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Indiana University Presents

THE WONDERS OF SCIENCE
on film

FROG ANATOMY 17 mm.
Shows the internal structure of a bullfrog through dissection.

PRINCIPLES OF ENDOCRINE ACTIVITY 16min.

Develops the concept of two coordinating mechanisms, nervous and chemical,

in living things.

CONTINUITY OF LIFE

A series of four biology films thot provide the experiences

important for the complete understanding of life processes.

ASEXUAL REPRODUCTION lOmin.

BASIC NATURE OF SEXUAL REPRODUCTION ISmin.

CHARACTERISTICS OF PLANTS AND ANIMALS lOmln.

MITOSIS AND MEIOSIS 16 min.

BACTERIOLOGY Series

Four films showing the role of microorganisms in the biological

world and man's use and control of these minute organisms. Each
15 min.

MICROORGANISMS: BENEFICIAL ACTIVITIES
MICROORGANISMS: HARMFUL ACTIVITIES
BACTERIA: LABORATORY STUDY
CAREER IN BACTERIOLOGY

IONIZATION AND IONIC EQUILIBRIUM 15 MIN.

PRESENTS THE CONCEPTS OF IONIZATION, DISSOCIATION AND IONIC

EQUILIBRIUM THROUGH ANIMATION.

TIME 15 min.

Describes the various methods of scientific time determination, time
keeping, and time zones.

SAFETY IN THE CHEMISTRY LABORATORY 15 min.

Shows the correct uses of laboratory aprons, safety goggles, chemicals,

and the laboratory manual.

CHEMISTRY IN COLLEGE 15 min.

Covers the laboratory, classroom, and social activities of a college

chemistry major.

THE ELEMENTS
A SERIES OF IHREE FILMS DESCRIBING THE DISCOVERY
OF THE MISSING AND TRANSURANIUM ELEMENTS PRE-
SENTED BY THE MEN WHO MADE THE ACTUAL
DISCOVERIES. EACH 30 MIN.

MODERN ALCHEMY
BEYOND URANIUM
MAKING ELEMENTS

THE ATOM
Covers the discovery of the answers to the atom's structure
and molecular action. Each 30 min.

HOW Bie IS AN ATOM?
WHAT MAKES ATOMS STICK TOGETHER?
WHY ARE ATOMS UNPREDICTABLE? ^-N' .

SURVIVAL IN THE SEA /,
The story of underwater animals and their struggle for amiv|
ing their feeding habits and defensive abilities. Each 3^fcjj^'^

WHERE LAND AND WATER MEET ^V
ON THE ROCKS
LIFE ON THE CORAL REEF
THE LIFE CYCLE

"^""^rs^

Qualify for purchase

under public law 864

(National Defense Education Act) ^
For rental, preview, and

purchase information write to:

Audio-Visual Center

Indiana University

Bloomington, Indiana



The Cover Scene

EdScreen is pleased to present, this

month, a special report on a hot topic:

the demonstration of the use of air-

borne television transmittal for edu-
cational purposes. The first actual 'in

use' testing begins this month, and
evaluation—both official and private

(which we will no doubt begin hear-

ing immediately)—will be under way.
The three articles we carry this

(nonth on MPATI have the objective

rf presenting the facts on a still-very-

lew topic. We will welcome comments
uid opinions, but for more informa-
ion on the program will refer ques-
doners to the headquarters of the op-
sration at Purdue University.

On the cover this month. Grove
A'ebster of Purdue, a member of the
eohnical staff of the program, peers
lown the interior of one of the four-
(Qgine aircraft which will carry the
rV transmitting equipment.
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versatile SCHOOL MASTER

shows single frame

filmstripsor2x2slides

with equal efficiency.

Can be changed from

filmstrip to slides in seconds; no

tools needed ... no parts to remove.

Puts more light on the screen . . .

permits showings in semi-darkened

rooms. No other filmstrip projector

offers such a complete line of acces-

sories for specific instruction re-

quirements.

BymeansofaSpeed-i-o-

scope®, or the inexpen-

sive Tach Adapter®, you

can use your

SCHOOL MASTER

for tachistoscopic

projection at varying speeds from

Inly a Graflex

SCHOOL MASTE1

Can Do

So Many Jobs

So Well

1/25 sec. to 1/100 sec. Ideal for Re-

medial Reading, Response Threshold

Analysis and Visual Acuity Testing.

The Micro-Beam® Unit adapts the

SCHOOL MASTER

for microscope slide

\pili»WAl )M) projection at amaz-

ingly low cost.

Six accessory

lenses, with a wide

range of focal

For complete information on SCHOOL MASTER Projectors
and accessories, see your Graflex Audiovisual Dealer or write
Dept. ES 11, Graflex, Inc., Rochester 3, N. Y.

lengths adapt the SCHOOL MASTER

to every projection distance and

screen size.

The SCHOOL MASTER (with remote

control) also works in conjunction

with the Graflex Classic PM Tape

Recorder. Provides

completely auto-

matic presenta-

tions, synchroniz-

ing sound and filmstrip.

SCHOOL MASTERS are the mos^

efficient and versatile portable film-

strip and slide projectors on th(

market. No wonder they are thf

most popular with today's edu

cators. Four models to choose from

500 watt and 750 watt, manual 0(

remote control.

GRAFLEX
m

A SUBSIDIARY OF GENERAL PRECISION EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
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PIl-lO-2
MEW i^AlPEX FOR EDUCi^TION
•/ere is a recorder that doesn't sound like an amateur. The Ampex PR-10 is rugged, pro-

sssional equipment designed for use in schools as the master recorder—to serve specific

•ses where quality and dependability really matter. Its clarity will make students sit up

nd listen. Its professional performance will encourage teachers to put forth inspired effort

making educational tapes and in perfecting rehearse -and- listen techniques in music,

'rama, speech and language. The recorder is an extremely versatile stereo/monophonic

ombination. It has jamproof pushbutton controls... a new gentle tape handling system...

nd is so durable you can budget it to outwork and outlast a succession of cheaper ma-

hines. Your Ampex professional dealer has it. Ask for a demonstration in your school.

BATURES AND ESSENTIAL DATA Recordi ond ployi bock ilereophonic, convenlionol holl-trock, or two-

It lound • All electricol pushbutton controlj • Remote control provision! ond occessory remote unit • Two speeds: SV, ipt and
ips (or /'/j - 15 ips option) • True musical pitch by hysteresis synchronous motor • Extremely low flutter plus permanent freedom

n misodjustment achieved by exclusive gentle electro-dynomic tope hondling system • Automatic tope threading ovoiloble • Four

;k stereo ploybock ovoiloble • Portable or rock mount versions available • Associoted equipment includes a 4-position stereo/

no mixer ond a new 40 watt speoker/omplifier unit-

SA'IO 40 watt accessory speaker/omp/if)*r.

Literature Including specifications, features, benefits and applications available from Ampex. Write Dept £D-3

'IPEX PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS COMPANY- 934 Charter Street. Redwood City. California' Ampex Of Canada Ltd.. Itexdale, Ontario, Canada
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News people organizations events

Two State Groups Hold
First Joint AV Meeting

A capacity crowd met at McLough-
lin Junior High School in Vancouver,

Washington, on October 14-15 for the

first joint meeting of two state audio-

visual organizations, the Washington
Department of Audio-Visual Instruc-

tion and the Oregon Audio-Visual As-

sociation. The theme for the confer-

ence was "Automation and the Cur-

riculum."

A report on team teaching as seen

across the nabon was given by two
Oregonians who have been investi-

gating the possibilities of using this

technique in Oregon schools. A three-

man panel also discussed educational

TV—its hmitations and its potentials.

The automation theme continued on

Saturday with a section on teaching

machines presented by William

Deutsch of Califone Company. Lan-

guage laboratories were discussed by a

professor and two teachers who have
been actively using them. A rundown
on research now underway, and possi-

bilities for future research project

grai.ts under Title Vll of the NDEA,
was given by the United States Office

of Education. At the closing luncheon,

a Navy representative demonstrated

audSovisuaUy how the Navy uses AV
materials in its teaching program.

DAVI president James Finn gave
the banquet address.

CCTV Can Help Fill In For
Teacher Lack, Study Shows

Closed-circuit television and tape

recordings may constitute an accept-

able "stop-gap" to meet ever-increas-

ing demands for trained foreign lan-

guage teachers, particularly at the ele-

mentary school level, a progress re-

port from the University of Illinois

Foreign Language Instruction Project

indicates.

Objective of the project, sponsored

jointly by the University and the U. S.

Office of Education, is to find a satis-

factory way to put study of foreign

languages into the elementary schools

while qualified teachers—not presently

available—are being prepared to take

over this instruction.

The experiment involved two groups

of fourth grade children, one "guided"

by teachers unfamiliar with Spanish

in lessons conducted by tape-recording

and television, the other taught con-

ventionally by foreign language spe-

cialists. At the end of a year, tests

show the experimental group doing
nearly as well as the contrast group.

In tests covering comprehension,

pronunciation, immediacy of response,

appropriateness of response and com-
posite skills, the "guided" group

achieved a composite score equal to

92 per cent of that scored by the

children who received conventional in-

struction.

DAVI Planning Side Trips

For Miami Convention

For members attending the con-

vention of the Department of Audio-
Visual Instruction (NEA) in Miami
next April, a variety of study trips and
sightseeing tours have been arranged:

The Everglades National Park and a

Miami Beach, scene of 1961 DAVI
Convention.

Seminole Village; the Miami Serpen-

tarium, where venom for medicinal

purposes is extracted; the Monkey
Jungle, where the monkeys are loose

and the spectators are caged; bird

farms teeming with exotic rare birds;

orchid jungles, with orchids growing
from trees.

In Florida, public schools are oper-

ated by a county unit system, which
provides equal opportunity for boys

and girls in any county in the State.

Enrollment in Dade County, the

Greater Miami area, now exceeds

165,000 in 176 schools. From 10 to 15

new schools are required each year

to keep pace with the jwpulatio

growth. More than 1,000 new teachei

are added each year coming froi

every state in the Union and man
foreign countries. At least one-thir

of the teachers have five or moi
years of education and all have fouj

year degrees.

A $70,000,000 amiual budget is n
quired for this, the eighth large!

school system in the nation. An audit

visual center serves the schools, an

an extensive educational television sy:

tem with hourly telecasts provides

variety of programs for pupils in ever

school.

Long Island AV Council
Publishes Anniversary Issue
The Long Island Audio VisuE

Council has issued a special 25th an

niversary edition of its pubhcatio

AVISO. For this issue, top audiovisui

people around the country were que

ried for their opinions on past devel

opments and their projections on th

future of AV in education.

Information about this special edi

tion can be obtained by writing th

Long Island Audio Visual Counci;

Box 174. Garden City, L. I., N. Y.

Texans Refute Charges
Against New ETV Outlet

"An inexcusable disservice to a fin

cooperative endeavor," was the bran

applied by W. W. Jackson of Sa

Antonio, chairman of the Southwe;

Texas Educational Television Counci

to a story about San Antonio's pn
jected educational television static

appearing in the November 14 issi

of Time magazine.

"The story is full of factual ina^

curacies which are misleading am
even worse, it attributes a complete

erroneous purpose for the station

activation," said Dr. Jackson. I

denied the story's statement that tl

station "will be strictly a platform f

great teachers to shame poor ones." ^

such idea has ever been entertained I

the board of directors. Dr. Jacks*

said. "It is fallacious to imply tb

Channel 9 will be used to espouse at

one theory of what consHtiites goc

teaching. We \vill be offering pri

grams designed by teachers themselv

to be of assistance in conducting thu

own courses."

The Time story also says that "ti'

(Continued on page 8)
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**We're convinced that A-V increases
learning efficiency by 20 to 30 percent."

"Even slow learners grasp meanings quickly when they
see a subject in context.

"After showing a movie on rural fire prevention, for ex-
ample, nearly every pupil readily understood basic con-
cepts of the subject. Before A-V, it was a slow process,
sometimes tedious, to drum home the same subject.
"We frequently show movies—and we take care to see

that they add to the learning experience.
"To show our movies, we selected the quietest, easiest-

to-operate 16mm sound projector we could find- the
KODAK PAGEANT PROJECTOR.

"Its quiet operation is not distracting, and we usually
don't have to show a new teacher or student more than
twice how to operate it with ease. This means we don't

have to lose valuable class time.

"We must move our projectors about the school, so we
don't like cumbersome, heavy machines. This Kodak
Pageant is as light as any we've seen. And we know
there's good reason for this projector's weight. For in-

stance, from our examination of the sound amplifier, we
found this to be a quality sound system, obviously not
skimped on in manufacture. This sound quality is exactly
what we need to accommodate showings in either class-
room or auditorium."

Test the Kodak Pageant Projeclor yourself. See how easy
il is to set up, how quietly it operates. Call your Kodak A- V
Dealer for a denionstralion, or write for Paf;eanl Bulletin
yjl-22. No obligation, of course.

Kodak Pageant Projector^ EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Dept. 8-V, Rochester 4, N.Y.

ucATIo^AL Screen and Audiovisual Guide—January, 1961



jNjeWS continued

new station will shun canned material

from the BBC and the Ford Founda-
tion." This is quite untrue, said Jack-
son. While no specific programs of
any type have been selected yet, the

Channel 9 directors expect the station

to become an affiliate of the National
Educational Television network (Ford
Foundation supported) which is mak-
ing quality educational programs avail-

able to virtually aJl of the educational

television stations in the nation. It is

hoped that such programs will include
BBC dramas, Boston symphony per-

formances and other great offerings.

L. C. Larson of Indiana On
Mission To Africa, Europe

L. C. Larson, director of the Audio-
Visual Center of Indiana University,

left November 21 on a five week tour
of Africa and Europe. His trip took
him to Ghana, Nigeria, Sierra Leone,
Liberia, France, and Belgium. He re-

turned to Blootnington on Christmas
Eve.

Working with the Ministry of In-

formation in Sierra Leone, Larson con-
ducted a review of the contract which
calls for the Audio-Visual Center to

furnish advisory services and assist-

ance in the development, production
and use of communications media in

the educational system and for pro-
grams in agriculture, health, and gen-
eral community improvements.

After leaving Sierra Leone, Mr. Lar-
son made a tour of Liberia to study
the existing communications media
program in that country. Paris was
next stop, with the point of interest

there a visit with UNESCO. From
Paris he flew by helicopter to Brussels

where he visited Audiovision Beige to

discuss the distribution of Indiana
University films and NET films on the

continent.

University of Akron Will
Open Own TV System

The University of Akron plans to

begin operation of a closed-circuit

TV system reaching 35 classrooms.

The system, being installed by RCA,
will carry courses for credit ranging
from mathematics and science to pub-
lic speaking. Provision also is being
made for the University of Akron TV
Center which will broadcast over edu-
cation channel 55 and will produce
instructive courses for distribution over
the Ohio State TV network. Addi-
tionally, it will be possible to telecast

from the campus studio through the

facilities of WAKR-TV, Akron.

Dr. Ray H. Sandefur, head of the
speech department, said the university

will commence closed-circuit transmis-

sion of five credit courses at the begin-

ning of the next semester. The courses

are Analytic Geometry, Reasoning and
Understanding in Science, Education
in American Society, and two courses

in Effective Speaking, one introduc-

tory in nature and the other more ad-
vanced.

Bell & Howell Antiques
For DAVI Archive Display

Important additions to DAVI's his-

toric equipment and publications

archives are represented in recent gifts

from the Bell & Howell Company. On
direction of president Charles H.

Alan Morrison, left, president of the Industrial Audio-Visual As-
sociation, chats with Frank Lovejoy and Roy Munima of U.S. Steel.
Lovejoy addressed the fall workshop of the association in Princeton,
N. J., in October.

Percy, the company's patent museu
was opened by A. C. Sonnenberg I

DAVI archivist Wm. F. Kruse. 5

pieces of vintage equipment and
fascinating collection of early lih

ature were selected.

The equipment includes a "Film
16mm camera and projector datii

back to about 1923; a Pathesco]

28mm projector, ca. 1915; a 35m
Barker Brothers combination moti(

picture projector and camera ca. 191
a DeVry filmstrip projector ma<
about 1925; and a Kodaslide project

in plastic case ca. 1937.

The literature goes back to 191
the oldest a collection of testimonis

to the B&H professional 35mm camei
including Robert J. Flaherty's shootii

of "Nanook," and a budget calhng f

eight actors at $60 a week, earner

man at $35 a week, and carpente
and electricians at the same rate. Tl

'latest" of the literature describes tl

DeVry World War II "Jan" now mac
exclusively by Bell & Howell, and tl

relatively current Architect's Visu
Equipment Handbook and Acoiist

Treatment of Auditoriums.

Photographic Society Plans
Fine Arts Show for 1961
The Photographic Society of Ame

ica has mailed a leaflet to all membe
and all affiliated clubs inviting sul

mission of pictures for the thii

Photography in the Fine Arts exhib

now scheduled for 1961.

Workshop On Techniques
For Illinois AV Specialists

A county-wide workshop and inst

tute on visual education at Willov

brook High School, Villa Park, II

featured three "you can do-it-you

self" demonstration sessions on ph'

tography and on production of m.

terials for opaque and overhead pr

jection. Each 30-minute session w>

repeated three times (between 4:i\

and 6 p.m.) to give everyone a cham
to take in all three.

A dozen or more commercial «
hibits ringed the main lobby.

After a school-cooked chicken dii

ner, the evening assembly program

heard Dr. Walter Wittich of the Ur
versity of Wisconsin demonstrate tl*

role of audiovisuals of classroom i

sti-uction. Included in his demonstr
tion were an excerpt from the sile

Yale "Chronicles of America" filn

and sound color motion pictures, fill

strips and tape recordings for a unit

our 50th state. Saturation use of audi

visuals in one community brought :

most unbelievably improved resul

according to Wittich.

(Continued on page 10)
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Charlie

the Destroyer

Eyebrov^s are not enough I

's true . . . Nature gave us eyebrows to pro-

it our eyes from overhead light, but unfor-

nately, eyebrows can't shut out reflected

?ht. Glare (reflected light) can only be

ntrolled by diverting the strong sunlight

}ward before it enters the room and only a

jnetian Blind can give perfect control of

nlight, from rooms suitable for Audio-

isual instruction to perfect indirect light.

The first choice of school authorities

in Venetian Blinds, is levolor, because

LEVOLOR has this famous 3 step service: 1. A
LEVOLOR representative gives you a detailed

prospectus in advance of installation. 2. He'll

write specifications to meet your special

needs. 3. He'll inspect the installation after

it's made. This unique LEVOLOR Service guar-

antees good specifications and good Venetian

Blinds.

or further information write

EVOLOR-LORENTZEN, INCORPORATED, 720 MONROE STREET, HOBOKEN, NeW JERSEY

^^^^^*^^^*^--^ VENETIAN BLINDS

AUDIO-VISUAL CONVENTIONAL SKYLIGHT
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The New

SUiKeUin/eC

Filmstrip TABLE-file

Keeps filmstrips at your fingertips!

Offers instant, visible

filmstrip selection!

Displays filmstrips in a neat,

orderly, handy arrangement!

Saves the teacher time and
trouble in locating filmstrips!

"The Standard Filmstrip Table-/<V» is to a filmstrip

what a bookcase is to a book," says one audio-

visual director. And no wonder, because this

handy Table-/i7tf keeps filmstrips in order, keeps

them filed and displayed in a readily accessible

arrangement.

Each Table-file Add-a-Unit lock-sucks on an-

other, up to 4 on one base. Each Table-/iV« Add-
a-Unit contains individual key-numbered recessed

compartments for 40 filmstrips.

-W^m*^%,

1»_*••••*«. I

*••••?;;
• w^

/^^*W|««*g|j||j

^i
4 No. 40 Add-a-Units on a Special Base on a fable.

Standard Filmstrip Table-fiUt ore practical

for a classroom, a department, a school build-

ing or in on audio-visual department. You
can put up two or more stacks of Table-filet

side by side, limited only by table space. Or,
individual units can be used as a Filmstrip

Wall-file.

Standard Filmstrip Table-files are mode
of heavy-gauge steel, finished in attrac-

tive brown hammerloid. Size 8'/j"

high X I9Vi" wide x l'^" deep.

One No. 40 (40 filmstrip capacity)

Add-a-Unit Filmstrip Table-file
S12^''

Standard
Aadlo-Vlaual
Ijlbr»r7 Plans for.

types.

• rilmstlips
• soond filmstrips
• disc records
• recording tape
• 2" X 2" slides

also Protector Tables ... 9 sizes and

WRITE FOR CKIM.OG

SEE TOUR A-V DEALER or
SCHOOL SUPPLY DISTRIBUTOR

JACK C. COFFEY CO., .nc

710 Seventeenth St. NORTH Chicago, III.

Latest additions to audiovisual educational equipment in the San Jose, Calif.,

East Side Union High School District are the wireless microphones of the

"Vega-Mike" type that got so strong a work-out (and much nation-wide TV
exposure) at the presidential nominating conventions. Tom Malone (above),

history teacher at James Lick High School, listens to student recite over

hand-held wireless microphone. The instructor wears a similar "cord-less" mike
lavalier style.

]NJg\^5 continued

Merrill Gates, assistant county

superintendent, reported an increase

in the DuPage County cooperative

library from 1,310 films to 2,380 dur-

ing the past year, and an increase in

weekly circulation from a top of 425
last year to a normal weekly move-
ment of more than 600. County super-

intendent Roy DeShane is and has

long been an active member of the

Illinois Audio-Visual Association.

Franklin Institute To Expand
Audiovisual Operations

The Franklin Institute, Philadel-

phia, has announced an accelerated

expansion program to help meet the

growing national crisis in science edu-

cation.

Wynn Laurence LePage, institute

president, said a $2,500,000 "Program

to Advance Science Education," to be

in fuU operation in four years, will in-

clude: A Junior Science Library at

the Institute, stocked with volumes

written for youth on all phases of sci-

ence, and supervised by a trained

librarian.

A research program in science edu-

cation which would search for new
teaching techniques, particularly for

teachers in the elementiU'y and sec-

ondary levels.

Television and radio facilities for

originating science education pro-

grams for broadcast through existing

radio and TV channels to schools and

homes.

A "science museum on wheels'" to

take exhibits and special demonstra-

tions of scientific principles to outlying

areas.

A Junior Science Center where

students will be able to obtain ma-

terials and perform experiments ii

special laboratory - classrooms unde
qualified supervision.

Creative Film Production T<

Be Recognized at Festival

Filmmakers whose 16mm motioi

pictures are produced "for love rathe

than money" are to be invited to sub

mit their 1960 films for special Inde

pendent Film - Makers' S h o w c a s <

screenings at the American Film Festi

val next April in New York City. Ii

response to widely expressed interes

in the creative and experimental worl

of independent young film producers

the Educational Film Library Associa

tion, sponsor of the festival, is planninj

these new "Showcase" screenings

scheduled for April 21 at the Barbi

zon-Plaza Hotel, where the Festiva

will be held again in 1961.

Letters

To the Editor:

It is with a sense of personal loss tha

I noted the passing of Bill Lewin (Ei

Screen, October, 1960). He had bee

a pillar of strength in the formativ

years of our industry and professio

and one could always find him i

there fighting for AV. We were com
petitors during the 14 years I speri'

in the AV publi.shing field wit

Film-AV World and Teaching Tooi

and I always found Bill eminent!

fair.

I am happy to note that the tit)

of your publication inchidt-s the nam^

Bill created. This will serve as a mom
ment to him. If any further steps ai'

developed to honor his memory pleas*

allow me to join such a movement.
Syd Cassyd

Los Angeles, Cali'i
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Recent EFLA Regional Meetings

Discuss Current Ed-FUm Spectrum

"The history of the organized use

of audiovisual materials in the United

States is encompassed within the pro-

fessional life and experience of many
persons in this room," Dr. Edgar Dale

of Ohio State University told his

audience on a recent evening in New
York City. The occasion was one of

the featured events of the 1 960 eastern

regional conference of the Educa-
tional Film Library Association, a ses-

son co-sponsored by the New York

Society for the Experimental Study of

Education.

Another conference speaker with a

long range view of the AV field was
EFLA's administrative director Emily

S. Jones who reported on EFLA's
present program and potentialities.

She recalled the early days of EFLA,
some 17 years ago, when "a few public

libraries . . . were already beginning

to circulate films, and of course school

systems in a number of cities had
audiovisual departments."

At November meetings in Tucson,

Detroit and New York, EFLA mem-
bers and other conference registrants

ioined in panel and audience discus-

ions. The Tucson session was de-

moted to matters involved when "The
Classroom Teacher Selects a Film,"

I discussion led by Dr. Raymond E.

Denno, executive vice president of

Sutherland Educational Films. The
^ew York meeting featured "News
uid Views of Film Library Adminis-

ration," with Tola Tryon, Margaret

Divizia and I. C. Boerlin among the

speakers. The Detroit program event

was billed as "Movies About Movies

—the Anatomy of a Film," presided

over by James L. Limbacher of the

Dearborn Public Library who shared

the floor with such invited guest

critics as Sidney Dash and Leonard
Feldman of Sterling Educational

Films, William Rudy of Wayne State

University, and James Cole of Indiana

University.

EFLA's central regional conference

in Detroit provided opportunities to

visit a number of outstanding audio-

visual operations in a series of special

tours—through the studios of edu-

cational television station WTVS at

the University of Detroit, the studios

of the Jam Handy Organization, and
the Wayne County Library Audio-
Visual Center. Both the Detroit and
New York conferences featured dem-
onstrations, witli audiences showing
special interest in new 8mm sound
films and projectors as demonstrated

by such leading manufacturers as Fair-

child and Eastman Kodak.

Among other conference programs
of both special and general interest

was a lively New York session posing

the question "Why Isn't There a Film
On ?". Norman Moore of the

Rochester Public Library, Mrs. Marcus
Friedlander of the N. Y. League of

Women Voters, and Dr. Edwin Foster

of the American Heart Association led

the film users in naming areas of in-

formation in which they found AV
materials to be inadequate, mention-

ing democratic procedures, compara-

tive religions, music, general health,

mathematics, recreation, and political

crisis areas of the world, among many
others. The point of view of the 16mm
producers was presented by Albert J.

Rosenberg of McGraw Hill Textfilms,

Erik Barnouw of Columbia University,

and the Reverend Donald Kilphardt of

the National Council of Churches, who
severally explored the role of the spon-

sor and the film user.

Coffee breaks, luncheons, and other

informal get-togethers enabled AV
users, producers, distributors and other

conference registrants to argue or

agree on many problems and projects

of mutual interest and concern. James
Limbacher, chairman of the central

regional conference, noted that at one
morning's "Crackerbarrel Session,"

conversation and controversy ranged
from the demise of H. W. Wilson's

Educational Film Guide and the pres-

ervation of archive films by transferral

to 8mm film, through inter-library ex-

change of lists of pulled prints to in-

creased availability of repair footage

on non-current films.

• EFLA armounces its newest Serv-

ice Supplement, a 14-page annotated

list of nearly 200 "Films and Film-

strips on Audio-Visual Materials and
Methods" dealing with 22 phases of

the audiovisual field from Animation
to Utilization. Each listing is complete

with a brief description of the content

of the film or filmstrip and the name
of the source. Distributed without

charge to EFLA members as the first

of the association's 1960-61 series of

regular Service Supplements, this re-

port is available to non-members at

$1.00 per copy.

'.iviiiR and getting first-hand inrurniutiun on new 16mm
!ins ut the EFLA central regional conference in Detroit are,

"III left, Arthur Brown, Film Center, Chicago; Renwick Gary-
". Wayne Comity (Mich.) Audio-Vieual Center; Albert
•ivastida. University of Michigan; Sidney Dash, Sterling Edu-
iiional Films, New York City; and James Cole, Indiana Uni-
rsity Audio-Visual Center.

A highlight of the Central Re^imial (onlriinii tsa> a

luncheon at which the association's administrative director,

Emily S. Jones, reported on "EFLA—Past, Present and Future."

At the speaker's table were Mrs. Evelyn Adams, Ford Motor
Company film library; David Click, Henry Ford Museum;
James L. Limbacher, Dearborn Public Library; Miss Jones;

and Renwick Garypie, Wayne County (Mich.) Public Library.
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editorial

Electronic

Space

Dividers

Paul C. Reed

Forward looking educators, feeling entrapped and frustrated by old

school buildings they must continue to use, may take cheer. Their
pupils need no longer be confined by the existing divisions of space
in the buildings. Now there are electronic space dividers. These are

not really new machines and gadgets. Rather, they result from new
thinking about newer media we already have.

Untraditional educators who dare to think freshly about ways and
places in which learning best takes place, fairly drool when they
examine the plans and design of some of the new school buildings.

Look in Massachusetts at the new Wayland Senior High or South
High in Newton, for instance. Or in Maryland at North Hagerstown
High School. Or the new high school in Stillwater, Oklahoma.

In these exciting new school buildings architects have responded
with daring imagination to the discovery by educators that learners

should not always sit in groups of thirty. Some learning activities

demand separation. Others are more effective in larger groupings of

one or two hundred pupils. The need is for flexible space arrange-
ments to accommodate groups of varying sizes. This is the problem
being solved so well in the creative design of some new buildings.

But what about the old buildings, especially those with flexible

teachers restricted by immovable partitions?

That's the place for an electronic space divider, for closed circuit

television. But wait! Don't stop reading. Let's pursue this a little

further. We're not talking about assembling pupils in larger groups
just to watch television. We're talking about using television to fig-

uratively destroy walls. Leave the learners right in the groups where
they are. Then with closed circuit television, transmit sight and
sound signals through and around any kind of partition that exists.

Thus groups of any size may be re-assembled instantaneously by
television, no matter where the individuals are located. They can be
brought together electronically for common seeing and hearing.

Let's be more specific. Take any old school, for instance. Equip it

completely for closed circuit television. Assume there are three

classes located in various parts of the building you want to bring
together to see a demonstration. They stay where they are, but

television re-assembles them into a new group of a hundred for the

purpose of seeing that demonstration. Or, if you want to bring ail

the students together for an assembly, there is no need for an audi-

torium. Television, wdth the flip of a switch, can instantaneously

obliterate all interior walls and assemble the whole student body to

see and hear the same things.

But what about sub-dividing groups electronically. How do you
push buttons to make groups into smaller groups? It's easier thar

you may have thought. In fact they're already doing this in foreigr

language teaching. With tape recorders, record players, micra
phones, and with earphones for each learner, groups can be spli(

up into new groupings. Each sub-group can listen and respond tc

the sounds and words most meaningful to them at that time. Mayb*
soon there will even be tape recordings of absolute silence for those

who want complete isolation for solitary thinking and dreaming.

Seriously—and believe me, I am serious—new media for communi
eating ideas and information and inspiration are demanding all tht

imagination and inventiveness of which we are capable. Sound:

from a television receiver can be routed through earphones for smal

groups within large groups. Self-instructing teaching machines cai

be used by individuals within a group. You don't have to have i

machine for everybody. Sound filmstrips can be recorded for 8mn
sound motion picture projection.

New electronic media can be thought of and used as a way o

overcoming the limitations of existing walls, as space dividers ti

regroup students for more efficient learning. All of our newer medi:

can be used more effectively. So far we've hardly started to usi

what we have. What are we waiting for? It's 1961!
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NDEA At Midpoint

by Seerley Reid

_ HE National Defense Education Act of 1958,

enacted into law on September 2, 1958, has a life

expectancy of approximately four years. Most of

its provisions expire on June 30, 1962, so that we
can say today that NDEA is at midpoint. What
las been accomplished in terms of its overall pur-

X)ses and goals? What have been its achieve-

ments in the developmental uses of audiovisual

equipment and instructional materials in schools

and colleges? And, perhaps most importantly,

what is its future?

These are not easy questions and there are no

facile answers. Let me hazard a few professional

guesses and personal hopes.

First, I believe that NDEA is a most remark-

able legislative directive toward the improvement

bf U.S. education. U.S. Commissioner of Educa-

ion Lawrence G. Derthick has called it "the

chird milestone in the history of federal aid to

Mucation" and has noted its special quality:

that our nation's security in this age, wdth the

|nost complex internal and international prob-

ems we have ever faced, requires the fullest de-

/elopment of the mental resources and technical

kills of our students, and makes it imperative

hat those inbalances identified in NDEA be

peedily corrected."

The National Defense Education Act, rightly

>r wrongly, does not provide general aid to

•ducation. Rather it is, in purpose and in fact,

elective legislation aimed specifically toward

trengthening certain weaknesses in our schools

nd colleges which were most apparent to the

"ongress in 1958. Viewed against this back-

ground of national concerns following the launch-

ji
ng of Sputnik, NDEA must be considered quali-

y legislation directed primarily, as its title in-

icates, toward the national defense of the

Jnited States. From such a viewpoint, the vari-

us titles and parts of NDEA, seemingly dispa-

'^[ ate in intent and certainly separate in adminis-

ation, do group under four major headings or

urposes. It is helpful to me to view NDEA
om such a perspective. I hope that such a view

/ill be helpful also to you.

a) Identification of and assistance to superior

udents. Title V-A provides for academic and
titude testing programs in secondary schools

d for the strengthening of guidance and coun-

ling programs in these schools. Title V-B pro-

|Dr. Reid is assistant director, Educational

ledia Branch, U.S. Office of Education.

lis opinions voiced in this article are per-

gonal and do not necessarily reflect official

ositions of USOE.

vides for counseling and guidance training insti-

tutes to improve the qualifications of such coun-

selors. Title II provides that special considera-

tion shall be given, in the selection of college

students to receive federal loans, to those with

superior academic backgrounds.

( b ) Improvement of teachers and teaching. Title

II provides tliat special consideration, in making
federal loans to college students, shall be given to

those who express a desire to teach in elementary

or secondary schools; and, further, that up to 50

percent of such loans shall be cancelled at the

rate of 10 percent per year, if borrowers serve

as full-time teachers in public schools following

their graduation. Title III provides for payments

to state educational agencies for the expansion

and improvement of supervisory services in the

fields of science, mathematics, and modem for-

eign languages.

Title IV provides for the establishment of new
or expanded graduate programs in colleges and
universities and for the award of fellowships to

assist students to engage in graduate study in

these programs with preference to be given to

those interested in teaching in institutions of

higher education. Title VI is focused almost en-

tirely upon improvement of the teaching of mod-
em foreign languages—through the establish-

ment of language and area centers, research and

studies, and language institutes.

(c) Improvement of instructional equipment,

materials and methods. Title III, as we all must
know by now, provides federal funds for the

"acquisition of laboratory and other special

equipment, including audiovisual materials and
equipment and printed materials (other than text-

books ) , suitable for use in providing education in

science, mathematics or modern foreign language

in public elementary or secondary schools." This

provision in Title III is the "audiovisual heart" of

NDEA. But provision for and utilization of in-

structional materials ( including audiovisual ) are

also authorized in the Title VI programs of lan-

guage and area centers, research and studies, and
language institutes. In the last instance, the Act

specifically states ".
. . advance training, particu-

larly in the use of new teaching methods and in-

structional materials, for individuals who are en-

gaged in or preparing to engage in the teaching,

or supervising or training teachers, of any mod-
ern foreign language in elementary or secondary

schools." Also, Title VII is directed toward the

improvement of instructional materials and meth-

ods, specifically new educational media, by
grants for research and experimentation and proj-

ects for disseminating infomiation about the new
media.
(d) Jissistance to instructional programs in sci-

ence, mathematics and modern foreign languages.

Title II provides that special consideration shall

be given to loans to students whose background

indicates a superior capacity or preparation in

science, mathematics, engineering or a modem
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Abbreviated report of appropriations

for fiscal years 1959 and 1960 (Sep-

tember 2, 1958 through June 30, 1960).

Title II Student loans:

Federal contributions to loan funds $ 70,392,972

Loans to educational institutions . . 1,307,028

Title III Science, mathematics, and modern for-

eign language instruction:

Acquisition of equipment and minor
remodeling

Grants to States 102,080,000

Loans to nonprofit private schools 13,920,000

State supervision and administration 5,350,000

Title IV National defense fellowships 17,950,000

Title V Guidance, counseling, and testing:

Grants to States 22,400,000

Institutes for counseling personnel . 8,480,000

Title VI Modern foreign languages:

Area centers 4,250,000

Research 6,550,000

Institutes for language teachers . . 4,820,000

Title VII Educational media research and infor-

mation 4,600,000

Title VIII Area vocational programs 10,750,000

Title X State statistical services 2,150,000

TOTAL $275,000,000

foreign language. Title III is totally restricted, in

its financial assistance programs, to science, math-
ematics and modem foreign language instruction.

Title VI is focused totally upon the development
of programs of instruction in modem foreign

languages. And Title VIII, aimed at the training

of skilled technicians in recognized occupations
requiring scientific knowledge, authorizes the

"purchase, rental or other acquisition, and main-
tenance and repair, of instructional equipment"
and the "purchase of instructional supplies and
teaching aids."

This categorical analysis of NDEA, while over-

ly simplified, does provide a rational overview of

the Act and a perspective in appraising the role

of audiovisual instructional materials in the vari-

ous programs being carried on under the Act. It

is apparent to all of us, I believe, that Titles III,

VI and VII have been and are most pertinently

and significantly related to audiovisual develop-
mental programs. At the same time, I would urge
that each of us become familiar with all of the

provisions of NDEA. Only by so doing can we
truly evaluate its benefits and intelligently recom-
mend future courses of action.

What have been the accomplishments of

NDEA during the first half of its life? Both quan-
titatively and qualitatively, substantive answers
are not easily available with the various and vary-

ing bases being used—authorizations, appropria-

tions, allotments, obligations, encumbrances,
commitments, expenditures, disbursements, etc.

Each has its own definitive fiscal usefulness. But
how would you like to manage your household

finances using these difl^erent categories?

Over half of NDEA funds made available dur
ing its first two years went to the programs o:

Titles III, VI and VII, in each of which there an
audiovisual provisions and requirements buil

into the Act itself. This does not mean, of course
that all of the $141,570,000 made available foi

the programs of Titles III, VI and VII durinj

1958-59 and 1959-60 were spent for audiovisua
equipment, materials and programs. I would no
even hazard a guess as to the NDEA funds whicl

have so far been used for the extension and im
provement of audiovisual education through th(

acquisition of equipment and materials, the train

ing of teachers and supervisors in the use of sue!

materials, and research and experimentation intc

the uses of these new educational media.

But while we—you and I—do not have precise

statistical data concerning AV growth undei

NDEA, we do believe in its positive achieve
ments during the past two years. We have con
vincing evidence through field reports, anecdotes
letters, newspaper articles, etc.—evidence not sta

tistically summarizable but valid as an expressior

of faith from teachers, school administrators ant

the lay public. Significantly, the Department o!

Audiovisual Instruction ( NEA ) and the Nationa
Audiovisual Association are already making plan;

to urge the extension and expansion of NDEi*
after June 30, 1962.

What is the future of NDEA? Most of its Tides

as I noted earlier, have a termination date o

June 30, 1962. Will it be extended? Should it be'

Should it be modified or expanded? If so, in wha
ways and to what purposes? Let us assume a con
tinuation of some, if not all, of NDEA's provi

sions. What changes would you make in thesi

provisions? What new provisions would you add
Let me suggest a few which seem to merit con

sideration.

One frequently mentioned is that of expandin;

the provisions of Title III to include support fo

state supervisory services and the acquisition o

equipment and materials ( including audiovisual

to other academic subjects such as history, eco

nomics, and other social sciences; language art

with particular reference to reading, writing am
speaking the English language; and the humani
ties and the arts.

]

Another suggestion is to extend the concept cj

teacher institutes, now confined to guidance an^

modern foreign languages, to other areas of th

school curriculum. Somewhat related is the sue

gestion that the authority for research and exper

mentation and dissemination of information cor

ceming new educational media be broadened t

include all educational media rather than on)

those that are new.

Some college and university staff membei
have naturally suggested that federal assistanc

toward the acquisition of equipment and mater

als be extended to institutions of higher educ;

tion as well as to public elementiuy and secon(

ary schools. Before saying aye or nay to thej

suggestions and others relative to the future (

NDEA, you must remember its basic aims : tl

correction of existing inbalances and an emphas
on the quality of students, programs teachin

Now it's your turn. What are your suggestion: I
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The first experimental program in airborne televisu,

instruction gets under way in January. It could hii

resounding—and world-wide—effects in education. Be^

of the significance of this project we are devoting n^

attention to it in this issue.
\

-The i

The Midwest Program On
Airborne Television Instructioi

by Dr. Bryghte D. Godbold
Executive Vice President

Midwest Program on
Airborne Television Instruction

General Purposes and Plan

jyjLPATI will telecast instructional courses, re-

corded on video tape, from a plane circling at

high altitude over north-central Indiana to

schools and colleges in six states of the surround-
ing region. Telecasts will begin on a partial

schedule for a demonstration period on Janu-
ary 30, 1961. In the academic year 1961-1962, a
full program will be broadcast. The area receiv-

ing the signal will be 150 to 200 miles in radius,

perhaps larger; testing to be done with planes
and mobile units prior to lesson telecasts will de-
termine the exact limits. The telecast area will

encompass parts of Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky,
Michigan, Ohio, and Wisconsin.
The Ford Foundation has granted an appro-

priation of $4,500,000 for this project to the
Midwest Council on Airborne Television Instruc-

tion. Other contributions are coming from pri-

vate industry. The total cost will be about $7,-

750,000.

The Midwest Council was organized to afford

educators of the region an agency to deal with
finding solutions to some of the major problems
facing American education today—the problems
of offering a greater quantity of education to

meet the needs of a growing school population
and at the same time providing increased quali-

ty of instruction, and to do these things without
raising the cost of education beyond foreseeable

means.
The council decided on a major project in-

volving television because this medium has
proved its usefulness in providing instruction

of high quality to numbers of students. The
borne method was selected because it can re.

greater numbers at less cost than can grou,

based transmitters. Capital and operating c(

of airborne transmission are estimated at ab
one-third as much per pupil, given 5,000,'

pupils, as equivalent ground-based facilities.

For these reasons the council has planned
Airborne Program. During the initial phases
the Program the council will work with sta

and communities in the region on ways of c

structing a viable form of permanent organi

tion and financial support.

Educational Planning

To make sure that the courses selected

telecasting would relate effectually to the et

cational needs of the region, the council wisl

to obtain wide consultation with school and c

lege persormel in the telecast area. Accordinj

the following steps were taken:

( 1 ) The council staff met in November, 19

with the state superintendents concem<
and on the following day with 39 sup
intendents of city and county systems
the region, to get their advice on proi

dures for developing curriculum and
other aspects of the project.

(2) As a result of those meetings, a curriculi

policy and planning committee was form

Educational Screen and Audiovisual Guide—January, 1961
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1 he Federal Communications Commission has

granted limited experimental authorization to

use the two channels needed to begin the Pro-

gram. It is expected that eventually as many as

six simultaneous telecasts could be transmitted

from one plane.

The transmitting aircraft will fly in a ten-mile

circle at an assigned altitude of 23,000 feet near

Montpelier, Indiana. Air-to-ground transmission

will be on two standard-band, ultra-high-fre-

quency channels. The Program will also experi-

ment with narrow-band transmission, which ulti-

mately could permit a doubling of the number
of programs transmitted. Engineering of the nar-

row-band experiment is being done by CBS
Laboratories.

The period of demonstration telecasts (janvi-

ary-May, 1961) will give the schools an oppor-

tunity to observe the courses, check the qualit\

of the signals received, and install and check

their receiving equipment. When the exact sig-

nal area is determined, ETV stations in major

cities will be encouraged to pick up the telecast

for rebroadcasting to "fringe" areas. They may
also record them for local telecasting at hours

different from the Airborne schedule.
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A technical advisory committee on TV receiv-

ing ef|iiipment has assisted the council in pre-

paring information for the schools about receiv-

ing equipment, its installation, and its cost.

Administration and Participation

The Midwest Council on Airborne Television
Instruction has its main office Purdue University.

During the initial stages of the program, Purdue
and the Purdue Research Foundation are pro-
viding the council with legal, fiscal, and physi-
cal facilities. The Midwest Council operates as

an independent policy-making and management
group.

Schools and colleges in the region will partici-

pate in the program on a voluntary basis. They
may use as many or as few of the courses as
they wish and may equip as many or as few
classrooms as they wish. Schedules and course
descriptions will be furnished to them well in

advance of the beginning of telecasting.

To assist the schools in making the best of the
telecasts, area committees have been organized.
The area committees make possible close liaison

between the operation of

communities using it. An
resource institution have

serve each area committe

Plans for Evaluation

It is the policy of the

Airborne Television Instr

tional, technical, econom
managerial aspects of the

and that evaluation shall

the planning and executio

er than on an ex post fac

the project phase. Accoi

forward as rapidly as pc

over-all evaluation plan 1

casting begins. In the ec

areas evaluation has aire

will be incorporated intc

under way is a history of

provide a framework and
Planning and operatipn

gram will be joint functio

and the resource instituti

from specialists from the 1

and from testing and evi

The U. S. Office of Edua
interest and has offered

1960, a preliminary com
representing the research

source institutions and ot

with the staff to propose
;

over-all evaluation plan a

mentation.

Personnel for the evalu
added to the central staff i

Evaluation procedures wi
ministered through the a
staff will develop or select

urement and will assist the

their part of the general e'

also with such evaluation
may wish to undertake ir

own purposes. Concurrent
to inform and interest res«

vestigators throughout the

possibilities inherent in the

tive or special independt
The work of evaluation w^

suitation from specialists

stitutions and other evalui
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Significance of the Mi

If the airborne experim<
of success, it may serve ;

similar regional programs
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Tit

Tit

Economics Of The
Midwest Program

Tit

rJ.ANY questions have been asked about the
)St of the Midwest Program on Airborne Tele-
sion Instruction. We will discuss here two

Titpects of the economics of the program: (1)
le relative costs of an airborne facility as com-

jjjired to the costs of a ground-based facility

)vering the same area; (2) the budget for the
Til:perimental phase covering the period from the

Jl of 1959 through May, 1962.

It should be said at the outset that the Mid-
est Council believes that, in the immediate
iture of instructional television generally, the
aestion is not whether ground-based or airborne
,ansmission should be used. Rather, the growing
'nportance of television as an instructional
|edium is such that all possible types of facilities

jUl be required to do the job ahead. In the early

stages of planning for this regional program in

education, comparative estimates were obtained
for airborne and ground-based facihties. Since
these estimates indicate that the airborne meth-
od would be less expensive for telecasting to

a region of this size, airborne transmission ap-
peared sufficiently promising to warrant dem-
onstration throu^ a large-scale project. For
this reason the council decided to pursue the air-

borne project.

The program has now progressed far enough
that other questions about its costs can be
answered with a reasonable degree of assurance.
Although there are of course still some cost
figures that are not firm, and although all cost

matters are necessarily subject to continuing
study, the council can now speak with con-

our-engine aircraft to be used in the program, with its

^-ft. sending antenna.

Sample lesson of elementary science is monitored in

studios at Purdue.
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deuce about the various aspects of the total

ists.

Although the production and administrative

)sts for airborne and for ground-based trans-

ii^sion wfould be approximately the same,

ipital outlay and operating costs show a sub-

antial difference. This difference is apparent

1 1 able A, comparing costs for facilities need-

1 to reach an equivalent territorial area.

Ill each case computations have been made
> l)rojecting the Midwest Program beyond the

o|tct phase, when only two programs will be
insinitted simultaneously. Assuming that the

aximum potential of six programs would be
iiismitted and that one fully equipped standby
III aft would be provided to serve every three

n raft used as airborne facilities, the costs of a
'< airborne facility would then be increased

le-third.

i lie ground-based facility assumes six 1-kilo-

iitl transmitters, a 1,000 foot tower, and a

ule antenna onto which all six programs would
iiiiiltiplexed. Additional micowave equipment,

ei and above the main studio-to-transmitter

kv would be needed to tie these stations to-

I'. The cost of a six-channel system is

.. .mated at a minimum of approximately $1,500
r mile and may be substantially more. To
together 14 stations, each with a service

dins of approximately 50 miles, would require

subsidiary links, each approximately 100

les long. Allowing for off-the-air pickup and
ducing the mileage to one-half, the costs for

icrowave equipment may be estimated as:

13 links x 100 miles x $1,500 per mile x V2 =
75.000

lus the total cost for ground-based facilities

uivalent to one airborne facility is approxi-
tely $9,254,000 for UHF facilities and $975,-

for microwave facilities, totaling $10,229,000.

f^erest Charges an Capital Costs

Assuming that it would be necessary to bor-
money to meet capital costs, there would be

ditional yearly charges for interest. At 6 per
nt per year simple interest, these would
lount to 6% of $3,463,000 or $207,800 per year
airborne facility; 6% of $10,229,000 or $613,-

1 per year for equivalent ground-based facili-

loiiization of Capital Costs

\ssuming that the entire capital costs should
amortized over a period of years, the annual
irges for interest at 6 per cent and reduction
principal would be, if amortized over a 5-

tr period, $806,000 p>er year for airborne
ility or $2,381,300 per year for equivalent
und-based facilities.

f amortized over 10 years, this would be
)5,400 per year for airborne facility or $1,-

[,800 per year for equivalent ground-based
lities.

erating Costs

lie operating cost estimates also assume six

grams are being transmitted simultaneously
six hours a day and four days a week. Certain

Table A.

AIRBORNE
CAPITAL COSTS FACILITY
Aircraft or Tower $1,000,000

Aircraft Auxiliary Power, etc. 230,000

Antenna and Accessories . 100,000

Transmission Line 2,000

Transmitters (6) 750,000

Input and Monitoring Equip-

ment 130,000

Test Equipment 5,000
Building and Land —
Installation 200,000
Studio to Transmitter Links 180,000

Total for one facility $2,597,000

Total for 1 1/3 Airborne or

14 groimd facilities $3,463,000

Table B.

GROUND-
BASED

FACILITY
$ 125,000

50,000

32,000

160,000

120,000

4,000

50,000

30,000

90,000

$ 661,000

$9,254,000

EACH
EACH GROUND-

AIRBORNE BASED
FACILITY FACILITY

Transmitter Operators $20,000/yr.* $ 15,000

Maintenance and Supervisory

Personnel 15,000 15,000
Tubes and Maintenance 40,000 20,000
Transmitter Power 30,000 3,000
Building and Tower Lights 1,000
Building Maintenance — 600
Tower Maintenance — 1,000

Aircraft Operation

Oil, Gas, Crews, etc. 440,000
Maintenance, Overhaul, Engine 168,000'

Replacement, etc.

Total $713,000 $ 55,600
* Add 1/3 of the items for spare

aircraft 63,000

$776,000

—
Total for 11/3 airborne or $778,400

14 ground-based facilities

Table C.

Summary of Operating and Capital Costs

a) Capital Cost

b) Annual cost without

amortization

Operating
Interest @ 6%

Total

AIRBORNE
FACILITY
$3,463,000

EQUIVALENT
GROUND-

BASED
FACILITIES
$10,229,000

$ 776,000/yr.

207,800

$ 983,800

c) Annual cost with amortiza-

tion in 5-year period

Operating $ 776,000
Amortization: principal -f- 806,200

interest

Total $1,582,200

ucATioNAL Screen and Audiovisual Guide—January, 1961

$ 809,000

613,700

$1,422,700

$ 809,000

2,381,300

$3.190,300
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Budget for Midwest Program On Airborne
Television Instruction Covering the Period

Fall, 1959, Through May, 1962

The budget of the Midwest Program has been
broken down into major categories, witli the costs

for each category indicated on the same line.

1. Aircraft and Transmitting Equipment
Design, installation and operation

of transmitting equipment $2,100,000
Design, installation and operation of

narrowband experimental equipment 400,000
Operation, maintenance, handling, and

hangaring of aircraft 1,150,000
Engineering planning and consulting

services 200,000

Total $3,850,000

2. Preparation of 28 Courses of Instruction

Planning and producing or purching

28 courses $1,820,000
Purchase of magnetic tape 340,000
Operation of tape processing center

to receive, duplicate, and prepare

tapes for placing on plane 250,000

Total $2,410,000

3. Professional and technical assistance

to schools and colleges

Support of Resource Institutions,

Area Coordinators, and Regional

Advisory Commission $330,000
Conferences and teacher workshops 140,000

Total $470,000

4. Public Information

Salaries, wages, social security,

travel, consultants, conferences,

and clerical services $ 60,000
MPATI brochure, quarterly news-

letter, and other publications and
displays 50,000

Total $110,000

5. Program Evaluation

6. Physical facilities (Rent, utilities,

telephone and telegraph, office sup-

plies, postage and mailing, publica-

tions, printing and duplicating, and
other office overhead

)

7. Administrative Costs (Salaries, wages,
travel

)

8. Consultants and Professional Services

9. Special Conferences and Workshops
10. Contingency

TOTAL PROJECT COSTS* $7

80,000

125,000

380,000

110,000

25,000

190,000

,750,000

' The purchase price of the aircraft was not in-

cluded in the above data. Financing of the pur-

chase of the aircraft was handled outside the

budget and their disposition at the end of the
project will also be handled as a non-budget item.

of the aircraft operating expenses should 1

multiplied by 1 1/3 to allow for the use of oi

spare aircraft for each three operational aircrai

Certain of the operating expenses, howevc
should not be multiplied by the 1 1/3 facte

since tlie cost would he incurred only in whic
ever single aircraft was operating. The operatii

cost summaries are shown in Table B.

In addition, a 26-station microwave rel;

system, providing 650 miles of microwave circu

would be recjuired to link the 14 broadcastii
stations comprising the ground-based facilitit

The total annual operating cost of this 26-stati(

microwave relay system is estimated as follow

Three operators

Travel—one circuit per week
average of 650 miles/week x

$0.10/mile x 50 weeks=
Maintenance, tubes, power, etc.

qi $200/yr. per station

$22,500
)

3,250
)

5,200

$30,950 J

The comparable total for ground-based faciliti

is thus $809,390 a year ($778,440 plus $30,950

The figures shown in Table C reveal a thre

fold difference in capital costs in favor of ;

airborne systein as well as a slight edge for a;

borne television with respect to operating cost

It will be a function of the economic evaiu
tion of the Midwest Airborne project to provi(

sufficient data to detail fully the significa

differences in cost between airborne education'
television and other methods of instmction.

Mrs. Geraldine Workman of Kansas City,

the first selected to produce courses for

will teach world history and geography.

Mo., 0111

MPATI. S
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lath, Music,

^.rt, Science,

llistory . . .

'n January 30, 1961, the Midwest Program
I home Television Instruction will begin its

listration period of telecasts. In this initial

of the experiment, 14 courses will be trans-

II (I from a speciallif equipped airplane on a

r.iilar weekly schedule until May 25, 1961.

the 14 courses to be offered, eight are

ir elementary level, four are designed for

li II school use and two will be at the college

I,, I

following will provide descriptions of the

' V to be offered, also brief sketches of the

irfors.

^ »\DERFUL WORLD OF NUMBERS
metic for Grade Six (20 minutes telecasts

n I flays a week)

iphasizing and understanding of mathe-
s in developing mastery of fundamental
the telecast portion of the upper elemen-

liithmetic lessons will attempt to introduce
lire of number whenever possible. The
I II point of view penetrating the field of

inatics will be presented and the language
w ill be aimed at better preparing the pupils

iiior high school.

;)plementing the classroom work in upper
iitary arithmetic, this course may be used
rcelerate<l fifth graders and some seventh
IS as well as sixth graders.

' course will attempt to stimulate the
nts to see patterns in numbers and explore
relationships.

i:rtor: Marlene Beigel

s Beigel is a magna cum laude and Phi
Kappa graduate of the University of Cin-
li where she received the .A.B., B.E., and

1(1. She has been teaching seventh grade
nnati Public Schools for the past two years.

TIME FOR ART

Art for Lower Elementary Grades 1-3 (20 minute

telecasts two days a week)

ADVENTURES IN ART

Art for Upper Elementary Grades 4-6 (20 minute

telecasts two days a week)

To supplement and enrich the art education

program now being offered in the school is

the purpose of these two coordinated courses.

These telecasts will assist the classroom teach-

er to inspire in the children a confidence in self-

expression through creative art activities. Other

of the presentations will seek to develop an

understanding of the arts through study of

painting, sculpture, architecture, the crafts and
industrial design. The development of some
tecluiical skills will be encouraged without re-

sorting to copying, imitation or such techniques

as might hinder creative expression.

Instructor: Elizabeth O. Dabbs

For 20 years, Mrs. Dabbs has been a teacher

and supervisor of art. She has also conducted
workshops in art education for more than 18,000

teachers in four states and on some 20 college

and university campuses. During the past two
years, she has presented programs in art by tele-

vision in the Fort Wayne and Cincinnati areas.

Mrs. Dabbs studied at the John Herron Art

School, has a B.A. degree from Sioux Falls Col-

lege and an M.S. from Indiana University.

BONJOUR LES ENFANTS

Conversational French for Elementary Grades

(20 minute telecasts four days a week)

Bonjour les Enfants will present the most
commonly used structural patterns of elementary
conversational French to children in grades

tliree through six. This series will also strive to

create and sustain an interest in France.

An aural-oral approach will be used with

ample time given to pattern drills and frequent

reviews of materials already covered. Basic pat-

terns of French conversation will be developed
in situations closely related to the children's

everyday actvities.

Instructor: Zelik Zeff

A native of France, Mr. Zeff has been teaching

a course in Conversational French for elementary

school children in Detroit since September, 1959.

He received his A.B. degree from Wayne State

University, and traveled extensively in Europe
before making a career in teaching.

SINGING, LISTENING, DOING

Music for Lower Elementary Grades 1-3 (20

minute telecasts two days a week)

MUSIC FOR YOU
Music for Upper Elementary Grades 4-6 (20

minute telecasts two days a week)

The aim of these courses is to assist the school

in providing experiences which will help the
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Marlene Beigel, arithmetic teacher in the airborne TV prog;rani,

works on course outline for her airborne TV lessons.

Benito Lueras will teach be-

ginning Spanish to the school

children.

Science teacher John Burns
will demonstrate weight of

the atmosphere.

child develop understanding, skill, and apprec
tion in music.
Program content will center around six areas

basic musical activity. The six areas to be covi

ed are: singing, listening, rhythm, playing cla

room instruments, creating, and reading. The
telecasts will stress the fundamental elemei
of music: melody, rhythm, tone quahty, temj
dynamics, and form.

The telecasts will also attempt to assist t

classroom teacher in developing a favorable <

vironment for creativity through asking childr

to notice, seek out, choose, decide, compare, a
contrast many musical experiences. The grow
of sound musical values will be accelerated,
is hoped, by means of this process.

Instructor: Dolores D. Dudley

During the past three years, Mrs. Dudley 1

been teaching music by television with t

Washington County Closed Circuit Televisi

Project of Hagerstown, Maryland. She a
served as Elementary Music Supervisor at Tew
bury Public Schools in Tewksbury, Massacl
setts. Majoring in voice and piano, Mrs. Dud
received an A.B. degree from River CoUe
and later obtained a B.S. in Music Educati
from Lowell State Teachers College.

THE SCIENCE CORNER
Elementary Science for Grades 3 and 4

{

minutes telecasts four days a week)

The Science Comer is concerned with I

everyday science surrounding a child. Shade
fall, wheels are round, birds can fly and childi

want to know why. It is the aim of this course

help the classroom teacher to capture this ci

osity, to stimulate it and to give each child t

opportunity to explore the wonders he si

around him.

To make full use of these telecasts the oi

materials needed will be those normally fou

in every classroom and in the children's hor

Instructor: Barbara Yanowski

Miss Yanowski has been teaching elementi

science by television for four years in New Y(

City. She became interested in radio and te

vision while studying for her B.A. at Fordh
University. While there she was active in colU

theatre productions and also served as dramat
director of radio station WFVW. She has
M.A. from the University of Michigan.

EXPLORING WITH SCIENCE

Elementary Science for Grades 5 and
minute telecasts four days a week)

Designed primarily for use at the fifth

sixth grade levels, this course aims at devel<

ing a scientific attitude on the part of the stude
\

Basic information units will c-over such fields

weather, machines, geology, fire, animals, a

conservation. In bringing into play a fund

scientific facts concerned with the everyc

world about them, it is intended that the d
dren will gain a better understanding of th

environment and how science can be used

interjjret it.
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MPATI Broadcast Schedule For Demonstration Period (January—May 1961)

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday

EST
9:25

9:30

10:00

10:05

10:25

10:30

11:00

11:05

11:25

11:30

11:50

11:55

12:25

CST
8:25

8:30

9:00

9:05

9:25

9:30

10:00

10:05

10:25

10:30

10:50

10:55

11:25

72* 76* 72 76 72 76 72 76

College
Chemistry

Arith.

Grade 6

H. S.

American
History

Science
Grades 5-6

French
Grades 3-6

College
Math.

H. S.

Biology

Science
Grades 3-4

H. S.

American
Government

Art
Grades 4-6

Music
Grades 1-3

World
History

Geogrraphy

College
Chemistry

Arith.
Grade 6

H. S.

American
History

Science
Grades 5-6

French
Grades 3-6

College
Math.

H. S.

Biology

Science
Grades 3-4

H. S.

American
Government

Art
Grades 4-6

Music
Grades 1-3

World
History

Geography

College
Chemistry

Arith.

Grade 6

H. S.

American
History

H. S.

Biology

Science
Grades 3-4

H. S.

American
Government

Science
Grades 5-6

French
Grades 3-6

College
Math.

Art
Grades 1-3

Music
Grades 4-6

World
History

Geography

College
Chemistry

Science
Course to be
Announced

Arith.

Grade 6

H. S.

American
History

Science
Grades 5-6

French
Grades 3-6

College
Math.

Science
Grades 3-4

H. S.

American
Government

Art
Grades 1-3

Music
Grades 4-6

World
History

Geography

Telecasts will be broadcast over two channels (72 and 76) on four days each week.

The arrangement of the telecasts into a series

subject units provides a flexible control over
' course curriculum. The classroom teacher

ly, building upon selected units, present a

jiirse which will fit the particular teaching

1 uation.

structor: John W. Burns

With some nine years of teaching experience,

r. Bums has for the past two years taught

ence by television with the Detroit educational

project. He received his B.S. and masters de-

36 at Wayne State University where his inter-

in audio-visual teaching aids was expressed

his graduate thesis on this subject.

iE NATION INDIVISIBLE

Civics (30 minutelerican Government and
ecasts four days a week)

One Nation Indivisible is a two-semester high
lool level course on the functioning of the

vemment of the United States at its three

erational levels: national, state, and local.

With the Constitution of the United States

the focal point, tliis course will develop the

al political processes of a dynamic democTacy,
rtray some of the personalities that have made
democracy live, and underscore the national

nflicts which are the bloodstream of our
vemmental system.

structor: Myles M. Piatt

^r. Piatt has been a classroom teacher for

years, having taught elementary, high school,

Q college students. As a television instructor

has presented some 250 lessons in World
story over Channel 56 in Detroit. He received
.B. degree from the University of Detroit, and

M.A. from Wayne University, and is currently

completing his Ph.D. dissertation for the Univer-
sity of Michigan.

OUR ADVENTURE IN FREEDOM
American History for Senior High School (30

tninute telecasts four days a week)

To create within the student a sense of his

continuity with past generations of Americans
will be one of the primary aims of this television

course.

Starting with the background of the opening
of the Western Hemisphere to European civiliza-

tion, the lessons will be grouped into nine units

tracing the origins of the American Republic
through to the present.

Organization of the course material is basically

chronological. Political and economic movements
and motives will constitute the greater part of the

year's study, however, considerable attention will

also be paid to American cultural and social

history.

There will be no attempt to portray the Ameri-

can past as always ideal nor American leader-

ship always without sin, but neither will any
conscious debunking characterize this series of

telecasts.

Instructor: John E. Dickey

During some 25 years of experience, Mr.
Dickey has taught on the elementary, secondary

and college levels. He has also been a television

teacher of American History for the Kentuckiana
Council of Educational Television. Mr. Dickey
received his A.B. and M.A. from Western Ken-
tucky State College and is now doing graduate

study toward a Ph.D. at the University of Ken-
tucky. During World War H he served as an

officer with the U.S. Navy.
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OUR CHANGING WORLD
World History and Geography (30 mintitc tele-

casts four days a week)

This series of telecasts will present a chron-

ological development of world history up to the

industrial revolution, with emphasis on the rise

of western civilization; and a combination of

chronological and topical treatment from then

until the present. Material will be presented with

an awareness of geographic setting to demon-
strate that much of what man has done in the

past has depended upon where he has lived.

Instructor: Geraldine Workman

A high school teacher of history for more
than 15 years, Mrs. Workman has for the past

two years taught daily lessons in both World
History and American History by television.

She has a B.S. in Education from Central Mis-

souri State College and has done graduate work
at the University of Colorado and at Kansas City

University.

BIOLOGY— GRADE NINE

A Television Course Produced by the Cincinnati

Public Schools (30 minute telecasts four days a

week)

This series of telecasts, when used as a supple-

ment to regular laboratory periods and class-

room discussions, is designed to present a basic

understanding of Biology. The telecasts will be
given in unit groupings corresponding to the

major areas of study covered by the course.

Some subject units are: The World of Living
Things, Cell Life, The Animal Kingdom, Human

Miss Judith Waller, member of tlie MPATI staff, explains

teai'hcrs (Geraldine Workman and Lorctta Doyle) how their

corded on video tape.

Biology, Transmitting Life to New Generation
The Plant Kingdom, and Man and Nature.

Instructor: Stephen B. Smalley

Mr. Smalley has been a teacher for 25 years
j

the Cincinnati Public School system. He
now starting his third year as a television teaci

er of Biology. He is also Park Naturalist f

Hamilton County, Ohio, and is a freque
lecturer before garden clubs and civic ai

religious groups. Mr. Smalley attended t

University of Cincinnati and the Lane Theolog
al Seminary, graduating with the degree
B.R.E. He has since done graduate studs

the University of Cincinnati.

MODERN ALGEBRA
Continental Classroom College Level Televisi

Film (30 minute telecasts four days a week)

Modern Algebra will include the following:

review and restatement of elementary Algeb
vectors and lines, imier products the compl
plane, lines, planes and equations, arul mat
algebra. ^_
Instructor: Dr. John L. Kelley ^^

Professor Kelley is professor of mathemat
and former chairman of the Department
Mathematics at the University of Califorr

(Berkeley). He has also taught at Notre Dai
and Chicago, and was a Fulbright Resear
Professor at Cambridge University. Dr. Kell

is the author of Introduction to Modern Algeb.

written especially for his Continental Classro(

course, as well as several other books a

nmnerous research papers.

to two of the TV
lessons will he re-

I

y ^
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Teaching Machines: A Primer

by Fred M. Nevvmann

; educiitors are hearing the words "teaching

'lies" for the first time and they wonder
. ,; it's all about. Mr. Newmann's article is the

i III of fundamental 'first step learning that a

'/I mi<fi,ht he able to dig out for himself after

, ()/ searching, inquiring and studijing. Here
Her for greater understanding about teach-

iiichines.—Ed.

. ()|{ many school teachers a casual reference

t leaching machines" will elicit a barrage of

fill if not angry remarks:
!iat is this world of automation coming to?"

\\ hen you substitute machines for human be-
lli the school, what kind of an educated
will you produce?"

1 1 taught by machine, how can children learn

( personal, emotive, attitudinal aspects of life?

ies, people can teach better than machines
ly; personal contact and dialog will always
lie the most effective learning experience."

I spite of the doubts raised in these state-

1 I its. the last decade has witnessed the success-

'evelopment and use of teaching machines,
have been proven experimentally to teach
iety of subjects more efficiently than con-
iiial classroom methods. Extensive research
iiues at present, but not mainly to determine
llectiveness of the teaching machine—this
ready been established. Instead, current re-

li is directed toward making even more effi-

devices, the use of which in public schools
II radically alter the nature of instruction,

're is a revolution in American education, most
nspicuous and refreshing in a field where
ange has been so rare.

Of obvious significance to teachers, this topic

here discussed in an effort to explain the na-
re of the teaching machine, the principles on
lich it operates, its advantages and limitations,

veral articles reporting current research are
ailable, and the reader would wisely consult
following sources of bibliography:

Galanter, Eugene, editor. Automatic Teaching:
The State of the Art (New York: John Wiley
&Sons, 19.59).

Porter, Douglas "A Critical Review of a Portion

of the Literature on Teaching Devices"
Harvard Educational Review, vol. 27, no. 2

pp. 126-47 (1957).
Rigney, Bryan and Fry, "Teaching Machines:
An Annotated Bibliography Audio Visual

Communication Revieic vol. 8, no. 2 (Wash-
ington, 1960).

( Note also Teaching Machines and Programmed
Learning, edited by A. A. Lunsdaine and Rofjert

Glaser, published by DAVI in October, 1960-
after this article was written. This seems to be
the most comprehensive volume published to

date.)

Operational Features

The label "teaching machine" is often attached
to a variety of items, including electrically scored
tests, accelerated reading machines, or anything
that is mechanical and used in instruction. Such
a broad definition is no longer useful, as the
teachmg machine has recently acquired a spe-

cific meaning. Defined functionally, the teaching
machine is a device which (a) presents a small

item of academic content to a single student, ( b

)

elicits a student response to the item, (c) informs
the student as to whether or not his response
is correct, (d) proceeds to present additional

item for either new academic learning or for cor-

recting previous vsrong responses.

Devices which perform these operations have
been most recently developed by B. F. Skinner,

the Harvard psychologist whose machines have
been used in research for about five years.

Henceforth I equate "teaching machine" with the
Skinnerian type as defined above.'

The machine itself need not be complicated. It

could be designed from a cardboard box and
should provide the following: a window through
which the student reads the subject matter
item; a mechanism that will feed successive items

to the window (for example, a disc or roll); a
space on which the student will record his re-

sponses; an adjacent window and mechanism
which reveals the correct response to each item
after the student has supplied his own answer.

The device can be designed for manual opera-

tion, although technology has devised electronic

machines economically feasible.

See Table I for an example.
Notice in Table I that the spelling of a word

is taught in specific steps or lessons and that

'Skinner's machine was not the first. In the

early 1920's Sidney L. Pressey developed

a teaching device based on what are now
called Skinnerian principles of psychology.

At that time, however, psychology of learn-

ing had not matured enough to accept

Pressey's thesis. Pressey differed from Skin-

ner on only one significant point. The former

advocated the presentation of multiple re-

sponses from which the student would
choose one. Skinner, on the other hand,

leads the student to construct his own re-

sponse—to recall, not just recognize the cor-

rect answer.
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Table I

A set of frames designed to teach
a third or fourth grade pupil to

spell the word manufacture.

1. MANUFACTURE means to make or build. ChatT

factories manufacture chairs. Copy the word here.

2. Part of the word is like part of the word factory.

Both parts come from an old word meaning make
or buUd.

MANU __ ^ URE

3. Part of the word is like part of the word manxud.

Both parts come from an old word meaning hand.

Many things used to be made by hand.

FACTURE

4. The same letter goes in both spaces.

M __ NUF CTURE

5. The same letter goes in both spaces.

MAN FACT RE

6. Chair factories

chairs.

the student is actively f>articipating in the learn-

ing experience. This is not rote memorization.
The student leams one frame at a time and can-

not proceed until the previous one is mastered.
Another example demonstrates instruction in

high school science. See Table II.

It can be seen in Table II that the frames be-

come progressively more difficult as new con-

cepts are introduced, but the new concepts can-

not be mastered until the former ones are learn-

ed. In this method of careful programming the

students build their understandings step by step.

Learning Theory

To justify this type of teaching method one
must subscribe to a few definite principles of

psychology, a summary of which appears below.
1. Learning consists in making various re-

sponses in the presence of given stimuli. To learn

a response, the pupil must make it when the

stimuli are present. He must be active to learn,

i.e. he must actually respond in a behavioral

fashion. Here is where teaching machines differ

from other media of instruction and communica-
tion which are only stimulus devices; for exam-
ple, models, motion pictures, opaque projections,

phonograph sounds, tape recordings, etc. Douglas
Porter explains that such devices—

"present a student with information about how
to make a given response, or about when it is

appropriate to make the response. They do not

provide a setting for the practice of responses

under specifiable and controlled circumstances.

Thus it may be said that stimulus devices pro-

vide learning content without any assurance
that a learning process will be carried out.*

•Porter, "A Critical Review . . . Teachings

Devices" Harvard Educational Review vol.

27, no. 2 (1957) p. 129.

In contrast, other devices give practice in pt-r

forming resp)onses but provide no stimulus in

formation about the circumstances under whicl
behavior is appropriate. Examples of such re-

sponse-producing devices are the typewriter ant

the abacus. But the teaching machine Ls i

stimulus-response device which induces leani

ing because it incorporates the complete learn-

ing process under controlled conditions. Tht
machine might be more properly called a "learn-

ing machine," for it makes the student behave-
the learner, not the teacher, becomes the focus ol

activity. Because pupils in the common classroon-

are not often involved actively in a lesson, wt
find, to our distress, much teaching but relatively!

little learning taking place.
1

2. For learning to be effective the stimuli

presented must appear in minute steps, follow-

ing a sequence appropriate to the desired fhia

behavioral. In experiments with lower organism}

it has been shown that behavior can be taughl

most efficiently when it is broken down into suc-

cessive behavioral units. One reinforces each

specific movement that leads toward the desired

behavior, be it a movement of the rat's eye, head,

or leg.

Skinner applies this principle to verbal be-

havior as well. For him "understanding" a subject

simply means that a student can respond cor-

rectly to a large number of questions about it.

The student is able to do this only after he has

learned the subject through a detailed and logical

progression of stimuli which elicit the correct

responses. On this basis, the series of stimub

( called the "program" ) must be constructed with

meticulous care.

3. Learning is achieved most efficiently when
responses are immediately reinforced. In the

case of the teaching machine, reinforcement is

provided by the information of the student that

his response is "right." (Some machines have

given candy to the students, but this proved to

have diminishing returns as effective reinforce-

ment.) By merely informing the student that

his answer is "correct" you strengthen the be-

havior preceding the reinforcement. That is, it

becomes more likely that in the future the pupil,

when confronted with the same stimuli, will re-

spond in the desired manner.

This constant feedback is what makes the pupil

learn. He behaviorally responds to clearly or-

ganized, specific items, and he is told immediate-

ly whether his behavior is right or wrong. The
immediacy of reinforcement cements the learn-

ing bond. In the normal classroom situation, the

teacher cannot provide immediate reinforce-

ment to each of 30 pupils, but with the teaching

machine, such feedback becomes real. Further-

more, it is provided at a rate determined by the

capacities of the individual pupil. In this respect

the teaching machine is similar to a private tutor.i

Fro and Con

A teaching machine has no advantages what-

soever to someone who refuses to accept the

learning theory on which the device is based. As-
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Sliming for the moment that Skinnerian theory

is justified, let us be the first to reahze, as does

Skinner, that the teaching machine is not design-

fd to replace the teacher. On the contrary, its

purpose is to make the teacher more efficient.

\Vith regard to instruction in items of verbal be-

h.ixior the teaching machine has these advan-
i.mcs:

I It allows the individual to work according
lis own capacity. A bright student is not de-

.iiiicd by the slower members of his class, nor is

li( retarded student unjustly accelerated. The
ii.ii hine has the attributes of a tutor with infinite

iilience.

2. The teaching machine effects more efficient

Mstrucdon. Most of the research shows that

i-aining by machine requires less time per pupil

iiid results in longer retention than the conven-
ioiial classroom techniques.'

3. It relieves the classroom teacher of a func-

ii)ii which is better performed by another agent.

lliis allows the teacher to devote more time to

lidse aspects of education which he is more
inaiified and better able to master: for example,

s discussion, laboratory work, creative writing

\ objectives of education which are not di-

id toward specific verbal behaviors.

: he teaching machine is not devoid of limi-

itions, and here are two major ones:

1

.

The cost of programming the academic ma-
1 ial is astronomic, because it demands so much
Ml' and study on the part of specialists.

2. If one of the objectives of American edu-
ition is "socialization"—and socialization in-

liidcs more than learned verbal behaviors—the
i.icliine is limited in the amount of socialization

can accomplish. Teaching of certain attitudes,

lines, plus a style of creating and responding
lontaneously to unique situations—these and
licr intangibles cannot be taught by machines
present. Yet the only reason for this is that

have not invented methods by which to

Niu^e such abstractions. Skinner would argue,
w ever, that no teaching objective is valid un-
^s it can be measured; that when we ask stu-

nts to think or analyze complex cognitive
Ills, we, as teachers, are only presenting con-
ing situations out of which the go<xl students
t ract meaning. Good teaching should strive for
iiity. It must be noted that Skinner's psycho-
uical tenets govern his position, and most
iiiiiilus-response theorists defame the validity

anything dealing with behavior that cannot
measured.

Nevertheless, the use of the teaching machine
' n led to extreme has disturbing sociological

1 plications. There would be no need for grades,
I isses or school activities, and the school would
II longer act as a socialization medium. To be
'i<\ skinner does not advocate such a course,
III this is a potential outcome which magnifies
li' importance of recognizing the facts that (a)
' iication is a many-faceted endeavor; and (b)

one of Porter's studies reported in

thing Machines," Harvard Graduate
(>l of Education Bulletin, vol. 3, no. 1

teaching machines can accomplish only one as-

pect of the over-all process: instruction in verbal
behavior.

Conclusion

Research confirms the effectiveness of the
teaching machine as applied to verbal behavior.
In this role it has demonstrated outstanding ad-
vantages and should be used wisely. Teachers
need not express alarm at the new device if they
understand its proper function. This is the issue

involving all technology ... if we do not pervert
its appropriate use as a tool (not an end in it-

Table II

Part of a program in high school physics.

The machine presents one item at a
time. The student completes the item
and then uncovers the corresponding
word or phrase shown at the right.

Correct
Sentence to be Completed Response

1. The important parts of a flashlight bulb
are the battery and the bulb.

When we "turn on" a flashlight,

we close a switch which connects

the battery with the

2. When we turn on a flashlight, an bulb

electric current flows through the

fine wire in the . and
causes it to grow hot.

3. When the hot wire glows brightiy light

we say that it gives or sends out

heat and

4. The fine wire in the bulb is called electric

a filament. The bulb "lights up"
when the filament is heated by
the passage of a(n) ^
current.

5. When a weak battery produces filament

little current, th efine wire, or

does not get very

hot.

6. A filament which is less hot sends less

out or gives off light.

7. "Emit" means "send out." The hot

amount of light sent out or "emit-

ted" by a filament depends on

how the filament is.

8. The higher the temperatuj-e of brighter

the filament the the stronger

light emitted by it.

9. If a flashlight battery is weak,

the in the bulb may filament

still glow, but with only a dull

red color.

10. The light from a very hot fila- red

ment is colored yellow or white.

The light from a filament which
is not very hot is colored .^

*These programs are taken from Skinner's

article. Teaching Machines Science vol. 128,

no. 3330 Oct. 24, 1958.

1
1
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FILM EVALUATIONS
by L.C. Larson and Carolyn Guss

Paris: The City And
The People

(Coronet Films, Coronet Building, Chi-
cago 1, Illinois) 11 minutes, 16mm,
sd, color and black and white, 1960.
$110 and $60.

Description

A visiting American is shown the

famous and beautiful city of Paris by
a native Parisian. Their interchange of

conversation provides the visual frame-
work for the tour and gives the viewer
pertinent historical facts concerning
the city and its people.

The tour begins at the Notre Dame
Cathedral, built on an island in the
middle of the famous Seine River,

when Paris began as a Roman town
more than 2000 years ago. Since that

time, the city has spread far beyond
the river on either side. We are shown
all around this vast expanse from the

top of the Cathedral.

The Arc de Triomphe with its Eter-

nal Flame that honors the unknown
soldier of France, Napoleon's Tomb,
and the National Assembly Buildings
are next on the tour. France is a re-

public and the Senate meets in the
Luxemburg Palace which was the
former home of the kings of France.

Paris is a city of conMnerce and men
come from all over the world to trade.

The Eiffel Tower which was built in

1889 for an exposition of Trade and
Commerce symbolizes this fact. Cen-
tered in Paris are the women's clothing

industry with many famous houses of

clothing as well as industries to design
and make hats, fur pieces, jewelry,

cosmetics and perfumes to accentuate
the clothing.

Paris is also a center of culture.

The Louvre or Palace of Fine Arts

brings students from all over the world
to study its collection of art. There are

many theatres in Paris and the Paris

Opera is the home of music and ballet.

The tour then visits the book stalls

along the Seine where students from
the nearby University of Paris some-
times go to purchase books. The Uni-
versity is one of the oldest in Europe
and specializes in courses in the arts

and sciences and engineering. The nar-

ration conjectures that perhaps some-
day one of the engineering students

28

will design a piece of ctiuipment for

use in one of the heavy industries

which iu-e known for the manufacture
of machinery, railway equipment and
chemicals.

Paris is also a transportation center,

particularly for railroads. The boule-

vards, bridges, as well as the Seine it-

self, all are a part of the national high-

way system of France. Some people
live on barges on the Seine. These
barges bring products to market.

The Parisian then takes the vi.siting

American to a produce market and a

flower market. Since beauty is as im-
portant to the French as food, Made-
laine and her friend purchase flowers.

Most Parisians go home from work on
buses or on the metro (the French
subway). Madelaine goes to her apart-

ment by subway and the tourist is

shown how Parisians live.

The Parisian guide assures the

American that they have not seen all

there is to see in Paris but maybe next

time he can show the tourist more of

the beautiful city of Paris.

Appraisal

This film has been used with a fifth

grade social studies class as well as a

high school French class and rated as

excellent by both instructors. The ma-
terial is modern and is presented in

such a manner that it is beneficial for

Prom Coronet's new release on romantic
Paris.

students from the fourth grade through
the adult level.

A wide variety of activity was cov-

ered and the exterior of many famous
buildings in Paris was shown. The
film gives an excellent overview of the

development of the city from an island

fortress to the modern city it is today.

The amiable voice of the French nar-

rator adds pleasure and atmosphere to

this delightful film.

—Helen Dzur

Black Widow Spider

(Ken Middleham Productions, P. 0.

Box 1065, River.side, California) 22
minutes, 16mm, sound, color, 1960.

$120. Teacher's guide available.

Description

Using highly selective close-up p)m-

tography and attention to minute de-

tails. Black Widow Spider explores the

seldom seen world of this deadly

arachnoid and its tiny but most effi-

cient natural enemy the Pseudogaurax
signata fly. The life cycles of these

animals are studied in detail as is the

spider's body structme, reproductive

habits, habitats and its beneficial and i

harmful relationship to man.

The female black widow spider has

a venom ten times more powerful titi'"

the rattlesnake, but its c«al black bi >

highlighted by the telltale red hoin

glass marking on the lower side of its

abdomen is easily spotted since il

usuallv hangs upside down on its web
Tlie spider is found on five continent;

and it:; ijotential home e-xists wherevei

there is a dark corner or an untidy

accumulation of trash. Clean-up timi

therefore calls for alertness to avoic

its dangerous bite. The danger in

creases during warm weather whei

the .spider's rate of reproduction in

treases.

The spider's irregular web is oh

served as it is used to catch a cock

roach which is killed by the spider':

hollow fangs and then bound into tin

v\eb. An extreme close-up pictures t]i<

fangs which are one-fifth of an in(

'

long and connected to extremely laru

poison sacs.

The .spider's silk compared by ciu<

photomicrography to a human hair i
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Hie black widow spider and its poison fangs, as shown in the nini.

leen to be many times smaller, but

*ill this silk has 12 times the tensile

trength of steel. These properties

nalce it useful for cross hairs in opti-

-al instruments. A spider is shown
pinning silk onto a spindle, so it may
ater be used in optical instruments.

A male spider is smaller than the

emale and attracts her attention by
ibrating the web. Following fertiliza-

ion the eggs develop in the female

'or a short period until they are ready

be laid. From 100 to 1000 eggs may
)e laid at one time and laying may
)ccur as often as twice a month in

varm weather. The eggs are covered

vith a Huid which evaporates shortly

fter the female has covered them
ith a thick protective sac. Close-ups

if the egg clusters before and after

vaporation of fluid are seen.

Then the development of a single

gg is followed in an extreme close-up

s the yoimg spider comes to its sur-

ace wheie it rests in a waxlike image
ill, through progressive molting, it

merges from the egg and with others

hews a hole in the protective egg sac.

Jntil the third molt, males and fe-

lales are identical. The female molts
ix or seven times to adulthood and
his may take several months to a year.

The black widow's enemies are

hown as the preying mantis, mud-
auber wasp and the alligator lizard.

"he most efficient however is the Pseii-

ogaurax signata fly. The tiny female

y lays her eggs on the protective egg
se and the maggots bore into the

se and eat all the .spider eggs, then
upate for ten days. Hatching is ac-

implished by the fly inflating a soft

lembrane in the pupa case head until

; breaks then it makes its way through
le spider-egg-case wall. All these
hanges are followed by extensive use
f extreme close-up photography.
In closing, the spider's tremendous
;productive capacity is cited as more
lan enough to repulse her enemies.

ippraisal

— The exceptionally exc-ellent tech-

ical qualities of this film's nse of ex-

treme close-up photography of struc-

tures and specimens so small as to be
nearly invisible to the naked eye might
be enough to recommend Black

Wulotv Spider as a means of present-

ing the imobservable. However, skill-

ful content development, attention to

significant details while eliminating

less important ones, and debimking of

myths about this spider place this film

in a position offering those qualities

most sought in educational motion
pictures.

High school and college classes

studying zoology will find in this film

an excellent vehicle to observe the

inter-relationship between two animals

as their life c\'cles interact. The op-

portimit>' a film can provide to ob-

serve a single animal in details of its

life is clearly evidenced in this re-

markable production that is commend-
able throughout. The singular excep-

tion is its failure to use an oveqirint

title for the unfamiliar name of the

Pseudogaurax sigiwfa and this is not

a major fault.

—Richard Gilkey

Germany Today

(Ernest Kleinberg Fdms; 3890 Edge-
water Drive, Pasadena, California.)

22 minutes, 16mm sound, color, no
date. $220. Teacher's guide available.

Description

The film Germany Today affords

the viewer a cogent glimpse of West
Germany's impressive post-war re-

vival and reconstruction where all-

women, children and t>ld men as well

—must do what they can to speed her

resuscitation.

Indeed, there are four Germanys
shown with the opening sequence sur-

veying the highly developed and in-

dustrialized Rhine-Ruhr areas which
once again have become the economic
and industrial dynamos of the new, re-

born Germany. Here abound the great

steel and iron mills which, rebuilt

largely with Marshall Plan aid, are

pouring out their steel for power

plants, oil refineries, heavy machinery,
capital and consumer goods. Here the

rich coal fields of the Ruhr valley with
their estimated supply of 40 billion

tons and the lengthy coal trains snak-

ing their wa> into Franc-e and Luxem-
bourg. Here, too, the great fleets carry-

ing finished goods down the Rhine to

Antwerp and the other parts of the
low countries. In short, Germany once
again is highly competitive in the
world markets and business is good
and the markets stable.

The farmers share in this prosperity,

and the second sequence underscores
the new interdependence of agricul-

ture and industry. However farming
is still largely a family business. Mech-
anization is slow and costly and the
average farm is apt to be under 17
acres—more than likely five acres or
less—because traditionally the land is

divided and passed down from gener-

ation to generation through the male
heirs. Here in the rural villages tradi-

tion still holds sway in the commodity
markets and in the bargaining in the
cattle markets even though the tradi-

tional garb is fast vanishing. In the

Bavarian Farm Cooperatives, how-
ever, mechanization is well ensconced
and they are bustling, prosperous con-
cerns contributing their share to the

burgeoning affluence of the new Ger-
many.

The third Germany, the cultural

one, is portrayed in prestigious and
illustrious Gottengen University, one
of the oldest, most charming and
crowded in all Germany. Indeed,
standing room only is the order of the
da\' in its classrooms, and living quar-
ters are at a premium with .some stu-

dents living in the clock tower of the
13th century Heilige Johannis Kirche.

Here, most significantly, erudition and
learned people are held in high esteem
and the students thrive on the free

exchange of ideas and impressions

witliin its venerable walls.

The fourth Germany expresses the

spontaneous and ingenuous love of the

Germans for parades, pomp and pano-
ply. The farmers celebrate the harvest

with processions; boys' bands parade
in their colorful mwlieval imiforms;

the ageless Pied Piper, beloved by all,

lures both young and old; hunting
masters ]iass by with their trained

falcons still used for sport; shai-p-

shooters and bemedallwl veterans

march— all evoking many memories
and apprehensions both inside and out

of Germany, that perhaps history

might again witness tlie great engulf-

ing surges which darkened Europe in

1789, 1806, 1871, 1914, 1939. How-
ever, we are assured by the narrator

somewhat unctuously that "Gei-man
leaders have statwl there is no cause
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Outstanding RONALD books

for teachers . . .

TELEVISION AND
OUR SCHOOLS
DONALD G. TARBET,

University of North Carolina

Just published! A timely book that

provides information essential to the

proper utilization of television for in-

school viewing. It discusses the devel-

opment of educational television and

its growing role in the educational

process; describes the techniques nec-

essary for direct teaching by television.

Practical guidance is included on pro-

gramming, facilities and equipment,

and administrative problems. Special

attention is given to the ways in which
television can be used to enrich the

curriculum, and to the future of edu-

cational television.

196L 307 pp.; 44 ills. $6.00

INSTRUCTIONAL
MATERIALS

An Introduction for Teachers
LOUIS SHORES,

Florida State University

This unique guide discusses all major

types and subtypes of instructional

materials—^the whole range of media
through which teacher and pupil com-
municate to advance learning. For each

type of instructional material there is

a definition, historical background,

criteria for selection, examples and

suggestions for use, etc. After an in-

troduction to the organization of a

materials center, rhe book devotes sep-

arate chapters to each major class of

material. It concludes with details of

materials center management.
1960. 408 pp.; 75 ills., tables $6.50

AUDIO-VISUAL
PROCEDURES
IN TEACHING
LESTER B. SANDS,
Santa Barbara College,

University of California

An exhaustive survey of all rhe impor-

tant audio-visual procedures and ma-
terials as they apply to every level of

education—from elementary school

classes through college and adult edu-

cation. Book provides a wealth of help-

ful suggestions and practical laboratory

exercises, plus lists of sources from
which audio-visual materials may be
obtained. Throughout, each kind of

instrument and procedure is related

to the whole teaching process.

1956. 670 pp.; 271 ills., tables $7.00

THE RONALD PRESS COMPANY
15 East 26th St., New York 10

'for alarm," and "Militarism is dead as

stone." The film ends on the new gen-

eration, the new prosperity and the

effective role this new generation is to

play in tlie fviture of the West and the

world.

Appraisal

This film, recommended for high

school use, is an overview of West
Germany's re-emergence and does pro-

voke unresolved questions into the

myriad and complex problems facing

her and, most important, her role in

the concert of nations. However the

narration is often rather banal and

monotonous and the film could have

been improved had it been given more
depth.

—Robert B. Pettijohn

The Chinese Village

(Colonial Williamsburg, Inc., Audio-

V isual Department, Williamsburg,

Virginia) 12 minutes, 16mm sound,

color, 1958. $65.00.

Description

The Chinese Village uses an antique

Chinese wallpaper in the Governor's

Palace in Williamsburg, Virginia, to

illustrate the legend of the mountain

village whose noisy and quarrelsome

inhabitants are changed into storm

clouds. It shows how, through the will

of the gods, it becomes a happy vil-

lage where all who come find the

magic of happiness and contentment.

A story within a story, the film be-

gins with a very old man telling two

listeners how their village came to be

known as the happy village. According

to the legend, it used to be peopled

with noisy and quarrelsome men who
constantly fought with each other.

This angered the peace gods so much
that they changed all people, except

a young man, into storm clouds. This

young man had been chosen to tell

the story because he was the only

good man in that village. He was to

stand by the bridge, a lotus branch in

his hand, until a man came down from

the hills.

On the same night that the villagers

were changed into clouds, a traveler

on horseback got lost among the hills.

After spending six days looking for a

way out, he came upon the deserted

village and the lone young man by
the bridge. Sadly the young man told

his story after which, much to the

traveler's amazement, he turned into

a lotus tree.

Greatly excited, the traveler rode

back to the city and straight to the

temple where he told the priests what

had happened. The learned ones con-

sulted their books and scrolls and

came to the conclusion the gods

wished them to go to the deserted

village. Seeing the beauty and fertility

of the valley further convinced them

that the gods wanted the place to be

alive with happy people.

So, people came—people from all

walks of life—and soon the empty

houses were filled with new faces.

Gratefully, the people built a temple

by the tree to honor the gods.

The film finally brings the audience

back to the old man and his two lis-

teners as he concludes his story by

saying that all who pass the lotus tree

find within the village the "magic of

happiness and contentment."

Appraisal

The Chinese Village has wide age

and interest usage. It may be used as

a story film for children in the elemen-

tary grades. With the story, the child

can get an introduction to Chinese life

The Williamsburg tapestry from which

this story is taken.

—homes, implements, and food. It

might also be used with a creative

writing group or an art class on the

secondary or even college level. Some

camera effects are excellent, but the

very frequent flip change from one

scene to another gives the film a film-

strip effect. At other times a move-

ment into, or fade into, the subsequent

picture is very effective. One evaluator

questions the use of a female voice

when a man is supposedly relating the

tale. Also, there seems to be a same-

ness, an intoned quality, in the voice.

However, this may have been a pur-

poseful attempt to blend with the high

pitched, fairly even tone of the musii'

which, incidentally, provides an a

thentic background for the picture.

—Herminia M. Barcelot
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FILMSTRIPS

by Irene F. Cypher

Sometimes, as we watch classes in

ion, we think how unfortunate it

hat so many teachers and group

(lers expect a filmstrip to "teach."

• have yet to see the filmstrip (or

any other type of instructional ma-

terial for that matter) which, by some

magical process, does a complete job

of teaching anything.

\ filmstrip can stimulate interest,

sent facts, show a series of scenes

.. foreign places or people, outline

the steps to take in some scientific

process, indicate what to do under cer-

tain conditions, etc. But, and this is

A hat bothers us, the mere showing of

Micli a series of pictures is not "teach-

ing with pictures." There must be dis-

cission; there must be time to weigh
dill talk about evidence shown; there

ist be explanation for some of the

Is given; there should be analysis

)i details presented. In other words,

(^iicre shoidd be an opportunity to con-

sider and talk about the relationship of

'lie visualized presentation to the sub-

t content or scope of an area of

ily. Unless we do this, the use of

lahzed materials can be meaning-
ss and add little if anything to the

^I'uiy of any subject.

So much can be done with visual-

1 materials that it makes one sorry

see golden opportunities wasted;

sted for lack of time given to the

Mining of proper introduction and
iiscussion, lack of time for viewing
UK I reviewing, lack of time allowed

quiet consideration of what is be-

.; viewed. We shoidd be more alert

to this and give more time to eonsider-

itm the way in which we use and pre-
-' nt materials in learning situations.

I he producers are giving more time to

ireful attention of what is included
I filmstrips; we in turn should give

|ual time to considering how best to

late this material to our own classes.

/una; Commtmism in Asia (single

nip, black and white; New York
! inies. Education Department, Times
^luare. New York 36, N. Y.; $2..50

ingle strip, $15 for complete monthly
lies). The information presented in

his filmstrip gives us ample material

III which to base good discussion of

1 Hairs in the Orient and in China it-

1

1 This is visualized reporting and it

ivides a visual newspaper for stu-

dents to use in their consideration of

world affairs. Interest is centered on

why communism in China is a threat

to world peace; on the relations of

the Peiping government to the Soviet

Union and the effect of this relation-

ship on free or democratic countries

in the Orient. Good for world history

and social science study in the middle

and upper grades.

Conservation (3 sets of 3 filmstrips

per set, color; produced by Conserva-

tion Foundation and distributed by
Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, 1150

WUmette Ave., Wilmette, lU.; $54 for

complete set, $18 per set of three film-

strips. The overall design of this series

is to present the concept of Balance,

Demand and Supply of natiu'al re-

sources. The presentation has been di-

vided into units suitable for the mid-

dle grades, the junior high school and
the senior high school. At the elemen-

tary level we are given an idea of what
is needed in order to provide man with

food, clothing, shelter and the necessi-

ties of life.

The junior high set carries the story

further by showing why basic ma-
terials mav not be available and how

nature's supply is depleted by constant

use. At the senior high level the story

is carried still further by showing us

how the scientist, biologist and the

chemist are working to provide artifi-

cial or snythetic materials to help sup-

ply needed items. This is a very good,

common sense approach to the prob-

lem of why man needs natural re-

sources, why we shoidd conserve these

resources, and why scientific research

and experimentation are so important

today. The visuals are interesting, and
the material well planned to evoke

study and discussion.

French For Beginners (6 units of ma-
terials; produced by Teaching Audials

and Visuals, 250 West 57th St., New
York, 19, N. Y.; $33 per unit of film-

strip, record, wall chart, pin pointer

and teacher's manual). The l)oy or

girl who is just beginning to study a

new language needs to have things to

look at, sounds to hear and pictures

that will attract and hold his eye while

learning to pronounce new words and
phrases. This series is carefully plan-

ned to give the begiimer just such

help, in terms of good clear pictures,

good clear pronunciation of new
words, and an explanation of what
French boys and girls do in the class-

rooms, at home and on trips to see

points of interest in their communities.

This is language teaching in terms

of "language using" and it is well de-

signed to meet the achial needs of

pupils. Perhaps if this type of ma-
terial is used to introduce a pupil to

language study, he will learn to use

(Continued on page 33)

KEYSTONE now offers you . . .

PROTECT-A-PRINT
LEADER

• Avoid Misthreading Damage!

• Avoid Film Scratch!

PROTECT-A-PRINT LEADER is designed specifically to prevent print

damage from dirty projectors and careless aiisthreading. Its special coating

automaticaUy cleans dirty projectors and its extra toughness automatically

avoids misthreading damage.

Intensive tests, and the experience of hundreds of users, have proved that

PROTECT-A-PRINT LEADER is highly effective and thoroughly safe! Your
satisfaction is unconditionally assured.

Write for further Information or a demonstration by our Local Representative:

KEYSTONE VIEW CO., Meadville, Pa.
Since 1892, Producers of Superior Visual Aids

Exclusive Distributor of Protect-a-Print Leader to the Educational Field.
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PHOTOPLAY FILMSTRIPS
Prepared by William Lewin, Ph.D.

in the ftlmstrtp starring Kirk Douglas as Ulysses,

UlytfCi—In full color, 64 fromes, a pic-

torial guide to the new Paramount screen

version of Homer's Odyssey, produced in

Itoiy. An invaluable aid to the study of

the classic. $7.50. With guide, $7.80.

Tha Vikings—In full color, 47 frames,

based on the Kirk Douglas production.

$7.30. With guide, $7.80.

A Lassen In Mytiiology—Explains Andro-

meda, tha Minotaur, Iphigenia, etc., based

on M-G-M's The Living Idol. 25 frames,

color. $7.50. With guide, $7.80.

Juiius Caasar, set of 2 filmstrips in black-

and-white, presenting 97 scenes in the

M-G-M screen version of the play. $7.00.
With guide, $7.30.

Knights of tha Round Table—A set of

two filmstrips. Part One, black-and-white,

25 frames, explains the background of the

story, its theme, its significance as an early

attempt to organize a leogue of nations

and how the United Nations Security Council

is the Round Table of today. Part Two, full

color, 28 frames, tells the colorful story of

the great legend, based on the M-G-M
photoplay. $7.50.

Tha Glass Slipper—The charming fairy

tale of Cinderella, told in a new way,
based on the M-G-M photoploy. 36 frames
in full color. $7.50. With guide, $7.80.

Romeo and Juliet—Shokespeare's great

love story illustrated in color from the

J. Arthur Rank production filmed on loca-

tion in Verona and other Italian cities.

44 fromes. $7.50. With guide, $7.80.

Richard III—Based on Laurence Olivier's

colorful screen version of Shakespeare's

famous ploy. 48 frames. $7.50. With
guide, $7.80.

Alexander the Great—Biography of the

first man to conquer the civilized world,

based on the photoplay. Shows Alexander's

effort to unite Europe and Asia, a task

with which the U.N. is still faced. 55
frames. $7.50. With guide, $7.80.

Adventures of Robinson Crusoe— In full

color, 50 frames, a clear pictorial guide to

the Defoe classic, based on the United

Artists screen version. $7.50. With guide,

$7.80.

Columbus—Black-and-white, based on the

J. Arthur Rank production starring Fredric

Morch. 55 Frames. $4.00.

Hansel and Gretei—In full color, 42
frames, the highlights of the beloved fairy

tale OS performed by the charming Kine-

mins of Michael Myerberg's screen version,

released by RKO Radio Pictures. $7.50.
With guide, S7.80.

Greatest Show on Eorth—In full color, o
lively pictorial guide to the circus, based on
Cecil B. DeMllle's Technicolor photoplay,
which won the Academy Award in 1953
as the best picture of the year. 40 frames.

$7.50.

Money-back guaranteal

EDUCATIONAL & RECREATIONAL GUIDES, Inc.

10 Brainerd Road, Summit, New Jersey
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the language as a part of his life ex-

perience. Recommended for beginning

French at any grade level.

Great Lakes—St. Lawrence Lowlands

Region (2 strips, color; produced by

National Film Board of Canada and

available from Stanle\' Bowmar Co.,

Inc., 12 Cleveland St.,'Valhalla, N. Y.;

So Y>er strip). "Manufacturing in the

Lowlands" and "Steel and the Auto-

mobile" give us a good idea of how
our neiglibors in the St. Lawrence low-

lands section of Canada work to pro-

duce and manufacture many of the

vital necessities for modern life. Pres-

ent day conditions make it important

to understand the problems of this

country to our north, and this ma-
terial is vei-y good for any considera-

tion of western hemisphere resources.

These filmstrips take us to the steel

mills, the electric plants, the logging

mills and the textile mills. We see how
raw materials are processed, and there

is good material for comparison and
contrast with a study of our own cen-

ters of industry. Good for social sci-

ence and world history in the middle
ind upper grades.

Instructional Materials For Agricul-

tural Education (5 filmstrips, color,

tvith manuals; produced by California

itate Polytechnic College, San Luis

3bispo, Calif.; 4 strips $4.50 each,

I strip S4.7.5, extra manuals .50 each).

This is material prepared for specific

lurposes and well designed for any
•lass or group in which the problems
)f agricultural education are con-

iidered and studied.

Separate titles are "Commercial
Jeef Cattle Projects"; "Fat Lamb Proj-

«t Problems"; "Vegetables"; "Catch-
ig and Handling Poultry"; 'Fitting

Jid Showing FFA Beef." Actual
ihotographs bring us right to ranch
nd farm, and we see how cattle are

landled, cared for and prepared for

larketing. Because there are no cap-
ions we get the full benefit of pic-

ures which are close enough to serve

a "field-trip" type of visual; we get

ext to the objects and are close

nough to see what is to be studied.

The manuals provide full detailed

iformation, and the entire series is

ilanned to be of help in the study area
t which it is intended. This is an
xample of material designed for a
Jecific purpose and produced in a

^ay which makes it usable and useful,

ecornmended for courses in agricul-

Jre and animal husbandry and for

H Clubs.

Ittture's Wings Ami Petals (.3 strips,

Jlor; produced by Curriculum Film-

strips, Herbert M. Elkins Co., 10031

Commerce St., Tujunga, California;

S4.50 per strip). Here we have the

visual story of motlis, butterflies and
moimtain vvildflowers. Clo.se-ups bring

us into contact with the specimens,

and the color quality is go<xl. Details

of wing formation, petal structure and
shape, color gradation, and general

form and shape are clearly shown in

such a way as to help the viewer learn

to recognize the objects. Material of

this type is good for classroom science

and nature study and it is ;Uso good
preparation for nature walks and field

trips. In the filmtrips dealing with

moths and butterfiies we are also

shown the life cycles of both. The se-

ries is a good one for grades 4 through

8.

NeiD Basic Weather Series (4 strips,

color; produced by Society for Visual

Education, 1345 Diversey Parkway,
Chicago 14, 111.; $19.80 per set, $5.50

single strips). The titles of the sepa-

rate strips in this series are the ques-

tions most frequently asked about

weather—"Why Does the Wind Blow?"
"Why Does the Weather Change?"
"Why the Seasons?" Why Does It

Rain, Snow, Hail and Sleet?" Pic-

tures in the series give us an idea of

the physical conditions which bring

about these weather phenomena, and
provide a good basis on which to dis-

cuss weather and its relation to life on
the earth. The material is good for

science in grades 6 to 9. The photo-

graphs will attract the pupils' interest

and the descriptions are well given.

"FfBERBfLT" CASES
"THEY lAST INDEFINITELY"

Equipped with steel corners, steel card

holder and heavy web straps.

Only original Fiberbilt Cases bear this

Trade Mork

Your Asturance

of "flnesi Qualify"

For 16mm Fllm^
400' to 3000' Reels

Sold by All Leading Dealers

Educational Television Guidebook

By Philip Lewis, Board of Education, Chicago

Ready in January, 1961

This guidebook presents, in a single compilation, data and informa-

tion covering the field of educational and instructional television,

particularly from the systems, equipment, and educational applica-

tions point of view. This is the first book to approach this neglected

area in television development. For pre-service preparation of new
teachers; in-service orientation of administrators, supervisors, and

teachers; curriculum specialists; and can be used as a general source-

book for teachers.

Send for your on-approval copy

McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc.

330 West 42nd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y.
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from Lecture Hall to Language Lab

iK
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A

this superb

new microphone

adapts perfectly to changing

teaching

techniques

T
A

,^a^^^!^

THIS FREE BOOKLET WILL HELP YOUR LEC-
TURERS. Improves their microphone techniques . . .

helps solve common public address system problems,
too. A basic cjuide to mastering microphone tech-
nique. Invaluable cjuide to the correct selection ol
microphones for improving public address systems.

A lecture is only as good as ii !,ounJs-and how it sounds depcnas iirst and to:.
most on the microphone. In designing the superb new Unidync III microphoi
Shure incorporated every feature that experience shows modern institutions ncc>J ,

IT FOCUSES ON THE VOICE. Unidirectional pick-up pattern (from the front only
suppresses random background noise. Students hear yon, not shufRing papers, no
footsteps, not street noises. Completely controls annoying feedback "squeaK'

UNPRECEDENTED VERSATILITY. Unobtrusive size, light weight, instant change fron
stand to hand, faithful response, extraordinarily rugged design, simplicity and utte
reliability combine to make the Shure Unidyne III the most practical institutiona
microphone ever created.

SPECIAL LANGUAGE LABORATORY MODEL. Model 544-Highly and authoritaliveh
recommended for master microphone in language lab. (Shure also makes i

lower cost Model "425" "student-proof" microphone for use throughout languagi
laboratory systems.)

write on your letterhead:

SHURE BROTHERS, INC. 222 Hartrey Avenue, Evansfon, Imois

llOTDYNE lU"
SHURE

MANUFACTURERS OF THE WORLD FAMOUS UNIDYNE MICROPHONE . . THE MOST REQUESTED MICROPHONE AMONG PROFESSIONAL SPEAKER'
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\UDIO
by Max U. Bildersee

he Inaugural

augural Day, 1961, can be used for

quick review of what previous presi-

nts have said on the parallel occa-

jn, and for a review, too, of immedi-

e and long range accomplishments

the occupant of the office of presi-

nt. This can be 'triggered' by use of

dio or television to hear or watch

id hear as the new president takes

See and delivers his inaugural ad-

ess.

The discussion can be intensified by

e of recordings recreating past in-

gurals. It is possible to go back to

re Roosevelt inauguration in 1933 to

ar again his "The only thing we
ive to fear is fear itself" speech. This

available on a number of records in-

iding Columbia's / Can Hear It Now
d many others. Of more recent vin-

^e, Roosevelt's inaugural addresses

( January 20, 1941, and January 20,

il 45, are heard on The Spoken Word's

J^auguration Address (SW-112) and
lese are backed up by Harry S.

luman's address beginning his elect-

• term as president in 1949.

I

Did your school record the presi-

ntial inaugural addresses in 1953
^d 1957? It may be worthwhile to

whether school archives include

ise tapes. If they are available, you
ve an almost complete history of in-

gurals from 1933 to the present time
d covering a fast moving triple dec-

te. If these are not available, the

ry of national development, involve-

nt and progress can largely be in-

•ated by the records already men-
ned and my reports on other such

(jdresses. And if you did not record

earlier addresses for your school

hives, there is no better time to be-

^1 than in 1961!

For the instructor wanting to go
Ick to the beginnings of the United
ites in this connection, she can find

II Begley's reading of George Wash-
lion's First Inaugural Address on
I edmon's Great American Speeches

( C 2016) which also contains a read-
i; by Melvyn Douglas of Thomas
)Ierson's First Inaugural Address.
I id to needle students into discussion

I

Jre are several reports of campaigns
i which the losing candidate is prom-
I ;nt and which can trigger the ques-
In, "If elected, what do you think

this man would have said in his in-

augural address?" These include Cam-
paign '56 (Yale Sterling Memorial

Library), / Can Hear It Now, in which

the Dewey-Truman and Dewey-Roose-

velt campaigns are summarized and
Caedmon's Great American Speeches
which includes a reading of WiUiam
Jennings Bryan's "Cross of Gold"
speech.

Shakespeare, W. (1564-1616)

There are so many recordings of

Shakespeare's works—and so many of

them worthy of your attention—that a
summary of them is well in order at

any time. One reason for this is that

Shakespeare wrote for a largely illiter-

ate audience, and he wrote for them to

hear rather than see what was going
on before them. His plays need mini-

mum-to-no special adaptation for pres-

entation in strictly audio media.

Many recordings select from a va-

riety of plays to present an overall pic-

ture of the man's genius. One of these,

Ages of Man (Columbia OL 5390),
includes scenes from "As You Like It,"

"The Merchant of Venice," "The
Tempest," "Romeo and Juliet," "Meas-
ure for Measure," "Henry IV, Part I,"

Shakespeare On Records

AS YOU LIKE IT
CORIOLANUS
HAMLET
HAMLET
HAMLET
HAMLET
HENRY V
JULIUS CAESAR
KING LEAR
MACRETH
MACRETH
MERCHANT OF VENICE
MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM
MUCH ADO AROUT NOTHING
RICHARD HI
RICHARD HI (highlights)

ROMEO AND JULIET
ROMEO AND JULIET
ROMEO AND JULIET
TAMING OF THE SHREW
TWELFTH NIGHT

Anew McMaster
Anew McMaster
John Gielgud

Laurence Olivier

John Gielgud

John Gielgud

Laurence Olivier

Anew McMaster
Anew McMaster
Alec Guiness

Anthony Quayle
Paul Sparer

Anew McMaster
Laurence Olivier

Laurence Olivier

Alan Radel

John Gielgud

Anew McMaster
Anew McMaster
Anew McMaster

Spoken Word SW-A4
SpokenWordSW-Al7
RCA Victor LM 6007
RCA Victor LM 1924
RCA Victor LM 6404
Decca DL 9504
RCAVictoT LM 1924
Spoken Word SW-A15
Spoken Word SW-A9
RCA Victor LM 6010
Caedmon SRS 231

Lexington 7540
RCAVictor LM 6115
Spoken Word SW-A6
RCAVictor LM 6126
RCAVictor LM 1940
RCA Victor LM 2064
Decca DL 9504
Spoken Word SW-A16
Spoken Word SW-A7
Spoken Word SW-A3

A44dia CAROALOO® Record Reviews on Cards

Edited by Max U. Bildersee

1103
INDIVIDUAL CROSS-INDEXED CARDS ALREADY ISSUED!

SUBSCRIBE NOW - $25.00 a year

Audio CARDALOG - Box 1771, Albany 1. New York

- A WORLD OF SOUND ON FILE -
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"Richard II," "Richard III," "Juhus
Caesar," "Hamlet" and "King Lear."

This very fine selection of material is

equally well performed by Sir John
Gielgud. It was not too long ago that

Sir John toured America with this and
other Sheakespeare readings. Thus, as

a representation of tlie stage perform-

ance, the recording includes Sonnets

XVIII, LXXIII, CXVI, CXXX and
CXXXVIII.

David Allen, on Poetry Records,

reads 16 Shakespeare sonnets. These
iu-e "Not marble, nor the gilded monu-
ments," "Look in thy glass, and tell

the face thou viewest," "Music to

hear, why hearest thou music sadly?,"

"When I consider everything that

grows," "My mistress' eyes are nothing

like the sun," "That time of year thou

may'st in me behond," "Then hate me
when thou wilt; if ever now," "Shall I

compare thee to a summer's day?"

"When to the sessions of sweet silent

thought," "When in disgrace with for-

time and men's eyes," "Devouring

Time, blunt thou the lion's paws,"

"When I have seen by Time's fell

hand defaced," "Since brass, not stone,

nor earth, nor boimdless sea," "How

BUDGET-WISE
ATC 300C • LOW COST 4 SPEED PORTABLE

RECORD PLAYER • One of the most popular

4 speed portables on the market, the ATC
300C embodies proven teaching features and

eliminates expensive consumer frills • Features:

10 watt Hi-Fi amplifier, transformer powered

for complete safety • 9" oval speaker with

coaxial tweeter cone • Output jack for headsets

or external speaker • Automatic turntable idler

release, rubber turntable mat • Scuff resistant

fabric covered H" plywood case, metal corners

and knees, spring cushioned plastic feet • Carrying

weight only 17 lbs. • ATC 300VC same as above

with variable speed turntable • Weight: 18 lbs.

ALL ATC PRODUCTS ARE TRANSFORMER POWERED FOR COMPLETE SAFETY

Ask your dealer about the ATC 300C or write for complete specifications.

AUDIOTRONICS
~71udio i roniCS CORPORATION • BOX 505, NORTH HOLLYWOOD 6, CALIFORNIA

/IcccUa CARDALOG® Record Reviews on Cards
Box 1771— Albany 1, New York

D Please enter our 1 year subscription (s) to

Audio CARDALOG. 400 cords-lO issues-$25.00

n Please send us full information about Audio
CARDALOG.

Name

Organization or School

Address

Cify and State

heavy do I journey on the way," "Ti

me fair friend, you never can be old I

and "Let me not to the marriage oi

true minds." Critics agree that this i

a very fine recording and Louis Unteri

meyer has said that the poems "an

read with the greatest authority aiM

sensitivity."

Christopher Casson sings The Songf

of Shakespeare on Spoken Words rec

ord SW-159. He includes 33 selection

from "Much Ado About Nothing,

"As You Like It," "Merchant of Ven
ice," "Two Gentlemen of Verona,

"Hamlet," "Measure for Measure,

"Love's Labour Lost," "Winer's Tale,

"Midsummer Night's Dream," "Tb
Tempest," "Merry Wives of Windsor,

"Henry VIII," "Cymbeline" an(

"Twelfth Night."

Spoken Arts (766/7) offers Anev
McMaster playing the lead role in ;

group of excerpts from Shakespean

plays. Tho.se included are "Hamlet,

"Macbeth," "Othello," "King Lear,

"The Merchant of Venice," "Romei

and Juliet," "Julius Caesar," 'As Yoi

Like It" and "The Taming of thi

Shrew." These are exceptionally well

performed selections in which Mr. Mc
Master is able to display his unuaua
histrionic talents.

The number and variety of com
plete Shakespearean plays—or long ex

cerpts—available is remarkable con

sidering the age of the material am
the intense competition in the record

ing field. As teachers we are the for

tunate group to profit from this tre

mendous library of material. In man)

oases we can offer our students com
parative performances so that they cai

contrast the interpretation and the de

livery of actors.

In the interests of brevity we shal

merely list the play, the recording

artist, and the publisher with his num
ber. Suffice it to say that these are al

worthy of presentation to class groups

The list is on the preceding page.

Just For Listening

Some of the recent recordings whici

may interest teachers for use in clasj

and which have appeal beyond that foi

home collections and for library \m

are useful additions to .school collec-

tions. VVe have in mind that the de-

velopment of a listening center in ih

school hbrary is apropos. VVe have ir

mind that the gifted student can, oi

at least should be able to, go to the

library, select a recording of interest

and sit and listen to a spoken or niusi

cal presentation. The simple device

are sometimes overlooked in our search

for media which widen appreciation
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a I offer additional and exceptional

piniences to our uniLSual students.

iltIi such experiences we can in-

. the depth as well as the breadth

(I tmly for those students who seek

! ran conquer additional study

instance, it may be that Adlai

ison will go down in our text-

blk^ as one of the men who in a

SI i:iilar\' position contributed greatly

thinking and actions of Amer-
times of great concern. As a

'iitial candidate—and potential

I o—he was able to secure the

rt of many millions of us. Spoken

recognizing this, offers Portrait

'ni Stevenson (Spoken Arts 770)

uh the former governor of lUi-

id former Democratic candidate

I viewed in simple ad lib form by
I Michaelis. In the recording

ison is prodded and prompted to

r (Hint many of the more amusing in-

I :its of his political career. He dis-

s at some length on both his per-

and his ix)litical outlook and in-

lly deals with personal problems

liave confronted him in his out-

iig aireer both as a public ser-

II id candidate, and as a citizen.

1, Oobleck At Last

Fed Geisel, who is better known to

Idren the country over as Dr. Seuss

epresented in three stories released

a single Camden record. This is

Tiden CAL 103.5 and includes

;rtle the Turtle," "Gertrude Mc-
sz," "The Big Brag" and "Bartholo-

w and the Oobleck." The last men-
>ed story involved King Grimalkin

Didd who is determined that four

sons are insufficient for his country,

directs his magicians to add to this,

1 they do. They add oobleck.

Dobleck enmires aU caught in it,

I soon all traffic in the kingdom is

rally stuck. Only when the king ac-

'ts defeat and says "I'm sorry!" is

problem solved. Similarly, the

er three stories (shorter and oc-

ying one side of the record) have
pie morals which children under-
d and react favorably to.

although the title story involving

tholomew is long—perhaps too long
continued listening by children—it

be presented serially in two or

se sections. It is appropriate to

isure listening in the primary
des. The other stories, equally in-

ssting to children, can be presented

^y to them.

Jthough the Christmas season is

:—the spirit lingers on! There is a
' adaptation of Charles Dickens'

A Christmas Carol which is worth
acquiring for immediate use, for de-

ferred use or for addition to loan col-

lections. This is a very goixl reading

and performance in which Frank Pet-

tingsell serves as narrator and por-

trays Scrooge. In the intermediate

grades and in junior high school class-

es, this recording can be used for

pleasure listening or for instruction. It

is a SjK)ken Arts release, number 728.

Capable Latin scholars may profit

from hearing Folk-ways FL 9969

which is a reading, in Latin, of selec-

tions from Books I, II, IV and VI of

V^irgil's Aeiwid. There are many lan-

guage recordings—too many to list

here—which can be placed in libraries.

There are poetry readings and plays.

There are songs and .stories. These are

produced with intent to appeal to

listeners with special interests or par-

ticular accomplishments. And they are

available in Latin, French, Spanish
and German as well as in Russian and
Greek.

PHILCO advances the

science of

visual education

WITH NEW TRANSISTORIZED
CLOSED CIRCUIT TV SYSTEMS

Visual education, through the use of
closed circuit TV, is beiiig adopted
rapidly by schools throughout the
nation. Philco's broad experience in

educational TV is your assurance of

obtaining the greatest flexibiUty and
economy. PhUco's new all-transistor

equipment is your guarantee of maxi-
mum reliability, freedom from main-
tenance and ease of operation. Write
today for information and your copy
of the Philco Closed Circuit TV
Systems Planning Guide.

Government & Industrial Group

4700 Wissahickon Ave., Philadelphia 44, Pi.

In Canada: Philco Corp. of Canada, Ltd., Don Mills, Ont.

Philco Closed Circuit TV Systems per-
mit multi-group instruction, with full

audience participation.

PH I LCO.
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AV
in the Church Field

by William H. Hockman

Editorial Comment

• We believe that TRAFCO (1525
McGavock St., Nashville 3, Tenn.)
would be pleased to send to all inter-

ested persons a reprint of an article by
Mr. Robert G. Glazier in which he dis-

cussed the past, present and possible

future of the AV movement in the

Methodist Church. He starts in the

Twenties and brings you down to now.
Very revealing to all who did not
travel this road like I did, part of it

as a Director of Education in a local

Methodist church. Of course there are

problems, but the Television and Ra-
dio and Film Commission of the Meth-
odist church knows where it wants to

go in serving its denomination, and
that is much more than can be said of

some other pretty large denominations
which don't as yet have such a unified

TV-AV group.

• We woiJd like to do a little re-

penting. That may be a little strong,

however, when what we want to re-

port is a change in judgment or opin-

ion. After seeing Exploring Ancient
Cities (produced by Family Films,

Inc.; see Dec. Ed Screen) we must re-

port that we like it. It held my inter-

est, instructed me, made me want to

use it with both young people and
adults, with circles in the church and
with adult Bible classes especially. It

would be hard, you see, to like (the

filmstrip) Biblical Cities that much!
Now I suppose I like them equally!

m fILM OOCTOftS
®

SPECIALISTS
in the science of

FILM

REJUVENATION
RAPIDWELO Process for:

• Scratch-Removal

• Abrasions • Dirt • "Ra

Send for Free Brochure

rapid
Founded 1940

37-02C 27th S».,Long Island City I.N.Y.

FILM TECHNYqUE

• About this time ministers
, and di-

rectors of religious education, and
others, are being asked to teach AV
courses in summer leadership and lab

schools. In some instances they will

be asked to be general AV resource

people to other teachers in the same
school. This is a good idea. We are

for it. The single course is on the way
out. All courses, we believe, need to

be enriched with AV materials and its

methodology. Last year Rev. Harold
M. Taber taught a course in the lab
school at Albion, Michigan. He not
only taught, he left a fine record of his

planning, of what he did, how he did
it, and an evaluation of the results.

This is in mimeographed form, and
we believe that, as long as they last,

he will send copies to other teachers
who request them. Send at least 10
cents in postage. (88 West Waterloo,
Box 96, Casnovia, Michigan)

• We believe that more films should
be used in series. Once we ran the St.

Paul series right through. It was some
3Vi hours as we remember. We re-

member, too, that no one left. We re-

call that folks commented on what an
impact this whole film-story made on
them. Now this same idea was car-

ried out with Cathedral's Living
Christ Series. The producer has a spe-

cial rental arrangement for those who
would like to book these films for a
weekly series. It is too long for one
sitting, like the St. Paul. How one
minister did this is nicely described

by him in a reprint from a denomina-
tional paper. We believe that The Rev.
James G. Ludwig, III, Rector, St.

Paul's Church, Elkins Park, Philadel-

phia 17, would be glad to send copies

of this reprint to those asking. Across
the 12 Sunday evenings his attendance
was good, and the interest keen. He
was greatiy pleased with his adven-
ture in faith.'

• We believe that the fihnstrip as a
medium has come ahead in the past

two years in .several ways. First, there

is the whole matter of standards. What
a pleasure to have them coming
through with green frames on the

front and red on the back end! How-
nice to be able to read the tides right

off the film without a magnify

glass! Getting the size of the fra

and therefore the image, is not q\

so noticeable. But films is film, i

there is a lot of 'temper' in them
;

But, if they were too limp and lack

an inherent 'personahty' they woul(

go through the projector so well. ]

ished and slicked up, they certai

are taking the wear better and

nicer to handle.

That brings us to the second p(

of progress for this lowly work-he

of instruction: replacement. Now Ff

ily FUmstrips, Inc., has joined th

ofi^ering to replace worn and dj

aged filmstrips if returned to them
their can and accompanied by

cents to cover the bare costs of h

dling and postage. This is botii gen

ous and fair and ought to entx)ur!

ownership, it seems to us.

• Two comments in this departm
recentiy have brought more mail tl

anything for a long time: that cert

concerns would rent filmstrips, i

that professional standards have b<

developed for the filmstrip as a r

dium. We believe that many churcj

are too poor to buy filmstrips. Let

remind you right away that tliink

you are too poor is just as effective

being that way. We believe that

church is too poor to start buying fil

strips. Churches, like people, 1:

what they are convinced tiiey ne
what they want badly enough. It

just that simple.

Now, if some concern can rent fil

strips for a while and get churcl

started using them, get them depei

ent on them to a considerable degr

will these churches not then begin:

buy? We believe they will.

Service Publication

The Audio-Visual Resource Gu
is a unique publication. It is comp
hensive, reliable, usable and just ab<

indispensable. Now that it is sold

the rock-bottom price of $2.95,

church, no minister, no director shot

be without it. Just the other da>

minister phoned me from a nearby C

for information right there in '

guide. If he does that twice he \

pay the phone company the pricei

the Guide.

The Fifth Edition contains evali

tions of 3,000 church-related mot
pictures, filmstrips, recordings a

slide sets, arranged through the b<
I

alphabetically. Himdreds of chui

workers, educators and A\' lead

have hammered out these evaluatii

as preview committees meet month
month in many parts of the count
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1960-61 Fifth Edition can be

' i,nd througli your denominational

lokstore or your AV rental library

iler, or council of chruches.

'wo Great Leaders

History turns on men. When Jo-

in,m Ben Zakkai was blessed by the

f if Jewish Rabbi, Hillel (contem-

\ of Jesus and teacher of Saul of

s
)

, neither cx>uld know just how
history would tiu-n upon the

: scholar, soon to carry the pre-

^oed of Jewish learning and plant

t little seminary at Jabneh. Here

iich of Torah learning burned

ly, and Judaism passed through

;i)man destruction to be a pre-

heritage of the next era. In the

irt color filmstrip with reading

Johannan Ben Zakkai, the life

'. ork of this great Jewish leader is

\ , authoritatively and interesting-

forth. There are 66 frames of

representational art and a well-

II script.

se same general characteristics

ility prevail in another interest-

Imstrip, Rashi and The Jews Of
I rn Europe, also in two parts.

I !lie sixth century communities of
i were springing up along the

River and in Burgundy. The
' rip traces briefly the centers and

s of Jewish learning, telling in

1 the story of Rashi, born in

s, France, in 1040. Both of these

lilmstrips would be a valuable

ion to the local church's AV li-

and would bring to youth and
groups new and interesting and

rtant information in areas much
(ted in general as well as church-

1 ed education. Colleges and semi-

s, too, will find these useful film-

. We highly recommend them.
I 111 41exark & Norsim, 1.56 N. Arden
'

' . Los Angeles 4, Calif.; price

S7.50.

New Testament Filmstrips

Eye Gate House, Inc., (146 Archer

Ave., Jamaica 35, N. Y.) has pro-

duced the "Learning From The Stories

of Jesus, Part I" series of eight color-

art and sound (LP) filmstrips. Four
titles are for the 7-11 age level—Lift/e

Queen, Little Old Man, Boy With His

Lunch, and Jesus and The Storm. The
tides of those for the 9-11 bracket

are Eyes To See, The Wonderful Tree,

He Died For Us, and He is Risen.

This means roughly that the first

four are for the primary grades and

the second four for the junior grades.

There are about 40 frames per film-

strip and the records run about 8 min-

utes. There is a manual for the teach-

er but (and this is a serious lack) no

printed version of the commentary.

This we missed very much since there

is interpretation and subsequent the-

ology in the commentaries.

The art is good but not outstanding.

At times it could have been made
more communicative and less in the

form of passive illustrations of what
the commentary was saying. Begin-

ning and ending and background

music lacks attractiveness in quality

and deftness in handling. The records

are well-cut, clear, and easy to hear.

Of the whole series we liked Eyes

To See the best. The motivations of

the children were more child-like than

in others. There was less moralizing,

and considerable grace in the struc-

ture of the story. We did not like

Good Friday pivoting on Pilate's wife

and her dreams. And right here we
have a weakness of the whole set:

dubbing in non-textual materials of

little importance. Guessing at the exact

content of her dreams is not needed in

a filmstrip on the trial and crucifixion

of Jesus for juniors. In The Wonderful

Tree we get pretty far afield on the

nature of the Kingdom of God via a

fictional story which lacks grace, nat-

uralness, inherent interest and religious

impact. We get this along with head-

on literalism. We wearied, too, of the

use of 'The Lady' for Pilate's wife,

and of 'Lady' for Mary in the last film-

strip. This would be my second choice.

The 'He Is Risen, Indeed' refrain in

the last part of the commentary is a

splendid climax.

Here is another instance of where

Biblical material has taken the meas-

ure of a producer. In his first series,

"The Story the Bible Tells," he came

off pretty well. Here, in these eight

dips into N.T. material, he does not

do so well. A statement and recon-

struction of the biblical incidents good

enough to get general acceptance is

hard enough to bring off. To interpret

boldly—and for cliildren; to preach

dogmatically—and for children; to the-

ologize freely—and all this for children,

is to invite the severe criticism of all

those who do not honestly share the

views and theology espoused.

In conclusion, this reviewer be-

lieves that this is not the way to make
biblical filmstrips and that we need a

moratorium on such production until

a more inherently suitable format can

be forged out in hard thinking.

Two New Teenage Films

A friend of mine says the word
'teenage' is out of fashion right now.

Too bad he did not know what word
had taken its place—both with teen-

agers and adults! So what's wrong
about having a Teenage Series of

films for young people?

Nothing, we say, when they are

good. Here are two new titles: Teen-

age Loyalty and Teenage Conflict. We
give one a rating of 'A' and the other

'B,' in that order. Why a "B" film to

a Family Films' production?

Loyalty gets said what it starts out

to say, holds the interest all the way
with well-cast teenage 'actors' who
are pretty convincing. It does empha-
size for teenagers that their central

loyalties ought to be to Christ and the

Church.

Conflict means to help teenagers

face the apparent conflict of modem
day science and the Bible. Joe Burton

is a real youth and acts his part with-

out 'acting.' His sister 'acts' a bit too

much. Mother and Dad play their

parts with affection a bit too sticky for

a film like this. When the WeU-Knovra
Scientist enters he is not what we ex-

pect. In appearance and clothes, in

manners of speaking and in his casual-

ness toward religion (and science, for

that matter) he is second-rate. Too,

this subject is tough to handle. But
here the film does very well. It uses

terms like 'faith' and Tjelief correctly.

Useful Filmstrip

The producer (Family Filmstrips,

Inc., Hollywood 38, Calif.) says Easter

In The Family" is a 35mm full-color

filmstrip with sound on 33'/^ rpm
record, designed to give Christian par-

ents concrete help and suggestions in

making Easter more meaningful in

home and family." We add: The art is

good in style, color and composition;

tlie commentary well wrRten and

pleasantly narrated; the musical back-

ground tastefully and expertly done;

and the leader's guide most helpful. A
real addition to the local church's AV
library. Buy through your AV dealer.
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TRADE DIREQORY FOR THE AUDIOVISUAL FIELD

KEY: (P)—producers, importers. (M)^-manufaclurers. (D)—dealers, distributors, film rental libraries, pro|ection servlcM.

Where a primary source also offers direct rental services, the double symbol (PD) oppears.

COLOR FILM DEVELOPING & PRINTING

Walt Sterling Color Slides

224 Hoddon Rood, Woodmere, L. I.,

Authorized "Technicolor" dealer

Association Films, Inc. (PD)

Distributor of Free-Loan ond Rental Films.

Headquarters:

347 Madison Ave., N. Y. 17, N. Y.

Regional Libraries:

Brood at Elm, Ridgefield, N. J.

961 Hillgrove Ave., La Grange, III

799 Stevenson St., San Francisco, Col.

1108 Jackson St., Dollas 2, Tex.

Australian News and Information Bureou
636 Fifth Ave., New Yoric 20, N. Y.

(PD)

•alley Films, Inc.

6309 De Longpre Ave., Hollywood 28, Col.

(PD)

•ray Studios, Inc.

729 Seventh Ave., New York 19, N. Y.

•roadman Films

127 Ninth Ave., North, Nashville 3. Tenn.

Chapel Films

Div. McMurry Audio Electronics, Inc.

P. O. Box 179, Culver City, Calil.

Coronet Instructional Films

Coronet BIdg., Chicogo 1, ill.

Vomily Films, inc.

S823 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38,

Film Research Company
Onemia, Minnesota
Forest Indian ond Science Films

Ideal Pictures, Inc.

Home Office;

S3 E. South Water St.. Chicago 1, ill.

Branch Exchanges:
1218 Comer BIdg., Birmingham, Ala.

1840 Alcatroz Ave., Berkeley 3, Cat.

2221 S. Olive St.. Los Angeles 7, Col.

714—18th Street, Denver 2, Colo.

55 NE 13th St., Miami 32, Flo.

52 Auburn Ave., N. E., Atlanta 3, Go.
1370 S. Beretanio St., Honolulu, H.

58 E. South Water St., Chicago 1, III.

15 E. Maryland St., Indianapolis 4, Ind.

616 S. 5th St., Louisville 2, Ky.

1303 Prylanio Street, New Orleans 13, La.

102 W. 25th St., Boltimore 18, La.

42 Melrose St., Boston 16, Mass.
15924 Grand River Ave., Detroit 27, Mich.

3400 Nicollet Ave., Minneopolis 8, Minn.
1402 Locust St., Kansas City 6, Mo.
3743 Grovois, St. Louis 16, Mo.
6509 N. 32nd St., Omaha 1, Neb.
1558 Main St., Buffalo 9, N. Y.

233-9 W. 42nd St., New York 36, N. Y.

2110 Payne Ave., Cleveland 14, Ohio.
1201 S. W. Morrison, Portland 5, Ore.

119 Ninth St., Pittsburgh 22, Pa.

18 S. Third St., Memphis 3, Tenn.

2434 S. Harwood, Dallas 15, Tex.

Brigham Young Univ., Prove, Utah.

219 E. Main St., Richmond 19, Va.
4401 W. North Ave., Milwaukee 8, Wis.

International Film Bureau
332 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 4, ill.

Knowledge Builders (Classroom Films)

Visual Educotion Center BIdg.,

Floral Park, N. Y.

(PD)

(PD)

(PD)

(P)

(re)
Calif.

(PD)

(D)

(PD)

IPDI

For information about Trade Di-

rectory advertising rates, write

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN & AUDIO-
VISUAL GUIDE, 2000 Lincoln Park

West BIdg., Chicago 14, III.

Moguli's, Inc. (O)
112-14 W. 48lh St., New York 19, N. Y.

United World Films, Inc. (PD)
1445 Park Ave., New York 29, N. Y.
542 S. Deorborn St., Chicago 5, III.

6610 Melrose Ave., Los Angeles 38, Col.
287 Techwood Dr., NW, Atlonto, Go.
2227 Bryan St., Dallas, Tex.
5023 N. E. Sandy Blvd., Portland 13, Ore
1311 N. E. Boyshor* Dr., Miami, Fla.

FIIMSTRIPS

Broadman Fllmstrlps (F
127 Ninttt Ave., North, Nashville 3, Tenn.

MOTION PICTURE PROJECTORS A SUPPlll

Christian Education Press Fllmstrlps
Religious Subiects
1505 Race St., Philadelphia 2, Pa.

(PD)

Fomily Fllmstrlps, Inc.

5823 Santo Monica Blvd.,

(PD)
Hollywood 38, Calif.

Enrichment Materials Inc. (PD)
246 Fifth Ave., New York 1, N. Y.

Society for Visual Education (POI
1345 Diversey Parkway, Chicago 14

Teaching Aids Service, Inc. (PD)
Lowell Ave. & Cherry Lone, Floral Pork, N. Y.

31 Union Sauare West, New York 3

Visual Education Consultants, Inc. (PD)
VEC Weekly News Fllmstrlps

2066 Helena St., Madison, Wis.

FILMSTRIP, SLIDE ft OPAQUE PROJECTORS

DuKane Corporation
St. Charles. Illinois

(Ml

ELECTRONIC TRAINING KITS

Allied Radio Corporation (MD)
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, ill.

FLAGS, BANNERS, BUTTONS, AWARDS

Ac* Banner A Flag Company (M)
224 Hoddon Pd., Woodmere, L.i., N. Y.
All sizes—U.S., State, Foreign, etc.-immed. del.

GLOBES — Geographical

Oenoyer-Geppert Company (P0|
5235 Rovenswood Ave., Chicago 40, III.

BIOLOGICAL MODELS & CHARTS

Denoyer-Geppert Company
5235 Rovenswood Ave., Chicago 40, Hi.

LABORATORY SERVICES

Byron Motion Pictures, Incorporated
1226 Wisconsin Ave., Wainington, D. C.
Complete 16mm & 35fflm laboratory services.

Bell & Hovreil Co.
7117 McCormick Rood. Chicago 45. III.

Eastman Kodak Company
Rochester 4, New York

Victor Division, Kalart Co.
Ploinville. Conn.

I

1
MAPS — Geographical, Historical

Denoyer-Geppert Company
5235 Rovenswooo Ave., Chicago 40, III.

MICROSCOPES « SLIDES

Denoyer-Geppert Company
5235 Rovenswooo Ave., Chicogo 40, III.

PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT

Camera Equipment Co., Inc. (ft

315 W. 43rd St., New York 36, N. Y.
6510 Santo Monica Blvd., Hollywood, Col.

Camera Equipment Co., Inc., of Florida (M
1335 E. Tenth Ave., Hialeah, Fla.

READING IMPROVEMENT

Psychotechnics, Inc.

105 W. Adorns St., Chicago 3, III.

Mfgrs. of SHADOWSCOPE Reading Pocer

RECORDS

Broadman Films
127 Ninth Ave., North, Nashville 3, Tenn.

Curriculum Materials Center (P
5128 Venice Blvd., Los Angeles 19, Col.
Records, Tape Recordings, Filmstrips, Books

Enrichment Materials Inc. (P
246 Fifth Ave., New York 1, N. Y.

Foilcwoys Records & Service Corp.
117 W. 46th St., New York, N. Y

Heirloom Records
Brookhaven, N. Y.
(History through Ballads & Folksongs}

Monitor Recordings, Inc.

413 W. 50th St., New York 19, N. Y.
Russian, French, Spanish Longuoge Moteriols

Music Education Record Corp. (

P.O. Box 445, Englewood, N. J

(The Complete Orchestra demonstroted)

RECORDERS — PLAYERS

Allied Radio Corporation |M>
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, III.

(P

IP

(P

IRadiont Manufacturing Co.
8220 No. Austin Ave., Morton Grove. III.

SLIDES
Key: Kodochrome 2x2. 3% x 4V« or lorg

Keystone View Co.
Meadville, Pa

Meston's Travels, Inc.

3801 North Piedros, El Peso, Texas
Wait Sterling Color Slides

224 Hoddon Rd., Woodmere, L. I., N.

(PD-

(PO-

(PD-t

4,000 (scenic & mops) of teacher's world trov

SOUND SYSTEMS

Allied Radio Corporation
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, III.
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New Equipment and Materials

f addresses of the sources supplying
|])rmation on which these listings are

bed, refer to Directory of Sources,

p e 30. For more information about

t,: at the equipment and materials an-

nmced here, use the enclosed reader
Rivlce postcard.

CAMERAS, Movie, TV
Microscope System includes the TC-

elf-contained CCTV camera and
lal cable, TM-1 tripod, 17" moni-
ind TV microscope with mount

DiiMoni TV-Micro System

iapter, trinocular head, light souvce,
,nd four objectives. Plugs into llSv
ne. 3-lens turret may be added.
2200. DUMONT.

For more information circle
Xo. 101 on return postal card.

CAMERA ACCESSORIES
'.!cura Proxi-Center" is a plumb-bob
enter-finder that fits a standard lil-

?r holder to center a camera lens in
ritical copying work, where there is

o through-the-lens viewing. $3.95.

>IDC

For more information circle
Vo. \1XZ on retnrn postal card.

I'ROJECTORS, Movie, TV
8 \v - motion 8nun projector carries

ii'l designation 18-5 for its range of
i from 18 down to 5 frames per
nd "living still" speed. Variable

ti utter that changes from three to
me blades as speed drops eliminates
licker. New type 8v 50w lamp is said
' give illumination comparable to
|oiwentional 500w. Automatic shutoff
if room lamp. Lens f/1.3, focal lengths
S. 20 or 2.5mm available. Wt 15 lb.
U9..i0. BOLEX.

I'or more Information circle
N'o. 103 on retnrn postal card.

PROJECTORS, Still

Overhead Projector, Projex 1010, offers
increased versatility by its new 360-
degree rotating head, easier access by
means of new hinged doors, lOOOw
lamp, 3-position operating switch. Ca-
pacity 35mm to 10x10". PROJOPTICS.

For more information circle
No. 104 on return postal card.

Slidefilm Model 61 sound slide film pro-
jector, features new "interruption
switch" to allow operator to stop and
then resume without loss of narra-
tion or picture continuity. Plays 12"

LP or 45 rpm. Wt 11 lb. McCLURE.

For more information circle
No. 105 on retnrn postal card.

Thermal cut-out Unit that automatically
cuts off current if undue heat builds
up in the Spectroslide automation
slide projector, is now standard equip-
ment on the "Spectroslide"; especially
important where projectors run un-
attended for long periods. SAUPPE

For more information circle
No. 106 on retnrn postal card.

PROJECTION ACCESSORIES
Junior Ozamatic Processor runs all

types prints, including transparencies
for overhead projection. Temperature
max 50 degrees, full exposure at one
to 20 feet per minute, curl-free prints
stacked front or back; 20%x25x21"
deep, wt 170 lb, wired for 60-cycle AC
115 V, line voltage fluctuation com-
pensator. OZALID.

For more information circle
No. 107 on return postal card.

Slide Projector Synchronizer adds in-
audible slide-change cues to tape-re-
corded commentary, which, on play-
back activate remote-control projec-
tor. Model 1412 (synchronizer only)
$49.95. V-M.

For more Information circle
No. 108 on return postal card.

"Victorscope" Anamorphic Lens for tak-
ing and projecting wide-screen 16mm
motion pictures. With plug-in adapter

for Model 70 Kalart/Victor projector
$165. May be adapted to other projec-
tors, and to 16mm cameras equipped
with 25mm or longer focal length
lenses. The lens doubles the width of
the image without affecting the
height. KALART/VICTOR

For more information circle
No. 109 on retnrn postal card.

"Thermo-Fax" Visual Communication
combines a heat-activated dry copying
machine with an overhead projector,
to make up to 8%xll plastic trans-
parencies from originals that may be
transparent, translucent or opaque
and printed one or both sides. Trans-
parencies keep indefinitely and new
data may be added by a supplement-
ary run through the copying machine.
Cost 13c to 16c each. Time 4 seconds.
The overhead projector, wt 40 lb, 1000-
w lamp, 10x10' picture at 15', $395. 3M,
Communication Products Div.

For more Information circle
No. 110 on retnrn postal card.

SOUND,
Equipment & Accessories

Compact Professional Recorder. Ampex
PR-10 features new electrodynamic
frictionless tape handling system that
makes possible studio quality in a
readily portable unit. Available mono-
or stereophonic. Separate record,
erase and play heads. 2-speed. Hyster-
sis synchronous motor. 19" x 14" high.
AMPEX-PRO.

For more information circle
No. Ill on retnrn postal card.

Duet-90D Tape Recorder permits its two
tracks to be played back simultane-
ously or individually, each erasing
and recording separately. $349.50.
ROBERTS.

For more Information circle
No. lis on retnrn postal card.

Featherweight headphones from Aus-
tria weigh only 3 oimces including
cable. Low input requirement permits
use without power amplifier. Con-
verts mono- and binaural without
soldering. Model K-50, stereo, 2x400
Ohms. $31. ELAPP.

For more information circle
No. 113 on return postal card.

Four-track Stereo Recorder. Continental
"300" features new narrow-gap re-
cord-playback head; input jacks for
mixing two signals (microphone,
tuner or phono); 3-speed (7%, 3%, 1%
ips); pause button; sound-on-sound
recording; automatic stop when tape
ends; 2 inputs, 4 outputs; high impe-
dance dynamic mike; wt 30 lb. draws
60w 117v AC, $269.50. NAPHtLIPS.

For more Information circle
No. 114 on return postal card.
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SOUND,
Equipment & Accessories

Lang-lab Microphones. Low cost Model
425 reportedly "student-proof; more
sensitive Model 544 recommended for
master function; Unidyne III for lec-
ture hall. SHURE.

For more Information circle
No. 115 on return postal cftrd.

Magnesound Mixer for professional type
results in "sounding" magnetic-strip-
ed film. $199.45. VICTOR ANIMATO-
GRAP.

For more Information circle
No. 116 on retnm postal card.

Portable Public Address 8w peak, 8"
speaker, wt 9 lb., 12"xlO''x6'' deep,
complete with Shure microphone, 16'

mike cable, table stand, 8' power cord,

SCIENCE FILMSTRIPS
SINCE 1931 SINCE 1931

MADE BY TEACHERS FOR TEACHERS
BIOLOGY ATOMIC ENERGY
PHYSICS GENERAL SCIENCE
CHEMISTRY MICROBIOLOGY
BIKE SAFETY BUS SAFETY

Science filmstrips available
under NDEA—Title III.

VISUAL SCIENCES
Bex 599E Suffem, N«w York

P^yiowLiNG Pictures
SCIENCE FILMS

(IN COLOR)
For Elementary Through

High School Grades

— SALE ONLY—
Write for List of New Releases

and Study Guides and Previews
1056 So. Robertson Blvd., los Angeles 35, Calif.

NEW
ELEMENTARY

SCIENCE
CHARTS
Magnetism

Sound

Electricity

Light

The Story of Rocks

WRITE FOR BROCHURE

EATON
SCIENTIFIC CORPORATION

119 SOUTH ROSEMEAD BLVD.
PASADENA, CALIFORNIA

$64.95. Extra speaker with 20' plug
in cable, $24.95. Has plug in for phono-
graph or tape recorder. CHECKEL.

For more Information circle
No. 117 on return postal card.

Projector-Master Tape Recorder con-
tains electronic sensing device that re-
cords an inaudible signal on the tape
which automatically advances 2x2
slides in "School Master" remote con-
trol slide projectors. Adapter cords
available to fit other makes. $249.50.

Without electronic projector control
$29.50. GRAFLEX.

For more Information circle
No. 118 on return postal card.

"Tape-0-Matic" Stereo Recorder. 4-track
stereo; push button controls; two
microphones; add-a-track channel.
Model 722 $259.95. V-M

For more Information circle
No. 119 on rctnrn postal card.

Stereo Tape Deck, 3-speed, with four
pre-amps and three erase heads,
makes possible echo, sound-on-sound,
add-a-track direct monitoring, and
monophonic or 4-track stereo record-
ing. Model KN-4075 $239.95. ALLIED.

For more Information circle
No. 120 on return postal card.

Tape Recorder—Astra-Sonic II, carries

full year guarantee on parts and labor.

Hand-wired amplifier, transformer
power supply, %-track stereo head,
front-mounted speakers (4x6" coaxi-
al tweeter and 4" round), output 8-

watts peak, 191b, monophonic $189.95;

stereo $219.95. PENTRON.

For more Information circle
No. 121 on return postal card.

AUTOMATED INSTRUCTION
AutoTutor Mark U. Smaller version,

priced at ^0 (Mark I $4,975), pro-
vides 9-choice response and a return
button, error counter, lid lock to

pevent student tampering, provision
for auxiliary recorder, capacity up to

50(K) single frames of filmstrip, ir i

val timing 1/lOth to 1/9 seconds, g
approx. 15" cube, wt. 35 lb. USl

For more information circle
No, 122 on return postal card.

Teaching Machine, $20; program i

available include Russian, spel
|

algebra, statistics, Hebrew, and \

damentals of music ($5 to $15). <

programmed textbooks which ma. *

Inexpensive Teaching Machine

used independently of the machii
Produced in cooperation with Tea
ing Machines, Inc., sold for he

study by encyclopedia salesn
GROLIER.

For more Information circle
No. 123 on return postal card.

MISCELLANEOUS EQUIP
New High-Speed 16mm Films. Ko<
Double-X 16mm negative. Type Si

is now available 100' spooled (DJ(

430); 200' spooled (DXN432); and 4

on core for darkroom loading (DX
433-4). Tri-X negative, 16mm w
8mm perforation, 100' spooled (TX
431). Also spooled film incorpora
integral leader and trailer for loi

ing in subdued light. KODAK.
Contact local dealer.

42
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Anade Mark n Editing: Table, British-

lade, has non-intermitten film move-
lent 8x6-inch picture, combination

iinm and 16mm, with composite
itical and magnetic sowund read-
^ counters, takeups and titlewinds,

^975. FLORMAN-BABB.

For more Information circle

No. 134 on return postal card.

Ilk File for Slides. Each page pro-

ides pockets for twelve 2x2 slides;

< fit standard 3-ring binder, 25

•s $.75; 100 $35, B&J

For more information circle

No. \'i5 on return postal card.

r ,,r Film Cleaner, anti-static formula
ioped specifically for cleaning

i film. 4 oz. 65c, gallon $8.25.

DWAL.

For more Information circle
No. IZfi on return postal card.

F 1 Film Cement. Maker claims new
finical assures permanent bond and
"CIS free sample to anyone willing
•rv it, no strings attached. HAR-
ALD.

For more Information circle
No. 127 on return postal card.

F nstrip Table File consists of 4 units,

ich holding 40 filmstrips, positioned
I titles are readily read, may be
it on table or hung on wall, heavy-

steel, hammerloid brown finish,

i9%xl— %" deep. Each unit
2.80. base for table mounting ac-
immodates 4 units, $2.80. COFFEY.

For more Information circle
No. 128 on return postal card.

I Stand-Antenna. The legs of this
and, either 40 or 48" high, serve as
1 indoor antenna, made shockproof
. non-conductive shelf. Safety belt
tional. TRANSVISION.

For more information circle
No. 139 on return postal card.

NEW MATERIALS

KEY TO ABBREVIATIONS

H -motion pkturw
ft-MlmsfrIp

UJide
* -recording

P -33- 1/3 r.p.m. microgroova record
li—minutes (running time)
r-framos (filmstrip pictures)
^.ilent

H sound
S-ont

4—block & whit*
9 -color

y -Primary
Kf -Intermediate
H-Junior High
M-Senior High
^!ollege

b-)dult

AGRICULTURE
^'( Lands mp CONTEMPORARY 27-

: b&w $125 r$7.50. Why only one-
' h of the earth's surface is produc-

!"od. and some of the things that
eing done about it. JH SH C A
For more Information circle
No. I!t0 on return postal card.

AV industry news

Telectrosonic Expands
A four-story, fully automated pro-

duction plant with approximately

60,000 square feet of floor space has

been added to the Long Island City

plant now turning out consumer tape

recorders. Harry Sussman, Telectro

president, emphasizes that the auto-

mated production line permits greater

attention to advanced quality control

techniques.

SPT Elects

The Society of Photo Technologists

has elected its first slate of national

officers. Samuel L. Love is president;

Harold N. Adams, vice president;

Frank Mitchell, editorial vice presi-

dent; Mrs. Earl E. Bisson, secretary-

treasurer.

Lang Lab on Wheels
Rheem-Califone has developed a

language laboratory, not just for sales

demonstration puqjoses but for daily

use by districts in which small dis-

persed schools might feel a special

electronic room is beyond their means.

Trailers are available in 35, 42 and
55-foot lengths, 8- or 10-feet wide,

with from 8 to 27 student positions

and teacher console.

Palmer Now Service Lab
W. A. Palmer, Inc., San Francisco,

will henceforth make available pix)-

duction and laboratory facilities to

other producers instead of engaging,

as it has since 1936, in direct produc-

tion of its own.

Religious Film Guide
More than 120 producers release a

total of over 400 new religious audio-

visual mattrials annually, according to

Don Kliphart, editor of the Audio-

visual Resources Guide. The fifth edi-

tion, just out, sells at cost, for only

$2.95. A "must" for every religious

film producer, distributor, or user.

Write direct to DAVBE-NCCC, 475
Riverside Drive, New York 27, N. Y.

Ampex Merger
The Ampex Co. and Telemeter Mag-

netics, Inc., have merged on a stock-

transfer deal, with Ampex the surviv-

ing company. Telemeter manufactures

tape-handling equipment and com-
puter components. According to TJie

Film Daily, Ampex had a $700,000
increase in .sales in the six months
ending Oct. 31, although its earnings

dropped to five cents a share as com-
pared to 80 cents a year ago.

No More Records?
The "Duo-Screen," designed for in-

terlocked operations of two projectors

(still and movie), may have educa-

tional applications as well as commer-
cial presentation use. The inaudible

frequency activating impulse in this

case is on the motion picture film

track instead of on a disc recording.

A patented plug, replacing the phono
pickup cartridge, is fed from the ex-

ternal speaker outlet of the motion

picture projector. The results of two
screens talking back to each other are

interest-compelling. CARGAL.

Ideal Fix Sues Films, Inc.

Charging a combination and con-

spiracy to eliminate competition in the

16mm non-theatrical field via substan-

tial monoply, in violation of federal

statutes. Ideal Pictures, Inc., and 12

of its constituent film libraries have

filed a suit for $1,932,000 against

Films, Inc. The suit is based on the

latter's exclusive non-theatrical rights

to Warner Bros., 20th-Fox, SKO Ra-

dio, and Republic product. Joined as

co-defendants are parent company
Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, and
several of its officers and directors.

People

Charles P. Ginsberg, of Ampex Pro-

fessional Products Company, has re-

ceived the cov£jted "Valemar Paidsen

Gold Medal" from the Danish Acade-

my of Technical Sciences for his de-

velopment of the video tape recorder.

He is the first native-bom American

to receive this award.

Homer Humbert, since 1955 adver-

tising manager for several NEA pub-

lications, has been appointed director

of advertising and public relations at

Electronic Teaching L;»boratories, Inc.

Manny Kiner has been named director

of the Special Products Division at the

Elgeet Optical Companv, Rochester,

N.Y.
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ARTS & CRAFTS
Line and Art mp THORNE llmin col

$110. Concepts of line as visual images
are developed, and its infinite pos-
sibilities for innovation and inter-
pretation. C.

For more information circle
No. 131 on return postal card.

Modern Art 5fs LIFE Col ea $6. Titles:
Matisse, von Gogh, Roualt, Renoir,
Gaughin. Each about 40 paintings
SH C A

For more information drolo
No. 1.S3 on return postal card.

Orient-Occident: Aspects of an Exiiibi-
tion mp CONTEMPORARY b&w $100
r$5. Relationship of cultures illus-

trated by works of ancient sculpture.
C A

For more information circle
No. 133 on return postal card.

For Teachers of

SOCIAL STUDIES.

GEOGRAPHY.

SCIENCES. HISTORY
and others

FILMS FROM

FOR RENTAL OR PURCHASE
A wide choice of sound films In color and
black & white , about the fascinating land

"Down Under." Free illustrated catalog

AUSTRALIAN NEWS & INFORMATION BUREAU
630 Fifth An., Suit* 414 • Now York 20, N. Y.
Ubislt\ilfd iJjmphlels und brochures also aiaiUhlt

It is a Crime to lose attention when
darkening rooms for instruction.

INVESTIGATE use of LENSCREEN
rearview projection screens. Excellent
for lighted rooms.

• Portable screens for class or audltofiutn

use. Set up quickly, serve your own
projectors.

• In-Woll screens for new construction.

Permanent, always ready for use.

Conceals, silences all projection equip-

ment.

• Projector-S c r e e n combinations now
available for slide, film strip, or movies.

Mobile and portable models.

• Screen materials by the square foot

for custom use—several ideas detailed.

Reguesl the LENSCREEN Kit of A-V Ideas,
contains complete facts, literature.

POLACOAT INCORPORATED
9710 Conlclin Rd., Blue Asli, Ohio

Paul Gaugln fs LIFE col $6. Reproduc-
tion in color of 36 paintings from
Brittany to the South Seas. SH C A

For more information circle
No. 184 on retorn postal card.

BUSINESS EDUCATION
Ben Franlilin Sells Today mp JAM 23-
min col $145 r $25. Use restricted to
purchaser. Remake of "Selling Amer-
ica" has Franklin come alive to show
how his principles apply in sales-
manship. SH C A

For more information circle
No. 1S5 on return postal card.

EDUCATION
Beginning Lip Reading cards and pic-

tures VAMC. Cards with words and
pictures in bright poster colors for
teaching deaf children. Beginning set

$8.95; Double Lip Reading Set $14.95;

Speech Audiometry Set $8.95. TT
Spec. Educ.

For more information circle
No. 136 on return postal card.

The Film and You (Using the Class-
room Film) mp BAILEY 13min b&w
$85 col $150. Unique role of motion
picture in classroom teaching; prepar-
ation, motivation, review, TT A

For more information circle
No. 137 on return postal card.

Learning and Behavior mp CAROUSEL
26 min b&w $135. Dr. B. F. Skinner,
in experiments at Harvard University
Psychology Laboratory, postulates that
without reward there is no learn-
ing, by animals or man. The "Skinner
box" (teaching machine) is demon-
strated. TT C A

For more information circle
No. 13X on return postal card.

Riddle-a-Rhyme (series) fs EYEGATE
col set of 9 $30. Correlated lotto game
$1. Designed to help detect difficulties
encountered by certain students in
articulating key words. T T Pri. El.

For more Information circle
No. 1.^9 on return postal card.

Youth on the Go mp DLLBELL 30min
col loan. After-school activities of
high school youth, concentrates on
extra-curricular and co-curricular
functions. Narrated by Alex Dreier.
SH A

For more information circle
No. 140 on return postal card.

FEATURE FILMS
The Ballet of Romeo and Juliet mp
BRANDON 96min col $50 up apply.
Galina Ulanova, the corps de ballet
and orchestra of the Bolshoi Theatre,
Moscow; music by Sergei Prokofiev,
based on Shakespeare. SH C A

For more information circle
No. 141 on return postal card.

The Pled Piper of Hamelin mp BIRAD
90min col $750. Classic tale, with Van
Johnson, Claude Rains, Kay Starr,
Jim Backus, (Mr. Magoo). Entertain-
ing songs, humor, adventure. As pre-
sented in an NBC TV "Special." 1958.

Pri-A.

For more information circle
No. 142 on return postal card.

GUIDANCE, Vocational

New Horizons in Food Service Caret
fs NAREST 67fr col permanent lo;

Guidance presentation of opportu
ities in retail food industry for hi
school or college-trained youth. Boo
let reproduces all scenes and ca
tions. Heinz-sponsored. SH

For more Information circle
No. 14;t on return postal card.

HEALTH, SAFETY
Biology and Control of Domestic Mi
quitoes mp QWF 21min col $161.

Training film for public health wor
ers, civic and service groups. SH C

For more Information circle
No. 144 on return postal card.

How Do You Drive? mp NFBC 26ii

b&w $110. A new driver learns h(
to do it right. SH-A

For more information circle
No. 14.5 on return postal card.

How to Have an Accident at Work r

DISNEY 8min col apply. Donald Du
demonstrates. Pri-A

For more information circle
No. 146 on return postal card.

HOME ECONOMICS
Consumers Want to Know mp CO.
SUN 30min col $125 r$7.50 b&w $i

How the Consumers Union test pr
gram operates and how its repoj

are published. SH C A
For more information circle
No. 147 on return postal card. ^H

INDUSTRY, TRANSPORATIO
Big League Soldering mp HERCHE
15min col loan. Detailed instruct!
on sweat soldering for the plumbir
heating and air conditioning trad'

Narrated by sportcaster Mel AUe
SH A

For more Information circle
No. 148 on return postal card.

The Story of West Coast Lumber
WCLA 72fr col free. Complete sto

from tiny seedling to use of finish
lumber in home building. El JH

For more information circle
No. 149 on return postal card.

LANGUAGES
Pathescope-Berlitz Spanid Course 3(

18rec PATHESCOPE. Indiv sets 5

@ $81.25; sets 1-2-3 $210; comple
series 1-6 $399. Incl. guide and pi

ture-keyed script for teachers, Sp
nish script for each student. Sto
line is young North American's tr

through Mexico. Over 50 native voic

give wide range of pitch, dictic

mood. PATHESCOPE.

For more information circle
No. 150 on return postal card.

ILITERATURE, DRAMA
styles in Shakespearean Acting, 18S

1950 sfs CRESOC fs $7.95; tape re

orded by Prof. Frederick Packar
Speech Dept., Harvard Universit

$6.20. Extra copies of script, $1 i

3. SH C A
For more information circle
No. 1.51 on return postal card.
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MATHEMATICS
naloj Computer Kit EDMUND $14.95.

Demonstrates basic computing prin-

ciples as applied in multiplication,

!
division, powers and roots, logarithms,

;trig, etc. Three potentiometers and

I

an electric meter, operates on two

I

flashlight batteries, assembled with
screwdriver and pliers. SH

For more information circle

No. 1S2 on retnrn postal card.

MEDICAL & ALLIED
SCIENCES

:opaphy of a Cancer mp CAROUSEL
54min b&w $250. Why the outlook for

jancer victims' recovery is increas-
ingly bright. Dr. Tom Dooley, recalled

from his work in Laos, gives pre- and
post-operative interview. SH C A

For more Information circle
No. 15S on return postal card.

MUSIC, General

ipbmd: The Second Hurricane rec
COLREC 12" LP $4.98. A play opera
in two acts for High School perform-
ance, Leonard Bernstine conducts the
NY Philharmonic, and soloists and
chorus of the High School of Music
Eind Art, New York City. He also

narrates the story. SH-A

For more information circle
No, IM on retarn postal card.

MUSIC, Vocal

iipland: Dance episodes from "Rodeo"
ind "Billy the Kid." rec COLREC
\2" LP $4.98. Leonard Bernstine con-
iucting the N. Y. Philharmonic, in

ommemorative album honoring the
nmposers' 60th birthday. JH-A

For more information circle
No. 1.5,5 on return postal card.

PRIMARY GRADE
MATERIALS

He Little Pups mp UWF 13min col
5110 b&w $60. A little mongrel pup
nakes up in personality what he
lacks in "papers," and wins children's
loarts. Pri.

For more information circle
No. ise on retarn postal card.

Land of Real Believe mp UWF 13min
col $115 b&w $60. Blindfolded girl

"sees " the world of sounds and mem-
ories, and then once more the world
of sight. Pri.

For more information oircle
No. 157 on retarn postal card.

Little Ballerina mp UWF 13min col $115
b&w $60. Convalescent child dreams
of becoming a ballet dancer. Pri.

For more information circle
No. 158 on return postal card.

Monkeys Meet the People mp UWF 13-

min col $115 b&w $60. Monkey zoo
as seen from the inside of the cage,
by the monkeys. Pri.

For more infornsation circle
No. 1,59 on retarn postal card.

Old MacDonald's Farm mp UWF 13min
col $115 b&w $60. City boy sees for
the first time the animals he has been
singing about. Pri.

For more information circle
No. ItiO on retarn postal card.

True Book Filmstrips IVES col 3 series

of 5 ea. (S) $28.50, Indiv. $4.75. Titles:

Natural Science: Animal Babies; Ani-
mals of Sea and Shore; Birds We
Know; Insects; Plants We Know;
Trees. Physical Science: Air Around
Us; Deserts; Moon, Sun and Stars;

Oceans; Rocks and Minerals; Seasons.
Biological Science; Dinosaurs; Farm
Animals; Pets; Reptiles; Tropical
Fishes; Your Body and You. Social
Studies: Airports and Airplanes;
Health; Houses; Policemen and Fire-
men; Our Post Office; Schools. K-4.
Pri.

For more information circle
No. 161 on return postal card.

RELIGION, ETHICS
Brightest Night mp CONCORDIA 15min

col $150 r$10. A mother and father
tell their children the Nativity story
by means of figurines as they decor-
ate the Christmas tree. Pri.

For more information circle
No. l(iS on retarn postal card.

The Church at the Campus mp TRAF-
CO 31min col apply. Three students
with widely different personalities

A UNITED NATIONS FILM

16MM

POWER

AMONG MEN
Men build. Mon destroy. Surviving men build again. Sometimes there is no survivol.'

Power AMONG MEN is a film that deols with the ideas and purposes
of the more than 90 countries that comprise the United Notions. It is a
vivid portrayal of man's awesome powers: the power to build; the

power to destroy. How hos he used these forces in the post? How will

he choose to use them in the future.

Available in 90 minutes and 46 minutes discussion version,

color or black and white. Write for brochure.

LOUIS de ROCHEMONT ASSOCIATES FILM LIBRARY
267 West 25lh Street, Doot. ES. New Yorl< 1, New York OSegon 5-5330

come under the kindly guidance of
Wesley Foundation head, to the great
betterment of their college careers.

SH C A

For more information circle
No, 163 on retarn postal card.

Five Films of Worship (series) mp
BIRAD lOmin col $100 ea. Praised
by Protestant leaders for use in in-

spirational devotional services by all

faiths. Titles: Creation; Exaltation;
Reverence; Thanksgiving; The Nazar-
ene. El-A

For more information circle
No, 164 on retarn postal card.

FREE
Allied
444-PAGE 1961

ELECTRONICS

CATALOG

SAVE MOST on language
labs, Stereo hi-fi, record-
ingand phonoequipment,
school sound systems,
training kits, electronic
parts. Write for Catalog.

ALLIED RADIO
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, III.

NEW! The WILD RICE Story . . .

"Mahnomen—Harvest of the North"
17 Mln. Color $170.

For January 1961 Release

"Sisibdkwat—The Ojihway Maple
Harvest"

"Ge-mon—The construction and uses of

the Ojihway Birch Canoe"
History—Social Studies—Geography

Preview prints from
FILM RESEARCH COMPANY

Box 1015, Minneopolli 40, Minnesoto.

TUe, goM^A tJSi Uene, ...

LET'S HAVEA PARTY

And Btoadmaii's first cartoon-type

motion picture is just what you need

for a whale of a party. The film

shows you how to go about preparty

planning, how to conduct the event

itself, and how to evaluate its suc-

cess or failure. Planned for church-

related social events, but the ideas

and suggestions are great for any

group. Filmed in beautiful color.

10 minutes. Rental, $5.00

AT YOUR
AUDIO-VISUAL DEALER

BROADMAN FILMS
Nashville/ Tennessee
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The Sending and the Sent sfs UChC col
89fr LP 22min $3. Honors the 150th
anniversary of the American Board of
Commissioners of Foreign Missions.
JH-A

For more information circle
No. 165 on return postal card.

Tooth for a Tooth mp BROADMAN 28-
min b&w $180. Dramatic portrayal of
effect of harboring a grudge in one's
heart; need to recognize a higher law
than instinct for self-preservation.
JH-A

For more Information elrele
No. 166 on retsm postal card.

Treasures of Al Decker mp BROAD-
MAN 28min b&w $180. Service station
operator is so engrossed in his busi-
ness affairs that he neglects his fam-
ily and religious responsibilities. El-A

For more Information circle
No. 167 on retorn postal card.

ai TAUI fcM VM. iCIIIN

gl TTPCWRITTtN MfSSAGfS

BBi AOIO.HAT SUOES

1^3 «CCm no WIITITUTI

MAKE YOUR

OWN SLIDES

on your own

TYPEWRITER

by using

RADIO-MATS

Regulor size 3V4x4 or th«
Sold by Audio • Vliual,
SupDiy Dealers. For FREi

RADIO-MAT SLIDE (

323 Oakridg* Blvd., Da

New Duplex 2x2.
Photo & Thootro
SAMPLE write—

:0., Dapt. V.
ytona Baoch, Ho.

NewECCO Improved

Model D For

16mm & 35mm
Cleans— Lubricates

Prevents Dust Static

Speadroll

Applicator Model D

— •

Clean and Inipect your film in one eoty epero-
tlon. Operates effectively at several hundred
feet per minute. Save time, fluid, labor, ond
money. Lifetime baketlte construction. Ellmlnotes
waxing. Absolutely safe ond NON-TOXIC . . .

NON-INFLAMMABLE. Widely used by schools,
colleges ond film libraries. 4i'l'l {\C\

Ecco No. 1500 cleaning fluid, quart, $2.50
Gallon $9.00

Ecco No. 2000 cleaning fluid for
NEGATIVES quart, $1.95

Gallon, $6.50
ALL FILM HANDLING SUPPLIES

IN STOCK
Acetone, per quart $1 .40

Per gallon, $4.50
Ethyloid Film Cement, pint $2.00
Film Handling gloves, per dozen $1,95
Gaico Filmeter stop watch, Swiss jewelled move-
ment. Measures equivalent footage for 16mm
ond 35mm film $24 50

THE CAMERA MART
1845 Broadway (at 60tli St.) N. Y. 73

PLaia 7-6977

Teenage Conflict mp FAMILY 30min
b&w $180 r$9. A science versus reli-
gion issue is raised in a high school
student group, and the "science alone"
advocate gets a lot to think about
from his colleagues. JH SH A

For more Information circle
No. 168 on return postal card.

Teenage Crusade mp FAMILY 30min
b&w $180 r$9. A youth group puts on
its own personal crusade for Christ.
JH-A

For more Information circle
No. 169 on return postal card.

Teenage Loyalty mp FAMILY 30min
b&w $180 r $9. A story of conflicting
loyalties and interests in a high school
group and of the successful struggle
that put their church first in their
lives. JH-A

For more Information circle
No. 170 on return postal card.

Biology and Control of the Cockroach
mp UWF 13%min col $90.14. Recog-
nition and control measures, includ-
ing new insecticides to cope with
strains that have developed resistance
to chlordane. SH C A

For more Information circle
No. 171 on return postal card.

Biological Techniques 3mp THORNE
col Genetics: Techniques Handling
Drosophila 3min $40; Bacteriological
Techniques 5min $60; Removing Frog
Pituitary Imin $20. SH C

For more Information circle
No. 172 on return postal card.

Chick Embryo Explantation mp
THORNE Smin b&w $40 r$2.50. One
simple method from the egg to an
agar growing medium in a petri dish
chamber. SH C

For more Information circle
No. 173 on return postal card.

Darwin's World of Nature (Series) 19
fs LIFE col ea $6; 4 for $20. Titles:
Darwin Discovers Nature's Plan; En-
chanted Isles—The Galapagos; Rain-
bow Realm of Tropic Insects; Living
Animals of South America; South
American Fossils; Tierra del Fuego
and the Andes Moimtains; The Cocos
Islands; SjTnbiosis—Strange Partners
in Nature; Evolution Today. JH SH C

For more Information circle
No. 174 on return postal card.

Frog Heartbeat mp THORNE 7min col
$70 r$5. Heartbeat of pithed frog
photographed in extreme closeup and
slow motion; Kymograph recording of
the heartbeat analyzed. SH C

For more Information circle
No. 175 on return postal card.

Germfree Animals in Medical Science
mp UWF 19min col $122.09. Tech-
niques for creating a germfree en-
vironment and its importance in bi-
ological research. SH C

For more Information circle
No. 176 on return postal card.

The World Within mp UCLA 27min col
$155. Overall concept of parasitology
and its relation to biology and medi-
cine. SH C

For more information circle
No. 177 on return postal card.

SCIENCE, General

Simple Machines: The Inclined Plane
Family mp EBF llmin col $120 b&w
$60. The concept of work is explained
in terms of force and distance; prin-
ciples of the inclined plane; applica-
tions in the wedge and the screw. Int

For more Information circle
No. 178 on return postal card.

Teaching Science in the Elementary
School 4fs LONG col. Titles: The
World Is So Full of a Number of
Things (K); All About MUk (Pri);
Science in the Magic Story of Water
(Int).

For more information circle
No. 179 on return postal card.

Universe mp CONTEMPORARY 28min
b&w $130 r$7. Trip through space
to explore the solar system, beyond
the MUky Way into further galaxies.
Honors at Cannes, Vancouver, 1960.

JH SH C

For more information circle
No. 180 on return postal card.

SCIENCE,
Physics, Chemistry

Apparatus Drawings Project, blueprints
and detailed descriptions of 30 pieces
of demonstration apparatus developed
in the physics labs of leading uni-
versities that may be duplicated at

modest cost in school shops. The
reports are kept flat (11x17 one side)

in durable cardboard case, and are
complemented by a clothbound 8%
xll) book. Set $40. PLENUM.

For more information circle
No. 181 on return postal card.

Chemistry of Water mp SUTHERLAND
14min col $150. Water molecule; char-
acteristics at varying temperatures;
dissolving a salt; crystalization, hy-
dration; chemical reactions. SH C

For more information circle
No. 18'^ on return postal card.

Chlorine — A Representative Halogen
mp SUTHERLAND 15min col $150.

Preparation and properties; reactions;

uses; oxidation; opportunities for re-

search. SH C

For more information circle
No. 18.S on return postal card.

Demonstration Lens Set EDMUND Six
lenses $5. 2" diameter, for demon-
strating properties of light. JH SH

For more information circle
No. 184 on return postal card.

Electromagnets: How They Work mp
EBF llmin col $120 b&w $60. Demon-
strates source and variability of a
magnet's strength, flow of energy,
construction of a magnet. Int JH

For more Information circle
No. 185 on return postal card.
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Explaining Matter: Chemical Change

mp EBF Umin col $120. Chemical

changes, as illustrated In fire, grow-

ing plants, and the human body. Ef-

fect on relationship of atoms and

molecules. Role of chemical change

in supporting life. Int JH

For more Information circle

No. 186 on return postal card.

Combustion mp SUTHERLAND 14%-

min col $150. The fie triangle; kind-

ling temperature rate; spontaneous

ignition; results of combustion; meas-
urement of heat. SH C

For more information circle

No. 187 on return postal card.

Land, and a Space to Grow mp MOD-
ERN 14min loan. Present day ap-

plication of the "Single Tax" theory

of Henry George. A young couple

find taxes increase as they build Eind

improve their dream home. Should

land only be taxed, and not the

improvements on it? SH C A

For more information circle

No. 188 on return postal card.

Oxidation - Reduction mp SUTHER-
LAND 16min col $150. Electron trans-

fer; examples, with and without

oxygen; factors affecting oxidation

level; production of an electric cur-

rent; electrolysis. SH C

For more information circle

No. 189 on return postal card.

Rocket Propulsion Demonstrator uses

CO2 cartridges to propel counter-

weighted crossbar. $21.50 CENCO.

For more information circle

No. 190 on return postal card.

Solar Power Demonstration Kit includes

12 silicon solar cells, a small motor
(flashlight battery powered) that

drives a propeller. $18.25. CENCO.

For more information circle

No. 191 on return postal card.

Temperature Coefficient of Resistance
Demonstrator. Resistance wire wind-
ing in light line (6v, 32cp) , is heated

until lamp goes out; as it cools the

lamp relights. 16%" long. $37.50.

CENCO.

For more Information circle

No. 19S on retnrn postal card.

SOCIAL STUDIES, General

The Big Bakery mp UCLA lOmin col

$110. Field trip for young students

through modern bread factory. Pri

For more Information circle
No. 193 on return postal ciyd.

Bfarket of the Sixties sfs LIFE 157 fr

LP col 22min. $7.50. Visual projection
of economic data, by editors of FOR-
TUNE magazine. SH C A

For more Information eirel*
No. 194 on return postal card.

29's Boom and 30's Depression mp MH
14min b&w $85. The American busi-

ness cycle and legislative measures

to mitigate its effects. SH C A

For more information circle

No. 195 on return postal card.

SOCIAL STUDIES,
Geography, Travel

Alaskar-49th State fs LIFE col $6. From
frozen tundra to Matanuska valley.

JH SH

For more information circle

No. 196 on return postal card.

European Travel (series) 8mp MOD-
ERN loan col. Titles: The Magic
Charm of Austria's Wanderland (27-

min) ; The Fabulous Mystery of Mod-
em Turkey (ISmin); Vacation in

White (15min); The Red Devils of

Kitzbuehel (27min) ; Rendezvous With
Europe (45min); Time Flies (27min);

Operation Hamburg (12min); Wel-
come Aboard (29min). Sponsored by
Lufthansa German Airlines. JH-A

For more Information circle

No. 191 on return postal card.

Glaciers mp NORTHERN 14min col

$135. How glaciers are formed; Raini-

er, Alaska; ice ages of the past. JH-A

For more information circle

No. 198 on return postal card.

Hawaii—50th State fs LIFE col $6. Soci-

al, economic and geographic history.

JH SH

For more information circle

No. 199 on return postal card.

Pictorial Poster Maps IVES 17x22" col

set of 50 $39.95 indiv $1. Locate prin-

cipal tovms, historic events; pictures

personalities; 8p book with each. El

JH

For more information circle

No. 'iWt on return postal card.

The Mississippi River: Background for

Social Studies mp CORONET 13%min
col $137.50 b&w $75. Influence of the

river on geography, commerce and
history of the lands along its banks.

Photographed in course of four

month's journey downstream via

houseboat. Int JH

For more Information circle

No. 201 on return postal card.

Thirteen Films from Africa mp BIRAD
ea approx 15min col $125; b&w $50.

Comprehensive treatment of eastern

equatorial Africa. Titles: The Separ-

maker; Animals of the Masai; Mom-
basa Port; African Game Farm; Lost

Lake; African Tackle Smashers; Akai
Had Eight Wives; Memsahib on Sa-

fari; African Outpost; Sangale; Water
in the Sands; Legend of Ol'lolokuwe.

SH C A
For more Information circle

No. 20% on return postal card.

California and Its Natural Resources mp
USBM 30min col loan. Contribution

of mineral and energy resources to

industrial and economic progress.

Mining, irrigtion, oil, farming, forest-

ry—also vacation land. Sponsor, Rich-

field Oil Corp. Elem-A

For more Information circle

No. 20S on return postal card.

Nigeria— New Nation mp CONTEM-
PORARY 28min b&w $100 r$7. Mod-
ern ideas side by side with ancient

tribal tradition. Leading personalities

interviewed. Progress in health, edu-
cation, industry, and democratic gov-
ernment. Position in the British Com-
monwealth. JH-A

For more Information circle

No. 304 on return postal card.

Poland: Land Under Communism mp
EBF 22min col $240 b&w $120. CJeo-

political role in the world today,
forces that shape its economy, some
of the objectives of its Communist
regime, lives of representative Poles.

JH SH A
For more information circle
No. 305 on return postal card.

for aids to

BETTER, FASTER

READING
AUDIO VISUAL RESEARCH
Dept. Ull, 523 S. Plymouth Cl., Chicago 5

SLIDE MAKING
EQUIPMENT

• IDEAL 3V4X4'
LANTERN
SLIDE MATS

The Professional
Standard For 50
Years!

Package - 25 mats ~..50c ^.
Box - 100 mats $1.85.,

_

1000 in bulk (not assorted) $15

• "RIGH1 SIDC UP" Red Spof Indent!.
ficotion labels: Quality-White-gummed- ^„
Accept,- Ink No 4008 Box of 250 $3

Type Your Own Stidet

on S&J RADIO MATS
Special crabon for writ-
ing or typing titles —
transparent cellophane
and masking mat in-
cluded. White, amber or
green.

2x2" (100 slides) $2— 3V,x4' (50 slides) $1.50
1

• NCW SHOE riLi
Notebook style—displays
12 sb'des in full view
The VUE-FILE mount
fits standard
3-rinK binder.
No. 4010.

Box of 25 $8.75
Box of 100 $35.00

SPECIAL- #04010 to fit glass mounted slides.

Box of 100 $40.00

• LANTIRN SLIDt
fILB BOX Individual
slide Rrippers hold 76-
3'/tx4" slides. Leatherette-
covered wood. Handle.

No. 4011 _... $7.50

FREE CATALOG — 132
Pages of Photo Equipment
62nd ANNIVERSARY
Greatest Lens Offerings!

Cameras — Regular, Indus-
trial and Scientific! En-
largers — Solar etc.! Light-
ing, etc.! Accessories —
Write lOi ESAG 1 61

-

BURKE & JAMES,
321 S.Wabasti Chicago A. Illinois
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The Golden Fruit mp fs SUNKIST 14>/4-

min 50fr col both $79.50. Growing,
packing citrus fruits in California and
Arizona. Elem-A

For more information circle
No. 206 on return postal card.

Seelo Galaxy Globe CURMAT trans-
parent, 22" printed in five colors $15
with stand and manual. Constellation
designs are from The Stars—A New
Way To See Them (H. R. Rey). The
sky is seen as a hollow dome by view-
ing the opposite surface through the
transparent near surface. El - C

For more information circle
No. 207 on return postal card.

Stik*a •letter
PROFESSIONAL

LETTERING

TECHNIQUE

Write for literature

Stik-a-letter Co. Rt. 2,~box moo, EscondidoTcaiif.

Clean Film the Modern Way

Edwal COLOR FILM
CLEANER

—Anti-static

—20 Times less toxic

than carbon tetrachloride

Fast, Reliable, Economical

4-oz. 65c 1-£al. $8.25

Ask your dealer

lUtttl I

in
Edwal Scientific Products Corp.

555 W.I 19th Street • Chicago 28, Illinois

Stars and Stripes on display

(Revised version featuring

new 50 star flag)

16 mm.. 14 ^ min., color or black and
white films

Shows:
The FlaR Ah Our Living Symbol
Proper Mctliodt* of llonorinfc and
Paying Itrfipeet to the Flag.

For purchase or preview write to:

Audio- Visual Center

Indiana University

Bloomington, Indiana

The New Alaska mp VWF 27i^min col

b&w $128.65. How the U. S. National
Forests contribute to the economy and
well-being of the 49th State. The work
of the Forest Service is emphasized.
JH-A

For more Information circle
No. 208 on return postal card.

SOCIAL STUDIES,
Government

Before the Day mp SSA 28min b&w
loan. The title refers to what happen-
ed to people prior to enactment of

social security legislation, and also

what happens before an applicant re-

ceives his first benefit check. Musical
background by U.S. Air Force Sym-
phony Orchestra. Apply to local SSA
office. SH-A

For more information circle
No. '£09 on return postal card.

Electronic Vote Tallying System mp
PICBUS 14%min col loan. Sales film
demonstrating the Norden electronic
processor of election ballots and tal-

lies, as less costly than voting ma-
chines. SH A

For more Information circle
No. 310 on return postal card.

TVA and the Nation mp TVA 20 min
col and b&w. Loan. How strengthen-
ing the resources of a region con-
tributes to growth of national
strength. Flood control, waterways,
fertilizer, power. JH-A

For more information circle
No. 311 on return postal card.

SOCIAL STUDIES,
History, Anthropology

America and its Presidents 3 fs IVES
col set $15 ea $6. Washington through
Tyler; Polk Through Harrison; Mc-
Kinley through Eisenhower. El.

For more Information circle
No. 313 on return postal card.

China: Comunism in Asia fs NYTIMES
59fr b&w $2.50. Relations with the
Soviet Union, expansion targets, re-

view from birth of Republic to Mao.
SH C A

For more Information circle
No. 313 on return postal card.

Land of Promise mp AFL-CIO 30min
b&w $95 r$3. Historical and present
role of Labor in American economy
and culture. Narrated by Melvyn
Douglas, with background of lively

folk songs. SH C A
For more information circle

No. 314 on return postal card.

Portfolio of American Presidents flat

pictures IVES 8y4XlO%" col. $2.95.

Portraits in characteristic pose of 33
presidents from Washington to Eisen-
hower, with Kennedy promised as
bonus. Biography on back of each.

El JH

For more information circle
No. 31.'> on return postal card.

The Rise of Organized Labor mp MH
18min b&w $110. Traces labor history
from 1876 to present. SH C A

For more information circle

No. 316 on return postal card.

Our Presidents II 9fs EYEGATE col

$25. Cleveland through Truman. Int

JH
For more Information circle
No. 317 on return postal card.

The Revolution rec COLREC 12" LP
with 62p book $10. A cantata based
on music of the American colonists

during the years 1775-1800. Orchestra,
vocal soloists and chorus present
marches, dance music, hymns, love
songs and descriptive composition.
The book is by Arthur M. Schlesinger,

Sr., with special articles by Robert
Graves and Marshall B. Davidson.
Over 100 illustrations. JH-A

For more Information circle
No. 318 on return postal card.

The Story of Time mp BIRAD lOmin
col $125 b&w $50. Award-winning
classic again available either with
narration or in original version with
music background only. JH-A

For more Information circle
No. 319 on return postal card.

World War I (series) 3mp CORONET
b&w. a) The Background (IS^min
$75) deals with European power con-
flicts 1870 to 1914; b) The War Years
13%min $75) gives the war story up
to the Armistice; c) Building the

Peace (llmin $60) shows that the re-

construction of a war-torn Europe
harbored the very germs of the still

more terrible war that followed. SH
For more information circle

No. 330 on return postal card.

SOCIAL PROBLEMS
A Family Affair mp PICBUS 19min col

loan. A California industry promotes
recruitment of skilled personnel by
showing the living advantages of its

area. (Collins Radio). SH C A

For more information circle

No. 331 on return postal card.

NEW PUBLICATIONS.

Apparatus Review. Science lab equip-
ment and demonstration devices. 16p
free. Also Science Equipment for

Schools 16p free. LAPINE.

For more information circle

No. 333 on return postal card.

Children's Films, Collection No. 2 New
red-white-and-blue catalog lists new
accessions, some from other lands. 12p.

Free. BRANDON.

For more Information circle

No. 333 on return postal card.

Education of the Slow-Learning Child,

Christine P. Ingram. Third edition.

Good general coverage of principles

and techniques. Audiovisual resources

briefly enumerated in a matter of four

pages; bibliography includes this

magazine and some reference to ar-

ticles that have appeared here. 400pp
$5.50. RONALD PRESS.

Write direct.

Eliminating Man - Made Interference;

Jack Darr. 160pp, 5%x8^4", $2.95.

SAMS.
Write direct.
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Films for Anthropologry. 64p catalog lists

363 film in fields of anthropology and
folklore. Free. INDIANA.

For more Information circle

No. 'i'ii on return postal card.

Films Of the U.S.SJl. Catalog. 58pp. free.

BRANDON.

For more information circle

No. 235 on return postal card.

Films on Steel Products and Uses. Cat-
alog of 34 motion pictures available

on free loan. 33p free. Write direct

to Republic Steel Corp., Commercial
Research Div., 1436 Republic Bldg.,

Cleveland 1, Ohio.

For more Information circle
No. 226 on return postal card.

Filmstrip Catalogue. Describes film-

strips sound filmstrips, "shortstrips",

recordings. 50p. Free. EBF

For more Information circle
No. 227 on return postal card.

Filmstrips and Filmstrip Equipment.
Grouped by subject area. Catalog.
Free. IFB.

For more Information circle
No. 228 on return postal card.

Foreign Language. Records, books, tapes,

filmstrips, slides recommended for
primary, elementary, secondary, and
college study. 54p free CURMAT.

For more information circle
No. 'i'iii on return postal card.

Guide to Education Aids Available
From the Chemical Industry. 14pp
free MCAI.

For more Information circle
No. 2.^0 on return postal card.

Free and Inexpensive Educational Aids,
selected by educator committee head-
ed by Thomas J. Pepe, Supt. of
Schools, Southbury. Conn., includes 60
sources of films and 22 film catalogs,

besides hundreds of items ranging
from 1-page lists to books and charts.
289 p. $1.35. DOVPUB..

Write direct.

Learn While You Sleep, David Curtis.
Relationship to theories of learning,
techniqeus, new electronic devices, re-
lationship to hypnosis. Cloth $3. paper
$1.35. LIBRA.

Write direct.

Medical Film Catalog. Revised edition
lists 175 for showing before medical
societies and scientific groups, and
another 81 usable by physicians before
lay audiences. Write direct: American
Medical Association, Dept. of Motion
Pictures and TV, 535 N. Dearborn St.,

Chicago 10, 111.

For more Information circle
No. 'iM on return postal card.

763 New Drawing Timesavers. Descrip-
tive catalog of pressure-sensitive tapes
and symbols. 28p Free. CHARTPAK.

For more information circle
No. 2.H2 on return postal card.

The More You Show, the More You
Sell. L. Mercer Francisco. Detailed
manual on efficacy of visualized

presentations as a selling aid. 287pp
without a picture in it, except for a
few line diagrams in the appendix!
Good, useful but would have been
more so if Ulustrated. $7.50. PREN-
TICE-HALL.

Write direct.

1961 CRS Catalog of phonograph rec-

ords and filmstrips. 32pp free. CRS.

For more Information circle
No. 21{:{ on return postal card.

Professional Films for Teacher Educa-
tion, Selected lists 6p free. MH.

For more Information circle
No. 2:^4 on return postal card.

Recommended Records, Filmstrips,

Books for the School Curriculum. 72p
free. CURMAT.

For more Information circle
No. 2:{.5 on return postal card.

The Sales Manager's Audio-Visual
Guide, lists approximately 100 motion
pictures and a score of sound-film-
strips on selling. Many of the titles

may be applicable in schools business
education classes. 50 cents. Business
Screen, No. 6, 1960. 7064 Sheridan
Road, Chicago 26, 111. Write Direct!

For more Information circle
No. 28*{ on return postal card.

Subject Area Film Catalogs. Separately
bound, Films for Sociology and An-
thropology (34p); Films in Business
and Industrial Organization and Man-
agement (21p); Films in Animal Be-
havior and Psychology (20p); Films
for Education in Nursing (33p). Free.
PENNSTATE.

For more information circle
No. 2^17 on return postal card.

Teaching Guide for the Earth and Space
Course, Pennsylvania Dept. of Public
Instruction. Instructional topics and
suggestions to teachers appear in par-
allel columns. 106pp. $1. NAEC.

Write direct.

The Screen Arts, Edward Fischer. A
very readable presentation for the
many who would (and should) be
their own film and TV critics. Chap-
ters on TV and other electronic class-

room developments urge open-minded
approach and evaluation. In discuss-
ing the church in relation to the film
arts only the Catholic church is con-
sidered. List of 16mm film sources not
too adequate: no index. 184p $3.50.

SHEED-WARD

Write direct.

USED 16MM Sound Projec-

tors, also sound films, rental,

sale, exchange. Write for free

catalog. National Cinema, 71

Dey St., N. Y. C.

Advertiaement

HELPFUL BOOKS

ADMINISTERING AUDIO-VISUAL SERV-
ICES. By Carlton W. H. Erickson. Covari
administrative, suparvisory, and tech-

noiogical problems/ emphasizing com-
petent performance In all service as-

pects. 479 pp.. Illustrated. Macmilian
Company, 60-Stli Ave., New Yorlc 11,

N. Y. $6.95.

AUDIO • VISUAL MATERIALS: THEIR
NATURE AND USE. Revised Edition

By Waiter Arno Wittich and Charles

F. Schuiier. 570 pp. 349 iliustratlens

14 Color Plates. Harper A Brothers

49 E. 33rd St., New Yorlc 16, N. Y.

1957. $6.50.

EDUCATORS GUIDE TO FREE FILM-

STRIPS. Complied and Edited by Mary
Foley Horicheimer and John W. Differ.

Twelfth Annual Edition, 1960. Edu-

cators Progress Service, Dept. AVG,
Randolph, Wis. $6.00.

EDUCATORS GUIDE TO FREE TAPES,

SCRIPTS, AND TRANSCRIPTIONS. Com-
piled and Edited by Waiter A. Wittich,

Ph.D., and Gertie Hanson Hoisted,

M. A. Sixth Annual Edition. 1960.
Educators Progress Service, Dept.

AVG, Randolph, Wis. $5.75.

EDUCATORS GUIDE TO FREE FILMS.

Complied and Edited by Mary Foley

Horkheimer and John W. Differ. Edu-
cational Consultant, John Guy Fowi-

kes. 20th Annual Edition, 1960. Edu-

cators Progress Service, Dept. AVG,
Randolph, Wis. $9.00.

STANDARDS OF PHOTOPLAY AP-
PRECIATION. A Course of Study In

Photoplay Appreciation. By Wliilam

Lewin and Alexander Frazler. Illus-

trated. Educational t Recreational

Guides, Inc., 10 Brainerd Road, Sum-
mit, New Jersey. $3.95 en approval.
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Directory of

Sources and Materials

Listed on pages 41-50

AFLi-CIO—American Federation of La-
bor and Congress of Industrial Orga-
nizations. 815 16th St., NW, Washing-
ton 6, D. C.

ALLIED Radio Corp., 100 N. Western
Ave., Chicago 80. 111.

AMPEX-PRO— A m p e X Professional

Products Company, 934 Charter St.,

Redwood City, Calif.

BAILEY Films Inc., 6509 DeLongpre
Ave., HoUywood 28, Calif.

BIRAD Corporation, 35 W. 53rd St., New
York 19, N. Y.

B&J—Burke & James, Inc., 321 S. Wa-
bash Ave., Chicago 4, 111.

BOLEX—Paillard, Inc., 100 Sixth Ave.,

New York 13, N. Y.
BRANDON Films Inc., 200 W. 57th St.,

New York 19, N. Y.

CAR—Carousel Films, Inc., 1501 Broad-
way, Suite 1503, New York 36, N. Y.

CENCO—Central Scientific Co., 1700 W.
Irving Park Road, Chicago 13, 111.

CHARTPAK, Inc., Leeds, Mass.
CHECKEL—Checker Electronics Corp.,

Grayslake, 111.

COFFEY, Jack C, Co., Inc., 710 17th St.,

North Chicago, 111.

COLREC—Columbia Records, 799 Sev-
enth Ave., New York 19, N. Y.

CONCORDIA Films, 3558 S. Jefferson

Ave., St. Louis 18, Mo.
CONSIJN—Consumers Union. 256 Wash-

ington St., Mt. Vernon, N. Y.

Sixty Distinctive Educational Films cat-

alog supplement, 36pp, illust, free. IFB
For more Information circle

No. 238 on retorn posUI card.

Slide Cabinets for Educational Insti-

tions . . .catalog offering many types

of storage and display facilities, pres-

entation easels, etc. 16pp free.

MULTX
For more Information circle

No. 289 on return postal card.

Slide Sliowmanship offers many useful

suggestions of getting maximum re-

sults from 2x2 slides by means of edit-

ing, added sound effects. AIREQUIPT
For more Information circle
No. 240 on return postal card.

Spoken Arts catalog, 80 LPs in fields of

literature, language, drama, poetry,

science and the arts. Free. SPOKEN
For more Information circle
No. 241 on return postal card.

Stimulate Interest with Recordings and
Filmstrips. Catalog of music, dance,
reading, and language arts materials.

44pp free. AUDED.
For more Information circle
No. 242 on return postal card.

Tape It Off the Air brochure tells where
and how to connect a tape recorder
to radio or TV receiver for best audio
results. Free. Also "How To Make
Better Tape Recordings," 12pp. OR-
RADIO.

For more Information circle
No. 243 on return postal card.

Teaching: Map and Globe Skills 41p 50
cents. N. Y. Board of Education, Pub-
lications Sales Office, 110 Livingston
Street, Brooklyn 1 , N. Y.

Write direct

CONTEMPORARY Films, Inc., 267 W.
25th St., New York 1, N. Y.

CORONET Films, 65 E. South Water St.,

Chicago 1, 111.

CRESOC—Creative Associates, Inc., 690

Dudley St., Boston 25, Mass.
CRS—Children's Reading Service, 1078

St. John's Place, Broklyn 13, N. Y.
CURMAT—Curriculum Materials Cen-

ter, 5128 Venice Blvd., Los Angeles 19,

Calif.

DISNEY, Walt. Productions, 16mm Di-

vision. 2400 W. Alameda Ave., Bur-
bank,, Calif.

DOVPUB—Dover Publications, Inc., 180

Varick St.. New York 14. N. Y.
DUMONT—Allen D. Dumont Labora-

tories, Industrial TV Sales Dept., Div.

of Fairchild Camera Co.. Clifton, N. J.

EASTMAN KODAK—See Local Dealer.

EBF—Encyclopaedia Britannica Films,

Inc., 1150 Wilmette Ave., Wilmette,
111.

EDMUND Scientific Co., 101 E. Glou-
cester Pike, Barrington, N. J.

EDWAL Scientific Products Corp., 555

W. 119th St., Chicago 28, 111.

ELAPP— Electronic Applications, Inc.,

Stamford, Conn.
EYEGATE House, Inc.. 146-01 Archer

Ave., Jamaica 35, N. Y.

FAMILY Filmstrips, 5823 Santa Monica
Blvd., Hollywood 38, Calif.

FLORMAN & BABB, Inc., 68 W. 45th

St., New York 36, N. Y.
FORTUNE—Fortune Films, 9 Rocke-

feller Plaza, New York 20, N. Y.

GRAFLX, Inc., Dept. ES-11, 3750 Mon-
roe Ave., Rochester 3, N. Y.

GROLIER—The Grolier Society, Inc.,

575 Lexington Ave., New York 22, N.

Y.

HARWALD Company, The, 1245 Chi-

nago Ave., Evanston, 111.

HERCHEM—Hercules Chemical Co.. 416

Broadway, New York 13. N. Y.

IFB—International Film Bureau, Inc.,

332 S. Michigan Ave.. Chicago 4, 111.

ILLBELL—Illinoise Bell Telephone Co.,

(Phone your service representative

for bookings)
INDIANA University, Audio - Visual

Center. Bloomington, Ind.

rVES — International Visual Education
Service, Inc., 300 S. Racine Ave., Chi-

cago 7, 111.

JAM Handy Organization. 2821 E.

Grand Blvd.. Detroit 11. Mich.

KALART/VICTOR— Victor Animatog-
raph Corp.. div. of The Kalart Co.,

Inc.. PlainviUe, Conn.

LaPINE—Arthur S. LaPine & Co.. 6001

S. Knox Ave.. Chicago 29, 111.

LIBRA Publishers. Inc.. 445 W. 23rd St..

New York 11, N. Y.
LIFE Filmstrips, 9 Rockefeller Plaza,

New York 20. N. Y.
LONG Filmslide Service, El Cerrito,

Calif.

MCAI—Manufacturing Chemists Asso-

ciation, Inc.. 1825 Conn. Ave., Wash-
ington 9, D. C.

McCLURE Projectors, Inc., P.O.B. 236,

1122 Central Ave., Wilmette, 111.

MH—McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc.,

330 W. 42nd St., New York 36, N. Y.

MMM—Minnesota Mining and Manufac-
turing Co., 900 Bush St., St. Paul 6,

Minn.

MODERN LANGUAGE Association, 70

Fifth Ave., New York 11, N. Y.

NAEC — National Aviation Education
Council, 1025 Connecticut Ave., NW,
Washington 6. D. C.

NAPHILIPS— North American Philips

Co., 230 Duffy Ave., Hicksville, L. I.,

N. Y.

NAREST—National Restaurant Associa-

tion, 1530 N. Lake Shore Drive, Chi-

cago 10, 111.

NFBC—National Film Board of Canada,
Canada House—Suite 819, 680 Fifth

Ave., New York 19, N. Y.

NORTHERN Films, 1947 14th Ave., N,
Seattle 2, Wash.

NYTIMES, Office of Educational Activ-

ities, 229 West 43rd St., New York 36,

N. Y.

OZALID Division, General Aniline and
Film Corp., 17 Corliss Lane, Johnson
City, N. Y.

PATHESCOPE Educational Films, Inc.,

71 Weyman Ave.. New Rochelle. N. Y.

PENNSTATE—Pennsylvania State Uni-

versity. AV Aids Library, University

Park, Pa.

PENTRON, Inc., 788 S. Tripp Ave., Chi-

cago 24, 111.

PIDC—Photographic Importing and Dis-

tributing Corp., 67 Forest Road, Val-

ley Stream, N. Y.

PLENUM—Plenum Press, 227 W. 17th

St., New York 11, N. Y.

PRENTICE - HALL, Inc., Educational

Book Div., Englewood CUffs. N. J.

PROJOPTICS— Projection Optics Co.,

Inc., 271 Eleventh Ave., East Orange,

N.J.

ROBERTS Electronics, Inc., 1028 N. La-

Brea Ave., Los Angeles 38, Calif.

RONALD PRESS, 15 E. 26th St.. New
York 10, N. Y.

SAMS—Howard W. Sams Co., Inc., In-

dianapolis 6, Ind.

SAUPPE—Spindler & Sauppe, Inc., 2201

Beverly Blvd., Los Angeles 57, Calif.

SHURE Brothers, Inc., 222 Hartrey Ave.,

Evanston, 111.

SUTHERLAND Educational Films Inc.

201 N. Occidental Blvd., Los Angeles

26, CalLt.

THORNE Films. Inc.. 1707 Hillside

Road. Boulder. Colo.

TRAFCO—Television, Radio and Filn

Commission, The Methodist Church
1525 McGavock St., Nashville, Tenn.

TRANSVISION Inc., New Rochelle, N
Y.

UCLA—University of California, Edu
cational Film Sales, Los Angeles 24.

USI—U. S. Industries. Inc., 250 Pari

Ave.. New York 17. N. Y.

UWF—United World Films. 1445 ParH
Ave.. New York 29, N. Y.

V-M Corporation, 305 Territorial Roac'

Benton Harbor. Mich.

WCLA—West Coast Lumbermen's Aa
sociation. 1410 SW Morrison St., Roon
X-12. Portland 5. Ore.
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-rely on CECO's®Audio-Visual equipment, plus the

professional experience of CECO's engineers. CECO's range of A-V products takes in the

whole audio-visual field -cameras, projectors, screens, slide projectors, animation equipment, sound
recorders, timers, tripods, etc. The constant probing and prompting of our technicians is reflected

in many audio-visual programs across the country, in class room and industry. CECO offers maximum
efficiency at lowest cost. The A-V industry has grown into

a giant. You need the advice and service of professionals.

Write or call for CECO Audio-Visual spec sheets. Today! (Jflni€Rfl €(^uipm€nT (o.,inc.

Department E, 315 W. 43rd St.

New York 36, N. Y., JUdson 61420
) TM #707529

CRAMER CONTINUOUS
16MM PROCESSOR
Compact; economi-
cal; portable. Can be
operated in daylight.
Fully automatic.

RADIANT "EDUCATOR"
PROJECTION SCREEN
Available in tripod,
roll-up. wall and
ceiling designs and
many sizes.

SINGLE FRAME EYEMO
35MM FILMSTRIP CAM-
ERA Single frame ad-
vance, reflex viewing
and special lens de-
signed for slide films.

CROWN B-80 TAPE RE-

CORDER Features
complete remote
control facilities.

FIRMSPLICE 16/35MM
FILM SPLICER Com-
pact unit butt splices
magnetic tape or film
quickly, accurately.

NEGEMA PROJECTION
STAND For every type
of A-V projector.
Lightweight, sturdy,
durable.



The Cover Scene
Let's Have a Party is a Broadman

Films production in color animation.

Non-denominational, it is full of tips

on how to plan and have a successful

party, and offers suggestions on how
to evaluate the event. Suitable for

junior and senior high school audi-

ences, plus adults.

The Authors
Rev. Donald R. Lantz is chairman

of the religious education committee

of the Audio-Visual Council on Public

Information, and is director of reli-

gious education for Family Films. He
formerly served as assistant director

of the department of audiovisual and

broadcast education of the National

Council of Churches.

Phylhs Phillips is associate professor

of education at Pan American College,

Eklinburg, Texas. She has been a

member of the college faculty since

1947, previously being, for 11 years,

a high school teacher in Oklahoma,

New Mexico and Texas.
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DON'T GET UPSETi
He can't hurt them, because you get better protection

against corrosion when you specify LEVOLOR.
LEVOLOR head channel and bottom rail are coated

first, then formed. It means that the protective paint

is inside as well as outside.

Information that insures the best installation pos-

sible is a service all LEVOLOR representatives will

give you. They will submit a prospectus covering

everydetail of your Venetian Blind installation-help

with the specifications and make a final inspection

after the blinds are installed. It is a service that guar-

antees good specifications and good Venetian Blinds.

VENETIAN BLINDS
AUDIO-VISUAL CONVENTIONAL SKYLIGHT

Levolor Lorentzen, Inc., 720 Monroe St., Hoboken, N. J.
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CENCO
EDUCATIONAL FILMS

NEW SCIENTIFIC AUDIO- VISUAL MATERIALS
FOR ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOLS.

Keeping pace with the rapidly expanding field of education,

Central Scientific Company announces the formation of a

new motion picture production unit, Cenco Educational

Films. David Wisner has been named Executive Producer,

heading up the organization.

For over seventy years, Cenco has been a major producer

of scientific apparatus and has pioneered In the develop-

ment of quality equipment for both classroom and industry.

Working in collaboration with the nation's leading edu-

cators, Cenco now enters another field, motion picture and

filmstrip production.

Available currently are two series of films in 16mm color,

a single feature film in 16mm color and a number of film-

strips. In production are series on Nuclear Radiation, Heat

and Cold, and Plane Geometry.

Information on these films can be obtained through your

local Cenco sales representative, or write requesting place-

ment on a special mailing list for the 500-series Audio-

Visual Booklet.

DISCOVERING SOLIDS
Five, quarter-hour film series, specifically designed to aid the in-

structor in the presentation of the six most common solids found in

the world today: cubes, prisms, pyramids, cones, spheres and cyl-

inders. Formulas for finding the volumes and the surface areas of

these geometric solids are explained and discussed. This 16mm
series is for junior and senior high school levels. $150.00 for color,

$75.00 for black and white. Write for Booklet 502.

EXPLORING BY SATELLITE
Dynamic 26-minute film showing preparation, launching and flight

of the Vanguard Satellite-carrying missile. The reasons behind the

earth satellite program are explained, plus discussion of the physical

laws involved and the data obtained as a result of the program. This

timely film is designed for use in junior and senior high school

science courses as well as civic groups. Color price is $240.00.

Black and white is $120.00. Write for Booklet 503.

SCIENCE FOR CHILDREN
This series, made especially for grades K1 through 6, discusses

the basic elements of both natural and social sciences. A carefully

selected vocabulary is used to assure understanding in the lower

grades. There are films on the cultural development of the American

Indian and the Eskimo. Various bird and animal subjects are also

included. There are 13 films in the series, each running 12'/3 minutes.

Available in color for $120.00; black and white, $60.00. Write for

Booklet 501.

CENTRAL SCIENTIFIC COMPANY

cenco
A Subiidi^ry of Cenco Instruments Corponlion

1 70O— Irvinq Porh Rood* Chicago 13, Illinois

Mountainside, N. J. Montreal Santa Clara

Somervilte, Mass. Toronto Los Angeles
Birmingham, Ala. Ottawa Vancouver Houston
Cenco 5.A., Breda, The Netherlands Tulsa
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Make the Most of Valuable Teaching Time

with PROVEN

^np.

GRAFLEX A-V

^S»- EQUIPMENT

GRAFLEX SCHOOL MASTER
FILMSTRIP AND SLIDE PROJECTOR

Ideal for large audiences and small groups as well.

Many advanced time-saving features make the

School Master the favorite projector of teachers

everywhere. Handles filmstrip or 2" x 2" slides with

equal ease. Exclusive built-in carrying handle. En-
tire Condenser system removes as a unit for clean-

ing. Exclusive accessory rewind take-up rewinds

filmstrips into storage container automatically. 500

watt and 750 watt manual or remote control models
from $84.50.

School Master 750, above, is shown with exclu-

sive accessory rewind take-up and semi-automatic

slide changer.

E-Z VIEVS^ER for convenient illuminated previewing of

single frame filmstrips • 3-times enlargement • Folding stand

permits 45° viewing angle . Positive advance • Easy to thread

. Only 4H" wide, 2^" high and 5M" long . Weight 24 ounces.

Only $15.95.

GRAFLEX GRAFLEX

¥„^;.55 "^^
FILMSTRIP PROJECTOR
WITH EXCLUSIVE PUSH-BUTTON

FILM ADVANCE ONLY $0075

Specifically designed for smaller audiences, the

Instructor 150 is particularly useful in the instruction

of smaller classes, lecture and study groups. Just

push a button to advance the film. Light, easy to

carry ... and costs so little! 3" f/3.5 lens. Push-
button on-off switch . Rear elevation adjustment
• Built-in film take-up compartment • Complete
operating instructions permanently affixed to pro-

jector.

•Trade Mark. All prices subject to change without notice.

For additional information on equipment shown, write
Dept. ES-21, Graflex, Inc., Rochester 3, N. Y. A sub-
sidiary of General Precision Equipment Corporation.

/^^
1^^PM TAPE

RECORDER

Classic Pi'ojector Master Tape Recorder records an

inaudible signal on tape for automatically advanc-

ing filmstrips in School Master and other remote

control projectors. Ideal for those lessons that

require both sight and sound combination for an

effective classroom program.

Features push-button operation, built-in tape

splicer, two speakers plus high frequency extender,

carrying ca.se, and latest .safety wiring, $249.50.

Model AV-5 ($219.50) has all the above features except the

automatic electronic projector control.

GRAFLE
A SUBSIDIARY Of GENERAL PRECISION EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
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11:20 A.M.
Back to groupwork.

Full daylight,
instantly— no glare.

REASON: Nofhing to take down,
nothing to tug back. No wasted
money for multiple coverings, no

wasted classroom minutes. Fiexolum

Audio-Visual Blinds do the whole job

— taking you from projection dark-

ness to full light (or anything in

between) with just a flick of a nylon

cord. The plastic lined side channels

eliminate all noisy flutter!

Get full-range light control-at low cost-with S^mm^m/® Audio-\ftsual Blinds!
Bridgeport Brass Co., Hunter Douglas Division, 30 Grand St., Bridgeport 2, Conn.
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News people organizations events

"Film As Communication"
Award at San Francisco
Two "Golden Gate Awards" were

bestowed on 16mm motion pictures

as part of the new "Film As Com-
munication" category of the San Fran-
cisco International Film Festival.

Ask Me, Don't Tell Me, on the
American Friends Service Committee
"Youth For Service" project and pro-
duced by Dave Myers with George
Dusheck's script, received one of the
prizes. The Hunters, a record of the
last of the African bushmen, produced
by the Film Study Center, Peabody
Museum, Harvard University, and en-

tered by Contemporary Films, Inc.,

was the other winner.

Judges were Imogen Cunningham;
Henry Breitrose, film instructor at

Stanford University; and William J.

Speed, Audiovisual Services at the
Los Angeles Public Library.

Temple U, Building A
Pattern For Future?

Construction will begin soon on one
of the nation's most unique science
centers, a $4 million windowless re-

search building planned by the Tem-
ple University Medical Center in

Philadelphia.

To help plan for the new building.

architects and faculty members toured
various research centers in the eastern
United States.

At these research centers they
found that researchers, in their insati-

able search for vertical work surfaces,
covered most of the windows with
racks, supports and instrument banks.
Also, natural light often prevented a
desired total control of interior en-
vironment.

60

In the new building, creating com-
plete darkness, extremely accurate
control of humidity and temperature,
and elimination of dust and noise from
external sources is made relatively

simple because of the windowless de-
sign. The building will be completed
in 1962.

Japan Experiment In
Adult Education By TV
Under the title of Rural Television

in Japan, Unesco has just published,
in its series of studies on "Press, Fihn
and Radio in the World Today," a
complete report on an experiment in

education by television in rural areas
which was carried out in Japan in

1956 and 1957. It followed a similar

experiment performed in France in

1953 and 1954 also under the aus-

pices of Unesco.

The report brought out the effec-

tiveness of "tele-clubs." These clubs
exist mainly in rural areas. Since the
purchase of a television set is often
beyond the range of farm families in

many countries, spectators meet to
watch a collectively-owned set. The
programs are commented upon by a
leader who then tries to stir a discus-

sion in the audience. In Japan as in

France, these tele-clubs have proven
an indispensable complement of edu-
cational television programs.

The report notes:

"When the Japanese audience be-
came accustomed to the tele-club, a

change was seen in their attitude. This
was clearly indicated by the villagers'

discussions after the viewing. For ex-

ample, the vague judgments, 'good for

culture' or 'useful and instructive', de-
veloped into an expression of dislike

of feudalism, overwork and the low
standards of living which are com-
monly seen in rural communities. The
next stage may develop further the
need for improvement.

"Generally speaking, the programs
that were popular among the viewers
were, first, those deahng with bright

subjects and, second, those giving

technical help in agriculture."

Theological Seminary Uses
TV System For Training
A closed circuit television system

has been installed at the Christian

Theological Seminary, Indianapolis,

Indiana, to provide graduate and post-

graduate training for members of the
clergy and laymen in TV broadcast-

ing techniques.

Included in the seminary's equip-
ment complement are a pair of RCA
television cameras and a film camera
chain with both film and slide projec-
tors.

Under the seminary's program,
certain students will spend one year
as apprentices on the Television Com-
mittee, with responsibility for produc-
ing a television show. Those chosen
for continuing study will serve as pro-
ducers and expediters of religious TV
programs for the Church Federation
of Greater Indianapolis, under the
guidance of the seminary's Depart-
ment of Commimications.

The closed circuit TV system wiU
play a prominent role also in the
seminary's annual television workshop
to provide increased training for

church and community leaders. The
workshop will feature sessions and
productions at WFBM-TV, Indi-
anapolis.

Best Jewish Film, Filmstrip
To Receive Special Awards
The outstanding film and filmstrip

deahng with Jewish subject matter,
released during 1960, will receive a
special award to be presented by the
National Council on Jewish Audio-
Visual Materials, according to Dr.
Samuel D. Freeman, chairman of the
board of review of the NCJAVM.
A committee of prominent educa-

tors and film makers will constitute

the board of judges. Awards will be
made at the 1 1th Annual Meeting and
Workshop of the council in May, 1961.

Teach The Language
A University of San Francisco lan-

guage professor is teaching six Korean
nuns to speak Enghsh by using a mail
order catalog, a toy catalog and mag-
netic disc recordings.

The professor. Rev. P. Carlo Rossi,

S.J., does not speak a word of Korean.
When the nuns came to the United
States six weeks ago, none of them
spoke English, and though Father
Rossi speais Italian, Spanish, Portu-
guese, French and Russian, there was
no common language in which he
could communicate with the Korean
sisters.

Father Rossi's answer to this lan-

guage barrier is as old as the spoken
word itself. "We are teaching them to

speak English by the same method
mothers use to teach their children to

(Continued on page 62)
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".
. . quiet order helps our students concentrate—

our Pageant Projectors help maintain this quiet."

Says O. U. Johansen,

Principal at the new
Riverview Senior High
School, Sarasota, Florida,

selected by A.A. S.A. for

its exhibit of outstanding

school designs;

"It's an old problem:

"You're showing a movie in one class-

room. The sound must be loud enough for

that class to hear, but not so loud as to spill

over into other nearby classes.

"We feel that our Kodak Pageant Projec-

tor has contributed measurably toward our
maintaining this school's atmosphere of

quiet order, so essential to a serious stu-

dent's concentration.

"Our Kodak Pageant Projector operates

so quietly, we don't have to turn up the

volume to drown out machine noises.

"Since the Pageant has a good audio

system, the entire class can hear the sound
clearly without effort, even though volume
levels are kept low."

// you're not at the movie, you don't have
to listen to it ... an important point to keep
in mind. Your Kodak A-V dealer will dem-
onstrate how quietly the Kodak Pageant
Projector operates, and how efficiently it

meets many other common A-V require-

ments. Call him or write for Pageant Bul-

letin V3-22—no obligation either way, of
course.

Kodak Pageant Projector y ^t^SJ^t^H KODAK COMPANY, Dept. 8-V, Rochester 4, N. Y.
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This man
can

demonstrate
the "new"

CONCEPT IN

LANGUAGE LABORATORY

COMPONENTS

. . . right in your own office

Now, for the first lime, you can see ond operate

a language laboratory before you buy.

There is a Switchcraft Distributor in your area

who will gladly call and demonstrate this new

concept to you.

Switchcraft Language Laboratory Components
give you many advantages including:

1. A classroom can be turned into o language

laboratory in minutes. 2. No permanent in-

stallation required. 3. All units especially con-

structed for class-

room use. 4. A sys-

tem that is low in

cost and con be

used with your pres-

ent Tope Recorder

or Sound System.

Developed by Swifchcroff — one

Quality Electronic components.

Write or use coupon.

[TwiTCHCRAFT, INC. \

Language Laboratory Division I

5593 N. Elston Ave., Chicago 30, III. !

Q Hove your ipecialltt call to demonstrate Lon-
guoge Loboratory Components, I

D Send full details.
j

Name !

Position—

School

Address—

CityLo. -Zone Stofe—

JMeWS continued

talk. We use visual association

through pictures in the mail order and
toy catalogs."

"When a mother teaches her child

to talk she holds up a cup and repeats

the word 'cup' over and over until the
child associates the word with the
object.

The nuns first memorized the Eng-
lish for numbers 1 through 20. Then,
in Father Rossi's program, the pictures

in the catalog are keyed with a series

of numbers for each lesson. The stu-

dent turns on the recording device in

USF's electronic language laboratory

and the voice on the disc says, "Num-
ber one—cup, cups." The student can
repeat the word on another disc, hsten

to his own pronunciation and play the

record as many times as necessary, un-

til he can pronounce it correctly and
associate the word with the picture of

the object.

School Administrators Of
Nebraska Discuss AV

Dr. James Finn gave the opening
address to 175 school administrators

who attended the Nebraska Associa-

tion of School Administrators meeting
held in Lincoln in November. Dr.

Finn, president of the Department of

Audiovisual Instruction, NEA, spoke
on the relationship of technology to

education.

In addition to the presentation by
Finn, several hundred administrators

participated in discussions dealing

with language laboratories, teaching

by tape, course instructions by tele-

vision, and teaching machines. Ex-
hibits were arranged dealing with

each of these topics so that the educa-

tors could examine the newest devel-

opments in each.

At a final session, Richard Short,

superintendent of schools, Hastings,

Nebraska, discussed the dangers as-

sociated with the introduction of the

new media while Dr. W. C. Meier-

henry, assistant to the dean. Teachers

College, University of Nebraska, pre-

sented the advantages.

New York State AV Group
Holds Annual Meeting
The annual meeting of the New

York State Audio-Visual Council, held

in Syracuse, December 8-10, featured

the use of new tools and materials in

helping teachers to accomplish curric-

uliun goals.

Dr. James J. McPherson, of the U.

S. Office of Education, pointed out the

opportunity for educational media in

large and small group instruction and
Howard R. Silver of Sonocraft spoke

on automated teaching.

Dr. Irene Cypher presented a ten-

tative report on the Council's NDEA
Title VII project, "To Improve the

Dissemination of Information About
New Instructional Media and Their
Use Within a State."

At the armual banquet. Dr. Lucille

Lindberg of Queens College spoke on
"Soviet Education As I Observed It."

Miss Luella Snyder, former secretary

of the Council and originator of the

Council's Title VII project, was cited

as the recipient of the Council's an-

nual award for outstanding service in

the field of audiovisual education.

Officers for 1961 are: president,

John McCagg, East Meadow; vice-

president, Edward May, Ithaca; treas-

urer, William Lawler, Greece; secre-

tary, Catherine Bailey, Troy.

Delay Meeting of AVCOPI
Religious Committee
The meeting of the Religious Edu-

cation committee of the Audiovisual

Council on Public Information, sched-

uled for January 5 and 6 at Lansing,

Mich., has been postponed and will be

held at Miami Beach, April 21-22 at

the time of the DAVI convention.

It had been found that a number of

the projects could not be completed
in time for final action in January.

Chairman Don Lantz, religious educa-

tion director for Family Films of Hol-

lywood, has just recently returned

from a tour of South and Central

America where he photographed the

principal Protestant mission institu-

tions and activites for a new filmstrp

series. A subcommittee on the produc-

tion of a religious version of AVCOP's
popular "Gateway to Learning" is ex-

pected to have final layouts ready by

April. In addition to Lantz, the com-

mittee includes Howard Turner,

George Myles, Scott Mitchell, Mur-

ray Severance, V. C. Doehring and

Don White.

A series of press releases on case

histories of successful local church use

of AV has been prepared by William

F. Kruse and is being sent to all inter-

ested publications by Paul C. Kiehl.

Editorial Staffer

An opening exists on the editori-

al staff of EdScreen & AVGuide.

Experience in educational audio-

visual instruction is a must, and
some background in magazine

production tcould be a 'plus.'

Location in Chicago is neces-

sary.

Send resume to Managing Edi-

tor, Educational Screen & Au-

diovisual Guide, 2052 Lincoln

Park West, Chicago 14. Ill
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FOUR KEYS
TO THE DRAMA

OF OUR HISTORY

The unique Yale four-point program of books and filmstrips offers—in word and image—the most
magnificent and fascinating teaching tools available in American history.

Only the combined efforts of truly dedicated and inspired individuals could produce the exciting

conviction, the rare excellence of this teaching apparatus. Created by distinguished scholars

and outstanding specialists, this unmatched, comprehensive program achieves its goal by stim-

ulating interest and developing understanding in the mighty drama of our heritage.

YIIj FIl^WSTRIPS ' f^if*^'^if^^ ^^Adventures in Democracy"

Two award-winning series created under the editorial direction of Ralph

H. Gabriel, Sterling Professor of History Emeritus, Yale University

THE CHRONICLES OF AMERICA FILMSTRIPS 15 units

Realism never before achieved permeates this series in every detail with scrupulous
fidelity. The resulting effect regenerates our country's past with graphic meaning
—instilling new pride—creating emotional participation. Largely based on original

material from the photoplays of the same name, the series portrays America's his-

tory from discovery through civil war.

$97.50 complete or $7.00 each. Comprehensive TEACHER'S GUIDE free

THE PAGEANT OF AMERICA FILMSTRIPS 30 units

Because of their universal appeal and unprecedented broad scope, these documen-
tary filmstrips are used with great success by widely diverse civic groups as well as

educational institutions. Each unit presents a significant aspect of American his-

tory and culture in powerful, memorable images. Five centmries of growth, from
the Indian to the Atom, are intensively surveyed.

$195.00 complete or $7.00 each. TEACHER'S GUIDE free with each unit

I Uf BOOKS " Thrilling "Frontiers in Good Reading"

THE CHRONICLES OF AMERICA 56 volumes
Edited by Allen Johnson and Allan Nevlns

Dynamic accounts of people grappling with the turbulent forces of America's early

and recent past. Living stories, told in intense, narrative style—historically accurate,

yet endowed with the romance and whirlwind action of our past. The Red Man
reigns once more, and the aftermath of World War II is only a yesterday away.

$199.00 complete or $3.95 per volume

THE PAGEANT OF AMERICA 15 volumes
Edited by Ralph H. Gabriel

11,500 fascinating illustrations creatively and realistically set forth the insignia of

our nation—/reedom. The cumulative impact of these vivid and rare pictures,

directed by scholarly, enjoyable text, affords a fresh and inspired look into the

progress of our precious ideals. These journals have proved uieir worth at all

levels.

$147.75 complete or $10.75 per volume

ORDER NOW!

YALE
UNIVERSITY PRESS

UNIVERSITY PRESS FILM SERVICE
386 Fourth Avenue, New York 1 6, N. Y.

h.ni Tf^A.i.|^^i%: * r Cx.««¥:<K . n-^ 1 n/:i A9



MODEL AV-LSV

pronunciator -

a new, compact, portable, economical language trainer

The Newcomb Pronunciator is a four-speed, variable-

speed, compact phonograph with an earphone-
microphone headset. It is desig^ied primarily as a pro-

nunciation comparator in foreign language teaching,

but it will undoubtedly find many additional applica-

tions in libraries, laboratories, reading rooms, and

other classrooms. The Pronunciator is an efficient

teaching tool for pupils of all ages. When the student

repeats a word into the microphone, he hears exactly

how his voice sounds to others as well as how closely

his pronunciation approximates that of the recorded

voice. Circuit of vocal sound through microphone-

amplifier-headphones in effect bypasses hearing
through bone conduction — the usual means of subjec-

tive perception — and gives an accurate, objective rep-

resentation of how the student's voice really sounds.

There are separate volume controls for phono and
microphone. The Pronunciator is equipped with the

Newcomb Acra-Set tone arm lifter. This permits, with

the turn of a knob, introduction of a pause between

words and simplifies repetition of a passage. It also

protects the record. The Pronunciator capitalizes on

the advantages inherent in disc recordings - ready

availability, low cost, and ease of operation. Virtually

all students are already familiar with phonographs

and will know how to operate the Pronunciator with

only a minimum of instruction. Not only is the acqui-

sition cost low, but the Pronunciator requires no archi-

tectural modification or expensive construction. Yet

it is surprisingly versatile, has an input jack for audio

signals from a tape recorder, radio, or teacher's am-
plifier, also has an output jack to teacher's monitor

and an a.c. outlet for film projector. It requires little

maintenance, is as ruggedly built and dependable as

all Newcomb Audio equipment. It weighs just 12'/4

pounds, can be easily carried from one room to another

or taken home for special assignments. It takes up

little room in storage -measures 6%"x9%"xl4?4 ". It

plays any size record up to 12". Write for your free

copy of Bulletin AV-11 which describes the Pronunci-

ator in detail. Handy bid specifications are also avail--

able to qualified personnel.

NEWCOMB AUDIO PRODUCTS COMPANY, PERT., C-2, 6824 LEXINGTON AVENUE, HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIFORNIA^
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Letters

To the Editor:

For some time I have been wanting

to write you telling you how much I

enjoy EdScreen and AVGuide — and
especially your editorials. These are

always of a high calibre, and many of

them are almost masterpieces!

I feel constrained to take issue with

a couple items in the November issue.

On page 607 is the story of Family

Films Filmstrip Replacement Policy.

The author was quite right in saying

that it may be that other filmstrip

producers follow a similar policy, be-

cause Cathedral Films instigated this

practice about 8 or 10 years ago.

Every Cathedral filmstrip can for

years has carried a decal giving this

replacement information. Actually,

Family Films followed suit four or

five years ago!

The article on "The Diggleswitch"

is a classic! I want to use it in some
of my presentations!

The article on the "Do-It-Yourself"

Language Lab was read with interest

because I have been working on a

similar project. A couple of things

disturbed me about this article, how-
ever. One is the complicated way in

which it is set up. By using a different

make of tape recorder, the entire

operation can be accomplished much
more satisfactorily without all the

extra "gadgets."

But the thing that disturbed me
most was the statement of Cost of

Equipment. In the first place, a maga-
zine of this high standard should not

be a party to deliberate price cutting

practices. It may be that the author

was able to get all of the equipment
and parts listed for "$225," but that

does not mean that others could do
the same. If the author had given the

standard selling prices for all the

parts, it would not have disappointed
those who cannot obtain these at the

fantastically low prices he quoted.

For example, while he did not men-
tion the recorder by name, the de-

scription and picture indicate that he
used the Wollensak T-1515 stereo

Two AV Books Available
Educational Screen has a limited

supply of two volumes, Picture

Values in Education, and Com-
parative Effectiveness of Some
Visual Aids in Seventh Grade
Instruction, both by Joseph J.

Weber. One or both are avail-

able upon written request at a

cost of one dollar each to cover

postage and handling.

tape recorder. This is priced at

$229.50. The Mixer-Pre-AmpUfier is

a Bogen MX6, priced at $65.00. Ear-

phones can be obtained in many
prices, but let's take an average of

$7.50 each. Then there are an as-

sortment of jacks, resistors, switches,

boxes, wires, etc., that would probably
mount up to $10 or $15. Add to this

the assembly of this equipment.
This gives a total of approximately

$322.00 for just the student position,

plus approximately $25 to $30 for

the teacher position as a minimum.
This is quite a bit different from the

author's "$225" mentioned in the arti-

cle, and it is much more realistic.

Actually, we have a modified ver-

sion of the V-M 720 tape recorder

that we sell to schools for $225 (plus

whatever headphone they desire)

which is a complete self-contained

language laboratory that will use all

standard language laboratory tapes,

which the above setup will not do.

And we do it without any external

contrivances of any kind (except the

microphone and headphones).

The point I'm trying to make is that

standard prices should always be
shown; then if the user can get lower
prices all the better, but if he is not

able to, he will know what to expect,

pricewise, when purchasing.

Harvey W. Marks
President

National Audio-Visital Assn.

Denver

To the Editor:

I read your editorial regarding 4-

letter words as titles of organizations.

I would like to add a few. A few
years ago I wrote an article about a
mythical Instructional Materials Cen-
ter (as I dreamed it). The article was
never published, mainly because one
magazine rejected the idea because
it was too hypothetical. I called the
center CRADLE (Curriculum Re-
search and Development Laboratory
Experiment) because it could be the

cradle of a new curriculum.

To add to your list:

BARD: Bureau of Auditory Research

& Development
BRAT: Bureau of Research and Train-

ing

BROAD: Bureau of Research on

Automated Devices

BEAM: Bureau of Educational Aid
Maintenance

BULB: Bureau for Unscrewing Light

Bulbs

BOLD: Bureau for Obsolete Lighting

Devices

BARN: Bureau for Automation Re-

search Nullification

(Continued on Page 88)

EVEN IN CLASSROOMS
SUNSHINE-BRIGHT

Your Present Projector

. . . shows
clear, brilliant

motion pictures

For less than the cost of
darkening a single room, the
Wilson Movie-Mover "RP"
brings motion-picture edu-
cation to every room in a
building, wing, or floor!

Solves teaching problems,
frees needed funds for pur-
chase of materials and
equipment.

Demonstrated in your own
school without obligation.
Just send in the coupon.

For every
projector

table need,
see the

Wilson line
first. Full line

/ of quality tables,
* competitively
priced, with exclu-

sive safety features,
including the only table
built for safe operation
of RCA, Eastman, and
Ampro projectors. Spe-
cially-built tables for
your ETV needs, too.

H. WILSON CORP
106 Wilson St.

Park Forest, III.

Please send full informat on, including

name of my nearest dealer on:

n Movie-Mover "RP"

n Movie-Mover Tables

D Speelol ETV Tables

SrhnnI

Address

rih/ X. <;ini»

Educational Scrren Aivn AiininvisiiAi. CiiinE

—

Ff.rriiary. lOfil ^<;



At the head
of the class!

Using the projector as a blackboard.

Building up a composite image with

several sheets of film.

TECNIFAXCORPORATION
Manufacturers of

Visuol Communication

Material

and

Equipment

HOLYOKE, MASSACHUSETTS
V /

THE OVERHEAD PROJECTOR keeps the teacher in

front of the class, projecting his own slides, facing his class at

all times, observing reactions, and adjusting his presentation to

the response of his pupils.

There is no need for a separate operator, with an accom-

panying system of signals. The projector complements the

teacher rather than replaces him. The teacher selects his own

pace, extemporizing as he wishes; commenting before, during,

and after projection.

He uses the screen as a blackboard, writing or drawing at

will on slides or sheets of transparent plastic, without turning

away from his class. Single or multiple sheets of film are easily

superimposable on the slides, allowing the teacher to unmask

transparencies in progressive disclosures, or to build up several

components into a composite image.

Slides are large (8" x 10"), and easy to make. Rudimentary

art skills produce dramatic, colorful transparencies.

If you wish to learn more about the Overhead Projector,

please write to Section OP, Visucom Laboratories, Tecnifax Cor-

poration, Holyoke, Massachusetts. Please indicate in the letter

the nature of your interest.
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editorial

One
Hundred
Hearings

by Paul C Reed

with gratitude and appreciation
to K. T. Wu, Chinese Section,

Library of Congress.

The last time we discussed Chinese proverbs editorially it touched
off a series of claims and counter claims as to who it reaJly was who
did say that a picture was worth a hundred words, or a thousand, or

whether it was ever said at all.

In that October, 1948, editorial ( page 382 ) we quoted the proverb
as "ONE PICTURE IS WORTH A THOUSAND WORDS," and
commented simply that the saying was misleading. It kept people
from thinking. The point we were trying to make was that in spite

of the Chinese words, words are of supreme importance. Pictures

can only help to make words more meaningful. The thing that

really matters is the way we use pictures.

From Evanston came a letter shouting we shouldn't have blamed
the Chinese. The proverb wasn't ancient. It had been invented by
a Madison Avenue advertising man in 1927. A Ph. D. from Cali-

fornia then put the record straight (so he thought) by actually

tracing the Chinese characters that spelled out "ONE SEEING IS
WORTH A HUNDRED TELLINGS." Emphatically he stated it

was Chinese, and ancient, too. We erred when we printed the
Chinese characters horizontally!

Anyway, the proverb persists in a hundred varying ways. Hardly
a month goes by but we find it quoted in an article submitted for

pubhcation. We see it in the ads for new pictures and audiovisual
equipment. Every suffering teacher of an audiovisual course tells

of seeing the saying in a dozen term papers every semester. Always
it's written in words; never in pictures!

So, early in this New Year, the first of a new decade, we de-
cided it would be a distinctive and worthwhile public service to put
the record straight, finally and once and for all. These words are
being published for permanent reference and for posterity. They
should hang on the walls or decorate the files of every audiovisual
ad writing agency, every audiovisual dealer or director, every
teacher of an AV course and the editors of AV journals and books.
Last but not least, these words should be heeded by every person
who someday is going to write his first term paper or article about
the values of audiovisual materials for instruction.

First, the proverb isn't about words or pictures at all. It's about
"hearings" and "seeings." We won't attempt to reproduce the Chi-
nese characters because they do not fit our horizontal style. But
well romanize them as follows:

Po wen pu ju i chien

Literally translated this says

100 HEARINGS NOT EQUAL ONE SEEING

It may be more freely translated thus:

To hear about a thing one hundred times

is not so good as seeing it once.

These often misquoted words appear for the first time, so f£ir as we
or our learned informant knows, in the biography of Chao Ch'ung-
kuo in chiian (that means, roughly, chapter) 69 of the Han-shu.
Han-shu is a history of the fonner Han dynasty (B.C. 206—A.D. 24).

It was written by Pan Ku ( A.D. 32-92 ) . There are dozens of editions

of this work, but if you need a specific page and line reference, you
can cite it this way:

Pan, Ku. Han-shu. K'ai-ming Erh-shih-wu shih edition (1935),
69/0531.2.

That last cryptic number means you can read the quote for your-

self in column number 2, on page 0531, in chapter (chiian) 69.
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An AV-Graphics Center

by Robert F. Savitt

Jerome Botwinick
Jack Tanzman

JL HE Plainvdew-Old Bethpage district is one
of the fastest growing school districts in the
United States. The lOO-pupU enrollment in 1952
has exploded into the present enrollment of over
9,000. With this growth has come the need for

more effective tools of communication to inter-

pret our dynamic school programs to the com-
mimity, to distribute helpful information to staff

members and to assist these staff members in

carrying out their instructional programs more
effectively.

With many new families coming into our dis-

trict each month, the Communications Center
has been a valuable source for the development
of printed brochures and other information
which orients these new citizens to the school
district. The center does all printing for the
school district, thus contributing a saving of

approximately $10,000 a year.

A monthly newsletter emanating from the
center, as well as a yearly budget report and
periodic educational progress reports, are mail-

ed to every district resident. The latter are
extremely important because of the new educa-
tional concepts that are being put into effect

in our school district. We have found that print-

ed material sent directly to our citizens has been
invaluable in explaining the new educational
directions in which we are moving—i.e., team
teaching, planned heterogeneous grouping, and
a comprehensive philosophy of education for our
high school.

The Communications Center also provides val-

uable service to our staff members in two ways:
first, numerous bulletins and educational in-

formation are organized, printed and distributed

through the center, allowing us to focus atten-

tion of staff members on common problems or

matters of interest. Another significant contribu-

tion of the center is the vast amount of teach-

ing materials and services that is provided in

order to allow our teachers to carry out their

professional tasks more effectively. A variety of

instructional materials is constantly flowing to

the classroom teacher. Such materials are provid-

ed with a minimum of red tape, so that the teach-

er can have at her fingertips specific materials,

allowing her to do a more effective classroom

job.

In addition to the economy effected for the

school district, we find an excellent instructional

station for practical work experience.

A plan view of the Plainview-Old Bethpage Communications Center. The rooms across

the top, from left, are an AV studio and workshop, photo lab and dark room, typing

and drawing, and the AV office. Across the bottom: prop and utility room, projection

and control room, office, and the graphic production and offset printing room.
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Dr. Jerome Botwinick, senior high school principal, examines a printing press with

Steve Hayes, a student operator and member of the student industrial program.

The personnel of the Communications Center
consists of a director, a full time printer, audio-

visual technician, and a secretary. In addition to

these permanent members of the department,

student apprentices are used—eight in the morn-
ing and seven in the afternoon. This letter pro-

ject is called an Industrial Cooperative Program
and the Communications Department is looked

upon as a factory. The students have working
papers and are paid the minimum wage of $1.00

per hour. They work as apprentices for the non-

teaching personnel. The state education depart-

ment has approved the project as a course with
credit for the students, and Plainview-Old Beth-

page is the first school district in the state to

have an on-the-job training program of this

nature, utilizing the facihties of the high school.

In addition to the usual printed work that is

necessary in a school system, the department, by
its very nature, encourages the production of

teacher-made material. At present the depart-

ment is working on a textbook for the 7th grade
Citizenship Education Department on the history

and pohtical structure of the township. Teachers
also have an opportunity to rewrite material for

their classes to bring it to the level of some of

the slower students. Other projects are news-
papers for all the buildings, hterary magazines
for the senior and junior high school, and other

magazines, even on a one-class basis.

Dr. Robert F. Savitt, superintendent of schools, and Jack Tanzman, director of audio-

visual ronimtinications, inspect transparencies to be used at a public meeting.
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3-Cornered Classroom
by PhylUs PhiUips

Since 1955 the Lower Rio Grande Valley of

Texas has become one of the country's largest

classrooms. The Valley, because of its geographi-
cal isolation, its native bi-cultural population, its

proximity to Mexico, and its attraction to hun-
dreds of winter tourists from all parts of the
United States, i^'an area rich in educational op-
portunities andi.varied educational interests. In
shape it is a rough scalene triangle whose base
is some one hundred miles long, extending from
Rio Grande City on the west to Brownsville on
the east, and whose apex is located about fifteen

miles north of Edinburg. Near the center of this

triangle of citrus groves, cotton farms and mes-
quite thickets is Pan American College.^

Created in 1952 by a special act of the Texas
legislature, "Pan American College is dedicated

1 Located at Edinburg, Texas, Pan American
College is the successor to Edinburg Region-
al College, a junior college.

to honesty in thinking and sincerity in seeking for

the best in education, bringing higher educational

advantages to every young man and every young
woman of the Valley, and to serving the mature
citizenship of its territory to the extent of its

abihty and their wishes."

The educational program developed to fulfill

this purpose has been both broad and flexible.

It has gone beyond the bounds of the usual class-

room. And it has shown that the small college

dependent on commercial facihties can make a

worthwhile contribution to education by way of

radio and TV.

In November, 1955, Pan American College be-

gan the first of 14 radio and television programs*
made possible through the cooperation of three

radio and two television stations—KURV, Edin-

2 The abbreviations TV and R wHl be used

to distinguish between the two media in the

program descriptions.
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burg; KGBT and KGBT-TV, HarUngen; and
KRGV and KRGV-TV, VVeslaco. Ten of the

programs have been independently developed

and sponsored by the College (Table I), and
four have been developed by outside agencies

and sponsored jointly by these groups and the

College on either a state-wide or a nationwide

scale (Table II). All of the time has been do-

nated by the stations, and the College has been
given complete freedom in developing its pro-

grams.

The first two of these programs—"Let's Speak
Spanish" (TV) and "Let's Talk English" (R)-
were basic language courses. Although slanted

toward different audiences, they were comple-

mentary and were designed to give listeners a

working knowledge of the two languages used in

the area. The method in each case was primarily

conversational, but textbooks were available for

listeners interested in serious study. In one
semester some 400 texts were sold to the "Let's

Speak Spanish" audience.

"Nature Trails of the Magic Valley" (TV),
planned to famiharize viewers with plant and
animal life native to the region, was the third

program of the series. Described by one viewer

as "a rare combination of scientific information

and contagious humor," it starred such characters

as rattlesnakes and barn owls which, judging

from the comments of the audience, often put on
"breath-taking" performances.

.\t almost the same time the College intro-

duced "Rio Grande Jury" (TV), a discussion-

type program organized around a moderator and
a four-member panel. In the year and a half

that the program was presented, some 125 peo-

ple—college students, faculty members. Valley

civic leaders and prominent visiting educators

—sat on the jury. They discussed topics of current

interest, many of which were controversial in

nature and some of which were suggested by
the viewing audience. These discussions dealt

with such topics as "General vs. Specialized Edu-
cation," "What Is a Great Book?" "In Terms of

Religion, What Is a Miracle?" and "Education
Trends."

"Bookman" (R) joined the list of presenta-

tions in February, 1957. Designed to increase

interest in good literature and to help listeners

become more competent readers, the program
covered both the reading and the critical analysis

of good short stories. Selections were chosen on
the basis of their literary value and included the

works of such authors as Thomas Wolfe, Tolstoi

and Maupassant.

The next program, "Candid Camera" (TV),
and its sequel, "Off the Cuff" (R), were informal

person-to-person interviews. Ranging from con-

cert violinists to cattle breeders, the guests were
people whose personahties, hobbies or occupa-
tions cast them in interesting roles in Valley life

and came from both sides of the Rio Grande.

"A Sus Ordenes" (R) was designed for the

Spanish-speaking people of the Valley. Its pur-

pose was to provide information otherwise un-

available to those who do not understand English.

The program was usually divided into two parts:

the first five to eight minutes being devoted to

news items about the College and its students

and the remaining 22 to 25 minutes to discussions

of topics of general civic interest. These discus-

sions included such topics as "How Mothers Can
Help 5-Year-Olds" (pre-school preparation),

"Rights and Responsibilities of Citizens," 'The
Work of the Juvenile OflScer," "School Immuniza-
tion Program" (Salk vaccine), and "The Impor-
tance of Cleanhness in Health."

"Pan American Panel" (R) was a tape-re-

corded discussion program which made possible

the participation of panelists not available at the

time of the broadcasts. Being taped, it provided
for a more scholarly preparation and sometimes
a less sensational discussion of current topics

than had been possible in the somewhat im-
promptu atmosphere of "Rio Grande Jury."

In November, 1958, the College introduced
the last program of this series, "Sportscaster"

(R). It was a program with special appeal to

students and other sports-minded residents of

the Valley. Planned to publicize forthcoming
athletic events, "Sportscaster" was topical, as

well as seasonal, in nature and consisted of inter-

views with coaches and athletes who were par-

ticipants in these events.

Pan American College undertook the role of

joint sponsor for the first time in September,
1956, when it joined with Texas College of Arts

and Industries at Kingsville in representing one
of the 14 districts created by the Texas Educa-
tion Agency to present a 26-week statewide pro-

gram in teacher education. Aimed at relieving

the teacher shortage in Texas, "Education in

Today's Society" (TV) was designed primarily

for college graduates whose baccalaureate de-

grees did not meet Texas certification standards.

By completing the course as regularly enrolled

students at one of the sponsoring institutions,

these prospective teachers qualified themselves
for valid Texas certificates. State-wide enroll-

ment in this program totaled 543, ten of whom
represented the Valley.

IN September, 1958, the College again joined

with the Texas Education Agency and 46 other

Texas teacher-training institutions in presenting

"Texas Curriculum Studies" (TV). The program
had a double purpose—"to recruit teachers and
to stimulate the instruction of teachers already in

service"—and permitted the immediate certifica-

tion and employment of any college graduate en-

rolled in a participating institution. Upon com-
pleting the course, ten students enroUed through

the College received a Texas teaching certificate

valid for one year and renewable for two addi-

tional years.

Pan American College became the Valley spon-

sor in October, 1958, for the coast-to-coast tele-

vision program known as Continental Classroom,

presented by the National Broadcasting System

and the American Association of Colleges for

Teacher Education. Of the three courses offered

to date, two have been taken for college credit

by Valley viewers. The first course, "Physics for

the Atomic Age" (TV) had a total enrollment

of ten for the 1958-59 school year, seven for the

first semester and three for the second. The cur-

rent course, "Modem Algebra" (TV), has an en-

rollment of fifteen for the first semester. Each
of these two courses has also attracted one high
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school non-credit auditor. In addition, many
teachers in the area used the 1959-60 course as

a regular source of supplementary materials for

their high school and college chemistry classes.

Since June, 1959, the radio and TV activities

of the College have been limited to sponsoring
Continental Classroom. This reduction in activity

does not, however, identify a reduction in inter-

est in the educational value of these two media.
It means instead that the time has been spent
in evaluating the strengths and weaknesses of

past activities and in deciding the direction of

future ones. In no other way can a community
college successfully meet the needs of its po-
tential student population or fidfill its responsi-

bilities to the area it serves.

Table I
Radio, television programs sponsored solely by

Pan American College since November, 1955

PROGRAM STATION MEDIUM TIME IN

MINUTES
DATES PROGRAM
BEGAN. ENDED

TYPE OF
PROGRAM

LET'S SPEAK SPANISH

LET'S TALK ENGLISH

NATURE TR.M15 OF THE MAGIC
7ALLEI

RIO GRANDE JtIRT

BOOKMAN

CANDID CAMERA

OFF THE CUFF

A SOS CRDENES

PAN AMERICAN PANEL

SPORTSCASTER

KRGV-TV TELEVISION

Komr RADIO

KRGV-TV TELEVISION

KGBT-TV TELEVISION

KORV RADIO

KRGV-rV TELEVISION

KURV RADIO

KURV RADIO

Kom RADIO

KORV RADIO

30

30

15

30

30

15

30

15

30

15

Nov., 1955
June, 1957

Feb., 1956
May 1, 1959

Mar., 1956
Jan., 1957

Apr., 1956
Aug., 1957

Feb., 1957
June, 1957

Suimser of
1957 Only

Oct., 1957
June, 1958

Nov., 1957
June, 1959

Oct., 1958
June, 1959

Nov., 1958
May, 1959

Educational (Language, Basic)

Educational (Language, Basic)

Educational (Natural Hlatory)

Panel Discusaion (Topical)

Educational (Literature)

Interview

Interview

General Information
(In Spanish)

Panel Dlscuaalon (Topical)

Sports Information

Table n
Television programs sponsored jointly by Pan Ameri-

can College and other agencies since September, 1956

PROGRAM STATION TIME IN

MINUTES
DATES PROGRAM
BEGAN. ENDED

TYPE OF
PROGRAM

EDUCATION IN TODAY'S SOCIETY KGBT-TV 30 Sept., 1956
June, 1957

Teacher Education

TEXAS CURRICULUM STUDIES KRGV-TV 30 Sept., 1958
June, 1959

Teacher Education

CONTINENTAL CLASSROOM KRGV-TV 30 Oct., 1958
June, 1959

Educational (Physics)

CONTINENTAL CLASSROOM KRGV-TV 30 Oct., 1959
June, I960

Educational (Chemistry)

CONTINENTAL CLASSROOM KRGV-TV 30 Sept., I960 Educational (Algebra)
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Lessons For Church AV
by Donald R Lantz

X EARS of use of audiovisuals by public school

teachers and audiovisual specialists in the general

education field have resulted in a great pool of

experience from which the church can definite-

ly benefit. While the church seems to be catching

up with the progress made by public schools,

it can still profit from the schools experience.

After talking vdth many public school teach-

ers, audiovisual directors and teacher-training

persomiel, I find that there are at least ten

areas in which the church can benefit from the

experience of the pubhc school in this field.

1. The administration must be friendly toward

audiovisuals.

Some school administrators in the past felt

that audiovisuals were only a passing fad, or for

other reasons were hostile toward including them

in their school system. Probably the war training

years had a lot to do with the establishment of

more friendly attitudes toward audiovisual

materials. Likewise the church must recognize

that if the administrators of the local church are

unfriendly toward (or ignorant of) audiovisuals,

there will be no encouragement for their use.

2. Audiovisual materials require a budget pro-

portionate to the other educational materials

purchased ht/ the school.

School budgets are based on a cost per pupil

per year and include all moneys for equipment
as well as materials. Most churches could hard-

ly buy a lead pencil for their Sunday school

pupils on this basis, for they do not even dignify

audiovisuals by including them in the budget.

The public school long ago provided funds for

audiovisual materials and equipment in its bud-

get because they are considered a normal in-

structional need for educating children. Certain-

ly the church needs to recognize that audio-

visuals are a legitimate and normal part of its

educational program.

3. Audiovisual specialists are needed.

These people are needed to solve the problems
of purchasing, storing and maintaining equip-

ment and materials, coordinating materials with

curricula, counselling with teachers, providing

in-service training, and encouraging the continual

and effective use of all audiovisiials..

Certainly the church can offer an opportunity

for Christian service for audiovisual specialists

who might be working in the public school field.

Many of them are members of our churches.

They just haven't been asked! The church also

can provide the means for selected individuals

from the local church to receive special training

in the administration of audiovisuals by sending

these people to workshops and conferences pro-

viding opportunities for training.

4. Teachers must he trained in the selection,

evaluation, preparation and utilization of audio-

visuals.

Many states will not grant a teacher's license

unless that teacher has spent a given number of

hours in audiovisual training. Several states go
so far as to refuse to renew a teacher's certificate

unless refresher courses in audiovisual education

have been taken. This touches upon one of the

church's weakest points: audiovisuals need to

be recognized as a normal part of good teaching

by any church school teacher.

5. The availability of materials and equipment
are big factors in effective and frequent use of

audiovisuals.

Audiovisual materials will not be used unless

they are readily available when needed. A con-

venient source of information and supply is es-

sential. Classrooms on the same floor or closely

related rooms should have joint access to the

heavier equipment and more expensive materials.

But individual classrooms should be equipped
with certain minimum equipment such as a

screen, filmstrtp and slide projector, record

player, chalkboard, tackboard, etc.

Few churches have approached this concept,

but the school people have learned that (1) the

materials are just not used if they are not reach-

able within normal preparation and use time,

and (2) it is far more desirable to be able to

meet pupils' interests and problems as they arise

rather than two weeks later.

6. Audiovisuals are to help pupils learn.

School teachers have been known to look upon
audiovisuals as great teaching aids for the teach-

er. True, they will help the teacher teach, but
their primary function is to help the pupil learn.

(Continued on next page)

Gratitude is expressed to the religious edu-

cation committee of the Audiovisual Council

on Public Information, with whose coopera-

tion this article and the one following were
developed.

Photos used in these two articles were ob-

tained through the courtesy of the Glen-
view Community Church, Glenview, Illinois.
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It should hardly be necessary to remind our
church school teachers that just pouring out
Bible facts and verses is not the most effective

teaching. A church should own at least a small

library of basic slides and filmstrips and records
so that, within a few short minutes, the teacher
can do a much better job of meeting needs and
answering questions. Obviously, such a library

would allow the teacher to do a better job of

planning a lesson imit.

7. Some of the best learning takes place when
there is pupil participation in the use of audio-
visuals.

This does not mean merely operating the
equipment, but rather the selection, preparation
and presentation of materials, planning, discus-

sion and origination of other activities related

to the unit under study. Pupils can select the part
of a film or filmstrip they want to use. A panel
can lead in the discussion. Too often a church
school teacher feels that mere presentation of

some piece of audiovisual material is all that is

needed to accomplish some magical learning
experience.

8. There can be too much specialization with
certain audiovisual media.
Teachers need to understand more fully the

unique contributions of each type of audiovisual
media. Emphasis should be placed on such sup-
porting materials as feltboards, filmstrips, trans-

parencies, slides, and posters used in connection
with a motion picture. How often have we found
church school workers who use nothing but the
feltboard—or the motion picture!

It is true that many factors are involved in an
understanding of the unique values of each of
the audiovisual media, but the main point we
can learn here from the public school field is that
it is wrong to make a hobby out of any one
medium.

9. There must be close correlation of materials
with curriculum.

There are reports that years ago some teachers
would actually request so many minutes of film

just to be sure the class hour would be filled up!
We hear of church workers who insist on films

being a certain length, as if length were decisive
to the purpose of the lesson. It seems such an
obvious thing to say that audiovisual materials
being used must contribute to the learning
experience intended, within the purpose of the
lesson or unit and within the needs of the pupils.

Yet we hear of some church workers who want to

use only those that are "new".

The public school learned a long time ago
that it is a waste of time and money to use audio-
visual materials that are not related to the cur-
riculum. The church is concerned with more than
wasted time and money. With the souls of boys
and girls, young people and adults at stake, the
church has such precious few minutes each week
in which to teach them!

10. Research constanfhf verifies the values of
audiovisuals.

Research in the school field has brought much
needed information concerning the effectiveness

of various correlations, kinds of materials, and
utilization techniques. It is true that most of this

research has been done in areas other than those
of attitudinal change. The church needs to apply
valid research methods to the area of attitudinal

change in order to help develop even more ef-

fective materials and methods for its work.

We in the church can learn much indeed
from the experience of our public schools. We
must upgrade the role of audiovisual techniques
in the minds of workers and students alike. We
must build up the importance of AV so that, as

in the schools, its values will be actively sought

by those partaking in it and benefitting from it.

Church school movies provide an excellent means of drawing children into the spirit

and the drama of Biblical subjects.
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With on-the-bair directors and teachers

and good equipment and materials,

AVprograms are hustling and . .

.

The Churches Are Busy

Guidance Vital To AV Success

By Al Stringfellow

Minister of Education
Travis Avenue Baptist Church, Fort Worth, Texas

Our Visual Aids Department is a separate unit in

itself in our new educational building. We have in

this department adequate shelving, a work table for

the repair of equipment, check-out counter, desk, and
proper lighting. It is most attractive. The various or-

ganizations are served by the department in the man-
ner that a library functions. Requests are made in

advance, and then the workers in the department set

up the equipment and operate the machines.

Some of our departments do have trained operators.

We have at the present time a 'roving consultant' who
goes into the various departments and suggests pro-

grams, helps the superintendents and directors plan,

and shows them how to operate the equipment. In
other words, he is an all-around visual aids consultant.

A .oO-page catalog of our church's AV resources

shows three 16mm sound motion picture projectors,

IS still projectors ranging from combination 2x2 film-

strip to opaque and 3'/ix4's. There are 10 screens, 4
flood and spotlights and many production accessories.

There is a long list of non-projected aids, crovvms,

crosses, drapes, pulpits, maps, globes, and many more.
Listed also are the titles of approximately 60 motion

pic-tures which the church owns, 18 of which are of

the activities of the congregation. Over 100 phono-
graph records, nearly 400 filmstrips and alxvut the

same number of 2x2 slides are catalogued by title

and subject area. Not infrequently there are two of a

given title.

Perhaps even more important than this array of

material and personnel resources is the guidance
offered in the catalog on the use of the equipment and
materials . . .

A Message on the Use of Equipment
The learning process is most effectively accom-

pH.shed through a program of hearing, seeing and
doing. The audiovisual equipment listed in this cata-
log is the aid you may need to put over more effective-

ly your teaching and training program.
This audiovisual equipment is not a substitute for

teaching but should be used to complement your
teaching and worship program. To do this the equip-
ment should be reserved well in advance of the time
it is to be used. Filmstrij>s and slides should be pre-
viewed. Motion picture film which is to be rented

from outside sources should be spoken for at least

two weeks before scheduled time for its use.

Most of the equipment can be used by you. Its

operation is not complicated, but it should be handled
with reasonable care to prevent damage. Anything
found to be wrong with the equipment should be re-

ported to the Audiovisual Library.

As soon as you have finished with the equipment it

should be returned to the library. Someone else may
have the same equipment reserved for a later period.

Feel free to call on the Audiovisual Committee if

you have any questions or suggestions.

AV In A Suburban Church
By Rev. Theophilus Ringsmuth

Minister

Glenview Community Church, Glenview, Illinois

To tell even a part of the story of our audiovisual

program in terms of our equipment and the uses we
make of it is quite an assignment. We have a number
of centers in the church equipped with altar, pull-

down screen and draw drapes which cover the screen.

We have three sound motion picture projectors for use

in the various departments of the church. In addition

we have eight or nine filmstrip-slide projectors, and a

big still projector unit which handles slides of all sizes.

We also have two very large flannel boards of about
6x7 feet which we use for panorama stories of the Old
and New Testaments. One is set up as a map of the

ancient Bible lands, and the other gives the chronol-

ogy pattern which we use in the educational program.
We also have a Cinemascope screen about 30 feet

wide.

Our filmstrip files are organized and indexed on the

basis of subject matter. We have a large collection

of colored slides, including most of the religious art

masteipieces, and slide sets such as the Elsa Anna
Woods set. These are used in worship programs and
at other times when a story is to be told. Ordinarily

at Christmas and at Easter we present slides on the

Life of Jesus to highlight special periods and events.

We own the Martin Luther film, which we show to

our Confirmation young people during their study
of church history.

During the past three summers we ourselves have
produced three different films, each about 25 to 30
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As mentioned in the story, the Glenview

Community Church gets the services of

some professionals in its congregation.

One of these, above, is George Colburn,

president of one of the largest motion

picture service laboratories in the coun-

try.

Above left: an altar and screen, both

readily portable, provide a worship cen-

ter in any room.

Left: among the AV equipment resources

of the Glenview church are an opaque

projector, slide projector with auxiliary

long-throw lenses, tape recorder, combi-

nation filmstrip and slide projector, rec-

ord player.

Below: the church's junior department.

for 5lh and 6th grades.
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minutes duration. We have done the Life of Joseph,

the Story of Paul, and the Parable of the Talents.

Fortunately we have a number of men in our church

who are professionals in this field and they have

been a great help.

We are building up a considerable tape hbrary, with

over 100 different tapes covering a variety of subjects.

We have eight or nine tape recorders in use regularly

in a number of ways in the various departments of

the church.

Our church has its own fully equipped dark room.

This is used by the church's Camera Club and also

by other individuals to process films and make prints

for our weekly paper, The Broadcaster. Timely pic-

tures tell the story of church activities of both the

yoimg and old.

In our new sanctuary chancel, now in process of

construction, we will have a 9-foot square rear-view

projection screen with a projector designed to pro-

vide a stained-glass window effect for various services,

particularly in the evening.

Audiovisuals In A Rural Church
By Rev. Donald G. Roper

Pastor

AuSable Grove Presbyterian Church

Like the tractor to our farms, so is audiovisual ma-
terial and techniques to the educational program of

our church.

We are located in open country, six miles east of

Yorkville, Illinois. Our church has a membership of

165 and a church school enrollment of 140. A new
stone and steel structure replaced, in 1959, the 75-

year-old white clapboard one-room church. The pro-

jectors and tape recorders used continuously by the

church were as much at home in the old building

as they are in the new.

The church school presents the greatest opportunity

for audiovisual enrichment of the spiritual experiences

of the students. The denomination's Christian Faith

and Life curriculum makes extensive use of both
projected and non-projected materials and the local

church Christian Education Committee, through its

"AV Chairman," coordinates this program and fits it

to local conditions.

During the past five years the chiurch has acquired

a 16mm motion picture projector, a combination film-

strip and slide projector, plus another that shows slides

only, a 3-speed record player and pubhc address sys-

tem, a screen, and a tape recorder that carries each
Sunday morning worship service to a group of shut-

ins. Another lightweight tape recorder is to be added
to facilitate this latter activity.

Last fall each department in the church prepared a

two-minute taped message to "Our Missionary in Hong
-Kong." A current mission study family night series

cwi Africa uses two motion pictures, a filmstrip, 3-

dimensional table displays, as well as a variety of

ina|>s, charts and pictm-es from the church's own col-

lection of flat pictures and other non-projected
materials.

A large file is maintained in the church school office

and smaller files are in each department. Dioramas are
an especially popular teaching device in the lower
grades. The local church owns all the filmstrips and
slides sets called for in the denominational curriculum

and has a growing Ubrary of similar materials on
teacher training. An extensive dynamic bulletin board
program involves every department, and a hghted
transparency display case is in work.

AV is a total concept in this church. In the past

five years, not only has the church school been trained

in the use of audiovisual techniques but also the

various organizations of youth, women, couples and
others.

Training Teachers To Use AV
By Kenneth J. Anderson

Director of Education
Lutheran Church of the Good Shej^rd

Minneapolis, Minnesota

A N interesting and very worthwhile program of

training church school teachers in tlie use of audio-

visual equipment and material was completed recent-

ly at Lutheran Church of the Good Shepherd, Min-
neapolis. Small groups of teachers, seven or eight

members per group, met once a week for six consecu-

tive weeks to learn to use audiovisuals effectively in

classroom teaching.

A basic part of the training program involved the

use of the "Training Kit for Using Audiovisuals in a

Church" consisting of four sound filmstrips and a short

motion picture film excerpt. Other aids were secured

from books and periodicals. At the first training session

the filmstrip from the training kit Why Use Audio-

visuals in your Church? was used to inform the teach-

ers of the importance of audiovisuals. How to Use
Filmstrips in Your Church was used at the second

training session. This provided the teachers with an

opportunity to see how filmstrips are used in teach-

ing for various purposes.

Later sessions gave the teachers an opportunity to

practice-teach by presenting a lesson using audio-

visuals to the other group members. Through this

method teachers became aware of the importance of

preparation for using audiovisuals and reaUzed the

importance of this teaching aid. They also became
familiar with the mechanics of operating projectors

and with audiovisual tools available in our church

library and elsewhere. At the final session, designed to

stimulate on-going use of audiovisuals, the kits film-

strip How to Organize for Audiovisuals in Your
Church was used.

Very positive results were measured as a result of

the program of teaching. At the outset of the training

program the teachers clearly indicated lack of con-

fidence and lack of know-how pertaining to audio-

visuals. However at the close of the six-week period

a feeling of enthusiasm could be seen in the group
members operating projectors, using audiovisuals in

their teaching and making decisions pertaining to

audiovisuals which they were not doing prior to the

training. A distinct change of attitude toward the use
of audiovisuals was clearly discernible at the end of

the training from what was shown at the beginning.

Here are some teacher comments following the train-

ing program. "I never knew how to teach using a

filmstrip." 'This filmstrip certainly explains the lesson

better than any of my explanations." "This projector

isn't difficult to operate."

And my convictions were dramatically verified:

teachers must be trained in the use of audiovisuals.
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AV
in the Church Field

hy William S. Hockmnn

May We Observe
• We regret that, deadlines as they

are (I'm writing this on December
14fth), we were not able to get into

either the November or December
issue reviews of all the fine Christmas
filmstrips which producers brought
to our attention. We will try to in-

clude them all in the coming issues.

• We are pleased to have readers

write in, and that httle comment (Ed
Screen Dec. 1960) on the clothing

Jesus is pictured as wearing in one of

the Christian education curricula
brought several spirited letters. One
says they were surprised that we had
joined the group of persons who
assume that this picture shows Jesus

in modem dress. We suggest that our

readers refer to the Nov. 7 Time
magazine, page 66, and study the

picture for themselves.

• While we have not seen this

picture in the context of the cur-

riculum, and have no idea concern-

ing its color qualities (if color was
used) , we invite more letters, perhaps,

when we observe quite sincerely that

we are disturbed less by the apparent
modem dress of Jesus than we are by
the quality of the art-if art it be at

all! In the context of the cheap art

which surrounds them, what sort of

person will children make Jesus out

to be as he is represented here?

• While it is not an earth-shaking

event, it was in the Feb 1946 issue

of Ed Screen that my first material

appeared at the invitation of Nelson
C. Greene, founder. We would like

to repeat here what we wrote then at

the end of the first article: "Let us

make these pages the crossroads of the

thinking of the church in the field of

visual education. Let us use this de-

partment to stimulate and guide the

growth of our knowledge, inspiration,

and insight."

The Campus Church
Believing that the pastors of Meth-

odist churches in neighboring com-
munities could help me greatly in

estimating the quality and utility of
the TRAFCO-produced 29-minute
color film The Church At The Cam-
pus, I invited them to join me in pre-

viewing this film one Sunday after-

noon in my home. Dr. Joseph Loper,

the Rev. Royal E. Filldns, and Rev.
and Mrs. Roger W. Fitzgerald found
it possible to come. We saw the film

and then discussed it.

What did we decide? Two things

were quite clear after our discussion:

(a) we liked the film, its qualities,

its general message, and (b) we
found it useful in the church despite

several flaws. We liked the scope and
structure of the film. By the time it

ended we had seen a Wesley Founda-
tion in action, had met its director

and learned the rationale of his

ministry and the strategy of his in-

stitution. We saw students at wor-
ship, at hobbies, seeking counsel and
getting it, and exchanging religious

ideas.

We found this film useful. We
thought it good for young people be-

fore they go to college or university.

It can give them a preview of up-

coming opportunities for religious

growth when absent from the home
church. It should be seen by official

boards, and congregations, who need
information on Methodist work among
students if they are to support this

work better. While showing the work
of Methodists on one specific campus,
we were unanimous in believing that

this film would be useful in the

churches of other denominations, such
work being so very much alike in

spirit and content.

So much for the positive; what
about the negative? We found the role

of the super-religious young man
highly overdone. Let him be pious,

we .said, but the director did not need
to make him a heel. All of us have
students away at college and while

the typical student is jarred by the

free-wheeling that is sure to be found
in the realm of religious ideas and
attitudes on the universit>' campus, we
could think of none who would turn

out to be the .super-Pharisee of the

young man who had to play the part

of conventional 'church' religion in

the film. He was iniattractive in every

way. This we could say for him as

an actor: He had .stuff, bringing off a

difficult part with great capability.

We liked the questing professor.

Dixon. He is on every campus. He
may be in honest religious quest, as

this one seemed to be. On the other
hand his quest for religious certainty

may be either his way of keeping his

tender ego pumped up or his method
of attracting attention.

At first we were not certain about
the validity of the director of the

Foundation. Then it was pointed out
that he did play many roles and that

he was approached by all kinds of

students with assorted problems, that

he did accept all who came and made
them feel accepted, that he did not

get pushed around, that—in short-
he was a pretty good pastor in a tough
assignment. In the end we applauded
him, as we applaud now the Meth-
odist Student Work Department for

making the film, and give a hand to

the team which produced it. While the

coffee and cookies Mrs. Hockman
served catalyzed oiu- fellowship I am
certain that refreshments did not af-

fect our critical judgment one iota:

Very, very good film, and highly

useful!

Teenagers See A Film

Teenagers have a bias. They
think we adults are always telling

them what is good for them, but not

just what we tliink. Translated to

films: They think every film tends to

be an adult version of something some-
one thinks is good for them—to know,
or to do, or even be.

I had liked very well the film

Teenage Loyalty. It is one of the

Family Films, Inc., "Teenage Series"

of seven titles. They have a running

time of 29 minutes and rent for $9.00.

But, what would a typical group of

teenagers think of the film? How
would they react? Would they recom-

mend it to another church group? This

I would find out.

After their dessert-supper they

gathered on the other side of their

fellowship room before the screen.

The projector was ready and in the

hands of a youth operator. I took my
place up front and to one side. Short

business session over, I was presented

by the program chairman for that

evening. She was brief and to the

point: "You all know Mr. Hockman.
He is our Minister of Christian Educa-

tion. He has brought us a film and!

wants us to see it and help him write

a CTiticism of it."

I got up and began something like^

this: "Some producers of films fori

use in the church send out scripts'

like this (holding up one) to be
criticised by leaders in the church be-

fore the shooting begins. They think

this helps them keep tlieir films on
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the beam. But this is not enough.

Pro<lucers like to know what the

'customers' think of their fini.shed

product. That's our job here tonight:

to look at tliis film and tell the

producer what we think of it. As you

see it, check the film on several

specific points, such as casting, acting,

the story, the message, and would you

recommend it to a youth group like

yours?"

Jim then started up the projector

and I took a chair on one side of the

group and about halfway back. In-

stantly the faces of close to forty 9th,

10th, 11th and 12th graders, and

their two advisor couples, were light-

ed up by the screen's reflection. This

location gave me a good place from

which to observe the degree of atten-

tion of the group, very important in

estimating the quality of a film.

Holding attention is just about the

first requirement of a good and use-

ful film. If it can't do that it's like a

bag with the bottom out. Besides,

I necdetl to know how it held their at-

tention in order to better evaluate

their reactions to the film.

The attention was excellent—not

quite rapt. They laughed at the right

places. Their faces were relaxed, and

and there were many unconscious

smiles. These indicated, it seemed to

me, a high degree of acceptance. But

what would I hear when the film

ended?
What would you have asked first?

"Did you like it?"; "Was it interest-

ing?"; or, "Would you recommend it

to another group?" I asked the last

question, thinking it the more general

and requiring less self-revelation right

at the start of the talk. The response

was a quiet chorus of "Yes." When
asked if they were sure, the affirma-

tion grew somewhat more distinct.

Good, now we can go on to ask why!

Here, I find, it is best to furnish the

categories for judgment, so I asked

about the casting. They liked the cast

right down the line. Digging a little,

I asked about Laurie, the homely one,

and got a reply. "She needed to be

that type to contrast with Jean, the

blonde. And, by the end of the film

I didn't think of her as homely." And
so on. Summing up, they gave cast-

ing an "A."

"What about the acting?" I asked.

Hands went up, and the reactions

came easily and thoughtfully. In the

major roles Jean and Carlos were

'wonderful'. Jean's brother they liked

very much. Norma Harrison had a

hard role to play but she did a 'swell'

job. They liked the parents, and there

was one aside to the effect that Mr.

Wilson, advisor to the church's youth

group and not shown, was a 'swell

guy'. Then I took the negative role

and asked if the acting was that good.

It was, they came back. One more try:

"What about that fellowship meeting

at the church: Was that convincing

and real or somewhat phony? Even
to such a wide invitation to negative

criticism I got a sharp reply which the

group accepted: "Better than some of

ours but real alright. But, I'd like to

have heard Carlos' speech."

Now I felt they were ready for deep-

er stuff so I asked about the 'content',

the message, what the film actually

said: "Was that real and important?"

The grade here was a httle steeper and

the ascent to affirmation a little slow-

er but they made it. Yes, they finally

agreed, the film touched a real prob-

lem with young people. We got into

the motivations of the various people

in the film-play and our time limit

came in sight mighty fast. Summed
up: The motivations were sound,

reasonable and contemporary in the

teenage world.

As we adjourned I had a distinct

impression that this group liked this

Fritiii 1 ,iiiiil> liliiis" "TtHi»a(if l.iivall)

lina, to ruler the school play.

Jtaii a.^kt (iarlos, llic lioy from .\rgen-

of color that tended to call attention

to itself and lessen dramatic impact

on the attention. Withal, a good film

film very much, and the comment of

one of the older members made me
realize that the film, which they were

asked to be objective about, had got-

ten its message across to even them:

"You asked if we would recommend it

to another group. I think we needed

to see that film. A lot of us needed

that message."

I, myself, can certainly highly rec-

ommend this well-«iade film.

On The Right Track

For too long now our biblical films

have been little more than 'photo-

graphed pageantry'. They have often

lacked vital characterization and

psychological depth. We have bundled

up the event in film: We have not un-

folded and revealed the irmer dynam-

ics of the events, and the motivations

of people. We have enveloped the

situation; we have not explored it by

dramatic penetration.

It is good, therefore, to come across

a film that gets on the right track,

which goes beyond the externals of

pageantry. We refer to Cathedral's

Beyond A Doubt, a 29-minute color

film which has as its purpose "to pre-

sent the universal question of belief

and doubt as it arises in the life of

Thomas the disciple." The setting is

Jerusalem, about 29 A.D. in and

around the home of Joel the potter

and his wife Lydia, the twin sister of

Thomas.
We found the reconstruction of the

situation well within the range of

reasonable supposition. The motiva-

tions were clear enough, and here and

there the dialogue is not only sharp

but two-edged in that it cuts across

the centuries to our doubts and our

certainties. While Thomas flips from

doubt to certainty, there are biblical

bases for this quick change.
'

For better film making we might

have had revealed to us, in the dra-

matic context, the crack in his think-

ing which broke wide open when his

Master stood before him. Again, we
would like to see this film in b&w for

we believe that all dramatic effects

would be heightened by the ab.sence

for the Lenten and Easter season and

many other times during the year.

Easter For The Family

In the filmstrip Easter In The
Famihj, it was Bruce Bushman's art

that caught my fancy first. I liked his

soft water color tones and his easy

compositions. While representational,

here was very communicative and

pleasant art.
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The work of Mary Lou Savage in

the writing is competent and we knew
Wendell Noble's narration as pleasant,

engaging and effective.

What was the producer trying to

do? Let him say: "To help Christian

families make the Easter season a

time of growth, understanding and
renewal of spirit." The age level is the

family itself, and specifically the film-

strip presents new ideas the family can
use; ways to explain Easter to chil-

dren; comments on the origin and
meaning of familiar Easter symbols.

What would happen if every adult

Bible class looked at this the first

Sunday in Lent; if the 'eating clubs'

of your church bmlt a program
around it; if the Too-Much-Like-
Martha circles of your church let this

filmstrip bring them to the feet of their

Master? Well, you try it. I'm going
to make an effort to get it used in my
ohuroh. A Family Filmstrip, Inc.,

production.

Parables For The Primary
"Stories Jesus Told" is a series of

four sound filmstrips in fuU color

wihich retell four of his (Jesus')

parables which are frequently used
in lesson materials for the primary age
level. The writing is by Ehzabeth
Allstrom, the illustrations by Nina

Eyer, and the narration onto LP
(331/3 rpm) records by Wendell
Noble. Each of the team does a very
good job. The 'art' is representational

and literal, and the commentary is an
adjusted version of the biblical story.

It is a new version of the old story in

each instance.

A Good Neighbor retells the story

of the Samaritan who helped the man
who was robbed; A Loving Father is

an abridged version (the sulking of
the older brother is left out) of the
Prodigal Son (with no details of the
'riotious living'); and you will know
immediately the story content of the
last two titles: The Sower and The
Lost Sheep. The utilization time is ap-
proximately 8 minutes each, just right

for this age level, and a nice length
to fit into the instructional program.

This material comes close to being
'curriculum material'. By this we mean
that it gets the job of instruction done;
sets the story material (from the
Bible) before the child so that he
can learn it and also learn, under the
guidance of his teachers, what it

means. For any curriculum system,
here is high-impact audiovisual mate-
rial to supplement the printed page.
Can we ask for more! Highly recom-
mended. Produced by FamiJy Film-
strips, Inc., and available through AV
dealers.

sAjiumade PRODUCTS CORP.
350 W. 57fh ST.. HtW YORK 1 9 N. V

Filmstrip Quartet For Jimiors
Here are the titles: Getting to Know

God Through His World, Through
The Bible, Through Prayer and Wor-
ship, Through Jesus. They were pro-
duced by Family Filmstrips, Inc., with
Doris Clare Demaree doing the writ-

ing, Russel G. Manning the art, and
Wendell Noble the narration. Each
has about 40 frames. Across the four,

the technical qualities are good to

excellent.

In the first God is presented as the
creator and sustainer of the universe;

evidences of God's love and care are
seen; the dependability of God is ap-

preciated, and when we are sensitive

we can feel God's presence in His
handiwork.

The second presents God in history,

in the O.T., shows what the Hebrews
thought God to be; and sees Him as

preparing to send His son into the
world.

The third presents some aspects of

group worship and personal prayer,
and how juniors can grow through
prayer and worship experiences; and,
suggests ways God answers prayer.

Lastly, we come to what we can
learn of God through the teachings,

stories and deeds of Jesus; familiar

stories of Jesus that tell us what God
is like.

A useful series. Can be related

easily and effectively to the curricu-

lum. Not intended to supplant it, but
to enrich it with concreteness, def-

initeness, beauty and concepts cast

in a non-printed form. Highly recom-
mended.

Church Mamiers
Now if we can only have a version

for the adults! I am pretty sure that

when our juniors see Learning Church
Manners, they may improve a bit.

They would improve more if their

parents, in another part of the church
school, could be seeing "Church Man-
ners for Adults," a filmstrip yet to be
made (so far as I am aware).
Two boys of about junior size get

flagged down by the custodian not

long after they let loose' in the church
one day after school. One of the boys
happens to mention it to his father

and this dad has the good sense to

take his son to church and explain a

few things.

This 15-minute, 47-frame filmstrip

with recorded commentary is a Family
Filmstrip, Inc., production and you
should get one for your local AV
library at once and use it often, unless

your children are unlike some I see

around my church.

The producer tried to make a film-

strip "to help boys and girls realize

what the church means to people."
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easy to show

Photo taken at PlalnvJew High School, Ploinview, N, Y., during production of exporimontol film.

New tool for turning out better students

Add interest and excitement

to classes, bring new experi-

ences to your students with

8mm sound from Fairchild

Here's a dynamic teaching tool that

opens new horizons for the student,

makes life easier for the teacher, gets

real mileage out of the audio-visual

dollar. No longer do your teachers

have to repeat the same experiment,

rebuild the same model, re-create the

same play. They can bring the field

trip to the classroom—add the realism

of action, color and sound to virtually

any subject.

Professional Quality: Fairchild's

revolutionary motion system is the

first 8mm synchronized sound equip-

ment; makes and shows movies (color

or black and white) with professional

quality. The transistorized camera

records lip-synchronized sound and

action— perfectly and automatically.

Its audio system puts true-to-life

sound directly onto a thin magnetic

stripe on the film. You simply set the

volume level, aim and shoot. Best of

all, it's truly portable—weighs just

41/2 lbs., is powered by a rechargeable

long-life cadmium battery.

Real Simplicity: The projector is as

revolutionary as the camera. It has an

f/1.6 lens and new pre-focused high

lumen lamp for clear, brilliant, color-

ful movies. You can show to as many
as 50 people. In addition to fine pic-

ture and sound projection, with this

versatile unit you can remove sound
whenever you want, or add sound
over sound. You can even add narra-

FAIRCHILD
CAMERA AND INSTRUMENT CORP.

tive background music or other sound

effects to silent films. The projector

weighs only 24 lbs., is as easy to oper-

ate as any "silent" projector.

Low Cost: Cost is the most amazing

part of the whole story. You can make
your own 5-minute color sound movie

for as little as $11. And the camera

and projector are priced low enough

to make sound films a reality for any
school. Write us for prices—or see

your local dealer.

Fairchild Camera and instrument Carp., Dapt a2
580 Midland Ave., Yonkers, New York

Please send me descriptive folder.

Name_

Title-

School-

School Address-



Film Evaluation

by L .C. Larson and Carolyn Guss

The Thread Of Life
(Produced for Bell System) 60 min-
utes, 16mm, sound, color, 1960. Apply
to your nearest Bell Telephone System

Office for use. A teacher's guide and
student's guide are available.

Description

Why are people different? Why do
some people have blue eyes while
others have brown? Why are some
people left-handed while most are

right-handed? Why are some babies

boys and some girls? Why do some
twins look alike while others may be
quite different? Can the influence of

a good or a bad environment be in-

herited? These and many other ques-

tions are answered by The Thread of

Life, which portrays the development
of the science of genetics from the

time of Mendel to the present.

The use of time-lapse cinephoto-

micrography vividly portrays happen-
ings in the living cell as traits are

passed from one cell to the next, and
thus from parent to offspring. Ex-
amples of various traits, hereditary

in man, are showTi and the method by
which they are transmitted is ex-

plained. The importance of heredity

to the fanner attempting to improve
plants and animals is stressed, and
the effect of mutations as casual

agents of the evolutionary process

in plants and animals is imphed. Re-
search methods and recent findings

are examined and their significance

to man is discussed.

Through television pickups, a num-
ber of persons are pictured discussing

hereditary traits with Dr. Baxter.

These people question Dr. Baxter re-

garding not only their own hereditary

characteristics but about the principles

of heredity which are applicable to

other living things. In this way, the

story of the science of genetics un-

folds.

The film traces the development of

the science of genetics which begins
with the work of Gregor Mendel about
the middle of the 19th century, when
he first discovered the existence of the

hereditary imits which today are

called genes. The various laws, for-

mulated by Mendel to explain how
the imits were transmitted, are dis-

cussed. Others have built upon the

foundation laid by Mendel and have
discovered, among other things, that

the hereditary units are located on
structures called chromosomes. Some
very extraordinary scenes, photo-

graphed by Dr. A. Bajer and his wife

in Cracow, Poland, show chromosomes
dividing as mitosis is accomplished in

the living cell.

Still others have shown that each

organism has a specific number of

chromosomes and that the genes are

probably made up of a chemical sub-

stance called deoxyribonucleic acid

or DNA. The model of the DNA mole-

cule developed by J. D. Watson and
F. H. C. Crick is pictured. Dr. Baxter

explores the theory, formiJated by the

two scientists, which seems to explain

how the DNA molecule reproduces it-

self prior to the process of cell division

so that traits may be passed on from
generation to generation and thus

maintain the continuity of hfe. When,
as Dr. Baxter states, scientists solve

the problem of the DNA molecule,

they may be close to solution of the

age-old problem of the nature of life

itself.

Appraisal

The Thread of Life will be of inter-

est to general audiences of all ages

above the primary grades. The most
profitable use, however, will be with

biology and general science classes in

the junior and senior high school. The
treatment of heredity primarily from

the standpoint of its application to

man will do much to make the sub-

ject meaningful and exciting to the

student.

The teacher will find The Thread

of Life unsurpassed as a tool for the

introduction of a unit on heredity or

to review the material already studied

in such a unit. The fact that the film

touches upon virtually every aspect of

heredity and treats each in a manner
easily understood by the high school

student makes it extremely valuable

in presenting an overall view of the

subject. The film will serve to dispel

many incorrect ideas concerning en-

vironment and heredity. The relation-

ship between these two important

aspects of human life is clearly stated.

An incorrect idea still contained

in many high school biology texts

concerns the number of chromosomes
contained in the himian body cells.

The film, as up to date as the latest

research, sets the record straight by
stating that human body cells normal-

ly contain 46, not 48 chromosomes.
Although many questions are an-

swered by the film, it is clearly in-

dicated that all the answers are not

yet in. The teacher will find a wealth

of questions for discussion and sug-

Twins Marianne and Charlotte Guice

flank a model of the DNA molecule. If

built complete in scale, it would he many
times larger than the Empire State build-

ing.

gestions for fiu+her study coming from

the students after they have viewed
the film.

The length of the film is such that

it does not fit into the normal class

period of most schools. However, it

need not be shown in its entirety at

one sitting to be meaningful. Many
teachers will find it profitable to use

only one small segment of the film

at a time in presenting new material

to tlie students. For example, the

sequence on Mendel might well be

used, or the sequence on cellular

activity in hiunan inheritance, or the

sequence on mutations and evolutions,

or the sequence on DNA.
This film will be viewed by most

teachers as an important advance in

the production of films for television.

The gimmickry which has often
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characterized such films in an effort

to woo audiences is entirely lacking.

The Thread of Life is a straightfor-

ward yet dynamic presentation of a

subject so interesting in itself as to

capture the imagination of the student

and the general public alike. Its con-

sidered use in the classroom will do

much to moke the study of genetics

more me-aningful and exciting for

both the teacher and the student.

Donald Nicholas

Mexico: Tierra De Color

Y Contraste

(Neiibacher Productions, 10609 Brad-

bury Road, Los Angeles 64 California)

16 minutes, 16mm, sound, color, no

date. $155.00.

Description

Using a Spanish narration, Mexico:

Tierra de Color y Contraste traces the

country's ciJtural changes from early

Indian civilization to the present. It

contrasts ancient pyramids, historical

villages and colonial towns with to-

day's modem cities and tourist resorts

regarding architecture, people, and
ways of life.

Opening scenes show several widely

divergent shots in quick succession

wlule the narrator says dramatically,

"Here is a land of majestic mountains,

beautiful coasts, modem cities and pic-

turesque villages—a land of brilliant

color, great progress and little change.

This," he continues as the scene fades

into the title shot, "is Mexico, land of

color and contrast."

To prove this statement, the film

gives the audience a glimpse into Mex-
ico's ancient past by showing the

pyramids and temples built centuries

ago by the Mayans, Toltecs and Az-

tecs. Noted for their craftsmanship,

these highly civilized Indians made
jewejn,', wood and stone carvings and
other handicraft some of which are

still intact and on display at the mu-
seum. The arrival of the Spaniards put
an end to this civilization and for four

centuries the Indians hved in a difiB-

cult land oppressed by the Spaniards

and dictators. Today life hasn't

changed much for their descendants.

Still dependent on handicraft as a

means of livelihood, they can be seen

at the native markets where they buy
and sell their products, visit with each
other and exchange the news of the

day.

The Spanish brought their religion,

language, and style of architecture to

Mexico. Three towns northwest of

Mexico City still retain the atmosphere
of old Spain. These are Queretaro with

AO's New Opaque Delineascope

...more convenient

BRIGHTER AO's New High-Speed Opaque Delineascope projects a

brighter image than any other opaque projector you can buy., .a full

145 lumen output. Screen illumination is uniform from edge to edge

and definition is sharp from corner to corner.

Only American Optical uses all-glass reflecting surfaces to provide

maximum illumination intensify. Glass reflectors will not tarnish or

deteriorate . . .will not scratch with cleaning. Your AO Opaque will

still produce the brightest screen image, even after years of service.

LIGHTER AO's New Opaque Delineascope is easily portable... weighs

just 29 pounds. Copy platform is extra deep . . . plenty of room for

material up to 2^/2 inches thick. Elevation locking device positions

platform instantly at any desired level.

MORE CONVENIENT Adjustments for focus, optical pointer, switch

and roll feed are all controlled quickly and conveniently from the

right side of instrument . . . where they belong.

Ask your AO Sales Representative for a convincing demonstration

or write . . .

American Optical

Company
INSTRUMINT DIVISION, tUrPAlO IS, NIW YOtK

Dept. P241

D Please send full information on AO's New
Opaque Delineascope,

n Please have my AO Sales Hepresentative
set up a demonstration.

Name

Address.

City _Zone_ -Statc-

IN CANADA write American Optical Company Canada Ltd.. Box 40, Terminal A, Toronto. Ontario
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Colorful Photoplay Filmstrips

ELEMENTARY SERIES

Prepared and produced by educa-

tors. Based on popular screen ver-

sions of beloved children's stories.

In full color

$7.50

each
HANSEL AND GRETEL. In full color, 42 frames. Highlights of the fairy tale as performe

by the Kinemins of the RKO Radio photoplay version. $7.50. With guide, $7.81

May be ordered

on approval for

two-week preview

period.
THE GLASS SLIPPER, $7.50

In Black and White:

COLUMBUS, $4.00

55 frames.

(Starring Frederic March)

ROBINSON CRUSOE, $7.50

Money-Back Guaranteel
GREATEST SHOW ON EARTH, $7.50 THE VIKINGS, $7.50

Write for Complete Illustrated Catalog!

Available only from EDUCATIONAL & RECREATIONAL GUIDES, Inc. • 10 Brainerd Road, Summit, New Jersey
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its ancient aqueducts, San Miguel de
allende which is a veritable cultural

center, and Guanajuato with its quaint

streets and balconied windows to typi-

cal of old Spain and colonial Mexico.

All three towns, copied after the vil-

lages of Spain, feature prominently the

"zocalo" or central plaza and a beau-
tiful church.

The film next takes the audience to

Mexico's tourist attractions: Hacienda
Villa Hermosa, once a sugar mill and
now a tourist must; Acapulco, a cele-

brated tropical resort; the village of

Taxco where life goes on as it did cen-

turies ago; Mexico City with its excit-

ing modern architecture; and finally

University City, the new campus of

the oldest university in North Amer-
ica, which features striking mosaic
murals unique to Mexico's modem
architectur.

Thus three factors—the great Indian

civilization, the Spanish colonial per-

iod, and the years of revolution—left

their marks on the face of Mexico.

However, as the narrator says at the

end, "The people are moving forward

to make their country one of the im-

portant nations of the world."

Appraisal

The commentary of this film is of a

superior quality. It presupposes knowl-
edge of elementary Spanish and is ob-

viously designed to develop aural-oral

skills. Second semester intermediate

students would profit immensely from
seeing this film; so would third and
fourth year high school students. The
photography is good. Having been se-

lected with care, the shots depict very

well Mexico's principal cities and their

•xciting architecture in direct contrast

with picturesque towns and villages.

The accompanying commentary which
synchronizes well with the visual in-

troduces a bit of interesting history

and gives the impression of a country
on the move. This film is the Spanish
version of Mexico: Land of Color and
Contrast.

—Herminia M. Barcelona

Discovering Color

(Film Associates of California, 11014
Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles 25,

California.) 17 min, 16mm, sound,
color, 1960, $135. A teacher's guide
is available.

Description

Discovering Color combines the

science and aesthetics of color in an
educational presentation of basic color

concepts which explains and illustrates

how color may differ in hue, value
and intensity.

"Color is exciting—It is all around
us—The more we learn about color,

the more color we can see—" After

this brief introduction, accompanied
by beautifully photographed visuals,

the film proceeds to the clarification

of the concept of hue, one of the

major ways in which color may dif-

fer. It shows the spectrum as a result

of light passing through a prism. The
part of the spectrum, called the basic

hues, are red, orange, yellow, green,

blue, and violet. Colorful views of

nature iUustrate these different hues.

Three of the basic hues—red, yel-

low and blue—are called primary hues;

when any two of these pigments are

mixed together they form the second-

ary hues—orange, green and violet.

One example of the film's illustrations

is the mixing of red and blue p>aint

resulting in violet which slowly dis-

solves into a lovely flower.

A hue may change its value. This
is the second way which color may
differ. It may be lightened by the

addition of white or darkened by the

addition of black. As one beautiful

scene after another flashes across the

screen, the narrator comments on how
nature changes the value of a hue.

Thirdly, color may differ in in-

tensity; it may vary between bright-

ness and dullness. A hue is dulled by
the addition of a little of its com-
plementary hue, i.e., the hue straight

across from it when all the basic hues
are arranged in a color wheel. Thus
a bright orange may be softened or

its intensity lessened by the addition

of a little blue. A very dull orange
called brown abounds in nature and
.so do many bright hues.

Toward the end of the film, the

narrator reviews the three different

ways in which color may differ and
repeats his introductory remarks,
"Color is everywhere. The more we
know about color, the more color we
can see, create and appreciate."

Appraisal

Discovering Color is a beautiful,

educational, visual presentation. Its

technical quality, as well as its method
of presentation, is excellent. Only one
illustration impressed the evaluators

as being somewhat disappointing: the

use of a string of box cars to illustrate

the color orange. All the other il-

lustrations were from nature and seem-
ed more effective and pleasing. Al-

though specifically designed for art

and science classes on the elementary
and junior high school levels, this film

would also be of value in elementary-

education art methods courses and in

some college level art coiu-ses such
as basic design or crafts and design.

Herminia M. Barcelona

Public School Teachers

And Spiritual Guidance

How many of your public

school pupils are receiving any
religious training?

I had occasion to show a film-

strip with a Christian message
to a teacher recently and he re-

plied, "Oh how our students

NEED this material!"

Many of you, I know, are help-

ing young people receive such
guidance by using your talents

in your church. Since you know
the value of filmstrips as a teach-

ing tool, I would hope that you
are fostering them in your own
Sunday school.

There are now available a-v

materials for Christian teaching

designed for every age-level.

Family Filmstrips' Teenage
Topics for Christian Youth are

particularly effective for this age.

One kit title, YOUNG TEENS
AND LIFE PROBLEMS, covers

four areas: "Who Am I," "What
Can I Believe," Christian Com-
mitment," and "Looking Ahead
to College & Career." These
sound filmstrips will help young
teenagers get acquainted with
themselves and realize the im-

phcations of total Christian

Stewardship of life and talents

as they look into the future.

Find out more about Family
Filmstrips for every age-level

that visualize the message of

Christ. I will send you a com-
plete catalog at yovu- request.

Write me now.

Audio-Visual Counseling Dept.

5823 Santa Monica Blvd.

Hollywood 38, Calif.
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FILMSTRIPS
by Irene F. Cypher

We continue to get inquiries about

what filinstrips to show to a class,

and there is definite reason to suspect

that the inquirer has no intention of

doing anything more than showing a

sequence of projected pictures to a

group of passive pupils, expecting in

turn that by some magic of osmotic

p»ower a great transformation will take

place. Pupils are expected to absorb

something by the f>assive visual pro-

cess that will make them more erudite,

more scintillating, more . . .

Well, we hasten to state right here

that no such thing occurs. The film-

strips brought to yoiu' attention may
be excellent but even the best will

not do something for any class un-

less they are used proj)erly and at

the right time. Recently we watched

a class sit quietly through the pro-

jection of a filmstrip which we our-

self had rather enthusiastioally en-

dorsed. The projector turned away,

and the pictures came and went. At

the end there was a sort of undercur-

rent of restlessness, and the class

settled to reading books pertaining to

the same subject matter as that of the

filmstrip.

Had we been the teacher we would
personally have had a good long

discussion of the subject matter pre-

sented in the filmstrip, for at several

points the treatment introduced things

that needed immediate discussion if

the story was to have meaning. The
pupils never did get around to such

a discussion, and an opportunity was
lost to make learning meaningful. It

would seem better to see, and discuss

while seeing, than never to discuss at

all. We trust the point is clear.

High School Guidance (3 filmstrips,

color; produced by Filmstrip-of-the-

Month-Club, 355 Lexington Ave.,

New York 17, N.Y.; the first three

parts of a 9-unit series; $30 per Club

unit). Anyone who has worked with

teenagers at high school level knows

the need for guidance and counseling.

This series starts with the units on

Your Life of Work, Status Seeking

and Putting Your Aptitudes to Work.

The titles give a clue to subject con-

tent, and the material is practical and

sincere in presentation. Art work and

color quality are good, and the teach-

er's manual provides additional help-

ful questions.

The thing we like about these strips

is that they do not give answers; they

pose questions which will lead to

discussion, and the answers will be

formulated by pupils in terms of their

own experiences and environment.

There is no attempt to "preach" about

what is the right thing to do; rather

FORSE THE RIGHT DARKENING

DRAPES AND SHADES

for Classrooms and Auditoriums

Forse Drapes and Shades meet every Inexpensive . . . Guaranteed (or

requirement lor light control and room 10 years . . . Used throughout

darkening. Choice of decorative colors. the United States since 1917.

^1^ DETACH AND MAIL THIS COUPON

fff^Af mANUFACTURINQ COMPANY
' 2347 Sullivan Ave. • St. Louis 7, Mo.

Send free samples and literature.

INAME

|lNSTITUT10N

ADDRESS

CITY ZONE STATE

the pupil is given an actual statement

of realities and is led to -talk about

problems which will be a part of his

own experience. An excellent series

for high school use.

Focus On The Future (single strip,

color; produced by Future Teachers

of America National Education

Assoc., 1201 - 16th St., N.W., Wash-
ington, D.C.; available on a loan

basis from the state consultant to this

association). We hear much of the

shortage of teachers and the need to

recruit good students for this profes-

sion. The present filmstrip has been

prepared to present helpful material

for any group holding career programs.

It gives us the story of how the state

of Pennsylvania handled this problem,

and offers some helpful suggestions

to be incorporated in a similar pro-

gram in any state. A filmstrip such as

this could set the stage for a lively

discussion of career potentials and help

those interested in organizing future

teacher clubs. This is a practical film-

strip and one which can be used with

local teacher and community groups.

Modem Art—Paul Gauguin (single

strip, color; produced by Life Film-

strips and available from Encyclo-

paedia Britannica Films, 1150 WO-
mette Ave., Wilmette, 111.; $6). The
color and vividness of Gauguin has

been the subject of much discussion of

late, and this filmstrip is very time-

ly. It gives us examples of his out-

standing works and the lecture notes

give us considerable background in-

formation about the artist and his

life. Personally we have always felt

that filmstrips such as this bring to-

gether paintings and objects which,

because they are scattered about in

so many locahties, might never be

seen as a single collection. The film-

strip brings them all to the viewer.

Certainly this particular filmstrip

makes possible a good consideration

of this artist and his contribution tc

modem art.

Science Adventures — Weather {A

strips, color; produced by Filmstrip

House, 432 Park Avenue South, New

York 16, N. Y.). The cuniculum ob

jective of this series is to teach i

child to interpret weather reports

As this is something that will be help

ful throughout life, the subject matter

has direct bearing on life experiences'

We are shown something of how ai

pressure, wind and moisture affeo

what we term the atmosphere; we arr

given a good account of the phenom

ena known as evaporation, air pre*

sure and condensation; we are als«
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GERMICIDAL CONTAINS ;KA

BEFORE
OERM1CIDM.IS APPUEO

UNITE SIGHT AND SOUND FOR MORE EFFECTIVE TRAINING!

YOU CAN SYNCHRONIZE

NOW- ^^^^ WORDS, MUSIC and

YOUR PICTURES...

AUTOMATICALLY!
Now—make your pictures worth thousands of words more!
Your visual training presentations will have new meaning . . .

command more attention . . . when you dramatize them with

synchronized sound. A V-M Tape Recorder and Synchronizer

in conjunction with a slide or strip film projector, increase the

significance of any visual presentation, and offer more eco-

nomical production of training aids as well.

You easily add inaudible slide-change signals to your own tape

recorded commentary. On play-back, these soundless signals

actuate the projector, automatically advancing slides at the

times selected! With V-M's unique "Add-A-Track" control you
Min even add music to your narration for more showmanship

!

V^M

V-M Tape Recorder Slide
Projector Synchronizer-
Model 1412 • Easy to

operate • Lightweight and
compact • Compatible
with most popular remote
control projectors $49.95

V-M 'tape-o-niatlc'<^4-Track Stereo
Record Tape Recorder— Model 722
• Records and plays back in full

stereo or 4-Track Monaural • "Add-
A-Track" Control • Simple Push-
Button operation • High-Fidelity
Speaker System S259.95*

Slightly Higher Weil

thi

WHY DON'T YOU EXPLORE THE MANY USES
OF THIS REMARKABLE COMBINATION?

See Your \/-M Dealer TODAYI

USIC

V-M CORPORATION • BEI^TTON HARBOR, MICHIGAN

V-M CORPORATION— Dept. ES-2S1 805Terrl(uriftl Rd., Benton Harbor. Uichisan

Please send me, without obligation, more

information on V-M Models 1412 and 722.
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111^ FASTER

my EASIER

Perfect in

Portability!

Seconds to

Set Up!

Px>e^vie'virex* Si**
Fastest, most convenient

method yet—for desktop preview-
ing of 35mm filmstrips. Large 7"

X 9" screen also provides ideal

direct viewing for individuals or
small groups and for home study
or use as filmstrip "textbook."
Threads itself instantly. Focuses
with single knob. „ ,

Only

$59.50

For On-The-Spot hand-held or
desk-top previewing of filmstrip.

Operates on A.C. current or bat-
teries. Simple to thread; sprocket
advance. Extra-brilliant optical
screen.

Model I-For operation om e oc
on A.C. Current only 9 I 0.9D
Model n-For operation <t 1 *7 oe
on A.C. Current and batteries ^P I / •HQ

Write for

illustrated Catalog

INC.

6TR0ADWAY, HOLBROOK, L. I.. N. Y.

In Conodo—Anglopholo, Ltd., Montreal

shown how Benjamin Franklin traced

the path of a storm and how this help-

ed prepare for modem weather fore-

casting. A good series for science in

grades 4 through 6.

Development Of The American Short

Story (4 sound fiknstrips, color;

produced by Society for Visual Educa-
tion, 1345 Diversey Parkway, Chicago
14, 111.; $27 per set, $9 for filmstrip

and record). The short story is literary

form with great popular appeal in this

country, and it is interesting to trace

its development as a literary type. We
are given a description of the work of

Irving, Hawthorne and Poe as ex-

amples of early style. Then we pro-

gress to the work of Bret Harte, Gar-
land, Crane and Jack London. Modem
authors are represented by Steinbeck,

Thurber, Lardner and Hemingway.
Form, style, treatment and plot are all

discussed and we are also given some
idea of how each author used specific

techniques to hold the interest of the

reader.

This material wall be good both for

classes in hterature and in creative

writing. The art work and illustrations

are well selected and the quality of

the recordings is clear and well nar-

rated. The content is adapted to the

work of grades 9 through 12, but it

is also excellent for college classes and
adult literary groups.

Letters.

(Continued from page 65)

BILT: Bureau of International Lan-
guage Technicians

BLIP: Bureau of Langtiage Instruc-

tion Programmers (This could be-

come a reality very soon)

BUST: Bureau of Underpaid Science

Teachers

BEAK: Bureau of Educational Aids:

Kinesthetic

BOSH: Bureau of Specialized Hard-
ware

BEER: Bureau of Education in Elec-

tronic Research

BATH: Bureau of Audio-Tachisto-

scopic Helpers

BURP: Bureau Unifying Research

Programs

I'm sure there are many more pos-

sibilities with the aid of a dictionary.

Perhaps the most appropriate one of

which Mr. Reed and I might be mem-
bers would be BOING:

Bureau of Instructional Nomencla-
ture Grammarians

John Kriebel

Trevose, Pa.

FILMSTRIP AND SLIDE

11 iM^

g^ggS BRIGHTER

gg^^ SIMPLER

No Filmstrip

Sticking!

Doubles

Effective Light!

V-25-P
student interest perks again and

again—frame after frame—as you

teach easier, faster with the

brighter, sharper virtually "Auto-

mated" Viewlex V-25-P. It's the

simplest to use, most advanced

combination 35mm filmstrip and

2"x2" slide projector made. And—
revolutionary new "Anti-Hesive*"

aperture plates eliminate filmstrip

sticking forever!

Write for FREE Booklet of

Award Winning Essays on "How
Audio Visual Aids Make Teach-

ing and Learning Easier" and

Viewlex Catalog. J

INC.

6 BROADWAY. HOLBROOK, L. I.. N. Y.

In Canoda—Anglophoto, Ltd., Montreal
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A.UDIO

by Max U. Bildersee

he mail is always exciting because
carries news of important and inter-

sting records yet to be seen and
card. And sometimes there are sur-

rises in the form of unheralded rec-

rds. We have just received, for in-

ance, a recording of Frank Luther
mging Lois Lenski poems. This is

bviously intended for the kinder-

arten and primary age groups and
published by Henry Z. Walck, Inc.

f 101 Fifth Avenue, New York 3.

Jid there is the announcement of

ine new titles in the Yale Series of

ecorded Poets. The new recordings

ring John Crowe Ransom, Louise
ogan, Louis Simpson, R. P. Black-

lur, Lee Anderson, Conrad Aiken,
ichard Eberhart, Robert Penn War-
n and Marianne Moore into class-

)oms and libraries reading their own
oems. More detailed information on
lis entire series can be obtained from
ale Series of Recorded Poets, 202
>avenport Ave., New Haven, Coim.

Creative Associates, 690 Dudley St.,

oston 25, Mass., has completed and
ist published a new tape recording
hich promises to be of particular in-

rest to junior high school teachers.

Ir. Sid Dimond, president of the
Dmpany (better known to many of
s as former director of radio at the
'niversity of New Hampshire and
tirrendy associate professor of radio
t Boston University) writes as fol-

)ws concerning this project:

"Several months ago we started

ork on an hour tape, Boston-. Birth-

lace Of Liberty, which we designed
specially for use in 7th and 8th grade
ivies and history courses. We took
)ur miles of tape at the Old North
church and other prominent historical

Dots in Boston and then wove them
ito a dual narration. Our position is

lat history is people; history is us;
nd history is also todmj. In our work
'e try to draw the lessons from the
ast which have application for the
oung people of today. Thus ... we
nd Paul Revere, not as a dim his-

)rical figure, but as a human being.
^e listen to the sound of the bell he
lade for his own funeral; we ring the
ells as he did at the Old North
:hurch. Boston: Birthplace Of Lih-
rty is a dual track 7-in. tape, well
ackaged ... (and) if it is success-
ul it will be the first in a series of
imilar treatments which will include

Plymouth, Lexington and Concord,
and other spots of historical interest.

"We also have in preparation a one-
hour tapye for use in high school driver

training courses to be called How To
Stay Alive On The Highway. And we
will be developing other titles . . .

our objective is to make available to
the classroom teacher unique mate-
rials which will not be available else-

where."

"...Not Available Elsewhere"

This is, or should be, the keystone
objective for every producer of audio-
visual materials. When producers la-

bor dihgently to bring forth nothing
different, nothing original and, ergo,

nothing truly useful, they have dis-

served themselves and the schools.

Regardless of the medium employ-
ed, the producer's obligation to the
puj-ohasing and using school public is

crystal clear in this regard. If the out-

come is a duplicate, or a carbon copy
of materials already available, the
product is no better than the original.

A simple example would be the use
of an untrained reader, perhaps a
teacher, to dehver the poetry of any
great (or unknown, for that matter)
poet. The producer has to make a de-
cision between offering the poet read-
ing his own work and an artist inter-

preting the work of the poet. In the
case of the former there is authentici-

ty which is not otherwise available,

though the reader/poet be more ac-

complished at writing than delivering.

The artist may not give the same, or
even similar, interpretation to the
work as that given by the author, but
the ring of artistic presentation can be
an important factor, particularly in the
presentation of poetry to young peo-
ple. But thLs is a simple example.

As we enter other media, the im-
portance of originality becomes more
readily understood and more impor-
tant. The motion picture (and we use
the term motion with reservation)
producer whose film is essentially or
entirely a series of still pictures-even
allowing for camera motion—is pro-
ducing at great expense a filmstrip

with accompanying sound on film re-

cording. How much less expensive
would be a simple filmstrip with ac-
companying tape or disc recording?
And how much more effective from
the standpoint of the teacher who
gains control of the pace of presenta-
tion in such circimistance?

What about the teaching machine
which devours materials originally

prepared for workbook presentation
and offers nothing new but a form of
reward totally unnecessary in teach-
ing? The expanding and wholly re-

grettable practice of adapting or bor-
rowing such materials for the teach-
ing machine may indeed blunt the ef-

fective use of such machines in in-

struction and seriously impair school
and public acceptance for a long time
of a potentially useful instructional

device.

We have seen, and sorrowed, as
this technique was applied to tele-

vision. The effort to reproduce the
ckssroom situation before the televi-

sion camera, and therefore in the class-

room, has done more to negate the

potential services of this great medi-
um than can be adequately assessed

at this time. Now, perhaps too late

FREE TO NEW SUBSCRIBERS

DIRECTORY OF RECORD PRODUCERS

already distributed to all present subscribers as

AN AUDIO CARDALOG EXTRA

ORDER AUDIO CARDALOG BEFORE

September 15, 1961

AND GET YOUR FREE DIRECTORY, TOO

Audio CARDALOG PO Box 1771 Albany 1, New York
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PIONEER LIFE
IN

C2I

THE EARLY 1800's

Portrayed in

3 NEW INDIANA UNIVERSITY FILMS

LONG JOURNEY WEST— 1820
16 minutes, color or black and white

The story of a family's 78 day journey from Massachusetts

to their new home in Illinois as based on the diary of the 12

year-old son. Explains the difficulties of travel in the early

1800's and shows the types of transportation available.

NORTHEAST FARM COMMUNITY
25 minutes, color or black and white

Portrays the life of a typical northeastern farm family in

the early 1800's. Shows the family chores, community
recreation, education, government, and religious worship.

PIONEER SPINNING AND WEAVING
10 minutes, color or black and white

Illustrates the way pioneers of early America made their

own clothing from materials they grew themselves. Shows
the making of Unen, wool, and linsey-woolsey.

FILMED FOR HISTORICAL ACCURACY AT

OLD STURBRIDGE VILLAGE
Sturbridge, Massachusetts

FARMER'S MUSEUM
Cooperstown, New York

NEW SALEM STATE PARK
Petersburg, Illinois

For preview, purchase, or rental information write to:

AUDIO-VISUAL CENTER
INDIANA UNIVERSITY

BLOOMINGTON, INDIANA
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/Judia CARDALOG® Record Reviews on Cards

Edited by Max U. Bildersee

1209
INDIVIDUAL CROSS-INDEXED CARDS ALREADY ISSUED!

SUBSCRIBE NOW - $25.00 a year

Audio CARDALOG - Box 1771, Albany 1, New York

- A WORLD OF SOUND ON FILE -

to influence an oversold public, some
proponents of this type of so-called

educational telecasting are suggesting

that perhaps this is not the basic serv-

ice television can offer.

There are those who envisioned

broadcast television networks serving

areas, regions and perhaps the nation

with precisely the same instructional

material at one instant for thousands

of classrooms and for millions of stu-

dents at one instant. Regardless of

whether the broadcast subject matter

was to be in science (laboratory dan-
onstrations, no less, without student

participation!), language or mathe-

matics or in other areas of learning,

the television camera was the pana-

cea which was to solve all problems,

and which was to bring the master

teacher into the classrooms of the city,

the state, the region and, who knows
but the nation.

Of course the fact that looking and
listening without reacting was tanta-

mount to creating automatons in the

classroom—students who didn't react

because reaction was useless didn'i

bother these super-salesman gadge-

teers and technicians. Some even wen'

so far as to predict the end of audio

visual education in the schools, th<

total adoption of television and th(

ultimate establishment of networks fo:

instruction to be anchored in three o

four major cities to serve many states
|

Common sense and the realizatioi

that the ingrown camera is instruc

tionally impotent have largely savei

us from this evU. Yet there is still

dream on the part of some that sue

cess can be achieved through closei

circuit telecasting, with talkback, c

course, but not with 'lookback.'

The secret of success for all thes

media is largely found in three wore

. . . "not available elsewhere." Th
successful film producer must poii

his camera away from the classrooi

and supply that which is not avai

able locally. Or if he does accept tl

challenge of duplication, what he su)

plied must be superior to any loc

instruction. His obligation is to supp

that which is not elsewhere availabl

The record producer faces the san

obligation. The classroom teache

even the teacher of extraordinai

talents, must not be recorded ai

presented as being superior to tt

local teacher. Just as the rnoti*

picture producer must turn h'

camera outward, away from the claa

room, to supply the classroom, so m»
the record producer and the au*

broadcaster point the micropho

away from the classroom more eff4

tively to serve the classroom. Hapt

ly, most telecasters are discovering;

have discovered this fundamen?
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f- from Lecture Hall to Language Lab . .

.

A lecture is only as good as it sounds—and how it sounds depends first and fore-

most on the microphone. In designing the superb new Unidyne III microphone,
Shure incorporated every feature that experience shows modern institutions need.

IT FOCUSES ON THE VOICE. Unidirectional pick-up pattern (from the front only)
suppresses random background noise. Students hear you. not shuffling papers, not
footsteps, not street noises. Completely controls annoying feedback "squeal!'

UNPRECEDENTED VERSATILITY. Unobtrusive size, liyht weight, instant change from
stand to hand, faithful response, extraordinarily ruyged design, simplicity and utter

reliability combine to make the Shure Unidyne 111 the most practical institutional

microphone ever created.

SPECIAL LANGUAGE LABORATORY MODEL. Model 544-Highly and authoritatively

recommended for master microphone in language lab. (Shure also makes a
lower cost Model "425" "student-proof" microphone for use throughout language
laboratory systems.)

write on your letterhead:

SHURE BROTHERS, INC. 222 Hartrey Avenue, Evanston, linois

UNIDYNEn by SMUFRE
THIS FREE BOOKLET W/ILL HELP YOUR LEC-
TURERS. Improves their microphone techniques . . .

helps solve common public address system problems,
too. A basic guide to mastering microphone tech-
nique. IrviBluable guide to the correct selection of
microphones for improving public address systems.

MANUFACTURERS OF THE WORLD FAMOUS UNIDYNE MICROPHONE . , THE MOST REQUESTED MICROPHONE AMONG PROFESSIONAL SPEAKERS
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AM-FM

ATC 250

$

Classroom Radio
Designed exclusively for teaching, the 250 packs

solid value features in a rugged, compact receiver,

free from imnecessar> consumer frills.

Professional FEATURES
• Automatic fretjuency control for positive, drift-free

tuning.

• Fully transformer powered.

• True Hi Fidelity 6 watt amplifier.

• Heavy-duty extended range speaker with co-axial

tweeter cone, protected by pencil proof metal grill.

• Clear plastic dial with big easy reading frequency

numbers. Kid-proof, "no string" tuning.

• High gain ferrite rod AM antenna, built-in FM an-
tenna, plus external antenna connections.

• Jack for speaker, head set or listening network.

• High impedence output for external amplifier or tape

recorder. Separate multiplex output.

• % " plywood case covered in silver brown scuff resist-

ant material with matching molded plastic handle.

Ask your dealer about the ATC 250 or write for complete specifications.

AUDIOTRONICS
udio Ironies corp., 110.57 vvedoington st.. north Hollywood, calif.

truth, and the potential of the medi-

um may yet be realized.

Some Examples

Enrichment Materials (246 Fifth

Avenue, New York 1 ) long ago adopt-

ed this far seeing point of view. Their

product is always carefully checked
by school and audiovisual authorities

not only in terms of accuracy, appeal,

authenticity and validity, but also in

terms of whether the material is likely

to duplicate what the classroom teacii-

er is doing, can be doing or even
should be doing.

And the national acceptance of

the firm's hi.storical series based on
the Landmark Books and the series

on American Documents is evidence
of the integrity of the producer as re-

flected in the product. Two recent re-

leases (late 1960) which are worthy
of your attention as school officials

and as library officials dealing with

junior high school age students are

The Northwest Ordinance and The
Missouri Compromise. These record-

ings are "back-to-back" on the same
disc and are useful obviously in Amer-
ican history instruction. But perhaps

more significant in this time of na-

tional and international stress, with

emphasis being placed on the rights of

people, is the suggestion that the

Northwest Ordinance developed the

first orderly procedure for an area to

seek and to achieve national status as

an integral part of an existing nation.

The recording quotes the pertinent

passages of the Northwest Ordinance,

and these pertinent sections are read

and explained through direct presenta-

tion and through dramatization. Au-

thentic period folk songs are used to

create mood and to indicate the atti-

tudes of settlers in that area. The
Northwest Ordinance is described

through the recording as a brave ex-

periment in colonial development de-

signed to lead to statehood and na-

tional participation for the areas in-

volved. This recording can be used

in upper elementary and junior hi^
school classes studying this phase ofc

American westward expansion. Lit

braries can add it to loan collections.^

Similarly, The Missouri Compro-
mise deals with the settlement of the

Louisiana Territory and the expansiom

of north-south sectionalism. The issu&

of states rights and the balance ol'

power in Congress were important tci

that compromise and are given duftr

emphasis on the recording. This ex^l

ceUent, concise presentation of the istl

sues of the time can be employed byl

libraries, used in loan collections, ana|

used in junior high school instruction

in American history.
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AV industry news

HET Buys More TV Recorders

It has been announced that the

^Jational Educational Television and

Radio Center will extend its contract

ivith Ampex Professional Products

lompany and purchase recorders to

aquip the next 25 non-commercial

educational TV stations that go on the

iir and become aflBliated with

NETRC by the end of 1962.

According to John F. White, presi-

dent of NETRC, a grant of $1,882,-

OOO from the Ford Foundation makes
possible the contract extension. The
new grant is similar to an earlier Ford

Foundation grant of $2,706,000 made
in June, 1959.

Harold S. Salzman (left), marketing

manager of Ampex Professional Products

Company, and John F. White, president

of the National Educational Television

and Radio Center.

Share No-Stick Secret

Viewlex, Inc., advertises its readi-

ness to share with other manufactur-
ers its discovery of a way of making
filmstrip projector aperture plates to

which even "green" filmstrips will not

stick. Viewlex projectors made since

1950 will take the new plate.

See Big Recorder Market
A realistic projection of the tape

recorder market, according to Irving

Rossman, Pentron president, is $10
million in 1961, as c-ompared with $5
million in 1960 and $1 million in

1959. His "bullish" estimate is pre-

dicated on continued high consumer
bank deposits and spendable income
and an already television and stereo-

phonograph "satiu-ated" American
home.

According to Rossman, the TV in-

dustry has not succeeded in building
any really compelling "obsolescence"
features into its product, and stereo

has not shelved monophonic hi-fi. So

where else can the home eru-ichment

dollar go but to tape recorders, he

contends.

Bankers' Praises AV
A new Visual Education Committee

has been appointed by Reed Sass,

president of the Financial PubUc
Relations Association. Mr. Sass is vice

president of the Fort Worth (Texas)

National Bank. Chairman of the Visu-

al Education Committee will be James

Fox, vice president of the Chase Na-
tional Bank, New York City. The as-

sociation now has 13 sound slidefilms,

seven of them in color, available on
a rental or sale basis, and publishes

guides on how to use visuals in con-

ducting staff training meetings.

Viewlex Sales, Profits Up
Sales during the 1959-1960 fiscal

year for Viewlex were more than

$100,000 higher than in the year pre-

vious, and net profit before U.S. in-

come taxes was up $152,118. Sales

this year from June 1 to November 30
were $1,630,000 as against $1,600,000

for the same six-month period the

year before, according to Louis A.

Peirez, president.

Now Closes The Cost "Gap" On Closed Circuit TV

A COMPLETE system, including a research microscope, TV cam-

era, and 17" monitor with 300 line horizontal resolution is now avail-

able from Elgeet of Rochester for UNDER $1 500. A COMPLETE

system with 600 line resolution is available for UNDER $2200.

Elgeet Closed Circuit Television Microscope-Integrated Systems,

at these AMAZINGLY LOW prices, are the finest quality teaching

tools that educators can buy for student-training programs.

For full details, write TODAY for Elgeet Booklet TVS8-1

.

£^£/ OPTICAL CO., INC.

"StutMf «) MM utaicAMOut.

SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENT AND APPARATUS DIVISION

838 SMITH STREET . ROCHESTER 6. NEW YORK
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TRADE DIREaORY FOR THE AUDIOVISUAL FIELD

KEY: (P)^-|>racluc«rs, importwi. (Mj^-monufaclurwi. ( D ) ^-daolws, distributors, film rental llbrorls*, prai*cHan Mrvkat.

Wh«r« Q primary source also effors direct rental services, the double symbol (PD) appears.

COLOR FILM DEVELOPING & PRINTING

Walt Sterling Color Slides

234 Hoddon Rood. Woodmara, L. I., N. Y.

Authoriied "Technicolor" dsalor

Auoclatlan Films, Inc. (PD)

Distributor of Free-Loan and Rental Fllmt.

Heodquartersi

347 Madison Av«., N. Y. 17, N. Y.

Regional Libraries:

Brood at Elm, Rldgefiold, N. J.

S61 Hlllgrov* Ave., La Grange, III.

799 Stevenson St., Son Francisco, Col-

li OS Jackson St., Dollos 2, Tex.

Audlovlslon Language Teaching Service (PD)
Suite 1852—100 Church St., New York 7, N. Y.

The Spanish Instructo Film Series.

Australian News and Inlormation Bureau (PDI

636 Filth Ave., New York 20, N. Y.

Avis Films (PD)

P. O. Box 643, Burbonk, Calif.

Salley Films, Inc. (PD)

6S09 De Longpra Ave., Hollywood 38, Col.

Bray Studios, Inc. (PDI

739 Seventh Ave., New York 19, N. Y.

Breadman Films (PD)

137 Ninth Ave., North, Noshvlllo 3, Tonn.

Chapel Films (PD)

Div. McMurry Audio Electronics, Inc.

r. O. Box 179, Culver City, Calif.

Coronet Instructional Films IP)

Coronet BIdg., Chicago 1, III.

Family Films, Inc. (PD)

S833 Santo Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38, Calif.

Film Research Company (PD)

Onemio, Minnesota
Forest Indian and Science Films

Ideal Pictures, Inc. (D)

Home Office:

S8 E. South Water St., Chicago 1. III.

Branch Exchanges:
1840 Alcotroz Ave., Berkeley 3, Col.

3321 S. Olive St., Los Angeles 7, Col.

714—18th Street, Denver 2, Colo.

5j NE 13th St., Miami 32, Flo.

52 Auburn Ave., N. E., Atlanta 3, Go.
1370 S. Beretonio St., Honolulu, H.

58 E. South Woter St., Chicogo 1, 111.

15 E. Maryland St., Indianapolis 4, Ind.

616 S. 5th St., Louisville 3, Ky.

1303 Prytonio Street, New Orleans 13, La.

103 W. 25lh St., Baltimore 18, La.

42 Melrose St., Boston 16, Moss.
15934 Grand River Ave., Detroit 37, Mich.

3400 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis 8, Minn.
1402 Locust St., Kansas City 6, Mo.
3743 Grovols, St. Louis 16, Mo.
6509 N. 33nd St., Omaha 1, Neb.
1558 Main St., Buffalo 9, N. Y.

233-9 W. 42nd St., New York 36, N. Y.

2110 Payne Ave., Cleveland 14, Ohio.
1301 S. W. Morrison, Portland 5, Ore.
119 Ninth St., Pittsburgh 22, Pa.

18 S. Third St., Memphis 3, Tann.
2434 S. Harwood, Dallas 15, Tex.
Brigham Young Univ., Provo, Utah.
219 E. Main St., Richmond 19, Vo.
4401 W. North Ave., Milwoukee 8, Wis.

Intarnatlonal Film Bureau (PD)
332 S. Michigon Ave., Chicago 4, 111.

Knowlecige Builders (Classroom Films) (PDI

visual Education Center BIdg.,

Floral Pork. N. Y.

For information about Trade Di-

rectory advertising rates, write

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN & AUDIO-
VISUAL GUIDE, 2000 Lincoln Park

West BIdg., Chicago 14, III.

Mogull's, Inc. (D)
112-14 W. 48th St., New York 19, N. Y.

United V/orld Films, Inc. (PD)
1445 Pork Ave., New York 29, N. Y.

342 S. Dearborn St., Chicago 5, III.

6610 Melrose Ave., Los Angeles 38, Col.

287 Techwood Dr., NW, Atlanta, Go.
2227 Bryan St., Dollos, Tex.
5023 N. E. Sandy Blvd., Portland 13. Ore
1311 N. E. Bayshore Dr., Miami, Flo.

FILMSTRIPS

Broadman Fllmstrlps (PD)
127 Ninth Ave., North, Nashville 3, Tena.

Christian Education Press Fllmstrlps (PD)
Religious Subjects
1505 Race St., Philodelphio 3. Po

Family Fllmstrlps, Inc. (PD)
5823 Santo Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38. Calif.

Efsrfchment Materials Inc. (PD)
246 Fifth Ave., New York 1, N. Y.

Society for Visual Education (PD)
1345 Diversey Parkway, Chicogo 14

Teaching Aids Service, Inc. (PD)
Lowell Ave. & Cherry Lone, Floral Pork, N. Y.

31 Union Souore West, New York 3

Visual Education Consultonts, Inc.

VEC Weekly News Fllmstrlps

2066 Helena St., Madison, Wis.

(PD)

FILMSTRIP, SLIDE & OPAQUE PROJECTORS

DuKane Corporation
St. Charles, Illinois

(M)

FILM EDITING EQUIPMENT

94

Trald Corporation (PD)
P. O. Box 648, Encino, Calif.

Professlonol Portable Hot Splicers

ELECTRONIC TRAINING KITS

Allied Radio Corporation (MD)
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80. III.

FLAGS, BANNERS, BUTTONS, AWARDS

Ace Banner & Flag Company (M)
224 Hoddon Rd., Woodmere, 1. 1., N. Y.

All sizes—U.S., State, Foreign, etc.-immed. del.

GLOBES — Geographical

Denoyer-Geppert Company (PD)
5235 Rovenswood Ave., Chicago 40, III.

BIOLOGICAL MODELS ft CHARTS

Denoyer-Geppert Company
i235 Rovenswood Ave., Chicogo 40, III.

LABORATORY SERVICES

Byron Motion Pictures, Incorporated
1226 Wisconsin Ave., Wosnington, D. C.

Complete 16mm & 35nim loborotory services.

Educational Screen and

MOTION PICTURE PROJECTORS A SUPPLIES

Bell « Howell Co. (M)
7117 McCormick Rood, Chicago 4S. III.

Eastman Kodak Company (M)
Rochester 4, New York

Victor Division, Kalart Co.
Plainville, Conn.

(Ml

MAPS — Geographical, Historical

Denoyer-Geppert Company
5235 Rovenswooa Ave., Chicago 40, III.

MICROSCOPES & SLIDES

Denoyer-Geppert Compony
5235 Rovenswooo Ave., Chicago 40, III,

PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT

Ccsmera Equipment Co., Inc. (MD)
315 W. 43rd St., New York 36, N. Y.
6510 Santo Monica Blvd., Hollywood, Col.

Camera Equipment Co., Inc., of Florida (MD)
1335 E. Tenth Ave., Hialeoh, Flo.

PROJECTION TABLES

Advonce Products Company (PD)
2300 E. Douglos Ave., Wichita, Kons.
Complete Line of Projection Tobies

READING IMPROVEMENT

Psychotechnics, Inc.

105 W. Adams St., Chicago 3, III.

MIgrs. of SHADOWSCOPE Reading Pocer

RECORDS

Academic Recording Instituta (ARI)
18 E. 50lh St., New York 22, N. Y.
(Noted Scholars on Records or Topes)

Broadman Films (PD)
127 Ninth Ave., North, Nashville 3, Tenn.

Curriculum Materials Center (PD)
5128 Venice Blvd., Los Angeles 19, Col.
Records, Tape Recordings, Fllmstrlps, Books

Enrichment Materials Inc. (PD)
246 Fifth Ave., New York 1, N. Y.

Follcways Records & Service Corp.
117 W. 46th St., New York, N. Y.

Heirloom Records (PD)
Brookhaven, N. Y.

(History through Ballads & Folksongs)
Monitor Recordings, Inc. (PD)

413 W. 50th St., New York 19, N. Y.
Russian, French, Spanish Language Motarlots

Music Education Record Corp. (P)
P.O. Box 445, Englewood, N. J.

(The Complete Orchestra demonstroted)

RECORDERS — PLATERS

Allied Radio Corporation
100 N. Western Ave., Chicogo 80, III.

(MD)

SCREENS

Radiant Manufacturing Co.
8220 No. Austin Ave., Morton Grove, ill.

SLIDES

Key: Kodochrome 2x2. 3V* x 4Vt ar larger^'

Keystone View Co.
Meodville, Pa

Meston's Travels, Inc.

3801 North Piedros, El Paso, Texos
Walt Sterling Color Slides

224 Hoddon Rd., Woodmere, L. 1.. N. Y.

4,000 (scenic & mops) of teacher's world

(PD-4)

(PD-2)

(PD-ai

travel

SOUND SYSTEMS

Allied Radio Corporation
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, III.
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New Equipment and Materials

?or addresses of the sources supplying
nformation on which these listings are
(Msed, refer to Directory of Sources,
Hige 102. For more information about
ay of the equipment and materials an-
lounced here, use the enclosed reader
lervtce postcard.

CAMERAS, Movie, TV
Direct-Wire TV Movies by combining a
TSI Duoljte projector with an Argus
direct-wire camera. The projector is

equipped with a special shutter and
gears to synchronize the film to the
60-cycle scanning rate of the camera.
Film clips may be alternated readily
with live camera; multi-room recep-
tion. TSI Duolite $695; Argus camera
$595.

For more Information circle
No. 101 on retnrn postal eard.

PROJECTORS, Still

^tlmstrip Prevlewer-Projector dual pur-
pose, 7"x9" rear-projection viewer,
projector removable with one thumb-
screw for convention viewing. Ap-
plicable also for direct viewing of

transparencies. $69.50 STANPROJ.

For more Information circle
No. lOS on retarn postal card.

lunior Vn-Graph overhead projector;
T'xl" field; 23 lb. in own carrying
case, 500 watt lamp, motor cooled;
celophane roll 714"xl00' standard
equipment; mirror-lens and armrest
units fold for compact carriage. With
Bestar lens $215; with Actar lens $255;
carrying case $22. BESELER

For more Information circle
No. 103 on retarn postal card.

'reviewers. Filmstrip, llOv AC or DC
$14.95, carrying case $8; Filmstrip
for llOv or battery or both $24.95,

case $12; 2x2 (or superslide) automatic
holds 25 slides without magazines,
*-8tage illumination, $29.50. case $12.

STANPROJ.

For more Information circle
No. 104 on return postal card.

PROJECTION ACCESSORIES
?11iii8trip Rewinder, Flywheel driven,
non-electric, scratchproof rewind
Spindle. $14.95. STANPROJ.

For more Information circle
No. 105 on retorn postal card.

>verhead Accessories for AG Delinea-
scope include transparency pin locator
for precise orientation of successive
overlays, easily attached, $3.50; 7"x7"
mask for 10"xl0" plate, snap-on, $6;
ad}\istable transparency locating guide
$7.50. AMERICAN OPTICAL

For more Information circle
No. 104 on retarn postal card.

Preview Jr.4or hand-held or desktop
previewing of 35mm filmstrips; AC
or battery light source $17.95; AC only
$15.95. VIEWLEX

For more information circle
No. 109 on retarn postal card.

SOUND, Equipment &
Accessories

AM-FM Classroom Radio Receiver.
Transformer powered, automatic fre-

quency control against FM drift, 6"

round speaker with coaxial tweeter
cone, 6-watt amplifer, bright panel

Remote For Strip Projector

Strip-O-Matic Remote Control for View-
lex filmstrip projection is operated
by silent, fast, motor drive that also
activates an automatic take-up. For
installation in any Viewlex, $39.95.

Ordered with V-22 or V-25, installed,

$30.45; in V-500 $25.45. (with 12 ft.

remote control cord), 20 ft. extension
cords extra $9.95. VIEWLEX.

For more Information circle
No. 107 on retarn postal card.

Protect-A-Print. 16mm motion picture
leader made of tough material that
resists misthreading damage and
cleans aperture before picture film
reaches it. Formerly known as "Buf-
fit." 500 ft. roll $70 enough for 50
films. KEYSTONE VIEW.

For more Information circle
No. 108 on retarn postal card.

ATC Radio

light, "kid-proofed" against tamper-
ing, built-in FM antenna and ferrite

rod antenna for AM. Model 250. $89.50.

AUDIOTRONICS.

For more Information circle
No, 110 on retarn postal card.

An Overhead Projector

is only as Valuable as its

TOTAL USEFULNESS
in the Classroom

Available with your Key-
stone Overhead Projector

—

at reasonable cost—are these
prepared materials:

1. Science Transparencies
—a splendid series of stand-
ard (SVi X 4 in.) slides on
Biology, Physics, General
Science, Health, Elementary
Science.

2. Social Studies Transpar-
encies, standard side, 3%x4".

3. Map Slides, 3y4 x 4 in.

4. Polaroid Transparen-
cies, 3Vi X 4 in.

5. Tachistoslides for teach-
ing Reading, Music, Type-
writing, Shorthand, Arith-
metic, Foreign Languages.

6. PRACTICAL USABLE
Handmade Slides and

Transparency Materials.
Etched Glass Slides used
with ordinary lead pencil.

7. And Other Uses—pro-
jection of 2 in. and 2y4 in.

Slides, Strip Film, Micro-
scopic Slides, Tachistosopic
Slides.

The KEYSTONE
Overhead Projector
and many of the
items listed are
available for pur-
chase in many states

under TITLE III

of the NDEA
KEYSTONE VIEW
CO., Meadville, Pa.

Since 1892, Produc-
ers of Superior Vis-

ual Aids.
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LP Tape Recorder-Playback. Pre-load-
ed tape cartridge provides from one
to 55 minutes continuous play. 2 in-

puts; 2 outputs; P.A. by plugging
microphone into radio imput; 3% ips;

magazine load; neon level indicator;

half-track; 4-watt power output; wt
15 lb; with microphone and 1 maga-
zine holding 200 ft. blank tape $119.-

95. Model A-4. PENTRON.

For more Information circle
No. Ill on return postal card.

Ampex for Education. Model Pr-10-2
for master recorder use in schools;

stereo or conventional half-track or
2-track; 2-speed 3%—7% ips (or 7-15

ips); jamproof all-electronic push-
button controls; true musical pitch;

electrodynjimic tape handling. Avail-
able also: automatic tape threading;
4-track stereo; portable or rack
mounting; stereo-mono mixer; 40-watt
speaker amplifier unit. AMPEX-PRO.

For more Information circle
No. lis on retnrn postal card.

LANGUAGE LAB
Language Lab Booth. Fixmobile two-

position, steel, with divider and front
riser panels of two 1" fibreglass batts

1""^^^^^^^
iPr-_ "K

p
Sa ^^1

USED 16MM Sound Projec-

tors, also sound films, rental,

sale, exchange. Write for free

catalog. National Cinema, 71

Dey St., N. Y. C.

Lab Booth

separated by polyethelene film, ele-

tronic panels removable to facilitate

servicing, all wiring may be com-
pletely concealed $68 to $91 per posi-

tion, convertible top available of
laminated plastic, folds forward to

form modesty panel and read acoustic-

al control surface. Other accessories.

ADVANCE
For more information circle
No. 113 on return postal card.

Lang-Lab Console, accommodates up to

4 tape decks and one record player,

switch panels up to 45 students, every-
thing in one teacher's desk unit.

RHEEM-CAL

For more Information circle
No. 114 on return postal card.

Lang-Lab Recorder-Playback. Student
Type I provides listen-record-play-

back, Type II, lower-priced, listen-

JHE ONLY
lOFESSIONAL
PORTABLE

HOT SPLICER
WITH A
BUILT-IN

CARBIDE SCRAPER
BLADE

BLADE GUARANTEED FOR LIFE!*

.__iel 135 (for 35 or 16 mm film) $329.50
Model 116 (for 16 or 8 mm film) $229.50
Scraper Pat. No. 2544082
See your photographic dealer or write to Traid Corporation for Specifica-

tion Sheet No. 7.

^p^„j CORPORATION
17136 Ventura Blvd., Encino, Calif., Telephone TRiangle 3-3373 or STalc 8-2210

•Guarantee: Should blade ever need sharpening, Traid will sharpen for nominal handling

charge of $1.00.

respond but provision for ready con-
version to Type I later. With iVpe H
the student listens to sound of his

own voice and is in communication
with the teacher console. With type I

he records on his own channel
monitored at will at console. New
Remotester accessory stops all tapes
for instructor's test question, then
restarts all student sets for answers.
MONITOR.

For more Intorroation circle
No. 115 on retnrn postal card.

Trans-Sonic Educator, transmission of

language lab lesson material reaches
student positions without wire from
sending console. One-way and two-
way models are priced (for 36 student
positions) at $2,100 to $2,700. RED-
FIELD

For more information circle
No. 116 on retnrn postal card.

AUTOMATED INSTRUCTION
Electro-Lab, contains variable voltage i

supply, voltmeter, ammeter, resistors

lamps and circuit breaker on com-

Electro-Lab

puter type board with solderles

patch-cords; 7-volt supply taken fror

115-volt line, 8x16x11%"; wt 16 U
$125. MAGDEV.

For more information circle

No. 117 on return postal card

Multi-purpose Self Trainer. A multipl

choice quiz card for individual studer

self-testing (by tearing off one of fi\i

answer tabs). Provision is made fc

questions with more than one correc

response, or for a graded approxim;
tion to best answer. Each 10-itei

card 10c; 24-item 15c. MANRES.

For more Information circle

No. 118 on retnrn postal card.

Wireless Microphone worn lavalier sty«

is miniature FM broadcast static

with neck strap acting as antenn
Wt. 7% oz. complete. Power outp?

.002 watt, range half-mile or mo

MAKE YOUR

OWN SLIDES

on your own i

TYPEWRITE! I

by using

RADIO-MATSI

Regulor size 3'Ax4 or rh« New Duplex Jx!

Sold by Audio - Visual, Photo & Theall*

Supoly Dealers. For FREE SAMPLE wrll^-

RADIO-MAT SLIDE CO., Dept. V,

777 Ookrldgo Blvd., Dgytong Booth,
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claimed. Operates in FCC channels
assigned to general business and
broadcast relay use. The microphone-
transmitter $249.75; specially-designed
FM receiver $267.75; both $495. VEGA.

Far more lnform»tlon cirole
No. 119 on return postal e»rd.

MISCELLANEOUS EQUIP.

AV Console Cart. Accommodates motion
picture and still projectors, phono-
graph, tape deck, microphones, large
speaker, reel etc storage, cordomatic
reels for cords. Rolls on 10" wheels.
Price depends on units chosen.
VICTOR ANIMATOGRAPH.

For more Information circle
No. 120 on return postal card.

COPA Chalk, semi-permanent, wUl not
rub off except with damp cloth. Four
sticks in vial, white 40c, colors 60c.

COPA.

For more Information circle
No. 121 on return postal card.

Display Center for instructional mate-
rials, metal, portable, on casters,

various combinations of picture racks,
peg boards, feltboard, etc. FAEC.

For more Information circle
No, 132 on return postal card.

Electronic Dynamic Demonstrator
visualizes basic principles of elec-
tranics, radio, TV, radar. A 3-foot x

)-foot breadboard, displayed black-
board style on mobile stand, in effect
an operating TV receiver super im-
posed on a large circuit diagram, with
all parts readily accessible for testing
(solderless cormectors). With manual,
TV study course $339; with stand,
large meter and other accessories
$605. TRANSVISION.

For more Information circle
No. 12S on return postal card.

rape Head Demagnetizer has plastic
protection on probe tip. $5.95.

ROBINS.

For more Information circle
No. 125 on return postal card.

COMEDIE FRANCAISE '^
in their first film

MOLIERE'S

GENTLEMAN
(L« Bourgeois Gentilhomme, //l

in Color)

Available under NDEA—Title III

Contemporary films

rJ67 W. 25fh St., Oept. ES, N. Y. 1, N. Y.

NEW MATERIALS
KEY TO AMRCVIATIONS

mp—motion picturo

Is—fiimstrip

si—slid*

roc—rocording
LP—33-1/3 r.p.m. microgroovo rocord
mln—mtnutos (running tima)
h—fromos (fllmstrip plcturos)

si sllont

sd—sound
»—ront

b&w—block a whila
col—color

Prl—Primary
int—intormodiota
JH—Junior High
SH—Sonior High
C—Collogo
A—Adult

AGRICULTURE
Instructional Materials for Agricultural
Education 5fs CALPOLY col ea $4.50
(1 $4.75) Manuals. Titles: Commercial
Beef Cattle Projects; Fat Lamb Pro-
ject Problems; Vegetables; Catching
and Handling Poultry; Fitting and
Showing FFA Beef. Reviewed ESAVG
1/61. TT SH C

For more Information circle
No. 126 on return postal card.

CINEMA ARTS
stage Make-Up— Youthful Roles mp
CORONET 13min col $137.50 b&w
$75. Step-by-step preparation of two
young people to take the ingenue and
juvenile roles. JH SH C
behavior of electricity. JH SH

For more Information circle
No. 127 on return postal card.

Scratches

on Film

Irritate

Audiences

Fortunately, scratches

can almost always be

removed — without loss

of light, density, color

quality, sound quality,

or sharpness.

Write for brochure

3eerless
FILM PROCESSING CORPORATION
165 WEST 46l)t STREET. NEW YORK 36. NEW YORK
959 SEWARO STREET, HOltYWOOO 3t, CAIIF.

See and hear a

CLASSROOM DEMONSTRATION

NEW ElECTRONIC LANGUAGE-TEACHING TAPES

In your own school, inspect this latest development In audio-
visual language training. ..outgrowth of Ltnguaphone's •xp«r}-
ence in over 18,000 schools, colleges, and universities.

This new conversational laneuaee proRram makes lanffuagre-
learning more enjoyable, lanf^uaffe-teachin? much easier.

LinRuaphone's unique combination of native linguists and modem
electronic devices makes possible tape and disc recordings of such
quality that every nuance of pronunciation, diction, phraseology,
and accent is clearly understandable. The aynchronized Tapes and
Discs, Manuals, and up-to-date Workbooks (by Dr. Theodore
Huebener) comprise the ONLY COMPLETE language study pro-
gram available today.

Such an achievement must be seen and heard. That Is why w*
invite you to evaluate this new Linguaphone School-Tape Pro-
gram in your own classroom. Mail coupon today for your fro*
demonstration with no obligation.

Linguaphone Inititute, Dept. SD-1 9-021 Radio City, N. Y. 20

LInguaphon* Sohooi Tap
«r« avallabi* In

Tha 4 Most Popular
Languagaa:

Western Hemisphere Spani
French. German, and Russian.

Iht Imfufptiont L«n(ui(« Pfei'lm li

aiMlifltd uriMi tnt provittont of tPit

ruiionai Dtttntt [Outahen Act.

LINGUAPHONE INSTITUTE
Dept. SD- 19-021 Radio City, N. Y. 20, N. Y.
Gentlemen; Send me literature about Linguaphooe's School-Tape
Program and would like more information about a classroom
demonstration. No obligation, of course.

Name
Position

School Name
School Address
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Stik •a* letter
PROFESSIONAL

LEmRING

TECHNIQUE

Write for literature

Stik-a-letter Co. nt. 2. b«i imo, Eseondido, cam.

FREE
Allied
444-PA6E 1961

ELECTRONICS

CATALOG

SAVE MOST on language
labs. Stereo hi-fi, record-

ing and phono equi pment,
school sound systems,
training kits, electronic
parts. Write for Catalog.

ALUfO RADIO
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, III.

FEATURE FILMS
Broth of a Boy mp BRANDON 77min
b&w r$22.50. Barry Fitzgerald and
The Abbey Theatre Players in rol-

licking comedy of the roguish oldster
tapped for a TV program as "the old-

est man in the world." Filmed in

County Wicklow, Ireland.

For more Information circle
No. 128 on retnrn postal card.

GUIDANCE, Personal

Developing Your Personality (series)

6fs EBF color captions set $36 ea $6.

Titles: Enjoying Today; Leaders and
Followers; More Than One Friend;
Promises Are Made to Keep; Think-
ing for Yourself; Trying New Things,
el jh

For more Information circle
No. 129 on retorn postal card.

/MPOfiTANT
ENS/A/EERIN6
FEATOflESmake

-fAes& PA-Ltrepn>/ecfion
screefts 6esffo/-c/ass/vom use

/SELF-LOCKING EXTENSION TUBE
—Sturdy 1 ' square seamless steel

center tube and %' extension tube,

chrome plated. Easy-operating Height
Adjuster and Screen Case Lock.

Convenient knobs provide positive stops

in all positions.

2 "GABLE-ROOF" ALUMINUM
LEGS—Legs of heavy-gauge
extruded aluminum form sturdiest of

tripods in combination with Da-Lite's

heavy cast tripod leg bracket.

Supports a man's weight.

O STURDY ROLLER, OCTAGON
^ CASE—Pre-set positive safety stops

on roller prevent fabric from being torn

off. Octagon case prevents fabric scrapping

. . . has patented "no-rub" flat back.

A AUTOMATIC LEG LOCK, FABRIC
•p LOCK—Leg lock fastens all three

legs, releases at touch of toe. Fabric

lock protects screen surface from
sagging or shifting in carrying or storing.

Locks closed screen rigidly in place.

5 SLAT SADDLE COLLAR AND
PLUG—Long slat-saddle insures

wrinkle free picture surface. Collar

and plug protect edges from fraying.

Z FLEXIBILITY IN HEIGHT—^ Case adjusts from low at tripod leg

bracket to high at top of center tube.

Square sizes adjust to rectangular.

Even largest size at highest case position

extends to full 70' x 70' (128*) height.

7 FAMOUS "WHITE MAGIC"
SURFACE—White Magic glass-

beaded surface seamless in all sizes.

Whiter, brighter and stays white.

Brilliant, life-like pictures, excellent color.

Viewing over wider seating area. Flame
and mildew resi'Stant. Also in mat white.

OA-i-'TE

li/'UtC tO^Mff For FREE book-

let on how to select projection screens

according to application . . . and name
of Da-Lite A/V dealer near you.

Vidiomaster A
is engineered for Audio-Visual needs in the

field of education. This heavy-duty portable

tripod has features that assure years of out-

standing service. Vidiomaster A is unequalled

for performance. Get full details on the entire

line of Da-Lite Screens . . . tripod, hanging

and electrically-operated—from the franchised

A/V Da-Lite dealer in your area.

AUDIO-VISUAL DIVISIOI

Da-Life
SCREEN COMPANY, INC., WARSAW, IND.

GUIDANCE, Vocational

Tommy Looks at Space mp GOODRICH
19min b&w loan. Development of the
space suit from first high-altitude
flights in 1934 to present. "Jimmy"
Doolittle appears in film. Potentiali-
ties of a space career. SH.

For more Information circle
No. ISO on retam poital card.

HEALTH, SAFETY
Electricity — Principles of Safety mp
CORONET 10 min col $110 b&w $60.

Fire hazards, danger of bodily harm,
avoidable by proper knowledge of
behavior of electricity. JH SH

For more Information circle
No. 131 on retorn postal card.

Infectious Diseases and Man-Made De-
fenses mp CORONET lOmin col $110
b&w $60. How antitoxins, vaccines,

antibiotics, and synthetic drugs are
produced, and used to combat disease
and develop immunity. JH SH

For more Information circle
No. 132 on retorn postal card.

Perception of Driving Hazards Sfs

SHELL col loan. Picture, without
caption, appears on alternate frames
to provide blank screen while stu-

1

dents answer and discuss the question!

and challenge posed in excellent
guidebooks. Titles: I: Urban anc
Suburban; 11: Limited Access High-
ways; 111; Highways and Byways
SH A

For more information circle
No. 133 on retorn postal card.

INDUSTRY,
TRANSPORTATION

Bread mp EBF llmin col $120 b&w $60
From wheat field to store. Moden
bakery. Pri El

For more information circle
No. 134 on retorn postal card.

LANGUAGES
Bauemvolk in den Bergen mp and tap

C-W lOmin col $115 b&w $65. Life i

Alpine village is told in first persor
present tense, with planned repeti

tion of common words and frequer
silences to help the beginning studer

of German. A tape of the narration i

supplied with each reel for follow
up drill. 1960 JH SH C A

For more information circle
No. 135 on retorn postal card.

Frencli for Beginners 6 units TEAV e^

$33. The unit includes a filmstrip, rt

cord, wall chart, pinpointer ani

teacher's manual. Reviewed ESAVt'
1/61, "for beginning French at am
grade level."

For more Information circle
No. 186 on retorn postal card.

NEW! The WILD RICE Story . . .

"Mahnomen—Harvest of the North?'
17 MIn. Color $1701

"Sisibakwat—The Ojihway MapU
Harvest"

"Ge-moft—The construction and uses o)'

the Ojihway Birch Canoe"

History—Social Studies—Geography
Preview prints from

FIUM RESEARCH COMPANY
Bex 1015, Minneapolis 40, Minoasoto.
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MUSIC, Vocal

orms of Mnsic — Instrumental mp
CORONET ISmin col $165 b&w $90.

Animated drawings visualize histori-

cal development of the sonata, con-
certo, symphony, and tone poem,
Music of Bach, Haydn, Mozart,
Beethoven and other great composers.
JH SH

For more Informfttion circle
No. 137 on retarn postal card.

PHYSICAL ED, SPORTS
laystreeta mp STERLED 15min col

$165 b&w $65. New York City street

games. How old games are adapted
to special environment. Steve Allen
narrates. El-JH

For more Information circle
No. 1.S8 OH return postal card.

PRIMARY GRADE
MATERIALS

nm Color Cartoons UAA 100 ft $7.95.

Six titles starring Bugs Bunny, Daffy
Duck, Henry Hawk, etc. Also 11 b&w
on 200' reels @ $5.95. Pri.

For more Information circle
No. IS9 on retarn postal card.

he Owl and the Pussycat mp
STERLED 7min col $60 b&w $30.

Edward Lear's nonsense poem done in

unique cartoon style. Pri.

For more information circle
No. 140 on retarn postal card.

RELIGION, ETHICS
etween Two Eternities mp NAAJS
30min b&w r$8.50. Riscovery of the
Genizah, priceless Hebrew manu-
scripts and life of Solomon Schechter.
NBC kinescope 1953. SH C A

For more Information circle
No. 141 on roinrn postal card.

he Bible Stories rec LOSE 8 LP $49.-

95. Drama Discs Production of Bible
story recordings, starring Leif Erick-
son and large cast. Titles: Noah and
the Ark; Moses and the Exodus;
Battle of Jericho; Story of Ruth;
David and Goliath; The Statue of
Gold; The Prodigal Son; Story of
Joseph; Moses as a Boy; Samson;
David the Shepherd; Solomon; Daniel
in the Lions" Den; The Good Samari-
tan, and The Last Supper. J-A

For more information circle
No. 142 on retarn postal card.

IMe Stories in 3-D "Stori-View" slides,

31 stories ea 6 cards plus 4 plastic
viewers set $16.95; extra viewers 49c
ea. Four sets are O.T., the rest New.
Designed for activity table use. A
modernized form of the stereoscope.
Pri El. CHURCHCRAFT

For more information circle
No. 143 on retarn postal card.

SCIENCE FILMSTRIPS
SINCE 1931 SINCE 1931
MADE BY TEACHERS FOR TEACHERS |

MOIOOY ATOMIC ENERGY
mrsics GENERAL SCIENCE
CHEMISTRY MICROBIOLOGY
MKE sAFrrr BUS SAFETY

Science fllmttrlpt ovailabU
under NDEA—Title III.

VISUAL SCIENCES
Ux 599t Suffom, New Yoik

SCIENCE, Biology

Arthropods mp CORONET lOmin col

$110 b&w $60. Four main classifica-

tions—myriapods, insects, arachnids,

and crustaceans—compared and stud-
ied. Common characteristics, natural
environment, ways in which they are
useful or harmful to man. JH SH

For more information circle
No. 144 on retarn postal card.

Heredity (series) 9mp INDIANA ea 30
min b&w $1.25 r$5.25. Titles: It Runs in

the Family; Reproduction and Hered-
ity; Sexuality and Variation; Mendel's
Experiments; Many Pairs of Genes;
Heredity and the Chromosones; He-
redity and Environment; Fact and
Fallacy. C A

For more information circle
No. 145 on retarn postal card.

Muscles and Bones of the Body mp
CORONET lOmin col $110 b&w $60.

Importance to internal and external
functioning of the human body. How
tendons, joints, muscles and bones
work together. Int.

For more inforniation circle
No. 146 on return postal card.

Plants That Grow from Leaves, Stems,
and Roots mo CORONET lOmin col

$110 b&w $60. Propagation other than
from seeds. Int.

For more information circle
No. 147 on retarn postal card.

Underwater Adventure mp STERLED
lOmin col $110 b&w $45. Florida's

"Marineland." Many species. El-A

For more information circle
No. 148 on retarn postal card.

"FIBERBILT" CASES
"THEY lAST INDEFINITELY"

Equlppad with ftaal cornart, itaal card

heldar and haavy w«b itrapi.

Only original FIbarbllt Cas«s baar this

Trad* Mark

Your AtMuranc*

of "flrfft QualltY"

For 16min Film
400' to 3000' Raal*

Sold by All Laodlng Daalart

iNiTiiixibm
ODiccn

PHOTO
SLIDE

FILING

SYSTEM

With Every Slide Cross-indexed

For Quick Visual Reference and Use
When you keep your slides in this Multiplex

cabinet, you gain these three advantages:

1. Orderly classification—by subject matter,

date, etc. Cross index cords available.

2. Convenience—slides can be viewed against

light-diffusing panel—individual slides easily

inserted or removed.

3. Protection—against loss or damage—with

slides properly stored—cylinder-type key lock

on door.

The Multiplex Slide Cabinet shown obove

holds 2340 slides, 2" x 2" ... or 780
slides, 4" X 3%" . . . or some of each. Door

opens down to provide shelf. Spacious utility

drawer in base. Smaller and larger sizes,

and other models, are available. For more

complete informotion, use the coupon be-

low.

MUUiPLEX
DISPLAY FIXTURE CO.

Dapt. M, Worn* t Carter,

St. Louis 7, Mo.

Please send me Slide Cabinet Bulletin LS-158

NAME

FIRM

ADDRESS

CITY & STATE F6I
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I y Is proud to

\^_^^ announce fhe new

ARITHMETIC

SKILLS PROGRAM
a dynamic instrument-training pro-

gram which supplements current

arithmetic instruction in

GRADES 1-8

The EDL CONTROLLED READER pro-
jects arithmetic number facts and story
problems in a Icft-to-ripht manner at

teacher-set speeds of from IS to 130 lines

per minute. Students Icarn to concentrate,

to think and react rapidly, and quickly
acquire mastery of the basic facts and
processes involved in computation and
problem solving.

The EDL Arithmetic Skills

Program contains;

175 filmstrips

2,000 number problems, including
all basic facts

3,000 story problems correlated

with texts at each grade level

Arithmetic materials are also available

for use with the TACH-X and FLASH-X
tachisioscopes.

for descriptive literature

and prices, write to:

Educational Developmental
Laboratories, Inc.

75 Prospect Street

Huntington, New York

SCIENCE, General

Basic Weather (series) 41s SVE col set
$19.80 ea $5.50. Titles: Why does the
Wind Blow?; Why does the Weather
Change?; Why the Seasons?; Why
Does It Rain, Snow, Hail and Sleet?
Reviewed ESAVG 1/61. Int JH SH

For more information circle
No. 149 on retnrn postal card.

Chemical Changes All Aboat Us mp
CORONET 13min col $137.50 b&w $75.
Film explains atoms, molecules, ele-
ments, mixtures, compounds and many
basic chemical changes such as oxida-
tion, photosynthesis, digestion. Int.

For more Information circle
No. ISO on return poital card.

Friction and Its Effects mp CORONET
llmin col $110 b&w $60. Resistance
to movement as cause of heat and
wear. Int.

For more Information circle
No, 161 on return postal card.

Geological Work of Ice (Second Edition)
mp EBF llmin col $120 b&w $60.
Glaciers, different types and their ef-
fect; ice ages of the past. SH C A

For more Information circle
No. 152 on retorn postal card.

Gravity: How It Affects Us mp EBF
14min col $150 b&w $75. What gravity
does to us in our daily lives, how it

would affect a human in a imaginary
trip through space. Galileo, Newton.
Int. JH

For more Information circle
No. 153 on retnrn postal card.

WLiNG Pictures
EXCELLENT FILMSTRIPS

FOR YOUR
SCIENCE PROGRAM

"Trees and Forest
Conservation Series"

"Water and Soil Series"
WRITE FOR COMPLETE LIST AND PRICES

10S6 So. Roberlion Blvd., Lot Angelei 35, Calif.

m fILM DOClOftS*

SPECIALISTS
in the science of

FILM

REJUVENATION
RAPIDWELO Procesi lor:

• Scratch-Remnal

• Abratians • Dirt • "Rain

Send for Free Brochure

rapid
Founded 19'40

}7-02C 27th St., Long liland City I.N.Y.

FILM TECHNIQUE

SCIENCE, Physics,
Chemistry

Electricity—How it is Generated mp
CORONET lOmin col $110 b&w $60.
Basic principles, AC and DC; com-
mercial production of current by
steam tiu-bine, water power, atomic
power. JH SH

For more information circle
No. 1S4 on retarn postal card.

SOCIAL STUDIES, General

Conservation 9fs EBF col set of 3 $18;
set of 9 $54. Divided into three sets

for Intermediate, JH and SH respec-
tively. First trio shows man's needs;
the second, the depletion of resources;
the third, man's efforts to combat this

trend. Reviewed ESAVG 1/61.

For more Information circle
No. 155 on retarn postal card.

The Forest mp USDA 28min col b&w
apply. Multiple use benefits from Na-
tional Forests. Conservation, forestry
timber harvest, wildlife, recreation
1960. JH SH A

Write Direct

The Ghetto Pillow mp CONTEMPO
RARY 21min col $175 r$12.50. Tht

;

world of the Jewish ghetto in Europi
—births, weddings, synagogue, court
ship, holidays, daily life. SH-A

For more Information circle
No. 157 on retarn postal card.

Indian Hunters mp STERLED lOmii
b&w $45. Two Indian braves prospec
today's Canadian wilds for bette
himting grounds. El JH

For more Information circle
No. 158 on retnrn postal card.

Personal Money Management mp ABj
13min b&w apply. Local banker ac
vises yoimg family with small daugb
ter and teen-age son. JH-A

For more information circle
No. 159 on retnrn postal card.

SOCIAL STUDIES,
Geography, Travel

Ancient Cities of the East mp AV-E
20min col $200. Beirut, Damascu
Istanbul, Cairo, Athens. Documentr
tion of historical landmarks. JH SH

For more information circle
No. 160 on retarn postal card.

Britain mp AV-ED lOmin col $100. Froi
London through England and Walti

to Edinburgh; highland folk gathe<
ing. JH SH A

For more Information circle
No. 161 on retnrn postal card.

Ceylon, the Resplendent Land mp A''

ED lOmin col $125. Geography, peop
—caste and class, Buddhist celebr
tion, Kandyan dance, harvesting tl

cocoanut palm, exports, primitive i

dustry. El JH SH A
For more Information circle
No. 162 on retarn postal card.

From Flax to Linen mp AV-ED lOml
col $100. Life on an Irish flax fan|
El JH SH A

Far more Information circle
No. 163 on retnrn postal card.
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SOCIAL STUDIES,
History, Anthropology

he Dead Sea Scrolls mp FAMILY
16m in col r$7.50 b&w r$5. Actual dis-

covery sites, and insights into the

lives of the Essenes who lived in the

Qumran and Ain Feshka area. Close-

up photography of the actual scrolls.

Writing materials used by the scribes,

site of parchment manufacture, con-
tinuing work on the discoveries. 1960.

JH SH A
For more fnfonnmilon circle
No. 164 OB return postal card.

istant Journey (Ghetto Terezin) mp
ARTKINO 95min r$45. Terror-strick-

en life of the Jews in Czechoslovakia
under the Hitler regime. Czech dia-

log, English superimposed titles. SH
C A

For more Information circle
No. 165 on return postal card.

xplorfaig Ancient Cities mp FAMILY
14min col r$7.50 b&w r$5. Findings of

modern Biblical archeology related to

places and events told of in the Bible.

Locations include Dothan, Jericho
(O.T.), Byblos (Gebal), Baalbeck,
Petra (Sela), Tyre, Jerash (Gerassa),
Gibeon, Qumran, Ain Feshka, Dead
Sea Caves. 1960. Reviewed ESAVG
1/61 p38. JH SH A

For more Information circle
No. 166 on return postal card.

ennany Today mo KLNBG 22min col

$220. Four faces of West Germany:
Industry, Farming, Culture, Parades.
Reviewed ESAVG 12/60. SH C

For more Information circle
No. 167 on return postal card.

he House of Rothchlld mp TFC 35min
b&w apply. Excerpt from 20th-Fox
feature, 1948. Despite their contribu-
tion to the victory over Napoleon the
Jews still faced prejudice and dis-

crimination. SH C A
For more Information circle
No. 168 on return postal card.

he Plantation South mp EBF 16min
col $180 b&w $90. The plantation sys-
tem, economics, living conditions, so-
cial basis of attitudes. JH SH C

For more Information circle
No. 169 on return postal card.

ortrait of Adlai Stevenson rec SPOK-
EN LP. Former governor and ex-
presidential candidate interviewed ad
lib, recounts amusing adventures and
outlines his viewpoint on many po-
litical issues. Reviewed ESAVG 1/61
p37. SH C A

For more Information circle
No. 170 on return postal card.

ower Among Men mp LdR 90 min or
46min. col b&w apply. A United Na-
tions film on the theme "Men Build.

I
Men destroy. Surviving men build

I

again. Sometimes there is no surviv-
al." Discussion version runs 46 min-
utes. SH C A

For more Information circle
No. 171 on return postal card.

.vailable—The most complete line of
Tachistoscopes and projection devices.
LAFAYETTE INSTRUMENT COM-
PANY. LAFAYETTE, INDIANA.

NEW PUBLICATIONS
Archive Production. Catalog of History

of Music Div., Deutsche Grammophon
GeseUschaft. Arranged in 12 sections,

A.D. 1100-1800. Free. DECCA.

For more Information circle
No. 172 on return postal card.

Decca Educational Records Catalog.
Correlated to 16 subject areas. Free.
DECCA.

For more Information circle
No. 173 on return postal card.

Designing and Installing Master TV
Systems in schools, hospitals, institu-

tions, etc. 20pp diagrams, glossary,

cost estimates. 75c. BTL.

Write Direct

Correlated Classroom Materials. Catalog
of 3-d pictures, recordings and books,
combind into basic units that foster
chldren's participation. Free. SAW-
YERS.

For more Information circle
No. 174 on return postal card.

Developing Mass Media in Asia. Papers
of the Unesco meeting at Bangkok,
Jan. 1960. 118pp. $1.50 UNESCO, 801

Third Ave., New York, N. Y.

Write Direct

Educational Television Guidebook.
Philip Lewis. Systems, equipment, ed-
ucational applications. For pre-service
preparation of new teachers; in-serv-
ice orientation of staff; general source-
book. MH

For more Information circle
No. 176 on return postal card.

The Effects of "Eye-Contact" in Tele-
vised Instruction. Univ. of Wisconsin
Research Bulletin No. 14, 1960. 40pp
mimeo $1. U of W TV Lab, 600 N.
Park St., Madison 6, Wise.

Write Direct

Stars and Stripes on display

(Revised version featuring

new 50 star flag)

16 mm.. 14 ^ min., color or black and
white films

Shows:
The Flag \n Our Living Symbol
Proper .Methocln of Honoring and
PayinK Respect to the Flag.

For purchase or preview write to:

Audio- Visual Center

Indiana University

Bloomingfon; Indiano

Advertisement

HELPFUL BOOKS

ADMINISTERING AUDIO-VISUAL SERV-
ICES. By Carlton W. H. Ericksen. Covari
administrative, supervisory, and tech-

nological problems, empliasizing com-
petent performance In all service as-

pects. 479 pp., illustrated. Macmlllan
Company, 60-5th Ave., New York 11,
N. Y. $«.9S.

AUDIO - VISUAL MAnRIALSt THEIR
NATURE AND USE. Revised Edition

By Walter Amo Witticli and Charles
F. Schuller. 570 pp. 249 Illustrations

14 Color Plates. Harper A Brothers

49 E. 33rd St., New Yeric 16, N. Y.

1957. $6.50.

EDUCATORS GUIDE TO FREE FILM-
STRIPS. Compiled and Edited by Mary
Foley Horkhelmer and John W. DtHor.
Twelfth Annual Edition, 1960. Edu-
cators Progress Service, Dept. AVG,
Randolph, Wis. $6.00.

EDUCATORS GUIDE TO FREE TAPES,
SCRIPTS, AND TRANSCRIPTIONS. Com-
piled and Edited by Walter A. WIttlch,

Ph.D., and Gertie Hanson Haisted,
M. A. Sixth Annual Edition. 1960.
Educators Progress Service, Dept.
AVG, Randolph, Wis. $5.75.

EDUCATORS GUIDE TO FREE FILMS.
Complied and Edited by Mary Foley
Horkhelmer and John W. DIHer. Edu-
cational Consultant, John Gt>y Fewl-
kes. 30th Annual Edition, 1960. Edu-
cators Progress Service, Dept. AVG,
Randolph, Wis. $9.00.

STANDARDS OF PHOTOPLAY AP-
PRECIATION. A Course of Study In

Photoplay Appreciation. By William
Lewin and Alexander Frailer. Illus-

trated. Educational & Recreational

Guides, Inc., 10 Bralnerd Road, Sum-
mit, New Jersey. $3.95 en approval.
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THE STANDARD FILMSTRIP LIBRARY PLAN OFFERS:
1. A simpla, Misy method for orgonlxing fllmstrips by Htlm, sub|oct mottor, and

grado lovol.
2* An officiant, spoco-saving, oasy-to-uso systom for storing fllmstrips.

3. A convoniant, foolproof way to keop track of what filmstrlp Is bolng shown,
whero ond by whom.

Designed for torge, small and growing filmstrip libraries. Sturdy, all steel cabinets . , .

from 40 to 1,200 filmstrip capacity. Low cost, thousands in use. No. 400 holds 400 film-

400 strips. See the new Filmstrip Table-file. It's a "bookcase" for fllmstrips.

1
SEE YOUR

VISUAL EDUCATION
DEALER

Write for catalog

JACK C. COFFEY CO., Inc.

710 Seventeenth Street

NORTH Chicogo, III.

Film-Making on a Low Budget. A
UNESCO-UNRWA pilot project for

production of newsreel type films in

less developed countries with a pro-

duction unit confined to 370 sq. ft. Of
interest to schools, etc. contemplat-
ing local production. 32pp. 50c. 1960.

COLUPRESS.

Write Direct

Guide to Foreign Language Teaching
Materials, annotated, detailed, descrip-

tions of audiovisual resources for

teaching Arabic, Chinese, French,
German, Modem Greek, Hebrew,
Italian, Japanese, Latin, Portuguese,
Russian and Spanish. $9.50 LANDERS

Write Direct

How To Do It. Suggestions on tape re-

cording, storage, splicing, editing,

20pp free MMM
For more tnformmtlon circle

No. 170 on retorn postal card.

Instructional Materials—An Introduc-
tion for Teachers. Louis Shores. 1961.

408pp, 75 ills. $6.50 RONALD

Write Direct

Directory of

Equipment and Materials

on pages 95-102

(C; Eeligious;

A Jfilmsitripsi

SOME NEW TITLES

What Do We See of Jesus? Repro-

ductions of great paintings. Part

I concerns the early part of

Jesus' life. Part II (available

April 1 ) depicts the last week
of His earthly life.

Playing It Square in the Family.

Jerry Berg learned the mean-
ing of Christian forbearance

when he took a closer look at

his family.

Isaiah Sees the Lord. The nature

and purpose of worship are

demonstrated in Isaiah's re-

sponse of praise, repentance,

and consecration to the vision

of God that he experienced.

Full color • $5.50 each

WRITE FOR FREE LIST

Christian Education Press
1505 Race St., Philo. 2, Pa.

ABA—American Bankers Association,

12 E. 36 St., New York 16, N. Y.
ADVANCE Furnace Co., The, 2310 E.

Douglas Ave., Wichita, Kans.
AMERICAN OPTICAL Co., Buffalo 15,

N. Y.
AMPEX-PRO — A m p e X Professional
Products Company, 934 Charter St.,

Redwood City, Calif.

ARTKINO—Artkino Pictures, 723 Sev-
enth Ave., New York 19, N. Y.

AUDIOTRONICS Corporation, 11057
Weddington St., North Hollywood,
Calif.

AV-ED. 7934 Santa Monica Blvd., Holly-
wood 46, Calif.

BESELER Co., Charles, 211 S. 18th St.,

East Orange, N. J.

BRANDON Films Inc., 200 W. 57th St.,

New York 19, N. Y.
BTL — Blonder-Tongue Laboratories,

Inc., 9 Ailing St., Newark 2, N. J.

CALPOLY—California State Polytech-
nic College, San Luis Obispo, Calif.

CALTEX California Texas Oil Corp., 380

Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y.
CHURCH-CRAFT Pictures, 3312 Lindell

Blvd., St. Louis 3, Mo.
COLUPRESS — Columbia University

Press, 2960 Broadway, New York 27,

N. Y.
CONTEMPORARY Films, Inc., 267 W.
25th St., New York 1, N. Y.

COPA—C.O.P.A. Aids for Teaching, P.O.
Box 432, Lake Zurich, 111.

CORONET Films, 65 E. South Water
St., Chicago 1, 111.

C-W—Churchill-Wexler Film Produc-
tions, 801 N. Seward St., Los Angeles
38, Calif.

DECCA Records, 50 W. 57th St., New
York 19, N. Y.

EBF—Encyclopaedia Britannica Films,

Inc., 1150 Wilmette Ave.. Wilmette,
m.

FAEC—Freedman Artcraft Engineering
Corp., Charlevoix, Mich.

FAMILY Films, Inc., 5823 Santa Monica
Blvd., Hollywood 38, Calif.

GOODRICH Tire & Rubber Co.. Adver-
tising Dept., Akron, Ohio.

INDIANA University, Audi o-Visual

Center, Bloomington, Ind.

KALART/VICTOR— Victor Animato-
graph Corp., div. of The Kalart Co.,

Inc., Plainville, Conn.
KEYSTONE VIEW Company, Mead-

ville. Pa.
KLNBG—Ernest Kleinberg Films, 3890

Edgewater Drive, Pasadena, Calif.

LAFAYETTE Instrument Co., Lafay-
ette, Ind.

LANDERS— Landers FUm Previews,
4930 Coliseum St., Los Angeles 16,

Calif.

LdR—Louise de Rochemont Associates,

267 W. 25th St., New York 1, N. Y.

LOSE—Library of Sound Education
Inc., 124 E. 40th St., New York 16

N. Y.

MAGDEV—Magnetic Devices, Inc., Ed
ucational Products, Div., 712 East St
Frederick, Md.

MANRES—Management Research Ass&l
ciates, 14 Hill Drive, Dune Acresl

Chesterton, Ind.

MH—McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc
|

330 W. 42nd St., New York 36, N. "S

MMM—Minnesota Mining and Manu
facturing Co., 900 Bush St., St. Pau
6, Minn.

MONITOR—Monitor Teaching Labora
tories, 5034 Wisconsin Ave., N. W
Washington 16, D. C.

NAAJS—National Academy for Adul
Jewish Studies, The United Syna
gogue of America, 1109 Fifth Ave
New York 28, N. Y.

PENTRON, Inc., 788 S. Tripp Ave.. Ch.

cage 24, 111.

REDFIELD—Rob't. H. Redfield, Inc

1018 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago 5, IlL

RHEEM-CAL—Rheem-Califone Corp<

ration, 1020 N. LaBrea Ave., HoUj
\

wood 38, Calif.

ROBINS Industries Corp., 36-27 Princ

St., Flushing 54, N. Y.

RONALD PRESS, 15 E. 26th St., Ne
York 10, N. Y.

SAWYERS, Inc., P.O.B. 490, Portland

Ore.
SHELL Oil Company, Film Dept.,

W. 50 St., New York 20, N. Y.

SPOKEN Arts, 275 Seventh Ave., Ne
York 1, N. Y.

STANPROJ— Standard Projector

Equipment Co., 7106 W. Touhy Av<

Chicago 31, 111.

STERLED—Sterhng Educational Filn

6 E. 39th St., New York 16, N. Y.

SVE—Society for Visual Education, to

1345 W. Diversey Pkwy., Chicago
111.

TEAV—Teaching Audials and Visua

250 W. 57th St., New York 19, N. Y
TFC—Teaching Film Custodians, Ir

25 W. 43rd St., New York 36, N. Y.

TRANSVISION Inc., New Roche;

N. Y.
TSI—Technical Service, Inc., 30865 Fi

Mile Rd., Livonia, Mich.

UAA—United Artists Associates, Ii

247 Park Ave., New York, N. Y.

UNESCO Publication Center, 801 Th
Ave., New York, N. Y.

USDA—U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, J

tion Picture Section, Washington
D. C.

VEGA—Vega Electronics Corp., 10
j-

N. Highway 9, Cupertino, Calif. I

VIEWLEX, Inc., 35-01 Queen HI

Long Island City 1, N. Y.
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I l/^IJT Flexalum Audio-Visual Blinds, with slots open, pro-
1.1Wn I

yii-ie controlled daylight without glare, plus venti-

lation, for ordinary classroom activities. The soft, diffused light

Is easy on the eyes . . . and dispositions.

fJkKmi I JUl ^'°'^ partially closed, give light enough for""*""*"" note-taking, yet darken room so projected

slides of charts, etc., may be clearly viewed. Precision tilt mecha-
nism with fine adjustment, affords exact degree of light needed.

1^* pix Completely closed Flexalum Audio-Visual Blinds give projection-room darkness. No light seeps in,

*''** "^ trap channels, and Flexalum's tighter overlapping slats. Projections of fine line drawings, microscopic :

thanks to light

slides, colored
maps, etc., show up sharply on screen. All Flexalum Audio-Visual Blinds are fully guaranteed for five years, in writing.

Write for specifications to Bridgeport Brass Co., Hunter Douglas Division, 30 Grand Street, Bridgeport 2, Conn.
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Colorful Photoplay Filmstrips

ELEMENTARY SERIES

'repared and produced by educa-

ors. Based on popular screen ver-

•ions of beloved children's stories.

In full color

$7.50

each
HANSEL AND GRETEL. In full color, 42 frames. Highlights of the fairy tale as performed

by the Kinemins of the RKO Radio photoplay version. $7.50. With guide, $7.80.

May be ordered

on approval for

two-v/eek previev/

period.
THE GLASS SLIPPER, $7.50

In Black and White:

COLUMBUS, $4.00

55 frames.

(Starring Frederic March)

, r/
ROBINSON CRUSOE, $7.50

Money-Back Guarantee!
GREATEST SHOW ON EARTH, $7.50 THE VIKINGS, $7.50

Write for Complete Illustrated Catalog!

Available only from EDUCATIONAL & RECREATIONAL GUIDES, Inc. • 10 Brainerd Road, Summit, New Jersey
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1
1

A NbW KINU Uh MUVIt...
A Superspectacle with spiritual vitality and moral force. ..One of the year's best!"

- TIME MAGAZINE

"EXCELLENT, SPECIAL MERIT AWARD.

"

-PARENTS' MAGAZINE
FAMIL Y MOVIE GUIDE
FOR ADULTS AND YOUNG FOLKS.

"SPARTACUS Is a film of heroic proportions."

- FILM ESTIMA TE BOARD OF NA TIONAL

ORGANIZATIONS' "GREEN SHEET"

"This film is a lesson in freedom and man's sacrifices in the name of it."

- MOTION PICTURE COMMITTEE OF THE
NATIONAL SOCIETY, DAUGHTERS OF
THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION

"The beautiful love story unfolds a magnificent spectacle... the costumes

and the color are breath-taking and the acting is superb on all counts."

-AMERICAN GIRL MAGAZINE. PUBLISHED
BY THE GIRL SCOUTS OF AMERICA

"The outstanding picture of the year. I shall recommend it unreservedly."

-LAURA F. CURRY, CHAIRMAN, MOTION
PICTURES, CALIFORNIA FEDERATION
OF WOMEN'S CLUBS

"The theme of this film, of course, is man's right to freedom and dignity,

which should not be denied him."

-BUREAU OF AUDIO VISUAL INSTRUCTION

SCHOOL AND THEA TRE COMMITTEE'S
INFORMA TION BULLETIN , BOARD OF EDUCA TION.

CITY OF NEW YORK

KIRK DOUGLAS LAURENCE OLIVIER JEAN SIMMONS
CHARLES LAUGHTON PETER USTINOV JOHN GAVIN

TONY CURTIS
AS ANTONINUS ^>A\tTA<\/S

TECHNICOLOR- SUPER TECHNIRAMA" 70 lenses by panavision

SPECIAL

INTEREST

lU

TEACHERS!

Ditectea br STANLEY KUBRICK Scietnpiiy by DALTON TRUMBO • Biseb on i nowi by HO*«IIO F»SI • Ptoductd by EDWARD LEWIS

executive Producer KIRK DOUGLAS Must composeii and condocw by ALEX NORTH • A Btyna Production • A UniversallnleriatJonal Release

Available to teachers and students—

study Guides edited by William Lewin, Ph.D. and prepared by Joseph Mersand, Ph.D., past President,

National Council of Teachers of English. Also Free Educators Kit. Write to Spartacus Group Sales

Dept, 445 Park Avenue, New York 22, N. Y. or consult any theatre In your vicinity playing SPARTACUS.
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the extra-strong tape for long,

heavy-duty use, classroom economy

!

One of two 60-booth language laboratories at Purdue University. Each student has "listen"

and "record" facilities connected with multi-track recording equipment in background.

PURDUE'S LANGUAGE LABORATORIES, "ONE OF THE

FINEST FACILITIES FOR LANGUAGE TEACHING IN THE WORLD,"

RELY ON MAGNETIC TAPE FOR BETTER -TRAINED EARS!

Professor J. Collins Orr, director of Purdue language

laboratories, shown here operating console of main

recording studio. From this board, taped instruc-

tional material may be sent to various language

classrooms and labs.

For over ten years, tape recordings

and laboratory techniques have

been "tools" that help teach lan-

guages at Purdue University. The

university has become an inter-

national authority on language labs

. . . and Purdue's own labs have

been acclaimed "one of the finest

facilities for language teaching in

the world today!"

BETTER-TRAINED EARS FOR
COMPREHENSION

"Language laboratories provide the

best method yet for training aural

comprehension of the foreign lan-

guage," reports Professor J. Collins

Orr, director of Purdue language

laboratories. "They are indispens-

able for imitation and for study of I

one's own attempts, and the lab

method can be expected to increase

the student's active knowledge ofi

the language."

FOR REGULAR CLASSES

All foreign languages taught at'

Purdue—French, German, Russian,i

Spanish—take advantage of the labs^

In the first two beginning semesters/
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for example, a class meets four hours

a week—two in the classroom and

two in the lab. In addition, labs are

open evenings for extra work. And
students react favorably to this lab

arrangement.

PREPARE OWN TAPES

While such taped material as music,

drama and poetry is obtained from

foreign countries, the Purdue teach-

ing staff prepares most of its own
tapes, both for instruction and test-

ing, with frequent revisions and

improvements.

Purdue also has created language

teaching materials for other schoo's

and for a publishing company.

OVER A THOUSAND TAPES

In a year's time, Purdue uses hun-

dreds of reels of new tape, mostly in

7-inch size. The library of instruc-

tional tapes runs over a thousand.

And Scotch® brand Magnetic Tape

No. 311 with exclusive TENZAR®
backing is being used at Purdue

University.

One of two 30-booth laboratories at Purdue, in >vhich each booth

is equipped with a dual-channel transistorized heavy-duty

recorder with automatic volume control. Other lab equipment

includes two-way phones between teacher and each student,

general high-fidelity speakers, and a projection booth for other

audio-visual material. All of Purdue's language labs are located

in the newly remodeled Stanley Coulter Hall.

WHAT IS TENZAR?

TENZAR is an exceptionally strong

backing material—many times

stronger than standard acetate-

backed tape.

Nicked or scratched edges won't

cause it to break. Fast starts, stops,

varying drive tension won't curl or

distort it. Because it can't dry out,

can't absorb moisture, it stores un-

usually well.

No. 311 is made with high-potency

oxides that assure peak fidelity, is

impregnated with Silicone lubrica-

tion that protects recorder heads,

eliminates squeal, extends tape life.

As an added bonus, each reel comes

with an end-of-reel clip that prevents

tape spillage during handling, mail-

ing and storage. For increased tape

life and service, specify "Scotch"

BRAND No. 311 with TENZAR back-

ing the next time you order tape

—

available in clear or red, blue, green

and yellow transparent color-molded

reels; it's priced in the same range

as standard acetate-backed tape!

Special offer from 3M for

language instructors!

In an exclusive taped report, "First

the Ear . . . ", leading educators tell

first-hand how tape recording helps

them teach languages, both in high

schools and colleges.

You can have this report (on

TENZAR backed tape, of course) for

only $1.50. Send check or money
order to Minnesota Mining and Manu-
facturing Com-
pany, Magnetic
Products Division,

Dept. MCG-31,
Box 3300, St. Paul

6, Minn.
OCHIMVHI

j^/^INNESOTA ]yjlNING AND ]y^AN U FACTUR I NG COMPANY^

...WHERE RESEARCH IS THE KEY TO TOMORROW*^
3M

"SCOTCH. " "TENZAR" and the Plaid Design are Reg. TM's of 3M Co. © 1961 3M Co.
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DON'T \A^ORRY,
HE >AAONT GET IT OUT!
To remove a LEVOLOR bottom rail clip, one must

know how. No amount of yanking and pulling on the

tape can get them out. But to the maintenance man
who knows how, it is as simple as A. B. C.

Information that insures the best installation pos-

sible is a service all LEVOLOR representatives will I

give you. They will submit a prospectus covering'

every detail of your Venetian Blind installation-help i

with the specifications and make a final inspection!

after the blinds are installed. It is a service that guar-

antees good specifications and good Venetian Blinds.

VENETIAN BLINDS
AUDIO-VISUAL CONVENTIONAL SKYLIGHT

112

Levolor Lorentzen, Inc., 720 Monroe St., Hoboken, N. J.
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UNITE SIGHT AND SOUND FOR MORE EFFECTIVE TRAINING!

YOU CAN SYNCHRONIZE

NOW- YOUR WORDS, MUSIC and

YOUR PICTURES...

AUTOMATICALLY!
Now—make your pictures worth thousands of words more!

Your visual training presentations will have new meaning . . .

command more attention . . . when you dramatize them with

synchronized sound. A V-M Tajie Recorder and Synchronizer

in conjunction with a slide or strip film projector, increase the

significance of any visual presentation, and offer more eco-

nomical production of training aids as well.

You easily add inaudible slide-change signals to your own tape

recorded commentary. On play-back, these soundless signals

actuate the projector, automatically advancing slides at the

times selected! With V-M's unique "Add-A-Track" control you
can even add music to your narration for more showmanship

!

V^M

V-M Tape Recorder Slide
Projector Synchronizer-
Model 1412 • Easy to

operate • Lightweight and
compact • Compatible
with most popular remote
control projectors $49.95

V-M 'tape-o-matic' " 4-Track Stereo
Record Tape Recorder— Model 722
• Records and plays back in full

stereo or 4-Track Monaural • "Add-
ATrack" Control • Simple Push-
Button operation • High-Fldelity
Speaker System $259.95*

Sliahlly Higher Welt

WHY DON'T YOU EXPLORE THE MANY USES
OF THIS REMARKABLE COMBINATION?

See Your \^-M Dea/er TODAYI

. ®USIC

V-M CORPORATION BENTON HARBOR, MICHIGAN

V-M CORPORATION— D«pt. ES-361 30 b Territorial Rd.. B«nton Bftrbor. Ulclilfan

Please send me, without obligation, more

information on V-M Models 1412 and 722.
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Ne^vs people organizations events

Announce New Association

Of Media Groups

Thirteen national organizations

have joined forces to form the new
Educational Media Council, it has

been announced by Dr. Charles F.

Schuller, director of the Audio-Visual

Center and professor of education at

Michigan State University.

The council was organized at Kel-

logg Center on the MSU campus on

November 15, 1960. Its purpose is

the coordination of the efforts of pro-

fessional and trade associations in the

media fields—films, television, books—

in the interests of better service to

American education. The council will

serve, it is said, as a forum for the dis-

cussion of problems relating to educa-

tional media, will undertake action

programs, engage in research, sponsor

conferences and seminars and dissemi-

nate information about instructional

materials.

Current membership includes the

following:

American Book Publishers Council,

American Library Association, Ameri-

can Textbook Publishers Institute, De-

partment of Audio-Visual Instruction

(NEA), Educational Film Library

Association, Electronics Industries As-

sociation, Joint Council on Education-

al Television, Learning Resources In-

stitute, National Association of Educa-

tional Broadcasters, National Audio-

Visual Association, National Educa-

tional Television and Radio Center,

National University Extension Asso-

ciation, and University Film Producers

^ ssociation.

1961 Officers Announced
By Michigan AV Group
The Michigan Audio-Visual Asso-

ciation announces the election of offi-

cers for 1961. They are:

President, Helge Hansen, audiovisu-

al director. Dearborn Public Schools;

vice president, Byron Clendening, di-

rector of the audiovisual center at

Central Michigan University; secre-

tary-treasurer, Daniel S. Lirones, con-

sultant at the audiovisual education

center, University of Michigan.

Delegates-at-large include Clark
Jacot, Oak Park Public Schools; Wil-

liam Veenendahl, Michigan State Uni-

versity; J. B. Ward, Godwin Heights;

Pat Hewitt, Allen Park; Carl Snow,

Western Michigan University. Ford

Lemler, director of the audiovisual ed-

ucation center at University of Michi-

gan, is immediate past president of

the organization.

Church Film Production
Booming, Reports Show
More news of various films in pro-

duction and soon to be released by the

National Council of Churches.

Two on marriage counseling are

titled / Do and Before They Say I Do.

Two on Latin America are tentatively

titled Tides of a Latin American

Dream and Buenos Aires Ten O'Clock,

the former on South America's Indian

culture, the latter on the status of the

Protestant in a Catholic culture.

Church World Service is sponsoring

a film called Hunger, to be shot in

Korea, Hong Kong and Pakistan, plus

an art sound filmstrip for children, A
New Language for Kim Po.

The United Church of Canada has

Rim of Asia in process, a missions

theme film.

Two new films will deal with

Greece — Hellenism and Christianity

and Greek Refugees.

A home missions film. Persons of

Special Needs, and Stewardship 1961

are two additional titles soon to be re-

leased.

'"Teaching Machines" At
Illinois AV Meeting

Ray Krogel, EBF vice presidenl^B

and Marty Mendro, Midwest Visual,

were the speakers at the quarterly

meeting of the Suburban Chicagoland

Audiovisual Directors roundtable at

East Proviso High School, Maywood,

111., on January 11. The subject,

"Teaching Machines," drew an at-

tendance of approximately 100.

Final meeting of this school year—

on "Language Labs—will be held on

Thursday, March 9, at the high school

in Oak Park. The IlUnois A-V Asso-

ciation's state-wide meeting at Spring-

field, April 6-8, and the AV Educa-

tional Forum in Chicago, July 22-24,

will complete the 1960-61 program.

Videotape Unit Purchased
For India ETV Station

Installation of a Videotape televi-

sion recorder is reported at All India

Radio's educational TV station in New
Delhi. The Ampex machine was pur-

(Continued on page 116)

W^Look, Listen and Learn

4MMi^^iSrw
91.f m

An AV program in anion

—this bulletin lioard wag

built by Roy T. Larscn,

director of audiovisual

education of Holyoke,
Mass., public schools, to

illustrate their activities.

L a r s e n has used the i

board in classrooms, at i

PTA meetings and at AV

'

workshops for teacher*.
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At the new Kaibab Elementary School, Scottsdale, Arizona, selected by A.A.S.A.for its

exhibit of outstanding school designs, Mr. Marvin Osborn, Audio-Visual Director says:

"In operation 75% of the school day, these Kodak
Pageant Projectors just keep running...without fail!'

"Once-a-year checkups seem to be all they need to
keep them operating the way we like, with no break-
downs, no disruptions of classroom order.

"Projection Club, 6th, 7th and 8th grade students
handle showings. They catch on fast to the Pageant's
simple operation."

Stresses on audio-visual equipment are extraordi-
nary, even in normal use. Constant usage, hard usage,
and usage by many different people mean that pro-
jection equipment must be built specifically for Audio-

Visual work, if it is to endure.

That's the way we have constructed Kodak Pageant
Projectors. First, to be sturdy . . . with quality sound
and screen image for all types of A-V usage. Then, to
be simply operated . . . even by children. Finally, to
be easily maintained . . . with only occasional checkup.
Kodak Pageant Projectors are sold through Kodak

Audio-Visual dealers, who will demonstrate at your
convenience. Or, you can write for Bulletin V3-22; no
obligation, of course.

Kodak Pageant Projector y EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Dept. 8-V. Rochester 4, N.Y.
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THE MAGIC
OF THE ATOM

The first film library (26 films)

of our ATOMIC AGE, produced

wdth the technical assistance of

the Atomic Energy Commission

and U. C L. A.

1

.

Atom Smashers

2. Atomic Furnaces

3. The Atom in Industry

4. The Atom and the Doctor

5. The Eternal Cycle (Biology)

6. The Atomic Greenhouse

7. Tagging the Atom

8. The Atomic Zoo

9. Security

10. The Atomic Pharmacy

1 1 . Protecting the Atomic Worker

12. The Master Slave

13. The Atomic Alchemist

14. Power Unlimited

15. The Atomic Age Farmer

16. Atomic Metallurgy

17. Atomic Cities

18. Atoms for Health

19. The Industrial Atom

20. Atomic Goldrush

21. Radiation—Silent Servant

22. Atomic Biology for Medicine

23. The Atom and the Weather .

24. The Riddle of Photosynthesis

25. The Atomic Detective

26. Jobs in Atomic Energy

FOR—
Jr. HS, HS, Universities

Price per print $65.00

Set of 26 films $1,500.00

Credit terms en set purchases

AU films 12V2 Minutes, BhW,
Sound.

ELIGIBLE FOR PURCHASE

UNDER N.D.E.A., TITLE ill

i-^ f * * ^ ^

^^^•' J ^ ffl|M^ip|^gitofe ife^

B^^b^mWB
k^

^^fei ~^^^^^^^^Jl-.^~~^i^^^^^v~-4

Inspecting 20 16nim projectors delivered in Tunisia as part of the Internalional Coop-

eration Administration's joint Tunisian-American technical assistance proprani. From
left: J. Otis Garber, chief of technical services division, USA-ICA mission to Tunisia;

Griffith J. Davis, communications media officer. K^A, Tunis; Robert B. Black, depul

director of ICA, Tunis; Slimane Kasbi and Tahar Zaouali, Tunisian secretariat

state for information.

News continued

HANDEL FILM CORPORATION
6926 Melrose Ave.

Hollyv/ood 38, Calif.

chased by the Indian Supply Mission.

Plans call for teachers to record

regular programs which will be trans-

mitted on a delayed basis to receivers

in classrooms in a 25-mile radius of

New Delhi. Taping began in Febru-

ary, and Indian ETV administrators

plan to have a backlog of program
material ready when the school term

opens in July.

Eastman Announces Deadline
For Photo Contest

High school students can enter their

favorite pictures in the 1961 Kodak
High School Photo Awards up to mid-

night of March 31, according to an

announcement by Eastman Kodak
Company.

Topping the list of prizes totaling

$11,750 are those of $400 and $300 in

the black and white division, and $350
in the color section, the report said.

The Awards event is open to stu-

dents in grades 9 through 12 who are

in daily attendance at any high school

in the United States or its territorial

possessions.

U. of Arizona Receives

2,500 New Color Slides

Receipt of 2,500 color slides in the

field of American art brings the num-
ber of slides available for study in the

University of Arizona's CkjUege of

Fine Arts to a total of 15,000, it has

been reported.

Dean Sidney W. Little said the new
acquisition, made possible through aid

trC^
of the Carnegie Corporation of N
York, "is rich in examples of the a

of the American Indians as well as in

many other phases of our national cul-

ture."

Concurrently with receipt of the

"Arts of the United States" slide col-

lection. Little announced that the Col-

lege of Fine Arts now has slide re-

producing equipment available for

duplicating any of the 15,000 slides in

its total collection. "We are now in

position to supply representative ex-

amples of art and architecture from

our collection at very small cost," he

pointed out, adding that those in need

of such materials should contact his

office at the U of A, Tucson.

U. of Akron's TV System
Nearing Full Operation

The University of Akron's closed

circuit television system has 35 rooms
prepared for TV receptions. Courses

for credit ranging from mathematics

(Continued on page 118)

Editorial Staffer

An opening exists on the editori-

al staff of EdScreen & AVGuide.
Experience in educational audio-

visual instruction is a must, and
some background in magazine

production would be a 'plus.'

Location in Chicago is neces-

sary.

Send resume to Managing Edi-

tor, Educational Screen & Au-

diovisual Guide, 2052 Lincoln

Park West, Chicago 14, lU.
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PIl-lO-2
NEW A.MPE:X for EDXJCi^TION'
Here is a recorder that doesn't sound like an amateur. Tfie Ampex PR-10 is rugged, pro-

fessional equipment designed for use in schools as the master recorder—to serve specific

uses where quality and dependability really matter. Its clarity will make students sit up

and listen. Its professional performance will encourage teachers to put forth inspired effort

in making educational tapes and in perfecting rehearse -and-listen techniques in music,

drama, speech and language. The recorder is an extremely versatile stereo/monophonic

combination. It has jamproof pushbutton controls... a new gentle tape handling system...

and is so durable you can budget it to outwork and outlast a succession of cheaper ma-

chines. Your Ampex professional dealer has it Ask for a demonstration in your school.

FEATURES AND ESSENTIAL DATA Records and ploys bock stereophonic, conventional half-trock, or two-

track sound • All electrical pushbutton controls * Remote control provisions ond occessory remote unit • Tv^o speeds: 3V« 'PJ 0"^

7'/i ips (or /'/j — 15 ips option) • True musicol pitch by hysteresis synchronous motor • Extremely low flutter plus permanent freedom

from misadjustment achieved by exclusive gentle electro-dynomic tape handling system * Automotic tape threading available * Four-

Irock stereo playback avoilable • Portoble or rock mount versions available • Associated equipment includes o 4-pojition stereo/

mono mixer and o new 40 watt speaker/amplifier unit.

%A-]0 40 wan accesiory speaker lawpfirier.

Literature including specifications, features, benefits and appiications available from Ampex. Write Dept. E

AMPEX PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS COMPANY • 9Z4 Charter Street, ffedwood City. California • Ampex of Canada Ltd.. Rexdale. Ontario, Canada
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BEST
SELLER

ATC 300C

$cn.5059 school

net

$89.25 list

THE MOST POPULAR 4-SPEED CLASS-

ROOM RECORD PLAYER IN YEARS.
The ATC 300C utilizes proven teaching features

and eliminates useless consumer frills.

10 watt Hi-Fi amplifier, transformer powered

for complete safety.

9" oval speaker with coaxial tweeter cone.

Standard output jack for headsets.

Automatic turntable release.

Ample space for AC cord storage.

Phono needle protected from hitting motorlxjard,

knobs or side of case.

Scuff resistant fabricoid covered % " plywood case,

metal comers and knees, solid hard plastic himdle.

Spring cushioned plastic feet. Carrying weight

only 17 lbs.

ATC 300VC with variable speed turntable,

$111.75 List. $74.50 Net.

SEE YOUR DEALER OR WRITE FOR COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS.

AUDIOTRONICS
—/Iudio Ironies corp., host weddington st., north Hollywood, calif.

News continued

and science to public speaking are be-

ing televised on a regular basis. The
university's TV Center is serving as

production source and will be able to

produce instructive courses for distri-

bution over the Ohio State TV net- j

work. Additionally, telecasts originat-
\

ing from the campus studio with vidi-

con cameras are being put on open-

circuit through the facilities of WAKR-
TV, Akron.

The flexibility of the coaxial cable

distribution system will allow the uni-

versity to present three closed circuit

lessons simultaneously and will permit

the reception of commercial broad-

casts from Cleveland and Akron TV
stations for distribution throughout the

campus.

Wm. F. Kruse Forms New
Consulting Firm

William F. Kruse, consultant in AV
public relations and advertising, an-

nounces the formation of a new firm,

Audio-Visual Media, Inc. Under this

new operation, Kruse will retain only

two accounts—Family Films, producer

of religious films, and Educational

Screen and Audiovisual Guide.

A few of the many organizations Bill

Kruse has .served during 40 years of

activity in audiovisual education are

Bell & Howell Company, U.S. Na-

tional Park Service, U.S. Office of Ed-

ucation, and Universal Pictures Corpo-

ration. Currently he is also national

archivist for the Department of Audio-

visual Instruction of the National Ed-

ucation Association and a director of

the Illinois Audiovisual Association.

Three Texas Campuses
Linked By CCTV

Closed circuit television for class-

room instruction in central Texas

achieved a new dimension on Febru-

ary 6, according to a report from the

University of Texas.

On that date, a microwave network

brought together three campuses-

Two AV Books Available

Educational Screen has a limited

supply of two volumes, Picture

Values in Education, and Com-
parative Effectiveness of Some
Visual Aids in Seventh Grade

Instruction, both by Joseph J.

Weber. One or botii are avail-

able upon written request at a

cost of one dollar each to cover

jKJStage and handling.
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International

Note For Films

In Festival
In preparing for its annual Ameri-

can Film Festival, the Educational

Film Library Association notes that

the entries are again mirroring major

trends of interest by both public and

producers.

"Last year," says Emily Jones,

EFLA's executive director, "top bill-

ing went to rockets, missiles and satel-

lites. This year it seems that the ma-

jor interest of producers, sponsors and

distributors lay in foreign countries

and international relations."

A significant number of films on

Africa have been submitted. And cur-

rent interest in other crisis areas of

the world is reflected in scores of festi-

val entries picturing foreign countries

from Israel to Taiwan. Besides the

usual proportion of films focused on

European nations, there are many en-

tries dealing with India, the Middle

East and Australia. Even such remote

parts of the world as the South Pole

and the South Pacific are covered.

Festival entries are also touching

general ethnic and international prob-

lems, U.S. headline events during

1960, and other subjects including

juvenile delinquency, integration, la-

bor-management relations, and geriat-

rics.

After the Festival pre-screening

committees have evaluated all the

1961 entries and reported to EFLA
on the productions they nominate for

the Blue Ribbon competitions, ap-

proximately 2.50 fibns and filmstrips

will be screened for Festival juries

and registrants in April. Scheduled

this year for April 19-22, the Ameri-

can Film Festival will again be held

at the Barbiozn-Plaza Hotel in New
York City. The general public is in-

vited to attend screenings in 33 com-

petitive categories.

Huston-Tillotson College, St. Ed-

ward's University and UT. Students at

all three institutions are now taking

courses together in "The Great Plains"

and "Introduction to Psychology." By
next fall, the network will expand to

include eight other colleges and uni-

versities in San Antonio, San Marcos,

Seguin and Georgetown, and other

courses will be added, it is said.

The University of Texas has a con-

tract with the U.S. OERce of Educa-
tion for construction and operation of

the microwave network.

Even in classrooms sunshine bright,

AO's NEW OVERHEAD
DELiNEASCOPE

gives the clearest image yoii've ever seen!

This revolutionary new overhead projector, by American Optical

Company, was developed around a powerful 1000 watt light source

to give you the brightest . . . biggest projected screen image you've

ever seen. Even the extreme corners are sharp and clear because a

specially designed Fresnel lens affords perfectly balanced illumination

to every square inch of screen area.

This precision teaching instrument will project all the line, form and
color of a 10"x 10" transparency up to a huge 177 sq. ft. screen im-

age ... in crisp, accurate detail.

You'll enjoy using this instrument because you face your class at all

times . . . observe every movement and expression of subject reception

and understanding.

AO's Overhead Delineascope helps give your program an unlimited

flexibility that is not possible with any other AV medium. You can

emphasize or dramatize by adding to your prepared teaching ma-

terial on-the-spot.

You'll want to see all the new, exclusive features that make this in-

strument a practical investment in creative teaching. Your AO Sales-

man or Audio -Visual Dealer will be happy to arrange a demonstra-

tion at your convenience.

American Optical

W Company
S^tMCt*

INtTKUMINT BIVtllO«4. BUrfAlO IS, NIW VOIK

Dept. Q24I

Please send complete information on AO's New
Overhead Delineascope.

Name

Address.

City JZone- _State_

IN CANADA write —American Optical Company Canada Ltd., Box 40, Terminal A. Toronto, Ontario
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School Master 500 shown with exclusive accessory

rewind take-up and semi-automatic slide changer.

SCHOOL MASTER BRILLIANCE
CONCENTRATES ATTENTION

School Master Projectors produce brilliant images

that command student attention. Children concen-

trate on the subject matter. They learn faster. They

remember longer.

A School Master is made-to-order for schoolroom

use • Entire optical system removes as a unit for

cleaning • Powerful but quiet fan moves a steady

stream of air through the projector to dissipate

lamp heat and protect filmstrips or slides • Handles

filmstrips or 2 x 2 slides with equal ease and the

change from one to the other is accomplished in

Get your copy of the GRAFLEX AUDIOVISUAL DIGEST

48-page digest of leading articles of the past
three years. Free to AV directors. Others may
get copy for 25( mailing-handling cost.

seconds without tools • Built-in telescoping carry-

ing handle makes it easy to carry from one room to

another • Exclusive accessory Rewind Take-up

allows filmstrips to be rewound automatically into

storage containers.

School Masters, available in 500 and 750 watt

manual or remote control models, are priced from

$84.50. For additional information see your Graflex

AV dealer. Or, write Dept. ES-31, Graflex, Inc.,

Rochester 3, N. Y. A subsidiary of General Preci-

sion Equipment Corporation.

*Trade Mark. Prices subject to change without notice.

GRAFLEX
A SUBSIDIARY OF GENERAL PRECISION EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
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editorial

Dreaming
And
Dancing

by Paul C Reed

I forget his name. Wasn't it a school superintendent from Texas who
provided that running gag for three or four consecutive DAVI con-

ventions about the "hand-held projectors?" I remember the reactions

better than the details. Everybody laughed at the dreamlike notion

of a motion picture projector as lightweight and portable as that.

What g{X)d would such a projector be even if you could make one?
You couldn't use it for classroom teaching!

That was yesterday. Today there really is a hand-held movie ma-
chine, and it's being used for teaching. Not designed for classroom

use, it could however be adopted for school instruction. Let me tell

you more.

I read about it in the February issue of Ballroom Dance Maga-
zine. (Don't ask me why I was reading in this field. There is an
audiovisual relationship, and I don't mean preparation for the Miami
DAVI convention! ) In this magazine there is an article titled "Movie
Courses in Ballroom" telling about a "new package of viewer, film

and records" that is a "remarkable visual aid for home study." A
plastic, hand-operated viewer, loaded with a specially produced fifty

foot reel of 8mm film, accompanied by sound from a 45 rpm record
beating out the rhythms from your record player, will teach you at

home to do the waltz, cha-cha, rhumba or whatever steps you want
to learn.

Now, we're not advocating that ballroom dancing be added to the
curriculum. Nor are we hinting that audiovisual people should bring

a little fun into their lives by trying to dance. But we do have one or

two serious points to make.

On second thought, there is only one point, and it is this: If

audiovisual specialists are going to meet their responsibilities, they
cannot ignore any new development of the field. They must think

sharjily and imaginatively. They must know all they can know about
learning and learners. They must be always alert and among the first

to recognize educational promise in new technological develop-
ments. They must be ready to experiment boldly and promote their

findings.

It is much too easy to fall back upon comfortable convictions. It's

less work to disregard a new projector, for instance, just because it

uses a hundred watt lamp. Or take another example. How many of

you have dismissed with a glance the announcement of a new
monthly subscription service offering a science or travel book, a
record, and thirty-two small color transparencies for use with a spe-

cial projector. Are there no conceivable applications for this home
package for school instruction?

Instructional methods are changing. New trends are forming.

Audiovisual equipment and materials have promising new roles to

play, new tasks to perform. Instruction has always taken place with
standardized classroom groups of thirty. Conventional audiovisual

equipment and thinking has been keyed to that norm. But for today
and tomorrow there are no standard size groups.

Individuals are learning by themselves. Learning experiences axe
provided for groups of three, six, fifty, and a hundred and fifty.

There are specialized audiovisual materials and equipment to be
adapted for every need. There's a place and potential for all the
tools of communication.

If a plastic 8mm motion picture viewer can be used to teach the
skills of dancing, it can be used to teach the skills of writing and
sawing and finding words in dictionaries. All that it takes is an
imaginative audiovisual specialist who can put a wild dream to work.
Maybe we should even give further thought to that dream fan-

tasy of B. A. Aughinbaugh, one of the real pioneers of the AV field.

He dreamed of the 4mm sound motion picture gadget you wore like

a pair of spectacles, with an earphone attached. It might happen!
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Freshman
Chemistry

At Montana State College, a chemistry lab assistant

produces models in the TV production center.

Class preparation (20th century) : Dr. Bruce

Murray prepares his transparencies in advance of

the rehearsal.
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By TV
by Robert M. Sekerak

f^^OMPLAINTS about the training of scientists

are currently more common than constructiv(

suggestions tor the improvement of such trainin;

Montant State College is one place where som-

thing specific is actually being done about it?

With characteristic scientific thoroughness, every

known principle of learning is being appliea

systematically to a single course. It is being

carried on by a team from a combination of de-

partments: Chemistry, under William B. Cook,
and Film & Television, under Hardy D. Berry.

The objective of Montana State's television

course in chemistry is to provide students with a

variety and intensity of stimuli not obtainable

uixler traditional classroom conditions. Problems
of instruction are being treated with all tlie

modern scientific instnnnents known to each
authority in his field. Dr. Bruce Murray, who is

teaching the closed-circuit course, believes that

20th century problems must be met with 20th

century equipment and information. No avail-

able tool or technique is overlooked in making
each lesson as clear and as understandable as

possible.

This does not mean that the course content has

been diluted. The most difficult concepts are

presented in sequence rapid enough to challenge

the best student. Tlie material is so enriched and
the explanations so thoroughly backed by
examples that almost no one is lost in the process.

Faster students are not slowed down, but slower

students are given sufficient assistance by skill-

ful techniques enabling them to keep pace.

To achieve this dual purpose, emphasis is

placed on multiple stimuli. It has long been
known that learning is aided by a compounding
of visual and auditory stimuli. For this reason,

formulae and symbols are never spoken without
being visually represented. Materials are used

only with their written symbolic representation.

The visual as well as auditory stimuli are repeat-

ed until, as abstract concepts, they become
thoroughly understood.

It is not thought to make concrete materials

permanent crutches. Abstractions are developed
systematically. Once they are understood, em-
phasis is placed on new concepts and the student

is encouraged to use the learned material as a

foundation for new learning.

TV Chemistry is a freshman course. A large

its

I



proportion of the students need assistance in the

transfer from high school to college habits. Many
students have never taken class notes. Then, too,

there is a subtle difference between television

and traditional classroom note taking. The in-

structor on TV must have a sense of timing so

that the camera may give the student sufficient

opportunity to write the material presented. This

is an advantage of television. The students' at-

tention is not divided between the visual image
of the instructor and the charts. The closeup of

the charts prevents a situation where the students

are writing one thing while the instructor is

talking about another.

During a demonstration undivided attention to

the screen is suggested. Noting is not desired.

Both concrete material and abstract symbols are

presented simultaneously in order to obviate the

need for referring to notes. It is here that the
hypnotic effect of the television "eye" and the

dramatic sense of the good TV instructor are

used as aids in concentration. When, at a latftr

time, the student is asked to recall the result of

some chemical action, his mental reservoir pro-

vides him not only with the imagery of the
actual demonstration but also with an image of

the correct symbol or chemical formula. This
superimposition can be done only on television

by the electronic magic of two cameras.
No audiovisual medium is neglected. If some

mechanism vital to a demonstration is out of

economic or special range, film clips are used.
Film and Television majors work out animation
for the specific use of the chemistry series. Slides

and film strips are consistently drawn upon and
material is specially prepar^l for use on the
overhead projector. Because class sizes are great,

the per-student cost per demonstration is reduced
to a realistic figure.

There are scientific data, gleaned from studies
made all over the country, which are applied to
alleviate frustrations which might cause drop-
out or failure. There is a definite relationship,

carefully worked out, between the size of the
image and the distance of the viewer from the
television screen. There is also a relationship

between the size of the screen and the placement
of viewers within a given room. Acoustical ex-

cellence is emphasized to remove subliminal an-

noyances—a refinement about which the tradi-

tional classroom instructor could not possibly

concern himself.

The testing program is integrated as part of the
overall scientific approach. Short quizzes are
available to serve as guide posts to the imcertain.

They are so constructed that the student can
learn within a five minute period whether or not
he has grasped the meaning of a problem. Their
construction also includes devices which reveal

the correct answer to the student before he
leaves. He may or may not wish to divulge the
results of the quizzes to the instructor. Their pur-
pose is to keep him informed.
The most important single factor combatting

the feeling of distance and impersonality is the
freeing of the instructor for personal interview.
This is made possible by the large lecture section.

Those instructors who have been released from
lecturing and the time-consuming task of pre-
paring lectures are now available to the student
for interview. The student is no longer one of
a group hoping for a quick post-lecture response
to a gnawing question. An unhurried analysis of
the student's questions can be made and the
instructor can become acquainted personally.

Lest there be misunderstanding, it must be
made clear that all the scientific devices and
techniques ever devised cannot substitute for

student effort and aptitude. This is no effortless,

painless route to certain success. The emphasis
is on making certain that those who can and
will try are not lost. There are still many en-
rolled who will not benefit greatly from any col-

lege course, including this one.
Some students may merely want to use this

chemistry course for general information. The
course accommodates them. On the other hand,
it is so enriched as to provide the potential

chemist-scientist with examples and techniques
to which he could not otherwise have been ex-

posed. A better foundation is possible for the
future chemistry major via the television team.

Image sizes are worked out

by a team consisting of

student director, production
crew, artist, and audiovisual

specialist.
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Audio-Visual Society

at Indiana U.

by Gene Hinton

1 HE Audio-Visual Society is a professional

fraternity for persons studying and teaching

audiovisual communications at Indiana Univer-

sity, and its program is designed to make con-

structive contributions to the professionalization

of the field. The society's membership consists

of the faculty and graduate students in the field

of audio-visual communications at the Audio-

Visual Center, Indiana University. Begun as a

graduate student club in the fall of 1957, the

society's program interest and activity at first

was primarily social. Since that time, however,
the membership has striven to provide an in-

creasing number of activities to advance the pro-

fessionalization of the society and the field of

audio-visual communications in general.

A luncheon held last fall on the Indiana Uni-

versity campus, sponsored jointly by the society

and the Library Science club, featured four

leaders in the educational media field. The 157

persons who attended the luncheon first heard
greetings from Aima L. Hyer, executive secretary

of the Department of Audio-Visual Instruction of

the NEA in Washington D. C. Then followed

brief talks by Charles F. Schuller, director of the

Audio-Visual Center at Michigan State Univer-

sity and president of the Educational Media
Council; Seth Spalding, consultant in the Educa-
tional Media branch of the Office of Education
in the Department of Health, Education and
Welfare in Washington, D.C.; and Lee Cochran,
executive assistant in the extension Division of

the State University of Iowa and editor of the

booklet covering the Lake Okoboji AV leader-

ship conferences, 1955-1959.

The speakers for the luncheon had come to

the Indiana University campus to take part in

the work conference on Bibhographic Control

of Newer Educational Media. The conference,

directed by Miss Carolyn Guss, associate pro-

fessor of education in the Indiana University

Audio-Visual Center and Miss Margaret I.

Rufsvold, director of the Division of Library

Science in the School of Education, Indiana
University, was conducted under a grant provid-

ed under Title VII of the National Defense
Education Act. The meeting had been designed
to bring together qualified individuals represent-

ing (1) publishers of bibliographic information
about the newer media, (2) consumers of these

services, and (3) specialists in storage, retrieval

and dissemination of information.

The Audio-Visual Society has been^ conducting
simOar professional luncheons on a monthly
basis throughout the year to provide its members

with opportunities to hear other leaders and
subject area experts in educational media. In

addition, the society sponsors other projects such
as field trips to audio-visual centers, special film

showings of educational productions, manu-
facturers' demonstrations of new AV equipment
or techniques, and participation in workshops
organized for society members.
To be eligible for membership in the Audio-

Visual Society of the Indiana University Audio-
Visual Center, a person must meet at least one
of the following criteria. He must be: ( 1 ) a

graduate level student with a major or minor
in audio-visual communication; (2) on academic
appointment in the audio-visual communication
field; or (3) a graduate assistant or research

worker who is employed by the Audio-Visual
Center. The executive council of the society is

presently considering honorary memberships for

interested persons not meeting any of the above
criteria. Such memberships would be at the in-

vitation of the executive councU.
From its first year membership of 20 in 1957

the society has grown to a membership of over
100 in 1960. The Society publishes a Monthly
Bulletin to inform its members of current and
future activities. An Alumni Newsletter is

published quarterly to inform audio-visual

alumni, both abroad and in the United States,

of society and center activities. The last issue of

the newsletter was mailed to 607 such alumni.
The executive council of the society for 1960-

1961 consists of Bill Oglesby, president; Dr.

Gene Faris, vice president; Jim Reynolds, secre-

tary; Bill Stucker, treasurer; and Garrett Mitchell,

Nita Barcelona, and Don Nicholas, representa-

tives at large. Dr. Mendal Sherman and Dr.
Carolyn Cuss are faculty advisors to the society.

Gene Hinton is editor of the Monthly Bulletin

and the Alumni Newsletter. Dave Curl and Les
Satterthwaite are also members of the executivei

council heading the membership and professional

committees respectively.

In the past few months several former students

of the Audio-Visual Center, now employed
throughout the United States, Canada, Brazil

and in many other foreign countries, have ex-

pressed their interest in forming such AM
societies in their locahties. BiU Armstrong and
other staff members on the Indiana University

Nigerian Project have also voiced their intention

to establish such a society in Nigeria. The society'

officers hope that the formation of this organiza-i

tion will lead to such professional fraternities

throughout the world. The program begun at

Indiana University would thus become a uni

versal endeavor with a membership of hundred:

working to further the professionalization o

the audio-visual communications field.
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These three photos portray some of those attending and partaking in
an AV luneheonnieeting at Indiana University last fall. Above, clock-
wise from left: Paul Reed, editor, Educational Screen and Audiovisual
Guide; Garrett Mitchell, Indiana AV Society representativc-at-large;
Jim Cole, supervisor of marketing for the university's Audio-Visual
Center; Keith Tyler, director, radio and TV education, Ohio Stale U.;
Henry Durr, Virginia state hoard of education.

AV Activity

at Indiana

From left, Lee Cochran, Iowa Slate L.; Charles
Schuller, director, Audio-Visual Center, Michi-
gan State U. ; Anna Hyer, executive secretary,
DAVI. Photo at left: Margaret Rufsvold, head,
library science division, Indiana U.; Lee Coch-
ran; Bill Oglesby, president, Audio-Visual So-
ciety (Indiana U.) ; Dr. Carolyn Guss, head of
the selection department, I.U. Audio-Visual
Center.

Audio-Visual Society's executive council, from left: L(

-

Niitirthwaite; Jim Reynolds, secretary; Dr. Mendal Sherman;
Have Curl; Nita Barcelona; Gene Hinton; Bill Oglesby.
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Dr. (iene Faris vice president; Garrett Mitchell;
Hill Stucker, treasurer. Absent were Don Nicholas and Carolyn
Guss.
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D'URING the summer of 1960, tlie audiovisual

laboratory in the College of Education at the

University of Mimiesota had the privilege and
opportunity of working with one of the newest
tools for making materials for the overhead pro-

jector, "Thermo-Fax" brand projection trans-

parencies.

While other types of transparencies may be
prepared quickly and easily, so very little time
and effort is involved in this new process that we
have consequently completely revised our con-

cept of classroom visual instruction.

Here is an example: As one of my classes

finished their examination, a question about one
answer arose. Rather than re-distribute the test

forms, I quickly made a projection transparency
by this new method and, with the image on the

screen, the class discussed the question and the
test immediately.

At the start of the summer session, we used
the process to make tran.sparencies of printed

material available to us only minutes before the
class began. These were changes in the schedule
and important announcements about activities.

Any delay or problem here would have prevent-

ed us from having a transparency, and we know
that showing students what we are saying pays
dividends in better communication.

During the fall quarter we found more and
more uses for these foolproof immediate trans-

parencies. Elementary and reading instructors

from Mimiesota who taught summer sessions in

other parts of the country were able to go pre-
pared with dozens of transparencies all made at

the veiy last minute. In a television program,
scripts complete with last minute changes were
made into transparencies and projected to serve
as easy guides for those before the camera. We
have already become so used to the convenience
of making these new projection transparencies
that all possible class material is now projected
in this way.
The process uses any of the regular models of

the "Thermo-Fax" coyping machines now in use
or on the market. It makes a positive, negative,
or color transp;irency of any material that can
be copied on any of the machines.
The ordinary printed page, pencil or ink

sketches, mimographed material, charts, graphs,
newspapers and magazine illustrations all are
on the screen in a flash. The blank transparency
and the orginal are merely inserted in the copy-
ing machine and the transparent image is made
and ready for projection in about four seconds.
The process is completely dry. No chemicals or
solutions are needed. Originals may be opaque,
transparent or translucent, and printed on one
or both sides.

The plastic transparent material is not sensitive
to light. It has unlimited shelf life. You may "ex-
pose" half of a sheet one day, then add material
a week or a month later on the other half.

Of the three kinds, probably the direct, positive
type transparency will prove most useful. But
for many puq^oses, the reversal or negative is

more effective. Here, iis on wax-coated plastic,
white light is projected (m a dark screen, and
while handling does not "scratch" the surface,
changes or additions may be put on with a pencil,
writing with white light on the screen.

by Neville P. Pearson

When color is desired in the image, an ad-
ditional sheet of colored material (red, green,
orange, blue, brown) is used with the plastic

receptor sheet. The projection transparency may
be made in any one color or by placing plastics

of different color over the parts of the original.

Two of five colors may be incorporated on the
same siheet. We have experimented and used
these transparencies for months and so far have
not discovered any unusual limitations or prob-
lems. Their cost is low, about 13 cents to 16 cents

a copy, and once made and filed, the trans-

parency can be kept indefinitely and re-used
repeatedly.

The transparencies are made in alioni four seconds by
placing the transparency on any original and inserting

into a copying machine. Film is dry and immediately
ready for projection.

On opposite page: Professor Pearson shows an original

map while the transparency made from it ig projected on
a screen.
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. . an AV instructor couldn't stand

by Lawrence M. Martin

There are happenings which an audiovisual di-

rector can only wish for and work toward. How-
ever, if and when they should come to pass it

might be such a traumatic experience it would
sweep us off our feet. Here are some of these

experiences which might possibly occur some-

day and for which we must be prepared:

Suppose one of your fellow teachers should

say:

1. "Say, where's this month's copy of our AV
newsletter? I've been looking all over for

it . .
."

2. "I've made out my tentative instructional

materials order for the next school quarter

and I was wondering if it is all right for

us to order that far . . .

."

3. "Just the other day I mentioned to the

teacher-next-door that I didn't know how
to run a film projector. Well, that very

afternoon she said, 'there is no time like

the present to learn' and so she took me
to the projection room and . . .

."

4. "Over a cup of coffee the seventh grade
teacher and I were discussing the relative

values of the various AV . . .
."

5. "The teachers of my school were asking if

they might meet with you soon during a

faculty meeting. They thought you might
help them in planning for more effective

utilization of teaching aids in their . . .
."

6. "You know . . . your new instructional ma-
terials catalog is just chock full of aids

which I can use to . . .
."

7. "I took complete notes at our teachers'

meeting at which you presented some in-

teresting innovations on . . .
."

8. "For all these years I've been teaching I've

thought of audiovisual as being only edu-

cational films. But just this past week I've

used a filmstrip, some records, and a tape

recorder. Boy, are they ever effective . . .
."

9. "This coming summer will find me back on

the campus for the first time in ages. And
my first choice for a class is going to be one

that will help me to make my class a more
interesting and challenging learning place

. . . one on audio- . . .

."

1 0. "I was telling another English teacher that

we are responsible for instilling effective

semantics among the other faculty mem-
bers as well as with students. I suggested

that a good place to begin was to insist on

the words, 'educational films' rather than

'movies' because of the connotation

that . . .

."

1 1 . "Someone made a sign which is on the

scotch tape dispenser in our projection

room which emphatically reminds us of

something that you keep telling us. It says

in large red print, 'PLEASE DO NOT USE
ME TO PATCH "

1 2. "How do I go about becoming a member
of that AV organization that's called ... I

believe, 'Department of . . .

."

1 3. "As a professional person I feel I can bene-

fit from the state conference of the audio-

visual group which you . . .

."
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Films For Teaching Physics

by Robert L. Weber

w.HY use films in teaching physics?

The potential values of the instructional film

in physics are obvious and attractive. Demonstra-

tion experiments presented by means of motion

pictures rarely fail to exhibit the intended effects.

These demonstrations can be shown with econ-

omy, in a form easily visible, with animated

drawing and carefully planned commentary to

clarify the phenomena and the physical concepts.

The phenomena may include many that cannot

be demonstrated at the lecture table. The film

audience can look into an electron microscope, a

giant telescope, or a stroboscope to see the small,

the very distant or the very fast.

Despite the advantages noted, comparatively

few college instructors of physics make e.xtensive

use of films. Lack of knowledge of what suitable

films are available may be a principal reason. So
also may be the limitations of service from the

centralized audiovisual service on a large campus.
Film needs must be anticipated and scheduled
a week or more in advance; the instructor must
always plan a stand-by program for the 15 per-

cent of the scheduled dates on which pro-

jectionist or film fail to show.
Some inadequacies of films stem in part from

the nature of the medium. A film presentation is

usually inflexible (but need not be so). The
realism of "live" demonstrations is missing. The
student is allowed little opportunity for reflec-

tion, questions or the taking of notes. There is

usually lack of repetition and no opportunity for

individual students to review and study the
fihn.

Other and more remediable inadequacies in

the use of instructional films in college are: (a)
the diffuseness and theatrical packing of films

edited to catch the widest possible audience; ( b

)

the limited effort of colleges and professional
organizations to sponsor and edit films for

specific teaching needs; (c) the difficulty of
finding reliable critical appraisals of films; and
(d) the inconvenience to the instructor of
screening films in advance and fitting them ef-

fectively into the classroom work.
A basic shortcoming has been the failure of

producers to test or prove their films before
releasing them. Generally it is not known whether
or not ( or to what degree ) films teach what the
sponsors and producers hope they will teach.
Pre-release testing is needed.
However, experimental studies of the teach-

ing value of certain widely used films' have offer-
ed guidance in the planning of later films.

Even more beneficial are the efforts of film re-

search groups in determining, by audience-con-

trolled experiments, the picture and sound tech-

niques best suited to the purpose of a proposed
film, as specified by its sponsors^.

A list of films selected for first year college

physics courses published in 1954 included less

than 200 films^.

The author has developed a new list which in-

cludes some 450 films. The accompanying table

shows the growth of interest, by fields.

Physics Films In Selected Lists

Field 1954 1960

Introductory b- General 9 27

History ir Biography — 8
Astronomy — 17
Meteorology 9 10
Heat 6- Thermodynamics 17 37
Sound 16 26
Electricity 6- Magnetism 50 83
Light 18 29
Atomic ir Nuclear Physics 29 138

Solid State Physics — 17

The activity is even greater than immediately
apparent from this tabulation, for neither listing

presumes to be comprehensive. Furthermore,

*C. J. Lapp, "Some experiments on the
teaching value of sound films in college

physics," Am. Physics Teacher 7, 224-230

(1939).
C. J. Lapp, "The effectiveness of a sound

motion picture 'Electrodynamics' in coUege

physics," Am. Physics Teacher 7, 224-230

(1939).

C. J. Lapp, "A study of the teaching ef-

fectiveness of the sound motion picture,

'Light waves and their uses,' " Am. }.

Physics 8, 67(A) (1940).
C. J. Lapp, "The teaching effectiveness of

the sound motion picture 'The electron,'
"

Am. J. Physics 9, 112-116 (1941).

^C. R. Carpenter, "A challenge for re-

search," Educational Screen, March 1948.

C. R. Carpenter, "Requirements of re-

search on instructional films," Hollywood
Quarterly 3, No. 3, 262-266, Spring 1948.

Progress Reports, Instructional Film Re-
search Program (Dr. C. R. Cariienter, Di-

rector), The Pennsylvania State College

School of Education, U. S. Navy Task Or-

der VII, Contract N6onr-269.
•'R. L. Weber, American Journal of Phys-

ics, 22,54-59 (1954).
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How To Get The New List

Of Physics Films

The complete new listing is being published in the
March, 1961, issue of the American Journal of Physics.

Dr. Weber has generously offered to make reprints of

this listing available to the first one hundred readers of

Educational Screen and Audiovisual Guide who write
him:

Dr. Robert L. Weber
Osmond Laboratory
Pennsylvania State University

University Park, Pennsylvania.

We suggest you enclose a self addressed and stamped
envelope.

i

some films included in the 1954 listing have
been withdrawn from circulation.

Commercial release of government sponsored
training films was largely responsible for the

sudden increase after the war in the number of

physics films available. Since then, a full year's

course of lectures and laboratory sessions by Dr.

Harvey W. White has been made available by
Encyclopaedia Britannica Films. Other physics

programs produced for television have been
made available on film for physics classes by
the National Educational Television Service.

The Physical Science Study Committee is com-
pleting its planned list of some sixty films co-

ordinated with the textbook and laboratory
manual written for the PSSC program of high
school physics.

Through the University Film Producers Associ-

ation several universities are cooperating in the

planning, economical production, and distribu-

tion of classroom films. The American Associa-

tion of Physics Teachers has an active visual aids

conmiittee which has sponsored a series of brief

films in college physics.

Instructional films do not appear to be widely
used abroad as in this country. There are some
industrial sponsors. The films listed by govern-
ment and society-sponsored film libraries are

often specialized research, not edited for instruc-

tional use in school or college. However, there
are some notable exceptions in the form of

beautifully executed instructional films, and any
one contemplating making physics films should
examine the foreign films in this field.

Information about foreign physics films is dif-

ficult to obtain, as iire often the films. But there
is some improvement in both respects, and in-

formation on a few foreign films is included in

the author's listing. Also, footage from films

made in other countries has occasionally been

incorporated in films released by U.S. distribu'

tors.

The films included in the new list not only
cover a wide range of topics but they vary wide-
ly in level. Some of the introductory Coronet or

Britannica films could be shown to elementary
school children. Others, such as the Convair
series of lectures are at the graduate school
level. The upgrading of some high school physics
courses, the occasional offering of a second
course in physics in high school, and the diversity

in level among even first-year college courses

seems adequate reason for including in the list

films for students at different levels in their

study of physics.

The films listed are all 16-mm sound films in

black and white, unless otherwise designated.

Each title is followed by the name of the pro-

ducer and the principal distributor from whom
the film may be purchased. Addresses are given
at the end of the film list. In many cases the film

can be borrowed from local film distributors*

or from film libraries^.

Coordinated filmstrips and instructor's manuals t

are available for all of the U.S. Office of Educa-
tion films. Instructor's manuals, some including!

the complete spoken commentary, are obtain-

able for some of the other films. When such a^

booklet is known to the available, the word
"Guide" is included in the listing.

^Frederic A. Krahm, Ed., Educational Film

Guide. The H. W. Wilson Company, 950
University Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.

''Seerley Reid and Anita Carpenter, A Di-

rectory of 16mm Film Libraries. U. S. OflBce

of Education, Washington 25, D. C.
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The departmental approach to

College AV Cataloging

by Hayden R. Smith

W,HILE there can be little argument that the

quality of service will largely determine the ef-

fectiveness of an Audiovisual Service Center

one cannot overlook the importance of a well

organized, up-to-date AV catalog of available

materials. Whether it gathers dust in some
professor's office or becomes worn and dog ear-

ed from continual use may be determined by
the nature of the catalog itself.

The production of an audiovisual catalog

might be considered by some as their number
one AV headache. Although we might disagree

as to its number one position, we do agree that

it remains a difficult and time consuming task.

Audiovisual coordinators have long lamented
the problems in this area. While the task may be
facilitated by the presence of a well trained

librarian as well as an adequate budget and
production facilities, most AV centers are not so

fortimate. Despite inadequacies and problems
one cannot overlook the importance of the

catalog as a silent salesman and vital link be-
tween the service center and its clientele. What
kind of a job it does will affect the utilization of

materials. At San Diego State we believe we
have come up with an approach that is truly

functional for the college level.

San Diego State College is a state institution

with an enrollment of approximately 11,000

students and an instructional staff of about 500.

AV, like other services, is plagued with a limited

budget and increasing demands. Last year alone

we provided over 7,000 set-ups and operations

of equipment.
As our services expanded our catalog "growed

like Topsy." It became a monstrous thing, two
inces thick, weighed several pounds and con-

tained over 400 pages. Some type of revision was
necessary.

A meeting was held with campus AV repre-

sentatives, and various suggestions were made.
Under the old catalog system the topical ap-

proach was used. For example, if you were look-

ing for a film on Art you might have to wade
through seven topical headings—all the way from
Architecture to Sculpture. Over 25 topics were
included under Psychology alone! To locate

materials was both time consuming and frustrat-

ing.

Checking our records, we discovered that

materials were requested and used primarily in

terms of departments. This is in keeping with

The prrvioiis ralaloji of San Dirgo State's AV Services is the hiilky unit at left. Current
material lias lieeii distilled anil re-organized into the two pieces at the right.
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TOPICAL I N D £ X

PAOE

Abnormal Behavior 17
Accounting IS
Administration 19
Advertising 19
Atrodynaclcs 19
AcothctlCS 20
Air Selcnco 20
Analytical Chemistry 21
Anatomy 21
Anclcr.t and Kedlcval History ?a
Animal Behavior 22
Ar.licnie 24
Anthropology 24
Archae'clcey 25
Ai-'^hltecture 25
Art 27
Artists and Their Works 27
Astronocy 27
Ataosphere SO

Audio--"-"

DEPARTMENTAL USTIHQ ^

ART

MP-2177 ART AND MOTION
MP-3067 ARTS CF JAPAN
MP-130 BROADSTROKE DRAWING
MP-536 BULLETIN BOARDS
MP-450 BVtik - AFRICAN SCUIfTURE SPEAKS

MP-2013 CAMBRIDGE
MP-I4O CHINESE SHADOW PIAY
MP-U5 COLONIAL WILLIAMSBURG
MP-2024 COLOUR
MP-546 FELT PEN SKETCHING
MP-2O46 FLIGHT OF THE DRAGON
MP-2219 GEORGES BRAQUE ,

MP-2162 GROWTH CF LONDON . ^1
MP-2260 HANDMADE MATERIALS FOR PROJ"""
MP-295 HEN HOP
MP-2054 HISTOR-^'" ""

MP-53/i. w

an established policy of budgeting the purchase

of new materials in accordance with department*-

al usage, however materials are used on a cam-

pus wide basis. After considerable discussion,

plus examination of other catalogs, the sugges-

tion was made that we organize the catalog in

terms of departments with appropriate cross-re-

ferencing.

Thus, our present system came into being.

For convenience we now have two separate cata-

logs: one for films and one for filmstrips, slides,

tape recordings and records. Each catalog

weighs about a quarter pound, is one-half inch

thick and each contains some 115 pages. The lists

include some 1,500 films, 2,500 filmstrips, 3,500

records, 300 tapes and a variety of slide and

study prints.

The film catalog is divided into two sections,

a departmental listing and an annotated Film Di-

rectory. Under the Departmental Listing all 50

campus departments are listed and are followed

by the films appropriate to that area. These are

arranged in alphabetical order with their catalog

numbers. In the Film Directory, all films are

listed in alphabetical order followed by a com-

plete description. Thus if an instructor knows the

title of a film he merely turns to the Film Direc-

tory to obtain the catalog number. If he is look-

ing for a film to be used in his subject area, he

would first look under the Departmental Listing

to determine what is available and then to the

Film Directory to obtain a description of the film.

The Filmstrip, Tape and Record Catalog is

organized along similar lineswith the exception

that no annotated Title Directory is included for

filmstrips and records. However, with tapes it is

our feeing that a complete description of content

'

is necessary. Thus, we have included an annotat-

ed Tape Directory along with the Departmental

Listing.

No attempt has been made here to go into the

cost of producing these catalogs. Because no spe-

cial funds were available for this purpose, we
had to use available materials and spare time

help. Using multilith plates, the catalog was

typed by our own secretaries and nm off by the

duplicating services of the College. An attractive

cover design was made by our Graphics artist

and the catalogs bound with plastic spiral bind-

ing.

yilM TITI£ DIRECTORY

MP-2002 A PARIS (French comnentary) 18 ain

Furnishes glimpses of the economic and ctiltxrral life of Parla.

Shows where Paris had its beginning and how it has progressad

through the years. Also shown are an auto factory, the big early

morning markets, department stores, different "quartiers" and

DOints of interest about the city. IFB

MP-3002 ACCENT ON I£AHNING
Designed to acquaint teachers with a variety of aud^'

materials and techniques. Film attempts "

"what does it mean tr> «-an<»v>*'» *-- -
•

DTocedxires ^^ '
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FILMSTRIPS
by Irene F. Cypher

Color is getting more colorful. Yes,

that is exactly what we mean! There

was a time when the quality of color

in many filmstrips left much to be de-

sired if you had any regard for true

tone values, exactness of shading and

fidelity of reproduction. Over the past

few months, however, we have been

pleasantly aware of the fact that the

color quality of a majority of the film-

strips reviewed was consistendy better

and gave a much truer representation

of the scenes and objects shown.

This is an achievement to note for

educational purposes. For life itself is

'colored," and we should use instruc-

tional materials that present as true a

duplication as possible of our world.

Personally, we have always said that

we preferred good, clear black and
white photography to much of the un-

realistic, inadequate and shoddy color

we saw in use in classrooms. We still

say so, but in a majority of learning

situations color is an essential part of

the language of educational communi-
cations. Therefore color should be
true, honest in terms of the informa-

tion conveyed, and also pleasant to

the eye. Then the viewer will feel

confident as he learns to recognize ob-

jects around him and will appreciate

the great variety of colors that go into

the making of his environment.

Alaska—49th State and Hawaii—
50th State (2 single strips, color; pro-

duced by Life Filmstrips and available

from Encyclopaedia Britannica Films,

1150 Wilmette Ave., Wilmette, 111.;

$8 each). Both of our newest states

are colorful, and these strips give us

views of life as we would see it if we
took a trip to both areas. Geographic
features and the bird and animal life

are well presented; there are examples
of costumes native to the areas, and in

each instance a general view of cities

and terrain. No one feature is empha-
sized, and the material is good for pre-

senting a general background of life in

two very different but important states.

European Lands (5 strips, color;

Jroduced by Jam Handy Organization,

2821 E. Grand Blvd., Detroit 11,

Mich.; $26.75 per set, $5.75 single

|Strip) The countries included in this

|set are The Netherlands, Austria, Bel-

gium, Denmark and Switzerland. Each
is a colorful country and the filmstrips

present the color of costumes, city

landmarks, rural and industrial areas

occupations and activities of the peo-

ple. Maps orient us to place locations,

and the material is social history set

against a geographic background. The
information and details included help

us to understand the importance of

these particular countries in today's

world economy. They also include

some interesting sidelights on the types

of people living in the countries.

Hoiv To Buy Fish (single strip,

color; produced by National Film
Board of Canada and available from
Stanley Bowmar Co., 12 Cleveland

St., Valhalla, N. Y.; $5). It is impor-

tant for any consumer, potential or

present, to understand how to pur-

chase food and to know how to judge

the purchase in terms of value re-

ceived. This filmstrip gives very spe-

cific details about how to know when
fish is fresh, how to recognize good
quality and what to buy in season.

The purchase is carried to the table,

for ideas are given as to ways of serv-

ing fish. The material is well prepared

for both home economics groups and
women's clubs and community organi-

zations. This is the type of filmstrip

that might well precede an actual

cooking demonstration or lesson.

Latin America—The Land And
People (single strip, black and white;

produced by Current Affairs Films,

and available through the New York
Journal - American) . Recent political

and economic upheavals in the Latin-

American countries make it essential

for our social studies pupils to under-

stand just what factors have contribu-

ted to this state of unrest. The film-

strip presents an over-all view of the

conditions to be found in the mines of

Bolivia, the oil producing areas of

Venezuela, the coffee producing sec-

tions of Colombia, Guatemala, El Sal-

vador and Haiti. This is visual journa-

lism, highlighting the trouble spots

and giving an indication of what to

look for: action, and possible friction

with our own country.

(Continued on next page)

FILMSTRIP

FASTER
EASIER

Perfect in

Portability!

Seconds to

Set Up!

Pveirie^ivei? Si:**

Fastest, most convenient
method yet—for desktop preview-
ing of 35mm filmstrips. Large 7"

X 9" screen also provides ideal

direct viewing for individuals or
small groups and for home study
or use as filmstrip "textbook."
Threads itself instantly. Focuses
with single knob.

Only

$59.50

PpeirieiMrei* «Ji*.

For On-The-Spot hand-held or
desk-top previewing of filmstrip.

Operates on A.C. current or bat-
teries. Simple to thread ; sprocket
advance. Extra-brilliant optical

screen.

Model I-For operation it i c OE
on A.C. Current only ^ I 0.90
Model H-For operation ttlT OR
on A.C. Current and batteries !p I /.yO

Write for

iUmtrated Catalog

INC.

BTroaoway, HOLBROOK, L. I., N. Y.

In Canodo—Anglophoto, Ltd., Montreal
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Reading Maps (4 strips, color; pro-

duced by Curriculum Materials Cen-
ter, 10031 Tujunga Ave., Tujunga,

Calif. $4.50 each). Everywhere you
turn today, you find people consulting

maps. Our experiences in World War
II helped alert us to the value of

maps; travel has brought us into closer

contact with different kinds of maps.

The airplane has made us conscious of

what our world looks like to the aerial

mapmaker. The strips "Coastal Fea-

tures," "Features in the Landscape,"

"Rivers and Lakes" and "Mountains

and Valleys" help us to understand the

symbolic language of map reading.

Drawings and photographs combine to

show us the actual features and the

ways by which they are indicated on
maps; geographic features are shovwi

and we learn to recognize them as

they are reproduced by the mapmaker.
Material such as this has meaning for

real-life situations.

Reading Readiness (9 strips, color;

produced by Encyclopaedia Britarmica

Films, 1150 Wilmette Ave., Wibnette,

111.; $54 per set, $6 single strip).

There is a refreshing quality to these

^uUMuutex S WHITE MAGIC

GLASS BEADED SURFACE*

Famous White Magic glass-beaded
fabric, mildew and flame resistant; as-

sures real-life reproduction of slides and
njovies. Seamless in all sizes except
84' X 84'. Durable bracket for wall or

ceiling mount. Mylar pocket prevents
scuflSng of fabric or tearing at seam.

iJTgll • Vidiomaster B screens
^"'-'^ are ideal for audio-
visual use! Of heavy-duty
construction with beautiful

blue hammerloid finish case

. . . patented "no-rub" flat

back and chrome plated die-

cast end caps. Roller lock

prevents pulling fabric from
roller.

^AVAILABLE IN MAT WHITE.

^eeUcMuut&t S WONDER-LITE

SILVER LENTICULAR SURFACE

Scientifically designed, optically cor-
rect surface; concentrates projected
light for widest viewing angle without
distortion or eye fatigue. Greater bril-

liance, sharper contrast, fine definition

. . . crisp, sharply focused pictures —
fine for stereo. Best surface for
undarkened rooms. Heavy-duty vinyl

film, non- tearing, non -scratching . . .

washable surface. Patented mounting
feature prevents "laddering."

Ti/ttte toda^ for FREE booklet

on how to select projection screen

according to use . . . and name
of Da-Lite A/V dealer near you!

Da-Lite
SCREEN COMPANY, INC., WARSAW, INDIANA

Comments and materials for review

should be sent to the department edi-

tor—Irene F. Cypher, New York Uni-

versity, 26 Washington Square, New
York 3, N. Y.

strips, for they actually encourage the

viewer to do something—in this in-

stance to learn to want to read. The
appealing stores (Going Places, What's
Wrong, Roy's Toys, All Kinds of

Houses, Playing Community Helpers,

To the Zoo, Going Downtown, Going
Shopping) attract the eye of the young
viewer and encourage him to discuss

what he sees; the eye is led into the

picture presented and the thought di-

rected to events which are lively to be
a part of his personal experience. All

of this is intended to encourage him
to use language more fluently and
should encourage him to want to read

more about the things he has seen

the filmstrips.

Season's Adventures (4 strips, coloi?

produced by Society for Visual Educa-
tion, 1345 Diversey Parkway, Chicago

14, 111.; $18 per set, $5 single strip).

The changes to be observed as the

seasons follow through the year have
always been fascinating topics for

young nature observers. Here we see

what to expect from FaU, Winter,

Spring and Summer—what seasonal

activities to expect, what clothing to

wear, how to plant seeds and when to

harvest, etc. Weather too is part of a

study of seasons and we see how
weather determines daily activities.

This is material with meaning in

terms of personal experiences of young
learners and will encourage discussion

and participation. Particularly good
for lower primary grades.

^P

IMPORTANT

NOTICE
TO USERS OF

31/4x4 SLIDE PROJECTORS

If you use a Slide King, a Golde,

a Delineascope or a Strong Arc

slide projector, you con now adopt

to it:

THE GENARCO ELECTRIC SLIDE

CHANGER FOR 70 SLIDES

lllultrated tiferature promt

GENARCO INC.
97-03 Sutphin Blvd. Jcvnotco, N. Y.
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AUDIO
by Max U. Bildersee

The growing interest in audio materi-

als in schools and Hbraries is no acci-

dent. There has been a growing recog-

nition of the important part that sound

plays in our daily communication and

a consequent renewal of emphasis on

sound in education. The current surge

of attention to foreign language in-

struction, based on a not-dead sputnik

scare, has meant the installation of

many listening laboratories in schools.

.\nd the apparent successful instruc-

tion in languages has awakened the

interest in and emphasized the needs

of instructors in other areas.

This growing interest has not bump-
ed head-on into a wall of lack of

adequate materials, for the most part.

Materials are available in many in-

stnictional areas, and both the quan-

tity of materials and the breadth of

area covered have been satisfactory.

But the day of reckoning is not far off

and it behooves the manufacturers

and producers of both equipment and
materials to look ahead.

To the everlasting credit of audio

instructional materials producers, they

stayed ahead of a skimpy market until

recent years. There were more fine

records on the market than schoolmen
knew or guessed—or for that matter,

cared! Columbia, RCA Victor, Decca
and many other companies were pro-

ducing some worthy records. Caed-
mon. Folkways, Eru-ichment Materials,

Spoken Arts, Spoken Word, Lexing-

ton, Cabot (and we've named far too

few) were trying to produce worth-

while materials economically in order

to assure themselves a fair, but mini-

mum, return on investment. There
were those who set out to make a

'fast buck,' too, but these either fell

into the habit of improving quality,

or they were soon discovered and dis-

carded by the schoolmen.

We should note here the sterling

contributions of many small pro-

ducers, sometimes hobbyists, to this

market. I refer to such labels as Wil-

mac, Ardelle Manning and many
others driven to creating worthwhile

materials for general consumption in

schools and sacrificing economic gain

in many instances to maintain high
quality standards.

And the tape producers should not

be forgotten. Phonotapes, perhaps long

since forgotten, tried very hard to

reach schools with prerecorded tapes

as long as five years ago. EMC pro-

duced materials and undertook other

audio work, and with their diversified

activity are still serving schools. The
National Tape Repository, sponsored

by the Division of Audiovisual In-

struction of the National Education

Association made great contributions

in the broad field of audio education.

All these have served, many are serv-

ing, and all should look through the

mists to tomorrow for still greater

service.

Audio Is Contributing

Thanks to the effort of individuals

and groups, to periodicals and pub-

lications, to teacher trainers and to

teacher supervisors the audio educa-

tion field is becoming a fine contribu-

tor to the broad field of education.

And the contributions can increase

and be enlarged.

Take Art for instance. This is not a

'forgotten subject' by any means, but

rather is taught in one form or another

in practically every school worthy of

that high name in the country. And,

of course, there are records in art—or

are there? Actually, there are two—

a

scant two. One is for elementary chil-

dren on a survey of the history of art

and one is largely adult and involves

a critical appraisal of certain paintings

in one gallery.

Is this all there is to Art? Or is Art

all visual? Is drawing, painting, sculp-

ting always tri-dimensional and to be

presented only visually? We think notl

Just as Academic Recordings have

brought the worlds of philosophy and
anthropology to recordings, so it is

time to focus our sound apparatus on

meaningful discussions involving the

world of visual arts. There is the his-

tory of art which can be dramatically

presented. And cannot artists taUc to

students? In short, are there not a

hundred devices, audio speaking, to

motivate interest in art which, by its

very nature, is visual as we are dis-

cussing it?

You may say, "Ah! The record does

not stand alone."

"Of course not," say we. But we
are of the opinion that the image
cannot stand alone either. Showing
pictures without language communica-
tion, without words, without sound is

indeed sterile instruction. And most
will agree that a D'Amico or a Brooks

is by far better equipped to tell (we
said tell) the story of the visual arts

than most teachers—even art teachers!

For these men are specialists in both

art and education and have proved

their capacities by the nature of their

accomplishments in art education.

Now reading is purely visual. Or is

it? As you read these words are you
seeing only symbols of sound and im-

mediately translating them into in-

teUigence? Or are you translating the

visual sign into an audio image which

you are hearing? Test yourself as you
go through any manuscript and dis-

cover how much reading you do with

your ears! And children—the children

you teach in school—how do they

read? Solely through their eyes, or are

their ears attuned to the soimds they

read on the printed page?

In some schools teachers take ad-

FREE TO NEW SUBSCRIBERS

DIRECTORY OF RECORD PRODUCERS

already distributed to all present subscribers as

AN AUDIO CARDALOG EXTRA

ORDER AUDIO CARDALOG BEFORE

September 15, 1961

AND GET YOUR FREE DIRECTORY, TOO

Audio CARDALOG PO Box 1771 Albany 1, New York
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Let's Sing Songs in French Songs in Spanish

r^ \..

i'1A

These instructional recordings teach words first, then combine them
with the music. See review in Language section. New Equipment and
Materials department. By Ottenheimer.

vantage of this factor and combine
reading and listening techniques. Of
course in the upper grades we do this

with a measure of disdain and pity

for the child who has not yet learned

to read quickly and easily. We do tape

record material to be seen and heard

simultaneously as an added help (if

you have not tried this technique, to-

morrow may be too late) and we do
give these students control over the

pace of learning by asking them to

control the tape playback equipment
for themselves (headphones can mean
privacy and utter concentration). Is

there really good reason (other than
the spurious 'we never did it that way
before') for our failure to use these

techniques? It can't be lack of ma-
terial because the Weston Woods li-

brary is a splendid place to start and
the entire Folkways library comes as

sound tvith the printed script. And,
of course, there are others.

We have preciously and frequently

drawn attention to the gap in available

materials for use in various areas of

guidance at all levels. Vocational

guidance as well as educational guid-

ance cry out for adequate audio ma-
terials to make this work more success-

ful, more effective, more meaningful.

And, of course, we are all aware that

the physical education folks are using

more and more records in their varied

instructional programs, affording chil-

dren in school the opportunity to use

sound for pleasure in art (there's that

word again!) and dance programs.

Why is this a challenge to the man-
ufacturers of equipment and materi-

als? The producers of materials will be
the first to admit that despite the huge
strides already made, and despite the

variety of materials available and de-

spite the growing interest in schools

in audio materials, much, much more
remains to be done. In their quiet

/Jeaiia CARDALOG® Record Reviews on Cards
Box 1771— Albany 1, New York

D Please enter our 1 year subscription (s) to

Audio CARDALOG. 400 cards-10 issues-$25.00

D Please send us full information about Audio
CARDALOG

Name

Organization or School

Address

City and State

conferences these devoted men and
women will agree that, looking back-
ward, they have come a long way but
looking ahead there are the mists of

struggle to see through.

And the manufacturer of machines
faced two problems simultaneously.

He cannot sell machines if materials

are not available and cannot be readi-

ly produced, and although the satura-

tion point has not been reached, or

neared, it will be upon us if the ma-
terials available are not both expand-
ed and publicized. His second prob-
lem, one largely disappearing, is over-

coming the reluctance of teachers to

try something as simple and as 'old'

as a phonograph record. After all, we
have been told, records are old—'they
had them when I was in school.' Yes,

I often agree: they had them but they
didn't use them! And the modem 33.3
rpm vinylite record is a far cry from
the old 78 rpm shellac. Yes, the man-
ufacturer can only broaden his market
by broadening use of materials. ^m
And the record producer can onl^|

broaden his market by giving more"
teachers more and better materials

(and therefore reasons) for using
audio materials.

And still we run into the schoolmen
and salesmen who 'don't know' that

this title or that recording is available.

Examples are too numerous—but
three may help. First is the request

for a single title (we frequently get

this) because one teacher in the sys-

tem wants a recording of a given title,

and the supervisor doesn't know that

the record is available.

Then you encounter the forward
looking superintendent who persuades

an audiovisual supervisor to accept a

specific budgetary allowance for
"audio instructional materials, includ-

ing recordings, tapes and services" for

a given school year. Yes, this has hap-

pened—and one S-O-S from a worried

audiovisual supervisor was to the ef-

fect that if he didn't get busy and
spend the money, his job was inse-

cure!

And finally, and perhaps most fla-

grant of aU, are the alleged audiovisual

sales personnel who openly avow that

they use the false and misleading

name deliberately—being just visual

dealers in their own terms—simply be-

cause schoolmen and dealers have

jointly perpetuated the mistaken ideai

that 'audiovisual' means films, film'

strips and other largely visual mate^

Comments and materials for reviewii

should be sent to the department edi-\

tor-Max U. Bildersee, 36 Holn

Dale, Albany 3, A/. Y.
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rials and areas. These salesmen exist,

and happily their number is waning,

not waxing. In fact one southern

audiovisual dealer told me happily

that his 'sideline' of records was rapid-

ly becoming a mainline because he

had no competition! And, he told me,

record sales amounted to more than

half his gross sales a year ago.

Everyone has a stake in the expan-

sion of audio facilities and the ready

availability of audio materials. With-

out being abashed, the commercial
producers of both equipment and ma-
terials are interested and concerned.

Everybody Profits

Teachers and supervisory personnel

have a stake in this because through
audio instructional techniques in moti-
vation, in direct instruction as well as

in summarization, they profit as the

education of children is bettered. And
the local dealers benefit though many
of them fear to carry records because
they hesitate to upset the present

smooth sailing profit by smooth (and
enlarged) selling. And, of course, the
child prospers because today's child
will use audio for communication, for

understanding and for learning.

All can—and must—move along to-

gether. Our several state departments
of public instruction have a great stake
in this because it behooves them to

exert leadership through precept and
through the broad dissemination of in-

formation in this area. There are many
paths which they can follow and it is

to the credit of the foresightedness of
the New York State Education De-
partment that it moved in that direc-
tion more than 20 years ago.

Today state departments can fur-

ther the development of audio pro-
grams by a variety of devices involv-

ing the informing of school officials

about records, setting up and running
fairs to demonstrate audio materials
and being sure that their stafl^s-their

total staffs, not just their audiovisual
personnel—are aware of the potentiali-

ties of audio materials, the depth and
breadth of materials available and
the variety of contributions these ma-
terials make to instruction.

The growing interest in audio ma-
terials in schools and libraries is no
accident. There has been a growing
recognition of the important part that
sound plays in our daily communica-
tion and a consequent renewal of em-
phasis on sound in education. Recent
developments, imderscored by success-
ful instruction in languages through
largely audio materids and means has
awakened this flourishing interest in

audio education.

Dr. Irene Cypher, Associate Professor of Education at New York University,
past-Prosidcvt of the Metropolitan Audio Visual Association, and A-V Editor of
Instructor Magazine, demonstrates the unique advantages of the NORELCO
'Continental' Tape Recorder to a group of student teachers at N.Y.U. Selection of the
Norelco for inclusion in the exhibits in N.Y.U.'s "Model Classroom" was based upon
performance standards of fidelity, reliabilitji, versatility and functional simplicity.

\plotelc6 Recorders...Now... 2 New
CONTINENTAL '300'

4-Track Stereo Playback, Monophonic Record-Playback ' Completely self-

contained, including preamp-amplifier, wide-range Norelco speaker and
dynamic microphone * 3 speeds ' Monitoring facilities for listening in' on
student * Rugged construction for constant classroom use * Mixing and sound-

on-sound facilities * Accidental erasure prevention,

CONTINENTAL '400'

4-Track Stereo Record-Playback, Monophonic Record-Playback • Completely
self-contained, including dual recording and playback preamplifiers, dual

power amplifiers, 2 wide-range Norelco speakers and stereo dynamic micro-

phone * 3 speeds * Mixing, monitoring and sound-on-sound facilities.

Write for illustrated and detailed brochure.

Mkh. Mary Lou Plugge, Chairman of the Depart.ment of Speech and Dramatic
Arts at Adelphi College in New York, finds her Norelco 'Continental' tape
recorder an essential tool in speech instruction. Says Mrs. Plugge, "My NORELCO
tape recorder is valuable to me for a number of reasons. There is an impressive
tone quality in its reproduction of sound. Concomitant with this is the aid of the

mechanical pause button which allows me to stop to analyze progress without turn-
ing off the machine." The NORELCO 'Continental' is a product of North American
Philips Co., Inc., High Fidelity Products Division, Dept. 1S12, 2S0 Duffy Avenue,
Hicksville, Long Isla7id, New York.
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FILM EVALUATIONS
by L. C. Larson and Carolyn Guss

Cameras And Careers

(Eastman Kodak Company, Sales

Service Department, 343 State Street,

Rochester 4, New York) 27 minutes,

16mm, sound, no date. Available on

free loan.

Description

Cameras and Careers presents
glimpses into the work done by a

variety of types of photographers

serving industry, government and the

communication media. In addition to

furnishing job descriptions, the entry

positions and requisite training are

also discussed. Throughout, emphasis

is placed upon the need for persons

not only with skills in photography

but also with knowledge in the areas

of science, mathematics, art, com-
munication techniques and business,

since all branches of photographic

service draw on one or more of these

subjects.

The film begins by showing ex-

amples of the varied uses of photo-

graphy in industry. The case history

of the development of the Boeing 707
jet plane is pictured—including using

photography to observe wind tunnel

tests, employment of "photo-lofting"

to photographically print fabrication

markings directly to the actual metal

used in the plane, using photomicro-

graphy and x-ray photography for

tests on the plane's components, and
preparing in-flight stills and motion

pictures for final testing and also for

publicity releases.

Besides the large field of industrial

photography, glimpses are presented

of photography's role in audiovisual

communication for industry, govern-

tnccD

t^^uxum

PHOTO
SLIDE

FILING

SYSTEM

With Every Slide Classified

For Quick Visual Reference and Use
When you keep your slides in this Multiplex

cabinet, you gain these three advantages:

-by subject matter,1. Orderly ctassification-

date, etc.

2. Convenience—slides can be viewed againsi

light-diffusing panel—individual slides easily

inserted or removed.

-with3. Protection—against loss or damage

f

slides properly stored—cylinder-type key lock

on door.

The Multiplex Slide Cabinet shown above
holds 2340 slides, 2" x 2" ... or 780
slides, 4" X 3%" . . . or some of each. Door
opens down to provide shelf. Spacious utility

drawer in base. Smaller and larger sizes,

and other models, ore available. For more
complete information, use the coupon be-

low.

MUUiPLEX
Please send me Slide Cabinet Bulletin LS-158

NAME

FIRM

I

DISPLAY FIXTURE CO.

I Dept. M, Warne & Carter,

St. Louis 7, Mo.

ADDRESS

CITY & STATE MR61

ment and education, in the printing

trades and in medicine. Photo-

journalism for television, newspapers
and magazines is described and a

feature picture story on education is

highlighted as an example of magazine
work. Commercial photography is

presented as a career with varied as-

signments including advertising and
fashion photography. Photofinishing

needs persons who have skills develop-

ed on-the-job, and other technicians

with broader backgrounds in chemis-
try, physios, mathematics and business.

Photography assists scientists, es-

pecially those in the areas of biology,

oceanography, metallurgy, physics,

chemistry, and astronomy. The camera
is used either to record what the

scientist sees or to help him observe

the "unseeable." Almost all profes-

sions in science use photography and
those who are preparing for positions

in this area should gain some skills in

this medium.

Behind-the-scenes repair of pre-

cision equipment is discussed as a

rewarding endeavor for those with

high technical skills.

As each field of photographic ser-

vice is discussed, means of securing'

training for it is cited as is its specific

prerequisite training. Training in

photographic courses, on-the-job train-

ing and in the armed services. High
school students are encouraged to

consult with their guidance counselori

for more detailed information on train-

ing and employment prospects.

Appraisal

Cameras and Careers offers to the
high school student interested in

photography an insight into the vooa-t

tional aspects of this field that he
would seldom have the opportunity ok

viewing first hand. The empbasia

placed upon industrial photographyi

photofinishing and camera repair ii

commendable, since these are majm
employers in the photographic ini|

dustry. The stressing of the need fo

training in science and mathematia|
and for discussing specific types

jobs and training with the schooil

guidance counselor places the rein

sponsibilit\- upon the student to see'
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From "Before The Day" by

the Social Security Adminis-

tration—Robert McQuiston, at

left, sold his business so he

conld care for the seven or-

phaned children of his niece.

Clem Bevans, an actor for 50

years draws social security

when not before the cameras.

Mr. Benson has cut down on

his farming and is taking his

social security payments.

this assistance early in his high school

career.

A possible point needing clarifica-

tion lay in the discussion of means of

training and of entry positions. Since

formal training in photography is only

briefly mentioned and on-the-job

learning is emphasized, it seems that

the interested students' counselor will

have the responsibility of delineating

the advantages and disadvantages of

the methods of developing competency

in photography.

Technical quality throughout is

exceptional. Among the unexpected

scenes included are pictures of the

feeding movements of marine animals,

close-ups of a bolt entering the tur-

bine blades of a jet engine, and a

spectacular explosion of a rocket on

the launching pad.

In selection of content, praise is

indicated for the de-emphasis of the

glamour often associated with this

field. The film ix)ints up the fact that

photography like other occupations

is hard work offering personal satis-

faction to those individuals who have
;hosen it with a knowledge of its

ewards and requirements.

Richard Cilkey

Before The Day
' S. Department of Health, Educa-
tion and Welfare, Social Security Ad-
ministration, Division of Field Opera-
tions, Baltimore, Maryland) 28 min-
utes, 16mtn, sound, 1960. Free loan

' ifrom all Social Security Administra-
tion District Offices throughout the
U. S. Speaker furnished with film

upon request.

Description:

Before the Day presents the story

)f what happened before social secu-

ty and what happens under social

iecurity before the social security

;heck of any individual comes to his

loor. As trucks loaded with checks
nove to the post offices, it is pointed

out that nearly everyone wUl at one

time or another find his name or the

name of one of his dependents on a

social security check.

The Social Security System really

grew out of the great depression of

1929. It began with a bill passed by

Congress in 1935. Since that time it

has been amended and expanded until

today it affects nearly every American

family. The original law set up a sys-

tem of grants to the states to enable

them to give assistance to the needy,

the state and federal governments to

share the cost. From the beginning,

however, social security looked beyond
relief; the aim was to reduce de-

pendency and the need for relief

through a plan for social insurance

against various disasters.

Among the disasters was unemploy-

ment. Even in a growing economy
there are changes which cause some
imemployment. In the early days

when unemployment and depression

hit, people could move west and find

new opportunities on the frontier.

With the great depression of 1929,

when one in four was out of a job,

the federal government felt that some-

thing needed to be done to prevent

such a disaster in the future.

In 1936 the federal government be-

gan to tax employers for unemploy-

ment insurance. State employment
services were set up in every state.

These operate to find jobs for imem-
ployed workers and to find qualified

employees for employers who need
them. When work cannot be found,

the worker is paid a weekly sum as

long as he qualifies.

Among the other types of protec-

tion is a provision for an income in

old age. As medical science has in-

creased the life expectancy, the prob-

lem of old age has been multiplied.

When the coimtry was predominantly

rural, there was a place for the old.

As we moved toward increased urbani-

zation, the old found their lot in-

creasingly difficult. In 1937 tlie gov-
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emment began collecting taxes under

social security for old age benefits.

The money is paid to the worker

when he retires; the amount is based

on his record of past earnings.

In old age and during periods of

imemployment the worker was pro-

vided for. When the bread winner

died, however, the widow, dependent

children and others such as dejjend-

ent parents were often destitute. In

1939 the law was ftirther amended
to provide, in the event of the death

of the bread winner, payment to the

widow and dependent children until

the children reached 18 years of age.

Dependent parents, not otherwise

eligible for social security, were also

provided for.

Disability insurance has long pro-

vided for the worker injured on the

job. However the legions of the

formerly employed who became dis-

abled off the job were growing. In

1956 provision was made to provide

funds for those who became disabled

because of injury other than on the

job.

The Social Security system does not

provide against all disasters, but the

shock is cushioned for most through

the nationwide insurance program,

paid for through taxes by the em-
ployer and the employed. To this

protection can be added other in-

come such as personal assets, other

insurance, and retirement income.

All persons can look forward to an

easier time in case of economic or

other disaster because the risks have

been spread over the national famUy
and need not be borne by the indi-

vidual family alone.

Appraisal:

High school teachers of history,

economics and marriage and family

relations will find Before the Day of

immense value in explaining the pro-

visions of the Social Security Act

and showing the need for the program

from an historical backgrotmd. The
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film would also be of value in adult

education and college classes in marri-

age and family relations as well as for

civic groups interested in Social

Security.

The documentary approach to the

historical background of the Social

Security system is ideally suited to this

subject matter, as it has been used to

document points brought out in the

narration. Interviews with persons

receiving social security benefits

under the various provisions of the

law contribute greatly to the under-

standing of just what these provisions

are, how one qualifies for social

security benefits and how social

security may be combined with other

forms of income to provide more

abundantly for retirement or for care

of dependents in case of the death

or disability of the bread winner.

—Donald Nicholas

Line And Art

(Thorne Films, Inc., 1229 University

Avenue, Boulder, Colorado) 11 min-

utes, sound, color, 1960. $110.00

Description:

Line and Art summarizes the

beauty, quality, and scope of line as

an element of art structure. Through

Scratches

on Film

Irritate

Audiences

Fortunately, scratches

can almost always be

removed — without loss

of light, density, color

quality, sound quality,

or sharpness.

Write for brochure

EERLESS
PROCESSING CORPORATION

I6S WIST 4*lh STtlET, NEW YOIIK 3*. NCW TOKX
«SV SEWARD STREET, HOllTWOOO 3t. CAIIF.

Comments and materials for review

should be sent to Audio-Visiial Center,

Indiana University, Bloomington, Ind.

well chosen examples, line is pre-

sented as it occurs in nature, in in-

dustrial forms and in works of art.

Line in nature may be seen or im-

plied in the common (yet often over-

looked) linearity of a barren tree, a

spider web, tall grass, a spiral sea

shell, worm-eaten wood, cracked dry

mud and the vein structure of a fly.

Here nature is presented magnified

through a microscope; in these exam-

ples line structure is seen in organic

forms.

Line in man-made constructions-

illustrated by such diversified exam-

ples as TV antennae, bed springs, tire

tracks in sand, telephone wires, steel

skeletons of buildings and fences in a

snow-covered field — emphasizes the

point that line exists where the eye

seeks it.

The film, moving from line as it

naturally occurs in everyday life,

focuses on line in art. It is at this point

that the commentary enhances the

visual image, clearly and concisely

helping the viewer to read the ex-

pressive quality of line. Using ap-

propriate adjectives to heighten aware-

ness and utilizing the technique of

contrasting extremes for emphasis, the

narration contrasts the "spirited line,"

with the "serene." Lines of "vigor,"

"turbulency" and "movement"; the

"energetic," "emphatic," "caustic" and

"playful" line; lines of "elegance,"

lines of "structural order," "precise,"

"graceful," and "sensitive" line; all of

these qualities and more are illustrated

in selected works of master artists.

Drawings and paintings by Klee,

Picasso, Roualt, Marin, Van Gogh,

Botticelli, Ingres, Daumier, Grosz and

Fragonard are used. Examples from

classical and "modern" movements are

in balance. This helps the viewer to

perceive linear quality as a constant

in art structure.

The film through narration and

image points out that line can imply

depth and space, can delineate form,

can create tone, volume or tension.

Lines can state or imply movement;

they can have "pace" and "tempo."

The tool or media used to make a

Correction

A review of "The Black Widow
Spider" in the January EdScreen and

AVGuide incorrecdy gave the length

of the film as 22 minutes. This should

be 12 minutes.

line affects its form and the kind of

response we have to it. The film illus-

trates these differences by examples

of lines made in pencil, charcoal,

wash, woodcut, engraving, etching,

impasto paint and other media.

Summarizing on the quality of line

the film narrator states that line has a

great potential for innovation, inter-

Conoepts of line as visual iiiiages-

Thorne Films' "Line and Art."

pretation and expression. It is essen-

tially an intuitive and emotional ele-

ment in art structure, possessing, at

times, its own intrinsic meaning. Line

with a life of its own can state "un-

speakable" truths.

Appraisal:

The film is one of the best on line'

that this reviewer has seen. While it

suffers from an overdone musicali

background (typical of many "art"

films) and a dreary tone in the nar-

rator's voice, the content presented is

accurate and well ordered. The film

will be most useful to college teacher.'

of art and senior high school ari

teachers for introduction to or sum

mary of concepts about Une. Tlu

variety and quantity of examples se

lected is especially good and th<

aesthetic value of the film is enhancec

by the careful selection of work;

from master artists in many period

of art. The narrative pace of the fih

is a little slow with many opportuni

ties for description and informatio

omitted in favor of a silent viewing c

line drawings.

The film is oriented toward audi

ence appreciation of linear quality i

works of art. It differs from otho

films in this very respect. Line em
Art is unhampered with the task (

showing the art student the fomu
aspects of using linear elements ft

specific purposes. It does not redua

line to geometry—a stilted treatma

typical of many films. Line and A'

illustrates the potential of line as

instnmient in communicating and €i

pressing ideas and honors line asi

visual phenomenon having intrins

value.

—Laura Chapn
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AV
in the Church Field

by William S. Hockman

A Reader Writes

"When are you going to write an

irticle on standard markings on 2x2

slides, discussed at Green Lake in

1959" asks Elmer K. Esser of the

Ssser Film Service of Philadelphia

(3825 N. Gratz St., Phila. 40, Pa.).

Right now would be a good time,

md why not let Mr. Esser get the

>iece under way with a concrete in-

tance, reported in his fine letter:

Recendy I projected slides for a

etunied missionary in my church,

vlany of the slides were without

humb marks or tabs, while others

vere incorrectly marked because of

he way they were mounted. I talked

o our guest .speaker about this situa-

ion. She did not know what the dots

neant. She claimed that she received

hem mounted by a process lab. Many
)f them were mounted wrong (by this

le meant the action and direction in

he picture were reversed). I sweated

hrough the projection with many
lides inserted upside down and wrong
nd to. Some of the uprights were
ideways. What a show.

I gave her a package of Pres-Aply-

lignal Dots (by Dennison) and show-

d her how to mark her slides. I

eard from her recently. She thanked

le for the markings and says that

he is not having any more ti-ouble

ith strange operators who put the

ides in wrong.

'This wrong-end-to mounting
hould be called to the attention of

le Eastman Kodak Company for cor-

Bction. Remember, the audience suf-

Jrs more than the operator or the

lissionary (or lecturer) who is trying

get the message across."

That states the situation. What will

' done about it I don't know. I have
ien the 'wrongly mounted' slides,

'he owner thinks the same side of the

ide should face a certain way, and
lis won't do. It reverses many pic-

ires. This looks like a lab responsibili-

y to me. How does it seem to you?
Some time ago a high-powered lady

ame to my church. She had not

laiked her slides. Asked to put them
irough, 1 declined. In this instance

lere was just enough time to mark
This she mildly resented as

le pwularity of her host. In her

words I was to "test each one, of

course, before inserting it."

Then you have the person with two

vertical slides in a set of 100 who sets

up the projector to get the vertical

image on the screen and winds up
with all the horizontals too small.

Solution: Don't shoot verticals!

Then you have the smartie. His

slides are tabbed but he won't stand

on the right side of the projector—

and fumbles through. He it is who
turns down your 300W projector for

his own 150W and winds up with a

poor image before an audience of 150

people.

Readers, you take it from here—

either gee or haw, pro or con!

Mishnah's Editor

When I attended seminary the first

time none of my professors, so far as

I can remember, ever mentioned that

monumental book The Mishnah.

Exactly 30 years later, when doing

further seminary work one year just

for the fun and excitement of it, The
Mishnah was assigned reading for a

course in New Testament. As I write

this, my well-worn and much-used
Herbert Danby Mishnah is within

easy reach. As I thumb through its

844 pages many of them show my
'study tracks' and no part shows it

more than ABOTH ('The Fathers')

and its six chapters. Here we find the

"forty-eight excellencies," "the four

types" among man, the "ages of a

man," and many other riches.

All the above is a preface to saying

that there is a filmstrip about the edi-

tor of the Mishnah, namely, Judah

The Prince: Teacher of The Law.

Produced by the Department of

Audio-Visual aids of the Union of

Hebrew Congregations (UAHC), it

bears many marks of craftsmanship

and scholarship. In the scope of 36

frames of good art and an informative

commentary (which the user is in-

vited to fill out with his own notes),

we learn about this illustrious editor

and his enduring book. Useful in

church and synagogue school, this fine

filmstrip should be a part of the AV
library of every seminary, especially

those who recognize the important

light which the Mishnah sheds on

Jewish life and customs from 200

B.C. to around 200 A.D. Complete

with useful guide for the user, the

price is $7.50. Highly recommended.

Africa Film

Atlantis Productions, Inc., (7967

Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 46, Calif.)

is releasing three new films on Africa.

Africa Is My Home, color and 22 min-

utes; Africa Awakens: Modem Niger-

ia, color, 22 minutes; and African Girl:

Malobi, color, 1 1 minutes. I have seen

the first. I liked it and found it useful.

It will provide information and point

of view for junior hi and up.

My wife, who works in the junior

Franris Cardinal Spelhnan of New York gives Catholic chaplains representing the

armed services a newly completed filmstrip catechism. The visual aid for teaching

religion, prodiice<l at Si. John's University in New York, is for use in instructing fami-

lies of servicemen here and overseas.
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Is Your Answer Here?

• Our readers ask many things. "Have you seen two films by Broad-

man Films (Southern Baptist—Teaching The Word and Preparing To
Teach? Yes, I hked them. So did my class at Syracuse University this

past summer. I recommend both.

• "What is CAVE exactly and what is its address?" asks one of our

middle west readers.

It stands for C-.atholic A-udio V-isual E-ducators. Let me quote

from a folder on CAVE: "While conventions are an integral part of

an educational association, the most important part of this audiovisual

group is evaluation, research, and the CAVE seal of approval." Fur-

ther information from CAVE, Box 618, Church Street Station, 53 Park
Place, N. Y. 7, N. Y.

• "We want a hi-fi tape recorder for our church school. We find that

IVz ips is the top speed on most. Is this enough, or should we hold

out for 15?"

You will find that 7V^ on a good tape recorder will give you hi-fi

enough for general purposes. Fifteen ips is professional or studio

speed and you really don't need that.

Mrs. J.H.R.: The three speeds: V/g, S^A and 7^4 will take care of

all your voice and music needs very nicely.

department of our church school, says

it would be useful there if presented

with the proper context and back-

ground. I am inclined to agree with

her. The pictures are fine and there is

some beautiful commentary in this

film. I am certain that the public

schools will find this film very useful

also. Ask your local film rental library

for rental cost and other information,

or write to AP above.

Inside A Convent

Few films document the life of nuns.

The 30-minute film The Little Sisters

does just that, and very sensitively all

the way. This film focuses on a young

woman who turns lier back on the

world for a life of obedience, chastity

and poverty in the convent of Les
Servantes de Jesus-Marie at Hull, Que-
bec.

The camera follows her into the

cloisters of the order and watches and
listens as she prepares for her new
life, as she works, studies, prays and
plays (a little) and prepares for her

vows, stage by stage. Clear, interest-

ing, restrained and useful document
which will be of interest to people of

all faiths. Produced by the National

Film Board of Canada and available

through Contemporary Films, Inc.,

267 West 25th St., New York 1, N. Y.;

rental $7.00.

KEYSTONE now offers you . . .

PROTECT-A-PRINT
LEADER

• Avoid Misthreoding Damage!
• Avoid Film Scratch!

PROTECT-A-PRINT LEADER is designed specifically to prevent print
damage from dirty projectors and careless misthreading. Its special coating
automatically cleans dirty projectors and its extra toughness automatically
avoids misthreading damage.

Intensive tests, and the exp>erience of hundreds of users, have proved that

PROTECT-A-PRINT LEADER is highly effective and thoroughly safe! Your
sadsfaction is unconditionally assured.

Write for further information or a demonstration by our Local Representative.

KEYSTONE VIEW CO., Meadville, Pa.
Since 1892, Producers of Superior Visual Aids

Exclusive Distributor of Protect-a-Print Leader to the Educational Field.

Superior Film

In the 29 minutes it takes you to

see the film Face of The South you
will learn more about the South than
by six months travel or a university

course on the subject. George Sin-

clair Mitchell knows the South through

a lifetime of being there and by in-

tensive study and productive reflec-

tion and analysis. The New York
Times said of the film, "The commen-
tary, dealing with historical, cultural,

economic and interracial development
is simply wonderful in its homespun,
hard-grained sensibility. And so is

the tonic effect of the speaker."

In church, college, community, uni-

versity, this is your film when you
have 29 minutes you want to use to

kick off 29 hours of discussion and
motivate a lot of thinking and further

study. Try your rental library before

writing to Broadcasting and Film
Commission, 475 Riverside Dr., N. Y.

27. Highly recommended for use all

across the nation by service clubs,

community forums and other groups,
j

In a class all by itself in both content'

and format.

Ugly Subject

Boycott is an ugly word. It de-

scribes an action most Americans don't

like. Yet it's here on our landscape

and we can't blink it away. We must

see it for what it is. After that, mighty

few people will want to use it even to

enforce the wishes of any hierarchy,

religious or secular. The 30-minute

b&w film Botjcott documents what

happened in one New England towr

when a member of a local schoo

board would not vote money for buse:

for a parochial school. While gettin}

the story told, this film is class ij

technically, and about the same qual I

ity in its drama and the force ancj

punch of its jMint of view. ReconnJ

mended for church and communitti

groups. From POAU, 1633 MassaJ
chusetts Ave., N.W., Washington 6|
D. C.

Useful Art Filmstrip

In the color filmstrip What Do Wl
See of Jesus? there are 40 well-repr»l

duced art masterpieces. Roughly, tUl

first half deals with nativity and chiln

hood, and the second with ministll

and teachings. The art selections ani

script are by Walter L. Nathan. Thefl

are extensive notes on each pictu0|

and two scripts, one for adults,

other for children.

Here, indeed, are pictures for stut

and appreciation, and for use in

ship services. A lively imaginat

I nttr* Ao^xrkiu A T Q/^Dfc^v Aivn AiininvTslTAT nirinir IVfAH^H IQ'JI



Comments and materiak for review

hould be sent to the department edi-

or—William S. Hockman, 12 June
Mve, Glens Falls, N. Y.

nd a littie labor is all that needs to be
dded. Many frames of this filmstrip

an be used for picture appreciation

'rograms for circles, adult classes, for

outh fellowships, etc. If any one
eeds to brush up on the principles of

ncture appreciation' and 'picture fo-

used worship,' let me modestly sug-

est that they refer to Chapter V in

ly book Projected Visual Aids In The
hurch."

We highly recommend this fine

Imstrip by Christian Education Press,

501 Race St., Philadelphia 2, Pa.;

rice $.5..50.

lible Backgrounds

The Moody Institute of Science

11428 Santa Monica Blvd., Los An-
eles 2.5, Calif.) has produced 16
olor fllmstrips under the general

•ries title of Bible Backgrounds and
pouped them in four sets. Each set in-

udes the four filmstrips, four scripts

a version for children and one for

iults) and four LP (331/3 rpm)
xiords with the adult commentary on
ne side and that for children on the
ther. There is an audible signal for

lanual operation as well as an in-

-idible advance signal for automatic
rojectors. There is a general manual,
-living Backgrounds to a Living
ible," to further assist the user.

The technical qualities are all good,
he content shows great familiarity

ith modern archaeological findings,

id prophecy seems to be the predict-

ig of the events of human history,

his reviewer did not find this point
• view invalidating the usefulness of
le fibnstrips for those who hold a
iffering view. Here are the titles:

of the

of

It One: The Temples
Pharaohs

Petra, The Fortress

Esau
Babylon, The Glory of
Kingdoms

Tyre, The City That Van-
ished

The Tombs of the Phar-

aohs

Byblos, Gatetcay To The
Past

The Wisdom of the East
The Grandeur of Rome

3t Three: Baalbek, Glory of this

World

it Two:

Pilgrim Press, 14 Beacon St., Boston;
'8 pages; $2.00.
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Baalbek, Gateway To Pal-

estine

Egypt and The Bible

The Glory of Greece
Set Four: Greek Gods and The Gos-

pel

Jordan, Land of Promise
Palmyra, Ancient Caravan

City

Pompeii, A Portrait of
Roman Life

For price and other information re-

fer to your local AV dealer or write
direct to MIS in California.

Lord's Prayer Filmstrip

Margaret Palmer Fisk, well known
in many church circles for her out-

standing work in the field of rhythmic
choirs, has interpreted the Lord's

Prayer in rhythmic movement. This
color filmstrip is composed of 17 poses

which interpret the basic ideas of this

classic prayer. 1 found these pictures

both meaningful and beautiful. (From
Schauffler Division of Christian Edu-
cation, Graduate School of Theology,

Oberlin, Ohio. Price not known.)

PH ILCO
Closed Circuit TV Systems

? )

^^i

INCREASE

SCOPE AND
EFFECTIVENESS

OF INSTRUCTION

The high value of closed circuit

TV in education has, of course,

been recognized for some time . . .

meanings are clearer . . . impres-

sions are deeper . . . attention is

greater. Instructional TV also al-

lows the great economy of multi-

group instruction, and makes
specialized teaching talent avail-

able to more students.

Philco's broad experience in instructional TV is your assurance

of system flexibility, economy and adaptability. Fully transistor-

ized equipment featuring Philco's "building-block" design assures

ease of operation, freedom from maintenance problems and the

satisfying of expanding TV needs without costly replacement.

Philco engineers will be glad to assist you in planning your closed

circuit TV system. Write today stating your problems.

Government & Industrial Group
4700 Wissahlckon Ave., Philadelphia 44, Pa.

In Canada: Philco Corp. ol Canada, Ltd., Don Mllla, OntarioPH ILCQ
H-i



AV industry news

can Vlanagcmcnt Association. Motion
pictures, transparencies, filmstrips,

flannel boards, charts and easel pres-

entations were demonstrated by ex-

ecutives from some of the nation's

largest financial firms.

Some Films Never Die

Crawley Films, Ltd., reports that

the 11 -year-old Loon's Necklace sold

76 prints last year for a total of 1,412.

Six prints of Portage, produced a full

twenty years ago for the Canadian
Geographical Society, were sold dur-

ing the past year.

"25% Become Buyers"

Herman Perl, head of a Florida real

estate development that tells its story

via color movies, reports: "28 minutes

after I flip the switch of one of our

projectors, 1 can count on 25 percent

of my audience becoming buyers."

Machines Teach Firemen

According to the International As-

sociation of Fire Chiefs, Los Angeles

firemen are being taught their trade

by means of a Hughes Videosonic

Teaching Machine. This one, an exper-

imental model, gives questions and
receives answers orally, in step with

screened filmstrip material.

"It's a rectangular box which looks

like a small television receiver incorpo-

rating a screen and a loudspeaker or

earphones for sound. The material

appears on the screen in color or

black and white and the instructor's

voice is recorded on standard mag-
netic tape in a sealed magazine."

Science Lab Market
A survey by the laboratory equip-

ment Section of the Scientific Ap-
paratus Makers Association indicates

a demand in high school and college

science labs for such AV industry

products as the mobile audiovisual

table, chart cabinets, overhead pro-

jectors, wall-sized timing and measur-

ing devices, optical and electronic

benches, blackboards, skeletons and
models. The report distinguishes be-

tween high school and college lab

requirements, maintaining that on the

secondary level a "top-flight" high
school may appear to have better lab

facilities than a college because the

high school facilities are "strongly in-

fluenced by traditional and 'standard-

ized' courses of study (while) college

and university facilities (are) usually

governed by the individual professor's

background and personality."

The survey continues: "To equip
a college lab for one professor may
mean other professors would not like

to use it—quite different than on the

h.s. level where the course is gen-

erally 'pre-charted' for the teacher."

If true, does this mean that the AV
eduaitional dealer has to "sell" the

high sch(X)I department head and ad-

ministrators, but should seek his col-

lege customers among individual AV-
minded science profs?

Minute Movies

Taken and shown in a matter of

minutes by the Raproroll instant de-

velopment motion picture camera
magazine, these action films rank al-

most with Polaroid stills as self-sales-

men. Fitted to a 16, 35 or 70 mm
external-magazine movie camera, the

attachment develops and fixes a nega-

tive motion picture as fast as it is ex-

posed. Picture shows golf pro Phil

Rinaldi teaching at the Sam Snead
School. Cameraman's head (top) hides

the attached developing magazine.

Douglas—Midwestern—
Magnecord

Douglas Aircraft Co. reports nego-

tiating for a "substantial interest" in

Midwestern Instruments, Inc., Tulsa,

which, in a move for greater diversifi-

cation, merged with Magnecord, Inc.

in 1956.

Management Seminar

A six-session seminar on "How to

Use Graphics to Communicate Fi-

nancial Facts" was conducted through

January and February by the Ameri-

Two-Way TV
RCA announces a "bi-directional

distribution system" by which TV
signals may be sent in two directions

simultaneously over the same cable

arrangement. This "permits questions

and answers from student to instructor

in conjunction with the closed circuit

programming."

Sound Film Symposium

Fifteen experts from leading pro-

ducers and manufacturers will pre-

sent technical papers at a symposium
on production equipment and tech-

niques March 30-31 in Chicago. Re-

corder and microphone types and

characteristics, synchronizing meth-

ods, tests, recording curves, playback-

i

recording response, mixing, editing

will be among the subjects covered

The event is under the sponsorship ol

the Behrend Cine Corp.

Counts Tape's Blessings

"Not since the invention of priirting

has anything had the impact on teach-

ing and learning tliat magnetic tapt

has had." So starts a statement b>

Bernard A. Cousion in his capacity a;

chairman of the education committci

of the Magnetic Recording Industr;

Association. "Bernie," educationa

electronics manufacturer, audiovisua

dealer, past president of NAVA anc

former schoolteacher, makes a goo<

pitch for the contributions of the tap

medium to better teaching. Wher
this basic idea is accepted, the pui

chase of equipment — somebody'

equipment—follows almost inevitabh

The statement lists seven benefit"

( 1 ) unlimited and uniform repetitior

(2) student access to a variety <

voices and sources; (3) multi-Ievi

materials used in one classroom; (4

teacher freed from repetitive dril'

( 5 ) errors caught and corrected earl;'

(6) make-up possibility for absentee"

(7) teacher monitoring of individiu

progress without exposure to oth«

students.

Book, Record, Slides Club

Record (7" 33.3 rpm) and slidl

( 32 single frame, color, verticcl

mounted eight to a plastic slide cil

rier) are pocketed in an album ty\l

illustrated book in Columbia Recoi|

Club's "Panorama Colorslide
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"Panorama"

gram." Subjects include single coun-

try tours (France, Russia, Mexico,

etc. ) , great museums, nature and sci-

ence. Charles Boyer and Vincent

Price are among the narrators. A plas-

tic housing projector comes as a prem-

ium with a year's subscription.

People

Db. Leopold F. Eckler has been

apiwinted group executive in charge

of both the Ozalid and the Ansco
divisions of General Aniline & Film

Corporation. He appointed Hahold
C. Harsh Ansco general manager.

L. Byron Cherry holds that post

at Ozalid.

James E. LeMay has taken over the

newly created post of field manager
for Coronet Instructional Films, ac-

cording to announcement by sales

manager E. N. Nelson. "Jim" is well

known in AV circles as former man-
ager of Ozalid's Audio-Visual Products

Division; he holds a master's degree

in AV from Indiana University and
has served as assistant chief of the

AV Center at Maxwell Air Force Base.

Alighieho Cortese has been appoint-

ed eastern sales manager in an expan-

sion of the RCA Audio Products Di-

vision headed by A. J. Piatt.

Aubrey W. Detweiler has been
appointed general manager of View-
lex, Inc., according to announcement
by president Louis A. Peirez. A vet-

eran of 20 years on the administrative

level in allied industries, Detweiler
has been general manager and vice

president at DeJur-Amsco and general

manager of the Utica Division of

Sperry Rand.

John B. Lalley will be in charge
of a new sales division office just

opened by Modem Talking Pictures
in Washington, D. C, according to

president Frank Arlinghaus.

Neal Keehn moves up to vice presi-

dent in charge of sales at the Holly-
wood headquarters of General Film

Laboratories. He has been serving as

the company's central region vp, head-

quartered at Kansas City.

Robert Diggs Beals has been named
president, and Harold Michael
Stone vic-e president of the Filmstrip-

of-the-Month Club, a subsidiary of

Popular Science Publishing Co., Inc.

Hans Stauder has been named pres-

ident and general manager of Paillard,

Incorporated, U.S. importers and dis-

tributors of the Bolex line. He had
been serving as executive vice presi-

dent.

COMEDIE FRANCAISE

in their first film

MOLIERE'S

THE
WOULD-BE
GENTLEMAN

(L* Bourgeois Gentllhommo,
16mm in Color) ^-

Availoblo under NDEA—Title I

Contemporary films

267 W. 25th St., Dopt. ES, N. Y. 1, N. Y.

Now Closes The Cost "Gap" On Closed Circuit TV

A COMPLETE system, including a research microscope, TV cam-

era, and 17
" monitor with 300 line horizontal resolution is now avail-

able from Elgeet of Rochester for UNDER $1 500. A COMPLETE

system with 600 line resolution is available for UNDER $2200.

Elgeet Closed Circuit Television Microscope-Integrated Systems,

at these AMAZINGLY LOW prices, are the finest quality teaching

tools that educators can buy for student-training programs.

For full details, write TODAY for Elgeet Booklet TVS8-1.

S^tf/ OPTICAL CO.. INC.

'*Q4*a4U^ *i MM walcAdoou^.

. SCtENTIFIC INSTRUMENT AND APPARATUS DIVISION

838 SMITH STREET • ROCHESTER 6. NEW YORK
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TRADE DIREaORY FOR THE AUDIOVISUAL FIELD

KEY: (P) producers. Importers. (M)^-manufactur»r>. (D)—<l«al«rs, distributors, film rsntal llbrorUs, projvctlon s«rvic»s.

Wh«r* a primary sourc* also offors diroct rontol sorvlcos, tim doublo symbol (PO) oppoors.

COLOR FILIM DEVELOPING ft PRINTING

Walt Storiing Color Siidos

224 Haddon Rood, Woodm«r«, I.

Authorfzdd "Tachnlcolor" doolor

FILMS

Aue«latlon Films, Inc. (ro)

Disfributor of Free- Loon ond Rentol Films.

Hoadquortors:

347 Modlion Avo., N. Y. 17. N. Y.

Roglonai Libraries:

Broad at Elm, Rldgoflold, N. J.

561 Hlllgrovo Avo., Lo Gronjo, 111.

799 StovoBson St., Son FrancUco, Col.

1108 Jocltien St., DoMot 2, Us.

Audlvlsion Languogo Toaching Sorvico (PD)

Suite 1852—100 Church St., New York 7, N. Y.

The Sponiih Inslructo-Film Series.

Australian Nows and Information Buroau |PD)

634 Fifth Ave., New York 20, N. Y.

Avis Films (""
P. O. Box 643, Burbonk, Collf.

allay Films, Int. I""
6509 De longpre Ave., Hollywood 28. Col.

•ray Studios, Inc. ('*)

729 Seventh Ave., New York 19, N. Y.

•roadman Films d>)
127 Ninth Ave., North, Noihvllle 3, Tenn.

Chapal Films C"'
Oiv. McMurry Audio Electronics, Inc.

r. O. Box 179, Culver City, Calif.

Colonial Williamsburg, Film

Distribution Section (''')

Williamsburg, Vo.

Free historlcol materials catalogue

Coronat Instructional Films 1^1

Coronet BIdg., Chicago 1, HI.

Family Films, Inc. ('01

5823 Santo Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38, Colli.

Film Rosoorch Company ('•>)

Onemla, Minnesota
Forest Indian and Science Films

Ideal Pictures, Inc. (»)

Home Office:

58 E. South Water St., Chicago 1, 111.

Branch Exchanges:
1840 Alcotral Ave., Berkeley 3, Col.

2221 S. Olive St., Los Angeles 7, Col.

714—18th Street, Denver 2, Colo.

55 NE 13th St., Miami 32, Flo.

52 Auburn Ave., N. E., Atlanta 3, Go.

1370 S. Beretonia St., Honolulu, H.

58 E. South Water St., Chicago 1, 111.

15 E. Morylond St., Indianapolis 4, Ind.

616 S. 5th St., Louisville 2, Ky.

1303 Prytonio Street, New Orleans 13, Lo.

102 W. 25th St., Boltimoro 18, Lo.

42 Melrose St., Boston 16, Mass.

15924 Grand River Ave., Detroit 27, Mich.

3400 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis 8, Minn.

1402 Locust St., Kansas City 6, Mo.
3743 Crovois, St. Louis 16, Mo.
6509 N. 32nd St., Omaha 1, Neb.
1558 Main St., Buffalo 9, N. Y.

233-9 W. 42nd St., New York 36, N. Y.

2110 Payne Ave., Cleveland 14, Ohio.

1201 S. W. Morrison, Portlond 5, Ore.

119 Ninth St., Pittsburgh 22, Po.

18 S. Third St., Memphis 3, Tenn.

2434 S. Harwood, Dallas 15, Tex.

Brlgham Young Univ., Provo, Utoh.

219 E. Moln St., Richmond 19, Vo.
4401 W. North Ave., Mllwoukee 8, Wis.

Internotlonol Film Bureau (PO)

332 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 4, 111.

Knowledge Builders (Classroom Films) (PDI

VIsuol Educotion Center BIdg.,

Floral Pork, N. Y.

For information about Trade Di-

rectory advertising rates, write

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN & AUDIO-
VISUAL GUIDE, 2000 Lincoln Park

West BIdg., Chicago 14, ill.

Mogull's, Inc. (D)
112-14 W. 4Bth St., New York 19, N. Y.

United World Films, Inc. (PO)
1445 Pork Ave., New York 29, N. Y.

542 S. Dearborn St., Chicago 5, HI.

6610 Melrose Ave., Los Angeles 38, Col.

287 Techwood Dr.. NW, Atlanta. Go.
2227 Bryan St., Dallas, Tex.

S023 N E. Sandy Blvd., Portland 13, Ore
nil N E Bovshore Dr., Miami. Flo.

FIIMSTRIPS

Broadman Fllmstrlps (PO)
127 Ninth Ave., North, Nashville 3, Tene.

Christian Education Press Fllmstrlps (PD)
Religious Subjects
1505 Race St.. Philadelphia 2. Pa.

Family Fllmstrlps, Inc. (PD)
5823 Santo Monica Blvd.. Hollywood 38, Colli.

Enrichment Materials Inc. (PD)
316 Fifth Ave., New Yo'k I.N Y.

Pothescope Educational Films, Inc. (PD)
71 Weyman Ave., New Rochelte, N. Y.

Audio-Visual Foreign Language Material

Society for Visual Education (PD)
1345 Dlversey Porkwoy, Chicago 14

Teoching Aids Service, Inc. (PD)
Lowell Ave. 8, Cherry Lone, Florol Pork. N. Y.

31 Union Square West, New York 3

Visual Education Consultants, Inc. (PO)
VEC Weekly News Fllmstrlps

2066 Helena St., Madison. Wis.

FILMSTRIP, SLIDE A OPAQUE PROJECTORS

MOTION PICTURE PROJECTORS A SUPPLIES

DuKane Corporation
St. Charles. Illinois

(M)

FILM EDITING EQUIPMENT

Trald Corporation (PD)
P. O. Box 648, Encino, Calif.

Professional Portable Hot Splicers

ELECTRONIC TRAINING KITS

Allied Radio Corporation (MO)
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80. HI.

FLAGS, BANNERS, BUTTONS, AWARDS

Ace Banner A Flog Company (M)
224 Haddon Rd., Woodmere, 1. 1., N. Y.
All sizes—U.S., Stote, Foreign, etc.-lmmed. del.

GLOBES — Geographicol

Oenoyer-Geppert Company
5235 Rovenswood Ave., Chicago 40, 111.

(PO)

BIOLOGICAL MODELS A CHARTS

Oenoyer-Geppert Compony
5235 Rovenswood Ave., Chicago 40, III.

LABORATORY SERVICES

Byron Motion Pictures, Incorporated
1226 Wisconsin Ave., Wothlngton, D. C.

Complete 16mm & 35mm loboratory services.

IM)

(M)

•ell A Howell Co.

7117 McCormlck Rood, Chicago 45, 111.

Eastman Kodok Componv
Rochester 4. New York

Victor Division, Kolort Co. (M)
Plolnvllle, Conn.

MAPS — Geographical, Historical

Oenoyer-Geppert Compcmy
5235 Rovenswooo Ave., Chicago 40, 111.

MICROSCOPES A SLIDES

Oenoyer-Geppert Company
5235 Rovenswooo Ave., Chicogo 40, 111.

PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT

Camera Equipment Co., Inc. (MD)
315 W. 43rd St.. New York 36, N. Y.

6510 Sonlo Monica Blvd., Hollywood, Col.
Camera Equipment Co., Inc., of Florida (MO)

1335 E. Tenth Ave.. Hloleoh. Flo.

PROJECTION TABLES

Advonce Products Company (PO)
2300 E. Douglos Ave.. Wichita, Kons.
Complete Line of Projection Tables

READING IMPROVEMENT

Psychotechnics, Inc.

105 W. Adams St., Chicago 3, 111.

Mfgrs. of SHADOWSCOPE Reading Pocer

RECORDS

Academic Recording Institute (ARI)
18 E. 50th St., New York 22. N. Y.

(Noted Scholars on Records or Topes)
Broadman Films (PO)

127 Ninth Ave.. North, Nashville 3, Tenn.
Curriculum Materials Center (PO?

5128 Venice Blvd., Los Angeles 19, Col.
Records, Tope Recordings, Fllmstrlps, Books

Enrichment Materials Inc. (PD:
246 Fifth Ave., New York 1, N. Y.

Folkwoys Records A Service Corp.
117 W. 46th St., New York, N. Y.

Heirloom Records (F
Brookhaven, N. Y.

[History through Ballods & Folksongs)
Monitor Recordings, Inc. (PO'

413 W. 50lh St., New York 19, N. Y.
Russian, French, Spanish Language Materials

Music Educotion Record Corp. IP
P.O. Box 445, Englewood, N. I

(The Complete Orchestra demonstrated)

Spanish Music Center, Inc. (PD
127 W. 48th St., New York 36. N. Y.

(SMC Language Records Center)

RECORDS TAPES I

Pothescope Educational Films, Inc. (Pt
71 Weyman Ave., New Rocholle, N. Y.

Audio-Vlsuol Foreign Longuoge Material

RECORDERS — PLAYERS

Allied Radio Corporation (Mf
100 N. Western Ave., Chicogo 80. 111.

SCREENS

Radiant Monufactw-ing Co.
8220 No. Austin Ave., Morton Grove, HI.

Key: Kodochrome 2 x 2. 3V4 x 4V4 or lorti.

Colonial Williamsburg, Film
Distribution Section
Williamsburg, Vo.
(2x2 color slides in sets)

(r*l

Keystone View Co. (

Meadvllle, Po
Meston's Travels, Inc. (

3801 North Pledras, El Poto, Texas
Walt Sterling Color Slides (

224 Haddon Rd., Woodmere, I. 1., N. V.

4,000 (scenic & maps) of teocher's world

SOUND SYSTEMS

Allied Radio Corporation (N

100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, III.
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New Equipment and Materials

•''or addresses of the sources supplying
information on wliich tliese listings are

)ased, refer to Directory of Sources,

iiage 154^ For more information about
ny of tlie equipment and materials an-
lounced iiere, use tlie enclosed reader
ervice postcard.

CAMERA ACCESSORIES
Irriflex 35mm Vari-Speed Tripod Base
replaces top-heavy Hi-Hat when
camera is mounted on tripod; motor
now mounted upright adjacent to the
camera. $300. CECO.

For more Information circle
No. 101 on return postal card.

lew Arriflex 35 Motor Drive 24-28v DC,
variable speed, at frame rates from
12 to 36 fps. $160. CECO,

For more {nformation circle
No. 103 on retorn postal card.

PROJECTORS, Movie, TV
mm Movie Projector with Built-in
Viewer, on which (3y8x2y4") pic-

tures may be viewed lor editing and
previewing. Lamp burns at lower
(adjustable) voltage when viewer is

substituted for regular projection.

Dual purpose 8mm splicer (uses
either cement or Mylar tape) includ-
ed. No drive sprockets; easier thread-
ing. Frame marker punch identifies

frames for cutting. Lubrication not
necessary. $89.50 KALART

For more Information circle
No. 103 on return postal card.

PROJECTORS, Still

V Micro-projection System, includes
research microscope, TV camera and
17" monitor. With 300-line resolution
priced under $1500; with 600-line

under $2200. ELGEET.
For more information circle
No. 104 on return postal card.

PROJECTION ACCESSORIES
Tojector table with reel-cutout 4" x 6"

provides added safety for low front-
reel movie projectors, such as EK,

W ilsoii Projection Table

RCA. Also provides for U-bolt fas-

tener. Table 18 x 24"; ht. 40"; all steel;

foam rubber pad; 4" ball-bearing
casters; $32.95. With electric assembly,
mounted double-outlet box and cord
holder $36.95. WILSON.

For more Information circle
No. 105 on return postal card.

SOUND, Equipment &
Accessories

Battery-powered Podium PA. 10-watt
transistor amplifier, directional mike
with lavalier cord, flexible shaft mike
holder, 8" wide-range speaker; packs
into single luggage type case. $99.50.

Optional converter for use on llOv
AC line $27.95. ALLIED.

For more Information circle
No. 106 on return postal card.

Classroom Phonograph 12watts, 4-speed,
microphone input with mixer control,

4 outlet jacks for group listening.

Model 9VJ4, variable speed, $93.50
plus tax; fixed speeds $83.50 plus tax.

RHECAL
For more Information circle
No. 107 on return postal card.

Monophonic Tape Recorder, 2-speed,
6-watt amplifier; 5"-4" speakers, single
lever play-idle-record with interlock
to prevent accidental erasure; neon
volume indicator; 8xllV4xl5"; wt 19

lb; luggage type case; $86.95. ALLIED.

For more Information circle
No. 108 on return postal card.

Portable professional-type transcription
player combines the Bogen-Presto
B50 professional turntable with a 20-

watt amplifier and speaker; con-
tinuous speed control 29-86 rpm; rub-
ber-padded turntable driven by con-
stant speed heavy-duty 4-pole shield-
ed motor; knob-control cueing; tape
output; inputs for two mikes and
radio tuner; dual stylii; monitoring
output for square dance "callers,"

$138.15 BOGEN
For more information circle
No. 109 on return postal card.

Stereo Recorder Playback. Designed to
play its stereo channel through any
available hi-fi system or TV set, or
through its own matching accessory
amplifier speaker unit. 2-speed, 6-

watt, built-in stereo preamp, two out-
put jacks, footage counter, neon re-
cording level indicator. Single case,

incl microphone, tape. $104.50; match-
ing accessory amplifier-speaker unit
$22.50. ALLIED.

For more information circle
No. 110 on return postal card.

LANGUAGE LAB
"Ekotape" Individual Teaching Unit,
developed as demonstrator of full-

dress lang lab layouts, proved so
popular that it is now offered on its

\i !.DUCATIO.\AI. ScREEN AND AUDIOVISUAL GuiDE
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Webster Teaching Station

own. One-position listen-respond-
record station, weighs 18 lb, usable in
any away-from-school situation by
teacher or student as well as in class-

room. Recorder, amplifier, micro-
phone, headset and controls $230.

WEBSTER.

For more Information circle

No. Ill on return postal card.

"Pronunciator" Language Trainer, plays
discs up to 12"; variable 4-speed, with
earphone-microphone headset design-

ed for listen-repeat language exer-

cises with student's own voice heard
via bone conduction. Tone arm lifter

facilitates pauses for repetition, has
input and output jacks and an AC
outlet for connecting a film projector.

6%x9%xl4y4 inches, wt 12% lb.

NEWCOMB.
For more Information circle

Xo. 112 on return postal card.

Dual-Speech Therapy Unit comprises
specially-designed tape recorder and
31 remedial tapes to be used upon
prescription of qualified speech
pathologists and clinicians. Apply.
ETL.

For more Information circle

No. MS on return postal card.

AUTOMATED INSTRUCTION
Videosonic Teaching Machine is acti-

vated by audio signal instead of

mechanically. Picture and sound are
projected on screen as instructor's

voice, from a cartridged tape record-
ing, poses a question. If student
pushes the right button the voice an-
swers "Right!" and gives further ex-
planation and instructions, if the
wrong answer button is pushed light

is yellow. Answers may be recorded
on IBM punch cards. Reportedly the
machine may be activated also by
written or oral response. HUGHES.

For more information circle

No. 114 on return postal card.
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budget?
...INVESTIGATE

lANGUAGE
lABORATORY

COMPONENTS BY-

new convenience

Any room in your school can be
made into a Language Laboratory in

minutes.

new simplicity

No permanent installation—no con-

struction—all units are portable with

simple plug-in connections.

new low cost

Approximately $50.00 per position.

Designed for use with school's pres-

ent Tape Recorder or Sound System.

Developed by Switchcraft — one
of the fop manufacfurers of
Quality Electronic components.

Write or use coupon.

SWITCHCRAFT, INC.

Language Laboratory Division

559J N. Elston Ave., Chicago 30,
Send full details on Language Laboratory
Components.

III.

SrhonI

AHHrAtf

rity Stntik

"Visitutor"

Visitutor teaching machine has capacity
of 80 cards (4x6"), and readily scored
answer sheets. $89.50. Program, "How
to Use the Micrometer" $5 in card or
book form. HAMRES.

For more information circle
No. 115 on return postal card.

CCTV—ETV
Classroom TV Receiver 24" screen,

built-in adjustable antenna, 9" front
speaker, shock-proof wood cabinet,
3-wire AC grounded cord, designed
for classroom use. $177. PACKARD
BELL.

For more information circle
No. 116 on return postal card.

Large Screen TV. Amphicon Model 108
gives up to 9xl2-foot picture, self-

contained, projection head may be set

up separately from tuner, sound may
be played through existing installa-

tions, uses any type antenna and op-
erates on standard house current, wt
95 lb., sectionalized. DALTO.

For more information circle
No. 117 on return postal card.

TrI-Level TV Wheellt—wheeled projec-
tion and TV stand, with top shelf at

50-inch height for large group view-
ing; middle shelf 34-inch height for
smaller groups, bottom shelf for
record player, etc. Non-vibrating
platforms. Handles easily even in nar-
row aisles. $79.50 GRUBER

For more information circle
No. 118 on return postal card.

Stars and Stripes on display

(Revised version featuring

new 50 star flag)

16 mm., 14 3.2 niin., color or black and
white films

Shov>^s:

The Flag As Our Living Symbol
Proper Methods of Honoring and
Paying Respect to the Flag.

For purchase or preview write to:

Audio-Visual Center

Indiana University

Btoomington, Indiana

MISCELLANEOUS EQUIP.

Beam Compass "Tape-Pen" draws
circles and arcs with a tape dispenser;
radii one to nine inches; $9.50. For
longer radii add extension beam, 9%"
sections each $2. CHARTPAK

For more information circle
No. 119 on return postal card.

Inspect-O-Film Model U — improve-
ments reportedly include new control
and braking system with 3 DC motors
to assure jerk-free stop precisely
where repair is indicated by new
design triple-jewel indicator. HAR-
WALD

For more information circle
No. 120 on return postal card.

Meter Projector shows readings from
easily changed scales before class-

room and lecture audiences. Several
readings at critical points in circuits

$5

Meter Projector

can be projected simultaneously. 115v

wt 7 lb. $138.50. Additional scales

WILLIAMSON.

For more information circle
No. 121 on return postal card.

Mobile Science Demonstrator, previoui

ly announced (Dec. 1960). Prices: Bas
Unit with self-contained sink, tap

recorder storage, etc., $225; demor
stration top with pegboard panel, etc

$85; control panel with 2 gas cocl

and dual electric outlet $18.5

DESKAM
For more information circle
No. 122 on return postal card.

Protect-O-Film, cleaning and proces
ing machine for motion picture fill

runs at up to 1,000 feet per minut
may be mounted either on film i

spection machine or separate bene
draws less than 200 watts, requir

only 2W exhaust (10' supplied), oni

quart fluid processes lOOM feet

16mm film. $995; disposable flanr

tapes $7.50 per pair. HARWALD.

For more information circle

No. 123 on return postal card.

Scottlab Recording Tape now packagi
in heavy duty laminated 2-ply bo>

that may be mailed without additior

wrapping. IV^mil acetate 1250' on
fibreglass reel $1.53; 1400' $1.76. 1 r

Mylar 1800' $2.30. SCOTTLAB.

For more information circle

No. 124 on return postal card.

Sit-Down Projector Table. 16" high,

use with overhead projector, sW
size 18x24", topped with douWr
thick foam rubber pad, 4" ball-bef
ing casters. $29.95 WILSON

For more information circle
No. 125 on return postal card.
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New Materials
KEY TO ABBREVIATIONS

np—motion picture

s—filmstrip

I—slide

ec—recording
33-1/3 r.p.m. microgroove record

tin—minutes (running time)—frames (filmstrip pictures)

i—silent

d—sound
—rent
ftw—blacli & white
ql—color
ri—Primary
l^—Intermediote
H—Junior High
H—Senior High—College
.—Adult

ARTS & CRAFTS
discovering Color mp FA 17min col

$135. Science and aesthetics of color

—

differences of hue, value and intensity.

Evaluated ESAVG 2/61. JH SH C

For more information circle

No. 136 on return postal card.

,et's Sing Songs in Spanisli rec OT-
TENHEIMER 12" LP $4.95. Instruc-

tional recordings teach words first,

then combine them with the music.
Bi-lingual text and piano accompani-
ment in illustrated song book. Avail-
able similarly^ Let's Sing Songs in

Frencli. el-A

For more Information circle

No. 127 on return postal card.

,i«ten and Learn rec DOVPUB 3LP
and 128p manual $5.95. Available now
for Japanese, German. French, Italian,

Spanish, Russian. English is followed
by other language equivalent and
then a pause in which to repeat the
pronunciation. Manual, pocket-size,

gives complete bilingual text plus
phonetic transcription. El-A

For more information circle
No. 128 on return postal card.

•r»l Spanish Tapes. MONITOR. 80 pre-
rec tapes (4 sections of 20 ea) each
reel a "chapter" 12 to 15min; each
20-reel section equivalent to a semes-
ter's work. 3% ips. Teaching material
on master channel is permanent,
student channel erasable for re-use.

Prepared by Prof. Reginald C. Rein-
dorp, Ph. D., at Institute of Latin
American Studies, Mississippi South-
em College. 80 reels $235, each with
1 Teachers and Students' manuals.
Extra manuals ea. $2.

For more information circle
No. 129 on return postal card.

•uick-Change Audio-Drills in Funda-
mental French rec TRW-EED 18LP

$98.50. Only a brief interval is al-

NEW! Tho WILD RICE Story . . .

"Mahviimeii—Harreil of the Nonh"
17 Min. Color $170.

"Sisihakwal—The Ojihway Maple
lltinest"

Ge-mofi—The conilruclion and uses of
the Ojihway Birch Canoe"

History—Social Studios—Geography
Preview prints from

fllM RESEARCH COMPANY
BoK 1015, Minneapolis 40, Minnesora.

lowed for student's oral response to

recorded problem sentence before the

correct (recorded) response, in order
to develop automatic reflexive use of

the language. Problem sentences are

short (average 6 words), and simple
(Ceiling vocabularly of 40 words and
no subordinate clauses). JH SH C A

For more information circle

No. 130 on return postal card.

Vocabulary Enrichment for Foreign
Language Beginners (series) 6 Span-
ish 4 French mp CORONET ea 10 min
b&w $60. Designed for young learners

although high school students will

benefit from conversational style.

Spanish: Mr. and Mrs. Robin's Family;
The Little Red Hen; Boy of Mexico
—Juan and his Donkey; The Ugly
Duckling; Spain—the Land and the
People; Geography of South America.
French: Autumn is an Adventure; The
Ugly Duckling; Modern France

—

Land and People; Life on a French
Farm. El JH SH C

For more information circle

No. 131 on return postal card.

MICROBIOLOGY
Source Data iDformation on all phenomena.
Mature single-purpose films presenting the
most significant microbiological phenomena
disclosed in living organisms by the Nobel
winning Phase-Contrast method.

Write for descriptive folders

ARTHUR T. BRICE
Phase Films Sonoma, California

TRIPLE THE LIFE OF YOUR

MOVIES and SLIDES

PERMAFILM
The Amazing Preservative

PREVENTS scratches, brittle-

ness, torn sprocket holes, color

fading, fungus, warping and
popping. Easy to use. Just

wipe it on.

Aik your dealer for Permafilm

1 oz. 89c; 8 ox. $4.95; 1 6 ei. $8.25

Uml Seiiitlfic Prii. Ctr». Chlop 21. U.

1 oz. treats
400 ft. 16 MM

for only

89(

a new SPANISH LANGUAGE
film series...

Designed to . . .

• MOTIVATE Spanish language learning

• REINFORCE basic vocabulary and points of grammar
• IMPROVE oral-aural skills

• VISUALIZE contemporary Spanish-American culture

Prepared by Richard Vetter, Ed.D., Assistant Professor of Education,

University of California, Los Angeles • Narroted by Benjamr'n Pica

SIX 1-REEL SOUND FILMS IN COLOR
Series Price $595— Individual Titles $110

FILM TITLES
4 De Compras1 En Casa

2 La Escuela

3 La Comida

5 El Recreo

6 Un Vlaje

Each film i$ o dromolizotion depicting authentic persons,

places, things, and action.

OTHER NEUBACHER PRODUCTIONS . .

.

TECHNOLOGY AND YOU
MEXICO: LAND OF COLOR AND CONTRAST

MEXICO— TIERRA DE COLOR Y CONTRASTE

SPACE SCIENTIST

LIBRARY ADVENTURE
FESTIVAL IN SOLVANG

FOR PREVIEW PRINTS AND STUDY GUIDES WRITE

NEUBACHER-VETTER FILM PRODUCTIONS
10609 BRADBURY ROAD LOS ANGELES 64, CALIFORNIA

!.0UCATIO.\AL ScREE^ AND AUDIOVISUAL GuiDE
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Standard Filmstrip library Plan No.
300. Durable all steel cobinet hand*
somely finished in hammerloid gray.
Six (6) drawers. Holds 300 filmstripi

safety, systemolically.

Eoch $43.60
FREE—with every Standard
Filmstrip Library Plan—a special
brochure to help you index, book
and file yonr filmstrips.

NEW EFFICIENCY • NEW ECONOMY • NEW EASE
in Storing and Handling Your Filmstripsl

Now you can build your filmstrip library

without creating a handling problem. Start

with one sturdy, space-saving unit, and
simply tock-siack additional cabinets as need-
ed. The Standard Filmstrip Library Plan
protects your filmstrips when not in use

—

filei them so you can always find what you
want instantly.

JACK C. COFFEY CO., Inc.

710 Seventeenth Street

NORTH Chicago, III.

LANGUAGE ARTS
Corky the Crow mp EBF llmin col

$120 b&w $60. Baby crow is made a
pet; story told by Third-grade teach-
er. I^i.

For more Information circle
No. 132 on return postal card.

Preparing Yonr Book Report mp
CORONET lOmin col $110 b&w $60.

Preparation, outlining and delivery
of a report on "The Adventures of

Tom Sawyer." Int.

For more Information circle
No. 133 on return postal card.

Reading Improvement (series) 5mp
CORONET ea lOmin col $110 b&w
$60. Titles: Comprehension Skills;

Defining the Good Reader; Effective
Speeds; Vocabulary Skills; Word Re-
cognition Drills. JH SH TT

For more information circle
No. 134 on return postal card.

WUIiam Tell mp CORONET lOmin col

$110 b&w $60. Animated film in XII
century Swiss setting tells classic

legend of patriot archer forced to

shoot apple off his son's head. Pri.

For more information circle
No. 135 on return postal card.

MATHEMATICS
Volume and its Measurement mp
CORONET lOmin col $110 b&w $60.
Three-dimensional plastic models are
used to demonstrate how to find the
volumes of pyramids, cylinders,
prisms, and cones, both by actual
measurement and by use of mathe-
matical formulae. JH SH

For more information circle
No. 136 on return postal card.

MEDICAL & ALLIED
SCIENCES

High-Temperature Short-Time Pasteuri-
zation: Inspection and Testing, mp
UWF 25min col $187.44. Moderniza-
tion of 1951 film of same name. 1960.

C A
For more information circle
No. 187 on return postal card.

The Infectious Diarrheas mp UWF 15-

min col $114.55. Overall problems in-

volved in the control of some enteric
diseases. C A

For more information circle
No. 138 on return postal card.

'oLANCUACE
LABSM^.

¥
MODEL
CTP-500

HOLDS 500 [

Otiier models available — write for Folder "B"

JSsuufftojSbi
PRODUCTS CORP.
250 W. 57th ST., NEW YORK 1 9 N. Y

Leptospirosis mp UWF 16%min col

$125.21. Various aspects and phases of

the disease and possibility of human
infection. 1960. C A

For more information circle
No. 139 on return postal eard.

RELIGION
Christmas Carols mp STERLED lOmin

col $110 b&w $40. The Leslie Bell
Choir leads community sing, with
cartoon presentation background. Pri-

A
For more information circle
No. 140 on return postal card.

Easter in the Family sfs FAMILY col

LP. Gives concrete help and sug-
gestions for Christian parents to

make Easter more meaningful in

home and family life. Reviewed
ESAVG 1/61 p39. SH A

For more Information circle
No. 141 on return postal card.

The Gift mp NAAJS 30min b&w r$8.50.

Life of Judah Touro, liberation of hisi

slave, points up true meaning of the

gift of freedom. NBC kinescope. JH
SH C A

For more information circle
No. 142 on return postal card.

Jerusalem, the Sacred City mp FAMI
14min col r$7.50 b&w r$5. A boy
modern Jerusalem guides a rever
visitor around the city. Sacredne
of many sites to Jew, Moslem
Christian is emphasized. 1960 JH SI
A

For more information circle

No. 143 on return postal card.

Johannan Ben Zakliai fs ALEXARKI
66fr col $7.50. Life and work of great

Jewish leader. Reviewed ESAVO
1/61 p39.

For more information circle

No. 144 on return postal card.

The King's Hunchbaclt mp NAAJS 30'

min b&w r$8.50. Life of Moses Mendfei

sohn and his struggle for religioui

freedom. NBC kinescope 1953. JH-Af 1

For more information circle

No. 145 on return postal card.

Lawyer From Boston, mp NAAJS 30<

min b&w r$8.50. Highlights of the lifd

of Louis D. Brandeis, and how bf

discovered his Jewish heritage. NBO
kine 1958. JH-A

For more information circle

No. 146 on return postal card.

Learning from the Stories of Je
(Part I) 8sfs EYEGATE LP co*

Titles; Little Queen, Little Old
Boy with His Lunch; Jesus and th<j

Storm; Eyes To See; The Wonder'
Tree; He Died for Us; He Is Riser

See ESAVG review 1/61 p39. Int.

For more information circle

No. 147 on return postal card.

Life and Customs (Land of the BibU
series) mp FAMILY 14min col r$7.5

b&w $5. Customs and practices il
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Many of llic wa>» In uliuli llu \\ i»li.')

Foundation serves students on a slate uni-

versity campus arc shown in the 16nini

color film, "The Church at The Campus,"
produced hy TRAFCO.

Palestine that have remained virtual-

ly unchanged since Biblical times.
Stone villages, tent life of the nomadic
shepherds, farming, craftsmen. 1960.

JH SH A

For more information circle
No. 148 on return postal card.

A Pictorial Geography mp FAMILY 14-

min col r$7.50 b&w r$5. The geo-
graphical and natural characteristics

of the land of Biblical Palestine re-

lated to history and Scripture. 1960.

JH SH A
For more Information circle
No. 149 on retarn postal card.

Rashi and the Jews of Western Europe
fs ALEXARK col $7.50. Jewish com-
munities and culture in VI century.
Reviewed ESAVG 1/61 p39.

For more information circle
No. 150 on retarn postal card.

The Right Pilch 4fs BROADMAN Set
$10.50 ea $3. Church Music Series:
Improving Congregational Singing;
Music That Honors God; The Church
Music Council; Graded Choirs in

Your Church. A
For more Information circle
No. 1.51 on retarn postal card*

Shepherd Life (Palestine) mp FAMILY
14min col r$7.50 b&w r$5. Visualiza-
tion of the 23rd Psalm is followed by
detailed close-up treatment of the life

and work of the nomadic shepherd
family. 1960. JH SH A

^

For more information circle
No. 153 on retarn postal card.

Southern Cross Crusade mp WORLD-
WIDE 50min b&w r$20. The visit of
he Billy Graham team to Australia
,nd New Zealand 1959. JH-A

It

For more Information circle
No. 153 on retorn postal card.

>tik •a •letter
PROFESSIONAL

LETTERING

TECHNIOUE

e for literature

^tika-letter Co. Rt. 2, boi t4oo, Escondido, cam.

Where Jesus Lived mp FAMILY 14min
col r$7.50 b&w r$5. Typical environ-
ment of Jesus' birth, boyhood, and
ministry related to His teaching. A
typical family in Galilee, carpenter at

work, synagogue. 1960. JH SH A

For more Information circle

No. 151 on retarn postal card.

SCIENCE, Biology

Ticlis and Tick-Borne Diseases mp UWF
19min col $144.74. Biology and control,

importance in transmitting diseases.

C A
For more information circle
No. 155 on retarn postal card.

Journey Into Time mp STERLED 15min
col $160 b&w $75. Story of evolution,

biological and geological. From Pro-
tozoa to Homo Sapiens. JH-SH

For more information circle
No. 15€ on retarn postal card.

SCIENCE, General

Heat and its Behavior mp CORONET
lOmin col $110 b&w $60. Nature of
heat—its sources, measurement and
utilization. Int.

For more information circle
No. 157 on return postal card.

Planets in Orbit: The Laws of Kepler
mp EBF lOmin b&w $60. Ancient be-
liefs concerning the movement of the
planets, Kepler's work and laws.
Filmed in Germany. SH JH

For more Information circle
No. 158 on retarn postal card.

FREE
Allied
444-PA6E 1961

ELECTRONICS

CATALOG

SAVE MOST on language
labs. Stereo hi-fi, record-
ing and phono equipment,
school sound systems,
training kits, electronic
parts. Write for Catalog.

ALLIED RADIO
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80. III.

SCIENCE FILMSTRIPS
SINCE 1931 SINCE 1931

MADE BY TEACHERS FOR TEACHERS
I0106Y ATOMIC ENERGY
PHYSICS GENERAL SCIENCE
CHEMISTRY MICROBIOLOGY
IKE SAFETY BUS SAFETY

Scronce filmttrlpt avoiloblo
under NDEA—Title III.

VISUAL SCIENCES
Bex S99E Suffern, New York

EXCELLENT TEACHING AIDS!
Thought provoking filmstrips, corelully

prepared in collaboration with classroom

teachers, with provision for student partici-

pation.

BOY SCIENTIST SERIES
PICTORIAL CHEMISTRY
ELECTRICITY & PHYSICS
OUTLINES NATURAL SCIENCE
ANIMAL HOW SERIES
SOCIAL STUDIES, ETC.

Vrtte now for illuftralej catalog!

FILMSLIDE SERVICE
1505 Fjimount lie El Cerniii 8 Ca !

edi
Instrumeni
Training
Programs for:

BUSINESS

EDUCATION

llQi^iQ
rrs

TYPEWRITING

GREGG SHORTHAND

TEN-KEY TRAINING

MATHEMATICS

For deserlpUve literature

and prices, write to:

Bus. Ed. Division

Educational Developmental
Laboratories.Inc.

75 Prospect Street

Huntington, New York
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pwLiNG Pictures
EXCELLENT FILMSTRIPS

FOR YOUR
SCIENCE PROGRAM

"Trees and Forest

Conservation Series"
"Water and Soil Series"
WRITE FOR COMPLETE LIST AND PRICES

1056 So. Robertson Blvd., Los Angolei 35, Calif.

MAKE YOUR

OWN SLIDES

on your own

TYPEWRITER

by using

RADIO-MATS

Naw Duplex 3x2.

Photo & Th»atr«
SAMPLE writo—

:0., Dept. V,

ytona ••CKh* Flo-

at TALM iTMa V*M ICtftN HI

Kl TTPIWtlTTfN MISSAGEi H
Bj tA0«O-MAT SLIDES H

Regular tiz« 3Vix4 or th«

Sold by Audio Visuol.

Suopiv Doaiert. for FRE

RADIO-MAT SLIDE <

337 Oakricl«« ftlvd.. Da

SCIENCE

STUDY PRINTS

EATON SCIENTIFIC CORP.

119 S. ROSEMEAD BLVD.

PASADENA, CALIFORNIA

NewECCO Improved

Model D For

16mm & 35mm
Cleans— Lubricates

Prevents Dust Static

Speedroll

Applicator Model D

— t

Clean and inipect your film in one easy opero-

tion. Operotes effectively at several Itundred

feet per minute. Save time, fluid, labor, and
money. Lifetime bakelite construction. Eliminates

waxing. Absolutely safe and NON-TOXIC . . .

NON-INFLAMMABIE. Widely used by schools,

colleges and film libraries. ^33 00
Ecco No. 1500 cleaning fluid, quort, ....$2.50

Gallon $9.00
Ecco No. 2000 cleaning fluid for

NEGATIVES quart, J1.9S
Gallon, $6.50

ALL FILM HANDLING SUPPLIES
IN STOCK

Acetone, per quart $1 .40
Per gallon, $4.50

Etityloid Film Cement, pin! $2.00
Film ttondling gloves, per dozen $1.95
Gaico Filmeter stop watch, Swiss iewelled move-
ment. Measures equivalent footage for 16mni
and 35mm film $24.50

THE CAMERA MART
1845 Broadway (at 60th St.) N. Y. 33

PLa<a 7-6977

Science Adventures—Astronomy 4fs FH
col set $20 ea $5. Titles: Sun—Planets
—Moon—Stars. Captioned. Teachers
guide. Emphasis on photography,
spectroscopy, radio astronomy. Int.

For more information circle

No. lUii on return postal card.

Science Adventures— Magnetism and
Electricity. 4fs FH col captioned guide
set $20 ea $5. Titles: Magnetism; The
Nature of Electricity; Chemical Ener-

gy and Electricity; Mechanical Ener-

gy and Electricity. Int.

For more Information circle

No. IfiO on return postal card.

SOCIAL STUDIES
Geography, Travel

An Egyptian Village mp FA 17min col

$200 b&w $110. Life and work of

farmer and his family, arrangements
for a wedding, isolation, religious

traditions. Int. JH SH
For more Information circle

No. 161 on return postal card.

Great Lakes—St. Lawrence Lowlands
Region 2fs BOWMAR $5 ea. Titles:

Manufacturing in the Lowlands; Steel

and the Automobile. Reviewed
ESAVG 1/61. Int. JH

For more information circle
No. 163 on return postal card.

Guatemala, Land of Looms mp AV-ED
30min col $250 b&w $125. Two young
native fabric buyers' trip through the

villages where true native weaving
and village life is seen through their

eyes. El JH SH A
For more information circle

No. 163 on return postal card.

The Highlands of Scotland mp AV-ED
lOmin col $100. Topography, agricul-

ture, fishing, hunting, traditional

games and dances. JH SH
For more Information circle

No. 164 on return postal card.

Israel mp AV-ED lOmin col $100. His-

tory, reclamation, industrial growth,
democracy in action. JH SH A

For more Information circle

No. 165 on return postal card.

The Philippines: Land and People mp
EBF 14min col $150 b&w $75. Effects

of climate and topography, rural and
urban; racial origins and contrasting

cultures; history; current problems.

Int. JH SH A
For more Information circle

No. 166 on return postal card.

The Republic of India 9fs EYEGATE
col Historic, geographic backgrounds.
People, religion, education, resources,

industries, communications, agricul-

ture, cities. JH SH
For more Information circle
No. 167 on return postal card.

Salt Harvesters of Guatemala mp AV-
ED lOmin col $100. Crude salt gather-
ing and refining on the Rio Negro.
JH SH A

For more Information circle
No. 168 on return postal card.

The Stowaway mp CONTEMPORARY
15 min col $150 r$7.50. Boy gets to the

Grand Banks on his father's Bluenose
schooner, without permission. He
learns all about deep-sea fishing on
one of the few remaining sailing ves-

sels that put out from Nova Scotia

harbors. JH
For more Information circle

No. 169 on return postal card.

SOCIAL STUDIES,
Government I

How We Elect Our Presidents mp
BIRAD 10 min col $125 b&w $50. Na-
tional conventions, platforms, nomi-
nations, roll calls, campaigns, voting

the Electoral College, inaugurations
JH SH C A

For more Information circle
No. 170 on return postal card.

SOCIAL PROBLEMS
The American Jew mp ADL 45min b&w

apply. The story of the Jew in thi

U.S. and his contributions to Ameri
can civilization. CBS telecast 1958

HS C A
For more information circle

No. 171 on return postal card.

Right at Home mp TRAFCO 28%mii
col $195 r$10. Elderly retired coupl'

decides against coming to live witJ

married daughter. SH C A
For more information circle

No. IVi on return postal card.

The Trial mp CONTEMPORARY 76mt
b&w r$45. Trial of group of Jews i

small Hungarian village on charge c

ritual murder. Produced by G. W
Pabst, 1952. German, with Englis

sup-titles. JH SH C A
For more information circle

No, 173 on return postal card.

MIAMI BEACH
FLORIDA

l^utM^Islei

Resort Motel

On The Ocean At

16525 Collins Arenue

WRITE FOR FREE BROCHURE

TO
APRIL
10 fh.

i

Only

6

I

I

-I

I

I

Par I

Person |

Per Dai

Double

0(ai|»iKy

I
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Shooting the Trafco production "Right at Home." See review in ac-

ompanying Social Problems section.

New Publications
LAD^age Laboratory and Other Spe-
cialized School Furniture. Brochure
on science cabinets, lecterns, wheeled
equipment stands, trucks, cabinets
etc. Free. FLEETWOOD.

For more information circle
No. 174 on retarn postal card.

jOok, Listen, and Learn, tells the stu-

dent how to get the most out of an
educational film. (Good for teacher,

too) 20pp free CORONET.

For more information circle
No. 175 on retarn postal card.

lew Audio-Visual Aids from Broad-
1961 catalog. Free. BROADMAN.
For more information circle
No. 176 on return postal card.

[lew Directions in Chalkboard. Appli-
cations of "Colorlith" to partitions,

panels, etc.; combinations of table sur-
face, chalkboard and tackboard. Avail-
able in green, brown, gray and white
(for dual use as projection screen).
16pp free. JOHNS.

For more information circle
No. 177 on retorn postal card.

ilon-Occupational Safety Material. 1961
catalog includes 11 motion pictures.

24pp free. National Safety Council,
425 N, Michigan Ave.. Chicago 11, 111.

Write Direct

>hoto-Secession, Photography as a Fine
Art, research project of George East-
man House, 104pp, 57 plates, cloth,
$7.50. Replaces periodical "Image,"
and will be supplemented by monthly
news bulletins on ongoing research.
EHOUS.

I

Write Direct

'remising Practices in Elementary
School Mathematics. Strong emphasis
on concrete and semi-concrete visual
aids; integration with other subjects;
instructional aids center. Many pic-
tures. Bibliography. 54pp $1.25. IN-
DIANA.

Radio and Television bibliography. Clas-

sified, Indexed, USOE Bulletin 1960

No. 25. 46pp 25 cents. U.S. Govt Print-

ing Office, Superintendent of Docu-
ments. Washington 25, D.C.

Write Direct

Sound Effects Catalog describes more
than 1500 sounds for radio etc. use;

56pp, 25c. MP-TV.

Write Direct

Suggested Built-in Instruments and
Equipment for Laboratory Furniture

—Including Certain Specific Finish

Requirements. Includes high school

and college labs as well as industrial.

Survey. Poster. Free. SCIAPP.

For more information circle

No. 178 on retarn postal card.

Tape Teaching Laboratory. Brochure
with installation diagrams, pictures.

Free. WEBSTER.

For more information circle

No. 170 on retarn postal card.

Teaching Machines and Programmed
Learning. A. A. Lumsdaine and Rob-
ert Glaser, ed.; source book. 736 pp.

$7.50. DAVI.

Write Direct

Television and Our Schools. Donald G.
Tarbet. 1961. 307pp 44 ills. $6. RON-
ALD.

Write direct

Theory of Film— The Redemption of

Physical Reality, Siegfried Kracauer.
A searching philosophical analysis

that stops short of the implications of

color and sound, and confines itself to

the theatrical and documentary. Of
primary interest to the cinema histo-

rian and art film patron; the instruc-

tional film is dismissed as "formally a

subgenre of documentary" and be-
longing "more or less to the family of

audio-visual aids." Extensive notes,

bibliography, index. 263pp $10, Ox-
ford University Press, 417 Fifth Ave.,
New York 16.

Write direct Write direct
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Advertisement

HELPFUL BOOKS

ADiWINISTERING AUDIO-VISUAL SERV-
ICES. By Carlton W. H. Erickson. Covarf
adminlftratlva, suparvlsory, and tech-

nological problems, emphaflztng com-
petent performance in all service u-
pects. 479 pp., illustrated. Macmlllon
Company, 60-Sth Ave., New York 11,

N. Y. $6.95.

AUDIO - VISUAL MAnRIALS: THEIR
NATURE AND USE. Revised EdlHon
By Walter Amo Wittich and Charles

F. Schuller. 570 pp. 249 lllustraHons

14 Color Plates. Harper A Brothers

49 E. 33rd St., New York 16, N. Y.

1957. $6.50.

EDUCATORS GUIDE TO FREE FILM-

STRIPS. Compiled and Edited by Mary
Foley Horkheimer and John W. Differ.

Twelfth Annual Edition, 1960. Edu-

cators Progress Service, Dept. AVO,
Randolph, Wis. $6.00.

EDUCATORS GUIDE TO FREE TAPES,
SCRIPTS, AND TRANSCRIPTIONS. Com-
piled and Edited by Walter A. Wittich,

Ph.D., and Gertie Hanson Hoisted,

M. A. Sixth Annual Edition. 1960.
Educators Progress Service, Dept.

AVG, Randolph, Wis. $5.75.

EDUCATORS GUIDE TO FREE FILMS.

Compiled and Edited by Mary Foley

Horkheimer and John W. Differ. Edu-
cational Consultant, John Guy Fowl-
kes. 30th Annual Edition, 1960. Edu-
cators Progress Service, Dept. AVG,
Randolph, Wis. $9.00.

STANDARDS OF PHOTOPLAY AP-
PRECIATION. A Course of Study in

Photoplay Appreciation. By William
Lewin and Alexander Frailer. Illus-

trated. Educational & Recreational

Guides, Inc., 10 Bralnerd Rood, Sum-
mit, New Jersey. $2.95 on approval.
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m fILM OOCIOftS*

SPECIALISTS

in the science of

FILM

REJUVENATION.
RAPIOWELD Process <or:

• Scrttch-Renisval

• Abrasions • Dirt • "RMn"
Send for Free Brochure

rapid
FILM TECHNIQUE .

FoundMl 19M

37-02C 27th St., Long liUnd City l.N.Y.

"FfBERBfLT" CASES
"THEY LAST INDEFINITELY"

Equippad with itMl corners, stool cord

holdor and hoovy wob straps.

Only original Fibarbilt Cases boar this

Trado Mark

Your Assurance

of "Finest Quollty"

For 16mni Flln

400' to 3000' Reels

Sold by All Leading Dealers

CLASSIFIED

USED 16MM Sound Projec-

tors, also sound films, rental,

sale, exchange. Write for free

catalog. National Cinema, 71

Dey St., N. Y. C.

Available—The most complete line of

Tachistoscopes and projection devices.

LAFAYKTTE INSTRUMENT COM-
PANY, LAFAYETTE, INDIANA.

Directory of

Equipment and Materials

on pages 147-153

ADL—Anti-Defamation League of B'nai

B'Rith, 515 Madison Ave., New York
22.

ALEXARK & Norsin, 156 N. Arden
Blvd., Los Angeles 4, Calif.

ALLIED Radio Corp., 100 N. Western
Ave., Chicago 80, 111.

AV-ED, 7934 Santa Monica Blvd., Holly-

wood 46, Calif.

BIRAD Corporation, 35 W. 53rd St.,

New York 19, N. Y.
BOGEN—Bogen-Presto Co., Div. of The

Siegler Corporation, Paramus, N. J.

BROADMAN Press, 127 Ninth Ave., N.,

Nashville 3, Tenn.

CECO

—

Camera Equipment Co., Inc.,

315 W. 43rd St., New York 36, N. Y.

CHARTPAK, Inc., Leeds, Mass.
CONTEMPORARY Films, Inc., 267 W.
25th St., New York 1, N. Y.

CORONET Films, 65 E. South Water
St., Chicago 1, 111.

DALTO Electronics Corp., Oak Street,

Norwood, N. J.

DAVI—NEA 1201 16th St. N.W., Wash-
ington 6, D. C.

DESKAM—D e s k s of America, Inc.,

Bridgeport 6, Conn.
DOVPUB—Dover Publications, Inc., 180

Varick St., New York 14, N. Y.

EBF—Encyclopaedia Britannica Films,

Inc., 1150 Wilmette Ave., Wilmette,

111.

EHOUS—George Eastman House, 900

East Ave., Rochester 7, N. Y.

ELGEET Optical Company, Inc., 838

Smith St., Rochester 6, N. Y.

ETL—Electronic Teaching Laboratories,

5034 Wisconsin Ave., NW, Washington

16, D. C.
EYEGATE House, Inc., 146-01 Archer

Ave., Jamaica 35, N. Y.

FA—Film Associates of California, 10521

Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles 25,

Calif.

FAMILY Filmstrips, 5823 Santa Monica
Blvd., Hollywood 38, Calif.

FH—Filmstrip House, 472 Park Ave. So.,

New York 16, N. Y.

FLEETWOOD Furniture Co., Zeeland,

Mich.

GRVBER Products Co., 2223 Albion St.,

Toledo 6, Ohio

NEW!
Individual size (9 x 12")

FilMagic silicone Cloth

Ideaf for personal or classroom use. Best

Cleaning and protection for filmstrips, records,

lenses and transparencies. Identical with Fil-

Mosic PROFESSIONAL (12 x 18") Cloth except

size. Send $1.00 for each Individual size Fil-

Magic Cloth, Postpaid and guaranteed from:

THE DISTRIBUTOR'S
GROUP, INC. (DEPT. AG)

204 - 14th ST., N.W. ATLANTA 13, GA.

HAMRES—Hamilton Research Associ-

ates, Box 38, New Hartford, N. Y.

HARWALD Company, The, 1245 Chi-

cago Ave.. Evanston, 111.

HUGHES Aircraft Company, Public Re-
lations and Advertising, C. W. Short,

Bldg. 6, Room D1005E, Culver City,

Calif.

INDIANA University, Audio - Visual

Center, Bloomington, Ind.

JOHNS-Manville Corporation, 22 E.

40th St., New York 16, N. Y.

KALART/VICTOR— Victor Animato-
graph Corp., div. of The Kalart Co.,

Inc., Plainville, Conn.

MONITOR—Monitor Teaching Labora-

tories, 5034 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.,

Washington 16, D. C.

MP-TV—MP-TV Services, Inc., 7000'

Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38,

Calif.

NAAJS—National Academy for Adult

Jewish Studies, The United Syna-

gogue of America, 1109 Fifth Ave.,

New York 28, N. Y.

NEWCOMB Audio Products Co., 6824

Lexington Ave., Hollywood 38, Calif.

OTTENHEIMER Publishers, 4805 Nel

son Ave.. Baltimore 15, Md.
OWEN—F. A. Owen Publishing Co.

Dansville, N. Y.

PACKARD Bell Electronics, Industrie

Products Div., 1920 S. Figueroa St

Los Angeles, Calif.

RHECAL—Rheem-Califone Corp., 102

N. LaBrea Ave., Hollywood 38, Cali

RONALD PRESS, 15 E. 26th St., Ne\

York 10, N. Y.

SBCo—Stanley Bowmar Co., Inc., 1

Cleveland St., Valhalla, N. Y.

SCIAPP—Scientific Apparatus Make
Asso., 40 N. Wacker Drive, Chicago

111.

SCOTTLAB: Scott Instrument Lai

Inc., 17 E. 48th St., New York 17, N
STERLED—Sterling Educational Filn

6 E. 39th St., New York 16, N. Y.

TRAFCO—Television, Radio and FiJ

Commission, The Methodist Chun
1525 McGavock St., Nashville. Ter

TRW-EED — Thompson Ramo Woo]
ridge. Inc., Educational Electron

Div., 126 Fifth Ave., New York
N. Y.

UWF—United World Films. 1445 Pri

Ave., New York 29, N. Y.

WEBSTER Electric Co., Racine, Wis.

WILLIAMSON Development Co., I

317 Main St., West Concord, Mass
_

WILSON—H. Wilson Company. 10 :

Wilson St., Park Forest, 111.

WORLD WIDE Pictures, Box 1 i

Sherman Oaks, Calif.
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Get your personal subscription started today. All subscriptions include the

BLUE BOOK, in August, at no extra charge. The BLUE BOOK lists all AV
materials produced the previous year. Indexed, with a synopsis of every film,

filmstrip, or recording listed—you'll keep the BLUE BOOK handy the year
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School(Master*500Filmstrip and 2x2
Slide Projector shown with exclusive

Acces^ry Rewind Take-up and Semi-
AutomAtic Slide Changer.

I

Xf.

JAMES M. MEAGHER, COORDINATOR OF AUDIOVISUAL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS,

PENFIELD CENTRAL SCHOOLS, PENFIELD, N. Y. SAYS:

^'School Masters give brilliant images
. . . even in partially lighted rooms."

"In fact," adds Mr. Meagher, "the great illumi-

nation provided by these projectors assures the

teacher of effective filmstrip or slide presentations

under any light condition. I like the School

Master's ease of operation and maintenance, its

telescoping built-in carrying handle and its

Rewind Take-up mechanism that permits film-

strip to be rewound automatically into storage

containers. Also, I'm more than satisfied with the

quality of support we receive from our local

Grafiex distributor."

GRAFLEX AUDIOVISUAL DIGEST
New 48-page digest of leading audiovisual
articles of the past three years. Free to AV
Directors. Others may get copy for 25c mailing-
handling cost. *Trade Mark

Mr. Meagher is not alone in his satisfaction

with School Master projectors. Thousands of

School Masters in schools throughout the country

testify to the wisdom of choosing School Master

Dual Purpose Filmstrip and Slide Projectors for

your audiovisual program. The exclusive acces-

sory Rewind Take-up is available on no other

filmstrip projector. For a demonstration of the

School Master's many superiorities, see your

Grafiex AV dealer. Or write for information to

Dept. ES-41, Grafiex, Inc., Rochester 3, N. Y.

GRAFLEX
A SUBSIDIARY OF GENERAL PRECISION EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
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The Most Highly Regarded Film of its Kind, To Be Seen

By Every Young Person in the Christian World,

Especially Those About to Marry

The

Broken Marriage

Incompatibility, adultery, lack of sup-

port: these are among the many causes

of divorce. Another major cause is the

conflict of religious beliefs. There is

a pressing need for a revitalized ap-

praisal of this sad problem.

TRAFCO's absorbing film, ONE LOVE —
CONFLICTING FAITHS, supplies that

need. Over 300 prints are already in

circulation.

ONE LOVE — CONFLICTING FAITHS, the

anguished story of a Roman Catholic-

Protestant marrage, is concerned with

dramatizing the daily crises which can,

and do, threaten the interfalth marriage.

An Objective Study

Its treatment is, for the most part,

objective: it is a study in religion's

profound effects on two persons who

think their love can transcend religious

differences.

A Provocative Film

ONE LOVE — CONFLICTING FAITHS will

implant many difficult questions in the

minds of its viewers, whether they be

Protestant or Roman Catholic, married

or single, young or old. It will cause

spontaneous and enthusiastic discus-

sion within the viewing group, whether

it be specifically denominational, pro-

fessional, classroom, or civic.

In the framework of today's conditions,

it is a near necessity that you see and

show ONE LOVE—CONFLICTING FAITHS.

16mm sound, 27 minutes.

Available at most audio-visual libraries

^<-Y and all

Film Centers.

Rental Price: Color, Nine Dollars

B&W, Six Dollars

For further information about purchase, fiU

in and mail to TRAFCO, 1525 McGavock,

Nashville, Tenn. Purchase Price: Color, $195;

B&W, $125.

Name .

Address .

City . State

.
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NEW RADIANT econoiny-priceif

WALL

FOR THE FIRST TIME

AS l-O^V AS $•

CEILING

(In 50" X 50" size)

CORNICE

T£
p-

RECESS

Brings the convenience of electrical

operation within the reach of every budget

1
it's better seen

on a

Radiant Screen

Here is a new screen break-

through that brings you an un-

excelled electrically operated
screen for as little as $139.50 (in

the 50" X 50" size). The Compact
Autolectric features the famous
Vyna Fleet? fungus and flame re-

sistant glass beaded surface. Ex-

tremely dependable— and so
simple to operate— rolls up and
down at touch of switch, stops
automatically when fully extended
or retracted. The Radiant line of

fine projection screens also in-

cludes screens of every type for

every need— wall, ceiling and
tripod.

i
T

SEND FOR FREE A-V PROJECTION GUIDE
An extremely useful guide to anybody who is using or

considering using any type of projection equipment. Cov-

ers motion picture, silent and sound, slide, slide-film,

opaque, overhead projection for all types of users—
schools, churches, industry, sales. Covers every phase of

projection— proper arrangement of projection facilities,

acoustics, equipment, screens. Fully illustrated. Is a gold

mine of valuable information, complete,
thorough— but easy to understand. Fill

out coupon for FREE Copy— also full

information, specifications on the com-
plete line of Radiant modern projection
screens for every need.

RADIANT
WORLD'S LEADING SPECIALISTS IN FINE SCREENS

8220 North Austin Avenue, Morton Grove, Illinois

Subsidiary of United States Hoffman Machinery Corporation

EdICATIONAL SCREE^ AND AUDIOVISLAL GlIDE—ApRIL, 1961

ES-461Radiant Manufacturing Company
8220 N. Austin Ave., Morton Grove,

Gentlemen: Please send me FREE copy of the illustrated A.V.

Projection Guide. Also full information on complete line of

Radiant Projection Screens.

Name

.

Organization _

Your position-

Address

City _Zone State_
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New teaching versatility and

ease of operation are yours in

Language Lab

We asked experienced language teachers

what equipment they needed to achieve

maximum effectiveness in their work. Then
our electronic experts designed and built the

G. E. C. Electrofonic Language Laboratory

to the teachers' specifications. That's why
it's more than a mere assembly of existing

audio-visual equipment. It's a new, inte-

grated design that provides a complete choice

of functions to fit any teaching technique.

Yet it has unprecedented simplicity of con-

trol. Schools using the Electrofonic Language

Lab are enthusiastic about it. Here are some

of the reasons why:

EASIER TO OPERATE
Simplified controls leave the teacher

free to teach and the student free to

learn. Both are relieved ofundue pre-

occupation with mechanical prob-

lems. The teacher can play lesson

tapes, monitor or talk to individual

students, small groups or the entire

class— all with fingertip controls

that indicate settings clearly. The mechanical opera-

tions soon become automatic to both teacher and

student. Simplicity makes it possible to use student

assistance if desired.

NO TAPE HANDLING PROBLEMS
Instant tape handling is provided

by the Electrofonic cartridge sys-

tem.Threading is automaticwhen
the cartridge is inserted in either

the teacher console or student

unit. There is never any rewind-

ing. Tapes are automatically set

for the beginning of the next les-

son. Even new students can operate recording and

tape playing equipment quickly, leaving more time

for learning. Teachers find it easy to record and

duplicate their own lesson tapes.

HIGH FIDELITY
Full range reproduction is important in foreign

language learning. The Electrofonic system is "hi-

fi" throughout, including student microphones and

headsets. Students hear and learn to use all the

overtones and fine shadings of tone that are preseni

in accurate, native pronunciation of a foreigi

language.

LISTENING g I TUTORING

RESPONDING RECORDING BY TEACHER

COMPLETE TEACHING
FLEXIBILITY
Complete choice of teaching techniques is possibi

with the Electrofonic Language Lab. Students mat

listen, respond, and record. The teacher may pla

any combination of lesson tapes to individual

small groups or the entire class. The teacher ma
silently monitor any student or group or may ta:

with any combination of students. Teacher ar

students can record easily. Student drill is simpl

convenient and effective.
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Lab is simple to use,

easy to expand and economical to operate

JUST PLUG IT IN
Fully transistorized Electrofonic Lab has such low
power consumption that it can be plugged into an
ordinary, existing classroom circuit. Special wiring
is eliminated. Absence of vacuum tube heat makes
special air conditioning unnecessary.

STAKT SMALL,ADD UNITS LATER
The elements ofthe complete Electrofonic Language
Lab are designed as modules that can be combined
or expanded as desired.

LONG-TERM ECONOMY
Transistorized design means a smaller electric bill

and eliminates frequent checking and replacement
of vacuum tubes. Quality construction throughout
will keep maintenance costs at a minimum.

Educational Screen and Audiovisual Guide—April, 1961

WE'D LIKE TO TELL YOU MORE
Our language laboratory consultants will be
glad to discuss your requirements with you or
your architect, and make recommendations
with no obligation to you.
A new 8-page brochure giving more details

on the Electrofonic Language Lab is yours for
the asking.

If you want to see your local representative,
or just want the brochure, or have a specific

question you'd like answered, please write or
telephone today.

GENERAL ELECTRONIC
CONTROL, INC.

TUxedo 8001 BLOOMINGTON FREEWAY
8-5511 MINNEAPOLIS 20, MINNESOTA
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News people organizations events

Plan June Conference
On 'AV And Libraries'

A three-day conference on "Audio-

Visual Services and the School Li-

brary Program" will be held on the

Columbia University campus on June
27-29, 1961, under the joint sponsor-

ship of the Columbia University

School of Library Service and Teach-

ers College, Columbia University.

The conference will discuss the stat-

us of audiovisual communication in

contemporary society; the findings of

research in the areas of audiovisual

instruction and learning; recent trends

and experimentation in the use of

newer media of communication in

schools, including television and teach-

ing machines.

The conference will provide for

group meetings, in which conference

particpants can discuss problems, tech-

niques and experences. These groups,

each under the leadership of a consult-

ant, will be organized for the follow-

ing: directors of instructional materials

in city and county .school systems; ele-

mentary school librarians and teach-

ers; junior high school librarians and
teachers; senior high school librarians

and teachers; and faculty members
and librarians in departments or

schools of library service and edixca-

tion.

The fee for the conference will be

$20, and further information may be
obtained from the university, New
York City, 27.

H. Herb Myers 1898-1961

The tragic crash of a jet airliner in

Brus.sels took the life of one of the

most outstanding leaders in the audio-

visual education industry. "Herb"
Myers was the universally respected

president of the Charles Beseler Com-
pany, a post ho had held for the past

17 years.

A peer among the very top circles

of the industry, he maintained at all

times a unique personal rapport with

individual users of his product, espe-

cially the overhead projector. He was
known to interrupt a long auto trip

with a completely unplanned stop at

some wayside schoolhouse to visit with

the teacher and, if invited to do so,

put on a demonstration of what could

be done with audiovisuals.

He was especially concerned with

Wis!

Sixth graders in the leUoii School, Lennox, (iulil., ualeli llie pieniiire of llie first

laboratory seienee elass in the eoinitry to lie telecast over a closed circuit to sixth

f^raders. The Lennox School District is also the first in the country to own an educa-

tional (^(ITV system. Pioneered hy Or. Gerald Dart, Superintendent of the Lennox
School District, and I'ackard-Bell, who designed, manufactured and installed the equip-

ment, the Lennox system cost aliout one-third the price of any school ('.(ITV system

heretofore installed, it was said.

improvement of services to education

rendered by field representatives of

his and other companies. He served

for many years on the board of gover-

nors of the NAVA Sales Training In-

stitute and frequently taught classes

at the annual seminars at Indiana Uni-

versity.

He is survived by his wife, Lee, his

daughter, Mrs. Ruth Berman, and his

son, Marty, upon whom will devolve

the leadership of this veteran AV firm.

U. of Texas Station Goes
On Full Week Schedule

KUT-FM, student-operated educa-

tional radio station at the University

of Texas, began seven-day-a-wqj^
operation on February 19. ^M

Addition of Sunday broadcasting to

'

the previous six-day schedule means
approximately 450 more air hours per

year for the station.

KUT-FM went on the air in the fall

of 19.58 as a five-day-a-week station.

Operating with a power of 4,400

watts, the station beams a strong sig-

nal throughout the Austin area.

UCLA To Hold Workshop
On ETV July 10-28

Rudy Bretz, liead of educational

television at UCLA, will supervise a

summer workshop on "Television in

Education" for University Extension

from July 10 through July 28.

The workshop will cover many
phases of education television, includ-

ing the national picture in instruction-

al television, production of instruc-

tional televison programs, le.s.son plan-

ning on TV^ operation of ecjuipment.

teaching before the cameras, produc-

tion techniques and visual aids. Field

trips will be conducted to nearby

closed-circuit installations in the Los

Angeles area and workshop project;

will be tailored to meet the individua/

needs of each workshop member, i;

was said.

Photo Society Announces
Photoessay, Slide Contests

Two competitions for makers of co]tl

or slide sequences—a photoessay coal

test and a travel slide contest—hav^l

been announced by the Color Divil

sion of the Photographic Society o\

America (PSA).

(Continued on page 166)
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"Our Audio-Visual program took wing
once we found the key to teacher enthusiasm.'

)ays

''homas W. Conner,
irector of Audio-Visual Aids for
idgefield. New Jersey, school
/stem at Ridgefield High School
elected by the American Associ-
tion of School Administrators
)r its exhibit of outstanding
chool designs:

"As teachers, we're not necessarily mechan-
ical wizards when it comes to operating
movie projectors.

"But once we found a projector a teacher
can operate, one that would not interrupt
its own performance by some teacher-
baffling mechanical problem, we became
truly enthusiastic and our A-V program
took wings.

"Now our teachers enthusiastically audi-
tion, preview, and cull, to find those films
which are to their and to their students'
best advantage. Perhaps the key to this was
letting our teachers select the projector
themselves-the Kodak Pageant Sound Pro-
jector, it turned out.

"Our faculty approved the Pageant Pro-
jector as a jury, you might say, after wit-
nessing demonstrations of several new ma-

chines. They found they could operate it

without any fussing. They liked its picture
brilliance and sound quality. And the
Pageant Projector looked to them (and
me) mechanically simple and rugged.

"With this Kodak Pageant Sound Pro-
jector, we haven't had one case of film
breakage in the two years we've owned it,

nor have we had belt or cord problems or
any other mechanical interruptions.

"As a result, our teachers willingly keep
this projector whirring constantly in every
course from Science to Home Economics,
on every subject from library usage to per-
sonal hygiene."

// you would like a demonstration of the
Kodak Pageant J6mm Sound Projector,
call your Kodak A-V dealer. For literature,

without obligation, write:

Kodak Pageant Projector^ EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Dept 8-V. Rochester 4, N. Y.
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News. continued

Grand awards are $100 in cash for

the best photoessay and a two-week

Navajo-land tour (or equivalent) for

the travel slide winner. Winners will

be announced and winning sequences

will be shown during the 1961 PSA
National Convention in New York,

September 26-30, 1961.

Deadline for both competitions is

July 1, with entry forms due on June

1. Forms and complete contest rules

can be secured from T. C. Wetherby,

APSA, 116 Avenue L, Pittsburgh 21,

Pa.

Achievement Award To Be
Made At Film Festival

A new annual award saluting an

outstanding person in the audiovisual

field has been established by the board

of directors of the Educational Film

Library Association and will be pre-

sented for the first time on April 21

at this year's American Film Festival.

In announcing the new honor, the

association's president Frederic A.

Krahn said: "For the past three years

EFLA has honored excellence in

"Film-makiiiti in Alriia" will lie the

subject of an American Film Festival

panel discussion led by 16nim producers

who have recently made films in .Africa.

Here one of the festival speakers. Inter-

national Film Foundation's Julien Bryan,

is shown on location during the filming

of his to-be-released ".\frica."

ENSfNeE/fING
FEATURESmake

Me&e. OA-UTEfito/ecfion
Sci^&tS 6esf-f6/-c/assfvom use

/SELF-LOCKING EXTENSION TUBE
—Sturdy 1 ' square seamless steel

center tube and %' extension tube,

chrome plated. Easy-operating Height

Adjuster and Screen Case Lock.

Convenient knobs provide positive stops

in all positions.

2 "GABLE-ROOF" ALUMINUM
LEGS—Legs of heavy-gauge

extruded aluminum form sturdiest of

tripods in combination v^ith Da-Lite's

heavy cast tripod leg bracket.

Supports a man's weight.

O STURDY ROLLER, OCTAGON
J CASE—Pre-set positive safety stops

on roller prevent fabric from being torn

off. Octagon case prevents fabric scraping

. . . has patented "no-rub" flat back.

A AUTOMATIC LEG LOCK, FABRICT LOCK—Leg lock fastens all three

legs, releases at touch of toe. Fabric

lock protects screen surface from

sagging or shifting in carrying or storing.

Locks closed screen rigidly in place.

5 SLAT SADDLE COLLAR AND
PLUG—Long slat-saddle insures

wrinkle free picture surface. Collar

and plug protect edges from fraying.

Z FLEXIBILITY IN HEIGHT—
^ Case adjusts from low at tripod leg

bracket to high at top of center tube.

Square sizes adjust to rectangular.

Even largest size at highest case position

extends to full 70' x 70' (128') height.

7 FAMOUS "WHITE MAGIC"
SURFACE—White Magic glass-

beaded surface seamless in all sizes.

Whiter, brighter and stays white.

Brilliant, life-like pictures, excellent color.

Viewing over wider seating area. Flame

and mildew resistant. Also in mat white.

Vidiomaster A \\

is engineered for Audio-Visual needs in the

field of education. This heavy-duty portable

tripod has features that assure years of out-

standing service. Vidiomaster A is unequalled

for performance. Write for full details on the

entire line of Da-Lite Screens... tripod, hang-

ing and electrically-operated — and name of

franchised A/V Da-Lite dealer in your area.

AUDIO-VISUAL

Da-Lite
SCREEN COMPANY, INC., WARSAW, IND.

atidiovisual production with its Festi-

val Blue Ribbon Awards for 16mm
films and 35mm filmstrips. It seems

fitting, therefore, to honor in a similar

way the hard-working and dedicated

people who have done so much to ex-

tend the use and the usefulness of

audiovisual materials. We propose

that one such EFLA award be voted

and presented each year by the mem-
bers and officers of the association on

the occasion of the award banquet

which climaxes EFLA's annual Ameri-

can Film Festival."

Nominations for the EFLA award

will be made each year by the mem-
bers of the assocation, each of whom
may send to a special EFLA award

committee the name of the person

who, in his judgment, has done most

over a period of ten years or more

"to expand or develop significant use,

production, or distribution of audio-

visual materials on the Icx^al, regional,

national, or international level."

Bettmann Collection Being
Moved To New Quarters

The Bettmann Archive, brought to

the United States in 1935 by its

founder. Dr. Otto L. Bettmann, and

now one of. the fixtures of the U. S.

publishing, advertising and graphio

arts community, has moved to largei

quarters at 136 E. 57th St., New York'

Moving vans transferred a 35-year<

old accumulation of prints, photoi

graphs and books; a special collectiot>

of film stills of the Pearl White ano

Mack Sennett era; tons of irreplace'

able glass negatives documentini

American history and life from th

Civil War to the 1920's; magic lantn

slides showing comics, classics of In

erature, and temperance lecttiri

Other items in the collection help t

round out what is called a "grapli

history of man's life."
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Here's a new idea from Argus that makes it

really easy to get started in Educational TV.
The Argus Starter System. It's a complete system,

camera with a i-inch (:i.g lens, tripod and dolly

— receiver and monitor— transformer,

distribution box . . . even coaxial cable

—everything you need to get started

right away in teaching with TV.

The Starter System is the sane, economical way to find out

how TV can help you with your own teaching problems.

If you now have TV receivers, they can be part of

your Argus System, reducing this low price still further.

When your TV needs grow, your starter system

needn't be replaced. It can be expanded into a

school-wide Argus system of standard, low-cost

components, including an integrated sound system

There's an Argus AV dealer near you

who handles the new Argus

Starter System and will be glad to

help you get the most out of it.

"he coupon below will bring you a copy of "Using
Television in Teaching" by James L. Page,

Assistant Director, Audio-Visual Center, Michigan

State University, and MPATI Area Coordinator.

'Eligible for purchase under National Defense Education Act.
Argus Cameras, Inc., Subsidiary of Sylvania Electric Products Inc.

now less

^h^n $1260*
buys you a

complete

closed-circuit

TV system!

eS/VfMi TELEPHONEiELECTRONICS '

WRITE FOR FREE BOOKLET
"Using Television in Teaching"

argusAy Audio-Visual Systems, Dept. A-2
Argus Cameras, Inc., Ann Arbor, Michigan

NAME_

SCHOOL,

ADDRESS_

CITY _COUNTY_ JSTATE_
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\j Is proud fo

^ announce the new

ARITHMETIC

SKILLS PROGRAM
a dynamic instrument-training pro-
gram which supplements current
arithmetic instruction in

GRADES 1-8

The IDL CONTKOMFD KIADIR pro-
jects ariilinieric nurnhcr facis and siorj

problems in a kfi-io-riuht manner ai

Icailiersei spttiU of from IS to 130 lines

per minuic. Siuilenis le.irn to contcniraie,
to ihink anil read rapidly, and quickly
acquire maMer> of the basic facts and
processes involved in compulation and
problem solving.

rhe EDI Arithmefie Skills

Program contains:

I'^S I'llmstrips

2,000 number problems, including
all basic facts

3,000 story problems correlated

with texts at eacli grade level

Arithmetic materials arc also asailabic

for use with the TACH-X and FLASHX
tachistoscopes.

For descriptive literature
and prices, write to:

Educational Developmental
Laboratories, Inc.

75 Prospect Street

Huntington, New York

Letters

Harvey W. Marks
Visual Aid Center
1457 South Broadway
Denver 10. Colorado

Dear Mr. Marks:

In answer to your letter published
in the February, 1961, issue of Edu-
catiorud Screen and Audiovisual Guide
concerning my story on language lab

equipment ("Do-It-Yourself Language
Lab," EdScreen ir AVGuide, Novem-
ber, 1960), I would like to add my
comments. I would like to correct

the misinformation which you gave
in commenting about the equipment.
I would also like to express my views
on the price quotations which you did

not feel were ethical.

If you were to examine the diagrams
carefully, you would find that the

connections and hook-ups can be made
by purchasing ready-made connecting

cords from any radio-electronics

dealer. These then are plugged into

the units which comprise the complete

student position. The only lines which
must be made by the person installing

the equipment are the lines from the

student position to the teacher unit.

The "gadget" which you refer to is

apparentiy the distribution box. This

is a box containing parallel phone
jacks, which should be mounted in

the cabinet of the mixer/pre-amp.

Perhaps this could be called a "modi-
fication" rather than a "gadget."

I would not want to be involved in

evaluating the various makes of tape

recording units. There are a number of

units that would work more or less

satisfactorily in the language lab that

was described in the article. However,
I believe that whatever unit is decided

upon should be simple in design

and operation. There should be no
switches or knobs to change or turn,

since they often become a source of

trouble. Because of space limitations,

the unit should be compact; especial-

ly, if the imits are used in booths. I

firmly believe that the unit selected

should not be a "modified version" of

a tape recorder. A standard produc-

tion model is more readily available in

an emergency. Also it may be returned

to general use should the language

laboratory idea change.

The prices given in the article were
obtained from radio-electronic catalogs

wliich many high school students have

in their possession. You might like to

check various electronic catalog prices.

You have estimated the cost of the

teacher's unit at about the correct

price—$30.00; however, this unit will

serve approximately twenty student

positions. This then divides out to a

cost of $1..50 per student position.

The laboratory described in the

article is more than a self-contained

unit, it is one unit in a network of any
number, all of which might be con-

trolled from a central position by a
teacher. It is a system capable of do-

ing all of the things that are possible

with most laboratories. It will play
any standard language laboratory pre-

recorded tape, and it will also make
the tapes.

Why don't you have the equipment
set up as it was drawn out in the block

diagram in the article. You will dis-

cover that it has virtually unlimited

versatility; it is simple in hook-up;

and it is "fool-proof" in operation.

Robert C. Wiseman
Assistant Director

Audio-Visual Center

Eastern Illinois Univ.

Charleston, 111.

To the Editor:

Commenting on your "One Hun-
dred Hearings" editorial in the Febru-
ary issue of EdScreen 6- AVGuide:

I think you have made significant

contribution by putting the resource?

of the Library of Congress to work or

the "one picture is worth a thousanc

words" cliche. I have recently taken ;

course in the history and culture o

China, and have struggled with tht

implications of the cliche while ii

Iran. I was able to recognize thi

Chinese historian. Pan Ku, and
wish I had had this bit of scholarshij

at my fingertips overseas.

When do you suppose the same ide

will be found in cuneiform or hiero

glyphics?

David E. Strom

Manager
Film Distribution Sectial

Colonial Williamsburg

Editorial Staffer

An opening exists on the editori-

al staff of EdScreen & AVGuide.
Experience in educational audio-

visual instruction is a mttst, and
some background in magazine
production would be a 'plus.'

Location in Chicago is neces-

sary.

Send resume to Managing Edi-

tor, Educational Screen & Au-

diovisual Guide, 2052 Lincoln if

Park West, Chicago 14, 111.

Ifift F.niir.ATin;VAi Sprffx ATwn AiTninvisiiAi riiTinr
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Assignment 1970
Is DAVI Theme

DAVI's 1961 Miami Beach Conven-

tion, April 24-28, will feature not only

the most recent advances in education-

al and scientific concepts of audio-

visual communication, but also designs

and vistas of the future.

The provocative theme, A.ssifinment

1970, is drawn from Edison's early

talking cylinders and Keystone' s

stereoscopic views to the develop-

ments of airborne television and teach-

ing machines. Along with outstand-

ing speakers, business sessions, clinics,

demonstrations, panel and group dis-

cussions, there will be a record num-
ibcr of exhibits, displays and demon-
strations by practically every audio-

visual manufacturer and producer.

More than 150 exhibits are planned.

This year, as usual, ample time will

be allotted in the convention program

lo permit all participants to cover the

xhibits, a high point of any DAVI
neeting.

Several new models of overhead

rojectors are expected, including port-

bles. Conventioners will also see

tartling new developments in making
uisparencies.

Filmstrip projectors will reflect
nany changes and improvements in-

luding increased illumination and
righter pictures. Viewlex will have at

he convention Charles Perry, audio-

isual coordinator for the Hartford,

onn., High School and winner of the

iewlex contest of last year. Dukane
releasing a new filmstrip viewer

hat projects on its TV-type screen for

ghted room projection.

Major educational film producers

icluding EBF, Coronet and McGraw-
lill will be featuring latest films and
ilmstrips with major emphasis on
itle ni NDEA materials. EBF, for

he first time, will be showing pro-

Tainmed learning materials with com-
lete data on most recent experimenta-

on.

Most tape recorder equipment
lanufacturcrs will be featuring their

roducts within language laboratory

isplays. Neumade Products has said

lat they plan to distribute to early

isitors free samples of a development
1 simple teaching machines.

Other audiovisual etiuipment to be
xhibited at the Miami convention in-

ludes new and improved projection

;reens, still pictures, cameras, TV
luipment (in eluding information

bout VVestinghouse's Stratovision

Revision ) , micro-projecters, darken-
lU facilities, rear-view projection

Mnipment, tapes, inspection equip-
i>nt, maps, flannel boards, and elec-

onic training devices.

—Helen Carlton
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BEST
SELLER

ATC 300C

$CO.5059 school

net

.25 list

THE MOST POPULAR 4-SPEED CLASS-
ROOM RECORD PLAYER IN YEARS.
The ATC 300C utilizes proven teaching features

and eliminates useless consumer frills.

10 watt Hi-Fi amplifier, transformer powered

for complete safety.

9" oval speaker with coaxial tweeter cone.

Standard output jack for headsets.

Automatic turntable release.

Ample space for AC cord storage.

Phono needle protected from hitting motorboard,

knobs or side of case.

Scuff resistant fabricoid covered % " plywood case,

metal corners and knees, solid hard plastic handle.

Spring cushioned plastic feet. Carrying weight

only 17 lbs.

ATC 30()VC with variable speed turntable,

$111.75 List. $74.50 Net.

SEE YOUR DEALER OR WRITE FOR COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS.

AUDIOTRONICS
~/iuflio Ironies corp., host weddington st„ north Hollywood, calik.
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Charlie

the Destroyer

LEVOLOR
BOTTOM RAI
CAN TAKE IT!

Yes, you can depend on the husky .025 metal and the

triple "U" forming. LEVOLOR bottom rails are truly

HEAVY DUTY—made to take use and abuse.

Information that insures the best installation pos-

sible is a service all levolor representatives w^ill give

you. They will submit a prospectus covering even

detail of your Venetian Blind installation—help witP

the specifications and make a final inspection aft(\

the blinds are installed. It is a service that guaij

antees good specifications and good Venetian Blindrl

VENETIAN BLINDSJ
AUDIO-VISUAL CONVENTIONAL

Levolor Lorentzen, Inc., 720 Monroe St., Hoboken, N. J.

SKYLIGHT



editorial

The
A V Way

[n

Our audiovisual friends down Florida way have surely been pouring
on the pressures to lure you and me and everyone to the DAVI
convention in Miami. I've read everything they've said so far about
this meeting, and it seems to me they've either just plain "missed
the boat, " or these audiovisual people in Florida are just too, too

modest.

The bait they've been dangling for us has been the standard stuff

used for business conventions and enticing the tourist trade. They
have promised that if we come, we can swim, and sunbathe, and
boat, and fish, and golf, and even go to night clubs. We can go
on guided tours to fantastic estates; visit Fairchild Gardens; see a

Seaquariimi, a Parrot Jungle, and a Serpentarium; discover "exotic

rare birds" and orchids growing on trees. Then if we're not too tired

from relaxing and having fun in Florida, they hold out the possi-

bility we can take a side trip to Nassau before leaving for home!

Now that kind of program may be well and good for ordinary

people attending a convention. But audiovisual educators being the

serious-minded, hard-working people that they are, must have
more solid and convincing reasons for planning a convention trip.

Fl" ^ This is where the Florida audiovisual people have misjudged and
I. /\ have perhaps been too modest.

You see, Florida audiovisualists are real leaders in the field. They
have aheady pointed the way for a lot of other "leaders" who
have really been followers. We became acutely aware of Florida

leadership when 13 years ago, they published The Audio-Visual

Way." This book, created by a committee of Florida educators, is

the best little book on the use of audiovisual materials that has ever

been written. (Of the people named in the "Forword" as responsi-

ble for this book there seems to be one outlander, Charles Hoban!
But at the time he had a Florida title as a professor at Florida State

University and thus was a kind of adopted sun.)

This was a book about learning. "Contrary to popular belief,"

it said right at the outset, "nobody can teach anybody anything.

We must learn for ourselves. The best the teacher can do is to

arrange and manipulate the environment so that it inspires and
leads to learning, and to guide the development of boys and girls

within the environment." On this sound psychological base the

author committee spelled out simple, practical guides to the audio-

visual way of learning.

We have continued to read about audiovisual ideas and practice

in Florida schools and imiversities. We have learned still more
from talking with the Florida AV leaders we've met. We know
that they believe in an instructional materials framework for ad-

ministering their AV programs. They have led the way in relating

library and audiovisual services. Currently their statewide develop-

ments in educational television are making the television way an

Pcml C Rdcd integral part of the audiovisual way in Florida.

So we think that the best possible reason for you and for us

and for everyone interested in the audiovisual field to go to the

DAVI meeting in Miami is the opportunity this provides to meet
and talk with and learn at first hand about the audiovisual way
of learning from the Florida audiovisual educators in person.

It says in the very first sentence of The Audio-Visual Way that

Euclid told his pupil, Ptolemy I, there was no royal road to learn-

ing. But we suspect that the most royal road to learning about

audiovisual in 1961 is the one that takes you to Miami. We'll see

you there.

'The Aitdio-Visiial Way. Bulletin No. 22B, State Depart-

ment of Education, Tallahassee, Florida, 1948
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Automaticity:

Language Learning Goal

by Dan Desberg

The Theory

In my field, that of structural linguistics, a language,
in two words, is organized noise. This definition is less

than facetious; it is a scientifically tenable statement of
the two characteristics found in every language in the
world. Every human being spends part of his existence
making noises. Most of the noises he makes with liis

so-called vocal organs are part of an organized system,
called language. Every social group is held together by
a number of conventionalized habits, and among these
habits is speech.

Writing is also a conventionalized habit within a
social group, but unlike speech, writing is not a
property of every social group. On the contrary, most
of the thousands of languages spoken throughout the
world have no writing systems at all. We are forced
to distinguish between people who are illiterate, which
means they speak a language which happens to have a
writing system, although they do not know how to
use it, and analphabets, who could not read nor write
even if they tried, because their language does not
have a writing system.

Language, then, is speech, and speech is one of the
ways in which man communicates with his fellow men.
There are at least two other systems which exist
alongside the speaking system in the communication
process. The paralingiiistic system also involves the
making of noises, but these noises are not normally
considered as speech. For example, if I clear my tliroat

because it needs clearing, I have provided no message
for you. But, if I clear my throat in order to open a
meeting, I have provided, by paralinguistic means,
the message that I want your attention. "Hems and
haws" and hesitation forms—uh, uh, uh—are para-
linguistic features having a definite and definable role
in communication.

Besides the speaking and paralinguistic systems,
there is the kinesic system-gestures. Let me do a
little counting for you on my fingers: in Japanese:
ichi, ni, san, shi; in French: un, deux, trois, quatre; in
German: ein, zwei, drei, vier. Note that the first num-
ber for the Japanese may be counted as the little fin-

ger, for the Frenchman as the thumb, held at an angle;
for the Gerinan the thumb held upright—and we know

From an address presented before the 1960 NAVA Mid-
Winter Conference.
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that for every American the index finger represents
the number one. Gestures, you see, are systemic and
may be intimately linked with a particular language. A
native speaker of any language has not only linguistic
control but paralinguistic and kinesic control as well.

All human communication therefore involves pat-
terned behavior-organized noise and organized body
movements. Communication is something that people
do and they do it according to a system that they
learned when they were very, very young.
What implications does this anthropological view

of language and communication hold for learning
a language? Again, in a two-word definition, language
learning is noise making. Language learning is a
process of learning to make noises that fit into a
system. The procedure implies imposing a set of habits
on our nervous system. Just as we learned to gesture,!
just as we learned to make noises that did not come
out as "words," just as we learned to walk, just as we
learned to eat with our right hand and our left hand,
just as we all learned to do various things that, as

adults, we no longer even think about, so we learned
to speak. We did not go to school to learn to speak
We spoke perfectly nomial English by the time \vi

were six years old. We did not know a noun from j

verb until we went into an English class and learnec
about "the parts of speech," but we did know how t(

use nouns and verbs and many other "parts of speech
without ever being able to identify them as such.
Our real problem in learning language is learnin;

a foreign language, a second language. Second-lanj
guage learning means imposing a second set of habit
upon—and in confhct with—your first set of habit;!

It is not like learning to walk; it is, perhaps, more lik I

learning, as an adult, to walk on your hands-side
j

ways and blindfolded. Such a difficult skill takes muc|
practice, much doing, before it becomes automatic.

Second-language learning is not an informatiol
subject, it is a skill subject. It involves essentially tlirel

skills: speaking, hearing and remembering. Speakinl
is an athletic event more than anything else: leamiol
to move muscles, learning to put your tongue, yovl
lips, your jaw, and other parts of your vocal apparati

f
into places you have never put them before. Hearim
involves not only the reception of sound waves in yotrj

ear but the classification of a sound wave complil
in your brain. You learn to accept differences of sourJ
in terms of the language you know and at the san|
time you learn to ignore other differences in terms
that same language. For example, we accept "tol
and "pop" as being different words because they bj
gin with different sounds. At the same time we ignof
the fact that the word "pop" begins and ends wif
different sounds, although it is evident upon exav

. , c^ .



nation that the initial p is made by opening the lips

and that the final 'p' is made by closing them. Re-

membering, is also essential to the language-learning

process; we "internalize" the systemic noises we learn

and can utilize them long after our first experience

with them.

What are the best conditions for language learning

to take place? Obviously, for learning your first lan-

guage, the only possible condition is to be an infant.

We have all heard e.xperts state that we can learn a

language just as a child does, the "natural" way. Don't

believe it! We cannot leani as a child does: whereas

a cliild has no pre-established linguistic (or other)

behavior patterns, we do have a very rigid set of habits

and what we learn to do while adding a different set

of habits will always constitute an overlay and an

interference.

After the child goes to school, we teach him about

English, although we call it English teaching. We
teach him about different kinds of English: we tell

liim he should not sav "hunh," we tell him he should

lot say "he come over last night," and so forth. We
instill in the school child the notion of usage, a con-

ept which involves the choice of a more acceptable

pattern over a less acceptable one. There is nothing

,vrong with the concept of "correctness," but it does

ead to a confusion as to the nature of language.

Usage and "correctness" are essentially problems

f prescription and they ignore description. For ex-

imple, how do you make nouns plural in English?

Vdd an s. Everyone who has been to school can tell

ou that. Now let us talk about speech. Using non-

ense words, which will evidence that we are apply-

ng a rule: one "teyz," two "teyzes;" one "blawp,"

wo "blawps;" one "driy," two 'driys." We can all agree

in what the plural forms of these nonsense nouns
re. Rewriting them so that the sounds are consistently

epresented, we discover:

Singular

/blawp/
/teyz/

/driv/

Plural

/blawp - s/

/teyz - iz/

/driy - z/

Without making a deiaileii analysis, we can sec al-

ready that the pattern for English plurals includes

three endings. Here is the rule:

1 ) after sibilants and affricates ( the final sounds in

words like base, buzz, bash, beige, hatch, and
badge), we add the noise /-iz/;

2) after voiceless consonants (the final sounds in

words like slap, slat, slack, slough, sloth), we add
the noise /-s/;

3) after every other sound, we add the noise /-z/.

Without being able to formulate the above rule,

we have just proved that we are all able to apply it.

If we were adults learning English, the rule could

be very useful, whereas the traditional rule of adding
s would not only be useless but inexact. Excepting the

relatively few unpredictable plurals such as women,
men, children, geese, etc., our rule lias accounted for

the plural formations in English speech.

Of course, you do not need the formulated rule in

order to speak English, but the man who prepares a

course in English as a foreign language does need that

rule, which has implicit in it that the texts you learn

mus-t come into your ear rather than into your eye,

since language is speech.

The Application

When there is no native-speaker teacher available,

the best place in a school in which to learn a second
language becomes not the book nor the traditional

grammar-translation classroom, but "the electronic

classroom." When there is a native-speaker teacher,

the electronic classroom can be an excellent supple-

ment.

Even at this primitive stage in the development
of courses for teaching speech using audiovisual aids,

there exist two books that every language teacher who
is willing to admit that language is spoken should

know about. One is the Council of Chief State School

Officers' Purchase Guide.- The other is the September,

1959, issue of Audio-Visual Instruction, which is en-

tirely devoted to the teaching of modern foreign lan-

guages.-' Although already out of date by virtue of

newer, more refined machinery, they still present the

essence of the potential contributions of audiovisual

riiattrials and equipment. Not only do these volumes
contain sound theoretical information but they explore

some of the multitudinous problems of administra-

tion, room location, furniture, equipment and costs.

The Purchase Guide claims that audio is essen-

tial, but visual is not. I would prefer a statement that

audio must have priority over visual. Since language

learning is primarily noise making, it is more important

to project sounds than pictures. If you are teaching

French antl not France, then you must have the audio.

If you are teaching French and France (and they are

Dr. Di'shrrj!

2 Council of Chief State School Officers, Purchase Guttle

for Programs in Science. Mathematics, and Modem
Foreign Languages (Boston: Ginn and Company, 1959).

^ Audio-Vi.sual Instruction, IV, 6 (September, 1959).

t
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Re Language Teaching

Pertinent to this discussion by Dr. Desberg is

a story, "The New Media in Language Teach-

ing," which appeared in the November issue

of Audiovisual Instruction.

Reprints of this story may be obtained

by writing the magazine (Department of

Audiovisual Instruction, National Education

Assn., 1201 16th St., N.W., Washington 6,

D. C). Cost is 35 cents per copy, and it is

requested that cash orders accompany orders

of less than one dollar.

not entirely separable) then you have to have audio-

visual. An ideal language course might well have three

aids, then, for the teacher: audio, audiovisual, and
books, each with specific utilizations.

There has been much writing about electronic

equipment, but unfortunately, there has been little

doing, at least little that is solid. The first character-

istic of the language laboratory, then, is its newness.

But there are three other facts about language labora-

tories even more important.

The first is the problem of time. The lab can in-

crease the contact hours of the learner. If we calculate

180 days per school year with 45 minutes of lan-

guage a day, except when there is a football rally, or

the pupil is ill, or the teacher is ill, or a school-wide

issue necessitates a special assembly, or there is a

heavy snowfall, etc., we can figure more closely that

the secondary school student gets 100 contact hours

per year. To achieve professional competency, the

student needs something more like 1000 contact hours

in all, therefore a ten to twelve year language pro-

gram.

The second problem faced by the administrator

is staff. A twelve year program represents three to six

times as many teachers. Thus the lab can be of great

help in the language area: the learner can practice on

his own homework time, doubling or tripling the con-

tact hours; he can also become cognizant of the

variety of different voices and patterns that constitutes

the second language by hearing many different voices

not available to him in the present-day classroom.

The third fact about the electronic classroom is its

expense—ii measured in terms of initial outlay. The
cost can be offset, however, in terms of a fourth char-

acteristic, usefulness. The lab is amazingly helpful or

can be, if properly utilized (for its mere presence

does not make it work per se). The great problem is

in the domain of materials and techniques : "there is an

almost total lack of adequate teaching material."*

This problem must be solved before we can even train

teachers in how to use the electronic devices.

In order to approach the problem correctly, we
must take into account the limitations of the machine.

The teacher can, but the equipment cannot:

1) correct the student, although the equipment

can provide him with the correct answer, whicl

is not the same thing;

2) talk with the student;

3) produce the total acoustic situation, but this i

not a serious drawback, since we recognize Ian

guage messages with less than total information

4) produce the total cultural situation; nothing can

except living "in the language" and in a placi

where it is spoken by monolinguals; here, by thi

way, is where the visual devices will eventuall'

have their day;

5) offer the same psychological reinforcement
that a human teacher can.

The equipment can:

1 ) provide a consistent model, whereas no speake
can say exactly the same thing twice;

2) provide an authentic model, since most Ameri
can teachers of French, for example, are neithe

native speakers nor near-native speakers o
French;

3) eliminate "correction emphasis," wherein an;

speaker, correcting a mistake, will emphasize th
mistake and replace the normal intonation am
stress pattern with one which is reserved Jft

schoolroom corrections; ^H
4) provide a variety of voices: men, womer

younger and older people, regional dialects, an
voices of outstanding contemporaries;

5) insure sufficient repetition and drill withoi

tiring; the student may tire, of course, th

teacher may also fall by the wayside, but th

machine never stops until it is turned off;

6) maintain the pace of the authentic languaj

without boasting of "French spoken at a spee
that everyone can understand" — (except

native); normal speed in language constitute'

a different dialect from slow speech—the theoi

that you learn a sentence slowly and then spet

it up is totally invalid.

Keeping in mind these qualities, there are on
three things that can be done with tape recorder

you can listen, you can repeat, and you can ansvc

(transform). The audio thus lends itself readily

follows to the following kinds of practice:

Listening Repeating Answering

Compre- Pronunciation Grammar dri

hension drills Vocabulary
texts Sentence drills

Testing memorizing

* Purchase Guide, p. 265.

Bearing in mind that the same possibilities exist

audiovisual equipment, electronic devices can si

plement the teacher in most areas involving thi

three activities.

Whichever the device, the goal in learning spe*

is automaticity. A thoroughly trained learnert

French should, when pricked with a pin, yell "a

not "ouch." With electronic equipment we co

travel that far. The vista ahead is marvelous. Altho'

there have been wonderful teachers before there • s

electronics, there can now be more wonderful teacl s

and more wonderful learners, for electronics in te;

ing and learning is here to stay. And it will be g(

places—into every school in the country, I hope.
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Projectors used in llic language laboratory at Santa Barbara

City College are normally mounted on carts high enough to

clear the 18-inch booth partitions. Some of the partitions have

been folded to illustrate the flexible booth design.

A portion of the laboratory—seven booths—has been enclosed

in a separate room (beyond the wall on the left) for use by

small groups. Heavy cloth draperies and sliding glass windows

open or close this room to the main part of the lab.

Flexible Design For Language Labs

by J. Roy Barron

I>N designing the language laboratoiy installation at

Santa Barbara (California) City College every effort

was made to postpone obsolescence. Booths, lay-out

and equipment are arranged to facilitate a wide
variety of application as techniques of utilization are

developed over the years. Dependable, high quality

equipment of the latest design was acquired to delay

need for replacement.

More and more visual materials are being produced
to convey understanding of scenes or situations while

they are being described by accompanying foreign

language narration. Anticipating increased emphasis
on this method, it was decided to specify projection

equipment adaptable for use with a variety of ma-
terials.

A special effort was made to select a 16mm motion
IMcture projector which could be converted easily

from the standard optical sound system to magnetic
sound so that teachers could make their own foreign
language sound tracks to accompany films produced
with English or other language tracks. This feature
will also permit applying sound tracks to silent travel
films made by teachers and local citizens during their

trips abroad. Projection equipment specified for a
language laboratory installation should be very quiet
in operation with top quality audio performance.

A remote control filmstrip projector was chosen

on the basis of adaptability to both high and low fre-

quency signal operation.

Electronic equipment for master lesson sources fea-

tures "audio-active" earphones with monitoring, inter-

communication and recording from a master console.

Student amplifiers and the console use transistors and
printed circuits. Additional flexibility is gained by
using portable (rather than rack mounted) tape

recorders. These serve as master lesson sources for

student recording at any single booth as needed and

for recording of students at the console.

A unique feature is the booth design. Solid oak

and formica tables were provided by the manufacturer

of the "plug-in" laboratory equipment. These were
delivered with openings cut in the front apron to re-

ceive duplex power outlets and student amplifiers.

Folding, gate type, partitions were installed on the

tables so that the sides may be folded to the front

and the front-side unit folded down to form a clear

table surface. Only the microphone remains on the

table top when partitions are folded. Teachers find

this arrangement to be very desirable for regular

class sessions.

Even with the added advantage of conversion to a

clear table top, the cost per student position was about

one-half the cost of standard booth construction.

Funds saved in the fiuTiiture design were available

to apply toward purchase of top quality electronic and
projection equipment.
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unidirectional
For demonstrations it is es-

sential that the performer's

hands are kept free and also that mobility is possible. The
lavalier microphone meets these requirements. "Wireless"

mics are now available and eliminate the need for trailing con-

necting cable. Below is another type of unidirectional mic—

a

cardioid dynamic microphone equipped with floor stand mount.

Getting Most Out

of Microphones

by Philip Lewis

X HE significant increase in the number of elec-

tronic recording devices, paging systems, language
laboratories and public address systems in schools de-

mands that teachers and audiovisual specialists be
well grounded in their operation to insure quality re-

sults. In many instances, unsatisfactory recordings or

distorted audio reproduction are due to improper use

or poor selection of the microphone employed. This
presentation points up in capsule form some important

guidelines and techniques designed to overcome such
problems.

Tips for Teachers i

1. Microphones are constructed for specific applica-

tions and must be selected for the particular job

to be done:

a. Unidirectional—a imit sensitive to sound pickup

from one direction only. Used with a single

speaker or performer for recording or in an audi-

ence situation where it may be desirable to mask
out crowd noises.

b. Bidirectional—a microphone with the ability tc

pick up sound both from the front and back ol

the unit. Lends itself to applications such a;

interviews, dual verbal presentations and re

corded dramatizations.

c. Omnidirectional (nondirectional)—a microphom
sensitive to sound from all directions which cai

be used in situations where a group of person:

is arranged in an arc with the mic in the center

as in a discussion or meeting.

d. Special microphones are available which com
bine functions of the different patterns cited

|

Some are devised to be used in environment

with unusual or severe requirements such as th<

noise-canceling, contact and highly-directiona

types.

2. It is well to run a check on a microphone to di

termine its pickup pattern before using it for th

first time. This may be done simply with a tap

recorder. Establish the mic in a fixed position an

at the proper height. Start the recorder and spea

into the microphone starting at about six inch<

away and increasing the distance by about s'

inches for each successive test. This first seri<

should be directly in line with the axis of the ii

stnnnent. The second series of tests should incluo|

deviations to the left and to the right of the a»l

of the microphone, and the final series should V[

above and below the microphone axis. Chalklin'
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on the floor will help establish the limits employed.

Upon playback of the tape the optimum limits for

best results can be determined. In regular use it has

been found helpful to position the mic and then to

affix two cardboard silhouettes in the shape of foot-

prints to the floor to enable student speakers to

automatically establish the proper relationship.

Height of microphone in relation to the performer

is important. Ordinarily, the voice is projected from

the mouth at a slight downward slant. This means
that the mic should be lowered as the distance from

the performer is increased.

3. When setting up for a recording session in a particu-

lar location it is well to test acoustics. This may be
done by clapping the hands sharply. If persistent

echoes result, undesirable reverberation is present.

Measures taken to reduce this effect involve lower-

ing of shades to cover glass areas, closing of drapes

or hanging absorbing cloth panels near the micro-

phone position. In some instances it is helpful to

suppress the bass frequencies through the use of

the tone control (also for playback) and to have
the performer work somewhat closer to the mic to

reduce acoustical interference.

4. Many microphones are adversely affected by hu-

midity and should be stored in a relatively dry

place. Also, it is unwise to allow the performer to

work so close to the mic that his moist breath di-

rectly impinges upon the unit. Crystal microphones

are particularly vulnerable to shocks and can be
destroyed easily if measures are not taken to pre-

vent accidental dropping, etc.

For AV Coordinators

Acquisition of microphones involves consideration of

I number of factors other than price alone. Even an
jxpensive microphone can be ill-adapted to a particu-

ar application. The following items point up criteria

nd characteristics important in making a selection:

L. Three popular types of microphones are available

to meet most requirements.

a. Crystal microphone—is most economically priced,

has low to moderate frequency response charac-

teristics, but is vulnerable to extremes of heat,

humidity and shock. Some types are sealed

against humidity. Crystal mics can be employed
in instances where high quality is not a requisite.

b. Ceramic microphone—has essentially the same
frequency response of the crystal and is slightly

higher in price, but is resistant to heat, humidity
and shock factors.

c. Dynamic microphone—has a uniform and ex-

tended frequency response and is rugged and
long-lasting but bears a higher price tag. This
type is essential for applications where quality

reproduction is involved.

Impedance matching transfonuers are available to

permit use of a low-impedance circuit where a long
microphone cable is involved, or a high-impedance
circuit where a relatively short cable is employed.
Some microphones have built-in components to

achieve this effect without additional accessories.

(Continued on next page)

omnidirectional
Informal interviews conduct-

ed in a relatively quiet loca-

tion can be picked up most satisfactorily by an omnidirectional

microphone. This arrangement provides freedom of movement
for several speakers. Shown below is an example of this type—

a

crystal, in this cage.

For outdoor use, where the microphone cord is of considerable

length, it is necessary to employ a low-impedance microphone
to re<luce signal loss and eliminate buzz. The type of micro-

phone will depend on the application intended and the particu-

lar area of use.
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An omnidirectional micro-

plione i8 appropriate also for

a panel presentation with

members seated approximate-

ly the same distance from
the microphone. If the panel

is spread out along a long

table, individual unidirec-

tional microphones attached

to a mixer is the best solu-

tion. At right is an omni-
directional, miniaturized dy-

namic mic, shown with a

pedestal for use as depicted

at left, or for lavalier mount-
ing.

3. Mounting accessories available include desk,

podium, floor stand and boom units. Where plat-

form or other vibration situations occur, a shock
mount is recommended.

4. It is recommended that microphone cables in vary-

ing lengths be stocked to meet changing conditions

of use. These cables should be equipp)ed to con-

nect from one to another by means of plugs and
jacks that have metal shells to prevent damage from
traffic. Also, short lengths of cable with conversion

plugs and jacks are useful to adapt to various micro-
phones.

5. In some instances it is necessary to use multiple

microphones to pick up inputs from several sources

(as a panel discussion or with an orchestra).

Resistance mixer units are not efficient for this pur-

pose since they attenuate the signals. Miniaturized

and transistorized units are available as plug-in

components for this purpose, or the larger ampli-

fied counterparts can be used to balance and mix
the multiple inputs.

6. For stereo recording purposes it is desirable to pur-

chase matched microphones to permit desirable

balance of the inputs.

7. Several varieties of "wireless" microphones are now
on the market. Such devices enable the performer

to wear the mic and a miniature transmitter. This

eliminates the trailing connecting wire and permits

unhampered motion. The signals are picked up by
a receiver unit and then fed into the P.A. or am-
plifier.

8. Another recent product is the portable and self-

powered public address system. One variety is nc

larger than a drinking glass, but contains the

microphone, amplifier and speaker in a case wit!

a total weight of 11 ounces. Another approach
the six-pound case that opens into a podium and

contains the battery-operated P.A. Such items are

handy where local setups might require undue tim«

and effort to set up temporary facilities.

Photos courtesy Electro-Voice, Inc.

typical microphone pickup patterns

Omnidirectional (non-directional)

pickup pattern covers a 360-degree
area around microphone.

Bidirectional microphone pattern

picks up from two sides.

Unidirectional (cardioid type) has

heart-shaped pickup pattern from
one side of mic.
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Instructor discusses fine points of threading the sound
motion picture projector.

Participants join in practice sessions with the tape

recorder.

An In-Service AV Workshop

by Coleman M. Herts

HE use of audiovisual materials, including sound
notion pictures, filmstrips, colored slide sets, disc

ecordings and tape recordings, entails three areas

if familiarity for teachers in the modem educational

cene. The teacher must be familiar with the types of

aaterials, the curricula coverage of these materials

ind the mechanical devices which utilize them.

For a teacher to function efficiently as a user of

ludiovisual teaching materials, he must, during his

ormal preparation to meet teacher training require-

aents in California, take a standard two-unit college

••ourse in audiovisual education. This basic course is

lesigned to give the teacher a quick introduction to

licories and techniques including the operation of

ound motion picture projectors, record players, the

overhead projector, opaque projector, language labora-

jory recording equipment, micro-projector, the reading
lachistoscope, the tape recorder and the filmstrip and
llide projector.

The administration of the San Leandro School Dis-

rict, recognizing the need for more teacher training
'I the operation of equipment and in the utilization

,'f available audiovisual materials, has organized an
1 n-service workshop for local teachers. This voluntary
' vorkshop meets one evening a week for three hours
pr a period of 12 weeks, at the district's Instructional

flaterials Center.

During the first hour of each session, the partici-

pants preview various types of audiovisual materials,

particularly those the school district may be consider-

ing for purchase. This function gives the teacher group

a chance to evaluate and analyze the utilization of

materials within the scope of the general curricula

areas and gives the administration a group consensus

of teacher needs and desires.

During the remaining two hours of every session,

each teacher previews and evaluates audiovisual

library items pertaining to his particular interest or to

the particular area of study that his students are

involved with at a particular time. A fifth grade

teacher, for example, interested in the social studies

unit of the Westward Movement in American history,

has the opportunity to examine any or all of the

items available for this specific area, including 85

filmstrips, 24 sound motion pictures, 62 disc recordings

and 15 photograph sets, evaluating them in terms of

the needs of his class.

Although the primary activity of this workshop is

the evaluation of available audiovisual materials, the

participant also reviews his knowledge and increases

his skills in equipment operational techniques, es-

pecially with respect to the sound motion picture

projector and tape recorder.

Each semester the 15 teachers who enroll in this

workshop receive salary increment credit for their

participation.
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Students with difficulty in expression

use AV to help them with some

Real Life Reporting
by Ruth Nelson

I T was a project—like Topsy—that "jest growed." It

would be neater to claim that all of the aims and ob-

jectives of the project had been carefully planned, as

the textbooks explain they should be, but this was not

the case. This particular class of sophomores, the

school's Department of Audio-Visual Instruction, and I

created the project out of the situation which devel-

oped in the classroom.

Let us start at the beginning. It was one of those

groups of students who entered (or rather, attacked)

the room, eventually sat down, and not too subtly

defied me to teach that horrible subject "English" to

them. Textbook techniques soon dissolved in an antag-

onistic atmosphere. What could be done with a class

of low ability and low achievement—rebellious youths

aged 16 to 18? Their concepts and experiences con-

cerning real life and realistic learning were far from
the academic classroom orientation. I decided to try to

let each one talk to the class about "real" life in an
orderly controlled way, in a learning environment,

and yet in a milieu of security and offered warmth.

As this experiment began, the ingredients for a suc-

cessful project were slowly introduced and valuable

interactions began to take place among them: senior

girls volunteer helpers, a dedicated audiovisual di-

rector, a patient librarian, and an available work room.

Each student was excused from class in turn to meet
with the senior girl and the audiovisual director in the

work room. Here the student selected a subject upon
which he would like to comment in class, learned how
to make an outline, how to use an encyclopedia, how
to use file cards and other references for himself and
his classmates, and then he chose a method of presen-

tation for himself.

The audiovisual director encouraged him to explore

several possible techniques and materials for his proj-

ect. These included the showing of pertinent films, the

preparation of charts for the opaque projector, the use

of filmstrips, and the pre-taping of his talk if he felt

that standing before the class would be too difficult.

As with Topsy, the results were astounding. Mark
told the class how to obtain a driver's license. He used

slides and projected a film. He humbly asked class-

mates to read the printed words ( he himself had difiB-

culty in reading simple sentences and had never read

a complete pamphlet or book ) . He was able to explain

the charts and the fairly difficult mathematical con-

cepts involved as a result of slow and careful study

and despite his reading problems.

Donald and Neil taped their talks. When they

played back the tape recording, they were themselves :

appalled at their diction. As a result they remade the
j

tapes three times until they were satisfied with thr

quality of their speech. Neil then helped others to u.m

the tape recorder. Despite the fact that he gave up his i

own class time to do this, he never used this as an ex- I

cuse for missing work and always had his assignments j

prepared.

Tom, 18, had literally never said a word in class. He
petitioned our very wonderful reading teacher for aid.

With her help and that of the audiovisual director, he

gave a magnificent speech on tape—all neatly outlined

—dealing with the problems of segregation and educa

tion in the South!

Bob, almost a non-reader, read two books on skin-

diving, then projected charts and displayed equipment

to illustrate his intelligible 20-minute talk on his favor-

ite hobby.

Arthur, four-and-a-half feet high, brought his

weights, showed a film about Olympic champions

(male and female) and showed us how to become

great weight lifters.

Ann and Frances, two shy yoimg ladies, had turnec'

to columns of stone on the day of their report. How
ever, after the room was darkened and their tyint

films and filmstrips were being projected, we founc

ourselves in the hands of two patient lecturers.

Barbara, who is quite angry with the world, wa

amazed to find that a teacher had gone home durin}.

the hmch period to bring back a particular disc rejj

cording she had requested. She gave an excellent tape;

report on American folk music and utilized the phono

graph.

Jack made his own drawing for the opaque pn

jector to explain baseball techniques.

Bill was very happy to show and explain a beautifi
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One student helps another to prepare his tape recorded presentation.

ilm on forestry; he then explained his ambition to be-
ome a forest ranger.

Walter, a star track runner with academic difficulties
>ased in part on sight and hearing difficulties, won sin-
cere respect from the group for his speech about the
)roblems of training for field events.
There were other reports, of course, on the army, the

lavy, the marine corps and the air corps, with "pro-
essional" evaluations of each service. Two of the stu-
lonts even visited a nearby Naval base to interview
lu' authorities there for information.
What educational objectives were achieved by this

project in sophomore English? Disinterested, rebel-
lous non-academically oriented students did more
teading than they had ever done before. They read
harts, letters, filmstrip headings, encyclopedia and
'ther reference book articles, drawings, and library
lies. They wrote meaningful outlines, labels, letters
't request, notes of thanks, and requisition forms.

|< > listened with attention and compassion to the
llorts of their classmates and to the friendly criticisms
nd corrections their own reports received. They also

listened to themselves on tape and made corrections
based upon self-criticism. They spoke with more as-
surance to their peers and learned to communicate
their thoughts more effectively.

In addition to the academic results, there were other
outcomes less easily labeled and pigeonholed. Four of
these were most impressive to me: four boys volun-
tarily (after prodding from our senior girl helpers)
exchanged their long curly manes for crew cuts!
Superficial? Not important? I think not. The crew cuts
were followed by clean simple clothing, and it was
not too long before there were also neat, complete
assignments, covered text books, organized notebooks
and even a library book under the arm. Best of all,

each of these boys now occasionally wears a smile of
quiet assurance and I feel they are on the road to be-
coming good citizens if their first satisfying academic
class experiences are reinforced by similar attention
and efforts in the next two years. There will be some
slips, but teacher concern and interest assisted by
audiovisual know-how and security have provided a
sound foundation.
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PIXMOBILE'
AUDIO-ED

LANGUAGE LABORATORY BOOTH

Designed to
accommodate all

types of electronic
equipment of any

manufacturer

• All-Steel Construction

• Maximum Strength
and Rigidity

• Outstanding
Acoustical Control

• Comfort

• Convenience

• Complete Safety
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PIXMOBILE® QUALITY
— the finest available for

language laboratory use!

The Pixmobile® Audio-Ed Language
Laboratory Booth is designed to pro-

vide school systems with flexibility in

choosing any type of electronic equip-
ment of any manufacturer. As an
educational tool, this furniture was
selected by the Wichita Board of

Education for one of the largest lan-

guage laboratory installations in the
world. A comparison of features re-

veals the economy, quality, and long-

lasting value of this equipment.

For information and literature, write DepL E

ADVANCE PRODUCTS CO.
2310 E. DOUGLAS AVE. / WICHITA, KANSAS

AUDIO
by Max U. Bildersee

"Something Old-
Something New"

Yale University Audio-Visual Center

continues to produce worthy record-

ings of American poets reading their

own works. These are all released un-

der the Carillon label and all merit

the attention of serious collectors of

instructional records.

The first woman to be represented

in this collection is Louise Bogan who
reads more than two dozen of her

own poems. Among the titles present-

ed are "Summer Wish," "The Crossed

Apple," "Statue and Birds," "The
Romantic" and "Old Countryside."

Miss Bogan reads in a somewhat stiff

fashion but with studied clarity and
great precision. And because this is a

representation of her own work who is

to question her interpretation other

than to point out that she does not

sufficiently differentiate in the inter-

pretation of her work from poem to

poem.

Nonetheless, this is a worthy re-

cording and can well be added to

secondary school, college and library

collections. The same is true of each

of these and of all the other record-

ings issued under this program. The
poems are worthy of attention—they

represent our best modern poets. In-

structional uses are obvious. Libraries

may plan a series of weekly presenta-

tions featuring a different modem
American poet at each session. Cer-

tainly these records can be added to

loan collections.

Schoolmen thus far have been slow

to take advantage of the opportunity

these and hundreds of other record-

ings offer to enrich instructional pro-

grams by offering specialized listen-

ing sessions during otherwise free

periods. Admittedly 'all work and no

play' can dull Jack's appreciations, but

usually Jack (and Jill, too) has ample

opportunity to play above and beyond

the hours of the school day. And if

Jacks (and Jills) find time hanging

heavy on their hands after a recess

for lunch or during a rainy day or

briefly after school or at any other

time, there are a variety of pleasant,

relaxing learning opportunities the

school can present. And among these

(and easiest to arrange quickly, too!)

is the recorded presentation of musical

or spoken programs.

Others in this superior series of re-

cordings which have been released

recendy include Lee Anderson read-

ing his four part poem, "Nags Head,"

John Crowe Ransom reading a va-

riety of his poems and Louis Simp-

son reading a double baker's dozen

of his. A real opportunity for edu-

cators is here offered.

Lee Anderson's presentation is pa

ticularly challenging. In the first plac

his recording covers but one poe

The four parts of it are subtitle

"Painted Desert," "New Year's Eve
"Potosi" and "Su.squehanna." Mr. Aifl

derson calls upon mankind to use its

great genius for language to dissuade

it from committing race suicide. He
chose the title as symbolic, to some
extent, of the current era because Nags

Head was the site of man's first

powered flight — by the Wright

brothers. And this is a further chal-

lenge because the poet openly states

that the work is designed for listen-

ing, that it is designed for oral pres-

entation and aural comprehension.

And he succeeds admirably in

achieving the effects he seeks.

John Crowe Ransom is perhaps

the best known of the four poets

represented in these releases and yet

his recording is in some ways the

least satisfactory. Technically it can-

not approach the other three for qual-

ity largely because this is a 'field'

recording, under what might be called

primitive conditions, as against a

group of studio recordings under

more ideal circumstances. Mr. Ran-

som reads well, but the recording

lacks some of the clarity and defini-

tion we have come to demand of mod-

ern records. He reads, among othen,

"Bells for John Whiteside's Daughter,"

"Here Lies A Lady," "Painted Head,"

"Judith of Bethulia" and "Piazza

Piece." For all its drawbacks, the

recording is highly recommended.

Louis Simpson offers "The Heroes,"

"Summer Storm," "The Lover's

Ghost," "The Death of Love," "The

Green Shepherd" and "Orpheus in the

Underworld" in the group represented

on the disc bearing his name. These,

too, are very good and the recording

mav be used well scholastically.
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French Recordings

New recording ideas come into the

market each year and the library of

available instructional materials con-

tinues to expand. One of the brightest

ideas of many years is that represented

by Dr. Rutii Komfeld in her new
Teaching Audiab and Visuals. Her

series of a half-dozen French record-

ings and associated filmstrips is a de-

light and will find a definite need in a

great many school language situations.

It is important that the titles Dr.

Komfeld offers are secondary to the

techniques she employs. To list the

titles is easy, but to attempt to de-

scribe the thoroughness of her ap-

proach is considerably more difficult.

There is constancy as well as con-

sistency involved. In each packet Dr.

Komfeld supplies a single 12 inch

33.3 rpm microgroove record plus a

colored filmstrip. The audio material

is related to the visual, but only

through the joint use of both can full

comprehension be secured. Neither is

truly independent of the other, and yet

each can be used separately after the

material is introduced to the class.

Each recording (these are also avail-

able on dual track tapes at 7.5 ips,

too) describes in French the scenes

portrayed on the screen. The first

use of the material is joint. There is a

brief presentation of specific infor-

mation. It is recorded and designed

to illustrate and be illustrated by the

filmstrip. Male and female voices are

ised, and the French is impeccable.

The same data is presented more
apidly, for practice in aural compre-
hension. The record now offers a

series of questions—and then oppor-

ninity for response to the questions,

finally, there is a dictation exercise

based on the material originally pre-

sented.

Is the visual data essential? Perhaps

not, but certainly the learning can be

both more complete and more rapid

with it. Can the teacher do the job

the record does? Perhaps, but her

presentation is not likely to approach

the quality of the recording. Can this

be used by individuals studying alone?

Of course, and it can be used for

make-up of lessons missed and for

review, too. Groups can use the ma-
terial. It can be presented through lan-

guage laboratory installations and to

classroom groups who have never seen

or heard of laboratory installation. It is

versatile in application.

Once the student has heard the

original recording he can be called on
to deliver orally a commentary on the

pictures as they are flashed on the

screen.

There are six titles in the series.

Three are intended for beginning

students (or more advanced elemen-

tary school students) and three are

intended for second year secondary

school students. For information write

to Teaching Audials and Visuals at

250 West 57th Street, New York,

N. Y.

Don't put that pen down! Write,

too, to Carillon Records at 202 Daven-

port Avenue, New Haven, Connecti-

cut, for information about the Yale

Series of Recorded Poets previously

mentioned, and to Audio Lingual Di-

gest at 29 Marble Avenue, Pleasant-

viUe, New York, for information about

a remarkable new idea in records for

instruction.

The name is descriptive. The Audio

Lingual Digest (available in both

French and Spanish) is a recorded

publication! There are two recordings

involved in each issue. First there is

/Jeuiia CARDALOG® Record Reviews on Cards
Box 1771— Albany 1, New York

D Please enter. -1 year subscription(s) to Audio
CARDALOG, including the FREE Audio CARDALOG Di

rectory of Record Producers. 400 cards-10 issues-$25.00

n Please send us full information about Audio CARDALOG.

Name

Organization or School

Address

Oty and State

Fre* offer »plr» September IS, 1961. Price for Directory SS.OO tliereafter to subscribers.

YOUR 35mm
PROJECTOR

WILL
Z-O-O-M

MIGRGSGOPE

SLIDES!
New fl.5 Elgeet Zoom Microtar Attach-

ment converts your projector tor contin-

uously variable magnification of slides

Focus at any magnification-zoom image

stays sharp

Zoom magnification dramatizes the pro-

jected image for lectures, demonstrations

True, variable iris controls field size for

concentration of interest on select areas

Positive lock spring device secures slide

Adapters fit unit to most popular 35mm

slide projectors; unit removes instantly for

normal projector use

Complete Elgeet Zoom Microtar Attach:

ment—w^ith appropriate adapter for your

projector-$64.50

When ordering, please specify make and model of

projector you will be adapting. For further details

or for orders, write to: DEPT. es-4.

SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMEf^T DIVISION
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Elgeet Optical Co.
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the class record (one 12 inch 33.3

rpm recording) which consists of four

language exercises. There is a com-
prehension section (spoken at conver-

sational speed), an imitation section

(spoken in phrases with pauses for

student imitation), and a series of

questions (with pauses for student re-

sponse) and the correct answers to

the questions (with pauses for stu-

dent repetition). Titles of the exer-

cises included in Volume I Number 1

are "Les Vetements de Papier," "Le
Tour de France," "Le Nouvel An" and
"Les Debats Politique."

Then there are the student records

—designed to be taken home to be

heard on home phonographs. Each of

these is a single 7-inch 33.3 rpm rec-

ord. A complete script is provided for

both the teacher's disc and the stu-

dent's disc.

As for use—laboratory or classroom

can be the scene of study. The rec-

ords are essentially aimed at second

year secondary school students and
the subject matter thus far heard is

broad enough to appeal to beginning

language students in the colleges.

Singing In Spanish

These are not the only language

records recently released. Cabot label

offers two new records for elementary

school children on a "sing along"

basis to encourage the participation

of intermediate graders in singing in

the foreign language. The Spanish rec-

ord, "Let's Sing Songs in Spanish"

offers eight songs which children will

enjoy. These are first offered in song,

the words are heard and repeated by
the children and finally the child is en-

couraged to sing with a chorus of chil-

dren. This record and the parallel

"Let's Sing Songs in French" are de-

signed to motivate interest in the for-

eign language and in the culture of the

country represented. These are useful

materials to have at hand, and chil-

dren enjoy this opportunity to par-

ticipate.

Another new idea has come from
Boston—from Creative Associates of

690 Dudley Street, Boston 25. Some-
how this does not 'come off quite as

well as do most of the productions re-

ported earlier this month. "Boston,

Birthplace of Liberty" is a guided tour

of the city. It is an hour long visit to

such historic landmarks as the Park
Street Church, Kings Chapel, Old
South Meeting House, Faneuil Hall,

the Paul Revere house, "Old Iron-

sides," Bunker Hill Monument and
Old North Church. In these several

places we are introduced to local of-

ficials who tell us of the part played

Iftd

in the American Revolution by the

building or its inhabitants.

Perhaps this can be described as

'too much of a good thing.' To appre-

ciate the presentation thoroughly, lis-

tening students will have to be more
than somewhat acquainted with the

places described. As a teacher in or

near Boston I would surely want to

visit these landmarks with my students

for obvious reasons and I'd want to

use this recording to summarize for

the youngsters what they had seen.

But, to those who live too far away to

make the pilgrimage to these shrines,

the recording does not succeed in fill-

ing the void. Perhaps the record ac-

companied by appropriate illustrations

would. Or the recording could if it

were presented in dramatic form
rather than as a narrative and conver-

sation. The material is superior but

the presentation needs something to

take it out of the textbook class and
give it vitality for children.

There are now approximately 2,000

libraries in the United States and Can-
ada which support record collections.

This is good. But this is also not very

good, for the record is as much a part

of literature as the book. And of these

2,000, many offer only music. And
some of these collections are, I am
sure, insignificant. In one library
(nameless, of course) which reported

having a record collection, the entire

catalog of records was maintained in

one drawer of one desk—and was not

listed for borrower use. Indeed, these

records were never loaned (they might
be misused) and the library had no
record player. The records, by the

way, were of recent vintage—all five

of them. They had been given to the

library by a promotion-minded record

producer. So five records, unused and

Comments arvd materials for review
should he sent to the department edi-

tor—Max U. Bildersee, 36 Holmes
Dale, Albany 3, N. Y.

unavailable, made up a 'record collec-

tion.' Perhaps it did.

But the collection for special pro-

gram purposes can be highly special-

ized. For instance, allowing for a two
week vacation, the library can offer

50 weeks of solid adult programming
by using the records offered in the

Academic Recording Institute catalog.

At the same time they can bring C.

Northcote Parkinson, John Mason
Brown, Ashley Montagu, Charles
Frankel and Samuel Eliot Morrison

into the hbrary in their voices. Shake-

speare plays? There can be a season of

13 weeks or 26 weeks of Shakespeare.

Gilbert and Sullivan—of course! Mod-
ern American poets or English poets

would make another good season.

Certainly public libraries can accept

the challenge and use these and other

ideas as levers to bring listeners (and

borrowers) into the library. The re-

action we met once—"What? That
would mean I'd have to do some
work!" —happily is rare. In fact some
librarians have gone out of their way
to plan special listening sessions for

young borrowers, knowing that these

young people, tomorrow's adults, will

want to borrow more and more rec-

ords. Yes, the public libraries are see-

ing and many are accepting the chal-

lenge. More will.

And so will many college libraries

as they plan special programs for

undergraduate and graduate listening.

And so, too, will some secondary

school libraries, we hope!

FREE TO NEW SUBSCRIBERS

DIRECTORY OF RECORD PRODUCERS
ON 3 X 5 CARDS

AN AUDIO CARDALOG EXTRA
already distributed free to all subscribers

ORDER AUDIO CARDALOG BEFORE

September 15, 1961

AND GET YOUR FREE DIRECTORY, TOO

Audio CARDALOG PC Box 1771 Albany 1, New York

Directory available at $5.00 to subscribers after September 15, 1961.
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new microphone

adapts perfectly to changing

teaching

techniques

A lecture is only as good as it sounds-and how it sounds depends first and fore-most on the microphone. In designing the superb new Unidyne III microphone
5)hure incorporated every feature that experience shows modern institutions need!
IT FOCUSES ON THE VOICE. Unidirectional pick-up pattern (from the front only)suppresses random background noise. Students hear yo„. not shuffling papers notfootsteps, not street noises. Completely controls annoying feedback "squeaK''
UNPRECEDENTED VERSATIIITY. Unobtrusive size, light weight, instant change from
rlt T,

1°,
'^a"''' fi"'hful response, extraordinarily rugged design, simplicity and utter

reliability combine to make the Shure Unidyne III the most practical institutionalmicrophone ever created. - >.
.
"woi

SPECIAL LANGUAGE LABORATORY MODEL. Model 544-Highly and authoritativelyrecommended for master microphone in language lab. (Shure also makes a

laboratory s^s°ems.)
^'"'1^"'-?^°°^" '""^rophone for use throughout language

write on your letterheacf:

SHURE BROTHERS, INC. 222 Hartrey Avenue, Evanston, Illinois

TURPB.!^
BOOKLET WILL HELP YOUR LEC-

heiD-rfnijJ'"'''"'"'''
'^'^'^ "Microphone techniques . .

.

too Ah,, ."""""w"
?""''= ^""'^"-^ sy^'^'" Problems,

niaue int,
17"*^ *°. ^^'^nng microphone tech-

mk^ronhnnJf ^. O''"^^ *° ''^<= =°"ec' selection ofmicrophones for improving public address systems.
IMDYNEUr by SHURE

MANUFACTURERS OF THE WORLD FAMOUS UNIDYNE MICROPHONE . . .THE MOST REQUESTED MICROPHONE AMONG PROFESSIONAL SPEAKERS
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MAKE YOUR OWN SLIDES

^th the nevi

Teen ifax System

I he Tecnifax Slidemaster System is an

integrated process for producing Dia-

zochrome multi-colored slides for over-

head projection . . . from the original

drawing through mounting of the slide.

No special skills are required . . . rudi-

mentary techniques produce dramatic,

colorful, professional-looking trans-

parencies.

PROTO-PRINTER ... a compact, portable, platen

printer, weighing only 37'/2 lbs . . . equipped with a

readily-replaceable photo-flood lamp, controlled by

an automatic exposure timer.

"PICKLE-JAR" DEVELOPER ... a sim-

pie, trouble-free ammonia-developer,
with a new, hinged lid for rapid, fume-

free insertion and removal of films.

TECNIBOARD ... a basic component of the system,

used for preparation of masters, as a platen for expo-

sures, and for mounting of slides.

t

I.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

For additional information and
prices, please write to Section TS,

Visucom Laboratories, Tecnifax Cor-

poration, Holyoke, Massachusetts.

Please indicate in your letter the na-

ture of your interest in Visual Com-
munication activities.

INTRODUCTORY KIT . . .

contains enough Diazochrome

film, mounts, and accessories

to produce ten five-color

transparencies . . . plus in-

struction manual and Diazo-

chrome Color Guide.

TECNISTAPLER . . . special,

heavy-duty stapling pliers for

hinging overlays on dynamic

transparencies.

TECNIFAXCORPORATION
Manufacturars of

Visual Communicotion

Materials

and
Equipment

J

HOLYOKE, MASSACHUSETTS
V y

IRfi F.niiriTinivAi .SrRFirM Aivn AuninvisiiAr. fiiiinp.
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FILM EVALUATIONS
by L. C. Larson and Carolyn Guss

World War I:

The War Years

(Coronet Film s. Coronet Building,

Chicago 1, Illinois) 13 minutes, 16mm,
sound, black and white, 1960. $75.

Teacher's guide available.

Description

Second in a series of three films on

the first World War, World War I:

The War Years traces events from the

invasion of Belgium, following Ger-

many's declaration of war on Russia

and France, to the negotiations at

Compiegne. It emphasizes the use of

trench warfare with its resultant four-

year deadlock and describes the con-

flict of 1914-1918 as "total war." Like

its companion films it utilizes a con-

versation between a high school boy
and his uncle, whose narrative pro-

vides continuity for the graphics and
the newsreel excerpts which comprise
most of the film's pictorial material.

By using Belgium as the natural

route to France, Germany had hoped
to strike a lightning blow against Rus-
sia's aUy. But she had not anticipated

so immediate a reaction from a

"shocked world" and particularly from
England who soon made good her
pledge to the invaded neutral. Ger-
many's offensive was stopped at the
Battle of the Mame, and with its

troops withdrawn to the Aisne a stale-

mate began. French and English
forces on one side and German on the
other dug long lines of trenches as

protection against the new types of
weapons which now prohibited use of
the old frontal assault. Meanwhile
Austria was able to do little against
Russia, even though the latter had al-

ready been hard hit by the Germans.
In 1915 and 1916 there was an al-

lied "sideshow" in Turkey and a simi-
lar campaign by the Central Powers in

Russia but both were failures. Naval
engagements in the North and the
South Adantic and land fighting in

Africa, China and the Pacific Islands,
while not as sustained as in Eiu-ope,
gave the war a world character. The
airplane and other terrifying advances
in me«S»anization also made it some-
thing of a total war, with production
on the home front almost as important

as efforts on the fighting fronts. Ger-

many's resort to submarine warfare

stemmed from her futile effort to

break the British blockade in the Bat-

de of Jutland, and it was her great

initial success with this craft that

crystallized American public opinion

against the Central Powers.

Arrival of United States troops in

France came just in time to combat
the Central Power forces recently re-

leased from the eastern front. War-
weary and revolution-torn Russia had
dropped out of the fighting and Com-
munists, whose government had re-

placed the short-lived liberal democ-
racy, made a separate peace with Ger-

many.
Rid of an old foe but faced now

with a new and more energetic one,

Germany decided in 1918 on a grand
offensive to end the stalemate. But
three attempts that summer failed,

and the Allies took the initiative in

such memorable batties as Belleau

Wood and Chateau-Thierry. With Bul-

garia, Turkey and Austria-Hungary
out of the war, Germany surrendered

as the Kaiser was overthrown, and
terms were arranged at Compiegne.

Appraisal

As the uncle and his nephew look at

a photo of the now-famous railroad

car and recall its role in World War II,

the youth suggests that the first World
War did not resolve all the conflicts

which had combined to produce the

conflagration. As to why it did not, his

uncle reminds him, is material for an-

other whole conversation, and this is

filmed in World War I: Making the

Peace. There are also references to

their first conversation filmed in World
War I: Background of the Conflict,

wherein they examine the factors

operating between the Franco-Prus-

sian War and the "spark" at Sarajevo.

Many thought of this incident at the

time as nothing more than the start of

another six-month Balkan War. How it

rapidly assumed world-wide propor-

tions and why the subsequent fighting

lasted so long is remarkably well ex-

plained in this carefully organized

middle film, now imder review.

One does not anticipate a detailed

and complete description of such a
conflict in a film of this length. But its

well selected points of emphasis, the

convincing tone in which the uncle

reminisces, and the choice and quality

of visuals provide a thumbnail yet

vivid sketch of the 1914-1918 events.

Certainly such a treatment is needed,

at least by younger secondary stu-

dents. They frequentiy confuse causes,

campaigns and personalities if the

two great wars, and find it hard, even
with carefully guided reading, to con-

ceive of the second as but a continua-

tion of the first. For such pupils,

prone to get lost in a sea of details,

this overall presentation is interesting

as well as useful.

Those who were teen-agers during
World War II may find interest in the

From Coronet's "World War 1: The War Years"
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AO OPAQUE
DELINEASCOPE

LIGHTER
AND BRIGHTER
AO's New High Speed Opaque
Delineascope projects a brighter

image than any other opaque pro-

jector. Improved, large-diameter,

coated projection objective dehv-

ers a full 145 lumens to screen.You
have clearer image definition in

tone, contrast and detail . . . from

edge to edge, from corner to cor-

ner of the screen. And, it's lighter

than ever... only 29 lbs.

RIGHT SIDE CONVENIENCE
New, modern styling and design

places all adjustments on the right

side of the instrument., .where they

belong. You operate switch, focus

knob, opitcal pointer and handy

roll feed. ..quickly and easily. Extra

deep copy platform positions and

locks instantly at any desired level

...accommodates material up to 2'/2

inches thick. Every detail has been

planned for your convenience.

SERVICEABILITY
Large hinged access door makes it

easy to replace bulb and clean re-

flecting mirrors. All-glass reflecting

mirrors will not tarnish or deterio-

rate. AO's exclusive glass reflecting

surfaces plus sturdy "unitized "con-

struction assure projection preci-

sion that will withstand vigorous

classroom use. You can be sure that

your AO Opaque will still produce

the brightest screen image, even

after years of service.

American Optical

Company
mSTKUMINT »IVfSIO«4, urMLO tS, NIW TOtK

Dept. R241

D Please send full information on AO's New
Opaque Delineascope by return mail.

D Please have my AO Sales Representative set
up a demonstration.

Name
Address . ——

—

City _Zone_ _State_

IN CANADA writt—American Optical Company Canada Ltd., Box 40, Terminal A., Toronto, Ont.

fact that theirs was not the first gen-

eration to experience "total war," and
that the mechanization which proved
so effective against France in the late

1930's was more than twenty years

aborning. More specifically, they will

recall, even though the film is not

explicit as to reasons for our entry in

1917, that many Americans felt a real

sense of danger to our own national

security at that time.

—Kenneth B. Thurston

Land Of The Pink Snow

(F b- H Enterprises, 1543 Lewis Ave-

nue, Billings, Montana) 24 minutes,

16mm, sound, color, no date. $225.

Description

An Indian legend of crystal clear

lakes, of fish as long as one's arm, and

of grasshopper glaciers foimd just be-

yond the Land of the Pink Snoic form

the story background for this filmed

report of a pack-trip into the Montana
Rockies.

The adventure begins in an Indian

camp where an old chief explains in

sig7i language (which the narrator in-

terprets) of the extraordinarily large

fish found in the lakes when in the

past his people journeyed to this beiiu-

tiful land. But he cautions the in-

quirers (a father, his two sons, and a

guide) that the way is long, hard to

follow, and very dangerous. They are

told that using horse packs and on foot

they could expect to reach the "Land

of the Pink Snow" after four or five

days. Before the chief completes his

story he identifies several landmarks

which can be followed. There will be

a series of tall jagged peaks "reaching

high into the heavens, a forest of trees

as straight as Indian warriors, a moun-

tain of grasshoppers," and before com-

ing to a lake of beautiful fish, they

must cross the "Land of the Lovely
i

Pink Snow."

The campers' trip is then traced.

They use horses for transportation and

mules as pack animals to journe\

over the rivers, mountain trails and

alpine meadows of the Montana
Rockies.

Several camp sites are shown in

which the campers demonstrate prop-

er hitching of animals and campfirt

safety. These techniques are carefulK

explained.

The journey leads the small group
j

through the heavy timberland c

scribed by the Indian chief. As theyj

progress high into the mountains theyl

come upon the glacier of grasshopf|

(Continued on page 190)
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For Successful A-V...

CECO RED LAKE

35MM STOP MOTION

PROJECTOR

For study of

recorded data

^,^- , ,
• "^^'y o" CECO's®Audio.Visuai equipment, plus the

Chde a^c^^:" 3!"!:r/'^""
^' ^^.^^'^ ^"^'"-^^^- CECO-s range of A-V products ta^n the

=;af^rr:r^^:^r :^;^^:- ^^^ -^ '--^- -- otters .-::^
a giant. You need ttie advice and service of professionals ^^
Write or call for CECO Audio-Visual spec stieets. Today! (JflfH^Rfl €qUIPm€nT (O.jnC.

Department E-13, 315 W. 43rd St.

New York 36, N. Y., JUdson 6-1420

CRAMER CONTINUOUS
I6MM PROCESSOR
compact; economi-
cal; portable. Can be
Fn»;^**? '" daylight,
fully automatic.

RADIANT "EDUCATOR-
PROJECTION SCREEN
Available in tripod,
roll-up, wall and
ceiling designs and
many sizes.

SINGLE FRAME EYEMO
35MM FILMSTRIP CAM-
ERA Single frame ad-
vance, reflex viewing
and special lens de-
signed for slide films. FIRMSPLICE 16/35MM

FILM SPLICER Com-
pact unit butt splices
magnetic tape or film
quickly, accurately.

Educational Screen and Audiovisual Guide—April, 1961

NEGEMA PROJECTION
STAND For every type
of A-V projector.
Lightweight, sturdy,
durable.

IfiO



Comments and materials for review

should be sent to Audio-Visual Center,

Indiana University, Bloomington, Ind.

pers. Actual layers of grasshoppers are

shown imbedded within the icefield.

As they search for more landmarks,

they discover that the snow on which

they walk turns to a pink and orange

color. This phenomenon is caused by a

type of algae found only in two parts

of the world—in this mountainous sec-

tion of Montana and a moimtainous

section of New Zealand.

The campers become very excited

now, for the "Land of the Pink Snow"

is the last before they reach the leg-

endary fishing lakes.

Only a short distance further the

hikers see the lakes, begin fishing, and

discover the enormous trout.

Appraisal

The Land of the Pink Snow shows

an exciting, invigorating and educa-

tional camping journey. The efi^ective-

ness of the film resides in artistic use

of color photography in the glacier

area of Montana and in the actual

camping techniques used and demon-

strated.

The film's audience might be sever-

al dififerent groups including recrea-

tion classes, camping groups and earth

science classes at the junior and senior

high school level. The film could be

applicable to a variety of situations

and should provide information rela-

LIFE IN A CELL—Jr. High, Sr. High, College

—Science—Illustrates life functions in a

single cell.

12 minutes—Color $135.00 b/w $67.50

ANIMALS IN A MICRO-UNIVERSE—Jr. High,

Sr. High, College—Science^lllustrates nu-

merous types of microscopic organisms.

11 minutes—Color $120.00 b/w $60.00

"How To Use Tools —Inmliil I'lmlin iioiis

tive to outdoor living, appreciation of

the beauties of nature and understand-

ing of several unique geologic features.

-Don R. Luft

How To Use Tools

(Frendal Productions, Inc., 435 South

El Molina, Pasadena, Califomia) 14

minutes, 16mm, sound, color and

black and white, 1960. $159 ir $80.

Teachers' guide available.

Description

How To Use Tools surveys the safe,

correct use of tools by elementary

grade pupils in various classroom con-

ELECTRONIC COMPUTERS AND APPLIED

MATHEMATICS—Jr. High, Sr. High, College

—for Mathematics, Science and Business

classes. Shows history of computation

—

explains number system and place value

concepts. Computers ore explained—un-

usual uses illustrated.

23 Minutes—Color $220.00 b/w $110.00

16MM SOUND PREVIEW PRINTS AVAILABLE

DELTA FILAAS/ Inc. 7238 west Touhy Avenue, Chicago 48, Illinois

struction projects using simple hand

tools. The setting is an elementary

classroom equipped with minimal fa-

cilities for construction. In addition to

the teacher and his class a hand pup-

pet is used to assist in the explanation.

The treatment revolves around the

problems encountered by the children

in selecting and manipulating the vari-

ous tools necessary for the construc-

tion of their individual projects—for

example, the need for a specific length

of lumber, by one of the children, to

begin his project. The teacher demon-

strates how a common saw horse may
substitute for a work bench and vise,

if one employs a "C" clamp properly

to hold or clamp the material that he

wishes to saw.

This is followed by a discussion

with the group about employing a

try-square to properly mark a line to

be foUowed or cut along. The try-

square demonstration is performed by

one of the boys and the actual sawing

demonstration, utilizing a safety block

for starting the saw, is demonstrated

by a girl. This same general procedure

is repeated for the brace and auger

bit, the claw hammer and proper nail-

ing.

Appraisal

How To Use Tools should enjoy a

wide range of application through the

middle and upper elementary grades,

or whenever the subject of construc-

tion with wood, metal and similar ma-i

terials is first introduced to children.!

In addition to the classroom applicai

tion, this film would be a valuable

teacliing aid in the preparation pro-»

gram for elementary' teachers on the

college level. The teaching methodsl

exemplified are basically as sound aii

the subject matter covered.

-Earl Floya
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ITIFILM SERIES
TO MEET THE EDUCATIONAL
CHALLENGES OF THE 'BOs!

from UNITED WORLD FILMS
Write Today for Information and Previews on the Exciting, New. .

.

IGmm Sound

• In Full Color

• 131/2 Minutes

Each

lo fulfill the revitalized requirements of modern science instruction.

United World Films proudly presents its vast new motion picture venture
—The Living Science Series. These excellent curriculum-integrated films

on fundamental science subjects, each a colorful 13 V2 minutes in length,

bring the world and the universe into the classroom . . . helping your pupils
explore the ways in which science affects their lives... while inspiring

them to further learning. Through animation, models, diagrams and live-

action photography, each subject effectively presents basic concepts in

an interesting and comprehensible way. Reserve your previews today
for the many titles already available!

Now Availabie for

IGmm Sound iJ/kjCM,
In Full Color

^^^
18 Minutes Each

Now, United World Films, long an outstanding source for the finest

in instructional motion pictures, brings you another social studies/human
geography milestone in the brand new Your World Neighbors Series.

Emphasizing the changes wrought by recent technological and sociologi-

cal developments, each film will help your pupils increase their knowledge
of spatial relationships, historical events, cultural developments and the
Impact of traditions, values and new ideas upon peoples' ways of living

in various parts of the world. Especially recommended as enrichment
material for the elementary and junior high school grades, but also suit-

able for high school and adult courses in International Understanding.
Write today for previews and further information on the titles which are
already available.

THE WORLD'S LARGEST DISTRIBUTORS OFIGnim SOUND MOTION PICTURES

5-

''^".i eSucatio"' ,„ess.
send '<>' '

copy
todav- ^,„rt«SaRS>w*^^^

UNITED WORLD FILMS, INC.
1445 PARK AVENUE
NEW YORK 29, N.Y.

Cable: Uniworfilm

Telephone: Trafalgar 6-5200

(clip and mail today)

n Please reserve previews for me of the titles

checked below.

O Please send me additional information on
the titles checked below.

THi LIVING SCIENCE SERIES

a Rockets and Satellites (Now) ME, JH

n Weather Scientists (Now) ME, JH

D The Ocean of Air (Now) P, ME
a Way Stations in Space (Now) ME, JH

n Finding Out About Rocks (Now), P, ME
D The Story of Heat (Now) ME, JH

n Light and Its Story (Now) ME, JH

D Gravity, The Mighty Pull (Now) P, ME
n The Story of Magnetism (Now) ME, JH

D Particles of Matter (Now) UE, JH

O Controlling Atomic Energy (Now) UE, JH

O Planets Around Our Sun (Now) ME, JH

D The Milky Way and Beyond (Now) ME, JH

D The Soil and Life (Now) ME, JH

n Measuring and Testing Things (Now) ME
World of Micro-Life (Now) ME, JH

a How the Water Cycle Works (Now) ME, JH

a Materials of Our World (April) ME, JH

D How Materials Are Changed (April) ME, JH

TO: UNITED WORLD EILMS, INC. Dept ES-61

1445 PARK AVENUE, NEW YORK 29, N.Y.

D Friction, Pushes and Pulls (April) ME, JH

D Balancing Things (April) P, ME
D You and Machines (May) ME
O Inside the Weather (May) UE. JH

D Power and Work (May) P, ME
n Wise Use of Water Resources (May) ME, JH

D How Green Plants Make Food (May) ME, JH

a How Do We Find Out (May) P, ME
a Nitrogen and Living Things (June) ME, JH

O Electricity in Our Lives (June) ME, JH

Grade Levels for which titles are especially recom-
mended indicated by:

P—Primary UE—Upper Elemental
ME—Middle Elementary JH—Junior High

YOUR WORLD NEIOHBORS SERIES

D Hawaii, The Island State (Now)

n The Republic of the Philippines (Now)

O Turkey, A Middle East Bridgeland (Now)

D Puerto Rico, Island in the Sun (Now)

Q Finland, Farmer-Woodsman (Now)

O Germany, The Southern Uplands (Now)

D Spain, Three of Its Faces (Now)

Preferred Dates for Preview.

NAME_ -TITLE.

SCHOOL.

CITY.

.ADDRESS.

.ZONE. .STATE.
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AN EXTRAORDINARY

PROGRAM IN LIVING

^ it i^ it
THE PROGRAM —

AMERICAN
HISTORY!

A RARE COMBINATION OF 4 VERSATILE TEACHING TOOLS
OF UNMATCHED POWER, AUTHENTICITY AND SCHOLASTIC
EXCELLENCE . . . CREATED BY A DISTINGUISHED STAFF
OF HISTORIANS, VISUAL EDUCATION EXPERTS AND
RECOGNIZED AUTHORITIES IN SPECIALIZED FIELDS . . .

Here is history, projected in dramatic word and brilliant image, telling and showing America's great

story with an excitement and conviction never before achieved. Scrupulously designed to enrich Amer-
ican history and many other courses of study, this four point program of books and filmstrips is a

comprehensive and unique apparatus to develop understanding and help to build enlightened citizens.

THE FILMSTRIPS
Two award-winning series created under the editorial direction of

RALPH H. GABRIEL, Sterling Professor of History Emeritus, Yale University

it
THE CHRONICLES OF
AMERICA FILMSTRIPS

15 units

This newest series has already won exceptional stature

—and well earned! Largely based upon the books and
motion pictures of the same name, its realism brings

our Country's history to graphic life, from discovery

through civil war. Its dynamic images have been likened

to "adventiues in democracy."

$97.50 complete or $7.0O each
Comprehensive TEACHER'S GUIDE free

it
THE PAGEANT OF
AMERICA FILMSTRIPS

30 units

Broad in scope as their companion volumes, these

documentary filmstrips have opened new vistas of

teaching effectiveness throughout the entire curriculum.

Each unit portrays a historical drama in America's
growth to a world power; together these striking re-

enactments span five centuries, from aboriginal Indian

to Atomic Age.

$195.00 complete or $7.00 each
TEACHER'S GUIDE free with each unit

THE BOOKS
it

THE CHRONICLES
OF AMERICA

56 volumes

Edited by Alien Johnson and Allan Nevins

Interest-sustaining accounts of the titans and forces

that struggled in our past to forge America's present.

Each volume is a milestone in action—from Red Man
to the aftermath of VJ Day—authentic, accurate, written

in gripping narrative form. Most wanted in every

class—a "must" in every hbrary—good reading!

$199.00 complete or $3.95 per volume

it
THE PAGEANT
OF AMERICA

15 volumes
Edited by Ralph H. Gabriel

Picture journals of our history as fresh as today's news!
Directed in orderly progression by enjoyable, scholarly

text, thousands and thousands (11,500) of timeless

illustrations trace the molding of our nation. A treasure-

trove of fascinating information, professionally and ex-

pertly indexed. Fully tested for successful use at all

levels.

$147.75 complete or $10.75 per volume

ORDER NOW
YALE UNIVERSITY PRESS FILM SERVICE

YALE UNIVERSITY PRESS

386 Fourth Avenue New York 16, N. Y. ^%SS^^
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FILMSTRIPS
by Irene F. Cypher

We approach the season when festi-

vals are in the air—galas, viewings,

votings, awardings, etc. Now there is

nothing wrong in acknowledging work

well done, and it is always laudable

to note when an earnest, sincere crea-

tor of materials achieves acclaim for

hours of thought and creative energy.

But a persistent little imp keeps knock-

ing at our thought door, asking in

muted tones, "Just what are the stand-

ards basic to all this ado over awards?"

And he follows this with another

gentle (juestion, "Who set up these

standards and where can I get a copy

of them?"

Sometimes it would make very in-

teresting reading to peruse such data

(if you could find it). Where, for in-

stance, are the words of wisdom that

tell us what makes a good filmstrip?

Good for what purposes? Good for

what groups? Good for what age lev-

els? And does age level make a dif-

ference in what constitutes good?

Somehow we have always thought
that age level interests were quite a

factor in determining goodness. It

would also seem possible to hazard a

guess that artistic techniques had
something to do with the creation of

pictures pleasing to eyes and at the

same time good for puqjoses of in-

structing the mind.

Without seeming critically destruc-

tive we wish further to say that even

the acquisition of an award does not

do away with the necessity for pre-

viewing before using! No tailor ever

made a coat to suit all figures; no film-

strip we have ever seen to date will

automatically suit all classes and indi-

viduals. It is still advisable to view
and select in terms of your own situa-

tion and pupil needs.

First Experiments With Air (5 strips,

color; produced by lam Handv Organ-
i2ation. 2821 East Grand Blvd., De-
troit 11, Michigan; $26.2.5 per set,

$5.7.5 single strips). Air is probably
something so essential we tend to take
it for granted. As the experiments in-

' luded in this .scries show ns, all living

filings need air; air is everywhere; air

li'lps things to float in water, and air

is real. These facts are explained in

simple terms especially selected to
'iflp the primary grader think through

,
what lie already knows about air and

stimulate him to try some experiments

that will add new facts to his store of

information. The filmstrips can be
used to prepare for the experiments

and can be used while they are in

process, for the (juestions included will

serve to make the young pupil under-

stand what he is doing. Very good for

the primary grade science classes, and
well outlined for these grades.

Mrs. Cottontail And Her Springtime

Family and Mr. And Mrs. Robin And
Their Springtime Family (2 single

strips, color; produced by Society for

Visual Education, 134.5 Diversey Park-

way, Chicago 14, 111.; $5 each). The
titles of each of these strips are clearly

indicative of the purpose—to show
how a mother cottontail rabbit builds

and cares for the nest for her young,

and the way in which a robin family

similarly builds and cares for their

nest of young robins. We are shown
the contrast between winter and sum-
mer homes in each instance; we also

see how the young rabbits and robins

grow, how they are fed and how they

learn to care for themselves. The il-

lustrations will appeal to young view-

ers and should stimulate considerable

discussion about the habits and ways
of animals and birds.

Judah The Prince (single strip, col-

or; produced by The Union of Amer-
ican Hebrew Congregations, 838
Fifth Ave., New York 21, N. Y.;

$7.50). The sub-title of this strip is

"Teacher of Law," and it is interest-

ing to note how the producers have
emphasized the role of Judah as a law-

yer and a teacher of the law. The
strip is intended for adult education

groups and as such has a maturity of

presentation well suited for the pur-

pose. The story content of the strip

deals with the books of the Mishnah;

the strip could therefore be used to

help in understanding how the great

religious books helped men to prepare

civil laws and community legal guides.

The color used in the pictures is rich

and adds to the visual appeal of the

story material. Filmstrips should be
used in more adult learning situa-

tions, and this is a very good example

of one intended for such groups.

Market of the Sixties (single strip,

color, with 33 '/a record; produced by
Life Filmstrips, Rockefeller Center,

New York, also from Encyclopaedia

Britannica Films, Wilmette, 111.; $7.50

for strip and record). Charts and
graphs dealing with such items as

population changes, business trends

and economic facts have sometimes

been dull. This filmstrip utilizes some
very interesting art work and photo-

graphs to make such facts both vivid

and meaningful. We see what hap-

pens to national investment in re-

search and social development proj-

ects. One interesting sequence shows
what we may reasonably expect in the

You Are
while

V^^r^^^^M presenting

^^^^^J Audio-
^HH^^^^^H Visual

programs

DARKENING

I & SHADES
Finest materials—decorative colors

Made to fit any size windows

Guaranteed for 10 years

Used throughout the United States

since 1917

Write for literature and fabric samples.
They're free.

FORSE MANUFACTURING COMPANY
2347 Sullivan Ave. • St. Louis 7, Mo.
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Dr. Irene Cypher, Associate I't-ofvusur of Education at New York University,
past-President of the Metropolitan Audio Visual Association, and A-V Editor of
Instructor Magazine, demonstrates the unique advantages of the Norelco
'Continental' Tape Recorder to a group of student teachers at N.Y.U. Selection of the

Norelco for inchision in the exhibits in N.Y.U.'s "Model Classroom" was based upon
performance standards of fidelity, reliability, versatility and functional simplicity.

/rNow... 2 HByi/Yore/co Recorders...
CONTINENTAL '300' '

4-Track Stereo Playback, Monophonic Record-Playback • Comes complete with
preamp-amplifier, wide-range Norelco speaker and dynamic microphone • 3
speeds • Headphone facilities for ^auditioning' student as he records • Rugged
construction for constant classroom use • Mixing and sound-on-sound focili-

ties • Accidental erasure prevention.

CONTINENTAL '400"

4-Track Stereo Record-Playback, Monophonic Record-Playback • Completely
self-contained, including dual recording and playback preamplifiers, dual
power amplifiers, 2 wide-range Norelco speakers and stereo dynamic micro-

phone • 3 speeds • Mixing, monitoring and sound-on-sound facilities.

Write for illustrated and detailed brochure.

Mrs. Mary Lou Plugge, Chairman of the Department of Speech and Dramatic

Arts at Adelphi College in New York, finds her Norelco 'Continental' tape

recorder an essential tool in speech instruction. Says Mrs. Plugge, "My NORELCO

tape recorder is valuable to me for a number of reasons. There is an impressive

tone quality in its reproduction of sound. Concomitant with this is the aid of the

mechanical pause button which allows me to stop to analyze progress ivithout turn-

ing off the machine." The NORELCO 'Continental' is a product of North American

Philips Co., Inc., High Fidelity Products Division, Dept. 1S4, 230 Duffy Avenue,

Hicksville, Long Island, New York.

Comments and materials for review
should be sent to the department edi-

tor—Irene F. Cypher, New York Un<-

versity, 26 Washington Square, New
York 3, N. Y.

way of purchases and investments by
the children horn during the fifties and
coming to maturity in the sixties.

This is a good filmstrip for high school

students and for adults; it can be
usckI to provide a base on which to

hold many discussions alx)ut economic
trends, and what this means to our

American way of life.

The Seaiviiy (single strip color; pro-

duced by National Film Board of Can-
ada, and available from Stanley Bow-
mar Co., 12 Cleveland St., Valhalla,

N. Y.; $5). The great new waterway
of the St. Lawrence River means much
to both Canada and to the United
States. This strip shows how and w]

the waterway was constructed wl

was involved in the great engineer-

ing operations, and what the com-
pleted route means to trade and to

pleasure travel. Diagrams and photo-

graphs give us a clear picture of the

route followed, the geographical fea-

tures encountered and changed as the

work proceeded, the great dams and
locks which were created as part of

the new seaway. An interesting pres-

entation, and one with valuable ma-

terial for use in world geography and
social science cla.sses.

The Story Of Yankee Whaling (3

strips, color, with book; also record;

produced by Encyclopaedia Britan-

nica Films, 1150 Wilmette Ave., Wil-

mette. 111.; $19.90 for strips and book;

$3.9.5 for record; .see catalog for other

'

price combinations). There is prob-

ably no more fascinating story than

that of the role played by the great'

Yankee whaling ships and their crews

in the development of our country. In

this instance the book is the excellent'

American Heritage Junior Library edi-'

tion; the filmstrips give us the story olt

Life Aboard A Whaler, Whale Off^

and The End of Yankee Whaling. Thei

illustrations have caught something ofi

tlie spirit of the great days, and therei

is a feeling of sincerity and integrity

to the entire presentation. People andi

ships move through the story as actors

in a drama, and the great whale isl

always kept before us as a motivating

force. The story is well told visually

and the material can be used many
times over. We like the combinatioD

of filmstrip and book resources as i

means of providing plenty of material

to meet pupil interests and needs.

io>i KniirATinivAi SrnEFiv Aivn AiminvrsiiAf. CiiinF
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PHOTOPLAY FILMSTRIPS
Prepared by William Lewin, Ph.D.

A scene in the filmstrip starring Kirk Douglas as Ulysses,

Ulyfia*—In full color, 64 frames, a pic-

torial guide to the new Paramount screen

version of Homer's Odyssey, produced In

Italy. An invaluable aid to the study of

(he classic. $7.50. With guide, $7.80.

Tha Vtkings—In full color, 47 frames,

based on the Kirk Douglas production.

$7.50. With guide, $7.80.

A Laston in Mythology—Explains Andro-
leda, the Minotaur, Iphigenia, etc., based
on M-G-M's The Living Idol. 25 frames,
color. $7.50. With guide, $7.80.

Julluf Caaiar, set of 2 filmstrips in black-

and-white, presenting 97 scenes in the
M-G-M screen version of the play. $7.00.
With guide, $7.30.

Knights of tha Round Tabia—A set of
two filmstrips. Pari One, block-and-white,
25 frames, explains the background of the

•lory, its theme, its significance os an early
attempt to organize a league of nations
and how the United Nations Security Council
is the Round Table of todoy. Part Two, full

color, 28 frames, tells the colorful story of
the great legend, based on the M-G-M
photoplay. $7.50.

Tha Glass Sllppar—The charming fairy

tale of Cinderella, told in a new way,
based on the M-G-M photoplay. 36 frames
in full color. $7.50. With guide, $7.80.

Romao and Jullat—Shakespeare's great

love story illustrated in color from the

J. Arthur Rank production filmed on loca-

tion in Verona and other Italian cities.

44 frames. $7.50. With guide, $7.80.

Richard III—Based on Laurence Olivier't

colorful screen version of Shakespeare's
famous play. 48 frames. $7.50. With
guide, $7.80.

Alaxandar the Graat—Biography of the

first man to conquer the civilized world,

based on the photoplay. Shows Alexander's

effort to unite Europe and Asia, a task

with which the U.N. is still faced. 55
frames. $7.50. With guide, $7.80.

Advanturas of Robinson Crusoa—In full

color, 50 frames, a clear pictorial guide to

the Defoe classic, based on the United

Artists screen version. $7.50. With guida,

$7.80.

Columbus—Black-and-white, based on the

J. Arthur Rank production starring Fradric

March. 55 Frames. $4,00.

Hansel and Gratal—In full color, 42
frames, the highlights of the beloved fairy

tale as performed by the charming Kina-

mins of Michael Myerberg's screen version,

released by RKO Rodjo Pictures. $7.50.
With guide. $7.80.

Greatest Show on Earth—In full color, o
lively pictorial guide to the circus, based on
Cecil B. DeMille's Technicolor photoplay,
which won the Academy Award in 1953
OS the best picture of the year. 40 frames.
$7.50.

Money-back guarantee!

EDUCATIONAL & RECREATIONAL GUIDES, Inc.

10 Brainerd Road, Summit, New Jersey
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DRAMATIC

HEV
FILM

^ ^ Produced by

SAM ORLEANS
Film Productions, Inc.

NOW AVAILABLE

"Man Enough For The Job" is

the heart-warming story of a typi-

cal, young American boy growing
up in these challenging times and
of his relationship with his family,

friends and community.
This brilliant new film has uni-

versal appeal and dramatically em-
phasizes the positive values of life

in America today. In line with

President Kennedy's inaugural
statement . . . "Ask not what your
country can do for you, ask what
you can do for your country" . . .

this compelling story vividly reveals

the responsibilities of our future
citizens and stresses the importance
of patriotism, high ideals, and com-
munity spirit.

"Man Enough For The Job" is

an ideal film for use in assembly
programs, vocational programs and
in promotion of community rela-

tions. Why not send for a preview
print today?

Prints are now being spon-
sored by university film
libraries, power companies
and other Industries.

WRITE TODAY
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

Sam Orleans
FILM PRODUCTIONS INC. *

211 W. Cumberland Avenue

Knoxville, Tennessee

Ph. 523-8098

AV
in the Church Field

hy William S. Hockman

What Is AV Teaching?

AV teaching is learning for the

pupil. No learning; no teaching. Just

like buying and selling. No buying; no

selling. To teach is to cause learning

to take place. But learning is taking

place all the time. Is that teaching?

Not exactly. The teaching and learn-

ing we are talking about has a more
formal and planned context.

This formal teaching (or education)

takes place when a person sets out to

insert in the experience continuum of

a pupil a unit of experience which will

then qualify subsequent experience.

There are three things to note here.

The teacher sets out; plans; organ-

izes and gets ready. She knows what

she wants to happen and has a pretty

good idea of how to bring it about.

To get this thing to happen in the

experience of the pupil she must set

into his on-going e.xperience this unit

of experience which she has planned

for him. Experience is a continuum.

It never stops for the pupil. As liis

living is continuous, so is his experi-

encing. Neither he nor his teacher

(nor his parents, for that matter!) can

turn his experience off and on. Its

flow cannot be interrupted.

Now this means that the teacher

must get into the experience stream

of the pupil. It's like hopping a mov-

ing vehicle—he must be moving in its

direction as he hops on. It means

something else, which is harder. This

unit of experience which he %\'ould

bring within the experience continiuun

of the pupil, if it is to be accepted by

the pupil, should have as near as pos-

sible the same psychological grain or

sti'ucture, shall we say, as the stream

of experience of the child. This takes

some doing. More doing than a lot of

pseudo-educators assume.

Structure and Bias. Structuring must

be done. First, the unit of experience

will need to be structured, as far as

possible, to harmonize with the grain

and structure of the pupil's experience

flow. The wise teacher will anticipate

what this flow of experience will be

like in psychological texture at the

time she seeks to alter it and bring

about learning by the insertion of the

which she hasunit of experience

planned.

She will not only anticipate. She
will plan to do something about this

bias and grain and structure which
the pupil has as he is living in the

locus and moment of that educational

encounter. If not, she will be rubbing

the pupil's mental fur the wrong way,

and working against the grain of his-

mental wood.
What can she do? She can ta

positive hold of the pupils (the clas

and make them ready for what shel

about to bring into their experien|

continiuim. Let's be .specific. If it

information she wants them to learn

she may not be able to change it in

substance but she can change it in

form. She can tell, question, demon-
strate and show. She can, secondly,

affect the mental bias and grain of

her class. She can get them ready to

ask questions, to watch an experi-

ment, to dramatize, to listen, and com-

prehend as best they can. Much of the

art of teaching is right here. It's in

getting the class ready to learn xchai

they are to learn.

Same Bias. She tries to give the

unit of experience which she intends

to be set into the experience-con-

tinuum of the class the same bias and

grain which she seeks to bring about

in the class as she makes it ready to

learn. Not to do this is to abandon

elemental common sense.

The serious teacher is not casual

and nonchalant about this matter,

either. This set-in luiit of experience

must turn out to be determinative. It

must have significance for both future

'learnings' and future living. Both

must be favorably afi^ected by this

unit which was 'learned.'

Yet as we all realize, in the use

of audiovisual aids we find scads

high-rated teachers who ignore these

principles. Some there are who ignore

them only when using audio and

visual aids—when this unit of experi-i

ence takes the form of some audio oi

visual media.

It often turns out that by the acci

dental nature of things-the ingratiate

ing character of things visual and audi

tory—this unit of experience seenw
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permanently set into the pupil's ex-

perience continuum. Seems, I say, for

careful testing will often show that

this unit did not stick, that it fell out,

that this patch of learning on the

child's life came un-sewed, that this

new string on his ball of learning

came off because it was never tied on

in the first place.

And not all of this sloppy audio-

visual 'teaching' is being done in the

churches. Too many AV courses for

teachers never get beyond machinery

to these decider considerations. And
yet we know that where the motion

picture is concerned we have several

strikes against us when we seek to use

it as that unit of experience to be set

into the pupil's experience flow. The-

atrical films and the junk he sees on

most T\' programs have given him
what turns out to be a negative bias

or real psychological immunity to seri-

ous films. His readiness is for enter-

tainment, for more of the same, for

more of what he has generally had far

too much of. He is not ready, general-

ly, to learn anything from films. He
has an entertainment bias.

This disorientation even carries
over from films to other visual media.

I see it with the smallest children in

mv church school. The teachers of

our weekday nursery must deal with

it. At one time this bias was so crystal-

lized in the Senior Hi department of

the church schcx)l that neither films

nor filmstrips could be used. We could

not make a breakthrough with that

generation. We had to wait for a new
one.

Illustrations. May I close this discus-

sion with several illustrations. Some
years ago a fine and pious member of

the church said her objection to our

dances would be less if we would
bring the yoimg people up to the

chapel and show them a religious mo-
tion picture at the end of the evening.

How would you have liked to have set

that unit of experience into that expe-

rience continuum?

Not long ago a fellow minister said

that the men of our church would not

listen to a 20-minute tape recording.

I explained who the 'speaker' was, and

even then he warned me that they

would just leave such a program. The
tape was set; its character could not

be altered. That left the physical en-

vironment and the minds of the men
to be controlled. I made certain that

all could hear and understand with

ease. Then with a little 'readiness'

speech I tried to inject the bias I

wanted—one which would match that

of the tape's message—into the minds
of the men. At the end of that listen-

ing-and-learning experience not one
man in that hundred was smoking—
and it takes a lot to separate Lady
Nicotine and her devotees!

Audiovisual teaching—to use a bad
term—does not just happen. Bringing

significant units of experience into the

child's on-going life in such a way
that future learning and life is favor-

ably affected can be done in many
ways, and one of the best is by the

use of audio and visual media by those

willing to learn the principles which
underlie this art.

Religious Records

My friend and column-neighbor

and savant in the field of phono discs

has been kind enough to call my at-

tention to a series of recordings of Bib-

lical material. These four stories-

Genesis, Adam and Eve, Noah and
The Ark, and Moses and The Ten
Commandments— are produced by
P.R.I. (418 Lafayette St., New York

3) under the Tops label. He says

that while for home use, they might

be useful in the chiu'ch school.

The format seems good: James

Coronet Films announces a new

FILMSTRIP PROGRAM
WITH SOUND ON RECORDS
to teach a full year 0/ FRENCH
in the elementary grades

EN

Coronet Films now makes available an unusual new
program, EN CLASSE. With sound on records,

this course enables teachers with limited language
training to teach a full year of conversational
French, especially in grades three, four, and five.

The program has supplementary use in junior and
senior high schools . . . even in schools which
already have an established language program.
EN CLASSE was developed under the direction

of Roger A. Fillet, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of

Education in French, The University of Chicago.
Combining 20 appealing filmstrips in full color

with sound on 12" LP rejcords, EN CLASSE en-

courages maximum pupil participation — the best

way for youngsters to learn a foreign language. It

develops an extremely wide range of conversation
on such subjects as greetings, numbers, songs,
colors, days of the week, telling time, parts of the

body and many others.

Each EN CLASSE filmstrip unit is designed as
the basis for two weeks of planned instruction—

a

full year of regular, intensive teaching. A 64 page
Teacher's Manual accompanies the course— an
authoritative guide to the most effective use of

the program.
Use the coupon . . . to order EN CLASSE at the

full price of $195 with a fifteen-day examination
privilege or to request full descriptiue information.

7.p7e746, CORONET FILMS 1
Coronet Building, Chicago I, Illinois

ri Please send EN CLASSE on fifteen-day approval. It Is under-

stood ttiat if the program is not entirety solisfactory. It may be
returned for full credit of the purchose price.

G PleoM sand dascriptiv* brochure on EN CLASSE.

Name Poiition

School ———

City. _Zon«^
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Comments and materials for review

should be sent to the department edi-

tor—William S. Hockman, 12 June
Drive, Glens Falls, N. Y.

Mason and his wife, Pamela, telling

the stories quite simply and conver-

sationally, with the little girl inter-

rupting to ask questions or to offer

similes. But content counts, and in

content interpretation and theology is

crucial. Not being expert in the field

of records, I don't know how you can

hear-before-you-buy and find out if

these recordings say what you want
said in your home or your church.

The foregoing caution would ap-

ply to a more ambitious series of bibli-

cal records by The Library of Sound
Education (124 East 40th St., N. Y.

16). This series covers 12 O.T. stories

with six records, with about 20 min-
utes per story. It also offers four N.T.
stories on two records. Leif Erickson

serves as narrator for both series.

My slight familiarity with this

treatment of biblical materials makes
me hope that someone is not looking

upon the Scriptures as hills with gold

in them, for this Great Treasure has a

way of taking the measure of all who
attempt to mine it for profit and gain

rather than for spiritual enrichment

and understanding.

SEMPER FIDELIS
. . . Always Faithful

The exacting requirements of

tiipe reproduction for educa-

tion in schools and industry are

faithfully served hy Rheem
Califone's LEXICON Tape
Recorder Model 71-T.

School Net:

$279.50

The distortionless high fidelity of its amplifying system is matched

by its rugged durability and case of operation. The LEXICON, with its

detachable 12-inch speaker, is the only tape recorder for schools which

performs as brilliantly for the auditorium and playing field as for the

classroom. Other LEXICON features are the special "perfect-pitch"

motor, safety-button protection against tape erasure. It accommodates

up to 7" reels at speeds of 3% or IVi inches per second. With the spe-

cial Tape Counter, you can instantly locate any portion of a recording.

Write Dept. f;S-4 for full details on the LEXICON and other

Rheem Califone products, including; Classroom Phonographs priced

from $54.95. Single Unit Sound Systems for public address and a com-

plete line of Language Lahorotory equipment.

califone CORPORATION

1020 N. LA BREA AVENUE. HOLLYWOOD 38. CALIF.

FOREMOST MANUFACTURERS OF SELECTIVE AUDIO-VISUAL PRODUCTS FOR EDUCATION

Dr. Spencer

BFC Gets New Head '
Dr. Harry C. Spencer, well known

all across the church AV field, was
elected chairman of the Broadcasting

and Film Commission (BFC) of The
National Council of Churches (NCC)

\

at its annual meeting in New York in

February. As BFC chairman. Dr.

Spencer will give leadership to a cen-

tral inter-denominational agency

through which 20 Protestant and Or-

thodox church bodies cooperate to de-

velop, produce and distribute religious

broadcasting programs and motion

pictures. Dr. S. Franklin Mack is the

executive director of BFC.
In speaking to the commissioners

Dr. Mack stressed the need of the

churches to put the mass media to the

best possible use for the furtherance

of the Gospel. He strongly felt thai

church members should patronize

good films and reject the inferior ones

In the area of religious films fo)

church use, we would like to com>

ment, the BFC has produced some o

our best and most useful films. Som*

of our worst and least useful conic

have been vastly improved or junke*

if the producing church agency ha«

sought BFC advice and assistant

rather than go it on their own skimp)

know-how and know-what. In thess

days the work of this agency

cooperating Protestantism needs to bi

generously supported both verbaflJ

and financially.

Stik*a •letter:
PROFESSIONAL

LETTERING

TECHNIQUE

Write for literature

Stik-a-letter Co. Rt. 2, box i4oo, Escondid*. 61
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TRADE DIREaORY FOR THE AUDIOVISUAL FIELD

KEY: (P) produces, Importwt. (M)—monufaclurM-t. (D)—dcalart, distributors, film rental llbrorias, pra|*ction sarvicM.

Whw* a primary sourca also effws dirott rontal iOrvlcM, t<M doubl* symbol (PD) appaari.

COLOR FiUM DEVELOPING « PRINTING

Walt Starling Color Slldas

}}4 Haddon Road, Woodmara, I.

Aulhorliad "Tachnlcolor" daalar

N. Y.

FIUMS

Assaclallen Films, Inc. (PD)

Diitributor of Free-Loon and Rentol Films.

Haodquortars:

347 Modi.on Ave., N. Y. 17, N. Y.

Ragional Librarlast

(rood ol Elm, RIdgafleld, N. J.

561 Hlllgrova Ave., Lo Grange, III.

799 Stevenson St., Son Francisco, Col.

110B Jackfon St., Delias 2, Tex.

kudlvlslon Language Taaching Sarvica (PO)

Suite 1852—100 Church St., New York 7, N. Y.

The Spanish initructo-Film Series.

Australian Naws and Information Buraau IPDI

636 Fifth Ave., New York 20, N. Y.

Ivis Films (ro)
P. O. Box 643, Burbonk, Calif.

tallay Films, Inc. (PB)

6509 De Longpre Ave., Hollywood 28, Col.

Iray Studios, Inc. (PD)

729 Seventh Ave., New York 19, N. Y.

Iroodman Films (PD)

137 Ninth Ave., North, Nashville 3, Tann.

hapal Films (PD)

Oi>. McMurry Audio Electronics, Inc.

P. O. Box 179, Culver City, Calif,

olonial Williamsburg, Film
' Distribution Section (PD)
Wiiliomsburg, Va.
Free historical materials catalogue

oronat Instructional Films (P)

Coronet Bidg.. Chicogo 1, III.

omily Films, Inc. (PD)

5823 Santo Monica Blvd., Hallywood 38, Calif.

Im Rasaarch Company (PD)

Onemia, Minnetoto
Forest Indian and Science Films

laal Pictures, Inc. (D)

Home Office:

58 E. South Water St., Chicago 1, III.

Branch Excliangas:
1840 Alcotraz Ave., Berkeley 3, Col.

2221 S. Olive St., Los Angeles 7, Col.

714—18lh Street, Denver 2, Colo.

55 NE 13th St., Miami 32, Flo.

52 Auburn Ave., N. E., Atlanta 3, Go.
1370 S. Beretonio St., Honolulu, H.

58 E. South Water St., Chicago 1, III.

15 E. Maryland St., Indianapolis 4, Ind.

616 S. 5th St., Louisville 2, Ky.
1303 Ptylonio Street, New Orleans 13, la.

102 W. 25th St., Baltimore 18, La.

42 Melrose St., Boston 16, Moss.
15924 Grand River Ave., Detroit 27, Mich.
3400 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis 8, Minn.
1402 Locust St., Kansas City 6, Mo.
3743 Grovois, St. Louis 16, Mo.
6509 N. 32nd St., Omaha 1, Neb.
1558 Main St., Buffalo 9, N. Y.
233-9 W. 42nd St., New York 36, N. Y.
2110 Payne Ave., Cleveland 14, Ohio.
1201 S. W. Morrison, Portland 5, Ore.
119 Ninth St., Pittsburgh 22, Pa.
18 S. Third St., Memphis 3, Tenn.
'2434 S. Horwood, Dallas 15, Tex.
, Brighom Young Univ., Prove, Utah.
219 E. Main St., Richmond 19, Vo.
4401 W, North Ave., Milwaukee 8, Wis.

iternatlonal Film Bureau (PD)
332 5. Michigan Ave., Chicago 4, III.

nowledge Builders (Classroom Films) (PD)
Visual Education Center BIdg.,
Floral Pork, N. Y.

For information about Trade Di-

rectory advertising rates, write

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN & AUDIO-
VISUAL GUIDE, 2000 Lincoln Park
West BIdg., Chicago 14, III.

Mogull't, Inc. (Dl
112-14 W. 48th St., New York 19, N. Y.

United World Films, Inc. (PD)
1445 Park Ave., New York 29, N. Y.

542 S. Dearborn St., Chicago 5, III.

6610 Melrose Ave., los Angelas 38, Col.

287 Tachwood Dr., NW, Atlanta, Go.
2227 Bryan St., Dallas, Tex.

5023 N. E. Sandy Blvd., Portlond 13, Ore
1311 N. E. Bayshore Dr., Miami, Flo.

FIUWSTRIPS

roadman FIbnstrlps (PD)
127 Ninth Ave., North, Noshvllla 3, Tane.

Christian Educcrtlon Press Fllmstrlpt (PD)
Religious Subjects

1505 Race St., Philadelphia 2, Po.

Family Filmstrips, Inc. (PD)
5823 Santo Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38, Colli.

Enrichment HAateriats Inc. (PD)
246 Fifth Ave.. New York I.N. Y.

Pathescope Educational Films, Inc. (PD)
71 Weyman Ave., New Rochelle, N. Y.

Audio-Visual Foreign Language Material

Society for Visual Education (PD)
1345 Diversey Parkway, Chicago 14

Taaching Aids Service, Inc. (PD)
Lowell Ave. 8i Cherry Lone, Floral Pork, N. Y.

31 Union Square West, New York 3

Visual Education Consultants, Inc. (PD)
VEC Weakly Naws Filmstrips

2066 Helena St., Madison, Wis.

FILMSTRIP, SLIDE & OPAQUE PROJECTORS

DuKana Corporation
St. Charles, lllinoii

(Ml

FILM EDITING EQUIPMENT

Traid Corporation ( PD

)

P. O. Box 648, Encino, Calif.

Profassronol Portable Hot Splicers

ELECTRONIC TRAINING KITS

Allied Radio Corporation (MDI
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, III.

FLAGS, BANNERS, BUTTONS, AWARDS

(M)Ace Banner A Flog Company
324 Haddon Rd., Woodmere, L.I., N. Y.
All sizes—U.S., State, Foreign, etc.-immed. del.

GLOBES — Geographical

Oenover-Geppert Company (PD)
S235 Rovenswood Ave., Chicogo 40, III.

BIOLOGICAL MODELS & CHARTS

Oanoyer-Geppert Company
5235 Rovenswood Ave., Chicogo 40, III.

LABORATORY SERVICES

Byron Motion Pictures, Incorporated
1326 Wisconsin Ave., Washington, 0. C.

Complete 16mm B 35mm loberotory services.

MOTION PICTURE PROJECTORS t SUPPLIU

Ball A Howell Co. (Ml
7117 McCormick Rood. Chicago 45. III.

Eastman Kodak Company IM)
Rochester 4. New York

Victor Division, Kalort Co. (Ml
•ioinvllle. Conn

MAPS — Geographical, Historical

Oenoyer-Geppert Company
5235 Ravenswooa Ave., Chicago 40, III.

MICROSCOPES A SLIDES

Oenoyer-Geppert Company
5235 Ravenswooa Ave., Chicago 40, III.

PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT

(MD)Camera Ec|ulpment Co., Inc.

315 W. 43rd St., New York 36, N. Y.

6510 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood, Col.
Camera Equipment Co., Inc., off Florida (MD)

1335 E. Tenth Ave., Hioleoh, Flo.

PROJECTION TABLES

Advance Products Company (PD)
2300 E. Douglas Ave., Wichita, Kons.
Complete Line of Proiection Tables

READING IMPROVEMENT

Psychotechnlcs, Inc.

105 W. Adams St., Chicago 3, III.

Mfgrs. of SHADOWSCOPE Reading Pacer

RECORDS

Academic Recording Institute (ARI)
18 E. 50th St., New York 22, N. Y.
(Noted Scholars on Records or Tapes)

Broadman Films (PD)
127 Ninth Ave., North, Nashville 3, Tenn.

Curriculum Materials Center (PD)
5128 Venice Blvd., Los Angeles 19, Cal.

Records, Tape Recordings, Filmstrips, Books
Enrichment Materials Inc. (PD)

246 Fifth Ave., New York 1, N. Y.
Folicways Records A Service Corp.

117 W. 46th St., New York, N. Y.
Heirloom Records (PD)

Brookhaven, N. Y.

(History through Ballads & Folksongs)
Monitor Recordings, Inc. (PD)

413 W. 50th St., New York 19, N. Y.
Russian, French, Spanish Language Materials

Music Education Record Corp. (PI
P.O. Box 445, Englewood, N. J.

(The Complete Orchestro demonstrated)

Spanish Music Center, Inc. (PD)
127 W. 48th St., New York 36, N. Y.
(SMC Language Records Center)

RECORDS—TAPES

Pathescope Educational Films, Inc. (PD)
71 Weyman Ave., New Rochelle, N. Y.

Audio-Visual Foreign Language Material

RECORDERS— PLAYERS

Allied Radio Corporation (MDI
too N Western Ave., Chicago 80, III.

SCREENS

Radiant Manufacturing Co.
8220 No. Austin Ave., Morton Grove. III.

SLIDES

Key: Kodachrome 2x2. SVe x 41/4 or li

Colonial Williamsburg, Film
Distribution Section (PD)
Williamsburg, Vo.
(2x2 color slides in sets)

Keystone View Co. (PD-4)
Meodville, Pa

Meston's Travels, Inc. (PO-3)
3801 North Piedras, El Pose, Texas

Wait Starling Color Slides (PD-1)
224 Haddon Rd., Woodmere, L. I., N. Y.

4,000 (scenic & maps) of teacher's world travels

SOUND SYSTEMS

Allied Radio Corporotlon
100 N Western Ave., Chlcoga 10, III.

(MB)
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New Equipment and Materials

For addresses of the sources supplying
information on wliicli tliese listings are
based, refer to Directory of Sources,
page 206. For more information about
any of the equipment and materials an-
nounced here, use the enclosed reader
service postcard.

CAMERA ACCESSORIES
Automatic Tripod—legs retract after

using simply by turning tripod upside
down. Locks at any height up to 65",

closes to 25", wt 2% lb., pan head with
90 tilt, for 35mm cameras. $14.95.

SMITH-VICTOR

For more Information circle
No. 101 on return postal card.

2-Lamp Bar Light 9'' long, bounce han-
dle, holds two reflector lamps of any
model. With 2 BEP lamps $5.95.

SMITH-VICTOR.

For more information circle
No. 102 on return postal card.

Does More
than any other rear screen!

jj:
EXCEPTIONAL REAR SCREEN

FOR DAYLIGHT USE

LENSCREEN Panel Materials of Glass or

Plexiglas for In-Wall or Custom Rear
Screen Installation

• Adapts to your projector

• Eliminates room darkening
• Conceals projection equipment
• Facilitates learning

Complete choice of rear screen equipment
including portable screens for classroom,
auditorium, the T-V Studio. Many mod-
em, effective uses.

Send for Kit of A-V Ideas

POLACOAT, INC. 1? ^.'t'o.^'^

Remote Control Pan and Tilt for CCTV
provides 10 foot pounds torque in hor-
izontal lane. 20 in vertical; wt 29 lb;

revolves 360 horizontally; 45° from

reverse view, cover remeved >

IVKo Pan and Tilt Unit

level vertically. Medium duty unit

$550; explosion proof model $635.

PELCO.

For more information circle
No. 103 on return postal card.

PROJECTORS, Still

"Schoolmaster" Slide-Filmstrip Projec-
tor—change from one to other re-

quires no tools; built-in telescoping
carrying handle; 500 and 750 watt
models; accessory automatic rewind
available. GRAFLEX.

For more information circle

No. 104 on return postal card.

PROJECTORS, Movie, TV

New RCA Sound Projector features a

separate motor and blower for reverse
projection. Forward and reverse are
controlled by a single rotary switch.

Reverse automatically shuts off the
sound track. RCA

For more information circle

No. 105 on return postal card.

m fILM DOClOftS^

SPECIALISTS
in the science of

FILM

REJUVENATION
RAPIOWELD Process tor

• Scratch-Removal

• Abrasions • Dirt • "Rain

rapid
Foundtd 1940

J7-02C 27th St., Long Island City I.N.Y

FILM TECHNIQUE

"Vicaudio" Projector

8inm Sound Rear Projector based on
Kodak sound projector, 400' reel,

9x12" screen, VICOM.

For more information circle

No. 106 on return postal card.

SOUND, Equipment &
Accessories

Attache Case P-A self-contained,

tery-powered, 15 watt output, vir-

tually weatherproof. With batteries

$199.50. Inputs for tape, phono, radio,

accessory mikes. AC-operation, avail-

able as extras. ANTREX.

For more information circle

No. 107 on return postal card.

Classroom Record Player, 4-speed, 10-

watt, 9" speaker, headset jack, auto-

matic turntable release, AC feed cord

storage, needle protected from hitting

motorboard, spring cushioned plastic

feet, variable speed, wt 17 lb. Mohe!
300VC $59.50. AUDIOTRONICS

For more information circle

No. 108 on return pojital card.

Remote Control for Cordless Mikes an( i

up to four other units or circuits

;

Vegatrol, ratio carrier, operated rela; i

with contact capacity of 5amp at ll?'

AC or 28v DC resistive load for eaci
i

of four circuits. 4y4x5V4x8"; wt 3V

lb. $69.90. VEGA.

For more Information circle

No, 109 on return postal card.

"HOW
TO I

MAKEF
YOUR
OWN
SHOW-J
CARDS'l

BOOKLET
Make smart signs or

displays for pennies
with famous Webway
System. Free booklet

shows you how.
HOLES-WEBWAY, INC.

ST. CLOUD, MINN.

iTniif-ATifiivii Sf-BR-p-iv iivn AiininvisiiAi. fiiiinF.
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Tape Cartridge Recorder - Playback.
ll'^xlO" "Bookshelf Magnematic"
3^4" high. Endless loop tape, automat-
ically threaded, untouched by hands.
Wide choice from mono play (from
$199) to stereo play-record (to $389).
Many accessories. 200' cartridge with
special lubricated tape $2.95; 600'

$5.80; 1200' $9.95. AMPCORP

For more information circle
No. 110 on return postal card.

Ten Magnetic Tapes are now marketed
in connection with recorders and lang
lab equiment made by same firm.
Qualities reported include full range
frequency response, low print-through,
freedom from distortion, exceptional
strength and durability. Catalog avail-
able. RHECAL.

For more information circle
No. Ill on return postal card.

lO-watt P.A. Amplifier accommodates
high impedance microphones; records,
radio or tape play through phono in-
put; tape output jack; impedance
range permits wide choice of speakers
6%"xl0"x5%", $29.95. Model Knight
KN-3010. ALLIED.

For more information circle
No. 11*^ on return postal card.

CCTV-ETV
CCTV Monitors developed for expanded
brightness range to combat ambient
light conditions; maximum service ac-
cessibility; polarized safety glass face
plate available accessory; 14-17-21-
inch screen on same aluminum chas-
sis. Offered as part of GE general
broadcast equipment line as well as in
Intra-Tel CCTV "package." GEVA.

For more information circle
No. lis on return postal card.

3nun CCTV This 3-piece combo scored
a "first" in 8mm sound film produc-
tion for TV broadcast, at Station
KPHO, Phoenix, Arizona. Pre-striped
8mm films (DuPont 931 and EK Tri-
X> provided 5% minutes per 50' spool.
Sound is recorded on 30 mil stripe
located between the sprocket holes
and the edge. The exposed film is
developed in the Mini-Rapid process-
or at 6' per minute, then split and
sphced and run through the specially
adapted 8mm projector. Reversal of
polarity gives positive image from
negative film. FAIRCHILD.

For more information circle
No. 114 on return postal card.

NEW!
Individual size (9 x 12")
FilMagic silicone Cloth

Weal for personal or classroom use. Best
Cleoning ond protection for (ilmstrips, records,
lenses and tronsporenciei. Identical with Fil-
"o9ic PROFESSIONAt (12 , 18") Cloth except"" '»"<' »'00 for each Individuol sizo Fil-
Moaic Cloth, Postpaid ond guorortteed from,

THE DISTRIBUTOR'S
GROUP, INC. {DEPT. AG)

^°^- l^'h ST., N.W. ATLANTA 13, GA.

LANGUAGE LAB
Lang Lab Tape Recorder features a
"record-practice" switch to permit
simultaneous recording and listening
to own voice; student and instructor
volume controls and level indicators,

Telectro Tape Recorder

dual headphone jacks for student and
instructor headsets, dual track, 3-
speed (1%, 3% and IVz ips). TELEC-
TRO.

For more information circle
No. 115 on return postal card.

"FIBERBILT" CASES
"THEY lAST INDEFINITELY"

Equipped with steel corners, steel card
holder and heavy web straps.

Only original Fiberbllt Cases bear this

Trada Mark

Your Atturantm

of "nitett Quality"

For 16niin Film

—

400' to 3000' KeuU
Sold by All Leading Dealers

Fa B

• A New Splicing 1
and Repairing Technique

NOW IN
NEW (^

20FT,
ROLLS!

only $2.20 for 16mni
$4.04 for 35nim

"CrAlli Torn, damaged
films & film strips, patch cuts, tears,
gouges, necks, burns, etc.

KCrL/\CC Torn perfor-
ations — on sound or silent films &
film strips — missing pieces of film— restore torn-out bits of film —

BaT-TSPi/CE With
out losing a single frame of your film
strip or 16mm movie film—butt splice
leaders and tails — no cement or
splicers needed —

j
STRENGTHEN

i OVERLAP SPLICES
Placing a frame of Magic Mylar over
your regular over-lap splice absolutely
prevents it from ever opening—
Use Magic Mylar white opaque tape
for splicing magnetic film—or for vis-
ible splices in darkroom processing.

Florman & Babb, IncT"
68 W. 45th St., N.Y. 36, N.Y. "

Please send me:

20 ft. rolls — transparent 16mm — single
perforation (T16S) at $2.20

66 ft. rolls — transparent 16mm — single
perforation (T16S) at $6.00
20 ft. rolls — transparent 16mm — double
perforation (T16D) at $2.20

66 ft. rolls — transparent 16mm — double
perforation (T16D) at $6.00

^0 f| rolls — transparent 35mm (T-35)

!? .*,'; aS"^ ~ transparent 35mm (T-35)
at $11.00

66 ft. rolls _ white opaque — 16mm —
magnetic film only (0-16) at $6 00

(0-35)at1n.o7
"•"" '""'"' - '''''"

at
"$ 57"^'"^ tape 'or magnetic tape (S4)

D
D
D
D
n
D
D
D
D
1 20

1 20'

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY KIT:

roll T16 ($2,20)

roll T35 ( 4.04)

F & B Film
Repair & Butt
Splice Block (19.95)

($26.16)

I I
Special Introductory Kits at only 14.50

Name ..

Address

city
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FREE
Allied
444-PA6E 1961

ELECTRONICS

CATALOG

SAVE MOST on language
labs. Stereo hi-fi, record-

ing and phono equipment,
school sound systems,
training kits, electronic
parts. Write for Catalog.

ALLIED RADIO
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80. III.

Scratches

on Film

Irritate

Audiences

Fortunately, scratches

can almost always be

removed — without loss

of light, density, color

quality, sound quality,

or sharpness.

Write for brochure

EERLESS
I
FILM PROCESSING CORPORATION
US WEST 46th STREET, NEW YORK 36. NEW YORK

I «S9 SEWARD STREET. HOLLYWOOD 3«, CAIIF.

New Materials
KEY TO ABBREVIATIONS

mp—motion picture
Is—filmstrip
si—slide
ree—recording
L 33-1/3 r.p.m. microgroove record
min—minutes (running time)
fr—frames (filmstrip pictures)
si—silent

sd—sound
R—rent
b&w—block & white
col^-color
PrI—Primary
Int—Intermedlote
JH—Junior High
SH—Senior High
C—College
A—Adult

CINEMA ARTS
Editing Synchronous Sound mp INDI-
ANA lOmin b&w $50. Relationship of
camera work to editing, importance
of cues, holding sync throughout the
editing process. C A

For more Information circle
No. 116 on return postal card.

The Seven Wives of Bahram Gur mp
INDIANA 19min col $175. XII Cen-
tury story of Persian king's simul-
taneous marriage to seven princesses,
and his ultimate wedding his slave
girl. Photographed from authentic
Persian miniatures; musical back-
groimd recorded in Teheran on
ancient instruments. SH C A.

For more information circle
No. 117 on return postal card

EDUCATION

Dramatize Your Teaching 4fs O'NKIL
col set (4) $24. How various forms
of dramatization promote wide-awake
learning. TT A

For more Information circle
No. 118 on return postal card.

An Overhead Projector

is only as Valuable as its

TOTAL USEFULNESS
in the Classroom

Available with your Key-
stone Overhead Projector

—

at reasonable cost—are these

prepared materials:

1. Science Transparencies
—a splendid series of stand-
ard (3% X 4 in.) slides on
Biology, Physics, General
Science, Health, Elementary
Science.

2. Social Studies Transpar-
encies, standard size,3y4x4"

3. Map Slides, 3% x 4 in.

4. Polaroid Transparen-
cies, 3% X 4 in.

5. Tachistoslides for teach-
ing Reading, Music, Type-
writing, Shorthand, Arith-
metic, Foreign Languages.

6. PRACTICAL, USABLE
Handmade Slides and

Transparency Materials.
Etched Glass Slides used
with ordinary lead pencil.

7. And Other Uses—pro-
jection of 2 in. and 2% in.

Slides, Strip Film, Micro-
scopic Slides, Tachistosopic
Slides.

The KEYSTONE
Overhead Projector
and many of the
terns listed are

available for pur-
chase in many states

under TITLE III

of the NOEA
KEYSTONE VIEW
CO., MeadviUe, Pa.

Since 1892, Produc-
ers of Superior Vis-
ual Aids.

High School Guidance 3fs FOMC col
(part of 9-unit series, $30 per club
unit). Titles: Your Life of Work;
Status Seeking; Putting Your Apti-
tudes to Work. Evaluated ESAVG
2/61. SH TT

For more information circle
No. 119 on return postal card.

The Influential Americans mp CAROU-
SEL 52min b&w $250. Team teaching
at Lexington, Mass.; large classes
taught at Evanston, 111.; language
labs in Jefferson County, Colo.; the
Midwest Airborne TV project. Origi-
nally a CBS News presentation. SH
TT C A

For more information circle
No. 120 on return postal card.

Making Geographic Models fs OH-
STATE 55fr col $4. Producing and
use of models, especially papier
mache relief maps. TT JH

For more Information circle
No. 131 on return postal card.

Meaning in Child Art mp PENNSTATE
llmin col. A wide variety of media
for artistic self-expression, and a
search for the meanings of what
young artists are trying to communi-
cate. TT C A

For more information circle
No. Vl'i on return postal card.

The Thinking Machine mp CAROUSEL
54min b&w $250. Parallels indicated
between working of human brain and
a electronic computer which can write
a play, win at checkers. Will man's
machines supplant his own intelli-

gence? SH C TT A

For more information circle
No. 138 on return postal card.

GUIDANCE, Personal

Learning Church Manners sfs FAMILY
47fr LP col. Eoys are reproved for

misbehaving in a church after school
lets out; one is taken back by his

father and proper conduct is demon-
strated. Evaluated ESAVG 2/61. El-A

For more information circle
No. 124 on return postal card.

GUIDANCE, Vocational

Cameras and Careers mp EK 27min co

loan. Job descriptions, training anc
skills required for impressive list o

occupations involving photography, ii

industry, education, communicaton
government. Evaluated ESAVG 2/61

See local dealer

SCIENCE FILMSTRIPS
SINCE 1931 SINCE 1931

MADE BY TEACHERS FOR TEACHERS
lOLOCY ATOMIC ENERGY
HIYSICS GENERAL SCIENCE

CHEIMISTRY MICROBIOIOOV
•IKE SAFETY BUS SAFETY

S<i*nce filmitrrpt ovoiloblo
under NDEA—Tills 111.

VISUAL SCIENCESw S99E Suffcm, New Y*fli
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HEALTH, SAFETY
Good Grooming (series) 4mp IFB col.

Titles: Posture 9min $100. Influence
on appearance and health; Hair Care
Hrnin $135. Washing, brushing, sty-

ling. Wardrobe 14min $135. Selecting
clothes to suit individual needs,
budgets. Make-Up llmin $115. Em-
phasis is on basic good health habits;

complexion care and make-up tech-

niques are demonstrated. Tliree pretty
teen-age models visualize the series.

SH C A
For more inrormation circle

No. 125 on return postal card.

Perception of Driving Habits (series)

3fs SHELL col loan, with excellent
manuals. Each alternate frame is a
pleasant green—blank. Emphasis is on
speedy recognition of the hazards rep-
resented in the frame briefly shown.
Titles: I; Urban and Suburban; 11:

Limited Access Highways; III: High-
ways and By-Ways. SH A

For more information circle
No. 126 on return postal card.

HOME ECONOMICS
How To Buy Fish fs STANBOW col $5.

How to recognize good quality, fresh-
ness, and how to buy in season. Ways
of serving. NFBC production. Evalu-
ated ESAVG 3/61.

For more information circle
No. 127 on return postal card.

Your Choice in China mp IVC 27%min
col loan. How potters make fine china
and how homemakers put it to use.

Sponsored by the American Fine
China Guide. SH A

For more information circle
No. 128 on return postal card.

LANGUAGES
En Bretagne sfs TEAV fs choice of
tape or rec. Pictures of life in Brit-
tany, with oral and written drill in

French for young students. Evaluated
ESAVG 2/61. El-

A

For more information circle
No. 129 on return postal card.

Jnan y Maria 6mp NEUBACHER ea
lOmin col series (6) $595 ea $110.
Titles: En Casa; La Escuela; La
Comida; De Compras; El Recreyo; Un
Viaje. For beginning Spanish.

For more information circle
No. 130 on return postal card.

LANGUAGE ARTS
Poems by Lois Lenski rec WALCK LP.
Frank Luther sings. Evaluated
KSAVG 2/61. K Pri

For more information circle
No. 131 on return postal card.

MAKI YOUR

OWN SLIDES

on your own

TYPEWRITiU

by uting

RADIO-MATS

>*sular lizo 3>/4ii4 or tho Now Duploi 2l2.
Sold by Audio - Vi.uol, Pliolo t Thoott*
SoBDiy Daalort. For FREE SAMPLE wrlto

—

RADIO-MAT SLIDE CO., D«pt. V,
in OakrlJa* llvd., D«yt»iw —ch, W«.

Stories from an Irish Fireside rec
SPOKEN LP. Six Irish folk tales

narrated by Eamon Kelly. Evaluated
ESAVG 2/61. El-

A

For more information circle
No. 132 on return postal card.

Using Language Correctly (series) 7fs

WEBPUB col set with manual and
case $25. Titles: Using Sentences; Us-
ing Parts of Speech; Using Language
Correctly; Using Punctuation; Using
Capital Letters; Using a Dictionary;
The Story of Writing. Int. JH

For more information circle
No. l;{3 on return postal card.

Your First Speech mp BAILEY llmin
b&w $60. How to prepare and deliver
a first short talk before an audience.
JH SH

For more information circle

No. 134 on return postal card.

MATHEMATICS
Solid Geometry Transparencies for use
on overhead projectors. 8x10". 9 cate-

gories totaling 67 transparencies:
Lines and Planes (12), Dihedral and
Polyhedral Angles (10), Locus and
Projections (4), Polyhedrons (7),

Pyramids (8), Cylinders (7), Cones
(7), Spheres (6), Spherical Polygons
(6). SH. TWEEDY.

For more Information circle
No. 1.S5 on return postal card.

The New Tri-level

Wheelit-TV
—meets every

TV teaching
need.

Positions TV-sot for

ony size class

Adiustoblo to

point directly

at viewers

Makes TV available
to more dosses

Moving set made
easy, handling
a pleasure.

Negotiates narrow
holls, between desk
rows, around
corners, down
short steps

Chromot, life- time
finish

Non-vibrottng
forms

plat-

Top shelf at 50-Inch height for lorge clastes,
folds out of way when 34-in second shelf It

used. Lower shelf for record player, reference
moteriolt, etc. Price $79.50

Shipped complete assembled

See your dealer or write—

Gruber Products Co.
Toledo 6, Ohio

Contemporary Films Presents

THREE NEW
UNITED NATIONS FILMS

• THE CHARTER
• MAN IN THE BLUE HELMET
• THE INTERNATIONAL ATOM (In color)

Send For Free Catalog Of
Other Outstanding 16mtn Films

Contemporary films

367 W. 2Sth St. Dapt. ES, New Yoric 1, N.Y.

LANGUAGE LABS

ECONOMICAL ADD-A-

UNIT STORAGE FOR
YOUR VALUABLE TAPE
LIBRARY MODELS FOR

5
",
7

" & 101/2" REELS
ALSO AVAILABLE IN

DOUBLE DOOR UNITS
WITH LOCK.

WRITE FOR FREE BROCHURE
& PRICES ON COMPLETE LINE

OF CABINETS FOR RECORDS,

TAPES, FILMS & FILMSTRIPS

WALLACH & ASSOCIATES INC.

1532 HILLCREST RD. • CLEVELAND 18, OHIO
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IONIZATION AND
IONIC EQUILIBRIUM

An educational 16 mm. film—15

minutes color or black and white

THROUGH ANIMATION PRESENTS
THE CONCEPT OF:

Ionization
Dissociation

Ionic Equilibrium

m
For high school and
beginning college

chemistry classes

For purchase or preview

write to:

Audio-Visual Center
Indiana University
Bloomington, Indiana

NOW IN THOUSANDS
OF CLASSROOMS!

BEST . . .

because it has
passed the
classroom test

AVR
RATEOMETER _
Tops the list of America's
Reading Learning Aids because
of its proven performance

IT'S VERSATILE . , . fits into any reading improve-

ment program.

IT'S ACCURATE . . . Lifetime electric motor pro-

vides clock accuracy, trouble-free service.

STUDENT CENTERED . . . requires minimum assist-

ance. Students master its use in minutes.

EASY ON BUDGET* . . . Actual classroom experi-

ence over a 5-year period shows that costs run as
low as 37c per pupil.

T«achers say: "Pupils love working with them*'
. . , "best of its type" , . . "more convenient" . . .

**so quiet" . . . "flexible and adaptable" . . . "rate
increase 70 to 300%,"
Complete with manual, carry-case, $39.9S

5 to 9 units, ea. $35.95 • 10 or more, ea. $33.95
Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded

Send orders to

AUDIO VISUAL RESEARCH
Dept. U14 523 S. Plymouth Ct., Chicago 5
factory: Box 71, Waseca, Minnesota

SIMPLE I EFFECTIVE I DURABLE I

MENTAL HEALTH
Escape from the Cage (Series) 11 mp
INDIANA ea 30min b&w r$4.75. Origi-
nally a WCET telecast series. Titles:
The Mentally 111—Early Treatment;
. . . 16th to 20th Centuries; . . . Pres-
ent Day Problems; . . . Hospital Ad-
ministration; . . . The Psychodynamic
Approach; . . . Psychosurgery and
Shock Treatment; . . . Drug Therapy;
. . . The Open Hospital; . . . Organic
Research; . . . Treatment of Children;
Misconceptions about Mental Illness.
C A

For more information circle
No. l.S(> on return postal card.

MUSIC, General

Hebrew Melodies In Popular Dance
Time rec WESTMINSTER 12" LP
$4.98. Features 8 Israeli and 4 Yiddish
melodies without words. SH C A

For more information circle
No. 137 on return postal card.

In Israel Today rec WESTMINSTER
4rec 12" LP ea $4.95 stereo $5.95. Vol.
1—18 native songs of the Jews of
Bukhara, Uzbekistan, and Coching.
Vol. 2— 11 selections, including 6
Hebrew songs, from Morocco; Vol. 4

—

Music of the Jews of Eastern Europe,
16 selections; Sabra: The Young Heart
of Israel 13 Israeli songs and dances.
Text, translation and transliteration
included. SH C A

For more information circle
No. 138 on return postal card.

SCIENCE, Physics, Chemistry

Physics Demonstration Kit more than
50 pieces for performing over 100
basic experiments by grade and sec-
ondary teachers. In hardwood case
$56; white cardboard case $49. ATOM-
LAB.

For more information circle
No. 139 on return postal card.

SOCIAL STUDIES, General

Life Insurance — What It Means and
How It Works mp INLIFE ISmin col

$75 also loan ASSOCIATION. Ani-
mated film explains mortality tables,

premium levels, savings values, risk
sharing. SH C A

For more Information circle
No. 140 on return postal card.

An invitation to

VISIT US
IN

MIAMI
New Films, picture display, handcraft

Booth "P'

Dat'i Convention
April 24-28. J 961

FILM RESEARCH COMPANY
Box 1015, Minneopolis 40, Minnesota

Spotlight on Labor fs NYTIMES 51fr
b&w $2.50. High employment in a
boom economy balanced against
growing pockets of unemployment
and a slowdown of business and pro-
duction. SH C A

For more information circle
No. 141 on return postal card.

SOCIAL STUDIES,
Geography, Travel

Alaska: U.S.A. mp BAILEY 19min col

$200 b&w $110. Geography, history,
resources, natural beauties, develop-
ment. El - A

For more information circle
No. 142 on return postal card.

European Lands 5fs JAM col $26.25 ea
$5.75 Titles: The Netherlands, Den-
mark, Belgium, Switzerland, Austria.
Int.

For more information circle
No. 143 on return postal card.

Middle Atlantic States (series) 6fs

HAESELER col $36 indiv $6.50. Titles:

Introduction; New York State; New
York City; Coastal Plain and Pied-
mont; Power and Industry; Phila-
delphia, Baltimore, and Washingt(
El-SH

For more information circle
No. 144 on return postal card.

(^

National Parks (series) 6fs HAESELER
col $36 idiv $6.50. Titles: Our National
Park System; Yellowstone; Yosemite;
Grand Canyon; Zion and Bryce; Mesa
Verde. El-A

For more information circle
No. 145 on return postal card.

Outlaw Country mp ACI 13»/4min col
$120. Visit to a little known tribe of

Indians in the Grand Canyon region.
El A

For more information circle
No. 146 on return postal card.

Primitive Man in Our World mp BAI-
LEY 12min col $120 r$6. Self-suffici-

ent people in the Sepik River region
of New Guinea, almost untouched by
modern civilization. JH SH C

For more information circle
No. 147 on return postal card.

SOCIAL STUDIES,
History, Anthropology

Song of the Civil War rec FOLKWAYS I

2LP $11.90; integrated with profuseljj
illustrated 320p book, Columbia Univj
press $7.95; both $17.95. jh sh A

For more information circle
No. 148 on return postal card.

The Show is on Video Tape, three cas«|

studies in tape production of a netl
work commercial, a drama programl
and a local 'Spectacular'. 28pp. beautill

fully illustrated. MMM. (Send 25c peil

copy to Russell F. Roth, Box 3500. S*l
Paul, Minn.) Write direct, NOT tf
this magazine.

For more information circle
No. 149 on return postal card.

4 No. to Units

lock-stacked
on table base

THE NfW STANDARD FILMSTRIP TABLE-fife
1. Keeps fiimstrips at your fingertips
2. Offers instant, visible filmstrip selection
3. Displays filmstrips in a neat, orderly, handy arrangement
4. Saves the instructor time and trouble in locating filmstrips

$1252
Standard Filmstrip

case is to a book
Filmstrip librory

—

Table-files are to a filmstrip what o book-
. . . practical for oimost any small or growing
for single or muttipte installations.

SEE YOUR
VISUAL EDUCATION

DEALER

Write for catalog

JACK C. COFFEY CO., Ir

710 Seventeenth Street

NORTH Chicago, III.
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New Publications
Audio-Visual Techniques In Teaching
Foreign Languages: Theodore Hueb-
ner. Practical handbook on use of sim-

ple as well as more complex devices

for teaching from lowest grades
through college. Illustrative lessons

in French, German. Italian, Spanish.

163p $3.25. NYUPR

Write direct

Bridges for Ideas Two added titles to

this very useful pamphlet series are
The Opaque Projector and Better

Bulletin Board Displays. Each $2.

University of Texas. Visual Instruc-

tion Bureau, Austin 12, Texas.

Write direct

Building Up Your Ham Shack, by How-
ard S. Pyle. guidebook for the ama-
teur and semi-pro radio ham. 128p.

$2.50. SAMS.

Write direct

Colonial Life in America. Attractive
illustrated catalog of films, filmstrips
and slides. 20pp free. COLWIL.

For more information circle
No. LW on return postal card.

Communicating Quantitative Data:
Graphs, James E. Parker. Reasons,
types, distortions, tools and tech-
niques, bibliography of AV sources.

46pp $1.50. NCCOLL.

Write direct

Matric Shadows—The Story of the Ori-
gin of Motion Pictures, Martin Quig-
ley, Jr. New edition of important
source book originally published in

1948 and long out of print. The story
is brought from dim antiquity,
through the efforts of many men of
any nations, and ends in 1896 with
f motion picture shown to a mass

M.idience. 191pp $4.50. 1960. QUIG-
I.EY.

Write direct

Mailing Audio-Visual Materials at Ed-
ucational and Library Materials

Rates 8pp. Free from some AV deal-

ers; $8 per 100 from NAVA, 1201

Spring St., Fairfax, Va.

Write direct

New Directions in Audio-Visual Com-
munications, Henry A. Bern, ed. Five
articles include Airborne TV, Men-
del Sherman; National Cataloging,
Carolyn Guss. 83pp. $1.25. INDIANA.

Write direct

PR Films for TV, 1960 catalog with
December supplement. 28pp. Free.

MODERN.

For more information circle
No. 151 on return postal card.

PAxJbwiiNE Pictures

30 OUTSTANDING

16MM COLOR FILMS

For Your

Science and Social Studies

Program
(Write for calolog and previews)

1056 S. Robertson Blvd., Los Angeles 35, Calif.

COMPCO
professional (iiiality reels and cans

are preferred hy...

88 ELEMENTARY SCIENCE

COLOR FILMSTRIPS

Eight Series

Eleven Filmstrips Each Series,

with Teacher Guicies

1. Rocks, Soils, ond Minerals 2. Light

3. Sound 4. Universe and Solar System
5. Living Matter 6. Health and Safety
7. Electricity and Magnetism 8. Heat

,

9. Man's Use and Control 10. Air and

I

Water 11. Some Properties, Structures,
I ond Changes in Matter

Complete Set $480.00

Individual Series (11 Filmstrips) $60.00
each.

COLONIAL FILMS
71 Walton St., N. W. Atlanta 3, Ga.

[
'

ni cATlo^AL Screen aind Aldiovisual Guide Ahkii., 1%1

Only Compco offers "a new dimension In :

quality" recognized and accepted by leaders

in the movie making industry, compcos su-
periority is attributed to a new. major
advance in film reel construction—result-
ing in truly professional reels that run
truer, smoother, providing lifetime protec-
tion to valuable film. Compco reels and
cans are finished in a scratch -resistant
baked-on enamel, and are available in all.'

16 mm. sizes—400 ft. thru 2300 ft. For details
and prices write to:

COWIPCO corporation

Advertisement

HELPFUL BOOKS

ADMINISTERING AUDIO-VISUAL SERV-
ICES. By Carlton W. H. Erickson. Covers

admlnlstratlva, supervisory, and tech-

nological problems, emphasizing com-
petent performance In all service as-

pects. 479 pp.. Illustrated. Mocmlllan

Company, 60-5th Ave., New York 11,

N. Y. $6.95.

AUDIO • VISUAL MA'nRIALS: THEIR

NATURE AND USE. Revised Edition

By Walter Arno WIttich and Charles

F. Schuller. 570 pp. 249 Illustrations

14 Color Plates. Harper & Brothers

49 E. 33rd St., New York 16, N. Y.

1957. $6.50.

EDUCATORS GUIDE TO FREE FILM-

STRIPS. Compiled and Edited by Mary
Foley Horkheimer and John W. Differ.

Twelfth Annual Edition, 1960. Edu-

cators Progress Service, Dept. AVG,
Randolph, Wis. $6.00.

EDUCATORS GUIDE TO FREE TAPES,

SCRIPTS, AND TRANSCRIPTIONS. Com-
plied and Edited by Walter A. WIttich,

Ph.D., and Gertie Hanson Hoisted,

M. A. Sixth Annual Edition. 1960.

Educators Progress Service, Dept.

AVG, Randolph, Wis. $5.75.

EDUCATORS GUIDE TO FREE FILMS.

Compiled and Edited by Mary Foley

Horkheimer and John W. Differ. Edu-

cational Consultant, John Guy Fowl-

kes. 30th Annual Edition, 1960. Edu-

cators Progress Service, Dept. AVG,
Randolph, Wis. $9.00.

STANDARDS OF PHOTOPLAY AP-
PRECIATION. A Course of Study In

Photoplay Appreciation. By William

Lewin and Alexander Frailer. Illus-

trated. Educational & Recreational

Guides, Inc., 10 Bralnerd Road, Sum-
mit, New Jersey. $2.95 on approval.
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Public Health Service Film Catalog
Films and filmstrips arranged by
subject groups and cross-indexed.

66pp. 50c. SUPDOC.

Write direct

Rear Projection of Slides in Large
Meetings, Viewing angles, distances,

discussed in folder. Free, GENARCO.

For more Information circle
No. 153 on return postal card.

Sound Language Teaching—The State
of the Art Today Holton, King,
Mathieu, Pond. Handbook on lan-

guage labs and electronic teaching
programs. 210pp $5.50. UNPUB.

Write direct

NOW
For VISUAL

Education

DRAMATIC

Viewing

I

I

EXAMINER
THE POPULAR PORTABU
mm STRIP PREviEmR

Ideal for educational. Industrial, audio-

visual use. A complete theatre, with

built-in screen and projector in a com-
pact, handy carry-case. Designed for

group viewing without room darkening.

Just lift top and you are ready for

dramatic visual presentations with bril-

liant clarity. For the first time a quality-

engineered, dependable film strip pro-

jector at this attractive price!

• Urge 6" X 8" "Lenscreen" for wide
angle viewing • Precision Optics • Rear,
view projection system • For Single Frame
35mm strip Film • One knob framing S
film advance with click-stops • Compact
• A-D 100125 volt • 6 lbs. mACA

only 4"
Request illustrated literature

37-19 23rd Avenue,

long Island City 5, N. Y.
COX
INDUSTRIAL

CLASSIFIED

USED 16MM Sound Projec-

tors, also sound films, rental,

sale, exchange. Write for free

catalog. National Cinema, 71

Dey St., N. Y. C.

Available—The most complete line of
Tachistoscopes and projection devices,

LAFAYETTE INSTRITMENT COM-
PANY, LAFAYETTE, INDIANA.

Directory of

Equipment and Materials

on pages 200-206

ACI Productions, 56 W. 45tli St., New
York 36, N, Y.

ALLIED Radio Corp., 100 N. Western
Ave., Chicago 80, 111.

AMPCORP—Amplifier Corp. of Ameri-
ca. 398 Broadway, New York 13, N. Y.

ASSOCIATION Films, Inc., 347 Madison
Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

ATOMLAB—Atomic Laboratories, Inc.,

3086 Claremont Ave., Berkeley 5,

Calif.

BAILEY Films, Inc., 6509 De Longpre
Ave., Hollywood 28, Calif.

CAR—Carousel Films, Inc., 1501 Broad-
way. Suite 1503, New York 36, N. Y.

COLWIL—Colonial Williamsburg, Film
Distr. Office, Williamsburg, Va.

EASTMAN KODAK—See Local Dealer.

FAIRCHILD Camera and Instrument
Corp., Industrial Products Division, 5

Aerial Way, Syosset, Long Island,

N. Y.
FAMILY Films, Inc.. 5823 Santa Monica

Blvd.. Hollywood 38, Calif.

FOLKWAYS Records and Service
Corp., 117 W. 46th St., New York 36,

N. Y.
FOMC—Filmstrip of the Month Club,

355 Lexington Ave., New York 17,

N. Y.

GENARCO Inc.. 9704 Sutphin Blvd.,

Jamaica 35. N. Y.
GEVA—General Electric Co., Commu-
nication Products Div., P.O. Box 4197,

Lynchburg, Va,

HAESLER Pictures. Amity Road, New
Haven 15. Conn.

IFB—International Film Bureau. Inc.,

332 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 4, 111.

INDIANA University. Audio - Visual

Center, Bloomington, Ind.

INLIFE—Institute of Life Insurance, 488

Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

IVC—Institute for Visual Communica-
tion, 40 East 49th Street, New York
17, N. Y.

JAM Handy Organization, 2821 E.

Grand Blvd., Detroit 11, Mich.

MMM—Minnesota Mining and Manu-
facturing Co., 900 Bush St., St. Paul 6,

Minn.
MODERN Talking Picture Service, 3 E.

54 St., New York 22, N. Y.

NAVA—National Audio-Visxial Associa-
tion, 1201 Spring Street, Fairfax, Va.

NCCOLL—North Carolina College, Dur-
ham, No. Car.

NEUBACHER Productions, 10609 Brad-
bury Road, Los Angeles 64, Calif.

NYTIMES, Office of Educational Ac-
tivities, 229 West 43rd St., New York
36, N. Y.

NYUPR—New York University Press
25 Washington Place, New York 3
N. Y.

OHSTATE—Ohio State University
Teaching Aids Laboratory, Columbu
10, Ohio.

O'NEIL-Irwin Mfg. Co., 667 Eightl

Ave., Lake City, Minn.

PENNSTATE—Pennsylvania State Uni
versity, AV Aids Library, Universit
Park, Pa.

QUIGLEY Publishing Co., 1270 Sixt
Ave., New York 20, N. Y.

RHECAI^Rheem-Califone Corp., lOi

N. LaBrea Ave., Hollywood 38, Cali

SAMS—Howard W. Sams Co., Inc., It

dianapolis 6, Ind.

SHELL Oil Company, Film Dept.,

W. 50 St., New York 20, N. Y.
SPOKEN Arts, 95 Valley Road, Ne
Rochelle, N. Y.

STANBOW—Stanbow Productions, In<

Valhalla, N. Y.
SUPOC—Superintendent of Document
Government Printing Office, Wasl
ington 25, D. C.

TEAV—Teaching Audials and Visua
250 W. 57th St., New York 19, N. Y.

ELECTRO sonic Corp., 35-16—37th S
Long Island City, N. Y.

TWEEDY Transparencies, 321 Centr
Ave., Newark, N. J.

UNPUB—University Publishers, 59
54th St., New York 22, N. Y.

WALCK—Henry Z. Walck, Inc., 1

Fifth Ave., New York 3, N. Y.
WEBPUB—W e b s t e r Publishing C

11,54 Reco Ave., St. Louis 26, Mo.
WESTMINSTER Recording Sales Cor
275 Seventh Ave., New York 1.

MIAMI BEACH
FLORIDA

l^uut^Islei

Resort Motel

On The Ocean At

16525 Collins Avenue

I

I

I

I
—

( WRITE FOR FREE BROCHURE
I--.......-.-.

----"•I
TO I

MAY 1st. I

-I
Only

4
Per OiT

D«ib)«

OcnpiMy

I

I

I

Per I

Person |

I

I

I

I
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-momCAL HZADlUn ar^M»

*^ERTISED IN TfflS ISSUE

further information, circle

;rtiser number on enclosed

reply card.

) Advance Prodncts—p. 182

) AlUed Radio Corporation—p. 202

) American Optical Co.—p. 188

I Argna Cameras, Dir. of Sylvanla

Elec. Prod., Inc.—p. 167

i Audio Cardaloc—p. 183, 184

;) Andiotronics Corp.—p. 169

) Audio Visual Research—p. 204

) Camera Equipment Co., Inc.—^p.

C-O-C Industrial—p. 206

Cottey, Jaclt C Ca, Inc.—p. 204

Colonial FDms—p. 205

Compco Corp.—p. 205

Contemporary Films, Inc.—p. 203

Coronet Films—p. 197

Da-Lite Screen Co.—p. 166

Delta Film Productions, Inc.—p.

190

Distributor's Group, Inc.—p. 201

Dowline, Pat, Pictures—p. 205

Eastman-Kodalc—p. 165

Educational Developmental Lab-
oratories—p. 168

Educational & Recreational

Guides, Ine<—p. 195

Elgeet Optical Company, Inc<—p.
183

Fiberbilt Case Company—p. 201

Film Research Company—p. 204

Florman & Babb, Inc.—p. 201

Forse Manufacturing Co.—p. 193

General Electronic Control, Inc.—
p. 162, 163

GraHex-SVE, Inc.—IFC

Grnber Products C«.—p. 203

(oyer)

YES! • • • I want to receive EDUCATIONAL SCREEN and AUDIO-

VISUAL GUIDE every month.

D On* yat $4.00

D Thra* year* $t.00

Position

Nam* or THIo

Impertonl

Addratt
D Hmm .

O ButiiMM

Cify

Compony or Sdiool

ZeiM. Stala.

D Poyawnl it encletad a Mil •

G«t your personal subscription started today. All sal>scriptions Include Uie

BLUE BOOK, in Augrust, at no extra charge. The BLCE BOOK lists all AV
materials produced the previous year. Indexed, with a synopsis of every film,

fUmstrip, or recording listed—you'll keep the BLUE BOOK handy tlie year

'round. And you'll look forward to every monthly personal issue!

Subscribe to EDUCATIONAL SCREEN
NOW

When yon see a "Cirele No." under an iteai or an ad. it mea
tliat there is more information available.

Send for FREE INFORMATION

Educational Screen and Audiovisual Guide QRCLE THE NUMBB^
2000 Uncoln Park West Bldg., Chicago 14, Illinois AND MAIL NOWl

Pl*os* »«nd m« further information on products ond motorloU oxntlonod In
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Postage

Vill be Paid

by
Addressee

,

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
FIRST CLASS PERMIT NO. 17427 SEC. 34.9, P.l.&R. CHICAGO, III.

ADVERTISED IN THIS ISSUE

For further information, circle

advertiser number on enclosed

reply card.

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN
2000 N. LINCOLN PARK WEST

CHICAGO 14, ILLINOIS

Snbscribe! Dont put np with a second-hand, paas-along copy.

Use this card to get a fresh, nncnt, undipped copy eaeh month.

ubscribe to EDUCATIONAL SCREEN

When yon see a "Circle No." under ao Item or an ad, H means
that there Is more information available.

end for FREE INFORMATION

Postage

iTiUbePaid

by
\ddiessee.

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
FIRST CLASS PERMIT NO. 17427 SEC 34.9, P.L&R. CHICAGO, ILL.

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN
2000 N. LINCOLN PARK WEST

CHICAGO 14, ILLINOIS

J

(347) Holes-Webway—p. 200

(348) Indiana University—p. 204

(349) International Communications
Foundation—IBC

(350) Kalart/Victor, Victor Animate-
graph Corp., div. of The Kalart
Co., Inc.—BC

(351) Keystone View Company—p. 202

(352) Lafayette Instrument Co.—p. 206

(353) Levolor-Lorentzen, Inc.—p. 170

(354) National Cinema^p. 206

(355) North American Philips Co..

—p. 194

(356) Orleans, Sam, Film Productioi

p. 196

(357) Peerless Film Processing Co.—p.

202

(358) Polacoat, Inc.—p. 200

(359) Radiant Mfg. Corp.—p. 161

(360) Radio-Mat Slide Co.—p. 203

(361) Rapid Film Technique, Inc.—

p

200

(362) Rheem-Callfone Corp.—p. 198

(363) Shure Brothers, Inc.—p. 185

(364) Stik-a-Ietter Co.—p. 198

(365) Sunny Isles Motel—p. 206

(366) Tecnlfax Corporation—p. 186

(367) Television, Radio and Film Com
mission, The Methodist Church— P
p. 160

(368) United World Films—p. 191

(369) Visual Sciences—p. 202

(370) Wallach & Associates, Inc.—p. 20:
|

(371) Yale University Press—p. 192

Available—The most complete line at
Tachistoscopes and projection devices.
LAFAYETTE INSTRinWENT COM-
PANY, LAFAYETTE, INDIANA.
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Charlie

the Destroyer

V\^HAT'S GOING ON HERE?
Why, Charlie the Destroyer is trying to rip the tape,

but he can't because LEVOLOR plastic tape is re-en-

forced two ways. Take a plastic fabric, impregnate

this under pressure with more plastic, and you have

LEVOLOR two-way re-enforced tape, a tape to re-

sist the efforts of the most mischievous student in

the school.

Information that insures the best installation pt

sible is a service all LEVOLOR representatives \v

give you. They will submit a prospectus coveri

every detail of your Venetian Blind installation-he

with the specifications and make a final inspect!

after the blinds are installed. It is a service that gui

antees good specifications and good Venetian Blin(

VENETIAN BLINDS
AUDIO-VISUAL CONVENTIONAL SKYLIGH1

Levolor Lorentzen, Inc., 720 Monroe St., Hoboken, N. J.



Coming:

Two Special Issues

Advance notice of two traditional

vents in the AV world . . .

Educational Screen and Audiovisual

luide's special Convention issue
July) and the annual Blue Book of

ludiovisual Materials (August).

The Convention issue will present

nee again the official program of the

Jational Audiovisual Convention, to-

other with the programs of all groups

leeting concurrendy at the conven-

ion; the complete list of exhibitors-

heir booth locations, personnel on

land, equipment and materials to be

hown; special articles by national AV
eaders; and Ed Screen & AV Guide's

ixclusive Directory of Audiovisual

Iquipment and Services.

And the Blue Book the following

lonth . . . our annual compilation of

udiovisual materials released during

le past academic year. The 1960

;sue numbered over 1,200 titles.

Both issues are just around the

orner for readers of EdScreen & AV-
uide.

IDUCATIONAL SCXHN AND

INC., 45 Ingletlds Shor*

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN & AVGUIDE

EDITORIAL STAFF
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the extra-stren^h tape for long,

hard classroom use and economy!

42-booth language laboratory at Princeton University provides each student vt^ith individual

"play" and "record" equipment. Each booth is also connected v\^ith instructor's console.

VOLUNTARY STUDY WITH THE AID OF MAGNETIC TAPE

INCREASES USE OF PRINCETON'S LANGUAGE LAB BY 50%

Professor A.T. MocAllisler, director of Princeton's

Sterling Morton Language Laboratory, is shown
at instructor's console. Instructor can tune in any

booth in lab, monitor student's work, correct

diction through intercom hook-up.

"At any stage of language learning

and especially in the beginning, the

more correct language a student hears,

the better his learning will be," re-

ports Archibald T. MacAUister, pro-

fessor of Italian and director of the

Sterling Morton Language Laboratory

at Princeton University.

STUDENTS AGREE—500 HOURS!

Voluntary extra work by students in-

creases the use of Princeton's tape-

equipped laboratory by 50%. Of the

1,500 student-hours utilized each

week, as many as 500 are used

by students for voluntary langu;u

study.

Most of the remaining time is u-

for required lab work which suppl

ments conventional classroom i

struction in French, German, Italia

Portuguese, Russian, Spanish, Swf

ish, Arabic, Persian, Turkish, Ciiinc

and Japanese.

BOOTH ISOLATION iNCREASEl|

STUDENT CONCENTRATION

"The language lab booths offer p;

chological isolation that increa.'

student concentration and redu(

I
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ihibition," according to Professor

lacAIIister. "It makes possible un-

mited repetition without variation,

nd with the use of a magnetic tape

ibrary, permits different students to

ork at different speeds, allowing

ceded repetition for some without

enalizing those who do not require

. The lab 'mirrors' the student's

wn pronunciation so that he can

ear himself objectively."

ACUITY PREPARE TAPES

lost tapes, both for instruction and

sting, are prepared by Princeton

culty members to make sure they

late directly to course plans. Ex-

ptions include pre-recorded tapes

literary material and taped ma-

rial for classes using texts written

r lab use.

le lab procedure at Princeton is

sed on a library system with each

jdent individually using magnetic

)es for listening and practice. About

100 rolls of tape are used in a year,

duding 4,300 on 5" reels and 1,500

7". And Scotch® brand Magnetic

pe No. 311, made with exclusive

INZAR® backing, is the tape that

s lab uses most frequently.

HAT IS TENZAR?
I AZAR backing is a special material

I I in making No. 311 tape that

p N i<les 16 times greater tear resist-

' lian acetate backing! This extra-

-th tape won't break when edges

licked—withstands continuous

! ast stops and starts, even rough,

'rienced handling. It also stores

iially well—TENZAR backing

les 15 times greater humidity

ance than acetate!

"11 fidelity, TENZAR backed No.

1
ipe is made with high-potency

Students withdraw individual duplicate instructional tapes from
library, follow their own best speeds for learning. Master record-

ings are kept under rigid security.

oxides. Exclusive Silicone lubrication

protects recorder heads, eliminates

squeal, extends tape life. This tape

also provides classroom economy,

because it's priced in the same range

as standard tapes! For both economy

and long wear, we suggest you specify

"Scotch" Magnetic Tape No. 311

with TENZAR backing the next time

you order tape. Available on clear or

color-molded transparent reels in red,

green, blue and yellow for easy cod-

ing, in either 5" or 7" sizes. Free in

each box—end-of-reel clip that pre-

vents tape spillage during handling,

storing and mailing.

SPECIAL OFFER FOR
LANGUAGE INSTRUCTORS!
"First the Ear . . .", an exclusive

taped report prepared for 3M, lets

you hear leading educators tell how
magnetic tape helps them teach lan-

guages, both in high schools and col-

leges. This report, onTENZAR backed

tape, is yours for only $1.50. Send

check or money order to Minnesota

Mining and Manu-

facturing Company,

Magnetic Products

Division, Dept.

MCG-51, Box 3.300,

St. Paul 6, Minn.

]yjlNNESOTA ]yjlNING AND ]^A N U FACTUR I NG COMPANY ^^^^^^^
...WHERE RESEARCH IS THE KEY TO TOMORROW^TI

-^>

"SCOTCH," "TENZAR" and the Plaid Design are Reg. TM's ot 3M Co., St. Paul 6, Minn. £) 1961 3M Co.

1
I
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News people organizations events

Ediing Named Director

Of USOE Media Branch

Dr. Jack V. Ediing, director of the

Center for Research on Teaching for

the Oregon State System of Higher

Education has been named senior re-

searcli coordinator for the new Educa-
tional Media Branch of the U.S. Office

of Education.

Dr. Ediing, a native of Moorehead,
Minn., became director of the Audio-

Visual Center and assistant professor

of Education and Psychology for the

Oregon College of Education in Mon-
mouth, Ore., in August, 1955. Before

that he taught in the Irving Junior

High School, Lincoln, Neb., and was
a counselor at the Moorhead State

College at Moorhead. He is a member
of the American Psychological Associ-

ation, and the National Research Com-
mittee, Department of Audiovisual In-

struction, N.E.A.; American Educa-
tional Research Association, and the

Phi Delta Kappa Fraternity.

A group of boy scouts are, to say the least, intrigued at a model display at llu' II!M

mathematics exhibit of the California Museum of Science and Industry. The niodeU

range from an abacus to an illustration of Archimedes' principles, including the

balancing of cone, sphere and cylinder, shown in the center.

Schools For Airborne TV
Program Are Named

Locations of 31 elementary and
secondary schools selected to demon-
strate the educational offerings of the

Midwest Program on Airborne Tele-

vision Instruction have been an-

nounced by Dr. John E. Ivey, Jr.,

president. The demonstration schools

are situated in Illinois, Indiana, Ken-
tucky, Ohio, Michigan and Wisconsin.

The demonstration schools were
picked by area committees at 20 mid-

western colleges and universities co-

operating as resource institutions for

MPATI in the six-state region reached

by the telecasts. Most of the schools

are being equipped without cost by
nine major manufacturers of television

equipment. The equipment Includes

antennas, distributions systems, and up
to 12 receiving sets each.

U. of Wisconsin Teacher
Series To Be Expanded

A series made by the University

School of Education to provide on-the-

job instruction in audiovisual educa-

tion to elementary teachers will be

shoviTi in 15 major viewing areas in

the U.S. next fall.

The program is the first of its kind

to utilize educational television, team
teaching and a streamlined cor-

respondence-study course to teach
elementary teachers while they con-

tinue teaching. Prof. Walter A. Wittich

is coordinator of the project.

Now showing in a demonstration

semester, the series is broadcast by
seven regional television stations to

2,326 teachers enrolled either for col-

lege or professional credit. A viewer

sampling shows that from three to six

teachers and II lay persons view the

course for every teacher enrolled.

Biological Photo Assn.

Meets At Film Producer's

The Southern California chapter of

the Biological Photographic Associa-

tion, holding its spring meeting at the

Moody Institute of Science production

center, witnessed demonstrations of

Moody's around-the-world project for

photographing and taping live inter-

views in lip-sync. Rushes were run

on double-system equipment.

At the same meeting William V.

Stancil demonstrated his new M-8
portable mobile magnetic tape record-

er. This all-transistorized, battery-
powered unit weighs only 13 lb.,

measures 9x12x5 inches.

Announce New Guide For
AV In The Classroom

Soon to be off the press is a new
Classroom Teachers' Guide to Audio-

visual Material authored by Esther L.

Berg and Florence B. Freedman. The

book illustrates general patterns

classroom use by hundreds of co;

Crete suggestions, ranging in leng

from brief hints to full lessons ai

units. The chapters "Ideas Unlimitec

"From Teacher to Teacher" and "Pla

Patterns" present the classroom pra

tices of many teachers throughout t

country. Every subject in the ci

riculum is touched upon, with ei

phasis on teaching and learning rath

than on machines and gadgets.

Publisher is the book division

Chilton Company.

Survey Shows Interest In

AV Forum At Convention

The Illinois Audiovisual Associatii

once more to be host of the AV For

at Chicago's Hotel Morrison, July !

25, is prefacing its planning by a s

(Continued on page 216)

Two AV Books Available

Educational Screen has a limitec

supply of two volumes, Pictiin

Values in Education, and Com'

parative Effectiveness of Soirn-

Visual Aids in Seventh Gradi

Instruction, both by Joseph J

Weber. One or both are avail|

able upon written request at

cost of one doUar each to covcj

postage and handling.
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"This is how we help them remember m.ore of

what they see and hear in a motion picture."

5./S Lawrence Root,

•ricipal at the new Brigh-
01 District No. 1 Council
Ick Elementary School,
^Chester, New York, se-
eied by A.A.S.A. for its

>xibit of outstanding
iCDol designs:

"We take the view that most educational

films have been prepared professionally,

and as such can communicate subject mat-
ter worth learning.

"All that remains is for the children to

open their minds to concentrate on and re-

ceive the message. Gaining their concen-
tration is, we feel, a matter of shutting out

distraction.

"Many of our movies, therefore, are

shown in the quiet isolation of the audi-

torium, using a Kodak Pageant Projector.

We selected our Pageant on the basis of its

quietness, picture brilliance, and clarity of

its sound. Its consistent performance helps

keep young minds from wandering.

"Our reward is evidenced in the picture

above. Good attentiveness, and — later —
good recall of what they saw and heard."

The picture above was taken using only

that light reflecting from the screen while

a movie was in progress. The projector that

throws such a brilliant easy-to-see image on
the screen is a Kodak Pageant Sound Pro-

jector, with its special Kodak Super 40
Shutter. With this shutter, the Kodak Pag-

eant actually projects 40% more light onto

the screen than projectors with ordinary

shutters.

Your Kodak A-V dealer will demon-
strate at your convenience, or write for

Pageant Bulletin V3-22. No obligation.

Kodak Pageant Projector ) EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Dept. 8-V. Rochester 4, N. Y,
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LANGUAGE TEACHERS! News .-.^

Here is a Cetitral Co?itrol Co?isole

You can Master in Minutes

SWITCHCRAFT

Now your school can afford

Switchcroft Language Laboratory

Components consisting of:

CENTRAL CONTROL
CONSOLE

Language Laboratory
Components

Unparalleled simplicity, versatility and quality at the lowest cost.

TRANSISTORIZED STUDENT

AMPLIFIERS Models 680 ond R-680

Transistors used for long life, low
power consumption.

Microphone and lesson inputs with
individual volume controls.

Rugged construction.

Simple plug-in connections.

Portable or permanent mounting.
Series 685

Compact desk unit
provides control
from 12 to 36
students.

• Instructor can listen to any position
undetected by student.

• Instructor hears Master Tape and
Students' Response.

• Instructor can talk to entire class or
inter-communicate with any student
or conference of four students.

• A tape recorder can be connected to
Console to record work from any
student position.

• Up to three lesson sources plus in-

structors microphone can be dis-

tributed to any section of the class.

• Tape transports, record players, ra-
dios and sound projectors can be
distributed through Console to class.

• Console can be used with your pres-
ent tape recorder or other sound
sources.

LANGUAGE LABORATORY DIVISION ^'^^''C

OUTSTANDING QUALITY

All components, Central Control Con-
sole, Student Amplifiers, Power Sup-
ply and Junction Boxes have been de-
signed and manufactured for reliability

and trouble-free performance.

EXPAND EASILY

Switchcraft's Component "Building
Block" method allows you to expand
the functions of your Language Lab-
oratory without expensive obsolescence
of present equipment.

The Switchcraft Language Laboratory
Specialist in your area is qualified to

assist you in planning your Language
Laboratory. Look into the quality and
savings offered to you through Switch-
craft Components. . . . Write today for
more detailed information. Request a
copy of "Glossary of Language Lab-
oratory Terms"—another service to

you from Switchcraft.

5593 N. Elston Ave.

Chicago 30, Illinois

vey questionnaire to those who at-

tended last year. The first 20 replies

indicate a lively interest, bigger at-

tendance, and approval of the informal

format that characterized the 1960
meeting. The suggested "hot potato"
topics-teaching machines, CCTV, Air-

borne TV, and NDEA-are favored for

a repeat performance.

C. M. Seddelmeyer (Hammond,
Ind.) replies: "Excellent last year; how
alx)ut more work with overhead pro-

jectors and making materials." The
thinking of the committee on this so

far is to encourage the makers of this

type of equipment to set up practical

instructions and demonstrations in

their exhibits or suites.

James L. Limbacher (Dearborn,

Mich.) asks, "How about a discussion

on the relationship of theatrical and
non-theatrical films and theatres?'

This may be fitted into the Saturday

film review program.

Blake L. Reed (Harvey, 111.) urge;

"Minimize the speeches, even by re

nowned persons in the field since mos
;

speeches are too generalized, broad a
j

the universe."

NEA Says Help! In Its

Study On Materials

The National Education Associatio

is studying the impact of technolog

on education—with special emphasis :

this time upon the development i

"packaging" of materials. This is tl

combining of media and materials in

an instructional package of system

materials to teach part or all of

course.

The association asks that any schot

presently engaged (or planning to

so) in such "packaging" of mated
contact Mr. Lee Campion, Associi

Investigator, Technological Develc

nient Project, National Education I

sociation, 1201 16th St. N.W., Wa;

ington 6, D.C.

Industrial AV Assn. Holds!

Meet In Chicago

The Industrial Audio-Visual As
ciation convened its spring natiot

meeting April 24-27 at Chicafi

Edgewater Beach Hotel, with Fr#

Greenleaf, U.S. Steel, presiding. M«
bership of this association is limiteo

100 male executives in large a

panics.

The National Visual Present

Association will hold its 8th

"Day of Visuals" at New York's '.

Roosevelt, Mav 23-24.
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PHOTOPLAY FILMSTRIPS
Prepared by William Lewin, Ph.D.

A scene in the iitmsirip ii.irring Kirk Douglas as Ulysses.

1UlyM«i—In full color, 64 fromes, o pic-

oriol guide to the new Paramount icreen

/ersion of Homer's Odyssey, produced in

Italy. An involuoble aid to the study of

he classic. $7.50. With guide, $7.80.

rha Vlkingi—In full color, 47 frames,

lased on the Kirk Douglas production.

(7.S0. With guide, $7.80.

V Laiion In Mythology—Explains Andro-
neda, the Minotaur, Iphigenia, etc., based
>n M-G-M'$ The Living Idol. 25 frames,

olor. $7.50. With guide, $7.80.

lulluf Coatar, set of 2 filmstrips in black-

md-white, presenting 97 scenes in the

{A-G-M screen version of the ploy. $7.00.
iVith guide, $7.30.

Inlghts of the Round Table—A set of

"o filmstrips. Part One, black-and-white,

5 frames, explains the background of the

itory, its theme, its significance as an early

ttempt to organize a league of nations
nd how the United Nations Security Council
the Round Toble of todoy. Part Two, full

olor, 28 frames, tells the colorful story of

le great legend, bosed on the M-G-M
hoioploy. $7.50.

The Glass Slipper—The charming fairy

tale of Cinderella, told in a new way,

based on the M-G-M photoplay. 36 frames

in full color. $7.50. With guide, $7.80.

Romeo and Juliet—Shakespeare's great

love story illustrated in color from the

J. Arthur Rank production filmed on loca-

tion in Verona and other Italian cities.

4 4 frames. $7.50. With guide, $7.80.

Richard III—Based on Laurence Olivier's

colorful screen version of Shakespeare's

famous ploy. 48 frames. $7.50. With
guide, $7.80.

Alexander the Great—Biography of the

first man to conquer the civilized world,

based on the photoplay. Shows Alexander's

effort to unite Europe and Asia, a task

with which the U.N. is still foced. 55
frames. $7.50. With guide, $7.80.

Adventures of Robinson Crusoe—In full

color, 50 frames, a cleor pictorial guide to

the Defoe classic, bosed on the United

Artists screen version. $7.50. With guide,

$7.80.

Columbus—Black-and-white, based on the

J. Arthur Rank production starring Fredric

March. 55 Frames. $4.00.

Hansel and Gretei—In full color, 42
frames, the highlights of the beloved fairy

tale as performed by the charming Klne-

mins of Michael Myerberg's screen version,

released by RKO Radio Pictures. $7.30.
With guide, $7.80.

Greatest Show on Earth—In full color, o
lively pictorial guide to the circus, based on
Cecil B. DeMille's Technicolor photoploy,
which won the Acodemy Award in 1953
as the best picture of the year. 40 frames.

$7.50.

Money-bock guaranteef

EDUCATIONAL & RECREATIONAL GUIDES, Inc.

10 Brainerd Road, Summit, New Jersey
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AM-FM
Classroom Radio
Designed exclusively for teaching, the 250 packs

solid value features in a rugged, compact receiver,

free from luuiecessary consumer frills.

Professional FEATURES
• Automatic frequency control for positive, drift-free

tuning.

• Fully transformer powered.

• True Hi Fidelity 6 watt amplifier.

• Heavy-duty extended range speaker with co-axial

tweeter cone, protected by pencil proof metal grill.

• Clear plastic dial with big easy reading frequency

numbers. Kid-proof, "no string" timing.

• High gain ferrite rod AM antenna, built-in FM an-

tenna, plus external antenna connections.

. _, /^ /^ ^ /\ * J'"^'^ ^'"^ speaker, head set or listening network.

i\. 1 Vi ^5U • High impedence output for external amplifier or tape

recorder. Separate multiplex output.

VL ^ J M^\ Cll * %" plvwood case covered in silver brown scuff resist-

oy-^^
" ''""^ »--—

Letters-

school

net

$134.25 list

Ask vour dealer about the ATC 250 or write for complete specifications.

AUDIOTRONICS

AV Appointment

Park Forest, I

To the Editor:

Dr. Irving Spigle, director of t

Audio-Visual Center at the Universi

of North Dakota will, as of June
1961. become director of instructior

materials and research in School D
trict 163, Park Forest, lUinois.

We feel that this is a real step f(

ward and is highly justifiable in

young vigorous school district of 5,0

elementary age children.

Dr. Merle R. Bolton, superintende

of schools, sees this as a real step

the upgrading and improvement
instruction. Dr. Spigle's responsibUit

will include the setting up of an
structional materials center, organi;

tion of a film library, planning of a -

use of educational T.V. and the desi
|

and setup of action research projec

Ivan A. Baker
Ass't. SuperinteruU

Calendar-

routes CORP., 11057 WEDDINGTOX ST.. NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

May 1-5—17th annual conferen

American Society of Training 1

rectors, Bellevue-*Stratford Hot

Philadelphia.

May 7-1 2—89th convention, Socii

of Motion Picture and Televis:

Engineers, King Edward-Sheral

Hotel, Toronto, Ont., Canada.

May 22-26-1961 naHonal conl

ence. Society of Photographic Sci

tists and Engineers, Arlington Ho
Binghamton, N. Y.

June 2-3—2nd national conventi<

Industry Film Producers Ass

Miramar Hotel, Santa Mon)
Calif.

July 1 0-22—Vancouver Internatio

Film Festival, Vancouver, Bi

Canada.

July 15-20 — National Institute

AV Selling, Indiana Univers'

Bloomington, Ind.

July 17-21 - 1961 USDA Vis

Workshop, Washington, D. C.

July 22-25-NAVA Convention, V*

rison Hotel, Chicago, 111.

September 3-9—National Consu

tion. Committee on AV and Bro

cast Education, National Council

Churches, Green Lake, Wis.
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Red Carpet Treatment

In The White House

\\\ HEN an educational film pro-

luction crew focused on the red car-

jet in the White House hall, the\' not

iiJy recorded history but made it.

This was the first instructional mo-
ion picture, in full color, ever made
if the interiors of the venerable ex-

•cutive mansion. This 'red carpet'

reatment in the White House was
ymbolic of today's recognition of the

notion picture as a truly educational

nedium. The White House, a Coronet

ull color production, bridges tv\'o ad-

nlnistrations: initial arrangements

vera made through the Eisenhower

residential press secretary's office;

he completed film was presented to

resident Kennedy.

Members of the White House staff

/ere most cooperative, it was report-

d. A technician and a guard were
ssigned to facilitate the work of the

amera crew during the three half-

ays of shooting that covered the

lany interior shots.

Through the camera's eye the visi-

ir begins his tour through the well-

nown North Entrance and moves
owly along the corridors for detailed

bservation of other named rooms
lat often feature in the news. The
presidential office, the Oval Room
here diplomatic receptions are held,

le Green Room, the Blue Room, the

Movie-Goer
Every move that President Ken-
nedy makes these days, is news,
but none of his many unexpected
gestures has caused more com-
ment or more pleasant pubUc re-

action than his surprise visit to

a local movie theatre to see

"Spartacus." The busy President

apparently suddenly decided he
wanted to see a picture so off

he went with a couple of secret

service men to the Warner
Theatre, a few blocks from the

White House. The theatre had
no warning; the President sat in

tlie orchestra, and not until in-

termission did his fellow movie-
Soers know he was there.

—The Film Daily

(See Front Cover)

China Room with its historic exhibit

of diimerware used by former presi-

dents.

This 15-minute film was designed

primarily to enrich the teaching of

American history at intermediate and
high scliool level. Historical authen-

ticity was checked at every point by
Allen W. Moger, Ph.D., professor of

history at Washington and Lee Uni-

versity.

Included in the film is a sequence

of unusual historical engravings that

trace the gradual formation of the

present structure. The interior views

show many furnishings, paintings and

historical mementos.
This film. Coronet's 1,000th instruc-

tional motion picture, is produced

specifically for classroom use.

John .Siuarl, president of Esquire, Inc.,

Films, presents President Kennedy with

Vi hite Honse: I'ast & Present." The fihn

Kennedy.

parent eompany of Coronet Instruetional

the first print of the Coronet film, "The
was previewed by the President and Mrs.

A nienit>er of the prodnetion erew takes a light reading on the prt>sidenlial seal

dnring filming at the While House.
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guest editorial

Teacher Replacement

Edgar Dale

"Programmed materials will not replace

the teacher but will re-place him,

enable him to return to the basic-

role of guide, counselor, motivator,

briefer of an exploring party,

intellectual gadfly.

"He can become for the students a

model of the thinking man and not

the petty administrator of simple

learning tasks easily handled by

programmed teaching materials. He can

develop the self-programmed,

self-instructed student."

from THE NEWS LETTER.
February 1961
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*

Graded

Globes

By E. Milton Grassell

ijOOD map instruction begins with the globe—the only
true map of the world—and continues with frequent use of
various globes.

But this can bring problems. More specifically, just how
should a person go about selecting the right globe for a
certain grade, particularly when there are many sizes and
kinds of globes? And perhaps more confusing: globes, like

maps, have a symbolic language that does not resemble the
real things they represent!

Yes, globe selection may look difficult, but it really isn't

because manufacturers, with the help of teachers, have
worked out a good graded globe program similar to the
more familiar reading and arithmetic programs.
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rj_ J Globes designed for the readiness level in

''}§* I" the lower grades have a minimum of sym-
bols and contain only two colors: blue for water and
usually buff or green for land.

Fin 7 Maps and globes are companion tools"
' Relate information to both. The slated out

line map is the simplest type for the readiness level

Fin C Maps and globes have legends, but these
IIJi «/• symbols do not look like the things they

represent. Limited pictorial illustrations are found on

some map legends . . .

222

^
VSV*'

Tf

like this close-up shows
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3 The readiness program is continued and
* advanced in the intermediate grades. The
ihasis upon the earth's surface, rather than upon
tical divisions, is continued. Color symbols ore

kept to a minimum.

Fin L Sometimes shading is used to show eleva-
3' tion patterns. Only the more important

mountains, rivers and cities are shown, but always

in large clear printing.

^
--4

4
'^^^•-^L

j
7 In high school, globe and map skills are re-

fined and expanded. Sixteen-inch diameter
jlcies, for instance, have 75 percent more surface

iP'e than 12-inch globes. This permits . . .

LEGEND ^^-^^

Scale - 1:31,680,000 or 500 miles to an
'

CITIES POPULATION -
,^^^^

• CHICAGO Over 1,000,000 - e
'""'"°"'''

Sou„j

O MILWAUKEE 500,000-1,000,000 c
°'"'<^<"y

.

• Sacramento 100,000 - 500,000 p
"''

o AmarHo Under 100,000 r ,
- ^

'
'°'"''

t, Tapitals ot Countries *
f̂ountain p^,,

ELEVATIONS

10.000 n
',,ooon

UNO

H9

**TUt

O ... space for the full international color
** scheme and other information that is in-

dicated in this globe legend.

Photos courtesy of Bailey Films. Inc.
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Safe Use Of TV Receivers

In Schoolrooms

JL ELEVISION is coming to be a very common and
accepted part of the functioning of modem schools.

Indeed, an educational television system designed

ultimately to reach schools throughout a state was
recently placed in operation in South Carolina. In

some states television receivers are used as a means
to try out new methods of instruction; in others they

are kept available for special programs that have
educational interest.

While it is true that a television set usually re-

mains in one particular location when it is used in the

home, the situation is likely to be very different in

the school. The receivers available may be moved fre-

quently from one classroom to another, or they may be
put into storage room and brought out into the class-

room as the need arises. While most receivers are

school property, they may sometimes be brought in

from a dealer's shop on loan.

It is desirable in all cases that a TV receiver used
in a school should be mounted on something that

provides a considerable degree of mobility so that

it can be moved from room to room with ease and
safety and turned into the position most desirable at a

given time. In many instances, the receiver will be
placed on a relatively tall stand at the front of a class-

room in a position where it can easily be viewed by
everyone in the class.

Because of the conditions of use a television receiver

in a schoolroom, and the fact that an accident is more
likely to happen than in a home, and with danger to

more persons, teachers and supervisors will find it

worth while to give special thought to the safety pre-

cautions needed to make television viewing safe for

students. A television set in which electric potentials

as high as 23,000 volts or more may be present, can

be a very dangerous appliance under some unusual

circumstances, and with any set tliere is the possibility

of shock that could cause death to a human being.

There are wide differences in design and construc-

tion; some receivers are far safer than others, because

of the way they are built and protected. No school

should have or use or take on loan a television receiver

that does not carry the Underwriters' Laboratories'

label or emblem, UL. The UL symbol (usually found

on the "backboard" of a set) does not guarantee safety

I
under all circumstances, but it is safe to assume th;

a set which carries it has been subjected to th

criticism of qualified electiical engineers and has bee

manufactured so that it passes certain minimum stanc

ards of safety, in respect to accident, shock, and fii

hazard.

One important requirement established by tt

Underwriters' Laboratories is that there be a shiel

at the rear of the set. This shield prevents the use'

or the exploring fingers of a child, from touching ar
i

part of the electrical and mechanical parts mounte
J

inside the cabinet. In addition, there is a requiremei

that an interlocking device must be provided that di

connects automatically the power connection enterir

the set at any time when the shield or backboard
the rear is removed. The Underwriters' Laboratori'

also include an important requirement that in fro:

of the picture tube there must be a protective tran

parent plate of such strength as to protect the tul

from breakage if it should happen that the front

the television set receives a reasonably hard blo'

This plate also protects the viewer from the effec

of a spontaneous or other type of implosion, a n

uncommon occurrence.

The Underwriters' Laboratories' requirements wi

respect to the possibility of shock hazard is not,

the opinion of Consumers' Research, sufficient

stringent, for they permit a leakage current (t

amount of current which flows through undesir

pathways due to deficiencies of insulation, etc.)

5 milliamperes at exposed metal parts. This sm
current—only 1/100 of that required to light a 50-w;

lamp bulb—is sufficient, if it should pass through t

body, to give a severe sensation of shock that can

times be the cause of a serious accident because of t

sudden uncontrolled or involuntary muscular reactio

involved. Typical of exposed metal parts at which

sensation of shock may be felt on a defective

receiver are exposed parts of the chassis (a parti

which is usually not protected by the rear shiek'

screws used to fasten the chassis to the cabinet, me
control shafts which extend beyond the exterior

'

the cabinet and are accessible at the rear and oth

which are accessible when control knobs are remov-

Another potential source of danger exists at poi'

Reprinted by special permission from Consumer Bulletin, March 1961

Copyright 1961 by Consumers' Research, Inc., Washington, New Jersey; all rights reserved.
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vhere lioles are present in the cabinet to provide

nternal ventilation. (Good ventilation is essential be-

ause of the great amount of heat generated by the

ubes and other components inside the television set.

)

Vhile the sides, back, and top of most cabinets have

snally been properly safeguarded, it often happens

hat rather large areas in the base are open and

overcd only by a relatively thin screen-like material,

f this screen is removed or becomes torn or bent, it

i possible that the prying fingers of a child may be

blc to touch many parts of the set at which voltages

xist that are far more than sufficient to cause death.

Jaturally, a set should never be used in any place or

Dr any reason with the protective back cover re-

moved.

The Underwriters' Laboratories allow 15 milli-

amperes (total) leakage from parts that are partially

protected, on the theory that the hand or fingers are

not likely at any time to make good or finn contact

with them. Nevertheless, in view of the lively imagina-

tion of young children and their constant searching

for new contacts with the external world, Consiuners'

Research does not believe there should be a distinc-

tion made between easily accessible parts and parts

that are partially protected, in respect to amount of

leakage current to be i>ermitted.

It is surprising what characteristics of its design

affect the safety of a television set, particularly where

This set designed for classroom use will

receive both "over the air" and closed circuit

TV programs. The all-wood and masonitc

cabinet has a tampcr-proof bark as shown
in the inset of the photo below.

Photos courtesy Motorola, Inc.
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use in a schoolroom is involved. In seeking to produce
inexpensive television receivers, manufacturers have
often employed selenium or silicon rectifiers to pro-

vide the high-voltage direct current needed in the

tube circuits. A much better design from a safety

standpoint uses a transformer and vacuum-tube or

solid-state rectifier to get the direct-current electricity

needed. The transformer gives the designer a means of

isolating the chassis from the power line, and in this

way he has a chance to keep leakage current much
smaller than could occur with the selenium or silicon

rectifiers alone. With many receivers, when this latter

type of design is employed, the whole metal chassis

may be at full line (120-volt) potential or not, de-

pending only on the position of the plug in the wall

outlet (whether a given prong of the plug happens

to be at the top or at the bottom of the wall socket

or receptacle, or at left or right, depending on the

type of receptacle).

The type of television receiver just described that

has the so-called "hot-chassis" should not be used in

the schoolroom, even though the design is such that

the chassis seems completely shielded from exploring

fingers, and even if it has U.L. approval. TV receivers

that have rectifier systems using transformers are the

kind to buy or rent.

Particularly objectionable from a safety standpoint

are metal cabinets, and this design should be avoided

not only in any set used in the home, but especially in

any set purchased for use in a schoolroom.

No television receiving set employing a metal cabi-

net should be used in a schoolroom, even though the

set may be entirely safe electrically when new. It is

possible that unforeseen hazards may be created in

use which could make the whole cabinet electrically

"live"; if that should happen, the hazard to students

and the teacher would be very great. A loose, frayed

wire touching the inside of the cabinet or a very slight

mistake in manufacture, or introduced in servicing the

set could result in such a condition. This type of acci-

dent has occurred and has caused deaths of children.

The cabinet of any schoolroom receiver should be

well constructed and stoutly built. A weak cabinet

presents a special hazard in circumstances when the

receiver may be accidentally dropped or tipped over

and the picture tube broken. Picture tubes are highly

evacuated, and the exterior of a large tube therefore

has tons of atmospheric pressure on it at all times. If

the glass envelope should be broken and collapse,

pieces of glass will not only be projected inwardly by

For Educators

Schoolmen will frequently find items

of interest in Consumer Bulletin. Its

editors report that mam/ schools across

the nation—both secondartf schools and
colleges—tise the publication regularly in

class work.

the external pressure, but may be propelled in any
direction throughout the schoolroom with great force

if the cabinet is not strong enough to contain them.

So-called implosions of picture tubes are not uncom-
mon. They may stem from a minor accident or from
no cause at all. Thus there is no doubt that a strong

well-built wooden cabinet should be present on any

television set, particularly the large ones such as are

likely to be used in a schoolroom.

There is reason to believe that those new model
19- and 23-inch picture tubes which have the safety

plate bonded directly to the face of the picture tube
are less subject to implosion than those in which the

safety shield is a separate piece of heavy glass or

plastic.

Any cart or stand upon which the receiver is placed
so that it can be moved about on wheels or casters

must be a rugged one, and the legs must be set far
apart, so that any tendency of the set or the stand to

tip over vWll be at a minimum. One must always allow
for the possibility of an accident or horseplay in the

schoolroom, or a set being moved across a wire or
cable, a raised board, doorsill or threshold, or the
edge of a rug; any such occunence might result in a

strong tipping force being applied to the receiver. A
metal stand, properly safeguarded, may be satisfac-

tory, but from the standpoint of electrical safety, a

stand made of wood would be best, and is recom-
mended. ( One fatal accident to a child occurred in a

home because a metal supporting stand formed part

of the conducting path from the live television set

chassis to the child's body, which at another point was
in contact with a metal kitchen cabinet.)

The lightweight parallel-type line cord with which
TV sets are commonly equipped (a kind of wire that

looks like ordinary lamp cord ) is satisfactory for home
use, but is not recommended for use in a set placed

in a schoolroom. For such use, a serviceman should

remove the parallel-wire cord and install a length erf

type SJ or SJT wire; these are the kinds of wire ir

which the jacket or coating is strong enough so tha'

it will stand some trampling or abuse by school chil

dren without hazard. Wire of this grade will give

longer life and reasonable freedom from fire or shock

but if the wire or the connection either at the set o

the connecting plug shows the slightest sign of dete

rioration, it should at once be replaced by the school

electrician or by a television repainnan.

Finally, even though you may follow all of the fon

going suggestions, it would be a wise precaution

have any receiver looked over carefully and checki

for electrical safety by a competent serviceman

least twice yearly, or at the beginning of each sch()(

term. The fact that a television receiver seems to wor

satisfactorily provides no guarantee that it is safe f'l

use. There is a "first time" for every electrical appl

ance, and especially where children are concenie(

the first small sliock or even a slight tingle calls /<

correction at once. It is never wise to take chanci

where electrical appliances are concerned, particular!

those that present the high-voltage hazard and th

degree of accessibility to children that goes with ever

television set.
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How To Evaluate

Your AV Program

by Ben Gumm

J^ HE principal is the key person in the improvement of any phase of the

instructional program in a school. His interest, enthusiasm and knowledge will

usually be the spark to any improved program. With this thought in mind, many
of the major presentations related to any type of in-service education in San

Diego's elementary schools are first presented to the principals at their monthly

conference.

At one of these meetings during the past school year, the questions in the

bulletins that follow were presented by means of transparencies and the over-

head projector to all elementary principals and supervisors. The following day

each of the 98 elementary principals received copies of the bulletin as a reminder

to do follow-up activity in his own school.

The questions in the bulletin are directed to building principals, but could

be used by audiovisual directors and supervisors, or the first eight questions

could be rephrased for individual teachers to evaluate what goes on in their own
classrooms. In fact, a number of faculty meetings have been held in San Diego

based on the theme of "The Teacher Evaluates His AV Techniques," using just

the first eight questions and enlarging on these.

At a supei-visor's meeting in San Diego several years ago, a panel of teachers

discussed "What's wrong with supervision?" Regarding audiovisual, one teacher

said, "I wish that when the principal is around visiting with the general super-

visor they would come in when I'm using films or filmstrips. Instead, they open

the door and say we'll be back when you're teaching." The implication is that

talking is teaching and needs supervision or that using audiovisual materials

is not teaching and needs no supervision. Let me hasten to add that principals

do visit classes using audiovisual material and equipment and that they do con-

cern themselves with the motivation, presentation and follow-up of these ma-

terials.

The 16 questions which follow bring out some of the goals of a good AV
program and review some of the philosophy of good utilization of AV materials.

We hope they will stimulate AV directors, coordinators, building representatives,

principals, and teachers to evaluate and work for better utilization in each school.
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SAN DIBGO CITY SCHOOLS
Audio-Visual Department

I
EVALUATING THE UTILIZATION

OF A-Y MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT

IN YOUR SCHOOL

®

1

T(M^^7w^7>/^r

Can all teachers satisfactorily operate the basic
visual equipment available in yoxir building?

Are A-V materials used in the regular classroom as part of

the regular teaching situation whenever possible? Do

teachers, with darkened rooms, use their rooms for all films

and filmstrips?

Are your teachers teaching with A-V materials or
ing films, displaying study prints or playing rec

just show-
ordings?

How well acquainted are teachers with the content of the

material before presenting it to the class? Do teachers

save film and filmstrip lesson plans from year to year,

e.g., in a 3x5 card file? (Some teachers use the reverse'

side of confirmation slips for questions, vocabulary etc,

Are teachers using instructional films in social studies

only or in other subject areas also?

(^ Are individual teachers using a variety of materials rather

than settling on one kind of material only?

© Do teachers stimulate the pupil's thinking by asking questions

which the film or recording will answer? 1
Are the follow-up activities appropriate to clinch ideas and

make the material remembered longer? Is total or partial

reshowing of materials practiced when teachers feel that

reshowing will materially aid pupil learning?
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® When you observe, do you by-pass classrooms using audio
visual materials- or do you observe in these rx)oms and
attempt to improve the motivation and follow-up activities
when conferring with the teacher later? syi^il^lslSI

Is an in-service training program carried on to assist
teachers in:

a. Proper ordering procedures?
b. Utilization of materials?
c. Operation of equipment?

Are all teachers making use of educational trips as an aid
to developing better pupil understanding? <,ait'

1

® \

Do you use audio-visual materials in faculty meetings?

® Are the faculty members aware of their A-V Representative
and how he can be of service to them?

TW^=ir=^

® Are there magazines dealing with audio-visual instruction
in your school? (Audio-Visual Instruction, Educational
Screen , etc.) How do you bring them to your staff's
attention?

^

ns) Do you have a student organization used to facilitate
delivery of audio-visual materials and equipnent to the Pfi

Kclassroom? (Need of planned gmdance here.)

®
Are audio-visual materials used in PTA meetings or with
out-of-school groups to help interpret the school program?

t« •

Don Donnelly, illustrator
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"Talkies" For The Deaf

Through Captioned Films

by John A. Gough

_r OR the quarter of a million Americans who are

deaf, a new program of captioned films in the

U. S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare

offers untold possibilities. An ardent devotee of the

cinema in the days of silent films, the deaf movie-

goer was effectively cut off from a favorite form of

amusement when pictures acquired a voice. Even
with the help of speech reading and seats equipped

with hearing aids, the profoundly deaf person found

it impossible to follow the "talkies." Occasional foreign

films with English subtitles became the only film

fare that the deaf could enjoy. For instructional pur-

poses, the captioned filmstrip was the only filmed

medium that had wide use in schools and classes for

the deaf.

To relieve this situation, Dr. E. B. Boatner, superin-

tendent of the American School for the Deaf, West
Hartford, Connecticut, secured financial aid from the

Junior League of that city in 1948 to establish a cap-

tioned films program. Dr. Clarence O'Connor of the

Lexington School for the Deaf in New York joined

Dr. Boatner in the enterprise which was chartered as

a non-profit corporation. J. Pierre Rakow, a deaf mem-
ber of the group, set to work to learn the techniques

of film captioning.

Mr. Rakow was not the first deaf man to struggle

with the production of captioned films for the deaf.

He was preceded by Emerson Romero of New York

who used the technique of splicing in titles to explain

the action of sound pictures. Films treated in this

manner proved to be too long. With frequent inter-

ruption of the action, audiences tended to grow res-

tive. To avoid these difficulties, Mr. Rakow sought to

put the titles directly on the picture image. Facilities

for accomplishing this were located in Egypt and in

Europe, so the first films were captioned abroad. The
R.K.O. Company provided the initial films for the

project. Later Columbia Pictures leased a number of

its feature pictures for captioning.

Within a few years. Captioned Films for the Deaf,

Inc., had developed thirty feature pictures with Eng-

lish subtitles. These were distributed to schools for

the deaf in the United States for a nominal rental. The

pictures were used primarily for week-end entertaii

ment in residential schools.

Seeing the implications of this program on an ei

larged scale that would provide a greater variety (

films to more groups of deaf jjersons, interested spoi

sors joined hands with numerous agencies concerne

with the education arid advancement of the deaf I

promote federal legislation for such a service. Exper

ence had shown that expansion of the program was a

but impossible as a private venture. Costs were tc

high and effective demand too small on a commerci
basis. Federal support seemed to be the onh- altera

tive. Precedent was alreadv established in the existir

program of Talking Books for the Blind, administere

by the Library of Congress.

The Captioned Film program was enacted in

federal law in 1958 with the passage of P.L. 85-90

Arthur Flemming, then Secretary of Health, Educ
tion, and Welfare, assigned the program to the U.

Office of Education, Edvicational Media Branch. TJ

law authorized a maximum annual expenditure

$250,000 for the program, but smaller sums ha\e bei

allocated thus far.

To help get the program started, Dr. Boatne

group, before dissolving, donated its thirty films

the Government in 1959. Distribution of the pictur

was set up in the film service branch of the U.

Department of Agriculture. Addition of more captio

ed film subjects was undertaken by the Office

Education as rapidly as funds became available.

At present the Captioned Film program has in <

cess of 500 groups of deaf persons registered for si

vice. Showings reach more than 3,500 people month-

Over half of the viewers are school children but t

number of adults seeing captioned films is increasir

The latter groups include social clubs of tlie deaf, str

and local civic organizations of the deaf, and num
ous church groups. Films are loaned free to all r(

istered borrowers. Local organizations may not char

admission. Television showings are barred by agr(

ment with film producers and suppliers.

Looking to the future, the film service is beginni
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3 acquire a few educational subjects for captioning.
t is anticipated that a large variety of educational
lovies and filmstrips for both adult and school use
lay eventually be found in the captioned film coUec-
on. Educators see great potential in the films as an
id both to children and adults who have hearing
npairment. Earlier stimulation to reading readiness,
uditory training, guidance, and vocational training
re but a few of many possible uses of captioned
bus with those who suffer hearing loss.

In a pilot project set to begin next September, use
f science films with subtitles will be demonstrated in

velve schools for the deaf across the nation. Ency-
lopaedia Britannica Films at junior high school level
ave been selected for this program by teachers in a
umber of the participating schools. The teachers
re also writing the captions and preparing special
!aching guides to suggest how the films can be used
lost effectively with deaf children.

Similarly, the adult deaf are participating in the
iult picture program by aiding in film selection.

Deaf teachers at Gallaudet College, national college
for the deaf, write most of the captions for the feature
pictures. One member of the administrative staff in
the Office of Education is a totally deaf person. Thus,
to a considerable extent, the captioned film program
is not only for the deaf but is bij the deaf as well.

Any group of hearing impaired persons with eight
or more members is eligible to receive captioned
films. Application is made to Captioned Films for the
Deaf, U. S. Office of Education, Washington 25, D. C.
Projectors are not furnished, but most organizations
own their equipment, while a few groups are showing
the pictures on rented or borrowed machines. All film
provided is 16nim sound stock. Captions are in Eng-
lish couched in very brief, direct sentences.
The response of the deaf to this film service has

been unanimously favorable. In it they find a means
to participate in the popular American pastime of
attending the movies, and it is a window through
which they can pierce the wall of deafness and estab-
lish closer contact with the world as recorded on film.

Maliulni Norwood and Anita Carpenter of the Captioned Films staff
cheek a caption script against a comedy fihii. Norwood is deaf.
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FILM EVALUATIONS
by L. C. Larson and Carolyn Guss

The Fisherman

(International Film Bureau, 332 South

Michigan Avenue, Chicago 4, Illinois)

Produced by National Film Board of

Canada. 22 minutes, 16mm, sound,

black and white, no date. $95.

Description

The Fisherman depicts vividly the

impact of technological change upon
the fishing villages of Newfoundland.
Although limited to a specific locale

and a particular industry, this film

nevertheless suggests some basic prin-

ciples of social change which are ap-

plicable to other peoples and societies.

As numerous anthropological investi-

gations have disclosed, a culture is

influenced significantly by its ways of

providing a living. An equally valid

projxjsition emphasizes that the in-

troduction of new methods of gaining

a livelihood may lead to the recon-

struction of cultural patterns. If the

tempo of change is accelerated, serious

social dislocations may result and
competing ways of life and beliefs

may struggle for survival.

For generations the in-shore villages

were sustained by boats operated by
individual fishermen proud of their

independence and initiative and se-

cure in the knowledge that they could

wrest a living from the sea with only

a handline 100 feet long. This call-

ing, with its dangers and rewards as

viewed through the eyes of one fisher-

man, was passed along from father

to son. Scenes of cutting tables, the

mending of nets, and the routine ac-

tivities of housewives offer a glimpse

of a unique society which may soon

be radically altered.

The challenge is posed by the rise

of "industrial" fishing villages which

send "dragger" boats equipped with

new electronic devices and huge nets

to the Grand Banks. Dragging the

bottom of the ocean with nets, these

vessels with their crews working 24

hours a day in shifts are capable o!

catching tons of fish in a matter o)

hours. The vUlage processing anc

packing plant manned by former fish

ermen now working assembly line;

receives the catch and prepares it fo

the market. Some workers feel tha

there are certain benefits obtained b;

their transition from the role of fisher

man to factory employee. The eight

hour day with regular paydays has re
I

placed the dangers and the lonelines

of tlie individual fisherman. For other

this means the passing of old an'

tested values of self-reliance and sell

sufficiency and the breakdown of clos i

family ties which have characterize

their way of life.

MOBILE A-V CENTER TAPE CABINET

COMBINES SAFE STORAGE AND EASY TRANSPORTATION

OF A-V MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT.

Equipped to hold records, tapes, films and filmstrips. Space

for Projector, Tape Recorder, Record Player ond Film Strip

Projector. Oversized casters, key lock. Can be equipped to

meet your requirements, also available empty.

DOUBLE DOOR WITH LOCK

Economical storage for 5", 7" and lO'^" Tape Boxes. Sturdy

steel construction. Also available in small stacking Sectional

Cabinets.

WRITE FOR FREE BROCHURE
on complete line of cabinets for Records, Tapes, Films

h Filmstrips.

WALLACH & ASSOCIATES INC.

1589 ADDISON ROAD • CLEVELAND 3, OHIO

EXHIBIT SPACE A-3 NAVA CONVENTION
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ippraisal

The Fisherman provides a sympa-

letic yet candid examination of one

ansitional society; in fact it is com-
lendable in its avoidance of over-

eneralization or the promulgation of

social or economic doctrine. While
he Fisherman may be used effec-

vely in the examination of contempo-
ry issues in senior high school class-

, it is also well suited to the clarifi-

ition of the key concepts of indus-

ial revolution and social change as

ley occur in both junior and senior

gh courses in history.

—John P. Limstrutn

and Of Promise

iFL-CIO, Education Department,
!5 Sixteenth Street, N.W., Washing-
n 6, D. C.) 30 minutes, 16mm,
<und, black and white, no date. $95
AFL-CIO affiliates and educa-

mal film libraries and $175 for

her. Discussion leaders' guide avail-

>le.

escription

Land of Promise traces the eco-

imic evolution of the United States

3m its low income, agricultural ori-

n to its present stature as the indus-

ial colossus of the world. Our society

depicted as one of great achieve-
ent and even greater potential. But
ere is also a lesson to be learned:

day's prodigious abundance was
>m of yesterday's hardships and
ivations.

The film's prologue is a fast-mov-

g review of the human and natural

sources of our economy: the fields

wheat, the sun-streaked forests and
e many faces of the American
M-ker-welder of steel, builder of

yscrapers, operator of switchboard
d sewing machine. This sequence is

ced by a spirited rendition of the
m's theme music, "This Land is

lur Land."

The familiar voice of Melvyn
5uglas takes up the narration of the
tn s principal theme by describing
s relatively happy lot of the con-
nporary American worker. While
'mied by a Labor Day traffic jam,

Ir. Average Worker is spirited—
ijdes of Lewis Carroll-through the
lie-view mirror, to the days of the
I neriean Revolution. From this point,
I; review of nineteenth century eco-
imic history is skillfully unfolded

I

a rapid succession of line drawings.
' le journeymen's guilds and working-
I m's parties of the first 40 years of
Is century are shown being swept

NEW TOOL FOR TURNING OUT BETTER STUDENTS

Add interest and excitement

to classes, bring new

experiences to your students

witti 8mm sound from Fairctiild

Here's a dynamic teaching tool that

opens new horizons for the student,

makes life easier for the teacher, gets

real mileage out of the audio-visual

dollar. No longer do your teachers

have to repeat the same experiment,

rebuild the same model, re-create the

same play. They can bring the field

trip to the classroom—add the realism

and excitement of action, color and
sound to virtually any subject.

Professional Quality: Fairchild's

revolutionary motion picture system
is the first 8mm synchronized sound
equipment; makes and shows movies
(color or black and white) with pro-

fessional quality. The transistorized

camera records lip-synchronized

sound and action—perfectly and auto-

matically. Its audio system puts true-

to-life sound directly onto a thin mag-
netic stripe on the film. You simply

set the volume level, aim and shoot.

Best of all, it's truly portable—weighs

just4% lbs., is powered by a recharge-

able long-life cadmium battery.

I »ucATioNAL Screen and Audiovisual Guide—Mat, 1961

Real Simplicity: The projector is as

revolutionary as the camera. It has an
f/1.6 lens and new pre-focused high
lumen lamp for clear, brilliant, color-

ful movies. You can show to as many
as 50 people. In addition to fine pic-

ture and sound projection, with this

versatile unit you can remove sound
whenever you want, or add sound
over sound. You can even add narra-

tive background music or other sound
effects to sxlant films. The projector

weighs only 24 lbs., is as easy to oper-

ate as any "silent" projector.

Low Cost: Cost is the most amazing
part of the whole story. You can make
your own 5-minute color sound movie
for as little as $11. And the camera
and projector are priced low enough
to make sound films a reality for any
school. Write us for prices—or see

your local dealer.

Free Literature: For complete infor-

mation on the Cinephonic 8 sound
motion picture system, write to Fair-

child Camera and Instrument Corpo-
ration, Industrial Products Division,

Dept. ES-4, 580 Midland Avenue.
Yonkers, New York.

FAIRCHILD
CAMERA AND INSTRUMENT CORP.
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AFL-CIO President George Meany fares eamera erews engaged in produetion of the

half-hour dociunentary film, "Land of Promise." The film, which traees the history

of the American labor movement, features an appearance by the federation president.

before the oiirushing tide of the in-

dustrial revolution. The issue of south-

ern slave labor is raised and related to

the Civil War episodes. The final

third of the century is characterized as

being dominated by the pushing back

of the frontier, the influx of Eastern

European immigrants, and the deg-

radation of men, women and children

in sweat shops and factories.

Newsreel clips and still photographs

are used to depict the events of the

twentieth century. The curtain raiser

is a vivid description of the Triangle

Shirtwaist Company fire where 154

women perished, all for the lack of a

fire escape. The boom which began

with the preparedness program of

World War I and ended with the

stock market crash of 1929 is charac-

terized as a "ticker tape prosperity"

that yielded no substantial gains for

the man at the bottom of the economic

pyramid. The decade of the 1930's is

portrayed largely in terms of the

human costs of the depression and the

measures taken to alleviate this misery

and revive the economy. The flash-

back segment is brought to a close

Clean Film the Modern Way

Edwal COLOR FILM
CLEANER

—Anti-Static

—20 Times less toxic

than carbon tetrachloride

Fast, Reliable, Economical

4-oz. 65c 1-gal. $8.25

Ask your dealer

Edwal Scientific Products Corp.

555 W. 119th Street • Chicago 28, Illinois

with a tribute to the wartime produc-

tivity of the laboring men of the Free

World.

Mr. Average Worker is delivered

back to the traffic jam of the 1960's,

where his blessings are recounted and

related to the basic programs and

goals of the labor movement. Particu-

lar emphasis is placed upon the edu-

cational, recreational, and community

service functions of the modern union.

In the epilogue, Melvyn Douglas

and AFL-CIO President George

Meany join in a discussion of the eco-

nomic future of our nation. Mr.

Meany maintains that, among other

goals, we should strive for better

schools and better paid teachers, slum

clearance, and improved minimum
wage and social security legislation.

Appraisal

Land of Promise certainly should

appeal to the high school social studies

teacher who is striving to overcome

the tendency of .some students to learn

their American history as a series of

political cliches and military rallying

cries. This film can provide a first-

rate springboard for a discussion of

the many important economic under-

currents of our society. There is no

doubt, of course, that the film will

find frequent employment in college

courses in history, economic history

and labor economics, as well as simi-

lar adult education classes.

Since this film was produced by one

of the important special interest

groups in our nation, it seems appro-

priate to comment briefly on the

subjects of content and bias. First, it

should be noted that the film is not

a history of the organized labor move-

ment but rather a politico-economic

history of the working classes. A
though references to trade unions ai

not wholly absent, it is nonethele;

true that the film avoids touching o

any of the titanic struggles betwee

labor and management. There are n

Pullman, Homestead or Little Stei

strikes, and no name calhng or ri

criminations. Similarly, in the trea

ment of the working class theme, coi

siderable restraint and moderatic

have been used by the writers. Ar

labor historian worth his salt cou

have painted a much blacker pictu

without distorting reality. Conside

ing its source, Land of Promise a
be commended for its remarkably m
ture approach to a potentially contr

versial subject.

It should not be implied, howevt

that the film is flawless. One mig

inquire, for example, why the foun

ing date of the AFL is given as 188

A predecessor organization, the Fed<

ation of Organized Trades and Lab

Unions, was formed in that year b

certainly not the American Fcderati

of Labor. It is also rather remarkal

that at two points it is alleged tl

there are 14 million organized worki

in the United States. Since the AF
CIO has about 14 million meinbe

one is left to wonder if the scve

million additional workers in the Rf

road Brotherhoods, the Teamsters, t

United Mine Workers, and other

dependent unions are henceforth

be referred to as the "disorganiz

labor movement." It is obvious tl

these questionable aspects of the fi

are relatively trivial and should i

be thought of as detracting from

overall excellence.

—Dale Bricki

Wind At Work

(Pat Dowling, 1056 South Robert

Blvd., Los Angeles 35, California)

minutes, 16mm, sound, color, 19

$110.

Description:

The wind is constantly at work u)

the earth's surface, sometimes

violent and destructive ways but id

often in a useful manner aiding r

in his daily existence. Basic exp.

ments and a variety of examples

wind's actions used in Wind at W'

help clarify for children the air mc

ments which cause atmosphi

changes.

There are obvious ways in wl

the wind can be seen at work wl

are often taken for granted. \V

helps a child to fly a kite, an airpi

to remain aloft, a bird to soar
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glide and a sailboat to maneuver

over tlie surface of water.

There are many ways in which the

wind affects the earth on which we
live. Wind causes changes on the

earth's surface by shifting sand which

scour the rock formations by the

cutting action of the moving sand.

Valuable topsoil necessary for the

growing of crops can also be removed
by the wind. Violent storms develop

from the wind's action and may cause

much damage to propert>'. The seeds

of tumbleweed, milkweed and cotton-

wood trees are scattered and sown by
the wind.

An experiment to demonstrate the

expansion and contraction of air by
warming and cooling is shown. A bal-

loon is placed over the neck of a bot-

tle and both are placed upon a hot-

plate. As the air in the bottle becomes
warmer, the balloon begins to swell

illustrating the expansion of air

when heated. The bottle is then cool-

ed in a bucket of ice water. The bal-

loon collapses thus demonstrating the

contraction of air when cooled.

This same principle takes place

around the earth's surface and is

shown to the child by the use of

animated diagrams. The atmosphere

or blanket of air around the earth

rises when warmed by the sun. This

layer of air is then replaced by a

layer of cooler air. The rising of warm
air and the moving in of cooler air

causes the winds and the swirling seas

of clouds to form. This forming of

clouds affects the weather which in

turn gives the earth the moisture nec-

essary for life upon its surface.

Appraisal:

Wind at Work was made in the

ivestern part of the United States

md its production is both instruc-

ional and artistic. The result is a

ilm useful for its aesthetic value as

veil as for presenting science con-

jepts. Primarily geared for children

n intermediate grade science classes,

he film is general enough in presen-

ation that it could be used with the
ipper primary grades as an introduc-

ion to general scienc-e. The diagrams
ised to demonstrate air movements
ire clear and easily understood. The
larrator explains that a special bottle

lUSt be used in the experiment dem-
instrating the expansion and con-
iCtion of air. This safety precaution

included to prevent possible injury

uld children attempt this experi-

it by themselves, and is added
ence of the careful thought given
production.

—Helen Dzur

in any size room . . .with the

AO Spencer GK Delineascope!
The AO Spencer GK Delineascope will answer all your slide projection

requirements. You can project any size slide from 2" x 2" to 3!4" x 4" . . .

use it in average size classroom or the largest school auditorium.

The entire optical system of each AO GK Delineascope is scientifically

coUimated and precisely aligned like American Optical's finest research

microscopes. In addition, only the GK has a calibrated lamp scale setting

to accommodate for different focal length objectives. This eliminates the

annoying "corner cut-off" and fuzzy color aberrations typical of most other

lantern slide projectors when objectives of varying focal lengths are sub-

stituted. You're assured the best possible performance under even the most

adverse projection conditions.

In every way, optically and mechanically, the AO GK Delineascope is truly

the standard for comparison . . . often imitated but never equalled by any

other projector of its type. Learn how it can solve your slide projection

problems! Send for information or ask your AO Representative for a con-

vincing demonstration.

merican Optical

Company

Dept.

Namo-

S241

—Please send information on AO
Si>encer GK ndineaacopc.

-^1 would like n detnonfllration.

INSTRUMiNT DIVISION. lUrFAlO IS, NIW YORK
Addrefttu-

Cily - Zone— -Slate-
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FILMSTRIPS

by Irene F. Cypher

There is no "always" when using fibn-

strips—one does not always use a film-

strip after a motion picture; one does

not always read aloud the captions;

one does not always use a filmstrip

for slowly paced, controlled viewing;

one does not always use a filmstrip for

summarization purposes. It is good

sometimes to forget everything you

ever heard about using filmstrips and

introduce them into a learning situa-

tion under entirely new techniques.

Forget all you ever heard about

motion pictures, and give the film-

strip a chance to stand on its own
merits. Let it be the sole projected

material in your work, and use it to

its fullest potential. Show it in its en-

tirety; go back and re-show several

frames by way of introduction to free

discussion. Then, perhaps some days

Pat, Pending

New projector table

built exclusively for

"safer" operation of

your Eastman or

RCA projector

"Cut-out" front accommodates take-

up reel so projector can be set back

from front edge. U bolt locks around

elevating projector mechanism so it

can't be knocked off.

W 40 EC (with electrical assembly)

$36.95; W 40 C without assembly,

$32.95. For details, write:

H. Wilson Corporation
546 W. 119th St. Chicago 28, 111.

later, show the complete strip again,

by way of review and discussion of

new things learned after the first use

and discussion.

Close your ears and avoid these

people who go about saying that the

filmstrip is to be used only for sum-

marization. They are a hindrance to

good instruction. Forget them and use

a filmstrip to motivate and introduce

new study and work. There is noth-

ing anywhere that says the only place

for a filmstrip is at the "end of things."

It can just as well be right up at the

start of work and lead the way. So

many of the newer filmstrips have

been produced without any relation

to a motion picture, printed material

or other material. Producers are be-

ginning to put into the medium a

wealth of style, creative thinking and

original planning. The end product

bears no particular relation to other

materials and is an entity in its own
right. Take these filmstrips and use

them for what they are. Let them do

the work they are designed to do,

and don't try always to relate them

to some other medium.

Children's Stories (6 filmstrips, color

and 3 double faced, 331/3 rpm records;

produced by McGraw-Hill Textfilms,

330 West 42 St., New York 36, N.Y.;

$57.50 per set). The Cat Who Lost

His Tail; Rumpelstiltskin; The Lion

and the Mouse; Hansel and Gretel;

The Little Red Hen; Little Sambo are

here available for numerous story-

telling hours. The pictures, thank

goodness, are without encumbering

captions and we are free to look at

them as a well paced narration un-

folds details of the familiar stories. It

is certainly a relief to have more of

this type of story material in this form

and to be able to provide young pri-

mary graders with visual and audial

combinations that really assist in pre-

senting these stories and do not try to

provide reading exercises that are

nothing but review and repetition.

The drawings are well done and the

quality of sound good.

First Adventures In Space (6 film-

trips, color; produced by Jam Handy
Organization, 2821 East Grand Blvd.,

Detroit 11, Mich.; $31.50 per set.

$5.75 single strips). Interest in space

and space phenomena is not confined

to adults today. The young scientists

of the primary and elementary grades

are beginning consideration of space

and these strips are planned to help

them. Consideration is given to the

way in which satellites get into orbit,

clothing and transportation problems

involved in a trip to the moon, and

the way rockets work. The details of

all these scientific matters are very

clearly outlined. Moreover, use of the

materials is by children themselves.

The strip showing how to prepare for

a space trip is good because we see a

young boy handling the space suit and

looking at scientific apparatus. There

is a level of interest which will meet

the needs and interests of the grade

levels for which this material is intend-

ed.

New Zealand; A Regional Study (9 -

strips, color; produced by Eye Gate

House, Inc., Jamaica 35, N.Y.; $30

per set, $5 single strips). All too often

New Zealand is included in material

dealing with Australia, and the real

story of this land and its people is

made of secondary consideration. The

material in this series pertains to New
Zealand alone and gives a good pic-

ture of historic background and his-

tory, geographic features, plant and

animal life, industries, people and the i

way they work and live. It is regional

geography, and as such shows inter-

dependence of man and the land; it

is also a trip through the different

areas, with good material on natural

resources and points of scenic and

natural beauty. We are also given a

glimpse of the native Maoris and theii

relationship to the white people ol

New Zealand today.

Primary Club (5 strips, color; pro

duced by Filmstrip - of - the - Monti

Clubs, Inc., 355 Lexington Ave., Nev

York 17, N.Y.; $30 for each clul

unit). The separate strips of tliis se

are Shadow Play Is Fun; The Road t»

the Land of Oz; Fast or Slow; Man
ners Wherever You Go; Pictures am
Statues. The aim of each strip is t

provide the primary pupil with some

thing to consider, to explore, to ob

serve, or to model or create.

The objects which can be shown b'

means of shadow play will be delight

ful to work out; the interest stimulate-

in active creation can be carried ou

in pictures and statutes by modelini

in clay and learning to draw. There

activity suggested in all the stripi

and they can be used as motivatio

points from which to proceed to acti^

work bv class members. The str'
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SCHOOL MASTER 500 shown with exclusive accessory
Rewind Take-up and Semi-Automatic Slide Changer.

Images are brighter. . . teaching is easier. .

.

learning is faster with school master*
School Master's brilliant screen images solve a
lot of problems. You can project filmstrips or
slides even in partially lighted rooms. Your
teaching efforts are therefore more effective be-

cause of the greater attention and interest of
vour pupils . . . and their greater understanding
'f your presentation.

School Master Dual-Purpose Filmstrip and
J.\2 Slide Projectors have been standard school

and church audiovisual equipment for years.

They're so simple to use, any pupil can become
an expert projectionist with only a few basic

t ructions. In fact, the change from filmstrips

' slides, may be made in seconds, without tools

mrl without adding or removing parts. Simple
0 maintain, too . . . the entire optical system re-

lieves as a unit for cleaning. Exclusive telescop-

DUCATIONAL ScREEN AND AUDIOVISUAL GUIDE—MaY, 1961

ing built-in carrying handle permits easy carry-
ing from one room to another. And its exclusive

accessory Rewind Take-up, permits rewinding
filmstrips into storage containers automatically.

500 watt and 750 watt manual or remote control

models from $84.50.

For additional information on School Master
projectors and accessories, see your Graflex AV
dealer, or write Dept.ES-5l, Graflex, Inc., Roch-
ester 3, N. Y. In Canada: Graflex of Canada
Limited, 47 Simcoe St., Toronto 1, Ontario.

*Trade Mark. Prices subject to change without notice.

GRAFLEX
A SUBSIDIARY OF GENERAL PRECISION EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
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Anyone can add sound-to-slides as easily as

using a pencil - because that's all there is to

it with the all new MARK-Q-MATIC Tape-To-

Slide Synchronizer • The MQM is one unit that

operates with all reel-to-reel and most end-

less-loop tape recorders-and all remote con-

trol slide or film-strip projectors • No time

consuming modifications necessary • No
tools because there's no installation • No re-

wiring because it operates externally • Sets

up In minutes for hours of automatic opera-

tion • Cues the tape with a pencil ... no slitting

... no splicing ... no beeps ... no laminating •

Safe to use with any tape, even pre-recorded

tape-does not affect recording • Cue points

are visible-use numbers, letters, etc. • More-

over, cue point erases and can easily be edited

without damage to tape • Long trouble-free

life - no vacuum tubes to burn out • Its so

new ... so useful ... its patented • MARK-Q-

MATIC with Connector Kit Only $49.95 • For

Information write Dept. E5

General Techniques, Inc. 1270

Broadway, New York 1, N. Y.

general

techniques

dealing with manners could well be
made the basis for a more carcfij

scrutiny of one's habits and social

conduct.

Science Adventures (4 strips, color;

produced by Filmstrip House, 432
Park Avenue South, New York 16,

N.Y.; $20 per set, $5 single strips).

In this set our attention is focused

on Magnetism And Electricity. In use

of the material the student is ]iro-

vided with diagrammatic illustrations

showing how magnetism as a force

operates in many situations, from caus-

ing the compass needle to point to the

magnetic pole to enabling a magnetic

crane to lift tons of iron or steel. We
also see how magnetism is related to

electricity and how the latter is used

in generators to produce electric cur-

rent.

Included in the study of both is

consideration of how electricity works

for us in the home, the field of scien-

tific research and in industry today.

The facts given are basic to under-

standing both forces and the explana-

tions are clear and easily comprehend-

ed. The nature of electricity and

chemical energy are well shown. In

every instance we are given practical

application of the principles involved

Westivard Migration Series, Group
(4 strips, color, and two, record:

331/3 rpm; produced by Society fo:

Visual Education, 1.345 Diversei

Parkway, Chicago 14, 111.; $27 per set

$9 for one unit and record, $15 fo

other unit and record). "Into thi

Southwest" and "The Oregon Coun
try" give us an account of the travel

of Lt. Zebulon Pike and others of th'

group which pioneered across th

Santa Fe Trail and into Texas and o>

to the western coast. We also follo\

the trail of Capt. Gray, Dr. Marcu

Whitman and Col. John Fremont

they crossed into the great northwef

territory. The other unit of this grou

gives us "The Gold Rush" and "Thre

Routes to Eldorado" (the 1849 gol

rush to California).

In this series we get .something <

the spirit behind these great pioneC'

ing movements and feel a bit of th

enthusiasm which stirred the men wY
laid out the trails which later becani

so famous. Details of historic an

geographic information are presenta

in an interesting way; visualizatioit

give a good picture of land featurt

and historic sites. The material

social history set in a geographic at'

environmental frame. The narratio

add to the interest value and help

recreate the story under study.
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AV
in the Church Field

by William S. Hockman

Plateau—?
Or Downward Slope

Across-the-board expenditures for

non-theatrical films and audiovisual

aids were up in 1960 over 1959. Nine
percent is not phenomenal, but it is

important. The largest increase was
the field of education—up 32 per-

ent over 1959. Civic, social welfare
»nd recreation groups gained 6.7 per-

;ent, business and industry up 3.4

jercent, and religious groups down by
2 percent.

The authors of this report, John
'lory and Thomas W. Hope, do not
;valuate these facts. They just turn
hem up. How do you interpret them?
Does this mean that we over-produced
a 1960? Does it mean that ec-onomic
ealities are catching up with us?
lemember the stir in 1957 when we
ired some gripes and pointed our
lager a bit? Could it be that you
on't grow much of a crop of usage
n the thin know-how topsoil existing

1 the churches today? Perhaps what
•e said last year at Boulder, Colorado,
turning out to be true: fewer and

3wer to us know more and more, but
lore and more of us know less and
!ss. (To the Editor: Please don't
(lange it this time. That's just what
want to say!)

Could we add, in connection with
lOW-how, the idea, that fewer and
!wer churches (and that means the
aders of these churches) are moti-
rted to use audiovisual materials.
irst, they don't want to use films and
imstrips, and secondly, they don't
low how. These are the dividends
the do-nothing policy of denomina-

3nal leadership; the returns on the
vestment which was not made. In
e AV field we have had some
umsy rationalizations by the top
ass but little effective leadership.
'e could cite several glowing exccii-
)ns, of course.

Might we ask about the directors
id ministers of Christian education?
hat have tliey been doing? My own
nomination must have hundreds
lere it had scores a decade ago.
hy have these educational leaders
t caused an uppitig of AV usage?

How can they meet locally, regionally
and nationally and give no program
time to such expensive and important
and potent materials?

Let me give one or two reflections

on this. These so-called educators
are seldom of the real breed. They
don't have the instincts of educators
in the first place, and secondly, they
got something other than education
in their training. What did they get?
Doctrine, theology and polished-uj3

vocal chords. What else do you need?
Methods and techniques? Such things
are beneath them. That's where edu-
cation went to seed, they say. Too
much method; not enough content.

Thus a general depreciation of all

methodology by those who now lead
much of America's church education.
Not all, of course. But enough so that
our fine A\"s just sit there and are
not hitched up to the job of helping
to bring religious education about.
All sorts of alibis are offered.

One comes to mind. This minister
of education is out of seminary three
years. ^Vhat's he got to say? "I had
no courses on A\' in seminary and I

don't think the material available is

much good. Besides, I've been too
busy to bone up on AV and besides
this is prett\ expensive for my
church." That's a nice cluster of
excuses, I'd say!

He's a content man, you can see
that. Like a greedy bee, so loaded
with contont-pollen he can't fly to

the hive. His little truck's full and
he's driving about, but he can't get
the tail-gate open and dump it. He's
short on methodology, long on theol-

og\' and doctrine! Loaded he is, but
can't un-load! Can you find a more
pathetic sight-an educator without
methods and skills in relation to

powerful media!

Spotlight On Africa

There arc many fine films on Africa.

Most of these would make good pro-

gram material in our churches. Even
in so-called mission courses they
would be useful. They can give back-
ground. The\ can present facts. They

NEW
ECONOMY PRICED

R.-2i.r)iJ5.3srT

.a.xjtolh;ctr,ic

f
WAlt CilLING COINICI SECISl

^E,^ra

»139so

Radiant brings the convenience

of electrical operation

within the reach of

every budget

Here is a new screen breakthrough.
Tt)e Compact Autolectric features
the famous Vyna-Flect® fungus and
flame resistant glass beaded sur-
face. Extremely dependable— and
so simple to operate— rolls up
and down at touch of switch, stops
automatically when fully extended
or retracted.

A complete line of screens for

every need The Radiant Une of fine
projection screens also includes
screens of every type for every need—wall, ceiling and tripod.FREE
A-V PROJECTION GUIDE
Covers motion picture, silent and
sound, slide, slide-film, opaque,
overhead projection for all types of
users—also covers every phase of
projection—proper arrangement of
projection facilities, acoustics,
equipment, screens. Fully
illustrated. Also full infor-

mation on the complete line Li^\
of Radiant modern projec-
tion screens.

radTa"
MANUFACTURING COMPANY
8220 N. Austin Ave., Morton Grove, III.

Gentlemen: Please send me FREE A. V. Projec-
tion Guide. Also full information on Radiant
Projection Screens.

Namr>

ES-561

Oreani/afinn

Your po.sition

Address

Citv Zone State
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A title frame from the four-unit filmstrip series, "How We Got Our
Bible," by the American Bible Society.

can document peoples, conditions of

life and cultural character. No longer

do we insist that every 'mission' film

document the process. Now we have

come to the time when the people

can be documented, told about, un-

derstood as fellow human beings, ap-

preciated for what they are and can

become. That fine film made by the

United Church of Canada (Berkeley

Studios, Toronto 2), I'll Sing, Not
Cry, is such a one. In the words of a

Junior Hi boy of many years ago, "It

shows fine people who need a religion

better than they have." After all, is

there a more fundamental motive for

any kind of missions—Christian, Point

Four, or Peace Corps?

A Good Move

If films are good for something then

the producer ought to know what
they are good for. Concordia Films

has acted on this assumption by setting

into a context of specific use its O.T.

film series of fourteen. A handsome
booklet, Yesterday, Blueprint For To-

day, gives the complete course of 14

lessons and tells how tlie film is to be

related to each lesson. Each lesson

oudine touches the lesson theme set

into several pretty sharp questions;

a statement of objectives; the film to

be used; the Bible references for the

film and lesson; and "Thoughts for

Introducing the Film."

This is good stuff; a move in the

right direction. With some denomi-

nations laying down on the job of

telling their churches what films are

available and how they can be used,

it is high time that the producer-

distributor do the job. Several years

ago Family Films, Inc., developed

similar utilization outlines for its

"Living Bible" series and its "Our

Children" series.

Announced

The American Bible Society (450

Park Ave, N.Y. 22) has announced its

"How We Got Our Bible" series of

four titles: The Bible Is Put Into

Writing, The Bible Crosses Europe,

The Bible Comes To England and

The Bible Comes To America. They
are in color, and the commentaries

come both in print and recorded.

With recorded narration, the kit is

priced at $15.00; with printed, $12.00.

Several teaching aids, reasonably

priced, can be secured with the series.

Not previewed, but a significant series

if the quality turns out to be good or

superior.

Useful Series

From Basic SkiU Films (1355 In-

verness Drive, Pasadena 3, Calif.) I

received four filmstrips: Teaching

With Still Pictures—there's a lot of

that in the church school, so I was
interested; How To Use A Teaching

Film—quite a few are used in the

church, and we ought to know more
of this knack; Effectiveness of AV
Materiab—could anything new be

said, but I'd take a look anyway; and

Using Graphs and Charts In Teaching

—could not envision much specific

help here, but thought I might find

something useful in the public rela-

tions angle and in communication in

general.

How did I make out? Just about as

I anticipated. The first has quite i

bit to say of help to church teachers-

how still pictures increase learning

how children look at pictures, chil-

dren's preferences, how to choost

the right picture, and using picture;

in teaching. The art of James Cross

was slightly divertive, a characteristic

not needed. The 'paragraphs' on each

of the above topics were a little brief

it seemed to me.

How To Use A Teaching Film had

five spokes running out from a hub

of sound theory: setting up the room
preparing the class, using participa-

tioit, discvissing the film, and reshow.

ing the film. I found 12 screen widths

a little far back for the last row ol

pupils! Frame #9 took some looking

to make it out! I found 'preparing the

class' pretty shallow and short. It'.'

about the heart of such teaching, yot

know! Frank Withopf's art was plair

graphics, non-distractive and gooc

communication.

Little new was 'said' in the Effec

tiveness of AV Materials. The art o

James Cross was both attractive ant

communicative but the general con
|

tent was sketchy. We need more pene I

tration, not repetition. In Using C/iart

and Graphs In Teaching we found th

definitions better than the know-how!

The advantages of charts and graph!

was pretty well spelled out, althougij

most of it is very oblique to th
[

church school teaching process. ThI

art of Kracky Wilson was clean cij

and communicative—as it should b|

in a fs with this title!

One producer-distributor has seij

me his list of eight titles. Look
them. Think of the young people, thl

men and the women of your chiirc[

who should see these films. Find

way to get them into your summ
j

and fall program. Family of Ghan\

27 minutes; life in a village. Moroc<'

Today, 27 minutes; gives social, eel

nomic and culture documentatio
j

Suez, 14 minutes; film history of carl

plus present significance. (Our mj
saw this when it came out, and liki|

it very much). New Tempo
Tunisia, 27 minutes; history, e«|

nomics, people, city vs. hinterlani

industrial development. And two If

ward R. Murrow Reports From A/ri'l

55 minutes each; and his Suez fll

which runs 5.5 minutes and briiil

the Suez problem down to date. M|
safe to assume that each film

good content and technical qualit
|

Area AV Previews

Dealers, if the customer won't <»|

in and look at your goods, take it

to him. Of course you better get sol
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cooperation in this project. Better still,

get the Christian education depart-

ment of the local council of churches

to sponsor area previews of good and
useful materials.

This seems to be the plan in

Greater Cleveland where the Christian

Education Department of the Cleve-

land Area Church Federation put on

a two-day program of previews in

January, 1961. On the east side of

Cleveland 36 churches sent 184 'pre-

viewers'. On the west side 138 leaders

came from 29 churches. Sixty-five

churches in all, and 322 attending.

That's a worthy effort and a fine re-

sult. Some denominations were con-

ipicuously absent—to their impoverish-

ment. Several of the largest United

Presbyterian churches were not repre-

sented. We wonder why. Ill risk a

^ess: no one really cared enough to

promote attendance at the preview.

Why didn't they care? That's a story

:oo long to tell here.

\udiovisuals Left Out

From a flier bearing the title "Skills

>hops for Church and Vacation

i^hurch School Teachers," I get the

mpression that audiovisual aids were
eft out entirely as a metropolitan com-
nunity set about to prepare those

I'ho were teaching in the church
chools and who would be conducting

nd teaching in the vacation church
chools of that large community this

ummer. I could be wrong, but think

ot. In this same community is one
f the finest AV rental libraries in the

ountry yet there seems to be no pre-

iew of materials and no dealing with
le skill required in their use. Could
lis be but one more evidence that

'e have a crop of church leaders who
re indifferent to audiovisual aids?

We have a new book in the field of

christian education,. It takes a new
K)k at things. He finds the present
liurch school ineffectual and ad-
Jnces (his) "church education" as a
Mjacea for the church's educational
hnents. This new education is to

B in the hands of a pastor-teacher.

le is to be the product of a new kind
seminary. Until it can begin pro-
icing these pastor-teachers in quan-

a pseudo edition of them are to

recruited from here and there. Now
this book. Church Education For
morrow. Dr. Wesner Fallaw finds

ace to say .something about audio-
sual aids in tliis revitalized pastor-
ntered educational program which
III be truly educational. It's on page
', and it's one paragraph of eight
les and of about 73 words. He says,

part, "Choosing these teaching aids

is a task to keep the willing layman
busy from now on!" whatever that

may mean.

Index For Biblical Films

We are planning to use the Cathe-
dral film Return to Jerusalem. It's for

a special meeting of our youth. We
want to give it a context of worship
and need to know what the relevant

scripture is. Now that we have our
copy of the Index to Biblical Events
Depicted In Cathedral Films, a nice-

ly printed and easy-to-use booklet of

12 pages, it's no trouble at all. Right

there it is: Acts 9:26a, Acts 9:26b-28,
and Acts 9:29-31. That's the basis

for the film which tells how Saul,

now Paul, comes back and tries to

make contact with the followers of

Jesus. He does, but they are suspicious

of him, as well they might be. John
Mark rejects him; will not trust him
at all. Peter, more mature, does. They
plan a long talk about the events

which transpired some time ago. Paul
would know all—how the disciples

stood by their Master to the very end,

how he died, how he arose and then

PH ILCO
Closed Circuit TV Systems

\
i%-

m

INCREASE

SCOPE AND
EFFECTIVENESS

OF INSTRUCTION

The high value of closed circuit

TV in education has, of course,

been recognized for some time . .

.

meanings are clearer . . . impres-

sions are deeper . . . attention is

greater. Instructional TV also al-

lows the great economy of multi-

group instruction, and makes
specialized teaching talent avail-

able to more students.

Philco's broad experience in instructional TV is your assurance

of system flexibility, economy and adaptability. Fully transistor-

ized equipment featuring Philco's "building-block" design assures

ease of operation, freedom from maintenance problems and the

satisfying of expanding TV needs without costly replacement.

Philco engineers will be glad to assist you in planning your closed

circuit TV system. Write today stating your problems.

Government & Industrial Group
4700 WItuhickon Ave., Philidelphla 44, Pa.

In Canada; Philco Corporation

of Canada, ltd., Don Mills. Ontario

In Europe: Philco Corporalton S.A.

3 Avonue Beauregard, FribourgPH ILCQ
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YOUR 35mm
PROJECTOR

WILL
Z-O-O-M

MICROSCOPE

SLIDES!
New fl.5 Elgeet Zoom Microtar Attach-

ment converts your projector for contin-

uously variable magnification of slides

Focus at any magnification—zoom image

stays sharp

Zoom magnification dramatizes the pro-

jected image for lectures, demonstrations

True, variable iris controls field size for

concentration of interest on select areas

Positive lock spring device secures slide

Adapters fit unit to most popular 35mm

slide projectors; unit removes instantly for

normal projector use

Complete Elgeet Zoom Microtar Attach:

ment-with appropriate adapter for your

projector-$64.50

When ordering, please specify make and model of

projector you will be adapting. For further details

or for orders, write tO: DEPT. es-4.

SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENT DIVISION

Elgeet Optical Co.

838 Smith Street,

Rochester, N. Y.

stood among them. Well, you know,
Peter can only confess that he denied

him.

A very povverfnl film and one of

the best of the excellent St. Paul series

by Cathedral Films, Inc. To get back

to the Index. Ask your rental library

for a copy. You will soon discover its

usefulness.

Pre-Marriage
Counselling Films

The Department of Family Life

(DFL) of the Division of Christian

Education (DCE) of the National

Council of Churches (NCC) has pro-

duced two 28-minute color films in

the general field of marriage and fam-

ily life. The titles are / Do, for young
couples considering marriage, and

Before They Say I Do, designed for

tho.se who coun.sel young couples ap-

proaching marriage. The Broadcasting

and Film Commi.ssion (BFC) of the

NCC was the technical producer with

the Rev. William H. Genne acting as

content consultant. Both films will be

available from the Religious Film Li-

brary ( 17 Park Place, N. Y. 7) and its

branches across the country, and from

many local film rental libraries.

In technical qualities these two

film are good. The BFC of the NCC
saw to this. In the first (Z Do) we
have great difficulty understanding

what one of the characters is saying on

certain occasions. Her role is that of a

sophisticated cynic, and what she says

is not terribly important, but it is ag-

gravating not to hear. My tape record-

er, electrically connected with the film

projector, also had diflficulty hearing

Jean at certain times! The color is

lush, and this reviewer could see no

need for color at all. It distracts

rather than adds. Being for non-mass

audiences and being informational

and motivational, (and not for enjoy-

ment) was color rc(iuired? Did the

DFL or the BFC or the NCC insist

on it? Or did all together cooperate in

making thLs mistake?

We are told that the film / Do
"used the interesting device of a play

within a play. The actors play their

parts but sometimes comment on the

242

roles tliey play." The format of tf

film calls not only for this but pi

tends also to be just a rehearsal for

film which is to be shot later on. J

this in a non-theatrical film which
to have a highly motivated and high

selected audience! Who decided

abandon cinematic directness and 1

cidity for this variety of 'art'? It cou

have been Mr. Genne of the DF
since he tells us, as he gets this phoi

'rehearsal' under way, that he war
the film to have some flir and fanfai

This, I say, for a film which sor

minister is supposed to show to

group of older young people or a f(

engaged couples or, indeed, even o

or two couples in his study or in t

church parlor! To this reviewer it c

not make sense. It takes a g(K)d fi

to survive such a format handicap!

The format of the second, Bef(

They Say I Do, is better. The .stn

ture and storyline is less complicati

The audience knows it is looking a

film. It is not asked to gawk at a

hearsal for a film in which the act

comment, with varying degrees of

telligibility and intelligence, upon
roles they wiU play in the film whei

is shot. The more I reflect on this

surd format for serious films the har

it is for me to understand how B
consented to such cinematic nonsei

I invited in a few pastors fr

neighboring churches to sit with

for the preview. These men, with •

exception, have all done a great c

of pre-marital coimselling and h

read and studied in this field and

of them have attended seminars

taken special courses in this area

their pastoral responsibility.

The films were presented with

comment and when the viewing

over we discussed them at g r i

lengths. Summarizing their reactii

They were more dissatisfied with

content than the\- were with the

mat, although the structure of

first film did .seem unnecessarily c

plicatetl to them. They wondered

the storyline of the film seemec

point so directly to the prcxluct

of a certain corporation. They \

dered if this had anything to do

the general neglect of the quest

and problems the young man in

film might have had as he faced :

riage. They were in agreement

the films added nothing new by

of knowledge or in.spiration, and

could not think of any circumsta

in their own local churches when'

would want to use these films. Th

viewer feels the same way on 1

matters after seeing the films

and after listening to the taped sc
|

tracks verv carefullv.
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\UDIO
by Max U. Bildersee

Jew Language Materials

Subde! Desirable!! Successful!!!

'hese are the three adjectives we
hoose to underscore the changing

laterials which are coming forward

1 the school language instruction

ield.

Subtle! This is the measure of

hange. It is deftly and subtly tiend-

ig more and more to the needs of

lassrooms, not of individuals so much

s groups, not of particular machines

nd highly controlled establishments,

ut in the direction of intelligent ap-

lication in the chissroom. Materials

re being offered which are funda-

lentally intended for group presen-

ition, face-to-face classroom use,

jmmunications oriented and devel-

ped with the student in mind.

Desirable!! This development has

ng been awaited by educators who,

terested in teaching and learning,

ive eschewed the multiplicity of

clinicians' dehghts to emphasize the

gnity of the individual child in the

assroom.

Successful!!! This is the prediction.

'e predict immediate acceptance of

e superior language instructional

aterials, based on sound teaching

chniques, materials and objectives

liich are offered by such eminent

iwcomers as Teaching Audials And
suals (250 West 57 Street, New
ok 19, N. Y.) and such older friends

Educational Audio Video (57

heeler Avenue, Pleasantville,

Y.), Spoken Arts (95 Valley Road,

;w Rochelle, N. Y.) and Folkways

icords (117 West 46th Street, New
rk 36, N. Y.)

Teaching Audials and Visuals has

S far placed emphasis on secondary

lool French instruction. A limited

la? Not really, because the emphasis

language instruction is still on this

el. They have produced six mutual-

ndependent combination recording/

istrip sets. The titles indicate the

adth of the programs and take the

dent listener—viewer to Paris, the

|ach, Brittany, to a variety of worth-

le experiences, all typically French,

yet all student learning oriented.

h recording/filmstrip (they come
|a set and you can indicate tape or

at your pleasure) involves an

illustrated experience such as a mean-

dering trip through Paris at the height

of the delightful summer season with

pauses to observe the City and the

living attitudes of Parisians. This is a

factor in language appreciation—the

appreciation of the people who speak

the language. There is, first, an oral

comprehension and dictation exercise

for the student which is correlated

with the filmstrip.

The data is then presented rapidly,

in typical conversational manner, as

the student becomes attuned to the

language. The recording includes

questions for the student to answer

(and there is time for the student to

answer), and finally an exercise in

dictation.

The recording/filmstrip is not

wholly self-sufficient and the function

of the classroom teacher is in no

sense subverted. This is in every sense

u teaching and learning tool requiring

continual mutual participation by the

principals in the learning situation.

The imaginative teacher will use the

recording to foment discussion (in

French, of course!) and she will use

the filmstrip to invite students to pre-

pare and to deliver their own foreign

language commentaries on what is

shown. Because the intent of the pro-

ducers is definitely to implement in-

struction rather than to instruct, these

materials are subtle, desirable and
deserving of acceptance and con-

sequent success.

Whereas new ventures in education

—and especially audiovisual education

—tend to limited budgets and limited

programs it is to the credit of Teach-

ing Audials And Visuals that the first

year's production will not be the last.

We hear—and our sources are reliable

—that the door to Spanish will be
similarly opened soon, that elementary

school materials are somewhere be-

tween the glimmer of an idea stage

and the 'available for purchase' level.

And we understand that they are

much closer to the finished level, than

the idea stage. Then, too, this com-
pany has additional recording projects

in mind — and perhaps even some
printed materials! A word to the wise

budget-maker is sufficient: make room
for what is coming!

Audio Magazine

Educational Audio Video has an-

nounced an ambitious new project

in two languages, French and Spanish,

and who is to gainsay that they will

expand their services in depth as well

as breadth—in the former to cover

more than just secondary grades, and
the latter to cover more than just two
languages.

The Audio Lingual Digest will be
available as a series of records next

school year in both French and
Spanish. Samples have been produced

and should be ordered and heard

by all audiovisualists because this idea

represents an advance which may well

pervade other areas of instruction—

Enghsh and the humanities. The
Audio Lingual Digest is essentially a

regularly issued audio magazine di-

rected to instructional needs.

There are two parts to each issue:

the teacher or class recording and the

student or individual homework-
study recording. The Volume I, Num-

/Icaiio CARDALOG® Record Reviews on Cards
Box 1771— Albany 1, New York

n Please enter_ .1 year subscription{s) to Audio

D

CARDALOG, including the FREE Audio CARDALOG Di-

rectory of Record Producers. 400 cards- 10 issues-$25.00

Please send us full information about Audio CARDALOG.

Name

Organization or School

Address

City and State —
free offer expires September 15, 1961. Price for Directory $5.00 theredfter to subtcrlberi.
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NEW! The WILD RICE Story . . .

"Mahnomen—Harvest of the North"
17 Min. Color $170.

NEW! Behind the scenes on a
scientific expedition with Dr. Athelstan

Spilhaus
"ECLIPSE OF THE SUN"

17 Min. Color $170
Preview prints from

FILM RESEARCH COMPANY
Box 1015, Minnoopolis 40, Minnototo.

scratches

on film distract

attention

The whole purpose

of your films may be

frustrated by damaged
physical condition

Peerless

Reconditioning
restores films to

presentable condition

and keeps them in service

EERLESS
FILM PROCESSING CORPORATION
165 WEST 46lli STREET. NEW YORK 36, NEW YORK
95« SEWARD STREET, HOUYWOOO 31, CALIF.

ber 1 issues of each offered four exer-

cises in the appropriate language,

each intended for specific instruction-

al purposes. Each offers experience in

comprehension (with the foreign lan-

guage spoken at normal speed), imi-

tation (with adequate pauses for

student imitation of heard sounds)

and questions (with provision in rec-

ord timing for student responses) fol-

lowed by the presentation of the cor-

rect answers with added time allow-

ance for student repetition.

The most startling development is

the presentation of an inexpensive (a

quarter!) 7-inch 33.3 rpm recording

which becomes the property of the

student and which goes home for

practice use. This gives the teacher

an immediate opportunity to send the

speech model home with the student-

something she could never do before!

Then, there are the everlasting fav-

orites, the fairy tales. And these too

have invaded the language field. Or
is the reverse true? Has the study and
teaching for foreign languages invaded

the field of stories for children?

Spoken Arts offers "Contes Des Fees"

(Spoken Arts 787) which includes

"Le Petit Chaperon Rouge," "Cen-

drUlon," "Les Fees" and "La Barbe

Bleue." You will immediately rec-

ognize these as "Little Red Riding

Hood," "Cinderella," "The Fairies"

and "Blue Beard." These are read

with simplicity and charm as are the

stories included in "Ninos . . . dejad

que OS cuente un cuento." (Folkways

FC 7833) which includes six favorite

stories for children, including

"Rumpelstiltskin," "Snow White and

the Seven Dwarfs," "Puss in Boots,"

"Little Red Riding Hood," "Cinder-

ella" and "Hop o' My Thumb." Either

of these recordings may be used in

beginning language classes to speed

aural comprehension and language

FREE TO NEW SUBSCRIBERS

DIRECTORY OF RECORD PRODUCERS
ON 3 X 5 CARDS

AN AUDIO CARDALOG EXTRA
already distributed free to all subscribers

ORDER AUDIO CARDALOG BEFORE

September 15, 1961

AND GET YOUR FREE DIRECTORY, TOO

Audio CARDALOG PC Box 1771 Albany 1, New York

Directory available at $5.00 to subscribers after September 15, 1961.

understanding, giving the student bot

confidence and facility.

Perhaps the subtlest factor involve

in these several presentations, eac

involving the considered judgment c

an imi)ortant sector of the languag

materials suppliers, is that althoug

applicable to the so-called 'languag

laboratory,' they are not fundamer

tally laboratory materials solely ust

ful in these machines, but rather ar

intended for classroom presentatior

involving teacher and student in im

mediate and continuing contact, bu

are applicable to the machine as wel
The machine application is definitely

and appropriately, secondary.

Keep Up With Jones'es

Speaking of language laboratories

we were rather shocked at recent ev;

dence of the position these have take

in sales presentations and school pridi

Certainly we had never anticipate

that the "Madison Avenue approach

would become an issue in sales t

schoolmen but it may indeed hav

done just that. One neighbor chil

called on us recently and proudly ai

nounced that, in assembly program

their principal had informed the;

that "now our school will be as mwl
em as any because we will have

language laboratory in Septembeil

This, the child proudly told us, macj

the school an 'up to date' school.

We chanced to meet the schol

principal a few days later, a chan

we manufactured, and the discussiil

of the new installation indicated 1

1

development of an electronic—nn I

chanical monstrosity which would

everything but grade the papers a I

put on boots and snowsuits come w
ter. We did not ask, but we suspect

will also pour tea at PTA meetirj

next year.

We asked about the materials to

used in the new installation and
were assured that this was really

problem. After all, the salesman H
assured the principal that staff mel
bers could make the recordings, i

f

after all they needed only to reol

what was in the text book and t

would meet individual needs beca

each student would be working se-]

rately. Further, he added, "We
now have a modern language j

|

gram!"

'Twas not so long ago (less than]

years!) that the central sound sys f

was sold on exacdy the same bol

And the pictorial representation oim

status symbol was a stuffed-sl-|

smug, self-satisfied, fatuous

wholly superior 'school administrsj
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holding a microphone in his hand and
piaking an announcement. For this

the dollar investment was anywhere
from two to ten thousand dollars—and
rot one scltool in a hundred even to-

lay makes adequate instruetional use

f tliese mechanical monsters to justify

heir existence!

Central sound systems? Child's

lay! The new status symbol is the

anguage laboratory—"you can't have

school without a language lab—you
an't tell the students without a pro-

pram." And yet today, after this first

reat splurge the trend is away from

ver-reliance on machine instruction.

It is only appropriate that the tech-

ician, the mechanically-minded per-

Dnnel, have first information about

ewer technological developments. It

equally true, and regrettable, that

lese same individuals find themselves

s alleged (although temporary) edu-

itional leaders as these media of com-
lunication are tested in the crucible

the classroom. And it is a credit

fundamental educators that they

e not swung by grandiose 'pie in the

;y' arguments but retain the relative-

even tenor of their ways, and edu-

ition progresses despite, but not

scause, the technical advances are

mporary kings and then become
'ery-day contributors.

There is still no invention or dis-

)very which has done as much for

lucation or meant as much in terms

educational evolution and revolu-

m as Gutenberg's development of

ovable type.

In recent decades the motion pic-

re was going to revolutionize edu-
tion—but resijonsible motion picture

oducers today recognize that they

er a tool for the teacher to use-
id that the teacher is queen.

Not too many years ago the broad-

st—the audio broadcast—was going

revolutionize education. All chil-

en, all over, were to hear the same
ing at the same time—and learnl

It today responsible broadcasters

:k to implement instruction by sup-

King material normally beyond the
ch of the teacher.

Television was different. It offered

ht and sound and there would be
lool classes of a million or more,
was to be applied regionally, per-
ps even nationally, and solve the
icher .shortage, materials lag and
y number of other education ills.

it today responsible telecasters are

covering the obvious: that tele-

ion can make limited contributions

instruction in classrooms where Chil-

ean respond to the teacher, for

teacher is queen.

guage laboratories were next.

f., 1 '«

Dr. Irene Cypher, Ansociate Professor of Education at New York University,
past-President of the METROPOLITAN AUDIO VISUAL ASSOCIATION, and A-V Editor of
Instructor Magazine, demonstrates the unique advantages of the Norelco
'Continental' Tape Recorder to a group of student teachers at N.Y.U. Selection of the

NORELCO for inclusion in the exhibits in N.Y.U.'s "Model Classroom" was based upon
performance standards of fidelity, reliability, versatility and functional simplicity.

Now. . . 2 HBVi/Vore/c6 Recorders . .

.

CONTINENTAL '300' '

4-Trat:k Stereo Playbock, Monophonic Record-Playback • Comes complete with
preampamplifier, wide-range Norelco speaker and dynamic microphone • 3
speeds • Headphone facilities for 'auditioning' student as he records • Rugged
construction for constant classroom use • Mixing and sound-on-sound facili-

ties • Accidental erasure prevention.

CONTINENTAL '400'

4-Track Stereo Record-Playback, Monophonic Record-Playback • Completely
self-contained, including dual recording and playback preamplifiers, dual
power amplifiers, 2 wide-range Norelco speakers and stereo dynamic micro-

phone • 3 speeds • Mixing, monitoring and sound-on-sound facilities.

Write for illustrated and detailed brochure.

Mrs. Mary Lou Plugge, Chainnan of the Department of Speech and Dramatic
Arts at Adelphi College in New York, finds her Norelco 'Continental' tape

recorder an essential tool in speech instruction. Says MRS. Plugge, "My NORELCO
tape recorder is valuable to me for a nu7nber of reasons. There is an impressive

tone quality in its reproduction of sound. Concomitant with this is the aid of the

mechanical pause button which allows me to stop to analyze progress without turn-

ing off the machine." The Norelco 'Continental' is a product of North American
Philips Co., Inc., High Fidelity Products Division, Dept. 1S5, 2S0 Duffy Avenue,

Hicksville, Long Island, New York.
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and they are subject to the same
criteria of excellence, to the same
limitations and will make a contribu-

tion to instruction, though far less

than the technicians and salesmen

claim. They too must make their con-

tribution in the atmosphere of in-

struction and association created for

students by her majesty, the queen.

The teaching machine will un-

doubtedly rise to heights of impor-

tance and become, to some, the great

hope for education which will ease the

load of the teacher, teach many chil-

dren at individual rates, permit each

teacher to carry a heavier student

load because she will have only to

offer new machine materials. And

then the teaching machine will take

its place, too, along with the broad-

cast, the telecast, the film, the film-

strip, the recording—and the text-

book—as a tool in the hands of her

majesty, the queen!

Reviews

Sometimes it seems that we too fre-

quently go "back to the Bard" in our

reviews. Yet there are always record-

ings of Shakespeare sonnets, plays or

songs coming new on the market.

Spoken Word (10 East 39th Street,

New York) offers 33 Songs Of Shake-

speare (Spoken Word SW-159) taken

from major plays. Christopher Casson
sings these, accompanied on the lute.

For language classes and wherever the

spoken word must be reproduced

clearly and realistically, try economical

Language Arts Recording Tape . . .

developed to meet the special needs of

today's educators.

the giggles

Put one little girl together with

something that tickles her funny

bone—and outcomes the purest,

merriest of sounds.

We don't propose there's any-

thing quite as nice. But we can

tell you about another kind of

purity of sound that's worth dis-

covering. Your next recording on

Audiotape.

Audiotape offers the clarity and

range, the minimum distortion

and background noise that make

it ideal for music appreciation

classes and wherever the utmost

fidelity is essential. Try it. There

are eight types . . . one exactly

suited to your next recording.

aiidiotape
I TRADE MARK

"// speaks for itself"

AUDIO DEVICES INC., 444 Msdiun Av«., N. Y. 22, N. Y.

H«llywo<xl: 840 N. Fiiilai Av«. .Chicago: 5428 N. Milwiukt^ Ayt.

Selected portions of the record can b<

used in secondary school Englisl

classes, the whole record may be uset

in college classes in English literatim

and, of course, the recording can b<

added to library collections. And whil<

we talk of Shakespeare, don't over

look the new Macbeth offered by th(

Shakespeare Recording Society (27'

Fifth Avenue, New York). This i

an excellent presentation, entirelj

suited to an obvious variety of in

structional and leisure listening situa

tions. The script is slightly abridged

and these must be sought out by care

ful comparison of recorded and print

ed versions of the play—they do no

in any sense affect the beauty of th

play or the performance. Anthon

Quayle is an effective Macbeth, Gwe:
Ffrangcon a haunting and charmin

Lady Macbeth and Stanley Hollowa

plays the Porter with great skill.

If you are seeking art, charm an

sheer delight lend an ear to Stork

From An Irish Fireside released b

Spoken Arts (95 Valley Road, Ne
Rochelle, N. Y. ) . This recording of s

delightful Irish folk tales featuri

Eamon Kelly who has been acclain

ed in Europe for just such present

tions. Libraries, schools and all

stitutions can profitably add th

recording to their collections for loa

special program or instructional us

This recording, (Spoken Arts, 76£

will merit repeated hearings.

The multiple impression techniqi

employed by Teaching Audials ai

Visuals in En Bretagne (Teachii

Audials and Visuals Fr 201) is m
ful in introducing a new language

young students. The instruction

volves a filmstrip vdth pictorial re

resentation of Brittany and a recoi

ing (disc or tape, your choice)

simple descriptive material. Male a

female voices are heard in this o

comprehension and dictation exerc

for the teaching of French. Followi

a brief, illustrated presentation

infonnation at a moderate to si

pace, the same data is preseni

rapidly, questions are asked,

portunity for written answer is ofl'

ed and finally a dictation exercise

presented. And (not noted on eib

record or filmstrip), in classro

situations the pictures can be projn

ed and students asked to desa

what they see. Or the pictures r

be used for quiz purposes in situatJ

where the teacher points to an obJ

and the student answers orally*

writes the appropriate word or

inition. The possibilities are trem

dous for imaginative language

struction. The address — Teacl I
J

Audials and Visuals, 250 West l\

Street, New York, N.Y.
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AV industry news

[artin Convention Chairman
Mahlon H. Martin, NAVA's first

ce president, will serve as general

lairman of the 21st annual national

)nvention, to be held at Hotel Morri-

in, Chicago, July 22-25. The trade

low is laid out to provide just under

50 booths; last year there were 206.

II space will be confined this year

the third and fourth floors, elimi-

iting the mezzanine space. Attend-

ice is expected to top last year's

174.

upport Good Films

The Board of Managers of the

itional Council of Churches' Broad-

sting and Film Commission has in-

ucted its staff to "experiment with

e development of a program for the

lection and vigorous support of a

mber of films each year as a con-

uctive means of stimulating the

jduction and patronage of better

Tis." Last December's decision to

icontinue the BFC West Coast

reau was reversed. A proposal by
It bureau for the establishment of

•eviewing board for motion pictures

s referred to the executive board
• further study.

Differences developed last year

Jr highly critical blasts at current

ns by the director of the west coast

;ncy, the attitude at New York
idquarters tending more toward
•porting and encouraging the good.

lile these decisions now involve

marily theatrical films they will

imately have a good effect non-

atrically. When the same films

»me available in 16mm, a favor-

e NCCC rating should have a

>d effect comi^arable to that of the

D rating in Roman Catholic circles.

10 Non-theatre Film
L total of 8,900 non-theatrical mo-
pictiu-es involved an expenditure
i389 million dollars in 1960, ac-

g to a report in the first 1961
of the Journal of SMPTE. This
increase of 9 percent over 1959.

tion registered the biggest in-

se (32 percent), civic groups, etc.,

7 percent; business and industry

.4 percent, religious groups down
percent. Impact of NDEA is

ited with major influence in edu-
lal rise. Filmstrips made biggest

increase in U.S. filmstrip pro-
r sales estimated at 59 percent.

To Use Spare Prints . . .

When Sam Orleans, Knoxville pro-

ducer, completed TV distribution of

Full Speed Ahead, a sponsored film

on the nuclear ship "Savannah," he

had about 100 prints on his shelves.

But didn't leave them there. They
proved welcome gifts to many educa-

tional film centers. Under way, second

film in this three-part series, is cur-

rendy in TV use and in time will be
similarly passed on for general school

distribution.

Electronics Boom Predicted

In a talk before the Harvard Uni-

versity Graduate School of Business

Administration, Ira L. Landis, presi-

dent, H. H. Smith, Inc., predicted an
1 1 percent annual growth in the elec-

tronics industry as compared with a

2.5 percent rate for the over-all Ameri-

can economy.

People

M. S. SuMBERG has been appointed

director of sales, Sound Products and
Hi-Fi, at Siegler Corporation's Bogen-
Presto Division. Habold Barton is

sales manager and James W. Kearns

field sales specialist in same division.

James I. Stulz has been named
audio products sales manager at Vega
Electronics Corp., after nine years

with Ampex in various phases of

technical marketing.

Newly elected chairman of the Broad-

casting and Film Commission of the

National Council of Churches is the

Rev. Dr. Harry C. Spencer, who
continues also in his own post of

general secretary of the Methodist

Television, Radio and Film Commis-
sion, Nashville ,Tenn. The Rev. Dr.

S. Franklin Mack continues as ex-

ecutive director of BFC.

Jack C. Hart has been appointed

manager of audiovisual sales at Gra-

flex. Inc. With the firm since 1940,

his most recent post was that of man-
ager of photographic sales in New
York state.

Westinghouse has formed a new T-V
Communications Department, with

Martin A. Lappin in charge of

marketing receivers, systems and serv-

ice particularly to schools, hospitals

and hotels.

No Filmstrip

Sticking!

Doubles 9
Effective Light!

iewl
V-25-P

student interest perks again and

again—frame after frame—as you

teach easier, faster with the

brighter, sharper virtually "Auto-

mated" Viewlex V-25-P. It's the

simplest to use, most advanced

combination 35mm filmstrip and

2"x2" slide projector made. And—
revolutionary new "Anti-Hesive*"

aperture plates eliminate filmstrip

sticking forever

!

Write for FREE Booklet of

Award Winning Essays on "How
Audio Visual Aids Make Teach-

ing and Learning Easier" and

Viewlex Catalog.

lewl INC.

6 BROADWAY, HOLBROOK. L I., N. Y.

In Canada—Angtophoto, Ltd., Montrtol
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TRADE DIREaORY FOR THE AUDIOVISUAL FIELD

KEY: (P)—producers, importers. {M )—manufocturers. (D)^-dealers, distributors/ film rental libraries, projection servUet.

Where a primary source also offers direct rental services, the double symbol (PD) appears.

eOlOR FILIM DEVELOPING & PRINTING

Walt Sterling Color Slides

234 Hodden lioad. WoadRi«ra, L. I.. N. Y.

Authorized "Technicolor" dealer

FIIIMS

Association Films, Inc. (PD)

Distributor of Free- Loon end Rental Films.

Heodquorters:

347 Madiion Ave., N. Y. 17, N. Y.

Regional Libraries:

Srood at Elm, Rldgefleld, N. J.

561 Hlllgreve Ave., Lo Grange, III.

799 Stevenion St., San Francisco, Col.

1108 Jockson St., Delias 2, Tex.

Audlvlsion language Teaching Service (PD)

Suite 1852—100 Church St., Nevr YerIt 7, N. Y.

The Spanish Initructo-Film Series.

Australian News and Information Bureau (POI

63« Fifth Ave., New York 20, N. Y.

*vl* Films (PD)
P. O. Bex 643, Bgrbank, Calif.

•alley Films, Inc. (PO)

6509 De longpre Ave., Hellywood 28, Col.

•ray Studios, Inc. (POI

729 Seventh Ave., New York 19. N. V.

readmon Films (PD)

127 Ninth Ave., North. Nethville 3, Tenn.

Chapel Films (PD)

Oiv. McMurry Audio Electronics, Inc.

P. O. Box 179, Culver City, Calif.

Colonial Williamsburg, Film
Distribution Section (PD)
Williamsburg, Va.

Free historical materiols catalogue

Coronet Instructional Films (P)

Coronet BIdg. Chicago 1. ill

Family Films, Inc. (PD)

5823 Santo Monico Blvd.. Hollywood 38, Caiit

Film Research Company (PD)

Onemio, Minnesota
Forest indion and Science Films

ideal Pictures, Inc. (D)

Home Office:

58 E. South Woter St., Chicago 1, ill.

•ranch Exchanges:
1840 Alcotroz Ave., Berkeley 3, Col.

2221 S. Olive St., Los Angeles 7, Cal.

714—18th Street, Denver 2, Colo.

55 NE 13th St., Miami 32, Flo.

52 Auburn Ave., N. E., Atlanta 3, Go.
1370 5. Beretanio St., Honolulu, H.

58 E. South Water St., Chicago 1, ill.

15 E. Maryland St., Indionopolis 4, ind.

616 S. 5th St., louisville 2, Ky.

1303 Prytanio Street, New Orleans 13, Lo.

102 W. 25th St., Baltimore 18, Lo.

42 Melrose St., Boston 16, Mass.

15924 Grand River Ave., Detroit 27, Mich.

3400 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis 8, Minn.

1402 Locust St., Kansas City 6, Mo.
3743 Grovois, St. Louis 16, Mo.
6509 N. 32nd St., Omaha 1, Neb.
1558 Main St., Buffolo 9, N. Y.

233-9 W. 42nd St., New York 36, N. Y.

2110 Poyne Ave., Cleveland 14, Ohio.
1201 S. W. Morrison, Portland 5, Ore.

119 Ninth St., Pittsburgh 22, Po.

18 S. Third St., Memphis 3, Tenn.
2434 S. Harwood, Dallas 15, Tex.
Brighom Young Univ., Prove, Utah.

219 E. Main St., Richmond 19, Vo.
4401 W. North Ave., Milwaukee 8, Wis.

International Film •ureau (PD)
332 S. Michigan Ave., Chicogo 4, ill.

Knowlodge Builders (Classroom Films! IPO)

Visual Education Center BIdg..

Florol Pork, N Y

For information about Trade Di-

rectory advertising rates, write

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN & AUDIO-
VISUAL GUIDE, 2000 Lincoln Park

West BIdg., Chicago 14, III.

Mogull's, Inc. (D)
11214 W. 48th St., New York 19. N T.

United World Films, Inc. (PD)
U45 Pork Ave., New York 29, N. Y.

S42 S. Deorborn St., Chicago 5, ill.

6610 Melrose Ave., Los Angeles 38, Col
287 Tochwood Dr., NW, Atlanta, Go.
2227 Bryon St., Dallas. Tex.

S023 N. E. Sandv Blvd.. Portland 13. Ore
1311 N. E. Bovshore Dr.. Miami. Flo

FILMSTRIPS

•roadman Fllmstrlpt (PD)
127 Ninth Ave., North, Nashville 3, Tone.

Christian Education Press Fllmstrlps (PD)
Religious Subjects
1505 Race St.. Philadelphia 2. Pa.

Family Fllmstrlps, Inc. (PD)
5823 Santo Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38, Calif.

Enrichment IMaterials inc. (PD)
246 Fifth Ave.. New York 1, N Y.

Pothescopa Educationol Films, Inc. (PD)
71 Weymon Ave., New Rocheile, N. Y.

AudiO'Visuol Foreign Language Moteriol

Society for Visual Education (PO)
1345 Diversey Parkway, Chicogo 14

Teaching Aids Service, Inc. (PD)
Lowell Ave. & Cherry Lone. Florot Pork. N. Y.

31 Union Sauore West, New York 3

Visual Education Consultants, Inc. (PD)
VEC Weekly Newt Filmttript

2066 Heleno St., Madison. Wis

FILMSTRIP, SLIDE & OPAQUE PROJECTORS

MOTION PICTURE PROJECTORS « SUPPLIES

OuKone Corporation
St. Charles. Illinois

(M)

FILM EDITING EQUIPMENT

Trald Corporation (PD)
P. O. Box 648, Encino, Calif.

Professional Portable Hot Splicers

ELECTRONIC TRAINING KITS

Allied Radio Corporation (MDI
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80. III.

FLAGS, BANNERS, •UTTONS, AWARDS

Ace •anner & Flag Company (Ml
224 Hoddon Rd., Woodmere, L.i., N. Y.

All sizes—U.S., State. Foreign, etc.-immed. del.

GLOBES — Geographical

Oenoyer-Geppert Company
3235 Ravenswood Ave., Chicago 40, ill.

(PD)

BIOLOGICAL MODELS & CHARTS

Denoyer-Geppert Company
5235 Ravenswood Ave., Chicago 40, III.

LABORATORY SERVICES

Byron Motion Pictures, Incorporated
1226 Wisconsin Ave., Washington, D. C.

Complete 16mm & 35mm ioborotory services.

•ell & Howell Co. I

7117 McCormick Rood, Chicago 45. III.

Eostman Kodak Company (

Rochester 4, New York

Victor Division, Kalarl Co. I

Plainville. Conn

MAPS — Geographical, Historical

Oenoyer-Geppert Company
5235 Ravenswooo Ave., Chicago 40, III

MICROSCOPES & SLIDES

Denoyer-Geppert Company
5235 Ravenswooo Ave., Chicago 40. Ill

PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT

Camera Equipment Co., Inc. (Mt
315 W. 43rd St., New York 36, N. Y.

6510 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood, Col.

Camera Equipment Co., Inc., of Florido (Mt)

1335 E. Tenth Ave., Hioieah, Flo.

PROJECTION TABLES

(peAdvanc* Products Company
2300 E. Douglas Ave., Wichita, Kans.
Complete Litis of Projection Tablet

READING IMPROVEMENT

Psychotochnics, Inc.

105 W. Adams St., Chicago 3, III.

Mfgri. of SHADOWSCOPE Reading Pacer

RECORDS

Academic Recording Institute [ARI

)

18 E. 50th St., New York 22, N. Y.
(Noted Scholars on Records or Tapes)

Broadman Films (

P

127 Ninth Ave., North, Nashville 3, Tenn.
Curriculum Materials Center (Pi

5128 Venice Blvd., Los Angeles 19, Col.

Records, Tope Recordings, Film strips. Books
Enrichment Materials Inc. f P

246 Fifth Ave.. New York 1, N. Y.

Folltwoys Records & Service Corp.
117 W. 46th St., New York, N. Y

Heirloom Records (P

Brookhaven, N. Y,

(History through Ballads & Folksongs)
Monitor Recordings, Inc. (P

413 W. 50th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Russian, French, Spanish Language Matorloli

Music Education Record Corp. I

O Box 445, Englewood, N. J.

(The Complete Orchestra demonstrated]

Spanish Music Center, Inc. (P

127 W. 48th St., New York 36, N. Y.

(SMC Language Records Center)

RECORDS—TAPES

Pathescope Educational Films, Inc. (P

71 Weyman Ave., New Rocheile, N. Y.

Audio-Visual Foreign Language Moteriol

RECORDERS — PLAYERS

Allied Radio Corporation C
100 N Weitern Ave.. Chicago 80, Ml.

SCREENS

Radiant Monufocturing Co.
8220 Mo Austin Ave., Morton Grove. III.

SLIDES

X 41/4 er lor

Colonial Williamsburg, Film

Distribution Section
Williamsburg, Vo.

(2x2 color slides in sets)

Kaystone View Co.
Meadville, Pa

Meston's Travels, inc.

3801 North Piedros, El Pose, Tenot
Walt Sterling Color Slides

(1

(PO

(PO

(PO

224 Haddon Rd., Woodmere, I. 1., N. Y.

4,000 (scenic & mops) of teacher's world tro

SOUND SYSTEMS

Allied Radio Corporation ('

100 N. Western Ave.. Chicago 80, III.
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New Equipment and Materials

or addresses of the sources supplying
iformation on which these listings are

ased, refer to Directory of Sources,

age 258. For more Information about
ay of the equipment and materials an-
ounced here, use the enclosed reader
irvice postcard.

CAMERAS MOVIE & TV
icomite 88E All-Electric 8mm Movie
Camera weighs only 16 oz., measures
^4x3Viixl% inches. Automatic bat-

tery-powered drive, electric eye ex-
posure meter, 13mm fl. 8 lens. $64.95;

case $3.75; hand strap $1.25. INSTATE.
For more information circle

No. 101 on return postal card.

ansisterized CCTV Camera, cylindri-

cal indesign, 5%" diameter 11%" long;

withstands shock and noise without
special protective housing; 650-line

horizontal resolution; operates on only
18 watts input, provides 1.0-volt com-
posite video output; works down to
1.0-footaandle scene illumination;
circuitry uses only one tube. GEVA

For more information circle
No. 102 on return postal card.

CAMERA—Accessories

Ifbest Contrast Transparency Film
ready for projection in 10 seconds,
3y4x4%", ASA speed 200 daylight, for
copying where no middle grey scale
is needed. "PolaLine Projection Film"
$3.49 per roll of 8 exposures.
iLAROID.

For more information cirole
No. 103 on return postal card.

>dachrome II, color film, 2i4x faster

find slightly higher in price, promises
truer color values, better shadow de-
tail through reduced contrast. Day-
light speed 25; Type A tungsten 40.

"ODAK.
See local dealer

laroid 4x5" positive and negative de-
veloped outside a darkroom in 15
seconds is obtained from new Type 55

^/N packet. Daylight speed ASA 100.

'acket contains paper sheet for in-
tent positive picture, film-base sheet
!or negative and foil pod of developer.
Negative is washed and fixed in room
ight, preferably in acid hardner bath
ut may be done carefully in running
vater. POLAROID.

For more information circle
No. IIH on return postal card.

Gun halogen lamp in 3" reflector
quals photo light from 18" bar of
our R-30 photo floods. Balanced for
400° Kelvin for use without filters on
:ype A color film, SYLVANIA

For more information circle
No. 105 on return postal card.

PROJECTORS—Movie
"Specialist" Filmosound Model 542
weighs 29 lb. Die-cast magnesium;
fibreglass cases; accomodates up to

1200 watt lamp; 2" f-1. 4 lens; swing-
out lens gate; zoom lens available

:^^
The "Specialist"

with 1% to 3" range; swing-out lamp
housing; still clutch; gear-driven reel

arms; 2-speed; loop setter; 3-tooth
shuttle; centralized control panel; per-
manent lubrication; lowered noise
level; 3-wire plug; AC only. Model
542 with still clutch $600; Model 540,

without, $540. B&H
For more information circle
No. 106 on return postal card.

PROJECTORS—Still

Filmstrip Selectroslide. Filmstrip at-

tachment for SL automatic slide pro-
jectors includes automatic rewind so
that strip can be immediately re-

threaded for repeat showing. $68.60.

SAUPPE
For more information circle
No. 107 on return postal card.

Tele-Sonic Slide Projector triggers and
focuses by wireless transmitter con-
trol from distances upwards of 40 feet.

Black-out shutter eliminates blank
screen glare. $269.95. B&H

For more information circle
No. 108 on return postal card.

PROJECTOR—Accessories

Slide-Tape Synchronizer imposes im-
pulse trigger on taped narratives to

trip projector advance mechanism.
Adapter cords supplied for most 2x2
projectors. Especially valuable when
used with V-M "Add-A-Track" re-

corders or other clear-channel 4-track

type that plays two channels simul-
taneously, because this permits
changes in the trigger and effects

channel without trigger and effects

track. $49.95. V-M
For more information circle

No. 109 on return postal card.

SOUND EQMPT.—
& Accessories

Compact Communication System. Four
models offer choice of console or
table top type, and either combined
or separated program-intercom chan-
nels for selective radio and record
player programming or all-call emer-
gency service. DUKANE.

For more Information circle
No. 110 on return postal card.

Professional Tape Recorder. "Lexicon"
model, with retachable 12" speaker,
16 watt amplifier, for large audiences
as well as classroom use. $279.50.

RHECAL
For more information circle
No. Ill on return postal card.

Tape Playback Synchronizer with
sprocket-driven film, employs 60 cycle
or 14KC sync track for control refer-
ence. All transistorized. Automatic

(Continued on next page)

"FfBERBfLT" CASES
"THEY LAST INDEFINITELY"

Equipped with itaal corners, ftaol card

holder and heavy web straps.

Only original FIberbllt Cases bear this

Trade Mark

Your ABturanc*

of "flnutt Quality"

For 16mm Flln

400' to aOOO' Rae/s

Sold by All Leading Dealers
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Stik«a* letter^
PROrESSIONAL

LETTERING

TECHNIQUE i45Sf|!?

Write for literature

Stik-a-letter Co. Rt. 2, box i4oo, Escsnuido, caiif.

USING TELEVISION
IN

THE CLASSROOM
By the

MIDWEST PROGRAM ON
AIRBORNE TELEVISION

INSTRUCTION,
Purdue University. Edited by

Mary H. Smith
Ready in May, 1961

A new, important work considering in-

structional television entirely from the

viewpoint oi the classroom teacher.

This practical guidebook is designed

to help teachers at all levels of edu-

cation to find answers to specific prob-

lems in teaching with television. Text

material has been developed from the

experience and workshop studies of

the Airborne Program in six midwestem
states. Provides a rich supply of prac-

tical suggestions, advice, and insights

about using TV in classrooms.

McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc.

330 West 42nd Street, New York 36, N. Y.

speed control for sync transfer of

tape to film; manual controls for

pitch, etc. Takes 12 ¥4" rack space; wt
38 lb; $1920. MAGTECH.

For more Information clrele

No. 112 on retorn postal card.

LANGUAGE LABS
"Electrofonlc" lang lab modularly de-

signed with units compatible to per-

mit modest start if desired and
gradual expension. Completely transi-

storized; simplified pushbutton con-

trols with telltale lighting; tape car-

tridge loading; teacher console and 30

student positions may be plugged in-

to ordinary AV outlet. GELCON.

For more Information circle

No. 113 on return postal card.

Flex-Mike stays put yet adjusts to any
student-teacher need. Ceramic trans-

ducer and metal damping grid resist

variations of temperature and humidi-
ty. Model CM-17 $24.50. SONOTONE.

For more Information circle

No. 114 on retnrn postal card.

Free Construction Drawings for making
this lang-lab furniture in the school

shop, and guidance to help a school

install as much or as little equipment
as desired is offered by V-M. The
console imits include: tape deck $180;

microphone is included, stand extra

$2.95; record player $27.95; V-U meter
assembly for tape recorder $33; ditto

Multiplex

Cabinets

PROTECT

YOUR
SLIDES

MULTIPLEX
DISPLAY FIXTURE CO.
Dept. M, Worne & Carter

St. Louis 7, Mo.

Most slides are irreplaceable — or costly to du-

plicate. Ttiey deserve ttie maximum protection of a

Multiplex Cabinet. Moximum convenience is af-

forded too, for slides are kept classified and con

be reviewed v/ittiout removing. Model shown holds

2340 slides, 2" x 2"; or 780 slides, 4" x 3%" . . .

or some of each . . . hos roller-mounted base with

storage compartment. Smaller and larger sizes and

other models ovoiloble. Ask for details.

Please send me Slide Cabinet Bulletin LS-1 58.

NAME ^

SCHOOL

ADDRESS-

CITY & STATE- MY61

Lang-Lab Furniture

for phonograph $34.50; 10-positior

master control panel $55; earphone;

$5.20; intercom amplifier $28; ditti

for record player $32; jack pane

$5.95. V-M.

For more Information circle

No. 11.^ on return postal card.

TEACHING MACHINES
Didak 501, versatile "constructed answe
teaching machine, incorporates optior

j

al "second attempt" window, clu

shutter for prompts, reference car

"Didak"

holder for external information, thr

teaching aperture sizes, separate pap

transport and answer—space shutt

controls. $157.50. RHECAL

For more Information circle

No. 116 on return postal card.

"Edumator"—A refresher course
specialized electronics provides
student with four LP records, a te:

book, and test questions printed

88 ELEMENTARY SCIENCI

COLOR FILMSTRIPS

Eight Series

Eleven Filmstrips Each Series,,

with Teacher Guides

1 . Rocks, Soils, and Minerals 2. Uglt

3. Sound 4. Universe and Solar Syste-

5. Living Matter 6. Health and Sal»'

7. Electricity and Magnetism 8. He-

9. Man's Use and Control 10. Air a»

Water 1 1 . Some Properties, Structure

and Changes in Matter

Complete Set $480.00

IncTividual Series (11 Filmstrips) $60.t

each.

COLONIAL FILMS
71 Walton St., N. W. Atlanta 3, G
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specially treated paper. The student
touches a multiple-choice answer with
a moistened pencil; if correct the

paper turns green, if wrong a red
spot and a code number appear and
refer back to a relevant section of the

workbook, where the answer is im-
mediately corrected and explained.

SMATOR
For more information circle

No. 117 on retom postal card.

oncept-O-Graph teaching machine,
Skinner principle, handles single
printed sheets, folded or long roll

programs past a 4x8" window.
KONCEPTOGRAPH.

For more information circle

No. 118 on retarn postal card.

MISC. ITEMS
ulk Degausser demagnetizes (erases)

signal on all brands and widths of

tape, on plastic or metal reels (5"

to 15") without winding. 100-130 volt

or 200-260 volt models. $24 AMPCORP
For more information circle

No. 119 OD return postal card.

ivalcade Programmer — pushbutton
puts 6500 cycle note on tape to trigger

slide advance as narrative is record-
ed. $95. KODAK.

See local dealer

lassroom TV Table 54" high, on 4"

rubber casters providing full 360°

ball-bearing swivel, all metal, design-
ed and tested in Wichita, Kans., public
schools. $44.95. ADVANCE.

For more Information circle
No. 130 on return postal card.

nsitometer-Tlmer for automatic con-
trol of enlarging exposures, collects

and measures light on any selected
small section of print and automatic-
ally turns off the enlarger light when
correct exposure has been reached.
Model 4000 $176; with flexible head
upport $187.50 FOTOMATIC.

For more information circle
No. 121 on return postal card.

Disc Recorder cuts up to 13y4" masters
at 33% and 78 rpm, with idler-adapter

for 45 rpm. Overhead recording lathe

has calibrated timing scale, hand
crank for spiral grooves, and inter-

change lead screws for standard and
microgroove cutting. Hysteresis sync
motor, shock-mount suspension; 20-

watt playback amplifier response 20-

20-20M cycles; 4 inputs; two cases

—

recorder 45 lb, amplifier 25 lb. "Im-
perial" model $695; recorder alone

$475, case $50; amplifier alone, incl.

case $250. Portable dual speaker set

$79.95. REK-O-KUT.
For more Information circle

No. 122 on return postal card.

Discmoblle provides wheeled table and
storage cabinet for recordings. All

steel welded construction. 13%x20x32"
high. $67.50. Table only, $30. WALLA
CH.

For more information circle

No. 123 on return postal card.

Instant Lettering — on 10x15" plastic

sheets, transfers to transparencies for

overhead projection. $1.50 per sheet.

ARTBROWN
For more Information circle

No. 124 on return postal card.

m fILM DOCIOftS^

SPECIALISTS

in the science of

FILM

REJUVENATIOI
RAPIOWELD Procns for:

• Scratch-Removal

• Abrasions •Dirt •"Rain"

Send for Free Brochure

rapid
Foundad 1940

37-02C 27th St., Long liland City l.N.Y.

FILM TECHNIQUE

KEYSTONE now offers you . . .

PROTECT-A-PRINT
LEADER

• Avoid Misthreading Damage!
• Avoid Film Scratch!

PROTECT-A-PRINT LEADER is designed specifically to prevent print

damage from dirty projectors and careless misthreading. Its special coating

automatically cleans dirty projectors and its extra toughness automatically
•voids misthreading damage.

Intensive tests, and the experience of hundreds of users, have proved that

PROTECT-A-PRINT LEADER is highly effective and thoroughly safe! Your
satisfaction is unconditionally assured.

Write for further information or a demonstration by our Local Representative.

KEYSTONE VIEW CO., Meadville, Pa.
Since 1892, Producers of Superior Visual Aids

Exclusive Distributor of Protect-a-Print Leader to the Educational Field.

BESELER
VU-GRAPH

Operated from the front of a fully lighted

room the Vu Graph Is a teacher's "electric

blackboard." Facing the class at all times,

the teacher projects what she writes, as

she writes It. A new word appears on the

screen the Instant she says It . . . step by

step a problem Is solved before the eyes

of the entire class as she explains It.

Almost without effort the Vu Graph be-

comes her "right hand of teaching."

To learn about the specific benefits of

Vu Graph Overhead

Projectors for your

school write for a

free, "no obliga-

tion" demonstra-

tion ... or "Vu

Graph As An In-

structional Aid,"

a free, informative

booklet written for

teachers by
teachers. JOetf^r^ m PROJECTION

DIVISION

CHARLES BESELER COMPANY
209 So 18th St East Orange. New Jersey
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No. 400

THE STANDARD FILMSTRIP LIBRARY PLAN OFFERS:
1 . A simple, easy method for organizing filmstrlps by title, subject matter, and

grade level.
7. An efficient, space-saving, easy-to-use system lor storing fllmstrips.
3. A convenient, foolproof way to keep track of whot filmstrlp Is being shown,

where and by whom.
Designed for large, small and growing filmstrlp libraries. Sturdy, oil iteel cabineU . . .

from 40 to 1,200 filmstrip capacity. Low cost, thousonds In use. No. 400 holds 400 fltm-
ilrips. See the new Filmstrip Table-file. It's a "bookcose" for fllmstrips.

SEE YOUR
VISUAL EDUCATION

DEALER

Write for catalog

JACK C. COFFEY CO., Inc

710 Seventeenth Street

NORTH Chicago, III.

FREE
Allied
444-PAGE 1961

ELECTRONICS

CATALOG

SAVE MOST on language
labs, Stereo hi-fi, record-

ingand phonoequipment,
school sound systems,
training kits, electronic
parts. Write for Catalog.

ALLIED RADIO
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80. III.

COMEDIE FRANCAISE

in their first film

MOLIERE'S

THE I
WOULD-BE
GENTLEMAN
(Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme, A

16mm in Color)

Available under NDEA—Title

Contemporary films

267 W. 25th St., Dept. ES, N. Y. 1, N. Y.

New Materials
KEY TO ABBREVIATIONS

mp motion picture
fs—filmstrip
si—slide
rec—recording
L 33-1/3 r.p.m. microgroove record
min—minutes (running time)
fr—frames (filmstrip pictures)
si—silent

sd—sound
R^-rent
b&w—block & white
col^-color
PrI—Primary
Int—Intermediate
JH—Junior High
SH—Senior High
C—College
A—Adult

CINEMA ARTS
Television Serves Its Community mp
FA 13min col $135; b&w $70. All the
steps in a TV program from planning
through broadcast.

For more information circle
No. 135 on return postal card.

'oLANCUACE
ABS

MODEL
CTP-500

HOLDS 500

Other models available — write for Folder "B"

^sumuubi PRODUCTS CORP.
J50 W. 57th ST., NIW YORK I » N. Y

ARMED FORCES-
CIVIL DEFENSE

Civii Defetise in Schools mp OCD Z
min b&w $31.29 from USDA (no pre
view prints) loan from State OCI
and some film centers. School ani

civil defense authorities are showi
working together for protection o

children in school, and to prepar
them for adult life in a nuclear ag(

C A TT

Write direct

BUSINESS EDUCATION
The Case of the Missing Magnets m
BNA 12min col $125 r$10. Supei
visory training fjhn that raises th

question "What kind of a workf
would I be, working imder me'i
Audience is asked to identify "clue^

to faulty supervision. A
For more information circle
No. 136 on return postal card.

The Challenge of Leadership mp BN
14min col $125 r$10. Qualities of le*
ership are explored on basis of a
man hunting emergency. Objective
to prime supervisors on recognitit

of potential leader talent. C A
For more information circle
No. 137 on return postal card.

Instructions or Obstructions mp B^
Umin col $125 r$10. M.I.T. expi

demonstrates causes of faulty coi

munication; seven steps in the ordi

giving process. A
For more Information circle
No. 138 on return postal card.

Listen, Please mp BNA 10 min col $
r$10. Discussion film on the imp
tance of listening when in supervise

role. A
For more information circle
No. 139 on return postal card.

EDUCATIONAL TAPE!

For the Classroom
Primary to Secondary Grade

600' Tapes .... 1 .40 Eao{

1200' Tapes 2.35 Eo

Language, Arts, Science,

Music, Speech, Health, etc.

Catalog 1200 Titles 50c

M.T.D. 7925 Santo Monico Blvd., Hollywood, C
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EDUCATION
art of the Union mp AFL-CIO 45mm
)&w r$4. Poorly conducted union
neeting contrasted with its opposite.

Hole of committees in an organiza-
ion. SH C A

For more information circle
No. 130 on return postal card.

paring To Teach mp BROADMAN
5min col $150. Various methods of
ssson preparation by teacher drama-
ized by means of interest-compelling
isual devices. TT A SH

For more information circle
No. 131 on return postal card.

lool Libraries in Action mp NCPUB
8min col $125 r$4.50. The school li-

rary's services to pupils and teachers
grades 1-12 in North Carolina

chools. TT A SH
For more information circle
No. l.SS on retorn postal card.

HEALTH, SAFETY
od Riddance 2mp FINLEY col. Part
Basic Pollution Problems 14%min

150; Part II: New Pollution Problems
tanin $75; Pollution Problems of In-
ividual States (111, Ind, Ky, NY,
>hio. Pa, Va, W.Va.) ea 4^4min @
!5. The Ohio River basin water pollu-
on problems, and special phases
Isewhere. SH C A

For more information circle
No. 133 on return postal card.

Theobald Faces the Facts mp WCTU
14min col b&w Cartoon quiz on ef-

fects of alcoholic beverages on health
and social life. SH C A

For more information circle
No. 134 on return postal card.

HOME ECONOMICS
Wires to Our House mp IFB 16min col

$165. The how and why of house wir-
ing is demonstrated as workers trou-
ble-shoot storm-caused damage. In-
stallation of wiring as a house is built.

Role of power sources of various
types. Int. JH.

For more Information circle
No. 135 on return postal card.

INDUSTRY,
TRANSPORTATION

It's Your Move mp MODERN 24min col

loan. The role of the conveyor in
planning and operating modern plant.

SH A
For more information circle
No. 136 on return postal card.

Sponge—Treasure from the Sea mp
USFISH 14min col loan. Sponge fish-

ing at Tarpon Springs; two methods of

harvesting; sponge auction; "Blessing
of the Waters" ceremony. El-SH A

Write direct

It is a Crime to lose attention when
darkening rooms for instruction.

INVESTIGATE use of LENSCREEN
rearview projection screens. Excellent

for lighted rooms.

• Portable screens for doss or ouditorium

use. Set up quickly, serve your own
projectori.

• in-Woll screens for new construction.

Permanent, always ready for use.

Conceals, silences oil projection equip-

ment.

• Projector-S c r e e n combinations now
available for slide, film strip, or movies.

Mobile and portable models.

• Screen materials by the square fool

for custom use—several ideas detailed.

Requeii the LENSCREEN Kit of A-V Idtts,

contains complete facts, literature.

POLACOAT INCORPORATED
97tO Conklin Rd., Blue Asli, Ohio

NEW SERIES OF FILMS ON South America
Among the most colorful, most
meaningful films ever produced by
Coronet are those on the fabulous
continent of South America. All are
new and are curriculum-coordinated
for use in the social studies.

Guided by carefully researched
educational film scripts, Coronet
cameramen spent more than
eighteen months filming the lands
of our Latin neighbors with fidelity

and beauty. Closely correlated to

leading texts in grades 4-8, these
16mm sound motion pictures
present a complete geographical
picture of all areas of the continent-
including an overview study for use
singly, for introduction or for re-

view. The addition of any of these
fine films to your educational film
library will add new impetus to the
study of this increasingly important
area of the world.

870 Latin America: An introduction

863 Geogrophy of South America:

Argentina, Paraguay, Uruguay

867 Geograpiiy of South America:

Brazil ll3Vi min.l

864 Geogrophy of South Americo;

Countries of the Andes

665 Geography of South America:

Five Northern Countries

866 Geography of South America:

The Continent (13Vi min.l

1313 Life in Grasslonds (Argentine Pompas)

1315 Life in t^ot Rain Forests (Amazon fiosini

l13Vi mini

1316 Life in the High Andes

Alio available~filmi on Central America, MexitOf
Canada, Costa Rica, Panama, and the Wett Indiet.

The films in this series may be pre-
viewed immediately for purchase
consideration and at no obligation,
except for return postage. Simply
circle the appropriate numbers on
the coupon and send it to Coronet
Films. Each film is one reel (11
minutes) except as noted . . . and
available in a choice of either full,

natural color at $110 a reel or $60
a reel in black-and-white.

Coronet

Films
I
Coronet Films, Dept. ES-561

j
Coronet Building, Chicago 1. Illinois

I I

1 Please send for purchase consider-

I
L_J ation preview prints of the films in-

I

dicated below (by appropriate number):

I
870 863 864 865 866 867 1313 1315 1316

j
Name- ^—,— Position

-

I
School/Organization

I
Address

I City-

I

-Zone— State-
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Attention!

AY Depts & Film

Libraries . . .

Ctiecl( Your Film

Handling Needs

NOW!
Ecco new model D Speedroll

Applicator for easy, procti- \)) Afl
cal film cleaning ^JJiWW
Ecco No. 1500 fluid, per gal.. . . $9.00

per ql. .$2.50
Extra flannel cloths, each . 50<

Permacel splicing tape, mend torn |

sprockets on your motion pictures
,

slides, and filmstrips.

1 6mm X 66 ft $6.00
35mm x 66 ft 11.00

Elhyloid film cement, per pint. . . $2.00
Film handling gloves, per dz. . . . $1.95

$3.50

Acetone, per pint . 90c
per quart $1.50

Dupont Freon-TF film cleaning so .

vent, per quart $5.00

Filmagic cleaning cloth, silicone

treated 12 x 18. $2.00

China marking pencils, per doz.

.

$2.25
1845 Broodvray (at 60th St.

THE CAMERA MART, INC.
New York 23, N. Y.

Plaio 7-6977

LANGUAGES
To Speak With Friends mp UWF 28min
b&w $55.52. U.S. Office of Education
film on the teaching of modem lan-
guages. How the use of language labo-
ratories, television, motion pictures,
recordings, slides and other special
audiovisual facilities helps students
acquire real skill in understanding
and speaking. TT C A

For more information circle
No. im on return postal card.

LANGUAGE ARTS
Big Medicine mp FRONTIER 24min col

S225. Old mountaineer tells little boy
and girl about a wide variety of wild-
life, including the tale of the white
buffalo the Indians refused to kill.

For more information olrcle
No. IRft on return postal card.

LITERATURE, DRAMA
Mediterranean Mytliology and Classical

Literature map DENOYER 64x44" col

plain rod mount $13.50; spring roller

$19. Colored flow-lines trace journeys
of Ulysses, Aeneas, Jason. Pictorial in-

serts illustrate legends, wars; Greek
and Roman divinity equivalents; liter-

ary time line.

For
No.

more information circle
VMi on return postal card.

m
FILM SERIES
TO MEET THE EDUCATIONAL
CHALLENGES OF THE '60s

BLivingfa
16mm SOUND

ALL IN

FULL COLOR

from UNITED WORLD FILMS
Fulfill the revitalized needs of modem
basic science instruction with these ex-

cellent curriculum-integrated films. Each
a colorful 13V4 minutes in length, they
bring the world and the universe into

the classroom . . . helping your pupils

explore the ways in which science affects their lives . . . while inspir-

ing them to further learning. Write for preview information today!

uwmm
UNITED
WORLD
FILMS, Inc.
1445 PARK AVENUE
NEW YORK 29, N.Y.

Another UWF human geography/social studies milestone, these
superb 18-minute color films will help your pupils develop a better
understanding of how recent historic events . . . new ideas and
values . . . technological and cultural changes . . . have affected

peoples' ways of living in various parts of the world. Recommended
for elementary through high school. Write today for previews!

NOW . . . U. S. GOVERNMENT FILMS AVAILABLE

Write today for UWF's free catalog of curriculum-integrated U. S.

Government.produced films and filmstrips, selected for school use
from more than 3,000 titles.

TO: UNITED WORLD FILMS, INC., Dept. ES-S61, 1445 Park Ave., New York 29, N. Y.

Please send me preview information on "The Living Science Series."

n Please send me preview information on "Your World Neighbors Series."

NAME

SCHOOL.

CITY

..TITLE..

ADDRESS

..ZONE STATE...

MATHEMATICS
Advanced Algebra (series) 20 mp MOI
ERN 27-31min b&w ea $150 r $
Titles: Historical Introduction; Fi\
Fundamental Postulates; Introductio
to Factoring; Standard Techniques <

Factoring; Simplifying Complex Frai
tions; Linear Equations with One Ut
known; Introduction to Simultaneov
Equations; Determinants and Cn
mer's Rule; Determinants of An
Order; Introduction to Quadrat:
Equations; Solving Problems with tk

Quadratic Formula; Complex Nun
bars and Roots of Equation; Intn
duction to Graphs of Equation]
Graphs of Quadratic Equation;
Theory of Equations and Syntheti
Division; Solution of Equations B«
yond the Second Degree; PermutJ
tions and Combinations; Nature (

Logarithms; Using Logarithms J

Problems; Computing Logarithn
from Arthmetic and Geometric Serie
SH C

For more information circle
No, 140 on retorn postal card.

Proportion at Work mp IFB 12min c

$120. Ratio and proportion presents

as practical tools for solving math'
matical problems by indirect measur
ment. Color cues aid clarification

more intricate manpulation. JH S

For more information circle
No. 141 on return postal card.

PHYSICAL ED, SPORTS
Alaska Game Hunt mp MODERN 14in

col loan to adult groups. Moose, grii

ly and other game. Anheuser-Bus
sponsored A

For more information circle
No. 142 on return postal card.

Tampa Tarpon Tournament mp MO
ERN 14min col loan to adult grou
Exciting fishing film. Anheuser-Bus
sponsored. A

For more information circle
No. Hit on return postal eard.

RELIGION, ETHICS
Maps on Bible Lands BROADMAN.
and NT 50x37" ea $4.95. Class size,

of 6, 25x25" set $7.95; ea $1.50; Sti

size 11x14" set of 12 $1.75; World R

of Religions 40x32" $4.

For more information circle

No. 144 on return postal card.

MAKE YOUl

OWN SLIDi

on your ow

TYPEWRITE

by using

RADIO-MAI

Kogular liza 3V*xA or the Mow Duplex 2

Sold by Audio - Visual, Photo I, Th«
SuPDiy Dealers. For FREE SAMPLE wrll<

RADIO-MAT SLIDE CO., Dapt. V,

222 Qqlcrldgo Blvd., Dttytosig >»ach, I
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Ible Backgrounds 16sfs MOODY col
LP. Four sets, each of 4fs, 4 scripts in

child and adult versions, 4 records.
Sequenced from Teples of the Pha-
raohs to Pompeii, Portrait of Roman
Life. (Evaluated ESAVG 3/61, pl43).
Elem-A

For more Information circle
No, 145 on return postal card.

utside the Walls mp METHODIST 13
min b&w r$4. Sunday school class
and teacher frustrated in efforts to do
something for depressed area near the
church. Part of excellent "Talk Back"
series. SH A

For more Information circle
No. 146 on return postal card.

eaching the Word mp BROADMAN 15
min col $150. Teaching and class dis-
cussion techniques demonstrated with
typical lesson plan. TT A SH

For more Information circle
No. 147 on return postal card.

-aining Church Workers (series) 3fs
col ea $5. Titles: How To Train Sun-
day School Workers (55fr); How To
Enlist Sunday School Workers (49-
fr) ; How To Be a Successful Canvass-
T (50fr) . TT A

For more Information circle
No. 148 on return postal card.

Uty Through Love fs BROADMAN
JOfr col $5. Modern Greece approach
to study of I Corinthians. SH A

For more information circle
No. 149 on return postal card.

hat Do We See of Jesus? fs CEP 40fr
EoL Art masterpieces, two scripts
idult and children, extensive notes
tor each picture. Evaluated ESAVG
J/61 pl42. Pri-A

For more information circle
No. 150 on return postal card.

SCIENCE, Biology

lology Program 66 mp and 50 fs EBF
10 to 24 min 56col 10 b&w $6,768; if

ill b&w $3,744. This series is reported-
y not locked in a structured lecture-
ab sequence as in physics series but
s predicated on individual teacher's
hoice as desired. Nine titles com-
ileted, the rest wU follow through
962. SH

For more Information circle
No. 151 on return postal card.

WLiNG Pictures
OC\ OUTSTANDING

0\J 16MM COLOR FILMS

For Your

Science and Social Studies

Program
(Write for cotolog and previews)

054 $. Robertton Blvd., lot Angeles 35, Calif.

The Chick Embryo: From Primitive
Streak to Hatching, mp EBF Part of
"Biology Program," which see.

For more information circle
No. 15^ on return postal card.

Introduction to Animal Dissection mp
IFB llmin col $110. Visualizes pur-
poses of dissection and its instruments
and techniques. SH C

For more information circle
No. 153 on return postal card.

SCIENCE, General

The Astronomer mp IFB 16min col $165.
Methods and tools used by present
day astronomers; film visualizes the
relationship of objects in space. JH SH

For more information circle
No. 154 on return postal card.

Extending Our Senses mp IFB ISmin
col $155. How modern science and
technology extends man's field of ob-
servation far beyond the reach of his
five senses. Ancient methods are con-
trasted with those of today. JH SH

For more information circle
No. 155 on return postal card.

Life from the Sun mp IFB 15min col
$155. The sun's influence on earthly
life; physical and biological phenom-
ena that result directly from solar
energy. JH SH

For more information circle
No. 156 on return postal card.

Authorized "RCA" Distributor

16mm sound equipment
Sales, Service, Parts, Trades.

Free illustrated booklet "R"

NATIONAL CINEMA SERVICE
71 Dey Si., WO 2-4049 N. Y. 7, N. Y.

IONIZATION AND
IONIC EQUILIBRIUM

An educational 16 mm. film—15

minutes color or black and white

throu(;h animation presents
the concept of:

Ionization
Dissociation

Ionic Equilibrium

For high school and
beginning college

chemistry classes

For purchase or preview

write to:

Audio-Visual Center
Indiana University
Bloomington, Indiana

See and hear a

CLASSROOM DEMONSTRATION
1

NEW ELECTRONIC LANGUAGE-TEACHING TAPES

LInguaphon* School Tapos
mrm av«M«bl* In

Tho 4 Moat Popular
Languagas:

Wflstern Hemisphere Spanish.
French, German, and Russian.

Tnt liniuaplior.* Un|u*|« P(0|r»i

ua'i'ie^ undff int piovitioni of

Naliontl Dcftni* Cducition Acl.

In your own school, inspect this latest development in audio-
visual language training. ..outgrowth of Linguaphone's experi-
ence in over 18,000 schools, colleges, and universities.

This new conversational laneruaKe proKram makes lanffua^e-
learning more enjoyable, language-teaching much easier.

Linguaphone's unique combination of native linguists and modern
electronic devices makes possible tape and disc recordings of such
quality that every nuance of pronunciation, diction, phraseology,
and accent is clearly understandable. The synchronized Tapes and
Discs, Manuals, and up-to-date Workbooks (by Dr. Theodore
Huebener) comprise the ONLY COMPLETE language study pro-
gram available today.

Such an ochi«vemant must b« s*«n ond h*ord. Thot Is why w«
Mvit9 you to vvaluate this n«w LInguaphona School-Top* Pro-
gram in your own classroom. Mall coupon today for furthor Infor-
mation about a classroom domonstrotion, freo of oil obligation.

Linguophone Inslituta, Dept. SD-1 9-051 Rodio City, N. Y. 30

LINGUAPHONE INSTITUTE
Dapt. SD-19-051 Radio City, N. Y. 30, N. Y.
Gentlemen: Send me literature about Linguaphone's School-Tape
Program and would like more information about a classroofs
demonstration. No obligation, of course.

Name
Position

School Name
School Address
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F&B
.^AG/C.

» A New Splicing «

and Repairing Technique

NOW IN

NEW r

20 FT.

ROLLS/
only $2.20 for 16mm

$4.04 for 35mm

I REPAIR Torn, damaged

films & film strips, patch cuts, tears,

gouges, necks, burns, etc.

1 REPLACE Torn perfor-

ations — on sound or silent films &
film strips — missing pieces of film

— restore torn-out bits of film —

IHU BUTT SPL/CE With

out losing a single frame of your film

strip or 1 6mm movie film—butt splice

leaders and tails — no cement or

splicers needed —

STRENGTHEN
OVERLAP SPLICES

Placing a frame of Magic Mylar over

your regular over-lap splice absolutely

prevents it from ever opening—
Use Magic Mylar white opaque tape

for splicing magnetic film—or for vis-

ible splices in darkroom processing.

Florman & Babb, Inc.

7" " 68 W. 45th St., N. Y. 36, N.Y. "
Please send me:

20 ft. rolls — transparent 16mm — single

perforation (T16S) at $2.20

66 ft. rolls — transparent 16mm — single

perforation (T16S) at $6.00

20 ft. rolls — transparent 16mm — double
perforation (T16D) at $2.20

66 ft. rolls — transparent 16mm — double
perforation (T16D) at $6.00

20 ft. rolls — transparent 35mm (T-35)

at $4.04

66 ft. rolls — transparent 35mm (T-35)

at $11.00

66 ft. rolls — white opaque — 16mm —
magnetic film only (0-16) at $6.00

66 ft. rolls — white opaque — 35mm
(0-35) at $11.00

Vi" splicing tape for magnetic tape (S4)

at $.57

n
D
n
n
n
n
n

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY

roll T16 ($2.20)

( 4.04)

KIT:

1 20

1 20' roll T35

F & B Film
Repair & Butt
Splice Block (19.95)

($26.16)

I I
Special Introductory Kits at only * 1 4.011

Name .

Addreu

City

SOCIAL STUDIES,
Geography, Travel

Africa 3 slides KEYSTONE VIEW SVix
4" col ea $2.10. Titles of these new
slides: Africa Before World War 1;

Africa Before World War II; Africa

Today. El-A

For more Information circle

No. 1.57 on return postal card.

Alaska and Its Natural Resources mp
BURMINES col loan. History, tradi-

tions, industries, agriculture, recrea-

tion, National Monuments. Sponsored
by Richfield Oil Corp. JH SH A

For more information circle

No. 158 on return postal card.

Mural: Midwest Metropolis mp MOD-
ERN 28min col loan to adult groups.

Commuting, shopping, working lite

of big city (Chicago). Sponsored by
Sperry & Hutchnson. A

For more information circle

No. 159 on return postal card.

SOCIAL STUDIES,
Government

Building Union Participation in Poll-

tics mp AFL-CIO 28min b&w r$3.

Personal interests impel a union mem-
ber to take active role in politics.

Produced by United Steelworkers of

America. SH C A
For more information circle

No. 160 on return postal card.

New 1
6" table permits

use of overhead

projector at normal

desk top level . . .

. . . teacher remains seated, has

easy access to materials usually

kept on the desk. Table rolls smooth-

ly on large 4" ball bearing casters.

W 16 $29.95. For W 26 which per-

mits standing use of overhead pro-

jector $29.95; with electrical as-

sembly $33.95. For details, write:

H. Wilson Corporation
S46 W. t19th Street Chicago 28, III.

Labor's Witness mp AFL-CIO 33mir
b&w r $3. Actual hearing before Sen-

ate committee—Walter Reuther telb

how the United Automobile Workers
union operates in politics. SH C A

For more Information circle

No. 161 on return postal card.

Man on the Hill mp AFL-CIO 13mii

col r $2.50. The work of elected rep

resentatives—national, state, locaJ

Cartoon produced by U.S. Armei
Forces 1958. JH SH A

For more information circle

No. 163 on return postal card.

Teamwork in Action mp AFL-CIO 3

min b&w r$3. Operation of Workmen
Compensation Law in Ontario. SI

C A
For more Information circle

No. 163 on return postal card.

Voting Procedure mp AFL-CIO 14mi|

b&w r $2.50. Registering, votin
straight or split. Indiana Univ. pr
duction JH SH A

For more Information circle

No. 164 on return postal card.

SOCIAL STUDIES,
History, Anthropology

California Stepping Stones 3rec L
VENE LP set $17.50. Guide. Ten Sj

sodes in the history of Califom
adapted from the Robert Kinge

Buell book. JH SH TT

No. 165 on return postal card.
For more information circle

Children of the Wagon Train mp it

ISmin col $200, b&w $110. Life on t

trail from Missouri to the west cos

Int JH
For more information circle

No. 166 on return postal card.

Land of Promise (Priced incorrectly

Jan. issue), mp AFL-CIO 30 min W
$175 (to union affiliates $95) r

Labor history, narrated by Mel

Douglas, shown on 100 TV statii

Labor Day 1960. JH SH C A
For more information circle

No. 167 on return postal card.

Meanwhile, Back on Earth mp AN
13%min b&w. Civil War past

space age future are related to huin

itarian needs and medical progres:

the present. Battle of Antietam

created. Role of Clara Barton. JH
A

For more Information circle

No. 168 on return postal card.

The Rise of Organized Labor mp
ISmin b&w $110. Traces growth 1

Knights of Labor through AFL-<

SH C A
For more information circle

No. 169 on return postal card.

True Story of tlie Civil War mp
33min b&w $165. Made up mainl

the famous Matthew Brady still

:

tographs. 1956 Academy Award "

ner. SH C
For more information circle

No. 170 on return postal card.
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"^ew Publications

tECTION: An announcement in

December issue indicates that tlie

lucators Guide to Free Tapes,
|lpts and Transcriptions" is free.

3 is an error. The materials listed

free, the very fine directory that

; them sells for $5.75 and well

th it.

For more Information circle

No. 171 on return postal card.

FUms for Public Use 1961-62

jp free. Central Film & Equipment
hange, U.S. Army, Fort Sheridan,

Write Direct

totes from Kodak. Fall 1960 issue,

free. Good articles on projection

»r, home-made rear projection,

M out of filmstrips, etc. EK

Write Direct

in Going Up. Guide and catalog of

ls for trade union showings. 8p.

AFL-CIO.

For more Information circle

No. 172 on return postal card.

Program and Catalog. Seven
thly film programs in operation
seventh year. Also exemplary
catalog and index of loan collec-

of 1700 titles on $10 a year mem-
hip basis. Dallas, Texas, Public
ary. Audio-Visual Dept.

Write Direct

phy of the New World. Borchert-
ruigan. Broad theme approach,
Ireds of pictures and maps, many
-color, single-column text leaves
ty of room for suggestions (in

in teacher annotated edition;

te to visual education (p6-7) ap-
only to its own pages, no men-
of projected materials, not even
publisher's own "Geography of
rlcan Peoples" color filmstrips
ftributed through SVE). Another

ruiisher has found such tie-in very
ri.il worthwhile. 1961. 448pp. RAND

;.LY.

I or more information circle
^'. 173 on return psotal card.

•HC; TO MAKE
'UR OWN
v .' CARDS"

ut signs

for pen-

'itK Fdmout

'*y Syitem.
:l«t showj

Geography Teaching Aids. 1961 catalog.

72pp, maps, globes, charts, etc. Free
DENOYER.

For more Information circle

No. 174 on return postal card.

Keystone Map Slides by Dr. J. Paul
Goode. Catalog and price list on very
extensive collection of 3y4x4 slides.

KEYSTONE VIEW.

For more information circle

No. 17S on return postal card.

Photocopy News and Reproduction Re-
view describes characteristics and
uses of two dozen papers and fUms.
lOpp Free. AMKEN

Supplement to Broadman Catalog. 1961

addition lists many new AV aids,

recordings, music, maps, games. 24pp
free BROADMAN

For more information circle
No. 176 on return postal card.

Teaching Map and Globe Skills. Bulle-
tin offers organized step-by-step pro-
gram. 50c. N. Y. Board of Education,
Publications Sales Dept., 110 Living-
ston St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Write Direct

THE GIFTED:

EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES

The first book of its kind, this new
volume presents a detailed report

on 800 public and private school

programs which are meeting the

educational needs of our ablest

students. Other features include;

Special Educational Programs

Facilities and offerings classi-

fied

College courses for teachers of

the gifted

Associations and institutions in-

HOIES-WEBWAY, INC.
ST. CLOUD, MINN.

terested in the gifted

Bibliography

288 pp., cloth, $4.00

Order from

PORTER SARGENT
PUBLISHERS

1 1 Beacon St. Boston 8, Mens

Advertisement

HELPFUL BOOKS

ADMINISTERING AUDIO-VISUAL SERV-
ICES. By Carlton W. H. Erickson. Covari
administrative, suparvisory, and tech-

nological problems, emphasizing com-
petent performance in all service a*-

pacts. 479 pp., illustrated. Macmiilan
Company, 60-5th Ave., New York 11,

N. Y. $6.95.

AUDIO • VISUAL MATERIALS: THEIR

NATURE AND USE. Revised Edition

By Walter Arno Wittlch and Charles

F. Schuiler. 570 pp. 249 Illustrations

14 Color Plates. Harper * Brothers

49 E. 33rd St., New York 16, N. Y.

1957. $6.50.

EDUCATORS GUIDE TO FREE FILM-

STRIPS. Compiled and Edited by Mary
Foley Horkheimer and John W. Differ.

Thirteenth Annual Edition, 1961. Edu-

cators Progress Service, Dept. AVO,
Randolph, Wis. $6.00.

EDUCATORS GUIDE TO FREE TAPES,

SCRIPTS, AND TRANSCRIPTIONS. Com-
piled and Edited by Walter A. Wittlch,

Ph.D., and Gertie Hanson Hoisted,

M. A. Seventh Annual Edition. 1961.

Educators Progress Service, Dept.

AVG, Randolph, Wis. $5.79.

EDUCATORS GUIDE TO FREE FILMS.

Compiled and Edited by Mary Foley

Horkheimer and John W. Differ. Edu-

cational Consultant, John Guy Fowl-

kes. 31st Annual Edition, 1961. Edu-

cators Progress Service, Dept. AVO,
Randolph, Wis. $9.00.

STANDARDS OF PHOTOPLAY AP-
PRECIATION. A Course of Study In

Photoplay Appreciation. By William

Lewin and Alexander Frailer. Illus-

trated. Educational & Recreational

Guides, Inc., 10 Bralnerd Road, Sum-
mit, New Jersey. $2.95 on approval.

2.'^7



The Teacher's Record Catalog lists,

classifies, describes hundreds of rec-

ords for music appreciation, litera-

ture, language arts, foreign languages,
social studies, sciences, dance, sing-

along, auditory recognition, band,
physical ed, etc. 48pp. 50c. HARCAT.

Write direct

The University and World Affairs

Study by ad hoc committee of nine
leaders in industry, education and
government, (Dean Rusk and Sena-
tor Fulbright were members). Tra-
ditions, status, perspectives. Role of

various government and private ag-
encies in strengthening our educa-
tional resources. 84pp. Single copies
free. FORDFOUND.

Write direct

Yesterday, Blueprint for Today. Bible-
based discussion course for youth and
adult groups. 1960. 30pp. CONCOR-
DIA.

For more information circle
No. 177 on retarn postal card.

Directory of

Equipment and Materials

on pages 249-258

AUDIO-VISUAL

EDUCATION

A. J. Foy Cross

and

Irene F. Cypher

Definition of audio-visual mate-

rials • TV and the other mass

media of instruction • Recom-

mendations for equipment

Instructional programs— sugges-

tions • Selection of materials

—

criteria • Plans for equipping

buildings • Sources of A-V mate-

rials — classified directory v/ith

addresses

Spring 550 pages $7.25

Thomas Y. Crowell Company
432 Park Avenue South

New York 16, New York

CLASSIFIED

Available—The most complete line of

Tachistoscopes and projection devices.

LAFAYETTE INSTRUMENT COM-
PANY, LAFAYETTE, INDIANA.

ADVANCE Furnace Co., 2310 E. Douglas
Ave., Wichita, Kans.

AFL-CIO — American Federation of

Labor and Congress of Industrial

Organizations. 815 16th St., N.W,
Washington 6, D.C.

AMKEN Chemical and Film Corp.,

Newton, N.J.

AMPCORP—Amplifier Corp. of Ameri-
ca. 398 Broadway, New York 13, N.Y.

ANRC: American National Red Cross,

Public Information Office, National
Headquarters, Washington 6, D.C.
Apply first to local chapter.

ATOMLAB—Atomic Laboratories, Inc.,

3086 Claremont Ave., Berkeley, 5,

Calif.

ARTBROWN—Arthur Brown & Bro.,

Inc., 2 W. 46th St., New York 36, N.Y.

B&H Bell & Howell Co., 7100 McCor-
mick Rd., Chicago 45.

BNA—Bureau of National Affairs, 1231

24th St. NW, Washington 7, D.C.

BROADMAN Press, 127 Ninth Ave., N.,

Nashville 3, Tenn.

BURMINES—Bureau of Mines, Graphic
Services, U.S. Dept. of the Interior,

4800 Forbes Ave., Pittsburgh 13, Pa.

CEP—Christian Education Press, 1505

Race St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.

DENOYER-Geppert Co., 5235 Ravens-
wood Ave., Chicago 40, lU.

DUKANE Corp., St. Charles, 111.

EASTMAN KODAK—See Local Dealer.

EBF—Encyclopaedia Britannica Films,

Inc., 1150 Wilmette Ave., Wilmette,
111.

FA—Film Associates of California, 10521

Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles 25,

Calif.

FINLEY—Stuart Finley, 6926 Mansfield

Road, Falls Church, Va.

FOTOMATIC Corporation, 2603 Kessler

Blvd., N. Dr., Indianapolis 22, Ind.

FRONTIER—Frontier Films, F & H
Enterprises, 1543 Lewis Ave., Billings,

Mont.

GELCON—General Electronic Control,

Inc., 8001 Bloomington Freeway, Min-
neapolis 20, Minn.

GEVA— General Electric Co., Com-
munication Products Div., P. O. Box
4197 Lynchburg, Va.

IFB—International Film Bureau, Inc,.

332 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 4, 111.

INSTATE — Interstate Photo Supply
Corp. 300 Park Ave., South, New York
10, N.Y.

KEYSTONE VIEW Company, M.
ville. Pa.

KONCEPTOGRAPH Corp., 179 Be
ley St., Rochester, N.Y.

LEVENE— Carol Levene Product;

2011 Broadway, San Francisco

Calif.

MAGTECH — Magna-Tech Electii

Co., Inc., 630 Ninth Ave., New "

30, N.Y.
I

METHODIST Publishing House, 20;J

Ave. S., Nashville 2, Tenn.

MH—McGraw-Hill Book Co.,

42nd St., New York 36, N.Y,

MODERN Talking Picture

E. 54 St., New York 22, N,

m\

1MONITOR — Monitor Teachi)

oratories, 5034 Wisconsin Ave., 1

Washington 16, D.C.

MOODY Institute of Science,

Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angelt J

Calif.
;

NCPUB—North Carolina Departme
Public Instruction, Raleigh, N. C

OCD— Office of Civil and De
Mobilization, Battle Creek, MicF

i

POLAROID Corp., Cambridge 39, I

RAND McNALLY & CO., 8255 O
j

Park, Skokie, 111. .

BEK-O-KUT Company, Inc., 38-19 I

St., Corona 68, N.Y.
^

BHECAL—Rheem-Califone Corp. I

N. LaBrea Ave., Hollywood 38, I

SAUPPE— Spindler & Sauppe, 1

2201 Beverly Blvd., Los Angel 1

Calif.

SMATOR— Herbert H. Smi
"Edumator," 2326 Nostran
Brooklyn 10, N.Y.

SONOTONE Corporation, E 1 m
N.Y.

SYLVANIA Electric Products 1

Broadway, New York 19.

USFISH—U.S. Dept. of the 1

Bureau of Commercial Fis ''

Visual Education Unit, P.O. B( I!

College Park, Md.

XJWF-United World Films, 144; m

Ave., New York 29, N.Y.

V-M Corporation, 305 Territorial «

Benton Harbor, Mich.

Wallach & Associates, Inc., 153! ^

crest Rd., Cleveland 18, Ohio.

WCTU—Women's Christian Tem[ »

Union, 1730 Chicago Ave., Ev W

III.
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merican Optical Co.—p. 235
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lee. Prod., Inc.—BC

ladio Cardalog—p. 243, 244

ladlo Devices, Inc.—p. 246

ludiotronlcs Corp.—^p. 218
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lamera Mart, The—p. 254
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r.inet Films—p. 253
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fowling, Pat, Pictures—p. 255

jastman-Kodak—p. 215
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YES! • • • I want to receive EDUCATIONAL SCREEN and AUDIO-

VISUAL GUIDE every month.

D On* yMr $4.»0

n Thr*« yaon $S.OO

PetlHon

Nam* or Till*

Important

Addr*«t
D Horn* .

Q Budnau

City

Company or School

Zona. Slot*.

Q Paymant if *nclof*d D Bill

Get your personal subscription started today. All subscriptions include the

BLUE BOOK, in August, at no extra charge. The BLUE BOOK lists all AV
materials produced the previous year. Indexed, with a synopsis of every film.

fUmstrip, or recording listed—you'll keep the BLUE BOOK handy the year

'round. And you'll look forward to every monthly personal issue!

Subscribe to EDUCATIONAL SCREEN
NOW

When yon see » "Clrele No." uder an Item or an ad. U m«
that there b more Information available.

Send for FREE INFORiViATION

Educational Screen and Audiovisual Guide CIRCLE THE NUMBERS
2000 Lincoln Parle West BIdg., Clilcago 14, Illinois AND MAIL NOWl

Pl*«u* s*nd m* furth«r inlormation on products and motorlols mantlonod in

tho May Educational Scroen and Audlovisuoi Guid* as circled below.
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BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
FIRST ClASS PERMIT NO. 17427 SEC 34.9, P.l.&R. CHICAGO, III.

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN
2000 N. UNCOLN PARK WEST

CHICAGO 14, ILUNOIS

Sabwrlbe! Don't pot op with • Mcond-luind, paas-alonf eopr
Uw fhia eard to get m fredi. oncat, onelipped copy each noBth.

Subscribe to EDUCATIONAL SCREEN

When yon aee a "Clnle No." under •
Oat there la more tatfoimatlon available.

Item or an ad. It loeaii*

Send for FREE INFORMATION

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
FIRST ClASS PERMIT NO. 17427 SEC 34.9, P.I.&R. CHICAGO, lU.

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN
2000 N. LINCOLN PARK WEST

CHICAGO 14, ILUNOIS

Available—The most complete line of

Tachistoscopes and projection devices.

LAFAYETTE INSTRUMENT COM-
PANY, LAFAYETTE, INDIANA.

~Oiy£ "^31 iTii\,iiigait ~ ^^m. '^tJk^sj—xj

—
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For further information, ci|
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MAKE YOUR OWN SLIDE!

vfith the ne^
Tecnifax Slidemaster System

I he Tecnifax Slidemaster System is an

integrated process for producing Dia-

zochrome multi-colored slides for over-

,

head projection . , . from the original

drawing through mounting of the slidej

No special skills are required . . . rudi-

mentary techniques produce dramaticJ

colorful, professional-looking trans-l

parencies.

PROTO-PRINTER ... a compact, portable, platen

printer, weighing only 37'/2 lbs . . . equipped with a

readily-replaceable photo-flood lamp, controlled by

an automatic exposure tinier.

"PICKLE-JAR" DEVELOPER ... a sim-

ple, trouble-free ammonia-developer,
with a new, hinged lid for rapid, fume-

free insertion and removal of films.

TICNIBOARD ... a basic component of the s) i>,

used for preparation of masters, as a platen for e-

sures, and for mounting of slides.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

For additional information and
prices, please write to Section TS,

Visucom Laboratories, Tecnifax Cor-

poration, Holyoke, Massachusetts.

Please indicate in your letter the na-

ture of your interest in Visual Com-
munication activities.

INTRODUCTORY KIT . . .

contains enough Diazochrome

film, mounts, and accessories

to produce ten five-color

transparencies . . . plus in-

struction manual and Diazo-

chrome Color Guide.

TECNISTAPLER . - . special,

heavy-duty stapling pliers for

hinging overlays on dynamic

transparencies.

TECNIFAXCORPORATION
Manufacturers of

Visual Communication

Materials

and
Equipment

HOLYOKE, MASSACHUSETTS

V y

r
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Colorful Photoplay Filmstrips

ELEMENTARY SERIES

Prepared and produced by educa-

tors. Based on popular screen ver-

sions of beloved children's stories.

In full color

$7.50

each
HANSEL AND GRETEL. In full color, 42 frames. Highlights of the fairy tale as per

by the Kinemins of the RKO Radio photoplay version. $7.50. With guide,

May be ordered

on approval for

tv/o-v/eek preview

period.
THE GU^SS SLIPPER, $7.50

In Black and White:

COLUMBUS, $4.00

55 frames.

(Starring Frederic March)

ROBINSON CRUSOE, $7.1

Money-Sock Guarantee!
GREATEST SHOW ON EARTH, $7.50 THE VIKINGS, $7.50

j;

,

I

Write for Complete Illustrated Catalog! 1.

Available only from EDUCATIONAL & RECREATIONAL GUIDES, Inc. • 10 Brainerd Road, Summit, New !»»
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f your filmstrip projectors...

wont show 2x2 slides as

well as Filmstrips

cant give brilliant screen images

in partially lighted room . .

.

don't have a built-in telescoping

handle for carrying . . .

arent simple enough for

your pupils to use

.

haven't
optical systems that remove
as a unit for cleaning . . .

fail
to keep cool and quiet

while operating . . .

<

you need...

SCHOOL MASTER
lAL-PURPOSE FILMSTRIP AND 2 X 2 SLIDE PROJECTORSI

GRAFLEX'5ciooL Master 500 shown with exclusive acces-

wy Rewind Take-Up and Semi-Automatic Slide

danger. School Masters are also available in 750

V. t, manual or remote control models from $84.50

ii-CATioNAL Screen and Aidiovisuai. (iiiDE—June. 1961

A SUBSIDIARY OF GENERAL PRECISION EQUIPMENT CORPORATION

*Trade Mark. Graflex, Inc., Rochester 3, N. Y. In Canada:

Graflex of Canada Limited. 1,7 Simeoe St., Toronto 1, Ont.
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News people organizations events

DAVI Registration Hits

3,250 at Florida Convention
The final registration count for the

annual convention of the Department

of Audiovisual Instruction, NEA, was

3,250.

The event, held April 24-28 in Mi-

ami Beach, attracted more than 1,600

out-of-state visitors. Much of the rest

consisted of building audiovisual co-

ordinators who were released from

their duties for a day to take in the

convention.

F. Edgai' Lane was local convention

chairman. Named DAVI president for

1961 was Ernest Tiemann, director of

the Visual Instruction bureau. Uni-
versity of Texas.

SMPTE Members Hear New
Advances In 8mm Film
New developments which are bring-

ing soimd to 8mm motion picture film

were the topic of a May 9 session dur-

ing the 89th convention of the Society

of Motion Picture and Television En-
gineers in Toronto, Canada, at 9:00
a.m.

John Flory, advisor on non-theatri-

cal films for Eastman Kodak Compa-
ny, who opened the session with a

discussion of "The Future Role of

8mm Sound Film," considered 8mm
sound film "another milestone in the

communications revolution," which
may extend the boundaries of the

motion-picture industiy ju.st as paper-

backs have extended the field of pub-
lishing . Some major technical and
economic obstacles must be overcome,
he says, however, before the potential

of 8mm for home entertainment, com-
munity service, religion, medicine,

science, business and industry, and
education can be fuly realized.

William D. Hedden and Kenneth B.

Curtis of Calvin Productions, Inc.,

Kansas City, Missouri, presented a

paper in this session on "Early 8mm
Sound Developments."

CCNY Presents Flaherty
Awards For Year 1960

City College of New York presented
its 12th annual Robert J. Flaherty

Award for "outstanding creative

achievement" in films of a factual

nature to Primanj, the filmed account
of the 1960 Wisconsin presidential

primary between President John F.

Kennedy and Senator Hubert Hum-
phrey.

Honorable mention in the annual
competition went to the NBC tele-

vision documentary Sit-in and to Pow
Wow, a record of the rehearsal in the

rain by the University of Minnesota
marching band.

Educational Media Council
Names Foster Director
The appointment of J. Edwin Fos-

ter, Ed. D., to the post of executive

director of the Educational Metiia

Council, with offices at 250 West .57tli

Street, New York City, has been an-

nounced by EMC Chairman Dr.

This display was created to dramatize the film service of the Enoch Pratt Free
Library in Baltimore. The library through its film department, lends 16mni sound
films, filmstrips and slides free of charge to organized groups and responsil)le adults
in the city of Baltimore. The collection includes documentaries, subjects of general
adult interest, and other selected films.

J. Edwin Foster

Charles F. Schuller, director of the

Michigan State University Audio-Visu-

al Center. The council is an organiza-

tion of national associations dedicated

to advancing the use of new media in

the Nation's schools.

A graduate of the University of

Saskatchewan and Indiana University,

Dr. Foster was formerly with the

American Heart Association where he
established and directed the Depart-

ment of Audio-Visual Materials., For

a year prior to that, he was an associ-

ate professor of adult education at the

University of Manitoba after having

.spent two years as a W^estcm Can-
adian representative of the National

Film Board of Canada. He also has

served as a teacher and principal in

Canadian schools.

For the Educational Media Council,

Dr. Foster will direct all staff services

and will act as special piojects direc-

tor for the programs developed by the

organization.

Transatlantic Exchange
Of Tapes By Students

Students of Muskegon High School

(Mich.) and students in Bologna,

Italy, are exchanging views and opin-

(Continued on Page 268)
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At the new Baircl Road School, PcnfieUI, N. Y., James M. Meagher,

Coordinator of InstrucHonal Materials for the Penfield Schools, says:

"No matter where you sit, the sound is

clear with our Kodak Pageant Projector.'

"Frequently in our Baird Road School we have

motion pictures on loan for assembly programs.

Hence we've provided for darkening the gym . .

.

and the same Pageant Projectors used in the class-

room provide ample sound and screen brilliance

—even though the gym is 70' x 90'. Wherever you

sit, front row or back, the sound is clear and

pleasing."

In any room, the Kodak Pageant 16mm Sound

Projector helps every student hear the full range

of sound—from the highest tones on the sound
track to the low tones carefully reproduced by the

baffled speaker.

There's plenty of power, too, for built-in speak-

ers. And because every Pageant is permanently

lubricated, you can count on years and years of

uninterrupted service. No oiling, ever.

Ask any Kodak AV dealer to demonstrate for

you or your school board, in any room of your

school. Or write for descriptive Bulletin V3-22.

Kodak Pageant Projector } EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Dept. 8-V, Rochester 4, N. Y.
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J^p-wy^C continued

ions by tape recording. This project is

part of the activities of the Inter-

national Tape Exchange whose di-

rector is Ruth Terry of North Muske-
gon.

Discussions have covered such top-

ics as the pro's and con's of inter-

school clubs, number of language

courses offered in school, sports and
gymnastics, graduation requirements,

racial discrimination.

New Florida AV Officers

New officers of the Florida AV
Association are Helen Carlton, St.

Petersburg, president; Iris Owens,
Panama City, secretary; and Charles

Foster, Fort Myers, treasurer. Elec-

tions took place recently at the annual

convention of the Florida State Edu-
cation Association.

FREE
Allied
444-PA6E 1961

ELECTRONICS

CATALOG

SAVE MOST on language
labs, Stereo hi-fi, record-

ing and phono equipment,
school sound systems,
training kits, electronic
parts. Write for Catalog.

ALLIED RADIO
1 00 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80. III.

"FfBERBfLT" OISES
"THEY LAST INDEFINITCLY"

Equipped with steal corners, steel card

holder and heavy web straps.

Only original FIberbllt Coses bear this

Trade Mark

Your A%svTanf
of "HtfH Quality"

For 16mm Film—
400' fo 2000' Reels

Sold by All Leading Dealers

DAVI Committee Reports
On Archive Collection

The committee on Archives and
History of the Department of Audio-
visual Instruction of the National Edu-
cation Association, meeting during the

DAVI convention in Miami Beach,
reported that the collection has grown
to approximately 2,000 items of print-

ed matter and more than 50 pieces of

equipment that played important roles

in the progress of AV media.
The following were named officers

of the committee for the succeeding
year; chairman, Ellsworth Dent vice

chairman and custodian, L. W. Coch-
ran; archivist, William F. Kruse.

As part of its objectives for the

coming year, the committee wUl strive

for further growth of archival re-

sources, it was said, especially to fill

out known gaps. It was also stated

that cataloging should be improved to

disclose content, and a list of the

materials on hand should be publish-

ed.

NAVA Officially Opposes
Censorship Of Films

Unconditional opposition to censor-

ship of motion pictures prior to ex-

hibition has been stated by the Enter-

tainment Film committee of the Na-
tional Audio-Visiial Association. In

announcing this decision, committee
chairman Thomas J. Brandon of Bran-

don Films said, "The motion picture,

as a medium of communication, is en-

titled to the full protection of the First

and Fourteenth amendments. There is

no more justification for pre-censor-

ship of films than there is for the pre-

censorhip of daily newspapers or

books."

The recent Supreme Court decision

upholding pre-censorship in the Don
Juan case not only extends existing

film censorship but opens the way to

eventual censorship of every form of

communication, Brandon pointed out.

Principal users of 16mm entertain-

ment films include hospitals, churches,

schools, and other institutions, Bran-

don said. "In our daily contacts with

these thousands of film users we find

them deeply concerned about interfer-

ences with the free flow of films which
are a vital part of their recreational

and cultural programs. Our association

will support the campaign against

film censorliip now being spearheaded

by the Motion Picture Association of

America and the Independent Film

Importers and Distributors of Ameri-

ca. Members of the National Audio-

Visual Asociation will undertake to in-

form non-theatrical film audiences

about the campaign and to enlist their

support throughout the United States."

Calendar

June 2-3—2nd national convention,
Industry Film Producers Ass'n.,

Miramar Hotel, Santa Monica,
Calif.

June 15-19-Stiident NEA annual
conference, Pennsylvania State Uni-
versity, University Park, Pa.

June 1 9-30—Workshop on Airborne
TV Instruction, Northwestern Uni-
versity.

June 20-24-National Commission on
Teachers Education and Profession-

al Standards annual conference,

Pennsylvania State University.

June 23-July 1—7th Annual Robert
Flaherty Film Seminar meeting,

Barranquitas Hotel, Puerto Rico.

June 25-30-NEA Convention, At-

lantic City, N. J.

July 2-14-18th Annual Classroom
Teachers National Conference,

Glassboro State College, Glassboro,

N.J.

July 1 0-28—Television in Education,

University of California, Los An-
geles.

July 1 0-22—Vancouver International

Film Festival, Vancouver, B.C.,

Canada.

July 1 5-20 - National Institute for

AV Selling, Indiana University,

Bloomington, Ind.

July 17-21 - 1961 USDA Visual

Workshop, Washington, D. C.

July 22-25—NAVA Convention, Mor-

rison Hotel, Chicago, 111.

September 3-9—National Consulta-

tion, Committee on AV and Broad-

cast Education, National Council ol\

Churches, Green Lake, Wis.

Two AV Books Available

Educational Screen has a limite

supply of two volumes, Pictur

Values in Education, and ComJ
parative Effectiveness of Some"
Visual Aids in Seventh Grade
Instruction, both by Joseph J.

Weber. One or both are avail-

able upon written request at a

cost of one dollar each to cover

postage and handling.
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EFLA Award To Dale

At 1961 Film Festival
Dr. Edgar Dale of Ohio State Uni-

versity was announced as first winner

year for the first time at the 1961

I l:u- EFLA Award, presented this

American Film Festival.

A total of 57 Blue Ribbon Awards
were voted to 16mm films and 35mm
filmstrips named best among the 300

screened during the festival April 19-

22 in New York City. Film Associates

of California was honored with three

awards, presented for Discovering

Color, Los Tres Osos, and What's

Under The Ocean. The National Film

Board of Canada again scored strongly

with two Blue Ribbons for films—

The Back-Breaking Leaf and Universe

—and three for filmstrips—OtuZs, The
Seaway, and Uranium.

Other awards:

The Blue Ribbon for the best film

m the "Education and Child Develop-

ment" cx)mi')etition category went to

And No Bells Ring, produced by the

National Association of High School

Principals and Baboon Behavior, pro-

duced by the University of California,

shared first place with the Columbia
Broadcasting System's The Population

Explosion in the "Sociology and An-
thropology"8 competition.

Among other recipients of Blue Rib-

bons were the United Nations for The
International Atom; the U. S. Depart-

ment of Agriculture for Agricultural

Enginering; W^-'tI Wide Pictures, for

Africa On The Bridge produced for

the Billy Graham Evangelistic Associ-

ation; and Churchill-VVe.xler, with its

third consecutive Festival win in the

"Health for Non-Medical Audiences"

category for Conge.stive Heart Failure.

produced for the American Medical

Association.

The Blue Ribbon Awards were an-

nounced at a banquet April 21. EFLA
President Frederic A. Krahn, assistant

director of the East Meadow Public

Library, presided over the ceremonies.

Awards were presented by Elliott H.

Kone, director of the AV Center of

Yale University and former president

of EFLA; Robert Konikow, editor of

Advertising arid Sales Promotion;

Rohama Lee, editor of Film Neivs; Dr.

Leo Leveridge, Coordinator of the

Medical Television Unit of New York
University; EFLA vice president Gal-

on Miller, director of AV Education of

the School City of South Bend; and
Howard Thompson, 16mm film critic

of the New York Times.

Galon Miller read the special cita-

tion honoring Dr. Dale winner of the

EFLA Award, for "distinguished ser-

vice in the audiovisual field" and "his

outstanding contribution over many
years to the cause of education from

the local level to the international

scene through his teaching, writing.

George ('.. Stoiiey leads a panel discuesion on "Film-making in .4frioa." Taking pari in

the panel debate were, from left, Juliem Bryan, producer of the soon-to-be-released

Tropical Africa;" Theodore Holcomb, producer of "African Village;" the Reverend
Alexander Feguson, producer of "New Faces Of Africa;" Hannalora Ilahn, represent-

ing J. Michael Hagopian, producer of African Girl: Malobi;" and Al Mosell, camera-

man for the forthcoming Richard Leacock film reporting on G. Mennen Williams'

recent official visit to Africa.

Galon Miller, director of .V\ Eiliiralion

of the School (Mty of South Bend and
vice president of EFLA, announces the

first annual EFLA Award, to Dr. Edgar
Dale of Ohio State University, who was
unable to be present.

research and active participation in

many organizations."

Although Dr. Dale was unable to

be present, he greeted the members
of EFLA and banquet guests by
means of a tape recording in which he

accepted the award.

A scene from the Blue Ribbon Award-

winning filnistrip series "Instruments Of

The Symphony Orchestra," one of two

for which the Jam Handy Organization

was honored.

A migrant worker shares in the harvest-

ing of "The Backbreaking Leaf." This

film on the story of tobacco in south-

western Ontario won a Blue Ribbon
Award for the National Film Board of

(!ana<la.
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Encyclopedias For Youth

Must Contain AV Emphasis
An appraisal of The World Book
Ericyrlopedia, 20 volumes including,

"Reading and Study Guide." Field

Enterprises Educational Corporation,

Chicago, 1961.

No successful encyclopedia intend-

e.l for use by young people in school,

library and at home can be a source

of information without also being an

audiovisual tool of instruction and
learning. The editors and publishers of

The World Book Encyclopedia, thor-

oughly aware of this fundamental
truism, have long been dedicated to

the high goal of maintaining their

publication as a most effective audio-

visual educational tool for use by
these young people.

To view any such extensive work
through the child's eye (and to hear
it through his ear) and thus to ap-
proach appraisal through the child's

mind is almost impossible. But chil-

dren using it tell of the many advan-
tages gained through such use, iii-

cluding immediate ease of finding in-

formation, sensible and understand-
able cross-indexing and above all

suitability of both language and ma-
terial.

That the well developed encyclo-
pedia designed for student use must
be an audiovisual tool as well as a
library tool is little discussed but is

accepted as a fundamental truth be-
cause the upper elementary school
and junior high school student is still

associating sound and sight to achieve

learning. The editors of this encyclo-

pedia approach the task of supplying
reliable information to young people
from this standpoint and they have
astutely chosen illustrations, diagrams,

maps and charts to accompany select-

ed 'audible' language to the end that

student comprehension may be readily

achieved.

The alleged audiovisualist wholly
and solely interested in the machinery
of his field, the unimaginative gadge-
teer who limits himself to being a

pseudo-administrator and technician

will be unable to find much of value
in this series of volumes to justify tlieir

serious consideration as audiovisual

instructional tools. But such indi-

viduals are happily disappearing or at

least have been far overshadowed by
their more imaginative contempo-
raries. Hence the legion of audio-

visualists who serve ably as instruc-

tional materials guides and instruction-

al materials consultants need look no
further for an excellent audiovisual

device and material in this form.

New Type of Illustration

A notable innovation of recent years

in The World Book Encyclopedia is

the 'transvision' illustration involviiig

clear acetate sheets printed in full

color and so arranged that informa-
tion is applied and superimposed upon
information in an additive procedure
in the same manner that sensitive and
effective teachers emjjloy the versatile

overhead projector and a series of

overlays to indicate a variety of es-

sential knowledges in appropriate; or-

der. This, as applied to the field of

pubhshing, is a remarkable contribu-

tion to the child's opportunity to see,

to comprehend and to relate seeming-
ly dissociated data. In the current

i.ssue imder examination the human
body and the frog are thus treated,

and it is hoped that future editions

will expand this treatment of readily

visualized information.

Maps and charts designed for im-
mediate study and close examination
are available to the student in great

number. The editors have chosen
the Lambert Conformal Conic Pro-

jection for many area maps, and these

have been created for the publication

by Rand McNally. Oblique Cylindri-

cal Projection maps are used in some
instances, as are Conic Projection

maps. In all instances, however, tlie

relation of the flat presentation to the

curved surface of the globe is portray-

ed as accurately as possible.

Color diagrams add much to the

visual presentation. Certain of the

'how-to-do-it' sections, specifically

oriented to youthful readers and ac-

cordingly appropriately illustrated, are

of particular value. The audiovisualist

will want to study these for recom-
mendation to classroom teachers and
supervisors for inclusion in study plans

as well as for student reference.

The editors have selected an open,
easil\- read, sans-serif type face which
will contribute to student ease in using

the volumes. Bold face type is used
to identify separate topics as well as

major subjects within larger study
areas with great effectiveness, mak-
ing it easy for the student to find

(Continued on Page 296)
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An example of the charts used in tlic new -'World Book Encyclopedia."
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This slide was made from the new

PolaLine Projection Film. Now you can make

high contrast slides

like this

Camera. (Jhat's more,

with sharp c

with a standard Polaroid Land

Polaroid

lean lines

only 10 seconds development time.

available

Types A6 and 46-L transparency fi

this new film requires

for continuous tone slides are

Still

1ms.



Charlie

the Destroyer

HE CAN'T
PULL A LEVOLOR
VENETIAN BLIND DO>AAN

I

Because, not only are LEVOLOR installation

brackets made of heavier, stronger metal, but

LEVOLOR installation brackets have a two-way

safety catch. Even when not completely locked, the

blind cannot come down.

Information that insures the best installation pos-

sible is a service all LEVOLOR representatives wil

give you. They will submit a prospectus covering

every detail of your Venetian Blind installation—helj

with the specifications and make a final inspectioi

after the blinds are installed. It is a service that guar

antees good specifications and good Venetian Blinds

VENETIAN BLINDS
AUDIO-VISUAL CONVENTIONAL SKYLIGHT

|

Levolor Lorentzen, Inc., 720 Monroe St., Hoboken, N. J.
'
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editorial

A
Slight

Or

An
Oversight

To the Council of Chief State School Officers:

Thank you very much. Thank you for pubhshing the much
needed Supplement to Purchase Guide for Programs in Science,

Mathematics, Modern Foreign Languages, 1961.

You may, or may not, recall that we wrote you once before. In

October, 1959, right after you had published the original Purchase
Guide to help educators use NDEA funds wisely, we wrote you
an editorial memorandum. At that time we were much disturbed,

and wondered why you had treated audiovisual materials and
equipment and people so indifferently. We urged you to take steps

to correct the oversights and omissions.

We are gratified and delighted that most of the specific points we
criticized have been corrected in the Suppleinent. For instance:

The opaque projector has now been recognized for the valuable

instructional tool that it is. You have labeled it "standard" for

all mathematics and science programs. Good!

Under "Projector Stand" you have included in .your specifica-

tions that they may now be constructed of metal. Also goodl
But we're puzzled why you still give a preferred mention to

wood construction. The new NAVA Equipment Directory pic-

tures and describes more than sixty stands. Only one is made
of wood.

We rejoice in your now including such audiovisual items as

8 and 16mm motion picture cameras, copying machines for

making transparencies, and 8mm sound motion picture pro-

jectors. That's real progress!

In 1959 we complained that \'ou named only two audiovisual

people among the 133 educators who helped in the compilation

of the guide. This time, 30 of the 92 people acknowledged are
identified with the audiovisual field. That's much fairer pro-

portion!

So you can see we're pretty well satisfied with the new Supple-

Paul C Reed ment. it was needed, and it has been done well. It gives deserved
recognition to the important place audiovisual equipment and ma-
terials must have in any modem program of instruction in science,

mathematics and modem foreign languages—or in any other subject

matter area.

You have done so well in compiling this Supplement that toe prob-

ably shouldn't raise one very minor point that's on our mind. But
we're sensitive, and we feel slighted.

You have referred in the Supplement to many books and periodi-

cals, but you failed to mention our favorite audiovisual magazine
among the periodicals in the bibliography for Audio-Visual ma-
terials! This, no doubt, is an oversight. Or, it might be a slight!

But it is such a small one, we probably shouldn't even mention it.
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EUMEHTAIY

See More—Hear More
by R. A. Frye—aitdto visual director

Before throwing up your hands in horror at the

prospect of a windowless school in your community
—stop and think for a moment:
Where does the wife do the weekly grocery shop-

ping? In an air-conditioned supermarket most likely.

Oh, this building may have a bit of glass in the front

strictly to satisfy tradition or perhaps for display

purposes. But for all practical purposes the building

will be windowless. This is because inefficiency costs

money and most retail merchants can't afford this

luxury. Shortly after World War II new stores were
built, also, with the thought that a comfortable cus-

tomer would be more of a mind to buy, hence air-

conditioning and comfortable heat levels for all year
round. Again, here, windows are strictly for display;

they will be difficult to find anywhere except in the
front of the building.

Take the example of the typical office building. Very

few parents who work in such modern structures can
even remember what unseasonable heat felt like since

they have become accustomed to the air-conditioning

of their working areas. This again has come about
because of extensive studies which show that efficiencij

increases with comfort. If this is so with the parent it

will be quite likely true in tlie case of the cliild. In

fact, educators have known for several decades that

there is a close co-relation between comfort and leam-
ing.

Savings in costs of the windowless building as com-
pared to the conventional building will pay for the

very important temperature controls which are essen-

tial to good educational practice.

Perhaps you might be interested in the opinions ol

some of our people on their new windowless schools-
Mr. Mills, superintendent of schools, Hobbs, New

Mexico: "Use of this building (a junior high school)

for over one year has convinced all concerned thai

the design and layout of its learning stations reaUj

This is a room in the El Capitan Elementary School, Roswell, New Mexico. Perfect, steady lighting at all times is a feature ol

windowless rooms; lighting is also at fingertip control when a film is to be shown.

"'^'^mmm
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am JVlorC in windowless rooms

iieet teaching and learning needs. They meet this acid

:est for more and better education for less money.
rhey are especially ideal for the dust and sunbelt of

he southwest."

C. W. Roberts, junior high school teacher:

. . when the idea of a windowless school was first

^resented to the planning committee I was amazed
md found myself expressing opposition, but after a
ew weeks as a teacher in the windowless school I

cry definitely became aware of the many advantages

o be found in a school of this type—minimum dust,

10 outside noises and distractions, the ultimate in body
omfort and the elimination of light and temperature
iroblems. All in all, these advantages added up to the

)est classroom situation a teacher could desire."

Mrs. Jack Trice (a parent), Hobbs, New Mexico:
. . I am happy to report that after approximately

me and one-half years of occupancy we are more than
atisfied with the new unit. The reactions are quite

avorable to it. Students seem to be quite happy and

show no outward effect of so-called 'claustrophobia.'

The savings in original construction made possible a

somewhat larger and certainly more efficient plan."

Miss Jackie Wilson, junior high school student:

"... I felt I would never become accustomed to being

'caged in' but now that I'm here I am dehghted with

the building and its facilities. For one thing we can
concentrate better because there is nothing to distract

us. I pay closer attention, therefore I do better work. I

speak for the entire student body when I say that we
feel indeed fortimate to be attending Highland Junior

High School, a school with modern methods and
ideas."

by Frank AI. Standhardt—architect

The windowless schools in this area are a result

of the joint design efforts of the school faculty, the

school administration, the school boards, the commu-

'he Del Norte School in Roswell, also pictured above. Use of four walls is another 'exclusive' of windowless rooms. Dust, soot are
?duced considerably in buildings of this kind.

^iiiitZ^ii



FACT: Jn the Southwest, at the time of con-

struction of our first windowless building,

conventiorud school construction cost

$16.00 per square foot, windowless school

construction $9.60 per .square foot.

FACT: Analysis of heating and cooling costs indi-

cates up to 40 percent greater efficiency

in the windowless school (tests hy en-

gineering consultant in this field).

FACT: Only in such education structures can

safe and constant lighting factors be

maintained, almost ideally accommo-
dated to prevent eyestrain on the part of

the student (determined by professional

consultants in this field).

FACT: Partitions, doors and properly construct-

ed walls give a minimum of 35 decibel

noise reduction and provide audio en-

vironment with both proper intensity

level and reverberation time.

FACT: Maintenance costs are dramatically re-

duced due to drastically reduced window
cleaning and replacement, and painting.

Much less dust.

FACT: Perfect audiovisual environment for

teaching within the new media frame-
work.

FACT: Feared "claustrophobia" among sttidents

failed to materialize. Among almost a

dozen such structures currently in use in

three communities in eastern New
Mexico no such incidence has yet oc-

cured. To the contrary students display

remarkable esprit de corps regarding

their buildings.

FACT: PTA groups in all three communities
strongly endorse this type of building.

Parents are enthusiastic about the build-

ings; most frequently heard remark—
"I wish I could have gone to school in a
building like this . .

."

FACT: Faculties are extremely stable. In the

Roswell City Schools requests for

teacher-transfers from this type of build-

ing are extremely rare—an excellent en-

dorsement of this type of facility. Re-

quests for transfer to stich buildings are

numerous, with the opinion of these

neiv buildings rating high among teach-

ers in the area of these cities.

nities, and the architect and his consultants.

The design criteria is predicated on the proposition

that the process of learning and teaching can best be
accomplished in a situation where the participants

feel well, see well, and hear well.

In our climate of temperature extremes and oc-

casional conditions of air-born dust, adequate, con

plete and proper air conditioning is necessary to a
complish the requirement of feeling well. Our extrem

ly bright skies and sunshine require complete contr

of lighting in order to provide a situation where pa
ticipants can see well. And acoustical engineering a

Another view of the El Capitan school in Koswell.
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AV media

as used in

New Mexico's

windowless

classrooms

omplishes the requirement of hearing well.

During the piocess of considering and analyzing the

ifferent ways a building could be constructed so as

D provide the required situations, it became apparent
at if the windows were removed and replaced with
n insulated wall the air conditioning requirements
ould be less and could be afforded. The removal of

le windows required an investigation of the feasibility

f completely artificial lighting. Research indicated

lat balanced, controlled lighting would probably pro-

de a better seeing situation than that of trying to

ontrol daylight. The process of acoustically engineer-

ing and isolating each teaching unit is one of applied

physics and easily accomplished.

Serious consideration has been given to the esthetics.

Color balance, intensity levels and the psychological

ramifications have been taken into consideration. After

two years of use it is apparent that the students using

these facilities are more comfortable, are seeing more,
are hearing more and are learning more.

The facility is a comfortable audiovisual environ-

ment with audiovisual and other modern teaching
aiils immediately available for the better education

of the young.
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The Great Debate

by Elmer H. Wagner

J. ODAY, through the miracle of short wave radio, it

is possible for you and your students to have a

real "in" on world news developments. Programs in

English and many other languages can be heard as

they originate in distant capitals throughout the world.

Perhaps the greatest debate the world has ever

known is going on constantly between the Voice of

America and Radio Moscow. They represent two of

the world's greatest powers and use every known skill

to influence the minds of men.

Each nation uses radio transmitters of tremendous

power, located in strategic spots, to beam their mes-

sages to other areas of the world—in their own lan-

guages. The cleverest propagandists and most convinc-

ing announcers attempt to "sell" their nation's ideas in

the biggest, most expensive sales campaign in the his-

tory of the world.

In many countries these programs are anxiously

anticipated and they are frequently the only source of

outside news. In some areas strictly enforced laws for-

bid the citizens even to listen to news from the free

world. In Amrica, most of us read the daily paper or

tune in on a local radio or TV news report. Few of us

have ever bothered to listen in on the "great debate."

We have the complacent attitude of "We're right,

and we know it." We are, but we wouldn't think of

trying to teach any other controversial issue by pre-

senting only one side of the matter. Surely none of us

believe that Democracy would suffer in a side-by-side

comparison vdth the "isms" of the world.

Our students need to be made aware of the constant

attempt to undermine our government and its reputa-

tion. Firsthand knowledge of the opponent's unscrupu-

lous attacks and misrepresentations teach the desired

lesson better than the "edited" articles of the daily

news.

Many times a distortion of facts will seem funny to

us, but what will the effect be in some other part of

the world? Does slavery really exist in the United
States? Radio Moscow told the world that we slipped

and accidentally admitted it a few years ago when our
headlines admitted "Cardinals Sell Schoendienst."

Would anyone believe a story like that? Unfortu-

nately some people do—because they want to. Other
jibes against "that capitaHstic country" are sent out to

a waiting world in daily broadcasts.

It is most interesting to hear how different the story

can sound when both sides present their views on
issues such as the summit conference, the Cuban revo-

lution, the U-2 Spy Plane incident, Spy Satellites, the

election of Kennedy, and happenings in Africa.

If your school has a tape recorder and an equipped
Radio Club, or just a good short-wave receiver, you
already have the basic equipment that can bring these

experiences to your classes. The tape recorder is neces-

sary only because broadcasts of interest may not occur

during class time, but they can be recorded for play-

back whenever and as often as needed.

Exact schedules and frequencies of broadcasts can-

not be listed here because they are changed with the

seasonal variance of radio propagation and reception

conditions. Schedules are published, however, in some
of the monthly short-wave magazines. A few hours of

listening will soon show you the variety of programs
available. Evening hours are usually best. If you do not

have a schedule, try tuning 7, 12, 15 or 22 megacycles.

If you lack the necessary reception equipment, try to

locate a local "ham," or amateur radio operator. These
fellows ( and girls ) take great pride in their hobby and
its equipment, and it will be easy to enlist their help.

The author of this article became pointedly aware

of the possibihty of using all this "free" teaching ma-
terial when some members of his own high school

Radio Club commented that they were able to con-

tribute more to class discussions and had greater

interest in world affairs because of things they heard

on their short wave receivers. Some of their teachers

dubiously questioned whether they were actually able

to hear the things that they reported.

When they were assured that these programs reallj

can be heard, the teachers expressed interest in hear
ing them. An offer was made to make available some
sample tape recordings to play to their classes. These
were enthusiastically accepted and used by severa

teachers—with requests for more.

(Continued on Page 296)
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Campanella-

AV Pioneer

by Robert T. Fisher

JL T is possible to locate, in the history of the develop-
ment of audiovisual education, many significant men-
notably Plato, Thomas More, Andreae, and Bacon.
But the writer who perhaps saw most clearly and
whose vision was widest was Thommoso Campanella.
What Campanella described in his seventeenth cen-

tury Utopia, the City of the Sun; has become, to a
large extent, accepted modern practice in the area of
audio-visual education.

Campanella proposed a system of psychology which
included, in the area of instruction, the concept that all

learning must take place through the senses. He was
among the first to attempt a break with idealistic

philosophy and consequently became among the first

to propose naturalism.

In order to promote his concept of sense education,
Campanella involved virtually the whole city in audio-
visual education. He conceived of the city as being one
vast educational institution. As part of this proposal
Campanella felt that the city of the future should con-
sist of several walls. These walls which ringed the city

were ostensibly proposed as military installations to
thwart attack. Basically, however, they were the back-
drops wherein mock-ups, dioramas, specimens and pic-

tures were placed. For example, each of the walls con-
tained the following categories of information:

Paintings of all the stars along with descriptions
and information as to their movements; mathematical
representations and their operations and formulae;
geographical representations of the earth, and a more
detailed geography of every known country; sociologi-

cal and anthropological representations of people of
all countries, including pictures and mock-ups; the
alphabet of the City of the Sun as well as that of all

other languages; mineralogical specimens with accom-
panying descriptions; a map of the world containing
descriptions and samples of agricultural and manu-
factured products of each region; meteorological maps
and descriptions of various climate and weather phe-
nomena; samples and pictures of all trees, plants and
herbs grown in the world with descriptions as to their

properties in regards to medicine and food value; pic-
tures and samples of all fishes and animals found in

the world accompamed by descriptions as to their

habitat, feeding habits, how caught, and food value.
Another wall showed all the birds and insects along
with the appropriate descriptions; mechanical arts
along with the type of tools and equipment needed
were represented on another wall; still another was de-
voted to statues of all the great inventors in the history
of the world.

Throughout the city there were gardens where live

animals of all types were placed in their natural set-

tings. Terrestial and astronomical globes were placed
in various places. Museums were situated throughout
the city as were parks and gardens. Weather vanes
and instrinnents to determine wind speed as well as
other devices were placed in several strategic spots.

For Campanella, education was based primarily
upon the principles involved in the scientific method.
Science is properly speaking the attitude of always
drawing conclusions from data and verifying these
conclusions by means of observation and experimenta-
tion. Perhaps a major constituent of the scientific atti-

tude is that it produces a feeling of reluctance to rely
upon authority. Campanella felt that by proposing a
system of education based upon his 'audiovisual' inno-
vations he would remove the student from the class-

room.

Campanella felt that truth could not be given to a
student by means of the lecture method because he
had to trust to the authority of the teacher, and further
it held mere memorization of facts as the highest
learning. The student in the City of the Sun would
learn by observation and experiment and thus would
learn to rely upon his individual reason. He would not
be required to state that something is true without first

testing it. Thus a sense of independence would result.

Critical thinking would be the end result of the pro-
gram of education proposed by Campanella. We, at
the present time, are moving, and moving rapidly, to
utilization of audiovisual materials and methods in the
public schools. Reliance upon field trips, observation,
experimentation in laboratories, teaching machines and
manufacturing by the students of learning materials
will result in Campanella's stated end of education.
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"Take Out The Windows"

1961

by C. J. Arnold

Xn December, 1948, there appeared an article in

Educational Screen entitled "Take Out The Windows."
It was an article advocating the building of school

classrooms without windows. Twelve years have
passed. At the present, a few schools, including the

excellent ones in New Mexico, have been built with
window-less classrooms and it is evident that more
will be built.

As the author of that article, I have been asked to

state how I happened to write it. It was an attempt to

set forth conclusions reached following a scientific

study of the problems I had encountered in developing

an audiovisual program in the Mankato, Minnesota,

Public Schools.

If audiovisual materials were to be used eflFectively,

they would have to be used in the classroom as an in-

tegral part of the instructional program. The moving of

a class to a projection room to show a film could not

accomplish this. But in a room in which there is light,

the big problem of projection becomes making the

shadow part of the picture on the screen. The bright-

ness or clearness of this shadow determines the effec-

tiveness or efficiency of the projected material. In a

darkened room, there is no problem of getting the best

possible shadow. But where there is a source of light

other than the projector, it becomes a real problem
because light destroys the shadow.
There are several approaches to the solution of this

problem. One would be to get a light source for the

projector so intense that it could make shadows under
any circumstance. Another approach has been to

build special screens. These have proved rather inef-

fective and altogether too bulky and cumbersome for

classroom use. They provide a makeshift substitution

for the real thing that is wanted—a large bright pic-

ture. These devices give but a small picture, limited

in brightness, and usually are a clumsy contraption

which no teacher should have to be bothered with.

There is still another approach in the solution of this

problem. If we cannot improve the shadow-making
ability of our projectors directly, perhaps we can do it

indirectly by eliminating the source of trouble—the
light coming through the windows.

This we can do very nicely by covering the windows
with some opaque darkening material in any one of

several different forms, such as curtains, drapes, Vene-

tian bhnds, etc. But again, this is a makeshift affair

and subject to many inconveniences.

It should be evident that providing darkening facili-

ties for classroom windows has imjoroved the situation

for projection, but it has by no means provided a satis-

factory solution. It is then that we begin to question
the necessity of the windows. As we investigate the
matter, we find that they are not only unnecessary but
expensive and a limiting factor in good school con-
struction.

Since the advent of the electric light, the window is

no longer needed as a source of light. It is interesting

to note that before the advent of the electric light, it

was necessary to force economy-minded school boards
to provide adequate window space by legislative

action. It is also interesting to note that the windows
determined the shape of the classroom and the seating

arrangement. There is still the belief that a great sav-

ing in the use of electricity will be effected if windows
are provided. This, however, is not bom out because
teachers are forced to use the electric light to compen-
sate for the inadequacies and uneveness of window
light, even when glass block fenestration has been
employed.

However the saving, if there is one, cannot justify

substituting bad light for good hght in the classroom,

when the good light is readily available with the flip

of a switch. Window light is bad for several reasons:

it cannot be depended upon; it constantly varies from
hour to hour and season to season; it is difficult to

control; it is difficult to distribute evenly throughout

the room; it may produce glare and uncomfortable
heating in certain parts of the room.

The typical long and narrow shape of the window
classroom is due to an attempt to get light across the

room. Glass block fenestration is an attempt to help in

this matter. If we do not have ^vindows, we can make
the room as wide as we wish and get more square feet

of floor space for the same wall space. The window
also dictates the location of the front of the room,

since pupils must be seated so that the window light

comes over the left shoulder! The vdndowless class-

room does not discriminate against the left-handed

student.

The window, too, was at one time used as a meanst

of ventilation. Here it has been even more of an unsat-

isfactory means. In most modern construction where
windows are still used, it is required that they be

closed when the heating or ventilation system is in

operation. And when it comes to air-conditioning the

heat loss through windows makes it expensive.

(Continued on Page 296)
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Making A

Featherweight

Flannelboard

by Donald L, Nicholas

Sheila Anderson, a student in Ediicutiiin at Indiana I niversity,

teaches number relatione with the aid of a flannelboard.

WiHY do so many teachers use the flannelboard

with reluctance? And why do some reject it entirely?

One of the important reasons lies in the board it-

self. As many teachers see it, the flannelboard is

shabby and "homemade." It looks out of place in the

bright and shining classroom. Not only that, but teach-

ers see it as a big chore. They refuse to handle, lug,

lift and store a board they know only as awkward,
heavy and bulky.

Such teachers are in for a pleasant flannelboard

surprise. Today, every teacher can have a feather-

weight flannelboard which offers several advantages:

(1) lightweight, (2) economy, (3) ready availability

of materials, ( 4 ) ease of construction, ( 5 ) professional

appearance of the finished product, and (6) dura-

bility.

The materials needed are two six-foot lengths of

Reynolds aluminum, item #30, for the frame and a

set of four corner inserts, item #25, to attach the

comers of the frame. In addition, a piece of flannel

slightly larger than the finished frame, a large piece

of cardboard and a small roll of tape will be needed.
Any inexpensive flannel or flannelette will serve. The
cardboard can be obtained from a large carton such

(Continued on next page) 1.
The aluniinnni for the franu* should be cut at a 4.S-def;ree

angle so as to allow the corners to fit together evenly.
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as that used to ship refrigerators.

The tools needed are a knife, scissors, hammer,

file and hacksaw. It may be possible to have the

aluminum frame cut at the hardware or building

supply store where it is pinchased. In this event, the

hacksaw will not be necessary.

After removing the plastic inserts from the alumi-

num (it is designed for construction of storm win-

dows), item #30 should be cut into four pieces, two
representing the length of the sides and two repre-

senting the ends. The ends of each piece should then

be cut at a 45 degree angle as shown in picture No. 1.

Use the file to smooth the cut edges.

The cardboard should be cut from a flat, undam-
aged side of the cardboard carton. It should be one

inch less in both length and width than the frame

pieces. The flannel should be cut two inches longer

and two inches wider than the cardboard. The flannel

should then be spread on a flat surface and the card-

board placed on top of it. Lap the flannel over the

edges of the cardboard, draw it taut, and tape it to

the back of the cardboard as shown in picture No. 2.

Three sides of the frame should be constructed by
assembling corners as shown in picture No. 3. By
placing a piece of wood on the aluminum frame and
striking the wood with the hammer, the comers can

be driven together without causing dents in the alumi-

num. Next, slide the flannel covered cardboard into

the groove of the frame. The flannelboard should now
appear as seen in picture No. 3.

Place the fourth side into position and hammer it

into place, again using a piece of wood to avoid dent-

ing the aluminum. Be sure that cardboard and flannel

fit into the groove of the frame. The tape can now be

removed from the back and the flannel trimmed to

give a neater appearance if desired. Your feather-

weight flannelboard is now ready for use.

Why Are Flannelboards Popular?

• Flexibility i.v the first and most important

reason. In fact, the flannelboard is almost

unrivaled with this unique advantage. This

makes it ea.sij to introduce items in a .si/6-

tematic order, rearrange them, and add to

or subtract from the arrangement.

• Rearrangement in itself stiggests manipula-

tion—another reason for wting flannelboards.

Take, for instance, telling time: the hands

of the clock may he moved. Flannelboards

are aho good for developing safety atti-

tudes; a red, green and yellow disk can be
manipulated on a cut-out traffic light sil-

houette.

• Another rea.ion for using flannelboards:

animation can .^how plant growth by using

cut-outs to show the development of a

plant from seed to full bloom.

From Effective Flannelboards

by E. Milton Grassell

EdScreen 6- AVGidde, March, 19.58

A flannelboard as large as 36 x 36 inches can be
constructed in the above manner for approximately

$3.00. Larger ones can be made (limited only by the

size of cardboard available) with the use of Reynolds

aluminum item #16 as a back brace to give rigidity

to the cardboard.

Add a new dimension to yoiu' teaching; try a feath-

erweight flannelboard.

9 '^'

^* <>f

The flannel should he draHn taul and taped to the back Q The rorner inserts are driven into plaee to make a strong,

the cardboard, then slipped into the frame. neat appearing frame.
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Ill lilt piiolo ;iIh»\4'. iiiilis iilnal pupil xpii iiiimts in elemen-

tary science are shown in u teaching demonstration.

Teacher Training In Taiwan

by William G. Hart

J. HE value of workshops for in-service teacher

training is widely recognized. But how do we moti-

vate such activity? How can we stimulate an increas-

ing number of schools to sponsor workshops?
For three years the Republic of China has success-

fully used traveling educational exhibits for this pur-

pose. In Taiwan the traveling exhibit becomes the

center for the other learning activities and the stimu-

lus for scores of additional such teacher workshops in

surrounding communities.

Here is how it works. Each year the National Edu-
cational Materials Center (NE\IC) calls together rcp-

|l Educational Screen and Audiovislal Guide—June, 1961

resentatives of the ten regional normal schools. ( Each
normal school is responsible for in-service education

in its region). An educational theme is decided on for

the current year's exhibits. Themes such as locally-

made teaching materials, citizenship education,

science education, physical education have been used.

Then the work of preparing various sections of the

exhibit is divided among the schools.

The NEMC determines the part of Taiwan in which

the exhibit will travel and the .specific schools which
will act as hosts to the meetings. Because of shipping

costs, only three or four locations are po.ssible outside
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of Taipei and there are always more volunteering

schools than can be used.

Major responsibility for the detailed planning of

each workshop falls on the normal school resiwnsible

for the service area involved. The members of the

nonnal school Extension Committee meet with the

sponsoring elementary school. On each such Exten-

sion Committee are one or two members who have

received training in Japan or the Philippines under

the American aid program. Later in the planning,

staff members from the NEMC meet with the plan-

ning groups.

The purposes of these workshops are simple. All

activities and materials are aimed at stimulating inter-

est in improved teaching methods and the production

and better use of educational materials.

The traveling exhibits will be displayed in the

community in advance of the meetings. Usually a

series of classrooms are used for these exhibits and

those materials which the local school also prepares.

The exhibits are well publicized in descriptive NEMC
circulars and in local newspapers. A large segment of

the population visits the displays, especially in smaller

communities.

One day of the exhibit period will be set aside for

the workshop activities directed at teachers. Teachers

of the grade level or subject area are invited from

schools in neighboring communities. Some students

may be included from the nearby normal school.

Officials from the city and county education offices

will be present.

The central activity will be a series of teaching

demonstrations. This teaching will be in an appropri-

ate field and grade level in which the school feels

that it can make a challenging contribution. The
teaching demonstrations are followed by small group

discussions where the demonstrated materials and

methods are evaluated. In some cases a written eval-

uation form is filled out during the discussion period.

The day's meetings are generally concluded by a

group session in which an authority (usually from

the Normal University) discusses teaching methods

in the field involved.

There have of course been many problems. Here

are a few of them:

1. The exhibits themselves originalh' were not very

well produced, with the panels being mostly state-

ments about teaching. But gradually the nonnal
schools have introduced graphic techniques, car-

toons, pictures and three dimensional materials to

the exhibits. Next year the NEMC will try to fur-

ther upgrade the exhibit techniques by bringing to

Taipei selected students from each normal school

for a short intensive course in exhibit making and
display.

2. The teaching demonstrations sometimes did not

challenge. Occasionally a teacher would fail to in-

clude any new techniques or new use of materials.

Supervisors have found it necessary to constantly

emphasize that the purpose of all in-service activi-

ties is to promote teacher growth, to show new ideas

and methods.

3. Some "small group discussions" were not discus-

sions. The normal school people found it necessary

to make advance visits to the schools involved, assist

in the choice of discussion leaders, prepare mate-

rials for the training of these leaders. Now it is a

generally accepted principle that discussions must

be carefully planned and the leadership trained.

Teachers of the demonstration classes are asked to

participate in these group discussions.

4. Speeches in the general meetings were too many
and too long. They still are. However progress is

being made and the emphasis in workshop planning

has moved to the more productive activities.

What is different about this program of in-service

training? Certainly exhibits are not a new device.

Neither are demonstration classes or discussion. It is

the deliberate and systematic combination of these

techniques in a country-wide program which is de-

serving of attention. Literally hundreds of schools and

cities and districts in the Republic of China have been

stimulated to tiy similar workshops. Not all of these

are good workshops. But the standards set by the

NEMC program are making a noticeable difference.

And a large segment of the teachers in the schools ol

Free China are being challenged to upgrade their

teaching methods and materials.

Special frames for the pxhibils are easily

assembled or taken apart.

In the smaller eomnuinilies of Taiwan, near-

ly everybody conies to see the exhibits.
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FILMSTRIPS

by Irene F. Cypher

June—The End

June marks the end of a term—time

to look back over what you have been

able to accomplish, and time to make
plans for the next year's work. This

has its advantages and disadvantages.

We could hope that in the name of

better use of filmstrips the teachers

of your staff have realized that there

can be many a fine classroom situation

developed around the viewing experi-

ences made possible by the use of this

type of material. The more ways a

filmstrip is made a part of a lesson—

the better. The more we hear about

people using part of one filmstrip in

connection with part of another, again

the better. The more you use film-

strips as resource and research mate-

rial, the better.

In fact it would be wonderful to be

able to report in one issue that every-

one was using filmstrips for complete-

ly different reasons, and under condi-

tions that were new and fresh. If

June is the month when the flowers

and the bees are "busting out all

over," why don't we imitate them
and do the same things with our use

of filmstrips—inaugurate a plan for

"busting out all fresh and new in Sep-

tember with some new techniques for

using material. After all, what is the

summer for if not to get ready for

the fall, so think it over and trv it out.

Alaska After Statehood (a study

Idt, 6 filmstrips, color, long playing

record, booklets, map and material;

produced by Graphia Distribution

Co., 320 Kentucky, San Luis Obispo,

California; $42 per kit). Personally

we like kits, for they provide teacher

and pupils with several kinds of ma-
terials and allow for a more rounded
study of an\- subject. In this instance

the filmstrips give us a very good pic-

ture of the problems facing those who
live in this great new state. What is

living actually like; what are the

means of general transportation; how
do the farmers secure a good crop

despite rugged soil and long, hard

winters; what is it like to start out

across a great wilderness in search of

food? The facts are there and the pic-

tures give us an insight into daily life

in Alaska. N'ery good for social studies,

geography, general history, and with

an element that will appeal to boys
and girls of the middle and upper
grades.

Elementary School Economics (4

filmstrips, sound, color; produced by
Text-Film Dept., McGraw-Hill Book

Companv, 3.30 West 42nd St., New
York 36, N. Y.; 4 strips and 2 rec-

ords, 331/3 rpm, $37.50 per set) This

is an account of how the pupils of a

second grade class learn something

about the basic facts of economic life

by engaging themselves in a series of

activities designed to tell them how
the laws of supply and demand oper-

ate. We see the pupils as they become
familiar with such problems as how to

relate the need for good to the ability

to pay for these same goods; how the

government regulates trade in the

interests of public welfare. The ma-
terial is practical and indicates how
interested children are when what
they are will relate to what they see

around them in their home and neigh-

1^^
;:^^

' ^^^^BHP Am a

DISCOVERING
SOLIDS

Anewfilm series in mathematics

from Cenco Educational Films

This is a series of five, 16mm sound, color

films for junior and senior high schools that

lifts solid geometry from the textbook and the

chalkboard into an exciting, visual concept of

three-dimensional objects, and how they affect

our daily lives.

The six common solids; cubes, prisms,

cylinders, pyramids and spheres are explored

and explained in detail. Through animation,

these solids are evolved from simple shapes,

planes and lines. Formulas for finding the

volumes and the surface areas of the solids

are carefully developed for the student.

Titles of the five films In this series are:

• Solids in the World Around Us

• Volumes of Cones, Prisms and Cyl-

inders

• Volumes of Pyramids, Cones and
Spheres

• Surface Areas of Solids I

• Surface Areas of Solids II

Each 15-minute film is available in color for

$150, or black and white for $75. Contact your

Cenco salesman for further information, or

write directly for Booklet 502.

CENCO EDUCATIONAL FILMS
A Diviiion of Cenco imtrumenls Corporation

1700 Irving Park Rood • Chicago )3, Illinois

Mounfaimide, N. J. Montreal Sonfo C/ofo
Somervilie, Man. Toronfo tot Ang»(#i
Birmingham, Ala. Ottawa Voncouvtr Hou»fon
Cenco S.A., Breda, Tbs Netberland% Tufso
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borhood. The strips will provide a

good basis for early discussions about

how man earns his living and how
families live and share in community

affairs that concern everyone. Specifi-

cally planned for the lower grades

and initial work in social problems.

Picture Book Parade, Series 4 (8

strips, color; produced by Weston

Woods, Weston, Conn.; $6.50 per

strip; .set of 8 strips, $42) There is al-

ways something very appealing about

a story with an intriguing title, and

the titles of this series are intriguing—

"The Big Snow," "Chanticleer," "Find-

ers Keepers," "Frog Went A-Courtin,"

"The Little l.sland," "Madeline's Res-

cue," "Time of Wonder," "A Tree Is

Nice." This prodvicer has a reputation

tor offering filmstrips of an excellent

quality, and the present series will

help to continue that reputation. Re-

cords based on the books are promised
for Fall distribution, but even without

the audial material, the strips stand

on their own merit as good visualiza-

tions to use with children who enjoy a

story and who like to talk about it

after seeing it. The pictures are clear

Su^ertlme...
when your films

are out of circulation

is the best time for you to have

us remove scratches, correct

brittleness, repair sprocket holes,

remake dried-out splices.

Then, thoroughly reconditioned,

your prints will be ready for hard use

again in the fall.

Of course, before proceeding

we tell you the cost . . . SEND
US YOUR PRINTS NOW.

EERLESS
FILM PROCESSING CORPORATION
165 WEST 46th STREET, NEW YORK 36, NEW YORK
959 SEWARD STREET, HOUYWOOD 38, CALIF.

and easily 'viewable'; the stories have
great pupil appeal (and paper bound
copies of the stories are included in

the package). This is material to "use"

as part of any story hour or language
arts session.

The American Revolution (A Picture

History) (6 strips, color and the

Golden Book of the American Revolu-

tion; produced by Encyclopaedia
Britannica Films, 1150 Wilmette Ave.,

Wilmette, 111.; $39.90 per set, other

prices or combinations of materials).

American Heritage magazine has been
producing good illustrative materials

dealing with American history. These
illlustrations have been utilized as the

basis of the filmstrips, and we have a

good picture history of the various

phases of the Revolution, from causes

to battles, areas to struggle and final

victory. Because the filmstrips give re-

productions of paintings and prints

they have value both as social studies

resource data and as art material. The
accompanying Iwok provides text ma-
terial to amplify filmstrip content, and

the unit offers much to the teacher

looking for a variety of material. We
almost hate to indicate grade levels

for these as they have a wide appli-

cation, and to our way of thinking

could be used at any time when it was

desirable to give .some idea of what
the American Revolution represented

in the giowth and development of our

country.

The Newspaper (3 strips, color;

produced by Filmscope, Box 397
Sierra Madre, California; $13.50 per

set of 3, $5.50 single strips) For the

student who wants to understand and

appreciate how his daily newspaper

is produced and printed, this set will

be a stimulating viewing experience.

The separate titles are "Covering the

News," Printing the News," and "Pho-

tographing the News." The series will

not only give an idea of how a large

newspaper is produced but wOl also

be helpful for those student groups

who wish to do a better job of pro-

ducing their own school paper. The
pictures in the strips and the general

presentation show us what the news

photographer looks for when he goes

out to secure illustrations for stories.

We see something of the craftsman-

ship which underlies the .skill of the

men who do the actual printing. One

has a feeling with these .strips that he

is actually visiting with the produc-

tion staff of a newspaper, and there

is value both as instructional material

and as field trip preparation. Good
for any group studying about news-

papers and the people \\ho produce

them.
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AV
in the Church Field

by William S. Hockman

Avoid This

Few films say as much on modern
Africa as Mark of The Hawk. Pro-

duced in 35mm for the theaters, and

still shown there, it is also in the 16mm
width and available to the churches.

But, be careful that you get the 16mm
version which you can use. Garrett

Short, of Central Reformed Schurch,

Grand Rapids, Mich., says that he got

the superscope version and had a

great time of it finding and installing

a screen to take this giant image. He
had to get a zoom lens.

But here is the happy ending: his

audience of 250 felt the informational

impact of this tightly dramatic film

which documents revolutionary fer-

ment in Africa today—and tomorrow.

Here is a film of superior qualities.

Get it; use it. Your people will thank

you. But get the normal 16mm regular

print, like we used .several years ago.

Available from United World Films,

105 East 106th St., N. Y. 29 and

542 S. Dearborn St., Chicago 3, 111.

Compact Projectors

All year a 'compact' filmstrip pro-

jector has been stabled with the big-

ger breed in our AV instructional re-

souce room here in the First Presby-

terian Church of Glens Falls, N. Y.'l

had the good fortune to grow up on a

farm. We had horses for work and also

for riding and driving. Within both

categories we boys and the hired

hands had our choices. These prefer-

ences were based on some pretty real

considerations.

So it is with the projectors and oui-

eachers. Over the year I have seen

preferences develop. I have talked

with these teachers about their pref-

erences. I find their likes resting on
soLd considerations.

The compact projector has had a

lot of use, more than it was entitled to

liave on the average. They say it is

ight, that it gives a large enough
mage for our group, that it nuis cool

md is easy to thread, and to frame.

The focusing is 'a little hard'. They
•omplain about that. I threads easily.

That, of all things, they like. At times

t pops out of focus. This they deplore.

Of course, some of these good and

bad things are said of other projectors

in this 'stable'. There is one that few

teachers like at all, although the lens

system is excellent. It is hard to frame

(they say; although it really isn't), and

is 'mean' to thread. I don't like it my-
self. It gets a lot of rest!

I want a compact projector that has

everything good and nothing bad. I'd

take several for my stable right now if

I could find them. I tried out a new
production a few days ago. It was a

mess! All the designers must be at

work on our man-in-space vehicle.

Surely no genius touched this pro-

jector!

Keeping Slides in Sequence

We refer to the 2x2 variety. Sup-

pose you have 30 in a sequence: How
can you keep them that way? How
mark them so that if any get out of

order they are noticed at once? Vernon

For language classes and wherever the

spoken word must be reproduced

clearly and realistically, try economical

Language Arts Recording Tape . . .

developed to meet the special needs of

today's educators.

tick! tickl

Maybe you don't remember the

magic tick tick of Dad's alarm

clock ... or the excitement you

felt at the tiny sound of his key

turning in the lock.

But don't despair. Children and

grownups alike can experience ex-

citing moments in sound. Try

Audiotape and see.

Audiotape Is particularly suited

for music appreciation classes be-

cause it offers maximum clarity

and range, minimum noise and

distortion. There are eight types

. . . one exactly suited to the next

recording you make.

dudiota
"// speaks for itself

"

AUDIO DEVICES INC., 444 Msdison Ave.. N Y. 22. N. Y.

Hollywood: 840 N. FaiilsK Ave., Chicago: S428 N. Milwaukee Ave.
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Long, of the Long Filmslide Service,

El Cerrito 8, Calif., likes to use a small

piece of colored cellopane tape "near

the lower left hand corner. When the

slides are stacked upside down ready

for projection you can see at an instant

if any are out of position."

Good! We like to run a black mark
diagonally across the top edges of the

slides as they are stacked and ready

for projection. If one is out of order,

the line is broken. Are there other

ways? We wish everyone would
thumb-tab their slides. Don't you?

This For Your Library

I am often asked what the church

should buy for its local hbrary. There

are many good materials, many excel-

lent filmstrips. We can't even begin to

give a list here. From time to time a

production comes along which has ex-

ceptional usefulness, good general

qualities and is related very closely to

one of the curriculum themes in re-

ligious education.

After looking over the four-part

series of color-sound filmstrips recent-

ly released by the American Bible So-

ciety (440 Park Ave., South, New York

16), "How Our Bible Came To Us," I

do not hesitate to recommend it for

purchase by the local church. The
treatment in each filmstrip is good; the

art is a cut above average; the sound
is superior; and all this ads up to gen-

eral excellence and high utility. The
titles are: The Bible Is Put Into Writ-

ing, The Bible Crosses Europe, The
Bible Comes To England, and The
Bible Comes To America.

The series comes handsomely boxed,

complete with study guide and pro-

jectionists' manual and the printed

scripts. Inquire of the producer or

your local library concerning price.

Filmstrip Notes

Worthy of longer comment, but

space limits us to these notes on some
recent and current releases: A Medita-

tion for Holy Week and Easter, dis-

tributed by the Christian Education
Press, 1505 Race St. Philadelphia 2,

Pa., is 40 frames, in full color, of the

1960 Passion Play at Oberammergau,
with a utilization time of 45 minutes.

Price complete $6.00. Printed script

only.

A neighbor tells me that SVE's
First Easter, full-color sound filmstrip

for 5th grade and up, was just 'fine'.

She says tliat it illustrates Peter Mar-
shall's moving story from his well-

known book. The First Easter. Com-
plete with LP recording and teaching

guide, $10.00. Both this, and the one
above, are not limited to any season.

Religious News Photo
Service

William Tyndale, first and most in-

fluential of the great 16th century English

translators of the Bible. This frame is

from the filmstrip, "The Bible Conies To
England," from the four-part series of

sound-color filmstrips, "How Our Bible

Came To Us," recently released by the

American Bible Society, 440 Park Ave.,

South, New York 16, N. Y.

SVE has done it again—given us two
very delightful 'springtime' filmstrips

in nice format: Mr. and Mrs. Robin
and The Springtime Family, and Mrs.

Cottontail and Her Springtime Family.

The target audience is 5 through 8
years. While not intended to be reli-

gious, they can say much about the

goodness of God in the hands of a

religious user. Besides, we don't al-

ways need to harp on 'religion' as

such. Can't we look at things like this

for the delight and enjoyment alone? I

think so. There are 31 frames in the

first, and 29 in the second. Both have
captions, and sell for .$.5.00 each.

Part II of the color-script filmstrip,

What Do We See Of Jesus, by Chris-

ian Education Press, 1505 Race St.,

Philadelphia 2, Pa., utilizes art master-

pieces and gives us two scripts—one

for adults and tlie other for children.

Here are 43 good reproductions which
can be utilized as indicated or taken

as the pictorial basis for the creative

building of services of worship, art

appreciation programs, or programs of

critical theological study. And your in-

vestment for all this, plus fines art

notes on each frame, is only $.5. .50;

certainly a buy for your library.

Good Theory, Bad Art

The churches by and large can use

some good and helpful ideas in the

area of Learning Theory and Class-

room Practice In Adult Education.

This filmstrip, with its commentary on

7V2ips tape, is very good in what it

says and very bad in what it shows.

The art is of the cartoon type; it tries

to be divertive and falls flat because

the artist can't quite bring ofF any
frame succ-essfully. A silly stab at

seriousness is not e.\pected in a flilm-

strip with tfiat title.

Mr. J. W. Getzels, of the University

of Chicago, is clear and comunicative

in his commentary but not supercom-

municator enough to overcome the

handicap of some second-rate art.

How did a producer ever let himself in

for such a strip of mediocrity. The
'content' is good. It would be a fine

and useful tape recording—if those

awful change-frame signals were left

out. The content is important. Let's

hope it takes a new form; tape with-

out bongs on a glass tumbler! Here is

a really fine survey of learning theory

which covers the last five decades of

education in America. I need this in

my church but 111 wait for the tape!

For Juniors, Too

Dr. J. Michael Hagopian, scholar in

the field of international culture and
proprietor of Atlantis Productions,

Inc., (7967 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood
46, Calif.) may know films and film-

making but I am certain I know chil-

dren better than he does. That's why I

insist that his film, African Girl—

Malobi, can be shown to Juniors in

the church school as well as to the

Junior Hi young people.

In eleven minutes it sets forth in

fine color photography the experiences

of a young girl in west Africa. There is

enough commentary to give continuity-

to the idea-flow sparked by tlie pic-

tures. Here is a film for showing, and

then re-showing. It can say much, and

you can make your children ready to

get much from it. The best of aU the

good things this film can show and

say is that the African people are, a.s

all people, inherenUy fine and very

capable of real greatness. Try yout

rental library or write to the producer.

m
Funny, But It's True ^

Let's sit around, enjoying our self-

ishnesses, and wait till the world gets

better. Let's get calluses on our con-

sciences about social evils and injust-

ices, and enjoy our thick-skinned in-

difi^erence. Let's find a pill to cure oui

"compassion fatigue" and "conscience

sickness" as Norman Cousins calls it

But, how can we? Especially after we
have seen a motion picture like A

Better World Begins With Me? Pro-

duced by TRAFCO of the Methodist

Church, this 30-minute film, in eithei

color (rental $6.00) or b&w ($4.00)

gets its message over. When Kath\
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Wade wakes up a lot of things begin

to happen. She proves it right there on

the screen—a better world does begin

with you! By the way, the 'NC edi-

torial in March 25 Saturday Review
says the same thing. Must be true!

The Wireless Mike

I will break my self-imposed rule

not to comment in this department on

equipment. The wireless mike, now
coming on the market and being

brought to the attention of the church-

es, deserves a comment or two.

This microphone is both a mike and

a transmitter. By the use of transistors

it has been kept small. One manu-
facturer had it down to one inch in

diameter by a little over five inches

long. Worn lavalier style, the neck

cord serves as an antenna to broad-

cast to a receiver which can be at-

tached to public address systems or

tape recorders.

The wireless mike frees the minis-

ter so he may move about the chancel

without being tethered by a connect-

ing cord. Now he can go to pulpit, to

lectern, to baptismal fount, to com-
munion table without fear of tripping

over mike cord. For many clergymen
this will be a very important and ad-

vantageous feature.

I assume that the broadcast radius

of this mike would include the narthex

of the church. Here it is that the min-

ister needs to be free to move about

and at the same time record the im-

portant information these narthex
greetings and conversations carry:
who is iU, who is a newcomer, that

exact name and address, who told him
what, and to remind him of the call

be said he would make, and on and
on. If on Monday mornings he could

listen to this tape, or have his secre-

tary transcribe essential information,

the minister in the narthex on Sunday
I morning could be freed to be more of

a pastor to his people and less of a

mental IBM machine. I can see po-

tential use for this mike at both ends
of the sanctuary.

I suggest that interested readers

scan the ads of this and other maga-
zines and write in for information,

performance specifications, prices and
other data. From time to time we shall

pass along information we think useful

to you.

AV Workshop

An advanced-level workshop in the

principles and techniques of effective

communiciition through television,

radio and audiovisual aids will be held

at Garrett School of Theology, Evans-
ton, Illinois, June 26 through July 14.

ACCELERATING
THE LEARNING PROCESS

®
The TUTORETTE lets the student compare the recorded voice

with his own as he listens through the headset and speaks into

his microphone, for group instruction or as a classroom record

player or P.A. system, the Tutorette plays all four speeds, has a

built-in 9" coaxial tweeter cone speaker and a 12 watt transformer-

powered amplifier, multiple input jacks for language lab mike,

tape recorder or radio, output jack for all headsets, listening

systems or external speakers with standard plugs, separate

controls for treble and bass, etched control panel, protected

PHONO NEEDLE won't Strike motorboard, knobs or side of case.

scuff resistant, silver brown fabricoid-covered %"plywood case

with metal comers and knees, spring cushioned plastic feet, and

solid plastic, sure-grip handle. Carrying weight 18 lbs.

ATC 300L $69.40 net. ATC 300VL with variable

$104.25 list. ^/TO^ft speed turntable and
Optional mike and •PflMoU illuminated strobe.
headset $15.92 net. ^^^

$84.50 net. $126.75 list.

SEE YOUR DEALER OR WRITE FOR COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS

AUDIOTRONICS
11057 WEDDINGTON STREET, NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
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Even in classrooms sunshine bright,,*

AO's NEW OVERHEAD
DELINEASCOPE

gives the clearest image you've ever seen!

This revolutionary new overhead projector, by American Optical
Company, was developed around a powerful 1000 watt light source
to give you the brightest . . . biggest projected screen image you've
ever seen. Even the extreme corners are sharp and clear because a
specially designed Fresnel lens affords perfectly balanced illumination
to every square inch of screen area.

This precision teaching instrument will project all the line, form and
color of a 10"x 10" transparency up to a huge 177 sq. ft. screen im-
age ... in crisp, accurate detail.

You'll enjoy using this instrument because you face your class at all

times.
. .observe every movement and expression of subject reception

and understanding.

AO's Overhead Delineascope helps give your program an unlimited
flexibility that is not possible with any other AV medium. You can
emphasize or dramatize by adding to your prepared teaching ma-
terial on-the-spot.

You'll want to see all the new, exclusive features that make this in-

strument a practical investment in creative teaching. Your AO Sales-
man or Audio -Visual Dealer will be happy to arrange a demonstra-
tion at your convenience.

American Optical

® Company
INtTIUMINT DIVISION, lUPfAlO 19, NIW YOflK

Dept. T241
Please send complete information on AO's New
Overhead Delineascope.

Name^

Address

City Zone State

IN CANADA write— American Optical Company Canada Ltd.. Box 40, Terminal A, Toronto, Ontario

AUDIO

hij Max U. Bildersee

That Time Of Year

JUNE! The school year is almost over.

The headaches of October have be-

come the satisfactions of May—and we
really accomplished something this

year.

The series of discussions we began
with the English Department about
acquiring recordings for instructional

and leisure listening has paid off well

and now we are on the way to devel-

oping a representative if not complete
library. And of course the social

studies and history people worked well

with us, and our selections in that

field are worthwhile. Well augment
that collection in the fall.

We were disturbed by the constant

demand for better speech records—but

now we have the solution to that, too.

Just the other day we heard Speak

Well-Off The Record (Columbia CL
1361) and our English and speech

teachers all thought well of it. We are

getting several copies for use next

year.

We discovered Speak Well—Off
The Record quite by accidervt. The
educational director of National Sales

Executives mentioned a particularly

fine teaching team he used and we
asked where and when we might see

and hear them. "You can hear Paul

Mills at any time," we were told,

because he has recorded an exception-

al record for individual and group in-

struction.

We looked up Paul Mills at Sales

Power (17 East 48th Street, New
York 17) and we listened to his re-

cording. He deals with basic com-
munications sounds like "S" and "TH"
in both contrasting and comparative

;

manner. Similarly he attacks such

sounds as "L," "R," "NG," "ER," "OY,"
,

"A (as in hat)," "M," "N," "SH," "T," I

"D," "P," "B," "F," "V," "K" and
"Too much on the record for

student to absorb in one hour,'

challenged Mr. Mills.

"Or a week," he said by way of'

agreement. He pointed out that speech I

is a matter of good habits and that

good habits cannot be developed over-

night. "In fact," he pointed out, "in

teaching good oral communications,

the teacher must overcome some in-

grained and well practiced bad habits

"G."

any

WC'
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at the same time tliat new liabits are

being developed.'

"But >'i)ii have a series of twelve

exercises on the record, and these are

both summarized and illustrated in

the booklet, 'Speak Well', which is

bound into the record album."

"Yes. but those tvselve exercises are

the beginning, not the end of oral

awareness a n d consequent speech

training. Now you take ..."

"Oral awareness?" we inteniipted.

"Have you a way of sampling the in-

dividual—oralK' and can he sample

himself?"

"Try this. Next time you arc speak-

ing to someone—a phone call may be

the best time for this—bend your ear,

over and forward tightly against the

side of your head. Now—talk and

listen to yourself! If you are using too

much volume, you won't like it. And
the man at the other end won't like

it, either. So, lower your voice until

you hear yourself, and like what you
sound like. That is part of oral aware-

ness."

"Don't speech teachers do this all

the time?"

'They try. They try very hard. But
inadequate emphasis and insufficient

time and equipment facilities make
their job particularly difficult."

'I know. That's v\'hat they all tell

me, and tliat's why I looked you up as

soon as I heard about vour recording,

'Speak Well-off The Record." I ad-

ded that from what I've seen of Mr.
Mills as a teacher, from what I've

heard of the record (all of it, several

times) and from what I've observed

through conversing with him, his rec-

ord can be a distinct addition to the

arsenal of speech teaching. I might
add that Mr. Mills, in terms of his

own speech, literally practices what
he teaches.

June! June! June! Delightful time of

the year because we are not only look-

ing backward at our accomplishments,
ind measming the growth and de-

k'elopment of our program, but we are

ooking ahead to discovering new and
xciting means to furthering studies.

Now there is that language labora-

ory we have to program. The idea

hat the language teachers could and
vould and should make their own
ipes for group and individual pres-

mtation didn't work out. But we've
ad some use from it and we must
lave more next year. Sure, we've used
good many disc recordings on the

lachine; the English teachers sort of

tched on to it in recent months, and
hey've been using it as a listening

boratory. But if we had a new im-

etus in the language classes—a new
petus — impetus — input — input —

FREE TO NEW SUBSCRIBERS

DIRECTORY OF RECORD PRODUCERS
ON 3 X 5 CARDS

AN AUDIO CARDALOG EXTRA
already distributed free to all subscribers

ORDER AUDIO CARDALOG BEFORE

September 15, 1961

AND GET YOUR FREE DIRECTORY, TOO

Audio CARDALOG PO Box 1771 Albany 1, New York

Directory available at $5.00 to subscribers after September 15, 1961.

input and output — output — input

and output—exchange! That's it! Ex-

change. We should exchange tapes

with other schools—or with other chil-

drew — with children far away — with

children in other countries! WOW!
What an idea! But how do I begin?

I've seen something about this—but

where? Didn't one of the state audio-

visual associations do something along

this line? Can I get help from them?
Where was it? Why wonder fiuther—

just send a dollar and a half to Ford
Lemler, director of the University of

Michigan Audio—Visual Education

Center, The University of Michigan,

Ann Arbor, and ask for a copy of

Pupils Speak To Pupils Around The
World, by Ruth Teny.

Tape Exchange
This exciting concept is thoroughly

explained in Mrs. Terry's explicit and
interesting publication. It is a sum-
mary of the experiences of the Inter-

national Tape Exchange (834 Ruddi-

man Avenue, North Muskegon, Michi-

gan ) . The contents include a discus-

sion of the tape exchange idea, the in-

spiration for which came from other

worthy efforts to promote person-to-

per.son communication around the

world. This, then, is the group em-
lx)diment of the 'pen pals' idea which
was so popular and significant not too

many years ago— and which is still

valuable as a teaching learning tool.

The publication goes on to discuss

the values of tape exchange and the

objectives of such a program in the

larger educational spectrum. There is

discussion of some curricular appliai-

tions of the tape exchange program as

well as reports from participating

schools in various parts of the world.

The "what" of the tape exchange

idea is followed, in Pupils Speak to

Pupils Around the World by the

"how." Specifically, "How to Get

Started" is the title of a special section

and this offers a dozen worthy ideas

and many helpful hints to make get-

ting started and keeping going easier

for all concerned.

The publication includes a tape ex-

change directory which is a most use-

ful list described by the author, Mrs.

Ruth Terry, as including "the names
and addresses of educational groups
outside the United States which have
indicated by letters to the author that

they would vveleome opportunities to

exchange tape recordings with edu-

cational groups in the United States."

This program is worthy of your at-

tention, and the publication belongs in

your school as a basic reference for the

beginning of an international tape ex-

change in which your pupils can speak
to pupils around the world.

June! This is the time to re-examine

budgets and be sure that moneys still

available are wisely expended and that

materials and references needed with

the beginning of the new academic
year are on order.

June! Must remember to bring all

the equipment in from the classrooms

and schools and everywhere and ar-

range for the long range maintenance
program to go into high gear. All

record players to be overhauled and
properly stored. Must protect them
against 'flat tires' and consequent
sound distortion next September. Then
the tape recorders must be checked—
amplifiers, tape transport mechanisms
and all. Check the head gaps. And
storage— there's a real problem.

When they lock the doors at the end
of the year—and the windows, too—
what happens inside the school, heat—
and humidity—wise? Do our machines
and materials deteriorate more over
the sinnmer from non-use than they do
during the scIxkjI year from use? .Must

check into this, and take precautions.

June! Must be sure that my orders
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Audio. CARDALOG® Record Reviews on Cards
Box 1771— Albany 1, New York

n Please enter. .1 year subscription(s) to Audio

D

CARDALOG, including the FREE Audio CARDALOG Di-

rectory of Record Producers. 400 cards- 10 issues-$25.00

Please send us full information about Audio CARDALOG.

Nome

Organization or School

Address

City and State

Pre* offer expires September 15, 1961. Price for Directory $5.00 thereafter to subscribers.

for next year's rental films are out and
processed and that my commitments
are known. Too bad that we must plan

months ahead for films we'll want next

school year, but we must. Must be
sure, too, that I've placed purchase

orders for the recordings I'll want,

blank tapes I'll need and filmstrips

which are to be added to our perma-
nent collection. Must be sure to order

the reference and catalog materials

I'll want, too.

June! Time to think about some of

the major projects that mu.st be plan-

ned now and begun either immediate-
ly or next school year. So much to do.

So many idea. What are the most
promising; which will serve the stu-

dents of this school best?

Let's see—there is the development,
with the school librarian of course, of

special collection of recordings. These
are to be used in classes, yes, but they

have two more important functions.

They should be used for loan pur-

poses. To be taken home by students

and faculty for listening pleasure and
yet they must be both educationally

and artistically sound. This one has
great promise. Mu.st remember to do
more than talk about it.

So much to do! So little time! And
here it is—June again.

June! The graduates of last year and
\ears before coming back to visit

the school and tell us about that all-

important freshman year at State Uni-
versity. Some come back to voice a
simple "thanks" to a hard-working
faculty for helping them in learning to

study.

Must remember to make some re-

cordings of these boys and girls as
they come back. They can tell our
juniors—next year's seniors—a lot about
what to expect in college, how to be-
have in college and ever so much more
about the problem of getting into col-

lege. It's getting tougher, they all say,

to get into the college of your choice.

Must talk this over with the guidance
counselor—I think we've got an origi-

nal idea here which can be especially

meaningful to our own youngsters.

And, of course, if one of the young-
sters wants to go to an institution not

represented in the audio library we
can build this way: we can ask the col-

lege to get us a special recording.

June !!! So much to do .... so little

time. But it's been a good year, a real

good year. And next year will be even
better.

June! July! And now I can go fishin'!

new Coronet films .

CARL SANDBURG
discusses Lincoln

CARL SANDBURG
discloses his work

From 30,000 feet of film made by CBS for an interview wit!

Carl Sandburg at his home in North Carolina, Coronet Filmi

has selected with great care the material related to Sandburg
the Lincoln scholar, and Sandburg, the writer-and fashionec

it into two highly effective classroom films.

Months were spent in re-writing, in developing a new narra
tion, and in re-editing the basic material to bring to the screer

a remarkable man and one of our greatest living combination:
of poet, author and historian. Through this painstaking pro
cess, Coronet has developed two curriculum-oriented filmi

which are both timely and timeless.

CARL SANDBURG DISCUSSES LINCOLN (11 min., B&W) Sandburg Speak
feelingly of what Lincoln means to him; of why he undertook th

history of Lincoln's life; and of the contributions Lincoln made to hi

time and ours. American History, Senior High.

CARL SANDIURG DISCUSSES HIS WORK (13H min., B&W) The Pulitze
Prize winner reads selected passages from his own works, gives advic '

to writers, and tells how he goes about "this business of writing.'

American Literature, Senior High.

Preview these fllmi . . . We shall be pleased to send preview prints t

these films tothose who are considering purchase. This service is availabi'

at no obligation except for return postage. Simply check your requem

on the coupon and return to Coronet Films.

CORONET FILMS
I

D<pt. ES-661

I

^°"'"'"
f'-'.'^rs. Nome

I
Chicago 1, lllinoit

I

ease send for preview:

D Corl Sandburg Dljcusset
Lincoln

Carl Sandburg Discusses

His Work

Position.

School

Address.

City _Zone Sfate_
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FILM EVALUATIONS
by L. C. Larson and Carolyn Guss

Animals Of East Africa

(C-B Edncatioml Films, Inc., 690
Market Street, San Francisco 4, Cali-

fornia) 13 tnin., 16mm, sound, color,

no date.

Description

Animals of East Africa presents a

close-up view of the larger animals of

British East Africa in the area bound-

ed on the east by the Indian Ocean
and on the west by the White Nile.

The White Nile is described as is

Murchison Falls, where the White
Nile rushes through a gorge orJy 20
feet wide.

The animals described include the

elephant, largest of the living land

animals; the ostrich, largest existing

bird; the giraffe, tallest of living ani-

mals; and the zebra, which belongs

to the horse family. Among the ante-

lope are Thompson's gazelle; the im-

pala, the most enthusiastic jumper in

the animal world; the eland, largest

of the antelope; the gnu, the name
given by the Hottentots to the wilde-

beest of South Africa; the hartebeest;

and the water buck with its beautiful

lyrate horns.

The film describes the cape buffalo,

acknowledged as one of the most
dangerous animals in Africa, and pic-

tures several members of the pig fami-

ly including the hippopotamus, which
spends most of its time in water, and
the wart hog, so called because of the

warty protuberances on its face.

Portrays the wild dogs which hunt
in packs and shows a young topi ante-

lope narrowly escaping a pack of these

dogs. The spotted hyena and the vul-

ture are pictured as representatives of

scavengers of the plains.

The king of beasts, the lion, is pic-

ured. The lioness is represented as

he hunter for the pride and a pride of

ions is shown sharing a kill.

The seasons are described as alter-

nating between wet and dry. This

seriodic change in season controls the

life of the plains. As the hoofed ani-

mals move in search of water, the

beasts of prey follow. Man, too, takes

J hand. At the end of the dry season

latives set fire to the grass to clear

he land for planting. Many animals

ire thus destroyed and much land

aid bare to erosive forces.

During the wet season, streams,

lakes and dry beds are flooded; the

earth is replenished and herds again

cover the plains.

The film describes briefly the ef-

forts of the British to establish wild-

life refuges and points out the need
for the newly emerging African na-

tions to accept their responsibility of

preserving the unique animals of

Africa as a heritage for future genera-

tions.

Appraisal

Unlike most films on the animals of

Africa, Animals of East Africa treats

the various groups of animals in a

logical, sequential manner. The ani-

mals are pictured and described but

there is no attempt at sensationalism.

The killing of animals by big game
hunters, etc., is not shown. On the

contrary, the film emphasizes the need

for the new nations of Africa to ac-

cept their responsibility for the preser-

vation of the animals of Africa.

In viewing Animals of East Africa,

one knows exactly where the animals

might be found because the locale is

firmly established at the very begin-

ning of the fikn. The geography and

climate of the area are indicated and

their impact on the balance of life on

the African plains is clearly stated.

The concepts presented are such as

to be readily understood by many up-

per elementary students, yet treat-

ment is sufficiently sophisticated that

the film would be of value to junior

high, senior high, college and adult

audiences.

There was mild objection, on the

part of some evaluators, to the open-

ing and closing native chanting. This

does little to set a proper mood for

the film and would be better if omit-

ted or replaced by more conventional

music.

Photographically, the film is superb.

Animals generally are shown in groups

and then the camera moves in for

close-ups.

Animals of East Africa will be wel-

comed by both social studies and biol-

ogy teachers. The biology teacher

will find the film very useful in show-
ing classification and diversity of ani-

mals and the social studies teacher

will find it useful in a study of African

geography and climate and in con-

sidering problems faced by the newly
emerging nations of Africa.

—Donald Nicholas

Sense Perception

(Moody Institute of Science, 11428
Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles 25,

California) 55 minutes—Part I: 27 min-

utes. Part II: 28 minutes—16mm,
sound, color, 1960. Each part $220.

Teachers guide available.

Description

Sense Perception offers a series of

experiments by Dr. Irwin A. Moon
showing the brain as the interpretor

of sensory reception and proving that

these interpretations are based on the

individual's accumulated past experi-

ences. This imperfect character of

human sensory perception has driven

inquiring men to develop tools and

iiial.-- Of Kabl .\fiica "liy <ilJ tdiKalional I'ihiig
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Dr. Irene Cypher, Associate Professor of Education at NEW YORK University,
past-President of the Metropolitan Audio Visual Association, and A-V Editor of
Instructor Magazine, demonstrates the unique advantages of the Norelco
'Continental' Tape Recorder to a group of student teachers at N.Y.U. Selection of the
Norelco for inclusion in the exhibits in N.Y.U.'s "Model Classroom" was based upon
performance standards of fidelity, reliability, versatility and functional simplicity.

Now... 2 ^mnforelco Recorders...
CONTINENTAL '300" '

4-Track Stereo Ploybock, Monophonic Record-Playback • Comes complete with
preamp-ampjifier, wide-range Norelco speaker and dynomic microphone • 3
speeds • Headphone facilities for "auditioning' student as he records • Rugged
construction for constant classroom use • Mixing and sound-on-sound focili-
ties • Accidental erasure prevention.

CONTINENTAL '400'

4-Track Stereo Record-Playback, Monophonic Record-Playback • Completely
self-contained, including dual recording and playback preamplifiers, dual
power amplifiers, 2 wide-range Norelco speakers and stereo dynamic micro-
phone • 3 speeds • Mixing, monitoring and sound-on-sound focilities.

Write for illustrated and detailed brochure.

Mrs. Mary Lou Plugge, Chairman of tin Department of Speech and Dramatic
Arts at Adelphi College in New York, finds her Norelco 'Continental' tape
recorder an essential tool in speech instruction. Says MRS. Plugge, "My Norelco
tape recorder is valuable to me for a nutnber of reasons. There is an impressive
tone quality in its reproduction of sound. Concomitant with this is the aid of the
mechanical pause button which allows me to stop to analyze progress without turn-
ing off the machine." The NORELCO 'Continental' is a product of North American
Philips Co., Inc., High Fidelity Products Division, Dept. 1S6, 230 Duffy Avenue,
Hicksville, Long Island, New York.

techniques to increase their undei
standing of the laws of the physicj
universe which have helped free ma
from a bondage to ignorance. Di
Moon then extends this concept o

the developmental character of know]
edge and application of physical law
to the area of moral laws governin]
life. He states that man, through in

creasing understanding and applica
tion of these latter laws, can surgi

forward in moral and spiritua
strength.

Part I, "The Wonder of the Senses,
illustrates the adaptive capacity of th(

human brain in an experiment ii

which Dr. Moon wears a pair of in

verting spectacles for two weeks. Dur
ing the period of adjustment, he ex
periences nausea and is unable to per
form even simple tasks such as catch
ing a ball or walking. In the adjust
ment period the brain reinverts tlu

image into normal upright condition
Gravity cues are indicated as playinj;

a significant role in this visual re-

orientation.

The extent to which the brain can
adapt is demonstrated by Dr. Moon's
performance of a number of simple
and complex tasks including riding ,i

motorcycle and flying a plane while
wearing the inverting glasses. When
the glasses are removed, another peri-

od of adjustment is required since the

brain is still correcting for the invert-

ing glasses and must be retrained.

From this experiment conjectures

are made concerning the visual orien-

tation of space travelers who will lack

the gravity cues which are essentia!

to "normal" vision. In these zero grav-

ity conditions, new visual orientation;

will be required.

Interpretation of the sense organs

messages by the brain leads into the

description of the structure and func

tion of each of five major senses. Tht
filling-in of the blind spot in our eye i

by the brain is graphically portrayed

Several unusual experiments are usee

to present a visualization of odors.

Part II, "The Limitations of Oui

Senses," surveys the myriad stimula-

tions available to our sense receptors

and the extremely small number ol

sensations to which we respond. Ou)

visual perception reacts to only a smal

fraction of the electiomagnetic spec

trum of which light is a component
The hearing of humans is much les:

sensitive than that of many other ani

mals who can hear in the ultra-sonic

range.

In another demonstration a subjec

deprived of the sense of smell is uii

able to distinguish between an appli

pear, onion or potato. Even our sens(

of smell is crude compared to othe
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animals such as the bloodhound and
Cecropia moth.

As pointed out in Part I, our past

experiences structure what we see

even when we "know" our visual il-

lusion is incorrect. The rotating tra-

pezoid and distorted room provide

telling demonstrations of this phenom-
enon which though pointed out as

an illusion defies visual correction to

the "true" conditions.

Scientists, aware of these perceptual

limitations, have developed a wide

variety of instrumention to extend

their senses. Increasing instrumentation

has caused an explosion of scientific

knowledge of the fixed laws govern-

ing the physical world which has

freed man from the bondage of igno-

rance. Dr. Moon concludes by observ-

ing that an increasing comprehension

of the fixed laws governing moral and

spiritual behavior and the obeying of

them will create a surge forward in

moral and spiritual strength.

Appraisal

Sense Perception provides juniot

and senior high school science classes

an opportunity to observe several clas-

sic experiments in perception, to gain

insights into the limitations of our

senses and the major role played by
the brain in sense perception, and to

develop an understanding of the fixed

nature of the physical universe and
how science through instrumentation

reveals an increasingly accurate pic-

ture of this world and the laws govern-

ing it. As characteristic of Moody
science films, there is an overtone of

the moral and spiritual values that

form the framework in which deci-

ions are made concerning the uses of

cience and its discoveries.

The inclusion of value-centered con-

ent in science films is questioned by
iome teachers but others see in such

oroductions as this an opportunity to

ntegrate the physical universe with

.vhich science works and the judg-

Tients essential to the intelligent use

)f science for the benefit of all man-
ind.

Use is made of many unusual cinc-

natic and demonstration techniques.

Uustrations of the blind-spot in the

ye, the graphic portrayal of odors,

nd inverted vision are typical of those

mployed.

Both Parts I and II of the film could

lOt be effectively used in a single

•lass period, but its natural division

ito two distinct units makes it pos-

ble to use each part on a separate

lay with time between showings for

lass discussion of concepts presented

nd their implications.

—Richard Gilkey

Fairchild 8mm Motion Pictures

NEW TOOL FOR TURNING OUT BETTER STUDENTS

Add interest and excitement

to classes, bring new

experiences to your students

witfi 8mm sound from Fairchild

Here's a dynamic teaching tool that

opens new horizons for the student,

makes life easier for the teacher, gets

real mileage out of the audio-visual

dollar. No longer do your teachers

have to repeat the same experiment,

rebuild the same model, re-create the

same play. They can bring the field

trip to the classroom—add the realism

and excitement of action, color and

sound to virtually any subject.

Professional Quality: Fairchild's

revolutionary motion picture system

is the first 8mm synchronized sound

equipment; makes and shows movies

(color or black and white) with pro-

fessional quality. The transistorized

camera records lip-synchronized

sound and action-perfectly and auto-

matically. Its audio system puts true-

to-life sound directly onto a thin mag-

netic stripe on the film. You simply

set the volume level, aim and shoot.

Best of all, it's truly portable-weighs

just 41/2 lbs., is powered by a recharge-

able long-life cadmium battery.

Real Simplicity: The projector is as

revolutionary as the camera. It has an
f/1.6 lens and new pre-focused high

lumen lamp for clear, brilliant, color-

ful movies. You can show to as many
as 50 people. In addition to fine pic-

ture and sound projection, with this

versatile unit you can remove sound
whenever you want, or add sound
over sound. You can even add narra-

tive background music or other sound
effects to siJenf films. The projector

weighs only 24 lbs., is as easy to oper-

ate as any "silent" projector.

Low Cost: Cost is the most amazing
part of the whole story. You can make
your own 5-minute color sound movie
for as little as $11. And the camera
and projector are priced low enough
to make sound films a reality for any
school. Write us for prices—or see

your local dealer.

Free Literature: For complete infor-

mation on the Cinephonic 8 sound
motion picture system, write to Fair-

child Camera and Instrument Corpo-

ration, Industrial Products Division,

Dept. ES-6, 580 Midland Avenue,
Yonkers, New York.

FAIRCHILD
CAMERA AND INSTRUMENT CORP.
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World Book-
(Continued from Page 270)

information. Upper case lightface is

used to indicate suggested cross-refer-

ences for further study, and student

ease of use in the consideration in-

volved in the arrangement whereby

each separate letter is completed in

the volume in which it is begun.

Language, the audio aspect of this

audiovisual presentation, is carefully

selected to excite the student's pic-

torial imagination and the presenta-

tion of information is thereby en-

hanced. Adjectives are used with dis-

cretion for their pictorial value to add

both broad and minute detail to these

audiovisual experiences offered the

student.

From an audiovisual standpoint

perhaps the greatest weakness of the

current edition of The World Book

Encyclopedia is the disregard of

audiovisual media and materials in

bibliographies. Its presentation is es-

sentiaDy that of the printed word and

still picture, in which the availability

of useful instructional materials in-

volving other communications media

is regrettably ignored to a large ex-

tent.

It is appropriate that, in a standard

reference work intended for use over

a comparatively long period of time,

ephemeral presentations such as

broadcasts and telecasts be alluded

to only in general terms. Conversely,

indeed, it would be grossly improper

to offer broadcasts and telecasts as

either references or sources of addi-

tional information in these bibliogra-

phic listings.

On the other hand books, news-

papers and magazines are not the only

relatively permanent sources of relia-

ble data. In fact, data involving mo-
tion cannot be as adequately present-

ed for either the child or the adult

in the printed word or the still pic-

ture as it can through the motion pic-

ture film. It is hoped that future

editions of The World Book Encyclo-

pedia will remedy this lack in the

bibliographic sections and list care-

fully selected recordings, fUmstrips

and sound motion picture films with

equal prominence to books and other

printed sources. Teachers and audio-

visualists alike will welcome such

additional information.

Librarians as well as teachers and
instructional materials specialists will

have added use for the publication as

the editors add information about

available and useful filmstrips and
recordings. According to the encyclo-

pedia, "They (libraries) may have

records containing dramatizations of

plays and famous events in history, or

of authors reading their own works."

Actually, more than 2,000 libraries

maintain record collections and most
schools have much recorded informa-

tion at hand or immediately available.

And it is probable that practically

every school has a phonograph and/or

a tape recorder. Filmstrip projectors

are equally common and accordingly a

reference work of this magnitude, im-

portance and potential educational

service should include appropriate

data in expanded bibliographic sec-

tions. Perhaps it should also create

special AV bibliographies for the in-

formation of students, teachers, cur-

riculum consultants and instructional

materials specialists as well as parents.

The World Book Encyclopedia is

an exciting, valuable audiovisual tool

which can and should do more but

which serves a variety of useful in-

structional purposes. The data it pre-

sents should be readily available to

children if learning is to be speeded.

Instructional materials specialists,

teachers and other professional edu-

cators will find it a valuable audio-

visual tool for the presentation of in-

formation to individuals and to groups.

—Max U. Bildersee

Take Out Windows—
(Continued from Page 280)

In fact, when I investigated all the

advantages and disadvantages of win-

dows in the classroom, I could come
to no other conclusion than that they

were not only unnecessary in the

modern classroom, but were a distinct

liabilitv. We need not list all the ad-

vantages of the windowless classroom

here, since they have already been
stated in the original article and by
others since that time.

Then when I consider the pupil

and his right to the most desirable

environment for learning, I was con-

vinced that even if he were to have
no projected aids in his classroom, he
should at least not have to suffer from
the bad effects of obsolescent win-

dows in his classroom.

Great Debate—
(Continued from Page 278)

Now, when major world news
stories break, or are anticipated, new
recordings are made. Some of the

more interesting tapes are edited and
kept in the Audiovisual Tape Library.

Most broadcasts are made in sev-

eral languages, one right after another.

This could be of great interest and
help to foreign language classes since

all speaking is very distinct. Where
else could you obtain such authentic

speech examples or material of great-

er current interest than the news of

the world—today.
As you tune you will likely hear

"Columbia, the Gem of the Ocean"
from the Voice of America, or chimes
followed by the terse announcement,
"This is Radio Moscow."
You will know that other countries

are listening because you will hear

them, too. The Netherlands, Switzer-

land, Poland, France, the BBC and
others all broadcast their comments
and rebuttals.

With just a twist of the wrist you
can bring the world's greatest debate

into vour classroom.

COMING

!

in Educational Screen and Audiovisual Guide

JULY—annual convention issue—the

National Audiovisual Convention

AUGUST—The annual Blue Book of

Audiovisual Materials
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AV industry news

The Kalart "Souiidstrip" Projector, used at DAVI Convention

Sound-on-Filmstrip Premiere
An unusual feature of the keynote

general session at the Miami Beach
convention of the Department of Au-
diovisual Instruction, NEA, was a re-

port by the DAVI Committee on Ar-

chives and History by means of the

Kalart Company's newly invented

sound-on-filmstrip projector.

The new sound filmstrip projector

told its own story on a single frame at

the conclusion of a 9-minute resume

of milestones in the evolution of pres-

ent-day AV teaching tools. Whereas
sound could be drawn initially onlv

from film traveling at the rate of 90

feet a minute or from records turn-

ing at 78 rpm, this filmstrip 's sound

was drawn from a double 35mm frame
that did not move at all.

This unique filmstrip report was
visualized and sounded with the co-

operation of Coronet Instructional

Films, Society for Visual Education,

and the Victor Animatograph Corpo-
ration. Hy Schwartz, Victor-Kalart

president, personally staged the dem-
onstration on a large screen for an

audience of over 1,000.

The filmstrip contrasted today's

schools with those of an earlier Amer-
ica and traced the evolution of audio-

visual education equipment from
limelight slides, stereographs and cy-

linders to the electronic devices of

today.

Booklet On 8nun Sound
Geo. VV. Colburn Laboratory, Chi-

cago, annoiuices a new booklet on

8mm magnetic sound containing infor-

mation on the history of 8mm mag-
netic sound; procedures and techni-

ques for producing sound films; a

short illustrated review of processing;

and, finally, the advantages of 8mm
magnetic sound films.

Film Library Management
One of the courses to be given this

year at the NAVA Sales Training

Institute at Indiana University will be
a workshop in film library manage-
ment. University instructors will teach

the sessions on planning and on sales

letter writing. Otlier courses and their

instructors include "Basic Policies for

Profit" (Foght), "Selecting Profitable

Film Markets" (Twyman), "Advertis-

ing and Public Relations" (Kilbride),

"Marketing Media" (Walsh), "Direct

Mail Selling in Action" (Swank),
"Catalog Workshop" (Chandler), "Re-

duction Costs" (Dauler), "Making a

Salesman Out of Your Booker"
(Roeloffs), "Entertainment Films"

(Brandon), "Religious Films" (Jaf-

farian )

.

Participants will share in the In-

stitute's social program, including a

picnic Monday evening and the termi-

nal banquet Thursday night, prior

to departure for the NAVA meetings

in Chicago. Dates: July 17-20.

Viewlex in New Plant

Completely new, automated fac-

tory, with 60,000 square feet of work-

ing space plus 30,000 square feet

of yard storage, features a cafeteria

seating 200, a board room fully fur-

nshed with latest AV facilities, and
ultra-modern intercom throughout.

TRW To Jersey

The Educational Electronics Divi-

sion of Thompson Ramo Wooldridge,

Inc., has moved from 126 Fifth Ave.,

NYC, to 532 Sylvan Ave., Englewood
Cliffs, N. J.

Fihning of "Full Speed Ahead," the story of the nurlear ship "Savannah." Producer:
Sam Orleans.
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TRADE DIREQORY FOR THE AUDIOVISUAL FIELD

KEY: (P)—producars, Importart. (M)—monufacturwi. (D)^-dsal»rs, distributors, film rantal llbrorlas, pro|«ctlon sarvic*

Whsr* a primary sourc* also offart diract rantal sarvlcas, tha doubla symbol (PD) appaors.

COLOR FILM DEVELOPING & PRINTING

Walt Starling Color Slidas

224 Hoddon Road, Woodm«r*, L. I., N. Y.

Authortzad "Technicolor" doolar

FILMS

Auoclatlon Films, Inc. (PD)

Distributor of Free-Loon and Rentol Films.

Haodquortars:

347 Madison Ave., N. Y. 17, N. Y.

Raglonal Llbrorlas:

trood at Elm, Ridgelleld, N. J.

561 Hiilgrove Ave., La Grange, III.

799 Stevenson St., San Francisco, Col.

1108 Jackson St., Dallas 2, Tax.

Audivislon Longuaga Taaching SarvIca (PD)
Suite 1852—100 Cliurcti St., New York 7, N. Y.

The Spanish Instructo-Film Series,

Australian Naws and Information Buraou (PD)
636 Fifth Ave., New York 20, N. Y.

Avis Films (PD)
P. O. Bo< 643, Burbonk, Calif.

Bollay Films, Inc. (PD)
6509 De Longpre Ave., Hollywood 28, Col.

ray Studios, Inc. (PD)
729 Seventh Ave., New York 19, N. Y.

roadman Films (PD)
127 Ninth Ave., North, Noshville 3, Tann.

Chapal Films (PD)

Div. McMurry Audio Electronics, Inc.

P. O. Box 179, Culver City, Calif.

Colonial Williamsburg, Film
Distribution Section (PD)
Williamsburg, Va.
Free historical materials catalogue

Coronat Instructional Films (P)

Coronet BIdg., Chicago 1, III.

Family Films, Inc. (PD)
5823 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38, Calif.

Film Rasaarch Company (PD)
Onemia, Minnesota
Forest Indian and Science Films

Idaal Picturas, Inc. (D)

Homa Offica:

58 E. South Water St., Chicago 1, III.

Brands Exchangas:
1840 Alcatraz Ave., Berkeley 3, Cal.

2221 S. Olive St., Los Angeies 7, Cal.

714—18th Street, Denver 2, Colo.
55 NE t3th St., Miami 32, Fla.

52 Auburn Ave., N. E., Atlanta 3, Go.
1370 S. Beretonio St., Honolulu, H.
58 E. South Water St., Chicago 1, III.

15 E. Maryland St., Indianapolis 4, Ind.

616 S. 5th St., Louisville 2, Ky.
1303 Prytania Street, New Orleans 13, la.

102 W. 25th St., Baltimore 18, La.

42 Melrose St., Boston 16, Moss.
15924 Grand River Ave., Detroit 27, Mich.
3400 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis 8, Minn.
1402 Locust St., Kansas City 6, Mo.
3743 Gravois, St. Louis 16, Mo.
6509 N. 32nd St., Omoho 1, Neb.
1558 Main St., Buffolo 9, N. Y.
233-9 W. 42nd St., New York 36, N. Y.
2110 Payne Ave., Cleveland 14, Ohio.
1201 S. W. Morrison, Portland 5, Ore.
119 Ninth St., Pittsburgh 22, Pa.

18 S. Third St., Memphis 3, Tenn.
2434 S. Horwood, Dallas 15, Tex.
Brigham Young Univ., Provo, Utah.
219 E. Main St., Richmond 19, Va.
4401 W. North Ave., Milwaukee 8, Wis.

Intarnotionol Film Buraou (PD)
332 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 4, III.

Knowladga Bulldars (Classroom Films) (PD)
Visual Education Center BIdg.,

Floral Park, N. Y.

For information about Trade Di-

rectory advertising rates, write

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN & AUDIO-
VISUAL GUIDE, 2000 Lincoln Park

West BIdg., Chicago 14, III.

Mogull's, Inc. (Q|
112-14 W. 48th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Unllad World Films, Inc. (PD)
1445 Pork Ave., New York 29, N. Y.

542 S. Dearborn St., Chicogo 5, III.

6610 Melrose Ave., Los Angeles 38, Col.
287 Techwood Dr., NW, Atlanta, Go.
2227 Bryon St., Dallas, Tex.
5023 N. E. Sandv Blvd., Portland 13, Ore
1311 N. E. Boyshore Dr., Miami, Fla.

FiLMSTRIPS

Broadman Ftlmstrlps (PD)
127 Ninth Ave., North, Nashville 3, Teno.

Christian Educotion Prass Filmstrips (PD)
Religious Subrects
1505 Roce St., Philadelphia 2, Pa.

Family Filmstrips, Inc. (PD)
5823 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38, Colif.

Cnriclimant Matarlals Inc. (PD)
246 Fifth Ave., New York 1, N. Y.

Pathascopa Educational Films, Inc. (PD)
71 Weymon Ave., New Rochelle, N. Y.
Audio-Visual Foreign Language Moterial

Soclaty for Visual Education (PD)
1345 Diversey Porkway, Chicago 14

Taaching Aids SarvIca, Inc. (PD)
Lowell Ave. & Cherry Lone, Floral Park, N. Y.

31 Union Sauare West, New York 3

Visuol Education Consultants, Inc. (PD)
VEC Weekly News Filmstrips

2066 Helena St., Madison, Wis.

FILMSTRIP, SLIDE & OPAQUE PROJECTORS

DuKona Corporation
St. Charles, Illinois

(M)

FILM EDITING EQUIPMENT

Traid Corporation (PD)
P. O. Box 648, Encino, Calif.

Professional Portable Hot Splicers

ELECTRONIC TRAINING KITS

Alliad Radio Corporation (MO)
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, III.

FLAGS, BANNERS, BUTTONS, AWARDS

Aca Bannar & Flag Company (M)
224 Hoddon Rd., Woodmere, L.I., N. Y.
All sizes—U.S., State, Foreign, etc.-lmmed. del.

GLOBES — Gaographicol

Danoyar-Gappart Company
5235 Ravenswood Ave., Chicago 40, III.

(PD)

BIOLOGICAL MODELS & CHARTS

Donoyar-Gappart Company
5235 Ravenswood Ave., Chicago 40, 111.

LABORATORY SERVICES

Byron Motion Picturas, Incorporated
1226 Wisconsin Ave., Washington, D. C.
Complete 16mm & 35mm laboratory services.

MOTION PICTURE PROJECTORS A SUPPLIES

Bali & Howall Co. (Ml
7117 McCormick Rood, Chicago 45, III.

Eastman Kodaic Compony (M)
Rochester 4, New York

Victor Division, Kalort Co. (Ml
Ploinville, Conn.

MAPS — Gaographicol, Historical

Danoyer-Geppart Company
5235 Rovenswooo Ave., Chicago 40, Hi.

MICROSCOPES « SLIDES

Oanoyar-Gappart Company
5235 Rovenswooo Ave., Chicago 40, ill.

PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT

Comoro Equipment Co., Inc. (MO)
315 W. 43rd St., New York 36, N. Y.
6510 Santo Monico Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.

Comaro Equipment Co., inc., of Florida (MO)
1335 E. Tenth Ave., Hioleoh, Flo.

PROJECTION TABLES

Advance Products Company (PD)
2300 E. Douglas Ave., Wichita, Kons.
Complete Line of Proieclion Tables

READING IMPROVEMENT

Psychotachnics, Inc.

105 W. Adoms St., Chicogo 3, III.

Mfgrs. of SHADOWSCOPE Reading Pacer

RECORDS

Academic Recording Institute (ARI)
18 E. 50th St., New York 22, N. Y.
(Noted Scholars on Records or Tapes)

Broadman Films (PD)
127 Ninth Ave., North, Noshville 3, Tenn.

Curriculum Materials Cantar (PD)
5128 Venice Blvd., Los Angeles 19, Cal.
Records, Tope Recordings, Filmstrips, Books

Enrichment Motariols Inc. (PDI
246 Fifth Ave., New York 1, N. Y.

Folicways Records & Sarvica Corp.
117 W. 46th St., New York, N. Y.

Heirloom Records (PDI
Brookhoven, N. Y.

(History through Bollods & Folksongs)
Monitor Recordings, Inc. (PD)

413 W. 50th St., New York 19, N. Y.
Russian, French, Sponish Language Materials

Music Education Record Corp. (p)
P.O. Box 445, Englewood, N. J.

(The Complete Orchestra demonstrated]

Spanish Music Cantar, Inc. (PO)
127 W. 48th St., New York 36, N. Y.
(SMC Language Records Center]

RECORDS—TAPES

Pathascopa Educational Films, Inc. (PD)
71 Weymon Ave., New Rochelle, N. Y.
Audio-Visuol Foreign Languoge Moterlol

RECORDERS — PLAYERS

Alliad Rodio Corporation (MO)
100 N. Western Ave., Chicogo 80, 111.

SCREENS

Radiant Manufacturing Co.
8220 No. Austin Ave., Morton Grove, HI.

SLIDES

Kay: Kodochroma 2x3. 3</4 x 41/4 or la

Colonial Williomsburg, Film
DistribuHon Section (PD)
Williomsburg, Vo.
(2x2 color slides in sets]

Kaystona Vlaw Ce. (PD-4)
Meadville, Po

Maston's Travels, Inc. (PO-3)
3801 North Piedras, El Paso, Texos

Walt Starling Color Slidas (PD-3)
224 Hoddon Rd., Woodmere, L. I., N. Y.

4,000 (scenic & maps) of teacher's world trovels

SOUND SYSTEMS

Allied Radio Corporation (MO)
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, III.
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New Equipment and Materials

For addresses of the sources supplying
Information on wlilcli these listings are

based, refer to Directory of Sources,

page 310. For more information about
any of the equipment and materials an-

nounced here, use the enclosed reader
service postcard.

PROJECTORS—Movie
"Specialist" Filmosound Model 542

weighs 29 lb. Die-cast magnesium;
fibreglass case; accommodates up to

1200 watt lamp; 2" f-1.4 lens; swing-
out lens gate; zoom lens available with
1% to 3" range; swing-out lamp hous-
ing; still clutch; gear-driven reel

arms; 2-speed; loop setter; 3-tooth
shuttle; centralized control panel;
permanent lubrication; lowered noise
level; 3-wire plug; AC only. Model
542 with still clutch $600; Model 540,

without, $540. B&H
For more information circle
No. 100 on return postal card.

PROJECTORS—Still

Fiimstrip Selectroslide. Filmstrip at-

tachment for SL automatic slide pro-
jectors includes automatic rewind so
that strip can be immediately re-

threaded for repeat showing. $68.60.

SAUPPE
For more information circle
No. 101 on return postal card.

Tele-Sonic Slide Projector triggers and
focuses by wireless transmitter con-
trol from distances upwards of 40

Slide Projector

feet. Black-out shutter eliminates
blank screen glare. Tray holds 40
slides; Bantam, 35mm, or Super, inter-
mixed. $269.95. B&H

For more information circle
No. 102 on return postal card.

PROJECTOR—Accessories
|Slide-Tape Synchronizer imposes im-

pulse trigger on taped narratives to
trip projector advance mechanism.
Adapter cords supplied for most 2x2

projectors. Especially valuable when
used with V-M "Add-A-Track" re-

corders or other clear-channel 4-track
type that plays two channels simul-
taneously, because this permits
changes in the trigger and effects

channel without hazard to narration
track. $49.95. V-M

For more information circle
No. 103 on return postal card.

SOUND EQMP'T—
& Accessories

Compact Communication System. Four
models offer choice of console or
table top type, and either combined
or separated program-intercom chan-
nels for selective radio and record
player programming or all-call emer-
gency service. DUKANE.

For more information circle
No. 104 on return postal card.

Professional Tape Recorder. "Lexicon"
model, with detachable 12" speaker.

Lexicon" Recorder

16 watt amplifier, for large audiences
as well as classroom use. $279.50.

RHECAL
For more Information circle
No. 105 on return postal card.

Tape Playback Synchronizer with
sprocket-driven film, employs 60
cycle or 14KC sync track for control
reference. All transistorized. Auto-
matic speed control for sync transfer
of tape to film; manual controls for
pitch, etc. Takes 12y4" rack space; wt
38 lb; $1920. MAGTECH.

For more information circle
No. 106 on return postal card.

LANGUAGE LABS
Flex-Mike stays put yet adjusts to any

student-teacher need. Ceramic trans-
ducer and metal damping grid resist

variations of temperature and hu-
midity. Model CM-17 $24.50. SONO-
TONE.

For more Information eircle
No. lOT on retam postal card.

MISCELLANEOUS EQUIP.
Elementary Science Microscope. Full-

sized precision instrument; 40x and
lOOx magnifications; adjustable view-
ing angle; large 115mm x 140mm
stage; easily removable eyepiece;
color - coded achromatic objectives.

Science Microscope

With single nosepiece and lOx objec-
tive $79.50; double revolving nose-
piece and 4x and lOx objectives $97.50,
B&L.

For more information circle
No. 108 on return postal card.

Improved Planetarium Projector substi-
tutes electrical for hitherto mechani-
cal connections; sun, moon and planet
analog devices are each driven by a
separate bidirectional stepper motor
driving speed reduction gears with
output steps so small as to sustain
the illusion of continuous motion.
Sturdier yet lighter than earlier
models. SPITZ.

For more Information circle
No, 109 on return postal card.

Filmstrip Splicer makes butt splice
with transparent Mylar tape that re-
mains flexible and optically clear.
Splicer $14.50; package of 125 splice-
tapes $5. HPI.

For more Information circle
No. 110 on return postal card.

Flannel Panel, with adhesive backing
top and bottom, sticks anywhere for
instant flannel-board use. 24"x36'
piece $1.95 postpaid. EDMUND

For more Information circle
No. Ill on return postal card.

Instant .Lettering—on 10x15" plastic
sheets, transfers to transparencies for
overhead projection. $1.50 per sheet.
ARTBROWN

For more Information circle
No. 113 on return postal card.
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Densltometer-Timer for automatic con-

trol of enlarging exposures, collects

and measures light on any selected

small section of print and auto-

matically turns off the enlarger light

when correct exposure has been
reached. Model 4000 $176; with flexi-

ble head support $187.50. FOTO-
MATIC.

For more information circle

No. 113 on return postal card.

Disc Recorder cuts up to ISVt" masters

at 33% and 78 rpm, with idler-adapter

for 45 rpm. Overhead recording lathe

has calibrated timing scale, hand
crank for spiral grooves, and inter-

change lead screws for standard and
microgroove cutting. Hysteresis sync
motor, shock-mount suspension; 20-

watt playback amplifier response 20-

20M cycles; 4 inputs; two cases—rec-

ord 45 lb, amplifier 25 lb. "Imperial"
model $695; recorder alone $475, case

$50; amplifier alone, incl. case $250.

Portable dual speaker set $79.95.

REK-O-KUT.

For more information circle

No. 114 on retnrn postal card.

Discmobile provides wheeled table and
storage cabinet for recordings. All
steel welded construction. 13%x20x32"
high. $67.50. Table only, $30. WALLA
CH.

For more information circle
No. 115 on return postal card.

Instant Lettering brings you the finest,

most meticulous lettering in the world
instantly—by instantaneous dry transfer
from type sheet to any smooth surface.
Just press and it's there.
No trace of adhesive to sully artwork.
Needs no equipment. Perfect on wood,
paper, card, glass, metal, film ... in

fact any smooth surface. The right
answer to the need for highest quality
lettering for display panels, roughs, signs,
labels, graphs, charts, TV cells.

10"xl5" SHEET ONLY $1.50

How It works:
rub on letter with pencil . . , lift away sheet

Send for sample and roniplctc type chart

ARTHUR BROWN & BRO.. Inc.

2 W. 46th St.. New York 36. N. Y.

Cavalcade Programmer — push-button
puts 6500 cycle note on tape to trigger

slide advance as narrative is recorded
$95. KODAK.

See local dealer

Classroom TV Table 54" high, on 4"

rubber casters providing full 360°

ball-bearing swivel, all metal, design-
ed and tested in Wichita, Kans.,
public schools. $44.95. ADVANCE.

For more Information circle
No. 116 on return postal card.

Rel-A-Tron Programmer is a compact
repeating tape recorder to control
cycled motion devices such as slide
projectors, displays, etc. Separate

Recorder—Prograininer

sound and control frequency channels
permit adjustment of tripping fre-

quency. 6x8x8 inches. TECHNI-ART.

For more information circle
No. 117 on return postal card.

Magnetic Matboard sets up on own
easel or on classroom chalk-rail, holds
magnetized forms to visualize geo-
metrical and math functions; doubles
as chalkboard; regulation blackboard
finish with aluminum trim; 48x36",
with 26p demonstration manual and
accessory kit $75; kit and manual
(with instructions on make-your-own
board) $30. ATOMLAB.

For more Information circle
No. 118 on return postal card.

Masking Tape in Dispenser Pack

—

comes in three widths %", %" and
1", in dispenser carton with serrated
cut-off bar; conforms easily to curves
and irregular surfaces, resists mois-
ture and solvents yet peels without
residue. JOHNS

For more information circle
No. 119 on return postal card.

16mm Reversal Processor. Allen Model
700 features 1200' reel daylight load-
ing, variable speed drive, bottom
tank drains, back flushing, refrigera-
tion and regeneration. The film passes
through nine tanks and a dry box at
speed up to 20' a minute. Convertible
for positive or negative. $2,995. S.O.S.

For more Information circle
No. 120 on return postal card.

No-Odor Marker. Chisel-edged felt-nib
ink reservoir for sign writing cornea
in 8 colors and is reportedly odorless,
smudge-proof, water-proof and in-

delible. 49c. SPEEDRY.

For more information circle
No. 131 on return postal card.

Students' Stereo-Microscope provides
depth perception under magnification
(23x and 40x); coated porro prism
gives erect images; rotating turret
with two pairs of objectives; inter-
pupilary adjustment; $99.50. ED-
MUND.

For more information circle
No. 12S on return postal card.

Tel-Anlmastand for animation and spe-
cial effects, professional production.
Compound movement assembly, rota-
tional table, cross-haired art table,
counter-balanced zoom, four Veeder
counters. $2995 plus $100 crating.
Many accessories. S.O.S.

For more information circle
No. 12.S on return postal card.

Voting Macliine Model, similar to that
used officially for voter instruction,

provides 2-party, 6-candidate, yes-no
vote on referenda, and erase me-
chanism. 13x10". Wt 7 lb. $22. ROCK-
WELL.

For more information circle
No. 1*24 on return postal card.

Tilt-top TV Receiver stand designed to

hold GE 21" and 23" table model TV
receivers. 53" high. 3" rubber casters,

two of them self-locking. Two shelves.

OSULIND

For more Information circle
No. 125 on return postal card.

Wheeled TV Classroom Receiver Table
elevates image to 50" level, with

TV Receiver Table

choice of 34" level for smaller groups.
$79.50. GRUBER.

For more information circle
No. ]2(> on return postal card.
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New Materials
KEY TO ABBREVIATIONS

mp—motion picture

fs—filmstrip

si—sllda

r*<^-r*cordlng
I 33-1/3 r.p.m. microgroov* r«cord
mln—mfnutvs (running tlm*)
fr-—fromos (filmstrip pictures)

si—silont

sd—sound
R—ront
b«w—bioclc • whit*
col-^-color

Pri—Primory
Int—Intermvdiata
JH—Junior High
SH—Sanior High
C—Coiicg*
A—Adult

AGRICULTURE
According to Webster mp USTEEL
lOmin col loan. The fence, in the dic-

tionary sense, as a farming "tool."

SH C A
For more information circle
No. Vil on return postal card.

The Com Fanner mp EBF 14min col

$150 b&w $75. Second edition. Int JH
SH

For more Information circle
No. 1*^8 on return postal card.

Fence Building, The Modem Way mp
USTEEL 9min col loan. Mechanical
fence building machine saves labor.

C A
For more Information circle
No. 1*^9 on return postal card.

Modern Trends in Swine Production
mp USTEEL 16min col loan. Latest
science to improve meat quality and
increase income for the pork pro-
ducer. Modern farrowing, nursery
and finishing practices. C A

For more Information circle
No. 130 on return postal card.

ARTS & CRAFTS
Navajo Silversmith mp ACT 10%min

col $120. Silversmith demonstrates
and explains his unique art. SH C A

For more Information circle
No. I'M on return postal card.

A Time To Dance (series) 9mp INDI-
ANA 30min b&w $125 r$5.25 ea. NET
productions; titles: A Time to Dance;
Classical Ballet; Invention in Dance;
A Choreographer at Work; The Lan-
guage of Dance; Great Performance
In Dance; Modern Ballet; Ethnic
Dance—Roundtrip to Trinidad; Dance
—A Reflection of Our Times. SH C

For more Information circle
No. 132 on return postal card.

BUSINESS EDUCATION
Breaking the Delegation Barrier mp
ROUNDTABLE 30min b&w. 1961.
Reluctance to delegate responsibility
shown in three different forms—in-
sistent personal involvement in detail,
intolerance of error by subordinates,
and fear of rival "empire building."
All are surmounted, for benefit of
company, supervisors and workers.
SH C A

For more information circle
No. 133 on return postal card.

EDUCATION
Behavior Problems In Elementary

School Children 6 tapes or rec
OPINST 30min talks on 3y4 ips single
track tape or 12" LP rec. Series (6)

$45. By Norman A. Milgram. TT C
For more Information circle
No. 134 on return postal card.

Film Research and Learning mp IFB
14min b&w $78. Direct relationship of
well-slected films to student achieve-
ment in reading, science and social

studies shown under actual classroom
conditions. Procedures for effective
selection and utilization. Produced by
W. A. Wittich, University of Wis-
consin. TT C A

For more Information circle
No. 1,35 on return postal card.

LITERATURE, DRAMA
Development of the American Short

Story 4sfs SVE Set (4fs 4LP) $27; ea
$9. Irving, Hawthorne, Poe; Bret
Harte, Garland, Crane, Jack London;
Steinbeck, Thurber, Lardner, Hem-
ingway. Evaluated ESAVG 2/61. JH
SH

For more Information circle
No. 136 on return postal card.

Macbeth rec SHAKES. Slightly
abridged reading, featuring Anthony
Quayle, Owen Ffrangcon, Stanley
HoUoway. Evaluated ESAVG 2/61.

SH C
For more information circle
No. 137 on return postal card.

Songs of Shakespeare rec SPOKEN
WORD LP. Christopher Casson, ac-
companied on the lute, sings 33
Shakespearean songs from major
plays. Evaluated ESAVG 2/61. SH C

For more information circle
No. 138 on retarn postal card.

RELIGION, ETHICS
Beyond a Douht mp CATHEDRAL 29
min col. The story of Thomas, in the
setting of the home of his twin sister,

Lydia, and her husband, Joel the
potter. "Reconstruction of the situa-
tion well within the range of reason-
able supposition": Hockman, ESAVG
2/61. JH-A

For more Information circle
No. 139 on return postal card.

Getting to Know God 4fs FAMILY ap-
prox 40 fr ea col. Titles: Getting to
Know God Through His World; . . .

Through the Bible; . . . Through
Prayer and Worship; . . . Through
Jesus. Evaluated ESAVG 2/61. El JH

For more Information circle
No. 140 on return postal card.

Redeeming the Times fs SCRIPTURE
30min col loan. Recorded narration.
Middle-aged man learns he has but a
short time to live, reviews his life and
decides to devote what time he has
left to building up his church's Sun-
day School. SH A

For more Information circle
No. 141 on return postal card.

Multiplex

Cabinets

PROTECT

YOUR
SLIDES

Most slides are irreplaceable — or costly to du-

plicate. They deserve tlie maxitnum protection of a

Multiplex Cabinet. Maximum convenience is af-

forded too, for slides ore kept classified and con

be reviewed v^ithout removing. Model shown holds

2340 slides, 2" x 2"; or 780 slides, 4" x 3 '/<
"

. . .

or some of each . . . has roller-mounted base with

storage compartment. Smaller and larger sizes and

other models ovailable. Asli for details.

Please send me Slide Cabinet Bulletin LS-1 58.

MULTIPLEX
DISPLAY FIXTURE CO.
Depl. M, Warne A Carter

St. Louis 7, Mo.

NAME-

SCHOOL

ADDRESS-

CITY & STATE_ Jo 61
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PIXMOBILE"
AUDIO-ED

LANGUAGE LABORATORY BOOTH

'^ Designed to
accommodate all

types of electronic
equipment of any

manufacturer

• All-steel Construction

• Maximum Strength
and Rigidity

• Outstanding
Acoustical Control

• Comfort

• Convenience

• Complete Safety

PIXMOBILE" QUALITY
— the finest available for
language laboratory use!

The Pixmobile® Audio-Ed Language
Laboratory Booth is designed to pro-
vide school systems with flexibility m
choosing any type of electronic equip-
ment of any manufacturer. As an
educational tool, this furniture was
selected by the Wichita Board of
Education for one of the largest lan-
guage laboratory installations in the
world. A comparison of features re-
veals the economy, quality, and long-
lasting value of this equipment.

For Information and literature, write Dept E

ADVANCE PRODUCTS CO.
2310 E. DOUGLAS AVE. / WICHITA, KANSAS

The Little Sisters mp CONTEMPOR-
ARY 30min b&w $130 r$7. Girl enters
convent of Les Servantes de Jesus-
Marie at Hull, Quebec. A

For more information circle
Xo. 142 on return postal card.

Marriage Counselingr 4sfs FAMILY 2LP
col. Designed to provide clergymen
and other qualified counsellors with
effective vehicle for instruction and
advice. Titles: Marriage Makes a Dif-
ference; Marriage Requires Adjust-
ments; Tlie Intimacies of Marriage;
and Mailing Marriage Last. Well de-
signed artwork is used to present
intimately personal subject matter
more objectively than could be done
with live photography. A.

For more information circle
No. 143 on return postal card.

Merry Christmas mp STERLED 15 mln
b&w $50. Vienna Boys Choir sing
carols while decorating Christmas
tree. "Oh, Tannenbaum," "Silent
Night" etc. El-A

For more information circle
No. 144 on return postal card.

So Great the Light mp ABS 28min col
r$4. Blind child takes part in church
school class, reading her Bible in
Braille . . Work of the American
Bible Society in meeting needs of
physically handicapped. JH-A

For more Information circle
No. 145 on return postal card.

Stories Jesus Told 4sfs FAMILY 8min
col LP. Primary level retelling of
four best known parables. Titles: The
Loving Father (Prodigal Son); A
Good Neighbor (Good Samaritan);
The Sower; The Lost Sheep. Evalu-
ated ESAVG 2/61. Pri.

For more Information circle
No. 146 on return postal card.

The Th«rapy of Prayer mp WORLD
WIDE b&w r$10. Disturbed, stutter-
ing child improves as her young
parents resolve their conflicts and
bring back love into the household.
SH A

For more information circle
No. 147 on return postal card.

SCIENCE, Biology

Crayfish Anatomy mp INDIANA llmin
col $100 b&w $50. Internal and ex-
ternal anatomy, special dissection
techniques, beating heart and flexing
muscles, blood path, action of gills
and bailers, digestive tract. SH C

For more information circle
No. 148 on return potsal card.

Earthworm Anatomy mp INDIANA
llmin col $100 b&w $50. Cutting and
pinning an anaesthetized worm; heart;
circulatory and digestive systems;
reproductive, excretory and nervous
systems; close-ups of various organs;
suggestions for further dissection
studies. SH C

For more information circle
No. 149 on return postal card.

Life and Death of a Cell mp UCLA
22min col $195. Amoeba proteus.
Habitat, morphological details, feed-
ing, digestion, egestion; microsurgery,
cell division, avoidance reactions;
death follows inability to adjust to its

environment. JH SH C
For more Information circle
No. 150 on return potsal card.

The Thread of Life mp BELTEL 60min
col loan 1960. Popular presentation of
the science of genetics, from Mendel
to the present. Extraordinary photog-
raphy (from Poland) shows chromo-
somes dividing as mitosis is accom-
plished in the living cell. Evaluated
ESAVG 2/61.

For more Information circle
No. 151 on return postal card.

SCIENCE, General

The Earth (Series) 4 mp CORONET
llmin col $110 b&w $60. Its Structure
explains currently held theories of
origin and structure; Changes in Its

Surface shows work of glaciers, vol-
canoes, water and wind erosion, trav-
ertine deposits and the San Andreas
fault; Resources in its Crust deals
with three major groups of minerals.
Its Oceans (13i^min col $137.50 b&w
$75) findings of oceanography. JH

For more information circle
No. 15? on return postal card.

Engineer in a Fur Coat mp HILFIK
20min col $200 b&w $100. A family of
beavers at work and play in bright
sunlight build and repair homes and
dams, swim, dive, walk on two legs
or four. Pri-JH

For more information circle
No. 153 on return postal card.

Millpond Memories mp HILFIK lOmin
col $100 b&w $50. Nature adventures
of a boy and his dog around an old
mill pond—they see baby muskrats
get their first swimming lesson, rac-
coon, mink, a fawn, rabbits, frogs.
Pri El

For more information circle
No. 154 on return postal card.

The Rabbit that Runs on Snowshoes mp
HILFIK lOmin col $100 b&w $50.
Annual cycle of the Varying Hare,
who, as winter comes, changes his
coat from brown to white and grows
over-size "snowshoes" on his huge
hind feet. As spring comes these are
shed and he changes back to his
summer coat of brown. Pri-JH

For more information circle
No. 155 on return postal card.

Science Adventures—Weather 4fs FH
col. set $20 ea $5. Effect of air pres-
sure, wind and moisture; how to in-
terpret weather reports. El.

For more information circle
No. 156 on return postal card.

Living Science (series) 29mp UWF 13%
min col ea $135. Titles: Rockets and
Satellites; The Ocean of Air; Way Sta-
tions in Space; Weather Scientists;
The Story of Heat; Light and Its
Story; Finding Out About Rocks; The
Story of Magnetism; The Soil and
Life; Gravity, the Mighty Pull; How
the Water Cycle Works; Planets
Around Our Sun; Particles of Matter;
The Milky Way and Beyond; Con-
trolling Atomic Energy; Measuring
and Testing Things; Inside the Weath-
er; Power and Work; Materials of
Our World; Nitrogen and Living
Things; World of Micro-Life; Wise
Use of Water Resources; You and Ma-
chines; Balancing Things; Friction,
Pushes and Pulls; Electricity in Our
Lives; How Materials Are Changed;
How Green Plants Make Food; How
We Can Find Out. Int JH

For more information circle
No. 157 on return postal card.
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Our Stor mp AVIS 12%min col $125.

Time-lapse and animation photogra-
phy round out instructional presenta-
tion of the Sun. JH SH C

For more Information circle
No. ].%8 on return postal card.

Way Stations In Space mp UWF 13%
min col $135. Problems and some pos-
sible solutions in orbiting a space
station around the earth, and possibly
its establishment on the moon. Role
and functions of such a station. Int JH

For more Information circle
No. 159 on return postal card.

Weather Scientists mp UWF 13%min
col $135. Scientific procedures in ob-
taining, interpreting and distrbutng
weather information. Int JH

For more Information circle
No. 160 on return postal card.

What Are Stars Made Of? mp IFB 16
min col $165. An astronomer is shown
using modern tools in the study of
stellar chemistry; how his findings
open up more questions than they
answer. Telescopes, spectographs and
other instruments are shown in use.
JH SH

For more information circle
No. 161 on return postal card.

SOCIAL STUDIES, General

Man on the Assembly Line mp AFL-
CIO 30min b&w r$3. How tensions
build up under monotonous repetitive
tasks. SH C A

For more information circle
No. I(i3 on return postal card.

The Skilled Worlier mp AFL-CIO SOmin
b&w r$3. Elderly machinists troubled
over disregard of his life-long skills
in transfer to an assembly line job.
SH C A

For more information circle
No. 168 on return postal card.

SOCIAL STUDIES
Geography, Travel

Plastic Coated Maps, may be marked
with crayon and washed off; in wal-
nut frame ready for hanging: World
22x32" $11.95; 32x47" $25; U.S. 32x44"
$25. Rand-McNally maps. KENSALE.

For more information circle
No. 164 on return postal card.

People of Alaska mp NORTHERN 17%
min col $180. Migrants find a variety
of jobs in lumbering, fishing, publish-
ng, oil, education. JH JH C A

For more information circle
No. 16.% on return postal card.

lief Model—Ohio. DENOYER 33x36"
8 miles to inch. Self framed $29.75;
rigid wooden frame $37.50. Tactual
relief map of vinyl plastic, raised re-
lief and contour coloring. Insets show
Cleveland and Cincinnati and their
suburbs.

For more information circle
No. 16<( on return postal card.

NEXT MONTH:

National

Audiovisual

Convention

issue of

EdScreen Cf

AVGuide

U.S.S.R. and Adjacent Lands map DE-
NOYER 64x44" 96mi : inch; plain rod
mount $13.50; spring roUer $19. New
map shows 1960 de facto boundaries,
relief indicated by contour-layers col-
oring with Wenschow shading. Physi-
ographic features stand out. Rails,
roads, canals; political boundaries. In
same series, new, Mediterranean
Lands.

For more information circle
No. 167 on return postal card.

Adventure at Harrison Creek mp
FILMRES 20min col $200. Contempo-
rary encampment of 30 Ojibway
Indians in northernmost Minnesota.
Wild rice harvest, canoe logistics, his-

toric fur trade, ceremonial feast. JH
SH C A

For more information circle
No. 168 on return postal card.

Exploring World Cultures (series)

phono-books ICF hard cover book
with 60 color photographs and choice
of LP rec (classroom or college-adult
narration). $4. Now ready: Nepal;
Iran; Afghanistan. Numerous others
in preparation. Elem or C-A.

For more Information circle
No. 169 on return postal card.

I Live in Hawaii mp FA 13min col $135
b&w $70. School children tell their
own story of how they live, their
games and customs, their food and
its sources, their schools and their
government as our 50th state. Elem.

For more Information circle
No. 170 on return postal card.

Iran kit ICF 7 sfs col LP, 16 picture
study prints, 8 artifacts, phono-book.
$49.95. 7sfs only, $45. Phono-book
only, $4 with rec narrating to pic-
tures, and flip side carrying native
Iranian music. Artifacts include rug
samples, flute, postage stamps, shoe,
coins, flag. EI-SH.

For more information circle
No. 171 on return postal card.

New Zealand—A Regional Study 9fs

EYEGATE col $30. Natural resources,
industries, products, people, cities,

rural life, transportation. JH

For more Information circle
No. 172 on return postal card.

Pakistan kit ICF 6sfs 3LP 16 study
prints (11x14"), artifacts include flag,

two caps, etc. $45. Items also sold
separately. Elem-SH

For more information circle
No. 173 on return postal card.

for Better

AUDIO-VISUAL

PROJECTION GUIDE
An extremely useful guide to anybody
who is using or considering using any
type of projection equipment. Covers
motion picture, silent and sound, slide,

slide-film, opaque, overhead projec-
tion for all types of users—schools,
churches, industry, sales. Covers every
phase of projection—proper arrange-
ment of projection facilities, acoustics,
equipment, screens. Fully illustrated.
Is a gold mine of valuable information,
complete, thorough—but easy to un-
derstand. Fill out coupon for FREE
Copy— also full information, speci-
fications on the complete line of
Radiant modern projection screens
for every need.

RADIANT
World's Leading Specialists in Fine Screens

Subsidiary of United States Hoffman Macliinery Corp.

RADIANT MANUFAC-
TURING COMPANY

8220 N. Austin Ave.,

Morton Grove, III.

j Gentlemen: Please
1 send me FREE copy of

/ Av the illustrated A. V.
^ N Projection Guide. Also

full information on complete line of

Radiant Projection Screens. ES-66I

Name__

Organization.

Your Position

Address

City -Zone- State-

I

I

I

I

I

I
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MICROBIOLOGY
Source Data Information on all phenomena.
Mature single-purpose films presenting the

most significant microbiological phenomena
discloscti in living organisms by the Nobel
winning Phase-Contrast methcxl.

Write for descriptive folders

ARTHUR T. BRICE
Phase Films Sonoma. Californii

NEW! The WILD RICE Story . . .

"Mahnomen—Harvest of the North"
17 Min. Color $170.

NEW! Behind the scenes on a

scientific expedition with Dr. Athelstan

Spilhaus

"ECLIPSE OF THE SUN"
17 Min. Color $170

Preview prints from

FILM RESEARCH COMPANY
Bos 1015, Minneapolis 40, Mlnnoioto.

AWARD WINNERS
1961 AMERICAN FILM FESTIVAL

o o o » o

THE WOULD-BE GENTLEMAN
(Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme, in color)

THE INTERNATIONAL ATOM
(A United Notions Fikn, in color)

UNIVERSE
(Notionol Film Board of Conodo)

THE BACK-BREAKING LEAF
(National Film Board of Canada)

Available For Sale and Rental

Send For Free Catalog

Contemporary films

267 W. 25th St., Dept. ES, N. Y. 1, N. Y.

Outlaw Country mp ACI ISVimin col

$120. The hinterlands of southern
Utah and northern Arizona, formerly
outlaw refuge, includes an oasis of
Indian culture in a hidden sanctum
of the Grand Canyon. JH SH

For more Information circle
No. 174 on return postal card.

Playground Geography kit MODELS
with paint $9.95, without $7.95. Com-
plete instructions and materials for

painting an outline map of U.S. on
playground pavement on scale of

1 foot to 100 miles. Also Construct-A-
Globe kit for making a 3-color 10%"
globe, with indication of jet-plane
hours and stick-on pictures for social

studies. $4.95. Pri-El

For more information circle
No. 175 on return postal card.

Sisibakwat mp FILMRES 17min col

$190. Ojibway Indians, in 19th century
costume, re-enact their maple sugar
harvest and ceremonial "feast of
thanks." The Old Chief, his wife,
brother, son, and grandson take active
part. JH SH C A

For more information circle
No. 176 on return postal card.

SOCIAL STUDIES
Government

Africa Awakens—Modern Nigeria mp
ATLANTIS 20 min col $200 b&w $120.

Up to date record of Africa's most
populous country. JH-A

For more information circle
No. 177 on return postal card.

Africa Is My Home mp ATLANTIS
20min col $200 b&w $120. Life story
of African girl set against her people's
forward march to independence.. JH-
A

For more information circle
No. 178 on return postal card.

An Overhead Projector

is only as Valuable as its

TOTAL USEFULNESS
in the Classroom

Available with your Key-
stone Overhead Projector

—

at reasonable cost—are these
prepared materials:

1. Science Transparencies
—a splendid series of stand-
ard (314 X 4 in.) slides on
Biology, Physics, General
Science, Health, Elementary
Science.

2. Social Studies Transpar-
encies, standard size,3%x4".

3. Map Slides, 3y4 x 4 in.

4. Polaroid Transparen-
cies, ZVi X 4 in.

5. Tacliistoslides for teach-
ing Reading, Music, Type-
writing, Shorthand, Arith-
metic, Foreign Languages.

6. PRACnCAL USABLE
Handmade Slides and

Transparency Materials.
Etched Glass Slides used
with ordinary lead pencil.

7. And Otlier Uses—pro-
jection of 2 in. and 2y4 in.

Slides, Strip Film, Micro-
scopic Slides, Tachistoscop-
ic Slides.

The KEYSTONE
Overhead Projector
and many of the
items listed are
available for pur-
chase in many states

under TITLE III

of the NDEA
KEYSTONE VIEW
CO., Meadville, Pa.
Since 1892, Produc-
ers of Superior Vis-
ual Aids.

Black and White in Soutli Africa MH
30min b&w. The apartheid policy
in South Africa; dissention within
its borders and throughout the
British Commonwealth. NFBC pro-
duction. SH C A

For more information circle
No. 179 on return postal card,

Tom Schuler, Cobbler Statesman mp
UWF color cartoon $183.20. A fic-

tional immigrant shoemaker in the
early AmeriL..;. rr-'^^'es is made the
protagonist of the change lioiu Arti-

cles to Constitution, and its three-way
balance of powers among the three
branches of government. JH SH A

For more information circle
No. 180 on return postal card.

Tuesday in November mp UWF 22min
b&w $47.38. The final months of a

Presidential oampaigln year, from
convention time to election day. JH
SH A

For more information circle
No. 181 on return postal card.

You Can Win Elections mp AFL-CIC
25min b&w r$3. Four steps essential

in door-to-door canvassing for votes.

How one person's vote may change
an election result. Produced by Roose-
v e 1 1 University and Independent
Voters of Illinois. JH SH A

For more information circle
No. 183 on return postal card.

SOCIAL STUDIES
History & Anthropology

Tlie American Revolution rec HEIR-
LOOM 12" LP $4.95. With teachei

notes and pupil pamphlet. Bill Bony-
on sings and narrates and Colonistf

point of view and is answered with

vigor by the British counterpart, sung

by J. A. Scott. Music by the Mat-
tatuck Drum Band. JH-C

For more information circle
No. 183 on return postal card.

American West (series) 6fs HAESELEE
col $36 indiv $6.50. Titles: Explorinf
the Louisiana Purchase and North-

west; Opening the West—Explorer;

and Trappers; Oregon Trail and Ore-

gon Country; Santa Fe Trail; Texas
Mexican War, California; Gold Rush-
California.

For more information circle
No. 184 on return postal card.

Blitzkrieg! rec COLREC 12" LP $4.98

Walter Cronkite narrates chapte:

from World War II. The voices o:

Roosevelt, Churchill, Chamberlain
Hitler and others are recorded. SI-

C A
For more information circle
No. 185 on return postal card.

Boston: Birthplace of Liberty tape CRE';
SOC 7" dual tracked. Narration, di

[

alog. sound effects, bridge histori'

past to preesnt. Evaluated ESAVC
2/61. JH

For more information circle
No. 186 on return postal card.

Hopi Kachinas mp ACI lOmin col $100

Carving and painting of the worshi)

dolls, their religious meaning a ke;

to Hopi culture; the butterfly dancf

,

SH C A
For more information circle
No. 187 on return postal card.
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Hawaii's History: Kingdom to State-

liood mp FA 13min col $135 b&w $70.

Shows gradual change in ways of liv-

ing following early contacts by
whalers and missionaries, growth of

large plantations, and the exigencies

of U.S. defense. The film ends with
admission as 50th state. Int JH

For more Inrormatlon circle

No. IKX on return postal card.

In Search of Lincoln mp UWF 20min
col $127.19. Scenes where Lincoln
lived are revisited. His childhood
years and adult life prior to his elec-

tion to the Presidency. Pri-A.

For more information circle
No. 189 on return postal card.

Tippecanoe and Tyler Too mp VIR-
GINIA 12min b&w $50 r$2 1961. The
presidential campaign of 1840. Youth,
political growth and achievements
in White House of Harrison and
Tyler. JH SH C

For more information circle
No. IDO on return postal card.

The Pugnacious Sailing Master mp
NAAJS 30min b&w r$8.50. Successful
fight by Commander Uriah P. Levy
to abolish corporal punishment in the
U.S. Navy; his struggle against anti-

Semitism. JH - A

For more information circle
No, 191 on return postal card.

The Northwest Ordinance and The Mis-
souri Compromise rec ENRICHMENT
LP. Landmark books, American
Documents series. Evaluated ESAVG
2/61. JHSH

For more information circle
No. 192 on return postal card.

Russia and the Satellite Empire fs

NYTIMES 58fr b&w $2.50. Role, con-
tributions to Soviet resources, his-

tory, international relations. SH

For more Information circle
No. 19:) on return postal card.

ionga of Yankee Whaling rec HEIR-
LOOM 12" LP $4.95. Sounds and songs
of a whaling voyage; correlates with
American Heritage junior library
book "The Story of Yankee Whaling."
JH-A

For more Information circle
No. 194 on return postal card.

rhe White House Story mp STERLED
50min b&w $220. Part I; First Plans
Through Garfield Assassination (25-

min $110). Part II: Cleveland Ad-
ministration Through Kennedy In-
auguration.

For more information circle
No. 195 on return postal card.

'OB Are There (Clvl! War) mp MH ea
27 min b&w $137. Titles: The Death of
Stonewall Jackson; Grant and Lee at
Appomattox; The Capture of John
Wilkes Booth; The Fall of Fort Sum-
ter; The Heroism of Clara Barton, the
Emancipation Proclamation. JH SH C

For more Information circle
No. 196 on return postal card.

The Young Lincoln (series) 5mp MH
27-30 min b&w ea $135. Ford Founda-
tion TV-Radio Workshop productions.
Titles: New Salem; Ann Rutledge;
The End and the Beginning; Growing
Up; Nancy Hanks. SH C

For more information circle
No. 197 on return postal card.

SOCIAL PROBLEMS
Arbitration in Action mp AFL-CIO 58
min b&w r$5. Final step in differences
between trade union and management
over discharge of a worker. Open end,
discussion film.

For more information circle
No. 198 on return postal card.

Boycott mp POAU SOmin b&w. What
happened in a New England town
when a member of the local school
board would not vote money for buses
for a parochial school. (Evaluated
ESAVG 3/61 pl42) SH C A

For more information circle
No. 199 on return postal card.

Big City—1980 mp CAROUSEL 54min
b&w $250. Scientists look into the
uncertain future of America's concen-
trated population centers when this

country shall become 95 ^^ urbanized
Brazil's new capital; Philadelphia's
bold city planning. Massachusetts In-

stitute of Technology study. SH C A
For more information circle
No, 200 on return postal card.

Boy with a Knife mp IFB 19min b&w
$95. The boys' gang as a source of
reassurance and security in a mantle
of "toughness." How a group worker
approaches young gang headed for
delinquency, obstacles, limitations to

attempted solutions. Sponsored by
Los Angeles Community Chest. SH
C A TT

For more information circle
No. 201 on return postal card.

The Golden Years mp FJPNY 14min
b&w loan 1960. Vocational rehabilita-
tion of 63-year old man in a Work-
shop Vocational Center for disabled
aged people. SH C

For more Information circle
No. 202 on return postal card.

Man Enough for the Job mp ORLEANS
25min col $250, A city youth's adapta-
tion to 4-H and other aspects of rural
community life. The boy grows in
self-reliance, and family and social
responsibility. (Special footage show-
ing any given state's representatives
at the 4-H national conference in

Washington, D. C, is available for
localizing the film's impact.) JH SH A

For more information circle
No. 203 on return postal card.

Stik*a* letter
PROFESSIONAL

LETTERING

TECHNIOUE

Write lor literature

Stik-a-letter Co. Rt. 2,~bo< i4oo, EieoDdiiiorcaiif.

YOUR 35mm
PROJECTOR

WILL
Z-O-O-M

MIGROSGOPE

SLIDES!
New fl.5 Elgeet Zoom Microtar Attach-

ment converts your projector for contin-

uously variable magnification of slides

Focus at any magnification—zoom image

stays sharp

Zoom magnification dramatizes the pro-

jected image for lectures, demonstrations

True, variable iris controls field size for

concentration of interest on select areas

Positive lock spring device secures slide

Adapters fit unit to most popular 35mm
slide projectors; unit removes instantly for

normal projector use

Complete Elgeet Zoom Microtar Attach:

ment—with appropriate adapter for your

projector-$64.50

When ordering, please specify make and model of

projector you will be adapting. For further details

or for orders, write tO: DEPT. es-4.

SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENT DIVISION

Elgeet Optical Co.

838 Smith Street,

Rochester, N. Y.
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Face of the South mp BFC 29min b&w
".

. . dealing with historical, cultural,

economic and interracial development
simply wonderful in its homespun,
hard-grained sensibility" (NY Times).
Evaluated ESAVG 3/61, pl42). JH-A

For more Information circle

No. 304 on retarn postal card.

Prominent American Negro Series 10

tapes or rec OPINST Series of 30-

minute lectures on 3% ips tape or
12" LP rec ea $5.95. Participants in

this "Sounds of Learning" series in-

clude W. Montague Cobb, M.D.; Les-
ter B. Granger; Thurgood Marshall;
James M. Nabrit; Carl T. Rowan; Roy
Wilkins; Benjamin E. Mays; Asa T.
Spaulding; A. Philip Randolph, and
William G. Walker. SH C A

For more Information circle

No. 305 on retarn postal card.

m fILM DOCIORS^

SPECIALISTS
in the science of

FILM

REJUVENATIOI
RAPIOWEIO Process for:'

• Scratch-Removal

• Abrasions • Dirt • "Rain"

Send (or Free Brochure

rapid
FILM TECHNIQUE .c

FoundMl 19'40

37-02C 27th St., Long laland City I.N.Y

IONIZATION AND
IONIC EQUILIBRIUM

An educational 16 mm. film—15

minutes color or black and white

THROUGH ANIMATION PRESENTS

THE CONCEPT OF:

Ionization
Dissociation

Ionic Equilibrium

For high school and
beginning college

chemistry classes

For purchase or preview

write to:

Audio-Visual Center
Indiana University
Bloomington, Indiana

Raw Material mp IFB 27min b&w $125.

Rehabilitation of former prison in-

mates dramatized. NFBC production.
C A

For more information circle
No. S06 on retarn postal card.

Tlie Sounds of Learning 26 rec&tapes
OPINST ea $7.50. Series of SOminute
lectures on either 3%ips tape or 12"

LP by leading public figures: Adlai
Stevenson, Dag Hammarskjold, Rich-
ard Nixon, Thurgood Marshall, Roy
Wilkins, etc. SH C A

For more information circle
No. 207 on return postal card.

A Small Triumph mp NCJW 30min b&w
r $10. Jewish women's council pro-
gram for the education of blind chil-

dren. SH A
For more information circle
No. 208 on return postal card.

CINEMA ARTS
& Communication Arts

Faces and Fortunes mp ASSOCIATION
17min col loan. Off-beat animation
tells lively story of the "corporate
image" (Kimberly-Clark). Narration
by Hans Conreid. C A

For more information circle
No. 209 on retarn postal card.

Circus mp FA 8min col $95. An ani-
mated film made by Jr. High students
in art class. Awards at Venice, Edin-
burg, Vancouver festivals. Elem JH.

For more information circle
No. 210 on return postal card.

Follow Me, Girls mp GSA 28min b&w
$85 r$4. Filmed in 1918, this historic

public service documentary has been
re-edited and sounded to commemo-
rate the 100th anniversary of Juliette
Low's birth. Dramatizes in silent

screen technique what happened
when two girls took scouting very
seriously, a long time ago. JH A

For more information circle
No. 211 on return postal card.

N.Y., N. Y. mp THOMPSON col $200.

r MUSMART $15. Experimental, non-
representational treatment; numerous
fUm festival awards. A

For more information circle
No. 212 on return postal card.

Photography—The Incisive Art (series)

5mp INDIANA 30min b&w $125 r$5.25.

Ansel Adams stars. Titles: Photog-
raphy as an Art; Points of View;
Technique; Professional Photography;
The Language of the Camera Eye.
SH C A

For more information circle
No. 213 on retarn postal card.

33 Lectures on Photography tapes
PSARLP 3%ips and 2x2" color slides.

$20 deposit plus $5 per lecture. Wide
range, esthetic and technical, by out-
standing authorities, administered by
the Photographic Society of America.
Titles include: Transparency Over-
lays; Creating With Transparencies;
Color Portrait Photography; Modem
Art and Modem Photography, etc.

SH C A
For more information circle
No. 211 on return postal card.

GUIDANCE—Personal
Before They Say "I Do" mp BFC 30min

col $175. Premarital counseling film
for clergymen and others charged
with guidance of those about to

marry. C TT A
For more information circle
No. 215 on retarn postal card.

Family Circus mp IFB lOmin col $100.

UPA cartoon on sibling jealousy. First

born daughter acts up in resentment
of attention paid new arrival, until

father learns facts of life the hard
way. A

For more information circle
No. 216 on return postal card.

Girl Scout Filmstrips (series) col $5.

Titles: Reaching More Girls (60fr)

deals with youngsters of varying
ethnic backgrounds; Program Trends
for the '60s; Growing Up Is a Hard
Thing To Do ($7.50). Sound film-

strips: col LP $15 Spendwell's Con-
version shows fund drive; To Have
and To Hold volunteer workers; So
You Need Leaders! SH A

For more information circle
No. 217 on return postal card.

On Camera—Communication By Film
(series) 3mp GSA 13%min b&w
$32.50. Low budget productions or

Girl Scout activities. 'Titles: The Mer
in Her Life, role of fathers; Close Up;
of headquarters activities; Simplj
Exhibiting techniques of telling the

Girl Scout story to the community
JH SH A

For more Information circle
No. 218 on return postal card.

Who Is Sylvia? mp IFB 27min b&v
$125. Lack of communication betweer
parents and their 14-year-old daugh-
ter. Troubled relationships of youni
adolescent at home, school and with

her peer groups. SH C A
For more Information circle
No. 219 on return postal card.

World Outdoors mp GSA 20min co

$120 r$5. Outdoor activities progran^

of the Girl Scouts. SH A
|

For more information circle
No. 320 on return postal card.

Stondard Filmstrip Library Plan No.
300. Durable all steel cabinet hand-
somely finished in hammerloid gray.
Six (6) drawers. Holds 300 filmitrips

safely, systematically.
Each $43.60
FREE—with every Standard
Filmstrip Library Plan—a special
brochure to help you Index, book
and file year filmstrips.

NEW EFFICIENCY • NEW ECONOMY • NEW EASE
in Storing and Handling Your Filmstrips!

Now you can build your filmstrip library

without creating a handling problem. Stan
with one sturdy, space-saving unit, and
simply lock-stack additional cabinets as need-

ed. The Standard Filmstrip Library Plan
protects your filmstrips when not in use

—

files them so you can always find what fD*

want instantly.

JACK C. COFFEY CO., Inc.

710 Seventeenth Street

NORTH Chicago, III.
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GUIDANCE—Vocational
The Librarian mp IFB 9min b&w $50.

Background and training needed for
effective service as librarian. Science
student, undecided as to his future,

finds place as science dept. librarian.

TT C

For more Information circle
No. 2^1 on return postal card.

A Matter of Life mp IFB 5min b&w
$35. Work of the public health nurse
on her daily rounds, her role as a
teacher showing families how to care
for their ill, her contribution to com-
munity welfare. C A SH

For more Information circle
No. 233 on return postal card.

Student Nurse mp IFB 30min b&w
$125. Experiences of a young student
from first day to end of first year.
Studies, training, work, off-time social
life. SH C A

For more information circle
No. 223 on return postal card.

HEALTH—SAFETY
Changing of the Guard mp BRANDON
8min col $120. Dangers of fire por-
trayed by animated matchboxes. Pri
Elem.

For more information circle
No. 224 on return postal card.

City Driving mp FORD 17min b&w
loan or purchase at print cost. Two
other new titles in same series: High-
way Driving and Driving Under Spe-
cial Conditions. Produced with coun-
sel of NBA committee on safety edu-
cation for driver training classroom
use. SH A

For more Information circle
No. 22.5 on return postal card.

Community Keeps Healthy mp FA
Umin col $110 b&w $60. The work
of the health, sanitation and water
departments of the city. Pri Elem

For more information circle
No. 226 on return postal card.

he Guardians sfs BLUE SHIELD col
LP free (one to a school). The story
of the doctor, the "guardian" of
health from ancient Greece to date.
JH SH

For more Information circle
No. 227 on return postal card.

lew at Work mp IFB 26min b&w $155.
The peptic ulcer—10th most common
cause of death—its symptoms, miser-
ies, and remedial measures. SH C A

For more information circle
No. 228 on return postal card.

mr Ticket to Safety mp FASS llmin
col $125 b&w $65. Episodes in traffic
enforcement pattern foster positive
attitude towjird better driving habits.
SH A

For more Information circle
No. 229 on return postal card.

INDUSTRIAL ARTS
Pointers on Servicing Ball and Roller
Bearings sfs JAM col LP $12.50. Use
of micrometer, feeler gauge, dial in-

dicator and torque wrench; assembly
and inspection technique. Also, same
price: Precision—The Measure of a
Craftsman. SH A

For more Information circle
No. 230 on return postal card.

INDUSTRY—Transportation
Airplanes Work for Us mp C-W llmin

col $110 b&w $60. In addition to con-
ventional carrying of passengers, mail
and freight, such aspects as fire pa-
trol, rescue work, weather check, crop
dusting are shown. Int.

For more Information circle
No. 231 on return postal card.

Ge-Mon—The Birch Canoe mp FILM-
RES 18min col $180. Significance, so-
cial, economic, military, to wilderness
culture comparable to that of the
motor vehicle to 20th Century econo-
my. Gathering materials, and tech-
niques of construction. Uses in har-
vesting, fishing, travel and war. JH
SH C A

For more Information circle
No. 232 on return postal card.

An Introduction to Rubber fs USRUB
53fr col guide free. Place of natural
and snythetic in our economy. Pro-
duction of the tubeless tire, the Amer-
can rubber industry. Elem.

For more information circle
No. 233 on return postal card.

The Magic of Sulphur mp BURMINES
26min col loan. Replaces earlier "Sul-
phur." Sponsored by Texas Gulf
Sulphur Co. History, production, me-
dicinal and industrial uses. JH SH C

For nnore Information circle
No. 234 on return postal card.

Story of OU kit MODELS 85 activities

associated with study of petroleum in-

dustry, incl handbook, $8.95. Also
Distillation kit for 10 classroom ex-
periments $8.95; Geology kit $19.95;

Model Refinery kit $14.95; Model OU
Field kit $7.95. JH

For more information circle
No. 235 on return postal card.

LANGUAGES
First Year French 7sfs EYEGATE 7fs

col, 8 rec 7" LP, manual. In same
series: First Year German; First Year
lUlian. JH—A TT

For more Information circle
No. 236 on retarn postal card.

now for the first time

Marriage

Counseling

f\tt % *% pastors

send them off

fully prepared for

Christian marriage

An innovation in filmstrips . . . Material for pre-
marital counseling older youth and adults ... for
marriage clinics . . . couples' clubs ... and re-

fresher courses . . . Prepared by nationally known
counselors, Or. Wayne E. Dates and Dr. Samuel
Southard,

"Marriage Makes a Difference"
"Marriage Requires Adjustments"
"The Intimacies of Marriage"
"Malting Marriage Last"
Kit of above 4 filmstrips in color, with 2 twelve
inch 33W records (4 narrations), and leader's guides

$25,50

Order from your Family Filmstrips dealer
NOW or write for name of
nearest dealer

5823 Santa Monica Blvd.5823 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood 38, Calif.

FORSE ™^ ^^^^ DARKENING

DRAPES AND SHADES

for Classrooms and Auditoriums
Forse Drapes and Shades meet every

requirement for light control and room

darkening. Choice of decorative colors.

f:

Ineipensive . . . Guaranteed \w
10 years . . . Used thraughiut

the United States since 1917.

DETACH AND MAIL THIS COUPON

'if^.^1' MANUFACTURIMO COMPAMY
2347 Sullivan Ave. • St. Louis 7, Mo.

Send free samples and literature.

,NAME

INSTITUTION

lADDRESS

CITY ZONE STATE
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Authorized "RCA" Distributor

16min sound equipment

Sales, Service, Parts, Trades.

Free illustrated booklet "R"

NATIONAL CINEMA SERVICE
71 Dey SI., WO 2-6049 N. Y. 7, N. Y.

SCIENCE FILMSTRIPS
SINCE 1931 SINCE 1931
MADE BY TEACHERS FOR TEACHERS |

lOlOGY ATOMIC ENERGY
mvsics GENERAL SCIENCE
CHEMISTRY MICROBIOLOGY
tIKE SAFETY BOS SAFETY

Science filmstrips ovailoble
under NDEA—Title III.

VISUAL SCIENCES
Box 5991 Suffern, New York

AWARD WINNER
1961 AMERICAN FILM FESTIVAL

ARTIST'S PROOF
A Brilliant Film In Color

Available For Sale and Hental

Send For Free Catalog

REMBRANDT FILM LIBRARY

267 W. 25th St., Dept. ES, N. Y. 1, N. Y.

Scholastic

Teacher . . . ^1961 National
Film and Filmstrips Awards

MYSTERY OF TIME
This award-winning FILM gives one a

glimpse of what is beyond our own
space-time continuum. High-speed and
time-lapse cameras help free the viewer
from the prison house of time.

Yardsticks shorten, clocks and human
heartbeats slow down as the laboratory is

"accelerated" to nearly the speed of

light in 1 unique audio-visual presentation

of the elements of the theory of relativity.

For Junior, Senior High School and College
40 min. — color

Request preview for purchase consideration.

MI5A MOODY^wi IJ
() INSTITUTE

^5*-!<^OF SCIENCE
Box MM, Los Angeles 25, California

NEW PUBLICATIONS
Arranging the Classroom for TV View-
ing give technical recommendations
on set height, light control. Brochure.
Free. SYLVANIA.

For more information circle
No. TAI on return postal card.

The Art of Selecting, Playing and Pre-
serving Records. Yardsticks for evalu-
ating hi-fi and stereo systems; musical
etiquette; minimizing wear. 19p, illus,

25c. SHURE.

Write direct

Audio Visual Ideas. Several hundred
ideas for simple aids in wide range
of subject areas, collected from prac-
ticing teachers in local school system.
$2. Write direct to Ben Ahlschwede,
Assistant Supt. of Schools, Battle
Creek, Mich.

Write direct

Audio-Visual Resources for College
Teaching tells how one university is

using A-V effectively. University of
North Carolina, A-V Bureau, Chapel
Hill, N. C. Free.

Write direct to source

Automation in Education. Three articles
reprinted from Teachers College Rec-
ord Dec. I960. 27p. 50 cents. Order
direct from Bureau of Publications,
Teachers College, Columbia Univer-
sity, 525 W. 120th St., N. Y. 27.

Better Bulletin Board Displays.
"Bridges for Ideas" series No. 11.

62p. $2. TEXAS.

Write direct

Better Pictures, while describing spe-
cifically the Grover view camera, con-
tains excellent explanations of the
use of rising and tilting front and
back, high and low angle, copying
stage, microphotography, color sepa-
ration, perspective correction. 40p free
B&J.

For more information circle
No. 288 on return postal card.

Children and Television, Some Advice
to Parents. Wilbur Schramm. 18pp
free. NABTV

For more information circle
No. 289 on return postal card.

Citizens Band Radio Handbook, David
E. Hicks, 160p $2.95. SAMS

Write direct

WLiNE Pictures

30 OUTSTANDING

16MM COLOR FILMS

For Your
Science and Social Studies

Program
(Write for cafalog and previews)

1056 S. Robertson Blvd., Los Angeiei 35, Calif.

Conventional Gymnasium vs Geodesic
Field House. First of new "case
studies" documents savings of $2.37
per sq. ft. in costs of building a field
house. Free, with plans. EFLAB.

For more information circle
No. 24l> on return postal card.

Educational TV For Your Community.
Case history of five isolated schools
in State of Washington served by TV
"translators." Free. ADELEC.

For more information circle
No. 341 on return postal card.

Educational Television Guidebook.
Philip Lewis. Emphasizes technical
aspects as they impinge on areas of
education. Videotape, translators, air-
borne ETV, phonoscope, low-power
local transmitters, CC library refer-
ence systems—and applications still

to come are treated as well as con-
ventional ETV installations. 238p
$4.95. 1961. MH.

Write direct

Engineering Bulletins on Optics and
Electronics are issued in punched-
looseleaf format. Report No. 1 "Emis-
sivity Enhancement of Solar Cells for
Temperature Control." Bausch &
Lomb; Military Products Div.; Ro-
chester 2, N. Y.

Write direct to source.

Films and Filmstrips on Audio-Visual
Materials and Methods. Listed imder
22 subject areas; title, source, date,
but no prices. Price $1. Order direct
from EFLA, 250 W. 57th St., New
York 19.

Foundation for Effective Audio-Visual i

Projection. Room facilities, projec-
tion distance etc tables, image bright-
ness required, 19p. free. EK

For more information circle
No. *iVi on return postal card.

Free Films for Teachers. Vatalog of

motion pictures for agriculture, sci-

ence and social studies, sponsored by
Standard Oil and distributed, free, by
IDEAL.

For more information circle
No. 248 on return postal card.

High School Journalism Teaching Aids
55p mimeo Price $?. A semester of

classroom work related to newspaper
and yearbook preparation. Lists 21

motion pictures, 9 filmstrips, other

visual aids, many of them free. Ohio
State University, School of Journal-
ism, Columbus 10, Ohio.

Write direct to source.

Instructional Materials for Elementary
Science Catalog of kits of non-pro-
jected do-it-yourself materials I4i

free MODELS.

For more information circle
No. 'IX\ on return postal card.

Lang Lab Glossary. Functions anc >

learn i n g terms defined. 4p free

SWITCHCRAFT

For more information circle
No. 346 on return postal card.
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Lang:uage Laboratory News. Initial is-

sue features Camp Hill High School
installation. 8p quarterly free RCA.

For more Information circle
No. 246 on return potsal card.

Lighting for Motion Picture and Still
Photography. Catalog. 21p. Free.
COLORTRAN.

For more Information circle
No. 347 on return postal card.

Problems of Educational Freedom. Two
lectures by H. Gordon Hullfish, with
commentary by Philip G. Smith.
Strong libertarian defense of freedom
to think, teach, study; critical com-
ment on "basic" attacks and teaching
machines, first hand reflections of im-
pact of American educational prac-
tices in post-war Japan. Prof. Smith
makes qualified defense of teaching
machine and standardized testing.

Bulletin of the School of Education,
32pp. $1.25. Order direct from Indiana
University, Bloomington, Ind.

Write Direct

iMental Health Motion Pictures, A Se-
lective Guide, 1960. Over 500 listings
under 19 subject headings. SUPDOC
35c.

Write Direct

NAVA A-V Equipment Directory lists

over 1000 different models of all types
of A-V equipment, giving detailed
description and source. The 289-page
plastic-bound book carries illustrated
sections for the first time on language
labs, ETV and Teaching Machines.
$4.75. NAVA, 1201 Spring St., Fairfax,
Va.

Order direct from Source

*ron-Projected Visuals. 4-color catalogs
of flannel board materials, games,
coaching boards, etc. Free. INSTRUC-
TO.

For more information circle
No. 248 on return postal card.

'Unning and Producing Visual Aids
Outlines techniques for non-projected
presentations. 15p free. EK

For more Information circle
No. 249 on return postal card.

npUs Speak to Pupils Around the
World. Includes directory of educa-
tional groups interested in exchanging
tapes. 60p. $1.50. Order direct from
Michigan Audiovisual Association,
C/o University of Michigan, Ann
Arbor, Mich.

IMes and Opaques for Television.
Preparation of copy, masks, jigs,
mounting, electronic negative-positive
reversal, 18p free EK

For more Information circle
No. 2JW) on return postal card.

iience and Mathematics Materials for
the Elementary School 48 p catalog,
incl. 16p materials syllabus guide to
units of study for each grade. Free.
SCIMAT.

For more information circle
No. 251 on return postal card.

Sound Language Teaching—The State
of the Art Today. Holton-King-
Mathieu-Pond. Lively, commonsense
treatment in 44 short chapters, mostly
only a page or two. Instead of an in-
dex 100 questions are answered by
means of page references—this part of
the book might have been improved
by alphabetizing the question topics.
Useful glossary. 249p $5.50. 1 961.
UNPUB.

Write direct

Teach With Television. Lawrence F.
Costello and George N. Gordon. Out-
lines techniques for formal instruc-
tion by TV in a variety of subjects
and under varying conditions. Pur-
poses, limitations, studio practices,
lessons, teachers, administration, fi-

nancing, evaluation. Good bibliog-
raphy and glossary. 1961. 192pp $5.50.

HASTINGS.

Write direct

The Teachers Record Catalog Ben
Deutschman. Consolidated listing of
records for classroom use. 50c. HAR-
CAT.

Write direct

Technical Training by Televised In-
struction, as applied at USAF Lowry
Technical Training Center. 9p free.

RCA.

For more Information circle
No. 252 on return postal card.

Training Films for Business and Indus-
trial Skills. 1961 catalog. 24p. Free.
PENNSTATE, Audiovisual Aids Li-
brary, University Park, Pa.

Write Direct

"When's the movie about Jesus, Miss
Stevens?" 16pp free. Tells the function
of the motion picture in the church
school. CONCORDIA.

For more information circle
No. 263 on return postal card.

El TAU (TM. T*w scan**

Bgl TYPIWRITTIN MISSAGES

^Bi lADIO-MAT SLIOiS

Bsjf WNfTI-AMMa^lltN

H^3 Acctn NO waitiTuti

1

MAKE YOUR

OWN SLIDES

on your own

TYPEWRITER

by using

RADIO-MATS

Regular iiza 3'Ax4 or rh*
Sold by Audio - Visual,

SuoDly Dealers. For FREE

RADIO-MAT SLIDE C
277 Oakridg* Blvd., Dai

Now Duplex 1x1.
Photo ii Thoatro
SAMPLE writs—

O., Dapt. V,

rtono Bttoch, Flo.

Available—The most complete line of
Tachistoscopes and projection devices.
LAFAYETTE INSTRUMENT COM-
PANY, LAFAYETTE, INDIANA.

Advertisement

HELPFUL BOOKS

ADMINISTERING AUDIO-VISUAL SERV-
ICES. By Carlton W. H. ErIckson. Covers
administrative, supervisory, and tech-
nological problems, emphasizing com-
petent performance In all service as-
pects. 479 pp., illustrated. Macmillan
Company, 60-5th Ave., New York 11,
N. Y. $6.93.

AUDIO • VISUAL MATERIALS: THEIR
NATURE AND USE. Revised EdItien
By Walter Arno Wittlch and Charles
F. Schuller. 570 pp. 249 Illustrations

14 Color Plates. Harper * Brothers
49 E. 33rd St., New York 16, N. Y.
1957. $6.50.

EDUCATORS GUIDE TO FREE FILM-
STRIPS. Compiled and Edited by Mary
Foley Horkhelmer and John W. Differ.

Thirteenth Annual Edition, 1961. Edu-
cators Progress Service, Dept. AVO,
Randolph, Wis. $6.00.

EDUCATORS GUIDE TO FREE TAPES,
SCRIPTS, AND TRANSCRIPTIONS. Com-
piled and Edited by Walter A. Wittlch,
Ph.D., and Gertie Hanson Hoisted,
M. A. Seventh Annual Edition. 1961.
Educators Progress Service, Dept.
AVG, Rondolph, Wis. $5.75.

EDUCATORS GUIDE TO FREE FILMS.
Compiled and Edited by Mary Foley
Horkhelmer and John W. Differ. Edu-
cational Consultant, John Guy Fowl-
kes. 21st Annual Edition, 1961. Edu-
cators Progress Service, Dept. AVG,
Randolph, Wis. $9.00.

STANDARDS OF PHOTOPLAY AP-
PRECIATION. A Course of Study In

Photoplay Appreciation. By William
Lewin and Alexander Frozler. Illus-

trated. Educational & Recreational
Guides, Inc., 10 Bralnerd Road, Sum-
mit, New Jersey. $4.75.
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Directory of

Equipment and Materials

on pages 299-309

ABS^American Bible Society, AV
Dept., 440 Fourth Ave., New York 16,

N.Y.

ACI Productions—21 W. 46th St.. New
York 36, N.Y.

ADELEC—A d 1 e r Electronics Inc. 1

LeFevre Lane, New Rochelle, N.Y.

ADVANCE Furnace Co., 2310 E. Douglas
Ave., Wichita, Kans.

AFL-CIO—Film Division, 815 Sixteenth
St., N.W., Washington 6, D.C.

ARTBROWN—Arthur Brown & Bro.,

Inc., 2 W. 46th St., New York 36, N.Y.

ASSOCIATION Films, Inc., 347 Madison
Ave., New York 17, N.Y.

ATLANTIS Productions, Inc., 7967 Sun-
set Blvd., Hollywood 46, Calif.

ATOMLAB—Atomic Laboratories, Inc.,

3086 Claremont Ave., Berkeley, 5,

Calif.

AVIS Films, Box 643, Burbank, Calif.

BELTEL—Bell Telephone Laboratories,
Consult local telephone company.

BFC—Broadcasting and Film Commis-
sion. National Council of Churches of
Christ in the USA, 475 Riverside Dr.,

New York 27, N.Y.

B&H Bell & Howell Co., 7100 McCor-
mick Rd., Chicago 45.

B&J—Burke & James, Inc., 321 S. Wa-
bash Ave., Chicago 4, 111.

B&L—Bausch & Lomb Optical Co.,

Rochester 2, N.Y.

BLUE SHIELD—National Association
of Blue Shield Plans, 425 N. Michigan
Ave., Chicago 11, 111.

BRANDON Films Inc., 200 W. 57th St.,

New York 19, N.Y.

BURMINES—Bureau of Mines, Graphic
Services, U.S. Dept. of the Interior,

4800 Forbes Ave., Pittsburgh 13, Pa.

CAR—Carousel Films, Inc., 1501 Broad-
way, Suite 1503, New York 36, N.Y.

CATHEDRAL Films Inc., 140 N. Holly-
wood Way, Burbank, Calif.

COLORTRAN—Natural Lighting Corp.,
630 S. Flower St., Burbank, Calif.

COLREC—Columbia Records, 799
Seventh Ave., New York 19, N.Y.

CONCORLIA Films, 3558 S. Jefferson
Ave., St. Louis 18, Mo.

CONTEMPORARY Films, Inc., 267 W.
25th St., New York 1, N.Y.

CORONET Films, 65 E. South Water
St., Chicago 1, 111.

CRESOC—Creative Associates, Inc., 690
Dudley St., Boston 25, Mass.

C-W—Churchill-Wexler Film Produc-
tions, 801 N. Seward St., Los Angeles
38, Calif.

DENOYER—Geppert Co., 5235 Ravens-
wood Ave., Chicago 40, 111.

DUKANE Corp., St. Charles, 111.

EBF—Encyclopaedia Britannica Flims,
Inc., 1150 Wilmette Ave., Wilmette,
111.

EDMUND Scientific Co., 101 E. Glou-
cester Pike. Barrington, N.J.

EFLAB—Educational Facilities Labora-
tories, Inc., 477 Madison Ave., New
York 22, N.Y.

EK: Eastman Kodak Co., Audio-Visual
Service. Rochester 4, N.Y.

ENRICHMENT Teaching Materials. 246
Fifth Ave., New York 1, N.Y.

EYEGATE House, Inc.. 146-01 Archer
Ave.. Jamaica 35, N.Y.

FA—Film Associates of California. 10521
Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles 25,

Calif.

FAMILY Films, Inc., 5823 Santa Monica
Blvd., Hollywood 38, Calif.

FASS—Fass-Levy Films, 1320 Quebec
St., Denver 20, Colo.

FH—Filmstrip House, 472 Park Ave.,
So., New York 16, N.Y.

FILMRES—Film Research Company,
Box 1015, Minneapolis 40, Minn.

FJPNY—Federation of Jewish Philan-
throphies, 130 E. 59th St., New York
22, N.Y.

FORD Motor Company, Film Library,
Dearborn, Mich.

FOTOMATIC Corporation, 2603 Kessler
Blvd., N. Dr., Indianapolis 22, Ind.

GRUBER Products Co., 2223 Albion St.,

Toledo 6, Ohio.
GSA—Girl Scouts of the U.S.A., 155 E.

44th St., New York 17, N.Y.
HAESELER Pictures, Amity Road, New
Haven 15, Conn.

HARCAT—Harrison Catalogs, 274 Madi-
son Ave., New York 16, N.Y.

HASTINGS House Publishers, Inc., 151
E. 50th St., New York 22, N.Y.

HEIRLOOM Records, Brookhaven, N.Y.
HILFIK—Earl L. Hilfiker, 284 Somer-

shire Drive, Rochester 17, N.Y.
HPI: Hudson Photographic Industries,

Inc., Croton-On-Hudson, New York.
ICF — International Communications
Foundation, 9033 W i 1 s h i r e Blvd.,
Beverly Hills, Calif.

IDEAL Pictures Inc., 58 E. South Water
St., Chicago 1, 111.

IFB—International Film Bureau, Inc.,

332 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 4, 111.

INDIANA University, Audi o-Visual
Center, Bloomington, Ind.

INSTRUCTO Products Co., Div. of

Jacronda Mfg. Co., 1635 N. 55th St.,

Philadelphia 31, Pa.
JAM Handy Organization, 2821 E. Grand

Blvd., Detroit 11, Mich.
JOHNS—Manville Corporation, 22 E.

40th St., New York 16, N.Y.
KENSALE—Kenmore Sales Co., In-
dustrial Park, Lowell, Mass.

MAGTECH — Magna-Tech Electronic
Co., Inc., 630 Ninth Ave., New York
30, N.Y.

MH—McGraw-Hill Book Co., 330 W.
42nd St., New York 36, N.Y.
MODELS of Industry, Inc., 2100 Fifth

St., Berkeley 10, Calif.

MODERN Talking Picture Service, 3

E. 54 St.. New York 22, N.Y.
NAAJS—National Academy for Adult
Jewish Studies, The United Syna-
gogue of America, 1109 Fifth Ave.,
New York 28, N.Y.

NABTV—National Association of Broad-
casters, Television Information Office,
666 Fifth Ave., New York 19, N.Y.

NCJW—National Council of Jewish
Women, 1 W. 47th St., New York 36,

N.Y.
NORTHERN Films, 1947 - 14th Ave., N.,

Seattle 2. Wash.
NYTIMES.Office of Educational Activi-

ties, 229 West 43rd St., New York 36,

N.Y.
OPINST—Opinion Institute, P.O. Box

1048. Omaha 1, Nebr.
ORLEANS—Sam Orleans & Assoc. 211

W. Cumberland Ave., Knoxville 15,

Tenn.

OSULIND-O'SuUivan Industries, Inc
Owensville, Mo.

POAU—Protestants and Other Ameri
cans United, 1633 Massachusetts Ave
NW, Washington 6, D.C.

PSARLP — Photographic Society o
America, Recorded Lectures Progran
Chas. L. Martin, Rt. 3, Box 77!

Excelsior, Minn.

RCA Audio-Visual and Theatre Equip
ment Sales, Camden, N.J.

RCA Educational Service^ Camder
N.J.

REK-O-KUT Company, Inc., 38-19 108tl

St., Corona 68, N.Y.

RHECAL—Rheem-Califone Corp., 102
N. LaBrea Ave., Hollywood 38, Calil

ROCKWELL Manufacturing Co., Auto
matic Voting Machine Co., James
town, N.Y.

ROUNDTABLE Productions, 139 S
Beverly Drive, Room 133, Beverl'
Hills, Calif.

SAMS—Howard W. Sams Co., Inc
Indianapolis 6, Ind.

SAUPPE—Spindler & Sauppe, Inc., 220
Beverly Blvd., Los Angeles 57, Calil

SCEWAT—Science Materials Center, 5!

Fourth Ave., New York 3, N.Y.

SCRIPTURE Press, 1825 CoUege Ave,
Wheaton, 111.

SHAKRS — Shakespeare Recordinj
Society, 277 Fifth Ave., New York
N.Y.

SHURE Brothers, Inc., 222 Hartrey Ave.
Evanston, 111.

SONOTONE Corporation, Elmsford
N.Y.

S.O.S. Cinema Supply Corp., 602 W. 52n(
St., New York 19, N.Y.

SPEEDRY Products. P.O.B. 97, Rich
mond Hill, Jamaica 18, N.Y.

SPITZ—Spitz Laboratories, Inc
Yorklyn, Del.

SPOKEN WORD, The, 10 E. 39th St
New York 16, N.Y.

STERLED—Sterling Educational Films
6 E. 39th St., New York 16, N.Y.

SUPDOC — Superintendent of Docu
ments. Government Printing Office
Washington 25, D.C.

SVE— Society for Visual Educatior
Inc.. 1345 W. Diversey Pkwy., Chicag
14, 111.

SWITCHCRAFT, Inc., 5593 N. Elstoi

Ave.. Chicago 30, 111.

SYLVANIA Electric Products Inc., 174

Broadway. New York 19.

TECNI-ART Engineering, P.O. Box 9(

Glendale 5, Calif.

TEXAS, University of, Visual Instruci
tion Bureau, Austin 12, Texas. '

THOMPSON, J. W., 5245 - 20th Ave i

So., Seattle. Wash, '

UCLA—University of California, Educa i

tional Film Sales Dept., Los Angele
24, Calif.

UNPUB—University Publishers, 59 I
,54th St., New YorK 22, N.Y.

USRUB—U.S. Rubber Co., Educatio
Dept,, 1230 Avenue of the America;
New York 20, N,Y.

USTEEL— United Steel Workers (

America. 1500 Commonwealth bldg
Pittsburgh 22, Pa.

UWF—United World Films, 1445 Par
Ave.. New York 29, N.Y.

VIRGINIA Theological Seminary, Sen-

inary Hill. Alexandria, Va.
V-M Corporation, 305 Territorial Roai

Benton Harbor, Mich.
WALLACH & Associates, Inc., 1532 Hil

crest Rd.. Cleveland 18, Ohio.
WORLD WIDE Pictures, Box 105,

Sherman Oaks, Calif.
\
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viTE brush educational headphones .

.

unmatched new standard for electronic teaching
From cushion to connection, CLEVITE brush ED-300 Headphones are designed to meet the uniqt

requirements of language laboratories. No other headphone . . . regardless of price . . . can match thei

for comfort, performance and appearance. Prove it. Check these features . . . Unmatched for comfo

. . . Fits any head . . . any hair style— even when user wears glasses. Weighs just 9.9 ounces ... 0.) Sing

cord lets head turn freely. Use washable blanket or donut type ear cushions ... (2) Patented Velci

hook zipper lets you switch in seconds. Unmatched for performance ... (3) Each earphone turr

90° for easy monitoring. High impedance (50,000 ohms.). Provides a relatively flat response from 50 1

10,000 CPS. High output ... 8 dynes/cmVvolt sensitivity at 1 kc. Unmatched for appearance . . . Ava

able in four attractive colors . . . coral, suntan, spruce green and black. Simple, functional desig

CLEVITE ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS
232 Forbes Road, Bedford, Ohio/Division of IJM=WLJJ ^

%



Why is our Annual Directory

like a mustache cup?

Answer: its value is apparent at once.

The Directory of Audiovisuid Equip-

ment and Services, a listing of almost

700 manufacturers and suppliers for

the AV field—together with the prod-

ucts and services they offer—begins

on page 360 of this issue. File it for

handy referral during the coming

school year.

And for the second of our major

reference services to the educational

AV field, be sure to see the August

EdScreen ir AVGuide, the annual

Blue Book of Audiovisual Materials.

Hundreds of films and filmstrips, witli

i description plus other important

data, are carried under 50 different

classifications. So, keep that reference

File open . .

.
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...add TV Screen Excitement to the Microscope's Image of
your Biology — Chemistry — Physics — Medical Demonstrations

1. See thenewELGEET-DUMONT Closed
Circuit Microscopy System at the NAVA
Show ... a complete remote-view enlarged
image system for researchers and educators
for under $1425! Incorporates the famous
Elgeet Trinocular research Microscope, TV
Camera and Monitor offering 400-line reso-

lution for classroom or in-

dustrial applications . . . un-
der $1425; 600-line resolution

for research or hospital ap-

plications . . . under $2200. For details, write
for Elgeet Booklet TVS8-1.

2. See the new Elgeet Zoom Microtar At-
tachment which converts your present
35mm slide projector for continuously vari-

able (z-o-o-m) magnification of your mi-
croscope slides on a movie
screen. $64.50—with adapter
for your projector. Write
for Elgeet Booklet MP-61.

O^tftf/ OPTICAL CO., INC.

EL-6»

T OPTICAL CO., INC scientific instrument and apparatus division
838 SMITH STREET • ROCHESTER 6, NEW YORK
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ALUMINUM
THAT >AAITHSTANDS
USE AND ABUSE
LEVOLOR aluminum slats are made from virgin alu-

minum and alloyed to insure mechanical strength

and maximum resistance against corrosion. It is

the finest aluminum slat for the school.

Information that insures the best installation pos-

sible is a service all LEVOLOR representatives will give

you. They will submit a prospectus covering every

detail of your Venetian Blind installation-help with

the specifications and make a final inspection after

the blinds are installed. It is a service that guar-

antees good specifications and good Venetian Blinds.

VENETIAN BLINDS
AUDIO-VISUAL CONVENTIONAL

Levolor Lorentzen, Inc., 720 Monroe St., Hoboken, N. J.
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For DRAMATIC

VISUAL Education ^

EXAMINER
"^'nmrm PMVIEWER

Just lift off top and you're ready

for fascinating visual demonstrations

anytime, anywhere. Complete
theatre with built-in screen and

projector in a compact, handy

carry-case. Ideal for classroom view-

ing, group or homestudy of 35mm
filmstrips (in fully lighted rooms).

Most effective visual teacher's aid.

WHAT TH£Y SAY:

". . . brighfer picfure . . . wider viewing

angle . . . lakes up less space . . . is quicker

set up and folded up . . . More impressive

than any verbal presenfaiion . .
."

Precision-engineered

QUALITY GUARANTEED— yetionly 4950

Used by

leading schools,

universities,

institutions.

Request

illustrated literature

aUILVKO FOR fUlCHASC
um[R MTioHJU mum

[OUCJttlOH UI

C'G'K 37-19 23rd Avenue,

INDUSTRIAL '-<"'e Island City S, N. Y.

A Division of Camera Optics Mfg. Corp.

Mail Coupon for Free Booklet

Please send illustrated literature with

full details on COC Visual Aids

Name

Address ._

City - - Zone State
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PREMIERING AT TH»-NAVA CONVENTION

lOOM

AUDIOTRONICS
^fl06' WtOOmCTOW »T. MO. MOtXTWOOn CAl^.

THE NEW AUDIOTRONICS "lOOM »»

TAPE RECORDER
I he first professional quality magnetic tape recorder designed exclusively for classroom and teaching applications.

lold tlirough autiiorized Audiotronics audiovisual dealers only, this 100% American-made instrument features:

T) Dual track moiuiural record and playback. Conforms to NARTB standards. © 3-digit automatic courUer for speedy location of mate-

rial on tape. ® 10 watt high-fidelity feedback controlled amplifier. ® No pressure pads; constant tension maintained across heads for

no tape sj)ill or breakage. © One-piece, die cast aluminum alloy deck. ® 6" x 9" dual-cone, full range speaker. ® Generous storage

tpaces for reeli, microphone and A.C. cord. ® Serves as a P.A. System. ® Plays in either vertical or horizontal position. ® Accom-

modates up to 7" reels. @ Dual speed (7Vz and 3% I.P.S.); simplified classroom-design controls. @ Auxiliary output jack for external

speaker or headphones. @ Scuff resistant, silver brown faI)ricoid-covered % " plywood case with metal corners and knees — solid

ilastic, sure-grip handle. £t% ,^^k ^"'W ^T"^^ W"^ £\ Audiotronics Tape Recorder

^L I fl ^ I I
^'^C lOOM $209.25 List

\$ Light weight—20 lbs.

School Netm A School

EE IT AT BOOTH A4 AND A5 AT THE NAVA CONVENTION!

lAUDIOTRONICS
1057 WEDDINGTON STREET, NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
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News people organizations events

Connecticut AV Group
Elects Officers For '61

The Connecticut Audio-Visual Edu-

cation association installed new officers

at its animal meeting Friday, May 14,

1961, at New Haven.

Seated as president was George Pug-

liski, audiovisual director for the Strat-

ford public schools. He succeeded

David Silverstone, associate professor

and head of the Audio-Visual center

of the University of Bridgeport. Dr.

Silverstone had been president of

CAVEA for the past two years. Other

officers are Blaine Miller, of Man-
chester, vice president; Miss Marion

McHugh, of Milford, secretary, and

Don Wilson, of Central State college

in New Britain, treasurer.

The following were elected to the

board of directors; Joseph Murphy;
Elliott Kone; Russ Capen; and John
Del Vecchio, who will fill the unex-

pired term vacated by Blaine Miller.

Air TV To Be Highlighted
At Educational Conference

Airborne television will receive
major attention during a conference-

workshop in educational media to be
held at Indiana University June 26-

July 7, 1961. The theme of the two
days conference preceding the work-
shop will be "Technology in the

Learning Environment." Dr. Carleton

Washburne will give the keynote ad-

dress, "Educational Needs in a World
of Technology."

The two day conference and work-

shop will be implemented by 2'/2

hours per day of resource information

on video tapes telecast from a plane

flying at 23,000 feet over Montpelier,

Indiana. The telecasts will include:

( 1 ) typical lessons prepared for class-

room use from among 28 instructional

areas and grade levels: (2) demon-
strations of various types of followup

activities recommended for schools

participating in the Airborne Project;

and (3) a tape deaUng with the role

of the Midwest Program on Airborne

Television Instruction (MPATI), the

resource institution, and the local

.school district in evaluation and re-

search of Airborne Television Instruc-

tion.

The workshop-conference is de-

signed for principals, supervisors,

classroom teachers, coordinators of

educational media and those leaders

who have responsibilities related to

the use of the audio-visual materials,

including .school board members, PTA
members and staff members of state

departments of public instruction.

University Dean Stresses

Concern For Adult Learning
America's justifiable concern with

education for youth should not be
allowed to give "marginal status to the

critical need for expansion of educa-

tional opportunities for adults, "Dean
Thurman White, University of Okla-

homa, said at the annual meeting of

the National University Extension

offers tfie industry's

most complete line of

PROJECTION and TRANSPORTATION TABLES
Folding and Non-
folding Models for

Transportation by auto
Classroom film projection
Classroom television viewing
Libraries—churches
University and institutional use
Office supply carriers

Hospital oxygen tanks
Photographers' equipment
Office machine demonstrations

WHEELIT designers, engineers
and craftsmen have as their

first objective the continued
creation of the finest trans-

portation ond projection tables

mode. Sold throughout the

world. Ask your dealer or write

PRODUCTS CO. Toredo, 6-A Ohio

Dean Thurman White

Association at Santa Barbara, Calil

May 6-10. Dean White is president i

the association.

Dean White called university extei

sion "one of the great education froi

tiers in the United States." He wame
that with the unprecedented explosic

of learning unique to this centui

adults in all walks of life have coi

stant need to keep their knowledg
up-to-date.

During the Association meeting,

"position paper" was presented ou

lining American higher education

role and responsibilities toward adul

who are not full-time students hi

who, nevertheless, have a valid ca

on their colleges and universities.

Alexander F. Victor

1878-1961

In the death of Alexander F. Victc

at his home in Carmel, California, c

March 29, the audiovisual field h:

lost one of its most creative and mo
colorful pioneers.

Few men in any field of endeavt

have been so prolifically inventive i

this professional magician tumfr

manufacturer. Born in 1878, he cam

to America in 1900 as one of tt

world's best known showmen. Amop
his "magic" properties was a motic

picture projector, Lumiere's No. 1

l)ought at a Paris movie show fiv

\ears earlier. The projector and i

50-foot film rolls traveled with hi
|

in many lands—Egypt, India, Londc

(Continued on Fap,e 322)
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'At our elementary school we emphasize both

. . . books and motion pictures."

'ays Mr. Alfred Martin, Principal,

arkway Elementary School, Paramus, N. J.,

elected by the American Association of

chool Administrators for its exhibit of out-

anding school designs:

Our objective is to introduce as

lany cultural experiences as possible

1 elementary school children.

Consequently, we have a full-time

brarian managing our well-stocked
brary, and we run a full weekly
;hedule of classroom motion pictures.

"By our emphasis on both books and
lovies, we gain the interest of the

teacher who, in turn, makes them im-

portant to her pupils.

"Time was when our Audio-Visual
movie program was threatened by
teachers apprehensive about using pro-

jectors; this has been overcome. They
lost their fears when they began using

our Kodak Pageant Sound Projector.

They and their pupils operate this

Kodak projector with no problems."
The Kodak Pageant 16mm Sound

Projector contributes as much as the

film toward the success of movies in an
A-V program, because this projector

does nothing to discourage the teacher.

All parts are permanently attached;

nothing to assemble but the audience.

Threading the film is a matter of fol-

lowing a red arrow printed on the pro-

jector. No lubrication to worry about
—the Kodak Pageant is permanently
oiled when it's built.

Perhaps up-to-date and easy-to-use

projection equipment can help make
your own Audio-Visual program a
more effective one. A Kodak A-V
dealer in your locality will demon-
strate, without obligation, at your re-

quest. Or, if you prefer, write for Bul-

letin V3-22 which gives full details.

Kodak Pageant Projector y EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Dept. 8-V, Rochester 4, N.Y.
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J^p-yyc continued

—and eventually it became part of his

show in Pastor's theatre on 14th

Street, then the Rialto of New York.

Eight years later, after a fire wiped

out his very successful vaudeville act,

N'ictor began his series of 300 inven-

tions, many of which, in retrospect,

seem to reflect a blend of his broad

world viewpoint, his hatred of fire

hazard, and his love for the showman-
ship and the educational potential of

the motion picture.

In 1909 he invented what he called

the "Animatograph," a combined
camera and projector for the amateur.

Its exposures were taken spirally on
successive frames mounted on a rota-

table disc. His "Victor Motion Picture

Stereotrope" offered for sale in 1912
mounted 40 individual frames in a

metal disc rotated before an electric

or acetylene light source.

His advertising from the very be-

ginning stressed freedom from fire

hazard and simplicity of operation.

The copy read in part: "an eight-year-

old boy or girl can get it ready to run

and run it all day long alone. The
films and records are non-inflamma-

ble." The Stereotrope sold for $10 on
a money-back guarantee, and with an
attachment ($1) it could run "much
longer" strips of motion picture film.

"They run two to ten minutes" was
the promise. The initial announce-
ment, a 16-page book, stressed school,

church, YMCA, as well as home ed-

ucational showings.

His concern for safety and ease of

use increased together with Victor's

inventive contributions to his field.

Audiovisual education and industry

has been immeasurably enriched by all

these contributions. He will ever stand

high among the giants who laid our

foundations.

Moyse Retires As Head Of
Peerless Film Processing
Ken Moyse is retiring after 15 years

as president of Peerless Film Proces-

sing Corporation and 27 years with

the company.
Raoul J. Menendex, who has been

sales manager, has been elected vice

president in charge of sales promotion,

and Stanley Cohen is now vice presi-

dent in charge of New York opera-

tions. Victor C. Krupa, one of the

founders of Peerless in 1934, will con-

tinue as vice president in charge of

the West Coast Branch in Hollywood
and as technical director.

Institute For AV Selling

To Meet at Indiana U.
The annual Institute for Audio-

Visual Selling will be held on the cam-
pus of Indiana University, Blooming-

ton, Indiana, from July 16th to 20th.

The Institute is sponsored by the Na-
tional Audio-Visual Association and
Indiana University.

DuKane Exhibits at Fair

DuKane Corporation will have an

exhibit at the 1961 Chicago Inter-

national Trade Fair to be held at Mc-
Cormick Place in Chicago. The open-

ing of this world trade fair coincides

with the closing of the NAVA show at

the Morrison Hotel in Chicago.

Calendar-

TELEVISION
TEACHING TODAY

—An up-to-date survey of the use

of television for educational pur-

poses in the principal countries of

the v/orld. It is by Dr. Henry Cas-
sirer, formerly the news editor of

the CBS television network and
now head of television studies at

the United Nations Educational,

Scientific and Cultural Organiza-
tion in Paris. Part I deals with the

use of closed circuit and broadcast
TV in the schools and universities

of the U.S.A. Port II is devoted to

Canada, France, Italy, Japan, U.K.

and U.S.S.R. The chapter on costs

and production technique shows that the use of TV is neither complicated nor

expensive, but is within the reach of most schools. Other chapters discuss the

use of TV for teacher education, for professional and technical training and in

the teaching of specific subjects. Under Unesco's sponsorship, education by
television is burgeoning throughout the world and deserves the attention not

only of specialists, but of all educators.

257 pages (Clothbound) $4.00

Order from: UNESCO PUBLICATIONS CENTER
801 Third Avenue, Nev/ York 22, N.Y.

July 2-14—18th Annual Classroon

Teachers National Conference

Glassboro State College, Glassboro

N.J.

July 9-15—80th Annual Conferenci

of the American Library Ass'n

Cleveland Auditorium, Cleveland

O.

July 1 0-28—Television in EducationI

University of California, Los Aiii

geles.

July 1 0-22—Vancouver Internationa

Film Festival, Vancouver, B.C.

Canada.

July 1 5-20 — National Institute fo

AV Selling, Indiana University

Bloomington, Ind.

July 16-20-13th Annual A-V Insti

stute, Indiana University, Bloom
ington, Ind.

July 17-21 - 1961 USDA Visua

Workshop, Washington, D. C.

July 22-25—NAVA Convention, Mor
rison Hotel, Chicago, 111.

July 24-Sept. 1—Fourth Annual Sum^

mer Motion Picture Workshop, New
York University, New York City.

July 30-Aug. 4—70th Annual Exposi-

tion of Profession Photography anc

9th National Industrial Photograph

ic Conference.

Aug. 20-26—University Film Produc-

ers Ass'n Convention, Berkeley

Cahf.

Aug. 21-24—Biological Photographic

Ass'n Annual Meeting, Hotel Knick-

erbocker, Chicago.

Aug. 21-25—The University Filrr

Producers 1961 Conference, Berke-

ley campus of the University ol

California.

Aug. 28-Sept. 1—Special Educators'

Conference to be held by the Tec-

nifax Corporation at Holyoke, Mass.

September 3-9—National Consulta-

tion, Committee on AV and Broad-

cast Education, National Council oi

Churches, Green Lake, Wis.

Two AV Books Available

Educational Screen has a limited

supply of two volumes, Picture

Values in Education, and Com-
parative Effectiveness of Some
Visual Aids in Seventh Grade

Instruction, both by Joseph J.

Weber. One or both are avail-

able upon written request at a

cost of one dollar each to cover

postage and handling.
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The rostor of featured speakers at the DAVI convention in

Miami included the following (from left)—with the title of

their address in parentheses: Forrest E. Conner, superintendent

of St. Paul (Minn.) Public Schools (The Administrator And
The Audiovisual Program) ; J. Lloyd Trump, associate secre-

tary. National Association of Secondary School Principals,

NEA (How Long, Good People, How Long) ; Dr. Harry A.

Becker, superintendent of schools, Norwalk, Conn. (Team
Teaching— A Pattern Of Organization For Tomorrow's

Schools) ; Robert Lewis Shayon, author, broadcaster (Com-
munications Gap In The Classroom).

Successful DAVI Meeting

Points To Group's Growth
A number of factors contributed to

record-breaking attendance at the

DAV'I-NEA convention at Miami
Beach, April 24-28. ( 1 ) The program
purposefully reached out into peri-

pheral professional organizations with

joint concurrent sessions on topics of

interest to a whole range of profession-

al groups -AASL, PSSC, NAEB,
NCSC, APTI, APA, NAVA. (2) In-

luded also were special meetings of

DAV'I's own religious education and
irmed forces sections and a 3-day joint

onference on educational television.

Major attention was devoted, un-

lerstandably, to the newer technolo-

gy, but a trend toward objective ex-

imination of theory and practice was
Iscernible, for instance, in the dis-

ussion of "various concepts" of self-

eaching devices, including that of

non-verbal approach."

Many practical demonstrations of

W clas.sr()om techniques drew Florida

eachers in droves and to the credit

)f the Miami Beach hotels and schools

here was no evidence of racial dis-

•rimination at the meeting. The first-

ime resort attraction helped draw
nany from distant points, without

naterially cutting into convention at-

endancc oven of the evening sessions,

basically it is the growth of the organ-

zation itself that accounts for these

irger conventions and these in turn

nspire still fiu-ther growth.

DAVI's internal machinery and by-
iws are being overhauled to cope with
ertain by-products of this growth.

Working committees are to be group-

ed under five headings, each under

the direction of a designated member
of the DAVI executive board. A
change is being recommended in the

DAVI Constitution to provide for pro-

portional representation of affiliated

organizations on a proposed "Delegate

Assembly" made up of one delegate

for the qualifying first 25 DAVI mem-
bers, and one for every 50 additional.

DAVI officers and directors will also

be members of this Assembly.

Its purposes are outlined as "the in-

troduction and discussion of new
ideas, trends, developments and pro-

posed programs for the organization,"

and provision of "a sounding board

for questions and proposals referred to

them by the Board of Directors (and)

a channel for information dissemina-

tion to affiliated organizations and
their memberships." This change, pre-

sumably, would do away with need
for transaction of official departmen-
tal business except when on the voli-

tion of the Assembly itself "for pur-

poses of considering a constitutional

amendment or for other reasons deem-
ed appropriate" it could "constitute

itself a committee of the whole and
hold an open meeting of the entire

membership at a Convention."

Wm. F. Kruse

KEYSTONE now offers you . . .

PROTECT-A-PRINT
LEADER

• Avoid Misthreading Damage!
• Avoid Film Scratch!

PROTECT-A-PRINT LEADER is designed specifically to prevent print
damage from dirty projectors and careless misthreading. Its special coating
automatically cleans dirty projectors and its extra toughness automatically
avoids misthreading damage.

Intensive tests, and the experience of hundreds of users, have proved that
PROTECT-A-PRINT LEADER is highly effective and thoroughly safe! Your
satisfaction is unconditionally assured.

Write for further information or a demonstration by our Local Representative.

KEYSTONE VIEW CO., Meadville, Pa.

Exclusive

Since 1892, Producers of Superior Visual Aids

Distributor of Protect-a-Print Leader to the Educational Field.
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Colorful Photoplay Filmstrips

ELEMENTARY SERIES

Prepared and produced by educa-

tors. Based on popular screen ver-

sions of beloved children's stories.

In full color

$7.50

each
HANSEL AND GRETEL. In full color, 42 frames. Highlights of the fairy tale as perfo

by the Kincmins of the RKO Radio photoplay version. $7.50. With guide, $';

May be ordered

on approval for

two-week preview

period.
THE GLASS SLIPPER, $7.50

In Black and White:

COLUMBUS, $4.00

55 frames.

(Starring Frederic March)

ROBINSON CRUSOE, $7.50

Money-Back Guarantee.'
GREATEST SHOW ON EARTH, $7.50 THE VIKINGS, $7.50

Write for Complete Illustrated CatalogI

Available only from EDUCATIONAL & RECREATIONAL GUIDES, Inc. • 10 Brainerd Road, Summit, New Jer*
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editorial

Gestures

and

Sound

Paul C Reed

Traditionally NAVA Convention time in mid-summer in Chicago
has become the time when audiovisual educators and the audio-

visual industry get together and think together about their audio-

visual futures.

We have a new idea for display at this year's National Audio-

visual Convention and Exhibit. It may help define what our prob-

lems are in bringing about greater use of audiovisual means of

communication. The fact is that countless thousands of teachers

and other educators desperately need our help. They are hopelessly

stuck on the other side of the "Gutenberg Barrier." We must use

all the wit and energy we can command to help them catch up with

the evolution of communications.

Some people believe our communications problems result from

Gutenberg worship. They think the trouble is that too many com-
municators believe too much in the printed words that Gutenberg's

invention of five hundred years ago made possible. But the impor-

tant new fact we have discovered is that too many teachers have
not yet even approached the "Gutenberg Barrier." They're mired

down in an era that preceded Gutenberg by many generations.

This notion of "Pre-Gutenberg Teaching," the dominant teaching

method, was stumbled upon through chance observation plus de-

liberation. You can see the phenomenon for yourself any day. Walk
down the corridors of most any school building, old or new. (High
schools and colleges preferred. ) Glance into the classrooms and see

what teachers think is the best means of communication. Chances
are the teacher is talking at the assembled learners. This was a best

method before Gutenberg and is well labeled as "Pre-Gutenberg

Teaching."

Further research, however, has helped to place "Pre-Gutenberg

Teaching" more accurately in the evolution of communications
methods. According to the authorities consulted, the very first

method of communication employed by human beings was "Ges-

tures and Sound."

That is where our communications and teaching methods bogged
down—at the very first era. With too many, the long evolution of

communications through the ages never got started. Altogether too

many of our teachers still today believe that the only and best way
to communicate ideas is to stand before a group gesticulating and
making verbal sounds.

David Samoff, chairman of the board of the Radio Corporation

of America, has pointed out that the quickening cadence of re-

search" activities, especially in the communications field, is "already

moving at near 'escape velocity.' " More research money was spent

last year than in all the years from the Revolutionary War to World
War II. The pace of product innovation has been enormously ac-

celerated. Satellite systems for worldwide communications will

soon be tried experimentally and likely will be commercially applied

by 1970. He concludes that the "prospects for the future are as vast

as the reach of man's inquiring mind and his creative imagination."

Think of these things as you view the new products and as you
appraise our audiovisual futures at the National Audiovisual Ex-

hibit. Think too of what we must do to help all those lagging com-
municators to dare break away from the "Gi'stures and Soiuid" era

of communications. We must help them catch up to the "Gutenberg
Barrier" and overcome it. We must help them get readv for the

coming era of "Satellitic Communications.

"
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National Audiovisual Convention

and Exhibit

National

Audio-Visual

Association
Saturday, July 22

8 a. m. Breakfast in the Terrace Casino. Enter-

tainment program under the direction of

Martjn S. Mendro, Midwest Visual Equip-

ment Co., Chicago, 111.

9 a. m. First General Session: The Terrace

Casino. Presiding: Mahlon Martin, Mas-
sillon, Ohio, General Chairman of the Con-
vention.

9:05 a. m. Keynote Presentation: "The Chal-

lenge to Profit." Ben Pierez of Viewlex, Inc.,

Holbrook, Long Island, N. Y. will give a

hard-hitting presentation on obtaining maxi-

mum service.

9:45 a. m. "How to Get Better." Joseph E. Bur-

ger, Director of Public Relations for H. V.

Nootbaar & Co., Pasadena, California, will

give a dynamic presentation showing con-

vention delegates how to do a better job of

persuading others . . . how to sell audio-

visual ideas, A-V services and A-V products
to customers in schools, churches, and in-

dustrial and business firms.

10:45 a. m. First General Session ends.

11 a. m. NAVE Entertainment Films Com-
mittee Meeting, Embassy Room.

12 Noon NAVA Membership Requirements
Committee Meeting, Room 434.

2 p. in. NAVA Board of Directors Meeting,

Room 605.

J to 6 p. 771. National Audio-Visual Exhibit

opens, 1st and 3rd floors.

9:30 p. m. NA\'A Dance Party, Cotillion Room.

Sunday, July 23

9 a. m. NAVA Canadian Members* Breakfast,

Room 528.

9 a. m. NAVA Religious Dealers Meeting, Wal-
nut Room.

9:30 a. m. NAVA Educational Committee,
Room 427.

NAVA officers 1960-1961

:

front row: Harold A. Fis-

cher, Photosound of Or-

lando, Orlando, Fla., sec-

ond vice president; Har-
vey W. Marks, partner in

the Visual Aid Center,

Denver Colo., president;
Mahlon H. Martin, Jr.,

M. H. Martin Company,
Massillon, Ohio, first vice

president. Back row:
W. G. Kirlley, D. T. Da-
vis Company of Louis-
ville, Ky., outgoing presi-

dent who now becomes
chairman of the NAVA
board of directors; Earl
Harpster, Harpster Audio-
Visual Equipment, Inc.,

Cleveland, Ohio, treasur-

er; Robert P. Abrams,
Williams, Brown & Baric,
Inc., Philadelphia, Pa.,

secretary.
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Mahlon H. Martin, left, Massillon, Ohio, is general chairman

of the 2l8t National Audiovisual Convention. Among others

holding posts of responsibility in the convention organization

are Ray Swank, St. Louis, Mo., projection supervisor; Ainslie

R. Davis, Denver, Colo., hospitality chairman ; and Harold A.

Fischer, Orlando, Fla., production manager.

11 a. m. Audio-Visual Church Sefvice, Ter-

race Casino.

12:00 Noon E.xhibits open, 1st and 3rd floors.

12:30 p. m. Luncheon meeting of the Board of

Governors of the National Institute for

Audio-Visual Selling, Promenade Room.

3 p. m. NAVA Industry and Business Council

Meeting, Room 530.

6 p. in. NAVA Religious Council Meeting,

Room 532.

Monday, July 24

8 a. m. NAVA Breakfast and Second General

Session, Terrace Casino. Presiding: Harvey
Marks, President, NAVA, Denver, Colo.

Dr. James D. Finn, Professor of Education,

Chairman of the Audio-Visual Department

of the University of Southern California

will address convention delegates.

12 Noon NAVA Exhibit opens, 1st and 3rd

floors.

7 2; 30 p. m. NAVA Luncheon for Past Presi-

dents, Room 605.

6 p. m. Morrison cocktail party for NAVA
members. Terrace Casino.

S;.30 p. in. NAVA Entertainment Film Screen-

ing, Terrace Casino.

Tuesday, July 25

S a. m. NAVA Exhibitors Meeting, Parlor G.

S a. in. NAVA Western Dealers Breakfast, Wal-
nut Room.

3 a. m. to 1 p. in. NAVA Exhibit opens and
closes.

1 p. in. Luncheon for NAVA Board of Directors,

Walnut Room.

2 p. in. NAVA Board of Directors Meeting,

Parlor F.

Industrial Audio-
Visual Association
The Industrial Audio-Visual Association com-

prises nearly 100 members who do the production

and distribution of motion pictures, filmstrips and
other visual materials for many of the largest com-
panies in the United States and Canada.
The Central Region of the Association, of which

William Morris, Baxter Laboratories, Morton
Grove, lU., is director, will host a meeting for as-

sociation members attending the convention.

Among those who will be welcoming guests are

Frank B. Greenleaf, film supervisor for United
States Steel Corp., and John T. Hawkinson, man-
ager of audiovisual services for the Illinois Cen-
tral Railroad, both of whom are past presidents of

the association; and Charles N. Shaw, AV director

for Armour & Company, immediate past director

of the Central Region.

Audiovisual

Education Forum
The AV Education Forum, July 22-24, will again

bring up current 'hot potato' subjects for debate by
speakers and audience. It will also allow registrants

ample time to visit the convention exhibits.

On the Forum docket:

Blue Ribbon films—One person will evaluate the

educational qualities of each film as it is shown and
the audience will be encouraged to agree or dis-

agree.

Teaching Machines—Discussion of this lively is-

sue will be launched by Dr. Paul Wendt of Southern

Illinois University, who has conducted extensive re-

search in this field. He will demonstrate a room-

sized installation of test equipment. Discussion will

(Continued on next page)
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follow on theory, practice, and research findings.

Educational Television—The what, why and how
of various applications of the medium to educa-

tional ends will be introduced by Dr. Charles Mcln-

tvre, coordinator of instructional television at Uni-

versity of Illinois, and by Dr. Philip Lewis, director

of in.structional materials for the Chicago Board of

Education.

Team Teaching—Who picks the team? Does it

work? Dr. Philip Titruzello of the University of

Chicago will lead off the discussion.

The "Peace Corps" and AV—Dr. James McPher-

son of the U.S. Office of Education has been in-

vited to outline research projects under Title VII,

NDEA, that may bear on Peace Corps-type activi-

ties in other lands. Prominent AV professionals who
have served abroad recently will continue the dis-

cussion.

AV Conference of

Medical and Allied

Sciences
The A-V Conference of Medical and Allied Sci-

ences will hold its ninth Annual Meeting under
auspices of NAVA on Monday, July 24, at the

Morrison Hotel's Parlor F.

Featured speakers will include Herbert Jackman,

AV consultant, Chicago, who will discuss "Film

Reviewing for Effective Programming," John Dos-

tal, president of Educational Electronics, Garden
City, New York, who will speak on "New Tools for

AV," John Mackenzie, secretary of the Council on

Medical Television, Institute for Advancement of

Medical Communication, New York, speaking on

"Television in Medical Education," and Lee E.

Campion, associate investigator. Technological De-

velopment Project, NEA, who will speak on "Tech-

nological Developments and the Teaching Profes-

sion—A Forecast."

Conference chairman again this year is Kathryn

Linden, director of the American Nurses' Associa-

tion and National League for Nursing Film Serv-

ice. Herbert Jackman is vice chairman.

William Morris, pro-

fessional servires man-
ajjcr of Baxter Labo-

ratories, Ine., and Cen-

tral Region flirector

of I.A.V.A., one of the

liosts for the associa-

tion's meeting.

n-\
"^ji^.v

William F. K r ii s e,

Audio - Visual Media,

Inc., one of the

founders of the AV
Education Forum.

Illinois Training

Directors Assn. ^
The Illinois Training Directors Associatioi

(I.T.D.A. ) is holding its seventh annual Audio
Visual Workshop on Monday, July 24. The theme o

this year's event is "Visualizing Visuals" and i

will be concerned with two important aspects o

creating and producing visuals for use in training

programs. First, how one gets from the "idea phase

to the forms of visualization which will assun

motivation, imderstanding and action desired fron

the audience for whoiu the training program i

intended. Second, what methods and technique:

can be employed to design and prepare visual

effectively and econoiriically.

The workshop will incorporate dramatization

demonstration and discussion. The subjects will b<

presented by James R. Phillips, Jr., visual coinmu
nications training director of the Tecnifa.x Corpora

tion, and "Blackie" Davidman, president of Chart

masters. Incorporated. Members of the associatioi

will also participate.

National Visual

Presentations Assn.
The meeting which the NVPA will hold is <

"kick-off event to start a Chicago chapter. Thi.

organization is made up of users of visual presen

tation material—people in sales, training projects

advertising, promotion.

At a recent "Day of Visuals" presented by the

association in New York in conjimction with a sale;

and marketing group, prizes were awarded to toj

visual presentations. Some of these prize wiinier:

will be shown at the Chicago meeting and it i

expected that one or more of the judges of the New
York show will be present to discuss them.

Joseph McDonagh of the art department o

Young & Rubicam, Inc., will be among those host

ing the coming meeting.
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If Tight Budget

Can't Buy Darkness

for Shewing

Educational Films

"RP" uses your present projector

regardless of make.

Only $139.50 or $159.50 plus cost of

wide angle lens.

"RP" costs less than darkening a single

room, yet can serve an entire floor.

Patent Pending

Then . .

.

Show Motion

Pictures and

Filmstrips in Rooms

Sunshine Bright

with the

WILSON
MOVIE-MOVER "RP"

The ingenuity of the audio-visual director plus this equipment has brought A-V programs
to individual classrooms in hundreds of schools in the past few months . . . many of them
with budgets so tight, no A-V program seemed feasible.

Just one reason why "RP" merits your examination. Sold with complete satisfaction

guaranteed.

H. WILSON CORPORATION, 546 W. 119th STREET, CHICAGO 28, ILLINOIS

Partial tixt of areas where A-V
directors ordered, used, then
re-ordered additional "HP" units:

SAVANNAH, 6A.
WARREN, OHIO
EL PASO, TEXAS
SHREVEPORT, LA.

LOS ALAMOS, N.M.

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

NEWPORT NEWS, VA.
ABERDEEN, WASHINGTON
PORT WASHINGTON, N.Y.

1 H. WILSON CORPOKATION

1 546 W. Il9lh Strttt . Chicago 28,

1 rlcasc send ull available informat

. NAMF A TITLE

lllinon

ion on your rear projection equipment,

1
SrHOOl 1

1 AnDi)F<:« !

' riTY
1

STATE I
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Are You

Ready For

The New

AV Aae?

by Harvey W. Marks

J_ HE other evening, I, along with possibly thousands

of other persons, got a "kink" in my neck watching a

bright hght move across the sky. Every 123 minutes,

Echo I Satellite makes a complete orbit of the earth.

It is so regular that its exact schedule can be published

in advance. Here is a large inflated balloon carrying

no instruments, no transmitters, no recording devices-

launched into space for just one purpose: to provide a

means of long-distance radio, telephone, and tele-

vision transmission. Actual use of Echo Satellites for

this purpose is still in the future. But, before long it

will be possible for a person to sit in his home in

Cairo, Illinois, and watch an event taking place at

that moment in Cairo, Egypt!

Echo I Satellite is only an experiment of what is to

come. It holds the potential for real educational use,

however. Today in the mid-section of our country a

more practical experiment is being made. High over

the farm-lands of Indiana, a specially equipped plane

circles. This is no ordinary plane, for it has been modi-

fied to become the first flying television station. But
most important of all, it is an educational television

station. It covers an area of hundreds of square miles

where school children (and adults as well) gather

around their TV sets to receive instruction from some
of the country's finest instructors. Now it is possible

for people even in the most remote areas to have the

finest educational facilities.

These are but two examples of the tremendous
changes that are about to take place in the area of

education. Page after page could be written in re-

counting the many new educational devices that are

now available, as has been done in recent issues of

this magazine. Last week it was the sound motion

picture—yesterday it was the language lab—today it

is air-borne television—tomorrow it will be teaching

machines—and next week—what? New things are being

developed so rapidly that today's teacher is hard

pressed to keep up with them all. Pupils are learning

more in less time than ever before in the history of

mankind. They have to! There is so much more to

learn, and yet there are no more hours in the day or

days in a week than there ever were.

Not only education, but industry and the Church
has benefited by these technological changes. Today
Florida real estate is being sold in every state of the

Union—or at least, it could be!—by means of the

sound filmstrip. Insurance salesmen are coming to

realize more and more that their best selling tool is the

compact little unit that combines a projector, rear

projection screen, and record player. Personnel manag-

ers of department stores are saving hours of time

training new clerks in the intricacies of filling out

order books with the help of the over-head projector.

There is no such thing as a sales meeting without a

variety of audiovisuals: motion pictures; filmstrips;

flannel board; the newer "hook and loop" board;

opaque projector; over-head transparencies (many of

them now animated), and many other techniques.

Churches in many parts of the nation are following

the lead of the insurance salesman, and are taking

their story right to the homes by means of the little

sound filmstrip. Sunday school pupils are learning

more during summer months in spite of the absence

of vacationing teachers through an expanded use of

motion pictures. New people are being brought into

the Church by means of special film series, visualized

Bible studies, and similar activities. No longer are

missions in other lands just a name, but are a living

arm of the Church, known and understood by its

people because they have been there through the

medium of the motion picture.

Many new improvements have contributed to make
more effective the presentation of the message to more
people in less time—and more pleasantly. Strip-in

threading and push-button controls have made the

operation of the projector, both motion picture and

still, easier for the untrained. The introduction of the

aspheric type condensor lens has made possible the

doubling of the amount of light on the screen from

the same lamp. New types of lamps with various kinds

of built-in reflectors make possible the use of lower

wattage lamps with improved illumination.

Development of better rear projection screens that

give more uniform illumination, even under difficult

circumstances, have helped to make projected audio-

visuals more usable. New types of amplifiers—of

phonograph pickups and photoelectric cells—of higher

fidelity speakers and microphones, have all improved

the standards of the projected picture and sound.

The quality of the productions themselves have beeni

so vastly improved that they have been taken out of

the catagory of the amateur, and have become quite

professional in both content and technical quality.

In the future there will no doubt be light weight

tape recorders made possible through the use of

transistorized amplifiers and more efficient, but small-
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er electric motors. The same thing can haj)pen to

sound motion picture projectors as 8mm sound films

become more of a reality \vith its smaller size and lower

cost. It is even possible that within the near future

small battery operated projection lamps with high in-

tensity light will make it possible to have completely

portable, battery operated motion picture projectors.

On the other extreme, there is sure to be developed a

practical method of "cool light" projection lamps that

vyill be more powerful than are lights. Television

screens will be an inch or less in thickness, and will

double as chalk-boards in some class-rooms. Video-

ipe recorders will be made small and compact so as

to be easily operated and carried about. The sound-on-

filmstrip that was introduced in April at the DAVI
Conxention at Miami Beach, will be developed into a

practical audio-visual tool through the use of tran-

sistorized equipment.

Improvements and new ideas are constantly being

developed. What is still to come, or where the end is,

no one knows. And yet through all these new im-

provements there runs a note of warning. This is best

typified by the person who constantly asks, "What's

new?", as if only that which is new is good. Too
many times some very useful materials or methods are

set aside for the sole reason that they have been used

jefore, and, therefore, are not "new." Much is being

lost because of this false idea. Many times a teacher

will be looking for a "new" piece of material when
right at hand is a most effective tool—and one that

las been proven by its past usefulness. Certainly, it is

necessary to keep abreast of the times and make use

of these many new developments, but at the same
time the older, tested ideas should not be cast aside as

one would cast aside a worn out old shoe.

Another danger signal is that new ideas are accept-

ed before they have been developed to the point

where they are practical. A good example of this is the

way in which many schools acquire new materials and
equipment before they have been fully developed.

This happened in many schools when language labs

became popular. Standards for 8mm sound need to be
set now before too much is done with it. The devel-

opers of the new Teaching Machines are advising

schools not to be too hasty about acquiring these

machines until materials and equipment have been
fully prepared for them. The only exception to this

is for those schools and educators who want to help

during this developmental period, and who under-

stand that it is still experimental. One of the causes

of the early set-back of the audiovisual movement was
the improper use of this thrilling new tool. It took

many years to overcome that and to bring it to its

present degree of acceptability.

Another danger signal is that there is no coordinated

thinking between designers and users of buildings.

The number of churches that are being built today
with the proper use of audio-visuals in mind is so

insignificant as to not even be considered. The Church
architect seems to be more interested in odd shapes

and glass walls than in the effective utilization of

audio-visual teaching tools. School architecture seems
to be improving along this line, but there are still too

manv schools in which the use of audio-visuals is

Harvey W. Marks

President,

National Audio-Visual Association

merely an afterthought. When a church brings in an
interior decorator from two thousand miles away to

tell them what color to paint the walls of the new edu-

cational unit, and what drapery pattern to use, and
then finds after it's all done that even the simplest

audio-visuals cannot be used by the teacher without

expensive changes in the room, it is time that some-

thing was done! When children have to be herded
into a special room to make use of the audio-visuals

that enrich lesson materials, because the room in

which they are supposed to be learning is so bright

that they continually sit with their hands shielding

their eyes from the glare, there is something wrong.

One teacher overcame this situation by asking her

pupils to bring the oldest and most patched sheets

they could find at home to hand over the windows. It

didn't take the school-board long to get the point and
provide adequate draperies for the windows! Some
communities in New Mexico have discovered that

windowless school buildings are much to be preferred.

See the June, 1961, issue of Educational Screen and
Audiovisual Guide, page 274, for a first hand report

of these schools. This progress in the right directioni

Yes, these new machines and media are wonderful—
and there are more wonderful things still to come.

They should be used to their fullest potential, but

they should be used wisely and well. Then every new
development will be an enrichment of what has been
used before. And teachers as well as students will

profit from a new ease, a new facility in the process

of communication.
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Communication

in the

Space Age
by Maj. Gen. J. B. Medaris, U.S. Army (Ret.)

X HIS is about the phenomenon of Communication
—the transfer of information—in this our Age of Space.
I am not going to talk about an interplanetary tele-

phone exchange or suggest a revamping of the nation's

defense programs. These are subjects in which I have
a continuing interest, but I want to talk about some-
thing more fundamental. I want to discuss the neces-
sity for general improvement in the arts and sciences
of communication, particularly in the educational
field.

Any attempt to define and describe and delineate

the field of Communication is an ambitious under-
taking, to say the least. It is difficult even to pinpoint
the historical beginnings of modem communications.
But let us accept "the transfer of information" as a
definition of communication and pay our respects to

a gentleman who may have been the first to apply
technology to communication. He lived in Germany in

the infancy of the Renaissance and his name, of

course, was Johann Gutenberg. If you discount the
tom-tom, the smoke signal and the semaphore, Guten-
berg's printing press was man's first modern tool for

communication. But not until the 19th century, when
Samuel F. B. Morse invented the telegraph, did the
world enjoy another major advance in communica-
tions. Morse's invention was followed by the work of

Edison and Bell and Marconi. These are indeed the
patron saints of our profession.

But apart from the technological significance of

their work, these men shared certain problems and
convictions and attitudes that relate directly to you
and to me. First of all, each of them was possessed
with an overpowering conviction that the world need-
ed what he could give it. And each of them was ridi-

culed for his conviction. Many humanist writers re-

fused to have their works printed on Gutenberg's "evil

machine." The telegraph went begging for several

years while Congress argued over funds for Morse's

Thus is the address, printed in full, which
was presented by Gen. Medaris at the mid-
winter meeting of the National Audiovisual

Association.

Gen. Medaris is chairman of the board.

Electronics Teaching Laboratories, and
president. The Lionel Corporation.

ambitious device. Alexander Graham Bell's telephont
was described by the London Times' as the lates'

crack-pot scheme from America, a gadget grossly in

fericr to the old reliable speaking tube. Bell found it

necessary to organize a touring vaudeville show fea
turing the telephone and a cornet player in order tr

popularize his invention. Edison's trials began wher
his mother first enrolled him in school. The teachei
pronounced him "addled" and Edison ran away frorr

school and never returned. Many years later, thou-
sands of people came by train to his laboratory in New
Jersey to see the electric light, the phonograph and
the motion picture projector. Hundreds went away
shaking their heads in disbelief, saying, "There's some
kind of sneaky trick to it." Now, no man can pursue a

dream in the face of such opposition unless he has the

conviction that success is inevitable, contingent only
upon his belief in what he is doing.

I once knew a philosojiher who in his declining
years achieved an enviable attitude of peace and tran-

quility. On his 100th birthday a newspaper reporter
asked him how he had managed to live so long in ap-
parent bliss. "I have finally learned," the old man said,

"to cooperate with the inevitable."

With the exception of Edison, these pioneers were
lone wolves, a fact which makes their determination
all the more admirable. No one had then orgainzed
the activities of many technicians into orderly, applied
research, and these men tinkered in backyard work-
shops without benefit of modern research methods.
The world was simply not that interested in the prog-
ress of technology.

Today, of course, we are not hampered by public
antipathy toward technology. If anything, the general
public is probably too anxious to embrace anything
that is new, e s p e c i a 11 y if it relates to communica-
tions technology. A lack of immediate discrimination
by the public in some areas is not alarming. Every
technological innovation is subjected to the unbiased
test of time, and eventually the phony ones fall by the
wayside. But there are certain applications of technol-
ogy that properly fall within the domain of national

interests, and in those areas we cannot afford a
lengthy, trial-by-error experiment. Let me tell you
what I mean.

Upon his arrival in Dallas for the NAVA Mid-winter Confer-

ence, General Medaris, left, was presented with a traditional

Texas hat and was greeted hy conference chairman Eloise

Keefe, NAVA president Harvey Marks, and transportation coni-

niittee chairman Tom Reed.
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Because communications is the heart and soul of

education, and because we are interested in increasing

the prothictivity of education, we are concerned with

the apphcation of technology to the teaching process.

Now I suppose that people tire of being reminded
again and again of our conflicts with Communism. I

also suppose that people tire of hearing every aspect

of .\merican endeavor equated with patriotism. .\nd

I also suppose that the taxpayer is becoming a little

weary of the cry that we must educate for survival.

But I know of no wav to sugar-coat the simple truth

that our conflict with Communism is far broader in

scope and far more serious in nature than any social,

political or economic conflict in history. The nature

of this conflict imposes on the American citizen an
inescapable obligation to interest himself in—and exert

constructive influence on—any public enterprise or

institution which relates to national survival. If that

citizen is engaged in private enterprise immediately
supporting national survival, then his responsibility

is doubled. Such is the obligation of this group.

Of course, there is no single force or profession or

institution on which our fate entirely depends. But
the key to our survival is surely education. The older

I get the more I appreciate the wisdom of Thomas
Jefferson. He understood that the success of our great

experiment in self-government hinges on the general

education of the citizenry. Jefferson could not have
foreseen our struggle with Communism but he did

understand an eternal verity: "If a nation expects to

be ignorant and free," he said, "it expects what never
was and never will be."

Jefferson listed six objectives of education that are

classically timeless. The first objective of education,

he said, is to give every citizen the information he
needs to transact his own business; the second, to

enable him to calculate for himself and to express and
preserve his ideas, ccmtracts, and accounts in writing;

the third, to improve, by reading, his faculties and
morals; the fourth, to understand his duties to his

neighbors and his country, and to discharge with com-
petence the functions confided to him by either; the

fifth, to know his rights, to exercise with order and
justice those (rights) he retains, to choose with dis-

cretion the fiduciary of those he delegates, and to

notice their conduct with diligence, candor and judg-

ment; and finally, to observe with intelligence all the

social relations under which he shall be placed.

Now let me tell you something that causes me great

concern. When I Icok at an audiovisual device and
undertake an evaluation of it, I try to bring into play

the standards that I have been talking about. Let's

sup{X)se that you and I are two school teachers being
approached by an audiovisualist with a new teaching

device. Let's also suppose that we are good teachers,

aware of the need for more productive education in

the Age of Space, adherents to the Jeffersonian prin-

ciple that education is the key to survival, eager to

explore any possibility of doing our jobs better. What
do you suppose our reaction is going to be if that new
device is compounded of 99 percent useless gadgetry
and chrome? And is priced out of all reasonable rela-

tion to the job it can actually do? And is related only
remotely to increasing the efficiency of education? If

we are worth our professional salt as teachers we will

send that audiovisualist and his chrome-plated jigsaw

puzzle back to selling can openers door-to-door.

There is a second problem related to this subject.

It is this: Any approach to the application of com-
mimications technology to education is unfortunate

and erroneous if it aims at or accidentally results in

reducing the role of the teacher. There is no substitute

for the teacher. There never has been. I do not believe

there ever will be. The ultimate in forceful, effective

communication will always be that pushbuttonless

give-and-take-between two human beings.

I would define our role thus: The audiovisualist

is concerned with applying communications technol-

ogy to the teaching process for the purpose of im-

proving education. For our purposes, education can
be considered in two parts. One part of education in-

volves the communication of information from a teach-

ing source to the student. This, at least relatively, is a

mechanical, training function and can be made more
efficient by technology. But this part of education

must always be subservient to the second part of edu-

cation, which is the assimilation and use of knowledge
by the student, under day-to-day, first-hand guidance
by the teacher. As long as we understand this limita-

tion and as long as we help free the teacher from the

more mechanical chores of his job, we can be assured

of his faith in what we are trying to do.

I am no party to any scheme that will take the

teacher out of teaching. It is probably morally wrong;
it is probably a misguided, illogical notion; and it is

certainly an unpopular one. If you entertain hope of

mechanizing education, I would suggest that you take

these three things into account. And I modestly sug-

gest that I have had more experience than most pernle

in training tremendous numbers of men to function

under conditions of extreme stress. While I have never

ignored the indisputable value of conditioned response

to violence, I have never once forgotten that the most
important part of a man's education for combat sur-

vival is more related to his heart than to his hands.

That is where the teacher comes in, and I consider it

essential to the maintenance of good relations with
that teacher that we let him know it once in a while.

H,.AVING earned the confidence of the teacher, we
can then proceed with him to a solution of what I

choose to call the functional problems of the audio-

visual field. In this area we are concerned that the

audiovisual tool be utilized to its absolute maximum.
Not long ago I looked over an industrial training pro-

gram that purported to teach with modern audio-

visual techniques. There was no question about the

substance of the course. The facts that were to be
communicated—taught—were solid and logical and
perfectly acceptable, generated by top-flight manage-
ment consultants. The audiovisual devices to be used

were of top quality, efficient in every respect. But in

the course of evaluating this program it occurred to

me that here was a classic example of how audio-

visuals should not be used. The pedagogy of the pro-

gram was as stale as yesterday's news. The audio-

visual aspect of the program was not integrated into

(Continued on Page 349)
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The Challenge Of

8mm Sound Film

Excerpts from a Paper presented to the 89th Semi-

Annual Convention of the Society of Motion Picture

and Television Engineers at Toronto, Canada on May
9, 1961. This paper and others covering 8mm sound
motion pictures will be published in full in a forth-

coming issue of the Journal of the SMPTE.

by John Flory

X HE 8mm sound film, recently referred to by one
eminent sociologist as "another milestone in the com-
munications revolution," may broaden the perimeter

of the motion picture industry much as paperback
books have affected the field of publishing.

If present indications prove true, it is predicted

that by the year 1976, there could be—world-wide—
15,500,000 8mm sound projectors in use.

At the outset, it can be safely predicted that from
now on, the growth of the use of 8mm sound film

will greatly exceed the rate of increase of 16mm usage.

For the year 1960 in the U.S., it is believed that

about 41,000 16mm sound projectors were sold do-

mestically, in contrast to about 600,000 8mm silent

units.

From this it may be hazarded that the sale of 16mm
sound projectors, despite a current bulge resulting

from the National Defense Education Act, is soon

likely to reach a plateau of maturity. The rate of sales

growth (not to be confused with the total units sold)

will perforce increase far less rapidly from now
on in the case of 16mm sound projectors than will

be the increase of the rate of growth of a newer prod-

uct such as the 8mm sound-on-film projector.

After all, the nearly 3/4 million 16mm sound pro-

jector owners now in the United States are already

sold on the efficacy of the film medium. If it can be
proved that there are some major advantages to 8mm
sound, then certainly it would seem that we shall not

have to wait another 28 years before we have 3/4 mil-

lion sound 8 projectors in use. This will be especially

true if four or five million amateurs can be persuaded

Mr. Flory is Advisor on Nontheatrical Films

to Eastman Kodak Company.
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to convert to 8mm sound, and if somehow the price

and quality of the new machines can be made suffi-

ciently attractive.

At this point, the industry is faced with a pitfall.

In an effort to bring the price of the 8mm sound sys-

tem down, manufacturers must not yield to the temp-

tation to sacrifice quality. Poor quality 8mm sound

projectors, striping and release prints could kill the

medium before it even gets properly launched.

This presents serious engineering and technical

challenges. It is much harder to build a good 8mm
sound projector than a 16mm counterpart. An analogy

might be the fact that a wristwatch requires closer

tolerances and greater skill to build than does a large

kitchen alarm clock.

For a number of years, it was generally felt that the

slow linear speed at which 8mm film travels would
make it impracticable to add a sound track. The ad-

vent of improved magnetic recording techniques has

fiumished the engineers with considerable experience

in the design of magnetic-tape recorders. This was

helpful in the early stages of the development of an

8mm sound-on-film motion picture projector employ-

ing a magnetic track.

The greatest single argument in favor of 8mm
sound, is that the small-size 8mm film represents what

potentially could be great economy in film cost.

In actual practice there are a nimiber of economic

factors, however, which, at least at the outset, make
it difficult to effect such economies at this stage in the

development of the medium. Here are some of the

principal advantages often cited in favor of 8mm
sound films:

1. Economy of release prints.

2. Lower cost projectors.

3. Less bulky prints (an advantage when carrying,

storing or shipping.

)

4. Smaller sized projectors.

5. Lighter weight release prints ( an advantage in an

age of air transportation.

)

6. More portable projection equipment; less weight.

7. Improvement in looping performance (of motion

pictures in connection with continuous-running

or repetitive projectors.

)

8. Self-threading or cartridge load mechanisms now
become more feasible.
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The full potentialities of 8mm sound film will not

come to fruition, however, until a wholly new 8mm
system is perfected. This must offer the public:

a. Quality, low cost projectors.

b. Quality, inexpensive release prints.

c. Quality, low cost methods of making reduction

prints.

d. Quality, low cost methods of original production

in 8mm for informal subjects, with satisfactory

duplicates, in moderate numbers, obtainable.

e. New print marketing and distribution setups.

At the present time, it is estimated that there are ap-

proximately 4,600,000 amateur cine cameras in use in

the U.S. and about 3,700,000 silent-8 projectors. Any
appreciable penetration of the amateur cine market

with 8mm sound projectors would seem to call for a

machine that will permit the amateur to add sound

to his personally-made movies. The complexities of

optical sound recording are such that most industry

leaders doubt whether the average amateur would

be able to cope with the technical problems of record-

ing sound through traditional, optical photographic

methods.

It has been suggested that while magnetic projectors

would satisfy the home market, 8mm optical units

would be perferable for educational, industrial and

other institutional uses. This is the point at which the

manufacturer is faced with a major policy decision

as to the type of machine he will espouse. Even though

it is more difficult to make a high quality 8mm sound

projector than its 16mm counterpart, the public—be-

cause of the heretofore lower cost of the home 8mm
film medium—has come to expect that 8mm machines

will be priced considerably less than 16mm equip-

ment.

It has been said that until an American manufac-

turer can turn out upwards of 250,000 units per year

of a single piece of apparatus as complicated as a

sound projector, it does not pay him to automate the

manufacturing process, and he cannot avail himself of

those economies that only derive from mass pro-

duction. It would seem, therefore, that the manufac-

turing of 8mm sound projectors must be conducted

on a scale comparable to that which now prevails

in the case of silent units if the ultimate economies

are to be achieved.

As a corollary to mass production, however, there

is the matter of mass sales. It is at this point that it

woidd appear logical to emphasize a type of macliine

which will have universal application in the amateur

as well as the professional phases of the nontheatrical

film field.

It is obvious that the rate of institutional purchases

of 8mm sound projectors will depend, to a very con-

siderable extent, upon the availability of profes-

sionally-produced films in the 8mm width.

This "chicken-or-the-egg" dilemma is accentuated

b>' the fact that many producers of professional motion
pictures are reluctant at this point to enter the 8mm
field. They hesitate to invest in 8mm pre-print ma-
terials, an inventory of 8mm preview and release prints

and—even more important—a whole new marketing
approach until there are enough 8mm sound projectors

out in the field to provide a readymade market.

It is becoming apparent that those of us who would

engage in exploring the potentialities of 8mm sound

film must set our sights high. We must be willing to

accept new concepts as far as the magnitude of the

market is concerned. Anything less is doomed to

failure. Eight millimeter sound-film has no real merit

unless a way can be found to deliver onto the screen

a moving image in color, with ccmcomitant sound that

is not too inferior to that which up until now has

been delivered by the average 16mm sound projector.

Furthermore, laoth the laboratory cost of release

prints and the ultimate retail sales price must be dras-

tically less than is now the case with traditional 16inm

prints.

If 8mm sound-film develops into the mass medium
that its proponents predict, it will be necessary to

think in terms of 5,000, 10,000, 25,000, 50,000, and

even 100,000 release prints of a single production. An
entirely new marketing pattern will have been created

to produce sales of this magnitude. Already some

distributors are exploring the economic and merchan-

dising problems that are involved in creating

thousands of fresh sales outlets for the new, narrow-

gauge, low-priced prints. In addition to camera stores,

supermarkets, phonograph-record shops, dnigstores,

sporting goods houses, department stores, and aggres-

sive direct mail campaigns are being contemplated as

some of the ways of achieving volume print sales on

a scale almost comparable to the paperback book
publishing field—where a minimum run of 250,000

copies is the usual practice.

X his then, is the broad outline of what that very

perceptive sociologist labeled "another milestone in

the communications revolution." It is apparent that

man has not only entered upon a Space Age; he has

also embarked upon an era in which the motion pic-

ture will grow to stupendous proportions. Film and

the moving image are well on the way to overtaking

the printed word as man's most popular form of re-

corded information.

Teachers clamor for a system which will allow

youngsters to check out film prints from the school

library and run them at home in preparation for the

next day's classes. Great refinements in projector

threading, reliability and screen-brilliance are de-

manded daily. Church groups seek some satisfactory

answer to movies sufficiently economical to be used
in graded Sunday schools. Doctors and scientists are

becoming excited (as witness the recent fonnation of

the American Science Film Association ) about the mo-
tion picture as an everyday tool to use with the slide

rule and the computer in their research activities.

Already, educators are pointing out that today's

educated citizen must be filmically literate too. Our
children will discover that the mark of an Educated
Man is not only the handling of his native language
with finesse in both written and spoken form, but the

expressing of himself in the international language of

the film and of the moving image.

Techniques of film presentation will therefore as-

siune even greater importance.
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Academic Recording Institute Booth C-24

3060 Locke Lane, Houston 19, Texas, JA 4-3755

Exhibiting: Educational recordings ( informal discussions

by noted scholars) for school and library use. Letters

& Humanities, Political Science, Am. History, Philoso-

phy, Anthropology, Records and Tapes.

Personnel: Mack G. Reed, Joyce L. Reed

The Advance Products Company Booths F-54 & F-55

2300 E. Douglas, Wichita, Kansas, FO. 3-4232

Exhibiting: Pixmobile Projection and Television Tables,

Pixmobile Audio-Ed Language Laboratory Booths,

Pixmobile Bookcases and Booktrucks, and Optivox

Easels.

Personnel: William D. DeVore, Howard Mickley,

MacLean Briggs

American Optical Company Booth A-1

Instrument Division, Eggert & Sugar Rds., Buffalo, N. Y.

TX 5-400 Ext. 208
Exhibiting: Overhead Delineascope, Opaque Delinea-

scope. Slide Projector and Technamation.

Personnel: Ed Finnegan, Jack Britton, Bill Williams,

Phil Mayo, Ralph Remmer, Bill Doemland

Amplifier Corporation of America Booth W-210
398 Broadway, N. Y. 13, N. Y., WOrth 6-2929

Exhibiting: Sound slide projector. Bookshelf Magnematic
Cartridge Tape Reproducer

Personnel: A. J. Gillette, R.
J.

Swartz, N. M. Haynes,

F. J. Kosinski, H. Gold

Arel, Inc. Booth H-92

4916 Shaw Ave., St. Louis 10, Mo., PR 3-0600

Exhibiting:

Personnel: A. Lipstitiz, J. Freeman, A. Korbel, I. Romain,
H. Goldfeder

Audiotronics Corporation Booths A-4 & A-5

11057 Weddington St., N. Hollywood, Calif., TR 7-0567

Exhibting: Portable Language I^ab, AM-FM Radio,

Record Players, Transcription players. Stereo & Mon-
aural, Headphone listening networks, and related Ac-

cessories

Personnel: Don E. Warner, W. E. Williams and Miss

C. S. (Buddye) La Salle

Bell & Howell Company Booths G-76 & F-75

7100 McCormick Rd., Chicago 45, 111., AM 2-1600

Exhibiting:

Personnel: A. W. Zacharias, Lois Cummings

Benjamin Reel Products, Inc. Booth T-181

10700 Broadway, Cleveland, Ohio, MI 1-6800

Exhibiting: Electric extension cord reels for the audio-

visual industry

Personnel: David Benjamin, W. G. W. Glos, Charles

Blanch, Thomas M. Bishop

Charles Beseler Co. Booths J-99 & J- 100

219 S. 18th St., East Orange, N. J.,
OR 6-6500

Exhibiting: Opaque, Overhead and Slide Projectors;

Overhead Projector Accessories; Salesmate

Personnel: M. F. Myers, A. Eccles, R. Campbell, J.
Stine,

J.
Prager, E. Zarro, R. Shoemaker

Better Selling Bureau Booth F-67

Div. of Rocket Pictures, 6108 Santa Monica Blvd., Holly-

wood 38, Calif., HO 7-7131

Exhibiting: Filmstrips for business and industry, cover-

ing Recruiting—Sales Training—and Consumer Sell-

ing categories, available to other NAVA members for

distribution

Personnel: Dick Westen, Kay Shaffer, Herb Haroldson

Argus Cameras, Inc. Booths Q-137, Q-138, Q-139

405 Fourth St., Ann Arbor, Mich., NO 2-6511

Exhibiting: Closed-Circuit TV equipment, 35mm still

and 8mm movie equipment.

Personnel: Robert Kreiman, Mary Lou Anderson, Richard

Hackenberger, James Rohrbaugh, William Trow

Arlington Aluminum Company Booth U-194

19011 W. Davison, Detroit, Michigan, VE 7-1212

Exhibiting: Presentation Easels

Personnel: Robert Straub, Robert Sarkisian, Grant Folin

Audio-Master Corp. Booth Q-146

17 East 45th St., New York, 17 N. Y. OX 7-0725
Exhibiting:

Personnel: Herbert Rosen

Audio Teaching Center Booths F-64, F-65

137 Hamilton St., New Haven, Conn., UN 5-0121

Exhibiting: Language Laboratory equipment and ma-
terials

Personnel: Donald C. Hawthorne, Charles O. Dutton

Billerett Company Booth F-62

1544 Embassy St., Anaheim, California, PR 2-6902

Exhibiting: Chart Racks, Easels, Display Racks

Personnel: Everett Boynton, Jacquelene Boynton, Wil-

liam Burge, Tom Mattis

Bioscope Manufacturing Co. Booth G-20

P. O. Box 1492, Tulsa 1, Oklahoma, LUther 4-5360

Exhibiting: Microscopes and Micro-projectors

Personnel: D. W. Hodges, Howard Turner, J. J. Hodges

Bradford Products Co. Booth G-86

8106 N. Rideway, Skokie, Illinois, OR 6-1121

Exhibiting: Audio Visual storage equipment (steel) and

Photographic Binders

Personnel: E. J.
McGookin, R. Dirr, C. Collins

Robert J. Brady Co. Booth F-56

3227 M St., N.W., Washington, D. C, FE 3-4414

Exhibiting: Visual Cast Daylight Overhead Projectors,

and Packaged Transparency Course Materials

Personnel: Robert J. Brady
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Bridgeport Brass Co. Booth N- 118
Hunter Douglas Div., 30 Grand St., Bridgeport, Conn.,

ED 4-1182

Exhibiting: Flexalum Audio-Visual Blinds

Personnel: William 0. Spiess, ]. Costello, R. Ripley, R.

Jacobsen, R. Mark, G. Krantz

Broadcasting and Film Commission Booth E-41

National Council of Churches, 475 Riverside Drive, New
York, N. Y., RI 9-2200

Exhibititig: Religious Motion Pictures

Personnel: J. Margaret Carter, Arthur W. Rhinow

Broadman Press Booth N-119

127 Ninth Ave., North, Nashville, Tenn., AL 4-1631
Ext. 429

Exhibiting: Motion Pictures, Filmstrips, Recordings,

Maps, Books
Personnel: Kenneth McAnear, James W. Clark, Connelj
McCray

Brumberger Company, Inc. Booths W-204 & W-205
68 34th St., Brooklyn 32, N. Y., Telephone SO 8-5221
Exhibiting: Movie Projectors, Slide Projectors, Wall and

Ceiling Screens, Tripod Portable Screens, Lonticular

Screens, Reels and Cans, Film Strip Equipment
Personnel: Mr. Stanley Natke, Mr. Leonard Satz, Mr.

Sydney Brumberger

Buhl Optical Co. Booth E-40

1009 Beech Ave., Pgh., Pa., FA 1-0076
Exhibiting: Overhead Projector; Wide Angle Projection

Lenses

Personnel: I. S. Stapsy

Burgess Cellulose Compatiy Booth T-177

Freeport, llhnois, ADams 2-7175
Exhibiting: Grade-O-Mat Automatic Test Scoring Ma-

chine

Personnel: John B. Pursley, Lloyd Giessel

Busch Film and Equipment Co. Booth N-117
214 S. Hamilton, Saginaw, Mich., PL 4-4806
Exhibiting: Cine-Educator Daylight Rear Projection De-

vices and Cine-Salesman Continuous Projectors

Personnel: Edwin Busch, Elmer Lange, John Carter

Buttenheim Publishing Corp. Booth S-162

470 Park Ave. So., New York, N. Y., MU 59252
Exhibiting: Overview, Magazine for All Educational

Executives

Personnel: Craig F. Mitchell, Donald V. Buttenheim,
Frank J. Raymond, Frank E. Smith, Theodore O. Cron,
Archibald B. Shaw

Cathedral Films, Inc. Booth 0-127

2921 W. Alameda Ave., Burbank, Calif., TH 8-6637
Exhibiting: Filmstrip and Film products

Personnel: A. L. La Com, Dr. James K. Friedrich, B. B.

Odell, Margaret Andersen, Sylvia Montague, Cliff

Howcroft

Cenco Educational Films Booths D-38, E-39,

Aisle Space

1700 Irving Pk. Rd., Chicago, 111., WE 5-8600
Exhibiting: Half-hour showings of I6mm sound color

films from Series M Solid Geometry, Physics and
Elementary Science

Personnel: Philip R. Dunne, David Wisner, Robert
Bieser

Christian Herald Assn. Booth F-66

35 E. Wacker Dr., Chicago, lU., CE 6-4176
Exhibiting: Protestant Church Buildings and Equipment

Magazine; Sunday School Teacher Magazine
Personnel: Laurence S. Heely, Jr., Charles A. Johnson,

Ford Stewart, John Doscher

Church-Craft Pictures, Inc. Booth H-89
3312 Lindell Blvd., St. Louis, Mo., FR 1-6676
Exhibiting:

Personnel: Paul G. Kiehl, Jackson P. Thursby, William
Russell

Cinevision Booth S-164

143 Carolina Ave., Portsmouth, Va., 399-3084
Exhibiting: Cinevision Daylight Projection Cabinet
Personnel: Hubert

J. Davis

Closed-Circuit Corporation of America Booth U-191

5397 Poplar Blvd., Los Angeles, Cahf., C 5-5705
Exhibiting: Prizomatic Television Projector, Trans-Scan

(a cameraless closed-circuit television system)

Personnel: Eugene Singer, James R. Singer, D. Reed

C. O. C. Industrial Booth S-171

Div. of Camera Optics Corp., 37-19 23rd Ave., Long
Island City, N. Y., RA 1-9500

Exhibiting: Audio-visual aids for industry and education.

Both 35mm and filmstrip model rear-view, portable

table top projectors

Personnel: John Rosenthal, Carl Zweidinger, Eric Rosen-
thal

Jack C. Coffey Co., Inc. Booths M-112 & M-113

710 17th St., North Chicago, 111, DE 6-5183
Exhibiting: Filing Systems and Cabinets for Filmstrips,

Stereo Slides, 2 x 2" Slides, Sound Slidefilm and
Records, Disc Records, Recording Tape; Mobile Pro-

jector Stands; Mobile Projector Cabinet-stands; Film-

strip Wall-files; Filmstrip Table-files

Personnel: Jack C. Coffey, John M. KroU, Jack Beres

Booth R-1 51Colonial Films

71 Walton St., Atlanta 3, Ga., JA 5-5378
Exhibiting: Elementary Science Filmstrips

Personnel: Taylor E. Hoynes, Ray V. Neal

Colonial Plastics Company Booth S-169

108 S. Foushee St., Richmond 20, Va., MI 8-1996
Exhibiting: Light Control Draperies

Personnel: Mr. Carl P. Lindenmayer

Commercial Picture Equipment, Inc. Booth T-189

5137 N. Broadway, Chicago 40, 111., SUnnyside 4-0263

Exhibiting: Fast-Fold Screens, Roll-A-Lock A-V Tables

Personnel: Herb Conrad, Don Smith, John Deger

Concordia Films Booths E-45 & E-46

3558 South Jefferson Ave., St. Louis, Mo., MO 4-7000

Exhibiting: Religious Films and Filmstrips; Biblical and

Modern Subjects

Personnel: Victor B. Growcock, James P. Thompson,
Kenneth W. Webster, Robert Hinz, Lowell Hake, Gary
Klammer, Will Trueblood

Coronet Films Booth N-116

65 E. South Water St., Chicago 1, 111., DE 2-7676

Exhibiting: I6mm Educational Motion Pictures in Color

and Black-and-White and Sound Filmstrips in Color

Personnel: E. N. Nelsen, E. C. Dent, J. E. LeMay, J. P.

Field
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Cousino Electronics Corp. Booths G-87 & G-88

1945 Franklin Ave, Toledo, Ohio, CH 3-4208

Exhibiting: Audio Vendor Tape Magazines, Mag Matic

Message Repeaters, Language Laboratory Equipment,

Gregg Shorthand Equipment and Material, Sale-O-

Matic Display Projector, Tape Splicing Equipment
Personnel: Richard C. Gearhart, B. A. Cousino, R. E.

Cousino, J. C. Meidt

Craig Corp. Booth C-22

3410 S. La Cienega Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif, WE
6-6171

Exhibiting: Craig Reader

Personnel: Louis J.
Stoyanoff, Robert Craig, Durwald D.

Carson, LeoFerko

Criterion Manufacturing Company Booth W-207

331 Church St, Hartford, Conn, CH 7-1696

Exhibiting: Criterion Micro-projector, Dynascopes

Personnel: John J. KrewaUc, Russel Maag, William

Harries

Curriculum Materials Corporation Booth L-109

1319 Vine St, Philadelphia 7, Pa, MArket 7-4600

Exhibiting: Silent and Sound Educational Filmstrips

Personnel: E. E. Jack Carter

Da-Lite Screen Company, Inc.

Road 15, North, Warsaw, Ind, AM 7-8101

Exhibiting: Projection Screens for Audio-Visual Usage
Personnel: Robert H. Maybrier, Manager, Audio-Visual

Department, C. C Cooley, C. J. Cerny, H. E. Christen-

sen, Geo. H. Lenke, Jr., William E. Borden, Robert H.
Bickley, C. N. Oakley, N. Hamzy, Leslie D. Berrent,

Jack Carson

Decca Records, Inc. Booth F-60

445 Park Ave., New York 22, N. Y., PL 2-1600

Exhibiting: Phonograph Records and Phonographs
Personnel: Ben Deutschman, Selman Schuiz, A. Weiner

DeVry Technical Institute Booth T-182

4141 Belmont Ave., Chicago, 111., KI 5-2700

Exhibiting: Electronic Training Equipment including

a DeVry Circuit Panel

Personnel: C. R. Crakes

Dictaphone Corp. Booths S-167 & S-168

730 Third Ave., New York, N. Y., YU 6-1900
Exhibiting: Language Laboratory and Electronic Class-

room
Personnel: F. I. Peterson

The Distributor's Group, Inc. Booth W-214
204 14th St., N. W, Atlanta 13, Ga., TR 4-1661

Exhibiting: FilMagic Cloth, Tapes, FilMagic Long Life

Tape Maintenance Materials, NEW FilMagic Pylon

Mounts for l6mm Projectors, and NEW FilMagic

SEPTI-GARD Headset Sanitizing Kits.

Personnel: W. Wells Alexander, Russell M. Magee

Luther O. Draper Shade Co. Booth E-44

Spiceland, Ind., YU 7-3605, Booth E-44
Exhibiting: Projection Screens and Light Control

Window Shades

Personnel: Luther A. Pidgeon, Howard Newkirk

DuKane Corp. Booth W-206
St. Charles, III., Juno 4-2300
Exhibiting: Medallion Language Laboratory Systems

Personnel: Joe Stephano, Al Tonn, Herb jaffe, Les

Klewin, N. A. Plagge

DuKane Corp. Booth H-91

St. Charles, 111., Juno 4-2300

Exhibiting: "Micromatic," "Flip-Top," "Mite-E-Lite,"

"Synchro-Wink" and Auditorium sound slidefilm

projectors. Film Strip Viewers and Filmstrip Pro-

jectors

Personnel: Howard V. Turner, Al Hunecke, Stewart

DeLacey, Robert Larson, Charles Greaves, Ed Schoen-

feld

Eastman Kodak Co. Booths B-12-13, C-27-28

400 Plymouth Ave., North, Rochester, N. Y., LO 2-6000

Ext. 2132
Exhibiting:

Personnel: A. S. MacDowell

Educational Development
Laboratories, Inc. Booths F-58 & F-59

75 Prospect St., Huntington, New York, HA 7-8948

Exhibiting: Controlled Reader, Tach-X and Flash-X

Tachistoscopes, Accompanying Filmstrip Libraries,

Reading Eye, Related Reading Materials.

Personnel: Stanford E. Taylor, Helen FrackenpohJ,

Robert Ruegg, Edmund Zazzera, Erwin Gross, Robert

Mcllroy, Alan Evans

Educational Screen, Inc. Booth T-175

2052 N. Lincoln Park West, Chicago 14, I11.,BI 8-5313

Exhibiting:Educa.tion3il Screen and Audio-Visual Guide
Magazine. Blue Book of Audio-Visual Materials

Personnel: William F. Kruse, H. S. Gillette, Paul C. Reed,

James Cummings, Olive Tracey, Wilma Widdicombe,
Irene Thorsen, Margaret Kruse, Thea Bowden, Marie

C. Greene

Edwards Company, Inc. Booths P-130-131-132-133

Educational Equipment Division, 90 Connecticut Ave.,

Norwalk. Conn., TE 8-8441

Exhibiting: Edwards Language Laboratory Systems (Ex-

hibited by Edwards' Educational Equipment Di-
vision)

Personnel: Mrs. Sheila B. Huston, R. S. Edwards, Jr.,

L. T. Chandler, J. I. Nevins, Jr., J. W. Dahlgren, R. H.
Kingston

Electronic Teaching Laboratories Booths 1-97 & 1-98

5034 Wisconsin Ave., N.W., Washington 16, D. C,
EM 2-9722

Exhibiting: Language Laboratory Equipment, Speech
Therapy Equipment

Personnel:
J.

L. Pettee, Mrs. H. Marshall Peter, Kent
Johnson

Elgeet Optical Co., Inc. Booth R-155

838 Smith Street, Rochester 6, N. Y., BE 5-8080
Exhibiting: Closed Circuit Television Equipment, Student

Teaching Microscopes and the Elgeet Zoom micro-
projector adapter for the projection of microscope
slides with a 35mm slide projector

Personnel: Robert K. Lohwater, David Goldstein, Manny
Kiner, Eugene Miller

Eye Gate House, Inc. Booths 0-122-123

146-01 Archer Ave., Jamaica 35, N. Y., AX 1-9100
Exhibiting: Filmstrips—Educational, Protestant and

Catholic

Personnel: Alfred E. Devereaux, Robert F. Newman,.
Ftank A. Spadola, Henry C. Gipson
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Fairbanks-Morse Company Booths U-196 & U-197

Electronic Division, 505 Oakwood, West, Hartford,

Conn., ADams 6-5431

Exhibiting: Fairbanks-Morse Closed Circuit Television

Systems

Personnel: Paul Featherstone

Family Films Booth A-2

5823 Sana Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38, Calif., HO 2-

2243
Exhibiting: Religious Motion Picture Films and Film-

strips with Records

Personnel: Melvin Hersh, Sam Hersh, Stanley Hersh,

Donald R. Lantz, Paul R. Kidd, Miss George Allen,

Leonard Skibitzke, Robert Smith, Charles Wayne, Wil-

liam F. Kruse, Gussie Kruse

Friddell Manufacturing Company Booth W-222

P. O. Box 721, Galveston, Texas, Telephone SH 4-1716

Exhibiting: Visual and audio language teaching console

(wireless via ear phones) Rear projection

Personnel: Roy Friddell, Flora Friddell, Roy Reagan

Geiss-America Booths Q-141-142

6424 N. Western Ave., Chicago 45, III, HO 5-3600

Exhibiting: Fotorite Rapid Print Processors and Minifon

Miniature Recorders

Personnel: LeRoy Cohen, Wally Moen

Genarco, Inc. Booth E-53

97-04 Sutphin Blvd., Jamaica 35, N. Y., OL 8-5850

Exhibiting: 3,000 Watt Slide Projectors and Electric

Slide Changers for 3!4 x4" Slides

Personnel: Mr. J. P. Latis, Pres.

General Electric Company Booth E-43

Photolamp Dept., Nela Park, Cleveland, Ohio, GL 1-

6600
Exhibiting: Lamps for visual applications

Personnel: Mr. R. E. Birr

General Techniques, Inc. Booth T-179

1270 Broadway, N. Y. 1, N. Y., LA 4-2557

Exhibiting: Mark-Q-Matic Line of Tape-to-Slide Syn-

chronizers and accessories

Personnel: Alfred Zuckerman, M. Hoffenberg, J. Spal-

ling. I. Greene

Graflex.Inc. Booths B- 16 & B- 17

3750 Monroe Ave., Rochester 3, N. Y., LU 6-2020

Exhibiting: Filmstrip and Slide Projectors, I6mm Sound

Projectors, Photographic Equipment and Accessories

Personnel: J. C. Hart, W. A. Taylor, D. R. Calver, J. E.

Wiseman

Gray Manufacturing Company Booth T-174

Special Products Division, 16 Arbor St., Hartford, Conn.,

ADams 3-1271

Exhibiting: Sound-Slide Film Projection Equipment,

Record Playing Equipment, and Television Slide

Projectors

Personnel: T. G. Dyar, P. C. Dimitracopoulos, C. Pezaris,

W. Pitcairn

Grolier, Inc. Booth 0-126

Teaching Materials Corp., 575 Lexington Ave., N. Y.,

N. Y., PL 1-3600

Exhibiting: Teaching Machines and Programmed Learn-

ing Materials

Personnel: Mr. C. J. Donnelly

Gruber Products Company Booths M-114-115

2223 Albion St., Toledo 6, Ohio, CH 3-2481

Exhibiting: WHEELIT— ( Projection Tables)

Personnel: George H. Gruber, Mrs. George Gruber, Mr.

Doyt C. Shaffer

Hamilton Electronics Corporation Booth F-69

2726 W. Pratt Ave., Chicago 45, III, BR 4-6373

Exhibiting: Record Players, Transcription Players, Tran-

sistor Amplifiers

Personnel: C. L. Helgren, W. A. Hamilton, L. B. Parsons,

E. A. Helgren, H. Silverman

The Harwald Company Booths S-160 & S-l6l

1245 Chicago Ave., Evanston, 111., DA 8-7070,

Exhibiting: Model "U" Mark III, Model "U" Special,

Model "U" Premier and Model "U" Junior Inspect-O-

Film machines; plus new Automatic Electronic

Scratch Detection, Splice-O-Film Splicers, Cement-
O-Film Cement, Film Racks, Film Storage Cabinets,

Movie-Mite Projectors and various other Film Han-
dling and Editing Equipment

Personnel: Ray L. Short, Robert Grunwald, Sam Caldwell,

Howard Bowen, Richard Wallace, Paul Browder

Industrial Photography Booth F-61

10 E. 40th St., New York 16, N. Y., MU 6-3100 fl
Exhibiting: INDUSTRIAL PHOTOGRAPHY ^
Personnel: James Watkins, Si Krivit, Rodd Exelbert,

Mitchell Badler, Aaron Lafer, Gene Craven ^M

Instructomatic, Inc. Booth Q-144

8310 Fenkell Ave., Detroit 38, Mich., UN 1-0733

Exhibiting: Electronic Language Laboratory Equipment
Personnel: Burton S. Hayer, Sidney Knight, Walter

Moon, and Lon Osten

International Film Bureau, Inc. Booths B-6 & B-7

332 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 4, IlL, HA 7-4546

Exhibiting: Foster Rewing, Foreign Language, Science

and Mathematic Films

Personnel: Wesley H. Greene, Carl J. Ross, S. J. Sper-

berg, Henry Kakehashi, Robert Sbarge, Frank Syoen,

John Burkey

The Jam Handy Organization Booth J-102

2821 E. Grand Blvd., Detroit 11, Mich., TR 5-2450

Exhibiting: Educational Filmstrips, records and films

Personnel: V. C. "Pete" Doering, Ed Dix, Edward Curry,

Fred England, Max R. Klein, Mrs. Tenby Storm,

Joseph Wilson

Jentzen-Miller Company Booth Q-149

585 Stephenson Hghwy., Troy, Mich., JO 4-5660

Exhibiting: Language Laboratory Student Station

Personnel: Samuel W. Burnley, Jr., Roy L. Stephens, Jr.,

Max Miller, Sydney W. Jentzen

Joanna Western Mills Co. Booth R-152

22nd and Jefferson Sts., Chicago 16, 111., Canal 6-3232

Exhibiting: Window shade installations for audio-visual

needs

Personnel: W. B. Berry

Ken-A-Vision Mfg. Co., Inc. Booth F-71

5615 Raytown Rd., Raytown, Mo., Fleming 3-4787

Exhibiting: Micro-Projectors

Personnel: Don Massonette, Jess F. Kemp, T. R. Cauger
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Kidde Machine Corporation Booth J- 101

35 Farrand St., Bloomfield, N. J., PI 8-8100
Exhibiting: Automatic Film Splicer and Rewinder: Film
Cement

Personnel: Stanley H. Brown, Carl H. Sollmann, E.

Faletto, Vera Falconer

Knox Manufacturing Company Booth R-159

9715 Soreng Ave., Schiller Park, Illinois, GL 5-7666
Exhibiting: Portable Projection Screens

Personnel: Frank C. Vydra, Douglas Philipps, Alsn
Linquist, Russell Petrick, Edward Petrick

La Belle Industries, Inc. Booth 1-96

Oconomowoc, Wis., Telephone LOgan 7-5527
Exhibiting:

Personnel: Leonard Coulson, V. M. Ivie, Robert Rumpel,
Harry Thies

Linguaphone Institute Booth F-73

30 Rockefeller Plaza, N. Y., N. Y., CI 7-0829
Exhibiting: Linguaphone language teaching materials for

school use.

Personnel: Charles M. Sherover, John Rabe-Steele

Litton Systems, Inc. Booth C-26
Division of Litton Industries, Inc. Applied Communica-

tions Division, 336 Foothill Road, Beverly Hills, Calif.

Telephone Crestview 4-741

1

Exhibiting: Earphone and Audio-Visual Equipment
Personnel: Mr. Merrit Macknight

Charles Mayer Studios, Inc. Booths E-48 & E-49

776 Commins St., Akron, Ohio, JE 5-6121-22-23-24
Exhibiting: Hook N' Loop Boards, Flannel Boards, Lec-

terns, Easels, Flock Paper, Magnetic Boards, Rubber
Magnets

McGravk'-Hill Book Co., Inc. Booth C-33
Text Film Dept., 330 W. 42nd St., N. Y., 36, N. Y.,

LO 4-3000

Exhibiting: Educational filmstrips and motion pictures,

and NDEA programs, including Science and Modern
Foreign Languages

Personnel: Fred Powney, Albert J. Rosenberg, Norman
Franzen, Dave Davidsen,

J. E. Skipper

Miller Manufacturing Company Booths C-25 & C-26
3310 E. Roxboro Rd., N.E., Atlanta 5, Ga., CE 7-6073
Exhibiting: Miller Self-Adjusting Projection Tables
Personnel: Lee W. Miller, Mrs. Lee Miller

Minneapolis-Honeywell Booth T-180
Heiland Division, 5200 E. Evans Ave., Denver 22 Colo
SK 6-3681

Exhibiting: Honeywell Repronar Color Transparency
Reproducing Device, Pentax Cameras and accessories,

Honeywell Strobonars

Personnel: H.
J. Peterson.

J. G. Swanburg, Harold Mc-
Gee

Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co. Booth C-23
Magnetic Products Div., 900 Bush Ave., St. Paul, Minn.,
PR 6-8511

Exhibiting: "Scotch" brand, Magnetic Tapes and Acces-
sories for Audio-Visual Applications

Personnel: C. L Alden, D. T. Windahl, W. H. Madden,
Jack Savidge, Dick Stoll, Stan Smith

Mobile-Tronics Booth S-170

Div. of Aero Service Corp., 210 E. Courtland St., Phila-

delphia 20, Pennsylvania, GL 7-3000

Moody Institute of Science Booth G-81
11428 Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles 25, Calif. BR
2-8421

Exhibiting: Religious Films and Filmstrips, Educational
Films and Filmstrips

Personnel: Hedley
J. Parker, Percy Bagge

Moody Monthly Booth R-157
820 N. LaSalle St., Chicago 10, 111., MI 2-1570
Exhibiting:

Personnel: Lawrence Zeltner, Dolores Anderson, Janet
Tyrrell, Ron Wilson

Neumade Products Corp. Booth E-47

250 W. 57th St., N. Y. 19, N. Y., JU 6-5810
Exhibiting: Language Laboratory tape storage units,

film, filmstrips and slide storage, editing and cleaning
equipment, projection and library facilities.

Personnel: Lee E. Jones, Robert E. Hempel, Lew Grofsik,

Warren W. Clements, Richard K. Riehn

Newcomb Audio Products Co. Booths C-34 & C-35

6824 Lexington Ave., Hollywood 38, Calif., Hollywood
9-5381

Exhibiting: Portable sound systems, phonographs, lan-

guage smdy equipment, radios, tape recorder
Personnel: Robert Newcomb, Frank Haggerty, Carl

Ludwig, Bill Sullivan, Lee Maynard, Jim Thomas,
John Sukup, and Hilton Brown

North American Philips Company, Inc. Booth S-166

230 Duffy Ave., HicksviUe, N. Y., WE 1-6200
Exhibiting: Tape Recorders, Dictating Machines
Personnel:

J. F. Gerrity, C. Talsma, A. Hanrahan

Octo Products, Inc. Booth W-209
48 Miles Avenue, Fairport, N. Y., LU 6-8462 and FR

7-1079

Exhibiting: Complete line of OCTO Projector Stands,
OCTO multiple Print Easel, OCTO Borderless Easel,
Page Slide File

Personnel: James A. Hodock, Virginia F. Hodock

Ozalid Booths 0-124 & 0-125
Audio-Visual Products, Ansco Road, Johnston City,

N. Y. Telephone SW 7-2301
Exhibiting: "Projecto-Lite" overhead projector; "Piano-

type"; "Projecto Printer 40", reflex printer; "Trans-
feres', Photocopy materials; "Junior Ozamatic", diasp
white printer

Personnel: Jim Gillespie, Guy Lam, Art Smith, Walt
Rootness

Paillard Incorporated Booth 1-95

100 Sixth Ave., New York 13, N. Y., CA 6-8420
Exhibiting: Bolex Motion Picture Equipment and Hassel-

blad Still Cameras and Accessories

Personnel: E. Wildi, G. Schectman

Paulmar, Inc. Booth U-190
4444 West Chicago Ave., Chicago 51, 111., CA 7-5400
Exhibiting: Model 60 Film Inspection Machine, Auto-

matic Splicers, Other Film Library Equipment
Personnel: R. F. Menary, G. Hauck, Joseph Firych, E.

Simonsen, R. Pearson
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Pentron Electronics Booth X-224

777 S, Tripp Ave., Chicago 24, 111., SA 2-3201

Exhibiting: Magnetic Tape recorders, cartridge tape ma-
chine, language lab, deck

Personnel: Hope Borows, Irving Rossman, Howard
Vierow, George Royster, William Mullen, John
Witherell

Perceptual Development Laboratories Booth R-156

6767 Southwest Ave., St. Louis, Mo., ST 1-7300

Exhibiting: PerceptoScope, the multi-function projector

and samples of PDL programs produced for use with

it (Reading, Methods Improvement, Safety, Tng
Techniques, Cost Reduction, Typing, Office Ma-
chine Op.

)

Personnel: L. William Wilmoth

Phillips Catalogs Booth F-63

33 W. 60th St., N. Y. 23, N. Y., PL 7-3700

Exhibiting: A-V Catalog

Personnel: Dan Katz, Ed Phillips, Art Silverstadt

Picture Recording Company Booth G-82

1395 W. Wisconsin Ave., Oconomowoc, Wis., LOgan
7-2604

Exhibiting: Various models of our PRC projection

cabinets and projectors for 2 x 2 slides, including con-

tinuous advertising projectors.

Personnel: George Howie, Mrs. Thelma Curtis

Plastic Products, Inc. Booth E-52

1822 E. Franklin St., Richmond, Va., MI 8-8959

Exhibiting: Vinyl draperies for light control and stages

Personnel: R. L. Withers, Sr.

Polacoat, Incorporated Booth F-72

9750 Conklin Rd., Blue Ash 42, Ohio, SY 1-1300

Personnel: L. M. Heath, Marty Heath

Projection Optics Co., Inc. Booth G-77

271 11th Ave., East Orange, N. J.,
OR 6-6509

Exhibiting: Transpaque, OpaScope, and Projex Projec-

tion Equipment
Personnel: Philip M. Berman and Lawrence Sullivan

Projector Belt Co. Booth V-203

Box 176, Whitewater, Wis., TURNER 32920
Exhibiting: Ready made I6mm Sound Projector Belts

Ready made 8 & I6mm Silent Projector Belts

Personnel: W. G. Dwinell, Helen J. Dwinell, Richard
J.

Dwinell

Psychotechnics, Inc. Booth S-163

105 W. Adams St., Chicago 3, 111., DE 2-6277

Exhibiting: Shadowscope Reading Pacer, Comb.
Shadowscope-Tachistoscope, and other projection

equipment
Personnel: Samuel N. Stevens, Jr., William Pruyn

Radiant Manufacturing Corp. Booths L-107 & L-108,

Booths K-103 through 106

8220 North Austin Ave., Morton Grove, 111., IR 8-9000
Exhibiting: Projection Screens

Personnel: Herschel Y. Feldman, Adolph Wertheimer,
Seymour Jacob

Radio Corporation of America Booths T-183, 184, 185

Meadow Lands, Pa., Telephone BA 2-1100

Exhibiting: I6mm sound projector, record players, tape

recorders. Language Lab Equipment, Electronic

trainer, school sound systems

Personnel: A.
J. Piatt, J. P. Conroy, A. Cortese, W.

Powell, R. Taylor

Robert H. Redfield, Inc. Booths W-211 & W-212
1020 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago 5, 111., HA 7-3046

Exhibiting: "Trans-Sonic Educator" (Wireless Multiple

Channel Language Lab System) and "SEE-N-HEAR
Class Tutor" (A-V Slide & Multiple Recorder Cabi-

net)

Personnel: R. H. Redfield, Wayne Collander, Charles

Flubacher, Alvin Reinberg

Reflection Educational Products, Inc. Booth R-158 &
Consultation Area

1564 Miramonte Ave., Los Altos, California, WH 8-1416

Exhibiting: Reflection Language Center

Personnel: Glenn Horwege, Allan Finstad

Rheem-Califone Corp. Booths B-9, B-10 & B-11

1020 N. La Brea, Hollywood, Calif., HO 2-2353

Exhibiting: Language Laboratory, Teaching Machines,

Phonographs, Transcription Players, Tape Recorders,

Radios

Personnel: James S. Brown, O. S. Pitney, Robert G.

Metzner, Charles Phillips, Geri Langsner, Sid Fox,

William Spaulding

Richard Manufacturing Co. Booth E-51

P. O. Box 2041, 5914 Noble Ave., Van Nuys, Calif., ST
5-0326

Exhibiting: Poly-Vue compact filmstrip projector and

accessories

Personnel: Brunson Motley

Booth F-68Safe-Lock, Inc.

870 W. 25th St., Hialeah, Fla., TU 8-9532

Exhibiting: Safe-Lock Project-O-Stands and Tripods

Personnel: D. I. Welt, R. L. Welt, J.
Childs, B. ChUds

Sanderson Films, Inc. Booth G-79

5608 E. Lincoln, P. O. Box 2544, Wichita, Kansas, Mu
4-2031

Exhibiting: Sanderson Aviation Audio-Visual Ground
School for Private Pilots

Personnel: Paul E. Sanderson, L. E. Driver

Seal, Incorporated Booth F-74

Shelton, Conn., REgent 4-1643

Exhibiting: Seal dry mounting presses used in conjunc-

tion with Transpara-film Process, Seal dry mounting
tissues, backing cloths, Sealamin laminating film

and laminations, Transpara-film and full color trans-

parencies

Personnel: Herbert W. Janzer

Allan E. Shubert Company Booth F-70

3818 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 4, Pa., EV 62979 ^
Exhibiting: Your Church, International Journal of RI^|

ligious Education

Personnel: William B. Shubert, Robert Lunn, William S^

Clark, Paul Bowman, Charles W. Carrigan, Jr.

Shure Brothers, Inc.

222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, 111., SH 3-1600

Exhibiting: Microphones, Phonograph Cartridges, Ar:

and Accessories

Personnel: R. W. Ward, C. McCabe, H. T. Harwood,
R. W. Ponto, R. Boston, H. Smith, L. Sirinsky

tmV
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winner

of four

awards

for 1960

5 NEW FILMS FOR THE POPULAR
TEENAGE SERIES . . ."CHRIST-CENTERED

FILMS FOR TEENAGERS". .

.

TEENAGE CHRISTMAS
Color and Black & White

( A real help to prepare
teenagers for Christinas

. . . this film merits an
extended pre-Christmas
rental period)

December Rental

Color $22.50
B&W $13.50

37 OUTSTANDING NEW FILMSTRIPS . .

.

FAITHFUL TO CHURCH CURRICULUM
FOR YOUTH & ADULT

3 New Primary Kits

"LEARNING ABOUT
OUR BIBLE

"

plus—"jesus Begins His
Work,' "Last Days in

Jesus' Life."

New Kits for Juniors

THE STORY THE
BIBLE TELLS •

plus "Getting to Know the
Bible Better," "Stories of the
Early Church," "Martin
Luther— The Great Reformer.'

^H^M^fl^^H^^ _^ '
'

1 ^H (^^^^1

ipm^^^^^^^^H^ ^f^-^^/^^^jfr-^mLs^nga Mm ^^H^UmmJJH
"CALLED TO SERVE

'

( What does it mean to be
called to the ministry?)

Rental $9.00

TEENAGE ROMANCE
( Teenage romances —
how long and how
serious

)

Rental $9.00

NEW FOR YOUTH
AND ADULTS
STORIES OF GREAT
CHRISTIAN HYMNS

FOR ADULTS —
CHRISTIAN ADULTS
IN TODArS WORLD
plus

"Teaching Children Kit"

NEW FOR TEENAGE • FAITH FOR LIVING KIT . TEEN-
AGERS LEARN ABOUT CHRISTMAS

NEW - FOR THE 1961-62 MISSION
STUDY THEME, "UTIN AMERICA" ^

lEENAGERS' PARENTS
( Not all parents see eye-
to-eye with their

teenagers

)

Rental $9.00

TEENAGE TESTAMENT
( Standing up for the
word of God

)

Rental $9.00

IN FULL COLOR . .

.

photographs taken on
location in Latin America.

PROTESTANT MIS-

SIONS AT WORK IN
LATIN AMERICA and

CHILDREN AND THE
CHURCH IN LATIN
AMERICA.

Visit US at NAVA Convention Booth A-2 and see our 1961-62 releases

July 22-25, Morrison Hotel, Chicago, 111.
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Society for Visual Education, Inc. Booth B-18

1345 Diversey, Chicago 14, UI., LA 5-1500

Exhibiting: Filmstrips, 2x2 Slides, Great Art Prints,

Filmstrip Cabinets, Custom Service ( Production and
Distribution) for industry, including sponsored Film-

strip.

Personnel: John C. Kennan, W. Johnson, Don Dadas, E.

Wollman, P. Anderson, K. Elliott, R. Jacques, D.
Parson, N. Johnson

Sound-Craft Systems Booth U-195

Petit Jean Mountain, Morrilton, Arkansas, Park 7-5488

Exhibiting: Lecternette and Portapage Sound Systems

Personnel: Henry Shaw, Howard Gamble

Southern School Service, Inc. Booth P-136

Box 867, Canton, N. C, MI 8-6400

Exhibiting: Filmstrip cabinets, 16mm film racks, tape

storage cabinets, and mobile equipment tables

Personnel: Kin McNeil, Wallace W. Peek, John M.
Rigdon

Spindler & Sauppe, Inc. Booth G-78

2201 Beverly Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif., DU-9-1288
Exhibiting: Selectroslide industrial automatic slide pro-

jectors for 2"x2" slides and filmstrips; "SL" series

projectors, the 440 cabinet and "Selective" random
access Selectroslide

Personnel: Norman A. Sauppe, George A. Sauppe, Albert

Schnurpfeil

Squibb-Taylor, Inc. Booth H-90

1213 S. Akard, DaUas 2, Tex., RI 7-3595

Exhibiting: Taylor Spotlight Opaque Projectors and

Accessories

Personnel: Clif Squibb, J. W. Damron

Stanbow Products, Inc. Booth S-165

12 Cleveland St., Valhalla, N. Y., WH 6-2600

Exhibiting: Filmstrips and Filmstrip record sets and
Records produced by Stanbow Productions, The
United Nations and the National Film Board of

Canada
Personnel: Bill Reiman

Standard Projector & Equipment Co., Inc. Booths
O-120 & 0-121

7106 W. Touhy Ave., Chicago 48, DL, NI 7-8928
Exhibiting: Combination Filmstrip and Slide Projectors,

Filmstrip Projectors, Filmstrip Viewers, Projection

Accessories and Screens

Personnel: Pat
J.

Kilday, Jim Revord

The Strong Electric Corporation Booth B-8

87 City Park Ave., Toledo 1, Ohio, CH 8-2741

Exhibiting: Strong Universal Carbon Arc Slide Projector

Personnel: N. E. Alexander, W. P. White

Switchcraft, Inc. Booth U-217

5555 N. Elston Avenue, Chicago 30, Illinois SPring
4-1515

Exhibiting: Language Laboratory Components, including

Student Amplifier, Central Controle Console, Listening

Stations, Inter-communications Cable and other ac-

cessories

Personnel: Thomas L. Dowell, W. L. Larson, Clyde J.

Schultz, Ken D. Kline, Leo Galin

Synchro-Mat Equipment Corp. Booth Q-147
1316 Wildwood, Jackson, Mich., ST 4-3721
Exhibiting: Synchro-Mat synchronized sight and sound

units

Personnel: Don SiegeJ, B.
J.

Rutter, R. Rogers

Technical Service, Inc. Booth R-150

31800 Eight Mile Rd., Farmington, Mich., KE 3-8800
(Detroit)

Exhibiting: TSI Moviematic repeater, rear projectors in

8 & 16MM, also 16MM Duolite rear projectors

Personnel: Paul Ruedemann, Edward Lerchen, Geo. Col-

lins, Merl Bero, (and District Manager)

Thompson Ramo Woolridge Inc. Booth Q-148

Educational Electronics Div., 532 Sylvan Ave., Engle-

wood Cliffs, N.
J., LO 7-5200

Exhibiting: Language Laboratory and Educational Tele-

vision Systems Demonstration
Personnel: Herb Gerson, Jack Kay, Jidio Andujar, Wil-

liam Elmendorf, Oscar George

Transvision Electronics Inc. Booth E-42

460 North Ave., New Rochelle, N. Y., New Rochelle
6-6000

Exhibiting: TV Classroom Receivers, TV Mobile Stands

Personnel: Al Reinberg, Stanley Marks, Herbert Sue-

sholtz

The Turner Company Booth Q-145

909 17th St., N.E., Cedar Rapids, Iowa, EM 3-8144
Exhibiting: Microphones
Personnel: Del Smith, Tom Moss

United World Films, Inc. Booth C-2I

1445 Park Ave., N. Y. 29, N. Y., TR 6-5200
Exhibiting: Motion picture films, for rental and sale

purposes, I6mm black-and-white color

Personnel: Frank J. Gillahaus, Lou Chiecki, John D.
Desmond, M. Goodman, James Franey, John Derpich,

William Laub

U. S. Projector & Electronics Corp Booth S-173

Delaware Building, Federal Way, Washington, TR
8-4171

Exhibiting: Successovox Projector, Sequence Projector,

Silver Star Camera ( I6mm movie), Adslide Projector,

Arcon Pixamatic, Rex Camera (35), Telefunken

Tape Recorder, etc.

Personnel: Robert J. Boroughs, Charles Anderson,
J. R.

Cissna

Vega Electronics Corporation Booth T-178

10781 North Highway 9, Cupertino, Calif., AL 2-8704

Exhibiting: Vega-Mike Wireless Microphone System,

Vegatrol Remote Control Relay

Personnel: John Larson, James Stultz, Art Foy, Russell

Tinkham

Victor Animatograph Corporation Booths B-19 &
B-20

A Division of KALART, Plainville, Connecticut, SH
7-1663

Exhibiting: Victor and Victor Soundview Motion Pic-

ture and Sound Slidefilm equipment and acces.sories

Personnel: John J. Harnett, H. O. Jones, Sid Schwartz,

Hy Schwartz, Morris Schwartz, Mort Goldberg, Ted
Gromak

(Continued on P<ip,e 349)
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Exceptional new motion pictures .

.

all in vibrant

C8UIR
Enhance the Prestige of

CORONET FILMS

The production program at

Coronet Films seeks constantly to

improve the quality and content of its

world-famous motion pictures. The
films shown and described on these

pages exemplify the pioneering

attitude which has given Coronet

its reputation as the leading producer

of educational films. Available in

full, natural color, these fine motion

pictures reflect the highest level of

achievement in the world

of teaching films.

Olxilnng:

THE FIRST YEAR
Against the authentic background of the restored

Plymouth Plantation in Plymouth, Massachusetts,
this film takes us back to the first year spent by
the Pilgrims in the New World. With their numbers
reduced from more than one hundred to less than
fifty, this hardy band of colonists still chose to set

aside a day of Thanksgiving to God for all He had
provided. A high point of the film, this Thanksgiv-
ing scene captures the holiday's vital meaning. The
settlers — joined by their neighbors, the Indians —
feasted and made merry . . . grateful and proud that
they could stand on their own in the glorious,

untamed land of North America.
Fall, 1961, 1'A reels (16 minutes).

Color, $165; B&W, $90. To share the harvest, the Englishmen invite their friends and neighbors,
the Indians, to the feast.

The Pilgrim fathers sign the Mayflower Compact, one of
the great foundations of American democracy.

Their faith rewarded, the Pilgrims sight land from the
Mayflower, November, 1620.

Grateful, humble Pilgrims give thanks to God for the
twuntiful harvest.

Km rAXI/l VAT Sr-Ut'CM A ivm A irkirhUfd



enriches
a Coronet film..

Mn7^°' 'V"!!"f
"'"'°. "^^S"'''""' E«< Roo'^- "ene of many maugural partias, and the room »heLincoln's body lay m state.

THE
WHITE HOUSE
Past and Present

For the first time, an educational
film producer has been granted
permission to film the major
public and semi-public rooms in

the White House. The result is a
thrilling, colorful motion picture
which makes an exceptional contri-

bution to the understanding of our
American heritage.

This pictorial record is more
than a panoramic presentation

of rooms and the surrounding
grounds. It is also an extraordinarily

rich historical document which
re-creates much of the exciting his-

tory of the White House.
Viewers will gain an impressive

sense of the White House as a

national symbol, the occupants
of which have chartered the
nation's course through somber
moments, great war efforts, import-
ant conferences, and periods of peace
and prosperity.

l'/4 reels (IS'A minutes). Color,

$137.50; B&W, $75.
The State Dining
taries at official fu

Room w
nctions.

here the President entertains dii

as a private s.ttmg room. U53d ^y presidential families of the past.
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enlivens
a Coronet film . .

.

dvjce for young people: 'Obey your parents. Most parents thtnk they know better than yOL
o, and you can generally make more by humoring that superstition than you can by acting
n your own better iudgment."

biijii T§m
gives an intervie^v

Hal Holbrook's re-creation of Mark Twain—one of

the most sensational theatrical events of many years
—has been hailed on the New York stase, through-
out the United States, and, most recently, on a
triumphal tour of Europe.

Coronet Films recognized the tremendous class-

room value of Mr. Holbrook's great artistry and
arranged to preserve his unique performance for

the school children of America. This skillful rendi-
tion of our country's leading humori.st and author
was filmed in Twain's home in Hartford, Connecti-
cut-the actual place where he wrote some of his
most famous works.

Informally interviewed by a contemporary boy
and girl, Twain'.s own words are used as he remi-
nisces about his boyhood life along the Mississippi
and the professions he followed before he became
a writer . . . and he has many pungent comments on
writing, travel, and advice to the young.
Mr. Holbrook's film portrayal of Mark Twain is

available only in this Coronet motion picture.
7'j reels (13'i minutes). Color, $137.50; B&W, $75.

On berng an author: '•I'm sorry to tiave my name mentioned as one of ttie great authors
because they have a sad habitof dying off. Chaucer is dead . . .sois Milton, so is Shakespeare.
And I am not feeling very well myself.'"

On honesty: -l am the wellsprmg of truth; but you can't bring up the whole well with one
bucket. Truth is the most valuable thing we have. Let us economize it. Discount me 90 per
cent for embroidery, but what you have left is perfect and priceless truth without a flaw in
it anywhere."
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clarifies

Coronet films...

OUR
LATIN AMERICAN
NEIGHBORS
Announcement of 7 new films (*below) extends
Coronet's series on the geography of South
America to cover the entire continent. This brings
to 13 the number of motion pictures now avail-

able on Latin America. These colorful lands and
peoples have been filmed with extreme care by
cameramen who are guided by carefully researched
educational film scripts . . . and their addition to
any film library will add new impetus to the study
of this increasingly important area of the world.

Films on Latin America:
(All one reel, 11 minutes-Color, $110; B&W, $60, except
as noted.)

Mexico: Geography of the
Americas

Cuba: The Land and the
People

The West Indies; Geography
of the Americas

Central America: Geography
of the Americas

Panama: Crossroads of the
Western World
(Color, $100; B&W, $50.)

'Geography of South America;
The Continent (1V4 reels;

Color, $137.50; B&W, $75.)

Geography of South America:
Five Northern Countries

'Geography of South America:
Brazil (H4 reels; Color,

$137.50; B&W, $75.)

'Life in Hot Rain Forests

(Amazon Basin)

'Geography of South America:
Countries of the Andes

'Life in the High Andes

'Geography of South America:
Argentina, Paraguay,

Uruguay

'Life in Grasslands

(Argentine Pampas)

The films described on these pages are but a few of the
more than 1,000 Coronet films available in full color at

all grade levels and in such important subject areas as
science, guidance, language, arts, mathematics, music,
and social studies.

For complete information on any aspect of this library

of fine films, simply write to:

The Argentine gaucho performs many of the same duties as his cowboy counterpart in the
United States of America.

Modern buildings in Brasilia, new interior capital This beach scene in the Windward Islands r.

of Brazil, indicate giant strides taken by South us how people in the Caribbean are dependei
America's largest country. the sea.

Primitive farming methods, like this ox-drawn plow A typical Argentine rancher's family lives ver
in Guatemala, are still applied in parts of Central liketheir neighbors to the north in the United
America. of America.

CORONET FILMS Sales Department, Coronet Building, Chicago 1, Illinois

Prices subject to change without notice.
00.1961 Printed in U.S.A.
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EXHIBITORS
(Continued from Page 344)

Victorlite Industries, Inc. Booth F-57

3227 M St., N.W, Washington, D. C, FE 3-4414

Exhibiting: VisualCast Daylight Overhead Projectors,

and Packaged Transparency Course Materials

Personnel:
J. J. Fitzsimmons, George D. Post, Joseph T.

Haslinger

Viewlex, Inc. Booths H-93 & H-94

Veterans Memorial Hwy. & Broadway, Holbrook, L. I.,

N. Y., Tel:

Exhibiting: Slide and filmstrip projectors, Sound film-

strip equipment. Printers, Tap>e Recorders, Teaching

Machines

Personnel: M. R. Abrams, Ben Peirez, Fran Welsh, Jack
Stine

V-M Corporation Booths R-153 & R-154

305 Territorial Rd., Benton Harbor, Mich., WA 5-8841

Exhibiting: Tape Recorders, Language Lab Applications,

Phonographs, Tape-Recorder-Slide Projector Synchro-

nizers

Personnel: C. J.
Stevens, M. B. Cain, Robert Shane

Wallach & Associates, Inc. Booth A-3

1589 Addison Rd., Cleveland 3, Ohio, SW 1-5580

Exhibiting: Cabinets for storage and filing of records.

Tapes, Films, Filmstrips, Mobile A-V Center, Reel-

mobiles, Disc-MobiJe

Personnel: Charles D. Wallach, Alvin Tengler, Mrs.
Alvin Tengler, Larry Oliver

Webcor Sales Co. Booths C-31 & C-32

5610 W. Bloomingdale, Chicago 39, 111., TU 9-8500
Exhibiting: Language Laboratory Equipment, Tape Re-

corders, Phonographs
Personnel: George Simkowski, Ed Normandt, Kermit

Robinson, Bert Bernhold

Webster Electric Co. Booths D-36, & D-37

1900 Clark St., Racine, Wis., ME 3-3511
Exhibiting: Electronic Teaching Laboratories

Personnel: W. E. Kent, C. W. Stacey, Paul J. Cody, Jim
Engholt

Westinghouse Lamp Division Booths G-84 & G-85
1 MacArthur Ave., Bloomfield, N.

J.,
HU 4-3000, Blfd.

Ext. 362

Exhibiting: Light sources for audio-visual equipment,
including new types

Personnel: G. G. Paragamian, A. Frankel, R. D. Reynolds,
R. L Allen

H. Wilson Corporation Booth G-83
546 W. 119th St., Chicago, 111., CO 4-4412
Exhibiting: Classroom Film and Filmstrip Rear Projec-

tion Unit; Complete line of Audio-VisuaJ Tables
Personnel: Howard Wilson, Ruth Ann Gaddy, Doris

DeBias, Doris Wilson, Russ Parker

World Wide Pictures Booth E-50

P. O. Box 1055, 4622 Van Nuys Blvd., Sherman Oaks,
California, STate 4-5515

Exhibiting: Religious motion pictures

Personnel: David M. Barr

Your Lesson Plan Filmstrips, Inc. Booth L-110

1319 Vine St., Philadelphia 7, Penn., MA 7-4600
Exhibiting: Silent and Sound Educational Filmstrips

Personnel: Donald C. Kunz

SPACE AGE COMMUNICATIONS
(Continued from Page 333)

the pedagogy; it was simply used as a crutch, not a
tool. The techniques were not used to "communicate
with illustration but to "illustrate communication."

We need to look at the communication of fact to the
consciousness of the student as a specialized job. It

must be done quickly and accurately. When the tools

for this process have been devised, the technique for

using these tools must be derived from the tools them-
selves. Simply translating obsolete methodology into

audiovisual tenns will not do the job. There is nothing
revolutionary in deriving a productive process from
the character of one's resources. In military terms it

means taking advantage of the terrain. In manufac-
turing terms it means planning production so that

maximum output is squeezed from every machine. In
education it means acceptance that technology can
and should influence the evolution of modern peda-
gogy. It is a source of considerable satisfaction to me
that Monitor, the language laboratory system that we
manufacture and market, has pioneered in this area.

Last year we established a division for pedagogical
research in the firm belief that the prime impetus for
proper utilization of audiovisual techniques must
come from the industry itself. As some of you know,
we have staffed this division with the most creative
professional talent we could find. I am pleased with
the progress we have made, and I believe we are
demonstrating that the manufacturer need no longer
consider pedagogy a professional taboo.

To my mind there is an unmistakable requirement
that history has demanded of any group seeking to
strengthen its professional status. This requirement
can be stated as a maxim, a maxim that the pioneers
of the communications field practiced, if not preached.
It is this: nobody makes money who has the making
of money as his fundamental objective in life. Only
a psychotic imagination can be fired and sustained by
the pursuit of money as an absolute end.

Profit is the by-product of rendering needed service.

If your attention and purpose and direction are devot-
ed to the rendering of a service, profit is almost inevit-

able and can only be avoided by carelessness. If, on
the other hand, your attention is devoted totally to

the making of profit, you are doomed to failure.

Thus, from the genius of Gutenberg and Morse and
Bell and Edison came not only the first building
blocks of our profession but also a basic ground rule
for the legitimate exploitation of our capabilities.

Their lives are positive answers to the questions I

would put to any man who claims professional status:

does the world genuinely need your service? And is

the rendering of that service your paramount objective?

This profession, with its challenges and choices, is

truly reflective of U. S. industry as a whole. I have
chosen to align myself with this particular field be-
cause I believe it is immediately related to national
survival. I am convinced that our capabilities are
equal to the demands that the Space Age is making
upon us. I am concerned only that our orientation to-

ward the future is psychologically sound.
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AV
in the Church Field

by William S. Hockman

AV and Church Architects

With construction costs in the

church field pushing up to the bilUon

dollar mark for 1961, at least 400

million of that must be going for new
and remodeled educational facilities.

This is encouraging to us, having giv-

en more than three decades to Chris-

tian education as carried forward in

the local church. But, in aU of this

there is much cause for discourage-

ment. As one who has used every

kind and sort of audio and visual aid

coming over the horizon since 1924,

the absence on the part of many archi-

tects of an awareness of the need for

audio and visual facilities is very de-

pressing. Alert to so many things and

doing such a fine job in other areas,

many of them are blind and deaf to

the AV movement within the chiuch.

At the 21st annual meeting of the

Church Architectural Guild of Ameri-

ca in Pittsburgh in April we looked

and listened for evidence that this

great craft was on the ball. By and

large there was no or little evidence.

Once I heard this: "I put in some
conduits if they ask me. Beyond that

1 don't bother."

I coiJdn't attend every conference,

of course, but I took the fifth in a list

of seven—Christian Education. Cer-

tainly we would get down to some
practical things here. When a show-

of-hands analysis of the audience re-

vealed a high percentage of building

committee chairmen (looking for real

help) and quite a few clergy (who
always need help), I assumed that

we would get right to some of the

PIXMOBILE ®

54-INCH
TELEVISION TABLE

The new, taller

TV table improved
for classroom use

• All-steel

construction

• 25"x30"
shelves

# Matching gray
hard-rubber
ribbed pad

# 4'' quality

casters

ADVANCE PRODUCTS COMPANY
2310 East Douglas Ave. / ^Vichita, Kansas

practical questions turned in on the

cards and that some of them would
have to do with basic facilities for

the employment of modern materials.

My hopes were doomed. We got a

'paper' on the architect as a prophet.

Of all things for this group! Then no
practical questions were selected for

answers from among the great num-
ber turned in. ( I sent up one; so there

was one, I am certain) We got more
of the same: generalizations; cliches;

warmed over insights as limp as day-

before-yesterday's asparagus. No oral

questions were allowed. And we held

to the general subject of the sanctuary

as much or more than to basic facili-

ties for education although these 80-

90 people had chosen the conference

on 'Christian Education' and archi-

ture.

That we got down to nothing as

vital and as educational as audio and
visual facilities was tragic and a waste

of time for a lot of interested people.

But if this was tragic, the comedy
was even more so. Before the whole
meeting we had a slide lecture tvith-

otit slides! that little game of

'who's got the projector; where are the

slides; can some one find an extension

cord; low power projector for big

screen' was played to the amusement
of some, the disgust of others and the

consternation of the few AV-conscious

people in attendance. Surely more
than one person said what I happened

to hear: "Audiovisual aids? Nothing

but gadgetry!" So this 30-minute

comedy conveyed the idea to archi-

tects and pastors and building com-

mittee chairmen alike that audiovis-

ual aids were for the birds.

There is need to pinpoint blame,

but surely the electrical engineer

whose topic was "Use of Light In The
Church" earned some sort of award

for being less than half buttoned up

when trying to illustrate a part of his

address with slides. It will probably

take years to overcome the adverse

fallout from this inexcusable mishan-

dling of a fine and useful medium—
the slide.

Films Bring The Worid

Travel is fine. We all know that.

Travel is for the individual not the

classroom or the department or the

whole church. But films can bring the

world to you. How often we are will-

ing to sit through endless slides and

droning comments when a film could

have brought more and brought it

more vividly and with as little or less

bother!

Besides, films can do more in the

way of depth. They can get into social

and sociological dimensions. That's
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one of the fine things about the 28-

minute b&w film Beyond the Night,

whose lociile is Brazil. "The Clever

One" took what he wanted—until he

happened to stop to listen to what it

was that gathered that little street

crowd. These strange words—forgive-
ness for sinners—would not leave him.

One day the 'quick haul' did not ap-

peal as before and the Clever One
was in real trouble. The church in

Brazil is reaching out and this film

shows one way it is done. Interesting,

instructive, this film is for youth and

adult groups seeking to understand

both the church and its Gospel better.

Should lead to discussion and to read-

ing if you provide some books.

Waters In The Wilderness, another

28-minute film, takes us to Iran and

pictures the ways in which Christi-

anity is meeting the challenge of tra-

ditional Islam. In fine color photog-

raphy we see the deserts, the rivers,

the snow-capped mountains, the vil-

lages and the people. Their faces are

turned toward better things and their

minds are beginning to turn, too. Who
will help them achieve a better way
of life? The church is already doing

so. Not as an explosion, but as yeast

in dough; not in revolution, but quiet-

ly and slowly. This, too, is for young
people and adults. A good film; rec-

ommended.

You can go to Africa via the film

New Faces of Africa. In 29 minutes

you can learn from this film and you
can get an impression that won't leave

you: nothing can turn back the Afri-

can from the freedom he is determined

to win. You will be sure to note that

he must win this freedom in more
than one realm. The political aspect

is dominant in the headlines, but,

when you hear representative Africans

speak with stinging candor in this film

they talk of poverty and ignorance as

well as freedom.

Fine job of film making! Bound to

interest both youth and adults in your

church and community. This film, by
the way, would be excellent for serv-

ice clubs. It is not 'churchy' and won't

hurt the sensibilities of the assembled
and assorted brethren. The film rents

for $12.00; the next one above for

$10.00; and the first for $6.00. Try
your film library first, and then Pres-

byterian Distribution Service — 225
Varick St., N. Y. 14; 200 W. Adams
St., Chicago 6; and 234 McAllister

St., San Francisco 2.

Your Own Sound

You can't always tell when you
leave the main road. It is not easy to

recognize a blind alley right off. Nor

can one be sure that a new idea is

going to be a flop. Do you recall the

year tape and wire recorders were
shown in about equal numbers at the

National AV Convention? Did you
'bet' on wire or 'tape'? Well, the talk

was lively and both types of recorders

had their backers.

We now know the verdict of his-

tory. It took insight to predict what
happened. That insight had to do with

several inherent factors. One of them
was ease of editing. That's part of the

sense of tape in the first place. If you
overlooked that, you were in for trou-

ble. There were other factors, too.

When magnetic stripe hit the 16mm
film, I got a personal demonstration

of 'a machine which would make all

present film projectors in the churches

obsolete'. I hstened with care and
made up my mind. I was somewhat
less optimistic about 16mm striping

than were the sales messiahs announc-
ing the new era. Again history is

handing in a verdict. If you need a

machine to record on striped film and
you are in need of film which you
have striped and you are pretty good
at this difficult operation, then that

is what you should have. But, its like

bandage strips and baths: one is for

the whole body, the other for a spe-

cific spot.

Some churches got worried under
sales pressure. Fortunately, most of

them did not have the money for the

plunge so they were saved from going

'creative' in this new way. Now Gen-
eral Film's Rewind for April, 1961,

brings us up to date on the present

status and utihty of magnetic stripe

film. Thanks.

Brief Notices

International Communications
Foundation (9033 Wilshire Blvd.,

Beverly Hills, Calif.) has sound-color

filmstrips on Iran, Turkey, Pakistan,

Afghanistan and Nepal. Sets of 11x14-

in. 4-color captioned study prints are

available on Turkey, Iran and Pak-

istan. Look and Listen Books (pic-

tures plus LP record commenting on

them) are available on Iran, Nepal

and Afghanistan. Complete audio-

visual kits (filmstrips, artifacts, study

prints, etc. ) are available on the coun-

tries named above. For prices and

further information, write direct to

ICF. We found the quality level good.

You must judge utility in relation to

your needs.

A good film for Christian Educa-

tion Week in the fall might be Ca-

thedral's The Great ChaUenge. It viv-

idly portrays the influence of church

school teachers upon the lives they

BESELER
VU-GRAPH

Operated from the front of a fully lighted

room the Vu Graph is a teacher's "electric

blackboard." Facing the class at all times,

the teacher projects what she writes, as

she writes It A new word appears on the

screen the instant she says it . . . step by

step a problem is solved before the eyes

of the entire class as she explains it.

Almost without effort the Vu Graph be-

comes her "right hand of teaching."

To learn about the specific benefits of

Vu Graph Overhead

Projectors for your

school write for a

free, "no obliga-

tion" demonstra-

tion ... or "Vu
Graph As An In-

structional Aid,"

a free. Informative

booklet written for

teachers by
teachers.r^ » PROJECTION

DIVISION

CHARLES BESELER COMPANY
209 So 18th St East Orange. New Jersey
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touch. Useful with the congregation

for teacher recruitment; good for a

dinner for church school teachers;

fine for a leadership school to present

vividly what Christian teaching really

is. In color; .30 minutes.

9 Mission in Bolivia, a 25-minute
film by the Methodists on their work
in this high-altitude country is bas-

ically a film-report. You see what's

going on among these people; you see

their response; you infer how basic

and important this work is. The evan-

gelical witness does get result.s; peo-

ple do respond. In b&w the rental is

$6.00; in color $10.00; from Metho-

dist Publishing House, Nashville 2,

Tenn. (And Boston 16; Kansas City

6; San Francisco I.)

For Your Library

While we can't tell you all you
should buy for your church filmstrip

library, we don't hesitate to say that

it will not be as useful as it ought to

be if you don't have a good series on
how the Bible came to be and how
it came across the world and time
to us.

To fill this need we would like to

nominate the four-part color filmstrip

series by the American Bible Society,

"How Our Bible Came To Us." Ben

^AlTH H Educators rely upon

Califone portable

LGRrniTlQ* phonographs, tape recorders

and sound systems to

through provide top fidelity and

y . , ^ -. rugged service at

LilVing OOUnCl prices weU within budget.

califone proudly presents two new models at

remarkably low prices
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COMET (70 -T) TAPE RECORDER
Excellent performance at minimum cost.
Records up to 7" reels at 3% or 7V2 IPS,

Heavy duty tape deck cannot break or spill

tape. Chrome kickproof speaker grill. Com-
pact case closes with 7" reels in position.
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Brown's art is good all the way; the

commentaries are carefully written as

to fact and the style is satisfactory.

The guide for the teacher is a useful

manual, giving questions for review
and discussion. The commentary is

narrated on the four sides of two LP
records. The titles are: The Bible Put
Into Writing, The Bible Crosses Eu-
rope, The Bible Comes To England,
The Bible Comes To America.
Further information and price

(which is reasonable, as I recall)

from the ABS, 4.50 Park Ave., New
York 22, N. Y.

Defenders of The Faith

Judaism had many ancestors: proph-

ets, seers, wise men, warriors, kings

and priests. A great company of men
with one thing in common, if not

while they lived at least as they were
remembered by later generations.

These men were men of God and for

God. It is permissible, therefore, for

Cathedral Films Inc. to call a recent

series of filmstrips, "Defenders of the

Faith."

Joshua, Gideon, Samson, Elisha,

and Elijah I and Elijah //—these are

the titles. There are .50-64 frames each

and the commentary has been record-

ed on the six sides of three records.

Printed commentaries with notes have

been provided also. These filmstrips

are narrative and the art is represen-

tational.

This series complete sells for around

$45.00. Order through your AV deal-

er. If you need to locate him, write

to Cathedral Films, 2921 W. Alameda
Ave., Burbank, Calif.

Passover and Seder Meal

The children arrive at the religious

school. It's spring. .'\t the 'sow and

teir period a plate for the seder Pass-

over meal is shown. Other things are

then brought forward. The story of

the Passover is told. Other things for

the seder are exhibited. Then com< -^

a seder with the school principal act

ing as the 'father' of the family. No
the meal is observed. All the whil

these little children are learning on

of the beautiful ceremonies of thfl

faith, and we who use this 37-fraii

filmstrip can be learning facts ari

coming to appreciate the Jewish Pas

over and seder, two foundation stone

of our respect for the faith of our

Jewish neighbors. The photographs

are by Herbert Sonnefeld and the

commentary by Estelle C. Borowitz,

with Samuel Grand as producer for

the Union of American Hebrew Con-

gregations, 835 Fifth Ave., N. Y. 21.

Price from UAHC $7.50.
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A.UDIO

by Max U. Bildersee

rhe Bard In The Limelight

It's been a great year for Shake-

jpeare!

Not only did his Macbeth walk off

Arith the honors at the recent Emmy
iwards for top performances in TV
(everybody won for Macbeth except

the svriter!) but his plays have been

produced on Broadway, on TV and on

records. There is rapidly becoming

available a complete library of Shake-

speare, not excepting his sonnets and

his songs, and the time is not far off

when school, college and public li-

braries will be behind the times if

their collection do not support special

[shelves of Shakespeare records.

I

And these will be used for many

(purposes, not the least of which is to

jloan to borrowers who will take the

jdiscs home and listen to them at

leisure. There will be special programs

of reading of plays and sonnets. There

will be study groups. There will be

theses comparing and contrasting

Shakespearean plays as performed in

[Dublin, New York, London and Strat-

lord.

In his day this man was the most

jiolific playwright known. And his

Liy' is not yet over for he is still the

I lost widely performed playwright

I, re and abroad. There are annual

rstivals in the United States and in

anada-as well as in England-at

.vhich his works are performed for

idmiring audiences by dedicated

ictors. There are touring companies

(who says the road is dead?) playing

Shakespeare in one night stands from

oast to coast. In some cities there

ire special companies playing Shake-

.pearian plays from school to school

or the benefit of high school students

uid the City of New York will again

.sclcome a season of 'Shakespeare

mder the stars' this summer when a

lumber of well and lesser known

ilays will be performed.

A quick glance at the catalogs in-

licates that practically every taste

s amply considered by these publish-

•rs, publishers who seek to supply

naterial to meet both the needs and

he demands of an articulate body of

isteners and readers seeking to hear

,uid read the works of Shakespeare.

There is Hamlet, Macbeth, Richard

A Midsummer Night's Dream, The

Tempest, AWs Well That Ends Well,

Romeo and Juliet, Twelfth Night, As

You Like It, Taming of the Shrew,

King Lear, Coriolanus and Julius

Caesar-^nd the list in toto is much

longer. Further, in many instances,

there are several different recordings

of individual plays. The companies

represented? Many-including Colum-

bia, Decca, RCA Victor, Spoken Word,

Spoken Arts, Lexington and Caedmon.

Crown Publishing Company, we are

told, is edging back into the record

field and their first offering is a

volume of the sonnets of Shakespeare

(all 154 of them) read by a noted

actor.

More Plays On Records

And this abundance of play record-

ings has had a salubrious effect else-

where. More plays are being record-

ing than ever before. Spoken Arts has

offered Kapp's Last Tape which
excited off-Broadway audiences for

many months. And there is Waiting

for Godot, JB, Saint Joan, Medea,

John Browns Body, Death of a Sales-

m(m and Feter Fan, to name but a

few. And, we confidentally predict,

there will be more.

There will be more because we are

becoming, more and more, a nation

of hsteners. This is in no sense harm-

ful to the reading habits of the nation;

it may even be highly beneficial. The

nation's major and minor publishers

predict that some 20,000 new books

will be published this year. And this,

an all time high, includes hard cover

books, paperbacks, text books and

'how to do it' books. But this predic-

tion is based on the growing 'hard

sell' book market in which the publish-

er is no longer a gentleman of learning

and leisure who seeks to break even

on a year's operations. Rather, the

publishing companies have had to

lean more and more heavily on public

financing through stock issues-and

the public seeks profit and income.

Indeed, some publisher stocks are

rapidly entering the area of 'darling

of the stock market'.

Listening is racing after reading,

and today practically every school in

the country is equipped with at least

one (and usually several) tape and/or

disc players to reproduce available

recorded sound. It is common practice

now to equip each classroom in the

first three or four grades with such

equipment and to have records at

hand so that the sense of hearing can

be employed successfully in the teach-

ing process. As young people learn

through listening, so their critical

acuity of sound appreciates and so

they demand more and better things

to hear.

Today's buying public was brought

up on radio-radio programming which

has fallen on sad days-and they de-

mand fine things to hear. Today's buy-

ing public uses television (largely

sound oriented) for some entertain-

ment. But the constant reception of

impression through sound has im-

measurably helped publishing-and

has immeasurably helped the record

industry.

It is not too far back to remember

when the record industry, dominated

by a few major companies, was rel-

egated to the scrap heap and ex-

perienced a rebirth through the de-

t
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velopnient of microgroovc recordings

and vinyl discs. Remember the old 78

rpm shellacs, thorn needles, hand
vv o u n d phonographs, mechanical

sound reproduction? Some of us do,

hut we are all used to and demand
todays modern vinyl disc, pressed to

high standards of perfection with

microgroove (45 and 33.3 rpm) sound

etchings, to be reproduced by elec-

tronic amplification excited by a jewel-

tipped stylus. And the beginnings

will lead to an endless and as yet

undefined future.

What's coming next year? We don't

know. We have been told tliat En-
richment Materials will produce eight

new titles in their American history

series. There will be one recording on
the Articles of the Confederation and
this will be backed up by a recording

devoted to Lincoln's Second Inaugural

Address.

Further, for the first time in almost

New/
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a half century (Arizona was the 48th
state, admitted in 1912) we have
brought two new states into tlie union.

Hawaii and Alaska will be the sub-

ject of new Enrichment Materials

recordings which will deal with the

acts of Congress enabling these areas

to seek statehood, as well as the history

of the areas and the presidential proc-

lamations making them states.

Alaska will be further emphasized
with a recording of an adaptation of

Ala.tka Gold Rush, originally publish-

ed as a Landmark Book. In addition,

three odier Landmark books will be
adapted for recorded presentation.

These are Guadalcanal Diary to back
up the story of the Alaska gold rush,

and Clara Barton, Founder of the

American Red Cross with the story of

the First Transatlantic Cable on the

flip side.

There will be new language records.

Cabot is planning early fall releases

in both their Gateways and Let's Sing
series. The former will follow the usual

pattern, and be largely travel oriented.

Tlic latter will be applicable to some
levels of elementary language instruc-

tion, and will contribute to the plea-

sures of language study in the elemen-
tary schools.

Of course there will be more. We
anticipate several new editions of the

Audio-Lingual Digest possibly on a
regular basis. Based on the thesis that

an audio magazine in a foreign lan-

guage can contribute to in-school and
home instruction, this new idea has
a huge service potential. The 'first

editions' were well received in a
variety of critical and official quarters

and there is every reason to anticipate

these recordings as a distinct develop-

ment which may make newer avenues
for learning imminent. If a regular

audio magazine is suitable for lan-

guage study, why not for current

events, history, geography, economics,

English and the gamut of other sub-

ject areas which our students are call-

ed upon to study? Indeed, the field

of science and exploration is pro-

gressing so rapidly that our courses

of study cannot keep pace, and the

recording industry with its short time

from script to market may be the key-

stone of progress of schools. Are these

the teaching machine materials of the

future?

Electronically, the visual machine'
and the record can be linked and in-

deed the tape recorder can be so built

that, until a 'correct' answer is offered,

new material will not be presented
and the student is directed to retrace

his steps and repeat already heard
material. This is for the future, but
the future may be here sooner than
any of us know or guess.
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We shall keep 'an ear to the ground'

on these developments and try to

keep you informed.

And with an 'ear to the ground'

let us call a few recordings to your

attention for consideration in your

school or library collection. We do not

usually cross over into the closely

allied area of the sound filmstrip but

occassionally there is a production

which is worthy of review in these

columns as well as in those of our

good neighbor. Dr. Cypher. One
particularly is the recording of Learn-
ing To Look (Filmscope, FS 100
A/B).

Here is the perfect wedding of sight

and sound with neither overbalancing

the other! The recording, without the

sight accompaniment for original pres-

entation, is dull but the filmstrip gives

it hfe, brilliance and teaching (learn-

ing) validity'. Similarly, the filmstrip

alone for first presentation is almost

meaningless; it is too dependant upon
other experiences to have positive

classroom values worthy and signifi-

cant to the presentation time involved.

But together these two stimuli so re-

inforce each other in a meaningful

fashion that they can be used to stim-

ulate creative activities, thought, dis-

cussion and promote learning in the

related areas of art, science and lan-

guage. Fundamentally intended for

intermediate grade presentation, this

material can be used for a variety of

exciting purposes in the lower grades

as well as in the junior high school.

And high school (even adult!) arts

classes have much to gain in these

nature studies of design, line and col-

oring. And the sound recording so

contributes through the use judicial

comment and appropriate music that

attention of the listener/viewer is riv-

eted at the right place at the right

time to promote growth.

A New Idea

Sometimes we enjoy putting ideas

on paper and submitting them to rec-

ord publishers with a sort of "Why
don't you?" attitude. But one we never
considered came through recently and
it will be the talk of the shop for

awhile to come. It is simple, direct,

instructional and valuable. The title

is Supreme Court Cases and it is is-

sued under the Lexington label by
Educational Audio-Video of 57
Wheeler Avenue, Pleasantville, N. Y.

Very simply stated, the following
major Supreme Court decisions are

summaried in an interesting, four step

manner. The decisions involved are

"Marbury vs. Madison," "Dartmouth
College vs. Woodward," "McCulloch

vs. Maryland," "Gibbons vs. Ogden,"
"Dred Scott vs. Sandford," "Munn vs.

Illinois," "The Farmers' Loan and
Trust Company vs. Pollock," "Powell

vs. Alabama," "Schechter vs. The
United States," National Labor Rela-

tions Board vs. Jones and Laughlin
Steel Company" and "Brown vs.

Board of Education." These are all

vital decisions which have had and do
have daily implications for all stu-

dents and adults.

In each instance there is a short,

concise statement of the problem fol-

lowed immediately by the abridged
arguments of the contending parties.

The arguments are paraphrased from
the original briefs submitted by the

lawyers. The Supreme Court deci-

sions are also heard.

This recording points up and em-
phasizes a truism which is essential

to understanding the contributions

recordings can make to instruction. If

the material is intended to be heard

(plays, poetry) or if the event or other

inspiration for recording is based in

.sound (see above), or if the ultimate

communication should be in sound
(languages), the material is suited to

the recording art. On the other hand,

if the material must be seen to be ap-

preciated and understood, then either

the printed page or an audiovisual

form other than records should be
employed.

WITH

PHILCO CLOSED CIRCUIT TV

INSTRUCTION BECOMES

LUCID
One of the more important values of closed circuit TV in

education is its ability to highlight many areas of study, more
clearly, to more students than normal teaching methods.

Instructional TV also allows the great economy of multi-

group instruction, and makes specialized teaching talent

available to a greater number of students.

Philco's highly developed, fully transistorized equipment,

with "building-block" design is easy to operate, maintenance

free and satisfies future TV needs without costly replacement.

Philco engineers will be glad to assist you in planning your

closed circuit TV system. Write today stating your problems.

Government & Industrial Group
4700 Wissahickon Ave., Philadelphia 44, Pa.
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FILM EVALUATIONS
by L. C. Larson and Carolyn Gtiss

Reading Improvement Series

(Coronet Instructional Films, Coronet
Building, Chicago, Illinois) 5 films,

11 minutes each, 16mm, sound, color

or black and white, 1961, $110 or

each. Teacher's guide available.

Description

These five films designed primarily

for use on the junior high level deal

with developmental reading, in turn

stressing (1) basic skills of reading,

(2) word recognition, (3) gaining

speed with understanding of the value

of variable speeds, (4) vocabulary de-

velopment, and (5) organizing ideas

for comprehension. Student participa-

tion and self-evaluation are inherently

treated in all five films. Animation is

frequently used to explain methods
and to contrast results. Action ema-
nates from a classroom setting.

Defining the Good Reader com-
pares the reading skills of Bill, who
has difficulty concentrating while he
reads, Alice, who reads very slowly,

and Tom, who is a good reader. In
explaining the techniques of effective

reading, the film points out other
methods of getting information such
as motion pictures, recordings, radio

and television. It explains such ad-
vantages of reading as a method of

getting ideas as the complete control

each person has over where, when
and under what conditions he reads.

Tom is shown reading at different

speeds for different purposes, sorting

out and relating ideas he gains from
reading, learning the meaning of new
words, and developing the ability to

recognize words quicklv and accurate-

ly-

Word Recognition Skills. The value
of being able to recognize words by
the way they look, the way they are

used or by the way they sound is dem-
onstrated. Various graphic techniques

are used to block out letters and words
to show the audience the mental
process involved in recognizing words
without stopping to identify each let-

ter and, sometimes, to identify words
by their context. Tom finds use^f the

dictionary and dividing words into

syllables very helpful. The process is

explained and recommended.

Vocabulary Skills recommends as

helps in building a vocabulary: (1)
writing down unfamiliar words to

look up later, (2) referring to the

context and the dictionary, and (3)
consciously using new words in read-

ing and speaking. Jack is shown em-
ploying these methods. Jack's motiva-

tion to build his vocabulary stems
from missing the word "inchoate" in a

spelling match and finding out from
Sue who spelled the word correctly

liow she knew it. As Jack works at

building his vocabulary he observes

that scientific terms generally have
one very specific meaning and that

scientific books often have glossaries

defining such terms. He also becomes
intrigued by the many meanings of

such a word as "hand." Jack's efforts

are rewarded at the end of the film

by his being able to explain to his

father the meaning of the word
"inchoate."

Comprehension Skills recommends
three basic steps in reading for com-
prehension: (1) getting an overview

of the material, (2) organizing the

main ideas, and (3) reviewing and/or
outlining. In getting an overview of

the material, the reader is advised to

recognize the contribution of para-

graphs and topic sentences which con-

tain the main idea of the paragraph.

The teacher in the film works through
these steps with a class as they read

about penguins.

Effective Speeds shows (1) why
different reading rates are needed,

(2) breaking bad reading habits, and

(3) the importance of phrase read-

ing. Miss Wilson, the teacher, guides

the class through a series of reading

experiences which demonstrate the

interrelationships of reading speed and
comprehension. Bob, a slow reader, is

shown analyzing some of his weak-
nesses and improving liis reading

ability. The class is challenged to

read .-.s fast as they can and under-

stand what they read.

Appraisal

Used singly or as a series, these

films provide the teacher an addi-

tional instructional resource in the

important area of developing reading

.skills. Under the authorship of Dr.

Theodore L. Harris, professor of edu-
cation and director of the Reading
Clinic at the University of Wisconsin,

the films succeed in dividing the com-
plex problem of developing reading
skills and interests, into five discrete

areas and dealing with them in an ef-

fective manner. Even though the

students appear to be eighth or ninth

graders, the evaluating committees
felt the content was more appropriate

for intermediate grades. Some may
feel that the films are too pedantic;

others will feel that only after stu-

dents have mastered the basic read-

ing skills will they be motivated to

read on their own for ideas and en-

joyment. The continuity of characters

and treatment of content facilitates

student orientation to successive films

in the series.

The most effective time spacing of

these films will be a matter for each
teacher to decide on the basis of his

particular group and other teaching

materials being integrated into the

unit. The guide is recommended for

providing very complete descriptions

of content and suggesting specific

teaching purposes and related ma-
terials.

Symphony Across The Land

(United World Filnw, 1445 Park Ave-

nue, New York 29, New York) Pro-

duced by V. S. Information Agency.

50 minutes, 16mm, sound, bkw, 1959

$160.89.

Description

Symphony Across the Land explains

the role of music in the United States

and features leading symphony or-

chestras from the various states as they

perform music by American com-

posers. It stresses tlie fact that sym-

phony orchestras are no longer a mo-

nopoly of cities of the East. Today,

thanks to the appreciation and support

given them, there are orchestras in

almost every comer of the United

States.

Disciples of music express their

deep and strong love for it in myriad

ways. George Adamson, for one,

makes batons. From his studio at

Carnegie Hall in New York City he

sends out five batons to symphony
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conductors all over the country. As
the film follows each baton to its des-

tination, several outstanding conduc-

tors are seen and heard.

First stop—Wichita, Kansas, where
music has been cultivated to such a

degree that it has become part and
parcel of school life. There James
Robert.son tries out his new baton on
one of the three youth symphonies
as they rehearse Carmen Suite by
Bizet. Later that evening these same
young people listen to the Wichita

Symphony Orchestra playing Elgar's

Enigma Variations No. 14 at the con-

cert hall.

But like a baton in action, the life

of the U. S. symphony orchestra is

not always confined to concert halls.

The Atlanta Symphony Orchestra, for

example, is always on the move. On
this particular day, it has traveled 100

miles to Warm Springs, Georgia,
where persons stricken with infantile

paralysis draw inspiration, confidence

and happiness from the orchestra's

inspired rendition of Dance Overture

by Creston.

North of Atlanta in the quiet, un-

hurried city of Knoxville, David Van
V'actor conducts a rehearsal of his own
composition, Symphony No. 2, while

Joseph Hawthorne of the Toledo S\m-
phon\- listens critically. Out in the

Colorado foothills of the Rocky Moun-
tains, the Denver Symphony Orches-

tra plays magnificently, Moussorgsky's
Night on Bald Mountain, surrounded
by nature to match what is sublime
in music. Night settles on the Rockies

as the last note fades away.

Finally, Guy Fraser Harri.son con-

ducts the Oklahoma City Symphony
Orchestra in its rendition of Symphony
512 by Gillis, and the concert scene
fades to several pictures depicting the

moods of the music—a lonely cowboy
riding toward the horizon, a church
steeple silhouetted against the sky, a

cowboy rounding up horses, and a

boy driving his cattle home. The or-

chestra plays on as the scene changes
to show how various listeners from far

and near, in every city and town, all

share in this universal heritage—price-
less music.

Appraisal

Symphony Acro.^.i the Land is one
of the most outstanding music films

on symphonic music that the evalua-

tion committee has ever seen. Its ef-

fectiveness lies in its excellent quality

of the sound reproduction and the ar-

tistic use of photography in visualiza-

tion of the moods and emotions gen-
erated by the music.

This film is a wonderful source of

information on the place of symphony

orchestras in America rather than
mere entertainment. The tenor seems
to be that of genuineness rather than

artifically created situations.

Although two of the evaluators

think the film a bit too long, they do
feel it is highly motivational. It could

be used to stimulate adult participa-

tion in and support of school music
education, and it could demonstrate
to local Chambers of Commerce and
various sei-vice clubs the need for

such support in the community. High
school and college students would
not only find the film very interesting

but also would see in it possibilities

for adult musical activities.

—Nita Barcelona
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FILMSTRIPS
by Irene F. Cypher

Every evidence of filmstrips coming
into their own makes us feel good.
This year's American Film Festival

certainly helped that feeling, for there

was concrete evidence that there was
greatly increase d awareness of the

place of filmstrips in both the field of

education and of industry; and those

in attendance were apparently looking

at filmstrips for the sake of filmstrips,

and not as substitutes for motion pic-

tures. If we can only keep up this

state of affairs, we may arrive at the
time when users stop apologizing for

filmstrips.

It was also good to note that the
filmstrips receiving awards were those
which were designed to do a specific

thing but were presented in a manner
that had visual appeal, freshness of
technique and story sparkle. The pro-
ducers receiving awards were those
who had departed from the same old
patterns and dared to be originators—
or at least to use some imagination!

This same fact is true of much of
the material which has come to us
lately for review: new producers are
coming to the field, and older pro-
ducers are putting a "new look" into
some of their material. If this keeps
up, filmstrips may even attract atten-
tion and be accorded the considera-
tion they should have. They may in-

deed have been somewhat like Cin-
derella, but we should not forget that
Cinderella did not stay in the kitchen
forever; she became the reigning prin-
cess of the kingdom as her permanent
position.

SCIENCE FILMSTRIPS
SINCE 1931 SINCE 1931
MADE BY TEACHERS FOR TEACHERS 1

lOLOGY ATOMIC ENERGY
PHYSICS GENERAL SCIENCE
CHEMISTRY MICROBIOLOGY
IKE SAFETY BUS SAFETY

Sciancs filmstrips available
under NDEA—Title III.

VISUAL SCIENCES
Box 599E Suffern, New York

Labor—Management Relations (4
filmstrips, black and white; produced
by S t a n b o w Productions, Valhalla,

New York; $13.30 per set, $3.50 sin-

gle strips.)

Any understanding of our modem
economic problems makes it essential

to appreciate the elements involved in

successful labor-management rela-

tions. The student of American indus-
try in particular needs to have a grasp
of the human problems as well as the
strictly business matters involved.
Filmstrips such as these help to focus
attention on the roles played by both
labor and industry leaders; they point
to the ways in which both groups
have learned to work together for

mutual benefit and more efficient op-
eration. The material is good for stu-

dents, and should prove helpful for

employee training gi-oups. As various

industries set up employee training

courses, this material will find a place
as a training aid, in many progressive

companies.

Life History Of A Bean Plant (sin-

gle filmstrip, black and white; pro-

duced by Folkways Records and Ser-

vice Corp., 117 West 46th St., New
York, N. Y.; $6.75 single strip.)

For years, hundreds and hundreds
of eager science students have tried

to watch the development of plants

but have all too often missed certain

specific steps in the growth and un-
foldment of a seed. In this filmstrip

the photographer has given us a rec-

ord of the important steps in the

growth of the plant, from time of

germination to the 99th day of devel-

opment. The pictures are clear, and
it is possible to see each step—from
the appearance of the first sprout to

the blossoming of mature leaves; we
are also able to see how tiny pods
emerge from the flower, how the ma-
ture pod splits open, and how seeds

are released to form new bean plants
This filmstrip should prove helpfu

used in conjunction with actual exper
imental work in the classroom, anc
make it possible for students to keej
an accurate record of the growth o
plants in their classroom experimenta
projects. A manual gives a wealth o
information about plant growth.

Pakistan, Iran, Afghanistan (3 stud)
kits; produced by International Com
munications Foundation, 9033 WiJ
shire Blvd., Beverly Hills, Calif.; Pak
istan, $45; Iran, $49.95; Afghanistan
$29.)

Material such as this gives an>
teacher a real resource unit that wil
enliven classroom work. In the kil

dealing with Iran, for instance, sam-
ples of three types of rugs are put to-

gether, so that they may be compared
and studied. In each kit there is a

collection of excellent study prints,

showing us life and work in the partic-

ular countries described. Color film-

strips bring us scenes from city and
country life, homes and villages, work-
ers at their occupations, and examples
of the arts and crafts of the country.

There are also records, samples of

clothing, stamps and coins, and such
items as musical instruments, typical

examples of clothing.

Our major interest in this column,
of course, is the filmstrips, and they
are good. But we feel that it is the

coordination of different types of ma-
terial to supplement the filmstrips

that make these kits so valuable. Chil-

dren like to feel samples of cloth; they

like to handle toys and musical instru-

ments, and the inclusion of different

types of materials and objects gives

collections such as these special value

for purposes of helping to make life

in other countries real for the boys

and girls in our own schools.

Passover For Little Children (single!

strip, color; produced by Union ol
]

American Hebrew Congregations, 838
Fifth Ave., New York 21, N. Y.; $7.5C

single strip.)

The pictures includeel in this film-

strip are deliglitful and make the storj

come alive. Although intended foi

pupils in the kindergarten and grades

one and two of Hebrew schools, it

filmstrips anel material such as thi.''

4 No. 40 Units
lock-slocked
on o table.

THE NEW STANDARD FILMSTRIP TABLE-fi/e
1. Keeps filmstrips at your fingertips
2. Offers instant, visible filmstrip selection
3. Displays filmstrips in a neat, orderly, handy arrangement
4. Saves the instructor time and trouble in locating filmstrips

$12^ Sttjndord Filmstrip Table-files are to a ftlmitrip what o book-
case is to a book . . . practical for almost any small or growing

single or multiple ins tol lotions.
—^ Filmstrip library—for

SEE YOUR
AUDIO-VISUAL EDUCATION*

DEALER

Write for cotolog

JACK C. COFFEY CO., In«

710 Seventeenth Street

NORTH Chicogo, III.
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FILMSTRIP

i^g^l^ FASTER

$ggg| EASIERSSS

Perfect in

Portability!

Seconds to

Set Up!

iewlex
Px'eirie'we]:' Sp*
Fastest, most convenient

method yet—for desktop preview-
ing of 35mm filmstrips. Large 7"

X 9" screen also provides ideal
direct viewing for individuals or
small groups and for home study
or use as filmstrip "textbook."
Threads itself instantly. Focuses
with single knob.

Only

$59.50

For On-The-Spot hand-held or
desk-top previewing of filmstrip.
Operates on A.C. current or bat-
teries. Simple to thread ; sprocket
advance. Extra-brilliant optical
screen.

$15.95
1 1-For operation

on A.C. Current only

Mcdel n-For operation tft-r r\r^
on A.C. Current and batteries $ I /.90

Write for

illustrated Catalog

6 BROADWAY, HOLBROOK, L. I., N. Y.
In Canada—Anglo Pholo, Ltd., Montreal

that could well be used by any group
desirous of explaining and understand-
ing iuterfaith and intercultural mat-
ters. The meaning of Passover is sim-

ply told, as are the customs associated

with its observance. The manual
which accompanies the filmstrip gives

some interesting suggestions for arts

and crafts projects. As we viewed the
story, we wondered why there were
not more simple presentations such
as this for the holidays and ceremo-
nies of other groups. They should be
encouraged.

The Inchcape Rock (single strip,

color; produced by Copp Clark Puls-

lishing Co. Ltd., 495 Wellington St.

West, Toronto, Ont., Canada; $4.25.)
Our producer friends in Canada

are giving us some very good new ma-
terial and this strip is one of a group
designed to help teach poetry through
the eye. In this instance Robert
Southey's poem is illustrated, with the

lines of the poem appearing with co-

ordinated illustrative material. A sec-

ond part of the filmstrip contains the

pictures only, and can be used for

choral and individual recitation. The
resulting combination is good for po-

etry reading, for study of visual theme
imagery, and for discussion of the

poem and the ideas which inspired

the poet. The producer suggests that

the filmstrip be used, and a tape re-

cording made of the choral reading of

the poem by the pupils. The strip can

be used in a number of ways, and is

part of that newer approach to the

use of filmstrips which we mentioned
earher in this column.

Your Child's Intelligence (single

strip, color; with record; produced by
National Education Association, 1201
16th St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C;
$7, strip and record.)

Everyone seems to be "intelligence

conscious" today, and this strip has

been planned to help explain to par-

ents how teachers and educators set

about interpreting intelligence tests.

The material is presented in cartoon

pictures and the narration includes a

description of the many factors which
must be considered in arriving at an

over-all evaluation of the individual

child's inteUigence. A good feature of

the strip is the fact that it stresses the

point that intelligence is composed of

many abilities, and that an under-

standing of this will help both parents

and teachers to assist the child to

reach the full potential of his capa-

bilities. The strip is intended for use

at meetings of parents' associations,

and is presented in a way to meet the

needs of such meetings.

FILMSTRIP AND SLIDE

g

g

&SSS BRIGHTER
ggg SIMPLER

No Filmstrip

Sticking!

Doubles

Effective Light!

lewl
V-25-P

student interest perks again and
again-frame after frame-as you
teach easier, faster with the
brighter, sharper virtually "Auto-

mated" Viewlex V-25-P. It's the

simplest to use, most advanced

combination 35mm filmstrip and
2"x2" slide projector made. And—
revolutionary new "Anti-Hesive*"

aperture plates eliminate filmstrip

sticking forever

!

Write for FREE Booklet of
Award Winning Essays on "How
Audio Visual Aids Make Teach-

ing and Learning Easier" and
Viewlex Catalog.
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'Dinectontf o^

This annual equipment round-up is present-

ed as a special service to our readers. Its

purpose is two-fold: (1) to identify major
sources of equipment, supplies and services;

(2) to provide a quick-reference alphabetic-

al roster of names and latest available ad-

dresses of firms serving this field.

This 1961 Directory is concerned primarily

with equipment. For tnaterials available to

audiovisual specialists, see the forthcoming
August, 1961, issue of Educational Screen
and Audiovisual Guide for the annual Blue
Book of Audiovisual Materials.

The equipment listing is on the right hand
column of each page. The numbers in

parentheses following each item refer to the

respective manufacturers and suppliers car-

ried in the first two columns.

(1) Academy Films
1145 N. Las Palmas Ave., Hollywood

38, Cal.

(2) Ace Banner & Flag Co.
224 Haddon Road, Woodmere, Long

Island, N. Y.

(3) ACI Productions
21 West 46th St., New York 36, N. Y.

(4) Action Motion Picture Service
358 W. 44th St., New York 36, N. Y.

(5) Advance Products Co.
2300 E. Douglas Blvd., Wichita, Kan-

sas

(6) Agfa, Inc.

516 W. 34th St., New York 1, N. Y.

(7) Airequipt Mfg. Co.
New Rochelle, N. Y.

(8) Alexark & Norsim
156 N. Arden Blvd., Los Angeles 4,

Cal.

(9) Allied Impex Corp.
300 Fourth Ave., New York 10, N. Y.

(10) Allied Radio Corporation
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, 111.

(11) Altec Lansing Corp.
9356 Santa Monica Blvd., Beverly

Hills, Calif.

(12) Ambco, Inc.

1222 W. Washington Blvd.. Los An-
geles 7, Cal.

(13) American Cliart Service, Inc.
Box 51, Newton 58, Mass.

(14) American Concertone, Inc.
9449 W. Jefferson Blvd., Culver City.

Calif.

(15) American Economic Foundation,
Tlie

51 East 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y.

(16) American Electronics, Inc.

9449 W. Jefferson Blvd., Culver City,

Cal.

(17) American Film Producers
1600 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.

(18) American Geloso Elect., Inc.

251 Fourth Ave., New York 10. N. Y.

(19) American Microphone Mfg. Co.
412 S. Wyman, Rockford. 111.

(20) American Molded Products Co.
2727 W. Chicago Ave.. Chicago 22,

111.

(21) American Optical Co.
Instrument Div., Box A, Buffalo 15.

N. Y.

(22) American Photocopy Equipment
Co.
2100 W. Dempster St., Evanston. 111.

(23) American Seating Company
901 Broadway. Grand Rapids 2.

Mich.

(24) American Teletronics, Inc.

1754 S. Clementine St., Anaheim.
Calif.

(25) American Television & Radio Co.
300 E. Fourth St., St. Paul, Minn.

(26) Ampco Chemical Division
1135 Pearl St., Boulder, Colo.

(27) Amperex Electronic Corp.
230 Duffy Ave., Hicksville, Long Is-

land, N. Y.

(28) Ampex Audio, Inc.
1020 Kiefer Road, Sunnyvale, Calif.

(29) Ampex Magnetic Tape Products
Orr Industries Company
A Division of Ampex Corp., P. O.
Box 190, Opelika, Ala.

A CAMERAS
1. motion picture, 16mm, silent (32)

(37) (61) (69) (71> (971 (103) (184)

(224) (301) (366) i407) (472) (526)

(536) (581)

2. motion picture, 16mm, sound (61)

(69) (97) (103) (113) (174) (211)

(224) (472) (519)

3. motion picture. 8mm (6) (10) (35)

(71) (93) (163) (184) (209) (261)

(301) (316) (407) (472) (581)

4. television (10) (35) (80) (103)

(178) (202) (231) (240) (246) (282)

(305) (405) (415) (435) (459) (5r4)

(520)

5. still, amateur (6) (9) (10) (35)

(71) (93) (184) (236) (251) (261)

(309) (316) (321) (362) (484) (526)

(536) (562) (581)
I

6. still, professional (9) (97) (113)

(184) (251) (261) 1296) (309) (321)

(362) (484)

7. special purpose (32) (97) (103)

(113) (207) (211) (224) (261) (302)

(309) (408) (519) (536)

8. picture-in-a-minute (10) (421)

9. stereo (71) (251) (442) (581)

10. motion picture, 35mm (366)

B PHOTO ACCESSORIES
1. film (6) (71) (98) (184)

(236) (251) (302) (421) (484

2. lenses (37) (66) (71) (97)

(178) (184) (186) (202) (203)

(211) (224) (236) (246) (251)

(305) (316) (362) (366) (407)

(484) (519) (526) (536) (562)

3. tripod (9) (35) (37) (61) (69)

(97) (103) (104) (159) (178)

(202) (211) (224) (246) (251)

(305) (316) (366) (431) (472)

(562)

(224)

(98)

(207)

(261)

(472)

(581)

(71)

(186)

(261)
[

(519)
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(30) Ampex Professional Products Co.
934 Charter St.. Redwood City, Calif.

(31) Amplifier Corporation of America
398 Broadway, New York 13. N. Y.

(32) Animation Equipment Corp.
38 Hudson St.. New Rochelle, N. Y.

(33) Anson Research Co.
4337 Clybourne Ave., North Holly-
wood, Calif.

(34) Ardelle Manning Productions
P. O. Box 1250. Palo Alto, Cal.

(35) Argus Cameras, Inc.

405 4th St.. Ann Arbor. Mich.

(36) Arlington Aluminum Co.
19015 W. Davison, Detroit 23, Mich.

(37) Arrlflex Corporation of America
257 Park Ave., South. New York 10,

N. Y.

(38) Art Materials, Inc.

10-40 49th Ave., Long Island City,
N. Y.

(39) Artist Aid
3417 W. First St., Los Angeles 4, Cal.

(40) Artype, Inc.

127 S. Northwest Highway, Barring-
ton, 111.

(41) Association Films, Inc.

347 Madison Ave., New York 17, N.Y.

(42) Astatic Corp.
Jackson & Harbor Sts.. Conneaut,
Ohio

(43) Astra Corporation
31 Church St.. New London, Conn.

(44) Atlas Film Corporation
1111 South Blvd.. Oak Park, III.

(45) Atlas Sound Corporation
1449 39th St., Brooklyn 18. N. Y.

(46) Audio Book Co.
7501 Main St.. St. Joseph, Mich.

(47) Audio Devices, Inc.
444 Madison Ave.. New York 22, N.Y.

(48) Audio Equipment Co., Inc.
75 Harbor Road, Port Washington,

N. Y.

(49) The Audio-Master Co.
17 E. 45th St.. New York 17, N. Y.

(50) Audio Teaching Center, Inc.
Audio Lane. New Haven, Conn.

(51) Audiotex Mfg. Co.
3225 Exposition Place, Los Angeles

18. Calif.

(52) Audiotronics Corp., Inc.
11057 Weddington St.. P. O. Box 505,
North Hollywood, Cal.

(53) Audio-Visual Enterprises
P. O. Box 8686, Los Angeles 8, Cal.

(54) Audio-Visual Research
523 S. Plymouth Ct., Chicago 5. 111.

(55) Audivision Language Teaching
Service
100 Church St., Suite 1852, New York

7, N. Y.

(56) Aurora Industries, Inc.
P. O. Box 6905. Chicago 80. 111.

(57) Australian News & Information
Bureau
636 Fifth Ave.. New York 20, N. Y.

(58) AV-ED Films
7934 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood

46, Cal.

(59) A/V Equipment and Supplies
11552 Anabel Ave., Garden Grove,

Calif.

(60) Avis Films
Box 643. Burbank, Cal.

(61) Bach Auricon, Inc.

6930 Romaine St., Hollywood 38,

Calif.

(62) Baia Corp.
9353 Lee Rd., Jackson, Mich.

(63) Bailey Films, Inc.

6509 De Longpre Ave., Hollywood
28, Cal.

(64) Barbre, Thos. J., Productions
2130 S. Bellaire St., Denver 22, Colo.

(65) A. H. Baumhauer Co.
2810 S. 12th St.. St. Louis, Mo.

(66) Bausch & Lomb, Incorporated
68861 Bausch St., Rochester 2, N. Y.

(67) Bebell & Bebell Color Labora-
tories

108 W. 24th St., New York, N. Y.

(68) Beckley-Cardy Co.
1900 N. Narragansett Ave., Chicago

39, III.

(69) Behrend Cine Corp.
161 E. Grand Ave., Chicago 11, 111.

(70) Bel Canto
1977-85 McAllister Ave., Columbus

5. Ohio

(71) Bell & Howell Company
7100 McCormick Rd., Chicago 45, 111.

(72) Bell Sound Systems. Inc.

555 Marion Rd., Columbus 7, Ohio

(73) Beltone Hearing Aid Co.
2900 W. 36th St., Chicago 32, 111.

(74) Beseler, Charles, Company
219 S. 18th St.. East Orange, N. J.

(75) Better Reading Program, Inc.
230 E. Ohio St., Chicago 11, 111.

(76) Billerett Company
1544 Embassy St., Anaheim. Cal.

(77) Bioscope Manufacturing Co.
220 W. Archer St., Tulsa. Okla.

(78) Black Light Corp. of America
5403 Santa Monica Blvd.. Los An-

geles 29, Calif.

(79) Black Light Products
4868 Sheridan Rd.. Chicago 40, 111.

(80) Blonder-Tongue Laboratories
9 Ailing St., Newark 2, N. J.

(81) Bogen-Presto Co., Div. Slegler
Corp.

Box 500, Paramus. N. J.

(82) Bozak. R. T., Sales Co.
P. O. Box 1166. Darien, Conn.

(83) Bradford Products Co.
8016 N. Ridgeway, Skokie. 111.

(84) Brady, Robert J., Co.
3227 M St., N.W., Washington 7. D. C.

(85) Brand Products (Triton Tape)
Westbury, Conn.

(86) Brandon Films, Inc.

200 W. 57th St., New York 19, N. Y.

4. dolly (35t (61) (69) (103) (104)

(178) (202) (211) (224) (246) (305)

(345) (431) (472) (519)

5. lights (9) (61) (69) (97) (103)

(184) (202) (211) (224) (306) (345)

(362) (370) (382) (433) (472) (519)

6. flash equipment (6) (9) (35) (71)

(97) (98) (184) (224) (236) (251)
(302) (316) (362) (421) (484) (562)

(581)

7. exposure meter (6) (9) (35) (97)

(162) (224) (236) (261) (302) (316)

(362) (421) (472) (484) (562)

8. filters, shades, finders (6) (97)

(184) (186) (187) (224) (261) (302)

(316) (362) (407) (421) (472) (484)

9. self-timer (9) (97) (184) (316)
(421) (562)

10. copying stand (69) (97) (224)

(251) (261) (302) (305) (421)

11. title stand (32) (69) (97) (184)

(203) (224) (261) (472) (562)

12. paper, transparencies (6) (184)

(211) (363) (421) (519)

13. processing equipment (97) (184)

(211) (224) (261) (302) (472) (519)

14. animation stand (32) (69) (97)
(102) (104) (224) (472)

15. enlarger (6) (97) (184) (211)
(251) (261) (519) (562)

16. dark room equipment (6) (7) (93)
(97) (184) (186) (211) (224) (261)
(270) (396) (450) (519) (562)

17. mounting materials (6) (97) (184)
(261) (302) (442)

18. coloring materials (566)

19. motors (37) (71) (97) (103) (186)
(224) (261) (472) (484) (581)

20. magazines, film loaders (35) (37)
(71) (103) (184) (224) (261) (472)
(484) (581)

21. booms, cranes (production) (104)
(224) (345) (431) (472)

22. electronic printer

C LABORATORY SERVICES
1. complete film or filmstrip produc-

tion (3) (17) (44) (60) (64) (67)

(95) (102) (106) (113) (144) (174)
(188) (190) (208) (217) (221) (267)
(274) (283) (285) (330) (344) (354)
(400) (402) (413) (417) (444) (470)
(474) (509) (528) (536) (553) (558)
(569) (571) (577) (582)

2. sounding, synchronizing (3) (17)
(44) (60) (64) (102) (106) (113)
(129) (144) (217) (221) (283) (285)
(376) (402) (408) (417) (444) (470)
(509) (528) (551) (571) (577) (582)

3. titles (3) (17) (44) (60) (64) (95)

(102) (106) (113) (126) (129) (144)
(217) (221) (266) (283) (285) (344)
(354) (376) (400) (402) (408) (413)

(417) (474) (509) (528) (571) (577)
(582)

4. editing (3) (17) (44) (60) (64)

(71) (102) (106) (113) (129) (217)
(221) (266) (272) (283) (285) (344)
(376) (400) (402) (408) (413) (417)
(444) (470) (474) (509) (528) (536)

(571) (575) (577) (582)

5. processing, printing (44) (60) (64)

(71) (95) (102) (106) (126) (129)
(144) (176) (184) (217) (221) (243)

(266) (267) (285) (312) ((317) (344)
(376) (408) (417) (423) (490) (558)

(571) (577) (582)
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(87) Bray Studios, Inc.

719 Seventh Ave., New York 19, N.Y.

(88) Col. Arthur T. Brice
656 Austin Ave., Sonoma, Calif.

(89) Broadcasting & Film Commission,
National Council of Churcties
475 Riverside Drive, New York 27,

N. Y.

(90) Broadman Press
127 9tli Ave., N., Nashville 3, Tenn.

(91) BroMoi, Artliur, & Bro., Inc.

2 W. 46th St., New York 36, N. Y.

(92) Brown, Wm. C, Company
135 S. Locust, Dubuque, Iowa

(93) Brumberger Sales Corp.
24—34th St., Brooklyn 32, N. Y.

(94) Cliarles Bruntng Co., Inc.

1800 W. Central, Mount Prospect, 111.

(95) Budek, Herbert E., Co., Inc.

324 Union St., Hackensack, N. J.

(96) Buhl Optical Co.
1009 Beech Ave., Pittsburgh 33, Pa.

(97) Burke & James, Inc.

321 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago 4, 111.

(98) Burleigh Brooks, Inc.

10 W. 46th St., New York 36, N. Y.

(99) Busch Film & Equip. Co.
214 S. Hamilton, Saginaw, Mich.

(100) Business Education Films
4607 16th Ave., Brooklyn 4, N. Y.

(101) Buttafarri Corporation
452 Fifth Ave., New York 18, N .Y.

(102) Byron Motion Pictures
1226 Wisconsin Ave., N.W., Wash-
ington 7, D. C.

(103) Camera Equipment Co.
315 W. 43rd St., New York 36, N. Y.

(104) Camera Mart, Inc., The
1845 Broadway, New York 23, N. Y.

(105) Camera Optics Mfg. Corp.
37-19 23rd Ave., Long Island City,

N. Y.

(106) Capital Film Service
224 Abbott Rd., East Lansing, Mich.

(107) Capitol Records, Inc.

1750 Vine, Hollywood 28, Cal.

(108) Carousel Films, Inc.
1501 Broadway, New York 36, N. Y.

(109) Carr Plastics Corp.,
3030 Euclid Ave., Cleveland 15, Ohio

(110) Carron Mfg. Co.,
1308 Elston Ave., Chicago 22, III.

(111) Carter Products Co.
P. O. Box 1924, Columbus 16, Ohio

(112) Cassyd, Syd
917 S. Tremaine, Los Angeles 19, Cal.

(113) Cathedral Films
2321 W. Alameda, Burbank, Calif.

(114) C-B Educational Films
690 Market St., San Francisco, Calif.

(115) Cenco Educational Films, div. of
Cenco Instruments Corp.
1700 Irving Park Rd., Chicago 13, 111.

(116) Central Scientific, div. of Cenco
Instruments Corp.
1700 Irving Park Rd., Chicago 13, 111.

(117) Chapel Films
Div. of McMurray Audio Electronics,

Inc. Box 179, Culver City, Calif.

(118) Chartmasters, Inc.

1020 N. Rush Street, Chicago, 111.

(119) Chart-Pak, Inc.

1 River Road, Leeds, Mass.

(120) Chester Research & Develop-
ment Corp.
Chester, Conn.

(121) Chilton Company, Book Div.
56th and Chestnut Sts., Philadelphia

39, Pa.

(122) Christian Education Press, The
Schaff Building, 1505 Race St.,

Philadelphia 2, Pa.

(123) Church of the Brethren
General Offices, Audio-Visual Educ.

Dept., Elgin, 111.

(124) Churchill-Wexler Film Produc-
tions

801 N. Seward St., Los Angeles 38,

Calif.

(125) Cinema Engineering
1100 Chestnut St., Burbank, Calif.

(126) Cinema Research Corp.
716 N. La Brea Ave., Hollywood 38,

Cal.

(127) Clevite Electronic Components
232 Forbes Road, Bedford, Ohio

(128) Coffey, Jack C, Co., Inc.

710 17th St., North Chicago, 111.

(129) George W. Colburn Laboratory,
Inc.

164 North Wacker Drive, Chicago 6,

111.

(130) Collins Radio Co.
Cedar Rapids, Iowa

(131) Colonial Films
71 Walton St., NW, Atlanta 3, Ga.

(132) Colonial Plastics

W. Grace St., Richmond, Va.

(133) Colonial Williamsburg, Inc.

Box 516, Williamsburg, Va.

(134) Colosseum Records, Inc.

Oakwood Dr., R.R. 3, Norwalk,
Conn.

(135) Columbia Records, Inc.

799 7th Ave., New York, N. Y.

(136) Columbia Sign Maker Co.
Columbia, Pa.

(137) Comma
4715 S. Normandie Ave., Los Angeles

37, Calif.

(138) Commercial Picture Equipment,
Inc.

5137 N. Broadway, Chicago 40, 111.

(139) Commtmity Engineering Corp.
P.O. Box 824, State College, Pa.

(140) Compco Corp., The
1800 N. Spaulding Ave., Chicago 47,

111.

(141) Comprehensive Service Corpora-
tion
245 W. 55th St., New York 19, N. Y.

(142) Computer Measure Co., div. of
Pacific Indus. Corp.
12970 Bradley Ave., Sylmar, Cal.

6. cleaning, protecting (44) (60) (64)
(102) (106) (113) (142) (144) (171)

(218) (259) (266) (272) (376) (408)
(411) (438) (444) (545) (571) (577)

7. rehabilitation (44) (60) (102) (126)
(144) (218) (266) (376) (408) (411)

(438) (545) (571) (577)

8. magnetic striping (60) (71) (102)

(184) (243) (317) (509) (528) (551)

(571) (577)

9. preserving new prints (102) (106)

(144) (171) (218) (376) (408) (411)

(438) (444) (531) (545) (571) (577)

10. mounting (17j (64) (67) (102)

(106) (113) (129) (144) (184) (243)

(272) (408) (411) (438) (442) (509)
(571) (577)

11. booking and shipping (3) (17)

(41) (64) (144) (243) (272) (285)

(438) (509) (545) (577) (582)

12. stock footage (64) (106) (509)

(577) (582)

13. duplicating slides, strips, stereo,
tapes (641 (67) (95) (106) (113)

(129) (144) (176) (184) (221) (267)

(338) (339) (344) (354) (442) (474)

(490) (509) (556) (558) (577)

14. record manufacture (106) (113)

(188) (289) (435) (475) (509) (537)

(571)

15. optical effects, animation (97)

(113) (285)

16. tape to film or record (524)

D PROJECTORS—Motion
Picture

1. sound, 16mm, optical (44) (61)

(71) (86) (103) (116) (123) (141)

(184) (224) (251) (259) (384) (435)

(444) (472) (474) (511) (536) (552)

(577) (581)

2. sound, 16mm (magnetic, stop-mo-
tion, speed, football, etc., analysis)

(61) (71) (86) (103) (184) (224)

(384) (407) (435) (472) (526) (551)

3. television (103) (178) (184) (202)

(240) (246) (435) (511)

4. sound, 35mm (103) (246) (472)

(554) (575) (581)

5. silent, 16mm (71) (103) (116)

(184) (224) (301) (315) (384) (413)

(474) (526) (552) (581)

6. silent, 8mm (9) (10) (35) (71)

(93) (163) (184) (224) (301) (384)

(511) (552) (581)

7. carbon arc, 16mm (103) (184)

(384) (435) (472) (552)

8. special purpose (71) (99) (103)

(259) (274) (413) (444) (472) (486)

(511) (536)

9. self-contained cabinet projector
(99) (103) (230) (259) (444) (458)

(486) (531) (536) (580)

10. 8mm, sound (6) (184) (209) (407)

E PROJECTORS—Automatic
repetitive •

1. motion picture, sound (.99) (103)

(141) (246) (259) (444) (511) (531)

(552) (577)

2. motion picture, silent (103) (316)

(444) (511) (526) (531) (552)

3. filmstrip, silent (33) (97) (103)

(444) (474) (536) (552) (554) (570)

(577)
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(143) Concord Electronics Corp.,

809 Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywood 28,

Calif.

(144) Consolidated Film Industries

959 Seward St., Hollywood 38, Cal.

(145) Contemporary Films, Inc.

267 W. 25th St., New York 1, N. Y.

(146) Cooperative League of the U.S.A.

343 S. Dearborn St., Chicago 4, 111.

(147) Copease Corp.
20 Fremont St., San Francisco, Calif.

(148) Cormac Pliotocopy Corp.
80 Fifth Ave., New York 11, N. Y.

(149) Coronet Films, Inc.

65 E. South Water St., Chicago 1, 111.

(150) Cousino Electronics Corp.
2325 Madison Ave., Toledo 2, Ohio

(151) Creative Associates, Inc.

690 Dudley St., Boston 25, Mass.

(152) Crosby Electronics, Inc.

135 Eileen Way, Syosset, Long
Island, N. Y.

(153) Crowell, Thomas ¥., Company
432 Park Ave., South, New York 16,

N. Y.

154) Cultural History Research, Inc.

Harrison 1, N. Y.

(155) Curriculum Materials Center
5128 Venice Blvd., Los Angeles 19,

Cal.

(156) Curriculum Materials Corp.
14 Glenwood Ave., Raleigh, N. C.

<157) Cushman & Dennison Mfg. Co.,

Inc.

730 Garden St., Carlstadt, N. J.

(158) Dage Television Division
Thompson, Ramo, Wooldridge, West

10th St., Michigan City, Ind.

(159) Da-Lite Screen Co., Audio Visual
Div.
Warsaw, Ind.

:160) Oalto Electronics Corporation
38 Oak St., Norwood, N. J.

161) Davis Productions
Gary, 111.

162) Daystrom, Incorporated, Weston
Instruments Div.
614 Frelinghuysen Ave., Newark,

N. J.

163) Dejur-Amsco Corp.
4501 Northern Blvd., Long Island

City 1, N. Y.

164) Delta Film Productions, Inc.

7238 W. Tuohy Ave., Chicago 48, 111.

165) Denoyer-Geppert Co.
5235 Ravenswood Ave., Chicago 40,

111.

166) Deslu of America, Inc.
P. O. Box 6185, Bridgeport 6, Conn.

167) Deusing, Murl, Film Productions
5325 W. Van Beck Ave., Milwaukee

19, Wise.

168) A. B. Dick Co.
5700 W. Touhy Ave., Chicago 31, lU.

I) Disney, Walt, Productions —
16mm Film Division
500 South Buena Vista, Burbank,

Cal.

(170) Robert Disraeli Films
P.O. Box 343, Cooper Sta., New York

3, N. Y.

(171) Distributor's Group, Inc., The
204 14th St., N.W., Atlanta 13, Ga.

(172) Dr. Douglass Productions
527 N. Cienega Blvd., Los Angeles 48,

Cal.

(173) Documat, Inc.

75 E. 55th St., New York 22, N. Y.

(174) Dowling, Pat, Pictures
1056 S. Robertson Blvd., Los Angeles

35, Cal.

(175) Luther O. Draper Shade Co.
Spiceland, Ind.

(176) Drewry Photo Color Corp.
550 W. Colorado St., Glendale 4, Cal.

(177) Du Kane Corporation
St. Charles, 111.

(178) Du Mont, Allen B., Laboratories
Indust. TV Sales Dept., 750 Bloom-

field Ave., Clifton, N. J.

(179) Duncan, William Ireland, Films
Western College, Oxford, Ohio

(180) E. L duPont de Nemours & Co.,

Inc., Fabrics Div.
Wilmington 98, Del.

(181) Du Quaine Lectern Mfg. Co.
Kewaunee, Wise.

(182) Duracote Corp.
350 N. Diamond St., Ravenna, Ohio

(183) Dyna-Slide Co.
600 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 5, 111.

(184) Eastman Kodak Company
343 State St., Rochester 4, N. Y.

(185) Eaton Scientific Corp.
119 S. Rosemead Blvd., Pasadena,

Cal.

(186) Edmund Scientific Co.
101 E. Gloucester Pike, Barrington,
N. J.

(187) Ednalite Optical Co.
200 N. Water St., Peekskill. N. Y.

(188) Educational Audio-Visual, Inc.

29 Marble Ave., Pleasantville, N. Y.

(189) Educational Developmental Lab-
oratories, Inc.

75 Prospect St., Huntington. N. Y.

(190) Educational Film Enterprises,
Inc.

500 N. Wilcox Ave., Los Angeles 4,

Calif.

(191) Educational Film Library Ass'n
250 W. 57th St., R. 2230, New York

19, N. Y.

(192) Educational Films
690 Market St., San Francisco, Calif.

(193) Educational & Recreational
Guides, Inc.

10 Brainerd Rd., Summit, N. J.

(194) Educational Television Aids,
111 Hampton Rd.. Williamsport, Md.

(195) Educators Progress Service
Randolph, Wise.

(196) Educo, Inc.
Box 86, Ojai, Calif.

4. filmstrip, sound (74) (103) (156)

(313) (444) (474) (536) (552) (554)
(577)

5. slides, silent (4) (7) (35) (66)

(67) (97) (103) (184) (186) (211)
(224) (235) (236) (259) (313) (316)
(442) (444) (474) (477) (498) (513)
(516) (517) (519) (552) (554) (570)
(577)

6. slides, sound (31) (67) (103) (105)
(259) (313) (444) (477) (513) (552)
(554) (577)

7. magazines, mandrel (518)

F SPECIAL DEVICES

1. tachistoscopic (33) (54) (103)
(189) (251) (302) (315) (320) (413)
(486) (553) (554)

2. reading training devices (54) (75)
(114) (156) (189) (192) (211) (274)
(293) (302) (315) (359) (413) (427)
(430) (486) (519) (551)

3. audiometers (12) (73) (537)

4. sight test equipment (66) (225)
(302) (315) (406)

5. lie detectors (315)

6. voice devices (12) (189) (315)
(359) (365) (537)

7. timers, testers, meters (31) (33)
(297) (578)

G PROJECTORS—Still

1. filmstrip, silent (9) (49) (71) (101)
(103) (105) (116) (123) (141) (155)
(156) (177) (184) (186) (188) (251)
(261) (302) (321) (362) (444) (474)
(485) (536) (554) (570) (577)

2. filmstrip, sound (44) (49) (103)
(105) (116) (141) (155) (156) (177)
(251) (313) (344) (346) (444) (474)
(536) (554) (577)

3. slides, silent (3) (6) (7) (10) (35)
(49) (66) (71) (74) (93) (97) (101)
(103) (105) (116) (123) (141) (156)
(184) (188) (236) (251) (259) (261)
(301) (302) (313) (321) (362) (363)
(382) (416) (442) (474) (477) (485)
(498) (554) (562) (570) (577) (581)

4. slides, sound (3) (6) (49) (74)
(103) (105) (259) (313) (477) (554)
(577) (581)

5. slides, SVi x 4 (21) (66) (103)
(116) (235) (302) (362) (363) (444)
(474) (498) (516) (517) (570) (577)

6. overhead transparencies (21) (74)
c84) (96) (103) (116) (237) (302)
(321) (363) (428) (474) (512) (570)
(577)

7. opaque (21) (66) (74) (103) (116)
(186) (188) (444) (481) (512) (570)
(577)

8. micro (and adapters) (66) (77)
(103) (116) (203) (262) (298) (302)
(321) (441) (570)

9. stereo (140) (477) (577)

10. microfilm, readers, copiers (54)
(103) (173) (184) (211) (237) (261)
(315) (363) (427) (512) (519) (536)
(554)

11. filmdisc (117) (460)

12. previewers (261)

13. battery powered

14. meter projector
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(197) Edwal ScientUlc Products Corp.

470 W. 111th St., Chicago 28, 111.

(198) Edwards Co., Inc., Educational

Equipment Div.

90 Conn Ave., Norwalk, Conn.

(199) Eico
33-00 Northern Blvd., Long Island

City 1, N. Y.

(200) Electro-Chemical Products Corp.

89 Walnut St., Montclair, N. J.

(201) Electro-Voice, Inc.

425 Carroll St., Buchanan, Mich.

(202) Electron Corp.

P. O. Box 5570, Dallas. Texas

(203) Elgeet Optical Co.

Rochester, N. Y.

(204) Emde Products, Inc.

2040 Stoner Ave., Los Angeles 25,

Calif.

(205) Encyclopaedia Brittanica Films,

Inc.

1150 Wilmette Ave., Wilmette, 111.

(206) Enrichment Teaching Materials

20 East 8th St., New York 1, N. Y.

(207) Ercona Camera Corp.
16 W. 46 St., New York 36, N. Y.

(208) Eye Gate House, Inc.

146-01 Archer Ave., Jamaica 35, N. Y.

(209) Fairchiid Camera and Instru-

ment Co.
Industrial Products Division

5 Aerial Way, Syosset, L. I., N. Y.

(210) Family Films
5823 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood

38, Cal.

(211) Federal Mfg. & Engineering
Corp., Television Specialty Co., Inc.

Division
1055 Stewart Ave., Garden City,

N. Y.

(212) Fiberbilt Case Co.
40 W. 17th St., New York 11, N. Y.

(213) Fidelitone, Incorporated
6415 Ravenswood Ave., Chicago 26,

111.

(214) Film Associates of California
11014 Santa Monica Blvd., Los An-

geles 25, Cal.

(215) Film Classics Exchange
1977 S. Vermont Ave., Los Angeles

7, Calif.

(216) Film Research Company
Star Route, Onamia, Minn.

(217) Filmack Studios
1327 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago 5, 111.

(218) FilmKare Products Company
446 W. 43rd St., New York 36, N. Y.

(219) Filmscope, Inc.

Box 397, Sierra Madre. Cal.

(220) Filmstrip House
432 Park Ave., S., New York 16,

N. Y.

(221) Filmstrip & Slide Laboratory
292 Merton St., Toronto 7. Ont., Can.

(222) Fisher Radio Corp.
21-21 44th Dr., Long Island City 1,

N. Y.

(223) Fleetwood Furniture Co.
Zeeland, Mich.

(224) Florman & Babb, Inc.

68 W. 45th St., New York 36, N. Y.

(225) Foringer & Co., Inc.

312 Maple Dr., Rockville, Md.

(226) Forse Mfg. Co.
2347 Sullivan Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

(227) Fototype. Inc.

1416 W. Roscoe St., Chicago 13, 111.

(228) Frazier, Incorporated
2649 Brenner Drive—P. O. Box 13302,

Dallas 20, Texas

(229) Frendal Productions
741 N. Heliotrope Dr., Hollywood

29. Cal.

(230) Friddell Mfg. Co.
P.O. Box 721, Galveston, Texas

(231) Gates Radio Company
Quincy, 111.

(232) G C Electronics Co., Amer.
Microphone Mfg. Co. Div.
400 S. Wyman St.. Rockford, 111.

(233) Geiss-America, Inc.

6424 N. Western Ave., Chicago 25,

111.

(234) H. E. Geist Co.
8624 Lorain Ave., Cleveland 2, Ohio

(235) Genarco, Inc.

9704 Sutphin Blvd., Jamaica 35, N. Y.

(236) General Aniline & Film Corp.
Ansco Div., 40 Charles St. , Bing-
hampton, N. Y.

(237) General Aniline & Film Corp.,
Ozalid Div.
Johnson City, N. Y.

(238) General Atronics Corp.
Baia Cynwood, Pa.

(239) General Dynamics/Electronics,
Commercial Products Div.
1400 N, Goodman St., Rochester 3,

N. Y.

(240) General Electric Co. — Comm.
Prod. Dept.
Mountain View Rd., Lynchburg, Va.

(241) General Electric Co., Photo
Lamp Dept.
Nela Park, Cleveland 12. Ohio

(242) General Electronic Control, Inc.

8001 Bloomington Freeway, Minne-
apolis 20, Minn.

(243) General Film Laboratories
1546 W. Argyle Ave. Hollywood 28,

Cal.

(244) General Industries Co.
Elyria, Ohio

(245) General Magnetics & Electronics,
Inc.

134-09 36th Rd., Flushing 54, N. Y.

(246) General Precision, Inc., GPL
Division
63 Bedford Rd., Pleasantville. N. Y.

(247) General Techniques, Inc.

1270 Broadway, New York 1, N. Y.

(248) Giantview Television Network
901 Livernois St., Ferndale 20, Mich.

(249) Goldberg Bros.
Box 5345, 3535 Larimer St., Denver,

Colo.

H PROJECTION
ACCESSORIES

1. lamps (9) (67) (71) (77) (103)

(141) (184) (186) (224) (241) (259)

(286) (302) (363) (384) (433) (444)

(472) (474) (498) (504) (512) (517)

(551) (552) (553) (554) (562) (.570)

(573)

2. carbons (71) (103) (286)

(3701 (383) (472) (552)

3. lenses (67) (71) (96) (103)

(184) (186) (203) (236) (251)

(384) (444) (472) (481) (512)

(551) (552) (554) (570)

4. pointers (71) (84) 103) (116)

(187) (344) (444) (476) (481)

(553)

5. oil (71) (103) (141) (184)

(444)

6. voltage regulators, invertors
(71) (103) (141) (316) (552)

7. polarized glasses for 3D
(512) (517)

8. slide changers, trays (235)

9. slide editors

10. belts (287) (429)

(306)

(141)

(259)

(5171

(186)

(512)

(224)

(25)

(103)

(236)

I PROJECTION STANDS, etc.

1. folding (97) (103) (128) (141i

(2241 (253) (2591 (280) (300) (424i

(444) (456) (472) (477) (512)

2. wheeled (5) (84) (97) (103) (128)

(138) (141) (150) (166) (223) (253)

(259) (280) (300) (302) (353) (360i

(363) (390) (424) (472) (481) (512)

(516) (552) (553) (570) (580)

3. including storage cabinet (103)

(128) (166) (223) (259) (280) (390

i

(444) (472) (563) (580)

4. equipment transport carts (77)

(103) (128) (150) (223) (253) (259)

(280) (3001 (360) i390) (444) (563i

J FILM CARE
1. reels (69) (71) (93) (102)

(106) (113) (140) (141) (184)

(224) (243) (249) (259) (265)

(280) (316) (340) (375) (384)

(411) (444) (472) (483) (545)

(553) (577) (581)

2. cans (69) (71) (93) (102)

(106) (113) (128) (140) (141)

(218) (224) (243) (249) (259)

(266) (280) (316) (340) (375)

(390) (411) (444> (452) (472)

(552) (553) (577) (581)

3. shipping cases (102) (103)

(113) (141) (212) (218) (224)

(249) (259) (265) (280) (375)

(390) (411) (444) (472) (545)

(577)

4. inspection machines (103)

(224) (259) (265) (280) (390)

(472)

5. inspection tables (103) (104)

(224) (259) (265) (280) (390)

6. cleaning machines (103)

(142) (200) (218) (224) (259)

(280) (327) (390) (444) (472)

7. cleaning materials (26) (69)

(141) (171) (180) (184) (197)

(218) (259) (265) (280) (352)

(390) (411) (444) (472) (545)

8. ink. crayon (103) (224) (265)

(390) (472) (522)

(103)

(218)

(266)

(390)

(552)

(103)

(184)

(265)

(384)

(545)

(loe

(243)

(384)

(553):

(141)

(410)

(141)

(472)

(141)

(265)

(103)

(200)

(375)

(375>
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(250) Golden Records
630 5th Ave.. New York 22, N. Y.

(251) Graflex, Inc.

3750 Monroe Ave., Rochester 3, N. Y.

(252) Groller Society, Inc.

575 Lexington Ave., New York 22,

N. Y.

(253) Gruber Products Co.
2223 Albion St., Toledo 6, Ohio

(254) Hamilton Electronics Corp.
2726 W. Pratt Ave.. Chicago 45, 111.

(255) Hamilton Mfg. Co.
Two Rivers, Wise.

(256) Handel Film Corporation
6926 Melrose Ave.. Hollywood 38,

Cal.

(257) Harper & Brothers
49 E. 33rd St., New York 16, N. Y.

(258) Harvest Films
90 Riverside Drive, New York 24,

N. Y.

(259) Harwald Co., Inc., The
1245 Chicago Ave., Evanston, 111.

(260) Heirloom Records
Brookhaven, N. Y.

(261) K. Heitz Import Co.
480 Lexington Ave., New York 17,

N. Y.

(262) Herrick Micro-Projector
2426 Holmes St., Kansas City 8, Mo.

(263) Hoffman Electronics Corp.
3761 S. Hill St., Los Angeles 54,

Calif.

(264) Holes-Webway Co., The
St. Cloud, Minn.

(265) Hollywood Film Company
956 N. Seward St., Hollywood 38,

Cal.

(266) Hollywood Film Enterprises, Inc.

6060 Sunset Blvd.. Hollywood 28,

Calif.

(267) Frank Holmes Laboratories, Inc.

1947 First St., San Fernando, Calif.

(268) Holt, Henry, and Company, Inc.
College Dept.. 383 Madison Ave.,
New York 17, N. Y.

(269) Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc.
383 Madison Ave., New York 17,

N. Y.

(270) Hudson Photographic Industries,
Inc.

Irvington-on-Hudson, N. Y.

(271) Hunter Douglas Division,
Bridgeport Brass Co.
405 Lexington Ave., New York 17,

N. Y.

(272) Ideal Pictures Corp.
58 E. South Water St., Chicago 1,

111.

(273) Impco, Inc.

1050 Boulevard, New Milford. N. J.

(274) Impcomation, Inc.
P. O. Box 578. Tuxedo, N. Y.

(275) Indiana University
Audio Visual Center, Bloomington.

Ind.

(276) Instructo Products Co.
1635 N. .55. Philadelphia 31. Pa.

(277) Instructomatic, Inc.
8300 Fenkell Ave., Detroit 38. Mich.

(278) International Communications
Foundation
9033 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills,

Cal.

(279) International Electronics Corp.
81 Spring St., New York 12, N. Y.

(280) International Film Bureau, Inc.

57 E. Jackson Blvd., Chicago 4, 111.

(281) Internationa] Radio & Electrs.
Corp.
P. O. Box 261, Elkhart, Ind.

(282) International Tel. & Tel. Corp.
Industrial Prod. Div., 15191 Bledsoe

St., San Fernando, Calif.

(283) Iverson-Ford Associates
175 Fifth Ave., New York 10, N. Y.

(284) Jaconda Mfg. Co., Instructo
Products Co. Div.
1635 N. 55th St., Philadelphia 31, Pa.

(285) The Jam Handy Organization
2821 E. Grand Blvd., Detroit 11,

Mich.

(286) Janson Industries, The
2802 Harrison Ave., N.W., Box 985,

Canton 9, Ohio

(S87) Jatco Industries, Inc.

7315 N. Ridgeway Ave., Skokie, 111.

(288) Jentzen-Miller Company
585 Stephenson Highway, Troy,
Mich.

(289) Jeri Productions
3212 Glendale Blvd., Los Angeles 39,

Calif.

(290) Jerrold Electronics Corp.
15th and Lehigh Ave., Philadelphia

32, Pa.

(291) J-M Developments, Inc.

116 W. 29th St., New York, N. Y.

(292) Johnson & Johnson
New Brunswick, N. J.

(293) A. B. Jordan
5811 Riverview Blvd., St. Louis 15,

Mo.

(294) Journal Films
909 W. Diversey Pkwy., Chicago 14,

111.

(295) Judy Company
310 N. 2nd St., Minneapolis 1, Minn.

(296) The Kalart Company
Plainville. Conn.

(297) Kayden Records
12240 Ventura Blvd., Studio City,

Calif.

(298) Ken-A-Vision Manufacturing Co.
6250 Raytown Rd., Raytown, Mo.

(299) Kenmore Sales Company
Industrial Park, Lowell, Mass.

(300) Ken-Rol-It Products
810 Madison Ave., Toledo 2, Ohio

(301) Keystone Camera Co.
151 Hallet St., Boston 24, Mass.

(302) Keystone View Co.
Meadville. Pa.

(303) Kimberly International, Ltd.
1650 Broadway, Suite 207, New York

19, N. Y.

9. storage cabinets i83i (93) (103)

(128) (141) (259) (265) (280) (375)
(390) (469) (472) (563)

10. booking forms, files, record sys-

tems (280) (390) (558)

11. film editor (62) (97i (103) (104)

(140) (141) (184) (203) (224) (259)

(265) (270) (296) (340) (375) (378)

(390) (472) (5.52) (553) (575)

12. splicers I62) (69) (71) (97) (103)

(140) (141) (142) (184) (224) ((259)

(265) (270) (296) (304) (340) (375)

(384) (390) (426) (455) (472) (526)

(552) (571)

13. film cement (62) (69) (71) (103)
(106) (140) (141) (184) (224) (236)

(259) (265) (296) (340) (352) (375)

(384) (390) (472) (552)

14. labels (140) (218) (265) (314)

(363) (375) (390) (472) (490) (545)

15. cleaning cloth (141) (156) (171)

(265) (352) (375) (390) (472)

16. racks (141) (224) (259) (265) (375)
(390) (469) (472)

17. gloves (69) (103) (141) (184) (218)

(224) (265) (375) (390) (472) (545)

18. rewinds, flanges (62) (296) (340)

19. distribution and inspection serv-
ices (272) (411)

20. printed leader (144)

K STILL AND POSTER
ACCESSORIES

1. filmstrip containers (93) (141)

(188) (280) (344) (375) (390) (450)

(558) (581)

2. previewers (slide, strips, stereo)
(93) (105) (113) (184) (188) (280)

(444) (485) (554)

3. slide editor, assembler (97) (184)

(234) (562)

4. slide making materials (74) (84)

(93) (97) (98) (184) (204) (251)

(261) (302) (363) (436) (562)

5. transparency materials (74) (84)

(109) (147) (237) (261) (324) (344)

(363) (466) (512) (554) (566)

6. opaque mounting materials (466)

(512)

7. "lifting" materials (363) (466)
(512)

8. colors, shading (512) (566)

9. lettering (91) (136) (227) (237)

(264) (297) (344) (445) (490) (493)
(512)

10. storage cabinets (stills) (83) (93)
(128) (141) (188) (223) (380) (390)

L SCREENS
1. portable roller (56) (93) (97)

(103) (116) (159) (175) (184) (211)
(224) (259) (316) (384) (434) (440)
(444) (472) (492) (519) (570) (577)

2. permanently mounted, large (93)

(103) (141) (159) (175) (211) (224)
(363) (397) (434) (444) (472) (486)

(492) (512) (517) (519) (577)

3. electric roller (103) (141) (159)
1224) (434) (444) (472) (577)

4. solid sheet (103) (159) (326)
(397) (434) (472) (492) (577)

5. rear projection (103) (138) (159)
(186) (211) (224) (259) (288) (344)
(363) (397) (416) (420) (444) (472)
(486) (492) (496) (512) (516) (517)
(518) (519) (529) (570) (577) (580)
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(304) Kinevox
1646 18th St., Santa Monica, Calif.

<303) Kin-Tel, Inc.

5712 Kearny Villa Rd., San Diego 12,

Cal.

(306) Kliegrl Bros.
321 W. 50th St., New York 19, N. Y.

(307) Knowledge Builders
Visual Education BIdg., Floral Park,

N. Y.

(308) Koh-I-Noor Pencil Co., Inc.

North Street, Bloomsbury, N. J.

(309) Konica Camera Co.
76 W. Chelten Ave., Philadelphia 44,

Pa.

(310) Koss, Inc.

2227 N. 31st St., Milwaukee 8, Wise.

(311) Kwik Copy Co.
608 S. Dearborn St., Chicago 5, 111.

(312) Labcraft International Corp.
4019 Prospect Ave., Cleveland, Ohio

(313) LaBelle Industries, Inc.

510 S. Worthington St., Oconomowoc,
Wise.

(314) Labelon Tape Co., Inc.

450 Atlantic Ave., Rochester 9, N. Y.

(315) Lafayette Instrument Co.
N. 26th St. and 52 By-Pass, Lafay-

ette, Ind.

(316) Lafayette Radio Elect. Co.
165-08 Liberty Ave., Jamaica 33,

N. Y.

(317) Lakeside Laboratory
Box 2408, Gary 5, Ind.

(318) Langua-Lab., Inc.

167 Chestnut St., Albany 10, N. Y.

(319) La Pine Scientific Company
6001 S. Knox Ave., Chicago 29, 111.

(320) Learning Througli Seeing
P. O. Box 368, Sunland, Calif.

(321) E. Leitz, Inc.

468 Park Ave. South, New York 16,

N. Y.

(322) Levene, Carol, Productions
2011 Broadway, San Francisco 15,

Cal.

(323) Levolor Lorentzen, Inc.

391 W. Broadway, New York 12, N.Y.

(324) Lewis Artist Supply Company
6408 Woodward Ave., Detroit 2,

Mich.

(325) Libraphone, Inc.

10 E. 44th St., New York 17, N. Y.

(326) Lightmaster Screen Co.
12270 Montague St., Pacoima, Calif.

(327) Lindau Film Cleaner Company
P. O. Box 483, Lake Forest, 111.

(328) Ling-Altec Electronics, Inc.,

Electron Corp.
P. O. Box 5570, Dallas, Texas

(329) Linguaphone Institute of Amer-
ica

30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20,

N. Y.

(330) Long Filmside Service
7505 Fairmount Ave., El Cerrito, Cal.

(331) Lufthansa German Airlines
410 Park Ave., New York, N. Y.

(332) L-W-G-Productions
P. O. Box 78252, Los Angeles 16,

Cal.

(333) Mackin Venetian Blind Co.
300 W. 6th St., Momence, 111.

(334) Macmillan Company, The
Advertising Department, 60 Fifth

Ave., New York 11, N. Y.

(335) Magnasync Corporation
5546 Satsuma, North Hollywood. Cal.

(336) Magna-Tech Electronic Co., Inc.
630 9th Ave., New York, N. Y.

(337) Magnetic Recording Industries
126 Fifth Ave., New York 11, N. Y.

(338) Magnetic Tape Duplicators
7925 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood

46, Cal.

(339) Manhattan Color Laboratory
210 W. 65th St., New York 23, N. Y.

(340) Mansfield Industries, Inc.

1227 W. Loyola Ave., Chicago 26,

111.

(341) Marsh Stencil Co.
707 East "B" St., Belleville, 111.

(342) M. H. Martin Co.
1118 Lincoln Way East, Massilon,
Ohio

(343) Master Addresser Company
6500 W. Lake St., Minneapolis 26,

Minn.

(344) Mayer Studios, Inc., Charles
130 W. Bowery, Akron 8, Ohio

(345) McAIister, J. C, Inc.

1117 N. McCadden PL, Hollywood 38,

Cal.

(346) McClure Projectors, Inc.

1122 Central Ave., Wilmette, 111.

(347) McGraw-Hill Book Co.
College Adv. Dept.. 330 W. 42nd St.,

New York 36, N. Y.

(348) McGraw-Hill Text-Films
330 W .42nd St., New York 36, N. Y.

(349) Mecotape Teaching Systems
2000 Broadway, San Antonio, Texas

(350) Merchant, Robert C.
Box 594, West Lafayette, Ind.

(351) Mercury Record Corp.
35 E. Wacker Drive, Chicago 1, 111.

(352) Merix Chemical Co.
2234 E. 75th St., Chicago 49, 111.

(353) Merrill Lee Company
3049 East Grand Blvd., Detroit 2,

Mich.

(354) Meston's Travels, Inc.

3801 N. Piedras, El Paso, Texas

(355) Methodist Church, The—General
Board of Christian Social Concerns
100 Maryland Ave., N.E., Washington

2, D. C.

(356) Michigan Electronics, Inc.

1744 N. Damen Ave., Chicago 47, 111.

(357) Microtron Co., Inc.

145 E. Mineola Ave., Valley Stream,
L. I., N. Y.

(358) Midwestern Instruments, Inc.

P. O. Box 7186, Tulsa 18. Okla.

(103)

(184)

(472)

(116)

(302)

(492)

(138)

(444)

(103)

(434)

(315)

(492)

(577)

6. beaded (56) (84) (93) (97)

(116) (123) (141) (156) (159)
(186) (224) (434) (440) (444)
(485) (552) (570) (577)

7. matte (56) (84) (93) (103)

(138) (141) (159) (175) (224)
(363) (434) (440) (444) (472)
(512) (570) (577)

8. lenticular (56) (93) (103)
(141) (159) (259) (326) (434)
(472) (485) (570) (577)

9. wide-screen portable (93)

(138) (141) (1,59) (175) (224)
(472) (492) (517) (577)

10. shadowboxed (99) (103) (224)

11. perforated (103) (159) (472)

12. shipping cases (212) (472)

M BUILDING
CONDITIONING

1. blinds (97) (271) (323) (333) (5.50)

2. shades (175) (226) (418) (488)

3. drapes (97) (132) (180) (182) (226)
(286) (418) (488)

4. skylight control (175) (182) (323)

(418) (488)

5. acoustical treatment (182)

6. ventilation (271) (323

1

7. seating, furniture (68) (166)

8. stage lighting (211) (286) (306)

(519)

9. dimmers (211) (286) (306) (500)

(519)

10. spotlights (211) (286) (306) (498)

(513)

11. stage curtains, sets (132) (182)

(226) (286)

12. wiring

N NON-PROJECTED
VISUALS

1. chalk board (68) (116) (119) (255)

(273) (276) (284) (344) (476) (565)

2. tack and perforated, etc., board
(68) (166) (273) (274) (284) (344)

(401) (565)

3. flannel, felt board (118) (273)

(274) (276) (284) (295) (297) (344)

(399) (476) (560) (569)

4. flat pictures (53) (165) (185) (219)

(269) (278) (297) (302) (495) (509)

(569)

5. maps, globes (116) (155) (165i

(299) (398) (437) (542) (565) (570

i

6. models (116) (165) (188) (319)

(398) (495) (570)

7. realia, specimens (116) (165) (278)

(398) (570)

8. educational games (186) (188) (284)'

(476) (495) (558)

9. flocked letters, paper, etc. (118)

(273) (276) (284) (295) (344) (399)

(490) (493) (569)

10. magnetic boards (111) (344) (401)

11. projection equipment (2) (38) (39)

(79)

12. flags, trophies

13. cutters

14. adhesives

15. slide rules, charts (343)

16. telescopes, planetariums (478) (523:

17. microscopes (66)
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(359) Miles Reproducer Co.

812 Broadway, New York 3, N. Y.

(360) Miller Manufacturing Co.

3310 E. Roxboro Rd., N.E., Atlanta,

Ga.

(361) Minicord Corporation of Amer-
ica

1915 Atlantic Ave., Atlantic City,

N. J.

(362) Minneapolis-Honeywell Regula-
tor Company, Heiland Division

5200 E. Evans Ave., Denver 22. Colo.

(363) Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Corp.,

Grapliic Products Div.
900 Bus)i St., St. Paul 6, Minn.

(364) Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co.,

Magnetic Products Div.
900 Busli Ave., St. Paul 6, Minn.

(365) Miratel, Inc.

1st St. S. E. and Richardson, New
Brighton, St. Paul 12, Minn.

(366) Mitcliell Camera Corp.
666 W. Harvard St., Glendale, Calif.

(367) Mobile-Tronics
1703 Westover Rd., Morrisville, Pa.

(368) Modern Language Project
172 Newbury St., Boston 16, Mass.

(369) Moliawh: Business Machines
Corp.
944 Halsey St., Brooklyn 33, N. Y.

(370) Mole-Richardson Co.
937 N. Sycamore Ave., Hollywood

38, Calif.

(371) Monitor Language Laboratories,
Inc.

1818 M St NW, Washington 6, D. C.

(372) Monitor Recording, Inc.

413 W. 50th St., New York 19, N. Y.

(373) Moody Institute of Science
11428 Santa Monica Blvd., West Los
Angeles 25, Cal.

(374) M. O. Publishers
Box 406, State College, Pa,

(375) Motion Picture Enterprises, Inc.
Tarrytown 83, N. Y.

(376) Motion Picture Laboratories, Inc.
781 S. Main, Memphis, Tenn.

(377) Motorola, Inc.

4501 W. Augusta Blvd., Chicago 51.

111.

(378) Moviola Mfg. Co.
1451 Gordon St., Hollywood 28, Calif.

(379) M. P. Engineering Co.
Fairfield 3, Conn.

(380) Multiplex Display Fixture Co.
910 N. 10th St., St. Louis 1, Mo.

(381) Music Education Record Cor-
poration
P. O. Box 445, Englewood, N. J.

(382) Naren Industries, Inc.
2104-06 N. Orchard St., Chicago 14,

111.

(383) National Carbon Co., Div. of

Union Carbide Corp.
30 E. 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y.

384) National Cinema Service
71 Dey St., New York 7, N. Y.

(385) National Film Board of Canada
Canada House, 680 Fifth Ave., New
York 19, N. Y.

(386) National Forum, Inc.

407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago 5, 111.

(387) National Teaching Machines
Box 4016, El Paso, Texas

(388) Nesbit's

711 Columbia Rd., Colorado Springs,

Colo.

(389) Neubacher-Vetter Film Produc-
tions
10609 Bradbury Rd., Los Angeles 64,

Cal.

(390) Neumade Products Corporation
250 W. 57th St., New York 19, N. Y.

(391) New York University Press
32 Washington Place, New York 3,

N. Y.

(392) Newcomb Audio Products Co.
6824 Lexington Ave., Hollywood 38,

Cal.

(393) Nord Photocopy and Business
Equipment Corp.
300 Denton Ave., New Hyde Park,

L. I., N. Y.

(394) North American Philips Co.
230 Duffy Ave., Hicksville, N. Y.

(395) Northern Films
Box 98, Main Office Station, Seattle

11, Wash.

(396) Nuclear Products Co.
10173 E. Rush St., P. O. Box 649,

El Monte, Cal.

(397) Nu-Vu Industries
960 Ashfield, Pomono, Cal.

(398) A. J. Nystrom & Co.
3333 Elston Ave., Chicago 18, 111.

(399) Ohio Flock-Cote Co.
5713 Euclid Ave., Cleveland 3, Ohio

(400) O'Neill, L. E., & Associates, Inc.

P. O. Box 2238 Kettering Branch,
Dayton 29, Ohio

(401) Oravisual Co., Inc.

Box 11150, St. Petersburg 33, Fla.

(402) Orleans, Sam, & Associates
211 W. Cumberland Ave., Knoxville,
Tenn.

(403) Ottenheimer Publishers, Inc.

4805 Nelson Ave., Baltimore 15, Md.

(404) Pacific Instrument Corp.
940 N. Fairfax, Los Angeles 46, Cal.

(405) Packard-Bell Electronics Corp.
1920 S. Figueroa St., Los Angeles 7,

Calif.

(406) Paco Electronics Co.
70-31 84th St., Glendale 27, L. I.,

N. Y.

(407) Paillard Incorporated
100 Sixth Ave., New York 13, N. Y.

(408) Palmer, W. A., Films, Inc.

611 Howard St., San Francisco 5, Cal.

(409) Pathescope Educational Films,

Inc.

71 Weyman Ave., New Rochelle,
N. Y.

(410) Paulmar, Inc.

4444 W. Chicago Ave., Chicago 51,

111.

(411) Peerless Film Proceslng Corp.
165 W. 46th St., New York 36, N. Y.

O PRESENTATION
MATERIALS

1. easels (5) (36) (68) (76) (79) (119)

(136) (141) (194) (273) (276) (344)

(401) (444) (469)

2. paper for easels (5) (36) (39) (136)

(194) (276) (344) (469)

3. lectern (65) (138) (181) (223) (228)

(344) (401) (435) (473) (516) (517)

4. crayon, chalk, erasers (5) (68) (79)

(194) (273) (276) (344) (565)

5. felt-tipped pens (157) (341) (512)

(522) (583)

6. inks, transparent, opaque (79) (84)

(157) (184) (308) (341) (512) (522)

7. lettering aids (40) (91) (119) (136)

(227) (237) (264) (295) (308) (324)

(344) (445) (490) (493) (512) (547)

(583)

8. tapes, logos for charts (13) (39)

(40) (119) (314) (512)

9. mounting materials (22) (39) (111)

(184) (297) (324) (466) (494) (512)

10. copy process materials (40) (237)

(363) (512) (527)

11. fluorescents (78)

P COPYING PROCESSES
1. facsimile, Verifax, Thermofax (6)

(22) (94) (148) (168) (184) (221)

(311) (363) (393) (506) (554) (577)

2. transparency making (22) (67) (94)

(95) (176) (184) (221) (237) (311)

(344) (354) (362) (363) (466) (506)

(512) (527) (536) (554) (577)

3. microfilm (6) (173) (184) (221)

(344) (363) (512)

4. microcard (21) (184) (363)

5. diazo (67) (94) (221) (237) (344)

(363) (393) (512) (554)

Q DEMONSTRATION
EQUIPMENT

1. physics lab (116) (166) (183) (186)

(188) (203) (255) (319) (406) (500)

(512) (517) (542) (570)

2. chemistry lab (116) (166) (183)

(186) (203) (255) (319) (406) (512)

(517) (570)

3. biological science lab and museum
(66) (116) (165) (166) (183) (186)

(203) (255) (274) (316) (319) (406)

(512) (570)

4. general science room (116) (165)

(166) (183) (203) (223) (255) (315)

(316) (319) (406) (512) (570)

R RECORDERS—PLAYERS
1. record and transcription player

(10) (49) (52) (59) (65) (81) (110)

(123) (141) (155) (188) (239) (251)

(254) (316) (325) (337) (346) (367)

(379) (392) (412) (435) (444) (447)

(449) (453) (520) (537) (554) (561)

(564) (567) (584)

2. disc recorder (10) (81) (107) (328)

(337) (447) (520) (537)

3. tape recorder-player (reel) (10)

(14) (16) (28) (30) (31) (49) (52)

(72) (81) (97) (103) (123) (141)

(143) (155) (188) (199) (207) (223)

(245) (251) (261) (281) (303) (304)

(313) (316) (335) (337) (350) (358)

(361) (367) (371) (392) (394) (412)

(435) (443) (444) (448) (449) (451)
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(412) Pentron Corporation
777 S. Tripp Ave,, Chicago 24, III.

(413) Perceptual Development Labora-
tories

6767 Southwest Ave., St. Louis 17,

Mo.

(414) Personal Products Co.
Milltown, N. J.

(415) Philco Corporation, Government
& Industrial Div.
4702 Wissahickon Ave., Philadelphia

44, Pa.

(416) Picture Recording Co.
1395 W. Wisconsin Ave., Oconomo-
woc, Wise.

(417) Pictures for Business
1937 Holly Dr., Los Angeles 38, Cal.

(418) Plastic Products, Inc.

1822 E. Franklin St., Richmond 23,

Va.

(419) Poetry Records
475 Fifth Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

(420) Polacoat, Inc.

9750 Conklin Rd., Blue Ash, Ohio

(421) Polaroid Corp.
730 Main St., Cambridge 39, Mass.

(422) Post Pictures Corp.
171 East Post Rd., White Plains, N.Y.

(423) Precision Film Laboratories
21 W. 46th St., New York 36, N. Y.

(424) Premier Materials Co.
3717 N. Halsted St., Chicago 13, 111.

(425) Prentice-Hall, Inc.

College Dept., Englewood Cliffs,

N. J.

(426) Prestoseal Corp.
37-27 33rd St., Long Island City 1,

N. Y.

(427) Projected Books, Inc.

313 N. 1st St., Ann Arbor, Mich.

(428) Projection Optics Co., Inc.

271 11th Ave., East Orange, N. J.

(429) Projector Belt Co.
Whitewater, Wise.

(430) Psychotechnics, Inc.

105 W. Adams St., Chicago 3, 111.

(431) Quik-Set, Inc.

Skokie, 111.

(432) Racon Electric Co., Inc.
1261 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

(433) Radiant Lamp Corp.
300 Jeliff Ave., Newark 8, N. J.

(434) Radiant Mfg. Co.
8220 N. Austin, Morton Grove, 111.

(435) Radio Corporation of America
Educ. Serv. Bldg. 15-7, Camden 2,

N. J.

(436) Radio-Mat Slide Co.
222 Oakridge Blvd., Daytona Beach,

Fla.

(437) Rand-McNally & Co.
8255 N. Central Park, Skokie, 111.

(438) Rapid Film Teclmlque, Inc.
3702 27th St., Long Island City, N. J.

(439) Rauland-Borg Corp.
3535 W. Addison St., Chicago 18. 111.

(440) Raven Screen Corp.
124 E. 124th St., New York 35, N. Y.

(441) Rayoscope, The
358 N. Sandusky St., Delaware, Ohio

(442) Realist, Inc.

N93 W16288 Mecal Dr., Menominee
Falls, Wise.

(443) Recordio Corp.
721 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.

(444) Redfield, Robert H., Inc.
1020 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago 5, 111.

(445) Redikut Letter Co., The
185 N. Prairie Ave., Hawthorne, Cal.

(446) Reeves Soundcraft Corp.
Great Pasture Road, Danbury, Conn.

(447) Rek-O-Kut Co., Inc.
3819 108th St., Corona 68, N. Y.

(448) Revere Camera Co.
320 E. 21 St., Chicago 16, 111.

(449) Rheem-Califone Corp.
1020 N. LaBrea Ave., Hollywood 38,

Calif.

(450) Richard Mfg. Co.
P. O. Box 2041, Van Nuys, Calif.

(451) Roberts Electronics, Inc.

829 N. Highland Ave., Hollywood
38, Calif.

(452) Robins Industries Corp.
36-27 Prince St., Flushing 54, N. Y.

(453) Rockbar Corp.
Mamaroneck, N. Y.

(454) Ronald Press
15 E. 26th St., New York, N. Y.

(455) Rowe Line Corp.
5311 E. Beverly Blvd., Los Angeles

22, Cal.

(456) Safe-Lock Project-O-Stand
870 W. 25th St., Hialeah, Fla.

(457) Sandak, Inc.

4 E, 48th St., New York 17. N. Y.

(458) Sarasota Audio-Visual Corp.
P. O. Box 3637, Sarasota, Fla.

(459) Sarkes Tarzian, Inc.

East Hillside Drive, Bloomington,
Ind.

(460) Sawyers, Inc.

Box 490, Portland 7, Ore.

(461) Schnatz, Edwin
15566 Gulf Blvd., St. Petersburg 8,

Fla.

(462) Science Electronics, Inc.

195 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge
39, Mass.

(463) Screen News Digest
450 W. 56th St.. New York 19, N. Y.

(464) Scribe Distributors Co.
6949 W. North Ave., Oak Park, 111.

(465) Scripture Press
1825 College Ave., Wheaton, 111.

(466) Seal, Inc.

Shelton, Conn.

(467) Shakespeare Recording Society
461 Eighth Ave., New York 1, N. Y.

(468) Shure Brothers, Inc.

222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston. 111.

(464) (488) (490) (501) (506) (515)
(520) (536) (537) (540) (554) (555)
(561) (564) (581)

4. same, magazine, repeater (49i (72)
(81) (150) (242) (313) (316) (435)
(444) (520) (536) (537) (554) (555)

(581)

5. language lab equipment (lOi (23)

(29) (49) (50) (69) (72) (86) (120)
(150) (198) (223) (239) (245) (254)
(255) (277) (281) (316) (329) (335)
(337) (350) (357) (359) (367) (371)
(390) (392) (412) (435) (444) (449)
(464) (471) (479) (483) (515) (517)
(520) (537) (551) (554) (561) (576)
(581)

6. listening center (earphones) (49)

(52) (150) (155) (188) (198) (223)
(232) (254) (261) (310) (316) (350)
(367) (379) (392) (435) (444) (449)
(464) (520) (537) (554) (581)

7. tape (6) (10) (18) (29) (47) (49)
(69) (85) (107) (123) (135) (141)
(155) (184) (188) (196) (213) (259)
(261) (316) (350) (351) (364) (435)
(444) (446) (483) (490) (507) (515)
(532) (537)

8. tape index (10) (49) (259) (261)
(316) (390)

9. tape and record storage (10) (49)
(69) (83) (93) (128) (155) (188)

(223) (316) (390) (452) (537) (563)

(576) (581)

10. lightweight, battery-powered re-
corder players (10) (31) (49) (103)

(207) (233) (254) (261) (303) (316)

(356) (359) (361) (369) (404) (483)

(490) (537) (540)

11. dictating machines (18) (233) (261)

(303) (359) (361) (394) (404) (464)

(490) (540) (581)

12. message repeaters (10) (31) (369)

(416) (444) (537) (581)

13. hi-fi components (10) (72) (81)

(127) (152) (199) (207) (222) (232)

(239) (316) (357) (379) (392) (435)

(447) (453) (489) (537) (561)

14. stereo (10) (30) (49) (72) (81)

(107) (127) (135) (152) (155) (199)

(207) (222) (239) (281) (313) (316)

(351) (358) (379) (392) (394) (435)

(444) (447) (453) (501) (515) (537)

(561) (564) (581) (584)

15. turntables, arms, cartridges (10)

(69) (81) (127) (207) (232) (239)

(244) (316) (392) (435) (444) (447)

(471) (537) (561) (576)

16. speakers (10) (11) (28) (45) (49)

(52) (82) (127) (130) (152) (199)

(207) (222) (228) (239) (261) (316)

(392) (435) (444) (447) (453) (489) ,

(537) (543) (553) (576) (581) I

17. microphones (and stands) (10)

(11) (18) (19) (42) (45) (49) (69)'

(103) (127) (130) (155) (188) (201) ;

(207) (211) (232) (239) (261) (316)

(363) (392) (435) (444) (468) (471

1

(489) (490) (497) (501) (519) (520)

(537) (549) (553) (576)

18. amplifiers (10) (31) (61) (72) (81)

(127) (152) (199) (207) (211) (222)

(239) (254) (261) (281) (316) (363i

(392) (435) (439) (444) (447) (519)

(520) (537) (553) (561) (581)

19. tuners (10) (28) (52) (72) (81)'

(127) (152) (199) (207) (211) (222)

(239) (316) (392) (435) (439) (444)

(519) (537) (561) (563)

20. multiple tape copying (30) (70)i

(107) (281) (337) (350) (358) (483)1

(507) (537) (581)
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(469) Smith System Mtg. Co.

212 Ontario S.E., Minneapolis 14,

Minn.

(470) Society for Visual Education
1345 W. Diversey Pkwy., Chicago 14,

111.

(471) Sonotone Corporation
Electronic Applic. Div., Elmsford,

N. Y.

(472) S.O.S. Cinema Supply Corp.
602 W. 52nd, New York 19, N. Y.

(473) Soundcraft Systems
Petite Jean Mountain, Morrilton,

Ark.

(474) Southeastern Films
179 Spring St., N.W., Atlanta 3, Ga.

(475) Spanish Music Center, Inc.

127 W. 48th St., New York 36, N. Y.

(476) Spin-a-Test Co.
P.O. Box 38311, Los Angeles, Calif.

(477) Spindler & Sauppe, Inc.

2201 Beverly Blvd., Los Angeles 57,

Cal.

(478) Spitz Laboratories, Inc.

Yorklyn, Del.

(479) Spoken Arts, Inc.

95 Valley Rd., New Rochelle, N. Y.

(480) Spoken Word, Inc., The
10 E. 39th St., New York 16, N. Y.

(481) Squibb-Taylor, Inc.

1213 S. Akard, Dallas 2, Texas

(482) Stanbow Productions, Inc.

12 Cleveland St., Valhalla, N, Y.

(483) Stancil-Hoffman Corp.
921 N. Highland Ave., Hollywood 38,

Calif.

(484) Standard Camera Corporation
319 5th Ave., New York 16, N. Y.

(485) Standard Projector & Equip-
ment Co.
7106 Touhy Ave., Chicago 48, 111.

(486) Staples-Hoppman, Inc.

500 E. Monroe Ave., Alexandria, Va.

(487) Star Record Co.
243 W. 72nd St., New York 23, N. Y.

(488) Oliver C. Steele Mfg. Co.
Spiceland, Ind.

(489) Stephens Tru-Sonic, Inc.

8538 Warner Dr., Culver City, Calif.

(490) Sterling Color Slides, Walt
224 Haddon Road, Woodmere, Long

Island, N. Y.

(491) Sterlfaig Movies U.S.A., Inc.

375 Park Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

(492) Stewart-Trans-Lux Corp.
1111 W. Sepulveda Blvd., Torrance,

Cal.

(493) Stik-a-letter Co.
R. 2. Box 1400, Escondido, Cal.

(494) Stik-Tack Co.
165 Bridge St., Cambridge 41, Mass.

(495) Stratco Audiovisuals, Ltd.
P. O. Box 1883, Grand Central Sta-

tion, New York 17. N. Y.

(496) Strobel Vision
917 E. Meadow PI., Milwaukee 17,

Wise.

(497) Stromberg Carlson
Div. of General Dynamics Corp.
1400 N. Goodman St., Rochester 3,

N. Y.

(498) Strong Electric Corp., The
87 City Park Ave., Toledo 2, Ohio

(499) Stuart Reynolds Productions
195 S. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills,

Cal.

(500) Superior Electric Co., The
Bristol, Conn.

(501) Superscope, Inc.

8150 Vineland Ave., Sun Valley, Cal.

(502) Sutherland Educational Films
201 N. Occidental Blvd., Los Angeles

26, Cal.

(503) Switchcraft, Inc.

5555 N. Elston Ave., Chicago 30, 111.

(504) Sylvania Electric Products, Inc.

1740 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.

(505) Tabletopper Productions
P. O. Box 706, Carson City, Nev.

(506) Tandberg of America
8 Third Ave., Pelham, N. Y.

(507) Tapes for Teaching
A-V Center, Kent State Univ., Kent,
Ohio

(508) Teacher's Record Catalog, The
274 Madison Ave., New York 16, N.Y.

(509) Teaching Aids Service
31 Union Square, West, New York 3,

N. Y.

(510) Teaching Materials Corp.
Div. of Grolier, Inc.

575 Lexington Ave., New York 22,

N. Y.

(511) Technical Service, Inc.

31800 W. Eight Mile Rd., Farmington,
Mich.

(512) Tecnifax Corporation
195 Appleton St., Holyoke, Mass.

(513) Tel-A-Story, Inc.

523 Main St., Davenport, Iowa

(514) Telechrome Mfg. Corp.
28 Ranick Dr., Amityville, N. Y.

(515) Telectrosonic Corp.
35-16 37th St., Long Island City 1,

N. Y.

(516) Teleprompter Corp.
311 W. 43rd St., New York, N. Y.

(517) Telescript-C.S.P., Inc.

155 W. 72nd St., New York 23, N. Y.

(518) Television Associates, Inc.

E. Michigan St., Michigan City, Ind.

(519) Television Specialty Co., Inc.

A Division of Federal Mfg. & Engi-
neering Corp., 1055 Stewart Ave.,
Garden City, N. Y.

(520) Thompson Ramo Wooldridge,
Inc.

532 Sylvan Ave., Englewood Cliffs,

N. J.

(521) Time, Incorporated
Education Department, 9 Rocke-

feller Plaza, New York 20, N. Y.

(522) Time-Savhig Specialties

2922 Bryant Ave., South, Minneap-
olis, Minn.

21. bulk erase units (10) (31) (51)

(103) (125) (155) (232) (316) (357)

(452) (483) (520) (537)

22. shipping containers (10) (212)

(261) (344) (390) (537)

23. tape splicers (10) (29) (103) (150)

(155) (188) (213) (232) (270) (304)

(316) (452) (537) (581)

24. record cleaner (10) (141) (155)

(171) (200) (214) (232) (352) (396)

(452) (537)

25. synchronizers (184) (224) (247)

(354) (378) (390) (561) (581) (587)

26. recorder, 16mm film (69) (103)

(224) (291) (335) (336)

27. empty reels (6) (10) (20) (29) (47)

(103) (213) (364) (390) (452) (581)

28. editing, splicing tape (6) (10) (29)

(47) (51) (103) (155) (213) (224)

(270) (364) (452) (561) (581)

29. record filing systems (128) (188)
(259) (344) (390)

30. records (10) (34) (46) (90) (107)

(134) (135) (155) (196) (206) (219)

(250) (260) (289) (297) (325) (351)

(372) (381) (403) (409) (435) (467)

(475) (479) (480) (482) (487) (495)

(524) (568) (574) (576) (579) (584)

31. pre-recorded tapes (72) (151) (452)

(579)

32. tape cartridges (20) (72) (150)

33. recording discs (47)

34. stylii, needles (47)

35. mixer (561)

S RADIO
1. classroom receivers (52) (80) (155)

(379) (392) (406) (435) (444) (490)

(537) (587)

2. broadcast equipment (10) (125)

(231) (254) (316) (435) (490) (537)

3. public address (10) (48) (49) (81)

(181) (211) (239) (254) (316) (363)

(379) (392) (432) (435) (439) (444)

(519) (537)

4. intercom, sound distribution sys-
tems (10) (81) (93) (211) (239)

(254) (316) (432) (435) (439) (444)

(516) (519) (537)

5. electronic warning devices (81)

(316) (439) (537)

6. teaching kits (10) (155) (199)

(316) (406) (542) (570)

7. tubes, supplies (10) (27) (207) (211)

(279) (316) (435) (519) (537)

8. mock-ups (537)

9. power megaphones (10) (48) (103)
(254) (316) (537)

T TELEVISION
1. receivers, classroom, monitor (35)

(158) (160) (202) (239) (240) (246)

(263) (282) (305) (328) (365) (377)

(405) (415) (435) (459) (530) (587)

2. large screen receivers (16) (24)

(178) (246) (248) (365) (516) (530)

3. closed circuit radio (16) (24) (231)

(240) (263) (282) (290) (305) (377)

(435)

4. antennas, antennaplex systems
(10) (80) (139) (231) (232) (290)

(435)

5. camera and accessories (10) (35)

(61) (80) (158) (202) (203) (231)

(240) (282) (305) (328) (435)

6. multiplexors (81) (139) (240) (406)

(435)
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(523) Tinsley Laboratories, Inc.

2448 Sixth St., Berkeley, Cal.

(524) Tradition Records
Box 72, Village Sta., New York 14,

N. Y.

(525) Trafco, Inc.
152.'5 McGavock St., Nashville 3,

Tenn.

(526) Traid Corporation
P. O. Box 648, Encino, Cal.

(527) Transcopy, Inc., subsidiary of
Anken Chemical & Film Corp.
10 Paterson Ave., Newton, N. J.

(528) Transfilm-Caravel, Incorporated
445 Park Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

(529) Trans-Lux Corp.
625 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.

(530) Transvision, Inc.

460 North Ave., New Rochelle, N. Y.

(531) Triangle Projectors, Inc.

3706 Oakton St., Skokie, 111.

(532) Triton Tape Company
62-05 30th Ave., Woodside 77, L. I.,

New York

(533) Turner Microphone Co.
929 17th St., E., Cedar Rapids, Iowa

(534) Unesco Publications Center
801 Third Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

(535) United Catalog Publishers, Inc.
60 Madison Ave., Hempstead, N. Y.

(536) V. S. Projector Corp.
Delaware Bldg., Federal Way, Wash.

(537) U. S. Recording Co.
1121 Vermont Ave., N.W., Washing-
ton 5, D. C.

(538) United World Films, Inc.
1445 Park Ave., New York 29, N. Y.

(539) Universal Electronics Labora-
tories

510 Hudson St., Hackensack, N. J.

(540) Universal International Sales
Corp.
314 Fairview Ave., Seattle 9, Wash.

(541) Universal Language Labs Corp.
200 W. 57th St., New York, N. Y.

(542) Universal Scientific Co., Inc.
1312 S. 13th St., Vincennes, Ind.

(543) University Loudspeakers, Inc.
80 S. Kensico Ave., White Plains,

N. Y.

(544) University of California
Dept. of Visual Comm., Mktg. Div.,
U.C.L.A. Ext., Los Angeles 24, Cal.

(545) Vacuumate Corp.
446 W. 43rd St., New York 36, N. Y.

(546) Van Valkenburgh, Nooger &
Neville, Inc.

15 Maiden Lane, New York 38, N. Y.

(547) Varltyper Corporation
720 Frelinghuysen Ave., Newark 12,

N. J.

(548) Vedo Films
962 Salisbury Ct, Lancaster, Pa.

(549) Vega Electronics Corp.
10781 Saratoga-Sunnyvale Hiway 9,

Cupertino, Calif.

(550) Vertical Blinds Corp. of America
1936 Pontius Ave., Los Angeles 36,

Calif.

(551) Vicom, Incorporated
800 Linden Ave., Rochester 10, N. Y.

(552) Victor Anlmatograph Corp., Di-
vision of Kalart Co.
Plainville, Conn.

(553) Victorlite Industries, Inc.
4117 W. Jefferson Blvd., Los Angeles

16, Calif.

(554) Viewlex, Inc.

Holbrook, Long Island, N. Y.

(555) Viking of Minneapolis, Inc.
9600 Aldrich Ave. S., Minneapolis

20, Minn.

(556) VIsser, Fred, Co.
234 N. Juanita Ave., Los Angeles 4,

Cal.

(557) Vistacom
Box 2406, Sepulveda, Cal.

(558) Visual Education Consultants,
Inc.

2066 Helena St., Madison 4, Wise.

(559) Visual Sciences
Suffern, N. Y.

(560) Visual Specialties Co.
835 S. State St., Caro, Mich.

(561) V-M Corporation
305 Territorial, Benton Harbor, Mich.

(562) Voss Photo Corp.
28 School St., Yonkers, N. Y.

(563) Wallach & Associates, Inc.
1589 Addison Road, Cleveland 3, Ohio

(564) Webcor, Inc.

5610 W. Bloomingdale Ave., Chicago
39, 111.

(565) Weber Costello Co.
12th and McKinley, Chicago Heights,

111.

(566) Webster Brothers Laboratory
2049 W. Chase Ave., Chicago 45, 111.

(567) Webster Electric Co.
1900 Clark St., Racine, Wise.

(568) Webster Publishing Co.
1154 Reco Ave., St. Louis 26, Mo.

(569) Wedberg & Associates
4715 S. Normandie Ave., Los Angeles

37, Cal.

(570) Welch Scientific Co., The
1515 N. Sedgwick St., Chicago, 111.

(571) Western Cine Service, Inc.
312 S. Pearl, Denver 9, Colo.

(572) Western Design Dlv., U. S. In-
dustries, Inc.

Santa Barbara Airport, Goleta, Calif.

(573) Westlnghouse Electric Corp.
Lamp Div., 1 MacArthur Ave..
Bloomington, N. J.

(574) Westminster Press, The—M.P.
Dept.
Witherspoon Bldg., Juniper & Wal-

nut, Philadelphia 7, Pa.

(575) Westrex Corp.
Ill 8th Ave., New York 11, N. Y.

(576) Whitney's
150 Powell St., San Francisco 2, Cal.

(577) Wilding Productions, Inc.
1345 W. Argyle St., Chicago 40, 111.

7. titles, lettering (227) (344) (445)

(490) (493)

8. videotape (6) (29) (390) (435)

9. TV production services (17) (44)
(103) (167) (190) (248) (283) (344)
(400) (417) (516) (517) (528) (582)

10. TV background screens (344) (492)
(516) (517)

11. TV projection screens (516)

12. tape cabinets

13. TV production aids (30) (194)
(328) (514) (517)

14. receiver stands (5) (194) (360)

15. telecast equipment, general (30)
(328) (514) (517)

16. tape reels

17. distribution and inspection ser-
vices (17) (100) (272)

18. accessories, jacks, talk-back (139)
(290) (305)

U INSTRUCTIONAL
MATERIALS

1. armed forces (17) (41) (63) (79)
(84) (112) (272) (364) (385) (463)
(476) (482) (490) (538) (558) (582)

2. arts and crafts (41) (57) (58) (63)
(84) (86) (95) (137) (145) (149)
(151) (156) (174) (191) (205) (215)
(216) (219) (255) (272) (275) (297)
(364) (385) (457) (463) (470) (486)
(490) (505) (538) (544) (558)

3. cinema arts (57) (63) (86) (145)

(156) (190) (203) (205) (215) (272)

(385) (403) (544) (582)

4. business education (15) (17) (41)

(63) (79) (100) (149) (151) (155)
(166) (205) (258) (272) (274) (285)

(302) (347) (348) (385) (404) (444)

(470) (486) (502) (538) (544) (558)

(582)

(17)

(112)

(192)

(258)

(322)

(463)

(534)

5. education, teacher training
(63) (64) (79) (84) (86) (100)
(114) (145) (149) (156) (191)

(203) (205) (210) (214) (229)

(272) (274) (275) (285) (289)

(330) (347) (348) (385) (406)

(482) (490) (499) (509) (517)

(538) (544) (558) (569)

6. feature films (41) (44) (86)

(100) (145) (156) (184) (190)

(215) (272) (347) (406) (422)

(461) (491) (538) (582)

7. guidance, personal (63) (100)

(149) (205) (208) (210) (272)

(285) (347) (348) (355) (364)

(386) (444) (470) (482) (509)

(544) (558) (569)

8. guidance, vocational (41) (63)

(100) (145) (149) (170) (191) (205)

(210) (272) (275) (285) (347) (348)

(385) (386) (444) (482) (491) (509)

(538) (558)

(60)

(156)

(258)

(302)

(414)

(491)

(88)

(205)

(444)

(145)

(274)

(385)

(538)

9. health, safety (17) (41) (57)

(63) (87) (145) (149) (151)

(169) (170) (205) (208) (214)

(272) (275) (285) (289) (292)

(347) (348) (355) (385) (413)
(444) (470) (474) (482) (486)

(538) (544) (558) (569)

10. home economics (41) (60) (63)

(100) (145) (149) (205) (255) (272)

(285) (302) (347) (348) (385) (482)

(491) (499) (502) (538 1 (558)

11. industrial arts (41) (58) (63) (95)

(100) (145) (149) (156) (203) (205)

(229) (272) (285) (302) (348) (385

i

(486) (490) (505) (509) (538) (546)

(558) (582)
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(578) Williamson Development Co.,

Inc.

317 Main St., West Concord, Mass.

(579) Wilmac Recorders
921 E. Green St., Pasadena, Cal.

<580) H. Wilson Co.
546 W. 119th St., Chicago 28, 111.

(581) Wollensak Optical Co., Division

of Revere Camera Co. (Subsidiary
of Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co.)

320 E. 21st St., Chicago 16, 111.

(582) Wonderland Productions
7934 Santa Monica Blvd., Los Ange-

les 46, Cal.

(583) Wood-Regan Instrument Co.
184 Franklin Ave., Nutley 10, N. J.

(584) Word Records, Inc.

P. O. Box 1790, Waco, Tex.

(585) World Wide Pictures, Inc.

P. O. Box 1055, Sherman Oaks, Cal.

(586) Yale University Press Film
Service
386 Fourth Ave., New York 16, N.Y.

(587) Zenitli Radio Corp.
6001 W. Dickens Ave., Chicago, 111.

12. industry, transportation (1) (41)

(57) (63) (100) (156) (174) (205)

(208) (214) (258) (272) (285) (302)

(322) (385) (402) (444) (463) (490)

(538) (544) (557) (558) (582)

13. languages (55) (60) (63) (86) (114)

(121) (135) (145) (149) (154) (155)

(156) (188) (192) (196) (205) (208)

(214) (215) (272) (285) (297) (302)

(329) (348) (368) (385) (389) (403)

(409) (435) (470) (475) (476) (482)

(509) (538) (544) (546) (579) (582)

14. language arts, study and communi-
cation skiUs (1) (41) (63) (86)

(107) (112) (114) (121) (135) (145)

(149) (154) (155) (156) (169) (170)

(188) (192) (205) (214) (215) (219)

(220) (272) (274) (275) (285) (289)

(294) (302) (348) (385) (413) (470)

(476) (482) (490) (495) (505) (509)

(534) (538) (568) (569) (582)

15. literature and drama (41) (58) (63)

(86) (107) (112) (121) (135) (137)

(145) (149) (151) (155) (188) (193)

(205) (214) (215) (260) (272) (285)

(302) (347) (348) (385) (419) (470)

(480) (534) (538) (544) (569) (582)

.6. mathematics, geometry (41) (60)

(63) (84) (115) (145) (149) (156)

(169) (186) (188) (205) (214) (220)

(272) (275) (285) (302) (307) (319)
(347) (348) (385) (387) (470) (476)

(509) (538) (558) (568) (569)

7. medical and allied sciences (41)

(63) (84) (88) (135) (149) (205)

(258) (272) (274) (302) (347) (385)
(538) (544)

8. mental health, psychology (41)

(63) (108) (145) (149) (205) (258)
(272) (274) (275) (302) (315) (347)
(348) (355) (385) (444) (476) (499)
(534) (538)

19. music (41) (60) (63) (86) (107)

(133) (135) (145) (149) (155) (169)

(188) (196) (205) (215) (260) (272)

(275) (285) (289) (302) (347) (348)

(381) (385) (435) (463) (476) (482)

(495) (534) (538) (544) (558) (568)

(574)

20. physical education, sports (41) (57)

(60) (63) (135) (149) (155) (205)

(215) (272) (275) (289) (302) (330)

(347) (348) (385) (444) (463) (470)

(509) (538) (544)

21. primary grade materials (1) (41)

(57) (60) (63) (86) (115) (149)

(155) (156) (170) (174) (188) (205)

(210) (214) (220) (229) (272) (275)

(285) (294) (302) (330) (348) (354)

(385) (444) (463) (470) (476) (482)

(490) (495) (509) (534) (538) (544)

(558) (569) (574)

22. religion, ethics (8) (41) (84) (89)

(90) (113) (117) (122) (149) (205)

(208) (210) (215) (272) (283) (285)

(302) (355) (373) (385) (444) (461)

(465) (470) (474) (476) (509) (525)

(538) (556) (574) (585)

23. biological sciences (41) (57) (63)

(84) (87) (88) (108) (115) (149)

(156) (165) (169) (174) (188) (191)

(205) (214) (215) (219) (237) (255)

(272 (274) (275) (285) (302) (307)

(319) (330) (347) (348) (373) (385)

(388) (437) (470) (482) (509) (534)

(538) (544) (558) (559) (569)

(58)

(124)

(165)

(191)

(255)

(302)

(373)

(463)

(517)

(559)

(156) (165) (179) (188) (190) (191)

(205) (206) (214) (215) (216) (219)

(260) (272) (274) (275) (285) (302)

(322) (347) (348) (385) (388) (437)

(463) (470) (480) (482) (490) (502)

(509) (521) (534) (538) (544) (548)

(558) (569) (582) (586)

24. general science (1) (41) (57)

(60) (63) (84) (95) (115)

(131) (149) (155) (156) (164)

(169) (172) (185) (186) (188)

(205) (214) (216) (220) (237)

(272) (274) (275) (285) (294)

(307) (319) (330) (347) (348)

(385) (388) (402) (406) (437)

(470) (476) (482) (502) (509)

(534) (538) (544) (546) (558)

(569)

25. physics, chemistry (41) (60) (63)

(84) (87) (95) (115) (149) (156)

(165) (186) (188) (205) (214) (255)

(256) (272) (275) (285) (294) (302)

(307) (319) (330) (347) (348) (373)

(385) (402) (470) (476) (502) (509)

(517) (538) (544) (546) (558)

26. social studies, economics (1) (15)

(41) (53) (57) (58) (60) (63) (64)

(86) (95) (112) (115) (121) (124)

(146) (149) (155) (156) (165) (169)

(170) (174) (188) (191) (193) (205)

(206) (208) (214) (215) (216) (219)

(220) (258) (260) (272) (274) (275)

(278) (285) (294) (297) (302) (322)

(330) (347) (348) (354) (355) (385)

(395) (437) (463) (470) (480) (482)

(490) (499) (502) (509) (534) (538)

(544) (548) (557) (558) (568) (569)

27. geography,
(58) (63)

(156) (161)

(188) (191)

(219) (272)

(330) (331)

(385) (388)

(463) (470)

(538) (544)

travel (1) (41) (57)

(84) (95) (117) (149)

(165) (169) (174) (179)

(205) (214) (215) (216)

(275) (278) (285) (302)

(332) (347) (348) (354)

(395) (437) (444) (461)

(482) (490) (509) (534)

(558) (569) (582)

28. government, politics (1) (41) (63)

(112) (149) (154) (156) (165) (188)

(190) (205) (215) (272) (275) (285)

(297) (302) (307) (330) (347) (348)

(355) (385) (463) (470) (480) (509)

(538) (558) (568) (569) (582)

29. history, anthropology (1) (41) (53)

(57) (58) (63) (64) (84) (95) (112)

(115) (121) (133) (149) (151) (154)

30. social problems (1) (41) (63) (86)

(90) (108) (149) (156) (205) (210)
(215) (272) (274) (302) (307) (347)

(348) (355) (385) (437) (463) (534)

(538) (544) (548) (558) (582)

31. photography (44) (121) (156) (184)

(205) (215) (236) (272) (275) (347)

(348) (538) (544) (558)

V BOOKS, PUBLICATIONS
1. on AV education (92) (121) (153)

(184) (191) (237) (257) (268) (269)

(334) (347) (348) (374) (391) (425)

(454) (534) (552) (574)

2. communication arts (92) (121)

(191) (237) (269) (316) (347) (391)

(454) (512) (534) (535)

3. sources of teaching materials (121)

(184) (191) (195) (391) (508) (534)

4. pictorial histories (269) (391)

5. art (261) (269) (347) (391) (454)

(534)

6. recorded books (46) (155) (188)

(196) (316) (467) (480)

7. AV technology (10) (31) (153)

(237) (257) (268) (334) (374) (391)
(425) (535)

W LANGUAGE
LABORATORIES

1. consoles (10) (23) (49) (50) (120)

(150) (177) (198) (223) (242) (255)

(277) (318) (335) (342) (349) (350)

(371) (435) (444) (449) (462) (472)

(503) (520) (537) (539) (541) (549)

(555) (561) (567)

2. student recorders (10) (23) (49)

(50) (52) (120) (150) (168) (177)

(198) (223) (242) (245) (255) (277)

(318) (349) (350) (367) (371) (435)

(444) (449) (462) (472) (501) (503)

(515) (520) (537) (539) (541) (551)

(555) (561) (567) (581)

3. speaker-microphones (10) (49) (50)

(52) (120) (150) (168) (177) (198)

(223) (232) (242) (255) (316) (318)

(342) (349) (350) (371) (435) (444)

(449) (471) (489) (501) (520) (533)

(537) (539) (541) (546) (549) (567)

(581)

4. mobUe centers (120) (198) (223)

(254) (349) (350) (367) (379) (444)

(472) (520) (537) (541)

5. headphones (10) (49) (50) (52)

(120) (150) (168) (177) (188) (198)

(223) (232) (242) (255) (310) (316)

(318) (349) (350) (367) (371) (379)

(435) (444) (449) (501) (520) (533)

(537) (539) (541) (555) (561) (567)

6. furniture (5) (23) (50) (120) (150)

(177) (198) (223) (242) (255) (288)

(318) (342) (349) (350) (379) (390)

(435) (444) (449) (520) (537) (539)

(541)

7. wiring, adapters (23) (120) (150)

(177) (198) (223) (255) (318) (349)

(350) (379) (435) (444) (503) (537)

(541)

(End of listing on page 378)
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TRADE DIRECTORY FOR THE AUDIOVISUAL FIELD

KEY: (P)—producars, importari. (M)—manufacturars. (D)^-d«aUrs, distributors, film rsntal llbrorUs, pra|*ctlan sarvlcM.

Wh*r« a primary sourc* also oH«rs direct rMital s«rvic«s, ttM doufaU symbol (PD) oppocrs.

COLOR FILM OEVEIOPINC & PRINTING

Walt Starling Color Siidos
324 Hoddon Rood, Woodmsro, L. I., N. Y.

Authorlzad "Tachnlcolor" dsalar

Association Films, Inc. (PDl

DUtrlbutor of Free-Loon and Rentol Film».

Hoadquortors:

347 Madison Ave., M. Y. 17, N. Y.

Roglonoi Librorlos:

trood at Elm, RIdgefield, N. J.

561 Hillgrove Ave., La Gronge, III.

799 Steventon St., San Francisco, Col.

1108 Joclison St., Dolios 2, Tex.

Audivislon Longuogo Tooching Sorvica (PD)
Suite 1852—100 Church St., New Yorlj 7, N. Y.

The Spanish Instructo-Film Series.

Australian Naws and Information Buraaw (PDl
636 Fifth Ave.. New York 20, N. Y.

Avis Films (PD)
P. O. Box 643, Burbanii, Calif.

•allay Films, Inc. (PDl
6509 De Longpre Ave., Hollywood 28, Col.

•ray Studios, Inc. (PDl
729 Seventh Ave., New York 19, N. Y.

Iraadfflon Films (PD)
137 Ninth Ave., North, Nashville 3. Tenn.

Chapal Films (PD)
Div. McMurry Audio Electronics, Inc.

P. O. Box 179, Culver City, Calif.

Colonial Williamsburg, Film
Distribution Section (PD)
Williamsburg, Va.
Free historical materials catalogue

Coronat Instructional Films (P)
Coronet BIdg.. Chicago 1, III.

Family Films, Inc. (PD)
5823 Santo Monico Blvd., Hollywood 38, Calif.

Film Rasaorch Company (PD)
Onemio, Minnesota
Forest Indian and Science Films

Idaol Pictures, Inc. (D)

Homa Offico:

58 E. South Water St., Chicago 1, ill.

Branch Exchangas:
1840 Alcotroz Ave., Berkeley 3, Col.
2221 S. Olive St., Los Angeles 7, Col.
714—18lh Street, Denver 2, Colo.
55 NE 13th St., Miami 32, Flo.

52 Auburn Ave., N. E., Atlonto 3, Go.
1370 S. Berelanio St., Honolulu, H.
58 E. South Water St., Chicago 1, III.

15 E. Maryland St., Indianapolis 4, Ind.
616 S. 5th St., Louisville 2, Ky.
1303 Prytonia Street, New Orleans 13, La.
103 W. 35th St., Baltimore 18, La.
42 Melrose St., Boston 16, Mass.
15934 Grand River Ave., Detroit 37, Mich.
3400 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis 8, Minn.
1403 locust St., Kansas City 6, Mo.
3743 Gravols, St. Louis 16, Mo.
6509 N. 32nd St., Omaha 1, Neb.
1558 Main St., Buffalo 9, N. Y.
233-9 W. 43nd St., New York 36, N. Y.
3110 Poyne Ave., Cleveland 14, Ohio.
1301 S. W. Morrison, Portland 5, Ore.
119 Ninth St., Pittsburgh 22, Pa.
18 S. Third St., Memphis 3, Tonn.
2434 S. Harwood, Dallas 15, Tex.
Brighom Young Univ., Prove, Utah.
219 E. Main St., Richmond 19, Va.
4401 W. North Ave., Milwaukee 8, Wis.

Intarnational Film Bureau (PD)
332 S. Michigan Ave., Chicogo 4, III.

Knewladga Builders (Classroom Films) (POI
Visual Education Center BIdg.,

Floral Park, N. Y

For information about Trade Di-

rectory advertising rates, write

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN & AUDIO-
VISUAL GUIDE, 2000 Lincoln Park

West BIdg., Chicago 14, ill.

Mogull's, Inc. (0)
112-14 W. 48th St., New York 19, N. Y.

United World Films, Inc. (PD)
1445 Pork Ave., New York 29, N. Y.
542 S. Dearborn St., Chicogo 5, III.

6610 Melrose Ave., Los Angeles 38, Cal.
287 Techwood Dr., NW, Atlanta, Go.
3337 Bryan St., Dollas, Tex.
5023 N. E. Sandy Blvd., Portland 13, Ore
1311 N. E. Boyshore Dr., Miami. Flo.

FILMSTRIPS

Broadman Ftlmstrlps (Ml)
127 Ninth Ave., North, Nashville 3, Tena.

Christian Education Press Filmstrips (PDl
Religious Subjects
1505 Roce St., Philodelohio 2, Pa.

Family Filmstrips, Inc. (PD)
5823 Santo Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38, Colli.

Enrichment Materials Inc. (PD)
346 Fifth Ave., New York 1, N. Y.

Pathascopa Educational Films, Inc. (PD)
71 Weymon Ave., New Rochelle, N. Y.
Audio-Visual Foreign Language Material

Society for Visual Education (PD)
1345 DIversey Parkway, Chicogo 14

Teaching Aids Service, Inc. (PD)
Lowell Ave. & Cherry Lone, Floral Pork. N. Y.
31 Union Sauore West, New York 3

Visual Education Consultants, Inc. fPD)
VEC Weekly News Filmstrips

2066 Helena St., Madison, Wis.

FIIMSTRIP, SLIDE ft OPAQUE PROJECTORS

DuKona Corporation
St. Charles, Illinois

(Ml

FILM EDITING EQUIPMENT

Trald Corporation (PD)
P. O. Box 648, Encino, Calif.
Professional Portable Hot Splicers

ELECTRONIC TRAINING KITS

Alliad Radio Corporation (MD)
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, III.

FLAGS, BANNERS, BUTTONS, AWARDS

Ace Banner & Flog Company (M)
234 Hoddon Rd., Woodmere, L.I., N. Y.
All sizes—U.S., Stote, Foreign, etc.-immed. del.

GLOBES — Gaogrophicol

Denoyer-Geppert Company (PD)
5235 Rovenswood Ave., Chicago 40, III.

BIOLOGICAL MODELS « CHARTS

Donoyer-Geppart Company
3235 Covanswood Ave., Chicogo 40, III.

LABORATORY SERVICES

Byron Motion Pictures, Incorporated
1226 Wisconsin Ave., Woshingron, D. C.
Complete 16mm & 35mm laboratory services.

MOTION PICTURE PROJECTORS • SUPPilES

Bell & Howall Co. (IN)
7117 McCormick Rood, Chicago 45, III.

Eastman Kodok Company (Ml
Rochester 4, New York

Victor Division, Kalart Co. (M)
Ptainville, Conn

MAPS — Geographical, Historical

Oanoyar-Geppert Compony
5235 Roventwooo Ave.. Chicago 40, III.

MICROSCOPES ft SLIDES

Denoyer-Geppert Company
5235 Rovenswooo Ave., Chicago 40, III.

PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT

Comoro Equipment Co., Inc. (MO)
315 W. 43rd St., New York 36, N. Y.
6510 Sonlo Monico Blvd., Hollywood, Col.

Comoro Equipment Co., Inc., of Florida (MO)
1335 E. Tenth Ave., Hloleah, Flo.

PROJECTION TABLES

Advance Products Company (PD)
2300 E. Douglos Ave., Wichita, Kans.
Complete Line of Projection Tables

READING IMPROVEMENT

Psychotachnics, Inc.

105 W. Adorns St., Chicogo 3, III.

Mfgrs. of SHADOWSCOPE Reading Pace'

RECORDS

Academic Recording Instituta (ARI)
18 E. iOth St., New York 23, N. Y.
(Noted Scholars on Records or Topes)

Broodmon Films (PO)
127 Ninth Ave,, North, Nashville 3, Tenn.

Curriculum Materials Canter (PD)
5128 Venice Blvd., Los Angeles 19, Cal.
Records, Tope Recordings, Filmstrips, Books

Enrichment Materials Inc. (PD)
246 Fifth Ave., Now York 1, N. Y.

Folkways Records ft Sarvica Corp.
117 W. 46th St., New York, N. Y.

Heirloom Records (PD)
Brookhaven, N. Y

(History through Ballads & Folksongs)
Monitor Recordings, Inc. (PD)

413 W. 50lh St., New York 19, N. Y.
Russlon, French, Sponish Languoge Materlols

Music Education Record Corp. (PI
P.O. Box 445, Englewood, N. J.

(The Complete Orchestro demonstrated)

Spanish Music Center, Inc. (PO)
127 W. 48th St., New York 36, N. Y.
(SMC Longuoge Records Center)

RECORDS—TAPES

Pothascope Educational Films, Inc. (PD)
71 Weymon Ave., New Rochelle, N. Y.
Audio-Visual Foreign Language Moteriol

RECORDERS — PLAYERS

Allied Radio Corporation (IMO)
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, III.

Radiant Manufacturing Co.
8220 No. Austin Ave., Morton Grove, III.

SLIDES

Key: Kodochrome 2x2. 31/4 x 4t^ or

Colonial Williamsburg, Film
Distribution Section (PD)
Williamsburg, Va.

(2x2 color slides in sets)

Kaystona View Co. IPO-4)
Meadvllle. Po

Maston's Travels, Inc. (PD-2)
3801 North Pledras, El Paso, Texos

Walt Sterling Color Slides (P0-3I
224 Hoddon Rd., Woodmora, I. I., N. Y.

4.000 (scenic & maps) of teocher's world troval

SOUND SYSTEMS

Allied Radio Corporation (MO)
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, ill. f
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New Equipment and Materials

For addresses of the sources supplying

information on which these listings are

ba.sed, refer to Directory of Sources,

page 378. For more information about

any of the equipment and materials an-

nounced here, use the enclosed reader

service postcard.

CAMERAS—Movie & TV
"Tel-Eye" CCTV Camera uses existing

TV receivers as monitors; standard
llOv AC power cord and a coaxial
connector to TV receiver; completely
transistorized circuitry; one-knob con-

DuMont Camera

trol: wt 7V4 lb. Basic Model TC-110
gives 300-line resolution; Model TC-
UOV for use with professional TV
monitor gives 400-line. $550 with 1-

inch f/1.9 lens; three lens kit avail-
able at $75. DUMONT.

For more Information circle
No. 101 on retarn postal card.

CAMERAS—Accessories

ksfacolor Home Processing of negatives
and prints is possible with a two-
package kit available from dealers.
Safelights may be used during entire
process. Cost of materials per 8x10
print about 70 cents. Manual $1 tells

how. AGFA.

For more information circle
No. 102 on return postal card.

adder Stand raising camera (and
cameraman) 3' to 10' above the
ground, knocks-down for ready port-
ability in field use, sturdy, light-
weight, solves camera movement
problems. $289.50 (case extra). Avail-
able also is studio column mounting,
instant locking, full 360° swivel,
counter-balanced movement. $499.50.
BURBR

For more information circle
No. 103 on retorn postal card.

PROJECTORS—Movie
Large Screen TV up to 20 feet wide has
been advanced by separation of the
light unit from the console. The
former may be permanently mounted
up to 200 feet away from the caster-

mounted console and connected by a
plug-in cable. Separate modules now
simplify servicing by quick replace-
ment of offending units. GIANT-
VIEW.

For more information circle
No. 104 on return postal card.

On the DALTO "Amphicon" TV Pro-
jector the optical unit may be re-

moted up to 50 feet. Complete with
power supply, audio, speaker and
tuner $1,950. DALTO

For more information circle
No. 105 on return postal card.

Silent 16nun Projector takes 2000' reel;

optical glass heat filter for showing
still frames; safety film trips; rewinds
without changing reels or belts;

swing-out lens; sapphire-tipped pull-
down; remote control forward-reverse

16mm Projector

switch; speed variable 10 to 27 frames
per second; 25-60 cycle 115v AC-DC.
VICTOR-ANIMATOGRAPH.

For more information circle
No. 106 on return postal card.

WLING Pictures

30 OUTSTANDING

16MM COLOR FILMS

For Your
Science and Social Studies

Program
(Write for catalog and previttwi)

1056 S. Robertson Blvd., Los Angeles 35, Cdlf.

PROJECTORS—Still

"Balomatic" 2x2 Slide Projector is now
available with a zoom lens that per-
mits up to 175% change in projection
distance or picture size; yet it tele-

scopes to fit the regular carrying case.

Other features include instant slide

editing without removing tray; no
popping; one-button forward, reverse
and remote control; non-spill trays.

With standard 5" lens $119.50; with
zoom lens $149.50. B&L

For more Information circle
No. 107 on return postal card.

McClure 61 Sound Slide Projector fea-
tures fold-down projector that fits

into compact attache case; self-re-

winding filmstrip; 150 watt internal
reflector lamp; no fan; 3" f/3.0 lens;
4" speaker; up to 12" records; inter-
ruption switch permits stopping any-
where and immediate resumption
without loss of synchromism. $115
with extra lamp. McCLURE

For more information circle
No. 108 on return postal card.
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ATTENTION! AV
Depts & Film
Libraries . . .

Check Your Film
Handling Needs

NOW!
Ecco new m o d e I D
Speedroll Applicator for

easy, practical film
cleaning $33.00
Ecco No. 1500 fluid,

per gal $9.00
per qt $2.50

Extra flannel cloths, each . . 50c
Permacel splicing tape, mend
torn sprockets on your mo-
tion pictures, slides, and
filmstrips, 16mm x 66 ft. . .$6.00

35mm x 66 ft. . . 11 .00

Ethylold cement, per pint . . $2.00
Film handling gloves,

per dz $1.95
heavy duty $3.50

Acetone, per pint 90c
per quart $1 .50

Dupont Freon-TF film clean-

ing solvent, per quart . .$5.00
Filmagic cleaning cloth, sili-

cone treated, 12x18 . .$2.00
China marking pencils,

per doz $2.25

Send for New 1961 Catalog

THE CAMERA MART
1845 Broadway (at 60th St.)

New York 23, N. Y.

Plaza 7-6977



Deluxe Cabinet

Projector Table

Security Is added to sturdy mobility in these
new combination cabinet-tables, self-adjusting

to unevennesi of floors.

Rust-proof construction throughout; large

silent wheels, two with brakes; burn-proof
surfaces; roised-tip edging; Yale lock doors.

Your choice of 42", 36" or 30" height, same
economical price.

Model 1830-E, top shelf 18" x 30", 1 1/4" legs

and corner posts, 20 feet of No. 14 heavy
duty electric cord, grounded wiring (if

specified) $89.95

Model 1624-E, top shelf 18" x 24", legs and
corner posts 1"; No. 16 electric cord (20 ft.,

grounded if specified) $59.95

Send for information on other models also.

We have a table for every school need.

MILLER
Manufacturing Co.

,

3310 E. Roxburo Rd.
Atlanta 5, Ga.

Visit with us in NAVA Booth C-2S

NOW IN THOUSANDS
OF CLASSROOMS!

AVR
RATEOMETER _
Tops the list of America's
Reading Learning Aids because
of its proven performance

IT'S VERSATILE . . . fits into any reading improve-
ment program.

IT'S ACCURATE . . . Lifetime electric motor pro-

vides clock accuracy, trouble-free service.

STUDENT CENTERED . . . requires minimum assist-

ance. Students master its use in minutes.

EASY ON BUDGET* . . . Actual classroom experi-

ence over a 5-year period shows that costs run as
low as 37c per pupil.

Teachers say: *'Papils love working with them"
. , . "best of its type" . , . ''more convenient" . . .

"so quiet" , . . "flexible and adaptable" . . . "rate
increase 70 to 300%."

Complete with manual, carry-case, $39.95
5 to 9 units, ea. $35.95 • 10 or more, ea. $33.95
Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded

Send orders to

AUDIO VISUAL RESEARCH
Dept. U17 523 S. Plymouth Ct., Chicago 5
factory: Box 71, Waseca, Minnesota

SIMPLE I EFFECTIVE I DURABLE I

Microfilm Reader-Projector puts image
on wall or tabletop. Accomodates
16mm and/or 35mm roll-film, micro-
fiche, jacket mounts and aperture
cards. Measures 9x9x10" closed, wt
16 lb. Price, incl voltage selector

switch, magnetic sheet holder, reel

arms and 16/35mm take-up reels,

spare lamp, manual $139.50. AVRES.

For more Information circle
No. 109 on return postal card.

Overhead Projector, Kool-Lite 6000. wt
401b bed 10x10". Holds cellophane
rolls and can be used for projecting
handwritten notes. Reportedly can
hold transparencies and other ma-
terials indefinitely without overheat-
ing. BUHL

For more information circle
No. 110 on return postal card.

Wireless remote control for slide pro-
jection is offered by the "Superba
Sonic." A lecturer moving about in

an audience, 35 feet away from pro-
jector, has control of focus and maga-

"Superba-Sonic"

zine movement (forward and reverse)
hidden in the palm of his hand, where
two unseen switches monitor four
super-sonic frequencies. Other
"Superba" features have been de-
scribed here previously. AIREQUIPT.

For more Information circle
No. Ill on return postal card.

TRIPLE THE LIFE OF YOUR

MOVIES and SLIDES

] 01. treats

400 ft. 16 MM
for only

89^

PERMAFILM
The Amazing Preservative

PREVENTS scrotches, brittle-

ness, torn sprocket holes, color

fading, fungus, v/arping and
popping. Eosy to use. Just

wipe it on.

Ask your dealer for PermafUm
1 az.89c;8oi.J4.9S;16oz.$8.2S

Unl Scieitltic Prid. C>r>. matt 2t, U.

Folding Overhead projector with all

the features of a full-sized standard
model yet serves as its own carrying
case with full protection against
scratching lens or platform glass.

10x10" stage, 500-watt, 14" f/3.5 lens,

14x22x10" closed, 22" high opened,
wt 30 lb. $299. Audio kit, lOwatt, with
speaker, packs into same projector
when closed, $110. Slide attachment,
handling 2x2 to 3y4x4, $24.50. Thermo-
fax line. 3M.

For more Information circle
No. ll'i on return postal card.

Random Access Slide Projector han-
dles 2x2, 35mm, bantam and super-
slides; 3-second selection; llOv 60-cyc
AC for projector, 6v DC for selector
and remote control circuits. SAUPPE.

For more Information circle
No. 113 on return postal card.

"Poly-Vue" Filmstrip Projector weighs
41b; single knob control; double glass

at aperture prevents buckling or pop-
ping; 150-watt built-in reflector lamp;
AC or DC 110-volt; (220v available);
no fan needed; price $32.50, case extra
$5, or vinyl zipper bag $2.50.

RICHARD
For more information circle
No. 114 on return postal card.

PROJECTOR—Accessories
Color Lift Transparency Film makes
4-color impression from magazine il-

lustrations into projection trans-

parency in about two minutes. 8%xll
sheet 13c to 16c (depending on quan-
tity). Monochrome projection film,

sturdier than standard thickness, 16c

to 20c per sheet. Thermofax 3-M.

For more information circle
No. 115 on return postal card.

Film Cleaner Projector Attachment
mounts two fine camel hair brushes
into the film path of B&H or RCA
projectors to remove dust and static.

$10. LINDAU.
For more Information circle
No. 116 on return postal card.

Filmstrip Previewer features rear-view
filmstrip projection into attache-case

carrier. 9%xl3x5". AC-DC 75w lamp.
"Examiner" model $49.50. CAMOPT

For more information circle
No. 117 on return postal card.

Pencil-Activated Synchronizer for cue-

ing magnetic tape to slide or film-

strip sequence; the tape is looped
through a sensing slot in a unit en-

tirely separate from the recorder;

uses no vacuum tubes; cue marks are
,

visible during operation and easily

erased or changed; complete with >

connector kit $49.94. GENTECH. 1

For more information circle
j

No. 118 on return postal card.

Authorized "RCA" Distributor

16mm sound equipment

Sales, Service, Parts, Trades.

Free illustrated booklet "R"

NATIONAL CINEMA SERVICE
71 Dey St., WO 2-6049 N. Y. 7, N. Y.
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Previewer, Jr. provides hand-held or

desk-top preview of filmstrips; sim-
ple threading, sprocket advance either

left or right hand; carrying handle
serves as support stand; two models:
for AC-DC only $15.95; for battery
operation as well $17.95. VIEWLEX.

For more Information circle
No. 119 on retarn postal card.

Rear-projected Filmstrips. Addition of

a 1%" lens (approx $40 plus adapter
for certain models and makes) fits

the Wilson "Movie-Mover RP" for
rear projection of filmstrips as well
as motion pictures. WILSON.

For more Information circle
No. 120 on return postal card.

SOUND EQUIPMENT—
& Accessories

Classroom phonograph has 4-speed
turntable; plays up to 12" records;

locking arm rest with safety needle
guard; floating motor and deck;
separate tone and volume controls;

jack for headphones or external
speaker; wt 11 lb.; $44.95. RHECAL.

For more information circle
No. 1*^1 on retarn postal card.

i^oaxial Stereo Earphones, each with
separate woofer and tweeter repro-
ducers, with crossover network en-
closed in separate unit providing in-

dividual adjustment in each phone.
8-16 ohms. 20-20M range. $29.95

SUPEREX

For more information circle
No. ITi on return postal card.

Jstening Station Jackbox and carrying
case combination holds 8 sets of ear-
phones and has space for replacable
ear cushions. Ninth outlet may be
used to add another such 9-outlet sta-

tion. 14%x8x8%". Wt 6 lb. $19.95 (less

headphones). RHECAL
For more Information circle
No. 1S3 on return postal card.

lonaural Tape Recorder offers 2-speed
deck that cannot spill or break tape,
kick-proof chrome speaker grille, 6-

watt peak output. Case closes with
two 7" reels in place. High impedance
microphone stored in lid. "Comet
70-T" $199.50. RHECAL.

For more information circle
No. 124 on return postal card.

"wo New Microphones. Sonodyne II

features a variable frequency re-
sponse to allow tailoring to applica-
tion conditions, $49.95. Model 546
Unidyne III, for critical applications,
features vibration isolation and 50-

15M cps response, $135. SHURE.

For more information circle
No. 125 on return postal card.

FREE
<lLU£D
144-PAGE 1961

LECTRONICS

CATALOG

SAVE MOST on language
labs. Stereo hi-fi, record-
ing and phonoequipmeni,
school sound systems,
training kits, electronic
parts. Write for Catalog.

ALLIED RADIO
100 N Western Ave., Chicago 80, III.

Magnecord 748 offers professional
mono-, stereo-, and sound-on-sound
recording on %- or %-track, 10^4"

reels, 3% and 7% ips on direct drive
motor accurate to 3 seconds in 30
minutes of play. Push button controls.

Tape is lifted from heads during re-

wind or fast forward speeds. Inputs
through 2 high impedance micro-
phones and 2 bridges; pre-amp output
2v. Two illuminated VU meters. With
% -track heads $924; V4 -track $965.

MAGNECORD.
For more information circle
No. 126 on return postal card.

Wireless Intercom operates on llOv AC,
picks up normal conversation in 20
foot range, up to 9 units may be used
simultaneously, automatic squelch
control. 2-station basic unit $89.50.

PREQUIP.

For more Information circle
No. 127 on retarn postal card.

Language Labs

New Student Position is designed to

facilitate replacement of units or to

expand from basic audio-passive to

audio-active or audio-active-compare

LEARNING

Laiig-lul> I'ufiitioii

installation. One- and two-position
desks fit wide variety of classroom
layouts. Single electronic unit with
plug-in convenience. DUKANE.

For more information circle
No. 128 on return postal card.

Central Control Console, sets on
teacher's desk, connects 12, 24 or 36
student positions with choice of three
program sources (tape, record, radio,

etc.) and teacher microphone.
SWITCHCRAFT.

For more information circle
No. 129 on return postal card.

31 T«l« tfm T*M (CRifN

^^ —N V*- 4Mklv

B^ TYPEWIITTEN MCSSAOES

^S DAOfO-MAT UIDK

i

I

i

I

MAKE YOUR

OWN SLIDES

on your own

TYPEWRITER

by using

RADIO-MATS
1 W TMt SlJt!iO«UTH:i[ SCIUM >

Kvguiar nzm JV4x4 or th«

Sold by Audio - Visuol,

Supply Dealeri. For FREI

RADIO-MAT SLIDE (

7i7 Oakriflg* Blvd., Da

N*w Duplox 2x2.
Photo « ThOQfro
SAMPLE writ*—

:0., Dept. V,
ytona ••och, Flo.

CREATIVE ARTS-NATURE STUDY

6 Filmstrips and LP— $36.50

Box 397, Sierra Madre, California LiUUIV

PHOTOGRAPHY
THE INCISIVE ART

A series of five 30 minute films fea-

turing Ansel Adams noted Amer-

ican photographer

Individual Titles:

Photography as an Art

Points of View

Technique

Professional Photography

The Language of the Camera Eye

For purchase or rental information

write to:

NET Film Service
^^r^^ Audio-Visual Center
''^ Indiana University

Bloomington, Indiana

KEEPS THE CLASS"HrA[)5 Up"

Conduct your "Visual Aicf Classes" in a

fully lighted room. Eliminate projector

noise and sight distraction.

Lenscreen rear projection holds attention

. . . allows the taking of notes . . .focili-

tates supervision while slides or films

are being shown.

Gives sharp, clear pictures in block and
white or full fidelity color.

There's a Lenscreen to fit your specific

teoching need.

Send for the LENSCREEN information kit,

today. No obligation, of course.

POLACOAT, INCORPORATEO
9710 Conklin Road Blue Ash, Ohio
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DRY TRANSFER LETTERING

Instant Lettering brings you the finest,
most meticulous lettering in the world
instantly—by instantaneous dry transfer
from type sheet to any smooth surface.
Just press and it's there.
No trace of adhesive to sully artwork.
Needs no equipment. Perfect on wood,
paper, card, glass, metal, film ... in
fact any smooth surface. The right
answer to the need for highest quality
lettering for display panels, roughs, signs,
labels, graphs, charts, TV cells.

10"xl5" SHEET ONLY $1.50

How It works:
rub on letter with pencil . . . lift away sheet

Send for sample and complete type chart

ARTHUR BROWN & BRO., Inc
2 W. 46th St.. New York 36. N. Y.

ENJOY clearer, brighter

picture and sound

PROTECT your film

and projector

The LINDAU Cleaner

electrostatically clears your

motion picture film of dust

and grit before it reaches the

aperture

For B&H, RCA (q qp
(Specify which) ^#iT3

Lindau Film Cleaner Co.,
P.O. Box 483, lake Forest, III.

Teacher's Console, also student station
housings, for do-it-yourself langlab
installations. Furniture only, console
$275.75; 2-student desk $142. Custom
furniture components available for
any combination, TEXWD.

For more Information circle
No. 130 on return postal card.

Correction: The information in our
March issue to the effect that on the
Newcomb "Pronunciator" the stu-
dent's voice is heard "via bone con-
duction" is incorrect. The item should
have read: "Circuit of vocal sound
through microphone-amplifier-head-
phones in effect bypasses hearing
through bone conduction—the usual
means of subjective perception—and
gives an accurate, objective repre-
sentation of how the student's voice
really sounds."

Teaching Machines

"Koncept-O-Graph" teaching machine,
educator designed, Skinner type using
single mimeographed sheets, folded
strip or long roll programs, which
move past a 4x8" window. Detachable
answer unit uses 3Vz" paper tape, at-
tachable to either side for right or
left-handed students. Low priced.
KONCEPT-O-GRAPH.

For more Information circle
No. 131 on return postal card.

"Telescholar," a student response regis-
ter with a 5-choice keyboard that
flashes red or green signals visible to

Telescholar"

the teacher and to the answering
student. While offered as a "teaching
machine," this is not a self-instruc-
tional device but more of a visualized
test for the teacher who can see if

he is getting through to the class, or
to certain of its members. "Under
$50." DORSETT

For more information circle
No. 132 on return postal card.

ETV
CCTV talkback for 24 classrooms. The
"Tele-Quest" adds 5 units to any
present CCTV installation. In each of
6 to 24 classrooms: a) a wall-mounted
audio pickup, b) teacher-operated
push-button signal, c) a muting relay

Stik*a* letter
PROFESSIONAL

LETTERING

TECHNIQUE

Write for literature

Stik-a-letter Co. Rt. 2, box i4oo, Eseonnido, caiif.

in the classroom TV receiver. At the
telecasting center: d) control console
with signal light for each connected
classroom (largest is 12^4xl0',4x7
inches I, e) relay chassis to perform
switching and audio amplification
COMMENG

For more Information circle
No. 133 on return postal card.

CCTV Tape Recorder—simplified, for
use in educational etc., closed-circuit
only, costing "roughly half the price
($49,500) of standard television tape
recorders used in commercial broad-
casting.' RCA

For more Information circle
No. VAi on return postal card.

27" Classroom TV Receiver offers 10
watt amplifier, echo control, adjust-
able light shield, tamper-proof front
and back, shatter-proof glass, double
insulated line card. $299 — $369
TRANSVISION,

For more information circle
No. 135 on return postal card.

Videotape Recorder developed for ex-
clusively closed circuit situations op-
erates on a single record/reproduce
head as compared with four-head
broadcast models. Has both full-width
and audio-only erase heads. "Easily
operated by personnel with minimal
training and technical knowledge."
VR-8000 priced $20,400 "less than half
the price of current broadcast stand-
ard models." AMPEX-PRO.

For more Information circle
No. 136 on return postal card.

MISC. ITEMS
Discmobile combines storage for records
with wheeled delivery stand. Table
only $30; with record file cabinet $67.

Cabinet only, capacity 60 LP albums
and jackets $37.50. Album pockets
only, 33c ea; WALLACH

For more Information circle
No. 137 on return postal card.

Editing-Viewing Table for 16mm or

35mm film; runs up to 250' per minute
forward or reverse; stops on single

frame without damage; 4x6" screen;
footage counter; optical sound head;
60"x30"x36" high, 16mm model $2,500.

'

35mm model $1,750. CECO.
For more Information circle
No. 1.38 on return postal card.

Junior Film Inspection Machine, de-

signed to meet the needs of smaller
library, AV or TV center, 2000' reels.

650' per minute inspection and 2.000'

rewind speed with automatic stop at

end of rewind cycle. Junior Consol-
ette 61 priced under $2,000. Units may
be stacked to conserve floor space,

see picture above. HARWALD.
For more information circle
No. 139 on return postal card.

Mobile TV Stand. "Hagerstown Class-

room Model" 24x30" top, 40" high, 2"

casters, %" plywood top, aluminum
tubing construction. $35.95. Other
models. ETVAIDS

For more Information circle
No. 140 on return postal card.
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Viscomat Processor develops 16min
motion pictures as fast as they are
taken, at a rate of 36 feet a minute, by
means of viscous solutions applied at
a 125 tempeiature. It operates on
llOv AC, and requires only two hose
connections—an input of hot water
at a gallon a minute and the other a

Film I'rocpssor

drain for the wash water. The entire
process is completed in an enclosed
cabinet about the size of a four-
drawer correspondence file. The unit
will sell for $12,500. EK

See local dealer

'ixmobile extension cord holder and
receptacle snaps on inside of projec-
tion cart leg. Adds $5 to price when
ordered with table, $8.75 separately.
Fits all series 400 tables. ADVANCE.

For more information circle
No. 141 on return postai card.

'olarizing Magnifier for rapid field
examination of geological specimens
or classroom demonstration. 1" diam.
polaroid rotating element, %" fixed
polaroid analyzing element, %" eye-
lens 8X magnification. Center element
swings out of way to permit use of
the unit as a magnifier. $37.85.
EALING.

For more information circle
No, 143 on return postal card.

fUN -PLAYING
VOLLEYBALL

P.E. majors demonstrate skills, lechnrques
and teom strategy of new official 6-girl
Iram sport 1960 release 11 min sound

Color $100 r$5 B&W $60 r$3.50

MARJORIE E. FISH
1723 Oak St., Orange Gardens,

Kissimmee, Fla.

New Publications

A Catalog of the Experimental Cinema.
With 1961 Summer supplement.
Rental. 21pp. Free. Write direct to
Cinema-16. 175 Lexington Ave., New
York 36, N. Y.

Classroom Teacher's Guide to Audio-
Visual Material: Esther L. Berg and
Florence B. Freedman. Good combina-
toin of viewpoint of long-time class-
room teacher and that of the teachers
college professor. Hundreds of exam-
ples of use of right materials at right
time and place. 1961 300pp $5.

CHILTON.

Write direct

Customlab Furniture catalog of science
lab furnishings and accessories. 36pp
plastic bound, illustrated. Free. Write
direct to Borroughs Manufacturing
Co., Kalamazoo, Mich.

CCTV by Microwave. Brochure and
data on CC systems for classrooms
widely dispersed. COLLINS.

For more Information circle
No. 14.S on return postal card.

"F/BERBILT" CASES
"THEY lAST INDEFINITELY"

Equipped with steal corners, steel card

holder and heavy wab (traps.

Only original FIberbllt Cases bear this

Trade Mark

Your Assurance

of "Finest Qualify"

For 16mm Fllm^
400' to 3000' Keels

Sold by All Leading Deolers

AdveTtisement

HELPFUL BOOKS

ADMINISTERING AUDIO-VISUAL SERV-
ICES. By Carlton W. H. Erickson. Covers
administrative, supervisory, and tech-
nological problems, emphasizing com-
petent performance in all service as-
pects. 479 pp.. Illustrated. Macmlllan
Company, 60-Sth Ave., New York 11,
N. Y. $6.95.

AUDIO - VISUAL MATERIALS: THEIR
NATURE AND USE. Revised EdlHon
By Walter Arno V/ittich and Charles
F. Schuller. 570 pp. 249 Illustrations

14 Color Plates. Harper & Brothers
49 E. 33rd St., New York 16, N. Y.
1957. S6.50.

EDUCATORS GUIDE TO FREE FILM-
STRIPS. Compiled and Edited by Mary
Foley Horkheimer and John W. Differ.

Thirteenth Annual Edition, 1961. Edu-
cators Progress Service, Dept. AVG,
Randolph, Wis. $6.00.

EDUCATORS GUIDE TO FREE TAPES,
SCRIPTS, AND TRANSCRIPTIONS. Com-
plied and Edited by Walter A. Wittlch,
Ph.D., and Gertie Hanson Hoisted,
M. A. Seventh Annual Edition. 1961.
Educators Progress Service, Dept.
AVG, Randolph, Wis. $5.75.

EDUCATORS GUIDE TO FREE FILMS.
Compiled and Edited by Mary Foley
Horkheimer and John W. Differ. Edu-
cational Consultant, John Guy Fowl-
kes. 31st Annual Edition, 1961. Edu-
cators Progress Service, Dept. AVG,
Randolph, Wis. $9.00.

STANDARDS OF PHOTOPLAY AP-
PRECIATION. A Course of Study In

Photoplay Appreciation. By William
Lewin and Alexander Frazier. Illus-

trated. Educational & Recreatlonol
Guides, Inc., 10 Broinerd Road, Sum-
mit, New Jersey. $4.75.
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Decade of Experiment. X Anniversary
report of the Fund for the Advance-
ment of Education. 120pp free FORD-
FOUND

For more Information circle
No. 144 on return postal card.

Earning Money With Your 8/16mni
Movie Camera: Karl Barleben. 127pp
$1.95 1961 CHILTON.

Write direct

Entertainment Features, advance pre-
viev/ catalog supplement offers 16mni
releases including "Pillow Talk,"
"Operation Petticoat," "The Great Im-
postor." UWF

For more Information circle
No. 145 on return postal card.

MODEL LP-12

All metal Sectional Discabinet

with a COMPLETE CATALOGING
SYSTEM. Capacity 60 LP Albums

7", 10" & 12".

WRITE FOR FREE BROCHURE A PRICES

SEE EXHIBIT BOOTH A-3 AT NAVA

Wallach & Associates, Inc.

1589 ADDISON ROAD

CLEVELAND 3, OHIO

CLASSIFIED
ATTENTION Libraries; Recently we
mailed a beautiful color post card ad-
vertising our film "Alpine Wild-
flowers." Thanks for all the preview
requests. For active families with
wanderlust try "Family Trail Camp-
ing." Write direct: Petite Film Com-
pany, 914 33rd So., Seattle 44, Wash.

Available—The most complete line of
Tachistoscopes and projection devices.
LAFAYETTE INSTRUMENT COM-
PANY, LAFAYETTE, INDLANA.

ETV: A Ford Foundation Pictorial Re-
port. Many examples of televised
teaching and general culture telecast-
ing. 68pp. Free. FORDFOUND.

For more Information circle
No. 146 on return postal card.

Flutter, Its nature, cause and avoidance
considered with its associated distur-
bances "wow" and "drift." Technical
data in layman's language. 12pp free
AMPCORP.

For more Information circle
No. 147 on return postal card.

The Impact of Educational Television
Wilbur Schramm, ed. Papers by 12
authorities. 1960. 247pp $5. UNIL-
PRES.

Write direct

The influence of the cinema on children
and adolescents. Annotated interna-
tional bibliography. Report No. 31,
1961, 106pp. COLUPRES.

For more Information circle
No. 148 on return postal card.

AV Directory

(Continued from page 371)

X TEACHING MACHINES
1. manual, mechanical (43) (75) (7(

(155) (183) (189) (219) (225) (231

(252) (274) (430) (449) (476) (51(

(554) (572) (581)

2. electronic (43) (223) (225) (311

(349) (413) (444) (510) (517) (54:

(554) (572)

3. programming (76) (121) (181

(189) (219) (225) (251) (252) (27'

(387) (413) (449) (510)

4. electronic trainers (302) (435)

Y ANYTHING WE'VE
OVERLOOKE]

1. carrying cases, general (212) (26(

(344)

2. shipping cases, general (67) (2i;

3. storage cabinets, general (83) <56;

4. performance test equipment (31

Directory of

Equipment and Materials
pages 373 - 378

ADVANCE Furnace Co., 2310 E. Douglas
Ave., Wichita, Kans.

AGFA, AGFA, Inc., 516 W. 34th St., New
York 1, N.Y.

AIREQUIPT Mfg. Co., Inc., 20 Jones St.,

New Rochelle, N.Y.
AMPCORP—Amplifier Corp. of Ameri-

ca, 398 Broadway, New York 13, N.Y.
AMPEX-PDO — Ampex Professional
Products Company, 934 Charter St.,

Redwood City, Calif.

AVRES—Audio-Visual Research, 523 S.
Plymouth Ct., Chicago 5, 111.

B&L—Bausch & Lomb Optical Co.,
Rochester 2, N.Y.

BUHL Optical Co.. 1009 Beech Ave..
Pittsburgh 33, Pa.

BURBR—Burleigh Brooks, Inc., 10 W.
46th St., New York 36, N. Y.

CAMOPT—Camera Optics Mfg. Corp..
37-19 23rd Ave., Long Island City, N.Y.

CECO—Camera Equipment Co., Inc.,

315 W. 43rd St., New York 36, N.Y.
CHILTON Co., Book Div., 56th and
Chestnut Sts., Philadelphia 39, Pa.

COLLINS Radio Co., Broadcast Sales
Dept., Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

COLUPRESS — Columbia University
Press, 2960 Broadway, New York 27,

N.Y.
COMMENG—Community Engineering
Corporation, P.O. Box 824, State Col-
lege, Pa.

DALTO Electronics Corp.. Oak Street,
Norwood, N.J.

DORSETT— Dorsett Electronics, Inc.,

119 W. Boyd, Norma, Okla.
DUKANE Corp., St. Charles, 111.

DUMONT—Allen D. Dumont Labora-
tories, Industrial TV Sales Dept, Div.
of Fairchild Camera Co. Clifton, N.J.

EALING Corp.. The, 33 University Rd.,
Cambridge 38. Mass.

EASTMAN KODAK—See Local Dealer,
ETVAIDS—Educational Television Aids

111 Hampton Road West Williamsport,
Md.

FORDFOUND—Ford Foundation, Office
of Reports. 477 Madison Ave., New
York 22. N.Y.

GENTECH—General Techniques, Inc.,

1270 Broadway, New York 1, N.Y.
GIANTVIEW Electronics Div.. Meilink

Sale Co., Ferndale 20, Mich.
HARWALD Company, The, 1245 Ch
cago Ave., Evanston, 111.

KONCEPTOGRAPH Corp., 179 Berk.
ley St., Rochester, N. Y.

LINDAU—Lindau Film Cleaner, P.(

Box 483 Lake Forest, 111.

McCLURE Projectors, Inc., P.O.B. 23
1122 Central Ave,. Wilmette, 111.

MIDWESTERN Instruments, In<

MAGNECORD Sales Dept., Dept. 2

P.O. Box 7509, Tusa 18, Okla.
MMM—Minnesota Mining and Manufa
turing Co., 900 Bush St., St. Paul
Minn.

NEWCOMB Audio Products Co., 68:

Lexington Ave., Hollywood 38, Ca!
PREQUIP—Precision Equipment Cori

4401 N. Ravenswood Ave., Chicago 4

111.

RCA Educational Services, Camde
N.J.

RHECAL—Rheem-Califone Corp., 59

Boweroft St., Los Angeles 16, Cal
RICHARD Mfg. Co., P.O. Box 2041, V;
Nuys, Calif.

SAUPPE—Spindler & Sauppe, Inc., 22
Beverly Blvd., Los Angeles 57, Cal

SHURE Brothers, Inc., 222 Hartrey Av
Evanston, 111.

SUPEREX Electronics Corp. Yoke
N.Y.

SWITCHCRAFT, Inc.. 5593 N. Elst.
|

Ave., Chicago 30, 111.

TEXWD— Tex-Wood Furniture Cor
3410 E. 1st St., Austin, Texas.

TRANSVISION Inc., New Rochelle, N..

UMICH—University of Michigan, A
Education Center, 4028 Administr
tion Bldg., Ann Arbor, Mich.

UNILPRES—University of Illino
Press, Urbana, 111.

UWF—United World Films, 1445 Pa
Ave., New York 29, N.Y.

Victor Animatograph Corp., div. of T
Kalart Co., Inc., Plainville, Conn.

SEE KALART/VICTOR
VIEWLEX, Inc., Holbrook, Long Islar

N.Y.
Wallach & Associates, Inc., 1532 Hi

i

crest Rd.. Cleveland 18. Ohio
WILSON—H. Wilson Company. 106

Wilson St.. Park Forest. 111.
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"Parlons Francais" Brings A Native

French Teacher Into Your Classroom
These are scenes from "Parlons Frangais," a tested and proven course
of programmed instruction in conversational French for elementary
school pupils, beginning in grades 3 or 4 and continuing upward. The
program was developed by the Modem Language Project of Boston,
Dr. Earle S. Randall, Director.

With the help of the classroom teacher, "Parlons Frangais" teaches
French through two 15 minute lessons per week. These lessons are
available on videotapes for educational television or color film (8mm
or 16mm) for classroom presentation. In addition, "Parlons Frangais"
offers an excellent series of records for drill at home or in the classroom.

The basic instruction in "Parlons Frangais" is provided by Mme
Anne Slack, a dynamic and talented television teacher and a native
of France. As school opens this year more than 2,000,000 elementary
pupils will begin to assimilate the French language under her tutelage
and learn French as it is spoken by a native.

Research shows that team-teaching with "Parlons Frangais" is

successful even if the classroom teacher has no previous training in

French — provided she is enthusiastic about the program and uses
the supplementary materials as outlined in the Teachers' Guide. The
New York Times has called "Parlons Frangais" an "ETV success
story." Write for an illustrated brochure and demonstration record.

Heath de Rochemont Corporation, 16 Arlington Street, Boston 16, IVIassachusetts i

"... in quest of excellence''

"Un ballon rouge, s'il vous plait."

Basic dialogue situations, filmed In

France, are used in "Parlons Fran-

gais" to bring French life and cus-

toms into the classroom and let the

student see and hear a native speaker

use French in day-to-day situations.
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For Successful A-V.

CECO RED LAKE

35MM STOP MOTION

PROJECTOR

For study of

recorded data

-rely on CECO's Audio-Visual equipment, plus th*

professional experience of CECO's engineers. CECO's range of A-V products takes in th

whole audio-visual field - cameras, projectors, screens, slide projectors, animation equipment, soun

recorders, timers, tripods, etc. The constant probing and prompting of our technicians is reflects

in many audio-visual programs across the country, in class room and industry. CECO offers maximur

efficiency at lowest cost. The A-V industry has grown into

a giant. You need the advice and service of professionals. ^—

.

^ ^^
Write or call for CECO Audio-Visual spec sheets. Today! (^flmCRfl tC^UIPmCIlT (O.JfK

) TM ^Kyjsri

CRAMER CONTINUOUS
16MM PROCESSOR
Compact: economi-
cal; portable. Can be
operated in daylight.
Fully automatic.

RADIANT "EDUCATOR"
PROJECTION SCREEN
Available in tripod,
roll-up, wall and
ceiling designs and
many sizes.

35MM FILMSTRIP CAM-
ERA Single frame ad-
vance, reflex viewing
and special lens de-
signed for slide films.

FIRMSPLICE 16/35MM
FILM SPLICER Com-
pact unit butt splices
magnetic tape or film
quickly, accurately.

Department E-13,

New York 36, N. Y.,

315 W. 43rd St.

JUdson 6-1420

CORDER Features
complete remote
control facilities.

NEGEMA PROJECTION'
STAND For every type
of A-V projector.
Lightweight, sturdy,
durable.
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UNITE SIGHT AND SOUND FOR MORE EFFECTIVE TRAINING!

YOU CAN SYNCHRONIZE

"NOW- YOUR WORDS, MUSIC and

YOUR PICTURES...

AUTOMATICALLY!
Now—make your pictures worth thousands of words more!

Your visual training presentations will have new meaning . . .

command more attention . . . when you dramatize them with

synchronized sound. A V-M Tape Recorder and Synchronizer

in conjunction with a slide or strip film projector, increase the

significance of any visual presentation, and offer more eco-

nomical production of training aids as well.

You easily add inaudible slide-change signals to your own tape

recorded commentary. On play-back, these soundless signals

actuate the projector, automatically advancing slides at the

times selected! With V-M's unique "Add-A-Track" control you

can even add music to your narration for more showmanship!

V^M

V-M Tap« Recorder Slide
Projector Synchronizer-
Model 1412 • Easy to

operate • Lightweight and
compact • Compatible
with most popular remote
control projectors $49.95

V-M 'tape-o-matic'®4-Track Stereo
Record Tape Recorder— Model 722
• Records and plays back in full

stereo or 4-Track Monaural • "Add-
ATrack" Control • Simple Push-
Button operation • High-Fidelity
Speaker System $259.95*

•Slighlly HiBher West

WHY DON'T YOU EXPLORE THE MANY USES
OF THIS REMARKABLE COMBINATION?

See Your V-M Dealer TODAYI

the\^ice^^§ of K^usic®

V-M CORPORATION BENTON HARBOR, MICHIGAN

V-M CORPORATION -D«pt. E5-86: SO&Tvrritoriftl Rd.. B«nton Hsrbor. Ulchiffui

Please send me, without obligation, more

information on V-M Models 1412 and 722.
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Ne^vs people organizations events

Educational TV Featured

At Italian Exposition

Educational television is taking a

starring role in the official United

States Exhibition now under way in

Turin, Italy. Several million Euro-

peans — educators, students, tourists,

industrialists , worker s—are seeing

American TV and other electronic de-

vices in action as they visit "Italia

'61," the Italian Centenary Exposition

which celebrates the 100th birthday

of the modern Italian nation. The ex-

position opened May 6 and will run

through Oct. 31.

The U. S. Exhibition, planned for

months in advance by a team of spe-

cialists from the U. S. Department of

Commerce's Office of International

Trade Fairs, concentrates on America's

newest communications techniques.

One of the top attractions is a model
classroom, set up to illustrate educa-

tional television and other new teach-

ing devices. Across an aisle from the

classroom is a complete educational

television studio, designed and equip-

ped by Thompson Ramo Wooldridge,

Inc.

D. P. Ely Of Syracuse U.
To Head Up AV Study

Dr. Donald P. Ely, director of the

Audio-Visual Center at Syracuse Uni-

versity, has been selected chairman of

a national commission on definition

and terminology of the audiovisual

field. The commission will operate as

an aspect of the Technological De-
velopment Project of the National

Education Association. Funds have
been granted through the National

Defense Education Act for completion

of the study.

Culmination of the commission's

activity will be the publication of a

monograph which will define the field

and establish its terminology. Intio-

duction of educational television,

teaching machines and programmed
learning, language laboratories, and
other areas of instructional technolcgy

have created the need for a definition

of the field and the establishment of

terminology which will be accepted

and used on a national and inter-

national level.

Serving with Dr. Ely will be Dr.

Edgar Dale, professor of education,

The Ohio State University; Dr. George
Gerbner, associate professor. Institute

of Communications Research, Univer-

sity of Illinois; Dr. Henry Bern, asso-

ciate professor of education, and Dr.

James Q. Knowlton, assist.mt professor

of education. University of Indiana;

and Dr. Samuel Cohen, adminishative

assistant, Hewlett Public Schools

(N. Y.). Various consultants will serve

on the commission from time to time.

New AV Guide For Foreign
Language Teachers

Bertha Landers, for many years in

the library system of Dallas and later

head of the audiovisual department
of the Kansas City (Mo.) Public Li-

brary, is bringing out a Foreign Lan-
guage Audio-Visual Guide, a fully

annotated aid for foreign language

teachers in the selection of films, film-

strips, recordings, tapes and various

other audiovisual materials.

The Guide has been prepared in

consultation with national foreign lan-

The College of New Roehelle (N.Y.) has a language laboratory which is a two-part
system including a recording studio as well as the language lab itself. The unit was
built by Educational Equipment division of Edwards Co., Inc.

guage associations, the United State;

Department of Health, Education anc

Welfare, the U. S. Office of Educa
tion, and a select committee of Ian

guage teachers. It synopses audio

visual aids in twelve languages-

Arabic, Chinese, French, German
Greek, Hebrew, Italian, Japanese

Latin, Portuguese, Russian and Span
ish, with each language indexed tc

indicate content, purpose and grad«

level of teaching aid. The descriptive

material is divided into grammar anc

vocabulary, conversational and eul

tural enrichment.

The new volume provides a descrip-

tive source guide to more than 2,0()(

language films, filmstrips, recording;

and tapes, and will be revised annual-

ly, it is said.

Cathedral Films' Founder
Marks Silver Anniversary

Clergyman Dr. James K. Friedrich

founder and president of Cathedra

Films, Inc., observed in June the 2-5tl

anniversary of his ordination to the

ministry.

Religious
audiovisual ma-
terials produced

by Cathedral are

now seen by over

.5 million young
people every
week in Sunday
schools. In addi- Ur. Iriedrich

tion to approximately 2.50 films pro

duced for church use of this type, thi

company has also brought out twc

films produced for the theatre.

Colorado AV Association

Holds "Retreat" In May
The Colorado Audio-N'isual Associa

|

tion frankly called its May 19-21 meet
i

ing at the Colorado State Colleg
j

cabins in Estes Park a "retreat." Am
the 1962 state AV meeting will be heL

at Greeley in conjunction \\'ith the mid

year conference on education becaus

"it was felt by the members assemble'

that this was a well established meet

ing and provided an opportunity fc

many to attend who otherwise migf

not be able to." The AV luncehon £

next year's conference will be arrange^

with no special program so that th

membership can be encouraged "t

join in the other programs this year;

Efforts will be made to build stroni

Colorado attendance at D.WE's Kai

sas Citv convention next spring.

The CAVA officers for 1961-19©

(Cantiniied on tiext page)
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Featured speakers at the

National Audiovisual

Convention, July 22-25,

were, from left: Ben
Peirez, Viewlex, Inc.;

Dr. James D. Finn, pro-

fessor of Education,
School of Education, Uni-

versity of Southern Cali-

fornia; and Joseph E.

Burger, H. V. Nootbar &
Co.

[NJpYVrS continued

are William Grimes (Colorado Univer-

sity), president; Harry Kauffman

(Denver University), vice-president;

Robert deKieffer (Colorado Univer-

sity), secretary-treasurer. Bill Murray,

(Aurora Public Schools) was recorder.

Bio. Photographers To Meet
In Chicago August 21

The 31st annual meeting of the

Biological Photographic Association

will take place in Chicago August 21-

25. The association is a world-wide or-

ganization composed of physicians and

dentists, scientific editors, professional

educators and institutional staff pho-

tographers who are concerned with

the visual disciplines in medicine and

other biological sciences.

The official U. S. delegate to the

recently held First International Con-

gress on Medical Photography in Dus-

seldorf, Leonard Julin, chief of Mayo
Clinic's Section of Photography, heads

the list of speakers. Other subjects in-

clude medical motion picture tech-

niques in which the normal period of

growth of nails is compressed into

minutes, scientific applications of the

new 8mm sound films, the "traveling"

microscope, and an analysis of the

promising new fiber optics.

EBF Permits CCTV Use Of
Films On No-Cost Basis
To facilitate the use of films over

school closed circuit TV systems. En-
cyclopaedia Britannica Films, Inc., has

announced that it is permitting all

schools systems equipped with CCTV
to use EBF titles (which have been
cleared for television) on a no-cost

basis.

Such relaxation of normal policy

does not apply to open channel edu-
cational television, the firm added.

Family Films Wins In

Religious Film Screenings
Four of the eleven 1961 awards by

the National Evangelical Film Foun-

dation for the best religious motion

pictures and filmstrips went to Family

Films, Holywood producer. Five other

winners shared the other seven top

places. The awards were presented by
Dr. Harry G. Bristow, president of

the Foundation, on May 20 at cere-

monies in the Christian T.'ieatre,

Philadelphia.

Award for the best teenage film of

the year went to Family Films' Teen-

age Crusade. The "Land of the Bible"

series was named best religious educa-

tional production, and the Christian

Teenagers' Spiritual Life Kit the best

filmstrip.

Family Films' Harold Schuster won
the coveted "best director of the year"

award for the second time. Best actor

award went to Frank Fetters (Gospel

Films) and best actress to Colleen

Cray (Broadman Films).

PHOTO
SLIDE

FILING

SYSTEM

With Every Slide Classified

For Quick Visual Reference and Use

03cm

r^cnicnbx]

^DOtaiXO

When you keep your slides in this Multiplex

cabinet, you gain these three advantages:

1. Orderly classification—by subject motter,

dale, etc.

2. Convenience—slides con be viewed against

light-diffusing panel—individual slides easily

inserted or removed.

3. Protection—against loss or damage—with

r

slides properly stored—cylinder-type key lock

on door.

The Multiplex Slide Cabinet shown above
holds 2340 slides, 2" x 2" ... or 780
slides, 4" X 3%" . . . or some of each. Door
opens down to provide shelf. Spacious utility

drawer in base. Smaller and larger sizes,

and other models, ore available. For more
complete information, use the coupon be
low.

MULUplEX
DISPLAY FIXTURE CO.
Dept. M, Worne & Carter,

St. Louli 7, Mo.

Please send me Slide Cabinet Bulletin lS-158

NAME

SCHOOL

ADDRESS

CITY & STATE AU6I
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Eastman Kodak Company
announces a new, transistorized

audio-visual projector for people in

education, business, industry, religion,

and government whose lives are

devoted to communicating ideas.

This new Kodak Pageant Projector

has been buih so that an eleven-year-

old school child can set it up, thread

it. and operate a perfect performance
with only two practice runs!

New, transistorized sound system

This projector's completely transis-

lorizcd amplifier incorporates major
electronic improvements in the
science of re-creating sound.

Turn on the projector and the
sound starts instantly, together with
the picture. No wait for amplifier

vvann-up any more.
Before and during performance,

you will notice a complete absence of

background noise in the sound system.

No audible hissing, no crackling or
pop]}ing. This projector's sound sys-

tem has the capacity to reproduce

—

faithfully—any frequency wiiich can
be recorded on an optical sound track.

This new transistorized sound sys-

tem has been created to reproduce the
entire audible range of sound, crisply

and clearly. You will hear comfort-
nbly-audiblc sound either in the au-
ditorium, where it must be loud, or
in classrooms, where sound volume
level is kept low.

This is sound with the power to

operate either through existing pub-
lic-address or auditorium speaker sys-

tems or through this projector's own
large (llx6-inch) speaker.

This is a sound system which should

never interrupt a performance, be-

cause there are no tubes to age or bum
out. Parts are carefully selected for

long life. Rugged circuitry withstands

bumps and jostling.

Kodak sound engineers estimate
that this new projector's sound
system should require virtually

no maintenance for the life of the
projector.

Superb picture brilliance

Kodak Pageant Projectors have al-

ways had superior picture brilliance

because of a specially developed
Kodak shutter. This exclusive Kodak
Super-^o Shutter projects pictures

which are bright and easy to .see, even

in partially lighted rooms or where
"throws" arc long.

The Supcr-40 Shutter has been in-

corporated into this new Kodak Pag-
eant Projector.

You'll see brilliant pictures in room
or hall. Also, since proiection in class-

rooms often requires smaller wattage
projection lamps for the sake of eye

comfort, we have accordingly allowed
for a choice of either 750-, 1000-, or

1200-watt lamps in this machine.

This Kodak Pageant Projector

never intrudes upon the performance

This is a machine which actually con-

tributes to the effectiveness of a mo-
tion-picture presentation. Operation
is so simple it never embarrasses the

operator. The machine runs so quietly

the audience doesn't detect its pres-

ence. Its sound system and mechanics
are so dependable, it won't interrupt

its own performance.

It can sturdily accept abusive treat-

ment. A school child, for example,
can shift it from full speed forward
to full speed reverse at one whack
without damaging anything. He may
run it continuously in reverse without

fear of projection lamp bum-out.
You can see a demonstration of

this new Kodak Pageant 16mm Sound
Projector, AV-126-TR, at your con-

venience by calling a Kodak audio-

visual dealer. Or write, please, for

s]K"cirication literature.

Thank you for your interest.

Kodak Pageant Projector^ EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Dept 8-V, Rochester 4, N.Y.
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PHOTOPLAY FILMSTRIPS
Prepared by William Lewin, Ph.D.

A scene in the filmstrip starring Kirk Douglas as Ulysses.

Ulyisas—In lull color, 64 frames, a pic-

torial guide to the new Paramount screen

version of Homer's Odyssey, produced in

Italy. An invaluable aid to the study of

the classic. $7.50. With guide, $7.80.

Th« Vikingf—In full color, 47 frames,

based on the Kirk Douglas production.

$7.50. With guide, $7.80.

A Laston in Mythology—Explains Andro-
meda, the Minotaur, Iphigenia, etc., based
on M-G-M's The Living Idol. 25 frames,
color. $7.50. With guide, $7.80.

Julius Caasar, set of 2 filmstrips in black-

and-white, presenting 97 scenes in the

M-G-M screen version of the ploy. $7.00.
With guide, $7.30.

Knights of tha Round Table—A set of

two filmstrips. Port One, black-and-white,

25 frames, explains the background of the

story, its theme, its significance as an early

attempt to organize a league of nations

and how the United Nations Security Council
is the Round Table of today. Part Two, full

color, 28 frames, tells the colorful story of

the great legend, based on the M-G-M
photoploy. $7.50.

The Glass Slipper—The charming fairy

tale of Cinderella, told in a new way,
based on the M-G-M photoplay. 36 frames
in full color. $7.50. With guide, $7.80.

Romeo and Juliet—Shakespeare's great

love story illustrated in color from the

J. Arthur Rank production filmed on loco-

lion in Verona and other Italian cities.

44 frames. $7.50. With guide, $7.80.

Richard III—Based on Laurence Olivier's

colorful screen version of Shakespeare's
famous ploy. 48 frames. $7.50. With
guide, $7.80.

Alexander the Great—Biography of the

first man to conquer the civilized world,

based on the photoplay. Shows Alexander's
effort to unite Europe and Asia, a task

with which the U.N. is still faced. 55
frames. $7.50. With guide, $7.80.

Adventures of Robinson Crusoe— In full

color, 50 frames, a clear pictorial guide to

the Defoe classic, based on the United
Artists screen version. $7.50. With guide,

$7.80.

Columbus—Black-and-white, based on the

J. Arthur Rank production starring Fredric

March. 55 Frames. $4.00.

Hansel and Gretel—In full color, 42
frames, the highlights of the beloved fairy

tale OS performed by the charming Kine-

mins of Michael Myerberg's screen version,

released by RKO Radio Pictures. $7.30.
With guide, $7.80.

Greatest Show on Earth—In full color, a
lively pictorial guide to the circus, based on
Cecil B. DeMille's Technicolor photoplay,
which won the Academy Award in 1953
as the best picture of the year. 40 frames.

$7.50.

Money-bock guaranta»i

EDUCATIONAL & RECREATIONAL GUIDES, Inc.

10 Brainerd Road, Summit, New Jersey
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editorial

Moment

Of

Impact

Paul C. Reed

When an excellent audiovisualization meets an eager and ready

mind, and something significant happens—this is the magic mo-
ment. This is the pay-off. This is what everyone concerned with the

making of an educational motion picture, a television program, a

video tape, an instructional filmstrip has been working for. All who
are concerned with the production, distribution and the utilization

of audiovisual materials should never never lose sight of the

"moment of impact."

All of the audiovisual materials listed in this 36th edition of the

BLUE BOOK OF AUDIOVISUAL MATERIALS and those listed

in all of the thirty-five previous editions were made for a purpose.

These are materials for instruction. They have been designed and
planned and produced to change people. They are instructional

materials to communicate ideas, to bring new knowledge, to provide

new experience, to stimulate thinking. Some will help to shift

attitudes, to change points of view, to build new insights. Others

will clinch hunches, firm beliefs, and create new understandings.

These things happen at the "moment of impact," the moment when
the materials are perceived by people, when the materials meet
minds, and change takes place. When these things do happen, the

efforts of all who work in the audiovisual field come to fruition.

The most fortunate person in the great cycle, from the discovery

of a need for a particular new motion picture or filmstrip to the

"moment of impact" when a mind changes, is the teacher. He is the

one with the most control over the "moment of impact." He alone

can finally determine whether anything will happen. He can use or

not use these dynamic materials. And if he does, he is there at the

"moment of impact." He can see the ultimate effects of all the cumu-
lative efforts that produced the right audiovisualization, that brought

it to the right place, at the right time so that something significant

could happen to people.

The role of Educational Screen's BLUE BOOK OF AUDIO-
VISUAL MATERIALS is unique in the audiovisual field. The
BLUE BOOK bridges a gap between producers of audiovisual mate-

rials and those who use them. It is the most complete annual list-

ing available of the instructional materials produced during the

year. Under appropriate classifications, it brings together a listing

of the year's production of motion pictures, filmstrips, recordings,

slides and other audiovisual materials.

So even in this very specialized, annually published BLUE BOOK
issue of Educational Screen and Audiovisual Guide, we continue to

do our part in bringing about better and wiser use of audiovisual

materials. We are helping teachers and teacher committees to lo-

cate and appraise the newest and best materials available. We are

encouraging them to select those that will best meet their needs.

We are hopeful, in doing this, that there will be an ever increasing

volume of dramatic and significant "moments of impact" when ex-

cellent audiovisualizations arc perceived by eager and ready minds,

and learning takes place.

i n/'iiK'r lOAl



A Partnership In

Learning Materials

by John Guy Fowlkes

\JnE of the compelling factors which prompted the

Pilgrims to settle on the New England coast in the

seventeenth century was a desire held by parents for

better school opportunity than was possible in

Europe. Striking evidence of the force of this desire

was the passage of the Old Massachusetts Act in 1642

and the Old Deluder Satan Act in 1647. These two
legislative actions established the policies that all chil-

dren should have the opportunity to go to school and
that all citizens should help to pay for such schooling.

These policies established in colonial days have
been pronounced sonsistently throughout our land for

approximately 350 years. Political, industrial and civic

leaders, as well as those professionally concerned with

formally organized educational institutions, have reg-

ularly and frequently voiced the importance of the

education of youth, particularly during campaigns for

governmental ofiBce. For nearly 50 years (The Smith-

Hughes Act, passed in 1917 granting substantial fed-

eral funds for adult education) the necessity for con-

tinuing organized effort toward the education of adults

has also been emphasized.

In light of these circumstances, it would seem that

public educational institutions, enterprise and activi-

ties would have enjoyed dynamic and sustained sup-

port of an overwhelming majority of the citizens of the

United States, not only in terms of ample funds but

also in terms of evaluation and improvement of our

schools, colleges and universities. As is well known,

such has not been the case. At no stage in our national

history have budgets for educational institutions been

large enough when compared with other public organ-

izations.

On the whole the most promising young men and
women have not chosen teaching as their life profes-

sion. Equally serious is the continued migration of out-

standing individuals who have taught for a short

period until they have saved enough money to entei

medical or law schools or shift to another field of worl
which either immediately or over a lifetime would
promise greater financial return. Why is this truer

Why, when by word of mouth the United States of

America is so devoted today and pledged to education,

can the previously cited circumstance prevail?

A definitive, valid answer is beyond the capacity ol

the writer. On the other hand, some matters which
may have considerable bearing on the topic at hand,

seem sufficiently clear to enumerate. Traditionally

non-educationalists, sometimes referred to as laymen,

have at the same time a standing in awe of those whc
teach and have been puzzled by teachers. Because ol

parents' devoted ( indeed, in some cases frantic ) desire

for their children to do well in school, citizens hav(

been extremely reluctant to familiarize themselve;

with the component elements of educational institu

tions and to raise the sometimes provoking but basi<

questions: Why do you, and why don't you take giveii

action in teaching my son or daughter? Social associa

tion between teachers and those who pay teachers

salaries has been traditionally slight, and sometime^

when carried on has tended to be forced and studiec

rather than spontaneous.

Formally organized and publicly supported educa

tional institutions are the creation and precious posses

sions of citizens. Citizens of a given community c

state are at the same time the consumers and payin

proprietors of such institutions. Such being the casi

it is apparent that wide and deep familiarity wit

what goes on in schools and acquaintance with tb

administrative and instructional personnel of educi

tional institutions seems essential toward the develoj

ment of schools, colleges and universities approprial

to the "times" during any given period.

In becoming acquainted with and evaluating educ
tional institutions, constant care must be taken by noi

educators to avoid the very appearance of, much le

assuming, the role of professional educators. But noi

the less, why do you? and why don't you? can legit

mately be frequent queries by all the citizens of tt

United States of America.

There is inspiring and heartening evidence of a ne



• ^The importance of the materials of learning and teaching

is recognized widely today as never before. It becomes

increasingly evident that in many connections the material

of learnng determines to a high degree how much is

learned wthin a given period of time . . . A fl^

consciousness of and a conscience toward educational

institutions among the supporting public. During re-

cent years annually, hundreds of organized lay com-

mittees at local, state and national levels have been

stablished to study, so that they may better support

educational programs. Mutual acceptance of educators

ind non-educators prevails today, as never before.

Increasingly, lay leaders are demanding increased ap-

propriations for all kinds of educational institutions,

specially elementary and secondary' schools. Such
ictivity guarantees a new day for the educational pro-

grams offered throughout our educational institutions.

Hlowever, such a circumstance increases a fundamental

obligation of professional educators. Those who staff

)ur educational institutions, as never before, would do
veil to examine, scrutinize and evaluate practices and
icts of both omission and commission.

The attitude which easily develops in any institu-

lon, be it officially educational or non-educational,

hat school must keep as usual surely has no place in

mr schools, colleges and universities. Avowed deter-

nination to improve must be evidenced by all profes-

onal educators. One highly important focus toward
mprovement is that of the materials of learning and
eaching. Discriminating evaluation of all texts and
iboratory material should be made with the highest

egree of discrijiiination and attention.

The importance of the materials of learning and
aching is recognized widely today as never before.

t becomes increasingly evident that in many connec-
ons the material of learning determines to a high de-

ree how much is learned within a given period of

me, or the length of time necessary for given learn-

ig. Substantial mutual benefit can be gained from the

xercise of the educational partnership with respect

) the materials of learning. Commercial and industrial

ancerns for years have been aware of the importance
f learning materials, especially in connection with
lecialized programs of education ( often described as

raining programs—certainly, as a matter of fact, train-

ig is simply specialized education).

One of the most extensive forms of learning materi-

which non-school agencies have produced is the

oving picture film, the effectiveness of which, as a
arning device, is firmly established. As was pointed
|it by the publisher in the 1960 edition of Educators
ide To Free Films, industrial and commercial con-

lO

|ai

tAll

cerns increasingly are producing moving picture films

which can be secured free of charge for use in edu-

cational institutions. Just as is true of textbooks pub-
lished by established book companies, individual

teachers will question some given specifics about such
films. This is appropriate and desirable. Matters of dis-

agreement and ideas for improving industrially pro-

duced films, passed on to the producers, would be
most valuable toward the improvement of such films.

Just as our suggestions for the improvement of text

books are so generally used by publishers for improv-

ing such books.

It may be that, inversely, representatives of industry

might also make important recommendations for the

improvement of learning material that is pointedly

prepared for school use. During the 1930's, Whitehead
made the comment that "Man of today may be strug-

gling with a culture for which he is not prepared."

Does this observation give basis for thoughtful reflec-

tion to all those who are concerned with the selection

and use of learning materials in educational institu-

tions?

Commerce and industry are the source of the eco-

nomics of schools, colleges and universities. It seems
clear hence that educators, industrialists and leaders of

commerce must have telling influence upon each other.

And it would seem that the educational partnership

previously discussed should be exercised continuously

and vigorously in connection with the production and
use of learning materials in schools.
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How To Cut

Corners

On Catologs

by Jack Keene

XTIARRY Harried directs a large cooperative AV
Center not far from here. Harry would like to have a

new AV catalog ready for September but the collec-

tion is getting pretty large and he is worried about

the problems of organizing, annotating, making a

dummy, proofing and printing.

So Harry has quietly decided to produce a supple-

ment to a supplement to a supplement. He'll print on

yellow paper to distinguish this one from last Sep-

tember's list.

Somewhere in the education office of which Harry is

a member there are several pieces of equipment which

hold beneath their gray crackle surfaces a possibility

of delivering Harry from frustration and ignominy.

Harry should look thoughtfully in the direction of

these two machines—the Graphotype and the Address-

ograph.

The Graphotype, a combination typewriter and

stamping mill, can emboss on a small metal plate all

of the pertinent information about any single item in

the AV library. For example, there is space on the

plate to give a film's full title, indicate that it is a film,

its running time, producer, date of production, color,

subject area, recommended grade level, plus an anno-

tation of as many as 30 words. These plates can be

made for each item in the collection. They are then

filed in specially designed storage drawers.

The Addressograph produces printed copy from the

metal plates which are embossed on the Graphotype.

It will print cards or lists. It will produce original

copy, carbon copies, and offset masters.

When catalog production is required, the Addresso-

graph operator slides each storage drawer of metal

plates into the Addressograph hopper. The Addresso-

graph prints each offset master, ten items to a page, in

less time than it takes to read this sentence, and then

redeposits the plates in proper order in their storage

drawer.

Page numbers and subject headings are added by a

typewriter equipped with an offset ribbon, and the

main body of the catalog is ready for production.

When, after several years, a new catalog should b<

produced, it will already be organized because th<

plates are filed in proper order. It will be current be

cause as each new item is acquired, a new plate ii

placed in the file; as items are retired, plates are re

moved. It will require a minimum of proofing, becaus<

each plate is proofed as it is made. Virtually no typinj

will be necessary, because the Addressograph wil

"write" each offset master page in a matter of seconds

The print in the final catalog will be dense, clean anc

shaqi.

But Harry suspects that producing catalogs this easi

ly must involve some hard work. When he investigates

he'll find these problems facing him:

• The catalog contents, especially the concise annota

tions, must be prepared by people with professiona

competence.

• The plates must be embossed. A Graphotype opera

tor embosses between 80 and 100 nine line plate;

per day.

• Time must be allowed for initial planning and estab

lishment of the system. This is no week-end project

• The operation must be financed. In some cases

equipment is already available which can be usee

with minor adaptations. If not, Harry's budget mus
include a capital outlay of from five to seven thou

sand dollars, depending upon size of the AV collec

tion and the degree of flexibility and mechanizatioi

to be incorporated.

When amortized, the initial cost of establishing thi

cataloging operation compares advantageously to th

annual costs of preparing catalogs by more convention

al methods. But this isn't all. As many AV director

know, the clerical demands in a cooperative AV 1:

brary can be very heavy. If Harry ignores clerica

needs, he fails to give requested service; if he meet

these demands, he struggles with a potential budget

buster.

From library to library, variations in clerical pn
cedures reflect variations in size, policy and logistic;

For example, three California AV libraries affiliate

with offices of the superintendent of schools in Ken'

San Diego and Stanislaus Counties are utilizing tbi

Addressograph in varying degrees and technique I

Each of these AV libraries, however, faces catalogin i

and clerical problems peculiar to its own organizatioi

This is where the little Addressograph plates ca

more than pay their way. For example, Kern County

AV library embosses a plate as soon as the distribute

confirms that the AV item is coming for preview. Thi

one plate, written, embossed and proofed just once,

;

a labor and materials cost of about 30 cents, prints

master inventory card, a preview scheduling recor

five advance notices to preview committee member
five preview evaluation sheets, a listing for Board

Education purchase recommendation, and a purcha:

order request. During the life of the item—say, tt

years—the plate continues to work. It will print abo

ten entries on master scheduling cards, several co

tainer labels, five or more catalog entries, and perha]

four or five curriculum correlation lists for buUeti

and study committees. It will print a card for tl
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frcquency-of-use file, and another for the maintenance-

and-repair file.

When obsolescence overtakes this item, tlie plate

will print five re-evaluation forms. Eventually, the

plate will print the item's retirement notice.

The scheme of organizing the plates in their storage

drawers—which determines the order in which plates

are most efficiently selected and fed to the Addresso-

graph for printing—depends upon the number and

t\'pe of catalogs contemplated, as well as on whether

the Addressograph is to be used extensively for proj-

ects in addition to cataloging.

If the Addressograph plates are to be used primarily

for catalog production, filing of plates in straight cata-

log order seems expedient. If the equipment is to be
used extensively for many repetitive AV writing as-

signments in addition to cataloging, then the plates

may be filed more efficiently in subject area categories

and alphabetized by title within each category. The
Kern County Schools installation, now being set up in

this manner, utilizes a simple selector system with the

capability of making a "pick-and-print" choice of items

of a specific kind, producer, grade level, and subject

area subclassification. The selector may be used to

print listings in specific catalog categories.

In addition, when someone asks, "What filmstrips

produced by Goodview Productions do we have at

grades five and eight on the American Revolution?"

the selector mechanism is set, the Social Studies plate

storage drawers are emptied into the machine, the de-

sired list prints automatically, and the plates refile in

their storage drawer in original order. As curriculum

study groups and AV committees discover the quick-

answer potential of the equipment, the select-and-

print projects become as important as catalog produc-

tion.

Thus the Addressograph enables the "catalog clerk"

to prepare, in addition to catalogs, virtually every form
requiring repetitive writing in the AV operation, as

well as answers to questions which formerly could not

be readily answered for lack of staff and time.

If you know Harry Harried, or if you are Harry, you
may wish to investigate this simple mechanized pro-

duction aid. It may be the answer to some of your
difficult AV problems.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS LIBRARY
Office of Jesse D. Stockton

Kern County Superintendent of Schools
1315 Truxtun Avenue

Bakersfield, California

FILMS AND FILMSTRIPS RECOMMENDED TO THE KERN COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCATION

FOR APPROVAL AUGUST 8, I96O

AGRICULTURE

BLACK LEG
FS Ag Sec 37fr color
Colonial 1959 $6.00

ELECTRICAL TERMS, PART 2

FS Ag sec 3?fr color
Colonial 1959 $6.00

CONCRETE WA!KS, PART 1

FS Ag Sec 51fr color
Colonial 1959 $5.00

EST.ASIISHINC AND MAINTAINING LAWNS,
PART 1

FS Ag Sec 57fr color
Colonial 1959 $6.00

CONCRETE WAIKS, PART 2

PS Ag Sec 44fr color
Colonial 1959 $5.00

ESTABLISHING AND MAINTAINING LAWNS,
PART 2

FS Ag Sec 56fr color
Colonial 1959 $6.00

CONTROL OF MASTITIS
FS Ag Sec 43fr color
Colonial 1959 $6.00

FITTING AND SHOHflNC DAIRY CATTLE
FS Ag Sec 70fr color
Colonial 1959 $6.00

COTTON INSECTS
FS Ag Sec 74fr color
Colonial 1959 $6.00

FITTING AND SHOWING HOGS
FS Ag Sec 27fr color
Colonial 1959 $6.00

CUTTING CCMMON RAFTERS
FS Ag Sec 41fr b/w
Colonial 1959 $3.00

IDENTIFICATION CUTS OF BEEF
FS Ag Sec 37fr color
Colonial 1959 $4.00

ELECTRICAL TEFMS, PART 1

FS Ag Sec 50fr color
Colonial 1959 $6.00

IDENTIFICATION CUTS OF LAMB
FS Ag Sec 25fr color
Colonial 1959 $'.00

This is the first page of the

catalog put out by the In-

structional Materials library

of the Kern County (Calif.)

schools. With the exception

of the headings at the top

quarter, this page was print-

ed by use of the Graphotype
and Addressograph machines
mentioned in the story.
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F&B

^ A New Splicing

and Repairing Technique

NOW IN

NEW ^
20 FT.

^

ROLLS!
only $2.20 for 16mm

$4.04 for 35mm

IREPA/R Torn, damaged
films & film strips, patch cuts, tears,

gouges, necks, burns, etc.

REPLACE Torn perfor

ations — on sound or silent films &
film strips — missing pieces of film

— restore torn-out bits of film —

BUTT SPt/CE With-

out losing a single frame of your film

strip or 1 6mm movie film—butt splice

leaders and tails — no cement or

splicers needed —

STRENGTHEN
OVERLAP SPLICES

Placing a frame of Magic Mylar over

your regular over-lap splice absolutely

prevents it from ever opening —
Use Magic Mylar white opaque tape
for splicing magnetic film—or for vis-

ible splices in darkroom processing.

Florman & Babb, Inc.

68 W. 45th St., N.Y. 36. N.Y.

Please send me:

D
D
D
D
n
n
n
n
n

' single

- single

20 ft. rolls — transparent 16mm
perforation (T16S) at $2.20

66 ft. rolls — transparent 16mm •

perforation (T16S) at $6.00

20 ft. rolls — transparent 16mm — double
perforation (T16D) at $2.20

66 ft. rolls — transparent 16mm — double
perforation (T15D) at $6.00

20 ft. rolls — transparent 35mm (T-35)
at $4.04

66 ft. rolls — transparent 35mm (T-35)
at $11.00

65 ft. rolls — white opaque — 16mm —
magnetic film only (0-16) at $6.00

66 ft. rolls — white opaque — 35mm
(0-35) at $11.00

1/4" splicing tape for magnetic tape (S4)
at $.57

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY KIT:

1 20' roll T16 ($2.20)

1 20' roll T35 ( 4.04)

F & B Film
Repair & Butt
Splice Block (19.95)

($26.16)

I I
Special Introductory Kits at only * I4,0U

AUDIO
by Max U. Bildersee

'Education' Is The Topic

Li.stening to the new recordings—

and some of the older ones too—often
brings about surprises worth reporting.

We have already mentioned to you
the general excellence of the discs and
tapes produced under the Academic
Recording Institute label—but one in

particular should be brought forceful-

ly to the attention of .school men-
teachers, teacher trainers and teachers

in training throughout the country

and wherever English is spoken and
understood.

We refer to Ashley Montagu's The
Meaninf^ Of Education.

In this recording the eminent an-

thropologist is interviewed by Virgilia

Peterson. She deftly leads Dr. Mon-
tagu through a discussion which in-

volves many aspects of education, in-

cluding its functions in terms of a

variety of skills development, the prob-

lems of communicating a body of

knowledge in a situation where com-

munication involves both presentation

and reception, the development of the

individual as a function of education

and the consequent growth of human
relations practices.

Liberal educators will particularly

applaud Dr. Montagu's established

position in viewing and reviewing the

word 'progressive', with all its con-

notations. And the exploration of the

rapidly climaxing trend toward con-

formity will challenge some, make
others smugly self-satisfied, and cause

others to dismiss with a shrug some
of the more volatile statements.

This recording can serve many
functions and belongs in every teacher

training institution in the country!

It is a matter of regret to me that not

every teacher and teacher-to-bc has

had an opportunity to hear this. In

colleges it can be used to motivate

discussion, to challenge thinking and

thereby encourage reading and to give

students a feeling that education is

far from static but rather is a dynamic

force in the modern world, one which

is constantly changing witli the world

and, at the same time, changing the

world.

Teachers can hear this presentation

profitably. It can be used in teacher

meetings and other professional gath-

erings to serve ends parallel to those

the recording can serve in colleges.

Libraries can circulate it or use it in

special .sessions to enlighten and to

challenge a responsible segment of the

general public.

This is an excellent, unsurpassed,

presentation of challenging ideas—the

results of a professional career in ed-

ucation—which commend and take to

ta.sk our current public and private

education at all levels.

The Meaning Of Education is one

of ten recordings in the series featur-

ing Ashley Montagu. The entire series

of discussions is inter-related and inter-

connected, and each has a contribution

to make. Similarly, recordings by C.

Northcote Parkinson, Samuel Eliot

Morison, John Mason Brown and
Charles Frankel belong in audio li-

braries serving thinking people. For

detailed information about these re-

cords RUN, do not walk to the nearest

postbox and mail an inquiry to the

Academic Recording Institute, 3060
Locke Lane, Houston 19, Texas.

Music teachers may be able to use

Invitation To Music (Folksays FT
.3603) to great advantage. Admittedly,

and perhaps by design, the material

presented is quite elementary. Elie

Siegmeister, composer and conductor,

discusses music he has liked as a per-

sonal matter. This is no mere illus-

trated lecture but rather is a guided

tour through the likes (but not the dis-

likes, except by innuendo) of the

speaker. The technique of the record-

ing is simple yet effective. This is the

illustrated tour, so to speak, and .\lr.

Siegmeister not only tells us what he

enjoys, why he enjoys it, but also wliat

he looks for in a given composition

or performance. The recording is in-

volved with such matters as rhythm,

melody, harmony, form, counterpoint

and tone coloration. To the credit ol

the recording, there are many careful-

ly selected examples interpolated intc

it. And from the listener's standpoim

we wish there had been longer selec

tions presented. Somehow, there is s

choppiness to the presentation basec'

on the desire of the auditor to hea:

more. Perhaps this is all to the goot

in instruction for tlie alert teacher cai

take small sections of the recordin;

and present it to a class as motivatioi

for listening. Then information can be

presented through associated record

ings involving a total .selection rathe
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than a mere small portion—and the in-

structional design can be completed

through the use of the Siegmeister or

other material to summarize the points

discussed.

riie information is carefully selected

aiid forcefiily presented. The brief il-

lustrations are interesting. The record-

ing can be used as introductory ma-
terial in secondary school music classes

and with more advanced junior high

school students. Libraries may add it

to loan collections for general listening,

or use it in special programs designed

to appeal to novices interested in a

smvey study of these aspects of music.

Careful planning will add greatly to

the effectiveness of the listening/learn-

ing situation.

More On The Bard

Secondary school students and their

elders will have a pleasant time listen-

ing to A Winter's Tale as it is offered

iiiidcr the label of the Shakespeare

Recording Society. This label, an ad-

iunct of Caedmon, will eventually

.idorn all or practically all of tlie plays

by Sliakespeare.

The recording of A Winter's

Tale has the right levity of touch,

he right lightness of cadence to as-

ure the audience that everything will

)e "all right" before the end of the

List act. The plot is called a 'tragi-

oinedy,' and the particular perform-

uice in question appropriately stresses

he lighter side of the story.

The part of Leontes is played by
>ir John Gielgud and he is supported
)\ Dame Peggy Ashcroft as Paulina,

uchth Scott as Perdita and Alan Bates

s Florizel.

Instructional applications are im-

nediately obvious. Some library ap-
ilications, too, are seen. We have yet

o hear, however, of a library schedul-

ig a Shakespeare Season with a

ifferent play presented each week
ver an appreciable period of time, or

Shakespeare Festival emphasizing
different play each evening over a
riod of a week or more. Nor have we
ncountered school use of these re-

irdings involving serial presentation

I such performances as these through
week, and being offered during a

eriod when a considerable number of

Indents may voluntarily choose to lis-

n and enjoy (and, incidentally, profit

om ) the experience.

The many new recordings of Shake-
)earean plays give educators an en-

iablo opportunity now and forever

set a standard of enjoyment parallel

ith learning. Too frequently, students
ave approached the study of these

reat plays with dread based on the
tperiences of their parents and their

contemporaries. Too frequently, and
without reason, plays are taught as

though the beauty in the lines and the

wisdom of the statements died in 1616
(A.D. that is) along with the author.

The use of recordings can give re-

newed vigor to the plays, make them
performances instead of words, and
give luster to their study.

In view of the audiences for which
Shakespeare wrote—seeing but un-

lettered—it is not surprising that he

is one of the most successful writers of

recordings today, just as he was one of

the best radio writers a generation ago.

But at the present time indications are

that we shall be treated to at least

three different and worthwhile com-
plete Shakespeare recorded libraries.

In past issues we have mentioned the

work of The Spoken Word and the

Shakespeare Recording Society. And
we consider the offerings of each, al-

though different, equally noteworthy.

We have just received an announce-

ment from London Records listing an

added variety of full length Shake-

spearean plays "complete and uncut"

for individual and group listening.

(Continued on next page)

PIXMOBILE ®

54-INCH
TELEVISION TABLE

The new, taller

TV table improved
for classroom use

• All-steel

construction

• 25"x30"
shelves

# Matching gray
hard-rubber
ribbed pad

# 4" quality

casters

ADVANCE PRODUCTS COMPANY
2310 East Douglas Ave. / \Vichita, Kansas

FREE TO NEW SUBSCRIBERS

DIRECTORY OF RECORD PRODUCERS
ON 3 X 5 CARDS

AN AUDIO CARDALOG EXTRA
already distributed free to all subscribers

ORDER AUDIO CARDALOG BEFORE

September 15, 1961

AND GET YOUR FREE DIRECTORY, TOO

Audio CARDALOG PO Box 1771 Albany 1, New York

Directory available at $5.00 to subscribers after September 15, 1961.
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These are presented in the text of

"The New Shakespeare" edited by

John Dover Wilson and recorded by

The Marlowe Society with professional

players under the direction of George

Rylands. This recording project was

begun about four years ago and it is

anticiapted that it will be complete a

few years hence.

It is interesting, but perhaps not

significant, that all of the recordings

involved were produced in Europe—in
England and Ireland to be precise.

As an adjunct to these recordings

we are observing a renewed interest

in the Sonnets, too. Recently The
Spoken Word released a three record

volume of all the Sonnets of Shake-

speare read in numerical order. Anew
McMaster is reader in this carefully

studied presentation in which the

many moods of the author are por-

trayed. Again, the variety of uses for

a recording such as this stagger the

imagination, and in truth it should be

found in libraries, in scliool and in

colleges throughout the country.

The three leading companies in this

area of recording Shakespeare perfor-

mances as the original script was writ-

ten are London Records (539 West
25th Street, New York), Shake-

speare Recording Society (Caedmon
Records, 277 Fifth Avenue, New
York) and The Spoken Word, (10

East 39th Street, New York). We sug-

gest that you write to each of them to

secure information concerning not only

what is now available, but also plans

for future productions.

An Overhead Projector

is only as Valuable as its

TOTAL USEFULNESS
in the Classroom

Available with your Key-
stone Overhead Projector

—

at reasonable cost—are these

prepared materials:
1. Science Transparencies

—a splendid series of stand-
ard IsVt X 4 in.) slides on
Biology, Physics, General
Science, Health, Elementary
Science.

2. Social Studies Transpar-
encies, standard size,3V4x4".

3. Map Slides, 3y4 x 4 in.

4. Polaroid Transparen-
cies, 3% X 4 in.

5. Tachistoslides for teach-
ing Reading, Music, Type-
writing, Shorthand, Arith-
metic, Foreign Languages.

6. PRACTICAL USABLE
Handmade Slides and

Transparency Materials.
Etched Glass Slides used
with ordinary lead pencil.

7. And Other Uses—pro-
jection of 2 in. and 2V* in.

Slides, Strip Film, Micro-
scopic Slides, Tachistoscop-
ic Slides.

The KEYSTONE
Overhead Projector
and many of the
t e m s listed are

available for pur-
chase in many states

under TITLE III

of the NDEA
KEYSTONE VIEW
CO., Meadville, Pa.
Since 1892, Produc-
ers of Superior Vis-

ual Aids.

/J«<£^o. CARDALOG® Record Reviews on Cards
Box 1771— Albany 1, New York

n Please enter. -1 year subscription(s) to Audio

D

CARDALOG, including the FREE Audio CARDALOG Di-

rectory of Record Producers. 400 cards- 10 issues-$25.00

Please send us full information about Audio CARDALOG.

Name

Organization or School

Address

City and State

Free offer expires September 15, 1961. Price for Directory $5.00 thereafter to subscribers.

This is not intended to cast asper-

sions on the efforts of such producers

as Spoken Arts, Columbia, RCA Vic-

tor, Decca and others who have offer-

ed one or several recordings of Shake-

speare's work—but rather to give

especial emphasis to these which offer

so much that is complete and uncut.

For Identifying Recordings

We continue our search for devices

(not always audio!) to help the audio-

visual director in his program. One
persistent problem has been that of

luimbering recordings in such a way
that they can be found again, easily.

For a long time, as many know, we
have used a grease-pencil but this has

not proved satisfactory. Labels failed

to adhere and were messy to handle.

And frankly we were at a loss to know
what means to adopt for our own pur-

poses.

But recently, and through a series

of unusual circumstances, we started

to use a felt point pen and colored ink.

It works. Not only can it be u.sed to

number or otherwise identify record-

ings, but it can also be used for a

thousand and one other purposes

( identifying machines, films and film-

strips, making signs, doing special art

projects, i^reparing large visuals and
.so forth) in the audiovisual center.

The Marsh 77 felt point pens con-

tained in their drawing and lettering

kit number 4 does a splendid job. The
kit contains four pens, an assortment

of more than a dozen special points,

and four tins of special ink. The magic

number foin' represents, in this case,

four fundamental colors—yellow, blue,

red and black. Additional colored ink?

available incude violet, green, brown
orange and silver. These can be usee

to color code the recordings by grade

level (yello\\' for the first three grades

blue for the intermediate grades, rec

for junior high school level and blacl

!

for the senior high school) or record

ings can be coded by areas to includi

music, foreign language, English ant

the humanities.

Used in any way or combinatioi

that best suits the local needs of thi

purchaser, this seems to represent ai

ideal way to identify recordings. Mor
information about the felt-point pen

can be obtained from the Felt Poin

Pen Division of the Marsh Compan;
at Belleville, Illinois. You will wan
to check into this for your own use

and while you are at it get informatio

on the Marsh Squeezo Marker whic

uses water color inks and can be har

died effectively by the small fry. You

kindergarten and first grade teachei

may want this sort of tool for thei

purposes.
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FILM EVALUATIONS
hy L. C. Larson and Carolyn Guss

Wilson's Fight For Peace

(The McGmw-Hill Text Films, 330
West 42nd Street, New York 36, New
York) Produced by CBS Television.

26 minutes, 16mm, sound, hb-w,

1958, $135.

Description:

This filmed television program
traces President Wilson's efforts on

behalf of the League of Nations from
December, 1918, until his death. The
narrative emphasizes his decision to

participate personally in the peace
conference, his triumphant reception

by Europeans and again bv Ameri-

cans upon his return for a short time

in February, his final negotiations and
the signing at Versailles, his direct

appeal to the people on a western tO'U',

and his death amid signs that the

world was already becomin.; unsafe

for democracy. The commentary,
based on newsreel footage, is by
Walter Cronkite, narrator for the

Twentieth Century series.

Amid rejoicing on battlefields and
in cities on November 11, 1918, when
all men seemed to be brotheis. Presi-

dent Wilson declared that the United

States had won all the tilings for

which the first World War had been
fought. Despite political reverses in

Congressional elections just six days

before the Armistice, Wilson announc-
ed his intentions to present to the

Senate a treaty as an accomplished

fact, and for the first time in our na-

tion's history a president went abroad

to particpate personally i.i jjcace

negotiations. His arrival in Brest

aboard the liner George Washington
produced so great a religious fei-vor as

to make him appear the greatest evan-

gel since Jesus preached the Sermon
on the Mount. Wilson's friends back

home urged him to quiet the rum-

blings which had begun, even before

his departure, by visiting .\mcrican

doubhboys still under arms in L'rance

on Christmas Day and to better his

relations with the press. But popular

receptions in England and Italy en-

couraged Wilson, despite some cool-

ness in official attitudes. Even Cle-

menceau's symbolism of resistance,

when the conference got under way
on January 18, failed to dissuade the

president from his championship of

the League. Upon his return to the

United States the next month to sign

certain bills into law, the tremendous

reception given him everywhere but

in Washington provided the greatest

hour of his life. In the Capitol, how-
ever, this "American prophet return-

ing with honor to his native land"

The I nd usfry' s Most
Complete Line of

PROJECTION AND TRANSPORTATION TABLES
Folding ond non-folding Models for: transportation by auto, classroom film pro-

jection and television reception, libraries, churches, universities and institutions,

office equipment carriers, hospitol oxygen tanks, photographers and many other

uses. Our designers and craftsmen have created the finest equipment yet pro-

duced. Sold throughout the v/orld. See our full line at the Chicago convention,

ask your dealer or write . . .

GRUBER PRODUCTS CO. Toledo 6-A, Ohio
(Folding)
40" height

M L
TV Model 503

Two opp«r levels for TV set
with adjustments occording
to size of class. Easily
moved from room to room.

Chromat lifetime finish.

Folding Model C-350
Platform size 16x21", Height
—35 inches. Fits easily into

cor trunk. Carries heovy ma-
chines safely and comfort-

ably.

Model 3302 (Non-folding)
Two platforms. 33" height

{Strops additional, ot cost)

Model 4102 ( Non-folding )

Two platforms. 41" height

Model 2502 (Non-folding)
Two platforms. 25" height
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beard Lodge and others attack his

Covenant of the League of Nations as

a breeder of misunderstanding if not

war. Nevertheless, he returned to Ver-

sailles to fight all the harder for his

association of nations, and, with the

exception of Poland's independence,
sacrified inuch of his Fourteen Point

progr;!m to win the League's accept-

ance. While Wil.son exnerienced mixed
emotions over the grabbing of German
territory by the victorious nations, he
came to feel that the peace was just.

Why else would there be such wide-
spread dissatisfaction with it? His de-

parture from Europe must have been
saddened by the mere handful of

well-wishers who saw him off, but
normally cool New Yorkers gave him
a warm reception. Considering the
Treaty a "matter of life or death for

civilization" Wilson presented it to

the Senate in person. Rebuffed there,

he tried by correspondence and con-
ference to work out a compromise
with Lodge's Foreign Relations com-
mittee, but in vain.

Determined not to let the Senate
consider the Treaty without the Cove-
nant of the League, lest he break his

promise to the soldiers that this war
would end all wars, he rejected his

physician's advice and took the issue

directly to the people. In St. Louis he
told them they had been betrayed and
in Sioux City he warned that the next
war would kill millions. But close on
his heels came Johnson, Reed and
others who described the Treaty as
the result of many months of intrigue

and as a document which would force
American boys to police the world. By
the time Wilson reached Los Angeles
and San Francisco he felt he was real-

ly getting through to the people at
last, and his speeches gained effective-

ness as he started back across the
country. But his fight ended with his

collapse at Pueblo. After two days as
a prisoner of his railroad car speeding
to the White House, he lay there three
days in pain and despair, and on
October 2 suffered a paralytic stroke.

Recovering just enough to have bed-
side conferences, he insisted that he
had no more right to change the
treaty, as the Senate insisted, than did
any other signatory, including Ger-
many.
The Senate finally rejected the

Treaty in March, 1920, and a year
later the country began its "return to
normalcy" while Wilson lived out his

three more years as a private citizen

in a house on Washington's S Street.

Appraisal:

Wilson's Fight for Peace is recom-
mended for use in history classes from

junior high through junior college, and
in adult study groups concerned with
matters of public opinion and politics.

Its commentary reveals genuine feel-

ing for the subject and the incidental

music is exciting and at time fore-

boding. A rapidly moving but for the

most part clear-cut narrative and the

use of well selected visuals make the
film interesting and dramatic. Cer-
tainly Wilson's side of the controversy

is presented more fully than is his op-
position's, but even so some significant

emphases are found wanting.

Among these is the President's be-
lief that the League, once established,

would remedy most if not all of the

wrongs done at the peace conference
itself. Nor does the film really try to

justify Wilson's personal involvement
at Versailles. What of his having per-

sonally originated the Fourteen Points

and of his important role in sowing
among the German people those seeds
of dissension which contributed ma-
terially to an Allied victory? Again,
there is no reference to Wilson's suc-

cess in securing amendments to the
original League Covenant along lines

drawn by Senate leaders during the
President's interim visit to the United
States. Had these demands not forced
Wilson, back at Versailles, to bargain
for maintenance of our Monroe Doc-
trine within the framework of the

Covenant, for example, he may have
avoided violating so many of his own
principles in the final document. Wil-
son's efforts to combat England's and
France's plan for a "hard" peace were
not helped by advance opposition to

the League, voiced bv 37 senators in

February, 1919.

But there are also omissions to note
on the other side of the coin. At no
point in the commentary is there ref-

erence to possible errors of judgment
by the President. Most secondary
school textbooks make clear that just

before the war ended, Wilson had
very unwisely called for the election

of a Democrat-controlled Congress for

1919. Even the most elementary ac-

counts stress Wilson's failure to in-

clude a single prominent Republican
in his peace delegation. As a whole,
the film tends to make Mr. Wilson too

much the victim of a .so-called "Re-
publican firing-squad." It ignores other

contentions such as Theodore Roose-
velt's in December, 1918, to the effect

that the president had no right to

speak for the American people at

Paris. De.spite such "irreconcilables"

as Johnson, Borah and Lodge, a num-
ber of Republicans like Root, Taft
and Hughes would have supported
the League had Wilson relented and
allowed some changes in Article X
of the Covenant.

Unfortunate as the omissions may
be, and certainly they are explained in

part by limitations inherent in a film
of this length, many teachers will see
in them an opportimitv' to promote
discussion and research among those
who view. Are we realh' justified in

criticising Wilson for contradicting his

ideals? Would Wilson have won his

fight in 1919 had radio been invented?
Should the Vice President take over
when the President is incapacitated?
Who should decide incapacity? Did
our aid in defeating Germany in 1918,
thereby delaying for two full decades
her bid for real world supremacy,
make U.S. participation in the conflict

worthwhile, even though we lost the
peace? For these and other questions
like them, Wilson's Fight for Peace
provides an admirable springboard.
Likewise it affords, especially for

younger viewers, a much-needed in-

sight to our national character and to
the human qualities of a man whose
example has had, over the years, a
positive and lasting influence on that
character.

—Kenneth B. Thurston

Airplanes Work For Us

(ChtirchiU-Wexler Film Productions,

801 North Seward Street, Los Angeles

38, Calif.) 11 minutes, 16mm, sound,

color, or hlack and white, no date. $60
or $110.

Description:

Airplanes Work for Us presents the

common as well as some of the un-

common and exciting uses of aircraft.

The film is narrated by an airport con-

trol tower operator who first describes

the air to ground communication sys-

tem and many of the auxiliary jobs

connected with aircraft other than the

actual piloting of planes.

The various jobs that planes do in-

clude the carrying of passengers, mail

and freight. Passengers may travel by
plane for pleasure or business having

breakfast at home and arriving in dis-

tant cities for business appointments

just a few hours later. While passen-

gers are descending from one side of

the plane, air mail is being unloaded

on the other side. Freight may include

a birthday present for a boy in Paris,

large motors, someone's pet cat, or a

baby elephant for a zoo in St. Louis.

Smaller planes, such as the Cessna

310, are useful to businessmen who
need quick transportation to conduct

business in other cities. The audience

sees the instruments on the control

panel of one of these planes and then

accompanies the plane in take-off.

Airplanes do special jobs such as •
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patroling the nation's Forests. Small

planes or helicopters arc used for this

task. If a forest fire is sighted, tlie pilot

pin-points the location and radios the

information to ground crews. Planes

ma> later be used to drop smoke-

jumpers into a fire area or bombers

ma\' be used to drop water bombs to

gain control over a fire.

Helicopters can do special jobs be-

cause of their ability to hove-- in one

place and do not need runway.; foi

landing or taking-off. The film liemon-

strates these abilities bv sliowing a

helicopter being used for emergency
rescues by Navy and Coast diaid.

The rescue of an injured pilot who
had to ditch his jilane in the ocean is

shown. A helicopter 's abo seen carry-

ing telephone poles into a mountain-

ous area and maneuvering the poles

into place for the ground workers. Aii

ta.xi service is another job performed

quite well by helicopters.

Larger planes equipped with radar

are useful in predicting the patli and
wind velocity of storms. Its course is

charted to help warn those on shore.

Crop-dusting planes assist farmers

in ridding crops of harmful insects.

Crop-dusters must be excellent pilots

since they often need to duck imder
power lines as seen in the film.

Planes also bring the countries of

the world closer together. As tlie re-

sult of new inventions in aircraft, the

world is becoming smaller. Now the

peoples of the world are looking for-

ward to trips into outer space.

Appraisal:

Airplanes Work for Us gives a clear

presentation to children of the pri-

mary and intermediate grade levels of

the many ways in which airplanes are

used. Students will find the content

interesting and enjoyable as well as

instructive. There are a variety of

activities shown without concentration

on the glamour of aviation. The film

will be useful in units on transporta-

tion. There is also a broader signifi-

cance in the vast changes that are

taking place in our ways of living and
working due to man's conquest of air.

The film touches briefly upon the con-

cept of our shrinking world but con-

centrates more on stimulating ideas

concerning the new ways of doing

work involving various types aircraft.

-Hdf^n D-^'ir

Even in classrooms sunshine bright,.

Authorized "RCA" Distributor

16mm sound equipment

Sales, Service, Parts, Trades.

Free illxtstrated booklet "R"

NATIONAL CINEMA SERVICE
71 Dey Si., WO 2-6049 N. Y. 7, N. Y.

AO's NEW OVERHEAD
DELINEASCOPE

gives the clearest image you've ever seen!

This revolutionary new overhead projector, by American Optical

Company, was developed around a powerful 1000 watt light source

to give you the brightest . . . biggest projected screen image you've

ever seen. Even the extreme corners are sharp and clear because a

specially designed Fresnel lens affords perfectly balanced illumination

to every square inch of screen area.

This precision teaching instrument will project all the line, form and
color of a 10" x 10" transparency up to a huge 177 sq. ft. screen im-

age ... in crisp, accurate detail.

You'll enjoy using this instrument because you face your class at all

times . . . observe every movement and expression of subject reception

and understanding.

AO's Overhead Delineascope helps give your program an unlimited

flexibility that is not possible with any other AV medium. You can

emphasize or dramatize by adding to your prepared teaching ma-
terial on-the-spot.

You'll want to see all the new, exclusive features that make this in-

strument a practical investment in creative teaching. Your AO Sales-

man or Audio -Visual Dealer will be happy to arrange a demonstra-

tion at your convenience.

American ^ Optical
COMPANY

INSTKUMfNT DIVISION, (UfMlO 13, NIW TOIK

uept. V24

1

Pleaae send information on AO
Spencer GK Delineascope.

1 would like a demonstration.

Name
Addreaa-

Cily -Zone -State-

IN CANADA write— American Optical Cortipany Canada Ltd, Box 40. Tetminal A, Totonto. Ontario
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FILMSTRIPS
by Irene F. Cypher

Hallelujah! We have seen some pic-

tures recently that actually communi-
cated! For a time we frankly were

worried over the lengthy captions ap-

pearing on both filmstrips and on flat

picture sets. Personally we have al-

EDUCATOR APPROVED
cofor torrmetmd ftno arts s/fd« s»ts in 2x2
movntsj photographed from ffi* original
svbtocts;

K720 Dutch Stained Class

K722 French Stained Glass

K72S Eastern Miniatures

K729 Breviary of Isabella

K730 Illuminated Manuscripts

K731 The Mosaics of Ravenna

K750 Vincent van Gogh

K751 Works of Frans Halt

K752 The Mauritsmuseum

K753 Landscape Painting

K754 Late Middle/Golden Age

K755 Golden Age, part 1

K7S6 Golden Age, part II

K757 Golden Age, part III

K7S8 Nightwatch in detail

K759 Beauty of the Watercolor

C201 Flemish Primitives, 1

C203 Flemish Primitives, II

C204 Flemish Primitives, III

C202 Great Flemish Painters, 1

C205 Great Flemish Painters, II

B&W sets:

221 Wood Carving 1440-1540

761 Rembrandt's Etchings

+ many other topics 1

$7.50 per subject Incl. notes.
flO% discount on S or mora sots)

AMCO, INC.
P.O. Box 2 ISA, Port Richey, Fla.

ways felt that if a picture was worthy

of use as a medium of visual commun-
ication, then it should communicate

—without needing paragraphs of ver-

balism to explain its meaning.

If pictures are intended to serve as

motivation, as stimulus to language

and creative expression, then each pic-

ture should contain within itself the

elements that serve to achieve these

desirable goals. When it is necessary

to add line after line of text to explain

visuals, then it is time to eliminate

such visuals. Filmstrips and flat pic-

tures should attract attention, appeal

to the eye; they should communicate
sufficient data to talk pictorially and
to satisfy the needs of the viewer. It

seems to take time to get both pro-

ducers and users to see this point, but
there is indication that the end is in

sight.

Living In Mexico Today (A film-

strip kit, 7 color filmstrips, 7 records,

Spanish on one side and English on
reverse, 2 booklets; produced by
Studyscopes Production, 7556 Santa

Monica Blvd., Hollywood 46, Calif.;

$57 per set). We like kits, and this

kit provides teacher and pupils with

material that will certainly help stu-

dents to appreciate the people, the

land and living conditions in Mexico
today. The fact that there is both a

Spanish and English commentary on
the records also makes the material

valuable for language training. We
see markets, housing developments,

schools, transportation and working

JULIEN BRYAN announces a new color film

TROPICAL AFRICA
A stimulating documentary introducton to three-quarters of T
the great African continent, the new Africa in political rev- W
oluflon and undergoing great social change. Film includes a 4-min-
ute animation sequence by Philip ("Boundary Lines") Stapp. Con-
sultant: Dr. George H. T. Kimble, author of recent Twentieth Century
Fund study "Tropical Africa."

29 minutes—sound—color—$250.

fr
Send for information on other Juiien Bryan

films on world affairs.

INTERNATIONAL FILM FOUNDATION, Inc.

1 East 42nd St., New Yoric 17, N. Y.

areas as we would see them if we
could take a car or a plane and go to

Mexico for a visit. This should all help

to give the student a feeling of reality

and closeness to the land he is study-

ing. Such study kits are truly enrich-

ment for any curriculum units. What
makes the kit doubly valuable is that

teenagers of Mexico helped and par-

ticipated in the production, and the

material thus reflects the interests of

teenagers.

Early Explorers Of North America
(a set of 8 study prints, color, size

11 X 14 in.; produced by Audio-Visu-

al Enterprises, PC. Box 8686, Los
Angeles 8, California; $15 per set, 10
percent discount for orders of 10 or

more). Once again we include study

prints in this column because we have
seen a .set worthy of mentioning. The
major explorers who opened up the

new world are included. On the re-

verse side we are given black and
white pictures of others who took part

in this phase of history and we are

also given considerable information

about the expeditions and territory in-

cluded. Such prints are an addition to

any study of westward exploration

and help to give meaning to other-

wise unrealistic personalities. History

needs to be made realistic, and this

set will help to do just that.

Mathematics For Primary Grades

(8 filmstrips, color; produced by Jam
Handy Organization, 2821 East Grand
Blvd.,' Detroit 11, Michigan; $42 per

set, $5.75 single strips). If mathe-

matics is to have meaning in later

school and personal life, it is essential

that a good beginning be laid in the

initial approach to all number work.

This particular series gives very clear

explanations as to the meaning of

numbers; the meaning of measure-

ments and fractions; the relationships

of numbers and how numbers are used

in practical situations. One strip deal-

ing with the measurement of liquids

is particularly clear, as are the draw-

ings which show us how to present

number symbols. This is a good set

to recommend for all beginning work
in the area of mathematics.

India: A New Wind Is Blotving (6

filmstrips, color; produced by Film-

scopes, Inc., Box 397 Sierra Madre,

California; $39..50 per set, $6.75 sin-

gle strips). This series is done with

attention to the details of composition

and presentation that ue have come to

associate with this producer. Included

is material on Geography, History,

Social Institutions, \'illage India, Ur-

ban India and India After Indepen-
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dence. There is a feeling for both the

people and the land and social prob-

lems that this great counti y must deal

with as it assumes a major role in in-

ternational affairs today. The pictures

bring us close to both people and their

environment, and the viewer feels a

closeness to both. Social and religious

issues are indicated; current political

issues are placed in relationship to age-

old customs that have shaped India.

The photography is excellent and one

can actually see details.

There is both a captioned and a

non-captioned version of this series. A
script is furnished with the non-cap-

tioned set, and there is a set of study

guides for both sets; the information

is quite detailed and the series pro-

vides a good account of India as we go

forward to newer concepts of govern-

ment, human relations, world trade

and cooperation between nations.

Visit To A Shopping Center (single

strip, color; produced by National

Film Board of Canada and available

from Stanley Bovvmar Co., Valhalla,

N. Y.; $5). A visit to a shopping cen-

ter can be exciting adventure for

young people, and it is certainly an
important part of training for adult

life. In this strip we are introduced to

the many fascinating items we will be
likely to see and we are also given

some hints on selecting items, how to

proceed through the market, and how
to assemble our purchases. There is an

interesting sequence which shows how
many stores are grouped together to

form a center, and the strip is an ex-

cellent introduction to an understand-

ing of the community value of a good
shopping district. E.specially planned
to meet the needs of primary graders,

and kindergarten pupils.

Your Language Series, Set 4 (4
filmstrips, color; produced by Mc-
Graw-Hill Textfilm Dept., .330 West
42 St., New York 36, N. Y.; $18.50
per set, $6..50 single strips). Words
are a part of life—personal business,

professional and every minute of daily

living. It is sad to say that all too few
really understand how important
words are if we are to carry out these

activities. The content of this series

deals with the way in which context

changes word meaning, how words
grow in meaning, how words work
together, and how the same word
serves as several parts of speech. The
treatment is factual, plain and practi-

cal. Cartoon diagrams help to lend
interest to descriptions and the presen-

tation is good for detailed study of the

place of words in life today, tomor-
row and everyday.

As easily as
using a pencil

.. ANYON
CAN MAKE
"TALKIEV
OUT OF i

SLIDE s^i^/Ssc'^^R

Anyone can add sound-to-slides as easily as

using a pencil - because that's all there is to

it with the all new MARK-Q-MATIC Tape-To-

Slide Synchronizer • The MQM is one unit that

operates with all reel-to-reel and most end-

less-loop tape recorders-and all remote con-

trol slide or film-strip projectors • No time

consuming modifications necessary • No
tools because there's no installation • No re-

wiring because it operates externally • Sets

up in minutes for hours of automatic opera-

tion • Cues the tape with a pencil ... no slitting

... no splicing ... no beeps ... no laminating •

Safe to use with any tape, even pre-recorded

tape-does not affect recording • Cue points

are visible-use numbers, letters, etc. • More-

over, cue point erases and can easily be edited

without damage to tape • Long trouble-free

life - no vacuum tubes to burn out • Its so

new ... so useful . . . its patented • MARK-Q-

MATIC with Connector Kit Only $49.95 • For

information write Dept. E8

General Techniques, Inc. 1270

Broadway, New York 1, N. Y.

general

techniques
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AV
in the Church Field

by William S. Hockman

Eight Remarkable Filmstrips

Eye-Gate House, Inc., (Jamaica

35, N. Y. ) has just released a series

of sound and color filmstrips for young
people and adults with the title,

"Wonders of Science That Point To
God." The goals of this series, quot-

ing the producer, (to) "increase ap-

preciation of our mysterious universe";

"We explore the 'wonders of science,'

and marvel at what we know through

the work of science; but we focus at

last on what we do not know—the real

mystery which will remain mystery
..." "When science dominates our

culture. Christian young people and
adults (should) understand the chal-

lenge of science, and its limitations."

"We need to understand that science

is limited to what happens, and how.

The deeper questions of Why, and
What does it mean, are questions

which science neither asks or answers.

We find the answers to these ques-

tions only in religion."

The Web of Wonder shows man as

both spectator and actor in the great

mysterious drama of existence; The
Air Conditioned Planet shows how
water holds earth's temperatures in-

side the limits required for life; God's
Wild Navigators probes into the mys-
terious migrations of birds and fishes;

A Strange Friend takes us into the

dark world of (wood) termites and
reveals their important role in earth's

life-drama; Cosmic Glue brings us

smack up against motion, gravity,

and inertia where our talk tends to

exceed our knowledge; Magic White
Sand is just about as mysterious to us

as to the American Indian who called

it that, except we know better its es-

sential relationship to life; Let There
Be Light brings us to the major key
to the mysteries of the universe, and
right to the first Chapter of Genesis!

Gifts From Lightning describes the

role of this phenomenon in keeping
the earth a suitable habitat for man
and creatures.

In art and commentary these eight

filmstrips are excellent. Time and
time again there were frames of great

beauty. Over and over in the series

one is impressed with the cleverness

of the visualization. But it drops to

just about zero when the artist stupid-

ly tries to humanize or personalize

some fact or relationship. When will

producers learn better! Of all places

not to do this is in the abstractions of

science. Why didn't some one tell him?
We are not enough of a scientist to

judge the authenticity of this material

authoritatively, but here we must
trust the gumption of the producer

and the reliability of the book by
Gary Webster (Sheed & Ward, N. Y.',

publisher). Wonders of Science, upon
which they are based.

We may be a little more compe-
tent on the religious angle, and with-

out speaking for too many parts of the

spectrum of human faith and belief,

we would call it good. Not too much
is said; nor too little. The Biblical

quotations hit the nail on the head
each time.

Both my wife and I found the back-

ground music an abomination to the

ears. Why, when the mind is pre-

occupied with a stream of new ideas

and closely connected relationships

somewhat unfamiliar to the average

viewer must we have that awful rattle

and thumping of background music,

badly selected and worse played?

Who would think of dribbling as-

sorted blotches of ink over every

frame of the filmstrip! It would be no

more divertive or digestible than the

dribbling of irrelevant sound across

the whole production. How can this

nonsense of background music (noise,

it is when considered from the per-

spective of communication) be knock-

ed out of the heads of producers? A
vestigial remain from the theatrical

realm, why can't it be left in its

museum of half-baked ideas.

Now for utility: The producer sin-

gles out three titles—The Web of

Wonder, God's Wild Navigators and
A Strange Friend as especially suit-

able for the Junior Hi age bracket. I

would agree with this. I can see each

of these eight setting the stage for

significant discussion. How significant

and relevant religiously will depend
upon the capacity of the leader. He,

not the filmstrips, will set the ceiling

of their profitable u.se with church
young people and even witli church

adults. I can see in these filmstrips a

potent antidote for the false religion of

scientisin. Science has a row to hoe,

and it is not the Why-Row or the

What-Does-It-Mean-Row. While real

scientists keep to their own rows
pretty well, a lot of the lower echelon

boys, a cut above gageteers and tech-

nologists, often develop an itch to

make pronouncements which they

think wither religious and philosophi-

cal concepts. Every minister and di-

rector of religious education has had
experience with young people, both of

high school and college age, who have
fallen under the influence of little

men who would make a god of

S-C-I-E-N-C-El

The best setting for their use in

many churches will be in the Sunday
evening fellowship meetings where
there is time to get into the religious

and philosophical aspects which these

fine filmstrips can and will raise.

Congratulations and Advice

It makes a lot of sense for people of

skill and talent to associate themselves

in a company or studio. In many fields

this principle has long been in vogue.

So it is with pleasure that we con-

gratulate the Belvedere Art Studio

(360.5 E. Gage Ave., Bell, California)

upon its formation, and with our good
wishes goes also a word of advice—
probably not needed at all.

This art studio ofi^ers its services in

the field of filmstrip production and
that is where the advice comes in.

The filmstrip is a medium of commun-
ication. This should not be lost sight

of by either client, producer or user.

The filmstrip is not museum art, exist-

ing for its own sake. It is not illustra-

tive art, helping some other medium
get over a message. It is and always

has been communicative art. In this it

is unique, but this uniqueness has

been often overlooked.

The client often wants arty art. The
producer often thinks he is creating

illustrative art, and the user thinks he

ought to get museum art. The film-

strip is none of these. The filmstrip's

art is communicative art. It is not

looked at for its sake alone and it is

not assisting some other medium to

get its message across.

In the filmstrip, if it is to communi-
cate to its inherent maximum, most of

the meaning to be conveyed must be

loaded onto the visual, with the verbal

assisting. Too many filmstrips have

been made on the reverse of this prin-

ciple: most of the meaning in the

verbal and the pictures acting as

pleasant and attractive illustrative ma-

terial. My advice is: Think out the

message in pictures, and create these
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luck's of tragedy than prosperity, the
new nationah'sm of this Moslem state

can mean oppression once again if

some event or incident sparks volatile

anti-Zionism into anti-Semitism. High-
ly recommended for young people
and adults in church and synagogue.
Complete, the price is $7. .50 from
UAHC.
Having taken a Wednesday morn-

ing Bible class thru the Book of Acts
last winter, I am in a good position to

appreciate fully the quality and gen-
eral utility of a new series of filmstrips

(Continued on next page)

pictures. Chop the message up into

small chunks so that each picture car-

ries just the right amount of the total

meaning.

I see far too many filmstrips—al-

though they are fewer now than five

years ago—where we have the elephant

and donkey team. The verbal is the

elephant and the visual the donkey,

often pretty slack in his harness at

that. That's no way to make a visual-

audio aid. (By the way, why not

change the term?)

Now we did not create this truth

about the needed balance between
the visual and the verbal. We are an-

nouncing the facts. The eye-gate to

the brain is much larger than the ear-

gate, and this is no accident. It needs

to be larger. It has more traffic to

carry. Not only that, the traffic it car-

ries is more important. The survival

and fitness of the organism is more
dependent upon what is seen than on
what is heard. Can you think of a

better reason than that to begin using

the term visual-audio aid?

After doing several depth analyses

for producers, a very interesting fact

turned up: There would be in the

same filmstrip both good and bad
frames (pictures) from the standpoint

of their communicative qualities. Gen-
erally, these qualities were directly

related to the interior dynamics of the
pictures—the dynamics of motion, op-

tics and psychology. Because the artist

was not thinking of his pictures as

media of communication he did not
know which were good and bad, which
spoke and which were mute. He was
illustrating, or jamming into one pic-

ture all the 'canvas' would hold. In the
first instance the pictures were sec-

ondary to the printed (or recorded)
text and in the second the pictures

needed a lot of explaining. Poor com-
munication thus resulted.

Congratulations and good wishes,

Mr. Strumberg of Belvedere, and for-

give me if I have carried too many
coals to your Newcastle! But, if things
work out as they always have, you'll

need some of this coal for your clients

from time to time!

Filmstrip Notes

The Union of American Hebrew
Congregations (UAHC), 838 Fifth
Ave., N. Y. 21, has added another title

to its "Jews In Distant Lands" film-

strip series-Morocco. In 64 good color
photographs we get an informative
and interesting documentation of the
present status and situation of the
Jewish communities in Morocco's
larger cities. While for 20 centuries
the Jews of Morocco have had more
oppression than freedom, more inter-
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SPECIALISTS
in the science of

FILM

REJUVENATION
RAPIDWELO Process for:

• Scratch-Removal

• Abrasions • Dirt • "Rain

Send for Free Brochure

rapid
"ounded 1940

17-02C 27th St., Long Island City I . N T

FILM TECHNIQUE ,»

,
For language classes and wherever the

spoken word must be reproduced
clearly and realistically, try economical

Language Arts Recording Tape . . .

developed to meet the special needs of

today's educators.

snap!
Recall when sound . . , almost any

sound . . . was fun?

Pure, clear, fresh sounds are

part of the fountain of memory.

Nothing can ever equal that first

awareness of rain on a window, or

a distant train whistle, or the si-

lence of falling snow.

But today there are special de-

lights in sound that everyone can

enjoy. Audiotape, for example.

This tape is ideal for music ap-

preciation classes because it cap-

tures every nuance of tone with

less distortion and background

noise than other tapes. Try it.

There are eight types . . . one ex-

actly suited to your next recording.

fiiifinylftp^
^, I TRIkO[ MAM

it speaks for itself"

AUDIO DEVICES INC., 444 Madison Av>.. N. Y. 22, N. Y.

Hollywood: 840 N. Fairlai A>«. .Chicago: S42t N. Milwaukot An,

A(\<^



news from Lite'

for regular

or overhead

projection!

SCREEN

with KEYSTONE ELIMINATOR
America's finest heavy duty portable

tripod screen. New Keystone Eliminator

holds top of screen 2" to 18" out from
vertical for optically correct overhead
projection. Sturdy, simple, easy to use.

Only tripod screen that will extend to

full square size with case in top posi-

tion without bowing.

Your choice of screen surfaces . . . flame
and mildew resistant V-3 Mat White or

V-4 White Magic Glass Beaded in 50"x
50", 60"x60" and 70"x70" screen sizes.

Also in 50"x50" size with Wonder-Lite
silver lenticular surface. Top quality,

heavy duty construction throughout.

New
Da-Lite

Keystone

Eliminator

Bracltets

sturdy, inexpensive brackets turn your Da-

Lite wall mounted screen into an overhead
projection screen. Brackets hold screen case
15" to 24" (adjustable) from wall to provide
correctly slanting overhead projection sur-

face.

Write for complete information and
name of nearest Franchise Dealer!

Da-Lite Screen Co., Inc.

Warsaw, Indiana

Since 1909

HQaal

1)\ Encyclopaedia Britaniiica Films

(EBF).'ll50 Wilmette Ave., Wil-

iiiette. 111. If I ever do this again, I

shall most certainly set it up in six

units to match this fine series, al-

though we may spend several sessions

on each theme. Here they are: The
Beginnings of the Christian Church,

Stephen and Philip: First Christian

Missionaries, Peter's Vision and Paul's

Conversion, Paul's Mission to Europe

and Asia, Paul's Last Visit to Jerusa-

lem, Paul Prisoner of Rome.
A 72-page book carries the com-

mentaries and the fine guidance notes

on each filmstrip, together with ques-

tions for discussion and review. The
art is by Fibocolor, Ziest-Holland.

Biblical scholarship is reflected in the

commentaries. Highly recommended
for a swift overview and for serious

close study by young people and

adults.

The Christian Education Press has

released another fine filmstrip, A Good
Steward, but with this title how shall

we know it is the story of George

Washington Carver? In these 70

frames of fine art we get the whole

story of this man of science and man
of God. If this is a time for greatness,

then it's a time for the stories of great

men. Who is taller in his human serv-

ice, his scientific gifts, and humility

before God than Carver. It is good to

have two versions of this story—one

for children, one for adults. Since each

church school generation needs to hear

this story, here is a real buy for the

local church's AV library. From CEP,
1501 Race St., Philadelphia 2, for

$5.50. Highly recommended.

May We Observe . .

.

• It is little short of amazing how
often I am asked for information about

films, filmstrips, and who is who and

what are the sources which exists in

abundant supply within the 365 pages

of the Audio-Visual Resource Guide,

Fifth Edition, 1960-61. Here are

more than 3,000 evaluations of titles

which have been produced for the

church field and many of them by

church agencies. Let us all refer local

clnirches to this invaluable resource.

It is worth many times the $2.95 that

it will cost through your local AV
dealer.

• Listen to this director of educa-

tion in a local church; "My pastor and

I have decided that since filmstrips

are good for only one showing we will

not buy them but rent them— if we
can." Did you ever hear of such

unadultered nonsense! Good for one

'showing'! How about good for many
usages? That 'showing' is not a slip of

the tongue. That's what they thought,

tragically. They don't use them. This

statement makes one wonder about

how much real education some direc-

tors have, and how any one could get

through a seminary innocent of all

educational insight! Wake up, pastors;

catch up with the procession, direc-

tors. It is much later than you thinki

• Considerable interest has been
shown in the idea of a 'living church

bulletin' out there on the lawn of

First Church. You project .slides onto

groimd glass, operating the projector

automatically. Don't ask us for 'plans.'

You develop them yourself. Get your

AV dealer interested. He will help you.

Your church can speak to those who
pass by via slides and filmstrips as it

probably does not now. Idea is free;

you supply the work!

We Vote, NO!

If you ran into a headline in a

magazine asking "What's Wrong With
Church Films?" you'd stop to find out

just like I did. But was the answer

there? No, a certain kind of answer

was implied. "The kind of church

fihns that will compete successfully for

people's attention is not being made."

Too bad! I had not heard that some
pretty fine concerns had closed down.

I wonder why the news didn't get

beyond Chester Springs, Pa.?

Reading further, I come across ma-
terial about the Holy Spirit surround-

ing the production and presentation

of dramatic films. I doubt very much
if any of us can be sure when the Holy

Spirit rests upon and blesses our work,

but I know some mighty fine films

producers who have hoped and prayed

for such grace. I doubt very much
that the Holy Spirit (and I hate to use

that holy phrase so glibly) hovers

about and lights upon some movie
production lot self-labeled 'sacred
cinema.'

Actually, what this ad is saying to

a lot of people—some of whom will

have no way of knowing better—is

that there are no really religious and

sacred films and that we are about to

produce some so come on and sign up
with us. This is just plain not fair.

There are good films, lots of them. I

have seen himdreds and in the past

three decades used hundreds of them.

Now and then 'church films' have

things wrong with them. I've had
some things to say on that from time

to time, and have been pretty specific

quite often. But to call films 'wron^

that don't happen to have your bias,

your slant, your theology, may make
an eye-catching ad but it may also set

off a chain of thought which will go

ahead and evaluate that ad for just

what it is.

I ¥^¥T#^ *T»rkT\r A t ^r'ovc TV Aivn At Tnrrkv^iciTAT riiiTnc—AiiniT^T lOfil



AV industry nev\^s

Teaching Machine Seminar
The Electronics Industries Associa-

tion national conference held a semi-

nar recently on teaching machines,

with USOE-NDEA representatives

among the speakers. It was reported

that the Chicago conference "agreed

that such devices as the teaching ma-
chine by no means signify present or

future obsolescence of the teacher."

The featured speaker is reported as

telling the conference that develop-

ment and use of electronic teaching

aids, including television and such au-

dio systems as the language laboratory,

are being retarded largely for econom-
ic rea.sons, and that "their present em-
ployment is cheifly on an experimental

basis (but that) time is approaching,

however, when electronic devices can

fill an important role."

EBF Presents—"Temac"
After si.\ months of classroom tests

in Roanoke, Virginia, programmed
math courses are to be put into dis-

tribution this fall by EBF's "Temac"
division. Subjects include first and
second year algebra, language of alge-

bra, plane geometry and trigonometry.

Scheduled for January, 1962, are

courses in solid geometry and inter-

mediate calculus. Several language
programs are ready and more are in

preparation.

Education Gifts at Record High
"Giving-USA," annual summary of

philanthropy published by the Ameri-
can Association of Fund-Raising Coun-
sel, reports gifts to education during

1960 at a record high of $8.2 billion,

as compared with 1959's $7.8 billion.

This represents 16 percent of all giv-

ing, as compared with 14 percent last

year. Religion tops the gift list with
51 percent.

DuPont Film via Bell & Howell
A new Du Pont color film, 8 and

16mm movie and 35mm slide film

sizes, will be distributed by Bell &
Howell, starting 1962, by which time
the merchandizing and processing ar-

rangements will have been completed.

This is du Font's first venture into the

amateur film field, although its prod-

ucts have been known to professionals

for more than 30 years.

AVCOPI to RAVCOPI
While the secular educational ac-

tivities of the Audiovisual Council on
Public Information have been trans-

ferred to the more recent Educational

Media Council, AVCCOPl's Religious

Education Committee is continuing

without interruption several important

public information projects paralleling

the veiy effective actions of the erst-

while parent body. Robert Hinz, Con-

Cordia Films, St. Louis, is the new
chairman, replacing the Rev. Donald
Lantx, Family Films, Hollywood.

Recordak Teaching Machines
Recordak, EK's microfilm subsidi-

ary, is making a study in depth of re-

quirement and preferences regarding

teaching machines. A questionaire is

being circulated asking opinions on
screen sizes, manual versus electronic

operation, and many other petinent

characteristics.

"S.O.S." Expands Functions

Reflecting growth of activity from
motion picture theatie supply to mod-
ern photo instrumentation on innumer-

able fields, 35-year-old S.O.S. Cinema
Supply Corp. is now named S.O.S.

Photo-Cine-Optics Inc. President J. A.

Tanney and his fellow officers contin-

ue in charge.

Paramounts to EBF-Films, Inc.

Paramount Pictures' feature length

entertainment films, excluding de-

Mille's The Ten Commandments, are

to be released in 16mm by Films, Inc.,

Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, Inc.,

subsidiary.

(Continued on next page)

NOW IN THOUSANDS
OF CLASSROOMS!

"Ttrliar" for llialil.
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AVR
RATEOMETER _
Tops the list of America's
Reading Learning Aids because
of its proven performance

IT'S VERSATILE . . . fits into any reading improve
ment program.

IT'S ACCURATE . . . Lifetime electric motor pro-
vides clock accuracy, trouble-free service.

STUDENT CENTERED . . . requires minimum assist-

ance. Students master its use in minutes.

EASY ON BUDGET* . . . Actual classroom experi-
ence over a 5-year period shows that costs run as
low as 37c per pupil.

Teachers say: "Pupila love working with them"
. , . "best of its ^rp©" . . . "more convenient*' . . ,

*'so quiet" . . . "flexible and adaptable" . . . "rate
increase 70 to 300%."

Complata with manual, carry-case, $39.95
5 to 9 units, ea. $35.95 10 or more, ea. 5.13.05

Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded
Send orders to

AUDIO VISUAL RESEARCH
Depl. U18 523 S. Plymouth Ct., Chicago S
factoky: I!ox 71, Waseca. Minncsola

SIMPLE I ErFECTIVEl DURABLE I

407



tOf industry news

(Continued from page 407)

Scratch Recorder

Among the really new exhibits at

DAVI was the demonstration of a

graphic record of the degree to which

there are scratches in a film under in-

spection. Harwald's "Inspecto-Film

Mark IV Autoload" measures a dif-

fusion image caused by scratches and

records them automatically in graph

paper, which is filed with the print.

The new design lias been "unitized"

so that a buyer need take only the

functions that serve his needs.

A-V Research Expands
Audio-Visual Research, Inc., headed

by a Chicago college instructor, is ex-

panding its reading accelerator line to

include distribution of a novel Dutch-

made microfilm projector-reader.

Texan on Swiss Program
Mort Zimmerman, president of

Electron Corp., subsidiary of Ling-

Temco, delivered a paper on "Tele-

vision in Education" at the world's

first International Festival of Tele-

vision Arts and Sciences in Montreux,

Switzerland. He demonstrated the

relatively low-cost type of open cir-

cuit educational broadcasting used by

KRET-TV in Richardson, Texas.

OutstandinZ'^^o Budvet Price

caiifone JET 3J

classroom phonograph

offers excelli
'

tone quality;

and performance

4-speed 8" turntable with built-in

45 RPM adapter.

4 watts peak output.

Plays 7" to 12" records with lid closed.

Floating motor and deck prevents
acoustical feedback and groove
jumping.
Locking arm rest with safety
needle guard.

Separate volume and tone controls.

6" built-in speaker with reinforced
textured grill.

Dual needle high fidelity cartridge.

Output jack to accommodate
headphones, accessory headphone
jackbox, or external speaker.

SOUND LEARNING THROUGH LIVING SOUND

Foremost Manufacturer of Selective Audio-Visual Products For Education.

". . . in War and in Peace".

Viewlex, developing a combination

photo-transfer and diazo printer for

the Signal Corps, expects to develop

a similar unit for the commercial mar-

ket. Many of today's electronic teach-

ing tools got their start in Armed
Forces research and educational con-

tracts.

Slides from Holland
Approximately 100 sets of 2x2 color

slides, ranging from 15 to 43 per set,

produced by the Netherlands' firm

"Polygoon," are being offered Ameri-

can schools and churches by Amco
Inc., a new firm headquartered in

Florida. Fine arts, geography, horti-

culture and religious instruction are

included.

Journal Films in Rome Deal
Journal Films, Chicago, announces

an arrangement with the University

of Rome's Film Institute for inter-

change of educational motion picture

production and distribution resources.

In production are films on the history

of science and of sport, respectively.

PEOPLE
Robert E. Brockway has been ap-

pointed manager of Sylvania Electro-

Specialities, in charge of marketing

Sylvania's direct-wire TV systems and

related equipment.

Ray Korggel has been named di-

rector of EBF's programmed learning

materials project; Ralph Wagner takes

over direction of sales efforts for films

and filmstrips; Mike Nuzola directs

handling of entertainment films.

Syd Cassyd, for many years active in

audiovisual publicity and advertising

on the West Coast, has joined Stancil-

Hoffman, electronics manufacturers,

in a administrative capacity.

The Rev. John W. Gable has joined

the staff of John Colburn Associates

as special representatives on religioas

and educational matters.

H. T. Hartvood, ad manager at'

Share, Inc., has been upped to direc-

tor of jDublic relations.

]. McWilliams Stone, Jr., son of Du-
Kane Corporation's founder, has been

named executive vice president. He

continues also as manager of DuKane's

commercial sound and contract divi-

sions.

Jerome W. Kintner, executive vice

president of Photo and Sound, San

Francisco, has been named NAV.\

treasurer to fill the post left vacant by

the death of Earl F. Harpster.

Educational Screen and Audiovisual Guide—August, 1961
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The real, true story of

Once upon a time, there were 3 kinds of vinyl drapes all named
Luxout. There was Translucent, Dim-out, and Black-out. And
they all lived together at a big factory called Plastic Products
. . . where they were all very happy. You see, they were flame-
resistant, so they didn't mind heat. And they were moth-
proof, so they didn't mind bugs. And they were very easy to
keep clean, so they hardly ever had a bath. Besides that, they
all knew that someday they would go



TRADE DIRECTORY FOR THE AUDIOVISUAL FIELD

KEY: (P)—produc*rf, fmport*rf. (M)—monufocturars. (D)^-4*al«rft« distributors, film rantal librorUi, pro|*ction s«rvlc*s.

Whv* a primory tourca alto oHars direct rwitol Mrvlcat, iIm doubla lymbol (P0| appears.

COLO* rilM OIVEIOPINO « PRINTING

Wall Starling Color Slldas

}}4 Hoddon toad, Woodmst*. L. I., N. Y.

Aulherlxod "Tochnlcolor" doolor

riLMS

Auoclatlan Films, Int. I'

Olilflbulor at FfM-loon and Rontal films.

Hoodquartorsi

147 Modlioo A»., N. Y. 17. N. Y.

nl Llbrorlosi

ol Elm, •Idgollold, N. J.

S«l Hlliaisx A«*., iQ Cranio, III.

799 Slovonion St., Son Fronclico, Cal.

not Jocliian St., Dolloi 3, Ton.

AmUvIsIoa lonau«a« Taaching Sarvic* (PD)
Sull* 1852—100 Church St., N.w York 7, N. Y.

Tho Sponiih ln>truclo-Film S«rlei.

Avslrallon Naws and Information turoou IPO I

tl« tltth Avo., Now Voik 30. H. Y.

Avis Nlms (M»
P. O i)c» 643, lutbonk. Colli.

•alloy Films, Inc. (Ml
6)09 Do longpio Avo.. Hollywood 28. Col.

Vay Studios, Inc. (roi
7>9 Sovonlk Avo., Now York 19, N. Y.

•racMtmon Films irai
l]7 NInlh Avo., North, Noihvlllo 3. Unn.

ClMpal Films fPO)

Olv. Mit«urry Audio Eloclronlci. Inc.

r O eo> 179, Culvor City. Calif.

Colonial Wllllamsburt. Film
Distribution Section in)
Wllllomiburg. Va.

Froo hittorlcol matorloli cotoloauo

Caranat Instrucllanal FIIim 1^1

Ceronot Sldg., Chicago 1, III.

Fwnlly Films, Inc. (fOI
SS23 Sonlo Monica llvd., Hollywood 3(. Colli

Film tosaarch Company (ro)
Onomlo, Minitokoto
Foroit Indiort and Sclonco FIlMi

Idaal Plciuras, Inc. (0)

HaiM OHIcat

M I. toulh Wotor St.. Cklcata 1, III.

Irancli lachanBOSi
1*40 Alcolroi Avo.. Sorkoloy 3, Cal.

1221 3. Ollvo St.. loi Anaolot 7. Cal.

714— laih Stroot. Donvof 2, Colo.

)} NE nth St., Miami 32. Flo.

S3 Auburn Avo., N. E., Allonlo 3, 0«,
1370 S. Sorotonlo St.. Honolulu. H.

SI E. South Wotor St.. Chlcoao 1, III.

IS E. Morylond St.. Indionoiwlli 4. Ind.

41* S. Sth St., loulivllio 2. Kv.

1303 Frytonio Stroot. Now Orleans 13. lo.

102 W. 2Slh St.. Solllmoro It. la.

42 Molroto St.. toilon 16. Matt.
1S924 Orond tlvor Avo.. Ootrolt 27. MIck.

3400 NUollol Avo.. Mlnnoopolii t. Mln*.

1402 tocutt St., Kontol City 6, Mo.
3743 Otavslt. St. louli 16. Mo.
4S09 N. 32nd St.. Omoho 1. Nob.
ISSt Main St.. tuHolo 9, N. Y.
133-9 W. 42nd St.. Now York 34. N. V.

1110 Fayne Avo.. Clovelond 14. Ohio.
1201 S. W. Morriton. Portland i. Ore.
119 Nintk St.. Pltttburgh 22. Fa.

It S. Third St.. Momphit 3. Tonn.

2434 S. Horwood. Oolloi IS. To<.

•il«t>eai Yeoe* Univ., Frovo. Utok.
219 I. Main St.. lichmond 19. Va.
4401 W. Notik Avo.. Milwaukee t. Wis.

taMraaHiaal
333 S. MUkltoo Ave.. Chlcoge 4. III.

ib>'iill*H ariMart (Ctaosreem FUm) II

VIseal (decetlon Center tide .

Floral Fork. N T

IPOI

For Information about Trod* Di-

ractory advertising rates, writ*

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN & AUDIO-
VISUAL GUIDE. 2000 Lincoln Pari

W»st Bld9., Chicago 14, III.

United World Films, Inc. (POI
U4S Pork Avo., Now York 39, N. Y.

S42 S. Doarborn St., Chicago i. III.

6610 Molroto Avo., Lot Angolot 38, Col.

287 Tochwood Dr.. NW. Atlanlo, Go.
2337 tryon St., Dallot, Tax.
3033 N. E. Sandy tlvd., Portland 13, Ore
1311 N. E. toythoro Dr., MIomI, Flo.

FIIMSTRIPS

troadmcm Fllmstrlps (PD)
137 Ninth Avo.. North, Noskvlllo 3, Tona.

Fomlly Fllmstrlps, Inc. (PDI
3833 Sonto Monica Blvd., Hollywood 3t, Calif

Enrichment Materials Inc. (PO)
246 Filth Avo.. Now York I, N. Y.

Pathescope Educational Films, Inc. (PD)
71 Woymon Avo.. Now Rochollo, N. Y.

Audio-Vltual Foreign longuogo Matortol

Society for Visual Educotlan (PO)
1345 DIvortoy Parkway. Chlcogo 14

Toaching Aids Service, Inc. (POI
Lowoll Avo. t, Cherry Lone. Floral Pork. N. Y
31 Union Souoro Woit, Now York 3

Visual Education Consultants. Inc. (PO)
VEC Weekly News Fllmttrlpt

2046 Holono St.. Modlton. Wit.

FIIMSTRIP, SLIDE A OPAQUE PROJECTORS

OuKona Corperatlan
SI. Ckacles. Illleels

(All

FILM EDITING EQUIPMEm

Tratd Carporattan (PO)
P. O. 8a< 64S. Enclno. Calif.

Profottional Fo'toblo Hot Spllceri

ELECTRONIC TRAINING KITS

Allied Radio Corperatten (AW)
100 N. Wotlorn Avo.. Cklcogo tO. III.

FLAGS. AANNERS. tUTTONS. AWARDS

Am ar A !!• Cii»m > (It)
224 Haddon Rd.. Woedvore. I.I., N. Y.
All shot U.S.. State. Facalaa. eic-lioawd. del.

OLOUS — Oaeyi^blcel

OanoyaT'Oopport Cimpewy (PO)
323) tovoniwoed Avo., Cklc««e 40. IN.

tlOlOOICAL MOOIIS A CtiARTS

Ooao y er Ooppoc t Ceanpaiiy
)23) Koveotwooe Ave..

LAAORATORY SttVICES

Oyrea Itotion Pictvr«iw lacoreoreled
<22e WiKOosio Ave., oiosoiaaiee. 0. C
Coreoieto le«m A 3.)«m tobojetoo servken-

MOTION PICTURE PROJECTORS A SUPPLIES

tell A Hovroll Co. (M)
7117 McCormick Road. Chicago 4). III.

Eastman Kodok Company (Ml
Rochoitor 4, Now York

Victor Division, Kalart Co. (M)
PlainvilU. Conn.

MAPS — Gooflraphical, HIstorlcol

Oonoyor.Gopport Company
5335 Raveniwooo Avo., Chicago 40, HI

MICROSCOPES A SLIDES

Oenoyor-Gopport Company
5233 Rovnniwooa Avo., Chicago 40, III.

PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT

Camara Equlpmont Co., Inc. (AID)
315 W. 43rd St.. Now York 36, N. Y.

6)10 Santo Monica Blvd., Hollywood, Col.

Camera Equipment Co., Inc., of Florida (MD)
1335 E. Tonlh Avo., Hioioah, Flo.

PROJECTION TABLES

AdvaiKO Products Company (PO)
3300 E. Douglat Ave., Wichita, Kont.
Complolo Line of Projection Tablet

READING IMPROVEMENT

Psychotechnics, Inc.

103 W. Adami St.. Chicago 3. III.

MIgri. of SHADOWSCOPE Reading Pocor

RECORDS

Academic Rocordlng Institute (Atl)
18 E. 30lh St.. Now York 23, N. Y.

(Noted Scholari on Rocordt or Topet)
Breodnton Films (PD)

137 Ninth Avo., North, Nothvlllo 3, Tonn.
Curriculum Materials Center (PO)

5138 Venice Blvd., Lot Angolot 19, Col.

Rocordt. Tape Rtcordingt, Filmttript, Bookt
Enrichment IMaterlalt Inc. (POI

246 Fifth A.O., Now York 1, N. T.

Felkwoyt Records A Service Corp.
117 W. 46th St.. Now York, N. Y.

Heirloom Records (Ml
Brookhavon, N. Y.

(Hittory through BoModt A Folktongt)
Monitor Recordings, lite (M)

413 W. 50th St., Now York 19, N. Y.

Rutiion, Fronctt, Sponiih longuogo Materlolt
Music Education Rocord Corp. 101 <

P.O. Bo< 445, Englowood. N. J.

(Tho Complete Ovchettra domonttroted)

Spanisli mmk Culii. lac (P*|
137 W. 4tth St.. Now York 34. N. Y.

(SMC longoogo Rocordt Center)
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71 Woymon Avo.. Now Rochollo, N. Y.
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RECOCDERS — PLATERS
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Blue Book AV Materials
ALPHABETICAL TITLE INDEX Pages 456-459

DIRECTORY OF LISTED SOURCES Pages 460-462

• If you with further information about any of ttio following motorials, u»« tti«

Reader • Service coupons on poge 454 or write EOUCATIONAl SCRCEN t AUDIOVISUAL
GUIDE, 2000 Lincoln Park Weit BIdg., Chicago 14, lllinoit. We »hall be happy to for-

word your requeiti to the towrcet of the»« moterioU.

Prices given for oudiovitual materiaU arm tubfect to change. Ch*ck «ritli tfc* ^a-
ducer or dittributor of a particular Hria for th« lat**t tale or rental prlc*.

CLASSIFICATIONS

• Tli« producer or primary dUtributor
of •och ft*m is indicated by name or cod-
ing appearing in CAPS following the HHe
and clotsUicatien of ntaterfol. You fthovid

contact such sources for purchase or

rental, or any odditional informcrtion de-
sired. Addresses will be found in the
Directory of Listed Sources at the %nd
of this BLUE BOOK.

KET TO ABMCVIATtONS

pictur*
H—^ktiitrlp
si—slide

cording
L- 3>'1/a r.p.m. micre^eove record

(flltnstrtp plcteres)

AGRICULTURE
\nA L.mnd« mp CONTEMPORARY 27-

min b&w $125 r$7.50. Why only one-
tenth of the earth's surface is produc-
ing food, and some of the things that
are being done about it. JH SH C A

onservinc Our Soil Today mp CORO-
NET Umin col $110 b&w $60. Even
though most of our people no longer
live on farms, the fertility of our soil

is a basic interest of all. Representa-
tive area; pi'ofirams ar shown to illus-

trate how differences in climate alffct
conservation practice. Int JH

he Com Farmer mp EBF 14min col
$150 b&w $75. Second edition. Int JH
SH

otton In Today's World mp llmin col
$110 b&w $60 Modern Amercan meth-
ods contrasted with historical back-
ground. Important place in world
economy today, Int JH SH

itton Warehousing mp USDA 20min
col apply. New labor-saving devices
featured. A

III ir'&Ttfk'V Af ^r-D

The Oust U Dying mp USDA 13^rain
col b&w apply. Six farmers and
ranchers tell how they are winning
the battle to abolijfa forever the "Dust
Bowl." SH C A

Fence Building, The Modem Way mp
USTEEL Smin col loan, llecfaanical
fence building machine aavet labor.

C A

The 4-H Leader mp UCLA 27 min col

$247.50. Indoctrination and recruit-

ment of adult leaders for the 4-H
movement. A TT JH SH

Herd Becording luid Improvement mp
ANIB ISmin col 4170 r$5. Dairy farm-
en in Australia learn how to improve
their herds. C A

Horticnltn* si AMCO 2x2 col 8 aets

121-29 per set) @ $7.50. Slides pro-
duced in Holland on techniques of

raising tulips, dahlias, hyacinths, etc.

SH A

Instructional Materials for Agricultural
Edneatlon 5fs CALPOLY col ea $4.50

O $4.75) Manuals. Titles: Commercial
Beef Cattle Projects; Tat Lamb Pro-
ject Problems; Vegetables; Catching
and Handling Poultry; Fitting and
Showing FFA Beef. Reviewed ESAVG
1/61 TT SH C

Mexico Hameaws the Ratau mp AVIS
llmin col $110. Irrigation projects in

Sinaloa, Sonora, and the Fuerte River
system. New crops and better living
follow. El JH

Modem Trends in Swine Prodoettati
mp USTEEL 16min col loan. latest
science to improve meat quality and
increase income for the pork pro-
ducer. Modem farrowing, nursery
and finishing practices. C A

Preacritied Burning in the South mp
UWF 23^4 min. sd col $112.56. USDA
training film for foresters and fire

suppression crews in the pine forests

of the Southern Coastal Plain. Con-
troled burning to check undergrowth,
reduce fire hazards, improve wildlife

habitat, and check tree diseases. SH
C A

Ar« oorf Omht
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lAKOtiMt
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irfiOiea end EAia 411

Sdw il« l»>r mtt HurililiQii . «40
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teciol StudiM-

S*cta( Stwrfin

—

GmvmnwnutH
S*<iaf StMdi** MlKfry and

Social Ptoblami 41]

llie New Story of BUIk mp EXCELLO
27 min. Old world dairy herds and
methods are contrasted with Ameri-
can streamlined dairy production.
Teitinc prooeoBing and packing miUc
El JH

Slxtng Dp the SoU mp MONSTATE
15min col $130 b&w $75 r$4. Preparing
soil samples for analysis, and modem
lab procedures. SH C A

Tbe Soil and Life (Livmg Science
series) 6mp UWF 13Hmin col ea $135.

The title film shows children how tbe
farmer "manages" his soil for beat
productivity. Additional elementary
science background is filled la Wltb:
How the Water Cycle Workr Nttro-

gen and IJ\ int Things; World of

Mlcro-LUe; Hou Green Plants Make
Food I photosynthesis I : and for the

conservation aspect — Wise U«e of

Water Rnuiurres. El JH



Soil Conservation Pays mp FEDRES
18 min col loan. Importance of the

proper use of land as basis for pros-

perity in rural areas, and its impact
upon extension of credit by country

banks and business. Produced by the

Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland.

SH C A

Starting a Vegetable Garden mp UWISC
12 min col $20.04 r$l (in Wisconsin

50c wk) Home garden project from
soil preparation to harvesting. JH-A

Summer Feeding mp UWISC 13 min. col

$54.06 r $1 (in Wisconsin 50c wk.)
Compares feeding cattle stored or

green fodder, strip grazing. C A

Supervised Farming Records Made Easy
3fs EDUFS si col set (3) $16.50. Im-
portance of farm records; entries use-

ful in analyzing the farm enterprise;

meaningful records of farm labor.

SH A

This Business of Turkeys mp OSU 17

min. col sd. Life cycle of the turkey,

history and practice of raising, SH C
A

ARMED FORCES-
CIVIL DEFENSE

Civil Defense in Schools mp OCD 23

min b&w $31.29 from USDA (no pre-

view prints) loan from State OCD
and some film centers. School and
civil defense authorities are shown
working together for protection of

children in school, and to prepare
them for adult life in a nuclear age.

C A TT

From the Four Comers mp HUGHES
10 min col loan. Official Air Force re-

port on the 1958 World-wide Weapons
Meet, at Tyndall Air Force Base. SH
C A

Life in the U.S. Navy mp UWF 30min
col $196.12. Recruiting film includes

on-job training and opportunities for

continuing scholastic work. SH A

Man and the F.B.M. mp UWF 28min
col $176.12. Dramatized story of the

development of the Fleet Ballistic

Missile submarine. Need for special

training of personnel for this latest

branch of service. U.S. Navy film.

SH C A

On Guard—One Target mp HUGHES
1 Vi min col loan. Role of North Ameri-
can Air Defense (NORAD), with its

DEW-line, picket ships, picket planes,

"Texas" towers, and interceptors as

protection against surprise attack, SH
C

This is the Falcon mp HUGHES 8 min
col loan. Animated history of arma-
ment from Stone Age to airborne mis-

siles, shows indispensible role of air-

borne electronic equipment for nation-

al defense. SH C A

Practice for Peace mp HUGHES 13%
min col loan. Debut demonstration of

the F-104 and the Sidewinder missile,

in night flying, SH C A

Seek, Find and Kill mp HUGHES 13%
min col loan. ADC interceptors ward
off a simulated enemy air attack. SH
C A

ARTS & CRAFTS

A is for Architecture mp IFB 30min
col $260. How changing architectural

forms reflect the values of each age,

the striving to perpetuate the day's

pride and spirit in lasting stone and
metal. How heritage of past ages
enriches each current culture. SH C A

An Old, Old Story mp MODERN 14min
col loan. Sponsored by greeting card
maker, this film tells of the art of this

medium during the XIX century, as

it uses the cards to picture a romance
in this setting. The filmograph cap-

tures the charm of sleighrides, trains,

and Victorian living through the

seasons. El-A.

The Art of Metal Sculpture mp PORTA-
FILM 22min col $200 r$12. Tom Mc-
Clure fashions a large metal sculpture,

a sure-fire conversation piece for a

shopping center—with hack saw and
welding torch. SH C A

Autumn Color mp THORNE 7 min sd

col $70 r$3. Vivid autumn color scen-

ery with improvised piano back-
ground. JH-A

The Boy who Wounld not Dance mp
IFB 6min col $60. Ukrainian Folk
Dance, authentically costumed, as per-

formed by California students. JH
SH

Children and their Pictures (series)

3mp IFB Beginning of Picture Making
6min col $60 r$3. Picture Making at

the Gang Age 6min col $60 r$3. Pic-

ture Making by Teenagers llmin col

S120 r$5. TT SH C A

Creative Hands (series) 9mp IFB av
5min col $60 r$3. Titles: Art from
Scrap; Design to Music; Finger Paint-

ing; Loom Weaving; Making a Mask;
Model Houses; Mural Making; Paper
Sculpture. Also in same series, Ani-
mules, shows the making of imaginary
animals out of wet paper, paste, and
tempera paints, llmin col $120 r$5.

Int JH.

Emily Carr fs BOWMAR 58fr col $5.

Works of Canadian woman artist,

culminating in later works expressive

of western Indian culture. SH C A

Enameling Art mp IFB 12min cp; $125

r$6. Historical background traced

through museum pieces, then class-

room activity by creative students.

Visual Education Films prod.

Expressionism mp BAILEY 6min col

$70. Part 4 of the "Understanding
Modern Art" series. C A

The Fine Arts (series) si AMCO 2x2
col 23 sets (15 to 28 per set) it $7.50.

Paintings, mosaics, miniatures, stain-

ed glass, museums. Cathedrals. Poly-
good productions (Netherlands). SH
C A

Helen Tamaris—Negro Spirituals mp
REMBRANDT 17 min b&w $125
r$12.50. Five solo dances. C A

Humanism—Victory of the Spirit mp
REMBRANDT 30 min b&w $175 r

$17.50. Renaissance history and phi-

losophy illumined b y Haesaerts's

sequence of paintings. C A

Indian Rock Paintings fs STANBOW
43fr captioned col $5. Aboriginal art

from cliffs and caves northwest of

Lake Superior. C A

Line and Art mp THORNE llmin col

$110. Concepts of line as visual images
are developed, axvA its infinite pos-

sibilities for innovation and inter-

pretation. C.

Modem Art 5fs LIFE Col ea $6. Titles:

Matisse, von Gogh, Roualt, Renoir,

Gaughin. Each about 40 paintings.

SH C A

Mosaic Experiments mp IFB 20min col

$195 r$12.50. Creative possibilities with
this medium.

Navajo Silversmith mp ACI 10%min
col $120. Silversmith demonstrates
and explains his unique art. SH C A

Orient-Occident: Aspects of an Exhibi-

Uon mp CONTEMPORARY b&w $10(

r$5. Relationship of cultures illus-

trated by works of cincient sculpture

C A

Package from the East mp COTTO>
lOmin col loan. American fabric de

signer travels to the Orient in searci

;

for new, exotic designs. Silk-screei

process is shown in detail. SH C A

Painting Techniques (series) 8mp IFE

Titles: Brush in Action (watercolor

llmin b&w $60 r$3. Eye of an Artis

21min col $195, r$9; (Dewey Albin

son I . The Finger Paintings of Wu Tsa

Yen llmin col $135 r$9. Palntin

Movement and Color with Chal

llmin col $120 r$6. Mountain Fari

(Paul Sample) 32min col $285 r$l

Painting Pictures About People 13mi

col $135 r$7.50; Water Colors in A<

tion 12min col $110 r$6. Working wit

Watercolor 18min col $173 r$12.50

Paul Gaugin fs LIFE col $6. ReprodU'

tion in color of 36 paintings fro

Brittany to the South Seas SH C

ttr-.i-i/%ivi>T •S^uucn.- Aiwn Aiininvi«iiAI OninF— ArtU.ST. 1*"



Plaster Sculpture in Color mp IFB
Umin col $120 r$6. Information and
Motivation on 3-D art activity using
inexpensive available materials.

Quebec Handicrafts mp IFB llmin col

$125 r$5. Traditional slcills and imagi-
native artistry, shown in weaving,
leathercraft, wood sculpture, oil paint-
ing and wrought iron. JH SG C A

Regina Coeli mp REMBRANDT 13 min
col $150 r$15. Assumption of the Vir-
gin Mary told through the frescoes of
Fra Angelico. C A

Stagecraft (series) 4mp CORONET
Titles: General Scenery Construction
16min col $165 b&w $90. Scenery
Frame Construction 11 min col $110
b&w $60. Scenery Painting 8 min col

$82.50 b&w $45. Stage Lighting 11 min
col $110 b&w $60. Frangor Films
Production. SH C

\ Time To Dance (series) 9mp INDI-
ANA 30min b&w $125 r$5.25 ea. NET
productions; titles: A Time to Dance;
Classical Ballet; Invention in Dance;
A Choreographer at Work; The Lan-
guage of Dance; Great Performance
in Dance; Modern Ballet; Ethnic
Dance—Roundtrip to Trinidad; Dance
—A Reflection of Our Times. SH C

'incent van Gogh mp CORONET 22
min col $220. Numerous original works
interwoven with fragments of letters
the artist wrote to his brother, and
scenes in which he worked. SH C

'hat Shall We Paint? mp FA 10 min
col $110. Children discover ideas to
paint at every hand. Pri El

CINEMA ARTS
"risel Adams, Photographer mp IFB
20min b&w $150. Philosophy as well
as techniques of famed photographer,
nusician, mountaineer, writer. SH C A

reus mp FA 8min col $95. An ani-
ted film made by Jr. High students
art class. Awards at Venice, Edin-

juig, Vancouver festivals. Elem JH.

• i-ating With Transparencies si & tape
ARLP loan. No. 32 in the Society's
iis modified by means of novel
lurded lectures program. Color

ichniques. SH C A

fjttng Synchronous Sound mp INDI-A lOmin b&w $50. Relationship of
nera work to editing, importance

1 cues, holding sync throughout the
liting process. C A

•s and Fortunes mp ASSOCIATION
"in col loan. Off-beat animation

-ills lively story of the "corporate
Hnage" (Kimberly-Clark). Narrationy Hans Conreid. C A

MULTIPLYING
INDIVIDUAL PARTICIPATION

This rugged—low cost—eight station listening system comes com-

plete with eight light weight U.S. made double headsets. Input

jacks are built right into the HB-2 carrying-storage case. These

inputs accommodate the eight headsets and provide an extra jack

for additional units. Headsets are durable, self-adjusting models

with Alnico magnets and vinyl covered headbands equipped with

standard plugs that fit all ATC record players, radios and most

tape recorders. 10 foot input cable also has standard phono jack.

The carrying and storage case is % plywood, fully covered in a

tough silver brown fabricoid. Removable lid has solid plastic

carrying handle and sturdy latch.

ATC HB-2

$49.50 school net.

$74.25 list.
$4950

SEE YOUR DEALER OR WRITE FOR COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS

AUDIOTRONICS
11057 WEDDINGTON STREET, NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
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Follow Me, Girls mp GSA 28min b&w
$85 r$4. Filmed in 1918, this historic

public service documentary has been

re-edited and sounded to commemo-
rate the 100th anniversary of Juliette

Low's birth. Dramatizes in silent

screen technique what happened
when two girls took scouting very

seriously, a long time ago. JH A

Learning to Look 6sfs FILMSCOPE ea.

33fr col LP with 6 separated bands;

set $36.50 indiv fs $5.50 indiv rec $5.

Designed to stimulate appreciation in

art, language and nature study. Titles:

Trees; Lumber; Plants; Desert Flow-
ers; Desert Textures; Desert Soil,

Sand, Stone. EL JH SH

Lectures on Photography tapes

PSARLP 3%ips and 2x2" color slides.

$20 deposit plus $5 per lecture. Wide
range, esthetic and technical, by out-

standing authorities, administered by
the Photographic Society of America.
Titles include: Transparency Over-
lays; Creating With Transparencies;

Color Portrait Photography; Modem
Art and Modem Photography, etc.

SH C A

Making of Motion Pictures 3fs VISTA
av 35fr col set $13.50 indiv fs $5.50.

Titles: History of Motion Pictures;

Planning the Motion Picture; Shoot-
ing the Motion Picture. JH SH C A

More Than Words mp STRAUSS 14min
col $185 r$17.50 for 3 days. Cartoon
presentation of verbal and non-verbal
communication dynamics. A C SH

N.Y., N. V. mp THOMPSON col $200.

r MUSMART $15. Experimental, non-
representational treatment; numerous
film festival awards. A

Norman McLaren Novelty Films
(series) limp IFB. Apply. Unusual
experimental films drawn in some
cases right on picture or sound area
without use of camera. Such previous-
ly announced titles as Hen Hop,
Boogie Doodle, etc., are included.

C A

Photography—The Incisive Art (series)

5mp INDIANA 30min b&w $125 r$5.25.

Ansel Adams stars. Titles: Photog-
raphy as an Art; Points of View;
Technique; Professional Photography;
The Language of the Camera Eye.

SH C A

Printing: Platen Press Makeready mp
IFB 15min b&w $95. From locking up
the form to running the completed
job. JH SH A

The Seven Wives of Bahram Gur mp
INDIANA 19min col $175. XII Cen-
tury story of Persian king's simul-

taneous marriage to seven princesses,

and his ultimate wedding his slave

girl. Photographed from authentic

Persian miniatures; musical back-
ground recorded in Teheran on
ancient instruments. SH A.

The Show Is on Video Tape, three case

studies in tape production of a net-

work commercial, a drama program,
and a local 'Spectacular'. 28pp, beauti-

fully illustrated. MMM. (Send 25c per
copy to Russell F. Roth, Box 3500, St.

Paul, Minn.) Write direct, NOT to

this magazine.

Stage Make-Up— Youthful Roles mp
CORONET 13min col $137.50 b&w
$75. Step-by-step preparation of two
young people to take the ingenue and
juvenUe roles. JH SH C

Television Serves Its Community mp
FA 13min col $135; b&w $70. All the
steps in a TV program from planning
through broadcast.

BUSINESS EDUCATION

Ben Franklin on Salesmanship mp JAM
23 min b&w $145. How Franklin's five

principles of salesmanship can be ap-

plied in modern selling situations.

SHC A

Ben Franklin Sells Today mp JAM 23-

min col $145 r $25. Use restricted to

purchaser. Remake of "Selling Amer-
ica" has Franklin come alive to show
how his principles apply in sales-

manship. SH C A

Breaking the Delegation Barrier mp
ROUNDTABLE 30min b&w. 1961.

Reluctance to delegate responsibility

shown in three different forms—in-

sistent personal involvement in detail,

intolerance of error by subordinates,
and fear of rival "empire building."

All are surmounted, for benefit of

company, supervisors and workers.
SH C A

The Case of the Missing Magnets mp
BNA 12min col $125 r$10. Super-
visory training film that raises the
question "What kind of a worker
would I be, working under me?"
Audience is asked to identify "clues"

to faulty supervision. A

The Challenge of Leadership mp BNA
14min col $125 r$10. Qualities of lead-

ership are explored on basis of a 5-

man hunting emergency. Objective is

to prime supervisors on recognition

of potential leader talent. C A

The Check Collection Process mp INDI-
ANA 21min b&w $100. Follows course

of a check from time it is deposited

to final mark "Paid." Commercial law
and banking classes.

A Day at the Federal Reserve Bank of

Cleveland mo FEDRES 22min b&w
loan. Guided tour shows daily opera-

tions. For banking students and bank
employees. SH C A

Family Financial Independence sfs

AVASO 50fr LP col $29.50. One-inter-

view insurance salesman's presenta-

tion. A

Establishing Work Standards In Sam-
pling mp UCLA 25min col $250. Work
sampling measurement technique and
its use in setting standards for activity

difficult to measure by conventional
means. TT C A

Golden Link mp MFAIC 17'/4min col.

The story of insurance from first

records of Chinese merchants (ca.

5000 B.C.) to present is told as a mural
is painted dealing with the subject.

The art phase is also developed in de-

tail. JH-A

How Good Is a Good Guy? mp
ROUNDTABLE 21min col b&w apply.

Thre:e case studies, dramatized, of the

supervisor who fails to supervise be-

cause of a distorted desire to be a
"good guy" to his subordinates. A
SH C

How to Remember Names and Faces
tape CRESOC 60min 7i/4ips dual
track. Bill Hersey gives a one-hour
memory training course. SH A

Instructions or Obstructions mp BNA
llmin col $125 r$10. M.I.T. expert
demonstrates causes of faulty com-
munication; seven steps in the order-

giving process. A

Insurance Agent Training 3fs UNDER-
WRITERS col Titles: Paid in Full

(mortgage cancellation policy 36fr

$30); Four in One (home owner
"package" policy 52fr $50); The Miss-

ing Link (income interruption policy

40fr $30). A

Listen, Please mp BNA 10 min col $125

r$10. Discussion film on the impor-

tance of listening when in supervisory

role. A

More Than Words mp STRAUSS 14min
col $185 r$17.50 for 3 days. Cartoon
presentation of verbal and non-verbal
communication dynamics. A C SH

Shorthand by Sound 4rec SNDED 45rpm
$4.98, incl guide to business phrases

;

etc. Recording includes instructions i

as well as dictation practice. SH I

Through the Mirror mp JAM 27min

b&w $145. Examples of good and bad

selling through the eyes of the cus-

tomer. Revised version of "The Fac«

in the Mirror." SH A

EDUCATION
Advanced Reading Skills lOfs EYE*
GATE col S30. TT

ALA Program for Progress mp AL/
lOmin col loan. A fund drive filn

contributed by EBF to help raise $'

million for new ALA building. A

The Australian National University n i

ANIB 34min b&w $90 r$4,50. C TT .
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DON'T GET UPSET!
3ecan'thurtthem, because you get better protection Information that insures the best installation pos-

igainst corrosion when you specify LEVOLOR.
EVOLOR head channel and bottom rail are coated

irst, then formed. It means that the protective paint

s inside as well as outside.

sible is a service all LEVOLOR representatives will

give you. They will submit a prospectus covering

every detail of your Venetian Blind installation-help

with the specifications and make a final inspection

aftei- the blinds are installed. It is a service that guar-

antees good specifications and good Venetian Blinds.

VENETIAN BLINDS
AUDIO-VISUAL CONVENTIONAL SKYLIGHT

Levolor Lorentzen, Inc., 720 Monroe St., Hoboken, N. J.
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And No Bells Ring mp NASSP 60niin

r $3. Recommended changes in sec-

ondary education include flexible

class size, individual and small group

study, greater use of audiovisual

materials and techniques. Accompany-
ing booklet, "New Directions to Qual-

ity Kducation" free. SH A TT

Beginning Lip Reading cards and pic-

tures VAMC. Cards with words and
pictures in bright poster colors for

teaching deaf children. Beginning set

$8.95; Double Lip Reading Set $14.95;

Speech Audiometry Set $8.95. TT
Spec. Educ.

Behavior Problems in Elementary
School Children 6 tapes or rec

OPINST 30min talks on 3% ips single

track tape or 12" LP rec. Series (6)

$45. By Norman A. Milgram. TT C

Can America Afford Better Schools?

mp NEIA 13%min col $45. Local news-
hawk digs into why school costs have
gone up and why they will continue

to rise. Produced by Committee on
Educational Finance, National Educa-
tion Association. SH-A

Chalk and Chalkboards mo BAILEY
16min col r$7.50. Physical properties

and demonstration techniques. A
how-to film. TT

Dramatize Your Teaching 4fs O'NEIL
col set (4) $24. How various forms
of dramatization promote wide-awake
learning. TT A

The Film and You (Using the Class-

room Film) mp BAILEY 13min b&w
$85 col $150. Unique role of motion
picture in classroom teaching; prepar-
ation, motivation, review, TT A

Film Research and Learning mp IFB
14min b&w $78. Direct relationship of

well-slected films to student achieve-

ment in reading, science and social

studies shown under actual classroom
conditions. Procedures for effective

selection and utilization. Produced by
W. A. Wittich, University of Wis-
consin. TT C A

The Gifted Ones mp IFB 22min b&w
$125. Two prominent educators dis-

cuss the challenge presented by this

priceless asset to society. Gifted chil-

dren are observed engaged in regular
classroom activities. TT C A

Globes: Their Function in the Class-
room mp BAILEY 14min col $150.

Importance of correlating globes and
maps; explains symbol charts; out-

lines a graded globe program. TT

How Can We Find Out? (Living Sci-

ence series) 3mp UWF 13%min col

ea #135. New aids to get young
children to understand scientific

method and to apply it in their own
thinking. Other titles: Finding Out
About Rocks, and, for middle elemen-
tary grades: Measuring and Testing
Things. TT P El.

From "Effeotive Speeds." one of the

Reading Improvement series by Coronet

Films.

Heart of the Union mp AFL-CIO 45min
b&w r$4. Poorly conducted union
meeting contrasted with its opposite.

Role of committees in an organiza-
tion. SH C A

High School Guidance 3fs FOMC col

(part of 9-unit series, $30 per club
unit). Titles: Your Life of Work;
Status Seeking; Putting Your Apti-
tudes to Work. Evaluated ESAVG
2/61. SH TT

History of Audiovisual Instruction tapes
NTRP 12 tapes 14-62min. Charge for

copying on tape supplied by customer,
50c for 15min or less, $1 for programs
of 16 to 30 min. Among those repre-
sented: Alexander F. Victor, B. A.
Aughinbaugh, F. Dean McCluskey,
Carl E. Milliken, Rita Hocheimer,
Wm. F. Kruse, Walter A. Wittich,
Eric Johnson, E. F. Holliday, and
Archives Committee proceedings at

DAVI conventions in Minneapolis and
Cincinnati, including Sam Rose, M. I.

Smith, E. C. Dent, Abraham Krasker.
TT

The Influential Americans mp CAROU-
SEL 52min b&w $250. Team teaching
at Lexington, Mass.; large classes

taught at Evanston, 111.; language
labs in Jefferson County, Colo.; the
Midwest Airborne TV project. Origi-

nally a CBS News presentation. SH
TT C A

Introduction to the Stanford-Binet Test
of Intelligence. 22min col $225 b&w
$100. Administration interpretation

and use of this widely applied test.

Technical measuring concepts essen-

tial to proper understanding of values

and limitations of this test. TT C

Language and Linguistics 13mp INDI-
ANA 30min b&w $125. Titles: Intro-

duction; Language and Writing; A
Definition of Language; The Lin-

guistic Approach to Language Learn-
ing; The Sounds of Language; Dia-

lects; Grammar (I & II); History of

the Indo-European Language Family;
History of the English Language; The
Alphabet; Linguistics Science and the

Teaching of Reading; Language and
Meaning. TT C A

Learning and Behavior mp CAROUSEL
26 min b&w $135. Dr. B. F. Skinner,
in experiments at Harvard University
Psychology Laboratory, postulates that
without reward there is no learn-
ing, by animals or man. The "Skinner
box" (teaching machine) is demon-
strated. TT C A

Learning and Teaching 4fs BELMORT
col ea $6.50. Titles: Transfer of Learn-
ing; Instructional Material; Determin-
ing Student Grades; Grouping Stu-
dents for Effective Learning. TT

Legal Liability of Teachers for School
Accidents mp BARBRE 30min col

$290. Numerous situations involving
school and teacher liability are dis-

cussed by Dean R. R. Hamilton, au-
thority on school law. TT A

Making Geographic Models fs OH-
STATE 55fr col $4. Producing and
use of models, especially papier
mache relief maps. TT JH

Meaning in Child Art mp PENNSTATE
llmin col. A wide variety of media
for artistic self-expression, and a
search for the meanings of what
young artists are trying to communi-
cate. TT C A

Museum in Action mp 30min col loan
from Virginia Museum of Fine Arts,

Richmond 20, Va. America's first

state-owned art museum commemo-
rates its 25th anniversary with film
showing its many, widely-varied ac-

tivities. SH C TT A

Planning Creative Play Equipment for

Young Children mp UCLA lOmin col

$137.50. How one community pooled
available talents and resources to

make and use these materials. TT A

Preparing To Teach mp BROADMAN
15min col $150. Various methods ol

lesson preparation by teacher drama-
tized by means of interest-compellini
visual devices. TT A SH

Riddle-a-Rhyme (series) fs EYEGATII
col set of 9 $30. Correlated lotto gami >

$1. Designed to help detect difficultie

encountered by certain students ii

articulating key words. T T Pri. El.

School Libraries in Action mp NCPUI
18min col $125 r$4.50. The school li

brary's services to pupils and teachep

in grades 1-12 in North CaroUni
schools. TT A SH

Science Fair mp IFB 14min col $13(

Students and teachers put on irr

pressive project with support of PT/
business and civic groups. JH SH T
A

The Second Classroom mp DAVI 28m:

b&w $75 r$5 for 3 days. Contributioi
,

educational television brings to tl
j

classroom. Seven ETV stations coi
|

tribute to the program. TT C A
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Science Project mp IFB Hrnin col $150.

A boy's first science project; planning,
research, building, and presentation.

El- SH TT

Secret of Freedom mp NEA 60min b&w
$100. Archibald MacLeish tells about
the defeat of a school bond issue in a
typical American town. NBC program.
JH-A

The Standardized Test—an Educational
Tool mp IFB 25min col $230 b&w $125.

Teacher (8th grade) uses standardized
group test to ascertain reading abili-

ties of her pupils. Filmograph anima-
tion is used to clarify concepts of

validity, reliability, norming groups,
distribution and test interpretation.

TT C A

Teachers at Work 5fs OHSTATE col

series $20 indiv fs @ $4.50. Titles:

Interacting With Children; Using the
3 R's to Widen Learning; Broaden-
ing the Curriculum and Enriching
School Living; Developing and Ex-
tending Themselves; Contributing to

Educational Advance. TT A C

Teaching Language Skills II 3fs 2rec
UCLA 50min col LP. Titles: Back-
ground for Written Expression in

Kindergarten; Beginning Writing; In-

dependent Writing—Primary Grades;
Creative Writing—An Essay (record
only). TT

Teaching Machines and An Example of

a Teaching Machine Program 2fs

BASIC 62fr col ea $6.75, both $13.

Programmed self-teaching techniques
visualized. TT

reaching Machines and Programmed
Learning mp DAVI 28min b&w apply.
Also available on videotape. Discus-
sion by Skinner-Lumsdaine-Glaser on
what are teaching machines and what
they think educators should be doing
about them. TT A

Teenagers Will Read mp MH 26min
b&w $135. Technique for stimulating
reading and discussion. Ties into A
Book for You. TT

Hie Thinking Machine mp CAROUSEL
54min b&w $250. Parallels indicated
between working of human brain and
a electronic computer which can write
a play, win at checkers. Will mein's
machines supplant his own intelli-

gence? SH C TT A

Out for Study 5fs VISTU b&w set
$12.50. Titles: Principles of Organized
Study; The Study Schedule; The
Notebook; How to Study for an Exam.
JH SH

He University is a Teacher mp USC
I SOmin b&w. Eight professors are
tapped for special awards by grad-
uating students. SH C TT

ly Can't Jimmy Read? mp IFB 15min
b&w $95. Fourth grader undergoes
remedial procedures to remedy read-

l_lng difficulties. TT C A

Who Is Pete? mp IFB 27min col $235
b&w $135. Introduction to the school-
wide testing program shows a variety
of testing programs by means of
which the teacher finds out what she
needs to know about each student.
TT C A

Working Together — Nassau Builds
Stronger Libraries mp NASSAU
12%min b&w $65. Operation of a
countywide public library system
serving 38 branches. Central collec-

tions, microfilm, interlibrary loan,
workshops. Imaginative editing by
L. deRochemont studios. SH C A
TT

The World of Helen Keller mp HAR-
VEST 13%min b&w loan. Narrated
by Katherine Cornell, who also ap-
pears in it, this film commemorates
the 80th birthday of one of the most

famous women of the century. Miss
Keller is seen in her home and on
trips abroad in the service of the
blind of many nations. The obser-
vance of her 80th anniversary at the
United Nations is featured. JH SH C
A

The Workshop Process mp UCLA 12min
b&w $55. A powerful tool of adult
pre-planning stage to final evaluation.
As each participant defines his own
problem he seeks out his own solu-
tion on the basis of the resources pro-
vided. SH TT C A

Youth on the Go mp ILLBELL SOmin
col loan. After-school activities of
high school youth, concentrates on
extra-curricular and co-curricular
functions. Narrated by Alex Dreier.
SH A

71 *'^
1

NUCLEAR
RADIATION

A new science enrichment

series from Cenco

A set of 16mm soun(J, color films to supple-

ment high school and junior college physics

courses, bringing into the classroom the latest

examples of nuclear radiation in action in to-

day's research and industry.

For example, Cenco cameras cover potas-

sium argon dating, solid-state radiation detec-

tors, ionispheric mold irradiation, and cobalt

therapy.

Written in collaboration with Dr. Samuel

K. Allison of the Enrico Fermi Institute of Nu-

clear Studies, and produced with the high-level

quality established by Cenco, each film in this

timely series first treats with a particular type

of radiation, and then covers a field of applica-

tion indicated by each title;

• Use of Detectors

• Uses in Medicine

• Uses in Earth Studies

• Uses in Space Studies

• Uses in Industry

• Fallout

Color price for each film is $150, black and
white, $75. For full details contact your nearest

Cenco salesman or write directly for Booklet 504.

CENCO EDUCATIONAL FILMS

••
A Divition of Cenco Imlnimentt Corporation

1700 Irving Park Rood • Chicago 13, lllinolt

Mountoiniidc, N, J. Montreal Sor\ta Clara
Somtrville, Man. Toronfo Lot Angt/ti
Birmi'nghom, Ala. Ollowa Voncouvtf Houifon
Cenco S.A., Brtda, Th» Ntlher/ondi Tu/io
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FEATURE FILMS
The Ballet of Romeo and Juliet mp
BRANDON 96min col $50 up apply.

Galina Ulanova, the corps de ballet

and orchestra of the Bolshoi Theatre,

Moscow; music by Sergei Prokofiev,

based on Shakespeare. SH C A

Broth of a Boy mp BRANDON 77min

b&w r$22.50. Barry Fitzgerald and

The Abbey Theatre Players in rol-

licking comedy of the roguish oldster

tapped for a TV program as "the old-

est man in the world." Filmed in

County Wicklow, Ireland.

My Wild Irish Rose mp UAA lOlmin.

Apply Film biography of famed Irish

tenor Chauncey Olcott. Dennis Mor-
gan, Andrea King.

The Pied Piper of Hamelin mp BIRAD
90min col $750. Classic tale, with Van
Johnson, Claude Rains, Kay Starr,

Jim Backus, (Mr. Magoo). Entertain-

ing songs, humor, adventure. As pre-

sented in an NBC TV "Special." 1958.

Pri-A.

COMEDIE FRANCAISE

in their first film

MOUERE'S

THE I
WOULD-BE
GENTLEMAN

{L« Bourg«ois Gentllhomme, /'

16mni In Color) \~

Available under NDEA—Title Ml

Contemporary films

267 W. 25th St., Depf. ES, N. Y. 1, N. Y.

PHOTOGRAPHY
THE INCISIVE ART

A series of five 30 minute films fea-

turing Ansel Adams noted Amer-

ican photographer

Individual Titles:

Photography as an Art

Points of View

Technique

Professional Photography

The Language of the Camera Eye

For purchase or rental information

write to:

NET Film Service

J^fQ^ Audio-Visual Center
^*^* Indiana University

Bloomington, Indiana

The Would-Be Gentleman mp CON-
TEMPORARY 86min r apply. Defini-

tive performance of the Moliere clas-

sic by the Comedie Francaise. English

titles. C A

GUIDANCE—Personal
Before They Say "I Do" mp BFC 30min

col $175. Premarital counseling film

for clergymen and others charged
with guidance of those about to

marry. C TT A

Developing Your Personality (series)

6fs EBF color captions set $36 ea $6.

Titles: Enjoying Today; Leaders and
Followers; More Than One Friend;

Promises Are Made to Keep; Think-
ing for Yourself; Trying New Things,

el jh

Family Circus mp IFB lOmin col $100.

UPA cartoon on sibling jealousy. First

born daughter acts up in resentment
of attention paid new arrival, until

father learns facts of life the hard
way. A

Girl Scout Filmstrips (series) col $5.

Titles: Reaciiing More Girls (60fr)

deals with youngsters of varying
ethnic backgrounds; Program Trends
for tlie '60s; Growing Up Is a Hard
Thing To Do ($7.50). Sound film-

strips: col LP $15 Spendwell's Con-
version shows fund drive; To Have
and To Hold volunteer workers; So
You Need Leaders! SH A

Howard mp IFB 27min b&w $125. Clash
between plans made by teen ager and
conflicting arrangements made by his

parents. Youthful anxiety when con-

fronted with responsibility of own
individual choice. (NFBC) SH-A

Joe and Roxy mp IFB 27min b&w $125.

Contrasts teen agers' need to conform
and hunger for absolute rules with
confusion of adult standards. Effect

of inadequate home life on adolescent

adjustment. (NFBC production).

SH-A

Learning Church Manners sfs FAMILY
47fr LP col. Boys are reproved for

misbehaving in a church after school
lets out; one is taken back by his

father and proper conduct is demon-
strated. Evaluated ESAVG 2/61. El-

A

Older Teens and Dating 4sfs FAMILY
col with 2 LPs set $25.50 indiv fs @
$6.50 rec (2 subjects) L $3.50. Going
Steady (54fr) ; Falling In Love (51 fr)

;

Conduct on a Date (49fr); When
Should I Marry? (45fr). SH C

On Camera—Communication By Film
(series) 3mp GSA 13%min b&w
$32.50. Low budget productions on
Girl Scout activities. Titles: The Men
in Her Life, role of fathers; Close Tips

of headquarters activities; Simply
Exhibiting techniques of telling the

Girl Scout story to the community.
JH SH A

Psychology for Living (series) 5mp MH
b&w. Correlated with Sorenson and
Malm text. Titles: Facing Reality (12

min) $75; Habit Patterns (15 min)
$85; Successful Scholarship (llmin)

$60; Heredity and Family Environ-
ment Omin) $55; Toward Emotional
Maturity (llmin) $65. SH C

Teenagers' Parents mp FAMILY 30min
b&w r$9. Parents learn some sur-

prising insights as they listen to a

tape recording by their church youth
youth group on the subject "Are Par-

ents People?" SH A

Who Is Sylvia? mp IFB 27min b&w
$125. Lack of communication between
parents and their 14-year-old daugh-
ter. Troubled relationships of young
adolescent at home, school and with
her peer groups. SH C A

World Outdoors mp GSA 20min col

$120 r$5. Outdoor activities program
of the Girl Scouts. SH A

GUIDANCE—Vocational
Called To Serve bp FAMILY 30min
b&w r$9. College major in business

administration discusses with campus
pastor what it means to be "called"

to the ministry, and discovers his

own "calling." SH C A

Cameras and Careers mp EK 27min col

loan. Job descriptions, training and
skills required for impressive list of

occupations involving photography, in

industry, education, communicaton,
government. Evaluated ESAVG 2/61.

Improve Yoiu- Study Habits mp CORO-
NET llmin col $110 b&w $60. Friend-

ly peer advice results in marked bene-

fit. Classroom study hall, library,

homework. JH SH

The Librarian mp IFB 9min b&w $50.

Background and training needed for

effective service as librarian. Science

student, undecided as to his future,

finds place as science dept. librarian.

TT C

A Matter of Life mp IFB 5min b&w-

1

$35. Work of the public health nurse

on her daily rounds, her role as a

:

teacher showing families how to care
,

for their ill, her contribution to com- ^

munity welfare. C A SH

New Horizons in Food Service Careen

fs NAREST 67fr col permanent loan

Guidance presentation of opportun

ities in retail food industry for higl

school or college-trained youth. Book

let reproduces all scenes and cap,|

tions. Heinz-sponsored. SH

A Question of Life mp METHODIST 1:

min b&w r$4. A college student wanfc

to become a minister; his parents op

pose this choice. SH C A
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student Nurse mp IFB 30min b&w
$125. Experiences of a young student
from first day to end of first year.

Studies, training, work, off-time social

life. SH C A

Tommy Looks at Space mp GOODRICH
19min b&w loan. Development of the
space suit from first high-altitude
flights in 1934 to present. "Jimmy"
Doolittle appears in film. Potentisili-

ties of a space career. SH.

HEALTH, SAFETY
Biology and Control of Domestic Mos-
quitoes mp QWF 2Imin col $161.98.

Training film for public health work-
ers, civic and service groups. SH C A

Broken Doll mp IFB 24min col $250
b&w $135. National Safety Council
Award winner (1959). A citizen's

council tackles the problem of ade-
quate fire protection. JH-A

nie Challenge mp BURCR lOmin b&w
loan. The most common causes of
fires and commonsense procedures
that could prevent them. Produced
by National Bd. of Fire Underwriters.
JH-A

l^buiging of the Guard mp BRANDON
8min col $120. Dangers of fire por-
trayed by animated matchboxes. Pri
Elem.

aty Driving mp FORD 17min b&w
loan or purchase at print cost. Two
other new titles in same series: High-
way Driving and Driving Under Spe-
cial Conditions. Produced with coun-
sel of NEA committee on safety edu-
cation for driver training classroom
use. SH A

Community Keeps Healthy mp FA
Umin col $110 b&w $60. The work
of the health, sanitation and water
departments of the city. Pri Elem

infidence Because . . . You Understand
Menstruation fs PPC col free to
schools for showing to girls 14 and
older. Diagrams and medical draw-
ings. Teachers guide. TT SH

ectrical Safety in the Home mp
STOUT 14min col $140. Schoolboy
takes home an "Electrical Inspection
Sheet" to check on safety conditions
in his own home, where he makes the
check in cooperation with his father.
Int JH A

itricity — Principles of Safety mp
[JORONET 10 min col $110 b&w $60.
fire hazards, danger of bodily harm,
jvoidable by proper knowledge of
Ijehavior of electricity. JH SH

e_Gnardlans sfs BLUE SHIELD col~ free (one to a school). The story
the doctor, the "guardian" of

lealth from ancient Greece to date.
fH SH

NEW TOOL FOR TURNING OUT BETTER STUDENTS

Add interest and excitement

to classes, bring new

experiences to your students

with 8mm sound from Fairctiild

Here's a dynamic teaching tool that

opens new horizons for the student,

makes life easier for the teacher, gets

real mileage out of the audio-visual

dollar. No longer do your teachers

have to repeat the same experiment,

rebuild the same model, re-create the

same play. They can bring the field

trip to the classroom—add the realism

and excitement of action, color and
sound to virtually any subject.

Professional Quality: Fairchild's

revolutionary motion picture system

is the first 8mm synchronized sound
equipment; makes and shows movies

(color or black and white) with pro-

fessional quality. The transistorized

camera records lip-synchronized

sound and action—perfectly and auto-

matically. Its audio system puts true-

to-life sound dh-ectly onto a thin mag-
netic stripe on the film. You simply

set the volume level, aim and shoot.

Best of all, it's truly portable—weighs

just 4 V2 lbs., is powered by a recharge-

able long-life cadmium battery.

Real Simplicity: The projector is as

revolutionary as the camera. It has an
f/1.6 lens and new pre-focused high

lumen lamp for clear, brilliant, color-

ful movies. You can show to as many
as 50 people. In addition to fine pic-

ture and sound projection, with this

versatile unit you can remove sound
whenever you want, or add sound
over sound. You can even add narra-

tive background music or other sound
effects to silent films. The projector

weighs only 24 lbs., is as easy to oper-

ate as any "silent" projector.

Low Cost: Cost is the most amazing
part of the whole story. You can make
your own 5-minute color sound movie
for as little as $11. And the camera
and projector are priced low enough
to make sound films a reality for any
school. Write us for prices—or see

your local dealer.

Free Literature: For complete infor-

mation on the Cinephonic 8 sound
motion picture system, write to Fair-

child Camera and Instrument Corpo-
ration, Industrial Products Division,

Dept. ES-8. 580 Midland Avenue,
Yonkers, New York.

FAIRCHILD
CAMERA AND INSTRUMENT CORP.
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Fire In Town mp IFB 26min col $250.

Basic principles of community fire

protection—abundant water, adequate
apparatus, trained firemen, enforced

building codes, and an efficient com-
munications system. A town's reac-

tion to a stark tragedy which might
have been prevented. JH-A

Food for Freddy mp STERLED 15min
col $160 b&w $75. The secret of health

and energy is found in schoolboy's

daily lunch bag. Experiments with
white rats confirm proper nutrition

as basis for physical and mental
health. SH C A

Good Grooming (series) 4mp IFB col.

Titles: Posture 9min $100. Influence
on appearance and health; Hair Care
14min $135. Washing, brushing, sty-

ling. Wardrobe 14min $135. Selecting

clothes to suit individual needs,
budgets. Make-Vp llmin $115. Em-
phasis is on basic good health habits;

complexion care and make-up tech-
niques are demonstrated. Three pretty
teen-age models visualize the series.

SH C A

Good Looks mp ASSOCIATION &
MODERN 20mjn col loan. Cleanliness,

good grooming for boys and girls is

detailed in this replacement of 1950

subject (The Clean Look), sponsored
by the Dial Research Laboratories.
Teacher's Guide and supply of stu-

dent booklets are sent with each book-
ing. JH SH

Good Riddance 2mp FINLEY col. Part
I: Basic Pollution Problems 14%min
$150; Part II: New Pollution Problems
lOmin $75; Pollution Problems of In-

dividual States (111, Ind, Ky, NY,
Ohio, Pa, Va, W.Va.) ea 4%min @
$25. The Ohio River basin water pollu-
tion problems, and special phases
elsewhere. SH C A

The Great Holiday Massacre mp CA-
ROUSEL 54min b&w $250. CBS pro-
gram narrated by Edward R. Mur-
row. Mass slaughter on the highways,
causes and possible remedies to cut
down the annual 40,000 death toll.

Traffic safety enforcement and driver
education are stressed. SH C A

How Do You Drive? mp NFBC 26min
b&w $110. A new driver learns how
to do it right. SH-A

How to Have an Accident at Work mp
DISNEY 8min col apply. Donald Duck
demonstrates. Pri-A

How to Stay Alive on the Higrhway
tape CRESOC 57min 7% ips dual
track $7.20. Actual voices of more than
40 police officers and drivers involved
in accidents, safety officials, etc. dis-

cuss causes and prevention. For use in

driver training classes. SH

Invisible Guardian mp IFB 18min col

$185 b&w $95. Ingrained safety habits

as the best protection for child from
traffic and other hazards. Parental
training techniques are emphasized.
A TT

Infectious Diseases and Man-Made De-
fenses mp CORONET lOmin col $110

b&w $60. How antitoxins, vaccines,

antibiotics, and synthetic drugs are

produced, and used to combat disease

and develop immunity. JH SH

Infectious Diseases and Natural Body
Defenses mp CORONET llmin col

$110 b&w $60. Outer defenses: skin,

nasal and throat passages, stomach
acids. Inner: lymph glands, spleen,

liver, white blood cells which are

shown ingesting and destroying bac-

teria. JH SH

It's Wonderful Being a Girl mp PPC
20min col loan. Sensitive film on
menstrual hygiene sponsored by mak-
ers of "Modess", offers help on the

emotional as well as physical prob-

lems of growing up. For girls 11 to

14. JH TT

Journey in Health mp SMART 22min
col $50 b&w $10. Importance of hav-

ing the family doctor regularly and
continually supervise a child's health.

SH-A

My Pop's a Lineman mp IFB 16min col

$150. Dangers of high voltage trans-

mission lines are shown a boy on tour

with his lineman father, after hazar-

dous attempt to retrieve a kite

caught in the wires. Elem PTA SH

Nutritional Needs of Our Bodies mp
CORONET llmin col $110 b&w $60.

Four general groups of food, import-

ance of well-balanced diets. Int JH

Perception of Driving Habits (series)

3fs SHELL col loan, with excellent

manuals. Each alternate frame is a

pleasant green—blank. Emphasis is on
speedy recognition of the hazards rep-

resented in the frame briefly shown.
Titles: I: Urban and Suburban; II:

Limited Access Highways; III: High-
ways and By-Ways. SH A

Pictures of Good Health 12mp series

AVIS col $85 - $100. Titles, some old

some new: Judy's Smile; Eyes Bright;

Posture Pals; Foundation Foods; On
Your Feet; Litterbug; Young Mother
Hubbard; The Magic Touch; Soapy
the Germfighter; Good Health Prac-

tices I & II. Elem.

Pipelines to Health mp JOHNS 23min

col losn. Use of asbestos-cement sewer
pipe in community sewer systems.

C A

The Public Health Nurse and the Re-

tarded Child mp IFB 24min col $195.

The visiting nurse detects symptoms
of retardation and helps parents to

meet the situation with aid of public

resources of doctor, physical thera-

pist, occupational therapist, social

worker, speech specialist and others

who work together to evaluate the

child's intelligence and plan for his

present and future. Problems of rais-

ing the child with the normal children

in his family are treated. SH C A

Resuscitation — Month to Mouth mp
UWF 23min col $165.50. U.S. Navy
film demonstrates superiority of this

latest approved method. Variations
pictured include thumb jaw lift, two-
hands jaw lift, and mouth-to-nose. SH
A

Safety for Sure mp USDA 10% min col

apply. In-service training film in

safety procedures by means of a chalk
talk by Forest Service artist Harry
Rossoll. A TT

Safety Through Seatbelts mp UCLA
12Hmin b&w $37. Contribution to
safety in case of intersection collision.

SH C A

"69.3" mp IVC 13%min b&w loan. Medi-
cal progress since days of prehistoric
man is shown responsible for increase
in human life span to present 69.3

expectancy. Alistair Cooke, narrator.
SH-A

Story of the Bloodstream mp M(X)DY
29min (Part I); 24min (Part II); each
part $220 r$10. Part I deals with the
heart as a pump and the circulatory
system as pipelines, with phenomenal
pictures of the heart valves in action,
and comparison of bodily functions to
those of the family automobile. Part
II traces radioactive iodine through
the body; shows respiratory functions
of the red cell and factors influencing
its form. JH SH C

Theobald Faces the Facts mp WCTL'
14min col b&w Cartoon quiz on ef-

fects of alcoholic beverages on healtl
and social life. SH C A

Ulcer at Work mp IFB 26min b&w $15J
The peptic ulcer—10th most commoi
cause of death—its symptoms, miser
ies, and remedial measures. SH C i

Voyage of the SS Hope mp ASSOCIA
TION 28min col loan. Visit of Amet
ican hospital ship to Indonesia. JI|

SH C A

You and Your Driving 6fs STANBOA
col set $28.50 indiv ® $5. Titles: Dri^
er Fitness; Walk Left—Bike Righi
Rules of the Road; Signs; Your lU
sponsibility; What Would You D«)

SH A

Your Ticket to Safety mp FASS Wxos
col $125 b&w $65. Episodes in traff

enforcement pattern foster positi'

attitude toward better driving habt
SH A

HOME ECONOMICS

Consumers Want to Know mp CO
SUN 30min col $125 r$7.50 b&w $)

How the Consumers Union test pi

gram operates and how its repo

are pubUshed. SH C A

FniTriTiniVii SrRFRPM AND AUDIOVISUAL GuiDE—AuGUST, 19'l



Education in Essentials—The Story of

Home Economics in Our Schools sfs

PILLSBURY col LP $2.90. School
board dispute over whether home ec
belongs in the schools. Relationship
of the study to total education of
young women and some career oppor-
tunities. SH

How To Buy Fish, fs STANBOW col $5.

How to recognize good quality, fresh-
ness, and how to buy in season. Ways
of serving. NFBC production. Evalu-
ated ESAVG 3/61.

The Kitchen Keyboard mp RTFREN
20min col loan. Spice manufacturer
sponsors film showing history of
spices and their use "daringly but
sparingly" in many kinds of home
cooking. SH A

The Magic Button mp CSMA 7min col
loan. Cartoon treatment promotes
wider use of aerosol dispensing tech-
niques on many household tasks. A

Table Talent fs MELA col with teach-
er guide and 100 student table setting
guides $1.50. Art and etiquette of
table setting. Sponsor is plastic din-
nerware manufacturer. Produced by
Mrs. Gladys Peckham, co-author of
"Family Meals and Hospitality." SH A

Wires to Our House mp IFB 16min col
$165. The how and why of house wir-
ing is demonstrated as workers trou-
ble-shoot storm-caused damage. In-
stallation of wiring as a house is built.
Role of power sources of various
types. Int. JH.

roar Choice in China mp IVC 27%min
col loan. How potters make fine china
and how homemakers put it to use.
Sponsored by the American Fine
China Guide. SH A

INDUSTRIAL ARTS
Automotive Electricity for Military Ve-
hicles—The Ignition Circuit mp UWF
llmin b&w $24.38. Army film with
obvious application to civilian auto-
motive training. In same series; Prin-
ciples of the Starting Motor 12 min
$25 82. SH A

he Concept and Principles of Func-
tional Drafting mp lEFL 20min b&w
$100 r$35 1-wk. Time-saving tech-
niques for turning out drawings easi-
er to read and interpret. SH C A

'ointers on Servicing Ball and Roller
Bearings sfs JAM 64 fr 17min $12.50.
Various types of bearings; importance
of cleanliness and correct use of the
proper tools. SH A

Principles and Application of Work
Sampling mp lEFL 23min b&w $100
r$35 (5 work days). Work sampling
and measurement techniques; in a
number of areas of application. SH
C A

Precision—The Measure of a Craftsman
sfs JAM 72fr 19min $12.50. Care and
use of micrometer, feeler gauge, dial

indicator, £md torque wrench. A SH

Printing: Platen Press Makeready mp
IFB 15min b&w $95. From locking
up the form to running the completed
job. SH A

The Saw mp FRENDALL 7%min col

$80 b&w $42.50. How to mark a line,

start a groove, make the cut, with
try-square, safety block, and saw.
Int JH

Wendy's First Christmas Card mp IFB
lOmin col $120. Little girl wonders
about her first Santa Claus Christmas
card—and learns about its production
from the artist's original to the en-
graving of the several plates and the
composite printing. Attractive presen-
tation of the whole color printing
process. Pri Elem

INDUSTRY,
TRANSPORTATION

Airplanes Work for Us mp C-W llmin
col $110 b&w $60. In addition to con-
ventional carrying of passengers, mail
and freight, such aspects as fire pa-
trol, rescue work, weather check, crop
dusting are shown. Int.

Big League Soldering mp HERCHEM
15min col loan. Detailed instruction
on sweat soldering for the plumbing,
heating and air conditioning trades.
Narrated by sportcaster Mel Allen.
SH A

Bread mp EBF llmin col $120 b&w $60.
From wheat field to store. Modem
bakery. Pri El

The Constant Search mp MODERN 20-

min col loan. First use of a stationary
jet engine. SH C A

Five Steps to the Jets mp AIRFRANCE
18min col loan. Early French avia-
tion, and later highlights culminating
in layman's language explanation of
air flow, flight, radio beam direction-

al signals, radar, and jet propulsion.

Produced by Richard deRochemont,
narrated by Ben Grauer. JH SH C A

Ge-Mon—^The Birch Canoe mp FILM-
RES 18min col $180. Significance, so-

cial, economic, military, to wilderness
culture compcirable to that of the
motor vehicle to 20th Century econo-
my. Gathering materials, and tech-

niques of construction. Uses in har-
vesting, fishing, travel and war. JH
SH C A

Industries flat pix INPRO set of 10 pix
11x14" $2.50 Titles: Petroleum (2);

Tuna (2); Oranges and Lemons (2);

Vegetable and Melon Crops (2). Int.

An Introduction to Rubber fs USRUB
53fr col guide free. Place of natural
and snythetic in our economy. Pro-
duction of the tubeless tire, the Amer-
can rubber industry. Elem.

It's Your Move mp MODERN 24min col

loan. The role of the conveyor in
planning and operating modern plant.

SH A

The Magic of Sulphur mp BURMINES
26min col loan. Replaces earlier "Sul-
phur." Sponsored by Texas Gulf
Sulphur Co. History, production, me-
dicinal and industrial uses. JH SH C

The New Giant mp HUGHES 15min col
loan. Tremendous growth of the air-

borne electronics industry. Columbus

The Power Makers mp ANIB ISmin col

$175 r$3.75. Open cut mining of brown
coal in Australia to provide heat and
power for homes and industry. SH C
A

Sponge—Treasure from the Sea mp
USFISH 14min col loan. Sponge fish-

ing at Tarpon Springs; two methods of
harvesting; sponge auction; "Blessing
of the Waters" ceremony. E'-SH A

Story of OU kit MODELS 85 activiUes
associated with study of petroleum in-

dustry, incl handbook, $8.95. Also
Distillation kit for 10 classroom ex-
periments $8.95; Geology kit $19.95;

Model Refinery kit $14.95; Model OU
Field kit $7.95. JH

The Story of West Coast Lumber fs

WCLA 72fr col free. Complete story
from tiny seedling to use of finished
lumber in home building. El JH
Award 1958. SH C A

Sunny Harvest mp ANIB 18min col $127
r$3.75 Australian fruit carming in-
dustry. C A

This Is Steel mp MODERN 33min col
loan. Replaces three earlier films on
same topic from same source. Both
open hearth and electric arc steel
making are shown. JH SH C A

Transportation 4kits INPRO ea set in-
cludes 10 flat pix 11x14"; a 30fr fs col;

a 35p manual $25. I: Boats, Ships and
Harbor; II: Trucks and the Motor
Age; III: The Freight Train as a Car-
rier of Goods; IV: Airplanes and the
Airport. Elem.

Years to Remember mp ANIB 23min
col $170 r$5. Nine years' (1949-1958)
progress on Australia's Snowy Moun-
tain hydro-electric project. SH C A
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These 16mm Coronet films were, with but three exceptions, pro-

duced under llie direct supervision of the Coronet production staff . .

.

from basic research and script-writing through actual filming—an

achievement unequalled anywhere in the educational film field.

For all its productions. Coronet makes expert use of researched

curriculum concepts . . . unrivalled production facilities ... the

aid of leading educators and subject specialists . . . and an aware-

ness of current educational requirements and developments. A
series on the Geography of South America and another on Reading

Improvement exemplify the special skills for which Coronet Film;

is world-famous. Certain outstanding productions

—

Mark Twair,

Gives an Interview (v/hh Hal Holbrook), The While House. Past am
Present and Plymouth Colony: The First Year—maintain th«

pioneering directions established more than twenty years ago a(

the inception of Coronet Films.

If you are interested in making selections for purchase, use these

pages as a check-list to request preview prints. Simply indicate the

films which interest you and send the list to Coronet Films. Preview

prints will be shipped promptly at no obligation or charge, excepi

for return postage.

ARiTH ivi e:mc
X D Arithmetic: Understanding the Prohlcm (II min.) Outline of slcps ic

follow in order lo undersland an arilhmeiic problem before atlempling ic

solve it. Gr. 4-9.

X n Fractions: FindinK the Common Denominator (l."/i min.) Explains in

detail the concepts on which the procedures used in finding the commor
denominator arc based. Gr. 4-6.

FORE:iGvr i^A:NrGUAGE:s

} D l,a Famille Travaillc Fnscmble (Our Family Works Together) ( 1 1 min.

A story with simple, clear French narration about preparations tor a famil;

birthday party. H&W only. Gr. 4-12.

t D La Fcrmc— I.es Pelits dcs Animaux (Farmyard Babies) (1 1 min.)A delight

ful story in clearly spoken French of a farm dog uliich meets many bab;

animals in the barnyard. B&W only. Gr. 4-12.

X Improve Vour Study Habits 1 1 1 min.) Detailed pointers on how to lorn

good study habits in the classroom, in the study hall, and at home. Gr. 7-lJ

m he:ai^x:h and safety
{ Digestion in Our Bodies (I I min.) Shows the relationship between goo

\

health and the food children eat, and how these foods should be balance

in the diet. Gr. 4-V.

X D Muscles and Bones of the Body III min.) Shows how tendons, joint:

muscles, and the bones of the skeleton work together as one unit so the bod
can move and fLtnction. Gr. 4-6.

X n Nutritional Needs of Our Bodies (11 min. I Illustrates the four gener:

groups of foods and shows how food provides the body's basic needs. Gr. 4-'

LANGUA.GE ARTS
n Carl .Sandburg Discusses His Work (l."/2 min.) Sandburg speaks of h

earlv years, his struggle to gain fame, and his philosophy of literatur

Distributed. B&W only. Gr. 9-12.

.Mark Twain Gives an Interview i\'SVi min.) Hal Holbrook's class

impersonation of Mark Tyvain. re-created in an interview at Tyvain"s o

home in Hartford. Connecticut. Gr. 4-12.

D Preparing Vour Book Report (11 min.) Illustrates the development ar

presentation of both written and oral book reports. Gr. 4-6.

O Reading Improvement: Defining the Good Reader (II min.) Examin
the characteristics of a good reader and outlines areas in which students c;

improve their own skills. Gr. 4-12.

n Reading Improvement: Word Recognition Skills (1 1 min.) Shows the ir

portance of word recognition in etl'ectivc reading and encourages sluden

to improye this skill. Or. 4-12.

n Reading Improvement: Vocabulary Skills (1 1 min.) Shoyvs specitic voca

ulary-building skills and exercises whereby students can improve inadequaci
j

in vocabulary. Gr. 4-12.

G Reading Improvement: Comprehension Skills (1 1 min.) Shows how ide

arc organized in written material, thus helping students gain belter eompt



D Reading Improvcnienl: Effcclive Speeds (II niin.) Specific exercises lo

help siudcnts learn to use difterem reading speeds, depending on the subject

mailer. 6>. 4-12.

D Sentences That Ask and Tell (II min.) Demonstrates that a sentence

is a complete thought, and what the difference between questions and state-

ments is. Or. 1-3.

D StaRC Makc-Up: Youthful Roles (l3'/2 min.) Slep-by-step demonstration

of how to apply make-up lor juvenile roles. Distributed. 6>. 9-/-'.

g^ IVIATMEIVIATICS

D Symbols in .Mgcbra ( 1 1 min.) How algebra employs symbols which per-

mit lis to arrive at general rules for working with numbers. Or. 7-12.

n Volume and Its .Measurement (1 1 min.) Graphic demonstration of basic

principles in measuring volume, and illustrations of the meaning of cubic

units of measure. 6>. 7-9.

IVIUSIC

Forms of .Music: Instrumental (16 min.) Visualizes, in animation, the

development of major forms of instrumental music, including excerpts from
Bach. Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven. 0>. 7-12.

science:
_ .Arthropods: Insects and Their Relatives (II min.) The major physical

haracterislics of arthropods, their natural environment and how they help

or harm man. dr. 7-12.

Birds and Their Characteristics ( 1 1 min.) The features which dilTcrentiate

birds from other vertebrates—and the characteristics they share in common.
Gr. 4-12.

a Chemical Chanses All .\bout Us (MVl min.) Illustrates the nature of

hemical changes and explains atoms, molecules, elements, mixtures, and
compounds, dr. 4-9.

lJ t'lassifying Plants and Animals (I I min.) An introduction to Linnaeus"

system of binomial nomenclature, with an illustration of how it works.

dr. 7-12.

D Color and light: An Introduction (II min.) Demonstrations of color

formation by dilVerent kinds of light in a variety of everyday situations.

oUir onl> . dr. 4-6.

a The Karth: Its .Atmosphere (1 1 min.) The structure and composition of

the earth's atmosphere, dr. 4-9.

Karlhworm: .Anatomy and Dissection ( 1 1 min.) A close look at the various

ntcrnal svstcms of the caithworm. including correct dissection techniques.
7-12.

'

U Kleelricily: Ho» It is Cencratcd (II min.) The basic principles of the

generation of electricity, the dill'ercnce between alternating and direct cur-

renl. and the nature of a circuit. 6>. 4-9.

Klectrieity: Principles of .Safety (II min.) An outline of the common
hazards of electricitv and how harm can be avoided through proper knowl-

dge. dr. 4-9.

a Knergy and Its Forms (II min.) Explains the basic concept of energy

and shows cvamplcs of its principle forms, including nuclear energy. Gr. 4-(i.

Knergy Docs Work (11 min.) F.xplains that work is done when some-
thing is moNcd and that it is energy which causes things to move. Gr. 1-6.

a Fish and Their Characteristics ( 1 1 min.) Illustrates the variety o^ forms,

iroteciive devices, and reproductive methods offish. Gr. 4-9.

a Friction and Us FfTcets (II min.) What friction is, its cflects. uses, and
disadvanlages. and methods of controlling it. Gr, 1-9.

a Heat and Its Behavior ( 1 1 min.) Clarifies basic concepts concerning the

nature of heat, showing where it comes from, how it is measured, and some
of ils uses. (;; . 4-9.

How .Sunshine Helps Us (11 min.) Shows that sun gives light and
warmth, helps make rain for plants and animals, and enables green plants

o grow. (,/. J-3.

a Ihc Human Body: Fxerelory System (l.l'/j min.) A stcp-by-step study

Lif the excretorv system, stressing details of the kidneys. Gr. 7-12.

U Infectious Diseases and Man-Made Defenses (II min.) The causes of

nfectious diseases and how we use vaccines, antibiotics, and synthetic drugs

lo protect ourselves, dr. 7-/2.

G Infectious Diseases and Natural Body Defenses (II min.) Describes both
he outer and inner body defenses against diseases and their lunctions.

Gr. 9-12.

:i Light: Lenses and Optical Instruments (I.V/2 min.) How lenses function,

ncluding practical applications in eyeglasses, microscopes, and cameras.
Gr. 7-/2.

U Plants That Grow from Leaves, Stems, and Roots (II min.) Clearly

llusirates how certain seed-bearing plants can also be grown by vegetative

eproduction. dr. 1-6.

U We Fxplore the Field and Meadow ( 1 1 min.) A walk in the fields shows
hat living things depend upon one another for their needs in the meadow
;nvironmenl. dr. /-.?.

SOCIAL. STUDIES
AMERICAN HISTORY

Carl .Sandburg Discusses Lincoln (11 min.) Sandburg speaks movingly
bf how he came to know Lincoln intimately while researching his great

piography. Distributed. B & W only. dr. 7-12.

Plymouth Colony: The Firs! Year (16 min.) The inspiring story of the

pilgrims" struggle during their first year in the New World. Gr. 7-12.

The While House, Past and Present (l.l'/i min.) The drama and history

kf Amerii-;i'*; n:i^t fn-ihiifli.'^ m tlu- t- vfriitive Mansion. Gr. 4-12.

CITIZENSHIP AND GOVERNMENT

D The Meaning of Patriotism (I.11/2 min.) Dramatic vignettes show t

ordinary people can be patriots by performing services to their coun
Gr. 4-9.

Population Patterns in the United Stales (I I min.) Today"s dynamic :

changing population patterns in the U.S. as indicated by the 1960 cen
Gr. 7-12.

GEOGRAPHY

D Cotton in Today's World (I I min.) The importance of cotton today 1

methods of growing and using it all over the world. Gr. 4-12.

n Geography of South America: Argentina, Paraguay, Uruguay (II m
An understanding of the geographic features influencing economy and
of these three nations. Gr. 4-9.

D Geography of South America: Brazil (I.V/2 min.) Geographic feature

a great frontier land, including scenes of the exciting new capital. Bras

Gr. 4-9.

D Geography of .South America: Countries of the Andes 1 1 1 min.) The n
geographical features and their relationship to the people of Bolivia, Ecuai

Peru and Chile. Gr. 4-9.

G Geography of South America: The Continent (1 3'/2 min.) The main
1

graphic features of the continent and their relationship to people and «
of life. Gr. 4-9.

D Latin America: An Introduction (II min.) The common aspects of
tory, culture, tradition, religion, and customs which bind Latin Amer
countries. Gr. 4-9.

D Life in Grasslands (Argentine Pampas) (II min.) A visit to a far

living on a ranch on the Argentine pampas reveals life on a rcpresenta

grassland. Gr. 4-9.

O Life in Hot Rain Forests ( Amazon Basin ) ( l."/2 min.) Observation >

family living along the Amazon River shows adaptations in a hot
forest. Gr. 4-9.

D Life in the High Andes (II min.) A visit with an Indian family in P

shows how life in high mountain regions is afTected bv altitude and dim
Gr. 4-9.

D The Mississippi River: Background for Social Studies (B'/j min.)
importance of the Mississippi River and its geographical, historical,

commercial influences on adjacent lands. Gr. 4-9.

D Poland: The Land and the People (l3'/2 min.) A geographical and
torical picture of Poland today, including her role as a nation under C
munism. Gr. 4-12.

WORLD HISTORY

D Charlemagne and His Kmpire (l3'/2 min.) Shows how Charlema
helped keep civilization and culture alive in Europe during the early Mi(
Ages. Gr. 10-12.

D The Incas (II min.) Presents a historical, geographical, and culti

view of the ancient Incan civilization. Gr. 4-12.

a Medieval Times: Role of the Church (l.'Vi min.) The role the chi
played in shaping European history in the Middle Ages. Gr. 10-12.

EN CX^ASSE
A filmstrip program with sound on records to introduce

CONVERSATIONAL FRENCH
in the Primary and Intermediate Grades

F;n Classe has been designed to help those with limited training teach

a full year"s course of conversational French in the elementary grade:

—especially in grades three, four, and five. Delightfully attractivt

filmstrips, with sound on records, encourage pupil-participation. Fj

Classe was prepared under the direction of Roger A. Pillet, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Education in French. School of Education
The University of Chicago. F.n Classe may be purchased on 15-da;

approval. If not fully satisfactory, it may be returned and all charge;

will be cancelled.

F;n Classe contains: • Twenty Full Color Filmstrips • Ten 12" LF

Records • Special 12
" Record for Teachers • 64-page Teacher";

Manual, including complete French narration $195 compleli

HO>V TO OBTAIN CORONET FILMS
Preview: Prints of all Coronet films are available for preview by those «

ing to make selections for purchase. There is no obligation except for re

postage. Simply indicate the hims you would like to evaluate and sen:

Coronet Films at the address below. Prints will be shipped immediately.

Purchase: Prints of the films listed on these pages are available at S60
reel (II min.) in black-and-white: SI 10 in full color. Proportional pi

apply to more or less than one reel.

Rental-Purchase: Prints of Ihc films shown on these pages may also be

tained through the Coronet Rental-Purchase Plan. Sec page 2 of the gcr

catalogue for details.

Preview requests or purchase orders should be sent to:

CORONET FILM
CORONET BUILDING * CHICAGO 1, ILLIN



LANGUAGES
Active French for the Language Labo-

ratory tape AVPUB Approx 12 hours

of recordings $60. Teacher guide.

480pp $5. Student workbook, 272pp

$3. Conversational French; grammar
and spelling enter incidentally to

mastery of speech; student is en-

couraged to express own ideas in

the language under study, line draw-
ings are used to stimulate free ex-

pression. SH A

Aprende a Escrlblr tape LTS 7" 7^4ips.

Thirty-six lessons entirely in elemen-
tary Spanish, the final 8 in quiz form
for self-examination. Presumes some
previous knowledge of the language.

SH C A

Basic Russian Through Conversation
rec/tape WILMAC Two 7" 7% ips

$14.95. Two 12" LP $9.95. Exercise
material fits into any Russian course

JH through C. Vocabularies are fol-

lowed by slowly spoken dialogs, with
spaces for student repetition.

Bauemvolli in den Bergen mp and tape

C-W lOmin col $115 b&w $65. Life in

Alpine village is told in first person,

present tense, with planned repeti-

tion of common words and frequent

silences to help the beginning student

of German. A tape of the narration is

supplied with each reel for follow-

up drill. 1960 JH SH C A

Beginning Audio Lingual Materials

tapes UCOLO available on 600' or

1200' reels, acetate or plastic tape,

single or dual track. Priced according-

ly. 7% ips. Produced with NDEA aid,

these Glastonbury tapes may be pur-

chased and used only by persons train-

ed in NDEA language training in-

stitutes. Qualify under NDEA Title

III. German (62 lessons); Franch (69);

Spanish (63); Italian (46); Russian

(52).

Beginning French Conversation (series)

2 mp IFB ea 10 min b&w $60. Titles:

L'Entente Cordiale; Quelle Chance.
Beginning.

Beginning Spanish mp-tapes CBEF 4

films and 4 tapes, 72p manual $360

r apply. Correction, 4 filmstrips an-

nounced Sept. 1960 as part of this

unit are not included in current pack-
age. JH-A

Ask for your copy of

LANGUAGE TRAINING AIDS

CATALOG OF REALIA
The World's best selection of . . .

TAPES—RECORDS—SLIDES

FILMSTRIPS—FLASHCARDS

and other reolia, plus a supplement on

inexpensive equipment, oil for helping you

TEACH A FOREIGN LANGUAGE

Write for your free copy todayt

LANGUAGE TRAINING AIDS
LANGUAGE CENTER
BOYOS, MARYLAND

Berlitz-Pathescope French Course 40fs

with LP rec or 3% ips tape. PATHE-
SCOPE. col Sets 1-4 $281.28; sets 1-8

$537.12. Indiv sets @ $81.12. Young
bilingual visitor to France speaks
with people in all walks of life.

Producer emphasises that set can be
used equally well with audio-lingual,

transitional, of traditional language
teaching programs. JH-A

Chantons en Francais 4rec FOLKWAYS
12" LP ea $5.95. If purchased as 2-

disc albums (ea $11.90) this includes

student book, complete music with
guitar chords, and French-English
texts. All are French songs recorded
for learning French. El-C

Classroom Courses in Russian, German,
French, Spanish (American) tapes

and records, manuals. 32 reels $240;

companion records (uninterrupted)

$57.50; set of 3 student manuals $5.

The tapes contain pauses for student
repetition, the records carry through
without pause. These are special sets

for classroom use, not available to

general public. Native voices; modern
idiomatic material included in basic

3,000 word minimum that presupposes
no previous knowledge of the lan-

guage. Manual carries pictures keyed
to text. Advanced readings, etc., also

available on records. LINGUAPHONE

En Bretagne sfs TEAV fs choice of

tape or rec. Pictures of life in Brit-

tany, with oral and written drill in

French for young students. Evaluated
ESAVG 2/61. El-A

En Classe 20sfs CORONET col 12" LP
set $195. Designed specifically to meet
the needs of elementary school that

is without a teacher who speaks fluent

French. Each lesson runs 15 to 18

minutes. Children are exposed gradu-
ally to 400 word vocabulary. English
is kept to a minimum and finally

eliminated. Course includes two
special units, one a Christmas pro-

gram, the other intended for use
whenever a child in the class has a

birthday. El TT

Everyday Life and Language in Ger-
many fs-tape 30 units $596. COMEDS.
Produced in Germany (1960) to show
daily lives of 9-year-old girl, her 12-

year-old brother, and those with
whom they live. Aim is to get students

to think in the language being learn-

ed. El-C

First Year French 7sfs EYEGATE 7fs

col, 8 rec 7" LP, manual. In same
series: First Year German; First Year
Italian. JH—A TT

A Foreign Language mp IFB 30min
b&w $135. Teaching English to a large

influx of immigrants in the Montreal
public schools. Small group instruc-

tion aided by props and reading ma-
terials. Motivation. NFBC production.

TT C

From "Everyii(>(l\"s W <(l<'lii." an Intrr-

natiuiial Fihii Bureau release. See re-

view on page 431.

Foreign Language Newreels (series)

96mp TFC. 6-8min b&w. Each series of

16 weekly releases $250; half-series

$130. A script in English and the cor-

responding language comes with each
newsreel for essential pre-lesson pre-

paration. The series: 1) English

(American newsreel) ; 2) French
(French newsreel); 3) German (West
German Newsreel); 4) Italian (Ameri-
can newsreel); 5) Russian (American
newsreel); 6) Spanish (American
newsreel). JH-A advanced language
students.

French and Spanish Folk Songs rec

STAR LP set of 3 records $12 indiv

@ $4.50. French I: 20 songs and games
for K-6; II: 15 songs for JH-SH; III:

15 songs for SH-CoUege; IV: 10 Noels
from various provinces. Spanish I:

10 songs for younger people; II: 12

songs for HS-CoUege; III: 10 Villancos

(carols) suitable for all ages.

French for Beginners 6 units TEAV ea

$33. The unit includes a filmstrip, re-

cord, wall chart, pinpointer and

teacher's manual. Reviewed ESAVG
1/61, "for beginning French at any
grade level."

French for ChUdren 5sfs STANBOW
col 45rpm. Set $40. Target: Grades
3-9. The records give the highlights

of the story frame by frame. Teachers

manual in English. El JH SH TT

French-produced Geography Films
(series) 6mp IFB b&w 14-16 min @
$75, 18min up $90. Les Canaux; Er

Bretagne; En Haute Provence ($75)

La Champagne; En Basse Provence
En Normandie (>a> $90). Produced ir

France to teach geography to 10-Ui

year-olds. Int.

French Songs 4mp IFB 5-lOmin col. p
$100. Le Merle 5min; Cadet Rousselld

7min; Sur le Pont d'Avlgnon 6 mitt

Chantons Noel lOmin.

German Farm Town mp KLNBG 12mii

col $120. A farmer family and thi

nearby trading town (Nordlingen)

Available with English or Germai

narration. JH SH A
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Growth of a Language mp UWF 20min

b&w $75. Variations in the sound of

the English language as used in

various parts of the world. A U.S.

Information Service film. SH C A

Heidelberg mp IFB 14min col $150.

Mother and daughter trip through
famous university city; language level

is that of second semester first year
high school German. Other titles in

this series: Romantische Staedte col

13min $135 (Munich, Dinkelsnuhle,
Rothenburg); Der Schwarzwald 12min
$135; Oberbayern 15min $150.

Icl On Parle Francais mp IFB 21min
col $225. Short sentences, simple con-
structions, high-frequency simple vo-
cabulary or easily recognizable cog-
nates mark this film, produced in

Quebec, specifically for beginning
French language learning. El-A

Juan y Maria 6mp NEUBACHER ea
lOmin col series (6) $595 ea $110.
Titles: En Casa; La Escuela; La
Comida; De Compras; El Recreyo; Un
Viaje. For beginning Spanish.

La Famine Francaise Brunei mp MH
17min b&w $97.50. Visit to a family
in France. Includes 13-year-old
daughter. English language version
same length and price. JH SH

La Famille Travaille Ensemble mp
CORONET llmin b&w $60. Mother
and two children preparing a sur-
prise for father. Simple, clearly-
spoken French. Int JH SH

La Ferme—les Petits des Animaux mp
CORNET llmin b&w $60. Story of
the farm dog and other young barn-
yard animals, in simple, clearly-
spoken French. Int JH SH

Luiguage Newsreels mp TFC 6-8min
b&w series (16 during academic year)
$250 or series of 8 @ $130. BA co-
operation of Fox Movietone News and
MPAA these are now available in
English, French, German, Italian, Rus-
sian and Spanish, and when sufficient
demand develops other languages will
be added. Classroom tested under
Modem Association auspices. El JH
SH C A

Language Unlimited fs-rec EYEGATE
7 fs col; 8 LP 7" and manual $50. Cor-
relates with EDL First Year Spanisli
Program of controlled speed drill-

strips. JH-C

tes Trois Ours mp FA 13min col $140
b&w $75. Beginning French version
of "The Three Bears." Also Spanish
version Los Tres Osos. Artwork dem-
onstrates action on screen. El JH

PMhescope-Berlltz Spanish Course 30fs
IBrec PATHESCOPE. Indiv sets 5fs,

9 $81.25; sets 1-2-3 $210; complete
series 1-6 $399. Incl. guide and pic-
ture-keyed script for teachers, Spa-
nish script for each student. Story
line is young North American's trip
through Mexico. Over 50 native voices
give wide range of pitch, diction,
mood. PATHESCOPE.

N liX 1 To Your Teachers,

the best instructors

I
on your staff

I

BUHL
KOOlfTf
MODEL 6000

COOLEST,
BRIGHTEST,
QUIETEST
OVERHEAD
PROJECTORS
YOU CAN BUY

BUHL
BUHL
KOOLITE
MODEL 7000

BXJHL

OPTICAL. COJVIPAI^Y

TWO MODELS
ONE PRICE
FIT ANY NEED

•

WRITE FOR
FULL DETAILS

BUHL OPTICAL CO., A-V Division

1004 Beech Ave. • Pittsburgh 33, Pa.

NAME-

ADDRESS..

CITY — ...ZONE- .STATE-

POSITION...

I
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Parlons Francais mp-rec-TVtape Hd-
Roch 60 sound-film student lessons

16mm col $8,250, b&w $5,400 8mm col

$5,700; b&w $4,200. Student Practice

Drill Records, 25 sets of 40 recordings
each, $400: 2 sets of 10 Teacher Pre-
paration Recordings $8; A c t i v it y
books (25 pupil, 2 teacher) $41.50; 2

Teacher Guides $4. These costs re-

duced about Vb when whole course is

bought. TVtape incl. 30 ^4 -hour teacher
preparation programs for NET educa-
tional stations $300. Elem-C.

Principles and Methods of Teaching a
Second Language 5mp TFC series
ISreels) $850; indiv (3r) $170. Titles
(ea 3r b&w): The Nature of Language
and How it is Learned; The Sounds
of Language; The Organization of
Language; Words and Their Mean-
ings; Modern Techniques in Language
Teaching. TT C

P'tlt Jean s'en Va aux Chantiers mp IFB
15min col $165; student handbook 39c.

Tale of super-human exploits of
legendary lumberjack told in simple
but rapid fire French. Int.

Roman Love Poetry rec FOLKWAYS
12" LP $5.95. Read in Latin by John
F. C. Richards. Selections from Catul-
lus, TibuUus, Sulpicia, Propertius,
Ovid. SH C

Science and Technical Films (French)
limp IFB apply. Produced for class-
room use in French-speaking coun-
tries, these offer normal school lan-
guage for advanced students. SH C A

Shall These Bones Live? mp NAAJS
30min b&w r.S8.50. Kinescope NBC
1958, produced by Theodore Bikel.
Series of Hebrew folk songs aims to

illustrate the living quality of the
Hebrew language throughout history.

SH C A

graph technique from the 18th cen-
tury handpainted wallpaper in the
Governor's Palace at Williamsburg.

First the Ear tape MMM 30min 3-3/4ips
half-track monaural. $1.50. Language
laboratory presentation of numerous
applications of the tape recorder in

the teaching of modem foreign lan-
guages, featuring the voices of the
classroom teachers. TT C A

How to Conduct a Meeting Using Parli-
amentary Procedures fs BASIC col $6.

Informative guide for chairmen and
sketches. Evaluated ESAVG 1/60, p31.
parliamentarians; good diagrams,

Language in Action 13mp INDIANA 30-

min b&w ea $125. S. I. Hayakawa dis-
cusses communication. Titles: Talking
Ourselves into Trouble; Maps and Ter-
ritories; What Is Language?; Hiding
Behind the Dictionary; Where Is
Meaning?; Experience As Give and
Take; The Task of the Listener; How
Do We Know What We Know?: The
Language of Advertising; The Seman-
tics of the Popular Song; Words That
Don't Inform; What Holds People To-
gether?: and How To Say What You
Mean. SH C A

Mend Your Speech rec FOLKWAYS
12" LP $5.95. Pronunciation drills and
examples; reading Irving's "Rip van
Winkle" (Irving) by Harry Fleetwood.
Notes and text.

Poems by Lois Lenski rec WALCK LP.
Frank Luther sings. Evaluated
ESAVG 2/61. K Pri

Rawhide No. 3 rec FOLKWAYS 12" LP
$5.95. Satire on wide variety of topic,

e.g. "University for Soap Serial Writ-
ers"; conceived and told by Max Fer-
guson who plays all the characters.
SH C A

Stefan on Sunday mp EBF 14min col
$150 b&w $75. Boy in Swedish village
finds Sunday a break in his usual
chores and goes to church with his
family. Pri Elem

Stories from an Irish Fireside rec
SPOKEN LP. Six Irish folk tales

narrated by Eamon Kelly. Evaluated
ESAVG 2/61. El-A

The Story of Yankee Whaling sfs—book
EBF American Heritage Junior Li-
brary book packaged with 3 col fs

and 12" LP rec. Combination $19.90; 3
fs separately $18; rec $4.95; book
separately $3.79. Filmstrip titles:

Whale Off!; Life Aboard a Whaler,
The End of Yankee Whaling. JH

Talking Sense (series) 6mp INDIANA
30min b&w $125. Titles: Just What Is

General Semantics?; Do You Know
How To Make a Statement of Fact?
On the Difference Between Words
and Things; The Man Who Knows It

All; Why Do People Misunderstand
Each Other?; and What Is a Good
Observer? SH C A

The Town Musicians mp BRANDON 9
min col $120 4$5. Color cartoon from
the fairy tale by the Brothers Grimm.
Silver Reel Award 195. Pri-SH

Use Your Library fs SVE 81fr b&w $6.

Designed for use without manual. JH-
TT

Using Language Correctly (series) 7fs

WEBPUB col set with manual and
case $25. Titles: Using Sentences; Us-
ing Parts of Speech; Using Language
Correctly; Using Punctuation; Using
Capital Letters; Using a Dictionary;
The Story of Writing. Int. JH

To Speak With Friends mp UWF 28min
b&w $55.52. U.S. Office of Education
film on the teaching of modern lan-
guages. How the use of language labo-
ratories, television, motion pictures,
recordings, slides and other special
audiovisual facilities helps students
acquire real skill in understanding
and speaking. TT C A

LANGUAGE ARTS
Big Medicine mp FRONTIER 24min col

$225. Old mountaineer tells little boy
and girl about a wide variety of wild-
life, including the tale of the white
buffalo the Indians refused to kill.

ChUdren's School Stories 5sfs CATHE-
DRAL col 15min rec. Series (5) $33.75;
indiv fs $5 rec $2.50. Titles: Raggedy
EU; The Little Cloud; Little Star That
Got Lost; The Mighty Hunters; How
the Birds Got Their Color. Pri.

The Chinese Village mp COLWIL $80
r$3. Story of a tiny village's transfor-
mation from a place of evil into one
of eternal happiness, told in filmo-

Blddle-A-Rhyme 9fs EYEGATE col $25.

Eight strips are on consonants and
their combinations, the ninth on
vowels and diphthongs. Designed for
speech therapy, language arts. Pri
Int.

Sentences: Simple, Compound, Com-
plex, mp CORONET llmin col $110
b&w $60. Animated and live-action
scenes demonstrate sentence building
through the use of dependent and in-

dependent clauses. JH SH

Speechphone Courses rec ICR 4 courses
ea incl 3 LP and book ea $29.50 incl 6
mos consultation service. I: Elemen-
tary is for the student from other
lands. II: Intermediate includes also
remedial material for the American
student III: Advanced. IV: Spoken
Word List, pronunciation of 3,000

words.

Spring is a Season mp JOURNAL 10-

min col $110 b&w $55. As seen
through the eyes and told in the voice
and vocabulary of a 10-year-old boy.
Pri Int

We Explore the Field and Meadow mp
CORONET llmin col $110 b&w $60.

A walk with two children brings to

the eye many plants, flowers, birds,

insects, animals. Pri.

Your First Speech mp BAILEY llmin
b&w $60. How to prepare and deliver
a first short talk before an audience.
JH SH

LITERATURE, DRAMA

Basic Russian Through Conversation
rec/ tape WILMAC Two 7" 7i4ips

$14.95. Two 12" LP $9.95. Exercise
material fits into any Russian course
JH through C. Vocabularies are fol-

lowed slowly spoken dialogs, with
spaces for student repetition.

Bertrand Russell Discusses . . . 5 mp
(series) CORONET ea 14min b&w

|

$75. Titles: Happiness; Mankind's
;

Future; Philosophy; Power; The Role
,

of the Individual. SH C A
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Dear Audience U rec FOLKWAYS 12"

LP $5.95. Scenes read from Moliere,
Congreve, Sheridan, Ibsen, Wilde,
Shaw. SH C

Development of the American Short
Story 4sfs SVE Set (4fs 4LP) $27; ea
$9. Irving, Hawthorne, Poe; Bret
Harte, Garland, Crane, Jack London;
Steinbeck, Thurber, Lardner, Hem-
ingway. Evaluated ESAVG 2/61. JH
SH

Fabulas de Esopo rec/tape WILMAC 7"

TAips $8.95. 12" LP $5.95. Spanish
comprehension and vocabulary build-
ing. SH C

Forms of Poetry 2rec EAVI LP $11.90.

Demonstration of the different forms
in which poetry is written. Comes
with complete student text. SH C

French Simplified Vol. 1 rec/tape WIL-
MAC 7" 7%ips $8.95. 12" LP $5.95. Six
students tell of their life in France.
For II or III semester SH. This is con-
tinued in French Vol in for II and III

year SH. (Same prices). Similarly
German Simplified Vol. I and German
Vol. in.

The Great Gatsby rec LIBRAPHONE
16rpm $10.95. Unabridged. Read by
Alexander Scourby. SH C A

An Introduction to the Humanities
based on Great Dramatic Literature
12mp EBF ea 30 min b&w sold only
in group of four films. Apply. Clif-

ton Fadiman: The Humanities, What
They Are and What They Do; The
Theatre—One of the Humanities; Our
Town and Our Universe; Our Town
and Ourselves. Maynard Mack Ham-
let—The Age of Elizabeth; What
Happens in Hamlet; The Poisoned
Kingdom; The Readiness Is All. B.
M.W. Knox: The Age of Sophocles;
The Character of Oedipus; Man and
God; The Recovery of Oedipus. Pro-
duction aided by a Ford grant. SH
C A

Macbeth rec SHAKRS. Slightly
abridged reading, featuring Anthony
Quayle, Gwen Ffrangcon, Stanley
Holloway. Evaluated ESAVG 2/61.

SH C

Mark Twain Gives an Interview mp
CORONET 13>/4min col $137.50 b&w
$75. Hal Holbrook as Mark Twain. JH
SH C A

Mediterranean Mythology and Classical
Literature map DENOYER 64x44" col
plain rod mount $13.50; spring roller
$19. Colored flow-lines trace journeys
of Ulysses, Aeneas, Jason. Pictorial in-
serts illustrate legends, wars; Greek
and Roman divinity equivalents; liter-
ary time line.

Mr. Pickwick's Christmas rec DECCA
12" LP. Four members of the Cor-
responding Society spend Christmas
with Mr. Wardle. Read by Charles
Laughton. Flip side: A Christmas

1 Carol, narrated by Ernest Chappell;
"Scrooge" played by Eustace Wyatt.
SHC A

A Night at the Peking Opera mp FILM
IMAGES 18min col. Authentic cos-
tumes, traditional music, symbolism
in make-up enrich presentation of

drama, ballet and pantomime. C A

One Man In His Time rec COLREC 12"

LP $4.98. Sir John Gielgud recites 21

selections from Shakespeare. SH C

Robert Frost mp UWF 25min col $167.58.
U.S.I.A. production takes look into
home life and work of noted philos-
opher-poet. He reads some of his own
works. SH C A

A Salute to the American Theatre mp
ADL 30min apply. Edited kinescope
of original CBS 1959 program. Ex-
cerpts from outstanding dramatic and
musical plays whose theme is free-
dom and anti-discrimination. SH A

Carl Sandburg Discusses His Work mp
CORONET 13%min b&w $75. Edward
R. Murrow interviews the writer and
gives background biography. SH C A

Carl Sandburg Discusses Lincoln mp
CORONET llmin b&w $60. Foremost
authority tells what Lincoln meant to
him, why he wrote his history and
the contribution of Lincoln to his
times and ours. JH SH C A

Short Stories of O. Henry rec LIBRA-
PHONE 16rpm $8.95. Read by Robert
Donley. JH SH A

Songs of Shakespeare rec SPOKEN
WORD LP. Christopher Casson, ac-
companied on the lute, sings 33
Shakespearean songs from major
plays. Evaluated ESAVG 2/61. SH C

Styles in Shakespearean Acting, 1890-
1950 sfs CRESOC fs $7.95; tape rec-
orded by Prof. Frederick Packard,
Speech Dept., Harvard University,
$6.20. Extra copies of script, $1 for
3. SH C A

The Summoning of Everyman mp
GENFILM 40min col r$25. Medieval
morality play in which Death sum-
mons Everyman to go on a journey
in which he has to justify his exist-
ence and in the end finds himself
deserted by all except Good Deeds.
SH C A

Talking Books ree LIBRAPHONE 16
rpm. Recent additions include Nautil-
us 90 North 3Vihrs $8.95; The Merry
Adventures of Robin Hood 2hrs $6.95;

The Great Gatsby 5hr $10.95; Chil-
dren's Arabian Nights 2hr $6.95.

The Tempest tape CRESOC 2hours 7%-
ips dual track two tapes $14.95. Com-
plete performance by Broadway cast

featuring Raymond Massey. SH C
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MATHEMATICS

Advanced Algebra 20mp MLA 30min
b&w $150. r 3 school days $6; 8 days
$12. Titles range from Historical In-
troduction to Computing Logarithms
from Arithmetical and Geometrical
Series. SH C

Advanced Algebra (series) 20 mp MOD-
ERN 27-31min b&w ea $150 r $6.

Titles: Historical Introduction; Five
Fundamental Postulates; Introduction
to Factoring; Standard Tecliniques of
Factoring; Simplifying Complex F'rac-

tions; Linear Equations with One Un-
known; Introduction to Simultaneous
Equations; Determinants and Cra-
mer's Rule; Determinants of Any
Order; Introduction to Quadratic
Equations; Solving Problems with the
Quadratic Formula; Complex Num-
bers and Roots of Equation; Intro-
duction to Graphs of Equations;
Graphs of Quadratic Equations;
Theory of Equations and Synthetic
Division; Solution of Equations Be-
yond the Second Degree; Permuta-
tions and Combinations; Nature of
Logarithms; Using Logarithms in
Problems; Computing Logarithms
from Arthmetic and Geometric Series.
SH C

Algebra I plm EBF Programmed learn-
ing materials with teachers manual
and tests, 8,200 frames, 1290 pages,
$12.75. Student manual 50c ea. Ranges
from introductory review of terms
to numerical trig. JH SH C

Analog Computor Kit EDMIXND $1455.
Demonstrates basic computing prin-
ciples as applied in multiplication,
division, powers and roots, logarithms,
trig, etc. Three potentiometers and
an electric meter, operates on two
flashlight batteries, assembled with
screwdriver and pliers. SH

Arithmetic: Understanding the Problem
mp CORONET llmin col $110 b&w
$60. Importance of understanding be-
fore attempting solution. Int JH

Axioms in Algebra mp IFB 13 min col
$135. Addition, subtraction, multiplica-
tion and division axioms explained
and applied. JH SH

Discovering Solids (series) 5mp CENCO
ea 15min col $150 b&w $75. Titles:
Solids in the World Around Us;
Volumes of Cubes, Prisms and Cylin-
ders: Volumes of Pyramids, Cones and
Spheres; Surface Areas of Solids (I

and II). SH

Discovering Solids (Series) 5mp DELTA
15-18min col ea $150 b&w $75. Titles:
I: Solids in the World Around Us; II:

Volume of Cubes, Prisms and Cyl-
inders; III: Volume of Pyramids,
Cones and Spheres; IV and V: Surface
Areas of Solids. JH SH

Electronic Computers and Applied
Mathematics mp DELTA 23min col
$220 b&w $110. Basic principles and
operations. Binary arithmetic makes
number systems and Place Value
more meaningful. Unusual applica-
tions of the computer. JH SH C
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Formulas in Mathematics mp IFB lOmin
col $110. The formula D=RT is ex-

plained and manipulated under vary-

ing conditions to illustrate the time-

saving practical value of formulae in

problem solving. SH C

Fractions: Finding the Common De-
nominator mp CORONET 13%min col

$137.50 b&w $75. Many original de-

vices used to help bring understand-

ing. Int.

Intermediate Algebra 24mp MLA av
28min b&w $150. r$6 (3 days) $12 (8

school days). Titles range from
Natural and Rational Numbers to

Using Logarithms to Solve Equations.

One instructor appears throughout

the series. SH (11 & 12), C.

Introductory Calculus I & II plm EBF
$7 each. Part I ranges from Elements
of Set Theory to Applications of

Derivatives. Part II ranges from the

Anti-derivative to Advanced Formal
IntegraUon. SH C

The Language of Algebra plm EBF $7.

Properties of fields and ordered fields,

and techniques for handling rational,

real, and complex numbers. JH SH C

Logarithms and the Slide Rule mp IFB
8mp IFB ea 30min series (8) $795

indiv @ $125. Produced by Norman
N. Royall, PhD, at the Calvin Studios.

SH C

Mathematical Models for Teaching. Sev-

eral hundred clear plastic models by
Guenther Herrman (Germany) enable
students to relate external shape with
intersecting planes, concealed edges,

etc. Models on plane, solid and analy-

tical geometry; Curve-Drawing; Pro-
jections, Elevations, Traces and In-

tersections; Sections and Development
of Solids; Interpenetration of Solids;

Gears and Driving Mechanisms. Col-

ors coded to identify hidden edges,

etc. Some are scaled for numerical
measurements. Free illustrated cata-

log. LAPINE

Mathematics for Primary Grades 8fs

JAM 23-28fr col set (8) $42 indiv fs

@ $5.75. Titles: The Story of Numbers,
Comparing Sizes, Matching Numbers,
Grouping Numbers, The Meaning of

Numbers 1 through 10; What One-Half
Means; Measuring How Long; Measur-
ing How Much. Gr 3-6.

Measurement Fundamentals 5fs INSOC
b&w ste $25 guide $5. Titles: Pres-
sure and Level Measurement (27 fr);

Flow Measurement (35fr) ; Tempera-
ture Measurement (36fr); Special
Measurement (23fr); Analysis In-

strumentation (33fr). SH C

Mystery of Time mp MOODY 40min
col $340, Ultra-speed and time-lapse
cameras are used to present a simpli-
fied theory of relativity. Part one
shows contraction of time. Part 11

deals similarly with distance. SH C

Model Kits SCIMAT complete with all

parts and instruction manuals. Calculo

Anolog Computer Icit $16.95; Brainiac
K-30 Computer Circuits Lab $18.95;

Space Spider, 18 black 6x6" perforat-

ed planes with coordinate index
system, on which geometric forms in

2- and 3-dimension are outlined in

fluorescent cord of 6 colors. $12.95. JH
SH

Plane Geometry plm EBF Programmed
learning materials approx 11,110 fr;

l,515pp, with manual and tests $16.75.

Student supplement $3. Ranges from
Congruence Theorems to Regular
Polygrams and Circles. SH C

Proportion at Work mp IFB 12min col

$120. Ratio and proportion presented
as practical tools for solving mathe-
matical problems by indirect measure-
ment. Color cues aid clarification of
more intricate manpulation. JH SH

Solid Geometry Transparencies for use
on overhead projectors. 8x10". 9 cate-
gories totaling 67 transparencies:
Lines and Planes (12), Dihedral and
Polyhedral Angles (10), Locus and
Projections (4), Polyhedrons (7),

Pyramids (8), (Cylinders (7), Cones
(7), Spheres (6), Spherical Polygons
(6). SH. TWEEDY.

Symbols in Algebra mp CORONET 11-

min col $110 b&w $60. Role of the
symbol in developing general mathe-
matical rule, emphasis on the un-
Itnown quantity. JH SH

Today's Need in Arithmetic: A Mathe-
matical Approach mp SCFORS 13%-
min col loan. How and why arith-

metic teaching is changing; simple
equations found useful in Grade III;

ratio in Grade V; percentage ratio

Grade VI. TT C

Topology (Icit) EDMUND $6 with copy
of Glenn and Johnson Ijook of this

title. Materials and directions for

math and map demonstrations. SH

Transparent Slide Rule for Overhead
Projection. BESELER. 9" long, clear

lucite, smooth sliding hairline indica-
tor, permits projection on screen
greatly magnified so all can see.

Trigonometry plm EBF approx 4,500 fr;

l,020pp with teacher's manual and
tests $12.75. Student supplement ea.

75c. Starts with analysis of trigono-
metric functions in terms of ideas,

then goes into methods and results.

SH C

Trigonometry 21mp MLA av 29min b&w
$150. r (3 school days) $6; (8 school
days) $12. Titles range from "Trigono-
metry and Shadows" to "Double and
Half Angle Formulas." SH C

MEDICAL & ALLIED
SCIENCES

Biography of a Cancer mp CAROUSEL
54min b&w $250. Why the outlook for

cancer victims' recovery is increas-

ingly bright. Dr. Tom Dooley, recalled
from his work in Laos, gives pre- and
post-operative interview. SH C A

Conquest 5mp MH 27min b&w $135.

From the CBS TV series. Titles: Hunt
For a Cancer Killer; New Frontiers of

the Brain; Open Heart Operation; TB
—Why it Strikes; A Voice Is Heard.
SH C A

Health is their Business mo ANIB 11-

min col $85 r$2.50. Research and vac-
cine production in Australia's serum
laboratories. C A

Incineration mp UWF 13min col $85.58

Filmograph designed to encourage
municipal agencies, hospitals, etc to

burn refuse wherever this method is

suitable. C A

Introduction to Tissue Culture Tech-
niques sfs UWF col fr 8min $9.10.

Producing and maintaining a monkey
tissue culture. C Lab Technici£ms

The Laboratory Animal Technician mp
UCLA 22min col $195. A vivarium su-

pervisor recounts training of techni-

cians and operation of a laboratory

animal facility. SH C A

Management of the Leprosy Patient mp
UWF 19min col $125.48. Intended for

lay audiences to promote better ac-

ceptance of the cured upon their dis-

charge from hospital. Film points out

that only public education can over-

come this "archaic attitude" (that

leprosy is highly contagious). SH A

Medicine and the Law (series) mp
MERRELL b&w loan (to professional

groups). The Medical Witness 34min;
The Doctor Defendant 30min; The
Man Who Didn't Walk 32min; No
Margin for Error 30min; A Matter
of Fact 30min; The Silent Witness
28min. Prof. Groups.

Microbiology (series) 19mp UCLA -

12 min. Apply. First shown late Ai

at National Convention of the Soci

of American Bacteriologists. C.

Practical Diagnosis (series) 7mr I

WAYNE r apply. Teaching films foi

nurse, student, interne or physiciar

refresher. Titles: Ear and Hearing
Communicable Diseases; Gait an(

Musculoskeletal D i s e a s e s; Larynx
Disorders of Motility; Disorders o

Speech; The Face. C

Speech Defect Recognition 4 rec o

tapes OPINST 30min lectures b;

Louis J. LaBorwit. Series (4) $30 witl

study guides. Titles: Articulation

Stuttering; Organic Problems (.Clei

Palate, Cerebral Palsy); Voice Prob
lems. TT C
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Techniques of Laboratory Diagnosis of

Influenza mp UWF Training film for

lab technicians. Revision of earlier

film of same title. C A

Winged Killer mp ANIB 20min b&w
$60 r$3. Eradication of malaria in New
Guinea. C

You Are There 4mp MH 27min b&w
$135. From the CBS series, narrated
by Walter Cronkite. Titles: The Dis-
covery of Anesthesia; The Triump
of Louis Braille; Discovery of
Radium; Firse Major Test of Penicil-

lin. SH C A

MENTAL HEALTH
Anger at Work mp IFB 21min b&w

$125. Side effects of anger shown in

a number of dramatized examples.
SH-A

A Boy Named Ami mp HADASSAH 28-
min col Apply. A frightened, lonely,
seemingly anti-social boy is absorbed
into an Isral fishing kibbutz. SH-A

Clothed in Color mp IFB 20min col
$160. Therapy of individuality of dress
and self-chosen color as means of
promoting recovery of the mentally
ill. A sense of awakened individuality
is encouraged. 111. Dept. of Public
Welfare. C A

Community Mental Health mp IFB 31-
min b&w $150. Establishment of a
local Mental Health Center with func-
tions well beyond the diagnostic and
treatment services of the traditional
Clinic. Role of counsellor from Penn-
sylvania Dept. of Public Welfare. C A

The Disordered Mind (series) 4mp IFB
30min b&w $170 ea. Four case
histories portrayed by actual patients.
A Coronary shows attack in case of
34-year-old successful salesman. A
Pathological Anxiety examines effect
of mental disorder on behavior. A
Depression shows a specific psychotic
condition; A Psychopath is the case
history of antisocial personality, a
burglar. C A

Escape from the Cage (Series) 11 mp
INDIANA ea 30min b&w r$4.75. Origi-
nally a WCET telecast series. Titles:
The Mentally 111—Early Treatment;
. . . 16th to 20th Centuries; . . . Pres-
ent Day Problems; . . . Hospital Ad-
ministration; . . . The Psychodynamic
Approach; . . . Psychosurgery and
Shock Treatment; . . . Drug Therapy;
. . . The Open Hospital; . . . Organic
Research;

. . . Treatment of Children;
Misconceptions about Mental Illness.
C A

Eternal Children mp IFB 30min b&w
$135. Care and training methods
evolved in special schools for mental-
ly retarded children, and the urgent
need to improve community facilities.
NFBC production. C A

FHglJhtened Child mp IFB 19min b&w
$95. Mentally tortured 11 -year-old re-
covers will to live through influence
of kindly foster family. C A

these are some of the distinguished people
awaiting a call to visit your classroom

. . . and help you, at the flip of a switch,

bring literature to life for your pupils.

these famous artists (and many others, too),

YOURS TO COMMAND in AUDIO TALKING BOOKS
Imagine the vivid colors of Treasure Island, painted in sound through the dynamic
delivery of Hans Conried in your classrooml Abraham Lincoln lives in Raymond
Massey's readings of his immortal speeches.

As National School and Library Distributors for the famous library of Audio
Books, Spencer Press invites you to discover for yourself how learning gains new
dimensions through these magnificent readings. More than 40 albums (most of

them in the complete, original text), are now available at Spencer's School and
Library discount price. Here is a partial list:

• Walden—Thoreau • Leaves of Grass—Whitman
• Alice in Wonderland— Carroll

• Lincoln—Writings and
•Crane Speeches

« Treasure Island—Stevenson

' Tom Sawyer—Twain

I Red Badge of Courage-

I Wizard of Oz—Baum

• Just So Stories— Kipling
• Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde-

Stevenson
• Call of the Wild-London
• Sherlock Holmes—Doyle

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER
To introduce Audio Books to your classroom, we'll send you a special preview
record for just 50^— readings from Alice in Wonderland, Kipling, Poe—listening

time nearly an hour. (Play on any 4-speed record player at 16 RPM.) We'll also

send you the complete Audio Books catalog.

Just send your name, address, and name of your school,

and enclose 50^ in coin. We'll return your 50^ with your first

order. Write, today, while our supply lasts.

Spencer Dress, ir
I School and Library Division,

' i70 Nnrlh Mirhlnan Avanii^ •

nc.
179 North Michigan Avenue

, Dept. 12-H
Chicago 1, Illinois
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The Lonely Night mp IFB 62min b&w
$250. Detailed story of psychiatric

treatment of emotionally disturbed

young woman, and of the importance

of healthy family life in prevention

and cure of mental illness. A Mental
Health Board film sponsored by nu-

merous states. C A

Roots of Happiness mp IFB 25m in b&w
$115. Role of the father in maintaining

a sound family life dramatized in two
contrasting situations (in Puerto
Rico). Spanish version available. SH
C A

Someone Who Cares mp IFB 23min
b&w $125. Role and influence of the

mental hospital volunteer aide on
lives of hospitalized patients. Orient-

ing and training new volunteers. Dif-

ficulties faced in some institutions.

C A

Stigma mp IFB 20min b&w $120. How
community attitudes may hinder a
mental patient's return to normal
life. A plea against stigma upon peo-

ple who have suffered and recovered

from an illness of the mind rather

than of the body. NFBC production.

C A

MUSIC—General

Adventures in Music rec WHIT 6LP ea
$4.98. One album per grade 1 through
6 each album with a 67p teacher's

guide. Played by the National Sym-
phony Orchestra, Howard Mitchell,

conductor.

The Children's Almanac 2rec WHIT 12"

LP WHIT $4.98. Carries 69 different

songs presenting the story of each
month of the year. Also available are

36 individual records @ $2.49. Includ-

ed are songs and stories for young
children with topical sing-alongs

blended with the classics. Pri

Church Music (series) 4fs BROADMAN
b&w $3 ea. with manual. Titles: The
Church Music Council; Graded Choirs
in Your Church; Improving Congrega-
tional Singing; Music that Honors
God. SH A

Copland: The Second Hurricane rec

COLREC 12" LP $4.98. A play opera
in two acts for High School perform-
ance, Leonard Bernstine conducts the
NY Philharmonic, and soloists and
chorus of the High School of Music
and Art, New York City. He also

narrates the story. SH-A

The Holly and the Ivy rec COLREC
12" LP $4.98 Stereo $5.98. The Mor-
mon Tabernacle Choir present 17

Christmas carols. El-A

Hungarian National Ballet Company rec
EPIC LP $4.98. A program of songs
and dances, conducted by Gabor
Baross, Rezso Lantos and others. SH
C A

Hymns of the Christian Faith I & H
2rec BROADMAN 12" LP ea $3.98.

By singers of the Southwestern Bap-
tist Theological Seminary.

In Israel Today rec WESTMINSTER
4rec 12" LP ea $4.95 stereo $5.95. Vol.
1—18 native songs of the Jews of
Bukhara, Uzbekistan, and Coching.
Vol. 2—11 selections, including 6
Hebrew songs, from Morocco; Vol. 4

—

Music of the Jews of Eastern Europe,
16 selections; Sabra: The Young Heart
of Israel 13 Israeli songs and dances.
Text, translation and transliteration
included. SH C A

Let's Sing About ... 2 rec BROADMAN
45rpm hinged album $1.98. Creation,
Christmas, Easter, and The Seasons
are the subjects of this "sing about"
album for 5-8-year-olds.

Music Appreciation (series) 18sfs JAM
col LP Each series (6fs 6rec) $57.

Indiv fs $5.75 rec $4.75. Series titles:

Music Stories; Stories of Music Clas-
sics; Opera and Ballet Stories. Nar-
ration clued to pictures occupies one
side of record, the music itself the
other.

Music in th« Wind mp STERLED 10

min b&w $45. History of the pipe
organ. SH C A

The Resurrection Story rec BROAD-
MAN 12" LP $3.98. New Easter cantata
by 450-voice Ridgecrest Music Con-
ference Choir. Stereophonic also

available same price.

The Revolution rec COLREC 12" LP
with 62p illustrated book $10. Cantata
based on music of the American colo-

nies. For further description see this

title under "Social Studies—History."

JH-A

Songs at Eventide rec BROADMAN 12"

LP monaural or stereo (choice) $3.98.

Background music at funerals or
home listening. Wanda Kennedy,
soloist; Ken Wright, organ.

MUSIC, Instrumental

Classics That Made the Hit Parade tape
AUDIO DEVICES 55min dual-track
monaural or four-track stereo. Avail-
able only as bonus at $1 above price
of two reels of blank tape. An un-
usual musical anthology indicating the
classical sources of many of our most
popular songs. JH-A

Forms of Music — Ijistrumental mp
CORONET 15min col $165 b&w $90.

Animated drawings visualize histori-

cal development of the sonata, con-
certo, symphony, and tone poem,
Music of Bach, Haydn, Mozart,
Beethoven and other great composers.
JH SH

Mormon Tabernacle Organ Recital rec
COLREC 12" LP $4.98. Frank Asper,
organist plays 13 selections.

Tchaikovsky's Nutcracker Suite (a la

Duke Ellington) rec COLREC $3.98.

Classic transposed into the unique
idiom of Ellington jazz, with even the
titles of the several movements given
modernized names. Played by a 16-

man ensemble. SH A

The Technique of Snare Drumming mp
SPENCER 15min b&w $75. Champion
drummer plays novice and learns

from rudiments up. Five drummers
from All Ohio Boys Band demon-
strate marching cadenzas. JH SH C

MUSIC, Vocal

Folk Songs of American History mp
CORONET 13%min col $137.50 b&w
$75. Chronological sequence of folk

songs from early colonial days to

late 19th century; a teacher explains
each song's origin, as he sings it to

his class. This origin is dramatized.
Int. Music.

Copland: Dance episodes from "Rodeo"
and "Billy the Kid." rec COLREC
12" LP $4.98. Leonard Bernstine con- i

ducting the N. Y. Philharmonic, in
'

commemorative album honoring the

composers' 60th birthday. JH-A

Yankee Legend rec HEIRLOOM 12" 33.3

rpm. Folk songs of New England as

sung by Bill and Gene Bonyun. JH
SHC ##

The Donegal Piper rec FOLKWAYS
12" LP $5.95. Scottish and American
tunes played on the Irish bagpipes by
Neil A. Duddy.

Folk Music of the Newport Folk Festival
1959-60. rec FOLKWAYS two albums,
each $5.95. 12" LP.

Hebrew Melodies in Popular Dance
Time rec WESTMINSTER 12" LP
$4.98. Features 8 Israeli and 4 Yiddish
melodies without words. SH C A

Songs for Tiny Tots 2rec BROADMAN
45rpm hinged album $1.98. Nursery-
age children are the ultimate audience
of this series of 17 new songs, with
harp accompaniment, to be learned
by adult Sunday School workers. A

The Torment of Beethoven mp MH 27-

min b&w $135. The critical day when
the composer is at last certain that
deafness will overtake him. From the
CBS "You Are There" series. SH C
A

PHYSICAL ED. & SPORTS

Alaska Game Hunt mp MODERN Hmin
col loan to adult groups. Moose, grizz-

ly and other game. Anheuser-Busch
sponsored A

Archery Fundamentals mp BAILEY 11-

min col $120 b&w $60. Basic knowl-
j

edge of equipment, its choice and use
|

safety measures. SH C A
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From "How To I'lay Hockey," Inlfrna-

tioiial Film Bureau. See review in col.

one helow.

Baseball Vacation mp TOPPS col 30-

min loan. Sponsored Little League
ball team goes from New York City

to Puerto Rico for a Yuletide vacation
that mixes baseball with sightseeing.

Included are an inspection trip on the

USS Escape, and a gift-bearing visit

to a school for homeless boys. JH A

Begini^Dg Tennis mp ALLAM Hmin
col $130 b&w $70. Emphasis is on how
to teach the sport. JH-A

Death in the Arena mp STERLED 10-

min b&w $45. Bull fighting. SH A

Everybody's Wedein mp IFB 49min col

$395 r$35. Ski champion Ernie Mc-
CuUock demonstrates the popular
European "Wedein" technique. Avail-
able also in two parts: Beginning
Skiing 22min $225 r$19.50; and Ad-
vanced Skiing 27min $225 r$19.50.

Fundamentals of Badminton mp AL-
LAM 12min b&w $60. Correct body
movements, drill, team play. Right
handed and left handed players dem-
onstrate. JH SH C A

Fundamentals of Volleyball mp ALLAM
lOmin b&w $50,85. Revised edition
shows serving, receiving, setting, spik-
ing and blocking fundamentals in

regular speed and slow motion. JH
SH C

Hlglj Country Holiday mp COTTON
15min col loan. Camping and Boat-
ing vacation in Great Smoky Moun-
tains National Park. JH-A

Hold High the Torch mp ASSOCIA-
TION 27min b&w loan. American
participation in the Olympics. Spon-
sored by American Dairy Council in
interests of better nutrition. JH SH

How to Play Hockey 8mp (series) IFB
av 7min b&w. Titles: Skating ($50);
Stick Handling $40: Passing $40:
Checking $50: Shooting $50; Goal
Tending $50; Offensive ($50 and De-

I fensive Team Play $60. Crawley

I
Films production. JH SH C

L

The Konrads mp ANIB llmin b&w $30
r$1.50. Australian swim champions,
John and llsa Konrad. JH SH C A

Playstreets mp STERLED 15min col

$165 b&w $65. New York City street

games. How old games are adapted
to special environment. Steve Allen
narrates. El-JH

Practice Malies Perfect mp ALLAM
12min b&w $45. A volleyball training

film in regular and slow motion. JH
SH

Tampa Tarpon Tournament mp MOD-
ERN 14min col loan to adult groups.
Exciting fishing film. Anheuser-Busch
sponsored. A

Trampoline Fundamentals mp BAILEY
llmin col $120 b&w $60. Slow motion
and stop action visualizes aerial and
landing positions; importance of safe-

ty measures. SH C A

PRIMARY GRADE
MATERIALS

8mm Color Cartoons UAA 100 ft $7.95.

Six titles starring Bugs Bunny, Daffy
Duck, Henry Hawk, etc. Also 11 b&w
on 200' reels @ $5.95. Pri.

8mm Sound Cartoons mp UAA 100ft

(8mm) col. Featuring Bugs Bunny,
Little Duckling, Junior Pig, Daffy
Duck etc. Pri

Fairy Tales for the Primary Grades 9fs

EYEGATE col set $30. Titles: Pinoc-
chio; Snow-W h i t e and Rose-Red;
Thumbelina; Beauty and the Beast;
Rumpelstilskin; The Ugly Duckling;
Snow-White and the Seven Dwarfs;
Rapunzel; The Frog Prince.

Five Little Pups mp UWF 13min col

$110 b&w $60. A little mongrel pup
makes up in personality what he
lacks in "papers," and wins children's

hearts. Pri.

Instructional Study Prints flat pix
INPRO ea set includes 10 pictures

11x14 col captioned & $2.50. Titles:

Animals and Pets; Home Activities;

Boats and Ships; etc. Pri.

The Lumberyard mp BAILEY llmin
col $120 b&w $60. Shows how trees

are cut, transported, turned into

lumber, and the machines and
practices in the lumberyard. Pri.

Korochan, the Little Bear mp EBF 11

min b&w $60. Japanese folk tale

about a disobedient baby bear, who
doesn't like to work and who gets into

all sorts of troubles, from which his

loving parents rescue him. Pri.

BLUE RIBBON AWARD
1961 American Film Festival

The World is So Full of a Number of Things
Kindergarten; Stimulates an awareness of
the richness of science experiences to be
found within the environment of five-
year-olds.
Other color filmstrips in this series, with
recordings and helpful guides for in-
service teacher training are:
Primary: All About Milk
Primary: Science in Our Daily Bread
Intermediate: Science in the Magic
Story of Water

Actual science experiences in elementary
schools will alert teachers to many new
opportunities.

WrttB for dmscrtptlv brochural

FILMSLIDE SERVICE
1505 Fairmount S»e .£1 Cernlo S.Caii'

Specifically designed for the LANGUAGE

American Microphone
X-206-WGB

The finest c|iiality, yet the lowest

priced Lansuage Lab Microphone
available. Not just a "Microphone
Head stuck in a goose neck." The 206
is a first ciuality microphone integrated into a

sound system. I'ixed mounting prevents the

microphone from being dropped or easily

removed from the Language Lab. Also, it tends

to promote attentiveness and good posture, a

selling feature with any school instructor.

The X-206-WGB comes in two models, crystal and

ceramic. Frequency response in the crystal model is 40 —
12,000 cycles per second with an output level of —54 db.

The ceramic model response is 50 — 12,000 c.p.s. with an

output level of -58 db. A 13" gooseneck and desk flange

with 4" cable complete the package. All models are

guaranteed to meet NAVA specifications.

Made in America — by Americans

Just one of the

264 >>emf in thm

American Microphone

C-
t Mu^tpiwnr MN«. CO. J

ni.H\ toc«*o«o, iiiwoit, VIA.

li y ,' iion at GC T» Miron Inc.

Ml' (0*1I KAMJ: lOl ANCIUl If. »l»OtM4

THE IDEAL MICROPHONE
AT THE IDEAL PRICE

No. X-206-WGB
YOURS COMPLETE

14.50 LIST
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Land of Real Believe mp UWF 13min
col $115 b&w $60. Blindfolded girl

"sees" the world of sounds and mem-
ories, and then once more the world
of sight. Pri.

Little Ballerina mp UWF 13min col $115

b&w $60. Convalescent child dreams
of becoming a ballet dancer. Pri.

Monkeys Meet the People mp UWF 13-

min col $115 b&w $60. Monkey zoo
as seen from the inside of the cage,

by the monkeys. Pri.

Old MacDonald's Farm mp UWF ISmin
col $115 b&w $60. City boy sees for

the first time the animals he has been
singing about. Pri.

The Owl and the Pussycat mp
STEELED 7min col $60 b&w $30.

Edward Lear's nonsense poem done in

unique cartoon style. Pri.

Penelope Changes Her Mind mp
BURCR 9min col loan. Animated
cartoon in which two children and
their dog learn about the "fire tri-

angle" and what children can do to

keep out of danger. Pri.

True Book FUmstrips IVES col 3 series

of 5 ea. @ $28.50, Indiv. $4.75. Titles:

Natural Science: Animal Babies; Ani-
mals of Sea and Shore; Birds We
Know; Insects; Plants We Know;
Trees. Physical Science: Air Around
Us; Deserts; Moon, Sim and Stars;
Oceans; Rocks and Minerals; Seasons.
Biological Science; Dinosaurs; Farm
Animals; Pets; Reptiles; Tropical
Fishes; Your Body and You. Social
Studies: Airports and Airplanes;
Health; Houses; Policemen and Fire-
men; Our Post Otfice; Schools. K-4.
Pri.

What Plants Need For Growth mp EBF
lOmin col $120; b&w $60. Marvels of
plant growth shown in time-lapse and
ultra closeup photography; how plants
react to favorable and unfavorable
conditions of light, water, minerals.

Zoo Baby Animals mp EBF Umin c
1 $120 b&w $60, Taken in the child-
ren's zoo in Chicago's Lincoln Park
and in Brookfield. Animals shown in-
clude lion, tiger, gorilla, bear, ele-
phant, harbor seal, kudu, llama, Bar-
bary sheep, tapir baboon, Pri.

THE OLD-ORDER AMISH
A documentary Film on a quaint Penn-
sylvania Dutch Religious Sect.

Winner: "Blue Ribbon"
'American Film Festival)

Honored at the Film Festivals of:
Brussels, Columbus, (O.), Edinburgh.
Oberhausen. Venice.
Vado Films, 962 Salisbury Ct., Lancaster, Pa.

RELIGION & ETHICS

Africa (series) 4mp UCHC 13min col

r$5. Four titles from TV series: Vil-
lage Bewitched; Mission of Mercy;
Gold City; Life in Ghana. JH-A

Backlash mp BROADMAN 28min b&w
$180. Exposure of a father's unfaith-
fulness results in confession that he
is not a Christian and a prayer for
forgiveness. A

Better Church Buildings for Town and
Country mp BROADMAN 14min b&w
r$5. Locationa and development of
site; auditorium size, educational lay-
out. A

Between Two Eternities mp NAAJS
30min b&w r$8.50. Riscovery of the
Genizah, priceless Hebrew manu-
scripts and life of Solomon Schechter.
NBC kinescope 1953. SH C A

Beyond a Doubt mp CATHEDRAL 30-
min col r$13 (higher Lent and Easter).
The story of the Resurrection as seen
through the eyes of Thomas. JH-A

Bible Backgrounds 16sfs MOODY col
LP. Four sets, each of 4fs, 4 scripts in
Sequenced from Teples of the Pha-
raohs to Pompeii, Portrait of Roman
Lite. (Evaluated ESAVG 3/61, pl43).
Elem-A

The Bible Stories rec LOSE 8 LP $49.-
95. Drama Discs Production of Bible
story recordings, starring Leif Erick-
son and large cast. Titles: Noah and
the Ark; Moses and the Exodus;
Battle of Jericho; Story of Ruth;
David and Goliath; The Statue of
Gold; The Prodigal Son; Story of
Joseph; Moses as a Boy; Samson;
David the Shepherd; Solomon; Daniel
in the Lions' Den; The Good Samari-
tan, and The Last Supper. J-A

Bible Stories In 3-D "Stori-View" slides,

31 stories ea 6 cards plus 4 plastic
viewers set $16.95; extra viewers 49c
ea. Four sets are O.T., the rest New.
Designed for activity table use. A
modernized form of the stereoscope
Pri El. CHURCHCRAFT

Biblical Slides (Roman Catholic) si

ANCO 2x2 col 11 sets (15-26 in set)
((t $7.50. Produced by Vita et Pax,
Schotenhof, Belgium. Elem JH

Big Man on the Campus mp TRAFCO
13min b&w r$5. "Talk Back" discus-
sion film on ethics of college fraterni-
ty access to a physic exam. SH C

Blood and Fire mp CONTEMPORARY
30min b&w r$7. Work of the Salva-
tion Army. NFBC production. SH A

The Brain is the Reason mp WCTU 21-

min WCTY apply. Slightly dramatized
lecture on evils of alcoholism. SH C

Bread on the Water mp BROADMAN
28min r$9. After having been defeat-
ed by the Communists, a veteran finds
Christ and returns home only to be
faced by a campaign of blind hatred
led by the local police chief. The
boy's friends manage to show the
persecutor his grave error. SH A

Break Through mp BROADMAN 28-
min r$9. Hold-up victim deflects
youthful robber from criminal path
SH A

Breaking Japan's Barriers mp CONSER-
VATIVE 32min cl $225 r$10. Work of
Christian missionaries in town and
country; language difficulties, cultural
gulf that divides East and West makes
especially the adults reluctant to ac-
cept the Christian message. JH-A

Brightest Night mp CONCORDIA 15min
col $150 r$10. A mother and father
tell their children the Nativity story
by means of figurines as they decor-
ate the Christmas tree. Pri.

Building for Christian Experience 2fs
UChC col $15 r$3. Suggestions regard-
ing space and equipment for Christian
education. TT A

Building the Church in India mp CON-
SERVATIVE llmin col $100 r$10.
Work of Christian missionaries in
rural villages, training young con-
verts to carry on as the leaders of
tomorrow. JH SH C A

Catholic Education Series 21 rec or tape
OPINST approx 30min LP or 3%ips.
Series (21) $140, ea $7.50. WeU known
Roman Catholic clergy and educators
lecture on theology, history, family
living and current problems. SH C A

Children and the Church in Latin
America sfs FAMILY 35fr col LP $9.

Photographs of children in South
America, at home and in school and
church; Indian and white, urban and
rural. Pri.

Christian Adults in Today's World 4sfs
FAMILY col LP set (4) $25.50; indiv
fs at: $6.50; rec €v $3.50. Titles: Being
Christian in Business (42fr); Living
and Working Under Pressure (47fr);

Faith for the Space Age (49fr); Find-
ing Your Place in the Church (50fr).

Adult SH

Christian Teens' Faith for Living 4sfs

FAMILY ea 40fr col LP set (4)

$25.50; indiv fs dp $6.50; rec $3.50.

Titles: Faith for Making Choices
Faith that Influences Behavior; Faith
for a Scientific Age, For Fun—or For
Christ? SH

The Church at the Campus mp TRAF-
CO 31min col apply. Three students
with widely different personalities

come under the kindly guidance of

Wesley Foundation head, to the great

betterment of their college careers

SH C A
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Christmas Carols mp STEELED lOmin
col $110 b&w $40. The Leslie Bell

Choir leads community sing, with

cartoon presentation background. Pri-

A

Conquest of Darkness mp ASSOCIA-
TION 25min col loan. Salvation Army
missionaries combatting blindness

among the children of Kenya, Africa.

A

Day for Witness mp BFC 20min b&w
$120 r$6. What it means to be a

Protestant in a Roman-Catholic-ori-

ented culture. Argentine couple face

many problems. SH C A

For a Closer Walk With God fs ABC
71fr col $5.50. A Christian family
visits the beautiful assembly grounds
at Green Lake, Wise. JH-A

The Friendly Beasts mp GJP 15min col

$150. The Christmas carol legend is

brought to the screen by animal ac-

tors. A little wild goat comes to

Bethlehem and together with the don-
key, the dove, the sheep, the camel,
and the cow does homage at the
Manger. Pri-A

From Krishna to Christ mp CONSER-
VATIVE 20min col S225 r$10. A
chance leaflet sends Hindu to visit

missionary, and conversion to Chris-
tianity. JH-A

The Greater Guilt mp BROADMAN
28min b&w $180. A lawyer's unusual
experience brings him to realize the
wrong of judging others in disregard
of one's own faults. Modern applica-

tion of Luke 6:37-42. JH-A

Great Stories from the Book of Acts
6fs col. Protestant series (a parallel

Roman Catholic version is in produc-
tion). Titles: Beginnings of the Chris-
tian Church; Stephen and Philip, First

Christian Missionaries; Peter's Vision
and Paul's Conversion; Paul's Mission
to Europe and Asia; Paul's Last Visit

to Jerusalem; Paul, Prisoner of Rome.
Elem JH

Davidas: The Romance of a New Begin-
nhig mp CONSERVATIVE 30min col

$250 r min $10 offering. The Kothara
leprosy home and hospital in central

India. Story involves Christian girl

who goes to live with stricken Hindu.
SH A

David Einhom: The Father of the

Union Prayer-Book. fs AUHC 41fr

col $7.50. Religious courage and social

idealism of abolitionist and Reform
Judaism pioneer. SH A

Decisons and the Sands of Time sfs

BROADMAN 69fr col LP $7. Answers
excuses commonly given by church
members for not supporting church
work by personal participation. A

Easter in the Family sfs FAMILY col

LP. Gives concrete help and sug-

gestions for Christian parents to

make Easter more meaningful in

home and family life. Reviewed
ESAVG 1/61 p39. SH A

Exaltation mp UChC lOmin col r$5.

Pictures from nature for worship ser-

vice use, with appropriate scripture

verses. Similar: Reverence. Pri-A

The Faith of Yuan Tai mp CONCOR-
DIA 30min b&w r$9. Captured by
Communists, a devout Christian faces

the firing squad rather than deny
Christ. JH SH A

Far Off Jhigle mp BROADMAN 28min
r$9. A wife's extravagance and greed
drive a young lawyer into corrupt
associations, until an understanding
editor straightens him out. A

Feet of Clay mp BROADMAN 28min
b&w $180. Man judged by his con-
science and by his fellowman if not
completely honest in all his dealings.
JH SH A

Five Films of Worship (series) mp
BIRAD lOmin col $100 ea. Praised
by Protestant leaders for use in in-

spirational devotional services by all

faiths. Titles: Creation; Exaltation;
Reverence; Thanlisgiving; The Nazar-
ene. El-A

The Genuine You mp TRAFCO 14min
b&w r$4. Humorous treatment of

seeker for selfrealization who grades
himself on basis of a printed person-
ality test and is agreeably surprised

to find himself (he thinks) to be a

"leader of men." SH A

Getting to Know God 4fs FAMILY ap-
prox 40 fr ea col. Titles: Getting to

Know God Through His World; . . .

Through the Bible; . . . Through
Prayer and Worship; . . . Through
Jesus. Evaluated ESAVG 2/61. El JH

Getting to Know the Bible Better 4sfs

FAMILY av 40fr col LP set (4) $25.50;

indiv fs @ $6.50; rec $3.50. Titles: How
the Bible Came To Be; What's in the
Bible; Learning to Use the Bible; The
Bible Goes Around the World. Junior.

The Gift mp BROADMAN 28min r$9.

Torments of conscience bring illness

to woman who had refused to forgive

her father for his misdeeds. A kindly

aunt brings back faith in God. A

The Gift mp NAAJS 30min b&w r$8.50.

Life of Judah Touro, liberation of his

slave, points up true meaning of the

gift of freedom. NBC kinescope. JH
SH C A

The Glory of the Lord sfs CONCORDIA
40fr LP col $10. fs only $6.50. Chil-

dren's Christmas Worship Program,
with narration, speaking parts, hymns,
6p. $1 per dozen; Congregational fol-

lowup program 6p $3.50 per 100.

God's Wonders in Growing Things mp
CONCORDIA lOmin col r$5. Life-

cycle growth of pony, etc., exemplifies

the message and shows God's concern
for humans even greater. A compan-
ion film is God's Wonders in Tiny
Things. Pri-Elem.

Good News to All People sfs CON-
CORDIA col 42fr. The spreading of

Christianity at home and in distant

lands; includes several h3rmn frames
for audience participation. Pri-A.

The Great Challenge mp CATHEDRAL
28min col r$12. Four incidents from
his own childhood bring a husband
to acceptance of responsibility for

a Sunday School class. TT A

The Heart that Sings mp BROADMAN
20min r$6. Dramatic emphasis on the

importance of church music. SH A

FASTER WITH FOSTER
Film inspection time is halved; inspec-

tion cost is halved.. How.' With the

FOSTER REWIND! ... the only two-

way power rewind . . . convenient foot

pedal control.

"When we put in the FOSTER, our back-

log of uninspected films disappeared."

Write for SPECIAL TRIAL PLAN deiails.

INTERNATIONAL FILM BUREAU
332 S. Michigan Ave. /Chicago 4, III.

When you have just

ONE Filmstrip . . .

it isn't hard to keep track of . . .— what it is,— where rt is,— and when it will be back.

But when you
have TWO
Filmstrips . . .

your problem is doubled. The more
filmstrips you have to take core of, the

more complicated your problem be-

comes.

Let us mail to you information about
on organized, systematic plan for in-

dexing, storing, booking ond filing of

your filmstrips—No obligation. Write

JACK C. COFFEY CO., inc.

710 Ssvantesnth St. NORTH Chlcogo, III.
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Household of Faith mp BFC 26min col

r $12 b&w r $8. Lease col $240 b&w
$160. Rajkumari, noted Indian leader,

explains the Asian Christians one-
church concept as exemplified in

various joint mission activities. Pro-
duced cooperatively by 12 denomina-
tions for the interdenominational
foreign missions study theme (1960-

61) "Into All the World Together."
JH-A

How Our Bible Came To Us 4sfs ABS
col $15 with rec $12 without. Titles:

The Bible Is Put Into Writing; The
Bible Crosses Europe; The Bible
Comes To England; The Bible Comes
To America. Also 16 posters $1.25; 32-

page full color picture book ea 20c;

84min mp r $22.50; or in 3 segments
ea 24-35 min r $9.

How To Enlist Sunday School Worliers
fs BROADMAN 49fr col manual $5.

Recruiting, challenge, inspiration. Al-
so How To Train Sunday School
Workers 55fr col $5. A

How To Visit mp BROADMAN 13min
r$4. Leadership group training film
for both experienced and those just
beginning. SH A

I Do. mp BFC 28min col $175. Young
couple approaching marriage date are
disturbed by feeling of doubt as to
their capacity to cope with the de-
mands of their future state. "Play
Within A Play" is used to sustain
interest. A SH

In Such a Time mp PESV mp sd col
loan. How men in middle age leave
successful careers in business and in

the long professions to study for the
ministry. Adjustments not always
easy, especially for their families,
they nevertheless grow into dedica-
ted, self-forgetting Christian ministry.
SH C A

Is God Responsible for Accidents? rec
ALPARK 12" LP $8, Unrehearsed dis-

cussion among a sub-teen group after
a series of airplane accidents. A

Jerusalem, the Sacred City mp FAMILY
14min col r$7.50 b&w r$5. A boy of
modern Jerusalem guides a reverent
visitor around the city. Sacredness
of many sites to Jew, Moslem and
Christian is emphasized. 1960 JH SH
A

Jesus Begins His Work 4sfs FAMILY
av38fr col LP set (4) $25.50; indiv
fs @ $6.50; rec & $3.50. Titles: Jesus
Returns to Nazareth; Jesus Chooses
His Helpers; A Busy Day At Caper-
naum; Four Men and a Sick Friend.
Pri.

Johannan Ben Zakkai fs ALEXARK
66fr col $7.50. Life and work of great
Jewish leader. Reviewed ESAVG
1/61 p39.

Journey to Nazareth mp NOVIK 27%
min col sale. Christmas in the Holy
Land, air-borne pilgrims, Nazareth,
Hanaan, Christmas morning with
Nazareth children. JH-A

Ironi the now liruudiiian film "What niredioii." This proilurtioii is reviewed in
this Blue Hook issue on page 436.

Joy to the World fs BROADMAN 25fr
col $5. The Christmas story, with
modern applications, for teacher use
as well as in inspirational situations.

Manual suggests alternate uses in sec-
tions or entirety. The Resurrection
Story 25fr col $5. is designed for
similar seasonal use. A.

The King's Hunchback mp NAAJS 30-

min b&w r$8.50. Life of Moses Mendel
sohn and his struggle for religious
freedom. NBC kinescope 1953. JH-A.

Last Days in Jesus' Life 2sfs FAMILY
36fr ea col set (2) $16..50; indiv fs @
$6.50; rec (a $3.50. Designed especially
for Easter season use. Titles: Jesus
Is Not Afraid; Jesus Lives! Pri.

Lawyer From Boston, mp NAAJS 30-

min b&w r$8.50. Highli^ts of the life

of Louis D. Brandeis, and how he
discovered his Jewish heritage. NBC
kine 1958. JH-A

Learning About Our Bible 4sfs FAMI-
LY av40fr col LP set (4) $25.50; indiv

fs @ $6.50; rec r,i $3.50. Titles: Bible
Stories of Long Ago; Bible Songs of

Long Ago; Four Books About Jesus;

Bible Rules for Everyday Living. Pri.

Learning from the Stories of Jesus
(Part I) 8sfs EYEGATE LP col.

Titles; Little Queen, Little Old Man.
Boy with His Lunch; Jesus and the
Storm; Eyes To See; The Wonderful
Tree; He Died for Us; He Is Risen.

See ESAVG review 1/61 p39. Int.

Let's Face It fs UChC 70fr guide and
script col $6 r $1.50. Research special-

ist reveals findings on what makes
a church and its constituent groups
grow. A

Let's Have a Party mp BROADMAN
lOmin col $100 r $5. Sprightly color

animation tells how to plan, run and
then evaluate a party. Non-denomina-
tional, suitable for use by any group,
church or lay. JH SH A

Life and Customs (Land of the Bible
series) mp FAMILY 14min col r$7.50
b&w $5. Customs and practices in
Palestine that have remained virtual-
ly unchanged since Biblical times.
Stone villages, tent life of the nomadic
shepherds, farming, craftsmen. 1960.

JH SH A

Light the Church Houses mp BROAD-
MAN 28min r$9. Indifferently Chris-
tian professional man returns to acti-
vity when he sees what Training
Union has accomplished for nearby
family.

Little Man, Stand Tall mp DISCIPLES
30min b&w r$6. Dramatized story of

the growth in individual dignity of

Paraguayan taught by missionaries.
SH-A

The Little Sisters mp CONTEMPOR-

1

ARY 30min b&w $130 r$7. Girl enters
convent of Les Servantes de Jesus-
Marie at Hull, Quebec. A

Marriage Counseling 4sfs FAMILY 2LF
col. Designed to provide clergymer
and other qualified counsellors with
effective vehicle for instruction anc
advice. Titles: Marriage Makes a Dif-!

ference; Marriage Requires Adjust-i

ments; The Intimacies of Marriagci
and Making Marriage Last. Well de-

signed artwork is used to presen'
intimately personal subject matta
more objectively than could be doni
with live photography. A.

Maps on Bible Lands BROADMAN. OT '

and NT 50x37" ea $4.95. Class size, sei

of 6, 25x25" set $7.95; ea $1.50; StudJ
size 11x14" set of 12 $1.75; World Map
of Religions 40x32" $4.

Martin Luther—The Great Reformer sfi

FAMILY 53fr col LP $10. Portray
Luther's home and school life, mom
astery, conflict with teachings am
practices of Roman Catholicism, rol-

in Reformation. El and up.
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Merry Christmas mp STERLED 15 min
b&w $50. Vienna Boys Choir sing

carols while decorating Christmas
tree. "Oh, Tannenbaum," "Silent

Night" etc. El-A

Part-Time Christian mp CONCORDIA
30min b&w r$9. Teen-age boy finds

that good and bad companions do not
mix—an attractive girl helps tip the
balance in favor of the church. SH A

The Sending and the Sent sts UChC col

89fr LP 22min $3. Honors the 150th
anniversary of the American Board of

Commissioners of Foreign Missions.
JH-A

A Mighty Fortress rec WORDREC 42

min monaural $3.98; stereo $4.98. Also
35 other titles of similar suitability for

church group use, by Wheaton Col-
lege, Baylor Choir, Northwestern
University, World Vision Quartette,

Youth for Christ, etc.

Mission to Nepal and India sfs UChC
60fr col 3-3/4ips tape loan. Personal
report by Rev. Carl Burkle on project

that includes delivery and teaching
care of farm animals. JH-A

Monkey Business mp GOSFILMS 50min
col. The issue of evolution and Bible
confronts two high school students;

one contends "I believe God created
monkeys to be monkeys, just as He
created people to be people." SH A

Music in the Departments fs BROAD-
MAN 50fr b&w $3. The church-wide
scope of the music ministry. A

Vlusic of The Methodist Church rec
WORD LP 37 min. $3.98 Stereo $4.98.

Also Music of the Memnonite Church;
Wheaton College Centenial Albums 2
and 3; etc.

Wy Father's World mp BROADMAN
12min col r$5. Nature scenes and
music (no narration) accent grandeur
of God's creation. Pri-A

V New Language for Kim Po fs CWS
col $3.50. Korean boy, war refugee,
finds shelter and new hope with
Church World Service. JH-A

^tvmess of Life mp BROADMAN 14-

min b&w r$4. New Testament teach-
ings about baptism and the Lord's
Supper recounted by a new Christian.
SH A

iow He Is Come (The Christmas Story)
si AMCO 2x2 col 24 si $7.50. Catholic-
Protestant edition for use in elemen-
tary schools in The Netherlands.
Similarly: He Has Arisen (The Easter
Story). Elem

>ne Sunday Afternoon sfs UPRESB
87fr col LP $6. Discussion of work of
their church between a pastor and an
active layman. SH A

hie Way Ticket mp BROADMAN 28-
min b&w r$9. Young expectant moth-
er is bouyed through family crisis

by faith in (^rist.

uMde the Walls mp METHODIST 13
min b&w r$4. Sunday school class
and teacher frustrated in efforts to do
something for depressed area near the

I church. Part of excellent "Talk Back"
k series. SH A

A Pictorial Geography mp FAMILY 14-

min col r$7.50 b&w r$5. The geo-
graphical and natural characteristics

of the land of Biblical Palestine re-

lated to history and Scripture. 1960.

JH SH A

Planning and Constructing Church
Buildings by Units mp BROADMAN
16min b&w $5. Importance of plan-
ning in the light of future needs. A

Preparing to Use a Film mp BROAD-
MAN 12min b&w r$2.50. How-to-do-
it film shows importance of preview,
integration with other curriculum
material, setting up equipment, etc.

SH A

The Procession mp BFC 30min b&w
$160 r $8. The changing face of many
communities and the impact on and
of a changing church. The downtown
transition; and a city slum. SH C A
heart of a big city; a new booming
suburb; a neighborhood in racial

Protestant Missions at Work in Latin
America 2sfs FAMILY ea. 40 fr col

LP set (2) $16.50 indiv fs $6.50; rec
$3.50 Titles: Latin America: Its People
and Problems; and Latin America;
Missions at Work. SH A

The Quest mp MOODY 33min col r$10.

The quest is the futile human striving

for eternity on earth. Well made ser-

mon film. SH A

Rashl and the Jews of Western Europe
fs ALEXARK col $7.50. Jewish com-
munities and culture in VI century.
Reviewed ESAVG 1/61 p39.

Redeeming the Times fs SCRIPTURE
SOmin col loan. Recorded narration.
Middle-aged man learns he has but a
short time to live, reviews his life and
decides to devote what time he has
left to building up his church's Sun-
day School. SH A

The Red Trap mp CONCORDIA SOmin
b&w r$9. A promising young law stu-

dent is saved from Communist propa-
ganda trap. Freedoms Foundation
Award winner. JH C A

The Right Fitch 4fs BROADMAN Set
$10.50 ea $3. Church Music Series:
Improving Congregational Singing;
Music That Honors God; The Church
Music Council; Graded Choirs in
Your Church. A

Sacred Service: Avodath Hakodesh rec
COLREC 12" LP $4.98. Leonard
Bernstein, NY Philharmonic; Robert
Merrill, Cantor; the choirs of the
Metropolitan Synagogue and Commu-
nity Church of New York.

Seventy Times Seven mp BROADMAN
28min b&w $180. Modernized version
of the parable of the unmerciful serv-
ant. JH-A

Shadow of Tomorrow mp BROADMAN
28min b&w $180. The self-centered
thoughtlessness of a young wife comes
close to wrecking her marriage. SH-
A.

Shepherd Life (Palestine) mp FAMILY
14min col r$7.50 b&w r$5. Visualiza-
tion of the 23rd Psalm is followed by
detailed close-up treatment of the life

and work of the nomadic shepherd
famUy. 1960. JH SH A

The Sin of John Hamilton mp BROAD-
MAN 28min b&w $180. The sin is that
of stubborn self-sufficiency, and re-
fusal to share his problems with his
family and with God. JH SH A

So Great the Light mp ABS 28min col
r$4. Blind child takes part in church
school class, reading her Bible in
Braille . . Work of the American
Bible Society in meeting needs of
physically handicapped. JH-A

DRY TRANSFER LETTERING

instant Lettering brings you the finest,
most meticulous lettering in the world
instantly—by instantaneous dry transfer
from type sheet to any smooth surface.
Just press and it's there.
No trace of adhesive to sully artwork.
Needs no equipment. Perfect on wood,
paper, card, glass, metal, film ... in
fact any smooth surface. The right
answer to the need for highest quality
lettering for display panels, roughs, signs,
labels, graphs, charts, TV cells.

10"xl5" SHEET ONLY $1.50
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How It works:
rub on letter with pencil . . . lift away sheet

Send for sample and roniplrle typo chart

ARTHUR BROWN & BRO., Inc.

2 W. 46th St.. New York 36. N. Y.
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Son of a Stranger mp BROADMAN 28-

min b&w r$9. Man just released from
prison reclaims his son from foster

parents and is won to new life by
his son's prayers. JH SH A

Southern Cross Crusade mp WORLD-
WIDE 50min b&w r$20. The visit of

the Billy Graham team to Australia

and New Zealand 1959. JH-A

The Stones Cry Out mp MOODY 45min
col r$20. Archeological support found
in Bible land excavations. A SH

Stories Jesus Told 4sfs FAMILY Smin
col LP. Primary level retelling of

four best known parables. Titles: The
Loving Father (Prodigal Son); A
Good Neighbor (Good Samaritan);
The Sower; The Lost Sheep. Evalu-
ated ESAVG 2/61. Pri.

Stories of Great Christian Hymns 2sfs

FAMILY col LP set (2) $16.50; indiv

fs @$6.50, rec @ $3.50. Hymn Stories

I contains Holy, Holy, Holy; What a

Friend We Have in Jesus; My Faith
Looks Up to Thee; Dear Lord and
Father of Mankind. Hymn Stories

n contains Stand Up For Jesue; Just
As I Am; I Love Thy Kingdom; Blest
Be the Tie that Binds. Each story is

followed by the words for congrega-
tional singing. Separate bands facili-

tate individual choice.

The Story the Bible Tells 4sfs FAMILY
col LP set $25.50; indiv fs @ $6.50;

rec @ $3.50. Titles: Stories of the

Early Old Testament; Stories of the

Later Old Testament; Stories About
Jesus; Stories of the Early Church.
JH

The Tabernacle as Described in the
Bible f UAHC 37fr col $7.50. Based
on photographs of a model created
by a Dutch Reform minister in Am-
sterdam, art by William Steinel, 1960.

How the Tabernacle evolved into the
synagogue of today, with prayer re-

placing sacrifical offerings as a form
of worship. JH-A

The Tangled Web mp BROADMAN 28-

min b&w r$9. Only witness to an un-
avoidable accident keeps mum for

fear of being charged with driving
without a license. Her husband learns
the truth and gives her the spiritual

strength to do her duty. SH A

Teacher Improvement (5fs) BROAD-
MAN col set $22.50 ea fs $5. For Sun-
day School teacher training pro-
grams. Titles: Choosing Methods:
Planning a Lesson; Selecting Aims;
Testing Results; The Christian Teach-
er. SH A

Teaching Children (in the Church
School) 4sfs FAMILY ea 40fr col LP
set (4) $25.50; indiv fs @ $6.50; rec @
$3.50. Titles: Helping Children Pray;
Helping Children Worship; Helping
Children Grow in Stewardship; Help-
ing Children Use the Bible. A TT

Teaching the Word mp BROADMAN 15

min col $150. Teaching and class dis-

cussion techniques demonstrated with
typical lesson plan. TT A SH

Teenage Conflict mp FAMILY 30min
b&w $180 r$9. A science versus reli-

gion issue is raised in a high school
student group, and the "science alone"
advocate gets a lot to think about
from his colleagues. JH SH A

Teenage Crusade mp FAMILY SOmin
b&w $180 r$9. A youth group puts on
its own personal crusade for Christ.
JH-A

Teenage Christmas mp FAMILY 20min
b&w r$13.50. Church youth group
building an outdoor Nativity display
forgets the true spirit of Christmas in
dealing with neighborhood children
and learns its lesson the hard way.
The same story is told also in a sound-
color f i 1 m s t r i p, Teenagers Learn
About Christnuis 55fr LP $10. JH SH
A

Teenage Loyalty mp FAMILY 30min
b&w $180 r $9. A story of conflicting
loyalties and interests in a high school
group and of the successful struggle
that put their church first in their
lives. JH-A

Teenage Romance mp FAMILY SOmin
b&w r$9. Couple going steady for two
years in high school face issue of

separation during college years. Prob-
lems of dating, romance and marri-
age are discussed in a church youth
group. SH A

Teenage Testament mp FAMILY 30min
b&w r$9. Active high school student
teased because he carries his New
Testament with him, demonstrates his

faith in action. SH JH

The Therapy of Prayer mp WORLD
WIDE b&w r$10. Disturbed, stutter-

ing child improves as her young
parents resolve their conflicts and
bring back love into the household.
SH A

This Night mp BROADMAN 28min b&w
$180. Dramatic version of the parable
of the rich fool. (Luke :12) JH-A

This Old House mp BROADMAN 28-

min b&w r$9. Damaging effects of hy-
pocracy on the life and influence of

an individual. SH A

Till Freedom Comes mp BFC 20min col

$160 r$8. A Latin American Indian
pastor and a North American mis-
sionary bring education and spiritual

emancipation into a rural area. JH
SH A

Together We Build mp BROADMAN
28min b&w r$9. Realization of im-
portance of the various aspects of Co-
operative Program bring an indiffer-

ent church member back to activity.

SH A

Tooth for a Tooth mp BROADMAN 28-

min b&w $180. Dramatic portrayal ol
effect of harboring a grudge in one'i
heart; need to recognize a higher law
than instinct for self-preservation
JH-A

Training Church Worktn (series) 3f!

col ea $5. Titles: How To Train Sun-
day School Worliers (55fr); How Tc
Enlist Sunday School Workers (49-

fr) ; How To Be a Successful Canvass-
er (50fr). TT A

Treasure at Bethany mp BFC 33mir
b&w Community center sponsored
by local church serves spiritual and
social needs of youth in the changed
neighborhood. Reluctant aide comes
to see the importance of personal
stewardship. SH A

Treasures of Al Decker mp BROAD-
MAN 28min b&w $180. Service station
operator is so engrossed in his busi-
ness affairs that he neglects his fam-
ily and religious responsibilities. El-A

Unity Through Love fs BROADMAN
50fr col $5. Modem Greece approach
to study of I Corinthians. SH A

Unto a Full-Grown Christian m|
BROADMAN 29min b&w r$9. It take:
an accident and evidence of willing
ness to accept the will of God t(

bring a family into active participa
tion in the work of the church. SH /

Valley of Shadows mp BROADMAN
28min b&w $180. A man who worket
"for humanity" yet without real lovi

for his fellowman, learns that rea
service is in selfless dedication. JIl

SH A

A Walk in the Dark mp BROADMAT
28min b&w $180. Modern dress fo

;

parable of the broken cistern tha i

could hold no water (Jeremiah 2) I

JH SH A

Waters in the Wilderness mp UPRESl
26min col r$10. Christian work i

Iran. The hitoric Evangelican Churc
in a Molem culture. SH A

What Direction? mp BROADMAN 11

min b&w Saleman comtemplates er
:

try into the music ministry and
confronted with choice of corr

mercial career. Pastorlurges complel
surrender to do God's will as guid

to vocational choice. SH A C

What Do We See of Jesus? fs CEP 401

col. Art masterpieces, two scripi

adult and children, extensive note

for each picture. Evaluated ESAV'
3/61 pl42. Pri-A

What First? mp BROADMAN 12m;

b&w. Automobile salesman, himsO'

a tither, commends the practice

customers even though this costs hi

the sale. SH A
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IVtaere Jesus Lived mp FAMILY 14min
col r$7.50 b&w r$5. Typical environ-

ment of Jesus' birth, boyhood, and
ministry related to His teaching. A
typical family in Galilee, carpenter at

work, synagogue. 1960. JH SH A

White Man's God mp CONCORDIA
30min b&w r$9. A doctor fights to

save a life and a soul while tribal

chief bargains with his son over
Christianity. SH A

Winsome Witness mp CONCORDIA 30-

min b&w r$9. Teen-age girl brings

peace and comfort to a troubled

friend by timely witness to deep-

rooted faith in Christ. SH A

rte World in a Word sfs UChC 15fr

col LP $7.50 r$2.50. Sound version of

earlier Friendship Press visualization

of the meaning of the word "ecu-

menical." Record carries narration al-

so for similar "Into All the World To-
gether" (96 ft) SH-A

routh Workers' Audio-Visual Kit Ssfs

BFC 3LPs 12" col set $69.50 includes

6 fs, 3 rec, 12 user guide and projec-

tionists' script. Designed to aid the re-

cruitment and training of teachers

and advisors for the junior and
senior highschool level. TT A

SCIENCE, General

kbout Trees mp ANIB lOmin col $85

r$2.50. Trees of Australia in their

natural surroundings. JH SH C

tnimals That Fly mp FA lOmin col

$110 b&w $60. Insects, birds, and bats

can fly. Shape and structure of their

wings. Pri elem.

steroids, Comets and Meteorites mp
FA llmin col $110 b&w $60. What
astronomers have learned about these
minor members of the solar system.
El JH

he Astronomer mp IFB 16min col $165.

Methods and tools used by present
day astronomers; film visualizes the
relationship of objects in space. JH SH

u.stralia in the Geophysical Year mp
.\NIB 37min col $255 r$7.50. Astrono-
mical photography, cosmic ray and

ospheric research, rocket firing,

llite tracing, oceanography, aurora
M)tography. SH C A

asic Weather (series) 4fs SVE col set

$19.80 ea $5.50. Titles: Why does the
Wind Blow?; Why does the Weather
Change?; Why the Seasons?; Why
Does It Rain, Snow, Hail and Sleet?
Reviewed ESAVG 1/61. Int JH SH

liemical Changes All About Us mp
(. ORONET 13min col $137.50 b&w $75.

Film explains atoms, molecules, ele-
ments, mixtures, compounds and many
basic chemical changes such as oxida-
tion, photosynthesis, digestion. Int.

Color and Light: An Introduction mp
CORONET llmin col $110 b&w $60.

Effect of different kinds of light with
opaque, transparent, and translucent
objects. Int.

The Earth (Series) 4 mp CORONET
llmin col $110 b&w $60. Its Structure
explains currently held theories of

origin and structure; Changes in Its

Surface shows work of glaciers, vol-

canoes, water and wind erosion, trav-

ertine deposits and the San Andreas
fault; Resources in its Crust deals
with three major groups of minerals.
Its Oceans (13%min col $137.50 b&w
$75) findings of oceanography. JH

The Earth: Its Atmosphere mp CORO-
NET llmin col $110 b&w $60. Char-
acteristics including also troposphere,
stratosphere, and ionosphere, and in-

struments for weather forecasting.

Int. JH

Eclipse of the Sun mp FILMRES 17min
col $170. Scientists study polarization
and intensity of solar corona during
1959 eclipse. Dr. Edw. P. Ney, Univ.
of Minn., discusses purposes and re-
sults of his Sahara Desert expedition.
SH C A

Electricity In Our Lives (Living Science
series) mp ea 13%min col $135. Elec-
tron theory, generator principles. Re-
lated titles in series: The Story of
Heat, Light and its Story; You and
Machines (lever and inclined plane);
Power and Work; and Friction,
Pushes and Pulls. El JH

Elementary Science Charts EATON 14x-
11 to 24x18". col $5.95 to $11.95. Mag-
netism; Eye, Light and Color; The
Story of Rocks. El

Elementary Science Course 88fs COL-
FILMS col complete course (88) $480;
indiv series (Sea) $60; indiv fs ea $6.

Each of the 11 series has 8 color
filmstrips and teachers guide. Graded
to 8 separate levels for systematic ad-
vance. Series titles: Living Matter;
Rocks, Soils, and Minerals; Air and
Water; Universe and Solar System;
Electricity and Magnetism; Heat;
Light; Sound; Some Properties,
Structures and Changes in Matter;
Health and Safety; Man's Use and
Control. El JH

Elementary Science Transparencies
TWEEDY 54 col 8x10 build-on over-
lay cells, Series 200 set $249 (reg.

$306.75). Includes: Human Body (9);

Meterology (7); Astronomy (8); Atom
(4); Geology (7); Electricity (7);

Botany (5); Animals (7). El JH

Engineer in a Fur Coat mp HILFIK
20min col $200 b&w $100. A family of

beavers at work and play in bright

sunlight build and repair homes and
dams, swim, dive, walk on two legs

or four. Pri-JH

Energy and its Forms mp CORONET
llmin col $110 b&w $60. Theory of

conservation of energy; its various
forms and conversion from one to

another. Int. JH

Energy Does Work mp CORONET ll-

min col $110 b&w $60. Scenes of play
and their everyday surroundings help
primary grade children grasp the
concepts of work and energy. Pri
Int

Exploring by Satellite mp CENCO 26-

min col $240 b&w $120. Preparation,
launching and flight of the Vanguard
satellite carrying missile. Made by
Delta in cooperation with U.S. Navy.
JH SH C

Exploring the Ocean mp C-W llmin
col $110 b&w $60. The ocean's floor,

slopes, shelves. Ecology. Role of the
water cycle in depositing of mineral
riches. Int.

Extending Our Senses mp IFB 15min
col $155. Scientific and technological
advances that enable man to extend
his powers of observation. Examples:
microscope, electron microscope,
x-rays, time-lapse and ultraspeed
photography, telescopes, television.

JH SH A

First Adventures in Space 6fs JAM col

series $31.50 indiv @ $5.75. Titles:

What Is Space?; Rockets to Space;
Getting Ready for a Space Trip;
What Are Satellites?; What Are Space
Stations?; and A Space Trip to the
Moon. JH

"FIBERBILT" CASES
"THEY LAST INDEFINITELY"

Equipped with (t««l cornari, itaal card

holdar and heavy web itrapi.

Only original FIberbilt Cases bear this

Trade Mark

your Assuran€B

of "Finest QuaHty"

For 16inm Film^
400' to 3000' Reels

Sold by All Leading Dealers
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Fire Science mp CW 15min col $165
b&w $90. Chemistry of combustion,
molecular action of burning releases
energy as heat and light. Concepts
explained include fuel, oxidation,
kindling temperature, spontaneous
combustion.. Historical background
and present day applications. Int JH

First Experiments with Air 5fs JAM col

$26.25. Simple experiments introduce
primary - graders to the scientific

method of problem solving. Pri.

Friction and Its Effects mp CORONET
llmin col $110 b&w $60. Resistance
to movement as cause of heat and
wear. Int.

Fundamentals of Science, Grades IV
and V 9fs EYEGATE col $25. Titles
range from Tlie Earth —A Great
Storehouse to Electricity in Everyday
Life. Elem

Living Science (series) 29mp UWF 13%
min col ea $135. Titles: Rockets and
Satellites; The Ocean of Air; Way Sta-
tions in Space; Weather Scientists;

The Story of Heat; Light and Its

Story; Finding Out About Rocks; The
Story of Magnetism; The Soil and
Life; Gravity, the Mighty Pull; How
the Water Cycle Works; Planets
Around Our Sun; Particles of Matter;
The Milky Way and Beyond; Con-
trolling Atomic Energy; Measuring
and Testing Things; Inside the Weath-
er; Power and Work; Materials of
Our World; Nitrogen and Living
Things; World of Micro-Life; Wise
Use of Water Resources; You and Ma-
chines; Balancing Things; Friction,
Pushes and Pulls; Electricity in Our
Lives; How Materials Are Changed;
How Green Plants Make Food; How
We Can Find Out. Int JH

Marie Curie and the Story of Radium
fs METLIFE loan. Also biography in
"Health Heroes" series. JH SH

Myth, Superstition and Science mp IF]
13min col $135. Introduction to thi

"scientific method" as contrasted I
superstition. El JH

Non-Projected Science Materials, ki
MODELS. For Grades 5-6 $124.95; adi
grades 708 $39.50, both $164.50. Indi
vidual items may be ordered sepa
rately. Also: Weather Station kit fo
23 experiments $7.95; Basic Electrica
Kit for 28 experiments $7.95; Electri
cal Qulzbook $7.95. JH

The Ocean of Air mp UWF 13%min co
$135. Characteristics, composition an(
importance of our air blanket. Livi
action and animation tells story ii

terms of the young learner's own ex
perience. Pri Elem.

Our Star mp AVIS 12%min col $125
Time-lapse and animation photogra
phy round out instructional presents
tion of the Sun. JH SH C

Geological Work of Ice (Second Edition)
mp EBF llmin col $120 b&w $60.

Glaciers, different types and their ef-

fect; ice ages of the past. SH C A

Gravity: How It Affects Us mp EBF
14min col $150 b&w $75. What gravity
does to us in our daily lives, how it

would affect a human in a Imaginary
trip through space. Galileo, Newton.
Int. JH

Heat and its Behavior mp CORONET
lOmin col $110 b&w $60. Nature of
heat—its sources, measurement and
utilization. Int.

How Sunshine Helps Us mp CORONET
llmin col $110 b&w $60. Warmth and
light; helps make rain; enables green
plants to grow. Pri.

How We Know the Earth's Shape mp
FA lOmin col $110 b&w $60. Evolu-
tion of man's conception of shape of
his planet and proof supporting pres-
ent view. JH SH

Jupiter, Saturn and Mars in Motion mp
EBF silent 7%min col $90. Time lapse
photography at Mt. Wilson Observa-
tory. JH SH C A

Let's Look at Levers mp JOURNAL lO-
min col $110 b&w $55. How the lever
helps man get his work done efficient-
ly and economically. Pri Int.

Life from the Sun mp IFB 15min col
$155. The sun's influence on earthly
life; physical and biological phenom-
ena that result directly from solar
energy. JH SH

Light for Beginners mp CORONET lO-

min col $110, b&w $60. Basic prop-
erties;; sunlight compared with man-
made illumination; shadows, reflec-
tions, rainbow. Pri.

Marshes of the Mississippi mp DAG-
GETT 12min col $120 b&w $60. Delta-
building work of the river; wildlife
in the soggy wastelands along the
Gulf of Mexico. El JH SH C

Materials of Our World (Living Science
series) mp ea 13%min col $135. Basic
treatment of matter, molecules, crys-
tallization and physical change. Close-
ly related titles in same new series in-

clude: How Materials Are Changed;
Particles of Matter; The Story of
Magnetism; Controlling Atomic Ener-
gy. El JH

Millpond Memories mp HILFIK lOmin
col $100 b&w $50. Nature adventures
of a boy and his dog around an old
mill pond—they see baby muskrats
get their first swimming lesson, rac-
coon, mink, a fawn, rabbits, frogs.
Pri El

Motograph Science Charts SCIMAT to
be assembled, with animated parts
$9 The Eye; The Electric Bell; The
Thermometer; The Seasons; Vending
Machine; and How the Day Grows.
Designed by Harry Milgrom, Super-
visor of Science, New York City
schools. JH Int

The Mysteries of Science 8sfs EYE-
GATE col four 10" LP. $50 set. Based
on Gary Webster "The Wonders of
Science." A Catholic version carries
the title: The Mysteries of Science
That Point to God; and a Protestant—
"The Wonders of Science That Point
to God. Same price. El JH

Mystery of Time mp MOODY 40min col

$340 r$10. Camera magic stretches and
compresses action by time-lapse and
slow - motion techniques. Inter - rela-

tionship of time and space shown in
demonstration of "Fitzgerald contrac-
tion" in which units of distance
"shorten" and those of speed slow
down. JH SH C

Oxidation - Reduction mp S U T H E R
LAND 16min col $150. Electron trans
fer; examples, with and withou
oxygen; factors affecting oxidatio:
level; production of an electric cur
rent; electrolysis. SH C

Periodic System of Elements wall char
DENOYER 84x55" 4 - color pape
$12.50, muslin-mounted $24.50 to $4f
Also student notebook desk size, 16x
11%" ea 85c. Main groups identifiei

by black headings, transition element
blue, other color coding. Student edi
tion has reverse side printed, show
ing structure of the atom, behavio
of protons, electrons, energy leveli
etc. SH C

Physics and Fire Engines mp AVIS ICJ
min col $95. The "six simple mai
chines" are shown to exist in th
fascinating, complicated apparatus c

the fire department. El JH

The Planet Earth mp AV-ED lOmin cc

$100 b&w $50. Animation and effec

photography depict origins of ou
planet. El-C

Planet Earth (series) 13mp MH 27mi
col $150 b&w $80. 10% discount whe
all 13 are purchased. Titles: The hie

den earth; The shape of the eartl

The force of gravity; The inconstar
air: Secrets of the ice; Challenge (

the oceans; The nearest star; Th
flaming SKy; Magnetc force; Radi
waves; Cosmic rays; Research fa-

rockets; Science in space. SH

Planets in Orbit: The Laws of Kepit
mp EBF lOmin b&w $60. Ancient b«

liefs concerning the movement of tt

planets, Kepler's work and law-

Filmed in Germany. SH JH

Reaching Into Space mp IFB 14min c(

$150. Space research, modern RockC'
ry (including Newton's Third Law-
satellites, flight under conditions (

zero gravity. JH-SH
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{rarliing Into Space" is an Internation-

Film Bureau release. It is reviewed

I page 438.

lie Rabbit that Runs on Snowshoes mp
HILFIK lOmin col $100 b&w $50.

Annual cycle of the Varying Hare,

who, as winter comes, changes his

coat from brown to white and grows
over-size "snowshoes" on his huge
hind feet. As spring comes these are

shed and he changes back to his

summer coat of brown. Pri-JH

)cket Propulsion Demonstrator uses

COj cartridges to propel counter-
weighted crossbar. $21.50 CENCO.

ience Adventures—Astronomy 4fs FH
col set $20 ea $5. Titles: Sun—Planets
—Moon—Stars. Captioned. Teachers
guide. Emphasis on photography,
spectroscopy, radio astronomy. Int.

ience Adventures— Magnetism and
electricity. 4fs FH col captioned guide
set $20 ea $5. Titles: Magnetism; The
Nature of Electricity; Chemical Ener-
gy and Electricity; Mechanical Ener-

gy and Electricity. Int.

ience Adventures—^Weather 4fs FH
ol. set $20 ea $5. Effect of air pres-
sure, wind and moisture; how to in-

erpret weather reports. El.

ence Experiments in tlie Grade
Schools kit LaPINE manual and 45
iemonstration items in wooden cabi-

let $39.95.

ience Lab 3 kits MODELS 200 items
!or 80 activities in 9 subject areas,

starting with primary grades. $80. Do-
t-yourself materials, requiring no
imning water, gas or electricity. Each
tit (9y4xl6%x4V4 inches), packed
»parately; three correlated hand-
>ooks. Pri El JH

ience Model Kits SCIMAT complete
rtth all parts and instruction books.
idence of Photography, includes
'Optibox" camera model and devices
or 45 experiments with light. 72p and
2p illust. books. $19.95 Automat kit,

mechanics, gear reductions) $39.95.
Itra-Violet Science Lab kit $16.95.

_te-Electricity Physics kit $5.95.

>ynatron kit on basic electronics
119.95. JH SH

The Science of Fire mp NBFU 20min
col loan. Principles of combustion,
flash points, ignition temperature,
vapor travel, methods of preventing
and extinguishing fires. SH C A

34

Science of the Sea mp IFB 19min col

apply. Oceanic influences on our daily
lives. Produced by the Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution. SH C A

The Science of Sound rec BELTEL 90
min 2 LP microgroove. Demonstrates
19 different acoustic phenomena with
narration writen by Bell Telephone
Laboratory scientists. SH C

The Science of Sound rec FOLKWAYS
Two 12"LP $11.90. A Bell Telephone
Laboratories production, written and
directed by Bruce E. Strasser. Dem-
onstrates extensive arrangement of
acoustic phenomena and principles.
Basic teaching tool. SH C

ScientUic Method In Action mp IFB 19
min col $195. From Galileo to Dr.
Jonas E. Salk; the six-step sequence
is applied in the discovery and test-

ing of the polio vaccine. General ap-
plicability of the scientific methods.
JH "H C

Simple Machines: The Inclined Plane
Family mp EBF llmin col $120 b&w
$60. The concept of work is explained
in terms of force and distance; prin-
ciples of the inclined plane; applica-
tions in the wedge and the screw. Int

Solar Power Demonstration Kit includes
12 silicon solar cells, a small motor
(flashlight battery powered) that
drives a propeller. $18.25. CENCO.

The Space Age 9fs EYEGATE col $25
Titles range from Pioneers of Space
to Stations on the Moon. Int JH

Space and the Atom lOfs EBF col set

$60 ea $6. Adapted from the Walt Dis-
ney motion pictures showing man's
flight into space. Reviewed ESAVG
11/59. JH SH

The Story of the Universe (series) 6fs

FILMSED si col set (6) $36; indiv
$7.50. Unit 1: Introduction to Modem
Astronomy and the Age of Space. He-
viewed ESAVG 6/59. SH

A Study of Crystals mp JOURNAL 17

min col $180. Dr. Walter McCrone
demonstrates fusion methods in

chemical research; crystals grow in

strikingly beautiful formations under
microscope. SH C

Teaching Science in the Elementary
School 4fs LONG col. Titles: ITie

World Is So Full of a Number of

Things (K); AH About MUk (Pri);

Science in the Magic Story of Water
(Int).

WIN WITH

FILM ASSOCIATES

OF CALIFORNIA

FILMS

We have won Blue Ribbons for

classroom films at the American

Film Festival 3 years in a row!

1959
ELEMENTARY SCIENCE
CATEGORY
EARTHQUAKES AND
VOLCANOES

1960
ELEMENTARY SCIENCE
CATEGORY
ROCKETS: PRINCIPLES
AND SAFETY

1961
ELEMENTARY SCIENCE
CATEGORY
WHAT'S UNDER THE
OCEAN.'

GRAPHIC ARTS
CATEGORY
DISCOVERING COLOR

FOREIGN LANGUAGE
CATEGORY

LOS TRES OSOS

To previev/ these American Film

Festival Blue Ribbon films v/rite

to

^^
FILM ASSOCIATES
OF CALIFORNIA

11014 Santa Monica Blvd.

Los Angeles 25, California



Temperature Coefficient of Resistance
Demonstrator. Resistance wire wind-
ing in light line (6v, 32cp) , is heated
until lamp goes out; as it cools the
lamp relights. 16%" long. $37,50.

CENCO.

Understanding: the Atmosphere 6fs JAM
col set $31.50 indiv fs (fv $5.75. Titles:

The Physical Characteristics of Air;

What Is Air Pressure?; Air Works for

Man; The Composition of Air; The
Importance of Air in Nature; The
Earth's Atmosphere. JH

Universe mp CONTEMPORARY 28min
b&w $130 r$7. Trip through space
to explore the solar system, beyond
the Milky Way into further galaxies.

Honors at Cannes, Vancouver, 1960.

JH SH C

Volcano STERLED 17%min b&w $80.

Volcanic formations shown include
Mauna Loa, Fujiyama, Vesuvius, Mt.
Etna, Paricutin, Mt. P e 1 e e, and
Krakatoa. JH SH

Way Stations in Space (Living Science
series) mp UWF ea 13%min col $135.

Basic principles of use of a manned
space platform in helping to explore
the universe. Related titles in same
series: The Ocean of Air; Planets
Around Our Sun; The Milky Way;
Gravity—The Big Pull; Balancing
Things (inertia, motion); Rockets and
Satellites. El JH

Way Stations In Space mp UWF 13%
min col $135. Problems and some pos-
sible solutions in orbiting a space
station around the earth, and possibly
its establishment on the moon. Role
and functions of such a station. Int JH

Weather Scientists and Inside the
Weather. 2mp UWF 13%min col $135
ea. The role of the weather scientists

and the instruments used to obtain
and correlate weather information. In-
side the Weather shows the applica-
tion of this science in a trip of two
children, by plane. Pri El

What Are Stars Made Of? mp IFB 16

min col $165. An astronomer is shown
using modern tools in the study of
stellar chemistry; how his findings
open up more questions than they
answer. Telescopes, spectographs and
other instruments are shown in use.

JH SH

What Are Things Made Of? mp CORO-
NET 11 min. col $110 b&w $60. Matter
—solid, liquid, gas; atom and mole-
cules; elements and compounds; phy-
sical and chemical change. Int JH

What's Inside the Earth mp FA 13min
col $135 b&w $75. Three regions of
earth's interior and how information
about them is obtained. JH SH

What's Under the Ocean mp FA 13min
col $140 b&w $70. Simple introduction
to oceanography. El JH

Why Seasons Change mp EBF llmin
b&w $60. Shows yearly course of
earth around sun and changing tilt of
axis; effect on length of day and tem-
perature. Int JH

Wildlife Refuge mp DOWLING 14min
col $135. Annual spring and fall migra-
lions of ducks on American flyways.
Conservation measures for protection
of birds in national wildlife refuge.

JH SH C A

Wild Life Wonderland mp ANIB 18-

min col $127 r$3.75 Australia's birds
and reptiles. JH SH C A

Work and Power mp IFB 14min col
$150. A high school class in an amuse-
ment park find many applications of

the principles they studied in their

science class, pulleys, levers, inertia,

momentum, centrifugal force, work,
power. Color-coded animation visual-
izes significant relationships. JH SH

World of Birds mp ANIB 6%min col

$85 r$2.50. Australian bird life. JH
SH A

SCIENCE—Biology
& Physiology

Animals in a Micro-universe mp
DELTA 8min col $120 b&w $60. Or-
ganisms seen through the microscope.
JH SH

Arthropods mp CORONET lOmin col

$110 b&w $60. Four main classifica-

tions—myriapods, insects, arachnids,

and crustaceans—compared and stud-

ied. Common characteristics, natural
environment, ways in which they are
useful or harmful to man. JH SH

Bacteriology Demonstrations kit

SCIEDPRD Complete equipment, 25

items, for 27 fundamental experi-

ments. Int JH SH

Biological Science (series) 120mp MH
ea 30min col b&w, 10 each—student
study guides, teacher's manuals, and
tests. Course comprises 12 films in

each of 10 major areas: Cell Biology;
Microbiology; Multicellular Plants;

The Multicellular Animal; Reproduc-
tion, Growth and Development;
Genetics; The Diversity of Plants;

Animal Diversity; Ecology; Life, Time
and Change. Sponsored by American
Institute of Biological Sciences. SH

Biological Techniques 3mp THORNE
col Genetics: Techniques Handling
Drosophila 3min $40; Bacteriological

Techniques 5min $60; Removing Frog
Pituitary Imin $20. SH C

Biologry and Control of the Cockroach
mp UWF 13%min col $90.14. Recog-
nition and control measures, includ-

ing new insecticides to cope with
strains that have developed resistance

to chlordane. SH C A

Biology Program 66 mp and 50 fs EBl
10 to 24 min 56col 10 b&w $6,768; i

all b&w $3,744. This series is reported
ly not locked in a structured lecture

lab sequence as in physics series bu
is predicated on individual teacher"

choice as desired. Nine titles com
pleted, the rest wll follow througl
1962. SH

Birds and Their Characteristics m
CORONET llmin col $110 b&w $6(

Emphasis is on features held in con
mon—f e a t h e r s, wings, legs, beak:
warm-bloodedness. Then adaptation
and special characteristics. Int JH SI

Black Widow Spider mp MIDDLEHAI
12min col sale. Life cycle of spide

(and fly) in stop-motion photograph;
Also shown are the praying mant
and the alligator lizard. JH

The Changing Forest mp MH 18min co
Seasonal adaptation by wildlif'

NFBC production. JH

The Chick Embryo: From Primiti\

Streak to Hatching mp EBF. Part (

"Biology Program" which see.

Chick Embryo Explantation it

THORNE 8min b&w $40 r$2.50. Or
simple method from the egg to i

agar growing medium in a petri di'

chamber. SH C

Classifying Plants and Animals n
CORONET llmin col $110 b&w $('

History of classification; Linnaei
system; binomial nomenclature trac

i

through classification of the commi i

dog. SH JR

Colors Are Useful mp DOWLING 10m
col $110. The role of color in natu

for identification, attraction, poUei

zation, beauty, protection. Elem

Crayfish Anatomy mp INDIANA lire

col $100 b&w $50. Internal and €

temal anatomy, special dissecti

techniques, beating heart and flexi

muscles, blood path, action of gi

and bailers, digestive tract. SH C

Darwin's World of Nature (Series)

fs LIFE col ea $6; 4 for $20. Titl

Darwin Discovers Nature's Plan; I

chanted Isles—The Galapagos; Ra
bow Realm of Tropic Insects; Liv:

Animals of South America; Sot

American Fossils; Tierra del Fuf
and the Andes Mountains; The Co<

Islands; Symbiosis—Strange Partn'

in Nature; Evolution Today. JH Si

Digestion in our Bodies mp CORON'
llmin col $110 b&w $60. Animat
and X-ray photography demonstr
transformation of food into ener

and explain reasons for good eat

habits. Int JH



:arthwonii Anatomy mp INDIANA
llmin col $100 b&w $50. Cutting and
pinning an anaesthetized worm; heart;

circulatory and digestive systems;
reproductive, excretory and nervous
systems; close-ups of various organs;

suggestions for further dissection

studies. SH C

ish and Their Characteristics mp COR-
ONET llmin col $110 b&w $60. Un-
derwater photography shows variety

of form, protective devices, and re-

productive methods in different types

of fish, as distinguished from other
marine life. The fresh water perch is

studied as a representative fish. Int

JH

Tog Heartbeat mp THORNE 7min col

$70 r$5. Heartbeat of pithed frog
photographed in extreme closeup and
slow motion; Kymograph recording of

the heartbeat analyzed. SH C

rom Seed to Grain mp MH 9min b&w
$60. Time lapse photography com-
presses two months' growth into a

few minutes. El JH

lermfree Animals in Medical Science
mp UWF 19min col $122.09. Tech-
niques for creating a germfree en-
vironment and its importance in bi-

ological research. SH C

ypsy Moth mp UWF 22min col $105.18.

Revision of 1953 USDA film of same
title, Shows result of escape in 1869

of a few of these pests from a science
experiment, and government efforts

to shrink its territory to a few north-
eastern states and eventually wipe it

out, SH C A

eredlty (series) 9mp INDIANA ea 30

min b&w $1.25 r$5.25. Titles: It Runs in

the Family; Reproduction and Hered-
ity; Sexuality and Variation; Mendel's
Experiments; Many Pairs of Genes;
Heredity and the Chromosones; He-
redity and Environment; Fact and
Fallacy. C A

iiman Body: The Respiratory System
mp CORONET 13%min col $137.50

b&w $75. JH SH

sect Mounting and Preserving mp
DOWLING 16min col $150. How-to-
do-it presentation of a number of

methods of building an insect collec-
tion. JH SH TT A

troduction to Animal Dissection mp
IFB llmin col $110. Visualizes pur-
xises of dissection and its instruments
md techniques. SH C

nrney Into Time mp STERLED 15min
;ol $160 b&w $75. Story of evolution,
liological and geological. From Pro-
xtzoa to Homo Sapiens. JH-SH

!e and Death of a Cell mp UCLA
2min col $195. Amoeba proteus.
labitat, morphological details, feed-
Dg, digestion, egestion; microsurgery,

V~ell division, avoidance reactions;
eath follows inability to adjust to its

invironment. JH SH C

Life Cycle of the Fly mp MH 13min
b&w $80. Eggs laid and hatched, pupa
stage, metamorphosis, mating. Pro-
duced at Pasteur Institute, Paris. JH
SH

Life in a Cell mp DELTA 14min col

$135 b&w $67.50. Basic life functions
illustrated by means of observation
of a single cell, the amoeba. Locomo-
tion, digestion, assimilation, respira-

tion, excretion, irritability, reproduc-
tion. SH C

Muscles and Bones of the Body mp
CORONET lOmin col $110 b&w $60.

Importance to internal and external
functioning of the human body. How
tendons, joints, muscles and bones
worlc together. Int.

Nature's Way—The Inland Pond 13%-
min col $140 b&w $70. Forty animal
forms struggle for survival in and
around an inland pond. Wildlife
identification and basic ecology. JH
SH C A

Of Books and Sloths mp MOODY 29min
col r$12.50. This "Sermons from Sci-

ence" film shows the sloth perfectly

conditioned for his Panamanian en-
vironment, and not the "blunder of
nature" as sometimes charged. Re-
ligious point is made of accuracy of
the Scriptures as compared by pass-

ing judgments of man. SH A

Parasite and the Mosquito mp STER-
LED 15min b&w $60. The single-cell-

ed Plasmodium and its carrier, the

anopheles mosquito, the result—ma-
laria. Macro- and micro-photography;
underwater and animation. JH SH

Plants That Grow from Leaves, Stems,
and Roots mo CORONET lOmin col

$110 b&w $60. Propagation other than
from seeds. Int.

Sense Perception mp MOODY 27min
(Part I): 28min (Part II) col. Each
part $220, r$10. Part I emphasizes the

wonders of our sensory receptors that

bear sensation to the brain; the Strat-

ton inverted vision experiment; inter-

working of our senses. Part II deals
with limitations of sensory percep-
tion; the invisible spectra of light and
sound. JH SH C

Sounds of . . . (series) 6rec (IFB 12" LP
ea $5.95. Sounds of Animals (tiger,

lion, etc. domestic fowl, etc). Sounds
of Sea Animals. Sounds of the Sea.

Sounds of the American Southwest
(birds, snakes, animals, thunder
storm, flash flood). Sounds of the

South American Rain Forest (2 rec).

Thermometers mp AVIS 8min col $75.

Mother tells her two children about
the different types of thermometers
used around the home. Pri Elem

The Thread of Life mp BELTEL 60min
col loan 1960. Popular presentation of

the science of genetics, from Mendel
to the present. Extraordinary photog-
raphy (from Poland) shows chromo-
somes dividing as mitosis is accom-
plished in the living cell. Evaluated
ESAVG 2/61.

Ticks and Tick-Borne Diseases mp UWF
19min col $144.74. Biology and control,

importance in transmitting diseases.

C A

Underwater Adventure mp STERLED
lOmin col $110 b&w $45. Florida's

"Marineland." Many species. El-A

We Explore the Stream mp CORONET
llmin col $110 b&w $60. Boy and girl

find snails for their aquarium and ob-
serve interdependence of plant and
animal life along a stream near their
home. Pri.

World of Micro-Life mp UWF ISVzmin
col $135. Starting with bread mold,
the structure, function, reproduction,
and relationship to man is shown with
several tiny organisms. El JH.

The World Within mp UCLA 27min col
$155. Overall concept of parasitology
and its relation to biology and medi-
cine. SH C

ESSENTIAL SCIENCE-CONCEPT films

curriculum complements for

primary and intermediate SCIENCE

WHAT'S SO IMPORTANT ABOUT A WHEEL?
10 Min.: Color, B/W

"We have found this film a valu-
able tool for teaching." SauguSf
Mass. Rated 4.9 out of possible
5. El Paso, Texas.

LET'S LOOK AT LEVERS lO Mi,,.; Color, B/W
Lift and pry; work and play;
pinch and cut; Muriel Beuscnlein
of Chicago Teachers College made
sure it would be valuable to tea-
chers and .stucient.s.

LEARNING FROM PETS In the CLASSROOM
/^ Richard Hubbard, Univ. of Wis.,

-^•,
,! has lielped make this an unique

'J':^ contribution toward creation of
a good classroom environment
for the study of science.

"V

SPRING IS A SEASON ;/ Min.: Color, B/W

^a /q bemg^/ tokee

'Your 'Spring is a Season' is

so well received that wt? wish
p the print." Genera, III.

All Availahle uniler NDKA Titlv ill
Pri'vi4UV prints ini rfqui'st

JOURNAL FILMS, INC.
909 W. Diversey Pkwy. Chicago 14. III.



SCIENCE—Physics
& Chemistry

An Introduction to Reaction Kinetics
mp SUTHERLAND 13min col $130.

Hydrogen, chlorine, iodine examples.
SJ C

Apparatus Drawings Project, blueprints
and detailed descriptions of 30 pieces
of demonstration apparatus developed
in the physics labs of leading uni-
versities that may be duplicated at
modest cost in school shops. The
reports are kept flat (11x17 one side)
in durable cardboard case, and are
complemented by a clothbound 8%
xU) book. Set $40. PLE^r^JM.

Ballistic and Space Veliicle Systems mp
UCLA 28 hours, b&w R (for 15
weeks) $2500. Film lecture series on
fundamental, current R&D informa-
tion on which to base a systems
engineering approaches. C Scientists,

Engineers.

Clieinistry Laboratory Tecliniques 11 mp
DISRAELI series (11) col $750 b&w
$375. Each film shows just one con-
cept or piece of apparatus, and is

taken from the student's own view-
point. Titles: Introduction to the
Chemistry Lab (7min); The Bunsen
Burner (7min); Glass Tubing (9min);
The Test Tube (7min); The Reagent
Bottle (5min); Solids (5min); Filtra-
tion (7min); Acids (5min); Vapors (3-

min); The Blowpipe (6min); Safety
in the Laboratory (8min). SH C

Chemistry of Water mp SUTHERLAND
14min col $150. Water molecule; char-
acteristics at varying temperatures;
dissolving a salt; crystalization, hy-
dration; chemical reactions. SH C

Chlorine — A Representative Halogen
mp SUTHERLAND 15min col $150.
Preparation and properties; reactions;
uses; oxidation; opportunities for re-
search. SH C

Combustion mp SUTHERLAND 14%-
min col $150. The fie triangle; kind-
ling temperature rate; spontaneous
ignition; results of combustion; meas-
urement of heat. SH C

Controlling Atomic Energy mp UWF
13%min col $135. Neutrons, protons,
radio-activity, release and control of
the energy of theuranium atom.
Bombs, electric power, isotopes in
medicine and industry. JH SH

SCIENCE FILMSTRIPS
SINCE 1931 SINCE 1931
MADE BY TEACHERS FOR TEACHERS |

lOlOGY ATOMIC ENERGY
PHYSICS GENERAL SCIENCE
CHEMISTRY MICROBIOLOGY
BIKE SArETY BUS SAFETY

Science filmitript ovoilobla
under NDEA—Title III.

VISUAL SCIENCES
Sox 5991 Suffern, N«w York

Demonstration Lens Set EDMUND Six
lenses $5. 2" diameter, for demon-
strating properties of light. JH SH

Electricity—How It is Generated mp
CORONET lOmin col $110 b&w $60.

Basic principles, AC and DC; com-
mercial production of current by
steam turbine, water power, atomic
power. JH SH

Electromagnets: How They Work mp
EBF llmin col $120 b&w $60. Demon-
strates source and variability of a
magnet's strength, flow of energy,
construction of a magnet. Int JH

Electronic Laboratory kits SUPEREX
$11.95. Mounted components with
solderless connectors, terminals, pre-
cut jumper leads, to make 18 elec-
tronic projects, including transistor
radio, code oscillator, solar-powered
devices, and a tester. JH SH

Explaining Matter: Chemical Change
mp EBF llmin col $120. Chemical
changes, as illustrated in fire, grow-
ing plants, and the human body. Ef-
fect on relationship of atoms and
molecules. Role of chemical change
in supporting life. Int JH

Exploring Electromagnetic Energy mp
FA 16min col $170 b&w $90. Radio
waves, infrared, visible light, ultra-
violet, x-rays and gamma rays are
shown to be all members of the same
"family." Int JH

Heat (series) 7mp CENCO ea 15min col

$150 b&w $75. Titles: Basic Theory of
Heat (1 and II); Conversion of Heat
to Work; Effects of Heat; Very High
Temperatures; Very Low Tempera-
tures; Heat as Radiant Energy. SH

Light: Lenses and Optical Instruments
mp CORONET 13Hmin col $137.50
b&w $75. Effects of lens curvatures
and combinations. Similarity of
human eye to camera. Eyeglasses,
microscope, telescope, etc. JH SH

Living With the Atom mp MOODY 27
min col $220 r$10. Awesome birth of
atomic age in the H-bomb, need for
individual sense of responsibility and
reverence. JH SH C

Memory Devices mp BELTEL 27min
col loan. Basic concepts and terms;
information storage devices used in
modern computing machines; punch-
ed cards and tapes, relays, magnetic
tapes and drums, ferrite cores and
sheets; twistors, capacitor arrays,
Barrier Grid Storage Tube, Flying
Spot Store. SH C

Nature of Sound mp FH llmin col $111

Overview of basic principles—vibra
tion, pitch, intensity, and quality, j

13-year-old boy demonstrates each i

his home workshop, then application
are shown in the school band. Oscillc
scope, hydrophone, and large mode!
of human ear and voice box help t

visualize the lesson. Transmutation c

various forms of energy; measure
ment of sound in decibels. Int JH.

Nuclear Radiation i series i 7mp CENCt
15min col $150 b&w $75. each. Th
series demonstrates how the variou
known types of radiation are detect
ed (light, radio, X-ray, nuclear, etc

and how they are put to use in medi
cine, industry, war, and science re

search. SH C

Physics and Fire Engines mp AVIS 11

min col $110. Fifth grade studie
simple machines, use toy fire engin
applications of their principle an
then makes a trip to the fire houf
for a "treasure hunt" to locate applicj
tions on the real thing. Elem.

Physics Demonstration Kit more tha

50 pieces for performing over IC

basic experiments by grade and se<

ondary teachers. In hardwood cas

$56; white cardboard case $49. ATOV
LAB.

Properties of Solutions mp CORONEI
28min col $250 b&w $125. Nature
solutes and solvents, factors influei

j

cing solution, effect of temperatui
Supersaturation; extraction. C SH

PSCC Physics Films 43mp MLA b&
unless col designated: 20-24min SU
those under $90; over $150. r$6. Pr
duced in course of new science cu

riculum building by Physical Scienc
Study Committee, centered at MI
Titles: Time and Clocks (22mir
Short Time Intervals (22); Long Tir

Intervals (24) : Measuring Large D
tances (29): Measuring Short D
tances i20): Measurement (Z
Change of Scale (23): Straight Li

Kinematics (33): Vectors (28): Di

inite and Multiple Proportions (31
j

Elements, Compounds and Mixtui
(col 28m in $300): Crystals (25); I

havior of Gases (15); Introduction
Optics (col 21min $240); Pressure
Light (21); Speed of Light (2:j

Simple Waves (27): Forces (2

Inertia (27); Inertial Mass (20); Fa
ing Bodies (30): Deflecting Fore

(29): Periodic Motion (33); Frames
Reference (26); Universal Grayitati

(30): Elliptic Orbits (18): Energy a

Work (29); Mechanical Energy a

Thermal Energy (27); Conservation
Energy (27); Coulomb's Law (2

Millikan Experiment (30) Coulom
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Force Constant (34); Electric Fields

(24); Electric Lines of Force (7min
$40 1 ; Counting Electrical Charges in

Motion (201; Elementary Charges and
Transfer of Kinetic Energy (25); A
Magnet Laboratory (20); Electrons in

a Uniform Magnetic Field (lOmin
60); Mass of the Electron (18); Elec-
tomagnetic Waves (30); Photons (19);

Interference of Photons (14); Franck-
Hertz Experiment (25). Also, in pro-
duction: Sound; Solar System—Kine-
matics; The Rutherford Atom; Photo-
electric Effect. Price of the 43 now
available $5,770 less 15% quantity
discount. Annual rental subscription
$247.53. SH C

cience for Children (Series) 13mp
CENCO llmin col $120 b&w $60.

Titles: Earth and its Movements;
Animals; Bird Identification I & II;

Bird Houses and Feeders; B i r d s'

Nests; Eskimos—Food and Clothing;
Eskimos—Shelter: Eskimos—Survival;
Indians—Boys and Girls; Indians

—

How They Lived; Indians—Hunting;
Indians—Stories and Legends. Kl-6
elem.

Backfire mp AMECFD 15min b&w $75.

Conservative teacher copes with radi-
cally-inclined students by lumping
all grades and giving everyone the
same. SH C A

The Big Bakery mp UCLA lOmin col
$110. Field trip for young students
through modern bread factory. Pri
El.

The Challenge mp STERLING 27min
loan. Corporate virtues of modern
business, with challenge to youth to
come in with new ideas to make
things better. Sponsored by Johnson's
Wax, produced by M-G-M, narrated
by Dr. Frank Baxter. SH C A

Challenge of Capitalism 10 kinescopes
UMICH. 30min b&w r$5. For non-
commercial purposes only and must
be run in entirety. Titles: Unemploy-
ment; Inflation; Monoply; The Corpo-
ration; Stock Market; Small Business
Man; Farm Problem; Labor Unions;
Advertising; Future of American
Capitalism. SH C A

The Ghetto PUlow mp CONTEMPO-
RARY 21niin col $175 r$12.50. The
world of the Jewish ghetto in Europe
—births, weddings, synagogue, court-
ship, holidays, daily life. SH-A

How to Keep What We Have mp
AMECFD llmin b&w $34.66. Freedom
not automatic—choice between gov-
ernment limited by law and one of
unlimited power. SH C A

How to Lose What We Have mp
AMECFD 12min b&w $36.24. "Master
State" wins an American election and
then what happened to freedom. JH
SH A

How We Got What We Have AMECFD
22min b&w $68.10. Accumulation of
privately owned tools of production
as basis of progress. Can't live with-
out tools today. JH SH A

Indian Hunters mp STERLED lOmin
b&w $45. Two Indian braves prospect
today's Canadian wilds for better
hunting grounds. El JH

imilarities in Wave Behavior mp
BELTEL 26V4min b&w loan. Demon-
stration lecture by Dr. J. N. Shive of
Bell Telephone Laboratories. JH C

)iutions, mp CORONET 16min col

$165 b&w $90. Nature of solutions.
Solute, solvent. How solutions differ
from suspensions. Effect of particle
size, agitation, temperature, pressure.
Examples: solids in liquids, liquids in
liquids, gas in gas. Applications in re-
search and industry. SH

Study of Crystals mp JOURNAL 17
min col $180. Dr. Walter McCrone
demonstrates fusion methods in
:hemical research; crystals grow in
strikingly beautiful formations under
microscope. SH C

bration of Molecules mp SUTHER-
LiAND llmin col $130. Animation
photography portrays vibrational
notions, as calculated from spectral
lata. SH C

ive Propagation mp MH 13min col

160 b&w $80. Basic elements of
ntenna propagation. Polarity, field
)lane. Poynting's vector rule, field

ntensity contour lines, polar diagram
oncept. NFBC production. SH C A

OCIAL STUDIES, General

erican Harvest (new edition) mp
AM/29min col loan. Interdependence
f all phases of American life, agri-
ulture, industry, town, country,
lechanized agriculture. Award Win-
er. El-A

nals Useful to Man mp EBF llmin
il $120 b&w $60. Animals in history,
resent-day uses of animal power and
roducts, improvement by scientific
reeding. Pri Elem

Conservation 9fs EBF col set of 3 $18;
set of 9 $54. Divided into three sets

for Intermediate, JH and SH respec-
tively. First trio shows man's needs;
the second, the depletion of resources;
the third, man's efforts to combat this
trend. Reviewed ESAVG 1/61.

The Cowboy 2fs FILMSCOPE col ea $5.
I; The Rodeo. II: On the Ranch, where
the cowboys use the same skills in
working together. Elem.

Cuba: Caribbean Powder Keg fs NY-
TIMES 50fr b&w $2.50. Examines
sugar economy, Cuba-Soviet friend-
ship. SH C

A Cup of Cocoa le AMECFD 32fr col

$6.75. Costs represented by natural
resources, human energy, and tools.

Money is shown not as wealth but
as a yardstick and medium of ex-
change; tools are the key to produc-
tion; customers the key to employ-
ment; teamwork the key to business
success. El JH

Eddie, Inc. mp ASSOCIATION 30min
col loan. Three boys from a corpora-
tion to sell lemonade—guided by a

friendly lawyer they learn important
lessons about the operation of the
American economic system. Sponsored
by The Maytag Co. JH SH A

The Federal Reserve Banli and You mp
FEDRES 30min b&w loan. High
school class assignment takes student
to president of his local bank, where
the role and importance of the Federal
Reserve System is explained. Pro-
duced by the Federal Reserve Bank
of Minneapolis. SH A

The Forest mp USDA 28min col b&w
apply. Multiple use benefits from Na-
tional Forests. Conservation, forestry,

timber harvest, wildlife, recreation.

1960. JH SH A

It's Your Decision mp AMECFD Part I

26min b&w $106.02 Part II 16 min
b&w $58.82. Two GI's start a trucking
business and argue with their financi-
al backer over sharing the profits. In
Part II the element of replacing
equipment at inflated prices is intro-

duced. SH C A

Land, and a Space to Grow mp MOD-
ERN 14min loan. Present day ap-
plication of the "Single Tax" theory
of Henry George. A young couple
find taxes increase as they build and
improve their dream home. Should
land only be taxed, and not the
improvements on it? SH C A

Let's Face It 2mp AMECFD Part I

20min b&w $61.46. Part II 16min b&w
$49.32. Protest against high prices is

met by listing the ingredients of
"cost" (labor, management, stock-
holders). SH C A

Life Insurance— What It Means and
How It Worlds mp INLIFE 13min col

$75 also loan ASSOCIATION. Ani-
mated film explains mortality tables,

premium levels, savings values, risk
sharing. SH C A

Man on the Assembly Line mp AFL-
CIO SOmin b&w r$3. How tensions
build up under monotonous repetitive
tasks. SH C A

WLiNG Pictures

30 OUTSTANDING

16MM COLOR FILMS

For Your
Science and Social Studies

Program
(Write for cotalos and prsviewi)

S09 S. B*v«rly Drive, B«v*rly Hills, Calif.
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Market of the Sixties sfs LIFE 157 fr

LP col 22min. $7.50. Visual projection

of economic data, by editors of FOR-
TUNE magazine. SH C A

Money at Work In the Steel Industry fs

captioned free to schools. Where
money comes from for research and
plant expansion. SH C

Our Growing America fs JCEDEC col

$15. Reasons for growth of the Ameri-
can economic system, and factors

which make for instability. SH C A

Personal Financial Planning mp
SUTHERLAND llmin col $120 b&w
$60. Gross and disposable income is

analyzed; importance of planning,

saving, record keeping; installment

buying and budgeting. SH A

Personal Money Management mp ABA
13min b&w apply. Local banlier ad-

vises young family with small daugh-
ter and teen-age son. JH-A

A Practical System of Investment
Analysis fs MAPI lOOfr col $20 ($15 to

members). Training film for invest-

ment advisers on matters of new
plant and equipment. C A

The Role of the Commercial Banking
System in the American Economy
JCEDEC Sfs $7 or free from member
banks. Titles; The Evolution of Money
and Banking; Using Your Bank

—

Bank Services; Banking and the Eco-
nomy. SH C A

The Role of the Federal Reserve Sys-
tem in the American Economy fs

JCEDEC 126fr from District Federal
Reserve Banks. I: Demand for credit;

II; flow of savings into credit market;
III; effect of Federal Reserve System
policies. SH C A

The Skilled Worker mp AFL-CIO 30min
b&w r$3. Elderly machinists troubled
over disregard of his life-long skills

in transfer to an assembly line job.

SH C A

The Treasure of Toquepala mp
ANECFD 18min col $122.50. Mineral
resources of Peru developed by for-

eign capital and native labor, an
example of international cooperation
truly helpful. SH C A

29's Boom and 30's Depression mp MH
14min b&w $85. The American busi-
ness cycle and legislative measures
to mitigate its effects. SH C A

LEARNING
CREATIVE ARTS-NATURE STUDY

6 Filmstrips and LP— $36.50

Box 397, Sierra Madre, California IjUUJV

Voice of the Forest mp USDA 27%-
min col apply. An impressionable boy
at summer camp imagines the forest

talks to him—and is aghast when he
realizes that his new-found friend

could be destroyed by a carelessly set

fire. El—

A

What We Have mp AMECFD 15min
b&w $50.02. Dominant role of the
consumer, freedom to choose, produce,
save and profit from investment.
"Money is worth only what it will

buy at the time it is spent." El JH
SH A

The Wise Use of Credit mp SUTHER-
LAND llmin col $120 b&w $60. Types
of consumer credit, credit costs, what
amount of credit a family can afford,

economic role of discretionary income.
SH C A

Workers for the Public Welfare 9fs

EYEGATE col set $30. Police, fire,

health, sanitation, postal, social serv-

ice, transportation, park and recrea-

tion workers are shown. Elem.

SOCIAL STUDIES
Geography, Travel

Adventure at Harrison Creek mp
FILMRES 20min col $200. Contempo-
rary encampment of 30 Ojibway
Indians in northernmost Minnesota.
Wild rice harvest, canoe logistics, his-

toric fur trade, ceremonial feast. JH
SH C A

Africa 3 slides KEYSTONE VIEW ZViX
4" col ea $2.10. Titles of these new
slides; Africa Before World War I;

Africa Before World War 11; Africa
Today. El-A

Alaska and Its Natural Resources mp
BURMINES col loan. History, tradi-

tions, industries, agriculture, recrea-

tion. National Monuments. Sponsored
by Richfield Oil Corp. JH SH A

Alaska—*9th State fs LIFE col $6. From
frozen tundra to Matanuska valley.

JH SH

Alaska: U.S.A. mp BAILEY 19min col

$200 b&w $110. Geography, history,

resources, natural beauties, develop-
ment. El-A

Ancient Cities of the East mp AV-ED
20min col $200. Beirut, Damascus,
Istanbul, Cairo, Athens. Documenta-
tion of historical landmarks. JH SH A

Atlantic Region (Canada series) 3fs

STANBOW col set $13.25 indiv @
$5. Titles; From the Sea; From the
Rivers and Mines; Deep Sea Fishing.
JH

Australia Today mp IFB 22min col $225.

Completely new film replaces earlier

version under same title; 15% credit

applies on exchange. Modernity of

Sydney contrasted with backcountry
areas; importance of aviation, scien-

tific production methods and mecha-
nization. JH SH C A

Australian Week-End mp ANIB llmin
col $85 r$2..50. How Folks "down
under" relax. JH A

Bermuda si MESTON col 71 packets of

4 slides each. Nassau In the Bahamas
11 packets.

The Bible Lands mp IDEAL 27min col

$101.65 r$2.50, Travelogue covering

Lebanon, Syria, Egypt, Jordan and
Iran. Emphasizes Christian points oi

interests in Arab world. Sponsored
by American World Airways. JH SH
A

Britain mp AV-ED lOmin col $100. Fron
London through England and Wales
to Edinburgh; highland folk gather-

ing. JH SH A

California and Its Natural Resources mp
USBM 30min col loan. Contributior
of mineral and energy resources tc

industrial and economic progress
Mining, irrigtion, oil, farming, forest-

ry—also vacation land. Sponsor, Rich-

field Oil Corp. Elem -A

Canberra Today and Tomorrow mj
ANIB lOmin col $85 rS2.50. Develop
ment of Australia's national capital

JH A

Ceylon, the Resplendent Land mp AV
ED lOmin col $125. Geography, peopl

—caste and class, Buddhist celebra

tion, Kandyan dance, harvesting th

cocoanut palm, exports, primitive ir

dustry. El JH SH A

A Child of Hawaii mp JOURNAL 14
j

min col $150 b&w $75. Theo Susi

Mago and his sister Sharon tell i

j

their own Hawaiian way about tl

home and school life of the Island

and about what they have learned i

their own schools about their nati\

land. Pri Int

The Desert Sfs DOWLING 30-S5fr c

set $13.50 ea $5. Titles: Desert Anim
Life; . . . Plant life; . . . Rocks ar

Minerals. El JH

An Egyptian Village mp FA 17min c

$200 b&w $110. Lite and work
farmer and his family, arrangemer
for a wedding, isolation, religio

traditions. Int. JH SH

European Lands 5fs JAM col $26.25

$5.75 Titles; The Netherlands, De
mark, Belgium, Switzerland, Austr
Int.

European Travel (series) Bmp MO
ERN loan col. Titles; The Ma-
Charm of Austria's Wanderland (

min) ; The Fabulous Mystery of M^
em Turkey (13min); Vacation
White (15min); The Red Devils >

Kitzbuehel (27min) ; Rendezvous W»
Europe (45min); Time Flies (27mi

Operation Hamburg (12min); Vf

come Aboard (29min). Sponsored
Lufthansa German Airlines. JH-A
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Exploring World Cultures (series)

phono-books ICF hard cover book
with 60 color photographs and choice
of LP rec (classroom or college-adult

narration), $4. Now ready: Nepal;
Iran; Afg'hanistan. Numerous others
in preparation. Elem or C-A.

Family In Tokyo mp DOWLING 16-

min col $150. Two children and their

parents in a typical day, after school
hours. Comparisons with American
family living. Elem.

Family of Free China mp BAILEY 22-

min col $220; b&w $120. School and
family life on Formosa. SH C

The Golden Fruit mp fs SUNKIST 14%-
min 50fr col both $79.50. Growing,
packing citrus fruits in California and
Arizona. Elem-A

Great Lakes—St. Lawrence Lowlands
Region 2fs BOWMAR $5 ea. Titles:

Manufacturing in the Lowlands; Steel
and the Automobile. Reviewed
ESAVG 1/61. Int. JH

Guatemala, Land of Looms mp AV-ED
30min col $250 b&w $125. Two young
native fabric buyers' trip through the
villages where true native weaving
and village life is seen through their
eyes. El JH SH A

Israel mp AV-ED lOmin col $100. His-
tory, reclamation, industrial growth,
democracy in action. JH SH A

Israel My Country mp UIA 17min col

loan. The story of Israel as seen
through the eyes of a young news-
paperman. Fine overview of every-
day life, almost completely free of

fund-raising propaganda. SH A

Latin America: An Introduction mp
CORONET llmin col $110 b&w $60.

Common bonds of history, traditions,

religions, customs, and language.
Mexico, the West Indies, seven coun-
tries of Central America and the ten
of South America. Int JH

Family of Ghana mp MH 27min b&w
$125. Village life in a coastal African
town. JH SH

Florida, by Vera L. Lowery. Highlights
cf the state described in 64p book,
with 3 cards mounting 18 pairs of
stereo color frames and a folding
cardboard stereograph viewer, all for
$1.98. Additional slide cards 50c each,
3 for $1. SWT.

Yom Flax to Linen mp AV-ED lOmin
col $100. Life on an Irish flax farm.
El JH SH A

ieography of South America: Argen-
tina, Paraguay, Uruguay, mp CORO-
NET llmin col $110 b&w $60. In-
fluence of the Plata-Parana river
system on economy and life of the
three countries. Int JH

ieography of south America: Brazil
mp CORONET 13%min col $137.50
b&w $75. jungle, farmlands, planta-
tions, mines, industry, big cities—in-
cluding sequence on Brasilia, new
capital. Crops. Climate. Int JH

eography of South America: The Con-
tinent mp CORONET ISVimin col
$137.50 b&w ,$75. Main egographical
features, effect on people and their
ways of life. Int JH

eography Slides (series) si AMCO
2x2 col 49 sets av 25 per set ti $7.50.

Polygoon (Netherlands) production.
"Great lands and cities, their cultures
and arts." Mainly Europe, Caribbean.
JH SH C A

ography of South America: Countries
of the Andes, mp CORONET llmin
col $110 b&w $60. Historical and
geographical survey of Bolivia,
Ecuador, Peru, and Chile. Int JH

fo-Physlcal Relief Work Globe kit
3RODART $11.95. Includes 12" raised
belief globe, stand, 6 jars of liquid
tempera colors, brushes, world map
feacher's guide. Also U.S. raised relief
nap, 30x20", choice of plain or state

|ines or cities, etc. ea $3.

iers mp NORTHERN 14min col
135. How glaciers are formed; Raini-

J*r, Alaska; ice ages of the past. JH-A

Guatemala, Nation of Central America
mp EBF 17min col $180 b&w $90.

Climate, topography, natives, planta-
tion system. Int JH SH C A

Guide to Canberra mp ANIB 17min col

$127 r$3.75. The Australian capital.

JH SH A

Germany: A Family of the Industrial
Ruhr mp MH 16min b&w $90. Life of

a workingman's family in Krupp
plant. Int JH SH

Hawaiian Islands 3fs DOWLING b&w
set $8 ea $3. Titles: Volcanic Origins
and Growth (32fr); The People of

Hawaii (42fr); Sugar Cane—the Main
Industry (53fr). Elem Int

Hawaii—SOth State fs LIFE col $6. Soci-

al, economic and geographic history.

JH SH

The Highlands of Scotland mp AV-ED
lOmin col $100. Topography, agricul-

ture, fishing, hunting, traditional

games and dances. JH SH

Holidays in Israel mp HEINZ 27%min
col loan. The Passover ceremony is

seen in both its traditional form and
in the newer version on a modern
kibbutz. Also seen is the Shevouth
observance, akin to our harvest
Thanksgiving. Original music, com-
mentary in English. JH SH A

I Live in Hawaii mp FA ISmin col $135
b&w $70. School children tell their

own story of how they live, their

games and customs, their food and
its sources, their schools and their

government as our SOth state. Elem.

The Incas mp CORONET llmin col

$110 b&w $60. Archeological on-site

remains, and existing Peruvian Indian
life combine to give a historical,

geographical, cultural view of the
Indian civilization. Int JH SH

Iran kit ICF 7 sfs col LP, 16 picture

study prints, 8 artifacts, phono-book.
$49.95. 7sfs only, $45. Phono-book
only, $4 with rec narrating to pic-

tures, and flip side carrying native
Iranian music. Artifacts include rug
samples, flute, postage stamps, shoe,

coins, flag. El-SH.

Life in the Grasslands: Argentine
Pampas mp CORONET llmin col $110
b&w $60. Visit to Argentine estancia.

Int JH

Life in the High Andes mp CORONET
llmin col $110 b&w $60. Effect of

altitude and climate. Influences of

ancient Inca civilization. Village
market. Int JH

Life in the Hot Rain Forests mp CORO-
NET 13%min col $137.50 b&w $75.

Climatic factors. Family life. Trade.
Int JH

Los Angeles Today fs VISTA 34fr col

$5.50. Geography, commerce, industry,
recreation, culture. 1961 production.
JH A

COMPQO
professional quality reels and cans

arc preferred by...

the customers

of...

OEO.W. COLBURN
LABORATORY, Ine.

Only Coflipco offers "a new dimensign in >

quality" recognized and accepted by leaders i

In the movie making industry, compco's su- -

periority is attributed to a new. majot;
advance in film reel construction—result-
ing In truly pro/essional reels that run
truer, smoother, providing lifetime prote<;-
tion to valuable film. Compco reels and
cans are finished in a scratch-resistant',
baked-on enamel, and are available in all/
16 mm. sizes—400 ft. thru 2300 ft. For details'
and prices write to:

COMPCO corporation
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Mahnomen—Harvest of the North mp
FILMRES 17min col $170. Harvesting
techniques and importance of wild
rice to northern Indians. JH SH C A

Mapping a Treasure Hunt mp CENCO
15min col $150 b&w $75. A group of

children learn about maps in the

course of their play. A local map is

drawn and hunt locations are in-

dicated. Pri El

The New Africa fs NYTIMES 58fr b&w
$2.50. Congo. Algeria. Heritage of

colonialism. Manual. SH C A

The New Alaska mp VWF 27%min col

b&w $128.65. How the U. S. National
Forests contribute to the economy and
well-being of the 49th State. The work
of the Forest Service is emphasized.
JH-A

Outlaw Country mp ACI 13V4min co^

$120. The hinterlands of southerr
Utah and northern Arizona, formerlj
outlaw refuge, includes an oasis o1

Indian culture in a hidden sanctunr
of the Grand Canyon. JH SH

Pakistan kit ICF 6sfs 3LP 16 studj
prints (11x14"), artifacts include flag

two caps, etc. $45. Items also sole

separately. Elem-SH

Mediterranean Europe 6fs EBF av 49fr

col set $36 ea $6. Titles: Farmers of

Portugal; Po Valley and the Alps;
Two Spanish Towns; People of Yugo-
slavia; Rhone Valley in France; Vil-

lages in Greece. El JH

Mexican Boy: The Story of Pablo, mp
EBF 2 2min col $270 b&w $135. Child's
view of life in a Mexican farming vil-

lage, elem int

Mexico and Central America 6fs EBF
avSOfr col set $36 ea $6. Titles: Ranch
in Northern Mexico; Town and City
in Mexico; Farmers in Mexico; Peo-
ple of Guatemala; Costa Rica, the
Rich Coast; Panama and the Canal.
El JH SH

Middle Atlantic States (series) 6fs

HAESELER col $36 indiv $6.50. Titles:

Introduction; New York State; New
York City; Coastal Plain and Pied-
mont; Power and Industry; Phila-
delphia, Baltimore, and Washington.
El-SH

The Mississippi River: Background for
Social Studies mp CORONET 13%min
col $137.50 b&w $75. Influence of the
river on geography, commerce and
history of the lands along its banks.
Photographed in course of four
month's journey downstream via
houseboat. Int JH

Mural: Midwest Metropolis mp MOD-
ERN 28min col loan to adult groups.
Commuting, shopping, working life

of big city (Chicago). Sponsored by
Sperry & Hutchnson, A

National Parks (series) 6fs HAESELER
col $36 idiv $6.50. Titles: Our National
Park System; Yellowstone; Yosemite;
Grand Canyon; Zion and Bryce; Mesa
Verde. El-A

Netherlands: Past and Present mp
CORONET llmin col $110 b&w $60.

Fascinating blend of old and new is

seen in city and countryside. Int JH

FILMS from the

LAND OF HIAWATHA
"Mahnomen—Harvest of the North"

"Sisihakwat—The Ojibway Maple
Harvest"

"Ge-mon—The Birch Canoe"

"Harrison Creek Adventure"
Preview prints from

FILM RESEARCH COMPANY
Box 1015 Minneapolis 40, Minnesota

Newcastle, Industrial City mp ANIB
9min col $85 rS2.50. A day in Austra-
lian city. JH SH A

New Zealand—A Regional Study 9fs

EYEGATE col $30. Natural resources,

industries, products, people, cities,

rural life, transportation. JH

Nigeria: Giant in Africa mp MH 52-

min b&w $240. Geography, history

—

tribal and British occupation, com-
plexity of tribal cultures and values.

NFBC production. SH C A

Nigeria— New Nation mp CONTEM-
PORARY 28min b&w $100 r$7. Mod-
em ideas side by side with ancient
tribal tradition. Leading personalities

interviewed. Progress in health, edu-
cation, industry, and democratic gov-
ernment. Position in the British Com-
monwealth. JH-A

The Northeastern States 6fs EBF avSOfr
col set $36 ea $6. Titles: N.E.States:

Natural Environment; . . . People and
History; . . . Agriculture; . . . Indus-
try; . . . Commerce; . . . Life and Cul-
ture; El JH

Northern Europe 5fs EBF av 60fr col

set $30 ea $6. Titles: Denmark; Nor-
way; Sweden; Belgium; The Nether-
lands. El JH SH

The Northwestern States 6fs EBF av
50fr col set $36 ea $6. Titles: N. W.
States: Natural Environment; . . .

People and History; . . . Agriculture;
. . . Industry; . . . Commerce; . . .

Life and Culture. El JH

Oth«r Hearts in Other Lands mp ADL
14Vimin col $65. Two young Ameri-
cans sent by the International Farm
Youth Exchange Program get first-

hand knowledge of farm life in Israel.

Co-sponsored by the National 4-H
Club Foundation and the Anti-De-
famation League, B'nai Brith. Nar-
rated by Mike Wallace. SH C A

Our North American Neighbors 8fs

EBF av60fr b&w set $24 ea $3. Titles;

Maritime Provinces of Canada; Indus-
trial provinces . . .; Prairie Provinces
. . .; Pacific Canada; Alaska; Land of

Mexico; Central America; West In-

dies. El JH SH

Our South American Neighbors 5fs EBF
avGOfr b&w set $15 ea $3. Titles: Ar-
gentina; Brazil; Peru; Chile; Colum-
bia and Venezuela. El JH SH

Paris: The City and the People m]
CORONET llmin col $110 b&w $6C

Shows the unique role of Paris in thi

life of France. A sight-see trip and ;

visit to a French family. Economic
cultural, social and political aspects

Int. JH

Pennsylvania: Keystone of the Natioi

mp 33min col loan. The charm, re

sources and industry of the grea

state. Available nationally, from Bel

Telephone Co. of Pennsylvania, 183

Arch St., Philadelphia 3, Pa. JH SI

A

People of Alaska mp NORTHERN 17 ^

min col $180. Migrants find a variet

of jobs in lumbering, fishing, publish

ng, oil, education. JH JH C A

The Philippines: Land and People m
EBF 14min col $150 b&w $75. Effec

of climate and topography, rural an

urban; racial origins and contrastir

cultures; history; current problem
Int. JH SH A

Pictorial Poster Maps IVES 17x22" o
set of 50 $39.95 indiv $1. Locate prii

cipal towns, historic events; picturi

personalities; 8p book with each. ;l

JH

Plastic Coated Maps, may be markti

with crayon and washed off; in wa
i

nut frame ready for hanging: Wor
22x32" $11.95; 32x47" $25; U.S. 32x4

$25. Rand-McNally maps. KENSAL

Playground Geography kit MODEl
with paint $9.95, without $7.95. Coi

plete instructions and materials 1

painting an outline map of U.S.

playground pavement on scale

1 foot to 100 miles. Also Construct-

Globe kit for making a 3-color 10'

globe, with indication of jet-pla

hours and stick-on pictures for soc

studies. $4.95. Pri-El

Poland: Land Under Communism i

EBF 22min col $240 b&w $120. G
political role in the world tod

forces that shape its economy, soi

of the objectives of its Commur;
regime, lives of representative Po
JH SH A

Poland: The Land and the People
CORONET 13'/2min col $137.50 b

$75. Geographic overview of hov

basically agricultural country un
Soviet domination takes giant stri

toward industrialization. Int JH

Railway City fs BOWMAR 52fr col

Winnipeg, from fur trading post

transportation metropolis. JH SI

L tT^¥TCP 1



Primitive Man in Our World mp BAI-
LEY 12min col $120 r$6. Sell-suffici-

ent people in the Sepik River region

of New Guinea, almost untouched by
modem civilization. JH SH C

Quetico mp CONTEMPORARY 22min
col $200 r$10. Million-acre natural

wilderness athwart the Minnesota-
Ontario boundary, established jointly

by Canada and U. S. JH-A

Relief Model—Ohio. DENOYER 33x36"
8 miles to inch. Self framed $29.75;

rigid wooden frame $37.50. Tactual
relief map of vinyl plastic, raised re-

lief and contour coloring. Insets show
Cleveland and Cincinnati and their
suburbs.

The Republic of India 9fs EYEGATE
col Historic, geographic backgrounds.
People, religion, education, resources,

industries, communications, agricul-

ture, cities. JH SH

St Lawrence Lowlands 3fs STANBOW
col set $14.25 indiv <!( $5. Titles:

Manufacturing; Steel and Car; Sea-
way. JH SH

Salt Harvesters of Guatemala mp AV-
ED lOmin col $100. Crude salt gather-
ing and refining on the Rio Negro.
JH SH A

»eelo Galaxy Globe CURMAT trans-
parent, 22" printed in five colors $15
with stand and manual. Constellation
designs are from The Stars—A New
Way To See Them (H. R. Rey). The
sky is seen as a hollow dome by view-
ing the opposite surface through the
transparent near surface. El - C

Iberian Tiger Hunt mp STERLED 10
min b&w $45. Unusual hunt in snow-
covered wilds. JH A

islbakwat mp FILMRES 17min col
$190. Ojibway Indians, in 19th century
costume, re-enact their maple sugar
harvest and ceremonial "feast of
thanks." The Old Chief, his wife,
brother, son, and grandson take active
part. JH SH C A

outh America 9fs EYEGATE col set
$30. Titles: Argentine (2), Brazil (3),
Chile (2), Uruguay, Paraguay. JH

onth America mp IFF 27min col $250.
Available in English or Spanish
Principal physiographic divisions and
their inhabitants. Struggle for literacy.

One-crop economies. The feudal
hacienda. Amazing new cities. English
narration by Julien Bryan. SH C A

ath America: Along the Andes 6fs
EBF av49fr col set $36 ea $6. Titles:
The New Venezuela Mountain Farm-
ers of Columbia; Along the Equator
in Ecuador; Inca Lands in Peru; High-
land People of Bolivia; Pan-American
Highway. El JH SH

South America: Eastern and Southern
Lands 6fs EBF avSlfr col set $36 ea $6.

Farmers of Argentina; Ranch and
City in Uruguay; People of Paraguay;
Desert to Forest in Chile; Amazon
Village; New Coffee Lands in Brazil.

El JH SH

Southern Europe: 5fs EBF av55fr col
set $30 ea $6. Titles: France; Spain;
Switzerland; Italy; Portugal. El JH
SH

Spanish Community Life mp BAILEY
15min col. Farmer and his family in a
village near Madrid. JH SH

The Stowaway mp CONTEMPORARY
15 min col $150 r$7.50. Boy gets to the
Grand Banks on his father's Bluenose
schooner, without permission. He
learns all about deep-sea fishing on
one of the few remaining sailing ves-
sels that put out from Nova Scotia
harbors. JH

Study Prints GUNTER 11x14" col set of

16 $15. Titles of sets now available:

Life in the Wild; Mexico; Early
Hawaii; Exploration of the Southwest;
California Indians.

Thirteen Films from Africa mp BIRAD
ea approx 15min col $125; b&w $50.

Comprehensive treatment of eastern
equatorial Africa. Titles: The Separ-
maker; Animals of the Masai; Mom-
basa Port; African Game Farm; Lost
Lake; African Tackle Smashers; Akai
Had Eight Wives; Memsahib on Sa-
fari; African Outpost; Sangale; Water
in the Sands; Legend of Ol'lolokuwe.
SH C A

This Is Tokyo mp JTA 27min col loan.

World's largest city—industry, com-
merce, transportation, schools, shrines,

home life—and Santa Claus. JH-A

This Land, Australia mp ANIB 23min
col ,'5200 r$7.50. Produced by Australia
for American audiences. Note: This
film is available also in an Esperanto
version, for rates, apply. JH SH A

Tropical Africa mp IFF 29min col. $250
r$10. Documentary coverage of three-

fourths of the continent, with em-
phasis on the great social changes
now in progress. An extraordinary
animation sequence by the creator of

the "Boundary Lines" technique, sets

the new photography into under-
standable perspective. JH SH C A

Valley of the Standing Rocks mp BAR-
BRE 24 min col. $240. Life and prob-
lems of the Navajo Indians on remote
reservations in Monument Valley,

Arizona. Sand painting, sweat bath,

sheep raising, trading post, family life.

JH SH

U.S.S.R.—A Regional Study 9fs EYE-
GATE col set $25. Photography by
Harrison Forman. Attested "educa-
tional" by U.S.I.A. JH SH

U.S.S.R. and Adjacent Lands map DE-
NOYER 64x44" 96mi : inch; plain rod
mount $13.50; spring roller $19. New
map shows 1960 de facto boundaries,
relief indicated by contour-layers col-

oring with Wenschow shading. Physi-
ographic features stand out. Rails,

roads, canals; political boundaries. In
same series, new, Mediterranean
Lands.

Visit to Cuba mp IFB 12min col $120.

Major cities, typical farm areas and
products, fishing, climate, schools,

historic sites. A graded Spanish ver-
son, Vamos a Cuba, available for

language instruction. Elem SH

The Waking Middle East mp UNUSUAL
llmin col r$15. Travelogue through
Egypt, Lebanon, Syria, Jordan and
Israel. JH-A

SOCIAL STUDIES
Government

The Advance of Communism and Turn-
ing the Tide 2sfs IMPUB 137fr col
12" LP $22.50. Tape (3%ips) $5. Also
comic book "The Red Iceberg" 8<
each in 100 lots. Produced by Cathe-
chetical Guild. Promotes spirit of

America's Peace Corps. JH SH A

Africa Awakens—Modem Nigeria mp
ATLANTIS 20 min col $200 b&w $120.

Up to date record of Africa's most
populous country. JH-A

Cabinet
Projection

Tables

Handy built-in storage spoce makes these stur-

dy, mobile tables especially suited to class-

room use. Silent rubber- tired wheels, 2 with

brakes. Self-adjusting to unevenest of floors.

Rust-proof construction throughout; burn-proof

surfaces, raised-lip aluminum edging. Your

choice of 42", 36" or 30" height at same eco-

nomical price.

Top shelf 1 8"x23"; 1 -inch corner posts.

Model 4-E with 20' of No. 16 heavy duty elec-

tric cord (grounded if requested), wt. 40 lb.

Price $52.95

Model 4, same without cord, wt. 35 lb. $45.95

Model 3, 3" wheels, wt. 30 lb $42.95

There's a Miller table for every school use.

Tell ut your need—we'll meet it.

mill I FD Monufacturing Co., 3310 E.
ffVIILLCK Roxboro Rd., NE, Atlanta 5, Go.
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Africa Is My Home mp ATLANTIS
20min col $200 b&w $120. Life story

of African girl set against her people's

forward march to independence. JH-
A

Before the Day mp SSA 28min b&w
loan. The title refers to what happen-
ed to people prior to enactment of

social security legislation, and also

what happens before an applicant re-

ceives his first benefit check. Musical
background by U.S. Air Force Sym-
phony Orchestra. Apply to local SSA
office. SH-A

Below the High Plain mp ANIB 20min
col $170 r$5. Development of Victoria's

Kiewa hydro-electric "scheme." SH
C A

Black and White in South Africa HH
30min b&w. The apartheid policy
in South Africa; dissention within
its borders and throughout the
British Commonwealth. NFBC pro-
duction. SH C A

The Builders mp ANIB 33min b&w $90
r$4.50. Australia's role in the Columbo
Plan. Filmed in Asia. SH C A

Building Union Participation in Poli-
tics mp AFL-CIO 28min b&w r$3.

Personal interests impel a union mem-
ber to take active role in politics.

Produced by United Steelworkers of
America. SH C A

Canada's Royal Canadian Mounted
Police mp EBF 16min col $260 b&w
$130. Importance of dependable police
force to community and nation. Fol-
lows recruit through all phases of
training. Int JH SH

Conquest of the Rivers mp ANIB 24-

min col $170 r$5. The Snowy Moun-
tains hydro-electric project in Aus-
tralia's southern Alps. SH C A

Conservation of Soil in the Snowy mp
ANIB 18min col $170 r$5. Conserva-
tion and erosion control aspects of
Snowy Mountains hydro-electric
project in Australia. SH C A

Conserving Our Forests Today mp
CORONET llmin col $110 b&w $60.

Importance of this great natural re-
source and how it is protected by the
government from natural as well as
human enemies. Int JH

The Constitution and Fair Procedure
mp INDIANA 30min b&w $125.
Seventh release in this "Decision"
series produced for ETV, deals with
the Leyra vs Denno case (1954). Right
to counsel, jury trial, protection
against unreasonable search and sei-

zure, the average man and civil

liberty. SH C A

Eight Steps to Peace (series) 8mo
FRITSCHE 13%min b&w $25.50 ea.

Titles: World Law; Does Disarma-
ment Make Sense?; A Permanent UN
Police Force; What's in it for Every-
one?; Membership in the UN; You
and the UN; Charter Review; The
Answer Now. SH A C JH

Electronic Vote Tallying System mp
PICBUS HVimin col loan. Sales film
demonstrating the Norden electronic
processor of election ballots and tal-

lies, as less costly than voting ma-
chines. SH A

Heart of a City mp ANIB lOmin col
$85 r$2.50. The varied activities of
the Brisbane city council. JH SH C A

How We Elect Our Presidents mp
BIRAD 10 min col $125 b&w $50. Na-
tional conventions, platforms, nomi-
nations, roll calls, campaigns, voting,
the Electoral College, inaugurations.
JH SH C A

Inauguration of John F. Kennedy mp
UWF 20min col $120.64. The high-
lights of the whole day are shown,
including parade, oath, inaugural ad-
dress. JH SH C A

Labor's Witness mp AFL-CIO 33min
b&w r $3. Actual hearing before Sen-
ate committee—Walter Reuther tells

how the United Automobile Workers
union operates in politics. SH C A

Man on the Hill mp AFL-CIO 13min
col r $2.50. The work of elected rep-
resentatives—national, state, local.

Cartoon produced by U.S. Armed
Forces 1958. JH SH A

The Meaning of Patriotism mp CORO-
NET 13i/4min col $137.50 b&w $60.

How people in all walks of life may
achieve in different ways the uncom-
mon service to their country that we
identify as patriotism. Int JH

The Mississippi Challenge mp USAENG
28^^min col loan. The work of the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers in

keeping a minimum 9-foot navigable
channel the length of the Mississippi
River. Transportation by tow, opera-
tion of locks, the great floods of 1960.

JH SH C A

Northwest Horizon mp ANIB 18min col

$170 r$5. How the remote northwest
of Australia is being developed. SH
C A

Now Flow the Rivers Westward mp
ANIB 32min col $255 r$7.50. An im-
migrant worker views reversal of

watershed in Australia's Snowy
Mountain hydro development. SH C A

Our Election Day Illusions: The Beat
Majority 54min b&w $250. Also availa-
ble in two parts: I: Representation
and Gerrymandering 29min $135; and
The Electoral College 25min $135. CBS
NEWS program, narrated by Edward
R. Murrow. Many prominent political

leaders are interviewed in the film.

SH C A

Papua and New Guinea (series) 3mp
ANIB 15-19min b&w ea $45 r$2.25. I:

How a once war-like, primitive people
cooperate peaceably to develop their
society. II: Economic development.
Ill: Education plays a key role. SH C

Peace and Friendship in Freedom mp
UWF 39min col $252.05. President
Eisenhower's Middle East tour De-
cember 1959. JH SH A

Pledge of Allegiance (revised) mp AVIS
col $100. The words of the present
pledge are explained and given deep-
er significance. El-SH

Problems of Democracy 9mp MH 28%-
min b&w 6 are lecture films (ffi $160
3 are documentaries (fi $175. Bought
by the weekly unit $425; the whole
series $1200. A three-weeks course is

recommended, with two lectures and
one documentary shown each week.
I: What kind of government have we?
—A President's power contested

—

What our founding fathers did not
foresee. II: Presidential leadership

—

Diplomacy at the summit—The presi-

dential office. Ill: The President and
Congress—A law is made—Functions
of Congress. SH

Supreme Court Cases 2rec EAVI LP
$11.90. Dramatic rendition of historic

cases from Marbury vs Madison to

Brown vs Board of Education (the

segregation issue). Each case is pre-
sented with a summary of plaintiff

and defendant argument, then the
court's decision. SH C

Teamwork in Action mp AFL-CIO 30
min b&w r$3. Operation of Workmen's
Compensation Law in Ontario. SH
C A

Tom Schuler, Cobbler Statesman mp i

UWF color cartoon $183.20. A fic-

tional immigrant shoemaker in the
early American colonies is made the
protagonist of the change from Arti-

cles to Constitution, and its three-way
balance of powers among the three
branches of government. JH SH A

Tuesday in November mp UWF 22min
b&w $47.38. The final months of a •

Presidential oampai^ year, from
convention time to election day. JH
SH A

TVA and the Nation mp TVA 20 min
col and b&w. Loan. How strengthen-
ing the resources of a region con-

tributes to growth of national
strength. Flood control, waterways,
fertilizer, power. JH-A

The UNICEF Story si UNICEF set of

30 col slides $5. Shows work around
the world in disease control, nutri-

tion, maternal and child health pro-

grams. Free guide: "Information for

Speakers." SH A
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United Nations 6fs STANBOW b&w ea

$3. Titles: The U.N. and Refugees; The
International Court of Justice; The
Security Council of the U.N.; The
International Trusteeship S y s te m;
Economic Development in Central
America. Also, in color, $5, The Gen-
eral Assembly of the U.N. JH SH C A

Voting Procedure mp AFL-CIO 14min
b&w r $2.50. Registering, voting
straight or split. Indiana Univ. pro-
duction JH SH A

Blitzkrieg! rec COLREC 12" LP $4.98.

Walter Cronkite narrates chapter
from World War II. The voices of

Roosevelt, Churchill, Chamberlain,
Hitler and others are recorded. SH
C A

Boston: Birthplace of Liberty tape & si

CRESOC 20 color slides $8.95 tape,
57min 7V4ips dual track $6.20. A sound
tour of Boston's freedom trail, voices
of guides, incidental sound, portions
of services at Old North Church. JH

Debt to the Past mo MOODY 21min
col $190. A motivational film empha-
sizing our heritage handed down in

language, agriculture, transportation,
machinery, science, math, archi-
tecture, education, clocks-calendars,
astronomy, engineering, metal work-
ing, navigation, trade, government
and law. moral and spiritual concepts.
In preparation are separate 10-min
classroom instructional films partic-

ularizing this "debt" to Rome, Phoe-
nicia, Greece, Egypt. JH SH C A

You Are Tliere—Government Process
3mp MH 27min b&w $135. Selections

from the CBS TV series narrated by
Walter Cronkite. Titles: The Over-
throw of the Tweed Ring; Susan B.
Anthony Is Tried for Voting; The
Bank Holiday Crisis of 1933. SH C A

You Can Win Elections mp AFL-CIO
25min b&w r$3. Four steps essential

in door-to-door canvassing for votes.

How one person's vote may change
an election result. Produced by Roose-
v e 1 1 University and Independent
Voters of Illinois. JH SH A

SOCIAL STUDIES
History & Anthropology

\braham Lincoln's Life Through Post-

age Stamps sfs H-R $11. The life of

the Great Emancipator told via repro-
ductions of commemorative postage
stamps, and interesting narration.

Evaluated ESAVG 6/59. JH SH

\inerica and its Presidents 3 fs IVES
col set $15 ea S6. Washington through
Tyler; Polk Through Harrison; Mc-
Kinley through Eisenhower. El.

rhe American Revolution rec HEIR-
LOOM 12" LP $4.95. With teacher
notes and pupil pamphlet. Bill Bony-
on sings and narrates and Colonists
point of view and is answered with
vigor by the British counterpart, sung
by J. A. Scott. Music by the Mat-
tatuck Drum Band. JH-C

"he American Revolution: A Picture
History 6fs EBF avSOfr col set $36 ea

$6. Titles: Causes of the Revolution;
The War from Lexington to Prince-
ton; The Declaration of Independ-
ence; The War from Saratoga to Val-
ley Forge; The War at Sea; The War
in the South. Picture material is from
the magazine "American Heritage."
JH SH C A

Lmerlcan West (series) 6fs HAESELER
col $36 indiv $6.50. Titles: Exploring
the Louisiana Purchase and North-
west; Opening the West—-Explorers
and Trappers; Oregon Trail and Ore-
gon Country; Santa Fe Trail; Texas;
Mexican War, California; Gold Rush-
California.

California Stepping Stones 3rec IiE-

VENE LP set $17.50. Guide. Ten spi-

sodes in the history of California,

adapted from the Robert Kingery
Buell book. JH SH TT

Charlemagne and His Empire mp COR-
ONET 13Vimin col $137.50 b&w $75.

Taken on sites associated with the
great Frankish king. His conquests,
ties with the Roman Church, system
of government, role as preserver of

civilization. SH

China: Comunism in Asia fs NYTIMES
59fr b&w $2.50. Relations with the

Soviet Union, expansion targets, re-

view from birth of Republic to Mao.
SH C A

The Civil War Sfs EBF avSOfr col set

$48 ea $6. Titles: Causes of the Civil

War; From Bull Run to Antietam;
From Shilo to Vicksburg; The Civil

War at Sea; Gettysburg; Sherman's
March to the Sea; The Road to

Appomatox; The Reconstruction
Period. JH SH C A

The Dead Sea Scrolls mp FAMILY
16min col r$7.50 b&w r$5. Actual dis-

covery sites, and insights into the

lives of the Essenes who lived in the

Qumran and Ain Feshka area. Close-

up photography of the actual scrolls.

Writing materials used by the scribes,

site of parchment mcmulacture, con-

tinuing work on the discoveries. 1960.

JH SH A

Distant Journey (Ghetto Tereiln) mp
ARTKINO 95min r$45. Terror-strick-

en life of the Jews in Czechoslovakia

under the Hitler regime. Czech dia-

log, English superimposed titles. SH
C A

Early Americans 3fs DOWLING b&w
set $8 ea $3. Indian Tools (33fr); In-
dian Com (28fr); The Pioneer Fire
Room (30fr). El

Early Explorers of North America fltpix

AVENT 11x14" study prints set (8 col

8 b&w) $15. All original paintings and
drawings by Robt. C. Clark, staff

artist, L.A. County Museum. Elem JH

Early West 3fs DOWLING b&w set $8
ea $3. Gold Prospecting (33fr); Gold
Mining (44fr); Hide Curing (19fr). El

The England of Elizabeth mp IFB 26min
col $225. English countryside little

changed since 16th century, art treas-

ures, early maps, books, and arch-
tecture. SH C A

Exploring Ancient Cities mp FAMILY
14min col r$7.50 b&w r$5. Findings of

modern Biblical archeology related to

places and events told of in the Bible.
Locations include Dothan, Jericho
(O.T.), Byblos (Gebal), Baalbeck,
Petra (Sela), Tyre, Jerash (Gerassa),
Gibeon, Qumran, Ain Feshka, Dead
Sea Caves. 1960. Reviewed ESAVG
1/61 p38. JH SH A

The Face of Red China mp MH 54min
b&w $225. Communes, military train-

ing, primitive and modem production
methods contrasted, urban and village
life. CBS television photography, late

1958. Other titles in this "Project 20"

series include "Three, Two, One

—

Zero (Atom bomb) ; Nightmare in Red
(Russian Revolution); The Twisted
Cross (Hitler) ea 54min b&w $195.

SH C A

A UNITED NATIONS FILM

POWER

AMONG MEN
"Men build. Men destroy. Survfvfng men build

again. Sometimes ffiere fs no survival."

Power AMONG MEN is a film that deals with the ideas and purposes of the more than
90 countries that comprise the United Nations. It is a vivid portrayal of man's awesome
powers: the power to build; the power to destroy. How has he used these forces in the
past? How will he choose to use them in the future?

Available in 70 minutes and 4i minutes discussion version, color or block ond whit*.

Write for brochure.

LOUIS de ROCHEMONT ASSOCIATES FILM LIBRARY
267 West 25lh Street, Dept. ES. New York 1, New York ORegon S-S330
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Advertisement

HELPFUL BOOKS

ADMINISTERING AUDIO-VISUAL SERV-
ICES. By Carlton W. H. Erickson. Covers
administrative, supervisory, and tech-

nological problems, emphasizing com-
petent performance in all service as-

pects. 479 pp., illustrated. Macmillan
Company, 60-5th Ave., New York 11,

N. Y. $6.9S.

AUDIO - VISUAL MATERIALS: THEIR
NATURE AND USE. Revised Edition

By Waiter Arno Wittich and Charles
F. Schuiier. 570 pp. 249 Illustrations

14 Color Plates. Harper & Brothers
49 E. 33rd St., New York 16, N. Y.

1957. $6.50.

EDUCATORS GUIDE TO FREE FILM-
STRIPS. Compiled and Edited by Mary
Foley Horkhelmer and John W. Differ.

Thirteenth Annual Edition, 1961. Edu-
cators Progress Service, Dept. AVG,
Randolph, Wis. $6.00.

EDUCATORS GUIDE TO FREE TAPES,
SCRIPTS, AND TRANSCRIPTIONS. Com-
piled and Edited by Walter A. Wittich,

Ph.D., and Gertie Hanson Halsted,

M. A. Seventh Annual Edition. 1961.
Ethicators Progress Service, Dept.
AVG, Randolph, Wis. $5.75.

EDUCATORS GUIDE TO FREE FILMS.
Compiled and Edited by Mary Foley
Horkhelmer and John W. Differ. Edu-
cational Consultant, John Guy Fowl-
kes. 21st Annual Edition, 1961. Edu-
cators Progress Service, Dept. AVG,
Randolph, Wis. $9.00.

STANDARDS OF PHOTOPLAY AP-
PRECIATION. A Course of Study In

Photoplay Appreciation. By William
Lewin and Alexander Frailer. Illus-

trated. Educational & Recreational

Guides, Inc., 10 Brainerd Road, Sum-
mit, New Jersey. $4.75.

Man on the Land mp VWF 14min col
loan. Man's conquest of the soil told
in cartoon style with background of

narration and old-time ballads. El JH

The Man Without a Country sfs FFE
60fr 10" LP 20min col $15. Lt. PhiUp
Nolan, accused of collaboration in the
conspiracy of Aaron Burr, sentenced
to spend rest of his life on a U.S. war-
ship. Yale University School of
Drama. SH

Meanwhile, Back on Earth mp ANRC
13%min b&w. Civil War past and
space age future are related to human-
itarian needs and medical progress of
the present. Battle of Antietam re-
created. Role of Clara Barton. JH SH
A

Medieval Times: Role of the Church mp
CORONET layzmin col $137.50 b&w
$75. Costumed re-enactments, au-
thentic sites and costuming. SH

Meet Mr. Lincoln mp EBF 27min b&w
$150. Lincoln's life as president, as
seen by his contemporaries, shown by
means of still photos and graphic
material of the period. Originally an
NBC telecast. JH SH C A

Xew Lives for Old mp ETS 20min col
$210. Cultural anthropological study
of changes in life patterns of the
Manus people of the Admiralty Is-

lands and their adaptation during a
25-year span. JH SH

The Northwest Ordinance and The Mis-
souri Compromise rec ENRICHMENT
LP. Landmark books, American
Documents series. Evaluated ESAVG
2/61. JHSH

Our Presidents n 9fs EYEGATE col
$25. Cleveland through Truman. Int
JH

The Plantation South mp EBF 16min
col $180 b&w $90. The plantation sys-
tem, economics, living conditions, so-
cial basis of attitudes. JH SH C

Plymoutli Colony: The First Year mp
CORONET 16min col $165 b&w $90.

Photographed in the authentically re-

constructed Plymouth Plantation and
on board the Mayflower II, The strug-
gle for survival, and for the establish-

ment of principles of freedom and de-
mocracy in the new world. Int JH SH

Poland and the Soviet Power, mp EBF
22min col $300 b&w $150. Economic
and cultural forces that have shaped
the nation's policies. Changes since

1939. Shows influence of the Soviet
Union on communist-dominated na-
tions. JH SH C A

Portfolio of American Presidents flat

pictures IVES 8y4Xl0%" col. $2.95.

Portraits in characteristic pose of 33
presidents from Washington to Eisen-
hower, with Kennedy promised as
bonus. Biography on back of each.
El JH

Portrait of Adiai Stevenson rec SPOK-
EN LP. Former governor and ex-
presidential candidate interviewed ad
lib, recounts amusing adventures and
outlines his viewpoint on many po-
litical issues, Reviewed ESAVG 1/61

p37. SH C A

Power Among Men mp LdR 90 min or
46min. col b&w apply. A United Na-
tions film on the theme "Men Build.
Men destroy. Surviving men build
again. Sometimes there is no surviv-
al." Discussion version runs 46 min-
utes, SH C A

The Price of Freedom mp BROADMAN
8min b&w r$3. Dramatic presentation
of struggle by early Baptists for re-
ligious freedom. JH SH A

The Pugnacious Sailing Master mp
NAAJS 30min b&w r$8.50. Successful
fight by Commander Uriah P. Levy
to abolish corporal punishment in the
U.S. Navy; his struggle against anti-
Semitism. JH - A

Queensland Centennary Story mp ANIE
21min b&w $60 r$3. History and de-
velopment of Queensland (Australia)
SH C

The Rayattam mp FILM IMAGES If

min b&w $95. Documentary film de-
picting ancient dance worship ir

south India. C A

The Revolution rec COLREC 12" LI
with 62p book $10. A cantata basec
on music of the American colonist;

|

during the years 1775-1800. Orchestra
vocal soloists and chorus presen
marches, dance music, hymns, lovi

songs and descriptive composition
The book is by Arthur M. Schlesinger
Sr., with special articles by Rober
Graves and Marshall B. Davidson
Over 100 illustrations. JH-A

The Rise of Organized Labor mp MI
18min b&w $110. Traces growth fron
Knights of Labor through AFL-CIC
SH C A

Roman Life in Ancient Pompeii m
SUTHERLAND 16min col $150. A
almost perfectly preserved section i

the ancient city provides the settin

for a tour under guidance of a gii

who might have been very much lik

those who lived there of old. JH SI

C A

Russia and the Satellite Empire f

NYTIMES 58fr b&w $2.50. Role, con
tributions to Soviet resources, his

tory, international relations. SH

Sir John MacDonald 2fs BOWMAv
captioned col $5 ea. Life and times (

leading worker for confederation i

the provinces. Canadian history. SH
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Song of the Civil War rec FOLKWAYS
2LP $11.90; integrated with profusely

illustrated 320p book, Columbia Univ.

press $7.95; both $17.95. jh sh A

Songs of the Spanish Civil War rec

FOLKWAYS 12" LP $5.95. Includes

Songs of the Lincoln Battalion and
(in German) Six Songs for Democ-
racy. Complete texts in English,

Spanish, German. Introductions by
Norman Corwin and Paul Robeson.
SH C A

Songs of Yankee Whaling rec HEIR-
LOOM 12" LP $4.95. Sounds and songs

of a whaling voyage; correlates with
American Heritage junior library

book "The Story of Yankee Whaling."
JH-A

\ Stillness at Appomattox rec LIBRA-
PHONE 16rpm $8.95. Bruce Catton's

Pulitzer Prize history read by Bill

Lazar. Suggested for integration of

social studies and literature. SH C

rhe Story of Time mp BIRAD lOmin
col $125 b&w $50. Award-winning
classic again available either with
narration or in original version with
music background only. JH-A

rippecanoe and Tyler Too mp VIR-
GINIA 12min b&w $50 r$2 1961. The
presidential campaign of 1840. Youth,
political growth and achievements
in White House of Harrison and
Tyler. JH SH C

True Story of the Civil War mp MR
33mui b&w $165. Made up mainly of

the famous Matthew Brady still pho-
tographs. 1956 Academy Award win-
ner. SH C

Toward the Unexplored; Trial at

Nuremberg; Turn of the Century;
Victory Over Polio; War in China:
1932-45; War in Spain; Wilson's Fight

for Peace. JH SH C A

Using Maps in Political Science Instruc-

tion: Col. A. A. Jordan, Jr. I960. Bpp
50c. DENOYER.

Vega-Milie Operating Manual. Techni-

cal guide to best results with cordless

microphone. 20pp free VEGA.

Vision Quest mp MONSTATE 30min
col $210 b&w $125 r$6. Plains-Plateau
Indian boy, 14, seeks guardian spirit

on entrance to manhood. Emphasis
on the religious character of the na-

tive American and the significance of

his natural environment in shaping
his spiritual beliefs. Int JH SH C A

Wagons West mp NYLIFE 13%min
b&w loan. The trek of the "fifty-

niners" who retrace the path of the

pioneers along the Oregon Trail with
mule-drawn covered wagons, against

the modern background of diesel

trains and a food air-drop by National
Guard planes. Thirty men, women
and children trek from Independence,
Mo., to Independence, Ore. JH-A

The War of 1812 mp MH 15min col $175

b&w $90. Causes, blockade, impress-

ment, frontier forts, military and
naval actions. JH SH

The Warsaw Ghetto mp NYBR 28min
b&w r$10. Kinescope, CBS 1959.

Heroic resistance of Jewish popula-

tion 1939-1943 documented by 79

photographs the German General
Staff sent to Adolf Hitler. JH SH A

Winston Churchill: The Valiant Years
(series) mp ASSOCIATION loan.

Documentaries originally telecast over
ABC-TV, sponsored by Edward Dal-
ton Co. (Metrocal). Titles: Dunkiric!;

Struggle at Sea; The Turning of the
Tide; The French Agony; D-Day; The
Ravens Remain. SH C A only.

World of Maps. 1961 composite catalog

of maps and globes, 27p free DE-
NOYER

World War I (series) 3mp CORONET
b&w. a) The Background (ISV^min
$75) deals with European power con-
flicts 1870 to 1914; b) The War Years
13%min $75) gives the war story up
to the Armistice; c) Building the
Peace (llmin $60) shows that the re-

construction of a war-torn Europe
harbored the very germs of the still

more terrible war that followed. SH

World War I: The Background mp
CORONET 13%min b&w $75. From
1870 to 1914. Balkan conflicts, Sara-
jevo. SH

World War I: Building the Peace mp
CORONET llmin b&w $60. Newsreel
footage of peace conference; the
Treaty of Versailles as a series of
compromises. League of Nations. SH

You Are There—American Colonies 9-

mp MH 27min b&w $137. Selections
from CBS TV series. The Salem
Witch Trials; Boston Massacre; Bos-
ton Tea Party; The Resolve of Pat-
rick Henry; Signing of the Declara-
tion of Independence; Washington
Crosses the Delaware; Benedict
Arnold's Plot; Surrender of Com-
waliis; Washington's Farewell to His
Officers. JH SH C A

.Ventieth Century 7mp MH 27min
b&w $135. Produced and telecast by
CBS. Titles: War in China, 1932 to
1945; Victory Over Polio; F.B.I.;

Gandhi; FDR—Third Term to Pearl
Harbor; Mussolini; Toward the Un-
explored; also Man of the Century,
ChurchiU 54min $250, SH C A

'nited States Expansion: Settling the
West (1853-1890). mp CORONET 13y4
min col $137.50 b&w $75. Advance by
miner, rancher, farmer, homesteader
visualized through re-enactments on
original locations. From Iowa and
Missouri to the mountain ranges of
California and Oregon. SH JH

wentieth Century 23mp MH 26min
b&w $135. Selected from award-win-
ning CBS TV series. Titles: Ataturk,
Father of Modern Turkey; Auto Biog-
raphy; Crisis at Munich; Dust Bowl
The Fall of China; F.B.I.; FDR; Third
Term to Pearl Harbor; From Kaiser
to Fuehrer; Gandhi; Goering; Man of
the Century: Churchill; Mussolini;
Revolt in Hungary; The Movies Learn
to Talk; The Times of Teddy Roose-
velt; The Week that Shook the World;

The Wliite House: Past and Present mp
CORONET 13%min col $137.50 b&w
$75. The camera moves right into the

present presidential dwelling, and al-

so reconstructs the colorful history of

the mansion. Int JH SH

The White House Story mp STERLED
50min b&w $220. Part I: First Plans

Through Garfield Assassination (25-

min $110). Part 11: Cleveland Ad-
ministration Through Kennedy In-

auguration.

Mil lALM «••- r*- KIEIN

^^ ••«» VM. V—Mfn rrnwiiTTiM missaccs

^§ tAMCMiAT SUMS

MAKE YOUR

OWN SLIDES

on your own

TYPEWRITER

by uiing

RADIO-MATS

Ragular >iz« 3V4x4 or th«

Sold by Audio • Visual.

Supply Dealers. For FREE

RADIO-MAT SLIDE C
Hi Oakridg* Blvd., Do)

N«w Duplex 2x3.
Photo & Thoair*

SAMPLE writ*—

O., Dept. V,
ffona B«ach, Fta.

FILMS ABOUT FILMS

• FACTS ABOUT FILM

(12 min. color $125)
Preventive film care

• FACTS ABOUT PROJECTION
( 16 min. color $165)
How to achieve "professional screenings"

• THE AUDIO-VISUAL SUPERVISOR
( 18 min. color $185)

Objectives and responsibilities of AV
depts.

• FILM RESEARCH AND LEARNING
( 14 min. b&w $78)
How classroom films improve learning

• THE VISION-STRIP AV CLASSROOM
( 14 min. b&w $78)
Modern classrooms for teaching efficiency

Rent or borrow these films from your usual

source. Purchase from

INTERNATIONAL FILM BUREAU
INC.

332 S. Michigan A ve. I Chicago 4, III.
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You Are There—America's Growth 6mp
MH 27min b&w $135. Selections from
the CBS TV seriej: EH Whitney In-

vents the Cotton Gin; The Hamilton-
Burr Duel; Webster's Sacrifice to

Save the Union; Completion of the

First Transcontinental Railroad; Ad-
miral Dewey's Victory at Manilla;

The First Flight of the Wright Broth-

ers. JH SH C A

You Are There (Civil War) mp MH ea

27 min b&w $137. Titles: The Death of

Stonewall Jackson; Grant and Lee at

Appomattox; The Capture of John
Wilkes Booth; The Fall of Fort Sum-
ter; The Heroism of Clara Barton, the

Emancipation Proclamation. JH SH C

You Are There—Old World History

6mp MH 27min b&w $135. Walter
Cronkite narrates CBS TV series.

Titles: Death of Socrates; Triumph of

Alexander the Great; Final Hours of

Joan of Arc; Last Day of an English

Queen; The Tragedy of John Miiton;

Napoleon's Return from Elba. SH C A

You Are There—World War I-II. 8mp
MH 27min b&w $135. Selections from
the CBS series. Titles: The Secret

Message That Plunged America Into

World War I; The First Moscow
Purge Trials; The Rise of Adolf Hit-

ler; Chamberlain at Munich; Hitler

Invades Poland; Dec. 7, 1941; D-Day;
Liberation of Paris. SH C A

The Young Lincoln (series) 5mp MH
27-30 min b&w ea $135. Ford Founda-
tion TV-Radio Workshop productions.

Titles: New Salem; Ann Rutledge;

The End and the Beginning; Growing
Up; Nancy Hanks. SH C

For Teachers of

SOCIAL STUDIES.

GEOGRAPHY.

SCIENCES. HISTORY
and others

FILMS FROM

FOR RENTAL OR PURCHASE

A wide choice of sound films in color and

black & white, about the tascinating land

"Down Under." Free illustrated cataloe

AUSTRALIAN NEWS & INFORMATION BUREAU
630 Fifth Ave., Suita 414 • New York 20, N. Y.

lUmhtiltJ I'.tmfjhUli and brochnies alio aiailabU

SOCIAL PROBLEMS
The American Jew mp ADL 45min b&w

apply. The story of the Jew in the

U.S. and his contributions to Ameri-
can civilization. CBS telecast 1958.

HS C A

Arbitration In Action mp AFL-CIO 58

min b&w r$5. Final step in differences

between trade union and management
over discharge of a worker. Open end,
discussion film.

Big City—1980 mp CAROUSEL 54min
b&w $250. Scientists look into the
uncertain future of America's concen-
trated population centers when this

country shall become 95% urbanized
Brazil's new capital; Philadelphia's
bold city planning. Massachusetts In-

stitute of Technology study. SH C A

Boycott mp POAU 30min b&w. What
happened in a New England town
when a member of the local school
board would not vote money for buses
for a parochial school. (Evaluated
ESAVG 3/61 pl42) SH C A

Boy with a Knife mp IFB 19min b&w
$95. The boys' gang as a source of
reassurance and security in a mantle
of "toughness." How a group worker
approaches young gang headed for

delinquency, obstacles, limitations to

attempted solutions. Sponsored by
Los Angeles Community Chest. SH
C A TT

Children of Change mp IFB 16min b&w
$150. Relationship of delinquency to

the stress on children in homes where
the mother works outside the home.
Basic social causes. Suggested solu-

tions, the day-care center and its

problems. A C SH

Employees Only mp HUGHES 13%min
b&w loan. (Complete integration of

the physically handicapped; film
stresses their adaptability, reliability

and safety records; 1959 Academy
Award nominee. SH C A

Exposure mp CONTEMPORARY 9m in

b&w $30. 'The urgency of the refugee
and displaced persons plight. SH C A

Face of the South mp BFC 29min b&w
".

. . dealing with historical, cultural,

economic and interracial development
simply wonderful in its homespun,
hard-grained sensibility" (NY Times).
Evaluated ESAVG 3/61, pl42). JH-A

A Family Affair mp PICBUS 19min col

loan. A California industry promotes
recruitment of skilled personnel by
showing the living advantages of its

area (Collins Radio). SH C A

For White Christians Only mp ADL r

apply. Kinescope of an NBC brief-

ing session on conditions in a housing
development. SH C A

The Golden Years mp FJPNY 14min
b&w loan 1960. Vocational rehabilita-

tion of 63-year old man in a Work-
shop Vocational Center for disabled
aged people. SH C

Indian Summer mp FOLKFILMS 28min
b&w apply. An old farmer resists

eviction from land wanted for a dam
site. JH SH C

The Integration Issue fs NYTIMES 57fr
b&w $2,50, with discussion manual.
History and background of a century
of struggle. Focus is on schools but
civil rights, and changing patterns in

the fabric of the American freedom
image are also treated. JH-A

Labor-Management Relations 4fs STAN-
BOW b&w captioned set $13.30 indiv
@i $3.50. Titles: Management; Labor;
Government and Labor; Collective
Bargaining. SH C A

A Little Bit More mp ANRC 13% min
b&w loan. How people get more out

of life by helping their fellowmen
through the Red Cross. Ralph Bel-

lamy narrates story of how a neigh-
borhood rallies in support of serious-

ly ill wife of an Army sergeant. JH
SH A

Man Enough for the Job mp ORLEANS
25min col $250. A city youth's adapta-

tion to 4-H and other aspects of rural

community life. The boy grows in

self-reliance, and family and social

responsibility. (Special footage show-
ing any given state's representatives

at the 4-H national conference ir

Washington, D. C, is available foi

localizing the film's impact.) JH SH A

Population Patterns in the United Stater
|

mp CORONET llmin col $110 b&vi i

$60. Broad introduction is foUowet I

by specifics of the 1960 census, shift

ing density, changes in birth am
death rates, infantmortality, life span
immigration. Current problems. JI
SH

Preparation for the Later Years: Finani

cial Planning mp DYNAMIC 30mil

b&w $190 r$12.50. Employees over 4
are shown financial problems ahea<

in dramatized three-generation dis

cussion film. A

Prominent American Negro Series V

tapes or rec OPINST Series of 30

minute lectures on 3% ips tape o

12" LP rec ea $5.95. Participants ii

this "Sounds of Learning" series in

elude W. Montague Cobb, M.D.; Les

ter B. Granger; Thurgood Marshall

James M. Nabrit; Carl T. Rowan; Ro;

Wilkins; Benjamin E. Mays; Asa 1

Spaulding; A. Philip Randolph, ani

William G. Walker. SH C A

Raw Material mp IFB 27min b&w $12!

Rehabilitation of former prison in

mates dramatized. NFBC productior

C A
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rhe WHO-nilAT-WHERE of 1960-1961 Audiovisual Releases

ANNUAL BLUE BOOK
of Audiovisual Materials

With leading audiovisual education administrators—the BLUE BOOK
is the most authoritative, accurate source of information in handy, con-
venient form.

No matter your field of interest, the BLUE BOOK has what you're

looking for. For instance—16mm films, fiknstrips, slide sets and educa-
tional recordings—are classified by subject area for quick reference. You
get title, type of material, length, silent and sound, color or black and
white, television clearance, sale and/or rental price, primary source of dis-

tribution, release date, content desciption, and recommended age level.

Subjects cover everything from education to entertainment . . . from
the sciences to social problems . . . from human or animal medicine to

home economics . . . civics to agriculture . . . mathematics to the arts—

to mental health.

You'll find it all—ami more for use all year—in the new 35th edition

of the Annual BLUE BOOK . . . listed, classified, indexed . . . the new
offerings released during the past academic year.

Fill Out and Mail Coupon TODAY

the ONE source book
fhof covers ALL the

major materials and
teaching aids, grouped
under appropriate

subject headings

only $]00

The Ideal Combination
Every subscriber to Educational

Screen and Audiovisual Guide gets

the BLUE BOOK. To keep your

BLUE BOOK up to date, each
monthly issue of the magazine
carries a special section of listings

of new audiovisual materials In the

same helpful format as in the

BLUE BOOK.
Each Annual BLUE BOOK costs

only $1.00 each, flowever, as a
subscriber we are making you a
low priced combination offer de-

tailed in the following coupon:

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN & AUDIOVISUAL GUIDE ch"go M!"ml"
'""'' *""'

Please send the BLUE BOOK OF AUDIOVISUAL MATERIALS as checked below:

OTHER

SPECIAL

OFFERS

TO HELP

YOU Name

.

.copies, 1961 issue at $1 copies, 1959 issue at $1

.copies, 1960 issue at $1 copies, 1957 issue at $1

.copies of the 28th annual (cumulative) Issue at $2.

.copies of all seven—Special Combination Offer——at $6 ($8 value)

.copies, 1956 issue at $1

.copies, 1955 Issue at $1

Address

.

City & Zone State

.

n Checic here if Interested in bullc rotes.

D Checic here if you wish to be billed, for

payment later. (We prepay postage If

remittance accompanies order.)
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Stik*a •letter^
PROFESSIONAL

LEHERING

TECHNIQUE ,i?S?

Write for literature

Stik-a-letter Co. Rt. 2, box 1400, EscondidoTcauf.

FREE
Allied
444-PA6E 1961

ELECTRONICS

CATALOG

SAVE MOST on language
labs. Stereo hi-fi, record-

ing and phono equipment,
school sound systems,
training kits, electronic
parts. Write for Catalog.

ALLIED RADIO
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, III.

"THIS TAPE IS

REALLY STRONG"
. . . That's what you'll say when you
try to break or tear it. 50 times stronger;

better fidelity. Guaranteed. Try this in-

troductory offerl

MAGNETIC RECORDING TAPE
Cot. No. 1200-M, 1200 ft. reels —

12 for 21.50 or 2.00 each
Cat. No. 600-M, 600 ft. reels —

12 for 15.00 or 1.50 each

Order from:

SUPER TAPE SALES
p. O. Box 145

Gaithersburg, Maryland

Right at Home mp TRAFCO 28%inin
col $195 r$10. Elderly retired couple
decides against coming to live with
married daughter. SH C A

Boycott mp POAU 30min b&w. What
happtned in a New England town
when a member of the local school
board would not vote money for buses

The Sounds of Learrning 26 rec&tapes
OPINST ea $7.50. Series of 30minute
lectures on either 3%ips tape or 12"

LP by leading public figures: Adlai
Stevenson, Dag Hammarskjold, Rich-
ard Nixon, Thurgood Marshall, Roy
Wilkins, etc. SH C A

The Trial mp CONTEMPORARY 76min
b&w r$45. Trial of group of Jews in
small Hungarian village on charge of
ritual murder. Produced by G. W.
Pabst, 1952. German, with English
sup-titles. JH SH C A

Water mp COLUPRES 15min col apply.
The animated film, produced for the
U.N., deals with problems implicit in
a world water crisis, and shows nu-
merous aspects of water conservation.
SH C A

Way to a New World mp ANIB 20min
b&w $60 r$3. Developments in Papua
and New Guinea towards a modem
society. SH C A

The "¥" That Wouldn't Die mp YMCA
lOmin sd col $28. Thousands of young
Koreans find life and hope even in
the ruins of the burned out YMCA at

Seoul. A phase of the "Buildings for
Brotherhood program. SH A

Children of the Sun mp HARRISON
lOmin col $120 r$15. Award winning
cartoon with originial music score by
Pablo Casals, shows children well fed
and loved in contrast to the underfed,
neglected and unloved children in
the needy countries of the world. Pr-
JH

NEW PUBLICATIONS

And TV too! Status and use of "the 21-
inch screen"; 64p $1.25. Write direct.
NEA

Catalog of Mental Health Board Films
1961-1962. 16p free IFB

Coronet's 1961-1962 film catalog marks
a peak in this type of publication. Its
120 pages describe more than 1000
films, 69 of them listed for the first
time. Many of the illustrations are in
4-color to bring out the fact that
nearly all Coronet releases can be
had in both color and b&w. A must
for every film user. Free. CORONET.

Film Planning. A guide for voluntary
agencies on production, financing,
promotion, distribution and evalua-
tion of audiovisuals. 24p $1. Order
direct from National Health Council,
1790 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.

Films on Asia Available in Canada and!
New Films From Britain are two pub-
lications our Canadian readers will

want to get free from the Canadiar
Film Institute, 1762 Carling Ave., Ot-
tawa 3, Ont. Write direct.

For more information on the materials in this issue, clip the coupons and send them to

EDSCREEN & AVGUIDE, Readers' Service Dept., 2000 Lincoln Park West, Chicago 14, Illinois.

Please send me more information about^

which is announced or advertised on page_
EDSCREEN & AVGUIDE.

My Name-_

^of this issue of

Address-

Please send me more information about_

which is announced or advertised on page—
EDSCREEN & AVGUIDE.

My Name-

_of this issue c

Address-
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^ilms for Classroom Vse, 1961 catalog

of films selected and classified by the

Advisory Committee on the Use of

Motion Pictures in Education. Nearly
200 excerpts from major theatrical

releases re-edited by educator com-
mittees for specific study areas. Lists

also more than a hundred theatrical

features from which 8x10 glossy study
prints may be purchased. 86p Free
TFC.

'llms for Teachers (listl on various
techniques and skills; also Films for

your PTA g:roups. free. IFB.

'ilms for the Study and Enjoyment of

Art and Music. Descriptive catalog
and index, 57pp free. IFB

retting: Acquainted with the Microscope:
Julian D. Corrigan, 35p 50c. B&L

.istening Library of Literature, Drama,
Great Music Instructional Recordings.
Costly albums may now be rented at

low rate. 1961 catalog. 52p free LIB-
RAPHONE.

61 Supplement to Indiana V Film
Catalog adds 650 new titles, and pro-
vides separate listings for tlie NET
and the University's own productions.
Free. Write direct. INDIANA

1 a n n i n g Schools for New Media
(NDEA project report) Amo deBer-
nardis, et al. Designed to assist school
boards, administrators, architects. $1.

Write Direct to Portland State Col-
lege, Division of Education, Portland,
Ore.

Pocltet Guide to Free Films 32pp free.

Also supplement listing titles availa-

ble only to adult audiences. MODERN.

Press Photography: Robert B. Rhode
and Floyd H. McCall. While written
for the working newsman, this very
practical yet highly challenging
treatise should be of inestimable val-

ue to any schoolman ever tempted to

touch a camera. The many photos,

frequently Pulitzer prize winners,
are a course of instruction in them-
selves. 1961. 244p. $6. MACMILLAN.

Smithsonian Traveling Exhibits Catalog
for 1961-1962 lists 55 now available

(of which 33 are new). Free. Write
direct to Smithsonian Institution,

Traveling Exhibit Servce, Washing-
ton 25, D. C.

Transparent Mathematics Models. Color
brochure illustrated many non-pro-
jected devices for visualizing math
and geometry. Guenther-Hermann
line. Free. LAPINE

Audio-Visual Education: A. Foy Cross
and Irene F. Cypher. New presenta-
tion with many new ideas. Defini-
tions, TV, films, and separate chapters
on each of the principal categories of
materials and techniques. Good sec-

tions on planning and equipping—and
on the role of AV in international

education. 1961 550p $7.25 CROWELL.

The Why, What and When of Audio
Visuals, a report to the Association
of National Advertisers, by its A-V
Committee. 1961 39p $5 to non-mem-
bers. Write direct: A.N.A., 155 E. 44th
St., New York 17, N. Y.

Yesterday, Blueprint for Today. Outline
for application of 14 films to program
of Christian education. 30p free CON-
CORDIA.

After 8 years still going strong

with many refill orders

"NAVAJO DANCERS"
Write for alternate preview dotes. Pro-

duced and photographed by Chief Hail-

storm. Genuine Navajo Indions. Authentic

tribal music.

11 minutes — Color — S100

CHIEF HAILSTORM FILM PRODUCTIONS
P. O. Box 494 Alhambro, Calif.

ENJOY clearer, brighter
picture and sound
PROTECT you film

and projector
The LINDAU Cleaner
electrostatically clears your motion pic-
ture film of dust and grit before It

reacties the aperture

For BAH, RCA (A QC
(Specify which) y#iT3

LINDAU FILM CLEANER CO.,
P.O. Box 483, Lolce Forest, III.

CLASSIFIED

16IVIM Optical Recorder — variable den-
sity—custom made—excellent quality,

used, sacrifice price. LaSalle Camera
Co., 133 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago,
111.

For more information on the materials in this issue, clip the coupons and send them to

EDSCREEN & AVGUIDE, Readers' Service Dept., 2000 Lincoln Park West, Chicago 14, Illinois.

ase send me more information about-
I

H
Please send me more information about^

I

ch is announced or advertised on page_
iCREEN & AVGUIDE.

Nome

I

_of this issue of j which is announced or advertised on page of this issue of

EDSCREEN & AVGUIDE.

I

I My Name

j Address-

I
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ALPHABETICAL TITLE INDEX

This is a listing by title, of all the materials appearing in this edition of the BLUE BOOK

Abraham Linccln't Life

Through Postage Stamp . . . .449

About Trees 437

Active French for the

Longuage Laboratory 424

Advanced Reading Skills .... .414

The Advance of Communism. . . .447

Actventure at Harrison Creek . .444

Adventures in Music 430

Africa 432

Africa 444

Africo Awokens—Modem
Nigeria 447

Africa U My Home 448

Airplanes Work For Us 421

A is for Architecture 412

ALA Program for Progress 414

Alaska and Its Natural
Resources 444

Alaska—49^h State 444

Alaska Game Hunt 430

Aloska: U.S.A 444

America and Its Presidents . . .449
Americon Harvest 443

The American Jew 452

The Americon Revolution 449

The American Revolution:

A Picture History 449

American West 449

Ancient Cities of the East 444

And No Bells Ring 416

And TV Too! 454

Anger at Work 429

Animols in o Micro-Universe. . .440

Animals That Fly 437

Animals Useful to Man 443

Ansel Adams, Photographer ... .413

Apporatus Drawings Project . .442

Aprende a Escribir 424

Arbitration in Action 452

Archery Fundamentals 430

Arid Lands 411

Arthropods 440
The Art of Metal Sculpture ...412

Asteroids, Comets and
Meteorites 437

The Astronomer 437

Atlontic Region 444

Audio-Visual Education 455

The Australian National
University 414

Australion Week-End 444

Australia in the Geophysical
Year 437

Australia Today 444

Automotive Electricity for

Military Vehicles 421

Autumn Color 41 2

B

Backfire 443

Backlash 432

Bacteriology Demonstrations . . .440

The Bollet of Romeo and

Juliet 41«

Ballistic and Spoce Vehicle
Systems 442

Baseball Vacation 431

Bosic Russion Through

Conversation 424

Basic Russian Through

Conversation 426

Basic Weather 437

Bouernoolk in der Bergen 424

Before the Day 448

Before They Say *'l Do" 418

Beginning Audio Lingual

Materiols 424

Beginning French Conversation .424

Beginning Lip Reading 416

Beginning Spanish 424

Beginning Tennis 431

Behavior Problems in Elementary

School Children 416

Below the High Plain 448

Ben Franklin on Salesmanship , .414

Ben Franklin Sells Today 414

Berl itz-Pathescope French
Course 424

Bermuda 444

Bertrand Russell Discusses . . . .426

Better Church Buildings 432

Between Two Eternities 432

Beyond a Doubt 432

Bible Backgrounds 432

The Bible Londs 444

The Bible Stories 432

Bible Stories in 3-D 432

Biblicol Slides 432

The Big Bakery 443

Big City—1980 452

Big League Soldering 421

Big Man on the Campus 432

Big Medicine 426

Biography of a Ccmcer 428

Biological Science 440

Biological Techniques 440

Biology and Control of the
Cockroach 440

Biology and Control of

Domestic Mosquitos 419

Biology Program 440

Birds and Their Characteristics .440

Black and White in South
Africa 448

Black Widow Spider 440

Blitzkrieg! 449

Blood and Fire 432

Boston: Birthplace of Liberty . .449

Boycott 452

A Boy Nomed Ami 429

The Boy Who Would Not Donee 412

Boy With a Knife 452

The Brain is the Reason 432

Bread 421

Bread on the Water 432

Breaking the Delegation Barrier 414

Break Through 432

Breaking Jopcm's Barriers . .432

Brightest Night 432

Britain 444

Broken Dolt 419

Broth of a Boy 41

8

The Builders 448

Building For Christian
Experience 432

Building the Church in India ..432

Building Union Participation

in Politics 448

California and Its Natural
Resources 444

California Stepping Stones ....449

Called To Serve 418

Comeras and Ccfreers 418

Canada's Royal Canadian
Mounted Police 448

Can America Afford Better

Schools? 416

Canberro Today and Tomorrow .444

The Case of the Missing
Magnets 414

Cotholic Education Series . . . .432

Catalog of Mental Health Films 454

Ceylon, the Resplendent Land . .444

Chalk and Cholkboords 416

The Challenge 419

The Challenge 443

Challenge of Capitalism 443

The Challenge of Leadership . . .414

The Changing Forest 440

Changing of the Guord 419

Chontors en Francois 424

Charlemagne and His Empire .449

The Check Collection Process .414
Chemical Changes All About Us 437

Chemistry Laboratory Techniques 442

Chemistry of Water 442

The Chick Embryo 440

Chick Embryo Explanation . . . .440

A Child of Hawaii 444

Children of Change 452

Children and the Church in

Latin America

Children and Their Pictures . . .412

The Children's Almanac 430

Children's School Stories 426
China: Communism in Asia . .449

The Chinese Village 426

Chlorine—A Representative
Halogen 442

Christian Adults In Today's
World 432

Christian Teens' Faith for Living 432

Christmas Carols 433

The Church at the Campus 432

Church Music 430

Circus 413

City Driving 419

Civil Defense in Schools 412

The Civil War 449

Classics That Mode the Hit

Parade 430

Classifying Plonts end Animals .440

Classroom Courses in Russion,

German, French, Sponish
(American) 424

Clothed in Color 429

Color and Light .437

Colors Are Useful 440

Combustion 442

A Community Keeps Healthy . . .419

Community Mental Health 429

The Concept and Principles of

Functionol Drafting 421

Confidence Because . . . You
Understand Menstruation ....419

Conquest 428

Conquest of Darkness 433

Conquest of the Rivers 446

Conservation 443

Conserving Our Forests Today .448

Conserving Our Soil Today ... .41

Conservotton of Soil 4*

The Constont Search 4'

The Constitution and Fair

Procedure 4*

Consumers Wont to Know ... .4!

Controlling Atomic Energy 4*

Copland: "Rodeo" and "Billy

the Kid" 4;

Copland: The Second Hurricar>« A',

The Corn Former 41

Coronet's 1961-62 Film Cotolog 4!

Cotton in Today's World 41

Cotton Worehousing 41

The Cowboy 4^

Crayfish Anatomy 4*

Creating With Tronsporencies .4'

Creotive Hands 4'

Cuba: Coribbecm Powder Keg . .4*

A Cup of Cocoo 4*

Dorion's World of Nature . ,

Dovidos

David Einhorn

A Day ot the Federol Reserve

Bonk of Cleveland

Day For Witness

The Dead Sea Scrolls

Deoth in the Areno

Debt to the Past

Decisions and the Sands of

Time

The Desert

Developing Your Personality .

.

Digestion In Our Bodies

The Disordered Mind

Distant Journey

The Donegal Piper

Dramatize Your Teaching . . . .

The Dust Is Dying

Eorly Americans

Early Explorers of North

America

Early West

The Earth

Earthworm Anatomy

Easter in the Fomily

Eclipse of the Sun

Eddie, Inc

Editing Synchronous Sound .

.

Education in Essentials

An Egyption Villoge

8mm Color Cartoons

8mm Sound Cartoons

Eight Steps to Peace

Electrical Safety in the Home
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Electricity in Our Lives 437

electricity—Principles of Sofety 419

Electromagnets 442

Electronic Loboratory 442

Electronics At Work 442

Electronic Vote Tallying System 448

lementary Science Charts 437

•lementary Science Course 437
rtementary Science
Tronsporencies 437

:mily Corr 412

Employees Only . 452

nomeling Art 41

2

n Bretogne 424

n Clasce 424

nergy Does Work 437
nergy ond Its Forms 437

ngineer in a Fur Coat 437

tie Englanti of Elizabeth . . . .449

scope From the Cage 429

stablishing Work Standards in

Sampling 414

rernoi Children 429

uropean Lands 444

uropean Travel 444

i^erybody's Wedein 431

/eryday Electricity 442

eryday Life and Language in

Germany 424
loltotion . 433
(plaining Matter: Chemical
Chonge 442

(plorjng Ancient Cities 449
tploring By Satellite 437

tploring Electromagnetic
E««'gy 442
:plering the Ocean 437
ploring World Cultures 445

pressionism 412
po«ure 452

tending Our Senses 437

! Face of Red China 449
e of the South 452

:es and Fortunes 41 3

ry Tales for the Primary
~rodes 431

! Foith of Yuan Tcri 433
Family Affair 452
nily Circus 418
nily Financial Independence .414
nily of Free China 445
nily of Ghana 445
nily in Tokyo 445
Off Jingle 433
Federal Reserve Bank ond
»« 443

» o' Cloy 433
c« Building, The Modern
^^ 411

Planning 454
Research and Learning ...416

Film and You 416
IS for Classroom Use 455
« for Study of Art and

^«»'< 455
IS for Teochers 455
It on Asia Available in
moda 454
Fine Arts 412
in Town 420
S«l»nee 433
Adventures in Space 437
*• E«" 426
Experiments With Air . .438
Monned Space Flight From
>p« Canoveral 45O
lf«or French 424
ond Their CharcKteristics ..441
Films of Worship 433
Little Pups 431

$t»pt to the Jets ...421

For a Closer Walk With God . 433
Folk Music of the Newport

Folk Festival 430

Folk Songs of American History .430

Follow Me, Girls 414

Food for Freddy 420
A Foreign Lemguage 424

Foreign Language Newsreels . . .424

The Forest 443

Formulas in Mathematics 428
Forms of Music—Instrumentol ..430

For White Christians Only 452
The 4-H Leader 41

1

Fractions: Finding the Contmon
Denominotor 428

French and Spanish Folk Songs .424

French for Beginners 424
French for Children 424

French-produced Geography
Films 424

French Songs 424

Friction and Its Effects 438
The Friendly Beasts 433
Frightened Child 429
Frog Heartbeat 441

From Flax to Linen 445
From the Four Corners 412
From Krishna to Christ 433
From Seed to Grain 441

Fundamentals of Badminton ...431

Fundamentals of Science 438
Fundamentals of Volleyball ... .431

.445

Paul Gaugin 412
Ge-Mon—The Birch Canoe . . . .421

The Genuine You 433

Geography Slides 445

Geogrophy of South America:
Brazil 445

Geography of South America:
Countries of the Andes 445

Geography of South America:
Argentina, Paraguoy, Peru . . .445

Geological Work of Ace 438
George Washington: Frontier

Colonel 450

Geo-Physical Relief Work Globe 445
German Farm Town 424
Germany: A Family of the

Industrial Ruhr 445
Germany Today 450
Germfree Animols in Medical

Science 441

Getting Acquainted with the
Microscope 455

Getting to Know the Bible
Better 433

Getting to Know God 433
The Ghetto Pillow 443
The Gift 433
The Gift 433
The Gifted Ones 416
Girl Scout Filmstrips 418
GlcKiers 445

Globes: Their Function in the
Clossroom 41

6

The Glory of the Lord 433
God's Wonders in Growing

Things 433
The Golden Froit , .445
Golden Link 414
The Golden Years 452
Good Grooming 420
Good Looks 420
Good News to All People 433
Good Riddance 429
Gravity: How It Affects Us ....438
The Great Challenge 433
The Greater Guilt 433
The Great Holiday Massacre . .420
Great Lakes—St. Lawrence

Lowlands 445

Great Stories From the Book
of Acts 433

Growth of a Language 425
The Guardians 419

Guatemala, Land of Looms .445

Guatemala, Nation of Central
America 445

Guide to Canberra 445
Gypsy Moth 441

H
Harvest of Shame 450
Hawoiian Islands 445
Hawaii—50th State 445
Hawaii's History 450
Heolth is Their Business 428
Heart of a City 443
Heart of the Union 416
The Heart That Sings 433
Heat 442
Heat and Its Behavior 438
Hebrew Melodies in Popular

Dance Time 430
Heidelberg 425
Helen Tamaris—Negro

Spirituals 412
Herd Recording and

Improvement 41

1

Heredity 44J
High Country Holiday 431
High School Guidance 416
The Highlands of Scotlcmd ....445
History of Audiovisual

Instruction 41^
Hold High the Torch 431

Holidays in Israel 445
The Holly ond (he Boy 430
Holy God We Praise Thy Name 433
The Hook 433
Hopi Kachinos 450
Horticulture 41

1

The House of Rothchild 450
Household of Faith 434
Howard 413
How Can We Find Out? 416
How Do You Drive? 42O
How Good Is a Good Guy? . . .414
How Our Bible Came to Us . . .434
How Sunshine Helps Us 438
How To Buy Fish 421

How To Conduct a Meeting ...426
How To Enlist Sunday School

Workers 434
How To Have an Accident at
Work 420

How To Keep What We Have . .443
How To Lose Whert We Have . . .443
How To Play Hockey 431

How To Remember Names
and Faces 414

How To Stay Alive on the
Highway 420

How To Visit 434
How We Elect Our Presidents ..448
How We Got Whot We Have . . .443
How We Know the Earth's

Shape 438
Human Body: The Respiratory

System 441

Humonism—Victory of the Spirit 412
Hungarian National Ballet
Company 430

Hymns of the Christian Fiath ..430

lei On Parle Francais 425
< Do 434
I live in Hawaii 445
Imperialism and European

Expansion 450

Improve Your Study Hobits . . .418

Inougurotion of John F.

Kennedy 44s
The Incas 445

Incineration 428
Indian Hunters 443
Indian Rock Paintings 412
Indian Summer 452
Industries 421

Infectious Diseases and Man-
mode Defenses 420

Infectious Diseases and Natural
Body Defenses 420

The Influential Americans 416
In Search of Lincoln 450
In Such a Time 434
Insect Mounting and Preserving 441

Instructional Study Prints 431

Instructions or Obstructions 414
Instructional Materiols for

Agricultural Education 411

Insurance Agent Training 414
The Integration Issue 452
Intermediate Algebra 428
Introduction to Animal

Dissection 441

An Introduction to Rubber . . . .421

An Introduction to Reaction
Kinetrics 442

Introduction to the Stanford-
Binet Test of Intelligence ...416

Introduction to Tissue Culture
Techniques 428

Introductory Calculus 428
Invisible Guardian 420
I'on 445
Israel 445
Israel My Country 445
In Israel Todoy 430
Is God Responsible for

Accidents? 434
It's Your Decision 443
It's Your Move 421
It's Wonderful Being a Girl . . . .420

Jerusalem, The Sacred City .434
Jesus Begins His Work 434
Joe and Roxy 418
Johannon Ben Zakkal 434
Journey into Time 441

Journey to Nazoreth 434
Journeys in Health

Joy To the World 434
Juan y Maria 425
Jupiter Saturn and Mars in

Motion 438

The King's Hunchback 434
The Kitchen Keyboard 42I
The Konrads 431

Korochan, The Little Bear ....431
Kryffo 450
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The Laboratory Animal

Technician 428

Lobor-Monagement Relations ...452
Labor's Witness 448
La Famille Francaise Brunei ...425
La Famille Travaille Ensemble. .425
La Ferme—les Petlts des
Animoux 425

Land, and a Space To Grow . . .443

457



Land of Promise 450

Land of Real Believe 432

Longuage and Linguistics .....416

Language in Action 426

Language Newsreels 425

The Language of Algebro 428

Language Unlimited 425

Last Days in Jesus' Life 434

latin America: An Introduction. .445

lawyer From Boston 434

Learning About Our Bible 434

Learning and Behavior 416

Learning and Teaching 416

Learning Church Manners 418

Learning from the Stories

of Jev^s 434

Leorning to Look 414

Lectures on Phologrophy 414

Legal Liability of Teachers
for School Accidents 416

Les Trois Ours 425

Let's Face It 434

Let's Face It 443

Let's Have a Party 434

let's Look at Levers 438

Let's Sing About 430

The Librarian 418

Life and Customs 434

Life and Deoth of a Cell 441

Life Cycle of the Fly 441

Life From the Sun 438

Life in a Cell 441

Life Insurance—
What It Means 443

Life in the Grosslands:
Argentine Pampas 445

Life in the High Andes 445

Life in the Hot Rain Forests . . . .445

Life in the U.S. Navy 412

Light for Beginners 438

Light: Lenses and
Optical Instruments 442

Light the Church Houses 434

Line ond Art 41

2

listening Library 455

Listen, Please 414
Little Ballerina 432

A Little Bit More 453

Little Mon, Stand Toll 434

The Little Sisters 434

Living Science 438

Living With the Atom 442

Logarithms and the
Slide Rule 428

The Lonely Night 430
Los Angeles Today 445
The Lumberyard 431

M
The Magic Button 421

The Magic of Sulphur 421

Mahnomen—Harvest of the
North 446

Making Geographic Models ... .416

Moking of Motion Pictures ....414

Management of the Leprosy
Patient 428

Man and the F.B.M 412

Mem Enough for the Job 452
Man on the Assembly Line . . .443

Man on the Hill 448

Man on the Land 450

The Man Without a Country . . .450

Mapping a Treosure Hunt 446

Maps on Bible Lands 434
Marie Curie ond the

Story of Radium 438

Market of the Sixties 444

Marriage Counseling 434

Marshes of the Mississippi ....438

Martin Luther 434

Materials of Our World 438

Mathematical Models for

Teaching 428

Mothematrcs for Primary
Grades 428

A Matter of Life 418

Medieval Times: Role of

the Church 450

The Meaning of Patriotism 448

Meaning In Child Art 426

Meanwhile, Back on Earth 450

Measurement Fundamentals ....426

Medicine and the Low 428

Mediterranecm Europe 446

Meet Mr. Lincoln 450

Memory Devices 442

Mend Your Speech 426

Merry Christmas 435

Mexican Boy 446

Mexico and Central Amnerica . .446

Mexico Harnesses the Roins ...411

Microbiology 428

Middle Atlantic States 446
A Mighty Fortress 435

Millpond Memories 438
Mission to Nepol cmd India . . .435

The Mississippi Challenge ....448

The Mississippi River 446
Model Kits 428

Modern Art 412

Modern Trends In Swine
Production 41 }

Monkey Business 435
Monkeys Meet the People 432
Money At Work in the Steel

Industry 444
More Than Words 414
Mormon Tabernacle Organ

Recital 430
Mosaic Experiments 412
Motograph Science Charts . . . .438

Mural: Midwest Metropolis . . .446

Muscles and Bones of the
Body 441

Museum in Action 4I6
Music Appreciation 430
Music in the Departments 435
Music in the Wind 430
Music of the Methodist

Church 435
My Father's World 435
My Pop's a Lineman 420
The Mysteries of Science 438
Mystery of Time 428

Mystery of Time 438
Myth, Superstition and Science.. 436
My Wild Irish Rose 416

N

National Parks 446

Nature of Sound 442

Nature's Way—-The
Inland Pond 441

Navajo Silversmith 412

Netherlands: Past and Present . .446

The New Alaska 446

The New Africa 446

Newcastle, Industriol City 446

The New Grant 421

New Horizons in Food
Service Careers 418

A New Languoge for Kim Po . . .435

New Lines for Old 450

Newness of Life 435

The New Story of Milk 411

N. Y., N. Y 414

New Zealand—A Regional
Study 446

Nigeria: Giant in Africa 446

Nigeria—New Nation 446

1961 Supplement to

Indiana U. Film Catalog ....455

Non-Projected Science
Materials 438

Norman McLaren Novelty Films. .414

The Northeastern States 446

Northern Europe 446

Northwest Horiron 448

The Northwest Ordinance 450

The Northwestern States 446

Now Flow the Rivers

Westward 448

Now He Is Come 435

Nuclear Rodiotion 442

Nutritional Needs of Our
Bodies 420

O
The Ocean of Air 438

Of Books and Sloths 441

On Camero—Communication
By Film 418

One Sunday Afternoon 435

One Way Ticket 435

One Guard—One Target 412

Older Teens and Dating 418

Old MacDonald's Farm 432

An Old, Old Story 412

Orient-Occident—Aspects of

an Exhibition 412

Other Hearts in Other Lands . . .446

Our Election Day Illusions . . . .446

Our Growing Americon 444

Our Presidents II 450

Our North American
Neighbors 446

Our South Americon
Neighbors 446

Our Star 436

Outlaw Country 446

Outside the Walls 435

The Owl and the Pussycat ....432

Oxidation—Reduction 438

Package From the East 412

Painting Techniques 412

Pakistan 446

Papua and New Guineo 448

Parasite and the Mosquito ...441

Paris: City and People 446

Parlons Francois 426

Part Time Christian 435

Pathescope—Berlitz Spanish
Course 425

Peace and Friendship in

Freedom 448

Penelope Chonges Her Mind . .432

Pennsylvanio: Keystone of

the Nation 446

People of Alaska 446

Perception of Driving Hobits . . .420

Periodic System of Elements . . .438

Personal Financial Planning ...444

Personal Money Management . .444

The Philippines: Land and
People 446

Photography—The Incisive Art. .414

Physics and Fire Engines 438

Physics and Fire Engines 442
Physics Demonstrotion Kit 442

A Pictorial Geography 435

Pictorial Poster Maps 446

Pictures of Good Health 420

The Pied Piper of Hamelin ....418

Pipelines to Health 420

Plane Geometry 428

Planet Earth 438

The Planet Earth 438

Planets in Orbit 438

Planning and Constructing

Church Buildings by Units . .435

Planning Creative Play Equip-

ment for Young Children . . . .416

Planning Schools for

New Media 455

The Plantation South 450

Plants That Grow from
Leaves, Stems, Roots 441

Plaster Sculpture in Color 413

Plastic Coated Mops 446

Ployground Geogrophy 446

Playstreets 431

Pledge of Allegionce 4^

Plymouth Colony: The
First Year 4;

Pocket Guide to Free Films . . . A',

Poems by Lois Lenski 4!

Pointers on Servicing Ball

and Roller Bearings 4!

Poland and the Soviet Power ...4i

Poland: Land and People . . . .4<

Polond: Land Under
Communism 4

Population Patterns in the
United States 4

Portfolio of American
Presidents 4

Poriroit of Adlcii Stevenson ...4

Power Among Men 4

The Power Makers 4'

Practical Diagnosis 4

A Practical System of

Investment Analysis 4
Practice for Peace 4

Practice Mokes Perfect 4

Precision—The Measure
of a Croftsmcm 4

Preparation for the

Later Years 4

Preparing to Teach 4

Preparing to Use a Film 4

Prescribed Burning in the

South 4

Press Photogrophy 4

The Price of Freedom 4

Primitive Man in Our World . .4

Principles and Application
of Work Sampling 4

Principles and Methods of

Teaching a Second
Language A

Printing: Platen Press
Makeready i

Problems of Democracy '

The Procession '

Prominent American Negro
Series «

Properties of Solutions '

Proportion at Work

Protestant Missions at

Work in Latin America

PSCC Physics Films

Psychology for Living

P'tit Jean s'ens Va aux
Chantiers

The Public Health Nurse
and the Retarded Child ....

The Pugnacious Sailing Master.

Quebec Handicrafts

Queensland Centenary Story

The Quest

A Question of Life

Quetico

The Rabbit That Runs on
Snowshoes

Railwoy City

Rashi ond the Jews of

Western Europe

The Rayatlam

Row Material

Rawhide No. 3

Reaching into Spoce . . .

Redeeming the Times .

.

The Red Trap

Regina Coeli

Relief Model—Ohio ....

The Republic of Indio . .

The Resurrection Story . .

Resuscitation—Mouth to

Mouth

The Revolution

The Revolution

Riddle-o-Rhyme

Right At Home
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The Right Pirch 435

The Rise of Organized Labor. .450

docket Propulsion
Demonstrator 439

the Rote of the Commercial
Banking System in the
American Economy 444

he Rote of the Federal
Reserve System in the
Americon Economy 444

lomon Life in Ancient
Pompeii 450

Oman Lore Poetry 426

ooti of Happiness 430

ussio and the Satellite

Empire 450

acred Service: Avodath

Hokodesh 435

afety for Sure 420
sfety through Seatbelts 420

Lawrence Lowlcmds 447

It Horvesters of Gucrtemola . .447

>e Saw 421

hool Libraries in Action 416
ience and Technical Films.... 426
ence Adventures-
Astronomy 439

ence Adventures—Magnetism
and Electricity 439
ence Adventures— Weather. .439

ence Experiments in the
Grade Schools 439
ience Foir 416
ience for Children 443
ence Lab 439
ience Model Kits 439

Science of Fire 439
ence of the Sea 439
e Science of Sound 439
ence Project 417
enfific Method in Action ....439

Second Classroom 416
fel of Freedom 417

k, Find and Kill 412
lo Goloxy Globe 447
Sending and the Sent . . . .435

lie Perception 441

itences: Simple, Compound,
-omplex 426

'•nty Times Seven 435
Seven Wives of

Guf 414
kIow of Tomorrow 435
til These Bones Live? 426
pherd Life 435
ifthond by Sound 414
Show Is On Video Tape . .414

erian Tiger Hunt 447
llarlliet in Wove
>ohavior 443
>pl0 Mcxhines 439
Sin of John Hcmilton 435
John MocDonatd 45O

bokwot 447
*^" '420

ng Up the Soil 411
Skilled Worker 444

Hitonian Traveling
xMbits Cotalog 455
Greet the Light 435
Soil and life 41^
Conservation Pays 412

tr Power Demonstration Kit. ,439
Geometry Transparencies .428

*'•*" 443
Who Cores 43O

|s At Eventide 43O
|t For Tiny Tots 43O
» of the Civil Wor 451
)S of the Spanish
ivil War 451

|S of Yankee Whaling 451
•* »f 441
Sounds of Learning 454
h America 447

South America: Along
the Andes 447

South America: Eastern and
Southern Lends 447

Southern Cross Crusade 436
Southern Europe 447

The Spcxe Age 439

Space and the Atom 439
Spanish Community Life 447

Speech Defect Recognition ....428

Speechphone Courses 426
Sponge—Treasure From the

Seo 421

Spring is a Sectson 426
Stogecraft 41 3

Stage Wake-Up

—

..Youthful Roles 414

The Standardized Test

—

an Educational Tool . , 417
Starting a Vegetable Garden . .412

Stefan on Sunday 426
Stigma 430
A Stillness at Appomattox ....451

The Stones Cry Out 436

Stories From an Irish

Fireside 426

Stories Jesus Told 436

Stories of Great Christian
Hymns 436

Story of the Bloodstream 420
Story of Oil 421

The Story of Time 45I

The Story of the Universe 439
The Story of West Const

Lumber 421

The Story of Yankee Wholing. .426

The Story the Bible Tells 436
The Stowaway 447
Student Nurse 419
A Study of Crystals 439
A Study of Crystals 443
Study Prints 447

Summer Feeding 412
Sunny Harvest 421

Supervised Farming Records
Made Easy 41

2

Supreme Court Cases 448
Symbols in Algebra 428

The Tabernacle As Described

in the Bible 436
Table Talent 421

Talking Sense 426
Tampo Tarpon Tournament 431

The Tangled Web 436
Tchaikovsky's Nutcracker

Suite 430

Teacher Improvement 436
Teachers at Work 417
Teaching Children 436
Teoching Language Skills II ..417
Teaching Machines ond
Programmed Leorning 417

Teaching Mochines 417
Teaching Science in the

Elementary School 439
Teaching the Word 436
Teamwork in Action 448
The Technique of Snore

DrurrKning 430
Techniques of Laboratory

Diagnosis of Influenza . , . .429
Teenage Christmas 436
Teenoge Conflict 436
Teenoge Crusode 436
Teenage Loyalty 436
Teenage Romance 436
Teenage Testament 436
Teenagers' Parents 416
Teenagers Will Read 417
Television Serves Its

Community 414

Temperature Coefficient of
Resistance Demonstrator 440

Theobald Faces the Facts . . . .420

The Therapy of Prayer ...... .436

Thermometers 441

Thirteen Films from Africo . . .447

The Thinking Machine 417
This Business of Turkeys 412
This is the Falcon 412
This Is Steel 421

This Is Tokyo 447
This Land, Australia 447
This Night 436
This Old House 436
The Thread of Life 441
Through the Mirror 414
Ticks and Tick—Borne

Diseases . 441

Till Freedom Comes 436
Time Out for Study 417
A Time To Donee 41

3

Tippeconoe and Tyler Too 451

Today's Need in Arithmetic:
A Mathematical Approach ...428

Together We Build 436
Tommy Looks at Space 419
Tom Schuler, Cobbler

Statesmen 443
Topology 42a
Tooth for a Tooth 436
The Torment of Beethoven ....430
To Speak Up With Friends ...426
The Town Musicians 426
Training Church Workers 436
Trompoline Fundamentals ....431

Transparent Mathematics
Models 455

Transparent Slide Rule for
Overhead Projection 428

Transportation 42I

Treasure at Bethany 436
The Treasure of Toquepala . . .444

Treasures of Al Decker 436
Trigonometry 428
The Trial 454
Tropical Africa 447
True Book Filmstrips 432
True Story of the Civil Wor ...451

Tuesday in November 448
TVA and the Nation 448
Twentieth Century 451

29's Boom and 30*s
Depression 444

Ulcer ot Work 420

Understanding the

Atmosphere 440
Underwater Adventure 441

The UNICEE Story 448
United Nations 449

United Stotes Expansion 451

Unity Through Love 436
Universe 440
The University is a Teocher ...417

Unto a Full-Grown Christian. . .436

Use Your Library 426
Using Language Correctly 426
Using Mops in Politicol

Science Instruction 451

U.S.S.R. and Adjacent Lends ..447
U.S.S.R.—A Regional Study ...447

Valley of Shodows ...436

Valley of the StOnding Rocks. . .447

Vega-Mike Operating Monual..451

Vibfotion of Molecules 443
Vincent Van Gogh 41

3

Vision Quest 451

Visit to Cuba 447
Voice of the Forest 444
Volcano 440
Voting Procedure 449
Voyage of the SS Hope 420

W
Wogont Weit 451

The Woking Middle Eoil 447

A Wall< in the Dork 43«
The Wor of 1812 4S1

The Worsow Ghetto 451

Water 454

Waters in the Wilderneii 436
Wave Propogotion 443

Way Stations in Space 440
Way To A New World 454
Weather Scientish 440
We Explore the Field and
Meodow 426

We Explore the Stream 441

Wendy's First Christmas Cord. .421
What Are Stars Mode Of? ...440
Whot Are Things Mode Of? . . .440

What Direction? 436
What Do We See of Jesus? . . .436

What First? 436

What Plants Need For Growth. .432

What Shall We Point? 413
Whot We Hove 444
What's Inside the Earth? 440
What's Under the Ocean? 440
Wfwre Jesus Lived 437

The White House: Post and
Present 4S|

The While House Story 451

White Man's God 437
Who Is Pete? 417

Who Is Sylvia? 418
Why Can't Jimmy Reod? 417

Why Seasons Change 440
The Why, What and When

of Audiovisuols 455

Wildlife Refuge 440

Wild life Wonderland 440

Winged Killer 429

Winsome Witness 437
Winston Churchill; The

Valiant Years 451

Wires to Our House 421

The Wise Use of Credit 444

Work and Power 440
The Work of My Hands 437
Workers for the Public

Welfare 444

Working Together 417
The Workshop Process 417
The World in a Word 437

World of Birds 440
The World of Helen Keller 417
World of Micro-Life 441

World of Mops 451

World Outdoors 41t
World War I 4S|

World War I: The Background. .451

The World Within 441

The Would-Be Gentleman 418

Yankee Legend 430

Years to Remember 421

Yesterday, Blueprint for Today.. 455

You and Your Driving 420

You Are There 429

You Are There—American
Colonies 451

You Are There—America's
Growth 452

You Are There (Civil Wor) , . .452

You Are There—Government
Process 449

You Are There—Old
World History 452

You Are There—World
War l-ll 4SJ

You Can Win Elections 449
The Young Lincoln 452

Your Choice in China 421

Your First Speech .426

Your Ticket lo Safety 420
Youth on the Go 417
Youth Workers' Audiovisual

Kil 437

The "Y" Thol Wouldn't Die ...454

z
Zoo Baby Animals 432
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Index to Producers and Primary Distributors

ABA—American Bankers Association,

12 E. 36 St., New York 16, N.Y.

ABC—American Baptist Convention,
Audio-Visual Department, 152 Madi-
son Ave., New York 16, N.Y.

ABS—American Bible Society, AV
Dept., 440 Fourth Ave., New York 16,

N.Y.
ACI Productions, 21 W. 46th St., New
York 36, N.Y.

ADL—Anti-Defamation League of B'nai
B'rith, 515 Madison Ave., New York
22.

AFL-CIO Film Division, 815 Sixteenth

St.. N.W., Washington 6, D.C.
AIRFRANCE, 683 Fifth Ave., New York

22, N.Y.
ALA—American Library Association,

Public Relations Dept., 50 E. Huron
St., Chicago 11, 111.

ALEXARK & Norsin, 156 N. Arden
Blvd., Los Angeles 4, Calif.

ALLAM—All American Productions.
P.O. Box 801, Riverside, Calif.

ALPARK Educational Records, Inc., 40
E. 88th St., New York 28.

AMCO—Amco, Inc., P.O. Box 218, Port
Richey, Fla.

AMECFD—American Economic Foim-
dation, 51 E. 42nd St., New York 17,

N. Y.
AMPEX Audio, Inc., 1020 Kifer Rd.,

Sunnyvale, Calif.

ANIB—Australian News and Informa-
tion Bureau, 636 Fifth Ave., New
York 20, N. Y.

ANRC: American National Red Cross,
Public Information Office, National
Headquarters, Washington 6, D. C.
Apply first to local chapter.

ARTKINO—Artkino Pictures, 723 Sev-
enth Ave., New York 19, N. Y.

ASSOCIATION Films, Inc., 347 Madi-
son Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

ATLANTIS Productions, Inc., 7967 Sun-
set Blvd., Hollywood 46, Calif.

ATOMLAB—Atomic Laboratories, Inc.,

3086 Claremont Ave., Berkeley 5,

Calif.

AUDIO DEVICES, Inc., 444 Madison
Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

AVASO—Audio Visual Associates,
P. O. Box 2761, Philadelphia 20, Pa.

AV-ED—7934 Santa Monica Blvd., Hol-
lywood 46, Calif.

AVENT—Audiovisual Enterprises, P. O.
Box 8686, Los Angeles 8, Calif.

AVIS Films, Box 643, Burbank, Calif.

AVPUB—Audio - Visual Publications,
Box 185, Wellesley, Mass.

BAILEY Films, Inc., 6509 De Longpre
Ave., Hollywood 28, Calif.

BARBRE, Thos. J., Productions, 2130 S.

Bellaire St., Denver 22, Colo.
BASIC Skill Films, 1355 Inverness

Drive, Pasadena 3, Calif.

BELMORT—Belmort Films, 124 NW
9th Ave., Portland 9, Ore.

BELTEL—Bell Telephone Laboratories,
Consult local telephone company.

BESELER Co., Charles, 211 S. 18th St.,

East Orange, N. J.

RFC—Broadcasting and Film Commis-
sion, National Council of Churches of

Christ in the USA, 475 Riverside Dr.,

New York 27, N. Y.
BIRAD Corporation, 35 W 53rd St.,

New York 19, N. Y.
B&L—Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., Ro-

chester 2, N. Y.

BLUE SHIELD—National Association
of Blue Shield Plans, 425 N. Michigan
Ave., Chicago 11, 111.

Apply to local Blue Shield Center.
Bowman, Stanley, & Co.—See SBCo
BNA—Bureau of National Affairs, 1231

24th St, NW, Washington 7, D. C.

BRANDON Films Inc., 200 W. 57th St.,

New York 19, N. Y.
BROADMAN Press, 127 Ninth Ave., N.,

Nashville 3, Tenn.
BTL—Blonder-T o n g u e Laboratories,

Inc., 9 Ailing St., Newark 2, N. J.

BRO-DART Industries, 56 Earl St.,

Newark, N. J.

BURBR—Burleigh Brooks, Inc., 10 W.
46th St., New York 36, N. Y.

BURCR—Bureau of Communications
Research, Inc., 13 E. 37th St.. New
York 16, N. Y.

BURMINES—Bureau of Mines, Graph-
ic Services, U. S. Dept. of the Interi-

or, 4800 Forbes Ave., Pittsburgh 13, Pa.

CALPOLY—California State Polytech-
nic College, San Luis Obispo, Calif.

CAR—Carousel Films, Inc., 1501 Broad-
way, Suite 1503, New York 36, N. Y.

CATHEDRAL Films Inc., 140 N. Holly-
wood Way, Burbank, Calif.

C-BEF: C-B Educational Films, Inc., 690
Market St., San Francisco 4, Calif.

CENCO—Central Scientific Co., 1700 W.
Irving Park Road, Chicago 13, 111.

CEP—Christian Education Press, 1505

Race St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.

CHURCH-CRAFT Pictures, 3312 Lin-
dell Blvd., St. Louis 3, Mo.

COKESBURY-Retail Div. of the Meth-
odist Publishing House, 201 Eighth
Ave., S., Nashville 3, Tenn.

COLFILMS—Colonial Films, 71 Walton
St., Atlanta, Ga.

COLREC—Columbia Records, 799 Sev-
enth Ave., New York 19, N. Y.

COLUPRESS—Columbia University
Press, 2960 Broadway, New York 27,

N. Y.
COLWIL—Colonial Williamsburg, Film

Distr. Office, Williamsburg, Va.
COMEDS—Communications Media Ser-

vice, 1531 W. Bonniwell Rd., Mequon,
Wise.

CONSUM—Consumers Union Film Li-

brary, 267 W. 25th St., New York 1,

N. Y.
CONCORDIA Films, 3558 S. Jefferson

Ave., St. Louis 18, Mo.
CONSERVATIVE Baptist Foreign Mis-

sion Society. 353 Wellington Ave.,

Chicago 14, 111.

CONTEMPORARY Films, Inc., 267 W.
25th St.. New York 1, N. Y,

CORONET Films, 65 E. South Water
St., Chicago 1. 111.

COTTON—National Cotton Council,
FOB 9905, Memphis 12, Tenn.

CRESOC — Creative Associates, Inc.,

690 Dudley St.. Boston 25, Mass.
CROWELL—Thomas Y. Crowell Co.,

432 Park Ave. South, New York 16,

N. Y.
CSMA—Chemical Specialities Manu-
facturing Asso., Aerosol Film, 50 E.

41st St., New York 16, N. Y.

CURMAT—Curriculum Materials Cen-
ter. 5128 Venice Blvd., Los Angeles
19, Calif.

C-W—Churchill-Wexler Film Produc-
tions, 801 N. Seward St., Los Angeles
38, Calif.

CWS—Church World Service, National
Council of Churches of Christ, 475
Riverside Drive, New York 27, N. Y.

DAGGETT, Avalon, Productions, 441 N.
Orange Drive, Los Angeles 36, Calif.

DAVI—Dept. of Audio-Visual Instruc-
tion, NEA, 1201 16th St. NW, Wash-
ington 6, D. C.

DECCA Records. .50 W. 57th St., Now
York 19, N. Y.

DELTA—Delta Film Division, Colburn
Film Distributors, Inc., P. O. Box 470,

668 N. Western Ave.. Lake Forest, 111.

DENOYER—Geppert Co., 5235 Ravens-
wood Ave., Chicago 40. III.

DISCIPLES of Christ (United Christian
Missionary Society i. 222 S. Downey,
Indianapolis 7. Ind.

DISNEY, Walt, Productions, 16mm Di-
vision, 2400 W. Alameda Ave., Bur-
bank, Calif,

DISRAELI—R o b e r t Disraeli Films,
FOB 343, Cooper Station, New York
3, N. Y.

DOVPUB—D over Publications, Inc.,

180 Varick St., New York 14. N. Y.

DOWLING. Pat, Pictures, 1056 S. Rob-
ertson Blvd., Los Angeles 35, Cnlif

DYNAMIC—Dynamic Films, Inc.,

Park Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

EATON Scientific Corporation, 119 S
Rosem.ead Blvd., Pasadena, Calif.

EAVI—Educational Audio Visual, Inc..

57 Wheeler Ave., Pleasantville, N. Y
EBF—Encyclopaedia Britannica Films

Inc., 1150 Wilmette Ave., Wilmette. Ill

EDMUND Scientific Co., 101 E. Glou-
cester Pike, Barrington, N. J.

EDUFS—Educational Filmstrips, Boxj
289, Huntsville. Texas.

EK: Eastman Kodak Co., Audio-Visua
Service, Rochester 4, N. Y.

ENRICHMENT Teaching Materials, 24f

Fifth Ave., New York 1, N. Y.

EPIC Records, 799 Seventh Ave., Nev
York 19, N, Y.

ETS—Educational Testing Service, 2i

Nassau St.. Princeton, N. J.

EXCELLO—Ex-Cell-O Corp., Pure-Pal
Division, 1200 Oakman Blvd., Detroi

32, Mich.
EYEGATE House, Inc., 146-01 Arche

Ave., Jamaica 35, N. Y.

FA—F i 1 m Associates of Californi;

10521 Santa Monica Blvd., Los Ange
les 25, Calif.

FAMILY Films, Inc., 5823 Santa Monic
Blvd., Hollywood 38, Calif.

FASS—Fass-Levy Films, 1320 Quebe
St., Denver 20, Colo.

FEDRES—Federal Reserve Bank—you
nearest branch will probably have
film loan service for films produce
by peer banks, and from othe

sources. Those listed in this issue, ff

example, are available from the Fee

eral Reserve Bank of Chicago,
FFE—Films for Education, 1066 Chap^

St„ New Haven, Conn.
FH—Filmstrip House. 472 ParK Av<

So., New York 16, N. Y.

FILM IMAGES, Inc.. 1860 Broadwa
New York 23, N. Y.

FILMRES—Film Research Compan
Box 1015, Minneapolis 40, Minn.
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FILMSCOPE, Inc., Box 397, Sierra

Madie, Calif.

FILMSED—Films for Education, 1066

Chapel St., New Haven. Conn.
FINLEY—Stuart Finley, 6926 Mansfield
Road, Falls Church, Va.

FJPNY—Federation of .Jewish Philan-
throphies. 130 E. 59th St., New York
22, N. Y.

FOLKFILMS, Inc.. 251 W. 42nd St.,

New York 36, N. Y.

FOLWAYS Records and Service Corp.,

117 W. 46th St.. New York 36, N. Y.
FOMC—Filmstrip of the Month Club,

355 Lexington Ave., New York 17,

N. Y.
FORD Motor Company, Film Library,
Dearborn, Mich.

FRENDAL—Frendall Productions, 741

N. Heliotrope Dr., N. Hollywood 49,

Calif.

FRIENDSHIP Press, 475 Riverside
Drive, New York 27, N. Y.

FRITSCHE—J. F r i t s c h e Associates,

570 Fifth Ave., New York 36, N. Y.
FILMTRP—Films Tropical. 15556 Gulf

Blvd., St. Petersburg 8. Fla.

FRONTIER—Frontier Films, F & H
Enterprises, 1543 Lewis Ave., Billings,

Mont.

GENFILM—General Films, Box 601,

Princeton. N. J.

GJP—Grover - Jennings ProduKtions,
P. O. Box 303, Monterey, Calif.

GOODRICH Tire & Rubber Co., Ad-
vertising Dept.. Akron, Ohio.

GOSFILMS—Gospel Films, Inc., Box
455, Muskegon, Mich.

GSA—Girl Scouts of the U. S. A., 155
E. 44th St., New York 17, N. Y.

GUNTHER—John W. Gunther. 1027 S.

Claremont St., San Mateo, Calif.

HADASSAH Film Library, 267 W. 25th
St., New York 1, N. Y.

HAESELER Pictures, Amity Road, New
Haven 15, Conn.

HARVEST Films, 90 Riverside Drive,
New York 24, N. Y.

IdRoch—Heath de Rochemont Corp.,
16 Arlington St.. Arlington, Mass.
lEINZ—H. J. Heinz Company, Film
Dept. P. O. Box 57, Pittsburgh 30,

Pa.

lEIRLOOM Records, Brookhaven,
N. Y.

lERCHEM—Hercules Chemical Co.,
416 Broadway, New York 13, N. Y.
IILFIK—Earl L. Hilfiker, 284 Somer-
shire Drive. Rochester 17, N. Y.
-R—H-R Productions, Inc., 17 E. 45th
St., New York 17, N. Y.
lUGHES Aircraft Company. Public
Relations and Advertising, C. W.
Short, Bldg. 6. Room D1005E, Culver
City, Calif.

;3F •— International Communications
Foundation, 9033 Wilshire Blvd., Bev-
erly Hills, Calif.

:;R Corporation. 281 State St., New
London. Conn.
)EAL Pictures, Inc., 58 E. South Water
St., Chicago 1, 111.

•FL—Industrial Education Film Li-
brary 3 Palmer Square, Princeton,
N. J.

"B—International Film Bureau, Inc.,

332 S. Michigan Ave.. Chicago 4, 111.

F: International Film Foundation, 1

E. 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y.

ILLBELtr—lUinois Bell Telephone Co.
I Phone your service representative
for bookings)

IMPUB—Impact Publications, 260 Sum-
mit Ave., St. Paul 2, Minn.

INDIANA University, Audio - Visual
Center, Bloomington, Ind.

INLIFE—Institute of Life Insurance,
488 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

INPRO— Instructional Productions
Company, 2527 Honolulu Ave., Mon-
trose, Calif.

INSOC—Instrument Society of America
Publications Dept.. 313 Sixth Ave.,
Pittsburgh 22, Pa.

rVC—Institute for Visual Communica-
tion. 40 East 49th Street, New York
17, N. Y.

IVES—International Visual Education
Service, Inc.. 300 S. Racine Ave.,
Chicago 7, 111.

JAM Handy Organization, 2821 E.

Grand Blvd.. Detroit 11. Mich.
JCECED—Joint Council on Economic
Education, 2 W. 46th St., New York
36. N. Y.

JOHNS-Manville Corporation. 22 E.

40th St., New York 16, N. Y.
JOURNAL Films. 2441 W. Peterson

Ave.. Chicago 45, 111.

JTA — Japan Tourist Association, 45
Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20,

N. Y.

KENSALE—Kenmore Sales Co., In-
dustrial Park, Lowell, Mass.

KEYSTONE VIEW Company, Mead-
ville. Pa.

KLNBG—Ernest Kleinberg Films. 3890
Edgewater Drive, Pasadena, Calif.

LaPINE—LaPine Scientific Company
6001 S. Knox Ave., Chicago 29, Dl.

LdR—Louis de Rochemont Associates,
267 W. 25th St., New York 1, N. Y.

LEVENE—Carol Levene Productions,
2011 Broadway, San Francisco 15,

Calif.

LIBRAPHONE, Inc.. Box 215, Long
Branch. N. J.

LIFE Filmstrips. 9 Rockefeller Plaza,
New York 20, N. Y.

LINGUAPHONE Institute, 30 Rocke-
feller Plaza, New York 20, N. Y.

LONG Filmslide Service, El Cerrito,
Calif.

LOSE—Library of Sound Education,
Inc., 124 E, 40th St., New York 16,

N. Y.

LTA—Language Training Aids, Lan-
guage Center. Boyds, Md.

MACMILLAN Co., The, 60-62 Fifth
Ave., New York 11, N. Y.

MAPI—Machinery and Allied Products
Institute. 1200 - 18th St., NW, Wash-
ington 6, D. C.

MELA—Melamine Council. 75 West St.,

New York 6, N. Y.

MESTON'S Travels Inc.. 3801 N. Pied-
ras. El Paso, Texas.

MERRELL—Wm. S. Merrell Co., Film
Library. Cincinnati 15, Ohio.

METHODIST Board of Temperance. 100

Maryland Ave., N.E., Washington 2,

D. C.

MFAIC—MFA Insurance Companies,
Columbia, Mo.

MH—McGraw-Hill Book Co., 330 W.
42nd St.. New York 36, N. Y.

MIDDLEHAM—Ken Middleham Pro-
ductions. P. O. Box 1065, Riverside,
Calif.

MMM—Minnesota Mining and Manu-
facturing Co., 900 Bush St., St. Paul
6, Minn.

MODELS of Industry, Inc., 2100 Fifth
St., Berkeley 10, Calif.

MODERN Talking Picture Service, 3
E. 54th St., New York 22, N.Y.

MONITOR—Monitor Teaching Labora-
tories, 5034 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.,
Washington 16, D. C.

MONSTATE—Montana State College,
Film & TV Center, Bozeman, Mont.

MOODY Institute of Science, 11428
Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles 25,

Calif.

MP-TV—MP-TV Services, Inc., 7000
Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38,

Calif.

MRI—Magnetic Recording Industries,
125 Fifth Ave., New York 11, N. Y.

MtJSMART—Museum of Modern Art,
11 W. 53rd St., New York 19, N. Y.

NAAJS—National Academy for Adult
Jewish Studies, The United Syna-
gogue of America, 1109 Fifth Ave.,
New York 28, N. Y.

NAREST—National Restaurant Associ-
ation, 1530 N. Lake Shore Drive,
Chicago 10, 111.

NASSAU Library System, 320 Fulton
Ave., Hempstead, L. I., N. Y.

NASSP—National Association of Sec-
ondary School Principals, 1201-16th
St., NW, Washington 6, D. C.

NBFU: National Board of Fire Under-
writers, 85 John St.. New York 38,

N. Y.

NCPUB—North Carolina Department
of Public Instruction, Raleigh. N. C.

NEA: National Education Association,
National Commission on Safety Edu-
cation, 1201 16th St., N.W., Washing-
ton 6, D. C.

NEUBACHER Productions. 10609 Brad-
bury Road, Los Angeles 64, Calif.

NFBC—National Film Board of Cana-
da, Canada House—Suite 819, 680
Fifth Ave., New York 19, N. Y.

NORTHERN Films, 1947 - 14th Ave.,
N., Seattle 2, Wash.

NOVIK—D avid Novik Productions,
2468 Centenala Ave., Los Angeles 64,

Calif.

NTRP—National Tape Recording Proj-
ect. Audiovisual Center, Kent State
University, Kent. Ohio.

NYBR—New York Board of Rabbis,
10 E. 73rd St., New York 21, N. Y.

NYLIFE—New York Life Insurance
Co., Public Relations Dept.. 51 Madi-
son Ave., Room 2300, New York 10,

N. Y.

NYTIMES, Office of Educational Ac-
tivities, 229 West 43rd St.. New York
36, N. Y.

OHSTATE—Ohio State University,
Teaching Aids Laboratory, Columbus
10. Ohio.
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O'NEIL—L. E. O'Neil & Associates,

3033 Wilmington Ave., Dayton 19,

Ohio.

OPINST—Opinion Institute, P. O. Box
1048, Omaha 1, Nebr.

ORLEANS—Sam Orleans & Assoc, 211

W. Cumberland Ave., Knoxville 15,

Tenn.

OSU—Ohio State University, Depart-
ment of Photography, Columbus 10,

Ohio

OTTENHEIMER Publishers, 4805 Nelson
Ave., Baltimore 15, Md.

OWEN—F. A. Owen Publishing Co.,

Dansville, N. Y.

PATHESCOPE Educational Films, Inc.,

71 Weyman Ave., New Rochelle,

N. Y.

PENNSTATE — Pennsylvania State
University. AV Aids Library, Uni-
versity Park, Pa.

PESV—Protestant Episcopal Seminary
in Virginia, Arlington, Va.

PILLSBURY—The Pillsbury Company,
Junior Home Service Center, Min-
neapolis 2, Minn.

PLENUM—Plenum Press, 227 W. 17th

St., New York 11, N. Y.

POAU—Protestants and Other Ameri-
cans United, 1633 Massachusetts Ave.,

NW, Washington 6, D. C.

PORTAFILMS Orchard Lake, Mich.

PPC—Personal Products Corp., Direc-
tor of Education, Box 98, Milltown,
N. J.

PSARLP—Photographic Society of

America, Recorded Lectures Pro-
gram, Chas. L. Martin, Rt. 3, Box 779,

Excelsior, Minn.

REMBRANDT Film Library, 13 E. 37

St.. New York 16, N. Y.

RONALD PRESS, 15 E. 26th St., New
York 10, N. Y.

ROUNDTABLE Productions, 139 S.

Beverly Drive, Room 133, Beverly
Hills, Calif.

RTFREN R. T. French Company, Ro-
chester, N. Y.

SCFORS—Scott, Foresman & Co., 433

E. Erie St., Chicago 11, 111.

SCIEDPRD—Science Education Prod-
ucts, Inc., 2796 Middlefield Rd., Red-
wood City, Calif.

SCIMAT—Science Materials Center, 59

Fourth Ave., New York 3, N. Y.

SCRIPTURE Press, 1825 College Ave.,
Wheaton, 111.

SHAKRS—Shakespeare Recording So-
ciety, 277 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.

SHELL Oil Company, Film Dept, 50
W. 50th St., New York 20, N. Y.

SMART Family Foundation, 65 E.

South Water St., Chicago 1, 111.

SNDED—Sound Education Company,
P. O. Box 414, Port Huron, Mich.

Spencer Productions, Inc., 507 Fifth
Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

SPOKEN ARTS, 95 Valley Road, New
Rochelle, N. Y.

SPOKEN WORD, The, 10 E. 39th St.,

New York 16, N. Y.

STANBOW—Stanbow Productions, Inc.

ValhaUa, N. Y.

STAR—Star Educational Records, 1600

Pandora Ave., Los Angeles 24, Calif.

STERLED—Sterling Educational Films,

6 E. 39th St., New York 16, N. Y.

STERLING Movies U. S. A., Inc., 43

W. 61st St., New York 23, N. Y.

STOUT State College, Audio-Visual
Center, Menomonie, Wise.

STRAUSS—Henry Strauss Productions.
31 W. 53rd St., New York 19, N. Y.

STUREC—Student Companion Records,
111 W. 57th St.. New York 19. N. Y.

SUPEL—Superior Electric Co., Bristol,

Conn.

SUPEREX Electronics Corp. Yonkers,
N. Y.

SUTHERLAND Educational Films Inc.,

201 N. Occidental Blvd., Los Angeles
26, Calif.

SVE—Society for Visual Education,
Inc., 1345 W. Diversey Pkwy., Chica-
go 14, 111.

SWT—Stereo World Tours, Inc., Trip
of the Month, Box 2186, Fort Pierce,

Fla.

TEAV—Teaching Audials and Visuals,

250 W. 57th St., New York 19, N. Y.

TFC—Teaching Film Custodians, Inc.,

25 W. 43rd St., New York 36, N. Y.

THORNE Films, Inc., 1707 Hillside

Road, Boulder, Colo.

THOMPSON, J. W., 5245 - 20th Ave.,

So., Seattle, Wash.

TOPPS Chewing Gum Co., 254 36th St.,

Brooklyn 32, N. Y.

TRAFCO—Television, Radio and Film
Commission, The Methodist Church,
1525 McGavock St., Nashville, Tenn.

TRW-EED—Thompson R a m o Wool-
dridge. Inc., Educational Electronics
Division, 532 Sylvan Avenue, Engle-
wood Cliffs, N. J.

TWEEDY Transparencies, 321 Central
Ave., Newark, N. J.

UAA—United Artists Associates, Inc.,

247 Park Ave., New York, N. Y.

UAHC—Union of American Hebrew
Congregations, 838 Fifth Ave.. New
York City, N. Y.

UCLC—United Church of Christ, 1505

Race St., Philadelphia 2, Pa.; Bureau
of Audio Visuals, 1720 Chouteau Ave..

St. Louis 3, Mo.

UCLA—University of California, Edu-
cational Film Sales Dept., Los Ange-
les 24, Calif.

UCOLO—University of Colorado, Tape
Duplicating Service, Bureau of Au-
dio-Visual Instruction, Stadium
Bldg., Room 348. Boulder, Colo.

UFPA—Unviersity Film Producers As-
sociation, Motion Picture Div., Dept.

of Photography. Ohio State Universi-

ty, 1885 Neil Ave., Columbus 10, Ohio

UIA—United Israel Appeal, 18 E. 66th

St., New York 21, N. Y.

UMICH—University of Michigan, A-V
Education Center. 4028 Administra-
tion Bldg., Ann Arbor. Mich.

UNDERWRITERS Films. 2025 Glen-
wood Ave., Toledo 2, Ohio

UNICEF—U. S. Committee for UNI-
CEF, P. O. B. 1618, Church Street

Sta.. New York 8, N. Y.

UNUSUAL Films, Bob Jones Universi
ty, Greenville, S. C.

UPRESB—United Presbyterian Churc
in the U. S. A., 475 Riverside Driv(
New York 27, N. Y.

USAENG—U. S. Army, Corps of Engi
neers, The Office, Chief of Engineer!
Washington, D. C.

use—University of Southern Califoi

nia, Dept. of Cinema, University Pari
Los Angeles 7, Calif.

USDA—U. S. Dept. of Agriculture
Motion Picture Section, Washingto
25, D. C.

USFISH—U, S. Dept. of the Interio:

Bureau of Commercial Fisheries, Vis

ual Education Unit. P. O. Box 121

College Park, Md.

USRUB—U. S. Rubber Co.. Educatio
Dept., 1230 Avenue of the America:
New York 20, N. Y,

USTEEI^United Steel Workers c

America, 1500 Commonwealth Bldg
Pittsburgh 22, Pa.

UWF—United World Films, 1445 Par
Ave., New York 29, N. Y.

UWISC—University of Wisconsin, Bi
reau of Audio Visual Instruction, Ej
tension Division, Madison, Wise.

VALERIE Pictures, P. O. Box 311

Cleveland 17, Ohio

VEGA—Vega Electronics Corp., 107i

N. Highway 9, Cupertino, Calif.

VIRGINIA Theological Seminary, Sen
inary Hill, Alexandria, Va.

VISAID—Visual Aid Materials Co., 32

Butler Ave., Los Angeles 66, Cal

VISTU—Visual Aids Studio. 1909 A\
Q, Huntsville, Texas

VMAC—Visual Aids Materials Co.. 32

Butler Ave., Los Angeles 66, Cal

WALCK—Henry Z. Walck, Inc., ]

Fifth Ave.. New York 3, N. Y.

WAVNE State University, Audio-V
ual Materials Consultation Bure:
Detroit 2, Mich.

WCLA—West Coast Lumbermen's I

sociation, 1410 SW Morrison
Room X-12, Portland 5. Ore.

WEBPUB — Webster Publishing C

1154 Rero Ave., St. Louis 26, Mo.

WCTU—Women's Christian Temp
ance Union, 1730 Chicago Ai

Evanston, 111.

WESTMINSTER Recording S a 1

Corp., 275 Seventh Ave., New Yorl

N. Y.

WHIT—Whitney's, 150 Powell St., !

Francisco 2. Calif.

WILMAC Recorders, 921 E. Green
Pasadena. Calif.

WORDREC—Word Records, Inc., P
Box 1790, Waco, Texas

WORLD WIDE Pictures, Box 1

Sherman Oaks, Calif.

YMCA World Service, 291 Broad
New York 7, N. Y.

YSRP—Yale Series of Recorded F i

202 Davenport Ave., New Ha i

Conn.
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CLASSROOM RECORDER
The first professional quality tape recorder designed exclusively

for classFoom and teaching applications. Sold through author-

ized Audiotronics audiovisual dealers only, this 100% American-

made instrument features:

® Dtittl track monaural record and playback. Conforms to

NARTB/NAB standards. @ 3-digit automatic counter for speedy

location of material on tape. ® 10-watt high-fidelity feedback

controlled amplifier. © Monitors through headphones or

speaker. ® No pressure pads; con-

stant tension maintained across

heads for no tape spill or break-

age. ® One-piece, die-cast

aluminum alloy deck. ® 6" x 9"

$199

dual-cone, full range speaker. ® Generous storage spaces

for reels, microphorte and A.C. cord. ® Serves as a P.A.

system. @ Plays in either vertical or horizontal position.

@ Accommodates up to 7" reels. @ Dual speed (7V2 and

3%); simplified classroom-design controls. @ Auxiliary output

jack for external speaker or headphones. @ Scuff resistant,

silver brown fabricoid-covered %" plywood case with metd

comers and knees—solid plastic, sure-

grip handle. © Light weight—22 lbs.

Audiotronics Tape Recorder

ATC lOOM $299.25 List

$199.50 School Net

50
School Net

Ask your dealer about the ATC lOOM or write for complete specifications.

AUDIOTRONICS
11057 WEDDINGTON STREET, NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNI.



Cover Scene

The art of the craftsman still lives.

This scene is from The Danish Society

of Arts and Crafts and Industrial De-
sign, a 1960 release produced and dis-

tributed by the Danish Government
Film Office through Brandon Films.
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DON'T XA^ORRY,
HE >A^ON'T GET IT OUT«
To remove a LEVOLOR bottom rail clip, one must

know how. No amount of yanking and pulling on the

tape can get them out. But to the maintenance man
who knows how, it is as simple as A. B. C.

Information that insures the best installation pos

sible is a service all LEVOLOR representatives wil

give you. They will submit a prospectus coverinj

every detail of your Venetian Blind installation—hel)

with the specifications and make a final inspectioii

after the blinds are installed. It is a service that guar

antees good specifications and good Venetian Blinds

VENETIAN BLINDS
AUDIO-VISUAL CONVENTIONAL SKYLIGHT

Levolor Lorentzen, Inc., 720 Monroe St., Hoboken, N. J.
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For Successful A-V...

CECO RED LAKE

35MM STOP MOTION

PROJECTOR

For study of

recorded data

-rely on CECO's Audio-Visual equipment, plus the

professional experience of CECO's engineers. CECO's range of A-V products takes in the

i/hole audio-visual field cameras, projectors, screens, slide projectors, animation equipment, sound

ecorders, timers, tripods, etc. The constant probing and prompting of our technicians is reflected

1 many audio-visual programs across the country, in class room and industry. CECO offers maximum
fficiency at lowest cost. The A-V industry has grown into

giant. You need the advice and service of professionals. ^„-» ^ —

„

/rite or call for CECO Audio-Visual spec sheets. Today! (j^flni€Rfl tC^UIPmCIIT (O-JdC.

Department E-13, 315 W. 43rd St.

New York 36, N. Y., JUdson 6-1420

cramer continuous
Umm processor
tompact; economi-
cal; portable. Can be
bperated in daylight,
fully automatic.

RADIANT "EDUCATOR"
PROJECTION SCREEN
Available in tripod,
roll-u p, wall and
celling designs and
many sizes.

SINGLE FRAME EYEMO
35MM FILMSTRIP CAM-
ERA Single frame ad-
vance, reflex viewing
and special lens de-
signed for slide films.

CROWN B SO TAPE RE-
CORDER Features
complete remote
control facilities.

FIRMSPLICE 16/35MM
FILM SPLICER Com-
pact unit butt splices
magnetic tape or film
quickly, accurately.

NEGEMA PROJECTION
STAND For every type
of A-V projector.
Lightweigtit, sturdy,
durable.
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the extra-strength tape for long,

hard classroom use and economy!

JBHI

Arthur Karlclins, coordinator of U. of W. Language Laboratory, is shown in control room of main lob. All tape for the main lab is handled

and played in this room. University's facilities also include duplicating equipment and a soundproof room for preparing intructional tapes.

16 LANGUAGES PLUS SPEECH, LINGUISTICS KEEP

UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON'S TAPE-EQUIPPED LABS BUSY!

At the University of Washington in

Seattle, work with language labora-

tories began informally in 1950. This

teaching method received new im-

petus with the installation of new
magnetic tape equipment and the

completion of lab facilities in 1957.

Today, 16 languages are taught using

a main laboratory with 81 booths

plus a 20-position experimental lab.

INCREASED NUMBER OF
LANGUAGES TAUGHT
In addition to instruction in 16 lan-

guages, including English, university

labs are used in teaching speech

and linguistics. Foreign languages

include French, Spanish, Italian,

Portuguese, German, Norwegian,
Swedish, Danish, Latin, Greek and

Russian . . . plus Chinese, Japanese,

Tibetan and Hindu-Urdu, which
were added to the lab program last

year.

During the first 25 months after the

1957 modernization, total student

lab attendance numbered 114,926,

with a daily average of 230. Each
student registered in a course aver-

aged almost 20 lab sessions. About
75 tapes were played daily, with an

average of 3 students participating

in each of these individual tape Ie5

sons. Total length of tape playe

during this 25-month period woul

reach from Rochester, N.Y., to Sa
Francisco, Calif.

TAPE IS EFFICIENT

TEACHING AID!

Arthur Karklins, who has been or

ordinator of university languag

laboratories since 1957, reports

"Magnetic tape has shown itself t

be a more efficient technical teachin

aid than films, film strips, slides c

colored pictures on the wall—an

flexible enough to both implemer
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and supplement conventional class-

room instruction.

"I am happy to report," he con-

tinues, "that with each succeeding

quarter, confidence in the language

lab is growing, not only on the part

of the various language departments,

but also on the part of students. On
numerous occasions, students have
told me their sessions in the lab

have proven to be of great benefit

to their language studies."

UNIVERSITY PREPARES
OWN TAPES
To serve the active requirements of

laboratory instruction, the library

of magnetic tapes at U. of W. has

steadily grown to a present 1600.

About 80% of the instructional tapes

are prepared in the laboratory, and
similarly, most tapes for testing are

faculty-recorded.

Almost 950 new reels of Scotch®
BiiAND Magnetic Tape are now used
each year—most of it No. 311 made
with exclusive TENZAR® backing.

WHAT IS TENZAR?
TENZAR backing is a specially de-

veloped, high-strength plastic ma-
terial used in making "Scotch"
Magnetic Tape No. 311. It provides

16 times greater tear resistance than
standard acetate backing . . . won't
break when edges are nicked . . .

withstands continuous use, even
rough, inexperienced handling. This
tape also stores unusually well be-

cause TENZAR backing is 15 times

more humidity-resistant than acetate.

TENZAR backed No. 311 tape is

made with high-potency oxides that

issure full fidelity response— is im-

pregnated with exclusive Silicone

ubrication that protects recorder
eads, eliminates squeal and extends
ape life.

\(). 311 tape also provides classroom
conomy because it's priced in the
same range as standard tapes! For
)oth economy and long wear, we
fuggest you order "Scotch" Mag-

Main language laboratory at University of Washington includes 72 semi-enclosed
student booths, plus 9 fully enclosed booths. Booths in main laboratory are equipped
with microphone, headphones and volume control. Taped lessons are played in control

room, and tope is not actually handled in individual student booths. University also
has a 20-position experimental lab.

netic Tape No. 311 with TENZAR
backing to meet your next tape re-

quirements. Available on clear or

color-molded transparent reels in

red, green, blue and yellow for easy

coding, in either 5" or 7" sizes. Free

in each box— end-of-reel clip that

prevents tape spillage during han-

dling, storing and mailing.

SPECIAL REPORT FOR
LANGUAGE TEACHERS!

"Behind the Tape— the Teacher",

an exclusive taped report prepared

by 3M, is an authoritative guide to

audio-lingual methods and effective

uses of the language laboratory, pro-

duced with the help of several out-

standing audio-lingual specialists.

Samples of structured drills are pre-

sented, as well as opinions and ma-
terials from a number of experienced

teachers in their own language lab-

oratories. You can have this report,

plus a 20-page "Beginning Audio-
Lingual Guide", by Dr. Edward M.
Stack, Villanova University, for only

$2.25. Send check or monev order

to Minnesota
Mining and
Manufacturing
Company, Mag- BBiiailJiBUiy
netic Products

Division, Dept.
MCG-91, Box
3300, St. Paul

6, Minn.

MAGNETIC PRODUCTS DIVISION

J^INMKSOTA ]yj[lNINa AND J^fJ^AN U FACTURINO COMPANY^^

...WHERE RESEARCH IS THE KEY TO TOMORROW

''SCOTCH". "TENZAR" and the Plaid Design ace reg. TM's of 3IV1 Co. © 1961 3M Co.

dlcational Scree\ Ai\D AuDiovLsuAL GuiEE

—
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3M
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WILSON Tables
are guaranteed for 5 years

e e

h
m.

G i

• ..yet they're competitively priced!

At first glance, tables are pretty
much alike— limited to a fixed order
of legs, shelves and casters in vary-

ing sizes and finishes.

Yet even here there is room for

imagination, variety and degrees of

workmanship, with differences that

may be important to you.

Consider what was behind the

statement of the audiovisualist who
said, "Wilson tables are the best

dollar value available today."

Here's why this comment could

be made. In just two years, we intro-

duced many new tables and made
improvements on existing models.

To date, we have 14 "firsts" to our
credit and have created more news
and have set more trends than any
other make.

Yet these reasons alone did not
inspire the comment. It was also

based on the speaker's awareness of
that complex thing called "quality."

And quality is what we build into

our tables. We use three gauges of

steel, "invisible" re-inforcing braces,

automatic spot welding machines to

eliminate human error and many
other techniques and features that

are not readily apparent to the
casual observer. Yet these things are

472

so important, they enable us to offer

an unprecedented five year guar-
antee on our tables.

For all this quality, prices are sur-

prisingly low. We utilize modern
technology to mass produce tables

for our nationwide network of select

distributors. Thus a table that might
cost $60 is made and sold for a frac-

tion of that amount.

By offering audiovisualists what
they really need, we have now be-

come the "leading" manufacturer of

A-V tables and rear projection equip-

ment in the world.

We'd like you to dash out and buy
Wilson tables. But if this strikes you
as too impulsive, why not permit

your distributor to let you comj^are

the Wilson line with other fine makes.
Then you can decide judiciously.

^h 16" high table for convenient sit-down us*

with any overhead projector.

^\ 40" high table with "cut out" top shelf end I

lock bolt for safer operation of RCA ani

Eastman 1 6 mm projectors.

Ck 40" high standard table— widely used fo

operation and movement of all makes c

1 6 mm projectors.

^k 54" high ETV table with a slant top— meet

MPATI requirements for educational televisioi

^% Accessory Drop Shelf, a 1 2 second way I

extend all Wilson tables from 24" in lengt

to 40".

^% Rear projection unit guarantee includes appi

cation! Must show 1 6 mm films in rooms sui

shine bright to buyer's complete satisfactio

f^ Accessory Tilt Top hooks on to all 1 8" x 2-

Wilson tables— permits top shelf to tilt wht

using overhead and opaque projectors

other A-V equipment.

Write today for literature on Wilson A-V Tables • Wilson ETV Tables •Wilson R

for showing 16 mm films in rooms sunshine bright • Wilson Wide Angle Lenses

H. WILSON Corporation
546 W. 1 1 9th Street Chicago 28, Illinois

"WorlcJ's leading manufacturer of A-V tables and rear projection equipment"

Edicational Screen and Audiovisual Guide—Sei'tember. l'>'



,irii
Flexalum Audio-Visual Blinds, with slats open, pro
vide controlled daylight without glare, plus venti-

Ianon, for ordinary classroom activities. The soft, diffused light
s easy on the eyes . . . and dispositions.

MEDIUM P°''''ally closed, give light enough for
note-taking, yet darken room so projected

slides of charts, etc., may be clearly viewed. Precision tilt mecha-
nism with fine adjustment, affords exact degree of light needed.

^ARK ^^'^P'e'ely closed Flexalum Au^^ trap channels, and Flexalum's tig

idio-Visual Blinds give projection-room darkness. No light seeps in thanks to liohf

Wr„e (or .pectono^s ,o Bridgepor, B.ou Co, H«e, Do.glo. Oi.,»on. 30 Grond S.,„,, B^ldgepod
2'

Conn.
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News people organizations events

Record NAVA Show Stresses

Maker-User Cooperation

The largest attendance (3,241)

and the biggest and most diversified

exhibit (170 exhibitors, 230 booths)

of audiovisual equipment and ma-

terials marked the 21st national con-

vention of the National Audio-Visual

Association at Chicago, July 22-25.

This year's NAVA theme, "The Chal-

lenge to Profit," emphasized the sup-

plier-dealer-consumer common inter-

est in a stable business basis for

the AV field. Manufacturer Ben

Peirez, government committee counsel

John Forsythe, public relations execu-

tive Joseph E. Burger, and educator

James Finn stressed this theme in

feature addresses.

While the exhibit was larger and

more diversified than ever, with many
first-timers present, there seemed less

evidence of revolutionary new devel-

opments than of better adaptation to

user needs and greater attention to

subject area requirements. Bell and

Howell and Eastman Kodak unveiled

radical changes in their time-tried

projectors. Graflex (Ampro) and

Victor Animatograph reported full

delivery on models radically new last

year. The long-popular Devry-lite

classroom motion picture projector is

getting a new home with Victor. The
new 3M-Thermofax overhead projec-

tor has important new design features.

Harwald demonstrated a film insjjec—

tion machine that delivers a paper re-

cording of the degree and location of

scratch damage on a print as well as

sprocket-hole breaks and bad splices.

Gray Manufacturing Company, a new-

comer to the show, offers a three-

minute sound recording on a 3Vix4
slide to accompany its projected pic-

ture. A number of transmitter-type

language lab and microphone designs

New NAVA officers, from left, bottom

—

Harold A. Fischer, first vice president

;

Mahlon Martin, president; top—Robert

P. Abrams, second vice president ; Jerome
Kintner, secretary.

afford wireless installations. Steps

were seen toward audiovisualizing

some of the teaching machines.

The exhibitors as a group expressed

greater satisfaction with both the at-

tendance and the physical arrange-

ments. A suggestion to move the 1962

meeting to Miami Beach found little

support. Next year and probably in

1963 the meeting will again be held in

Chicago's Morrison Hotel.

KEYSTONE now offers you . . .

PROTECT-A-PRINT
LEADER

• Avoid Misthreading Damage!

• Avoid Film Scratch!

PROTECT-A-PRINT LEADER is designed specifically to prevent print

damage from dirty projectors and careless misthreading. Its special coating

automatically cleans dirty projectors and its extra toughness automatically

avoids misthreading damage.

Intensive tests, and the experience of hundreds of users, have proved that

PROTECT-A-PRINT LEADER is highly effective and thoroughly safe! Your
satisfaction is unconditionally assured.

Write for further information or a demonstration by our Local Representative.

KEYSTONE VIEW CO., Meadville, Pa.
Since 1892, Producers of Superior Visual Aids

Exclusive Distributor of Protea-a-Print Leader to the Educational Field.

Educational Testing Service

To Study Teaching Machines

Backed by a $100,000 grant fron^

the Carnegie Corporation, Educa
tional Testing Service has entered

upon a program of analysis and ap-

praisal of teaching machines and theii

programming. The project, it was said

seeks to develop standards by whicl

substantive content, technical excel-

lence, and communication efficienc\

may be judged.

According to ETS, "The school ad

ministrator who is interested in teach-

ing machines—or some other form ol

programmed learning—has much ii

common with the country lad listen

ing to the sideshow barker. Both fine

the "pitcli " intriguing. To satisfy theii

curiosity about what's in the tent

each must dig down for hard cash

Should the show prove disappointing

the country lad is only out a quarter

The schoolman, on the other hand
may find himself saddled for years t(

come with elaborate equipment ant

useless learning programs that cos

him thousands of dollars."

To help educators guard agains

such costly mistakes, ETS is seekin;

to develop practical quality contro

standards for programmed learning.

Roy Frye Named To AV
Post At Univ. of Texas

Roy Frye, former audiovisual supei

visor in the Roswell, N. M., school-

has been named visual education spe

cialist for the Visual Instructio

Bureau of the University of Texas. H -

replaces J. Preston Lockridge, who rti

signed in 1960 to accept a positio

with the Tecnifax Corporation.

Frye, a native Texan, received h

B.A. and M.A. degrees from Easter

New Mexico University and has don

graduate work at Indiana University

He has served as audiovisual advise

for the State Department of Educi

tion and taught extension courses

Eastern New Mexico University.

E. C. Moore, AV Veteran,

Retires From School Post

The office of the Hempstead ( Lor

Island) Public Schools has announct

the retirement of E. Carleton Moo
after 35 years in the Hempste;

schools. He vvas a teacher and a

ministrative assistant in the hii

school from 1926 to 1934 and audi

(Continued on page 476)
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At the new Lexington, Mass., Estabrook School, designed to facilitate team teaching,
Richard G. Woodward, Lexington's Coordinator of Instructional Materials, says:

"We're interested in teaching efficiency—
and equipment that helps make teaching efficient/

"Because we are interested in efficient teaching
as a means to improved learning, the Lexington
Public Schools have been engaged in a joint re-

search project with Harvard University for sev-
eral years to determine the effectiveness of team
teaching.

"Just as our new Grove Street Elementary
School was designed for team teaching, the equip-
ment selected for it was chosen to provide teach-
ers with efficient, easy-to-use teaching aids. The
ease with which the Kodak Pageant Sound Pro-
jector is set up and its simple threading path
encourage our teachers to make maximum use of

motion pictures in day-to-day teaching.
"We have found that elementary teachers, op-

erating projectors in their classrooms, appreciate
this simplicity. We have also found that our
Pageant Projectors stand up to hard use with
minimum repairs."

Convenience and ease of operation are just two
of the many features teachers like about Kodak
Pageant Sound Projectors. Your Kodak Audio-
Visual Dealer will gladly demonstrate these at
your convenience. Or write for Bulletin V3-22,
which describes the Kodak Pageant line. No ob^
ligation, of course.

Kodak Ih^eant Projector ^ EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Dept. 8-V, Rochester 4, N. Y.

II
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FOR THE FIRST TIME

a guide
to eOUCATIOIMAL

IDEPhonograph ^«^jsicgu
o •V,

Records
WRITTEN BY EDUCATORS

FOR EDUCATORS

72 Pages ^Completely New!

CAPITOL-ANGEL'S AUTHORITATIVE REFERENCE

WORK ON EDUCATIONAL MUSIC - 196 1 62 Edition

Because of the enthusiastic reaction to our 1960 Educational Catalog, and
the cooperation of an editorial board of leading American educators, we
have broadened the entire concept of this audio visual guide. At the same
time, we have retained the carefully organized, easy-to-find arrangement

of the original edition. Included in its 72 pages are such features as:

• VALUABLE NEW SECTIONS ADDED: Spoken Word... Basic

Music Library . . , Great Recordings of the Century . . . History of Jazz.

• OVER 300 ALBUMS ILLUSTRATED, described, graded and

evaluated in terms of teaching usage by an authority in each field.

• EVERY MAJOR CATEGORY INTRODUCED by an article

written by a leading educator or musician.

• ALL CATEGORIES AUGMENTED by albums recommended by

educators. More than 100 listings added.

Indispensable! Every teacher involved in musical education, or in audio pro-

gramming, should have a copy of this guide. Teachers, Librarians and Educators-

25f per copy. (Others— 50<- ) Use the coupon, or your own letterhead.

Gt^^^oi

Music Education Dept., Capitol Tower. 1756 N. Vine St.. Hollywood 28, Calif.

For 250 enclosed, please send me a copy of your new 72page EDUCATIONAL MUSIC GUIDE.

NAME.

AFFILIATION.
(Name of School, Library, or Dept.)

Check applicable boxes:

D n
Teacher Librarian Other

D D O
Public Parochial Private

ADDRESS.

CITY_ _ZONE_ -STATE.

My interests apply to n D Dmusic in these areas: PreSchool Elementary Secondary College Language Audio-Visual

J^CW^S continued

visual director of the system frorr

1934 to 1948. when he was appointed

director of AV and curriculum.

Moore has been called the "father'

of the audiovisual movement on Lon^
Island, it was said, not only organizing

the Hempstead department but aisc

serving as a consultant for many schoo!

districts in setting up their own AV
departments. He was one of the origi-

nal members of the Long Island Audic
Visual Council and served as its presi-

dent from 1934 thru 1948. He was
also a charter member of the New
York State Audio N'isual Council, ar

officer of the New York metropolitan

branch of the Department of Audio-
visual Instruction, and a member ol

the board of directors of the Educa-
tional Film Library Association.

Film Festival Winners End
Successful Summer 'Tour'

Thirty-five 16mm films which wen
voted Blue Ribbon awards by th(

juries of the 1961 American Filn

Festival were shown during the sum
mer months in ten cities across thi

country. Scheduled by the Educationa
Film Library Association, which spon
sors the festival annuallv, the Blm

Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Viets and their < li

dren, Hillary and Virgil, Jr., leave froi

Idlewild -Airport, N. Y., for a Eiiropeo

vacation which he won. .\ veteran of

years in The Hartford, Conn., School Sy
tein, Viets won the first prize of a routi'

trip to Europe willi liis winning essay i

a contest concUicted by Viewle.x, Inc. H'

winning entry was on the subject, "Ho
-Audiovisual .-Vids Make Teaching an

Learning Easier."

Ribbon Circuit screenings have prove

increasingly popular; and EFLA
Emily S. Jones reports that half

dozen additional groups in other citii

which applied for places on the sche-

(Continued on page 480)
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Why
Call

VU-

Does Everybody

Because 90% of all overhead projectors in use today are Beseler Vu-Graphs . .

.

and, because the quality standards for all overhead projectors are established by Beseler Vu-Graphs.

Let's prove this with a quick "nuts and bolts" examination of the overhead projector

used in more schools than all others combined-the BESELER MASTER VU-GRAPH Overhead Projector

\ PROJECTION

\ ANASTIGMAT

REFLECTOR

First, there's a superb optical system-special

plastic Beseler Fresnel lens ... 4" diameter 14"

focal length f3.5 projection anastigmat objec-

tive {with low reflectance loss coating) . . .

optically ground and polished 5" diameter con-

denser ... and 1000 watt pre-focus lamp with

\yz" reflector. Result-From a 10" x 10" trans-

parency the Vu-Graph projects a sparkling crisp

image, as large as 13' x 13', even in fully lighted

rooms! And with the Beseler "100% pure light"

Fresnel this image is uniformly brilliant from

edge to edge ... no "dirty" corners or "brown"

pictures.

CONDENSER

Next, there's the extra-short, offset projection

head post with simple collet fitting. Result-

Maximum lens rigidity providing vibration-free

images . . . oversized transparencies can be

used . . . assembling and disassembling Is a

snap.

Focusing is rack and pinion operated, and a

hinged rear view focusing mirror is part of the

projection head. Result-Extremely fast, precise

focusing ... no need to turn head to check

focus on screen.

The heavy acetate writing roll is built-in.

Result-The Vu-Graph "Electric Blackboard" is

always ready for use . . . no time-consuming

changes or adjustments to make ... and rolls

may be removed at any time without going to

the end.

Cooled by a motor operated, shock-mounted

centrifugal double blower. Result — Unlimited

projection time without overheating . . . cooling

is quiet and ultra efficient ... hot air is ex-

hausted away from, rather than into, face of

operator.

Hinged access door and lamphouse. Result

—Easy, instant servicing and lamp changing . .

.

no tools necessary ... no panels to lose.

And the Vu-Graph has the most complete line

of accessories available. Result—Versatility plus

... use 3'/2 X 4, 2 x 2, 35MM filmstrips,

tachistoscope, polarizing spinner, etc. with your

Vu-Graph.

There are many, many more features we
could point out on the Beseler Master

Vu-Graph . . . but, we said this would be

a "quick" examination, so we'd best stop

here. !f, however, you really want to know
"Why Everybody Calls Overhead Projectors-

Vu-Graphs"... write for complete informa-

tion. Or, better yet, have a Beseler A-V Con-

sultant bring a Vu-Graph to you for a real

"nuts and bolts" examination.

PROJECTION
DIVISION

CHARLES BESELER COMPANY
212 So. 18th SI. East Orange, New Jersey
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Flexibility. . .Versatility

\^
'"..^^^ ...A^^m

RECORD STEREOPHONICALLY and enjoy
stereo play-back of 2 track or 4 track stereo tapes.

PUSH BUTTON CONTROLS afford simple
operation. Safety interlock prevents accidental
erasure of recorded material!

HIGH-FREQUENCY RESPONSE AND FI-
DELITY allows detection of complete voice
range differences. Highly beneficial to speech and
speech therapy students!

INPUT AND OUTPUT JACKS permit recorder
to be used in sound treated rooms from a control

booth. Use earphones without cutting off the

external speaker!

SHUT-OFF SWITCH automatically shuts-off

power supply . . . permits teacher's concentration

on students without keeping one eye on the

recorder!

MONITOR SWITCH allows use of recorder as

an Ear-trainer using earphones as a P.A. system,

or to utilize amplifier in the recorder with a sec-

ond sound source, such as a phonograph!V-M 'tape-0-matic'" Stereophonic Tape Recorder

WITH "ADDi AiTRACK""-Model 722-$259.95* list

Also Available V-M Stereo-Play-Back Model 720 with "ADD+A+TRACK" " -$225.00* LIST I
V^M

ADD+A+TRACK"®...
the Instructor's Most

Valuable Teaching Tool!

Versatile V-M "Add-A-Track"®
offers unlimited opportunities

for powerfully effective teaching

methods! A teacher records les-

sons. Then, or at any later time,

the student records on another

track while listening to the teach-

er's recording. On play-back,

both recordings are heard simul-

taneously! Student track may be

re-recorded any number of times

without affecting the teacher's or

master track.

Unite Sight and Sound for More Efficient Instruction!

V-M Slide-Projector Synchronizer
Model 1412— $49.95* list. A V-M Tape Recorder and

Synchronizer in conjunction with a slide or strip film pro-

jector, increases the significance of any visual presentation

Offers more economical "do-it-yourself training aids

With V-M's simplicity of operation. Synchronizer adds in

audible slide-change cues to tape recorded commentary

On play-back, these cues actuate remote-control projector,

automatically advancing slides at times selected!

the X
V-M CORPORATION . BENTON HARBOR, MICHIGAN • KNOWN FOR THE FINEST IN RECORD CHANGERS, PHONOGRAPHS AND TAPE RECORDERS!
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[n Audio-Visual Education!
^'

OFFERS A COMPLETE LINE

OF QUALITY PRODUCTS

FOR DYNAMIC

TEACHING TECHNIQUES!

A new world of advanced teaching tech-

niques await you with these functional

A-V aids from V-M ! Here are depend-

able quality products specially engi-

neered to be utilitarian in all phases of

education. No school is too large or too

small to benefit from these professional

V-M products of unprecedented value

. . unmatched versatility.

V-M OFFERS A COMPLETE "AUDIO LEARNING
CENTER" PROPOSAL— from one unit to as many as

your language laboratory requires. Send for detailed

information for easy construction and operation of a

Modern "Audio Learning Center."

•Institutional Prices Available Upon Request.

V-M Classroom Record

Players Feature Superior

Performance . . .

Rugged Durability!

%i»

V-M Portable High-Fldelity Record Player

and P.A. Sound System— Model 201—$99.95* list.

1
1" precision turntable! Dual Needle Cartridge is compati-

ble for play of any monaural or stereo record monaurally

!

Full complement of controls! Complete input and output

receptacles! A High-Fidelity Speaker System with two

speakers especially tailored io the speaker enclosure to

assure better bass response. "Tolex'" Vinyl Case Covering

resists scuff and stain! Washes clean, metal corners! Avail-

able in IVIarine Green or Metallic Gray.

V-M Portable

Classroom Record Player—
Model 208— $59.95* list.

Precision turntable!

Dual Needle Cartridge is compatible for play of onv inon-

aiiral or stereo record monaurally! Separate Tone and
Volume Controls! External Amplitier, Extension Speaker
Jacks! Powerful Speaker tailored to speaker enclosure!

Durable case built to withstand rugged use. Available in

Metallic Gray.

V-M CORPORATION, Dept. ES961
305 Territorial Road • Benton Harbor, Michigan

Please send me additional information, without

obligation, on V-M Tape Recorders and "Audio
Learning Center" proposal.

NAME.

ADDRESS-

CITY. ZONE- , STATE-
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LANGUAGE TEACHERS!
He?-e is a Central Co?itrol Cojjsole

You cmi Maste?' in Minutes

.

.

.

SWITCHCRAFT Language Laboratory
Components

Unparalleled simplicity, versatility and quality at the lowest cost.

TRANSISTORIZED STUDENT
AMPLIFIERS Models 680 and R-630

Transistors used for long life, low
power consumption.

Microphone and lesson inputs with

Now your school can afford

Switchcraft Language Laboratory

Components consisting of:

,,......<«" CENTRAL CONTROL
CONSOLE

Series 685
Compact desk unit
provides control
from 12 to 36
students.

1 Instructor can listen to any position
undetected by student.

' Instructor hears Master Tape and
Students' Response.

' Instructor can talk to entire class or
inter-communicate with any student
or conference of four students.

A tape recorder can be connected to
Console to record work from any
student position.

Up to three lesson sources plus in-
structors microphone can be dis-
tributed to any section of the class.

Tape transports, record players, ra-
dios and sound projectors can be
distributed through Console to class.

Console can be used with your pres-
ent tape recorder or other sound
sources.

LANGUAGE LABORATORY DIVISION

480

individual volume controls.

• Rugged construction.

• Simple plug-in connections.

• Portable or permanent mounting.

OUTSTANDING QUALITY
All components. Central Control Con-
sole, Student Amplifiers, Power Sup-
ply and Junction Boxes have been de-
signed and manufactured for reliability
and trouble-free performance.

EXPAND EASILY

Switchcraft's Component "Building
Block" method allows you to expand
the functions of your Language Lab-
oratory without expensive obsolescence
of present equipment.

The Switchcraft Language Laboratory
Specialist in your area is qualified to
assist you in planning your Language
Laboratory. Look into the quality and
savings offered to you through Switch-
craft Components. . . . Write today for
more detailed information. Request a
copy of "Glossary of Language Lab-
oratory Terms"—another service to
you from Switchcraft.

5593 N. Elston Ave.

Chicago 30, Illinois

jNjeWS continued

ule had to be refused because of tim(
restrictions.

EFLA members who programmec
this travelling summer film festival ir

the various communities reported larg«

and enthusiastic audiences in Evans
ville, Indiana; Philadelphia; Aspen
Colorado; Kansas City, Missouri,

Muncie, Indiana; Hempstead, Ne«
York; Chicago; Syracuse; E a s 1

Meadow, New York; and Washington
A typically good attendance of .500

persons was recorded in Kansas City,

according to Donald W. Smith, di-

rector of Audiovisual Education foi

the Kansas City Public Schools.

EFLA also has announced the elec-

tion of three directors to its nine-mem-
ber Board. Kathryn L. Carlin, super-

visor of instructional materials of the

Dade County Schools, Miami, Florida,

will serve as a representative of

schools; and Sally Clark, film curator

at the New Jersey State Museum in

Trenton, will represent adult and gen-
eral education groups. Re-elected was
Elliott H. Kone, director of the Audio-
visual Center of Yale University, who;
will represent colleges and universi-

ties.

The 1962 American Film Festival,

sponsored again by the Educational
Film Library Association, will convene
April 25-28 at the Hotel Biltmore in

New York City, it was reported.

EFLA's Administrative Director Emily
S. Jones explains that record attend-

ance at the 1961 Festival made it nec-

essary to move the Festival to a hotel

affording larger screening and meet-
ing rooms. Entry blanks and detailed

information about the festival com-
petitions will be mailed out early in

October to 1,800 film producers, spon-

sors, and distributors. Entries must be
filed witl) EFLA bv midnight, January
20, 1962. All 16mm films and 35mm
filmstrips released in the United
States during the calendar year 1961
are eligible for the competitions
grouped under the general headings
of Education and Information; Art

and Culture; Religion and Ethics;

Business and Industry; Health, Safety,

and Medicine.

Marie McMahan Joins AV
Center At Western Mich. U.

Marie McMahan, who has been co-

ordi;iator of audiovisual services of thei

Batde Creek (Mich.) Public Schook,'

joins the AV staff of Western Michi-

gan University, Kalamazoo, as of

September I, according to a report by'

Carl B. Snow, director of the AV Cen-

ter at Western.
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Available Initially for 5 secondary courses-

ALGEBRA • BIOLOGY • CHEMISTRY
PHYSICS • GENERAL SCIENCE

Make your own

! teaching transparencies

in minutes

at 1/3 the cost with

NEW OZALID
TRANSPARENCY

MASTERS KITS
Now, with these new Ozalid Transparency Masters

Kits, you need never buy another ready-made trans-

parency for the subjects you teach

!

Exciting, lucid visuals, cut-away drawings and dia-

grams in multi-color can be made in minutes — for

overhead projection — ready to show your classes —
just by copying these new master illustrations by the

fast, simple Ozalid process.

And you do it at the lowest cost ever—because you

make the transparencies yourself!

The transparency illustrations in each of the five

kits have been chosen by leading educators and exe-

cuted by top professional artists. Use them as they

are, adapt or add to them—to suit your own teaching

technique.

For more information on how your school can have

professional quality transparencies at lowest cost re-

turn the coupon below.

*o
ieach

kit you receive up to 200 preprinted art masters, transpar-
cy mounts, simple instructions, a protective file, mounting tape,
d certificate redeemable for all transparency materials needed.

DUCATIONAL SCREEN AND AUDIOVISUAL GuiDE—SEPTEMBER, 1961

OZALID, Dept. #3*1
Johnson City, New York

Gentlemen;
Please send me complete information on
the "Ozalid Transparency Masters Kits"

NAME

SCHOOI

ADDRESS.

CITY. _STATE_
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4 DIMENSIONAL HISTORY!
Here is a program in "living" American history with a new dimension — not only with unparalleled form, an
exciting cast of characters and dramatic substance — but a program that projects its vital impact into our verj

future.

Today, educators face major responsibility. More than any othei

group, they must help capture the imagination of our young people

shape their dreams and guide their volatile energies toward construe

tive goals that will build a better tomorrow.

The Yale 4-point program can be invaluable: this unique teaching

tool presents the American story in a way never done before. Ou;

heroes breathe; the ideals that formed our fabric come alive, inspiring

their perpetuation and growth.

Dramatic? Yes. But also unprecedented in scholastic excellence anc

authenticity. Rarely will you find American history materials create(

by such an assemblage of distinguished historians, educators anc

visual education specialists. Singly or in combination, these fine book

and filmstrips have amply proved their worth.

The 4-Point Programs — Each Unit a Comprehensive Entity

^ THE FILMSTRIPS i^

Both series created under the editorial direction of Ralph H. Gabriel,

Sterling Professor of History Emeritus, Yale University

THE CHRONICLES OF
AMERICA FILMSTRIPS

15 units

The student relives the struggles and glories of America!
Such vivid realism in these picture "adventures" was possi-

ble only by the use of original material from the photoplays
of the same name.

$97.50 complete or $7.00 each
Comprehensrve TEACHER'S GUIDE free

THE PAGEANT OF
AMERICA FILMSTRIPS

30 units

Here lu^e images of imbelievable excitement and impai
that link all age groups. Universal yet personal, tiniele

yet contemporary, this award-winning series is used wit

equal success in civic affairs and at all levels of educatio;

$195.00 complete or $7.00 each
TEACHER'S GUIDE free with each unit

1^ THE BOOKS i^

THE CHRONICLES OF AMERICA

56 volumes

Edited by Allen Johnson and Allan Nevins

Fiction pales by contrast! Each volume Ls a thrilling mile-

stone, written in a homogeneous blend of historical accuracy
and narrative skill. Students seek them out for the sheer

pleasure of reading.

$199.00 complete or $3.95 per volume

THE PAGEANT OF AMERICA

15 volumes

Edited by Raph H. Gabriel

Our heritage unfolds in a picture-story format of fascinatji"

illustrations and rare maps with succinct, scholarly text th'

grips and holds the interest. Proved invaluable at all levc

$147,75 complete or $10.75 per volume

YALE
UNIVERSITY PRESS

UNIVERSITY PRESS FILM SERVICE

386 Fourth Avenue, New York 16, N. Y.
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editorial

lurray

or

^^verything!

Paul C. Reed

That's an exuberant title for an editorial if we ever saw one! Its

inspiration is the "exuberant slogan" being used this year for the

second time to herald Children's Book Week coming early in

November.
Children's Book Week is a full blown promotion. There are attrac-

tive posters in three languages, folders, seals, bookmarks, book party

quiz kits, tea napkins, book party pencils, and probably assorted

whatnots All these will proclaim the slogan with more exuberance

than thought, HURRAY FOR BOOKS!
In big cities, children's book fairs will be city-widely promoted.

Everywhere librarians, book sellers and publishers, teachers, and

some book readers too will be shouting, "Hurray for Books," be-

cause that's what they're being told to do.

So what is so good about a book that isn't also good about a

motion picture, a filmstrip, a record, a radio program, a television

program, a set of slides, a magazine, a program for a teaching

machine? All these are but the materials for communicating idea,

for inspiring, for motivating, for giving enjoyment and pleasure.

There is nothing exclusively inherently good about a book. A book

is but a means.

We've seen plenty of books not worth a second glance. We've
seen hundreds of others not worthy of even the faintest hurrah. If

we fall into the traps set by "Madison Avenue promoters" and with-

out thinking raise our cheers for a particular communication form,

we will deserve the inevitable consequences. Hurraying for books is

silly. It can lead to worshipping ink and idolizing the paper upon
which words are printed. We'll respond as directed with double

hurrahs for hard cover books and little cheers for paperbacks.

If we are to pick out each and every medium of communication

and following the commands of vested interests campaign in favor

of each one we'll be in a competitive mess. We'll be having an
Hurray for Films Week and an Hurray for Recordings campaign.

We'll have to promote with national weekly celebrations, radio pro-

grams and children's televiewing; and we'll even have special weeks
for flannel boards and wet mounted pictures. We'll have to Hurray
for Everything, one medium at a time.

Now don't get us wrong. Don't misinterpret our point of view.

We're not opposed to books nor the words that are in them. We
know that for those who can read and those who want to read

there's no medium that is more effective than printed symbols. But

the twentieth century with its technological advances has already

brought forth a dozen new media for comunication. None are com-
petitive with the printed word. All are complementary to the

printed word.

Everyone concerned with the transmission of information and
ideas from people to people; everyone who is involved with the

teaching process must recognize the interrelationships among all

forms of communication. We must leam to use all media intelli-

gently and well. We must leam which medium is best for communi-
cating what to whom and under what conditions.

Books are no good as a means for communicating ideas to people

who can't or who won't read.

So let's all together give out with one great HUZZA FOR
EVERYTHING-for all the different communication fonns and
get the exuberance out of our systems. Then let us settle down to a

more intelligent appraisal and understanding of all media. Let us

become far more concerned about what is being communicated to

whom than with the form h\ which the communication is carried.
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Teaching Labor La>v With

Taped Case Recordings

by Stanley M. Jacks

I J URING my first ten years in teaching I paid little

heed to audiovisual materials. I was aware of a few

films and recordings but those I had seen were not

impressive and I was not inspired to pursue the possi-

bility.

A chance occurrence in the summer of 1956 broke

the ice. Driving home one night from an evening

class, I listened with rapt attention to a radio program

—part of an NBC Biographtj in Sotiml series—on the

life of John L. Lewis. Beginning with the recorded

reminiscences of oldsters who knew Lewis from his

first days in the mines, the story of Lewis' life unfold-

ed in a tightly edited sequence of spontaneous com-

ments by reporters, union and management leaders,

government officials and others who had observed

Lewis through the days of the 'Herrin Massacre', the

formation of the CIO, the break with Roosevelt and

up through the post-war drive for the miners' Welfare

and Retirement Fund. The recording conveyed to the

listener the sense of being an observer of actual

events. The experience was immediate, authentic,

dynamic.

The next day I wrote NBC for a copy of the Lewis

recording. I was very pleased at the hearty response

it got from students and I received an extra dividend

when it occurred to me one day that I might produce

a tape recording of my own design.

In 1957 I began production of a tape recording

based on a National Labor Relations Board proceed-

ing using the actual participants to relate the story. I

was interested in testing the effectiveness of a pro-

gram employing the technique of the Lewis recording

but confined in its scope to a particular problem area

in one of my courses. I wished, in other words, to put

the spotlight on a specific phase of labor relations

practice.

I had for some years been lecturing on labor law

in the Executive Development Programs at MIT. It

was a brief course centered on the National Labor
Relations Act, the most comprehensive of the federal

labor laws. I used the case method of instruction, the

cases being Labor Board decisions and decisions of

the courts reviewing acts of the NLRB. Authors of

legal casebooks have not developed the panoramic

case study which traces a problem from the raw ma-
terial stage up to final disposition. The process of

drawing the issues, the translation of 'life' into legal

categories, the difficult problem of proof, all these a

concealed from view. Yet of all the stages in a leg

proceeding, the intermediate stage—between raw fa

and decision— is likely to hold the greatest illumir

tion for the layman. At this stage he can at on

see the situation in terms with which he is famili

and, as it were, in legal transliteration.

I had been gathering background material for

depth' write-ups of particular cases when the Lew
recording suggested a new approach. Tape recordii

the experience of the actual participants in a ca

would add a unique dimension of reality. The pro

lem of conveying the way people felt about a situ

tion, often so hard to do in a written case stud

would be solved. The 'atmosphere' surrounding ,

entity like the NLRB would emerge more or less n;

urally, thus assisting the student to gain insight in

the ways of a world with which he had little fami

arity. Essential concepts would be clarified by the ii

of a medium which conveyed experience with a mil

mum loss of immediacy.

While I found the notion of a recording intriguir

I never conceived it to be a talisman. Given the co

plexity of the learning process, it has always seemi

implausible to me that all difficulties would yield

one teaching method. Hence I had never been, r

am I now, an advocate, in an exclusive sense, for a

one method of communication.

Recording an open NLRB case was not seriou

considered. It seemed obvious that the participati

of the parties, their counsel, NLRB officials and judi

could not be secured until the contest was closed. 1
interesting case of the two Mount Hope Finishi

Companies was recommended by the director of i

NLRB's New England regional office. A leading t

tile finishing company had closed its Massachus*

plant in 1951 and a company operating under the sa

name and similar management opened in North Ca
lina.

The Textile Workers Union alleged a 'runaw:

namely, that the northern firm had moved soutli

evade the union which, a few months before, won 1

gaining rights in an NLRB election. The alleged r
away in 1951 came after a bitter strike resembling

some ways, an employee revolt against a benevol

autocracy. In fact, research disclosed background
cumstances with dramatic ingredients sufficient

a full-length play.

The issue of fact and law raised by the Mount H'l

case were not so intricate as to tax the comprehens

of the hstener. Moreover, the issues of the case w
revealing of some typical difficulties encountered

the NLRB in discharging the functions entrustec
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it by the law. The case had run the gamut to the stage

of judicial review and one of the most interesting

Features of the finished recording was the manner
in which it highlighted the role of the court in passing

upon the exercise of the NLRB's judgment on deli-

cate but decisive questions of motivation.

A design having been blocked out, recording began

n the summer of 1957. Individuals appearing on the

ape were informed that they might defer signing a

eleasc imtil they heard the finished program. Record-

ng was done in professional studios so that the audio

characteristics would be of broadcast standards. For
he background story, a non-directive interviewing

echnique was used. It produced much spontaneous

;ommentary marked by the expression of real feelings

nterspersed with choice elements of humor and
jathos; thus justifying the many hours required to

id it out the best material and arrange it in the proper

equence. Scripts were written for selected episodes,

specially the portions where argument by counsel be-

ore the NLRB of court was simulated. At various

ntervals use was also made of a narrator whose
cript facilitated the transition between the episodes.

Respite a planned running time of two hours, it

vas not possible to reproduce the trial phase of the

ase. Other phases of the proceeding was susceptible

o reduction so as to fit the desired time scale. The
mission of a first-hand account of the trial meant the

artial sacrifice of one of my objectives: the elucida-

lon of the process whereby raw factual material is

ansformed into probative evidence. This lack, how-
ver, was made up in part by the account of the in-

estigation given by the NLRB's field examiner and

le account of complaint issuance and trial prepara-

on given by the regional director and the chief law
fficer. Generally speaking, I was satisfied, on com-
leting the tape, that the recording would be a valu-

ble teaching aid and that the objective of a case

anorama had been attained.

There have been about 60 playings of the Moimt
[ope recording. The tape has been used regularly in

vo full semester courses at MIT and in the Executive

'evelopment Programs. Use has also been made of

16 tape in a number of schools in the Boston-Cam-
ridge area and a few have purchased copies. The
^cording was broadcast recently on Station WGBH
Boston.

Naturally, one is curious to know whether audio

ds like the Mount Hope tape make a unique con-

bution to the learning process. However, no experi-

ent is planned until at least six case studies, illus-

tive of a range of problem areas in labor law, have
sen produced. ( It is hoped that output can be speed-

up so that such a test will be possible in a few
ars. ) Students will be divided into two groups, each
cover the same subject matter. The teaching in one
oup will utilize the tapes while in the second group
ly conventional methods of instruction will be em-
yed. A test will be devised to measure certain

aracteristics of student response.

y second recording, the Vincent Asaro case, is a
atment of a Workmen's Compensation proceeding

on the Mount Hope model but with one important

change. It had not occurred to me in designing the

Mount Hope tape to make it in two or three distinct

parts, each part pointed toward a pivotal decision.

The student would then be called upon, prior to the

disclosure of the actual decision taken at a particular

stage of the case, to decide what he would have done.

Experience showed that my first recording could be
used as an exercise in decision making but that its

utility for this purpose would be greatly increased by
designing it as a series of self-contained units.

In the classroom use of the Vincent Asaro case, I

have felt that the student's involvement in the subject

matter has been significantly increased by imposing
on him the responsibility to make decisions of his own
and that all the values for learning which inhere in this

medium are thereby accentuated.

Other ideas for increasing the potential of recorded
case studies will doubtless emerge as experience in

their production and use accumulates. One new idea,

now taking shape, concerns the composition of read-

ings to be used in conjunction with the recording. A
thoughtful contexture, it is felt, will accentuate the

values of each medium. The subject sequence in

standard case or text books, however, does not gear
easily with the particular group of problems highlight-

ed in a given recording. For my second tape, there-

fore, I have begun a compilation of written cases and
commentary so selected and arranged as to assist the
student to both broaden and deepen his insight into

the problems posed in the tape recording.

My experience has convinced me that recordings
can make a great contribution to education. Education
loses meaning when its life-connectedness is not con-
ceived. Teaching itself might be thought of as the art

of showing life-connectedness. Any tools that help us
to relate students to reality should be exploited. In
some of our endeavours the tape recording seems to
me an ideal tool.

Mr. Jacks
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The A^e of Verbalism

by Sidney A. Shotz

I

.HE children who come to the Academy of Natural

Sciences in Philadelphia appear to be adept in the

use of vocabulary that is far beyond their years. We
are usually thrilled by their precocity, not realizing

that their luiderstanding is often very shallow or en-

tirely erroneous. In response to the question "What is

the grownup word for birds moving to another place?"

a third grade child answered, "Evaporation." Obvious-

ly the child could not differentiate between "evapora-

tion" and "migration" in either either sound or mean-

ing or both.

On the way to Hawk Mountain, Pennsylvania, the

author's little son saw a ring-necked pheasant run

across the road. He called out, "Look at the peasant"

—and there was the sixth grade child who referred to

the Barbary States in Africa as the "Barbarian States."

Young children are probably more familiar with

their immediate environment—home, school and neigh-

borhood. With the advent of radio, motion pictures

and television, children are being given a superficial

acquaintance with subjects on the more distant hori-

zon. Children are also surrounded and influenced by
advertising and by the conversation of adults. We
educators and parents thus must be wary of the indis-

criminate use of vocabulary.

With good phonetic teaching, children may correct-

ly pronounce new words and even use good expres-

sion, all the while disguising their lack of comprehen-

sion. Teachers and parents frequently abet this trend

toward verbalism by using unfamiliar words, taking

for granted that the children will make the correct as-

sociations. Having children use words in sentences is

not always an adequate guarantee.

Teachers of reading are aware of the importance of

readiness for reading. Readiness for a particular lesson

is equally essential. Vocabidary development is a pre-

requisite for the success of every lesson, and thereiis

vocabulary unique to each subject area. For example,

to teach science effectively the teacher must devise

methods to present such concepts as: hibernation, mi-

gration, evaporation, condensation, conduction.

Audiovisual aids are the tools the teacher uses to

remove the "un" from the "unfamiliar." Successful

teaching is the result of finding the right audiovisual

aid for the particular task. Edgar Dale o&'ers valuable

guideposts' to help us select the most desirable. '

The child's background of experience is the founda-

' Dale., Edgar, Audio-Visual Methods in.

Teaching, Rev. Ed., Dryden Press, N.Y.,

1954-pp. 23,^29,39, 40, 42, 68, 220, 221,

294, 350.

tion on which the teacher builds. A marginal point is

reached where further teaching is impossible without

extending his experiences. The use of field trips is one
of the best ways to provide children with first-hand

experiences. Children can see the real thing by visit-

ing a firehouse, bakery or museum. In many cases

where the subject is distant in locale or of bygtjne ages

we must accept facsimile as exhibited in museums. I

All the resources of the community are at the disposal

of the interested teachers. When a field trip is not

feasible, concepts can be developed bv proper use of

films, filmstrips, slides, pictures, maps, flannel board,

models and dioramas.

Parents share the important responsibilit>' for pro-

viding enriching experiences for their children. Even
first grade children must have a background that is

sufficiently broad to enable them to give meaning to

words; without that background, children are not

ready to read. Our parents must recognize and accept

their role in the education of the children; teachers

cannot do it alone.

Instead of having the various members of the family

go their separate ways in search of diversion or recrea-

tion, family adventures should be planned. Family

vacations, a weekend picnic at a state park, a tour of a

local museum, a visit to an historic spot—these are

activities that parents and children can enjoy.

Primary children should become familiar with their

neighborhood. As the children grow and develop,

their horizons should be extended to include a famili-

arity and understanding of the community, city, state,

nation and world. Taking the child to the actual place

for a first-hand experience is preferred because of its

opportunity for indelible and accurate impressions.

When the former is not feasible, the parents can stimu-

late their children by:

1. reading to them.

2. showing them pictures.

3. making books and magazines available for thet

child's own perusal.

4. directing them to motion pictures that have edu-

cational value.

5. discussing with them the news of the day.

As a parent of two school children, the writer is

faced with verbalism in his own home. The eleven-

year-old daughter, who regularly brings home social

studies and science outlines to be studied, was recent-

ly overheard to say: "There are many craters on tin'

surface of the moon." Her father casually asked, "What

is a crater?"—and the next few minutes were spent ex

plaining the meaning of "crater."
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Knowing the 'Source^

of Words
For rliildren wlio v i i i t the

Aradeniy of Natural Sciences in

Pliiladclpliia, the South Amer-

ican kinkajoii (riphll is lifteil

from the pages of picture hooks

and becomes a reality. They

have the opportunity to see a

live skunk (helow), to feel its

fur and examine its hody.

A strange phenomenon of our age is that good stii-

lents as well as poor students are guilty of the tend-

ency to verbalize. Parents can help combat this evil by
continually questioning their children on the meaning
f)f terms u.sed so gliblv.

The speed of our modern society causes us to main-

lain a swift pace. We delude ourselves into thinking

that the faster way to teach something is the most
fficient way. With our curricula being continually

packed with content, we teachers mistakenly judge

our success by the amount of content we have covered

during the year. Should we not at least pay equal

attention to the effectiveness of our teaching?

Two boys were hurriedly touring the museuin, run-

ning from exhibit to exhibit with barely a glance at

any one exhibit. 1-lcaching our suite of offices, they

noticed "EDUCATION" printed boldly on the outer

door. One child was overheard saying, "I want to see

that."

Don't we all!
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T.

A Statement

of Philosophy

and Purposes

for an AV

Department

by Olwyn O'Connor

HE Audiovisual Department is a service unit en-

gaged in the selection, procurement, cataloging, prepa-

ration, distribution, maintenance and storage of all

AV materials and equipment owned by the school

system. The Audiovisual Department may also be re-

sponsible for the Curriculum Materials Center where
local and "outside" materials are cataloged, filed and
maintained in adequate quantity for distribution to

its own and other systems upon request. A central

source of instructional materials provides economy of

teacher time and effort and encourages the simul-

taneous use of all types of materials.

In addition to a thorough knowledge of subject

matter, the teacher of today's children must be a spe-

cialist in the use of diverse materials in all fields of

communication. Films filmstrips, slides, pictures,

radio, recordings, tape recorders and television are now
recognized teaching aids. The Audiovisual Depart-

ment's main objective is to supplement and enrich

instructional practices by means of the marvels of

modern technology representing a rich reservoir of

resources for viewing, listening and doing.

Whtj AV?
The unprecedented success of AV as a means of

communication and education during World War II

provided the impetus for its ever-increasing ac

ceptance as a bona fide teaching tool. Research anc

experience has proved this to be true. We believe tha-

AV instruction:

1. offers a choice of media to compel the attentior

and stimulate the learning process of students witl

varying aptitudes, interests, abilities and creativity

2. overcomes limitations of time, space and size

develops an awareness by "you are there" method

3. provides all group members with a common experi

ence;

4. shows life processes via camera techniques tha

could not otherwise be observed;

5. influences attitudes and deepens imderstanding

by widening of perspectives;

6. provides classroom teacher with the assistanc

of an expert and/or special materials in subjec

areas where she feels inadequate;

7. reduces time and effort; more can be learned i

less time than by the more traditional method
alone;

8. steps up skill learning

9. speeds language learning—language laboratoriei

tapes, records, etc.

10. builds reading speed and comprehension

AV In The Classroom

The AV Department is dedicated to the develo]

ment, guidance and promotion of effective utilizatic

of AV materials within our schools. Effective iitil

zation is;

1. Selection of the instructional methods and materia

best suited to meet the specific need. The methr

chosen should be justified in terms of its relativ

superiority to any other media available.
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A MTbe AV Department . . . must m^aintain a current awareness of

new materials, trends and equipment within the field and

must establish policies and procedures that provide for adntinistrator

and teacher participation in selection—previews, recommendations, etc. 9k 9k

Advance planning—the class should receive motiva-

tional orientation to the program regarding (a)

why this particular method of instruction was select-

ed; (b) supplementary information needed to bet-

ter understand the lesson; (c) specific things to

watch for; (d) how learning can be applied to cur-

rent study.

Follow-up activities—the learning process is rein-

forced and strengthened by enabling the student to

apply the newly acquired knowledge in individual

and/or group projects—reading, writing, reference,

etc.

Evaluation—the AV material and method should

be evaluated by the class in terms of the accomplish-

ment of those purposes for which it was intended.

It is our constant obligation to discourage the in-

•idental use of audiovisual techniques. AV provides

or individual and group instruction; the follow-up

md correlation with the on-going program is and will

emain the classroom teacher's responsibility.

Inside The AV Department

ment and for choosing the most expedient method of

procurement based on the specific need for the

materials. It must devolep and maintain a cataloging

system that is sufficiently simple and flexible to be

used with all types of material, allows for expansion

and withdrawal in all subject areas and can be readily

interpreted to students, teachers, and administrators

using the AV library's collection.

The Audio-Visual Department is also responsible

for:

1. filling requests for materials by a booking or reser-

vation system that offers equal opportunity to all,

with every effort made to supply material on the

date requested;

2. providing daily distribution and pick-up of mate-

rials;

3. arranging special distributions such as noon-hour

pick-ups and master scheduling for seasonal materi-

als on loan for a limited time only;

4. communicating pertinent AV information to the per-

sons most directly concerned with its utilization-

special teachers, individual schools, special proj-

ects;

5. preparing and distributing the AV materials catalog

which lists, with annotations, all AV materials

owned by the school system and is arranged and in-

dexed by title, subject and type of material.

6. issuing the AV News, a monthly bulletin, and a

periodic supplement to the catalog to foster current

awareness of new concepts of utilization and avail-

ability of new materials;

7. materials received for previewing which are sent

into the schools for objective appraisals by students

and teachers directly concerned with the specific

subject matter.

The AV Department in many locations is also re-

sponsible for cleaning, repairing, servicing and replac-

ing all system-owned AV materials and equipment ex-

cept TV sets, and also for maintaining perpetual in-

ventories of equipment by school and by type of

equipment.

Community Resources

AV materials and equipment are available for short

term (or overnight) loan at a nominal cost to respon-

sible organizations or persons representing education-

al purposes within the community.
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CLOSED CIRCUIT RADIO

by Raymond Wyman

M-.ANY audiovisual specialists yearn for expensive

closed circuit television in their schools while ignoring

the potentialities of a closed circuit radio system that

is ready and waiting for use.

The typical school central sound system is to broad-

cast radio what closed circuit television is to broad-

cast television, but it has seldom been used for more
than the most obvious and elementary purposes.

The primary use for the school central sound system
is to make announcements to one or a combination of

rooms. Sometimes a radio or recorded program is

piped to one or more classrooms. It has proved a

wonderful device for locating the custodian. These
uses indicate that it is an expensive and complex
substitute for a messenger, radio set, tape playback
or record playback.

The closed circuit radio concept opens up a tre-

mendous field for exploration. Most of the desirable

educational things done at a local radio station can

be duplicated right in the school. The central console

is similar to a radio console, and turntable ( s ) , micro-

phone(s) and tape recorder(s) can be used just as

at a real station. The office or room housing the con-

sole becomes the control room. An adjoining room or

office area becomes the studio. The audience is in one
or any combination of classrooms. The technical staff

and talent are selected from the school and com-
munity.

One of the school's purposes is to train students to

speak well. Simulated radio would give many of

them an opportunity, from a very simple announc

ment through a formal speech or debate. Oth

students would learn about technical details. Ma
would broaden their vocational horizons.

Many programs ordinarily heard over radio static

have been profitably simulated by students a;

teachers in the school:

1. News. A student reads the newspapers and 1

tens to newscasts and then gives liis own newscast

the school or selected rooms. Local school news a,j

town news is combined with national and world ne\ i

Students often like to imitate local or national rac

.

personalities.

2. Commentaries. A gifted student follows the ne*

with his commentary or editorial related to it.

3. Weather. Data is gathered from newspape
radio and television sources and presented as a scier

project. A simple school weather station can be eas

established and coordinated with other weather inf

mation.

4. Commercials. Students are constantly bombard
with persuasive information about products a

schemes. Many of these commercials have been pro:

ably duplicated and studied—for example, installmi

buying commercials in mathematics and pain kill

in biology.

5. Public service announcements. All stations

many eight-second, 20-second and one-minute unp."

announcements for manv worthv causes. Students (

listen to them and then try their skill at promotii

worthy school and local community causes.

6. Interviews. The interview technique is gener?

preferable to a speech by any one person. Lo

citizens can be interviewed about their jobs, hobb

travels and concern for important problems. The sch!

principal, guidance counselor or custodian can
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asked about school problems. Secondary students

benefit from discu,;sions with \'isitiiig college repre-

sentatives. Many of' these are worth recording for later

use.

7. Good music. The better radio stations have a

music director or specialist who selects, describes and

plays his records. The homes represented by a school

have tremendous music potentialities that can be used

in a sinn'lar way. Individual students can share their

enjoyment for records which they play at home.

8. Foreign language. One person with foreign lan-

guage teaching ability can instruct a number of

classes at one time in oral language. Students can

imitate foreign language programs that are often

aired on local stations. Thev are often most fascinated

by trying to do time, weather and typical commercials

in another language.

The typical central sound system has facilities for

doing all of the above programs, although rapid and
easy transitions may be difficult. Some additions or

modifications make more and better programs possi-

ble.

A communications-type radio receiver and a good
outside antenna make additional material available. A
receiver that tunes both the standard broadcast and
shortwave bands should be selected. This type of re-

ceiver is generally far more selective (to separate

stations that are close together) and far more sensi-

tive (to receive distant or weak stations). There is a

remendous difference between day and night recep-

tion on the broadcast and usual shortwave bands.

Much longer distances can be covered after dark but
there is also much more interference and fading. Eve-
ning programs would have to be recorded by a teacher

or interested student. .A. number of program possibili-

ties are opened for exploration:

1. Foreign language stations in other countries can
be tuned on either the broadcast or shortwave bands.

French from Canada and Spanish from Mexico can
be heard for hundreds of miles on the broadcast band
with a good receiver.

2. Programs from government controlled or oper-

ated stations of other nations throughout the world can

be tuned on shortwave. This generally works best at

night and tape recordings would have to be made for

school use. This might be done at the school or having

the equipment at an interested teacher's or student's

home. Good world-wide reception is not reliable and
some experimentation will be necessary. On a reason-

ably good receiving evening in Amherst, Massachu-
setts, news, music, commentary, interviews, etc. were
received from Great Britain, Holland, Czechoslovakia,

Russia, Italy, Israel, Equador, Switzerland and many
unidentified places. A number of foreign stations invite

listeners to write for free program listings. Equador
even promised a free gift (made in Equador) to any-

cne who wrote in for a program guide. Such programs
make strange countries and people come to life and
promote further study.

(Continued on next page)
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3. Science students could profit from listening to

the National Bureau of Standards transmitters in

Washington, D. C, which broadcast extremely ac-

curate time signals, radio frequencies and musical

pitches. These standards can be heard throughout the

day and throughout the world. Frequencies of 2.5,

5 and 10 megacycles are most commonly used. Canada
also broadcasts standard time signals.

4. Some communications receivers have a longwave

band below the 550 KC end of the broadcast band.

This band is primarily used for air navigation beacons

and airport approach patterns (the A-N range sta-

tions). The beacons are identified constantly by

Morse code and the airports' A or N signal is fre-

quently interrupted by the field identification in slow

speed Morse code. Weather information is often given

at quarter of and quarter past each hour and more
frequently during unusual weather. The passage of a

hurricane is an exciting event to listen to.

5. For students interested in travel, it is possible to

tune the airport control centers not only for nearby

places but for distant ones too. It is not unusual to hear

Gander, Newfoundland and Shannon, Ireland, talking

to transatlantic planes. Surprising extremes of weather

are often reported only a few kilocycles apr.rt.

6. There are countless radio amateurs or "hams"

talking to each other on shortwave. Their descriptions

of remote people and places might be useful. Some of

the pathetic attempts to explain America to foreign

amateurs might be well worth discussing. Students

might try making believe that they are trying to ex-

plain America to another country.

JY^osT school systems already have an FM tuner

and rooftop antenna. Some of these are not very good

for receiving weak or distant stations. A yagi antenna

can be installed for much improved reception from one

direction and a rotator can be installed to get weak
stations from different directions. Extremely sensitive

FM tuners are now available and good FM reception

over a hundred miles is not unusual. Educational sta-

tions will be glad to send advance program listings.

Many central sound systems are located in busy,

cramped or otherwise inappropriate quarters that

severely limit the local production of radio-type pro-

grams in the school. Two possibilities for improvement

can be explored.

Another room near to the console can be fixed up
for a studio by installing appropriate furnishings,

sound conditioning ( a rug and draperies will do won-
ders), microphone and loudspeaker lines, etc. Often-

times a conference room, store room, health room, etc.,

is strategically located and not needed for its intended

purpose full time.

A suitable studio room at some distance from the

console can be equipped with a good recorder and
programs can be recorded and played from the con-

sole. A professional tape recorder will do much better

than the typical classroom recorder for this purix)se.

Some central sound systems already have audio lines

running from some remote rooms to the console so that

programs can originate from these rooms and go out

to anv other rooms. Usuallv a talkback line and ear-

phones are also necessary in order to use this arrange-

ment efficiently.

Some additional equipment may be needed to do
advanced programming. A communications receiver

and professional recorder have already been mention-

ed. A simple telephone system allows communication
with a remote production room. Earphones at the con-

sole permit the operator to listen to the actual program
going to the rooms without disturbing anyone or in-

volving the feedback or squealing that often occurs

when a microphone and loudspeaker are used in the

same room. A transcription player will make it possi-

ble to use the 16-inch, 33V3 rpm recordings of edu-

cational material from radio stations, libraries, state

audiovisual centers and foreign government agencies.

If only an automatic record player is included with

the console, a good manual player, or better still, two
manual players, will make better record programs

possibe. Duplication of typical record sequences and

other radio effects will also require a separate small

cueing amplifier that can be switched or connected

to various audio sources to set up or cue subsequent

materials. Earphones or a small loudspeaker can be

connected to the cueing amplifier.

Changes indicated can be made by technically

minded students or teachers or they can be done by a

local radio station employee or contracted to a local

sound company such as the one that originally in-

stalled the central sound system. Changes can be made
gradually as more complex equipment is needed for

more complex programming.

Commercial radio was largely forgotten by tht

public when television boomed. It has now been re-

discovered and found capable of doing many de-

sirable things at a fraction of television costs. School;

also neglected radio possibilities when television be

came available to a few schools. Schools should neglec

radio no longer. They can get tremendous educationa

benefits by putting existing equipment to work ant

supplementing it with other equipment as the neet

develops. i

Some of the uses expounded in this article involv' i

only making audio materials originated outside th

school available to students in the school. ( Most com

mercial and educational stations will be happy to ma
program schedules.) This means that radio is pr

marily a listening experience. There is plenty of ev

dence that students do not know how to listen ei

fectively. They can be taught to give their full attei

tion, to listen for key ideas, to take brief notes, to cha

lenge and question ideas, etc. The first step ofte

is to prove to students that they missed much of whs

was presented.

Other uses of closed circuit radio involve the pn

duction of simulated radio programs. Some studen

remain only listeners, but some become deeply i

volved in the production of the programs. A stude;.

is usually prompted to learn much about the perso

or the idea that he is going to imitate or discuss. I

shares his research, re-creation, dramatization or in

tation with his peers. It is an exciting way to mal'

people, ideas, places and cultures come to life.

And most schools have the equipment—availab

and idle.
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FILM EVALUATIONS
by L. C. Larson and Carolyn Guss

Nuclear Radiation Detectors

(Cenco Educational Films, 1700 West
Irvinp, Park Road, Chicago 13, Illi-

nois) 17 minutes, 16mni sound, color

rind black and white, no date. $150
and $75.

Description

Nuclear Radiation Detectors uses

live-action photography and anima-

tion to survey alpha, beta and gamma
radiation and their characteristics; the

instruments used to measure these

t\pes of radiation; and the principles

)<isic to the operation of these instru-

ments. Detection instruments discuss-

ed include the gold lead electroscope,

lieiger counter, cloud and bubble

•hambers, and scintillation counters.

The film begins by developing the

malogy between the use of our senses

f sight and feeling for the detection

f light and heat radiation, and the

leed for special techniques to detect

adio and x-ray radiation. Animation
i employed to distinguish between
lectromagnetic and corpuscular radia-

ion in relationship to nuclear re-

ctions. Alpha and beta particles are

iven as examples of corpuscular

idiation respectively consisting of

ositively charged helium nuclei and
igh speed electrons. Gamma rays

present electrically neutral electro-

lagnetic radiation.

The gold leaf electroscope utilizes

le ionization caused by nuclear

idiation to detect the presence of

idiation. Animation and live-action

holograph)- are employed to show
le construction of the instrument and
s charging and discharging due to

nclear radiation. Animation is again

sed to explain ionization caused by
l^ha and beta particles and how this

iffers from the ionization resulting

im gamma radiation.

The operational principles of ioni-

ition chambers and Geiger tubes are

scribed through animation. It is

)inted out that a Geiger tube's high
nf between its electrodes increases

^ sensitivity and range of usefulness.

number of current pulses can be
isured by a variety of devices;

iig those shown are meters and
II TS.

iiploying animation, the penetra-
Mi ability of alpha, beta and gamma

radiation is compared as an introduc-

tion to the need for the open-air de-

tector to measure the presence of

alpha particles and weak beta radia-

tion; since even a thin sheet of paper
can stop an alpha particle.

To make records of the ionized

tracks of various nuclear particles,

cloud and bubble chambers and thick

photographic emulsions are useful.

Live photography is used to depict the

structure and operation of the Wilson

and continuous cloud chambers and
several actual tracks are observed in

The

Cim WAR
A Brilliant New Historical Film Series

Produced by: The Westinghouse Broadcasting Company
Distributed by: Association Films, Inc.

An outstanding, award-winning television series traces the history of

the four-year conflict, the events leading to the war, and post-war

reconstruction.

Available now for schools, colleges and community groups, THE
AMERICAN CIVIL WAR comprises thirteen half-hour I6mm sound

motion pictures, utilizes more than 3,000 Mathew Brady photographs,

and is supported by an original musical score. Chronicled in intimate

and revealing detail, the battles, the strategies, and the troubled times

surrounding the war are covered in this pictorial history.

Each episode may be used individually or in series, and may be obtained

at a rental price of $7.50 per subject, or may be leased for the life of

the print at $150.00 per subject or $1875.00 for the series of 13 films.

Rental fees will be discounted from lease price if prints are leased

within six months.

STORM OVER SUMTER . MR. LINCOLN'S POLITICS • BRADY OF BROADWAY . IRONCLAD

SEARCH FOR THE MONITOR . ANTIETAM • HOMEFRONT . BATTLE OF GETTYSBURG • THE

MISSISSIPPI RIVER CAMPAIGN • BLOCKADERS • GRANT AND LEE . APPOMATTOX .

NIGHT OF THE ASSASSINS

For additional information please ivrite to Dept. CW
ASSOCIATION FILMS, Inc.

347 Madison Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.
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motion. Because of the relatively low

donsity of these instruments' ioniza-

hle media tlic bubble chamber and
photographic emulsion technicjues of-

fer a great number of significant

events in a given period of time, and

still photographs tracks produced by
these techniques are presented.

Scintillation counters are the last de-

vices discussed. These differ from the

ionization based instruments in that

they measure the number of light

flashes given off by a phosphor in

close contact with a photomultiplier

tube that emits electrons which when
amplified can be measured using simi-

lar meters and counters as used with

the Geiger tube.

In conclusion the increasing num-
ber of roles all these detection instru-

ments are playing is cited and a rela-

tively new instrument, the solid state

detector, is briefly described.

Appraisal

Nuclear Radiation Detectors pre-

sents an overview of the basic instru-

ments used in detection and measur-

ing of nuclear radiation with emphasis

upon those found in most high .school

chemistry and physics laboratories.

The excellent visualization of concepts

and their organization into a clear,

logical pattern makes this film an

outstanding teaching resource on

either the high school or freshman

college level.

Among the noteworthy aspects of

the film's treatment, two points are

significant. First, when discussing

alpha, beta, and gamma radiation only

those points on which the discussion

immediately following depends are

included (i.e. the nature of these

radiations are indicated just before

they are applied to the different

causes of ionization and the degree of

penetration is explained as an intro-

duction to the need for an open-air

alpha particle detector) . Second, the

clarity of concept development and
high technical quality employed in

the animated sequences set this film

apart from most other productions in

this content area.

Omissions from the film's content

that might be questioned are the

failure to indicate other types of

nuclear radiation, the increased sensi-

tivity of the scintillation counter com-
pared to a Geiger counter, and the

units used to measure radiation. In

addition the film's narration at one
j)oint refers to alpha and beta rays

while the visual identifies them cor-

rectly as alpha and beta particles.

In spite of the above weak points

the overall value of this film greatly

outweighs these weaknesses in pre-

senting science teachers an outstand-

ing visualization of concepts difficult

to communicate through other media.

-Richard Cilkcy

Our Election Day Illusions

—

The Beat Majority

(Carousel F/7ffi.v, 1501 Rroadtvay,

Neic York 36, New York) Produced

by CBS Television. 54 minutes. Part

I: Representation and Gerrymander-

ing—29 minutes. Part II: The Elec-

toral College—25 minutes, 16mm,
sound, black and white, 1961. $135

per part or $250 for both parts.

Description

Our Election Day Illusions—The

Beat Majority explores in depth one

of our most cherished values—the be-

lief that the majority decides who
shall win an election. Like many other

of our values, the concept of majorit\

Ready for the oouiit. "Election Day Ilhi-

sions"—was produced by CBS Television

for its "CBS Reports." Available from
Carousel Films.

rule is not what it appears to be. Be-

lief in, and preference for something,

does not insure the desired results

even in a democratic society. Edward
R. Murrow, the narrator, through the

use of interviews and graphic illus-

trations exposes the fact that a minori-

ty can, and often does, control elec-

tions. This is most often true on the

state level of our political life but it

is also possible on the national level

as well.

In the state of Vermont, apportion-

ment for representation has remained

virtually the same for 1.50 years. Bur-

lington, a city of 35,000 inhabitants,

has the same number of representa-

tives as the smallest village in the

state. Each has one. This means that

the rural areas of the state, although

containing a minority of the state

citizens, control tlic state legislature.

It also means that large numbers of

city dwellers are not represented in

the state legislature. One person inter-

viewed justified this condition by re-

lying on Jefferson's belief that farmer.'

are more stable than city people anc

are tlicreforc more capable of decid-

ing what is best for our society. An-

other interviewed stated that we have

a republic, not a democrac>', and thai

it is justifiable for the minority tc

rule, especially when the minority wa;

composed of the "better people."

The legislature in Iowa is controllet

by the representatives of one-third ol

the state's population, while the unil

system in Georgia limits the count\

in which Atlanta is located to the same

number of votes for governor as the

most sparsely populated county in the

state. In Florida the legislature con-

trols the power to reapportion repre

sentation. Of course, the represen

tatives hesitate to legislate themselve;

out of powerful positions.

There are many other existing situ

ations which result in vast numbers o

citizens being unrepresented in thei

state governments. In large, this ha

resiilted from the failure of state legis

latiires to keep pace with the urban

ization of our society. This, in turn

is somewhat due to the complicate(

amendment procedures provided fo

by state constitutions.

On the national level, the stat-

legislatmes control the establi.shmen

of congressional districts. By utilizin

practices such as gerrymandering, th

party in power can partially contrc

the opposition so that national repre

sentatives often represent a powe

bloc, and not a majority of the vottT

Example^s are .shown of situatioi

where some congressmen represei

three to ten times as many people ;

other congressmen from the sarr

state. This means that some votes a;

ten times as powerful as other vote

The electoral college, again depenc

ing upon congressional elistricts for i

membership, poses a potential thre

to majority opinion in a president!

election. If the electors, as they ma
in many of our states, vote contra

to the popular opinion, a minori

candidate can be elected.

The me)st serious threat to our b i

lief in majority rule is the apathy e

hibited by the citizenry. In the If -

presidential election (I960) 35 miUit

adults, who could have done so, fail

to vote. This apathy is exhibited evc

more in state and local elections.

Appraisal

In this age of science some of c

most serious problems are still sod

and political in nature. The concept'

(Continued on page 498)
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readioi^is Gone for Good
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with the All-New GRAFLEX ax

I lYI r U K I AN I LY advanced in every aspect of its
operation and performance, the oi/-new Galaxy estab-
lished many new criteria in 16mm projection.
For example, you'll never need to thread another

sound head. Slide film into a slot, flip a lever, and film is

positioned, sound loop formed, and sound head threaded
—all accurately, instantly, automatically!

Galaxy, throughout its entire operation, is easy,
positive, and fast. Grouped pushbuttons provide exclu-
sive new full fingertip control of start, still, stop, and
both light levels of its unique new high-intensity lamp.
At normal brightness, equivalent to 800 watts, lamp life
IS extended a remarkable 10 times—to a minimum of
150 hours! For dense prints, long throws, or minimum
room darkening, you don't change lamps—just push the
"Hi" button for the equivalent of 1200 watts—a bril-
liance surpassed only by carbon arcs! -_ „ JV1D31UIMT ut btniKAL fKlCtSION EQUIPMENT COKPORAIJON (Xjiy)

Rochester 3, New York. In Canada: Grafiex of Canada Limited, 1,7 Simcoe St., Toronto 1, Ontario
DUCATIONAL ScREEN AND AUDIOVISUAL CuiDE—SEPTEMBER, 1961

Galaxy's smooth, rapid rewind is also pushbutton
controlled—without handling reels, reel arms, belts or
gearing. And, take-up reel and reel arm are always
ready for your next film.

Add to all this the outstanding quality of a new
sound system incorporating an exclusive phototransis-
tor for hiss-free sound pickup, plus a full 15-watt high-
fidelity transformer-powered amplifier. And, for the
first time, separate bass and treble controls give you full
control of the acoustically designed speaker system
provides richest music and most natural speech. It is

the finest projector ever available to the 16mm field

brightest, coolest, quietest and by far the easiest to use.
For a demonstration of the all-new Galaxy, call your
Graflex AV dealer g-^ ---^ — -m-^w -m-i-^t-
or write directly LPtIx/VI:' LllliJt
to Lrraflex. « subsioiahy « WMRAI. PWCISIOH IQUMINT COePOR«IIO« "



FILMSTRIPS
by Irene F. Cypher

Here beginneth another school year

nice and bright and shining, running

over with fresh opportunities. Won-
derful time to forget some of the

things you perpetrated in the name of

education last year; wonderful time to

use new material to give additional

data on a topic; also a wonderful time

to use some old standbys in a slightly

new and different way.

This all has a double barrelled sig-

nificance, to wit; ( 1 ) the new material

may bring classroom study right up-to-

date with the latest information and

(2) using the old material in a new
way gives you, the teacher, a means
of presenting familiar lesson details

and content in a way that allows you
to put some variety in your own ap-

proach to classroom work. If every-

thing is done the same way, year in

and year out, academic life could be-

come rather boring for the one who
most needs to be alert and interested—

the teacher. Try organizing the way
you introduce filmstrips into a unit

presentation; take time to make ad-

justments in the way you include film-

strip material in any study. It could

well be that both you and the students

will discover a lot of details you might
otherwise have missed; and the fact

that you present material in a different

way gives you an opportunity to be-

come reacquainted with it.

Alfred Pellen (single filmstrip,

color; produced by National Film
Board of Canada and available from
Stanley Bowmar Co., Valhalla, New
York; $.5 single strip). Pellen, a

Quebec born artist, is one who has

been in the forefront of the arts; he
is well known, a prize winner, and a
creative artist of skill. Those interested

in the contribution of western hemis-
phere artists to the cultural heritage of

this century feel that he has contrib-

uted material of merit, and particular-

ly with respect to his portrayals of

Canadian people and the folk art of

French Canada. Filmstrips of this type
are really work biographies, and have
much to contribute to a study of both
an artist and his work. The strip in-

cludes representative examples of

Pellen's paintings and shows some-
thing of how he helped to inspire

other artists.

Latin Teenagers (4 filmstrips,

color, 4 narrations taped on one 3.75

ips dual track tape; produced by
Studyscopes Productions, 7.556 Santa

Monica Blvd., Los Angeles 46, Calif.;

$31.50, with study booklets). Teen-
agers of Mexico, and an account of

the things that interest them are here

presented and recorded by the boys

and girls themselves. The filmstrips

and tapes can be used together or

separately and the material has a good
potential for holding pupil interest

and stimulating language study. Again,

visual and audial are combined to give

us a rounded picture of school customs

in Mexico, events at a fiesta, school

and social activities at home, a fair

and special sporting events. The aim
is to provide material that will stimu-

late interest in language study, and
it is to be recommended for that pur-

pose. Pupils will be able to relate with
the teenagers shown in the pictures.

Scanning the Universe (7 film-

strips, 6 black and white, 1 color; pro-

duced by Encyclopedia Britannica

Films, Wilmette, 111.; $21 complete

series, $3 single strips). Interest in

astronomy and space phenomena is

high at the moment, and this series

presents many interesting details about

planets, comets, the milky way, ex-

ploring the moon and exploring the

sun. A majority of the pictures includ-

ed were photographed at Mt. Wilson
and Palomar observatories, and this

is an opportunity for students to see

what the heavens look like when
viewed through giant telescopes. De-
tails are large and clear and the viewer

feels as though he could reach out and
touch the stars. The material is well

planned for science and astronomy
from junior high school through to

college.

The New Africa (single filmstrip,

black and white; produced by The
New York Times, Office of Educa-
tional Activities, Times Square, New
York 17, N. Y.; $2.50 single strip, $15
for monthly series of which this is one
unit). There are so many facets to

any study of Africa today that it is

hard to get a clear understanding of all

the issues involved. This strip shows

some of the areas included in the de-

velopment of new nations, the role of

Africa in the world today, and the

problems faced by both the United
Nations and the United States in help-

ing to encourage enlightened develop-

ment in the countries of north, south

and central Africa. Content informa-

tion provided is varied and gives an
insight into major issues, geographical

developments and social problems.

The story is a complex one and this

strip will be particularly helpful in

presenting an account of colonial prob-

lems as they exist today and the role

of African nations in world economy.

Western Europe Series (4 film-

strips, color with 331/3 rpm records;

produced by Knowledge Builders,

Visual Education Building, Floral

Park, N. Y.; $6 with script only, $7.50

with record; one unit, a two-part film-

strip and record, $8.59 with script

only and $10 with record). The Rhine

Valley, the cities of Florence and Paris

are the geographical areas presented

to us in this series. The imit on Paris

is a two-part one, and includes "The
City of Light" and "The Old City."

The material presented gives us

regional geographic features and out-

standing landmarks and places, a view

of famous buildings, and an intro-

duction to the sculptures, paintings

and architecture of Florence. This is

regional and environmental history

and geography, not social history. The
pictures are not captioned, and the

teacher may use either a descriptive

manual or the record narrations for

detailed information about the picture

content included in the strips. In each

instance historical background is sup-

plied and an over-view of the general

points of interest of each city. Actually

the viewer is taken on a field trip to

see the cities included, and given a

description of the places of outstand-

ing interest and historical significance

Fasia Filmstrips (Color filmstrips

produced by Slide and Filmstrips Ltd

and distributed by The Copp Clarl

Publishing Co., Ltd., 517 Wellingtor

St., West, Toronto 28, Canada; 25 a'

$2.95 each and 2 at $4.95 each). Thi;

material consists in each instance of i

short strips or filmslips as the pro

ducer calls them, one with caption:

and one without. It is planned tha

the teacher using this material wii

have a class read a poem severa

times and by means of directive ques

tioning study and comment on thi

filmsliji with captions. In furthe

study of the particular poem the non

captioned filmslip will be used antjj^

(Continued on page 498)
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PHOTOPLAY FILMSTRIPS
Prepared by William Lewin, Ph.D.

A scene m the ftimstrip starring Kirk Douglas as Ulysses.

Ulytsas—In full color, 64 frames, a pic-

foriol guide fo the new Paramount screen

version of Homer's Odyssey, produced in

Italy. An invaluable aid to the study of

the classic. S7.50. With guide, S7.80.

Th« Vikings—In full color, 47 frames,

based on the Kirk Douglas production.

$7.50. With guide, $7.80.

A Lesson in Mythology—Explains Andro-
meda, the Minotour, Iphigenio, etc., based
on M-G-M's The Living Idol. 2j frames,

color. $7.50. With guide, $7.80.

Julius Caesar, set of 2 filmstrips in block-

and-v^hite, presenting 97 scenes in the

M-G-M screen version of the ploy. $7.00.
With guide, $7.30.

Knights of the Round Table—A set of

two filmstrips. Port One, block-and-while,

25 frames, exploins the background of the

story, its theme, its significonce as on early

attempt to organize o league of nations
ond how the United Notions Security Council

is the Round Table of today. Port Two, full

color, 28 frames, tells the colorful story of

the greot legend, based on the M-G-M
photoplay. $7.50.

Tfie Glass Slipper—The charming fairy

tale or Cinderella, told in o new way,
oosed on the M-G-M photoplay. 36 frames
in full color. S7.50. With guide, $7.80.

Romeo and Juliet—Shakespeare's great

love story illustrated in color from the

J. Arthur Rank production filmed on loca-

tion in Verono and other Italian cities.

44 frames. $7.50. With guide, S7.80.

Richard III—Based on Laurence Olivier's

colorful screen version of Shakespeore's

famous ploy. 48 frames. $7.50. With
guide, $7.80.

Alexander the Great—Biography of the

llrst man to conquer the civilized world,

based on the photoplay. Shows Alexander's
effort to unite Europe and Asia, o task

with which the U.N. is still faced. 55
fromes. $7.50. With guide, $7.80.

Adventures of Robinson Crusoe—In full

color, 50 frames, o clear pictorial guide to

the Defoe classic, based on the United

Artists screen version. $7.50. With guide,

$7.80.

Columbus—Block-ond-white, based on the

j. Artiiur Ronk production starring Fredric

March. 55 Frames. S4.00.

Hansel and Gretel— In full color, 42
frames, the highlights of the beloved fairy

tale as performed by the charming Kine-

mins of Michael Myerberg's screen version,

released by RKO Rodio Pictures. $7.S0.
With guide, $7.80.

Greatest Show on Earth—In full color, a
lively pictorial guide to the circus, based on
Cecil B. DeMille's Technicolor photoplay,

which won the Academy Award in 1953
as the best picture of the year. 40 frames.

S7.50.

Money-bock guarantee!

EDUCATIONAL & RECREATIONAL GUIDES, Inc.

10 Brainerd Road, Summit, New Jersey
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AO's New Opaque Delineascope

^Hgiiteh... Lighter...
...more convenient

BRIGHTER AO's New High-Speed Opaque Delineascope projects a

brighter image than any other opaque projector you can buy., .a full

145 lumen output. Screen illumination is uniform from edge to edge
and definition is sharp from corner to corner.

Only American Optical uses all-glass reflecting surfaces to provide

maximum illumination intensity. Glass reflectors will not tarnish or

deteriorate . . .will not scratch with cleaning. Your AO Opaque will

still produce the brightest screen image, even after years of service.

LIGHTER AO's New Opaque Delineascope is easily portable... weighs
just 29 pounds. Copy platform is extra deep . . . plenty of room for

material up to 2^/2 inches thick. Elevation locking device positions

platform instantly at any desired level.

MORE CONVENIENT Adjustments for focus, optical pointer, switch

and roll feed are all controlled quickly and conveniently from the

right side of instrument . . . where they belong.

Ask your AO Sales Representative for a convincing demonstration
or write . .

.

American ^ Optical

Dept. W241
D Please send full information on AO's New

Opaque Delineascope.
Please have my AO Sales Representative
set up a demonstration.COMPANY

INSmUMINT DIVISION, lUPPALO 15, NIW YORK
Name

Address

City 7npti ^t«itf>

IN CANADA write -American Optical Company Canada Ltd., Box 40, Terminal A, Toronto, Ontario

the class stud\' by means of choral or

iiulividiKil recitation. Titles include

"One, Two, Buckle My Shoe," "Elk

and the Dormouse," "September,"
"October's Party," "Autumn Fancies,"

"('liilds Song of Christmas" and other

delightful poems for various grade
levels. The material is well suited to

careful study of poetry, and could be
made the basis for many creative dis-

cussion periods. The fact that both
a captioned and a non-captioned film-

strip is provided gives the teacher re-

source strength to use for such pur-

poses; such study should also help

young pupils to gain an appreciation

of what poetry is and how to enjoy

reading poetry.

Aural Comprehension and Dic-

tation Exercises in Spanish (3 imits,

each consisting of a color filmstrip,

a 331/3 l.p. record or 7.5 ips tape,

and a teacher's manual; produced
by Teaching Audials and Visuals, 250
West 57th St., New York 19, N. Y.;

$18.80 each unit with record, $27.50

each unit with tape). The titles in this

series are "La Ciuded," "La Fiesta,"

and "La Vida En La Isla De Janitizio."

This material has been prepared with

the problems of both teacher and

learner in mind, and offers an oppor-

tunity for language study that is

practical in its approach to helping

the learner acquire an ability to under-

stand and use the language. There is

conversation, with a native Spanish

voice carrying the story; there is ques-

tion material based on the filmstrips;

and there is narrative dictated so that

the student will be able to learn to

write down what he hears. All of tliis

is paced at a speed which allows for

listening, studying and writing. It is

prepared with Regents and College

Board exams in mind and should bei

excellent preparation for such study.

The close correlation of the visual and
the audial provides a basis for com-

mon sense approach to the study of'

this language and it is to be recom-

mended for all such work.

Election Day Illusions

—

(Continued from page 494)

majority rule, if our system of democ-

racy is to continue successfully, must

be imderstood by voters both presc '

and future. We must also understai

what has happened to the concepi

when put to practice. The film c\

plodes the myth that the majority

makes the decisions in our democrac\

but it does not condemn our system a;

it points out that these violations o>

the ideal can be corrected.
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AV
in the Church Field

by William S. Hockman

Way We Comment

When does mass evaluation amount

o something? Put it another way: if

ve want to know how 'good' a film

s, do we ask people who know films

ind who also happen to know some-

hing of the content involved and the

ilility presupposed? Just what do you

;et when you ask the customer? Hotc

lo you ask the customer? When do

ou ask him?

These questions come to mind when
look over some data wliich was re-

ealed by the evaluation forms which

^ere turned in at certain workshops

n premarital counseling. These forms

ought reactions to the two films, not

|ealt with very kindly by this depart-

lent several months ago, / Do and

efore They Say I Do.

While we might read these evalua-

on statements and get some comfort

ir our position from them, I am in-

ined to discount these evaluations

etty heavily both ways. Naturally

would throw out some of them as

a^Ievant. Others would go out be-

use they were totally non-critical;

t much wood gets chopped with

e back of the ax. More to the point,

any of them were of the type that

aised weaknesses and discounted

engths. How would we know? Be-

use we, too, have seen the films.

)t only that, we have been seeing

ms of all kinds critically for close

i1 four decades. (Yes, for that long,

•] ving cut our eye-teeth on theatricals

fljiich were selected and then booked
use in a church!)

e would like to comment that the

nions harvested on these films at

marital workshops (63 attending

d 53 turning in evaluation forms)

y be more reliable on 'content' than

technical qualities or inherent film

e-ellence. Again, we gather from
tements of the reactors that one of

workshop leaders had done a
ig-up job of introducing these two
ns to an audience (motivated
)ugh to come to the workshop, ex-

•ting to receive much, and with a
b It-in bias toward appreciating and
'i ii(» these two films).

I'w utilization situations will have

w

a nationally-known subject matter

specialist to set these films in a utiliza-

tion context. They are designed for

small group use, for use by ministers

and others who do pre-marital coun-

seling couple by couple or very small

groups. In the hands of these users

they will not get the professional treat-

ment.

How reliable, then, can the reac-

tions of this group be, either pro or

con? (Let me hasten to say right here

that the makers and sponsors of these

films have not exploited the reactions

to which we refer. ) Again, how valid

are such evaluations when given at

the end of an intensive all-day work-

shop? How can a sharp, objective re-

action and evaluation hold its critical

edge across a whole day which is

crammed with other interesting, excel-

lent and highly useful information and

point of view in a given field of hu-

man interest? That is like asking a man
who had just eaten a nine course

dinner for a critical judgment on the

plink, plank, plink

Who can't play the piano? It's easy! Just

pounding on the keyboard sounds like

celestial music when you're small.

These simple joys fade fast. But, fortu-

nately, life has its compensations. For the

more discriminating ears of adults, there's

Audiotape.

Use Audiotape in your music classes.

Audiotape has greater clarity and range,

less distortion and background noise

than other tapes. Try it. There are eight

types . . . one exactly suited to the next

recording you make.

For language c/asses

and wherever the

spoken word must be

reproduced clearly

and realistically, try

economical Language

Arts Recording

Tape . . . developed to

meet the special needs

of today's educators.

AUDIO DEVICES INC., «4< Madison A«> . NY. 12. N.Y.

Hollywocd. 840 N.Faiilax Ave, Chicago: &428 N. Milwaukee Avt.

I

"// speaks for itself"
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F&B

» A New Splicing *

and Repairing Technique

NOW IN

NEW ^
20 FT.

^

KKJLLO.
only $2.20 for 16mm

,
$4.04 for 35mm

I REPA/R Torn, damaged

films & film strips, patch cuts, tears,

gouges, necks, burns, etc.

REPLACE Torn perfor-

ations — on sound or silent films &
film strips — missing pieces of film

— restore torn-out bits of film —

BUTT SPl/CE With

out losing a single frame of your film

strip or 1 6mm movie film—butt splice

leaders and tails — no cement or

splicers needed —

1 STRENGTHEN
{OVERLAP SPLICES

Placing a frame of Magic Mylar over

your regular over-lap splice absolutely

prevents it from ever opening —
Use Magic Mylar white opaque tape

for splicing magnetic film—or for vis-

ible splices in darkroom processing.

Florman & Babb, Inc.
- 68 W. 45th St, N.Y. 36, N.Y. "

Please send me;

20 ft. rolls — transparent 16mm — single

perforation (T16S) at $2.20

66 ft. rolls — transparent 16mm —• single

perforation (T16S) at $6.00

20 ft. rolls — transparent 16mm — double
perforation (T16D) at $2.20

66 ft. rolls — transparent 16mm — double
perforation (T15D) at $6.00

20 ft. rolls — transparent 35mm (T-35)

at $4.04

66 ft. rolls — transparent 35mm (T-35)

at $11.00

66 ft. rolls — white opaque — 16mm —
magnetic film only (0-16) at $6.00

66 ft. rolls — wtilte opaque — 3Smm
(0-35) at $11.00

n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY KIT:

1 20' roll T16 ($2.20)

1 20' roll T35 ( 4.04)

F & B Film
Repair & Butt
Splice Block (19.95)

($26.16)

I I
Special Introductory Kits atonlyTl4.JU

Vi" splicing tape for magnetic tape (S4)

at $.57

I
Nam*

.

Addrtu

I
City

soup! He may wobble a little from

critical objectivity simply because so

much came after the soup.

Fondness for milk doesn't qualify

one to make shrewd purchases of dairy

cows in the open market. In like man-

ner premarital counselling experts may
be forgiven if they lack film expertise.

The Compact Projectors

Our response to the 'compact' pro-

jectors was immediate. On our recom-

mendation the Hospital Guild of our

community bought one right off to use

in the children's wards, and we got

one for the church. Two neighbor

churches also bought. To date nothing

but satisfaction for all of us.

But, to score from now on, all com-

pacts must be good projectors and not

just something which can be called

a 'compact projector.' They must have

more engineering than styling. I don't

think my teachers have noticed the

style of ours, and I think that goes for

the hospital guild women. If the engi-

neering is good, style takes care of

itself. No one wants roundness with

flat spots. But flat spots have no busi-

ness where roundness is what's need-

ed. Just engineer them to do the best

job of getting the best possible image

out there on the screen, in the truest

colors, with definition right out to the

edges, and style will go along, free.

Design these compacts so they run

cool, get the film through without

sticking, hold it tight so it won't pop,

and elevate easily, and thread and un-

thread with no trouble and who will

give a hoot about style!

But, if you give us pressed lenses

when they should be ground, give us

film-gates that let the strip pop in and

out of focus, give us a lens system in-

tended for slides and not designed

alone for filmstrips, you'd better be

super both in sales promotion and

style if you expect to push them out

to the church and school market.

But, right off the stylists will get

into the act and botch it up. Their con-

ceit is equal to just about anything.

The style of a race horse that can do

a mile in 2:00 is, after all, pretty good

without the assistance the stylists and

their chrome and tail fins and gegaws.

Good But Not Good Enough

For some time we have needed a

filmstrip on how to use filmstrips in

the church. Several have been pro-

duced which sideswiped this idea.

One centered on the school use of

filmstrips; several others center on

utilization (relating it to the on-going

program of the church) but did not

get very far or deeply into know-how

angle of actual use (setting it into

the experience continuum and nailing

it fast psychologically).

Now comes Eye-Gate House, Inc..

(Jamaica 35, N.Y.) with its two-part

filmstrip in photography and art and

a recorded (LP) commentary, Ilotv

To Use A Film-strip. In a nutshell, it

is good but not good enough. It covers

some of the ground, but does not turn

a very deep furrow of insight. It clips

the tops off some ideas, leaves others

standing there untouched.

It has two signal weaknesses. It is

just about mute on the art of 'readi-

ness' and close to silent on follow-up.

It sounds like a textbook version, with

some of the chapters not read any too

closely, rather than a production

which comes from boimtiful and var-

ied experience.

It does very weU on selection and

preparation, although there is little b\

way of statement of guiding principles

on either of these activities. It does

very well on equipment and physical

facilities, touching the main points

On presentation, actually getting tVi(

filmstrip set into the activity of tin

class, it is brief and superficial. Whili

noting the importance of foUow-u]).

it is naked of ideas on how to do it,

and speechless on general principles.

On the technical side—sound and

photography—it is a good job. Why
not? This we have come to expect. Do
we congratulate the dairyman for

putting our milk in clean cartons? As

a strong handle is to a good hatchet,

so are good technical qualities to a

filmstrip. No longer can producers get

by on technical qualities: They must

deliver 100 percent in the treatment

of the subject matter and this is where

this filmstrip comes up short. For

those who don't know anything about

use it will be helpful. Those looking

for a somewhat definitive treatment

of this subject-how to get the educa-

tional juice out of a filmstrip—will

need to do the best they can with this

one while waiting for one which is

more insightful and complete.

Bored With the Holy!

If the commercialization of Christ-

mas leaves even adults bored and

blase, are we to wonder or be amazed

when teenagers yawn and get little if

any lift from this holy day? Not only

this, how can the essential message

capture them? And I am speaking of

'church' teenagers about \\'hom I know

a thing or two! After seeing Teenage

Christmas, a Family Films, Inc., pro-

duction, I felt that in seeing this film

many bored youth would experience

Christmas once again.

In this 30-minute color film a group

of church young people confront a

social situation which challenges them.
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to respond in the spirit of Christmas—
and they come through. Coming
through, they will carry most teenage

audiences with them.

But this is a multi-use film. It's for

youth, of course, but it will speak also

to adults and to family groups. Of
course, it will need a context like a

good picture needs a frame. Don't

neglect this! Squirted on the screen

with no preparation of the audience,

it can't get the job done. A nicely de-

signed tool needs to be used with skill.

Book early through your A\' dealer.

Rental is $10.00.

New Christmas Film

Seldom does a film seem to me
longer than it really is, but Cathedral's

new release, The First Noel, gave me
that unusual experience. I am in-

trigued by it. Could it be that it was
such an ingratiating integration of art

that this illusion of length was inevit-

able? Seldom, if ever, have I seen two
sets of stimuli—the flow of images and
the stream of words and music—so
well adjusted to each other.

Here is beautiful animation and
charming music wedded to the
scriptural language to bring, once
again, that story, which in its mystery
and heavenly beauty, defies total cap-
ture by words or music. It may be
that this flow of engaging art, in ani-

mation, assists the jfamiliar words of
this story beyond our usual hopes to

retell this old yet ever new story of

Heaven come down.
With a running time of 12 minutes,

plus 3 minutes for the hymn, "O Little

Town of Bethlehem," which will be
m front of the reel, we have a film

iseful in church services of one hour
md even much shorter programs such
IS those of church school departments
md youth fellowship groups. Given a
ontext of prayer, scripture and music,
he First Noel will bring new and
ich experience to children, youth and
dults. It is equally suital)le for the
vhok famih and ideal for family-
ight programs. If the user will ap-
iroach the use of this film with but a
action of reverence, awe, and imagi-
ation of the producer, God will speak
hrough to all humble, faithful and
ensitive souls. From vour A\' dealer;
ntal S 10.00. Book early!

Oinission
The name of General Tech-
niques, Inc., was inadvertently
omitted from the Advertisers
Index of the August issue of
EdScreen & AVGiiide. The com-
pany's advertisement was on
page 403 of that issue.

ACTUAL SIZE

This
microphone
is different -

it's

wireless!
We call it the Vega-Mike.* It looks somewhat
like an ordinary lavaliertype microphone.

But there is no trailing cable to restrict your

movement. Nothing to get entangled, to kink

or cause awkward interruptions.

The wireless Vega-Mike frees you to walk
anywhere in the auditorium or classroom,

face any direction, even turn your back to the

audience . , . yet have every word you speak
distinctly amplified.

It's a one-piece unit, so lightweight (only 7Vi

ounces) you're hardly aware of wearing it.

Its size is only 1" by bVt" long. Within these

miniature dimensions are contained a mercury-
cell battery power supply, a fully professional

broadcast-quality dynamic microphone, and a

transistorized wide- band FM transmitter.

The Vega-Mike transmits through the air to

its matching specially designed portable

receiver, which is simply connected to a public-

address system amplifier, tape recorder, or

other similar equipment.

Lavalier Vega- Mike Hand-held Vega-Mike Vega-Mike Receiver

Designed and manufactured in the United
States, the Vega-Mike Wireless Microphone
System is sold worldwide only through franchised
Vega dealers. For a free six page brochure
describing this equipment, and for the name
of the closest Vega dealer (who'll be pleased to

give you a no-obligation demonstration)
write to VEGA ELECTRONICS CORPORATION,
P.O. Box 145-D, Cupertino, California.

VEGA ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
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ELEMENTARY
SCIENCE CHARTS
Size 14" X n"—Printed in 2 colors

Available Under NDEA Title III

Charts designed for Elementary Teachers.

Convenient size, large graphic material,

background information printed on the

back of eoch chart. Glossy front surface

prevents fingermarking.

SIGHT

SiGHT

V

Eight charts explain the parts and func-

tions of the eye. Students learn about

accommodation, eyeglasses, color recogni-

tion and depth perception. $4.50

SOUND
Ten charts dramatize discoveries in sound.

Simple experiments. The concepts of

speaking and hearing. Principles of musi-

cal instruments. The sound barrier, echoes,

and lightning and thunder. $5.50

MAGNETISM
Ten charts explore basic concepts of

magnetism. Types of magnets, the com-

pass, magnetic attraction, poles of a

magnet, electromagnets, etc. Suggested
activities and experiments. $5.50

EARTH AND SUN
Eight charts clarify basic earth-sun rela-

tionships. Study the causes of day and
night and the seasons. $4.50

THE MOON
Eight charts present current information

about moon. Explain phases of moon,
tides, and eclipses. $4.50

AIL FIVE SETS — $24.00

(Prices do not include postage)

ORDER NOW OR WRITE FOR

ILLUSTRATED CATALOG

PREVIEW SETS AVAIUBLE

EATON SCIENTIFIC
CORPORATION

119 South Rosemead Blvd.

Pasadena, California

AUDIO
by Max U. Bildersee

New York City can boast a first—

perhaps a national and perhaps an in-

ternational 'beat'—with the presenta-

tion in August of a series of outdoor

performances of Shakespearean plays

entirely 'on the record'.

The New York World-Telegram
headlined their story, "Bard's Disks

Stir Summer Air" and went on to re-

port that in Forest Park, Queens and

Prospect Park in Brooklyn three plays,

The Taming of the Shrew, The Win-
ter's Tale and Othello were being pre-

sented as a project of the New York

City Department of Parks in associa-

tion with the Shakespeare Recording

Society.

Recorded concerts are not uncom-
iTion and it seems to us that this proj-

ect may lead other communities to

present a variety of recorded programs

through appropriate channels for the

listening pleasure and incidental edu-

cation of their citizens. What can be

done?

Each of us has ideas on this sub-

ject. The outdoor readings are but

one. Schools can undertake parallel

programs for their students and offer

them through the months from Sep-

tember through June. To begin with,

this can be a student dominated,

student operated and student con-

trolled program. From available

sources of information students can

prepare programs which should ap-

peal to their peers as well as to school

faculties. Poetry is an immediate area

of interest. Plays are available. In

addition to the many plays of Shake-

speare that have been recorded, there

are a variety of modern and classic

dramas available in whole or in part

on records.

If a program of this nature is super-

imposed on a student body already

overloaded with other activities and
if the program is superimposed by an

unwilling faculty on an unwilling

student body, the relative success can

be pre-measured. The relative failure

cannot! For by such super-imposition

and by labeling the program 're-

quired' students will develop an ac-

tive distaste for the arts we may be

trying to demonstrate and for the ap-

preciations we are trying to foster.

Libraries can undertake similar pro-

grams on a pre-planned basis and offer

the spoken record listening program

at regular intervals (weekly or month-

ly) for the adult members of the

community.
Through their outdoor Shakespeare

listening program the City of New
York may be developing a positive

program of considerable interest and

value which can well be copied on

several planes.

We have frequendy mentioned

three record companies as specialists

in the production of Shakespearean

plays. The Shakespeare Recording So-

ciety (a subsidiary of Caedmon
Records) has offered many titles.

Spoken Word Records is embarked
on a program of recording which will

eventually encompass all the Shake-

spearean plays as well as the Sonnets,

already on the market. London Rec-

ords, a newcomer of these columns,

is similarly engaged, and they have

already released such titles as As You
Like It, Coriolanus, Julius Caesar

King John, Macbeth, Measure foi

Measure, The Merchant of Venice.

Othello, Richard II, Romeo ana

Juliet, Troilus and Cressida and Twt
Gentlemen of Verona. This is not b\

any means the total extent of London';

educational library, and English in-

structors and audiovisual directors wil

be well advised to write to the Educa
tion Department of London Record:

at 539 West 25th Street in New Yorl

for detailed information and a folde

describing these and other records.

For History Classes

Each year at this time we have th<

pleasure of introducing the new En
richment Materials (246 Fifth Ave

nue. New York 1) records to Educa

tional Screen And Audiovisual Guid-

readers. One of the new titles thi

year, "Articles of Confederation" ex

plores an area which many student

have found difficult. The recordin

recounts major provisions of the doci

ment and points out that this was th

first such document designed to bin

together a number of independer

'

states. The weaknesses as well as th

strengths of the Articles of Confederc

tion are delineated carefully and ai

presented in a manner which makf

understanding easy—and which makt

the succeeding document. The Cm
stitution of the United States

America, a logical outcome.
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This carefully researched presenta-

:ion is augmented by the presentation

)f some of the ballads of the day,

jallads which interpret for today's lis-

:ener the life and attitudes of the

.olonist, and neo-American. The de-

ivery is crisp and clear, and junior

ligh school students studying this

ispect of American history can profit

"rem hearing this recording.

And at long last we are beginning

o get some worthwhile audio material

)n the new states. Alaska: Act For
itatehooci, another new Enrichment
vlaterials release is the first of three

ides (the others are Hawaii: Act For
itatehood and The Alaska Gold Rush)

o he made available this fall.

These are what we would call in-

tructionally oriented semi-documen-

ary recordings. In the purest sense

the word, the documentary record-

ig uses actual sounds and scenes to

ortray both mood and event, but

he sounds are not available to portray

le series of disappointments which
16 Alaskans faced as they sought

atehood and full participation in

merican affairs from the Congress.

ideed, as the recording so defdy
derscores, Alaska, despite its size

id wealth, was little understood by
lost mainlanders until recent years,

he events which brought this about
ere the creation of the Alcan high-

ay and the realization that the mili-

ry importance of this vast area had
»n badly underestimated. But with
e invasion of Attu in World War II

d the development of international

mmercial air transportation via

askan airports, there has been re-

wed interest in the importance of

aska. All of this is reported in this

cording, and the document of ad-
ission, the Act for Statehood, is sum-
uized.

Throughout these recordings im-
rtant events are recreated. Because
ise are deliberately instructionally

iented recordings listeners first hear
out the historical period out of

lich each document is evolved.

itinent opinions of national leaders

|d the 'man in the street' are heard,

these both favor and oppose the
pending historic action embodied in

document. Folk music of the day
lertinent to the story involved be-
ise it limns the attitudes of the peo-
and the problems of the time—
ctuates each presentation.

efore the most important points

the documents are read in the of-

1 language employed, they arc

lained in simpler, down-to-earth
iments for immediate understand-
In each case, the importance of
document in the world of today

:xplained as part of the summation.

Archive
PRODUCTION

HISTORY OF MUSIC DtVISION OF THE DEUTSCHE QRAMMOPHON QESELLSCHAFT

FROM THE HISTORY
OF OCCIDENTAL MUSIC

Research Period IX

JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH

Cantata No. 211 »CofTee Cantata*

Cantata No. 212 »Bauernkantate«

Adele Stolte, soprano • Theo Adam, bass

Hans-Joachim Rotzsch, tenor

Members of the Gewandhaus Orchestra Leipzig

Kurt Thomas, Conductor

ARC 3162 • 73162 Stereo

9 Spiritual Songs

from »Musicalisches Gesangbuch

von Georg Christian Schemelli*

7 Songs and Arias from the Anna Magdalena Bach Book
Margot Guilleaume, soprano • Fritz Neumeyer, Harpsichord

ARC 3163 73163 Stereo

Research Period IV

JOSQUIN DES PREZ

Missa Pange Lingua

9 Secular Works

Pro Musica Antiqua • Saffotd Cape, Conductor

ARC 3159-73159 Stereo

Direct Import Factory Sealed

For further information and complete catalogue write:

DISTRIBUTED BY DECCA DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
Division B. D., 445 Park Avenue, New York 22, N.Y

FREE TO NEW SUBSCRIBERS

DIRECTORY OF RECORD PRODUCERS
ON 3 X 5 CARDS

AN AUDIO CARDALOG EXTRA
already distributed free to all subscribers

ORDER AUDIO CARDALOG BEFORE

September 15, 1961

AND GET YOUR FREE DIRECTORY, TOO

Audio CARDALOG PC Box 1771 Albany 1, New York

Directory available at $5.00 to subscribers after September 15, 1961.
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just as it is inferred throughout the

presentation.

Both of these very fine recordings,

worth the close scrutiny of junior and

senior high school history faculties,

can contribute to the success of learn-

ing in these areas.

Two recordings of both historical

and Uterary interest, and useful in sec-

ondary schools, colleges and libraries

are now available and worthy of con-

sideration by educators. L. Jesse

Lemiseh reads the Benjamin Franklin

Autobiography on Folkways FVV
9771. The original document, of

course, is considerably shortened and

is covered on two sides of the usual

twelve-inch microgroove recording.

Mr. Lemiseh reads from the ope.iing

passages of what Benjamin Franklin

called his 'memoirs'—in reality a letter

addressed to his son by the elder

statesman. It begins, "I have ever

had the pleasure in obtaining any little

anecdotes of my ancestors. You may
remember the inquiries I made among
the remains of my relations when you
were with me in England and the

journey I undertook for that purpose."

Mr. Franklin goes on to recount

some of the experiences of his child-

hood, recalling that his elder brothers

were all apprenticed to different trades

but that he was sent to grammar
school at eight years of age, his "father

intending to devote me, as the tithe of

his sons, to the service of the Church."

Franklin goes on to report his early

ELECTRONIC COMPUTERS AND APPLIED

MATHEMATICS—Jr. High, Sr. High, College

—for Mathematics, Science and Business

classes. Shows history of computation^
explains number system and place value

concepts. Computers are explained—un-
usual uses illustrated.

23 M'nutes—Color $220.00 b/w $110.00

LIFE IN A C:LL—Jr. High, Sr. High, College

—Science—illustrates life functions in a

single cell.

12 minutes—Color $135.00 b/w $67.50

ANIMALS IN A MICRO-UNIVERSE—Jr. High,

Sr. High, College—Science—Illustrates nu-

merous types of microscopic organisms.

11 minutes—Color $120.00 b/w $60.00

16MM SOUND PREVIEW PRINTS AVAILABLE

Exl:;stve D'sfributor:

COLBURN FILM DISTRIBUTORS, inc.
P.O. Box 470
Lake Forest, Illinois.

Audio. C4RD4I0G® Record Reviews on Cards
Box 1771— Albany 1. New York

n Please enter. .1 year subscription(s) to Audio
CARDALOG, inclucJing the FREE Audio CARDALOG Di-

rectory of Record Producers. 400 cards- 10 issues-$25.00

D Please send us full information about Audio CARDALOG.

Ncme

Organization or School

Address

City and State

Free offer expires September IS, 1961. Price for Directory $5.00 thereafter to subscribers.

fondness of reading, listing some o

the books available to him, and re

porting that "this bookish inclinatioi

at length determined my father t

make me a printer." He describes hi

apprenticeship to his brother, his de

partiire from Boston, his experience

in New York and the eventual journe

to Philadelphia.

The recording goes on and deal

with Franklin's relationship wit

Kcimer and the eventual partnershi;

with Hugh Meredith, underwritten b
the hitter's father. In the further cours

of the recording Franklin discusse

the library he helped found.

Franklin discusses his interpretatio

and definition of "Moral Virtues," lisl

ing those which he considered in-

portant as Temperance, Silena

Order, Resolution, Frugality, Industrv

Sincerity, Justice, Moderation, Cleanl

ness. Tranquility, Chastity and Hi
militv

.

The recording itself is well rea

and its importance can be measure
by the uses to which it can be put i

both schools and libraries. Secondai

school students can hear it as an ii

dividual assignment for reporting t

class, and as assigned listening. Po
tions can be presented by way <

illustration and to encourage readir

for larger class groups.

Libraries can find this a stimuli

to both study and discussion, and cj

offer it both in group listening pr

grams and for loan purposes.

Lincoln Speaks

On February 12, 1959, the 1501

anniversary of the birth of Abraha
i

Lincoln, an octogenarian said, "N
(

often in the history of mankind do

a man arrive on earth who is bo

steel and velvet, who is hard as ro

and soft as drifting fog, who hoi

in his heart and mind the paradox

terrible storm and peace unspeakal

and perfect."

The speaker was Carl Sandburg, 1

audience composed of legislati>

judicial and executive dignitaries

the United States, and members of t

diplomatic corps. The presentation

Carl Sandburg's reading at the Jo

Session of Congress three years a

is the first of four sides of album 8('

807 offered by Spoken Arts.

The remaining three sides con."

of Lincoln's Speeches and Letters rt

by Roy P. Easier. Mr. Easier, an .

complished Lincoln scholar himsi

is director of the Reference Dept

ment in the Library of Congress,

reads the Lincoln documents with
'

assurance of a scholar who und

stands fully the moods of the man
is thus interpreting.
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AV industry news

B&H "Language Master"

Bell & Howell announces the ex-

tension of its educational offerings to

include the EUamac "Language Mas-

ter," which plays back words and sen-

tences from pre-recorded magnetic

strips mounted on specially prepared

Dards and which may also carry in-

formation in printed word and picture.

Dr. G. Paul Moore, professor and

lead of the Dept. of Communicative

Disorders at Northwestern University,

las been retained as educational con-

ultant.

dent in Sculpture

Ellsworth C. Dent, Esquire v-p, was
)resented with a 3-D sculpture por-

ait of himself on the occasion of his

5th anniversary as Coronet Films'

ales head. The presentation speech

Erv Nelson went back to Dent's

etting up the University of Kansas

6mm film library in 1926, his pubh-
ation of Visual Instruction Neios from
929 to 19.32 (when it was merged
ith Educational Screen), his author-

lip of the oft reprinted Audio Visual

Jandhook in 1934, his work at the

ational Park Service and at RCA and
VE; and his long list of top-level re-

5onsibihties for NAVA, DAVI, NEA,

rogramming Program

U. S. Industries, Inc., announces the

Dening of an additional program-
riting center in New York to .supple-

ent its •50-man staff at Santa
rbara. Nine programs are ready for

e "Autotutor" and "TutorText"
)oks for home (or school) study, in

ath, electronics and law. About 2.5

hers are expected to be completed
is year and next.

Ozalid-Brady Tie-in

A "Masters Program" of materials

and instructions with which teachers

may prepare their own visuals for

overhead transparency projection will

be offered by Ozalid this fall. The ma-
terials will be produced by the Robert

J. Brady Co. The kits will be avail-

able first in general science, algebra,

chemistry, beginning electronics, and
biology. Transparencies copied from
book illustrations reportedly may be
produced with the kit for as little as

3.5 or 40 cents each.

RCA Moves

RCA has begun occupancy of its

new 50-acre "Telecommunication

Center" in Meadow Lands, Pa., near

Canonsburg. The marketing division,

including AV .sales and educational

services, is among the first to move
to the new quarters a 50,000-square

foot administration building and a

138,000 sq. ft. manufacturing plant.

PEOPLE

John ]. Dostal has been named vice

president in charge of the New York
Regional Office of Electronic Teach-
ing Laboratories, according to an an-

nouncement by president John E.

Medaris.

William E. Reder is now advertising

and merchandising manager for

Radiant Manufacturing Corporation.

He was formerly a Johns-Manville di-

vision advertising manager.

Neal Keehn, General Film Labora-
tories' sales-vp, has named Jack West
central division manager. The job was
formerlv held bv Keehn.

1-1 larnr-Bialc cliissnioin (Innoiislraliini of I . S. Indiislrics" Aiiti>Tul«r Mark II

liirh look place rccriitly at .San Marro's High -School in Saiila Harliara. California.
Iiisi' stmlcnls are tryinj: oiil llii- nnils for a conrsc in niallicnialiis.
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YOUR 35mm
PROJECTOR

WILL
Z-O-O-M

MIGRGSGOPE

SLIDES!
New fl.5 Elgeet Zoom Microtar Attach-

ment converts your projector for contin-

uously variable magnification of slides

Focus at any magnification-zoom image

stays sharp

Zoom magnification dramatizes the pro-

jected image for lectures, demonstrations

True, variable iris controls field size for

concentration of interest on select areas

Positive lock spring device secures slide

Adapters fit unit to most popular 35mm
slide projectors; unit removes instantly for

normal projector use

Complete Elgeet Zoom Microtar Attach:

ment-with appropriate adapter for your

projector-$64.50

When ordering, please specify make and model of

projector you will be adapting. For furtlier details

or for orders, write to: DEPT. es-4.

SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENT DIVISION

Elgeet Optical Co.

838 Smith Street,

Rochester, N. Y.
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TRADE DIRECTORY FOR THE AUDIOVISUAL FIELD

KEY: (P)—producers, Importars. (M)—manufacturers. (D)—dealars, distributors, film rontol llbrorios, projoction sorvlcM.

Whoro a primary source also offers direct rental services, the double symbol (PD) appears.

Attociatlon rllmt. Inc. (PDI

Olttributof of Free-Loon and Rental Films.

Heodquorterst

347 Modlson Ave., N. Y. 17, N. Y.

Regional Ubrorlati

trood at Elm, RIdgefleld, N. J.

541 Hlllgrove Ave., La Grange, III.

799 Stevenson St., Son Francisco, Cal.

1108 Jackson St., Dallas 2, Tex.

Audlvislon Language Teaching Service (PD)
Suite 1852—100 Church St., New Yoric 7, N. Y.

The Spanish instructo-Film Series.

Australian News and Information Bureou (PDI
636 Fifth Ave., New Yorit 20, N. Y.

Avit Films (PD)
P. O. Box 643, Burbonlc, Calif.

(ray Studios, inc. (PDI
729 Seventh Ave., New Yoric 19. N. Y.

Sroadman Films (PD)
127 Ninth Ave., North, Nashville 3, Tenn.

Chapel Films (PD)

Div. McMurry Audio Electronics, inc.

P. O. Box 179, Culver City, Calif.

Colonial Williamsburg, Film
Distribution Section (PD)
Wiiliomsburg, Vo.
Free historical moteriols catalogue

Coronet Instructional Films (Pi

Coronet BIdg., Chicago 1, 111.

Family Films, Inc. (PDI
5823 Santo Monico Blvd.. Hollywood 38, Calif.

Film Research Compcmy (PD)
Onemio, Minnesota
Forest Indian and Science Films

Ideal Pictures, Inc. (D)

Home Office:

58 E. South Woter St., Chicago I, ill.

Brcmch Exchanges:
1840 Alcotroz Ave., Beriielay 3, Col.

2221 S. Olive St., Los Angeles 7, Col.

714—18th Street, Denver 2, Colo.

55 NE 13th St., Miami 32, Flo.

52 Auburn Ave., N. E., Atlanta 3, Go.
1370 S. Baretonlo St., Honolulu, H.

58 E. South Water St., Chicogo 1, III.

15 E. Morytond St., Indianapolis 4, Ind.

616 S. 5th St., Louisville 2, Ky.

1303 Prytonia Street, New Orleons 13, Lo.

102 W. 25th St., Boltimore 18, La.

42 Melrose St., Boston 16, Moss.

15924 Grand River Ave., Detroit 27, Mich.

3400 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis 8, Minn.

1402 Locust St., Konsos City 6, Mo.
3743 Grovois, St. Louis 16, Mo.
6509 N. 32nd St., Omoho 1, Neb.

1558 Main St., Buffolo 9, N. Y.

233-9 W. 42nd St., New Yorit 36, N. Y.

2110 Payne Ave., Cleveland 14, Ohio.

1201 S. W. Morrison, Pertlond 5, Ore.

119 Ninth St., Pittsburgh 22, Po.

18 S. Third St., Memphis 3, Tenn.

2434 S. Horwood, Dallas 15, Tex.

Brighom Young Univ., Prove, Utah.

219 E. Moin St., Richmond 19, Va.

4401 W. North Ave., Milwaukee 8, Wis.

International Film Bureau (PDI
332 S. Michigan Ave., Chicogo 4. III.

Knowledge Builders (Classroom Films)

Visual Education Center BIdg.,

Floral Park, N. Y.

(PDI

For information about Trade Di-

rectory advertising rates, write

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN & AUDIO-
VISUAL GUIDE, 2000 Lincoln Park

West BIdg., Chicago 14, III.

United World Films, Inc. IPO I

1445 Pork *v.,. New York 29, N. Y
342 S. Dsarborn St., Chicogo 5, III.

6610 Melrose Ave., Los Angeles 38, Col.
287 Tachwood Dr., NW. Atlanta, Go.
2227 Bryan St., Dollos, Tex.
S023 N. E. Sandy Blvd., Portland 13, Ore
1311 N. E. Boyihore Dr., Miami, Flo.

FIUWSTRIPS

Broadman Fllmstrlpt (PD)
127 Ninth Ave., North, Nashville 3. Tone.

Family Fllmstrlps, Inc. (PDI
5823 Santo Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38, Colif.

Enrichment Materials Inc. (PD)
246 Fifth Ave., New York 1, N. Y.

Pathescopa Educational Films, Inc. (PD)
71 Weyman Ave., New Rochelle, N. Y.
Audlo-VItual Foreign Language Material

Society for Visual Education (P0|
1345 Diversey Parkway, Chicago 14

Teaching Aids Service, Inc. (PDI
Lowell Ave. & Cherry Lone, Floral Pork, N Y
31 Union Sauore West, New York 3

Visual Education Consultants, Inc. (PDI
VEC Weekly News Fllmstrlpt

2066 Helena St., Madison, Wis.

FIIMSTRIP, SLIDE « OPAQUE PROJECTORS

MOTION PICTURE PROJECTORS A SUPPLIES

DuKane Corporation
St. Charles, Illinois

(Ml

FILM EDITING EQUIPMENT

Trald Corporation ( PD

)

P. O. Box 648, Enclno, Calif.

Professionol Portable Hot Splicers

ELECTRONIC TRAINING KITS

Allied Radio Corporation IMD)
100 N. Western Ave., Chicogo 80. III.

FLAGS, BANNERS, BUTTONS, TROPHIES

Ace Banner A Flag Compcmy (M)
224 Hoddon «d.. Woodmere, 1. 1.. N. Y.

All sizes—U.S., U.N., State, Foreign, Immed. del.
Pennants, decols, outo-bumper labels, etc.

GLOBES — Geographical

Denoyer-Geppert Company (POI
5235 Raveniwood Ave., Chicogo 40, III.

BIOLOGICAL MODELS A CHARTS

Denoyer-Geppert Cempony
5235 Roveniwood Ave.. Chicago 40, III.

LABORATORY SERVICES

Byron Motion Pictures, Incorporated
1226 Wisconsin Ave., Wosningron, D. C.
Comolete t6nim & 35mm loDorotory services.

(M)

(M)

Bell A Howell Co.
7117 McCormIck Rood, Chicago 45. 111.

Eastman Kodak Company
Rocheiter 4, Now York

Victor Division, Kalart Co. |M)
Ploinville, Conn.

MAPS — Geographical, Historical

Denoyer-Geppert Compcmy
5235 Roveniwooa Ave., Chicago 40, III.

MICROSCOPES A SLIDES

Denoyer-Geppert Company
5235 Rovenswooo Ave., Chicogo 40, HI.

PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT

Camera Equipment Co., Inc. (MDI
315 W. 43rd St., New York 36, N. Y.
6510 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood. Col.

Camera Equipment Co., Inc., of Florida (MD|
1335 E. Tenth Ave.. Hioleoh. Flo.

PROJECTION TABLES

(PO)Advance Products Company
2300 E. Douglas Ave.. Wichita. Kans.
Complete Line of Projection Tables

READING IMPROVEMENT

Psychotechnlcs, Inc.

105 W. Adams St.. Chicogo 3, III.

Mfgrs. of SHADOWSCOPE Reading Pacer

RECORDS

Academic Recording Institute (ARI)
18 E. 50th St., Now York 22, N. Y.

(Noted Scholars on Records or Topes)
Broadman Films (PD)

127 Ninth Ave.. North. Nashville 3, Tenn.
Curriculum Materials Center (PO)

5128 Venice Blvd., Los Angeles 19. Col.

Records. Tope Recordings, Fllmitrlps, Books
Enrichment Materials Inc. (PO^

246 Fifth Ave., New York 1. N. Y.

Foilcwoys Records & Service Corp.
117 W. 46th St., New York, N. Y

Heirloom Records (PD);
Brookhaven, N. Y. I

(History through Bollads & Folktongtl
|

Monitor Recordings, Inc. (P0)1
413 W. 50th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Russian, French, Spanish longuoge Materials
Music Education Record Corp. IP''

' O Box 445, Englewood. N J

(The Complete Orchestra demonstrated)

Spanish Music Center, Inc. (P0]li

127 W. 48th St., New York 36, N. Y.

(SMC Language Records Center)

RECORDS—TAPES

Pathescope Educational Films, Inc. (PO
71 Weyman Ave., New Rochelle, N. Y.

Audlo-VIiual Foreign Languoge Material

RECORDERS — PLAYERS

Allied Radio Corporation IMD
100 N. Weilern Ave., Chicago 80. HI

Radiant Manufacturing Co.
8220 No. Austin Ave.. Morton Grove. Ill

SLIDES

Kev: Kodactlrome 2x2. 3V4 > 4 V4 or lorgi

Colonial Williamsburg, Film
Distribution Section
Wiiliomsburg, Vo.
(2x2 color slides In sets)

Keystone View Co.
Meadville. Pa

Meston's Travels, Inc.

3801 North Piedroi, El Peso. Texoi

(PD

(PD-'

(P0-;

SOUND SYSTEMS

Allied Radio Corporotion (W
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80. III.
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New Equipment and Materials

For addresses of the sources supplying

information on which these listings are

based, refer to Directory of Sources,

page 514. For more information about

any of the equipment and materials an-

nounced here, use the enclosed reader

service postcard.

CAMERA—Accessories

MASTER INTERVALOMETER for
automatic time-lapse photography

with Arriflex 16 or 35mm cameras,

adjustable from 1 second to 25 min
intervals or longer on special order;

automatic exposure times of 1/10.

3/10, or 9/10 seconds: will carry up
to 1500 watt load, or operate on built-

in DC supply. ARRIFLEX.

For more information circle
No. 101 on return postal card.

PROJECTORS—Still

{oolite Overhead Transparency Pro-
jector, 1000-watt, no blower noise or
vibration, modern styling, built-in

writing roll, handles 10x10" trans-

parencies and overlays. Model 6000
$339.50. BUHL.

For more Information circle
No. 10% on return postal card.

PROJECTOR—Accessories
laahlight Projection Pointer. Shows
arrow on screen. $5.95. EDMUND.

For more information circle
No. 103 on return postal card.

Fide Angle Lenses—1", 1% and 2" fo-

cal length, reduce by 2/3 the projec-
tion distance required normally for
showing 2x2s or filmstrips. $80. BUHL

For more Information circle
No. 104 on return postal card.

SOUND EQUIPMENT—
& Accessories

lerophones go modular with inter-
changeable adapters for wide-range
maximum flexibility without need
(Or tools or solder connection UN-
SPEAK.

For more information circle
No. lo.'i on return postal card.

TV Listener cuts in earphones and re-

mote volume and switch control; dual
jacks permit two users at one time.

Attaches to radio, TV or PA without
altering unit it serves. Applicable for

small group viewing or listening
while rest of class is otherwise en-
gaged. Listener comes with 15' cord,

plus 5' headphone cord. $14.85. TE-
LEX.

For more Information circle
No. 107 on return postal card.

Language Labs

Language Trainer combines a 4-speed
record player with an endless tape-
recorder memory loop designed for
specific memory training purposes.

Universal Language Trainer

Eliminates subjective perception (via

bone conduction). Simultaneous com-
parison with student's own voice, and
recording for playback from IV^ to 15

minutes, depending on speed. Wt un-
der 251b. 8%xl4xl6%", $145-$165.

UNIDATA.

For more information circle
No. 108 on return postal card.

Classroom Headphones available in

four colors (green, tan, coral and
black) with removable ear cushions
(zippered, either washable blanket

m fILM DOCIORS*

SPECIALISTS
in the science of

FILM

REJUYENATIOI
RAPIOWELD Process for

• Scratch-Removal

• Abrasions 'Dirt

»ee Tape Recorders. Ten-hour con-
ference model G 258A $199.95. Minia-
ture G-257 with carrying case $139.95. ,
DuoCorder 666 with mike, earphones, f*iI19f #f
case $179.95. AMERICAN GELOSO. *

'Rain

Send for Free Brochure

or donut type). Fit any head, hair-do,

glasses. Wt 9.9 ounces. 90° turn for

easy monitoring. 50M ohm impedance.
Extensive range of models $17.25 to

$34.50. Cushions for replacement 75c
to $3.35. CLEVITE.

For more information circle
No. 109 on return postal card.

Teaching Machines

Autoscore teaching machine "relieves
the teacher of the tedium of repeti-
tive drill" . . . "never allows a ques-
tion to be skipped or an answer to go
uncorrected." Smaller and lighter

than a typewriter. ASTRA.

For more information circle
No. 110 on return postal card.

Mln/Max Teaching Machine $20. Pro-
grams available include Modern En-
glish, Elem Arith, Fundamentals of
Algebra, languages, etc. and range in

price from $5 to $15. TMI-GROLIER.

For more Information circle
No. Ill on return postal card.

FILM TECHNIQUE
For more Information circle
No. 106 on return postal card.

Founded l<>-»C

37-02C 27ih St., Long Island City l.N.Y

MILLER MOBILE
LISTENING

TABLE

Size 20"x24" on top, 30" high,

bottom cabinet with Yale locl<

and key; 20 foot electric cord at-

tached; 1 2 headphone outlets,

one to make it active. Ample
space in cabinet for Tape Record-

er and headphones.

LIST PRICE $69.95

SOLD BY: LEADING A-V. DEALERS

Manufactured by:

MILLER MFG. CO.
3310 E. Roxburo Rd. N.E.,

Atlanta 5, Co.
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Authorized "RCA" Distributor

16mm sound equipment

Sales, Service, Parts, Trades.

Free illustrated booklet "R"

NATIONAL CINEMA SERVICE
7} Dey St., WO 2-6049 N. Y. 7, N. Y.

NewECCO Improved

Model D For

16mm & 35mm
Cleans— Lubricates

Prevents Dust Static

SpeedroM
Applicator Model D

Clean and Inipect your film In on* oasy opwo*
tlon. Operates effectively at several hundred
feet per minute. Save time, fluid, labor, and
money. Lifetime baketite construction. Eliminates
viroxing. Absolutely sofe and NON-TOXIC . . .

NON-INFLAMMABLE. Widely used by schools,
colleges and film libraries. ^Il^ OO
Ecco No. 1300 cleaning fluid, quart $2.50

Gollon $9.00
Ecco No. 2000 cleaning fluid for

NEGATIVES quart, $1.95
Gallon, $7.00

ALL FILM HANDLING SUPPLIES
IN STOCK

Acetone, per quart $1 .40
Per gallon, $4.50

Ethyloid Film Cement, pint $2.00
Film Handling gloves, per dozen $1.95
Golco Filmeter slop watch, Swiss jewelled move-
ment. Measures equivalent footage for 16mm
and 35mm film $74.50

Send For JSew 1961 Catalog

THE CAMERA MART
1845 Broadway (at 60th St.) N. Y. 33

PLoza 7-6977

MISC. ITEMS
Butt Splicer for 35mm and 16mm film.

Mylar splicing tape is registered on
precision until automatically applied
to aligned film. "Acmade," British
import $295. FLORMANBABB.

For more information circle
No. 11'^ on return postal card.

Compact zoom macroscope retains focus
through continuous change of magni-
fication from lOx to 20x. Field of
view .42" at lOx and .24" at 30x. Wt
12oz. With tripod legs open, ht 6-

3/8". $120. B&L.

For more information circle
No. 113 on return postal card.

Portable Tripod Cinemascope Screen
8'0 wide, beaded, adjustable height
tripod. DALITE.

For more Information circle
No. 114 on return postal card.

Safety power panel and lighted viewer
attachable to most projector tables.
25' grounded power cord, 7-watt ser-

Coffey Panel and Viewer

To Your Teachers,

BUHL
KOOLITE
MODEL 7000

brightest instructor

on your staff

NOW, GIVE YOUR TEACHERS
THE BRIGHTEST. COOLEST,
QUIETEST OVERHEAD
PROJECTORS OF THEM ALL!
NEW. MODERN STYLING, TOO!

. WRITE FOR FULL DETAILS

^"CJIinL. BUHL OPTICAL COMPANY
1004 Beech Ave. • Pittsburgh 33, Pa.

vice light for threading, examinin
slides, reading notes 2 outlets. 210(

watt capacity #18 3-strand cord an
adapter plug. $22.80. COFFEY.

For more Information circle
No. 115 on return postal card.

Screen-slanting Brackets eliminate kej
stone from low-level tilted projectioi
Screen case may be extended fror
15" to 24" from wall, permitting du!
use of Da-Lite models B or C or Jur
ior Electro. Pair $10. The Mode
Video-A. has the anti-keystone bracli

et built into its tripod. DALITE.

For more information circle
No. 116 on return postal card.

Silk Screen Cradle, level at all time
and no-play, avoids off-registry an
mess; ball bearing. Less base, $61

SUTLIFF.

For more information circle
No. 117 on return postal card.

Slant-top table for classroom TV mee'
recommendations of Midwest Ail
borne ETV. 8-degree slant gives dire(

line of sight and minimizes glare. 54

high; 2Vix28" for easy passage throug
doorways; top has V4" foam rubbe

Wilson Table

pad. $54.95; straight top $46,95; le

electrical assembly deduct $4. 9' Wf
strap to hold receiver to table $3.£

WILSON.

For more information circle
No. 118 on return postal card.

Stik*a •letter
PROFESSIONAL

LETTERINS

TECHNIQUE

Write for literature

Stik-a-letter Co. Rt. 2,^801 1400, Esconnido, c
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Speedrol Applicator takes 8-16-35mm
films. Applies cleaning fluid, static

removers, etc. Application rate may
by metered accurately. Unbreakable
polyethylene feed cup rolls readily

changed; cast aluminum construction.

33. Flannel rolls ea ,'50<', Fluid range
from $7 to $12.50 per gallon; "Photo-
sweep" 8 oz. $1.2.5. ELECHEM.

For more Information circle

No, 119 on retnrn postal card.

;tatic-Stap aerosol spray to prevent
static on phonograph records. 12 oz

can $2. ELECHEM.
For more Information circle
No. 120 on retnrn postal card.

'eaching Microscopes. AO-Spencer Se-
ries 60 offers wide range of models;
eliminates traditional rack-add-pinion

AO Spencer Microscope

focus in favor of a focusing mecha-
nism enclosed in microscope arm; de-
signed to be virtually "student-proof."
$125. Brochure available. AMERICAN
OPTICAL.

For more Information circle
No. 131 on return postal card.

PHOTOGRAPHY
THE INCISIVE ART

A series of five 30 minute films fea-

turing Ansel Adams noted Amer-

ican photographer

Individual Titles:

l^tograpky as an Art

Points of View

Ttehnique

Pnjessitmal Photography

Thi Language of the Camera Eye

JFor purchase or rental information
write to;

Se^

NET Film Service
Audio-Visual Center
Indiana University
Bloomington, Indiana

Dr. Irene Cypher, Associate Professor of Education at New York University,
past-President of the METROPOLITAN AUDIO VISUAL ASSOCIATION, and A-V Editor of

Instructor Magazine, demonstrates the unique advantages of the NORELCO
'Continental' Tape Recorder to a group of student teachers at N.Y.U. Selection of the

NORELCO for inclusion in the exhibits in N.Y.U.'s "Model Classroom" was based upon
performance standards of fidelity, reliability, versatility and functional simplicity.

j/vore/cNow... 2 HB^/Vore/co Recorders...
CONTINENTAL '300

4-Track Stereo Playback, MonophonJc Record-Playback • Comes complete with
preomp-amplifier, wide-range Noreico speaker and dynamic microphone • 3
speeds • Headphone facilities for 'auditioning' student as he records ' Rugged
construction for constant classroom use • Mixing and soundonsound facili-

ties • Accidental erasure prevention.

CONTINENTAL '400'

4-Track Stereo Record-Ploybock, Monophonic Record-Playback • Completely
self-contained, including dual recording and playback preamplifiers, dual
power amplifiers, 2 wide-range Noreico speakers and stereo dynamic micro-

phone ' 3 speeds * Mixing, monitoring ond sound-on-sound facilities.

Write for illustrated and detailed brochure.

.\lKS. .Mary Lou Plugge, Chairman of the Department of Speech and Dramatic

Arts at Adelphi College in New York, finds her Norelco 'Continental' tape

recorder an essential tool in speech instruction. Says Mrs. Plugge, "My Norelco

tape recorder is valuable to me for a number of reasons. There is an impressive

tone quality in its reproduction of sound. Concomitant with this is the aid of the

mechanical pause button which allows me to stop to analyze progress without turn-

ing off the machine." The NORELCO 'Continental' is a product of Xorth American

Philips Co., Inc., High Fidelity Products Division, Dept. 1S9, ^SO Duffy Avenue,

Hicksville, Long Island. S'ew York.
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DRY TRANSFER LETTERING

Instant Lettering brings you the finest,

most meticulous lettering in the world
instantly—by instantaneous dry transfer
from type sheet to any smooth surface.
Just press and it's there.
No trace of adhesive to sully artwork.
Needs no equipment. Perfect on wood,
paper, card, glass, metal, film ... in

fact any smooth surface. The right
answer to the need for highest quality
lettering for display panels, roughs, signs,
labels, graphs, charts, TV cells.

10"xl5" SHEET ONLY $1.50

How It works:
rub on letter with pencil . . , lift away sheet

Send for sample and complete type chart

ARTHUR BROWN & BRO., Inc.

2 W. 46th St., New York 36. N. Y.

Materials
KEY TO ABBREVIATIONS

m|»—motion plctur*
h—fllmstrip
ii—slid*

roc—cocording
L 33-1/3 r.p.m. mlcrogroovo record
min—minutos { running tint* ]

ffr^framos (

f

llmstrlp plcturos

)

si—silont

sd—sound
R—rant
b&w—black A whito
col—color
Pri

—

Primary
Int—Intormediato
JH—Junior High
SH—Senior High
C—College
A—Adult
prog—programmed learning materials

ARTS & CRAFTS
Franz Hals: Civic Guard Portrait
Groups 25 si AMCO col $7.50. Analy-
sis of detail in five masterpieces. C A

For more Information circle
No. 132 on retnrn postal card.

Oakwood Carvings 1440-1540 fs-sl

AMCO 33 fr $5 same on slides $6,

incl guides. Medieval wood carvings
of Biblical subjects, found in north-
western Europe. C SH Ch.

For more Information circle
No. 123 on retnrn postal card.

A Stained Glass Repository si AMCO
28 in set col $7.50; guide. Study of the
art in Holland from Hapsburg period
to present. C A

For more Information circle
No. 124 on retnrn postal card.

tifilm series
TO MEET THE EDUCATIONAL
CHALLENGES OF THE '60s

from UNITED WORLD FILMS

16mm SOUND

ALL IN

FULL COLOR

uwFmm
UNITED
WORLD
FILMS, Inc.
1445 PARK AVENUE
NEW YORK 29, N.Y.

^^^B Fulfill the revitalized needs of modern
e^^Jf^BiW^t/^V basic science instruction with these ex-

IhTMf/^BAT/^Pf^^V cellent curriculum-integrated films. Each^^•^'^" a^'.J^W a colorful I31/2 minutes in length, they
bring the world and the universe into

the classroom . . . helping your pupils
explore the ways in which science affects their lives . . . while inspir-

ing them to further learning. Write for preview information today!

— SERIES

Another UWF human geography/social studies milestone, these
superb 18-minute color films will help your pupils develop a better
understanding of how recent historic events . . . new ideas and
values . . . technological and cultural changes . . . have affected
peoples' ways of living in various parts of the world. Recommended
for elementary through high school. Write today for previews!

NOW . . . U. S. GOVERNMENT FILMS AVAILABLE

Write today for UWF's free catalog of curriculum-integrated U. S.

Government-produced films and filmstrips, selected for school use
from more than 3,000 titles.

TO;

NAME

UNITED WORLD FILMS, INC., Dept. ES-561, 1445 Park Ave., New York 29, N. Y.

n Please send me preview information on "The Living Science Series."

J Please send me preview information on "Your World Neighbors Series."

TITLE

SCHOOL ADDRESS

'_Cin,v.^i ZONE STATE

BUSINESS EDUCATION
Tlie Hidden Side of Selling mp ROUND
TABLE 34min col $350 b&w $25<

Three salesmen in search of an orde;
encounter three different types c

sales resistance. The setting is a salt-

meeting. C A
For more Information circle
No. 125 on retorn postal card.

How's It Going? mp STRAUSS b&i
$125. Four case histories of sales ir

terviews. Designed for use in a om
hour training program. A

For more information circle
No. 126 on return postal card.

EDUCATION
Developmental Reading prog CPI Cot

textual Clues il section 80c); Phone
tic Analysis (6 sections $3); Strut

turai Analysis (6 sections $3); Con:
prehension Skills (2 sections). Vocal
ulary Building (2,000 frames $7.50

TT

For more information circle
No. 127 on retarn postal card.

158Guidelines for Decision sfs NEA
28min. Lp col. $8. The realities c

learning and society, in reference t

the contemporary issues in elemer
tary education. Order from Dept. c

Elementary School Principals. NE/
A PTA

For more information circle
No. 128 on return postal card.

Teaching Time Relationships in th:

Elementary Schools mp BAILEY IJ

min col $130 b&w $70. Conveying t

young children such concepts as "ho\

long is a minute" and when was "

long time ago." TT

For more Information circle
No. lSt> on return postal card.

INDUSTRY
TRANSPORTATION

Cycolac Pipe mp MARBON 20min cc

loan. One-man installation of plasti 1

pipe for urban and rural water sys

terns. Four situations are shown. C /

For more Information circle
No. 130 on retnrn postal card.

wlingPicturi

30 OUTSTANDING

16MM COLOR FlUISt

For Your
Science and Social Studies

Program
(Write for catalog and previews)

S09 S. Beverly Drive, Beverly Hills, Colli
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LANGUAGES
languages: Basic Reading Tm/c prgr
TMI-GROLIER Modern Hebrew
$7.50; Russian $10; Spanish $12.50;

German $15.

For more Informatton cirele

No. 131 on retorn postal card.

LANGUAGE ARTS
iodern Englisti Tm/c program TMI-
GROLIER Spelling $12.50; Punctua-
tion $5.

For more Information circle

No. 132 on retnrn postal card.

MATHEMATICS
college Preparatory Mathematics prog
CPI 15 sections apply. Experimental
programmed texts; standardized re-

porting forms. TT C

For more informatton circle

No. 133 on return postal card.

ow to Use a Slide Rule pro-fs CPI
600fr S2.50. Experimental programmed
standardized reporting forms. TT.

For more Information circle
No. 134 on return postal card.

inior High School Mathematics prog
CPI 3 units ea $2. Experimental pro-
grammed text. Standardized report-

ing forms. TT JH

For more information circle
No. 135 on return postal card.

athematlcs Tm c prog TMI-GROLIER
S u,b j e c t s^Elementary Arithmetic
Multiplication and Division Facts $10;

Elem. Arith. Decimal Numbers $12.50;

Fundamentals of Algebra $10; Intro-

ductory Statistics $10.

For more information circle
No. 136 on return postal card.

igonometry at Worlt fs-sl AMCO 21-

tr col $6; same on slides $7.50. Empha-
sis is on application of Case I in civil

5ngineering astronomy, forestry. SH

For more information circle
No. 137 on return postal card.

MUSIC, General

f ndamentals of Music Tm/c prgr TMI-
;R0LIER $7.50.

For more information circle
No. 1.S8 on return postal card.

MAKE YOUR^jQJIj^^B^Q^^H
4 T«UI iTM* rmm teillN n OWN SLIDES
3 TTKWIITTfN M»AOCS on your own

J WkMaMAT UHMS

1 *ccvi MO HnnniTt
1

TYPEWRITER

by using

RADIO-MATS

•quior size 3V4x4 or the
Id by Audio - Viiuol,
pply Dealers. For FREE

New Duplex 2x2.
Photo & Theatre
SAMPLE write

—

RADIO-MAT SLIDE CO., Dept. V,

MEDICAL & ALLIED
SCIENCES

The Filiariasis Story in India fs UWF
276 fr in 4 parts, col $5.10 ea part. I:

Entomological and Parisitological As-
pects. II: Elephantiasis. Ill: Training,
Research. IV: Facts about Control C A

For more information circle
No. 139 on return postal card.

PRIMARY GRADE
MATERIALS

Dance Your Own Way mp BAILEY 10-

min col $120. Each child developes its

own forms of expression in dancing
to phonograph music. Pri TT

For more informatton circle
No. 140 on return postal card.

gmm Cartoons mp UAA 6min col $14.95.

For magnetic 8mm projection on
SMPTE standard (24fr per second,
with the sound advanced 56fr on tlie

magnetic track). Well-known Warner
cartoon characters—Bugs Bunny,
Daffy Duck, Junior Pig, Sniffles the
Mouse, Little Duckling. Pri.

For more information circle
No, 141 on return postal card.

For Teachers o(

SOCIAL STUDIES.

GEOGRAPHY.

SCIENCES. HISTORY

and others

FILMS FROM

FOR RENTAL OR PURCHASE

A wide choice of sound films in color and

black & white , about the fascinating land

"Down Under." Free illustrated catalog

AUSTRALIAN NEWS & INFORMATION BUREAU
630 Fifth Avo., Suit* 414 • New Yorli iO, N. Y.

Vite-a-lize
your film

We restore brittle, curled, cupped
film to nearly new first run quality

with Vite-a-lize. Our Vite-a-lize

treatment shrinks new film uniform-

ly, sealing in proper humidity. Guar-
anteed. Call or write now. Exclusive

with Leonard Film Service, 1 700B E.

V/alnut, Pasadena, Calif. Phone
SYcamore 2-6682.

PHOTO
SLIDE

FILING

SYSTEM
GIVES THREE

ADVANTAGES:

1. Orderly classification—by subject, dote, etc.

2. Convenience—slides con be viewed against light-

diffusing panel— individual slides easily in-

serted or removed.

3. Protection—against loss or damage—with slides

properly stored—cylinder-type key lock on door.

The Multiplex Slide Cabinet shov/n above holds

2340 slides, 2" x 2"
. . . or 780 slides, 4" x

3 %" ... or some of each. Spacious storage in

base. Smaller and larger sizes, other models,

available. Moil coupon for literature.

Please send me Slide Cabinet Bulletin LS-1 58. I

L.

MUuiPLEX
DISPLAY FIXTURE CO.
Dept. M, Warr<e & Carter,

St. Louis 7, Mo.

NAME .

.

SCHOOL

ADDRESS

CITY 8. STATE 561

I-
1
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FREE
Allied
444PAGE 1962

ELECTRONICS

CATAL06

SAVE MOST on language
labs. Stereo hi-fi, record-

ing and phono equipment,
school sound systems,
training kits, electronic
parts. Write for Catalog.

ALLIED RADIO
100 N. Western Ave.. Chicago 60. III.

CALIFORNIA'S

^*X3^BSi

.nd NEW TOWER Colilornio'. World.
Fomoui Resort overlooking the Blue Pacific

where Wil shire meetj the jeo. Twenty minutes
from International Airport. 450 luxuriouf
rooms end bungalows, all with television ond
radio. Complete convention facilities. Banquet
rooms for up to 2,000, air conditioned, Exciting

new Venetion Room and Cantonese Room.
Swimming pool Beautiful grounds ond

landscaped gardens. Rotes from $8,

Across the U.S.A. ond in HAWAII

MASSAGLIA
CREST OF GOOD LIVING

JOSEPH MASSAGLIA, JR.. President

MASSAGLIA HOTELS
• SANTA MONICA, CALIF. HoUl MIramai
• SAN JOSE. CALIF. Hotfll Siint. Cl.ir.

• GALLUP. N.M.' HsttI El Rdncho
• ALBUOUEROUE. Hol.l Frjndican

WASHINGTON, DC. Hol.l Rdl.iqh
• HARTFORD, COJJH. HottI Bond
• PITTSBURGH. PA. Hot.l Sh.rwyn
. CINCINNATI, O. Ilof.l Slnlof-

• HONOLULU Holal W.ikiki Biilmor.'

_ World.famed h3t,U
Teletype service—t^amily Plon—

RELIGION, ETHICS
Is This For Me? mp CATHEDRAL 30-
min b&w. United Lutheran Church
production designed to motivate
young men to inquire as to the minis-
try as a vocation. SH C A

For more Information circle
No, 143 on return postal card.

SCIENCE, Biology

The Living Mammal mp IFB 17min col
$180 Biological definitions. Adapta-
tion. Defense. Escape. Hibernation.
Armadillo, opposum porcupine,
skunk, buffalo, mouse, Int,

For more information circle
No. 143 on return postal card.

SCIENCE, General

Man on the Threshold of Space fs-sl

AMCO 29fr b&w $6 same on slides
$7.50; guide. Topography of the Moon.
Frist of a series. JH SH C

For more information circle
No. 144 on return postal card.

The Petrified River mp MODERN 28-
min col loan. Peaceful uses of urani-
um found under the mesa of the
Colorado Plateau. Union Carbide
Corp. sponsor. A

For more Information circle
No. 145 on return postal card.

Quirks of Nature 2fs VISUAL b&w $5/
50fr ea. captioned I: Odities on Land.
II: Oddities in the Sea. EL-JH

For more Information circle
No. 146 on return postal card.

offers the industry's

most complete line of

PROJECTION and TRANSPORTATION TABLES
Folding and Non-
folding Models for

Transportation by auto
Classroom film projection
Classroom television viewing
Libraries—churches
University and institutional use
Office supply carriers
Photographers' equipment
Office machine demonstrations

WHEEL IT designers, engineers
and craftsmen have as their

first objective the continued
creation of the finest trans-

portation and proiection tables
made. Sold throughout the

world. Ask your dealer or write

GRUBER PRODUCTS CO. Toledo, 6-A Ohio

SCIENCE
Physics, Chemistry

Chemistry prog CPI 3 units $1.75. Ex-
perimental programmed texts; stand-
ardized reportnig forms. Also Phy-
sics (8 units $2). TT

For more Information circle
No. 147 on return postal card.

Fundamentals of Elecrticity: Direct Cur-
rent Tm/c prog TMI-Grolier $10,

For more Information circle
No. 148 on return postal card.

SOCIAL STUDIES,
Geography, Travel

Denmark fs-sl AMCO 27fr col $6, same
on si $7.50 Culture, occupations, archi-
tecture. JH Sh

For more Information circle
No. 149 on return postal card.

Raised Relief Map of Africa. New, $45,
AERO,

For more Information circle
No. ISO on retom postal card.

Silk Makers of Japan mp BAILEY 16-

min col $170. Silk farming methods;
caterpillar life cycle; processing co-
coons into raw silk thread; weaving
silk fabrics. El JH A

For more information circle
No. 151 on return postal card.

Turkey: Istanbul and Vicinity fs-sl
I

AMCO 27fr col $6 same on si $7,50;
guide. Ancient and modern cultures
of Turkey in Europe, EL-A

For more information circle
No, 152 on return postal card.

New Publications

An Adventure in Industry-Education>
report on 5-year educational program
of the Chemical Industry, Of special

interest is chapter on the film pro-

gram (ppl8-20) resulting in the pro-

duction and sale of four motior
pictures, and compilation of "Filnr

Guide on Chemicals, Chemistry anc
the Chemical Industry." 40p repor
free. MCAI.

For more Information circle
No. 153 on return postal card.

SCIENCE FILt^STRIPS
SINCE 1931 SINCE 1931

MADE BY TEACHERS fOR tJaCHERS
BIOLOGY ATOMIC ENERGY
PHYSICS GENERAL SCIENCE
CHEMISTRY MICKOBIOIOGY
BIKt SAFETY BUS SAFETY

Science filmiTrips o*ailaDie
jnoer NDEA—Title III

VISUAL SCIENCES
Bo> J99E Su»»ern, New York
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ABC"s of Tape Recording. Norman H.
Crowhurst. Principles, operation, ap-
plications and adaptation to aux-
iliary uses. Simple, well illustrated.

96p paper $1.50 1961. SAMS.

Write direct

The AV Index, priced at $1.50 in its

initial printing, went to $2.95 as of

July 1. Hundreds of articles are in-

dexed under subject classification.

AVRI.

Write direct

Better utilization of college teaching
resources Summary report on experi-
ments with regular use of TV, films,

teaching machines, large groups etc.

63pp free FORDFOUND. Write direct.

For more Information circle
No. 154 on return postal card.

Books in the Schools. A well-prepared
pitch for boosting the $40-million

school library budget to $180-million.

one article (of 11) by Abram Vander-
meer states the case for the newer
media and advises the trade book
publishers they are "faced with the
alternatives of fighting newer media
or joining up with them ... To fight

is to be overwhelmed; to join is to

profit." 65p. $1. Write direct: Ameri-
can Book Publishers Council, Inc.

58 W. 40th St., New York 18, N.Y.

atalog of reproduction papers and
films. Informative, attractive, 24pp
free. ANKEN.

For more information circle
No. 165 on return postal card.

olburn Comments on Editing Intended
for the in-plant film producer, the
suggestions are just as applicable to
school film production. 12pp free.

COLAB
For more information circle
No. 1.56 on return postal card.

ducational TV—A Primer. Excellent
nontechnical analysis of what goes
into an effective ETV program. Many
diagrams and illustrations. Glossary.
24p free TRWEED

For more information circle
No. 157 on return postal card.

FILMS from the

LAND OF HIAWATHA
"Mahnomen—Harvest of the North"
"Sisihakwat—The Ojibway Maple

Harvest"

"Ge-mon—The Birch Canoe"
"Harrison Creek Adventure"

Preview princs from
FILM RESEARCH COMPANY

Box 1015 Minneapolis 40, Minnesota

Film and television in the service of

opera and ballet and of museums
Report on UNESCO conferences at

Salzburg and Brussels. 55p $1.00.

UNESCO.

Write direct

Foreign Language Audio-Visual Guide
1961 revision describes more than
1,000 language films, filmstrips, re-

cordings and tapes. $9.50. LANDERS.

Write direct

Malte Your Own Photo Equipment.
Geoffrey I. Lilley. Guide for photo
and darkroom projects, applicable to

the school camera club and AV de-

partment activities. 116p $4.50. MAC-
MILLAN.

Write direct

Motion Picture Films for Professional

Use. Folder describes and tabulates
characteristics of 11 emulsions of

35mm and 16mm motion picture films.

Spec sheets and lab samples may be
obtained. GEVAERT.

For more information circle
No. 158 on return postal card.

Planning Schools for tlie New Media,
a guide for boards of education, school

superintendents, and architects in

planning school facilities so that

teachers may make full and effective

use of modern media of instruction.

USOE contract with Portland (Ore.)

State College. Covers planning of

instructional materials centers, class-

rooms, labs, auditoriums, and various
communications (radio, TV) systems.
Up-to-the-minute, challenging. 72p.

$1.00 Order direct from Division of

Education. Portland State College,
Portland, Ore.

Programmed Instruction, periodical on
teaching machines and programming,
free. CPI.

For more information circle
No. 159 on return postal card.

Clean Film the Modern Way

Edwal COLOR FILM
CLEANER

—Anti-Static

—20 Times less toxic

than carbon tetrachlorlile

Fast, Reliable, Economical

4-oz. 65c 1-eal. $8.25

AsIc your dealer

Hi
nu I

lif
Edwal Scientific Products Corp.

555 W.IISth street • Chicago 28, Illinois

Atlvertiseuteiit

HELPFUL BOOKS

ADMINISTERING AUDIO-VISUAL SERV-

ICES. By Carlton W. H. Erickson. Covvrs

admlnistrotive, supervisory, ond tech-

nological problems, emphasixing com-
petent performance in all service as-

pects. 479 pp., illustrated. Mocmillan

Company, 60-Sth Ave., New York 11.

N. Y. $6.95.

THE AV INDEX A guide to instruction-

al material information covering the

use of Audio-Visual materials and
equipment. Single copy, $2.95. Quan-
tity prices: 2-9 copies, 10% discount;

10-20 copies, 20% discount. Postage

added if payment does not accom-
pany order. Audio-Visual Research

Institute, 1346 Broadway, Detroit 26,

Michigan.

AUDIO - VISUAL MATERIALS: THEIR

NATURE AND USE. Revised Edition

By Walter Arno Wittich and Charles

F. Schuller. 570 pp. 249 Illustrations

14 Color Plates. Harper & Brothers

49 E. 33rd St.. New York 16, N. V.

1957. S6.50.

EDUCATORS GUIDE TO FREE FILM-

STRIPS. Compiled and Edited by Mary
Foley Horkhelmar and John W. Differ.

Thirteenth Annual Edition, 1961. Edu-
cators Progress Service, Depl. AV6.
Randolph, Wis. $6.00.

EDUCATORS GUIDE TO FREE TAPES.

SCRIPTS, AND TRANSCRIPTIONS. Com-
piled and Edited by Walter A. WIttlch,

Ph.D., and Gertie Honson Hoisted.

M. A. Seventh Annual Edition. 1961.

Educators Progress Service. Depl.

AVG, Randolph. Wit. SS.7S.

EDUCATORS GUIDE TO FREE FILMS.

Compiled and Edited by Mary Foley
Horkheimer and John W. Differ. Edu-
cational Consultant, John Guy Fewl-
kes. 21st Annual Edition, 1961. Edu-
cators Progress Service, Dept. AVG,
Randolph, Wis. S9.00.

STANDARDS OF PHOTOPLAY AP-
PRECIATION. A Course of Study In

Photoplay Appreciation. By William
Lewin and Alexander Frazier. Illus-

trated. Educational A Recreational
Guides, Inc., 10 Brainerd Rood, Sum-
mit, New Jersey. $4.75.
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Programmed Instruction In books and
teacliing machines. Sample pages from
"Operant Conditioning: Elementary
Concepts." 16p free MH

For more Information circle

No. 160 on return postal card.

Pupils Speali to PupUs around the

World. The story and methods of the

international student tape exchange.
Includes directory of groups in many
countries interested in such exchange.

60p $1.50. TERRY.

Write direct

Religious Television, Everett Parker,
Eleanor Inman, Ross Snyder. A "what
to do and how" book on communica-
tion media in the service of the
Christian faith. $4. HARPER.

Write direct

Shorts and TV Films Impressive catalog
of Japanese production. Write direct

to Toei Motion Picture Co., Ltd., 1,

3-Chome, G i n z a-Nichi, Chuo-Ku,
Tokyo, Japan.

"FIBERBILT" CASES
"THEY LAST INDEFINITELY"

Equipped with steel corners, steel card

holder and heavy web straps.

Only original Fiberbilt Cases bear this

Trade Mark

Your Assurance

of "Finest Quality"

For 16nim Film

400' to 2000' Reels

Sold by All Leading Dealers

SYnchronizing Kodak Cavalcade Pro-
jectors to a Sound Track. The slide

projector and tape recorder combina-
tion offers a means of self-instruction

by which a student can proceed at

his own pace. Free. EK
For more information circle
No. 161 on return postal card.

207 Ways to Use a Tape Recorder 16p
free. MAGNECORD

For more information circle
No. 16*^ on return postal card.

Teaching Machines, Donald K. Eator
in Curriculum Bulletin March 1961

Write direct to School of Education
University of Oregon, Eugene, Ore
Price 50 cents. 12p.

Write direct

Take 61 Bulletins on curriculum anc
production. Growing emphasis ot

teaching machine programming. Free
EBF

For more Information circle
No. 16!) on return postal card.

MICROBIOLOGY
Source Data Information on all phenomena.
Mature single-purpose films presenting the
most significant microbiological phenomena
disclosed in living organisms by the Nobel
winning Phase-Contrast method.

Write for descriptive folders

ARTHUR T. BRICE
Phase Films Sonoma, California

BIRTH of a NATION
Greatest Civil War Picture

ever made

available for rental in
35 & 16mm sound

R. E. AITKEN
World Wide Distributors

Hartwell Ave., Waukesha, Wis.

Directory of

Equipment and Materials

pages 507 - 514
AERO Service Corp., 210 E. Courtland

St., Philadelphia 20, Pa.
AMCO—Amco, Inc., P. O. Box 218, Port
Richey, Fla.

AMERICAN GELOSO Elect., Inc., 251

Fourth Ave., New York 10. N. Y.
AMERICAN OPTICAL Co., Instrument

Div., Box A, Buffalo 15, N. Y.
ANKEN—Anken Film Co., Inc., Hix
Ave., Newton, N. J.

ARRIFLEX Corp. of America, 257 Park
Ave., South, New York 10, N. Y.

ASTRA Corporation, 31 Church St.,

New London, Conn.
AVRI—Audiovisual Research Institute,

1346 Broadway. Detroit 26, Mich.
BAILEY Films. Inc.. 6509 De Longpre

Ave., Hollywood 28, Calif.

B&L—Bausch & Lomb Optical Co.,

Rochester 2. N. Y.
BUHL Optical Co., 1009 Beech Ave.,
Pittsburgh 33, Pa.

CATHEDRAL Films Inc., 140 N. Holly-
wood Way, Burbank, Calif.

CLEVITE Electronic Components, 3405
Perkins Ave., Cleveland 14, Ohio

COFFEY, Jack C, Co., Inc., 710 - 17th
St., North Chicago, 111.

COLAB—George W. Colburn, Inc., 164
N. Wacker Drive, Chicago 6, 111.

CPI—Center for Programmed Instruc-
tion, Inc., 365 West Edn Ave., New
York 24, N. Y.

DA-LITE Screen Co., Warsaw, Ind.

EBF—Encyclopaedia Britannica Films,
Inc., 1150 Wilmette Ave., Wilmette,
111.

EDMUND Scientific Co., 101 E. Glou-
cester Pike, Barrington, N. J.

EK: Eastman Kodak Company, Dept.
8-V, Rochester 4, N. Y.

ELECHEM—Electro-Chemical Products
Co., 427 Bloomfield Ave., Montclair,
N. J.

FLORMAN & BABB, Inc.. 68 W. 45th
St., New York 36, N. Y.

FORDFOUND—Ford Foundation, Of-
fice of Reports, 477 Madison Ave.,
New York 22, N. Y.

GEVAERT — Gevaert Company of
America, Inc., 321 W. 54th St.. New
York 19, N. Y.

HARPER--Harper & Bros., 49 E. 33rd
St., New York 16, N. Y.

IFB—International Film Bureau, Inc.,

332 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 4, 111.

LANDERS—Landers Film Reviews,
4930 Coliseum St., Los Angeles 16,

Calif.

FimMACMILLAN Co., The, 60-62
Ave., New York 11, N. Y.

MAGNECORD, Midwestern Instru
ments, Inc., Magnecord Sales Dept.
Dept. 22. P. O. Box 7509, Tulsa 18

Okla.
MARBON Chemical Div., Borg-Warne:

Corp., Washington, W. Va.
MCAI—Manufacturing Chemists Asso

elation. Inc., 1825 Conn. Ave., Wash
ington 9, D. C.

MH—McGraw-Hill Book Co., 330 W
42nd St.. New York 36, N. Y.

MODERN Talking Picture Service
Inc., 3 E. 54th St., New York 22, N. Y

NEA: National Education Association
National Commission on Safety Edu
cation, 1201 16th St.. N.W., Washing
ton 6, D.C.

ROUNDTABLE Productions, 139 £
Beverly Drive, Room 133, Beverl*
Hills, Calif.

SAMS—Howard W. Sams Co., Inc
Indianapolis 6, Ind.

STRAUSS—Henry Strauss Productionii
31 W. 53rd St., New York 19, N.Y.

SUTLIFF—C, G. Sutliff, 106 Bendic
j

Ave., Syracuse 3, N.Y.

TELEX, Inc., Communications Acces
sories Div., Telex Park, St. Paul 1

Minn.
TELEX, Inc., Communications Acces

sories Div., 1633 Eustis St., St. Pau
Minn.

TERRY-Ruth Y. Terry, Internationa I

Tape Exchange, 834 Ruddiman Ave i

North Muskegon, Michigan. !

TMI-GROLIER—Teaching Machin
j

Corporation, Div. of Grolier. Inc., 57
j

Lexington Ave., New York 22, N. "V

TRW-EED — Thompson R a m o Wool
ridge, Inc., Educational Electronic
Division, 532 Sylvan Avenue, Engle
wood Cliffs, N. J.

UAA—United Artists Associates, Inc i

247 Park Ave., New York, N. Y.
UNESCO Publication Center, 801 Thir

|

Ave.. New York, N. Y.
UNIDATA—Universal Data Systems
UNSPEAK—University Loudspeaker;

Inc., 80 S. Kensico Ave., White Plain;

N. Y.
UWF—United World Films, 1445 Par

Ave., New York 29, N. Y.

VISUAI^Visual Sciences, Box 5991

Suffern, N. Y.

WILSON—H. Wilson Company, 106-

Wilson St., Park Forest, 111.
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jJCThe proof is in its

performance Teachers, AV
directors, school management people, and those

whose very success depends upon the best presenta-

tion of their product . . . film producers . . . are unan-

imously enthusiastic about the performance of this

remarkable new projector.

Such enthusiasm is more than justified, for no

other 16mm projector even approaches the picture,

or sound quality, or ease of operation of the Galaxy.

Only a carbon arc delivers more brilliance . . . only a

professional 35mm projector equals its sound quality

. . . and only a simple silent projector is as easy to use.

Take a closer look! See how easy (and

fast) it is to set up. Top mounted reel arms are per-

manently attached . . . fold for storage, yet snap into

"running" position instantly. Speakers are contained

in the lift-off cover for use at the projector or, for

best sound distribution, at the screen.

And, for something you can get really enthusiastic

about, look at the threading. On the Galaxy it's

easier (and more positive) than any other sound

projector. Flip a lever and the lens mount slides for-

ward, opening the gate for quick, easy film position-

ing . . . just like a professional projector. Slide film

in the diagonal slot, turn a lever, and the sound head

is automatically threaded . . . automatically "looped"

and in exact to-the-frame sync.

Brilliance ... Galaxy is brighter tham

any other 16mm projector. A new, exclusive high-

intensity lamp has allowed us to do away completely

with dust-catching, light-stealing condensers, heat

filters and external reflectors. Two light levels, pro-

vide the brilliance best suited to the projection con-

ditions: Classroom? Use the "Normal" setting, ex-

tend lamp life up to 150 hours. Auditorium? Use the

picture-bright "Hi" setting for brilliance greater than

any other projector—at the touch of a button you

select brilliance equal to either 800 or 1250 watts.



^over Scene
Hal Holbrook's famous portrayal is

len in Coronet Films' Mark Twain

ives An Interview, released in Sep-

mber. Film sets were at the writer's

d homestead in Hartford, Conn.

^he Authors
Harry Golden is the widely known

id quoted writer who is syndicated

ross the country.

Don Smcllie is in the Graphic Arts

epartment at Indiana University.

K. S. Spiegler is a member of the

epartment of Chemistry at the Tech-

un, Israel Institute of Technology.

Dr. Robert Fisher is a professor of

osophy at California State College,

ilifornia. Pa.

Edwin M. Logan is a teacher and

authority on the use of AV tech-

(ues at the upper academic levels.

ack Tanzman is director of A.V.

immunications. Plainview-Old Beth-

ge Public Schools, Plainview, N. Y.

Dr. Gordon Butts is in the Instruc-

il Materials department of South-

Illinois Univ., Carbondale, 111.

WOrthington Prince teaches in the

hlic schools of Del Paso, Calif.
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Bishop G. Bromley Oxnam

m a long-felt need"
— Henry Bowman, Pb.D.. Department of Sociology,

University of Texas •^P*'

''highly recommended

for discussion stimu^

IClUUll — Audio-Visual Resource guide

''hard-hitting reafism, at

once wise and chal-

lenging"-.....,....

"remarkable sensitivity

and objectivity" - « o,,,*

Eltzey, Professor, Stephens College

"every young person

should see this film"
— Donald M. Maynard, Ph.D., Department of Religious

Education, Boston University School of Theology

This is the kind of praise ONE

LOVE-CONFLICTING FAITHS has

been receiving.

And responsible persons the nation over are still

expressing their excitement at the frankness, honesty,

and clarity with which a most delicate subject is

treated.

ONE LOVE -CONFLICTING FAITHS is the

story of a Protestant-Roman Catholic marriage. It

truthfully uncovers the many pitfalls and dang

inherent in such a marriage: the problems of ho

life, child rearing, and religious practices.

It is recommended by Audio-Visual Resource Gu

for instruction of senior highs through adults,

eluding leaders, teachers, and parents.

It is available for rental at most audio-visual lit

ries; l6mm, 27 minutes, color -$9-00, B/W-$6.
See and show this dramatic event, then send

your review.

TRAFCO, 1525 McGavock Street, Nashville, T
nessee.

For information concerning purchase, write for free brochure.

M
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C»n i
'^'exal""! Audio-Visual Blinds, with slats open, pro-
vide controlled daylight without glare, plus venti-

Dn, for ordinary classroom activities. The soft, diffused light
osy on the eyes . . . and dispositions.

MEDIUM partially closed, give light enough for
note-faking, yet darken room so projected

slides of charts, etc., may be clearly viewed. Precision tilt mecha-
nism with fine adjustment, affords exact degree of light needed

Wr,,o fo, sp^cificions ,o E,ida.p„, B,„s Co, H„,e, Do^glos Division, 30 Grond S.,oe., B^idgopo,,
2'
Co™.
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News people organizations events

Columbia U. To Sponsor A
Conference On 8mm Sound

A conference on "8mm Sound Film

and Education" will be held at Teach-

ers College, Columbia University,

November 8-10, 1961.

The conference, sponsored by the

project in Educational Communica-
tion of the Horace Mann-Lincoln In-

stitute of School Experimentation, will

provide an opportunity for leaders in

education and industry who have a

stake in educational communication

to meet for a three-day analysis in

depth of the principal factors which

are now shaping the 8mm sound film

field, it was said. Informed people

from the film industries and from

education will present technical and
theoretical papers and chair discus-

sions on the major aspects of 8mm
sound film and what they imply for

education. There will be demonstra-

tions of equipment and showings of

8mm sound motion pictures—both re-

lease prints and locally produced films.

The registration fee is $40. For fur-

ther information write to: Professor

Louis Forsdale, Teachers College, Co-

lumbia University, 525 West 1 20th

Street. New York 27, N. Y.

Educational Media Council
Working On New Projects

Two major projects are currently

progress at the Educational Media
Council—a national directory service

for new educational media and a series

of publications including (1) a booklet

on the use and administration of "new
media," (2) a list of information

sources, and (3) a list of demonstra-

tion centers.

Executive director J. Edwin Foster,

Ed. D., headed, until recently, the

Department of Audio-Visual Materials

at the American Heart Association,

prior to which he served five years as

director of the Medical Audio-Visual

Institute. Council chairman is Dr.

Charles F. SchuUer, director of Michi-

gan State University's Audio-Visual

Center; vice-chairman Robert B. Hud-
son is at the National Educational

Television and Radio Center; secretary

Carolyn Whitenack is Associate Pro-

fessor of Library and Audio-Visual

Education at Purdue University; treas-

urer Don White is executive vice

president of the National Audio-Visual

Association. The council's office is at

2.50 W. 57th St., New York 19.

AV Conference Of Medical
Sciences Opens Membership

At its ninth annual meeting, held

during the National Audiovisual Con-
vention in Chicago on July 24th, the

AV Conference of Medical and Allied

Sciences voted to extend associate

membership to national voluntary

health agencies, and to federal and

state health services. This action was
taken in response to requests for such

membership from governmental and
voluntary health agencies. At present

the conference is composed of profes-

sional organizations in medical and
allied areas; this group will now con-

stitute itself as a council within the

conference.

Beginning with next year's con-

ference in July, the annual meeting

will be held as a two-day session in

order to allow sufficient time for work-

shops on developments in audiovisual

education and an open forum for mu-
tual exchange among the participating

members on problems of interest and
progress in administration of AV
programs.

Robert C. Hamilton
1913—1961

The loss to the Keystone View Coir

pany in the tragic death of its vie

president is shared by its thousand

of customers and its peers in the audic

visual industry. Bob Hamilton literall

grew up in this field and made it hi

own by personal choice.

He started working for the Meat
ville firm as an errand boy durin

school vacations, and accompanied hi

father to the NEA conventions wher
the Keystone luncheons and oth(

promotional efforts laid foundatior

for much of the cordial relationshi

that exists in this field between ust

and supplier. Enlisting in the Navy i

1942 he came out at the end of th

war as a Lieutenant (j.g.) in Trail

ing Aids. He became Keystone's sail

manager in 1955, and vice president

year later. A man of tremendous dri\

and infectious good humor, his passiii

creates a distinct sense of person

loss among all who knew him. ^^

San Francisco's Film Festivf

Honored By Film Council

The San Francisco Internation

Film Festival has become the fir

North American organization to 1

honored with associate membersli

in the International Film and Tel

vision Council. By communifjue fro

Council Secretar\- Mariq X'erdone

Paris, Director Irving Levin was i

formed of the unanimous vote of tl

general assembly of the council, i

international organization designed

"contribute to cultural, economic ai

social progress, and to the iiicrea

of international understanding ai

friendly relations between people;

(Continued on page 526)

This diagram illiistrutcs atlvanies iiiaclr in delivering the bene-

fits of educational TV to the school and homes in an unserved

area. The translator station, on the hill, rehroadcasts the

grams of the main educational TV station.
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TOAOeMARK

"We're building around Audio Visual instruction

r. William R. Hornbaker, Director

litructional Materials of the new
ni' High School under construction

H land, Michigan.

ew Holland Senior High blends

I talents of both educators and
h xts. Its unusual design grew out
fi t.urrent instructional needs, our

c of future expansion and re-

cnts of cost.

\ have built to make greater use

of today's educational techniques and

devices—especially motion pictures. Our
teachers already use films freely. We
believe they can use them even more.

Certainly we know they have no operat-

ing problems or fears with our Kodak
Pageant Projectors. They like this ma-
chine's simplicity and easy threading.

Most important of all, we think, is our

Kodak dealers' service."

Kodak A-V dealers are selected ac-

cording to their willingness to serve

audio-visual users. Their knowledge of

equipment, film sources, and mainte-

nance programming can help you keep

your A-V planning on schedule through-

out your school year.

Ask your Kodak dealer for a demon-
stration of the Kodak Pageant Projector

for yourself or your school board, any-

where, at your convenience. Or write for

descriptive Bulletin V3-22.

Kdakfhgeant Projector) EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Dept. 8-V, Rochester 4, N. Y.

i<)\Ai, ScRi'.KX Aivn AiiniovisiAi. GiiinF.—OrxoRFR. 1961 ^2^



J^p-«7^c continued

San Francisco's festival thereby joins

40 other major international organiza-

tions and associations within the com-

munications media.

In commenting on the honor Levin

said, "International understanding

must have a cultural basis, and it i«

through such media as our film festi-

val that peace and understanding

throughout the world are encouraged.

This action by the IFTC consolidates

San Francisco's international position

as a forum for peace."

Texas Colleges Begin A New
Series On CCTV Network

The Texas Educational Micowave
Project, a demonstration program in

the sharing of college and university

faculty resources began September 18.

TEMP is operated under a U.S. Office

of Education contract (National De-
fense Education Act fund), with ad-

ditional assistance from the Ford

Foundation and participating institu-

tions.

temp's purpose is twofold: To
make available to all the institutions

classes taught by qualified teachers

whose courses are unique in content

"hello, little girl!"

Remember when bird stalked?When toys

came to chattering life at midnight and
unseen playmates whispered in your ear?

The magic sounds of childhood's imagi-

nation are as elusive as smoke. Even
Audiotape can't capture them. But fortu-

nately there's magic in reality, too. And
there Audiotape doesn't miss a murmur.

Try Audiotape in your music classes.

You'll find it has greater clarity and range,

less distortion and background noise than

other tapes. And only Audiotape comes
on the easy-threading C-slot reel. There
are eight types . . . one exactly suited to

the next recording you make.

For language classes

and wherever the

spoken word must be

reproduced clearly

and realistically, try

economical Language

Arts Recording

Tape . . . developed to

meet the special needs

of today's educators.

AUDIO DEVICES INC., 444 Madison Ave., NY. 22, NY.
Hollywood: 840 N. Fairfax Ave.. Chicago: 5428 N.ivlilwaukee Ave.

it speaks for itself

and to present popular courses from

central point, thus relieving a numbi
of classroom teachers from the nece

sity of repeating lectures to sever;

class sections. The time saved can I

devoted to other duties, such as n

search or individual counseling. Sa'

ings in time and money are furthi

emphasized by the fact that all tf

TV courses are pre-recorded on vidt

tape and can be used again and agaii

TEMP had a test run in the sprin

of 1961 when the three Austin ii

stitutions (University of Texas, Hu
ton-Tillotson College and St. Edward
University) shared "The Great Plain:

and "Introduction to Psychology." Tl

pilot transmission paved the way f

full-scale operation.

The microwave network, repre.sen

ing a geographical spread of aboi

100 miles, is composed of two stat

supported four-year institutions, oi

municipally-owned junior college ar

eight church-related institutions: fo

Roman Catholic, two Methodist, oi

Presbvterian and one Lutheran.

Industrial AV Exhibition 1

Be Held In New York City

"The 5th Annual Industrial Film

A-V Exhibition, to be held Octob

9-11 in New York City promi.ses to

by far the most extensive and exciti

one in its history," states Herbi

Rosen, president of Industrial Exhil

tions, organizers of this show.

One of the highlights of the exhil

tion will be the 1st International Fi

Festival of New York which will ta

place in conjunction with this eve

Prizes will be awarded at this time r

,

only to the producers of the best

dustrial films and TV commercif

but also to those with special effec

etc.

'Road Show' On History's

Important Inventions

The Do-All Company, machine t^

and measuring instrument makers, :

road-showing a 46-foot-long musei

type exhibit of the major inventii

that mark man's progress since
'

beginning of the Industrial Revc

tion. Originals and working mod

of milestone inventions such as

first spinning jenny, steam engi

'

telegraph, telephone, reaper, etc.,

contrasted with their modern for:

A specially designed truck will t

the exhibit on a three-year tour

technical socities and educatio

groups in all 48 states.

(Continued on page 530)
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Bell & Howell^ngineering treates the most

evolutionary 16mm sound projettor in 25 years...

different from mi to bottom... inside and out!
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THIS 15

THE NEW
FILM050UND
SPECIALIST!
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20% LIGHTER than any other major audio visual projector.

It weighs only 29 lbs.! it is the first projector with a magnesium die-cast

unitized frame — lighter . . . stronger . . . extra tough! The new FILMO-

SOUND SPECIALIST is not just light enough to lift . . . it's light enough

to carry . . . and rugged enough to take the bumps and bangs. This will

mean considerably more use in classrooms. Teachers will be more en-

thusiastic about using films when they don't have to handle a cumber-

some piece of equipment.

Jt #0 IviiffVfff fCn than the average 16mm projector! The

..y designed Proximity Reflector lamp and a new f/1.4 Super Proval

IS give sharper images and more brilliant colors ... a picture with

ich. No need for special shades or blinds in most classrooms. The

V FILMOSOUND SPECIALIST is so bright it is even replacing arc-

it projectors in many school auditoriums, besides serving double

y in classrooms. And you can interchange 750, 1000 and 1200 watt

bs and still get more light with each.

FAR^ FAR EASIER TO U5f with the most sim

plified controls ever put on a 16mm sound projector. It sets up from

closed case to projected picture in a little over a minute. Rewinding

is fast and simple, you don't change reels. Internal gears operate the

reel arms; no belts to switch... or to tear loose. An automatic lower

loop restorer keeps the film moving smoothly and quietly without

interruptions — even with damaged film. Teachers and students can

show films confidently without being professional projectionists.

apidly growing importance — and cost — of modern

scDol audio visual programs make it imperative that

ea ] appropriated dollar be spent as wisely as possible,

dition to considering the tangible advantages of the

OSOUND SPECIALIST, consider one intangible: it is

e by Bell & Howell . . . maker of over half of all the

m sound projectors now in operation. Bell & Howell

ity means dependable durability. Bell & Howell ex-

nce means a projector tailored to your exact needs,

hort, the FILMOSOUND SPECIALIST will go more

plaes and do a better job under more conditions than

an< other school projector in the world!

.y Bell&Howell FINEff PRODUCTS
THROUGH IMAGINATION

CLIP THIS COUPON AND MAIL TODAY!

BELL & HOWELL COMPANY, Dept. ES-10
7100 McCormick Road, Chicago 45, Illinois

I am interested in the FILMOSOUND SPECIALIST for

our school audio-visual program. Please send me more
information.

NAME_

POSITION.

SCHOOL_

ADDRESS.

Watch for "Bell t Howell Clo««-Upl" Informalive . . . Provocotiva.

ABC-TV Network, Oct. 31, Nov. 14, 23, 2S, Doc. S, 10 and 13.
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NEW ECONOMY
PROVEN CLASSROOM CAPABILITY

This new, lightweiglit, nigged 4-speed record player combines class-

room-proven featuies with new construction methods for trouble-free

reliability under hard constant usage.

® lO-watt high-fidelity amplifier, transformer powered for complete

safety. © Big 9" oval dual-cone speaker. ® Standard output jack for

headphones, ATC HB-2 Listening System or e.xternal speaker.

® Extra bright Lucite post pilot light readily visible from all angles.

© Plug-in ceramic cartridge good in any climate; dual sapphire

needles, protected from hitting the motorboard, knobs and case.

® Bonded rubber turntable mat and automatic pop-up 4.5 RPM

adapter. ® Scuff resistant siher brown fabricoid-covered % " plywood

case with metal comers and knees. © Solid full-grip handle and spring

cushioned no-mar plastic feet. ® Ample storage space for AC cord

away from turntable and pickup arm. ® Weighs only 1.5 lbs. (K)

ATC 300A <i^ f^ /§ net

ALL

54 school net .$82..50 list

PRODUCTS ARE TRANSFORMER POWERED FOR COMPLETE SAFETY

AUDIOTRONICS
11057 WEDDINGTON STREET, NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA

News- continued

Reversing The Trend: Now
It's Films Made Into Books
There have been many books made

into films and other audiovisuals. The
process also works in reverse. J. J.

Little and Ives reportedly are to print

100 titles in editions of 150,000 each
(an estimated $8 million deal) based
on programmed materials developed
originally for the Visual Dynamics
"Phono-Visor." Series include "Great
American Presidents," "Bible Stories,"

etc., and are to be merchandised
through super markets. The V.D.C.
slogan is "Education through Enter-

tainment."

Calendar
\

Oct. 1 -6—90th Convention, Society of

Motion Picture and Television En-
gineers, Lake Placid Club, New
York.

Oct. 2-6—National Council on ScIiodI-

house Construction, Atlanta, Ga.

Oct. 8-14—Coronado International

Festival of Films, Coronado, Calif.

Oct. 8-18—International Seminar on

Instructional Television, P u r d ii e

University, Lafayette, Ind.

Oct. 9-11 -Industrial Film & A-V Ex-

hibition, Barbizon-Plaza Hotel, New
York City.

Oct. 11-13—Annual meeting, Illinois

AVAss'n (lAVA), Chicago.

Oct. 23-26-1961 Convention, NAEB,
Marriott Motor Hotel, Washington,

D.C.

Nov. 1-14—5th Annual San Francisco

International Film Festival, San

Francisco.

Nov. 5-8—Three - day Institute •

"The Impact of the Library Servic

Act—Progress and Potential," at Al-

lerton Park, Monticello, 111.

Nov. 5-12— 10th Anniversary Confer-

ence, Adult Education Association,

Sheraton Park Hotel, Washington,

D.C.

Nov. 8-10 — Conference on "8mm
Sound Film and Education" at

Teachers College, Columbia Univer-

sity, New York City.

Nov. 16-25— International Festival of

Technical and Scientific Film s,

Budapest.
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l^dM-mote^I
TRANSPAQUE JR.

PROJECTOR
A new "overhead" projector which produces a
bright image in a fully-lighted room . . . the

details of projectuals are sharp and easy to read

. . . blacks are blacker . . . colors are bright and
vivid . . . because the Transpaque Jr. projects

three times as much light on the screen as con-

ventional "overhead" projectors. No "stage-

glare" . . . the Transpaque's unique optical sys-

tem concentrates light on the screen, not in the

teacher's eyes.

PUT THIS TEACHING TEAM
TO WORK FOR YOU I

Tecnifax offers, without charge or obliga-

tion, training in utilization of the over-

head projector, at Holyoke, and at 24
Training and Service Centers throughout
the United States. For information, write

to Section CE, Tecnifax Corporation,
Holyoke, Massachusetts.

TECNIFAX
{ SLIDEMASTER

SYSTEM
Now any teacher can design, print and mount
his own multi-colored "overhead" projectuals

with this inexpensive, integrated process ... no

special skills are required . . . simple techniques

produce dramatic, colorful, professional-looking

transparencies.

TECNIFAX
ICORPORATION iV 3

Manufacturers of

Visual Communication

Materials

and
Equipment

HOLYOKE, MASSACHUSETTS
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editorial

Reply,

Reply!

Paul C. Reed

When a man says that "We have exaggerated and blown up out
of all proixjrtion our audiovisual system of education," these should
be considered as fighting words to everyone who reads this maga-
zine. And when that man is the influential Harry Golden, author of

"Enjoy, Enjoy!", this should be a real challenge to "Reply, Reply!"

We cordially urge you to do just that. Read Harry Golden's re-

cently published column about what audiovisual education will

never do, on the page facing this, then grab on to your dictating

machine, your typewriting machine, or whatever machine helps you
to formulate your words, and let's set Harry Golden straight from
our point of view. We won't guarantee to publish all your replies,

but there'll be room for many of them.

Mr. Golden's response to our request to reprint for you his words
about audiovisual education was prompt and generous. We are

appreciative. He readily gave his permission and said he would
be "greatly interested" in what you have to say. He modestly point-

ed out that "The article you mention was merely something to

make us think a little bit. I try very hard to indicate that I have no
answers to anything myself."

But don't you be modest. You have the answer. You know for

sure that contrary to what Harry Golden says, audiovisual educa-
tion is no threat to the profession of teaching. So "Reply, Reply!"
Make your reply as brief or briefer than Mr. Golden's challenge.

Send it to us promptly.

On second thought, you'd better make an extra carbon copy,
and we'll suggest what to do with it.

It may already be late. Maybe Mr. Golden's thinking about other

columns to write that we might think harmful to what he calls our
"audiovisual system." He needs to know promptly before he writes

another column what you have known for so long. So send him a
carbon of the column you have written in reply to his.

Send it to: Harry Golden, Editor

The Carolina Israelite

Post Office Box 2505

Charlotte, North Carolina

But be sure to send us your first copy.
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Nothing Has Been

Invented to Take

The Place of Reading

by Harry Golden

W>E HAVE exaggerated and blown up out of all

roportion our audiovisual system of education. If this

ins too reactionary or conservative a statement,

t me say that if we were able to institute the audio-

isual system of education in every American school,

e would make of all our teachers high class me-
nanics and thus, the profession of teacher, the noblest

rofession in the world, would come to a speedy end.

Tlie audio-visual system is simply an extension of

iir hurry up attitudes. It takes a long time to read a

ook and we are afraid if we don't understand the

ook at once our time will be wasted. We have en-

relv too much concern about making books assimi-

ble. Every man is better for reading a book he doesn't

iderstand.

When I was a boy on the lower East Side of New
ork City we used to meet each other and ask:

lave you read it yet?" We were talking of Victor

ugo's "Les Miserables." We knew it was an im-

ortant book and that it would have a profound in-

uence on us so we went in training to read it. It was
happy day when we were able to answer, "Well I

ad it/"

There is a great difference between reading "Les

iscrables" and seeing Fredric March and Charles

aughton in a rerun movie on the late show. You
uld watch March and Laughton 20 times over and

you still wouldn't know a thing about the book. There

are no short cuts: you must read it. There is a relation-

ship between the eye and the printed word that defies

coherent explanation.

Carl Sandburg in his biography of Abraham Lincoln

mentions that men in both the Confederate and Union

armies read "Les Miserables." They read it in a cheap,

pirated edition called the Volunteer's edition. So wide-

spread was the book's popularity, that these soldiers

would call each other the names they borrowed from

Hugo's characters. Over the tough winter of 1864, the

Confederate soldiers nicknamed themselves "Lee's

Miserables."

No matter how artfully the audio-visual interpreta-

tion presents "Les Miserables," it will not pay off. You
will not remember that Hugo wrote, "Every man a

property owner and not one a master." Nor will you

remember that in one of his introductions he wrote:

"I banish poverty, I instruct ignorance, I heal sickness,

I hate Hatred, this is where I stand and this is why I

wrote 'Les Miserables.'

"

You are alone when you read this and you can-

not duplicate the same process in a mass audience.

When you are in a mass audience you gain anonymity;

when you read you gain an enlarged identity. You
learn different things and in a different way. Trying

to learn everything the same way is like learning the

multiplication table and trying to detennine the

physical laws of the earth with it.

The great fact about a book is that it preserves er-

rors as well as truth. This is what audio-visual educa-

tion will never do. It will never be as independent of

the censors as the book is.

Reprinted through courtesy of Chicago Tribune Sunday Magazine
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v^
by

Don G.

Smellie

J. EACHERS have had many problems in knowing
how to dry and preserve leaves properly. A common
procedure is to press them in books and other ma-
terials to insure a flat and pleasing appearance. This

practice is a rather messy one and discourages many
teachers.

There are three good methods of mounting leaves.

A wide selection of leaves can be provided pleas-

ing mountings that can be produced by any teacher

with access to a dry mounting press. The leaves are

attractive and well enough preserved to last in the

teaching situation for many years. The method of

mounting used, in many cases, will depend on the

type of leaf to be mounted. Small lacy leaves, for ex-

ample, may be mounted in a different manner than

large broad leaves. Before a leaf can be mounted, it

must be pressed and completely dried.

The first procedure is to dry and press the leaves.

It is possible to speed up the drying and pressing by
using a dry mounting press. Dry mounting is a method
of mounting flat pictures using heat and pressure. The
leaves can be taken directly from the plant, dried,

pressed and mounted within a very short period of

time.

The leaf is prepared for drying by placing it be-

tween absorbent sheets of paper. ( Blotter paper, or

unprinted newsprint works well for this purpose. ) The
paper absorbs the excess moisture which is pressed out

of the leaf, and also keeps the mounting press from
being stained. Next step: set the press at 270 degrees

and put the absorbent paper and leaf into the press.

After a few seconds, open the press and rearrange

the leaf on a fresh area of the paper, then reapply heat

and pressure. Continue doing this until the leaf is

free from moisture. Due to the fast drying time, much
of the original color of the leaf is preserved. Care
must be taken not to overheat or overdry the leaf,

because it will cause curling and cracking. After the

leaf is pressed and dried, proceed with one of the

following three methods of mounting.
• The first method uses a wax mounting tissue.'

However, only large and broad leaves can be mountec
using this material. When the wax tissue is sub-

mitted to heat, it melts and forms a very good ail-

hesive. This mounting tissue has been available foi

many years and is commonly used for mountine
photographs. The tissue can be purchased at mosi
photography supply stores.

To mount a leaf, cut a piece of tissue a little larget

than the leaf. Tack the tissue to the leaf, being care

ful not to press too hard. Cut the tissue to the same
size as the leaf. (A sharp knife, razor blade, or scissor;

can be used.) Next select a piece of mounting boart

and position the leaf on it. Thus a "sandwich" is form
ed—the mounting board, the wax tissue, and the leaf

For protective purposes, place a clean piece of papei

on the top of the "sandwich." Insert the materia

into the press for five seconds at 225 degrees. The

wax tissue will melt, conform to the texture of tin

leaf, and securely stick the leaf to the mounting board
• The second way of mounting leaves is the plastic

spray method- which can be used successfully on fiiK

lacy leaves such as ferns. Clear plastic spray comes ii

pressure cans and is normally used as a protective

coating on xarious objects. However, it can be usee

as a very fine mounting glue. The spray can be pur-

chased at most paint stores or art supply centers.

The first step in mounting by this method, is to la)

the leaf face siele elown on a scrap of paper and spra)

^ Fotoflat. Seal, Inc., Sheldon, Conn.
- Krijlon Crystal Clear. Knjlon, Inc., Norris-

town. Pa.

•? Sealatnin. Seal, Inc., Sheldon, Conn.
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it with an even coating of plastic. Move the leaf as

soon as possible to prevent it from sticking to the

paper. After the first coat has dried, give it a second

coat to insure a sufficient amount of adhesive. Allow

the spray to dry thoroughly. Next position the leaf on
the mounting board. Place a protective sheet of paper
on top and slide the materials into the press. Leave the

material in the press for ten seconds at 225 degrees.

The heat will melt the plastic and cause the leaf to

stick to the mounting board.

The last procedure is called the laminating meth-

od. All leaves, except those with extremely thick stems

can be mounted using this method. Transparent mylar

filnv* is used to cover the leaf and fasten it to the

mounting board.

The first step in laminating is to position the leaf

on the mounting board. Next cut a sheet of film so it is

the same size as the mounting board, or an inch or so

arger than the leaf. Position the film dull side down
on the leaf and mounting board. Put the "sandwich"—
mounting board, leaf, and film ) between two sheets of

paper and insert them into the mounting press. It

should be left in the press for twenty seconds with the

emperature at 300 degrees. Immediately after the 1am-
nated leaf is removed from the press, it should be
illowed to lay in a flat position until cool. The coating

)f plastic will protect the leaf and allow the teacher
wipe it clean with a damp cloth when it becomes

lusty or smudged.

The three methods discussed are all good ways of

Dreserving leaves. With the necessary equipment and
Tiaterial, any teacher can press and mount several

arieties of leaves. These will make very attractive

caching aids, and will serve in the educational field

or many years.

' Sealamin. Seal, Inc., Sheldon, Conn.

The firsl step in the laminating method is to position the leaf

on the mounting board. Then . . .

. . . the "sandwich" (mounting board, leaf, transparent film) is

placed between two sheets of paper and inserted into the

mounting press.

n dry mounting, the press is

ot at 270 degrees, and the

hsorhent paper and leaf are

nscrted.
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by K. S. Spiegler

^

ix simple piece of optical projection equipment used in airports and
railway stations throughout the United States to announce the arrival

and departure of planes and trains has been adapted by the Technion,

Israel Institute of Technology, for students at chemistry lectures with

experiments and demonstrations. The experiments themselves, carried

out with miniaturized apparatus, are projected in full colors on a large

wall-sized screen.

The new equipment was produced to overcome one of the Technion's

great problems—the training of large numbers of first-year student-

engineers. Each year some 450 new students enroll in the Technion

and begin their studies in one of the 12 faculties or departments. What-
ever their choice of branch (mechanical, agricultural, chemical,

aeronautical, etc. engineering, or science), their first-year curriculum

is the same: basic mathematics, physics and chemistry.

For the Technion and its teaching staff the large classes in these

basic subjects present a serious problem: accommodation must first

be found for several hundred students at a time. But more serious is

the problem presented to the professors and their assistants. How do
you write on a blackboard in a manner visible to several hundred
students filling a large auditorium? And even more difficult: how
do you demonstrate experiments so that they can be seen not only by
students in the first two or three rows but also the others spread out

over a wide area?

One solution to this problem tried abroad is by closed-circuit tele-

vision. But this has its disadvantages: color television is expensive and
cameras are bulky; a large technical staff is required to operate the

equipment. Color films of chemistry courses are available but these

are static and cannot be geared to each individual class or group.

We are firm believers in audiovisual aids to supplement oral presenta-

tion, and we base most of this on two simple pieces of equipment.

The one, which replaces the conventional blackboard, is already

standard equipment in many schools and colleges, abroad. It is an
overhead projector. With this the professor can sit at a desk and
write ( or draw diagrams ) with a standard china marking pencil on a

sheet of transparent plastic resting over a bright light source. What
he writes is projected through a lens system onto a wall-sized screen

behind him and facing his students. Erasures are done with the finger,

and the plastic plates are reusable after being wiped clean. Standard
forms, formulae and texts are photographically printed (in color, if

necessary) on special sheets.

Our innovation consists of a special mount for the projector, with
the addition of an angled mirror for horizontal projection onto the

wall. Experimental equipment is suspended vertically in the large

focal plane of the projector. Miniaturized equipment is used to take up
less space but the results (in color) are projected onto the wall in any
desired size. Miniaturization is of added advantage as it reduces the

amount of chemicals used and lessens the risk of explosions. Quantita-

tive experiments as well as quahtative ones can be shown, since all

measurements are reduced to electrical signals. These are fed into a

transparent meter which is projected together with the experiment.

Solid pieces of equipment, of course, show up black, while those

made of transparent materials (glass flasks, plastic containers, etc.)

show up in outline (especially square or rectangular vessels, while

round bottles appear somewhat opaque) with their contents and the

reaction of those contents (gas evolution by chemical reaction, color

reactions in solution, liquid-liquid extraction, crystallization) are clear-

ly visible. The action of machinery (pumps, for example) is also

shown by projecting transparent models with moving parts.

A class of several hundred can now follow with ease our chemistry

experiments and demonstrations.



In This 'Utopia',

"Observation Is

Education"

by Robert T. Fisher

This is the second of a proposed series by Dr. Fisher

on 'Utopians' of past centuries who considered audio-

visual techniques as a foundation of the perfect educa-

tional method.

The editors of EdScreen ir AVGuide would be

interested in having readers' comments on this unique

series. Write the magazine at 2052 Lincoln Park West,

Chicago 14.

X N the seventeenth century, Johann Valentin Andreas

proposed the idea that audiovisual materials and meth-

ods were the most important aspects of the educational

system.

He attempted to erect a perfect school system in his

Christianopolis. To do this, the school setting—the

city itself—had to become not merely involved in

education but had to become an educational edifice.

Andreae thought that the walls of buildings should

not remain plain, or even aesthetically decorated. They
assisted education, for example, by means of plaques

affixed to them. The plaques contained passages de-

voted to character education, statements of laws and

their interpretation, and descriptive material about

great and important men whose contributions in the

area of morals, inventions, patriotism and scholarship

were thus held up for the emulation of the youth.

Andreae readily saw the many defects of the lecture

method. He felt that a teacher could not merely tell

students things; observation was the basic method of

his system of education. Observation is education,

said Andreae. Thus virtually the whole city was cov-

ered with pictures related to the curriculum of the

schools. The schools, also, were in effect edifices en-

closing walls of pictures.

Children learned by observation, but Andreae, who
based his system of educational psychology upon
learning via the senses, made an innovation in audio-

visual methods: he involved the students. He had them
create the pictures that hung in the schools and

throughout the city. Thus for Andreae, who had every

child learn to draw and paint, the production of audio-

visual materials by the students involved in the educa-

tive process was highly original.

Equally original and basic to Andreae's proposed

school system was the idea of experimental investiga-

tion. Andreae was among the first to propose a sci-

entific curriculum as part of the college and, with

Bacon, the very first to require laboratories as adjuncts

to the science courses.

The role of the laboratories was to permit the stu-

dent to observe nature and, moreover, to experiment.

The purpose of experimentation was to enable man to

understand the laws of nature in order to utilize them
for the benefit of society. It was not to exploit nature

but to regulate human life according to the principles

implicit in nature. In order to achieve this aim Andreae
was the first to propose a laboratory dedicated to

basic research in chemistry.

Other proposed laboratories were devoted to min-

erology, biology and physics. Andreae was the first to

propose the scientific study of human anatomy and

physiology as a laboratory discipline related to the

college curriculum, because social justice included,

for Andreae, the application of the laws of science and

especiallv of hygienic living to all citizens. He was the

first to initiate the study of pharmacy and medicine

as an intermediate discipline including laboratories

and operating in conjunction with the departments

of chemistry and anatomy and physiology.

Andreae felt that knowledge that was not practical

17th Century AV production: this

craftsman is creating a woodcut.

or was not useful in improving human life was simply

useless. Knowledge of abstractions was ineflFectual. The
fundamental aim of knowledge and of science must,

after theory is evolved, prove of practical value to man,

The proposal of a mathematics laboratory is a case

in point. In this laboratory mathematics was studied

(Contimied on page 545)
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What Constitutes A Working

AV Lab Program . . . ?

by Edwin M. Lc^an

L-/URING the past quarter century, research in in-

creasing amounts has repeatedly demonstrated the

specific values of audiovisual materials in instruction,

[t is generally accepted that if audiovisual materials

are to be used to good advantage, teachers must be

taught how to use them effectively. However, though

the laboratory is considered as an important part of

the teacher training program, little mention has been

made of what experiences would constitute an ade-

cjnate laboratory program.

Data obtained from institutions of higher learning

throughout the United States, excluding Hawaii and

Alaska, revealed such a diversity of offerings in the

laboratory phase of the audiovisual program that there

seemed to be a real need for determining what labora-

tory exercises would be most essential in an introduc-

tory course. It was also thought deirable to determine

what instructional practices could be used most ef-

fectively in such a program. Consequently, a study was
made to discover ( 1 ) what introductory audiovisual

laboratory experiences were provided and some of the

pertinent practices which were followed in selected

colleges and universities, and ( 2 ) to recommend what
would constitute an adequate laboratory program in

institutions offering an introductory course of either

a quarter or semester in length. It is with this second

objective that this article is primarily concerned.

What activities would constitute a well-balanced

laboratory program? In those colleges and universities

recommended as having good audiovisual courses, the

program directors suggested numerous laboratory ex-

periences. Among the exercises considered most es-

sential, in the order named, are those involving the:

sixteen millimeter sound motion picture projector

filmstrip projector

evaluation of films

tape recorder

2" X 2" slide projector

evaluation of filmstrips

opaque projector

field trip

bulletin hoard

evaluation of free materials

jjreparation of materials for opaque projection

evaluation of recordings

Still other exercises considered important, in de-

scending order of their value, are the:

overhead transparency projector

felt hoard

record player

exhihits and displays

picture mounting

transparency preparation

3'A" X 4" standard slide projector

evaluation of radio programs

clwrts and graplis

poster making

handmade slides

television

lettering

radio

preparation of teacher's manual for fUms, etc.

(Continued on next page)

This article is based on a recent study made
of 183 selected colleges and universities out

of the more than 500 institutions of higher

learning in the United States offering one or

more audiovisual courses. The recommenda-
tions presented here may serve as a guide for

those institutions initiating a new course or

for those desiring to evaluate their existing

introductory audiovisual laboratory programs.

These proposals may he of value not only for

instruction in audiovisual courses at the col-

lege level, hut they may also have some im-

plications for college faculty in-service train-

ing, in-service teacher training, extension

courses, and workshops. Furthermore there

may he some suggestions that would he of

significance to industry, the armed services,

church groups and other organizations using

audiovisual instructional aids.—The Author
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Other exercises, though not rated as highly as the

aforementioned, are still considered of value in the

introductory audiovisual laboratory prograjn. Hence
where time, facilities and instructional personnel are

available, the following are also recommended for

inclusion, in the order named:

camera study

preparation of photographic slides

diorama

spirit duplicator

mimeograph machine

tachistoscope

dramatizations

microprojector

public address system

developing pictures

puppetry

sixteen millimeter silent motion picture projector

silk screen

stereoprojector

printing

disc recorder

eight millimeter silent motion picture projector

In planning a program of laboratory experiences,

trends should be considered. Certain equipment, de-

vices and materials are being used more often while

others are being used less.

Certain activities—those pertaining to television and

the field trip—are becoming increasingly more im-

portant. Also, certain other exercises pertaining to

appraisal—films, recordings and television—are becom-
ing more valuable than their present rankings imply,

along with the spirit duplicator and mimeograph ma-
chine.

o N the other hand, certain laboratory activities

are tending to become less valuable than their previ-

ously mentioned rankings would indicate. Among these

exercises are included those involving the use of the

record player, 3V4" x 4" standard slide projector,

handmade slides, tachistoscope, sixteen millimeter si-

lent motion picture projector, public address system

and the disc recorder. When planning the introductory

audiovisual laboratory program, these exercises could

be included or omitted on the basis of changing de-

mands of the college or university.

Based on the findings of this study, the writer espe-

cially recommends that all students learn to use at

least two models of each of the following types of

equipment: sixteen millimeter sound motion picture

projectors, filmstrip projectors, 2"x2" slide projectors,

tape recorders, record players and opaque projectors.

Also recommended for inclusion in the laboratory

program are certain aspects common to projection,

motion picture projection and audio equipment. These
aspects are as follows: (1) operation and utilization,

(2) nomenclature and function of basic parts, (3)
simple care and maintenance, (4) criteria for selec-

tion, (5) names and addresses of manufacturers, and

( 6 ) costs of equipment.

In addition, there are several additional aspects that

should be taught for both projection and motion pic-

ture projection: optical systems and their care, and
the control of light, ventilation and acoustics. Proper

utilization of classroom films as well as facts about
film damage and the repair of classroom films are also

suggested for laboratory work in connection with mo-
tion picture projection.

It is fiu-ther suggested that the basic audiovisual

course should be part lecture and part laboratory in

nature, each phase being closely correlated with the

other. Thus, there would be a blending of principles

and practical experience.

In addition to an audiovisual classroom, a room
equipped for laboratory work should be provided.

Naturally this room should have adequate facilities

including ample space and sufficient equipment and
materials to implement an effective program. More-
over, acoustics should be satisfactory and there should

be adequate storage space. A darkroom, though desir-

able, would be optional for an introductory audiovisual

laboratory program.

In view of the fact that many institutions reported

lack of time as a serious handicap, and assuming that

it takes approximately one hour to adequately cover

most exercises, the writer recommends that for an

adequate laboratory program, a minimum of two hours

per week be allotted to a semester length course for

a total of 32 hours, and three hours per week be de-

voted to a quarter length course for a total of 30 hours.

Though not always used by the institutions partici-

pating in this study, there are certain instructional

practices which the writer feels would greatly enhance
learning in introductory audiovisual laboratory work.

These are as follows:

(1) Require performance on the part of the student

rather than mere demonstration by laboratory instruc-

tional personnel. To obtain maximum benefit, a stu-

dent should perform his own activity whenever possi-

ble.

(2) Provide, whenever possible, an opportunity for

students to actually use audiovisual equipment and
materials in instructional situations. Actual use of a

skill in a practical situation should help improve the

quality of performance and promote confidence.

(3) Provide students with a laboratory guide or with

written instructions for audiovisual laboratory exer-

cises. Such instructions save time and are superior

to verbal direction in clarifying the exercises, in in-

suring imiformity of presentation and in providing

better organization of laboratory work.

(4) Appraise the student's laboratory work for each

exercise. This practice is deemed necessary for motiva-

tion and as a means for evaluating the learning that

takes place.

These conclusions, including a recommended pro-

gram of laboratory exercises and suggestions as to

what general and instructional practices are considered

most desirable, represent the findings of this study

and the best judgment of the writer as to what would

constitute an adequate introductory audiovisual lab-

oratory program at the college level.
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^ itii a senior high school student at the eaniera, a film is being made
to show commercial students the operation of a business machine.

Some Notes On

Using 8mm

Magnetic Sound

by Jack Tanzman

r OR the i)ast six months the Plainview-Old Beth-
page Schools on Long Island have been experimenting
with an 8mm magnetic sound camera which has
proved to be a valuable tool for making films.

At present the district has made a film for the
swimming teacher showing youngsters how to do
specific strokes, plus a film on procedures and tech-

niques used in large group instruction. With this in-

strument it is possible to bring the classroom to the
Board of Education, to show them specifically what
is being done in a specific area. Because of the
magnetic sound, the producers of the film were able
to hear the recording at the same time that it Avas

being made and thus were in a position to control the
quality.

In the fall, we plan to make a film on supervision of

teachers. Photographs of various classroom situations

with children may then be used as a basis for dis-

cussion at faculty meetings—to show the teachers
visually what the administration looks for when they
observe a teacher.

Another area which the district intends to explore
is student film reports. The student would bring a
film report to class on a project that he is under-
taking.
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hfvvtlf i= Inexpensive Teachin;

by Gordon K. Butts

,.-

9

1 N 1961, educators in the United States are debating the

pros and cons of educational television, teaching machines

and other media of electronic communications to improve

the instruction in our schools. In many of the underdevelop-

ed countries of the world, educators also are keenly aware

of educational television but realize that there is a basic

need for inexpensive teaching tools, tools to help them do a

more effective job of teaching and communicating know-

ledge to the children in the classroom.

The Communications Media Division of International

Cooperation Administration, while helping in many areas

of communication, is not neglecting the area of inexpensive

teaching materials. As the staff, working with all branches

of the ICA program, goes out into the field, they teach the

know-how of the production and utilization of these mate-

rials. They are making a valuable contribution to the in-

structional materials of the country, and they leave behind

them a reservoir of good will and professional knowledge.

If you could observe some of the improved teaching tech-

niques, resulting from this sharing of knowledge, you would

find in a tribal tent school in Iran the seven basic foods be-

ing illustrated by actual foods displayed on a Persian rug;

in Ecuador, the children clustered around a large relief map
studying the terrain of their country; or in Liberia, on the

Gold Coast of Africa, a high school student making a silk

screen poster on how to bathe a baby. This is part of Li-

beria's health program to instruct mothers in the proper

care of infants. This basic approach to education is being

introduced into many underdeveloped countries of the

world through the help of American educators working for

ICA.

At left—In India, the chalkboard is a universal tool for teaching

math. Below—Panamanian parents enjoy the children's roll paper
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Machines Around The World

\

Above—these young girls learn
tlie alphabet of Nepal with the
help of a poster. The boys from
Nicaragua, at left, discuss their

reading lesson. Below— This
health class in Taiwan learns the
benefit of clean hands by means
of a flip chart.
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They

Moved The Mountain

by Worthington Prince

M OHAMMED and the mountain is the old story

of bringing a big "unmovable" object to a character

who would not surmount the difficulties of going to it

himself. This story is not quite that stupendous, but

it does concern moving a sizable pile of fibns right

into the schools of the Grant Union High School Dis-

trict of Sacramento County, California, for previewing
and evaluation by the teachers and administrators.

Busy teachers and their principals will not take time

to attend preview sessions that are not immediately
handy. So the director of audiovisual education of this

school district made arrangements to borrow the

"cream" of the film offerings of some of the major
distributors and make them available in the libraries

of each junior and senior high school for a period of

a week to ten days.

They were arranged in piles by subject area, labeled

and attractively displayed. The librarians cooperated

by assuming the responsibility of loaning, checking

back and sometimes scheduling most-demanded titles.

Evaluation forms were issued with each film and re-

ceived by the librarians when the materials came back.

Teachers used a simple form which gave them op-

portunity to indicate whether or not we should im-

plement our film library with a specific film title.

The object of this "experiment" was to afford op-

portunity right in the classroom (or at home at night)

for teachers to choose or reject the finest classroom

films on the market. Our district was short of ade-

quate films in a number of subject areas. By intensify-

ing the previewing and evaluating steps for approxi-

mately ten weeks for ten schools we were able to

create great interest in improving the audiovisual edu-

cation program, in increasing teacher morale and im-

proving in-service training in the techniques of using

not only films but filmstrips, new record sets, foreign

language tapes and other items.

The final pay-off for this effort was the approval by
the district superintendent and the board of education

for purchase of those films most desired.

This method entailed a great deal of work. There
was such an increase in the demand for equipment—
sometimes two to three times normal—that a truck-load

of additional equipment had to accompany the "moun-
tain" of films. However all the work was worthwhile.

It appears that bringing the mountain to the many
Mohammeds is the same as "bringing the world into

the classroom." And this is what much of our teaching

endeavor amounts to, bringing the world—past, present

and future into the classroom.

To aid anyone wishing to carry out a project similar

to this one the following steps of preparation and pro-

cedure are listed. These will serve as suggestions or

guide line for school districts large or small.

1. Submit to the superintendent, business manager
and assistant superintendent a plan for conducting

a program of evaluating educational materials

within the school district.

2. Obtain approval of the superintendent or the as-

sistant superintendent in charge of instruction.

3. Obtain lists of textbooks used in the district.

4. Convince representatives of major film distributors

of the importance of the project and the need for

their cooperation in the loaning of materials for

an extended period (10 weeks in our case).
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5. Submit the textbciok lists to representatives of the

major film distributors.

6. Conduct a meeting with principals to tell them
about the approved plan, the schedule of visitation

times, and the preparations that should be made.

(Trucking facilities were provided by the district.

School custodians helloed to move films in and out.

Library table space ( or an imused classroom ) was
needed. Storage or extra equipment was needed.

School audiovisual operators were needed for addi-

tional transporting of equipment and materials.

The cooperation of the school AV coordinator and

the librarian was essential to the success of the

project. They channeled equipment and materials

to the teachers and helped keep records. Obtaining

the evaluations was essential to learn the merit of

the materials.)

7. Prepare a catalog on the materials, describing

briefly their nature, running time, subject classifica-

tion and costs. Have this ready to present to every

teacher.

8. Publicize the project. ( A form letter was prepared

and addressed to each teacher personally and de-

livered in person. When possible, faculty meetings

were called and the project explained. Otherwise

the school daily bulletin, public address system or

personal visitation was employed.)

9. Visit personally every classroom; show each teacher

the catalog of splendid materials brought to each

school just for his use; aid each in selecting at

least some items he or she could try out. (We trans-

ported over $21,000 worth of materials, including

285 film titles, 48 filmstrip sets, some record albums

and miscellaneous materials.

)

10. Keep a careful filing system of the evaluation

forms by subjects. When it is time to order mate-

rials which will most strengthen the teaching pro-

gram of a school district, the recommended items

thus can be easily found and considered.

11. Recommend to the superintendent the titles of the

materials found most valuable for the instructional

program as shown on the evaluation fonns.

Keep the cost within budgetary bounds. After all,

unless the original plan calls for setting up an entire

library, you will be limited as to what you can do.

However this could become a long-term project in

which you would budget so much a year for five to

ten or more years. The lease-own plan could be fol-

lowed, also.

( If you are curious on how we came out, we bought
around $6,000 worth of materials. This may not sound
like very much, but it represents a good start—and a

good follow-up to the ten weeks of hard work in the

classroom.)

In This 'Utopia'...

(Continued from page 538)

in relation to astronomy. Students learned to put their

knowledge to practical use by measuring the sky and
the earth and making maps and globes. Navigation

was incorporated in their studies, as was surveying.

No branch of mathematics was taught divorced from
practical applications or devoid of audiovisual mate-
rials and methods of instruction.

Of particular interest was the way Andreae utilized

gardens, which were placed throughout the city, dis-

playing a profusion of color. Certainly Andreae's con-

cept of a city resplendent with botanical gardens,

wherein walls are decorated with edifying and educa-
tional pictures and whose citizens thus find every op-
portunity even during leisurely strolls to pursue educa-
tional experiences, would earn him a meritorious posi-

tion in the history of AV. However, his major premise,

that education can be pleasurable is more worthy of

mention, and no where better evidenced than in

Andreae's proposed system of gardens.

The gardens, apart from their decorative value, were
important adjuncts to the school system. They con-

tained all the plants and vegetables useful to man,
as well as flowers, non-edible plants, and trees. Af-
fixed to or near each plant, vegetable, and tree was

a sign, indicating its food value, if any, and related

data.

The gardens were also the sites of aviaries, apiaries,

herpotological exhibits, and zoos. The zoos contained

domestic and wild animals in their natural settings.

Streams and artificial waterfalls were placed through-

out the gardens; elementary principles of navigation,

as a practical demonstration of mathematics, were
taught in these streams.

The educational philosophy of Andreae may rightly

be called a "philosophy of involvement." He, with his

Utopian predecessors, saw the futility of attempting to

teach by means of the lecture method. Observation,

experimentation, and practical application were the

concepts upon which he built his school system. He
made audiovisual materials and methods the keystone

of his educational system. In his educational philoso-

phy the child was not a passive recipient of audio-

visual instruction; he actually participated by creating

audiovisual materials. He was involved in the learn-

ing process.

To see to what extent Andreae's ideas have been
actualized one merely has to look at the growth of

libraries, museums, art classes, science curriculae, bo-

tanical gardens, planetariums, and zoological gardens,

not only as adjuncts to schools and colleges but as

important agencies in informal education and as fac-

tors in the leisure activities of adults.
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NEW! EXCLUSIVE!

SANDWICH TAPE

with protective plastic layer over oxide:

Eliminates oxide rub-off; wears up to

30 times longer; drastically reduces machine

maintenance; provides superb sound fidelity!

2 NEW EXTRAORDINARY "SCOTC

NEW! A COMPLETELY

STOCKED MODERN
a

fiAti

TAPE LIBRARY" AT

A SAVINGS TO YOU

OF OVER 'mm
6-shelf file features top quality

Scotch® brand heavy duty tapes;

and accessories— all color coded'

—answers all your needs for prop-

er tape storage and filing!
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Designed to withstand rough, inexperienced handling!

BACKING

PLASTIC PROTECTIVE LAYER Ideal for language labs and
other heavy duty use appli-

cations where tapes get

rough treatment and con-

stant use, "Scotch" No.

282 Sandwich Tape pro-

vides unmatched toughness

for virtually unlimited re-

plays without loss of quality.

With the exclusive micro-thin protective plastic

coating, oxide never touches recording heads or

tape guides . . . recorder head wear is greatly re-

duced . . . machine maintenance, cleaning and

replacement of head assemblies are substantially

reduced . . . with overall tape strength and wearing

quality greatly increased! The one and one-half

mil polyester backing resists tearing when edges

are nicked or scratched, and is weatherproof too

—

highly resists hot, dry, or humid operating or

storage conditions.

Top sound quality is preserved! The durable
plastic shield is so thin that sound is faithfully

recorded—and recorded to stay—with excellent

reproduction quality. High potency oxide coating

provides flawless sound fidelity and full-range re-

sponsiveness . . . and uniformity is constant through-

out each reel and from one reel to another.

No. 282 Sandwich Tape has been thoroughly

tested and proved in actual heavy duty recording

use. Available in 600 and
1200 foot lengths on
"clear", or your choice of

red, green, yellow or blue,

transparent color-moulded

standard 5" and 7" reels,

with free end -of-reel tape

clip included in each box.

For more information return

coupon below.

BRAND MAGNETIC TAPE VALUES!

Educators, language teachers, audio-visual direc-

tors . . . now you can get a complete "Tape Library"

stocked with your choice of either of today's top

tapes for heavy duty: "Scotch" brand No. 311

with Tenzar backing; or new "Scotch" brand No.

282 Sandwich Tape. Either way, you save over

$105 on the library of your choice.

Your Tape Library includes a modern, function-

ally-designed File Unit that will hold up to 300

tapes. It's all-steel, has six, 36" long tilted shelves,

12 adjustable retainer clips, 12 index dividers,

color-coded to match tape reels and labels. Has ad-

justable "floor levelers", and a durable, easy-to-

keep-clean, baked enamel finish. Assembled in

minutes, it is designed for easy addition ofmore units.

Tape accessories and programming kit. All

necessary tape accessories, splicing block, splicing

tape, leader and timing tape in 5 colors, 250 new
library labels, 24 empty reels and boxes for editing

and take-up reel needs, in one handy storage box . .

.

programming kit includes a pre-recorded tape on
teaching techniques, audio-lingual guide booklet,

and much other instructional material specially

written for educational use—by educators.

All this and your choice of either of today's best

buys in heavy duty magnetic tape: Economical,

Tenzar-backed "Scotch" Tape No. 311—the extra-

tough, heavy-duty tape, with 16 times greater tear

Scotch

resistance than acetate. Just won't break when
edges are nicked or scratched and has exclusive

"Scotch" Silicone lubrication for long life. Or, as

an optional choice: the new "Scotch" brand No.
282 Sandwich Tape, described above.

Six ways to save: With either of these top tapes,

in a wide variety of

quantities and assort-

ments to suit your
needs, are six special

offers, any one of which
will save you over $105
on the regular "net"
value of the combina-
tions you select. The
choice is too wide to de-

tail here: For full infor-

mation, fill out the cou-

pon or write 3M Com-
pany at address below.

"SCOTCH", TENZAR and the Plaid Design
are registered trademarks of 3IM Company.

cl96l3MCo.

[TlBgnetic Products Division
3mhH COmPANY

3M Company
Magnetic Products Division, Dept. MCG-101
St. Paul 6. Minn.

TELL ME MORE ABOUT

Sandwich Tape

My name

"Tape Library" Offers

School or company.

Title or position

Address

City _State_
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FILM STRIPS

by Irene F. Cypher

» A New Splicing 1
and Repairing Technique

NOW IN

NEW (^

20FT. ^

K\JLLO.
only $2.20 for 16mni

,
$4.04 for 35mni

' REPAIR Torn, damaged
films & film strips, patch cuts, tears,

gouges, necks, burns, etc.

REPLACE Torn perfor-

ations — on sound or silent films &
film strips — missing pieces of film

— restore torn-out bits of film —

BUTT SPl/CE With
out losing a single frame of your film

strip or 1 6mm movie film—butt splice

leaders and tails — no cement or

splicers needed —

I

STRENGTHEN
OVERLAP SPLICES

Placing a frame of Magic Mylar over

your regular over-lap splice absolutely

prevents it from ever opening—
Use Magic Mylar white opaque tape
for splicing magnetic film—or for vis-

ible splices in darkroom processing.

Horman & Babb, Inc.

68 W. 45th St., N.Y. 36, N.Y.

Please send me:

20 ft. rolls — transparent 16mm — single
perforation (T16S) at $2.20

66 ft. rolls — transparent 16mm — single
perforation (T16S) at $6.00

20 ft. rolls — transparent 16mm — double
perforation (T16D) at $2.20

66 ft. rolls — transparent 15mm — double
perforation (T160) at $6.00

20 ft. rolls — transparent 35mm (T-35)
at $4.04

66 ft. rolls — transparent 35mm (T-35)
at $11.00

66 ft. rolls — white opaque — 16mm —
magnetic film only (0-16) at $6.00

66 ft. rolls — white opaque — 35mm
(0-35) at $11.00

Vi" splicing tape for magnetic tape (S4)
at $.57

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY KIT:

1 20' roll T16 ($2.20)

1 20' roll T35 ( 4.04)

F & B Film
Repair & Butt
Splice Blocii (19.95)

($26.16)

I I
Special Introductory Kits at only * 1 4.uU

1 Namfl „ „

D
n
n
n
n
n
D
n
n

AddreM

I

City

The matter of "correlation" is one
which .seems to be uppermost in many
minds. As applied to filmstrips, the

questions so frequently asked are

"How does this filmstrip correlate

with the curriculum in our school?"

and "Is this material suited to our

particular curriculum?"

We would be among the first to

agree that in any classroom situation

a teacher needs material that wiU in-

deed help and serve to explain, make
clear and assist in interpreting the

many facts and figures that enter into

tliis problem of interpreting curricu-

lum content. We also feel, however,

that all too many teachers take this

to mean that a filmstrip should be a

sort of page by page, paragraph by
paragraph visualization of everything

some book or course of study includes.

If the criterion as to what constitutes

a good or helpful filmstrip is that it

be merely a series of pictures repeat-

ing what is in a series of paragraphs,

there could well be some deadly, dull

productions.

Isn't it time we faced the issue and
realized that material, filmstrip or

other, which really gives life and
meaning to curriculum subject con-

tent is that which highlights interest-

ing and vital facts; that which throws

new light on heretofore meaningless

data; that which shows facts in a

simple and dynamic format and
makes the viewer sit up and take

notice.

What we need is to get rid of "rub-

ber stamp" patterns and encourage

production of filmstrips that give evi-

dence of thoughtful planning, truly

creative thinking, inspired design and
a bit of enthusiasm for the subject

under consideration. Then pupils
might respond to the pictured story

and the first thing you know the cur-

riculum would take on meaning, in

other words correlation would occur!

A History of the United States (10

filmstrips, color; produced by Audio

Educational Materials and distributed

by American Book Co., 55 Fifth Ave.,

New York 3, N.Y.). The material of

this series takes us from a description

of the type of people who came to

colonize the new world, through the

expansion and growth of our country

to the consideration of problems facing

the United States in the future. The
series is directly correlated with a text-

book of the same name as the film-

strips, but is adaptable for use with

any standard texts in American His-

tory.

This means that subject content in-

cludes reference to major issues en-

countered in founding our coimtry;

to campaigns, battles, struggles and
conflicts during the formative years;

overview of personalities, political,

literary, and military; implications of

20th century military and political

struggles. The presentation is of a

types designed to foster discussion of

facts, and is strictly factual. A teach-

ers manual supplies objectives and
questions to be used in connection

xvith the filmstrips, and the sequence
follows that of the course of study

generally outlined for American his-

tory at the high school level.

Careers in Engineering (single film-

strip, color; produced by the National

Film Board of Canada and available

from Stanley Bowmar Co., 12 Cleve-

land Street, Valhalla, New York; $5

per ship ) . This is a clear and infor-

mative presentation of the course of

study required for training as an en-

gineer and also of the characteristics

and nature of work done by mining,

mechanical, chemical, civil, electrical

and matallurgical engineers. Film-

strips of this type should be very help-

ful both for students who want to

know what is involved in preparation

for a career and for guidance counse-

lors.

Naturally the filmstrip was pre-

pared in terms of Canadian students

and training courses, but the informa-

tion is so well presented and clear

that there will be little difficulty in

using it in our own country. We need

filmstrips of this type to help students

formulate their own thoughts as to

what is involved in selecting any ca-

reer, and in giving specific informa-

tion as to the academic preparation

essential to success in a particular ca-

reer.

French Explorers of the New World

(4 filmstrips, color; produced by En-

cyclopedia Britannica Films , Inc.,
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Wilmette, Illinois; $24 per set of 4,

$6 single strips). Cartier, Joliet, La-

Salie and Champlain are names to con-

jure up pictures of adventure and ex-

ploration in the Great Lakes, Missis-

sippi N'alley and St. Lawrence areas.

Each man contributed leadership and

guidance to the French in their colo-

nizing efforts and each man in turn

played a major part in settling the

areas just named. The fimlstrips give

us the story of the men and the ex-

plorations. In each instance major epi-

sodes in the journeys of each man are

highlighted. The strips constitute a

picture history of French colonization

in the new world; subject coverage

of the journeys is complete and good
maps help to visualize geographical

background for historical develop-

ment. Well planned for upper elemen-

tary and junior high school social

studies units.

Teachers at Work (5 filmstrips,

color; produced by Teaching Aids

Laboratory, Ohio State University,

1988 North College Road, Columbus
10, Ohio; $20 for set of 5, $4.50
single strips). This is essential a series

intended for teacher training groups

and for groups interested in the prob-

lems faced by teachers in carrying out

their professional duties. Picture se-

quences were photographed in schools

in all parts of the United States, and
we thus see actual classes in session.

The major topics considered are In-

teracting With Children; Using the

3 R's to Widen Learning; Broadening
the Curriculum and Enriching School
Living; Developing and Extending
Themselves; and Contributing to

Eklucational Advance. E.ssentially the

material is presented in terms of the
work of Dr. Laura Zirbes of the Uni-
versity staff, and it is a visualized

teacher-training course. The filmstrips

can be used in series or separately,

and they will be of value for methods
courses and faculty workshops devoted
to improvement of methods of teach-
ing.

The 16mm. Projector (single strip,

color; produced by National Film
Board of Canada and available from
Stanley Bowmar Co., Valhalla, New
York ) If your problem is that of train-

ing anyone, teacher or student, to

operate a motion picture projector,

you will find this strip priceless. Good,
clear-cut diagrams give us information
about the reproduction of picture and
.sound; other diagrams point out what
to do when threading a projector; then
we are introduced to the projectionist's

job before, during and after a film

showing; and finally we are told some
of the mistakes to avoid. This is plain.

simple guidance that everyone can
understand and the strip should be a

very welcome addition to the basic

teaching material for any course in

the operation of projectors.

Understanding The Atmosphere (6
strips, color; produced by Jam Handy
Organization, 2821 East Grand Boule-

vard, Detroit, Michigan; $31.50 per

set, $5.75 single strips) The basic in-

tent of this series is to give a

clearer understanding of the chemical

and physical a.spects of the atmos-
phere. It is planned for junior high

school class use, and is built around
subject coverage at that level. The
user is introduced to the importance
of air to man and his activities as well

as to examples of how air works for

us. We are also given a picture of the

physical characteristics of air, air pres-

sure, the importance of air in nature,

and the gases which comprise air.

Our attention is directed to the im-
portance of air in space research and
study and to any study of future travel

into atmosphere. Correlated closely to

curriculum units in the junior high

school science program.

Archive
PRODUCTION

HISTORY OF MUSIC DIVISION OF THE
DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON GESELLSCHAFT

FROM THE
HISTORY OF OCCIDENTAL MUSIC

From Research Period IX

:

THE WORKS OF
JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH

Series G: Keyboard Works

Toccata in G major, BWV 916
Fantasia and Fugue in A minor, BWV 904

Fantasia in C minor, BWV 906
Chromatic Fantasia and Fugue in D minor,

BWV 903
4 Duets, BWV 802-805

Ralph Kirkpatrick, Harpsichord

ARC 3164 • 73164 Stereo

From Research Period XII:

MANNHEIM AND VIENNA
Series A: The Mannheim School

FRANZ XAVER RICHTER
Sinfonia con fuga in G minor

CHRISTIAN CANNABICH
Pastorella in F major

KARL STAMITZ
Orchester Quartett Op. 4 No. 4 in F major

IGNAZ HOLZBAUER
Sinfonia in G major

Spielgemeinschaft der ARCHIV-Produktion
Conductor : Wolfgang Hofmann

ARC 3169 • 73169 Stereo

Direct Import • Factory Sealed

DISTRIBUTED BY DECCA DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
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AV
in the Church Field

by William F. Hockman

Previews and Selling

We have preached to both dealers

and churches the value of previews.

It is just plain common sense. People

may want what they have heard about.

People are more likely to want what
they see. If they can see it and feel it

and operate it they are even more in-

clined to want and buy. If they buy,

you sell; if they don't buy, you don't

sell. If you don't sell, you don't stay

long on the business landscape.

A certain AV dealer sent out film-

strips to church leaders whom he knew
were really interested in 'previewing

with the intent of buying'. Most of

these sets of filmstrips were kept by
the previewers and paid for. Notice:

"FIBERBILT" CASES
"THEY lAST INDEFINITELY"

Equipped with steal corners, steel card

holder and heavy web straps.

Only original FIberbilt Cases bear this

Trade Mark

Your Assurance

o/ "Finest Qualify"

For 16inm Film—
400' to 3000' Reels

Sold by All Leading Dealers

he sent them to people whom he knew
to be interested. They were not sent

at random.

This interests me, for church leaders

keep saying that they don't want to

buy on the recommendations of others.

They want to see before they invest.

We think they have a right to do this.

But how? Getting to the AV dealer's

place is not easy for many. Besides,

on-the-spot previewing eats up his

valuable time. Thus, this sending of

materials makes sense for both church

and dealer.

But, before this previewer can buy
there must be some money available.

Unless it is in the budget, according

to this dealer, it is not really available.

So, he talks budget to his church peo-

ple—not just the immediate sale. Sales

will come, he says, if there is budget
money. This calls for work. He is out

of his place, visiting customers, 90
per cent of the time. He finds it pays.

He is not selling product but the visual

idea, and budget, and helping people

do better a job they would like to do
well.

This same dealer is moving ahead
along another line. He is selling the

ideal of departmental filmstrip librar-

ies. Not just one big collection for the

whole educational enterprise of the

church, but a fimlstrip library for

each of the six or seven basic depart-

ments of the church school. We'll go

along with this part way. We drag

our feet a bit because we know about

the overlap of much material grade-

wise and age-wise. But for the big

church with well-developed budget in

this field, these age-level libraries

can be justified. While the dealer

will sell more filmstrips that way, the

educational leaders will have more
availability—one of the keys to both

volume and quality of usage.

In the above we refer to Hansen
Films, Hollywood, Cahf. Now let us

turn to a producer of motion pictures

for the school, the church and clubs—

to Atlantis Productions, Inc., Holly-

wood 46, Calif. This company has

been sending out preview prints of

seven of its first films and keeping

records. "We find," writes Dr. J

Michael Hagopian, producer for thi;

concern, "that out of every three peo
pie (2.73 to be precise) who preview

our films, one buys a copy." Naturally

this pushes up overhead for the pro

ducer, but it is also the way sales are

made.

May we have one comment righ

here? If prints must travel like that

it is certainly important that the pre

viewer do his looking promptly anc

get the print on its way back im
mediately. To do less would be hare

to justify on either business or ethica

grounds. It is always good business

and citizenship, to be prompt anc

courteous.

Motivation for Improvement

"Deep down every teacher want;

to become a better teacher. The de

sire to be a better teacher is a basic

motivation to self improvement. It is

bedrock motivation because it is

facet of the primal desire to teach ir

the first place; and, one of the force;

in this original desire to teach is reli-

gious, whether recognized by the

teacher or not. This desire to become
a better teacher is what we must de-

pend upon ultimately in getting teacJi-

ers to begin visual materials and in

any program of self-improvement in

audiovisual methods."

Now that says a great deal. We
think it hits the nail on the head. It

drives home a truth often overlooked

by those of us who would 'promote'

the use of audiovisual materials in

religious education. We want them
to use the new ways. Our accent falls

on newness. It falls, too, on the great-

er effectiveness of audio and visual

materials. This may move some teach-

ers, and not touch others.

In final analysis we must come back

to what Donald Lantz says above-

taken from a conversation with the

writer at the 1961 NAVA convention

in Chicago. This observation goes

back a good many years. It could de-

rive from his experience as the pastor

of a local parish. It could come from
his observation of workshops, insti-

tutes, conferences and courses. It may
relate to his leadership of the AV work
of the (former) International Council

of Christian Education. Too, this is

insight which may come from his

leadership in many of the Green Lake
workshops or from his role as consul-

tant to Family Films, Inc.

Whatever its ultimate root, we be-

lieve Mr. Lantz' idea is correct.

Teachers do want to be better teach-

ers, and when we come to visual ma-
terials and methods, here is the place

to begin.
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4 DIMENSIONAL HISTORY!
Here is a program in 'living" American history with a new dimension — not only with unparalleled form, an

exciting cast of characters and dramatic substance — but a program that projects its vital impact into our very

future.

Today, educators face a major responsibility. More than any other

group, they must help capture the imagination of our young people,

shape their dreams and guide their volatile energies toward construc-

tive goals that will build a better tomorrow.

The Yale 4-point program can be invaluable: this unique teaching

tool presents the American story in a way never done before. Our
heroes breathe; the ideals that formed our fabric come alive, inspiring

their perpetuation and growth.

Dramatic? Yes. But also unprecedented in scholastic excellence and

authenticity. Rarely will you find American history materials created

by such an assemblage of distinguished historians, educators and

visual education specialists. Singly or in combination, these fine books

and filmstrips have amply proved their worth.

The 4-Point Program — Each Unit a Comprehensive Entity

1^ THE FILMSTRIPS ^
Both series created under the editorial direction of Ralph H. Gabriel,

Sterling Professor of History Emeritus, Yale University

THE CHRONICLES OF
AMERICA FILMSTRIPS

15 units

The student relives the struggles and glories of America!

Such vivid realism in these picture "adventures" was possi-

ble only by the use of original material from the photoplays

of the same name.

$97.50 complete or $7.00 each
Comprehensive TEACHER'S GUIDE free

THE PAGEANT OF
AMERICA FILMSTRIPS

30 units

Here are images of unbelievable excitement and impact
that link all age groups. Universal yet personal, timeless

yet contemporary, this award-winning series is used with
equal success in civic affairs and at all levels of education.

$195.00 complete or $7.00 each
TEACHER'S GUIDE free with each unit

i^ THE BOOKS ^
THE CHRONICLES OF AMERICA

56 volumes

Editeci by Allen Johnson and Allan Nevins

Fiction pales by contrast! Each volume is a thrilling mile-

stone, written in a homogeneous blend of historical accuracy
ind narrative skill. Students seek them out for the sheer

pleasure of reading.

$199.00 complete or $3.95 per volume

THE PAGEANT OF AMERICA

15 volumes

Edited by Ralph H. Gabriel

Our heritage unfolds in a pictiue-story format of fascinating

illustrations and rare maps with succinct, scholarly text that

grips and holds the interest. Professionally indexed. Proved
invaluable at all levels.

$147.75 complete or $10.75 per volume

YALE UNIVERSITY PRESS

YALE UNIVERSITY PRESS FILM SERVICE

386 Fourth Avenue, New York 16, N. Y.
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HE Shows
Educational Films

ill a Lighted

Classroom

Patent Pending

HE HAD TO
There was no other way.

Blocked by a tight budget, concerned
about teachers who shied away from
time-consuming, complex techniques,

he tried the rear projection concept.

Working with his administrator, they

purchased a Wilson Movie-Mover
RP—a rear projection unit that used
their present projector— guaranteed
to show motion pictures and film-

strips in undarkened rooms to their

complete satisfaction.

Cost.' Less than darkening one room
—only $139.50 or $159.50 plus a few
dollars more for a wide angle lens.

That's all.

The RP unit rolled effortlessly on 4"

casters, brought brilliant, sharp pic-

tures to every room on his school's
floor.

Teachers loved showing films. And
so easy. Film utilization went up,
teacher resistance went down. The
RP unit was wheeled into their class-

rooms completely set up, ready to

run. They merely flicked a switch.
That's all.

Today, hundreds of Audiovisualists
have purchased, used and re-r>rdered

additional RP units. If you haven't,
we'd like to demonstrate so you can
decide if and where the RP fits

into your AV program.

H. WILSON CORPORATION
546 W. n9th St. Chicago 28, III.

Please send brochures on Wilson
rear projection unit.

Name

School

Address

City & Stole

Not Too Late

Writing deadlines as tliey were,

SVE's full-color 32-frame worship

filmstrip, A Prayer For Thanksf^iving,

got no comment last year. It is non-

sectarian, it is reverent, it has cap-

tions, and it is useful from fifth grade

up in both school and church. It is

timeless for it is always suitable for

God's creatures to acknowledge His

supreme gifts of life itself, the fruit-

ful earth and the freedoms men have
won under His grace and guidance. At

S3.00 an excellent buy for your li-

brary. { 1345 Diversey Pkwy., Chicago

14, in.)

In SVE's Thanksgiving Blessings To
Share we have the story of a family

that invited a less fortunate family to

have dinner with them, with blessings

(under the grace of God; or, we might

say, as he has structured human life)

flowing richly both ways, with the

children being more sensitive than

many adults would assume. Good;
with recorded commentary $9.00;

without $6.00.

Our church school made use of

Bells At Chrisimas—ChristmAS and
Christmas-bell lore. Advent, Christ-

mas and Epiphany bells; 43 frames;

color; fs is $6.50; LP record $3.50.

Recommended. A good buy. Cathe-

dral Films, Inc. production. From your

dealer. Christmas In The Arts was
keenly appreciated, too. Collection of

paintings; 40 frames; youth and
adults; can be used creatively; fs only

$6.50; with LP commentary $10.00.

If you want The Other Wise Man—
classic story of Artaban of Persia—

in 59 frames of good art and with a

good LP commentary, it will be $10
complete. All three above, complete,

and with fine usable material (music)

on the opposite side of the record, for

$27.00 in one beautiful Christmas

box. Why not suggest that this be a

gift to your AV library by a person in

the church or by one of its groups. It

would work, we are confident.

Lightly But Good

Suppose you had an adult class

teacher that lectured to his class all

the time. Not a far-fetched assump-
tion, indeed! Suppose you wanted him
and the class to know about other

methods of teaching, how would you
get over the idea? After seeing a 20
minute film tonight, here is what I

would do. I'd get the class to book

the film In a Mirror Lightly. I'd show
it to the teacher of the class and a few
others before Sunday, and on Sunday
morning it would be the lesson for

the class. It shows another adult class,

stuck on the lecture method like a

broken record, getting some new ideas

about other methods—discussions, role-

playing, and panels. Even the most
stuck-in-the-mud class will see itself

here, and more, see what it could be-

come. Good technical and content

qualities. Non-denominational. Highly
recommended. From Methodist Pub-
lishing House (Cokesbury Press)

Nash^ille 3, and other cities; and at a
rental of $6.00 for color and $5.00 for

Emergent Africa

"Our new documentary film. Tropi-
cal Africa, encompasses three quarters
of the great African continent. It is

a frank attempt to make an intelligent

primer, (to give) a stimulating intro-

duction to that area of the world. We
attempt to show a new Africa, a con-
tinent in political revolution and un-
dergoing great social change."

That's what the producer says they
tried to do. Do they do it? Yes, very
well. There is little of primitive socie-

ty. Instead, we see cities, mines, fac-

tories, harbors and commerce; we
learn of the struggle for self-govern-

ment; the establishment of schools and
hospitals. In a four-minute introduc-
tion we get in delightful animation a
view of 3,000 years of African history.

This is a useful orientation film. It

can set the stage for study and for

other films on Africa. Its overview is

good and the perspective is unemo-
tional and non-romantic. It has the

Julien Bryan touch, for his Internation-
al Film Foundation and the 20th Cen-
tury Fund teamed up to make it. Runs
29 minutes; rents for $1.00; from the
IFF, 1 East 42nd St.. N.Y. 17.

Thirteen Films: Three Seen

The Birard Corp., Room 702, 1564
Broadway, New York 36, has 13 films

on Africa, produced on location, avail-

able in color or b&w, and running 15

minutes each. We previewed three,

selecting at random these titles: Lost

Lake—Lake Rudolph and its people

and their ways; Mombasa Port—busy
port in East Africa with its crosscur-

rents of culture and commerce; and
The Riverene—the life and culture of

tribes which have abandoned nomad
life and settled b\ their life-giving

river.

We found these three good techni-

cally, instructive, not given to romanti-

cizing, but rather to accurate and in-

can't recommend what we've not seen,

teresting pictorial documentation. We
but we have a hunch the other ten

are pretty good, too. Descriptive

literature from Birad.
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Work Camp Filmstrip

A work camp might be defined as

"a place where church young people

do something constructive and impor-

tant for some one else, and where
the camp at the same time does
something constructive and impor-

tant to each camper." If you don't be-

lieve this, then see the filmstrip With
Our Hands, produced by Christian

Education Press (1505 Race St., Phila-

delphia 2, Pa., price S6.50; printed

.script).

2-in-l Nursery Filmstrip

We have two printed commentaries
for the 100-frame filmstrip in color

photographs, Nursenj Leadership. One
script comments on the pictures in

terms of the program of activities and
the interaction of children and teach-

ers. The other backs off, is more ob-
jective and talks about how the three-

year-old learns.

The target audience for both is the

parents and teachers of nursery chil-

dren. Here, it seems to me, is a good
and useful filmstrip for your Nursery
Mothers' Council to see; and for that

staff meeting of your teachers. We
shall use it in that way early this fall.

Recommended. Priced at $7.50 for

the filmstrip and two scripts. From
Christian Education Press, 1505 Race
St., Philadelphia 2, Pa.

Films For Background

This year the churches will be
studying Latin America and Evengeli-

cal missions there. Too many churches
will focus on the foreground too much,
using films and study books that docu-
ment the missions process. The wise
leader will also document the people,

the culture and the land. When it

comes to geography we would like to

recommend Coronet's geography se-

ries. There are eight films on South
America and seven on Central Ameri-
ca. For this li.st, ask your AV dealer

or write to Coronet Films, Coronet
Building, Chicago 1, 111. They are de-
scribed in an attractive folder.

Heard About; Not Seen

Since you will need to know about
Latin American filmstrips for u.se in

your study of missions in that area
this fall, here are a few titles we have
heard about but have not seen. How-
ever, we can expect them to be up to

Family Filmstrips' usual quality level:

Children and the Church In Latin
America, for the primary children;
Latin America, Its People and Prob-
lems and Latin America, Missions At
Work, for young people and adults.

They're Learning A Foreign Language . .

.

with the new^^ewiex

SIGHT AND SOUND
LANGUAGE STATION

that every school can afford

!

From Viewlex—leader in compact audio-visual equipment—comes the
new Sight and Sound Language Station . . . the truly low cost foreign
language teaching aid. Designed for individual or small group instruction,
Viewlex Language Stations utilize colorful film strips and up to 12"
records to enable one, two, three or four students to "see" the meaning of
words, phrases and sentences as they are spoken in their authentic manner.

Built into a portable luggage-type carry case, the Viewlex Language
Station can be moved easily from room to room. Individual earphones
prevent sound frorii carrying—permits several Stations to operate at one
time. Large libraries of record and filmstrip combinations are available
in almost all languages.

With the lowest cost-per-student of any audio language system, the
EXTRA benefit of visual study makes the Viewlex Sight and Sound Language
Station a truly worthwhile adjunct to your foreign language curriculum.

Model #TT-1

Complete with 4 sets of earphones $149.95
Write today for complete literature and/or
demonstration. No obligation, of course.

For entire classroom or

large group instruction,

< Viewlex Models WR-A

and

WHD-A Language Stations

are also available.

Feature separate speakers

and remote control

filmstrip projectors.

Model #WR-A $184.50

Model #WHD-A $219.50

6 BROADWAY, HOLBROOK, L.I., N.Y.

In Canada—ANGLOPHOTO LTD., Montreal
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try

triton

tape
Triton, the premium

magnetic recording

tape, is engineered to

stand up under rugged,

day-inday-out use. Ex-

clusive Trionized proc-

ess minimizes oxide

shed, head friction,

recorder wear and

tear. And it's guaran-

teed: if the quality of

Triton Tape is deficient

for any reason whatso-

ever, we will replace it

with whatever brand

you prefer. Complete,

no-risk Guarantee Cer-

tificate included with

every reel. For clean,

full-response record-

ngs only quality tape

can give, try Triton.

]Vrite for free bro-
chure and educator
price list G-10.

^i

AUDIO
by Max U. Bildersee

TRITON ELECTRONICS, INC.

62-05 30th Avenue, Woodside 77, N. Y.

Changes Are Coming
We are looking for many changes

in the audio education field in the

next few months and years. And the

changes will be both technical and

program centered. It seems that the

program changes lag behind the tech-

nical and will continue to do so. The
former require imagination, and the

progress of new developments are not

always subject to precise measure-

ment.

Technical developments, on the

other hand, can be more successfully

pre-charted. The developer or inventor

can set a goal and move along a

path to achieve that goal. Further,

errors in judgment or procedure be-

come immediately apparent, and

choices can be made on precise in-

formation.

Futher, once technical progress has

been made it can be an industry-wide

development. Of recent memory is

the development of the long-playing

record which today is common. Fur-

ther, the Armstrong discovery of fre-

quency modulated broadcasting be-

came industry adopted development,

and FM broadcasting is as common
today as AM was a few years ago

and, by some program standards, far

better listening.

These are dramatic developments.

But consider the transition of plain

old phonograph needles from the

original steel through those of softer

materials which we resharpened

through the return to steel and the

development of the 'shadowgraphed'

stylus and then the jeweled stylus we
use, abuse and discard today. Who
is to say that tomorrow or the day

after we will not be using a beam of

light to track the grooves and, after

the fashion of the exciter lamp in a

motion picture projector, to begin the

transformation of the recorded image
into an audio image? We have learn-

ed to translate the magnetic lecord-

ing into sound and the light recording

into sound, and it may be that some
new media will be discovered and
which will tran.sform the recording

industry.

The worry about the relatively

rapid outdating of equipment now
in the hands of the public, schools

and libraries is no concern of the in-

ventor. And it should not be per-

mitted in any way to slow new de-

velopments. After all, the AM radio

and simple phonograph of less than

twenty years ago has been complete-

ly replaced in most such situations

by an AM-FM radio (and a tele-

vision set, or two), by a far more
complex portable phonograph (and

a tape recorder, or two) and un-

doubtedly the end is not yet.

Happily, in the audio field, public

and school personnel are ready to

accept change, development and re-

development far more readily than

they are in other areas. It is not un-

likely that every television set in

schools and homes today will be out-

dated within a few years by new
developments in the industries. It may
be that we will all enjoy 'wired' tele-

vision on an inexpensive leased basis,

and that the technical reproduction

of today will be considered as inade-

quate as a Model T Ford on a super-

highway.

We cannot make predictions. But in

of the long playing recording and the

the few years since the development
tape recorder we have seen the com-
plete disappearance of the old 78 rpm
disc. It is now a collector's item—or it

has been combined with a baker's

dozen similar records, re-recorded

and reissued on a 33.3 rpm micro-

groove record!

And from the old 'heavy as Grand-
ma's trunk' allegedly portable (really

porterable) tape recorder with ump-
teen push buttons and switches—all

ready to go out of whack with the

slightest jar—we have reached modern
slow-speed equipment which we car-

ry in our purses and pockets. Do we
really need more evidence that change
—change with improvement—is the or-

der of the day?

Still in the technical field, is it im-

possible to use solar power to activate

these machines? Possible—yes? Practi-

cal—perhaps? Forthcoming—probabh!
One of the constants of the disc re-

cording industry has been the shape

and comparative rigidity of the disc.

There have been experiments with a

variety of materials, and the soft-wax

coated paper record was common as

far back as a quarter-century ago!

But the development of an inde-

structible disc may be forthcoming
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and we predict that such a record

will be soft enough to mail in a com-

mon envelope, will have the quality

of today's vinyl discs, will not subject

to heat, humidity or other atmospheric

changes. Perhaps, like the ball-point

pen, you will be able to play it under

water! There is challenge here be-

cause the disc itself has been the

common denominator, and the most

rigid standard maintained by the in-

dustry.

There are paper discs now. There
are acetate film discs now. There are

record-books now which are bound
along a .spine, and which can be fold-

ed open and played on record ma-
chines.

Some said that the 78 rpm speed

(remember it?) was sacred. But the

broadcasting industry was even then

using 33.3 rpm. Then the latter be-

came the common speed and many
new machines today have already

made provision for a 16.67 rpm. And
we hear talk of experiments with an

8.33 rpm. But, we must ask, is this

reduction on the basis of the original

33.3 rpm speed desirable and essen-

tial? Is there a probability that 12

rpm or 10 rpm or 11, or 5 or 7 will

be the ultimate answer? We have no
reason to doubt that experimentation

along these lines has been carried out,

or wAl be.

. . . And New Programming
What happens, program-wise, when

these developments are publicly of-

fered? Just as the 33.3 rpm, 12-inch

recording has created and forced a

revolution within the recording indus-

try, so these newer changes will force

re-thinking of programming polices

for the recording industry—and con-

sequently for schools and libraries.

To begin with—and from a school

standpoint most significant—teaching

machines have been justifiably criti-

cised because they are purely visual

machines, requiring but one stimulus

and training but one receptor sense.

Cannot new type recordings (and old

as well, of course) be combined with
these materials and thereby create a

true audiovisual experience for the

learner? If this is done, is there any
reason for limiting the areas served

by the teaching machines?
The 'for instances' here begin to

stagger the imagination. The advanced
student in mathematics can begin to

have the personalized instruction he
needs plus the opportunity to move
ahead of the group to which he is

assigned and yet have the advantage
of multiple stimuli. And this, of

course, is not limited to the bright
student. How about the slow learner?

He, too, can have special attention.

DISCOVERING
SOLIDS

A newfilm series in mathematics

from Cenco Educational Films

This is a series of five, 16mm sound, color

films for junior and senior high schools that

lifts solid geometry from the textbook and the

chalkboard into an exciting, visual concept of

three-dimensional objects, and how they affect

our dally lives.

The six common solids; cubes, prisms,

cylinders, pyramids and spheres are explored

and explained in detail. Through animation,

these solids are evolved from simple shapes,

planes and lines. Formulas for finding the

volumes and the surface areas of the solids

are carefully developed for the student.

Titles of the five films In this series are:

• Solids in the World Around Us

• Volumes of Cones, Prisms and Cyl-

inders

• Volumes of Pyramids, Cones and
Spheres

• Surface Areas of Solids I

• Surface Areas of Solids II

Each 15-minute film is available In color for

$150, or black and white for $75. Contact your

Cenco salesman for further information, or

write directly for Booklet 502.

CENCO EDUCATIONAL FILMS
A Diviiion of Cenco Instrumenti Corporation

1700 Irving Pork Road • Chicago 13, Illinois

Moufifainside, N. J. Montreal Sanfo Clara
Somervilh, Mais. Toronto Los Angeies
Birmingharri, Ala. Ottawa Vancouver Houston
Cenco S.A., Breda, The Netherlandi Tuha
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/JuJux CARDALOG® Record Reviews on Cards
Edited by Max U. Bildersee

1386
INDIVIDUAL CROSS-INDEXED CARDS ALREADY ISSUED!

PLUS the Audio CARDALOG DIRECTORY of Record Producers

SUBSCRIBE NOW — $25.00 a year

Audio CARDALOG—Box 1771, Albany 1, New York

— A WORLD OF SOUND ON FILE—



And so can each student in the broad,

average group. Is this hinited to math-

ematics or the sciences? Of course not,

and herein hes the staggering aspect

because suddenly, under teacher guid-

ance, each can create a pace of accom-
phshment adapted to abiHties and in-

terests, and the teacher can function

best as a leader.

Let's look to the library for a mo-
ment. Libraries have been challenged

by these newer media of communica-
tions, and although the printed word
is as fimdamental as ever to their

services and to mass communications,

libraries have cautiously investigated

these newer media and many serve

their communities through them.

There are now more than 2,000 libra-

ries offering recordings to their pa-

trons. How many libraries offer films?

How many circulate filmstrips and
still pictures? Probably the number
exceeds 2,000 or even 3,000. The his-

tory has been that the start is made
with still pictures and sUdes, then films

are added and finally recordings are

introduced.

Vite-a-lize
your film

We restore brittle, curled, cupped
film to nearly new first run quality

with Vite-a-lize. Our Vite-a-lize

treatment shrinks new film uniform-

ly, sealing in proper humidity. Guar-
anteed. Call or write now. Exclusive

with Leonard Film Service, 1700B E.

Walnut, Pasadena, Calif. Phone
SYcamore 2-6682.

Changes in the recording medium
can speed this expansion of service.

Is it impossible that some enterprising

organization will offer a rented or sold

lecture series to a local library? To-
day's popular lecturers cannot meet all

their engagements and consequendy
their fees rise beyond the means of

smaller groups. But, if the lecturer

can be provided via recording for lim-

ited use (a lease arrangement), li-

braries can offer some special pro-

grams which today are far from their

reach.

In communities interested in Ameri-
can history, for instance, it is not im-

possible to offer a series of recordings

involving such men as Morison, Com-
mager. Carman, Morris and Syrett

discussing a common point (thus un-

derscoring differences and creating an
atmosphere for free discussion) or

each offering a talk—perhaps an illus-

trated talk—on an area of specializa-

tion.

The individual subscriber can hear

these men talk. He can have copies of

the lecture to reread at his conveni-

ence, and the illustrations can be re-

produced so that individuals have a

rounded instructional experience. And,
with litde added dreaming, this can
be offered also to school groups.

More Can Be Recorded
To expand this idea: if a lecture

series involving a group of top his-

torians is practical, then it is practical,

too, for poets, novelists and dram-
atists. Philosophers can find a broad
and receptive audience as they pro-

mulgate ideas—as they explain and
help us understand the intellectual at-

mosphere in which we live and work.

And top scientists, educators, ar-

tists, performers all can participate in

such a development. The list is end-

less, and equally endless is the oppor-

Audio. CARDALOO® Record Reviews on Cards
Box 1771— Albany 1. New York

n Please enter_ .1 year subscription(s) to Audio

D

CARDALOG, including the FREE Audio CARDALOG Di-

rectory of Record Producers. 400 cards- 10 issues-$25.00

Please send us full information about Audio CARDALOG.

Name

Organization or School

Address

City and State

Free offer expiras September 15, 196t. Price for Directory $5.00 thereafter to subscribers.

tunity to serve and to educate. A fur-

ther ramification of the same ida is

development of a 'play of the month'
service, offering the best of Broadway
for group listening in a variety of situ-

ations. And of course the 'play of the

month' can be one of many years ago
—and still popular.

When we read, as we do frequently,

of the death of the arts, of the im-

minent demise of the threatre, of

the degrading of publishing and of

the sloppy habits of our adults, we
must review some of the positive

aspects. More people, for instance,

borrowed more books from more
libraries last year than in any previous

year. And some millions saw a play

written about 350 years ago; and
today's critics applauded it and award-
ed it. And another play of same gen-

eral period (same author) broke its

own 'long run' record in a New York
performance. The play has been pre-

sented on the stage many times and
by many famous actors; it has been
presented in motion pictures and is

available on recordings. It has even
been the subject of intense experimen-

tation in the theatre. And yet it is

still popular and known to all us as

Hamlet.

And as these listening opportuni-

ties are created is there any valid

reason to doubt that we will expand
audio libraries in the areas of guid-

ance, health education, business and
distributive activities, industrial arts

training and a variety of other areas.

And these, in turn, will constantiy

challenge teachers, supervisors, audio-

visual consultants, curriculum and
materials directors and other school

personnel. Our current interest in

these educational services and demand
for better and better schools and
libraries will force these develop-
ments perhaps sooner than could
otherwise be anticipated. And they
will come.

Technological and programming de-

velopments wUl continue to move
along together. The technological will

precede the programming only be-

cause the technological developments
make the progress in programming
possible. But soon the programming
takes full advantage of the technical

progress and challenges it again to

lead so that new progress can be
made. Progress is not one-sided, and
these two aspects go pace-and-pace in

the audio field. And it is anticipated

that each year we will be profited by
new ideas as they are brought for-

ward, new ideas as they contribute

to our gross inteUectual and social

progress.

And through this, education must
prosper.
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For Successful A-V...

CECO RED LAKE

35MM STOP MOTION

PROJECTOR

For study of

recorded data

11
Jp^ r^^m

-refy on CECO's Âudio-Visual equipment, pius tite

professional experience of CECO's engineers. CECO's range of A-V products takes in the
whole audio-visual field cameras, projectors, screens, slide projectors, animation equipment, sound
recorders, timers, tripods, etc. The constant probing and prompting of our technicians is reflected

in many audio-visual programs across the country, in class room and industry. CECO offers maximum
efficiency at lowest cost. The A-V industry has grown into

a giant. You need the advice and service of professionals.

Write or call for CECO Audio-Visual spec sheets. Today! (£flm€Rfl €quipm€nT(o.,inc.

® TM it70752<>

CRAMER CONTINUOUS
16MM PROCESSOR
Compact; economi-
cal; portable. Can be
operated in daylight.
Fully automatic.

RADIANT "EDUCATOR-
PROJECTION SCREEN
Available in tripod,
roll-up, wall and
ceiling designs and
many sizes.

3SMM FILMSTRIP CAM-
ERA Single frame ad-
vance, reflex viewing
and special lens de-
signed for slide films.

FIRMSPLICE 16/35MM
FILM SPLICER Com-
pact unit butt splices
magnetic tape or film
quickly, accurately.

Department F-13,

Newr York 36, N. Y.

315 W. 43rd St.

JUdson 6-1420

CORDER Features
complete remote
control facilities.

NECEMA PROJECTION
STAND For every type
of A-V projector.
Lightweigtit, sturdy,
durable.
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FILM EVALUATIONS
by L. C. Larson and Carolyn Guss

The Organization of Lan-
guage

(Teaching Film Custodians, 25 West
43rd St., New York 36, New York.)

Prodtwed by The Modern Language
Association and The Center for Ap-

plied Linguistics in cooperation with

TFC. 34 minutes, 16mm, sound, black

and white, 1961. $170.

Description

The Organization of Language is

the third in a series of five films titled

"Principles and Methods of Teaching a

Second Language." It demonstrates

that children learn their native lan-

guage orally and shows that the organ-

ization of language is based not so

much on logic as on the customs and
conventions peculiar to each language.

Starting with pre-school children and
their imitation of adult speech pat-

terns, the film goes on to the discus-

sion of structural differences between

various languages and English, to

language behavior tests of pre-school

children, and finally to an actual for-

eign language class situation.

Opening scenes show a group of

pre-school children playing grocery

store. Calling attention to the way they

use their language in meaningful com-
munication, the narrator points out

that children can use the forms and
arrangements of words that convey

meaning (the grammar of their partic-

ular language) not only before they

learn to read and write, but before

they ever go to school. The film il-

lustrates how very early in life chil-

dren listen to and recognize certain

sounds, establish a connection between
sounds and experiences, imitate, and
practice making these sounds. Thus,

through oral experiences—bab'bling,

talking to themselves, to their toys, to

other people—children learn sounds

and forms which later become habits

of speech. By the time they go to

school they have learned, within a

limited vocabulary, the basic gram-
matical patterns and sound system of

their native language.

To find out what patterns children

will develop in using new words. Dr.

Jean Berko devised an experiment

which yielded interesting results. She
showed pre-school children some pic-

tures and invented nonsense words to

describe them. Taking each child

aside, she showed him several pic-

tures. One figure she identified as a

Wog. When she showed two such

figures, the child called them wogs.

Showing another picture, .she said,

"This man is glinging. Yesterday, he
—
" and the child supplied the word

glinged. All the children's responses

were the same—wogs, glinged, hodded,

etc. leading her to the conclusion that

children tend to apply regular patterns

they have learned to new expressions.

But patterns of organization differ

from language to language. As shown
by the discussion of a group who
speak Japanese, Russian, French, Span-

ish, German, and English, grammar is

not a system of logic but of customs

and conventions. The discussion and
accompanying charts bring to light a

few of the many structural differences

among the above-mentioned lan-

guages. In English for instance, word
order is very important. "The boy

kicked the mule" does not have the

same meaning as "The mule kicked

the boy." In German, word order is

not so important. Again, the different

parts of the face have gender in Span-

ish, Russian, and French whereas they

do not in English and Japanese.

For teaching language to the young

—

from "The Organization of Language."

In view of these grammatical com-

plexities, it would seem almost impos-

sible to learn a new language. But

this is not so. The linguist and the

linguistically trained teacher are de-

veloping a better understanding of the

nature of language and how it is learn-

ed. Featuring a descriptive linguist at

work, the film calls attention to the

provisions he makes for native lan-

guage interference in the learning of

a second language. Since a learner

tends to carry over his own habits

of speech into the new language, it is

not uncommon to hear "Is ten years

that I am here," among those learning

English. So in preparing teaching ma-

terials, the linguist analyzes the lan-

guage to be learned and the back-

ground of the learner. He makes an in-

ventory of the grammatical devices in

the new language that are new, dif-

ferent from, similar to, or identical

with the language of the learner.

The film concludes with an actual

class wherein the teacher uses the

aural-oral approach in presenting basic

German to native speakers of English.

Appraisal

It would be difficult for a language

teacher to approximate the simplicity

and clarity with which the film intro-

duces the complex phenomenon of

language and language learning. De-
signed to instruct teachers in applying

the principles of linguistics science to

the teaching of a second language, the

film answers a need for foreign lan-

guage teachers who have not had any
linguistic training or background.

The previewing committee is con-

vinced that students in beginning clas-

ses in foreign languages will benefit

from as well as enjoy the film, for it

shows them in a "thousand pictures"

why they are studying what they are

studying. However the film wUl find

its greatest use in the pre-service and
in-service training of language teach-

ers in schools, school systems, colleges,

language seminars and language cen-

ters throughout the United States and

abroad. There was only one element

in the film that disturbed the pre-

viewing committee—the sound track of

the scenes showing pre-school children

playing grocery store. It was disap-

pointing not to be able to understand

all the words spoken. However this

could have been due to the age level

of the children. Aside from this minor

point, the film is excellent in every re-

spect. This is one of a series, to be

used with the other units in the series.

—Herminia M. Barcelona

(Continued on page 560}
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Colorful Photoplay Filmstrips

ELEMENTARY SERIES

'repared and produced by educa-

ors. Based on popular screen ver-

jons of beloved children's stories.

In full color

$7.50

each
HANSEL AND GRETEL. In full color, 42 frames. Highlights of the fairy tale as performed
by the Kinemins of the RKO Radio photoplay version. $7.50. With guide, $7.80.

May be ordered

on approval for

tv^o-week previev/

period.
THE GUSS SLIPPER, $7.50

In Black and White:

COLUMBUS, $4.00

55 frames.

(Starring Frederic March)

i. M i

ROBINSON CRUSOE, $7.50

Money-Back Guaranfeef
GREATEST SHOW ON EARTH, $7.50 THE VIKINGS, $7.50

yNrlte for Complete Illustrated CatalogI

Available only from EDUCATIONAL & RECREATIONAL GUIDES, Inc. • 10 Brainerd Road, Summit, New Jersey
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Island In The Sun:

Puerto Rico

(United World Films, 1445 Park Ave-

nue, Neiv York 29, New York) 18

minutes, 16mm, sound, color, 1961.

$135.

Description

Island in the Sun: Puerto Rico brief-

ly glimpses the island's geography,

growing industrial economy and
changing social patterns. It presents

many evidences of contrasts of the

"old" Puerto Rico with its modern
counterpart.

Maps are used to locate the island

geographically. After locating the is-

land, the film begins its survey by
showing one of the world's most beau-

tiful beaches, the beach at Luquillo.

The film then presents other aspects

of Puerto Rico such as, plants, moun-
tains, and the subtropical rain forest

on El Yunque mountain, called the

Luquillo National Forest. Some of the

history of the country is mentioned,

briefly tracing its Spanish heritage

to its present commonwealth associa-

tion with the United States and its

representative form of government.

Some of "old" San Juan is shown
along with "new" San Juan and sub-

urban communities. Progress, in the

shape of mammoth modern shopping

centers, is evident in the "new" San

Juan.

After this rapid tour around San

Juan, the film introduces the viewer

to an attractive looking Puerto Rican

family who live in Rio Piedras. It

follows the Pinero family to work and
to school. The daughter works as a

typist in the offices of a government
agency called Fomento. Senor Pinero

is a construction engineer who is work-
ing on a government financed housing

project which is intended to clear

away the slum areas around San Juan.

The youngest son, Juan, is in school

and narrates a portion of the film

which deals with a school field trip

to the two other principal cities in

Puerto Rico, Aricebo and Ponce.

The field trip is the vehicle used

to present cane fields being cut by
hand and cane being loaded for proc-

essing. A pineapple farm and a pine-

apple cannery are also shown. While
the bus load of students passes over

the mountains from Aricebo to Ponce
they see a cigar factory, a coffee plan-

tation and a dam for flood control,

irrigation and water supply. The group
of travelers starts the return trip from
Ponce to Rio Piedras after viewing the

colorful Parque de Bombas—firehouse
—and a demonstration of the city's

firemen .inswering a call.

After the field tiip, the Pinero fam-

FILM SERIES
TO MEET THE EDUCATIONAL
CHALLENGES OF THE '60s

from UNITED WORLD FILMS

16mni SOUND

ALL IN

FULL COLOR

Fulfill the revitalized needs of modern
basic science instruction with these ex-

cellent curriculum-integrated films. Each
a colorful 13'^ minutes in length, they

bring the world and the universe into

the classroom . . . helping your pupils

explore the ways in which science affects their lives . . . while inspir-

ing them to further learning. Write for preview information today!

UNITED
WORLD
FILMS, Inc.
1445 PARK AVENUE
NEW YORK 29, N.Y.

Another UWF human geography/social studies milestone, these
superb 18-minute color fjlms will help your pupils develop a better

understanding of how recent historic events . . . new ideas and
values . . . technological and cultural changes . . . have affected

peoples' ways of living in various parts of the world. Recommended
for elementary through high school. Write today for previews!

NOW . . . U. S. GOVERNMENT FILMS AVAILABLE

Write today for UWF's free catalog of curriculum-integrated U. S.

Government-produced films and filmstrips, selected for school use

from more than 3,000 titles.

TO: UNITED WORLD FILMS, INC., Dept. ES-561, 1445 Park Ave., New York 29, N. Y.

8 Please send me preview information on "The Living Science Series."

Please send me preview information on "Your World Neighbors Series."

„ TITLE
I
NAME

• SCHOOL ADDRESS,

L^U-----j!iix.-!i:-x-:i-x:-.x~ii-s.s^^^

ily is shown at the modem and beauti-

ful Isla Vedre Airport in San Juan.

Their oldest son arrives home from

New York on a jet liner. The son, a

"trained technician," has decided to

return and live in Puerto Rico.

Appraisal

Island in the Sun: Puerto Rico is

recommended for fifth tlirough sev-

enth social studies cla.sses. It is a sig-

nificant resource on this fast develop-

ing island. The film suffers somewhat
from the burden of trying to complete-

ly describe a country in 18 minutes.

Even though the island of Puerto Rico

is small, it has a history, people, geog-

raphy, and economy varied and inter-

esting enough to warrant a more con-

sidered attention than could be re-

ceived in any single film.

Examples of simplifications teach-

ers should be aware of include these

ideas. In some way one ma\' be led

to believe that all of the slum areas

in San Juan have been replaced by
new government housing projects.

While much is being done with this

problem, areas such as La Perna and
El Fangito remain as picturesque but

undesirable blots on the social scene.

The classroom scene showing the

planning of the field trip is unrealistic-

ally being planned in English, but

this is for the benefit of an English

speaking audience.

Three different vehicles are used to

convey the content of the film: the

travelogue, a day with a "typical"

family, and a field trip. All are ac-

ceptable methods of treating content

but in a film as short as this they may
tend towards an illusion of choppiness.

On the positive side is the portra\-

al of the Pinero family with the at-

tractiveness characteristic of Puerto

Rican families; and the scenes of old

San Juan and Ponce, perhaps the

most "Spanish" towns in Puerto Rico.

There is much to describe in the

complex commimity of Puerto Rico

that it is not possible to touch upon
in this film. There are as many opin-

ions on what is being done and how-

it should be done as there are visitors

to Puerto Rico. This film, though,

could be used quite effectively as a

strong conclusion to a study of the

important Carribean area and its prob-

lems. It also could be used as an

example of democracy at work in the

volatile Carribean. It is hoped that

this may be the first of a number of

films which would explore Puerto Rico

in greater depth. The island and its

people deserve an increasing amount
of attention in the social studies cur-

riculum of the United States.

—Phillip Morrison

(Continued on page 562)
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remarkable

O-Graph

TEACHING MACHINE
invites your comparison!

There isn't another teaching machine in existence that has the features or capabilities of

Koncept-0-Graph's amazing KOG-7 ! Check these outstanding features

!

• VERSATILITY! KOG-7 uses all Skinner Type
program material . . . SY/' x 11" mimeograph, ditto

and printed sheets.

• ADAPTABILITY! KOG-7 enables you to design

your own program. The big 4" x 8" viewing window
provides the largest viewing area of any teaching ma-
chine. Can be easily masked for all program formats.

• FOOL-PROOF OPERATION! KOG-7's
unique spring clutch allows programs to progress in a
forward direction only.

• SIMPLICITY! KOG-7 automatically feeds pro-
gram sheets one at a time.

ONLY $ .oo COMPLETE
from your local AV Dealer. Every unit includes a pro-

gram, a response unit, and a current list of available

programs.

KONCEPT-0-GRAPH CORP., box 533. Rochester 3. h.y.

• ECONOMY! KOG-7 automatically restacks pro-

gram sheets ready for reuse.

• FUNCTIONAL DESIGN! KOG-7 incorporates

a detachable response unit that permits the reuse of

all program material. Unit can be positioned for right

or left handed students . . . accepts paper tape up to

31/2" wide.

• DURABLE CONSTRUCTION! KOG-7
is molded from lightweight, flame resistant high-im-

pact polystyrene. Basic unit weighs only 21/2 lbs.

For more information visit your local AV dealer or

send convenient coupon below:

^
KONCEPT-OGRAPH CORP., BOX 533, Rochester 3, N. Y.

~'

Please Send Our Order for (Fill In box) Q KOG-7's (g) 33.00 f.o.d. Roch«ter

n CHECK ENCLOSED Q SEND NAME OF DEALER Q BILL SCHOOL

NAME

POSITION/SCHOOL

ADDRESS

CITY . ZONE STATE .
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The Soviet Union: An Intro-

duction

(Grover-Jennings Productions, Inc.,

P. O. Box 303, Monterey, California)

19 minutes, 16mm, sound, color, 1960.

$175. Teacher's Guide available.

Description

The Soviet Union: An Introduction

is less a study of communism as a po-

litico-economic system but rather an

introduction to the land and rich tra-

ditions of the U.S.S.R. It surveys the

salient geographic and historical ideas

and lineage of this massive, landlock-

ed north country of Europe and Asia

with all of the color shots showing the

summer season. These color sequences

are contemporary while the juxtaposed

black and white scenes were all filmed

during Tsarist days and for the most

part depict the extreme harshness

and bleakness of the Russian winters,

BniTH of a NATION
Greatest Civil War Picture

ever made

available for rental in
35 & 16mm sound

R. E. AITKEN
World Wide Distributors

406 N. Hart-well Ave.. Waukesha, Wis.

INTRODUCING

LP ALBUM DISCABINET

MODEL LP-12

All metal Sectional DIscabinet

with a COMPLETE CATALOGING
SYSTEM. Capacity 60 LP Albums

7", 10" & 12".

WKITf fOR mn BROCHURE & PRICES

CABINETS FOR:
RECORDS, TAPES, FILMS & fllMSTRIPS

Wallach & Associates, Inc.

1589 ADDISON ROAD

CLEVELAND 3, OHIO

thereby enabling the viewer to make
some comparisons between the two

eras.

The topical sequences begin with

the geographic features—size, general

topography; the rivers and harbors;

the vast and dominant Eurasian tun-

dra and steppes, their size, appear-

ance, variation, and, most important,

their historical and anthropological

impact upon the people; the life and

psychology of the latter, including

their over-present fear of invasion.

In the portion dealing with agricul-

ture and the ubicpiitous problems of

raising enough food to feed her bur-

geoning populace, the fact is stressed

that only 5 percent of the U.S.S.R. is

really good farming land. In order to

meet these challenges both collective

and some "state" farms are employed
with the latter being entirely operated

by the government mainly for re-

search purposes with the workers and

laborers being paid salaries. The col-

lective farms appear as being some-

what like rural villages with stores, a

school and a cluster of generally drab,

small, poorly constructed houses

which the people look upon as being

only temporary. However, it is signifi-

cant that many of these homes have

electiicity while a few even have tele-

vision. All of this is effectively and

briefly contrasted with the scenes of

.50 years ago. Moreover the idea is

brought out that present-day Russia

now already emerged as an urban and

industrialized country has a consum-

ing penchant for urban construction

that can be characterized as massive

if not aesthetically the best in West-

ern tradition.

The people—how do they react to

all this? The impact of this revolution-

Missing
The following paragraph was omitted

from the appraisal of "Our Election

Day Illusions—The Beat Majority,"

carried on p. 494 of the September

issue

Our Election Day Illusions—The
Beat Majority is a must for teachers

exploring our value system and our

electoral system. The interview ap-

proach is a pleasant switch from a

straight lecture and lends a "down to

earth" quality which makes the film

very appealing to youth. The illustra-

tions are striking and the fact that

minorities quite often rule, even in

the United States, is emphasized

again and again. This film should

shock every viewer out of his com-

jjlacency and away from the rational-

ization that "one vote doesn't count."

—Jack Cotmns

ary industrialization on the rearing ot

children is shown in their "Pioneer

Camps" where both sexes, aged 8-13,

are given strenuous recreational and

health programs, with physical exams

montliK- until they are 14. All of this

program, significantly, is augmented

by education in communism— its ideol-

ogy and potential.

The last sequences of the film take

up somewhat less successfully the

great and rich cultural heritage which

proliferated during Imperial Russia

and which still flourishes today amid
the Baroque and Byzantine palaces,

churches and gardens of the Tsars-

today's museums and office buildings

of the new order. Here the universal

glories of Tolstoi, Dostoievsky, Tur-

genev, Chekhov along with the great

traditions of the Bolshoi add their

luster to the new dynamic intelligent-

sia which has emerged in a remark-

able new Soviet culture. Here, too,

the people's love of flowers and the

simple beauties of folk art—music

and dancing—makes ts presence felt.

What about Mother Russia's deep

and pei-vasive .strain of religiosity? The
former fabulous wealth and power of

the Imperial Church is gone. However
all the many magnificent Byzantine

buildings, now state owned, are either

museums or are left to ruin as relics

of an oppressive and decadent past.

Appraisal

This authentic and straightforward

film helps fill an urgently needed

glimpse and overview of the Soviet

Union. Particularly is this needed ii

our ethnocentric, nationalistic and nu-

clear times where a prescription for

world accord and amelioration lies

in increased knowledge, understand-

ing and forbearance of other races

and cultures in a common bond of

humanity.

This film as an introduction to the

Soviet Union is eminently suitable

for both junior and senior high history,

cultural geography, and Russian lan-

guage or culture courses. Its principal

drawback is that it perhaps tries to

cover too much ground with the result

that it is often inescapably superficial.

Especially this is evidenced in the

latter cultural sequences where no

mention is made of Russia's world

contributions to science and music.

However the fact remains that this

film does fill a pressing need and by

using it in conjunction with other

films on the U.S.S.R. one may realize

a clearer appreciation of one of the

world's dynamic cultural and ethnic

groups.

-Robert B. Peftijohn
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/l y industry news

TSI To Kalart

Technical Ser\ ice. Inc. has become

a member of the Kalart family, along

with \'ictor Animatograph and Sound-

view. TSl's three basic 16mm pro-

jectors and their several variants will

he marketed under the \'ictor name.

Manufacturing and sale s will be

centered at Kalart. in Plainvillc, Conn.

BBB Tells All—About Tape

The National Better Business

Bureau, in cooperation with the Mag-
netic Recording Industry Association,

has issued a 12-page illustrated book-

let on Things Yoi/ Should Knotc About

the Purchase and Servicing of Tape

Recorders.

B&H Honors Pioneer Dealers

Twenty-five Bell & Howell audio-

\isual dealers, each a veteran of 25 or

more years \\'ith the company, were

honored with Pioneer Club member-
ship at the sales meeting held in con-

nection with the 1961 NAVA con-

vention. Five were then named to

serve as an "Audiovisual Advisory

Council" to study trends and problems

in their chosen field. Members for the

first year are Emory J. Barnes, James

J. Howell, Olson Anderson, R. Ken-

neth Cromar and Max H. Rarig.

Photokina 1963

The ne,\t International Photo and
Cine Exhibition (Photokino) will be
held in Cologne, Germany, March 16-

24. 1963. For particulars contact
Mess- und Austellungs mbh, Messe-

platz, Cologne, Germanv. Cable:
IXTERMESS.

Teaching Machine at Tunis Fair

The Koncept-O-Graph, American-

made teaching machine, will be fea-

tured at the Ninth International Trade
Fair at Tunis, October 14—29. The
exhibit was arranged in response to

an invitation from the U.S. Depart-

ment of Commerce.

Army Ups TV Teaching

Teleprompter Corporation an-

nounces a fourth successive annual

contract for TV and automated teach-

ing adds at the U.S. Army Ordnance
Guided Missile School, Huntsville,

Ala., an increase of 12 percent is

reported over last year. One applica-

tion reportedly saved the Army $11

million "by eliminating the need for

duplicate equipment and instruction."

Camera Repair School Building

The National Camera Repair School

is putting up its own new building at

2000 W. Union Ave., Englewood,

Colo. The two-story structure will

house an auditorium as well as great-

ly increased office and manufacturing

space, and an extensive first-floor

reference library on photographic sub-

jects.

PEOPLE

Sidney Harman succeeds founder

Milton ]. Shapp as president and chief

executive officer at Jerrold Electronics

Corporation. Shapp becomes chairman

of the board and will devote more
time to government assignments. He
is a consultant of the Peace Corps
which he is credited as having pro-

posed to the President during the

election campaign, and has recently

been appointed vice chairman of the

National Public Advisory Committee
on Area Re-Development.

Sid Weiss, formerly with Concer-

tone. Inc., has been appointed Uher
Division director of sales for Martel

Electronic Sales, U.S. distributor for

the Munich-made "Uher" tape re-

corder. Martel president David Krech-

man at the same time named John M.
Judge national service manager.

Dr. A. J. Foy Cross has been named
director of Program Teaching Material

and Curriculum for Universal Elec-

tronics Laboratories, manufacturers of

the Univox teaching machine.

Jerome P. Lysaught, assistant man-
ager of Recordak's educational divi-

sion, reports extensive experimentation

with microfilm cards in Eastman
Kodak's own training programs. Stand-

aid projectors, he found, were prop-

erly adaptable mainly to straight

right-wrong setiuential programs,
while programmed workbooks were
bulky and costly. Pictiue and sound

is being experimented with in the

newer Recordak research.

James E. Gillespie has been pro-

moted to the position of Manager of

Audio-Visual Products for the Ozalid

Division of General Aniline and Film
Corporation.

PROUECT
science

demonstrations

IN COLOR
WITH MOTION

LIVE
AS THEY

HAPPEN

patents pending

The ACT-0-MATIC projector features exclusive

"dual-position" operation. When used in the

horizontal position, it operates as a standard

overhead projector. Simple 1 -second conversion

to its vertical position enables you to project

actual test tubes, electrolysis cells, meters and
other science apparatus. As the demonstration

Is performed, it is projected LIVE on the screen

in large, vivid detail. Tested demonstrations and
prepared transparencies are available in chem-
istry, physics and biology.

TEST TUBES
Used in demonstrations of

color reactions, crystalliza-

tions, titrations, precipita-

tions, etc.

ELECTROLYSIS CELLS
Vivid demonstrations of

electrolysis and electro-

plating allow students to

study every detail.

ELECTROSCOPE
Its magnified action can

be observed by even the

farthest student.

Milli-ammeter/voltmeter

can be projected on the

screen while in operation.

WRITING ATTACHMENT
Notes, diagrams, etc. are

projected as you write

them. 100 ft. roll of reuse-

able film is supplied.

METERS

^
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DUAL-POSITION PROJECTOR

LABORATORY
FURNITURE CO., INC.

Old Country Road, Mineola, N.Y.
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TRADE DIREaORY FOR THE AUDIOVISUAL FIELD

KEY: (P)—produMrs, Imporlars. (M)^4nanufacnirw>. (D)—d«al*rs, distributors, film rantal llbrorUs, proi*<tlon swvicas.

Whva a primary sourca also effars diract rantol sarvlcas, tha doubia symbol (PO) appaars.

FILMS

Assaclatlon Films, Inc. (PO)

Dlitrlbutor of Fr*o-Loan and Rental Filmt.

Haodquartars:

347 Maditon Ava., N. Y. 17, N. Y.

Ragional LIbrarlas:

Broad of Elm, Ridgaflald, N. J.

361 Hillflrovo Avo,, La Granga, III,

799 STOvanion St., Son Franciico, Col.

1108 Jockion St., Dollai 2, Tax.

Audlvlslon Longuoga Taoching Sarvlca (PD)
Suite 18S2—100 Church St., New York 7, N. Y.

The Spanish Initructo-Film Series.

Australian Naws and Information Buraou (PD)
634 Fifth Ave., New York 20, N. Y.

Avis Films (PD)
P. O. Box 643, Burbonk, Calif.

ray Studios, Inc. (PD)
729 Seventh Ave., New York 19, N. Y.

Sroadman Films (PD)
127 Ninth Ave., North, Noshvilla 3, Tann.

Chapal Films (PO)
Div. McMurry Audio Electronics, Inc.

P. O. Box 179, Culver City, ColH.

Colonial Willlomsburg, Film
Distribution Section (PD)
Williamsburg, Va.
Free historical materials catalogue

Ceronat Instructionol Films (P)
Coronet BIdg., Chicago 1, Ml.

Family Films, Inc. (PD)
S823 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38. Colli.

Film Rasaarch Company (PD)
Onemio, Minnesota
Forest Indian and Science Films

Idaoi Picturas, Inc. (D)

Homo Officat

58 E. South Water St., Chicago 1. III.

Branch Exchangas:
1840 Akatroz Ave., Berkeley 3, Col.

2221 S. Olive St., Los Angeles 7. Col

714—18th Street, Denver 2. Colo.

SS NE t3th St., Miami 32, Flo.

S2 Auburn Ave., N. E., Atlanlo 3, Go.
1370 S. Beretonio St., Honolulu, H.

58 E. South Water St., Chicago 1, III.

15 E. Marylond St., Indianapolis 4, Ind.

616 S. 5th St., louisville 2, Ky.

1303 Prytonia Street, New Orleons 13, lo.

102 W. 25lh St., Baltimore 18. lo.

42 Melrose St., Boston 16, Moss.

15924 Grand River Ave.. Detroit 27, Mich.

3400 Nicollet Ave., Minneopolis 8, Minn.

1402 Locust St., Kansas City 6, Mo.
3743 Grovois, St. Louis 16, Mo.
6509 N. 32nd St., Omaha 1, Neb.
1558 Main St., Buffalo 9, N. Y.

233-9 W. 42nd St., New York 36. N. Y.

2110 Payne Ave., Cleveland 14, Ohio.
1201 S. W. Morrison, Portland 5. Ore.

119 Ninth St., Pittsburgh 22, Pa.

18 S. Third St., Memphis 3, Tenn.

2434 S. Horwood, Dollos 15, Tex.

Brighom Young Univ., Prove, Utoh.

219 E. Main St., Richmond 19, Vo.
4401 W. North Ave., Milwaukee 8. Wis.

Intarnotional Film Buraou ( PD I

332 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 4, III.

Knowladga Buildars (Classroom Films) IPO I

Visuol Education Center BIdg.,

Florol Pork, N. Y.

For information about Trade Di-

rectory advertising rates, write

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN & AUDIO-
VISUAL GUIDE, 2000 Lincoln Park
West BIdg., Chicago 14, III.

Unltad World Films, Inc. (PD)
1445 Pork Ave., New York 29, N. Y.
S42 S. Dearborn St., Chicago 5, III.

6610 Melrose Ave., Los Angeles 38, Coi.
287 Techwood Dr., NW, Atlanta. Go.
2227 Bryan St., Dallas, Tex.
S023 N. E. Sandy Blvd.. Portland 13. Ore.
1311 N E Bovshore Dr., Miami. Flo.

FILMSTRIPS

Broodmon Filmstrlps (PD)
127 Ninth Ave., North, Nosnvllle 3, Tone.

Christian Education Press Filmstrips (PO)
Religious Subjects
1505 Race St., Philadelphia 2. Po.

Family Filmstrips, Inc. (PD)
5823 Santo Monica Blvd.. Hollywood 38. Collf.

Enrichment AAatariols Inc. (PDI
746 Fifth Ave., New York 1 N v

Pothascopa Educational Films, Inc. (PD)
71 Weymon Ave., New Rochelle, N. Y.
AudiO'Visuol Foreign Language Material

Society for Visual Education IPO)
1345 Diversey Parkway, Chicago li

Teaching Aids Sarvlca. Inc. (POI
towell Ave. & Cherry lone, fio'ai 'a-k. N. Y
31 Union Sauare West, New York 3

Visual Education Consultonts. tnc (PO)
VEC Weekly News Filmstrips

2066 Helena St.. Moditen. Wis

FILMSTRIP. SLIDE A OPAQUE PROJECTORS

OuKona Corporation
St. Charles, Illinois

(Ml

FILM EDITING EQUIPMENT

Trald Corporation ( PD

)

P. O. Box 648, Encino, Calif.

Professionol Portoble Hot Splicers

ELECTRONIC TRAINING KITS

Alllad Radio Corporation (MDI
100 N. Western Ave.. Chicogo 80. III.

FLAGS, BANNERS, BUTTONS, TROPHIES

Aca Flog & Pennant Company (M)
224 Hodaon Ra.. WooOmere. 1. 1.. N. Y.
All sizes—U.S., U.hJ., State, Foreign, immed. del.
Pennants, decals, auto-bumper labels, etc.

GLOBES — Gaographlcol

Oanoyar-Gappart Company (PO)
5235 Rovenswood Ave., Chicago 40, III.

BIOLOGICAL MODELS A CHARTS

Danoyar-Gappart Company
5235 Rovenswood Ave., Chlcose 40, III.

LABORATORY SERVICES

Byron Motion Picturas, Incorporotad
1226 Wisconsin Ave., Wasningron, D. C.
Complete 16mm & 35mm loborotory services.

MOTION PICTURE PROJECTORS A SUPPLIES

Ball • Hawaii Co. (M)
7117 McCormick Road, Chicago 45. III.

Eastmon Kodak Company (M)
Rochester 4, New York

Victor Division, Kalart Co. (Ml
Ploinville, Conn.

MAPS — Googrophicol, Historical

Danoyar-Gappart Company
5235 Ravenswooo Ave,, Chicago 40, HI-

MICROSCOPES $. SHOES

Danoyar-Gappart Company
5235 Ravenswooo Ave.. Chicogo 40, III.

PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT

Comoro Equipment Co., inc. (MD)
315 W. 43rd St., New York 36, N. Y.
6510 Santo Monica Blvd., Hollywood, Col.

Comoro Equipment Co., Inc., of Florida (MO)
1335 E. Tenth Ave.. Hioleoh, Flo

PROJECTION TABLES

Advance Products Company (PD)
2300 E. Douglas Ave., Wichito, Kans,
Complete Line of Projection Tables

READING IMPROVEMENT

Psychotachnics, Inc.

105 W. Adorns St., Chicago 3, III.

Mfgrs. of SHADOWSCOPE Reading Poce>

RECORDS

Academic Racording instituta (ARI)
18 E. 50th St., New York 22, N. Y.
(Noted Scholars on Records or Topes)

Broadmon Films (PD)
127 Ninth Ave., North, Noshvilla 3. Tenn.

Curriculum Motariols Canter (PD)
5128 Venice Blvd., Los Angeles 19, Col.
Records, Tape Recordings, Filmstrips, Books

Enrichment Materials Inc. (POI
246 Fifth Ave., New York 1. N. Y

Folkwoys Records A Sarvlca Corp.
117 W. 46th St.. Now York, N. Y

Heirloom Records (PD)
Brookhoven, N. Y.

(History through Ballads & Folksongs)
Monitor Recordings, Inc. (PD)

413 W. 50th St., New York 19, N. Y.
Russian, French, Spanish Longuoge Moteriols

Music Educotlon Record Corp. IP)
PC. Box 445, Englewood, N. I

(The Complete Orchestro demonstrotedl

Spanish Music Cantar, Inc. (PD)
127 W. 48th St., New York 36, N. Y.

(SMC Language Records Center)

RECORDS—TAPES

Pothoscopo Educational Films, Inc. (PD)
71 Weymon Ave., New Rochelle, N. Y.
Audio. Visual Foreign Language Materlol

RECORDERS — PLAYERS

Allied Rodio Corporation (MDI
100 N. Western Ave.. Chicago 80. III.

SCREENS

Radiont Manufacturing Co.
8220 No. Austin Ave., Morton Grove, III.

SLIDES
Kay; Kodachromo 3x2. 31/4 x 41/4 or

Coloniol Williamsburg, Film
Distribution Section
Williamsburg, Vo.
(2x2 color slides in sets)

Kaystona View Co.
weodville. Pa

Masron's Travels, Inc.

3801 North Piedros. El Paso.

(PD)

(PO-41

(PD-3)

SOUND SYSTEMS

Allied Radio Corporcttion (*
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, III.
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New Equipment and Materials

For addresses of the sources supplying

information on wliich tliese listings are

based, refer to Directory of Sources,

page 574. For more information about

any of the equipment and materials an-

nounced here, use the enclosed reader

service postcard.

CAMERAS, Movie, TV
New Kodali 16mm Professional Reflex
Special has a mirrored shutter that

permits cameraman to see what he is

getting at all times. Modular design
permits instant interchange of syn-
chronous and variable speed motor

Kodali Reflex

drive, or time lapse mechanism. 400'

magazine; 1200' optional. 100' rolls

accommodated internally in space re-

served for future magnetic recorder
unit. Automatic telltales against mal-
function. 25mm f/1.4 Ekton standard,
others available from 10mm to 150mm,
also 17.5:75mm zoom. Visual focus,

magnification to 20:1. Base price $1895.

EK

See local dealer

CAMERAS, Still

Polaroid J33, takes 2%x3%" pictures.

Automatic exposure and focus. PO-
LAROID.

For more Information circle
No. 101 on return postal card.

MAKE YOUR

OWN SLIDES

on your own

TYPEWRITER

by ufing

RADIO-MATS

Regular iize 3V4x4 or the New Duplex 2x2.
Sold by Audio - Visual, Piioto & Theotre
Supply Dealeri. For FREE SAMPLE write—

RADIO-MAT SLIDE CO., Dspt. V,
777 Oakridgs Blvd., Daytona B«ach, Fia.

CAMERA ACCESSORIES
Multiple Print Easel masks 8x10" en-

larging paper to make from 2 to 8
prints per sheet, which is processed as
a unit then cut apart. OCTO.

For more information circle
No. 102 on return postal card.

10,000-Speed Polaroid Film for spe-
cialized low-light-level high-s peed
photography. High contrast and grainy
structure limit its use for general
photography. Packed in 12 roll car-

tons, $27.12 per box. POLAROID
For more information circle
No. 103 on return postal card.

PROJECTORS, Still

Audioslldes carry a sound recording of

up to 3 minutes right on 3y4x3%"
slide, projected sight-and-sound either
front or rear, color or b&w 35mm
film clips, 36-capacity automatic slide

magazine; interchangeable lenses
(37mm, 3", 4", 7" and 11"). Transistor-
ized amplifier, built-in speaker, wt
under 15 lb. Slides may be mass pro-
duced or on individual do-it-yourself
basis. GRAY.

For more information circle
No. im on return postal card.

"Balomatic" Slide Projector, semi-auto-
matic, handles all 2x2 formats in 40-

slide-capacity trays; pop-up editing
without removing tray; no popping
out of focus; 4" f/3.5 lens. With cor-
rugated carrying case, $79.50. Deluxe
case $12.95; accessory lenses—5" f/3.5

with iris diaphragm $19.50; 7" f/3.5

$29.50; zoom lens $49.50. B&L
For more information circle
No. 105 on return postal card.

m fILM DOCIORS^

SPECIALISTS
in the science of

FILM

REJUVENATION.
RAPIOWEIO Process for:'

• Scratch-Renioval

• Abrasions -Dirt • "Rain"

Send for Free Brochure

rapid
FILM TECHNIQUE

Gray Audioslides
Founded 1940

)7-02C 27th St., Long island City I.N.Y.

FORSE ^^ ^'^ DARKENING

DRAPES AND SHADES

for Classrooms and Auditoriums

Forse Drapes and Shades meet every Inexpensive . . . Guaranteed (er

requirement for light control and room ID years . . . Used threu{hout

darkening. Choice of decorative colors. the United States since 1917.

DETACH AND MAIL THIS COUPON

Ji'f̂ AS* MANUFACTURING COMPANY
2347 Sullivan Ave. • St. louis 7, Mo.

Send free tamplet and literature.

[NAME _^

institution

[address

CITV .70NE STATE
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PROJECTION
ACCESSORIES

Balomatic Remote Control cord now
operates at 30 ft., double the former
distance. Fits models 300, 305 and 500

without modification. $7.95. B&L
For more information circle

No, lOti on return postal card.

Improved "Educator" Screen. New
models in the "Educator" line include
a special wall screen and a combina-
tion ceiling-wall type. The tripod

models may now be set at either 116"

classroom height or dropped to the
tripod level for on-stage use. RADI-
ANT.

For more Information circle
No. 107 on return postal card.

Seamless Lenticular Silver Fabric
Screen up to 70x70". Wall mount
$57.95; portable tripod $84.95. DALITE.

For more Information circle
No. 108 on return postal card.

SOUND, Equipment &
Accessories

Citizens Band Ceramic Microplione
with push-to-talk switch and 5' coiled

extension cord. Model B-213AC $16.75.

Crystal element X-213 $16.25. Switch-
less $13.75. With mounting bracket.
AMMIKE.

For more information circle
No. 10!) on return postal card.

Monophonic No. 88, transcription player,

4-speed. built-in 45rpm chuck. Astatic
tone-arm accommodates 16" transcrip-

tions; 4-tube AC 12-watt peak ampli-
fier; 2 speakers, variable controls; ear-

phone jack and two for external
speakers; modernly styled case.

$124.60. AUDIOMASTER.

For
No.

more information circle
110 on return postal card.

MICROBIOLOGY
Source Data Information on all phenomena.
Mature single-purpose films presenting the
most significant microbiological phenomena
disclosed in living organisms by the Nobel
winning Phase-Contrast method.

Write for descriptive folders

ARTHUR T. BRICE
Phase Films Sonoma, California

Mus-O-Matic Tape Player has an auto-
matic self-reversing feature that per-
mits 6 hours of continuous play with-
out repetition; 10%" reel accommo-
dated; 3-motor mechanism with
hysteresis synch capstan motor; forced
air cooling; differential magnetic
braking; designed for standard rack
mounting. Stereo or monaural $395:
pre-amps extra, monaural $49.50;

stereo $75; less carrying case.

INTERAD.

For more Information circle
No. Ill on return postal card.

Traid Professional Portable Hot Splicer

THE ONLY
PROFESSIONAL
PORTABLE

HOT SPLICER
WITH A
BUILT-IN

CARBIDE SCRAPER
BLADE

BLADE GUARANTEED FOR LIFE!*

Model 135 (for 35 or 16 mm film) 8329.50
Model 116 (for 16 or 8 mm film) $229.50
Scraper Pat. No. 2544082
See your photographic dealer or write to Traid Corporation for Specifica-

tion Sheet No. 7.
.^p^|p CORPORATION

17136 Ventura Blvd., Encino, Calif., Telephone TRiangle 3-3373 or STale 8-2210

'Guorontee: Should blade ever need sharpening, Traid will sharpen for nominol handling
charge of $1.00.

LANGUAGE LAB.
Sight and Sound Language Station
combines rear - projected filmstrip
with record player; four headphones;

Viewlex Lang-Station

separate controls for built-in speaker
for group use. 15x15x5", wt 13 lb.

$149.50. VIEWLEX.

For more information circle
No. 112 on return postal card.

Lang-lab on Wheels rolls into classroom
and plugs into wall outlet, for use by
up to ten students for listen-respond
language instruction. Includes a tape

H^IISH
I:,,;.:.:,:,.. J

»^^if|
%

7
iHktjVJE^k. .«.

-"^

RCA Lang-Lab

recorder-player, 10 plug-in headsets
with a transistorized earphone ampli-
fier and attached boom microphone,
and a 10-position rotary switch per-

mitting the instructor to talk with an
individual student. RCA.

For more information circle

No. ll:{ on return postal card.

BIOLAB TECHNIQUES
New filnistrips in color will aid the busy
teacher in teaching students the safe and
proper methods of using laboratory equip-
ment, preparing collections and dissecting
specimens. Through the use of photos and
drawings, these filmstrips present the fun-
damental points of each technique, allow-
ing the teacher to elaborate and modify
whcre\er he chooses.

USING THE MICROSCOPE
COLLECTING INSECTS
DISSECTING THE FROG

Each filmstrip in color S5.00
Complete set of three S14.50

Catalog will be sent'upon request

FILMSLIDE SERVICE
?505 Fairmonnt A»e . El Cernto 8. Calit
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AUTOMATED
INSTRUCTION

"Instructron M61" uses a combination
35mm frame and aural instructions on

standard dictating machine disc, pack-

aged in composite envelope that is

fed into the machine. Can be paced
either automatically or controlled

manually. $425. AMSYS.
For more Information circle

No. 114 on return postal card.

MISCELLANEOUS EQUIP.
Attache Case Copier, wt 12 lb, is de-

signed to bring photocopying within
reach of the field worker or traveling

supervisor. 17 ''2x13x5". Copies any
original up to 9" wide and any length.

Cut sheet negatives and paper are

stored in top of case. Self-contained
8watt fluorescent light. $149.50. Spe-
cial "Contura" model which copies

also from books. $199.50. ANKEN.
For more Information circle
No. 11.5 on return postal card.

Contoura Portable Photocopy Unit fol-

lows any contour, copies from bulky
books with margin to margin cover-
age, wall mounted, even from copy
on wood. Constat developing unit

completes the team. Contoura Re-
search, for material up to 8x10" $50.50;

Constat $86.95. Contoura Legal, up to

SHxH $76. Constat $86.95 (up to 14"

wide). Contoura Magna up to 14x18"
$125. Carrying cases and accessories
extra. OZALID.

No. lift on return postal card.
For more information oircle

-7 ,

'>

coMPcb
professional quality reels and cans

are preferred by...

COMPCO corporation
IBOO N Spaulding Ave.. Chicago 4?

Only Compco offers "a new dimension in ;

quality" recognized and accepted by leaders
,

in the movie malting industry. Compco's su- -

periority is attributed to a new. major
advance in film reel construction—result-
ing in truly proiessional reels that run
truer, smoother, providing lifetime protec-
tion to valuable film. Compco reels and,
cans are finished in a scratch-resistant',
baked-on enamel, and are available in al)/
16 mm. sizes—400 ft. thru 2300 ft. For details
and prices write to:

Dr. Irene Cypher, Associate I'rofcKxoi- oi Hihication nl New York University,

past-President of the METROPOLITAN AUDIO VISUAL ASSOCIATION, and A-V Editor of

Instructor Magazine, demonstrates the unique advantages of the NoRELCO

'Continental' Tape Recorder to a group of student teachers at N.Y.U. Selection of the

NORELCO for inclusion in the exhibits in N.Y.U.'s "Model Classroom" was based upon

performance standards of fidelity, reliability, versatility and functional simplicity.

^/Vore/cNow... 2 ^mnlotelco Recorders...
CONTINENTAL 'SOO"

4-Track Stereo Playback, Monophonic Record-Playback * Comes complete with
preamp-amplifier, wide-range Noreico speaker and dynamic microphone • 3
speeds • Headphone facilities for ^auditioning' student as he records • Rugged
construction for constant classroom use • Mixing and sound-on-sound facili-

ties * Accidental erasure prevention.

CONTINENTAL '400'

4Track Stereo Record-Ploybock, Monophonic Record-Playback • Completely
self-contained, including dual recording and playback preamplifiers, duol
power amplifiers, 2 wide-range Noreico speakers and stereo dynamic micro-

phone • 3 speeds • Mixing, monitoring and sound-on-sound facilities.

Write for illustrated and detailed brochure.

Mk> \I \K^ l.of Plugge, Chairman of the Department of Speech and Dramatic

Arts at Adelphi College in New York, finds her Norelco 'Continental' tape

recorder an essential tool in speech instruction. Says Mrs. Plugge, "My Norelco

tape recorder is valuable to me for a number of reasons. There is an impressive

tone quality in its reproduction of sound. Concomitant with this is the aid of the

mechanical pause button which allows me to stop to analyze progress without turn-

ing off the machine." The Norelco 'Continental' is a product of North American

Philips Co., Inc., High Fidelity Products Division, Dcpt. ISJO, 250 Duffy Avenue,

Hicksville, Long Island, New York.
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LISTEN AND READ
PROGRAM

c W
j2lr5N J^.p

• ^^^^B

By LORENA ANDERSON,
EMERALD. DECHANT,
FLOYD THOMAS GULLION,
and STANFORD E. TAYLOR

"Words can make you use your senses.
They can make you taste, touch, smell,
feel, and see. Listen to these sentences,
and sec which sense you are asked to use."
Attention is at a peak as students listen

to the narrator and write their responses
in workbooks.

The LLSTEN AND READ program con-
sists of a series of thirty tapes with accom-
panying workbook exercises and is designed
to help junior and senior high school stu-

dents to improve their reading and lis-

tening ahilit>' simultaneously.

The LISTEN AND READ tapes begin by
illustrating the relationship of listening,

reading, and language. Subsequent tapes
help the student to better understand
words, sentences, paragraphs, and finally

whole stories and articles. The last group
of tapes emphasizes critical listening and
the enjoyment of various forms of literature.

Request brochure C-4.5 from

Educational Developmental
Laboratories

Huntington, New York

Opinion Meter, adaptable fo. measuring
positive or negative respor.se in class-
room or auditorium presentations to
audiences from 10 to 10.000, registers
the percentage of the group respond-
ing. REXMET

For more intormatlon etrcia
No. IIT on return postal card.

Realia Display Boards. Real objects of
almost any weight may be displayed
on the equivalent of flannel or felt
board by means of the unique "Hook
N' Loop" method. Carries from 5 to
10 lb per square inch of tape, either
pressure-sensitive backed or plain
for mounting with a special adhesive.
MAYER.

For more Information circle
No. IIK on return postal card.

Storage for stencils and offset-plates
that are saved for re-use is provided
in "Stenfil" metal cabinets. 50 plates
take up only an indexed 3" of shelf
space. $24.95. FOTO-FIELD.

For more information circle
No. 11!) on return postal card.

Sloping top Projector Stand tilts over-
head projector 13 (from 19% to 14").

Two 18x24" shelves; top covered with
hard rubber ribbed pad; 4" casters.
Model 1000-49. $31.95. ADVANCE.

For more information circle
No. ISO on return postal card.

WLiNG Pictures
Write for New Catalog

and Price List of

OA TOP QUALITY^^ COLOR FILMS
(New Address)

509 S. Beverly Drive
BEVERLY HILLS, CALIF.

Materials
KEY TO ABBREVIATIONS

mp—motion pictur*
fs—filmstrip
si—slide

r«c—recording
L~—33-1/3 r.p.m. microgroove record
minominates (running time)
fr—frames (filmstrip pictures)
si—silent

sd—sound
R—rent
b&w—block & white
col-^color
Pri—Primary
Int-^lntermediate
JH—Junior High
SH—Senior High
C—College
A—Adult
prog—programmed learning materials

AGRICULTURE
Correction Two films listed in the Blue
Book, Fence Building the Modem
Way and Modem Trends in Swine
Production should be obtained from
United States Steel Corporation, 525
William Penn Place, Pittsburgh 30,

Pa. We regret the confusion in code
designations that caused this error.

For more information circle
No. l:il on return postal card.

Durham — Standard of Quality mp
NDSWC col loan. Crop cycle from
planting to manufacture into spa-
ghetti. The state's specialty wheat
crop. EL-A

For more information circle
No. 122 on return postal card.

Tlie Dust is Dying mp USDA 13%min
col b&w. Six farmers and ranchers
tell what they are doing to prevent
recurrence of the depression years'
"Dust Bowl." JH SH A

Write direct

Miracles from Agriculture mp USDA
13Hmin col. b&w apply. A report on
today's farming and ranching, market-
ing, processing, storing, transporting,
and merchandising food and other
agricultural products. Role of re-
search. JH SH A

Write direct

offers tfie industry's

^j,^ most complete line of

PROJECTION and TRANSPORTATION TABLES
Folding and Non-
folding Models for

Triinsportation by auto
Classroom film projection
Classroom television viewing
L braries—churches
University and institutional use
Office supply carriers
Photographers' equipment
Office machine demonstrations

WHEEUT designers, engineers
and craffsmen hove at their

first objective the continued
creation of the finest trans-
portation and projection tables
mode. Sold throughout the
world. Ask your dealer or write

GRUBER PRODUCTS CO. Toledo, 6-A Ohio
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ARTS & CRAFTS
Alfred Pellen fs STANBOW col $5.

Work of the Quebec artist. Evaluated
ESAVG 9/61. NFBC production. SH
C A

For more information circle

No. 123 on retnrn postal card.

Discovering Sculpture mp BAILEY 10

min b&w $60 r$4. Small boys enjoy
creating things out of mud, stones,

sticks, etc. Uninhibited creativity. TT
Pri

For more Information circle
No. VH on return postal card.

CINEMA ARTS
Orient-Occident: Aspects of an Exhibi-

tion mp US-UNESCO 21min b&w
loan. Exhibit at Cernuschi Museum,
Paris, 1958-9, of art from many parts

of the world. The theme—time and
distance do not void the artistic con-
tributions of widely different periods.

SJ C A
For more Information circle
No. 125 on return postal card.

BUSINESS EDUCATION
Steno Speed 4rec ARCO with guide
book for home study at gradually in-

creasing speed 50-130 words per min-
ute. $5.95. SH C A

For more information circle
No. 136 on return postal card.

^^utrmmtfy

ALL-PURPOSE TACHIS-
TOSCOPE ATTACHMENT

Usable with any make of projector, it is

ddjustoble in hsight. Speeds are 1 / 1 00,

1/50, 1/25, 1/10, 1/5, 1/2, and 1 sec.

time and bulb. Complete with release cable.

Price $92.00

(Note: Projector not included.)

Also manufacturers of the most complete

line of Tochistoscopes, Special Projection

Devices, Front-View Screens, Electric Timers,

Stopwatches, and Speed Reading Instru-

ments.

Request our audio-visual catalog.

LAFAYETTE INSTRUMENT COMPANY
Box 57

LafayetJe, Indiana

ACTUAL SIZE

This
microphone
is different -

it's

wireless!
We call it the Vega-Mike.* It looks somewhat
like an ordinary lavaliertype microphone.

But there is no trailing cable to restrict your

movement. Nothing to get entangled, to kink

or cause awkward interruptions.

The wireless Vega-Mike frees you to walk

anywhere in the auditorium or classroom,

face any direction, even turn your back to the

audience . . . yet have every word you speak

distinctly amplified.

It's a one-piece unit, so lightweight (only 7'/2

ounces) you're hardly aware of wearing it.

Its size is only 1 " by 5V4" long. Within these

miniature dimensions are contained a mercury-

cell battery power supply, a fully professional

broadcast-quality dynamic microphone, and a

transistorized wide- band FM transmitter.

The Vega-Mike transmits through the air to

its matching specially designed portable

receiver, which is simply connected to a public-

address system amplifier, tape recorder, or

other similar equipment.

Lavalier Vega-Mike Hand-held Vega-Mike Vega-Mike Receiver

Designed and manufactured in the United

States, the Vega-Mike Wireless Microphone

System is sold worldwide only through franchised

Vega dealers. For a free six page brochure

describing this equipment, and for the name
of the closest Vega dealer (who'll be pleased to

give you a no-obligation demonstration)

write to VEGA ELECTRONICS CORPORATION,
P.O. Box 145-D, Cupertino, California.

VEGA ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
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INSTANT

LABEL-

MAKER for

office & shop
Plastic RAISED-LETTER

labels In seconds!
You can now make profes-

sional embossed labels on-

the-spot. Dial words, numbers
. . . letters come up instantly,

crisp white against a colored

background. Self-sticking. .

.

use anywhere. Model M-5
TAPEWRITER*. . . $24.95.
At your dealer or wholesaler.

Or write for free literature

and sample.

'Trademark of DYMO INDUSTRIES, INC.
For information, write Dept. ES-10

2950 . 7th Street • Berkeley 10, Colifornio

EDUCATION
The Big Classroom mp NEA 30min col

$135 b&w $35. Teachers tour Europe
under NEA sponsorship. Learn as

they go; bring back better under-
standing of other peoples and their

schools. TT A C

For more Information circle
No. 137 on return postal card.

Books for All mp US-UNESCO lOmin
b&w loan. Combatting illiteracy in
India. (UNESCO). Also, same theme,
Indonesia Builds a Better Life. SH A
C

For more Information circle
No. 1S8 on return postal card.

The Dropout mp IFB 30min $150. Why
Joe left school and how this affected
his life, and that of the community.
Shows remedial reading and work
experience programs. TT A C

For more information elrcle
No. 120 on return postal card.

SCIENCE FILMSTRIPS
SINCE 1931 SINCE 1931

MADE BY TEACHERS FOR TEACHERS j

I0L06Y ATOMIC INtRGY
PHYSICS GENERAL SCIENCE

CHEMISTRY MICROBIOLOGY
•IKE SAFETY BUS SAFETY

Science filmitripi available
under NDEA—Title III.

VISUAL SCIENCES
Bo« 5991 Suffern. New York

KEEPS THE CLASS"HrA|JC Up"

Conduct your "Visual Aid Classes" in a

fully lighted room. Eliminate projector

noise and sight distraction.

Lenscreen rear projection holds attention

. . . allows the taking of notes . . .facili-

tates supervision while slides or films

are being shown.

Gives sharp, clear pictures in block and
white or full fidelity color.

There's a Lenscreen to fit your specific

teaching need.

Send for the LENSCREEN information kit,

today. No obligation, of course.

POLACOAT, INCORPORATED
9710 Conklin Road Blue Ash, Ohio

FEATURE FILMS
Adventure in Space mp PRUN 19min

col $200 b&w $90. A "space rocket"
takes two boys on an imaginary jour-
ney. Pri. Elem.

For more Information circle
No. 130 on return postal card.

British Feature Films 5mp IDEAL ap-
ply. RKO International Film Festival

for Television, Titles: The Bridal
Path; Happy is the Bride; The Man
Upstairs; The Truth About Women
(Laurence Harvey, Eva Gabor); The
Smallest Show on Earth. A

For more Information circle
No. 131 on return postal card.

Feature Films from India 3mp IDEAL
apply. English dubbed over original

Bengalese track. Titles: Aparajito

—

the Unvanquished; Father Panchali
(5 festival winner); The World of
Apu. C A

No. 132 on return postal card.
For more Information circle

Frencli Feature Films 6mp IDEAL ap-
ply. RKO International Film Festival

for Television. Titles: Folies Bergere
(Technicolor); Riff-Raff; The Schem-
er; The Slave; Typhoon Over Naga-
saki; Woman of Evil; definitely adult
themes and treatment. A

For more Information circle
No. 133 on return postal card.

Italian Feature Films 14mp IDEAL
English sound tracks. Apply. RKO's
"International Film Festival for Tele-
vision." Generally adult themes and
treatment. Titles; Andrea Chenier;
Bread, Love and Dreams; The City
Stands Trial; Green Magic; Love in

the City; Lure of the Sila; The Path
of Hope; The Red Cloak; Too Young
For Love; Venice, the Moon, and You;
The Voice of Silence; The Wayward
Wife; The Wide Blue Road; Without
Pity. A C

For more Information circle
No. 134 on return postal card.

PHOTOGRAPHY
THE INCISIVE ART

A series of five 30 minute films fea-

turing Ansel Adams noted Amer-

ican photographer

Individual Titles:

Photography as an Art

Points of View

Technique

Professional Photography

The Language of the Camera Eye

For purchase or rental information
write to:

NET Film Service

„2[^^ Audio-Visual Center
^*^ Indiana University

Bloomington, Indiana
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HEALTH, SAFETY
Air Tanker Attack mp USDA 20min

col apply. Training film on handling

of the air tanker in forest fire fight-

ing. A C

Write direct

Facts About Figures mp NYSDH 15min
col loan. Case history of effect of

overweight on general health and
how weight may be safely and com-
fortably reduced and controlled. SH
A

For more information circle

No. 1.S5 on return postal card.

Helicopters in Fire Control mp USDA
I3'/4min col apply. Training film on
uses of the small helicopter and its

coordination with other fire fighting

resources. JH SH A
Write direct

INDUSTRIAL ARTS
(incl. graphics)

Construction Blueprint Reading
Through Sight and Sound 12 rec LP
and manual NATEC $9.90 additional

manuals ea $1.50. Designed for build-

ing tradesmen, contractors and staff,

buyers, home owners and executives.

Foreign language versions in prep-
aration. A

For more Information circle
No. 11)6 on return postal card.

INDUSTRY,
TRANSPORTATION

Uranium fs STANBOW 52fr col

captioned $5. Canadian mining and
processing. Atomic science. Peacetime
uses. NFBC. JH SH C

For more Information circle
No. 137 on return postal card.

Plan
your

UNITED
NATIONS "^1

program
now!

• INTERNATIONAL ATOM
• THE CHARTER
• CHILDREN OF THE SUN

(UNICEF)

• WORKSHOP FOR PEACE
SEND FOR OUR CATALOG OF

OUTSTANDING UNITED NATIONS FILMS

Contemporary films

Dept. ES 267 W. 25th St.

N. Y. 1, N. Y, OR 5-7220

LANGUAGES
Aural Comprehension and Dictation

Exercises in Spanish TEAV 3sfs col

choice of LP $18.80 or 7V4ips tape

$27.50 per unit. Titles: La Ciudad, La
Fiesta. La Vida En La Isla De
Janitzio. Reviewed ESAVG 9/61. Pre-

pared with Regents and College

Board tests in mind. SH C

For more information circle

No. 138 on return postal card.

French for Elementary Grades 6sfs

JAM col LP set $49.50. Conversational

French recording accompanies un-
captioned pictures of child and adult

life, with adequate pause left for

student comprehension and repeti-

tion. El JH

For more information circle

No. 13!) on return postal card.

Latin Teenagers 4sfs STSCOP col 3.75

tape (four narrations on one tape)

$31.50. The life and interests of Mexi-
can youth narrated by the young peo-
ple themselves. School, home, fiesta,

sports. JH SH Evaluated ESAVG
9/61.

For more Information circle
No. 14U on return postal card.

Le Petit Chaperon Rouge mp FA 13min
col $140. The Red Riding Hood story
in beginning French. The same in
Spanish: Caperucita Roja.

For more information circle
No. 141 on return postal card.

HOW TO HAVE A

• Compact
^

• Orderly
^

• Efficient

FILMSTKIP
LIBRARY

Now^—
The Standard Filmstrip Library Plan makes
it easy for you to distribute and control

your filmstrips. )t is a simple, easy meth-

od of organizing your filmstrips by title,

subject matter and grade level. It's spoce-

saving, easy to use and a foot -proof

method of knowing where every film is

at all times-^-ond if out of file, who has

it, when it's due back.

• NO MORE LOST
FILMS.

• NO MORE TIME-

CONSUMING RECORDS.

Write for full infor-

mation or see your

Audio-Visual Dealer

JACK C. COFFEY CO., Inc.

710 Seventeenth St.

NORTH Chicago, III.

news from Da-Lite'

for regular

or overhead

projection!

^

UdK
\l « *# ^

SCREEN

with KEYSTONE ELIMINATOR
America's finest heavy duty portable
tripod screen. New Keystone Eliminator
holds top of screen 2" to 18" out from
vertical for optically correct overhead
projection. Sturdy, simple, easy to use.

Only tripod screen that will extend to

full square size with case in top posi-

tion without bowing.

Your choice of screen surfaces . . . flame
and mildew resistant V-3 Mat White or

V-4 White Magic Glass Beaded in 50"x
50", 60"x60" and 70"x70" screen sizes.

Also in 50"x50" size with Wonder-Lite
silver lenticular surface. Top quality,
heavy duty construction throughout.

New

Da-Lite

Keystone

Eliminator

Brackets

sturdy, inexpensive brackets turn your Da-
Lite wall mounted screen into an overtiead
projection screen. Brackets hold screen case
15" to 24" (adjustable) from wall to provide
correctly slantrng overhead projection sur-
face.

Write for complete information and
name of nearest Franchise Dealer!

Since 1909

Da-Lite Screen Co., Inc.

Warsaw, Indiana
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Safety in on Atomic Attack. (You & the Atomic
Bomb)

Story of the Atomic Bomb
Atomic Concepts (Ancient Ideas)

Atomic Concepts (Modern Views)

The Nucleus
The set of 5 FILMSTRIPS, 300 fromes.

Postpaid—Insured—$1 5.00

VISUAL SCIENCES
Box 599E, Suffarn, N. Y.

DRY TRANSFER LEHERING

Instant Lettering brings you the finest,

most meticulous lettering in the world
instantly—by instantaneous dry transfer

from type sheet to any smooth surface.

Just press and it's there.

No trace of adhesive to sully artwork.

Needs no equipment. Perfect on wood,
paper, card, glass, metal, film ... in

fact any smooth surface. The right

answer to the need for highest quality

lettering for display panels, roughs, signs,

labels, graphs, charts, TV cells.

10"x15" SHEET ONLY $1.50

How It works;
rub on letter with pencil . . . lift away sheet

Send for sample and complete type chart

ARTHUR BROWN & BRO.. inc.

2 W. 46th St.. New York 36. N. Y.

LANGUAGE ARTS
Beginning Grammar 8fs EBF col set

$48 e;i $8. Titles: Words That Name
Things; Words That Show Action;
What Is a Sentence?; Words Used In-

stead of Names; Words That Describe
Things; Words Telling How, When,
Where; Using Punctuation Marks;
Writing Conversation. Int

For more information circle
No. 14'^ on return postal card.

The Paragraph 4fs FH col captioned set

$20. Titles: The Paragraph Sense; De-
veloping a Topic; Unity and Coher-
ence; Transitions and Connectives.
JH SH

For more Inrormation circle
No. I4:{ on return postal card.

Farts of Speech 4fs FH col captioned
set $20. Titles: Eight Jobs—Eight
Kinds of Words; Nouns and Pro-
nouns; Verbs; Modifiers. Int JH

For more information circle
No. 144 on return postal card.

MATHEMATICS
Discovering Solids (series) 5 mp
CENCO 15min col $150 b&w $75. This
series begun in three productions an-
nounced in 1959 (Delta) has been
completed and expanded by the pres-
ent exclusive source. JH SH

For more information circle
No. 14.^ on return postal card.

MEDICAL & ALLIED
SCIENCES

Man in Flight mp UWF IBmin col

$119.15. USAF School of Medicine re-

search in biological and emotional
stress. Intensive training methods. C
A

For
No.

more Information circle
I4<> on return postal card.

An Overhead Projector

is only as Valuable as its

TOTAL USEFULNESS
in the Classroom

Available with your Key-
stone Overhead Projector

—

at reasonable cost—are these
prepared materials:

1 Science Transparencies
—a splendid series of stand-
ard (3V4 X 4 in.) slides on
Biology, Physics. General
Science. Health. Elementary
Science.

2. Social Studies Transpar-
encies, standard size,3y4x4".

3. Map Slides. 3y4 x 4 in.

4. Polaroid Transparen-
cies, 3V4 x 4 in.

5. Tachistoslides for teach-
ing Reading. Music, Type-
writing. Shorthand, Arith-
metic. Foreign Languages.

6. PRACTICAL USABLE
Handmade Slides and

Transparency Materials.
Etclied Glass Slides used
with ordinary lead pencil.

7. And Other Uses—pro-
jection of 2 in. and 2% in.

Slides, Strip Film, Micro-
scopic Slides, Tachistoscop-
ic Slides.

The KEYSTONE
Overhead Projector
and many of the
items listed are
available for pur-
chase in many states

under TITLE III

of the NDEA
KEYSTONE VIEW
CO., Meadville, Pa.

Since 1892, Produc-
ers of Superior Vis-

ual Aids.

MUSIC
Gypsy Dance mp PRUN 19min col $200
b&w $90. Authentic Hungarian gypsy
dances, presented in traditional set-

ting. JH-A

For more information circle
No. 147 on return postal card.

Richard Strauss: Ein Heldenleben rec

COLREC LP $4.98 stereo $5.98. Violin
solo: Anshel Brusilov. Eugene Or-
mondy and the Philadelphia Orches-
tra.

For more information circle

No. 148 on return postal card.

PRIMARY GRADE
MATERIALS

The Astronaut and Space Travel 4fs FH
col captioned set $20. Astronaut visits

the school. Titles: How an Astronaut
Lives in Space; How a Rocket Works;
How Gravity Works; How Space
Science Helps Us. Gr 1-4.

For more information circle

No. 149 on return postal card.

Clumsy Little Elephant mp PRUN
lOmin col $125 b&w $50. Cartoon
story of the baby elephant who just

couldn't seem to get things right. Pri.

For more information circle

No. 150 on return postal card.

Fasia Filmstrips 27 filmsllps COPP-
CLARK col 25 <fp $2.95, 2 @ $4.95.

Short strips of pictures, one set

captioned, the other not, to permit
young children to view them with
and without adult verbalization.

Stories, poems. Evaluated ESAVG
9/61. Pri.

For more information circle

No. 151 on return postal card.

RELIGION, ETHICS
Bible Adventure Films (series) 20mp
MOODY 13min b&w r$6. Titles: Ahab.
the Pouting King; Baby Moses; Call

of Samuel; Daniel in the Lion's Den;
David and Saul; Elijah and the

Prophets of Baal; Elisha and the

Syrian Army; Fiery Furnace; Gideon;
Jonah and the Big Fish; Joseph in

Egypt; Naaman. the Leper; Noah and
the Ark; Red Sea; Samson; Serpent
of Brass; Ten Commandments; Walls
of Jericho; Wisdom of Solomon. Each
of these Old Testament stories is

shown in direct application to present-

day experiences of boys and girls.

Pri-A

For more information circle

No. 153 on return postal card.

Daily Christian Living for Boys and
Girls 4sfs FAMILY col LP (2rec

guide) $25.50. Indiv fs $6.50 indiv rec

$3.50. Titles: Learning to Help at

Home; Learning About Money; Learn-
ing to Forgive; Learning to Over-
come Selfishness. A similar kit has
as titles: Learning to Get Along To-
gether; Learning About Sharing; Get-
ting Others to Like You; Learning
About Friendship. Elem.

For more information circle
No. la^ on return postal card.
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Gothic Cathedrals of Europe sfs KB
b&w LP $7 without record $6. SH C A

For more information circle
No. IM on return postal card.

Household of Faith mp ChC 28min col

r$12. Work of American mission
boards with those of other lands.
India, Thailand, Africa. SH A

For more Information circle
Xo. 155 on return postal card.

The Lamp of Father Cataldo mp PRUN
27min b&w $125. The rugged ad-
ventures of a Jesuit priest and a gold
prospector in early Idaho. Brian
Aherne. as the pioneer Catholic
missionary. JH-A

For more information circle
No. 156 on return postal card.

Our First Christmas Tree mp PRUN
27min b&w $125. At the Zion Church,
Cleveland, 1851, the Rev. Henry
Schawn, newly arrived from Europe
to talte over the pastorate, finds his
introduction of the tree and its shiny
start stirs up a storm of controversy.
Don Taylor stars. JH-A

For more information circle
No. 157 on return postal card.

NEW PUBLICATIONS

Audio-Visual Equipment Catalog de-
scribes several models of ultra-
powerful slide projectors for audi-
torium and outdoor applications.
GENARCO.

For more Information circle
No. 158 on return postal card.

Broadman Catalog 1961-62. Impressive
composite listing of many forms of
audiovisuals along with books and
church supplies. 76pp. Free. BROAD-
MAN.

For more information circle
No. 159 on return postal card.

Catalog of Flags, Pennants, Slides, etc.
1961-62. Coloful, free. ACE BANNER

For more Information circle
No. 16U on return postal card.

Color as Real as Life. Brochure on
CCTV including natural color and
large screen. Free. FAIRBANKS.

For more information circle
No. 161 on return postal card.

Editing for Better Movies 33pp Write
direct, Victor Animatograph Corp.,
Plainville, Conn.

Education in the United States of
America. Broad overview by U.S.
Office of Education. 134pp 50c. Order
direct from Superintendent of Docu-
ments. U.S. Govt. Printing Office,
Washington. D. C.

Educational Music Guide to over 300
Capitol records. 15 articles by music
education authorities. 721p send 25c
direct to Educational Dept., Capitol
Tower, Hollywood 28, Calif.

Write direct

Educators Guide to Free Filmstrips
(New). Worth many times its pur-
chase price $6. EDPROG.

Write direct

Stilc*a •letter
PROFESSIONAL

LETTERING

TECHNIQUE

Write for literature

Stik-a-letter Co. Rt. 2, box i4oo, EicondidoTcaiif.

UNITED
NATIONS

f i I m s + ri p s

"^^^

—

"

^^^^
•M

Filnistrip.s that graiiliically explain
the U. N.'s broad purposes, scope,
projects and achievements.

Produced by the U. N.

U. N. DAY . . . OCT. 24, 1961

Send for free catalog.

DISTRIBUTED BY

XT
N bOw

PRODUCTIONS,
Box A, Valhalla, N. Y.

Advertisement

HELPFUL BOOKS

ADMINISTERING AUDIO-VISUAL SERV-
ICES. By Carlton W. H. Erickson. Covari
administrative, supervisory, and tech-
nological problems, emphasixing com-
petent performance In all service as-
pects. 479 pp., illustrated. Macmlllan
Company, 60- 5th Ave., New York 11,
N. Y. $6.95.

THE AV INDEX A guide to instruction-

al material information covering the
use of Audio-Visual materials and
equipment. Single copy, $2.95. Quan-
tity prices: 2-9 copies, 10% discount;
10-20 copies, 20% discount. Postage
added if payment does not accom-
pany order. Audio-Visual Research
Institute, 1346 Broadvray, Detroit 26,
Michigan.

AUDIO - VISUAL MATERIALS: THEIR
NATURE AND USE. Revised Edition

By Walter Arno WIttich and Charles
f. Schuller. 570 pp. 249 Illustrations

14 Color Plates. Harper A Brothers
49 E. 33rd St., New York 16. N. Y.

1957. $6.30.

EDUCATORS GUIDE TO FREE FILM-
STRIPS. Compiled and Edited by Mary
Foley Horkhelmer and John W. Difior.

Thirteenth Annual Edition, 1961. Edu-
cators Progress Service, Dept. AVG,
Randolph, Wis. $6.00.

EDUCATORS GUIDE TO FREE TAPES,
SCRIPTS, AND TRANSCRIPTIONS. Com-
piled and Edited by Walter A. Wittlch.

Ph.D., and Gertie Hanson Hoisted,

M. A. Seventh Annual Edition. 1961.
Educators Progress Service, Dept
AVG, Randolph, Wis. $5.75.

EDUCATORS GUIDE TO FREE FILMS.

Compiled and Edited by Mary Foley
Horkhelmer and John W. Difior. Edu-
cational Consultant, John Guy Fowl-
kes. 21st Annual Edition, 1961. Edu-
cators Progress Service, Dept. AVG,
Randolph, Wis. $9.00,

STANDARDS OF PHOTOPLAY AP-
PRECIATION. A Course of Study In

Photoplay Appreciation. By William
Lewin and Alexander Frozier. Illus-

trated. Educational & Recreational
Guides, Inc., 10 Bralnerd Rood, Sum-
mit, New Jersey. $4.75,
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Eyegate Filmstrip Catalog: 1961-62
School Year. 34pp free. EYEGATE.

For more information circie
No. 162 on return postal card.

Films for Human Relations. Annotated
and classified bibliography of 200 mo-
tion pictures, including 32 full length
feature films, dealing with inter-

group relations. 60pp 1961 50 cents.

Order direct from American Jewish
Committee. Film Division. Institute

of Human Relations, 16.5 E. 56th St.,

New York 22, N. Y.

Write direct

Free Loan and sponsored service charge
motion pictures. 1951-2 catalog.

IDEAL.

For more information circle
No. 163 on return postal card.

Full-Range Color Coding Systems with
Ozalid and Ozafax sensitized ma-
terials. Brochure, 24pp. free, amusing-
ly illustrated in color. OZALID.

For more information circle
No. 164 on return postal card.

FREE
Allied
444PAGE1962

ELECTRONICS

CATALOG

SAVE MOST on language
labs, Stereo hi-fi, record-

ingandphono equipment,
school sound systems,
training kits, electronic
parts. Write for Catalog.

ALLIED RADIO
100 N. Western Ave.. Chicago 80, III.

CALIFORNIA'S

^^^A/\CiM^a^
•ikI new tower Coll»or»I.'. World,

fomoui Resort overlooking the Blue Podfle
where Wilihlre meett the wo. Twenty inliiirtee

from International Airport, 450 hixurlooe
nam and bungalovn, all with television and
radio. Complete convention facilities. Banquet
feoms for up to 2,000, aIr<onditioned, Exciting

•ew Venetian Room and Cantonese Roenk
Swimming pool Beovtllul grounds wid

londiro"-d oordens. Rates from SA,

Across III* U.S.A.ancl In HAWAII

MASSAGLIA
CREST OF GOOD LIVING

JOnPH MAUAOUA, JK. rntident

r— MAKA6LJA HOTELS —
• SANTA MONICA, CALir, Hsiil Mfrenai

I
• SAN JOSE, CALIF. Heltl Salnia CUlie
• L0N6 lEACH, CALIF, Holsl Wllipe

I • SALLUP, N.M. Holsl El IIiikIio

' • AllU9UEIt9UE, Holal FraiKlKM
• DtMVEIt, COLO. Hofsl Park 1<M

' • WASHINGTON. O.C, Holsl taUlgk
• MAIITFOtD. CONN. Holsl lend

I

• PTTSIUIIGH. FA. Holll Shanrya
• CINCINNATI. O. Halal Slaloe

• HONOLULU Hotal WaltTu llllmes*I • HONOLU

Werid.faaed iiofele

|M Mrrica—TaasUy

Guidelines to Lang:uage Teacliing in
Classroom and Laboratory. Don R.
lodice. Explores language lab prob-
lems, lists publishers and prices of
materials, has bibliography of cur-
rent literature in the field. 64pp, 6x9,
paperback, $1.25. ETL

Write direct

How To Take Better Pictures. Arthur
Goldsmith. Many illustrations, charts,
diagrams. Cloth. 144 pp. $2.50. ARCO.

Write direct

Instructional Materials, catalog of 909
films, filmstrips, recoi-ds. 1961-62. In-
cluded are framable pictures of
Horace Mann, Herbert Spencer,
Friedrich Froebel, Jean Jaques Rous-
seau, Johann Wolfgang von Goethe,
and John Dewey. 34pp free JAM.

For more information circle
No. \^Tt on return postal card.

Language Lab Catalog and Specifica-
tions, also "A New Concept in Speech
Training and Correction." Brochures,
free. MONITOR.

For more information circle
No. 166 on return potsal card.

Language Training Aids. Catalog of

filmstrips and slides with matching
dialog on tapes, records, flashcards
and other aids. Free. LTA.

For more information circle
No, 167 on return postal card.

Local Evaluations Handbook. Currently
circulated in draft form to ascertain
experiences and plans of local schools
served by Midwest Program on Air-
borne TV Instruction, Purdue Uni-
versity, Lafayette, Ind. Write direct.

MWPATV.

Directory of

Equipment and Materials
pages 565 - 574

ACE BANNER & Flag Co., 222 Haddon
Road, Woodmere, L. I., N. Y.

ADVANCE Products Co.. 2300 E. Doug-
las Blvd., Wichita, Kansas

AMMIKE—American Microphone Mfg.
Co., Division of GC—Textron, 412 S.
Wyman St., Rockford, 111.

ANKEN Film Co., Inc., Transcopy Div.,
Hix Ave., Newton, N. J.

ARCO Publishing Co., 480 Lexington
Ave., New York, N. Y.

AMSYS—American Systems, Inc., 1625
E. 126th St., Hawthorne, Calif.

AUDIO-MASTER Corp., 17 E. 45th St.,

New York. N. Y.
BAILEY Films. Inc., 6509 DeLongpre

Ave., Hollywood 28, Calif.

BAUSCH & Lomb, Incorporated, 68861
Bausch St., Rochester 2, N. Y.

BROADMAN Press, 127 Ninth Ave., N.,

Nashville 3, Tenn.
CENCO—Central Scientific Co., 1700 W.
Irving Park Road, Chicago 13, 111.

ChC—Church of Christ, 1501 Race St.,

Philadelphia 2, Pa. or 1720 Chouteau
Ave., St. Louis 3, Mo.

COLREC—Columbia Records, 799 Sev-
enth Ave., New York 19, N. Y.

COPPCLARK Publishing Co., Ltd., 517
Wellington St., West, Toronto 28, On-
tario, Canada

DA-LITE Screen Co., Inc., Warsaw, Ind.
EDPROG—Educators Progress Service
Randolph, Wise.

EBF—Encyclopaedia Britannica Films,
Inc., 1150 Wilmette Ave., Wilmette,
111.

ETL—Electronic Teaching Laboratories
.5034 Wisconsin Ave., NW. Washington
16, D. C.

EYEGATE Houst, Inc., 146-01 Archer
Ave., Jamaica 35, N. Y

Fa—Film Associates of California, 11014
Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles 26,

Calif.

FAIRBANKS, Morse & Co., 100 Electra
Lane, East Station, Yonkers, N. Y.

FAMILY Films, Inc., 5823 Santa Monica
Blvd., Hollywood 38, Calif.

FH—Filmstrip House. 432 Park Ave., S.,

New York 16. N. Y.
FOTO-FIELD, Inc., 9232 Waukegan
Road. Morton Grove, 111.

GENARCO Inc., 9704 Sutphin Blvd.,
Jamica 35, N. Y.

GRAY Manufacturing Company, 16 Ar-
bor St., Hartford 1, Conn.

IDEAL Pictures, Inc., 58 E. South Water
St., Chicago 1, 111.

IFB—International Film Bureau, Inc.,

332 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 4, 111.

INTERAD—International Radio & Elec-
tronics Corp., S. 17th and Mishawaka
Road. Box 123, Route 4, Elkhart, Ind.

JAM Handy Organization, 2821 E.
Grand Blvd., Detroit 11, Mich.

KB—Knowledge Builders , 31 Union
Square West, New York, N. Y.

LTA—Language Training Aids, Langu-
age Center Boyds, Md.

MAYER—Charles Mayer Studios, Inc,
130 W. Bowery St., Akron 8, Ohio.

MONITOR—Monitor Teaching Labora-
tories, 5034 Wisconsin Ave., N. W,,
Washington 16, D. C.

MOODY Institute of Science, 11428 San-
ta Monica Blvd.. Los Angeles 25, Calif.

NATEC Publications, Inc., 214 W. 23rd
St., New York 11, N. Y.

NDSWC—North Dakota State Wheat
Commission, 201 E. Front Ave., Bis-
march, No. Dak.

NEA: National Education Association,
National Commission on Safety Edu-
cation, 1201 16th St., N. W, Washing-
ton 6, D. C.

NYSDH—New York State Department
of Health, Film Library, 84 Holland
Ave., Albany 6, N. Y.

OCTO Products, Inc., 48 Miles Ave.,
Fairport. N. Y.

OZALID Division, General Aniline and
Film Corp.. 17 Corliss Lane, Johnson
City, N. Y.

POLAROID Corp., Cambridge 39, Mass.
1534 Broadway, Room 702, New York

PRUN—Productions Unlimited. Inc.,

36. N. Y..

RADIANT Mfg. Corp., P. O. Box 5640,
Chicago 80, 111.

RCA Audio-Visual and Theatre Equip-
ment Sales, Camden, N. J.

REXMET—Rex Metal Craft Instrument
Div., 1717 Gent Ave., Indianapolis 2,

Ind.

STANBOW—Stanbow Productions, Inc.
Valhalla, N. Y.

STSCOP—Studyscopes Productions, 75-

56 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood 46,

Calif.

TEAV—Teaching Audials and Visuals,
250 W. 57th St., New York 19, N. Y.

UNESCO Publication Center, 801 Third
Ave., New York, N. Y.

UWF—United World Films,
Ave.. New York 29, N. Y.

VIEWLEX, Inc., Veterans
Highway and Broadway,
Long Island, New York

1445 Park

Memorial
Holbrook,
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Get your peraonal lubacriptlon started totey. AU mbMriptfOM
BLUE BOOK, in Augnst. at no ertra charge. The BLUC BOOK liati all A1
materiala produced the previous year. Indexed, with a lynopcU of evory fUa
fllmstrip, or recording listed—you'll keep the BLUE BOOK handy tha yes
'round. And you'll look forward to every monthly personal iMnel

Subscribe to EDUCATIONAL SCREEN^
NOW
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Send for FREE INFORMATION
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''fills a long-felt need"
— Henry Bowman, Ph.D., Department of Sociology,

University of Texas
*

"highly recommended

for discussion stimu-

lltllUll — Audio-Visual Resource Guide

''hard-hitting reahsm, at

once wise and chal-

Ivll^lll^ — Bishop G. Bromley Oxnam

"remarkable sensitivity

and objectivity" _ « c*

— Bishop G. Bromley Oxnam

- W. Clark

Ellzey, Professor, Stephens College

every young person

should see this film"
— Donald M. Maynard, Ph.D., Department of Religious

Education, Boston University School of Theology

This is the kind of praise ONE

LOVE-CONFLICTING FAITHS has

been receiving.

And responsible persons the nation over are still

expressing their excitement at the frankness, honesty,

and clarity with which a most delicate subject is

treated.

ONE LOVE— CONFLICTING FAITHS is the

story of a Protestant-Roman Catholic marriage. It

truthfully uncovers the many pitfalls and dangers

inherent in such a marriage: the problems of home
life, child rearing, and religious practices.

It is recommended by Audio-Visual Resource Guide

for instruction of senior highs through adults, in-

cluding leaders, teachers, and parents.

It is available for rental at most audio-visual libra-

ries; l6mm, 27 minutes, color -$9.00, B/W-$6.00.
See and show this dramatic event, then send us

your review.

TRAFCO, 1525 McGavock Street, Nashville, Ten-

nessee.

For information concerning purchase, write for free brochure.
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V^M TAPE RECORDERS
make advanced teaching

techniques easier!

Ar^
^^ADD+A+TRACK''®

Any Instructor's Most Valuable Teaching Tool!

Versatile V-M ''Add+A+Track"® offers unlim-

ited opportunities for powerfully effective

teaching methods! A teacher records lessons;

then, or at any later time, the student records

on another track while listening to the teacher's

recording. On play-back, both recordings are

heard simultaneously! Student track may be

re-recorcled any number of times without af-

fecting the teacher's or master track.

ALL V-M TAPE RECORDERS INCORPORATE THESE
QUALITY FEATURES:

• Push-Button Controls afford

simplified operation.

• High-Frequency Response and

Fidelity to detect complete voice

range differences. Highly beneficial

to speech and speech therapy
students!

• Input and Output Jacks permit

recorder to be used in sound treat-

ed rooms from a control booth.

V-M 'tape-o-matic' " Stereophonic Tape Re-

corder with "ADD+A (TRACK"" -Model
722—$259.95* List. Records Stereophon-
Ically; plays-back 2 or 4-Track stereo tapes.

Twin IVlicrophones. Dual Tuning Eye and Vol-

ume Controls. Also Available V-IVI Stereo-Play-

back Model 720 with "ADD+A-I-TRACK""

-

$225.00* List.

V-M 'tape-o-matic"" Tape Recorder—Model
730-$169.95* List. Monaural Record and
Play-back of all three popular tape speeds—
7y2, 3%, V/i ips. Compact, Lightweight (Only

21 lbs.) New 3-position Microphone.

• Shut-Off Switch automatically

shuts-off power supply . . . teacher

concentrates on students, not

recorder!

• Monitor switch for use of re-

corder as an Ear-trainer with ear-

phones, as a P.A. system, or to

utilize amplifier in the recorder

with a second sound source, such

as a phonograph

!

Unite Sight and Sound for More Efficient Instruction!

V-M Slide-Projector Synchronizer—Mode! 1412—
$49.95* List. V-M Synchronizer adds inaudible

slide-change cues to tape recorded commentary.

On play-back, cues actuate remote-control projector,

automatically advancing slides at times selected!

V-M OFFERS A COMPLETE "AUDIO LEARNING CENTER" PROPOSAL from one unit to as many as your language laboratory requires. Write for information

V-M CORPORATION, Dept. ESI 161
305 Territorial Road, Benton Harbor, Michigan

Please send me additional information, without obligation, on V-M
Tape Recorders and ^ 'Audio Learning Center" proposal.

. ZONE- . STATE-
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I If^UIT Flexalum Audio-Visual Blinds, with slats open, pro-
fcl\yri I vi(JQ controlled daylight without glare, plus venti-

lotion, for ordinary classroom activities. The soft, diffused light

is easy on the eyes . . . and dispositions.

aj^pr^ii |ju| Slats partially closed, give light enough for"^'*"" note-taking, yet darken room so projected

slides of charts, etc., may be clearly viewed. Precision tilt mecha-
nism with fine adjustment, affords exact degree of light needed.

DARK ^""^P'^'^'y closed Flexalum Audio-Visual Blinds give projection-room darkness. No light seeps in, thanks to light
trap channels, and Flexalum's tighter overlapping slats. Projections of fine line drawings, microscopic slides, colored

maps, etc., show up sharply on screen. All Flexalum Audio-Visual Blinds ore fully guaranteed for five years, in writing.

Write for specifications fo Bridgeport Brass Co., Hunter Douglas Division, 30 Grand Street, Bridgeport 2, Conn.
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Ne^vs people organizations events

Universities To Produce
Series Of 'Land-Grant' Films

Six grants-in-aid for producing a

half-hour dociimontary commemorat-

ing the lOOtli anniversary of the sign-

ing of the Morrill Land-Grant Act

have been awarded six land-grant uni-

versities by the Centennial Office of

the American Association of Land-

Grant Colleges and State Universities.

Winners, selected in a nationwide

competition, are the University of

California, Colorado State University,

University of Georgia, Michigan State

University, University of Minnesota

and University of Nebraska.

First showing of tlie programs—as

a series of "specials"—will be over the

National Educational Television net-

work in April, 1962. Later, kinescopes

of the documentaries will be made
available for general distribution.

Executive producer of the programs

is Jack G. McBride, director of tele-

vision at the University of Nebraska

since 1953 and general manager of

the university ETV station, KUON-
TV, since its inception in 1954.

Catalog Lists 65 Films, 70

Filmstrips "Made In India"

The U.S. Technical Cooperation

Mission to India (Faridkot House,

New Delhi 1) has produced more
than 65 motion picture films and 70

filmstrips in India in support of vari-

ous economic and technical develop-

Thig view of the Rheem Califone language

High School, Bine Island, Illinois, shows the

booths. Ea<'h unit has electronic control pane

ment programs. A unique feature of

the 92-page catalog listing these ma-
terials as well as many others imported

from the U.S.A. is a blank page at the

end of each subject area with the

notice that "This is the page to fasten

our supplement of new films on . . .

which will be issued when new pro-

ductions have been approved."

Univ. Of Maine Expanding
Its Audiovisual Center
The current expansion of the Audio-

visual Center at the University of

Maine will help provide more ma-

terials to the schools and classroom

teachers of Maine, according to Arthur

W. Reardon, center director.

The center's film library contains

especially for language labs

MTIMTATTTRTZKD
MICROPHONE
• low initial cost • low maintenance cost

• high quality • full circle pick up

A new microphone designed with language lab needs in mind. Smooth, wide-

range response and excellent sensitivity plus naturalness of pick up from any

direction eases balancing problems. The special "MYLAR" diaphragm withstands

air blast, temperature and pressure extremes, and corrosive damage, 70 to 12,000

C.P.S., minus 55 lb. output level on high impedance, Almico V and Armco mag-

netic circuit, finished in satin gray die cast aluminum. With desk flange, 4 foot

cable, 9- or 13-inch gooseneck.

* -k MADE IN AMERICA BY AMERICANS • •

MODEL D12-WGA (9" gooseneck)

another customer engineered product by

^ie/topfwne company
a division of QC-Textron Electronics, Inc.

400 S. V<iy\Af>.U ST., ROCKFORD, ILL.

laboratory at Blue Island Community
V-shaped arrangement of the 30 sound
Is, earphones and contour chairs.

about 2,000 films for classroom in-

struction. Some 1,600 have beer

added during the past year and 16^

agricultural films have been obtainct

from the Cooperative Extension Serv

ice Library. This gives the Universit>

of Maine the second largest educa

tional film library in New England
Reardon said. Supervisor of the filn

library is Raymond McGovern.
Operation of Maine's first closed cir

cuit television will begin in Octobci

in the new College of Education build

ing. In cooperation with the Oronc

public schools, this will also i^rovidi

observation of classroom teaching foi

the team teaching project.

Film Festival Committees
Forming For '62 Event
The Educational Film Library As-

sociation currently is reviewing ap
plications for the 34 pre-screenin^

committees which will nominate filmi

to be shown in the Blue Ribbon com
petitions of the fourth annual Ameri
can Film Festival, scheduled for Apri

25-28, 1962, in new and larger quar

ters at the Hotel Biltmore in New
York City.

According to EFLA's Emily Jones

many of the A-V experts who have

participated in the work of Festiva

nominating committees in previou:

years are volunteering to serve again

Like the juries whose votes determine

the awarding of blue ribbons to film:

judged best in 34 competition cate

gories, the pre-screening committee:

comprise at least six especially quali

fied persons in each of the nominating

groups—two from the fields of audio

visual production, distribution or ad

ministration; two who are specialist;

in the subject area; and two who an
{Continued on page 584)
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The new North Park Elementary School, Roy, Utah, selected by A.A.S.A. for its exhibit of outstanding school designs

'This motion-picture projector operates

more than 400 hours a year. . . and takes it"

•ays Mr. John Larsen, Director of Audio-
/isual Education and Television for the
Veber County, Utah, School System,
hown here with Principal Wheatley J.

'aylor and Instructor Don Clarke.

'Our new 500-piipil school has an ex-
ensivc audio-visual program—and our
ingle Kodak Pageant Sound Projector
b moved from classroom to classroom
round the court, to bring motion
lictures to our students.

"As a result, our Pageant Projector is

busy three to four hours a day, three to

four days a week during school hours.

It even works after school, since we fre-

quently lend it to civic groups.

"Evidently this projector was built to

work hard, because we've had no prob-
lems with it. It's also one machine our
teachers feel they can operate easily."

if you're responsible for an audio-
visual program, don't you want a pro-

jector which can take hard treatment by

inexperienced operators? A projector

which they can operate without em-
barrassment? The Kodak Pageant 16mm
Sound Projector was built to answer
such problems. It shows a brilliant pic-

ture even in hard-to-darken rooms, and
its sound system is suited either to small

room or auditorium presentation.

Call your Kodak audio-visual dealer

for a demonstration arranged at your
convenience. Or write for Bulletin V3-65.

No obligation, of course.

Kodak Fhgeant Projector ) EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Dept. 8-V, Rochester 4, N. Y.
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News_ cnnlimied

Dr. Irene Cypher, Associate Profeax /, .,n/io„ ,it New York University,

past-President of the Metropolitan Audio Visual Association, and A-V Editor of

Instructor Magazine, demonstrates the unique advantages of the Norelco
'Continental' Tape Recorder to a group of student teachers at N.Y.U. Selection of the

Norelco for inclusion in the exhibits in N.Y.U.'s "Model Classroom" was based upon

performance standards of fidelity, reliability, versatility and functional simplicity.

i/Vore/cNow... 2 Hevt /Vore/co Recorders...
CONTINENTAL '300"

4-Track Stereo Playback, Monophonic Record-Playback • Comes complete with

preomp-omplifler, wide-range Norelco speaker and dynamic microphone • 3

speeds * Headphone facilities for 'auditioning' student as he records * Rugged
construction for constant classroom use • Mixing and sound-on-sound facili-

ties • Accidental erasure prevention.

CONTINENTAL '400'

4-Track Stereo Record-Ployback, Monophonic Record-Playback • Completely

self-contained, including dual recording and playback preamplifiers, dual

power amplifiers, 2 wide-range Norelco speakers and stereo dynamic micro-

phone * 3 speeds * Mixing, monitoring and sound-on-sound facilities.

Write for illustrated and detailed brochure.

Mrs. Mary Lou Plugge, Chairman of the Department of Speech and Dramatic

Arts at Adelphi College in New York, finds her Norelco 'Continental' tape

recorder an essential tool in speech instruction. Says Mrs. Plugge, "My Norelco

tape recorder is valuable to me for a number of reasons. There is an impressive

tone quality in its reproduction of sound. Concomitant with this is the aid of the

mechanical pause button which allows me to stop to analyze progress without turn-

ing off the machine." The Norelco 'Continental' is a product of North American

Philips Co., Inc., High Fidelity Products Division, Dept. ISII, 330 Duffy Avenue,

Hicksville, Long Island, New York.

experienced in using filni.s with the

audiences for which the fihns in that

category are intended.

The Festival Pre-Screening Commit-
tees will meet during February tc

.select 16mm films and 35mm film-

strips for the Festival from amonu
those entered prior to EFLA's Janu-

ary 20 deadline for submitting 1961

releases. All qualified persons interest-

ed in serving on Festival juries may
obtain application forms from EFLA.
2.50 W. 53rd Street, New York 19

N. Y.

New officers for EFLA in the com-

ing year were elected by the Associa-

tion's Board of Directors at a Septem-

ber meeting in New York Cit\-.

Frederic A. Krahn, assistant directoi

of the East Meadow, N. Y., Public

Library, was re-elected for a second

term as EFLA's President. Newly
elected as vice president was Dr. F. A.

White, director of the Bureau ol

Audiovisual Instruction at the Uni-

versity of Wisconsin, and the new
secretary of the association is Kathryr

Carlin, supervisor of Instructional Ma-
terials at the Dade County Schools

Miami, Fla.

It was reported also that the EFLA
Service Supplement to be publishec

in the near future is a comprehensive

annotated listing of available IGmir

films on various aspects of Commu-
nism. Among types of films to be in-

cluded will be those having to dc

with the historical background ol

Communism; films on life in Russia

China, and other Iron Curtain c-oun

tries; releases depicting Communisn
in the United States; and films or

comparative governmental theory. Tht

list will be distributed to all EFL.'»

members as one of the Association :

regular services, and will be availabk

to non-members at a nominal price.

Scope of AV Project In

Wisconsin Being Widened
The Wisconsin Audio-Visual-Tele

vision Project has begun its thirc

demonstration schedule of in-servic(

teacher training by means of pre

recorded kinescope lessons, relatec

reading materials and laboratory in

vestigations.

Dr. Walter A. Wittich, currently

on leave to the University of Hawaii

announces the appointment of Dr. L
Clinton West as interim AV/TV proj

ect director. Dr. West, who receivec

his Ed.D. degree from the Universit;

(Continued on page 586)
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Charlie

the Destroyer

V\/HAT'S GOING ON HERE?
Why, Charlie the Destroyer is trying to rip the tape,

but he can't because LEVOLOR plastic tape is re-en-

forced two ways. Take a plastic fabric, impregnate

this under pressure with more plastic, and you have

LEVOLOR two-way re-enforced tape, a tape to re-

sist the efforts of the most mischievous student in

the school.

Information that insures the best installation pos-

sible is a service all LEVOLOR representatives will

give you. They will submit a prospectus covering

every detail of your Venetian Blind installation—help

with the specifications and make a final inspection

after the blinds are installed. It is a service that guar-

antees good specifications and good Venetian Blinds.

VENETIAN BLINDS
AUDIO-VISUAL CONVENTIONAL SKYLIGHT

Levolor Lorentzen, Inc., 720 Monroe St., Iloboken, N. J.
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News contimied

CLASSROOM RECORDER
This new dual-track monaural recorder combines professional fea-

tures with classroom-engineered durability and ease of maintenance.

® Rigid, one-piece, die-cast aluminum deck for positive permanent

alignment of all mechanical parts. ® Simplified transport mechanism,

completely self-compensating for wear. ® Standard NARTB record

and playback compensation for interchangeability of tapes and true

reproduction of pre-recorded tapes. ® 10-watt transformer powered

high-fidelity amplifier. ® Large 9" oval dual-cone extended range

speaker. ® Straightforward classroom-designed controls with oper-

ating instnjctions right on the face. ® Headphone or speaker monitor-

ing. Can be used as PA System. ® Instant selection of 3.75 or 7.5 ips

speeds. ® Scuff resistant silver brown fabricoid-covered % " plywood

case with metal comers and knees. Generous storage spaces for reels,

microphone, and AC cord. ® Only 22 lbs. ® ATC lOOM

rrk $299.25 list

ALL

199 SCHOOL
NET

PRODUCTS ARE TRANSFORMER POWERED FOR COMPLETE SAFETY

AUDIOTRONICS
11057 WEDDINGTON STREET, NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA

of Florida, has become affiliated will

the staff of the School of Educatioi

of the University of Wisconsin as as

sistant professor of Audiovisual edu
cation and research.

The AV/TV Project includes broad

casting already begun or about to be

gin at the following places: Alpine

Texas, estimated enrollment of 100

Durham, N. H. estimated enrollmen

of 60; Corvallis, Ore., estimated en

rollment of 75; Columbia, S. C, esti

mated enrollment of 100; Orono
Maine, estimated enrollment of 100

Morgantown, W. Va., enrollment 200

Current plans, according to Witticl

and West, call for the fourth demon
stration of the A\VT\' Series to gc

forward during the second semestei

of the 1961-62 school year.

Mrs. Eloisc Keefe, representing the Na
tionai Audio-Visual Association, presentf

a progress report on federal legislation

at a recent meeting of audiovisual reprc

sentatives of Texas business and industry.

Positions Open For AV Worl?

Abroad Under ICA Auspices
Warren D. Stevens, coordinator for

the International Cooperation Admin-

istration, reports that three overseas

positions are available. Qualifications:

Men with teaching experience and

strong background and interest in the

theory, production and use of audio-

visual materials, for t\\o->ear tours in

Sierra Leone and Nigeria (Zaria,

northern region; Enugu, eastern

region) under ICA communications

media contracts. The positions carry

the title of Visiting Professor. While

an appropriate doctorate is desirable,

a master's degree is required.

Responsibilities involve \\ork with

counterparts in the development of

teaching materials centers where shorti

courses are being offered for teachers

from teaching training colleges in the

production and use of visual aids.

Work will also involve the develop-
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«lov. 1-14—5th Annual San Francisco

International Film Festival, San
Francisco.

Calendar.

»lov. 5-8—Three - day Institute on
"The Impact of the Library Services

Act—Progress and Potential," at Al-

lerton Park, Monticello, lU.

flov. 5-12—10th Anniversary Confer-

ence, Adult Education Association,

Sheraton Park Hotel, Washington,

D.C.
'Hi

iti-|*lov. 8-10 — Conference "8mm
Sound Film and Education" at

Teachers College, Columbia Univer-

sity, New York City.

d|Mov. 1 6-25—International Festival of

Technical and Scientific Films,
Budapest.

Oec. 2-5—Annual International Visual

Communications Congress, jointly

sponsoretl by the Society of Repro-

duction Engineers, the American

Institute for Design and Drafting,

and the American Records Manage-
ment Asns., at the BUtmore Hotel,

Los Angeles.

Jan. 4-6, 1962-NAVA Midwinter

Conference, Buena Vista Hotel,

Biloxi. Miss.

ncnt of curriculum-oriented materials

:o be used in the schools of the coun-

xies as well as with the Ministries of

Health and Agriculture.

Opportunities exist for cooperating

vith television stations in developing

educational program materials in

NJigeria. Living conditions in both

;ountries are excellent.

Positions will be open October I,

1961 and February 1, 1962 with

laluries from $8,000 to $12,000 plus

liousing, 2.5% overseas allowance and
)ther allowances. Call or send creden-

tials to: Dr. Warren D. Stevens, Coor-

linator, IC.\ Contract and Training

Programs, Indiana University, Bloom-
ington.

Dr. John Mitchell Appointed
AV Chief At Kent State

Dr. John W. Mitchell has been
named director of the audiovisual cen-

ter at Kent State University. The po-
sition carries the academic rank of as-

sociate professor of education.

Dr. Mitchell has served as chief of

the audiovisual center of the Air Uni-
versity Library at Maxwell Air Force
Base, Alabama, for IVi years. While
at Maxwell he served as a member of

the incentive awards committee for

two years, and chairman for one year.

This
microphone
is different -

it's

wireless!
I

ACTUAL SIZE

We call it the Vega-Mike.* It looks somewhat
like an ordinary lavaliertype microphone.

But there is no trailing cable to restrict your

movement. Nothing to get entangled, to kink

or cause awkward interruptions.

The wireless Vega-Mike frees you to walk

anywhere in the auditorium or classroom,

face any direction, even turn your back to the

audience . . . yet have every word you speak

distinctly amplified.

It's a one-piece unit, so lightweight (only 7'/j

ounces) you're hardly aware of wearing it.

Its size is only 1" by 5V4" long. Within these

miniature dimensions are contained a mercury-

cell battery power supply, a fully professional

broadcast-quality dynamic microphone, and a

transistorized wide-band FM transmitter.

The Vega-Mike transmits through the air to

its matching specially designed portable

receiver, which is simply connected to a public-

address system amplifier, tape recorder, or

other similar equipment.

Lavalier Vega-Mike Hand-held Vega-Mike Vega-Mike Receiver

Designed and manufactured in the United

States, the Vega -Mike Wireless Microphone

System is sold worldwide only through franchised

Vega dealers. For a free six page brochure

describing this equipment, and for the name
of the closest Vega dealer (who'll be pleased to

give you a no-obligation demonstration)

write to VEGA ELECTRONICS CORPORATION,
P.O. Box 145-D, Cupertino, California.

VEGA ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
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PHOTOPLAY FILMSTRIPS
Prepared by William Lewin, Ph.D.

A scene from the filmstrip "Adventure! of Robinson Crusoe," based on the United Artists screen version

Ulyuas—In full color, 64 frames, o pic-

torial guide to the new Paramount screen

version of Homer's Odyssey, produced in

Italy. An invaluable aid to the study of

the classic. $7.50.

Tha Vikings—In full color, 47 frames,

based on the Kirk Douglas production.

$7.50. With guide, $7.80.

A L«s«on in Mytliology—Explains Andro-

meda, the Minotaur, Iphigenio, etc., based

on M-G-M's The Living Idol. 25 frames,

color. $7.50.

Juiiuf Caesar, set of 2 filmstrips in black-

and-white, presenting 97 scenes in the

M-G-M screen version of the play. $7.00.
With guide, $7.30.

Kniglits of tlia Round Tabia—A set of

two filmstrips. Part One, black-and-white,

25 frames, explains the background of the

story, its theme, its significance as on early

ottempt to organize a league of notion,

and how the United Nations Security Council

is the Round Table of today. Part Two, full

color, 28 frames, tells the colorful story of

the great legend, based on the M-G-M
photoploy. $7.50.

Advsntures of Robinson Crusoe—In full

color, 50 frames, a clear pictorial guide to

the Defoe clossic, based on the United

Artists screen version. $7.50. With guide,

57.80.

The Gloss Slipper—The charming fairy

tale of Cinderella, told in a new way,
based on the M-G-M photoplay. 36 fromes

in full color. $7.50. With guide, $7.80.

Romeo and Juliet—Shakespeare's greot

love story illustrated in color from the

J. Arthur Rank production filmed on loca-

tion in Verona and other Italian cities.

44 frames. $7.50. With guide, $7.80.

Rictiard III—Based on Laurence Otivier's

colorful screen version of Shakespeare's

famous play. 48 frames. $7.50. With
guide, $7.80.

Alexander the Great-—Biography of the

first man to conquer the civilized world,

based on the photoplay. Shows Alexander's

effort to unite Europe and Asia, a task

with which the U.N. is still faced. 55
fromes. $7.50. With guide, $7.80.

Columbus—Black-and-white, based on the

J. Arthur Rank production starring Fredric

March. 55 Frames. $4.00.

Hansel and Gretel— In full color, 42
fromes, the highlights of the beloved fairy

tale OS performed by the charming Kina-

mins of Michael Myerberg's screen version,

released by RKO Radio Pictures. $7.50.
With guide, $7.80.

Greatest Show on Earth— In full color, a
lively pictoriol guide to the circus, based on
Cecil B. DeMille's Technicolor photoplay,
which won the Academy Aword In 1953
as the best picture of the year. 40 frames.

$7.50.

Money-back guaranfami

EDUCATIONAL & RECREATIONAL GUIDES, Inc.

10 Brainerd Road, Summit, New Jersey
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editorial

It

Follows

Naturally

Paul C. Reed

The point we are making is simply this: If the right audiovisual

teaching environment is created, it follows naturally, as night

follows day follows night, that teachers will use audiovisual ma-
terials and equipment and use them well. The ideal goal of good
use of audiovisual materials can be planned and achieved. Good
use becomes inevitable when the right teaching environment has

been created.

This thesis, stated so boldly, was learned in high school. It wasn't

in the old East High School building in Rochester, New York,

where so long ago I was a pupil and a teacher, although it could

have been. Actually I learned these audiovisual truths from observa-

tion in Rochester's new East High School. This building was plan-

ned and designed so that audiovisual materials could be readily

used in classroom instruction. It has been in use for two years.

It works.

It works so well that now, without hesitation, I boast to visitors

that they can walk through the school any period any day and see

audiovisual equipment being used and used well. They usually say,

"Let's go right now." We do. They see teachers in classroom after

classroom making good use of a variety of audiovisual materials in

their teaching. Teachers are using audiovisual materials here be-

cause they are expected to use them and because the building

environment makes it so easy and natural to use them.

But the "right audiovisual environment," which makes inevitable

the good use of audiovisual materials, is more than the building. It

is more than light control and good projection surfaces and readily

accessible electrical outlets. The "right audiovisual environment"

means people, too. People who know what they are doing and why.
It means a school ]3rincipal and other school administrators who are

convinced of the value of audiovisual materials. Their actions and
words constantly heighten the expectancy of use and provide teach-

ers with every assistance. It means Department Heads who know
from experience why audiovisual materials are necessary for best

instruction and who by their examples of good and regular use of

such methods are helping to create the right audiovisual environ-

ment. It is not only the physical factors but the human ones, too,

that must be right and completely in harmony if good use is to

follow.

And here is the most startling fact of all! It is true that East High
School is a modem multi-million dollar structure. But the amount of

money spent there in creating the right audiovisual teaching en-

vironment was inconsequential. The cost of the physical conditions

that make for good use of audiovisual tools at East High was only

about one-third of one per cent of the total cost of the building.

Furthermore, the right audiovisual teaching environment can be
created in old buildings just as well as in the new. Light control

and projection facilities for every classroom and sufficient equip-

ment so that all teachers can use what they need when they need
them can be achieved in the average old school for a fraction of

the cost of constructing a new school room.

We hope we've made the point clear. Good use of audiovisual

materials and equipment will follow naturally the creation of the

right audiovisual teaching environment. If you don't believe it, try it!

A complete description of the AV facilities at East High
School was given in the March, April and May issues,

19.59, of EdScreen and AVGuide.
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In-Service Training: The Key To E

by Roy A. Frye ^—.^^ ...w ^^ . ^Tt^'"J L'''-\3 H/^ ii'''i\3l it-i^kHE Roswell (New Mexico) City Schools have
«- -^ -u- .-^^ i»'m-« k-*^ h^>.^ .

trained over 40 percent of a 480 teacher faculty in

three credit hours, or more, of AV Instruction.

The use of mechanical lettering devices, dry-mount- ty-

ing, laminating materials, photography, films, fibu- ^\

strips and models is now an every day affair in every ^^^^^^^k WKytgii -^|
school in this community. ^^^^^^^B jT^^^
A need for in-service training was felt a few years ^^^^^^K ^j^iZT

ago at a time when expansion of the system almost

doubled its size and forced a realization that many
of our teachers did not know how to handle the many _^_.^__. _____-_^^__
new items of AV equipment. llflPSl^Hf flHII^^dHMIlB^Bi H
The use of the time between the last class of the B^HkI ^H^^BIHMkVPI^H S

day and the 4 p.m. let-out was quickly rejected when j^B^SW fl^ ^^^^^^^ !
it was recognized that this time was both insufficient ' I^^^^^K».-v.,.5i.-'. .s- ^L«»aw

and psychologically a poor time for in-service train-

ing. Teachers were tired, many of them used this

time to round out the day's activities, and some were

on bus and school-ground duty. Others were busy

wdth parent and student conferences.

After a study of the problem it was decided to hold

a voluntary no-credit Saturdav class in hocal Produc-

tion of Materials. Many teachers attended this class T^" ^'"le Bi'l proudU im.mus to her work, ,lis,.lay.-.i on a

J lU J iV- 1. 1 J i-i, J peehoard wall at the rear of the classroom. These exaiiiplr-
and were enthused over the materials and methods i 1 1 . .i n u u . .i.- • .i r- .

1 J ^""^ held to the wall by goll tees; since this is the first year
they acquired. However, they pointed out, it was a ^^^ building has been in use there is a shortage of pegboard

sacrifice of time and many who could, did not attend. hardware. However it is planned to use these walls to haiif;

The State of New Mexico requires that every prac- 'h^ee dimensional exhibits, shelving, etc.

ticing teacher return to college some time during »

every five-year period for eight additional hours of

instruction. The courses taken must be approved both

by the local superintendent and by the state's De-
partment of Education accrediting agency. After a

number of talks with teachers in our system it was
^j^.^ teacher (Artesia

determined that our best results could be obtained by Municipal Schools) han-

combining in-service training needs in courses which dies both athletics and

our teachers needed anyway for recertification. driver training. His dis-

YT • J i • _fr- !.• play consisted of this
However, m order to insure proper re-certitication ' .

, , , • , ,' r r feltboard which is de-
credits with proper in-service training required con- signed for use in both

siderable liaison with college people. The Education subjects. The street

Department of Eastern New Mexico University agreed markings here are mere-

to furnish the courses we wanted, provided they could ^^ •^<"^°"

'|[^"^f "I,"' T,^f
be designed to meet requirements as set forth by the

""her" material ^!as ,ut

North Central Association. After much consultation from various niagazincs

three courses were offered for graduate and under- and affixed on the bark-

graduate extension credit: *'dc with felt flocking.

Projected Materials 3 credit hours

Advanced Graphics 3 credit hours

Audiovisual Administration 3 credit hours

These three courses embody all of the techniques

and materials used in our school system as well as

the various local production methods we use. The
teachers who take the courses know that they are

(Continued on page 592)
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'tive Audiovisual Utilization

^HiLJixi^MdM

Bulletin board, chalk board, and flannel board use are all indicated in this shot—taken at El Capitan Elementary School.

^\ Cs^A
y v^i.^«l

/^il^^^

^^I^^^^^^^^^^^^^T^ kIC iHi'S^E^^SI^^^H

o j'i*mm/Bk^
i^li (^^1m 1
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No projectors arc traded in when new piirchasos are

made. Thus, as a new projector is purcliuseil for a

junior high school the ohl one is overhauled and
cleaned and becomes the standby in that school.
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In-Service Training
(Continued from page 590)

accomplishing two purposes: recertification and in-

service training. Since all of these courses involve

lab-type activities much of the teaching is clone during
full eight-hour Saturday sessions. Research papers are

closely related to everyday teaching activities. Mate-

rials produced during these classes are frequently put
right to work in the classroom. All techniques are con-

stantly being tested in the classroom for effectiveness.

While courses are directly under the supervision of

professional people from the university, resource

people from the school system and the community at

large are used in all classes.

Patricia Stephens, part time AV secretary, is shown at right

checking the filmstrip file against a master list. Such checks
insure that the file is kept in proper order.

At right, Mrs. Twyla Walz, build-

ing coordinator for Pecos Elemen-
tary School, shows Howard Stone,

principal, a passe partout exhihit

which she uses in her science

classes.

Edwin Berckes, senior high school
AV coordinator, is shown below
with a student projectionist and
the letter which is given to mem-
bers of the projectionist club. Each
additional year of service is indi-

cated by the addition of a bar to

the letter.



Choosing Wisely In Illustrations

by Wilson F. Wetzler

J ARGE numbers of illustrations are available to the
teacher who wishes to nail down an idea or drive home
a point. Elementary teachers are especially aware of

the importance of finding just the right picture, map,
drawing or some kind of illustration to help them do
a better job of teaching. Probably the matter of con-
cern to many teachers is simply that of getting enough
of the good illustrations to make their task easier.

Actually there is such a wide variety of good illus-

trations in textbooks, magazines, children's books,
business and supply industrial sources that it may
seem to be only a matter of collecting or building up
an immediate source of supply. Certainly it is im-
portant to have enough illustrations on hand when
they are needed. But the problem for concern should
be also that of getting teachers to choose illustrations

that have a clear sense of purpose and intent.

They need to keep these questions in mind as they
make their selections: Is the choice based on con-
venience simply because the material happens to be
on hand? Would an actual photograph be more ap-
propriate in a particular case? Or perhaps an abstract

drawing is needed to stimulate children's thinking
more effectively? Certainly teachers either unconsci-
ously or deliberately decide to use crtain illustrations

that reflect in some ways their convictions, knowledge,
experience, and a host of other things. There, then,
should be some guides for better selection or rejection

of illustrations.

When teachers make better use of illustrations,

then it is conceivable that more efficient and effective

teaching can be expected. Three major questions
have been asked by teachers that suggest the specific

purpose of this discussion:

1. What should teachers consider in the selection of
an illustration?

2. Does the teacher need special training or abilities

for selecting good illustrations?

3. Can research help the teacher do a better job of
selecting more effective illustrations?

What can the teacher do before selecting an illus-

tration? Even as teachers pre-plan a unit, work out a
lesson plan, or organize any sort of learning experience
that they feel necessary and important for getting
across a skill, an attitude, or understanding, there
should be some attention given to the kinds of illus-

trations they will want to use. At least three important
considerations in making this selecting are now sug-
gested.

First, the teacher is concerned with how well the
illustration fits in with and carries out the mood of
the text. That is, there must be a point to be illustrated,

whether it is a story to be read and analyzed, a geo-
graphical location to be learned or a scientific concept
that is to be developed. Although this may seem

obvious, the emphasis is made to point up the fact
that the prime function of an illustration must be
determined by the text or what is to be learned. There-
fore teachers can look for an illustration that satisfies

this first prerequisite of carrying out the mood of
the text or what is to be taught.

A second consideration that teachers may give in

selecting an illustration is based upon psychological
factors. Children have basic needs that are to be
satisfied. Both the text and illustrations must work
together in meeting these needs. For example, certain

stories in children's literature may help to satisfy the
children's "need to know." The use of a proper illus-

tration can give support to this basic need in further-

ing his psychological development.
Finally, teachers should choose illustrations that

help children, particularly at the elementary level,

to gain better appreciation of our way of life. This is

not to say that the passing on of the cultural heritage

is the major consideration of learning, important as

it is. However, illustrations can serve a real purpose in

developing a value system in children when they are

tied in with the text in such a way that they actually

reflect the demands of society. It is true that different

sections of the country with local cultural factors

will call for certain kinds of illustrations. Yet, teachers

need to look beyond the local confines, by selecting

illustrations that will be in keeping with and provide

understandings of our American culture.

In summary, teachers first look for illustrations that

carry out the mood of the text, help to satisfy the
child's basic needs, and meet the demands of our
American way of life. There are other criteria which
could be suggested, but these three stand out as be-

ing all important for the teacher to keep in mind in

They Replied, Replied I

In the October issue we carried a piece by
Harry Golden, eminent author, which elbowed
the ribs of educational AV. "We have exag-

gerated and blown up out of all proportion

our audiovisual system of education," said

Mr. Golden.

In our editorial on page 532 of the October

issue, we suggested that AV people rendered
uncomfortable by this prodding communicate
their unrest directly to Mr. Golden, with a

copy to us.

We (and Mr. Golden, evidently) have been
besieged with replies. They comprise a sin-

cere and ardent defense of ediwational AV—
and make good reading. Ami we are going to

present a wrap-up of them.

Look for it in the December issue.

Paul C. Reed
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looking for the proper illustrations for classroom use.

Do teachers need special abilities in selecting good
illustrations? Some teachers have wondered whether
they have the background and ability required for

making choices in finding and using illustrations.

Even when the above three point criteria guide is

used, there may be the uneasy feeling that perhaps
some kind of a basic art ability is required. If one is

not particularly good in artistic areas, this may sug-

gest he will have not good taste and perhaps be
somewhat unsuccessful in his choice of good illustra-

tions. Although the appreciation of basic art princi-

ples in choosing effective illustrations has a definite

place and value for the teacher, fortunatelv the teach-

er need not worry about his limited competency or

lack of ability from the artistic viewpoint. He needs
to think of special abilities in selecting good illustra-

tions in terms of the following two aspects:

1. Teacher personality and ability to make good
choices in illustrations. No one will deny that certain

aspects of a teacher's personality are related to his

teaching effectiveness. There is a great deal of re-

search evidence available which will show that teach-

ing is a function of the teacher's personality. It is not

difficult to go another step and suggest that this selec-

tion ability can be tied in with his personality. To say
it more specifically, the teacher can improve in making
good choices of illustration to enhance learning by
acquiring the capacity to identify with children. Ac-
tually it has been said that a successful teacher will

leam to understand the child first as she guides him
in the classroom. Therefore, as one learns to think pri-

marily of the child's viewpoint and can put oneself

into his place, as it were, then he is acquiring a per-

sonality trait that simply means understanding, know-
ing, and "feeling" the child's mind.

2. Teacher value system and ability to make good
choices in illustrations. Again it is clear that special

abilities of the teacher are not simply a matter of

artistic good taste in selecting good illustrations. Every
person should be willing to examine his own value

system, particularly as he seeks to provide experiences

for the classroom. This means, for example, he is aware
of his own standards which he may be trying to im-

pose in his class. Certainly the teacher is not to com-
promise and change his concepts of what is good or

bad for the sake of being flexible. He can accept or

reject certain illustrations as he sees fit, particularly

if he has done any soul-searching to offset any un-
realistic or subjective judgments based only on his

own set of values. Admittedly, most teachers will not
take the time, nor will it be required, to subject every
choice of illustration to this criterion of the value
system. Yet, it is believed to be important, especially

if there were any doubt in the mind of the teacher

as to the advisability of using a certain illustration.

Also, it serves to underline the fact that special abili-

ties in the artistic areas are helpful, but one may
acquire other abilities to aid in selecting good illus-

trations.

Can reseach studies help the teacher to be more
selective in his choice of illustrations? It has been
pointed out that teacher can look for certain things

and acquire a personality or mind set as they imcover

good illustrations for classroom use. There are also

some suggestions from research studies that can be of

further help to the teacher in this matter.

Malter\ Whipple-, and Rudisill'* furnish data that

are now summarized and presented as suggestions

here to aid the teacher in liis choice of proper illus-

trations:

—use colored illustrations whenever possible, since

children prefer them
—bring in a variety of illustrations, even in trying

to put across one idea

—remember that children's preferences change as

they mature and have different experiences

—organize illustrations around a center of interest

—use as many illustrations as you can find that depict

action

—keep in mind that the larger the illustrations used,

the more likely the higher interest value

—don't worry about the number of illustrations used,

since there can hardly be a saturation point

—bring in many illustrations that deal with eventful

topics as opposed to still-life topics

—remember that in most cases children prefer the

truest appearance of real life; they also prefer un-

colored realism to colored illustrations that do not

conform to real life

In summary, a few guide posts that may help the

teacher tie together a few points in the problem of

selecting good illustrations are given. First, the stor\',

the thing to be learned, or the idea to get across must
be worthy of the effort. Of course this should be
obvious, but it is necessary to do this before passing

judgment on the illustration. Perhaps many books

are first judged and accepted simply on the basis of

its beautiful illustrations. Second, good illustrators

are generally consistent in their work. One successful

effort may lead to others. However, one should never

take for granted any productive work simply because

a reputation has been established. Third, there is al-

ways the danger of selecting something the class will

not understand, or it may be an oversimplification.

This fact underlies the importance of being able to

put oneself into the place of the child, to know and

to feel with him. Fourth, teachers should be aware

of the power of illustrations. It can be a weapon for

propaganda use as well as for confusing or distorting

a child's sense of values. Unquestionably, the teacher

can use illustrations in the daily work of the class to

good advantage when choices are made in the proper

way.

'Morton S. Matter, "Children's Preferences

for Illustrative Materials, "The Journal of
Educational Research, January, 1948, pp.
378-385.

^Gertrude Whipple, "Appraisal of the Inter-

est Appeal of Illustrations," The Elementary
School Journal, January, 1953, pp. 262-269.

'Mabel Rudlsill, "Children's Preferences for

Color Versii.^ Other Qualities in Illustrations,"

The Elementary School Journal, April,

1952.PP. 444-451.
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They Do The AV Job Properly .

The follotvi7ig evaluation of the concerns and problems of audiovisual workers
was presented by Dr. Ham C. Olsen, emeritus professor of education at Eastern

Illinois University and presently consultant. General Education, office of Illinois

Supt. of Fublic Instruction, at the close of a three-day Illinois-Okoboji Audio-
visual Leadersliip conference sponsored by the Illinois Audiovisual Association

and Eastern Illirwis University at Charleston, III. on June 28-30, 1961.

X OU audiovisual men and women impress me as highly dedicated professional

workers whose major concern is to get school staffs and individual teachers to

use more audiovisual resources and to use them better.

Because school administrators and teachers do not always see their work and
responsibilities as you do, they frequently fail to use your services, materials,

and equipment as you feel they should. At times they expect you to render

services for them which if you perform them, will prevent you from ever de-

veloping the audiovisual program of which you dream.

How can you get school administrators and teachers to recognize the value

of your services and to use them wisely to improve and increase the learning

of their pupils?

Under the policies of the board of education, the superintendent develops

and administers the different school programs in accordance with his concept of

what they should be and how they should be operated. Staff members are se-

lected to carry on the different programs as required by school board policies.

It is unwise, therefore, for a professional educator to accept a position such

as director of audiovisual education unless he clearly understands what is ex-

pected of him in such a position and he is convinced that the position will

afford him the opportunities to render the professional services he believes he
should perform. For an audiovisual director to go into a position without this

understanding and without being wholeheartedly committed to do what is ex-

pected of him can result only in his serious frustration and in friction with

fellow staff members.
This is so because each member of a professional school staff, including the

audiovisual director, acts not in accordance with the facts but as he sees the

facts. The superintendent tends to see teachers and specialists such as audio-

viual directors and their work very differently from the way teachers and spe-

cialists see themselves and their work. In fact, teachers may feel that the audio-

visual director is only a representative of another undesirable pressure group

concerned about getting recognition for himself rather than helping teachers

deal more effectively with their problems.

Unless these divergent views of superintendent, teachers and the audiovisual

director can be brought into harmony, each will tend to think of the others as

lacking in understanding and as unwilling to cooperate.

The audiovisual director who finds his services not effectively utilized, has
three possible outs. He can continue in his position with little likelihood that

things will get much better in the foreseeable future; he can refuse to continue

in what he feels is an impossible situation and resign; or he can use his leader-

ship skills to bring about changes in the way the superintendent and teachers

view him and in what they believe he can do for them.

Developing the acceptable working relations with the superintendent and
teachers suggested in the third alternative above can be a most significant pro-

fessional challenge to any audiovisual director and any success he may have in

achieving such relations can result in greatly improved school programs and
can bring him most lasting and worthwhile satisfactions.
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To The Rescue:

The Filmstrip

by Sister Joseph Eleanor, S.P.

O.'NE day a teacher made to her class what seemed

at first a surprising statement. "Until motion pictures

were invented," she said, "no man ever told another

man a story." I remember no more of our lesson for

that day; but this remark I do remember well. For I

thought immediately of all the wealth of tales, all the

wonderful books that had instructed the mind and

fired the imagination of men for ages. What could

she mean?

Yet strangely, the more I thought it over, the more

I realized she was right. No one, indeed, had ever

really transferred to the mind or the imagination of

another htmian being exactly his story, exactly his

idea, in all its important or embellishing details; no

one had ever shown another precisely what he meant,

unless he was able to show him literally, either the

object itself, or a good representation of it. Words are

symbols, and signify to the hearer images which he

has garnered from many sources, never just the image

that is in the speaker's mind; and where in the mind

of a hearer there is a dearth of images, the speaker's

words mean very little. Therefore the teacher, I con-

cluded, who of all men wishes to enlighten and en-

large the horizons of men, must be a user of pictures,

images, models and illustrations of all kinds.

I recalled that the greatest Teacher of all, in trying

to bring home to His hearers the greatest lessons of

all, was accustomed to say, "Behold the hlies . .
."

"Look up and see the fields . .
." "Look at the mus-

tard seed . .

."

I recalled also that there is nothing in the mind of

man that has not come in through his senses; that

wonderful instrument of the most abstruse and con-

structive thinking is dependent on contact with the

outside world which comes only through these five

gateways. Hence, how important that this contact be

abundant and varied, vivid, arresting, repeated!

Fortunately the teacher of today has at her dis-

posal exceptional facilities for supplying this need.

Constant efforts to improve, adapt and improvise are

bringing within the reach of almost every teacher a

variety of instruments appealing to the several senses.

Still, the sense of sight remains the one most used in

This story was a winner in a contest con-

ducted by Viewlex, Inc., on 'How AV Aids

Make Teaching and Learning Easier.'

education on every level, and despite the rapid in-

crease in devices of aural approach, visual devices

predominate, where they do not combine with aural.

The teacher of today has pictures and a means of

showing pictures adapted to teaching children of any

age almost any subject. Since the day when my teach-

er's remark gave me pause, I have often thrilled to

find in my hands the magic wand by means of which

I might unfold a story or expose an idea to anotlu^r

mind. Sometimes it was by means of simple pictures.

Every teacher comes to look for these in every con-

ceivable place, and there is a use for almost ever\

good picture. Sometimes it was by means of the mo\ -

ing picture, when history, science literature, music,

language, guidance, or enlightened entertainment

came into play. Oftener it was by means of the film-

strip machine, the teacher's companion and ready as-

sistant, easily portable, easily operated, relatively in-

expensive, and available for a variety of purposes!

I have found it possible, with the filmstrip pro-

jector, to conduct a civics class through the process

of passing a bill or to give them a grasp of the work-

ings of the federal government that pages of text

could not convey. I have had the pleasure of hearing

pupils who had studied Hamlet or Macbeth on film-

strips tell how they had enjoyed television or theater

versions of these plays because they could under-

stand the plot. I have been able to teach my English

classes the procedure in a library, to illustrate for

them the steps in writing a research paper, or even

finding a word in a dictionary, in a manner which made
a much more vivid and lasting impression than sev-

eral periods of explanation.

With filmstrips we have explored the plant ami

animal kingdoms in biology, and flown on a real

Magic Carpet in geography. We have kept steadiK

abreast of current events and revoked the history ot

our own and other lands. We have visited the homes
of American and English authors and seen the spots

where they wrote some of the great poems and novels

we read. We have watched filmstrips of Peer Gynt
or Peter and the Wolf or Hansel and Gretel as they

made more meaningful the delightful music of these

suites. With filmstrips we have been introduced to

the things that make poetry: rhyme, rhythm, verse

forms, imagery. Filmstrips have made fractions un-

derstandable for the arithmetic class and have guided

some of my bookkeeping pupils. With filmstrips I

have been able to show teachers how to use filmstrips

and other audiovisual media.

Because the teacher can control the speed of the

filmstrip, it is especially adapted to the classroom.

A point which has not been completely understood

may be lingered over or repeated. Many filmstrips

have review questions; when the pupils fail to answer

some of these, it is a simple matter to turn back for

"another look." When the machine is of sufficient

power to obviate darkening the room too much, its

usefulness is, of course, increased. It can be used for

note-taking, quizzes, discussions, illustrated reports.

The filmstrip machine is always a ready and useful

companion, too, in any school club meeting. The

(Continued on page 598)
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Make Your Own 2x2 Slides

by Milton I. Patrie

W,HAT is the most valuable projector? Chances
are you'll agree its your 2x2 projector, once you start

making your own black-and-white slides this easy

way. From cartoons to symphony scores, from maps
to magazine and book illustrations—your 2x2 will

handle them all.

You can show any still subject using one small pro-

jector from one classroom location. With the 2x2
slide, one can utilize the full projected area regard-

less of the subject's dimensions. You can plan your

own set of 'how-to-do-its,' photograph thorn live, proc-

ess them, and they'll be ready to project before an

additional class period has elapsed. The author has

employed these slides in televsion classes and in pub-

lic relations work; they can be projected up to 10 feet

wide with very satisfactory sharpness.

Need any special equipment? No. The same 35mm
camera you use for making slides at picnics and on

vacation trips will turn out fine transparencies. A de-

veloping tank which will process 35mm film, a ther-

mometer, a clock, and jars for storing solutions are

the essentials.

What about materials? The film is Kodak 35mm
Panatomic-X, FX 135 which can be found in any

camera shop. (Note: Kodak does not recommend try-

ing this with other film sizes.) It is processed in the

Kodak Direct Positive Film Developing Outfit. A
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If chemicalB are stored where

light might strike, dark glass

bottles are needed. The re-

developer is freslily mixed
from a new packet for each

session though two rolls can

be done in quick succession.

^g^

standard fixing bath is needed and a wetting agent

will be a help.

Kodak recommends a daylight exposure index of

80 (64 Tungsten) for trial, using incident light meters.

Here is exposure data if you don't use a light meter:

Daylight Exposure Table: Lens openings at 1/100

second'

Bright Hazy Cloudy Open Shade,

Sun Sun Bright Bright Day
f/16 f/11 f/8 f/5.6

Photoflood Exposure Table: Two No. R2 reflector

flood lamps or equivalent"

Side Light to Subject Distances 3% ft. 6 ft. 10 ft.

Camera Light to Subject Dis-

tances 4y2ft. Oft. 14 ft.

Lens Openings at 1/25 second f/11 f/5.6 f/3.5

For extreme close-ups, supplementary lenses can be

obtained which make it possible to enlarge small ob-

jects. Instructions come with these lenses.

To process your transparencies, first mix the solu-

tions as instructed in the leaflet which comes with

the processing kit. Then process your material using

the instructions given for Vanatomic X film. (In-

structions are given for another process on the same
sheet; be sure you use the times given for the proc-

ess you are using.)

In 40 minutes, your transparencies will be drying;

as soon as they are dry, cut them apart for mounting

to project them, or they can be projected as a film-

strip if you don't cut them apart. In either case, you

will have the right material at the right time . . . and

you will have done it yourself!

'These instructions are given in full in the

Kodak Pamphlet No. F-19, Black-and-white

Transparencies ^VITH Kodak Panatomic-X

Film, 35 mm. Single copies are available with-

out charge from: Sales Service Division, East-

man Kodak Company, Rochester 4, New York.

It perhaps should be re-emphasized that the

above information applys only to 35 mm Pana-

tomic-X film used in making direct positive

transparencies.

To The Rescue ...

(Continued from page 596)

French Club, Science Club, Mission Club, and Social

Studies Club have, in my experience, made excellent

use of it. It is a simple piece of equipment to move
from room to room, and the pupils take pride in op-

erating it.

It is no wonder, then, that in the organization of

an audiovisual department, the filmstrij^ projector is

the logical nucleus. When sound equipment can be

added to this, the teacher has unrivaled opportunity

for appealing to both sight and hearing—and we know
that the more senses brought into play, the more
lasting the lesson. The interest factor, too, is served

in a unique manner by the use of well-chosen audio-

visual materials. Founded on sound psychological

principles and taking advantage of every latest scien-

tific and pedagogical development, audiovisual edu-

cation offers therefore to the teacher unlimited op-

portunity for making her teaching at once easier and
more effective. To the pupil it opens new exciting

avenues to learning with ease and pleasure and last-

ing benefit.
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AV
in the Church Field

by William F. Hockman

3reen Lake Echoes

How do you effectively communi-

.-ate Christianity through audiovisual

materials and reach the people you

want to reach?

By taking the pulse of your audi-

ence and getting the feel of what they

want without weakening your ulti-

mate goals, beheves Dr. David K.

Berlo, head of the Department of

Communication Arts at Michigan

State University and key speaker at

the 18th International Audiovisual

Conference on AV Communication

in the Church, September 3-8 in

Green Lake, Wisconsin.

Speaking to 125 delegates from 20

states, Japan and Canada, Dr. Berlo

emphatically stressed that the mean-

ing in all communications media lies

in people and not in symbols, signs

or words. "You're not in the audio-

visual business; you're in the 'people'

business because the motivations, the

effects and the responses (to your

messages) are found in people," he

declared.

Therefore, he continued, "The only

expert in gauging effective communi-

cations is a member of the audience

for which the message is intended. We
tend to analyse the product and not

the market and then we wonder why
the product doesn't sell."

The author of the recendy-publish-

ed book The Process of Communica-

tion said further that fewer instead

of more audiovisuals should be made.

He charged that over-communication

is one of the fallacies of the field and

that quantity rather than quality re-

ceives major emphasis.

SuccessfiJ communication also
means that the communicator must

be open to change, Dr. Berlo said.

"If you discover that your message

is not directed to your audience's ovm
best interests, then you must be ready

to change your original objectives,"

he said. "If you're not willing to take

this chance, then don't communicate

because if you won't look at possible

changes you can't communicate."

Audiovisual, as well as other com-

munications people, tend to direct

their products to a mass market in-

stead of to more selective audiences.

Dr. Berlo said. "We say that whether

our audiences are satisfied or not, we
must get them to attend. We use a

'big deal' introduction, promising

them an interesting, stimulating ses-

sion." By the time the audience views

the product, he continued, they're so

"jacked up" with expectation that

they're bound to be let down.

The higher the audience's expecta-

tions, he explained, the more likely

they are to attend but, simultaneously,

the more that's expected, the more

rewarding the consequences must be.

He advised concentrating on hold-

Critical tliinking

in tlie classroom

FILM

INTERVIEWS

WITH

BERTRAND

RUSSELL

including such

thought-provol(ing subjects as

The Role of the Individual

Power

Happiness

Philosophy

Mankind's Future
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Here is rich educational material wliich gives

teachers a unique opportunity to introduce their

students to the living thought of one of the

world's greatest philosopliers, mathematicians,

and social critics. These five completely unre-

hearsed interviews, in Lord Russell's inimitable,

witty style, will stimulate classroom discussions

. . . provoke critical thinking . . . and introduce

students to a wide range of ideas—some provoc-

ative, some insightful, all delightfully expressed.

Each of these splendid films encourages us to

examine our own attitudes and ideals . . . and to

strengthen among our students knowledge of

the democratic process of free inquiry.

Examine the films for purchase consideration

You may preview these films at no obligation, except

for return postage. Simply check on the coupon

those you wish to receive. Each film is I'/i reels in

length and available in black-and-white for $75. Or
you may wish to receive more detailed information

on the films. Simply use the coupon.

CORONET FILMS 1

Dept. ES-lll, Coronet Building, Chicago 1, Illinois |

n Please send preview prints of the films I hove cKeclwd |

below:
I

:: Bertrond Russell Discusses the Role of the Individual
. j

n Bertrond Russell Discusses Power |

C Bertrond Russell Discusses Hoppiness
|

LJ Bertrond Russell Discusses Philosophy

" Bertrond Russell Discusses Monkind's Power
j~ Pleose send brochure containing a complete description
|

of each film.

Nome ^Position-

Address

City -SloM-
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NEWTON-RINGS

NOW!

ENTIRELY

ELIMINATED
™ UnDia

NEWTON-RINGS, those optical gremlins
that thwart all efforts at color-perfect slide
projection, can now be a thing of the past
LiNDIA's Swiss made "NEWLO" glass, with
special etched surface, completely eliminates
this disturbing rainbow phenomenon. By pro-
viding for the free flow of air between film
and protective glass, etched surfaces prevent
all moisture condensation . . . voiLA — no
NEWTON-RINGS!

Precision ground to closest tolerances, for a
perfectly snug fit every time, precleaned
>JEWLO" glass saves you many precious hours
of labor. And 'NEWLo" glass is extra-thin and
colorless, for maximum transparency brilliance
and true color rendition.

Ask for "NEWLO" glass the next time you buy

siliPm^^D*^
inimitable Swiss Snap-in mounts:

SW.CT^«~c-^"*^ "^^^"^ ^ND LOCK . . .

cyjU^^"' SECONDS TO MOUNT A SLIDE
aAfisK — FOR LIFELONG PROTECTION'

W/"NEWL0"g.ass'r2°J|°^$°??9T
w/regular glass $2.55 $11.95
Sec your local dealer
or write for free bro-
chure ESL-U. En-
close dime ( lOc) for
sample mount.

karl heifz

4*0 UXINCJON AVC. NiW YOUK 17 • YUkon t^920
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ing smaller audiences whose interest

will be maintained.

Dr. Berlo received his A.B. degree
in psychology and his Ph.D. degree
in communications from the Uni-
versity of Illinois. He has spent seven
years in commercial radio and direct-

ed seminars on communication for the
International Cooperation Adminis-
tration.

Speakers for the evening sessions
of the week-long conference includ-
ed: the Rev. Garrett Short, local

minister of education, Grand Rapids,
Mich., "A Total Local Church AV
Intergration Design and Evaluation";
the Rev. G. Earl Leard, assistant to
(he director, United Church of Can-
ada's Berkeley Studio, Toronto, On-
tario ,"A Successful Denominational
AV Communication Training Pro-
gram"; Dr. Hugh Barbour, associate
professor of religion, Earlham Col-
lege, Richmond, Ind., "What About
Programmed Learning and Self-

Instructional Procedures in the
Church?"; and Dr. Robert Wagner,
director of the Department of Photog-
raphy, Ohio State University, Colum-
bus, Ohio, "What Makes a Great
Film?"

The conference, sponsored by the
Department of Audiovisual and
Broadcast Education of the National
Council of Churches, was chaired by
Dr. Donald P. Ely, director of the
AV Center of Syracuse University.
Conference coordinator was the Rev.
Donald J. Kliphardt, associate di-

rector of DAVBE.

"Berloing" Is Old Stuff

It was tough for me to miss the
Green Lake shindig. My attendance
record isn't perfect, but I have gotten
to most of them. Echoes of G.L. have
been coming in from my friends and
it seems that a certain Dr. Berlo
waked up the assembled brethren.
Bully for him! It is reported that he
sees in the world four types of men:
those who know and don't know
they know; those that know and know
they know; those that don't know and
know they don't know; and those that

don't know and don't know that they
know. How about adding a fifth cate-

gory: Those with the "Himalayan
complex," like Berlo, who know about
the four types! Then, I suppose, you
could add a si.xth type: he who knows
the five below him. And so on. Nice
game!

Dr. Berlo could have been crib-

bing his format, you know, from the
Mishnah. In the Fourth Division, the
chapter 'Aboth' (The Fathers), we
have six pairs of these "four types,"
and one that's right down our alley
of communication. "There are four
types of disciple: the swift to hear

and the swift to lose—his gain is can^

celled by his loss; the slow to heai

and the slow to lose—his loss is can-

celled by his gain; swift to hear and
slow to lose-this is a happy lot; (and]

slow to hear and swift to lose—this
is an evil lot." I'd like to see Brother
Berlo take a whack at improving that!

Dr. Berlo might have likened his

Green Lake folk to another 'Four.'

These are the ones "that sit in the
presence of the sages: the sponge,
the funnel, the strainer and the sifter.

The 'sponge'—which soaks up every-
thing; the 'funnel'—which takes it in

at one end and lets it out at the other;

the 'strainer'-which lets out the wine
and collects the lees; the 'sifter'-

which extracts the coarsely-ground
flour and collects the fine flour.

There are many interesting 'threes'

and 'tens' and 'fours' from iJhe early,

Christian era. (See Danby's Mishnah,
page 457.)

Styling, Engineering, Design

We have a filmstrip projector—now
cured of its worst habits by my
tinkering—which literally fell apart

when used. My teachers hated it; so

did I. Now that it is improved, we
use it when the others are out. De-
sign pretty good; engineering was
lousy. That's my verdict. Don't ask
me to print the pictures I took of the
thing to prove my contention! Style?

It has little, needs little. What we
wanted for our hundred dollars was
a unit that would get the job done,
When styling whims override engi-

neering considerations, I am for the
engineer and not the stylist. You can
style a filmstrip projector right out
of the market as well as into it. We
will mention no names. Design and
engineering go together. Not long af-

ter the stylist takes over function be-
gins to suffer, quite often and with
many things. The acid test never re-

lates to styling but to function:
knives that won't cut, cars that won't
run, hay bailers that won't bail ha>
—all are a total flop regardless of who
styles them. One could not go tlie

rounds at the NAVA show without
noticing the difference between de-
sign and styling. Time and time again
the salesman in the booth knew noth-
ing-or little-technical about his
product. He could glow about its

style; went mute when confronted
with some technical questions. Others
knew their stuff in a different sense.

Design it to do the job and engi-
neer it to do the job well and use a
little common sense in rounding off
the edges and it will look good
enough without sending for the
stylist! Or could we be wrong-again!

(Continued on page 605)
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The Ultimate

in Automatic Film Inspection

Now has
Auto-Load
and Electronic

Scrsitch Detection

with Automatic
Recording and
Splicing

.,-.-T.-^'<£ .:

MARK IV
...the Futurmatic-Styled Inspecf-O-Film

^^ith amazing performance...
The Mark IV is the "ultimate" machine for those "who
want everything". Designed as a research unit into the

needs of the film libraries of the future, this unit has been
put into pilot production because of the demand of leading

commercial libraries who must furnish customers proof of

print condition. The Mark IV retains from the. past only
what has been demanded by progressive libraries and could

not be left out of a modern machine— features from the

Mark II, such as eye-level loading, triple jewel sensitive

low pressure detection, console and large work surface de-

sign etc. The Mark IV represents a technological break-
through comparable to Harwald's invention of Automatic
Electronic Detection. It gives an electronically written

graph of the degree of film scratching by the foot so that

libraries and sponsors can judge print quality on an objec-

tive basis. The machine also features "Auto-Load" the

easy loading system that will be a part of all film equipment

of the future. Other features include: Selective detection,

radioactive plutonium antistatic protection, no-scratch

vacuum cleaning of film and ultra smooth all direct drive

system. The Mark IV is particularly suited for duplex and

other multiple machine arrangements. Naturally, elec-

tronic liquid cleaning and conditioning are also available

along with a host of other features, get full details and see

demonstration at coming conventions.

No. 2J 1 05 Ship. Wt., 375 lbs.

$3,450.00 to 5,895.00 depending on accessories

THE HARWALD COMPANY INC
1245 Chicago Avenue Evanston, Illinois • DAvis 8-7070



MODEL "U" MARK II America's most popular film inspection unit

USED BY LEADING FILM LIBRARIES OF THE WORLD

The Model "U" Mark II is a dynamic
machine that has won the praise of lead-
ing film library managers everywhere. It

is considered the "Work-Horse" of the
film inspection field. Designed to be the
fastest, easiest to use, easiest to service,

most accurate, top performing machine
(exceeded only by the Mark IV) but for

the vast middle of the road conservative
managers market— this unit is the one.

Features eye-level non-stoop open path
loading, for operator ease and conve-
nience. Has Harwald originated "Plug-
In" interchangeable service parts con-
struction. All console style machines can

DELUXE MODEL "U" MARK II

Same as abcne unit, but uith larKt- table, niujjiii-

fier elertroiiic luaditig, si»ecial wind switrh an<i
other deluxe features. Please eontaet us ftjr fea-
tures and details. Priee $2,995.00

MODEL "U" SPECIAL
Here's a superb produet for tfie little library to
start on. Designed with ample spaee for uddine
most Mark 11 features. It is real easy to use. Full
console size with big work surface. Features easy
eye-level loading and has Harwald's patented
Triple .Jewel Detection System.
No. 2J103 Ship Wt . 270 lbs. $2449.00

be used with electronic cleaning and coi

ditioning. Can be duplexed — used
double "L" or double "H". Electron
loading available (see Deluxe Model
Special Features: Triple jewel controllt
low pressure detection, ultra smoot
drive, no break no snap starting. Tc
performance— for the pros!

Since this unit is constantly improved
results from the field show new featur
valuable, so be sure to get the latest
formation on it before buying. Simp
contact our sales dept., and ask for sp
cial 81 feature list.

No. 2J102 Ship. Wt., 350 lbs. $2, 795.

PROFESSIONAL
OPERATOR CHAIR

This f:unniis Harwald profi
siotial operator <-hair is design
for maxiniuiM (oTiif<trt. H
fult.x- .st.\!ed. strtuig and il'r

Has 6 separate adjust nit-nts a
it is i>ra<'tieallv indestruetal'
Ship. Wt.. I'll lbs, .-^ills

whin- at .«.'!!l.i).'>.

No. 13J101 o.dv $34.95

h

SAVE $5.00

NEWEST IDEAS FOR MODERN FILM LIBRARY INSTALLATION
Featuring easy eye-level non-stoop loading and famous triple jewel detectio

^L ,
J' 5

r

! f i J

MARK IV or MARK II DUPLEX
Smallest floor area, greatest
comfort and output for Duplex
setup. Ideal, where space is

prime consideration. Permits
operator better control over
reels with less fatigue than
other stacked or Duplex ar-

rangements. Please write for

list of features.

Priced $3,995.00 to $6,995.00
depending on accessories

MODEL "U" MARK II or MARK IV Custoin "L " or "Double I " Installation

The most popular 2-machine setup. Here is by far the most popular
arrangement of film inspection machines, used by perhaps 9 out of

10 leading libraries. It gives maximum output per unit floor space
with greatest operator comfort— from easy eye-level loading.
No. 2J1 10 Ship. Wt., 750 lbs $2,950.00 per unit

**^

.1

MODEL "R" INSPECT-O-FILM
The famous "Old Reliable".
As rugged as the old "DC-3"
air plane. Designed for
medium-speed inspection of

release prints in 16mm li-

braries. These machines
simply will not die! Ship.
Wt., 250 lbs.

No. 2J1 01 $1,995.00

CONSOLETTE STYLE FILM INSPECTION
Superior Competitive Units for the Small User

ULTRA MODERN DUPLEX
Junior Chall«ng«r

A superior competitive unit for less.
Xext to stacked Model ""U" or Mark
IV units, these Klve ma.xlmum output
per unit floor space. You must see this
unit and compare, prove to yourself
how It exceeds competitive units, for
leas cost

.

No. 2J109 fiOO lbs . S2995.00

DUPLEX.OELUXE
Extra features for greater performance.
Low stretch— low stoop desUn. Please
write for complete list of superior fea-
tures. fl2o lbs.
No. 2J107 $3,895.00 to 5,950.00

depending on accessories

MODEL 76 "CHALLENGER"
Junior Con»el«tt* lnsp*ct>0-Film

A superior competitive unit for less.
Priced for the little library where con-
-solette deslftn and low loadinK are ac-
ceptable. This machine Is In every way
superior to competitive makof and we
wIlllnKiy offer it for your close exami-
nation and test aRalnsl any other lllni

Inspection machine Often copied, but
neverequalled. this all American-Made
machine has Harwald's patented de-
tection and outstandlHKly smooth drive
system, safe on film- a real barsain.
Please write for feature list.

No. 2J104 32^ lbs.. . $2,249.00

JUNIOR DELUXE
INSPECT-O-FILM

(Not Illustrated) similar to .Model 7*1

ChallenKer*'. with extra features of
Electronic Loadlnn, Triple Jewel
Model "U" type detection svstem and
others. For details, please write for
complete list of features.
No. 2J106 :i.W lbs. . . $2,495.00

REWIND-O-FILM
A dandy consoiette style hand Inspec-
tion and automatic rewind set up.
Trade this machine up as your llbrar\
Rrows. to automatic Inspection for an^
Harwald model.
No. 2J 108 270 lbs. $799.00

"TRIPIEX" MARK II or MARK IV

The concept of the future. For those wh
wish to maximize operator performanci
yet have easy eye-level operation. Th
setup is a custom installation. Pleas
write for list of features.

QUALITY PUSH CART
Scientifically de.signed

solve the problems (

holding and moving fih

easily. Adjustable she
for right height. Sturd
construction. Holds up l

30-2000 ft. reels. A Qua
ity Product. 40 lbs.

No. 13JI06 $49. C

NEW and USED UNITS— RENTALS
— LEASES

Rental to purchase agreements, available
on all equipment. Get a FREE industrial

engineering analysis. If you have over 200
films, you are probably paying for auto-
matic inspection but not getting it.

PLANNING A MODERN,
PROGRESSIVE FILM LIBRARY?

Get Harwald's famous "Past and Future"
literature and get help from our qualified
sales engineers.

HARWALD'S FAMOUS SERVICE
POLICY

Available for all units. We trade, repair,

rebuild, redesign and modify all and any
type of film handling equipment. Call Mr.
Service for details.

We are a service oriented organization. Our
sales come largely from recommendations
of happy customers. Take advantage of our
original "Collect Call Service". An expert
is as near as your telephone. Our nation-
wide organization is always at your service.

AI.l. PKI(E.S K.O.B. SHIPPIX<; POINT KUBJECT TO (^HA.VOE WITHOUT NOTK-'K PRI.VTKO IN U.S.A.



MODEL "Q" MARK IV
Itie Ultimate tditor—pius inspection

new concept of the famous Model
I" Editing Machine. Ideal for TV
ations, Producers, Distributors, etc.

-re is the ultimate in film handling for

ofe.ssional film men in TV stations and
• film distribution. This machine not

ly has all the features of the Mark IV,

scribed on the front cover, including

? availability of scratch detection, etc.,

t also has a viewer and sound reader

angement so that films may be viewed,

ted, cut and an entire TV Show put
;ether with the greatest of ease, in a

jfessional manner.

No. 3J102 Price, depending on accessories, $4,495.00 to 7,995.00

STANDARD MODEL "Q" INSPECT-O-FILM EDITOR ^^
Here is a professional tool offering electronic inspec-

tion, cleaning, measuring, viewing and sound reading

for fast and accurate editing. You can inspect, clean

and view a one-hour program in less than 5 minutes.

Variable film speed from zero to 450 feet per minute
both forward and reverse. Machine automatically

.stops at completion. Guaranteed against defects in

material and workmanship. Ship. VVt., 235 lbs.

No. 3J101 $3,950.00

Often times users report cutting down
their time as much as in half of that
with normal complicated arrangements
and this machine does a complete job.

Not only inspects film and cleans it, but
times the film and allows it to be viewed
at an extremely fast pace. For instance

an hour program can be completely pre-

viewed in less than five minutes. Com-
plete smooth control over the film move-
ment is possible and all the way from
zero to 450 feet a minute, forward and
reverse. No solenoids, easy service, no
belts— a whole new concept in design!

PROTECT-O-FILM
orld's Finest Film Conditioner

4-WAY PROTECTION

1. Maximum Scrotch Protection

2. Cleans ond Conditions

3- Anti-Static Action

4. Kills "Greenness"

JVC types of fluids available. Formula lOlX is ideal

r use on release prints and for continuous projec-

)n as well as general purpose cleaning. Formula
IX is a treatment for originals, intermediate nega-
tes and for use in the Protect-0-Film Electronic

eaning Machine. It is superb for (juantity printing

)m a given negative without degradation of picture

lality. PROTECT-O-FILM is completely SAFE,
contains NO Carbon Tet and it's also Non-
ammable.

Size Type lOlX Type 20 I X Price

'itit

iuuri
-AC-.A

lOJlOl
10JI02
10Jt03

10J121
10J122
10J123

1.75
2.82
9.60

-.VI (;:ll,

(IC.ai Dnirii
i.i (;:il. Drum

10JI03
10J104
10J105

I0JI23
10J124
10J125

9.00
165.00
395.00

ELECTRONIC CLEANING MACHINE
World's Finest

Film Cleaner and Conditioner!

The Harwald Protect-0-Film Machine
applies PROTECT-O-FILM Clean-
ing fluid to 16mm film at speeds up to
1000' per minute. It guarantees ex-

cellent 4-way protection. 1 . . . pro-

vides cleaning action, 2 . . . prevents
scratches, 3 . . . anti-static, 4 . . .

knocks "greenness. The cleaning fluid

is electronically controlled to provide
uniform wetness regardless the speed
of the film.

An efficient exhaust is provided to

eliminate fumes from the working
area. This unit is designed as an at-

tachment to fit any senior type In-

spect-0-Film Machine and is con-
trolled by it. Also can be used on a
developing machine or bench rewind.
When ordering, please specify type of

service intended so that the proper
type electrical connectors are supplied.

Ship. Wt., 100 lbs.

No. 17J103 $995.00

Illustration shows

an actual installotion

used with an

lnspect-0-Film

{Fits any senior type

Inspect-O-Film machinel

SmMENT-O-FILM
The Amozing
' qhtning-Fast

per-Speed
hfim Cement

«'nu'tit-()-KiIrii is !i radically new spliriiiK fluid

vcloprd ill Haruald's lal>oratnry. Now, for

first time, an instant splirr can be niado

—

r'n without }u'at' C'('nicnt-< )-FiIiii not only is

^htninji fast, hut it makes oxtrcmrly strong
tiK-histinK splices. Th{' reason is a new solvent
>nihiiiation which makes a true weld (»n even
le new triacetate film bases. Just order a pint

)dny and m-f for ynnrself. I'sers tell us they
ive SI) much time and film, usinn Cement-O-
ilni, that they throw out their stock of older
/pp (cnients. It is absolutely non-corrosive and
tuallv helps to keep your splicer rlean.

o. I0JU7 One I'int Can $2.95
o. J0JI49 One oz. Bottle with Ilrush . . . .50

The Harwald Co., Inc.

1245 Chicago Avenue

Evanston, Illinois

DAvis 8-7070

HARWALD'S SPLICE-O-FILM
World's finest splicer . .

.

The major cause of film failures is poor splicing . . . and the

major cause of poor splicing is improper scraping. SPLICE-
O-FILM solves these problems with its electric heat and
automatic scraper that takes off exactly the right depth of

emulsion every time.

In just 9 SECONDS you can get a perfect splice— accurate

within 1/10,000 of an inch. For laboratory use, SPLICE-
0-FILM's registration accuracy makes it ideal for A-B roll

preparation. (No. 4J106 recommended) and its preset

scraper permits reliable splicing of raw stock in the dark.

(No. 4J105 or 4J101 recommended).

The new SPLICE-O-FILM is equipped with special fea-

tures not found on the earlier models. Among these is the

Mark III scraper assembly with its extra long life tungsten

steel blade which can be changed and adjusted perfectly

without tools. You can put this unit on your older Harwald
splicers if desired. (Part No. 4S3100 $1 2.50)

The main difference between the Model B and AR are size

and pin arrangement. Model B is larger with pins in the

center of the bed for fast working with both B-W and color

films. AR is indicated where top quality splices are desired

at a minimum cost. Model C is for 35 MM only. The Model
B 4.J105 is our most popular model for film libraries.

Ship. Wts., Model "AR" 5 lbs.; Models "B" and "C" 8 lbs.

Modal AR Ma<l«l B Mo dolC

Cat. No. Dejcripfion Price

t 99.5

4JI02 ' I,' wiillh »pliro for negntivc* liiiiini S 99.5
$175.0

4J106 ' «' width !<plicf for nrtf:»tivr^

4JI07 "i'wi.lth»plici'for.1.5MM li

4J108 1 ,.' wiilth .-plir,- for H.iMM 1"

Hiihin

llii

Ini

$175.0
$175,0
$175.0

.\Uoavnilalili':f5.\IM Mirro rihii .-^plu rr,

.

$175.0

HARWAIO-S SEMI-PRO W.C. sniCER

.\ (iand.v small Hplirer for tlir aniatfur
cmiional splirr and wants the aiitoinalic

No. 4J205 Ship. Wt . 7 lli.s

who iiiak

fraturos

^ all i»

$199.



'»iA"RWAI.D COMPANY
V,,, » .t»4*'.s'™£."ffi-rp''s
Equipment. This is a con

j
^^ _^jj the.leading

AilKisu'aYlnfTV motion picture engineering

wXS! or call collect for immediate attention.

Harwald sells the "influenUals" — the leaders in the field
who are recognized as smart buyers. Here is a list of people wh
deep technical knowledge and whose service to the A -Vfield have
made them established leaders. From experience, they can offe
well-based opinions about our equipment. Although space does n
permit a full listing of the leading users of our products, here at
just a few . ..

The Harwald Co., Inc.

1245 Chicago Avenue

Eva niton, Illinois

DAvi. 8-7070

Sincerely Yoors

R. Grunwoid (Prewdent)

Social Security Admirdstration
Atlanta Board of Education
Baptist Swuiay School Board
Gospel Films
Milwaukee Public Museum
Monroe County Library
General Motors Corporation
U.S. Department ofAgriculture
Arlington County Schools
Province of Saskatchewan
Viewsound Supplies
Cartwright Schools
Alhambra Schools

Encyclopedia Britanmca Filmsx
LaMesa Spring Valley City Schi
San Diego City Schools
San Diego County Schools
Greenwich Board of Education
Los Angeles County Schools
Swift Motion Picture Laboratory
Lederle Labs
University of Washington
University of Colorado
U. S. Air Force Film Library
Armed Forces Radio & Televi&
Association Films

We invite you to join this group yourself.

bi territories where Barwdld is represented by dealers, thCA
men are known as the top men in the field, whose judgement is
highly regarded.

^'Research and Engineering for Finer Film Handling Products ''

SAM SUPREME 16mm SOUND PROJECTOR
\ tinrhly successful unit deslKiieU lor eMuca-
Knial. Industrial and entertainment use. It is

oinpuct. rugged, easy to carry, yet it performs
vith more massive and higher priced projectors.
The MM Supreme has automatic safety trips
viiich make film damage virtually Impossible

even with non-professional operators. It
i;i- ;i self contained screen for der^k-top pre-
<i)!;mon.«. Film capacity 2000 ft. 105-125 volts.
;.-.-'ii) cycle AC-IK'. Weighs only 2H.lbs.
Jo. 9J101 .Ship. \Vi.. :jn ihs $349.50

MOVIE-MATE AUTOMATIC REPEATER
1 6mm Sound Projector for Soles Use

\ tir«ly <leveliMK'(I. Iiiiihly reliable compact
irnk-ctor ihai rt-quirt-s no threading or rewlnd-
iit; Accommodates 4(M) feet of continuous
tiiiun film. Only a (lip of the switch Is needed
<<r ;in evtremely effective and simple presenta-
io!i For 105-125 volts, 2o-fiO cycle At'-DC.
\.'jehs only 23 lbs.
Jo- 7JI04 Ship. wt.. 2fi lbs.. . $498.00

HARWALD
DISPLAY PROJECTORS

ADMATIC is a continuous slide projector, that
wlil give your product or story the Impact of
Kodarhrome slides, Thousands of Admatlcs
have been in use for a 12-year period. It Is con-
sidered the "workhorse" of the advertising
field. Ideal at conventions, trade shows and in
yovir outer ofHce. The mechanism Is ultra-
reliable and rarely requires service. Slide ca-
pacity 2"x2". projection size lfi"x23", lime every
new slide shown, 6 seconds. Height 66". Depth
IS". Width 28". Ship. Wt.. 160 Ihs.
No. 5J102 $495.00

SONOMATIC Is a continuous sound slide pro-
jector. It has all the features of the above unit,
however It has fully synchronized sound. Ideal
for showroom, convention or museum displays.
The Sonomatlc uses continuous magnetic tape
for sound track and control. 1000 cps. Inaudible
tone controls slide change. Starts with push-
button in front and presentation ends auto-
matically. Tape size. '*'. tape cartridge ca-
pacity, up to 30 minutes. Ship. Wt.. 1/5 lbs.
No. 8J101 . $895.00

CINEMATIC Is a continuous sound motion
picture projector Styled same as above units.
Its excellent picture quality and dependability
provides an ideal display or daylight classroom
projection. Built-in HOOft. capacity magazine.
Film size. Ifimm. Lamp size, 750 watts. Shlo.
Wt^ ISO ibs.

No. 7J10I $1,195.00

STORAGE CABINETS
Harwald sui)plles a complete line of top (iua!lt\
storage cabinets for discs, tapes, films and mrii
strips. These units are of double welded con-
struction and hold a mavlmum of materials In
a minimum space. For full Information about
these superior, yet competltlveiv priced cabi-
nets, write for complete catalog.

"PREMIER" EDITING BENCH
Functionally engineered A- endorsed b\ woi
Uwllng editors. The flnesi prf.fcsslonai lu
made. Check these features: spacious ti

Formica Surface -P«llsbe<l Stainless Trii
Modern Style -Cloth Hins on both side;
built in light bo\ with slide cover lids.

No. 13J102 Ship Wt.. I7H lbs $28^

PROJECTION STANDS— another plus product
The High Stand -that projects over heads
yet folds for easy storage and rolls smoothly.
This amazing stand is 51" nigh- projects right
to the middle of a 45x60 tripod screen! Made
ot rugged steel, yet light weight. Deluxe A
Premier have special levelling feet, rock solid
even on irregular floors. The.se modern grey
stands are being specified more and more by
leading professional A.V. Directors.

ompco Reels Split Reels

OMPCO REELS are the best projection reels
!nl cans available. They are die formed of hard
iring steel and the S(M). 1200. KitH) and 2IMMI
'oi reels have die-cast aluminum hubs. This

' -^ that the reels run perfectl\ true, thus
ilng damage to your valuable film.

11 No. Description Price
URIOI
WRI02
URIO.f

Ifimtn 400 ft. Hi'i-I

16mm 400 ft. Can
Ifinim (iOO ft. ReeJ

$ .70
.70

1.65

I2RI04
I2RI05
l2Ria«

If.mm f.Ol) ft. Can
Himm K(K) (I. Reel
ItJmm s(M) ft, Clin

1.65
2.15
2.15

I2RI07
liRIOIt
I2RI0<»

Ifimm 1200 ft Rpc!
16mm 12IH) ft. Can
16mm 1600 ft. Keel

2.50
2.50
2.75

URIIO
URIII
URIU

Ifimm IfiCKI ft. Can
Ifimm 2000 ft. Keel
Ifimm 2000 ft. Can

2.75
4.25
4.25

h "J 1 I W T-^^1

feN^
t^ i^^w^saM

STANDARD

No. I3JI03 •Standard" S.?

(N'o casters no shelf low priced
fixed installations) 27 lbs.

No. IJJI04 Deluxe" 41 lbs,. S.I
(One shelf ca.sters and levelling

No. I3JI05 Premier" S6-
(Illu.sirated - the world's finest
jectinn siand) 4r» ibs.

MOVISCOP VIEV

Muvlsfop Is (he II

Himm viewer, n
lied for profp.s.sL.

use. Special bear
permit use at spt
U|) to 450 ft. [wr r

ute with stipphlre
guide available >

o n H a r w a
M o V 1 s c i> p . F
C.erman optical
tern gives hrii:
sharp cool plelt:

Ship Wt.. s lbs
No. 15J10I ,$12i

QUANTITY PRICES ON REQUEST
AKWALD SPLIT HEELS permit you to
i'"!lr film on cores conveniently, xuch as

r replacement sections, negatives etc. We
.! complete line In stock -full listing
'le rin request.

Dehcriptlon Pflcc

Harwald power rewinds combine unusual con-
venience In use with economy. One Important
feature of these units Is their very steady speed.
Both rewinds take Interchangeable shafts and
are of 2(HMI feet rapacity The STANDAHD
model employs a foot rheostat speed control.
The DKI.UXK model Is unusuail.\ smo<»th.
stable and works extremely well with jwund
reader and Is absolutely safe for rewinding
negatives. It uses a knee operated lever which
controls a torciue converter. This lever can be
locked manually If desired. Other arrangements
for speed control are available on special order.

Ship Wis. "STAN'DAHD" (i5 lbs 'DE-
I.rXK" 75 lbs.

EDIT.QLA
Here's a versatile trulj professional editor at a
fraction the cost of less convenient competitive
equli)ment. Cheek these features: Easy to load
and use—optical-magnetir sound —big liuilt-in
screen —single or double s> stem —transistorized
electronics— professional 3 motor drive— in-
stant reversing— oversize sprockets for easy
him loading—portable. The new standard for
pros all over the world. For Prrxlucers. T.V,.
and all iireviewing needs.
No. 15J106 Ship, Wi.. .so Itis $1,389.00

- 1 13 16mm Aluminum. .Vm ft.

. K 114 16mm Alundnum. t2(M)ft
JKIIO 16mm Sieei. 400 ft.

$ 6.00
11.00
4.49

i2R120 I6mni .Steel. K(K) ft.

i2R121 16mm Steel. 1200 ft.

12Rlii 16mm Steel. 16tK)ft.

6.15
7.65
9.65

I2RII7 35mm Aluminum. .VHt ft

liRI24 .^5mm Steel. 4(M) ft

12R125 3.'imm .sti-el. h(K) f

I

11.50
5.15
6.40

Cat. No. Description Price
19JI20

I9JI21

.standard rewind wttti
16mm sliaft

statHlard rewind with
."l.^Vmm .shaft

5110.00

110.00
I9J122

I9JU3

Deluxe rewind with
16mm shaft

Deluxe rewind with
:i.*>mm shaft

215.00

215.00

FOOTAGE COUNTER
These preclslim eounters measure feet and
framr.s. A shoo (Inrluded) tnaj- be attached
permanently to the edlllnx beneh Counter his
Into shoe. holdliiK It riKldly. can be easily
stored out or way permlttInK space for other
equipment Ises a 20-tooth aluminum sprocket,
a Needer-Hoot rountcr for lifetime service
tops for masnetle nitn. .Ship. HI.. 3 Ibs.
No. 18J601 Ifimm Footaue Counter. . $68.03
No. t8J602 ;l.^)mm Koolace Counter . $68.05

II

The HAR>VALD COMPANY 1245 CHICAGO AVE., EVANSTON, ILL.

HARWALD "PROFESSIONAL" FILM LEA I

Personalized, [irlnted iind pitiiii - that pa

^

money .saved! \mi are pa\ini: for this pre-
builder in lost films, irtst advertislni: and si-

handling. Printed ever.; 7 inehes with :i iln-
eopy. Blue Is for head of lllm. lied tor .

To Order, aimply .send In your wortlint; and i

all the prtisresslve him manaiters.

BLANK I.eA»E.K
UJ107 Ifimm white sound perf.

(12IHI' min ) 01 /f
12JI08 Ifimm white silent ijerf. i

(r.>(l<l' min I Ol/f I

12J109 :i.imm white lais. perf.
(1IH«I' min.) OI7.'i

UJUO I6mm .\eMow .sound perf.
(I2IHI' min.) 017.S

UJlll 16fnm >ellow silent perf
dJiKl' min.) OIT.S

PRINTED l.EADF.R

•Cnder .i.lMlll'- l.",,IKK)'- Ovei
.i.(K«l' lo.lHIO' L'.i.lHIII' a.i.lllH

2cperft. 2epcrft. 1 ', c per ft. 1 ',?

orders under .i.(«K)' plea.Ht^add .slfi 70 ^____



Ortega's Birthday

Take any day in the Hfe of an

Evangelical family in any large city

in Latin America—what is it like? Is a

family called upon to witness to their

faith? What forms does this witness

take—big, little; superficial, or deep

as the soul and wide as the mind?

In the 20-minute color film Day For

Witness we see the Ortega family

living for one day. It is faced with

such problems as a faith-barrier be-

tween loyal son and aging mother,

interfaith marriage, the pressure of

secular values, the choice of a life-

work and the avenues of higher edu-

cation; and casual values of life.

The difficulties faced by the

Buenos Aires Protestant Evangelical

family are typical of those facing

Evangelical Christians in many other

Latin American countries. A fine film

for youth and adults. Well made; will

get results if carefully used. Color only

at $8.00 per rental. Try your AV
rental library; your denominational

bookstore; after that write to BFC,
National Council, 475 Riverside Dr.,

N. Y. 27.

The Decision

Young life must make many de-

cisions. None of them will surpass

in importance the decision made on
dope. Fortunately not all youth will

face this one. But who knows whom
it will strike—so complicated and in-

terlocking, like the circles from rain-

drops on a pool, are the ways of our
lives in this modern world. So if you
would communicate something to

young people about narcotics we
would recommend the 30-minute color

film Narcotics: The Decision.

It is raw stuff. It takes the breath
away. It clobbers with its scientific

facts about alcohol, marijuana, and
heroin. This is a film which parents

should see first. First, I say, if they
will then vote that their teenagers
should see it, in church and school.

This film is beyond words. It weds
words and pictures into a realism

which will be remembered by youth.
It describes the ugly hell from which
only 2 percent return.

Medical doctors were the advisors

on the film, with juvenile officers

from several court levels as consult-

ants. It was skillfully produced b\'

United Research and Training, Inc.,

and is available from Film Distrib-

utors International, 2223 S. Olive
Street, Los Angeles 7, Calif. Inquire
about the rental.

Culture Continuum
Along about the first year of high

school many young people get the

precious

because they make the teachings of the basic fundamentals

easier for you, because it's fun for your pupils, and be-

cause their cost is minimal, we feel that EYE GATE film-

strips are a must for every school. Send us the coupon on

the back of this issue, or write us for our new catalog^. You
will be surprised how many subjects you can teach this

easy way. 146-01 Archer Avenue, Jamaica 35, N. Y. Dept. A

eye gate
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idea that just about everything of any

importance began yesterday or will

start up tomorrow! This is good, as far

as it goes, but such a perspective

should not last to long. The 21-minute

motion picture Debt To The Past,

produced by the Moody Institute of

Science, Los Angeles 25, was de-

signed to tilt history forward so that

we can get another and longer per-

spective, to see that our present multi-

form progress and technological ad-

vances do rest upon the past.

Illustrations are cited and develop-

ed in the fields of Mathematics, Archi-

tecture, Education, Astronomy, Metal-

work, Engineering, Navigation, Com-
merce and Trade, Government and

Law. What of religion? Hardly need-

ed to mention that since our Christi-

anity (all varieties) goes back to the

Judeo - Christian root - ideas (salted

somewhat by ideas Hellenistic and

Egyptian). Again, after showing the

film to youth (or adults) why not be-

gin by asking if in the fields of morals

and religion our debt is of the same

quality and magnitude. If that ques-

tion does not energize discussion, try

this one: Are we now making any

significant and lasting contribution to

the culture continuum?

Arts and Media Workshop

Twenty students from seventeen

states attended the "Workshop In the

Arts and Media of Communication"

at Garrett Biblical Institute June 25

to July 14. It was sponsored by
TRAFCO and was a part of the regu-

lar curriculum of the seminary for the

summer quarter.

The instructors were the Reverend

Mr. Jim Campbell, director of the De-

partment of Audiovisual Resources,

and Mr. Bob Glazier, associate di-

rector of the Department of Radio

and Television, both of the Television,

Radio and Film Commission of The
Methodist Church. Guest lecturers in-

cluded Dr. Al Edyvean of the Indiana

Church Federation and the Reverend

Mr. Ben Gums of the Chicago Coun-
cil of Churches.

The emphasis of the three weeks
of instruction was a whole approach
to communication practice in the

church. The students did their work-
shop practice in the use and produc-
tion of audiovisuals, radio and tele-

vision broadcasts. Workshops included

experience in production of 8mm
sound films, sound slide-set produc-

Correction
The rental price of the film Tropi-

cal Africa is $10.00, not $1.00 as

Hated in a review on page 552 of the

October issue.

tion and live TV production using

Northwestern University facilities.

Green Lake—In Detail

The 18th annual International Con-

ference on Audiovisual Communica-
tion in the Church, held at Green

Lake, Wise, Sept. 3-8, differed in

considerable degree from those held in

past years. A total of 125 leaders in

the field attended a searching, un-

inhibited inquiry into the accomplish-

ments and shortcomings of their use

of the medium in religious education

and communication. The accomplish-

ments were well presented in a series

of evening programs and screenings,

while the critique was covered in five

morning sessions conducted by Dr.

David K. Berlo, professor in the Com-
municational Department at Michigan
State University. Dr. Donald P. Ely,

Syracuse University, was chairman of

the conference planning subcommit-
tee.

"A Total Local Church AV Integra-

tion resign and Evaluation" was de-

scribed and excellently visualized by
the Rev. Garrett Short, minister of

education at the Central Reformed
Church of Grand Rapids, Mich. A
12-month blueprint of his program,

correlated in curriculum and program,

involved the entire congregation in

many forms of AV communication in

the church itself and also throughout

the week by means of related Bible

readings and worship in the home.
Four interesting case studies of as

many age-level activities were visu-

alized in detail. The 1960-61 program,
in a congregation that reportedly

spent $65 for AV activity in a previous

year, involved a total of $3,576.75.

Materials purchased came to $476.53;
and new equipment to $2,533.37. This
included a screen, opaque projector,

tape recorder, record player, projec-

tion stand, 16mm motion picture
projector, two record filing cabinets,

a tape file cabinet, a duplicator and
an electiic typewriter. In addition to

these assests, which can be used for

many years in the church's expanding
program, a total of $575.85 was spent
for rentals.

On the denominational training

program level, a currently half-com-

pl e t e d conference-to-presbytery-to-

parish imdertaking was described by
the Rev. Earl Leard of the United
Church of Canada. This was extend-

ed the following evening by supple-

mentary reports on current denomina-
tional training activities by Mary
PhiUis Young (United Presbyterian),

the Rev. George Ammon (United
Lutheran), the Rev. Thomas Inabinett

(Disciples of Christ), and the Rev.
Walter N'ernon (Methodist).

Application of the teaching machine
idea to Bible study on the college

level was demonstrated by Dr. Hugh
Barbour, Earlham College. His pro-

grammed notebook poses a question

on one page and gives its answer on
the next following, along with the next

question in the series. Relatively

simple equipment was shown, either

the do-it-yourself type or existing de-

vices now marketed for other pur-

poses, such as the Graflex slide-tape

viewer. More sophisticated teaching

machines were shown by means of

the NEA film. A representative selec-

tion of current equipment in the
manufacturers' exhibits was introduc-

ed at the meeting by Eastman Kodak's
Adrian Ter Louw.
The final general session, by Dr.

Robert Wagner, Ohio State Univer-

sity, analyzed technical and conceptu-

al shortcomings of existing educational

films, which, he said, showed much
the same signs of stereotyping and
frozen form as did their theatrical

peers. The pros and cons of the "ser-

ies" type of coverage should be stud-

ied, he said, as should the use of short

"clips" in relation to programmed
learning theory, and provocative open-
end episodic footage that make view-
ers think. Studies should be made of

special uses for wide-screen and 3-D,
for filmographic techniques, and for

the voices and actions of young chil-

dren in communicating with their own
and other age groups. There has been
much study of "what" effects seem
to be obtained, but not enough of
"why" and "why not," according to

the speakers.

This latter point was the main
content of the five morning sessions

led by Dr. Berlo. His free-wheeling

approach was headlined in the con-
ference's Green Lake Echo as "Denbo
Belts Believers . . .

." It caused Dr.
Howard E. Tower to comment, in an
adjoining column: "Our leader not
only made clear that he is not going
to deal with the mission of the church,
but that the church has certain be-
havior patterns which it calls 'mission,'

but that 'the mission' of the church
has no reality apart from these be-
havior complexes."

Discussion throughout the five

mornings was lively and stimulating]

and wound up in a fairly general con-
sensus that "reality" in the commun-
ications science sense has to be inter-

preted on one of three or more planes
—the physical, the formal, and the so-

cial.

Next year's conference, at the East-

man Kodak auditorium, Rochester,

N. Y., is ex-pected to include responsi-

ble heads of activity branches in the

various denominations.

—W»7», F. Krusc
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AUDIO
by Max U. Bildersee

Are we coming to the end of a 'fad'

which has liad a distinct and, we
hope, constructive impact on Ameri-

can schools? Are we going to see

fewer 'language laboratories' installed

this year—or next—now that school-

men have had a chance to evaluate

them and to consider their contribu-

tion to education? It may be. The
first signs become evident in the ma-
terials field, not in the equipment
field. In the past few months we
have seen and heard of fewer new
language discs that impinge on in-

struction than in a similar period that

we can recall. The reason cannot be
saturation; materials are always in

need and new materials always in

demand. But rather we must sug-

gest that schoolmen have discovered

that machines without equipment are

relatively useless and that the prom-
ise of 'easy-to-make' home-made or

teacher-made tapes could not be ful-

filled.

Is there a solution? There are many.
Actually there is no one solution

which will meet all needs. The de-

velopment of area-wide tape libraries

serving schools with teacher-made

materials is promising. In areas of

den.se population this can be accom-
plished by communities themselves;

in more sparsely setded areas state

institutions can and should undertake

correlation of materials for such in-

stallations. The moneys heretofore in-

vested in these equipments must not

be wasted, but they cannot be ef-

fectively used until much more ma-
terial is made available.

The textbook publishers have a

stake—a great stake—in tliis program.

It is not impossible that ways can be
found for the development of master
tapes or of discs by the publishers,

and for the widespread circulation of

these materials through a variety of

means.

But the schools have the grer.le.st

respon.sibility, and indeed the schools

have the greatest stake in the solu-

tion of problems created by the avail-

ability of this equipment, if it remains
inadequately employed.

A major step forward can be ac-

complished by a reorientation of

thinking, new program planning and
ultimately action. The teaching of
English is the obvious place to be-
gin on the secondary level. English

is a language and as such the tech-

niques of the language laboratory as

they have been developed can and
should be applied to instructional

situations in the language laboratory.

To many this will defame the name
of 'language laboratory' so let us do
it immediately and without prejudice

to the use of an audio instructional

laboratory for foreign language in-

struction purposes.

There is a considerable supply of

discs and tapes already available for

school purchase and application to this

audio instructional laboratory. But a

first step which administrators may
employ is hearing and giving faculty

a chance to hear Behind the Tape—
the Teacher (Dept El-33, Minnesota
Mining and Manufacturing Com-
pany, St. Paul, Minnesota) in which
such a program as applied to elemen-
tary foreign language instruction is

both described and demonstrated.

"Audio-Lingual Guide"

The producers of the tape refer to

it as "a guide to audio-lingual meth-
ods, and effective uses of the language
laboratory." They add that the record-

ing is "prepared for the professional

educator whose field is languages."

With the latter we take serious ex-

ception because, although the ma-
terial demonstrated is foreign lan-

guage, the apphcations of the teach-

ing procedure which encourages and
abets—indeed demands—student par-

ticipation cannot be limited to foreign

language instruction but rather must
become indigenous to the gross in-

structional spectrum.

Alert teachers will know this. Alert

teachers will know, too, that the ele-

mentary examples portrayed can only

suggest a mere beginning and that the
variety and extent of further applica-

tions will depend solely upon imagi-

nation to create them and effort to

complete them.

Of course a major use of the audio
instructional laboratory must be the

presentation of desirable information

and data to a large group, each mem-
ber of which listens and reacts alone.

Much literature will serve this end
and the teacher employing the labora-

tory for the presentation of fine

drama, poetry or other reading can-

not escape—and surely will not want
to—teaching oral communication as

an art.

If the stress is on the latter such a

recording as Mend Your Speech
(Folkways Records, 1117 West 46th
Street, New York 36) may well be
employed. Mend Your Speech is

fundamentally a remedial study stress-

ing pronunciation, the correct pro-

nunciation, of words. Emphasis is

placed on words frequently mis-

pronounced and the areas covered are

"Frequently Mispronounced O n e-

Syllable Words," "Words with Silent

Letters," "Stresses," "Long Vowels,"
"Foreign Words in Enghsh Usage,"
"Slight Pronounciation Differences in

Diverse Words" and "Correct Pro-

nounciation of Frequently Mispro-
nounced Words."

The recording is spoken by Harry
Fleetwood who reads Elinor Wylie's

poem Pretty Words for illustration.

The reverse of the recording is de-

voted to a reading of an abridged
version of Washington Irving's Rip
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Edited bv Max U. Bildersee
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Van Winkle in whicli the listener is

invited to participate.

For another recording which can be

used simUarlv, there is Speak Well

(See "AUDIO" in June, 1961

ESAVG) which was produced by

Columbia Records and which is avail-

able from Sales Power at 17 East

48th Street, New York, N. Y. If audio

acuity is essential to speech training,

these are ideal recordings with which
to begin expanded use of the audio

instruction facility.

The sheer beauty of jjoetry, either

as such or in dramatic form, belongs

in sound in instruction. Many schools

and colleges today offer Romeo and
Juliet as part of normal classroom in-

struction. The Shakespeare Record-

ing Society (Caedmon Records, 461
Eighth Avenue, New York) has re-

cently released an exceptionally fine

recording of the play. Albert Finney
portrays Romeo and Claire Bloom
is heard as Juliet. Dame Edith Evans
is heard as the Nurse and Mercutio
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is played by Kenneth Haigh. Ex
tremely minor abridgements in n<i

way detract from the value of tlic

audio experience, the beauty of tl

poetry or the progress of the plot. This

tluee-record album (more than two
hours of playing time) obviously can

not be presented during one clas

period but can be heard act by act

or scene by scene (as teaching needs

indicate) over a longer period of

time.

Meanwhile a complete recording!

of the play can be maintained in t!

school library for overnight loan (or

over-the-weekend) to interested stu-

dents. During the day the librar\'

recordings can be held available in

the library for use during free periods

and/or study periods when students

can take advantage of listening facili-

ties which should be available in the

library complex.

Further, this recording can be pre-

sented serially over a sound system

for noon-hour or after-school special

programs. This and so many other

recordings in a variety of areas can

be offered in special programs of this

nature, making better use of sound
distribution equipment and offering

students a worthwhile learning experi-

Shakespeare

While we are reporting on Shake-

speare records we want particularly

to call your attention to As You Like

It, Coriolanus, King John and Meas-
ure for Measure which are now in-

cluded in the library of Shakespearian

recordings offered by London Records

(539 West 25th Street, New York).

These, too, are worthy of such pres-

entation and belong in many school

libraries. We have previously sug-

gested that secondary school and col-

lege instructional materials officers

secure copies of the London Educa-
tional catalogue, and this is repeated

here for the benefit of those who
missed the earlier suggestion.

There is a series of four recordings

offered by Spoken Arts (95 Valley

Road, New Rochelle, N. Y.) each
titled The Art of Ruth Draper. These
were recorded in 1954, shordy before

the late Miss Draper's death and are

a monument to her artistry, her com-
passion for the 'small' people who
are the world and to her emplo>-
ment of great talent in her portrayals.

The first in this series includes the I

sketches "The Italian Lesson," "Three
Generations in a Court of Domestic
Relations," and "The Scottish Immi-
grant." Volume II contains "A Church
in Italy," in which Miss Draper por-

trays an English painter, an Italian

beggar-woman, a German tourist, an
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Italian tourist and an American

tourist.

In the sketch, "An English House-

Party," also on Volume II, Miss

Draper is heard as the hostess;

Rlioda, a shy English girl; Lady
Vivian; and, Flora, a southern Ameri-

can. In the third record Miss Draper

is heard as a southern girl at a dance,

a down-Easter in "On a Porch in a

Maine Coast Village" and as a mother

at "The Children's Party." The fourth

record is given over to a single title,

"Three Women and Mr. Clifford"

in which Miss Draper is heard as the

private secretary, Mrs. Clifford, and

finally as Mrs. Mallory, a friend. It

is obvious that this information can

be offered through the medium of the

audio in,struction laboratory with great

effectiveness.

Of course it goes without saying

that every teacher teaches at least

one language-Engli.sh. It goes with-

out saying that the school audio

equipment, then, should be available

to and used by every teacher. Social

studies teachers, for instance can take

good advantage of the new Enrich-

ment Materials (246 Fifth Avenue,

New York 1, N. Y.) records which
have been offered this fall. Some have

already been discussed (AUDIO,
ESAVG September, 1961). The rec-

ords adapted from particular Land-
mark books include The Alaska Gold
Rii.sli, Guadalcanal Diary, The First

Transatlantic Cable and Clara Barton,

Founder of the American Red Cross.

The latter is particularly timely be-

cause this month of November is

traditionally the period of enrollment

in the Junior Red Cross in schools.

The record may be particularly use-

ful in bringing together the lessons

of the campaign, contribution and
membership with the American his-

tory being studied in many class-

rooms.

Teachers can employ the tech-

niques of broadcasting and those of

the 'cUff hanger' serial to excite young
people about these records. For in-

stance, in The Alaska Gold Rush
there is a sequence in which an ava-

lanche is described, and the recorded

presentation can be suspended at this

point for 'presentation tomorrow.'

Teachers are master showmen, facing

the same audience daily—a tough,

critical audience—and they can em-
ploy every technique to make learn-

ing enjoyable.

In a typical listening experience,

the teacher can motivate careful lis-

tening through description of material,

development of ideas and encourage-

ment of discussion prior to listening.

The listening experience itself can be

part of the student's audio laboratory

experience and can be followed im-

mediately by a recorded quiz or other

exercise utilizing fully the facilities

of the laboratory.

We have been asked, "At what age

should children begin audio learning

and at what age should they use the

facilities of the audio instruction

laboratory?" Of course, all early

learning is audio. The infant responds

to sounds, learns speech and lan-

guage through listening, imitation and
repetition. And those who have watch-

ed a child listen to recordings again

and again and again and yet again ad

infinitum (and ad nauseum for

adults) know the impact sound

makes.

The youngest children in school can

effectively employ audio equipment
and can learn to use audio laboratory

equipment. The elementary school

boasting such equipment should use

it as frequently as possible with all

students, just as these students should

have opportunity to use microphone,

loudspeaker and headphones as well

as record player, radio and recorder

in a variety of circumstances.

Archive
PRODUCTION

HISTORY Of MUSIC DIVISION OF THE DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON GESELLSCHAFT

Research Period iX:

Johann Sebastian Bach
Record No.: ARC 3162 73 162 (stereo) Contents:

Cantata No. 211 "CoflFee Cantata"

Cantata No. 212 "Bauernkantate"

• Adele Stoke, Soprano • Thee Adam, Bass

Hans-Joachim Rotzsch, Tenor

Members of the Gewandhaus Orchestra Leipzig

Conductor: Kurt Thomas

Research Period XII

:

Mannheim and Vienna
Record No.: ARC 3151 • 73151 (stereo) Contents:

JOSEPH HAYDN
Concerto for Horn and Strings No. 2 in C major

Rolf Lind, Horn
Strings from the NDR Symphony Orchestra

Conductor: Christoph Stepp

Concerto for Trumpet and Orchestra in E flat major

Adolf Scherbaum, Trumpet

Strings from the NDR Symphony Orchestra

Conductor: Christoph Stepp

JOHANN MELCHIOR MOLTER
Concerto for Clarinet, Strings and Continue in G major

Jost Michaels, Clarinet • Hedwig Bilgram, Harpsichord

Munich Chamber Orchestra

Conductor: Hans Stadlmair

For further information and complete catalogue write:

DECCA DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
445 Parl^ Ave., New Yorl^ 22, N. Y.
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FILM EVALUATIONS
by L. C. Larson and Carolyn Guss

Danish Design

(Brandon Films, Inc., 200 West 57th

St., New York 19, New York) Pro-

duced by Danish Government Film

Office, 19 minutes, 16 mm, sound,

color, 1960. $165.

Description

Danish Design depicts the artistic,

as well as the functional, design of

Danish furniture. It shows how, de-

spite industrialization, the story and
reputation of yesterday's craftsmen are

kept alive by their descendants in

the many side shops of Copenhagen.

Today, more than half of Danish

design exports throughout the world

consist of furniture, particularly chairs.

As chairs of various shapes and sizes

flash across the screen, the narration

points out that in spite of mass pro-

duction each piece maintains the char-

acter of quality craftsmanship. This

is made possible through the coopera-

tion between over-experimenting de-

signers and highly skilled craftsmen.

Together they produce pottery, glass-

ware, silverware, cloth and most espe-

cially, furniture that are in great de-

mand the world over.

Tracing the unpretentious history of

Danish furniture, the film calls atten-

tion to the very meager furniture—

maybe just a table—to be found in

the old farmhouse. If there was a

chair it was reserved for the parson.

But whatever few pieces there were

had been built sturdy for long use.

This simple rural culture has persisted

over the years so that today, traces

of it are still found in industrially pro-

duced furniture.

The advance of technical develop-

ment opened new frontiers in produc-

tion and created a subsequent need for

more skilled craftsmen. However be-

fore an aspiring young man could gain

the status of a journeyman he had to

go through four years of apprentice-

ship, supplemented with technical

schooling. But skilled craftsmanship

was not enough for the Danish painter

Nicolai Abilgaard who, during the

first half of the nineteenth century,

travelled throughout Greece and Italy

in search of inspiration from classical

art. He returned home to be the coun-

try's first furniture designer. Furniture

making thus became an art.

With industriahzation came mass
production, and for some time cheap,

low-quality goods flooded the market.

But in the 1920's the concept of func-
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tionalism revolutionized architecture,

the arts and furniture. A series of still

pictures show Kaar Klint, designer-

teacher at the Royal Academy in

Copenhagen and forerunner of mod-
em Danish designers. Fascinated with

the concept of functional design, he

studied functional art development in

such countries as Italy and England

and derived inspiration from various

national designs. The film then shows

Klint-designed models reflecting func-

tionalism and made with controlled

material and workmanship, while the

narration stresses that these later be-

came the foundation of a new genera-

tion of Danish designs.

The film concludes with a craftsman

at work in his shop on a side street

of Copenhagen. He is one of the many
who keep up their ancestors' reputa-

tion, a reputation based on "time hon-

ored tradition and quality craftsman-

ship."

Appraisal

Well photographed visuals carefully

put together, a cleverly chosen musi-

cal background and a highly informa-

tive narration all contribute to make
Danish Design an excellent film. It

will find great use in design, indus-

trial arts and general arts classes on

the junior high, senior high, and col-

lege levels and also in college art edu-

cation methods courses. The skillful

and artistic craftsmanship of the Dan-
ish workers will most certainly pro-

vide a stimulant for students' interest

in the crafts and consequently create

in them a desire to explore further this

particular field of work. Perhaps tlie

senior high school and the college

group would benefit most from this

film since they are more able to at-

tempt such projects as fjirniture de-

signing. The film as a whole makes

the viewers aware of functional and
artistic design in furniture and cre-

ates in them respect for the artist and
craftsman.

One final word about the back-

ground music. Appealing specially to

teenagers, the jazz musical accompani-
ment might provide an additional mo-
tivation for the film.

—Herminia M. Barcelona
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Science of Fire

(Tlie National Board of Fire Urtder-

tiriterii, 85 John Street, New York 38,

New York) 26 minutes, 16mm. sound,

color, no date. Available on free loan.

Description

Science of Fire interweaves three

concepts into a single treatment. First,

it explores the idea that from the in-

vestigation of small, seemingly simple

but in reality complex phenomena,

such as a burning candle, large and
significant quantities of data gener-

alizable to other events can be dis-

covered. Second, as a case in point, a

burning candle is analyzed and data

gained from a study of it are applied

to combustion of other common fuels.

Finally, the application of this infor-

mation about combustion is applied to

fire prevention in several commonly
occurring situations.

Looking back into the history of

science, science is seen as ranging

from the study of the universe to the

study of "lesser things" and of knowl-

edge organized for control and use.

Observation is a powerful tool and
looking closely at very small things

ma\- give large amounts of information.

Among those scientists who by ob-

serving small events opened large

fields of knowledge are: Roentgen,

Galvani, Archimedes, Galileo and
Newton.

Returning to the candle flame, it is

shown to be typical of flames in many
forms and colors as evidenced in rock-

ets, forest fires and steel making. Fire

is defined as rapid oxidation involving

heat and bght.

A candle flame hovers on a wick.

What questions can be asked about

the flame: Faraday queried—"How
does the solid fuel of the candle get to

the flame?"—"Why does not the entire

candle quickly melt?" and "Why does

the flame keep its place?"

Moving into a close-up of the flame,

shadows of rising air currents respon-

sible for keeping the flame in place

are seen on the background. A close-up

of the cup about the wick shows mi-

nute pieces of soot dravwi up the wick
along with the melted paraflRn by
capillary action. The wax is changed
by the heat of the flame to a vapor
and the presence of these vapors is

shown by carefully extinguishing the

flame and relighting it by holding a

match several inches above the wick
in the rising column of paraffin vapors.

Other things that burn must also be
in the vapor state and mixed air to

form a flammable mixture. This is

demonstrated as volatile liquids at

room temperature such as ether, gaso-
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Roll remains taut . . . exposed writing surface will not wrinkle from

pressure of marking pencil.

Send for complete information about American Optical's complete line of

Overhead Projectors, including the new Low-Silhouette model.

American ^ Optical
COMPANY

INSTtUMINT DIVISION, lUrMlO IS, NIW YOIIK

Dcpt. Y24

1

Please send information about:

Catalog No. .T'i4() I,ow Silhouette
Overhead I)elineasc<ipe.

Catalog No. 3.^50 Overhead Delineascope.

Name
Ad dress

City _Zone_

IN CANADA write— American Optinl Compiny Canadi Ltd., Box 40, Terminal A, Toronio, Ontario
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news from Da-Lite'

for regular

or overhead

projection

!

SCREEN

with KEYSTONE ELIMINATOR
America's finest heavy duty portable
tripod screen. New Keystone Eliminator
holds top of screen 2" to 18" out from
vertical for optically correct overhead
projection. Sturdy, simple, easy to use.
Only tripod screen that will extend to
full square size with case in top posi-
tion without bowing.

Your choice of screen surfaces . . . flame
and mildew resistant V-3 Mat White or
V-4 White Magic Glass Beaded in 50"x
50", 60"x60" and 70"x70" screen sizes.
Also in 50"x50" size with Wonder-Lite
silver lenticular surface. Top quality,
heavy duty construction throughout.

New
Da-Lite

Keystone

Eliminator

Bracltets

sturdy, inexpensive brackets turn your Da-
Lite wall mounted screen into an overhead
projection screen. Brackets hold screen case
15" to 24" (adjustable) from wall to provide
correctly slanting overhead projection sur-
face.

Write for complete information and
name of nearest Franchise Dealer!

Since 1909

Da-Lite Screen Co., Inc.
Warsaw, Indiana
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line and alcohol catch fire when a

flame is brought near them, but fuel

oil not only docs not, but puts out the

splint when it is thrust into the oil.

The significance of this flammability

of vapors is graphically shown using

time-lapse photography. Oily rags

left in an open pile produce heat as

the oil slowly oxidizes; the thermome-
ter placed in the pile of rags shows
this temperature increase. Finally

when the temperature reaches the

flashpoint and ignition tcmix;rature,

the rags burst into flame. Stored in an
air tight container no oxidation takes

place and fire is prevented. Other ex-

amples of bitrning vapors shown are

an internal combustion engine and the

exhaust of the rocket engine.

Another demonstration shows four

common liquid fuels heated to above
their flashpoint but not burning since

the vapors are not at the ignition

point. An electric, resistance heating

wire stretched above the containers

begins to glow, and as the wire reach-

es the ignition point for each fuel the

flame appears and the temperature of

the flame provides the heat to make
the reaction self-sustaining.

The flame itself is composed of sev-

eral parts. In the candle it consists of

a bright yellow region of incandescent

carbon whose presence is evidenced
by soot forming on a cool surface

placed in the flame. Too httle air and
carbon is present; with a slight addi-

tional amount of air, carbon monoxide
is formed and results in many deaths
from poorly adjusted fires; and if

enough oxygen is available, then car-

bon dioxide is the product.

Most objects about us contain car-

bon and will burn in a manner similar

to the candle. However other sub-

stances burn to produce diflFerent

products of combustion. Phosphorus
produces a white cloud of phospho-
rous pentoxide and iron is seen burn-
ing in pure oxygen to form iron oxide.

A candle appears to burn quietly,

but is really an inferno with tempera-
tures of up to 5000 F. during which
carbon dioxide is formed. From study-
ing the candle, ways of controlling

combustion can be observed.

First removing the oxygen by cov-
ering the flame with a glass jar or
blanket of carbon dioxide puts out the
flame. When oily rags are stored in a
closed container oxygen is eliminated
and no fire can start. Placing a few
drops of water in the melted wax in

the cup at the top of the candle lowers
the temperature of the wax, and pre-
vents the fuel from reaching its flash-

ix)int. Not leaving flammable articles

near open flames or heaters will keep
them from bursting into flame. Cut-
ting of the wick below the flame re-

moves the fuel supply and in a simi-

lar manner, cleaning up trash filled

basements prevents fires. Returning

to the candle again, the narrator asked

if some of the viewers might not have
suggested blowing out the flame,

which is observed in ultra-slow motion
photography. This same technique is

used in extinguishing oil well fires

with blasts from nitroglycerin. Again
it is seen that from small things arise

great applications.

In concluding the narrator states,

"In all fields, scientific progress grows
from systematic obsei-vation and or-

ganized knowledge of the basic forces

of nature. This is the good of science:

to look at nature, understand its forces,

control them for the good of man."
The tall candle of the opening scene

has now burned till it is burning inside

the candlestick, and then it goes out.

Appraisal

Science of Fire provides an effective

instructional resource for several dif-

ferent educational purposes. For gen-
eral science classes, the film develops
an understanding of the processes and
purposes of science. For junior or sen-

ior high students studying the nature
of combustion, important demonstra-
tions are used that would be difiicuJt

or dangerous to repeat in the class-

room. For those studying fire preven-
tion, the scientific reasons behind the
various recommended practices are
clearly established.

These instructional objectives are
made possible by a film employing
skillful use of close-up, slow-motion
and time-lapse photography and an
imaginative narration that communi-
cates its message, then reenforces it,

but is not dulled by repetition.

Use of cards to identify flammable
liquids, their flashpoints, ignition tem-
peratures and flame temperatures, and
the imaginative use of close-ups and
attention-commanding demonstrations
contribute to the overall value.

Teachers will want to caution their

students against repeating many of
the demonstrations used because of
the danger involved for those unskilled
in the handling of flammable materi-
als. This warning should be included
in the film content, but its inclusion

should still be considered as an addi-
tion to one of the end tides.

Finally, in a period of history in

which many persons are placing an
emphasis only upon the observational
and mensurative aspects of science,

it is a refreshing change to see within
a science education film an emphasis
on the role of science in controlling

nature for the benefit of man.

—Richard Cilkey
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FILM STRIPS
by Irene F. Cypher

Everyone likes a little praise, an

occasional thank you for work well

done, a few words of commendation

for steady, continued support and

good work. That is why we feel like

praising filmstrips this month: praising

them for providing many, many teach-

ers and pupils with illustrative mate-

rial to enrich study periods and to

bring learning to life. So much atten-

tion is being focused on new devices

that we tend to lose sight of the fact

tliat old friends (filmstrips, in this

instance) have been with us and have

proved their worth as teaching devices

capable of assisting pupils. Filmstrips

can be used for group instruction and

for individual study; filmstrips are a

learning device and can be made the

instrument for specialized learning

experiences; they are controllable and

can be adjusted and fitted into many
t\'pes of educational programs.

It might be well for us all to stop

to consider what we are doing with

the materials and equipment that have

stood the test of years of use. We
have a basis on which to evaluate

much of the work that can be accom-

plished with the assistance of film-

strips, and the results have been good.

Some of the work could be improved
—and the improvement may be in

both the material itself and also in the

method of u.sing it; nothing is so per-

fect that there is no need for improve-

ment. But on the whole we would say

that when an ounce or so of good
methodology has been combined with

an ounce or so of creative thinking and
enthusiasm, filmstrips have been good
friends to have around in our class-

rooms.

Africa: Sahara To Capetown (6
strips, color; produced by Encyclo-

paedia Britannica Films, 1500 Wil-

niette Ave., Wilmette, 111.; $36 per
set, $6 single strip ) . Africa is no longer

the Dark Continent, and both the land
and the people are very much in the

spotlight of interest today. This series

gives us something of life in Libya,
Nigeria, along the Nile and Congo
Rivers, in the highland regions of

Kenya and among the Bantu of South
Africa. In each country we see both
the old and the new ways of life.

Emphasis is placed on the influence of

regional geography in the develop-

ment of these areas, and their contri-

butions to world affairs and world

ti-ade and economy. The overall effect

is to give us a social-geography back-

ground against which to carry out a

study of current affairs among the

peoples of the different countries and

on the continent as a whole. The series

is well planned and very timely. It is

especially suitable for the middle

grades, but can well be used at any

grade level or time when a considera-

tion of Africa is undertaken.

Elementary Science Series, Set No.

8 (6 strips, color; produced by Mc-

Graw-HiU Book Co., 330 West 42 St.,

New York 36, N. Y.; $32.50 set of 6,

$6 single strips) The current series

adds to the set designed to provide

a background of material for use in

interpreting the elementary science

curriculum. These strips provide us

with descriptive accounts of the role

of the sun in space, how we get

energy from the sun, how soil is

formed, sources from which man gets

energy, the relation of polar regions to

weather.

It is the intent of the producer to

provide the teacher with material with

which to assist pupils in forming con-

cepts of the role of science in modem
life, and the presentations are careful-

ly related to information presented in

the elementary grades. There is ample
opportunity for discussion of the facts

presented and the strips can be used in

connection with any texts, and with

projects and demonstrations.

Learning About Animals (12 short-

strips, color; produced by Encyclo-

paedia Britannica Films, 1150 Wil-

mette Ave., Wilmette, 111.; $19.90 per

set, including hand-viewer). We like

shortstrips; we think they have great

possibilities for individual study and
tliat they could be very effective for

both review groups and for advanced
study. This particular set gives us

some delightful picture accoimts of

horses, dogs, kittens, goats, squirrels

and other animals that the yoimger
pupils always love to see and to talk

about. For those who may not have
used shortstrips, this is a series of 14

pictures in a strip, intended to be
viewed by a hand-viewer.

(Continued on next page)

For DRAMATIC

VISUAL Education

EXAMINER
'"'"'raMsmp'

PREVIIWER

Just lift off top and you're ready

for fascinating visual demonstrations

anytime, anywhere. Complete

theatre with built-in screen and

projector in a compact, handy

carry-case. Ideal for classroom view-

ing, group or homestudy of 35mm

filmstrips (in fully lighted rooms).

Most effective visual teacher's aid.

WHAT THEY SAYi

". . . brighter picture . . . wider viewing

angle . . . takes up leu space . . . is quicker

set up and folded up . . . More impressive

than any verbal presentation . .
."

Precision-engineered

QUALITY GUARANTEED i|||50— yet only "f^

Used by

leading schools,

universities,

institutions.

Request

illustrated literature

WMimo IM nitCNUi
UNOtI HATIONU HflNU

[OUCiTION UT

C*0*C 37-19 23rd Avenue,

INDUSTRIAL ''"'8 's'^"'' City 5, N. Y.

A Division of Camera Optics Mtg. Corp.

Mail Coupon for Free Booklet

Please send illustrated literature with

full details on COC Visual Aids

Name --

Address

.

City. .Zone State
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Such material has wonderful possi-

bilities for use during h'brar\' periods,

special study or research periods, and

for special research projects. The pupil

is free to proceed at his individual

rate of viewing. These strijis, used

with hooks and with other types of

visual materials, provide the pupil

with an opportunity to do his own
"looking and thinking," as preparation

for discussion, story-telling and further

reading. These particular strips arc

designed for primary grade science.

Living In The Iron Curtain Coun-

tries Today (7 strips, color; produced

by Society for Visual Education, 1345

Diver.sey Parkway, Chicago 14, 111.).

Much of the picture material about

the countries behind the Iron Curtain

has been out of date, and newer

material about tliese countries is wel-

come. The trips of this series give

us some glimpses into B ul g a r i a ,

Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Poland,
Romania, East Germany and Yugo-

slavia. Both rural and urban areas

are shown and we see something of

activities carried out by the govern-

ments today.

The map sequences show territorial

boundaries of yesterday and regional

limits as defined today. Basically the

inaterial is intended for social geog-

raphy, and it gives us an idea of how
s>ich modem methods as collectivism

and education of the illiterate has af-

fected the life of the people of these

For language classes and wherever the

spoken word must be reproduced

clearly and realistically, try economical

Language Arts Recording Tape . . .

developed to meet the special needs of

today's educators.

tick! tick!

Maybe you don't remember the

magic tick tick of Dad's alarm

clock ... or the excitement you

felt at the tiny sound of his key

turning in the lock.

But don't despair. Children and

grownups alike can experience ex-

citing moments in sound. Try

Audiotape and see.

Audiotape is particularly suited

for music appreciation classes be-

cause it offers maximum clarity

and range, minimum noise and

distortion. There are eight types

. . . one exactly suited to the next

recording you make.

"it speaks for itself"

AUDIO DEVICES INC., 444 Madiion «<e. Na» York n. HI.

Holl^nocd 840 H Fairlai t» . Chicago. 7321 N. Hamim «<a . Skokie. III.

countries. The pictures give us an up-

to-date record, and the material is well

organized.

"180,000,000 Americans" (single

strip, black and white; Office of Edu-

cational Activities, New York Times,

Times Square, New York .36, N. Y.;

$2.50 single strip, $15 for series of

which this strip is one unit). The New
York Times starts its yearly series with

a strip which takes a look at what the

producer calls America's greatest

strength— its people. As the title indi-

cates, the census figure shows us to

be a large nation, with people of

many backgrounds and problems to

be considered if the government is to

provide for the interests of the group

as a whole.

Our attention is called to the prob-

lems involved in providing economic
policies, industrial and farm programs,

housing and building programs; we
are directed to a consideration of con-

flicting interests among the people of

the various geographical sections of

our great coimtry.

Rebellion In Upper Canada and
Rebellion In Lower Canada (2 strips,

color; produced by National Film
Board of Canada and available from
Stanley Bovvmar Co., Valhalla New
York; $5 per strip). We know all too

little of the many events which con-

tributed to the development of Can-
ada In these strips we see how the

revolt led by William Lyon Mackenzie
was carried out and how this Scottish

leader came to play an important

role in the settlement of Canada and
the development of its land policies.

We also see how political affairs in

French Canada affected British colon-

ial policies and how British soldiers

carried out the struggles with rebel

groups. The presentations in both
strips are interesting and the facts are

well organized.

Thanksgiving For King (single strip,

color; produced by Society for Visual

Education, 1345 Diversey Parkway,
Chicago 14, lU.). Of course Thanks
giving means turkey—and King is a

turkey. He is a very special tiukey,

however, for he is raised by a hen as

part of her own brood. The story

carries us along to see how King be-

comes recognized leader of his Ijarn-

yard, and it tells how ducks, chickens

and turkeys grow and develop. It is an
interesting story to use at this partic-

ular time of year, and it is also good
as a basis for study and discussion of

animal life on a farm. The illushations

are good and there is a quality of

fancifulness which will appeal t(j

younger pupils.
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/^ y industry news

On the Program
On the program at the recent Battle

Creek area meeting of the Michigan
Education Association for the audio-

visual aids group session were two
local dealer representatives. Barney
Bamhart, of the Olsen Anderson or-

ganization, demonstrated "Uses and
Techniques of the Overhead Projec-

tor" and photo dealer Ken Krum—
"Uses for Photography in the School."

Growth
Miratel Electronics, Inc., Minne-

ajwlis, reports an 80 percent increase

in sales following merger with K&M
Electronics in February. Expects to

hit million dollar mark for 1961, dou-

bling that of fiscal 1960. Capital has

been expanded by a $300,000 stock

PEOPLE
John D. O'Rourke is the new ad-

vertising and sales promotion manager
at Encyclopaedia Britannica Films.

'PoUfOid" 3nd "PclBline"* ^

"Add-on" Credit

Consumer credit is extended by
Allied Radio Corp. on a no-doun-

payment and $10 a month basis up to

a $200 limit ,and no service charges

on accounts paid within 30 days.

Ventilated Question Card
A consumer survey card decorated

with a lace-like border of closely

spaced holes is used by the Harwald
Company to ferret out likely prime

prospects. The holes facilitate key-

sort processing.

Orr, Not Ampex
J. Herbert Orr, founder of Orr In-

dustries (subsequently merged with

Ampex) is entering the tape recorder

manufacturing field with his own
company, J. Herbert Orr Enterprises,

Inc., with no connection with Ampex.

Florman-Babb Expands
The rental and service departments

of this firm are now located in new
quarters at 304 W. 54th St., New
York City—a 5,000 ft. one-story drive-

in building. The present office at 68
W. 45th has been redecorated and
will continue to serve as central sales

showroom and office.

NAVA AV Equipment Directory

Revision and expansion of the 1962
edition of tlie annual NAVA AV
Equipment Directory, now starting, is

expected to produce a 300-page book,

the biggest ever. The current edition

describes more than 1600 AV equip-

ment items, 700 with pictures. 280 pp.
$4.25 prepaid, $4.75 invoiced.

Awards
Wilding, Inc., producers of business

and government films, won nine
awards at the recent Columbus film

festival; 110, in all, over the past 15
years.

I Cease and Desist

The Federal Trade Commission has

cast its eye on advertising practices in

the audiovisual industry as it has in

the drug and other fields. An Aug.
21, 1961, cease-and-desist consent

order commits Paulmar, Inc. to refrain

from representing that their machines
detect film flaws purely by electrical

or electro-magnetic action, or that such
machines are pre-set and never re-

quire adjustment during operation, or

that they eliminate all possibility of

damage to film.

Educational Screen and Audiovisual Guide—November, 1961

Ph.D in math Northwestern Uni-

versity, Phi Beta Kappa, Masters' at

Columbia.

Guy L. Lam, of Ozalid, has been

named chairman of the Board of Gov-
ernors of the National Institute for

Audiovisual Selling. P. H. Jaffarian,

Seattle dealer, is vice-chairman. Jack

P. Britton, American Optical Co., is

secretary. The institute will be given

at Indiana Universitv, Bloomington,

July 1.5-19, 1962.

Winfield I. ("Pat") Nash, art di-

rector for special productions at SVE,
recently celebrated 35 years of active

work in the filmstrip field, all with

the same firm. At a company-sponsor-

ed luncheon he remini.sced about join-

ing up in 1926 as an aspiring artist

and doubling as shipping clerk, er-

rand boy and lots of other functions

during the days of the Big Depression.

George Lu,icombe has become a

partner and executive vice president

of the H. Wilson Corporation, manu-
facturer of audiovisual tables and rear

projection units. He had been national

merchandising manager for Keystone
Camera Co. and has been in the AV
field for the past 15 years, starting as

a dealer salesman.

This slide was made from the new Polaroid PolaLine Projection
Film. Now you can make high contrast elides with sharp clean
lines like this with a standard Polaroid Land Cajnera. What's
more, this new film requires only 10 seconds development time.
Still available for continuous tone slides are Types 46 and
A6-h transparency films.

I
For detailed information about Polaroid Slide Film
this elide.

Bend ue

Polaro id Corporat i on

Industrial Sales Dept.

Name

J

- Cambridge 39. Mass. I

1

Address I

Citv
1

Zone State !
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TRADE DIRECTORY FOR THE AUDIOVISUAL FIELD

KIV: (P)—producars, lmport»r». (M)—manirfaclurwi. (D)^-<l»al«rs, distributors, fllm rantol llbrarias, pro|*ctlon sarvlcas.

Wh«r« a primary sourcs also eff«rs diract rsntol s«rvlc«s, tlw doubl« symbol (PD) appears.

FILMS

Association Films, Inc. (PDI

DUtrlbutor of Free-Loon ond Rentol Fllmi.

Hoadquartors:

347 Modlton Ave., N. Y. 17, N. Y.

Rogtonai LIbrarlosi

trood ol Elm, ildgelleld, N. J.

J61 Hlllsrove Ave., la Grange, III.

799 Stevenion St., Son Francisco, Col.

1108 Jackson St., Dollos 2, Tex.

Audivlslon Languoflo Toochlng Sarvica (PD)
Suite 1852—100 Church St., New York 7, N. Y.

The Spanish Inttructo-Fiim Series.

Austrollan Nows and Information Buroou (PD)
63« FIHh Ave., New York 20, N. Y.

*vU Film* (PD)
f. O. Box 643, Burbonk, Coiif.

ray Studios, lac. (PD)
729 Seventh Ave., New York 19, N. Y.

•roadman Films (PD)
127 Ninth Ave., North, Nashville 3, Tenn.

Chapol Films (PD)
Div. McMurry Audio Etectronict, Inc.

P. O. Box 179, Culver City, Colli.

Colonial Williamsburg, Film
Distribution Section (PD)
Wllllomsburg, Va.
Free hiitorieol materials catalogue

Coronot Instructional Films (P)

Coronet BIdg., Chicago 1, III.

Family Films, inc. (PD)
5823 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38, Colli.

Idoal PIcturas, Inc. (0)

Homo Offica:

S8 E. South Water St., Chicago 1, III.

Branch Exchangast
1840 Aicotroz Ave., Berkeley 3, Col.

2221 S. Oiive St., Los Angeles 7, Col.

714—18th Street. Denver 2, Coio.

3S NE 13th St., Miomi 32, Flo.

S2 Auburn Ave., N. E., Atlanta 3, Go.
1370 S. Beretonlo St., Honolulu, H.

38 E. South Water St., Chicago 1, III.

15 E. Moryland St., Indianapolis 4, Ind.

«U S. 5lh St., Louisville 2, Ky.

1303 Prytanio Street, New Orleans 13, La.

102 W. 25th St., Baltimore 18, la.

42 Melrose St., Boston 16, Mass.

15924 Grand River Ave., Detroit 27, Mich.

3400 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis 8, Minn.

1402 Locust St., Kansas City 6, Mo.
3743 Gravels, St. Louis 16, Mo.
6509 N. 32nd St., Omaha I, Neb.
1558 Main St., Buffalo 9, N. Y.

233-9 W. 42nd St., New York 36, N. Y.

2110 Payne Ave., Cleveland 14, Ohio.

1201 S. W. Morrison, Portland 5, Ore.

119 Ninth St., Pittsburgh 22, Pa.

18 S. Third St., Memphis 3, Tenn.
2434 S. Horwood. Dallas 15, Tex.

Brighom Young Univ., Provo, Utah.

219 E. Main St., Richmond 19, Vo.
4401 W. North Ave., Milwaukee 8, Wis.

Isitarnationai Film Buraou (PD)
332 S. Mictugon Ave., Chicogo 4, 111.

Ciiawladga Buildars (Classroom Films) (PD)
Visual Education Center BIdg.,

Floral Pork. N. Y.

For information about Trade Di-

rectory advertising rates, write

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN & AUDIO-
VISUAL GUIDE, 2000 Lincoln Park
West BIdg., Chicago 14, III.

starling Movlas U.S.A., Inc. (D)
Free Film Distributor

Executive Offices
375 Pork Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.

Area Libraries & Shipping Centers
100 West Monroe St., Chicago 3. III.

1469 N. Vine St.. Los Angeles 28, Cal.
43 West 61st.. New York 23, N.Y.
519 Pennsylvania Ave., Fort Worth 4, Texas.

Unitad World Films, inc. (PD)
1445 Park Ave., New York 29, N. Y.
342 S. Dearborn St., Chicago 5, III.

6610 Melrose Ave., Los Angeles 38, Col.
287 Techwood Dr., NW, Atlanta, Go.
2227 Bryan St., Dallas, Tex.
3023 N. E. Sandy Blvd., Portland 13. Ore
1311 N E. Boyshore Dr., Miami, Flo.

FIUMSTRIPS

Broodman Filmstrlps (PD)
127 Ninth Ave., North, Nashville 3, Tenn.

Clirlstian Education Press Filmstrlps (PD)
Religious Subjects
1503 Roce St., Phllodeiphio 2, Pa.

Family Filmstrlps, inc. (PD)
5823 Sonto Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38, Calif.

Enriclimant Materials inc. (PD)
246 Fifth Ave., New York 1, N. Y.

Pathascope Educational Films, inc. (PD)
71 Weyman Ave., New Rochelle, N. Y.
Audio-Visual Foreign Language Material

Society for Visual Education (PD)
1345 DIversey Parkway, Chicago 14

Teaclling Aids Service, inc. (PD)
Lowell Ave. & Cherry lone, Floral Park, N. Y.
31 Union Sauare West, New York 3

Visual Education Consultants, inc. (PD)
VEC Weekly News Filmstrlps

2066 Heleno St., Madison, Wis.

FILMSTRiP, SliDE & OPAQUE PROJECTORS

DuKane Corporation
St. Charles, Illinois

(M)

FILM EDITING EQUIPMENT

Trold Corporation (PD)
P. O. Box 648, Encino, Calif.
Professional Portable Hot Splicers

ELECTRONIC TRAINING KITS

Alilad Radio Corporation (MD)
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, III.

FLAGS, BANNERS, BUTTONS, TROPHIES

Ace Flag A Pennant Compony (M)
224 Hodden Rd.. Woodmere, l.l., N. Y.
All sizes—U.S., U.N., State, Foreign, Immed. del.
Pennants, decals, auto-bumper labels, etc.

GLOBES — Geographical

Denoyor-Gopport Company (PD)
3235 Rovenswood Ave., Chicago 40, III.

BIOLOGICAL MODELS « CHARTS

Oonoyar^Goppert Company
5233 Rovenswood Ave., Chicago 40, 111.

LABORATORY SERVICES

Byron Motion Pictures, incorporated
1226 Wisconsin Ave., Washington, D. C.
Complete 16mm & 35mm laboratory services.

MOTION PICTURE PROJECTORS t SUPPLilS

Bell « Howell Co. (M)
7117 McCormIck Road, Chicago 45, III.

Eastman Kodak Company (M)
Rochester 4, New York

Victor Division, Kalart Co. (M)
Plainville, Conn.

MAPS — Geographical, Historical

Donoyer-Goppert Company
5235 Rovenswooo Ave., Chicago 40, III.

MICROSCOPES A SLIDES

Oonoyor-Goppert Company
S235 Rovenswooo Ave., Chicago 40, III.

PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT

Camera Equipment Co., Inc. (MD)
315 W. 43rd St., New York 36, N. Y.
6510 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood, Col.

Camera Equipment Co., inc., of Florida (MD)
1335 E. Tenth Ave., Hlaieoh, Flo.

PROJECTION TABLES

Advance Products Compcmy (PD)
2300 E. Douglas Ave., Wichita, Kons.
Complete Line of Projection Tobies

READING IMPROVEMENT

Psychotachnics, inc.

103 W. Adams St., Chicago 3, III.

Mfgrs. of SHADOWSCOPE Reading Pacer

RECORDS

Academic Recording Institute (ARi)
18 E. 50th St., New York 22, N. Y.
(Noted Scholars on Records or Tapes)

Broodman Films (PD)
127 Ninth Ave., North, Nashville 3, Tenn.

Curriculum Matoriois Center (PD)
5128 Venice Blvd., Los Angeles 19, Col.
Records, Tape Recordings, Filmstrlps, Books

Enrichment Moterials inc. (PD)
246 Fifth Ave., New York 1, N. Y.

Folkways Records & Service Corp.
117 W. 46th St., New York, N. Y.

Heirloom Records (PD)
Brookhoven, N. Y.

{History through Bollads & Folksongs)
Monitor Recordings, inc. (PD)

413 W. 50th St., New York 19, N. Y.
Russion, French, Spanish Language Materials

Music Education Record Corp. (P)
P.O. Box 445, Englewood, N. J.

(The Complete Orchestra demonstroted]

Spanish Music Center, Inc. (PD)
127 W. 48th St., New York 36, N. Y.
(SMC Longuage Records Center)

RECORDS—TAPES

Pothescope Educational Films, inc. (PD)
71 Weyman Ave., New Rochelle, N. Y.
Audio-Visual Foreign Language Material

RECORDERS — PLAYERS

Allied Radio Corporation (MD)
100 N Western Ave., Chicago 80, 111.

Radiant Manufocturing Co.
8220 No. Austin Ave., Morton Grove, III.

SLIDES
Key: Kodochrame 2 x 2. S'/e x 4V4 or

Colonlol Williamsburg, Film
Distribution Section (PD>!
Williamsburg, Va.
12x2 color slides in sets)

Keystone View Co. (PO-4)
Meodville, Po

Meston's Travels, inc. (PD-3)
3801 North Pledros, El Poso, Texoi

SOUND SYSTEMS

Allied Radio Corporation (IMO)
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80. III.
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New Equipment and Materials

For addresses of the sources supplying

information on which these listings are

based, refer to Directory of Sources,

page 626. For more information abont

ny of the equipment and materials an-

nounced here, use the enclosed reader

service postcard.

CAMERA ACCESSORIES
Correction: Information on equipment
credited to UNIDATA in the Sept. issue

may be obtained from
Universal Data System Inc.,

Becker Electronics Mfg. Co.,

Horton & Rocltaway Aves.,

Valley Stream, L. I., N. Y.

PROJECTORS, Still

Self-contained Soundslide Projector for

small group or individual previewing,
9x7" polacoated glass screen; plays

33-1/3 rpm records up to 12"; wt 17

lb; push-in film carrier; single knob
control; $198.50. DUKANE.

For more information circle

No. 101 on return postal card.

'Tandem-Matic" Professional" slide pro-
jector, lap-dissolves one image into

the next by means of dual optics and
synchronized irises. Pistol-grip re-

mote control. A 1% second transition

gives slow-motion and superimposi-
tion effects. 750watt. Manual opera-
tion or automatic with 5-20 second
timer and recycling for continuous
operation. 5" lenses, with 7%" avail-

able. 54-slide tandem tray, non-spill-

able. 141/4" square, 8V4" high; wt 22

lb. B&H.

For more information circle
No. 102 on retorn postal card.

PROJECTION
ACCESSORIES

Projector-Scope for 8mm motion pic-

tures, fits lens carrier of projector to

provide a rear-projected small, bright,

sharp image for previewing and edit-

ing. $14.95. HPI.

For more information circle
No. 10.^ on return postal card.

SOUND, Equipment &
Accessories

Conductive Sensing Tape, thin, flexible,

adhesive foil attaches to tape to acti-

vate sensing controls now being built
into many tape recorders. Available
in two widths—7/32" for standard
V4" tape, and ^A" for special applica-
tions. Home user 150 inches roll $1.89.

Commercial rolls 66 ft. in individual
plastic boxes. MMM.

For more Information circle
No. 164 on return postal card.

"Continental" Recorder

Continental 100 tape recorder, fully

transistorized; operated on 6 Type-D
flashlight batteries; 1-7/8" ips; 2 hrs.

playing time on a 4" reel; frequency
100-6000 cps; transparent lid may re-

main on unit while operating even
while on the move; only 3 push-
button controls and one common vol-

ume control; visual battery/modula-
tion indicator; motor speed is gov-
ernor-controlled, independent of bat-

tery voltage. $129.50. NAPHILIPS.

For more information circle

No. !()» on return postal card.

Tape-O-Matic 730 monaural, 3-speed,

half-track tape recorder-playback;
new tape record-play control prevents
accidental erasure; 5x7" speaker;
monitor switch permits listening in

when taping off air or record; noise-

less pause button; 3-position mike.
$169.95. V-M

For more information circle

No. 106 on return postal card.

Transistorized Eliotape Recorder Series

500 cuts wt from 351b to 22. Ten other
innovations include third head to al-

low monitoring before and during
recording; slide-type selector instead

of rotary knob; plug-in jacks at rear

instead of panel top; slide-type pause
control; separate record and playback
volume controls; easy lift-out chassis;

two-speed; recessed microphone.
WEBSTER.

For more information circle

No. 107 on return postal card.

Portable PA Lectern operates 500 hours
on flashlight batteries; built-in read-

"Unlvox" P.A.

ing rack; lavalier microphone; transis-

tor circuitry. School price $99.50.

UNELAB
For more information circle
No. 108 on return postal card.

To Your Teachers,

BUHL
KOOIITE
MODEL 7000

brightest instructor

on your staff

NOW, GIVE YOUR TEACHERS
THE BRIGHTEST, COOLEST,
QUIETEST OVERHEAD
PROJECTORS OF THEM ALL!
NEW. MODERN STYLING, TOO!

WRITE FOR FULL DETAILS

IBXTf^X-. BUHL OPTICAL COMPANY
1004 Beech Ave. • Pittsburgh 33, Pa.
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"flBERBILT" CASES
"THEY LAST INDEFINITUY"

Equlppad with ftaal cornart, itaal cord

holdar and haavy wab strap*.

Only original FIbarbilt Casas baar thif

Troda Mark

Your Auuraittm

of "flnttt Quality"

For 16nini Film—
400' to 3000' Raolt

Sold by All Laading Daalari

F&B
MAGIC MYLAR
A New Splicing and Repairing k

Technique ^

.FLORNAN&BABBJNC.
68 W. 45th St.. N. Y. 36, N. Y.

ease send me;
20 ft. rolls — transparent 16mm —
single perforation (TI6S) at $2.20

66 ft. rolls — transparent 16mm —
single perforation (T16S) at $6.00

20 ft. rolls — transparent 16mm —
double perforation (7160) at $2.20

66 ft. rolls — transparent 16mm —
double perforation (T160) at $6.00
20 ft. rolls — transparent 35mm
(T-35) at $4.04

66 ft. rolls — transparent 35min
(T-35) at $11.00

66 ft. rolls—white opaque—16mm

—

magnetic film only (0-16) at $6.00
66 ft. rolls— white opaque — 35mm
(0-35) at $11.00

Vt" splicing tape for magnetic tape
(S4) at $.57

D
n
n
n
D
D
n
D
D

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY KIT:

1 20' roll T16 ($2.20)

1 20' roll T35 ( 4.04)

F&B Film
Repair & Butt
Splice Block (19.95)

-
<*^^'^' «i A cn

Special Introductory Kits at only t|4.jU

Name.

Address _

City

Language Lab.

"Langr-Lab"—master control console. 31

boom microphone-headset combina-
tions. 30 student positions $6,750. Port-
able teacher console, 11 transistorized

audio-active amplifiers, 10 simplex
headphones, 10 microphones, compact
for storage on closet ahelf when not
in use, $1,295. UNELAB

For more information circle
Xo. 109 on return postal card.

New Tape Recorder Line. Model 102

monaural, 5" reels, 2-speed, 5-watt
peak, 8" elliptical speaker, 14 lb.

$89,95. Model 107, 4-track, 2-speed, up
to 8 hr playing time, $109.95. Model
407, 4-track stereo & monaural play,

4-stack monaural record, lOwatt stereo

Peak, two preamps and two power
amplifiers, 8" built-in speaker plus
external speaker for second channel
$159.95. Model 420, professional, dub-
a-track, 20-watt audio peak, dual cone
speakers, vertical operation; with 2

mikes stands and lavaliers, $249.95.

Matching speaker pair for 420 extend-
ed separation $24.00. GEMARK.

For more information circle
No. Ill on return postal card.

Student Amplifier, new R-680, plugs
into single or dual track tape record-

ers for student listen-respond-record-

Switchcraft Amplifier

GREEK SCULPTURE
afroins rho htlghti of film ArtI The color and
contrast make Greek Sculpture real and vibrant.
Basil Wright's glimpse into the development
of the Greek art of stone, bronze, terra-cotta,
brings into relief the excitement which has
kept Greek Sculpture alive for 2,000 years.
ii min. Color Rental: $15 Sola: $200

Send for our lateit cotalog of
outstanding art films

Contemporary films

Dept. AA, 267 Weil 25th St., N. Y, 1, N. Y.
OR 5-7220

Mc'dwesI Office: 614 Dovi$ St., Evonston, III.

Tel.: DAvit 8-2411

compare use; plug-in connectors; two
controls (microphone and lesson);

lightweight, portable, transistor-pow-
ered, $52.50. SWITCHCRAFT.

For more information circle
No. 113 on return postal card.

AUTOMATED
INSTRUCTION

"Leam-Ease" holder-mask for pro-
grammed self-instruction. Facilitates

local production and experimentation.
Holds 8%xll sheets. Mask slides in

fitted V4-inch plastic track. Loose-leaf
binder format. Wt less than 14oz. Cost
up to $2 ea in 100 lots. NBLANK

For more information circle
No. 113 on return postal card.

MemoTutor, memory training "teach-
ing" machine aims frankly at reten-
tion of "things that must be remem-

USI "Memotutor"

bered," parallel to same firm's Auto-
Tutor "for information that can be
presented logically or deductively."
Programmed materials available are
designed for specific adaptation and
expansion locally. USI.

For more Information circle
No. 114 on return postal card.

"Mentor", laboratory version of com-
pletely self-contained complex of four
units: a) Presentation, b) Response,
c) Scoring and Recording, d) Deci-
sion-Making Logic. Machine measures
24x40x60", wt 300 lb, draws 350watts
AC. A 31p presentation, with 15

charts, gives not only a comprehensive
picture of this "intellectronic" teach-
ing aid but a penetrating study of
the "whys" and "hows" of program
building for automated instruction,
testing and research. TRW.

For more information circle
No. 115 on return postal card.

WLiNG Picture
Wrife for New Catalog

and Price List o1

34 TOP QUALITY

COLOR FILMS
(New Address)

509 S. Beverly Drive
BEVERLY HILLS, CALIF.
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Materials
KEY TO ABBREVIATIONS

p—motion picturo
•filmstrip

lid*

•cording
3-1/3 r.p.m. microgroov* record
-minutes (running time)

•frames (filmstrip pictures)

llent

iound
It

iw—block & white
:olor

rlmary
Intermediate
Junior High
Senior High

C—College
A—Adult

rogrammed learning materials

ARMED FORCES-
CIVIL DEFENSE

Fallout and Agriculture mp USDA 23
min col apply. Means of protection

against radiation and of minimizing
contamination of soil and crops. SH
C A

For more information circie

Ko. 116 on return postai card.

Better Sales Meetings 6sfs WILDING
col LP set $245 ea $49.80. Titles: Who's
Your Customer; What Did You Say
You Were Selling; You Gotta Know
the Territory; How to Sell Yourself;
By the Book; Ask for the Order. A C

For more information circle

No. 117 on return postal card.

The Supply Manager's Dilemma mp
PLRC 20min col apply. Scientific in-

ventory management based on mathe-
matically derived policies and inven-
tory rules. EFLA winner. Made on
Navy contract. C A

For more information circle
No. 118 on return postai card.

EDUCATION
The Hickory Stick mp IFB 30min b&w

$150. Maintaining discipline in a 5th
grade classroom. Produced in cooper-
ation with the Mental Health Film
Board. TT A C

For more information circle
No. 119 on return postal card.

Learning for Life mp NEA 30min col

$135 b&w $35. Adult education pro-
grams in Baltimore, Md.; Columbia,
S. Car.; Niagara Falls, N. Y.; and
Amherst Central Adult Education
School, Snyder, N. Y. TT A C

For more information circle
No. 120 on return postal card.

Parents Ask About School (series) 8mp
NEA 30min b&w $35, while supply of
extra prints made for TV use holds
out. Titles: How Does My Child Learn
to Read?; What Are Teaching Ma-

CONVERT TAPES INTO 12' HIGH FIDELITY LP

Cook Lalioraforios offer •conom/cof custom
pressing of LPs from fopas in smaflasf
quantities.

fOR ECONOMY—FLEXIBILITY—LONG WEAR
SEND 25c for RECORDING & CUSTOM-PRESS-
ING MANUAL . contains mony useful
recording procedures, hints on microphone
placement, use of halls, etc.—complete in-

formation on converting topes into 12* LP.

COOK LABORATORIES, INC.

101 Second St. Stomford, Conn.

chines?; Are Our Schools Up-To-
Date?; Will We Have Year 'Round
Schools?; Can We Help the Slow
Learner?; Should I Know My Child's

IQ?; How Good Are Our Schools? TT
A C

For more information circle

No. 131 on return postal card.

Reading Improvement (series) 5mp
CORONET ea llmin col $110 b&w
$60. Titles: Defining the Good Reader;
Word Recognition Skills; Vocabulary
Skills; Comprehension Skills; Read-
ing Improvement. Visual demonstra-
tions to benefit all readers, not simply
those requiring corrective work.
Comprehension is emphasized. El-A

For more information circle

No. IZZ on return postal card.

The 16mm Projector fs STANBOW col.

Training film for teacher-operators.

NFBC production. Evaluated ESAVG
9/61. TT JH SH

For more information circle

No. 133 on return postal card.

A Time for Talent mp NEA 30min col

$135 b&w $35. Identification of and
special programs for bright children

in three school systems: Denver,
Colo.; Marshall, Mich.; and St. Louis
Park, Mo. How men from industry
share their time and knowledge with
th" eifted students. TT A C

For more information circle

No. 134 on return postal card.

Instant Lettering brings you the finest,

most meticulous lettering in the world
instantly—by instantaneous dry transfer
from type sheet to any smooth surface.

Just press and it's there.

No trace of adhesive to sully artwork.
Needs no equipment. Perfect on wood,
paper, card, glass, metal, film ... in

fact any smooth surface. The right

answer to the need for highest quality
lettering for display panels, roughs, signs,
labels, graphs, charts, TV cells.

10"x15" SHEET ONLY $1.50

£a
I

I

How It works;
rub on letter with pencil . . . lift away sheet

Send for sample and complete type chart

ARTHUR BROWN & BRO., Inc.

2 W. 46th St., New York 36, N. Y.

FOREIGN
LANGUAGES

Beginning in the Primary Grades

"Je parte francais!

Starting as early as first grade this audio-

lingual approach enables the teacher to

conduct a highly effective, continuously

coordinated course of language study.

Students are provided with stimulating

and challenging learning experiences—
a variety of audio-visual techniques cor-

related with recordings, filmstrips, work-
books, Controlled Reader drillstrips, ancl

flashcards.

Essential teaching materials and com-
plete detailed instructional guides are

provided.

Ich spreche deutsch!"

F.Di c.\Tio.\AL Screen and Ai diovisual Guide—November, 1961

For further information write to EDL today.

Educational Developmental
Laboratories

Huntington, N. Y.
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HE Shows
Educational Films

ill a Lighted

Classroom

Parent Pending

HE HAD TO
There was no other way.

Blocked by a tight budget, concerned
about teachers who shied away from
time-consuming, complex techniques,

he tried the rear projection concept.

Working with his administrator, they
purchased a Wilson Movie-Mover
RP—a rear projection unit that used
their present projector— guaranteed
to show motion pictures and film-

strips in undarkened rooms to their

complete satisfaction.

Cost? Less than darkening one room
—only $139.50 or $159.50 plus a few
dollars more for a wide angle lens.

That's all.

The RP unit rolled effortlessly on 4"

casters, brought brilliant, sharp pic-

tures to every room on his school's

floor.

Teachers loved showing films. And
so easy. Film utilization went up,
teacher resistance went down. The
RP unit was wheeled into their class-

rooms completely set up, ready to
run. They merely flicked a switch.
That's all.

Today, hundreds of Audiovisualists
have purchased, used and re-ordered
additional RP units. If you haven't,
we'd like to demonstrate so you can
decide if and where the RP fits

into your AV program.

H. WILSON CORPORATION
546 W. 119th St. Chicago 28, III.

Please send brochures on Wilson
rear projection unit.

Name

School

Address

City & State

GUIDANCE, Personal

Buyer's Choice mp FAMILY 28min col

r$13; b&w r$9. A family faces up to

choices involved in a job transfer

to a new neighborhood. Snob appeal,

prejudice, finances, status, and a
hard-sell realtor all play their part.

Completely open-ended film raises

and illustrates the questions for the
audience to answer. SH A

For more Inforinatlon circle

No. 135 on return postal card.

The Comeback mp PRUN 27min b&w
$125. True-life drama of recovery of a
great baseball pitcher from a serious

leg injury; the role of his wife and
chaplain in restoring spiritual

strength. Starring Chuck (Rifleman)
Connors. JH-A

For more Information circle
No. 126 on return postal card.

1

"^

1

o

TAll H*m f*m' SCtEIN

-.t* r«.r ,.Kkl(

TTriWtlTTtN MCSSAGIS

RAOIO.MAT SLIDES

ACCt^t <M WMKIUTI 1

MAKE YOUR

OWN SLIDES

on your own

TYPEWRITER

by using

RADIO-MATS• iiitSijiio«r«]iiiS(i[£» i

Regular size V/ixA or the New Duplex 2x2.
Sold by Audio - Visual. Photo & Theotre
Supply Dealon. Fof FREE SAMPLE write

—

RADIO-MAT SLIDE CO., Dapt. V,
22} Oakrlds* Blvd., Daytono B«ach, Flo.

NewECCO Improved

Model D For

16mm & 35mm
Cleans— Lubricates — g

Prevents Dust Static

Speedroll

Applicator Model D

Clean and inspect your film in one easy opero*
tlon. Operotes effectively at several hundred
feet per minute. Save time, fluid, labor, and
money. Lifetime bokelite construction. Eliminates
waxing. Absolutely safe and NON-TOXIC . . .

NON-INFLAMMABLE. Widely used by schools,
colleges and film libraries, ^k*)^ OO
Ecco No. 1S00 cleaning fluid, quart $2.50

Gallon $9.00
Ecco No. 2000 cleaning fluid for
NEGATIVES quort, $1.95

Gallon, $7.00
ALL FILM HANDLING SUPPLIES

IN STOCK
Acetone, per quart $| .40

Per gallon, $4.50
Ethyloid Film Cement, pint $2.00
Film Handling gloves, per dozen $1.95
Golco Filmeter stop watch, Swiss lewelled move-
ment. Measures equivalent footage for 16mm
and 35nim film $24.50

Send For i\eu- 1961 Catalog

THE CAMERA MART
1845 Broadway (at 60th Si.)

New York 23, N. Y. Plaza 7-6977

The Prom—It's a Pleasure COCOLA
llmin col loan. Etiquette of invita-

tions to and conduct at and after a

high school prom. "America's Junior
Miss" contestants are in the cast.

1961. SH A
For more Information circle

No. 137 on return postal card.

GUIDANCE, Vocational

Agricultural Engineering mp USDA 14

min col apply. Informative presen-
tation of training, and function of im-
portant career. SH C

For more information circle

No. 128 on return postal card.

Careers in Engineering, fs STANBOW
52fr col captioned $5. The major engi-

neering fields are distinguished, and
their respective roles described. Type
of education required. Some data on
earnings. Replaces earlier b&w ver-

sion. UFBCanada production. SH

For more information circle

No. 129 on return postal card.

HOME ECONOMICS
Fashions U.S.A.—Fall and Winter 1961

1962. mp MODERN 28min col loan
Sponsored by ILGWU as a consumei
service to provide fundamental in^

formation and guidance on fashior

and good taste. SH C A
For more information circle

No. 135 on return postal card.

Let's Serve Freshwater Fish fs STAN
BOW 42 fr col $5 with 14-min recorc
$7.95. Visualized recipes for prepar-
ing pike, trout, whitefish, etc., in-

doors and out. SH A
For more information circle
No. 136 on return postal card.

PHOTOGRAPHY
THE INCISIVE ART

A series of five 30 minute films fea-

turing Ansel Adams noted Amer-

ican photographer

Individual Titles:

Photography as an Art

Points of View

Technique

Professional Photography

The Language of the Camera Eye

For purchase or rental information
write to:

NET Film Service

^^^^ Audio-Visual Center
Indiana University
Bloomington, Indiana
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PRIMARY Education
Little Kitten mp PRUN lOmin col $125
b&w $50. A kitten explores her world
—fish in a tank, a bird in its cage,
and a lively puppet are seen in a
kitten-eye view for lively juvenile
entertainment. Pri.

For more information circle
No. 137 on return postal card.

^.earning About Bears mp EBF llmin
col $120; b&w $60. Takes a mother
bear and her two cubs through their
first year. Warns that bears are dan-
gerous. Pri.

For more information circle
No. 138 on return postal card.

riie Lost Doll mp PRUN lOmin col $125
b&w $50. Combination of animation
and live action tells story of toys that
come to life after a storm and happily
find their owners. Pri.

For more information circle
No. lad on retarn postal card.

iVoody Woodchuck's Future mp EBF
llmin col $120 b&w $60. Boy cares for
pet young chuck but as colder
weather approaches the animal slips
back into the forest. Pri.

For more information circle
No. 140 on return postal card.

RELIGION
The Patton Prayer mp PRUN 27min
b&w $125. World War II story of
power of prayer in keeping up the
spirits of General George S. Patton's
Third Army, bogged down by dis-
astrous rains and the enemy fire.

Stephen McNally and Carl Benton
Reid are starred. JH-A

For more information circle
No. 141 on return postal card.

The Pumpkin Coach mp ChC 20min
col r$I0. Musical animated cartoon
on reasons for seeking a Christian col-
lege life rather than attend just any
college. A discussion base. SH C A

For more information circle
No. 14"2 on return postal card.

The Rebel mp PRUN 27min b&w $125.
The heroic fight for freedom by Rabbi
Sixas against British tyranny. Vincent
Price and Lloyd Corrigan star. JH-A

For more information circle
No. 14.^ on return postal card.

Reverence mp ChC lOmin col r$5. Wor-
ship service blended of music, words,
pictures; based on Book of Psalms.
Pri-A

For more information circle
.Vo. 144 on return postal card.

c;nEMisrRv
LABORATORY
TECHNIQUES

Underscores
teaching

basic skills

fo new
chemistry
students.

A serios of

11 Films

For Preview write

@^^^ FILMS

Sox 343, Cooper Stotion, New York 3, N. Y.

The Story of Handel's Messiah sfs SVE
col LP $12.50. Composers life, his
motivation in writing this classic and
reasons for its sustained use. SH C A

For more information circle
No. 145 on return postal card.

Teenage Christmas mp FAMILY 30min
col r$15; b&w r$9; During the month
of December: col r$22.50; b&w r$13.50.

Price correction of film described in

Blue Book issue, Aug. 1961.

For more information circle
No. 14(> on return postal card.

Voice of the Deep mp MOODY 30min
col r$10. To hear fish talk we must
tune in on their special fi-equency-

—

heart must be in tune with God if He
is to be heard. A SH C

For more information circle
No. 147 on return postal card.

The Will of Augusta Nash mp ChC 34
min b&w r$8. A teacher's legacy
stipulates that he tithe. JH SH A

For more information circle
No. 148 on return postal card.

Windows of the Soul mp MOODY 2

parts ea 30min col r$17.50 ea both $30.

The wonder and mystery of the hu-
man senses and their limitations. A
SH C

For more information circle
No. 149 on return postal card.

BIRTH of a NATION
Greatest Civil War Pictxire

ever made

available for rental in
35 & 16mni sound

R. E. AITKEN
World Wide Distributors

406 N. Hartwell Ave., Waukesha,

SAFE-
Storage"Add-a-Unit"

for your Sound Recording
Tapes

Unquestionably tlie safe way to file re-

cording tape. The "Add-a-Unit" design is

ideal for growing tape libraries . . . indi-

vidual units lock-stack on one another and
on filmstrip library plan cabinets to pro-

vide orderly conservation of space. Steel

construction. Size 17-1/4" H, 17-1/2"
W, 17-1/2" D. Accommodates both 5"

and 7" reels.

Model 88T for Sound Recording
Tape $48.90

Write for Catalog for full information

about the No. 88T and filing systems for

filmstrips, sound filmstrips, 16mm films,

disc records, 2" x 2" slides, overhead
transparencies. Also projection stands and
A-V equipment storage.

JACK C. COFFEY CO., INC.
710 Seventeenth St., NORTH CHICAGO, lllinoit

%^
lettering\Q
problems

SOLVE THEM EASILY with

WRICO SIGNMAKER
IDEAL FOR

SCHOOLS and CHURCHES

WRICO SIGNMAKER GUIDES
cover a wide range in size and
style . . . suitable for every

purpose! and . . . WRICO
INKS DRY INSTANTLY!

NOW AVAILABLE IN 7 COLORS
BLACK • RED • YELLOW • BLUE • GREEN
ORANGE • BROWN

^^^
Sizes range from 3/8"
to 4" in height

If your Audio-Visual, Art or

School Supply Dealer does

not have WRICO, write for

Catalog #555.

"WORLD'S FOREMOST MAKER OF LEnERING GUIDES"

WOOD-REGAN INSTRUMENT CO., NUTLEY, NEW JERSEY
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SCIENCE, Biology

The Bird Community mp MOODY 12

min col $105 b&w $50. Free habitat

life in Midway Islands contrasted
with that in captivity. Birds include
Fairy Nern, Frigate Bird, Boskn Bird,
Gannet, and Albatross. JH SH

For more information circle
No. 150 on return postal card.

Butterfly Mystery mp MOODY Umin
col $100 b&w $100 b&w $50. Egg,
larva, pupa, butterfly. El

For more Information circle
No. 161 on return postal card.

Cicado—Tlie Insect Metliusalah mp
MOODY 12min col $105 b&w $50.

Nature's precisely timed cycle. JH
SH C

For more Information circle
No. 153 on return postal card.

Eastern Wliite Pine mp USDA 19%min
col apply. Significance of blister rust
and pine weevil control in saving our
forest resources. SH C A

For more information circle
No. 153 on return postal card.

A Fisli Family mp MOODY llmin col

$100 b&w $50. Complete reproduction
cycle of the Blue Acara fish. El

For more Information circle
No. 156 on return postal card.

Genetic Investig:ations mp INDIANA
12min col $100 b&w $50. Techniques
in conducting controlled bleeding ex-
periments; animated diagrams of

Mendelian Laws of Heredity; three
important lines of genetic research.

SH C
For more information circle
No. 156 on return postal card.

Hawl(s fs STANBOW 35fr captioned
col $5. The Marsh Hawk and the
Sparrow Hawk. NFBC production,
el ih sh

For more Information circle
No. 157 on return postal card.

Tlie Human Machine mp MOODY 15

min col $125 b&w $60. The body is

compared to well known machines,
but its superiority to anything man
invented is emphasized. JH SH C

For more information circle
No. 158 on return postal card.

The Electric Eel mp MOODY 12min col The Marvels of the Five Senses 5 kits
$105 b&w $50. Dissection and demon-
stration reveal close relationship be-
tween biological and physical sci-

ences. JH SH C
For more information circle
No, 154 on return postal card.

EDMUND plastic realia each kit, box-
ed, including an anatomy chart, $2,

Titles: Sight; Smell; Touch; Taste;
Hearing.

For more information circle
No, 150 on return postal card.

tor price . . . quality & efficiency

investigate Filing Systems by

NEGAFILE

A-3500-FS
Has room for 54 individual compart-
ments for film strips. Each compart-
ment measures 1%" square $16.95

A-3500-G
Files 1625 cardboard mounts or 750

mounted slides in groups. Visildr and
movable subject tabs inohided. ,$16.95

A-3500-ST
Files scripts for fibn strips or cata-
logs. Has removable partitions to

accommodate different sizes. $20.95

A-34-350
Files 360 3'/4x4" Lantern Slides in

three drawers. Includes sturdy
classifiration cards $21.95

^^^ These and other
C|j0 Sectional Nega-Files

f^"^ '"ay be stack-filed

r in any order.

622

THE NCCA FILE COMPANY

negaOfile
DOriESTOWN, PENNSVIVANIA

(Genuine niubogany with nat-
ural satin finish. Send for
FREE catalog of complete
line of NEGA-FILES.

Plant Life at Work mp MOODY llmin
col $100 b&w $50. Time-lapse photog-
raphy. JH SH

For more information circle
No. 160 on return postal card.

Roundup mp USDA 18%min col apply
Eradication of screwworm pest by
using atomic energy to sterilize mil-
lions of male flies which, mated to

females, failed to fertilize their eggs.

SH C A
For more information circle
No, 161 on return postal card.

Slow as in Sloth mp MOODY 19min col

$165 b&w $80. Unusual anatomy and
physiology. Different species com-
pared in terms of environment. JH
SH C

For more information circle
No. 16*^ on retarn postal card.

"Worms" to Wings mp MOODY 13mir
col $110 b&w $55. Metamorphosis ol

the Anise Swallowtail butterfly. JH
SH

For more information circle
No. 163 on return postal card.

SCIENCE, General
Atoms and their Energy 4fs FH co
captioned set $20. Titles: Mist of Mov-
ing Particles; What Is an Element
Radioactive Isotopes; Putting Atom;
to Work. Int JH

For more information circle
No. 164 on return postal card.

Caverns and Geysers mp FA ISmin coi

$140 b&w $75. Illustrates how under-
ground water is continually changing
our earth. Carlsbad Caverna National
Park. Int JH

For more Information circle
No. Iti5 on return postal card.

16mm. Sound Projectors

New and Used
Film Subjects—Accessories

Write For Free Lists

NATIONAL CINEMA SERVICE
71 Dey St., N. Y. C. 7, N. Y.

TRIPLE THE LIFE OF YOUR

MOVIES and SLIDES

PERMAFILM
The Amazing Preservative

PREVENTS scratches, brittle-

ness, torn sprocket holes, color

fading, fungus, warping and
popping. Easy to use. Just

wipe it on.

Ask your deafer for Permafilm
1 oz. 89c; 8 oz. $4.95; 16 ox. $8.25

Elwal Scltntiric Pnl Cary. Chicaso 2t, ILL

FREE
Allied
444-PAGE 1962

ELECTRONICS

CATAL06

SAVE MOST on language
labs, Stereo hi-fi, record-

ingandpiiono equipment,
school sound systems,
training kits, electronic
parts. Write for Catalog.

ALLIED RADIO
100 N. Western Ave.. Chicago 80. III.

Educational Screen and Audiovisual Guide-



Constellations, Guide to the Night Sky
mp INDIANA llmin col $100 b&w
$30. Principal constellations are iden-

tified; overprints relate their mytho-
logical name origin; stars and other

celestial objects. Int JH
For more information circle

No. 166 on return postal card.

CORRECTION. The 1961 Blue Book
(August) lists the Colonial Films Ele-

mentary Science Filmstrips incorrect-

ly. Copy should have read "Each of

the 8 series has 11 color filmstrips

and teachers guide."

For more information circle

No, 167 on return postal card.

Elementary Machines kit MISCO in-

cludes such realia as pulleys, levers,

fulcrum bar, wheel and axle, weights,

rope, and spring scale. Also suggested
uses. $54.64. Other units: Plants $17;

Electricity $63. el jh

For more information circle

No. 168 on return postal card.

How Many Stars? mp MOODY llmin
col $100 bcScw $50. History of the tele-

scope and discoveries that followed.

Meaning of "light year." Our solar

system, the Milky Way, distant

galaxies. JH SH C
For more information circle

No. 169 on return postal card.

Introduction to Fire Behavior mp
USDA 16min col apply. Shows basic
fundamentals of combustion and the
influences of fuel, weather and topog-
raphy in forest fire fighting. Training
film to show how strategy can be
plotted on basis of this knowledge.
C A

For more Information circle
No. 170 on return postal card.

(Reaching for the Stars mp ASSOCIA-
TION 14min col loan. Tells how
glass has served man's quest for in-

formation about the universe about
him. Sponsored by Coming Glass
Works. SH A C

For more Information circle
No. 171 on return postal card.

Scanning the Universe 7fs EBF 6 b&w,
1 col. Series $21; indiv fs $3. The
heavens as viewed through giant tele-

scopes. Evaluated ESAVG 9/61. JH
SHC

For more information circle
No. nz on return postal card.

Vite-a-lize
your film

We restore brittle, curled, cupped
film to nearly new first run quality

with Vite-a-lize. Our Vite-a-lize

treatment preshrinks new film uni-

formly, sealing in proper humidity.

Guaranteed. Call or write now.
Exclusive with Leonard Film Service,

1700B E. Walnut, Pasadena, Calif.

Phone SYcamore 2-6682.

Science for Elementary Grades (series)

8fs MOODY set $44 indiv @ $6. Cap-
tioned, col. Titles: How Does a Gar-
den Grow?; How We See and Hear;
Life Story of a Butterfly; Miniature
Plants of the Desert; Our Desert
Treasure; Health in the Ocean; The
Wonder of Crystals; The Wonders of
Snow. El

For more Information circle
No. 173 on return postal card.

Space Orbits mp UWF ISmin col $89.19.

Orbital patterns and the factors that
produce them. Missiles, artificial

earth satellites, space travel, possible
lunar landings. U.S. Air Force film.

JH SH C

For more information circle
No. 174 on return postal card.

The Steam Engine: How it Works mp
llmin b&w $60. Historical develop-
ment; principles and operation; effect

on industry and transportation. Int
JH

For more information circle
No. 175 on return postal card.

Treasures in Snow mp MOODY 7min
col $65 b&w $30. Perfection of form.
Role in recreation, water conserva-
tion, power source. JH SH

For more information circle
No. 176 on return postal card.

Wanted: Plant Pest Detectives mp
USDA 27%min col apply. Role of
public in assisting government agen-
cies in spotting pest outbreaks. Boll
weevil, spotted alfalfa aphid, Euro-
pean corn borer, white pine blister
rust, stem rust of grain, and golden
nematode of potato are among the
examples shown. JH SH C A

For more information circle
No. 177 on return postal card.

The Amazing

Electronic Educator!

The Electronic Educator is an nmnzing new scientific device
designed to train and teach at both the consciuus and subcon-
scious levels. You read, speak or transcribe recorded material
thru the microphone, where it is recorded on special endless
tape cartridges holding from 1 min. to 2 full hours of tape. This
tape repeats itself and your message endlessly to give you the
necessary repetition to memorize material. Comes complete
with mike, Slumber Speaker, timer and cartridges. Offers thou-
sands of uses from learning languages to helping backward stu-
dents. Write for free descriptive literature. Sleep-Learning
Kesearch Ass'n. Box 24 -S Olympia, Washington.

The Electronic Educator is also an inexpensive,
portable language lab. Student can record his
lesson then hear both the recording and his own
pronunciation at the same time. Use if for
music lessons, too.

ELEMENTARY
SCIENCE CHARTS
Size 14" X 1 1"—Printed in 2 colors

Available Under NDEA Title III

Charts designed for Elementary Teachers.

Convenient size, targe graphic material,

background information printed on the

back of each chart. Glossy front surface

prevents fingermarking.

SIGHT

Eight charts explain the parts and func-

tions of the eye. Students learn obout

accommodation, eyeglasses, color recogni-

tion and depth perception. $4.50

SOUND
Ten charts dramatize discoveries in sound.

Simple experiments. The concepts of

speaking and hearing. Principles of musi-

cal instruments. The sound barrier, echoes,

and lightning and thunder. $5.50

MAGNETISM
Ten charts explore basic concepts of

magnetism. Types of magnets, the com-

pass, magnetic attraction, poles of a

magnet, electromagnets, etc. Suggested
activities and experiments. $5.50

EARTH AND SUN
Eight charts clarify basic earth-sun rela-

tionships. Study the causes of day and
night and the seasons. $4.50

THE MOON
Eighf charts present current information

about moon. Explain phases of moon,
tides, ond eclipses. $4.50

ALL FIVE SETS — $24.00

(Prices do not include postage)

ORDER NOW OR WRITE FOR

ILLUSTRATED CATALOG

PREVIEW SETS AVAILABLE

EATON SCIENTIFIC
CORPORATION

119 South Rosemead Blvd.

Pasadena, California
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Another Fine Product From ACMADE

AUTOMATIC BUTT SPLICER
Cuts. Splices. Applies Magic Mylar «ulomaticall|i

tive, magnetic
other bases.

Now, with no
fuss, mess or

waste, it is

possible to
splice, repair,

butt-splice, or

strengthen
splices on all

types of film

—

positive, nega
even duPont Cronar or

The cutting arm,
shown in opera-

ting position, is

used by press-

ing the chrome
button for cut-

ting both sides,
of the film si-

multaneously.
The film, has been registered on pins in the

horizontal channel. The cutting blade is eas-

ily replaced.

The splicing
tape is regis-
tered on pre-

cision pins and
held in place
until automati-
cally applied to

,the film by
swinging the

arm over and pressing the chrome button,
cutting the adhesive and applying it — in

perfect register to the film.

Model 35 for SSmm, Model 16 for 16mm—>295

Serving tfie World's Finest Film Makers

FLORMAN&BABBJnc.
68 W. 45th St., New York 36, N, Y.

Murray Hill 2-2928

THE HANDBOOK OF

PRIVATE SCHOOLS

42nd Edition, 1961

This standard guide to the private

boarding and day, primary and sec-

ondary schools describes such features

as enrollment, faculty, tuition, plant

facilities, and educational emphasis.

Completely up-to-date, reliable and

objective!

illus., 1280 pp., cloth, $10.00

THE GIFTED:

EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES

A new directory providing an exten-

sive and detailed survey of public and
private school programs for the aca-

demically talented.

288 pp., cloth, $4.00

Order from

PORTER SARGENT
1 1 Beacon St. Boston 8, Mass.

SOCIAL STUDIES,
Geography, Travel

Brasilia mp IFB 13min col. $135. The
new capital of Brazil, carved out of

jungle 600 miles from the old metrop-
olis. Ultra-modern architecture. SH C
C

For more information circle
No, 178 on return postal card.

Green Magic mp IDEAL col apply.
Italian-made, English sound track.

Documentary coverage of remote
South American jungle life. A wed-
ding ceremony blends Catholic ritual

with ancient Inca rites. SH C A
For more information circle
No. 179 on return postal card.

India mp IFB 22min col $195. Documen-
tary treatment of geography, climate,

agriculture, racial and social struc-
ture, religions, culture. Gateway pro-
duction. SH C A

For more information circle
No. ISO on return postal card.

New Yorli World's Fair Progress Report
No. 1 mp MODERN col loan. Narrated
by H. V. Kaltenborn.

For more information circle
No. 181 on return postal card.

Off to Adventure in Africa 5TV films
ChC 15min col r$5. Titles: Gold City;
Village Bewitched; Mission Mercy;
Life in Ghana. JH-A

For more information circle
No. WZ on return postal card.

Port City fs STANBOW 43fr captioned
col $5. Story of Halifax, Nova Scotia.
JH SH

For more information circle
No. 18:i on return postal card.

Western Europe 7sfs KB b&w LP ea
$7.50, wittiout record $6. Titles:

Ancient Rome; Modern Rrome; Flor-
rence; Gothic Cathedrals of Europe;
The Rhine Valley. Also Paris Parts I

and II) $10, without record $8.50.

Evaluated ESAVG 9/61. SH C

For more Information circle
No. 184 on return postal card.

m FILM ODCIORS*
SPECIALISTS
in the science of

FILM

REJUVENATION
KAPIDWELD Procns for:

• Scritch-Removai

• *br*slent • Dirt • "R*ln

Send for Free Brochure

NEW PUBLICATIONS
Boolis, Filmstrips, Teaching Aids. Colo)

ful catalog. 29pp free IVES
For more information circle
No. 185 on return postal card.

Decade of Experiment (Fund for tl'

Advancement of Education 1951-1961
llpp free. FORDFOUND.

For more information circle
No. 18fi on return postal card.

EBF Filmstrip Catalog features a 4-paj
introductory article by Vera Falcone
64pp EBF

For more information circle
No. 187 on return postal card.

Educational Music Guide, 1961-6
Phonograph records recommended fc

schools, colleges and libraries. Lis'
and classifies more than 300 "Capitol
and "Angel" albums in 14 categoric
and includes short informative art
cles by 26 educator authorities. 92p
free. CAPITOL.

For more information circle
No. 188 on return postal card.

Educators Guide to Free Films—196
Bigger and better than ever. S9. R<
prints of article by John Gu
Fowlkes, "Educational Partnership i

Learning Materials" free on reques
EDPROG

Write direct

ETV A Ford Foundation Pictorial R«
port. Excellently visualized story c

"The Learning Lens." In 9 chaptei
and bibliography. Free. FORD
FOUND.

For more information circle
No. 190 on return postal card.

Explaining "Teaching Machines" an
Programming. David Cram, San Jos
State College. Comparison of linea
and branching programming; otht
styles; pictures of 16 machines, bibliof
raphy. 86pp 1961. FEARON

For more information circle
No. lyi on return postal card.

Thie First Boolt of Teaching Machiner
Epstein, Sam and Beryl. It is th
program, not the machine. th£
teaches. $1.95. WATTS.

Write direct

41st Annual Catalog of educationa
entertainment, religious and indu;
trial motion pictures. 98pp fre
IDEAL

For more information circle
No. 1!>3 on return postal card.

Stik •abetter

rapid
Founitod 1940

)7-02C 27th St.. Long Island City I . N 1

UHliH^illlMiUMB

PROFESSIONAL

LETTERING

TECHNIOUE

Write for literature

Stik-a-letter Co. Rt. 2, bsx uoo, EicondidoTcM
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Golden Anniversary Catalog of free

loan and selected rental films. 32pp
edition lists films intended primarily

for adult audiences. Another, 48pp,

is for school use primarily. Both free.

ASSOCIATION.

For more information circle

No. Id4 on return postal card.

Instrument Training: in Business Educa-
tion. Brochure and interesting .series

of news letters. Free. EDL

For more information circle

No. 195 on return postal card.

Manual of recording and custom press-

ing offers many practical suggestions

on making recordings intended for

transfer to records. Free. COOKLAB.

For more Information circle

No. 196 on return postal card.

Mass Media in the Developing Coun-
tries. UNESCO report to UN. No. 33.

1961. 45pp 50c Order direct from
COLUPRESS.

A New Concept in Speech Training and
Correction. 13pp free ETL

For more information circle
No. 198 on return postal card.

Hie New Media in Education. Report of

Western Regional Conference on
Educational Media Research April
1960. Jack V. Edling, ed. 99pp. 50
cents. Order direct from Sacramento
State College, 6000 Jay St., Sacra-

^ mento, Calif.

Our Canadian readers will find the film
catalogs and bulletins of the Canadian
Film Institute of great help in ar-

ranging their programs. Write direct

to CFB, 1762 Carling Ave., Ottawa 3,

Canada.

Photographic Lamp Guide. 42pp binder
punched 8V4xll. Free. GELAMP.

For more information circle
No. 201 on return postal card.

Overhead Projection—description and
specifications. BUHL.

For more information circle
No. 202 on return postal card.

Phonograph Records for Classroom and
Library. 1962 edition. 60pp free ERS.

For more Information circle
No. 203 on return postal card.

SCIENCE FILMSTRIPS
SINCE 1931 SINCE 1931
MADE BY TEACHERS FOR TEACHERS
•iOLOGY ATOiMiC ENERGY
WYSICS GENERAL SCIENCE
CHEMISTRY MICROBIOLOGY
IKE SAFETY BUS SAFETY

Science filmslript ovoilabU
under NDEA—Title III.

Box S99E
VISUAL SCIENCES

Suffern, Now York
Cll

Precise 35mm Technique (with the
Kodak Retina Camera). 56p 75c. From
local Kodak dealers.

Write direct

Religious Film and Filmstrip Catalogs
1961-62. ea 24pp free. Several hun-
dred titles, grouped by subject area,

the latest releases identified plainly

as "New." FAMILY
For more Information circle
No. 205 on return postal card.

Religious Filmstrips Catalog lists 550
titles, of which 60 new. 32pp free
SVE.

For more information circle
No. 206 on return postal card.

Selected Films and Filmstrips on Food
and Nutrition. 72pp $1.25. Order di-

rect from Bureau of Publications,
Teachers College, Columbia Uni-
versity, New York, N. Y.

Write direct

The Revolution in Audio-Visual Com-
munication. Address by Irving B.
Kahn, president, TelePrompter Cor-
poration, before the American Man-
agement Association. Mimeo. 12pp.
free. TELPROM

For more InformaUon elrole
No. 208 on return postal card.

Teaching by Machine, Cooperative Re-
search, Lawrence M. Stolorow, for
the U.S. Office of Education. 65c.

Order direct from SUPDOC.
Write direct

KEEPS THE CLASS"H£A()5 Up"

Conduct your **Visual Aid Classes** in a

fully lighted room. Eliminate projector

noise and sight distraction.

Lenscreen rear projection holds attention

. . . allows the taking of notes . . .facili-

tates supervision while slides or films

ore being shown.

Gives sharp, clear pictures in block and
white or full fidelity color.

There's a Lenscreen to fit your specific

teaching need.

Send for the LENSCREEN information kit,

today. No obligation, of course.

POLACOAT, INCORPORATED
9710 CQnklin Rood Blue Ash, Ohio

Advertisement

HELPFUL BOOKS

AOiMINISTERING AUDIO-VISUAL SERV-
ICES. By Carlton W. H. Erickion. Covori
admlnlstratlva, luparvlsory, and tech-

nological problem*, omphaslzlng com-
patont parformanco In all sarvlc* o*-
pacts. 479 pp., Illustratad, Macmlllan
Company, 60-Sth Ava., Naw York 11,

N. Y. $6.95.

THE AV INDEX A guide to Instruction-

al material information covering the

use of Audio-Visual materials and
equipment. Single copy, $2.95. Quan-
tity prices: 2-9 copies, 10% discount;

10-20 copies, 20% discount. Postage
added If payment does not accom-
pany order, Audio-Visual Research
Institute, 1346 Broadway, Detroit 26,
Michigan.

AUDIO • VISUAL MATERIALS: THEIR
NATURE AND USE. Ravliad EdIHon
By Walter Arno Wittlch ond Charles
F. Schullar. 570 pp. 249 Illustration*

14 Color Plata*. Harper A Brothers
49 E. 33rd St., Naw York 16, N. Y.

1957. $6.50.

EDUCATORS GUIDE TO FREE FILM-
STRIPS. Compiled and Edited by Mary
Foley Horkhelmer and John W. Differ.

Thirteenth Annual Edition, 1961. Edu-
cators Progrei* Service, Dept. AVO,
Randolph, Wi*. $6.00.

EDUCATORS GUIDE TO FREE TAPES.
SCRIPTS, AND TRANSCRIPTIONS. Com-
piled and Edited by Walter A. Wittlch,

Ph.D., and Gertie Han*on Hal*tad,
M. A. Seventh Annual Edition. 1961.
Educator* Progre** Service, Dept.
AVG, Randolph, Wl*. $5.75.

EDUCATORS GUIDE TO FREE FILMS.
Complied and Edited by Mary Foley
Horkhelmer and John W. Differ. Edu-
cational Con*ultant, John Guy Fowl-
kei. 21st Annual Edition, 1961. Edu-
cator* Progre** Service, Dept. AVO,
Randolph, Wl*. $9.00.

STANDARDS OF PHOTOPLAY AP-
PRECIATION. A Cour*e of Study In

Photoplay Appreciation. By William
Lawin and Alexander Frazler. illus-

trated. Educational A Recreational
Guide*, Inc., 10 Bralnard Road, Sum-
mit, New Jersey. $4.75.
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16mm Film Catalog Supplement lists

35 new titles, free AUSTRALIAN
News and Information Bureau, 636
Fifth Ave., New York 20, N. Y. Write
direct.

Specifications for a Component-Type
General-Purpose Teaching Machine
of Optimum Capability for Curricular
Development. 12pp. HUGHES.

For more Information circle
No. 211 on return postml card.

A Study in School Communications
shows a great many applications of

the copying machine to school work.
27pp 8^4x11 illustrated. Free. MMM

For more information circle
No. 213 on return postal card.

Tailing: Pictures for the High School
Yearbook 33pp. $1. ARGUS.

Write direct

Thousand-page Catalog of instruments
for teaching, research, shows more
than 18,000 items. Requests must come
on official stationery and indicate
clearly the educational, research, or
industrial purpose the catalog would
serve. Write direct to Central Scien-
tific Company, 1700 W. Irving Park
Road, Chicago 13, 111.

CALIFORNIA'S

]^\A/\JCkM\C^
-jNtwrowa c.iH.n.1.-. w««.

HiMm Retort ovorlooklng the ftloo Podllt
«tiere Wlllhiro nweti the t««. Twenty eilnwte*

from Internatfonot Airport. 430 lexurloM
«•• and bungolewt, oil witli teUtrlilen —d
wdle. Complete convention facilitlet. Bonquet
nomi for up te 3,000, olr<onditioned. Cxcltinf

•aw Venetian Room and CaetoneM Harnm,'

•wliMiIng pool (eavtihil (raaadt aad
Wndi' ' --- '—*. Rotet from $•,

Acrets lh» U.>.A.aild In HAWAII

MASSAGLIA
CREST OF GOOD LIVING

JOSCPH MA1SA0UA, «U mtidinl— MASSASUA HOTELS —
• SANTA MONICA. CAUP. Helel Ulreaiar
• SAN JOSE, CAUP. Hetal labile Clein
> 10N« lEACH, CALIP. Hetal Vimipe
• 6AILUP, N.M. Hetd leaclw
• AllUQUE>9Ut Hotal FreeclKM
• DtNVBt. COLO. Hetel Part teae
• WASHINSTON, D.C. Hetal r

• HAITFOIO, CONN. Hetal leed
a PfTTIiUlieH, PA. Halal Slietvn
a CINCINNATI. O. Halal Slatee

a HONOLULU Hotal WallTU illtai1 a HONOLULU

i N
. WalWarirf-faaied katal*

servlci

APCS—Air Photographic and Charting
Service USAF Film Library Center,
8900 So. Broadway, St. Louis 25, Mo.

ARGUS—Argus Cameras, Inc., div. of

Sylvania Electric Products, Inc., 405
405 Fourth St., Ann Arbor, Mich.

ASSOCIATION Films, Inc., 347 Madison
Ave., New York 17, N. Y.
Bureau, 630 Fifth Ave., Suite 414,

AUSTRALIAN News and Information
New York 20, N. Y.

B&H Bell & Howell Co., 7100 McCor-
mick Rd., Chicago 45.

BUHL Optical Co., 1009 Beech Ave.,
Pittsburgh 33, Pa.

CAPITOL Records, Capitol Tower, Hol-
lywood 28, Calif.

ChC—Church of Christ, 1501 Race St.,

Philadelphia 2, Pa. or 1720 Chouteau
Ave., St. Louis 3, Mo.

COCOLA—The Coca Cola Company.
Obtain loan films from local bottlers.

CODFILMS—Colonial Films, 71 Walton
St., Atlanta, Ga.

COLUPRESS — Columbia University
Press 2960 Broadway, New York 27,

N.Y.
CONLEY Electronics Corp., Lyoss Ave.,
Evanston, 111.

COOKLAB—Cook Laboratories, Inc.,

101 Second St., Stamford, Conn.
CORONET Films, 65 E. South Water

St., Chicago 1, 111.

DUKANE Corp., St. Charles, 111.

EBF—Encyclopaedia Britannica Films,
Inc., 1150 Wilmette Ave., Wilmette,
111.

EDL—Educational Developmental Lab-
oratories, Inc., 75 Prospect St., Hunt-
ington, N.Y.

EDMUND Scientific Co., 101 E. Glou-
cester Pike, Barrington, N.J.

EDPROG—Educators Progress Service
Randolph, Wise.

ERS—Educational Record Sales, 153
Chambers St., New York 7. N.Y.

ETL—Electronic Teaching Laboratories
5034 Wisconsin Ave., NW, Washing-
ton 16, D.C.

FA—Film Associates of California, 11014
Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles 26,
Calif.

FAMILY Films, Inc., 5823 Santa Monica
Blvd., Hollywood 38, Calif.

FEARON Publishers, Inc., 828 Valencia
St., San Francisco 10, Calif.

FH—Filmstrip House, 432 Park Ave
S., New York 16, N.Y

FORDFOUND—Ford Foundation, Office
of Reports, 477 Madison Ave., New
York 22, N.Y.

GELAMP General Electric Co., Photo
Lamp Dept., Nela Park, Cleveland 12
Ohio.

GEMARK—General Magnetics & Elec-

CLASSIFIED

FOR GRADE SCHOOLS— 45rpm RECORD:
Pledge Of Allegiance—Male Voice—Female
Voice. Trumpet Calls: To The Colors (flag
raising) Tops (flog lowering) $1. prepaid.
ART RECORDS, P.O. Box 50-66, Miami, Flo.

35MM. Color Slides-Filmstrips dupli-
cated from your original slides or mas-
ter filmstrips. Individual slide copies as
low as 9'/4c each, filmstrips as low as 5c
a frame. Send for free sample slides,
free filmstrip sample and full informa-
tion to World In Color. Box 392-AV,
Elmira, N. Y.

Directory of

Equipment and Materials

pages 617-626
tronics, Inc., 134-09 36th Sd., Flushing
54, N.Y.

HPI: Hudson Photographic Industries,

Inc., Croton-On-Hudson, New York.
HUGHES Aircraft Company, Public Re-

lations and Advertising, C. W. Short
Bldg 6, Room D1005E, Culver City
Calif.

IDEAL Pictures Inc., 58 E. South Water
St., Chicago 1, 111.

IFB—International Film Bureau, Inc.,

332 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 4, 111

INDIANA University, Audio-Visuai
Center, Bloomington, Ind.

IVES—International Visual Education
Service, Inc., 300 S. Racine Ave.
Chicago 7, 111.

KB—Knowledge Builders, 31 Union
Square West, New York, N.Y.

MERRELI^Wm. S. Merrell Co., Filn:

Library, Cincinnati, 15, Ohio
MISCO—Misco-Clinton Corp., 678C

Jackson Road, Ann Arbor, Mich.
MMM—Minnesota Mining and Manu-

facturing Co., 900 Bush St., St. Paul 6

Minn.
MODERN Talking Picture Service, Inc.

3 E. 54th St.. New York 22. N.Y.
MOODY Institute of Science. 1142f

Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles 25

Calif.

NAPHILIPS—North American Philip;

Co., 230 Duffy Ave., Hicksville, L. I.

N. Y.
NBLANK—National Blank Book Co.
Holyoke, Mass.

NEA: National Education Association
National Commission on Safety Edu-
cation, 1201 16th St., N. W., Washing-
ton 6, D. C.

PLRC—Planning Research Corp.. 1333

Westwood Blvd., West Los Angeles
Calif.

PRUN—Productions Unlimited, Inc.

1534 Broadway, Room 702, New York
36, N. Y.

STANBOW—Stanbow Productions, Inc
Valhalla. N. Y.

SUPDOC—Superintendent of Docu-
ments, Government Printing Office
Washington 25, D. C.

SVE—Society for Visual Education, Inc.

1345 W. Diversey Pkwy., Chicago 14

111.

SWITCHCRAFT, Inc., 5593 N. Elstor
Ave.. Chicago 30, 111.

TELPBOM—TelePrompter Corporati on
50 W. 44th St., New York 36. N. Y.

TRW-EED—Thompson Ramo Woold-
ridge. Inc. Educational Electronic;
Division, 532 Sylvan Avenue, Engle-
wood Cliffs, N. J.

UNELAB—Universal Electronics Labo
ratories. 510 Hudson St., Hackensack
N. J.

UNIDATA—Universal Data Systems
Inc., Subs. Becker Electrosics Mfg.
Co., Horton & Rockaway Aves., Vallej
Stream, L. I., N. Y.

USDA—U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, Mo-
tion Picture Section, Washington 25
D. C.

USI—U.S. Industries, Inc., 250 Parh
Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

UWF—United World Films, 1445 Park
Ave., New York 29, N. Y.

V-M Corporation, 305 Teritorial Road
Benton Harbor, Mich.

WATTS—Franklin Watts, Inc.. 575 Lex-
ington Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

WEBSTER Electric Co., Racine, Wise.
WILDING, Inc., Public Relations Dept.

1345 Argyle St., Chicago 40, 111.
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24 Hours

Film Processor

554

90 Seconds

Yourself

(with a Polaroid Land Camera)

To make your own black-and-white

slides — quickly and economically —
here's all you have to do: snap a picture

with a Polaroid Land Camera loaded

with special transparency film. Then
pull a tab, wait a moment and open the

rear of the camera.

There's your transparency.

After a quick hardening and mount-

ing in a snap-together frame, the slide

is ready to be dropped into a projector.

Total time: about 90 seconds. Total

cost: about Vs the price of the average

black-and-white slide.

A new type of transparency film,

PolaLine film, is now available. It's

been designed especially for line-copy

slides and it produces crisp, black lines ^

and clear, transparent backgrounds.
These are 3'/4 x 4 transparencies for

standard lantern slide projectors.

There are also continuous tone films

for both standard lantern slide projec-

tors and for use in a complete Polaroid

Land system that employs 2'4 x 2'4

slides in a Polaroid projector. (Develop-

ment time for continuous-tone slides is

two minutes.) All three projection film

types can be used in any Polaroid Land
Camera that uses 40-series films (except

the J-66).

Sound good? It is. There's no better

way to make transparencies. Send in

the coupon for more information.

Polaroid Corporation

Technical Sales Dept. ES-12

Cambridge 39, Mass.

Please send me detailed information about
Polaroid Land transparencies.

Name.

Address.

City.

Zone. -State.



Cover Scene
It would seem that Patapouf's les-

son today is the pronunciation of the

French 'u' that plagues so many stu-

dents—and teachers.

Patapoiif is one of the Bil and Cora

Baircl puppets apixniring-with their

instructress Mile. Anne Slack—in Far-

Ions Francais, produced by the Heath

de Rochemont Corporation and avail-

able, in b&w and color, for TV or

classroom use.

Next Month ....
. is the 40th anniversary of Educa-

tional Screen and Audiovisual Guide.

We think we can be somewhat objec-

tive in saying that this is a significant

event in the educational audiovisual

field, and we are marking it with an

issue keyed to the development of A\'

from those early 'wheel, fire and spear-

tip' days.

This will be a peek into the audio-

visual past, so don't overlook your

January EdScreen & AVGuide.
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PHOTOPLAY FILMSTRIPS
Prepared by William Lewin, Ph.D.

A scene from the filmstrip "Adventures of Robinson Crusoe," based on the United Artists screen version

Ulyuas—In full color, 64 fromes, a pic-

torial guide to the new Paramount screen

version of Homer's Odyssey, produced in

Holy. An invaluable aid to tlie study ol

the classic. $7.50.

Th« Vikings—In full color, 47 frames,

based on the Kirk Douglas production.

$7.50. With guide. $7.80.

A Lassen in Mytiiology—Explains Andro-

medo, the Minotaur, Iphigenia, etc., based

on M-G-M's The Living Idol. 25 frames,

color. $7.50.

Julius Caasar, set of 2 fiimstript in black-

and-white, presenting 97 scenes in the

M-G-M screen version of the play. $7.00.
With guide, $7.30.

Kniglits of tlia Round Tabia—A set of

two filmstrips. Port One, black-and-white,

25 fromes, exploins the background of the

story, its theme, its significance as on early

attempt to organize a league of notions

and how the United Nations Security Council

Is the Round Toble of today. Port Two, full

color, 28 fromes, tells the colorful story of

the great legend, based on the M-G-M
photoplay, $7.50.

Adventures of Robinson Crusoe—In full

color, 50 frames, a clear pictorial guide to

the Defoe classic, based on the United

Artists screen version. $7.50. With guide,

S7.80.

Tha Gloss Slipper—The charming fairy

tale of Cinderella, told in a new woy,
based on the M-G-M photoplay, 36 frames
in full color. $7.50. With guide, S7.80.

Romeo and Juliet—Shakespeare's great

love story illustrated in color from the

J. Arthur Rank production filmed on loca-

tion in Verona and other Itallon cities,

44 fromes. $7.50. With guide, $7.80,

Ricliard III—Based on Laurence Olivier's

colorful screen version of Shakespeare's
fomous play, 48 fromes, $7.50. With
guide, $7.80.

Alexander the Great—Biography of the

first mon to conquer the civilized world,

based on the photoplay. Shows Alexander's
effort to unite Europe and Asia, o tosk

with which the U,N, is still faced, 55
frames, $7.50. With guide, $7.80.

Columbus—Black-and-white, based on the

J, Arthur Rank production starring Fredric

March, 55 Frames. S4,00,

Hansel and Gretel— In full color, 42
fromes, the highlights of the beloved fairy

tale as performed by the charming Kine-

mins of Michoel Myerberg's screen version,

released by RKO Rodio Pictures, $7.50.
With guide, $7.80,

Greatest Show on Earth— In full color, a
lively pictorial guide to the circus, based on
Cecil B, DeMille's Technicolor photoploy,
which won the Acodemy Award in 1953
OS the best picture of the year, 40 frames,
57,50.

Money-back guoranf^mi

EDUCATIONAL & RECREATIONAL GUIDES, Inc.

10 Brainerd Road, Summit, New Jersey
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Charlie

the Destroyer

HE CAN'T
PULL A LEVOLOR
VENETIAN BLIND DO^AAN
Because, not only are LEVOLOR installation

brackets made of heavier, stronger metal, but

LEVOLOR installation brackets have a two-way

safety catch. Even when not completely locked, the

blind cannot come down.

Information that insures the best installation pos-

sible is a service all LEVOLOR representatives will

give you. They will submit a prospectus covering

every detail of your Venetian Blind installation-help

with the specifications and make a final inspection

after the blinds are installed. It is a service that guar-

antees good specifications and good Venetian Blinds.

VENETIAN BLINDS
AUDIO-VISUAL CONVENTIONAL

Levolor Lorentzen, Inc., 720 Monroe St., Hoboken, N. J.

SKYLIGHT
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Ne"ws people organizations events

Larson Named Associate

Dean, Indiana U. Extension

L. C. Larson lias been appointed

associate dean of the Indiana Univer-

sity Division of Extension. This new
title enables Dean Larson to work

more directly with central administra-

tion of the university and the deans of

other schools and divisions. Tlie ap-

pointment is said to mark wider uni-

versity recognition of the broad pro-

gram in educational media which Lar-

son, as director of the Audiovisual

Center and Director of the division

of educational media in the School of

Education (which titles he continues

to carry), has been developing during

the past 20 years.

Dr. Franklin Dunham
Dr. Franklin Dunham, who headed

the radio and television services of

the United States Office of Education

since 1945, died October 28.

Dr. Dunham began his career at

the Office of Education as special con-

ElUworlh ('.. Dent (right), (Coronet Films,

receives Man-of-lhe-Year award of the

Illinois .Audiovisual Assoriatioii from
William F. Kruse of "Educational Screen"

at the association's annual meeting in

('hicago on October 12.

sultant to former education commis-
sioner John W. Studebaker. From
1930 to 1940 he was education direc-

tor of the National Broadcasting Com-
pany radio network.

He pioneered audiovisual teach-

ing at Teachers College, Columbia
University and at Harvard and di-

rected summer programs at the Uni-

versity of Southern California.

PIXMOBILE ®

54-INCH
TELEVISION TABLE

The new, taller

TV table improved
for classroom use

• All-steel

construction

• 25" X 30"
shelves

# Matching gray
hard-rubber
ribbed pad

# 4" quality

casters

ADVANCE PRODUCTS COMPANY
2310 East Douglas Ave. / >Vichita. Kansas

First Announcements On
Coming DAVI Convention

"Our Educational Challenge in the

Face of Current World Forces" will

be the theme when the National Edu-
cation Association's Department of

Audiovisual Instruction meets at Kan-
sas City, March 25-29, 1962.

Commercial exhibits, in the Munici-J

pal Auditorium, are scheduled to be
open four days for a total of 23 hours.

Housing will he in five hotels, none
more than three blocks av\ay from
the Auditorium. Requests for reserva-

tions are to be sent as soon as possible

direct to the DAVI Convention Hous-
ing Bureau, 1030 Baltimore, Kan.sas

City 5, Mo.

Mannino of Penn State Gets
Citation For AV Activity

Philip Mannino, of Pennsylvania
State Universit)', has been cited for

noteworthy educational achievement
in the nationwide Action in Educa-
tion Awards program. This activity,

sponsored by
Better Homes
and Gardens
magazine in co-

operation with
the National Ed-
ucation Associa-

tion and the Na-
tional School
Boards Associa-

tion, is designed

to encourage in-

dividuals and organizations to work
with school officials for the imi>rove-

ment of educational facilities.

Mannino, also supervising assistant

of the Audiovisual Aids Library at

Penn State, was cited for his work in

establishing the School Projectionists

Club of America, a nationwide organ-

ization with more than 1,200 chapters

and 200,000 members.

Prominent Part For AV At
Oklahoma Education Meeting

The annual convention of the Okla-

homa Education .Association at Okla-

homa City October 26-27 featured

three audiovisual events:

A lecture and demonstration by

(Continued on page 636)
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At the new Lexington, Mass., Estabrook School, designed to facilitate team teaching,

Richard G. Woodward, Lexington's Coordinator of Instructional Materials, soys:

"We're interested in teaching efficiency—
and equipment that helps make teaching efficient.'

"Because we are interested in efficient teaching

as a means to improved learning, the Lexington

Public Schools have been engaged in a joint re-

search project with Harvard University for sev-

eral years to determine the effectiveness of team
teaching.

"Just as our new Estabrook Elementary

School was designed for team teaching, the equip-

ment selected for it was chosen to provide teach-

ers with efficient, easy-to-use teaching aids. The
ease with which the Kodak Pageant Sound Pro-

jector is set up and its simple threading path

encourage our teachers to make maximum use of

motion pictures in day-to-day teaching.

"We have found that elementary teachers, op-

erating projectors in their classrooms, appreciate

this simplicity. We have also found that our

Pageant Projectors stand up to hard use with

minimum repairs."

Convenience and ease of operation are just two
of the many features teachers like about Kodak
Pageant Sound Projectors. Your Kodak Audio-
Visual Dealer will gladly demonstrate these at

your convenience. Or write for Bulletin V3-22,

which describes the Kodak Pageant line. No ob-

ligation, of course.

Kodak Rigeant Projector yEASTMAfi KODAK COMPANY, Dept. 8-V, Rochester 4, N. Y.
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makes perfect i (' \

y #;^N^i^ PLUS PLAYBACK

Young musicians and their teachers can progress more rapidly

with Califone's new STEREO Model 73-T tape recorder to provide a

realistic playback of their performance as an audience would

hear it — in full-dimensional high fidelity.

CAUFONE STEREO 73-T TAPE RECORDER offers studio recording

quality in a portable case. This long-wearing, easily operated recorder, with its

brushed aluminum front panel, looks as good as it sounds. Its many outstand-

ing features include: Monaural to 4track stereo recording, with 2-track and

4-track stereo playback • Vertical or horizontal mount • Two built-in 4" speakers

• Two-speed (3% & 7V2 IPS) operation • Separate controls for each channel

• Interlocking function switches.

SCHOOL NET: $329.50 (microphones extra)

CALIFONE LEXICON MODEL 71-T Monaural Tape
Recorder. A superbly engineered instrument for
classroom, auditorium and athletic field. Detach-
able 12" speaker for powerful P.A. system.

SCHOOL NET: $279.50 (microphone incl.)

CALIFONE COMET MODEL 70-T Monaural Tape
Recorder. Topflight performance and compact
styling at a remarkably low price.

SCHOOL NET: $199.50 (microphone incl.)

WRITE TODAY for complete catalog of Califone professional
tape recorders, phonographs and sound systems. DEPT. ES-12

SOUND LEARNING THROUGH LIVING SOUND

Foremost Manufacturer of Selective Audio-Visual Products For Education.

J^CVS^S continued

Dean Lindley Stiles of the University

of Wisconsin on new teaching tech-

nology in the classroom.

A meeting of the AV section of the
OEA which featured a talk by James

J. McPherson, program analysis offi-

cer of the educational media branch
of the Department of Health, Educa-
tion and Welfare.

A luncheon meeting of the Audio-
visual Coordinators of Oklahoma.

Air Force Uses CCTV System
With 'Compact' Recorder
A new closed circuit television sys-

tem, capable of providing televised

instruction simultaneously to 2,000
Air Force officers grouped at 16.5

viewing locations, has begun opera-
tion on the Air University campus at

Maxwell Air Force Base near .Mont-

gomery, Alabama.
The system marks the first use b\-

the armed forces of the "compact"
television tape recorder of Radio
Corporation of America, a new ma-
chine designed especially for educa-
tional purposes.

Lt. Col. William F. Curry, chief of
the TV Center, explained that the
system's versatifity permits piping a
single program to all viewing loca-

tions, or as many as six different pro-
grams to selected groups of classroom
receivers.

Cine To Expand Selections
For International Festivals

As many as fifty outstanding Amer-
ican non-theatrical motion pictures

may be selected to represent the
United States in international film fes-

tivals throughout the world in 1962,
according to an announc-ement made
by John Flory, newly-elected chair-

man of CINE. The announcement
was made at the conclusion of the an-
nual meeting of CINE (Committee on
International Non-Theatrical Events)
in Washington, D.C., recently

Special guest at the session was the
Honorable Myron Cowen, former Am-
bassador of Australia, Belgium and
the Philippines, who this \ear was the
United States delegate to the Edin-
burgh Film Festival. Cowen empha-
sized the importance of the United
States participation—with best possible
motion pictures obtainable—to repre-
sent this country at tlie major inter-

national film festivals abroad, and
commended CINE's efforts to seek
out and present outstanding American
films in these important international

events.
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V^M TAPE RECORDERS
make advanced teaching

techniques easier!

V-M 'tape-o-matic'"^ Stereophonic Tape Re-

corder with "ADD A TRACK'" -IVIodel

722—$259.95* List. Records Stereophon-
ically; playsbact^ 2 or 4-Traci< stereo tapes.

Twin IVlicrophones. Dual Tuning Eye and Vol-

ume Controls. Also Available V-M Stereo-Play-

back Model 720 with "ADDi A+TRACK"*-
$225.00* List.

V-M 'tape-o-matic'" Tape Recorder— Model
730—$169.95' List. Monaural Record and
Play-back of all three popular tape speeds—
7y2, 3%, 1% ips. Compact, Lightweight (Only

21 lbs.) New 3-position Microphone.

^^ADD+A+TRACK''®
Any Instructor's Most Valuable Teaching Tool!

\ersatile K-M"yicW-(-/l+rracfc"-s offers unlim-

ited opportunities for powerfully effective

teaching methods! A teacher records lessons;

then, or at any later time, the student records

on another track while listening to the teacher's

recording. On play-back, both recordings are

heard simultaneously! Student track may be

re-recorded any number of times without af-

fecting the teacher's or master track.

ALL V-M TAPE RECORDERS INCORPORATE THESE
QUALITY FEATURES:

• Push-Button Controls afford

simplified operation.

• High-Frequency Response and

Fidelity to detect complete voice

range differences. Highly beneficial

to speech and speech therapy

students!

• Input and Output Jacks permit

recorder to be used in sound treat-

ed rooms from a control booth.

• Shut-Off Switch automatically

shuts-off power supply . . . teacher

concentrates on students, not

recorder!

• Monitor switch for use of re-

corder as an Ear-trainer with ear-

phones, as a P.A. system, or to

utilize amplifier in the recorder

with a second sound source, such

as a phonograph!

NEW

Unite Sight and Sound for More Efficient Instruction!

V-M Slide-Projector Synchronizer—Model 1412—
$49.95* List. V-M Synchronizer adds inaudible

slide-change cues to tape recorded commentary.

On play-back, cues actuate remote-control projector,

automatically advancing slides at times selected!

V-M OFFERS A COMPLETE "AUDIO LEARNING CENTER" PROPOSAL from one unit to as many as your language laboratory requires. Write for information

*lnstitutional Prices Available Upon Request.

the^^ice ^^§ off K^

V-M CORPORATION, Dept. ESH61
305 Territorial Road, Benton Harbor, Michigan

Please send me additional information, without obligation, on VM
Tape Recorders and "Audio Learning Center" proposal.

usic NAME.

V-M CORPORATION • BENTON HARBOR, MICHIGAN
KNOWN FOR THE FINEST IN RECORD CHANGERS, PHONOGRAPHS AND TAPE RECORDERS

ADDRESS.

CITY ZONE. state-
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No wonder teachers ore singing the praises of the

Tecnifax Tronspaque projector. It not only provides

them with a versatile tool for improved instruction, but

also offers a combination of advantages not available

with any other overhead projector:

NO "STAGE-GLARE" ... the Transpaque's unique

optical system concentrates light on the screen, not

the teacher's eyes.

HIGH LIGHT-OUTPUT . . . projected images are

bright and sharp ... no need to pull down shades,

dim the lights.

LOW SILHOUETTE ... no high projection head
interfere with pupils' view of the screen.

STABILITY . . . the Transpaque's broad base and low

center of gravity insure trouble-free performance
under all conditions.

Furthermore, Tecnifax provides,

without charge or obligation, training

in the utilization of the overhead pro-

jector. This enhances its effectiveness in

the classroom. For additional informa-

tion on the Tronspaque projector and
the Tecnifax training programs, please

write to Tecnifax Corporation, Holyoke,

Massachusetts.

V.

TECNIFAXCORPORATION
Monufacturers of

Visual Communication

Materials

and

Equipment

HOLYOKE, MASSACHUSETTS
V J
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THE TECNIFAX TRANSPAQUE PROJECTOR

e

iU, baAy_to do 'BuAuiGAA uKlk/TemifoK'"
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editorial

We were about ready to wrap up this issue and set the presses roll-

ing when it suddenly occurred to us we had forgotten something.

This is the December, 1961, issue; in fact, the last one of our fortieth

year. Traditionally, in our year-end issue we try to take a thoughtful

bi-directional look to the year just ending and toward the future.

We think we have done pretty well this time. Hank Ruark's "YEAR
1961, D. D." is one of the finest summary articles about the audio-

visual field we have ever published. He would be the first to disclaim

personal credit and would point to the some forty people who
"V\7^p» readily passed their views and opinions along to him in response to

^^ ^ his inquiry. But the article, "YEAR 1961, D. D." is more than a

brilliant piece of reporting. It is a most intelligent assimilation,

condensation and generalization of the best thinking in the audio-

|—|r|/^ visual field. It presents for your careful reading and study a sum-
AtlV-l mary of the most significant trends and developments in this excit-

ing field as we come to the end of the decisive first year of a

decisive decade.

hi OryOLLGH ^^ y°" ^^^ ^* *^^ concerned about what is happening in this field,^ what the important trends are, what is happening and is going to

happen, you must read and read with thoughtful deliberation what

-^ J-
Ruark has written. But it wasn't until the Ruark article was in type

j[ 0"JJ and the presses practically ready to roll that we realized something

had been forgotten.

We had forgotten you. We had forgotten the importance of what

tjou are thinking and doing about your audiovisual program as you

come to the end of the 1961 year. It is one thing to recognize the

"galloping integration" that is taking place throughout the audio-

visual field, but what have you done about integrating your own
AV program into a broader instructional materials program? Have

you made progress toward some well defined integration goal

during 1961?

It is one thing to know in general about the tremendous develop-

ments in programmed learning and in educational television, but

what specifically have you done in 1961 about teaching machines

and ETV? It is one thing to applaud the leadership of DAVI for

clearly identifying self-instructional devices as the concern of its

members, but have you staked out claims as clearly in your home
town?

It is one thing to know all about the Midwest's airborne educa-

tional television transmitter and to have joined in talking about

closed circuit television at state and regional AV meetings, but what

have vou done through action and planning to give full recognition

to the fact that TV is AV?

The really important thing about 1961 audiovisually is what you

have accomplished and what your goals are for the future.

Based upon his observations, Ruark writes, "In Year 1961 we saw

|. the beginnings of a great transition in American education, an

H Paul C Reed impatient and driving surge to move ahead from concepts and ideas

of yesterday into the modern application of all the forces of tech-

nology, directed towards the solution of pressing educational prob-

lems such as no modem nation has yet faced." Did you do your

part? Were you a leader?

Which reminds me of the somewhat cynical definition of a leader

as one who "sees which way the crowd is going, and then runs like

hell to get out in front." You, too, can be a leader. Read "^EAR
1961, D. D.," and then stixrt running-like very fast!
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A Report on The Yej

By Henry C. Ruark, Jr.

W HAT happened in the exciting world of AV in-

structional materials and equipment during 1961, first

year of the "Decisive Decade of the Sixties?"

What significant trends emerged, what signal events

occurred? What light do trends and events throw on
the years to come?
Only a wide perspective, sketched from a variety of

viewpoints not available to any one individual, can
provide meaningful answers; for such perspective

Educational Screen & Audiovisual Guide surveyed
some 50 nationally recognized leaders in the AV world,

asking:

"What strikes you as the most important

development you have noted during the year
1961?"

Respondents were encouraged to identify and de-

scribe other important trends and events, to suggest

possible future developments, and to report on the

effects of the National Defense Educational Act.

Conducted early in October, the survey represents

something less than reaction to the complete Year

1961, yet consensus on emerging trends appears quite

clearly in the responses. Comparative significance of

the trend identified is considerably less clear and any
light thrown ahead on events to come is certainly

fitful, creating as many shadows as it illuminates.

Foremost in the reports there can be seen the mas-
sive emergence of many sub-trends quickening and
blending into what can only be called "galloping"

integration '"' on a very broad scale, at every level,

and involving a multiplex of seemingly diverse

activities.

Tremendous dual developments are under way in

programmed learning and in educational television,

each with its own trailing cloud of major and minor
events, and each including heavy involvement of busi-

ness and industry in studies of instrumentation for in-

tructional effectiveness and efficiency.

The Role of the Teacher is seen ever more surely to

be changing—in character, scope and diversity of

skills required. The role of the "teacher who teaches

the teacher" is changing, too, or both pre- and in-ser-

vice levels. Accompanying and often setting the pace
for these significant shifts is the progressive broaden-
ing and delineation of the role of the AV specialist

as a chief catalyst for change.
The National Defense Education Act, especially

"• Merriam-Webster: Integrate: to form
into one whole; to make entire; to com-
plete; to round out; to perfect.
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Title III and Title VII, is widely recognized as a prime
mover, serving as a powerful enabling factor and
stimulator for impressive research, dissemination of
information, and important acquisitions of materials
and equipment.

Throughout all these developments run a strong cur-
rent of action and demand for action in recognition
tliat the needs and roles of the learner—he for whom
all else exists—are increasingly complex and involved,
demanding the full focus of educational technology
supplemented by the very best in educational design,
with design defined as "thoughtful, artful, organic use
and creative control of necessary system." ( 1)

(For sources of these comments and opinions, consult
the Footnotes on the follotvin<i pages—Ed.)

INTEGRATION
Just as the tip of the iceberg rising above the sur-

face of the sea gives away the massive structure Ije-

low, the surge towards the "one-stop service center"
concept—the Instructional Materials Center—may re-

veal the broadest trend of all: blending the complete
six;ctrum of materials and services under the coordina-
tion of a broadly-prepared person (or staff) to give
teachers true availability of the right material, media
or device at the right time, and under teacher control.

Damned by some as "outmotled, atomistic, pretech-
nological" (2), and described as destined "to go down
the drain," the integrated materials center concept
seems to most respondents to be the organizing idea
around which a whole group of A\' developments are
taking place.

Many see it as a natural, practical first step towards
a true "systems approach" eventually basing complete
intructional instrumentation, mass and individual, on a
completely programmed curriculum with objectives
formulated in behavioral terms. Others see the IMC
as an inevitable extension into education of the cross
discipline use of skills, knowledge and equipment, an
approach familiar from medicine, business and indus-
try, and other facets of our technologically-oriented
world.

In any case, it is the basic concern for utilizing the
complete range of AV materials and devices as funda-
mental tools for teaching and learning that is signifi-
cant. Among sub-trends adding their pressures to this
growing stream are:

1. The sudden surge in school design attention to
facilities for practical use of new media, seen by man\'
as the release of pressures building up for a long time.
More attention is being paid to more aspects of these
problems, from room light control all the way through
to complete flexibility of instructional space. Demands
for curriculum change and for more effective deploy-
ment of teachers and students, reflected in many na-
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961 D.D.
*

^Decisive Decade

tioiuil studies underway in a wide range of subject

areas and in the intensive search for better organiza-

tion of staff and student time, have added heavy ad-

ditional pressures to those generated by AV needs,

and significant conferences and pubUcations have

triggered off increasing activity. Planning Schools for

New Media, the Title VII study by DeBernardis et al,

is an example. (3,4)

2. The increasing rate of production of commercial

and non-commercial materials in all the media, with a

corresponding tremendous growth in both depth and

breadth of materials available to teachers.

Coupled with this broadening flood of new materi-

als at all levels, for many purposes, with great variety

in visual and audio components, is a sharp increase in

both specificity and quality: media materials that do

one small segment of the teaching job extremely well,

for one specific audience.

Perhaps most significant in the field is the increasing

interest of major producers in generating completely

integrated units of materials—films, filmstrips, tapes,

text and workbooks, visual and graphics of many types,

and teacher's manuals. Producers who have specialized

in one medium are moving out into other media, seek-

ing to bring together into a single package all the ma-

terials needed by student and teacher for a specific in-

structional unit, with each instructional tool known to

fit perfectly into the whole. ( 5 ) Not to be overlooked

as a further integrating factor is the increasing appear-

ance of non-AV producers in this field: book publish-

ers marketing increasing numbers of films, filmstrips,

records, tapes, and graphics as well as programmed
texts; science supply houses bringing out new films

and other visuals; national agencies, both government-

al and non-governmental, not only producing but also

distributing materials.

Still another aspect of this growth in materials re-

sources is the development of three brand-new types

of material in 1961: sound-on-filmstrip, sound-on-

slides, and 8mm sound motion pictures. All three are

still too new for any accurate assessment, but already

each is creating great interest; 8mm soundfilm is al-

ready discussed as the "paperback of the film world,"

and some leaders even talk of "disposable" films. There

is strong feeling that 8mm soundfilm will greatly in-

crease the number of projectors in use, and will al-

most certainly stimulate wider use of 16mm soundfilm

with larger audience units, supplemented by increas-

ing use of 8mm with small groups and even individu-

als. (6)

A significant point to remember is that while new
equipment ordinarily outmodes and replaces older

models, new materials add directly and proportionate-

ly to the huge pool already accumulated in previous

years. (7 To meet this increasingly important and com-

plex need for adequate reference services, the New
Educational Media Council has begun, under Title

Vll contract, the development of a completely cross-

indexed and cumulative catalog of all media materials;

there is some hope that at least some sections of this

basic reference will become available during the next

year. (8)

Just beginning to appear on the AV materials hori-

zon are the effects of the basic concepts of program-

(Continued on next page)

Apologia and Footnotes . . .

To the forty-odd respondents whose willing-

ness to react with their own views of Year '61,

thanks and great appreciation for your indis-

pensable participation.

It is only fair to point out that no one of the

respondents is responsible for statements made
in the text, even though the footnote references

indicate the sources of those statements; the

interpretations placed on their own words are

entirely mine, and I alone am responsible for

errors, omissions or fuzzy focus in the crystal

hall I used.

Although only about half of the respondents

are directly cited below, every survey response

aided in the formation of generalized state-

ments throughout this report. Appearance of

a name only indicates survey report citation.

(1) Robert W. Wagner, in "Design in Educa-

tion," The News Letter, Oct. 1961, Ohio

State University, Columbus, Ohio.

(2) James D. Finn, "Technology and the In-

structional Process," Audio-Visual Com-
Munications Review, Vol. 8, No. 1, Win-
ter, 1960.

(3) Henry C. Ruark, Jr., "Technology and

Education," Phi Delta Kappan, June

1961. (Reprints available on request

from author)

(4) Planning Schools for New Media, Amo
DeBernardis et al. Division of Education,

Portland State College, 1260 S.W. Park

Ave., Pordand, Oregon ($1.00)

(5) Maurice F. Mitchell, president, Encylo-

paedia Brittannica Films, Inc.

- (6) Noted in The News Letter, May 1961,

Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio.

(7) James W. Hulfish, Jr., director of in-

formation. National Audio-Visual Associa-

tion, Fairfax, Va.

(8) Seth Spaulding, chief. Educational Mate-

rials and Services, Educational Media
Branch, U.S. Office of Education, Wash-
ington 25, D.C.

(Continued on next page)
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rned learning (see below); another glimmer of light

is the beginnings of serious consideration by textbook

designers of the role of pictorial elements.

Wagner sums it beautifully: "Research has broaden-

ed the production palette, but the job of the designer

of materials of instruction, like that of the instnictor,

remains that of artful selection and arrangement of

elements, some tested, others only surmised, each of

Footnotes .... (continued)

(9) Carleton W. H. Erickson, Administering

Audio-Visual Services, p. 58; MacMillan,

New York, 1959.

(10) Harry J. Skelly, chief. Bureau of Audio-

Visual and Library Education, State De-

partment of Education of California,

Sacramento, Calf.

(11) William H. King, coordinator, Audio-

Visual Education, State Department of

Education, Trenton, N.J.

(12) Carleton W. H. Erickson, director, Audio-

Visual Center, University of Connecticut,

Storrs, Connecticut.

(13) W. Donald Brumbaugh, director, Audio-

Visual Bureau, University of Utah, Salt

Lake City, Utah.

(14) Marcus Konick, director, bureau of In-

structional Materials and Mass Media,

Department of Public Instruction, Com-
monw^ealth of Pennsylvania, Harrisburg.

(15) Anna L. Hyer, executive secretary, Dept.

of Audio-Visual Instruction, NEA, 1201
Sixteenth St., N.W., Washington 6, D.C.

(16) C. R. Carpenter, The Pennsylvania State

University, University Park, Pa.

(17) James D. Finn, NEA Technological De-
velopment Project, University of South-

em California, Los Angeles 7, Calif.

(18) Edith Lind, director. Instructional Mate-

rials and Media, Seatde Public Schools,

Seattle, Washington.

(19) James A. Boula, consultant, Instructional

Materials, Office of the Superintendent

of Public Instruction, State of Illinois,

Springfield, 111.

(20) Educational Policies Conmiission, Mass
Communication and Education, The
Commission, National Education As-

sociation, 1958.

(21) Robert H. Burgert, director, Instructional

Aids, San Diego City Schools, San Diego
3, Calif.

(22) Donald W. Smith, director, Department
of Audio-Visual Education, Kansas City

Public Schools, Kansas City, Missouri.

Special appreciation should be extended to

Dr. Amo DeBemardis and Dr. A. F. Tren-
holme, of the Pordand (Oregon) Public
Schools; Dr. Benjamin Simmons, director, and
Mrs. Mildred Burcham, consultant. Instruction-

al Services and Curriculum Section, Oregon
State Department of Education; for conversa-
tion and clarification as well as for special

materials.

which subtly affects the others, each of which must be
as often intuitively as consciously arrived at."(l)

3. A growing boom in local production of unique

teaching-learning materials, sparked in part by the

great current interest in speciaUzed materials for the

overhead projector. These activities are focusing gen-

eral attention on a long-neglected aspect of AV
method: production (9), and opening the way for

development of certain forms of production at various

levels, seen by many as an important factor to speed

the growing trend toward decentralization of mate-

rials.

4. A broadening and strengthening of the long term

trend toward individual and small group use of AV
materials, not only as direct learning materials but

also as fundamental and basic resource and reference

materials. Also more and more students at all levels

are using AV materials as communication tools in

their communicating contacts with others, deepening

and enriching their personal creations with media ma-
terials in a variety of ways; the values accruing in bet-

ter vmderstanding of communications arts and in for-

mation of mass media value structures is obvious.

PROGRAMMED LEARNING
Nominated by some as the outstanding advance of

1961, Programmed Learning is viewed by many others

with apprehension and labeled 'use with caution—still

under test.' There is clear c-onsensus that great poten-

tial exits in the concepts of programmed instruction:

the principles of careful sequencing, multi-steps of

small increment, constant overt student response, pre-

testing with students, and the key idea of satisfaction

through immediate reinforcement, will almost certain-

ly take a permanent place in instructional method and

are already having effects on the production of in-

structional materials.

There is general belief that "teaching machine ex-

citement" is forcing greater attention to efforts to-

wards individualizing instruction and is bringing

about a rather complete rethinking of content presen-

tation and a new and critical evaluation of our exist-

ing systems of curriculum development. (10,1 1,12,-

13,14)

Many seem to feel that some caution needs to be ex-

ercised lest the high potential of the Programmed
Learning developments be damaged through frenetic

activity before it has been established what the ap-

propriate role of such materials may be in education;

there have as yet been very few field test demonstra-
tions where such programs have actually been used in

school systems over a period of time. (8) Others in

number deplore the "hard sell" techniques being used
by some companies to pressure purchases of both
hardware and programs, not only with the public

schools but also, and more dangerously for the move-
ment, with the general public.

Perhaps both the most important and the most stable

influence in the Programmed Learning field so far has
been the leadership role exercised by AV oriented per-

sons working cooperatively through DAVI, the Ameri-
can Psychological Association, and the National Edu-
cational Research Association. It should be noted that

in more than a few instances the leaders in this new
method are joint members of more than one of these
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igroiips and that the tremendously significant publica-

tions in this field have in large part been cooperatively

produced and edited, with the AV field by far the

largest publisher of information about programmed
learning and teaching machines. ^^

A development which may amount to a revolution is

the extent to which manufacturers of equipment and

research and development organizations are actively

seeking information on what instrumentation is needed

for education. Although this interest extends beyond

the field of programmed learning, there seems little

doubt that the concept of individualized instruction,

witli its hint of new mass markets, has done much to

strengthen and speed activities. (16) An impor-

tant development coupled to this commercial interest

through the area of computer regulated learning is the

application of the computer arts beyond data process-

ing to serve the functions of storing, retrieving, regu-

lating and presenting learning materials to students,

with the truly automated classroom emerging on an

experimental basis. (16,17) A corollary—though less

extensive and complex—development of individual-

use devices is also occurring within the AV industry

itself.

A further development not to be neglected is that of

programmed learning presentations through the tele-

vision medium, promising to demonstrate the feasi-

bility of wide distribution of ordered learning ma-
terials with emphasis on active learning based on the

reinforcement concept. Radical changes are thus intro-

duced in TV production formats.

EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION
The demonstration of a truly regional television sys-

tem in the Midwest via airborne transmitters has cap-

tured much of the interest in this area; other less

spectacular developments may in the long run be of

higher significance. Among these are:

1. Steadily increasing use, over wider and wider

areas, of all forms of ETV. More stations, more pro-

grams, more direct teaching as well as enrichment-

type offerings, and more interest and activity in closed

circuit T\" ( a form of local production)—all are widclv

reported.

2. An increasing concern for the sharing of pro-

gram resources. The Meierhenry-McBride study iden-

tified nearly .500 complete courses in recorded form at

T\' stations around the country—some 15,000 individ-

ual lessons. An adequate exchange mechanism is de-

manded as soon as possible. (8)

3. Heavy interest in the training of teachers to uti-

lize educational broadcasting. This interest is stimu-

lated still further by increasing signs that commercial

and network TV is undergoing the beginning phases

of a rigorous wring-out that may, at last, produce some
application of the people's airwave resources to aid in

solving the educational problems.

4. Concern for regional simultaneous networking

is on the upsurge, with some activity already under-

way in the South, the Northeast and elsewhere.

5. Closed Circuit TV used to spread unique teach-

ing materials and talents and to provide, "a front seat

for everyone"; this development may change our con-

cept of class size and building planning as well as class

scheduling. (14,18)

Educational television utilization has been and is

still limited by the expense of protluction facilities and
network linkage. Airborne and eventually satellite-

bounced transmission over large areas of our nation

will provide the technical means for defeating these

obstacles in the looming future.

And, like it or not, developing ETV will become an

exceedingly strong force for regional and national

standardization of courses of study, as will program-

med learning. Certainly it will be better for these

heavy burdens to be assumed early by concerted ef-

forts of educators than to go by default and delay to

commercial producers and publishers, as is the present

trend. (2,3,10,11,12,14,19, et al)

ROLE OF THE TEACHER
Nearly every respondent mentioned in high priority

the changing role of the American teacher and the

changing emphasis in teacher education, both before

classroom service and during in-service activities.

The developing role of the teacher is seen by many
as no longer that principally of a classroom com-
municator, presenting facts, constructing concepts,

and guiding skill developments. Increasingly, the

teacher is seen as a highly skilled person who will

work with individual students on a tutorial basis,

directing their learning and using machines, materials

and devices for much presentation and routine exposi-

tion, pointing out further resources, and encouraging

the student to accept increasingly higher levels of

responsibility for his own educational growth as the

student works increasingly on his own, in small and in

larger groups. (3,20)

Many references were made to better trained teach-

ers with developed skills in materials selection and

utilization and with a sharp and alert interest in all

forms of teaching tools. (10,18,19,21,22)

Further evidence exists in a variety of activities for

the improvement of teacher competencies in utilizing

new media, exemplified by the Texas and Florida

projects in this area under Title VII, and similar

projects just getting underway in Oregon.

Edgar Lane of Florida and others point to the great

significance of a whole series of conferences in teacher

education by several groups, citing the growing trend

toward actual utilization of AV media not only in col-

lege education courses but also by professors of other

disciplines, truly a revolution in itself!

"No great, sustained audiovisual ascent from our

present educational plateau can be made by audio-

visualists alone," says Lane. "It must be a part of a

universal educational movement to organize itself for

the use of every available resource."

NATIONAL DEFENSE EDUCATION ACT
More respondents mentioned the National Defense

Education Act, stressing its importance as a stimulator

and enabler of research and acquisition, than any one

other single event or trend.

"There is a rennaissance in education in general as

a direct result of NDEA," reports Harry Skelly, Cali-

fornia's AV chief. "The attention being placed on the

three subjects covered by the act and the attendant re-

evaluation of courses and methods of instruction have

(Continued on page 647)
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How Hollywood Serves

Education Through TFC

by Paul W. F. Witt

Jl N RECENT years American business and industrial

firms have been playing increasingly active and im-

portant roles in the support of education.

Recognizing their responsibilities for extending and
improving educational opportimity as well as the possi-

bilities for publicizing their products and fostering

good public relations, many individual companies,
either directly or through their trade organizations,

have developed systematic programs for producing
and distributing educational materials for use in

schools and colleges. They have also provided scholar-

ships for the sons and daughters of their employees.
Their gifts to institutions of higher education have
contributed significantly to the endowment of facul-

ties, the procurement of facilities, and the advance-

ment of research and instruction. In some schools they

have financed programs of curriculum improvement.
Funds for selected aspects of teacher education and
the preparation of certain leadership personnel have
come from business and industry. Without their gen-

erous financial support, it is doubtful that educational

television would be as far advanced as it is.

While a great many business and industrial groups
now contributing to the development and support of

education have only recently begun to do so, the mo-
tion picture industry has been engaged in this activitv

forty years or so. Believing that "all can learn from
pictures,"' motion picture producers have been con-

tributing regularly to the promotion and support of

the educational film movement since 1922. They first

did this through the Motion Picture Association of

.\merica (originally named the Motion Picture Pro-

°TFC Motto
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diicers and Distributors of America) whose charter

committed the association to "developing the educa-

tional as well as the entertainment value and general

usefulness of the motion picture."

Since 1938 Hollywood has channeled its contribu-

tion to education through Teaching Film Custodians

in which year TFC (as it is familiarly known) was

incorporated as a non-profit educational agency to

serve as the custodians of the Hollywood films which

were being made available for school use. The group

of nationally-prominent educators who had been serv-

ing the MPAA (Motion Picture Association of Amer-

ica) as an 'Advisory Committee on the Use of Motion

Pictures in Education' became the first directors of

TFC. In its existence, now spanning almost a quarter

of a century, TFC has achieved a record of which its

illustrious directors and competent and devoted offi-

cers should be very proud.

To tell the complete story of Hollywood's contribu-

tion to education through the Motion Picture Associa-

tion and Teaching Film Custodians would require

far more space than is here available. What follows is

but a broad overview of these contributions with

attention focused on the major ones.

The use of motion pictures for the achievement of

educational objectives has been a continuing concern

of MPAA and TFC from their earliest days. In fact

this was the major reason for the establishment of

TFC.
Almost immediately after its formation, MPAA, in

association with a committee of the National Educa-

tion Association, made a survey of theatrical films

then available to see which might be useful in schools.

Other activities sponsored and fiTianced by the associ-

ation from 1926 through 1936 were; the establishment

of an information clearing house on films in medicine

and surgery; a survey of the opinions of presidents of

colleges, universities and technical schools regarding

the educational potential of sound films; and the study

of the social and human relations values of motion

pictures.

In 1937 the advisory committee recommended the

release of educationally valuable short subjects for

use in schools to break the deadlock in the education-

al film movement created by schools not purchasing

projectors because of the scarcity of suitable educa-

tional films and producers not making films because

of the scarcity of projectors. Acting on the advisory

committee's recommendation, the board of directors

of the Motion Picture Association approved and
financed a project for the review and selection of

short subjects for classroom use.

Seven panels of teachers representing the fields of

Art, Biological Science, Elementary Education, Music,

Physical Education, Physical Science and Social Stud-

ies, working volimtarily during the summer of 1937,

reviewed some 2,000 films chosen from several thou-

sand titles. They selected 364 films which were cleared

for release to schools.

The following year the advisory committee was in-

corporated as Teaching Film Custodians, a non-profit

educational agency. Since that time, TFC, through
contracts with film companies, has continued to make
certain Hollywood-produced film materials available

to schools. Until 1945 only selected short subjects

were available; since that time e.xcerpts from feature

films have also been prepared and distributed to

schools, colleges and universities. The participating

motion picture companies receive no royalties or other

financial profit from films distributed through Teach-
ing Film Custodians.

The procedure whereby film material is selected

and distributed is worthy of special note. Teacher com-
mittees, representing national professional educational

organizations such as the National Council for the

Social Studies, select the footage and decide on the

basis of their own criteria how it is to be organized.

The insertion of new film material and the recording

of the sound track as well as the editing of selected

excerpts are done under the supervision of these

committees which serve voluntarily and without
remuneration.

Since this work first began these teacher commit-
tees have been responsible for the preparation of

more than 120 motion pictures dealing with a wide
variety of subjects in seven or more major curriculum

areas. To insure the production of effective films,

these committees test their productions in classrooms.

To help teachers use them effectively, these commit-
tees prepare and distribute study guides. They pub-
licize their films through the journals and at the con-

ventions of their professional organizations. Without
question the teacher committees play the central role

at every stage in this procedure. By special licensing

agreements, TFC distributes its films to schools and
other educational users through approximately 900

educational film libraries in this country.

Another type of teaching material made available

by TFC for use in association with their films is the

sets of 8x10 still pictures taken from the motion pic-

tures. The heavy demand for these prints is clear

evidence of their instructional value.

Since 1959, on an experimental basis in cooperation

with the Modern Language Association, TFC has

been making foreign language newsreels available for

use in the teaching of French, German, Spanish, Italian

and Russian.

In 1960, TFC and MLA, with the technical aid of

the Center for Applied Linguistics, sponsored the

production of a five-part series of films designed to

prepare teachers to use modern techniques of foreign

language instruction. These films, which are to be
used in both pre-service and in-service teacher educa-

tion, will be the first of their kind. The critical im-

portance of foreign language instruction in today's

world makes obvious the significance of this project

on the international as well as national scene.

Teaching Film Custodians has always been a strong

and consistent supporter of research in the education-

al film field. In addition to the testing of short subjects

and films excerpted from Hollywood features, TFC
has sponsored and supported research studies con-

cerned with the power of film to command attention,

to stimulate reading and discussion, and to teach factu-

al knowledge. Research projects designed to discover

more educationally effective film patterns have also

been sponsored by TFC. The Motion Picture Associa-

(Continued on next page)
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tioii of America and Teaching Film Custodians made
important contributions to two major film research

projects conducted since World War II—the Yale

Motion Picture Research Project^ and the Nebraska

Program of Educational Enrichment Through The
Use of Motion Pictures.- TFC fimds have made
possible much of the work done by the Research

Committee of the Department of Audiovisual Instruc-

tion. Currentlv, TFC is supporting research on the use

of the foreign language newsrcels.

^Mark A. May and Arthur A. Lumsdaine.

Learning From Films. New Haven, Yale

University Press, 1958.

'Wesley C. Meierhenry. Enriching The
Curriculum Through Motion Pictures. Lin-

coln, Nebraska, University of Nebraska

Press, 1952.

Aware of the importance of strong professional

leadership in the introduction and development of

educational innovations, TFC has consistently helped

support organizations and activities whose purjxjses

have been to promote the development of leaders in

the educational film field and also in the broader area

of audiovisual instruction. For example, TFC has con-

tributed significantly to the establishment and devel-

opment of the Department of Audiovisual Instruction

and the Educational Film Library Ass(x;iation.

From 1950 to 1954, in association with state de-

partments of education and state universities, TFC
conducted a series of regional leadership conferences.

DAVI's annual Lake Okoboji Leadership Conference
has been aided materially by grants from TFC. The
leadership work conferences on audiovisual education
in institutions of higher education with teacher train-

ing programs under the auspices of the Council on
Cooperative College Projects is another leadership

DAVI's annual Lake Okoboji Leadership Conference is

aided by TFC Shown, a( right, at the conference of this

past August are, from left: Philip Lewis, Bureau of Instruc-

tional Materials, (Chicago Public Schools, who was the

keynote speaker; Richard B. Lewis, San Jose State College,
San Jose, Calif., who was one of the conference co-chairmen;
and Fred F. Harcleroad, president of State College, Alameda
(bounty, Hayward, (!alif., also a keynote speaker.

Below, a scene from "The Devil's Disciple," Columbia
Pictures, an excerpt of which has been circulated to schools
through TFC.

,^.,--»^
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;raiiiing project for which TFC has provided funds.

In addition to their positive influence on leadership,

:hese activities have helped stimulate teacher interest

.n audiovisual instruction.

Illustrative of TFC's contribution to local program
le\'elopment is its financial support of DAVI's Field

service Program and the consultant services provided

3y the Audiovisual Committee of the Council of Co-

jperative College Projects.

In the past five years DAVI Field Service teams

lave worked driectly with the leaders of two large

ichool systems and three universities on the develop-

ncnt of their audiovisual programs. In each situation

:hese teams have made important contributions to the

idvancement of the audiovisual program. The con-

sultant services of CCCP have been utilized to great

idvantage by numerous colleges in the establishment

uid development of their audiovisual programs.

Through the release and distribution of education-

lUy useful motion pictures and the stimulation and
support of leadership training, research projects and
local program development during the past quarter

3f a century, Teaching Film Custodians has made a

very important contribution to the improvement of

education in America and to the welfare of the nation.

As a long-time supporter of education, the motion

picture industry has established a pattern of action

which other business and industrial firms might well

study in planning their programs of financial aid to

education. Particularly worthy of careful considera-

tion are the following points which characterize the

program of TFC as well as the earlier educational

activities of MPAA:
1. The ultimate objective has been the improvement

of education.

2. Educational decisions have been entrusted to

responsible educators.

3. Support has been concentrated on trailblazing

activities of high potential value to the total

educational film movement.

4. While attention has been focused on the educa-

tional film, the approach has been sufficiently

broad and flexible to encompass the entire audio-

visual field.

As TFC moves into the future, it is hoped that it

will continue its role of advising and supporting

promising new movements. Its recent efforts to help

increase the effectiveness of foreign language instruc-

tion suggest that this will be true. The educational

uses of 8mm sound motion pictures is another area

which it might consider.

A Report on The Year 1961 D.D.

(Continued from page 643)

:;aused a spillover into all other fields. This has been a

healthy development and is bound to improve the

total instructional program."

Others mention the impact of NDEA in providing

nrichment and basic AV materials and equipment, in

aiding schools to eliminate barriers to effective use of

media through provision of room light control and ade-

quate electrical and electronic facilities, and spec-

ialized equipment such as language laboratories and
television facilities.

The impact of Title III can be observed directly in

current changes and additions to school practice; the

more diffuse activities under Title VII, the research

and dissemination section of the act, are not so direct-

ly observable. There is no doubt in the feelings of the

survey respondents, however, that Title VII coupled
with other research and dissemination activities sup-

ported by foundation and private funds will in the

long run be among the most significant and important

happenings ever to occur in the AV world.

Time and space prevent any beginning adequacy of

discussion of these activities. We must content our-

selves with the consensus of the survey respondents,

best summarized by the statement that future genera-

tions will regard Title VII (and other NDEA activi-

ties) as perhaps the most valuable contribution made
by the current generation in the field of education.

Many other events and sub-trends can be identified

and should be discussed. Space permits mention only

of such happenings as the reorganization of DAVI and
the development of a new and more functional com-
mittee structure, sure to produce work of great signifi-

cance; the beginnings of such landmark projects as the

NEA Technological Development Project and the

DAVI Commission on Definitions and Terminology;

the Okoboji discussions on the role of the AV special-

ist and the implications of educational media for in-

struction, and the astounding switch from the job of

integrating AV materials into current practice to the

job of integrating them into programmed processes.

(12)
From all the developments, trends and significant

events, perhaps one particular and basic principle is

emerging which may throw some light on futiore

developments

:

New media, just as other teaching materials, must

be under the control of the teacher, who should select

them for the unique contribution they can make to the

teaching-learning situation as it exists in the classroom,

for a particular group of learners. Basic principles un-

derlying all good teaching and learning apply to the

newer as well as the older instructional materials.

Year 1961 contributed importantly in many areas

and through many developments to the realization of

the American goal in education: the highest develop-

ment of each individual of which he is capable.

In Year 1961 we saw the beginnings of a great

transition in American education—an impatient and
driving surge to move ahead from concepts and ideas

of yesterday into the modern application of all the

forces of technology, directed towards the solution of

pressing educational problems such as no modem
nation has yet faced. To what state or stage this great

transition will lead us must depend on our skill in

blending system and technology with encouragement

of individual creativity and an artful, humanistically-

oriented control of multisensory, multi-media and
interdisciplinary process.
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Pro's and Con*s o
The October issue of Educational Screen

and Audiovisual Guide carried a reprint

of an article by author-columnist Harry
Golden titled "Nothing Has Been In-

vented To Take The Place of Reading."

In this brief piece, Mr. Golden took a

feiv sivipes at AV as being, for example,

"simply an extension of our hurry-up

attitudes."

Readers have flooded us with replies

to Mr. Golden s position, and many con-

tacted him directly. We can present only

a few of the letters received and almost

all of these are 'excerpted' here for the

sake of space.—EA.

/Only Perhaps, Mr. Golden
What Mr. Golden says about the "audiovisual sys-

tem" has merit. Then he proceeds to do for reading

(books) exactly what he says "we" shouldn't do for

the audiovisual system.

Second, some of us who have consistently sought to

place the "audiovisual system" in the much broader,

more or less inclusive instructional materials frame of

reference, are aware of the vulnerability of the "exag-

gerated" approach. I would go so far as to say that

most of the educators for whom AV has become pro-

fessionally important, see AV in the instructional ma-
terials context, and the instructional materials context

in the overarching context of educating the whole
person.

When Mr. Golden ascribes to reading the proprie-

tary position of "alone"-ness in the learning process, he
misses the educational "boat." Certainly, anyone who
has enjoyed a good motion picture in a theater,

whether it be Exodus, or The Racoon Who Thought
He Was A Dog (incidentally, the Racoon couldn't

read—but he was audiovisually perceptive) has com-
pletely lost himself in identifying with the film story.

Have you sat unmoved and in "anonymity" while
watching the marvelous world of simple animal and
plant life come alive for you under the meticulous
wizardry of Dr. Roman Vishniac, or did you "enlarge
your identity" thereby? If The greatest of all Teachers
had depended upon reading assignments, he would
have attained anonymity. To a number of the other of

Mr. Golden 's sentences I would counter—as did a very
perceptive professor to an observation of mine: "Per-
haps, Mr. Golden! Only perhaps!"

The next to last paragraph, whether intentional or

unintentional, is the "Golden" key to the sense of the

article and the end to which it should lead. It is point-

ed in the words "Trying to learn everything" (these

next words are mine) by any one means or any one
method can end only in a lop-sided victory. We have
human examples—lots of them—that reflect only the
ivory of the tower ( reading ) in which they dwell. We

have other examples—and audio-visualists are increas-

ing their numbers—who reflect the inclusive (materi-

als) concept expressed by Philip Rulon years ago,

when he applied it to motion picture films: "Films,'

says Mr. Rulon, "are important—not for what they are

—but for what they can do." You can substitute the

name of any instructional material you care to for the

name "films," and it would still be true. But the great-

est substitution would be "teacher" and even Mr.

Golden will admit that a good teacher is terrifically

audiovisual?

F. E. Lane, Supervisor

Instructional Materials

Dade County Public Schools

Miami, Flo.

When The Electricity Fails

I was delighted with Harry Golden's article in the

October issue of Educatioiml Screen atul Audiovisual

Guide. And I was amused at the editorial \\'hich re-

ferred to Mr. Golden's opening sentence as "fighting

words."

We are sensitive indeed if we are so easily wounded
by an article which says that the experience of reading

a book is more enjoyable, challenging and rewarding

than the experience of seeing the story on film.

Although the article's first sentence hits hard, I think

that this is the author's way of needling the self-impor-

tant among us who have created an image of schools

of, for and by the audiovisual departments-schools
filled with resplendent machines, push-button contriv-

ances, and remote control gadgets. In this case, Mr.

Golden and the rest of the public might well wonder
what happened to the kids and the books.

The author's reference to "the audiovisual system of

education" and not to the audiovisual program made
it seem that someone has convinced him that the ma-
chine tnily reigns supreme.

Fear not, Mr. Golden! In our school system we keep
books on hand in every classroom in case the elec-

tricity goes off!

Miss Alice Quinn
Audiovisual Director

Webster Central School

Webster, N. Y.

A Pile of Misinformation
'

I have just read Harry Golden's defense of learning
by reading and his slurs against learning that may
come from audiovisual rather than printed material.

When Mr. Golden denounces audiovisual education,
he angers me less by what he writes than by how he
writes in a place and in a way that misleads the reader
to expect to be served with information first and enter-

tainment only incidentally.

Silent should be Golden for he would rather be
read than right! It is true that the grand slam over-
generalization attracts attention and readers. However,
Mr. Golden should declare franklv whether he writes
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r. Golden*s Article
fI under the banner of entertainment or of infonnation.

I He has a right to gain the attention of readers by
spreading entertainment but not at the cost of dumping
upon them also a pile of misinfonnation and ignor-

ance so that someone else must be called in for the

clean up.

To inform others, a writer must first inform himself.

If Mr. Golden had informed himself about audiovisual

education, he would not equate audiovisual education

with showing a film of Les Miserables instead of read-

ing the book. This is nonsense. Tliat he can still fall

into the trap of believing that all audiovisual education

consists solely of celluloid strips 16mm wide will show
audiovisualists that they yet need to form a task force

to go out and fill that hole of ignorance once and for

all before someone else falls in either by accident or

intent.

To siun up, Mr, Golden should learn what the audio-

visual svstem of education is before he denounces it,

and secondly he should not be flippant to the point of

being misleading in order to be entertaining. I recom-
mend that you send him a gift subscription. It should

help.

Dr. Richard S. Mitchell

Assoc. Prof, of Education
San }ose State College

San Jose, Calif.

We Know Carl Sandburg
No, Mr. Golden, it need not take long to read a

book. Is it not time for all of us to see to it that tele-

vision help reading regain its treasured place in living?

Surely we do not need to be alone to derive the

greatest pleasiue from a book. The best of prose and
pcK^try improves with oral expression. Won't you help

your torch-carrying partners by encouraging your
most amiable librarian to share her favorite books on
camera so that hundreds more children and young
people may know about them than now use the com-
munity library?

As your neighbor Carl Sandburg would say, "Read-
ing, Y'es!" He has also said "Yes!" to the TV cameras
so that all of us might call him "Neighbor!" and come
to know and remember the living personality of one
of our greatest writers. To read his books is a great

privilege. But even more memorable is the recollec-

tion of how he looked and sounded when he spoke

with fullest meaning the word "valor" while delivering

his Lincoln Preface in Carnegie Hall. Now and for

generations, children will learn the true meaning of

valor and many other words they must live, as they

listen to the excellent recording of this spoken Preface.

I for one shall see, hear, and feel the living personality

of Carl Sandburg for the rest of my days.

Jennie Waugh Callahan

Assoc. Professor

Hunter College

New York, N. Y.

A Neck Like a Swan . . .

Mr. Golden:

My first reaction to your article was one of bewilder-

ment. I wondered how any man who has dealt with
the teaching of others could possibly feel as you do.

I asked myself if you could or would print a pictureless

newspaper. There is no doubt in my mind that the

use of visual media is not only desirable in a classroom,

but absolutely necessary.

My mind wandered to a cartoon I saw a few years

ago.

Ken Weiner
Teacher

No. 35 School

Rochester, N. Y.

TTie princess i»J*£ beau-1-ifu.l

.

S^e hoLc< eyes /'ft s-fat-Sj hmV likt

o

o

o

'AV You Don't Know ..
"

Mr. Golden:

I have decided that you may know the Lower East

Side, you may know Two Cents Plain and you may
even know the Vertical Negro Plan, but Mr. Golden,

audiovisual, you don't know. In fact, you belie your

own statement indirectly, namely "If we were able to

institute the audiovisual system of education in every

American school we would make of all our teachers
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high class mechanics and thus the profession of teach-

er, the noblest profession in the world, would come to

a speedy end." Let me show you how you belie this.

We audiovisualists don't deny that reading Les

Miserables is a much more elevating experience than

seeing it on the screen, however, you also state "you

are alone when you read this" {Les Miserables) . Tell

me then, since when can you read alone in a class-

room? And if a teacher has the colossal nerve to stand

in front of a class and waste interminable days reading

Les Miserables, she is hardly what I would call a

member of the noblest profession. But, ah, on the

other hand, discussing the book after everyone has

been assigned to read it is something else again. Every-

one can put in their two cents—plain or fancy. But
then when you discuss something you are back to the

mass audience, aren't you Mr. Golden? And AV loves

discussion because the four cardinal rules of audio-

visual are: 1. preview; 2. prepare; 3. present and 4.

follow-up. In a discussion, you follow up and it is in

the follow-up that the individuality of all of us can

come out—whether it is discussion of a book or a

movie, a film strip or a diorama.

Audiovisual is not out to "hurry up." it is out to

inculcate in the most eloquent manner possible—

visually—mammoth amounts of information. A side

benefit of this eloquence is doing it a little faster and

incidentally retaining it much longer. You can tell a

child what the lower East Side looked like 50 years ago

but he won't be able to visualize it as you knew it.

Words mean different things to different people. But

show him a picture along with that verbal description.

Then he can smell it—he can see it—he can hear the

racket—he can visualize it the way you visualize it in

your mind's eye today. And then you vdll really have
shared your experience with him.

Audiovisualists never sell reading short—never

underestimate experimentation—never try to substitute

AV for the real thing—ff the real thing is available.

The information my children bring home from school

today is so much more clearly delineated than when I

went to school. They learn such a vast amount more
and so much better than I did and they are so inter-

ested in everything. My daughter is learning Russian.

Every day she comes home more delighted than the

day before. Why? Because her teacher's methods are

new and stimulating—because she can go to the Lan-
guage Laboratory for her drill. When I compare this

to my dreary French lessons, how envious I am. My
son can talk about the human heart with some degree
of understanding. Why? Because he saw a model of a
heart and was able to ask questions about what he
saw. He saw it taken apart and put back together. He
knows something of what makes a heart function.

This, too, is an audiovisual resource.

Mr. Golden, it is apparent that what you know about
audiovisual wouldn't even fit into a comer of that

cracker barrel of yours. Talk about the lower East

Side and reminisce with that bit of nostalgia—but
leave things of which you know naught—alone.

(Mrs.) Bea Stadtler

3619 Antisdale

Cleveland 18, Ohio

People in the Know
Mr. Golden:

I think the Chinese have the right idea when they

print from the back of a book to the front—or so we
think. I usually open a book with my left hand and go
through it from the back. As soon as I saw your name
on the article in October Educational Screen I circled

it in red ink to read later. Then my eye turned to the

first paragraph and I read further. You should see the

red ink down the page!! And then I read the editorial.

Perhaps you use the slogan—'People in the Know
read the Carolina Israelite.' People in the know know
that it was never intended that audiovisual materials

would take the place of a teacher or other person using

them. Some folk did think this and tried to use mate-

rial this way and failed to achieve anything. They
are the folk who say audiovisuals are no good. The
person doing the communicating is the important fac-

tor. The visual is a tool best used when in the hands of

someone who understands it for what it is and what
can be accomplished when the tool is properly used.

Helen Currie

Audiovistial Centre

United Church of Canada
Toronto, Ont.

How Good is Misinformation ?
"Every man is better for reading a book he doesn't

understand," says Mr. Golden. This statement seems
to indicate an adherence to the mental gymnastics

theory which many present day educators feel is no
longer appropriate. It also connotes the feeling that

misinformation may be better than no information at

all. This, I will posit, is a rather shaky position,

I am sorry that Mr. Golden used the "When I was a

boy . .
." approach in discussing the value of reading,

for I am sure that Mr. Golden realizes that times have

changed. Manners, mores and morals are not the same
now as they were when "Hector was a pup." Surely

the value of reading can be defended on stronger

grounds than "times ain't what they used to be."

I further feel that Mr. Golden's discussion of the

"great difference between reading . . . and seeing . .

."

suffers when he equates Hollywood productions to

mean an audiovisual system. Let us sincerely hope
that they are not and they will not become cotermi-

nous. I believe there is also a fallacy in his implica-

tion that any book is better read than any film is

seen. As a trained librarian and practicing audiovisual

person, I adhor this unyielding position. Rather, I

would like to see some selectivity enter in. I am sure

that even Mr. Golden is somewhat dubious as to

whether reading does all it is supposed to do; whether
everyone remembers familiar quotes as well as general
themes and whether it is really impossible to identify

with film characters.

Frederick J. C. Mundt
Assistant to the Director

Visual Instruction Bureau
University of Texas

Austin, Texas
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To Mr. Golden
From years long past this notion

Rears now its fatuous head.

To provoke anew an issue

Which long ago was dead.

This Monster of a "sysiem"

Which worries Harry so.

Was wed to books and teachers

Many years ago.

They've learned to live together.

With some family quarrels, of course,

A "cross-media" kind of love.

With no thought of divorce!

It may surprise old Harry,

That his Monster is happy indeed.

When it can in "hurry-up" fashion.

Persuade some ]ohnny to read!

That relationship so sacred

Between printed word and eye.

Is more than Harry can explain.

We're glad he didn't try.

And teachers will note this boon

From Harry's helping hand:

How blessed it is to read

And not to understand!

Ford Lemler
Director, Audiovisual Center

University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Mich.

Is this Armageddon ?

The horse Mr. Golden is flaying so artfully in

asserting that nothing will replace reading is likely a

dead animal. Surely most of us agree most heartily

with him, particularly since the audiovisual field, with

its materials, equipment, and specialists, have striven

mightily to expand and improve reading throughout

the years.

It is a common error, however, to assert that qualify-

ing teachers audiovisually would make of them mere
mechanics and destroy the teaching profession. In the

first place, the mere operation of machines is only a

tiny part of the real skills involved in utilizing pro-

jected materials. More important, however, is Mr.

Golden's apparent belief the AV is all gadgets. Some-
one should inform him of the demonstrations, dramat-

ics, field trips, display materials, realia, flat materials,

bulletin and chalkboards, community resources, and
varied other aids and techniques requiring no gadgets

or mechanical abilities.

One may gain "an enlarged identity" via the printed

page, but the research and all experiences indicates

that one will gain similarly thru the theatre, whether
on stage or in movie form. If Mr. Golden feels that

empathyis restricted to printed words, he should

examine the literature in the dramatic arts field to

learn the facts.

We're on your side in preserving reading, Mr.

Golden. We are not, after all, illiterate ogres. While
the AV movement has been expanding by leaps and
bounds, sales of printed materials have reached new
records—does this sound like an Armageddon between
books and AV?

Walter C. Felty

Director

Audiovisual Center

Marshall University

Huntington, W. Va.

Gives Teachers More Time
I'm sure that we who are concerned with the AV
Industry agree with Mr. Golden that reading a book is

a unique experience, one which cannot be duplicated

or replaced by AV tools. However, the AV industry

has been able to produce materials and equipment

which enable the teacher to interest more children in

taking advantage of the opportunity of reading a book.

As for the profession of teaching coming to a speedy

end with the increased use of audiovisuals, this is

tommyrot! What audiovisuals toill do is take care of

certain routine drill procedures, allowing the teacher

much more time to work individually with students.

Finally, many methods of audiovisual instruction

are completely "independent of the censors" in that

the teacher transmits original ideas directly to the

class through and/or with the assistance of AV tools.

David C. Sennema
Sales Vice President

Carolina School Service, Inc.

Columbia, South Carolirm

Non Sequitur

Mr. Golden:

After reading your reproof, as reprinted in Educa-

tional Screen and Audiovisual Guide, and Mr. Reed's

invocation in reply, I come to the conclusion that

neither one of you knows what the other is talking

about.

The premise from which you argue should be

stated and restated in education as often as possible.

That is, the device should never be confused with the

purpose. However, despite your disclaimer of having

only a provocative intent, I think you may be guilty of

a journalistic effect, which sacrifices a valid education-

al technique upon the altar of the non sequitur gen-

erality.

Audiovisual is an unfortunate word to me, with the

sound of a dentist's drill, and—improperly applied—

has the same effect on the human mind. However,

learning by picture and sound is a common part of

our human experience and, as organized by skilled

educators to improve the learning process, is an im-

portant part of our teaching systems. It is not meant to

replace the teacher, nor the book, nor the inquiring

mind of the learner. In its proper place and perspec-

tive, it helps all three.

As far as concerns Mr. Reed's "call to anns," his
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reproof was not that authoritative as to merit such

strong indignation. This kind of response is an indica-

tion of the insecurity of our "experts" in the audio-

visual field. You touched a nerve.

The measure of any profession is its ability to listen

to criticism and reexamine its traditions.

Nathan Zitcker

President

s Dynamic Fihns, Inc.

New York, N. Y.

Can Books Do All?
Mr. Golden:

The audiovisual system is more than devices and

mechanics. It requires first of all a teacher skilled in

communication. The teacher must establish optimum
conditions for learning within her classroom. She must

have appropriate resources (maps, globes, chalkboards,

pamphlets, textbooks, encyclopedias, workbooks, refer-

ence books, motion pictures, slides, objects, models,

specimens, photographs, recordings) for a rich, re-

warding learning environment. How much better

might your schooling have been on the lower East

Side of New York City had your teachers been ade-

quately equipped with these resources? Where are

your classmates who had a miserable learning environ-

ment at home and perhaps only a meager learning en-

vironment at school? How many of these lost souls

might have been saved by a sympathetic teacher-

backed up with appropriate books, pictures, slides,

recordings, etc.? How many students today enjoy good

literature, good poetry, the fine arts? To what extent

did books alone have a profound influence on the

lives of your classmates?

The audiovisual system requires the right learning

materials at the right time and place in the develop-

ment of each individual. How many times did your

teacher on the lower East Side take you on a wonder-

ful excursion into the country, an exciting journey to

the museum or zoo? How did your teacher bring good
music into your early life—through reading alone?

Today she can and must use the finest motion pictures

and recordings to bring the beauty of good music to

her pupils. Schools need this type of learning material

in abundance for independent study and for group

work.

Today the child must learn about faraway places. He
must visit their homes, their factories, their market

places, their churches, their schools. He can do this

through printed words and also through a carefully

selected combination of learning materials, including

books. He should hear and visit different speech com-

munities. He should hear and see their music and

musical festivals. He should learn of their struggle for

freedom and self-government. He should walk with

their leaders and the masses. These things audiovisual

education can do. It can bring the world into every

classroom. It can reach the heart and mind of the

student.

To what do you attribute the vast growth in the

quality and quantity of reading today? I submit that

one of the most important reasons is because people

have been stimulated to read more through the audio-

visual system at work in and out of school. Curiosities

have been aroused through books, recordings, motion

pictures, museums, and television.

I shall be only too glad to forward you several good

books on the audiovisual system. If you do not have

time in your busy career to read them, I can send you

some gootl audiovisual materials (recordings, slides,

filmstrips, and motion pictures) which will help you

understand the audiovisual system at work. Further, I

can suggest some schools near you that employ the

audiovisual system (frequently against great physical

and administrative barriers for maximum effective

use). A good visit to one of these schools would be

well worth your time.

Donald W. Smith, Director

Department of Audio-Visual Education

Kansas City Public Schools

Kansas City, Mo.

Educators Are at Fault

At last, I have a chance to blow off some steam!

. . . Sorry, Mr. Reed. My fighting words I'll address

to you, and not Mr. Golden. He gets the copy.

It's true! Harry Golden is terribly right. We have

blown up "out of proportion" our audiovisuals . . . but,

out of proportion to what? And here is where lies the

catch.

What H/G fails to realize is that education's educa-

tors are at fault—no( the hardware! If teachers, gener-

ally, (and quite a few writers in AV journals, too)

understood these media Mr. Golden would write no

columns damning audiovisuals.

Or, it's a trick! Could it be that Harry Golden is

only "fishing" for new ideas? / hope so.

I know that the truth hurts. But, at this very late

hour there is very little evidence to show that many of

the teaching profession either know or care what they

accomplish with our wonderful teaching technology.

Let's welcome Mr. Golden to join our ranks. We need

this man to wake us up! He's a friend.

H. B. Behrendt

Education-Com munications Specialist

San Antonio, Texas

Sheer Folly

Mr. Golden:

Granted that students should read Les Miserables

rather than view a film of it. Should they also visit

Pakistan rather than view a film on it? Should they

also dissect an animal to learn about blood circulation

rather than view a film on it? And should they take to

drink rather than view a film on the <>ffects of alco-

holism?

I agree that trying to learn everything the same way
is not a good idea. Surely you'll agree that trying to

learn everything by direct experience is sheer folly.

I enjoy yoiu- books, Harry, but for your ideas on

Audiovisual Education I wouldn't give 2 cents plain.

S. Leonard Singer, Professor

Coordinator of Instructional

Aids and Materials

Dade County Junior College

Miami, Fla.
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AUDIO
by Max U. Bildersee

400 Minutes Per Record!
If we may borrow from a well

known dramatist and poet—Tomorrow

and tomorrow and tomorrow will not

come in a petty pace in the audio

field; we are just beginning 'recorded

time'!

Don't be surprised if, in a year or

two, you hear of a new dimension in

recordings wherein it will be possible

to record no less than 400 minutes

(that is six and one half hours!) on a

single twelve-inch record. And it may
be a fact in a month or two! And,

happily, it need not outdate present

equipment.

Talking in riddles, are we? Not at

all. There are at least two methods

now for recording a hundred minutes

on each side of a twelve-inch disc—

and doubling that may be simple as

simple can be. We spoke with a com-

pany representative interested in this

project not too long ago, and we were

told that the engineering problems

might be very slight and that in all

piobability the 400 minute figure

would be reached soon.

Someone with whom we discussed

this potential was literally appalled.

"What," we were asked, "can anyone

sa\- that requires all that time?"

The possibilities are tremendous. To
begin with— this can bring Shake-

speare recordings into continuous per-

formance. With very slight abbrevia-

tion, even Hamlet can be put on one
side of such a recording. Suppose two

such plays were available 'back to

back' for school, libr;u-y and family

purposes. And suppose the cost were

such that a performance of this magni-

tude would cost less than five dollars

per play—ten dollars per record!

And this is but the beginning of the

potential of such super records. They

could be the 'elite' of the spoken

record field, the "400" in more ways

than one!

Such recordings—and existing re-

cordings as well—can serve more than

just schools and libraries. Think, for

a moment, in terms of the training use

of such recordings in a variety of in-

dustrial as well as professional situa-

tions. In the former area, whole train-

ing courses will be prepared in a

'headquarters' office and shipped to

local training officers for local use.

These can be accompanied, as you

have already divined, by 8mm films

appropriate to the audio subject mat-

ter. And if they are well done (and

we believe they will be) lip synchroni-

zation will be of minor—negligible-

importance.

Professionally, these may be the

magazines of tomorrow for the medi-

cal profession. Even now specialized

radio stations are being used to keep

doctors up-to-date on latest medical

practices and tecluiiques. Specialized

networks are devoting time to the spe-

cialized needs of local practitioners.

But with this new device mounted

(Continued on next page)
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in an automobile (and it can be done,

and it can be played through the car

radio!) it is not impossible to foresee

the day when your physician, and

mine, will listen to the current medi-

cal journal as he makes his house

calls. Can't you just imagine the doc-

tor sitting for a moment 'in front' of a

house getting the last bit of informa-

tion on a new and interesting subject?

Of course these records can be

'keyed' or 'indexed' without too much
difficulty and the listener choice of

portions to be heard, like the reader

choice of portions of book or maga-

zine to be read, will be no problem.

Then there is the vast and compara-

tively unexplored area of therapy

through either home or hospital. In

the latter situation a central agency

may well prepare, produce and rent

400 minutes of selected programming,

and hospital sound systems will serve

more useful purposes, medically speak-

ing, than they do now.

Yes, such recordings can mean an

endless supply of useless chatter. And
if they do they will never see the light

of day. But certainly they represent a

challenge to our abilities to take full

advantage of the advances being made
in the recordings area.

There are opportunities for debate

in the very best American tradition.

"FfBERBfLT" CASES
"THEY LAST INDEFINITEIY"

Equipped with itael corners, steel card

holder and heavy web straps.

Only original Fiberbllt Cases bear this

Trade Mark

Your As%uran€9

of "Finest Quality-

tor 16nim Fllm^
400' to 3000' Reels

Sold by All Leading Dealers

Speakers who represent varied as well

as opposed points of view can be

heard in succession or in a succession

of meetings and their opinions can be

considered by individuals as well as

by audiences. For instance, there are

shades of view in the matter of the

relation of church and state in educa-

tion. These can be represented by

their several proponents in a single

recording and be transmitted to

teacher training institutions through-

out the country for audition, con-

sideration, discussion and close exami-

nation by our teacher trainees. It is

urgent that something be done not

only to explore this particular problem

openly and nationally, but further, to

give added vitahty to a profession

whose future knows no bounds.

This is but one proposal; hundreds

more can be made.

For instance, what is the function

of a school library? Is there any one

'pat' answer? Are there several an-

swers? Cannot the broad exchange of

ideas, heretofore limited to large meet-

ings, be a catalyst in answering this?

What do we really know of

UNESCO? Would a 400-minute re-

port, broken down into segments to

cover many activities, be useful to

individuals and groups?

The potential is without limit, and

the potential for good is boundless.

Bear in mind, please, that the fre-

quency response of such records will

not—repeat, not—permit the presenta-

tion of music as an essential produc-

tion. It cannot even be used for back-

ground purposes. These recordings are

suited to voice frequencies only.

But this does not mean that the

quality of material can be second rate.

'First rate' materials can bolster

fundamental programs in schools and

libraries. Just consider the public li-

braries for the moment. Recent sur-

veys indicate that more than 2,000

circulate or maintain record collections

for patron use.

We do not know how many offer

special story-telling programs for the

pre-school and first grade children.

We do know that, where such pro-

grams are under way, they are over-

subscribed if the storyteller is capable.

Wouldn't it be wonderful if we could

double, treble or miJtiply by a

thousand the number of such pro-

grams? Wouldn't it be wonderful if

every library suddenly was enabled to

offer such fundamental programs to

children, and at a cost none would

feel?

It could happen, and top notch men
and women storytellers could be serv-

ing libraries throughout the country

from a single point, with the finest

stories told in a manner to interest

children and excite them in the po-

tential of books, libraries and learn-

ing.

Is this program limited to the pre-

school and first graders? Of course

not! But the potential there is easiest

to understand and parallel programs

can be developed for the variet>' of

patrons each library serves. A service

which might cost as much as 200 dol-

lars per year might mean that the

library would suddenly become an

even more important factor in the

community social program and adult

education program.

Teaching Machines
Let's go back to school! Teaching

machines are the rage. They are the

talk of the town. They are both the

'last word' and the 'next word' but

they lack the fundamental of audio

communication. They lose a measure

of impact immediately because they

deafen all students. Is this good? Can

/Ju<£io CARDALOG® Record Reviews on Cards
Box 1771— Albany 1, New York

n Please enter. .1 year subscription(s) to Audio

CARDALOG, 400 cards—10 issues—$25.00

n Please send us full infornfiation about Audio CARDALOG.

Name —

Organization or School —

Address

City and State
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it be a plus factor or must it be an

everlasting weakness of a fine new
idea in instruction? The answers are

obvious. This is true, and the newest

developments in the audio of audio-

visual communications can make
teaching machines a boon to both the

harried instructor and the hurried stu-

dent. You can recognize the potential

and demand that producers of ma-

terials take advantage thereof.

Much has been said in the last

decade about 'equal educational op-

portunity'—from "It must be!" to "It

can never be!" We are not taking sides

in this dispute but we respectfully sub-

mit that the widespread diffusion of

knowledge and information by every

means jwssible cannot help but break

down barriers, cannot help but create

a more nearly Utopian situation.

Doesn't this type of development,

then, have potential not limited to

our national borders? Regardless of

whether this particular development

becomes common in a couple of

months or a couple of years or even a

couple of decades, it is pertinent that

every step be taken by those responsi-

ble for the international aspects of our

educational undertakings to assure

that every means of commimication be

used in our effort to reach the minds

of our friends overseas. The 'what'

and 'how' are better known to others,

but we must take advantage of every

opportimity to help those who want

to help themselves.

Year of the Civil War
Of course this year—and next—and

one or two after that are going to be

known as the years in which the Civil

War was refought on phonograph rec-

ords. During this centennial period

there has been a more than plentiful

supply of records on the subject. We
reptjrted not long ago on the excellent

record on the life of Clara Barton

recently released in the 1961 Enrich-

ment series of records. And we whole-

heartedly recommend it to you.

Another record of the Civil War,
perhaps a bit more sophisticated, is

The Causes of the Civil War in which
Samuel Eliot Morison, interviewed by
William F. Suchmann, really digs into

an exploration of the background of

the Civil War. He gives great em-
phasis to the disputes and debates

which preceded compromise in the

double decade before Sumter.

Mr. Suchmann (he served as fea-

ture editor for Omnibus for five sea-

sons) elicits opinions from the historian

who enjoys an international reputation

as a writer and as a scholar.

(Continued on next page)
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Secession, slavery and the .slave

trade, party and sectional politics all

enter into this informal discussion.

Through adroit questioning and the

.suggestion of ideas Mr. Suchmann
leads Dr. Mori.son through these areas

as well as the court decisions and
personal decisions and ambitions all of

which were part of the prelude to the

C^ivil War. Through the recording Dr.

Morison enjoys the opportunity to ex-

plore personalities and to express his

opinions alx)ut the people who came
to prominence in that period.

The ONLY audio-visual

language course APPROVED by the

French Ministry of Education

VOfX ET IMAGES DE FRANCE
Available in the U.S.A. at last is this

world-famous French course developed by
Rivenc and Guberina with the C.R.E.D.I.F.

in Saint-Cloud, France. A full year's course

for beginners (high school or college

level), this program will delight .student

and teacher alike with its perfectly exe-

cuted content. Only the French could

produce such a gem! Ten years in the

making! Classroom-tested in many coun-

tries, and proved the finest!

Complete with filmstrips and classroom

tapes $160.00; with laboratory tapes in

addition $220.00.

Also produced under the editorship of

Rivenc and Guberina, and now available, are

three more of the world's finest language
teaching courses based upon the same Kii-

guistic and psychological researches, and
statistical studies of word frequency and
grammatical usage:

U FRANCAIS PAR LA METHODE AUDIO-
VISUELLE (Chilton-Didier Audio-Visual
French Course)

DEUTSCH DURCH AUDIO-VISUELLE
METHODE (Chilton-Didier Audio-Visual
German Course)
RUSSIAN BY THE AUDIO-VISUAL METHOD
(Chilfon-Didier Audio-Visual Russian
Course)

These versatile courses were designed with
all kinds of teaching situations in mind, and
may be successfully used ( 1 ) in a classroom
with or without a laboratory; (2) or in any
of the three types of laboratories now in uise;

and the materials may be used as { 3 ) text-

book with tapes (or records), (4) filmstrips

only with tapes ( or records ) . Complete year's
course with filmstrips and records $125.00,
with film-strips and tapes $145.00. Coordi-
nated text for any course $3.00 les.s educa-
tional discount. All lessons in filmstrips and
texts are in full color, the grammatical units
in black and white. Cultural content is built
right into each course and enriched through
use of foreign artists and expert native voices
from each of the countries .These audio-visual
courses provide the best introduction to a
foreign language and may be used either by
themselves, or in conjunction with another
"textbook oriented" course, depending upon

the local situation. ( 16mm sound track films

in color, available on rental or purchase, pro-

vide additional depth of saturation in the

language.

)

Already adopted by; Notre Dame Univer-

sity, Emory University, Piedmont Public
Schools, The Hill School, Rosary College,
Windsor Mountain School, Westtown School,

The Felician College, Hanna High School,
The French Institute, Good Counsel High
School, Cheltenham Township School Dis-

trict, Albany California Unified School Dis-

trict, and others.

fl^* Do not confuse Chilton-Didier audio-
visual courses with any other type of lan-
guage prograin, with or without filmstrips

and recordings. The visual and acoustic
images are the heart of these programs in

which no Entilisli is used to hinder the
rapid fusion of symbol and word. The stu-

dent learns to think in the foreign idiom
hecause it is presented to him in the same
way that he learned his "mother tongue".
Only the Chilton-Didier method cuts
learning time and gives the same results
as if the student were living in the land
of his language choice.

Write, wire, or phone collect, for sample lessons
tape and filmstrip.

CHILTON BOOKS
Language Department

56th and Chestnut Streets
Philadelphia 39, Pa.

Secondary school students and their

elders can all profit from hearing the

record. It can be introduced in class

—and will lead to heated discussion.

It can be offered as assigned listen-

ing (the record to be made available

through the library) and it can be
presented to large groups as a source

of information. This is one of those re-

cordings which can be used profitably

in a variety of school, library, home
and university situations. For data

about its availability, write to the

Academic Recording Institute at .3060

Locke Lane, Houston 19, Texas.

We have always believed that the

popular topical song of any day was

an unusually accurate mirror of both

events and people. Fiu'ther evidence

to that end is available from Heirloom

Records (Brookhaven, N. Y. ) in their

new The Civil War (Heirloom HL
•503) on which Bill Bonyun is heard

singing some 24 songs of the North

and the South. He follows the events

of the period, and sings those songs

which were meaningfid during the

march of events. "Old Abe Lincoln,"

which was a campaign song of 1860,

is one of the openers—just as "Sher-

man's March to the Sea," "Grant's the

Man" and "The Old Reconstructed"

are heard at the close.

The entire recording is integrated

with a running commentary and re-

port on the events of the war and as

such it can serve in junior and senior

high .schools as a document of sum-
mary. It can be introduced after the

study has been completed and will

serve to tie ends together for the stu-

dent. Or, if the teacher prefers, it can

be heard at the start of the study ( and
again at the end! ) to motivate the

study involved. Suffice it to say that

this album is far more than merely

another collection of songs. It is more
a collection of people—the people of

the North and people of the South.

Their hopes, fears and reactions to

this most horrible and tragic of wars

is portrayed through tlieir own words
as heard in song, as written in diaries,

as sent home in letters.

You may want to know that the

recording is divided into four parts

dealing with "Causes and Mobiliza-

tion, 1860-61," "Bull Rmi to Rich-

mond, 1861-62," "Lee's Northern In-

vasion and Emancipation, 1862-63"

and "Vicksburg to Appomattox." You
may want to know, too, that Bill Bon-
yun is the teacher turned balladeer

who trained to teach, has taught and
now divides his year between sei-ving

as singer and forklorist at Old Stur-

bridge Village in Massachusetts, and
traveling to schools to give folksong

concerts.
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FILM EVALUATIONS
by L. C. Larson and Carolyn Guss

Circus

(Film Associate of California, 11014

Santa Monica Boulevard, Los Angeles

25, California) Produced htj Willis

Sinims, art teacher, Hug,es Junior High

School, Los Angeles, 7 minutes, 16

vun, sound, color, 1960. S'SS.

Description

Circus opens with a sequence of

titles: Panther on the Loose—Beware!,
At the Circus Grounds, Join the Pa-

rade, Step Right Up Folks—See the

Side Show, and In The Big Top. This

film uses art work produced by junior

high school students to depict some
of the features one associates with

the word "circus." The animation is

achieved with an economy of means.

The sound track is calliope music,

with other non-verbal sound effects

introduced at appropriate moments.
The subject matter of the film Circus

includes lions, panthers, giraffes,

o.striches, clowns, prancing ponies,

trapeze artists, acrobats, a unicyclist,

a magician, a trained seal, and a circus

band as seen through the eyes of chil-

dren and expressed in their artwork.

Appraisal

It is tempting to compare this film,

which animates children's art, to the

delightful French film Martin and
Gaston. If Martin and Gaston is a

yard stick from which to judge all

films using children's work then Circus

v\'ould at first glance seem to be less

elaborate in animation, sound and
story. The merits of Circus, however,

are numerous. The children's work is

genuinely naive and simply presented

in the film. Whether this simplicity

can be attributed to a lesser technical

skil on the part of the producer is of

little importance. The honesty of the

film, even with minor failures in tech-

nique, is well suited to the directness

of the children's work. There is noth-

ing tricky, there are no finishing

touches added by an adult to make
one suspect the validity of the effort.

(Martin and Gaston is likewise a valid,

honest effort. There are, however,
more techniques for animation used
in the French film and these some-
times override the children's work in

cleverness.)

The fihn will be of special interest

to art teachers and classroom teachers.

In teaching art at the elementary and
junior high school level it may serve

as a means of motivating children to

depict movement in figures in greater

detail and to find visual means of cap-

turing the spirit of exciting events.

For any teacher who has an interest

in simple animation the film will serve

as a guide for producing iyhort films

with an economy of means. For the

classroom teacher it may serve as a

reminder that the creative efforts of

children can indeed be honored on

their own merits. Children of elemen-

tary and junior high school age will

find much to enjoy in Circus.

—Laura Chapman

Good Riddance

(Stuart Finley, 6929 Mansfield Road,

Falls Church, Virginia) 24V2 minutes,

16mm, sound, color, n.d. $225.00.

4V2 minute individual state sections

$25.00 each.

Description

This film describes the accomplish-

ments of the Ohio River Valley

Water Sanitation Commission since

its establishment in 1948 by the eight

states of the Ohio River Valley. It

depicts how ORSANCO has abated

and prevented industrial and munici-

pal water pollution, set water quality

standards and monitored the condition

of the river itself—all to safeguard and

protect public health.

The film opens with scenes of the

"beautiful Ohio" at Pittsburgh and
how it is swelled by many streams on

its journey to the Mississippi. The first

stream, clear and sparkling, enters the

Ohio from a sewage treatment plant

where waste waters of factories, indus-

trial washings and human sewage are

treated and then returned to the river

for use downstream. In stark contrast

are scenes showing impurities from a

steel mill entering the river, waste oil

discharges from an oil collection sta-

tion, and a chemical plant's wastes.

One final view of a city's raw sewage

entering the river completes the pic-

ture of how the Ohio becomes a

muddy sewer. At this point the film

notes that two million people in the

Ohio Basin still send sewage to the

river untreated.

Attention is then turned to what

has been accomplished in the last

twelve years of water pollution control

on the Ohio. The first of these is the

Alleghany County Sanitary Authority's

treatment plant at Pittsburgh-$100

million worth of cleanliness—now be-

ing used by 72 communities in the

Pittsburgh metropolitan area for the

disposal of polluted water.

Further downstream is Cincinnati's

sewage works, built not by tax money
but by funds from sewer charges and
industrial sewage surcharges. Through
it people have realized handsome
profits such as higher property values,

beautiful shore lines, better recre-

ational sites and, finally, clean and
pure water for industry and domestic

piu-poses. Thus the population on the

principal tributaries of the Ohio re-

ceiving sewage control has risen from

12,000 in 1948 to 31/2 million today.

The film cites other outstanding exam-

ples of communities and industries in

Ohio, Indiana, Pennsylvania, Ken-

tucky and West Virginia which filter

their waste water before emptying it

into the rivers.

Much, however, remains to be done.

Because of the careless, incompetent,

or uncooperative industries and com-
munities that still empty rubbish into

the streams, ORSANCO sponsors

water sampling projects, such as the

one being conducted on the Ohio by
a limnologist from the University of

Louisville. He examines microscopic

organisms from the river to determine

the quality of the water. Another
source of water pollution is at an

abandoned strip mine that has pro-

duced sulfuric acid in the streams en-

tering the Ohio. The film illustrates

how the coal industry and ORSANCO
reduce this through proper drainage,

controls and reclamation.

The last accomplishment cited is

that of the nuclear plant for generating

electricity at Shippingport, Pennsyl-

vania. Its modern treatment facilities

serve as a model for solving a disposal

problem of increasing significance.

The film closes with several boating

(Continued on next page)
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another Da-Lite first!

Heavy Duty

Seamless

Silver

Lenticular

Screens

Up to 70 x70

Finest projection

on Da-Lite's exclusive

Wonder-Lite'' surface
Only Da-Lite offers Wonder-
Lite, the patented silver len-
ticular surface which gives
superb picture reproduction
even in undarkened rooms.
Optically correct, with con-
trolled light distribution, wid-
est possible viewing angles.
Available in heavy duty tripod
or wall mounted models, sizes
40'x40" through 70"x70", built
for rugged service.

See a demonstration! Write
lor name oj nearby Da-Lite

Francliised Dealer.

Since 1909

Da-Lite Screen Co., Inc.f|i;gj}*
WARSAW, INDIANA V*??H5
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scenes and a plea to keep the Ohio
clean, safe and fun. This is highlighted

by a final view of a dirty, polluted

stream while viewers are urged to

commit themselves by voting for bond
issues and for those political aspirants

that will pledge clean water for the

Ohio.

The main body of the film describes

the direct work of ORSANC:0 and is

comprised of two distinct parts: first,

basic pollution problems and, second,

new pollution problems. Four and
one-half minute sections are available

for insertion to show the problems of

the individual states of Illinois, Indi-

ana, Kentucky, New York, Ohio,

Pennsylvania, Virginia, and West
Virginia.

Appraisal

The iKillution of water resources is

a problem of national scope and the

means for its solution are highly con-

trovensial in some areas. This film ef-

fectively, without over-dramatization,

pictures the progress possible when
people join together to solve a com-
mon and crucial problem, and it suc-

cessfully points out the dangers of

pollution and ways to constructive

action.

Appropriate for adult groups such

as parent-teacher associations, cham-
bers of commeice and various social

organizations needing motivation to

become active in working to overcome
water pollution. It also would be ef-

fective with senior high school and
college classes studying con.servation

of natural resources and solutions to

vital social problems. Examples of spe-

cific communities and manufacturers
abating water pollution document one
area's problems and its progress toward
clean water which will suggest and
encourage similar local action. Good
Riddance is a high quality production

filmed and musically scored with ex-

cellent motivational techniques.

—Jack L. Middendorf

Interviews With
Bertrand Russell

(Coronet Instructional Films, Coronet
Building, Chicago, Illinois) Produced
by Chantern Films, Ltd., London,
England. 5 films, 14 minutes each,
16mm, sound, black and white, 1961,
$75 each. Teachers guide available.

Description

These five films which are designed
for use on the high school and college
level deal with the thoughts of
Bertrand Russell. They are concerned

in turn with (1) the role of the indi-

vidual, (2) power, (3) happiness, (4)
philosophy, and (5) mankind's future.

The setting: a library with Woodrow
Wyatt, politician, asking questions of

Bertrand Russell, philosopher.

The Role of the Individual is de-

scribed as being different than that

of an organization. In discussing

scientific achievement, the film points

out that the gi-eat scientists of the
past didn't require the use of expen-

sive equipment to produce important
discoveries. It suggests that it is easy

to assess the value of the scientist but
not so easy for the poet or the philoso-

pher. Bertrand Russell states that cul-

tural and scientific liberty is declining.

The difference between discoveries

and inventions is discussed and the
fear of public reaction is pointed out
as an inhibitive agent in certain dis-

coveries. New limitations on national

liberties and a need for liberty en-

largement in the creative sphere are

recommended.

Power explains both the good and
bad motives of power and the desire

for power. Lord Russell uses the illus-

tration of Cromwell to demonstrate
the moralization—"Absolute power cor-

rupts absolutely." Persons are charac-

terized in terms of "energy" and
"lethargy" with the "energetic" person
desiring power. If Lord Russell had
his choice of power, he states that he
would desire power over opinion. The
film discusses the control of govern-

ment by the people through refer-

endum measures. Two police forces

are proposed, one to prove innocence
and one to prove guilt.

Happiness lists the ingredients of

happiness as health, means, personal

relations, and success in work. Each
of these points is discussed in relation

to happiness. Temperament is related

to the size of achievement. A plan for

the elimination of worry is proposed.
Bertrand Russell discusses a need for
life interests after retirement.

Philosophtj defines philosophy as
consisting of speculations about mat-
ters of which no exact knowledge is

yet possible. The good of philosophy is

identified as the enlarging of the in-

dividual's imaginative pur\'iew of the
world into the hypothetical realm and
to keep us modestly aware that much
of what we think is knowledge really

isn't. Demoen'tus' atomic theory is

used as an example of philosophic in-

quiry that has since been associated
with science. Philosophy should at-

tempt to understand the world much
in the manner of Plato and Aristotle.

Bertrand Russell establishes himself
as a logical-atomist.

Mankind's Future views the greatest
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danger to mankind as regimentation

assuming that we don't destro\- our-

selves first. The administrative type

combined with scientific efficiency

could become uppermost, developing

power over the educational processes

thus gaining control of the trends of

public thought. Possible governmental

control of eugenics to produce better

racial possibilities is mentioned. The
elimination of poverty and war is pre-

sented as a present day possibihty if

desired by mankind in general. Lord

RusseU fears the possibility of the de-

velopment of a byzantine static society

while at the same time foreseeing the

possibility of an alternate cooperative

society working toward good values.

Appraisal

When used singly or in a series,

these films will provide the teacher

with a tool for the introduction of

philosophic inquiry. Although Wood-
row Wyatt acts in the role of question-

er, the series gives the feeling of a dis-

cussion through the choice of the

questions. Some may not agree with

Bertrand Russell's views and others

will feel that this series is a contribu-

tion to the study of the great thinkers.

While the discussions do not always

hold directly to the titles, the evalua-

tion committee feels that this is an

excellent series of films. Even though
the distributor states that this series

is designed for high school and col-

lege, the committee feels that the con-

tent is more suitable for college level

students. The guide is reconm^ended
for providing some specific questions

concerning the subject matter of each

film.

—Franz Frederick

PHOTOGRAPHY
THE INCISIVE ART

A series of five 30 minute filnas fea-

turing Ansel Adams noted Amer-

ican photographer

Individual Titles:

Photography as an Art

Points of View

Technique

Professional Photography

The Language of the Camera Eye

For purchase or rental information
write to:

NET Film Service

J^^^ Audio-Visual Center
Indiana University
Bloomington, Indiana

Dr. Irene Cypher, Associate Professor of Education at New York University,

past-President of the Metropolitan Audio Visual Association, and A-V Editor of

Instructor Magazine, demonstrates the unique advantages of the NORELCO
'Continental' Tape Recorder to a group of student teachers at N.Y.U. Selection of the

NORELCO for inclusion in the exhibits in N.Y.U.'s "Model Classroom" was based upon
performance standards of fidelity, reliability, versatility and functional simplicity.

Now... 2 New
CONTINENTAL '300'

^ore/iCO Recorders...

4-Track Stereo Playback, Monophonic Record-Playback • Comes complete with

preamp-amplifier, wide-range Noreico speaker and dynamic microphone • 3
speeds • Headphone facilities for ^auditioning' student as he records • Rugged
construction for constant classroom use * Mixing and sound-on-sound facili-

ties • Accidental erasure prevention.

CONTINENTAL '400'

4-Track Stereo Record-Ployback, Monophonic Record-Playback * Completely

self-contained, including dual recording and playback preamplifiers, dual

power amplifiers, 2 wide-range Noreico speakers and stereo dynamic micro-

phone * 3 speeds * Mixing, monitoring and sound-on-sound facilities.

Write for illustrated and detailed brochure.

Mrs. Mary Lou Plugge, Chairman of the Department ok Speech and Dramatic

Arts at Adelphi College in New York, finds her Norelco •Continental' tape

recorder an essential tool in speech instruction. Says MRS. Plugge, "My NORELCO

tape recorder is vabiable to me for a number of reasons. There is an impressive

tone quality in its reproduction of sound. Concomitant with this is the aid of the

mechanical pause button which allows me to stop to analyze progress without tam-

ing off the machine." The NoRELCO 'Continental' is a product of North American

Philips Co., Inc., High Fidelity Products Division, Dcpt. 1S12. SSO Duffy Avenue,

Hicksville, Long Island, New York.
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FILM STRIPS
by Irene F. Cypher

Flexibility, individual pacing, con-

trollable rate of speed, paced speed-
how many times we hear these words
today in connection with the use of

certain types of equipment and mate-

rials. These are all good words, and
they indicate points we should keep

in mind when planning for the use of

all materials. That is why we are still

a firm believer in the efficacy of the

filmstrip as learning material. The
words all apply to filmstrips; the words
all indicate strong points to be cited

in favor of using filmstrips; the words
actually "cue" us as to the reasons

why filmstrips can be used to great

advantage in a number of different

types of learning situations and with

different types of students.

One point that has always stood

out as important to us is the fact that

filmstrips are just as good for indi-

vidual study as they are for group
study. We never could understand

why more teachers did not request the

securing of individual viewers so that

individual pupils (or at least small

groups) could sit down to view and
work with filmstrips as part of study
time, research work and either intro-

ductory or review consideration of

topics under consideration. There is

so much to be gained from a quiet,

slow examination of many filmstrips;

there is so much to be learned from an
individual period of filmstrip study;

there is so much enjoyment possible

as a result of being able to go through
a filmstrip at your own rate of viewing
—with time to go back over something
that has attracted your interest. It is

high time we began to stress this value
of individual study of filmstrips, and
made it a part of regular classroom
procedure.

The Story of Handel's Messiah
(single strip, color, with record; pro-
duced by Society for Visual Educ-a-
tion, 134.5 Diversev Parkway, Chicago
14, 111.; $12.50). Through the years
The Messiah has remained one of the
greatest of oratorios, one which we
enjoy hearing year after year and
which has deep meaning for the listen-

er. In this particular combination of
filmstrip and record the producer not
only supplies musical selections but
also gives us data with which to under-
stand how Handel came to compose

660

the oratorio, and how it came to

occupy such a place in our world of

music. The material is most appropri-

ate for use at this time of year and
it is also appropriate for any time

when great music is being studied.

The narration is clear, and the unit

one to be highly recommended; art

work and music are well coordinated

and there is a feeling of the dignity

and grandeur in the presentation.

Paddy's Christmas ( single strip,
color, with record; produced by So-

ciety for Visual Education, 1345 Di-

versey Parkway, Chicago 14, 111.;

$8.50). There is something about the

combination of a teddy bear and a

Christmas story that is priceless. In

this instance Paddy is a bear cub with
all the characteristics of a beloved
teddy bear, and the family with which
he celebrates a mountain Christmas
is a delightful group. There is a strong

story appeal and the unit is an excel-

lent one for this particular time of

year. The material is well suited to

use in the lower grades, but it would
also be enjoyed by almost anyone.

French For Elementary Grades (6
strips, color, with synchronized record-

ings; produced by Jam Handy Organ-
ization, 2821 East Grand Blvd., De-
troit II, Mich., $49.50 per set of

strips and recordings). If our pupils

are to be able to handle a foreign

language, they must have a vocabu-
lary and ability to pronoimce and use
words in the language. This series is

designed to provide opportunity to

acquire quite an extensive vocabulary
and to hear the French language
spoken in terms of games, activities

and events that are a familiar part of

younger pupils' lives. The material is

planned for use in the elementary
grades, with beginning French study.

The pacing of the narration allows

time for the pupil to listen and think

about pronounciation. The story epi-

sodes give a picture of French life

and familiar daily activities.

Life In Iran-People And Their
Work (3 strips, color; produced by
Curriculum Materials Center, P.O.
Box 488, Tujunga, California; $11.85
per set, $4.50 single strips). To under-

stand a people we must know some-
thing of their daily life, their food

and their way of working and playing.

In this series we are introduced to

the people of Iran as they are today,

but we are also given a glimpse into

the political and cultural heritage

which have combined to make it the

modern nation that it is. Our attention

is focused on how environment has

shaped both industry and home life.

We also see what modern Iran contiub-

utes to world trade and industiy and
why the people of this country occupy
an important and .vtrategic place in

world affairs. Good material for social

studies in middle and upper grades.

New Webster Language Filmstrips

(7 strips, color; produced by Webster
Publishing Co., 1154 Reco Ave., St.

Louis 26, Mo.; $25 per set). It is im-

portant for us to be able to use our
own language c-orrectly and this series

is designed to help in learning to use

sentences, parts of speech, punctu-
ation, the dictionary—and how to

write a letter. Inasmuch as both oral

and written speech are parts of our
daily lives, pupils need to gain skill

in using language to meet many needs.

The strips indicate something of the
nature of writing itself, and one strip

deals with correct utilization of a dic-

tionary. In other strips we are given
assistance in learning to use words
themselves and to formulate phrases

and sentences correctly. Designee! for

gi^ades five through eight, and coordi-

nated to cumculum units of work.

The Insects (4 filmstrips, color; pro-

duced by Encyclopaedia Britannica

Films, 11.50 Wilmette Ave., Wilmette,

111.; $24 per set, $6 single strips).

Titles in this series include "What Is

An Insect," "The Life Cycle of In-

sects," "Insects That Live in Societies,"

"Insects: Harmful and Useful." As can
be seen from the titles, this series

presents a complete and inclusive

story of the part pla\ ed by insects in

life on this earth. The photographs
give excellent close-up views of many
insects and we are shown how to rec-

ognize characteristics. Common insects

are included, as well as some of the
more uncommon species and the sub-

ject matter is well organized for use
in high school biology work. The film-

strips would also be excellent for

nature groups, camp groups and scout
groups. Because the visuals are clear,

they are helpful in learning to identify

insects. There is not too much material
of this type available and the .set is a

good one to recommend, for the infor-

mation is accurate and the material

interesting.
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Uranium (single strip, color; pro-

duced by National Film Board of Can-

ada and available from Stanley Bow-
mar Co., Valhalla, New York; $5).

To understand the atomic age, one

must also understand the importance

of uranium. This metal is of major im-

portance to us today and metallurgists

are concerned with developing peace-

time uses. The filmstrip shows us

where uranium is found, how it is

found, how it is mined and processed,

and how it is used in the production

of energy. Many interesting facts are

included and pupils will be interested

in the examples of the application in

farming and agricultural activities, in

medicine and in the production of

atomic energy. The information is

timely and of value for science classes

in the higher gjrades.

Teenage Popularity Problems and
Teenage Family Relationships (2 sets

of filmstrips, color; produced by
Society for Visual Education, 134.5

Diversey Parkway, Chicago 14, 111.;

$2.5. .50 for each set of 4 strips and 2

records; $6.50 per single strip, $3..50

per record for 2 strips). There are

four sets of filmstrips in this series-

divided into units for the young teens

and units for the older teens. The
problems of how to be popular and
how to get along with parents and
family are common to both junior and
senior teens, but there is a subtle dif-

ference in the specific problems at the

different age levels. Learning to live

with brothers and sisters, using the

family car, following group loyalties

and learning to manage allowances

are vitally important. Intent of the

producers is to provide material on
which to base discussion of these prob-

lems.

There is no attempt to give "pat"

answers, but there is opportunity for

the students to think about the issues

involved. The strips are good for group
showing and also for individual study.

They are background material on
which to base group discussion periods

and will be helpful for classroom peri-

ods and for special guidance counsel-

ing meetings.

Neiv Life from Old Stones; New-
comers to the 20th Century; Dollars

at Work in the Middle East (3 single

strips, color; produced by Knowledge
Builders, Visual Education Building,

Floral Park, N.Y.; $5 each strip). In

each instance we see how the ancient

civilizations of Israel, Greece, Leba-
non and the Near East have been
changed by contact with modem in-

dustry and western trade develop-

ment. Emphasis is placed on the role

of the United Nations, UNESCO and
the United States in Middle East af-

fairs.

A rather complete description is

given in each instance, and the strips

are long. They contain material for

several lessons, and reading scripts

give quite complete information. They
will be useful in inteqjreting the is-

sues involved in both political and
economic problems in this geographic
area and in a discussion of how mod-
ern industrialization has changed the
entire way of life. Good for middle and
upper grade social studies and for

high school.

The Transpaque Overhead Projector has 5
major exclusive advantages. Each of these
features makes learning more effective.

5 major advances
1: BRIGHTEST OF ALL . . . allow^s brilliant reproduc-
tion in fully lighted room. 2; LOWEST SILHOUETTE
...you see your entire audience, your audience sees
all the screen. 3: AUTOMATIC LAMP CONTROL...
light goes on when slide is inserted, goes off when re-

moved. 4: FLAWLESS SCREEN IMAGE . . . gives clear
undistorted picture from corner to corner. 5: NON-
GLARE WRITING SURFACE. ..gives complete eye
comfort and safety, even after hours of use.

Write for a Free Demonstration or for the Free Booklet:
"5 Major Advances in Overhead Projection"

Projection Optics Co., Inc.
271-63 ELEVENTH AVENUE, EAST ORANGE, NEW JERSEY
In Canada: — Anglophoto, Ltd. 880 Champagneur, Montreal, Quebec

did you ever wish you could

TEACH EACH STUDENT

INDIVIDUALLY ?

New teaching methods enable you to have indi-

vidual contact with each of your students—simul-

taneously. This offers better use of your time,

deeper penetration of each student's mind. This

is one of the aspects graphically symbolized in

the new 10 minute film "1,000 Hours". It dis-

cusses 4 other teaching aspects you are faced

with, offers compelling solutions. You may see

the film free at your own convenience in your

school. Simply return the request below.

PROJECTION OPTICS CO., INC.
271-63 Eleventh Ave., East Orange, New Jersey

I would like to see the 10 minute film "1,000 Hours". My most

convenient day is , time

Name.

School.

School Address.

City -Zone State.
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AV
in the Church Field

by William F. Hockman

Precipitated Youth

Youth used to be in social solution.

Today, youth has been precipitated

out of the social mass. It is a mass
of its own. It is more. It is a self-

conscious stratum of society. Less and
less does the adult world act upon
youth. More and more youth itself

shapes youth. It does not care to be
like adults. It wants to be like youth.

It has made its adolescence into the

cult of youth-ness. In the schools the

adult social stratum hits this youth-
mass obliquely. So, also, in the church
—but even more tangentially. Here
youth has been graded out of the
adult life of the church. It runs its

own show, so to speak, with several

(youthful) adult advisors.

Even in the home youth lives apart,

and communication breaks down in

this face-to-face group. Youth is in

the home, of course, but quite often

not of it. He is tuned in on a youth
wave length but not on Pop's or

Mom's. His antenna is well develop-
ed but timed to the universal youth
frequency. He makes no bones about
it.

The mass media have helped pre-

cipitate him out, and have assisted in

building his self-consciousness. Youth
has its movies, its TV, its phono music,
its non-dance dancing, its soft drinks,

its songs, its magazines, its mores,
morals and manners. Never has youth
been so conscious of itself as a dis-

persed social group or stratum.

In any community youth runs in

'herds'. Getting the attention of this

herd is not easy unless you are persona
grata with youth. Mighty few adults

are, and communication is just about
stopped. All across the country youth
is kept conscious of youth by the mass
media and all who would use the
mass media to give youth what it

wants—at a profit, of course.

Will some one come along and
tell us how to use the mass media
to get youth back into .social solution

so they begin to live with adults on
a one-to-one basis with an opportunity
to appropriate the ways of the more
grown up and absorb and practice
more mature ways of thinking, acting,

and feeling? Adolescence is great—if

not too long prolonged!

An Overhead Projector

is only as Valuable as its

TOTAI USEFULNESS
in the Classroom

Available with your Key-
stone Overhead Projector

—

at reasonable cost—are these
prepared materials:

1. Science Transparencies
—a splendid series of stand-
ard (3 "4 X 4 in.) slides on
Biology, Physics, General
Science, Health, Elementary
Science.

2. Social Studies Transpar-
encies, standard size,3y4x4".

3. Map Slides, 3% x 4 in.
4. Polaroid Transparen-

cies, 3 "4 X 4 in.

5. Tacliistoslides for teach-
ing Reading, Music, Type-
writing, Shorthand, Arith-
metic, Foreign Languages.

6. PRACTICAL USABLE
Handmade Slides and

Transparency Materials.
Etched Glass Slides used
with ordinary lead pencil.

7. And Other Uses—pro-
jection of 2 in. and 2y4 in.

Slides, Strip Film, Micro-
scopic Slides, Tachistoscop-
ic Slides.

The KEYSTONE
Overhead Projector
and many of the
items listed are
available for pur-
chase in many states

under TITLE III, NDEA
Demonstration in Your
Classroom on request

KEYSTONE VIEW
CO., Meadville, Pa.
Since 1892, Produc-
ers of Superior Vis-
ual Aids.

Luther for Juniors

Lutheran Productions, 2900 Queen
Lane, Philadelphia 29, has just re-

leased a 63-frame color filmstrip with
recorded commentary. Life With
Luther, for use with boys and girls in

the church school, week-day schools,

vacation church schools, and, let me
hasten to add, in the family group.
Frank W. Klos, Jr., cast the com-
mentary into dialogue-narrative form,

and Charles Ellis has given us realism

in his mural-like pictures. The utiliza-

tion time is close to 22 minutes.

While the producer, Al Sauderman,

Jr., indicates that this filmstrip can
introduce Luther to children as young
as the Primary age, this reviewer feels

that it would need to be done with
great care and by breaking the presen-

tation into at least three parts. Juniors

might be attentive for the 22 minutes,

but even with them we would suggest

using it in two parts. We would sug-

gest, too, that this filmstrip could be
used to give Junior Highers an over-

view of Luther which stresses his

Christian character and personality,

with minor reference to his ecclesiasti-

cal activity and doctrines. Highly rec-

ommended.
Available from Lutheran Church

Supply Stores, 2900 Queen Lane,
Philadelphia 29, at $8.75 complete.

Not Definite Enough
The National Council of Churches

(475 Riverside Dr., New York 27)
has produced a two-part filmstrip

with mimeographed script which deals
with the space and equipment needed
for Christian education. The title is

Building for Christian Experience.
There are 70-plus frames in each
part, and about 15 pages of com-
mentary on them. The guide contains
suggestions on when and how to use
the filmstrip and a bibliography of

pamphlets and books on building for

Christian education.

This reviewer cannot escape three
impressions after looking over this pro-

duction: First, it lacks coherence and
thrust. It meanders between educa-
tional theory and child psychology
and gets around to facilities and
equipment. Second, it 'talks' about the
subject without giving insights and
principles which would illuminate
whole areas and dusters of problems.
Third, the pictures at times lacked
good picture qualities and often seem-
ed distantly related to what the text

was trying to say. When the filmstrip

actually said something it tended to
be blunted and inconclusive.

Could it be that the NCC, with so
many denominations looking over its

shoulder, just can't make a definitive
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filmstrip on this subject? Certainly the

N'CC production committee not only

would get advice from many sources,

but find these sources pretty hazy

about the implications of their educa-

tional philosophy for building for

Christian experience.

Having led two churches through

Christian education programs, and

having acted as a consultant to others,

1 was amazed at how little this pro-

duction committee appreciated tlic

kind of help a church really needs.

Today the norms and ba.ses for orient-

ing a (Christian education building

program are to be found— if hands can

be laid on them at all—at the denomi-

national level. The implications of cur-

riculum, and teaching philosophy,

have a profound effect on buildings

and facilities and there is no general

interdenominational curriculum to

which the above production could be

geared. Thus its weakness; and

strength, perhaps.

wanted the world to salute them as

exceptional. Perhaps you will have the

grace and the sagacity to make some-

thing of it. It got my fur up too much.

The Square is pretty good, and

shows a youth desiring security while

wanting self-expression and creativity

—with his fiance looking over his

shoulder, both helping and hindering

his decision making.

No Man Is An Island, based as it

is on a film which went through the

filmic process, is the best of the sextet.

If you can use only one, get this one.

It plows a pretty deep furrow. In it

two yoimg men have their friendship

tested by circumstances not of their

doing but certainly authentic enough.

Here is a masterpiece when it comes

to searching social analysis in the race

prejudice sector. It sure clobbers those

pious people who think God's favorite

color is white!

Old Theme, New Versions

In 34 frames of good filmstrip art

and a little over 7 minutes of superb

LP recording, The Night Before

Christmas tells once again this delight-

ful and classic story. The poem is ex-

pertly narrated, embellishetl by de-

lightful musical effects. Fine job! All

ages will enjoy it—in school, and
church—when the objective is enter-

tainment and diversion. SVE pro-

(Continiied on next page)

Forum Films

Carousel Films Inc., 1501 Broad-

way, Suite 150.3, New York 36, is

now releasing the T\ "Look-Up and

Live" series which CBS aired. This

series won considerable praise for its

ethical and religious viewpoints. With

careful planning these films can evoke

discussion by young people and adults.

Preview and planning will make them

much more effective. All are suitable

for panel presentation; A pre-selected

panel, which has seen the film at

least once before, discusses the sub-

ject of the film (not the film as a

film) and then accepts questions

(and opinions later on) from the

group. Now for notes on each:

The Sandpile-Death is like some
constructionist sculpture—the pieces

lean drunkenly against each other, and

the whole means whatever it means to

you. And that might be quite a bit

with a good leader.

The Protest discusses the social sig-

nificance of protest, but it is too cleri-

cal and not enough sociological for

me. Protesting ought to be about

specifics; it makes a poor career!

The Four of Us Are Strangers—und
how! Wife vs. husband; brother vs.

sister; sister vs. mother; son vs. father;

siblings vs. parents. Slice it any way,

and this family came out on the bias.

Enough Freud here to bring it to the

edge of the fraudulent. Don't let that

stop you. This non-family puts on a

perfect performance!

The Delinquent, Hipster, Square

got under my hide becau.se somehow
I sensed that I was supposed to like

these brats who got stuck in their

development, knew it and liked it and

FALLOUT
A science supplement

fronn Cenco Educational Films

Fallout—the sometimes feared and often misinterpreted phenome-
na of nuclear radiation—is discussed simply and completely in this

topical 16 mm sound, color film.

Produced especially for high school and junior college classes,

this dramatic 15 minute film pinpoints often misunderstood topics

such as fallout radiation patterns; Alpha, Beta and Gamma radia-

tion; Carbon-14 and Strontium-90; and radiation's genetic effects on
man's future development and environment.

Produced in collaboration with Dr. S. Allison of The Enrico Fermi

Institute of Nuclear Studies, FALLOUT is a timely film that treats

all fallout radiation and its effect in a simple, step-by-step manner.

Color price for each film is $150, black and white, $75. For further

details contact your nearest Cenco branch office or write direct for

Booklet 504.

CENCO EDUCATIONAL FILMS
A divhion of Cenco Imtrumcnls Corporotion

1/00 Irving Pork Road • Chieogo t3, Hllnolt

MoontaimidB, N. J. Wonfreo/ Sanla CJo'o
Somerville, Man. Toronto loj Anfle/ej
B'tmingham, Ala. Ottawa Vancouver Homton
Cenco S.A., Breda, Th* Ne(her/ondi Tuf*o

tHOPOSPHERC

ii^^HEn
HTMOSFHtRE ^1F
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duced; S8.00 for the complete pack-

age; only $5.00 for fs and scri|.>t.

SV'E has done up another old story

into a fine new package. ($8.50 com-

plete) This time it's Paddy's Christ-

mas. This will entertain (and instruct,

also) children from 5 years to 10, and

really hit the jackpot with the Primary

age bracket. In 45 frames of good fs

art, and an engaging rendering of the

story, we learn what it takes to make
us feel good on the inside. We are

glad the little beiir kept on searching

till he foinid out!

Incidentalh', SVE's reputation for

filling orders promptly means you can

still order and get this material be-

fore this Christmas.

Camera In Hong Kong
Our first camera reports Christmas

In Hong Kong. It gives us 30 minutes

of close-ups of people, poverty, mis-

sions and the Gospel in action. You
will appreciate and approve of most

of what you see, give thanks for the

bountiful freedoms you enjoy here,

realize that your missionary-giving

really reaches people; and find your-

self having in general a more thought-

ful Christmas—if you see this film. If

you use it, all this will be doubled!

From Don R. Banter, Box 704, Cleve-

land 22. Oliio. Si'cn and liked.

These informative Filmstrips cover
many facets of the academic cur-
riculum including conversational
French, history and geography,
crafts, natural resources, and
science.

Send for free catalog.

DISTRIBUTED BY

^BODmii^
PRODUCTIONS. .c

Box A, Valhalla, N. Y.

Our next camera spent 33 minutes

gathering pictures of people in Hong
Kong as they are. It documents the

need millions have for our help and
shows what the Methodist Committee
for Overseas Relief is doing by way of

help to keep people from going down
the drain of poverty, disease, hopeless-

ness, despair and drugs. From Cokes-

bury Book Stores for a rental of $3.00,

and you can't beat that for an effec-

tive way to show the plight of our

neighbors. Not seen; but liked what I

heard! Title? Oh, yes—Mah on The
Doorstep.

Behind Translations

The average churchman knows that

behind the English N.T. which he

reads there are versions in other lan-

guages, and that all translations start

with the Greek New Testament. Not

quite! Back of it are manuscripts.

They come from different times and

different places, and exist on differ-

ing materials. The kind of writing dif-

fers and the texts vary in form—some
continuous and some arranged in sec-

tions for reading in the liturgy. Now
all this and much more is explained in

an interesting way in a slide lecture by
Dr. Howard M. Teeple.

The title is Greek Netv Testament

Manuscripts: Sources of New Transla-

tions, and there are 22 slides and 8 1/2

mimeographed pages of commentary.

The slides give us good pictures of the

manuscripts, and the lecture sells this

interesting story. Here is material for

the adult Bible class, for the college

Bible course and for the seminary lec-

ture room. Here is scholarship made
available to all of us who do not have

the talent and time to dig out this in-

formation for our groups. Recommend-
ed. Price—$10.00 direct from the au-

thor, P.O. Box 4459, Chicago 80, III.

Audio-Tour Plus

If you don't tliink that a carefully

planned and well constructed tape

can't give you an interesting and in-

formative tour of Boston then you

should get Bo-iion, Birthplace of Lib-

erty, a 57-minute IVi ips magnetic

dual track tape—and be convinced.

Conceived, prepared and produced by

Sidney A. Diamond, the expert editing

and recording was done by Dennis

Oppenheim and James L. Loomis.

The many parts are narrated

splendidly by Bob Walsh and Donald
Bom. They give us more than a tour

of historic Boston with its churches

and places. What we get is an emo-
tional experience. The tape is $6.95

plus 2.5c postage; the LP record is

$3.98 plus 2.5c; and, the 20 colored

slides (2x2) come at $8.95. This

package can orient you for your visit.

More, it can tell your friends all about

it when you get back—better than

you'll do it! Highly recommended.

Religious Vacuum
Concordia Films, 3558 S. Jefferson

Ave., St. Louis 3, Mo., in releasing the

film The Red Trap, says that it "ex-

poses the subtle methods Communist
agents use to capture the minds and
hearts of the youth of our country.

Both young people and adults who
see (this film) will realize that Com-
munism is determined to undermine
Christianity and our precious heritage

of freedom." It goes on to say that

"Paul Brandt, a promising young law

student, teeters on the brink of the

Communist abyss. Seeing his experi-

ence will bring a sharp understanding

of the vast difference between com-
munist philosophy and the Christian

way of life."

Very good! But please note that

Paul was a vacuum when it came to

religion. Thus, he could get filled with

a religion: a bad one. One religion did

not supplant another. His head was
empty. Why? Some one failed him, of

course. Films can't bring all these

things out but discussion can. Again,

please don't jump to the conclusion

that most of our bright young college

people are about to get into the Com-
munist trap. The makers did not mean
to suggest that, even if the jumpy
viewer might tend to infer it.

Recommended for community and
civic clubs, service groups, fraternal

orders, churches, colleges and uni-

versities.

Geography By Threes
What continent has three great

mountain systems, three great rivers,

and three great agricultural-cattle

areas? Give up? South America, of

course! How do I know? Good ques-

tion, indeed. Might have known, after

a fashion; but now I know it because

I have seen it.

Traveler eh? No; just ran off Coro-

net's 131/2 minute color film Geogra-

phy of South America: The Continent,

Andes on the west Guiana Highlands
in the north, Brazilian Highlands on
the east! The Orinoco in the north-

west, the Amazon in the north, and
the Parana in the south! The pampas
of the Argentine, the campos of Brazil,

and the llanos of the Orinoco plains.

Three trinities! Can't make geog-

raphy more interesting, comprehend-
able, and retainable than that! Yet,

how many adults know this much-
only the backbone of the film above?
There is much else, but like ribs, the
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otlifi- facts relate to these useful trini-

ties. Since this is the year the churches

are studying Latin America, this film

is a mtist for all who can make at

least a grade of 90 percent on the

trinities above! Can you, gentle

reader?

The Grapevine Has It

• That some of the great music

men of the past will get their life

and works put up in filmstrip form

by S\'E before so long. Handel gets

tlie treatment first, with the filmstrip

Handel's Messiah soon to come from

the works.

• That for $3.50 you can get from

the Service Dept. of the General

Board of Christian Social Concern

(GBCSC), 100 Maryland Ave., N.E.,

Washington 2, D. C., an LP phono

record carrying excerpts from ad-

dresses by Bishop Lord, Labor Secre-

tary Goldberg, Chester Bowles and

Senator Humphrey \^-hich were given

before the national convocation on

social concerns sponsored by the

Methodist church.

• That a set of filmstrips entitled

Btiihling For Christian Experience,

is coming on the market through de-

nominational publishing houses. Spon-

sored by the Department of Adminis-

tration and Leadership and the

Bureau of Church Building and Archi-

tecture of the National Council of

Churches, this $15.00 set should more

than pay its way with any church in-

tending to build or modernize pres-

ent facilities.

Not Dead But Dying

Till Freedom Comes is a 20-minute

color film, shot in Guatemala, which

has as its motif the freedom which

the Indian lost with the coming of

the white man to Central and South

America. An Indian legend has it that

the Quetzal Bird, free as the winds

of the sky, folds his wings and dies

when captured. The Indian has not

died, but he is languishing till free-

dom comes. The film shows the

Indian longing for freedom from fear,

superstition, ignorance and want. It

pictures, on the other side, what
Protestant missions mean in basic edu-

cation, in health, in better farming,

and in reading and writing. Good
film. Gets off the runway. Some ex-

cellent filmic touches. For young peo-

ple and adults. Rental for color S8.00;

try vour usual source, or write to BFC
of tiie NCC, 475 Riverside Dr., N. Y.

27, N. Y.

Film Notes

Treasure At Bethamj; 33-min; b&w;
by Jam Handy Org., for Dept. Stew-

ardship and Benevolence in coopera-

tion with the BFC of the NCC; 475
Riverside Dr., N.Y. 27. Theme and

concern — stewardship; format — dra-

matic documentary; casting — good;

acting—pretty good; effect—gets its

message over with punch, and can

speak to all kinds of churches and
audiences, especially to churches and
persons asking.

What's in it for me? Fine for teen-

agers in church school, fellowship

meetings; excellent for family nights,

women's circles, and adult classes and

clubs. Available from your AV rental

library.

IN THE DARK
while

presenting

Audio

-

Visual

programs

DARKENING

FORSE

; & SHADES
Finest materials—decorative colors

Made to fit any size windows

Guaranteed for 10 years

Used throughout the United States

since 1917

Write for literature and fabric samples.
They're free.

MANUFACTURING COMPANY

2347 Sullivan Ave. • St. Louis 7, Mo.

^re you doing your parti
HELP YOUR TEACHERS WITH

INDIANA UNIVERSITY'S
UNIQUE FILM SERIES
9 Outstanding films!

Better Bulletin Boards

Handmade Materials for Projection

High Contrast Photography for Instruction

How To Make Handmade Lantern Slides

Lettering Instructional Materials

Passe Partout Framing

Photographic Slides for Instruction

Tape Recording for Instruction

Wet Mounting Pictorial Materials

EXCELLENT FOR IN-SERVICE INSTRUCTION

P.S. A step-by-step correlated Handbook is

also available. Profusely illustrated!

Drop us a card today for further information:

IT AUDIO-VISUAL CENTER
INDIANA UNIVERSITY
BLOOMINGTON, INDIANA
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AV industry news

Movies Through Liquid Gate

Kodak engineers told the recent

SMPTE meeting of a new type of

motion pictnre projector aperture con-

sisting of two glass plates through

which the film floats in a thin layer

of methyl chloroform, the liquid be-

ing removed with air knives and a

vacuum squeegee.

35min Art Film Putsch

L & L Film Classics, a combination

of a theatre circuit and an art film

group, is making a drive to put art

films into one-night-stands in theatres

in college towns. This would be in

return for abandonment by the schools

of their campus programs of foreign

and other culturally important motion

pictures. Success was reported in the

case of Lake Erie College, Painesville,

Ohio; somewhat less in that of Mount
Union College, Alliance, Ohio, due-
it was thought—to picking a theatre

too far from campus. According to

Film Daily, "the report from the bo.\

office and theatre workers is that an

entirely different clientele is present

on Tuesday nights . . . gentlemen with

coats and ties, an older group rarely

seen in the movies, and, in all, an en-

tirely new audience. This is expected

to help build audiences for regular

theatrical showings during the re-

mainder of the week and week-ends."

Offerings have included Lm Strada,

Rashomon, The Seventh Seal and

others considerably apart from usual

movie theatre fare.

New Agfa Reversal Plant

A new plant modeled after the

latest of its kind in Munich, Germany,

will be established at Roosevelt and

39th, Flushing, N.Y., for processing of

Agfa reversal film. At first only 35mm
reversal film will be processed, and

when in full operation the plant will

process also 16mm and 8mm reversal

and copying. The film will go on sale

in the spring of 1962, at first on a

regional basis in eastern states.

The ACTOMATIC Dual-Position Projector enables you to

project actual test tubes, electrolysis cells, meters and
other science apparatus. As the demonstration is per-

formed, it is projected LIVE on the screen in large, vivid

detail. Also projects class notes, diagrams, etc. as they are

written. Tested demonstrations and prepared transpar-

encies are available in chemistry, physics and biology.

patents pendiilx

for additional
information
write to:

LABORATORY
FURNITURE CO., INC.

Old Country Road, Mineola, N.Y.

RCA Expands Audio Line

Four new record players and a new
tape recorder have been added to

RCA's "Scholastic" line, according to

A. J. Piatt, manager, .^udio Products

division. Top record player is a 25-

watt unit with a 12 in. dual cone hi-fi

speaker.

School Buying Up
Thanks to NDEA funds the Boston

public sch(X)ls recently added 93 B&H
sound projectors to their equipment

resomces, reportedly the largest single

order ever placed by that system for

this type of equipment. Some of the

city's 220 public schools are getting

such projectors for the first time, ac-

cording to city audiovisual director

John Dooley.

Catalog That Talks

A plastic 33 1/3 rpm recording by

Hollywood director Ross Hunter on

the fine points of amateur movie-mak-

ing features the latest Bolex manual.

First 12 pages do a fine job of putting

his suggestions into print, last eight

show the equipment with which to do

it. Dealers sell the manual, price $1.

Trade Symbol
The National Association of Blue-

print and DiazotN'pe Coaters, concern-

ed over "pubhc unawareness" ($90

million annual sales) has charged its

Market Development Committee with

developing "a more glamorous, atten-

tion-arresting name for the products

whose ultraviolet-light sensitivity is de-

rived from solutions of diazonium

salts." The new official trade-marked

symbol is the word "diazo" in lower

case bold type on a two-sheet paper

background.

New Educational Division

Dictaphone Corporation announces

appointment of an eight-man Educa-

tional Division, headed by Kenneth
Hargrove, to push the company's

"Dictalab," designed for language

comprehension, and its "Electronic

Classroom" for automated instruction

in subjects ranging from math to his-

tory.

NDEA Boosts AV Market

A recent article in Wall Street Jour-

nal gives interesting sidelights on

some NDEA effects on the AV busi-

ness picture; Bausch & Lomb's sales of

classroom microscopes increased five-

fold; Bell & Howell's school sales were

lipped 104 j)ercent in a year; and al-

most all language labs (currently the
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Hy Schwartz (rigliO, pri-sident of Victor

Aiiiiiiulogruph Torp., a division of Kalart,

received a special award at the 5th Annual

Film and AV F.xhihition, in recognition

of his firm's "outstanding service to the

AV Industry for over 50 years." Making

the presentation is Herhert Rosen, presi-

dent of the exhibit organization.

hottest seller ) have been half-financed

by federal funds.

School men confirm this; in Grand-

view, Washington, expenditures for

AV equipment and materials were

jumped ten-fold, thanks to NDEA, and

the supervisor of school planning at

the Maryland Department of Educa-

tion looks forward to putting a mo-
tion picture projector into every class-

room.

CCTV Price Boost

Thompson - Ramo - Wooldridge an-

nounce price increases ranging from 7

to 25 percent on Dage CCTV equip-

ment. The boosts run from $105 on a

$4,000 installation to $875 on one
costing 812,500. Industry-wide sales

of CCTV equipment are estimated at

about S25 million annually by W. G.

Gordon, Dage general manager. Pres-

ent units, according to Mr. Gordon,
quoted by Wall Street Joiirruil, are far

superior to those sold in the past and
"fully justify higher prices to recover

increased costs."

m fILM OOClOftS"

SPECIALISTS
in the science of

FILM

REJUVENATION
DAPIDWELD Process for:'

• Scratch-Removal

• Abrasions • Dirt • "Rain"

Send for Free Brochure

rapid
FILM TECHNIQUE »

Founded 1940

37-02C 27th St., Long Island City I.N.Y

EK at N.Y. World's Fair

The Eastman Kodak Company will

have a major exhibit at New York

City's World's Fair in 1964-65. Kodak
has been making plans for this exhibit

for several years, with Will Burton

of New York and Saul Bass of Holly-

wood doing the preliminary designs.

PEOPLE

Dr. ]ohn ]. Cadden of Nassau

Community College has been retained

by Eye Gate Productions as educa-

tional consultant for the secondary

school curriculum. Scripts are being

prepared for filmstrips covering sub-

jects taught on that level.

John Kurland has been appointed

director of public relations and infor-

mation for Columbia Records, it was
announced by Deborah Ishlon, vice

president, creative services. Kurland

was formerly in similar work at RCA
Victor.

Eric F. Burtis has been named
audiovisual market manager for Keuf-

fel & Esser as "an initial aggressive

move in establishing itself as a lead-

ing supplier to the communication

media field" according to H. F. Scher-

merhorn, vice-president.

CALIFORNIA'S
to^ocwf^ "ttt owJtAt

lMA/va«HCk>v
Md NiW TOWW Callf«^l«'i Wortd.

FomMn Rawrt •vvrlookFng tha Blu* Podflt

wh«r« Wllthir* RM«t» ih* ma. Twenty nlnutm
Irem Intvrnotlonal Airport. 430 hfxurieui

rvomi «nd bungatowft, all with tvUvttlon «nd
radio, CompUta convantion facllltlas. Banquat
f*onii for up ta 2,000, oir-conditionad. Exciting

•tw Vtnalian Reofli and Cantanaw Raank
Swimming pool Baovttfal gravndt and

londsroped n— dent. Rotaa from $t.

ierott Ih* U.S.A. and In HAWAII

MASSAGLIA
CREST OF GOOD LIVINS

JOSfPH AMSSAOUA. It, rniidint— MASSASUA HOTILI
• SANTA MONICA, CALIT. HaM Mlr«Mi
• SAN JOSE, CAUF. Hotal Salnta Chin

!
• LONS lEACH, CALIF. Holal WUtta
• 6AILUP, N.M. Hotal B Uadio

I • AllUOUEtOUE. Hotil FrMclKM
• • otNVEl, COLO. Hol>r Part Um

• WASHINSTOH, D.C. Hatal taUlfk

I
• HAtTFOKO. CONN. Halal I«i4
• PrmiUteH, pa. Holal Slian>n

' a CINCINNATI, O. Hatal Slalaa

I • HONOLULU Hotal WatUU mtmmf

i \ - W*ri4-faiMd IwHIs
~TlM»»» iervfct—Faially flu

'"Tis tne ^ood reader

tnat makes tne ^ood

took."

Ralph Waldo Emerson

What makes the

"^ood reader?"

Some of the skills involved are

accurate, orderly perception, ability

to organize thoughts rapidly, and

the ability to retain what was read.

With the EDL CONTROLLED
READER JR. more students have

a chance to become good readers.
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An important sujJplement u) group

Controlled Reader training, the Con-

trolled Reader Jr. is designed to give

students an opportunity for individual

instruction and extra practice.

The teacher can work with the slower

students individually, allowing more
time for group Controlled Reader in-

struction with average students. And
gifted students may use the Controlled

Reader Jr. by themselves or in teams.

The Controlled Reader Jr. has left-to-

right conJ-rol, speed settings of from

60 to 1,000 words per minute, and all

the Conti^olled Reader features that

make possible the improvement of

fundamental skills vital to efficient read-

ing. The Controlled Reader Jr. uses the

many hundreds of filmstrips produced

by EDL for the "group" Controlled

Reader.

For more information write:

Educational Developmental Laboratories

I
Huntington, New York
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TRADE DIRECTORY FOR THE AUDIOVISUAL FIELD

KEY: (P) producars, Imporlars. (Wl)^-manufactur»ri. (D)^-daal«rs, distributors, film rantal iibrarias, profactlon sarvicM.

Whw* a primary sourca aiso offars diract rantol sarvicas, tha doubia symbol (PO) oppaars.

riLMS

Association Films, Inc. (PD)

Distributor of Free-Loon ond Rantol Films.

Haadquartars:

347 Modiion Ave., N. Y. 17, N. Y.

Raglonal Librorlast

Brood 01 Elm, Rldgeflald, N. J.

561 Hlllgrove Ave., lo Grange, III.

799 Stevenson St., San Francisco, Col.

1108 Jackson St., Doilos 2, Tex.

Audlvision languoga Taochlng Sarvica (PD)
Suite 1852—100 Church St., Now York 7, N. Y.

Tiia Sponlsh Instructo-Film Series.

Australian Naws and Information Buraau (PD)
636 Fifth Ave., New York 20, N. Y.

Avis Film* (FD)
P. O. Box 643, Burbonk, Calif.

Bray Studios, Inc. (PD)
739 Seventh Ave., New York 19, N. Y.

Broadman Films (PD)

127 Ninth Ave., North, Noshvllle 3. Tenn.

Chapai Films (PD)

Div. McMurry Audio Electronics, Inc.

P. O. Box 179, Culver City, Calif.

Coioniai Williamsburg, Film
Distribution Saction (PD)
Wllllomsburg, Vo.

Free historical materials catalogue

Coronat Instructional Films (P)

Coronet BIdg., Chicogo 1, III.

Fvnily Films, Inc. (PD)
5823 Santo Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38, Collf.

Idaoi Picturas, Inc. (D)

Homa Offica:

58 E. South Water St., Chicago 1, III.

Branch Exchangas:
1840 Alcolroi Ave., Berkeley 3, Col.

3221 S. Olive St., Los Angeles 7, Col.

714—18th Street, Denver 2, Coio.

55 NE 13th St., Miami 32, Flo.

S3 Auburn Ave., N. E., Atlonto 3, Co.
1370 S. Beretonia St., Honolulu, H.

58 E. South Water St., Chicogo 1, III.

15 E. Maryland St., Indianapolis 4, Ind.

616 S. Sth St., Louisville 2, Ky.

1303 Prytonlo Street, New Orleons 13, lo.

102 W. 2Sth St., Baltimore 18, Lo.

43 Melrose St., Boston 16, Moss.

15924 Grand River Ave., Detroit 37, Mich.

3400 Nicollet Ave., Minneopolls 8, Minn.

1403 Locust St., Konsos City 6, Mo.
3743 Grovols, St. Louis 16, Mo.
6509 N. 33nd St., Omaha 1, Neb.
1558 Main St., Buffalo 9, N. Y.

333-9 W. 42nd St., New York 36, N. Y.

2110 Poyna Ave., Cleveland 14, Ohio.

1301 S. W. Morrison, Pertiond 5, Ore.

119 Ninth St., Pittsburgh 33, Po.

18 S. Third St., Memphis 3, Tenn.

3434 S. Horwood, Dotlos 15, Tex.

Brighom Young Univ., Prove, Utah.

319 E. Moin St., Richmond 19, Vo.

4401 W. North Ave., Milwaukee 8, Wit.

Intarnotlonoi Film Buraou (PD)
333 S. Michigan Ave., Chicogo 4, III.

iCnawladga Bulidars (Classroom Films I

Visual Education Center Bidg.,

Florol Pork, N. Y.

(POI

For information about Trade Di-

rectory advertising rates, write

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN & AUDIO-
VISUAL GUIDE, 2000 Lincoln Park

West Bidg., Chicago 14, IM.

Starling Movlas U.S.A., Inc. (D)
Free Film Distributor

Executive Offices
375 Pork Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.

Areo Libraries & Shipping Centers
100 West Monroe St., Chicago 3, III.

1469 N. Vine St., Los Angeles 28, Col.
43 West 61st.. New York 23, N.Y.
519 Pennsylvania Ave., Fort Worth 4, Texas.

Unltad World Films, Inc. (POI
U45 Pork Ave., New York 29, N. Y.
543 S. Dearborn St., Chicogo 5, III.

6610 Melrose Ave., Los Angelas 38, Cal.
287 Techwood Dr.. NW, Atlonto, Go.
2227 Brvon St., Doilos, Tex.
5023 N E. Sondv Blvd., Portlond 13, Ore.
1311 N E Bovihore Dr., MIomi, Flo.

MOTION PICTURE PROJECTORS & SUPPLIES

FILMSTRIPS

Broadman Filmstrips (PD)
127 Ninth Ave., North, Nashville 3, Tone.

Christian Education Prass Filmstrips (PD)
Religious Subjects
1505 Race St., Philadelphia 2, Po.

Family Filmstrips, Inc. (PD)
3823 Santo Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38, Collf.

Enrichmant Motariais Inc. (PD)
246 Fifth Ave.. New York 1, N. Y.

Pothascopa Educational Films, Inc. (PD)
71 Weymon Ave., New Rochalle, N. Y.
Audio-Visual Foreign longuoge Moterlol

Society for Visual Education (PD)
1345 Diversey Parkway, Chicogo 14

Taaching Aids Sarvica, inc. (PD)
Lowell Ave. & Cherry lone, Florol Pork, N. Y.

31 Union Souore West, New York 3

visual Education Consultants, inc. (PD)
VEC Weekly News Filmstrips

2066 Heleno St., Modlson, Wis.

PilMSTRiP, SLIDE ft OPAQUE PROJECTORS

DuKona Corporation
St. Charles, Illinois

(M)

FIIM EDITING EQUIPMENT

Trald Corporation (PD)
P. O. Box 648, Encino, Calif.

Professional Portoble Hot Splicers

ELECTRONIC TRAINING KITS

Alilad Radio Corparatlon (MD)
1O0 N Western Ave., Chicogo 80. III.

FLAGS, BANNERS, BUTTONS, TROPHIES

Aca Flag ft Pannont Company (M)
224 Hoddon Rd., Woodmere, L.I., N. Y.
All sizes—U.S., U.N., State, Foreign, immed. del.

Pennants, decols, outo-bumper lobels, etc.

Gaogrophicoi

Danoyar-Gappart Company (PO)
5235 Rovenswood Ave., Chicogo 40, III.

BIOLOGICAL MODELS ft CHARTS

Oanoyar*Gappart Company
5235 Rovenswood Ave., Chicogo 40, III.

LABORATORY SERVICES

Byron Motion Picturas, Incorporatad
1226 Wisconsin Ave., Washington, D. C.
Cotnolete 16tnm & 35mni laborotory services.

Ball ft Hawaii Co.

7117 McCormIck Rood, Chicago 45, III.

Eastman Kodolc Company
Rochester 4, New York

Victor Division, Kaiart Co.
Ploinville, Conn.

MAPS — Gaogrophical, Historical

Oanoyar-Gappart Compcmy
5235 Rovenswooa Ave., Chicogo 40, III.

MICROSCOPES ft SLIDES

Danoyar-Gappart Company
5235 Rovenswooa Ave., Chicago 40, III.

PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT

IMI

(Ml

(M)

Camaro Equipment Co., Inc.

315 W. 43rd St., New York 36, N. Y.

6510 Santo Monico Blvd., Hollywood, Col

Camaro Equipmant Co., Inc., of Florida
1335 E. Tenth Ave., Hioleoh, Fla.

PROJECTION TABLES

(MD)

(MD)

Advanca Products Company
2300 E. Douglos Ave., Wichita, Kons.
Complete Line of Projection Tables

READING IMPROVEMENT

Psychotachnlcs, Inc.

105 W. Adams St., Chicago 3, III.

Mfgrs. of SHADOWSCOPE Reading Pocer

RECORDS

Acadamic Racordlng Instltuta (ARI)
18 E. 50th St., New York 22, N. Y.
(Noted Scholars on Records or Topes)

Broadman Films
127 Ninth Ave., North, Nashville 3, Tenn

Curriculum Matartais Cantar
5128 Venice Blvd., Los Angeles 19, Col.

Records, Tope Recordings, Filmstrips, Books

(PD)

(PD)

(PD)

IPDI

(POI

(PD)

Enrichmant Matarlals Inc.

246 Fifth Ave., New York 1, N. Y.

Folkways Racords ft Sarvica Corp.
117 W. 46th St., New York, N. Y.

Hairioom Racords
Brookhaven, N. Y.

(History through Ballads & Folksongs)
Monitor Racordings, Inc.

413 W. 50th St., New York 19, N. Y.
Russian, French, Spanish Longuoge Materials

Music Education Racord Corp. (PI
P.O. Box 445, Englewood, N. J.

(The Complete Orchestra demonstroted)

Spanish Music Cantar, Inc. (PD)
127 W. 48lh St., New York 36, N. Y.

(SMC Longuoge Records Center)

RECORDS—TAPES

Pothascopa Educational Films, Inc. (PD)
71 Weymon Ave., New Rochelle, N. V.
Audio-Visual Foreign Language Material

RECORDERS — PLAYERS

Alilad Radio Corporation (R
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, III.

SCREENS

Radiant Monufacturing Co.
8330 No Austin Ave., Morton Grove, III.

SLIDES

Kayt Kodachroma 2 x 2. 31/4 x 4V« or larga

Coioniai Williamsburg, Film
Distribution Saction
Williomsburg, Va.
(3x2 color slides In sets)

Kaystona Viaw Co.
Meadviile, Po

Maston's Trovals, Inc.

3801 North Piedros. El Peso. Texos

(PD)

(PD-4)

(PD-21

SOUND SYSTEMS

Alliad Radio Corporation
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80. III.
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New Equipment
See 'New Materials' on page 673

For addresses of the sources supplying
information on whicli these listings are

based, refer to Directory of Sources,

page 678. For more information about
any of the equipment and materials an-
nounced here, use the enclosed reader
service postcard.

CAMERAS, Still

Autoset Camera, 35mm. fully automatic
I semi-automatic for flash). Full paral-

lax correction; coupled viewfinder
and rangefinder; f/2.8 lens, shutter
speeds 1/30-1/800 with self-timer:

single stroke film advance. $90. ANS-
CO.

For more information circle
No. 101 on return postal card.

CAMERA ACCESSORIES
Camera Barneys to fit the new EK

reflex camera with 400 ft load and
synchronous motor. Right hand vel-

^

Barney

cro-elosure for easy operator access.

Sound barney $124.50; heater barney
$184. BSCE.

For more Information circle
No. 103 on return postal card.

from the base; negative carrier; auto-
focus; automatic return to enlarge-
ment scale setting; new lamphouse
gives 10% increase in light; 2V^x-10x
linear range; 150-watt opal lamp,
stepped reflector and aspherical con-
denser; head turns 180°; $215. Color
head optional extra. Also available in

larger Varioscope Model 60, with
60mm and 105mm interchangeable
lenses $495. AGFA.

For more Information circle
No. 104 on return postal card.

TV in 3D. An attachment that fits over
the TV camera lens, and another
that goes over the receiver screen re-

portedly gives 3-dimensional televi-

sion with either a hood unit for indi-

vidual viewing or glassed for group
use. An optical adapter that calls for

no electronic changes. Picture com-
patible, viewer without glasses sees

a clear picture. $450 for 14" screen
size. STRONICS.

For more information circle
No. 105 on return postal card.

PROJECTORS, Movie, TV

Rear-Projected Sound 8MM. Mark 11

playback for 8mm magnetic sound
film, rear-projected to 9x12" screen;

completely self-continued; continuous
magazine holds up to 15 min of film;

transistor amplifier; f/1.4 lens; 10"x2"
speaker, wt 14 lb. $425. 30 min maga-

8mm Playbaclc

gering lamp (750,1000,1200 watt). No
tubes to burn out or age. Both reels

now on top. 11x6" speaker, 30 to 20M
cycle. 12 watts music power. Central-
ized master control. Lifetime exciter
lamp and lubrication. EK

See local dealer

PROJECTORS, Still

Battery Lighted Projector, "Mighty
Mite," reportedly suited to audience
of up to 65, operates on 8 standard
flashlight batteries or six-volt lantern
or (with special connector $1.95) on
car battery. Transformer for AC op-
eration $7.95. Price of filmstrip model
now $29.75 incl battery charger. Slide
model, with changer and charger,
$34.75. No combination. MITCHART.

For more Information circle
No. 108 on return postal card.

Carbon Arc Slide Projector, 1962 model
features a "cold" type reflector and
a design change that permits chang-
ing the plana convex lens without re-

moving lens mechanism housing;
burns 7mm carbon trim. STRONG.

For more Information circle
No. 109 on return postal card.

Low Silhouette Overhead. New Delinea-
scope features compact design to eli-

minate screen obstruction; lOOOw;
2300 lumens to screen; fast-focus rack
and pinion; quiet cooling; writing roll
held taut; two fold-out shelves for
extra work space. $345. AMERICAN
OPTICAL.

For more Information circle
No. 110 on return postal card.

Regent Projector shows 2x2s in all

mounts, intermixed, easy editing,

automatic operation, remote control;
slides move vertically, are removable
without taking out tray. Permanent
lubrication; 500 w. $80. Remote con-
trol kit $6. ANSCO.

Microcopying Kit includes 35mm cam-
era, single-lens reflex, eye-level
ground glass focusing, built-in fine
focus magnifier, frame counter, single
stroke film advance, four lens-exten-
sion tubes. Stand includes lights, cam-
era mount; table copy to 10x15", floor
copy 20x30"; calibrated column; car-
rying case. $275. IDEAX.

For more Information circle
No. 103 on return postal card.

Professional Type Enlargers. Model 35/-
44 features film transport operated

zine available. 8mm reduction prints
from 16mm color originals are quoted
at $22 per 10 min in 100 print lots.

ELGEET-VICOM.

For more Information circle
No. 106 on return postal card.

Transistorized Pageant 16mm projector
with new sound system that requires
no warm-up time and intrudes no
speaker hiss. New "Super-40" shutter
adds brilliance and permits unlimited
operation in reverse without endan-

For more information circle
No. Ill on return postal card.

"Standard" Filmstrip and Slide Projec-
tor features built-in pointer, auto-
matic microtilt, directed push-in
threading, picture leveler, push-in
electric cord receiver, dual cooling
system. With carrying case: 1000-watt
$229.50; 750-watt $144.80; 500-watt
$114.80. STANPROJ.

For more Information circle
No. 113 on return postal card.
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PROJECTION
ACCESSORIES

Letter-Rite Kit includes guides and
materials for hand-lettering trans-

parencies for overhead projection.

Red. blue and black ink supply; 1/8"

and 3/8" lettering guides, etc, $19.50.

Accessories available — mounts, ace-
tate sheets, red carbon paper, colored
acetate. AMERICAN OPTICAL.

For more Information circle

No. 113 on return postal card.

Wide-angle Filmstrip Projector Lens,
1%" Magnascope permits 6' picture
in a 12' room. $40 and $48. For film-
strip projection only, not slide. Advise
make of projector. WILSON.

For more Information circle

No. 114 on return postal card.

SOUND, Equipment &
Accessories

Ampli-Vox portable lectern-micro-
phone. Battery powered, 800 hr. life.

10-watt all transistor amplifier. Phono
and extension speaker connections.
Two 6x9" speakers. Capacity 600 audi-
ence (and up, with auxiliary speak-
ers). Wt 30 lb incl batteries. Luggage
type case 9y4xl7xl8". $124.50. Bat-
teries $5.50 set. ORSERV.

For more Information circle
No. 115 on return postal card.

Classroom Recorder, monaural, dual
track, one-piece diecast aluminum
deck; transport mechanism self-com-
pensating for wear; 10 watt trans-
former powered negative feed-back
amplifier; classroom designed con-

Visual
letters

DIE-CUT

CONSTRUCTION PAPER

ALPHABETS

10 COLORS
2, 3 & 4 INCH SIZES

Write for informoTion

Stik-a-letter Co. Rt. 2, boi moo, Escondido, cauf

The Amazing

Electronic Educator!

The EJectrotiic Educator is nn amazing new sfientific device
designed to train and teach at both the conscious and subcon-
scious levels. You read, spcalc or transcribe recorded material
thru the microphone, where it is recorded on spcciiil endless
tape cartridges holding from 1 min. to 2 full hours of tape. This
tape repeals itself and your message endlessly to give you the
necessary repetition to memorize material. Comes complete
with mike. Slumber Speaker, timer and cnrtridges. Offers thou-
sands of uses from learning languages to helping backward stu-
dents. Write for free descriptive literature. Sleep-Learning
Research Ass'n. Box 24 -S Olympia, Washington.

• • • •

The Electronic Educator is also an inexpensive,
portable language bb. Student can record his
lesson then hear both the recording and his own
pronunciation at the %ame time. Use if for
music lessons, too.

670

Audiotronics Recorder

trols with directions right on face;

headphone or speaker monitoring
(can be used as P.A. system); radio
and mike inputs can be used simul-
taneously; generous storage space for
reels etc. 22 lb. 13x9x11. $199.50.

AUDIOTRONICS.
For more informatfon circle
No. 116 on return postal card.

Remote Volume Control for Altec Lan-
sing amplifier systems consists of
three elements—a DC power supply,
a slave network, and a volume con-
trol. Reportedly will not deteriorate
or alter any of the characteristics of
the original amplifier circuit. May be
installed in preamplifiers, mixer or
power amplifiers, or between such
units in a matter of minutes to con-
trol proper level of audible intelligi-

bility in mass gatherings. ALTEC.
For more Information circle
No. 117 on return postal card.

50-watt Solid State Power Amplifier for
music distribution use, compact,
transistorized, 14% lb; provides 8 and
16 ohm speaker connections, plus an
isolated 70 volt line output for dis-

tributing sound to distant speakers.
$215 incl. cabinet. ALTEC.

For more information circle
No. 118 on return postal card.

OrrTronic Modular Tapeplayer uses 600'

cartridge; readily connected into any
radio-TV or hi-fi system; tunable to
AM broadcast; wt 9%lb; dual track
monaural; 3-3/4 ips; 50-10,000 cps;
signal noise ratio—45db $139.50. Re-
corder and amplifier/speaker units
are in work, as is a line of pre-
recorded tapes. ORRENT

For more Information circle
No. 119 on return postal card.

Record Player, 4-speed, variable over
257o range; new baffling system
creates what maker calls "pneumatic"
sound; AC amplifier 12 watts peak
output; floating motor and deck
guards against needle jump from floor
vibration; output jack for accessory
speaker or headphones; wt 20 lb.;

$86.50. (Model Celebrity II 7V-7C)
RHECAL

For more information circle
No. 120 on return postal card.

"Sandwich" Recording Tape bonds
oxide between the polyester film base
and a microscopically thin plastic
coating. Principle adapted from com-
puter and instrumentation tape, re-
portedly prolongs life of heavily used
tapes as much as 30 times. A tape
library rack filled with "Tenzar"
tapes $399 to $459; loaded with the
new "Sandwich" Tape No. 282 @
$499 to $589, depending on amount of
tape included. MMM.

For more Information circle
No. 121 on return postal card.

Stereo Phonograph, 4-speed, two chan-
nels (each 2 watts) with separate
volume controls for speakers, and on-
off switches, reduction or suppression
of volume from either channel as
desired. Extension speaker with 10'

cord. $49.50. AUDIOMASTER.

For more information circle
No. 12S on return postal card.

Stereo Tape Recorder, with dual speak-
ers and mikes weighs only 28 lb.

14"x7y4"xl4%". "AdAsound" feature
permits superimposing voice or music
over existing recordings. Complete
$369.95. Model 880. PENTRON.

For more information circle
No. 133 on return postal card.

"Transitape" portable recorder, all-

transistor, battery powered. 2-speed
(1-7/8 and 3-3/4 ips), plays 64 min on
3" reel of half-mil dual track tape.
Weighs under 6 lb less batteries.
Crystal lapel mike. $149.95 with car-
rying case. PENTRON

For more information circle
No. 124 on return postal card.

Two New Transcription Players that
double as P.A. for audiences up to
2,000. 26 watts output. Exclusive cen-
ter-drive Strobeselector cork-topped
turntable; continuous variable speed;
mike and radio inputs; output jacks

Rheem-Califone Players

for recorder, headphone, two external
speakers, stereo, or monitor; detach-
able 12" speaker: scratch filter: auto-
matic arm rest. Cosmopolitan II with
dual needle plug-in cermic cartridge
$157; Continental II same with G.E.
variable reluctance cartridge and
built-in pre-amp $167.50. RHECAL.

For more information circle
No. 12.5 on return postal card.
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LANGUAGE LAB.

Language Lab features simple push-

button controls, transistor circuitry,

safe low voltage (9v max). Console

and 24-seat installation, less head-

sets and recorders $1775. 32-seat

S2250. Maker reports Dade County,

Fla.. installation. BERLANT.
For more Information circle

No. 126 on return postal card.

"Teletest" communication system com-
prises compact teacher console on
which correct answers are cued to

a logic center where they are com-
bined with students' responses from
their consoles, and at end of test or

lesson the stored data are discharged
into an IBM punch machine (capacity

60 individual student cards). Teach-
er has visual check on number of

right and wrong answers being re-

corded as the lesson proceeds, per-

mitting variation of pace and material

and leaving full control of lesson in

hands of teacher at all times. Time
control circuit is in teacher console.

TV connection. CORCOM
For more Information circle

No. 127 on return postal card.

Ferster Tutor booksize teaching ma-
chine presents a teaching tape that

avoids use of scrambled texts. Tapes
may be reused indefinitely. Operates
on Foringer principle. $5 each.

PRTAID
For more Information circle

No. 1*38 on return postal card.

AUTOMATED
INSTRUCTION

Audio Graphic Instructor shows up to

36 2x2 slides on 8x10" Polacoat rear

screen; synchronized with up to 60

min of tape recording (cartridge).

Sound may be continuous, demand, or

timed, depending on purpose and
methodology. $695. A "Programming
Accessory" ($195) is available for do-
it-yourself programming and revision;

a "Timing Accessory" ($95) adds pre-
set time intervals. GRAFLEX.

For more information circle
No. 129 on return postal card.

Lectron Marli I offers a combination of

slideset and tape cartridge, for the
individual student. Fifteen engineer-

Lectron Marli I

ing drawing programs are being
developed experimentally in coopera-
tion with the University of Wisconsin.
LECTRON.

For more information circle
No. l.SO on return postal card.

"Minlvac"—tabletop version of digital

computer designed to illustrate prin-

ciples of the large machine and to

accomplish many typical tasks associ-

ated with the full sized instruments.

Recommended as teaching machine
for introduction to modern math.
Used and enjoyed by Jr HS as well
as college students. 24x13x5% inches
high. Wt 17 lb. With 6 instruction

manuals and 100 programming wires
$85. SDC.

For more information circle
No. 131 on return postal card.

Craig Reader moves plastic slide units

mounting 35mm frames to permit a
variable reading range from 100 to

over 1,000 words per minute. Com-
puter type circuitry. Wt 15 lb. For
individual or small group training.

$149.50. 20-lesson course (55 slides of

12 frames each) $39.50. CRAIG.

For more Information circle
No. 132 on return postal card.

'Lectro-Teacher demonstrates principles

of electricity, electronics and physics.

Teaching machine teaches and tests

on fundamentals of voltage, current,

resistance, power, circuit diagrams
and symbols, and experimental meas-
urements. Illuminated dials are large
enough to be seen by class of 50.

$125. UNELAB.

For more Information circle
No. 133 on return postal card.

"TAG" Stylus Board and programs per-

mits local tryout of teaching machine
techniques at minimum cost. A slim,

plastic-covered holder, very much like

a book, accommodates 8y2xll" sheets

for multiple choice answers with a

stylus used both for writing and
punching holes to indicate responses

to multiple choice. Test trial kit $34.50,

includes unit, code plate, stylus, set

of answer forms (both write-in and
multiple choice), and a sample pro-

gram to use as writing model. Also
book: "Programmed Learning and
its Applications" $1. GENTRON.

For more Information circle

No. 134 on return postal card.

MISCELLANEOUS EQUIP.

AV Materials Library Plan includes
steel storage cabinet for filmstrips,

2x2's, tapes, films, discs, and trans-

parencies. Recommended stack of 5

units and caster-mounted stand
$232.40. COFFEY.

For more Information circle
No. 135 on return postal card.

Circuit Builder offers 108 gold-plated
cells spaced 1" apart, with upper and
lower rows connected into two separ-
ate bus bars. 9%xl2Vi" cellulose filled

phenolic board; elastic rubber core
protrudes from each cell. No solder-
ing. $15. CIRSTRUC

For more information circle
No. i:{6 on return postal card.

Microfilm Reader-Printer makes paper
copy in 45 seconds, from 16mm or
35mm rolls, or from unitized cards
or jackets. Cost per 8"xll" print
approx 9 cents. No darkroom re-

quired, loading in normal room light.

RECORDAK.

For more Information circle
No. 137 on return postal card.

Outstanding RONALD books

for teachers . . .

TELEVISION and

OUR SCHOOLS
DONALD G. TARBET,

University of North Carolina

This timely book provides informa-

tion essential to the proper utilization

of television for in-si-hool viewing. It

discusses the development of edura-

lional television and its growing role

in the educational process ; describes

the techniques necessary for direct

teaching by television. Practical guid-

ance is included on programming,
facilities and equipment, and admin-
istrative problems. Special attention

is given to the ways in which tele-

vision can he used to enrich the cur-

riculum, and to the future of educa-

tional television. 1961. 268 pp., illus.

$5.00

INSTRUCTIONAL
MATERIALS

An Introduction for Teachers

LOUIS SHORES,
Florida State University

A unique guide to all major types and
subtypes of instructional materials

—

the whole range of media through

which teacher and pupil communicate
to advance learning. For each type of

instructional material there is a defini-

tion, historical background, criteria

for selection, examples and sugges-

tions for use, etc. Book devotes sepa-

rate chapters to each major class of

material and concludes with details

of materials center management. "A
very thorough and complete text."—
Lucille F. Vickers, State University

of South Dakota. 1960. 408 pp., illus.

$6.50

AUDIO-VISUAL
PROCEDURES
in TEACHING
LESTER B. SANDS,

Santa Barbara College,

University of California

An exhaustiie survey of all the impor-

tant audio-visual procedures and ma-
terials as they apply to every level

of education. Book provides a wealth

of helpful suggestions and practical

laboratory exercises, plus lists of

sources from which audio-visual mate-
rials may be obtained. Throughout,
each kind of instrument and proce-

dure is related to the whole teaching

process. "A thorough, comprehensive
treatment of the audio-visual field."—
F. Dean McClusky, University of
California. 1956. 670 pp., illus. $7.00

THE RONALD PRESS COMPANY
15 East 26th Street, New York 10
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Magazine Tape Recorder-Player lor 300,

600, and 1200' magazines; a component
of lang-lab and radio station installa-

tions. CONLEY.

For more information circie

No. 138 on return postal card.

Optiglow Lenticular Screens now seam-
less up to 70x70", heretofore largest

seamless width was 50". Recommend-
ed by maker for partly lighted as

well as darkened rooms. RADIANT

For more information circle

No. 139 on return postal card.

Radioactivity Demonstrator gives both
visible and audible indication of radi-

ation. Complete experiment kit in-

cludes a calibrated bench and lead

and aluminum absorbers, two Beta-
Gamma sources and a shielded
Geiger-Mueller probe with 6' of coax-
ial cable; fully transistorized. $179.50.

Free booklet 307. CENCO.

For more information circle
No. 140 on return postal card.

Prism-Tank Kit for demonstrating color

and light phenomena; includes plexi-

glass tank, mirrors, color filters, etc

and 64p handbook. $11.95. MODELS.

For more information circle
No. 141 on return postal card.

Science Demonstration Kit contains ma-
terials for 150 experiments in elem
and JH level. All metal case; mate-
rials grouped on 3 plastic trays. $39.95.

CENCO.

For more information circle
No. 143 on return postal card.

Sectional File Accommodates Scripts

up to 8%xll" and nests with other
sectional units for filmstrips, slides,

etc. Script size $20.95; filmstrip size

$16.95. Free catalog of over 200 items
used in photography. NEGA.

For more information circle
No. 143 on return postal card.

Sloping Top TV Stand. Table top tilted

at 5° angle (from 56% to 54" high).

Three 25x30" shelves; topped with
hard rubber pad to prevent slippage;
4" casters. Model 1000-425. $50.95. AD-
VANCE.

For more Information circle
No. 144 on return postal Oftrd.

Tape Applicator holds Vz" adhesive or
masking tapes when mounted on 1"

cores, and dispenses at fingertip pres-
sure. 98c. VELTCH

For more information circle
No. 145 on return postal card.

Tilt-Table for Overhead Projector, ad-
justable angle; leveling screws in legs;

choice of glides or locking type
wheels. 13"x21"xl5". Ht from floor

to copy 29". Maximum tilt 30°. With
glides $32; with wheels $39.75.

BESELER.

For more Information circle
No. 146 on return postal card.

TV Table Tilt. Accessory for Pixmobile
TV tables tilts set at 5° angle to cut
glare and provide better viewing
angle. Fits top shelf without installa-

tion change. $10.95. Safety-belt acces-

sory, 600 lb test, chrome buckles and
clips, $7.95. ADVANCE.

For more information circle
No. 147 on return postal card.

2-process transparency printer offers

choice of direct copy (dry developing
diazo) or reflex photocopy, up to
9%xl2%" from bound books, or ma-
terial printed one or both sides.

OZALID.

For more information circle
No. 148 on return postal card.

Woven Aluminum Drapery comes in 7
colors, and three weaves. 28-page free
catalog describes also special audio-
visual blinds. HUNT-DOUG.

For more information circle
No. 149 on retnrn postal card.

Don\ Forget

.

.

.

The January

Educational Screen and

Audiovisual Guide

40th Anniversary Issue for:

• "Ed-Screen's" beginnings

• the AV world of 40 years ago

• photos of primeval AV equipment

• comments by AV notables on the

AV scene that has passed

• many more interesting features
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New Materials

Materials
KEY TO ABBREVIATIONS

mp—motion pictura

fl—fllmstrip

si—slid*

roc—rocording
1—33-1/3 r.p.m. mlcrogroovo rocord

inin—mlnutos (running tima)

Ir^framas (fiimstrip picturos)

fi—sliont

sd—sound
R^ont
fa&w—blocic a whito
col—color

Prl—Primary
Int—Intormediato
JH—Junior High
SH—Senior High
C—Coilogo
A—Adult
prog—programmed learning materials

AGRICULTURE
Planting Isn't Enough mp USDA 13%
min col apply. Importance of proper
protection and management in tree

plantations. A

Write direct

Space Spraying of Insecticides mp UWF
llmin col $70.39. Techniques for con-

trolling large areas, using various

types of modern spraying equipment.
Replaces 1954 film. C A

For more information circle
No. 150 on return postal card.

BUSINESS EDUCATION
How's It Going? mp STRAUSS designed

for use in four 1-hr training sessions

b&w $125. General principles of man-
agement-employee interviews; ap-

praisal interviewing; job performance
evaluation. A

For more information circle

No. 151 on return postal card.

EDUCATION
Tlie Next Voice You Hear mp ETL

13min col loan. Demonstration of

dual-track recoider for speech
clinicians and teachers of speech
training and correction by means of

intensive drill on pre-recorded exer-
cise materials. TT

For more information circle
No. 152 on return postal card.

FEATURES
Tlie Magic Table mp PRUN 27min col

$250 b&w $125. Three brothers seek
their fortune along divergent roads.

Many special effects. El JH A
For more information circle
No, 1.53 on return postal card.

The Little Train mp PRUN lOmin col

$125 b&w $50. Little train tires of its

menial job in the switchyard and
boldly invades the main line where
nothing can stop it. Pri-A

For more information circle
No. 154 on return postal card.

Japanese Feature Films 5mp IDEAL
apply. RKO International Film Festi-

val for Television. English sound
track. Titles: Gate of Hell (2 Acad-
emy Awards); Golden Demon; The
Mistress; The Phantom Horse; Ugetsu
(Venice Grand Prize).

For more information circle

No. 155 on return postal acrd.

Six Brave Men mp PRUN 19min col

$200 b&w $90. Cartoon fairy tale of

the soldier, the hunter, the woods-
man and three friends who outwit
a king and all his men. Pri-A

For more Information circle

No. 156 on return postal card.

Xmas Journey mp PRUN lOmin col

$125 b&w $50. Boy trades his station

wagon for Santa's jet plane and
searches all over Europe and Africa
for just the right Christmas tree as a
gift for his father. Animated cartoon.

Pri-A

For more Information circle
No. 157 on return postal card.

Mobile Projector Stands

Save Carrying

Here is the safe and convenient way of

handling and transporting your valuable

projection equipment . . . make it all in

one trip ... no damaging of equipment

, . . moves quietly through corridors.

Models range in height from tV to 50''

. . . specially designed for A-V and T-V

... all v/ith two shelves . . . with 2",

3" or 4" casters, or no casters. Sturdy

steel construction. Silver-gray finish. 11

Models from $26.80 to $56.60.
Write for complete Audio-Vis ftal Equipment

Catalog just off the press

JACK C. COFFEY CO., Inc.

710 Seventeenth St. NORTH Chicago, III.

JisuimajEbi PRODUCTS CORP.
250 W. 57th ST.. NEW YORK I 9 N. Y
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HEALTH AND SAFETY
Be Water Wise—Boating mp APCS 20-
min col loan. Safe methods for canoe-
ing, outboards, sailing, water skiing.
JH SH C A

For more Information circle
No. 158 on return postal card.

The Hook fs ChC 64fr b&w script $6.
Drug addiction, its causes, effects.
The challenge of social scourge to the
church. SH C A

For more Information circle
No. 159 on return postal card.

The Silent Witness mp MERRELL 28-
min b&w loan. How law and medicine
have joined to use the new scientific
methods to expose drinking drivers.
SH C A

For more Information circle
No. 160 on return postal card.

16mm. Sound Projectors

New and Used
Film Subjects—Accessories

Write For Free Lists

NATIONAL CINEMA SERVICE
71 Dey St., N. Y. C. 7, N. Y.

MAKE YOUR

OWN SLIDES

on your own

TYPEWRITER

by using

RADIO-MATS

Regular size 3'Ax4 or the New Duplex 2x2
Sold by Audio - Visual, Photo & Theatre
Supply Dealers. For FREE SAMPLE write—

RADIO-MAT SLIDE CO., Dapt. V
aaa Ookrldg« Blvd., Oaytona BMdi, Flo.

SCIENCE FILMSTRIPS
SINCE 1931 SINCE 1931
MADE BY TEACHERS FOR TEACHERS
SIOIOGY ATOMIC ENERGY
PHYSICS GENERAl SCIENCE
CHEMISTRY MICROBIOIOGY
IIKE SAFETY BUS SAFETY

Science fllmstripi available
under NDEA—Title 111.

VISUAL SCIENCES
Box 599E Suffern, New York

Vite-a-lize
your film

We restore brittle, curled, cupped
film to nearly new first run quality
with Vite-a-lize. Our Vite-a-lize
treatment preshrinks new film uni-
formly, sealing in proper humidity.
Guaranteed. Call or write now.
Exclusive with Leonard Film Service,
1700B E. V/alnut, Pasadena, Calif.
Phone SYcamore 2-6682.

Smoke in the Hollow mp USDA I3min
col. Work of volunteer firemen in
rural area in preventing and com-
batting fires. Serious effect of bad
fires on local economy. SH A

Write direct

Use of Fire in Slash Disposal mp USDA
16min col apply. Man-made debris as
a fire hazard; precautions to use when
burning. Fire fighting training film.
SH C A

Write direct

LANGUAGES
We Learn to Speali French and Spanish

in Elementary School 24sfs YLP. 20-
30min LP, col. 6 per unit $48. The
reverse side of the record carries
songs, games and further extension of
the lesson. Two units of 6fs each now
ready in French and the same in
Spanish. Four other units in each of
the languages in preparation. El-SH.

For more information circle
No. 161 on return postal card.

LANGUAGE ARTS
Yale Series of Recorded Poets rec
YSRP. Nine new titles in series; John
Crowe Ransom, Louise Bogan, Louis
Simpson, R. P. Blackmur, Lee Ander-
son, Conrad Aiken, Richard Eberhart,
Robert Penn Warren and Marianne
Moore read their own. SH C

For more information circle
No. 16Z on return postal card.

MUSIC, Instrumental

Instruments of the Orchestra 2rec RCA
LP $9.98 stereo $11.98, National Sym-
phony Orchestra, conducted by How-
ard Mitchell, demonstrates 36 instru-
ments in 64 concert works. Guide
gives pictures of each instrument.
EL-A

For more information circle
No. 163 on return postal card.

Student Companion Records rec
STUREC 2 LP ea $4.95. Designed as
audio aid to piano teachers for the
inspiration, encouragement and in-
struction of their pupils. Each record
carries a dozen or more selections
from classic composers; played by
Seymour Bernstein.

For more information circle
No. 164 on return postal card.

Tournament of Roses 1961 rec MP-TV
12" LP $4.98 stereo $5.98. Spot record-
ing of the "Ballads in Blossoms"
parade music and sounds.

For more information circle
No. 165 on return postal card.

SCIENCE, Physics,
Chemistry

Science Demonstration Mock-ups for
demonstrating electronics, solar and
other heat sources and effects, light
gravity, etc. TORBAL.

From "Next Voice You Hear" by Elec
Ironic Teaching Laboratories.

Space Communications mp UWF 19min
col $79.53. USAF production. Anima-
tion is used to show basic communi-
cation principles and techniques. Be-
havior and attenuation rate of electro-
magnetic waves. Logistics. SH C A

For more information circle
No. 166 on return postal card.

SOCIAL STUDIES, General
The Forest mp USDA 28min col b&w

apply. Multiple use benefits from our
National Forests—water conservation,
timber, wildlife, human recreation,
grazing. JH SH A

Write direct

SOCIAL STUDIES,
Government

Arid Lands mp US-unesco 27min b&w
loan. Research centers in arid zones
of Morocco, Israel and Pakistan.
(UNESCO). JH SH

Write direct

The Jungle and the Plow mp US-
tJNESCO 28min col loan. Fundamen-
tal education center in Ceylon. Mod-
em farming methods, sanitation, basic
education. JH SH C A

Write direct

Philippines: Social Progress mp US-
UNESCO lOmin b&w loan. Malaria
control (WHO); Science Teaching
Demonstration (UNESCO); Declara-
tion of the Rights of the Child. SH C
A

Write direct

The REA Story mp USDA 27%min col
apply. Reviews the 25-year history
of the Rural Electrification Adminis-
tration, stressing importance of bring-
ing electricity to farms and ranches
in remote areas. Shows farm life be-
fore and after current is brought in.
Modern poultry and dairy farming;
workings of a rural electrical co-
operative. JH SH C A

Write direct
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The WHO-WHAT-WHERE of 1960-1961 Audiovisual Releases

ANNUAL BLUE BOOK
of Audiovisual Materials

With leading audiovisual education administrators—the BLUE BOOK
is tlie most authoritative, accurate source of information in handy, con-

venient form.

No matter your field of interest, the BLUE BOOK has what you're

looking for. For instance—16mm films, filmstrips, slide sets and educa-
tional recordings—are classified by subject area for quick reference. You
get title, t>'pe of material, length, silent and sound, color or black and
white, television clearance, sale and/or rental price, primary source of dis-

tribution, release date, content desciption, and recommended age level.

Subjects cover everything from education to entertain .lent . . . from
the sciences to social problems . . . from human or animal medicine to

home economics . . . civics to agriculture . . . mathematics to the arts—

to mental health.

You'll find it a\l—and more for use all year—in the new 35th edition

of the Annual BLUE BOOK . . . listed, classified, indexed . . . the new
offerings released during the past academic year.

Fill Out and Mail Coupon TODAY

the ONE source book
that covers ALL the

major materials and
teaching aids, grouped
under appropriate

subject headings

only $]00

The Ideal Combination
Every subscriber to Educational

Screen and Audiovisual Guide gets

the BLUE BOOK. To keep your

BLUE BOOK up to dote, each
monthly issue of the magazine
carries a special section of listings

of new audiovisual materials in the

same helpful format as in the

BLUE BOOK.
Each Annual BLUE BOOK costs

only $1.00 each. However, os a

subscriber we are making you a

low priced combination offer de-

tailed in the following coupon:

OTHER

SPECIAL

OFFERS

TO HELPf

YOU

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN & AUDIOVISUAL GUIDE ch"go i4,"ml"
''"'' ^'"''

Please send the BLUE BOOK OF AUDIOVISUAL MATERIALS as checked below:

copies, 1961 issue at $1 copies, 1959 issue at $1 copies, 1956 Issue at $1

copies, 1960 issue at $1 copies, 1957 issue at $1 copies, 1955 issue at $1

copies of the 28th annual (cumulative) Issue at $2.

copies of all seven—Special Combination Offer—at $6 ($8 value)

Name.

Address.

City & Zone State

.

n Check here If Interested in bulk rates.

Q Check here if you wish to be billed, for

payment later. (We prepay postage If

remittance accompanies order.)
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United Nations—1961 6fs STANBOW
5 b&w ea $3, 1 col $5. Titles: The
U.N. and the Refugees; The Inter-

national Court of Justice; Economic
Development in Central America;
The Security Council of the U.N.;

The International Trusteeship System.
And, in color, ($5), The General As-
sembly of the U.N. JH SH C

For more Information circle

No. 167 on return postal card.

FREE
Allied
444-PAGE 1962

ELECTRONICS

CATALOG

SAVE MOST on language
labs, Stereo hi-fi, record-

ing and phonoequipment,
school sound systems,
training kits, electronic
parts. Write for Catalog.

ALLIED RADIO
1 00 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80. III.

WLiNG Pictures
Write for New Catalog

and Price List of

OA TOP QUALITY

^^ COLOR FILMS
(New Address)

509 S. Beverly Drive
BEVERLY HILLS, CALIF.

Carefree, Casual Days
Under the Tropical

Sun at

OPtN ALL YCAR

• Ocean Front

• Private Pool

• Private Beach
• Television in Every Room
• Phone in Every Room
• Private Bath and Shower
• Hotel Rooms and Apartments
• Completely Air Conditioned
• Boating—Pishing

• Many Other Fine Features

MIAMI BEACH

SOCIAL STUDIES,
History, Anthropology

Documentary Records rec ENRICH-
MENT 2 LP 12" $.5.29. New titles, 2

per record: Articles of Confederation
—Lincoln's Second Inaugural Ad-
dress; Alaska—Hawaii, Act for State-
hood. JH SH C

For more information circle
No. 1G8 on return postal card.

"In God We Trust" mp PRUN 27min
b&w $125. The U.S. motto is ascribed
to an obscure preacher who, believing
the Union's defeat at Bull Run was
God-sent, makes his way to Wash-
ington and persuades the Lincoln
administration to adopt it. Stars Jeff
Morrow. JH-A

For more Information circle
No. 1G9 on return postal card.

The Industrial Revolution in England
mp EBF 25min col b&w. Transition
from cottage to factory industry. Role
of the machine. Int JH SH C

For more information circle
No. 170 on return postal card.

Jean Talon fs STANBOW 52fr col cap-
tioned $5. French governor under
Louis XIV develops Canada (1665-

1672). SH C

For more information circle
No. 171 on return postal card.

Landmark Records rec ENRICHMENT
10" LP $4.29; 12" $5.29 present total

44, based on the historical series

(Random House) of Landmark books.
Latest four titles: Clara Barton

—

Founder of the American Red Cross;

The First Transatlantic Cable; The
Alaska Gold Rush; Guadalcanal Diary.
Guide with each record. Two subjects
on each record. JH SH

For more Information circle
No. 172 on return postal card.

Rebellion in Upper Canada 2fs STAN-
BOW col captioned ea $5. Part I

depicts the MacKenzie revolt; Part
II that led by Papineau on behalf
of the French-speaking population of
Quebec. JH SH C

For more information circle
No. 173 on return postal card.

Wisdom Series II 13mp EBF 28min b&w
$150. NBC interviews with world
leaders, including Van Wyck Brooks;
Pearl S. Buck; Grenville Clark; James
B. Conant; Harry Emerson Fosdick;
Edith Hamilton; Father John La
Farge; Margaret Mead; Karl Men-
ninger; Robert Moses; Eleanor Roose-
velt; Harlow Shapley; Daisetz
Suzuki. SH C A

For more information circle
No. 174 on return postal card.

Famous photographer Ansel .Vdaius in

"Photography: The Iiieisive Art" by
NET Fihii Serviee

SOCIAL PROBLEMS
Harvest of Shame mp ChC 54min b&w

r$12. Edward R. Murrow's searing

CBS production on the deplorable
plight of migratory harvest workers.
JH SH A

For more information circle
No. 175 on return postal card.

The House of Decision sfs ChC 180fr

LP 25min $20 r$l. A Negro couple
search for a house in an unsegregated
neighborhood. JH SH A

For more information circle

No. 176 on return postal card.

Mass Media in the Developing Coun-
tries. UNESCO report to UN. No. 33.

1961. 45pp 50c Order direct from
COLUPRESS.

From "The I'rom'

Corporation.
the Coea Cola.
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NEW PUBLICATIONS

Applications of ACS Audio-Visual Sys-

tems and Equipment. Brochure. Free.

Portable unit, desk typewriter size,

wt 19 lb, contains 36-frame automatic

slide viewer and synchronized taped

sound of up to 110 min. May be con-

verted to battery power applications.

Tie-in announced with Prentice-Hall

for program materials. ACSLIT.

For more information circle

No. 177 on return postal card.

Classroom Teacher's Guide to Audio-
Visual Material. Florence B. Freed-
man and Esther L. Berg. Intended
for the undergraduate student and
the beginning teacher. Deals with
resources from chalkboards to teach-

ing machines. $5. CHILTON.

Write direct

Educators Guide to Free Science Mate-
rials. 1961-2 edition lists 1,164 free

films, filmstrips and other materials,

an increase of 104 over first edition.

Alphabetical and subject indexes,

source lists, 11 study units illustrating

utilization. 315pp EDPROG

For more information circle

No, 178 on return postal card.

From "Color and Light: An Introduc-
tion" by Coronet Films

Instructional Materials, Bulletin A-3, in

Illinois Curriculum Program Series
on Administration and Supervision.
Prepared by a commission of 18 edu-
cators headed by Verne Stockman,
director of audiovisual center at East-
ern Illinois University. 146pp Pro-
gression from printed book to mass
media; philosophy, administration,
forecast, competencies, bibliography,
lists of materials. Free to Illinois

schools. Worth buying. Write direct
to Superintendent of Public Instruc-
tion, Springfield, 111.

CONVERT TAPES INTO 12" HIGH FIDELITY IP

Cook laboratories offer economfeaf cusfom
pressing of LPs from fopes In smallest
quantities.

FOR ECONOMY—FLEXIBILITY—LONG WEAR
SEND 25c for RECORDING & CUSTOM-PRESS-
ING MANUAL contains many useful
recording procedures, hints on microphone
placement, use of hallj, etc.—complete in-

formation on converting topes into 12' LP.

COOK LABORATORIES, INC.

101 Second St. Stamford, Conn.

Instructional Materials for Teaching
Audiovisual Courses. Annotated list

of motion pictures, kinescopes, film-

strips, slidesets, recordings and tapes.

Novel graphics and typography.

Sources clearly indicated. 74pp 60c

Write direct to Syracuse University

Press, Box 87, University Station,

Syracuse 10, N. Y.

Learning Apparatus, Timing, Sensory
and Perceptual Recording, Motor
Skill Apparatus, Scientific Equip-
ment. Illustrated catalog. Free. LA-
FINST.

For more information circle

No, 179 on return postal card.

"Lessons That Teach". Charles W. Slack,

Ph.d., talk before the American Man-
agement Association on The Theory
and Significance of the Educational
Revolution. Also Technical Report
50.26 on Mathematical Lesson Prepa-
ration, by Dempsey F. Pennington,

Jr., Ph.D. TORED.

For more information circle

No, 180 on return postal card.

Processing Sets for Agfacolor Negative
Film and Paper. Fall 1961. Free.

AGFA.

For more information circle

No. 181 on return postal card.

Rear Projection—An Expanding Tech-
nique for Projected Materials. Re-
print of article by John W. Dunn,
Jr. Free. WILSON.

For more Information circle

No. 182 on return postal card.

A Study of the Use of In-School Tele-

cast Materials Leading to Recom-
mendations as to their Distribution

and Exchange. USOE report. 50 cents.

Order direct from University of Ne-
braska, Lincoln 8, Nebr.

Write direct

outstanding

films for

children

the'toymaker

the santa claus suit

THE KING and the LION
SEND FOR CATALOG

Contemporary films

267 W. 2Stli St. N. Y. 1, N. Y. ORegon 5-7220

Midwest Office: 614 Davis Evanston, III.

Tel DAvis 8-2411

Advertisement

HELPFUL BOOKS

ADMINISTERING AUDIO-VISUAL SERV-

ICES. By Carlton W. H. Erickson. Covers
administrative, supervisory, and tech-

nological problems, emphasizing com-
petent pertormance In all service as-

pects. 479 pp.. Illustrated. Macmillan

Company, 60-5th Ave., New York 11,

N. Y. S6.95.

THE AV INDEX A guide to instruction-

al material information covering the

use of Audio-Visual materials and
equipment. Single copy, $2.95. Quan-
tity prices: 2-9 copies, 10% discount;

10-20 copies, 20% discount. Postage

added if payment does not accom-
pany order. Audio-Visual Research

Institute, 1346 Broadway, Detroit 26,

Michigan.

AUDIO - VISUAL MATERIALS: THEIR

NATURE AND USE. Revised Edition

By Walter Arno Wlltich and Charles

F. Schuller. 570 pp. 249 Illustrations

14 Color Plates. Harper & Brothers

49 E. 33rd St., New York 16, N. Y.

1957. S6.50.

EDUCATORS GUIDE TO FREE FILM-

STRIPS. Compiled and Edited by Mary
Foley Horkheimer and John W. Differ.

Thirteenth Annual Edition, 1961. Edu-

cators Progress Service, Dept. AVG,
Randolph, Wis. $6.00.

EDUCATORS GUIDE TO FREE TAPES,

SCRIPTS, AND TRANSCRIPTIONS. Com-
piled and Edited by Walter A. WIttlch,

Ph.D., and Gertie Hanson Hoisted,

M. A. Seventh Annual Edition. 1961.
Educators Progress Service, Dept.

AVG, Randolph, Wis. $S.7S.

EDUCATORS GUIDE TO FREE FILMS.

Compiled and Edited by Mary Foley

Horkheimer and John W. Differ. Edu-

cational Consultant, John Guy Fowl-
kes. 21st Annual Edition, 1961. Edu-

cators Progress Service, Dept. AVG,
Randolph, Wis. $9.00.

STANDARDS OF PHOTOPLAY AP-
PRECIATION. A Course of Study In

Photoplay Appreciation. By William

Lewin and Alexander Frailer. Illus-

trated. Educational & Recreational

Guides, Inc., 10 Brainerd Road, Sum-
mit, New Jersey. $2.95.
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TV Teaching Today tells of ETV pro-
grams in various countries. $4. UN-
ESCO.

Write direct

Television for Sctiool Science. Report
on an international seminar on eco-

nomic cooperation held at Ashridge,
England, July 1960. 181pp free. Write
direct to Organization for European
Economic Cooperation, Office for Sci-

entific and Technical Personnel, 1346
Connecticut Ave., NW, Washington 6,

D.C.

For more information circle

No. 183 on return postal card.

Three Catalog Supplements to Indiana
University's big book. Films for
Teaclier Education 117pp. Films for

the Elementary Grades lists 1164 titles

for Grades 1-6. Language Arts and
Uterature describes 537 films for JH
and SH English classes. Free.
INDIANA.

For more information circle
No. 184 on return postal card.

TV Study Report No. 2. Interesting re-

search report. Free while supply lasts,

thereafter library loan. Instructional
TV Center, San Jose State College,
San Jose, Calif.

Write direct

Using the Central Sound System. Useful
little pamphlet prepared by the South
Bend, Ind., schools. 50c. EFLA.

Write direct

Vis-ability Unlimited tells how to make
transparencies for the overhead. 12pp
free. PROJOPTICS.

For more Information circle
No. 185 on return postal card.

Directory of Equipment and Materials

pages 669-678

CLASSIFIED

35MM. Color Slides-Filmstrips dupli-
cated from your original slides or mas-
ter filmstrips. Individual slide copies as
low as 9%c each, filmstrips as low as 5c
a frame. Send for free sample slides,

free filmstrip sample and full informa-
tion to World In Color, Box 392-AV,
Elmira, N. Y.

FOR GRADE SCHOOLS— 45rpm RECORD:
Pledge Of Allegiance—Male Voice—Female
Voice. Trumpet Colls: To The Colors (flog

raising) Tops (flog lowering) $t. prepaid.
ART RECORDS, P.O. Box 50-66, Miami, Flo.

ACSLIT—A p p 1 i e d Communications
Systems, Div. of Litton Systems, Inc.,

8535 Warner Drive, Culver City, Calif.

ADVANCE Products Co., 2300 E. Doug-
las Blvd., Wichita. Kansas.

AGFA, AGFA. Inc., 516 W. 34th St.,

New York 1, N.Y.
ALTEC — Altec-Lansing Corporation,

1515 S. Manchester Ave., Anaheim.
Calif.

AMERICAN OPTICAL Co.. Instrument
Div.. Box A, Buffalo 15, N.Y.

ANSCO, Binghampton, N.Y.
APCS—Air Photographic and Charting
Service USAF Film Library Center,
8900 So. Broadway, St. Louis 25, Mo.

AUDIO-MASTER Corp., 17 E. 45th St.,

New York. N.Y.
AUDIOTRONICS Corporation, 11057

Weddington St., North Hollywood,
Calif.

B&L—Bausch & Lomb Optical Co.,

Rochester 2, N.Y.
BERLANT Automonitor Corp., 8525

Steller Drive, Culver City. Cal.

BESELER Co., Charles 211 S. 18th St.,

East Orange, N.J.

BSCE—Birns & Sawyer Cine Equip-
ment Co. 6424 Santa Monica Blvd.,

Hollywood 38, Calif.

CENCO—Central Scientific Co.. 1700 W.
Irving Park Road, Chicago 13, 111.

CHILTON Co., Book Div., 56th and
Chestnut Sts., Philadelphia 39, Pa.

ChC—Church of Christ, 1501 Race St.,

Philadelphia 2, Pa. or 1720 Chouteau
Ave., St. Louis 3, Mo.

CIRSTHUC—Circuit Structures Lab,
P.O. Box 36, Laguna Beach, Calif.

COFFEY, Jack C. Co., Inc., 710 - 17th
St., North Chicago, 111.

CONLEY Electronics Corp.. Lyons Ave.,
Evanston, 111.

CORCOM— Corrigan Communications,
Inc., 2450 Ey Camino Real, Suite 200.

Stanford Industrial Park, Palo Alto,

Calif.

CRAIG—Craig Research, Inc., 3410 S.

La Cienega Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif.

EBF—Encyclopaedia Britannica Films,
Inc., 1150 Wilmette Ave., Wilmette,
111.

EDPROG—^Educators Progress Service
Randolph. Wise.

EFLA—Educational Film Library Ass'n.
250 West 57th Street, New York 19.

N.Y.
EK—Eastman Kodak Company. Audio-

visual Service, Rochester 4, N.Y.
ELGEET-VICOM — Vicom, Inc., div.

Elgeet Optical Co., 838 Smith St.,

Rochester, N.Y.
ENRICHMENT Teaching Materials, 246

Fifth Ave.. New York 1, N.Y.
ETL—Electronic Teaching Laboratories,

5034 Wisconsin Ave., NW, Washing-
ton 16. D.C.

GENTRON — General Atronics Corp.,
Atronic Learning Systems Div., 1 Bala
Ava., Bala-Cynwood, Pa.

GRAFLEX, Inc., Dept. ES-11, 3750
Monroe Ave., Rochester 3. N.Y.

HUNT-DOUG—Hunter Douglas Div.,
Bridgeport Brass Co., 30 Grand Street,
Bridgeport 2, Conn.

IDEAL Pictures Inc., 58 E. South Water
St., Chicago 1. III.

IDEAX Corporation. 150 Fifth Ave.,
New York 11. N.Y.

INDIANA University, Audio-Visual
Center. Bloomington, Ind.

LAFINST—Lafayette Instrument Co.
No. 26th & 52-Bypass, Lafayette. Ind.

LECTRON Corporation of America,
9929 W. Silver Spring Ave., Mil-
waukee 18, Wise.

MERRELL—Wm. S. Merrell Co., Film
Library, Cincinnati, 15, Ohio.

MITCHART—Mitchell Art Productions,
P.O.B. 25005, West Los Angeles 25,

Calif.

MMM—Minnesota Mining and Manu-
facturing Co., 900 Bush St., St. Paul
6, Minn.

MODELS of Industry, Inc., 2100 Fifth

St., Berkeley 10. Calif.

MP-TV—MP-TV Services, Inc., 7000
Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38,

Calif.

NEGA—Nega-File Company, Box 405,

Doylestown, Pa.

ORRENT—J. Herbert Orr Industries,

714 Wesley St., Opelika, Ala.

ORSERV—Organization Services, Inc.,

8259 Livernois Ave., Detroit 4, Mich.
OZALID Division. General Aniline and
Film Corp., 17 Corliss Lane, Johnson
City, N.Y.

PENTRON, Inc., 788 S. Tripp Ave.,

Chicago 24. 111.

PROJOPTICS—Projection Optics Co.,

Inc.. 271 Eleventh Ave., East Orange,
N.J.

PRTAID—Programed Teaching Aids
Inc., 3810 S. Four Mile Run Drive,
Arlington, Va.

PRUN—Productions Unlimited. Inc.,

1534 Broadway. Room 702. New York
36. N.Y.

RADIANT Mfg. Corp., P.O. Box 5640,

Chicago 80, 111.

RCA Audio-Visual and Theatre Equip-
ment Sales, Camden, N.J.

RECORDAK Div.. 415 Madison Ave.,
New York 17, N.Y.

RHECAL—Rheem-Califone Corp.. 5922

Boweroft St.. P.O. Box 78567, Los
Angeles 16, Calif.

SDC—Scientific Development Corpora-
tion, 372 Main Street, Watertown,
Mass.

STANBOW—Stanbow Production, Inc.,

Valhalia. N.Y.
STANPROJ — Standard Projector &
Equipment Co.. 7106 W. Touhy Ave.,
Chicago 48, 111.

STRAUSS—Henry Strauss Productions.
31 W. 53rd St., New York 19. N.Y.

STRONG Electric Corp.. Toledo, Ohio
STRONICS—Stereotronics Corporation,

1717 N. Highland Ave., Hollywood 28,

Calif.

STUREC—Student Companion Records,
111 W. 57th St., New York 19. N.Y.

TORED—Tor Education. Inc., 55 Fifth
Ave.. New York 3. N.Y.

UNELAB—Universal Electronics Labo-
ratories, 510 Hudson St.. Hackensack,
N.J.

UNESCO Publication Center, 801 Third
Ave., New York. N.Y.

USDA—U.S. Dept. of Agriculture. Mo-
tion Picture Section. Washington 25,

D.C.
UWF—United World Films. 1445 Park

Ave., New York 29. N.Y.
VELTCH—The Velvet Touch Corpora-

tion, Bellingham, Wash.
WILSON—H. Wilson Corporation, 546
W. n9th St., Chicago 28, 111.

YLP—Your Lesson Plan Filmstrips, Inc.,

Lock Box 2090. Raleigh, N. Car.
YSRP—Yale Series of Recorded Poets

202 Davenport Ave., New Haven,
Conn.
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TE brush educational headphones . .

.

unmatched new standard for electronic teaching
From cushion to connection, CLEVITE brush ED-300 Headphones are designed to meet the unique

requirements of language laboratories. No other headphone . . . regardless of price . . . can match them
for comfort, performance and appearance. Prove it. Check these features . . . Unmatched for comfort

. . . Fits any head . . . any hair style— even when user wears glasses. Weighs just 9.9 ounces ... (1) Single

cord lets head turn freely. Use washable blanket or donut type ear cushions ... (2) Patented Velcro

hook zipper lets you switch in seconds. Unmatched for performance ... (3) Each earphone turns

90° for easy monitoring. High impedance (50,000 ohms.). Provides a relatively flat response from 50 to

10,000 CPS. High output ... 8 dynes/cmVvolt sensitivity at 1 kc. Unmatched for appearance . . . Avail-

able In four attractive colors . . . coral, suntan, spruce green and black. Simple, functional design.

CLEVITE ELECTRONIC
f ^^—

COMPONENTS ' "^
232 Forbes Road, Bedford, Ohio/Divlston of IJBJJLJJ S^^^^



When you've reached 40, you've

reached the point where you begin

to enjoy looking back and reminis-

cing. And we've indulged ourselves

in that luxury in this issue.

We were especially fortunate in

gaining the aid of F. Dean Mc-

lusky and Paul Saettler in this

cracker-barrel session. Dr. McClus-

ky was professor of education at

the University of California at Los

Angeles for many years and is a

storehouse of AV history, fact and

fancy.

Dr. Paul Saettler, assistant pro-

fessor of education at Sacramento

State College in California is bring-

ing forth a book on the history of

the audiovisual movement; The
History of Audiovisual Communi-
cation will be published by Wm.
C. Brown Company this spring.

40 Years
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No offier filmstrip projector offers the

versatility^ economy, convenience of the

SCHOOLMASTER'
i...ffie Four-In-One Projector

v< ^^

It's a Filmstrip Projector. Simplified threading,

framing. Precise advance without backlash. Oper-
ates from right or left. Twin aperture plates hold
film at correct optical angle. Exclusive accessory
rewind take-up automatically rewinds filmstrip into

storage can. This one advantage alone can save you
money by helping to keep your filmstrips in brand-
new condition years longer. It's a 2x2 Slide Pro-
jector. Low-cost accessory slide changer attaches
in seconds, without tools. No need to remove changer
while filmstrip is projected—or to remove filmstrip
gate while projecting slides. Accessory magazine
slide changer shows slides in sequence—without
handling. It's a Microscope Slide Projector. Ac-
cessory "Micro-Beam" unit attaches without tools.

Projects standard dry-mount lab slides in crisp de-
tail up to 300 X magnification. Greater illumination
than conventional microprojectors. No need to

darken room completely. Check-stop aperture disc

permits concentration on specific sections of speci-

men. It's a Tachistoscope. Accessory Speed-I-0
Scope" attaches without tools. Permits flash expo
sure of various visual stimuli. Accurate control ol

exposure duration, intensity and dui-ation of stimu-

lus. Use this specialized accessory in your schoo
for memory training, improving reading speed,

arithmetic, language, etc.

A SUBSIDIARY OF CJNEBAl PBECISION EQUIPMENI COBPODATION (SK)

School Masters, available in 500 and 750 watt manual or re-

mote control models. For additional information, see your
Graflex AV Dealer. Or, write Dept. ES-12, Graflex, Inc.,

Rochester 3, N. Y. In Canada: Graflex of Canada Limited,

i7 Simcoe Street, Toronto 1, Ontario. *Trade Mark

Educational Screen and Audiovisuai, Guide—.January, 1962



No offier sound projector offers

ny of the basic advantages of the

fC -m

ax

All new in its optics, its engineering, and its elec-

tronics. Galaxy presents exclusive advances in every

phase of its performance from set-up to rewind.
! Sound Head Threading; is Gone—for good! Now,
you'll never have to thread another sound head. Just

slide the film into the Galaxy's sound head slot and
flip a lever. Sound loop is formed and film positioned

automatically and with to-the-frame accuracy.
Brightest on the Screen . . . Coolest on the Film.

Galaxy is designed around an exclusive two-level

lamp, housing an integral reflector which eliminates

condensers and external reflectors, and reduces heat

on the film by a full 50%. "Normal" level, equal to

800 watts, extends lamp life over 10 times—to 150
hours. "High," equivalent to 1200 watts, brightens

dense prints, and long throws. Exclusive Push
Button Operation! A unique illuminated console of

color-coded pushbuttons provides fingertip control

of both lamp levels as well as start, stop, and "still."

Another controls smooth rapid rewind without han-

dling reels, belts, or gearing. The Finest Sound
in 16mm! Galaxy's new sound begins with an ex-

clusive hiss-free phototransistor pickup. Together
with full 15-watt amplifier, exclusive separate Bass
and Treble controls, and high-fidelity lift-off dual

speaker, Galaxy recreates the clearest, most natural

speech and music at its finest.

GRAFLEX
A SUBSIDIARY OF GENERAL PRECISION EQUIPMENT CORPORATION (S^

A rrange with your Graflex AV dealer for a private showing

of the new Galaxy demonstration film. For his name and
address write: Dept. ES-12, Graflex, Inc., Rochester 3, New
York; or in Canada: Graflex of Canada Limited, h7 Simcoe
Street, Toronto 1, Ontario. *Trade Mark.

Educational Screen and Audiovisual Guide—January, 1962



ALUMINUM
THAT ^VITHSTANDS
USE AND ABUSE
LEVOLOR aluminum slats are made from virgin alu-

minum and alloyed to insure mechanical strength

and maximum resistance against corrosion. It is

the finest aluminum slat for the school.

Information that insures the best installation pos-

sible is a service all LEVOLOR representatives will give

you. They will submit a prospectus covering every

detail of your Venetian Blind installation—help with

the specifications and make a final inspection after

the blinds are installed. It is a service that guar-

antees good specifications and good Venetian Blinds.

VENETIAN BLINDS
AUDIO-VISUAL CONVENTIONAL SKYLIGHT

Levolor Lorentzen, Inc., 720 Monroe St., Hoboken, N. J.

Educational Screen and Audiovisual Guide—January, 1962



fslow - - Individualized Controlled Reading with the

EDL CONTROLLED READER JR.

•I

'las very large

The EDL Controlled Reader Jr. has left-to-

right control, speed settings of from 60 to

1,000 words per minute.

The EDL Controlled Reader Jr. uses the

many hundreds of filmstrips produced by
EDL for the "group" Controlled Reader
(used now in 14,000 schools}.

The EDL Controlled Reader Jr. enables the

teacher to work with slower students

individually.

The EDL Controlled Reader Jr. is used by
gifted students alone or in teams for prac-

tice and more advanced study.

The EDL Controlled Reader Jr. is small,

takes no more desk space than an ordi-

nary telephone, and the price is low,

$150.00 complete.



News people organizations events

EFLA Eastern Meeting Has
TV Film, 16mm Evaluations

"Film and Television—'61" was tlic

subject of discussion at the eastern

regional meeting of the Educational

Film Library Association lield in con-

nection with the New York Film

Council at the Carnegie International

Center in New York City on Decem-

ber 13.

Both the potential and the jirob-

lems of television film were presented

by a panel of TV and film leaders in-

cluding James MacAiidrew, represent-

ing the New York State Regents Edu-
cational T\' Project, who discussed

television for schools and colleges;

Donald Fedderson, director of T\'

Programming of the National Educa-
tional Television and Radio Center,

who spoke on national educational

television; and Robert Costello, pro-

ducer for Talent Associates-Para-

mount, Ltd., of tlK CBS-TV show
'Armstrong Circle Theater,' who re-

ported on the dramatized television

documentarv.

Technician adjusts camera preparatory to the filming of a stop-motion srqiienrr in

the Spacearium film being sponsored by the United States government and The
Boeing Company at the 1962 Seattle World's Fair. The film, a spectacular and
realistic trip of a billion billion miles into intergalactic space, is being produced
by Fine Arts Products of Hollywood for Boeing. The lens on the camera shown
is the world's largest cinematic lens which was especially designed and fabricated

for this one film.

FORSE T"^ I'l^l'T DARKENING

DRAPES AND SHADES

for Classrooms and Auditoriums
Forse Drapes and Shades meet every [netpensive . . . Guaranteed lor

requirement for light control and room 10 years . . . Used throuthout

darkening. Choice of decorative colors. the United States since 1917.

DETACH AND MAIL THIS COUPON

f.̂ff^Al* MANUFACTURING COMPANY
2347 Sullivan Ave. • St. Louis 7, Mo.

Send free samples and literature.

NAME ___

NSTITUTION

ADDRESS _.

ZONE STATE

I

"The .5-F'oot Screen Today," subject

of the afternoon program, was a give-

and-take session during which leading

16mm producers screened new and
unusually interesting releases for on-

the-spot evaluation by a panel of key
film users. Among the producers who
participated were George Stoney,

who showed his new film Calling All

C:irls, produced for the Girl Scouts of

the U.S.A.; and Francis Thompson,
with Amazon Village, which he made
for the International Film Foundation.

Emily Jones, director of EFLA, was
in charge of the conference.

DuPage County (111.) Film
Library Reports Growth A
The DuPage Coimty education^^

film library, largest in the state of

Illinois, is celebrating its fifth anni-

versary with an encouraging record of

growth.

Started in 1956 with 425 films, it

now has 2,400 and has added 18

models as well. Its budget has grown
from $8,000 to $39,365, its weekly
shipments from 88 to 910, its staff

from two part time persons to 8 part

time and 1 full time. The number of

students it serves has mounted from
10,454 elementary and 2,180 sec-

ondary to 39,180 and 17,100 respec-

tively.

Kodak School Photo Contest
Now Approved By NASSP
The 1962 Kodak High School Photo

Awards competition, open to students

in all 9th-12th grade schools, has

been placed on the Approved List of

National Contests and Activities by the

National Association of Secondary
School PrinciiDals.

Black-and-white and color snap-
shots or enlargements, and color prints

or transparencies, taken since April,

1961, are eligible for 293 awards total-

ing .SI 2,000. Entries open Jaiuiary 1

and close March 31, 1962. Pictures

may be of any subject, whether in or

out of school, and may be developed
by the entrant or by a commercial
photographer.

Entries are grouped in five classes:

(1) school activities; (2) people; (3)
pictorials; (4) animals and pets; (5)
color. Transparencies are returned

postpaid; prints are not. Entry blanks

are available from photo dealers and
from Kodak High School Photo
Awards, Rochester 4, N.Y.

(Continued on Page 10)
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"We're building around Audio Visual instruction*

Says Mr. William R. Hornbaker, Director

of Instructional Materials of the new
Senior High School under construction

in Holland, Michigan.

"The new Holland Senior High blends

the best talents of both educators and

architects. Its unusual design grew out

of our current instructional needs, our

estimate of future expansion and re-

quirements of cost.

"We have built to make greater use

of today's educational techniques and
devices—especially motion pictures. Our
teachers already use films freely. We
believe they can use them even more.

Certainly we know they have no operat-

ing problems or fears with our Kodak
Pageant Projectors. They like this ma-
chine's simplicity and easy threading.

Most important of all, we think, is our

Kodak dealers" service."

Kodak A-V dealers are selected ac-

cording to their willingness to serve

audio-visual users. Their knowledge of

equipment, film sources, and mainte-

nance programming can help you keep

your A-V planning on schedule through-

out your school year.

Ask your Kodak dealer for a demon-
stration of the Kodak Pageant Projector

for yourself or your school board, any-

where, at your convenience. Or write for

descriptive Bulletin V3-22.

Kodak Pageant Projector^ EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Dept. 8-V, Rochester 4. N. Y.
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PIXMOBILE"
AUDIO-ED

LANGUAGE LABORATORY BOOTH

1
Designed to

accommodate all

types of electronic
equipment of any

manufacturer

• All-steel Construction

• Maximum Strength
and Rigidity

• Outstanding
Acoustical Control

• Comfort

• Convenience

• Complete Safety

PIXMOBILE' QUALITY
— the finest available for

language laboratory use!

The Pixmobile® Audio-Ed Language
Laboratory Booth is designed to pro-
vide school systems with flexibility in

choosing any type of electronic equip-
ment of any manufacturer. As an
educational tool, this furniture was
selected by the Wichita Board of
Education for one of the largest lan-
guage laboratory installations in the
world. A comparison of features re-
veals the economy, quality, and long-
lasting value of this equipment.

For information and literature, write Dept E

ADVANCE PRODUCTS CO.
2310 E. DOUGLAS AVE. / WICHITA, KANSAS

News. continued

Findlay College Receives
Gift of Language Lab

Findlay College (Ohio) is making
good use of a 20-booth and console

Webster-Racine language laboratory

installation. The new lab is the gift

of the Ohio Oil Company, which has

its home office in Findlay.

Some 20 of the company's em-

Standing at instructor's console, Mrs.

Jean Nye, head of the Findlay College

language department, electronically di-

rects pre-recorded language tapes to se-

lected student booths, while listening in

on students' response to the lessons.

ployees are enrolled in the college's

night language courses, and 72 under-

urads are taking French, Spanish and
llussian with the aid of the new
equipment.

Mrs. Jean Nye, language depart-

ment head, estimates a saving of as

much as 50 percent of the time re-

quired for speaking and comprehend-
ing a foreign tongue—"but it is still

up to the student to learn it, with the
aid of the teacher."

Vite-a-lize
your film

We restore brittle, curled, cupped
film to nearly new first run quality
with Vlte-a-lize. Our Vlte-a-lize

treatment preshrinks new film uni-

formly, sealing in proper humidity.
Guaranteed. Call or write now.
Exclusive with Leonard Film Service,

1700B E. Walnut, Pasadena, Calif.

Phone SYcamore 2-6682.

Report On AV Meetings, Past
And Future, in Illinois

John H. Griffith, president of the

Illinois Audiovisual Association, an-

nounces three meetings of interest to

audiovisualists throughout the state.

The annual spring state meetins^

will be held April 26-28 at South. ni
Illinois University.

Western Illinois University, at M.i-

comb, will host two other meetings of

more than local interest. On June 22,

and 23 the lAVA's "little Okich()l)i'"

summer conference will be held tliere,

as will the lAVA annual fall meeting
on Sept. 28-29.

The annual DuPage County AV
institute and exhibit was held at the

Edison High School, Wheaton, on
Nov. 16. The gym held a dozen dealer

equipment exhibits and new educa-
tional film were shown in four class-

rooms b\- EBF, Coronet, and McGraw-
Hill.

(Continued on Page 15)

STATEMENT REQUIRED BY THE ACT OF
AUGUST 24, 1912, AS AMENDED BY THE
ACTS OF MARCH 3, 1933, AND JULY *, 1948
(Title 39, United States Code, Section 233)
SHOWING THE OWNERSHIP, MANAGE-
MENT, AND CIRCULATION OF Ednutional
Screen & Audiovisual Guide published
Monthly at Louisville, Kentucky, for Octo-
ber 1, 19ei.

1. The names and addresses of the pub-
lisher, editor, managing editor, and business
managers are:

Publisher, H. S. Gillette, 2052 N. Lincoln
Park West, Chicago, III.; Editor, Paul C.
Reed, IIB Crosman Terrace, Rochester, N. Y.;
Managing editor, James R. Cummlngs, 2062
N. Lincoln Park West, Chicago, III.

2. The owner Is: (If owned by a corpora-
tion. Its name and address must be stated
and also immediately thereunder the names
and addresses of stocicholders owning or hold-
ing 1 percent or more of total amount of
stock. If not owned by a corporation, the
names and addresses of the individual owners
must be given. If owned by a partnership or
other unincorporated firm, its name and ad-
dress, as well as that of each individual mem-
ber, must be given.) Educational Screen, Inc.,
2052 N. Lincoln Park West, Chicago, 111.;
H. S. Gillette, President, 2052 N. Lincoln Park
West, Chicago, III.

3. The known bondholders, mortgagees, and
other security holders owning or holding 1
percent or more of total amount of bonds,
mortgages, or other securities are: H. S.
Gillette. 2052 N. Lincoln Park West. Chicago.
III.; Marie C. Greene, 5836 S. Stony Island
Ave., Chicago, III.; Paul C. Reed, 11« Cros-
man Terrace, Rochester 20, N. Y.; M. J.
Sturdy, 4115 S. Packers, Chicago, III.; Patrick
A. PhilippI, I«69 Timberland Road, N. E.,
AtlanU, Ga.; June Heinricb, 219-C S. Maple
Ave., Oak Park, 111.

4. Paragraphs 2 and 3 include. In cases
where the stockholder or security bolder
appears upon the books of the company as
trustee or in any other fiduciary relation, the
name of the person or corporation for whom
such trustee is acting; also the statements In
the two paragraphs show the affiant's full
knowledge and belief as to the circumstances
and conditions under which stockholders and
security holders who do not appear upon the
books of the company as trustees, hold stock
and securities in a capacity other than that
of a bona fide owner.

5. The average number of copies of each
Issue of this publication sold or distributed,
through the mails or otherwise, to paid sub-
scribers during the 12 months preceding the
date shown above was: 7317.

H. S. GILLETTE
(Signature, president)

Sworn to and subscribed before me thia
25th day of September, 1961.

IRENE M. THORSON
NoUry Public

(My commission expires October 6, 1962.)
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THE NEV\A BESELER
II

Represents
A Major Breakthrough In Opaque Projector Design!

- Projects a brilliant full color image . . . from
pictures (up to 1 " x 1 "), specimens or

objects . . . even in partially lighted rooms.
High luminosity optical system . . . featuring

5" diameter 18' focal length f3.6 lens,
1000 watt lamp and unbreakable Alzac
(no mirror to break) reflecting surfaces . .

.

delivers 145 lumens on the screen.

• The first opaque projector to deserve the
description . . . portable.

An extremely compact unit, with a
convenient carry handle, it weighs just 33 lbs. complete.

- A new, sleek, streamlined silhouette that
hugs the table almost as if it wanted to

hide itself from view. So radically
different in appearance it "dates"

all other opaque projectors.
Measures just 1 SVa" in height . .

.

1
3

" in width . . . 20Va" in length.



Projects all opaque subjects
up to 2V2" in thickness - base
remains fixed as special
knob increases copy space.

• "Feed-0-Matic" continuous copy
conveyor belt feeds material
in smoothly for projection,

without need to specially mount
material.

• Built-in sliding drawer for glass
pressure plate to keep
books and glossy photos flat

during projection.

• Large access door in rear for
insertion of oversize specimens
. . . facilitates lamp changing.

• All controls conveniently
located for simplified operation
. . . in-board 3 position
electrical switch-"Off","Fan Only,'
"Lamp and Fan On."

u
• Completely concealed, center
driven, nylon-guided
internal focusing system . . . super
smooth, extra precise, trouble
free ... no exposed racks,
pinions, gears to mar appearance
or create service problems.

• Centrally controlled elevation
knob releases and controls
individually suspended, spring
loaded, heavy duty, %" diameter
elevating legs . . . setting
elevation and leveling is a "snap".

• Ultra efficient, extra quiet
cooling system features high
power, motor driven fan . .

.

keeps projector cool constantly
(includes double action vacu-
matic copy hold-down system).

Patented built-in 1000 watt
optical pointer provides bright
arrow to emphasize any area
on screen . . . and no extra bulb
is required.

Permanently attached lens cap
protects lens when projector
s not in use . . . never gets lost.

CATALOG
NUMBER PRICE

12300-Vu-Lyte HI- 115 Volt AC
complete with "Feed-0-Matic"
and Pointer $325.00

12305 - Vu-Lyte ni- 230 Volt AC.
$345.00

Full Line of Accessories Available:

1231 1-Dust Cover $7.50

1 23 1 2-Pressure Plate $1 2.00

FIRST CLASS
Permit No. 492

East Oranga, N. J.

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
NO POSTAGE STAMP NECESSARY IF MAILED IN THE UNITED STATES

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY

CHARLES BESELER COMPANY
219 SOUTH 18th STREET

EAST ORANGE, NEW JERSEY



These Beseler A-V Consultants are ready to tell you . . . and (if you wish) show you . . . how the Beseler Vu-Lyte BE
has "Changed the Look in Opaque Projectors." Use handy card below!

ALABAMA
Birmingham
AUDIO ViSUAL FILM SERVICE, INC.
2114—8th Avenue No.

Mobile
HARVARD'S FILM LIBRARY
8 St. Francis St.

Montgomery
PHOTO-SOUND CO.
2110 Mt. Meigs Road

SCHOOL EQUIPMENT DISTRIBUTORS
6 Marlborough Street

ARIZONA
Phoenix
KELTON AUDIO EQUIPMENT CO.
808 North First St.

Tucson
AUDIO VISUAL CENTER
1022 North Park Ave.

ARKANSAS
Little Rock

ALL STATE SUPPLY COMPANY, INC.
1212 East Eth Street

ARKANSAS SCHOOL SERVICE, INC.

201 South Victory—Box 2801

North Little Rock
BUTLER SCHOOL SUPPLY
4209 Glenmere Road

CALIFORNIA
Fresno
TINGEV CO.
847 Divisadero St.

Hollywood
COAST VISUAL EDUCATION CO
5620 Hollyv>ood Blvd.

San Francisco
PHOTO & SOUND COMPANY
116 Natoma St.

COLORADO
Denver
COLORADO VISUAL AIDS SUPPLY CO
1624 Broadway

CONNECTICUT
New Haven

H.B. MOTION PICTURE SERVICE
Audio Lane

DELAWARE
Wilmington
EDUCATOR'S SERVICE
800 West 6th St.

OIST. OF COLUMBIA
Washington

PAUL L. BRAND t SON
2153 "K" St. N.W

WILSON GILL, INC.
No. 1 Thomas Circle N.W.

McLean(Va.)
NATIONAL AUDIO VISUAL CORP
4918 Chain Bridge Road

FLORIDA
Fort Lauderdale
GORDON S. COOK
Box 2306

Jacksonville
BRANDON'S CAMERA, INC
45 W. Duval St.

Jacksonville Beach
RONALD A, TRUMBLE CO.
Box 1266

Miami
SPIRE AUDIOVISUAL CO
24 N.W. 36th St.

Orlando
TONY" MARTUCCI

P.O. Box 2695
PHOTOSOUND OF ORLANDO
1020 N. Mills Street

Tampa
JACK FREEMAN'S
3207 Bay-tO'Bay Blvd.

SOUTHERN PHOTO t NEWS
1515 Marion St.

i-'jlA

Atlanta

COLONIAL FILM S. EQUIPMENT CO,
71 Walton St. N.W.

Augusta
AUDIO VISUAL CENTER
216—12th Street

Rome
E, L. KI2ZIAH CO., INC.

107 E. >tn Avenue

HAWAII
Honolulu
ROYAL THEATRES, LTD.,

Ideal Pictures Div.

1370 S. Beretania St.

[DAHO
Idaho Falls

HART'S AUDIO VISUAL SUPPLY
633 Safstrom Drive

Pocatello
AUDIO VISUAL CENTER, INC.

P. 0. Box 1714

ILLINOIS
Chicago
CARPENTER VISUAL SERVICE

741 N. Lotus Ave
CONSOLIDATED WATLAND, INC

7724 S. Claremont Ave.

DALLAS R JOHNSTON
30 N. LaSaile St.

MIDWEST VISUAL EQUIP CO INC
3518 W. Devon Ave.

PHOTO SOUND EQUIPMENT CORP.
6542 S. Halsted St.

SELECTED FILMS, INC.
Apparatus Sales Div.

5346 Irving Park Rd.

Oak Park
OAK PARK CAMERA CO

1023 Lake St.

Peoria
ILLINI AUDIO-VISUAL EDU. SERV
221 Main Street

LENS AND CAMERA CO.
135 S. Jefferson

INDIANA
Evansville

SMITH i BUTTERFIELO
108 N.W, First St.

Fort Wayne
AUDIO VISUAL SPECIALTIES

1605 California Ave.

Gary
GARY CAMERA
619 Washington St.

Indianapolis
INDIANA VISUAL AIDS CO., INC.
5355 North Arlington Ave.

KIGER & CO., INC.

1830 W. 16th St.

South Bend
BURKE'S MOTION PICTURE CO.
434 Lincoln Way West

IOWA
Cedar Rapids
PRAn SOUND FILMS, INC.

129 Third Ave. S.W.

Davenport
EASTIN-PHEUN CORP.
(Eastin Pictures)

1235 W. 5th St.

Des Moines
MIDWEST VISUAL EDUCATION SERV

2204 Ingersoli Ave.

KANSAS
Topeka

STEVE SMITH CAMERAS, INC
623 Kansas Ave

Wichita
FRANK BANGS COMPANY

231 Ida Ave.

ROBERTS AUDIO VISUAL SUPPLY
1330 Fairmount

KENTUCKY
Louisville

HADDEN FILMS, INC.
614-616 S. 5th St.

LOUISIANA
New Orleans
DELTA VISUAL SERVICE, INC

715 Girod St.

MAINE
Portland

H. D. BURRAGE & CO.
92 Exchange St.

MARYLAND
Baltimore

KUNZ, INC.

426 N. Calvert St.

STARK FILMS
Howard & Center Sts.

MASSACHUSETTS
Arlington
NEW ENGUND FILM SERVICE, INC.

828 Massachusetts Ave.

Boston
CINEMA, INCORPORATED

234 Clarendon St.

SMITH'S
269 Massachusetts Ave.

Cambridge
CLAUS GELOTTE, INC.

185 Alewife Brook Parkway

Lynn
MASSACHUSETTS MOTION PICT. SERV.

70 Market St.

Newton Highlands
EASTMAN KODAK STORES, INC.

21 Needham St.

Springfield
BLUOM'S PHOTO SUPPLY, INC.

211-213 Worthington St.

VALLEY CINEMA, INC.

958 State St.

MICHIGAN
Bay City

OLSON ANDERSON COMPANY
2153 East Midland Rd.

Detroit
ENGLEMAN VISUAL EDUCATION SERV.
4754 Woodward Ave.

THE JAM HANDY ORGANIZATION, INC.

2821 E. Grand Blvd.

LA SALLE EQUIPMENT i VISUAL AIDS
15031 Mack Ave.

Grand Rapids
NEWMAN VISUAL EDUCATION, INC.

1408 S, Division Ave.

Lansing
VAN S AUDIO VISUAL CENTER

1615 E. Michigan Ave.

MINNESOTA
Albert Lea
NORTHERN DISTRIBUTORS

109 Lee Place

Duluth
HART AUDIO VISUAL CENTER

26 N. First Ave. E.

NATIONAL EQUIPMENT COMPANY
7 E. Michigan street

Minneapolis
ARTSIGN MATERIALS CO.

404 Marquette Ave.

CENTURY CAMERA SHOPS
26 South 7th St.

ED HENEY CO
3400 Nicollet Ave.

MINNESOTA AUDIO VISUAL CO
1012 Marquette Ave

Northfield

NORSTAO AUDIO VISUAL CO.
P. 0. Box 145

St. Paul

LENEL COMPANY
1954 University Ave.

MISSISSIPPI
Jackson

HERSCHEL SMITH CO.
119 Roach Street

MISSISSIPPI SCHOOL SUPPLY CO
116 E. South St.

MISSOURI
Kansas City

HOOVER BROS INC
1511 Baltimore

KANSAS CITY AUDIO-VISUAL
3403 Main St.

St. Louis
SWANK'S INC

621 N. Skinker Blvd.

NEBRASKA
Lincoln
STEPHENSON SCHOOL SUPPLY CO
935 "O" Street

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Manchester

A. H. RICE COMPANY, INC.
466 Hanover Street

NEW JERSEY
East Orange
OSCAR H. HIRT, INC

193 Central Avenue

NEW JERSEY (com 1

Ncwdrk
L KALTMAN & SONS, INC

287 Washington St.

Union City

JOHN J. TOBLER, INC.

508—31st Street

NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque

UNIV. BOOK STORE ALLIED SUP. CO.

2122 Central Ave. East

HLW YORK

Albany
BERNS CAMERA STORES

84-86 No. Pearl St.

Amsterdam
RASMUSSEN i REECE

6 Guy Park Ave.

Bayside
AUDIO VISUAL EQUIPT 4 SERV CO

64-01 - 223rd Place

Buffalo
PHILIP L. BURGER
Visual Education Equipment Co.

1805 Hertel Ave.

FILMART
637 Main St.

DeWitt
THE RUD CLARKE COMPANY

Jamesville & Randall Roads
Newburgh
SEAMANS PHOTO & HI-FI

386 Broadway
New York

ADMASTER SALES CORP
425 Park Ave. South

BESELER VISUAL PRODUCTS CO. INC.

54 West 22 Street

Pearl River
BOUTON'S PHOTO SHOP, INC

13 N. Main St.

Rough keepsie
ARAX PHOTOGRAPHIC CO., INC.

388 Main St.

Rochester
DUNBAR & DeZENG CO., INC.

59 Rutter Street
P. 0. Box 7834 — Lyell Station

Watertown
SEVERANCE PHOTO, INC.

200 Franklin St.

P. 0. Box 539

Westbury
A. V. COMMUNICATIONS, INC.

723 Prospect Ave.

NORTH CAROLINA
Charlotte

CHRISTIAN FILM SERVICE, INC
1302 East 4th St.

Raleigh
NATIONAL SCHOOL 8 INDUSTRIAL CORP

14 Glenwood Ave.

NORTH DAKOTA
Grand Forks
COLBORN SCHOOL SUPPLY

202 DeMers Ave.

OHIO
Athens
VERE SMITH'S AUDIO VISUAL SERVICE

42 No. Court St. Box 535
Cincinnati

ALPHA CINE SERVICE, INC.
125 East 6th St.

Cleveland
ACADEMY FILM SERVICE, INC

2110 Payne Ave
SUNRAY FILMS, INC.

2108 Payne Ave.

Columbus
BARTHA VISUAL EDUCATION SERV

1946 No. High St.

Dayton
TWYMAN FILMS

329 Salem Ave.

Mansfield
FILMS UNLIMITED PRODUCTIONS

137 Park Ave W, P. 0. Box 549
Massillon

M. H. MARTIN COMPANY
1118 Lincoln Way East

fiarles Beseler Company, 212 So. 18th Street, East Orange, N. J,

Please have a Beseler A-V Consultant contact me to arrange for a demonstration

of the new " Luminous . . . Light . . . and Low Beseler Vu-Lyte IE. .

.
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NAME- _ TITLE.

HOOL OR COMPANY_

ADDRESS.

-ZONE- -STATE-

...LEPHGNE NO..

IVIY BESELER DEALER IS

OHIO LCnt.i

Medina
NATE QUILLEN VISUAL SERVICE

281 Cardinal Drivp

Toledo
BUCKEYE AUDIO VISUAL SERVICE

2015 Bailey Road

OKLiHLlM;-.

Oklahoma City

VASECO, INC.
2301 Classen Blvd

DOWLING'S, INC.
607-11 W. Grand Ave.

OREGON
Portland
AUDIO VISUAL SUPPLY CO

1633 S.W. 11th Avenue

PENNSYLVANIA
Clearfield
KURTZ BROS.

Harrisburg
JAMES LETT COMPANY

221 No. 2nd St.

Philadelphia
WILLIAMS, BROWN & EARLE, INC

904-906 Chestnut St.

Pittsburgh
APPEL VISUAL SERVICES, INC

963 Liberty Ave.

KAREL SOUND FILM LIBRARY
West Penn BIdg.

RHODE ISLAND
Providence
UNITED CAMERA, INC.

9 Pleasant St.

SOUTH CAROLINA
Columbia

CAROLINA SCHOOL SERVICE, INC.
805 Main St.

PALMETTO PICTURES, INC.
721 Saluda Avenue

Greenville

GRAHAM PHOTO SUPPLY. INC.
11 Hammond St.

SOUTH DAKOTA
Huron

TAYLOR FILMS
1009 Dakota Ave. South

Sioux Falls

TRIANGLE SCHOOL SERVICE
1401 "C" Avenue

TENNESSEE
Bristol

BELEW SOUND & VISUAL
Box 3002 S. H.

Knoxville
FRANK L. ROUSER COMPANY, INC
315 W. Cumberland Ave.

Memphis
SOUTHERN VISUAL FILMS
680 Shrine Building

Nashville
VISUAL EDUCATION CO.. INC

206 - 12th Ave. South

TEXAS
Dallas

TEXAS EDUCATIONAL AIDS OF DALWS.
922 No. Industrial Blvd.

Houston
TEXAS EDUCATIONAL AIDS
4614 South Main St.

Lubbock
SOUND PHOTO SALES

2107-A Broadway
San Antonio
DONALD L. SMITH CO.

Box 1736
Tyler
TEXAS EDUCATIONAL AIDS

120 E, Elm St.

UTAH
Salt Lake City

AUDIO VISUAL & SCHOOL SUPPLY CO.
P. 0. Box 1661
32 East First South

Z. C. M. I. SCHOOL S OFFICE SUPPLY
P. 0. Box 1866
29 East First South

VIRGINIA

Norfolk
TIDEWATER AUDIO VISUAL CENTER

29 Southern Shopping Center

Richmond
BROWNING'S IDEAL PICTURES
219 E. Main St.

J. M. STACKHOUSE CO.
5803 Patterson Ave.

WASHINGTON
Seattle

RARIG MOTION PICTURE COMPANY
2100 N. 45th St.

Spokane
INLAND AUDIO VISUAL CO.

N. 2325 Monroe Street

WEST '^[RCINIA

Clarksburg
KYLE i COMPANY

331 W. Main Street

WISCONSIN
Appleton

IDEAL PHOTO. INC

222 E. College Ave.

Beloit

CARLTON FILMS
3055 Park Avenue

Eau Claire
EAU CLAIRE BOOK & STATIONERY CO.

LaCrosse
MOEN PHOTO SERVICE, INC.
313 Main Street

Milwaukee
PHOTOART VISUAL SERVICE

840 N. Plankinton Ave.

WISCONSIN SOUND EQUIPMENT CO.
4429 W. North Ave.

CAN'
GENERAL FILMS LTD.

16 Breadalbane St.. Toronto
3724 Park Ave., Montreal
737 Hamilton St., Vancouver, B.C.
AAC, uuatar <:t (;t Inhnc NflH



News. tliniied

Announce Competition For

j 1961 Canadian Film Award

Fift\-five judges will be selecting

the best professional and amateur

films made in Canada during 1961 in

the competition for the 14th annual

Canadian Film Awards, as announced

b\ Charles Topshee, chairman of the

management committee, Canadian

Film Awards.

All films made by Canadians during

1961 will be eligible for entry in 14

separate competitions within four

major categories: Theatrical, Non-

theatrical, Television, and Amateur.

The five best amateur films will be

selected for awards and the best of

these will win the trophy of the As-

sociation of Motion Picture Producers

and Laboratories of Canada. Top
award is Canadian Film of the Year.

Given only seven times in 13 years of

competition, it is awarded to a film

of great merit.

Closing dates for entries are Janu-

ary 15th for professional films and

January 31st for amateur. Entry forms

are available on request from Ca-

nadian Film Awards, 1762 Carling

Avenue, Ottawa 3, Ontario.

The officers of the newly formed
Pennsylvania Learning Resources Asso-

ciation, from left: Dr. J. Robert Murray,
treasurer, Lidiana State College; Ur.

Gerald Torkelson, vice president,

Pennsylvania State University; Mary
Renner, secretary. Upper Darby Schools,

and Nicholas Cericola, president, Easton
Schools.

The three audiovisual organizations in

Pennsylvania which have joined forces

in this new organization are Pennsylvania
Audio-Visual Instruction Directors,

Pennsylvania Audio-Visual Association

for Teacher Education and Pennsylvania
I'llni Librarians.

They're leBrnini A Foreign Language . .

.

with the new^^ewiex

SIGHT AND SOUND

LANGUAGE STATION
that emy school can afford

!

From Viewle,\—leader in compact audio-visual equipment—comes the

new Sight and Sound Language Station ... the truly low cost foreign

language teaching aid. Designed for individual or small group instruction,

Viewlex Language Stations utilize colorful film strips and up to 12"

records to enable one, two, three or four students to "see" the meaning of

words, phrases and sentences as they are spoken in their authentic manner.

Built into a portable luggage-type carry case, the Viewlex Language
Station can be moved easily from room to room. Individual earphones

prevent sound from carrying—permits several Stations to operate at one

time. Large libraries of record and filmstrip combinations are available

in almost all languages.

With the lowest cost-per-student of any audio language system, the

EXTRA benefit of visual study makes the Viewlex Sight and Sound Language
Station a truly worthwhile adjunct to your foreign language curriculum.

Model #TT-1

Complete with 4 sets of earphones $149.95

Write today for complete literature and/ or
demo7istration. No obligation, of course.

lewiex INC.

6 BROADWAY, HOLBROOK, L.I., N.Y.

In Canada—ANGLOPHOTO LTD.. Montreal

For entire classroom or

large group instruction,

< Viewlex Models WR-A

and

WHD-A Language Stations

are also available.

Feature separate speakers

and remote control

filmstrip projectors.

Model #WR-A $184.50

Model #WHD-A $219.50
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Announcing a new

FINE ARTS program

for yourSCHOOL andCOMMUNITY
The world's finest music, great artists, magnificent settings, beautiful costumes may now be

brought before even the smallest community, by means of a series of 17 grand opera master

films. These 16mm motion pictures may be shown effectively by anyone, in any school, church,

or community auditorium or assembly room. The language is English, some are in color.

Famous Operas

Lohengrin (Wagner)

Don Juan (Mozart)

La Sonnambula (Bellini)

Faust (Gounod)

Lucia de Lammermoor (Donizetti)

Rigoletto (Verdi)

La Favorita (Donizetti)

Cenerentola (Rossini)

The Medium (Menotti)

Enriching further the opera series is a companion group of films that dramatize the life stories

of great composers—Bellini, Donizetti, Mozart, Mascagni, Verdi, and Johann Strauss. "Casa
Ricordi," the story of a famous Milan music publisher, is another in this series; still another,

"Prelude to Glory," the story of a child prodigy, stars Roberto Benzi, who at the age of ten

conducted some of Europe's finest orchestras.

Many other master films from the top studios of Europe as well as of the U.S.A. are distrib-

uted, exclusively, by Ideal Pictures' 27 branch film libraries. Such titles as "The Woman of

Evil," "The Schemer," "Folies Bergere," "The Ruffians," and "The Wide Blue Road" are rep-

resentative of Europe's finest product.

Send today for the IDEAL Fine Arts Brochure. Circle No. 350 on the Inquiry Card at the back

of this magazine, or write direct to

Ideal Mres,
58 E. South Water St.

Inc. Chicago 1, 111.

The world's largest 16mnt rental library—Serving all America since 1920.
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editorial

The

Visual

Movement

Paul C. Reed

In the editorial pages of EDUCATIONAL SCREEN, Volume I,

1922, there are frequent and repeated references to "the visual

movement." Nelson Greene, scholarly founder and editor of the

magazine, pointed to the obstacles that would prevent "the visual

movement" from coming into its own; he emphasized that "the

visual movement" was just getting started. Actually the magazine

came into being because he and others believed that "the visual

movement in American education was sufficiently important to de-

serve a magazine all its own."

"Cause" was sometimes substituted for "movement." There were

those who had high ideals of service to "the non-theatrical cause."

People were devoted to "the visual idea and cause." Pleas were

made for increased efforts from all who had an interest in "the

visual cause." What did Nelson Greene mean? Was this a superficial

crusade? Was it an intensive publicity effort to get teachers and

others to project pictures on a screen?

You might go to a dictionary to find out what was meant by

"movement." However, you might be only more confused if you

picked the wrong one of several definitions! Better to go directly to

the pages of SCREEN itself. Let's try Vol. I, No. 4, April 1922-

the lead editorial on page 98:

"It is fairly good usage nowadays to speak of the Visual move-

ment.' The term is already widely used among educators ....
Shortly we shall be able to use it almost anywhere without having

to 'define' or 'explain just what we mean.' Those of us who believe

in the visual idea . . . quite like the phrase, 'the visual movement,'

and shall continue to use it as the logical name for a very sig-

nificant phase of educational development in the early part of

the twentieth century."

Interesting, but it doesn't give us the answer! A movement is a

series of planned events aiming toward some specific goal. A cause

is an effort to bring about a certain result. What was the goal of

"the visual movement?" Was it just to multiply the use of pictures

in education?

Searching further we found that Nelson Greene had stated clear-

ly in his first editorial what the "movement" meant to him. In defin-

ing the purposes for the magazine he said, ".
. . to become the

impartial and authoritative source of information for all interested

in the progress of the new, nation-wide movement which seeks to

broaden and deepen, by the use of visual aids, our national educa-

tion in school, church, club and community center."

Those italics are ours; and they emphasize the beliefs that were

basic in this significant statement of objectives. The goal for "the

visual movement" was not merely to cause more people to use

more visual aids. "The visual movement" had more profound mean-
ing than that. It aimed to cause better education. The effort was
based upon the conviction that learning would be broader and

deeper through using visual means of communication.

The leaders of "the visual movement," Circa 1922, were not tech-

nicians. They were not photographers, or gadgeteers, or engineers,

or even in love with the format of the visual aids they advocated.

They were educators. They knew and believed with religious zeal

that the use of pictures would broaden and deepen education.

Nelson L. Greene, Editor-in-Chief for Volumes I, No. 1 through

Volume XXVI, No. 1, was a perceptive leader among leaders in "the

visual movement." Forty years ago he wrote, "The innumerable

aids developed through centuries of educational advance . . . are all

but devices to extend. . .the power of the teacher. . .the multiplica-

tion of these devices merely intensifies the need for great teachers

who can bring forth ever finer results from the finer facilities."
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What Was AV Journalisr

by F. Dean McClusky

W^.DUCATIONAL Screen and Atidiovisual Guide is

to be warmly congratulated on this its 40th birthday.

It is an achievement to have been the journalistic

leader of audiovisual education for the past 40 years,

an achievement underscored by the fact that it has

outlived eight rival publications all of which aspired

to the goal which it attained. How did this happen?

The answer will be found by reviewing some of the

highlights of the magazine's history.

In the first place, the magazine has been directed

editorially by just two men during the 40-year period.

This undoubtedly is some kind of record in educational

journalism, attesting to the resolute character of its

leadership. Nelson L. Greene, the founder, served as

editor for the first 25 years. When death took the pen

from Greene's hand on January 30, 1947, the editor's

mantle was placed on Paul C. Reed's shoulders.^ He
has wisely continued Greene's basic editorial policies

in a topflight manner for the past 15 years, and it

is hoped will be at the helm for many years to come.

The historic continuity of Educational Screens edi-

torial policy has been the foundation of its strength.

Second, at the time Greene founded the magazine

he brought to the new venture two years of experience

as editor of a rival magazine. Visual Education.^ In

that two-year period Greene learned much about the

new field of visual education and its problems. Also,

he had been schooled thoroughly in educational

journalism by sharp competition in a deluxe package.

For example, in addition to a score or more of well-

known educational journals with established follow-

ings, such as School and Society, Education, School

Review, The Elementary School Journal and The
Journal of Geography, to mention a few, there were

four competitive magazines in the visual education

field. They were: Moving Picture Age (formerly Reel

and Slide); Visual Education; The Screen; and Edu-
cational Film Magazine. Only a man with Greene's

* Paul Reed was handpicked by Greene to

be his successor. In fact. Reed had served,

as chairman of the Editorial Advisory

Board during 1946 after having been a

member of the Board for .several years.

* Visual Education was published by The
Society for Visual Education, Inc., a firm

established in 1919 by Hurley Clarke to

produce and .sell educational films.

courage, vision and strong convictions would have

dared to break with an established concern to launch

a new publication in an already overcrowded field.

Basically, the crux of the situation as he saw it was the

need for a professional journal, with all that such an

obligation implied. And of the four direct competitors

only Moving Picture Age came close to filling the void.

So Greene's credo for Educational Screen was that it

be impartial, reliable, complete and authoritative.^

Also that it "get at the truth about visual education—

in all its phases and in its broadest aspects . . .

"*

and Greene made it clear that to achieve these goals

his new venture did not have "the slightest commer-

cial connection with, nor financial dependence upon

any branch or element of the great 'visual' industry

(maps, charts, pictures, slides, films, or projectors)."*

Subsequent events proved: (1) the soundness of

Greene's insight—circa 1922—into the budding visual

education movement as it related to educational jour-

nalism, and (2) the timeliness of Educational Screen's

appearance. Both The Screen and Educational Film

Magazine ceased publication in the spring of 1922. In

December, 1922, Moving Picture Age merged with

Educational Screen and in December, 1924, Visual Ed-

ucation joined the procession by armouncing that it

had sold out to the Educatiorval Screen. In the short

span of two years, where there had been five maga-

zines serving the field of visual education, there now
was only one. Educational Screen.

Third, Nelson L. Greene saw clearly and convincing-

ly that the motion picture and the lantern sbde had
the power to instruct, to inform, and to create attitudes

as well as to entertain. He also perceived that there

were many who shared his convictions about the film

and the slide but that there were those on the one
hand who were over enthusiastic" and those on the

other hand who had to be convinced. Furthermore, he
saw that visual education* circa 1922, was not synony-

•'' Editorial, The Educational Screen, Vol.

1. Jan. 1922. Pp. 6-7.

* Op. Cit. p. 5.

^Op. Cit. p. 6.

' For discussions of propaganda in visual

education see: (1) Charles H. Jadd, "Edi-

torial," The Elementary School Journal.

Vol. 21, Mar. 1921. p.6; (2) F. Dean
McClusky, "Fundamental Issues," Moving
Picture Age. Vol. 4, Dec. 1921. p. 12.;

(3) Nelson L. Greene, "Editorial," The
Educational Screen. Vol. 1, Feb. 1922. p.

6.; and (4) Frank N. Freeman, "Fact and
Fable in Visual Education," Moving Pic-

ture Age. Vol. 5, Apr. 1922. pp. 9-10.

* The first major use of the term "visual

education" occurred in 1906 when the
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[1 1922

mous with the motion picture and the lantern slide

nor had it ever been. Prior to 1922, stereographs,

charts, models, diagrams, maps, pictures, objects,

museum exhibits and specimens as well as slides had

been used in schools for more than two decades.*

It was a complicated situation. For example, in the

public schools of New York State "visual education"

was associated with the lantern slides circulated by

the Visual Instruction Division of the State Depart-

metn of Education.'" In the Chicago city schools,

"visual education" meant the slides and films dis-

tributed by the Bureau of Visual Instruction."^' In

St. Louis'- and Cleveland'^ the term "visual educa-

tion" connoted a variety of materials such as pictures,

models, exhibits, charts, at cetera, as well as slides.

(Cleveland added films to its offerings in 1919-20.)

Similar complexities existed in the commercial field.

If one talked about visual education to an official of

the Keystone View Co., the discussion would be cen-

tered on stereographs and slides; to a representative

of Denoyer-Geppert or A. J. Nystrom and Co., it

would be maps, globes, charts and pictures; and to a

salesman of The Society for Visual Education, it

would be about motion pictures.

To publish a magazine which would give adequate

representation to all of these special interests" and

not fall into the propaganda trap posed a dilemma of

the first magnitude. How did Greene proceed? The
answer is that he did not allow the magazine to be-

come aligned with any one type of visual education.**

He deftly touched all bases and he welcomed con-

structive criticism.

For example, the very first article'* decried the

poor status of many non-theatrical films and urged

educators to demand quality in educational motion

pictures. It also took a slap at educators who were
"producing" films without the essential technical know-
how and at advertising reels "still too commonly seen

in both school and community gatherings."

The second article described the content of a course

in visual instruction at the university level in which
eight types of visual aids were studied, ranging from

the blackboard to the film.'^ This article by J. J.

Weber was the first ever to be printed which clearly

defined the full scope of visual education and dis-

cussed the unique function of each of the various types

of visual aids in instruction.

Since the widespread interest in visual education

circa 1922 had been aroused by the introduction of

(Continued on next page)

'5 "Educational Screen is not the official

organ of anything or anybody." "Edi-

torial," Vol. 1, Jan. 1922. p. 8.

i«WiHwm R. Duffey, "Better Times

Ahead." The Educational Screen. Vol. 1,

Jan. 1922. Pp. 10-11, 32.

" Joseph J. Weber. "What the University of

Kansas Is Doing and Planning in Visual

Instruction." The Educational Screen,

Vol. 1, Jan. 1922. Pp. 12-17.

Keystone View Co., published a teachers'

guide to its "600 Set" of slides and

stereographs, and labeled the guide.

Visual Educatioji.

* By 1922, ten city school systems had es-

tablished departments for the administra-

tion of visual instruction, and distributing

centers for visual aids were operating in

over thirty states.

^'^ The Division was established in 1911 as

a reorganized unit following a fire which

had destroyed previous collections of pic-

tures and slides. New York began work
in this area in 1886.

" The Chicago "Bureau of Visual Instruc-

tion" was established in 1917,
'2 The St. Louis "Educational Museum" was

founded in 1905.
'•'' The Cleveland "Educational Museum"
was established in 1909.

'' There were professional educators circa

1922 in the field of visual education who
rode certain hobbies, viz; the slide, or the

motion picture, or the exhibit. These in-

dividuals were ready to propagandize

their particular hobby at the drop-of-the-

hat. Today there are those in the audio-

visual field who are medium centered

rather than audiovisual centered.

This painting of V. Di'an McCliisky, a true AV pio-

neer, hangs in the aiiiiiovisual laboratory (which he

founded), Srhool of Education, at UCLA.
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Journalism — 1922
(Continued)

the motion picture into education, the emphasis in the

magazine was placed on the film. This was good jour-

nalism. It attracted readers and advertising support.'*

Of the 60 or more formal articles which appeared in

volumes one and two: 31 were centered on the use of

the film in education, in religion and in the communi-

ty; six were on the use of the slide; five on visual edu-

cation in general; four on the psychology of visual in-

struction; four reported research; and the remainder

dealt with miscellaneous aspects such as teaching with

stereographs, the use of the bulletin board in the

teaching of English, the educational work of a muse-

um, the administration of programs and the work of

professional organizations. It is also interesting to

note that the majority of these articles were authored

by members of faculties of 13 universities and colleges.

In none of the articles was there any unbridled flag

waving. Greene was determined that the magazine be
open to discussions of the pros and cons of visual edu-

cation and this it was. As he stated in his opening edi-

torial, the magazine was to be "distinctly intellectual

and critical, rather than commercial and propagandis-

tic."

Fourth, Education Screen made a notable contribu-

tion to the development of visual education by open-

ing its pages to professional organizations which, in

those early years, could not afford the luxury of a

publication. For example. The Visual Instruction As-

sociation of America, The National Academy of Visual

Instruction, the Better Films Committee of The Na-

tional Congress of Mothers and Parent-Teachers As-

sociations, and the Film Councils of America all

enjoyed this privilege. Also, following the merger of

The Visual Instruction Association of America and The
National Academy of Visual Instruction with the De-
partment of Visual Instruction ( DVI ) of the National

Education Association in 1932, the greatly strength-

ened DVI arranged for space in the magazine to be
devoted to official news, notes and proceedings of the

organization. DVI's first "News and Notes" appeared in

the May, 1932, issue. This arrangement, with no cost

to DVI, continued until June, 1955, when the Depart-

ment (now called the Department of Audio-Visual
Instruction) decided to publish its own journal.

The high professional standards which have char-

acterized the editorial policies of Educational Screen
may be attested to by the fact that Nelson L. Greene

18 7f is worthy of note that among the ad-
vertisers in volumes one and two: East-
man Kodak Co.; Keystone View Co.; and
Spencer Lens Co., (now The American
Optical Co.), are still advertising in The
Educational Screen.

" Paul C. Reed was president of DVI in

1940-1941. He too worked closely with
DVI, when he became editor of Educa-
tional Screen in 1947.

was elected and served as president of DVI in 1936-

1937.'* This fact also underscores the splendid working

relationship which existed from 1932 to 1955 between

the magazine and DVI.
Finally, the magazine has rendered a valuable serv-

ice by publishing film estimates and evaluations. A
considerable portion of the space in early volumes was
devoted to discussions of theatrical films, evaluations

of them and recommendations for viewing them in

theaters by various family groups. For many years

EducatioTMl Screen was the chief unbiased source of

such information. However, as other publications such

as Parents Magazine began to issue film evaluations

Educational Screen discontinued this type of service to

its readers in November, 1940.

Also, beginning with the first issue and continuing

to the present with a few exceptions, the magazine has

published each month annotated listings of non-theatri-

cal films. In later years, these listings have been ex-

panded to include "new materials and equipment." As

early as November, 1923, evaluations of school films by
a committee of educators were published. Today such

evaluations are a feature of the magazine although

there have been gaps in this service during the inter-

vening years.

When the late Charles H. Judd was director of the

School of Education at The University of Chicago, he

used to advise his students to select one of the major

magazines in the field of education and read it from

cover to cover from volume one, number one, to the

current issue. This discipline he asserted would give

the student a perspective of education which could not

be equaled by any other exercise. Certainly if anyone

were to aspire to be a real student of the audiovisual

movement in America there could be no better task

he could set for himself than to apply Judd's advice

to reading Educational Screen.

If one were to do this he would find at the outset

that the budding visual movement circa 1922 was
faced with many obstacles. Greene's editorial in the

April, 1922, issue stated the situation clearly; "(1)

Most school authorities not sufficiently convinced of

its value to make appropriations for its adoption; (2)

Hence no funds available for the essential equipment;

(3) Hence no chance for teachers to learn to use it

effectively; (4) Hence no market for worthwhile ma-
terials; (5) Hence, no worthwhile producers can

afford to supply them in quantity; (6) Hence, no
final proof of the value of visual instruction is possi-

ble; (7) And many school authorities want 'final

proof before appropriating! ... It is a hard situation,

indeed, but not without cure." (p. 98)
A hard situation it was indeed. But as one would

read on through the thought-provoking editorials, the

articles, and the other content he would be aware of

progress, slow at times, but progress nevertheless. It

would be clear that the visual instruction movement
which emerged in the roaring twenties grew hand in

which emerged in the roaring twenties grew hand-in-

hand with its basic vehicle of expression, Educational

Screen, through the depression years, through World
War II, and through the post-war period to its present

status of maturity.
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"Pictures Speak a Universal Language" showing stereograph and lantern slide, from a Keystone

View Co. ad in a 1922 issue of Educational Screen. The company still advertises in "Ed-Screen."

When 'Ed-Screen'

Was Born

by William F. Kruse

\

"In January, 1922, Educational Screen

started—without a friend in the world, with-

out a single subscriber or advertiser, with

no resources save the high ideals and low

funds of the founders, and with four other

established magazines already in the field.

In the brief three years since, two of the

four disappeared and the other two were
taken over by Educational Screen. The
youngest of the five is now alone in the

field . . .
."

^ O wrote editor-founder Nelson L. Greene three

^ years after a small group of fellow educators had
helped launch this visual education magazine.

In 1922 the time was right for emergence of a pro-

fessional educator publication serving visual educa-

tion, an idea whose time had come. During the but

recently ended World War the motion picture had
proved beyond doubt its power as a medium of mass

propaganda and of visualized training. Along with the

lantern slide and other visualization devices it was
now being harnessed more and more effectively to the

post-war tasks of school, church, industry, and govern-

ment and community agencies.

Acetate film had overcome the fire hazard of the old

nitrate stock. A special non-theatrical, narrow gauge

film now offered mobility as well as safety for class-
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room and other small group showings. A new special

"Educator" projector now included a reverse switch

and a fire shutter that permitted "still" projection of

single frames.

Pathescope's 1922 rental catalog listed 991 motion

pictures on narrow-gauge safety stock. Major theatri-

cal sources were cultivating the non-theatrical market.

F. Dean McClusky surveyed the status of visual ed-

ucation on a grant from the Motion Picture Producers

and Distributors Association following the 1922 plea

This drawing is taken from an ad for a De Vry projector in
a 1922 'Ed-Screen.'

by Will Hays before the NEA for closer ties between

educators and film producers. It showed 100 narrow

and 40 standard projectors in the New York City

Schools. A local report claimed the Chicago schools

had 200, bought in lots of 50 at a time. In Wisconsin

150 schools were rejxjrtedly equipped. Administrator

meetings in Illinois, Texas, Philadelphia, and Newark,

New Jersey, were asking for a projector in every

school.

In Newark, assistant superintendent A. G. Balcom

produced a Descriptive Classified Catalog of Educa-

tional Films for Classroom Use ( First Edition, 1922 )

,

a book of 244 pages carrying a $2.00 price tag. Bal-

com's introduction, addressed as "general suggestions

to teachers who are planning to use the fibn as an aid

to formal teaching" would still serve well as required

reading for audiovisual classes.

Growing consciousness of visual instruction as a dis-

tinct special field of educator activity was reflected

also in no less than five distinct efforts at national

professional and trade organizations, two in 1919, one

in 1920, and one in 1921-2. Official NEA depart-

mental status added still another in 1923.

A related proliferation existed among publications

seeking to serve this burgeoning field. The editors of

two, Dolph Eastman of Educational Film Magazine

and J. P. Brand, managing editor of Reel and Slide

appear as board members in the American Education-

al Motion Picture Association (New York, 1919), and
Nelson L. Greene, editor of Visual Education (Chi-

cago, 1920) took active part in the National Academy
of Visual Instruction (Cleveland, Ann Arbor, Madi-

son, 1920).

Visual Education was the house organ of the Society

for Visual Education, a commercial stock company in

which the late Harley L. Clarke reportedly sank a

half-million dollars before turning the venture over to

his staflF while he found greener pastures. Clarke, a

highly successful utilities magnate, identified four ma-
jor needs to be met before he felt he could crack a

vast visual education market. The first was for a 35mm
motion picture projector operable in a classroom; this

was realized in the "Acme" steel cased, asbestos lined,

combination film and glass slide projector. The second,

a supply of new classroom teaching films, found 27 of

the projected 46 completed by 1922.

The third was the active, public collaboration of a

large body of respected educator opinion—Rollin D.

Salisbury became S.V.E.'s president. Forest Ray Mou-
ton was secretary, and banker Frank A. Vanderlip

was chairman of a board which included such well-

known educators as Wallace W. Atwood, Charles A.

Beard, Wm. C. Bagley, Otis W. Caldwell, and Wilham
F. Russell. A general advisory committee listed no less

than 63 prominent people, mainly educators from all

parts of the country.

The fourth ingredient in Clarke's success package—
the monthly magazine Visual Education—was edited

by Nelson L. Greene, a young college instructor and
author who had made his mark with visualized war-
time lectures to French and American soldiers.

Greene's salary was excellent according to the stand-
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ards of the time, although only $4,000 was c^sh, the

rest SVE stock.

Clarke, as vice president and general manager ran

the business end. The magazine had excellent con-

tents; it grew from 40 pages in January to 72 in June,

but 210,000 copies of these first four issues were put

out at a deficit of $26,402. With the fifth issue ready

for the press Clarke decided to discontinue publica-

tion unless Editor Greene could raise $10,000 in edu-

cator money to buy the magazine. When this proved

impossible Clarke continued to finance it as part of his

general promotion. Announcement of an 8 percent

preferred stock issue in the October, 1921, issue capped

a series of disagreements on business matters and

caused Greene to resign. The idea of an independent,

educator-owned publication took form in January

1922, with the backing of Greene's friends at the

University of Chicago. Visual Education was taken

over by newcomer Educational Screen three years

later, in December 1925.

Moving Picture Age, an independent commercial

enterprise was originally launched in March, 1918, as

Reel and Slide. It offered an impressive list of visual

education leaders as contributing editors, including

such names as Frederick Gates Starr, Charles Roach,

B. A. Aughinbaugh, Lloyd Van Deren, William H.

Dudley, Charles F. Herm, and A. G. Balcom. As the

official organ of the National Academy of Visual In-

struction it took an active part in the inter-organiza-

tional polemics of the visual education movement.

"Academy" roots ran predominantly into university

soil, while the Visual Instruction Association led by
Ernest L. Crandall of the New York City Schools was
based mainly on local school administrators and class-

room teachers, and cultivated closer commercial con-

tacts.'

Moving Picture Age, in its December, 1922, swan
song, gave several reasons for the failure of early edu-

cational film magazines to survive. The Screen was
written off as a "house organ, but a poor one." Educa-
tional Film Magazine "was independent but a few
months and later sacrificed this status through the sale

of stock to an educational film producer." Visual Edu-
cation was described as "a house organ of unusually

high quality," which by inference was a kiss-of-death

prophecy of its end three years later.

In this sign-off article Editor Baldwin told in detail

why he expected only Educational Screen to survive

"the difficulties an independent magazine in this field

encounters in even paying expenses." He gave three

principal reasons:

(1) A magazine with a mission must depend on
authors who write "for love of the cause," it

can not afford to pay for professional manu-

^The origins and early activities of the

visual education associations of the 20's

are described in the author's "Some Notes
on DAVI's Ancestry," Educational Screen

6 Audiovisual Guide, March, 1958.

From "Educational Screen," March, 1923—"Panels on the sides

and one in the rear on this truck are the 'screens' of this trav-

eling picture show. Crowds gather at any street corner where
Industrial Displays, Inc., is staging a performance."

script. (Educational Screen has always had
this resource.)

(2) Commercialization of editorial columns, short-

sightedly demanded by some advertisers, de-

feats its own purpose. ( Complete independence
has always prevailed here.)

( 3 ) Commercial support was inadequate to support

more than one magazine. On this point Bald-

win wrote: ".
. . . it is plain that workers in this

field can be satisfactorily served by one good
magazine, while the chances of sufficient com-
mercial support for the one publication are

within reason. The wiser of those (commercial)

concerns will recognize the important obhga-
tion of so supporting the work of The Educa-
tional Screen that it shall live and flourish for

that magazine is now the only independent pub-
lication dealing with the subject of visual in-

struction . . .
."

Visual Education, the only other magazine then re-

maining was merged into Educational Screen in 1925.

Visual Instruction News, official organ of the Na-
tional Academy of Visual Instruction and for a time

subsidized by the University of Kansas Extension Di-

vision, launched in 1927, followed the same course five

years later. The Educatiorud Screen had four competi-

tors at birth; none survived. At a later date it once had
as many as seven visual education competitors, be-

sides several annuals, directories, and special AV issues

of general educational magazines, but staunch sup-

port from readers and advertisers kept it consistently

far out front.

On the magazine's 40th birthday the appreciation

expressed on its 10th still applies:

"A host of friends—in the educational field, in the

commercial field, and by the thinking laymen in the

field in between—gave us constantly the splendid

cooperation without which our oivn efforts would
have come to naught."
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1922-y4 Year of 'Firsts

'Better^ and 'More

In Visual Education

by Paul Saettler

"The Educational Screen is not the official

organ of anything or anybody. It is publish-

ed to give American educators, and every

American who believes education important,

the thing that they have needed ever since

the so-called "visual movement" started—

namely a magazine devoted to the educa-

tional cause, rather than commercial and
propagandist; a magazine written and pro-

duced exclusively by those whose scholarly

training, experience and reputation qualify

them to discuss educational matters."

—Editorial,

Educational Screen,

Vol. 1, January, 1922.

J. HE foregoing words of Nelson L. Greene, founder

and first editor of Educational Screen, reflected ex-

ceptional courage and independence as well as high

professional ideals. Visual education was then re-

ceiving inadequate financial support. Educators relied

almost completely upon national advertisers as a source

for their film because it was free. Manufactiurers of

visual equipment and producers of films and other

visual materials exerted considerable pressure for the

endorsement of their products. While there was a

genuine need for a professional journal in visual edu-

cation, from a practical point of view there seemed to

be little hope of successfully competing with existing

commercially sponsored magazines.

Events proved, however, that Educational Screen

came into being at an opportune time. Many develop-

ments in American education during the early twenties

provided provocative grist for this new publication.

It was an era of an expanding school curriculum

matched by sweeping changes in educational meth-

odology. Instructional technology also began to exert

a greater impact upon the classroom. Following World
War I, interest in the educational film spread rapidly.

By 1922, the watershed year of visual education, sev-

eral agencies were engaged in the production of edu-

cational films; universities and colleges began to spon-

sor educational film research; professional educational

organizations were established to study and develop

the educational film; and distributing centers for edu-

cational films were organized by museums, state de-

partments of education, city school systems, and uni-

versities and colleges.

It seems fitting, in this fortieth anniversary issue

of Educational Screen, to take a retrospective look at

some of the significant developments in visual edu-

cation recorded in its pages during its foimding year:

• Will H. Hays, postmaster general in the Harding

administration, was appointed president of the newly

formed Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of

America, Inc.

• Will H. Hays addressed the general assembly of the

National Education Association at its Boston meeting

in July, 1922. Hays promised the full cooperation of

the MPPDA in working with the educators in the de-

velopment of visual education; he also promised funds

for research, sought cooperation of educators in im-

proving theatrical motion pictures, and pointed out

that there was a need for better organization of those

educators interested in visual education.

• The budding visual education movement was given

significant impetus at the 1922 NEA meeting in

Boston. There, Dudley Grant Hayes, president of the

Academy of Visual Instruction and director of visual

education for the Chicago Public Schools, and Ernest

L. Crandall, director of lectures and visual instruction
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for the New York Public Schools first formally intro-

duced the idea of creating a Department of X'isual

Instruction within the NEA.
• The idea of excerpting theatrical films for educa-

tional purposes began with the 1922 Judd Committee

of the NEA. The Judd Committee also anticipated the

Payne Fund studies of the late twenties by making a

study of the effect of the theatrical film on the child as

well as a study of the methods by which educational

films could best be produced.

• The Visual Instruction Association of America was

founded on July 6, 1922. Ernest L. Crandall was elect-

ed president.

• A national congress on the application of the cinema

to teaching was held in Paris, France, on April 20-23,

1922.

• The first great "documentary" film, Nanook of the

North, produced by Robert J.
Flaherty for Revellon

Freres, was released by Pathe.

• In 1922-23, some 21 institutions of higher learning

offered courses in visual education.

• Forty-four film libraries in 40 states were actively

distributing educational films and other visual ma-
terials.

• The Yale University Press, owned by Yale Uni-

versity, organized The Chronicles of America Picture

Corporation for the purpose of producing a series of

American historical motion pictures in 100 reels.

• New bureaus of visual education were founded in

Atlanta, Georgia; Berkeley and Sacramento, California;

and in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. These bureaus de-

veloped principally from the impetus induced by the

Nelson L. Greene
Founder of Educational Screen

introduction of motion pictures in the classroom. This,

in turn, had been stimulated by the production of

educational films by the United States Government
and by the activity of the United States Bureau of

Education in connection with World War I films.

• Anna V. Dorris of San Francisco State College made
a survey to determine the provisions being made for

teacher training in the field of visual education. One
normal school taught "graphs;" another gave a course

on photography and slide-making. Four normal schools

offered regular courses in visual education and two
offered summer session courses.

• F. Dean McClusky completed his doctoral study,

"An Experimental Comparison of Different Methods

of Visual Instruction."

• The first major research program dealing with the

effectiveness of various types of visual materials was
launched. This program was made possible by a grant

of $10,000 to the University of Chicago by the Com-
monwealth Fund of New York City. Frank N. Free-

man of the School of Education was in charge. He was
assisted by F. Dean McClusky. This study continued

over a period of two years and its findings were pub-

lished in book form by the University of Chicago

Press in 1924 under the title Visual Education.

Educational Screen, however, served as more than

a chronicler of visual education events; it made audio-

visual history in its own right. For example, in its

founding year, Educational Screen published the first

authoritative research in visual education: Joseph J.

Weber's Comparative Effectiveness of Some Visual

Aids in Seventh Grade Instruction. Also, in this first

year, it began to devote a portion of its space to the

Visual Instruction Association of America. Shortly

thereafter. Educational Screen became the official

mouthpiece for the Department of Audio-Visual In-

struction of the National Education Association until

DAVI published its own journal in 1953. In subsequent

years. Educational Screen began the separate publica-

tion of books, monographs and catalogs, prepared

comprehensive summaries of visual education re-

search as well as reviews and evaluations of new edu-

cational films; and served as a constant critic of

theatrical films.

Nelson L. Greene first stated that the purpose of

the Educational Screen was "to get at the truth about

visual education—in all its phases and in its broadest

aspects . . .," "to supply . . . the best in theory, opinion,

and experience . . .," "wade through the welter of

'literature' provoked by the movies . . .," "present a

monthly survey of really significant visual education

activities along educational lines . . .," "to develop at

the earliest moment a technical department," "become
the one impartial and authoritative source of informa-

tion on the new field," and "aim at something unique

in regard to the theatrical 'movie'." The high profes-

sional standards expressed in this founding purpose

has been abundantly achieved.

We extend our warmest congratulations on this anni-

versary year and offer our best wishes for the years

ahead.
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A Power Projector, anno 1922.

nthe

ADVERTISERS
used

CAPITALS

by Irene Thorson

"It is definitely our business to foster mutual
confidence between the commercial pro-

ducer and the educational consumer . .
."

N.ELSON L. GREENE also said:

"We intend to make a magazine that deserves and

therefore has the complete confidence of a pubhc
which is exactly the public worthy advertisers need

to reach. We want only such advertisers to reach it.

Such a magazine, with such a public and with such

advertisers, cannot fail to be an invaluable means
toward the development of this great visual field to

the maximum benefit of all concerned."

Like most new magazines the little book ( 5 1/2 x 8

inches, 32 pages) was on a starvation diet during its

first year. It started off bravely enough in January,

1922, with six pages of paid advertising. Motion pic-

tures accounted for two, projectors for one and a half,

and slides, maps, books, equipment accessories, and
vacation time jobs each added a half page.

But the following issues dropped at once from six

pages to two. Rehef was in sight when, in June, East-

man Kodak and Bausch and Lomb each sent in a

page, the start of a patronage that has endured all

through the years. In October began the DeVry ad-

vertising that also continued until just a few years ago

when this famous projector was taken over by Bell &

Howell, another early (and continuing) advertiser.

Copywriters for 1922 advertising were every bit as

eloquent as those who write today; although capitali-

zation rules may have changed a bit for some of the

ads, the sales pitch was there. The Motiograph was
offered as "The most modern, and up-to-date Pro-

jector for Schools, Churches, Theatres and Pubhc
Auditoriums." The Helios projector ad claimed "No
Flicker. Save Children's Eyes. Let them Write Their

Notes in a Semi-Lighted Classroom. 75% MORE
LIGHT. No Projector Ever Will Give the Light Pro-

duced by the HELIOS. Gives Third Dimension of

Depth and Eliminates Distortion and A'ibration. All

Helios Products Warranted for 2 Years."

Another in this advertiser's series read: "BE WISE.
Delay Purchasing Any Motion Picture Projector until

the HELIOS Semi-Portable Is Ready for Delivery.

66% more light. Wonderful Detail, Definition and
DEPTH. A Steady, Flickerless Picture. Endorsed by
the Biggest Projection Experts in America."

During its first year the only illustrations carried

by this visual education magazine were those in the

advertisements. The size and complexity of the projec-

tors pictured in the early ads probably frightened the

readers as much as persuaded them. The projector-

carrying damsel, her skirt reaching down to her high-

button shoes, became almost a DeVry trademark. But
it made its point—that a well-developed teacher, prop-
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erly nourished, could carry a classroom projector with

one hand.

Copywriters for the film ads were equally eloquent.

"The Largest and Most Complete Library of Appro-

priate Films for Schools" was the modest claim by

"New Era." Lea-Bell listed "A Few of Many Interest-

ing Subjects we are offering at this time that have met

the approval of Minister and Educator." Simultaneous

approach to school and church markets dates back

to the earliest issues of this and other magazines that

served the infant field.

Educational Screen marked its first anniversary by

going to a slightly larger size (61/2x9 inches) and

sported a roster of 22 advertisers—ten projectors, ten

sources of slides and films, and two screen manufac-

turers. Initiated at that time and continued ever since

was a trade news department that became one of the

magazine's most valued services.

"A New Department: AMONG THE PRO-
DUCERS. This department belongs to the com-

mercial companies whose activities have a real and

important hearing on the progress of the visual

field.

Within our space limitations we shall reprint each

month, from data supplied by these companies,

such material as seems to offer the most informa-

tional and news value to our readers.

We invite all serious producers in this field to send

us their literature regularly—Editor."

In this initial issue the new department quite casual-

ly reported the "Amateur Motion Picture Outfit De-

veloped by Eastman Kodak Company," the first pres-

entation by Dr. C. E. Kenneth Mees of the new
camera, projector and emulsion before the American

Chemical Society. Mention was made also of "DeVry

Activities in South America," of the premiere showing

of stereoscopic movies at New York's Selwyn Theatre;

and of this writer's distribution of the Moscow Art

Theatre film version of Tolstoy's Polikushka.

The note of high optimism in the anniversary edi-

torial was based on four factors, which the editor

listed as (1) The cooperation of the publishers of

Moving Picture Age who with this issue turned over

their subscribers to Educational Screen; (2) the sup-

port of its readers by subscriptions and letters; (3)

the (unpaid) "cooperation of significant contributors

. . . who have strong beliefs and sincere doubts about

the new movement," and (4) "the patronage of ad-

vertisers who can, who will, and who do render the

service that they advertise."

To the latter the editor promised:

"In return they can expect from us the fullest and

most cordial efforts to promote their best advantage

in this newly opened and greatly undeveloped field.

We are making a magazine expressly calculated to

serve their interests as perfectly as the interests of our

readers. These interests are identical."

This policy, sedulously maintained through decade

after decade of service as a bridge between the users

of audiovisual resources and the many producers who
supply them, has proved an excellent course and has

continued unchanged.

A reprint from the

October, 1922, Educational Screen . .

Ear-gate Cher Against

Eye-gate

by }. E. McAfee

University of Oklahoma

J. HE race is on between the radio and the movie.

Which will prove a more potent social force? Is the

ear a more effective organ of culture than the eye?

Of course that latter question is ridiculous. The

Apostle Paul, some time ago, ruled it out of court.

Are not both members of the one body? Shall the ear

say to the eye, I have no need of thee? Or shall the

eye make itself similarly ridiculous? But the race, this

rivalry in beneficence, is interesting, nevertheless.

The radio is vastly and marvelously reheving the

isolation of many a frontier, and bringing culture with-

in the reach of those who have always heretofore been

more or less destitute. But it will be interesting to dis-

cover whether it will not tend to create a new kind of

isolation. To be sure, the lone farmer, on his dirt road,

miles from town, can use the radio in a silent fellow-

ship with the multitudes tuned to the city broadcasting

station. That is, he can listen to what they also hear.

But he is still the lonely farmer, far out on the dirt

road. Will the radio leave him content to remain there?

There is, we believe, little danger that he will de-

sert the movie, once he has built his hard surfaced

highway and has felt the appeal of the screen. The
"unscreened" may find a temporary satisfaction in

listening in on the radio current. Transmitters may,

indeed, become almost as prevalent as receivers, and

the lone farmer may learn to talk back. Thus the social

current will be vastly widened and deepened; social

bonds will be enormously strengthened; the most iso-

lated in space may cultivate a certain luxuriance of

social soul. But the radio currents wUl have to enable

those at the ends of the "vdres" to see, before social

culture will be complete.

It is no disparagement to the ear to call attention to

the fact that it cannot see. People wish to see. The
movie is a mighty, an irreplaceable, an irreducible

social force. It harbors no jealousy of the infant radio

brother. He is heartily welcomed to the family of

cultural agencies. There is indeed promise that he

will vastly stretch the screen, and enlarge the theatre,

as well as the auditorium, to take in all the vast com-

munitv of culture-seekers.
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FILM EVALUATIONS
by L. C. Larson and Carolyn Gtiss

Plymouth Colony:

The First Year

(Coronet Instnicfional Films, Coronet
Building, Chicago, Illinois) 14 min-
utes, 16 mm. sound, color and birw,

1961, $165 and $90. Teachers' guide
available.

Description

Plymouth Colony: The First Year
dramatizes the first year of the Plim-
oth Plantation settlement as well as

discussing the rehgious problem lead-

ing to the establishment of the colony.

The film opens in Plimoth Plantation a
year after its start, with two Indians

40 years ago, when your name was
"Visual Education," your articles fea-

tured stereographs.

Educational Screen,

on your 40th Birthday!
When you were born, Keystone View Company
was 29 years old—and we've both had much to do
with the modern emphasis on audio-visual aids.

Since then many types of visual

aids have challenged the atten-

tion of good teachers—and none
so outstanding as the Keystone
Overhead Projector, introduced
in 1945.

More than 18,000 Keystone Over-
heads have been bought by
schools and colleges. No other
overhead projector has had even
comparable acceptance.

Projector serves for the projection of:

4") (5) Polaroid Slides

(6) Microslides

(7) Tachistoslides

(8) Handmade slides

The Keystone Overhead

(1) Standard (SV/' x
transparencies

(2) 2" or IVa!' slides

(3) Strip fihn

(4) Overlays

Detailed information, or a demonstration, on request.

KEYSTONE VIEW CO.
Meadville, Pa.

Since 1892—Producers of Superior Visual Aids

bringing a deer to a thanksgiving har-

vest. Through a flashback, the begin-
nings of the Pilgrim cause are shown.
An animated map is used to show the

travels of the Pilgrims.

Because of a conflict between the

Separatists and the English religious

leaders, the Pilgrims went to the Neth-
erlands. Some of the Pilgrims decided
to proceed to the New World on the
ship, Mayflower. Fearing interference

from the Pilgrims, the Captain or-

dered the Pilgrims to remain below
decks for the voyage. Life became
monotonous and they contracted scur-

vy. Upon the sighting of Cape Cod,
the Pilgrims fell on their knees and
blessed God for delivering them. The
Mayflower Compact was devised to

prevent a split among the Pilgrims.

The inland exploration produced seed
corn, rich soil, and streams. After six

weeks, the town site was established

and the Pilgrims were forced to build

their homes in the dead of winter.

The Colony survived the winter with
less than fifty people. In the spring, an
English-speaking Indian appeared
claiming a desire to trade. The lead-

ers of the colonists and the Indians

met to discuss peace. A peace treaty

was signed between the settlers and
the Indians and trade was established.

Some of the Indians helped their new
friends to learn how to plant corn and
catch fish. As the harvest approached
and the colony became established,

the Mayflower returned to England.
The film concludes with a return to

the thanksgiving harvest.

Appraisal

Plymouth Colony: The First Year is

an excellent film for the illustration of

Pilgrim struggles. Its effectiveness lies

in presenting several important points
— (1) the suffering of the Pilgrims
under the deck on the Mayflower be-

cause the Captain feared that they
would interfere with the navigation,

(2) tools in use and the use of fish as

fertilizer for the com, and (3) the de-

tention of the Mayflower in Massa-
chusetts Bay for one year. Some, pos-

sibly unintended, omissions are (1)
the fact that the Pilgrims landed
north of Virginia, their intended des-

tination, possibly because of a storm

and (2) the conflict between believers

and strangers as an important factor
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in drawing up the Compact. The eval-

uation committee felt that this film

could be used in junior high classes,

but more especially in the elementary

school classwork. The guides are espe-

cially recommended.
—Franz Frederick

Silk Makers of Japan

(Bailey Films, Inc., 6509 De Longpre

Ave., Hollywood 28, California) 16

minutes, 16 mm, sound, and color,

1961, $170. Teacher's guide available.

Description

Silk Makers of Japan shows how the

life of a segment of the Japanese pop-

ulation depends upon the culture of

silkworms and the manufacture of

products derived from them. Through

live-action, close-up photography the

silkworm is photographed in all stages

of its life history. Its effect upon the

Japanese is illustrated through a por-

trayal of the work of one farm family

as the family goes about caring for the

needs of the silkworms.

Opening with a display of silk fab-

rics, the film traces the history of

silk from its birthplace in China to

Europe and finally to Japan where

today over one-half of the world's silk

is produced. After viewing a Japanese

farm home and meeting the members
of the family, one discovers that the

major task in the life of a Japanese

silkworm grower is supplying the

ever-hungry silkworms with choice

mulberry leaves. Since this hunger

lasts throughout most of the silk-

worm's life, the farmer must stagger

his planting so as to have leaves avail-

able at all times.

The silkworm larval stage (called

Kago by the Japanese) requires mul-

berry leaves that are freshly gathered

and then cut into small pieces, first by

hand and later by a simple machine.

As the Kagoes grow, so does the size

of the leaf that they can consume. As

they eat, they grow, and as they grow

they must molt (four times in all)

until their silk glands become full and

then they stop eating entirely.

Now it is time for the silkworms to

go to work for the farmer, so, in prep-

aration, he may either spread them on
the floor and cover them with a rice

straw mat, or he may put them into

square holes in large wooden racks.

Both mat and racks provide a place

of support upon which the silkworm

(Continued on page 32)

Comments and materials for review

.should be sent to Audio-Visual Center,

Indiana University, Bloomington, Ind.

NEW SYLVANIA "DIRECT WIRE" TV. .

.

SO LOW IN COST ANY SCHOOL CAN AFFORD IT

(yet so high in quality, even fine details show

up clearly) Now you can have a complete
private TV system for less than you real-

ize. New Sylvania "Direct Wire" TV is the

lowest-cost, easiest-to-use educational TV
system. So practical and economical, any
school can use it effectively in dozens of

different ways ... to monitor classrooms,

teach more students, make better use of

gifted instructors. Sylvania "Direct Wire"

New low-cost Sylvania

V-400 camera has

extra-fine, 400-

line resolution.

Produces crisp,

clear pictures.

Captures fine

details with

utmost clarity

and fidelity.

SYIVANIA
GENERAL TELEPHONE tELECTRONICS^

TV is easy to operate, too. Just switch it

on. It adjusts automatically to varying light

conditions. No operating personnel re-

quired. No special lighting either. Sylvania

"Direct Wire" TV gives pictures as sharp
and clear as a top-quality home TV set

. . . with ordinary room light.

For more facts, and a free visual commu-
nications survey of your school, mail cou-
pon today!

Robert E. Brockway
SYLVANIA COMMERCIAL ELECTRONICS

730 Third Avenue (Dept. ES), New York 17, N. Y.

Q Please send more information on Sylvania

"Direct Wire" TV and hov» to arrange a free vis-

ual communications survey,

n Please send leasing information on Sylvania

Direct Wire" TV.

Name

Company-

Address_

City -Zone State-
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OZALID SETS THE WORLD'S STANDARD IN EDUCATION WITH THE ONLY COMPLETE VISUAL TEACHING SYSTEM !

Your students learn faster .. .understand more clearly

with the OzalidUVIHIL

NEW PORTA-UTE OVERHEAD PROJECTOR (the very name means portability)

Make your visual teaching come to life with the Ozalid
"Living Blackboard" System. Project 7x7 inch color
transparencies in full room light with the revolution-
ary new Porta-Lite 7-smallest, brightest, ready-to-use
portable overhead projector ever designed -the only
projector you can plug in and use immediately ! Porta-
Lite saves time because it stays set up always - no
assembly ! And it's so easy to carry because it's alumi-

num-light. Use Ozalid® Transparency Master Kits
(science and math courses by leading educators) or-

make transparencies from any pictures or drawings
in minutes ! From 'idea' to projected image-you do it

all in minutes (at far less cost) with the Ozalid "Liv-
ing Blackboard" System ! Porta-Lite 10 with the same
smart styling and features also available for 10x10
inch transparencies.
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MCKBOARD SYSTEM

ONLYOZALID GIVES

YOU THE COMPLETE
"LIVING BLACKBOARD"

SYSTEM!

Choose any picture you
want to project — from the

Ozalid Transparency Mas-
ter Kits — or from maps,
graphs or diagrams. Make
transparencies yourself —
simply, easily — with the
Ozalid Projecto-Printer® 40.
"Chalk-talk" in color on
Ozalid Drafton! Ozalid's
"Living Blackboard" Sys-
tem provides it all!

Send this coupon today!

OZALID, Dept. 391, Johnson City, N. Y.

Gentlemen: Please send me complete
illustrated literature on Ozalid equip-
ment and supplies for the "Living Black-
board" System . . . and the name of my
nearest Ozalid dealer.

Name

School.

Address-

City .Zone State-
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HE Shows
Educational Films

in a Lighted

Classroom

There was no other way.

Blocked by a tight budget, concerned
about teachers who shied away from
tinie<onsuming, complex techniques,
he tried the rear projection concept.

Working with his administrator, they
purchased a Wilson Movie-Mover
RP—a rear projection unit that used
their present projector— guaranteed
to show motion pictures and film-
strips in undarkened rooms to their
complete satisfaction.

Cost.' Less than darkening one room
—only $139.50 or $159.50 plus a few
dollars more for a wide angle lens.
That's all.

The RP unit rolled effortlessly on 4"
casters, brought brilliant, sharp pic-
tures to every room on his school's
floor.

Teachers loved showing films. And
so easy. Film utilization went up,
teacher resistance went down. The
RP unit was wheeled into their class-
rooms completely set up, ready to
run. They merely flicked a switch.
That's all.

Today, hundreds of Audiovisualists
have purchased, used and re-ordered
additional RP units. If you haven't,
we'd like to demonstrate so you can
decide if and where the RP fits
into your AV program.

H. WILSON CORPORATION
546 W. n9fh St. Chicago 28, ill.

Please send brochures on Wilson
reor projection unit.

Nome

School

Address

City & State

Film Evaluations—
(Continued from page 29)

can spin his cocoon. The silk threads

are held together and to the racks with
a natural glue called serasin that coats

each thread as it comes from the silk-

worm's body. During the three days
of spinning, quiet must be observed
around the house. -After this period,

the cocoons are removed from mat or

rack in preparation for unwinding into

thread. Cutting into the cocoon, one
can see the pupal stage (resting

stage) of the moth occupying but a

small space inside the cocoon. Grow-
ers licensed by the government allow
some to continue to develop into

adult moths, mate and lay eggs, start-

ing the cycle over once again.

Some of the cocoons are used by
the farmer's wife, but most of the
"crop" will be sold to a factory in the
city where machines aid workers in

unwinding the thread, twisting it into

skeins, and packing it into bales for

shipment. Much of the work in these

factories is done by young girls new
to the city from the farm who have a

pleasant two or three years of factory
work and dormitory life before either

marrying, or returning to their homes.
Much of Japan's silk, that which is

to be exported, must first undergo gov-
ernment tests for moisture content,

size, strength, and weight. The bales
are then packed for shipment in cloth,

then paper, then mat bags, stenciled

with their destination and loaded
aboard ship.

Silk thread that stays in Japan may
then be woven on automatic machine
looms, minutely inspected and then
washed by hand in a nearby river.

Many of Japan's rivers contain the
chemicals necessary for such treat-

ment of the colored cloth.

A view of two Japanese girls, re-

splendent in silk kimonos, meeting in

a Japanese garden, concludes the film

which has shown old methods and
new, nature's handiwork and man's
eflForts, all combined to form a "queen
of the fabrics."

Appraisal

Careful handling of details con-
tributes to the effectiveness of this

excellent film. Its audiences may range
from elementary school children
through senior high pupils with dif-

fering purposes for each. For those in

the elementary grades in science or
social studies classes, the film should
develop an understanding of where
and how silk fabric is obtained. For
junior or senior high students, the
concept of man putting nature to
work is well developed by the film.

The moth is shown by close-up

photography to be an insatiable leaf-

devouring machine, a complex weaver
of silk threads, a completely immobile
pupa within the cocoon, or an egg-
laying adult-all of great interest to a

biology class. The film stresses just

how silk is made by photographing
each step along the way—from how
the silkworm east the mulberry leaves

to how the silk thread is unwound. To
iUustrate these steps it employs close-

up in order to facilitate seeing how
these are accomplished. Finally, both
music of Japanese origin and above
average color photography lend their

separate strengths.

-Ronald M. Uhl

DOUBLE DOOR CABINET
WITH LOCK

ECONOMICAL STORAGE FOR
YOUR VALUABLE

TAPE LIBRARY MODELS
FOR 5", 7" & lO'/i" REELS

ALSO AVAILABLE IN

STACKING SECTIONAL CABINETS

Wfl/r£ rOR FREE BROCHURE it

PRICES ON COMPLETE LINE OF
CABINETS FOR RECORDS, TAPES,

FILMS 6- FILMSTRIPS

WALLACH & ASSOCIATES INC.

1532 HILLCREST RD. • CLEVELAND 18, OHIO
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FILM STRIPS
by Irene F. Cypher

As long as we are in a somewhat

reminiscing mood for this Anniversary

issue, why not take a bit of a back-

ward look at the filmstrip. Evidence

seems to indicate that this device ap-

peared on the horizon of visual ma-

terials shortly before or about 1920

(appropriate for a 40th Anniversary,

isn't it?). At that time. Underwoods of

New York City converted a large pho-

tographic library to 55mm film. Stlll-

film Company assumed responsibility

for distributing this material to

schools, apparently with the fond

hope that it would prove more popu-

lar than the 3V4 x 4 glass slide. The
new material was standardized on

35mm film as now used, and the film-

strip was launched on its career as

a teaching aid.

A one-time popular saying tells us

that life begins at 40. If we may be

allowed to apply this to the filmstrip,

we would voice the hope that the next

40 years might bring to pass a better

understanding as to its wide potential

for usefulness as an instructional

medium. It is good to note that the

past year or so has seen a greater de-

gree of willingness to produce film-

strips that stand on their own feet,

unattached to any other type of ma-
terial and intended to be used for

what they are—visual material with

integrity and value as a unique type

of pietorialization, a reliable help and
no substitute for anything else. May
the next 40 years be an era of sensible

utilization.

Atomic And Molecular Models (7

strips, color; produced by Encyclo-

paedia Britannica Films, 1150 Wil-

mette Ave., Wilmette, III; $42 per set,

$6 single strips). Models help us to

acquire a concept of shape, size and

form. The models used in this series

help us to understand the importance

of the size, shape and structure of

molecules. It is particularly well de-

signed to illustrate steps in the forma-

tion of crystals, the construction of

molecular models, and a comparison of

the sizes of atoms and ions. The dia-

grams and photographs are clear and

easy to understand. The series is well

organized for high school and college

use, and is resource material to be
recommended for science course work
at these levels.

Atoms And Their Energy (4 strips,

color; produced by Filmstrip House,

432 Park Ave. South, New York 16,

N.Y.; $20 per set, $15 if purchased

with other sets in the Science Ad-
ventures Series). Today's pupils are

living in a world in which the atom
is a topic of universal discussion. This

series is designed to help pupils in

transpaque
The Transpaque Overhead Projector has 5
major exclusive advantages. Each of these
features makes learning more effective

5 major advances
1: BRIGHTEST OF ALL... allows brilliant reproduc-
tion in fully lighted room. 2: LOWEST SILHOUETTE
. . . you see your entire audience, your audience sees
all the screen. 3: AUTOMATIC LAMP CONTROL...
light goes on w/hen slide is inserted, goes off when re-

moved. 4: FLAWLESS SCREEN IMAGE . . . gives clear
undistorted picture from corner to corner. 5: NON-
GLARE WRITING SURFACE. ..gives complete eye
comfort and safety, even after hours of use.

Write for a Free Demonstration or for the Free Booklet;
"5 Major Advances in Overhead Projection"

Projection Optics Co., Inc.
271-85 ELEVENTH AVENUE, EAST ORANGE, NEW JERSEY
In Canada: — Anglophoto, Ltd. 880 Champagneur, Montreal, Quebec

this year

ALL YOU HAVE IS

1,000 HOURS
You have only 1,000 hours each year to spend with

your students. How can you teach them all they

have to know? See the 10 minute film "1,000

Hours". It graphically explains some of your criti-

cal problems—offers possible solutions.

It is an important document, narrated by Milton

Cross. You may see it free at your own conven-

ience in your school. Simply mail the request

for an appointment.

PROJECTION OPTICS CO., INC.

271-85 Eleventh Ave., East Orange, New Jersey

I would like to see the 10 minute film "1,000 Hours". My most

convenient day is , time

Name.

School.

School Address.

City -Zone State.
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PHOTOPLAY FILMSTRIPS
Prepared by William Lewin, Ph.D.

A scene from the filmstrip "Adventures of Robinson Crusoe/* based on the United Artists screen version

Ulyuai—In full color, 64 frames, o pic-

torial guide to the new Paramount icreen

version of Homer's Odyssey, produced in

Italy. An invaluable aid to the study of

the clossic. $7.S0.

Th» Vtklngf—In full color, 47 frames,

bosed on the Kirk Douglas production.

$7.S0. With guide, $7.80.

A Latton In Mythology—Explains Andro-

meda, the Minotaur, Iphlgenio, etc, based

on M-G-M's The Living Idol. 25 frames,

color. $7.50.

Julius Coatar, set of 2 filmstrips in black-

and-white, presenting 97 scenes in the

M-G-M screen version of the play. $7.00.
With guide, $7.30.

Knightf of the Round Tabia—A set of

two filmstrips. Part One, black-and-white,

25 frames, exploins the background of the

story, its theme, its significance as on early

attempt to organize a league of nations

and how the United Nations Security Council

is the Round Table of today. Part Two, full

color, 28 frames, tells the colorful story of

the great legend, based on the M-G-M
photoplay. $7.50.

Adventures of Robinson Crusoe—In full

color, 50 frames, a clear pictorial guide to

the Defoe classic, based on the United

Artists screen version. $7.50. With guide,

S7.80.

The Glass Slipper—The charming fairy

lale of Cinderella, told in a new way,
based on the M-G-M photoplay. 36 frames
in full color. $7.50. With guide, S7.80.

Romeo and Juliet—Shakespeore's great

love story illustrated in color from the

J. Arthur Rank production filmed on loca-

tion in Verona and other Italian cities.

44 frames. $7.50. With guide, $7.80.

Richard III—Based on Laurence Olivier's

colorful screen version of Shakespeare's
famous ploy. 48 frames. $7.50. With
guide, $7.80.

Alexander the Great—Biography of the

first man to conquer the civilized world,
based on the photoplay. Shows Alexander's
effort to unite Europe and Asia, a task
with which the U.N. is still faced. 55
frames. $7.50. With guide, $7.80.

Columbus—Black-and-white, based on the

J. Arthur Rank production starring Fredrie

March. 55 Fromes. $4.00.

Hansel and Gretel— In full color, 42
frames, the highlights of the beloved fairy

tale as performed by the charming Kine-

mins of Michael Myerberg's screen version,

released by RKO Radio Pictures. $7.50.
With guide, $7.80.

Greatest Show on Earth—-In full color, a
lively pictorial guide to the circus, based on
Cecil B. OeMille's Technicolor photoplay,
which won the Academy Award in 1953
OS the best picture of the year. 40 frames.

$7.50.

Money-back guaronteet

EDUCATIONAL & RECREATIONAL GUIDES, Inc.

10 Brainerd Road, Summit, New Jersey
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grades 4 to 8 understand the nature of

an element and radioactive isotopes

and how atoms are put to work. We
are given an idea of just how atomic

energy- can be utilized for many dif-

ferent purposes and the material out-

lines the practical uses that are to be

made of this great source of power.

Well organized and to be recommend-

ed for science units at the grade levels

indicated.

The Astronaut And Space Travel

(4 strips, color; produced by Film-

strip House, 432 Park Ave. South,

New York 16, N.Y.; $20 per set, $15

if purchased with other sets in the

Whys of Elementary Science Series).

This series is especially planned to

help pupils in the 1st to 4th grades

understand just how an astronaut

works and functions. An astronaut ex-

plains the simple facts of space sci-

ence, tells how gravity works and how
a rocket operates; there is a very clear

explanation of how an astronaut lives

while in space. The facts should hold

pupil interest, and they will certainly

help to answer many of the questions

raised by boys and girls who are grow-

ing up at a time when astronauts are

the heroes of the day.

Helping People To See (single

strip; produced by Audio Visual As-

sociates, Box 243, Bronxville, New
York, for the American Optometric

Association, and available without

charge). The purpose of this film-

strip is to make us conscious of the

need to provide better care for our

eyes. The diagrams and pictures out-

line the structure of the eyes and in-

dicate how the optic nerve functions,

how light impressions are conveyed to

the brain and what causes various

types of vision defects. The informa-

tion could be of value in science

classes and at times when information

and advice relative to care of the eyes

is being stressed.

Jean Talon (single strip, color; pro-

duced by The National Film Board
of Canada and available from Stanley

Bowmar Co., Valhalla, New York;

$5). French settlers in the New
World were a sturdy group and their

leaders had to be men of strength

and courage. Jean Talon was one such
man and he played a leading role in

the expansion of fur trading, in the

Comments and materials for review

should be sent to the department edi-

tor—Irene F. Cypher, New York Uni-

versity, 26 Washington Square, New
York 3, N.Y.

in any size room. ..with the

AO Spencer GK Delineascope!
The AO Spencer GK Delineascope will answer all your slide projection

requirements. You can project any size slide from 2" x 2" to 3'/V x 4" . . .

use it in average size classroom or the largest school auditorium.

The entire optical system of each AO GK Delineascope is scientifically

coUimated and precisely aligned like American Optical's finest research

microscopes. In addition, only the GK has a calibrated lamp scale setting

to accommodate for different focal length objectives. This eliminates the

annoying "corner cut-off" and fuzzy color aberrations typical of most other

lantern slide projectors when objectives of varying focal lengths are sub-

stituted. You're assured the best possible performance under even the most

adverse projection conditions.

In every way, optically and mechanically, the AO GK Delineascope is truly

the standard for comparison . . . often imitated but never equalled by any

other projector of its type. Learn how it can solve your slide projection

problems! Send for information or ask your AO Representative for a con-

vincing demonstration.

American ^ Optical
COMPANY

Dept. A241
I

Please send complete information on AO's New
|

Overhead Delineascope. i

Name_ __^
|

INSTDUMINT DIVIilON, lUrrAlO 1], NIW TOIK Address-

City -Zone_ _State_
I

IN CANADA write -American Optical Company Canada Ltd., Box 40. Terminal A. Toronto. Ontario
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V /r^|^54 PLUS PLAYBACK f ''|lTOA

-^S\ makes perfect
'

Young musicians and their teachers can progress more rapidly

with Califone's new STEREO Model 73-T tape recorder to provide a

realistic playback of their performance as an audience would

hear it — in full-dimensional high fidelity.

CALIFONE STEREO 73-T TAPE RECORDER offers studio recording

quality in a portable case. This long-wearing, easily operated recorder, with its

brushed aluminum front panel, looks as good as it sounds. Its many outstand-

ing features include: Monaural to 4-track stereo recording, with 2-track and

4-track stereo playback • Vertical or horizontal mount • Two built-in 4" speakers

• Two-speed (334 & 7Vi IPS) operation • Separate controls for each channel

• Interlocking function switches.

SCHOOL NET: $329.50 (microphones extra)

CALIFONE LEXICON MODEL 71-T Monaural Tape
Recorder. A superbly engineered instrument for
classroom, auditorium and athletic field. Detach-
able 12" speaker for powerful P. A. system.

SCHOOL NET: $279.50 (microphone incl.)

CALIFONE COMET MODEL 70-T Monaural Tape
Recorder. Topflight performance and compact
styling at a remarkably low price.

SCHOOL NET; $199.50 (microphone incl.)

WRITE TODAY for complete catalog of Califone professional

tape recorders, phonographs and sound systems. DEPT. ES-1

SOUND LEARNING THROUGH LIVING SOUND

establishment of colonies in French
Canada and in freeing the colonists

from danger of attack by the Indians.

The material is interesting and pre-

sents a good picture of early days in

New France. This was an exciting

period on western hemisphere devel-

opment and the strip is to be recom-

mended for middle and upper grade

.social studies.

Pathfinders Westward (6 strips,

color with records; produced by So-

ciety for Visual Education, 1345 West
Diversey Parkway, Chicago 14, 111.;

S40/50 for complete set of 6 strips

and 3 records). The material of this

series brings us Daniel Boone, trav-

elers on the great rivers and roads

connected with Mississippi River ex-

ploration, the Lewis and Clark expedi-

tion and the men who pioneered along

the trails to the West. The narrator

gives us interesting accounts of the

events and men connected with these

expeditions. There are numerous
photographs of famous landmarks, and

the picture content is good resource

material with which to supplement

any consideration of this period in our

history. The set is well adapted to

work in the middle and upper grade

social studies.

Southeast Asia; Cold War Prize

(single strip, black and white—month-

ly unit in series produced by Educa-

tional Dept. The New York Times,

Times Square, New York 36, N.Y.;

$15 series of eight strips, $2.50 single

strips ) . The area included in the con-

siderations of this filmstrip is one of

great interest and importance in any

study of modern world history. East

and West are striving for influence in

Laos, Burma, Thailand and Vietnam.

The facts highlighted in the strip

point to the issues underlying the

reasons for this conflict; there is a

good listing of outstanding leaders;

political and economic problems are

outlined, and background material

provided for discussion.

Clean Film the Modern Way

Edwal COLOR FILM
CLEANER

—Anti-Static

—20 Times less toxle

than carbon tetrachloride

Fast, Reliable, Economical

4-oz. 65c l-fal. $8.25

Ask your dealer

Edwal Scientific Products Corp.

555 W. 119th Street • Chicago 28, IllinoisForemost Manufacturer of Selective Audio-Visual Products For Education.
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AV
in the Church Field

by William F. Hockman

A Basic Dimension
Communication is a basic dimen-

sion of human life. It is one of the

fundamental measurements of cul-

ture. If man is made for man, as

Martin Buber and many others sug-

gest, then man is man only as he

communicates. In this communica-

tion he is asserting his image of him-

self and accepting the image projected

by another man. In this image-

dialogue he is both establishing com-

munity and realizing himself. Could

anything be more elemental?

And so any publication, marking

its 40th anniversary has a right to

celebrate just a bit—as we are doing

in this issue. For, indeed, whether we
want it that way or not, publication

is communication. We may wish it

communicated more, or communi-

cated to more, but let the chips fall

as they will, we are a medium of

communication. Indeed, upon closer

thought, we are more. We talk about

communication as an art and as a

technological process. We spread ideas

about communication methods and

equipment. We evaluate prepared

communication materials. We try to

say how good they are and what they

are good for.

If man reaches his humanity in

communication, then we have set a

high goal for every issue of this maga-
zine. And there is no turning back.

Culture and economics and govern-

ment have a built-in momentum to-

day which requires the solid rails of

good communication to run on. It

carmot take off across the fields. Yank-

ed away, the fabric of our life would

unravel without the arts and processes

of communication.

Yet (and I shall not do the re-

search) 40 years ago this word, used

a score of times in this litde piece,

hardly appears at all in the first is-

sues. Seen as only means to ends at

first, we now begin to see communi-
cation as one of man's most funda-

mental acts. Hence, its importance;

thus a basic dimension.

The Church Renews Itself

If the church renews itself every

500 years, then we have one coming

up at the end of this century, the

next after the Reformation. Are there

any signs, any tender shoots show-

ing? Some say yes; others no. The
45-minute b&w film Alf Goes To Work
replies in the affirmative, giving two
illustrations. First, it tells of Sir

George MacLeod's lona Community
in Scotland, and secondly it tells of

the house-church idea as designed

and developed by its founder. Canon
Ernest Southcott in Leeds, England.

While telling of these projects, the

another exclusive IBmm release from PRODUCTIONS UNLIMITED

superbly produced by tbe nation's top talent with TOP HOLLYWOOD STARS

SIX MAGNIFICENT FILMS
each an inspiring, true-life story.

SPECIAL CITATIONS From
The Military Chaplains Assoc, of U.S.A.

The Salvation Army
The Federation of Women's Clubs

"OUR FIRST CHRISTMAS TREE"

DON TAYLOR movingly portrays the Reverend Henry Shawn, the pastor

of Zion Church In Cleveland, who gave America its first Christmas tree.

"THE LAMP OF FATHER CATALDO"
BRIAN AHERNE stars as the Jesuit priest whose adventures in early-day

Idaho are stirring and turbulent. "An absorbing drama."

"THE PATTON PRAYER"
STEPHEN McNALLY and CARL BENTON REID movingly show the power of

faith and prayer in this drama of an important turning point in World War II.

"THE REBEL"
VINCENT PRICE and LLOYD CORRIGAN in the gripping story of Rabbi Sixas,

a hero of the American Revolution who dared incur the wrath of the British.

"THE COMEBACK"
CHUCK CONNERS ("The Rifleman") stars in the true-life drama of how a great

baseball pitcher overcame injury with the help of the Reverend C. E. JacKson.

"IN GOD WE TRUST"
JEFF MORROW as he scorned, back-woods Civil War preacher whose faith

and tenacity inspired the U. S. motto after the Union defeat at Bull Run.

SCREENING
PRINTS
AVAILABLE
27 Minutes Each, Black and White

16mm Sound, Price:

Each film a complete story . . . each a powerful, entertaining and inspiring film

.

each will be thoroughly enjoyed by every age group!

I

I

I

I

J
^125 each

PRODUCTIONS UNLIMITED, INC.
1564 Broadway, New York 36, N.Y.

PROOUCTIONS UNLIMITED, INC. 1
1S64 Broadway New York 36, N.Y. 1
Gentlemen: 1

Please send me full information on your "Crossroads" films.

n Please send me the name of the nearest library stocking 'Crossroads". _

N^mp

Organization '

Address 7nnp State 1
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film really centers on the renewal

which is touching the whole church.

How is the quality? Good, but

Robert Newman got carried away by

close-up shots of remarkable faces

and provides them in excess at one

point. With Sir George, as he ambles

around the grounds at lona and stops

to chat about its founding, mission

and work, close-ups are gootl. But at

the parish party for oldsters and at

the dance for youth, enough for New-
man is too much for me!

Again, two films in one! How
come? If you have two films, two

stories, why not accept the fact? There

is little advantage in large reels. Also,

45 minutes may interfere with utiliza-

tion possibilities. Furthermore, the

lona story is not complete. The film

shows us, as it were, a manufacturing

plant without saying specifically what
it produced or giving us a peek at

the product. Is this good film-mak-

ing? I don't think so.

True, this is a documentary, shot

on location with local people in the

(local) roles which they play in true

life. But, the film lacks connective

tissue, is pretty fat around the middle,

when it could have been leaner,

harder, more truly documentary, and

better than it is, although it can help

any congregation learn about two sig-

nificant developments—tiny streaks of

gold, perhaps, in the dawn-years of

a great and past-due rebirth of the

Church.

From Bureau of Audio Visuals,

United Church of Christ, 1505 Race

St. Philadelphia 2; and, 1720 Choteau
Ave., St. Louis 3, Mo.

You'd Think He Really Did

The gifted actor Hal Holbrook

should get all the credit for getting

the motion picture Mark Twain Gives

an Interview, by Coronet off the run-

way. If it clears the fence it was
Holbrook, and not the production

crew who gets the credit.

In these ISVi minutes Mark
Twain does come alive, thanks to the

actor. You think you are really see-

ing and hearing Twain. It's all there:

rasping voice, cigar lighting and smok-

ing, famous white linen suit, the twin-

kle in the eye, and most of all the fun

with words and situations. Seldom in

history has a great man been so near-

ly put back in human circulation! It is

the revived wit of Twain that saves

the film from being a nuts-and-bolts

production and not the wits of the

Comments and materials for review

should he sent to the department edi-

tor—William S. Hockman, 27 Prospect

Drive, Glens Falls, N.Y.

THE TURNER

588
WITH HINGED '\fB9BP^
BASE

/^"^

HERE'S

SOMETHING

INUEVOI

NOUVEAU!

NEUE!

NEW!
FOR LANGUAGE LABS

Da! The Turner Model 588 is truly le microphone tres nouveau, specially

designed for language labs. The 588 is more noise-free than goose-neck

language lab microphones. And the shock mounted, hinged base folds down
with 2" clearance for desk-type booths. I'Es verdad! Can be safely locked

away for the nicht, or whenever it's not in use. Its crystal interior gives

clear, precise voice reproduction, performs with distinction in any fixed

installation. The 588 features an attractive chrome finish, diecast micro-

phone housing. Its output level is —56 db; frequency response, 50—10,000

ops, list price only $24.50. Also available in dynamic and ceramic models.

Get Turner 588's for your language lab. iComprendo?

MICROPHONE COMPANY
912 17th street, N.E., Cedar Rapids, Iowa

IN CANADA: Tri-Tel Associates, 81 Shepard Ave. West, Willowdale, Ontario.

EXPORT: Ad Auriema, Inc.. 85 Broad St., New York 4, N. Y.

producer. While Holbrook is around

let us hope filmic skill, pollinated by

a lively and artistic imagination, will

give us another Twain interview.

Upon A Second Look
Here is the latest edition of my re-

action to the 30-minute b&w film The
Process/on—whatever I said some

months agol

If you think the church is only for

the green pastures of suburbia and

not for the rat-infested inner-city; if

you think the church can't be where

people work; if you think the church

can't stay and minister to the incoming

people; if you would like to see how
the church can be relevant in all kinds

of situations, then see this film. Don't

just see it; show it to your people

so they can see that their church is a

part of The Total Church.

The role of the church in the new
style of life Americans live is spelled

out. Most people think the church is

just an extension of Their Church. Not

so, of course, but how to tell them.

Try this fUm. Rents for $8.00. (No
color version; color wouldn't add a

thing!) Try your denominational

sources; your rental library; after that

the Broadcasting and Film Commis-
sion, 475 Riverside Dr., N.Y. 27.

You Can Wait
"When will there be a 16mm ver-

sion of the new Lutheran-produced

film Question 7?" I don't know. After

the theatrical run goes a little longer,

I suppose.

But you can wait—though not with

idle hands, if you must do something

about Communism! With the John

Birchers accusing folks of high and

low station (ex-presidents to lowly

local pastors!) why don't you present

to your congregation or men's club or

your fellowship or any of your 'eating'

clubs that fine film The Sound of A
Stone. Here the venom of suspicion

got into the veins of a community and

it went nuts. It ruined a young school-

man, censored books and hefted out

the steaks of freedom for a mess of

vigilante pottage. Get the b&w version

for $6.00. From your rental source, or

BFC, 475 Riverside Dr., N.Y. 27.

If you can't get the above just send

for (about sources, and the rental is

SIO.OO for B&W) What Price Free-

dom. Several years old, it is as up-to-

date as Berlin's bisecting wall. Here is
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courage, suspense, intrigue and an

understanding of the difference be-

bveen Soviet glitter and Western

Christian Light. Good acting; con-

vincing; and fine background for

Question 7 when it comes. Good for

family night, men's groups, youth

groups, and just 281/2 minutes long.

That leaves time for your discussion

—a necessar)' part of its use.

Now for a third choice—/n Face of

Jeopardy. Tense, dramatic. Far East

locale, faith wins over fear, Christians

don't answer back with machine guns;

business man learns a thing or two;

either hushes men, or sets them talk-

ing; 28'/^ minutes; b&w rents for only

$8.00; just 8 cents per man if you

get out 100! Same sources as two
above.

Just Can't Help It

I have just re-read my notes on two

films: Christian In Communist China,

and Three Mothers and Four Fathers.

The first is the story of a Christian

Pastor who could have escaped Soviet

persecution but went back to it; the

other about an orphaned boy in Hong
Kong who gets into a church-run in-

stitution. Seldom have I seen more
beautiful pictures than those of the

sails of the Chinese junk, golden in

the morning sun. In the other, the

stark poverty and miserable crowding,

is forcefully documented. Think of it—

as many as 2500 people per acre! How
big is an acre? You step it off: 70

long steps (about 3') by 69 steps.

Now put your folks on that. Get in

there and see if you think you could

live! That's some parts of Hong Kong.

You v\'on't doubt me after vou see the

film.

Adverse criticism: Plots a bit con-

trived; orphanage-connected Christian

man just too impeccable sartorially; no

need for close-ups of brutality; but

just the right film for folks who want
their messages in that sort of package.

1 am certain many will like these films

better than I do, being allergic to

their type. Just can't help it! Available

from Don Banter, Box 704, Cleveland

22, Ohio.

Filmstrip Says YES
A filmstrip by Muhlenburg Pro-

ductions, 2900 Queen Lane, Phila-

delphia 29, Pa., not only says that

teaching can take place in the Nursery
but explains how and why. For this

reason teachers and parents and the

teachers of teachers will be interested

in Teaching In The Nursery. Good
photographs show facilities and equip-

ment and things going on. A thorough
discussion; highly recommended. Price

$5. .50; mimeographed script.

Luther Filmstrip

Concordia Filmstrips, 3558 South

Jefferson Ave., St. Louis 18, Mo.,

using frames from the famous Martin

Luther movie, has produced a good

and useful filmstrip, Martin Luther.

The commentary consists of material

from the soundtrack of this same film,

and is Side I of a high-quality LP
record. Side H consists of well-select-

ed excerpts from some of the tense

and dramatic moments of the film.

In the hands of an imaginative user

this high-potential material can be a

great resource in instruction and wor-

ship. Concordia is to be commended
for making this fine material avail-

able. Write for prices.

For Meditation

Christian Education Press, 1.505

Race Street, Philadelphia 2, used of-

ficial pictures of the Oberammergau
Passion Play for a filmstrip, A Medita-

tion for Holy Week and Easter. The
script is taken from the various

Gospels, giving a completely scriptural

commentary. If this is what you like,

this is a good version of it. Write for

price.

^!^^l
Compare! . . .

see for yourself

why READING
^RATEOMETER
^^^^ has led all

^^^^^^ reading aids

HJIhH since 1953

1 . so DURABLE its useful life

Most of the original 1953 Rateometers are

still in daily use, because of their functional

design and built-in lasting qualities, includ-

ing the lifetime electric motor and only two
other working parts. And the 1961 Rateo-
METER is even more durable.

Through constant research and develop-

ment, 11 important improvements have been

is not yet known
introduced without noticeable model change.

Motor is twice as powerful. Wear points

have been minimized through the use of

nylon, hardened steel and berylium copper.

Face is now coated with matt finish clear

plastic to provide a non-glare and scuff-

resistant protection for instructions and
speed scales.

2. ACCURATE AND NOISELESS as an electric clock

No spring or air-driven reading pacer can approach
the quiet accuracy of the rugged electric motor-driven
Rateometer. Silicone lubrication provides lifetime
protection. Its speed can never vary, because its

rotation is controlled by the constant impulses in

the electric current. This proven accuracy and de-
pendability has resulted in nationwide use of the
Rateometer in reading research programs.

Only the Rateometer

has a heovy duty

electric motor

equal to those used

in industry for

heavy-duty liming

devices.

3 MODELS MEET ALL NEEDS

MODEL A
Standard range

70-2500 words/min.

IWODCL B
Slower range

20-500 words/min.

1-4 units $39.95

5-9 units 35.95

10 or more 33.95

1-4 units

5-9 units

10 or more

39.95

35.95

33.95

42.95

38.65

36.50

MODIL C 1-4 units

Faster range 5-9 units

140-5000 words/min. 10 or more

When in doubt on model choice.

order the Model A

i10% Discount on School Orders

3. UNEQUALLED SIMPLICITY OF USE

No separate tables or slide rules for the Rateometer!
Reading speed readings and settings are made right

on the plastic face of the unit in a manner so simple
that a grade school child can use the Rateometer un-
aided after a few minutes of instruction.

4. UNEQUALLED EFFECTIVENESS
AND VERSATILITY

The Rateometer is at home in classroom, library or
home study—with required or elective reading. Users
find enjoyment, challenge, encouragement and motiva-
tion which assure improvement in reading sp>eed and
comprehension. Reading speed doubles in 10 to 20
half-hour practice sessions. Many reach much higher
speeds. Only the Rateometer has three models with
three speed ranges to meet every need.

SATIifACTION GUARANTUD, OK YOUR mOHll RlfUNOlD

Mail orders to

AUDIO VISUAL RESEARCH
523 S. Plymouth Court Depl. U21 Chicago S, III.

Write for illustrated fotder on

AVR Dagmar Microfilm Reader and Camera
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FOR SCHOOLS:
COMMON-SENSE DESIGN
This is the ATC 400VR/8, a 12-watt variable-speed transcription player and PA

system of unadorned simplicity, devoid of consumer frills, distinguished by honest

capability. It is typically ATC—intended solely for school use, and showing in every

common-sense detail a basic virtue. CONVENIENCE: Simple, easy-to-grasp

controls, clearly identified by a permanent deep-etched aluminum panel; variable-

speed control with Ughted strobe for language or dance instruction; automatic

45-rpm adapter built into the turntable, always in position but never in the way;

brightly illuminated post-type pilot light visible from any place in the room; 8

standard phone jacks for group listening; 22-lb portability, light enough for any

school child to carry. DURABILITY: Metal pickup arm with built-in shock mount;

positive limit stops to prevent needle from hitting motorboard, case, or knobs;

rattle-free die-formed metal speaker grill; pre-stressed metal motorboard; %"

plywood scuff-proof case reinforced with metal comers and knees. FIDELITY:

High-quality plug-in ceramic cartridge; dual-cone wide-range 12" speaker; feed-

back-controlled amplifier; separate bass and treble tone controls; precision wound

Triad transformers. These common-sense features are available in other ATC
transcripHon players from 20 to 45 watts, classroom-designed by the only manu-

facturer of audio equipment Send now for a complete

for teaching exclusively. catalog of ATC audio

ATC 400VR/8 'Wt I IvJ'^^ equipment for schools,

(less headphones) A^\J^ net°°^ 400VR/8 $164.40 list

ALL PRODUCTS ARE TRANSFORMER POWERED FOR COMPLETE SAFETY

AUDIOTRONICS
11057 V/EDDINGTON STREET, NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNL^

AUDIO
hy Max U. Bildersee

An Audio Review

Educational Screen and Audiovistial

Guide, completing its 40th year of

service to both industry and educa-

tion, takes time to look ahead and to

look backward—to look ahead to a

growing interest in the area of its spe-

ciahzation and to look ahead, too, to

many years of continuing service.

Time is taken, too, to look back-

ward at many accomplishments and

to review the audiovisual area as it

has helped develop in two-score years.

There have been dramatic changes.

The audio aspect of instruction, 40

years ago, involved simple and wholly

mechanical non-electronic machines.

There was a phonograph—hand
wound—and that was all. There were

a few recordings, too, but these were
largely music, entirely fragile, and

rarely used. Like a well-knowTi coffee,

the old shellac discs (maximum of

4.5 minutes on one side of a twelve

inch record at 78 rpm) were "good

to the last drop." And when they were

dropped—that was it!

At first glance it seems that the

audio field hasn't changed much. In

1922 as in 1962 the primary audio

tool is the teacher's voice and her pres-

entation of material to a class. The
next vital "audio device" is a student

responding, a student informing his

fellow students, a student lending in-

telligible sound to an otherwise visual

situation. No, audio education hasn't

changed much because the emphasis

is still—as it should be—on the ex-

change of information, attitude and
standards between teacher and stu-

dent . . . and the fundamental tool is

the live human voice.

Some things have 'come and gone'

these 40 years. For instance, we can

remember when the National Broad-

casting Company and the Columbia
Broadcasting System maintained

rather large specialist educational

staffs to serve the schools through spe-

cially prepared educational broad-

casts. There was the American School

of the Air (CBS) broadcast every

school day during 39 weeks of the

year. There were dramatizations and

talks, there were broadcasts for the

elementary school and for the sec-

ondary school, there was an effort

made (and there was money spent to
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accomplish it) to serve the schools

through educational broadcasts.

And the National Broadcasting

Company, similarly, made every effort

to supply fine materials to the schools

and to help bring experts to the class-

room. Many will remember thrilling to

the voice of Walter Damrosch each

week as he greeted them by saying,

"Good afternoon, boys and girls!" And
there was a sincerity to his comment
about music that travelled across space

and infected the listener. Mr. Dam-
rosch was an exacting taskmaster, and

he demanded that the instrumentalists

and artists playing for school listeners

under his baton give their best.

And there were others. There was

Joe Maddy with his band music broad-

casts. There were literature broad-

easts. There was commentary about

educational matter in what we now
know as 'prime time' in the evening.

Much of this broadcasting by NBC
was a credit to the late Franklin Dun-
ham.

But, we are getting ahead of our

story.

In 1922 there was no educational

broadcasting—or almost none. In 1922

there was no commercial broadcast-

ing—or almost none. Major New York

stations, key stations of the major net-

v^orks even now, are planning and

celebrating '40th anniversary' pro-

grams. The National Broadcasting

Company, back in 1936, celebrated its

tenth birthday. In 1922 there was no

network broadcasting!

But there was Audio Education.

Many will remember Mrs. Frances

Clarke who, with her colleague, as-

sociate and lifetime friend, Franklin

Dunham, persuaded RCA-Victor to

establish special record groupings for

school use, and began, too, the de-

velopment of records particularly de-

signed for musical instruction. The
'play along idea' which was later ex-

ploited on radio and in newer records

and now is exploited on television was
developed in the imaginative minds

of these leaders and grew into promi-

nence some 40 years ago!

There were many college-owned

broadcasting stations in the early

twenties. Educators then, as now,

knew the values of broadcast commu-
nications in informing a willing public.

Some still exist. High praise is due
Harold McCarty and his colleagues at

WHA, Madison, for all their accom-
plishments and contributions. And
anyone today trying to present a pro-

fessional program, competing with

other professionals, on either a 'no

budget' or a 'low budget' basis knows
the frustrations and may know the suc-

cesses of these early educational

broadcasters.

The history of audio education

through the twenties and through the

thirties is largely the history of broad-

casting.

FM opened a new era. But Fre-

quency Modulation broadcasting never

fulfilled its early promise of a variety

of fine listening opportunities for chil-

dren and adults. Perhaps another

'commercial' can be used as an ex-

ample. Perhaps some of the first rate

programming now available on FM
stations should be preceded with a

question like, "are you hearing more
now but enjoying it less?", then you
should try FM!

Frequency Modulation encountered

two storms, and could weather both

but not overcome either. The first

was war. And FM broadcasting—in-

deed the whole industry—suffered

through five years of 'standstill' until

victory. And then, laboratory-devel-

oped television became the rage.

The same names were there. Harold

McCarty sought a TV station to go

along with the AM and FM services

he had developed at Madison. And
certainly the University of Wisconsin

became one of the 'headquarters' in

the audio and audiovisual broadcast-

ing fields insofar as education is con-

cerned.

Voice of Conscience
And a voice was heard from Wash-

ington. A strong voice reminded

America of the history and fate of

educational broadcasting as commer-
cial broadcasting became the rage. A
strong voice reminded us that school

of the air became soap opera and
that commercial (income) broadcast-

ing relegated educational (sustaining)

broadcasting to the least desirable

hours. Yes, you might get fifteen min-

utes between 12:15 and 12:30 on

Saturday, or there was time early Sun-

day morning, but prime time was not

Comments and materials for review

should be sent to the department edi-

tor—Max U. Bildersee, 36 Holmes
Dale, Albany 3, N. Y.

available. Some wealthy manufac-
turers understood this and presented

such programs as "Cavalcade" in

prime evening hours.

The voice from Washington trav-

elled the length and breadth of the

mm Dociofls

specialists in the Science of

FILM REJUVENATION
FOR 16 MM AND 35 MM

RAPIOWELD Process includes treatment for:

• Dirt • Abrasions

• Scratch Removal • "Rain"

8MM SERVICES NOW AVAILABLE.

Send for free Brochure,

'FACTS ON FILM CARE".^ARID FILM
^tTECHNtQUE. INC.

37-02 27 ST., L. I. C. 1, N. Y.
STIIIwell 6-4600 • Ot. 1640^'^^

/iudUo CMtbAlOO® Record Reviews on Card
— A WORLD OF SOUND ON FILE

—

MORE THAN

1500
INDIVIDUAL CROSS-INDEXED 3x5 CARDS ALREADY
ISSUED! PLUS the Audio CARDALOG DIRECTORY of

Record Producers

SUBSCRIBE NOW — $25.00 a year

Audio CARDALOG—Box 1771, Albany 1, New York
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land—its owner buttonholed politicians

and educators, legislators and influen-

tial people, and it was no mean per-

sonal triumph for Franklin Dunham
when specific channels were set aside

by the FCC to protect education's

interest in television.

Soon 'school of the air' activities

(with the notable exception of WHA
AM-FM-TV and a few others) were

"PIBCRBILT" CASES
"THEY LAST INDEFINITELY"

Equlppad with staal corn«r>, staal card

holdar and heavy w«b ttropt.

Only original FIbarblll Casas bear this

Trad* Mark

Your Assurance

of "Finest Qaofltx"

For I6nim Film

400' to aOOO' Reels

Sold by All Leading Dealers

relegated to small low-power AM local

stations. A major contributor through

these years of starvation was the City

of Rochester (New York) which

broadcast over a local 50kw station,

WHAM, to its own schools and to

western New York State.

There was a great demand for the

Rochester School of the Air. Its suc-

cess is a great credit to its director for

many years, Paul Reed.

The name of Glenn ("Joe") Sprague

is unknown to many, but as manager
of WWHG-FM (Homell) he sought

and received rebroadcast permission

—and was largely responsible for the

beginnings of—one of the most recent

and most exciting experiments in

regional network educational broad-

casting. Through the efforts of Lansing

Lindquist, Paul Reed, ']oe' Sprague,

Merrill Knapp and Eugene Foster

(there were many others involved, too)

New York State led the way in the

development of cooperative broadcast-

ing services reaching many students

over a wide area. New York's pro-

grams were heard in Massachusetts

and Connecticut, in Pennsylvania and
parts of Canada as well as in New
York. One survey indicated that more
than a million student impacts were
made each week through this service.

Imagine, if you will, a million im-

pacts a week for some 39 weeks! The
responsibility willingly accepted by
the Empire State FM School of the Air

staggers the imagination. Yet the serv-

ice continues, and it grows as it does

more for more schools and thereby

reaches more students. Much credit is

due the pioneers in this undertaking,

as well as the ever cooperative Board
of Directors and the many broad-

casters who have given of themselves

—time, effort and money—to make
these broadcasts outstanding.

And all this while, the essential

^«*^ CAROALOG® Record Reviews on Cards
Box 1771— Albany I, New York

D Please enter_ .1 year subscription(s) to Audio

CARDALOG, 400 cards—10 issues—$25.00

n Please send us full information about Audio CARDALOG.

Name .

Organization or School _^
Address

Cty and State

audio tool was the voice of the in-

dividual teacher in her classroom.

Broadcasters early recognized that

radio does not teach. Radio supplies

instructional materials. Radio can

bring experts to the classroom, to serve

the teacher and the student. Radio

can bring unusual events to the class-

room. Radio, in short, widens the hori-

zons of teaching and of learning. But

radio does not teach, and radio does

not attempt to do more than assist the

teacher.

As an aspect of audio education,

television has added the facet of sight

to sound. The telecaster of today is

learning what the broadcaster learned

years ago, that planning and self-

sacrifice are the keys to success and
that the broadcast medium is no more
than another instructional materials

medium for the classroom.

Recordings Blossom

Through these four decades record-

ings have been an ever increasing fac-

tor in audio education. As we earlier

mentioned, RCA Victor was already

looking at this field through the ears

and eyes of Mrs. Clarke and Franklin

Dunham. There was never a rapid

development, but rather a slow evolu-

tion, to the present state of the art of

instructional recordings.

There are milestones of importance,

of course. The development of vinylite

as a basic pressing material is im-

portant; no more that fear of dropping

the record. Then there were the paral-

lel developments in terms of speed and
groove width which overnight (almost)

antiquated every record player in

every school—and then made more
recordings available. We refer, of

course, to the 45 and 33.3 rpm speed

turntables (and 16 rpm too, and 8

rpm to come) and the narrower groov-

ing which makes it possible to record

much more on one side of a single

disc. We could mention 'hot stylus'

recording, tape recording (which al-

lows editing and minimizes 'retakes')

and many other factors.

But perhaps broadcasting has con-

tributed more to recording than any of

us knows! The generation which today

is purchasing disc records in ever

increasing numbers was itself brought
up on audio radio and understands

and appreciates sound as a commu-
nications medium.
As we celebrate 40 years by look-

ing backward over a rising number of

accomplishments in audio education

and audiovisual education, so we may
confidently look ahead to new hori-

zons which will be reached and
realized only to find still more distant

goals worthy of our efforts.
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AV industry news

NAVA Exhibit to Run 5 Days
A poll of 150 NAV'A trade show ex-

lihitors on a proposal to extend the

(illy exhibits an extra day (to close

Wednesday instead of Tuesday noon)

resulted in a 52 to 36 vote in favor

af the added time. The extra day,

A'ith attendance limited exclusively to

lealers, will be tried out at the 1962

•ihow and another poll of exhibitor

v\ishes will be taken at its close.

Craig Ups Reader Price

The recommended list price of the

Craig Reader has been increased $20

to S169.50. The 20-lesson Advanced
Reading Improvement Program A re-

mains $39.50.

Over 5,000 Language Labs
The U.S. Office of Education esti-

mates that well over 5,000 language

labs are in use in American schools.

This takes no account of much broader

informal use of recorders, etc., in this

field. RCA's Electronic Age (Autumn,

1961) carries an interesting article on

"the surprising scope of classroom

electronics today and the amazing

promises for the future."

Shure Sponsors Symposium
.\ bid for the United States to as-

sume world leadership in music and

its kindred cultural arts was voice at

the second annual symposium on

music, sponsored by Shure Brothers,

Inc., microphone makers of Evanston,

111. The panelists were opera star Rise

Stevens; RCA ictor Records vice-presi-

dent George R. Marek (who is also

president of the Record Industry As-

sociation of America ) ; Dr. Raymond
Kendal, music dean at USC; and Con-
gressman Frank Thompson, Jr., chair-

man of the House Select Sub-Commit-
tee on Education. H. T. Harwood,
Shure executive, was moderator.

Among significant facts brought out

was that Americans spend $11/2 -bil-

lion annually on music. They .spend,

foi' instance, twice as much each year

on classical records as they do on
baseball. The ranks of amateur musi-

cians have grown from 19 million to

32 million in 10 years.

Rise Stevens cited a $300 million a

\ear expenditure by Americans for

hi-fi equipment, and paid tribute to

1,200 radio stations programming
more than 13,000 hours of concert

music weekly. Dr. Kendall stated that

more than nine million school children

now play musical instruments and re-

ceive professional instruction from a

half million music teachers, double

the number of 10 years ago.

Silver Anniversary

Camera Equipment Company's in-

teresting little house organ, Camera
Talk, features the company's 25th

anniversary. Founders Frank Zucker

and George Levy are on the front

cover, and the firm's New York staff

(must be around 100) are pictured on

the back. The 20 pages are small (4i/i

x 6 in.) but rich in news about prod-

uct, staff, customers and competitors.

Vicom to Elgeet

Vicom, Inc., originally formed to

make and sell a rear-projection 8mm
sound job, wiU henceforth be oper-

ated as a division of the Elgeet Opti-

cal Co., according to Elgeet president

David Goldstein. Fred E. Aufhauser,

former president of Projection Optics

Co., will head the division.

PEOPLE
Vincent C. Hogren has been named

president of Scripture Press, a leading

source of religious publications and
audiovisual materials. He has an ex-

tensive background in the trade pub-

lishing field. Dr. V. E. Cory, the

founder and president, becomes chair-

man of the board.

Harold G. Shelton has been named
exec v-p of General Aniline and Film

Corporation; he will direct all its

operating groups and divisions. His

former place as executive head of the

Chemicals group goes to Dr. C. C.

Schulze.

George L. Chamberlain has been

elected vice-president and treasurer of

the Bell fit Howell Company, succeed-

ing John P. Buchan who resigned to

take another position. Mr. Chamber-
lain was formerly general manager of

the electronics division of the General

Electric Company.

Robert H. Klaeger replaces William

Miesegaes as president and chief ex-

ecutive officer of Transfilm-Caravel.

Miesegaes, founder of Transfilm

(1941), becomes chairman of the ex-

ecutive committee and will supervise

the company's diversification into new
areas of related business.

Complete
Instrument

Training

Programs for:

BUSINESS EDUCATION

^>'-«»
a."

EDL Skill Builder . EDL Controlled Reader

Filmstrlp Sets • Instruction Manuals

7 .:ic \ ^^a^is^

TYPING TYPING

Keyboard Introduction Skill Development

GREGG SHORTHAND
Beginning Course

TEN-KEY

Touch Training

GENERAL MATH
BUSINESS MATH

ARITHMETIC

Number Facts

For literature S, prUes, write:

BUSINESS EDUCATION DIV.

Educational Developmental Labs.

Huntington, N. Y.
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TRADE DIRECTORY FOR THE AUDIOVISUAL FIELD

KEY: (P)—producari, Impornrs. (M)—manufacturars. (D)^^Ml»rs, distributors, film rental libraries, proiactlon sarvlcM.

Whara a primary sourca also effars diract rantal sarvicas, tha doubia symbel (PO) appaars.

FILMS

Asia<lotlon Films, Inc. (PD1

Distributor of Freo-Loon and Rentol Films.

Haodquartars:

347 Modiion Ava.. N Y. 17. N. Y.

Raglonol Ubrarlasi

trood ol Elm, Ridgaflald, N. J

561 HlUsrovo Avo., Lo Gronga, Mi

799 Stevanson St., Son Francisco. Coi

1108 Jackson St., Dollos 2, Ta<

Audtvlston Longuaga Taaching Sarvlca (PD)
Suite 1852—100 Church St., New York 7, N. Y.

The Spanish Instructo-FIIm Series.

Australian News and Information Aureou (PD)
636 Fifth Ave., New York 20, N. Y

Avis Films
r. O. Box 643, Burbonk, Colli.

Ceranat instructional Films

Coronet Bldg., Chicogo 1, III.

(PD)

troy Studios, Inc. IPO I

729 Seventh Ave.. New York 19. N Y

iroodmofi Films (PD)
127 Ninth Ave., North, Nashville 3. Tenn

(P)

Family Films, Inc. (PD)
5823 Santo Monica Blvd.. Hollywood 38, Calif.

Starling Movies U.S.A., Inc. (D)
Free Film Dittribufor

Executive Offices
375 Park Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.

Area Libraries & Shipping Centers
100 Weit Monroe St., Chicago 3, III.

1469 N. Vine St., Los Angeles 28, Col.
43 Weil 61il.. New York 23, N.Y.
519 Ponniylvonia Ave., Fort Worth 4, Texas.

FIIMSTRIPS

Broadmon Fllmstrlps (PD)
127 Ninth Ave., North, Nashville 3, Teno.

Ciirlstlan Education Press Fllmstrlps (PD)
Religious Subjects
1505 Race St., Philadelphia 2, Pa.

Family Fllmstrlps, Inc. (PD)
5823 Santo Monico Blvd., Hollywood 38. Collf

Enrichment Materials Inc. (PD)
246 Fifth Ave., New York 1. N. »

Pathascopa Educational Films, Inc. (PD)
71 Weyman Ave., New Rochelle, N. Y.
Audio-Visual Foreign Language Material

Society for Visual Education (PD)
1345 Diversey Porkwoy, Chicago 14

Teaching Aids Service, Inc. (PD)
Lowell Ave. & Cherry Lane, floral Pork. N. Y
31 Union Sauore Wen, New York 3

Visual Education Consultants, Inc. IPDI
VEC Weekly Newi Filmttrlpi

2066 Helena St., Modiion. Wit

MOTION PICTURE PROJECTORS & SUPPLIES

Bell ft Howell Co (JMI
7117 McCormich Koad. Chicogo 45, III.

Eastman Kodak Compony (M)
RocheiTsr 4, New York

Victor Division, Kolort Co. (Ml
Ploinville. Conn.

MAPS — Geographical, Historical

Denoyer-Geppert Company
5235 Roveniwooo Ave., Chicago 40, III

MICROSCOPES « SLIDES

Oenoyer-Geppert Company
5235 Roveni^^ooo Ave., Chicago 40, III.

PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT

Camera Equipment Co., Inc. (MD)
315 W. 43rd St., New York 36. N. Y.
6510 Sonta Monica Blvd., Hollywood, Col.

Camero Equipment Co., Inc., of Florldo (MD]
1335 E. Tenth Ave., Hialeah, Flo.

PROJECTION TABLES

Advance Products Company (PD)
2300 E. Dougloi Ave., Wichita, Kons.
Complete Line ot Projection Tables

READING IMPROVEMENT

Psychotechnics, Inc.

lOi W. Adams St., Chicago 3, III.

MIgti. of SHAOOWSCOPE Reading Pacer

Ideol Pictures, Inc. (D)

Home Office;

58 E. South Water St., Chicogo 1, III.

Branch Exchanges:
1840 Alcatrai Ave., Berkeley 3, Col.

2221 S. Olive St., Lot Angeles 7, Col.

714—18th Street, Denver 2, Colo.

55 NE 13th St., Miami 32, Flo.

52 Auburn Ave., N. E., Atlanta 3, Go.
1370 S. Beretania St., Honolulu, H.

58 E. South Water St., Chicago 1, III.

15 E. Morylond St., Indionopollt 4, Ind.

616 S. 5th St., Loultville 2, Ky.

1303 Prytanio Street, New Orleant 13, La.

102 W. 25lh St., Baltimore 18, Lo.

42 Melrote St., Botton 16, Moss.
15924 Grand River Ave., Detroit 27, Mich.

3400 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis 8, Minn.

1402 Locutl St., Kansas City 6, Mo.
3743 Grovols, St. Louis 16, Mo.
6509 N. 32nd St., Omaha 1, Neb.
1558 Main St., Buffalo 9, N. Y.

233-9 W. 42nd St., New York 36, N. Y.

2110 Payne Ave., Cleveland 14, Ohio.
1201 S. W. Morrison, Portland 5, Ore.

119 Ninth St., Pitliburgh 22, Pa.

18 S. Third St., Memphis 3, Tenn.

2434 S. Horwood, DoIIai 15, Tex.
Brlghom Young Univ., Prove, Utah.
219 E. Moin St., Richmond 19, Vo.
4401 W. North Ave., Milwaukee 8, Wit.

International Film Bureau (PD)
332 S. Michigon Ave., Chicago 4, III.

Cnowladge Builders (Classroom Films) IPD)
Visual Education Center BIdg.,
Flo'oi Pork. N Y

FIIMSTRIP, SLIDE ft OPAQUE PROJECTORS

For information about Trade Di-

rectory advertising rates, write

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN & AUDIO-
VISUAL GUIDE, 2000 Lincoln Park
West BIdg., Chicago 14, III.

OuKane Corporation
St Chorlei, llllnoll

(M)

FILM EDITING EQUIPMENT

Trold Corporotlon
P. O. Box 648, Encino, Calif.
Professional Portable Hot Splicers

(PO)

ELECTRONIC TRAINING KITS

Allied Radio Corporation (MD)
100 N Weitorn Ave., Chicago 80, III

FLAGS, BANNERS, BUTTONS, TROPHIES

Ace Flag & Pennant Company (M)
224 Haddon Rd., Woodmere, 1. 1., N. Y.
All sizes—U.S., U.N., State, Foreign, immed. del.
Pennants, decals, auto-bumper labels, etc.

GLOBES — Geographical

Oenoyer-Geppert Company (PD)
5235 Roveniwooo Ave.. Chicago 40, 111.

BIOLOGICAL MODELS & CHARTS

Oenoyer-Geppert Company
5235 Roventweod Ave.. Chicago 40, III.

RECORDS

Academic Recording Institute (ARi)
18 E. 50th St., New York 22. N. Y.
[Noted Scholori on Records or Topes)

Broadmon Films (PD)
127 Ninth Ave.. North, Nashville 3, Tenn.

Curriculum Materials Center (PD)
5128 Venice Blvd., Lot Angelet 19, Col.
Records, Tape Recordingi, Filmilript, Bookt

Enrichment Materials inc. (PD)
246 Fifth Ave.. New York 1, N. Y.

Folkways Records & Service Corp.
117 W 46th St., New York, N Y

Heirloom Records (PDt
Brookhaven. N Y
(Hitlorv through Ballads & Folktongtl

Monitor Recordings, Inc. (PD)
413 W 50th St.. New York 19, N. Y.
Russian, French, Spanith Language Moterloli

Music Education Record Corp. |P|
P.O Bo> 445. Englewood, N J

(The Complete Orrheitra demonitroted)

Spanish Music Center, Inc. (PD)
127 W. 48th St., New York 36, N. Y.
(SMC Language Records Center)

RECORDS—TAPES

Pathescopa Educational Films, Inc.

71 Weyman Ave., New Rochelle, N. Y.
Audio-Vliual foreign language Material

(PD)

RECORDERS — PLAYERS

Allied Radio Corporation
100 N Weitern Ave.. Chicogo 80, III.

(MD)

SCREENS

Radiant Manufocturing Co.
3220 No. Austin Ave., Morton Grove Ill

SLIDES
Key: Kodochrome 2x1. 3V4 x *</t or larger

Keystone V
Meadville

•ew Co IPO-41

SOUND SYSTEMS

Allied Radio Corporation IMDI
100 N. Western Ave.. Chicogo 80. Ill
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Ne\v Equipment
See 'New Materials' on page 47

For addresses of the sources supplyins
Information on which these listings are
based, refer to Directory of Sources,

page 54. For more information about
any of the equipment and materials an-
nounced here, use the enclosed reader
service postcard.

CAMERAS, Movie, TV
Bolex D8I1 roll-loading 8mm camera
features a film rewind for making
lap dissolves and double exposures;
built-in exposure meter; 12-64 speeds;

Bolex DSL

automatic footage counter; single
frame device; audible signal indicat-
ing end of film; 3-lens turret with
Yver 13mm f/l.p fixed focus lens
$164,150; two lens turret $149.50. BOL-
EX

For more information circle
No. 101 on retorn postal card.

PROJECTORS, Movie, TV
CINEPHONIC-8—Two-speed 18-24 fps
8mm recording and playback projec-
tor; ISOwatt lamp; separate speaker
unit. $259. FAIRCHILD.

For more Information circle
No. 102 on reiturn postal card.

Continuous 8mm sound projector, 24fps;
rear projection 18%xH" screen; 200'

capacity magazine (15 lb) $399; 400'

(16% lb) $429. FAIRCHILD.

For more Information circle
No. 103 on return postal card.

8mm Sound Projector, plays and re-
cords, two-speed 16-24 fps; pre-focus
10% volt lamp; built-in speaker.
Elite-8", $365. TANDBERG.

For more information circle
No. 104 on retorn postal card.

FUJICA SOUND-8. Two-speed 18-24
fps; 150w low-voltage lamp, built-in
speaker, neon light level indicator.
$350. FUJI.

For more information circle
No. 105 on retorn postal card.

Rear Projection Sound-8 playback,
only 9x11%" screen; also wall screen
projection; 15-min magazine; wt 18

lb; "Videotronic-8" $375. MPO-VID

For more Information circle

No. 106 on return postal card.

Sonector-8. 8mm sound projector, 8v-
50w lamp, records and plays back at

18 fps, separate speaker unit, $389.

AGFA

For more information circle

No. 107 on retnrn postal card.

PROJECTION ACCESSORIES
"University" Screens, a new line, bead-
ed or matte, slat strips reportedly
dovetail into housing; hexagonal case;

die-castings at wear points; wall and
ceiling Model "B"; sizes 30x40" to
12' X 12'. BRUMBERGER.

For more information circle

No. 108 on retorn postal card.

AUTOMATED INSTRUCTION
Plastic Teaching "Machines" hold 8%xll

sheets covered by zipper-slide mask.
Choice of several models, side or top
loose-leaf punched, some have built-

in answer or worksheet pad, slide

may be ordered for l-2-or-3-column
covering, wt that of ordinary binder
notebook, none above $4. An interest-

ing 25-question game illustrates its

operation and provides excellent
guide for do-it-yourself programmers.
NABLANK

For more information circle

No. 109 on retnrn postal card.

LANGUAGE LAB.

Ear Cushion Choice is offered between
"blanket" and "doughnut" types on
the new Clevite headphones. Single
headband fits comfortably over any
type hairdo or glasses; wt under 10

1

TAII lf*» (Mr VCRiEM

TTPCWHITTiN MESSAGES

AOtO-MAT SHOES

«Mn|.«HMI AMU)

*CCIFI to WlltltUII

MAKE YOUR

OWN SLIDES

on your own

TYPEWRITER

by using

RADIO-MATS• THf SltTIOILITtf lit klEEN \

Rogulor six* 3*/ix4 or the

Sold by Audio - Vituol,
Supply Dealers. For FRE

RADIO-MAT SLIDE (

iil Oakridfl* Blvd., Dff

New Duplex 2x2.
Photo & Theotr*

E SAMPLE writ*—

:0., Dapt. V,
irtona BmkIi, fta.

Clevite Headphones

oz; single cord; choice of four colors.

The "blanket" cushion prevents direct
contact between ear and phone; the
"Doughnut" type cuts off external
noises and is recommended for long
listening periods. Made of easily

cleaned polyurethane foam and ftted

with unique nylon zipper. CLEVITE.

For more Information circle
No. 110 on retorn postal card.

UNITED
NATIONS

f 11 m strip s
^^^^

>!«»SI
l''ilni''trip>< tii.it grjpliicallv rxplaiii

tile U. N.'s broad purposes, scope,

projeols and arliievements.

Produced by tlie U. N.

Send for free ('atalog.

DISTRIBUTED BY
nnm
aTn
iitm

"'^lJ"T

nxk
PRODUCTIONS
Box A, Valhalla, N. Y.
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A Timely Aid for
All Science Teachers

5 filmstrips, over 300 frames, b&w
Safety in an Atomic Attock
Story of the Atomic Bomb
Atomic Concepts (Ancient Ideas)

Atomic Concepts (Modern Views)
The Nucleus

Set $15 postpaid insured

VISUAL SCIENCES
Suffern New York

ACADEMY AWARD

Now Available

Exclusively From
CONTEMPORARY

FILMS

A

m.

VENICE FILM FES-

TIVAL AWARD OF
MERIT: EDIN-
BURGH FILM
FESTIVAL

INTERCOLLEGIATE AWARD;
SCREEN PRODUCERS GUILD

RICHARD WINNINGTON MEMORIAL AWARD

SEND FOR OUR LATEST CATALOG
OF OUTSTANDING FILMS.

Contemporary films

Dept. ES 267 W. 25th St., New York 1. N. Y.

midw«st office: 614 DowU St., Evanston, III.

KEEPS THE CLASS"H[Ap5 Up"

Conduct your "Visual Aict Classos" in o
fully lighted room. Eliminate projector

noise and sight distraction.

lenscreen rear projection holds attention

. . . allows the toking of notes . . .facili-

tates supervision while slides or films

are being shown.

Gives shorp, clear pictures in block and
white or full fidelity color.

There's a Lenscreen to fit your specific

teoching need.

Send for the lENSCREEN information kit,

today. No obligation, of course.

POLACOAT, INCORPORATED
9710 Conklin Road Blue Ash, Ohio

See the February issue

for the

index of Articles, Editorials

and Reviews

in Educational Screen & Audiovisual

for 1961

Guide

MISCELLANEOUS EQUIP.

Compact Lighting Kit accomodating 5

R-40 lamps, 5 barndoors and large
roll of gaffer tape in 91x12x4" case,

less lamps $34.50; professional folding
barndoors ea $5.75. Base plates are
notched for clamping on surfaces up
to 1%"; sockets U.L. approved for
high temperature use; universal
swivel with tension control. LOLITE.

For more information circle
No. Ill on return postal card.

Magnetic Film Striping Macliine, 2000'

per hr capacity; either 8mm or 16mm
model $2995; liquid $90 per gallon;
emulsion binder $6.50 qt. S.O.S.

For more information circle
No. 113 on return postal card.

Scliool Microscopes Beginners' model
75x to 250x magnification $39.85;
Wide-Field Model 15x to 75x $54.85;
Model Testa G-4 lOOx to 400x $64,50.

TESTA.

For more information circle
No. 113 on return postal card.

i^ ELECTRONIC
FILMS

For Vocational Training of Rodio, TV and
Electronic Service Personnel

THE PRINTED CIRCUIT STORY
(I«mm sd COLOR JS minuft)

shows manufacturing and proper servicing
techniques. Includes replacement of components,
soldering, etc.

Renfol $30.00, I day Sola $300.00

iV ilr *
Also Available;

SEMI-CONDUCTORS, PART 1

(16mm sd Black-and-Whlf 31 min.)
Basic physics and theory of electron and hole
flow. Shows how end why a transistor is on
omplifying device.

Rental $10.00, I day Safe $100.00

SEMI-CONDUCTORS, PART 2

(16mm sd Black-and-white 33 mIn.;
Reviews transistor fundamentals. Develops low
frequency amplification circuits, etc.

Rental $10.00, I day. Sole $100.00

BRAY STUDIOS, INC.
729 - 7lh Ave., New Yorl> 19, N. Y.

In-The-Wall Steel Storage Cabinets,
as well as numerous conventional
types. Illustrated above is Model WM-

Steelcraft Cabinets

3675; 42x28x18%". Eight other recess-

ed models range in price from $138 to

$258. STEELCRAFT.

For more information circle
No. Ill on return postal card.

Slide-Sorter-Two improved model of

transillumined plastic light box for

editing and sequencing slides; 15x1 Ix-
131/2"; 40-watt lamp. $6.95. GEIST.

For more information circle
No. 115 on return postal card.

Syncliro Trainer, mounted on clear plas-

tic panel imprinted with rotor, slip

rigg. stator, brush and synchro sche-

matics; all components for the experi-

ments outlined in the E.I.A. Industrial

Electronics Workbook. $195. SERVO.

For more information circle

No. 116 on return postal card.

Tape Library Raclc holds 300 either 5"

or 7" tapes; 5'x3'xll" deep, sold com-
plete with choice of 6 assortments of

tape, extra reels, splicing and timing

tapes. $399 to $589 depending on kind
and quantity of tape chosen. MMM

For more Information circle
No. 117 on return postal card.

Two-sided Adhesive Tape Vt" wide,
mounted on a 3/8" wide carrier strip

which is peeled off after the desired
length of tape is stuck on the item to

be mounted. 18-foot 49 cents; 108-foot
size $1.79. KLEEN

For more Information circle
No. 118 on return postal card.
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New Materials

Materials
KEY TO ABBREVIATIONS

mp—motion picture

fs—filmstrip

si—slide
rec^-recording
L—33-1/3 r.p.m. microgroove record

min—minutes (running time)
fr—frames {filmstrip pictures)

si—silent

sd—sound
R—rent
b&w—black & white
col—color
Pri—Primory
Int—Intermedlote
JH—Junior High
SH—Senior High
C—College
A—Adult
prog——programmed learning moteriols

AGRICULTURE
Country Threshing mp NFBC 30min

apply. Harvesting in eastern Quebec
as done in a fast receding recent past.

SH A
For more Information circle

No. 119 on return postal card.

Handling Fruits and Vegetables mp
USDA 25min col apply. Materials

handling systems and warehouse de-

sign for wholesale distributors. C A

Write Direct

ARMED FORCES-
CIVIL DEFENSE

Aluminum in Defense mp ASSOCIA-
TION 10 min col loan. Contribution
of aluminum to modern military

equipment. JH SH A
For more Information circle

No. 120 on retnrn postal card.

ARTS and CRAFTS
Arts and Crafts of Mexico revised) 14-

min EBF col $150 b&W $75. Part I,

Pottery and Weaving. Puebla and
Tonala. Elem. SH JH

For more Information circle
No. 131 on return postal card.

Colt 1958. mp BALL 17min col $95
r$4.50. Instruction in painting by John
Colt includes mounting and sizing of

canvas, and production of his "Indiana
Landscape." SH C A

For more information circle
No. 122 on return postal card.

Discovering Texture mp FA 17min col

$170. Sensing differences in texture,

changing and creating texture, el jh sh

For more Information circle
No. 123 on return postal card.

How To Make a Stencil Print mp BAIL-
EY llmin col $120 r$6. Cutting and
printing of original stencils as an
approach to creative design. Printing
on paper and cloth. 3-color registra-

tion. TT

For more information circle

No. 124 on return postal card.

A New Light for the Silk Screen mp
BALL lOmin col $60 r$2.50. Use of the

carbon arc-light in exposing photo

stencil film. The whole silk screen

process is shown from chemicals to

finished work. SH C TT A
For more Inforniatlon circle

No. 12.5 on return postal card.

Wiley Works mp BALL 22min col $110

r$5. Hugh Wiley's one-man show; his

methols of working with powdered
pigment, latex emulsion and cement
to create a painting studded with
nails, rocks, etc. TT SH C

For more Information circle

No. 126 on retnrn postal card.

Surrealism mp BAILEY 7min col $70

r$3. Natural settings translatet' into

unnatural and often weird concepts

in mind of the artist; symbols of

mystery and intrigue. Wayne Thie-

baud. C SH A
For more Information circle

No. 12T on retam postal card.

CINEMA ARTS
A Salute to the Amerit;dn Theatre mp
ADL 45min b&w r apply. The CBS
program of excerpts from 8 famous
plays dealing with prejudice in many
forms: The Octoroon; Waiting for

Lefty; The Male Animal; Call Me
Mister; Home of the Brave; South
Pacific; The Crucible; Raisin in the

Sun. Franchot Tone narrator. SH C A

For more Information circle

No. 128 on return postal card.

Shakespeare's Theatre 4fs EBF col $24

ea $6. Titles: Prologue to the Globe
Theatre; The Playhouse Comes to

London; The Globe Theatre; Its De-
sign and Construction; A Day at the

Globe Theatre. SH C

For more Information circle

No. 129 on retnrn postal card.

16mm. Sound Projectors

New and Used

Film Subjects—Accessories

Write For Free Lists

NATIONAL CINEMA SERVICE

71 Dey St., N. Y. C. 7, N. Y.

The DUKANE

FILMSTRIP VIEWER

A top-quality unit that projects clear

brilliant pictures on its large 7" x 9"

TV type screen. Ideal for previewing,

group study or classroom viewing of 35

mm fllmstrips. Easy to use . . . sets up in

seconds ... no need to darken the room.

Compact and portable . . . weighs only

II lbs. Redi-Wind feature automatically

rewinds filmstrip ready for re-use. Im-

mediately available through your local

audio-visual dealer. Write for complete

information.

"THE IMAGE AND VOICE OF QUALITY'

uxjICa^nte:
CORPORATION
5301 No. nth Ave. St. Charles, III.

offers the industry's

most complete line of

PROJECTION and TRANSPORTATION TABLES

' 1
Folding and Non-
folding Models for

Transportation by auto
Classroom film projectioo
Classroom television viewing
Libraries—churches
University and institutional use
Office supply carriers

Photographers' equipment
Office machine demonstrations

WHEEL IT designers, engineers
and craftsmen have as their

first obiective the continued
creation of the finest trans-

portation and projection tables

made. Sold throughout the

world. Ask your dealer or write

GRUBER PRODUCTS CO. Toledo, 6-A Ohio
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ADD INEXPENSIVE SOUND
TO SILENT AV FILM

EXCLUSIVE LAMNATRACK, Lominoted
Magnetic Film Striping for 8 and 16mm
Film
• permanenlly bonded lamination outlives ttie

film itselfl • improves sound quality of ony
magnetic sound projector • it's a professional

sound track wliich adds a new dimension to

AV programming
Inquire about our high spud sound transfer-

ing from 16 and 33mm to 8mm film in any
quantities.

Write for literature and FREE sample.

Precision Lamnatrack for "Sound" Quality

AMERICAN MAGNETIC FILM STRIPING CORP.
156 FIFTH AVE., NEMf YORK 10, N. Y.

3 ADVANCED-CONCEPT films

curriculum complements for

primary and Intermediate grades.

FOR SCIENCE:

LEARNING FROM PETS in the CLASSROOM
15 Min.: Color. B/W

--^ Richard Hubbard, Univ. of

^_.- 'j Wis., has helped make this a

(^v^ic-v unique contribution toward
T *• • creation of a good classroom

environment for the study

of science.

HOW STRONG CAN YOU BV.io Mm.: Color. B/w
A review of energy sources

and how man makes use of

energy to make work easier

and provide a better

standard of living.

FOR GUIDANCE:
NOTHING TO 00 Four Summerlifne Episodes

10 Min.: Color. B/W
Film shows positive ways for

children to spend leisure

time by using resources

readily available to everyone.

WHITE FOK PREVIEW PRINTS

JOURNAL FILMS, INC.
909 \N. Diversey Pkwy. Chicago 14, III.

BUSINESS EDUCATION
The Brief Case of Modern Business sfs

DUKANE 5min col loan. Advantages
of audiovisual selling by using a desk-
top rear-projection story. C A

For more Information circle
No. 1:10 on return postal card.

Business Letters (series) 3 sfs AVAS
Lp col loan. Titles: The Clay Ball

(23min) analyses most common mis-
takes and gives four basic principles

of good business letter writing; Dear
Mrs. Calvin (18min) and The Langu-
age of Letters (15min) follow in same
vein. Sponsor: NYLife.

For more Information circle
No. 131 on return postal card.

The Business of Keeping Promises sfs

AVAS col Lp 15min. loan. How an in-

surance policy is sold and serviced.

Sponsor: NYLife. SH A
For more information circle

No. 1.S2 on return postal card.

EDUCATION

The Conference mp OHSTATE ISmin
b&w $55 r$4. How two quarrelsome
language teachers are not brought in-

to harmony by well-meaning princi-

pal. Illustrates discussion techniques.

TT

For more Information circle

No. 133 on return postal card.

A Core Class Tells Its Story fs BALL
72fr $4. How problems of adolescent

youth can be made an integral part

of the school curriculum. Shows 8th

graders completing second year with
same core teacher, and evaluation by
parents, pupils and the teacher. TT A

For more information circle

No. 134 on return postal card.

Oaktree 7 4sfs EYEGATE col 4fs &
2 LP, $30. Four animal stories de-
signed to teach proper habits of

health, cleanliness, courtesy, coopera-
tion and safety to the trainable men-
tally retarded and early primary
grades. TTmPri

For more information circle
No. 1.3.5 on return postal card.

CAMART DUAL SOUND EDITOR

Mode/ SB-Ill
Complete with optical lound re-

production heed lor choice of

mognetic soundhead) base plate,

amplifier-speaker. For single or

double system sound. An un-

beatable combination with Zeiss

Moviscop 16mm precision viewer,

sharp brilliant 7Vt x S'/i picture.

The Camera Mart, Inc.

1845 Broadway New York 23, N. Y.

PLaia 7-6977

Camart Dual Editor $195.00
Zeiss Moviscop Viewer $96.00
Viewer— Editor combin. $269.50

Phonovisual in Action mp PRIDS 29min
col $150 r$10. A method of teaching
beginning readers by means of word
attack through sound and picture
clues. TT A

For more Information circle

No. 136 on return postal card.

Play Materials for the Elementary
School mp BALL 22min col $110 r$5.

School-made materials for younger
children; origin of some of older
games; educational principles for pri-

mary grade physical education and
recreational programs. TT A

For more Information circle
No. 137 on return postal card.

A Question of Chairs mp ADL 45min
b&w $100 r apply. America's progress
toward freedom and equality in ed-

ucation. Contributions of Rousseau,
Pestalozzi, Horace Mann, John Dewey.
CBS production documents 300 years
of public education, from the inade-

quacies of the early Colonial period

to the occasional excesses of Ultra-

progressive schools. TT SH C A
For more Information circle
No. 138 on return postal card.

FEATURE FILMS

Ways to Learn mp XTWF 13% min col

$135. How young students learn by
observation and reasoning from basis

of their own past experiences. TT El

For more information circle
No. 1:^9 on return postal card.

Embezzled Heaven mp LdR 91min b&w
rental $50-$100 apply. Elderly cook
works to buy her way into heaven by
supporting a nephew she mistakenly
believes destined for the priesthood.

In remorse she makes a pilgrimage to

Rome, for an audience with Pope Pius
XII.

For more Information circle

No. 140 on return postal card.

The Pied Piper of Hamelin mp PRO-
DUN 90min col lease $750. Exceptional
Hollywood production of classic tale.

Legion of Decency recommends it

(A-1) "to the patronage of the entire

family as superior, wholesome enter-

tainment." Van Johnson, Lori Nelson,

Jim Backus, Kay Starr. Grieg Music
adds fine background.

For more information circle
No. 141 on return postal card.

WLiNG Pictures
FILMS ABOUT AMERICA

AND THE AMERICAN WAY

1. Our Natural Resources

2. Our Productive Land

3. Our Productive Industry

1 6mm—Color—$1 1 0.00 la.

PAT DOWLING PICTURES
509 S. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif.
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GUIDANCE, Personal
Family Relationships 8sfs SVE col set

of 4 fs with 2 LP $22.50. Titles: Learn-

ing to Understand Parents; Living

With Brothers, Sisters; Helping at

Home; Teenage Allowances (JH).

How to Get Along with Parents; Us-

ing the Family Car; You're Part of a

Family; Learning to Manage Your
Money. (SH). Public school version

of Family Films' series for church

school teenagers.
For more Information circle

No. 142 on return postal card.

learning to Live Together I & II. 8sfs

SVE col set (4fs & 2 LP) $25.50. indiv

fs $6.50; rec $3.50. Titles: I: Working
Together in the Family; Learning to

Use Money Wisely; Learning to be
Forgiving; Learning to be Unselfish;

II: Getting Along with the Family;

Chuck Learns About Sharing; Learn-

ing How to be Liked; Learning to

Make Friends. Pri.
For more Information circle

No. 143 on return postal card.

Popularity Problems 8sfs SVE col Set of

4 with 2 LP $25.50. Titles: The Smok-
ing Problem; How To Make and Keep
Friends; Learning About Popularity;

Making the Most of Yourself (JH).

Ways We Influence Others; Facts

About Smoking, Drinking; Belonging

to a Crowd; Learning about Loyalty.

(SH). Public school versions of Fami-
ly Filmstrips series originally made
for church school use.

For more information circle

No. 144 on return postal card.

GUIDANCE, Vocational

Career Reports mp MODERN loan.

Sponsored by the Department of the

Army, with the cooperation of voca-

tional guidance authorities. Subjects

now available include Motor Mechan-
ics, Electronics, Metal Working, Con-
struction, (Law Enforcement). SH C A

For more information circle

No. 145 on return postal card.

Choice and Decision mp CATHEDRAL
28min col r$13. A father and son dis-

cover the importance of making the

right college choice. SH C A
For more information circle

No. 146 on return postal card.

Foundations for Occupational Planning
5fs SVE 32-41fr col set (5) $22.50 ea

$5. Titles: Who Are You? What Do
You Like To Do?; What Is a Job?;

What Are Job Families?; What Good
Is School? SH A

For more information circle

No. 147 on return postal card.

fUN-PLAYINGVOLLEYBALL
P.E. majors demonstrate skills, techniques

and team strategy of new official 6-girl

team sport 1960 release 1lmin sound
Color $100 r$S B&W $60 r$3.S0

MARJORIE E. FISH

1723 Oak St., Orange Gardens,

Kissimmee, Fla.

HEALTH, SAFETY
The Child You Save May Be Your Own

(series) rec EDAUREC 7" 33-l/3rpm
$1 ea iwith quantity discounts to fos-

ter home distribution.) Introduction

by Art Linkletter. Titles: Walking
With Safety; Bicycle Safety. Others

to follow. Pri El TT A
For more information circle

No. 148 on return postal card.

Diabetics Unknown mp PUBAFF 22 V4-

min plus optional 6%min of filmed

discussion b&w $75 r$7.50 Free loan

from most state health depts. Purpose
of this film is to find the 1% million

persons who have diabstes and don't

know it. Explains the disease, early

symptoms and positive treatment.

Three cases are dramatized—a child,

a matron, and an old lady. JH SH C A
For more information circle

No. 149 on return postal card.

Four Food Groups mp AVIS llmin col

$110. Milk, meat, vegetable and fruit,

and bread-cereal groups, and the

vitamins, minerals, proteins etc they

provide for the family diet. Int JH SH
For more information circle

No. 1.50 on return postal card.

How to Drive on Snow and Ice mp
SEIB 12min col loan. Driver training

in the Watertown, N.Y. high schools.

New edition. Sponsor: Seiberling. SH
C A

For more information circle

No. 151 on return postal card.

The Law and Tragedy of School Bus
Accidents mp BARBRE 30min .-ol

$290 r$35. A leading authority on
school law describes a number of

graphically portrayed accidents, their

causes and legal consequences. See
also The Legal Control and Discipline

of Public School Pupils. C A TT
For more information circle

No. 15'^ on return postal card.

The Amazing

Electronic Educator!

Stik* a. letter

The Electronic Educator is an amn/ing new scientific device

designed to train and teach at both the conscious and subcon-

scious levels. You read. speaW or transcribe recorded material

thru the microphone, where it is recorded on special endless

tape cartridges holding from 1 min. to 2 full hours o( tape. This

tape repeats itself and your messi^e endlessly to give you the

necessary repetition to memorize mnterial. Comes complete

with mike, Slumber Speaker, timer and cartridges. Offers thou-

sands of uses from learninn lanRUaRes to helping backward stu-

dents. Write for free (' scriptive literntwrc. Sleep-Learning

Research Assn. Box 24 -S Olympia, Washington.

• • • •

The EUctronic Educator is also an inexpensive,

ponable language lab. Student can record his

lesson then hear both the recording and his own
pronunciation at the same time. Use if for

music lessons, too.

PROFESSIONAL

LEHERING

TECHNIQUE

Write for literature

Stik-a-letter Co. Rt. 2, box moo, Esconnido, cauf.

THE DROPOUT
A timely new motion picture sponsored by

the National Education Association ond the

Mental Health Board.

29 minutes. \6mm sound, iaia price $150.

When the film opens. Joe has dropped out

of school and is the envy of many former
classmates because he has a job and a car.

Through a series of flashbacks, the viewer

sees Joe's discontent with senior high, his

boredom in class and the efforts made by his

counselor to persuade him not to leave school.

The audience soon realizes that Joe's dislike of

school began long before—when he had read-

ing problems in fifth grade. The film brings

out the fact that Joe is just one of thousands
of youngsters who leave high school with-

out graduating. It shows how a typical com-
munity through remedial reading programs,

work experience programs and other education

activities may tackle the dropout problem. Pro-

duced by Affiliated Film Producers, Inc. for

the Mental Health Film Board.

For list of rental sources or to purchase, writ*:

jHtamtioml Jilm Bureau Juc.
332 South Michigan Avenue

Chicago 4 llllnels

HOW TO HAVE A

• Compact
• Orderly
• Efficient

FILMSTRIP
LIBRARY

Now—
The Standartj Filmslrip Library Plan mokes

it easy for you to distribute and control

your filmstrips. It is a simple, cosy meth-

od of organizing your filmstrips by title,

subject matter and grade level. It's space-

saving, easy to use and a fool-proof

method of knowing where every film is

at all times—and if out of file, who has

it, when it's due back.

• NO MORE LOST
FILMS.

• NO MORE TIME-
CONSUMING RECORDS.

Writ* for full Infor-

mation or see your

Audio-Visual Dealer

JACK C. COFFEY CO., Inc.

710 Seventeenth St.

NORTH Chicago, III.
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FOR

FLORIDA
VOYAGER
CONGRESS INN

• Finest HOTEL services

• Deluxe rooms, opts.

• Private pool

• Free recreation and
entertoinment

• Dancing nightly

• Restaurant on premises

• Credit cords honored

12350 Biscoyne Blvd. (U.S. 1)

MIAMI

PRIMARY GRADE
MATERIALS

Elephants of India 3fs EBF col $18 ea $6.

Titles: This is an Elephant; An
Elephant Goes to School; An Elephant
Grows Up. Pri.

For more information circle

No. 163 on return postal card.

Golden Book Filmstrips 6fs FSCAM col

with 6 Golden Beginning Readers
$28.50. Titles: The King Who Learned
To Smile; The Little Black Puppy;
The Wonderful House; Pear-Shaped
Hill; Where's Willie; Just for Fun. Pri.

For more information circle

No. IM on return postal card.

Happy Times in tlie Home and Family
4sfs SVE col set 4 fs & 2 LP $19.50

ea $7.25. Public school version of

Family Films' productions for church
schools. Titles: Susan's Big Brother;
Tommy and Daddy; Visit from Grand-
father; Planning a Birthday Surprise.

Pri.

For more Information circle

No. 155 on return postal card.

Mr. and Mrs. Robin and Their Spring-

time Family fs SVE 31fr captioned

col $5. Pri.

For more Information elrcle

No. 157 on return postal card.

Mrs. Cottontail and Her Springtime
Family fe SVE col 29fr $5. Mother
rabbit guards and teaches her young
brood. Pri. El

For more information circle

No. 1.58 on return postal card.

SCIENCE, Biology

Animals of the Ice Age mp NORTHERN
15y2min b&w $80. Reconstruction of

early species from bone findings. JH
For more information circle

No. 159 on return postal card.

Gray Squirrel (Second Edition) mp
EBF lOmin col $120; b&w $60. Remake
of long-time favorite. One-year life

cycle. Pri Elem
For more information circle

No. 160 on return postal card.

FREE!
Writ* for littrcrtur* and

Mw TRAVEL GUIDE
listing fine motels

I from coatt to coaif,

intpected ond approved b/

Congress of Motor Hotels.

Learning About the Seasons 4sfs SVE
col LP set (incl 2 records) $19.50. A
Walk in the Rain; Going on a Picnic;

When Autumn Comes; Getting Ready
for Winter. Family Filmstrips produc-
tion. K Pri

For more Information circle
No. 156 on return postal card.

'o'LANCUACE
ABS

ALL

STEEL

FULLY

INDEXED
I

COLOR
CODED

¥
INSTANT c

SELECTION
I

KEY
LOCKS

ADJUSTABLE
INTERIORS

¥
MODEL
CTP-500

HOLDS 500

M. tefc^

L

Other models available — write for Folder "B"

^AaumaSa PRODUCTS CORP.
250 W. 57th ST.. NtW YORK I 9 N. Y.

Human Physiology 7f3 SVE col set

$37.80 ea $6. Captioned. Based on
Denoyer-Geppert a n at o m y charts.

Titles: The Human Digestive System
(39fr); Respiratory ("2fr); Circulatory

(50fr); Glandular (43fr)- Nervous
(47fr) ; Body Framework (51fr) ; Sensd

Organs (59fr). JH SH
For more Information circle

No. 161 on return postal card.

The Insects 4fs EBF col $24 ea $6. Titles:

What is an Insect?; Life Cycles;

Insects that Live in Societies; Insects

Harmful and Useful. SH
For more information circle

No. 162 on return postal card.

Introducing Insects mp EBF 17min col

$180; b&w $90. Classifes the seven
orders and examines representatives

species. Int JH SH
For more information circle

No. 16.S on return postal card.

Learning About Animals 12 shortstrips

(14fr) EBF col $19.90 incl a plastic

viewer. Dog, kitten, cow, goat, pig,

sheep, horse, duck, chicken, squirrel,

rabbit, birds. Pri.

For more Information circle

No. 164 on return postal card.

A Night Out with Mr. Toad mp MTD-
DLEHEM llmin col $110. Through
the eyes of Mr. Toad are seen the

cricket, cockroach, pill bug, snail,

sow bug, millepede, katydid, weevil,

moth, mouse and tomato worm. Time
lapse photography shows closing of

flowers and formation of dew, then

mist and reopening of flowers, growth
of mushrooms. El JH

For more Information circle

No. 165 on return postal card.

What's Alive? mp FA lOmi.i col $115

b&w $60. That which can move, re-

spond, change fuel into energy, re-

produce, and grow is alive, el

For more Information circle

No. 166 on return postal card.
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HOME ECONOMICS
Crackers by the Billion mp NABIS 27-

min col loan. Present-day cracker and
cookie production. JH SH A

For more Information circle

No. 167 on return postal card.

The Effect of Heat on Millt mp AS-
SOCIATION 12min col loan. Pasteur-
ization. Digestive and blending quali-

ti. Sponsor: Evaporated Milk Associ-

ation. JH SH A

For more information circle

No. 1G8 on return postal card.

Heritage of Flavor mp ASSOCIATION
25min col loan. History, culture, and
serving of cranberries. SH A

For more Information circle

No. 169 on return postal card.

The Magic Ingredient mp ASSOCIA-
TION 17min col loan. Cheese. Sponsor:
Kraft Foods. A SH

For more Information circle

No. 170 on return postal card.

A Rose for Yon mp MODERN 14mln
col loan. How to have your own rose
garden; how new varieties are de-
veloped and tested. SH A

For more information circle

No. 171 on return postal card.

This Is Coffee mp IVT 13y,min col

loan. Steps in preparing good bever-
age coffee. SH A

For more Information circle
No. 173 on return postal card.

Through the Looking Glass fs AVAS
48fr col captioned manual and teacher
evaluation card free. Many kinds of

surfaces in modem home require vari-

ous types of cleaning agents. Special
requirements for glass. Sponsored by
makers of "Windex." Four types of
glass cleaner are discussed. JH A

For more Information circle
No. 173 on return postal card.

Toward a Clear Complexion fs AVAS
48fr col msuiual free. The skin, its

structure, function and care. Sponsor:
Lehn & Fink. JH SH

For more Information circle
No. 174 on return postal card.

SCIENCE, General

The Birth and Death of Mountains mp
FA 12min col $130 b&w $70. Erosive
effect of ice, wind, and water. Folded,
fault-block, dome, and volcanic moun-
tains, el jh

For more Information circle
No. 175 on return postal card.

Darwin's Finches mp FA lOmin col

$115 b&w $60. Voyage of the Beagle,
Galapogos Islands, variation, natural
selection. Iguanas—land and marine,
origin of species and change, int jh

For more information circle
No. 176 on return postal card.

First Adventures in Space 6fs JAM 28-

30fr col set $31.50 indiv fs $5.75. Titles:

What Is in Space?, Rockets to pace;

Getting Ready for a Space Trip; What
Are Satellites?; What Are Space
Stations? A Space Trip to the Moon.
Pri El

For more Information circle
No, 177 on return postal card.

Flannel Board Cutouts MILTBRAD
with teacher guide, ea set $4. Full

color; velour-backed. Titles: Earth
in Space; Magnetism and Electricity;

Sound and Light in Communication;
Weather; Earth and Its Resources.
Pri El

For more Information circle
No. 178 on return postal card.

Fundamentals of Science 9fs EYEGATE
col set $30 indiv $4. Earth and Soil;

various means of transportation Int.

For more Information circle
No. 179 on return postal card.

How Vast Is Space? mp ATLANTIS 18-

min col $200. Relative size and dis-

tances in our universe, jh

For more Information circle
No. 180 on return postal card.

Our Changing Earth mp FA 14min col

$140 b&w $70. Study of fossils and
what they tell us about changes in

our earth and its life, el jh

For more Information circle
No. 181 on return postal card.

Mysteries of Science Bsfs EYEGATE col

LP set 8fs & 4 rec $50. 2 fs & 1 rec
$13.50. 1 fs & 1 rec $8.50. Covers chal-

lenge of science and "mystery" of
water, termitex life, bird migration,
gravity, salt, light, lightning, Int JH
SH

For more Information circle
No. 182 on return postal card.

Spring Brings Changes mp CHURCH-
ILL llmin col $110; b&w $60. Two
children plant a vegetable garden as
farmers plough their fields and other
signs of spring are seen. A similar

companion reel is Fall Brings
Changes. Pri.

For more Information circle
No. 183 on return postal card.

WANTED
FILM AGENTS

BOOK STORES OR AV DtALlRS

For Gospel Films, Inc.

1. No investment necessary.

2. No film supply necessary.

3. You send order to nearest distributor.

4. Commissions paid monthly.

5. Gives you additional service for

your customers.

WRITE: GOSPEL FILMS, INC., Box 455

Muskegon, Mich.

BRANDON FILMS
introduces A Remarkable New

Creative Film of Americana

THE
NEIGHBORING

SHORE
Grand Prix, Venice Film Festival

FEATURING
The Poetry of

Wait Whitman
The Woodcut Art of

Antonio Frasconi

The Voice of

Pat HIngle

The Film Talents of

Robert D. Graff
(The Winston-Churchill-TV Series)

and Sidney Meyers

(director.THE QUIET ONE
for Ammrlcan lltmratur; hUtory and

cItlxmnsMp; for art and film apprmelaflon.

Free Folder * Color • For Rental and Purchase

BRANDON FILMS
200 W. 37th St., N. Y. 19, N. Y.

Dept. ES

20 OPENINGS & ENDINGS
Recently recorded by 42 piece orchestra—Dramatic and powerful in mood and intensity—Ranging
from 20 to 25 seconds each—Ideal for TV film and filmstrip productions—Only $100.00, all dub-
bing rights included. ALSO AVAILABLE: Special packages of Marches and Incidental Music.

H-R Productions Inc., 17D East 4Sth St., New York 17, N. Y. Oxford 7-0725
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FREE
Allied
444PAGE 1962

ELECTRONICS

CATALOG

SAVE MOST on language
labs, Stereo hi-fi, record-

ing and phono equipment,
school sound systems,
training kits, electronic
parts. Write for Catalog.

ALLIED RADIO
100 N. Western Ave.. Chicago 80. III.

READERS DIGEST

16MM Sound Motion Pictures

NOW AVAILABLE

A Series of 18 Production!

Including Such Outstonding Subiectt At

AMERICA'S FIRST LADY

THE ARCHER SHEE CASE

FAMILY REUNION, U.S.A.

HOW CHANCE MADE LINCOLN PRESIDENT

MRS. ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON

WHEN THE WISE MAN APPEARED

Running Time— 27 Minutes Each

Price— $125.00 Eoth

for descriptive brochure, wrife to

POST PICTURES CORP.
171 East Post Rood

White Ploint, N. Y.

CALIFORNIA'S

TMa/VCUHCi^V
and NEW TOWER ^

, ,

California's World-
Fomous Resort overlooking the Blue Pacific
where Wil shire meets the sea. Twenty minutes
from Internationol Airport. 450 luxurious
rooms and bungalows, all with television and
rodio. Complete convention facilities. Banquet
rooms for up to 2,000, air-conditioned. Exciting
new Venetian Room and Cantonese Room.

Swimming pool Beautiful grounds and
,
londscoped gardens.

Rates from $8.

Across the U.S.A. and in HAWAII

MASSAGLIA
CREST OF GOOD LIVING

JOSEPH MASSAGIIA, JR., President

MASSAGLIA HOTELS
• SANTA MONICA. CALIF. HoUl Mlr<>r<f

GALLUP. N M. Hotal El Ktncho

• ALJUgUERipUE, Hol.l Ff«nciK<n

• WASHINSTON. DC. Hol.l Ral.igh

' HARTFORD. CONN. Hol.l Bond

• CINCINNATI. O. Hol.l Sinlon

HONOLULU Hol.l Waltikl eillmor.

World-fomed hotels

Vacant Lot mp IFB 21min col $195.

Interrelationships of wildllowers and
common weeds, plant-eating insects

and their predators, amphibians,
reptiles, song birds and mammals.
Ecology Series. JH SH

For more information circle
No. 184 on return postal card.

Work, Time and Power mp UWF 13^4-

min b&w $135. Relationship of these
aspects of the Power Age to man's
standard of living. Int JH

For more information circle
No. 18,'> on return postal card.

SCIENCE, Physics,
Chemistry

Chemistry for Today 6fs SVE col cap-
tioned set (6) $32.40 ea $6. Titles:

Atoms Molecules, and Ions; Elements,
Compounds, Mixtures; Symbols,
Formulas, Equations; Atomic and
Molecular Weights; Hydrogen,
Oxygen, and Water; Solutions,
suspensions, and Colloids. SH

For more information circle
No. 186 on return postal card.

Light and Color sl-tp EK 8min col loan.

Slide set with accompanying recorded
tape explains complexity of white
light, prinicples subtractive primaries;
application of these principles in

color photography, lithography, paint-
ing. SH

For more information circle
No. 187 on return postal card.

Science Demonstration Kits (equipment
and materials) TORBAL. Electronic
$190; Solar Energy $147.50; Gravity
$32; Action-Reaction $12.50; Resonance
$13; Optical and Color Mixing $45.

jh sh
For more information circle
No. 188 on return postal card.

SOCIAL STUDIES, General

Community Helpers GUNTHER 10 sets

of 10 ea study prints col 11x14 per
set $9.50. Photographed from life; 4-

color prints. Titles: School Helpers;
Helpers Who Come to the Home;
Shopping Center; Food; Appearance;
Safety; Transportation; Communica-
tion; Shelter; Health (Helpers^ Pri

For more Information circle
No. 189 on return postal card.

Our American Heritage sfs CFEA col.

$15. Fall of Rome and building of the
American republic are cited in con-
servative presentation of "sound eco-
nomics, capitalism, socialism and com-
munism." SH S A

For more Information circle
No. 100 on return postal card.

Tciefyp* service—Family Plan

SCIENCE FILMSTRIPS
SINCE 1931 SINCE 1931

MADE BY TEACHERS FOR TEACHERS |

lOLOGY ATOMIC ENEROT
PHYSICS GENERAL SCIENCE
CHEMISTRY MICROBIOLOOV
•IKE SAFETY BUS SAFETY

Science filmstrips ovoilable
under NDEA—Title III.

VISUAL SCIENCES
Bex 599E Suffern, Ntw Y«rfc

SOCIAL STUDIES,
Geography, Travel

Afghanistan, Paliistan, Turlcey, Iran,

Yugoslavia, etc audiovisual kits and
their components are subject to a
modest price increase. Contact Inter-
national Communications Foundation,
9033 Wilshire Blvs., Beverly Hills,

Calf.

For more Information circle
No. Idl on return postal card.

Africa Astir mp GPGOR 25min col $260.

Photography by Hector Acebes in-

cludes little known areas. SH C A
For more Information circle

No. 198 on return postal card.

Africa: Sahara to Capetown 6fs EBF
col $36 ea $6. Titles: Life Along the
Nile; Oases in Libya; Contrasts in
Nigeria; Life Along the Congo; High-
lands of Kenya; The Bantu in South
Africa. Int.

For more Information circle

No. 193 on return postal card.

Alaska 5fs GUNTHER col set $27 indiv

$6. Captioned. Titles: Geography of
Alaska; Memories of the Past; South-
eastern Alaska; Eskimo Village Life;

Eskimo Village Children. Pri El JH

For more Information circle
No. 194 on return postal card.

The Arab World—A Bridge of Centuries
fs AVAS 85fr col manual. Loan.
Emergence of the modern Arab from
traditions of centuries, rising status

of women, agriculture, industry.
Sponsored. JH SH C

For more Information circle
No, 195 on return postal card.

Children of Southeast Asia and the

Soviet Union 9fs EYEGATE col set

$30 indiv $4. Titles: Children of

Russia in Europe; . . . Burma; India;

Indonesia; Milaya; Urban Philippines;

Rural Philippines; Urban Thailand;
Rural Thailand. Int JH

For more Information circle
No. 196 on return postal card.

Conserving Our i'<atural Resources 7fs

EBF col $42 ea $6. Titles: What is

Conservation?; Saving Our Soil;

Enough Water for Every one; Im-
proving Our Grasslands; Using Our
Forests Wisely; Giving Our Wildlife
a Chance; Using Our Minerals Wise-
ly. Int JH

For more information circle
No. 197 on return postal card.

Countries of Eastern Europe 9fs EYE-
GATE col set $30 indiv $9. Titles:

Bulgaria; Czechoslovakia (3); Hun-
gary; Poland (3); Romania. Int. JH

For more Information circle
No. 198 on return postal card.
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NEW PUBLICATIONS

Audio-Visual Materials 1961. Excep-
tionally fine catalog. 158pp. Write
direct to Audio-Visual Services, Uni-
versity of Washington, Seattle 5,

Wash.

Aviation Education Materials, free list

includes 5mp, 3fs, Sbooklets, bulletin

board picture sets on aircraft and air-

mail history, etc. UALINE

For more information circle

No. 199 on return postal card.

College and University Pliysics Catalog

of instruments, apparatus and sup-

plies, as well as science films. Laid

out by types of experiment and gener-

al sub-topic areas. 116p. free CENSCI

For more information circle

No. 200 on return postal card.

The Continuing Effect of the American
Revolution, Address by Arnold J.

Toynbee on the occasion of the 1961

commemoration of the Virginia Bill

of Rights 1776, with introduction by
Winthrop Rockefeller. Free. Write
direct to: Colonial Williamsburg, Pub-
lic Relations Dept., Williamsburg, Va.

Educational Aids for Schools and Col-

leges 16p catalog lists also 11 motion
pictures. Free. NAMED

For more information circle
No. 201 on return postal card.

Field Trip Handbook for the Freeport
(111.) Public Schools. By Dave Gou-
lart, AV Dir. Step by step, from pur-
pose to follow-up. Many practical sug-
gestions, important reminders, release

forms, etc. 43pp mimeo 8%xll 60#.

Order direct from School District 145,

Freeport, 111.

Four Track—A New Dimension in Tape
Recording. 12pp free. 3M.

For more information circle
No. 202 on return postal card.

Lamp Replacement Guide, 854x11, bind-
er-punched, provides code numbers of
lamps, by manufacturer name and
model designation; 50 to 1200 watt,
also editing equipment and exciter
lamps. 12pp free WECLD

For more information circle
No. 20.S on return postal card.

CONVERT TAPES INTO 12" NIGH FIDELITY LP

Cook Laboroforfos offer oconomfcof custom
pressing of IPs from tapes In smallest
quantities.

rOR ECONOMY—FLEXIBILITY—LONG WEAR
SEND 25c for RECORDING & CUSTOM-PRESS-
ING MANUAL . . . containi many useful
recording procedures, hints on microphone
plocement, use of halls, etc.—complete In-

formotion on converting topes into 12' LP.

COOK LABORATORIES, INC.

101 Second St. Stamford, Conn.

A Pocket Guide to Free Films. 300

titles. MODERN.
For more information circle

No. 204 on return postal card.

Practical Suggestions for Visual Aids II

covers such subjects as art format for

all types and sizes of slides, lettering

size in relation to audience size,

screen width, footage counting, maxi-
mum visibility color chart. 16mm free

ADMASTER.

For more Information circle
No. 205 on return postal card.

Principles of Videosonic Systems In-

cludes bibliography of articles. 5pp
free HUGHES.

For more information circle

No. 206 on return postal card.

A Progress Report on the Development
of a Lesson in 'Fire Behavior' for the

Los Angeles Fire Department. (Teach-
ing Machine Release) 5pp free

HUGHES.

For more information circle

No. 207 on return postal card.

Science Film Evaluations: Richard Gil-

key. Detailed report by users of 56

films in 11 schools, with re commenda-
tions for following year's program.
Divergence as well as consensus is

reported; general findings are sum-
marized. Mimeo. 68pp. A limited num-
ber of copies available. Write direct

to Indiana University, Audiovisual
Center, Bloomington, Ind.

See . . Hear . . Mr. Businessman 1962

edition. Catalog of films and film-

strips primarily on business educa-
tion and related topics, 70pp 20 cents

(no stamps). Order direct: Library
A-V Cester, Baruch School, City Col-

lege, 17 Lexington Ave., New York
10, N.Y.

PHOTOGRAPHY
THE INCISIVE ART

A series of five 30 minute films fea-

turing Ansel Adams noted Amer-

ican photographer

Individual Titles:

Photography as an Art

Points of View

Technique

Professional Photography

The Language of the Camera Eye

For purchase or rental information

write to:

NET Film Service
Audio-Visual Center
Indiana University
Bloomington, Indiana

^fE^

Advertisement

HELPFUL BOOKS

THE AV INDEX A guide to instruction-

al material Information covering the
use of Audio-Visual materials and
equipment. Single copy, $2.95. Quan-
tity prices: 2-9 copies, 10% discount;

10-20 copies, 20% discount. Postoge
added If payment does not accom-
pany order. Audio-Visual Researcli

Institute, 1346 Broadway, Detroit 26,
Miclilgan.

AUDIO - VISUAL MATERIALS: THEIR
NATURE AND USE. Revised EdiHon
By Walter Arno WItticli and Charles
F. Schuller. 570 pp. 249 Illustrations

14 Color Plates. Harper & Brothers
49 E. 33rd St., New Yoric 16, N. Y.

1957. $6.50.

EDUCATORS GUIDE TO FREE FILM-
STRIPS. Compiled and Edited by Mary
Foley Horlchelmer and John W. Differ.

Thirteenth Annual Edition, 1961. Edu-
cators Progress Service, Dept. AV6,
Randolph, Wis. $6.00.

EDUCATORS GUIDE TO FREE TAPES,
SCRIPTS, AND TRANSCRIPTIONS. Com-
piled and Edited by Walter A. WlHlch,
Ph.D., and Gertie Hanson Hoisted,
M. A. Seventh Annual Edition. 1961.
Educators Progress Service, Dept.
AV6, Randolph, Wis. $5.75.

EDUCATORS GUIDE TO FREE FILMS.
Compiled and Edited by Mary Foley
Horlchelmer and John W. Differ. Edu-
cational Consultant, John Guy Fewl-
kes. 21st Annual Edition, 1961. Edu-
cators Progress Service, Dept. AV6,
Randolph, Wis. $9.00.

STANDARDS OF PHOTOPLAY AP-
PRECIATION. A Course of Study In

Photoplay Appreciation. By William
Lewin and Alexander Frailer, tilus-

trated. Educational A Recreational
Guides, Inc., 10 Brainerd Read, Sum-
mit, New Jersey. $2.95.
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lemitt Films For Labor. Single copies

free to teachers, additional copies

25^ Write direct: AFL-CIO, Depart-
ment of Education, 815 Sixteenth St.,

NW, Washington 6, D.C.

U.S. Government Films for Public Edu-
cational Use—1960. A great array of

titles of films and filmstrips, contents

descriptions like that on Library of

Congress cards, with additional data
on source, etc.; Titles alphabetical,

subject index and notes at back; ex-
cellent 5-page introduction on govern-
ment film use and distribution. Pre-
pared by U.S. Office of Education.

502p $2.75. Write direct SUPDOC.

Carefree, Casual Days
Under the Tropical

Sun at

Directory of Equipment and Materials

pages 45-54

Directly on the Ocean

1 16201 Collins Avenne
Miami Beach, Florida

COMPLETELY
AIR CONDITIONED

Modarafa Rattt

OPEN ALL riAlt

• Ocean Fronf

• Private Pool

• Private Beach
• Television in Every Room
• Phone in Every Room
• Private Balh and Shower
• Hotel Rooms and Apartments
• Completely Air Conditioned
• Boating—Fishing

• Many Other Fine Features

MIAMI BEACH

CLASSIFIED

FOR GRADE SCHOOLS— 45rpni RECORD:
Pledge Of Allegiance—Male Voice—Female
Voice. Trumpet Calls: To The Colors (flag
raising) Tops (flog lowering) $1. prepaid.
ART RECORDS, P.O. Box 50-66, Miami, Flo.

35MM. Color SUdes-FUmstrips dupli-
cated from your original slides or mas-
ter filmstrips. Individual slide copies as
low as 9V4c each, filmstrips as low as 5c
a frame. Send for free sample slides,

free filmstrip sample and full informa-
tion to World In Color, Box 392-AV.
Elmira, N. Y.

ADL—Anti-Defamation League of B'nai
B'rith, 515 Madison Ave., New York
22.

ADMASTER Prints, Inc.. 1168 Sixth
Ave., New York 36, N.Y.

AFL-CIO — American Federation of
Labor and Congress of Industrial
Organizations. 815 16th St., NW, Wash-
ington 6, D.C.

AGFA, AGFA, Inc., 516 W. 34th St.

New York 1, N.Y.

ASSOCIATION Films, Inc., 347 Madison
Ave., New York 17, N.Y.

ATLANTIS Productions, Inc., 7967 Sun-
set Blvd., Hollywood 46, Calif.

AVAS—Audiovisual Associates, P.O.B.
243. Bronxville, N.Y.

AVIS Films, Box 643, Burbank, Calif.

BAILEY Films, Inc., 6509 De Longpre
Ave., Hollywood 28, Calif.

BALL—Ball State Teachers College,
Library Film Service, Muncie, Ind.

BARBRE, Thos. J., Productions, 2130 S.
Bellaire St., Denver 22, Colo.

BERLANT Automonitor Corp., 8525
Steller Drive, Culver City, Cal.

BOLEX—Paillard, Inc., 100 Sixth Ave.,
New York 13, N.Y.

BRUMBERGER, 34-34 St., Brooklyn 32,

N.Y.

CATHEDRAL Films Inc., 140 N. Holly-
wood Way, Burbank, Calif.

CENCO—Central Scientific Co., 1700 W.
Irving Park Road, Chicago 13, 111.

CFEA — California Free Enterprise
Asso., Knott's Berry Farm, Buena
Park Calif.

CHITTICK—Walter S. Chittick Com-
pany, 1212 Chestnut St., Philadelphia
7, Pa.

CHURCHILL Films, 6671 Sunset Blvd.,
Los Angeles 28, Calif.

CLEVITE Electronic Components, div.

of Clevite, 232 Forbes Road, Bedford,
Ohio

DUKANE Corp., St. Charles 111.

EBF—Encyclopaedia Britannica Films,
Inc., 1150 Wilmette Ave., Wilmette,
111.

EDAUREC—Educational Audio Records,
7000 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood
38, Calif.

EK—Eastman Kodak Company, Audio-
visual Service, Rochester 4, N.Y.

EYEGATE House, Inc., 146-01 Archer
Ave., Jamaica 35, N.Y.

FA — Film Associates of California,
11014 Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles
26, Calif.

FAIRCHILD Camera and Instrument
Corp., Industrial Products Division, 5

Aerial Way, Syosset, Long Island,

N.Y.

FSCAM—Filmstrip Corp of America,
Golden Book Div., 389 Park Ave., So.,
New York 16, N.Y.

FUJI Photo Optical Products, Inc., Ill
Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y.

GEIST — The H. E. Geist Co., 8620
Lorain Ave., Cleveland 2, Ohio

GPGOB — Gertrude Purpose Gorham
Agency 8564 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly
Hills. Calif.

GUNTHEB—John W. Gunther 1027 S.
Claremont St., San Mateo, Calif.

HUGHES Aircraft Company, Public
Relations and Advertising, C. W.

Short, Bldg 6, Room D1005E, Culver
City, Calif.

IFB—International Film Bureau, Inc.,

332 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 4, 111.

IVT (Institute for Visual Training) has
changed its name, but not its address
(40 East 49th Street, New York 17,

N.Y.)

JAM Handy Organization, 2821 E. Grand
Blvd., Detroit 11, Mich.

KLEEN — Kleen-Stik Products, Inc.,

7300 W. Wilson Ave., Chicago, 111.

LdR—Louis de Rochemont Associates,
267 W. 25th St., New York 1, N.Y.

LOLITE—Lowel-Light Photo Engineer-
ing, 429 W. 54th St., New York 19,

N.Y.

MIDDLEHAM—Ken Middleham Pro-
ductions, P. O. Box 1065, Riverside,
Calif.

MILTBRAD—Milton Bradley Company,
Springfield 2, Mass.

MMM—Minnesota Mining and Manu-
facturing Co., 900 Bush St., St. Paul
6, Minn.

MODERN Talking picture Service, Inc.,

3 E. 54th St., New York 22, N.Y.

MPO-VID—MPO Videotronics, Inc., 15
E. 53rd St., New York, N.Y.

NABIS—National Biscuit Co., 425 Park
Ave., New York 22, N.Y.

NAMED—National Association of Manu-
facturers Education Dept., 2 E. 48th
St., New York 17, N.Y.

NBLANK—National Blank Book Co.,

Holyoke, Mass.

NFBC—National Film Board of Canada,
Canada House—Suite 819, 680 Fifth
Ave., New York 19, N.Y.

NORTHERN Films, 1947—14th Ave., N.,

Seattle 2, Wash.

OHSTATE — Ohio State University,
Teaching Aids Laboratory Columbus
10, Ohio.

PRODUN—Productions Unlimited, Inc.,

1564 Broadway, New York 36, N.Y.

PUBAFF—Public Affairs Committee,
Inc., 22 E. 38th St., New York 16,

N.Y.

SEIB—Seiberling Rubber Co., Public
Relations Dept., Akron 9, Ohio.

SERVO Systems Company, 14 Carmer
Ave., Belleville 9, N.J.

S.O.S.—S.O.S. Photo-Cine-Optics, Inc.,

602 W. 52nd St., New York 19, N.Y.

STEELCRAFT, Inc., 1296 E. Keating,
Muskegon, Mich.

SUPDOC — Superintendent of Docu-
ments, Government Printing Office,

Washington 25, D.C.

SVE—Society for Visual Education, Inc.,

1345 W. Diversey Pkwy., Chicago 14,

111.

TANDBERG of America, Inc., 8 Third
Ave., Pelham, N.Y.

TESTA Mfg. Co., 10126 Rush St., El-
Monte, Calif.

TORBAL—Torsion Balance Co., Educa-
tional Aids Div., Clifton, N.J.

UALINE—United Airlines, School &
College Service, O'Hare International
Airport. Chicago 66, 111.

USDA—U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, Mo-
tion Picture Section, Washington 25,

D.C.

UWF—United World Films, 1445 Park
Ave., New York 29, N.Y.
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for finer projection-

long-life durability

RADIANT
introduces

Optically Improved Glass Beaded

Surfaces For Radiant Screens

Another RADIANT first . . ."VYNA-FLECT PLUS" projec-

tion surfaces give these PLUS advantages . .

.

^OPTICALLY TREATED TO PRODUCE HIGH

REFLECTIVITY

:: DOUBLES STRENGTH OF BOND TO SCREEN
SURFACE

KTOTAL WHITENESS-FREE OF ALL
IMPERFECTIONS

^UNIFORM, SMALLER-SIZE BEADS ASSURE
SHARPER DETAIL

Another PLUS! reason why RADIANT means "Screen

Leadership."

Write for your FREE copy . .

.

The Audio-Visual Guide to Better Projection, a comprehensive 40

page reference book that deals with projection in depth.

Radiant Manufacturing Corp., 8220 N. Austin Ave., Morton Grove, III.

Please send me. without obligation, a free copy of Uie

AUDIO-VISUAL GUIDE TO BETTER PROJECTION

RADIANT MANUFACTURING CORP.
8220 N. Austin Ave., Morton Grove, III.

Subsidiary of United States Hoffman Machinery Corp.

organiiation.

position

address

city _state_
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"Teenage Conllict"

The moral decisions

faced by today's youth.

Produced by

Family Films.

February, 1962

Volume 41, Number 2, Number 406

EDITORIAL
69 The "A" Line

SPECIAL REPORT ON 8mm SOUND FILM
70 The Dream About 8mm Sound Film Louis Forsdale

It can help us democratize motion pictures.

73 Local School Production Opportunities Matthew Gaffney
A prime objective: simplification of the movie-making art.

75 The Meaning of 8mm Sound Film For Education Edward
Schofield, A. W. Vandermeer
Its relation to the school system, to teacher training.

78 What Are The Chances For Success? Ellsworth C. Dent
Concerning 8mm Sound, this producer is inquisitive and flexible.

ARTICLES
80 'Secular' AV Materials Can Be 'Rehgious', Too. Mary Phillis

Young
Materials too often overlooked by the Christian educator.

82 World Justice: A Multi-Sensory Approach Albert Nissman
Students make their own entree to a study of the U.N.

84 Rousseau—A Proponent of AV Robert T. Fisher
This Utopian's educational program highlighted AV.

DEPARTMENTS AND FEATURES

62 News
85 Filmstrips Irene F. Cypher
88 AV In The Church Field William S. Hockman
91 Audio Max U. Bildersee

94 Film Evaluations L. C. Larson, Carolyn Guss

98 AV Industry News
100 Trade Directory

101 New Equipment
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110 Helpful Books
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115 Index To Advertisers
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DON'T GET UPSET!
He can't hurt them, because you get better protection

against corrosion when you specify LEVOLOR.
LEVOLOR head channel and bottom rail are coated

first, then formed. It means that the protective paint

is inside as well as outside.

Information that insures the best installation pos-

sible is a service all LEVOLOR representatives will

give you. They will submit a prospectus covering

everydetail of your Venetian Blind installation—help

with the specifications and make a final inspection

after the blinds are installed. It is a service that guar-

antees good specifications and good Venetian Blinds.

VENETIAN BLINDS
AUDIO-VISUAL CONVENTIONAL SKYLIGHT

Levolor Lorentzen, Inc., 720 Monroe St., Hoboken, N. J.
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DESIGNED SPECIFICALLY FOR LANGUAGE LEARNING
^EW . . . Wireless, Portable, Self-Powered Audio Teaching Systems

Here are the firtt fully integroted syilemj specifically designed to the requirements of language

learning by the audio-lingual method. And, console-to-student wiring is completely eliminated. Not

a drawing was made nor a model assembled until the teacher ond method requirements were

thoroughly studied and understood. Result: The EFI Line. From Transiphone, the audio passive

headphone, to the deluxe 5Vi hour Audio Noteboolc with student drill track for "listenrecord-

compare", every component has been carefully designed into EFI Systems to produce the frequency

response and signof-to-noise characteristics needed in language learning. Flexibility of use and

easy operation are prime features.

EFI provides a System for every method: Self-powered headphones for the odvocates of "audio

passive"; headphones with boom mike and amplification for "audio active"; and 2 systems for

student recording — Drill Capsule for instantaneous recording and playback of teacher (or tape)

and student use, plus the revolutionary Audio

Notebook for practice drill with reference to an

entire semester of pattern drills, dialogue, etc

DON'T LOSE A CLASSROOM

With a shortage of 140,000 classrooms, American educa-

tion has the critical problem of "where to put a language

laboratory" With EFI Systems any room (even the front

lawn in good weather) is a language lab in a few minutes.

There is no installation with EFI, no ducts, floor wiring,

no AC current at student positions. IT'S WIRELESS . . .

and the saving goes to buy more tapes, more equipment.

WIRELESS: The cost, and committal of classroom space

to wired-in installations are eliminated. Ultrasonic trans-

mission delivers sound from conventional tape recorder

and teachers voice to students without wiring and with

perfect quality.

PORTABLE: All EFI Systems are fully portable, may be

stored safely in cabinets or drawers, hand-carried from

room to room, taken home, used anywhere. Audio Note-

book weighs less than 5 lbs.

LOW COST: EFI actually provides more student posi-

tions at less cost than any other system.

TRANSISTORIZED: The ruggedness of "solid state" elec-

tronics is built into EFI's receiving and amplifying system

designed especially for the strict requirements of language

learning.

BATTERY POWER: EFI carries its own power - a long-life,

low-cost battery that gives all systems a new world of flexi-

bility in use at no more cost than wired-in electricity.

NATURAL-VOICE QUALITY: Component for component,

EFI Systems have been engineered to the specific require-

ments of language learning. No adaptations, no compromises.

From drawing board to finished product the final result

of natural-voice quality has been foremost in mind. This

objective has been achieved.

Electronic Futures Inc., Dept.S
244 Church Street, New Haven 10, Connecticut

Please send more information on EFI Systems

^
Name Depf.

School

ELECTRONIC FUTURES INC.

244 Church Street New Haven 10, Connecticut

Street

City State

SYSTEMS FOR LEARNING OUR SOLE BUSINESS
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News people organizations events

First Meeting Of New
Hampshire AV Association

A New Hampshire Audiovisual As-

sociation was formally organized on
December 2, 1961, when an interest-

ed group of teachers, school adminis-

trators, audiovisual coordinators and
commercial representatives met in

Concord, New Hampshire.
The association was actually found-

ed January '61 at a meeting of the

Northeast Regional DAVI Leadership
Conference. At that time Joseph Bur-

leigh of Franklin and John Bardwell

of Durham were chosen as co-chair-

men. Their job was to guide the new
organization until a more formal sb'uc-

ture was needed. It soon became ap-

parent that a broad, active program
was necessary, so at the recent meet-
ing a constitution was adopted, offi-

cers elected, standing committees
established, and a program of activi-

ties was outlined.

Officers of the New Hampshire
Association are:

President, John D. Bardwell, Dur-
ham.

President-elect, J. Blair Watson,
Hanover.

Secretary, Muriel Cooke, Keene.
Treasurer, William Baston, Frank-

lin.

Show Slides Documenting
American Visual Arts

The first public showing of "The
Arts of the United States" took place
on December 6 at the Whitney Mu-
seum of American Art in New York
City.

This collection, a documentation in

color photography of the visual arts

of America from their beginnings to

the present, fills a void in the field of

education, according to the sponsors
of the project. Heretofore, visual ma-
terials to document our cultural herit-

age had been inadequate, both in

quality and in coverage.

A grant from the Carnegie Corpora-
tion of New York, which was admin-
istered by the University of Georgia,
supported this comprehensive survey.

Designed for the use of educational

institutions including museums and
libraries, it will also have special

value in international exchange pro-

grams. Individual slides are available

to writers and publishers and other
interested groups and individuals.

Lloyd Goodrich, director of the
Whitney Museum, acted as host for

tlie New York presentation. Lamar
Dodd, head of the University of

Georgia's art department, under whose
leadership the project developed.

The Theatrical Fielu

Reviewed Previously

The Educnlional Screen

JUNE
Bella Donna (Paramount)—Pola Negri with

the advantages of American methods of light-

ing and make-up does not live up to her repu-
tation as an emotional actress.

Missing Millions (Paramount)— Fairly enter-

taining crook drama. Thrills missing along
with the millions.

Driven (Universal)—One of the best. A
somber tale, but keen character portrayal.

The Ne'er-Do-Well (Paramounl)~Thomas
Mcighan brightens up the old Rex Beach
story.

The Christian (Goldwyn)—A fine picture.

Richard Dix and Mae Busch do good work.

Where the Pavement Ends (Metro)-Rex
Ingram made two endings for this picture. Ask
your exhibitor for the ^.id one!

Within the Law (Tirst National)—Norma
Talmadge as Mary Turner. Not a great pic-

ture, but a satisfactory one of its kind.

Souls for Sale (Goldwyn)— Hysterica! story
of a girl's adventures in the movies, with a
jumbled impression of life in Hollywood as it

is not.

What a Wile Learned (First NaiionaO- »'--

what a husband learned ^'

tained as "-"

Human Wreckage (Film Booking Offices;—
Mrs. Wallace Reid presents a vivid, if gloom?
indictment of the drug evil. Instructive but

hardly an entertainment feature.

Fog Bound (Paramount)—Mystery smoth-

ered by fog. Dorothy Dallon and D.ivid

Powell.

The Love Trap (Grand-Asher)—"ProKr.im
stuff" with Mabel Forrest, Bryant VVashlnini,

and Wheeler Oakman.

Legally Dead (Universal)—A rambling story

with Milton Sills as the chief sufferer.

Where the North Begins (Warner Brothers I

—Rin-tin-tin, the dog actor, gives a fine per-

formance.

The Common Law (Selznick)—Lots of real

stars who are given no opportunity.

OCTOBER
Merry-Go-Round (Universal)—Vienna and

the war, and unusual performance by Mary
Philbin, George Hackathorne, and Norman
Kerry.

Penrod and Sam (Firs-

exposition of

Rpscari-h for tlie January anniversary
nuinlter of "Ed-Scroen" uncovered this

film review department in a late 1923 issue. The 'midway' generation may see some
familiar names, and may recall some of these hearty epics.

told briefly how and why it origi-

nated and outlined its aims and objec-

tives. William Pierson, professor of

art at Williams College, and execu-

tive secretary of the project's advisory

committee, made the presentation of

approximately 1.50 color slides from
the total collection of 4,000. His
theme was, "Art—The International

Language." His presentation illus-

trated that "art is a cultural symbol
as well as an aesthetic experience."

"The Arts of the United States" is

a selection of the best in Americ-an
art as such—painting, sculpture,

architecture, and includes graphic
arts, posters, interiors, photography,
stage and costume design and the art

of the American Indian.

Best Jewish Film, Filmstrip
For 1961 To Be Recognized

The outstanding film and filmstrip

dealing with Jewish subject matter,

released during 1961, will receive a

special award to be presented by the

National Council on Jewish Audio-
Visual Materials, as announced re-

cently by Dr. Samuel D. Freeman,
chairman of tlie National Board of

Review of the NCJAVM.
A committee of prominent educa-

tors and film-makers will constitute

the board of judges. Awards will be
made at the I2th annual Meeting and
Work,shop of the Council in May,
1962.

The National Council on Jewish
Audio-Visual Materials, sponsored by
the American Association for Jewish
Education, is a coordinating body of

41 national and local Jewish organi-

zations active in the field of culture

and education, whose program is to

evaluate audiovisual materials of Jew-
ish interest; to disseminate informa-
tion about these media; and to stim-

ulate interest in the utilization of such
materials in Jewish schools, clubs,

synagogues, and organizations.

Learning Resources Center
At George Peabody College

A Learning Resources Center has
recently been established at George
Peabody College for Teachers, Nash-
ville, Tenn., with Dr. Curtis Ramsey
named director.

The new center includes Peabody's
Curriculum Laboratory, Audiovisual

Services and Instruction Program,
Closed Circuit Television Teaching
Center, and Electronics Maintenance

(Continued on Page 64)
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The new Mount Ogden Junior High School, Ogden, Utah, selected

by A.A.S.A. for its exhibit of outstanding school designs.

"We feel Audio-Visual teaching is vital for Utah's

most important crop . . . youngsters,"

says Dr. T. O. Smith, Superintendent

of this striking Mount Ogden Junior

High School.

"Yet the good strong sunlight of Utah
that helps youngsters grow also makes
classrooms hard to darken for our mo-
tion-picture program. However, we
have found we don't have to darken a

room completely when we use a Kodak
Pageant Projector. It projects a picture

clearly in subdued light.

"As a matter of fact, the Kodak
Pageant Projector's ability to show
movies in a partially lighted room is a

double blessing. It's easier on the stu-

dents' eyes . . . and teachers find that it

is much easier to maintain discipline

in a room that is not completely dark."

Kodak Pageant Projectors provide

the extra brilliance needed in hard-to-

darken rooms because their exclusive

Kodak Super-40 Shutter puts up to

40% more brilliance on the screen at

sound speed than projectors with or-

dinary shutters. When greater screen

brilliance is required, the Pageant Pro-

jector's extra, efficient cooling capacity

allows you to use 1000-watt or 1200-

watt lamps in place of the usual 750-

watt lamp.

Ask any Kodak A-V dealer to dem-
onstrate a Kodak Pageant Projector for

you or your school board at your con-

venience. Or write for descriptive Bul-

letin V3-65 ... it is well worth reading.

New for A-V—Kodak Pageant Projector, AV-126-

TR. A child can operate it easily. New, main-

tenance-free, fully tran-

sistorized sound system .*>>&

acfileves tonal quality

and clarity unmatched in

16mm projection. High

picture brilliance and

crisp picture definition

keep student attention

on the screen.

Hmn

Kodak Pageant Projector^ EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Dept. 8-V, Rochester 4, N.Y.
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CLASSROOM RECORDER
This new dual-track monaural recorder combines professional fea-

tures with classroom-engineered durability and ease of maintenance.

® Rigid, one-piece, die-cast aluminum deck for positive permanent

alignment of all mechanical parts. ® Simplified transport mechanism,

completely self-compensating for wear. ® Standard NARTB record

and playback compensation for interchangeability of tapes and true

reproduction of pre-recorded tapes. ® 10-watt transformer powered

high-fidelity amplifier. (D Large 9" oval dual-cone extended range

speaker. ® Straightforward classroom-designed controls with oper-

ating instructions right on the face. ® Headphone or speaker monitor-

ing. Can be used as PA System. ® Instant selection of 3.75 or 7.5 ips

speeds. ® Scuff resistant silver brown fabricoid-covered % " plywood

case with metal comers and knees. Generous storage spaces for reels,

microphone, and AC cord. ® Only 22 lbs. (g) ATC lOOM

1.50
''"'"''

ALL

199 SCHOOL
NET

PRODUCTS ARE TRANSFORMER POWERED FOR COMPLETE SAFETY

AUDIOTRONICS
11057 WEDDINGTON STREET, NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA

j^CWS continued

(Continued from Page 62)

Department.

Dr. Ramsey said, "As far as we
know our center is the only one in

existence that includes all these com-
jwnents." He said founding of the

center has opened the way for a pos-

sible new graduate program of study

for the preparation of college teach-

ers in the field of newer educational

media.

Plans are now under way to devel-

op three new courses for inclusion in

the Peabody curriculum in the near

futm-e. They are: Teaching Machines

and Programmed Instruction, Prac-

ticum in Educational Television In-

struction, and Administration of

Learning Resources Centers.

(NEWS Continued on Page 66)
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"POLAROID" AND "POLALINe"

yL L_:: 1** ^ L*<

::i!^-:^^

$1.50

24 Hours

Film Processor

554

90 Seconds

Yourself

(with a Polaroid Land Camera)

To make your own black-and-white

slides — quickly and economically —
here's all you have to do: snap a picture

with a Polaroid Land Camera loaded

with special transparency film. Then
pull a tab, wait a moment and open the

rear of the camera.

There's your transparency.

After a quick hardening and mount-

ing in a snap-together frame, the slide

is ready to be dropped into a projector.

Total time: about 90 seconds. Total

cost: about Vs the price of the average

black-and-white slide.

A new type of transparency film,

PolaLine film, is now available. It's

been designed especially for line-copy

slides and it produces crisp, black lines

and clear, transparent backgrounds.

These are 3'4 x 4 transparencies for

standard lantern slide projectors.

There are also continuous tone films

for both standard lantern slide projec-

tors and for use in a complete Polaroid

Land system that employs 2'/ii x 2'/4

slides in a Polaroid projector. (Develop-

ment time for continuous-tone slides is

two minutes.) All three projection film

types can be used in any Polaroid Land
Camera that uses 40-series films (except

the J-66).

Sound good? It is. There's no better

way to make transparencies. Send in

the coupon for more information.

i
1

Polaroid Corporation

Technical Sales Dept. ES-2

Cambridge 39, Mass.

Please send me detailed information about
Polaroid Land transparencies.

Name

Address.

City.

Zone. -State.
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"FIBERBILT" CASES
"THEY LAST INDEFINITELY"

Equlppad with ttaal cornars/ staal card

heldar and haavy wab (traps.

Only original FIbarbllt Catas baar thU

Trad* Mark

Your Asturanca

of "rinatt Qualify"

for 16mni Film—
400' to 3000' Raali

Sold by All Laading Daalart

J^gWS continued

Brandeis Communication
Project With State Dept.

More than a dozen European,
African and Asian nations will send

representatives to Brandeis Univer-

sity, Waltham, Mass., for an interna-

tional pilot project in community and
educational broadcasting.

Under a contiact with the U.S.

State Department, Brandeis' new
Communication Research Center will

conduct, for top-level communications
specialists, a four-month program of

intensive academic training in addi-

tion to first-hand observation and
practice in American mass communi-
cations.

Some 30 ranking communications
professionals will inaugurate the pro-

gram, scheduled to get under way
next June 11 on the Brandeis campus.
The foreign specialists wiU, for the

most part, represent countries like

Thailand, Pakistan and Israel where
television is underdeveloped or is

only in its infancy. Henry Morgen-
thau in, associate director of the

Communication Research Center, and
Herbert T. Schuelke of the Depart-
ment of State are now conferring

PIXMOBILE^ AUDIO-ED
LANGUAGE LABORATORY FURNITURE

Designed
to Accommo-

date All Types of

Electronic Equipment
of Any Manufacturer

Combining strength and beauty, Pixmobile* Audio-Ed Language Lab-
oratory Furniture is now more attractive than ever. New gracefully
curved lines provide an appearance that enriches any classroom. All-

steel construction gives the strength and durability to withstand years
of classroom use.

Any type of electronics equipment may be used in this furniture,
allowing the school maximum flexibility in its planning. And it is

available with a glass or plexiglass front, an acoustical front or a
convertible top. The outstanding quality built into Pixmobile* is the
basis for its widespread acceptance throughout the United States
and Canada.

Please wrife for information and literature

ADVANCE PRODUCTS COMPANY
2300 East Douglas Avenue / Wichita, Kansas

with media experts in each country in

order to select participants.

A major purpose of the program,
according to Louis G. Cowan, direc-

tor of the Communication Research
Center, is to acquaint the foreign vis-

itors with the role of television,

radio, lx)oks and newspapers in Amer-
ican education, community develop-
ment and public information.

SMPTE To Offer Production
Course At USC In Spring

A comprehensive course in motion
picture production, equipment and
services will be offered by the Society

of Motion Picture and Television En-
gineers (SMPTE) during the spring
semester at the University of South-
ern California.

The course, to be given in 16 ses-

sions, will touch all phases of motion
picture production—from script design
to theatrical projection—and will be
open to all interested persons on a

first-come first-served basis.

Instructors for all topics have been
chosen from among the established

leaders in the motion picture indus-

try, according to R. G. Sullivan,

chairman of the SMPTE education
sub-committee coordinating the course
with the Cinema Department at

USC.

No credit will be given for the

course. However the University will

award a Letter of Completion to all

registrants who satisfactorily complete
the semester.

Fifth Army Begins Course
In Transparency Making

The Fifth U.S. Army Film Center,
at Fort Sheridan, Illinois, has insti-

tuted a special 40-hour course in

transparency making, with each class

limited to ten students. Transparen-
cies, some of them "animated," are
now sent out on loan to armed forces

training groups on same basis as are

films and filmstrips.

CHEMISTRY
LABORATORY
TECHNIQUES

Underscores
teaching

basic skills

to new
chemistry
students.

A series of

II Films

For Preview write

Box 343, Cooper Station, New York 3, N. Y.
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AMERICAN HISTORY "oVri"
The young people who are the teaching profession's responsi-

bihty come to learning intensively preconditioned. Inescap-

ably, many of their thought patterns have been formed by

distorted stimuli—an independent process which continues si-

multaneously with class life.

But the complex rights of freedom require thinking organisms

for sustenance and only teaching can do it!—a higher order

of conditioning to motivate thinking and give validity to life.

This is what the Yale 4-Point Program does. Here is a "living"

instrument—a powerful stimulus that limns the great men and

women of our past in inspiring colors and brings rich meaning

to the ideals for which they fought and died—to make de-

mocracy not just a word, but a cherished part of the character

and attitudes of our youth.

The Yale 4-Point Program - More Than a History Course

Such an uncommon approach required scholastic standards of the highest order. To insure this,

editors of honored stature, aided by an unprecedented task force of historians, writers, educators

and technicians, guided the development of these books and filmstrips. The resulting exceptional

authenticity, combined with their dramatic impact, gives them a novel flexibility. They have be-

come "musts" in schools and libraries across the nation—not only for enriching and vitalizing

American history but also supplementing many other courses throughout the curriculum. And

their broad appeal has also made them vigorous implements in community affairs.

THE FILMSTRIPS-Both award-winning series were created under
the editorial direction of Ralph H. Gabriel. Their vivid
images and significant content bring fresh insight into the
problems we face today.

THE CHRONICLES OF
AMERICA FILMSTRIPS

15 Units
Newest in the Yale program, this series' historical depth
and technical dimension have already established it as a film-
strip classic. From Columbus through Dixie, its themes bril-

liantly encompass the birth and coming-of-age of America.
$97.50 complete or $7.00 each

Comprehensive TEACHER'S GUIDE free

THE PAGEANT OF
AMERICA FILMSTRIPS

30 Units
Adopted or listed by leading Boards of Education, this

series is the criterion against which other filmstrips are
measured. Its theme spans five centuries from the early
days of the aboriginal Indian, and explores how our culture
came into being.

$195.00 complete or $7.00 each
TEACHER'S GUIDE free with each ur<it

THE BOOKS—Here is history that will be read ... for the
sheer pleasure of readingi Here are plot structures forged
by life itself—to bring pride to every youth in the glory
of his heritage.

THE CHRONICLES OF AMERICA
56 Volumes

Edited by Allen Johnson and Allan Nevlns

Each volume was written by a skilled author, chosen for
his accurate knowledge of the subject. Our heroes trumpet
through these narratives on the whirlwind of their convic-
tions. Whether in classroom or library, these books are
sought out and eagerly read.

$199.00 complete or $3.95 per volume

THE PAGEANT OF AMERICA
15 Volumes

Edited by Rolph H. Gabriel

Fascinating, scholarly text threads together this cornucopia
of 11,500 rare pictures, charts and maps that tell uie
pageant of our history. These volumes are professionally

indexed and have become a standard reference work for

use at all levels.

$147.75 complete or $10.75 per volume

YALE UNIVERSITY PRESS

YALE UNIVERSITY PRESS FILM SERVICE

386 Fourth Avenue, New York 16, N. Y.
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Wouldn't you know it,

the Jack Benny School counted
pennies on Venetian biinds.

This is a typical classroom in the

new Jack Benny Junior High School

in Waukegan, Illinois. Just completed,

this school was meant to be a show-
place— one of the best-planned, best-

equipped of its kind.

So what happened? Well you know
Jack Benny. Catch his namesake
throwing money around. When they

bought Venetians, they got the best

at a bargain — then made them do an
extra job I

What did they buy? Flexalum Twi-

Nighters — the only blinds where all the

components were engineered to make
an integrated whole. This makes Twi-

Nighters last much longer, because
they operate with so much less strain.

The Board also liked the way the

spring-tempered aluminum slats, with

their two-coat baked enamel finish, the

wipe-clean plastic tapes, and self-

lubricating tilter, cut down on main-
tenance costs. (And the patented,
crash-proof cord lock that prevents
injuries and property loss.)

But what really clinched it was the

Twi-Nighter's light control. The Board
found they could make Twi-Nighters
double for audio-visual blinds. How?
By pulling them down and closing
them. With these blinds that's all you

have to do to make a room dark
enough for unstreaked projection of

all but the most light-critical audio-

visual aids.

(For fine-line detail, microscopic
slide or very subtle color projection,

specify our Audio-Visuals with light

trap side-channels. They make any
room absolutely light-tight.)

Both Flexalum Twi-Nighters and
Audio-Visuals carry a 5-year guarantee
bonded by the Continental Casualty

Company and backed by Bridgeport

Brass. Write for specifications to

Bridgeport Brass Co. (Hunter Douglas
Div.), 30 Grand St., Bridgeport 2, Conn.
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editorial

The
"A"

Line

A new line has been discovered. Not a line of new audiovisual

products to help teachers teach. Not a "line" of smart talk to make

you believe or do something you shouldn't. This is a straight line;

and a horizontal one. It's a line used as a symbol, a device, one

that you yourself can draw to explain a simple but important truth

about the use of audiovisual materials.

Credit for creating "The 'A' Line" goes to Dr. Louis Forsdale of

Teachers College, Columbia University. In his opening address as

coordinator of the forward looking conference on 8mm sound film

reported on other pages of this issue, he explains that the "A" stands

for "accessibility." The principle that Dr. Forsdale symbolizes and

dramatizes so well is that the value of educational materials is de-

pendent upon their accessibility to the people who can learn from

them. The greater their accessibility the greater the possibility they

will be used and that people will learn.

Books are cited as examples of the most readily accessible com-

munications materials. They are far to the right on "The 'A' Line."

At the extreme left end, Forsdale places broadcast television and

labels it "the prime offender" in terms of accessibility. Right next to

it he places film. There is room for difference of opinion here about

the relative positions of film and television! You place them
where you will, but the fact remains that now, thirty years after the

introduction of the 16mm sound picture as an instructional tool, it

remains practically inaccessible to most learners.

Greater accessibility, then, is the unique promise and potential

of the 8mm sound motion picture as a medium for educational com-
munication. How fast we can move toward achieving this poten-

tial is unknown. It depends upon people, and people rarely change
their minds and ways as quickly as others think they should.

Eight millimeter sound motion pictures, with the new simpler

equipment that must inevitably follow, offer educators the oppor-

inaccessibility accesst,

Paul C. Reed

bility

tunity and the challenge to make instructional motion pictures

readily accessible to all learners in every school building in this

country. To achieve this we must have not only new equipment
but new educational thinking, new film producers, new film sales

methods, new procedures for storing and distributing films, and
new notions about using the motion picture medium. The new
medium is not merely 16mm miniaturized. It's a new medium that

vdll not fit neatly into the old patterns.

But the principle of accessibility applies to all media for com-
municating ideas, the old as well as the new. We should strive to

make all educational materials more accessible. "With a vigor" is

the way Forsdale says we should be pushing media toward the right

end—the accessible end—of the "A Line." We can, if we think it

important enough, push the 8mm medium so vigorously that motion
pictures will become as accessible to learners as books. Some think

the potential is worth whatever effort it will take.

It was jttst twenty-five, years ago when another

teacher and leader in the audiovisual field, one of the

greatest, aba drew a straight line to illustrate a simple

but basic principle about audiovisual materials. At the

bottom of page 23, in his trail blazing text, "Visualiz-

ing the Curriculum," is the diagonal but straight line

that diaries Hoban drew to symbolize the classifica-

tion of visual materials on a scale of reality.
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The articles carried in this issue from, pages 70 to 79 are excerpts

of presentations made at a recent Conference On 8mni Sound
Film and Education conducted by Teachers College, Columbia

University.

A paperback book comprising the complete proceedings of the

conference will be available shortly.

The Dream About

8mm Sound Film

by Louts Forsdale
Professor of English, Teachers College

Columbia University

/\. S WITH all media developments, the new 8mm
sound film is a gift of our technology. As with most

media developments in education, alas, we teachers

did not ask for it, not imagining, in fact, that it could

or should be done. Neither did teachers ask for tape

recorders or television or printed books, but once

available we looked, although frequently slowly, to see

what gain they offered.

We are in a position, then, of technology again be-

ing ahead of educational application, but I hasten to

add that the gap is narrow this time, for we are con-

sidering 8mm at a time when the last bolts are hardly

tightened down on the 8mm sound printers in the

laboratories and when many new 8mm sound pro-

jectors are still sugar plum dreams in the heads of

engineers. Indeed, although some bold producers have
lists of 8mm sound prints for sale, their number is

small. So, I dare say, are their sales. The gap is not

large, this time, and we have the opportunity to get

some lead time on thinking of how 8mm sound film

can serve education before the gap is any larger.

Was there a conference three decades ago when
we began to entertain the thought of shifting from
the 35mm theatrical film size to the smaller, more
convenient, less costly 16mm size for non-theatrical

uses? I'm not aware of one. But it is well to remind
ourselves that the opportunity of moving to the smaller

film dimension then brought forth arguments remark-
ably similar to those which we hear about 8mm today.

In 1925—in the very early days of widths smaller than

35mm—one writer recorded in Educational Screen the

opinion that the "narrow width precludes the possi-

bility of getting critical definition." In the same jour-

nal in 1928 another writer, speaking more positively,

said "The cost of taking films when the new amateur
standard 16 mm film is used is 20 percent less than

when a standard (35mm) negative is made and prints

made from it."

In 1931, in Educational Screen, these words of mix-

ed prophesy appeared: "The new 16mm projector is

about to enter and open up a new line of educational

method which will include distinct classroom topics

more directly, will be operated by many teachers of

both sexes more readily, and will not encroach serious-

ly upon the field covered by the 35mm machine, at

least for some time. . .

"

Midst these tuggings and haulings of an earlier day,

educational film passed from infancy to childhood. We
may now be watching similar growing pains.

The period of the earlier shift from 35mm to 16mm
may not be wholly analogous to our situation. We are,

after all, much further along in the educational film

field than they were. And 8mm sound may in the long

run not replace 16mm sound in education as they re-

placed 35mm. Still, when I hear, as I did two weeks
ago from Robinson P. Rigg, editor of Industrial Screen

in England, that he had attended a meeting in which
an 8mm sound film was shown on a twelve foot screen

to a crowd of 500 people (using an arc illuminated

projector), I'd hate to be the one who predicts that

8mm can't do most of the required jobs in education.

But what does 8mm sound film offer education?

Why should we even think about it? What is the

dream?
In the largest sense the dream is that 8mm sound

film can help democratize educational motion pictures
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b\ making them everywhere available—in classrooms,

libraries, homes—so that the great power of the medi-

um as a teaching-learning tool can be released in ways
not now possible.

Because of expense or difficulty of handling, every

mediimi begins its life in the hands of the few. Then
gradually it becomes available to the many. The book,

in its manuscript form, was so precious that it was
often chained to the reading table in the monastery.

Some manuscripts had inscribed in them the admoni-

tion that whoever stole them would receive the severe

punishment of excommunication. Printing gradually

helped make the book available to the millions, al-

though even today books are unattainable treasures to

many eager learners.

photography—the still picture—was at first the ex-

pensive toy or tool of the few, until the vision of

George Eastman and others instituted the techniques

which placed inexpensive cameras in the hands of

millions. And, as the photograph was wedded to print-

ing press, photography became ubiquitous in all

urbanized cultures.

So it is with the motion picture. Although it has

long been a popular medium in this country—the poor

man's drama—we can see quite clearly now that, in

education, film is only little more available in most
classrooms than is the chained manuscript. Imagine

would you as a student have a chance to see a film

alone or in a small group when you want to, as fre-

quently as you want to, and where you want to? Al-

most never! It is almost universally a group event: the

class as a whole, the school as a whole.

A prime criterion of the worth of any packaged
educational material is that it should be available to

the learner when and where and as often as he wants
it. Materials which do not met this criterion, whether
because of techanical or financial reasons, are less

than ideal. Notice that I said "less than ideal," not "no

good," for there are other criteria which should be ap-

plied to educational material, too: interest to the learn-

er, cost, aesthetic quality, and so forth.

Let me illustrate the criterion of accessibility by the

use of a device which I refer to as the "A Line." "A"

is for accessibility.

Construct in your imagination a horizontal line, the

left end of which stands for inaccessibility of materials

to the students, the right end of which stands for ac-

cessibility. If materials are readily, and randomly, ac-

cessible to the student, place them at the right end of

the line. On the other hand, if the student has little or

no choice over what materials are available to him
and when, place them at the left end of the line.

What materials go at the right end of the line—the

end of high accessibility? Clearly books, for of pack-

The "A" Line

yourself a student in a one-room school house or in a

small community. The chances are overwhelming that

yoiu- teachers will have no motion pictures on per-

manent deposit. To get films at all, they must order

from the nearest commercial house, university or

county depository, a bothersome and inefficient pro-

cess at best. When the film comes, the time may or

may not be exactly right for using it, but you see it,

often in company with the whole school population

which has been asembled in that absurd educational

ritual of making "best use" of film rental money. When
your teacher has shown the film, back it goes to

Syracuse or Bloomington or Sacramento.

And how many times, under these circumstances,

aged materials in our educational system, books are

probably the most readily accessible to the user. Text-

books are checked out and retained for long periods;

books are available in the library or the student book
store; and thousands of paperback titles are now avail-

able in magazine and drug stores. Further, the book

requires no intermediate machine to "read out" the

material which is in it, unless you are at the bi-focal

point and welcome a magnifying glass. Magazines and

newspapers are also easily accessible to the learner.

Moving a bit to the left on this scale—toward lessen-

ed accessibility—one finds, for example, phonograph

records. The new LP's are not terribly expensive for

a school, and, of equal importance, playback machines
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are moderately priced and generally easy to use. Film-

strips, too, are increasingly accessible to learners; they

are inexpensive, and, in many forward-looking school

systems, a child can check out a simple, inexpensive

reader and a film strip and study it at home.

What goes at the left end of the "A Line"—at the

end of least accessibility to the student? The prime

offender in terms of the criterion I have set up here is

broadcast television. The learner has no control over

what program will be delivered when, and he cannot

choose to see it again. True, a given program is acces-

sible in the sense that the television set is simple to

operate and is widely available, but still one cannot

choose, as in a library, to see a program which is not

on the broadcast schedule. Television is a train, oper-

ating on a track on a schedule. It gets you where the

tracks go, when the train comes.

Film also falls near the inaccessible left end of the

line, both because our expensive films are carefully

locked in centralized vaults and because our projectors

are too few and too complicated for all but the highly

motivated and trained to operate. There has not been

a profound change toward simplification in projector

design in 25 years. But for all this, film is more like a

bus. It has a measure of flexibility about it both in

route and schedule. Perhaps we can make the bus into

a car, handy and ready to take us almost anywhere at

will.

I give you now this assertion: every medium which

is used to package material for formal educational pur-

poses should be pushed with all vigor toward the

right end—the accessible end—of the "A Line." Tech-

nology can render no greater service to educational

communication.

Ideally, all pertinent learning materials should be
instantly availabe at all times. In theory I suppose the

solution is central computers storing all of the know-

ledge of the world, with read-out accessibility every-

where, but this is so exhorbitantly expensive now as to

make it the wildest of narcotic-stimulated dreams. So,

at the moment, is the dream of making all materials

available by gigantic multiple channel closed-circuit

television systems, and for the same reason of cost.

Happily, it seems rational to believe that we can

now bring educational film closer to the user. As John
Flory of the Eastman Kodak Co. so aptly put it, 8mm
sound will be the paperback of the film field, and that

means cheaper service of both the mass market and

special, inexpensive service of the small cultural sub-

markets. If the paperback analogy holds, it means also

radical changes in distribution patterns, for I remind

you that the use of new outlets—drug stores, airports,

magazine stands—was essential to the succes of paper-

backs.

There is another way in which 8mm sound film will

help democratize educational film, quite aside from

making prints more accessible. It is through the stimu-

lation of motion pictures produced locally in schools.

A useful analogy is available from the audio recording

field. Recording apparatus had long been available to

schools, but it took the portable tape recorder—with its

relative ease of handling, its quality, and its moderate

cost—to make recording a common educational tool.

Once available, the tape recorder almost literally

Dr. Foredale, who was cDiiference chairman, is shown deliver-

ing his keynote remarks.

created its own uses in education. It helped revolution-

ize language teaching, for instance, a fact which would

have been difficult to forsee. And 8mm sound is likely

to create its unforseen uses, too.

But among obvious uses, 8mm sound will undoubt-

edly stimulate production of films for these purposes:

to show skills or to present single concepts; to permit

a student to see a record of his performance as athlete,

student teacher or actor; to bring local geography,

geology, and architecture into the classroom; as a

creative medium, permitting the child to work with

film in the same sense that he works with paint and

music; for records of important events; for local public

relations use; for research work in psychology, medi-

cine, anthropology.

That is the dream, then, that we can now move
educational film closer to the user, closer to the teach-

er, to the child, to the adult learner at home.
What size should the dream come in? Should we

dream of films selling at a dollar a minute in color,

and excellent projectors at $100 or under? Should we
dream of picking up at the supermarket the latest film-

ed baby care instructions by Doctor Spock? In the

home, should we dream of Snow White and the Seven

Dwarfs on 8mm sound in the nursery, Shakespeare in

sight and sound in the living room, Fannie Farmer on
film in the kitchen? Should we dream of a comprehen-

sive film library in every school in the nation, with

cartridge-loading or automatic threading projectors in

every classroom and library simple enough for a child

to operate?

Or should the dream come in a smaller size? Should
we envision 8mm sound film and projectors half the

price of 16mm? Should we then see modestly increas-

ing stocks of motion pictures in our public school and
college libraries to be checked out and played on
modestly increasing numbers of projectors in homes,

churches and schools?

Or should we have our heads examined for dream-
ing a dream of any size about 8mm sound film?

Happily, I think we do not need to engage in mass

psycho-therapy, for there are signs rooted in matters

which suggest that whatever size your dream comes in,

it relates in some measure to reality.
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Local School

Production

Opportunities

With 8mm
Sound Film

by Matthew Gaffney
Superintendent of Schools

Tarrytown, New York

^ CHOOLS are primarily organized for the dis-

semination of ideas, information, facts, and for the

inculcation of attitudes. The public school adminis-

trator sees the school job not alone as working with

students, but also the continuing education of teachers

and the many publics which he must call upon for

financial and moral support.

Telling and selling are the two "ings" that make any

"doing" possible.

I am part of this conference on 8mm films not be-

cause of my knowledge of cameras, films and pro-

jectors, but because being pressed by the two "ings"

of telling and selling, we early jumped at the chance

to use this improved tool of the 8mm film as part of

our "doing."

There ought to be some pleasure of living in this

highly technical society to balance off a few atomic

fears. The simplification of the moviemaking art can

well be one of them. The documentary sound motion

picture once available only at a great price and effort

is now the tool of any teacher with a little courage,

imagination, and some—but not much—effort.

Again this week our camera with its zoom lens and

electric eye went on a field trip with a group of first

graders. It recorded the classwork display of things

discussed about "olden times." It will record getting

on the school bus, the trip to Hammond House built

in 1715 and now restored. It will go inside with its

"sun-gun" and record what is seen. The film will be

back by Monday for the teacher to splice and cut into

the order desired, and put back together easily with

the new splicing tapes. Back to the photo shop and

in 48 hours the sound strip will be added. By a week

from toda\' the children will be recording on their own
film the story of what they did and what they learned.
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They will write the script and speak it on the film.

They will write the story of the film and then write

letters inviting their parents to class to see "Miss

Lloyd's class" in action in full color, learning!

The supplies for this film will cost about $10—for

a class of 25, about 40 cents per pupil. The educational

rewards and the full effect which this has upon our

students at this "learning to read" stage will be worth

every cent.

The experience translated into pictures, writing,

and the spoken word puts together a learning experi-

ence of a high order with psychological impact.

While the average teacher is pretty smart, it takes

about 30 minutes total time to give her all the informa-

tion she needs to know to do this total job—taking the

pictures, changing films, splicing films and putting on

the script.

High school students need a little longer to get the

hang of it—perhaps an additional 15 minutes. That

was our experience at least when last winter the

United Nations Club put together a 400 foot documen-

tary on the experiences of our two foreign students,

guests of the school for a month and living in homes

of the school district-Sana from Egypt and Pedro

from Peru. When the film was finished two copies

were made, one for each to take back to his country

identical with the original except that the sound track

of each was in his own language. This was the United

Nations Club's own idea of a worthwhile contribution

to international understanding.

I am not sure what the effect was on international

imderstanding in the country to which the copies were

sent, but our faculty observed the interesting side ef-

fects upon our own students when they viewed them-

selves as others saw them.

The ease and relative economy of the 8mm sound

film has led us to make some mistakes in our enthusi-

asm. One of our popular high school courses is Earth

Science. Living as we are on the Hudson highlands, a

film on the rock structures of Westchester and Rock-

land counties seemed a natural. The color film of Hook
Mountain, the trap rock quarries, the barges, the red

sandstone laced with lava extensions, the granites,

etc., is beautiful as only the Hudson area can be. But

Mr. (iaffnev
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now that it is finished, we see we should have done it

in a film strip on shdes. We do not need the motion.

We need instead more time to discuss our single

frames of the phenomena of rock structure.

Of course, all is not lost. The students who designed

the films, took the pictures, etc., as well as the in-

structor, had an incomparable learning experience.

And it is still better than taking each bunch of ninth

graders to the top of an escarpment for a field trip.

The big pay-off is still ahead of iis, however, as an

instructional device in both boys' and girls' physical

education. Here the skills are in motion, and the teach-

ing effects are dramatic. The possibilities for extend-

ing the teaching effectiveness of a single instructor

through a well done filmed demonstration are intrigu-

ing.

Our current plans include a unit in girls' physical

education on posture. Each girl is photographed walk-

ing towards the camera, climbing and descending a

set of stairs, picking up a book and walking away.

The fibn is developed and shown to the class in their

weekly discussion group.

The instructor next introduces the activities and

exercises which will help any girl interested in im-

proving. The examination, you guessed already, is a

second filming. We can't wait to see the after—

and neither can the girls.

Counting our financial cost in terms of securing the

desired ends of our educational experiences, this film-

ing will be considerably less expensive than field

hockey or girls' basketball.

Now comes the confession as to why a school super-

intendent is so interested in 8mm sound. To the chief

educational salesman of the school district who each

and every year has to have the school budget adopted

so that the show can go on, the 8mm sound motion

picture is a gift from on high.

Most adults have only the haziest notions of what
goes on in the modem school. They carry with them

some frozen categories and dismal distortions about

children, teachers and schools in general.

Our first 8mm color film, "What's New in Sleepy

Hollow," was a real liit. It is 400 feet of sound film

showing the life and purposes in our modern high

school, it shops, classrooms, electronic language areas

and science laboratories, full of wonderful youngsters

who were so wrapped up in what they were doing

and learning that they missed seeing the camera. It

went to P.T.A. meetings not only in the high school

but the grade schools as well. It went to the Kiwanis
Club one night and so upset the members that they

held a subsequent meeting at the school in order to

see first hand this new education. It went to several

cocktail parties in various sections of our exurbia

areas, borrowed by staunch school supporters who
felt their anti-school neighbors ought to know what
was going on. It made one trip complete with projector

to a neighboring community, carried by a group of

militant mothers who insisted that the reactionaries

ought to know what quality education looked hke.

Our own teachers watched it, and saw for the first

time what their fellow teachers were doing in their

classrooms. One of them said, "You know I'm proud
to belong to this kind of an organization." Something
came home to him in a way never before possible—

and teacher morale is important too!

At our annual school budget hearing in May of

1960 there was a spontaneous motion enthusiastically

carried that our school budget be increased substanti-

ally for teachers' salaries ... a "man bites dog story"

attributable in no small degree to the vivid display

provided by this one film.

We continue to use this film for special purposes.

It cost us about .$50 to make. Our rough estimate of

per viewer cost is under a quarter of a cent now. And
for this quarter of a cent per person we bought twenty
minutes of our viewers' undivided attention.

Few printed brochures can cause this statement.

Malcolm Townsley, vice

president for engineer-

ing, Bell & Howell, show-

ing the pricing relation-

ships between 16mni and
8mm color and sound
prints.
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Edward Sohofield, left,

and A. W. Vandermeer-

—

whose remarks on 8mni

filing are carried below.

The Meaning of 8mm Sound Film

For Education ... as related to . .

.

a single school system

by Edward Schofield

I speak from the point of view of a single school

system looking at 8mm sound film and assessing its

potential. I turned to Encyclopaedia of Education and
Research as I thought about these remarks. There I

read the article in mass media prepared by Edgar

Dale and Harold Williams. After reviewing all of the

weighty evidence of research developed with respect

to the newer media. Dale and Williams hearkened

back to Samuel Butler—whose death occurred about

the time the lantern slide was at its heyday and when
till" motion picture was just a flicker—for this very

pointed observation: "Life is the art of drawing suf-

ficient conclusions from insufficient premises."

In the past half century or so we have been strug-

gling with the process of absorbing new media. The
motion picture, radio, television, new developments

in print—the news magazine, the comic book, the in-

expensive paperback. It seems to me that we barely

approach an understanding of the potential of one

new medium, and cope rather inauspiciously with its

problems, before we are confronted with another new
medium. Not too long after the birth of the original

Life magazine, which occurred before World War I,

I remember that, at a statewide meeting of our school

librarians in New Jersey one obviously distressed

librarian rose to her feet and asked this question,

"What do you do about Life in your library?" Then,

even Life in a library was a new experience!

It seems to me that potential and problem follow

each other much as night does the day. Not only do

problems arise in achieving potentials, but what we do

about the problems influences the potential.

The experiences of the past may indicate our future.

The schools in Newark have been using films since

the early 1900's. At first, 35mm silent film was intro-

duced by one of the innovators of his day, Arthur Bou-

ton, assistant superintendent of schools. He had

selected films personally, project(;d them and generally

created an enthusiasm for the early motion picture.

His problems were complex, too, he had to purchase

projectors and films. He had to construct fireproof

booths and eventually hire expert and very expensive

motion picture operators which were then required by
law. Funds had to be sought, and funds were granted.

The speed of technical advances accelerated and

I6mm film soon overtook the 35mm product. Freed

from the handicap of special projection booths and

special operators, teachers themselves were instructed

in the operation and use of the 16mm motion picture

projector, and without even being aware of the fact,

they created a new trend. The emphasis shifted from

the auditorium show, with its casual relationship to
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the curriculiiin, to tho specific application ot the tihn

medium to support the heart of the curriculum.

A first lesson I draw from the experience of our

school system is that new developments are a matter

of transition, not ahrupt change. With the onset of

8mm film, however, transition may not be the ap-

propriate word, for we may witness new and extensive

patterns of the use of film in this new dimension. We
may witness a very rapid transition period if future

experience proves that 8inm sound film will do many
jobs as effectively as 16mm film.

A word which may more honestly coimote our im-

mediate futin-e in regard to 8mm soimd film is "experi-

mentation." We want to see how good the 8mm sound

projectors are. We want to screen the new films under

a variety of conditions in our schools. Most of all, we
want to see if there are yet unexplored teclinitjues

which will make film serve many more—and new—
pur^wses in the process of education. We see possibili-

ties, for instance, for the use of 8mm sound film in

our homebound instructional program. In the mean-

time, during this period of experimentation, we will

continue to use the battery of teaching tools we have

already assembled.

We are willing, in fact we are anxious, to experi-

ment, as we always have been. At one time we were
deeply involved with the old large size lantern slides;

t(Klay we have relatively few. Before World War II

we had just a handful of filmstrips that bore little

relationship to the large filmstrip collections which we
have today in our elementary schools. At one time our

record collection consisted of a few standard music

appreciation selections; today we have a tremendous
collection of musical and non-musical recordings. The
local production of recordings started in our schools

with one or two disc recording machines, moved next

for a very brief period to wire recordings, and today

tape recordings are constantly being made as routine

practice at all levels from kindergarten through our

adult education activities.

We want the best instructional materials we can

find, and we are not going to wait until all the

wrinkles are ironed out before we begin doing some-
thing about the Smm sound film. We can't wait for

perfection. No doubt we shall inevitably find ourselves

like Samuel Butler drawing sufficient conclusions from
insufficient premises. But we think progress comes
best along this route.

. . . teacher education

A. W. Vandermeer

11 EFORE I discuss the Smm sound film as it relates

to research and as it relates to teacher education, I

would like first to add my support to statements made
by previous speakers to the effect that the 8mm film

will have to take its place in a context. It has been

said that 8mm fihii probably won't replace 16mm film.

I'm sure there are quite a few other things that it

won't replace. Furthermore, we don't really know how
the education enteqjrise will be organized and ad-

ministered five or ten years from now. Will we still

be conducting classes on the basis of one teacher as-

signed to each classr(K)m occupied by 25 or .30 children

grouped according to chronological age? If not, how
will children be educated? Certainly these considera-

tions must have some influence on our thinking con-

cerning the future of 8mm sound film.

Turning to the impact of Smm sound on research, I

wish to say that Smm sound film promises to broaden

the base for research in the film mediimi. It is time

that all of us, as producers and users of film, face

the fact that we don't know, at best, very nuich about

the pictorial or graphic image, be it moving or still.

We need to do more research before we can say that

we can produce adetjuate and effective motion pic-

tures in any width. For example, you probably are

acutely aware, as I am, that the level of learning from
films, expressed in terms of average class score as a

proportion of the total possible score on an achieve-

ment test, generally runs between .35 and 50 percent—
sometimes a little higher. Now, we have been work-

ing with educational motion pictures for some 30 or

more years, and such results are not high enough. I

am concerned that with enough research and study

we could expect average learning scores of 85 to 90

percent.

Of course, research with respect to the pictorial

image is fraught with difficulties, as I know from ex-

perience. Over the past two years, for instance, I have,

by arrangement with Encyclopaedia Britannica Films,

produced two alternate versions of two separate films.

This was with an expenditure of quite a lot of time

and patience on my part and on the part of EBF person-

nel. My aim was to learn more about the moving pic-

torial and graphic image when accompanied by re-

corded commenttuy. I have learned a considerable

amount, but I have found that the number of ques-

tions raised exceeded the answers I discovered.

Here is just one small example. One of the films

we worked with was Why Foods Spoil. In a sequence

in which molds were described in expository fashion,

the original film showed several molds, in color, in

extreme closeup. The commentary said something to

the effect that molds were "vari-colored," that is, that

they were green, blue, brown, etc. But the color reso-

lution in that part of the film wasn't very good, and

all the molds came out looking kind of blue-green.

Obviously, it seemed the way to improve this footage

was to get accurate color renditions of black, blue-

green, brown, and green varieties of molds.

This we did, leaving the commentary basically the

same except for some minor changes which we thought

were necessary. Now wouldn't you think that the re-

vised film version with perfect color would teach the

concept of vari-colored molds more effectively? Un-
fortunately, our tests did not substantiate this. Wliy?

I don't know. I suspect that there may be a number of

reasons, one of them perhaps being that somehow
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Projected horizontally on the screen in the background is a strip of 8mni sound

film. Describing it is Robert Colburn, vice president of the George Colhiirn

Laboratories in Chicago.

Those attending the conference also had an opportunity to inspect 8mni camera

and projection equipment as exhibited by various manufacturers now in the

8mni field.

people have learned to depend less on what they see

than on what they hear coming out of the loud speak-

er, be it a speaker attached to a projector or to a radio

or television set.

There are tremendous numbers of questions that

need to be answered about the pictorial medium itself,

be it 8, 16, 35mm or what. In my opinion, the way to

get the answers is to increase the number of people

making systeinatic studies of the film medium. One
key to increased research is production facilities. Eight

millimeter film can greatly broaden the production

base by bringing economical production potentialities

within the reach of many of those who would other-

wise be unable to engage in controlled scientific and

aesthetic study of motion pictures.

My second major point concerns 8mm sound film

in teacher education. By way of introduction, I wish to

refute the old cliche that teachers teach as they have

been taught. This, I think, betrays a certain parochial

viewpoint that is peculiarly common to adults. Does a

kindergarten teacher teach as she was taught in the

college classroom? Not exactly. I am sure, however,

that we must plead guilty in colleges and universities

to a woeful disregard of the potential of the pictorial

media in teacher education.

Consider the possible use of the extant films on com-

parative education showing the school child in rural

France or metropolitan London, or in Canada or Mexi-

co. This kind of substitute for reality I think is vitally

needed to break away from the ethno-centric view of

education that the average young person brings to his

teacher training program. The prospective teacher, after

all, has experienced, as a pupil, 12, 13 or 14 years of

school work. It is not at all surprising that he thinks of

teaching in tenns of his own experience. To wean the

prospective teacher away from this stereotyped think-

ing and to get him to see the range of alternative pro-

cedures available to him in the classroom is a basic

problem in teacher education.

Short of extensive observation in the classroom, the

moving pictorial image is undoubtedly the answer.

With its comparatively easy and economical potential,

the 8mm sound film should make it possible for teach-

er educators in nearly every college to produce films

which record the performance of outstanding teachers

for showing in methods courses. Other locally pro-

duced films could also show real life applications of

the laws of learning and of child development and

those showing the relationship of differences in class

and caste to differences in the views the child has to-

ward education, his parents, and teachers, and other

factors.

Another use of 8mm sound might be to record sam-

ples of student teaching performance. Such records,

taken at several stages in the prospective teacher's

development could serve as a basis for self analysis

and for consultation with supervisors and master

teachers.
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What Are The Chances For

Success For 8inm Sound Film?

by Ellsworth C. Dent
Vice President

Coronet Instructiomil Films

Xt is a rewarding experience to exchange ideas con-

cerning the possible future of 8mm sound motion

pictures for classroom instruction, and it is especially

significant that this conference was called during

American Educational Week.
Perhaps the ghosts of the past come back to haunt.

It is doubtful if many here know that it was my
privilege to become the sprouting young director of

the Bureau of Visual Education at the University

of Kansas, when 16mm silent films were as young
and as controversial as 8mm sound films are in the

audiovisual world today.

We were distributing, on a rental basis, several

hundred 35mm silent prints and many sets of 3V^ x 4

glass slides—with syllabi or "lectures." Not a school

in Kansas owned a projector for 16mm silent films.

A trip to the University of Wisconsin and to the

DeVry Summer School in Chicago was arranged dur-

ing the summer of 1925. William H. Dudley, at the

University of Wisconsin, had one of the most extensive

•35mm film and 3'/» x 4 slide libraries in the world.

We, in Kansas, had acquired many of the same films

and slide sets—and from the same sources.

The DeVry Summer Session was concerned chiefly

with formal and informal discussions of educational

films and slides, but also introduced 48 silent subjects,

which had been assembled from miscellaneous foot-

age into reasonably good 16mm educational films. I

was impressed favorably, and signed an order for a

set of prints at a cost of $4800, as I recall.

The prints and the bill reached the University of

Kansas and my boss before 1 returned. The result was

not as favorable as 1 had anticipated. My director

was quite concerned and, during prohibition, wonder-

ed what influence had caused me to go off the deep
end!

That was in August. By the next January, however,

there were nearly 100 projectors for 16mm silent

motion pictures in the schools if Kansas. As a result,

we added 16nim prints of films from The Society for

Visual Education, The Yale Chronicles of America
Photoplays, Eastman Teaching Films, and many sub-

jects from other sources—as rapidly as they became
available. The rental library of 16mm silent films grew
until we were providing regular service to schools

throughout Kansas and to many scthools in western

Missouri, Northern Oklahoma, Northwestern New
Mexico, eastern Colorado and most of Nebraska.

This periotl of development of a new service was
not all sweetness and light. There were letters and
other communications from much older and wiser

visual education leaders—to my director—questioning

the soundness of our program. Many stated that it was
difficult to get good projected pictures in classrooms

and auditoriums even with 35mm prints and pro-

jectors, so we could hardly expect anything satisfactory

from the projection and enlargement of a basic image
about one-fourth as large! Fortunately, my director

was also willing to experiment.

You all know what has happened since. Sound on
disc came along and was soon followed by sound on
film, first in 35mm, and then on 16mm. Today, hun-
dreds of thousands of 16mm sound motion picture

projectors are being used regularly among schools—

to increase the effectiveness of classroom instruction.

There have been many experiments to measure results.

Most have indicated that the proper use of the right

film at the right time will accomplish significantly

greater learning at the moment, and with a high level

of retention.

You will understand, therefore, that I have come to

this conference on 8mm sound films in education

with an oi>en mind. It has been a pleasure to listen

to the discussions and observe the demonstrations.

It is granted that there aie excellent opportunities

for 8mm magnetic soimd in industrial training, in

point of sale demonstrations, in situations where con-

tinuous projection is desirable, and in reducing the

cost of amateur or interesting home movie production

with sound. Also there should be possibilities in the de-

veloping countries, where the need for magnetic sound
facilities and inexpensive equipment is great. But our

purpose is to examine the possibilities for 8mm
magnetic soimd films in classroom teaching here in

the U.S.A.

It would seem, therefore, that there are some major

problems to be solved before we can expect a sweep-

ing change from existing 16mm sound to 8mm sound
for general use among schools.

First of all, the principal reason suggested for the

change to 8mm soimd has been lower print cost. But,

to date, not a single laboratory has presented to us
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any assurance to bringing 8mm magnetic print costs

substantially below our costs to produce 16nim prints

with optical sound. Even a laboratory with a four-

gang printer is unable to reduce significantly our cur-

rent costs for 16mm optical print production.

Secondly, the maintenance of prints in usable con-

dition and at moderate cost is our pledge to those who
purchase prints of our films. If there is damage to 20

to 25 feet, or more, at the beginning, inside or at the

end of a print, replacement footage can be supplied

at 12 cents a foot in black-and-white, or at 30 cents

a foot in color. We print sound and picture simul-

taneously, and the insertion of it is simple. Magnetic

sound would require separate re-recording of the track

from the original, and much more careful handling.

Third, most schools are now reasonably well

equipped with 16mm sound motion projectors. There

are hundreds of thousands of prints of 16mm sound

films in local school film libraries, and probably as

many more available through rental sources. It seems

likely, therefore, that there will be reluctance among

the users of teaching films to make a quick change to

a new de\elopment—which has not demonstrated an

appreciable advantage in efficiency, simplicity, cost or

maintenance.

Fourth, the costs of top quality educational film

production are higher today than ever, and those

costs continue to increase. There is the possibility that

a much greater demand for 8mm sound prints may
reduce the amortization of production costs per print,

but that is a theoretical and not a practical situation

today.

Perhaps this is a good place to get realistic in con-

sidering the possible savings through slightly lower

costs of 8mm prints of educational films, if achieved.

The actual investment in production—a part of which

must be amortized on each print sold—is considerably

more than the laboratory cost of print production. If

print costs could be cut in half by using 8mm, the

net result could not be more than a few dollars of

reduction in the selling price of each new print.

Fifth, it would seem that the perfection of 8mm
optical sound on film may offer more possibilities for

early transition of the educational field from 16mm
optical soimd than the more complicated and cur-

rently available 8mm magnetic sound achievements.

Perhaps new developments may open the way to a

system with fewer limitations.

Our position at Coronet Films is both inquisitive

and flexible. We have produced more than 1,000

teaching films under the careful guidance of fore-

most subject-matter specialists in the U.S.A. and in

other countries. Practically all production has been in

color, and our total investment to date exceeds $10,-

000,000. This program will continue with a production

goal of 60 to 70 new subjects a year, and with an

additional investment of $750,000 or more each year.

We receive no subsidies, so our print sales must

recover production and distribution costs. But we own
our originals in color and can make prints available

in color or black-and-while; on 16mm with optical or

magnetic sound; on 8mm with magnetic sound; on

magnetic tajje; or in any other form which may be

practical.

Ellsworth C. Dent, right, ohserves panel proceedings with

Borden Mace, president of Heath (leRo<'hemont.

Conference partipants examine a ni» I ci liiinolni cuihiilge

loading projector.

So we shall remain alert to all new developments in

our field. Furthermore, we shall be prepared to make
the considerable investment in inteniegatives and

8mm magnetic or optical sound prints, whenever it

seems reasonably certain that the demand for prints

among schools will justify the costs.
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. . . Yet many excellent films, filmstrips, records and

tape recordings that might stimulate critical thinking

and the exchange of ideas and opinions on our Christian

responsibilities in the world today are not used or

even known by local church leaders and teachers. •S •^

'Secular' AV Materials

Can Be 'Religious', Too

by Alary Phillis Young
Board of Christian Education

Tfie United Presbyterian Church, U.S.A.

\\ HAT image comes to mind when you hear the

word "religious" apphed to audiovisual materials? Do
you think of a scene from a film or filmstrip depicting

a Biblical event with the characters clothed in the

dress we associate with life in Old or New Testament

times?

It would not be surprising if such an image did re-

flect your experiences and attitudes toward audio-

visual materials used in Christian education. Films

and filmstrips visualizing scenes and events in the

Bible have been used extensively in Christian educa-

tion for many decades.

The intent of this article is not to evaluate the use

of audiovisual materials of this type. The purpose is

to emphasize another type of audiovisual resource ma-
terial which is too often overlooked by the Christian

educator. Few persons concerned about the Christian

faith will deny that it is important for a Christian to

study the Bible to learn of God's mission and message
and to witness to His puqwse, as we face our own
predicaments and problems in our business, profession-

al and social lives.

Yet many excellent films, filmstrips, records and
tape recordings that might stimulate critical think-

ing and the exchange of ideas and opinions on our

Christian responsibilities in the world today are not

used or even known by local church leaders and
teachers.

Many denominations are aware of the need to help

their members be informed about the work of the

church around the world and to produce, either on

their own or in cooperation with other denominations,

films or filmstrips, visualizing the many concerns the

church has both here and abroad. These resources are

used in family nights, parents' discussion groups,

training classes and in numerous other ways in many
churches.

A few denominations have begun to produce short

open-end films on problems that confront the Chris-

tian in his everv day life. These are helpful as discus-

sion starters where groups are gathered to explore

what the Christian responsibility is in making decis-

ions about life. The first steps by a few denominations

to present such open-end films or filmstrips is to be
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encouraged. These have faced squarely the issue that

Christian education should include not onlv Bible

study but acceptance of responsibility to witness in all

phases of every day life.

The local church teacher or leader depends to a

great extent on help he receives from the denomina-

tion in the form of printed curriculum materials. The
content of this determines to a great degree the sub-

ject matter being taught and discussed. Thus a de-

nomination has a resonsibility to give each teacher

and leader helpful suggestions that he may use in

working with the members of his group. Included in

this rtisponsibility is that of making specific sugges-

tions for the use of audiovisual materials which will

help him teach a specific lesson or will serve as a re-

source for committees or background information for

discussion.

When the subject being discussed is one concerning

Christian responsibility in our everyday lives, one may
find a wealth of helpful audiovisual resources readily

and economically available.

These resources, however, too often are classified as

"secular." They are the audiovisual materials prepared

by organizations and commerical producers not direct-

ly related to the church, dealing with such subjects as:

alcoholism, child and adolescent development, civil

liberties, delinquency, the exceptional child, the aging,

vocations, housing, literacy, world affairs, the United

Nations, prejudice, lives of people in other lands,

teaching methods such as how to conduct a discussion,

how to do choral speaking, how to make a study trip

and many more.

These films and filmstrips can be used in the pro-

gram of the church to introduce, summarize, provide

information, serve as a basis of discussion and develop

interest on the subject under consideration.

Jr OR example, what more powerful way could there

be to provide an imderstanding of the United Nations

and the millions it helps than to spend nine minutes

viewing the film Overture where, without narration,

the music of the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra com-
bined with striking and unusual pictures show the

hope that people have in the United Nations.

A senior high youth group might be meeting to dis-

cuss the subject of prejudice. Either of the films, An
American Girl or A Place to Live could be an excellent

discussion starter. This could lead to a vigorous discus-

sion of the subject and a frank sharing of ideas.

Those who see the faithful peasants high in the Alps

wending their snowy way with lighted torches in the

Christmas dawn to their tiny church to worship God
in the film Early One Morning cannot help but feel

close to them.

As a group examines their attitudes on civil liberties

as a preface to action, the film Date tvith LiJ)crti/ will

provide information on the origins of the liberties

guaranteed to us by the Bill of Rights.

Teachers who are eager to improve their approach

to teaching meet together to plan. During such meet-

ings some time may be given to learning more about

children or young persons in that age group. The film

Social Development is a good one to summarize char-

acteristics of children at different ages.

The documentary programs featured on television

often are available in 16mm film, some with study
guides for the teacher. "How to do it" filmstrips like

How to Make ami Use a Diorama will be useful in

presenting ideas to the leader for advance planning as

well as to the children. The filmstrip Shared Leader-
ship provides guidance on discussion techniques. Some
leaders, advanced in their understanding of education-

al principles, would find real value in the filmstrip

Learning Theory and Classroom Practice in Adult
Education. These are but a few examples. There are

many more. As in using every teaching resource, care

must be given in selection and in use. Previewing in

time to allow for adequate preparation is essential.

The staff of a denomination can help in the selec-

tion of adequate audiovisual resources by doing ex-

tensive previewing and auditioning of existing ma-
terials and correlating or integrating those that fit

areas of study and concern into curriculum and pro-

gram publications.

In our own Board of Christian Education of The
United Presbyterian Church, U.S.A., various members
of our staff have previewed and evaluated hundreds of

films and filmstrips and auditioned dozens of records

and tapes over a period of six years. The subject mat-

ter areas of these audiovisual materials cover a wide
range from life in Bible lands to housing for minority

groups, from the story of the prophets to the problem
of the junior high who is left out by her schoolmates,

from understanding nursery children to care of the

aging.

The best of these audiovisual materials are suggest-

ed in our printed publications when they meet the ap-

propriate requirements in quality and content.

Wherever possible, guidance is given to the leader in

making the most effective use of the materials suggest-

ed. Thus audiovisual materials become an integrated

part of the lesson.

The local church leader also can locate such ma-
terials by:

1. Reading denominational publications carefully.

2. Writing to his denomination for help.

3. Using the Audiovisual Resource Guide where
evaluations of many of these materials are given. Sale

price, $2.98 from denominational bookstores.

4. Finding out what free or inexpensive resources

are available in the Public Library, or the libraries of

the state university, the local council of churches, state

mental health board and commercial dealers.

5. Securing the audiovisual catalogs from sources

indicated above.

6. Developing an understanding of how to make
good educational use of audiovisual materials.

7. Constantly previewing and evaluating materials,

thereby developing and maintaining a critical judg-

ment of audiovisual resources.

It is to be hoped that persons concerned about the

church as it relates to their everyday lives will broad-

en their ideas about what the term "religious audio-

visual materials" really mean, breaking existing bar-

riers between what some now classify as "secular"

and "religious." Materials often termed "secular" when
carefully selected can serve as effective teaching tools

relative to our faith as it is lived every day.
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World Justice
— a multi-sensory approach

by Albert Nissman
Chairman, English—Social Studies Depts.

Benjamin Franklin Junior High School

Levittown, Pennsylvania

J USTICE by law is an abstraction. To teenagers,

though ideaHstic and naive they may be, world justice

is a macrocosm of imponderables that must be con-

cretized. And just as many must live by principles of

moral law, so must instructional experiences live by

pedagogical law.

The Cone of Experience^ may be mutable. But like

energy it cannot be destroyed, only transformed.

We may teach abstractions meaningfully if we
concretize them and place them in communicative

settings. We may teach the concept of a universe of

nations abiding by international law. But we must

invoke simultaneously a cardinal principle of educa-

tion—begin our instruction from the point of commun-
ication that embraces their understanding, interests

( not whims ) and maturity, reading ability and intelli-

gence.

This particular block class ( 15 boys and 14 girls on

the junior-senior high reading levels with an IQ
range of 113-138 in a class of English and social

studies, 84 minutes long) had its curricular units de-

vised by me. By the 30th week of a 36-week school

year we had studied five units:^ The Individual and

His Immediate Environment, The Individual and His

Physical Environment, The Individual and His Tech-

nological Environment, The Individual and His Civic

Environment, The Individual and His School Environ-

ment.

Witliin each unit, our concern ranged from the

microcosm of the individual to the macrocosm of the

environment initil we were ready for our sixth and

final unit, The Individual and His Global Environ-

ment. In each unit we proceeded from the concrete to

the abstract. Of course, during instruction, we often

veered back and forth.

*Dale, Edgar. Audio-Visual Methods in

Teaching (Revised). New York: Dryden
Press, p. 43.

^Taken from Robert G. Carlsen and Richard

S. Aim, Social Understandings Through
Literature. Washington, D. C: National

Council for the Social Studies, 1954, p.

vii.

^Galt, Tom. How the United Nations
Works. New York: Thos. Y. Crowell Com-
pany, 1955.

A study of the United Nations, its structure and

functions via Gait's text'' placed Unit 6 into focus. An
outline guide prepared by me and based on the text

was distributed to the youngsters who were given a

period of time to complete it. If this unit, the focal

point of this paper, had stopped here, it would have

been dull, dead and void of any reason for documen-
tation.

But the unit demanded utilization of all of the gate-

ways to the mind. A multi-sensory approach involving

hearing, tasting, touching, seeing, perceptualizing,

generalizing, etc., had to be used.

Once the basic structure of the unit was formed, the

youngsters were separated into the working commit-

tees:

1. Purposes and Original Organization

2. The General Assembly

3. The Security Council

4. The Economic and Social Council

5. The Trusteeship Council

6. The International Coiut of Justice

7. The Secretariat

8. The Agencies

9. Documents and Agreements

Some groups used filmstrips, sound films, charts,

panel discussions, skits, and debates. Pupils chose

these groups on a topic-interest basis, not sociometrics.

One group, the focal point of the paper from here on

in, chose to examine the world court, an abysmally

dry subject for most people, even adults.

The composition of the group was interesting.

Lynn, an exceedingly able student, generally preferred

studying alone. She usually adhorred group work of

any kind.

Joan, a girl eager to learn, was the one who helped

where needed. Lou, artistically gifted, was given to

prankishness. Tex knew a few pranks, too, but worked
diligently once channeled.

It was a successful group, eager, cooperative, using

to the utmost the gifts of each member. Lynn, a

voracious reader, was able to work alone, delving into

facts, data, principles. She was able to translate them.

Joan and Tex provided the ideas which fired the imag-
ination of Lou. Sociometrics, though not planned,

certainly could not be ignored.

The group discussed the information they had
gleaned. They felt all modes of presentation were
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Mr. Nissinan and his group jio i)\or tlic ( oiitcnts of the lantern

slide kit.
An attempt at gome preliminary stretching.

shopworn. They thought hard; they had the raw ma-

terial. They understood the court. They had their oral

presentations, but they wanted something unique,

vital—different. Suddenly they posed the question—

could they make lantern slides? I pondered. Not

wanting to quench their enthusiasm, I extinguished

my reluctance and gave the project my blessing.

The situation now was awkward. I personally had

never made a lantern slide. My artistic ability was

limited. But our school CM Center (curriculum ma-

terials) had a lantern slide kit. I had once glanced at

it hurriedly.

After confessing our mutual ignorance, I, the teach-

er, and my pupil foursome started from scratch.

(Parenthetically, the rapport, respect and catharsis

achieved in blissful ignorance by people establishing

mutual goals is amost awesome.) We examined the

kit.*

The youngsters were awed by the impressive kit.

Among its contents they found etched and plain glass,

binding tai>e, crayons and ink, solvents and carbon

paper, all in a compact carrying case. The heart of the

kit, which would test their reading ability, comprehen-

sion and imagination, was the accompanying booklet,

How to make Lantern Slides, by G. B. Hamilton.

The author discusses many uses and adaptions of

lantern slides, detailed instructions, artistic layout,

composition and technique. The youngsters were chal-

lenged. They loved it. The fact that they worked
after school, during study hall, and before the class

on the slides was positive testimony.

The lantern slides depicted:

1. Title slide-The World Court.

2. 15 judges sit.

3. They serve 9-year terms.

4. General Assembly and Security Council appoints

judges.

5. The two chambers operate independently.

^Keystone Homemade LMntern—Slide Ma-
terials. Mfg. by Keystone View Company,
Meadville, Pa.

One of the glides, as finally projected.

6. The court is in session except during judicial

vacation.

7. Judgments of the court are final.

8. Judges must be impartial.

9. French and English are basic languages.

10. U.N. pays the court cost.

The successful presentation was made in the audi-

torium.

Our culminating field trip was to the U.N. building.

Edgar Dale reminds us that field trips with pre-plan-

ning and selectivity of purpose are integral tools of

learning. At the U.N. they saw the councils in session.

The eyes give vision. The ears benefit by discussion.

Why not use visual aids to enhance insight, perspec-

tive and depth? "You discover what something means

by responding actively to it. You see it in operation."'^

The instructional panaroma needs heart, soul and

protoplasm. Mechanics are not enough. Textual ma-

terials, though they be sinews, have no muscle. The
muscle is meaningful activity which is given life by

the protoplasm of the multisensory approach to learn-

ing.

'Dale, op. cit., page 158.
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Rousseau A
Proponent of AV

by Robert T. Fisher, Ed.D.
Professor of Philosophy

California State College

California, Pennsylvania

JEAN Jacques Rousseau, in his Utopian scheme, the

Emile, conceived a complete educational program. He
considered it axiomatic that an authentic, whole
pedagogical program would include provisions for

audiovisual materials and methods.

Rousseau startled the educational world by demand-
ing that the setting for the transmission of knowledge
be directly related to the subject under consideration.

For example the correct technique to utilize in the

teaching of chemistry is to have the students handling

chemicals, in teaching horticulture the planting of

gardens and in teaching anatomy the employment of

dissection. Insofar as the student is removed from the

correct setting, i.e. the natural habitat, he is removed
from the possibility of real knowledge.

Rousseau felt that the validity of knowledge was in

direct proportion to student experience with facts.

The student must not be removed from hiunan society

and further, he must not be removed from nature. All

knowledge was ultimately sense knowledge for Rous-

seau. Thus the lecture method was for him perhaps

the most inadequate method of teaching. If the in-

volvement of the senses is basic to learning, the meth-

od of discovery is secondary in importance. The stu-

dent must be involved in subjects about which he is

learning. Rousseau said curiosity was his first principle.

Rousseau

The lecture method stifles curiosity. Audiovisual lua-

terials spur curiosity by involving the student.

Rousseau was an avid articulator of the Utopian ed-

ucational concept of involvement. Andrea in his

Christ i(inopolis, proposed that students should partici-

pate in the school program by actually creating a vast

part of the audiovisual materials. Rousseau, in a bold

stroke characteristic of the educational proposals con-

tained in the Emile, stated that the students would
create all the materials within the limits of their

abilities. Rousseau used the example of geography. He
would have the student start with his known world, his

house, the town, etc. The child would draw a map of

this area. Progressing step by step the student would
extend the limits of his world, al the while making
maps, measuring and taking notes. Rousseau said

that contemporary students learned from maps, but his

students made maps and used them to adorn their

rooms.

Rousseau was the first to propose the study of soci-

ology and sex education. Both subjects he felt were
related to the most important aspects of each person's

Ufe, namely the problems of living in groups and the

nature of heterosexual existence. In clearlv delineat-

ing these subjects he emphatically insisted that audio-

visual methods be basic in the teaching of them. For
example in the study of sociology Rousseau insisted, as

Jung later emphasized that the student of human na-

ture must go out into the world and by keen, critical

observation study manking. Bringing the world into

the classroom via films is consistent with this policy.

The teaching of sex education would be, if not impos-
sible, at least incomplete without audiovisual materials

and methods for Rousseau. The elementary classroom
equipped with fish, turtles, rabbits and other small
a!iimals is the logical solution to the problem of arous-

ing interest and providing real life instructional ma-
terials. Charts, diagrams and models, made by the
student and supplemented with books as well as pre-

pared materials are fundamental in the teaching of

sex education.

Rousseau emphasized the need for books in educa-
tion. Indeed he felt that the development of taste and
character was impossible without the use of books.

However, his educational philosophy was based upon
the concept of the total involvement of the student in

the learning process. Thus discovery was the vehicle

of knowledge. Discovery is based upon knowledge.
From this simple maxim Rousseau arrived at the pro-

position that the role of the teacher was to stimulate

interest and guide curiosity. The student discovered

facts. The teacher, in order to promote interest had to

rely, said Rousseau, upon two main factors, his in-

genuity in arranging situations appropriate to the

student's interest, and the use of audiovisual materials

and methods, which he felt were the only means to

stimulate interest and to assist in the process of dis-

covery.

Sustained and critical observation of the world and
of society was the method which Rousseau advocated.

Substituting audiovisual materials and methods for the

lecture method would result in his stated aim of pro-

ducing critical thinking and good taste in students.
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FILM STRIPS
by Irene F. Cypher

Variety Is The Spice

It is good to note that there has been

more evidence of a variety of ma-

terials, cix)rdinated to a subject and

providing for different ways of pres-

entation and display. Sometimes it

has seemed as though producers and

users alike thought only in terms of

projected materials—and all too little

attention has been given to the value

of flat pictures, bulletin board dis-

play visuals and also to slides.

If there can be a combination of

types of materials available for the

study of a subject, then it is possible

to present the same subject in a num-
ber of aspects; this same variety of

manner of presentation allows for

greater consideration and discussion.

It is not good to get into a "set pat-

tern," and the more materials avail-

able for use in our classrooms, the

more we can expect to provide for

stimulation of pupil interest. Many
times the use of a set of flat pictures

in conjunction with a filmstrip gives

just the added emphasis that is need-

ed to illustrate any subject and the

combination is one to be recommend-
ed.

California Indian Series (2 single

filmstrips, color, 16 studyprints, color;

produced by John Gunter, 126 North

B Street, San Mateo, Calif.; $6 per

strip for filmstrips, $11.95 per set for

studyprints). The filmstrips show us

"EarK- California Indians" and Cali-

fornia Mission Indians"; the study-

prints give basis information about

cooking, hunting, fishing, methods of

traveling, and life and crafts of the

California Indians. The filmstrips give

a very complete picture of the life

and activities of the Indians who
lived in the great redwood forests,

and the way those who lived at the

mission areas worked with the mission

fathers to provide food and clothing

for these tribes. The studyprints give

excellent details of the way these

same Indians made abode bricks for

their buildings and how they worked
with the early settlers. Material in

both units is well organized, and the

combination is a good one.

Art Treasures From Medieval Man-
uscripts (colored, 2x2 slides; produced
by Educational Productions Limited,

East Ardsley, Wakefield, Yorks, Eng-
land; 12 slides to a set (2 sets), 2.5/

per set ) . The originals of these slides

are to be foiuid in the Earl of Leices-

ter's Library at Holkham, England.

The manuscripts have been seen by

few, and they represent a priceless

collection of materials. The color
quality of these slides is excellent, and
included in the sets are such master-

pieces as examples of the famous

late fifteenth century Florentine min-

iaturist Francesco d'Antonio Cherico,

illustrations from the "Downes Psal-

ter" and the frontispiece of the Aeneid

from the great Flemish N'irgil. Each
set is accompanied by a manual or

set of notes describing the slides, and
they are a good addition to any list of

materials to be used in connection

with a study of art, religious history

and culture during the medieval peri-

od. Details of the manuscripts are

clearly photographed and good for

study puqjoses.

Famous Elf Book Filmstrips, Set

No. II (6 filmstrips, color, produced

by Society for Visual Education, 1345

Diversey Parkway, Chicago 14, 111.;

Bullt-ln

Viewing
Screen and

Here's a truly portable (only 6Vi

pounds) Selling-Telling tool at a price

that makes it available for every sales force

"'and Audio-Visual Department. As small as an attache

case! Color Slides or Strip Films of your Less Than

product or subject reach out and come %.^ ^^t%t\*
to life on the brilliant reflective

surface of your table-top screen.

Airequipt Automatic Changer may
be used with Alpex Adapter!

'4000'

with Push-Pull Changer
& Film Strip Adapter

Al YoKr Dfult'r <>r H'rilc Diiwl la

ALLIED IMPEX CORP., 300 Park Ave. South, New York 10. New York

Dallas 7, Texas, Chicago 11, Illinois, Los Angeles 16, Calif.
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HE Shows
Educational Films

in a Lighted

Classroom

Patent Pending

HE HAD TO
There was no other way.

Blocked by a tight budget, concerned
about teachers who shied away from
time-consuming, complex techniques,
he tried the rear projection concept.

Working with his administrator, they
purchased a Wilson Movie-Mover
RP—a rear projection unit that used
their present projector— guaranteed
to show motion pictures and film-
strips in undarkened rooms to their
complete satisfaction.

Cost? Less than darkening one room
—only $139.50 or $159.50 plus a few
dollars more for a wide angle lens.

That's all.

The RP unit rolled effortlessly on 4"
casters, brought brilliant, sharp pic-
tures to every room on his school's
floor.

Teachers loved showing films. And
so easy. Film utilization went up,
teacher resistance went down. The
RP unit was wheeled into their class-
rooms completely set up, ready to
run. They merely flicked a switch.
That's all.

Today, hundreds of Audiovisualists
have purchased, used and re-nrdered
additional RP units. If you haven't,
we'd like to demonstrate so you can
decide if and where the RP fits

into your AV program.

H. WILSON CORPORATION
546 W. n9th St. Chicago 28, III.

Please send brochures on Wilson
rear projection unil.

Name

School

Address

City & Slate

S24..30 per set, $4.50 single strips).

This series includes "Puss-in-Boots,"

"Liicintlii the Little Donkey," "The
Goat That Went to School," "Scamp-
er," "The Three Bears Visit Goldi-

locks," "Tubby Turtle." Stories such

as these are, of course, universal fav-

orites with pupils of the primary read-

ing level. There is appeal in the stor-

ies, and appeal in the illustrations of

the filmstrips. The squirrels, bears,

rabbits, turtles and other animals of

this series seem to have an unusually

frisky and perky appearance; it is

perfectly all right for them to do the

things they do, and the pleasant little

morals are not sugar coated. Pupils

will enjoy the visual stories, and will

imdoubtedly also enjoy discussing the

many events which constitute the

story sequences. Recommended for

language arts and reading in the pri-

mary grades.

Kennedy Charts His Course (single

strip, black and white; produced by
New York Times Educational Divi-

sion, Times Square, New York 36,

N. Y.; $2.50 single strips, $15 for

complete monthly series). To under-

stand any administration it is neces-

sary to understand how a president

works with his staff and his various

advisers on .special problems. Natural-

ly a change of political parties brings

about major changes in the manner
of handling committees, assignment

of personnel to the various govern-

ment posts, and attitude towards for-

eign and domestic matters. The de-

sign of this filmstrip is to show how
the Kennedy administration got inider

way in its first year and how the

present administration has put the

new program into action. This film-

strip is intended to assist pupils in

keeping abreast with issues and peo-
ple in current affairs, and is good for

discussion and research projects.

Making Of Motion Pictures Series

(3 filmstrips, color; produced by Vis-

tacom (formerly Vis Ta Films), Bo.x

2406, Sepulveda, California; $13.50
per set, $5.50 single strips). Anyone
interested in the development of mo-
tion pictures, or the steps followed in

their production will find this series

interesting and useful. Titles are "His-

tory of Motion Pictures," "Planning
the Motion Picture," "Shooting the
Motion Picture." The material is in-

teresting both from the standpoint of

factual information that will be useful

to anyone planning to produce a
film, and also from the point of view
of the student of historical cinema-
tography. In "The History of Motion
Pictures" there is useful information
on the actual development of motion
pictures and the role played in mod-

ern life. The other strips give us what
amounts to a tour of the great stu-

dios to observe how a motion picture

is conceived and produced. The series

will be of particular interest to film

clubs and to students in motion pic-

ture courses.

Michigan (7 strips, color; j^roduced

by Jam Handy Organization, 2821
East Grand Boulevar, Detroit 11,

Michigan; $36.75 per set, $5.75 single

strip). Michigan is a state of many
activities, and this series provides in-

formation about its history, pioneer
life, natural resources and industries.

As one views the separate strips, one
is impressed with a sense of the rich-

ness of the state, and the variety of
activities which take place within its

boundaries. There was much of color

too in the early history of the state,

and in pioneer life in Michigan; the
story is one of fur trappers, explorers,

missionaries and hardy farmers. Today
this same state is a great industrial

center, and also a place with much
to offer the tourist seeking recreation

points of historical interest. It is good
to note attention to the history of a
state, and we need more of his type
of information about other states.

Recommended for social studies and
also for club groups.

Parts Of Speech and The Para-
graph (2 sets of 4 filmstrips each;

produced by Filmstrip House, 432
Park Ave. South, New York 16, N.Y.;

$20 per set, $15 if purchased with
other sets in the series). Parts of
Speech is intended for pupils in

grades 4 to 8; The Paragraph is plan-
ned for junior and senior high school
students. Each series has been organ-
ized with pupil needs in mind, and
gives attention to the basic informa-
tion needed if pupils are to gain the
ability to use language as a tool for

the expression of ideas. The functions
of the separate parts of speech are
indicated and we are led to see how
words can be used to convey informa-
tion, express ideas, represent us when
used in the writing of letters, books
and documents. We are shown how to
use words in developing a specific

theme, and how to organize the para-
graphs which constitute our material.

Both sets are clear, and can be used
interchangeably at the grade levels

indicated. The material is good for
both introduction to study and also

as summary and review.

Comments and materials for review
should be sent to the department edi-

tor—Irene F. Cypher, New York Uni-
versity, 26 Washington Square, New
York 3, N.Y.
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PHOTOPLAY FILMSTRIPS

In full color

$7.50
each

Ulysses—^In full color, 64 frames, a pic-

torial guide to the new Paramount screen

version of Homer's Odyssey, produced in

Italy. An invaluable aid to ttie study of

the clossic. $7.50.

The Vikings—In full color, 47 frames,

based on the Kirk Douglas production.

$7.50. With guide, $7.80.

A Lesson in Mythology—Explains Andro-
meda, the Minotaur, Iphigenio, etc., based
on M-G-M's The living Idol. 25 fromes,

color. $7.50.

Knights of the Round Table—A set of

two filmstrrps. Port One, black-and-white,

25 frames, explains the background of the

story, its theme, its significance as on eorty

attempt to organize a league of nations.

Port Two, full color, 28 frames, tells the

story of the great legend, based on the

M-G-M photoplay. $7.50.

Adventures of Robinson Crusoe—In full

color, 50 frames, a clear pictorial guide to

the Defoe classic, based on the United

Artists screen version. $7.50. With guide,

$7.80.

The Glass Slipper—The charming fairy

tale of Cinderella, told in a new way,
based on the M-G-M photoplay. 36 frames

in full color. $7.50. With guide, $7.80.

Romeo and Juliet—Shakespeare's great

love story illustrated in color from the

J. Arthur Rank production filmed on loca-

tion in Verona and other Italian cities.

44 fromes. $7.50. With guide, $7.80.

Hansel and Gretel—In full color, 42
frames, the highlights of the beloved fairy

tale OS performed by the charming Kine-

mins of Michael Myerberg's screen version,

released by RKO Radio Pictures. $7.50.
With guide, $7.80.

Greatest Show on Earth—In full color, o
lively pictorial guide to the circus, based on
Cecil B. DeMille's Technicolor photoplay,

which won the Academy Award in 1953
as the best picture of the year. 40 frames.

$7.50.

Money-Back Guaranteel

Alexander the Great—Biography of the first man to conquer the civilized worl

based on the photoplay. Shows Alexander's effort to unite Europe and Asia,

task with which the U.N. is still faced. 55 frames. $7.50. With guide, $7.80.

Richard III—Based on Laurence Olivier's colorful screen version of Shakespear

famous ploy. 48 frames. $7.50. With guide, $7.80.

In Black and White:

Julius Caesar, set of 2 filmslrips in block-

and-white, presenting 97 scenes in the

M-G-M screen version of the ploy. $7.00.
With guide, $7.30.

Columbus—Black-and-white, based on the

J. Arthur Rank production starring Fredric

March. 55 Frames. $3.00.

Available only from EDUCATIONAL & RECREATIONAL GUIDES, Inc. • 10 Brainerd Road, Summit, New Jersey
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AV
in the Church Field

hi/ William F. Hockman

Thin is a tiear for anniversaries for

Educational Screen and Audiovisual

Guide. We marked the 40th year of

the magazine last month; and noic it's

the 15th birthday of our religious de-

partment.

We never cross the editorial thresh-

i.oLl of our departments—hut we do so

on this occasion to extend to our es-

teemed Bill Hockman our best wishes,

congratulations, thanks, and our hopes

for his company for another 25.—Ed.

Something Like A Rib

The Church Department, as it was

first ealled, in Educational Screen and

Audiovisual Guide, was not born in

any usual way. It was wanted and
planned for. It was .something like

that rib job we read alx>ut in Genesis.

Its creator just delved into something

already existing and came up with

something new. He, Nelson Greene,

had an idea.

Let him tell about it: In the Janu-

ary, 1946, issue, page 13, he wrote a

piece under the subtitle, "The 'Church

Department' Starts Soon." ' "The
Church and the School field are alike

'educational'. They differ chiefly in

their curricula, not in teaching pur-

pose. The same procedures and tech-

niques for using their appropriate ma-
terials are applicable to both. If visu-

alization, then, is essential to good
teaching, visual methods are equally

valuable in either field. . . . X'isual

education belongs in the Church as

inevitably as in the School."

Wherever The Screen Hangs

I used to have a letter, discussing

this forthcoming new department, in

which Mr. Greene set forth his reasons

for wanting me to head it. After deal-

ing with my reluctance to take on the

job, he closed his letter in the usual

cordial way, signed his nam^, then

with pen still in hand, he wrote up in

the right hand corner, "You know.
Bill, the screen educates wherever it

hangs."

This I had already learned—learned

22 years before when, as a young
seminary graduate, I had taken up my
work in the Central Congregational

Church, Topeka, Kansas. There I was
to he director of Religious Education

and Community House Activities. The

famous Dr. Charles M. Sheldon,

author of the book In His Steps, was

the pastor emeritus. For several years

his yoimg and dynamic successor, the

Rev. John W. Rahill, had been show-

ing motion pictiues in the church

sanctuary each Sunday—at 4:30 for

parents and children, at 7:30 for

young people and adults. I was as-

signed the 4:30 service.

I soon got other duties, such as

joining the preview committee each

Satin-day morning when we sat down
to 'censor' the film. The organist was
there, for she needed to make notes

concerning suitable music for the vari-

ous dramatic but silent situations and

scenes. The minister was there, to

get a cue for his sermon and to help

with the censoring. I was there, to

find out, if I could, what I would
'preach' about in connection with the

film and to learn the ropes, and help,

if I could, with the cutting process.

Of course the operator of the projec-

tor was there—keeping the arc in the

Powers adjusted, and slipping pieces

of paper in the take-up reel as we
yelled 'cut' and 'un-cut' to mark the

limits of the section we wanted ex-

cised. Yes, it was simply cut out and
hung on what we called 'the hook.'

Sometimes the load on that hook was
considerable when the patient union

operator had finished his surgery as

he rewoimd the reels.

Tlius I learned about the screen for

which Nelson Greene had such deep
respect and understanding. More on
the Topeka experience later.

Disappointment Came Early

In the Februai-y, 1946, issue our

first editorial set forth the scope and
purpose for the new department. We,
as a Department, were born of ma-
ture parents. Our mother, the Maga-

zine, was in her 25th year. Our father.

Nelson Greene, was a publisher well

into his maturity. He had vision, com-

mon sense, know-what, and was deep-

ly convinced that the word-barrier

could be broken.

We announced that the Department

would belong to the church both in-

tensively and extensively. We wanted

all kinds of articles. We wanted theory

and we desired practice. But theory

came tumbling in, while the practical

came in driblets. We got articles in

praise of the visual, but mighty few

people would or could tell our readers

who used what with whom for what
purpose and with what results. That

was, and is, our great disappointment

with the Department. How-we-did-it

articles are hard to come by. High-fly-

ing theory comes by the yard; this

practical stuff not even by inches.

No Pay Offered

Once, in great disappointment, I

suggested to Mr. Greene that we pay

a little something for articles which

we wanted. So deep was his convic-

tion that right-thinking people would

be otherwise motivated to write, that

he said no in his usual philosophical

way. This was a movement. The
audiovisual cause was worthy. People

needed to share what they knew. How
could the reader pay for a good idea

taken from the pages of Ed Screen?

How could we expect educators to

respond to the small fees we could

offer when they would not repond to

an opportimit\' to share with fellow

educators in church and school the

results of their thinking and their

experience? It never came up again.

Back to Topeka

I soon learned what that screen up
there in the front of the church meant.

It was a 12xl2-foot silver screen, just

the thing for the black and white

movies of that day. It t(K)k our stere-

opticon slides nicely, too. They car-

ried many things: announcements, re-

sponsive readings sometimes, union

prayers. Well do I remember one lan-

tern slide!

We used to say that the church

would seat 900 children and their

parents, and 800 young people and
adults. No one minded a little crowd-

ing. They simply moved a little closer

together on the pews. Naturally, the

yoimg people did not need much en-

couragement! This lantern slide was
the idea of one of the ushers—and

what a fine bunch of men they were!

Our audiences never got out of hand.

We were not very permissive in those

days. We couldn't be, with young peo-

ple coming from all parts of the city.
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Those ushers kept an eye on the audi-

ence, especially the balcony. It was a

church, not a theater, and misbehavior

was not tolerated. Here is where the

slide came in.

If there was some disorder in the

balcony, that slide might come on,

especially if it persisted. It read .some-

thing like this: "Unless the cut-up in

the Ijulcony cuts it out immediately,

ushers will escort him (or her) to the

door." Once, when this did not work, I

stopped the film (three quick buzzes

on the signal-line running from the

pulpit to the projeciton booth) and
announced: "After the ushers have re-

moved from the balcony the girl in

the red coat, the film will continue."

A Very Large Fly

We were doing very well with read-

ings from the screen and decided to

try a unison prayer. Several 31/4 x 4-in.

slides were made. By an attachment

on the Powers arc projector they were

put on this huge screen. Once as we
settled into the unison prayer, a house-

fly lit on the slide and began making

his way across it, properly, left to

right! Being a moving object, atten-

tion began to settle on him, shifting

from the subject matter of the slide.

Soon it was obvious, by his slowed

pace, that the heat was getting the

best of him. Here we were, witnessing

both death in the afternoon, and on a

slide as well. The praying died out;

the preacher even went mute; and at

the moment of death, some 800 chil-

dren and their parents were as hushed

as they had ever been, or would be

ever again.

Magnified by projection, this critter

had attracted all attention to itself

and washed out totally our prayer. It

was before the days of sprays, but I

am certain that we hung plenty of

fly-paper in the projection booth from

then on.

I learned another thing: it is the

moving object that gets and holds the

attention. This is the essence of the

matter, and the locus of much of the

power of the moving picture. It took

a fly to teach it to me!

We Got A Line On Films

The pastor of the church, the Rev.

Johns Wells Rahill, now living in re-

tirement in Berkeley, California, where

he pursues a scholarly interest—re-

ligion in the writings and life of Wil-

liam Shakespeare—asked me to take

over the process of lining up films

for our program in the church. I sim-

ply carried his plan further and re-

fined it a bit.

We subscribed, of course, to Variety

and to Film Daily and several other

trade publications. Excerjrts from

many of the newspaper reviews of the

new commercial films were carried in

these publications. After a time we
came to find that, when several re-

viewers agreed in their estimate of a

film, it was one worth looking into

when we went to Kansas City, Kansas,

to contract for the next l>atch—often

for three months ahead.

Some 500 to 600 films were pro-

duced each year in the Middle Twen-
ties. From this output we would need

.39 or 40. Picking them was not easy.

They had to be lined up before we
went on a buying spree down in Kan-

sas City.

One of these reviewers still plies his

trade: Ward Marsh, of the Cleveland

Plain Dealer. (In 1928 when I went

to Cleveland to live, I told him how
his masterful reviev\'ing had .served us

so well. He was a bit amazed as well

as pleased.) The other film sage was
attached to a Cincinnati paper. Their

estimates went into our "Film Book"

along with other needed data.

Contracting For The Films

The theaters in Topeka were closed

on Sundays. This was a bit of leverage

for us—or for the 'market' in Kansas

City, we were never sure which.

If some theater manager—b lock
booking was not universal then—balked

at the 'price' one of the exchanges was

(Continued on next page)

••">

NUCLEAR
RADIATION

A new science enrichment

series from Cenco

A set of 16mm sound, colorfilmsto supple-

ment high school and junior college physics

courses, bringing into the classroom the latest

examples of nuclear radiation in action In to-

day's research and industry.

For example, Cenco cameras cover potas-

sium argon dating, solid-state radiation detec-

tors, ionispheric mold irradiation, and cobalt

therapy.

Written In collaboration with Dr. Samuel

K. Allison of the Enrico Fermi Institute of Nu-

clear Studies, and produced with the high-level

quality established by Cenco, each film In this

timely series first treats with a particular type

of radiation, and then covers a field of applica-

tion Indicated by each title;

• Use of Detectors

• Uses in Medicine

• Uses In Earth Studies

• Uses in Space Studies

• Uses in Industry

• Fallout

Color price for each film Is $150, black and

white, $75. For full details contact your nearest

Cenco salesman or write directly for Booklet 504.

CENCO EDUCATIONAL FILMS

sn A Diviiion of Cenco fmfrumtntt Corporolion

1700 Irving Park Road • Chicago 13, Illinois

Mountaimide, N. J. Montrtal Santa Cfara

Somervilte, Man. Toronto Lot Angtfts
Birmingham, Ala. Ottawa Voncouvff Houifon

Cenco S.A., firt^o, T/if Ntrhtr/ondt Tufio
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asking, the exchange manager would
threaten to let lis have the film first.

We had our little stick, too. If we
thought the contract price for a film

too high, we would walk out, go down
the street, and book a competitor's

film for that date. Too, if a film was
really gcxid, showing it to several thou-

sand of Topeka's (then) 75,000 peo-

ple was just the best sort of ad for

that film when it came to the theaters

downtown.

How we haggled, and bargained,

and matched wits with those exchange

people! Mostly in good humor, but in

dead earnest most of the time. We
knew what our average collection per

evening was and knew that we had to

keep the whole operation within the

budget. Not everyone in the church

was for this brave new program, and

their hatchets could chop us down to

size easily if we began to bend under

a financial deficit. But that is another

story!

They Were Silent, But Good

It seems that we paid around $50

per film, going up to $100 for excep-

tional ones. We used many of the

Mary Pickford films, and it seems

that some of those starring Douglas

Fairbanks were shown. All were 35mm
and silent, of course, with captions or

titles. This bothered no one at all.

What we did not know about we did

not miss. Besides, the very lack of

sound meant that directors had to get

more across to the audience by the

acting—which is the essence of the

visual. Chaplin's The City was one of

the greatest silents. With the advent

of .sound, acting slumped, and has

only been recovered from time to

time and by certain of the more gifted

directors and producers. Stripped of

sound, many of the current crop of

theatiical films would be as mute as

a post.

The Hatchet Men

In the congregation of the church
were those who were opposed to the

whole program which Mr. Rahill had
initiated. Mighty few churches—just
two or three—had undertaken before

him such a daring thing as showing
moving pictures on Sunday and in

the church. Dr. Sheldon had been a

pioneer—first kindergarten program of

any consequence in the U.S.; and,
now this community house incorporat-

ing his concept that the church should
be the servant of the community.

In the influence which this great

pastor had cast, Mr. Rahill had in-

itiated a program with the support of

the congregation but it was never
unanimous. Each year it came up for

review and evaluation at the Annual
Congregational Meeting. The 'hatchet

men' were there.

We kept the budget in balance.

This was important in Kansas in the

Twenties. These ex-farmers, now re-

tired, would see to that! Our opposi-

tion came at us another way: why do
what the theaters were forbidden to

do? If it was wrong for them, why not

wrong for us?

Usually, we turned these questions

back to the audience. I recall now one
reply to this criticism. I can see this

man and his family sitting down there

in the middle section about six rows
back. "We come," he said quietly,

"because my children will see movies
some place. I know the church selects

films carefully. It gets the best; not

the worst. Besides, when we go home
from here, we have supper as a fami-

ly. What do we talk about? The film

we have just seen; the sermon we
have just heard. Now I can say to my
family, 'No, you can't go to the theater

on school nights, but on next Sunday
we shall see another film.' If the

church quits, where will we go? Our
troubles will begin then. I am for

continuing."

After several speeches like this, the

program would be approved for an-

other vear.

Background Music

Mrs. Hunter, the organist, made
notes all through the Saturday morn-
ing preview session. Her forte was
improvisation, and her deepest love

was for the fugues and chorales of

Bach. Glancing up at the screen to

keep clo.se to her cues, she would in-

tegrate her music rather tightly with

the flow of action and meaning on the

screen. How often she added material-

ly to the esthetic impact of the film!

How faithful she was in being there,

for no one could take her place!

By 1926 we were getting with each

film a musical score of many pages,

enough to cover the rimning time of

the film, which generally was (after

cuts) around one hour. As a rule she

ignored this score, but was a real

crutch for the less imaginative and
gifted organists downtown in the com-
mercial theaters. At first the score was
for organ (in theater and church) and
then briefly for orchestra, but by 1929
the advent of the 'talkies' was chang-
ing the whole pattern of film presen-

tation.

Our Film Preaching

We used films; we never felt that

we were just showing films. Of cour.se

we struggled to keep our presentations

Comments and materials for review
should be sent to the department edi-

tor—William S. Hockman, 27 Prospect

Drive, Glens Falls, N.Y.

expert, and to this end we had a very

competent and self-giving union oper-

ator who got the union scale of wages.

You did not want any greenhorn up
there in that projection booth handling

an arc projector and celluloid film,

even though the booth was metal and
had automatic doors on the ports.

We preached a 'sermonette' with

every film. That was our rule. It was
not easy, but we did it. Mr. Rahill

preferred preaching after the film; I

came to prefer doing it before.

I tended to think of my sermon as

qualifying the way the audience
would react to the film. This, I am in-

clined to think now, was due to my
educational orientation in the Univer-

sity of Chicago where I had .studied in

192.3 and 1924. Mr. Rahill, trained

for preaching at Yale, tended to think

of the film as a grand illustration of

what he was preaching about.

We often discussed our approaches

to this sermonizing, but never under-

took to convert each other to our
method. It seemed right for each of

us to do it his way. Years of experi-

ence with films have taught me the

power and the validity of making the

audience ready to get from a film

what the user hopes they will get.

Enough History

Between the Mid-Twenties and the

Mid-Forties, when I began with Ed-
Screen, there lay the long years when
1 used, in Christian education, every

sort of audiovisual aid that came down
the road—lantern sfides, opaque ma-
terials, the 2x2 slides, the 16mm black

and white film, the 16mm color in

the late Thirties, and then the rapid

developments in AV materials and
methods in the Early Forties.

Cutting all this history down to a

sentence. Nelson Greene's invitation

to write for Ed-Screen did make a

strong appeal to me by dint of my
long and varied experience with all

the media then extant and important
in church and schools. I accepted,

worked with him for a year, and then
a telegram came saying that he died
after putting the January, 1947, issue

'to bed'. His influence in my life has
been beyond estimate.

The screen still has power over the

minds and hearts of men wherever it

hangs, be it school or church, and
may its influence in the next Forty

Years grow beyond all measuring and
always be dedicated to the welfare of

both church and society.
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AUDIO
by Max U. Bildersee

Specs For 'Audio' Labs

A critic, reporter and commentator

is happiest when he must run hard to

keep up with his readers!

We are dehghted to come in 'sec-

ond best' when men Hke Carl B.

Urich, Bureau of Instructional Ma-
terials and Mass Media in the Penn-

sylvania Department of Public In-

struction, and his director. Dr. Marcus

Konick, lead. Mr. Urich tells us that

he and his colleagues were pleased to

read a suggestion that 'language lab-

oratories' be changed to 'audio in-

structional laboratorv' in the Novem-
ber issue of Educational Screen and

Audiovisual Guide.

Mr. Urich tells us, "With the ap-

proval of Dr. Charles H. Boehm,

superintendent of the Pennsylvania

Department of Public Instruction,

Functional Specifications for 'Audio-

Learning Laboratories' was di,stributed

throughout the state several months

ago.

"You may be interested in why we
selected 'learning' rather than 'in-

structional' in our title. Both names
were considered and a ballot was

taken of bureau directors and special-

ists primarily concerned with subject

areas which we believe will most

immediately have urgent need for

such laboratory facilities. To our

amazement, the vote was overwhelm-

ingly for 'learning'. A later check

with each individual revealed that

learning' had been selected because

it appeared to describe best the total

function of the facility—the individual

child learning in an instructional situ-

ation at a speed geared to his abilities.

"We do not believe we have de-

famed the name 'language labora-

tory'; we have tried only to expand

the educational horizons of which the

equipment (and methods) are capa-

ble."

So that schools might be guided in

the application of the functional spec-

ifications for Audio-Learning Labora-

tories offered by the Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania's Department of Pub-

lic Instruction, the document circu-

lated by the Bureau of Instructional

Materials and Mass Media is prefaced

by the statement that the Department

has compiled a "list of functions (ital-

ics ours) which represent a composite

of many functions presently available

in various types of equipment." They
suggest that selected functions should

be checked against available types of

audio-learning laboratories, stressing

that indiscriminate selection of func-

tions will result in "No Bid," because

the functions are just such a com-

posite.

We do not know which manufac-

turer's products were chosen for this

study, but we assume they were rep-

resentative of the better known equip-

ment now available. The document

stresses doubt that "any one manufac-

turer will be capable of supplying

standard equipment which will per-

form all the functions indicated," and

Jieirlocm

/JuJdo. CARDALOd^ Record Reviews on Card
— A WORLD OF SOUND ON FILE—

MORE THAN

1500
INDIVIDUAL CROSS-INDEXED 3 x 5 CARDS ALREADY
ISSUED! PLUS the Audio CARDALOG DIRECTORY of

Record Producers

SUBSCRIBE NOW — $25.00 a year

Audio CARDALOG—Box 1771, Albany 1, New York

EDUCATIONAL SERIES

OF RECORDS AND TEXTS

PavuwAR Jjf/iL ^sR
Through
its songs
and
ballads
For review, see
December '61

HI 503 ir'tP PRICE $4.95 Audiovisual

This record and accompanying text inake

ideal teaching supplements. America's
tragic Civil War years come to life in the

songs, letters, and personal anecdotes of

the men in uniform and their folks back
home— Northerners, Southerners, Ne-
groes, Immigrants—all recorded by in-

digenous singers and narrators with au-

thentic background sounds. The story

flows in historical sequence, authentic in

every detail, rich in lore never before as-

sembled in one place.

"Of all the recordings now being pro-

duced in conjunction with the Cen-
tennial of the War Between The
States this should rank among the

best."

The New Haven (Conn.) Register

"Magnificent . . . done with under-
standing and skill."

Buffalo (N.Y.) Evening News

HANDSOME SUPPLEMENTAL TEXT
With each record it a 16-page, profusely illuslroted

booklet giving the text of all songs with a running
commentary relating them to the war's events.

Excellent for school use.

SONGS OF ^vw
YANKEE

WHALING
Done on

retfueit of

American
Heritage
for fheir

Junior Ubrary aHLP 1 H" IP PRICE $4-95

Thrill to the lookout's cry—the lowering
—the close—the cutting in and trying out;

round the Horn in thundering seas; listen

to the lovely song of a South Sea Island-

er, and come rolling home again to "Dear
New England" in this superb record oi

sea sounds, songs and yarning.

The AMERICAN
REVOLUTION
wirfi supplemental text

HL 502 12" IP
PRICE $4.95

24 songs and bal-

lads giving the Brit-

ish and American
viewpointsonevents
which made Ameri-
ca free. Supported
by a rousing chorus
and the Mattatuck
Drum Band.

YANKEE

LEGEND
with supplemental text

HL 500 12" LP
PRICE $4.95

19 songs of early

New England—her
farming, fishing,
trading— her war
for independence

—

told & sung by New
England's folklorist

Bill Bonyun.

ORDER THROUGH YOUR DEALER
OR WRITE: BOX 31 IE

'Keirloom
BROOKHAVEN, N. Y.
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CommeiUs and materials for review

should be sent to the department edi-

tor-Max U. Bildersee, 36 Holmes

Dale, Albany 3, N. Y.

asks therefore that the users of the

specifications sheet he sure "that each

function be discussed by the selecting

group and marked as to its desirabihty,

present or anticipated, according to

the needs of instructional units as it

s'hould be borne in mind that the

audio-learning laboratory method of

instruction has already spread to sub-

ject areas other than modern foreign

languages. Functions marked in the

affirmative should be included in spec-

ifications for bid proposals."

The document distributed by our

colleagvies at Harrisburg is divided

into three logical sections—the console,

pupil positions and miscellaneous.

Each question raised calls for a "yes"

or a "no" answer which is used as a

guide in the jireparation of bid speci-

fications. The body of their publica-

tion is reproduced below:

Console
CI. Provide facilities for distribu-

tion of up to lesson programs

from the instructor's console to stu-

dents' positions, originating from

tape recorders and record

(transcription) players. YES
NO

C2. Provide auxiliary inputs

for additional program sources. YES
. NO .

C3. Provide for program selection,

by the instructor, to; (a) Each stu-

dent. YES NO (b) A row

of students, YES NO (c)

A group of students. YES NO
(d) All students simultaneous-

ly. YES NO
C4. Provide for monitoring of an

individual student without his knowl-

edge. YES NO
C5. Provide for inter-communica-

tion between: (a) Instructor and
student. YES NO (b)

Instructor and groups of students.

YES NO (c) SUident and
student. YES NO (d)

Groups of students. YES
NO

C6. Instructor - student inter - com-
munication shall: (a) Interrupt the

student program. YES NO
(b) "Over-ride" the student program.
YES NO (c) Not affect

other sttidents on the same program
line. YES NO

C7. Provide headphone (micro-

phone) facilities for guests. YES
NO

C8. Provide facilities to record re-

sponse of individual students.

(It is suggested that .some recording

facilities, other than recorders at the

student position, he available for the

instructor to record student recita-

tions. )

C9. Recording facilities shall pro-

vide for: (a) Opeiation in conjunction

with monitoring facilities. YES
NO (b) Operati(m in addition

to monitoring facilities. YES
NO (c) Playback to student

positions.

CIO. Student calls shall be indi-

cated by: (a) A visual signal. YES
NO (b) An audible sig-

nal. YES NO N, (c) A com-
bination of the above. YES
NO (d) None of the above.

. NOYES_
Cll. An "All-Call" switch, automat-

icallv disconnecting programs, shall be

provided. YES NO
CI 2. A master switch, with indi-

cator lamp, shall control all electrical

power in the laboratory. YES
NO

C13. Each program channel shall

be provided with a VU or similar

meter, or a switching arrangement

bridged across a master visual meter

for determining volume level of each

program channel. YES NO

C14. Instructor recording controls

shall be operated: (a) Manually.

YES NO. (b) By remote

control. YES NO (c) A
combination of the above. YES
NO

C15. Writing space shall be pro-

vided: (a) On the right. YES
NO (b) On the left. YES
NO (c) In the center. YES
NO
YES_

. (d) In multiple location.

_ NO
C16. Provide for arrangement of

student position switches to coincide

with the physical arrangement of

booths. YES NO
C17. Provide facilities for: (a)

Easilv accessible servicing check-

points. YES NO (b) Sim-

ple removal of units for servicing.

YES NO
C18. Provide a method and cir-

cuitry to reproduce master tapes at all

recording .student positions by: (a)

Remote coTitrol. YES NO
(b) Manual c-ontrol. YES NO

(c) A combination of the above.

YES NO
Pupil Positions

PI. Provide facilities for each stu-

dent to hear his electronically ampli-

fied voice, through his earphones, as

he speaks through his own micro-

phone. YES NO.

P2. Provide booths constructed of:

(a) Wood. YES NO. (b)

Metal. YES NO (c)

Other. YES NO (d) Any
combination of the above. YES
NO .

P3. Booths shall provide for: (a)

Ac-oustical control. YES NO
(b) Unobscitfed view of in-

structor. YES NO (c)

Adequate writing and storage areas.

YES NO (d) Desk top

space to be of formica, or similar ma-
terial. YES NO (e) Loca-

tion of equipment for convenience

and safety. YES NO (t)

Folding front (sides) for conversion

to a desk. YES NO (g)

E.xpansion of facilities. YES
NO (h) Desk height compati-

ble with height of using age group.

YES NO
P4. Provide wiring, amplification,

and controls necessary to permit all

instructional functions to work with

those indicated for the instructor's con-

sole except: (a) No exceptions. YES
NO (b) Program switch-

ing shall be provided in the booth to

permit student program selection.

YES NO
P.5. Provide facilities for signalling

Audio CARDALOCi^ Record Reviews on Cards
Box 1771— Albany 1. New York

D Please enter_ .1 year subscription(s) to Audio

CARDALOG, 400 cards—10 issues—$25.00

n Please send us full information about Audio CARDALOG.

Name

Organization or School

Address

City and State
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the instructor. YES. NO
P6. Provide power facilities for

temporary use of a tape recorder or

other equipment in the booth. YES
NO

P7. Provide controls for: (a) Ear-

plione volume. YES NO
(b) Microphone volume. YES
NO

P8. Provide bcx)ths vv i t h

equipment for functions obtainable in

a regular booth, plus facilities for play-

back only of individual tapes. Equip-

ment operated bv the student at the

booth. YES .' NO
P9. Provide booths similar to

Item P8 (above), except, equipment
.shall provide a record, erase, and play-

back when operated by the student.

Such recorders to have a master chan-

nel record lock to prevent accidental

erasure of master tapes. YES
NO
PW. In accordance with the pre-

ceding record function, provide cir-

cuitry which will permit comments by
the instructor to be recorded on the

student track. YES NO
Pll. Provide an outlet to allow

monitoring at the student bootli.

YES NO
PI 2. Provide for remote control of

student recorders. (Recorders at a

location other than the console or stu-

dent booth.) YES NO_j .

Miscellaneous
Ml. Spare parts or units shall be

supplied for; (Indicate number of

items re<iuired) (a) Amplifier, con-

sole. YES NO (b) Ampli-
fier, student position. YES NO

(c) Headphones. YES
NO (d) Earphones. YES
NO (e) Miscellaneous. YES

NO_
M2. S u p p 1 \ combination head-

phone-microphone with extra long

cord for more teacher mobility in the

console area. YES NO .

M3. Provide for: (a) Connecting

sound systems to a wall receptacle

which in turn shall be wired through

the console. YES NO (b)

Install a speaker, or .speakers, and
amplification necessary to convey the

above sound and/or public address

facilities, all controlled at the console.

YES NO_J .

M4. Install light control equip-

ment: (a) Darkening shades or drapes.

YES NO (b) Rheostat

control of room lights. YES
NO (c) Room light switches in

the vicinity of the projection area.

YES NO__
M5. Install a wall-mounted projec-

tion screen. (Note: If the angle of

projection is acute, the screen should

be mounted approximately 24 inches

forward of the vertical wall to over-

come the "kevstone" effect.)

Dr. Irene Cypher, Associate Professor of Education at New York University,

past-President of the METROPOLITAN AUDIO VISUAL Association, and A-V Editor of

Instructor Magazine, demonstrates the unique advantages of the Norelco
'Continental' Tape Recorder to a group of student teachers at N.Y.U. Selection of the

Norelco for inclusion in the exhibits in N.Y.U.'s "Model Classroom" was based upon

performance standards of fidelity, reliability, versatility and functional simplicity.

j/Vore/cNow... 2 Hevi/Vore/co Recorders...
CONTINENTAL '300"

4-Track Stereo Playback, Monophonic Record-Playback • Comes complete with

preamp-amptifier, wide-range Norelco speaker and dynamic microphone * 3

speeds * Headphone facilities for ^auditioning' student as he records * Rugged
construction for constant classroom use * Mixing and sound-on-sound facili-

ties * Accidental erasure prevention.

CONTINENTAL '400'

4-Trocl( Stereo Record-Playbock, Monophonic Record-Playback • Completely

self-contained, including dual recording and playback preamplifiers, dual

power amplifiers, 2 wide-range Norelco speakers and stereo dynamic micro-

phone * 3 speeds * Mixing, monitoring and sound-on-sound facilities.

Write for illustrated and detailed brochure.

Mrs. Mary Lou Plugcjk, chuuinan of the Department of Speech and Dramatic

Arts at Adelphi College in New York, finds her Norelco 'Continental' tape

recorder an essential tool in speech instruction. Says Mrs. Plugge, "My Norelco

tape recorder is valuable to me for a number of reasons. There is an impressive

tone quality in its reproduction of sound. Concomitant with this is the aid of the

mechanical pause button which allows me to stop to analyze progress without turn-

ing off the machine." The Norelco 'Continental' is a product of North American

Philips Co., Inc., High Fidelity Products Division, Dept. IS-}, 230 Duffy Avenue.

Hicksville, Long Island. New York.
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FILM EVALUATIONS
by L. C. Larson and Carolyn Guss

Robert Frost

(United World Films, Inc., 1445 Park

Avenue, New York 29. New York)

Produced by United States Informa-

tion Service.

29 minutes, 16mm, sound, color, no
date. $167.58.

Description

Producing a fitting film tribute to

the creative genius of Robert Frost re-

quires ingenuity; recapturing the New
England scenes that inspired the poet

demands photographic artistry; writ-

ing a subdued, poetic-prose narrative

to accompany Robert Frost's recita-

tion of some of his quotable lines calls

for restraint.

Production ingenuity, photographic

artistry, a subdued narrative, and the

voice of Robert Frost are skillfully

blended in this film poem—an ode to

a poet.

In the opening scene, Robert Frost,

dressed in a blue jacket and char-

acteristically unpressed trousers, steps

out of his rustic New England cabin

to scan the sky. On the sound track

are his memorable words: "God, I've

loved your sky." As he walks through
the colorful autumn countryside, the

poet, in his quavering, melodious
voice, recites:

hu.shed October morning mild.

Thy leaves have ripened to the fall;

To-morrow's wind, if it be wild.

Should waste them all.

According to the narrator, "Each of

Frost's poems in an adventure." To
relive these adventures, the camera

follows the octogenarian through the

four seasons; and the sound track

carries Frost's voice repeating lines

familiar to any schoolboy whose teach-

ers have unlocked the door to wonder-
ful world of Robert Frost.

For example, a New England farm
boy wanders through the woods seek-

ing escape from the boredom of ado-

lescent solitude. He must make his

own fun in lonely, rural New England.
He does. And as the camera follows

the boy's actions, the poet says:

When I see birches bend to left and
right

Across the line of straighter darker

trees,

1 like to think some boy's been swing-
ing them.

As the boy singles out his target,

starts his ascent, shinnies to the top,

flings outward, rides the birch to the

ground, and lies—exhilarated—staring
at the sky, the poet completes his

recitation of Birches.

The late autumn wind and rain

force the leaves from the trees, cover-

ing the ground with a myriad of

colors. The camera slowly follows two
deep ruts that form a path through
the woods. At the fork in the path,

the poet begins his recitation of The
Road Not Taken.

The treatment of Stopping by

Woods on a Snowy Evening is equal-

ly brilliant. Through trees half-hidden

by heavy snow, a horse pulls a farmer

in a sleigh. The man stops to watch
"the woods fill up with snow," and
the horse "gives his harness bells a

shake to a.sk if there is some mistake.

The only other sound's the sweep of

easy wind and downy flake."

Robert Frost, the creative man,
walks slowly through the four seasons.

He spends his winters among students

in colleges and universities, sharing

his gifts with them, explaining life,

philosophizing. In a seminar, he tells

a group of young men: "Talking is

making ideas; having thoughts of

your own is the only freedom."

Leaving the seminar, he walks slow-

ly across the campus, exchanging

ideas with one of the students who
realizes that to Robert Frost an educa-

tion can be pursued anywhere, not

just in the classroom. There is some-
thing to be learned from every activi-

ty, even the football game that mo-
mentarily distracts teacher and student

as they talk about life, beauty, poetry.

After lecturing at colleges and uni-

versities, the poet returns to his New
England farm in tre late spring. Re-

moving his suit coat, he walks along

the road, singling out beauty—the
wonders of nature that might be over-

looked by the ordinary man. For ex-

ample:

7 know that winter death has never
tried

The earth but it has failed: the snow
may heap

In long storms an undrifted four feet

deep
As measured against maple, birch and

oak.

It cannot check the peeper's silver

croak;

And I shall see the snow all go down
hm

In water of a slender April rill

That flashes tail through last year's

withered brake

And dead weeds, like a disappearing

snake.

Nothing will be left white but here a

birch.

And there a clump of houses with a
church.

The Onset, Mowing, Mending Wall,
The Pasture, Gathering Leaves, and
hues from other poems are included
in this glimpse at the world of Robert
Frost.

The film ends, as it began, with
Frost outside his mountain cabin.

Here he will write again until it is

time for him to return to his friends,

the students on college and university

campuses throughout the nation.

Appraisal

Louis Untermeyer wrote in his in-

troduction to A Pocket Book of Robert
Frost's Poems: "The creator, the artist,

the extraordinary man is merely the
ordinary man intensified; a person
whose life is sometimes lifted to a
high pitch of feeling and who can
make others share his excitement."

The film Robert Frost presents the

creator, the artist, the extraordinary

man. Robert Frost might dispel the

misconceptions some schoolboys have
about poets, for Robert Frost shows
yoimg viewers what the dedicated
poet is actually like, what inspires him
to write, how he lives, why he thinks

the way he does.

This is an extraordinary film about
a poet. It could be used in grades nine

through twelve as an introduction to

a unit on poetry. It could be used as

an introduction to Robert Frost. Ei-

ther introduction should have a tre-

mendous impijct upon the viewers.

According to Robert Frost, a poem
is a connection of two things in the

universe. This film brilliantly connects

the magic of Frost to the wondrous
beauties of nature. Robert Frost also

presents an extraordinary man who,
according to the narrator, lives his

every day as a declaration of inde-

pendence. —Edward B. Jenkinson
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FILMSTRIPS are now available which relate

mathematics to practical applications in busi-

ness, industry and the armed forces. To fur-

ther implement this relationship a class trip

to a local plant, an airport or a laboratory will

prove most beneficial. There the mathematics

shown in filmstrips will come to life. Students

will learn the importance of fractions first

hand from engineers, designers, chemists,

air navigators or accountants. They will re-

turn to school with renewed interest in

mathematics. Another example of creativity

that can make slide and filmstrip education

even more effective. For a wealth of helpful

information send for the colorful 48-page

Graflex Audio-Visual Digest, containing the

leading AV educational articles from the

past three years. 250 per

copy. FREE to all AV directors.

for versatility,

economy, convenience

choose

SCHOOL MASTER'
...the

FOUR-IN-ONE projector
•Trado Mark

A SUBSIDIARY OF GENERAL PRECISION EQUIPMENT CORPORATION

It's a Filmstrip Projector. Simplified threading, framing.

Precise advance without backlash. Operates from right or left.

Twin aperture plates locate the film positively for best possi-

ble focus. Exclusive accessory rewind take-up automatically

rewinds filmstrip into storage can. It's a 2 x 2 Slide Pro-

jector. Low-cost accessory slide changer attaches in seconds,

without tools. No need to remove changer while filmstrip is

projected—or to remove filmstrip gate while projecting slides.

Accessory magazine slide changer show slides in sequence

without handling. It's a Microscope Slide Projector. Acces-

sory "Micro-Beam" unit attaches without tools. Projects

standard dry-mount lab slides in crisp detail up to 300X
magnification. Greater Illumination than conventional micro-

projectors. No need to darken room completely. Click-stop

aperture disc permits concentration on specific sections of

specimen. It's a Tachistoscope. Accessory "Speed-l-0-

Scope attaches without tools. Permits flash exposure of vari-

ous visual stimuli. Accurate control of Intensity and duration

of stimulus. Ideal for memory training, improving reading

speed, arithmetic, language, etc.

School Masters, available in 500 and 750 watt manual

or remote control models. For additional information,

see your Graflex AV Dealer. Or, write Dept ES-22

Graflex, Inc., Rochester 3, N. Y. In Canada: Graflex of

Canada Limited, 47 Simcoe Street, Toronto 1, Ontario.
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ANNUAL INDEX
(Continued from page 114)

Worship; Through Jesus ....Feb. 80

Good Steward, A Aug. 406
Greek New Testament Manu-

scripts: Sources of New
Translations Dec. 664
Green Lake Echoes Nov. 599

Handel's Messiah Dec. 665
How Our Bible Came To Us:
The Bible Is Put Into Writ-
ing; The Bible Crosses Eu-
rope; The Bible Comes To
England; The Bible Comes To
America June 288 and July 352

How To Use A Filmstrip Sept. 500
How To Use A Teaching Film .May 240
How We Got Our Bible (ser-

ies): The Bible Is Put Into
Writing; The Bible Crosses
Europe; The Bible Comes To
England; The Bible Comes To
America May 240

I'll Sing, Not Cry May 240
Index To Biblical Events May 241
In A Mirror Lightly Oct. 552
Jewish Passover and Seder,
The July 352

Jews In Distant Lands; Mo-
rocco Aug. 405

Judah The Prince; Teacher Of
The Law March 141

Keeping Slides In Sequence
(article) June 287

Latin America, Its People and
Problems Oct. 553

Latin America, Missions At
World Oct. 553

Learning Church Manners . . . .Feb. 80
Learning From The Stories Of

Jesus, Part I (series)
7-11 age level; Little Queen;

Little Old Man; Boy With
His Lunch; Jesus And The
Storm.

9-11 age; Eyes To See; TTie
Wonderful Tree; He Died
For Us; He Is Risen Jan 39

Learning Theory And Class-
room Practice In Adult Edu-
cation June 288

Life With Luther Dec. 662
Little Sisters, The March 142
Look And Listen Books July 351
Look Up And Live (series) The
Sandpile-Death;; The Protest;
The Four Of Us Are Strang-
ers; The Delinquent, Hipster,

Square;; The Square; No Man
Is An Island Dec. 663

The Lord's Prayer in rhythmic
movement) March 143

Lost Lake—Lake Rudolph (Af-
rica) Oct. 552

Man On The Doorstep Dec. 664
Mark Of The Hawk June 287
Meditation For Holy Week And

Easter, A June 288
Mishnah March 141
Mission In Bolivia July 352
Mombasa Port—Busy Port In

East Africa Oct. 552
Morocco Today May 240
Moses And The Ten Command-
ments April 197

Motivation For Improvement
(article) Oct. 550

Mr. And Mrs. Robin And The
Springtime Family June 288

Mrs. Cottontail And Her
Springtime Family June 288

Narcotics: The Decision Nov. 605
New Faces Of Africa July 351
New Tempo In Tunisia May 240
Night Before Christmas, The . . Dec. 663
Noah And The Ark April 197

Nursery Leadership Oct. 553

Other Wise Man. The Oct. 552

Paddy's Christmas Dec. 664

Plateau-'? Or Downward Slope
(article) May 239

Prayer For Thanksgiving. A .Oct. 552

Precipitated Youth (article) . Dec. 662

Pre-Marriage Counselling
Films: I Do; Before They Say
1 Do May 242 and Aug. 499

Previews And Selling (article) Oct. 550

Projected Visual Aids In The
Church March 143

Rashi And The Jews Of West-
ern Europe Jan. 39

Red Trap, The Dec. 664

Repor's From Africa (Edw. R.
Murrow i May 240

Return To Jerusalem May 241

Riverene, The—The Life And
Culture Of African Tribes ..Oct. 552

Standard Markings On 2x2
Slides (article) March 141

Stories Jesus Told; A Good
Neighbor; A Loving Father;
The Sower; The Lost Sheep .Feb. 80

Suez May 240

Teaching With Still Pictures . May 240

Teenage Christmas Sept. 500

Teenage Conflict Jan. 39

Teenage Loyalty . Jan. 39 and Feb. 78

Thanksgiving Blessings To
Share Oct. 552

Till Freedom Comes Dec. 665

Treasure At Bethany Dec. 665

Tropical Africa Oct. 552

Using Graphs And Charts In
Teaching (article) May 240

Water In The Wilderness July 351

What Do We See Of Jesus?. March 142

and June 288

What Is AV Teaching? (arti-

cle) April 196

Wireless Mike, The (article) . .June 289

With Our Hands Oct. 553

Winders Of Science That Point
To God: The Web Of Won-
der; The Air-Conditioned
Planet; God's Wild Naviga-
tors; A Strange Friend; Cos-
mic Glue; Magic White Sand;
Let There Be Light; Gifts
From Lightning Aug. 404

Yesterday. Blueprint For To-
day May 240

Your Own Sound (article) ... July 351

Zakkar, Johannan Ben Jan, 39

MISCELLANEOUS

BLUE BOOK: EdScreen and
AV Guide's Annual Presen-
tation of Audiovisual Mate-
rials Aug. 411-459

DIRECTORY OF AV EQUIP-
MENT AND SERVICES: List-
ing of Annual Directory. .July 360-371

GREEN LAKE IN DETAIL (ar-
ticle) Wm. F. Kruse

SPECIAL CONVENTION SEC-
TION: National Audiovisual
Convention (326); Audiovis-
ual Education Forum (327);
Industrial Audiovisual Asso-
ciation (327): Audiovisual
Conference of Medical and
Allied Sciences (328); Illinois
Training Directors' Associa-
tion (328); National Visual
Presentation Association
(328); Listing of Exhibitors
(336) July 326-336

Tropical Africa

(Internatioiuil Film Foundation, Inc.,

1 East 42ml Street. Neiv York 17.

New York) Produced hij IFF and the

Twentieth Century Fund. 2.9 minutes.

16mm, .sound color. 1961. $250.

Teachers' fiuide available.

Description

Tropical Africa provides a colorful,

compelling account of the forces

which are presently transforming trib-

al .scK'ieties into modern states. A re-

sume of major historical develop-
ments and environmental factors por-

trays "tropical Africa" as virtualK

isolated from the growth of the earK
centers of civilization.

With the advent of 1 9th century

colonialism the stage is .set for a series

of swiftly changing scenes, depicting
forcefully the problems and achieve-

ments which mark that period of

rapid social change characterized by
\'cra Dean as the "telescoping of

revolutions" in the non-VVcs-tern world.

Both the missionary school—a symbol
of the influx of western values—and
urbanization arc shown as major for-

ces contributing to the breakdown of

traditional society. While some signs

of indu.strial progress are reflected in

the increasing demand for labor and
the appearance of consumer goods,

there are also the seemingly inevit ible

human by-products of the clash of old

and new values: the "lost ones" of the

cities whose rootless way of life make
them easy victims for the "modern
medicine man."

Present, too, are the numerous chal-

lenges which beset the newly develop-
ing states of "tropical Africa." The
existence of privileged white enclaves

offers a disturbing contra.st between
wealth and poverty and aggravates
racial tensions. The social homogeneity
needed to build new stable societies

is impaired by illiteracy and by ethnic

and religious minorities who (as de-

mon.strated by the East African Hin-
dus) seek to preserve their own identi-

ty. Lslam, untainted by colonialism

and the color bar, has outdistanced

competing faiths in the quest for con-

verts.

Yet, as narrator Julien Bryan points

out, there are "powerful forces for

freedom." The dedication of national

le-aders, the emergence of a new class

of educated Africans, the identifica-

tion of the Chri.stian faith with the

goals of a free .society offer hope for

the success of this vast experiment in

self-government. To combat disease,

povert\', and ignorance. Western
teachers and technologists reinforce

the efforts of the bush doctor and the

bush teacher. The role of the white
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I'roin "Tropical Africa" by International Film Foundation, liu-.

man in this connection is expendable
as lie develops African leadership in

the fields of medicine, agriculture, in-

dustry and mass communications
media.

Appraisal

Tropical Africa will probably dis-

appoint those who look for a detailed,

systematic appraisal of the present

Coitiriicnt.s- and materiuh for review

should be sent to Audio-Visual Center,

Indiana University, Bloomington, Ind.

tensions and problems of this area. It

should be noted, however, that the

intent of the film is to introduce

Americans to a relatively unknown
cvilture area and to clarify certain basic

concepts. For this purpose, attention

to scholarship and a high degree of

technical skill have resulted in a valu-

able educational resource.

Social studies teachers in both junior

and senior high schools will find this

film particularly helpful in developing

insight into the nature of nationalism

among African peoples and demon-
strating its powerful impact on eco-

nomic growth. The current efforts be-

ing made by teachers and scholars to

provide an essential between Western

and non-Western studies in the Ameri-

can secondary school curriculum stress

the need for more films of this caliber.

—John P. Lunstrum

New
Coronet Films
to teach
ARITHMETIC
and
MATHEMATICS
reflect

latest trends

mssociatedX
(EXHipiTORsl

3tfii ii^iiiy> iiiiHit^

CORO

New and recent Coronet films for arith-

metic and mathematics instruction are
firmly related to the present curricu-
lum . . . yet are strongly influenced by
the new developments now being
adopted.
Based on present teaching practice,

the films fulfill all requirements of those
who prefer traditional approaches. At
the same time, they stress the con-
cepts of those who are suggesting new
approaches. The films emphasize
general understanding of basic relation-

ships among numbers . . . they stress

the meaning of operations as well as
skill in their performance.
These films have been produced

under the guidance of such leading
authorities in mathematics education
as Foster E. Grossnickle, Ph.D., Herbert
F. Spitzer, PhD., E. T. McSwain,
Ed.D., and Harl R. Douglass, Ph.D
and users can be certain they embody
the most sound educational practices.

Request full descriptiveand curriculum
correlation information . . . or preview
these films for purchase consideration

Use the coupon to request detailed descriptions of
these and other mathematics films, as well as a
unique chart which correlates Coronet mathematics
films to basic teaching concepts in primary, inter-

mediate, and high school grades. Or, if you wish to

preview the films for purchase consideration, simply
check your selections, and they will be sent promptly
at no obligation, except for return postage.

ET FIL

Coronet Films
Dept. ES-262
Coronet Building • Chicago 1, Illinois

n Pleaae send complete descriptive informa-
tion and curriculum correlation chart for
Coronet films to help teach arithmetic and
mathematics at all grade levels.

Please send preview prints of the films I

have checked below.

Coronet Films for Arithmetic
and Mathematics

D ARITHMETIC: ESTIMATING AND
CHECKING ANSWERS (11 min.)Gr. 4-9

D ARITHMETIC: UNDERSTANDING THE
PROBLEM (11 min.) Gr. 4-9

D BRUSHING UP ON DIVISION
(11 min.)Gr. 4-9

D BRUSHING UP ON MULTIPLICATION
(11 min.)Gr. 4-9

D FRACTIONS: FINDING THE COMMON
DENOMINATOR (13'/2 min.) Gr. 4-6

D GRAPHING LINEAR EQUATIONS
(11 min.) Gr. 9-12

D MEASURING AREAS: SQUARES,
RECTANGLES (11 min.) Gr. 4-9

D THE NUMBER SYSTEM AND ITS
STRUCTURE (1 1 min.) Gr. 9-12

D PLACE VALUE: ONES, TENS.
HUNDREDS (11 min.) Gr. 1-3

a RATIO AND PROPORTION IN
MATHEMATICS (11 min.) Gr. 7-9

D SYMBOLS IN ALGEBRA
(11 min.)Gr. 9-12

Nar"e Pn^itinn

Arif1rp^«i

City Zone State
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._^^fe ultiplication
lf^3^ is vexation.

Division is as bad;

The Rule of three

doth puzzle me,

And Practice drives

me mad.
Elizabethan MS. 1570

So said an Elizabethan, but today, arith-

metic is transformed from drudgery

into FUN!

EDL Controlled Reader training with
number combinations helps students to

master completely the basic facts of

addition, subtraction, multiplication, and
division. When number problems are

presented at timed rates, drill is excit-

ing, challenging — and the amount of
drill time necessary to build instan-

taneous responses is greatly reduced.

The Arithmetic Number Facts filmstrip

set is used for all grade levels.

EDL Controlled Reader training with
story problems heightens students' abil-

ity to read problems accurately, deter-

mine quickly the process needed, to

estimate the probable answer, and to

solve problems competently. Arithme-
tic story problems used with the EDL
Controlled Reader have been prepared

to correlate with all major textbooks in

the field.

The Arithmetic Story Problems film-

strip sets are available for grades 1-9.

AV industry news

ma
For more information write:

Educational Developmental
Laboratories

Huntington, N. Y.

Webcor Profits Up
A record half-year profit of S2 mil-

lion as contrasted with a margin of

only $91,000 in a corresponding peri-

od last year was aniKuiuced to the

Webcor stoc-kholders by board chair-

man Titus Hoffa.

A language lab set-up permitting

simultaneous teaching of several

languages at varying levels was
announced by president James E.

Archambault. Webcor will also offer a

new line of classroom phonographs
and a tape recorder "designed to in-

duce anesthesia to dental or medical

patients by means of voice and music."

Hollywood Warned To Classify

The Catholic Epi.scopal Committee
for Motion Pictures, Radio and Tele-

vision has issued a stern warning to

film producers that if the industry

does not move soon in the direction of

voluntary self-classification (as to its

films' audience suitability) it will

face government enforcement of this

practice.

The non-theatrical film field labels

its offerings plainly for audience suit-

ability, age level and character of

content, and has foimd it good busi-

ness to do so.

B&H Replaces Scopus on Canon
The Japanese-made "Canon" 35mni

still cameras will be distributed hence-
forth by Bell & Howell, replacing

Scopus, Inc., as U.S. distributor.

Philco Supplies Navy Instructors

Philco Coq^oration's TechRep divi-

sion has contracted to supply the

Navy with 84 instructors in basic elec-

tronics to make possible the release of

highh- trained Navy personnel for

other assignments.

Ansco Lab to Hunter
The Ansco film priK'essing plant at

247 E. Ontario St., Chicago, has been
purchased and will be operated by
Capital Film Services of the Midwest,

according to J. R. (Bob) Hunter,

president.

Animation Seminar in Catskills

Photo Animation, Inc., 34 S. West
Street, Mt. Vernon, N. Y., announces
that its annual Portman Animation
Seminar and Workshop will be held

April 9-11 at Grossinger's Country
Club, Liberty, Sullivan County, N. Y.

Florman-Babb Sound Effects

Exclusive East Coast distribution of

thousands of recordings of sound ef-

fects under the EML Standard,

Speedy-Q, and Gennett labels has

been ac()uired by Florman and Babb.

New List of Organizations

Of interest to all who see part of

their market in organized groups, the

new Encyclopedia of Associations,

KEYSTONE now offers you . . .

PROTECT-A-PRINT
LEADER

• Avoid Misthreading Damage!
• Avoid Film Scratch!

PROTECT-A-PRINT LEADER is designed specificaUy to prevent print
damage from dirty projeaors and careless misthreading. Its special coating
automatically cleans dirty projeaors and its extra toughness automatically
avoids misthreading damage.

Intensive tests, and the experience of hundreds of users, have proved that
PROTECT-A-PRINT LEADER is highly effective and thoroughly safe! Your
satisfaaion is unconditionally assured.

Write for further information or a demonstration by our Local Representative.

KEYSTONE VIEW CO., Meadville, Pa.
Since 1892, Producers of Superior Visual Aids

Exclusive Distributor of Protea-a-Print Leader to the Educational Field.
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lists 11,482 groups, 2,590 more than

in the previous edition. It names offi-

cial publications, and gives date and
place of 1962-1963 conventions. Costs

$25, from publisher. Gale Research

Co., 2200 Book Tower, Detroit 26.

PEOPLE

The Rev. Milton Heitzman has
been appointed director of Eyegate's
religious department. He has held
pastorates in Congregational churches
in Lockport and Beardstown, 111., has
been on the National Council of

Churches' staff as director of the De-
partment of AV and Broadcast Edu-
cation and as director of Educational
Evangelism, and was assistant profes-
sor of sociology at the University of
Illinois.

R. A. Anderson has been elected

president of Conley Electronics Corp.,

manufacturers of stacked cartridge

tape playback-recorders, for language
lab and other educational applications.

Three AV leaders recently observed
their 25th anniversary in the field—

Adolph Wertheimer, president of Ra-
diant Manufacturing Co.; Don White,
executive vice-president of NAVA;
and Erv Nelson, sales manager. Coro-
net Films. Erv started in 1936 as AV
director of the Winona, Minn., public
schools and at the recent meeting of
the Minnesota AV Association shared
pioneer honors with M. /. Smith. Don
started the same year as the one-man
staff of the just-founded AV Service
of the University System of Georgia.

James R. Mann, formerly in radio

marketing with RCA, has been ap-

pointed head of the newly-created
Communications Department at Fair-

child's Dumont Division. The new
set-up combines former audio, visual

and combined systems groups, includ-

ing CCTV, facsimile, data display,

voice data link recording and other

communication forms.

Bruce M. Brown takes over the

newly-created post of manager of

product planning at Midwestern In-

struments, Inc., with resiMnsibility

for integrating new products in the

fields of magnetic tape equipment and
precision instrumentation.

Leo L. Stone has been appointed

vice president of Radiant Manufactur-
ing Corp., according to an announce-
ment by president Adolph Werth-
eimer. Stone will have charge primar-

ily of expansion and diversification

programs; he was president of Excel
Movie Products Co. for five years and
has held other top sales executive

posts.

NEW SYLVANIA "DIRECT WIRE" TV. .

.

SO LOW IN COST ANY SCHOOL CAN AFFORD IT

(yet so high in quality, even fine details show
up clearly) Now you can have a complete
private TV system for less than you real-

ize. New Sylvania "Direct Wire" TV is the
lowest-cost, easiest-to-use educational TV
system. So practical and economical, any
school can use it effectively in dozens of
different ways ... to monitor classrooms,
teach more students, make better use of
gifted instructors. Sylvania "Direct Wire"

New low-cost Sylvania

V-400 camera has
extra-fine, 400-

line resolution.

Produces crisp,

clear pictures.

Captures fine

details with

utmost clarity

and fidelity.

SYIAW^IA
GENiikAL TELEPHONE iELECTRONICS^

TV is easy to operate, too. Just switch it

on. It adjusts automatically to varying light

conditions. No operating personnel re-
quired. No special lighting either. Sylvania
"Direct Wire" TV gives pictures as sharp
and clear as a top-quality home TV set

. . . with ordinary room light.

For more facts, and a free visual commu-
nications survey of your school, mail cou-
pon today!

Robert E. Brockway
SYLVANIA COMMERCIAL ELECTRONICS

730 Third Avenue (Dept. ES), New York 17, N. Y.

n Please send more information on Sylvania
"Direct Wire" TV and how to arrange a free vis-

ual communications survey.

n Please send leasing information on Sylvania
"Direct Wire" TV.

Name

Company

Address.

City -Zone State-
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TRADE DIRECTORY FOR THE AUDIOVISUAL FIELD

KCYi (P)—producers, importers. (W) monufacturort. (D)—d«al«rs, distributors, film rontal llbrorlos, projoctlon s«rvlc«

Whoro o primary sourco olso offors diroct rontol sorvUos, tlw doublo symbol (PD) oppoors.

FILMS

*uo<latlon rilms. Inc. (PO)

Olifrlbutor of Froo-Loon and Rtntol Films.

Hoodquortorsi

347 Madison Av*., N. Y. 17, N. Y

Starling Movios U.S.A., Inc. (0)
Freo Film Diitributor
Executivo Offices
375 Pork Avonue, Now York 22, N. Y.

Area LIbrorios & Shipping Centors
100 Woit Monroo St., Chicago 3. III.

1469 N. Vina St., Los Angolas 28, Col.
43 Wait 4 1st.. Now York 23, N.Y.
519 Penniylvania Avo., Fort Worth 4, Toxos.

MOTION PICTURE PROJECTORS t SUPPLIES

IMIMil ft Howsll Co.
7117 McCormIck Road, Chicago 45. Ill

Eostman Kodak Company ( M

)

Rochaitar 4, Naw York

Victor Division, Kalart Co. IMI
Plolnvlha, Conn.

Roglonal librarlait

trood at Elm, Rldgaflold, N. J.

5«1 Hlllgrovo Ava., la Granga, III.

799 Stavanion St., San Francisco, Col

1108 Jackson St., Dollos 2, Tax.

Australian Naws and Information (uraau (PO)
636 Filth Ava.. Naw York 20, N. Y.

FILMSTRIPS

*vU nims
P. O. Box 643. Burbonk. Calif

(PD)

ray Studios, Inc. IPDI
729 Sovonth Ava., Naw York 19, N. Y.

m Films IPO)
127 Ninth Ava., North. Noshvllla 3. Tann

Coronat Instructional Pllms

Ceronat BIdg., Chicago 1. III-

(P|

Family Films, Inc. IPO)

5823 Santa Monica Blvd.. Hollywaod 38 Calif

Idaol Pleturas, Inc. (0)

Hema Offica:

58 E. South Wotar St., Chicago 1, 111.

Bronch Exchangast
2114 Eighth Ave., N., Birmingham I, Ala.

1840 Alcotroi Ave., Berkeley 3, Col.

2321 S. Olive St., Los Angeles 7, Col.

714—18th Street, Denver 2, Colo.

55 NE 13th St., Miami 32, Fla.

71 Walton St., N.W., Atlanta 3, Go.

1370 S. Beretanlo St., Honolulu 14, H.

58 E. South Water St., Chicago 1, III.

15 E. Maryland St., Indianapolis 4, Ind

616 S. 5th St., Louisville 2, Ky.

1303 Prytonlo Street, New Orleans 13, lo.

102 W. 25th St., Baltimore 18, La.

42 Melrose St., Boston 16, Moss.

15924 Grand River Ave., Detroit 27, Mich.

3400 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis 8, Minn.

1402 Locust St., Kansas City 6, Mo.
4028 N. Kingihighwoy, St. Louis 15, Mo.
4529 Spring St., Omaha 6, Neb.

15S8 Main St., Buffalo 9, N. Y.

321 W. 44th St., Naw York 36, N. Y.

2110 Payne Ave., Cleveland 14, Ohio.

1201 S. W. Morrison, Partland 5, Ore.

14 Wood St., Pittsburgh 22, Pa.

18 S. Third St., Memphis 3, Tenn.

2434 S. Horwood, Dallas IS, Tei.

Brlghom Young Univ., Prove, Utah.

1 E. Moin St., Richmond 19, Va.

4431 W. North Ave., Milwoukee 8, Wis.

Intarnotlonol Film Buraau (PDl
332 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 4, Ml.

Knowladfla Bulldars (Classroom Films) (POI
Visual Education Center BIdg.,

Floral Pork, N. Y.

For information about Trade Di-

rectory advertising rates, write

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN & AUDIO-
VISUAL GUIDE, 2000 Lincoln Park

West BIdg., Chicago 14, ill.

Broodmon Fllmstrlps (PO)
127 Ninth Ave., North, Nashville 3. tenn

Christian Education Prass Fllmstrlps (PD)
Religious Subjects
1505 Race St., Philadelphia 2, Pa.

'omily Fllmstrlps, Inc. (PO)
3833 Santo Monica Blvd., Hollvwood 38. Calif.

Cnrichmont Matariois Inc. (PD)
246 Fifth Ave., New York 1, N. V

Pathascopa Educatlonol Films, Inc. (PD)
71 Weyman Ave., New Rochella, N. Y.

Audio-Visual Foreign Language Motarlol

Sociaty for Visual Education IPO)
1345 Dlvarsey Parkway, Chicago 14

teocliing Aids Sarvica, Inc. (PD)
lowell Ave. t Cherry lone. Florol Pork. N. Y.

31 Union Sauare Wast. New York 3

Visual Education Consultants, Inc ( PO I

VEC Weekly News Fllmstrlps

2060 Heleno St., Madison. Wis

FIIMSTRIP, SLIDE & OPAQUE PROJECTORS

DuKane Corporation
Si Chanel. Illinoli

(M)

FILM EDITING EQUIPMENT

Trald Corporation ( PO

)

P. O. Box 648, Encino, Calif.

Professional Portable Hot Splicers

ELECTRONIC TRAINING KITS

Alllad Radio Corporation (MD)
too N Western Ave., Chlcogo SO. Ill

FLAGS, BANNERS, BUTTONS, TROPHIES

Aca Flag A Pennant Company (M)
224 Haddon Rd., Woodmera, 1. 1., N. Y.
All sizes—U.S., U.N., State, Foreign, immed. del.
Pennonts, decals, auto-bumper labels, etc.

GLOBES — Gaographical

Oenoyar-Gappart Company (PO)
5235 Sovaniwood Ave., Chicogo 40. III.

BIOLOGICAL MODELS 8, CHARTS

Oenoyor-Gappart Company
5235 Raveniwood Ave., Chicago 40, III.

MAPS — Gaographical, Historical

Danoyar-Gappart Company
5335 Raveniwooa Ave., Chicago 40. IM

MICROSCOPES « SLIDES

Danoyar-Gappart Company
5235 Ravanswooo Ave., Chicago 40, 111

PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT

Camara Equipment Co., inc. (MD)
315 W. 43rd St., New York 36, N. Y.

6510 Santa Monico Blvd., Hollywood, Col.
Camera Equipment Co., Inc., of Florida (MD)

1335 E. Tenth Ave., Hioleah, Fla.

PROJECTION TABLES

Advance Products Company (PO)
3300 E. Douglas Ave., Wichita, Kans.
Complete Line of Projection Tables

READING IMPROVEMENT

Psychotechnics, Inc.

105 W. Adams St., Chicogo 3, III.

MIgrs. of SHADOWSCOPE Reoding Pace'

RECORDS

Academic Recording Institute (ARI)
18 E. 50th St., New York 33, N. Y.
(Noted Scholars on Records or Tapes)

Broadman Films (PD)
137 Ninth Ave., North, Nashville 3, Tenn.

Curriculum Materials Canter (PO)
5138 Venice Blvd., Los Angeles 19, Col.
Records, Tape Recordings, Fllmstrlps, Books

Enrichment Materials Inc. (PO)
346 Fifth Ave., New York 1, N. Y.

Folkways Records ft Service Corp.
117 W. 46th St., New York, N Y

Heirloom Records (POI
Brookhaven, N Y.

(History through Ballodi & Folksongil
Monitor Recordings, Inc. (PD)

413 W. 50lh St., New York 19, N, Y.
Russian, French, Spanish Language Materials

Music Education Record Corp. fPt
P.O Box 445, Englewood, N I

(The Complete Orchestra demonstrated)

Spanish Music Center, Inc. (PO)
127 W. 48th St., Naw York 36, N. Y.

(SMC Longuoga Records Canter)

RECORDS—TAPES

Pathescope Educational Films, Inc.

71 Waymon Ave., New Rochelle, N. Y.
Audio-VIsuol Foreign Language Materiol

(PO)

RECORDERS — PLAYERS

Allied Radio Corporation
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, III

IMDI

SCREENS

Radiant Manufacturing Co.
3220 No. Austin Ave., Morton Grove III

SLIDES
Key; Kodachrome 2x2. 3V4 x 4V4 or large*

Keystone View Co.
Meadville, Pa

(PD-41

SOUND SYSTEMS

Allied Radio Corporation IMDl
100 N. Western Ave.. Chicago 80 I"
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New Equipment

For addresses of the sources supplying
information on which these listings are

based, refer to Directory of Sources,

page 111. For more information about
any of the equipment and materials

announced here, use the enclosed
reader service postcard.

CAMERAS, Movie, TV
TV Camera Model V-400 is designed to

operate with either conventional
home (RF) receivers or special video
types. Electronic self-adjustment to

light changes. Turret mounts also

wide-angle or telephoto lenses.
7"xl2"x6". $795. SYLVANIA.

For more information circle
No. 101 on return postal card.

CAMERAS, Still

Automatic 35mm Camera. Electric eye
control. 44mm Ektaner f/2.8. 2-speed
shutter cocks as film is advanced
with single stroke lever. Double ex-
posure prevention. $90. Case $12.50

EK
See local dealer

CAMERA ACCESSORIES
"Ultrablitz Meteor SP" Electronic Flash,

one-piece unit, with rechargeable
lifetime nickel-cadmium battery. Wt
34 oz.; 80-watt-second power. Recy-
cles in 5-sec on halt-power, 12-sec on
full. 60° coverage angle without hot
spot. 5600

' Kelvin. Built-in exposure
calculator shows setting for all popu-
lar films without figuring. Complete
with battery charger, AC cord and
snap hook $109.95. ALIMPEX

For more information circle
No. 102 on retarn postal card.

Zoomiscope—Certain (EK) extension
viewfinder-eyepiece for zoom lenses

Bach-Auricon 'Zoomiscope'

on Auricon camera, moves operator
two inches away from side door with-
out distorting field covered by the
zoom lens. $97.40. BACH

For more Information circle

No. 103 on retarn postal card.

PROJECTORS, Still

Kodaslide Filmstrip Projector, readily

set for 2x2 slides as well. 500w. Fram-
ing and advance knobs color-coded
for operation in semi-darkness. Gene-
va transport mechanism, glass pres-

sure plates release automatically dur-
ing film movement. Signet 500 Model
3-F with 5" lens $129.50; with 7" lens

$144. Slide changers $7.95 to $14.95.

EK.
See local dealer

Microprojector highly polished chrome
finish; fingertip fine focus; accurate-
ly graduated mechanical stage; built-

in heat filter and transformer; lOOw
prefocus lamp; 26" high, storage flat

12"; "Trig Model K," complete $167.50;

box of 25 slides $11.65; spare lamps
$2.55 ea. Also "Tyro" Model E $137.50;

and "Tech" model (three lenses)

$194,50. KENVIS.

For more information circle
No. 104 on return postal card.

Vu-Graph Teaching Center, self-con-

tained in steel, formica-topped teach-

er's desk with built-in cellophane-
roll-equipped overhead projector,

concealed rear-view focusing mirror,
500-watt (can use 1,000 watt with heat
filter I. choice of 14" or 12.5" lens.

$5.50. BESELER.

For more information circle
No. 105 on retarn postal card.

Vu-Lyte III Overhead Projector is a

third smaller than previous models
yet adds to their features. 18%"xl3"x
20%"; 10x10" bed; lOOOw lamp; 5"

diameter 18" f/3.5 lens; unbreakable
Alzac reflecting surface, delivers 145

lumens to screen. Material up to l^k"
thick accommodated. Continuous
copy conveyor belt; built-in pointer.

BESELER.

For more information circle
No. 106 on return postal card.

SOUND, Equipment &
Accessories

Amplifiers. Two new models. 222C de-
livers 44 watts, 20-20.000 cps, factory-
wired, $154.95; 299C delivers 72 watts
$224.95. SCOTT.

For more information circle
No. 107 on return postal card.

Classroom Record Player, 10 - watt,
transformer-powered, 4-speed. Latest
improvement moved carrying han-
dle to left side so that if user forgets

Audiotronics Player

to lock the pickup to its rest the arm
will rest harmlessly on bottom of
case. $54.95. AUDIOTRONICS.

For more information circle
No. 108 on return postal card.

Your

The safe, convenient, low cost method of

filing valuable records. Simple, unit design

fits any convenient storage space . . . easily

bolts into multiple-unit library, single rov^

or stacked multiple row arrangement as your

library grows. Each unit accommodates 36
records (up to 12") in individual, specially

key-numbered, cut-away record filing en-

velopes. Electronically welded, steet con-

struction. Size (individual unit) 1372" high,
5" wide, 13%" deep. Wt. 9 lbs. Each unit

individually pocked.

No. 16R Standard "Add-a-Unit"
complete $15.80 ea.

Without envelopes (empty
cabinet) $1 2.80 ea.

Library Plan . . .

Suggestions for organtzlng
ond odministering
a record library ond
"how to core for your
valuable records" furnistted

with each library.

Write for Catalog for more information about
No. 16R and other A-V Material Library Plan.

JACK C. COFFEY CO., INC.
710 Sevenleeth St.
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LANGUAGE LAB.
Consolette 10 portable 10-position teach-

ing lab ($996) includes teacher "con-
sole" with a cartridge-load tape re-

peater and facilities for monitoring,
recording and correcting student
practice. 10 "Voice-Flector" micro-
phone-speakers for individual stu-
dent use. 2e-position Consolette $1797;
30-position $2692.50. Rolling table for
transport and storage as well as in-
structor use $119. COUSINO

For more Information circle
No. 109 on return postal card.

Lani^uage Listening Station— 3-speed
transcription player, 15w push-pull
amplifier, 45rpm adapter, 8 gram arm,
two 12" speakers in detachable cases
and two additional speaker outlets.
mike input with volume control, mike

WLiNG Pictures

3 Great Color Films

About The World

Of Insects
For Elementary and Secondary Grades

1. INSECT FOODS
7. INSECT COLLECTING
3. INSECT MOUNTING AND

PRESERVING
Previewi avoiloble for Purchose

Coniideralion.
509 S. Bevaily Drivo, Bev«rly Hilli, Calif.

\/hM^ii^ leUcAih^
Instant Lettering is an incredibly simple
method of lettering—anyone can do it Self-
adtiesive letters, printed on a special plastic
sheet, are just rubbed down into position on
any art or drawmg. wood, paper, glass, acetate,
even crackle finished metal and rough textured
papers. The finished result is superb—no back-
ground film to letters, clean definition and
sharp color. Letter sizes range from 8 point to
1V2 inch display letters in a wide selection of
type faces. 10" x 15" sheet only $1.50

Send ^Of lomple and complttt lype chart

ARTHUR BROWN & BRO., Inc.

2 W. 46th St.. New York 36, N. Y.
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on desk stand, all steel chassis, grey
hammer finish, 10" air wheels to per-
mit easy moving even on stairs, 85 lb,

21x23x33", Model 9,'50-E $,'512.50. HAM-
ILTON.

For more Information circle
No. 110 on return postal card.

Mobile Listening Table, provides a
locked storage cabinet on 4" heavy
duty wheels, two with brakes; 12

headphone outlets. 20' supply cord;
ample room in cabinet for tape re-

corder and headphones, top 20x24",
30" high. $69.95. MILLER.

For more Information circle
No. Ill on return postal card.

Stenolab stores up to 10 simultaneous
programs at progressive levels of dif-

ficulty for teaching of stenography

"Stenolab"

and typing. An adaptation of the
lang-lab to another subject area, at
a California high school. BERLANT.

AUTOMATED
INSTRUCTION

Autoscore Programs on Arithmetic
Facts; Decimals; Denominate Num-
bers; Fractions; Percentages; Respira-
tion; Digestion; English; 400 Spelling
Demons; for use on the electric auto-
matic "Autoscore" teaching machine.
ASTRA.

"Minivac"—tabletop version of digital
computer designed to illustrate prin-
ciples of the large machine and to
accomplish many typical tasks asso-
ciated with the full sized instruments.
Recommended as teaching machine
for introduction to modern math.
Used and enjoyed by Jr HS as well as
college students. 24x13x5^4 inches
high. Wt 17 lb. With 6 instruction
manuals and 100 programming wires
$85. SDC.

Lectron Mark I. Further information on
model pictured in our Dec. 1961 issue;

wt 19 lb. folds flat when not in use;
75watt lamp; tape cartridge and slide
magazine. Learner hears question on
earphones, slide offers multiple (3)

choice response, should student press
wrong button the recorded track cor-
rects him at once; slides and track
easily changed by instructor; $445,
quantity discounts. Mark III has 500w
lamp and automatic operation; Mark
IV includes foot pedal and headset,
etc.; Mark V adds built-in-wall 48x48"
rear projection. LECTRON.

For more Information circle
No. lis on return postal card.

Phrase-Flasher, a mechanical aid for
developmental reading training, pro-
vides practice in rapid identification
of numbers and phrases. Metal con-
tainer, plus 49 sets of exercises.
REDLAB

For more Information circle
No. ll.S on return postal card.

TM-3 Discoverer, non-electric teaching
machine with Creative Educational
Resources. Inc., programs printed on
semi-permanent tapes; separate stu-
dent response paper on rolls. Ample
writing space for student's answer
which is moved up under shield to
expose correct solution for compari-
son, "star" punch is applied to all
right answers. Machine $38.75; pro-
grams (set of 8) $30; ea $4; 200'

roll of response paper 75c. BIL-
LERETT

For more Information circle
No. 114 on return postal card.

CCTV-ETV
EMI—CCTV. British cameras, control

unit, monitors, pan and tilt head, re-
mote focus-iris control, multi-camera
deflection switch, special housings,
etc., are among the units now avail-
able. Also color, and large screen.
FAIRBANKS.

For more Information circle
No. 115 on return postal card.

Tele-Quest. Supplementing previously
published information, prices on this
student talk-back and teacher-re-
sponse CCTV system, prices run: 6-

station complete $870; 12-station $1350;
18-station $18.30; 24-station $2310.
Prices on accessories, apply. COM-
MENG.

For more Information circle
No. 116 on return postal card.

TV Wall Bracket allows rotation of re-
ceiver about a vertical axis as well as
tilt on a horizontal. Made of steel
tubing, hammertone finish; should be
fastened on solid substantial wall
with lag or toggle bolts. $33 COM-
MENG

For more Information circle
No. 117 on return postal card.

27" Classroom Receiver, for closed and
open circuit ETV $299. (24" $219; 21"

$189). Optional extras: Mobile wide-
base stand $29; lOw push-pull ampli-
fier for 21" or 24" $20, for 27" $30;
adjustable glare shield $10; UHF all-

channel tuner $25; UHF single chan-
nel $10; Video and RF dual reception
$60. TRANSVISION.

For more Information circle
No. 118 on return postal card.
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MISCELLANEOUS EQUIP.

Acetate Ink and Pen for writing on
film, color overlays, plastics, anima-
tion cells, etc.; removable, fast drying,
transparent red, blue, green, yellow
and opaque black, 1 oz bottle $1;

fountain pen, choice of 4 line widths
ea $5. BRADY

For more information circle
No. 119 on retorn postal card.

Automatic Film Splicer, removes emul-
sion by motor-driven rotary scraper
and assures precise splice even under
darkroom conditions. $229.50 PAUL-
MAR.

For more Information circle

No. 120 on retorn postal card.

Cabinet Projection Tables in several

models. Large Yale-lock bottom cab-
inet on 4" rubber-tired wheels, top-

ped by projector table 18x30" $89.95;

18x24" $59.95. Top cabinet models for

less storage, 18x23" top $52.95; same
Model 4 @ $45.95. Height optional 30"

36" or 42" same price. MILLER.
For more information circle

No. 131 on return postal card.

Dry Mounting Press handles up to

12x15' in one operation, larger ma-
terials in sections. Educator model
$119.95. SEAL

For more information circle
No. 122 on return postal card.

Electronic Circuit Panels plug into

house current to serve as basis for

experiment and demonstration of cir-

cuitry and problem solving. Panels
about 19" wide; 2 or 3 suffice to start

a program that could go as high as 40

or 50 for completely equipped shop
or electronics lab. Panels are priced
from $250 to $400 each. ETL

For more Information circle
No. 123 on retnrn postal card.

Light Control Shades for glass block
windows regardless of size; special

patented mounting brackets for over-
lap on windows more than 9' wide;
Lite-Lock channels; skylight cover-
ing. DRAPER,

For more Information circle

No. 124 on retnrn postal card.

Desk-top Sound Filmstrip File, holds
36 records (up to 12") in tabbed cut-

away envelopes, and same number of

filmstrips in key-numbered compart-
ments. 5" wide, 15V4" deep. Steel,

with baked-on office grey finish,

$29.90. COFFEY.

For more Information circle
No. 126 on return postal card.

16mm. Sound Projectors

New and Used

Film Subjects—Accessories

Write For Free Lists

NATIONAL CINEMA SERVICE
71 Day St., N. Y. C. 7, N. Y.

Da-Lite Projection Screens play important role

in Language Laboratory at Indiana University!

Long a leader in the use of advanced
language teaching methods, Indiana
University is taking full advantage
of audio-visual techniques in their
modern language laboratories on the
Bloomington campus. Norman L.
Mikesell, Director, says that the use
of visuals in connection with their
audio equipment greatly enriches
learning.

A Da-Lite Vidio-B screen is installed

in each of the rooms of the Language
Laboratory. The Vidio-B is easy to

use, provides superb picture repro-
duction, and is built for lasting serv-

ice. Da-Lite offers a full range of
quality projection screens . . . there's

a model just right for your A-V
needs! Write for Tiame of nearest
Franchised Audio-Visual Dealer.

Since l<.i(l9

Da-Lite Screen Co., Inc., Warsaw, Indiana

Filmstrip File

Ready-made Lettering in both die-cut
and dry-transfer types is available in
a considerable choice of type faces
and sizes. The die-cut, available in
seven colors, and 7 sizes d" to 7%"
high), costs from 5c to 35c per letter;

the "Prestype" comes in five colors,

$2 per sheet. LETTER-ON

For more Information circle
No. 127 on return postal card.

2 Outstanding 16 mm
BIOLOGY FILMS
in Beautiful Color and Sd.

Cells and Their Functions

Scene from "Cells and Their Functions'* show-
ing anaphase of dividing cell.

Human Digestion

Scene from "Human Digestion" showing
salivary glands secreting ptyalin.

SEND FOR OUR CATALOG

Contemporary films

Dept. ES, 267 W. 25Ui St.. New York 1, N. Y.

ORegon 8-7220

Midwest Office: 614 Davis St., Evanston, 111.
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You can have a limitless supply

and variety of 'headline' type for

your layouts, mechanicals, signs,

labels, etc., plus transparencies

for projection or silk screen work.

Simply dial your copy. In less than

ninety seconds a smudge-proof,

micro-sharp print emerges, ready

for use. Type fonts are changed
like phonograph discs... and never

wear out. Hundreds of different

styles of type ranging up to 84

points in size.

^/

ViC-i

Model 840. lexl by

Model 610.

[jRrS-iOGRAPM-MULTIGRAPM CORPORA

VARITYPER CORPORATION
720 Frelinghuysen Ave.

Nework 14, N.J. Dept. H22

Please send VARITYPER HEADLINER Book
NAME
COMPANY
ADDRESS
CITY ZONE.. .STATE

New Materials

Materials
KEY TO ABBREVIATIONS

mp—motion picturo
fs—fllmstrip
$1—sifda
rec—recording
L. '33-1/3 r.p.m. microgroov* record
min—minutes (running time)
fr—frames (fllmstrip pictures)
si—silent
sd—sound
R—rent
b&w—black & white
col~-<olor
Pri—Primory
Int—Intermediate
JH—Junior High
SH—Senior High
C—College
A—Adult
prog programmed learning materials

ARMED FORCES-
CIVIL DEFENSE

Ace in the Hole mp APCS 15min col
1961 loan Air Force film SFP-1094.
Sale UWF. "The Minuteman" ground-
to-air missile, launched from under-
ground silos or mobile rail cars, offers
enemy virtually impossible target
area. SH C A

For more Inrormatlon circle
No. 139 on retorn postal card.

Cheechako mp APCS 34V^min col loan
Air Force film AFIF-100. Bob Hope
conducts tour of armed forces instal-
lations in Alaska. JH SH A

For more Information circle
No. 130 on return postal card.

SAC Combat Competition mp APCS
24min col 1960 loan Air Force film
FR 139. SAC demonstration of bomb-
ing, navigation, air refueling, and
electronic countermeasures. The B-58
Hustler is flown in competition for
the first time. JH SH C A

For more Information circle
No. 131 on return postal card.

The Amazing

Electronic Educator!

KIcctronic Educator is an amacinf; new scientific fii\ icc

acsipned to train and teach at both the ronsriou»> and subcon-
scious levels. You read, speak or transcribe recorded material
thru the microphone, where it is recorded on special endless
tape cartridges holding from 1 min, to 2 full hours of tape. This
tape repeats itself and your message endlessly to give you the
necessnry repetition to memorize material. Comes complete
with mike, Slumber Speaker, timer and cartridgos. Offers thou-
sands of uses from learning languages to helpini; backward stu-
dents. Write for free descriptive literature. Sleep-Learning
Research Ass'n. Box 24 -A Olympia, Washington.

• • • •

The Electronic Educator is also an ioexpensive.
portable language lab. Student can record his
lesson then hear both the recording and his own
pronunciation at the fame time, llse it for
music lessons, too.

Vandenberg-Aerospace Air Force Base
mp APCS Hmin col 1961 loan. Air
Force film SFP 1067. Sale UWF.
Training of missile base crews at
USAF First Ballistic Missile Divi-
sion base. JH SH C

For more Information clrele
No. 132 on retorn postal card.

INDUSTRIAL ARTS
(incl graphics)

The Printed Circuit Story mp BRAY
25min col $200. r$20. Manufacture is

traced from base laminate through
component installation on etched and
plated circuit boards. Recommended
tools and techniques for servicing
and repair. SH C A

For more information circle
No. 133 on return postal card.

INDUSTRY,
TRANSPORTATION

Building a Jet Plane mp FA lOmin col
$115 b&w $60. Original planning, parts
and sub-assembly manufacture, final
assembly and ground and flight test-

ing, pri el

For more information circle
No. 134 on return postal card.

The Constant Quest mp ASSOCIATION
28min col loan. The role of science in

America's oil industry. SH C A
20

For more Information circle
No. 135 on return postal card.

Design for Beauty mp ASSOCIATION
28min col loan. Background, heritage
and current use of silver. JH A

For more Information circle
No. 136 on return postal card.

LANGUAGES
Elementary Spanish for Young Ameri-
cans sfs SVE 6fs 3 rec $35.10. Sub-
jects: Classroom; After School; Fami-
ly; At Home; In the Morning; Birth-
day Party. The same subject sequence
at same price available in German
and French as well. Grades 3-8.

For more information circle
No. 13? on return postal card.

CONVERT TAPIS INTO 12" HIGH FIDELITY IP

Coolc taboraforUs offer etonomlcal cusfom
pressing at IPs from lopes In smallest
quantities.

FOR ECONOMY—FLEXIBILITY—LONG WEAR
SEND 25c for RECORDING & CUSTOM-PRESS.
ING MANUAL . . contains mony useful
recording procedures, hints on microphone
placement, use of halls, etc.—complete in-

formation on converting tapes Into 12' LF.

COOK LABORATORIES, INC.
101 Second St. Stamford, Conn.
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Trench Listening Comprehension Tests

tape PATHESCOPE 7" reels, twin-

track. 3-3/4ips. Reel I (lOVmin) covers

Lessons 1-10; Reel II (113min) Les-

sons 11-20, each reel $18.75, each test

approx 5 min. For either classroom or

lang-lab use with the Pathescope-

Berlitz filmstrip course. Similiarly:

Spanish Listening Comprehension
Tests, Reel I (79min) covers Lessons

1-15; Reel 11 (83min) Lessons 16-30;

$16.75 ea.

For more Information circle

No. 138 on retorn postal card.

Integrated "Pause" Tapes (Series) IFB
$7.50 ea. Based on sound tracks of 22

Spanish, French and German instruc-

tional motion pictures; dual track for

direct comparison of student and les-

son pronunciation of important
phrases; student handbook contains

printed equivalent to provide com-

plete "contextual" coverage. The mo-
tion pictures may be bought with

magnetic half-stripe plus optical track

to permit teacher to substitute own
voice, or sounding by class.

For more Information circle

No. 139 on return postal card.

Language Teaching Films CHURCHILL
llmin col $115, b&w $65. Each is

narrated by a native voice, slowly

paced and with planned repetition of

common words. Packaged with its

own tape recording. Titles: Los
Pastores (Spanish), shepherd life in

Sapain's liigh sierras; Nous Voyageons
en France, two French girls travel

on a river barge; Im Herzen Europas,

village life in German Switzerland,

Im Lande Wilhelm Tells, an Ameri-
can family in Switzerland. The first

three are for beginning language

study, the fourth for second semester

high school or first college.

For more Information circle

No. 140 on return postal card.

LANGUAGE ARTS

Basle Primary Phonics HI 6fs SVE col

Set (6) $21.60; complete series (18)

$61.20; ea $4. Picture of object is

shown beside its printed word. Pri

For more Information circle

No. 141 on return posts Icard.

Elf Book Stories 6fs SVE captioned, set

$24.30, ea $4.50. The Rand-McNally
animal stories. Titles: Lucinda, the

Little Donkey; Puss-in-Boots; The
Goat that Went to School; Scamper;
Three Bears Visit Goldilocks; Tubby
Turtle. K-3.

No. 142 on return postal card.

Even in classrooms snnshine bright,,*

1

i

s

K£m!£fiS9UU^Bi
T*l« «r** ,*W tOffN ^a

TTriWRITTIN MCSSAGIS B
lADIO-MAT UI0C& H

MAKE YOUt

OWN SLIDES

on your own

TYPEWRITER

by using

RADIO-MATS• )Nt SUllO^tllTMIIf SiHUN ;

RsQulor sixa 3*Ax4 or the

Sold by Audio • Visual,

Supply Oaal«r«. For PRE

RADIO-MAT SLIDE (

322 OokHdfl* Blvd., Da

New Duplex 2x2.

Photo & Theatre
E SAMPLE wrilo—

O., D«pt. V,
ytena Baach. Ro.

AO's NEW OVERHEAD
DELINEASCOPE

gives the clearest image you've ever seen!

This revolutionary new overhead projector, by American Optical

Company, was developed around a powerful 1000 watt light source

to give you the brightest . . . biggest projected screen image you've

ever seen. Even the extreme corners are sharp and clear because a

specially designed Fresnel lens affords perfectly balanced illumination

to every square inch of screen area.

This precision teaching instrument will project all the line, form and
color of a 10" x 10" transparency up to a huge 177 sq. ft. screen im-

age ... in crisp, accurate detail.

You'll enjoy using this instrument because you face your class at all

times . . . observe every movement and expression of subject reception

and understanding.

AO's Overhead Delineascope helps give your program an unlimited

flexibility that is not possible with any other AV medium. You can

emphasize or dramatize by adding to your prepared teacliing ma-
terial on-the-spot.

You'll want to see all the new, exclusive features that make this in-

strument a practical investment in creative teaching. Your AO Sales-

man or Audio -Visual Dealer will be happy to arrange a demonstra-
tion at your convenience.

Dept.

American ^ Optical
COMPANY

INSTRUMINT DIVISION, BUFFALO IS, NIW YORK
Nanie-

B241

—Pleaae send information on AO
Spencer GK Delinea8coi»e.

~I would like a demonstration.

Address-

City-

IN CANADA write—'American Optical Company Canada Lrd., Box -(0, Terminal A. Toronto. Ontario
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F&B
MAGIC MYLAR
A New SplicinE and Repairing

\

Technique

.FLORNAN&BABBJNC.
6B W. 45th St., N. Y. 36, N. Y.

Please send me:
20 ft. rolls — transparent 16mm —
single perforation (T16S) at $2.20

66 ft. rolls — transparent 16mm —
single perforation (T16S) at $6.00

20 ft. rolls — transparent 16mm —
double perforation (T16D) at $2.20

66 ft. rolls — transparent 16mm —
double perforation (T16D) at $6.00

20 ft. rolls — transparent 35mm
(T-35) at $4.04

66 ft. rolls — transparent 35mm
(T-35) at $11.00

66 ft. rolls—white opaque— 16mm

—

magnetic film only (0-16) at $6.00

66 ft. rolls — wtiite opaque — 35mm
(0-35) at $11.00

Vi" splicing tape for magnetic tape
(S4) at $.57

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY
1 20' roll T16 ($2.20)

1 20' roll T35 ( 4.04)

F&B Film
Repair & Butt
Splice Block (19.95)

($26.16)

Special Introductory Kits at only

KIT:

514.50

Name.

Address

.

City

RELIGION, ETHICS
Angry Jungle mp GOSFILMS 35min
b&w r$15. 1960. Work of missionaries
and rubber planters in Malaya. Chi-
nese boy, mission-educated, brings
gospel to planter's son. JH SH A

For more Information circle
No. 143 on return postal card.

Anniversary mp BROADMAN 28min
b&w r$9. The need for having Christ
at the center of family life is revealed
in story of indifference between hus-
band and wife. SH A

For more information circle
No. 144 on return postal card.

Appointment mp GOSFILMS 30min
b&w r$13. The warden and the prison
chaplain wonder if even the man
himself, on Death Row, knew his own
identity. The film's message: "Mid-
night" comes to all men. SH A

For more information circle
No. 146 on return postal aord.

The Awakening Village mp UCMS
34min col r$12. Influence of mission
school on village of Madhya Pradesh,
India. A newly converted Christian is

elected mayor. JH SH A
For more information circle
No. 146 on return postal card.

Tlie Baby King fs CBPUB 22fr col art

$5. A little boy, of first-grader age, is

among the shepherds who come to the
Manger; the Wise Men bring gifts.

Pri.

For more information circle
No. 147 on retnrn postal card.

THE TURNER

588
WITH HINGED
BASE

HERE'S

SOMETHING

iNUEVO!

NOUVEAU!

NEUE!

NEW!
FOR LANGUAGE LABS

Da! The Turner Model 588 is truly le microphone Ires nouveau, specially

designed for language labs. The 588 is more noise-free than goose-neck

language lab microphones. And the shock mounted, hinged base folds down
with 2" clearance for desk-type booths. iEs verdadl Can be safely locked

away for the nicht, or whenever it's not in use. Its crystal interior gives

clear, precise voice reproduction, performs with distinction in any fixed

installation. The 588 features an attractive chrome finish, diecast micro-

phone housing. Its output level is —56 db; frequency response, 50—10,000
cps, list price only $24.50. Also available in dynamic and ceramic models.
Get Turner 588's for your language lab. iComprendo?

MICROPHONE COMPANY
912 17th Street, N.E., Cedar Rapids, Iowa

IN CANADA: Tri-Tel Associates, 81 Shepard Ave. West. Willowdale, Ontario.

EXPORT: Ad Auriema, Inc., 85 Broad St., New York 4, N. Y.

Behold! Three Wise Men Came Out of

the East rec COLREC 12" Lp $4.98

stereo $5.98. Music from The Epiphany
Office and Mass of the Christmas
Season sung by the Trappist Monks
of the Abbey of Gethsemani.

For more information circle
No. 148 on return postal card.

Beyond City Limits sfs CBPUB b&w
78rpm $10 r$2.50. Suggests adaptation
in program of rural churches to meet
changed conditions. SH-A

For more information circle
No. 149 on return postal card.

Tlie Bible and Diego Thompson fs ABC
$7. Life and influence of a 19th cen-
tury Scotsman pioneer educator and
colporteur in Latin America. SH-A

For more information circle
No. 150 on return postal card.

Boy in the Dark mp BROADMAN
28min b&w r$9. Effect of neglect of

children by parents who become too
preoccupied with their own interests.

SH A
For more information circle
No. 151 on return postal card.

The Brainwashing of John Hayes mp
POST 27min b&w $125. Missionary in
China stands up to his captors and
makes his trial a sounding board for
truth. SH C A

For more Information circle
No. 152 on return postal card.

Christmas Again sfs TRAFCO 40fr LP
col $10. Approach to the Christmas
season with fresh purpose and mean-
ing. The story is told by means of
wood-carvings and includes words to

several carols for group singing. Flip
side of record carries music only, by
the Southeast Missouri State College
Concert Choir. JH-A

For more information circle
No. 153 on return postal card.

Cliristmas Carols Around the World
rec COLREC 12" LP $4.98; stereo
$5.98. By the Mormon Tabernacle
Choir.

For more Information circle
No. 154 on return postal card.

Church Administration Kit Sfs BFC
b&w 2 with LP, 1 si with reading
script. Set $21 ea sfs $10 si $4. Titles:

A Mirror To Myself (Supervision);
Together We Grow (Worker's Con-
ference); Plan for Christian Educa-
tion (silent). TT A

For more Information circle
No. 155 on return postal card.

ADD INEXPENSIVE SOUND
TO SILENT AV FILM

EXCLUSIVE LAMNATRACK, Laminated
Magnetic Film Striping for 8 and 16mm
Film
• permanently bonded lamination outlives the
film itself I • improves sound quality of ony
mognetic sound projector • it's o profestionot
sound track which adds a new dimension to

AV programming
Inquire about our high spted sound transftr-

ing from 16 and 35mm to 8mm film in any
quantities.

Write for literature and FREE sample.
Precision Lamnatrack for "Sound" Quality

AMERICAN MAGNETIC FILM STRIPING CORP.
156 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK 10, N. Y.
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The Constant Witness mp BROADMAN
15min col r$10.50. A faithful, witness-
ing Christian helps a husband to ac-
cept Christ, a wife to rededicate her
life, and a marriage to be saved. SH
C A

For more Information circle
No. 156 on return postal card.

Dark Valley mp GOSFILMS 40min
b&w r$16 1961. Three men face death
together in mine cave-in. Dramatic
clash of personalities and test of their
faith. SH A

For more information circle
No. 157 on retorn postal card.

Discovering Hidden Treasures fs BFC
40fr col with reading script in paral-
lel columns, one for caption equiva-
lents, the other full explanatory
notes. $6.50. Color photographs of dis-

covery of Dead Sea Scrolls. JH SH
C A

For more information circle
No. 158 on return postal card.

The Easter Story in Scripture and Song
sfs SVE 40fr LP col $9. When hymns
are sung the words appear on the
screen.

For more Information circle
No. 159 on return postal card.

Family Life Kit 4sfs BFC b&w 78rpm
or LP set $35 indiv unit $10. Family
situations involving Christian edu-
cation. Titles: No Easy Answer; Built
Upon the Rocti; For the Record; A
Harvest from the Holidays. A TT

For more information circle
No. 160 on return postal card.

A Flame of the Lord's Kindling sfs

UCMS 70 fr LP col $15 r$2.50. The
work of the Christian Women's Fel-
lowship, Disciples of Christ. A

For more information circle
No. 161 on return postal card.

God's Wonders in Tiny Things mp
CONCORDIA lOmin col r$5. Sticker
taken from child's finger and other
small and wonderful experiences. Pri

For more information circle
No. 162 on return postal card.

The Glory of the Lord sfs CONCORDIA
40fr col LP guide $10. Tells the
traditional Christmas story as ap-
plicable to life today. El-A

For more Information circle
No. 163 on return postal card.

God's Animals mp HACK 20min col
b&w. A group of children is shown
a number of animals helpful to man.
El

For more information circle
No. 164 on return postal card.

Highest Mountain mp GOSFILMS
33min col r$15. 1961. Three young
people find the ti-ue path to Christ
in youth camp high in California
mountains. SH A

For more Information circle
No. 165 on return postal card .

How to Witness, mp BROADMAN
15min col r$7.50. Practical, adaptable
demonstration, emphasizing use of the
Bible, in soul-winning interview.
SH C A

For more Information circle
No. 166 OD return postal eard.

Humble Heart mp HACK 25min col
b&w. Poor boy is helped to find the
true meaning of going to Sunday
School. El-A

For more Information circle
No. 167 on return postal card.

I Am Missions Building sfs UCMS
79fr LP col $15 r$1.50. The building
tells its own story and that of the
nine agencies it houses. (Disciples
of Christ). A SH

For more information circle
No. 168 on return postal card.

In the Year of Our Lord mp LdR
80min col $500 r$45. The Rev. Eric
Weymeersch travels the Holy Land
with his camera and finds many
similarities between conditions today
and during biblical times. SH C A

For more Information circle
No. 169 on return postal card.

Ingila of the Congo mp UCMS 17min
col r$6. Boy overcomes training of
the witch doctor, builds upon his
native culture, attends Mission
schools, becomes leader of his peo-
ple. JH SH A

For more information circle
No, 170 on return postal card.

Kathy Meets Some Church Helpers fs

CBPUB 23fr col $4.50. Youngsters
meet the minister, organist, church
secretary, ushers, choir members and
others. Pri

For more information circle
No. 171 on return postal card.

irS WAITING

FOR yoQf
THE ...

i
Indiana

University

audio-
visual
center

1962
sdes catalog
AT

BIOOMINGTON, INDIANA

PROJECT
science

demonstrations

IN COLOR
WITH MOTION

LIVE
AS THEY

HAPPEN

patents pending

The ACT-0-MATIC projector features exclusive

"dual-position" operation. When used in the

horizontal position, it operates as a standard

overhead projector. Simple 1-second conversion

to its vertical position enables you to project

actual test tubes, electrolysis cells, meters and
other science apparatus. As the demonstration

is performed, it is projected LIVE on the screen

in large, vivid detail. Tested demonstrations and
prepared transparencies are available in chem-
istry, physics and biology.

TEST TUBES
Used in demonstrations of

color reactions, crystalliza-

tions, titrations, precipita-

tions, etc.

ELECTROLYSIS CELLS
Vivid demonstrations of

electrolysis and electro-

plating allow students to

study every detail.

ELECTROSCOPE
Its magnified action can

be observed by even the

farthest student.

Milli-ammeter/voltmeter

can be projected on the

screen while In operation.

WRITING ATTACHMENT
Notes, diagrams, etc. are

projected as you write

them. 100 ft. roll of reuse-

able film is supplied.

^
DUAL-POSITION PROJECTOR

LABORATORY
FURNITURE CO., INC.

Old Country Road, Mineola, N.Y,
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A New Training Film

A LESSON IN

LEARNING

For Leaders of Teens

in the Church School

A dynamic new tool shows a free-

wheeling, no- holds -barred discussion

in a church school class of middle

highs. We see them—typically frank,

spontaneous, groping toward maturity,

as they study the unit, "Becoming a

Christian Person." Subjects ranging

from the importance of personality to

whot Jesus Christ means to each are

discussed, as a sensitive teacher de-

monstrates an effective technique in

discussion guidance.

45 minutes • Sound film

Study guide

Write for free color folder

Christian Education Press
Philadelphia, Pa.

King of Kings fs SVE 55fr captioned
col free while inventory lasts. Based
on new MGM feature film. el-A

For more Information circle
No. 172 on retnrn postal card.

Latin American Higlilights fs ABC col

$5. Baptist mission schools, hospitals,

churches in Mexico, El Salvador,
Nicaragua, Cuba, Haiti and Puerto
Rico. JH-A

For more Information circle
No. 173 on retorn postal card.

A Lesson in Learning mp CEP 45min
b&w 16p guide $200 r$10. The dis-

cussion technique as a teaching meth-
od for a teen-age class in church
school. Spontaneous, unrehearsed.
TT SH A

For more Information circle
No. 174 on return postal card.

Lit-Lit Malies Wishes Come True fs

LITLIT 55fr col $5 r$2.50. Shows im-
portance of literacy. Christian litera-

ture as common bond that unites
parents and teachers and children the
world over. A JH SH

For more Information circle
No. 175 on return postal card.

Little Man Stand Tall mp UCMS 30min
b&w r$6. Poor river pilot finds in-

spiration in contact with Protestant
missionaries in Paraguay. SH A

For more Information circle
No. 176 on retorn postal card.

Live and Help Live sfs CBPUB col LP
$15 r$3. Work of Disciples of Christ
in relationship to minority groups.
SH-A

For more Information circle
No. 177 on retnrn postal card.

'—> MIDWAY BETiVEEN GULFPORT AND BILOXI

Unexcelled accommodations - air-conditioned

throughout. 700 acres beautifully landscaped

with age-old oaks and colorful azaleas.

Championship 18-hole golf course

Large fresh water swimming pool, tennis courts,

playground and wading pool forchildren. 3000
feetof wide sandy beach. Open all year. Sensible rates.

* Reginald G. Nefzger, Gen'l. Mgr.

Mating the Lord's Prayer Our Own sfs-

SVE 40fr lOmin LP col $9. Interpreta-

tion in terms of Biblical events and
contemporary situations. JH-A

For more Information circle

No. 178 on return postal card.

No Previous Experience sfs CBPUB
80fr LP col $9.25 loan. Discouraged
teacher of fourth-graders improves
her results and recovers her en-
thusiasm by using Bethany Graded
Lessons. TT A

For more Information circle
No. 179 on return postal card.

Out of tiie Dust mp ABC 45min b&w
r$10. A Protestant pastor in rural
Latin America, and a boy who be-
came a doctor. Parallel filmstrip

(b&w $2.50) has title My Name is-

Pablo. El-A

For more Information circle
No. 180 on retnrn postal card.

Parables of Jesus rec CBPUB 12" LP
$3.98. Dramatic singing interpretation

of 8 parables and sayings of Jesus,

by Edwin Bolton, soloist at Trinity
Presbyterian Church, St. Louis. El-A

For more Information circle
No. 181 on return postal card.

Pedro and Juanita fs ABC col $5.

Brother and sister in Baptist school
in El Salvador. Pri-A

For more Information circle
No. 182 on retnrn postal card.

Patriots for Christ sfs SCRIPTURE
30m in LP s $3.50 free loan. Boy,
orphaned in East German uprising,

comes to live with American family,
and is surprised to see apathy in
which political freedom and religion
are held by many people here. El-A

For more Information circle
No. 183 on return postal card.

The Philosophical Perspective 10 rec
ACREC 12" LP or 3%ips tape set (10)

$50 ea $5.95. Charles Frankel. John
Fischer discuss "Time for Ideas."
Titles; Philosophers and Ordinary
Men; What Is Philosophy; Philosophy
as a Scientific Discipline; Classical
Moral Philosophy; Contemporary
Moral Philosophy; Philosophy and
Science; Science and Human Values;
Philosophy, Politics and Society; The
Future of Free Society in Philosophi-
cal Perspective. C A

For more Information circle
No. 184 on retnrn postal card.

Visual
letters

DIE-CUT

CONSTRUCTION PAPEi

ALPHABETS

10 COLOli

2, 3 t 4 INCH SIZE
Write for information

Stik-a-letter Co. Rt. 2, boi moo, cscondido, can

SCIENCE FILMSTRIPS
SINCE 1931 SINCE 1931

MADE BY TEACHERS FOR TEACHERS
lOLOGY ATOMIC ENERGY
PHYSICS GENERAL SCIENCE
CHEMISTRY MICROBIOLOGY
BIKE SAFETY BUS SAFETY

Scionco filmstrips avalloblo
under NDEA—Title III.

VISUAL SCIENCES
Box S99E Sufforn, Now Yarfc
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Project: Brother's Keeper mp BROAD-
MAN 28min r$9. Six doctors band
together in a unique 45,000-mile

"Christianity in Action" adventure.
Documentary, narrated by Paul
Harvey. SH A

For more information circle
No. 185 on return postal card.

Rome Eternal (series) 4mp NCCMFC
30min b&w lease $175 r$45 (series)

indiv $12.50. Titles: The City of Peter;
The City of Faith; Renaissance Rome;
Our Moment in Time. JH SH C

For more Information circle
No. 186 on return postal card.

The Sacraments sfs FEARON col 12"

LP series (7) $79.50 indiv $12.50.

Titles: The Rite of Baptism; Holy
Eucharist; Penance; Holy Orders;
Matrimony: Extreme Unction. Pro-
duced by Holy Family Church, San
Francisco. JH

For more Information circle
No. 187 on return postal card.

Salvage Job mp BROADMAN 28min
b&w r$9. The problem of the 19-year-
old who is more interested in "hot
rods" than in anything else. SH A

For more Information circle
No. 188 on return postal card.

Saw Thu Finds the Lost Book fs ABC
col $5. Thai legend realized when
searcher finds the Bible. El-A

For more Information circle
No. 189 on return postal card.

Shadows of Doubt mp BROADMAN
mp 28min b&w r$9. A woman's
Jealousy becomes uncontrollable. SH
A

For more information circle
No. 190 on return postal card.

Son of a stranger mp BROADMAN
28min b&w r$9. Released convict
blocked from reclaiming his young
son by relatives who had been caring
for him; family reunited by boy's
prayer. El-A

For more Information circle
No. 191 on return postal card.

Source of the Light fs ABC col $5.

Hinomoto Girls School and its princi-
pal. SH A

For more information circle
No. 193 on return postal card.

The Story of Handel's Messiah sfs SVE
col 58fr LP $12.50. Meaning of scrip-

tural and musical texts; selected
music from 15 choruses.

32

For more information circle
No. 193 on return opstal card.

FREE
MUED
444-PAGE 1962

ELECTRONICS

CATALOG

SAVE MOST on language
labs. Stereo hi-fi, record-
ing and phono equipment,
school sound systems,
training kits, electronic
parts. Write for Catalog.

ALLIED RADIO
100 N. Western ive., Chicago 80. III.

Teen-Age Crusade of Films mp FAM-
ILY 16min co b&w loan from religi-

ous film libraries and A-V dealers.
Don Lantz, Director of Religious Edu-
cation, presents a number of teenage
problems (parents, cheating, witness-
ing) with excerpts from Family
Films' teenage films. JH SH A

For more information circle
No. 194 on return postal card.

This is my Heritage sfs ABC col LP
$12. History and heritage of the
American Baptist Convention. El-A

For more information circle
No. 195 on return postal card.

Trails for Tomorrow fs ABC col $5.

Bacone College for Indians trains
Baptist missionaries. SH C A

For more Information circle
No. 196 on return postal card.

Town and Country Cousins fs ABC col
$6. Country children prepare a
harvest festival in their church as
gift to share with their cousins from
town. El-A

For more Information circle
No. 197 on return postal card.

We've a Story to Tell fs ABC col $5.

A seminary student receives letters
from American Baptist missionaries
in India, Thailand, Hong Kong etc.

SH C A
For more information circle
No. 198 on return postal card.

What Direction? mp BROADMAN 12
min b&w r$5. Music salesman feels
Call to music ministry. Discusses
vocational choice with his pastor.
SH C A

For more information circle
No. 199 on return postal card.

What First? mp BROADMAN 12min
b&w r$5. Tithing comes first in a
car salesman's life, and his influence
spreads to his customers. SH A

For more information circle
No. 300 on return postal card.

What's Important? mp BROADMAN
12min b&w r$5. Influence of grounds-
keeper's faith and stewardship on life
of successful alumnus convinces stu-
dents of the correctness of his testi-

mony. SH C A

IHf fILM OOCIORE^
SPECIALISTS
in the science of

FILM

REJUVENATION^
RAPIOWELD Process lor
• Scratch-Removal

• Abrasions • Dirt • "Rain

Send for Free Brochure

rapid
Founded 1940

}7-02C 27th St., Long Island City I.N.T.

rifli^ivfflifffirjM

Exceptional Projector Value . .

Costs no more than a viewer

c.o.c EXAMINER
Portable Filmstrip PREVIEWER

Complete theater with built-

in screen and projector in a

compact, handy carrycose.

Dramatic visual presentations

in classrooms, for group or

home study of 35mm flim-

strips (in fully lighted rooms)

now only 49S0

Used by

leading schools,

universities,

institutions.

Request

illustrated literature

QUUHD FOI PMCHa
UNoea MTWRU Dtrua

tOUCAIION UT

C*0'Xi 37-19 23rd Avenue,

INDUSTRIAL "-""S: 's'^nd City 5, N. Y.

FLORIDA
VOYAGER
CONGRESS INN

• Finest HOTEL services

• Deluxe rooms, opts.

• Private pool
• Free recreation and

entertainment

• Dancing nightly

• Restaurant on premises
• Credit cords honored

12350 Biscayne Blvd. (U.S. 1)

MIAMI

FREE !

Write for lit«ra(ur# and
new TRAVEL GUIDE
lilting fine motelt

from cooit to cooit,

inspected and approved by

Congreii of Motor Hofeli.
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Advertisement

HELPFUL BOOKS

THE AV INDEX A guide to Instruction-

al material Information covering the
use of Audio-Visual materials and
equipment. Single copy, $3.95. Quan-
tity prices: 2-9 copies, 10% discount;
10-20 copies, 20% discount. Postage
added If payment does not accom-
pany order. Audio-Visual Research
Institute, 1346 Broadway, Detroit 26,
Michigan.

AUDIO - VISUAL MATERIALS: THEIR
NATURE AND USE. Revised Edition
By Walter Arno WIttlch and Charles
F. Schuller. 570 pp. 249 Illustrations

14 Color Plates. Harper & Brothers
49 E. 33rd St., New York 16, N. Y
1957. S6.50.

EDUCATORS GUIDE TO FREE FILM-
STRIPS. Complied and Edited by Mary
Foley Horlcheimer and John W. Differ.
Thirteenth Annual Edition, 1961. Edu-
cators Progress Service, Dept. AVG,
Randolph, Wis. $6.00.

EDUCATORS GUIDE TO FREE TAPES.
SCRIPTS, AND TRANSCRIPTIONS. Com-
plied and Edited by Walter A. WIttlch.
Ph.D., and Gertie Hansen Hoisted.
M. A. Seventh Annual Edition. 1961.
Educators Progress Service, Dept.
AVG, Randolph, Wis. $5.7S.

EDUCATORS GUIDE TO FREE FILMS.
Compiled and Edited by Mary Foley
Horlcheimer and John W. Differ. Edu-
cational Consultant, John Guy Fowl-
Ices. 21st Annual Edition, 1961. Edu-
cators Progress Service, Dept. AVG,
Randolph, Wis. $9.00.

STANDARDS OF PHOTOPLAY AP-
PRECIATION. A Course of Study In
Photoplay Appreciation. By William
Lewin and Alexander Frazler. Hhis-
trated. Educational A Recreational
Guides, Inc., 10 Bralnerd Road, Sum-
mit, New Jersey. $2.95.

What's Left? mp BROADMAN 12min
b&w $5. Is a person free to do as he
pleases with the 9/lOths of his in-
come left after tithing? JH SH A

For more Information circle
No. iWt on return postal card.

When the Wise Man Appeared mp
POST 27min b&w $125. Boy, cast as
one of the Wise Men in school play,
walks across countryside in costume
when his father's car won't start, with
near-miraculous effect on those who
see him, thinking one of the original
Kings of the East have returned to
find the Savior. Pri-A

For more information circle
No. 208 on return postal card.

Wings to the Word mp ABC 30min
b&w r$8. Missionary graduates from
muleback to airplane. El-A

For more information circle
No. 304 on return postal card.

The Woman Who Played God mpBROADMAN 28min b&w r$9.
Mother's selfish love tries to thwart
her son's response to his own con-
science. SH A

For more information circle
No. 205 on return postal card.

BRIGHT PICTURES!
THRIFTY PRICE'.!

POLY-VUE compact filmstrip

PROJECTOR $32.50

Ideal for small groups
in schools, churches,
sales presentations. Hasy
operation, sturdy con-
struction. Weijtht 3V4
Ihs. Wood case, $5.00
or vinyl bag, S3.00.

RECORD PLAYER and PROJECTOR

LOOK and LISTEN.
Unbeatable low-cost
combination for sound
filmstrips. Ample vol
ume, clear tone. 3
speeds, 1 2" records.
Record-player only,
$49.50.

FoTFBEE brochure and name of nearest dealer write:

RICHARD MANUFACTURING CO.
5914 N. NOBLE AVENUE
VAN NUYS, CALIFORNIA

NEW PUBLICATIONS
Audiovisuals in the Church, Gene Getz,

$3.95. Write direct to Moody Press,
820 N. LaSalle St., Chicago 10, 111.

Write direct

Bible-Centered Audiovisuals. 8p cata-
log in 4 colors free. CHURCH-CRAFT

For more information circle
No. 306 on return postal card.

A Bibliography of Bibliographies of
Free and Inexpensive Learning Aids.
Chiddell, Philip R.: and Brown,
Modena A. Mimeo 13pp 50c. Write
direct to University of Oregon,
School of Education, Eugene, Ore.

Catholic AV Educators Evaluations and
Directory. Eight articles and an excel-
lent presentation of a rating and
evaluation system, applied to several
forms of audiovisuals. 155pp. With
membership and News Letters $3;
incl The Catholic Educator $5. In-
dustry membership $10. Apply direct
to Catholic Audiovisual Educators
Asso., Box 618 Church St. P.O.; New
York 8, N.Y.

Write direct

Broadcasting and Government: Regula-
tions and Responsibilities: Emory,
Walter B. (East Lansing, Michigan
State University Press, $7.50) Statu-
tory powers, functions, organization
and administrative machinery of the
Federal Communications Commission.

Write direct

Classroom Teacher's Guide to Audio-
Visual Materials, Freedman. Florence
B. and Berg, Esther L. (Philadelphia,
Chilton Company, 1961) p.240 $5. Pro-
fusely illustrated practical guide. An
especially interesting section, "From
Teacher to Teacher," gives scores of
classroom experience reports.

Write direct

Equipment Manual. Catalog of inter-
comms, tables, cabinets, lift trucks,
etc. Free. 32pp. PREQUIP

For more information circle
No. 207 on return postal card.

Vite-a-lize
your film

We restore brittle, curled, cupped
film to nearly nev/ first run quality
with Vite-a-lize. Our Vite-a-lize

treatment preshrinks new film uni-

formly, sealing in proper humidity.
Guaranteed. Call or write now.
Exclusive with Leonard Film Service,

1700B E. Walnut, Pasadena, Calif.

Phone SYcamore 2-6682.
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The Edison Motion Picture Myth:
Gordon Hendricks. (Berkeley, Uni-
versity of California Press 1961 p.216

$4) Thesis of this heavily document-
ed work is that Thomas A. Edison was
the promoter, patenter and exploiter
of the motion picture, but had little

if anything to do with its invention.
Long lists of statements by W. K. L.
Dickinson are challenged but he
comes off better than do Terry
Ramsaye and Matthew Josephson.

Write direct

Films and Filmstrips for the Space
Age. Listed under five major subject
heads and list of sources. 7pp 50c.

Order direct from EFLA, 250 W. 57th
St., New York 19, N.Y.

Directory of Equipment and Materials

pages 101-111

Write direct

Readers' Digest Films description of 18

%-hour motion pictures, e.g. "How
Chance Made Lincoln President," etc.

Free. POST.

For more Information circle
No. 308 on retorn postal eard.

Science for tlie Space Age, description
of 15 new films for Grades 5-9. 12pp
4-color free. EBF

For more information circle
No. 209 on return postal acrd.

A Simplified Analysis of Cost Factors
in the Production and Recording of
Instructional Television Programs.
8pp. Recommendations Concerning
Studio Buildings for Educational
Television 4pp. Free. RCA

For more information circle
No. 310 on retarn postal card.

Studies in the Mass Media. Magazine,
6x9", 8x yr $2. Write direct to Na-
tional Council of Teachers of English,
508 S. Sixth St., Champaign, 111.

Tape Recorder Buyer's Guide, detailed
descriptions of four Norelco units
and an extensive line of speakers.
Free. NAPHILIPS.

For more information circle
No. 311 on retarn postal card.

CLASSIFIED

35MM. Color Slides-Filmstrips dupli-
cated from your original slides or mas-
ter filmstrips. Individual slide copies as
low as 9^c each, filmstrips as low as 5c
a frame. Send for free sample slides,

free filmstrip sample and full informa-
tion to World In Color, Box 392-AV,
Elmira, N. Y.

FOR GRADE SCHOOLS—45rpm RECORD:
Pledge Of Allegiance—Mole Voice—Female
Voice. Trumpet Colls: To The Colors (flag
roising) Tops (flog lowering) $1. prepaid.
ART RECORDS, P.O. Box 50-66, Miomi, Fla.

ABC—American Baptist Convention,
Audio-Visual Department, 152 Madi-
son Ave., New York 16, N.Y.

ACREC—Academic Recording Institute,

18 E. 50th St., New York 22, N.Y.

ALIMPEX—Allied Impex Corp., 300
Park Ave., South, New York 10, N.Y.

APCS—Air Photographic and Charting
Service, USAF Film Library Center,
8900 So. Broadway, St. Louis 25, Mo.

ASSOCIATION Films, Inc., 347 Madi-
son Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

ASTRA—Astra Corporation, 31 Church
St., New London, Conn.

AUDIOTRONICS Corporation, 11057
Weddington St., North Hollywood,
Calif.

BACH—Bach Auricon, Inc., 6950 Ro-
maine St., Hollywood 38, Calif.

BERLANT Automonitor Corp., 8525
Steller Drive, Culver City, Cal.

BESELER Co., Charles, 211 S. 18th St.,

East Orange, N.- J.

BFC—Broadcasting and Film Commis-
sion, National Council of Churches of
Christ in the USA, 475 Riverside Dr.,
New York 27, N. Y.

BILLEBETT Company, 1544 Embassy
St., Anaheim, Calif.

BRADY—Robert J. Brady, 3227 M St.

NW, Washington 7, D.C.

BRAY Studios, Inc., 729 Seventh Ave.,
New York 19, N. Y.

BROADMAN Press, 127 Ninth Ave., N.,
Nashville 3, Tenn.

CBPUB—Christian Bd. of Publication,
P.O. Box 179, Beaumont & Pine Blvd.,
St. Louis 66. Mo.

CEP—Christian Education Press, 1505
Race St., Philadelphia 2, Pa.

CHURCH-CRAFT Pictures, 4222 Utah
St., St. Louis 16, Mo.

CHURCHILL Films, 6671 Sunset Blvd.,
Los Angeles 28, Calif.

COFFEY, Jack C, Co., Inc., 710—17th
St., North Chicago, 111.

COLREC—Columbia Records, 799
Seventh Ave., New York 19, N.Y.

COMMENG — Community Engineering
Corporation. P.O. Box 824, State Col-
lege, Pa.

CONCORDIA Films, 3558 S. Jefferson
Ave., St. Louis 18, Mo.

COUSINO, Inc., 2107 Ashland Ave.,
Toledo 2, Ohio

DRAPER, Luther O., Shade Co., P.O.
Box 108, Spiceland, Ind.

EBF—Enyclopaedia Britannica Films,
Inc., 1150 Wilmette Ave., Wilmette,
111.

EK—Eastman Kodak Company, Audio-
visual Service, Rochester 4, N. Y.

ETL—Electronic Teaching Laboratories,
5034 Wisconsin Ave., NW, Washington
16, D.C.

FA—Film Associates of California,
11014 Santa Monica Blvd., Los Ange-
les 26, Calif.

FAIRBANKS. Morse & Co.. 100 Electra
Lane, East Station. Yonkers, N.Y.

FAMILY Films, Inc., 5823 Santa Monica
Blvd., Hollywood 38, Calif.

FEARON Publishers, Inc., 828 Valencia
St., San Francisco 10, Calif.

GOSFILMS—Gospel Films, Inc., Box
455, Muskegon, Mich.

HACK—Herman Hack Productions, 571
N. Arden Blvd., Los Angeles 4, Calif.

HAMILTON Electronics Corp., 2726 W.
Pratt Ave., Chicago 45, 111.

H-B—H-R Productions, Inc., 17 E. 45th
St., New York 17, N. Y.

IFB—International Film Bureau, Inc.,

332 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 4, 111.

KENVIS—Ken-A-Vision Mfg. Co., Inc.,

Raytown 33, Mo.

LdR—Louis de Rochemont Associates,
267 W. 25th St., New York 1, N. Y.

LECTRON Corporation of America,
9929 W. Silver Spring Ave., Milwau-
kee 18, Wise.

LETTER-ON Co., 9605 Bulls Run Park-
way, Bethesda, Md.

NAPHILIPS—North American Philips
Co., 230 Duffy Ave., Hicksville, L. I.,

N. Y.

NCCMFC—National Council of Catho-
lic Men Film Center, 50 E. 42nd St.,

New York 17, N. Y.

PATHESCOPE Educational Films, Inc.,

71 Weyman Ave., New Rochelle, N.Y.

PAULMAR, Inc., 1449 Church St.,

Northbrook, 111.

POST—Post Pictures Corp., 171 E. Post
Road, White Plains, N.Y.

PREQUIP—Precision Equipment Corp.,
4401 N. Ravenswood Ave., Oiicago 40,

111.

RCA Educational Services, Camden,
N. J.

REDLAB—The Reading Laboratory,
Inc., 500 Fifth Ave., Suite 22, New
York 36, N. Y.

SCOTT—H. H. Scott, Inc., Dept. P, 111
Powdermill Rd., Maynard, Mass.

SCRIPTURE Press, 1825 College Ave.,
Wheaton, 111.

SDC—Scientific Development Corpora-
tion, 372 Main Street, Watertown,
Mass.

SEAL, Inc., Shelton, Conn.

SVE—Society for Visual Education, Inc.,

1345 W. Diversey Pkwy., Chicago 14,

111.

SYLVANIA Electric Products, Inc., 730
Third Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

TRAFCO—Television, Radio and Film
Commission, The Methodist Church,
1525 McGavock St., Nashville, Tenn.

TRANSVISION Inc., New Rochelle,
N. Y.

UCMS—United Christian Missionary
Society, Audiovisual Services, 222 S.

Downey Ave., Indianapolis 7, Ind.

UWF—United World Films, 1445 Park
Ave., New York 29, N. Y.
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ANNUAL INDEX
Educational Screen & Audiovisual Guide

January - December, 1961

EDITORIALS

A Slight Or An Oversight-
Reviewing "Supplement to

Purchase Guide" put out by
Council of Chief State School
Officers June 273

Dreaming and Dancing—Fan-
tastic AV dreams of the fu-

ture may turn into reali-

ties March 121

Electronic Space Dividers—As-
sembling different groups of

students instantly by means
of closed circuit television. . .Jan. 12

Gestures and S o u n d—"Pre-
Gutenberg" teaching: the

teacher talking at the class. .July 325

Hurray For Everything!—All
learning materials—including
books— must be worthwhile
to contribute to students' de-
velopment Sept. 483

It Follows Naturally—The right

audiovisual environment will
help toward proper use of AV
equipment and materials. .. .Nov. 589

Moment Of Impact—-When good
AV materials are seized by
eager minds, this is a "magic
moment" Aug. 391

One Hundred Hearings—"One
picture is worth a thousand
words" is not the true transla-

tion of the original Chinese. Feb. 67

Reply, Reply!—Readers are urg-
ed to answer Harry Golden's
article minimizing role of

AV Oct. 533
Teacher Replacement — "Pro-
grammed materials will not
replace the teacher but will

're-place' him" May 220
The AV Way in FLA—Florida
audiovisualists, leaders in the
field, lure members to DAVI
convention April 171

We had Forgotten You—'You'
and 'your' AV programs were
vital factor in summing up a
successful 1961 Dec. 639

AR-nCLES

Arnold, C. J.; "Take Out The
Windows"— 1961 — A discus-
sion of the new windowless
schools in New Mexico .... June 280

Barron, J. Roy; Flexible Design
For Language Lab s—T h i s

lang-lab installation is de-
signed to "postpone obsoles-
cence" April 175

Butts, Gordon K.; Inexpensive
Teaching Machines Around
the World—Modest AV tools
are being put to good use in

underdeveloped countries. . . .Oct. 542
Desberg, Dan; Automaticity:
Language Learning Goal

—

Communication is something
that people do, and do accord-
ing to a system April 172

Economics of the Midwest
(Airborne TV) Program

—

Proposed costs, and the budg-
et for the experimental phase
of the program Jan. 18

EFLA Award to Dale—Winners
at the 1961 American Film
Festival June 269

Encyclopedias For Youth Must
Contain AV Emphasis—An
appraisal of the new World
Book encyclopedia June 270

Fisher, Robert T.; Campanella-
AV Pioneer—First of a series

on 'Utopians' who built their

educational systems around
AV June 279

Fisher, Robert T.; In this Uto-
pia, "Observation Is Educa-
tion"—Second of a series de-

scribing importance attached

to educational AV by 'Utopi-

ans' of past centuries Oct. 538

Flory, John; The Challenge of

8mm Sound Film—Excerpts
from a paper on this "new
milestone in the communica-
tions revolution" July 334

Fowlkes, John Guy; A Partner-
ship in Learning Materials

—

Now under way: a promising
growth of lay interest in ed-
ucational materials Aug. 392

Frye, Roy A.; In-Service Train-
ing: Key to Effective AV
Utilization—Need for 'on-the-

job' training of teachers in

AV Nov. 590
Frye, Roy A.; Standhardt,
Frank; See More, Learn More
in Windowless Rooms—Scoff-

ers are converted to enthusi-
asts in these new schools. . . June 274

Godbold. Dr. Bryghte B.; The
Midwest Program on Air-
borne TV Instruction — poli-

cies and methods of the new
AV instructional experiment .Jan. 15

Golden, Harry; Nothing Has
Been Invented To Take the
Place of Reading—The author
delivers a few jabs at educa-
tional AV Oct. 533

Gough. John A.; Talkies for the
Deaf—The deaf can now en-
joy sound films through the
Captioned Film program . . . May 230

Grassell, E. Milton: Graded
Globes—Good map instruc-

tion begins with the globe. . .May 221

Gumm, Ben; How To Evaluate
Your AV Program—The prin-

cipal is the key person in the
improvement of an instruc-

tional program May 227
Hart. William G.; Teacher
Training in Taiwan— Work-
shops for in-service teacher
training in Taiwan (For-
mosa) June 283

Herts. Coleman M.; An In-Serv-
ice AV Workshop—The teach-
er must know materials, cur-
ricula coverage, and the de-
vices to utilize these mate-
rials April 179

Hinton, Gene; Audiovisual So-
ciety at Indiana U.—A profes-

sional fraternity for persons
studying and teaching AV
communications March 124

Jacks, Stanley M.; Teaching
Labor Law With Taped Case
Recordings— A teacher cool
to use of AV is converted to

an enthusiast Sept. 484
Keene. Jack; How to Cut
Corners On Catalogs—^Using
some well known tools to get

out an inexpensive AV catalog Aug. 394

Lantz, Donald R.; Lessons For
Church AV— Areas where
church can benefit from ex-
perience of schools in AV . . Feb. 73

Lewis. Philip; Getting Most Out
of Microphones— Increase of

sound systems demands that

instructors know them well

to insure good results April 176

Logan, Edwin M.; What Consti-

tutes A Working AV Lab Pro-
gram—What activities com-
prise a successful program . Oct. 539

Marks. Harvey W.; Are You
Ready For The New AV Age?
—Improvements and ideas for

new advancements in educa-
tional AV July 330

Martin, Lawrence M.; Shocks
An AV Instructor Couldn't
Stand—Such as "Where's this

month's AV newsletter—I've

been looking for it" March 128

Math, Music, Art, Science, His-

tory—Fourteen courses were
transmitted during the ex-
perimental phase of the Air-
borne TV project Jan. 21

Medaris, Maj. Gen. J. B.; Com-
munication In The Space Age
^The phenomenon of com-
munication— the transfer of

information—in our age July 332

Nelson, Ruth; Real Life Report-
ing—A balky class gets inter-

ested in its studies by making
its own taped presentations .April 180

Newmann, Fred M.; Teaching
Machines: A Primer—A fun-
damental 'first step' explana-
tion of these new instruction-

al tools Jan. 25

Nicholas, Donald C; Making A
Featherweight Flannelboard
—A bright, well made flan-

nelboard will gain more use
for this tool June 281

O'Connor, Olwyn; A Statement
of Philosophy and Purposes
For An AV Department

—

Suggested policies and goals Sept. 488

Patrie, Milton I.; Make Your
Own 2x2 Slides—Getting the

widest application out of this

valuable projector Nov. 597

Pearson. Neville; Instant Trans-
parencies—New methods of

making materials for the

overhead projector Mai'ch 126

Phillips, Phyllis; 3 -Cornered
Classroom — A small Texas
college offers educational
radio and TV to the sur-

rounding area Feb. 70

Prince. Worthington; They
Moved The Mountain — How
to handle a preview session

involving $21,000 worth of

materials Oct. 544

Pro's and Con's on Mr. Gold-
en's Article—Reader replies

to a reprint of the article

"Nothing Has Been Invented
To Take The Place Of Read-
ing" Dec. 648

Red Carpet Treatment In The
White House—A new film on
the executive mansion May 219

'

Reid, Seerley; NDEA At Mid-
point—Assessing accomplish-
ments of National Defense
Education Act at its halfway
point Jan. 13

Ruark, Henry C, Jr.; A Report
On The Year 1961 D.D.—What
happened in the world of in-
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structional materials in the
first year of the decisive de-

cade' Dec. 641

Safe Use Of TV Receivers In
School rooms—Use of TV in

school poses different prob-
lems in safety May 224

Savitt, Robert; B o t w i n i c k,

Jerome; Tanzman, Jack; An
AV-Graphics Center— This
school has a full-scale in-

structional materials center . .Feb. 68

Sekerak, Robert M.; Freshman
Chemistry By TV—This col-

lege chemistry course neg-
lects no audiovisual medium
in its presentation March 122

Shotz. Sidney A.;; The Age Of
Verbalism — A Philadelphia
museum brings the real thing
—kinkajou's, etc.— to young
visitors Sept. 486

Sister Joseph Eleanor, S.P.;

To The Rescue—The Film-
strip—Capacities of the film-

strip for broadening the scope
of teaching Nov. 596

Smellie, Don C; Long Lasting
Leaves—Some lessons in the
effective drying and preser-
vation of leaves Oct. 534

Smith. Hayden R.; Departmen-
tal Approach to College AV
Cataloging—Use of a catalog
may be determined by the
catalog itself March 131

Spiegler, K. S.; Overhead Proj-
ector At Israel Tech—This
projection unit has been
adapted for use in chemistry
lectures and experiments . . . Oct. 536

Successful DAVE Meeting
Points to Group's Growth

—

The 1961 DAVI convention
at Maimi July 323

Tanzmann, Jack; Some Notes
On Using 8mm Magnetic
Sound—A Long Island school
has been experimenting in

making films Oct. 541
They Do The AV Job Properly
—An evaluation by Dr. Hans
C. Olsen. Eastern Illinois Uni-
versity, of the careers of AV
workers Nov. 595

Wagner, Elmer H.;; The Great
Debate—Students learn world
developments through short
wave radio June 278

Weber. Robert L.; Films For
Teaching Physics—The value
of demonstration experiments
presented by motion pic-

tures March 129
Wetzler, Wilson F.; Choosing
Wisely In Illustration — The
importance of teachers' choos-
ing the right picture, etc. to

assist their teaching job . . . .Nov. 593
Witt, Paul W. F.; How Holly-
wood Serves Education
Through TFC—The film capi-
tal contributes to education
nationally through Teaching
Film Custodians Dec. 644

Wyman, Raymond: CCR

—

Closed Circuit Radio—Many
teachers pine for expensive
closed circuit TV while ignor-
ing an existing system which
is ready to go Sept. 490

DEPARTMENTS

Evaluation of Films

Airplanes Work For Us Aug. 400
Animals Of East Africa June 293

Before The Day March 139

Black Widow Spider Jan. 28
Cameras And Careers March 138

Chinese Village, The Jan. 30

Circus Dec. 657
Danish Design Nov. 610
Discovering Color Feb. 85
Fisherman, The May 232

Germany Today Jan. 29

Good Riddance Dec. 657

How To Use Tools April 190
Interviews With Bertrand
Russell Dec. 658

Island In The Sun; Puerto
Rico Oct. 560

Land Of Promise May 233
Land Of The Pink Show April 188

Line And Art March 140
Mexico; Tierra De Color Y
Contraste Feb. 83

Nuclear Radiation Detectors . Sept. 493

Organization of Language, The Oct. 558
Our Election Day Illusions

—

The Beat Majority Sept. 494

Paris, The City And The Peo-
ple Jan. 28

Reading Improvement Series . July 356
Science of Fire Nov. 611

Sense Perception June 293
Soviet Union, The: An Intro-

duction Oct. 562
Symphony Across The Land . July 356

Thread Of Life, The Feb. 82
Wilson's Fight For Peace Aug. 399
Wind At Work May 234
World War I: The War eYars April 187

Filmstrips

Africa: Sahara To Capetown . .Nov. 613
Alaska After Statehood June 285
Alaska—49th State and Hawaii
—50th State March 133

American Revolution, The (A
Picture History 1 June 286

Aural Comprehension and Dic-
tation Exercises in Spanish:
La Ciudad; La Fiesta;; La
Vida En La Isla De Jani-
tizis Sept. 498

Careers In Engineering Oct. 548
Children's Stories: The Cat
Who Lost His Tail; Rumpel-
stiltskin; The Lion And The
Mouse; Hansel And Gretel;
The Little Red Hen; Little

Sambo May 236
China; Communism In Asia ..Jan. 31

Conservation Jan. 31
Development Of The American
Short Story Feb. 88

Early Explorers Of North
America Aug. 402

Elementary School Economics June 285
Elementary Science Series, Set
No. 8 Nov. 613

European Lands: The Nether-
lands; Austria; Belgium; Den-
mark: Switzerland March 133

Fasla Filmstrips Sept. 496
First Adventures In Space . . . .May 236
First Experiments With Air . . April 193
Focus On The Future Feb. 86
French Explorers Of The New
World Oct. 548

French For Beginners Jan. 31
French For Elementary
Grades Dec. 660

Great Lakes—St. Lawrence
Lowlands Region: Manufac-
turing In The Lowlands and
Steel And The Automobile. Jan. 33

High school Guidance: Your
Life Of Work: Status Seek-
ing; Putting Your Aptitudes
To Work Feb. 86

History Of The United States.

A Oct. 548
How To Buy Fish March 133

Inchcape Rock, The July 359
India: A New Wind Is Blow-
ing Aug 402

Insects, The: What Is An In-

sect? The Life Cycle Of In-

sects; Insects That Live In
Societies; Insects— Harmful
And Useful Dec. 660

Instructional Materials For
Agricultural Education: Com-
mercial Beef Cattle Projects;
Fat Lamb Project Problems;
Vegetables; Catching And
Handling Poultry; Fitting
And Showing FFA Beef Jan. 33

Judah The Prince April 193

Labor-Management Relations .July 358
Latin America—The Land And
People March 133

Latin Teenagers Sept. 496
Learning About Animals Nov. 613
Life History Of A Bean Plant .July 358
Life In Iran—People And Their
Work Dec. 660

Living In Mexico Today Aug. 402
Living In The Iron Countries
Today Nov. 614

Market Of The Sixties April 193

Mathematics For Primary
Grades Aug. 402

Modern Art—Paul Gaughin ...Feb. 86
Mr. And Mrs. Robin And Their
Springtime Family April 193

Mrs. Cottontail And Her
Springtime Family April 193

Nature's Wings And Petals Jan. 33
New Africa, The Sept. 496
New Basic Weather Series:

Why Does The Wind Blow?
Why Does The Weather
Change? Why The Seasons?
Why Does It Rain, Snow,
Hail and Sleet? Jan. 33

New Life From Old Stones;
Newcomers To The 20th Cen-
tury; Dollars At Work In
The Middle East Dec. 661

New Webster Language Film-
strips Dec. 660

New Zealand;; A Regional
Study -....May 236

Newspaper, The: Covering The
News; Printing The News;
Photographing The News . .June 286

180,000,000 Americans Nov. 614
Paddy's Christmas Dec. 660
Pakistan, Iran. Afghanistan . . .July 358
Passover For Little Children . .July 358
Pellen, Alfred Sept. 496
Picture Book Parade, Series 4:

The Big Snow; Chanticleer;
Finders Keepers; Frog Went
A-Courtin'; The Little Island;

Madeline's Rescue; Time Of
Wonder; A Tree Is Nice June 286

Primary Club: Shadow Play Is

Fun: The Road To The Land
Of Oz; Fast Or Slow; Man-
ners Wherever You Go; Pic-
tures And Statues May 236

Reading Maps: Coastal Fea-
tures; Features In The Land-
scape; Rivers And Lakes;
Mountains And Valleys . . .March 134

Reading Readiness: Going
Places; What's Wrong: Ray's
Toys; All Kinds Of Houses;
Playing Community Helpers;
To The Zoo; Going Down-
town; Going Shopping . . . .March 134

Rebellion In Upper Canada and
Rebellion In Lower Canada .Nov. 614

Scanning The Universe Sept. 496
Science Adventures May 238

Science Adventures—Weather Feb. 86
Season's Adventures March 134

Seaway, The April 194
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16 mm. Porjector. The Oct. 549

Story of Handel's Messiah,

The Dec. 660

Story Of Yankee Whaling, The:

Life Aboard A Whaler; Whale
Off: The End Of Yankee
Whaling April 194

Teachers At Work: Interacting

With Children; Using The 3

R's To Widen Learning;
Broadening The Curriculum
And Enriching School Living;

Developing And Extending
Themselves; Contributing To
Educational Advance Oct. 549

Teenage Popularity Problems
And Teenage Family Rela-

tionships Dec. 661

Thanksgiving For King Nov. 614

Understanding The Atmos-
phere Oct. 549

Uranium Dec._661

Visit To A Shopping Center . .Aug.''403

Western Europe Series: The
Rhine Valley; The Cities Of
Florence And Paris Sept. 496

Westward Migration Series,
Group I: Into The Southwest;
The Oregon Country; The
Golden Rush; Three Routes
To Eldorado May 238

Your Child's Intelligence July 359

Your Language Series (Set 4) .Aug. 403

Audio

(Articles and Reviews)

Alaska July 354

Alaska: Act For Statehood . . .Sept. 503

Alaska Gold Rush, The July 354

and Sept. 503

Anderson. Lee: Nags Head . . April 182

Art Of Ruth Draper, The: The
Italian Lesson; There Genera-
tions In A Court Of Domestic
Relations: The Scottish Immi-
grant; A Church In Italy; An
English House Party; On A
Porch In A Maine (Joast Vil-

lage; The Children's Party;
Three Women And Mrs. Clif-

ford Nov. 608

Articles Of The Confedera-
tion July 354 and Sept. 502

Audio-Lingual Guide Nov. 607

Audio-Lingual Digest, The ...April 183

and July 354

Bard In The Limelight, The
(article) July 354

Barton, Clara, Founder Of The
American Red Cross July 354

Behind The Tape—The Teach-
er Nov. 607

Bogan, Louise; Summer Wish;
The Crossed Apples; Statue
And Birds; The Romantic;
Old Countryside April 182

Boston: Birthplace Of Liberty .Feb. 89

and April 184

The Causes Of The Civil War. .Dec. 655
Changes Are Coming (article) .Oct. 554

Christmas Carol, A Jan. 37

Civil War, The: Causes And
Mobilization. 1860-61; Bull
Run To Richmond, 1861-62;

Lee's Northern Invasion And
Emancipation, 1862-63; Vicks-
burg To Appomattox Dec. 656

Constitution C^ The United
States Of America, The Sept. 502

Dr. Seuss (Td Geisel): Yertle
The Turtle; Gertrude McFuzz;
The Big Brag; Bartholomew
And The Oobleck Jan. 37

'Education' Is The Topic (arti-

cle) Aug. 396
En Bretagne May 246
First Transatlantic Cable July 354
For Identifying Recordings

(article) Aug. 398

400 Minutes Per Record (arti-

cle) Dec. 653

Franklin's Benjamin, Audiobio-
graphy Sept. 504

French Recordings: Dr. Ruth
Kornfeld — Teaching Audials
And Visuals April 183

Growing Interest In Audio Ma-
terials (article) March 135

Guadalcanal Diary July 354

Hawaii July 354

How To Stay Alive On The
Highways Feb. 89

Inaugural, The (article) Jan. 35

Invitation To Music Aug. 396

Learning To Cook July 355

Lenski. Lois, Poems Feb. 89

Let's Sing Songs In French . April 184

Let's Sing Songs In Spanish . .April 184

Lincoln. Abraham ((5arl Sand-
burg Reading) Sept. 504

Lincoln's Second Inaugural Ad-
dress July 354

Lincoln's Speeches And Let-

ters Sept. 504

Macbeth May 246

Meaning Of Education, The ..Aug. 396

Mend Your Speech (2 readings:

Pretty Words and Rip Van
Winkle) Nov. 607

Missouri Compromise, The Feb. 92

New Language Materials (arti-

cle) May 243

New Shakespeare, The Aug. 398

Northwest Ordinance. The Feb. 92
"... Not Available Elsewhere"

(article) Feb. 89

Outdoor Shakespeare Listening
Program. N.Y.C Sept. 502

Play Recordings: Kapp's Last
Tape: Waiting For Godot;
J.B.; Saint Joan; Medea; John
Brown's Body: Death Of A
Salesman; Peter Pan July 353

Portrait Of Adlai Stevenson Jan. 37

Pupils Soeak To Pupils Around
The World by Ruth Terry
(This includes a Tape Ex-
change Directory) June 291

Ransom. John Crowe (variety

poems) April 182

Romeo And Juliet Nov. 608

Shakespeare Nov. 608

Shakespeare On Records . . . .Jan. 35

Shakespeare, W. (1564-1616) . Jan. 35

Simpson. Louis (readings) , . April 182

Sonnets Of Shakespeare Aug. 398

Speak Well — Off The Rec-
ord June 290 and Nov. 608

Stories From An Irish Fireside May 246

Student Controlled Programs
(article) Sept. 502

Supreme Court Cases July 355

Teaching Machines (article) . .Dec. 654

That Time Of Year (article). .June 290

33 Songs Of Shakespeare May 246

Virgil's A e n e i d (Selections

From Books I, 11. IV and VI) Jan. 37

Winter's Tale, A (Shakes-
peare) Aug. 397

Yale Series Of Recorded Poets:

John Crowe Random; Louise
Bogan: Louis Simpson; R. P.

Blackmeer; Lee Anderson;
Conrad Aiken: Richard Eber-
hart; Robert Penn Warren;
Marianne Moore Feb. 89

and April 183

Year Of The Civil War (ar-

ticle) Dec. 655

AV In the Church
(Articles and Reviews)

Adam and Eve April 197

Africa Awakens: Modern Ni-
geria March 141

Africa Is My Home March 141

African Girl: Malobi March 141

and June 288

Arts and Media Workshop . . . Nov. 606

Audio-Visual Research Guide
(1960-61) Jan. 38 and Aug. 406

AV and Church Architects (ar-

ticle) July 350

Beginnings Of The Christian

Church, The— Stephen and
Philip: First Christian Mis-
sionaries; Peter's Vision and
Paul's Conversion; Paul's
Mission to Europe and Asia;

Paul's Last Visit to Jerusa-

lem; Paul — Prisoner of

Rome Aug. 406

Bells At Christmas—Christmas
and Christmas-bell Lore Oct. 552

Better World Begins With Me,
A June 288

Beyond A Doubt Feb. 79

Beyond Tlie Night July 351

Bible Backgrounds:
Set 1—The Temples of the

Pharaohs; Petra, The Fort-

ress of Esau; Babylon, The
Glory of Kingdoms; Tyre,

The City That Vanished.
Set 2— The Tombs of the

Pharaohs; Byblos, Gateway
To The Past: The Wisdom
of the East; The Grandeur
of Rome.

Set 3—Baalbek, Glory of This
World; Baalbek, Gateway
To Palestine; Egypt and
The Bible; The Glory of

Greece.
Set 4—Greek Gods and The
Gospel; Jordan, Land of

Promise; Palmyra, Ancient
Caravan City; Pompeii, A
Portrait of Roman Life . March 143

Bible Comes To England, The June 288

Boston, Birthplace of Librety .Dec. 664

Boycott March 142

Building For Christian Ex-
perience Dec. 662

Children and The Church In
Latin America (primary chil-

dren) Oct. 553

Christmas In Hong Kong Dec. 664

Christmas In The Arts Oct. 552

Church At The Campus, The . .Feb. 78

Church Education For To-
morrow May 241

Compact Projectors (article) .Sept. 500

and June 287

Day For Witness Nov. 605

Debt To The Past Nov. 606

Defenders Of The Faith;

Joshua: Gideon; Samson;
Elisha; Elijah I; Elijah II .. July 352

Easter In The Family Feb. 79
and Jan. 39

Editorial Comments: AV Move-
ment in the Methodist
Church; Exploring Ancient
Cities; Biblical Cities; Living
Christ Series Jan. 38

Effectiveness of AV Materials .May 240

Face Of The South March 142

Family of Ghana May 240

Filmstrip Projectors— Styling
Engineering Design (article) Nov. 600

First Easter June 288

First Noel, The Sept. 501

Four New Testament Records April 198

Genesis April 197

Geography Of South America:
The Continent Dec. 664

Geography Series (Coronet):

South and Central America . . Oct. 553

Getting To Know God Through
His World: Through The
Bible; Through Prayer and

(Continued on Page 96)
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DEMANDED BY NEW TEACHING REQUIREMENTS!

m

1 The Startling New %(^^

\/LJ - l_Y 1 1=: 1 1

1

ppi Opaque Projector

Today's accelerated teaching curricu-

lum, with its accompanying increase in

uses for the opaque projector, demand-
ed new design improvements. Accept-
ing the responsibility of leadership,

Beseler engineers answered the chal-

lenge with the startling new Vu-Lyte
nr.

Years ahead, it is completely different

from all others in brilliance . . . perform-

ance . . . and, above all, compactness.
The Beseler Vu-Lyte IE accepts all ma-
terials up to 10" X 10" in size . . . has a
high luminosity optical system, with

1000 watt lamp, delivering 145 lumens

CHARLES BESELER COMPANY

Designed For
Today's Teaching

Objectives

PROJECTION
DIVISION

on the screen . . . has built-in feed-o-

matic continuous copy conveyor and

1000 watt optical pointer — and with all

this. . . is 1/3 SMALLER*than all earlier

Beseler Opaque Projectors.

If you use an opaque projector, or

plan to purchase one in the near future,

you owe it yourself to see the new
Beseler Vu-Lyte m.
A NOTE ON YOUR LETTERHEAD

WILL BRING YOU A DESCRIPTIVE
BROCHURE ... OR, IF YOU WISH,
A FREE PERSONAL DEMONSTRA-
TION (No Obligation, Of Course).

"based on cubic dimensions

21 3 So. 18th St., East Orange. N. J.



Polaroid" & "PolaUne"®

This and 554

gets you a finished slide in less than 90 seconds

"This" is a regular Polaroid Land Camera.

The 55< is the per-exposure cost of special

transparency film, including the mount.

All you have to do is load the film into

the camera, snap the shutter, pull the tab

and wait a moment. Then open the back of

the camera and peel off a transparency.

After a quick hardening and mounting
in a click-together frame the slide is ready

to show. From snap to screen in less than

90 seconds... just about half the time it

takes to cook your morning egg. And at

about V3 the cost of conventionally proc-

essed slides.

A new Polaroid PolaLine Transparency

film is especially designed for line copy
work. The blacks are really black, the clear

areas really clear. These are 3V4 x 4 trans-

parencies for standard lantern slide pro-

jectors. Development time is 10 seconds.

There's another film for continuous tone

work. It comes in two sizes, one for stand-

ard slide projectors and one for use in a

complete system that employs IVk x 2Va
slides in a Polaroid Projector. Develop-

ment time is 2 minutes.

All three projection film types can be
used with any Polaroid Land Camera that

uses 40-series film except the J-65.

For more information on how this film

will help you in your work, write to Tech-

nical Sales Dept., Polaroid Corporation,

Cambridge 39, Mass.
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DON'T AA^ORRY,
HE >VON'T GET IT OUTt
To remove a LEVOLOR bottom rail clip, one must

know how. No amount of yanking and pulling on the

tape can get them out. But to the maintenance man
who knows how, it is as simple as A. B. C.

Information that insures the best installation pos-

sible is a service all LEVOLOR representatives will

give you. They will submit a prospectus covering

every detail of your Venetian Blind installation—help

with the specifications and make a final inspection

after the blinds are installed. It is a service that guar-

antees good specifications and good Venetian Blinds.

VENETIAN BLINDS
AUDIO-VISUAL CONVENTIONAL

Levolor Lorentzen, Inc., 720 Monroe St., Hoboken, N. J.

SKYLIGHT
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From SCOTCH® BRAND ..

.

tapes built to stand hard classroom use!

Dr. William J. Sn„iiic<, direclor of the Tulane Language laboratory and on associate professor of Sponish, is

shown CTt one of four lab consoles. Each console has monitoring and intercom connections with 20 booths.

TULANE EXPERIMENTS WITH COURSES
TAUGHT ENTIRELY IN THE LANGUAGE LAB!

"Audio-lingual skills, formerly a
minor, barely-touched phase of
language learning in colleges, now
come first in chronological order
and reach a higher quality than
before." That's the way Dr.
William J. Smither, director of
the Tulane University Language
Laboratory, sums up the benefits
of instruction with the help of
tape-equipped labs.

"These audio-lingual skills,"

Dr. Smither continues, "have a
more general appeal than other
language skills, so the effect on

122

student interest is beneficial. We
value the lab instruction so highly
that we are experimenting with
courses taught exclusively in the
lab."

EXPERIMENTS UNDER
GOVERNMENT CONTRACT
These experimental courses are
part of a program for re-structur-
ing the four-year undergraduate
curriculum in French and Span-
ish, which Tulane is carrying out
under contract with the U.S.
Office of Education. Two "all-

lab" experimental teaching meth-
ods are under study: 1 ) intensive,

scheduled practice, all monitored
and closely supervised in the lab,

and 2) intensive lab practice,

mostly unsupervised and aug-
mented by audio-lingual home
work material. Regular courses
which use the lab to supplement
conventional classroom instruc-

tion, serve as a control group.
While conclusions are still ten-

tative, results for tests given after

the first year of experimentation
show higher average scores by

Educational Screen and Audiovisual Guide—March, 1962



students in the experimental
courses, compared with those in

control groups. The experimental

groups averaged higher on all

three types of tests—reading, lis-

tening comprehension, and oral

production— given for both Span-
ish and French. And the experi-

mental groups that did their work
under closely monitored lab con-

ditions tended to do better than
unmonitored experimental groups.

Tulane investigators view re-

sults of the reading tests with
especial interest, since far less

time was devoted to developing
this skill in the experimental
groups than in the control groups.

Investigators tentatively believe

the higher scores of the experi-

mental groups mean that reading
may be considered a transferred

Many tapes for French and Span-
ish are obtained from outside
sources, while practically all tapes

for the other languages are pro-

duced at Tulane.
The Tulane Laboratory in-

cludes 4 sections, each with 20
student booths and a control con-
sole. All tape machines operated
by students use a new kind of

heavy-duty recording tape called

"Scotch" brand No. 282 Sand-
wich Tape.

SANDWICH CONSTRUCTION
EXTENDS TAPE LIFE

New "Scotch" No. 282 Sandwich
Tape is made with an exclusive

micro-thin protective layer of
plastic over the recording oxide.

Since the oxide never actually

Each booth is equipped with a tape machine so thot students handle and control their individual practice

topes during language laboratory sessions ot Tulane University.

skill that requires little specific touches recording heads, oxide
attention during the first-year, rub-off is effectively prevented,
college-level study of the two and the sandwich tape wears up
languages. to 30 times longer than conven-

tional tapes, while drastically re-
OTHER LANGUAGES TAUGHT
IN THE LAB

Besides French and Spanish,
other languages taught in the
Tulane lab include German, Ital-

ian, Portuguese, Russian and
English for foreign students.

SCOTCH • AND THE PLAID DESIGN AHE REKISTEHED
TRADEMARKS Ot MiNNESOIA MiNlNG ft MANUFAC-
TURING CO. ST PAULS MINN EXPORT 99PARKAVE..
NEW VORK CANADA LONDON ONTARIO

C'962. 3M CO.

Language laboratory at Tulane University was or-

iginally installed in 1957 Additions in I960 increased

the number of student booths to 80.

ducing machine maintenance.
The new sandwich tape is made

with high-potency oxides that
assure full-fidelity recording, is

held to microscopic tolerances to
assure constant uniformity, inch
after inch, reel after reel. This
tape has a 1 \2-mil polyester back-
ing that resists tearing, even when
edges are nicked or scratched

—

withstands temperature and hu-
midity extremes.

EXCLUSIVE TAPE REPORT
FOR LANGUAGE TEACHERS

Now available from 3M is an
authoritative guide to audio-
lingual teaching methods, "Be-
hind the Tape—the Teacher."
This taped report, produced with
the help of outstanding educators,
provides samples of structured
drills, other helpful information
for the effective programming of
language lab instruction. You can
have this taped report— plus the
20-page "Beginning Audio-Lin-
gual Guide," by Dr. Edward
M. Stack—for

only$2.25.Send
check or money m^mij^m^Y'
order to Mag- V'mfwHtElB ,}

netic Products
Division, Dept.
MCG-32, 3M
Company, St.

Paul 6, Minn.

magnetic Products Division
3m
COmPANY
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"It is a pity
^ that Chawcer,

who had

) geneyus,

(^^
was so

\ V \ i

unedicated.

\ .\\\\l He's the wuss
speller Iknow of."

Artemus Ward
(Charles Farrar Browne)

EDL Spelling

Program
Fairly or not, a person is often

judged on the basis of his spelling.

Certainly, spelling is a basic skill

essential to clear written expression.

Spelling ability can be greatly im-

proved by strengthening visual

memory. The EDL Spelling Pro-

gram is based on the premise that

the student must develop the ability

to see and retain "word pictures"

accurately in order to spell well.

The EDL Spelling Program de-

velops these abilities through group
Tach-X and individual Flash-X

tachistoscopic training.

The program also stresses spelling

as a functional skill used in daily

written communication. For this

purpose each student is provided

with his own personal spelling dic-

tionary and encouraged to "check

and be sure."

In this new approach, spelling les-

sons are individualized to provide

corrective practice for poorer spell-

ers and more creative activities for

the gifted.

EDL Spelling Programs are being
developed for grades 2-9.

For more information write:

Educational Developmental

Laboratories

Huntington, N. Y. <

News-
U. of Texas Hosts Conference
On Correspondence Media
A iiationiil conference on applica-

tion of newer communication media
in correspondence study was held

February 4-8 at the University of

Texas.

The conference, which brought to-

gether correspondence study directors

and audiovisual directors from 52
member schools of the National Uni-
versity Extension Association, was sup-

ported by a grant of $16,761 by the

U. S. Office of Education.

Conference participants studied the

uses of broadcast media (radio and
television), audio media (tape and
disc recordings), projected media
(slides and filmstrips) and graphic

and manipulated media (charts, maps
and diagrams), also explored possible

applications of "programmed learn-

ing" to correspondence study.

National specialists in the various

types of modern teaching tools helped

conference members develop a guide

for the use of available materials in

correspondence courses and establish

guidelines for specific projects of

study and research on the use of new-
er media.

Dean James R. D. Eddy of the

University of Texas Division of Ex-

tension was in charge of the February
conference. Planners included Dr.

L. E. McDonald, Extension Teaching
and Field Service Bureau assistant

director for correspondence, and Dr.
Ernest F. Tiemann, Visual Instruction

Bureau director, both of the Uni-
versity; Drs. Charles A. Wedemeyer
and Robert Reid, both of the Uni-
versity of Wisconsin; Drs. John D.
Alford, University of Wyoming; Gayle
B. Childs, University of Nebraska;
Lee Cochran, State University of

Iowa; Robert E. de Kieffer, University

of Colorado, and Neil F. Garvey, Uni-
versity of Illinois.

NAVA Midwinter Meeting
Features Texas Report
A highlight of the midwinter con-

ference of the National Audiovisual

Association at Biloxi, Miss., January
4-6, was a report by a three-man team
from the Texas Education Agency.
This unit was set up by the state

Board of Education to execute an

NDEA-USOE contract for "dissemi-

nation of information on new instruc-

tional media by teacher demonstration

teams."

Dr. Lee Wilburn, Wm. T. Kinniell

and Royce King visualized their re-

port by simultaneous use of three 2x2
projectors and an overhead, with con-

stanth- changing projection of as many
as three related images at a time, plus

attractive color masks and captions

contributed by the overhead projector.

The report, a year-long project, in-

(Continued on Page 128)

offers the industry's

most complete line of

PROJECTION and TRANSPORTATION TABLES

Folding and Non-
folding Models for

Transportation by auto
Classroom film projection
Classroom television viewing
Libraries—churches
University and institutional use
Office supply carriers

Photographers' equipment
Office machine demonstrations

WHEEL IT designers, engineers
and craftsmen hove os their

first objective the continued
creation of the finest trans-

portation and prolection tables

mode. Sold throughout the

world.

Left—Non-folding model for interior use. Right—Folding model fih

into oulo trunk. Accesosries include screen holder, and extension

cord with three outlets for speaker projector, etc.

See your oudio-visuol dealer or write

GRUBER PRODUCTS CO. Toledo, 6-A Ohio
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Af the new Lexington, Mass., Esta brook School, designed to facilitate team teaching,

Richard G. Woodward, Lexington's Coordinator of Instructional Materials, says:

"We're interested in teaching efficiency—
and equipment that helps make teaching^ efficient/

"Because we are interested in efficient teaching

as a means to improved learning, the Lexington
Public Schools have been engaged in a joint re-

search project with Harvard University for sev-

eral years to determine the effectiveness of team
teaching.

"Just as our new Estabrook Elementary
School was designed for team teaching, the equip-

ment selected for it was chosen to provide teach-

ers with efficient, easy-to-use teaching aids. The
ease with which the Kodak Pageant Sound Pro-

jector is set up and its simple threading path
encourage our teachers to make maximum use of

motion pictures in day-to-day teaching.

"We have found that elementary teachers, op-
erating projectors in their classrooms, appreciate

this simplicity. We have also found that our
Pageant Projectors stand up to hard use with

minimum repairs."

Convenience and ease of ofwration are just two
of the many features teachers like about Kodak
Pageant Sound Projectors. Your Kodak Audio-
Visual Dealer will gladly demonstrate these at

your convenience. Or write for Bulletin V3-22,

which describes the Kodak Pageant line. No ob-
ligation, of course.

Kodak FtLgeant Projector ) EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Dept. 8-V, Rochester 4, N. Y.
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No other sound projector offers

any of the basic advantages of the

-W
ax

All new in its optics, its engineering, and its elec-

tronics, Galaxy presents exclusive advances in every
phase of its performance from set-up to rewind.

Sound Head Threading is Gone—for good! Now,
you'll never have to thread another sound head. Just
slide the film into the Galaxy's sound head slot and
flip a lever. Sound loop is formed and film positioned
automatically and with to-the-frame accuracy.

Brightest on the Screen . . . Coolest on the Fihn.
Galaxy is designed around an exclusive two-level
lamp, housing an integral reflector which eliminates
condensei-s and external reflectors, and reduces heat
on the film by a full 50%. "Normal" level, equal to

800 watts, extends lamp life over 10 times—to 150
hours. "High," equivalent to 1200 watts, brightens
dense prints, and long throws. Exclusive Push
Button Operation! A unique illuminated console of
color-coded pushbuttons provides fingertip control

oi uulh ianip ieveis as well as start, stop, and "still."

Another controls smooth rapid rewind without han-
dling reels, belts, or gearing. The Finest Sound I

in 16inm! Galaxy's new sound begins with an ex-
clusive hiss-free phototransistor pickup. Together
with full 15-watt amplifier, exclusive separate Bass
and Treble controls, and high-fidelity lift-oflF dual
speaker. Galaxy recreates the clearest, most natural
speech and music at its finest.

GRAFLEX
A SUBSJOIARy Of GENERAL PRtCISION EQUIPMENT COSPORATION

Arrange with your Graflex AV dealer for a private showingi
of the new Galaxy demonstration film. For his name audi
address write: Dept.ES-32, Graflex, Inc., Rochester 3, New
York; or in Canada: Graflex of Canada Limited, U7 Simcoe
Street, Toroyito 1, Ontario. *Trade Mark.
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No other filmstrip projector offers the

versatility, economy, convenience of the

SCHOOL MASTER*
S...the Four-ln~One Projector

^

X

^wjf ,3y^

>*v.

xj

f

_J

It's a Filmstrip Projector. Simplified threading,

framing. Precise advance without backlash. Oper-
ates from right or left. Twin aperture plates hold
film at correct optical angle. Exclusive accessory
rewind take-up automatically rewinds filmstrip into

storage can. This one advantage alone can save you
money by helping to keep your filmstrips in brand-
new condition years longer. It's a 2x2 Slide Pro-
jector. Low-cost accessory slide changer attaches
in seconds, without tools. No need to remove changer
while filmstrip is projected—or to remove filmstrip
gate while projecting slides. Accessory magazine
slide changer shows slides in sequence—without
handling. It's a Microscope Slide Projector. Ac-
cessory "Micro-Beam" unit attaches without tools.

Projects standard dry-mount lab slides in crisp de-
tail up to 300 X magnification. Greater illumination
than conventional microprojectors. No need to

darken room completely. Check-stop aperture disc

permits concentration on specific sections of speci-

men. It's a Tachistoscope. Accessory Speed-I-0-
Scope" attaches without tools. Permits flash expo-
sure of various visual stimuli. Accurate control of
exposure duration, intensity and duration of stimu-
lus. Use this specialized accessory in your school
for memory training, improving reading speed,
arithmetic, language, etc.

GRAFLEX
» SUBSIOIASY Of GENERAL PRECISION EQUIPMENI CORPORATION <5&)

School Masters, available in 500 and 750 watt manual or re~
mote control models. For additional information, see your
Graflex AV Dealer. Or, write Dept. ES-32, Graflex, Inc.,

Rochester 3, N. Y. In Canada: Graflex of Canada Limited,
47 Simcoe Street, Toronto 1, Ontario. *Trade Mark
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News.

AO Opaque
Delineascope

• . . audio-visual

workhorse
The AO Spencer Opaque Delinea-

scope is tlie most useful, most con-

venient of all audio visual devices

. . . truly an indispensable class-

room workhorse. You can project an
unlimited variety of inexpensive
materia] . . . maps, texts, photo-
graphs, magazines, charts, news-
papers, coins, any opaque material

up to 21/2 inches in thickness . . . and

no special preparation of material

is needed.
The High Speed Opaque Delinea-

scope projects a full 145 lumens to

screen . . . more liglit than any
other opaque projector in its class.

Assures clear image definition from
edge to edge and corner to corner of

the screen. It's rugged and depend-

able, yet more compact and lighter

than any other opaque projector
. . . only 29 lbs. All the operating

controls . . . switch, focusing knob,
optical pointer . . . are on the right

hand side for your convenience.
Get the complete story, send for

brochure.

American ^ Optical
COM PAN Y

INSTRUMENT DIVISION, BUFFALO 15, NEW YORK

(Continued from Page 124)

volved a professional staff of four plus

24 demonstration teachers. The latter,

after a four-week audiovisual training

course, carried their message to some
9,500 classroom teachers by means of

74 demonstrations given in each of

five regional centers.

Equipment and materials used in

tiie project were borrowed from a

large number of AV industry firms;

Dr. Wilburn, in his presentation,

valued this industry aid at one-third

of the $150,000 cost of the project.

Another third, $49,500, came from

Federal funds, and the rest was repre-

sented by state office budget ($42,-

869 ) and local school district payment
of salaries and substitutes for teachers

released ($11,224).

In the opening session of the con-

ference, J. M. Tubb, Mississippi state

superintendent of public instniction.
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reau, Associate Prolessor, Division of Exten-

sion, The University of Texas, Austin

DON WHITE, Executive Vice President. Notional
Audio-Visual Association, Foirlox, Virginia

told of his State's great progress in

overcoming edttcational short comings.

T. H. Stanley of the Royal Crown Cola

Company spoke on "Selling in a Com-
petitive Market"; and Robert Walker,

publisher of Christian Life Magazine,

outlined some of the contributions of

AV in the work of the church. The
final session, on Saturday morning,

saw Sam Hobbs present some fantas-

tic photo work on the nation's missile

program.

AVCOPI Reports 200 Protes-

tant Staff Members In TV
A nationwide sui-vey by the Audio-

visual Coimcil on Public Information

discloses that more than 200 staff

members of 30 Protestant denomina-

tions are engaged in professional posts

involving audiovisual media of com-
munication. Of these, 31 are in cen-

tral AV departments, 34 are in Chris-

tian Education ( including seminaries )

,

the same number are curriculum work-

ers, 26 supervise the distribution of

materials and equipment, 26 hold mis-

sion activity posts, and the remainder

have AV responsibilities in such areas

as stewardship, evangelism, and pub-

lication.

This data was reported at AVCOPI's
meeting at Biloxi, Miss, on January 7

and 8.

The Council's membership of about

50 is composed in almost equal num-
ber of denominational executives, pro-

ducers of religious audiovisuals, and

interested laymen.

Another action at the meeting was

final approval of an illustrated presen-

tation of what modern communication

materials and techniques can con-

tribute to many phases of church

work. This 16-page book, Has It Made
Any Difference? will be distributed

widely through denominational and

other channels, starting early this

spring.

Another recently completed AVCO-
PI survey analyzes audiovisual educa-

tion activities in 71 theological semi-

naries. It disclosed that only four

stipulate work in audiovisual com-

munication as degree requirements;

27 (40 percent of those replying)

offer elective AV courses taken, how-

ever, by only 469 of the 10.351 stu-

dents attending. Roughh- two-thirds

of the schools do include audiovisuals

in other Christian Education courses.

The importance of modern com-

munication skills in the life work of

seminary graduates impels AVCOPT
to put special emphasis on this type of

professional training. One conference

on the seminary level was held at^

Princeton University and another is

scheduled for March 23, at the

Muehlebach Hotel, Kansas City.
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Wouldn't you know it,

the Jack Benny School counted
pennies on Venetian blinds.

This is a typical classroom in the

new Jack Benny Junior High School
in Waukegan, Illinois. Just completed,
this school was meant to be a show-
place— one of the best-planned, best-

equipped of its kind.

So what happened? Well you know
Jack Benny. Catch his namesake
throwing money around. When they
bought Venetians, they got the best
at a bargain— then made them do an
extra job

!

What did they buy? Fiexalum Twi-
Nighters — the only blinds where all the
components were engineered to make
an integrated whole. This makes Twi-

Nighters last much longer, because
they operate with so much less strain.

The Board also liked the way the
spring-tempered aluminum slats, with

their two-coat baked enamel finish, the
wipe-clean plastic tapes, and self-

lubricating tilter, cut down on main-
tenance costs. (And the patented,
crash-proof cord lock that prevents
injuries and property loss.)

But what really clinched it was the
Twi-Nighter's light control. The Board
found they could make Twi-Nighters
double for audio-visual blinds. How?
By pulling them down and closing
them. With these blinds that's all you

have to do to make a room dark
enough for unstreaked projection of

all but the most light-critical audio-

visual aids.

(For fine-line detail, microscopic
slide or very subtle color projection,

specify our Audio-Visuals with light

trap side-channels. They make any
room absolutely light-tight.)

Both Fiexalum Twi-Nighters and
Audio-Visuals carry a 5-year guarantee
bonded by the Continental Casualty
Company and backed by Bridgeport
Brass. Write for specification.s to
Bridgeport Brass Co. (Hunter Douglas
Div.), 30 Grand St., Bridgeport 2, Conn.

TWI-NIGHTER & AUDIO-VISUAL BLINDS
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Before you buy any 16mni projector...
i

COMPARE EASY OPERATION OF RCA
Just about anybody who can watch a movie can learn in a very few minutes to

operate an RCA 16mm Projector like a pro. For instance: RCA's exclusive

Thread-Easy film path, the simplest in 16mm. Hundreds of people who never

touched a projector before have threaded an RCA machine in 20 to 30 seconds!

All RCA controls are right at hand on one side. And for more convenience,

there's a swing-out lamp housing that means you'll replace lamps easily, in

seconds. Take another time-consuming procedure— rewinding. You rewind an

RCA Projector just by flipping a switch, without ever changing a belt or reel. And
for added convenience, single switch operation controls all projector functions.

RCA has devoted 30 years to making it such a simple matter to operate its

16mm projectors. And your RCA Dealer makes it just as easy for you to try one

out. He's listed in your classified directory under "Motion Picture Equipment

and Supplies." Call him . . . there's nothing to it. Or write, RCA Educational

Electronic Products, Meadow Lands, Pa.

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
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Compare
RCA
in all

ive Key Projector

Qualities

Quality sound . . . powerful

amplifier delivers room-filling

sound . . . separate acoustically

baffled speaker coordinates

sound source with picture . . .

excellent fidelity reproduction

of highs and lows.

Film protection . . . begins with

big 16-tooth sprockets to han-

dle film without dangerous sharp

bends . . . sprocket shoe "floats"

film . . . feather-touch aperture

plate.

Low-cost operation . . . induc-

tion-type motor provides years

of quiet trouble-free service . . .

"Stellite" claw mechanism op-

erates more easily for longer

wear . . . lubrication is built-in.

Ease of operation . . . from

thread-easy film path. ..through

convenient one-side controls . .

.

to one-switch rewind . . . swing-

out lamp housing . . . single

switch operation, too.

Light on screen . . . 1200-watt

lamp for bright, sharp pictures

. . . picture sharp and clear to

edges for theatrical "framing."

Annual DAVI Meeting In

Kansas City March 25-30

^IX thousand educators—3,000 of

thenfi in their own classrooms in the

Kansas City (Mo.) public schools-

will have a front seat at one of the

most important general sessions of the

1962 convention of the Department of

Audiovisual Instruction (DAV'I) in

Kansas City March 2.5-30.

DAVI officials will feature a new
idea in convention proceedings on the

program of Tuesday, March 27.

Schools in the city are to be closed

that day for the annual "professional

day" observance by Kansas City

teachers, so tlie Department of Audio-

visual Instruction will beam its second

general session, devoted to the theme

"Our Profession—Teaching," directly

to the teachers in their schools via

closed-circuit television.

The teachers will be swapping roles

with their students for this special

convention session. The children will

have a holiday and the teachers will

have a chance to take a refresher

course via television to learn what is

new on the educational frontier.

Teachers in the city schools will be

seeing the same program as 3,000

The overall theme for the DAVI
meeting is to be "Our Educational

Challenge in the Face of Current

World Forces," and a separate aspect

of the theme will be featured each

day of the meeting. The theme for

the opening day, Monday, March 26,

is to be "Our Nation—U. S. A." This

will be a visualized presentation of

the current world forces which are

changing American culture.

The entire program on Tuesday,

"Our Profession—Teaching," has been

planned for the teacher. Following the

televised general session, concurrent

sessions on specific subject areas will

be offered to both teachers and dele-

gates. New trends, methods and ma-
terials in the different curriculum

areas will include: Mathematics—G.
Baley Price, executive secretary. Con-

ference Board of the Mathematical

Sciences, Washington, D. C; English

—G. Robert Carlsen, professor of Eng-

lish, State University of Iowa; Biologi-

cal Science—Hulda Grobman, con-

sultant. Biological Sciences Cur-

riculum Study, American Institute of

Biological Sciences, University of

Three who will play prominent roles at the DAVI meeting: from left—Kimball Wiles,

professor of education. University of Florida, a speaker at the second general session;

Anna L. Hyer, executive secretary, DAVI; Ernest Tiemann, director, Visual Instruction

Bureau, University of Texas, and president of DAVI.

convention delegates from the center

of activities in Kansas City's Munici-

pal Auditorium.

This special session will be devoted

to a broad overview of the current

curriculum changes now taking place

in schools at both the elementary and

secondary level. Featured on the pro-

gram will be Alice Miel, professor of

education, Columbia University; Kim-

ball Wiles, professor of education.

University of Florida; and Richard

Miller, associate director of the Project

on Instruction now being conducted

b\' the National Education Associa-

tion.

Colorado; Foreign Languages—Emma
M. Birkmaier, professor of education,

University of Minnesota.

At an evening meeting, keyed to the

theme "The Classroom Teacher And
The Systems Approach To Learning,"

a team of professors from the Audio-

Visual Center at Indiana University

wil give a demonstration of a cross-

media approach. This will be followed

by demonstrations on some of the

latest techniques in the use of the

overhead, the micro-projector, team

teaching, silk screening, wet mounting,

and flannel board, with sessions on re-

(Continued on next page)
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The DA VI Program

— in brief

Monday, March 26

Theme for the Day: "Our Nation

—

U. S. A."
9 a.m. to 4 pjn.
Calvin Company Workshop
Truman Library
KSCD-TV
9 ajn. to 4 p.m.
Association of Chief State School
Audiovisual Officers
(A closed meeting for members and
guests)

5 to 7 pjn. Past Presidents Dinner
7 to 8:30 pjn. Keynote General Ses-
sion
Chairman: William Allen, Univer-
sity of Southern California
"Impact of World Forces on Amer-
ican Culture." A film produced for
DAVI by Encyclopedia Britannica
Films. Commentator: Maurice
Mitchell

8:30 to 10:30 pjn. Grand Opening of
Exhibits

Tuesday, March 27

Theme for The Day: "Our Profession
—Teaching"
9 - 10:30 a.ni. Second General Session
Chairman: Ernest Tiemann, presi-
dent, DAVI "Current Curriculum
Changes"—a panel

10:30-12 Noon. Assemblies (follow-
up discussions on general session)
1:30 - 3:00 p.m. Concurrent Sessions
"Mathematics"
"Biological Science"
"English"
"Art"
"Guidance"
"Physical Education"

3:30 - 5 p.ni. Concnrrent Sessions.
"Physical Science"
"Foreign Language"
"Social Science"
"Industrial Arts"
"Music"

7-8 p.ni. General Assembly.
Chairman: Mendel Sherman, Indi-
ana University.
"The Classroom Teacher and The
Systems Approach to Learning"

8:30 - 10 p.m. Demonstrations.
Silk Screening
Overhead Projector
AV and PTA
Flannel Board
Wet Mounting
Team Teaching
Film Previews

8:30 - 10:30 p.m. Researcli Papers.

Wednesday, March 28

Theme for the Day: "Our Specializa-
tion — Communication"
9 to 10:30 ajn. Third General Session.
Chairman: E. Dudley Parsons, Min-
neapolis Public Schools
"Trends and Developments in the
Field of Communication"—James
D. Finn, University of Southern

California, and Robert O. Hall,
State College for Alameda County,
California

10:30 a.m. to 1 Noon. Concurrent Ses-
sions
"Have You Tried Listening?"
"Teacher Training By ETV"

"Electronic and Learning Labora-
tories"

"Creativity"
"Programming"
"Legislation"
"8mm Sound Projection"

1:30 to 3:30 p.m. Concurrent Sessions.
"Revitalizing Instruction in Small
School and School Systems"
"For Superintendents only—School
Plant Planning"
"Closed Circuit Television"

1:30 to 4:30 p.m. Consultant Centers
Cataloging, Filing, and Distribution
Educational Television
Teaching Machines iind Program-
ming
Local Production
Electronic Laboratories

7 to 8 p.m. General Assembly.
"The Teacher of Tomorrow"

—

Walter K. Beggs. University of
Nebraska

8:30 to 10 p.m. Demonstrations
Opaque Projector
Lettering
Colored Slides
Models
Dry Mounting
Film Previews

8:30 to 10:30 p.m. Research Papers

Thursday, March 29

Theme for the Day: "Our Organiza-
tion—DAVI"
9 to 9:30 a.m. Joint Session of DAVI
Groups
"DAVI Priorities: Diversity Within
Unity"
Anna L. Hyer, executive secretary,
DAVI

9:45 a.m. to 12 noon
Meetings of all DAVI Groups
Division of School and College
Groups:
Small Cities

Large Cities

Metropolitan
Town
County and Cooperative
College and University

Division of Professional Specializa-
tion:

Armed Forces
Film Librarians
Religious Education
Graphics
Motion Pictures
Television
Teaching Machines & Program-
med Learning

3 to 5 pjn. Fourth General Session
7 to 9:30 p.m. Banquet

Friday, March 30

Study Trips and Committee Meetings

DAVI—
(Contintted from Page 131)

search papers, film previews, AV and
PTA, running concurrently.

In a general session devoted to the

topic for Wednesday, "Our Speciali-

zation—Communication," James D.
Finn, principal investigator, NEA
Technological Development Project,

University of Southern California

Facility, and Robert O. Hall, director,

Instructional Materials, State College

for Alameda County, Hayward, Cali-

fornia, will cover trends and develop-

ments in the field of communication.
DAVI officials say that some of the

developments are so incredible they

could be cited by Ripley's "Believe It

or Not."

A new feature this year will be the

Consultant Centers. Experts will be
on hand horn 1:30 to 4:00 p.m.
Wednesday to give assistance on in-

dividual problems. Consultants have
been invited from the fields of educa-
tional television, teaching machines
and programming, instructional ma-
terials centers, local production, elec-

tronic and language laboratories, and
film libraries, including filing, cata-

loging, and distribution.

Thursday the heart and core of the

program, "Our Organization—DAM,"
will start off with DAVI's executive

secretary, Anna L. Hyer, discussing

DAVI's program in terms of priorities.

Following this, the college, school,

and specialized groups will convene to

discuss their own problems and re-

sponsibilities in this framework.

The fourth and last general session

on Thursday afternoon, "The Chal-

lenge to DAVI," will feature a team
of recognized leaders in the audio-

visual field interpreting what has been
learned during the week in terms of

professional opportunities, responsi-

bilities, and challenges. Participating

in this fourth general session will be
L. C. Larson, director, Audio-Visual
Center, Indiana University; Paul C.

Reed, director. Department of In-

structional Materials, Rochester (N. Y.)

Public Schools; Charles F. Sohuller,

director, Audio-Visual Center, Michi-

gan State University; Walter Bell, di-

rector, Audio-Visual Education, At-

lanta (Ga.) Public Schools; and'

Francis W. Noel, SAVES Project, Uni-

versity of Southern California. This

session will be coordinated by Paul W.
F. Witt, professor of education, Co-
lumbia University.

The convention will feature some of

the nation's top speakers; small group

'

meetings where educators can sit

down with their colleagues and swap
ideas; demonstrations, where the

teacher can learn more about the tools
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Ernest Tiemann, DAVI presi-

dent, comments on things to

be done and seen:

The theme of our national con-

vention to be held in Kansas

City March 25-30-"Our Educa-

tional Challenge in the Face of

Current World Forces"—is key-

ed to our organization's responsi-

bilities as a major emerging na-

tional force in American educa-

tion. A strongly visualized pres-

entation on the opening day re-

lates this theme to our own na-

tion and to the impact of world

forces on ow culture.

We will explore new trends,

methods and materials in the

various curriculum areas, mathe-

matics, English, biological and

physical sciences, social science,

guidance, art, physical educa-

tion, industrial arts and music.

Developments in the communi-
'

cations field will be reviewed

and summarized to show how
instructional technology has re-

sponded to these curriculum de-

velopments.

In closing, our membership
will have the opportunity to

evaluate ways and means by
which they, the DAVI organi-

zation, can follow an action pro-

gram that will contribute to

American education's response

not only to our world of change

but to the forces which are

causing change.

Several innovations have been

arranged by the planning com-

mittee this year, particularly in

the opportunity for participants

to meet in small groups for more
direct and intimate discussion

of the implications of the major

issues brought out by the speak-

ers. From this expanded partici-

pation much help should emerge
to guide DAVI's response to

these changes.

and materials he works with in his

classroom. There will be tours through-

out Kansas City, to the schools' educa-

tional television station, and to the

audiovisual training center at Trans-

World Airline headquarters. Of spe-

cial interest will be the tour to the

Truman Library at Independence,

where former President Truman will

personally greet our delegates.

The convention will have its annual

pre-convention Roundup and closing

"fun" banquet, where convention par-

ticipants can relax and mix serious

conference business with pleasure.

tT'^.^^'

NEW ECONOMY
PROVEN CLASSROOM CAPABILITY

This new, lightweight, rugged 4-speed record player combines class-

room-proven features with new construction methods for trouble-free

reliability under hard constant usage.

© 10-watt high-fidelity amplifier, transformer powered for complete

safety. © Big 9" oval dual-cone speaker. ® Standard output jack for

headphones, ATC HB-2 Listening System or external speaker.

® Extra bright Lucite post pilot light readily visible from all angles.

© Plug-in ceramic cartridge good in any climate; dual sapphire

needles, protected from hitting the motorboard, knobs and case.

® Bonded rubber turntable mat and automatic pop-up 45 RPM

adapter. © Scuff resistant silver brown fabricoid-covered % " ph^vood

case with metal corners and knees. ® Solid full-grip handle and spring

cushioned no-mar plastic feet. ® Ample storage space for AC cord

away from turntalile and pickup arm. @ Weighs only 15 lbs. ®

.ALL

54.95
school net

ATC 300A

$82.50 li.st

PRODUCnS .\RK TRANSKORMER POWERKl) FOR COMPLETE SAFETY

AUDIOTRONICS
11057 WEDDINGTON STREET, NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
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PHOTOPLAY FILMSTRIPS
In full color

$7.50
each

ANY THREE TITLES

$19.75

Ulysses—In full color, 64 fromes, a pic-

torial guide to the new Paramount screen

version of Homer's Odyssey, produced in

Italy. An invaluable aid to the study of

the classic. $7.50.

rh» Vikings—In full color, 47 frames,

bosed on the Kirk Douglas production.

$7.50. With guide, $7.80.

A Lesson in Mytliology—Explains Andro-

meda, the Minotaur, Iphigenio, etc., based

on M-G-M*s The Living Idol. 25 frames,

color. $7.50.

Knights of tlie Round Table—A set of

two filmstrips. Port One, block-ond-white,

25 frames, explains the background of the

story, its theme, its significance as on early

attempt to organize o league of nations.

Port Two, full color, 28 frames, tells the

story of the great legend, based on the

M-G-M photoplay. $7.50.

Adventures of Robinson Crusoe—In full

color, 50 frames, a clear pictorial guide to

the Defoe classic, based on the United

Artists screen version. $7.50.

The Glass Slipper—The charming fairy

tale of Cinderello, told in o new woy,

based on the M-G-M photoplay. 36 frames

in full color. $7.50. With guide, $7.80.

Romeo and Juliet—Shakespeare's great

love story illustrated in color from the

J. Arthur Rank production filmed on loca-

tion in Verona and other Italian cities.

44 frames. $7.50. With guide, $7.80.

Hansel and Gretel—In full color, 42
frames, the highlights of the beloved fairy

tale OS performed by the charming Kine-

mins of Michael Myerberg's screen version,

released by RKO Radio Pictures. $7.50.

Greatest Show on Eartli—In full color, o

lively pictorial guide to the circus, based on
Cecil B. DeMille's Technicolor Academy
Award - winning photoplay. 40 fromes.

$7.50.

Money-Baek Guaranteel

Alexander the Great—Biography of the first mon to conquer the civilized world,

based on the photoplay. Shows Alexander's effort to unite Europe and Asia, a

tosk with which the U.N. is still faced. 55 fromes. $7.50. With guide, $7.80.

Richard ill—Based on Laurence Olivier's colorful screen version of Shakespeare's

famous ploy. 48 frames. $7.50. With guide, $7.80.

In Black and White:

Julius Caesar, set of 2 filmstrips in block-

ond-white, presenting 97 scenes in the

M-G-M screen version of the ploy. $7.00.
With guide, $7.30.

Columbus—Black-and-white, bosed on the

J. Arthur Rank production starring Fredric

March. 55 Fromes. $3.00.

EDUCATIONAL & RECREATIONAL GUIDES, Inc. • 10 Brainerd Road, Summit, New Jersey
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editorial

Away
With

Oldfangled

Chalkboards

Paul C Reed

Not only are blackboards oldfangled, but chalkboards of any color

are, too. We say that all chalkboards are obsolete! They're archaic,

primitive, antiquated, ancestral, superannuated, or you pick your

own word from your own thesaurus to dramatize the fact that all

chalkboards are now "of the old school."

Not only that, but they waste the best wall space in a classroom;

they are inefficient; and considering the chalk you have to use,

they're just plain messy. Such anachronistic equipment no longer

has a legitimate, functional place in a modern schoolroom.

So what's caused this situation all of a sudden? Actually, it isn't

that recent. This situation has been developing for some time. We've
been so comfortable in our traditional ways of doing things, and so

anaesthetized by those with vested interests in chalk and chalk-

boards, we just haven't realized what was happening. Modern tools

are here for us to use.

Two developments are bringing about this revolution that now
is only starting. One is the modern overhead projector; the other

is the wide variety of new graphics equipment and techniques for

making charts, signs, graphs and other symbolic presentations.

The overhead projector, at the front of the classroom, installed as

basic equipment with a suitable projection screen, will do every-

thing normally done with the hundreds of square feet of chalk-

boards hung on the classroom's walls. Furthermore, this same new
equipment can communicate in dozens of different ways uncom-
prehended by those who insist on blackboards. It permits the

presentation of every conceivable kind of still picture, complex over-

lays of step-by-step visualization, and even projects the illusion of

motion through miraculous applications of polarized light.

So, then, how do you send the Williams and the Sandras to the

board to copy their homework problems?^ You don't. You quickly

make a transparency of the homework, if it's worth anybody else

seeing; and you project it large and bright and clear so everybody
can see and understand.

So what about those semi-permanent blackboard messages-
like MONDAY IS BANKING DAY, or THE HONOR ROLL?
Using new graphic lettering techniques you make a much more
attractive and efficient sign or chart and tack it to the now ample
bulletin board space. And nobody has to clean the erasers or scrub

the board!

Our call for abolishing chalkboards from American classrooms

may serve only to solidify defenders of the status quo. They may
solicit support from sellers and manufacturers of chalk and chalk-

boards and from designers with stock blueprints for covering class-

room walls with chalkboards. They may even urge you to write

your Congressman to preserve the "tried and true."

We hope, however, that others will be stirred: those who think

seriously about how we can adapt our newer tools and methods
for communication to the urgent teaching needs of our times. We
hope they will increase their efforts toward making (jur classrooms

places where learning is inescapable. We have the means.
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A rear projection unit in classroom use.

The Case

For Rear

Projection

by Donald K. Mereen

Director

Audiovisual Department
Milwaukee Public Schools

136

L HE Milwaukee Public Schools now use about 75
portable rear projection units for showing educational
motion pictures in classrooms without special darken-
ing facilities. It is anticipated that by the spring of
1962, at least 125 RP units will be in service in the
schools in the district.

The rear projection technique is being utilized to
promote the use of audiovisual instructional materials
within the regular classroom where its effectiveness
as a teaching tool is best realized. It has been found
that this can be realized and still be kept within the
administration's budget allotment.

Rear projection is not new. But it is only in the past
few years that rear projection equipment having both
mobility and low price has been available. It was
these two features that brought rear projection into
our range of consideration.

As Milwaukee has a large, progressive school sys-
tem, it may be that other audiovisual specialists and
administrators face similar darkening problems and
may want to know the reasons why Milwaukee de-
cided to use rear projection in addition to the regular
front projection techniques.

Being in the Division of Curriculum and Instruc-
tion, the department is naturally involved in cur-
riculum development and services. The learning proc-
ess is our prime concern and instructional materials
and equipment are merely a means to an end-not an
end in themselves.
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From the very beginning the department's philoso-

phy has been to have, so far as it is possible, all audio-

visual instructional materials used within the teacher's

own classroom. This, of course, was easier said than

done. It wasn't too long ago that most teachers had
to take their students to special viewing rooms. In

some cases, unfortunately, this is still done.

While the special viewing room may be better than

nothing, it is far from ideal. The teacher must uproot

her class and spend anywhere from 5 to 10 minutes

moving them and settling the group down again. This

not only takes valuable time from instruction, but

alters the "learning" mood of the students.

It was evident that it would be more effective if

educational films could be shown in the students'

own room. This would eliminate time wasted in mov-
ing, the "jolt " of a different environment, and it would
make it easier for teachers to integrate films into the

lesson plan.

In order to show films in each classroom, the possi-

bilities of an extensive room darkening program were
considered. Our construction department estimated

that it would cost about $300 to darken each room
according to our requirements. "Our requirements" is

stressed because it was planned to use a special track

to hold the darkening drapes. While this track might
cost more initially, it promised, in the long run, to

more than pay for the difference.

When you consider 146 schools, most of them need-

ing extensive room darkening, plus new schools on

the drawing boards, it is plain that the total cost for

room darkening would be prohibitive and not keeping

pace with the needs. Even if compromises were made
with "our requirements" and it were possible to cut

costs in half, it still would have been beyond the

possibilities of budget allotments.

Therefore, an investigation was made into the possi-

bilities of showang films in rooms without special

darkening facilities. This led to the consideration of

rear projection.

It was obvious that it would not be possible to

use every piece of AV equipment with rear projection,

and that a screen image size smaller than we had
been accustomed to woidd have to be used. Being

concerned with our total program, we went ahead
with the investigation.

The desired equipment had to fit certain require-

ments. First, it had to be low in cost. Second, it had
to be mobile so that each unit could serve a number
of classrooms. And third, it had to show a picture

that was clear, sharp and large enough to create the

necessary learning impact.

After a period of evaluation and tryout of the

chosen equipment in several schools and after con-

sultations with AV building directors and teachers,

there was little objection to the units and especially

the screen size. Psychological obstacles had been
overcome because teachers and students had become
accustomed to viewing television instruction on even

a smaller size screen, and teachers realized that ef-

fective teaching would be possible with rear pro-

jection.

A rear projection unit was demonstrated to the

superintendent, assistant superintendents and other

administrators. They agreed with the Audiovisual De-
partment's recommendation that it could do a suitable

job and, as a result, the following policy was estab-

lished and passed by the Board of School Directors.

Rear projection units were to be used in all average

size classrooms in the Milwaukee Public Schools. As
a result, no provision would be made for special

darkening of regular classrooms except that ordinary

roller type opaque window shades would be installed

when present shades were to be replaced. This would
be sufficient to care for normal needs of light con-

trol and darkening.

New schools, too, came under this policy. Each
average size classroom was to be fitted with regular

roller type opaque shades and was to be served with
rear projection units.

Thus in one stroke, film showings were made possi-

ble in hundreds of individual classrooms in old schools,

new schools and schools yet to be built.

This policy also recognized that some rooms would
still require complete darkening facilities. For exam-
ple, in some student laboratories, darkening facilities

were needed for opaque projector, micro-projectors,

light experiments and purposes other than the show-
ing of films. This meant that multiple film showing
techniques were needed. A flexible, practical program
as to whether a room should be darkened or not was
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A student operator wheels in

a Wilson rear projection

unit. The srreen hox has a

vinyl translucent screen
equal in size to a 30-in. TV
rereiver.

developed based on room size and curriculum needs.

Today, we have many classrooms without special

darkening facilities that are being served by rear

projection units, and we also have many darkened

rooms. The two systems complement each other and

enable the teacher to utilize as many AV materials in

the individual classroom as curriculum calls for and

conditions permit.

But equipment, no matter how practical, is not

enough. It takes trained, dedicated personnel to

breathe life into any AV program and make it work.

Fortunately, Milwaukee has teacher and student power
to make our AV program click. Each school has an

Audiovisual Building Director who is also a full time

teacher. He is in charge of the AV program in his

school. .\nd to assist him in this task, he has the

Student Operators' Club.

Since almost everyone knows the value of student

operators, there's no need to go into this phase of our

program except to mention how much they can con-

tribute to the overall success of any AV program.

Even if a school does not have trained student op-

erators, the rear projection unit is so simple to operate

that teachers do not experience any difficulty in its

operation. However, in our system, the student op-

erator threads the projector in advance and wheels

the set-up RP unit into the classroom ready for the

film showing. All that is needed from that point on is

a flick of the projector switch. The teacher is free

to concentrate on teaching.

The success of Milwaukee's program can be meas-

ured in part by the teachers' interest in the use of

films and other AV instructional materials. It's a sim-

ple criteria, but important. About two years ago the

schools used about 6,000 films per month for class-

room instruction. Today the schools are using about

8,000 films each month.

Another reason for this heavy usage is our 400-page

film catalog replete with a synopsis of each film and
other data. Each teacher has her own copy and is

free to choose from its 6,000-plus titles.

All in all, instructional materials and equipment are

made readily accessible at all classroom levels. Even
so, one of our prime responsibilities as audiovisual

specialists lies in the formation of a strong "In-Service

Training Program" for teachers in the utilization of

materials of instruction and the operation of the equip-

ment needed for its presentation.

The AV technique must be sold to the individual

classroom teacher in such a way as to remove any

resistance to the "mechanics" of AV instruction. Our
goal of utilization of materials in the individual class-

rooms (where they belong) must be sold in such a

way as to meet with the approval of our administra-

tors and board members.

Through rear projection we are able to utilize al-

most every one of our individual classrooms for the

showing of educational films tockiy—nitber than some
time in the problematical future "when we can afford

it."

Mr. Mereen
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Some Practical Pointers

On Programming
by William B. Sanborn

Director, Bureau of Instructioruil Materials

San Francisco Unified School District

\

X HE following is presented with the programmer,

editor, and publisher of materials in mind. At a time

when the field of programming is a fledgling, some

of the following field observations, or opinions, may
prove of practical use.

This is not an involved piece of statistical research.

It employs little psychological jargon nor is any

attempt made to be either pedantic or profound. It is

keyed to the reactions of several practicing school ad-

ministrators and teachers to a new media. This might

be considered a consumer-educator report. Many of

the issues mentioned are readily discernible as to their

accuracy or merit, either pro or con. Some observa-

tions are unquestionably valid, others tangential or

fragmentary, a few manifest emotional bias, and sev-

eral give evidence of a poorly organized or selected

program replete with inefficient sequence, prompts,

cues and fading.

How was this data, or series of reactions, gathered?

They have been noted by the writer during two years

of reasonably comprehensive experience actually using

programmed materials in various realistic public school

situations. This has been coupled with impressions and

comments derived from observing programmed activi-

ties in many sections of the country, participating in

conferences on the subject, plus careful examination

of dozens of different programmed materials. Another

researcher, covering the same ground, might have ar-

rived at a different series of observations. Admittedly,

some of the materials first available were fairly dull

and primitive tools. However, credit must be given

to those publishing houses with sufficient conviction

to take the first step.

The writer must consider this technique from the

position of a director of instructional materials for a

large school district. This administration involves the

direct responsibility for the district's evaluation, pur-

chase and use of textbooks and library books, 16mm
films, filmstrips, slides, recordings, study prints, realia

and exhibit materials, radio, television, maps and
globes, and keeping "tab" on the subject of program-
ming. This is perhaps a wide-screen approach to in-

structional materials, but it has marked advantages in

terms of over-all evaluation. The right teaching tool,

for the right job, at the right time is not a cliche, it

is just good sense. It should be remembered that the

concept of pooling instructional material services imder

unified administration is growing rapidly. Keep in

mind while perusing these points that many identical

observations could be made about any type of instruc-

tional material. Quite naturally, by virtue of its new-

ness. Programmed Instruction materials are subjected

to particular scrutiny. An objective point of view

fosters intelligent planning for improvement and

growth.

The following items are listed as separate points

purposely, even though some of them are related or

overlap. This is because during the course of gather-

ing this data such specific categorization occurred

often. As these were encountered there were many
highly favorable comments and observations. How-
ever, the plus side of Programmed Instruction we all

know, so there is little use in parroting at this juncture.

It is the consumer-educator that really counts. Neither

improved instructional efficiency or royalties are

realized from unsold volumes.

Here are a few of the more provocative, as well as

some of the not particularly favorable reactions

gathered.

1. The absolute key to success is reading. Program-

ming involves no reading panacea. It cannot eclipse

the language level factor. If a student does not read

well his success will be impaired.

It was noted that students tend to overlook impor-

tant definitions and explanations. Because of the ease

with which programmed materials may be followed,

slipshod reading occurs. Improvement of format ap-

plicable to important definitions and key explanations

is desirable.

In this regard it would seem worthwhile to explore

the possibilities of "programmed reading" per se. How-
ever, nonnal page format would have to be kept in

mind since both a skill and a habit are being con-

sidered.

2. A programmed course, or unit, might be con-

sidered inconsistent with what many educators be-

lieve about teaching, if in the beginning it does not

give the student a definite sense of direction, a clue

to understanding the whole of which it is a part, or

stimulation towards satisfactorily attaining a goal.

Basic structural format of the quality standard text-

book presentation should not be overlooked for the
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convenience, brevity and concise "slick" Format of

programmed materials.

3. Programming is a science. The successful pro-

grammer must reflect a unique combination of knowl-
edge, experience and skill.

First, there is no substitute for the programmer be-
ing thoroughly familiar with, and up-to-date on, the
subject involved.

Secondly, the successful programmer must have
practical, first-hand experience in teaching youngsters
or adults at the specific grade level, or levels, for which
the programmed material is designed. The finest

mathematician may be unable to communicate effec-

tively to an 8th grade youngster.

Third, in addition to subject knowledge and grade
level experience, the programmer needs a certain

ability to write. Many outstanding teachers cannot
express themselves well on the written page.

Fourth, the programmer must persist in studying
and helping to develop the techniques of program-
ming itself. At present this is more or less of an in-

service self activity and much can be derived from ex-

changing information between interested authors and
skilled editors. A great deal is being learned about
this subject, or science, and quite rapidly.

4. Several students, many of them the more talent-

ed, expressed sincere appreciation for the program but
commented that it was an unattractive, impassive, bor-

ing, colorless, unrealistic, lifeless and mechanical ap-

proach to learning.

This should be tempered by the observation that

many of these students did remarkably well with their

programs.

Note, however, that the same sort of 'criticism'

might be leveled at many of our time-tested standard
texts.

5. If programmed materials at present lack any
basic clement common to strong instructional ma-
terials, it is assuredly their almost uniform lack of

color, illustrations, maps, diagrams, etc. In other

words, they are quite unattractive. Page appeal should

not be forgotten. Certainly all that we know about
the values commensurate with fine, well-keyed, quality

illustrations should not be discarded for the con-

venience of format.

Dozens of frames, or even sequences of frames, have
been studied that were not as efficient or effective as

a possible illustration.

6. Programmed materials need particularized proof-

ing. Several programmed subjects examined contained

an astonishing number of errors. There were errors in

(a) sequence of frame presentation; (b) inversion of

answers; (c) typographical errors; (d) incorrectly

computed or stated answers.

7. A number of students indicated that they were
able to do exactly what the book demanded in both
an efficient and effective manner, but really did not

know why. In other words, some aspect or element
of true, thorough understanding was either overlooked

or missing.

Is the student really involved or participating in a

meaningful activity?

8. It was found that in many cases, problems or

'"Programmed mater

class discussions,

give a demonstrat

student's prob

not be promoted

presentations for response were unquestionably simpli-

fied in order to obtain answers which would con-

veniently fit into a small answer space. This factor is

easily discernible by a good teacher.

This observation has a number of possible connota-

tions, but short responses can be habit forming and

may not produce the best intellectual stimulation in

terms of depth.

9. In most programmed materials to date, students

do not learn to set up their own problems, based on

what they have studied. In other words, realistic

transfer, application and analysis beyond the printed

page have been sadly lacking.

In certain asp>ects of the physical sciences, program-

med materials provided good problems with correct

answers, however the student was not put enough
on his own to prove his answer.

Such activities should be included as an integral

part of the program, or handled through some supple-

nlentary technique.

10. Several situations were noted wherein logic

was extremely well represented in the examples but

was not apparent in the related explanation. This

point may be overlooked easily by the author and
should be watched for with care by an editor.

11. The programmed textbook should not be ac-

cused of a "cook-book" approach, rather than one of

logic. Some of this criticism is derived from offhand

reaction to the current format of programmed ma-
terials and stems from unfamiliarity and inexperi-

ence. It should, however, remain a point well taken.

12. In examining a wide variety of materials it would
appear that there was a disproportionate number of

easy problems as opposed to difficult ones, with prob-

lems of medium intensity often bypassed.

13. Where applicable, a reasonable balance should

be maintained between straight arithmetical presen-
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ials . . . cannot hold

conduct a debate,

ion or diagnose a

lems. They should

on such a basis."

tation and computational word problems. This ob-

viously applies to subjects such as mathematics,

phvsics, indirectly to chemistry and others. The value

ot repetitive transition between the written word

and the symbol should not be overlooked.

14. Some students and teachers made the salient ob-

jection that the pure mechanics of the material created

a block to understanding. This, unequivocally, is a

factor of balance between the author's presentation

and the factor of individual differences, coupled with

the over-all length of the material involved. How-

ever, there may be certain fields, or the sheer amount

of material presented, wherein the mechanical (or

patterned) aspect of programming may stifle under-

standing.

15. It would appear (but certainly is open to much
deeper thinking) that the programmed text format

made greater contributions to the fast and slower

learner than the average. This is a very provocative

consideration.

16. Unquestionably many "types" of programmed
materials will be developed and tested, keyed to

achieving different goals and varying in depths of

• presentation. It appears as if an eiuiched linear ap-

proach offers the most at present.

17. It remains to be seen whether entire courses

or shorter units within a subject area will be the most

palatable via the programmed format. There is per-

haps merit to both, but it would not be illogical to

presume resentment on behalf of a high school young-

ster taking five solids, four of which were via the

programmed format. This appears to be a reasonable

consideration which may lend strength to the value

of shorter unit presentations.

IS. If small particularized units are to be program-

med they may serve their best purpose as enrichment

materials. As such, they must be outstanding in all

respects. This possibility is certainly inherent in the

programmed approach. However evaluation commit-

tees are becoming more discerning than ever regard-

ing the selection of only highly qualified enrichment

material. Competition is strong.

19. Examination to date clearly indicates the diffi-

culty in writing a successful frame. It is not easy, and

is certainly far more difficult to create than straight

prose. Every word counts and each word must be

selected and evaluated with care. Sentence structure

must be precise and should refrain from a multiplicity

of ideas within one sentence.

20. More use should be made of supplementary in-

formation or recommended activities within the pro-

gram itself. It should not necessarily disrupt a pro-

gram's flow to refer to modifying footnotes, illustra-

tions, maps, experimental work and other references.

21. The extremely short answer, more or less dic-

tated by programmed format can possibly elicit argu-

ment within the English, social studies and humani-

ties fields. Materials were examined wherein the pro-

gram's stated answer was positively debatable, and

from one to as many as three alternate answers would

have been acceptable. Obviously, there are philosophi-

cal applications in this problem, as well as author and

regional considerations.

22. Programmed materials ( at least in their present

stage of development) cannot (a) hold class discus-

sions; (b) conduct a debate; (c) give a demonstra-

tion; ( d ) or diagnose a particular student's adjustment

or learning problems. They should not be promoted

on such a basis.

23. Teachers', supervisors' and administrators' re-

actions and acceptance of programmed materials will

vary widely.

Some practical factors affecting this consideration

are as follows

:

(a) Poor materials encountered on initial trial.

(b) Reaction to encroachment on stereotyped pat-

tern of classroom atmosphere.

( c ) Negative reaction from some teacher organiza-

tions and unions, as well as individual teachers,

based on an unfounded fear of possible replace-

ment.

( d ) Fear that a well programmed presentation will

show up a weak teacher.

(e) Concern that the technique itself is sterile and

virtually lacking in the human elements held

necessary for successful teaching.

(f) Concern over the extremely important factor

of reading ability and comprehension.

(g) Unenthusiastic response to the highly sys-

tematized, organized, progressive pattern in-

volved in good programming. ( Unfortunately,

some teachers are never organized.)

The crux of programmed material acceptance is

conditioned by two factors:

1. The quality and effectiveness of the subject pres-

entation, and in this case its correlation to the

technique, and

2. The relative cost of the program material.

(Continued on Page 144)
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Your Class Has A
^Learning Profile*

by John G. Church

Associate in Educational Communications

Slate Education Department

New York Universittj

JlxAVE you often wondered about the actual pat-

tern of learning in your classes, the presentations

which were most effective, and the teacliing materials

and methods which were most productive . . . ?

Naturally you've had your own opinion. And you

may have had interpretations made by visitors and

supervisors. A highly effective procedure called "learn-

ing profile analysis," developed by Dr. Loran C.

Twyford, and being used to obtain data in a Na-

tional Defense Education Act study,^ provides for

ratings of learning by each student.

Briefly, the procedure is based upon each student

1 The research reported herein was support-

ed bij a grant from the U.S. Office of

Education, Department of Health, Educa-

tion, and Welfare.

in a class being given a variable resistor actuated by

a knob by which he can indicate the degree of learn-

ing which he is experiencing. The ratings of the in-

dividual students are summated and indicated on a

meter.

At intervals (for instance, every thirty seconds)

the meter reading can be charted by a researcher

with an indication of the type of activity going on in

the class.- Visual and auditory recordings can be

used to make a complete record if desired.

This program analyzer can be easily established in

any classroom. A small battery is all that is necessary

to maintain the circuit. There is no dangerous electri-

cal voltage.

With your own program analyzer you can plot

learning profiles as shown on page 143. The horizontal

axis shows the meter reading. The vertical axis indi-

cates the particular minute in class. Thus, in Learning

Profile Number 47, at Minute 17, a reference to wall

chart brought about a rating reading at 30 percent.

A teacher assistant, graduate student, student

teacher, or another teacher can easilv learn, with

practice, to record the meter readings, the curriculum

content and instructional methods in the class in order

to make such a learning profile. As long as the person

is familiar with the terminology of our profession

he will be able to write a useful description.

By this convenient method of analyzing learning

in a class you can make charts of several classes and

discover some very interesting things about your

classes which you may not have known before. There

are many things that can be learned by merely look-

ing at one profile of a class. For instance, you can see

that introductorv material, whether in the form of a

lecture before a demonstration as shown at Minute

14 in Profile Number 47, or background material in

films as shown at Minutes 24 and 36 in Profile 48.

This would indicate to you that you would want to

go more quickly to the point in a class presentation. In

looking at these two profiles, the use of audiovisual

media such as overhead transparencies and films

(Continued on Pa<:,e 144)

Figure 1. The variable resistor used provides a means of in-

dicating the dep-ee of' learning one is experiencing.

- This technique and related research have

been described in Loran C. Twyford, "Pro-

file Techniques For Program Armlysis."

Audio-Visual Communication Review, Vol-

ume //, (Fall, 1954), Pages 243-262.
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Learning Profile
(Continued from Pufic 142)

proved to be more effective than lecture and tlenion-

stratioii, at least for the particular topic of density

and specific gravity. Not only was there a lower level

of learning indicated for a demonstration of bouyancy,

but also the same information was presented in less

time with a higher level of learning in the Experi-

mental Group with a motion picture film.

But it is not necessary to compare two classes by
this technique. Within one class a study of a learning

profile can indicate some valuable information. For
instance, in the film on Archimedes' Principle, the

first se(iuence of the film could have been omitted

with no decrease in learning material presented. This

introductory historical material was particularly dis-

tracting to the group because they were viewing old

Archimedes actually stepping into a bathtub. The rest

of the film presented information that was valuable to

the group and resulted in a high level of learning.

A person actually teaching a class can study the

learning profile and learn much from it because of his

fajniliarity with the students, the content and the

methods utilized.

This article has been an attempt to present, in a

practical way, a description of how a teacher could

set up a program analyzer and how the resulting

learning profiles could be made useful in obtaining a

more objective view of learning in his particular class-

es. This technique is being used to evaluate learning

by more refined analysis made on the basis of more
than 300 learning profiles recorded through a com-
plete school year in ninth grade general science class-

es in Albany, New York. The project is being carried

out by the New York State Education Department
under a grant from the National Defense Education

Act, Title VII. When completed in 1962, a complete

ligiiri- 2. All ohiii ini'lcr is iisi-d to record tile avcraji"' of iIk

ratings of Icuriiiiif; liy chiss mrinherg.

report will be made available indicating what has been
learned concerning the use of instructional materials,

teaching methods, curriculum content and patterns

of learning on the part of students.

The vitality of this technique offering the oppor-

tunity to study classes in detail seems so significant

that we decided to present this article at this time

without waiting until the presentation of the final

report.-'

^ For further information on this project

contact Dr. Loran C. Ttvyford, Principal

Investigator, Title VII Research Project,

The University of the State of New York,

Tlie State Education Department, Albany 1

,

New York.

Pointers on Programming

—

(Continued from Page 141)

Teachers and administrators will ask legitimately:

"What will programmed coverage do that I cannot

do with a standard textbook approach?" Added to

this will be the per unit cost factor, whether above
or below standard textbook costs. A consumable pro-

grammed textbook appears to be quite impractical,

and only fosters the criticism that we are simply deal-

ing with an expanded type of work book.

The basic technique inherent in Programmed In-

struction materials has substantial merit. It is defi-

nitely here to stay. Obviously, the "program" is the

heart of the activity. The differential between a teach-

ing machine and well-programmed textbook rests

simply with degrees of sophistication. From the prac-

tical administrator's point of view—with an eye to the

budget as well as instructional efficiency— it appears as

if the programmed textbook potential offers more than

the various automated devices achieving much the

same ends.

Programmed Instiuction will play an extraordinary

role in the years to come. However, initially it will

have to be sold. It is important that during the de-

velopmental gyrations through which Programmed In-

struction is now passing, no wild, inaccurate or false

claims are made about the technique. They will only

become incipient boomerangs.

A cautious, sensitive, thoroughly professional ap-

proach is needed. The technique of soliciting mutual

cooperation in sharing viewpoints, experiments and

suggestions between the publisher and the consumer is

imperative.
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". . . and by the way, what happened

to AV at the Seattle World's Fair?"

77ii.v is a sad story. It explains why there will be no

audiovisual exhibit at Seattle when the World's Fair

opens this spring.

We had been pretty excited last summer when we

first learned about the ideas for telling the world

from Seattle about the new tools for educational

communication. We heard about the committee, the

original ^rant of funds, the plans for a "Centunj 21

Exhibit." We thought everything was all set. It sound-

ed great. But then what?

Disillusionment! Late last year we heard rumors

thai the project director, Jerry Mars, had returned to

his audiovisual responsibilities at Syracuse University.

We asked him if he would write and tell us frankly

what really did happen.

Our sincerest hope now is that the telling of this

story will help ensure that this experience will not be

repeated in the planning for the New York Fair of

1964.

Paul C. Reed

xJeai Paul:

When you asked, "what happened?"—you certainly

let yourself in for something.

As you may have known, the NEA allocated funds

in their 1961-1962 budget for the salary and support

of a person to direct an educational exhibit at the

Seattle World's Fair which opens in Seattle, Washing-

ton, on April 21, 1962 and runs for six months.

At the NEA Atlantic City convention last June,

I accepted the directorship of the project. In accepting

the position, I recognized that our major problem was
time. We had only nine months to think, plan and
execute a program whose purpose was to indicate some
of the possible directions American education, at all

levels, could take in Century 21. After an orientation

trip to Seattle and some initial meetings with indi-

viduals from business, industry and education, we
met in Chicago with the executive board of the De-
partment of Audiovisual Instruction, NEA, and ex-

plained our problem and asked their assistance.

Basically, our charge was to pull together a design

The proposed AV pavilion for the Seattle fair.
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"CENTURY 21"

Educational Conference
Participants

Dr. Albert Ayars

Head, Educational Division

Hill & Knowlton, Inc.

New York 17, New York

Mr. Robert A. Cox, Director

Educational Film Library

Syracuse University

Syracuse 10, New York

Dr. Jerrokl E. Kemp, Coordinntor

Audio-Visual Service Center

San Jose State College

San Jose, California

Dr. Philip Lewis, Director

Bureau of Instructional Material'.

Chicago Board of Education

Chicago, Illinois

Dr. Richard B. L.'wis, Head
Division of Audio-Visual Services

San Jose State College

San Jose 14, California

Miss Mary Helen Mahar
School & Children's Specialist

Library Services Branch

U. S. Office of Education

Washington, D. C.

Walter J. Mars, Project Director (Chairman)

Education Exhibit—Seattle World's Fair

Syracuse 10, New York

Dr. Eugene K. Oxhandler
Associate Director for Research

Audio-Visual Center

Syracuse University

Syracuse 10, New York

Dr. Robert Snider

Assistant Executive Secretary

Dept. of Audiovisual Instruction—NEA
Washington 6, D. C.

Mrs. Grace Stevenson

Deputy Executive Director

American Library Association

Chicago II, Illinois

Brian Stewart, Supervisor

Graphic Art Division

Syracuse University

Syracuse 10, New York

and proposal for the exhibit to be submitted to the

U.S. Office of Education for funding under title

VIIB—the section concerned with disseminating in-

formation on educational media.

DAVI was interested and cooperative. Ernie Tieman,
Ann Hyer and Bob Synder were most helpfid and
through their efforts a DAVI (ad hoc) planning com-
mittee was formed. This committee met in Chicago for

a two-day "brainstorming" session in mid-August.

From the deliberations of this Chicago meeting a

working script was drawn. A contract for preliminary

design was let to Brian Stewart Associates, a group

of educational and industrial designers in Syracuse,

New York. We were agreed that because of the tight

time schedule, the limitations of space in the Coli-

seum Building, where the exhibit was to be housed,

and general cost factors, it was necessary that we
simulate much of what we wanted to say.

Briefly, our exhibit included: a short visual orienta-

tion to the problems facing education today with em-
phasis on the explosions of population, knowledge and
technological innovation; an area which would simu-

late large group instruction using TV and rear screen

projection; an automated model of a community which
would indicate the vital relationship that the commu-
nity has with its public schools and colleges; a library

section which planned to include new programmed
texts as well as the latest in standard publications; an

area for the learning laboratory with the latest in

tape decks, student response mechanisms, and in-

dividual TV viewers. Also planned was a student

home study unit equipped to take tape cartridges

and 8mm sound films checked out from school in-

structional resource library for home study purposes.

Another major exhibit area concerned itself with

problems and practices in teacher education. The last

area of the exhibit and probably the most important

was a combination learning area and instructional ma-
terials center. An area where materials and devices

for teaching and learning would be readily available

to teacher and student. This area would also be able

to serve, on occasion, as a "live" demonstration area.

You will note that I have made no reference to

grade level. This problem was to be solved by means
of content material that was presented in the various

areas. A regular schedule of presentation was to be
worked out, as was the content, during the construc-

tion phase of the program.

Our proposal and design were drawn and checked
during the month of September. This would have been
an impossible task except for the wonderful help and
cooperation of such experts as John Flory, Tom Hope
and Bob Locker of Eastman Kodak Company and
Belmont and Peter Corn of Displayer, Inc.

Our plan was reviewed by the NEA, the Washing-
ton Education Association and interested educators at

the University of Washington and elsewhere. All com-
ments and reactions regarding the idea, direction and
design were favorable. But when it came to cost, I am
certain that the figures were a shock and revelation to

all. I know they were to me.

We submitted our "package" to the U.S. Office

of Education in early October and I know they had a

difficult time in making their decision. Personally, I

would say that the decision not to fund the proposal

and have an educational exhibit at Seattle was due to

three factors.

First, I think that there is an innate conservatism

within the entire framework of education, a desire "to

have one's cake and eat it too," a wish to know and

(Continued on page 162)
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AV
in the Church Field

by William F. Hockman

Many Lessons In This Film

One of the first things we noticed

about the 45-minute b&w film A
Lesson In Learning was the exxelleiit

user's guide which came with it. Since

v\e are unable to reproduce it here,

take my word for it that it is the key to

understanding this fine film as a film,

and also to an appreciation of its es-

sential usefulness.

What we do, basically, via the

camera is eavesdrop on a class of

Tenth Graders under the leadership

of a litde-more-than-average teacher,

with the discussion method as the

principal technique. It is good to see

another teacher teach; to see order,

disorder and frustration; to see learn-

ing take place; to see the sparks of

interaction fly; to see young people

using each other's minds as anvils for

pounding chunks of their faith into

shape. We see this permissive teach-

er take control—both too early and

too late. We see the class discipline it-

self. We see the curriculum material

used and ignored. But you have never

seen a class of young people so very

little conscious of the camera that

was upon them; as parts of a number
of class sessions were photographed in

interesting pictures and with good

clear sound. A fine job, Mr. Everett

A. Parker, producer; and Mr. William

Jersey, director; and all the others!

Distribution by the Christian Edu-
cation Press, 1505 Race St., Phila-

delphia 2, Pa. Inquire as to rental

price. Teachers will gather much from

this fibn, and wide-awake parents will

gather a better understanding of teach-

ing and religious growth from it.

Broadcast Communication
The preacliers have discovered that

'communication' is the fa.shionable

word for pre^iching, and we are get-

ting quite a shelf of books on Com-
munication which turn out to be pret-

ty much the same old stuff in some
new words. Such a book is Martin

Marty's The Improper Opinion. It has

the subtitle, "Ma.ss Media and The
Christian Faith."

Basically, it is a lx)ok about how
and what to preach over the air via

films and T.V. In other words, it is a

book by a preacher about how to

broadcast the church's Gosi>el to a

rather indifferent world. As many ser-

mons are preached, this book was
written back-end to the front. We are

way up to page 86 and Chapter IV,

The Forms of Christian Presentation,

before we hit much that's new, and
the pay-dirt is in Chapters V and VI.

Cutting this short, Marty's insights

are theological rather than psycho-

logical or sociological. He derives his

kinds of communication from the na-

ture of the message ( Gospel ) . This is

to the good. But the format of preach-

ing (presentation, he likes better) is

also shaped by the nature of the com-
munication process itself, the tech-

nology of communication, and by the

essential nature of the audience. He
seems unfamiliar with thinking in the

field of perception, and reveals no
acquaintance with such illuminating

observations as those of Neal E. Miller

and his "WNDG" formula. Again,

this book has in it little for the situ-

ational use of the various mass media
as against their employment in broad-

casting. We found the book hard
reading, not from the weight of the

thought but rather from its lack of

literary grace. It seems spoken-thought

rather than written-thought. It might
listen a lot better than it reads. In

that event it should have been 'pub-

lished* on LP records.

South American Materials

Under the leadership of William F.

Fore of die Board of Missions of the

Methodist Church (475 Riverside

Drive, New York 27, N.Y.), four good
and useful color and sound filmstrips

have been produced to give back-
ground information and visual appeal

to this year's study of this part of the
world by tlie churches of America.
Foundations of Faith (II minutes, 73
frames) takes us to Brazil, showing us

how the church there is a vital force

for good as the tides of secularism

beat on the human shores of this great

country. A Choice For Rosa (9 min-
utes, 64 frames) tells us alx)ut a girl

v\ho goes to a Protestant school (be-

cause it is academically superior) and
finds her life changed.

In The Broken Bike ( 1 1 minutes.

FILMSTRIP AND SLIDE

SSSaSe BRIGHTER
SSlgSlggSg
iifH SIMPLER
Si si 98 ^7

No Filmstrip

4=*si!ili**rsa»5^ Sticking!

Doubles

Effective Light!

V-25-P
student interest perks again and

again-frame after frame-as you

teach easier, faster with the

brighter, sharper virtually "Auto-

mated" Viewlex V-25-P. It's the

simplest to use, most advanced

combination 35mm filmstrip and

2"x2" slide projector made. And—
revolutionary new "Anti-Hesive*"

aperture plates eliminate filmstrip

sticking forever

!

Write for FREE Booklet of

Award Winning Essays on "How
Audio Visual Aids Make Teach-

ing and Learning Easier" and

Viewlex Catalog.

Write for

iUustrated Catalog

ievifiex INC.

6 BROADWAY, HOLBROOK, L. I., N. Y.

In Canada—Anglophoto, Ltd., Montreal
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77 frames) we have a new and in-

teresting format: a first section where
the teacher sets the context for the

story and reads tlie commentary'; the

middle section—the s-tory itself; and

the last section where the story is

talked alxmt. Very good; nice to see

new ideas! The hike was new, and

when it was broken tin's jiniior-age

boy learned several things abont his

father's love and the wa\' his chnrch

school could help liim in time of

personal crisis.

Stan Moore, agricultural missionary,

is on his way via the air to El Veri^el.

Methodist mission center, in Southern

Chile. He stops at Iqiiitinc and visits

a Methodist school of 500 pupils; in

Santiago he visits Methodist institu-

tions; and, then on to El Vergel.

3,750 model farm long distingviished

for its researches in agriculture, horti-

culture, and animal husbandry. This

we see in Mi.ssionarij To Chile (14

minutes, 71 frames).

Age levels: first, youth and adult:

second and fourth, jiniior hi and
adults; third, junior boys and girls.

The quality level is good, both in

photographs, in commentary, and in

the recorded commentaries. Good and

u.seful material, and good and useful

to others than Methodists since it is

typical Evangelical mission activity in

Another Fine Product From ACMADE

AUTOMATIC BUTT SPLICER
Cuts. Splices. Applies Magic Mylar Automatically

Now, with no
fuss, mess or

waste, it is

possible to
splice, repair,

butt-splice, or
strengthen
splices on all

' types of film

—

positive, nega-
tive, magnetic — even duPont Cronar or

other bases.

The cutting arm,
shown in opera-
ting position, is A I
used by press- w >
ing the chrome
button for cut-

ting both sides,
of the film si-

multaneously.
The film, has been registered on pins in the

horizontal channel. The cutting blade is eas-

ily replaced.

The splicing
tape is regis-
tered on pre-

cision pins and
held in place
until automati-
cally applied to

,t he film by
swinging the

arm over and pressing the chrome button,
cutting the adhesive and applying it — in

perfect register to the film.

Model 35 for 35mm. Model 16 for 16mm—'295

Serving the World's Finest Film Makers

FLORNAN&BABB,Inc.
68 W. 45th St., New York 36, N. Y.

Murray Hill 2-2928

South American countries. Fuller in-

lormation, and prices from the above
iiddress.

Great Hymns Filmstrips

Paul Kidd (writer), Esther R. Bell

(illustrator) and William Woodson
(narrator) teamed up to prwluce, un-

der Family Filmstrij) auspices, two
good and useful color and somul

(3.3 1/3 LP record) filmstrips, llyiiiii

Stories I and Hymn Stories II. We are

given the story of each hymn's writ-

ing, words and music, and then at the

end of each band one stanza of the

hymn with music. The running time

on the first one is 1.5 minutes; 12'/;!

on the second.

The art is stylized representational.

It communicates very well. The com-

mentary is well written, and nicely

narrated but the music in all the

hymns is at the slow end of the tempi

spectrum and some groups, used to

singing the.se hymns at a faster (and

better) tempo, ought to be warned by

the user. (We are well aware of the

producer's problem. He knows the

general tendency to 'drag' our hymns )

.

In the first these four hymns are pre-

sented: "Holy, Holy, Holy," "What A
Friend We Have In Jesus," "My Faith

Looks Up To Thee," "Dear Lord and

Father of Mankind." In the second \m>

get "Stand Up Stand Up For Jesus,"

"Just As I Am," "I Love Thv Kingdom
Lord," and "Blest Be The Tie That
Binds."

The age bracket is junior and up;

the utilization situation is when yon

need to tell these stories, and when
you need a hymn in a church school

worship service, in any devotional

program; and when you want to tell

the stories of four great hymns and
sing them in part or entire. Recom-
mended; a very good job; buy through

your dealer; price is $16. .50 for the

two complete.

For Enjoyment Alone
Some films are for instruction,

others for edification, many for moti-

vation, and quite a few for enjoyment
alone. Such a film is River: An Alle-

gory, by William M. Harlow. This is

a film to appreciate. What is this ap-

]ireciative reaction winch it invokes

in its 13 '/a minutes? Knowledge and
imderstanding that gives a warm glow

of enjoyment. That's v\hat it did to

me, at any rate.

Lives there a soiJ so dead that it

will not respond to the journey of

water: from the cloud to the earth;

from a trickle in the leaves high in the

mountains; through all the ever-widen-

ing and rushing creeks, out to the

meandering river which slows to a ba\'

as reluctantly rejoins the mother of all

waters, the Oc-ean. Even a half-dead

Comments and materials for review

should be sent to the department edi-

tor—William S. Hockman, 27 Prospect

Drive, Glens Falls, N.Y.

soul will wake up to all this when the

inusical accompaniment to this flow

of In^autiful pictures in rich color take-

hold. Get it from Mr. Harlow, State

University, College of Forestrv, Syra-

cuse, N.Y.

An Easter Filmstrip

S\'E has produced a 41 -frame full-

color filmstrip entitled The Easter

Story in Scripture and Song. The
commentary is on a LP record with

automatic 30/50 frame advance signal

on one side and audible bell advance

on the other. In this filmstrip pictures

on Easter events alternate with brief

comments and pictures on some of the

fine Easter hymns. The total running

time is 14 minutes 4.5 seconds. The
hymns which are related to the Scrip-

ture are: Jesus Christ Is Risen Today;

When I Survey The Wondrous Cross;

The Day of Resurrection; Come, Ye
Faithful, and Christ The Lord Is Risen

Today.
Two stanzas of each hymn are

given, and the musical accompaniment

and singing will stimulate groups to

sing. The tempo and phrasing of the

hymns are very good. The art is rep-

resentational with a slight antique

patina. This is certainly a filmstrip

for the churches to buy in that it can

be used from year to year and from

the sixth grade on up through adults.

The price complete with record is

$9.00.

Don't Make The Trip

If you are planning to visit India,

Japan, France, and Saskatchewan

(Canada) and make a documentary
film on a typical, and comparable,

rural family in each country as it lives

through several activities common to

all—then don't bother. The job has

been done. Done with Dr. Margaret

Mead looking over oin- shoulder as we
see these families and commenting
now and then to help us better imder-

stand.

At the beginning and the close of

each of the four sections she directs

our attention to certain things. In each

film we see farm work, house work,

the eating of a meal, the bathing of

the baby and the activity of the sib-

lings. Here is a film to learn from.

Here is an interesting film (and, there-

fore, entertaining). This is for yoimg

people and adults in college, church,

community, in lx)th formal and in-

Formal learning situations. Ian Mac-
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How the Bell System is helping to develop

Educational Television Systems across the nation.

The Bell System has long been providing trans-

mission facilities for commercial broadcasting. Now
this technical know-how is being applied to the job

of setting up educational television systems for

schools throughout the nation.

The Bell Telephone System has already aided in

the development of the largest ETV network—

South Carohna's state-wide system—and the largest

school district system— in Hagerstown, Maryland.

More important, the Bell System now has a newly

designed low-cost service to meet the specific needs

of educational television in school areas of every size.

If you have plans for ETV in your schools, talk

them over with the Manager of your local Bell

Telephone Company. He'll be happy to show you

how you can have high-quality transmission and

reliable full-time service for your ETV—and have

it in your classrooms at the earliest date.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
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mm DM
IN 16mm

SOUND & COLOR

Fine color, un-

usual close-ups of

the beaver at

work moke this an
informative, enter-

taining film for

children. Valuable
in Noturat Science
classes.

AVAILABLE UNDER
TITLE III N.D.E.A.

SEND FOR FREE

CATALOG

Contemporary films

Dept. ES, 267 W. 25 St.. N.Y. 1, N.Y. OR 5-7220
Midwest Office

614 Davis St.. Evanston. III. DAvis 8-2411

Neill has the wit, we as.sunie, to make
it for the National Film Board of

Canada; McGraw Hill Text Film.s the

gumption to eireulate it down here.

(.3.30 W. 42nd St., N.Y. .36) Highly
rec-ommended.

Don't Hold Your Breath
While certain eoinmercial interests

and orgaiiiaitions liave been drum-
ming away in their promotion of tlie

8mm idea for educational films, not

an awful lot of people have jumped
on the bandwagon up to now. Three
basic questions are not getting very

convincing answers:

Will there be a significant reduction
in the cost of prints in a volume which

A Complete New Instructional Film Program

Keyed to the Needs of a Modern Curriculum

.

• 29 Outstanding Subjects
• All In Full Color

• 13Vz Minutes Each

SCIENCE EDUCATION
TO MEET

THE CHALLENGE OF THE '60'sl

Never before has such an unique com-
bination of outstanding educational authority,
famed production talent, and unstinting finan-
cial support been dedicated to the making of
16mm sound science films for the classroom.
And never before have science instructional
films received such enthusiastic acclaim from
educators all over the United States.

The Living Science Series offers excel
lent enrichment material which will bring the
world and the universe Into the classroom, help-
ing the pupil explore ways in which science
affects his life. ..while challenging and Inspiring
him to further experimentation and learning.

This brand new series of 29 films, sup
ported by careful research and extensive prepa
ration, Is a milestone In curriculum Integrated
science Instruction materials. Through anima-
tion, models, diagrams and live-action photog-
raphy, each subject effectively presents
fundamental concepts in an Interesting and
comprehensible manner. All in full color, they
have been produced in the finest traditions of
film craft in which United World has long been
a leader.

Complete descriptions and preview in-

formation on The Living Science Series are now
available for your program needs. Write to Dept.
LS today for free informational material.

uwimm
UNITED WORLD FILMS, INC.

World's Largest
Distributors of X€nim
Motion Pictures

- 1445 PARK AVENUE NEW YORK 29, N.Y.

the general market, church and school

and industry, would be expected to

ab.sorb? Will we get an image equiva-
lent to what the present 16mm de-
livers? Has good sound become a pos-
sibility either in the optical variety
or as a magnetic stripe? Will the re-

(juired jKojector get on the market
way under the going price for good
I6mni projectors? Will the 8mm ma-
terial be all new production or will

there be a lot of material reduced
from the present 16mm films?

Don't hold your breath until satis-'

factory answers are found to these
questions. If you need a projector; if

you need to use the fine films now on
hand; if you are really .serious, don't

wait for the Great Eight Millimeter
Day to burst on you, but get going
now with wliat we have.

What To Buy
"We don't have much money but

we would like to start a filmstri)!

library. What should we buy?" This
(jue.9tioii cf)mes to me often. Buy
things close to the center of your need,
i.e., biblical materials. Buy seasonal
materials: Christmas, Lent, Easter,

Thanksgiving. Buy what will be use-

ful for more than one age level. Bu\-

what is important in and of itself.

SVE's fast-selling 20-minute sound
and color filmstrip. The Sfon/ of Han-
del's Messiah, illustrates the last two
criteria. It illu.strates another quality:

It has inherently good quality in both
art and commentary content. Buy;
don't try to rent filmstrips. Get started.

Budget some money each year. .\sk

for some .special gifts.

Very Sorry, My Error
The price of that fine set of slides

by Dr. Howard M. Teeple, P.O. Box
4459, Chicago 80, 111., Greek New
Testament Manuscripts: Sources of
New Translations, is $10.50 and not

$10.00 as stated in the December
issue of this magazine. We under-
stand that college and seminary teach-

ers are cpiite interested in this illus-

trated and scholarly lecture but the

churches don't show much interest.

Could this be a c-omment on the

churches?

Outstanding Library

The Religious Film Library is a

nation-wide system with branches in

14 cities, but no library exceeds the

one in Pittsburgh (at 401 Wood
Street, Pittsbm-gh 22, Pa.) in the

number of titles on hand. Under the

supervision of the Rev. Oi-ville L.

Kuhn this library is rendering dis-

tinguished service to the Greater Pitts-

burgh region and far beyond. We
congratulate this library upon its fine

record of wide and effective service.
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AUDIO
htj Max U. Bildeisee

How To Be Little—And Big

How does the little-known producer

with the big product make his wares

known to the general or specialized

buying public? To be more specific,

how does the smaller record manu-
facturer, with one or two or perhaps a

half-dozen topnotch titles in his cata-

log, bring the material to the attention

of schoolmen?

Some say display advertising. He
should advertise in the professional

magazines. But this is expensive to the

small producer, and he cannot hope to

recoup his investment thereby. Or—
try mail advertising . . . and you have

the same problem. To put a 'direct

mail' solicitation into the hands of

appropriate schoolmen cannot be un-

dertaken as an activity of the mo-
ment.

The costs can be staggering! To
start with, there is the advertising

piece, or message. This should be
planned by professionals and produced

by professional means. Mimeograph?
Never read! One color jobs? Plain

looking! Tell the whole story? Too
much copy! Print on one side? Waste
of paper and space!

Then—add a letter? More expense!

If the letter is personal in nature,

postage costs rise by one himdred
percent!

Envelopes? Standard sizes are too

common, outsizes too expensive. How
to address? By pktes? The content is

marked 'ad' from the time it arrives.

By hand? Costs, wow!
And how to mail? By "bulk," the

cheapest way? It will arrive someday,

someliow. Bulk mail is the lowest

classification and moves all too slowly

through glutted post offices. Third

class? The costs have begun to rise—

at the rate of at least a cent an en-

velope! First class? Speedy delivery is

assured but there go the costs—up
again!

Finally, where does the list come
from? Made lists are no less expen-

sive—probably more expensive—than
bought lists, or rather rented lists.

But the costs are all there, at the rate

of many dollars per thousand for ad-

dressed envelopes.

Look at your mail today. Count the

number of advertisements which
reach your desk and which you may

or may not actually read. The number
is sometimes staggering, but each such

envelope represents a considerable in-

vestment in your good will, in your

desire to know about the product, in

yom- action of reading e;ich ad that

crosses your desk.

What has this to do with audio?

We are asked many times each year

what steps the small producer can

take in reaching the school market

with audio materials intended for or

adaptable to constructive instructional

application. And the advice we must

give such a person is "mail your ads"

and "see the people." The advice is

sound, but all too frequently prudent

businessmen cannot invest in reach-

ing a market which is frequently all

too slow to move, even for a worth-

while product, until it has been proven

by the test of time and b\ the pur-

chases made by others.

A letter on our desk todav stresses

f^
PIXMOBILE"^ AUDIO-
LANGUAGE LABORATORY FURNITURE

^ to Accommo-
date All Types of

Electronic Equipment
of Any Manufacturer

Combining strength and beauty, Pixmobile<^ Audio-Ed Language Lab-

oratory Furniture Is now more attractive than ever. New gracefully

curved lines provide an appearance that enriches any classroom. All-

steel construction gives the strength and durability to withstand years

of classroom use.

Any type of electronics equipment may be used in this furniture,

allowing the school maximum flexibility in Its planning. And it is

available with a glass or plexiglass front, an acoustical front or a

convertible top. The outstanding quality built into Pixmobile® is the

basis for its widespread acceptance throughout the United States

and Canada.
Please write for informatiorj and literature

ADVANCE PRODUCTS COMPANY
2300 East Douglas Avenue / Wichita, Kansas

/iucLo CARDAIOG® Record Reviews on Card
— A WORLD OF SOUND ON FILE—

INDIVIDUAL CROSS-INDEXED 3x5 CARDS ALREADY
ISSUED! PLUS the Audio CARDALOG DIRECTORY of

Record Producers

SUBSCRIBE NOW — $25.00 a year

Audio CARDALOG—Box 1771, Albany 1, New York
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this. A producer of unusually fine

records—he has been mentioned many
times in these columns for a realistic

series of records and a real contribu-

tion to education—tell us that "sales

are disappointing" although the rec-

ords have a slow yet steady movement
in the schools and colleges. These
school-designed records featuring out-

standing educators sell more frequent-

ly to individual adults than they do to

schools! Yet these are fine records.

At the risk of being accused of

beating a dead horse (he's not dead

yet, but we hope he is suffering from

an incurable .something) I exclude the

gadgeteers and gimmick operators

because the\ do not participate in the

selection of materials for instruction.

I exclude, too, those who do not want

to add to instructional materials col-

lections because each additional item

means 'more work'. (We were told

this seriously by one city audiovisual

director!

)

But we cannot exclude the new crop

of yoimg. ambitious, hardworking
audiovisual people who cannot find

time to kno\^ all that is available in

the audiovisual fields!

Have you a check list for the ac-

quisition of audiovisual materials?

Have you a constant stream of infor-

mation sources going across your

desk? Do you study the periodicals

and the reference sources? Do you
bring new materials to the attention of

your teachers? If or when you accom-
plish these simple ends, you will have
begun to sen^e the schools through
audiovisual instructional materials.

We know that some schoolmen re-

sist such useful services. We know
that some .schoolmen have fought
audiovisual progress by being 'too

busy' to consider new materials, by
expecting the audiovisual man to be

Comments and materials for review

should be sent to the department edi-

tor—Max U. Bildersee, 36 Holmes
Dale, Albany 3, N. Y.

a mere gadgeteer and by supporting,

through inaction or negative action,

the stalwarts of the status quo!

A school superintendent, explaining

his action in this regard, asked me
"What would you have done?" He
expected me to approve his action

which resulted in the discharge of a

valuable audiovisual man!

Said he, "The teachers were in re-

volt. They wanted someone to thread

the projectors, run the machines,

order the films and he a general

mechanic to the instructional program.
Instead, he offered advice, suggested

instructioniU materials, and in general

acted as a contributor to the instruc-

tional program. He really upset mo-
rale by all this, and I had to let him
go! He was a gixxl man, too!"

"What would you have done?" he
asked.

I told the superintendent what I

would have done. Morale was upset

because his teachers could 'run the

show' without consultation. His staff

resented anyone who hsid the courage
to suggest new ideas, new devices,

new materials and new procedures.

In short, his morale was allegedly

high because each of his teachers was
enjoying one year of teaching experi-

ence, again and again and again! I

suggested that his failure to support
the audiovisual program through ac-

tion—indeed his deliberate sabotage of

the program by letting his teachers

administer the school—had deprived
this system (suburban, wealthy and
growing) of an enlightened educa-
tional program.

/ieuiio CAROALOC® Record Reviews on Cards
Box 1771— Albany 1, New York

n Please enter. .1 year subscription(s) to Audio

CARDALOG, 400 cards—10 issues—$25.00

D Please send us full information about Audio CARDALOG.

Name

Organization or School

Address

Gty and State

Within the framework of the com-
munit\' operational procedures the

audiovisual man must take every op-

jxirtunity to contribute to enlargement

of the educational opportunities offer-

ed students. One of these opiX)rtimi-

ties is presented daily—through the

mail! The circular mail should be
read, studied, and then brought to the

attention of appix).priate members of

the professional staff, and every ef-

fort should be made by the audio-

visual man to enlarge his scope of

service by enabling teachers to en-

large the educational opportunities of-

fered students. Read the circulars and
circulate them v\'ith your carefull>

considered comments. Let the dail\

mail be a source of information and
service to you and to the community
you serve—and at the same time yx>\\

can indeed make it ix>ssible for that

'little pn)duoer' with the big idea to

approach the school market with hope.

Of coiu'se, the 'big idea' is not the

exclusive domain of the 'little pro-

ducer'. Big producers have big ideas

that are valuable and they offei'

schools valuable material which can-

not be bypiissed without depriving

students and teachers of worthy op-

portunit\\

Did you know that Harcourt Brace,

and World has recently publi.shed four

new records in their "Many Voices"

series? These are all tided "Many
Voices: Cardinal Newman Revised

Edition" and are identified by the

numljers 9, 10, 11 and 12 to indicate

which textlxjok they are designed to

accomixin\-.

These are all first-rate recordings.

The executive producer in each in-

stance is Arthiu- Luce Klein, presideiit

of Spoken Arts. The readers featured

in the fir.st recording include Alexan-

der Scourby, Brian O'Doherty, Nanc\'

Wickwire, E. Martin Browne, Arnold

Moss, Helen Hayes, Lily Lodge, Paul

Rodgers and Siobhan McKenna. The
recording is divided into .sections

titled "Stories in Verse," "Lyrics from

Many Lands," "American Sketches,"

"Homer," "Shakespeare" and "Charles

Dickens."

It may be that not all of the re-

cording will l>e applicable to use in

ever\ li.steiiing class (is the whole

textbook really used?) but ccrtainh-

such portions as "Gunga Din" (Kip-

ling), "A Red. Red Rose" (Burns). "A
Farmer Remembers Lincoln" (Byn-

ner), and appropriate selections di-

rected .specifically to the study of "The
Odyssey," Shakespeare's "Merchant of

Venice" aixl Dickens' "Groat Expec-

tations" cannot l>e dismissed without

careful consideration. Although in-

tended primarily to sui>i>lemein't a text-

lxx)k designed to appeal to parochial

schools, the recording oan be used
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V^M TAPE RECORDERS
make advanced teaching

techniques easier!

V^M
\\ //^ADD+A+TRACK

Any Instructor's Most Valuable Teaching Tool!

Versatile K-A/"/lfW+/l+r'rac^"*ofTers unlim-

ited opportunities for powerfully effective

teaching methods! A teacher records lessons;

then, or at any later time, the student records

on another track while listening to the teacher's

recording. On play-back, both recordings are

heard simultaneously! Student track may be

re-reconled any number of times without af-

fecting the teacher's or waster track.

V-M 'tape-o-matic'" Stereophonic Tape Re-

corder with "ADD fATRACK" -Model
722—$259.95* List. Records Stereophon-
icaily; plays-back 2 or 4-Track stereo tapes.

Twin Microphones. Dual Tuning Eye and Vol-

ume Controls. Also Available V-M Stereo-Play-

back Model 720 with "ADD+A+TRACK"*—
$225.00* List.

V-M 'tape-o-matic'"' Tape Recorder— Model
730—$169.95* List. Monaural Record and
Play-back of all three popular tape speeds—
TVi, 3%, VM ips. Compact, Lightweight (Only

21 lbs.) New 3-position Microphone.

ALL V-M TAPE RECORDERS INCORPORATE THESE
QUALITY FEATURES:

• Push-Button Controls afford

simplified operation.

• High-Frequency Response and

Fidelity to detect complete voice

range differences. Highly beneficial

to speech and speech therapy

students!

• Input and Output Jacks permit

recorder to be used in sound treat-

ed rooms from a control booth.

• Shut-Off Switch automatically

shuts-off power supply . . . teacher

concentrates on students, not

recorder!

• Monitor switch for use of re-

corder as an Ear-trainer with ear-

phones, as a P.A. system, or to

utilize amplifier in the recorder

with a second sound source, such

as a phonograph!

NKW

Unite Sight and Sound for More Efficient Instruction!

V-M Slide-Projector Synchronizer— Model 1412—
$49.95* List. V-M Synchronizer adds inaudible

slide-change cues to tape recorded commentary.

On play-back, cues actuate remote-control projector,

automatically advancing slides at times selected!

V-M OFFERS A COMPLETE "AUDIO LEARNING CENTER" PROPOSAL from one unit to as many as your language laboratory requires. Write for information

'Institutional Prices Available Upon Request.

the\^ice^^ off ^^

V-M CORPORATION, Dept. ES362

305 Territorial Road, Benton Harbor, Michigan

Please send me additional information, without obligation, on V-M
Tape Recorders and "Audio Learning Center" proposal.

USIC NAME-

V-M CORPORATION • BENTON HARBOR, MICHIGAN
KNOWN FOR THE FINEST IN RECORD CHANGERS, PHONOGRAPHS AND TAPE RECORDERS

ADDRESS.

CITY . ZONE. . STATE-
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effectively in junior and senior liigli

schools to siipptement the text in use,

and portions of the recording may be

used in special programs.

SimiLir laudatory comments are

merited by the other three recordings

in the series. The major headings of

the second record in the set are "Saki,"

"Poems for Appreciation," "Frost and
Sandburg," "Stephen Vincent Benet"

and "Shakespeare's 'J'Ji*'s Caesar'."

The distinguished readei's include

Brian O'Dohenty, Cyril Ritchard, Carl

Sandburg, Helen Hayes and others.

The authors represented include Kip-

hng. Whitman, Teasdale, Frost, Saki,

Fearing, Raftery, Benet, Sandburg and
Shakespeare.

The third in the series (Number
XI ) represents a survey of American

literature. Works by Robert Frost,

Carl Sandburg, James Weldon John-

son, Wallace Stevens, Archibiild Mac-
Leish, Phyllis McGinley, Sara Teas-

dale, Elinor Wylie, James Thurber,

James Russell Lowell, Emily Dickin-

.son, Walt Whitman, Edgar Allen Poe,

Sidney Lanier and others are read by

Helen Hayes, Arnold Moss. Robert

Frost, Carl Sandburg, Cyril Ritchard,

Rex Ingram and others. This record-

ing, and number XII which is de-

scribed below consists of two 12-inch

33.3 rpm discs, while the first two in

the series are each one di.sc records.

Number XII is a sui-vey of English

literature from Beowulf to T. S. Eliot.

Chaucer, Shakespe;ire, Herrick, Love-

lace, Donne, Herbert, Milton, Burke,

Burns, Wordsworth, Coleridge, Shel-

toot
That first note on an honest-to-goodness

instrument of your very own! Can you re-

member that magnificent moment? Surely

no accomplishment since has seemed as

satisfying, no sound as sweet. We can't

provide that kind of sonic bliss. But we can

offer the next best thing—Audiotape.

Try Audiotape in your music classes. It

has superb range and clarity, minimum
distortion and background noise. And only

Audiotape comes on the easy-threading

C-slot reel. There are eight types, one ex-

actly suited to the next recording you make.

ftliqiOtftP^
I TRADE MASK

For language classes

and wherever the

spoken word must be

reproduced clearly

and realistically, try

economical Language

Arts Recording Tape

. . . developed to meet

the special needs of

today's educators.

AUDIO DEVICES INC.. «< Madison Ave , NY 22. NY.

Ottices in Los Angeles • Ctitcago • Washintton, D. C.

ley, Keats, Tennyson, die Brownings,

Stevenson, Meynell and Thompson
are all represented. The Reverend
Robert J. Gannon, S.J. reads Jolui

Henry Cardinal Newman's "The Study
of English Literature" in this record-

ing. Other readers are E. Martin

Browne, A. Kent Hieatt, Alexander
Scourby, Ed McCurdy, Edward Davi-

son, Paul Rogers, Rosalind Boxall,

Richard Wordsworth, George Owen,
Peter Pears, Richard Wilbur, Robert

Doiiat and Siobhan McKenna.

Obviously, portions of all of these

recordings can be used without ques-

tion in schools either in classroom

situations or for assigned listening.

And special programs for 'listening

periods' or for sound system presenta-

tion can be organized around these

recordings, and add to the educ-atk)Tial

opportunities offered by the school.

Harcourt, Brace and World's Amer-
ican History in Sound is cut of the

same cloth, but features the wars we
have fought ratlier than the victories

of peace. About 35 minutes are de-

voted to a discussion involving the ad-

venture of history, its lessons, the

duties of the historian and our re-

sponsibilities for the past and future;

the trial of John Peter Zenger and

American humor. The latter portion

includes a portrayal of Mark Twain by
Hal Holbrook and an actual radio

broadcast by Will Rogers.

On the other hand, more tlian an

hour is devoted to three wars and

their backgrounds. World War I is

largely omitted, but the American
Revolution, the Civil War and World
War II are all ti-eated in some detail.

In each latter instance considerable

stress is laid upon the popular music

of the period, and the student he;ird

such songs as "What A Court Hath
Old England," "Boston Tea Party"

and "Follow Washington" as repre-

sentative of the 1776 period; "The
Bonnie Blue Flag," "Tenting Tonight"

and "The Battle Hymn of the Re-

public" and others as representative

of the mid-nineteenth century con-

flict; and "Peat-Bog Soldiers," "Bless

Them All," "It'll Take Everybody to

Win This War" and "Hitler's March-
ing Backwards" from World War II.

The dramatic impact of audio and
the recording art is demonstrated by
the fact that these recordings feature

voices of Truman, De Gaulle, Musso-

lini, Hitler, ChurohiU. Roosevelt,

Eisenhower and MacArthur—giving a

depth to reporting World War II that

cannot be achieved in reporting the

other conflicts. This recording can be

useful in junior and senior schools—

an audiovisual persormel can profit-

ably call it to the attention of ap-

propriate instructors.
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FILM EVALUATIONS
by L. C. Larson and Carolyn Guss

About Time

(Produced for Bell System) 60 min-

utes, 16mm, soittul color, 1962. Apply

to your nearest Bell Telephone Sys-

tem Business Office for use. A
teacher's guide and student's guide

are available.

Description

About Time presents a synopsis of

the development of man's knowledge

of time and time-keeping, depicts

ways the life of man and other or-

ganisms have been influenced by
time, describes the flow of time, and
indicates that time is not the same
unalterable phenomenon throughout

the universe.

In order to establish a vantage point

from which to observe the develop-

ment of time concepts on earth and
to better indicate the real need for a

time system, the locale of the film

is an imaginary planet where the peo-

ple have no time system. The inhabi-

tants of "Planet Q" are about to es-

tablish a time system and need to

know where to set their clocks. By
means of a marvelous device known
as an "earthscope" the planet Earth
is observed and man's accimiulated

knowledge relative to time is reviewed.

Seasons and other rhythms of na-

ture are identified as early indicators

of time. The study of astronomy led

to the development of calendars based
on yearly cycles in nature. The history

of calendar development and the im-
perfections which exist in our present

day calendar are discussed. The built-

in time mechanisms of various organ-
isms are portrayed. Mention is made
of such built-in clocks in both plants

and animals which enable them to

produce more f(X)d, clothing and
shelter.

As civilization advanced and man
felt the need for better time-keeping

than that provided by his own in-

ternal time sense, clocks were invent-

ed. The development of timepieces

from the early sun dial through mod-
ern watches to the atomic clock is

shown.

Man at first ba.sed his time-keeping

on the motions of the earth alone.

However this methtKl proved to be
((uitc inadequate due to variations in

the earth's rotational and orbital

speeds. The use of vibrating quartz

crystals in clocks was later perfected

in order to provide more accurate

time-keeping. The motions of the earth

were used to calibrate these clocks. A
newly developed atomic clock, based

upon the atomic resonance of cesium

atoms, is even more accurate. It is

thought that it will vary by not more
than one second each 3,000 years. The
need for highly accurate time-keeping

in our modem world is illustrated.

The measurement of the length of

NEWEHslH ELECTRONIC

Ljcutgcuzge\^
-rF=tA.HSIEFt

portable

self- contained
By means of a built-in endless tape memory
unit, the student can listen to a language

record, repeat the phrases into the micro-

phone, and then play back from the tape,

both the recorded voice and his own. He
hears how well his pronunciation, phras-

ing, accent, etc. approximate that of the

expert. Simple controls that any student

can operate. Requires no

booth or room modification,

can be carried anywhere.
$19950
COMPLETE

COMPACT- COMPLETE

Precision built unit
comes complete and
ready for use with 4-

speed phonograph,
endless tape memory
unit, loudspeaker, mi-
crophone, earphones,
all controls. Weighs
less than 25 lbs. in its

own sturdy case. Write
for data sheet.

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

UNIVERSAL DATA SYSTEMS, INC.
Subsidiary of Becker Electronics Mfg. Corp.

100 Rockaway Ave., Valley Stream, L. I., N.Y. • LOcust 1-2510
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time required for a bullet to travel

about a foot is pictured. Methods of

timing events from one second dura-

tion to one billionth of a second dura-

tion are discussed. The shortest unit

of time which it is theoretically possi-

ble to measure is described, and the

possibility that time is not a continu-

ous flow but is composed of tiny

particles is briefly explored.

To illustrate man's limited aware-

ness of time, the history of the earth

is laid out on a scale of 24 hours.

Man's existence is reckoned as the

last two seconds on the scale. It is

then pointed out that time need not

be at all as man normalK' experiences

it. The Michelson-Morley experiment

of the 19th century is depicted, and
Einstein's conclusion that motion,

time and mass are interrelated is illus-

trated by the case of twins, one of

whom goes on an interstellar journey

at great speed and returns after 60

years, still young and vigorous, while

his brother here on earth has aged.

The reason for the difference in time

for objects moving at high speeds is

explained. Proof of Einstein's theory

is offered by a scientist explaining that

laboratory experiments have shown
that the lifetime of unstable atomic

particles varies in relation to their

speed. The implications of this theory

for space tra\'el are then cited.

Before finally answering the ques-

tion of the people of "Planet Q" con-

cerning where to set their clocks, the

concepts covered in the film are sum-
marized. It is then pointed out that

man now has more questions concern-

ing time than ever before: How and
when did the universe originate? Has
time always been? Will time some-

day stop? Today, many people are

searching for answers to these and
other questions about time.

Appraisal

About Time will be of interest to

audiences of all ages, from the upper
elementary grades to adults. The most
effective use of the film, however,

can be made in junior and senior high

school general science and physics

classes in introducing or summarizing
the study of a unit on time.

The device of using an imaginary

planet from which to stand off and
look at the earth, as it were, is very

effective. Not only does it add to the

entertainment value of the film but it

is also useful in extending the vision

of the audience, helping them to see

time as it might be in other places and

under differing conditions.

The fact that the film touches upon

virtually every aspect of time, from

sun dials to Einstein's theory, makes
it most effective as a motivational or

interest evoking device when used in

introducing a unit. The fact that so

much material is touched upon means
that no one area is treated in great

detail. However certain sequences

such as that on man's development of

a method of keeping time might be
useful in themselves, especially if a

complete showing could not be ar-

ranged at one sitting because of the

length of the film.

The teacher's and student's guides

which accompany the film will prove

quite useful in assisting the teacher

in making most effective use of the

film. The film description, suggested

use areas, suggested activities, bibli-

ography of related materials, and test

materials in the teacher's guide will

be helpful in planning introductory

and follow-up activities, especially

where adequate opportunity is not

available for preview and study of the

film prior to its being shown. The
student's guide will be useful to the

student in summarizing the film con-

tent, suggesting activities and experi-

ments which might be of value in

furthering the student's knowledge of

time, and suggesting supplementai7

reading materials of interest. The Bell

EVERY EDUCATOR AND
STUDENT OF SOCIAL

STUDIES AND LANGUAGE
ARTS WILL BE

ENTHRALLED BY THIS
RICH, THOUGHTFUL AND
PERCEPTIVE STUDY OF

THE CIVIL WAR
AND ABRAHAM LINCOLN,

THROUGH THE .

"CBS REPORTS" FILM: |

Carl

Sandburg
at

Gettysburg

PART I -FACTS ABOUT THE CIVIL WAR
Mr. Sandburg focuses on the Gettysburg campaign,
broadening his comments into a discussion of the war
and its meaning to the nation. The film relives some of

the major engagements of the campaign—the struggles

for Cemetery Hill, Little Round Top and Pickett' s Charge.

16mm sound B/W • 26 min. • Sale Price $135.00

PART ll-THE GETTYSBURG ADDRESS AND
LINCOLN THE MAN
The Illinois-born poet and historian speaks much of

Mr. Lincoln but also sketches word portraits of many
men around him, appraising his cabinet in devastating
fashion. Sandburg punctures the myth that Lincoln

scribbled his famed Gettysburg Address on the back of

an envelope. He analyzes the address and states "it's

the only short speech—or long speech—anywhere that

you could do a thesis around each separate sentence."

16mm sound B/W 24 min. • Sale Price $135.00

SPECIAL OFFER
Part I & Part II if purchased together

.

..$250

For Information call David Dash, Carousel Films, Inc.,

1501 Broadway. N. Y. 36. BR 9-6734 ... or order now.

CAROUSEL FILMS, INC.
1501 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 36, N. Y.

n Please send me print(s) of Part 1

"Facts About the Civil War." 16mm b/w " 26
min. • Sale Price $135.00.

n Please send me . prinl(s) of Part II

"The Gettysburg Address and Lincoln The Man.'
16mm b/w • 24 min. Sale Price $135.00.

n Please send me print(s) of Part I

& Part II combined at the Special Sale Price
of $250.00.

Name

Organization_

Address

City -Zone- -State-

©Columbia Bicadcasting System, Inc.



Dr. Irank IJaxtcr in tlx- Hill System film

on time which was aired on TV in Feh-

ruary.

Telephone Company is to be com-
mended for its continued efforts to

make its films not only interesting

for informal groups but also useful in

the school curriculum as well.

About Time, superb from the tech-

nical standpoint, rates as excellent for

its contribution to the curriculum as

well. It will be most welcome to the

teacher who has looked long and in

vain for an adequate film to introduce

the many aspects of time. It will do

much to make the study of time

more interesting and challenging to

the student and the teaching of time

concepts more satisfying to the

teacher.

—Donald Nicholas

Growth of a Language

(United World Films, Inc., 1445 Park

Avenue, New York 29, New York)

Produced by the United States Infor-

mation Service. 29 minute.^, 16mm,
.wund, black and white, no date.

$75.50.

Description

Growth of a Language defies a

simple description. Produced by the

United States Information Service for

overseas distribution, this kaleido-

.scopic approach to the complexities of

the English language introduces the

viewer to its history and development,

dialects and language levels. In 29
minutes. Growth of a Language spans

13 centuries, briefly treats English dia-

lects on five continents, and includes

readings from Beowulf, Chaucer,

Comments and materials for review

shmdd he sent to Audio-Vi.sual Center,

Indiana University, Blocnnington, Ind.

Shakespeare, Dickinson. Fletcher,

Sandburg and Whitman.
An excellent example of supeiior

photographic techniques and dramatic

presentation, this film, while attempt-

ing to hurdle the barriers of time and

space, serves as a lively introduction^

to a multifarious subject. Growth of a

Language is a collage of concordant

voices, murals and charcoal sketches,

split screens, recited poetry, cinematic

artistry, production wizardry and sub-

ject matter condensation.

In the opening sequence, two young

ladies graphically illustrate the differ-

ences between the most casual and the

most figurative speech. The first re-

acts to lilacs by reading from a poem
by Walt Whitman; the second ecstat-

ically exclaims that the lilacs are

"pretty" and "smell good." Referring

to these polarities of expression, the

narrator gently reminds the viewer

that "in between, for each of us, there

is an infinite variety of word and

phrase."

Skipping from a lunch counter to

WATER WATER
EVERYWHERE . .

.

BUT FOR HOW LONG?

THE PROBLEMS OF
WATER SUPPLY AND

ITS RELATION
TO WORLD GROWTH,

WORLD HEALTH
AND INDUSTRY ARE
EXAMINED IN THE

'CBS REPORTS" FILM:

The
Water
Famine

This skillful film which traces the role of water In the

birth and decay of civilization, and the problems of man
as he searches for new sources, will elicit endless dis-

cussion, thought and response from all audiences . . .

be they students of science , social studies , industry,

health , or sanitary engineering .

The critical water shortage and the problems of pollu-

tion are carefully researched and graphically illustrated,

driving home the point that the population explosion

and the water shortage are on a collision course. The
modern miracle of desalinization is demonstrated by
the "flash freezing" process used in Israel and the
electro-dialysis process used in the United States.

16mm sound B/W 54 min. • Sale Price $250.

For information call David Dash. Carousel Films, Inc..

1501 Broadway, N. Y. 36, BR 9-6734 ... or order now.

CAROUSEL FILMS, INC.

1501 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 36, N. Y.

D Please send me print(s) of "The
Water Famine" 16mm sound • B/W • Running
Time: 54 min. • Sale Price $250.

Name

Organization-

Address

City _Zone_ -State-

© Columbia Broadcasting System. Inc.



"Wie geht es Ihnen?
n

"How are you?" This is one of
the first things language students
learn. Whether it's German, Span-
ish or French, the answer will

come back perfectly clear via
Turner language lab microphones.
These microphones, like the

young man's model 260 headset
type, are designed especially for
language lab use by a pioneer in

the field - Turner. The question,
again: "Wie geht es ihnen?" The
answer: "perfect for language
labs, thank you."

The 260 boom microphone with headset uses
a single combination cable, weighs only 2-2/3 ounces.

Dynamic model response, 50-10,000 c.p.s.;

output level, -58 db. The 260 is also available

with ceramic and crystal interiors.

List prices: crystal and ceramic, $19.50; dynamic,
$32.50. For more information send coupon below.

MICROPHONE COMPANY
912 17th St. NE • Cedor Ropids, Iowa

EXPORT: Ad Auriemo, Inc., B5 Brood St., Now York 4, N.Y.

Turner Microphone Company
912 17th SI. NE, Cedar Rapidt, Iowa

Please send me Turner's free Language Lab Brochure.

Name

Address

City Zone State

an operating room in a series of dis-

ctjrdant scene.s, the camera captures

this "infinite variety." Employing lan-

guage to fit the occasion, persons in

disparate situations run the gamut
of language levels from jargon and
baby talk to medical and legal termi-

nology.

Dissimilarities in pronunciation and
idiomatic usage are also included.

Three Americans give examples of

Southern, Eastern, and mid-Western
speech. To illustrate English dialects

throughout the world, men from Aus-

tralia, Canada, England, Ireland, New
Zealand, Scotland and South Africa

repeat the same stidtif\ ing sentence

that was contrived for the three Ameri-
cans.

That English is rapidly becoming
a second language for educated men
from many nations is shown through

the recording of fragmentary state-

ments made by citizens of Ceylon,

France, India, Latin America, Pakis-

tan and the Philippines. The narrator

points out that, altliough accents and
vocabulary differ, all English-speak-

ing people share the body of the lan-

guage in 90 percent of the words the>'

use.

Many languages contributed to the

body of the English language. In a

highly imaginative sequence that gal-

lops from Beowulf to jazz, the director

skillfully employs a variety of tech-

niques to dramatize how the growing
language was influenced by other lan-

guages. This series includes readings

from Beowulf, Chauc-er and Shakes-

speare. On a .split-screen, Norman-
French and Old English words used

in contemporary English appear. Then
the viewer sees and hears Arabic.

French, Greek, Italian, Latin and
Spanish words that have been slighth

altered to become a part of the Eng-
lish language.

As the colonists settled in America,

they needed words to describe new
events, different surroundings, strange

food. Consequently, men in this melt-

ing pot borrowed words not only from
American Indian languages but also

from Chinese, Dutch, French, Ger-

man. Itahan and Spanish.

But borrowing alone was not suf-

ficient. New words were needed-
words for politics, jazz, science and
even levity. Inventive Americans
quickK' added such words as dark

horse, gerrymander, sweet, cool, and
meatball, as in "Miss Jones is a

"Language," according to the nar-

rator, "has as great a range as we our-

selves." He relies on poetry to illus-

trate his point. While the camera
focu.ses on dramatic American scenes,

the viewer hears these lines from

John Gould Fletcher:
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Over the rooftops race the shadows

of clouds.

Like the horses the shadows of

clouds charge down the street.

America gave jazz to the world.

Carl Sandburg paid tribute to this

contribution in these lines from "J'^zz

Fantasia":

Drum on your drums, batter on

your banjoes,

Sofo on your cool winding saxo-

phones.

Go to it, O jazzmen.

In an abrupt change from a Dixie-

land cabaret and "Jazz Fantasia," the

camera pans a cemetery and then

focuses on adjacent graves while a

woman reads:

/ died for beauty, but was scarce

adjusted to the tomb.

When one who died for truth xoas

lain

In an adjoining room.

This reading from Emily Dickin-

son's three-stanza poem would have

been a fitting ending, but, unfortu-

nately, more examples of language

levels follow. Included in this anti-

climax is a scene in which a mother

reads to her son from one of his

books. .After listening to tlie excellent

reading of the Dickinson poem, the

viewer might find the mother's ob-

vious delight with the phrase, "three

eye-lashed Tizzie," unnerving.

Appraisal

Croivth of a Language demands the

viewer's undivided attention. Scratch-

ing the surface of dialectology and

history of the language, it attempts to

cover a broad area in 29 minutes. The
unprepared viewer might find it con-

fusing; the carefully tutored will be

able to accept this challenging, in-

formative, dramatic, artistic produc-

tion.

Although it was prepared for over-

seas showings, it will also sei-ve as a

part of a unit on history of the lan-

guage, especially for academically

talented junior high school pupils.

Using the same techniques, those

responsible for Growth of a Language
could produce exciting films in which
they concentrate on one linguistic area

at a time. This kaleidoscopic venture

is well above average; their studies

in depth should prove to be excellent.

—Edward B. Jenkinson

NEW SYLVANIA "DIRECT WIRE" TV...

SO LOW IN COST ANY SCHOOL CAN AFFORD IT

(yet so high in quality, even fine details show
up clearly) Now you can have a complete
private TV system for less than you real-

ize. New Sylvania "Direct Wire" TV is the
lowest-cost, easiest-to-use educational TV
system. So practical and economical, any
school can use it effectively in dozens of
different ways ... to monitor classrooms,
teach more students, make better use of
gifted instructors. Sylvania "Direct Wire"

New tow-cost Sylvania

V-400 camera lias

extra-fine, 400-

line resolution.

Produces crisp,

clear pictures.

Captures fine

details with

utmost clarity

and fidelity.

SYIA^ANIA
GENERAL TELEPHONE tELECTRONICS^

TV is easy to operate, too. Just switch it

on. It adjusts automatically to varying light

conditions. No operating personnel re-
quired. No special lighting either. Sylvania
"Direct Wire" TV gives pictures as sharp
and clear as a top-quality home TV set

. . . with ordinary room light.

For more facts, and a free visual commu-
nications survey of your school, mail cou-
pon today!

Robert E. Brockway
SYLVANIA COMMERCIAL ELECTRONICS

730 Third Avenue (Dept. ES), New York 17, N. Y.

n Piease send more information on Sylvania
"Direct Wire" TV and how to arrange a free vis-

ual communications survey,

n Please send leasing information on Sylvania
"Direct Wire" TV.

Name

Company.

Address

City Jane State-
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FILM STRIPS
by Irene F. Cypher

There were times in the past when we
sometimes wondered why there were
relatively few materials to mention in

these columns, and why production

was a bit slow. Today we no longer

sit and wonder; we just hope we can

keep up with the new materials as

they come along, and that attention

can be given to everything that should

be included in these columns.

This may be a change for the better

and then again it may be somewhat
in the nature of a danger signal. It

is certainly true that we need ma-
terials; that teachers are asking where
they can secure material to make some
lessons more meaningful to pupils;

that there are many areas of the cur-

riculum still to be explored and visual-

ized. But—and here is the little speck

that spoils the picture somewhat—we
want these materials only if they are

of a quality that makes it advisable to

use them in the classroom and expose

our pupils to the impact of their mes-

sage and form of presentation.

To reiterate something we said some
time ago (and again with apologies to

Confucius, bless him), "One picture is

not always worth a thousand or so

words!" If the picture is no good to

start with, if it is blurry, untrue in all

details, not pleasing to look at, and

confusing to the eye, why use it! Just

using pictiu-es or "visual materials" is

no proof that good instruction will

take place. The pictures must have
meaning, they should be worth giving

our eye-attention to them, and they
should convey information.

If they do not, why waste any
energy—use somehing else.

Projected and Non-Projected
This column has focused attention

primarily on the projected picture

known as a fihnstrip. From time to

time we have included some descrip-

tions of slides and flat picture collec-

tions. This will be tnie in the months
to come, for tiiere is indication that

many more of these materials are in

process of production.

This is very good, for the use of

filmstrips, slides and flat pictures as co-

ordinated resources makes it jKwsible

for a teacher to bring a goodly store

of visual data to her pupils. It allows

for periods of projected viewing, ses-

sions of print study, mass group view-

ings and individual viewings.

This is not a matter of whether

projected pictures are "better" than

still pictures. It is a matter of using

all available types of visualizations to

present many facets of a subject, so

An Overhead Projector

is only as Valuable as its

TOTAL USirULNESS
in the Classroom

Available with your Key-
stone Overhead Projector

—

at reasonable cost—are these

prepared materials:

1. Science Transparencies
—a splendid series of stand-

ard (3y4 X 4 in.) slides on
Biology, Physics, General
Science, Health, Elementary
Science.

2. Social Studies Transpar-
encies, standard size,3%x4".

3. Map SUdes, ZV4 x 4 in.

4. Polaroid Transparen-
cies, 3y4 X 4 in.

5. Tachlstoslides for teach-
ing Reading, Music, Type-
writing, Shorthand, Arith-
metic, Foreign Languages.

6. PRACTICAL USABLE
Handmade Slides and

Transparency Materials.

Etched Glass Slides used
with ordinary lead pencil.

7. And Other Uses—pro-

jection of 2 in. and 2% in.

Slides, Strip Film, Micro-
scopic Slides, Tachistoscop-
ic Slides.

The KEYSTONE
Overhead Projector
and many of the
items listed are
available for pur-
chase in many states

under TITLE III, NDEA

Demonstration tn Your
Classroom on roquost

KEYSTONE VIEW
CO., Meadville, Pa.
Since 1892, Produc-
ers of Superior Vis-

ual Aids.

that pupils may have access to many
types of visual experiences. As with
books, when we turn from fact to

fiction to news digests to eyewitness

accounts, each type of visualization

has something to offer. Use them in a

correlated presentation, and our pupils

will really be able to "see their way
through" to understanding subject

matter.

This month we are glad to say we
have several types of such materials

to bring to your attention.

SLIDES
Art Treasures Of Prehistoric Man
(units of 2x2 slides, color; produced
by Cultural History Research, Inc.,

Harrison 1, New York; $15.50 per

subject). The subtitle to this series

is "In the Caves of France and Spain."

The complete series consists of 480
shdes, divided into units of 12 to a

set, with a keyed description card for

each. The quality of photography is

excellent and the material of great in-

terest for any consideration of the

story of prehistoric man, evidences of

man's cultural development, and the

reproduction of carvings and drawings

that few have had the privilege of

seeing in their original settings.

We see paintings, engravings, mod-
eUngs from 35 Franco-Hispanic oaves,

and we see them clearly. The photog-

rapher has given us splendid exam-

ples of man's design in the great

caves and on the walls of crude early

dwellings. The material will be of ma-

jor interest to all students of anthro-

pology, but it will also be of interest

to younger students who are just be-

ginning to learn something about cave

man and his activities. This is ma-

terial of a type that is good to recom-

mend.

FLAT PICTURES
Mexico (16 color study prints; pro-

duced by John W. Gunter, 126 North

B Street, San Mateo, California;

$11.95 per set). A set of prints plan-

ned for use as bulletin display ma-

terial and for basic study of the coun-

try and the people. We see scenes in

the market places, examples of art and

craft work, daily life in the town and

villages, and the famous posada or

Christmas festival.

Pictures of this type are good to

have on display in a classroom while

other material is being studied, and

they form a good basis against which

to carry out a dramatization or dis-

cussion. Good for any study unit deal-

ing with life in Mexico itself or as part

of a unit on hfe and activities in

Central and South America. Particular-

ly well suited for middle and upper

grade social studies work.
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FILMSTRIPS
Mexico (series 1, 10 strips, color; pro-

duced by John W. Gunter, 126 North

B Street, San Mateo, California;

$47.50 per set, $6 single strips).

These strips are the work of the pro-

ducer of the flat pictures listed above,

and together the two sets of materials

provide a good resource set to use in

a study of the life, people and culture

of our Mexican neighbors. The film-

strips give us a picture of agriculture,

handicrafts, land formations and trans-

portation. Attention is also focused on
how Mexico is building for the future,

and the viewer is given an opportunity

to contrast old Mexico with the coun-

try of today and tomorrow. Consider-

able interest should be aroused by one

strip which deals with children of

Mexico, and pupils will probably en-

joy seeing some of the things which
Mexican children do in the course of

a day's activities. Good for social

studies work in the middle and upper
grades.

Developing Skilk In Music, Group 1

(4 filmstrips and 2 records; produced
by Society for Visual Education, 1345
Diversey Parkway, Chicago 14, 111.;

$27.00 per set). This set is intended

for grades 3-6, and it provides visuals

and sounds which will help answer
many questions basic to an under-
standing of notes, rests, measures, ac-

cents and time signatures. The ma-
terial is presented in a simple, clear

manner, and the records make it pos-

sible for pupils to hear such instru-

ments as the violin, recorder and flute.

Pupil participation is to be secured by
participation in beating rhythm and
in singing.

This is not material for passive

listening, but is deliberately planned
to secure pupil participation. Familiar

songs help to understand how basic

principles are applied to the actual

production of effects, and the unit

should serve to appeal to young mu-
sicians and merely to "those who like

to listen."

The Citizen's Agencies: Federal Regu-
latory Agencies (single strip, black

and white; produced by New York
Times Filmstrips, Times Square, New
York 36, N.Y.; $2.50). Many agencies
affect our daily lives, and the average
citizen knows all too little about just

what they actually do for him. In this

strip, particular attention is given to

the work of such agencies as the ones
devoted to protecting our safety in air

travel and other forms of transporta-

tion, control of television and radio,

and control of information publicized
in advertisements. All such activities

are important to our well being, and
we need to know how these federal

timely...

and correctly interpreted by you, current happenings will

have meaning for your pupils with colorful EYE GATE film-

strips. Lengthy descriptions eliminated, you concentrate

on the issues behind the vividly pictured events. Why not

send now for a catalog covering all subjects? All you do

is to check the coupon on the back pages of this issue, or

write: 146-01 Archer Avenue, Jamaica 35, N. Y. Dept. D

eye gate



Comments and materials for review

should be sent to the department edi-

tor—Irene F. Cypher, New York Uni-

versity, 26 Washington Square, New
York 3, NY.

agencies work for us. The facts are

given in detail, and the strip is one
which contains information of value to

all of us. Pupils will find much to dis-

cuss as they use the strip, and numer-
ous research projects can be carried

out in connection with this unit.

The Commonwealth: Focus On Aus-

tralia And Nigeria (single strip, black

and white; produced for Journal

American by Current Affairs Films, as

part of the Current Affairs Filmstrip

Series). Both Austraha and Nigeria

are very important members of the

91 TAll **• vaw tCIIlN

H ITPEWIITTfN MISSAGES

p!^ RADIO-MAT SLIMS

MAKE YOUR

OWN SLIDES

on your own

TYPEWRITER

by uiing

RADIO-MATS

Il«gular liz* 3lAx4 or tho
Sold by Audio - Viiual,
Supply Dealers. For FREE

RADIO-MAT SLIDE C
11] Ookrldfl* Blvd., Da>

New Duplex 2x2.
Photo & Theatre
SAMPLE write—

O., Dapt. V,
tona aMdi. Ha.

F&B
MAGIC MYLAR
A New Splicing and Repairing t

Technique

.|FLORNAN& BABBLING
68 W. 45th St.. N. Y. 36, N. Y.

Plea

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
a

ise send me:
20 ft. rolls — transparent 16mm —
single perforation (T16S) at $2.20
65 ft- rolls — transparent 16mm—
single perforation (T16S) at $6.00

20 ft- rolls — transparent 16mm —
double perforation (T16D) at $2.20
66 ft. rolls — transparent 16mm —
double perforation (T16D) at $6.00
20 ft. rolls — transparent 35mm
(T-35) at $4.04

66 ft. rolls — transparent 35mm
(T-35) at $11.00

66 ft- rolls—white opaque— 16mm

—

magnetic film only (0-16) at $6-00
66 ft- rolls — white opaque — 35mm
(0-35) at $11.00

A" splicing tape for magnetic tape
(S4) at $.57

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY KIT:

1 20' roll 716 ($2.20)

1 20' roll T35 ( 4.04)

F&B Film
Repair & Butt
Splice Block (19.95)

($26.16)

Special Introductory Kits at only I'f.OU

Name.

Address.

City

(British) Commonwealth of Nations.

There is a vast difference, however,
between the two countries, and this

strip gives an interesting comparison
and contrast of people and affairs in

both. Resources and production are

highlighted; attention is focused on
the importance of both to the eco-

nomic status of Great Britain and to

world affairs. The material is timely

and well suited to a study of world
affairs and economic geography.

The North West Mounted Police: The
Long March West (single .strip, color,

produced by National Film Board of

Canada and available from Stanley

Bowmar Co., Valhalla, New York; $5
per .strip). Growth and development
of the famous Canadian police force

should prove interesting to everyone.

This strip takes us into the period

when the great northwest territory

was first being opened up, and we see

something of the creation of the

Bureau of Interior, created in 1849 to

help in the administration of Indian
affairs. Organization of the North
West Mounted Police, to patrol the

Canadian west, came in 1873, and
the early period was one of hardship

and persistent effort to protect the

lives and property of both native

Indians and white settlers. The story

is a most interesting one, and the

strip is recommended for .social studies

cla.ss work.

The Soviet Union Today (6 strips,

color, with correlated narrations on
records; produced by Jam Handy Or-
ganization, 2821 East Grand Blvd.,

Detroit 11, Michigan; $46.50 for com-
plete set, $6 single strips, $5 individu-

al records). There has been so little

up-to-date material dealing with the
Soviet Union that it is good to see

authentic material such as this. We
are given a broad picture of the geog-
raphy of the Soviet Union, and then

separate strips give us a glimpse of

life in areas such as the Ukraine, the

Caucasus and central Asi;ui areas.

The narration is well paced, factual

and avoids tonal effects that would
seem to sound condemnatory of Soviet

people or affairs. A very good picture

is given of both agricultural and in-

dustrial activities; rural and urban
life in the various sections is compared
and contrasted; we also see the vari-

ous people of this great nation.

There is much excellent information

in each strip and recording, and this

is a set to be welcomed for any study

of the Soviet Union as it is today, at

this moment. The set can be used in

social studies and economic geography
work; it should also prove very valu-

able for clubs interested in programs
about people of the world; and it also

has value for groups interested in

understanding world problems and the

training of personnel to work in vari-

ous countries.

Seattle Fair—

(Continued from Page 1 46)

see the entire finished product before

taking a chance on it or committing
oneself to its support. 1 feel that this

generally conservative attitude pre-

vailed and acted as a road block—but
that certainly this was only of minor
importance.

Secondly, I feel that the cost was a

factor. The labor cost, construction

cost, maintenance cost and staffing

cost brought the entire budget to well

over $200,000. This, I feel, was con-

siderably beyond what was originally

thought of as being allocated to the

project. Finally, I think the major
factor as I have mentioned before was
time. We put in six months' work in

just over six weeks and at the time of

decision by the U.S. OfiBce, we had
only slightly over four months' time
left to complete the entire project.

No one is more disappointed than I

that we are not going to have an edu-
cational exhibit at Seattle. But I think

that much has been learned from our
effort. If we can shake off some of this

conservatism and come to realize that

in a world where the only constant is

change, that there are times when we
must take a chance, then we have
profited. If we have come to realize

that to say something and say it well

costs money as well as effort, then we
have profited. -And if we come to rec-

ognize that "thinking," "planning"

and "execution" cannot all be done by
next Tuesday morning and that the

only thing we cannot buy is time, then

we really have profited.

Well, this has been a long way of

answering your question, Paul, but I

know you are interested. I hope for

and look for better things in New
York in 1964. 1 know that education

will take its proper place among the

affairs of men.
•

Walter J. Mars
Project Director

Educational Exhibit

Seattle World's Fair

WJM:ms
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New Equipment

For addresses of the sources supplying
Information on whicli tliese listings are
based, refer to Directory of Sources,
page 174. For more information about
any of the equipment and materials
announced here, use the enclosed
reader service postcard.

CAMERA ACCESSORIES
Shoulder-Pod & Pistol-Grip constitutes

an all-metal support for mobile opera-
tion of the Arriflex 16 camera. The
two units may be used separately. $68.

ARRIFLEX.
For more Information rlrcle
No. 101 on retnrn postal card.

Transistorized Amplifiers for Auricon
Cine-Voice Cameras. Model 2CSA,
two-channel, mounts on camera base
$335. Model 2CSU, in separate case,

3x5x7", wt 3 lb $335. Model ICIC,
single channel in-camera unit $550.

S.O.S.

For more Information circle
No. 102 on retnrn postal card.

PROJECTORS, Movie, TV
Xenon Light 16nun Projector. "Bauer"
European pedestal type for perma-
nent installations. Continuous burn-
ing Xenon lamp serves regular
screens up to 20' wide, cinemascope

"Bauer" Projector

up to 30'. Minimum life 1500 hours;
4100 lumen output from 2000 watt
model, 2300 from the lOOOw. Geneva
cross movement, automatic circulatory
lubrication. Magnetic and optical
track. 1" to 3" lenses. Wt 264 lb; 6'2y4

X 4'6y4 X V3Vt. Takes reels up to 5000
ft. 'INTCON.

For more Information circle
No. 103 on retnrn postal card.

SOUND EQUIPMENT
Continental '400' Tape Recorder, pro-

fessional model; stereo-mono record-
playback 4-track; 3-speed; 43 lb;

$399.95. NAPHILIPS

For more Information rirclt;

No. 104 on return postal card.

Noreico Continental 200 Tape Recorder.
4-track; stereo playback, mono rec-
ord and playback; 7% ips; fast for-

ward and reverse (1800' in -2min);
sound-on-sound and pause buttons;
inputs offer mixing facilities; 18 lb;

60 watts; 14x12x7" $179.50. NAPHIL-
IPS.

For more Information circle
No. 105 on return postal card.

Sound Column P.A. (vertical speaker
assembly) 60" column contains six 8"

speakers, 150 watts IPM; 16 ohms im-
pedance; 16° vertical angle 120°

horizontal; 59x11x9"; 61 lb; $179.95.
40" column, 4 speakers; 80 watts, 8
ohms; vertical angle 22°, horizontal
120°; 40x11x9"; 46 lb; $129.95. For
music and speech, recommended as
especially suitable for high reverbera-
tion areas. UNSPEAK

For more Information circle
No. 106 on return postal card.

Stereo Amplifier Kit. 48-watt, Model
LK-48. Container opens to form a
work table. All mechanical parts pre-
riveted at factory, no external equip-
ment needed for adjustment. $119.50.
SCOTT

For more information circle
No. 107 on return postal card.

Tape Repeaters, 5 watt, built-in speak-
er, with microphone, $297; same but
dual-track with erasure guard to pro-
tect master track $345; 2 watt (play-
back only) built-in speaker $187.50;
earphone output and foot switch
model same price. Cartridges run
from 3 min fi $3.25 to 40min $11.75.
COUSINO.

For more information circle
No. 108 on retnrn postal card.

Transcription Record Player 4-speed,
has mike input and volume tone con-
trols; 4 earphone jacks; 15x15x12",
12 lb. Model 944L $180; microphone
$24.50; crystal headphones $26; mag-
netic headphones $22. HAMILTON.

For more information circle
No. 109 on return postal card.

Uher Tape Recorder, lightweight (17
lb); 3-speed (3%, 1%, fj ips); finger-
tip control switch on mike; choice of
playback through internal or external
speaker or through mike; tone con-
trol; 3-digit counter; 5-pushbutton
keyboard; choice of 4 voltages; 5"

reels; standard half-track monaural.
$299.50; case $18; remote mike $30.
Numerous accessories available.
BURBR.

For more Information circle
No. 110 on return postal card.

Stereo Recorder 4-tracks may be re-

corded separately and played back
simultaneously if desired; operates
either vertically or horizontally; sep-

Califone Recorder

arate controls and meters for each
channel; 2-speed 3% & 7% ips; 4 in-
puts, 4 outlets. Model 73-T $329.50.
RHECAL.

For more information olrole
No. Ill on return postal card.

MISCELLANEOUS EQUIP.
"He de France" Exposure Meter reads

10 interchangeable ASA ratings di-
rect without settings or calculations,
including very low light, smallest
lens stops, and time exposures. $29.95.
HEITZ.

For more Information -jlrcle

No. HZ on return postal card.

Wall Mounted Receivers 24" slanted,
shaded; tamper-proof controls and
chassis; shockproof; 4x the power of
home receivers; standard local serv-
icing; permits multiple slave set in-
stallations (video and RF) ; UHF may
be added at extra cost of $10 per
channel; tape recorder jack add $10
TRANSVISION.

For more Information circle
No. 113 on return postal card.

Tape Head Care Kit includes lubricant
and cleaner solutions with applicator.
2 oz bottles. $2. ROBINS

For more Information circle
No. 114 on return postal card.

Transpara-Film Kit for lifting printed
illustrations onto transparencies for
overhead projection, contains 100
sheets, 2 polished plates, felt, 12 pack-
ages seal tonic $27.95 SEAL

For more Information circle
No. 115 on return postal card.

Universal Planetarium. Desktop dem-
onstrator with 6" diameter Sun, has
synchronized gear and chain drive
that orientates (transparent) Earth
and Moon. 12"x8"xl8". $29.95. UNI-
PROD

For more Information circle
No. 116 on retnrn postal eard.
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TRADE DIRECTORY FOR THE AUDIOVISUAL FIELD

KEY: (P)—producwi, Impertars. (M) monufgctwrt. (D)^-d*al*rs, dUtrlbufers, fllin rmtal librorias, prolactlon Mrvic*

Wlwra o primary sourn also oHari direct rental sorvlcat, tlw doubla symbol (PD)

Auodotion Fllmi, Inc. (PD)

Diftrlbutor of Fr««-Loan ond Rantol FMmt.

Hnadqifortorsi

347 Modlwn Aim., N. r. 17. H. T

Raalonal Llbrorlati

(rood al Elm, ltld«*fl*ld, N. J.

J61 HlHarov* Ava., La Gronga, III

799 Stavanion St., Son Francitce, Col.

nos Jocliion St., Dalloi 2, Tax.

Australian Naws and Information Btiraoti ( PD

)

«3« FIflli Ava., Naw York 20. N. Y.

(D)

Avis ninw
P. O. Box 643, (urbonk. Colli.

(PD)

•ray Studios, Inc. (PD)
729 Sovanlh Ava.. Naw York 19. N. T.

Films IPD)
127 Ninth A«a., North. Noshvllla 3. Tann.

CoroiMt Instructional Films

Coronal Bids., Chicago 1, III.

IP)

Family Films, in«. (PD)
S823 Sonlo Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38. Colli.

Idaol PIcturas, Inc. (D)

Homa OHIcai

S8 E. South Wotsr St., Chicago 1, III.

Branch Exchangas:
2114 Eighth Ava., N., Birmingham 1, Alo.

1840 Alcatroz Ava., Barkalay 3, Cal.

2221 S. Ollva St., Lot Angalai 7, Col.

714—18th Straal, Danvar 2, Colo.

S5 NE 13th St., Miami 32, Flo.

71 Wolton St., N.W., Atlanta 3, Go.
1370 S. Boratania St., Honolulu 14, H.

SB E. South Wolar St., Chicago 1, III.

IS E. Maryland St., Indlonapollt 4, Ind.

«1« S. Sth St., Loulsvllla 2, Ky.

1303 Prytonlo Siraat, Naw Orlaant 13, la.

102 W. 25th St., Baltlmora 18, Lo.

42 Malrota St., Boston 16, Man.
IS924 Grand Rlvar Ava., Datrolt 27. Mich.

3400 NIcollal Ava., Mlnnaapollt 8, Minn.

1402 Locuft St., Konios City 6, Mo.
4028 N. Kingihighway, St. Louis IS, Ma.
4S29 Spring St., Omaha 6, Neb.

1SS8 Main St., Buffalo 9. N. Y.

321 W. 44th St., Naw York 36, N. Y.

2110 Poyna Ava., Clavaland 14, Ohio.
1201 S. W. Morrison, Portland S, Ora.

14 Wood St.. Pittsburgh 22, Pa.

18 S. Third St., Mamphii 3, Tann.

2434 S. Horwood, Dallas IS. Tax.

Brlghom Young Univ., Provo, Utah.

1 E. Main St., Richmond 19, Va.
4431 W. North Ave., Milwaukee 8, Wis.

Intarnotlenal Film Buraou IPD)
332 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 4, ill.

Knowladga Bulldars (Classroom Films) (PD)
Visuol Education Cantar BIdg..

Floral Pork, N Y

For information about Trade Di-

rectory advertising rates, write

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN & AUDIO-
VISUAL GUIDE, 2000 Lincoln Park

West BIdg., Chicago 14, IH.

starling IMovias U.S.A., Inc.
Free Film Distributor

Executive Offices
375 Park Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.

Area Libraries & Shipping Canters
100 Watt Monroe St., Chicago 3, Hi.
1469 N. Vine St., lot Angelas 28, Csl.
43 West 61st.. New York 23, N.Y.
519 Pennsylvania Ave., Fort Worth 4, Taxes.

FIIMSTRIPS

Fllmstrlps (PO)
127 Ninth Ave., Narth, Nashville 3, Tana.

Christian Education Press Fllmstrlps
Religious Subjects
1505 Race St., Phiiodelphlo 2, Pa.

(M>)

Family Fllmstrlps, Inc. (PD)
S823 Santo Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38, Calif.

Enrichment Materials Inc. (PD)
246 Fifth Ave., New York 1, N. Y.

Society for Visual Education (PD)
1345 Diversey Parkway, Chlcogo 14

Teaching Aids Service, Inc. (PD)
Lowell Ave. B Cherry lone. Floral Pork, N. Y.

31 Union Square Watt, Naw York 3

Visual Education Consultants, Inc. (PD)
VEC Weekly Newt Fllmstrlps

2066 Helena St.. Madison. Wis.

FIIMSTRIP, SLIDE A OPAQUE PROJECTORS

OuKane Corporation
St. Charles. Illinois

(M)

FIliM EDITING EQUIPMENT

Trald Corporation (PD)
P. O. Box 648, Encino. Calif.

Professional Portable Hot Splicers

ELECTRONIC TRAINING KITS

Allied Radio Cerperatlen (MD)
100 N. Western Ave.. Chlcogo 80. ill.

riAGS, BANNERS, BUTTONS, TROPHIES

Ace Flag A Pennant Company (M)
224 Hoddon Rd., Woodmere, L.I., N. Y.
All sizes—U.S., U.N.. Stote. Foreign, Immed. del.

Pennontt. dacots, outo-bumpar labels, ate.

GLOBES — Gaogrophicoi

Oonoyer-Oeppert Company (PD)
S235 Roventwaod Ava., Chlcogo 40, ill.

BIOLOGICAL MODELS A CHARTS

Donoyar-Geppert Company
5235 Roventwood Ave.. Chicago 40, ill.

MOTION PICTURE PROJECTORS A SUPPLIU

Bell A Howell Co. (M)
7117 McCormIck Rood, Chicago 45, ill.

Eastman Kodak Company (M)
Rochester 4, New York

Victor Division, Kalart Co. |M),
Plalnvllle, Conn. 'k

MAPS — Geographical, Historical

Denoyer-Gappert Company
5235 Ravenswooa Ave., Chlcogo 40, ill.

MICROSCOPES A SLIDES

Oenoyer-Geppert Company
5235 Rovenswooo Ave., Chicago 40, ill.

PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT

Camera Equipment Co., Inc. (MD)
315 W. 43rd St., New York 36, N. Y.
6510 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood, Col.

Camera Equipment Co., Inc., of Florida (MO)
1335 E. Tenth Ave., Hioleoh, Flo.

PROJECTION TABLES

Advance ProdiKts Company (TO)
2300 E. Douglas Ave., Wichita, Kant.
Complete Line of Projection Tables

READING IMPROVEMENT

Psychotechnlcs, Inc.

105 W. Adams St., Chicago 3, III.

Mfgrs. of SHADOWSCOPE Reading Pacer

RECORDS

Academic Recording Institute (ARI)
18 E. 50th St., New York 22, N. Y.
(Noted Scholars on Records or Topas)

Broadman Films (PD)
127 Ninth Ave., North, Nothville 3, Tann.

Curriculum Materials Center (PD)
5128 Venice Blvd., Los Angelas 19, Col.
Records, Tape Recordings, Fllmstrlps, Books

Enrichment Materials Inc. (PDI
246 Fifth Ave., New York 1, N. Y.

Folkways Records A Service Corp.
117 W. 46th St., Naw York, N. Y.

Heirloom Records (PD)
Brookhoven, N. Y.
(History through Ballads & Folksongs)

Monitor Recordings, Inc. (PD)
413 W. 50lh St., New York 19, N. Y.
Russian, French, Spanish Language Materials

Music Education Record Corp. (PI
P.O. Box 445, Englewood, N. J.

(The Complete Orchestra demonstrated)

Spanish Music Cantar, Inc. (PD)
127 W. 48th St., New York 36, N. Y.

(SMC Language Records Center)

RECORDERS — PLAYERS

Allied Radio Corporatien
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, ill.

(MDI

SCREENS

Radiant Manufacturing Co.
8220 No. Austin Ave., Morton Grove, lit

SLIDES

Key; Kodachrome 2 x 2. SVe x 4'/. or large.

Keystone View Co.
Meodviile, Pa.

(PD-4)

SOUND SYSTEMS

Allied Radio Cerperatlen (MDI
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80. III.
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New Materials

Materials
KEY TO ABBREVIATIONS

'mp—motion picture

ff—filmstrip

il—slid*

r»«—racording
L—33-1/3 r.p.m. microgroov* rocord
fliln—minutas (running tlma)
fr^lramas (filmstrip picturas)

si—sllant
sd—sound
R^ent
b&w—block k whit*
col—<olor
Pri—Primary
Int—Intormodioto
JH—Junior High
SH—Sonior High
C—Collog*
A—Adult
prog—progrommod loorning matorlols

ARTS & CRAFTS
Danish Design mp BRANDON 15min

col $165 r$12.50. Ancient craft tradi-

tions endure in industrialization of

rural simplicity. Making of a chair

shown in closeup. SH C A
For more Information circle

No. 117 on retorn postal card.

Day of the Painter mp BRANDON 14

min col $175 r$12.50. Sly spoof of
abstract-expressionist painting. Acad-
emy Award 1961. C A SH

For more Information eirele
No. 118 on return postal card.

Heritage from Tula mp BRANDON 14-

min col $165 r$12.50. Ancient glory of

Mexican art and architecture dis-

closed in excavations at Tula, capital

of the Toltec Nation, destroyed by
the Aztecs 1250 A.D. C SH A

For more information circle
No. 119 on return postal card.

Taste and Genius in the Arts lOrec

ACREC 12" LP or 3% ips tape. Set
(10) $50, ea $5.95. Discussions by
John Mason Brown, Serrell Hillman.
Titles: The World of the Theatre;
What is Greatness; The Artists and
his Times; Laughter; Development of
Style; The Revelation of Character;
Biography and Autobiography; What
Is a Classic; What Determines Taste;
Men and Ideas. C A SH

For more Information eirele
No. 120 on return postal card.

A Trip to the Moon mp BRANDON
14min col $165 r$12.50. Composite re-

production of paintings on this theme
by children (6-15) of seven countries.
"The fastest fuel in the world is a
child's imagination." Austria's entry
at Tokyo and Berlin festivals. El-A

For more information circle
No. 121 on return postal card.

Ukiyo-E (prints of Japan) mp BRAN-
DON 27min col $325 r$37.50. Twelve
artists of the period represented in

detailed study at Art Institute, Chi-
cago. Prints reflect transition period
from feudal to merchant-dominated
culture. C A SH

For niore information circle
No. 122 on return postal card.

EDUCATION
Texas in New York mp POST 27min
b&w $125. How teacher from Texas
wins loyalty in her class of young
New York City toughs, and her in-

fluence on their later lives. SH C A
For more Information circle

No. 123 on return postal card.

FEATURE FILMS
The Archer-Shee Case mp POST 27nun
b&w $125. Long hard fight to vindi-

cate young cadet wrongfully dis-

missed from Royal Naval Academy.
JH-A

For more Information circle

No. 124 on return postal card.

Charlie Chaplin Comedies 4mp BRAN-
DON 8min ea b&w $40 r$3. Synchro-
nized sound effects. Titles: Between
Showers; The Ham Artist (Face on
the Barroom Floor); Laughing Gas
(The Dentist) ; Oh, What a Night (The
Rounders)

.

For more information eirele
No. 126 on return postal card.

GUIDANCE, Personal

Child Pioneer mp POST 27min b&w
$125. Inspirational story of responsi-
bility assumed by 13-year-old boy
who, on death of his parents, shep-
herded his six younger brothers and
sisters, one a new-born babe, to

their new home in the West. El-A

For more information eirele
No. 126 on return postal esrd.

FREE
Allied
444PAGE 1962

ELECTRONICS

CATALOG

SAVE MOST on language
labs. Stereo hi-fi, record-

ing and phono equipment,
school sound systems,
training kits, electronic

parts. Write for Catalog.

ALLIED RADIO
1 00 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80. III.

INTRODUCING

LP ALBUM DISCABINET

MODEL LP-12

All metal Sectional Discabinet

with a COMPLETE CATALOGING
SYSTEM. Capacity 60 LP Albums

7", 10" & 12".

WR/ri FOR FREE BROCHURE A PRICES

CABINETS FOR RECORDS, TAPES,
FILMS & FILMSTRIPS

SU tXHIBIT BOOTH 104 AT DAVI

Wallach & Associates, Inc.

1589 ADDISON ROAD

CLEVELAND 3, OHIO

You Are

WITH7

while

p^^ri'^^ presenting
^^^^^^M Audio

-

i^^^HBH^B^B Visual

programs

DARKENING

MfflM^nll^M
"SS^^^HIHU

^^Hi n^^H
^Hl^ iHjjl
mH' UBD

FORSE
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I & SHADES
Finest materials—decorative colors

Made to fit any size windows
Guaranteed for 10 years

Used throughout the United States

since 1917

Write for literature and fabric samples.
They're free.

MANUFACTURING COMPANY
2347 Sullivan Ave. • SI. Louis 7, Mo.
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HEALTH, SAFETY
Changing of the Guard mp BRANDON
8min col $120 r$7.50. Polish anima-
tion film that won first prize at

Cannes. Matchboxes on parade; fairy-

COMPCO
professional qiialily reels and cans

are preferred by. .

.

the customers

of...

GEO. W. COLBURN
LABORATORY. Ino.

Only Compco offers "a new dimension in

quality" recognized and accepted by leaders

,

In the movie making industry, compco's su- •

periority is attributed to a new, majoii
advance in film reel construction—result-
ing in truly professional reels that Tun
truer, smoother, providing lifetime protec-
tion to valuable film. Compco reels and,
cans are finished in a scratch -resistant',
baked-on enamel, and are available in all/
16 mm. sizes—400 ft. thru 2300 ft. For details
and prices write to:

COWIPCO corporation
1800 N. SpauJding Ave.. Chicago 47. iii r

tale guardsman's love for matchbox
princess gets so hot it consumes him
and all who have not learned not to

play with fire. Pri-A

For more information circle
No. 121 on retarn postal card.

Survival Stresses mp APCS 30min col

loan. Sale UWF. Methods of detect-
ing, understanding and combating
such stresses as hunger, thirst, cold,

fatigue and fear in survival situa-

tions in Arctic, desert, tropics, and
on water. Air Force film TF-1-5375.
C A

For more information circle
No. 128 on return postal card.

You Are What You Eat mp UCEFS
27min b&w $120 r$2. Role of nutrition
to the individual, basic nutrient re-

quirements, the science of nutrition.

SH A

For more Information circle
No. 129 on reinrn postal card.

INDUSTRIAL ARTS
(incl graphics)

Frostings fs DOWLING 40fr col $3
captioned. 12p guide shows each
frame with commentary. Cooked,
partically cooked and uncooked; prep-
aration and application; toppings.
SH A

For more information circle
No. 130 on return postal card.

What You Should Know Before You
Buy a Home mp MODERN 28min col

loan. Location, zoning, plot site and
grading, comfort and convenience are
some of the factors treated. Spon-
sored by the US Savings and Loan
League. SH C A

For more Information circle
No. 131 on return postal card.

Premiere Showing

—

Booth 187

Kansas City, Mo.

in full color and
black-and-white

atDAVI

FILMSTRIPS
Augmenting our extensive stocks of Russian-produced

BOOKS— PERIODICALS— RECORDINGS
RUSSIAN LANGUAGE TEACHING MATERIALS

Counsel by American educators is invited as to how these fine

productions may best contribute to better classroom instruction.

Send for Free Catalog.

(ROSS WORLD BOOKS AND PERIODICALS, INC.

333 S. Wacker Drive Chicago 6, Illinois

LANGUAGE ARTS
Letter Writing for Beginners mp'
CORONET llmin col $110 b&w $60.

Grammar for the primary grades il-

lustrated by means of animation
photography. Pri.

For more Information circle
No. 133 on return postal card.

The Neighboring Shore mp BRANDON
15min col $175 r$12.50. Walt Whit-
man's words and 100 woodcuts by
Antonia Frasconi show the U.S.A.
through the eyes of the artist. Grand
Prix, Venice. 1960, SH C A

For more information circle
No. 183 on return postal card.

Picture Book Parade (series) 4mp
BRANDON ea 5min col $7,5 r$5 b&w
$45. Weston; Woods filmographs.
titles: Caps for Sale; Magic Michaael;
Pancho; and <b&w only) In the For-
est $45 r$3. Pri El

For more information circle
No. 134 on return postal card.

Sentences That Ask and Tell mp COR-
ONET llmin col $110 b&w $60. Chil-
dren in film play a game using large
cards to construct sentences about
familiar situations. Pri.

For more information circle
No. 1.S.5 on return postal card.

Fundamentals of Vocabulary Buildbi«r
9fs EYEGATE col set $30 indiv $4.

Titles: Name the Right Word; Words
that Rhyme; Synonyms; Homonyms;
Find Another Word; Prefixes and
Suffixes; Singular and Plural; Seeing
Words Clearly; The Dictionary and
Other Reference Works. JH

For more information circle
No. I:t6 on return postal card.

Night Before Christinas sfs SVE col
col 34fr, guide and LP $8. Less record
$5. Clement Clarke Moore's story,
with jingling sound effects and Christ-
mas melodies. Pri up.

For more information circle
No. 137 on return postal card.

Paddy's Christmas sfs SVE 43fr LP col

$8.50. Helen Monsell story. The basis
holiday fun is giving and making
others happy.

For more Information circle
No. 138 on return postal card.

Picture Stories for Reading Readiness
9fs EYEGATE co set $30 indiv $4.

Experiential situations keyed to young
child's knowledge, to develop oral

vocabulary and word recognition
skills. Pri

For more Information circle
No. 139 on return postal card.

Thanksgiving for King fs SVE 37fr

captioned col $5. A baby turkey grows
up royally to keep his date with din-
ner table destiny. Pri el

For more information circle
No, 140 on return postal card.

Walt Disney's "Famous Stories Retold"
6fs EBF col $36 ea $6. Titles: 20,000

Leagues Under the Sea; Kidnapped;
The Sword and the Rose; PoUyanna;
Toby Tyler and the Circus; Old
Yeller. Int JH

For more information circle

No. 141 on return postal card.
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LITERATURE, DRAMA
America the Beautiful rec COLREC 12"

Lp $4.98. Readings of 18 selections, by
Vincent Price. Included are old time
favorites by Longfellow, Whittier,

Kilmer, Whitman, Benet. Sandburg,
etc.

For more information circle

No. 149 en return postal card.

Leo Tolstoy mp BRANDON 48min b&w
$225 r$22.50. Comprehensive biog-

raphy on film, English narration, ex-

cerpts from plays (in Russian) by
Moscow Art Theatre and Leningrad
Academic Theatre. SH C A

For more Information circle

No. 14.3 on return postal card.

MATHEMATICS
Cone, Sphere and Cylinder models
MODELS set $7.95. 3" forms and 6

material density indicators, with
handbook, for demonstrating volume
and weight relationships, density

through computations and experi-

ments. JH SH

For more Information circle
No. 144 on return postal card.

Building Concepts in Mathematics
(series) COLFILM. 6mp set col $810
ea $150: b&w set $405 ea $75; 6fs col

set $30 ea $6. 43 overhead projectuals

(171 transparency cells) col 8"xl0"
set $150. Titles: Meaning of Fractions;

Factors and Primes; Adding Frac-
tions; Subtracting Fractions; Multi-
plying Fractions; Dividing Fractions.

Int. JH

For more information circle
No. 145 on return postal card.

Electronic Computers and Applied
Mathematics mp COLFILM 23min col

$220 b&w $110. Principles and opera-
tion of computers; Binary Arithmetic;
Place Value Concept: unusual uses of
the computer in math and science.

JH SH C A
For more Information circle
No. 146 on return postal card.

Transparent Geometric Solids ED-
MUND (Set of 19) $39.50 Plastic,

edges outlined in red, largest is 4H"
high, sturdy well-finished box.

For more information circle
No. 147 on return postal card.

Arithmetic: Understanding the Problem
mp CORONET llmin col $110 b&w
$60. Word problems translated into
numbers, mathematical statements,
and operations. Int JH

For more information circle
No. 148 on return postal card.

General or Business Mathematics Course
25fs for use with EDL Controlled
Reader. Each fs carries 40 number
problems and 20 application prob-
lems, exposed 5 words per frame,
thus adjustable to reading proficiency
of the specific student group. Oral-
aural as well as written response
techniques are detailed in excellent
teachers' manual. EDL

For more information circle
No. 149 on return postal card.

Understanding Fractions 8fs SVE col

set $43.20. Titles: Origin and Meaning;
Uses; Language Of; Different Names
for the Same Fractional Number; Ad-
dition; Subtraction; Multiplication,

Division.
, \ ,

For more information circle

No. 160 on return postal card.

MEDICAL & ALLIED
SCIENCES

Classes for Expectant Parents mp
COLAB 14min col $90. Planning,
organization, and conduct of classes;

a joint civic concern. Kent Lane
production for Kentucky State Dept.

of Health. A

For more information circle

No. 151 on return postal card.

PKU—Preventable Mental Retardation

mp IFB 15min col $165. Phenylke-
tonuria (PKU), one of the new forms
of preventable mental retardation,

can now be detected with a simple
chemical test. The disease, a liver

enzyme deficiency, can be treated

successfully with careful diet therapy.
Diagnosis effective only in early in-

fancy.

For more information circle

No. 163 on return postal card.

MENTAL HEALTH
The Nature of Human Nature 10 rec

ACREC 12" LP or 3%" tape set (10)

$50 ea $5.95. Ashley Montagu, Virgilia

Peterson discuss "Time for Ideas."

Titles: The Nature of Human Nature;
Life Begins at Conception; The Birth
Situation; The Need for Love; The
Meaning of Education; Morality and
Religion; The Causes of Aggression;
Evolution; The Development of Cul-
ture; American Technological Civili-

zation. C A

For more information circle
No. 1.53 on return postal card.

The New Look Is the Anxious Look mp
BRANDON llmin b&w $60 r$10. Day
in the life of patient constantly ap-
prehensive of defeat. Analyst is of

little help to this joker. SH C A

For more information circle
No. 164 on return postal card.

The Umbrella mp NAMH 28min b&w
Dutch language with English subtitles

$150 r$10. The umbrella carried by a
stem authoritarian father becomes a
recognition symbol for neglected boy
and the key to his minor delinquency,
which is shown to be a home-made
product with roots in emotional de-
privation. C A TT

For more information circle
No. 155 on return postal acrd.

CONVERT TAPES INTO 12" HIGH FIDElin LP

Cook toboroforlos offmr •conomlcol cusfom
pf%%tng of LPt from fopos In smaJfosf
quantities.

FOR ECONOMY—FIEXIBILITV—LONG WEAR
SEND 25c for RECORDING & CUSTOM-PRESS-
ING MANUAL . . contains many useful
recording procedures, hints on mtcrophono
placement, use of holls, etc.^-completo in-

formation on converting tapes into 12' LP.

COOK LABORATORIES, INC.

101 Second St. Stamford, Conn.

You Are Not Alone mp ASSOCIATION
30min b&w loan. Passed over in job

advancement, a young executive in-

dulges in resentment to the extent

that his marriage, health and work
are jeopardized. The family doctor
is able to set him straight. SH A C

For more infornsation circle

No. 166 on return postal card.

/rS WAITING

FOR yovf
THE ...

Indiana

University

avdio-
visnal

center

1962
sales catalog
AT

BIOOMINGTON, INDIANA

"FfBERBfLT" CASES
"THIY LAST INOEEINITEIY"

Equipped with ttaal cernars, itaal card

holder and heavy web straps.

Only original Fiborbllt Catos boar rhli

Trado Mark

your Assurance

of -Finest QualHy''

For 16niin film

400' to 3000' Keels

Sold by All Leading Dealers
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MUSIC

Golden Treasury rec ALLIED 12" LP
ea $1.58. A total of 53 titles including
such series as Golden Treasury of
Fairy Tales . . . Train Songs . . Songs
About Heroes . . . Dog Songs . . . Bed-
time Story Songs. Also A Child's In-

The Amazing

Electronic Educator!

The Electronic Educator is an amazing new scientific device

designed to train and teach at both the conscious and subcon-
scious levels. You read, speak or transcribe recorded material

thru the microphone, where it is recorded on special endless

tape cartridges holding from 1 min. to 2 f ull hours of tape. This
tape repeats itself and your message endlessly to give you the
necessary repetition to memorize material. Comes complete
with mike. Slumber Speaker, timer and cartridges. Offers thou*
aands of uses from learning languages to helping backward stu-

dents. Write for free descriptive literature. Slcep-I^aming
Research Ass'n. Box 24 -S Olympia, Washington.

The Electronic Educator is also an inexpeosive,
portable language lab. Student can record his

lessoo then hear both the recording and his own
pronunciation at the tame time. Use it for

music lessons, too.

troduction (series)—Orchestra; Great
Composers; Gilbert & Sullivan; Jazz;
French; The Symphony. Ding Done
and Nursery School. Yogri Bear; Bugs
Bunny; Dennis the Menace; Popeye
etc Pri El

For more information cirele
No. 167 on retnrn postal carA.

Grand Opera on Film (series) mp
IDEAL apply. World renown casts,

finest Old World settings and cos-
tumes. Don Juan; lAtbtngrin; Cener-
entola, Faust and the Devil, La Favor-
ita; La Sonnambula, The Medium.
This and a companion Music Masters
series is offered for music instruction
and as a fine arts community pro-
gram. SH C A

For more information cirele
No, 158 on return postal card.

Music Master Life Story (series) mp
IDEAL apply. Dramatized highlights
from the lives of great composers,
with many fine musical passages sung
be top operatic stars. Liife and Loves
of Mozart; Eternal Waltz (Johann
Strauss) ; Casta Diva (Belini) ; Inferno
Degli Amanti (Donizetti); Casa
Ricordl (the influence of the MUan
music publishing house) SH C A

For more Information cirele
No. ISO on return poital card.

fOPE I aT^8€aA4iWPe;t(,c<5t

MIDWAY BejWBtH GULFfORT AND tILOXI

Unexcelled accommodations - air-conditioned

throughout, 700 acres beautifully landscaped
with age-old oaks and colorful azaleas.

Championship IS-hole golf course

Large fresh water swimming pool, tennis courts,

playground and wading pool for children. 3000
feet of wide sandy beach. Open all year. Sensible rates,

j Reginald G, Nefzger, Gen'l. Mgr.

^ EDGEWATER PARK, MISSISSIPPI

PHONE: UNivarsIly 4-1312

Nutcracker Suite-Between Blrtiidays
rec COLREC 12" LP. New "Lyrics"
by Ogden Nash, recited by Peter
Ustinov, give unique charm to Andie
Kostelanetz' arrangement of two
Tchaikovsky classics, K-A

For more information cirele
No. 160 on retnrn postal eard.

African Musicians mp BRANDON 14%-
min b&w $90 r$10. Native playing of
instruments of equatorial Africa
demonstrates important part played
by music in life of the individual and
of his tribe. C A SH

For more information circle
No. 161 on retnrn postal eard.

Dear Friends and Gentle People mp
POST 27min b&w $12.'5. Life of
Stephen Foster. JH-A

27
For more Information eirele
No. 162 on return postal eard,

A Visit with Dairus Milhaud mp BRAN-
DON 31min col $325 r$17,50. Com-
poser's background in France; work
at Mills College and at Aspen with
students; reunion in Paris, C A SH

For more Information cirele

No, 163 on retnrn postal eard.

PHYSICAL ED, SPORTS
Fundamentals of Creative Swimming
2mp COLFILM Part I 12min col $140
b&w $70. Part II 16min col $180 b&w
$90, JH-C

For more Information cirele
No, 164 on retnrn postal card.

The Man Who Beat Death mp POST
27min b&w $125, Inspirational story
of battle against diabetes from child-

hood on by tennis champion Billy
Talbert. Climax is his match with
Pancho Gonzales. El-A

For more information circle
No, 165 on retorn postal card.

Ski School mp BRANDON (series 4

films) ea 12%min b&w $85 series

$295, Photographed at Banff and Lake
Louise, features Lucille Wheeler and
Real Charette, Blue Ribbon, Ameri-
can Film Festival 1961, SH C A

For more Information circle
No, 166 on return postal card.

Tennis by Contrast mp AVED mp 10-

min col $100. Serve, backhand, fore-
hand drive, etc., as done by Don
Budge, Bobby Riggs, Fred Perry, Bill

Tilden, JH-A
For more information cirele
No. 167 on retnrn postal card.

ic SPECIAL SALE jf

RCA 400
PROJECTOR-SPEAKERS

Brand-New Foctory-Packed

^<y' Speaker, 25 ft. Cable,

t600 ft. Take-up Reel

Regular price ....$85.00

Our Price

Can be used as auxiliory ipeoker with any

make sound projector.

FLORMAN & BABB, Inc.

68 Wetl 4SHi SI., New YarV 34, N.Y.

»37.
50
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PRIMARY GRADE
MATERIALS

Elf Book n 6fs SVE col set $24.30 ea

$4.50. Rand-McNally books visualized.

Titles: Lucinda, the Little Donkey;
Puss-In-Boots; The Goat That Went to

School; Scamper; The Three Bears
Visit Goldilocks; Tubby Turtle. Pri.

For more Infonnmtlon circle

No. 168 on retorn postal card.

Globi's Good Heart mp BRANDON 3V4-

min col $35 r$5. Swiss animation tells

of the cat who forgave the mice who
stole his food. Pri.

No. 169 on return postal card.
For more iDfonnatlon circle

Meet the Actors mp AVED lOmin col

$100. Humpy the talking camel and
Tamba the funny chimp tour Holly-
wood's Jungle Compound. Pri.

For more information circle

No. 176 on retorn postal card.

Mr. Chimp goes to the Circus mp AVED
lOmin col $100. Jungle compound
show has chimpanzees not only as

performers but also as part of the

audience. Dubbed human voices add
comic effect. Pri.

For more Information circle

No. 171 on retarn postal card.

The Scribbling Kitten mp BRANDON
13min b&w $75 r$5. Japanese anima-
tion story of the kitten whose draw-
ings of mice came to life to torment
her. Pri.

For more information circle

No. m on return postal card.

See It and Believe It mp AVED lOmin
b&w $50. All the animals in Holly-
wood's Jungle Compound want to be
"King"; chimpanzees are the audi-

ence. Pri.

For more Information circle

No. 173 on retorn postal card.

SCIENCE, Biology

Birds and their Babies mp AVED 10

min col $110. Four types shown, male
and female, nesting, teaching the

young to fly or swim, bird songs. El.

For more information circle
No. 174 on retorn postal card.

Student Opthalmascope permits direct

observation of active blood vessels

and nerves in the human eye. Pen-
type illuminator uses two flashlight

cells; mounts double convex lens and
inclined mirror. $6.50 CENSCI

For mere Information circle
No. 175 on retorn postal card.

SCIENCE, General

Tbe Development of Power mp AVED
lOmin col $110. From muscle power of

old to the atomic power of today.
El-C

For more Information circle
No. 176 on return postal card.

The Earth In Evolution mp AVED 10

min col $110. Formation and change,

wind, rain, volcanoes, earthquakes,

overview of billions of years. El-C

For more Information circle

No. 177 on retorn postal card.

Planets Around Our Sun mp UWF
13%min col $135. Composition, gravi-

tational force affecting all members
of solar family. JH Int

For more Information circle

No. 178 on return postal card.

The Pond mp IFB 20min col $195. Plant

life provides food and shelter for

wide variety of invertebrates, fish,

amphibians, reptiles, birds and mam-
mals, observed under water as well

as above. El-C

Project Echo mp APCS 27min col loan.

1960. Air Force film SEP 1088. Re-
search, development, and successful

launching of "Echo I," a passive

communications test satellite. Theory
of bouncing signals off satellite. SH
C A

For more Information clrele

No. 179 on return postal card.

Science for the Space Age (series)

15mp EBF col $1,917 b&w $1,026.

Titles: (Ir col $120 b&w $60) What
Is Space?; How To Measure Time;
Energy and Work; Waves and Energy;

How to Bend Light; How to Produce
Electric Current with Magnets; Mag-
netic, Electric, and Gravitational

Fields. Titles: (iy4r col $150 b&w
$75) Forces; What is Uniform Mo-
tion?; Vibrations; Light and Color

(col only); What Is Electric Current?;

Electrons at Work; Atomic Energy-
Inside the Atom. Also (l%r col ^40
b&w $120) Evidence for Molecules
and Atoms. Gr. 5-9.

For more information circle

No. 180 on retorn postal card.

Universe (mobile) MODAID 9 sq ft

plastic-coated fibreboard printed both
sides in full color; shows relationship

of the planets to the Sun, etc; kit in-

cludes strong nylon thread and
sponger rubber adhesive hangers,

supervised by Dr. Donald Rogers of

Chicago's Adler Planetarium. $2 post-

paid.

For more information circle

No. 181 on retorn postal card.

WLiNG Pictures

4 FINE FILMS ABOUT

FOREIGN LANDS
LIFE IN HAITI

LIFE IN MOROCCO
LIFE IN NORWAY
FAMILY IN TOKYO

Previews Available for PurcKose Consideration

509 S. Beverly Drive, Beverly Hllli, Calif.

SAFE-
Storage"Add-a-Unit"

for your Sound Recording
Tapes

Unquestionably the safe way lo file re-

cording tape. The "Add-a-Unit" design is

ideal for growing tape librories . . . indi-

vidual units lock-stack on one anottier and

on filmstrip library plan cabinets lo pro-

vide orderly conservation of space. Steel

construction. Size 17-1/4" H, 17-1/2"

V/, 17-1/2" D. Accommodates both 5"

and 7" reels.

Model 88T for Sound Recording

Tape $48.90
Write for Catalog for full information

about the No. 88T and filing systems for

filmstrips, sound fitmstrips, 16mm films,

disc records, 2" x 2" slides, overhead

transparencies. Also projection stands and
A-V equipment storage.

JACK C. COFFEY CO., INC.
710 Sevenle«nlli St., NOkTH Chicogo, Illinois

CAMART DUAL SOUND EDITOR

Alodef SB- II

I

Complete with optical sound re-

production head lor choice of

magnetic soundhead) base plate,

amplifier-speaker. For single or

double system sound. An un-

beatable combination with Zeiss

Moviscop 16mm precision viewer,

sharp brilliant 2^/4 x 31/4 picture.

The Camera Mart, Inc.

1845 Broadway New York 23, N. Y.

PLaxa 7-6977

Camart Dual Editor $195.00
Zeiss Moviscop Viewer $96.00
Viewer— Editor combin. $269.50
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MICROBIOLOGY
Source Data loformatioo oo all pheoomefia.
Mature stogle-purpose filnu preseDtiot cbc
most significant microbiological phenomena
diKlosed in living organisms by tbe Nobel
winning Phase-Contrast method.

Write for descriptive folders

ARTHUR T. BRICE
Phase Films Soooms. Califorou

*i*^-
by HAL
COOPER

"ADVENTURES IN ART"
18 minutes

16mm, tound, animation

This brilliant new black and white sound

film applies the finest of audio-visual

techniques to the basic principles of illus-

tration set forth in the author's widely

occepted book "Art for Everyone." A
capsule survey of basic principles for

all art classes from fourth grade through

college the film also has strong vocational

ond cultural votues for "general" show-
ings. Purchase price $150. Three-day
rental with purchose option, $13.50.

Write

Hal Cooper
NORTH AMERICAN STUDIO

P.O. Box 3201 Erie, Pa.

ACMADE MARK II

EDITING TABLE

«^ J Makes

:^ -E3i:;5 Editing

••• .V - -TiJ;^'- Easy!

$
2975

f.o.b. New York

Operation of this simple, efficient editing
machine can be mastered in minutes. Con-
tinuous movement provides absolute safety
for your film. Instant controls and de-
clutching allows up to 50% increase speed
and efficiency in editing. Any combination of

2 or 3, 16mm or 35mm channels, plus mag-
netic and optical sound available.

WRITE FOR DETAILED BROCHURE

^ttuKKQiJit

FLORMAN
irrvT:

68 West 45th Street N. Y. 36, N. Y.

MUrray Hill 2-2928

X-15 mp APCS 27min col 1961 loan Air
Force film SFP-1074. Half airplane
and half spacecraft designed to take
man to the edge of space, the "X-15"
is airborne by a B-52, then released
for its maiden powered flight and
glide return to earth. JH SH C A

For more intormation circle
No. 182 on return postal card.

SCIENCE, Physics,

Chemistry
Chemistry for Today I 6fs SVE col set

$32.40 ea $6. Captioned, 48-53 fr.

Titles: Atoms, Molecules, Ions; Ele-
ments, Compounds, Mixtures: Sym-
bols, Formulas, Equations; Atomic
and Molecular Weights; Hydrogen,
Oxygen, Water; Solutions, Suspen-
sions, Colloids. SH

For more information circle
No. 183 on return postal card.

Light (series) 5mp CORONET ea 13%
min col $137.50 b&w $75. Titles: Illu-

mination and Its Measurement; Re-
flection; Refraction; Lenses and Opti-
cal Instruments; Wave and Quantum
Theories. SH

For more information circle
No. ]84 on return postal card.

SOCIAL STUDIES,
Geography, Travel

Bakuba—People of the Congo mp
BRANDON 19min b&w $90 r$10. Rich
cultural tradition of the Bakuba
tribe, "men of the lightning," in
Africa's Kasai Province. Sculpture,
carvings, tattooing, textiles, ritual

tools. Royal court, mourning, dancing.
SH C A

For more information circle
No. 185 on return postal card.

A City Called Copenhagen mp BRAN-
DON 15min col $165 r$12.50. Self-
portrait answers question: "What is

a city?" Fishermen, artists, enterprise,
community recreation. EI-A

For more information circle
No. 186 on return postal card.

Japan, its Culture and its People mp
AVED lOmin col $110. Old prints
showing Perry's landing supply his-

torical background to modern footage
on art, tea ceremony, and flower ar-
rangement. JH SH C

For more information circle
No. 187 on return postal card.

Rendezvous SO" South mp APCS 28min
col loan Air Force film SFP-1087.
Sale UWF. Research at the South
Pole. How food and supplies are
flown in via the C-130 Hercules. JH
SH C A

For more information circle
No. 188 on return postal card.

SCIENCE FILMSTRIPS
SINCE 1931 SINCE 1931

MADE BY TEACHERS FOR TEACHERS
•lOLOOY ATOIWIC ENEKOV
PHYSICS GENERAL SCIENCE
CHEtMISTKY MICROBIOLOOV
IKE SAFETY BUS SAFETY

Selene* fllmttripi avolloble
under NDEA—Title Ml.

VISUAL SCIENCES
Bm 5«9E Sufttm, N«w Ycrfc

East Africa: Land of Safaris 9fs EYE-
GATE col set $30 indiv $4. Titles:
Organizing a Museum Expedition;
Safari to East Africa; . . . Land of
Contrasts; Museinn Collecting (Birds)

;

. . . (Insects, Plants, Reptiles); All
About Ostriches; Nairobi to Lak-? Na-
kuru; Murchison Falls; "Treetop" Ad-
venture; A Lion Hunt (Tanganyika).
Int JH

For more information circle
No. 189 on return postal card.

The Finger Lakes mp EK 28min col
loan. Four-season review of scenic
gems of up-state New York. SH A

For more information circle
No. 190 on return postal card.

Hawaii 8fs GUNTHER col captioned
set $42.50 indiv $6. Titles: Historic
Sites; Geography; Vulcanism; Agri-
culture; Tourism; Culture of the
Islands; Trees and Flowers: Children
of Hawaii. Pri El JH SH

For more information circle
No. 191 on return postal card.

Historic Cities of Scith America 9fs
EYEGATE col set $30 indiv $4. Titles:
Buenos Aires; La Paz; Rio de Janero
and Brasilia; Santiago; Bogota; Quito;
Anuncion; Lima; Montevideo; Caracas
and LaGuaira. Int JH

For more information circle
No. 193 on return postal card.

Japan kit ICF Phono-book with 7" LP
and 108fr col fs. $15. Hardbound book,
12M word text, 108 pictures. Relation-
ship to American history. JH SH

For more information circle
No. li)H on return postal card.

Life at Arctic Outpost mp IFB 21min col
$195. Year's cycle at Pangnirtung. a
wind-swept fjord of the Eastern
Arctic. Trading and communications
center for Eskimo and white. Int JH
SH

For more information circle
No. 194 on return postal card.

Living in the Iron Curtain Conntrles
Today 7fs SVE col captioned set (7)

$39.75; ea $6.50. Murray Lincoln Miller
1960-61 production. Titles: Bulgaria
Today: Czechoslovakia; East Germany;
Hungary; Poland; Romania; Yugo-
slavia. JH SH C A

For more information circle
No. 195 on return postal card.

Mexico, the Land and the People mp
EBF 20min col $240; b&w $120. Second
edition of People of Mexico. The land,
its resources and uses. Indian and
Spanish contributions to culture. Int
JH SH A

For more information circle
No. 196 on return postal card.

Nepal kit ICF Phono-book with two 7"

LP narrated by Lew Ayres, and col fs.

$9. Modern view of fabled mountain
kingdom. JH SH

For more information circle
No. 197 on return postal card.
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Return to the River mp BRANDON
20min col $240 r$12.50. The Missouri

River Basin as viewed by artist in

canoe and on foot, with cooperation

of U.S. Corps of Engineers. El-A

For more information circle

No. 198 on retnrn postal card.

The Republic of Indonesia 9fs EYE-
GATE col set $30 Indiv $4. The "Spice

Islands," the largest country in south-

east Asia; historic background, land,

people, unique culture, education, in-

dustries, cities. JH SH C A
For more information circle

No. 19& on retnrn postal card.

Set of 100 United Nations Flags

EDMUND ea 2 X 2-5/8" printed in

color on heavy silk-like fabric, with
identified staff and removable base.

Includes such little known flags as

those of Mali, Togo, Chad, etc.

For more information circle

No. 300 on return postal card.

The Soviet Union Today 6sfs JAM col

LP set $46.50 indiv fs $6 rec $5. Titles

Development . . . ; Geography . . .

Farming and Rural Life; City Life

European Russia and the Ukraine
The Caucasus and Central Asia. JH
SH

For more information circle

No. 291 on retnrn postal card.

The Story of Malaya and Natural Rub-
ber sfs AVAS 30min col Lp. Loan.

Sponsored. JH SH C A
For more information circle

No. 202 on retnrn postal card.

SOCIAL STUDIES,
Government

The Charter mp CONTEMPORARY 15-

min b&w $65 r$5. Backgrounds traced

through Congress of Vienna and
League of Nations, finally the United
Nations. Pictorial analysis of inter-

national machinery. El JH SH C A
For more Information circle

No. 203 on return postal card.

Communist Accent on Youth mp PEP-
PERDINE aOmin b&w $140. How
students and youth are exploited in

various countries in the furtherance

of Communist aims. SH C A

For more information circle

No. 204 on retnrn postal card.

The Legal Control and Discipline of

Public School Pupils mp BARBRE
30min col $290 r$35. Suspensions and
expulsions; automobiles; the neighbor-
hood "bully;" withholding of diplomas;
barring co-curricular participation;

parental responsibility, etc. See also

The Law and Tragedy of School Bus
Accidents. C A TT

For more Information circle

No. 205 on retnrn postal card.

Pledge of Allegience rec ARTREC 45

and 33-1/3 rpm. $1 postpaid. Recited

by both male and female voices, plus

trumpet calls
—"To the Colors" for

flag raising and "Taps" for lowering.

Suggested for P.A. use.

For more information circle

No. 206 on retnrn postal card.

France's Greatest Detective mp POST
27min b&w $125. Origin and workings
of the Bertillon system of crime de-

tection. JH-A

For more information circle

No. 207 on retnrn postal card.

Politics: The Folklore of Government
lOrec ACREC 12" LP or 3% ips tapes.

Set (10) $50 ea $5.95. C. Northcote
Parkinson, Julian H. Franklin discuss

"Time for Ideas." Titles: Parkinson
and Parkinson's Law; The Political

Climate of the Far East; The Theory
of Political Cycles; Monarchy; Olig-

archy; Democracy; Dictatorship, The
Russian Communist Theocracy; The
Phenomenon of War; The Bureau-
cratic Malignancy. C A

For more information circle

No. 208 on return postal card.

Runways in the Wild mp APCS 14min
col b&w loan 1961. How military and
civilian conservationists cooperate in

land management program in Air

Force base areas, and the rewards in

better hunting, fishing and camping
facilities. Air Force film SFP 1083.

JH-A

For more information circle

No. 209 on retnrn postal card.

SOCIAL STUDIES,
History, Anthropology

Carl Sandburg Discusses Lincoln mp
CORONET Umin b&w $60. The na-

tion's foremost authority on Lincoln
tells of the Great Emancipator's con-

tributions to his times and ours. The
Lincoln country, which was also

Sandburg's, is woven into the pictori-

al background of this Edw. R. Mur-
row CBS interview. SH C A

For more information circle

No. 210 on retnrn postal card.

Documentary Photos (flat pix) DOC-
PHOT a collection of 181 photographs
and other pictures of important
American historical events from
Columbus to Eisenhower. 50 cents

each. Title list and sample free. Pri-A

For more information circle

No. 211 on retnrn postal card.

French Explorers of the New World
4fs EBF col $24, ea $6. Titles: Cartier;

LaSalle; Joliet; Champlain. Int JH

For more information circle

No. 212 on return postal card.

TRIPLE THE LIFE OF YOUR

MOVIES and SLIDES

PERMAFILM
®

The Amazing Preservative

PREVENTS scratches, brittle-

ness, torn jprocltet holes, color

fading, fungus, warping and

popping. Easy to use. Just

1 01. trHts wipe ' °"-

400 n. 16 MM ^jI^ yo„r dealer for Permofi/m
' loz.8Vc;8oi.$4.9S;l6oi.t8.2S

Um\ Miitinc Pril Cin. Cklao a, U.

Stik*a*lettei:
PROFESSIONAL

lEHERiNG

TECHNIOUE

Write for literature

StIK-a-letter Co. Rt. 2, box i4oo, ittntitt, cam.

m

NATURAL SCIENCE FILMS

1961 AMERICAN FILM FESTIVAL

AWARD WINNER

—

"BLACK WIDOW SPIDER"

12 MINUTES COLOR $120

'A NIGHT OUT WITH MR. TOAD"
11 MINUTES COLOR $110

'BATTLE OF THE BUGS"
11 MINUTES COLOR $110

Write for Study Guides 6 Previews

PRODUCTIONS
PO BOX t065, RiVERSiM. CALIfOftNIA

UNITED
NATIONS

f ilmstrips

"^^s:***

AT?

Filmstrips that graphically explain

the U. N.'.s broad purposes, scope,

projects and achievements.

Produced by the U. N.
Now Reloas* • "Th« G*n«ral Assembly.**

Full Color • Ordor on Approval $5.00

Send for free catalop.

DISTRIBUTED BY[[f»ijirT ]

tIaInIbOw
PRODUCTIONS
Box A, Valhalla, N. Y.
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ADD INEXPENSIVE SOUND
TO SILENT AV FILM

EXCLUSIVE LAMNATRACK, Laminated
Magnetic Film Striping for 8 and 16mm
Film
• p«rman«ntly bondad lamlnotion outllv*i th*
fiim Itialft • improvsi lound quality of any
mognatic sound projoctor • it'i a profoitional
iound track which adds a naw dlmonilon to
AV programming
Im^uirt stout our high spMd sound $rtmsf0r-
ing from 16 snd 35mm to 8mm film m smy
^usntititj.

Writ* for Hteroturo and FREE lompto.
Precisioo Lamaatrack for "Sound" QiuJity

AMERICAN MAGNETIC FILM STRIPING CORP.
156 FIFTH AVE., NEW YO«K 10, N. Y.

Vite-a-lize
your film

We restore brittle, curled, cupped
film to nearly new first run quality

with Vite-a-lize. Our Vite-a-lize

treatment preshrinks new film uni-

formly, sealing in proper humidity.

Guaranteed. Call or write now.
Exclusive with Leonard Film Service,

1700B E. Walnut, Pasadena, Calif.

Phone SYcamore 2-6682.

Instant Lettering is an incredibly simple
method of lettering—anyone can do it Self-
adhesive letters, printed on a special plastic
sheet, are just rubbed down into position on
any art or drawing, wood, paper, glass, acetate,
even crackle finished metal and rough textured
papers. The finished result is superb—no back-
ground film to letters, clean definition and
sharp color. Letter sizes range from 8 point to
IV2 inch display letters in a wide selection of
type faces. 10" x IS" sheet only $1.50

Send tor sampi* and complete type chart

ARTHUR BROWN & BRO., Inc.

2 W. 46th St., New York 36. N. Y.

America's First Great Lady mp POST
27min b&w $125. The story of Poca-
hontas, Captain John Smith, and
planter John Rolfe. El-JH

For more Information eirole
No. 213 on retnrn postal card.

How Chance Made Lincoln President
mp POST 27min b&w $125, Five
events point up potential effect of
chance or coincidence in finding a
national leader. JH-SH

For more Information circle
No. 314 on return postal card.

Morison by Land and Sea 10 rec
ACREC 12" LP or 3% ips tape. Set
(10) $50 ea $5.95. Samuel Eliot Mori-
son. Wm. F. Suchman discuss "Time
for Ideas." Titles; The Faith of a
Historian; In the Wake of Columbus;
The Founding of Virginia; The Pil-
grim Fathers; The Tradition of John
Paul Jones; Jaclcsonian Democracy;
The Causes of the Civil War; Harvard
University and American Education;
Pearl Harbor; Allied Strategy on
World War II. C A

For more Information circle
No. 215 on return postal card.

Historic Newspaper Headlines NEWSPR
. Set of 20 SOcents. Reproduction full-

size of front page of newspapers an-
nouncing the Fall of Fort Sumpter,
Assassination of Lincoln, Surrender
of Robt. E. Lee, Chicago Fire, Titanic,
etc. Also complete reprint of this
country's first two newspapers 1690
and 1704.

For more Information circle
No. 216 on retnrn postal card.

Man In Space rec COLREC 12" LP
$3.98. The sounds of Alan B. Shep-
ard's historic flight into space May 5,

1961. Others in the "I Can Hear It

Now" series $4.98-$5.98. JH SH C A

For more information circle
No. 217 on retnrn postal card.

National Landmarks, Memorials, and
Historic Slirines 9fs E"^1EGATE col
set $30 indiv $4. Titles: Washington
Monument and Mt. Vernon; Jefferson
Memorials; Lincoln Memorials; Fede-
ral Hall (New York City) and Mt.
Rushmore; Independence National
Historical Park, Philadelphia; Wright
Brothers; Colonial National Historical
Park, Virginia; Salem Maritime Na-
tional Historical Site; Robt. E. Lee
Memorial and Arlington National
Cemetery. Int JH

For more informatton circle
No. 218 on retnrn postal card.

16min. Sound Projectors

New and Used

Film Subjects—Accessories

Write For Free Lists

NATIONAL CINEMA SERVICI
71 Dey St., N. Y. C. 7, N. Y.

"Moongrlobe" by the
Walter Chittick Company

Path to Space mp ASSOCIATION 28%-
min b&w loan. Astronaut Alan Shep-
ard's flight; pre-flight training that
was later called on to savo his life;

views inside the capsule. Sponsor:
Gulf Oil Corp. JH SH A

For more information circle
No. 219 on retnrn postal card.

Pathfinders Westward 6sfs SVE col 6fs

3 LP set $40.50; indiv $9. Titles:

Daniel Boone's Wilderness Trail; Riv-
ers and Roads to the Mssissippi; Lew-
is & Clark Expedition I & II; First

Trails to the West; Mountain Men. el

jh

For more information circle
No. 220 on return postal card.

Prehistoric Man in Northern Europe mp
EBF 14min B&W $75. Significant
developments of man's way of life

from the beginning of the New Stone
Age through the Ages of Bronze and
Iron to the end of pre-history. Re-
enactment of living conditions in

northern Europe. Int JH SH C A

For more information circle
No. 221 on return postal card.

Under the Black Mask mp BRANDON
50min col $595 r$45 apply. Central
African culture examined in detail

with collaboration of several major
European museums. Offered also in

3 parts $225 each: Birth of the World
and of Man; Styles and Influences in

African Art; The Power of Royalty
and of Sorcery. C A

For more information circle
No. 222 on return postal card.

Viva! The Gallant Fort mp MH 22min
col $200 b&w $110. Two boys visit the
old Spanish Fort in St. Augustine and
learn war was never a picnic. El

For more information circle
No. 223 on retnrn postal card.
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Westward Migration 4sfs SVE col set

4fs and 2 LP $27. ea $9. Titles: Into

the Southwest; The Oregon Country;
The Gold Rush; Three Routes to EI
Dorado. JH SH

For more information circle

No. £24 on retarn postal card.

SOCIAL PROBLEMS
Anti-Semitism in America mp ADL
25min b&w $75 r apply. Study in

depth of prejudice and discrimination

by Dr. Melvin M. Tumin, Princeton.

SH C A

For more information circle
No. 225 on retarn postal card.

Boomtime fs ABC col $7. Population
grown and increased mobility; cul-

tural changes; role of the church.
SH C A

For more Information circle
No. 226 on return postal card.

Challenge to America: The Role of Edu-
cation in Intergroup Relations mp
ADL 25min b&w $75 r apply. Nine
approaches toward overcoming four
decades of prejudice and discrimi-

nation. SH C A
For more information circle
No. 227 on return postal card.

The Language of Faces mp CONTEM-
PORARY 17min b&w $75 r$5. Ameri-
can Friends Service Committee peace
education presentation of prevailing
"balance of terror." "If the seeds
of war exist in each mjin, so must
the seeds of peace. The question is

which we shall nurture." SH C A
For more Information circle
No. 228 on return postal card.

19 Trees mp ADL 13%min col r apply.
The people of a New York City
block band together to bring some
trees to 88th Street and learn much
about better understanding among
people of different background. JH
SH A

For more information circle
No. 229 on return postal card.

The Restless Plains mp UCOLO 30min
col apply. Transition from early pio-

neer days to the present; current
problems and possible solutions. Col
A SH

For more information circle
No. 239 on return postal card.

Shop Town mp BRANDON 5%min b&w
$50 r$5. Mordant verse (F. L.

McConkey) and sharp drawings
(Joseph ServeUo) show town at work,
play, and depression. C A

For more information circle
No. 231 on return postal card.

To Be As One mp NJWB 30min b&w
$200 r$25. The work of the Los An-
geles Jewish Community Center and
how it touches the lives of the peo-
ple who come to it. SH C A

For more information circle
No. 232 OB returu postal eard.

NEW PUBLICATIONS

Microwave Optics Demonstration Ap-
paratus. Catalog. 24p free CENCO

For more information circle
No. 233 on return postal card.

New Spring Catalog lists more than 1200

filmstrips, 50 of them recently re-

leased. Listings are classified by sub-
ject and grade level. Free. SVE.

For more information circle
No. 234 on return postal card.

United World Films Catalog 1962 offers

approximately 600 entertainment films

by Universal-International and J.

Arthur Rank, and includes teaching
and free sponsored films as well.

Renters of Cinemascope titles have
access to a "package" including the
anamorphic projection lens and wide
screen. UWF.

For more information circle

No. 235 on return postal card.

Word Clues: Taylor, Frackenpohl, Mc-
Donald, Joline. A "programmed learn-

ing" book for sell-instruction in vo-
cabulary building and understanding.
A machineless "teaching machine"
adaptation, with questions and the

right answers (or right answer clues)

on next alternate following page. Re-
view exercises permit tachistoscopic

application. Series will cover grades
7-13, each $1.80. EDL

Order Direct

CORRECTION —TheEducatlonal Music
Guide listed in our November issue

is a 72-page book (not 92), and sells

for 25^ per copy. Order direct from
Capitol Records, Educational Dept.,

Capitol Tower, 1750 Vine St., Holly-
wood 28, Calif.

Studies in the Mass Media. Edited by
Joseph Mersand for the National
Council of Teachers of English. Price
$2.00 for eight issues a year. Back
issues for 1960-61 still available for

same price.

Order direct.

Teacher Telelesson Rating Scale, found
useful by teachers in several hun-
dred classrooms. 4pp 10 cents each.

Write direct to Daniel Tanner, Pur-
due University, Lafayette, Ind.

Advertitemeta

HELPFUL BOOKS

THE AV INDEX A guide to Inttructieif

al matarial informatlen covaring the

ui« of Audio-Visual tnatarial* and
equipment. Single <opy, $3.95, Quan-
tity prices: 2-9 copies, 10% discount;

10-20 copies, 20% discount. Postage
added If payment does not accom-
pany order. Audio-Visual Research
institute, 1346 Broadway, Detroit 26,
Michigan.

AUDIO - VISUAL MATERIALS: THEIR
NATURE AND USE. Third Edition by
Walter Arno Wittich and Charles F.

Schuller. SOO pp. 416 ilustrations 14
Color Plates. Harper & Brothers 49
E. 33rd St., New York 16, N. Y. 1962.
$8.75.

EDUCATORS GUIDE TO FREE FILM-
STRIPS. Compiled and Edited by Mary
Foley Horkhelmer and John W. Differ.

Thirteenth Annual Edition, 1961. Edu-
cators Progress Service, Dept. AVO,
Randolph, Wis. $6.00.

EDUCATORS GUIDE TO FREE TAPES,

SCRIPTS, AND TRANSCRIPTIONS. Com-
plied and Edited by Walter A. Wittich,

Ph.D., and Gertie Hanson Hoisted,

M. A. Seventh Annual Edition. 1961.
Educators Progress Service, Dept.

AVG, Randolph, Wis. $5.7S.

EDUCATORS GUIDE TO FREE FILMS.

Compiled and Edited by Mary Foley
Horkhelmer and John W. Differ. Edu-
cational Consultant, John Guy Fewl-
kes. 21st Annual Edition, 1961. Cd«-
caters Progress Service, Dept. AVG,
Randolph, Wis. $9.00.

STANDARDS OF PHOTOPLAY AP-
PRECIATION. A Course of Study In

Photoplay Appreciation. By William
Lewin and Alexander Frailer. Illus-

trated. Educational A Recreational
(ruldes. Inc., 10 Bralnerd Read, Sum-
mit, New Jersey. $3.95.
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Directory of Equipment and Materials

pages 163-174

ABC—American Baptist Convention,
Audio-Visual Department, 152 Madi-
son Ave., New York 16, N. Y.

ACREC—Academic Recording Institute,

18 E. 50th St., New York 22, N. Y.

ADL—Anti-Defamation League of B'nai
B'rith. 515 Madison Ave., New York 22.

AGAS—American Gass Association, 420
Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

ALLIED Radio Corp., 100 N. Western
Ave., Chicago 80, 111.

APCS—Air Photographic and Charting
Service USAF Film Library Center,
8900 So. Broadway, St. Louis 25, Mo.

ARRIFLEX Corp, of America. 257 Park
Ave., South, New York 10, N. Y.

ARTREC—Art Records, P. O. Box 66,

Miami. Fla.

ASSOCIATION Films, Inc., 347 Madison
Ave.. New York 17, N. Y.

AVAS—Audiovisual Associates. P. O.
Box 243. Bronxville. N. Y.

AVED—AV-ED Films. 7934 Santa Moni-
ca Blvd.. Hollywood 46, Calif.

BARBRE, Thos. J., Productions, 2130 S.

Bellaire St., Denver 22, Colo.

BRANDON Films Inc., 200 W. 57th St.,

New York 19, N. Y.

BURBB—Burleigh Brooks, Inc., 10 W.
46th St., New York 36, N. Y.

CAPITOL Records, Capitol Tower, Hol-
lywood 28, Calif.

CBPUB—Christian Bd. of Publication.
P. O. Box 179. Beaumont & Pine
Blvd.. St. Louis 66. Mo.

m fILM OOCIOftS'

SPECIALISTS
in the science of

FILM

REJUVENATIO
RAPIOWELO Procesi lor:

• Scratch-Removal

• Abrasions • Dirt • "Rain"

Send for Free Brochure

rapid
FILM TECHNIQUE

Found«5 1940

17-02C 27th St., Long Island City I.N.Y.

CLASSIFIED

FOR GRADE SCHOOLS—45rpni RECORD:
Pledge Of Allegiance—Mole Voice—Female
Voice. Trumpet Colls: To The Colors (flag
raising) Tops (flog lowering) $1. prepaid.
ART RECORDS, P.O. Box 50-66, Miami, Flo.

35MM. /Jolor SIldes-FIImstrips dupli-
cated from your original slides or mas-
ter filmstrips. Individual slide copies as
low as 9M!C each, filmstrips as low as 5c
a frame. Send for free sample slides,
free filmstrip sample and full informa-
tion to World In Color, Box 392-AV,
Elmira. N. Y.

CENCO—Central Scientific Co., 1700 W.
Irving Park Road. Chicago 13, 111.

CHITTICK—Walter S. Chittick Com-
pany, 1212 Chestnut St., Philadelphia
7, Pa.

CHURCHILL Films. 6671 Sunset Blvd.,
Los Angeles 28, Calif.

COLAB—George W. Colburn, Inc., 164
N. Wacker Drive. Chicago 6, 111.

COLFILM—Colburn Film Distributors,
Inc., 668 N. Western Ave.. Lake For-
est. 111.

COLREC—Columbia Records. 799 Sev-
enth Ave.. New York 19, N. Y.

CONTEMPORARY Films. Inc., 267 W.
25th St., New York 1, N. Y.

CORONET Films, 65 E. South Water
St.. Chicago 1. 111.

COUSINO—Cousino Electronis Corp.,
1941 Franklin Ave.. Toledo 2, Ohio

DG—Distributor's Group, Inc., 204—
14th St., N.W., Atlanta 13, Ga.

DOCPHOT—Documentary Photo Aids,
P. O. Box 2237, Phoenix, Ariz.

DOWLING, Pat, Pictures, 509 S. Bev-
erly Drive, Beverly Hill, Calif.

DRAPER, Luther O., Shade Co., P. O.
Box 108, Spiceland, Ind.

EBF—Encyclopaedia Britanica Films,
Inc.. 1150 Wilmette Ave., Wilmette,
111.

EDL—Educational Developmental Lab-
oratories. Inc.. 75 Prospect St., Hunt-
ington, N. Y.

EDMUND Scientific Co.. 101 E. Glou-
cester Pike. Barrington. N. J.

EK—Eastman Kodak Company, Audio-
visual Service. Rochester 4. N. Y.

ETS—Educational Testing Service, 20
Nassau St.. Princeton, N. J.

EYEGATE House, Inc., 146-01 Archer
Ave., Jamaica 35, N. Y.

GRUBER Products Co., 2223 Albion St.,

Toledo 6, Ohio

GUNTHER—John W. Gunther. 1027 S.

Claremont St., San Mateo, Calif.

HAMILTON Electronics Corp.. 2726 W.
Pratt Ave., Chicago 45, 111.

HEITZ, Karl. Inc.. 480 Lexington Ave.,
New York 17. N. Y.

H-R—H-R Productions. Inc.. 17 E. 45th
St., New York, N. Y.

ICF — International Communications
Foundation, 9033 Wilshire Blvd., Bev-
erly Hills. Calif.

IDEAL Pictures, Inc., 58 E. South Water
St.. Chicago 1. 111.

IFB—International Film Bureau. Inc.,

332 S. Michigan Ave.. Chicago 4, lU.

INTCON — Intercontinental Marketing
Corp.. 45-17 Pearson St., Long Island
City 1. N. Y.

JAM Handy Organization, 2821 E.

Grand Blvd., Detroit 11, Mich.

KLEEN—Kleen - Stik Products, Inc..

7300 W. Wilson Ave., Chicago, 111.

MH—McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 330
W. 42nd St., New York 36, N.Y.

MODAID—Modern Educational Aids.
Box 209, Wilmette, 111.

MODELS of Industry, Inc., 2100 Fifth
St., Berkeley 10, Calif.

MODERN Talking Picture Service, Inc..

3 E. 54th St., New York 22, N. Y.

NAMH—National Association for Men-
tal Health, 276 W. 25th St., New York.
N. Y,

NAPHILIPS—North American Philips
Co.. 230 Duffy Ave., Hicksville, L. I.,

N. Y.

NEWSPR—Newsprints, P. O. Box 7271,
Phoenix 11, Ariz.

NJWB—National Jewish Welfare Board,
145 E. 32nd St., New York 16, N. Y.

NYLIFE—New York Life Insurance
Co., Public Relations Dept., 51 Madi-
son Ave.. Room 2300, New York 10,

N. Y.

NYTIMES—Office of Educational Ac-
tivities, 229 West 43rd St., New York
36.

PEPPERDINE College. P. O. Box 876,

Los Angeles 44, Calif.

POST—Post Pictures Corp., 171 E. Post
Road. White Plains, N. Y.

PRODUN—Productions Unlimited, Inc.,

1564 Broadway, New York 36, N. Y.

RADIANT Mfg. Corp., P. O. Box 5640,
Chicago 80, 111.

RHECAL—Rheem-Califone Corp., P. O.
5922 Bowcroft St.. P. O. Box 78567,
Los Angeles 16, Calif.

ROBINS Industries Corp., 36-27 Prince
St.. Flushing 54. N. Y.

SCOTT—H. H. Scott, Inc., Dept. P, 111
Powdermill Rd., Maynard, Mass.

SEAL, Inc.. Shelton. Conn.

S.O.S.—S.O.S. Photo-Cine-Optics, Inc.,

602 W. 52nd St., New York 19, N. Y.

SVE—Society for Visual Education. Inc.,

1345 W. Diversey Pkwy.. Chicago 14.

m.

TRANSVISION Inc.. New Rochelle,
N. Y.

UCOLO—University of Colorado, Tape
Duplicating Service, Bureau of Audio-
Visual Instruction, Stadium Bldg.,

Room 348, Boulder, Colo.

UNPROD—Universal Products. P. O.
Box 105, Northbrook, 111.

UNSPEAK — Universal Loudspeakers,
Inc., 80 S. Kensico Ave., White Plains,
N. Y.

USDA—U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, Mo-
tion Picture Section, Washington 25,

D. C.

UWF—United World Fihns, 1445 Park
Ave.. New York 29, N. Y.
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Teachers' in-service education via TV

—see pages 177, 196

Three Glimpses at Educational TV—pages 196-202
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NEW CLEViTE brush headphone sets...

unmatched for service economy and durability
Designed exclusively for the modern language training center, CLEVITE brush ED-300 headphones have
an unmatched ability to withstand the tough tests of student use and abuse. In spite of dropping and
dirtying . . . twisting and tinkering . . . pulling and pounding . . . you can count on these rugged, attractive

headphones to provide dependable service, and real savings on maintenance cost and time. Today,

tomorrow and years to come— here is economy that's meaningful.

Check these structural design advantages and see why:

quality components for long-life, trouble-free performance
shock-resistant, moisture-proof materials

functional, simple design to withstand rough handling

phone and cord assembly discourages student tampering yet permits

ready servicing by trained personnel.

But durability is just part of the reason CLEVITE brush ED-300 headphones have become the accepted

standard for electronic teaching. You'll also find them unmatched for comfort, convenience, appearance
and acoustic performance. Call your nearby audio-visual dealer or electronic distributor for a demonstra-
tion. Or, write direct for new full-color booklet and representative nearest you.

CLEVITE ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
DIVISION OF ICI-EVITEI 232 FORBES ROAD. BEDFORD. OHIO
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FRONT COVER

A fifth-grade teacher
demonstrates the use of
the abacus in the teaching
of elementary school
mathematics.
—See "The Shortest
Half Hour on Television,"
page 196.

April, 1962

Volume 41, Number 4, Number 408

EDITORIAL

195 Not Only Unethical But Stupid

SPECIAL REPORT ON EDUCATIONAL TV
196 The Shortest Half Hour On Television Myron H. Schussman,

Robert M. Diamond
Televised in-service education for elementary teachers.

199 Mary Sontag, Teledent Edwin Mingoia
A housewife-student of 1965 who studies via television.

201 Don't Make The Mistakes We Did Dalton Levy
A candid appraisal of a school experiment with CCTV.

ARTICLES

203 Save That Guest Speaker Milt VonVlack
A new way to retain the contributions of guest speakers.

204 Audiovisual College Counseling
A panel report on a new technique for counseling high schoolers.

207 How To Budget Your AV Program George Hammersmith
Suggested breakdowTis of expenses for an AV department.

DEPARTMENTS AND FEATURES

182 News
190 Screen Reflections

209 Filmstrips Irene F. Cypher

212 AV in the Church Field William S. Hockman
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uUy stocked "tape library"!

6-way choice of SCOTCH' BRAND Recording Tapes

plus file cabinet, accessories kit, everything needed

for easy handling, proper storage of school tapes!

ur school can now have this complete "tape library," with

ilentiful supply of top-quality "Scotch" brand Recording

pes, for SI 09.42 below regular audio-visual net prices.

p, cabinet is valued at $155, accessories kit at $18.92 for

otal value of $173.92 at regular audio-visual net prices.

u i't'/ the cabinet and kit for only $64.50 when you purchase

of a variety of "Scotch" Recording Tape assortments at

xiiiiiim quantity discounts.

u choose from tapes created especially for heavy school

as well as from professionally-proved standard tapes.

d only "Scotch" Recording Tapes have exclusive Silicone

rication that protects against head wear, extends tape life,

assortment you specify must be made up of any one
;hese 6 tape types . . .

. 282 SANDWICH TAPE (240 rolls) — This exclusive

/ "Scotch" Recording Tape outwears conventional tapes

up to 30 times! Micro-thin protective plastic shield over

recording surface eliminates oxide rub-off, drastically

uces machine maintenance and head wear. Tough poly-

:r backing withstands even rough, inexperienced handling,

orlment may include tapes on 5" or 7" reels, clear or

)r-coded in red, blue, green or yellow.

175 TAPE WITH TENZAR' BACKING (240 rolls)

his "Scotch" Recording Tape (formerly No. 311) is

«d only slightly higher than acetate-backed tape, yet is

times more tear resistant. Won't break when edges are

ced, resists humidity and temperature extremes. With-
ids continuous play, fast starts and stops. Assortment
include 5" or 7" reels—clear or color-coded.

VISIT US AT BOOTHS 121 AND 122

AT THE DAVI SHOW!

TENZAR" AND THE PLAID DESIGN ARE REGISTERED
fc»i*H-s OF MINNESOTA MINING h MANUFACTURING CO.,

UL 1 MINN. EXPORT 99 PARK AVE., NEW YORK.
(A: LONDON. ONTARIO O'^e; 3M CO.

lagnetic Products Division
3m
MCOmPANY

No. 102 TAPE (240 rolls) — All-purpose No. 102 has a

n/i-mil polyester backing which affords greater strength and
added stability despite extreme changes in temperature and
humidity. No. 102, with its weather-balanced backing, is

especially useful for long-term storage of valuable recordings.

Offered on 5 " or 7 " clear reels only.

No. 120 HIGH OUTPUT TAPE (288 rolls) — Made with

special high-output oxides, this tape permits greater latitude

in setting recording volume level, records distortion-free, both

softer and louder sounds than other tapes. This added latitude

gives the inexperienced recordist additional insurance against

mistakes in recording. Available on 5" or 7" clear reels only.

No. Ill TAPE (432 rolls) — Regarded as the performance

standard of the recording industry, this tape is made with

economical acetate backing. It is recommended for all general

recording needs, provides flawless sound reproduction at low
cost. Assortable on 5 "and 7 "clear reels only.

CARTRIDGES (240)—Your choice of No. 8000 Quick-Load
Cartridges in opaque or transparent cases with 560' lengths

of tape on strong I -mil polyester backing. Or you can have

transparent cartridges No. 8003, made with 320' lengths of

No. 282 Sandwich Tape, described above.

With any of these "Scotch" Recording Tapes, in the assort-

ment you specify, you save $109.42 on a complete "tape

library." For full details on assortment privileges and tape

prices, return the coupon.

Magnetic Products Oivislon, Dept. MCG-42,

3M Company, St. Paul 1, Minn.

TELL ME MORE ABOUT. . ."Tape Library" Offer CAB-1

Name

School or company

Title

Address_

City & State^
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GK
Delineascope
projects any size

slide

in any size room

Versatility is tlie key feature of the

AO Spencer GK Delineascope. You
can use it to project any size slide

from 31/4" X 4" to 2" x 2"
. . . even

the new 10 second Polaroid® trans-

parency slides. And you can project

in any size room from tlie smallest

classroom to the larjrcst au<litorium.

Traditional American Optical

quality construction and optics as-

sure l>rilliant performance under

even the most adverse conditions . . .

no "corner cut-off" and no fuzzy

color aberrations even when you

change to different focal length

objectives.

The AO Spencer GK Delineascope

is truly the standard for comparison

. . . often imitated but never equalled.

Send for complete information.

® By Polaroid Corporation

American ^ Optical
COMPANY

INSTRUMENT DIVISION, BUFFALO 15, NEW YORK

News-
NET To Screen Entries For
European Film Competition

The Broadcasting Foiuidation of

America, the international division of

the National Educational Television

and Radio Center, will screen entries

for the Eurovision Grand Prix of Tele-

vision Films 1962.

This marks the third consecutive

year that F.B.A. has been asked by

the European Broadcasting Union to

organize American participation in the

competition, which takes place this

year in May during the XVth Inter-

national Film Festival in Cannes. The
final selection of American entries will

l)e made by a panel of distinguished

judges appointed by B.F.A.

Each nation may enter one fiction

and one documentary film or two

films in either category. The films

can not be less than ten minutes or

more than 60 minutes in length. They
must have been produced during the

18 months prior to the May film festi-

val, must not have been shown in any

European nation, and must not have

been entered previously in any inter-

national competition.

Seattle Fair To Exhibit

A 'Library Of The Future'

An automated Library of the Fu-

ture designed by the American Li-

brary Association in cooperation with

leading firms in the electronics field

and employing the latest techniques

ill storage and retrieval of information

will be on display at the Seattle

World's Fair.

Industrial participants in the project

include Remington Rand, UNIV'AC,
RCA, IBM, National Cash Register

Co., Magnavox, Thompson Ramo
VVooIdridge, Encyclopaedia Britan-

nica, Xerox, University Microfilms,

and others.

Featuring personalized reading lists

tailored to individual intere.S't, age and

educational level, the electronic ma-
chines are currently being packed
with information by librarians so that

questions on nearly every conceivable

subject will receive prompt, accurate

response. Visitors will be able to

query the great minds of the western

world through the machines on a va-

riety of subjects, and teaching ma-
chines and closed circuit television

also will play their part in the library

of the future.

Library 21 is a prototype of the six

or seven core libraries designed to

service vast areas of the nation in the

next century. These proposed central

libraries will be tied together in a

communications network and will pro-

vide service to virtually all libraries

in their regions so that every impor-

tant document, book, pamphlet, and
other piece of information will be
available to every library user no mat-
ter where he might reside, according

to ALA.

CCTV For Unique Army
Language Training School

Closed circuit television is being

used by the U.S. Army Language
School at the Presidio, Monterey,

Calif., to prepare military personnel

for key overseas assignments. The
necessity for small classes makes
closed circuit TV particularly valuable

here since as many as 250 classrooms

could be needed. The school is equip-

ped with coax cables feeding all four

of the school's language divisions to

Camera, optical multiplexer and slide and

fihii projectors of closed circuit TV sys-

tem occupy central control room of the

U.S. Army Language School.

accommodate the wide demands for

closed circuit.

Instructors work out television

scheduling to take maximum advan-

tage of the system, designed by Gen-

eral Electric. The ease with which the

audio and video signals can be sepa-

rated is the key to its broad use. It

permits instructors in a dozen or more
different languages to take advantage

of a single visual presentation.

For example, one film can be shown
simultaneously to students of Japa-

nese, Burmese, Thailand Vietnamese.

.\11 watch the same picture but each

hears the audio portion in the lan-

guage he is stud\ing.

To accomplish the same result with

individual motion picture and slide

projectors in each classroom would be

very costly not only in equipment but

al.so ill film, tapes and slides.

(Continued on page 184)
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Instructor Wendell Pl ihow Q film to his science class at Massena Senior High School

"Motion pictures become more im.portant

with our 'schools within a school' concept"

Says Mr. Harry Butler, Audio-Visual

Director, Massena Central Schools,

Massena, New York
"When we built our big, ncu high

school, we wanted to retain the effi-

ciency of our smull-class, teacher-stu-

dent worl<ing relationship. So we set

up a "schools within a school' idea by
dividing the big school into four smaller

ones, each complete within itself.

"Science labs, guidance offices, cur-

riculum planning, and general educa-

tion facilities are all part of each school.

"By using motion pictures efficiently.

>

our teachers can gain even more time

to spend working closely with their

classes. The teacher does this by taking

advantage of movies' pouer to effi-

ciently demonstrate basic knowledge in

ways quickly grasped by the student.

"To maintain efficiency, it is essen-

tial to have equipment we can depend
on. We let the teachers who use it

choose the equipment they thought they

would like to work with.
"

Massena's teachers tested practically

all of the current available 16mm pro-

jectors, looking for things like ease of

threading, quality of sound, and pic-

ture brilliance.

They decided they liked the Kodak
Pageant sound projector best, so it is

now the standard machine for the

school system.

Mr. Butler especially liked the serv-

ice the local Kodak dealer offered.

When the time comes to buy projec-

tors for your audio-visual program, call

your Kodak audio-visual dealer for a

demonstration arranged at your con-

venience. Or write for Bulletin V3-65.

No obligation, of course.

KODAKPAGEANTProjector ) EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Dept. 8-V, Rochester 4, N. Y.
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HE Shows
Educational Films

in a Lighted

Classroom

Patent Pending

HE HAD TO
There was no other way.

Blocked by a tight budget, concerned
about teachers who shied away from
time-consuming, complex techniques,

he tried the rear projection concept.

Working with his administrator, they
purchased a Wilson Movie-Mover
RP—a rear projection unit that used
their present projector— guaranteed
to show motion pictures and film-

strips in undarkened rooms to their

complete satisfaction.

Cost? Less than darkening one room
—only $139.50 or $159.50 plus a few
dollars more for a wide angle lens.

That's all.

The RP unit rolled effortlessly on 4"

casters, brought brilliant, sharp pic-

tures to every room on his school's
floor.

Teachers loved showing films. And
so easy. Film utilization went up,
teacher resistance went down. The
RP unit was wheeled into their class-

rooms completely set up, ready to
run. They merely flicked a switch.
That's all.

Today, hundreds of Audiovisualists
have purchased, used and re-ordered
additional RP units. If you haven't,
we'd like to demonstrate so you can
decide if and where the RP fits

into your AV program.

H. WILSON CORPORATION
546 W. 1 19th St. Chicago 28, III.

Please send brochures on Wilson
rear projection unit.

Nome

School

Address

City & State

News.
(Continued from Page 182)

EFLA Flooded' With Entries
For American Film Festival

Emily Jones, executive secretary,

American Film Library Association, re-

ports that the fourth annual American
Film Festival promises to be not only

the best and biggest yet, "but also the

wettest." Among the close to six hun-

dred 16mm films and 35mm filmstrips

entered for the April 25-28 competi-

tions at the Biltmorc Hotel in New
York City, a really notable number
have to do with water.

"In addition to films on irrigation,

flood control, water conservation and
jx)llution," Miss Jones says, "our Fes-

tival pre-sereeners have been rating

films devoted to oceans, rivers, lakes,

ponds and inland waterways. We have

a film on SCUBA diving, one on efiB-

(Contintied on Page 186)

U. of Texas AV Meeting

Anioiip! llioso attciuliiij; a conforonce on

audiuvisiiul media in oorrcspontlonce

courses at the University of Texas Febru-

ary 2-8 were above (from left): John
Davies, University of Iowa; Wesley
Meierlienry, University of Nebraska;

Max Bildersec, Audio Cardalog, and

audio editor of EdScreen & AVGuide;
Arniand Hxniter, Michigan State Univer-

sity; and Ernest Tieniann, University of

Texas, moderator of the meeting.

Right—L. E. McDonald, University of

Texas (at left), and Lee Cochrane,

University of Iowa.

Below—George Crutcher of the Univer-

sity of Florida views a display prepared

by the Visual Instruction Bureau of the

University of Texas.
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Macrophotographs in an instant

Copies in an instant

't\%
4x5 prints and negatives in an instant

X- ray copies in an instant

Piiotomicrographs in an instan

Conventional 4x5 photograph
in black and white or color

The new Polaroid MP-3 Industrial View Camera
With eye-level ground-glass viewing and focusing.

Send for 6 page brochure, Polaroid Corporation. Cambridge, Massachusetts.



News.
(Continued from Page 184)

cieiit use of firemen's hoses, experi-

mental seascapes and river moods in

the 'Film as Art' category, several

films about ocean-going ships and sea

voyages, films about sailing and motor-

boating, more about fish and fishing,

one on beaver dams, and—perhaps
fortunately—a couple on new tech-

niques of rescuing peoi^lc from drown-

ing."

On the drier side, 1962 Festival en-

tries submitted by jsroducers, distribu-

tors and sponsors in 42 states cover

everything from the water-hating cat

family to Einstein's theory of relativ-

ity. Film explorations of problems and
accomplishments of the 1960's range

through such areas as juvenile delin-

quency, urban redevelopment, jet

travel, the Berlin crisis, satellites and

missiles, population inequities in vot-

ing districts, atomic radiation, taxes,

traffic jams and ulcers.

Registration blanks and advance

programs with Festival screening

schedules and details of other program
events are available from EFLA; and
Frederic A. Krahn, president of EFLA,
has announced that all screenings and

si>ecial programs will again be open

to the general public as well as to pro-

fessional AV people. Film and film-

.strip producers and other AV leaders

from all over the country will be on

hand, Mr. Krahn says, to participate

as speakers and panel members in the

evening program events, and to join in

the informal discussions which arc

major features of each screening ses-

sion and all the between-sessions get-

togethers.

Metropolitan New York AV
To Meet In Virgin Islands

The Metropolitan New York Audio-

Visual Association has announced its

first 5-day educational study confer-

ence to be held in St. Croix, the Vir-

gin Islands, beginning Monday morn-

ing, April 23, and closing Saturday

noon, April 28.

The location for this conference was
chosen, it was said, because there are

practically no up-to-date educational

materials about the Virgin Islands. As

professional educators MAVA is in-

terested, according to the report, in

providing educational leadership and

it is important to have accurate and

current information about this U. S.

possession which has not >c't achieved

The ACT OMATIC Dual-Position Projector enables you to

project actual test tubes, electrolysis cells, meters and
other science apparatus. As the demonstration is per-

formed, if is projected LIVE on the screen in large, vivid

detail. Also projects class notes, diagrams, etc. as they are

written. Tested demonstrations and prepared transpar-

encies are available in chemistry, physics and biology.

patents pending

for additional

information
write to:

LABORATORY
FURNITURE CO., INC.

Old Country Road, Mineola, N.Y.

t'lVKA.'X'xc:
DUAL-POSITION PROJECTOR

statehood. With first-hand knowledge
of the achievements, problems and
goals of these peoples, the members
of MAVA may be able to contribute

to the needs in our own schools and to ^

those of others.

$11 MilUon In Allotted
NDEA Funds Still Unspent
Out of a total available 1961-621

appropriation of $47,500,000 for edu-

cational materials and equipment'

under Title III of the National De-
fense Education Act, state educational

bodies have spent thus far only about

$36,000,000. It is anticipated that the

full appropriation will be spent in

1962-3 plus some carry-over funds, to

bring the total to around $50 million.

Some of the states reportedly fail to

use up their allotment of federal

money because of hesitancy or inabili-

ty to come up with matching funds.

EBF In Home Study Field

With Programmed Materials
Encyclopaedia Britannica Films has

entered the correspondence school

field with a home study curriculum of

"programmed learning" as well as a

(Continued on Page 188)
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4 -POINT PROGRAM
FILMSTRIP5 * * * * BOOKS

AMERICAN HISTORY^
Prelude to Today's Headlinesl

Your students have never been more conscious of the pressures and problems currently facing

America and reflected daily on the front pages. You as an educator are keenly aware that to

evaluate the crucial issues of the present, our youth must know and understand the past ... for

truly, "Events are writ by history's pen." Here in the magnificent Yale 4-Point Program of books

and filmstrips—created by eminent specialists— is America's mighty history, presented with schol-

arly accuracy, yet breathlessly compelling impact. This clearcut, comprehensive program is un-

equalled in commvmicating to young Americans the soaring spirit of freedom inherent in our

national purpose — then and now.

THE FILMSTRIPS
Two award-winning series created under the edi-

torial direction of RALPH H. GABRIEL, Sterling

Professor of History Emeritus, Yale University.

THE CHRONICLES OF
AMERICA FILMSTRIPS

15 Units

A stirring experience in living history, this newest

series in the Yale program is based largely on

original source material from the monumental

photoplays of the same name. A searchingly factual

study-in-depth of the vital period from Columbus
through Civil War which provides insight into the

effects on our modern world.

$97.50 complete or $7.00 each

Comprehensive TEACHER'S GUIDE free

THE PAGEANT OF
AMERICA FILMSTRIPS

30 Units

Epic in scope—penetrating in intensity—this famous

ieries established a new frontier in teaching films.

Each absorbing unit is an historic entity; together

they span 5 centuries from American Indian to

\tomic Age. A thrilling exposition of the proud

concept of the United States and its climactic rise

to world power.

$195.00 complete or $7.00 each

TEACHER'S GUIDE free with each unit.

THE BOOKS
THE CHRONICLES OF AMERICA

56 Volumes
Edited by Allen Johnson and Allan Nevins

Truth more enthralling than fiction! Stories so alive-

they fairly leap from the pages — of real men and

women shaping America's destiny from early days

«f the Red Man through the critical aftermath of

World War II. Grippingly narrated by outstanding

authors, this series is a timely "must" for classroom

or library.

$199.00 complete or $3.95 per volume

THE PAGEANT OF AMERICA
15 Volumes

Edited by Ralph H. Gobriel

A matchless gallery of visual excitement! 11,500

rare pictures, charts and maps illustrate the saga of

America, covering religion, art, sports, etc. as well

as our political and social history. Distinguished

by scholarly text and professional indexing, these

topical, cohesive journals comprise a standard refer-

ence work invaluable at all levels.

$147.75 complete or $10.75 per volume.

ORDER NOW!

YALE UNIVERSITY PRESS
YALE UNIVERSITY PRESS

FILM SERVICE
386 Fourth Avenue, New York 16, N.Y.
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18
OUTSTANDING
SCIENCE FILMS

IN COLOR

—

ALL ELIGIBLE

FOR PURCHASE
UNDER

N.D.E.A-TITLE III

ANIMAL LIFE AT LOW TIDE

11 Min.

—

$110.00

AQUARIUM WONDERLAND
11 Min.—$110.00

COLORS ARE USEFUL

11 Min.—$110.00

COPPER MINING
14 Min.—$135.00

DAMS
14 Min.—$125.00

DRILLING FOR OIL

22 Min.—$180.00

EARTHWORMS
11 Min.—$110.00

HAWAIIAN ISLANDS—THEIR ORIGIN
AND NATURE TODAY

11 Min.—$110.00

HOW ELECTRICITY IS PRODUCED

11 Min.—$110,0.0

INSECT COLLECTING

14 Min.—$135.00

INSECT FOODS
14 Min.—$135.00

INSECT MOUNTING AND PRESERVING

14 Min.—$135.00

LADYBIRD STORY, THE

11 Min.—$110.00

LITTLE ANIMALS
11 Min.—$110.00

MICROSCOPIC WONDERS IN WATER
11 Min.—$110.00

TOADS
10 Min.—$110.00

WIND AT WORK
11 Min.—$110.00

WORKING WATER
14 Min.—$125.00

PREVKWS AVAILABLE FOR

PURCHASE CONSIDERATION

PAT DOWLING
PICTURES

509 South Beverly Drive

BEVERLY HILLS, CALIFORNIA

News-
(Continued from Page 186)

series of new, non-programmed
courses.

EBF has announced the formation

of a new division, Britannica Schools,

which will make available for home
study EBF programmed instruction

materials as well as special courses

aimed at tlie needs of home study

pupils. The company also announced

the purcahse of a complete proprietary

high school in Chicago which will

serve as a prototype for residence

schools to be established in other

metropolitan areas.

Initially, Britannica Schools will

offer six programmed mathematics

courses: Algebra I, Algebra II, Plane

Geometry, Trigonometry, Introductory

Calculus, and the Language of Alge-

bra. Other programmed courses in the

area of mathematics are in prepara-

tion, as are programs in languages, ac-

counting, descriptive and inferential

statistics, and the mathematical bases

for management decision making.

Two Color Slide Contests

By Photographic Society

Two competitions for makers of

color slide sequences, a photoessay

contest and a travel slide contest, have

been announced by the Color Division

of the Photographic Society of Amer-

ica (PSA).
Top awards are $100 in cash for the

best photoessay, and a two-week

Navajoland tour (or equivalent) for

the travel slide winner. Color division

medal awards and trophies will be

given to two other finalists in each

contest. Winners will be announced

and winning sequences exhibited dur-

ing the 1962 PSA International Con-

vention in San Francisco next August.

Travel sequences should consist of

50-100 slides. Photoessay entries

should consist of 25-100 slides which

tell the story of an investigation into

or about a specific subjec-t (travel

series are not eligible in this group).

All sequences must be accompanied

by taped or script comments not ex-

ceeding 30 minutes in playing or read-

ing time. Entries may be submitted in

either competition by individuals or

by husband-and-wife teams. Club

groups are also eligible to submit

photoessays. Each entrant will re-

ceive a judging report, and comments
on his own sequence.

The award for the photoessay win-

ner will be given by Dr. E. P. Wright-

man, honorary member and Fellow of

PSA, the travel award by Eric L.

Ergenbright, an Associate of PSA.

Deiidline for both competitions is

June 1, with entry forms due May I.

Forms and contest rules can be se-

cured from L. F. Marks, 6527 Bart-

lett St., Pittsburgh 17, Pa., according

to the Society.

School Movie Benefit For
Egyptian Monument Drive

Proceeds from a movie show, 5
bushels of popcorn, and 21 cases of

soda at Yorktown High School in Arl-

ington, Va., netted "an unexpected

bonanza" of $345.51 toward the inter-

national UNESCO drive to save the

Nubian monuments threatened by the

Aswan High Dam, according to the

U.S. National Commission of UNES-
CO News Letter. A broadened knowl-

edge of anthropology, history, current

events via coke machine and 16mm
projector!

Chester B. Bahn

"Chet" Bahn, 68, for 24 years edi-

tor of The Film Daily, died of a heart

attack in January while visiting a Hol-

lywood studio. Among the many pages

of tribute by film industry leaders to

his great human qualities as a friend,

editor and sage counsellor, that of Eric

Johnston seems best to summarize

Bahn's unique stature: "He stood for

all tliiit was good and noble and had
the courage to chide us when we were

remiss. A bold, forthright spokesman,

a brilliant writer, a warm and genuine

person, Chet Bahn was one of God's

noblemen."

The 16mm film field has special

reason to mourn his passing, for Bahn
went out of his way again and again

to "chide" those in the film industry

who would monopolize the entire

medium solely for their own box office.

Like John.ston, and before him Will

Hays, Bahn insisted that due regard

always be given the motion picture "in

all its forms and uses."

Tliose film industry elements who
fail to recognize the mutual benefits

derived from educational and com-

munity uses of motion pictures in ad-

dition to their theatrical run, still re-

currently seek to block non-theatrical

services, and give only lip service or

less to community relations services

of their Association. Nate Golden,

U.S. Department of Commerce, put it

truly in writing: "In the death of Chet

Bahn . . . the industry has lost its

greatest defender." Tndy "greatest,"

for Bahn had the coiu^age and the

vision to defend it, whenever need be,

even from its worst foe—itself.

Wm. F. Kruse
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Charlie

the Destroyer

LEVOLOR
BOTTOM RAILS
CAN TAKE IT!

Yes, you can depend on the husky .025 metal and the

triple "U" forming. LEVOLOR bottom rails are truly

HEAVY DUTY—made to take use and abuse.

Information that insures the best installation pos-

sible is a service all LEVOLOR representatives will give

you. They will submit a prospectus covering every

detail of your Venetian Blind installation—help with

the specifications and make a final inspection after

the blinds are installed. It is a service that guar-

antees good specifications and good Venetian Blinds.

VENETIAN BLINDS
AUDIO-VISUAL CONVENTIONAL

Levolor Lorentzen, Inc., 720 Monroe St., Hoboken, N. J.
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Another Fine Product From ACMAOE

AUTOMATIC BUTT SPLICER
Cuts. Splices. Applies Magic Mylar Automalicatly

live, magnetic
other bases.

Now, with no
fuss, mess or
waste, it is

possible to
splice, repair,
butt-splice, or
strengthen

,
splices on all

types of film

—

positive, nega-
even duPont Cronar or

Screen ^Reflections

The cutting arm,
shown in opera-
ting position, is

used by press-
ing the chrome
button for cut-

ting both sides,
of the film si-

multaneously. ~
The film, has been registered on pins in the
horizontal channel. The cutting blade is eas-
ily replaced.

W4i
The splicing
tape is regis-
tered on pre-
cision pins and
held in place
until automati-
cally applied to

it he film by
swinging the

arm over and pressing the chrome button,
cutting the adhesive and applying it — in

perfect register to the film.

Model 35 for 35mm, Model 16 (or 16mm—>295

Serving the World's Finest Film Makers

FLORMAN&BABBJnc.
68 W. 45th St., New York 36. N. Y.

Murray Hill 2-2928

40 Years Ago

"But every pedagogue knows that it

is easy enough to catch a child's at-

tention, another matter to hold his

interest. Merely putting educational

material upon the screen will not re-

lieve the classroom of its tedium . . .

"Pictures are replete with meaning
only to the mind bringing meaning to

them. They are symbols which are

carriers of meaning rather than self-

luminous expositors of meaning. Nor
can the picture be siiid to make the

meaning clear; it is meaning which
makes the picture clear."

—from an article, "Some Psyclw-

logical and Pedagogical Aspects

of Visual Education," by Matilde

Castro

"No professional organization can ac-

cept into active membership the man
who has something to sell, no matter

how meritorious his product or how

Da-Lite Projection Screens play important role

in Language Laboratory at Indiana University I

Long a leader in the use of advanced
language teaching methods, Indiana
University is taking full advantage
of audio-visual techniques in their
modern language laboratories on the
Bloomington campus. Norman L.
Mikesell, Director, says that the use
of visuals in connection with their
audio equipment greatly enriches
learning.

A Da-Lite Vidio-B screen is installed
in each of the rooms of the Language
Laboratory. The Vidio-B is easy to
use, provides superb picture repro-
duction, and is built for lasting serv-

ice. Da-Lite offers a full range of
quality projection screens . . . there's
a model just right for your A-V
needs! Write for name of nearest
Franchised Audio-Visual Dealer.

Since 1909

Da-Lite Screen Co., Inc., Warsaw, Indiana

zealous his activities may be. It sim-

ply isn't done. Nor can it be done in

the field of Visual Education."

—}. VV. Shepherd of the Univer-

sity of Oklahoma, writing in be-

half of the National Academy of
Visual Instruction, and opposing
the formation of new visual or-

ganizations.

"The National Academy of Visual In-

struction holds its third annual meet-
ing at Lexington, Kentucky, on the

18th, 19th, and 20th of the present

month . . . The Visual Instruction As-

sociation of America, the fifth organ-

ization in the field has been formed in

New York."

25 Years Ago

Dr. Charles F. Hoban, Jr., director of

the American Council on Education's

Motion Picture Project reported on its

principal activities for the year: (1)

teacher training conferences in Mil-

waukee, at Teachers College, Colum-
bia University, and at the University

of Florida; (2) A publications pro-

gram to facilitate the use of the mo-
tion picture in the classroom; and (3)
Research studies including one deal-

ing with evaluation procedures em-
ployed by school districts for the selec-

tion and use of educational films.

An article titled "Visual Aids and the

Librarian" is reported. It was written

by Dr. Ward Bowen, director of New
York State's Visual Instruction Divi-

sion of the State Education Depart-

ment. As quoted from New York Li-

braries, Dr. Bowen wrote, "The li-

brarian is a collector and disj)enser of

information. She is expert in classify-

ing source material. It is therefore

logical that teachers should turn to her

for guidance in problems that are

visual."

Four sound films were recently com-
pleted by Erpi Picture Consultants:

"The Earth in Motion," "The Moon,"
"The Earth in Motion," and "Explor-

ing the Universe." "A notable addition

to our steadily accmnulating store of

educational film material of real dis-

tinction."

There were four important new silent

films from Eastman Classroom Films,

"A magnificent new series of docu-

(Continued on Page 192)
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A NEWLY RECORDED

^m
INSTRUMtNTS
OF THE
ORCHtSTRA

^IMCTOI llinUTC OB k
l.iMnl'jll!iil>UI' 1

MOROIl^ Vi '^J— ^ 1 1 •>'
%mm.mammmi»

|
M ^' i\m M

includes 56-page book

by John Hosier

AND DEFINITIVE GUIDE

NOW AVAILABLE FROM

YOUR RECORD DEALER
THE NEWLY-RECORDED CAPITOL-ANGEL AND OXFORD

UNIVERSITY PRESS DEFINITIVE INTRODUCTION TO

INSTRUMENTS OF THE

ORCHESTRA

You must see

and hear this

magnificent

audio-visual

production . .

.

executed by

world renown

artists in

collaboration

with top music

educators.

ik.i.

This work

includes 2

12" 33rpm

monophonic

hi-fidelity

records, a

56-page book,

plus four

illustrated

cueing guides.

Price $14.98

(optional with dealer)

The recordings include commentary

by Yehudi Menuhin with solo

demonstrations by Menuhin and other

leading soloists, excerpts from many

of the finest symphonic and chamber

music recordings, each demonstration

cued to visual illustrations and

commentary. The 56-page Oxford

University Press book by John Hosier

was prepared especially for use with

these recordings.

CAPITOL EDUCATIONAL SERIES ALBUM HBZ-21002

If your dealer does not have he can order it for you.

New!

EDUCATIONAL ^ MUSIC 6UIDE

SIM 4

I14RPA.M)

Do you have your copy of the 72-page Capitol-Angel EDUCATIONAL

MUSIC GUIDE? If not, send 25(' to the Educational Dept., Capitol

Tower, 1752 Vine Street, Hollywood 28, California for your copy.

EDUCATIONAL DEPT. THE CAPITOL TOWER 1756 VINE ST., HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIF.
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SOUND LEARNING through LIVING SOUND

TALKING, THINKING AND LIVING A FOREIGN LANGUAGE

COMES EASIER TO TODAY'S YOUNG AMERICANS • • *
Whatever the linguistic challenge, educational leaders know they can

depend on Rheem Califone to help them break the "language barrier."

To learn more about today's most reliable, versatile and scientifically

engineered language laboratories — patterned to YOUR exact layout

and function requirements — consult your local Rheem Califone lan-

guage laboratories dealer, or WRITE TODAY for catalog.

Design and junctions of

the Rheem Califone

language laboratory

CONSOLE assure the

teacher's convenience,

comfort and positive

fingertip control over

each classroom situation.

C^ SL1ifOi:^G^ CORPORATION

5922 Bowcroft Street / Los Angeles 16, California DEPT. ES-4

Screen

^Reflections;

(Continued from Page 190)

mentiiry motion pictures filmed by
Julieii Bryan, famous American ex-

plorer and lecturer: "Japan," "Turkey,"

"Russia," and "Siberia."

10 Years Ago
In conjunction with Film Council

Month, the national Film Council of

Americii launched a new promotional

project aimed at building member-
ship. "Paul A. Wagner, former Rollins

College president and audiovisual ed-

uciition specialist, has been appointed

executive director of FAC . . . Com-
menting on his new job. Dr. Wagner
said . . . 'Educators concerned with

the intellectual and moral develop-

ment of all members of our society are

finding in the Film Council of Amer-
ica an avenue of approach to the

staggering problems of mass com-
munication.'

"

Floyde Brooker, chief of the Audio
Visual Secticm of the Mutural Security

Agency, returned from a three month
trip to Bombay, Singapore, Hong
Kong, and Manila.

Bell and Howell announced the New
16mm Fibnosound 202—"not just a

sound movie projector—not just a

magnetic soimd recorder—but a com-
bination of both for making and show-

ing sound movies."

William S. Hockman, editor of the

Cliurch Department, wrote, "While
the filmstrip certainly has a future in

tlie church and school, we believe it

will take a sturdier variety than many
of the present ones to make the grade."

"The San Diego, California, City

Schools Visual Instruction Center is in

the process of rebuilding its library of

audiovisual materials after a fire in

February almost completely destroyed

the library-visual education building."

Paul Reed said editorialh', "If I

could retimi to my 1930 starting date

as a reader of Educational Screen, I

would make it a point in every letter

to an advertiser to mention exactly

how the magazine and his message
there had influenced me."
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TeackHs^d
II

No wonder teachers are singing the praises of the

Tecnifax Transpaque projector. It not only provides

them with a versatile tool for improved instruction, but

also offers a combination of advantages not available

with any other overhead projector:

NO "STAGE-GLARE" ... the Transpaque's unique

optical system concentrates light on the screen, not in

the teacher's eyes.

HIGH LrGHT-OUTPUT . . . projected images are

bright and sharp ... no need to pull down shades, or

dim the lights.

LOW SILHOUETTE ... no high projection head to

interfere with pupils' view of the screen.

STABILITY . . . the Transpaque's broad base and low

center of gravity insure trouble-free performance

under all conditions.

Furthermore, Tecnifax provides,

without charge or obligation, training

in the utilization of the overhead pro-

jector. This enhances its effectiveness in

the classroom. For additional informa-

tion on the Transpaque projector and

the Tecnifax training programs, please

write to Tecnifax Corporation, Holyoke,

Massachusetts.

V
TECNIFAXCORPORATION

Manufacturers of

Visual Communication

Materials

and

Equipment

HOLYOKE, MASSACHUSETTS
V J

THE TECNIFAX TRANSPAQUE PROJECTOR

Tti Em^ do 'BuAineAA uKXitTMiufaAy
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V^M TAPE RECORDERS
make advanced teaching

techniques easier!

V^M
\\ //®ADD+A+TRACK

Any Instructor's Most Valuable Teaching Tool!

Versatile K- A/ "/I ^/f/+ /^+7'rac^'"?' olTers unlim-

ited opportunities for powerfully efTective

teaching methods! A teacher records lessons;

then, or at any later time, the student records

on another track while listening to the teacher's

recording. On play-back, both recordings are

heard simultaneously! Student track may be

re-recorded any number of times without af-

fecting the teacher's or master track.

V-M 'tape-o-matic' Stereophonic Tape Re-

corder with "ADDtAiTRACK"' — Model
722—$259.95* List. Records Stereophon-
ically; plays-back 2 or 4-Track stereo tapes.

Twin Microphones. Dual Tuning Eye and Vol-

ume Controls. Also Available V-M Stereo-Play-

back Model 720 with "ADD+A-fTRACK"®-
$225.00* List.

V-M 'tape-o-matic'" Tape Recorder—Model
730—$169.95* List. Monaural Record and
Play-back of all three popular tape speeds—
T'/a, 3%, VA ips. Compact, Lightweight (Only

21 lbs.) New 3-position Microphone.

ALL V-M TAPE RECORDERS INCORPORATE THESE
QUALITY FEATURES:

• Push-Button Controls afford

simplified operation.

• High-Frequency Response and

Fidelity to detect complete voice

range differences. Highly beneficial

to speech and speech therapy
students!

• Input and Output Jacks permit

recorder to be used in sound treat-

ed rooms from a control booth.

• Shut-OfT Switch automatically

shuts-off power supply . . . teacher

concentrates on students, not

recorder!

• Monitor switch for use of re-

corder as an Ear-trainer with ear-

phones, as a P.A. system, or to

utilize amplifier in the recorder

with a second sound source, such

as a phonograph I

Unite Sight and Sound for More Efficient Instruction!

V-M Slide-Projector Synchronizer— Model 1412—
$49.95* List. V-M Synchronizer adds inaudible

slide-change cues to tape recorded commentary.
On play-back, cues actuate remote-control projector,

automatically advancing slides at times selected!

V-M OFFERS A COMPLETE "AUDIO LEARNING CENTER" PROPOSAL from one unit to as many as your language laboratory requires. Write for information

'Institutional Prices Available Upon Request.

USIC

V-M CORPORATION • BENTON HARBOR, MICHIGAN
KNOWN FOR THE FINEST IN RECORD CHANGERS, PHONOGRAPHS AND TAPE RECORDERS

V-M CORPORATION, Dept. ES442

305 Territorial Road, Benton Harbor, K/lichigan

Please send me additional information, without obligation, on V-M
Tape Recorders and "Audio Learning Center" proposal.

NAME.

ADDRESS.

CITY . ZONE. STATE-
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editorial

Not

Only

Unethical

But

Stupid

Dear Editor:

It occurs to nie that many of our audiovisual directors need a

lesson in ethics as well as a briefing in our copyright laws.

The ease with which one can copy materials these days makes it

tempting to duplicate without giving consideration to the fellow

who put these materials on the market.

For instance, audiovisual directors time and again have told me
the\- buy tapes which they duplicate. They carefully put the "mas-

ter" on the shelf so it will never wear out, and they use the dupli-

cate tapes only. Now, I understand, they are doing the same thing

with filnistrips and slides. It is obvious that this is not only in

violation of our copyright laws, but it is also unethical. I think if we
begin to wage a campaign against such illegal and imethical prac-

tices, we might be able to put some sense into some people's heads.

Recently, I had quite a long discussion with one of our well known
audiovisual directors who confessed that he had regularly been

copying filmstrips and tapes. When I told him that it was not only

unethical but actualh' stupid, he not only was surprised, but offend-

ed. He could not see that no producer is going to produce materials

for school use if he can hope to sell only one filmstrip, or one tape,

or one record to an entire school system. Even if this practice does

not lead to law suit and judgment, it will very quickly dry up the

source of supply. People who are in the business of producing edu-

cational materials will certainly not continue to produce for such

a limited and dishonest market.

In foreign languages, particularly, the situation is very confused.

For instance, there are publishers who have made tapes of the exer-

cises in the old textbooks. They are delighted to have these tapes

duplicated freely, without reservation. They are really not interested

in the tape; they are interested in selling books. So of course they do
not mind the duplication. They encourage it. Hence foreign lan-

guage people assume that duplication is the pattern for all materials

they buy. I wish we could clarify this situation and point out that

some materials can be duplicated and others not.

Also, school systems buy records, and instead of using them and

buying duplicates, they take copies off on tape and carefully put the

"master" records on the shelf so they'll never wear out. I don't know
why they think this is all right with records, yet would never think

of making copies of textbooks and library books. They use books;

and when they wear out, buy new copies. Why they feel they must
save records for posterity and never buy a second one is quite be-

yond me! I do think we have a big job of re-education, because if

our educators cannot distinguish right from wrong, what can we
expect from the general public whom they educate!

How does this strike you as a topic for an editorial?

Sincerely,

Ruth Cornfield, Executive Director

FACSEA, New York

Dear Dr. Cornfield:

Not only does this strike me as an excellent topic for an editorial,

but you have written it! I don't see how any audiovisual director

could possibly defend the practices you cite.

Appreciatively,

Educational Screen and Audiovisual Guide—April, 1962
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The Shorten

by Myron H. Schussman

and

Robert M. Diamond

By JUNE of 1962 more than 3,000 teachers in the

Santa Clara Valley of California will be receiving part

of their in-service education over television, and the

instructional television center of San Jose State Col-

lege will have produced its 16th in-service telecast.

Since these programs began in the spring of 1960, they

have covered many grade levels and a wide variety of

subject matter.

The broadcasts represent an unusual and promising

pioneering venture with educational television. Al-

though there is much experimentation with television

for classroom use, and some use of this medium for

pre-service college training of teachers, there are few
instances in which television is used for the in-service

education of teachers who have completed their prep-

aration and are already engaged in teaching.

In the spring of 1961, 230 school teachers from the

southern San Francisco Bay area enrolled in a televi-

sion extension course at San Jose State college in the

teaching of elementary science. In addition to those

enrolled, an additional 2,300 elementary teachers were
viewing all or part of the series within just one of the

six counties receiving the telecasts."

Listen to the comments of teachers enrolled:

"I think this course is very valuable. Enjoy TV in-

struction and find it most informative."

"Fastest half hour on TV."

"My whole family sits in on the course and enjoys it

thoroughly. I think it's here to stay."

"My first experience with educational TV and I am
most impressed! The demonstrations and charts are

most helpful and the explanations clear."

"Excellent, I have used material already in my 5th

grade. Had a fine class reception."

"Very good. I'm enjoying the course, as it is very

well organized and no time is wasted. I appreciate the

summaries in outline form."

In-service education for teachers is changing with
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< One lechnique of dry mounting as seen on the television

screen during a program on llie use of graphic materials within

the elementary classroom.

the times. Formerly the knowledge of subject matter

which a teacher acquired during high school and col-

lege days was a foundation which carried throughout

an entire teaching career. In-service education then

was chiefly a matter of improving teaching methods

and techniques.

By means of direct classroom supervision, by com-

mittee work on curriculum development, and attend-

ing teachers' institutes, a teacher could develop skill in

teaching and keep up-to-date in subject matter. An
occasional summer school was sometimes required,

but most committee work was performed on a vokui-

teer basis, outside of the teacher's regular working

hours.

Today the teacher's task is magnified many-fold. All

teachers are challenged by the speed with which
knowledge is expanding. On all fronts, the advance-

ment of man's knowledge is so rapid and so profound

that whole new series of related concepts may be de-

veloped within a few years' time, and new disciplines

are arising which did not even exist a generation ago.

The teacher must understand this new knowledge
before it can be included in the curriculum.

In the fields of mathematics, science, social studies

I and technology, for example, complete new bodies of

subject matter must be mastered by the teacher every

or curriculum development projects, is more difficult

to provide because of the sheer pressure of the num-

bers of teachers involved. There simply are not

enough experts to go around. Furthermore, teachers

can no longer contribute hours of work on evenings or

week-ends for curriculum development, because of

other demands upon their time, such as increasing

family and community responsibilities. School boards

and administrators are coming to agree that in-service

education is in part the responsibility of the employ-

ing district, and should be carried on by teachers

during regular working hours.

Now there is an urgent need for improvement and

change in the curriculum. Teachers need help from

the best resource persons available in mastering new
and expanding content. This must be done more effi-

ciently and rapidly than ever before, and the medium
of television may be a basic part of the answer to

these problems.

In the spring of 1960, San Jose State College began
experimenting with the televising of programs directly

from the instructional television center over the facili-

ties of the local television station, KNTV, Channel 11,

San Jose. The station has donated air time as a public

service, and during the first term of operation also

paid for the link between the college and the station's

transmitter.

To get the program under way, the center planned

a series of nine programs to be telecast on Sunday
mornings at 11:30 a.m. The purpose of this series.

Explorations, was:

lalf Hour on Television
10 to 15 years. This means that every teacher, even
the most capable and well-trained, must be re-edu-

cated in the basic content areas at least twice during

a teaching career. This need applies to both the ele-

mentary and the secondary school levels.

The traditional devices for in-service education are

no longer adequate to meet the new demands placed
on our educational system. Direct consultant services,

in which an expert meets with teachers in workshops

Dr. Schiissman is assistant superintendent for

instruction in the Santa Clara County Office of
Education, San Jose, California. His position there

includes responsibility for curriculum develop-
ment and in-service training for schools in the
county. He has held this position for the past five

years, coming there from the Richmond Schools
in the San Francisco Bay Area.

Dr. Dianwnd is presently the instructional tele-

vision program supervisor and associate professor

of education at San Jose State College. Prior to

coming to this appointment, he was coordinator

of the television project in the Plainedge School
District on Long Island.

1. To introduce and explore the area of "in-service"

telecasting.

2. To provide a number of college faculty members
with actual open circuit teaching experience.

3. To explore those areas that lend themselves to tele-

vision.

4. To provide the center's production staff vdth "open-

circuit" experience.

5. To explore the feasibihty of using in-service tele-

casts within on-campus courses.

Six weeks before the first telecast a meeting to in-

troduce the series was held at the college. Representa-

tives from 21 school districts (ranging in size from 155

to 16,700 pupils ) and four county offices attended. As
a result of this meeting, « permanent coordinating

body was formed by the Santa Clara County Office of

Education. This council began meeting each month
with representatives of the college. Under the guid-

ance of the group, the use of television for in-service

education has been rapidly expanding in the six coun-

ties served by San Jose State College until the regular-
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Assistaiil professor Robert

Hassiir (leiiionstratcs a

simple nielhod by which
inslriielors rail illustrate

ibe loMiiig of the earth's

rriist. This took place on
one of a series of programs
designed for elementary

school teachers in the

leaching of science.

ly scheduled series now reaches over 3,000 teachers

each week of the school year.

Advantages of television for in-service education.

The past two years' experience in the Santa Clara

County Valley has demonstrated that open circuit

television offers several unique advantages for in-serv-

ice education.

First, television is a flexible medium of instruction,

in which live presentations, film clips, still pictures,

models and objects, graphic aids and other teaching

devicers can be used freely and interchangeably. The

half-hour programs are the result of cooperative effort

by many persons, including the teacher, audiovisual

expert, graphic artist, producer, cameraman, and

others. These resources all combine to create a single

vivid, concentrated presentation.

Television provides an efficient way to reach many
teachers at one time. The programs are viewed in

school buildings or at home, saving many hours wliich

otherwise would be used by teachers in traveling to

and from a central meeting place. It has been found

that viewing the programs in small groups stimulates

worthwhile discussion after the program when time is

provided for this purpose. By recording the programs

on kinescope, complete flexibility of scheduling is

possible.

Television also makes it possible to provide teachers

with assistance from the best available resource per-

sons. Those consultants and specialists whose services

are in great demand, and whose schedules do not per-

mit them to render extensive personal consultant serv-

ice in the field, usually can find the time to develop

material and present it on television.

And lastly, television is an economical way for

school districts to provide in-service aid from special-

ists. In the San Jose State College series, for less than

ten dollars per teacher per year, a district receives 20

half-hour in-service telecasts with outstanding re-

source people, free use of kinescope recordings of

each program, and comprehensive study guides for

each program. All in all: a bargain.
Oil laiiura. Dr. Raymond .Slanlcj, a.-Mxiali- professor of geog-

raphy, introduces some early concepts in geography skills.
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Mary Sontag, Teledent

by Edwin Mingoia

JVXaRY Ida Sontag is a teledent of the future. The

time is 1965. The place is 17 miles from a large uni-

versity.

Mary settles down in a comfortable sofa right in

her own living room to attend a class of "Living with

Contemporary Literature." The pencil and notebook

at her side are superfluous, for there is a tape recorder

capturing every word of the class which this busy

housewife may play back for review and study after

she has completed her morning chores.

Mary is thankful for CETV (College Education

Television) for putting a college diploma within her

reach, and she finds viewing the other course. Chemis-

try I, far more satisfying than if she were sitting on the

hard seat in the last row of an overcrowded, audi-

torium-like classroom. She is also thankful for little

things such as not having to worry about being late

or finding parking on the campus grounds. Time saved

in transportation is utilized for extra study; money
saved, for books.

Like 250,000 other teledents, Mary is satisfied that

she is getting plenty for the modest tuition cost which

entitles her to enroll for credit in six out of a possible

25 courses being telecast, although there is no limit

to the number she can audit. With a quick twist of the

wrist, the teledent can "shop around" for courses he

would like to buy or just plain see. Many teledents

are shoppers who never buy, going along for the

free ride, soaking up culture.

This is a rather optimistic futme for CETV, and in

the face of the population explosion television could

and should provide a liberal arts education (in color,

too) to thousands of eager students for whom the

doors of higher learning are sealed.

Yet today there are some misgivings about whether

television can meet this challenge. There are many who
state that educational television may follow the igno-

minious path of its forerunner, radio, which was once

hailed as having a brilliant future; but, alas, the

enthusiasm for it dwindled.

VVe can not afford to let this happen to CETV. But

it can hapiXMi unless television stops being a mere

finiiK'l for the tasks the university can do better.

It is not enough to move the camera into the lecture

hall. CETV must discover its own purposes and evolve

its own teaching techniques; moreover, it should not

duplicate all that is dull or pedantic. In order to sell

itself, it must seek new excellence of teaching.

In the following paragraphs, I shall describe a pic-

ture characterizing CETV possibilities for the future,

a picture which attempts to develop a new science of

television instruction. The reader may not like it. It

may smack of the Brave New World, but it is a picture

of cliallenge, one that could be an answer for tomor-

row's educational problems.

This is 1965—and CETV as it can become.

First, every course presented on CETV develops its

own format. For example, the course in anthropology

is conducted by a pair of professors who intersperse

their scholarly dialogue on Pithecanlropus Erectus

with exchanges that draw laughter from its home
audience. The literature course, on the other hand, is

taught by a panel seated around a fireplace, discussing

the works of Wolfe, Farrell, and Williams in an atmos-

phere so delightfully different from crowded lecture

halls. Every word and visual frame are planned and

edited to insure maximum instruction aimed at arous-

ing attention and interest.

The planners of such courses spare no time or

monev in creating interesting formats through the use

of charts and models, and the scripts call for hiunor

and to a certain extent, a dash of glamor.

(Continued on next page)
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^ ^ This potential new audience of students will not be

satisfied with subject matter that has no meaning for

them .... (they) will not tolerate cultural deadwood that

properly belongs in a specialized study—perhaps the

antiquities. A A

.\n attractive young actress conducts Art Apprecia-

tion. She exemplifies the latest trend-the use of pro-

fessional actors chosen for their personality and poise

to conduct the courses—a staff of educators do the

writing and planning. Research underway indicates

that such procetlures lead to more effective learning.

Another trend in CETV integrates Spanish I with

Sociology of Latin America. The latter is a survey

course in the history, geography, culture and even the

arts of Spanish speaking countries.

These block courses are another example demon-

strating the possibility of CETV to develop original

and interesting formats, but attractive presentations

are not enough to insure learning.

'Stand pat' critics of CETV will state that such at-

tempts at mass education will violate the purpose for

which the university is intended—one being the free

exchange of ideas—and they will rally to their side

thinkers from Plato to Whitehead who insist that the

university should be a great discussion center. And

how can TV encourage discussion . . . ?

To this criticism, CETV answers with the hiring

and training of discussion leaders who meet with

neighborhood study groups. If students prefer, they

can commute to the campus to attend discussion

groups there.

Mary Sontag, the teledent, is on campus every

Thursday to attend not only a discussion section but

also a chemistry laboratory section. Although CETV
cannot make up all the advantages Mary would have

through campus instruction, Mary has the privilege

of having her questions concerning the daily lessons

answered in detail by the professor or staff either by

mail or phone. Most teledents feel they have learned

to know their professor rather well from telephone

conversations, and from the effectiveness of the tele-

vision camera.

In correspondence courses, assignments are mailed.

Edwin Mingoia is a school consultant for the Elk

Grove, California, Unified School District. He has

been studying at the University of California for a

Ph.D. in education, lie has had material pub-
lished in a number of educational magazines.

Staff members make corrections, comment, and mail

them back.

At the termination of the course, teledents are call-

ed in for a final examination. But since the enroll-

ment in some courses exceeds 30,000, examinations

are held at various and scattered centers.

The grading is simple. If a teledent shows evidence

of sufficient learning, he gets a satisfactory mark. If

he fails, no mark nor credit are given. Failing students

are told to try again if they wish. There is no stigma

to failure.

In order to learn the extraordinary mark, the tele-

dent must not only make high marks on tests but also

contribute some original research or report. Outstand-

ing teledents are often given recognition for papers,

and invited to conduct meetings on television. Prizes

are often given to discussion groups meeting various

objectives.

Minimum standards are high and students need to

spend much time on a particular course in order to

pass. In spite of this, many try for the outstanding

i^rade. Although this system presented many problems

at first, research is discovering that students learn

more and are not so readily discouraged by failure.

I have tried to show that, to be successful, CETV
must use more imagination in the format and grading

of its instruction. But this is not enough. There is one

more point. CETV, to be successful, must develop its

own purpose.

CETV must be concerned with meeting the de-

mands of a large segment of the population, mostly

adults, who deserve the right to higher education in

the same way children deserve an elementary one.

This potential new audience of students will not be

satisfied with subject matter that has no meaning for

them. They will want liberal art courses geared for

the development of a 20th-century mind—not one of

the 17th century—and these students will not tolerate

subject matter consisting of cultural "deadwood" that

properly belongs in a specialized study—perhaps the

antiquities.

The new students will want more survey courses

that come to grips with today's living issues. Nor can

the cultural courses be neglected, for these same stu-

dents—tomorrow's teledents—will want an understand-

ing of drama, poetry, music, and art—experiences to

constantly enrich their daily existence.
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Don't Make

The Mistakes

We Did

by Dalton Levy

I N THE past decade a large number of research

studies have been undertaken in the field of educa-

tional television. These studies have involved such

diverse groups as primary and secondary students,

college students, reserve officers, and military person-

nel involved in basic instruction and advancetl elec-

tronics instruction.

This report tells about one experimental project

that was developed in conjunction with the State Edu-
cation Department of New York. During this study, a

number of operational problems arose in the program-
ming and preparation of the final report. These condi-

tions, when identified, were corrected as the project

progressed, and those which could not be changed
were listed in the final report with a statement de-

tailing what corrections must be made prior to an-

other year's study.

With this in mind, the following remarks are pre-

sented in an eflFort to be of service to those who are

A rlass in English instruction by way of rlosed circuit television.

undertaking closed circuit television.

A principle goal in this study was to evaluate the

efi^ectiveness of televised instruction versus regular in-

struction in the presentation of enrichment materials.

Since the enrichment materials were selected specifi-

cally with the view to avoid duplication of materials

presented in the prescribed curriculum, it was felt

that a more valid comparison could be made between
televised and regular instruction. We were not inter-

ested in employing television as a substitute for the

teacher. We were interested in learning the manner
and the extent to which it may be employed to enrich

on-going instruction. Consequently, only a limited

number of televised programs were transmitted.

At the termination of the project, 40 teachers asso-

ciated in various phases of the project were given

intensive interviews by Dr. Lester Luntz of C. W. Post
College. The teachers were selected from four content
areas and represented (a) those actually presenting
materials on television (b) those who served as in-

structors in both the classes receiving the televised in-

struction and those receiving the enrichment instruc-

tion in the regular classroom.

The primary purpose of the interviews was to ar-

rive at some of the non-surface reactions of teachers

to their experiences with televised instruction. This
included their general attitudes towards television as

an instructional medium and more specific ones re-

lated to the Plainedge project which had just been
completed. The instructors were encouraged to be
utterly frank in their comments. The fact that full

candor was achieved from the interviewees can be
seen in this report, in which the results of the inter-

views are discussed.

This television experiment was greatly affected by
the equipment, and some of the problems that we
encountered were as follows:

1. Student operators had to be trained to handle
cameras, lighting, console, and learn all the techniques
of the programs. The students who operated equip-
ment were not available for rehearsals or review until

just a few minutes before the program went on the
air because they had classes just prior to the trans-

mission time. If the assigned students were absent, or
not free, we went on the air with only one student
operating the console while the director had to handle
lighting, two cameras, tape recorder, phonograph and
other effects that were required in the studio. Student
interest was high, but student operators lacked smooth-
ness of control and full understanding and responsi-
bility of the programs.

2. Mechanical failures of the television equipment
were prevalent due to poor servicing. This had been a
major problem since the equipment was installed.

The importance of good, rapid servicing for the
television equipment cannot be overemphasized.
When programs are planned and service is needed,
one cannot wait two or three weeks, or even one or
two days for service. It must be almost immediately
available, or within a few hours. The equipment is

constantly in use for rehearsals and training students.

3. The lack of intercarrier sound was detrimental
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to the programs. In some classrooms there was ade-

quate volume while in others the soimd could scarcely

be heard.

In manv classrooms, the voice comes from the side

of the room or the rear of the room, depending on the

location of the loud speaker, while the television re-

ceiver was located at the front of the room. The gen-

eral effect seemed to put the sound out of phase with

the action. This was a detriment and caused a definite

lack of understanding in many of the programs.

4. Poor lighting facilities in the studio, caused

shadows on the picture. The lack of portable fill-in

lights caused many camera difficulties. Lighting should

be movable, of the cold type, and considerably more

than is normally found in the standard classroom.

5. The ventilation in the studio consisted of a

3 X 28-in. slot which is the heating input in winter.

Fresh air is only forced into the room when the heating

plant is in operation. There was no ventilation in

warm weather. This caused the studio air to become

stale, overheated, moist, and quite unbearable for all

concerned.

A CCTV studio should have an independent venti-

lating system and air-conditioning, with a 15-ft. ceiling

for lighting bars. It also must be soundproof.

6. The soundproofing in our studio was inade-

quate. It was possible to hear classes moving in the

halls adjoining the studio as well as noises from

adjacent classrooms. Hard Roots and uncovered walls

create echoes as the sound bounces around the room.

The walls should be draped with some material and a

cork or similar type floor should be installed. This also

would deaden noises coming from outside.

7. An intercommunication system between camera-

man, director, console operator is a must. It should be

one that is light and very sensitive to the least sound.

This allows for complete control of the program by the

director and since he is usually the only person that

knows the full program, he can direct the studio oper-

ators. Our inter-communication systems consisted of

heavy sound powered surplus naval gunner imits

which were adequate, but overweight and not sensi-

tive enough to allow for low voice volume. At times

directions were picked up by microphones.

8. Better results can be obtained with the addition

of equipment such as mixers to allow for transmission

of two cameras simultaneously, a fader to switch from

camera to camera, etc.

9. The sound which was transmitted through the

school public address system had other disadvantages.

At times when the program was on the air, announce-

ments would be made from the office, thus causing

an override switch to cut off the sound of the pro-

gram and breaking its continuity. This cut-off of the

television sound interrupted and delayed the program.

A separate sound system is a necessity.

10. There were no facilities for reproducing the

programs by kinescope or videotape for use at another

time when additional classes could make use of them.'

Scheduling in the high school is a major problem.

1 1 . To show films or filmstrips during the program,

it was necessary to pick them up directly from a

screen in the studio. This, obviouslv, was not as clear

as a direct view camera but proved adequate for our

needs. The construction of a cardboard box, sides

painted black and with a white bottom proved to be

an excellent screen for pickup of 16mm movies and

filmstrips without darkening the room.

1 2. Two minutes before each program went on the

air, an aiuiouncement was made to notify the teachers

in the classrooms that the program was about to start.

This gave them an opportunity to check the television

and sound volume before the program started.

1 3. It was necessary to notify the telephone switch-

board operator when a program was planned so she

could have a student operator stand by to handle extra

telephone calls on the interschool telephone system.

The following statements concern the attitudes of

the teachers involved in the project.

14. Most of the teachers felt that the programs

were developed without their prior consultation. They

felt that they were not adequately informed concern-

ing the design of the program and therefore were not

greatly interested in presenting the individual topics.

It is necessary to meet many times with all personnel

involved in the television and explain each step.

1 5. A number of teachers expressed the view that

it was unfair for them to be required to put in their

own time into the preparation of the program. As a

result, the majority admitted that they did not pre-

pare their plans as much as was necessary for a com-

pletely effective presentation. A number, for example,

admitted that they did not put in adequate rehearsal

time so that such problems as lighting, sound, and

use of the camera could be solved prior to the actual

televised presentation. It took about 12 to 15 hours of

preparation for a teacher to properly organize a

20-minute program.

1 6. The majority of teachers did not feel that the

program as a whole was a good leaniing experience

for the students viewing the programs. The following

reasons were cited:

a) Some felt that several of the topics could better

have been handled in the classroom, particularly

those involving interaction between teacher and

student.

b) The television lessons were not synchronized

with class work. However, this lack of coordina-

tion must be primarily coupled to the last date at

which final approval for conducting the research

was received.

c ) The succession of enrichment programs was not,

in several instances, correlated with one another.

1 7. A number of the teachers believe that the tele-

vision programs should be put on only by specially

trained teachers who are interested in the medium. In

this connection, however, it should be pointed out that

such a feature would be inimical to the conduct of

effective research. If only the teachers who were high-

ly motivated to engage in television presentations

were to be employed, one would not know whether

the success they achieved, if indeed any, were related

to their own high motivation and enthusiasm, or to

certain advantages inherent in the medium itself.

(Continued on Page 208)
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Save That Guest Speaker

by Milt VanVlack

r OR several years we have been trying to find an effective means whereby

the contributions of outstanding classroom guest speakers who are not available

every year could be saved and retransmitted to classrooms in succeeding years.

Tape recording, you say, is the obvious and practical answer. Yes, this is the

first step, but the attention span and interest commanded by a tape recording are

not nearly as great as the real situation. There is nothing visual to help retain in-

terest and to make the experience vivid and memorable.

How then do you solve the problem presented by this lack of visual motiva-

tion? If sufficient funds were available, a good motion picture recording of the

speaker's actions and demonstrations could be made. In most systems this kind of

money is not available.

What about taking color slides during the talk? Fine. This method can be used.

However, the technical problems of photography and the distractions of picture

making during the original presentation are real deterrents. This activity might

interfere with the speaker's spontaneity which is one of the major reasons why this

type of live presentation is so effective. If not planned properly, this method can

also end up with a large number of seemingly senseless pictures to be correlated

with the tape recording. A hard job!

Another procedure is to provide the speaker with a blackboard and let him
illustrate and demonstrate his talk. A picture of the blackboard taken later can be

made into a slide and projected. This may seem like good idea, but have you
ever really looked at a teacher's blackboard after a particularly busy classroom

session? Hierogh-phics are more easily read!

How then can this problem be solved? We have had phenomenal success with

the use of the overhead projector. This is the method we have used. During the

talk, the teacher—or a good student—sketches on paper, as presented, all illustra-

tive material which the speaker sees fit to place on the blackboard. A separate

sheet is used for each new illustration and appropriate notes are taken to identify

each and to make it an easy task to tie in the illustration with the appropriate

portion of the lecture. Each of these sheets are then made into transparent

plastic 10x10 slides. The transparencies are then compiled in the correct order

plastic 10x10 in. slides. The transparencies are then compiled in the correct order

sequence and mounted. As the tape recording progresses in classroom presenta-

tion, the teacher simply flips the transparencies to correspond with the recording.

Try it! Watch the interest mount and attitudes change as a duplication of the

speaker's writing and demonstrations appear on the classroom screen.

If the speaker's pronunciation is unusual and hard to understand, the students

may see for themselves just what the speaker intends. To further enhance interest

and attention span, many variations of this technique have been employed.

Dramatic overhead devices such as multiple colors, ghost writing, and moving

parts have almost doubled retention results.

Mr. VanVlack is AV building coordinator at Sedgwick

Junior High School, West Hartford, Connecticut.
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Audiovisual

College Counseling

-as told by . .

When we first heard of this new adaptation for audio-

visual materials we were intrigued. When we saw
them we were so impressed that we wanted to present

the full story.

We asked Jack Goodman of Guidance Associates, Inc.,

if he would give us not only his part of the story but

also help us to get the point of view of a college ad-

missions officer and that of a high school counselor.

—The Editors

a prod\ucer

Jack L. Goodman
Guidance Associates, Inc.

P.O. Box 5
Pleasantville, N. Y.

V^OLLEGE counseling—helping a youngster choose

a college—can be divided broadly into two separate

procedures. First is the matching of the youngster's

capabilities and talents with the respective college's

academic and extracurricular program. The diversity

among American colleges (and students) is so great

that there are a multitude of colleges which are aca-

demically appropriate for any individual student

How, then, does a student decide upon a college?

To a great extent the decision is predicated on in-

commensurates—the unmeasurable features which are

sometimes called college atmosphere. A trained guid-

ance counselor in most instances can quite adequately

match students and colleges on the basis of cost, Col-

lege Board scores, extracurricular interests, rank in

class and a variety of other measurable criteria. But
how does he "interpret" a college campus which he

may never have visited? In some high schools, stu-

dents in a graduating class may attend as many as

100 different colleges. How does a guidance counselor

explain the subtle campus differences among the col-

leges to qualified students, variations which may make
the difference between college success and failure.

If a guidance counselor has not personally visited a

college campus, his primary source of information is

the college catalog. Bill Pels, president of Bennington,

once facetiously concluded after surveying dozens of

college catalogs that there are apparently only two
types of colleges in the country: the large cosmopoli-

tan university with all the advantages of a small liberal

arts college, and the small liberal arts college with all

the advantages of a large cosmopolitan university. In

a word, catalogs simply do not distinguish one college

from another.

One of the best ways to get a more intimate glimpse

at a college's campus atmosphere is through an audio-

visual presentation. For some years, colleges have

been producing motion pictures on a broad range of

budgets. These films are in most cases an excellent

"subjective" guidance vehicle for students. Yet their

price, when produced by professional film organiza-

tions, is often prohibitive. Some quotes we know of

exceeded the entire admissions budget. Distribution

and service become severe problems for colleges,

especially small ones which draw their students from

literally hundreds of secondary schools, and visit many
more. One girls' college in upstate New York sent

representatives to 746 high schools in 1960 in order to

admit 243 freshmen. Distributing a film on a loan

basis to this many high schools places a motion pic-

ture out of the reach of a small college with a modest

budget.

One way to minimize the cost of distribution and
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Above, two juniors at the Fox Lane School in Mount Kis<o,

New York, preview a college admissions sound filnistrip pro-

gram. Dr. George Favareau, Fox Lane director of guidance.

says that "this new guidance technique gives a much clearer

picture of a college than does a view book or a catalog, in

our opinion."

production and at the same time reach a broad audi-

ence is through the use of a full color filmstrip se-

quence with appropriate narration on a 12-inch LP
record. This technique has the following advantages:

1. It is economical. The cost is usually between 10

and 20 percent of a comparable motion picture.

2. Duplicate prints are economical—usually between
•$2 and $3 per copy—compared with $50 to $150 for

full color sound motion picture prints. This economy
makes possible the sound filmstrip's greatest asset; it

may be given away free to secondary schools who
then can schedule it over and over again at their

convenience.

3. Since the program is the property of the high
school, it can readily be used in group guidance as a

general introduction to college and with PTA and
other parent groups. Of special value to the sponsor-

ing college is the fact that it can be shown to indi-

viduals who express an interest in that particular type

of college. Viewing the film will often help the stu-

dent decide whether he should pursue admission to

the college, make plans to visit it, or reject it.

4. The equipment for the showing of this type of

program is ubiquitous. In addition, a special "Guid-

ance Counselor" projector, equipped with earphones

and rearview daylight projector system, is now also

available. Its economical price has led many guidance

counselors who have received free programs from
sponsoring colleges to purchase the projector, which
can be operated right in their own offices.

5. Special packaging of the program permits it to

be stored easily on a bookshelf. Program records are

pressed identically on both sides, thus giving double
the normal record life. Filmstrips are coated with a

heavy scratch-resistant resin.

6. Colleges find that the ease with which these

programs can be updated is an additional advantage.

(Contimted on next page)
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. . . . a college director

of admissions

Dr. Henry C. J. Evans
Associate Director of Admissions

Rutgers University

Intrigued with the almost unlimited prospects of a

filmstrip and recording that would be available to

high school students planning for college, Rutgers

College 'gave the green light' to Guidance Associates

to produce a program on Rutgers late last spring.

Although handicapped by a tight deadline and the

fact that college was in session for only a few days

after the decision to go ahead with the program was

made, the completed project was of extremely high

quality. Rutgers College purchased 500 of the pack-

aged filmstrips and recordings for distribution to all

New Jersey secondary schools and selected out-of-

state secondary schools. The College also purchased

several "Guidance Counselors" or filmstrip projectors

and record playing machines. These machines are

available to admissions officers, alumni representatives,

aliunni groups and the athletic department of the

university.

The reaction on the part of the secondary schools

to this program has been favorable and has surpassed

our expectations. True, there were a few criticisms of

the program but several of these criticisms have since

been rescinded because of the enthusiastic acceptance

of the program by students in the secondary schools

involved.

Many secondary schools throughout the eastern

United States have written to us without solicitation

of any kind asking whether this program can be made
available to them. To provide for these contingencies

Rutgers has reserved several of the packages to send

out by mail for short periods of time.

The vast majority of guidance directors and guid-

ance counselors are most enthusiastic about the pros-

pects of having a library of filmstrips and recordings

on colleges. Their reactions clearly indicate that many
guidance people feel that such a program gives a

student a much better picture of the particular col-

lege or university than he can possibly get from a

viewbook or catalog and that viewing the filmstrip

and record provides many of the attributes of a per-

sonal visit to the campus.

In summation, Rutgers College is pleased with the

results of what seems to be a worthwhile guidance

tool and we are most enthusiastic about the almost

unlimited possibilities that such a technique offers.

. . . a high school counselor

Albert Senft
Vice Principal

Shaker Heights (Ohio) Senior High School

The previewing of the Rutgers University, Sarah
Lawrence College and Trinity College sound film-

strips by the guidance staff of Shaker Heights High

School had been anticipated for several months prior

to their arrival.

The highly professional approach to the filming and

recortling of the three programs as well as the thor-

ough planning in producing and distributing the pro-

grams by Guidance Associates, Inc., were most grati-

fying to the local guidance personnel.

The selected showings of these two programs to

group guidance classes, to parent groups and to coun-

selors have resulted in enthusiasm and genuine inter-

est in future programs. One parent group, the Shaker

Heights Dads' Club, purchased a "Guidance Counse-

lor" portable viewer and record player including four

sets of earphones. Another member of the club was so

impressed that he is buying a second "Guidance

Counselor" unit as an individual gift to the high school.

The programs representing colleges of considerable

annual interest to Shaker Heights High School stu-

dents will be showm to group guidance classes utiliz-

ing the regular filmstrip projector and a turntable

with speaker and amplifier suitable for classroom u.se.

The general showing of programs to group guidance

classes will be limited and its purpose will primarily

be to acquaint students with this service which will be

available in the newly expanded and improved library

facilities.

The filmstrip, record, viewer-player and earphones

will be available throughout the school day and Satur-

day mornings to high school students and to parents.

It is anticipated that students and parents using this

service in the library will use earphones. Students and

parents will be encouraged to draw programs and the

viewer-player for overnight use in the same manner
that they would draw a librar\' reference book. Ear-

phones will not be issued for overnight use. The pro-

grams and "Guidance Counselor" unit would be re-

turned the following morning. Parents would be

oriented to this new service of the library through the

five-week orientation course for parents of high school

juniors relative to college admission.

It is recognized that a program such as this for any

individual college cannot replace the personal visit to

the secondary school by representatives of the college

admission office. However, it will reduce the amount
of time needed to present the college to prospective

applicants and allow a maximum amount of time for

conferences with the secondary school college coun-

selors. The viewer-listener is able to get a "feeling"

about the college from this program that would not

result from reading printed material. The college cata-

log will be a more complete source of information to

the prospective applicant whose interest was aroused

by the filmstrip-record. Such a service may also re-

duce the increasing number of campus visitations by
high school students, the potential successor to the

"College Night Monster."

The Shaker Heights High School guidance staff is

anxious to increase the available programs and en-

thusiastically endorses this new addition to meet the

increasingly difficult problem of high school-college

articulation.
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How To Budget Your

Audiovisual Program

by George Hammersinith

A HE wide acceptance of AV instructional materials

and the up-grading and strengthening of all education

means that any well-planned audiovisual program

should be carefully planned and budgeted. As the

superintendent seeks to obtain for his school system

the benefits of mcxlern and powerful new educational

media, these should be provided for as an integral

part of the total budget.

A good educational program costs money. Because

the budget is the financial plan for the audiovisual

program, we should observe certain budgetary prac-

tices.

A good audiovisual program is one that is—

1. Planned cooperatively as a part of the total school

system budget according to the needs of the total

instructional program.

2. Financed by regularly alhxiated funds.

3. Supported by funds from capital outlay to cover

new buildings, rehabilitated building programs,

and new equipment.

4. Using financial support from NDEA to extend the

program in new directions.

A good audiovisual budget makes adequate provi-

sion for all of the following items:

Salaries

Certified Personel

Non-certified personnel (clerical)

( delivery trucks

)

(electricians)

(maintenance)

Supplies

Accessories (lamps, belts, etc.)

Photographic supplies

Postage & insurance

Educational film rentals

Film purchases

I'ilmstrip & slide purchases

Professional journals & travel

Film cement

KduCATIONAI. ScRF.KN AM) AlDIOVISUAL GuiDF.— ApRII..

Splicers

Film racks

Silicone tapes

Cataloging

Replacement titles

Office (AV Center) equipment

Capital Outlay (New Equipment)
Combination 2x2 slide projectors

16mm M.P. sound projectors

Sound filmstrip projector

Projection screens

Record players

Tape recorders

Projection carts

Opa(}ue projector

Microprojector

Overhead projector

Photographic
|

Capital Outlay (Replacement Equipment)
Set up fluid to replace at end of 7 yrs.

General repair and maintenance

Capital Outlay {Rehabilitating Buildings)

Light control

Acoustical treatment

Double receptacle outlets

Sinking Fund
Each year ear-mark 10 percent of the budget, allo-

cated to equipment, so that the teaching tools in the

schools can be replaced within each decade, preferably

every seven years. In this manner the program can be
kept abreast of the times, and the funds made avail-

able through a plan such as industry uses.

Parenthetical Anecdote: (In one large school system,

some years ago, there was no specific budgetary
provision for audiovisual materials or equipment. The
director kept asking for allocated funds without re-
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suits. Finally, in desperation, he made a written re-

quest for .05c. The top administrator called him in to

discuss this ridiculous request. However, the point

was established that there should be some kind of

consideration that is definite and expressed in the edu-

cational budget. This was done, and today the budget

for AV in this system has grown to $50,000.

)

When the AV need becomes a part of the educa-

tional thinking, then it will be expressed in the budget,

and specific funds will be available to plan and to do

a definite job.

How much equipment?

Minimimi standards for equipment recom-

mended by NEA are as follows:

1—Motion-picture projector for every 300

students

1—filmstrip projector for every 200 students

1—opaque projector for each school

1—2x2 slide projector for every 200 students

1—portable screen 60x60 in. per two class-

rooms

1—overhead projector 10x10 in. per school

J—AV Coordinator (at least) per building

1-text-film title per teacher (16mm motion-

picture)

1-tape recorder for each school

1-microprojector for each school

Provision should also be made to have the

equipment insured with a policy which in-

cludes a floater-clause to cover equipment

in transit or on loan.

Attention should be given to other critical needs of

schools including such items as:

1. Solution for the acute problems of light control.

2. High school science lab 70x70 in. beaded

screens (wall type).

3. Every teacher a projectionist.

4. Funds for decentralizing the main film library.

It is good accounting practice to have the business

office charge such items as projector accessories and

supplies, and new equipment for use in specific build-

ings to the accounts of the individual schools. This was

done recently in one large city, thus releasing funds in

the AV office budget for the purchase of new film-

strips and films to be used by all schools.

Surveys of the budgets in 33 Ohio cities indicate an

expenditure of from 21 cents per pupil to $2.06. In

view of the AV job to be done, and in light of the bud-

gets in other states, $2.00 per pupil as a minimum
should be provided in a progressive school system

geared to meet the demands of the times.

Such a minimum per capita provision would allow

for the purchase of new film titles, additional prints,

film maintenance costs, and the replacement of films

after their life expectancy of five years has lapsed.

And here is one last budgeting point: At least ten

percent of the budget should be allocated for replace-

ment of damaged or worn out prints; replacement of

films with obsolete content; cost of processing, etc.

Mistakes . . .

(Continued from Page 202)

1 8. A number of teachers also

commented negatively about the tech-

nical quality of the televised presenta-

tions mentioned previously. Such diffi-

culties as poor equipment, poor light-

ing, and poor sound were mentioned
by teachers participating in the tele-

vised presentations.

Based upon the results of the teach-

er interviews and our experience, the

Mr. Levy is audiovisual director of
the Plainedge Public Schools, Massa-
pequa. Long Island.

following recommendations are made
to those individuals about to engage in

television

:

Research projects and program-

ming should be approved sufficiently

in advance so that teachers can be

more actively incorporated into the

program. It is most important that

they feel that television is not being

imposed on them, but that they have

made a personal contribution to the

program itself.

The enrichment programs, although

addressed to materials not found in

the prescribed curriculum, should be
closely coordinated with the on-going

program of instruction. Thus, when
shidents are learning about the num-
bers system in mathematics, the en-

richment program should be devoted

to various historical developments in

the use of numbers. When presented

as a separate and discreet imit of

study, it should not be surprising that

the students benefit relatively little

from the instruction. Another alternate

is to have the television curriculum an

entity in itself.

The equipment itself should be of

such quality as to produce acceptable

audio and visual signals in the class-

room. The audio system, for example,

should be independent of the inter-

communications network in the school

and should have its own amplifiers

and speakers located in close prox-

imity to the video source. Video equip-

ment should be of such quality to

approximate reception normally avail-

able on commercial channels.
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FILMSTRIPS
by Irene F. Cypher

Silence

Pictures are both a source of informa-

tion and a medium of communication.

As such they should speak plainly and

really help the viewer to formulate

concepts. Some years ago, when we
were a lowly student sitting at the

feet of Dr. Daniel C. Knowlton, we
used to listen with eagerness as he ex-

pounded on this theme, and were

thoroughly impressed by his insistence

that films and other visual media

would only make social studies come
alive if they helped the viewer to "see

through" to the fact that history was

a record of real people and tlie events

the\' had helped to create as the world

developed. We need to keep this in

mind in both the production and the

use of all visual materials—but par-

ticularly so in the case of filmstrips.

Because the pictures in a filmstrip

do not actually move, it is doubly

important that they give an illusion

of being capable of movement. People,

houses, places, objects should all be

so well drawn or photographed that

they make the viewer feel that he is

seeing reality and not just looking at

a static or unreal scrawl of the pencil

or artist's brush. The same is true of

whatever sound effects may be added

to a filmstrip. The filmstrip is essen-

tially a silent medium, made to enable

the user to look and proceed at his

own rate of speed. Sound should only

be used with filmstrips when it actual-

ly adds something to the visual presen-

tation; sound should not be used as a

weak attempt to make the filmstrip a

sort of halfway approach to the mo-
tion picture.

This is not to say that we are op-

posed to sound filmstrips. We do say,

however, that soimd should be used

with discretion, and when it contrib-

utes to the particular presentation.

Furthermore we wish that a movement

could be started to eliminate narrators

who speak in tones that are either

"syrupy" or "the voice of authority."

Nothing is more pleasing than a well

modulated, sincere voic-e telling us a

story. Nothing is worse than an ob-

viously artificial, PoUyanna sermon-

izer, trying to sell a "message."

Reviews
China And Her Neighbors (6 film-

strips, color; produced by McGraw-
Hill Book Co., 332 West 42 St., New
York City; $36 per set, $6.50 single

strips). This is an extremely interest-

ing series for use at the present mo-

ment, for it brings us up to date on

people and affairs in Communist
China, and in Laos and Nepal. Natu-

rally we are given a glimpse of affairs

in the old days, when China was often

designated the Sleeping Giant. We
are also given a very lengthy insight

into rural and urban affairs in the

China of today.

Four strips of the series take u«

from ancient to modem days. One
strip is devoted to Laos and one to

Nepal. Taken as a whole, the series is

A Series of Coronet Films

for SIMPLE SCIENCE
DEMONSTRATIONS
with MAGNETISM,
AIR, WATER

Here is a series of Coronet films re-

quested by hundreds of teachers in the

intermediate grades — demonstrations

which clearly illustrate the funda-

mental scientific principles related to

magnetism, water and air.

Classes are frequently so limited in

time and by the equipment required

to set up special demonstrations, that

teachers are often unable to drive home
elementary science concepts. With this

series, pupils will see in a few minutes

what might take several hours to per-

form in the typical elementary class-

room.

All the demonstrations are carefully

curriculum-coordinated, planned with

the collaboration of Sam Adams, Ph.D.,

Associate Professor of Education,
Louisiana State University.

Use these science demonstration
films to give each pupil a front row seat

and to encourage their active participa-

tion in scientific inquiry.

To prniew filns or rocoive additional information:

Use the coupo?t to request preview prints of these

films /or purchase consideration. Or, if you wish to

request additional information, send for a folder de-

scribing the films and including complete purchase
information

.

Koy concepts are illostrateit in the fiM:

Simple Demonstrations witli Magnetism
Magnets can produce a force which attracts;
magnets can make other magnets; all magnets
have poles; the earth is a magnet.

Simple Demonstrations with Air

Air occupies space; air has weight; air exerts
pressure; how air pressure is measured; how a
barometer works.

Simple Demonstrations with Water
Water has surface tension; water exerts pres-

sure; water can produce a buoyant force that
makes objects float.

CORONET FILMS

Coronet Films

Dopt. ES-d62

Coronet Building

Chicago 1, Illinois

Pleaie send preview prints of films chttcked:

Q Simple Demonstrationt with Mognetism

n Simple Demonstrations with Air

n Simple Demonstrations with Water

Please send additional information on U Simple

Demonstration films O Coronet films for science

in grades 1-6 H all Coronet films for grades 1-6.

Nome .

Schools

Address—

City _Zone State-
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comprehensive, informative and very

useful for social studies at the high

school level. The producers have been

sympathetic to the problems facing

the people of this section of the

world, and one has a feeling of sin-

cerity in the presentation.

Communitij Educutional Resources (2

single strips, color, each with study

guide and correlated tape recording;

producetl by Dept. of Education, San

Diego County, California; available

from Communicative Arts, P.O. Box
No. 11017, San Diego 11, California;

$4.95 per .set of .strip, guide and tape

recording ) . The two strips here pre-

sented interested us, for they are the

initial offering of the San Diego Dejjt.

of Education, working in cooperation

with General Dynamics/Astronautics

and March Air Force Base. It is good
to see a beginning in this direction of

using specific community resources

that are unique in terms of what they

can contribute to education, and we
need more such projects.

To take the strips, let us look first at

From Drawing Board To Launching
Pad. The purpose of this strip is to

show us how a large missile is built,

and we are taken step by step from
the moment when plans are first given

reality on the drawing board to the

moment when the missile "Atlas" is

ready to go into orbit. Essentially the

story is that of how steel is shaped
and formed into a great missile; the

story takes us to the main plant of

General Dynamics/Astronautics. The
strip has value for today's students,

and will help them to gain an insight

into the work involved in providing us

with modern scientific machines.

The strip Medical Aspects of Space
Flight dciils with the problems facing

man if he is successfully to survive

flight into space. Ultra violet light,

atmospheric conditions and weight-

lessness are very important factors to

the space traveler. The student who
dreams of such travel may possibly be
brought face to face with reality of

scientific facts as he considers this

filmstrip, and it is a good addition to

the list of materials for .science classes.

This is science as it applies to the

human beings who use science, and is

to be recommended for high school

science units. Both strips are timely

and to be recommended for science

classes.

Easter Materials (a catalog; produced
by Society for Visual Education, 1345
Diversey Parkway, Chicago 14, 111.)

VVe are reviewing no particular film-

strip here, but calling attention to an

Comments and materials for review

should be sent to the department edi-

tor—Irene F. Cypher, New York Uni-

versity, 26 Washington Square, New
York 3, N.Y.

PIXMOBILE® AUDIO-ED
LANGUAGE LABORATORY FURNITURE

Designed
to Accommo-

date All Types of

Electronic Equipment
of Any Manufacturer

Combining strength and beauty, Pixmobile'^ Audio-Ed Language Lab-
oratory Furniture is now more attractive than ever. New gracefully

curved lines provide an appearance that enriches any classroom. All-

steel construction gives the strength and durability to withstand years
of classroom use.

Any type of electronics equipment may be used in this furniture,

allowing the school maximum flexibility in its planning. And it is

available with a glass or plexiglass front, an acoustical front or a
convertible top. The outstanding quality built into Pixmobile® is the
basis for its widespread acceptance throughout the United States
and Canada.

P/rase write for information and literature

ADVANCE PRODUCTS COMPANY
2300 East Douglas Avenue / ^Vichita, Kansas

interesting catalog which lists man\-

filmstrips. As the tide would imply

they are concerned with the programs
planned around the Easter theme—
both for use in religious centers and
for programs devoted to Easter and
springtime stories. Specific compila-

tions svich as this can be very useful to

the one confronted with the need to

locate material for the,se activities, and
the catalog is a good addition to re-

.source files.

Shakespeare's Theater (4 filmstrips,

color; produced by Encyclopaedia
Britannica Films, 1150 Wilmette Ave.,

Wilmette, 111.; $24 per set, $6 single

strips). This series brings us the story

of the development of the English

theater from the days of early church

plays to the great period of William

Shakespeare.

VVe see the design of the famous
Globe theater, and we also see how
preparations are carried out to pro-

duce a great play. This outlining of

the steps connected with play produc-

tion are rather unique and the ma-
terial is a departiu-e from the ordinary

format. Students of the theater and
literature will find the series appealing

and helpful at both high school and
college levels.

The Soviet Union Today (6 filmstrips,

color, with correlated narrations on

records; produced by Jam Handy Or-

ganization, 2821 East Grand Blvd.,

Detroit II, Michigan; $46..50 com-
plete set, $6 single strips, $5 single

records). In this series we come to see

something of each of the major sec-

tions which constitute the great coun-

try known as the Soviet Union. The
photographs show peojile and places

in European Russia, the Ukraine, the

Caucasus, Soviet Central Asia. One
strip gives us the story of the develop-

ment of the Soviet Union as we know
it today, and another strip deals with

the geography of the Soviet Union.

The accompanNdng narration is well

recorded, and gives us a very down to

earth, factual description of the peo-

ple and places we are seeing in the

filmstrips.

This series is particularly good be-

cause the pictures are up to date, and
obviously photographed recently. The
material takes us into Soviet today,

and we get the feeling that we are

seeing things as they are, and not as

they were 20 or 30 or more years ago.

\'ery good for use in the upper grades,

i;i high school and in college.
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PHOTOPLAY FILMSTRIPS
In full color

$7.50
each

ANY THREE TITLES

$19.75

Ulysfes—In full color, 64 frames, a pic-

torial guide to the new Paramount screen

version of tfomer's Odyssey, produced in

Italy. An invaluable aid to the study of

the clossic. $7.50.

Th» Vikings—In full color, 47 frames,

based on the Kirk Douglos production.

$7.50. With guide, $7.80.

A Lesson in Mytliolog/—Explains Andro-
meda, the Minotaur, Iphigenia, etc., based
on M-G-M'$ The Living Idol. 25 frames,

color. $7.50.

Knights of the Round Table—A set of

two filmstrips. Part One, black-and-white,

25 frames, explotns the background of the

story, its theme, its significance as an early

attempt to organize a league of nations.

Part Two, full color, 28 frames, tells the

story of the great legend, based on the

M-G-M photoplay. $7.50.

Adventures of Robinson Crusoe—In full

color, 50 frames, a clear pictorial guide to

the Defoe classic, based on the United

Artists screen version. $7.50.

The Glass Slipper—The charming fairy

tale of Cinderella, told in a new way,
based on the M-G-M photoplay. 36 frames

in full color. $7.50. With guide, $7.80.

Romeo and Juliet—Shakespeare's great

love story illustrated in color from the

J. Arthur Rank production filmed on loca-

tion in Verona and other Italian cities.

44 frames. $7.50. With guide, $7.80.

Hansel and Gretel—In full color, 42
frames, the highlights of the beloved fairy

tale as performed by the charming Kine-

mins of Michael Myerberg's screen version,

released by RKO Radio Pictures. $7.50.

Greatest Show on Earth—In full color, a

lively pictorial guide to the circus, based on
Cecil B. DeMilte's Technicolor Academy
Award- winning photoplay. 40 frames.

$7.50.

Money-Back Guarantee!

Alexander the Great—Biography of the first man to conquer the civilized work
based on the photoplay. Shows Alexander's effort to unite Europe and Asia,

task with which the U.N. is still faced. 55 frames. $7.50. With guide, $7.80.

Richard III—Based on Laurence Olivier's colorful screen version of Shakespeare'
famous play. 48 frames. $7.50. With guide, $7.80.

In Black and White:

Julius Caesar, set of 2 filmstrips in black-

and-white, presenting 97 scenes in the

M-G-M screen version of the play. $7.00.
With guide, $7.30.

Columbus—Black-and-white, based on the

J. Arthur Rank production starring Fredric

March. 55 Frames. $3.00.

EDUCATIONAL & RECREATIONAL GLilDES, Inc. • 10 Brainerd Road, Summit, New Jersey
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AV
in the Church Field

by William S. Hockman

De-Contamination Job

Educators have not needed geiger

counters to locate phony ideas which

came down from the theatrical-film

cloud. They were pretty obvious for

those with eyes to see and minds to

think a little. The church field got its

share of this fall-out of notions whidi

had no relevance for our situation.

Many have been forgotten. Two
lingered for quite a while: The idea

of an alternate date when booking a

film, and the idea that the screen

should always be filled with the image

right out to the edges.

Is the church field now going to get

fall-out from the school field? We
have looked to the school field for

beneficial ideas, not the reverse. Yet,

there keeps coming through to me evi-

dence that the schoo field's weedy

ideas keep blowing across the road

into the yard of the church.

Just the other day we got some

pretty slicked-up stuff from a manu-

facturer of audiovisual equipment:

letter, fliers, release, and some excel-

lent glossy prints. Not only this, but

here were two reprints—testimonials,

as it were—of the value of this product

and a justification of its use. One re-

print came from a magazine in the

area of school management and the

other came from a bulletin on re-

sources and techniques. Pretty good

pedigree, we would say.

Just what was being 'sold' here? Of

course, we were to buy this idea, and

then merchandise it, in our writings, to

others. But we are pretty hard to sell.

We tend to look horses in the mouth,

whatever the asking price. But when
we saw that here were our old friends

daylight projection and rear view pro-

jection, our sales resistance maximized

in a moment.
You will ask why, and I will tell

you. Daylight projection is a phony

idea. It would be no good if it worked

16mm. Sound Projectors
New and Used

Film Subjects—Accessories

Write For Free Lists

NATIONAL CINEMA SERVICE

71 Day St., N. Y. C. 7, N. Y.

and it does not work. Years ago my
experiments, studies, observations and

cerebration convinced me that fully 40

percent of the power of the projected

material resides in the conditions of

projection. Cutting this from a chapter

to several sentences, light-control en-

ables the user to enhance the power

of the image by concentrating the at-

tention of the viewer on the image.

After all, it is this expensive image

which is the bearer of the major part

of the meaning which the educator is

trying to reveal. By lowering the

amount of light on the other objects

in the educational situation (class-

room, hall, chapel or sanctuary) these

objects do not compete with the

image and it is given the full attention

of the mind.

Again, when the lights are lowered

the viewer tends to lose his objectivity

and becomes more ready to react

favorably to the flow of visual and

auditory stimuli. Could anything be

easier to observe? This simply means

that if you can pour enough light on a

screen to give a bright image that you

would not want dayUght projection

because you have washed out the

power of the conditions of projection

(when you have the wit to do it the

right way).

Let's look at one of those reprints.

This article sails under the banner,

"How To Stretch Your Audiovisual

Budget." That surely will get atten-

tion. It continues about being unable

to buy needed projection equipment

and darkening facihties, and a better

way was found and that was to "show

films in lighted rooms." And look at

the result—"effective, and extensive,

film programming at low cost." Re-

sult? In my judgment this was just

about total subversion of the funda-

mental sense of audiovisual aids in the

first place, and in the second an eva-

sion by schoolmen of their responsi-

bility to get adequate funds and do a

decent job.

In this piece the villain, notice, is

the cost of room darkening. In the

body of the article we learn that after

equipment was bought they were "still

faced with the darkening of class-

rooms, at $250 per room." What did

these bold educators do? They did not

Teahouse Gospel

When a Muslim priest turns Protes-

tant what happens to him? Plenty!

How does he make a living? The hard

way! What does he do about his new-

found faith? Shares it! Does his life

shrink or expand with joy and happi-

ness? He finds abundant life. If you

doubt this just get the 63-frame color

filmstrip Teatiotise By An Indian Road
which tells the true life story of

Andreas Din of India who now runs

a teahouse and passes out to his cus-

tomers 400 Cospel portions each

Andreas Din

montli. From the American Bible So-

ciety, AV Dept., 440 Park Ave., South,

New York 16; $3.50 with printed

script; $5.00 with recorded commen-

tary. Good job; useful filmstrip; good

buy for your local church library.

go after the money. We assume that

was too un-educational, too grubby,

too sensible for them, so they made a

"break with tradition" and got a rear

view unit so they could show films in

"rooms that were sunshine bright."

(Parenthetically, let me say right

here that I hold no briefs for the

architects who specify acres of verti-

cal glass plus skylights for the modem
classroom. A few months ago I was

called in as a consultant by the princi-

pal of an elementary school to see

what could be done about the sky-

lights. Put in at considerable cost—

which, no doubt, enhanced the archi-

tect's fee—they were found objection-

able even when projection of materials

was not being done. Some profession-

als had looked the situation over and

given the principal a cost estimate

which bowled him over.)

You are panting to know, I am cer-

tain, how this educator brought off

his films showing in "classrooms flood-

ed with light." He got a rear view

unit. This unit can now roll from class-

room to classroom and no one need

even bother to pull the shades, saving
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Comments and materials for review

should be sent to the department edi-

tor-WiUiam S. Hockman, 27 Prospect

Drive, Glens Falls, N.Y.

that much energy. Now the children in

the classroom can see the movie right

up there in the finest little screen you

ever paid your hard dollars for. We
are told that this screen is, in compari-

son with the usual home-TV screen,

quite large. It "produces an image

equal in size to a 30-in. TV receiver."

What have the kids to kick about!

Most of them, we are told, are ac-

customed to viewing 24-inch TV sets,

and the "30-inch strikes classes as

being large, not small."

The glossy prints came along to

prove all this foohshness. Here we are

shown a t>'pical classroom, with sta-

tionary desks, and the rear-view gad-

getry up front. The child in the desk

at the lower edge of the photo is at the

distance of four desks to the left of

the screen, and four rows of desks

back from it.

What's wrong here? Too small an

image, that's all. We learn that this

"lenticular unbreakable screen" is

actually 18x24 in.—i.e., 18 in. high and

24 in. wide. Quite a screen! If the

teacher will get all the pupils onto a

9' X 12' rug this screen would do the

job! (Incidentally, we have no objec-

tion to rear view projection, properly

used). Here in this classroom, if we
may assume as many as 24 pupils,

most of them are sitting too far away

from the screen for adequate viewing

regardless of how bright the image is.

When you realize that this kind of

viewing is taking place in a sunshine-

bright room, you can see that what's

going on here is sub-educational.

Why am I disturbed? I get letters

from churches asking if they should

not do likewise. Many church laymen,

and most clergymen, do not have the

educational orientation to make them
immune to this kind of mis-use fall-out

from the school field. If the school

does it, it must be correct!

In conclusion, we shall be on guard

against this fall-out from the school

field which subverts the basic sense of

audio and visual aids, and violates

elementary psychological and optical

considerations. We shall go on the

theory that the educational process can

be hitched, by the educational admin-

istrator, to the job of getting adequate

money for the proper use of those in-

structional materials which must be
projected. This is a basic task of lead-

ers in both church and school and
must be accomplished. No extemporiz-

ing with gadgetry should be accepted

as a substitute for valid education.

(Continued on next page)

NEW SYLVANIA "DIRECT WIRE" TV. .

.

SO LOW IN COST ANY SCHOOL CAN AFFORD IT

(yet so high in quality, even fine details show
up clearly) Now you can have a complete
private TV system for less than you real-

ize. New Sylvania "Direct Wire" TV is the

lowest-cost, easiest-to-use educational TV
system. So practical and economical, any
school can use it effectively in dozens of
different ways ... to monitor classrooms,
teach more students, make better use of
gifted instructors. Sylvania "Direct Wire"

New low-cost Sylvania

V-400 camera has

extra-fine, 400-

llne resolution.

Produces crisp,

clear pictures.

Captures fine

details with

utmost clarity

and fidelity.

SYLVANIA
ef/if/ff/ll TELEPHONE tELECTRONICS^

TV is easy to operate, too. Just switch it

on. It adjusts automatically to varying light

conditions. No operating personnel re-

quired. No special lighting either. Sylvania
"Direct Wire" TV gives pictures as sharp
and clear as a top-quality home TV set

. . . with ordinary room light.

For more facts, and a jree visual commu-
nications survey of your school, mail cou-
pon today!

Robert E. Brockway
SYLVANIA COMMERCIAL ELECTRONICS

730 Third Avenue (Oept. ES), New York 17, N. Y.

n Please send more information on Sylvania

"Direct Wire" TV and how to arrange a free vis-

ual communications survey.

D Please send leasing information on Sylvania I

'Direct Wire" TV.

Name

Company-

Address

City _Zone State-
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It's About Time

Take a church or a denomination—

what is the measure of success for it?

In husiness a man makes money; in

riu' professions he gathers prestige and

honors; in jxJitics he gets re-elected.

What in tlie chinch is the measure of

success. Well, the Methodist-made 33-

minute b&w film The Measure of Suc-

cess does not tell us but it does make
us think. It does a bit more; it gets

imder our hides and we are muttering

when it ends that it is about time

someone thought up a success test for

the church, local and denominational.

This film touches three areas; persons

with special needs, the inner-city and

church extension. This well conceived

aiul well made film is available from

the Joint Section of Education and

Cultivation of the Board of Missions

of the Methodist Church, 575 River-

side Dr.. N. Y. 27. The rental is $8.00.

Tillich Films

For $20.00 a church can book Dr.

Paul J. Tillich for four 30-minute in-

terview-lectures. Can't l)eat that for a

bargain. To do this, you will, of course

need to book the four films (kine-

scopes) of his appearances on the TV
"Heritage" series. Here are the titles:

Philosophy of Religion, Philosophy of

Life, Religion atid Psychotherapy, and

Philosophy of Art. In these interviews

he really comes through as a person.

Your interest is held both by his per-

sonality and his lucid elaboration of

his ideas on the subject at hand. He
speaks in well-turned sentences. Here
is adult fare for the use minister with

the gumption and get-up to arrange a

discussion series of "Evenings With
Tillich." Book films from Bureau of

Audio Visual Aids, United Church of

Christ, 1501 Race Street, Philadel-

phia 2, Pa. Highly recommended, and

a real bargain at a rental of $5.00 for

each film.

Alternative To Futility

At the end of the 28-minute Family

Films-produced Buyers' Choice, Steve

hands the phone to us so we can an-

swer the real estate agent, and we just

about reach out and take it—that's

how real this fine film is. Families

can become im-zippered under the

pressure of modern life. Families can

forget that they have alternatives to

futility and frustration. Families can

exercise a buyer's choice, if they will.

The church can help families exer-

cise this option, but they can also

contribute to this unraveling of the

family. If this film does not start a

lively discussion, this reviewer will be

amazed. The question of what this

family, facing very real and normal

tensions in choices it must make, ought

to do is left by the film to us. We
must answer, and we will. We can't

help it! Rental for b&w is $9.00.

l''rom film rental libraries, or, write

Family Films, Inc., Hollywood 38, Cal.

Pretty Good Batting

If >()u set out to make eight film-

strips for a series entitled "Learning

From The stories of Jesus" and bring

off seven good and useful ones, that's

batting pretty gocKl. That's what Eye-

Cate House did with this .series. Here
are the titles: The Twefce—ordinary
men marked for glory; Sons of Thun-
der—amhitious sons of Zebedee; Busy
Martha—d splendid reconstruction of

the famous sisters and the visit of

Jesus; The Rich Young Ruler—who
rcfiisetl the high road; The Wanderer
—a very good new look at an old

story; Jesus Was Tempted—the pro-

ducer strikes out on this one in that he

missed the big idea of what the Temp-
tation was about and visualized an ob-

jective devil children would never get

out of their minds once it is seen;

Ride On In Majesty—a somewhat
new but good way to look at the entry

into Jerusalem of Jesus; and. Around
Two Fi're.s—Peter denying his Lord.

About 40 frames; nmning time about

8 minutes; age level Sixth Crade and
up. From ECH, 146 Archer Ave.,

Jamaica .35, N. Y.

UNITED WORLD FILMS, Inc.

proudly presents

Another HUMAN GEOGRAPHY/ Social Studies Milestone..

ucu%jW^RLD
I^JeighbEIGHBORS^'^

NEW OUTSTANDING

MOTION PICTURES

16mm Sound
18 Minutes
Each

All in
Full Color

EMPHASIZING...

the impact of new events upon peoples' ways of living

UNITED WORLD FILMS, INC. i^-" ''»'•' /l»enue . Mew York 29, M.Y.

Dept. 362
Please arrange for us purchase-consideration previews
for the following titles as checl<ed:

n TURKEY, A Middle East Bridgeland

D PUERTO RICO, Island in the Sun

n SPAIN, Three of its Faces

n GERMANY, The Southern Uplands

n FINLAND, Farmer-Woodsman
D HAWAII, The Island State

D The Republic of the PHILIPPINES

Please send me your color brochure describing all titles
|

in "Your World Neighbors" Series.
I

I

I I
Please tell me where I can rent these films.

i

ADDRESS.

CITY
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AUDIO
by Max U. Bildersee

No Audio Stimulation?
A sound education must include sound
stimuli and sound responses. The
audio aspects involve a variety of

sources of sound in the learning proc-

ess.

The 'away'—or correspondent—stu-
dent needs sound in his training as

much as the 'contact' student. Imagine,
if you will, the classroom which is

silent, without impulsive audio com-
munication, without planned audio
communication. Imagine, if you will,

the classroom in which all information
from instructor to student and from
student to instructor is accomplished
only through the written and/or the
printed word.

Add the factor of delay. The prob-

lem raised on Tuesday cannot possibly

be answered before Thursday, or

Monday next, or later. The time sched-

ule is irregular. Further, add purpose-

ful but solo study in which the student

may never see the instructor, certainly

never sees classmates, progresses as an
individual and not as a member of the

group. Time becomes, then, an action

of the calendar, not the clock.

Does this exist in our American
schools today? It does, indeed! It

exists for the many thousands—perhaps
millions—of correspondence students

attending and participating in the ex-

tention division activities of our great

universities. These are many students;

their needs, interests and capacities

are sometimes defined only by their

introspective examination.

Can these students be brought
closer to their instructors, to the pro-

fessional staffs of the institutions they

'attend,' and indeed to their class-

mates? Is the hastily or thoughtfully

penned word the last resoit of com-
munication? Is their destiny that they
will be denied the inspiration of audio

stimulation and instruction available

to their more fortunately situated class-

attending counterparts?

We hope not!

But recent studies indicate that

precious few students who accomplish
their studies through correspondence
ever hear the voice of the instructor in

either formal or informal exchange.
There are isolated instances of tod-

dling 'first steps' in the use of disc and
taj)e recordings in the presentation of

material to these postman post-gradu-

ates who retain their contact with

learning through the four-cent stamp.
Obviously two areas of study enjoy

the majority of audio stimuli for stu-

dents. Music and music appreciation
is one. Several institutions reported
that their students use either disc or
tape recordings as a normal part of
formal correspondence instruction in
this area. Perhaps for many it is far
more startling that not all use records
in this regard! But the pattern is set,

the beginning is made, the first step
is taken.

It is herein demonstrated that under
the pressures of correspondence study
sound need not be overlooked. Further,
it is herein demonstrated that equip-
ment may not be a major problem
providing the instructing institution is

demanding and the student willing.

Second, there is the area of foreign
language instruction. Again, stress and
.strain of the modern world has been
effective in causing the use of record-
ings in correspondence instruction. Be-
gun many years ago, foreign language
insti-uction from a far point through
the use of recorded sound is an ac-
complishment of commercial groups,
adopted and adapted by educational
institutions to the benefit of their
students.

As is the case in music, many insti-

tutions use recordings of various sorts

in foreign language instniction. And
many languages are taught thus.

Two factors must be stressed here.

The recent developments in this area
have been the result of the current
emphasis placed on foreign language

instruction. But perhaps of greater
significance, it must be pointed out
that this audio-respondence is 'one
way'—one way only from the instruc-

tor to the student. We need progress
here.

After the areas of music and lan-
guage are exhausted, so is the use of
audio in correspondence instruction—
almost. There is an isolated instance
where a course in "Shakespeare" in-
volved the use of disc recordings, and
one institution reports that a course in

education involves the use of tapes,
and another that literature via audio
is offered in a single correspondence
course.

So the music-language-monopoly on
the use of sound is broken, and the
first glimmers of light appear on the
horizon: a new and better day involv-
ing more complex and superior corres-

pondence instruction techniques.

Let's examine the objections. From
the student standpoint there is the
constant cry of 'no equipment', which
is not new to audiovisual personnel.
We have heard this for many years
from many teachers. The problem is,

as we all know, not largely one of 'no

equipment' but rather one of 'no

equipment here at hand immediately
as I want it and no one to run it for

me'. The problem is, truly, inertia.

The Means Are Available
But if the institutions demand that

successful completion of a given study
involves the use of recorded materials,

students will find a way.
This is not diflBcult for teachers.

They have available the resources of
the schools in which they teach.
Schools generally oflFer either or both
disc and tape players and tape re-

corders for instructional use. It is diflB-

cult to imagine the school administra-
tor or the alert audiovisual coordinator
or director who cannot make arrange-

'^^^^ CARDALOG® Record Reviews on Card
— A WORLD OF SOUND ON FILE

—

INDIVIDUAL CROSS-INDEXED 3 x 5 CARDS ALREADY
ISSUED! PLUS the Audio CARDALOG DIRECTORY of

Record Producers

SUBSCRIBE NOW — $25.00 a year

Audio CARDALOG—Box 1771, Albany 1, New York
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ments so that equipment is readily

available to teachers studying via this

avenue of communication.

Libraries have an opportunity and a

responsibility here, too. Although it

may not be common practice for li-

braries to lend equipment to borrow-
ers, it can be the uncommon practice.

And bona fide students may contrib-

ute to community (and library) growth
through the application of their learn-

ings tlirough the audio media, through

the use of equipment borrowable and
borrowed from the library.

There are many arguments against.

One is tradition. One is the possibility

of loss or damage through mishan-
dling. One is bookkeeping. Anotlier is

that libraries lend scores but not

pianos, records but not record players.

All worthy, all basic, all contributing

solely to the negative outlook. But
ways can and must be found.

One such way is the establishment

of a listening center whioli students

can use. Anotlier is to set aside rooms
or even a single room in which the
student can listen and respond in

manner directed by the course under
stud\'. Librarians may, and with some
justice do, feel that equipment will be
wom out by such use. We doubt it.

We doubt that the early demand for

such services will justify anything but
unusual and outgoing cooperation. Of
course obsolescence of equipment is

not delayed nor is it hurried through
use. But the equipment which is used
frequently, which is in great demand,
becomes part of budget needs.

And, as every audiovisual man
knows, equipment wears out on the

shelf!

So, the student can use audio ma-
terials and can secure audio equip-

ment for this purpose. There are diflB-

culties, but these will be overcome.

"Meanwhile, back at the college—"

the professional instructional staff
needs help—help from audiovisual ex-

Comments and materials for review
should be sent to the department edi-

tor—Max U. Bildersee, 36 Holmes
Dale, Albany 3, N. Y.

"We are saving $T9
a year, per print

in repair and replacement cost" ~
2-year test by 28 film libraries. And a school
reports

—

10 times as many runnings before requiring new

leader, from films equipped with

Protect-A-Print Leader
Prevents scrat«'hing of film— Protect-A-Print
Leader automatically removes build-up that
would scratch the print.

Kliminates tnisthreading — Protect-A-Print
Leader assures correct meshing with sprockets.

Your Saving is Guaranteed. After one year, if

you are not well pleased with the savings you
have inautr, lull purchase price will be refunded without question.

Write for a Demonstration by our Local Representative.

Keystone View Company, Meadville, Pa.
Since 1892, Producers of Superior Visual Aids

Exclusive Distributor of Protect-A-Print Leader to the Educational Field

/luJla CARDALOG® Record Reviews on Cards
Box 1771— Albany 1, New York

n Please enter. .1 year subscription (s) to Audio

CARDALOG, 400 cards— 10 issues—$25.00

D Please send us full information about Audio CARDALOG.

Nam* .^
Organization or School

Address

City and State

perts. Recordings must be made.
Equipment, staff time and other facili-

ties must be made available. There is

an area here for intensive cooperation
involving many aspects of the college.

The professor or instructor may
need help in preparing his material

for purely audio presentation wherein
he will not be allowed the latitude of

audience reaction, the grimace or the
smile, the gesture or any other aspect

of emphasis. This involves personnel

knowledgeable in the the area of

writing, and a willing instructional

.staff.

And after the script is written there

may be delivery problems. There are

still those among us who swear that

the camera lies, who insist that the

microphone is an enemy to human
communication, who so fear the little

monster that they cannot present ma-
terial effectively in an audio atmos-
phere. These people, too, need help.

They must be assisted or their presen-

tation will be ineffective. This also in-

volves people knowledgeable in the

area of presentation, and a willing in-

structional staff.

But there are opportunities, too.

Many of us have observed that the
teaaher who 'hears himself teach' be-

comes a better teacher as a result of

this potentially harrowing experience.

Many will profit from this—corres-

pondence students, contact students

and the instructor.

There are opportunities to illustrate

specific points through dramatic pres-

entation. Sound can be embroidered
and montaged upon sound, and the

presentation can have added dimen-
sion. The variety of services which
must be developed and enlarged upon
are many.

But the facilities and the capacities

are available, and they should be em-
ployed.

There is an aspect of this which has
not yet been considered in any quart-

er. This is the 'exchange' f>otential.

And this is dual. Simply stated, the
use of the tape recorder gives the in-

structor a chance to speak personally

to the student—and the student a par-

allel chance to speak to the instructor.

Time lag caimot now be overcome,
other than by instantaneous point-to-

point communication. But personality

interplay, so essential in education,

can become a more vibrant factor.

And intonation, unavailable in the

printed word, becomes fundamental
to correspondence. The multipUdty of
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viiitues of this are immediately ob-

vious—including the time saved as

transcription need not follow dicta-

tion.

But another exchange program is

immediately obvious and must be

undertaken if this program is to meet

acceptance and success. We refer to

the exchange of courses between in-

stitutions, the exchange of personnel,

the exchange of tapes—indeed the ex-

change of ideas!

At the present time the National

Tape Repository supported by DAVI
and NAEB is under reorganization

and redevelopment. It is not impracti-

cal that to this collection of audio

data now available to schools there

can be added a collection of similar

data to be made available to either

individuals in home study courses, or

to the institutions which sponsor such

courses. And through this exchange of

data the best materials can be culled

and superior correspondence courses

offered.

This will require willing coopera-

tion on the part of the institutions in-

volved—and they are many—and on

the part of the professional educators

involved who will be called upon thus

to publicly recognize the contributions

of others. This is a challenge which is

not to be taken lighdy, but it is an

opportunity, too, for the specialist to

more thoroughly comb the area of his

specialization, for the generalist to be-

come a specialist, and for the teacher

to be a better teacher.

We do not now hesitate to recom-

mend textbooks and extra reading

available beyond the confines of a

given staff's preparation. Is there good
reason, can there be valid reason, for

failing thus to recognize and to recom-
mend spoken presentations, dramatic

presentations and all other manner of

audio presentations, regardless of

source?

We have not yet herein recognized

or mentioned the variety of materials

already available through commercial
sources. We have not listed the num-
ber of record firms whose contribu-

tions in this area are many and varied,

and who can help the colleges make a

start through their catalogs.

We have deliberately overlooked

this aspect, partiy because space limi-

tations demand excision of some as-

pects of this report, and partly because
we believe that this idea must be de-

veloped from within, at least at the

beginning. But we urge the individ-

uals planning along these lines to take

advantage of every resource at their

command, including commercially
produced recordings, to the end that

correspondence study need no longer

be limited, circumscribed, and that it

may achieve a new and higher status.

OF LEADING AUDIO-

VISUAL EDUCATORS,

SPEECH THERAPISTS,

MUSIC DIRECTORS
ON THEIR NORELCO
TAPE RECORDERS:

".
. . on impressive lone quality in its reproduction ol sound . .

." Mrs. Mary

Lou Plugge, Chairman, Dept. of Speech and Dramatic Arts, Adelphi College.

New York.

".
. . faithful, undistorted reproduction of vocal and instrumental timbres . .

."

John Brownlee, Director, Manhattan School of Music.

".
. . ruggedness, versatility and high fidelity . .

." Norman Singer, Director,

Aspen Music Festival and Dean of the Aspen School ol Music.

".
. . reproduces sustained notes without pitch variation . .

." Peter Mennin,

Director, Peabody Conservatory of Music.

".
. . most useful in the evaluation of performance and progress . .

." Dr.

Arved Kurtz, Director, New York College of Music.

. . . and Dr. Irene Cypher, Associate Professor, School of Education, New
York University, cited these qualities-. Fidelity, reliability, versatility and

functional simplicity.

The Continental '300', designed specifically for classroom use, provides these

obvious advantages for voice and music teachers, audio-visual and all spe-

cialized teaching applications in school, church and music studio:

4-track monophonic recording and playback • 4-track stereo playback • 3 speeds

• Up to 16 hours playing time on a single 7" reel • Simple, push-button operation

• Headphone monitoring for "auditioning" student as he records • Mixing and

sound-on-sound facilities * Accidental erasure prevention • Rugged construction

for constant classroom and portable P.A. use • Comes complete with preamp-

omplifier, wide range NORELCO speaker and dynamic microphone.

For more lads, investigole Ihe complete line ol NORELCO Continenfo/s' ol your dealer s

-or write to Dept. $-4 lor tree brochure with voluoble "Tope Recorder Buyer's Guide."

^ore/cwelccr
NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS COMPANY, INC., Higli Fidelity Products Division, 230 Duffy Avenue, Hicksviile, LI., N.Y.
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FILM EVALUATIONS
by L. C. Larson and Carolyn Gms

Nature's Way:
Part I—The Inland Pond

(Wilmar Films, Lebanon, Connecticut)

15 minutes, 16mm, sound, black &
white, color, 1961. $70, $140.

Description

Nature's Way: Part I-The Inland

Pond uses close-up, telephoto, macro-
cinematography and microcinemato-
graphy to depict the struggle for sur-

vival of living forms in and about an
inland pond. The more common
predators are pictured as they prey
upon one another forging other links

in the food chain of the pond.

The film opens with close-ups of

green pond plants and explains that,

large and small, these plants are cap-

able of capturing the energy of sun-

light to make their food. However, in,

on and around the pond are many
types of animals which, since they
have no means of producing their own
food, must depend for their existence

either directly or indirectly upon
green plants. Some animals derive all

of their food from feeding on green
plants, others eat both plants and
animals, while others feed only upon
neighboring animals.

Beneath the surface of the pond's

waters are many single-celled organ-

ism visible only when placed under
a microscope. A bit larger are the

water fleas, minute relatives of the

crab and lobster swimming about feed-

ing mo-stly on tiny microscopic plants

while in turn being eaten by larger

animals. A water flea is seen as it is

paralyzed by the stinging cells on the

ends of a hydra's tentacles and is then

moved toward the hydra's mouth to

be eaten.

The aquatic insect forms of the

mayfly nymph, caddis fly larva and
dragon fly nymph eat and are eaten
as more links are forged in the in-

creasingly complex food chain. Some
animals—for example the frog—change
their menu from plant to animal food
as they mature from tadpole to adult.

Nature's pond cleaners, the scav-

engers of this watery world—the
turtles, crayfish, sowbug and planaria

—perform the dual function of clean-

ing up the dead and dying materials

on the pond bottom while gleaning
food.

Many young salamanders, newly
hatched tadpoles, fish eggs and fry

will never grow large enough to be
predators, for their helplessness gives

them but little chance for survival.

Not all of the larger pond animals

feed up on other animals. The fresh-

water mussel, for instance, filters

microscopic plants out of the water

while some other large animals such as

snails, muskrats and beavers satisfy

their appetite with the plants found
around the pond. While these animals

feed at the edge, they too are subject

to predators such as the great horned
owl, the tiger of the bird world.

American egrets and a racoon are

joined by another visitor to the pond's

edge, a "small fry" of the human
variety intent upon catching a "mass"

of fish for dinner. Thus man is the

final link in the food chain that may
have had its beginnings with tiny

single-celled organisms in the pond
water.

If predators are not numerous or

active enough to keep fish popula-

tions in check some species may be
come over-abundant resulting in food

shortages and stunted fish.

So throughout the year from the

spring activities of the wood frog,

spring peepers, and toads, to the fall

color of pond-side trees, to the snow
cover of winter the unending search

for food and struggle for survival con-

tinues.

Appraisal

Nature's Way: Part I—The Inland

Pond is an intriguing, true-to-life

drama of survival of the fittest or big-

gest. It places side by side two op-

posing patterns: that of struggle for

survival of the species and that of

nature's providing continuity in a food

chain.

Teachers may find this film an aid

to introduce pond animals that have
never before been associated by pupils

with life in and about a pond. In the

upper elementary grades the major

concepts of the pond's food chain and
the intense struggle to stay alive may
be easily witnessed in the film. To all

pupils seeing The Inland Pond is

presented an over all view of one kind

of ecological system at work: grow-

ing here, snuffing out there, promot-
ing here, controlling there.

After viewing this film one could
seldom walk beside such a pond with-

out feeling a greater kinship, through
increased knowledge, with its in-

habitants. A field trip following the

showing would, on any level, be a

profitable undertaking. Elementary
pupils might see those animals which
they can easily observe in and around
the pond, while others might open up
the study of aquatic life in the pond
through the utilization of the micro-

scope to examine samples of life to be
foimd within the pond waters.

The Inland Pond gives a general

view of pond life. Those previewing

the film, however, would have pre-

ferred it longer so that it might exam-
ine more closely some of the great

variety of pond animals it presents.

With the exception of some imder-

water scenes that seemed to be too

much alike to be taken in an outdoor

pond, the photography was well done.

Especially good were the telephoto

shots of the egrets in flight and the

microcinematography of some unicel-

lular animals. Altogether, a very fine

job of recording photographically

animals of the inland pond either eat-

ing or struggling for their lives.

-Ronald Vhl

Catalysis

(Sutherland Educational Films, 408

West 34th Street, New York 1, New
York) Produced for Chemical Educa-

tion Materials Study in cooperation

with Manufacturing Chemist Associa-

tion. 17 minutes, 16mm, sound, color,

1961. $130. Teacher's guide available.

Description

Catalysis employs live-action pho-

tography and animation to first view

the actual chemical reaction; then

using animation, explains the action

of the catalyst in terms of molecular

activity and reaction energy. Brief

mention is made of the history of

research into catalysts, and their use

in criminology for identifying blood

samples is described.

The film opens by showing three

different chemical reactions in which

a solid placed in a liquid produces a

gas. Sodium is seen to react with
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water, and copper is observed reacting

with nitric acid. In both cases the

soHd is consumed in the reaction.

When manganese dioxide is added to

a beaker containing hydrogen per-

oxide, a vigorous reaction takes place

yielding a gas as did the other two
reactions. Hovk'ever weighing the man-
ganese dioxide before and after the

reaction shows it not to have lost any
weight. The manganese dioxide is

identified as the catalyst which speeds
up the decomposition of the unstable

hydrogen peroxide.

An engraving of the Swedish chem-
ist Jons Berzelius serves as a back-
ground for a brief discussion of his

identification of catalysts and his fail-

ure to understand their activity. To-
day's incomplete knowledge of the

means of changing the speed of chem-
ical reactions is likev\'ise indicated.

The decomposition of formic acid in

the presence of an acid such as sul-

furic is first demonstrated in live-

action photography. Animation of

molecular activity shows how the
molecular structure of tlie sulfiuic

acid helps the formic acid first form
an intermediate decomposition com-
pound; then this breaks down into

the final decomposition products and
the original sulfuric acid molecule. A
series of animated graphs of the ener-

gy requirements for both the catalyz-

ed and uncatalyzed reactions are seen
along with the animation of the molec-
ular reactions in order that compari-
sons can be made.
A similar technique is used to first

show the reaction <rf hydrogen coming
from a tank with oxygen in the air.

Without a catalyst, no visible reaction
occurs; however, when the hydrogen
is passed over a platinum gauze, heat,

hght and water are formed in the re-

action. Attempts to sul)stitute a gauze
of iron or copper cau.ses no change in

the reaction's speed. Platinum's sur-

face characteristics are attributed as
being responsible for its catalytic ac-
tion. Animation of molecular activity

and reaction energy graphs interpret

the explanation for the chemical
changes that .speed up this reaction.

In concluding, the ase of catalytic

action in enabling pohce to identify

the spots on a bottle as being blood
is shown and, using animation, the
molecular activity causing the reaction

Correction
The film Carl Sandburg at Gettys-

burg, as illustrated on the front cover
of the March issue of EdScreen &
AVGuide, was produced by CBS
Netvs, not Carousel Films as errone-

ously reported. Carousel is the distrib-

utor.

SOLID VALUE
IN THIS NEW TAPE RECORDER
Inside and out, the all new ATC lOOM dual-track tape recorder is sohdly built

to deliver solid value in the classroom. The entire mechanical system is secured
to a single rigid aluminum die casting to assure positive permanent ahgnment
under hard classroom usage. The simplified mechanism automatically com-
pensates for wear; your technicians will seldom need to look inside. Like pro-
fessional recorders, the lOOM has standard NARTB record and playback
compensation, so that professional tapes will reproduce the same way they
were recorded, and tapes recorded on the lOOM will sound right when played
on any professional-quality recorder. Typical ATC quahty is also evident in

the large 9" oval dual-cone speaker, the transformer-powered 10-watt high-
fidehty amplifier, and the rugged fabricoid-covered %" plywood case. Class-

room-designed controls are simple and easy to use; operating instructions are
printed right on the front of the deck. A separate input permits recording from
a radio, phonograph, or D Send now for complete de-
another tape
recorder along

with the micro-

phone; re-

cording can

be monitored
through
either speaker
or earphones.

ALL

$19950
school net

tails of this new recorder

with the most classroom

features, 100% Ameri-
can made by the only

manufacturer of
audio equipment for

teaching exclusively.

ATC lOOM com-
plete with mike:

$299.25 Ust

PRODUCTS ARE TRANSFORMER POWERED FOR COMPLETE SAFETY

AUDIOTRONICS
11057 WEDDINGTON STREET, NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
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in which a protein molecule acts as

the catalyst is observed. Then, the

film states that our modem knowledge
of catalysts indicates that tliey make
reaction paths easier by lowering the

reaction energy, that catalysts change

in reactions but return to the original

state at tlie end of the reaction, and

that a better understanding of them
is an important field of chemical re-

search.

Appraisal

Catalysis, through excellent use of

close-ups of reactions, effective use of

animation, combined with a well-

paced narration, has resulted in a

valuable instructional resource for

high school and college chemistry

teachers. The use of repetition in

showing first the reaction, then the

molecular activity and finally the

graph related to the molecular activity

effectively drives home the concept

of how catalysts work. The repeating

of these sequences with three differ-

ent reactions serves as an added factor

in communicative effectiveness.

One disappointment expressed by
all evaluators was the total emphasis

on catalysts as factors which increase

the speed of chemical reactions. Since

students often beheve this is the only

use of catalysts the more general defi-

ACMADE MARK il

EDITING TABLE

A Makes

'T Editing

s*?' Easy!

*2975
f.o.b. New York

Operation of this simple, efficient editing
mactiine can be mastered in minutes. Con-
tinuous movement provides absolute safety
for your film. Instant controls and de-
clutctiing allows up to 50% increase speed
and efficiency in editing. Any combination of

2 or 3, 16mm or 35mm channels, plus mag-
netic and optical sound available.

WRITE FOR DETAILED BROCHURE

FLORMAN
, INC.

68 West 45th Street N. Y.36, N. Y.

Murray Hill 2-2928

nition "alter the speed of chemical
reactions" would have been preferred.

In spite of this defect, the film was
felt to be a superior explanation of

the modern view of the catalytic proc-

ess.

—Richard Gilkey

Learning From Pets
In The Classroom

(Journal Films, 909 West Diversey

Parkway, Chicago 14, Illinois) 15 min-

tiites, IBinm, sound, color and black

and white, 1961. $150 and $75.

Description

Learning From Pets in the Class-

room demonstrates how teachers with
initiative and imagination can utilize

the world around them by bringing it

into the classroom to capture the in-

nate curiosity of children which in

turn enhances true learning.

Interest is immediately aroused by
narrator's question: "Do you know
what this is?" The visuals then show
a toad, a caterpillar and a baby chick.

These represent the basis of explora-

tion for the children in the classrooms

visited in the remainder of the film.

The pupils of Mrs. Leech, Green
Bay Road School, Highland Park, lUi-

nois, are developing a sense of respon-

sibility by caring for frogs, toads and
salamanders in terrariums. They learn

that these are amphibians and al-

though they are born in water they

eventually become air-breathing ani-

mals. They also see that some animals

depend upon other animals for their

food and how some animals live to-

gether.

Mrs. Young's children at Indian

Trails School are observing the life

cycle of insects. The Monarch butter-

fly is used to illustrate this develop-

mental process since the complete
evolution of a Monarch takes only a

few weeks, the average length of a

unit of study. While the children are

watching the four stages of develop-

ment, they are busy reading and writ-

ing about, as well as drawing, what is

observed. They are also seen dancing

to "butterfly music."

The habits of mammals are shown
by a mother hamster's caring for her

young. Children learn that hamsters

are like human beings in that the

young are bom alive and the mother
hamster feeds them with milk from
her body. The young hamisters are

shown shortly after birth and also

nursing.

Miss Jessie Hiate's cMdren are

hatching chicken and turkey eggs in

an incubator in their room They, too,

read and draw while waiting for life

Comments and materials for review

should be sent to Audio-Visual Center,

Indiana University, Bloomington, Ind.

to appear. Since other classes are also

interested in this project, they are

kept iiiformed of day-to-day progress

by notes posted outside the classroom.

The narrator reviews the concepts

presented in the film by asking further

questions and making partial state-

ments allowing children time to think

and fill in the missing word.

Appraisal

Although basically for primary sci-

ence or language arts, this film has

value of pre-service and in-service

teachers to demonstrate some of the

activities that can be carried on in

the classrtKjm and the learning experi-

ences that these activities create for

children. The use of actual cla.ssroom

situations should do much to c-onvince

teachers to try such activities or simi-

lar ones in their own classrooms. The
vocabulary used in the film might be
a challenge to some students. How-
ever, each term used is explained by
the narrator and shown by the visuals

simultaneously. Overprint titles of the

difficult words are also used. The use

of children's voices to explain the hap-

penings in the classrooms adds a qual-

ity of excitement.

—Helen Dzur

Educational Screen

Audiovimal

Guide

has a limited sup-

ply of the 1961

Bliie Book of

Audiovisual

Alaterials

listing well over 1,000

films and other materials

Write the magazine at:

230 E. Ohio St.

Chicago 1 1, III.
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41^ industry news

Teleprompter: Weathers

Teleprompter Corp. announces the

acquisition of Weathers Industiies,

Barrington, N. J., hi-fi manufacturers,

as part of an expansion program in

the audiovisual market.

Florman-Babb Give-Away

Surjihis motion picture equipment
in Florman & Babb stocks (68 W. 45th
St., New York 36) will be donated on
application from non-profit institutions

such as universities, high schools, and
religious and philanthropic institutions.

Included are such presumably less

readily salable items as wire recorders,

gun and aerial cameras, master record-

ing discs, tripods, rewinds, etc.

Ampex Videotape No. 1,000

Ampex announces the sale of its

thousandth Videotape recorder, this

one to Southwest Texas Educational

Television Council. The recorder will

be operated from studios in the Uni-
versity of Texas, the 58th NET-affili-

ate to get this latest tape equipment,
hi all, 642 of the thousand are in use
in the United States, Canada has 83,

Great Britain 70, Japan and Germany
each 38.

NAVA Convention Theme

"Audiovisuals in the Space Age"
will be the theme of the 1962 conven-
tion and trade show of the National

Audiovisual Association to be held

July 21-25, at Hotel Morrison, Chi-
cago. Prominent speakers and audio-

visualized demonstrations will feature

two general sessions, from 9 to 10:30
a.m. on Saturday and .Monday, re-

spectively, each preceded by an 8
a.m. breakfast. The annual business

meeting will also be held on Monday
morning.

Trade show hours will be from 1 to

6 Saturday, Monday and Tuesday, 12
to 6 Sunday, and 9 to 1 on Wednes-
day, an extra day added this year for

the first time at the request of a
large majority of last year's exhibitors.

Sales meetings may be held all day
Friday, and at any other hours that do
not c-onflict with exhibits or other
scheduled events. The Sales Training
Institute, at Indiana University, will

start and end a day earlier this year to

give participants time enough to get
to Chicago for Friday sales meetings.

Another new feature of the 1962

meeting will be a 2-day session of

the recently constituted NAVA Film
Council, composed of members hav-
ing major interest in motion picture

rentals and sales. This is scheduled for

Tuesday afternoon and Wednesday
morning.

No Risk Preview

Family Films is encouraging its

filmstrip dealers to push previews by
prospective buyers. Any filmstrips or

recordings in the dealer's stock that

sustain damage while out on prospec-
tive customer preview will be rejilaced

free of cliarge by the producer.

Kodak Loans Slide Shows

On the sound principle that the
better a commodity is used the more
it will sell Eastman Kodak's Audio-
Visual Service has prepared two color

slide loan programs for schools, cam-
era and travel clubs. Titles: How to

Make Better Travel Pictures, and Hotv
to Plan Your Travel Show. Each comes
complete with taped narration and
script, and takes about 50 minutes to

put on.

PEOPLE
Hal Baumstone has been named chair-

man of NAVA's Film Council; Bob
Abrams continues to head its Industry
Council; Floijd Miles is this year's

chairman of the Religious Council.

Vincent C. Hogren, new president of
Scripture Press, and Russ Ingraham,
new distribution director, were wel-
comed recendy by 400 fellow em-
ployees and friends at the big Press
plant in Wheaton, 111. Dr. Bernice T.

Cory, editor-in-chief, traced the de-
velopment of this producer of Bible-
based Sunday School materials from a
one-room operation to its present staff

of more than 200 and its more than
86,000 feet of plant space.

Albert Rosenberg, manager since 1947
of McGraw-Hill's Text-Film Depart-
ment, has been made a vice president.

He continues as general manager of
the department. Fred T. Powney,
text-film sales manager, announces the
appointment of Alan Evans as promo-
tion manager for his division.

Dick Hamond is the new sales promo-
tion manager of Jam Handy's school
service department.

S IM PLY
STACT*!

•stacked Tape Automatic Cartridge Transport

6 TAPE RECORDERS

IN ONE KRS STACT

Slide a cartridge in to play.

Slide It out to store.

Compact. Occupies approxi-

mately one square foot of

desk space.

Continuous loop cartridge. No
threading. No re-winding.

Automatic stop.

One STACT Educator out-per-

forms six conventional reel-

fo-reel or cartridge recorders.

Write for free brochure S-5

"STACT In the Language Laboratory"

ELECTRONICS
4035 Transport St., Palo Alto, Calif.
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TRADE DIRECTORY FOR THE AUDIOVISUAL FIELD

KEY: (P)—producart, Importart. (M)—nMniifacliirwt. (D)^-d«al*rs, dlilrlbvtort, fllm

Whara a primary lourca olsa affari diract rantal Mrvlcat, tha daubia lymbal (PD) a^paan.

ranlal llbrorlaa, pra|actiaa larvlcai.

Auaclotloii Fllmt, Inc. (PD)

Diltributor of Fr*«-Loan and Rvnral Fllmi.

HaodqiMTtarti

M7 Modlioti Av*., N. Y. 17. N. T

Raglonal LIbrorlasi

•road at Elm, RIdgafUld, N. I.

5«1 Hlllgfov* Av*., la Grang*. III.

799 Stev«nion St.. San Franciico, Cat.

It08 iockion St.. Dollat 2, Tm.

Australian Naws and Information Buraou (PD)
636 Fifth Ava.. N«w York 30. N. Y.

(0)

*vl< Films
r. O. Boi 643. Burbank, Calif.

(PD)

ray Studios, Inc (PD)
729 Sivonth Av*., Now York 19. N. Y.

Fllmi (PD)
137 Ninth Avo.. North. Nothvlll* 3. Tom.

Corenat Instructional Films
Coronot SIdg.. Chicago 1. III.

(P)

Family Films, Inc (PD|
3823 Santo Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38. Colli.

Idaal Plcturas, Inc. |0)

Homa Offlcai

58 E. South Wotor St., Chicago 1, III.

Branch Exchangast
3114 Eighth Ave., N., Birmingham 1, Ala.

1840 Alcolroi Avo., Borkoloy 3, Col.

3221 S. OMv* St., los Angoloi 7, Col.

714—18th Stroot, Donvof 2, Colo.

S5 NE 13th St., Miami 32, Fla.

71 Walton St., N.W., Atlanta 3, Go.
1370 S. Borotania St., Honolulu 14, H.

S8 E. South Wotor St., Chicago 1, III.

IS E. Maryland St., Indianopolli 4, Ind.

616 S. Sth St., Loulivill* 2, Ky.

1303 Frytania Stroot, Now Orloont 13, lo.

102 W. 2Sth St., Boltlmor* 18, la.

42 AAolrol* St., Boston 16, Mass.

1S924 Grand RIvor Avo., Dotrolt 27, Mich.

3400 Nicollet Av*., Minneapolis 8, Minn.

1402 Locust St., Kansas City 6, Mo.
4028 N. Kingihlghway, St. louli IS, Mo.
4529 Spring St., Omaha 6, Nab.

1558 Main St., Buffalo 9, N. Y.

321 W. 44th St., Now York 36, N. Y.

2110 Foyna Avo., Clovoland 14, Ohio.
1201 S. W. Morrison, Portland 5, Or*.

14 Wood St., Pittsburgh 22, Pa.

18 S. Third St., Memphis 3, Tonn.

3434 S. Harwood, Dallas 15, T*x.

Brigham Young Univ., Prove, Utah.

1 E. Main St., Richmond 19, Vo.
4431 W. North Av*., Mllwouk** 8, Wis.

Intarootlonal Film Buracw IPDI
333 S. Michigan Av*., Chicago 4, III.

Knawladga Bulldars (Classroom Flhni) IPDI
Visual Educotlon Cantor BIdg.,

Florol Pork, N. Y.

For information about Trade Di-

rectory advertising rates, write

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN & AUDIO-
VISUAL GUIDE, 2000 Lincoln Park
West BIdg., Chicago 14, IH.

starling Movlas U.S.A., Inc
Free Film Diltributor

Executiv* Offic*t
375 Park Avenue, New York 32, N. Y.

Area Libraries & Shipping Centori
100 Weit Monroe St.. Chicago 3, III.

1469 N. Vine St., Los Angeles 28, Col.
43 West 61>l., New York 33, N.Y.
519 Penniylvonio Ave., Fort Worth 4, Toxos.

FIIMSTRIPS

Broodman Fllmitrlps (PO)
137 Ninth Av*., N*rth, Nashvlil* 3, T*na.

MOTION PICTURE PROJECTORS ft SUPPLIES

Christian Education Prass Fllmstrips
R*liglous Subjocti

1505 Roc* St., Philadelphia 2, Pa.

(PD)

Family Fllmstrips, Inc. (PD)
5833 Santa Monica Blvd.. Hollywood 38. Collf.

Enrlchmant Matarlals Inc. (PO)
246 Fifth Ave.. New York 1, N. Y.

Soclaty for Visual Education
1345 Diversey Parkway, Chicago 14

(PO)

Teaching Aids Sarvica, Inc (PO)
Lowell Ave. t Cherry lane. Floral Pork. N. Y.

31 Union Sauare West. Now York 3

Visual Education Consultants, Inc. (PD)
VEC Weekly News Fllmitrlps

2066 Helena St., Madiion. Wii

FILMSTRIP, SHOE A OPAQUE PROJECTORS

OuKano Corporation
St. Chorlei, llllnoll

(M)

FILM EDITINO EQUIPMENT

Trald Corporation (PO)
P. O. Box 648. Encino, Calif.

Professional Portable Hot Spllcori

ELECTRONIC TRAININO KITS

AlUad Radio Corporotlan (MDI
100 N. W*st*rn Av*., Chlcogo 80, III.

FLAGS, BANNERS, BUTTONS, TROPHIES

Aca Flag A Pannant Company (M)
334 Haddon Rd.. Woodmor*, L.I., N. Y.
All sizes—U.S., U.N., State, Foreign, immed. del.
Pennanti, decoli, auto-bumper labels, *tc.

GLOBES — Gaographlcal

Danoyar-Gappart Company (PD)
5235 Rav*niwood Av*., Chicago 40. III.

BIOLOGICAL MODELS A CHARTS

Danoyar-Gappart Company
5235 Rovoniwood Av*.. Chlcogo 40, III.

(M)

(Ml

Ball & Howall Co.
7117 McCormick Rood, Chicago 45, III.

Eastman Kodak Company
Rach*il*r 4, New York

Victor Division, Kalart Co. (Ml
Ptainville, Conn.

MAPS — Gaographlcal, Historical

Donoyar-Gappart Company
5235 Raveniwooo Av*., Chicago 40, III.

MICROSCOPES A SLIDES

Danoyar-Gappart Company
5235 Raveniwooo Ave., Chicago 40, III.

(MD)

PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT

Camera Equipment Co., Inc.

315 W. 43rd St., New York 36, N. Y.
6510 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood, Col.

Camara Equlpmant Co., Inc., of Florida (MDI
1335 E. Tenth Ave., Hioleoh, Flo.

PROJECTION TABLES

Advanca Products Company
2300 E. Douglai Ave., Wichita, Kons.
Complete Line of Projection Tables

(PO)

READING IMPROVEMENT

Psychotachnics, Inc.

105 W. Adorns St., Chicago 3, III.

Mfgri. of SHADOWSCOPE Reading Pacer

RECORDS

Acadamic Recording InsHtuta (All)
18 E. 30th St., New York 33. N. Y.
{Noted Scholars on Records or Topes)

Broadman Films (PD)
127 Ninth Ave., North, Nashville 3, Tonn.

Curriculum Matarlals Cantar (PO)
5138 Venice Blvd., Los Angelei 19, Col.
Recordi, Top* Recordingi, Filmstripi, Bookl

Enrichment Materials Inc. (PDI
346 Fifth Ave., New York 1, N. Y.

Folkways Records A Sarvica Corp.
117 W. 46th St., New York, N. Y.

Halrloom Records (PD|
Brookhoven, N. Y.
(History through Boiiodt & Folkiongs)

Monitor Recordings, Inc. (PO)
413 W. 50th St.. New York 19. N. Y.
Russian, French, Spanish Language Material!

Music Education Record Corp. (P)
P.O. Box 445, Englewood, N. J.

(The Complete Orchestra demonstrated)

Spanish Music Cantar, Inc. (PD)
137 W. 48th St., New York 36, N. Y.

(SMC Language Records Center)

RECORDERS— PLAYERS

Allied Radio Corporation
100 N. Weitern Ave., Chlcogo 80. 11.

(MO)

SCREENS

Radiant Manufacturing Co.
8320 No. Auitin Ave., Morton Oreva, Ill

SLIDES

Kay: Kodachroma 3x2. 3Va x 4'/* or laraar

Kaystona Vlaw Co.
Msadvllla. Po.

lPO-41

SOUND SrSTIMS

Alltod Radia CarporoMan (MO)
100 N. Weitern Ave., Chicago 80, III.
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New Equipment

For addresses of the sources supplying
information on which these listings are

based, refer to Directory of Sources,

page 234. For more information about
any of the equipment and materials

announced here, use the enclosed

reader service postcard.

Technicolor's "Instant 8"

This is called an 8min movie pro-

jector that "does everything for you."

Teclmioolor Corporation's "800 In-

stant Movie Projector" has no reels, no

sprockets, no threatling, no rewinding,

no oiling, no cleaning. The company
says: set it anywhere and the f:1.5

zoom lens will fill the screen; push in

a clear plastic container and a 41/2

minute show starts; when it's time to

pack up, press a button and the power

cord winds itself back into the little

machine.

"Only" 4 1/2 minutes? Technicolor

answers that it's better that way be-

cause it eliminates running 15 min-

utes or more of film to find the short

section you really want to see. This

feature may commend itself to class-

room users also for its greater flexi-

bility in illustrating a specific part of a

lesson. The film's immediate readiness

for a second run may well enc-ouragc

repetition for emphasis. The 4 1/2 min-

ute film run twice may well prove a

better teaching device for many pur-

poses than a longer picture rushed

through to fit a time schedule.

Some 500 home and school films

are promised initially. At first they

Technicolor cliairman Patrick J. Frawley

shows off the new "Instant Movie Pro-

.jeclor with its "Magi-Cartridge" load.

will be mainly home entertairmient

and "How To . .
." self-improvement

subjects—golf, bowling, bridge, cook-

The cartridge is insiiled at the rear. Note

room lamp cut-out, elevator, and self-

retracting power cord.

ing, dancing. They will be sold like

paperback books—by photo dealers

(and probably eventually by super-

marts and drug stores, too).

Any 8mm amateur movies, process-

ed by Technicolor on order from its

licensed photo dealers, will be pack-

aged in a "Magi-Cartridge" for show-

ing in the "800." Customer-edited

films will also be so packaged on

order. It is from teacher-made 8mm
movies that the first extensive class-

room use may come. But, looking

ahead Technicolor hopes that future

textbooks may be written for use in

conjunction with its instant 8mm
movies.

This radical new development bears

promise of as big an impact on the

home movie field as the Polaroid cam-
eras made on still photography. In

choice of top-flight manpower there is

a parallel, too. Technicolor's chair-

man and chief executive oflBcer, Pat-

rick J. Frawley, at 38, is a veteran

pilot of big business, with a brilliant

record of successful promotion for

Paper Mate Pens, and for Eversharp-

Schick. Marketing Director Robert T.

Kreiman has a thorough understanding

of the interrelated retail and educa-

tional channels on the basis of his

backgroimd with Bell and Howell and
with Argus-Sylvania.

The cartridge load, well established

for magnetic tape and now coming
into major apphcation with motion
picture film, may prove the break-

through that clears away classroom

teachers' reluctance to tackle the

more complicated-looking profession-

al types of equipment.

For more Inrormation oircle
No. 101 on retarn postal card.

CAMERA ACCESSORIES
Titler and Special Effects Kit to mount
any of the popular 16mni or 8mm
cameras—Bolex, Cine-Special or K-
100, B&H Filmo and Eyemo (35),

Arri 16 and 35 newsreel types. Oper-
ates vertical or horizontal, counter-
balance for vertical. Revolving table,

climbing titles, running titles to take
single lines of any length. Anima-
tion accessories available. Price range
199.50 to 395.00 S-O-S.

For more information circle
No. 102 on retarn postal card.

PROJECTORS, Movie, TV
Carousel Projector. Circular tray holds

80 slides, stores like a library book,
lifts on and off like phono disc, jam-
proof gravity feed, pop-proof projec-
tion, automatic 5-10-20 sec interval
plus manual control, push-button con-
trol center, remote control with 12-

ft cord for focus and sequence. With
5" f/3.5 lens unler $140; with zoom
lens $170, extra "Cairousel" trays

$3.EK
See local dealer

Mansfield-Columbia 8mm sound pro-
jector combines the Mansfield 8mm
silent with a sound unit developed by
Columbia Pictures Corp from the

Powell-Kemp design. Will be priced
"under $100." MANSFIELD.

For more Information circle
No. 103 on retarn postal card.

The Amazing

Electronic Educator

The Electronic Educator is an amazing new scienUnc device

designed to train and teach at both the conscious and subcon-

scious levels. You read, spenk or transcribe recorded material

thru the microphone, where it is recorded on special endless

tape cartridges holding from 1 min. to 2 full hours of tape. This

tape repeats itself and your message endlessly to give you the

necessary repetition to memorize material. Comes complete

with mike, Slumber Speaker, timer and cartridnes. Offers thou-

sands of uses from leaming languages to helping backward stu-

dents. Write for free descriptive literature. Sleep-Learning

Research Ass'n. Box 24-3 Olympia, Washington.

The BUctfonic Educator is also an tnezpeasive,
ponable laoguage lab. Smdeot can record his

lesson then hear both the recordiog and his owa
pronunciation ac the samt time. Use tt for

music lessons, too.
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PROJECTORS, Still

Filmstrip Previewer—The "Examiner"
provides built-in screen for project-

ing filmstrips in fully lighted room.
Used in compact carry-case. $49.50.

COCIND

For more information circle
No. 104 on return postal card.

Teaching Production Courses?

Use

these "How To Do It" Films!

CONTROLLED PHOTOGRAPHIC
LIGHTING

9 min, sd, color. J100; b&w, $50

EXPOSURE
12 min, sd, color, tlOO; bSw, SSO

EXPOSURE METER: THEORY AND USE

9 min, sd, color, $100; b&w, J50

Pioaso writ* for brochures

a
INDIANA UNIVERSITY FILMS

AUDIO-VISUAL CENTER

BLOOMINGTON, INDIANA

"FIBCRBILT" CASES
"THEY LAST INDEFINiniY"

Equipped with sta«l cornars, staal card

holder and haovy wab itropi.

Only original FIborbllt Casas baar thU

Troda Mark

Your As*uranca

of "FInosf Qua/ity"

For Idrnm Film

400' fo 2000' Raali

Sold by All Laading Daalari

Living: Blackboard System includes
"Porta-Lite" overhead projector and
transparency-making equipment and
supplies. Professionally produced
courses and do-it-yourself instruc-
tions. OZALID.

For more information circle
No. 105 on return postal card.

Phono-Visor, sound filmstrip projector,
shows 16mm frames on self-contained
screen in automatic synchronization
with 12" LP. Projector and 6 albums

The "Phono-Visor"

(each 2 fs and a record) $149.50. Sub-
jects narrated by Mrs. Eleanor Roose-
velt, Ralph Bellamy, Claude Rains,
Arlene Francis, etc. VISDYN

For more information circle
No. 106 on return postal card.

Opaque Projector weighs only 33 lb;

lOOOwatt lamp; unbreakable reflecting

surfaces; 18" f3.6 (5" diam) lens; pro-
jects up to lOrlO" materials; delivers
145 lumens to screen; continuous copy
conveyor belt; large rear access door;
optical pointer; 1/3 smaller than pre-
vious models (18%xl3x20%"). This
model was incorrectly described as an
"overhead" in our Feb. issue. Vu-Lyte
III $325. Numerous accessories avail-

able. BESELER.

For more information circle
No. 107 on return postal card.

Slide-Tape Synchronizer records 60-

cycle impulse on tape which triggers
slide advance on remote-control pro-
jector. $49.95. WEBCOR.

For more information circle
No. 108 on return postal card.

if SPECIAL SALE jf

RCA 400
PROJECTOR-SPEAKERS

Brand-New Foctory-Packed

10" Speoker, 25 ft. Cable,

1600 ft. Take-up Reel

Regular price ....$85.00

Our Price

Can be used os auxiliory speaker with

make sound projector.

FLORMAN & BABB,

'37.
50

Inc.

68 West 4Slh St., New Yoric 36, N.Y.

Sound-filmstrip Projector. The "Poly-
Vue" filmstrip projector now has a
voice in a record player, 3-speed, ac-
comodating up to 12" records, flip-

over cartridge with two jeweled nee-
dles; housed in a case that holds also
the projector, inside of case cover
serves as table-top screen. "Presenta-
tion Pair" $79.50; record player only
$49.50; projector only $32.50 (plus case
$5). RICHARD.

For more Information circle
No. 109 on return postal card.

Transpaque Overhead Projector, low
silhouette, high light output, low cen-
ter of gravity. Free training course in
overhead teaching techniques.
TECNIFAX.

For more information olrcle
No. 110 on return postal card.

"Statesman" Tape Recorder, 2-track, 2-

speed (3% and 7% ips); wt 14 lb;

with hand-held microphone $79.95.

WEBCOR.

For more information circle
No. Ill on return postal card.

Stereo-Mono Phonog;raph, snaps togeth-
er into compact 8^/4x11x25" (approx.)
case; compatible high compliance
ceramic cartridge; 25-watt peak 2-

channel amplifier; two 9" oval dual-
cone speakers (choice of 3 other types
of speakers) Model AVS-24. Also
headphone model with jacks for 4
sets, Model AVS-1. NEWCOMB

For more Information circle
No. 112 on return postal card.

22 Conversations on Single Tape may
now be monitored simultaneously.
Designed primarily for pilot-to-tower
airfield conversation. Playback pro-
vision for any 3 channels simultane-
ously. 15/16 ips. WEBCOR

For more information circle
No. li;{ on return postal card,

LANGUAGE LAB.
Audio Notebook, wireless, portable (5

lb), compact (about size of desk dic-

tionary), offers student choice of 20
channels with responsive recording

Tlio -Aiulio Noiohook

on own channel. Stores up to 20

hours of material. Drill Capsule re-

corder-playback. 6 to 54 seconds capa-
city. Transiphone headset; battery-
powered, transistor amplifier. System
eliminates remodeling, wiring, instal-

lation; makes any room a lang-lab.

Prices reportedly range $69 to $350
per student. EFI.

For more Information circle
No. 114 on return postal card.
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Audio Teaching Center, complete line

of units and accessories for lang
lab etc use. Tape Deck T-17 $160.

Master Play Amplifier T-11 $99.50.

Master Record Play Amplifier T-13
$99.50. Master Track Switch Assembly
$11. Futura Dual Channel Amplifier
S12-AC $105. Analyzer Amplifier S16-
A $50. Custom Audio Learner Tape
Deck $145; Ultima Audio Learner
Tape Deck $170; Language Booths
$57-$72; console furniture and control
panel varies with requirements. ATC.

For more information circie
No. 115 on return postal card.

Teamed-Cartridge Recorder-Playbacit
mounts smaller cartridge for student
response and practice, interlocked
yet operating independently to per-
mit the student to use his unit at

will. Sectional cover easily remov-

Cousino Recorder

able for head cleaning and mainte-
nance. 4x5" speaker; jack for external
speaker. Companion model substitutes
storage space (8 cartridges) for the
smaller recorder-playback. COUSINO.

For more information circle
No. 116 on return postai card.

Earplione . - Microphone Combination,
"noise-excluding" features reportedly
eliminate need for booth partitions;
earphones feature liquid-filled cir-

cumural cushions removable for
cleaning; microphone (used 1" from
lips) minimizes external noise pickup
by having element free-floating in
foam mounts within the cage. Head-
set $43.50; combined with micro-
phone $78.50. SHARPE.

For more information circle
No. 117 on return postal card.

m fILM DOCIORS*
SPECIALISTS
in the science of

FILM

REJUVENATIOI
RAPIDWELD Process tor:

• Scratcti-Removal

kbraslons • Dirt • "R>ln

rapid
Send for Free Brochure

FILM TECHNIQUE
founded \9Mi

)7-02C 27th St., Long island City I.N.Y

"Wie geht es Ihnen?''
"How are you?" This is one of

the first things language students
learn. Whether it's German, Span-
ish or French, the answer will

come back perfectly clear via

Turner language lab microphones.
These microphones, like the

young man's model 260 headset
type, are designed especially for
language lab use by a pioneer in

the field - Turner. The question,
again: "Wie geht es Ihnen?" The
answer: "perfect for language
labs, thank you."

The 260 boom microphone with headset uses

a single combination cable, weighs only 2-2/3 ounces.

Dynamic model response, 5010, 000 c.p.s.;

output level, -58 db. The 260 is also available

with ceramic and crystal interiors.

List prices: crystal and ceramic, $19.50; dynamic,

$32.50. For more information send coupon below.

MICROPHONE COMPANY
912 17th St. NE • Cedor Rapids, Iowa

EXPORT: Ad Auri.mo, Inc., 85 Brood SI., N«w York 4, N.Y.

I

Turner Microphone Company
912 17th St. NE, Cedar Rapids, Iowa

Please send me Turner's free Language Lab Brochure.

Name

Address

City Zone State

1
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KEEPS THE CLASS^HfAgj Up"

Conduct your "Visual Aid Clattos" in a

fully lighted room. Eliminate projector

noise and sight distraction.

Lenscreen rear projection holds attention

. . . allows the taking of notes . . .facili-

tates supervision while slides or films

are being shown.

Gives sharp, clear pictures in black and
white or full fidelity color.

There's a Lenscreen to fit your specific

teaching need.

Send for the LENSCREEN information kit,

today. No obligation, of course.

POLACOAT, INCORPORATED
9710 Conklln Road Blue Ash, Ohio

New Materials

Materials
KEY TO ABBREVIATIONS

mp moHon plctur*
U—fllmsfrip
si—slid*
rac^-^*cordIng
L—33-1/3 r.p.m. microgroov* record
min—«nlnut«s (running tims)
fr^frames (fllmsfrip pictures)
si—silant

sd—sound
R—rent
b&w—black A whit*
col^-color
Pr(—Primary
Int^lntarmadiot*
JH—Junior High
SH—Senior High
C—Coilag*
A—Adult
prog—programmad •crnlng mat«rlols

ARTS & CRAFTS
Art Treasures of Prehistoric Man si

CULTHIST 480 slides. Per unit (12

slides) $15.50. Paintings, engravings,
modelings from 35 Franco-Hispanic
caves. Evaluated ESACG 3/62. SH C

For more Information circle
No. 118 on return postal card.

The Arts of the United States si

SANDAK apply. A large collection
of slides produced with the aid of a
Carnegie Corporation grant. Series

New Film for

SOCIAL STUDIES, ENGLISH

& FOREIGN LANGUAGE
. ;-..-T-N'1."-'-."-

Use

"DEBT TO THE PAST:

Language and Communication''

LATEST

MOODY FILM

GRADES 7 TO 12

IxUJu^^ Write for teacher's guide and preview information

thus far announced include: Metro-
politan Museum of Art; Whitney
Museum of American Art; Mono-
graph Series; Flemish Art; Contem-
porary Church Architecture; Euro-
pean Art. SH C A

For more information circle
No. 119 on return postal card.

Seven Roman Artists at Work mp
CONTEMPORARY 21 min col $175.
Vignettes of contemporary Roman
artists. SH C A

For more information circle
No. 130 on return postal card.

CINEMA ARTS
Film Splicing with the Grlswold and
Harwald Splicers mp BAILEY 8min
col $85 b&w $45.

For more information circle
No. 121 on return postal card.

Film Splicing; with the Traid, B&H,
and HFC Splicers mp BAILEY Bmin
col $85 b&w $45.

For more information circle
No. 132 on return postal card.

How to Make Better Travel Pictures.
150 slides. Loan. EK. With tape re-
corded commentary and script. Takes
about 50 min. SH-A

See local dealer

How to Plan Your Travel Show. Slides
and script. Loan. EK History of pic-

torial communication from cave
paintings to Kodachrome II. Aims at

improving slide showmanship. SH-A

See local dealer

BUSINESS EDUCATION
Eng;ineering of Agreement mp ROUND-
TABLE 22min col $240 b&w $120. Why
both salesmen and their supervisors
sometimes fail to reach agreement
with others. Quiz-trailer asks: "What
Would You Say"? C A

For more information circle
No. 123 on return postal card.

EDUCATION
Charts for Creative Learning mp BAIL-
EY Umin col $120. How to make and
various kinds of charts; student par-
ticipation. TT.

For more information circle
No. 124 on return postal card.

The Dropout mp IFB 29min b&w $150.

An example of the thousands of
youngsters who quit high school with-
out graduating. Remedial reading and
work experience programs counter-
act. Sponsored by NEA and state af-

filiated bodies. Sh C A
For more information olrcle
No. 126 on return postal card.
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The Galaxy 16min Projector mp GRAF-
LEX 15min col loan. Audio-visual
director gives classroom instruction
in use and operation of the motion
picture projector. JH TT

For more Information circle
No. 120 on retorn postal card.

Learnings from Pets in the Classroom
mp 15 min JOURNAL col b&w. Cre-
ation of a good classroom environ-
ment for the study of science in pri-

mary and elementary grades. TT Pri
El

For more Information circle
No. 121 on return postal card.

1,000 Hours mp PROPTICS lOmin loan.
The school year of "one thousand
hours" is served by the overhead pro-
jector in many time-saving and ex-
perience-deepening ways. TT

For more information circle
No. 1Z9 on retorn postal card.

Selecting an Achievement Test mp ETS
b&w loan. For school administrators
and guidance directors to use with in-
service training programs. Three
other titles in same series: Adminis-
tering a Testing Program; Interpret-
ing Test Results; Using Test Results.
TT C

For more Information circle
No. 129 on return postal card.

Wattsie mp OHSTATE 10 min b&w $45
r$4. Tribulations of conscientious as-
sistant principal working under a
likable but inefficient adminstrator.
Open end discussion case-history film,
no solution. TT

For more Information circle
No. 130 on return postal card.

GUIDANCE, Personnel

The Brolien Bike sfs MBMIS 75fr llmin
col LP New bike broken, boy learns
role of father's love and of his church
school. Evaluated ESAVG 3/62 p 147.
Strip arranged in three sections, in
the first the teacher sets the context
and reads the commentary, in the
second the tale is visualized, and in
the third the story is talked about.
El JH

For more information circle
No. 131 on return postal card.

Learning from Disappointments mp
CORONET lOmin col $110 b&w $60.
Three children who lose out in their
ambition to win certain roles in the
class play, prove good sports and try
again in a different way. El.

For more Information circle
No. 132 on return postal card.

Nothing To Do mp JOURNAL lOmin
col b&w. Four summertime episodes
illustrate positive ways for children
to spend leisure time by using readily
available resources. Pri El TT

For more Information circle
No. 133 on return postal card.

LANGUAGES
Je Parle Francaise mp-tape EBF apply

120 units (film, tape and text). Life
situation episodes; French locale.

For more Information circle
No. 134 on return postal card.

Self-Study Courses—Russian. CROSS-
WORLD. Textbooks and two 12"

Monitor rec. University level text,

workbook, key and records $16.80.

High School level, same but different
texts $15.15.

For more Information elrele
No. 230 on return postal card.

Veselaya Azbuka fs CROSSWORLD
37fr col $3. The Russian (Cyrilic)

alphabet, one letter per frame pictur-

ing an animal the name of which be-
gins with the letter shown. This is

one of more than 100 Russian educa-
tional filmstrips on a wide range of
subjects, all with Russian captions.

Free catalog available. SH-C

For more Information circle
No. 231 on return postal card.

Vite-a-lize
your film

We restore brittle, curled, cupped
film to nearly new first run quality

with Vite-a-liie. Our Vite-a-lize

treatment preshrinks new film uni-

formly, sealing in proper humidity.

Guaranteed. Call or write now.
Exclusive with Leonard Film Service,

1700B E. Walnut, Pasadena, Calif.

Phone SYcamore 2-6682.

NUCLEAR
RADIATION

A new science enrichment

series from Cenco

A set of 16mm sound, colorfilmsto supple-

ment high school and junior college physics

courses, bringing into the classroom the latest

examples of nuclear radiation in action in to-

day's research and industry.

For example, Cenco cameras cover potas-

sium argon dating, solid-state radiation detec-

tors, ionispheric mold irradiation, and cobalt

therapy.

Written in collaboration with Dr. Samuel

K. Allison of the Enrico Fermi Institute of Nu-

clear Studies, and produced with the high-level

quality established by Cenco, each film in this

timely series first treats with a particular type

of radiation, and then covers a field of applica-

tion indicated by each title;

• Use of Detectors

• Uses in Medicine

• Uses in Earth Studies

• Uses in Space Studies

• Uses in Industry

• Fallout

Color price for each film is $150, black and

white, $75. For full details contact your nearest

Cenco salesman or write directly for Booklet 504.

CENCO EDUCATIONAL FILMS

••
A Division of Cenco Imlrumtnli Corporation

1700 Irving Park Road • Chicago 13. Illinois

Mounfojniide, N. J. Montreal Sanfa Clara
Somerville, Mais. Toronto toi Angt/ts
Birminghon\, Ala. Ottawa Vancouvtr Houston
Cinco S.A.f Brtda, Th* Ntf/itr/ondi Tvtt9
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HOW TO HAVE A
i

• Compact
• Orderly
• Efficient i^'

FILMSTRIP
LIBRARY

Now—
The Stondord Filmstrip Library Plan makes
it easy for you to distribute and control

your filmstrips. It is a simple, easy meth-
od of organizing your filmstrips by title,

subject matter and grade level. It's space-
saving, easy to use and a fool-proof

method of knovving where every film is

at all times—and if out of file, who hos
it, when it's due back.

• NO MORE LOST
FILMS.

• NO MORE TIME-
CONSUMING RECORDS.

Write for full infor-

mation or see your
Audio-Visual Dealer

JACK C. COFFEY CO., Inc.

710 Seventeenth St.

NORTH Chicago, III.

COMPCO
professional niKility reels and cans

(ire preferred by...

the customers

of...

OeO.W. COLBURN
LABORATORY. Ine.

Only Compco offers "a new dimension in ;

quality" recognized and accepted by leaders
in the movie making industry, compcos su-
periority is attributed to a new. major
advance in film reel construction—result-
ing in truly pro/esstonai reels tiiat run
truer, smoothier, providing lifetime protec-
tion to valuable film. Compco reels and
cans are finished in a scratch-resistant
baked-on enamel, and are available in all./
16 mm. sizes—400 ft. thru 2300 ft. For details
and prices write to:

COWIPCO corporation

228

MATHEMATICS
Brushing Up on Division mp CORO-
NET lOmin col $110 b&w $60. Review,
examples, exercises, checking. El.

For more information circle
Xo. 1^5 on return postal card.

Brushing Up On Multiplication mp
CORONET lOmiii col $110 b&w $60.
Reviews place value, indenting of
partial products, how to check an-
swer. El.

For more information circle
No. 136 on return postal card.

Graphing Linear Equations mp CORO-
NET 10 min col $110 b&w $60. Line
graphs represent relationship between
variables. How the values of constant
terms and varying coefficients affect
graphs. SH C

For more Information circle
No. 137 on return postal card.

Motion and Time mp STERLED llmin
col $120 b&w $60. Introduction to
Einstein Theory of Relativity. SH C

For more information circle
No. 138 on return postal card.

Number System and Its Structure mp
CORONET lOmin col $110 b&w $60.
Place of integers, fractions and nega-
tive numbers; commutative, associa-
tive, and distributive laws and clo-
sure principles. Introduction to the
binary system used in electronic com-
puters. SH C

For more information circle
No. 189 on return postal card.

Place Value: Ones, Tens, Hundreds mp
CORONET lOmin col $110 b&w $60.
Girl learns from her brother that
counting in groups is easier than
counting by ones. Pri.

For more information circle
No. 140 on return postal card.

MUSIC
Bahamian Ballads rec ARTREC LP 12"

$5.95. As sung by Colin Kelly. A
series of 15 similar albums of Ba-
hamian calypsos and dances is avail-
able from the same source, including
Royal Victoria Hotel Calypsos, Per-
centie Brothers, Dirty Dick's, Lad
Richard's, Leslie Scott Junkanoo
Club Blackbeard's Tavern and other
Nassau highlights. C A

For more information circle
No. 141 on return postal card.

MAKE YOUR

OWN SLIDES

on your own

TYPEWRITER

by using

RADIO-MATS

togular tl» 3y4«4 or lh> New Duplex 2x2.
Sold by Audio - Viiuol, Photo & Tliootro
Supply Deolert. for FREE SAMPtE writo

—

RADIO-MAT SLIDE CO., Dapt. V,
111 Oakrt<ig« Blvd., Doytono laadl. no.

Coros del Tolima de Columbia SA.
rec ARTREC 12" LP $5.95. Famed
chorus, directed by Guiseppe Gagli-
ano. 11 selections, including the Co-
lumbian national hymn. SH C A

For more information circle
No. 142 on return po.stal card.

Developing Skills in Music 4sfs SVE,
col set (4fs 2LP) $27. Titles: Rhythm;
The Quarter Note and the Half Note;
Measures, the Whole Note and the
Eighth Note; Dotted Notes and Rests;
Accents and Time Signatures.

For more information circle
No. 143 on return postal card.

Jose Greco and his Dance Company rec
COLREC 12" LP $4.98 stereo $5.98. 10
dance selections. Orquesta de Con-
cierto de Madrid.

For more information circle
No. 144 on return postal card.

Lucho Azcarraga rec ARTREC LP al-
bums ea $5.95. World-famed oi-gan
virtuoso in seven albums of Pana-
manian music: Carnival de Oro;
Dancing in Panama; Christmas in
Panama; Carnaval en Panama; Mi
Panama; Lindo Panama; and Remem-
ber Panama. Excellent band back-
grounds.

For more information circle
No. 145 on return postal card.

Songs of the North and South rec
COLREC 12" LP $4.98 stereo $5.98.
The Mormon Tabernacle Choir.
"Aura Lee" to "When Johnny Comes
Marching Home."

For more information circle
No. 146 on return postal card.

PRIMARY GRADE ^

MATERIALS
Billy's Helicopter Ride mp CORONET
lOmin col $110 b&w $60. Boy gets to
ride over town with his uncle, the
pilot. Pri.

For more information circle
No. 147 on return postal card.

Little Rooster Who Made the Sun Rise
mp CORONET lOmin col $110 b&w
$60. Cartoon. Rooster learns truth
about the independent sun, and set-
tles for his alarm clock role. Pri.

For more information circle
No. 148 on return postal card.

Zoo Adenture 4fs EBF col set $24 ea
S6. Titles: Large Zoo Animals; Mon-
keys and Other Small Zoo Animals;
Birds of the Zoo; Zoo Snakes and
Their Relatives. Pri.

For more information circle
No. 149 on return postal card.

RELIGION, ETHICS
Alf Goes to Work mp ChC 45min
b&w. Documentary treatment of
house-church idea and George Mac-
Leod's lona Community in Scotland.
Eval ESAVG 1/62 p37.

For more information circle
No. 150 on return postal card.
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Boomtime £s FRIENDSHIP 60fr col $7.

Population growth and mobility inter-

preted in terms of their meaning to

the church. A
For more information circle
No. 1.51 on return postal card.

Choice and Decision mp CATHEDRAL
28min col r$13. Father and son dis-

cover the importance of making the

right college choice. SH C A
For more information circle
No. 153 on return postal card.

Defenders of the Faith 6sfs CATHE-
DRAL col set 6fs 3 rec $40.50. Titles:

Joshua; Gideon; Samson; Elijah I &
IT; Elisha.

For more information circle
No. 153 on return postal card.

Early History of the Church 8fs EBF
col Set $48 ea $6. Titles: The Church
in Jesus' Time; Growth of the Church
in Jerusalem; Stephen, First Martyr;
The Church Spreads to the Gentiles;

Paul, Apostle of Nations; Paul
Preaches in Europe and Asia; Im-
prisonment of Paul in Palestine;

Paul, the Prisoner of Christ. (Catho-
lic Religious Education).

For more information circle
No. 154 on return postal card.

Greelc New Testament Manuscripts:
Sources of New Translations si

TEEPLE 22 col si with 9p commen-
tary show manuscripts and their
meaning. $10.50. For adult bible study,
seminaries, colleges. Eval ESAVG
12/61, 3/62.

For more information circle
No. 155 on return postal card.

Hymn Stories 2 sfs FAMILY col LP set

$16.50. One carries "Holy, Holy, Holy,"
"What a Friend We Have in Jesus."
"My Faith Looks Up To Thee," and
"Dear Lord and Lover of Mankind."
The second—"Stand Up Stand Up
For Jesus," "Just As I Am," "I Love
Thy Kingdom Lord," and "Blest Be
The Tie That Binds." Evaluated
ESAVG 3/62.

For more information circle
No. 156 on return postal card.

Let's Sing (new series) 3rec BROAD-
MAN 12" LP ea $3.95. Titles: Let's
Sing Songs for Early Childhood; . . .

for Primary Children; . . . for Junior
Worship. Jacket carries chart of
bands. EL SH

For more information circle
No. 157 on return postal card.

ADD INEXPENSIVE SOUND
TO SILENT AV FILM

EXCLUSIVE LAMNATRACK, laminated
Magnetic Film Striping for 8 and 16mm
Film
• pormontntly bonded lamination outlivoi tho
film Itiotfl • Improvet tound quality of any
maonotic tound proiector • It's a profottronol
found track which adds a now dimension to
AV programming
luquirt about our high spttd sound trtmsftr-

Hit f'om 16 tnd 3imm to 8mm film m sny
^uantitUl.

Writ* for literature and FREE samplo.
Precision Lamnatrack for "Sound" Qujdicy

AMERICAN MAGNETIC FILM STRIPING CORP.
156 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK 10, N. Y.

Little Citizens (series) 6sfs CATHE-
DRAL col LP set (6fs 3 rec) $36. De-
signed to stimulate child's sense of
responsibility. Titles: Game of Might-
Have-Been; The Little Cloud; Rag-
gedy Elf; The Mighty Hunters; The
Boy (Lincoln); Bike Behavior. Pri El

For more information circle
No. 158 on return postal card.

Living Bacligrounds to the Living Bible
16sfs MOODY ea64fr col LP per set

(4) $28.30. Set I: Tyre; Petra; Temples
of the Pharaohs; Babylon. Set II:

Tombs of the Pharaos; Wisdom of
Egypt; Rome; Byblos. Set III: Egypt
and the Bible; Baalbek; Glory of
Greece. Set IV: Jordan; Greek Gods
and the Gospel; Palmyra; Pompeii.
Utilization manual $2.

For more information circle
No. 159 on return postal card.

FREE
Allied
444PAGE 1962

ELECTRONICS

CATALOG

SAVE MOST on language
labs. Stereo hi-fi, record-
ingand phonoequipment,
sctiool sound systems,
training kits, electronic
parts. Write for Catalog.

ALLIED RADIO
100 N. Western Ave, Chicago 80, III.

CONVERT TAPES INTO 12" HIGH FIDELITY IP

Cook Loborotorfos offor •conomfcof cusfom
prossin0 of LPs from fapos In tmallmat
quantWms.

FOR ECONOMY—FLEXIBILITY—LONG WEAR
SEND 25c for RECORDING & CUSTOM-PRESS-
ING MANUAL . . contains many useful
recording procedures, hints on microphono
placement, use of holts, etc.—complete in-

tormotion on converting topes into 13* LP.

COOK LABORATORIES, INC.

101 Second St. Stamford, Conn,

slurp
Remember when the most delicious part of an

ice cream soda was that last resounding sip? The
magic years of youth are sprinkled with a thousand
and one such noisy delights—accepted simply, ap-

preciated instinctively and forgotten quickly.

These transient pleasures and simple sounds
soon give way to more enduring enthusiasms, to

richer and more meaningful sounds. Such as re-

cordings on Audiotape. This tape gives you superb
clarity and range, minimum distortion and back-

ground noise. Because of its remarkable quality.

Audiotape has the timeless gift of offering pleasure

to everyone from juvenile soda slurpers to mature
twisters. Try Audiotape today.

For language classes and

wherever the spoken

word must be reproduced

clearly and realistically,

try economical Language

Arts Recording Tape . .

.

developed to meet the

special needs of today's

educators.

AUDIO DEVICES INC., 444 Ittadison Ave . N. Y 22, N. Y.

Ottrces in Los Angeles • Ctiicago • WishingtOfl, D. C*

it speaks for itself
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LOOK: TEACHERS & MISSIONARIES

Projectors ore either fiimstrip or slide and while
powered by only 3 flothlight batteries produce a
thorp image 4x5 feet in size. Write for hrochurm.
New models have built-rn battery chorger and glass
lenses. Also many other A.V. materials.

MITCHai ART PRODUCTIONS
P.O. Box 25005 W. Los Angeles 35, Col.

DOUBLE DOOR CABINET WITH LOCK

STACKING SECTIONAL CABINETS

ECONOMICAL STORAGE FOR YOUR
VALUABLE TAPE LIBRARY MODELS

FOR 5", 7" & 10'/," REELS

WRITE FOR FREE BROCHURE & PRICES ON
COMPLETE UNE OF CABINETS FOR

RECORDS, TAPES, FILMS & PILMSTRIPS

WALLACH & ASSOCIATES INC.

1532 HILLCREST RD. • CLEVELAND 18. OHIO

SCIENCE, Biology

Adaptive Radiation—Tlie Mollusks mp
EBF 18min col $180 b&w $90. Com-
mon representatives of six classes of
mollusks. SH C

For more Information clrole
No. 160 on return postal card.

AIBS Film Course in Modern Biology
120mp MH col b&w. Apply. Ten
groups of 12 (30min) films 10 (64p)
student study guides, 10 (32p) teach-
er's manuals, 10 student tests. Spon-
sored by American Institute of Bio-
logical Sciences. Series titles: Cell
Biology; Microbilogy; Multicellular
Plants; The Multicellular Animal;
Reproduction, Growth and Develop-
ment; Genetics; Plant Diversity; Ani-
mal Diversity; Ecology; Life, Time
and Change. SH.

For more Information clrole
Xo. 161 on return postal card.

The Big Green Caterpillar mp STAN-
TON llmin col $120. Small boy in-
troduced to caterpillar, learns its life

cycle. Pri El.

For more Information circle
No. 16% on return postal card.

The Bumblebee mp IFB llmin col $120.
Queen emerges from hibernation,
hunts nesting site, observation hive,
kidnapped queen, eggs, larvae, work-
ers emerge, store honey and pollen.
Importance in pollination of red clo-
ver. Murl Deusing production. JH SH

For more Information circle
No. 163 on return postal card.

Echinoderns—Sea Stars and Their Rel-
atives mp EBF 16min col $180 b&w
$90. Distinctive body plan; adaptation
for locomotion, respiration, digestion,
and reproduction. Larva as clue to
relationship to other groups. SH C

For more Information circle
No. 164 on return postal card.

Fetal Pig Anatomy mp INDIANA 17min
col $150 r$5..50; b&w $75 r$3.75. Fea-
tures internal anatomy of fresh fetal
pig specimens, by systems. Dissection
techniques. Male and female repro-
ductive systems. Arterial and venous
systems traced. Brain, spinal cord,
spinal nerves. SH C

For more Information circle
No. 165 on return postal card.

The Housefly and Its Control mp COR-
'

ONET lOmin col $110 b&w $60. Egg,
hatching, adult. Anatomy, life cycle,
feeding habits, contamination of food,
spread of disease. Methods of com-
batting. SH C

For more Information circle
No. 166 on return postal card.

SCIENCE FILMSTRIPS
SINCE 1931 SINCE 1931
MADE BY TEACHERS FOR TEACHERS
BIOLOGY ATOMIC ENERGY
mYSICS GENERAL SCIENCE
CHEMISTRY MICROBIOLOGY
BIKE SAFETY BUS SAFETT

Scienca lilmstripi avoilobl*
under NDEA—Title III.

VISUAL
Box S99E

SCIENCES 1
Suffern. Now York |

Life History of a Bean Plant fs FOLK-
WAYS 74fr captioned b&w $6.75. Day
by day development, from seed to
reproduction. EL JH SH

For more Information circle
No. 167 on return postal card.

Mitosis mp EBF 23min col $260 b&w
$130. Fundamental process of cell di-
vision in both plant and animal life.

SH C

For more Information circle
No. 16S on return postal card.

The Mosquito and Its Control mp COR-
ONET lOmin col $110 b&w $60. Anat-
omy, feeding and breeding habits.
How man's knowledge of the insect's
life cycle has led to control of mos-
quito-borne diseases. SH C

For more Information circle
No. 169 on return postal card.

Orders of Insects 8fs EBF col set $48
ea $6. Titles: Some Primitive Insects;
Grasshoppers and Their Relatives;
Ants, Bees, and Wasps; Bugs and
Their Relatives; Moths and Butter-
flies; Beetles; Flies and Mosquitoes;
Termites and Some Minor Orders of
Insects. SH

For more Information circle
No. 170 on return postal card.

Plants: How They Live and Grow 6fs
EBF col set $36 ea $6. Titles: The
Structure of Plants; Plants Are Liv-
ing Things; Work of Flowers; Seeds
and How They Travel; How Plants
Start Growing; How Plants Help Us.
Int.

For more Information circle
No. 171 on return postal card.

Science on Records, rec FOLKWAYS
12" LP ea $5.95. Recordings of sounds
of animals, sea dwellers, frogs, in-
sects, birds; sound patterns, science
of sound, sounds of a wide variety of
locations such as tropical rain forest,
sea, homesteads, locomotives, etc.

For more infonnatlon circle
No. 173 on return postal card.

SCIENCE, General

First Men Into Space mp EBF 15min
col $180 b&w $90. Scientific study of
space problems in advance of first

American orbital flight, and its con-
tribution to solutions of further prob-
lems. Elem JH

For more Information circle
No. 173 on return postal card.

How Strong Can You Be? mp JOUR-
NAL lOmin col b&w Energy sources;
how man uses them to make work
easier and to better his standard of
living. Pri El

For more Information circle
No. 174 on return postal card.

Luminous Star Finder, may be set to
show positions for any hour and date;
printed in luminous ink on heavy
plastic-faced cardboard. Instructions
and location tables are printed on the
back. HUBSCI

For more Information circle
No. 175 on return postal card.
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The Science of the Universe 12 charts

DENOYER ea 54x44", col set $40.75 in

stand. Titles: Space; Our Moon; The
Solar System; Meteors and Comets;
The Sun and Other Stars; Constella-
tions I & II; Depths of Space; Astron-
omers at Work; Rockets and Satel-
lites; Space Travel; Life in Other
Worlds. JH SH

For more Information circle
No. 176 on retorn postal card.

Star Charts printed in two colors on
durable chalk-markable cloth to with-
stand erasure and changes, shows
constellations, stars to 5th magnitude,
nebulae, Milky Way, scales. 44"x44".
Northern Skies $7; Southern $7; both
$12.95. HUBSCI.

For more information circle
No. 177 on return postal card.

Walt Disney True Life Adventures 8fs

EBF col set $48 ea $6. Titles: Seal
Island; In Beaver Valley; Nature's
Half Acre; Bear Country; Water
Birds; Plants and Their Seeds; The
Honeybee; Ants at Work and at War.
HG SH

For more Information circle
No. 178 on return postal card.

What Are the Stars Made Of? mp IFB
16min col $165. Astronomer at Mt.
Wilson and Palomar Observatories
analyzes chemistry, star spectra. JH
SH

For more information circle
No. 179 on return postal card.

SCIENCE, Physics,

Chemistry

Atomic and Molecular Models 7fs EBF
col set $42 ea $6. Clarify size, shape
and structure of molecules, formation
of crystals, comparative size of atoms
and ions. Eval ESAVG 1/62 p33. JH
SH C

For more information circle
No. 180 on return postal card.

The Cotton Belt: Yesterday and Today
mp INDIANA 17min col $150 r$5.50;

b&w $75 r$3.75 Cotton as a money
crop. Diversification. Industrial ex-
pansion and urbanization. Historical
significance. Mechanization. Cotton
no longer "King." Int JH

For more Information circle
No. 181 on return postal card.

Electrons and Electronics: An Introduc-
tion mp CORONET lOmin col $110
b&w $60. How devices such as vacu-
um tubes and transistors work; their
role in radio, TV, and industry. JH
SH

For more information circle
No. 182 on return postal card.

Nuclear Radiation (series) 6mp CENCO
15min col $150 b&w $75. Basic prin-
ciples and specific applications. Titles:
Detectors; Uses in Medicine; Uses in
Earth Studies; Uses in Space Studies;
Uses in Industry; Fallout. SH C

For more Information circle
No. 183 on return postal card.

Semi-Conductors I & II. 2mp BRAY ea
21min b&w $100 r $10. Part I covers
basic physics and theory of electron
and hole flow, shows why a transistor

is an amplifying device. Part II re-

views and extends study of transis-

tors, develops low frequency circuits.

SH C

For more Information circle
No. 184 on retorn posta Icard.

SOCIAL STUDIES, General

Down Payment on Tomorrow mp AS-
SOCIATION 18 min col loan. Invest-
ment in common stocks by the com-
mon man. C A

For more information circle
No. 186 on return postal card.

SOCIAL STUDIES

Geography, Travel

Australia Today mp IFB 22min col $225.

History, geography, people, occupa-
tions, cities, communication. JH

For more information circle
No. 186 on return postal card.

Columbia and Venezuela mp EBF 19min
col $240 b&w $120. Second edition-
rebate on exchange of earlier version.

Relics of Spanish colonialism, region-
al land use, history of unrest, new
class strata, resources to be devel-
oped. Int JH SH

For more information circle
No. 187 on return postal card.

Competition in Business mp CORONET
13min col $137.50 b&w $75. Key fac-

tor in capitalist free enterprise. Pro-
duced in cooperation with Chamber
of Commerce of the U.S. SH C

For more Information circle
No. 188 on return postal card.

The Corn Belt mp INDIANA 17min col

$150 r$5.50; b&w $75 r$3.75. Wide va-
riety of operations, dairying, cash
grain, feeder farming. Mechanization.
Hybrid seed. Rising standard of farm
living. Importance to U.S. economy.
Int JH

For more information circle
No. 189 on return postal card.

The Fifty United States, Their Geo-
graphical Extent. DENOYER. Map
WA37, 44x39", emphasizes historical

information; Slfsx 64"x44", in Begin-
ners Series, shows profile of physical
features. Price depends on mounting.

For more Information circle
No. 190 on return postal card.

The Korean People mp IFB llmin col

$120. Pusan—fish market, rice grow-
ing. Seoul—university, family life,

children, unique combination of an-
cient and modern cultures. Int JH

For more information circle
No. 191 on return postal card.

Lands of the Far East (series) 5fs EBF
col set $30 ea $6. Titles: Hong Kong;
Rivers and Rice in Thailand; Farm
Village in Japan; Japanese Fisher-
men; Japanese Workshops and Fac-
tories. JH

For more information circle
No. 192 on return postal card.

Visual
letters

DIE-CUT

CONSTRUCTION PAPER

ALPHABETS

10 COLORS
2, 3 t 4 INCH SIZES

Write for informotion

Stik-aletter Co. m. 2. bu moo. Etcondido, caiif.

NATURAL SCIENCE FILMS

1961 AMERICAN FILM FESTIVAL

AWARD WINNER

—

"BUCK WIDOW SPIDER"

12 MINUTES COLOR $120

"A NIGHT OUT WITH MR. TOAD"
11 MINUTES COLOR $110

'BATTLE OF THE BUGS"
n MINUTES COLOR $110

Write for Study Guides ir Previews

PRODUCTIONS
P.a aOX )065. RIVERStDE. CALIFORNIA

BRIGHT PICTURES!
THRIFTY PRICE'.!

r _#3^-y

POLYVUE compact filmstrip

PROJECTOR $32.50

Ideal for small groups
in schools, churches,
sales presentations. Easy
operation, sturdy con-

struction. Weight 3Vi
lbs. Wood case, $5.00
or vinyl bag, $3.00.

RECORD PLAYER and PROJECTOR

LOOK and LISTEN.
Unbeatable low-cost
combination for sound
filmstrips. Ample vol-
ume, clear tone. 3

speeds, I 2" records.
Record-player only,
$49.50.

For FREE brochure and name of nearest dealer write:

RICHARD MANUFACTURING CO.
5914 N. NOBLE AVENUE
VAN NUYS. CALIFORNIA
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Wrile Depi. C lo>

FREE
Type Chart

PROMPT
COAST TO COAST

SERVICE

foi Molion P.du.ei Slide film, P.eipn.al.on,
Sttue I'J.iS

KNIGHT TITLE SERVICE • 145 W.45th St.N.Y.C.

Hot-press

TITLES

"ONE OF THE 10 BEST
FILMS OF ALL TIME."

OILYS POWELL, SIGHT & SOUND

ACADEMY AWARD WINNER
Now Available
Exclusively From

CONTEMPORARY FILMS
Venice Film Festival Award

Award erf Merit, Edinbungh Film Festival

SEND FOR OUR LATEST CATALOG
OF OUTSTANDING 16 mm FILMS

Contemporary films

D«pt. ES 267 W. 25th 5f. New York 1, N. Y.
Oregon 5-7220

Midwest office: 614 Davis St. Evonston, III.

Davis 8-2411

F&B
MAGIC MYLAR
A New Splicing and Repairing t

Technique

.FLORNAN&BABBJNC.
68 W. 45th St., N. Y. 36, N. Y.

Please send me:

20 ft. rolls — transparent 16mm —
single perforation (T16S) at $2.20

66 ft. rolls — transparent 16mm—
single perforation (T16S) at $6.00

20 ft. rolls — transparent 16mm —
double perforation (T16D) at $2.20

66 ft. rolls — transparent 16mm —
double perforation (T16D) at $6.00

20 ft. rolls — transparent 35mm
(T-35) at $4.04

66 ft. rolls — transparent 35mm
(T-35) at $11.00

66 ft. rolls—white opaque—16mm

—

magnetic film only (0-16) at $6.00

66 ft. rolls — white opaque — 35mm
(0-35) at $11.00

V4" splicing tape for magnetic tape
(S4) at $.57

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY KIT:

1 20' roll T16 ($2.20)

1 20' roll T35 ( 4.04)

F&B Film
Repair & Butt
Splice Block (19.95)

($26.16)

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
n

Special Introductory Kits at only $14.50

Nine.

Address.

City

Marsh Treasures mp DAGGETT 12%
min col $120 b&w $60. Natural re-

sources disclosed along the river and
gulf marshes of Louisiana. JH SH

For more information circle
No. 193 on return postal card.

The Mediterranean World mp EBF 22

min col $240 b&w $120. History, en-
vironment, rising Arab revolt against
European colonial rule, roots of
Western culture. JH SH

For more Information circle
No. 104 on return postal card.

Michigan 7fs JAM col set $36.7,5 ea $5.75.

Many aspects are shown. Eval ES-
AVG 2/62 p86. El JH

For more Information circle
No. 195 on return postal card.

Portugal, The Village of Nazare mp
FRITH 16min col $136. Colorful fish-

ing village, a study in community
cooperation. EL JH.

For more Information circle
No. 196 on return postal card.

Primary Geography (series) mp GATE-
WAY lOmin col r $5.50. Titles: Rivers;
Forests; Valleys; Cities; Minerals;
Bridges; Dams; Shelter; (Communica-
tion; Transportation; Food. Also

—

b&w r$4.50: Titles: Deserts; Glaciers;

Mountains. Pri.

For more information circle
No. 197 on return postal card.

Stories of Yesterday's World—America
8 mp PRODUN 16min col $135 b&w
$75. Titles: The Path of Columbus;
Haunts of the Pirates (Caribbean Is-

lands); The Mystery of Tiahuanacu
(11,000-year-old city in Bolivia); The
Amazon Boomtown (Manaos, rubber
capital); The Lost City in the Andes
(Machu Picchu); Christophe's Castle
(Haiti); Upside Down Island (SABA);
Devil's Island U.S.A. (Fort Jefferson,
Fla.). Ten other titles in same series

deal with other lands. JH SH A
For more information circle
No. 198 on return postal card.

Stories of Yesterday's World—Europe
4mp PRODUN 16min col $135 b&w
$75. Titles: The Land Without Women
(Mt. Athos Monastery) ; The Mystic
Alhambra; The Tragedy of Mt. Pelee
(1902 eruption); Theseus and the Min-
otaur (Crete). 14 other titles in the
series cover points in other lands.

JH SH A
For more information circle
No. 199 on return postal card.

The Tropical Rain Forest mp EBF 16-

min col $180 b&w $90. Physical fac-

tors; plant and animal life. SH C

For more Information circle
No. 300 on return postal card.

SOCIAL STUDIES,
Government

The Citizen's Agencies: Federal Regula-
tory Agencies fs NYTIMES b&w $2.50.

Informative, good discussion basis.

Eval ESAVG 3/62. JH-A

For more information circle
No. 301 on return postal card.

The Truman Years mp TFC b&w apply.
Edited from newsreel footage in col-
laboration with the A-V Subcommit-
tee of the National Council for the
Social Studies. JH-C

For more Information circle
No. 20s on return postal card.

SOCIAL STUDIES,
History, Anthropology

The Ancient Maya fs FOLKWAYS 63fr
col $10. Excavations, cities, temples,
artcraft. calendar, writings, from the
H. DeTerra collection. Also in same
series. Pueblo Indian Pre-History 58
fr col $10; Sioux and Navajo 63fr
b&w $10 photos from American Indi-
an Bureau. SH C

For more Information circle
No. 203 on return postal card.

Arnold Toynbee 28mp EBF "approx 18

hrs on film" $3,750. 15 lectures and 13

discussions at Lee Chapel in 1958, on
"A changing world in the light of
history." SH C A

For more Information circle
No. 204 on return postal card.

Bolivar, South American Liberator mp
CORONET lOmin col $110 b&w $60.

Authentic locales in Venzuela, Ecua-
dor, Peru and Columbia lend vivid-
ness and immediacy to film biogra-
phy; factors which led Simon Bolivar
to abandon fortune and position to

fight for democratic freedom. El

For more Information circle
No. 205 on return postal card.

California Indians 2fs 16 pix GUNTER
col fs ea $6 study prints set $11.95.

Titles: Early California Indians; Cali-
fornia Mission Indians, Eval ESAVG
2/62 p85. El.

For more information circle
No. 206 on return postal card.

The Civil War—Through Its Songs and
Ballads, rec HEIRLOOM 12" LP $4.95.

Flows in historical sequence; indigen-
ous singers and narrators, authentic
backgrounds. Eval 12/61 p656. JH SH

For more Information circle
No. 207 on return postal card.

The Holy Roman Empire, mp CORO-
NET mp ISmin col $137.50 b&w $75.

Photographed in Europe in authentic
locales. Costumed re-enactments
dramatize relations of Popes and
Emperors, Eventual decay. SH C

For more information circle
No. 208 on return postal card.

The Miracle Builders mp PRODUN
16min col $135 b&w $75. Modern en-
gineering feats and resources con-
trasted with great works of former
days—Lebanese temples, Istanbul's

Saint Sophia, Sacsahuaman in the
Andes. SH C A

For more Information circle
No. 209 on return postal card.
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New Publications

Adventures in Indoor Color Slides in-

cludes updated information on Higli

Speed Ektochrome and Kodachrome
II. 64p 75c. Purchase locally. EK

Atomic Energy Films. Two catalogs, one
on the professional level, the other

on the popular, list a large number of

motion pictures available on free loan
from 10 regional centers. Write direct:

U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, di-

vision of Technical Information.
Washington 25, D. C.

AVs—A comprehensive list of recom-
mended audio-visual materials for

the Methodist Church 49pp free

TRAFCO.

For more information circle
No. 210 on retarn postal card.

Bailey Films. 1962 catalog lists 150 titles.

48pp free. BAILEY.

For more information circle
No. 311 on return postal card.

Case History Report on programmed
materials (Algebra) in Nutley, N.J.

summer school. (Seniors and gradu-
ates). 23p Free. EBF

For more information circle
No. 212 on return postal card.

The Chester Dialog Language Labora-
tory. 16 p brochure. Free. CHESLAB

For more information circle
No. 2l:i on return postal card.

Commercial Sound Installer's Hand-
book: Leo G. Sands. Inside technical
information on many types of audio
equipment of service to the technical-
ly-inclined. 288p paper $4.95. SAMS.

Write direct

Current Studies in Shaping and Con-
trolling Human Behavior, a) In a Fire
Department; b) an Airborne Aircraft;

c) A Sheltered Workshop. (Program-
ming). 21p free HUGHES.

For more information circle
No. 214 on return postal card.

Curriculum Guide for Electronics
Teaching In High Schools. $2. RCA.

Write direct

Educational Testing Service, Annual
Report 1960-1961. 115p. ETS

For more information circle
No. 215 on return postal card.

Enlarged Listing 1961-1962. A-V ma-
terials recommended by the Women's
Society of Christian Service, Office
of Visual Education, Room 1351, 475
Riverside Drive, New York 21. A
large number of new productions are
boxed for quick reference. 24pp free.

Film Guide on Chemicals, Chemistry
and the Chemical Industry. 1962 issue
lists 253 film titles, an increase of 30
over last year. In 1959 total edition
was 2500; this year 20,000. Free. MCAI.

For more information circle
No. 216 on return post*! card.

Film Guide for Music Educators. De-
scription, classification, and compara-
tive evaluation of over 500 sound
films, including more than 150 kine-
scopes; more than 90 filmstrips. 119p
$2.50. Order direct from Music Educa-
tors National Conference, 1201 Six-
teenth St., Washington 6, D.C.

Film Inspection and Handling Equip-
ment. New catalog shows broad
choice of many items. Free. HAR-
WALD.

For more information circle
No. 217 on return postal card.

Films on Asia. Selected list, replaces
all previous editions. 30pp Free.
ASIA.

For more information circle
No. 218 on return postal card.

Filmstrips by Long Fllmsllde Service.

1962 catalog. New. Free. LONG
For more information circle
No. 219 on retarn postal curd.

Free and Inexpensive Learning Ma-
terials 1962. 11th edition. $1.50. Order
direct from George Peabody College
for Teachers. Nashville 5. Tenn.

EXCELLENT TEACHING AIDS!
Thought provoking filmstrips, carefully

prepared in collaboration with classroom

teachers, with provision for student partici-

pation.

teacher training

natural & physical sciences

social & science studies on the home,

farm and community

for primary grades

Write now for 1962 catalog

FILMSLIDE SERVICE
1505 fairraount *»e . fl Cerrito 8, Calif

CLASSIFIED
3SMM. Color Slides-Filmstrlps dupli-

cated from your original slides or mas-
ter filmstrips. Individual slide copies as
low as 9%c each, filmstrips as low as 5c
a frame. Send for free .sample slides,

free filmstrip sample and full informa-
tion to World In Color, Box 392-AV,
Elmira, N. Y.

FOR GRADE SCHOOLS—45rpm RECORD:
Pledge Of Allegionce—Male Voice—Female
Voice. Trumpet Calls: To The Colors (flag

raising) Taps (flag lowering) $1. prepaid.
ART RECORDS, P.O. Box 50-66, Miami, Flo.

Aihiertisetiifiil

HELPFUL BOOKS

THE AV INDEX A guide to Instruction-

al material information covering the
use of Audio-Visual materials and
equipment. Single copy, $3.95. Quan-
tity prices: 2-9 copies, 10% discount;

10-20 copies, 20% discount. Postage
added if payment does not accom-
pany order. Audio-Visual Research
Institute, 1346 Broadway, Detroit 26,
IMichigan.

AUDiOVISUAL MATERIALS: THEIR
NATURE AND USE. Third Edition by
Waiter Arno Wittich and Charles F.

Schuiler. 500 pp. 416 ilustratlons 14
Color Plates. Harper & Brothers 49
E. 33rd St., New Yoric 16, N. Y. 1962.
$8.75.

EDUCATORS GUIDE TO FREE FILM-
STRIPS. Compiled and Edited by Mary
Foley Horkhelmer and John W. Differ.

Thirteenth Annual Edition, 1961. Edu-
cators Progress Service, Dept. AVO,
Randolph, Wis. $6.00.

EDUCATORS GUIDE TO FREE TAPES,
SCRIPTS, AND TRANSCRIPTIONS. Com-
piled and Edited by Waiter A. Wittich,
Ph.D., and Gertie Hanson Hoisted,
M. A. Seventh Annual Edition. 1961.
Educators Progress Service, Dept.
AVG, Randolph, Wis. $5.75.

EDUCATORS GUIDE TO FREE FILMS.
Compiled and Edited by Mary Foley
Horlcheimer and John W. Differ. Edu-
cational Consultant, John Guy Fewl-
ices. 21st Annual Edition, 1961. edu-
cators Progress Service, Dept. AVO,
Randolph, Wis. $9.00.

STANDARDS OF PHOTOPLAY AP-
PRECIATION. A Course of Study in

Photoplay Appreciation. By William
Lewin and Alexander Frazler. Illus-

trated. Educational & Recreational
Guides, inc., 10 Brainerd Road, Sum-
mit, New Jersey. $2.95.
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Directory of Equipment and Materials

pages 223 - 233

ARTREC—Art Records, P. O. Box 50-66,

Miami, Fla.

ASIA—The Asia Society, Inc.. 112 E.

46th St., New York 21, N. Y.

ASSOCIATION Films, Inc., 347 Madi-
son Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

ATC— Audio Teaching Center, Inc.,

Audio Lane, New Haven, Conn.

BAILEY Films, Inc., 6509 De Longpre
Ave., Hollywood 28, Calif.

BESELER Co., Charles, 211 S. 18th St.,

East Orange, N. J.

BRAY Studios, Inc., 729 Seventh Ave.,

New York 19, N. Y.

BROADMAN Press, 127 Ninth Ave., N.,

Nashville 3, Tenn.

CATHEDRAL Films Inc., 2921 West
Alameda Ave., Burbank, Calif.

CENCO— Central Scientific Co., 1700

W. Irving Park Road, Chicago 13, 111.

ChC—Church of Christ, 1501 Race St.,

Philadelphia 2, Pa., or 1720 Chouteau
Ave., St. Louis 3, Mo.

CHESLAB— Chester Electronics Lab-
oratories, Inc., Chester, Conn.

COCIND—C.O.C. Industrial, 37-19 23rd
Ave., Long Island City 5, N. Y.

COUREC—Columbia Records, 799 Sev-
enth Ave., New York 19, N. Y.

CONTEMPORARY Films, Inc., 267 W.
25th St., New York 1, N. Y.

CORONET Films, 65 E. South Water S.,

Chicago 1. 111.

CROSSWORLD — Cross World Books
and Periodicals, Inc., 333 S. Wacker
Drive, Chicago 6, 111.

COUSINO—Cousino Electronics Corp.,

1941 Franklin Ave., Toledo 2, Ohio
CULTHIST—Cultural History Research,

Inc., 275 Halstead Ave., Harrison 1,

N. Y.

DAGGETT, Avalon, Productions, 441 N.
Orange Drive, Los Angeles 36, Calif.

DENOYER-Geppert Co., 5235 Ravens-
wood Ave., Chicago 40, 111.

EBP—Encyclopaedia Britannica Films,

Inc., 1150 Wilmette Ave., Wilmette,

111.

EFI — Electronic Futures, Inc., 244

Chiu-ch St., New Haven 10, Conn.

EK— Eastman Kodak Company — See
local dealer

ETS—Educational Testing Service, 20

Nassau St.. Princeton, N. J.

FAMILY Films, Inc., 5823 Santa Monica
Blvd., Hollywood 38, Calif.

FOLKWAYS Records and Service
Corp.. 117 W. 46th St., New York 36,

N. Y.

FRIENDSHIP Press, 475 Riverside
Drive, New York 27, N. Y.

FRITH Films, 1816 N. Highland Ave.,

Hollywood 28, Calif.

GATEWAY Productions, Inc., 1859

Powell St.. San Francisco 11, Calif.

GRAFLEX, Inc., Dept. ES-U, 3750 Mon-
roe Ave., Rochester 3, N. Y.

GUNTER—John W. Gunter, 126 N.
Bee St. San Mateo, Calif.

HARWALD — The Harwald Company,
Inc., 1245 Chicago Avenue, Evanston,
Illinois

HEIRLOOM Records, Brookhaven, N. Y.

HUBSCI—T. N. Hubbard Scientific Co.,

P.O. Box 105, Northbrook, 111.

HUGHES Aircraft Company, Public Re-
lations and Advertising, C. W. Short,

Bldg. 6, Room D1005E, Culver City,

Calif.

IFB—International Film Bureau, Inc.,

332 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 4, 111.

location in

IKDEPENDENCE,
IN GREATER

Kansas City
MISSOURI

13900
U.S. 40 EAST

. Swimming Pool

• Barber Shop

• Public Dining Room

• Cocktail Loung.

• T.V.—Radio, all Rooms

• Modern Guest Rooms

• Hospitality Suites

• Gift Shop

• Automatic Telephones

• Ample Free Parking

INDIANA University, Audio - Visual
Center, Bloomington, Ind.

JAM Handy Organization, 2821 E.

Grand Blvd., Detroit 11, Mich.

JOURNAL Films, 909 W. Diversey
Blvd., Chicago 14, 111.

LONG—Long Filmslide Service, 7505
Fairmount Ave., El Cerrito, Calif.

MANSFIELD — Mansfield Industries,
Inc., 1227 W. Loyola St., Chicago, lU.

MBMIS—The Methodist Church, Board
of Missions, 475 Riverside Drive.

New York 27, N. Y.

MCAI—Manufacturing Chemist Associ-
ation, Inc., 1825 Conn. Ave., Washing-
ton 9, D. C.

MH-McGraw-HllI Book Co., Inc., 330
W. 42nd St., New York 36, N. Y.

MOODY Institute of Science, U428
Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles 25,

Calif.

NEWCOMB Audio Products Co., 6824
Lexington Ave., Hollywood 38, Calif.

NYTBWES, Office of Educational Ac-
tivities. 229 West 43rd St., New York
36.

OHSTATE — Ohio State University,
Teaching Aids Laboratory, Columbus
10, Ohio.

OZALID Division, General Aniline and
Film Corp., 17 Corliss Lane, Johnson
City, N. Y.

PRODUN—Productions Unlimited, Inc.,

1564 Broadway, Suite 702, New York
36, N. Y.

PROPTICS—Projection Optics Co., Inc.,

271-85 Eleventh Ave., East Orange,
N. J.

RCA Educational Services, Camden,
N. J.

RICHARD Mfg. Co.. P.O. Box 2041,
Van Nuys. Calif.

ROUNDTABLE Productions, 275 S.

Beverly Drive. Beverly Hills, Calif.

SAMS— Howard W. Sams Co., Inc.,

Indianapolis 6, Ind.

SANDAK—Harold Sandak, Inc., 39 W.
53rd St., New York 19, N. Y.

SHARPE—E. J. Sharpe Instruments,
Inc., 965 Maryvale Drive, Buffalo,
New York and E. J. Sharpe Instru-

ments of Canada, 6080 Yonge Street,

Willowdale, Ont.

S.O.S.—S.O.S. Photo-Cine-Optics, Inc.,

602 W. 52nd St., New York 19, N. Y.

STANTON—Stanton Films, 7934 Santa
Monica Blvd., Los Angeles 46, Calif.

STERLED—Sterling Educational Films,
6 E. 39th St., New York 16, N. Y.

SVE—Society for Visual Education, Inc.,

1345 W. Diversey Pkwy., Chicago 14,

111.

TECHNICOLOR, 533 W. 57th St.. New
York 19, N. Y. Mr. Fenne Jacobs.

TECNIFAX Corporation, 195 Appleton
St., Holyoke, Mass.

TEEPLE—Dr. Howard M. Teeple, P.O.
Box 4459, Chicago 80, 111.

TFC—Teaching Film Custodians, Inc.,

25 W. 43rd St., New York 36, N. Y.

TRAFCO—Television, Radio and Film
Commission, The Methodist Church,
1525 McGayock St., Nashville 3, Tenn.

UNESCO Publication Center, 801 Third
Ave.. New York, N. Y.

VISDYN — Visual Dynamics Corpora-
tion. 505 Park Ave., New York 22,

N. Y.

WEBCOR, Inc., 5610 W. Bloomingdale
Ave., Chicago 39, III.
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HOW did

PRUL REVERE HMG

Well, Paul being quite a smithy probably designed and

forged his own contraption because in those days there

were no stock installation brackets and every maker
of Venetian Blinds invented his own way.

The first method of

installing a Venetian blind

was probably a wood block

with a bole in it.

With the advent of the

tilt bai-, LORENTZEN
deslRncd and manufactured
the ONOFF bracket.

Still later came the

LEVOLOR VALOK bracket
for a fascia board.

THE LEVOLOR TWO-WAY SAFETY BRACKET

Strong, rigid — extra heax'y oauae metal.

Even when unlocked, a blind cannot be -pulled out.

Never an accident. Then cannot be opened

ivith the hand.

These extra heavy gauge steel installation brackets cannot
be opened accidentally because of the interlock and because
they are held by powerful spring tension and the weight
of the blind. To open the locking cover, a screw driver or
similar instrument must be inserted at point "A" shown

'

above' and the cover released by a twist.

Even though, through the carelessness of an installer,

the installation bracket is not locked, it is impossible to
pull the blind from the brackets accidentally. The more
you pull the tighter it holds.

The finest of all Venetian Blinds ... the LEVOLOR
Audio Visual ... is installed in the nation's finest schools.

So tight is the closure — so accurate the adjustment —
that the instructor or director can choose the ambient light
best suited to projector, subject or student activity. For
more inforviation write to us at Levolor Lorentzen, Inc.,

720 Monroe St., Hoboken, N. J.

Over 100 patents and refinements make Levolor Venetian Blinds better
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"I'liis is just

-what we're looking for!"

The girls are tnalcinf
tlielr own AV
presentation of a
science project.

—See "Let tlie Students
Handle the Work," p. 260.
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254 Producing Your Own Materials Robert E. Ness
And detailing the many benefits thus to teachers.

256 The 'A' Line and the 'E' line Owen R. Rliven

It isn't only the availability of AV that counts.

258 The Sophisticated World of Mr. Matton R. Verle Johnson

It happened when he pushed a button.

260 Let The Students Handle The Work Virgil Nutt

These high schoolers got extra benefits from their project.
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Each sense is a special avenue for instruction.
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A solution to a problem plaguing many teachers.
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PHOTOPLAY FILMSTRIPS
In full color

$7.50
each

ANY THREE TITLES

$19.75

Ulysses—In full color, 64 frames, a pic-

torial guide to the new Paramount screen

version of Homer's Odyssey, produced in

Italy. An invaluable aid to the study of

the classic. $7.50.

The Vikings—In full color, 47 frames,

bosed on the Kirk Douglas production.

$7.50. With guide, $7.80.

A Lesson in Mytliology—Explains Andro-
meda, the Minotaur, Iphigenia, etc., based
on M-G-M's The living Idol. 25 frames,

color. $7.50.

Kniglits of the Round Table—A set of

two filmstrips. Port One, black-and-white,

25 frames, explains the background of the

story, its theme, its significonce as on eorly

attempt to organize o league of nations.

Part Two, full color, 28 frames, tells the

story of the great legend, based on the

M-G-M photoplay. $7.50.

Adventures of Robinson Crusoe—In full

color, 50 frames, o clear pictorial guide to

the Defoe classic, based on the United

Artists screen version. $7.50.

The Glass Slipper—The charming fairy

tale of Cinderella, told in a new way,
based on the M-G-M photoplay. 36 frames

in full color. $7.50. With guide, $7.80.

Romeo and Juliet—Shakespeare's great

love story illustrated in color from the

J. Arthur Rank production filmed on loca-

tion in Verono and other Italian cities.

44 frames. $7.50. With guide, $7.80.

Hansel and Gretel—In full color, 42
frames, the highlights of the beloved fairy

tale OS performed by the charming Kine-

mins of Michael Myerberg's screen version,

released by RKO Radio Pictures. $7.50.

Greatest Shew on Earth—In full color, a

lively pictorial guide to the circus, based on
Cecil B. DeMille's Technicolor Academy
Award -winning photoplay. 40 frames.

$7.50.

Money-Back Guarantee!

Alexander the Great—Biography of the firsi men to conquer Ine civilized world

based on the photoplay. Shows Alexander's effort to unite Europe and Asio, (

losk with which the U.N. is still foced. 55 fromes $7.50. With guide, $7.80.

Richard III—Based on Laurence Olivler's colorful screen version of Shakespeare'^

fomous play. 48 frames. $7.50. With guide, $7.80.

In Black and White:

Julius Caesar, set of 2 filmstrips in block-

ond-white, presenting 97 scenes in the

M-G-M screen version of the ploy. $7.00.
With guide, $7.30.

Columbus—Black-and-white, bosed on the

J. Arthur Rank production starring Fredric

March. 55 Frames. $3.00.

EDUCATIONAL & RECREATIONAL GUIDES, Inc. • 10 Brainerd Road, Summit, New Jersey
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•POLAROID" AND "POLALINE" ^

Two kinds of film

make two kinds of slides
with a Polaroid Land Camera
Two special transparency films turn a

Polaroid Land Camera into an easy, instant

slide maker. And the cost is about 'A of the

average conventional black and white slide.

For line copy work such as charts and
printed material, Polaroid PolaLine Land film

gives you a fully developed transparency in

just ten seconds. It's a very high contrast

material specifically designed to make slides

from line originals. The blacks are really

black, the clear areas really clear.

For continuous tone work, another Polaroid

Land transparency film (Type 46-L) produces

slides unsurpassed in sharpness, brilliance

and full tonal range. It develops in 2 minutes.

You load and shoot the transparency films

the same way as standard Polaroid Land
film. Push a button, pull a tab, wait a moment
and remove the transparency. After a quick

hardening you put it in a snap-together frame

and it's ready to project with a standard

3V4 X 4 lantern slide projector. You can use

both films in any Land Camera that takes

40-series film except the J-66.

Doesn't this make other kinds of slide

making kind of old-fashioned?

A.\D AiDiovisuAL Glide—May. 1962 241
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News
Commercial TV Rescues A
Texas Educational Station
Two commercial television stations,

KTBC and KONO, have come to the
rescue of the new educational tele-

vision Station KLRN, which will serve

the Austin-San Antonio (Texas) area.

Because of technical setbacks,
KLRN was not able to start telecasting

on its original target date of April 9.

Stations KTBC in Austin and KONO
in San Antonio donated air time so

that the 27 participating school dis-

tricts would not be disappointed and
could start television classes on
schedule.

It was said that vmavoidable delays
had been met by KLRN in the de-
livery of electronic equipment, al-

though the building program was
otherwise on schedule and the pro-
gramming plans are ready. It will

mean a two months delay in getting

KLRN on the air.

Assistant general manager Harvey
Herbst said, "We are deeply indebted
to these public-minded stations, KTBC
and KONO, for their cooperation; it

made it possible for us to meet our
commitments to all of the school dis-

tricts signed up for this brand new
educational tool."

Mitchell Named To Head Up
Encyclopaedia Britannica

Maurice Mitchell has moved up
from the presidency of Encyclopaedia
Britannica Films, Inc., to the same post

at the head of the parent book
company.
New president of EBF is Warren P.

Everote, long-time head of its pro-

duction departments. Dr. Milan Her-
zog, executive producer with EBF
since 1958, takes over as director of

production.

Missile School Using TV
For Audiovisual Instruction
The library of the Army Ordnance

Guided Missile School at Huntsville,

Alabama, has installed TV sets so

students can dial for special shows
and view them in private booths.

The programs come from a file of

some 200 audiovisual lessons that show
and tell how some of the nation's most
powerful weapons are kept in con-

stant combat readiness. They range
from a two-hour study of astronaut

launchings to a five-minute discourse

on keeping dust out of missile parts.

The school's mobile TV units recorded

them at launching sites, factories and
laboratories throughout the nation.

The shows, which are recorded on
video tape in English and several

foreign languages, are used every day
to teach missile maintenance to stu-

dents from all branches of the U. S.

forces and 14 foreign nations.

.\n appeal is being made for used tapes

in behalf of the "Textbooks on Tape"
program at the Veterans Administration
Hospital in West Roxbury, Mass. In this

unusual program patients at the hospital

read complete textbooks onto tape and
make them available to blind students

throughout the United Stales and Canada.
Any individuals interested in helping
maintain the program are asked to mail
as many new and used tapes as possible

to "Textbooks on Tape," c/o Mr. Hernion
H. Scott, President, H. H. Scott, Inc., Ill

Powdermill Road, Maynard, Mass.

New NAVA Equipment Book
Bigger, More Inclusive
More than 1,500 different audio-

visual products are illustrated, de-

scribed, and priced in the completely

revised, 333-page The Audio-Visual

Equipment Directory, Eighth Edition,

just published by the National Audio-

Visual Association. The new directory,

larger by far than any of the seven

previous editions, features over 850
large photographs of all types of AV
equipment including still and motion
picture projectors, soimd recording

and playback equipment, projection

stands and screens, teaching machines,

language laboratories, classroom tele-

(Continued on page 244)
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**We*re building around Audio Visual instruction*

Says Mr. William R. Hornbaker, Director
of Instructional Materials of the new
Senior High School under construction
in Holland, Michigan.

"The new Holland Senior High blends

the best talents of both educators and
architects. Its unusual design grew out
of our current instructional needs, our
estimate of future expansion and re-

quirements of cost.

"We have built to make greater use

of today's educational techniques and
devices—especially motion pictures. Our
teachers already use films freely. We
believe they can use them even more.
Certainly we know they have no operat-
ing problems or fears with our Kodak
Pageant Projectors. They like this ma-
chine's simplicity and easy threading.
Most important of all, we think, is our
Kodak dealers' service."

Kodak A-V dealers are selected ac-

cording to their willingness to serve

audio-visual users. Their knowledge of
equipment, film sources, and mainte-
nance programming can help you keep
your A-V planning on schedule through-
out your school year.

Ask your Kodak dealer for a demon-
stration of the Kodak Pageant Projector

for yourself or your school board, any-
where, at your convenience. Or write for

descriptive Bulletin V3-22.

Kodak Rj^eant Projector^ EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Dept 8-V, Rochester 4, N. Y.
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News.
(Continued from Page 242)

vision and radios, and accessorv AV
equipment.

The 1962 edition introduces for the
first time a separate section on Smm
sound projectors including full partic-

ulars on sixteen different models pres-

ently available. Only three models
were listed in the 1: st edition. A
second major change making its ap-
pearance in the new directory is a
double section on language laboratory
systems. This section is subdivided
into two parts, "Fixed Installations"

and "Mobile-Portable Equipment," to

accommodate a substantial increase in

the number of units now available in

the latter category.

The new edition is available for

$5.00 per copy if invoice is required,
$4.50 per copy if payment accompa-
nies order, and should be ordered
from National Audio-Visual Associa-
tion, 1201 Spring St., Fairfax, Va.

Demonstrate Use Of Many
Shows On Same TV Wires
One of the outstanding demonstra-

tions at the National School Boards
Association Convention at St. Louis,
April 12-14, was a simulated telecast-

ing of a chemistry lesson simultaneous-

ly with five other courses going out

over the same wires.

The Bell Telephone engineers ex-

plained the advantages of their closed-

circuit multichannel installations over
single-channel broadcasting. The local

phone company custom-engineers, in-

stalls and maintains the video cables,

terminal ecjuipment, amplifiers and
channel equipment and the outlets to

classes; the telecasting and receiving

equipment is furnished by the school

system.

Pictures were al.so shown of various

Bell Svstem school installations.

Methodists To Test Buying
Of Films Instead Of Rental
A proposal to put religious motion

pictures into local churches on an out-

right purchase instead of rental basis

is being tested by the Television,

Radio and Film Commission of The
Methodist Church. If mass response

proves this feasible, according to its

proponents, it will overcome the diffi-

culty of advance scheduling and pre-

viewing, and will encourage repeated

didactic use of religious motion pic-

tures before small groups in place of

occasional "showing."

The project calls for the use of Smm

PIXMOBILE® AUDIO-
LANGUAGE LABORATORY FURNITURE

Designed
to Accommo-

date All Types of

Electronic Equipment
of Any Manufacturer

Combining strength and beauty, Pixmobile^ Audio-Ed Language Lab-

oratory Furniture is now more attractive than ever. New gracefully

curved lines provide an appearance that enriches any classroom. All-

steel construction gives the strength and durability to withstand years

of classroom use.

Any type of electronics equipment may be used in this furniture,

allowing the school maximum flexibility in its planning. And it is

available with a glass or plexiglass front, an acoustical front or a

convertible top. The outstanding quality built into Pixmobile® is the

basis for its widespread acceptance throughout the United States

and Canada.
Please write for information and literature

ADVANCE PRODUCTS COMPANY
2300 East Douglas Avenue / ^A/ichita, Kansas

magnetic .sound projectors with films

that have already seen other uses.

Initial color films include Stop Driv-

ing Us Crazy, One Love—Conflicting
Faiths, Maramba of Southern
Rhodesia, Talking Hands, and A
Better World Begins With Me.

Total cost of the five films, plus an
Eastman Kodak Sound-8 projector

and a 30x40 inch Da-Lite lenticular

screen, is set at $398. The program,
projected to start October 1, is based
on a "Film-of-the-Month" membership
commitment to purchase not less than

three titles in each 12-month period

in a price range from $13 to $43. If

the anticipated response materializes,

the program will serve a membership
of 5,000 Methodist Churches.

Calendar.
May 6-9—ABP's Annual Manage-

ment Conference at The Home-
stead, Hot Springs, Ark.

May 14-18— 18th Armual Conference

of the American Society of Train-

ing directors, at the Statler-Hilton

Hotel in Dallas, Texas.

May 1 5-1 6—4th Annual Meeting of

the Council on Medical TV, Clini-

cal Center, National Institutes of

Health, Bethesda, Md., followed by

the Annual Medical-Dental T\'

Workshop on May 16-17 at the Na-

tional Naval Medical Center in

Bethesda.

May 1 8-1 9—D e s i g n and Drafting

Seminar, sponsored by American

Institute for Design and Drafting

and the School of Business and

Public Administration, Universit\

College of Washington, St. Louis,

Mo.

May 22 — National Science Teachers

Association Teaching Machine
Workshop, Statler-Hilton Hotel,
New York City.

June 4-5 - NVPA ( National Visuiil

Presentation Association) 9th Da\

of Visuals, Hotel Roosevelt, Neu
York City.

June 1 4-1 6—National Conference and

Film Festival, Industry Film Pro-

ducers Association, UCLA, Los An-

geles.

June 1 7-23—American Library Asso-

ciation annual confi-rence, Miami
Beach.

July 15-19-The National A-V Insti-

tute (one-week business seminar on

A-V sales and management), jointly

sponsored by NAVA and the A-V
Center, Indiana University, Bloom-
ington, Ind. I n d i a n a University

campus.
July 21 -25-NAVA- National Audio-

Visual Asscoiation, Inc. — Conven-
tion at the Morrison Hotel, Chicago.
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Wouldn't you know it,

the Jack Benny School counted
pennies on Venetian blinds.

This is a typical classroom in the

lew Jack Benny Junior High School
n Waukegan, Illinois. Just completed,
ihis school was meant to be a show-
Dlace — one of the best-planned, best-

squipped of its kind.

So what happened? Well you know
Jack Benny. Catch his namesake
throwing money around. When they
Dought Venetians, they got the best

at a bargain — then made them do an
extra job I

What did they buy? Flexalum Twi-
Nighters — the only blinds where all the

components were engineered to make
an integrated whole. This makes Twi-

Nighters last much longer, because
they operate with so much less strain.

The Board also liked the way the

spring-tempered aluminum slats, with

their two-coat baked enamel finish, the

wipe-clean plastic tapes, and self-

lubricating filter, cut down on main-
tenance costs. (And the patented,
crash-proof cord lock that prevents
injuries and property loss.)

But what really clinched it was the

Twi-Nighter's light control. The Board
found they could make Twi-Nighters

double for audio-visual blinds. How?
By pulling them down and closing
them. With these blinds that's all you

have to do to make a room dark
enough for unstreaked projection of

all but the most light-critical audio-

visual aids.

(For fine-line detail, microscopic
slide or very subtle color projection,

specify our Audio-Visuals with light

trap side-channels. They make any
room absolutely light-tight.)

Both Flexalum Twi-Nighters and
Audio-Visuals carry a 5-year guarantee
bonded by the Continental Casualty
Company and backed by Bridgeport

Brass. Write for specifications to

Bridgeport Brass Co. (Hunter Douglas
Div.), 30 Grand St., Bridgeport 2, Conn.

TWI-NIGHTER & AUDIO-VISUAL BLINDS
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How to Save Time
—Money in Your

Audio-Visual

Program

H

Rear Projection Unit sboum is the portable
Wilson Movie-Mover

Today, hundreds of schools have turned

to rear projection units that utilize

their present projectors— and guaran-

tee to produce sharp, clear images in

fully lighted rooms. Because these units

are easily moved (they roll on 4" ball-

bearing casters), every classroom can

become an audio-visual room.

Thus audiovisualists are able to realize

one of their primary goals—the utiliza-

tion of films and filmstrips in each and
every classroom.

The cost of an excellent rear projection

unit— equipped with a Lenscreen by
Polacoat— is usually less than the cost

of darkening a single room!

Lenscreen gives sharp, clear pictures in

black and white or in full fidelity color

—all in lighted rooms.

To get complete information on how to

save time and money on your audio-

visual program — plus being able to

achieve an effective method of showing
films— fill out and mail this coupon
today.

POLACOAT, INCORPORATED
9700 Conklin Rd., Blue Ash, Ohio

Please send the Lenscreen informa-

tion kit.

Name

School

Address

City Zone. . . .

State

Screen ^Reflections;

40 Years Ago

N'elson Greene announced that Edu-
cat'umal Screen would publish Dr.

Joseph J. Webber'.s doctoral disserta-

tion titled Comparative Effectiveness

of Some Visual Aids in Seventh Grade
Instruction. "It is one of the first

authoritative contributions to the seri-

ous literature of visual education. The
importance of Mr. Webber's work has
already been widely recognized by
scholars, and the publication of his re-

sults in book form is a significant

event."
» « «

Among those attending the annual
meeting of The National Academy of
Visual Instruction at Lexington, Ken-
tucky, were Alfred W. Abrams, chief
of the Bureau of Visual Instruction,

University of the State of New York,
"the staunch supporter of the lantern
slide as an effective visual aid in

educational procedure."

"One of the younger group of Acad-
emy members was F. Dean McClusky,
instructor in education, University of
Illinois, who gave an interesting re-

port of a research project carried on at

the University of Chicago last year."

"The members of the Academy went
on record as favoring the general use
of the standard width film in educa-
tional work." The members of the
Academy seemed unanimous in their
opposition to the adoption of a narrow
\vidth non inflammable film for school
use which woiJd prohibit the use of
standard width film in the schools.

A quotation from Dr. Carlos E. Cum-
mings, director of visual education,
Buffalo Society of Natural Sciences:
"I make the statement that in my
opinion lantern slides, properly select-

ed and properly explained by an ex-
pert teacher, can be used to a better
advantage in routine educational work
than the average moving picture film
available today, with its manifold
troubles with booth, operator, and
other legal restrictions and control."

o o o

This is another quotation: In an inter-

view of Thomas A Edison, published
in Photoplay magazine, he said:

"There are many things in the way
of the educational picture yet: Boards
of Education, teachers, school book

publishers, the textbook trusts-that
is a powerful group. They will have to

be interested first."

Among the educational motion pic-

tures announced was one from the
National Non-Theatrical Motion Pic-

tures titled, "Life of the Humble Bean"
(silent, of course.)

O O A

And beheve it or not, this was publish-
ed in Educational Screen in a critique

of the threjitrical motion picture The
Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse:
"The incomparably beautiful Alice
Terry plays Madame Laurier with a
strength that matches perfectly the
genius of Valentino. In that supreme

THE ORIGINAL
TEACHING MACHINE

The original teaching machine, 'lis said.

Could redden the "cheeks" yet dear the

head.

It reached the seat of each little problem
As teachers learned this quick way to

solve 'em.

But alas—like the little red schoolhousr
of yore

The paddle machine can be used no
mori'.

Courtes.v Neumade Products Corp

moment when Julio cries that Laurier s

wife belongs to him, and his lips

creep tenderly, himgrily from Mar-
guerite's lips down the long slender

throat to her shoulder, and his hands
slip possessingly over her breasts in

the passionate embrace of her sur-

render, the silver sheet realizes acting

(Continued on page 248)
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V^M TAPE RECORDERS
make advanced teaching

techniques easier!

Ac^ ^^ADD+A+TRACK''®
Any Instructor's Most Valuable Teaching Toot!

Versatile V-IWAclc!+A+Track"i'offcrsun\im-

ited opportunities for powerfully effective

teaching methods! A teacher records lessons;

then, or at any later time, the student records

on another track while lislening to the teacher's

recording. On play-back, both recordings are

heard simultaneously! Student track may be

re-recorded any number of times without af-

fecting the teacher's or master track.

V-M 'tape-o-matic'* Stereophonic Tape Re-

corder with "ADD+ArTRACK"' -Model
722—$259.95* List. Records Stereophon-

ically; plays-back 2 or 4Track stereo tapes.

Twin Microphones. Dual Tuning Eye and Vol-

ume Controls. Also Available V-M Stereo-Play-

back Model 720 with "ADD+A+TRACK"?-
$225.00* List.

V-M 'tape-o-matic''i' Tape Recorder— Model
730—$169.95* List. Monaural Record and
Play-back of all three popular tape speeds—
7'/2. 3%, 1^8 ips. Compact, Lightweight (Only

21 lbs.) New 3-position Microphone.

ALL V-M TAPE RECORDERS INCORPORATE THESE

QUALITY FEATURES:

• Push-Button Controls afford

simplified operation.

• High-Frequency Response and

Fidelity to detect complete voice

range differences. Highly beneficial

to speech and speech therapy

students!

• Input and Output Jacks permit

recorder to be used in sound treat-

ed rooms from a control booth.

• Shut-Off Switch automatically

shuts-off power supply . . . teacher

concentrates on students, not

recorder!

• Monitor switch for use of re-

corder as an Ear-trainer with ear-

phones, as a P.A. system, or to

utilize amplifier in the recorder

with a second sound source, such

as a phonograph!

Unite Sight and Sound for More Efficient Instruction!

V-M Slide-Projector Synchronizer—Model 1412—
$49.95* List. V-M Synchronizer adds inaudible

slide-change cues to tape recorded commentary.

On play-back, cues actuate remote-control projector,

automatically advancing slides at times selected!

V-M OFFERS A COMPLETE "AUDIO LEARNING CENTER" PROPOSAL from one unit to as many as your language laboratory requires. Write for information

*lnstitutional Prices Available Upon Request.
V-M CORPORATION, Dept. ES-561

305 Territorial Road, Benton Harbor. Michigan

Please send me additional information, without obligation, on V-M
Tape Recorders and ' 'Audio Learning Center" proposal.

USIC

V-M CORPORATION • BEttTON HARBOR, MICHIGAN
KNOWN FOR THE FINEST IN RECORD CHANGERS, PHONOGRAPHS AND TAPE RECORDERS

NAME.

ADDRESS.

CITY ZONE. , STATE.
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ONLY WILSON
A-V Tables have this

Unconditional

Year

Guarantee

Whether you purchase one or 100 tables,

your investment is fully protected for 5 years

offer date of purchase.

Wilson tables are designed and manufactur-

ed for your needs with bold new ideas that

hove made them the most imitated line of

A-V tables in the industry.

Modern manufacturing and notionwide dis-

tributing methods have introduced efficien-

cies, lowered overhead so that Wilson tables

cost no more . . . yet hove plus features

that include cord bracket, optional built-in

electrical assembly, 1/4" foom rubber pad,

chip resistant silicone base enamel, ball

bearing, self-leveling casters with anti-

shimmy spring, and maintenance-free fully

-welded rolled edge safety steel that holds

10 times normal projector load.

H. WILSON CORPORATION
546 W. 119th St. Chicago 28, III.

World's leading manufacturer of A-V tables

and rear projection units.

Please send free literature on tab es for use

with:

16mm, filmstrip, slide

projectors.

ond opaque

overhead projectors, tape recorders.

record players, etc.

Educational Television

School

City «

248

^tnttf

Screen

(Continued from Page 246)

of a sort the American man can never

attain. It takes a finesse of old world

tradition and Latin inheritance to

make such a scene—not coarse, not

sensual, but fiercely, frankly the

Grand Passion." (silent, of course.)

25 Years Ago
Pathegrams announced, to be re-

leased about May 24, 1937, England's

Coronation, a 350-foot sound motion

picture for $11.95. The 360-foot si-

lent version, $7.20. "These longer edi-

tions will include with the pictures of

the Coronation, taken from preferred

official positions, an historically ac-

curate presentation of British royalty

since 1900, making them especially

valuable for school film libraries."

o o o

"The anti-war documentary film.
Dealers In Death, exposing the mu-
nitions racket, was shown to an as-

sembly of students and teachers at

John H. Francis Polytechnic High
School, Los Angeles, and the reports

gathered from the group after the

showing testify to the effectiveness of

the film's appeal for peace."

o o o

It was reported that "at least 28 uni-

versity extension bureaus and teacher

training institutions that have develop-

ed circulating film libraries. There are

97 full-time directors of visual educa-

tion in the United States."

« o o

A new department was started in

Educational Screen conducted by Wes-
ley Greene. It was titled "Foreign

Films for Educational Institutions" and
dealt with college foreign film
showings.

o o o

"Ray-Bell Films, Inc., announces the

release of four special Alka-Seltzer

films. For these productions, Ray-Bell

Films brought the famous radio act

"Uncle Ezra and The Hoosier Hot
Shots," from Chicago. The films were
made in color, using the new Cine-

color process, and in actual sound."

o « o

The Cordon Company announced that

"the most comprehensive textbook in

visual education. Visualizing The Cur-

riculum, by Hoban, Hoban, and Zis-

man, would be ready May 20th. Ed-
gar Dale .said, "It is thoughtful, com-
plete, psychologically and pedagogical-

ly sound. A genuine contribution to

the whole field."

10 Years Ago
"Biggest educational TV news of the

month was the Federal Communica-
tion Commission's action in mid-April

setting aside 242 channels exclusiveK

for non-commercial educational use.'

A commission to study needs in tht

state of Florida for a more adequate

program of audiovisual education on

the state level is being set up by the

Florida State Audio-Visual Education

Association according to an announce-

ment by Edgar Lane, president.

o o e

Brandon Films announced that its

foreign feature release Passion For

Life was awarded a special citation by

the Education Writers Association "for

the manner in which the film com-

bines high entertainment value with

skillful interpretation of issues that

are influencing the development oi

public education in most free countries

today."
o o o

J

Coronet received an honor medal
award from the Freedoms Foundation

for its timely series of films. Are Yote

Ready for Service?

"George P. Myles has been appointed

assistant director in charge of public

relations for the Film Council of

America. Formerly administrative as-;

sistant and editor of the FCA's The\

Film Counselor, Mr. Myles is nowi

responsible for FCA public relations,

publications and promotional
literature."

o . o

"National Audio-Visual Association

headquarters have moved to larger

office space at 2540 Eastwood Avenue,

Evanston, Illinois."

o o e

In his Record On Review column. Max
Bildersee announced four albums of

historical recordings, the first releases

of a new company. Enrichment Rec-

ords. He said, "We have waited a

long time to hear recordings on Ameri-

can history prepared with the child in

mind. Wo have waited for recordings

offering a ring of authenticity allowing

for the necessary freedom of author-

ship and dramatics. And we haver

found them." I
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When you get the go-ahead for educational television

who will deliver the picture?

"In the Hagerstown experiment, we found we could rely on the local Bell

Telephone Company's facilities and know-how to put the highest quality

victure in our classrooms." Robert F. Lesher-Coordlnator of Washington County, Maryland,

Closed-Circuit Educational Television Project

In June. 1956. the Washington County. Maryland.

School Board gave the go-ahead for the first county-

wide educational television system in the nation.

''We were prepared to handle the construction and

operation of the studio and classroom facilities," said

ETV Coordinator Bob Lesher, "but not to set up and

maintain a multi-channel, closed-circuit transmission

system that would connect them. This required equip-

ment and technical know-how we didn't have on hand

or have time to develop.

Servicing by Bell Telephone engineers assures trouble-tree signal

in Hagerstown schools at all times.

"The Bell Telephone people right here in Hagers-

town had both. By securing television channels and

equipment from them and using their trained per-

sonnel, we avoided construction, engineering and right-

of-way problems. And we knew we could rely on the

telephone company's service and maintenance and be

assured of highest quality signal transmission."

The Hagerstown experiment, with Bell System en-

gineers continuing to deliver the picture, has grown

to a permanent network of six channels teaching 18,900

students in 44 schools.

Out of their experience with this and several other

educational TV systems, the Bell Telephone System

has developed a new. low-cost transmission service

that meets the specific needs of educational television

in school areas of every size. It's available through

the Bell Telephone Company in your community. Cal'

the Manager of the local office. He'll give you fu

information on this service and show you how it cr

be adapted to your ETV plans.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTF



Before you buy any 16mm projector . .

.

r,OMPARE SOUND QUALITY FROM RCA
The RCA 16mm Projector reproduces sound through a separate speaker and
baffle. The result: you hear sound coming from the only place where sound
should come from . . . the picture area. This RCA idea about correct speaker

location conforms to professional (SMPTE) specifications.

And what a sound ! RCA's acoustically correct speaker and baffle are powered

by a 15-watt amplifier (conservatively rated) to give you excellent response and
fine-fidelity reproduction of both highs and lows, no matter how demanding
the sound track.

RCA reputation in sound harks back more than 40 years. All that experience

stands behind the quality sound you'll hear from an RCA 16mm Projector at

your RCA Dealer's. He's listed in your classified directory under "Motion Picture

Equipment and Supplies." Call him . . . and listen! Or write, RCA Educational

Electronic Products, Meadow Lands, Pa.

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
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Compare
RCA
in all

ive Key Projector

Qualities

Quality sound . . . powerful

amplifier delivers room-filling

sound . . . separate acoustically

baffled speaker coordinates

sound source with picture . . .

excellent fidelity reproduction

of highs and lows.

Film protection . . . begins with

big 16-tooth sprockets to han-

dle film without dangerous sharp

bends . . . sprocket shoe "floats"

film . . . feather-touch aperture

plate.

Low-cost operation . . . induc-

tion-type motor provides years

of quiet trouble-free service . . .

"Stellite" claw mechanism op-

erates more easily for longer

wear . . . lubrication is built-in.

Ease of operation . . . from

thread-easy film path. ..through

convenient one-side controls . .

.

to one-switch rewind . . . swing-

out lamp housing . . . single

switch operation, too.

Light on screen . . . 1200-watt

lamp for bright, sharp pictures

. . . picture sharp and clear to

edges for theatrical "framing."

C. K. Miller of Ohio State

Is 1962 DAVI President
The Department of Audiovisual In-

struction (DAVI) of the National

Education Association, concluded its

annual ctjnvention in Kansas City,

Mo., (March 25-30) with Clyde K.

Miller, director of audiovisual educa-

tion for the Ohio State Department

of Education, installed as president

for the next year.

William H. Allen, director of re-

search, Department of Cinema, Uni-

versity of Southern California, Los

Angeles, was installed as vice presi-

dent.

DAVI delegates also approved res-

olutions seeking federal funds to fur-

ther the training of teachers in the use

of new instructional media, to ex-

pand research in the media and to

translate research results more quick-

ly into classroom practice. In addi-

tion, they also approved resolutions

seeking a greater flow across inter-

national boarders of information about

educational technology, and also a

greater flow of audiovisual materials,

incuding films, audio and video tapes.

Announcement of results of the an-

nual mail ballot education of new of-

ficers for next year was made at the

meeting. Dr. Allen will take over as

DAVI president at the close of the

1963 convention in Denver next April.

Don G. Williams, director of audio-

visual instruction at the University of

Kansas City, will be installed as vice

president, along with three delegates-

at-large.

They are: Robert O. Hall, director

of audiovisual services, Alameda
County State College, Hayward, Cali-

fornia; Mrs. Ernestine Runner, di-

rector of audiovisual education, San
Bernardino County (California)

Schools; and Robert W. Wagner, di-

rector of motion pictures division,

Ohio State University, Columbus.
The association awarded a $500

scholarship for graduate work in

Left to right: Ernest Tiemann, director.

Visual Instruction Bureau, U. of Texas,

outgoing president; Clyde K. Miller, di-

rector of AV education, Ohio State Dept.

of Education, DAVI president; William

H. Allen, U. of Southern California, vice

president.

audiovisual education to Stuart A.

Selby, instructor of English at

Teachers College, Columbia Univer-

sity, New York, and presented awards

of merit to twelve audiovisual experts.

Receiving merit awards for out-

standing contributions in the field of

audiovisual education were:

A. C. Boerlin, in charge of Audio
Visual Aids Library, Pennsylvania

State University, University Park, Pa.;

Melvin E. Brodshaug, School of Com-
munications, Boston University, Bos-

ton, Mass.; Mrs. Kathryn B. Greywacz,

director. New Jersey State Museum,
Trenotn, N. J.; J. W. Grimmon, di-

rector, Audio-Visual Education, De-
partment of Education, Province of

Ontario, Toronto, Ontario; Harry
Haworth, director. Audiovisual Serv-

ices, Pasadena City Schools, Pasadena

,

Calif, (retired); E. F. Holliday, super-

visor. Visual Education Branch, De-
partment of Education, Province of

Saskatchewan, Regina, Saskatchewan.

The DAVI convention next year is

to be held in Denver, April 21-26.

Officials of the Department of Audiovisual Instruction seen at a business meeting: left

to right—Ernest Tiemann; Anna L. Hyer, executive secretary; Robert Snyder, assistant

secretary; William H. Allen.
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HERE'S

SOMETHING

iNUEVO!

NOUVEAU!

NEUE!

NEW!

THE TURNER 588 (WITH HINGED BASE)

Da! The Turner Model 588 is truly le microphone

tres nouveau, specially designed for language labs.

The 588 is more noise-free than goose-neck language

lab microphones. And the shock mounted, hinged

base folds down with 2" clearance for desk-type

booths. iEs verdad! Can be safely locked away for

the nicht, or whenever it's not in use. Its crystal

interior gives clear, precise voice reproduction, per-

forms with distinction in any fixed installation.

The 588 features an attractive chrome finish diecast

microphone housing. Its output level is —56 db; fre-

quency response, 50^ -10,000 cps, list price only $24.50.

Also available in dynamic and ceramic models. Get
Turner Model 588's for your language lab. iComprendo?

THE TURNER MICROPHONE COMPANY
952 I7th Street, N.E.. Cedar Rapids. lOwa

IN CANADA: Tri-Tel Associates.
81 Shepard Ave. West.
Willowdale. Ontario

EXPORT; Ad Auriema, inc.

85 Broad Street,

New York 4, N. Y,
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editorial

The
Psychological

It is indeed presumptuous for one to pick a few words from tens

of thousands and label them as unusually significant. Probably

hurulreds of thousands of words were spoken at the recent super-

eminent DAVI conference at Kansas City. If only a few of these

words were really heard, and will be acted upon, education could

be magnificently enriched.

Let me dare to sort out a single idea and a few words to focus

upon. These belonged to Dr. Kimball Wiles of the University of

Florida. He gave them to you to act upon, if you will. He said that

much attention had been given lately to adolescents who drop out

of school. But "an even more sensational problem," he pointed

out, "is the psychological drop-out who remains in the classroom."

These are the students for whom there is no communication. They

^,^ are confronted by courses and methods that assure them only

T^f00-\3llt failure. "If they are to remain emotionally healthy . . . they must^ ^^Jr ^^ reject the school or themselves . . . they reject the school ... and

become psychologically isolated from the meaningless activities in

their classrooms. . .

."

No, we are not going to claim that we in the audiovisual field

can solve this problem easily. But any who know today's teaching

problems, and especially those in city high schools, know the

severity of the problem Dr. Wiles has identified. Those with special

knowledge of audiovisual and other instructional materials may see

at once special implications for them. They do have a responsibility

to help, even though they alone could not solve the problem of the

psychological drop-out.

Newer educational media hold the promise of surer communica-

tion with larger number of learners. They hold the promise of

seizing the attention and interest of the potential psychological

drop-out. They hold the promise of providing learning experiences

full of meaning for most everyone. New materials and methods can

explain more clearly and bring to poorer readers and slower learners

the opportunity to succeed-the opportunity for feeling adequate

and worthy.

So you are using all these newer media?-motion pictures, ETV
programs, new slide sets and filmstrips, tape recordings, and even

programs of learning? You still have psychological drop-outs, you

say? Let me ask a few questions: Are you using enough, well

enough? What is "enough?" Are they the right ones? Who selects

them? Do teachers have them when they need them most? Do you

know as much about what Dr. Wiles was talking about as your

. ^ _ , curriculum director does? Do you know as much about what makes

I^aUl C. Keea ^ student tick as you do about a TV receiver? Do you work for,

with, or against the others in your school with a responsibility

for learning?

We know it is easier to raise questions like these than to find

the answers. But it is almost impossible to find answers for ques-

tions that are never raised! From all we saw and heard at the great

DAVI meeting in Kansas City, it was clear that people were find-

ing new and old answers for their questions. They left, however,

with countless new challenges and problems to meet and solve.

Some may even have left with the feeling that if they fail to solve

these new problems, they run the risk, themselves, of becoming

psychological drop-outs from the audiovisual field even

if they continue to come to meetings!
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At left: benefits to the teacher which are gained front

prodiining some of his own audiovisual materials.

Producing Your Own Materials

by Robert E. Ness

JL EACHERS can produce materials that will add to

the efficiency of classroom presentations. They can be

displayed as pass-outs, on bulletin boards, on flannel

boards, or used in the opaque projector. But with all

the commercially prepared materials available, is it

worth the time and effort on the teacher's part?

Let's look at some of the reasons why teachers need

to prepare their own materials: ( 1 ) They can produce

materials which correlate better with their instruction-

al goals; (2) it will give them a better knowledge of

the material content; ( 3 ) teachers will develop abilities

to discriminate, select, and evaluate; (4) new tech-

niques will be learned; (5) ego and pride will be

satisfied; (6) saving of money.

The ideal set-up is to have one central area in the

school devoted to preparation of teaching materials;

if this is not possible, the classroom wall suffice. The

novice in production of materials should begin by

planning for three basic areas: mounting, lettering,

and coloring. Each of these interacts with the other

and they are separated only for descriptive reasons.

Mounting Materials: Two clean and effective

methods for mounting materials are dry and rubber cement

mounting. The basic materials needed to perform these

types of moimting are rubber cement, waxpaper, and card-

board for rubber cement mounting; and a dry mounting

press, tacking iron, dry mounting tissue, and cardboard for

the dry mounting method. A trimming board of paper cut-

ter is recommended to increase the attractiveness of the

mounts. Two hundred dollars should be a sufficient

amount to provide 15 teachers with enough materials and

equipment to get started in this area of local production.

Why should pictures and charts be mounted? Generally

there are five reasons: (1) to protect and insure longer

life; (2) to emphasize their values; (3) easier to display;

Bob Ness is assistant audiovu?ual director of the

York Film Library, York, Pa. He has worked for

the AV department of the York City Schools, and

has studied as a graduate assistant in the AV
department at Indiana University.
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(4) easier to store; (5) easier to use in the opaque

projector.

Dry mounting is better for permanent purposes and

rubber cement will do for shorter periods. Simple operating

instructions accompany all dry mounting presses and one

could improvise if he wishes or must by using a regular

household pressing iron. Materials suitable for dry mount-

ing in the press range from 37 inches in width to almost

unlimited length. Magazine pages, student work, paper

maps, photographs and illustrations are indicative of

materials suitable for mounting. Maintaining a tear-sheet

file from magazines is a wise ventiu-e for teachers who
appreciate the values of mounting pictures.

Lettering Materials: Many teachers believe lettering

requires great artistic ability but research has shown that

this is not necessarily true. Today many good and practical

methods for lettering are available. In planning a small

production center, the choices for lettering devices are

numerous. They include rubber stamps, cut-outs, stencils

with pens, mechanical, and paste ups. In addition to the

lettering equipment, the teacher will need good inks, rulers,

a T-square, drawing paper, poster or lettering board, mask-

ing tape and other miscellaneous materials.

An assortment of crow quill and speed ball pens will

round out the lettering area. With this equipment, teach-

ers can produce posters, signs, charts, graphs, diagrams,

captions and letter-on transparencies. One hundred and

fifty dollars could supply 15 teachers with enough ma-

terials and equipment for this aspect of production.

Coloring Materials: Color gives that added touch

to a poster, sign, chart, diagram or transparency that

draws the attention of the learner and helps to complete

communication. The beginner in this area of production

should consider asing color adhesives, transparent water

colors, various types of inks, opaque water colors, slide

crayons and colored pencils. Fifty dollars should be

enough for these materials for 15 teachers.

Another thing to watch for in purchasing and using

coloring materials is whether it needs to be opaque or

transparent. As teachers become more experienced and de-

sire to do more advanced work, they should consider the

use of the air brush.

If the above techniques, materials and equipment are

used seriously, creatively and with ciireful planning the

desirable values of audiovisual materials in teaching should

be greatly enhanced.

The Future A program such as mentioned in

this article will suffice for only a short period of time. As

teachers become interested in production work, they will

gain experience which will enable them to see the value

of producing their own materials and will be stimulated

to advance to other areas of production.

When planning to add to this kind of production pro-

gram, teachers should investigate the use of photography,

making slides and film strips, making three-dimensional

materials and duplicating techniques. These production

methods will round out the basic set-up and help enrich

the overall program.

Plans for a Future Production Center
I. Dry Mounting

2.Storage

3. Lettering

4 Coloring

5. Wet Mounting

6. Utility Table

7 Photography (copy)

8. Darkroom
9. Duplicating

10. Main Storage
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Ineffective "E" LINE "Effective

Total Contribution"
to Educative Process

inaccessible "A" LINE Accessible 4
The 'A' Line

and the E L/lIie

by Owen R. Bliven

X HE harassing problem of how to make instructional

media readily available to teachers when the needs

arise has been an occupational plague of audiovisual

personnel and has been aptly illustrated by Dr. Fors-

dale's presentation of the "A" line ( "The Dream About
8mm Sound Film," EdScreen & AVGuide, February,

1962).

A question realistically facing educators (which in-

clude audiovisual personnel) is how to communicate
educational concepts and understandings to pupils

more effectively and efficiently in the light of an

expanding curriculum. Making tools and materials

accessible in order to provide an answer to this ques-

tion appears to be only a partial consideration. If

teaching materials are readily accessible but are poor-

ly designed (ineffective), the total contribution to the

educative process is inhibited. Conversely, materials

extremely effective but practically inaccessible fail to

accomplish the educational communication task. The
area of concern is to insure fulfillment of the educa-

tive process by making the teaching tools both acces-

sible and effective.

Hence the predicated formulae advanced to the

reader is that accessibility plus effectiveness equal the

total conirihution to the educative process. This can be
illustrated by adding to the "A" line a parallel con-

tinuum designated as an "E" line symbolizing effec-

tiveness. The combination of these two lines equal the

total contribution to the educative process.

If we are concerned about the total contribution to

the educative process, it is requisite that we under-

stand the educative process and work toward that

understanding. The learner must be provided with a

purposeful environment which includes a variety of

stimuli causing interaction with the learner. This re-

quires readily accessible teaching tools which are

effective learning aids.

To be readily accessible does not necessarily mean
that all the teacher has to do is flick a switch or reach
into the magic hat. A self-contained classroom should

be equipped with an array of equipment and materials

commonK- required by the teacher. Special purjiose

tools can be housed centrally in the building. More
specialized equipment and materials can be supplied

from a regional or system-owned curriculum aids

center. To be eftective, teaching aids have to be used
at the right moment; and how often this moment
occurs dictates how accessible they must be.

Much of the material supplied in this manner is

available for teacher use and can be scheduled to con-

form to the advance planning that should go into class-

room preparation. It is recognized that there is still a
need for constant attention to making aids more readi-

ly available through better cataloging techniques, and
better systems organization to facilitate scheduling
and distribution; they must be made more effective by
proper evaluation and selection, by in-service educa-
tion, and by constantly up-dating materials and equip-

ment. Conversely, a particular film, because of sea-

sonal usage, may draw a departmental group into

assemblage to plan for a large-group presentation

with sufficient preparation and follow-up classroom
instruction.

Effectiveness can be accomplished in many ways.
Specific suggestions include:

1. Curriculum aids should be properly constructed

in accordance to the educational needs for which

Owen Bliven is curriculum aids consultant far the
Kenmore Public Schools, Kenmore, N. Y. In previ-

ous posts he has been president of the cooperative

film library at Oneonta State Teachers College
(N. Y.) and has also served as president of the
Western New York Audiovisual Council.
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This photo, taken at llie WNED-TV studios, Buffalo, N. Y., tlopicts—in a soienne presentation

for second grade- an effective TV instruction scene which re<inired a great deal of preparation

I more that a classroom teacher can normally afford), with ihi' most effective teacher availahle.

they are mandated. A criteria for evaluation and

selection is required which will further this end.

Suggestions for selecting and evaluating new ma-

terials for our school district include:

a) Does this correlate to the curriculum in the

required area?

b) Is the organization of content clear and effec-

tive?

c) Does it provide a significant contribution to

learning? Does this accomplish that which

cannot be accomplished better in some other

way.'^

Is it authentic and accurate?

e) Are teaching concepts effectively developed?

2. Effective utilization of the best available teach-

ing tools. Materials can be both extremely ef-

fective and accessible, but poor utilization by

teachers may restrict the effectiveness. A chronic

problem dealt with by in-service groups is how to

make more effective use of existing materials and

equipment rather than contriving new tools

which may be more accessible but less effective.

It is important to inove teaching tools along on both

the "A" and the "E" line toward the plus end. If ma-

terials cannot be movetl from the negative end of the

"E" line then efforts to make this media more accessi-

ble are futile. If a tool is found to be extremely accessi-

ble, further efforts to promote its use should be post-

poned until it is shown that effective use is evident.

The media found to be most effective requires con-

stant effort to make it more readily available.

A cnrrii'iilum aids consultant selecting materials for teachers to

utilize in their classroom. A well stocked curriculum aids cen-

ter, housing materials that are not in constant use hy teachers,

can supply materials (piickly at the lime when required. Ma-

terials are selected hy the teachers according to their needs.

The most effective and accessible tool or technique

thtis far discovered has been the teacher. This fact il-

lustrates that even the most accessible and effective

thing (excuse: teacher) requires reinforcement from a

deluge of additional tools, techniques, tricks, gimmicks,

all of which fall somewhere on the "A" and "E" line.

(Continued on page 259)
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The

Sophisticated

World

Of

Mr. Matton

a command to all video tape playbacks to reproduce

the lesson devoted to the subject being taught. Each
student, seated at his desk, would view the sight-and-

sound material on his individual television monitor,

meanwhile listening with earphones. Then he would
turn to his electronic teaching machine and answer
questions concerning the material. Answers would
flow to the computer where thev would be analyzed

and graded.

An assessment of the work of each student would be
reported automatically to him through the electric

typewriter on his desk. Typewritten instructions would
then direct each student's ensuing activities. If the

student had answered some of the questions in error,

the computer would direct the student's individual

video tape playback to present again only those por-

tions of the tape which related to the questions an-

swered in error. Following this review, the electric

typewriter imder the control of the computer would

direct the student to answer additional questions on

the electronic teaching machine.

The video tapes had been prepared with great care

from specially-designed materials: charts, diagrams,

textbooks, models, slide films, motion picture films—

the entire Hst of primary teaching aids. Here was no
hit-or-miss use of commt^rcially-available products.

Rather, everything had been tailor-made for this par-

ticular class. For example, a film designed to be shown
at a precise time during the course to convey specific

information had been produced, tested, revised, then

taped. Equally careful thought had gone into each

segment of the instructional plan to derive maximum

by R. Verle Johnson

M,.R. MATTON was busily preparing for the day's

teaching duties. The students would soon arrive in the

classroom; everything must be in order.

Mr. Matton's own future was at stake.

This was to be the first test of the world's most

sophisticated classroom. If it were successful, it would

introduce an entirely new concept of education.

; The most modem devices developed to further in-

dividual classroom instruction were instantly available

here upon command. Each student's desk had been

equipped with an individual video tape playback, a

television monitor, an electronic teaching machine, an

electric typewriter, and a bank of push-buttons for

roll-call and tnie-or-false response to questions—all

designed to reduce the routine and unproductive ef-

forts of the teacher.

The heart of the entire group of instructional aids

was the digital data computer, already in operation at

the rear of the classroom. It was the center of a com-

plex of electrical circuitry. On it the day's activities

had been programmed to the split-second for maxi-

mum utilization of classroom time.

According to plan, the computer first would issue
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benefit from each breakthrough in the appHcation of

science to the teaching art.

Of course, the question has been raised as to the

necessity of even having a teacher assigned to such a

modern educational laboratory. Several educational

consultants had pointed out that there was really very

little for a teacher to do.

The consensus of the Board of Education, however,

was that some deference should be made to tradition,

at least during the transitory phase. As a result, a

compromise was effected, and the decision was made
to utilize the capabilities of Mr. Matton for the time

being.

And there were tasks that Mr. Matton could do

very well, indeed. While the computer hummed an

accompaniment in the background, Mr. Matton's fin-

gers moved with precision, deftly threading a video

tape through a playback head.

As one playback was readied and he turned to an-

other, Mr. Matton also hummed softly to himself. It

is necessary to be philosophical about one's life work.

Teaching techniques have changed; so too the quali-

fications of a teacher must needs change. Mr. Matton

was anything but an obstructionist, a complainer. He
did the job which was assigned to him and did it well.

At last everything was prepared. And just in time.

Down the corridor came the clatter of approaching

footsteps, the murmur of voices. In a moment the

students would be entering the door and taking their

seats.

Then, with a sputter and flash, a fuse exploded in

the main power fuse box.

The hum of the computer ceased, its myriad of

blinking lights darkened. Television screens on the

students' desks went to black.

And the servomechanism inside Mr. Matton's arm
came to a stop.

As the students entered the classroom, they became
aware of the wisp of smoke rising from within the

body of Mr. O. Tom Matton, the world's first elec-

tronic teacher. The morning sunlight reflected harshly

from his metallic face. At the very moment of his

triumph, he was struck down by a short circuit.

Today, Mr. Matton would require a substitute teach-

er from the human race.

Verle Johnson, owner of R. Verle Johnson Asso-

ciates, Peekskill, N. Y., works mostly as a writer

or as a consultant on motion picture films and TV
productions for the Army and for such firms as

Sun Oil Co. and Minneapolis-Honeywell. He is

currently producing for school u.ie a film illustrat-

ing the .social and economic freedoms of the

United States.

The 'A Line and the T Line

(Continued from page 257)

It is not to be construed that exploration and re-

search is education's wasteland. It is necessary to con-

sider ways of meeting increased curriculum demands
with new and different media which may be equally

or more effective and readily available to teachers

and students. Answers are provided resulting from
major breakthroughs in the communication field such

as:

Equipment design—portability, simplicity of opera-

tion, improvement of light source, etc., are factors

which make equipment both more accessible and

effective.

New methods and techniques—Fast and effective

preparation of overhead transparency slides require

little time and preparation. Revolutions in equipment
provide increased ways of utilization. The "add-a-

track" feature in tape recording makes this a more ver-

satile piece of equipment in many curriculum areas.

New foo/s—Direct-wire TV opens ways in assisting

in large group instruction and in presentations where

residuals are unimportant. 8mm sound film will pro-

vide avenues for local pnxluction, decentralization of

materials and meet needs not being met in other ways.

Effectiveness must be kept in mind.

Neiv ideas—Programmed instruction opens new
frontiers in education which will aid in self-instruction

of students and provide effective teaching of rote in-

formation thus freeing the teacher for performance of

other important teaching tasks. The educative process

can be defined in this approach to improving instruc-

tion depending on the degree of preparation, curricu-

lum needs, and utilization (the total again equalling

effectiveness )

.

The bandwagon processions pushed and pulled by
audiovisualists currently comprise an array of lan-

guage laboratories, educational television machinery,

teaching machines, and a miscellany of wheezing,

grinding contraptions. They are paraded through the

portals of education with banners heralding their ar-

rival. The barker role promotes the gimmicks which

claim to be "the answer," describes needs to be met

( which may not be of primary importance ) , and casts

a shadow on the old, tried and true (the stars of the

show ) . Then, in confused wonderment, everyone looks

at another and asks why and where the audience

gradually disappeared.

If the ultimate of the A's and E's is attained, there is

still no panacea. It is a combination of other tools, per-

haps less effective, used in a unique manner to pro-

vide interest and a variety of experiences to enhance

the educative process. Each tool has a place in the

educational pattern, as has been illustrated by Edgar

Dale's well-known "Cone of Experience." It is our job

to interpret more precisely where this place is and at-

tempt to make it most effective and accessible for the

greatest number.
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Let The Students Handle TheWork
by Virgil Nutt

X-t ET'S take a new look at some of our methods in

using audiovisual materials in the teaching of science.

We spend, as teachers, a great deal of time preparing

visual and audio materials that possibly could be pre-

pared by the children themselves. Possibly we are

missing an educative opportunity by not making full

use of their talents. Children not only do an acceptable

job but they teach themselves in the process.

In order to demonstrate the potential values of stu-

dent participation in preparing materials for visual

and oral communication, the author has completed

several units of science study using the following de-

scribed method. Students participating in this project

were members of eighth grade science classes at Skiles

Junior High School, Evanston, Illinois.

There are several units of study adaptable to this

particular type of class project. Earth science units

taught at the eighth grade level in our school—geology,

astronomy and meteorology—are ideal.

There are several pieces of audiovisual equipment

that can be used to produce our materials. The three

pieces of equipment we chose were the overhead pro-

jector, the tape recorder and the record player. These

three were selected because, used together, they could

communicate the basic understandings in a unit of

study and also allow for students participation.

The overhead projector, a relatively new device in

the classroom, has many possibilities not only for

teacher use but for use by students. It is relatively

simple to use. The preparation of materials for use

with this machine, however, is not quite so easy; it

takes time, patience, and imagination to create worth-

while visual communications for the overhead pro-

jector.

The tape recorder, a fairly simple machine, is the

ideal medium for producing audio materials related to

visual materials. It is simple to operate, and the tape

is an excellent means of permanently recording the

script necessary to explain, support, or supplement

each individual transparent visual.

A record player can also be used to produce music

as a background for the tape recorded script. Mood
music is an excellent way to create atmosphere and

can make an entire presentation more colorful.

At Skiles Junior High School, the art instructors are

available upon request to any teacher in any particular

subject area for consultation and actual class assist-

Virgil Nutt is chairman of the science department

of the Evanston (III.) junior high schools and has

taught science at the Junior high level for 14

years. He is a consultant to three film producers

and has contributed extensively to a children's

science encyclopedia.

ance. They are always ready with materials, ideas,

technical advice and assistance with any project re-

lated to the education of children. It is necessary, of

course, to confer with the art department and relate

to them the details and help needed in the ensuing

activity. The cooperation and enthusiasm of the art

instructor in such a venture is of prime importance. It

is the art teacher who can furnish the ideas and advice

concerned with perspective, design, texture, color,

etc., that the science instructor usualh' docs not

l)ossess.

The entire project needs a large degree of pupil-

teacher planning and a permissive, self-controlled,

self-disciplined atmosphere. Children possess a re-

markable number of ideas. It is only good sense to

make use of their contributions. Actually only an out-

line of the project is necessary. The students then

plan the details while the teacher gives thoughtful

consideration to their ideas, takes time to screen

them in class, and plan down to an outline of pro-

cedure. The instructor is responsible, of course, for

the overall course of action. It is also quite necessary

to introduce and orient the class to the advantages

and limitations of the ecjuipment and materials to be
used.

The first step we took was one of research reading.

Students are encouraged to read not only the subject

material in their basic textbook bvit also many of the

supplementary texts, pamphlets, library references and
science encyclopedias available to them in the class-

room and library. It usually takes several days to read

and take notes on the subject to be researched. They
are allowed class time to do this reading in addition

to assigned homework time. It is the task of the science

instructor and librarian to make available many sources

of information. Each student is instructed to ferret

out the basic understandings he thinks are important

to the specific unit being studied and to jot them down
together with their sources.

JL HE next logical step is the compiling of a list of

those effects the student would like to create on trans-

parencies. This will take several class sessions. There

will be disagreements as to the importance of various

facts, and there will be times when a vote will be

necessary. It is suri^rising how adamant an eighth grade

pupil can become when defending an idea he thinks

important. There is value in these discussions, and

although it will take time and patience, it is worth the

effort. Usually the class will end up with from twenty

to thirty topics or basic understandings that are con-

sidered important enough to visualize.

When all topics are listed, a secretary is appointed

to record and ditto the master list so that each pupil

has a copy of his own. Each pupil should choose two

to four topics he would like to work on. One method

for determining topics is to draw names from a box

and allow them to select their topics one at a time from

the master list. Another method is to just assign topics.
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SliKldits at the Skileg school pre-

p!ir<- for a run-through of one of

their science presentations.

After each pupil has his topics, it is time to bring in

'the integrating art instructor. A large supply of 10x10-

inch drawing paper is made available, so that the stu-

dents can begin the preliminary sketches. The art in-

structor is invaluable at this time in advising and as-

.sisting students in creating a visual image of the basic

imderstanding to be represented. Several sketches are

usually made before the pupil can turn in a finished

drawing. Needless to say, all children do not have

talent for creative art work. The drawing should not

be a tracing but a creative endeavor. A committee of

three pupils is selected by the class to meet with the

science and art instructors to choose the best offerings

for each topic.

When a representative drawing has been selected

for each basic understanding, it is then time to begin

transferring to the acetate transparent slide. There are

several techniques that can be used. In order to make
a black and white transparency, India ink, black and

wliite transparent textured stick-on tape, or etching can

be utilized.

Of these three, probably the most effective and

artistic is the etching process. This is accoiuplished

with an art stencil knife and can be done on either side

of the acetate. If color is desired, several other tech-

niques are used. Various colored plastic inks specially

manufactured for use on acetate, colored transparent

stick-on tape, and transparent color markers are used.

It is soiuetimes quite effective to use a combination

of soiTie or all of these methods. Labeling of various

parts of the transparency is kept to a minimum.
It is hoped that the audience viewing the project

will concentrate on the visual iiriage, and that the oral

script will amplify the facts as necessary. The finished

drawing on the 10x10 paper is placed under the ace-

tate, taped to hold it, and traced on to it. Then the

color, etching, inking, etc., determined by the student

who prepared the drawing and the art instructor, is

added.

The whole class is then involved in arranging the

visual transparencies in the proper sequence. The stu-

dents should have a part in this activity. The sequence

should be logical and, if possible, should tell a story.

During the time the acetate transparencies are being

produced, the pupils not working on this phase of the

project should begin to write the script that will fit

each selected drawing. The writing should be descrip-

tive of the transparency and should not be too lengthy.

Next to the transparent visual, the script is the most

vital to the success of the project.

If background music is to be used, several students

are chosen to be responsible for selecting the music.

There is usually a supply of records in the music de-

partment that can be used or they can bring recorded

music from their homes. Experience shows that pupils

complain if the music is too familiar. They find them-

selves concentrating on the music and not on the sub-

ject. For example, the Grand Canyon Suite as back-

ground music for a geology presentation was thought

to be too familiar, so the children chose a less well

known number.

When the best script for each visual has been select-

ed and corrected for grammar and authenticity, re-

cording is begun. Volunteers for the script reading

meet after school for a speaking try-out. Usually

.several talented readers are found in a class. After the

students are selected, they are given a copy of the total

script to take home and practice for a few days.

To record, the reader and two trained audiovisual

operators undertake the task of putting the whole pro-

graiu on tape. Either a toy cricket or a pause is used

to indicate on the sound tape when each transparency

is to be placed on the projection platform. It usually

(Co:\timicd on page 266)
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The Multimedia: Their

Value In Instruction

by James L. Olivero

XX. T no time since the first caveman drew pictures on
his wall has the use of multimedia aids been given

such attention. With increased classroom enrollments,

increased teacher load and continuous development
of new facts, it becomes increasingly important for the

teacher to find new ways to provide quality education.

At the present time the textbook is still the key to

knowledge; that is, the transfer of knowledge largely

is passed on from one generation to the other via the

printed word. However, only recently has an increased

impetus been given to the use of multimedia aids as a

supplement to the materials presented by the teacher

from the textbook.

When we use the term "multimedia aids," we are

referring to the aids which are multisensory in the

maimer in which they are used to present materials.

Educational psychologists have extended the doctrine

that the greater the number of personal senses used,

the greater the opportunity of retaining the facts pre-

sented. In effect, they are saying that it is better to

use the eyes and ears than to use the eyes alone; that it

is better to use the senses of sight, smell, touch, and
sound than to use sight and smell.

Specific multimedia aids include the flannel board,

chalkboard, movie and slide projectors, opaque pro-

jectors, television, teaching machines and programmed
instruction, and overhead projectors. To this list could

be added tape recorders, bulletin boards, reading ma-

chines, record players and many others. Many teachers

are familiar with the role played by several of the

items mentioned above. Relatively few, however, are

acquainted with the operation of television, either

closed-circuit or ETV; overhead projectors and the use
of transparencies with them; opaque projectors and
teaching machines with programmed instruction. These
need to be carefully evaluated by members of the

teaching professions.

Educational research is replete with information

found as a result of special studies conducted using

multimedia aids. Especially interesting is the informa-

tion which deals with the retention of facts after a
given period of time. Different studies provide dif-

ferent specific results, but all of them agree that sub-

stantial retention of facts after three days time is ob-

tained by combining the verbal presentation of facts

with the visual supplement of pictures.

Certainly the effectiveness of the multimedia aids is

positively related to the instrument used, the technique

incoriX)rated and the materials presented. The wise

teacher will acquaint himself with equipment available

and investigate ways of effectively presenting ma-
terials with them. He will find that the flannel board
is very effective for some purposes, the movie projec-

tor is effective for other purposes while the overhead
and opaque projectors are particularly effective for

still others. No single piece of equipment can be ex-

pected to fulfill completely all needs of the teacher

and/or the learner. Certainly even the most biased of

proponents for multimedia aids would never suggest

that they would replace teachers.

The Transmission
Center features an

overhead projector,
screen, tape recorder

for recording large
group lectures, and a

record player.
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At right: the flannel board can be a strong motivating device

for students.

Onter: Teaching machines and programmed instruction give

students an opportunity of progressing at their own pace.

Below : With the opaque projector, the teacher can improve

instruction by providing visual as well as audio stimuli.

' The usefulness of teaching machines is limited only

to the degree of resourcefulness of the teacher. The
creative and imaginative teacher can experiment to

find new and better ways to present materials than

those suggested by the persons designing the equip-

ment. But for the beginning teacher, it is recommend-
ed that he first familiarize himself with the equipment

,
and its potential.

After the user becomes familiar with the equipment,

this author recommends that he try using it to help

him present a portion of material which he otherwise

has some difficulty presenting, some material which

the students seem to have a difficult time in grasping.

If the equipment is used properly there is every reason

to believe that the teacher will be well pleased with

the results obtained. By using the equipment to help

cover "trouble spots" the teacher quickly develops an

appreciation for the task it fulfills and leams how to

implement the use of other aids in the explanation and

interpretation of knowledge.

In an already crowded school day some teachers

will find it difficult to arrange for time to prepare aids.

There is no question that this is one reason why some
equipment is used less frequently than what other-

wise might be expected. A constructive suggestion

would be to prepare only minute portions of a par-

ticular day's lesson and continue to expand upon this

as the topic is developed. With multimedia aids as

well as any other method of instruction, it is important

to change the pace of presentation. Well planned and
wel prepared aids can be used over and over again,

sometimes for the purpose for which they were origi-

nally designed and other times for purposes which be-

came evident as the user became more proficient.

Fundamentally, few teacher training institutions ade-

quately prepare teachers to use multimedia aids. Many
times they are explained in glowing and glittering

generalities; however, the true picture cannot be
gleaned until the observer becomes an operator. The
observer becomes an operator in most cases through a

well-planned in-service program, or probably more
realistically, through a self-service program. Only by
trying and experimenting can the benefits of individual

reward be made.
The true goal of any professional teacher is to im-

prove instruction. Without question, one means for

helping to improve instruction is to try to evaluate

carefully the usefulness of multimedia aids and to

teach accordingly.

Mr. Olivero is assistant principal of Lakeview
High School, Decatur, Illinois. He is associated

with the audiovisual aids curriculum committee

as advi.ior for the public .schools of Decatur.
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Keeping The Bright Ones Busy
Via Taped Assignments

by Eugene J. O'Donnell

W HAT to do with the student who is superior to

the rest of the class in achievement has always been a

problem to the teacher. This is the student who gets

his work done correctly in a short period of time and
who then becomes bored. He either loses interest in

the subject or tries to find something else to occupy his

time.

With the class sizes that confront teachers today, it

is difficult for the teacher to find enough time to

spend with this student in order to keep his interest.

Often the student will be assigned a job for the teach-

er, or he will be given extra work to keep him busy
until the next concept is introduced to the class. Soon
after, the problem arises again.

When materials furnished by the government under
the National Defense Education Act arrived at the

Hale school, the idea of putting the tape recorder to

use as a possible solution to the problem was hit upon.

In addition to the tape recorder, we received a set of

eighteen headphones, two outlet boxes for the head-

phones and a utility cart on which the equipment
could be transported.

Since our school is participating in a program which
offers algebra to eighth grade students, we found that

some of the children were missing out on some of their

regular class work in arithmetic. For that reason, airth-

metic was chosen as the subject area for an experiment

in tape recorded teaching.

If gifted students in arithmetic could finish the

eighth grade course of study by the end of seventh

grade, they would be ready to begin the study of

algebra on a full-time basis. In addition to that, they

would already have mastered the necessary concepts

on which beginning algebra is based.

A group of twelve 6A students were selected for

the experiment. It was to be a group composed of the

twelve highest students in the class, chosen on the

basis of both IQ and arithmetic achievement. When a

list was compiled, it was found that there were nine

girls and only three boys. To balance the group ratio

it was decided to drop two of the girls and add two
more boys. This was also desirable in that the achieve-

ment of slightly lower children might serve as an in-

dication as to which type of child would adjust more
easily to this new idea.

This story is reprinted from the November, 1961,

issue of the Chicago Schools Journal, published

at Chicago Teachers College.

Mr. O'Donnell teaches at the Hale School in

Chicago.

The students had been tested one year earlier and
had an average arithmetic achievement level of 6.9.

When this test was taken, they were in 5A.

The experiment was initiated by explaining to the

students that they were to be part of a new method of

study. It was hoped that they would be able to work
twice as fast as the rest of the class. They would be on

their own except for unusual questions which they

could bring to the attention of the teacher at the end
of a lesson. All showed great enthusiasm.

At the time, the class as a whole was finishing the

study of addition and subtraction of decimals. The
next concept to be introduced was multiplication of

decimals. Since I had a tape recorder at home, and
more time there than in school, I decided that more
effective tapes coidd be prepared at home.
Equipped with a recorder, the regular arithmetic

text and scratch paper, I began the first lesson by out-

lining the expectations of the experiment. The regular

text was chosen because if the children were to go
ahead on the same material we could more easily com-
pare their achievement. I then went into the text. By
referring to a certain page in the text, the students

could follow along on problems, charts, examples or

pictures. After the first concept was presented; I ex-

plained in detail a problem that was shown as an

example in the book. After that problem was finished,

I made reference to a similar problem and told the

children to write that problem on their papers and
wait.

After allowing time for them to vwite the problem
( I gauged the ti;ne by writing it on my scratch paper),

the problem was explained step by step. Several prob-

lems were done in this manner to help insure under-

standing. After sufficient time, the answer was given,

along with a step-by-step explanation of how the an-

swer was arrived at. Several problems of the same type

were done in this manner before going on to another

idea.

Each lesson was concluded by assigning homework
from the pages covered. Only enough problems were
assigned in each concept area to give the student a

little more experience in that concept. By this method
the student did a reasonable amount of homework, be-

cause several new concepts were learned during each
lesson. The next lesson always began with the answers

to the previous lesson's homework.
At the time of this first recording, lessons were also

made which would be played during the rest of the

week. This meant that four lessons were made at a

time, leaving the fifth day for testing. It was found
that the average lesson took about 20 minutes. The
rest of the 40-minute arithmetic period could be used

by the student to begin the assigned homework.
On the first day the taped lessons were to be used,

the twelve students were arranged at the back of the
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room at the ends of four rows. Three students sat in

each row. The recorder was placed at the back of the

room and one outlet box placed between the first and
second row while the other was placed between the

third and fourth. This made the boxes easily accessible

for each student to plug in his headphones. Each box
provided an individual volume control for the children.

While these children were having their lesson via

the tape recorder, the rest of the class had their lesson

with the teacher. Since twelve students were working

on their own, a smaller and more homogeneous group

than usual was left. This group responded better too,

because the higher level children weren't there to an-

swer all the questions. It also gave more time for indi-

\ idual help.

.After the first lesson, I talked with the children who
had had the special lesson in order to get their re-

actions. They said they liked it for various reasons. One
said the material was presented better than in the

regular class. I must admit that this was true, because
when voii can't see the children whom vou are teach-

ing, you tend to explain things a little more thoroughly
to be sure the material is understood.

Another made a statement which I think sums up the

plight of children who find learning a little easier

than the other children. She said she liked the taped
lesson because, "I didn't have to wait for the rest of the

kids to ask stupid questions."

Another said that because she was listening through
the headphones, he could not hear the other room
noises and found it easier to concentrate. He also

mentioned that he paid better attention because he
knew it would be explained only once and he couldn't

ask to have the teacher repeat anything.

As the experiment progressed, we found the chil-

dren covering about twice the material that the regu-

lar class was doing. In their weekly tests they scored
almost consistently in the middle nineties. We also

found that they were asking few questions after the

lessons were over, which showed that they were get-

ting most of the concepts through the taped lessons.

They were found to be very conscientious about their

Six of the stiidciils al »i>rU. Noir (nillcl hox for llit- larplK
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The outlet boxes provided individual volume controls for the

students.

assignments, even though they knew that the assign-

ments were not always collected by the teacher.

The idea of making the taped lessons at home
proved to be an asset. I found that I was a little more
informal in my remarks when I was outside the class-

room situation. This helped to relieve the tension of

the fast pace of the lesson both for the teacher and the

students.

The lessons progressed so well that the 6A material

was completed by the eleventh week of the semester.

We then spent one week in review of all material

which was covered during the semester thus far. This

review was done without the recorder so that I could

be sure that the concepts covered were completely

understood. Since the children showed that they had
mastered the 6A material, we started into the 7B
course of study. This made them even more eager to

continue because they were quite a bit ahead of the

rest of the class.

It was a coincidence that during the fourteenth

week of the experiment the class was given the Cali-

fornia Complete Battery Tests, including the California

Test of Mental Maturity. When the results of this test

were received, we compared the averages for the class

not on the taped arithmetic lessons with those in the

recorder class. The results shiwed that the "taped

learners" had an average progression of 2.7 years in

arithmetic since their last test. Those not on the taped

lessons showed an average progression of 1.3 years.

One of the highest scorers was a boy who was put

into the experiment at the last minute to keep the boy-

girl ratio closer. His previous score was 6.3 and it in-

creased to 10.4. His study habits before he had had
this type of lesson were very bad. After being in the

experiment, he sh<jwed that if he became interested in

his work he could do a very good job, even without

being pushed.

One general conclusion reached as a result of this

experiment was that this method of teaching may help

to solve some problems a teacher may face in a crowd-

ed classr{M)m. It can also be of use to a teacher who
finds himself faced with a great variation of achieve-

ment levels in a particular subject. It takes care of a

small group of children and leaves the teacher free to

work with the remaining children in the class.

The experiment showed that this method of study

seems to improve student performance both in the

very high and the slightly higher-than-average student.

Concentration is better and any discipline problem is

almost sure to disappear because the child has no time

to think about anything but what the recorder is play-

ing into his ears via the headphones.

The children in the experiment proved that they

could work well without constant guidance by the

teacher. They learned to work on their own and to try

to solve a problem instead of immediately raising their

hands to ask the teacher to solve it for them. Children

were often observed shaking their heads during a

lesson in such a manner as to show that they didn't

imderstand the material being presented. But because

several problems of the same type were always cover-

ed before progressing, they often found that the next

time through it they understood the material, and
they were that much happier for it.

The experiment was so successful that it has been
decided to continue to use tape-recorded lessons for

either the faster or the slower group in a class.

Let Students Handle The Work

(Continued from page 261)

takes several recording sessions to come up witli a

good tape.

When the class views and listens to the final presen-

tation, it is rewarding to watch their faces as their own
work is flashed on the screen or they hear their own
recorded words. Children get immense satisfaction

from creating a permanent visual-oral production,

using W equipment, and learning a lesson in science

by actually teaching it themselves.

These productions are also useful with other classes.

Here is a new motivational technique. The classes

who have not participated then become anxious to do
their unit as well as learning more about the subject

shown to them.

Recently it was my pleasure to have a student from

one of my classes of last year drop in on her way home
from high school. In the course of our conversation

she made this statement, "Mr. Nutt, remember the

project we did in class last year? That was fun. I

learned more in that unit than any of the others." Only
one instance, but enough reward for the extra effort

it takes to do these things. Project teaching is hard

work, but it is rewarding.
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AV
in the Church Field

by William S. Hockman

No Cue Given

When we previewed the beautiful

fihii River: An Allegory (See Ed-

Screen, March, 1962) my wife and I

liiid no cues as to what the film was

ihout in terms of the producer's intent

and hope. Now I learn from him, Mr.

William M. Harlow, that he sent it

"l)ecause of its intended universal

religious significance."

' This gentle man and sensitive artist

noes on to say, "Time like an ever roll-

ing stream" . . . The Bible is rich in

leferences to the river as symbolizing

the life of man or of a single man.

This I envisaged and tiied to capture

' on film."

I Wonderful! Just the words which
i should have been up front on the

soundtrack. Our minds would have

held to these psychological rails if

they had been laid down. As I write

this I am listening to Beethoven's Sere-

nade No. 25. As I have so often, I am
enjoying it—in my own terms. Not
knowing the intent of Beethoven, if

he had one beyond enjoyment of

beautiful sound, I provide my own
context and cues. So with films; with

Harlow's fine labor of love and in-

sight. To get the message we need a

hint, a cue, or even a clue. Lacking

this I did eisegesis on the film—read-

ing in what I read out, using the film's

visual flow and auditory stream to

liroaden and deepen my appreciation

for the ever delightful flowing of

water back to its great mother, the

ocean. Now, with this help, get and
present River for the allegory that it

is. (From 115 Terrace Road, Syracuse

10, N.Y.)

The Rate of Change, Too

In the field of the Christian church

there is nothing more significant than

change, and in change it is the rate to

keep your eye on. Few churches are

like they were 25 years ago. None
should be. But few congregations

could brainstonn an image of the

church 25 years hence. We tried it

at our 1962 congregational dinner and
business meeting. Many never got out

of the low-gear of the practical and
the prudential. A few made it, how-
ever, and blocked out on tape (ar-

chived away for those in 1986 to en-

joy! ) an image of our church in 1986.

Now here comes a filmstrip from

the Joint Section of Education and

Cultivation of the Board of Missions,

The Challenge of Change, which takes

us around over the U.S.A. and shows

us in 7.3 frames what change really

means—in city, town and c-ountry. This

filmstrip can help church boards and

congregations catch up with America.

The Protestant church needs to sense

that the rate of change is itself chang-

ing, getting faster. E.xcellent photogra-

phy; good commentary; full of infor-

mation and useful charts—just the

thing for a fine evening of discussion.

Better send for your copy now, to 175

Riverside Dr., N.Y. 27, N.Y.

How About A Box Score?

With the accelerated production of

good and usable filmstrips, how would

it be to set up a box score for evaluat-

ing them? We could score them en

content quality, on suitability of con-

tent and art to target audience, on

inherent quality of the pictures, on

importance to usual curriculum re-

quirements, and on general utility.

You will have your own points for

scoring, I am very certain.

But let's put it off for a while so

that we can elaborate just a bit about

a quartet of filmstrips sailing under

the title, "Learning About Our Bible,"

a production of Family Filmstrips,

Inc. Written by Elizabeth Allstrom,

narrated by WendeU Noble (first

two), and Vic Perrin, the art for all

four is by Earl and Carol Marshall.

When I showed the third title. Four

Books About Jesus, to the Board of

Christian Education of my church, it

was very much impressed. So much so

with the art that 1 had to run it

through a second time. I'll quote some
of their remarks: "So this is a film-

strip!" (Can't assume, you see, that

all our laymen know what's what
audiovisually) "Say, that is beautiful

art. I'd like one or two of those pic-

tures for my home." (That was an

M.D. speaking; a pediatrician) "For

Primary children, you say; just the

thing, I'd say for Juniors, too." (Long-

time teacher in weekdas' and church

BESELER
VU-GRAPH

Operated from the front of a fully lighted

room the Vu Graph is a teacher's "electric

blackboard." Facing the class at all times,

the teacher projects what she writes, as

she writes It. A new word appears on the

screen the instant she says It . . . step by

step a problem Is solved before the eyes

of the entire class as she explains It.

Almost without effort the Vu Graph be-

comes her "right hand of teaching."

To learn about the specific benefits of

Vu Graph Overhead

Projectors for your

school write for a

free, "no obliga-

tion" demonstra-

tion ... or "Vu

Graph As An In-

structional Aid,"

a free, informative

booklet written for

teachers by
teachers.

r^:^
DIVISION

CHARLES BESELER COMPANY
21 2Y S. 18th St., East Oronge, N. J.
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school) "Why hmit it to Juniors or

for that matter to Junior High? I

think adults would like that. I had
never learned some of the things that

filmstrip told me tonight."

The other titles are; Bible Storie<i of

Long Ago, Bible Songs of Long Ago,

and Bible Rules for Every Day Living.

Excellent, all.

One-Fifth of Africa's People

The two-part, National Film Board

of Canada-produced, 52-minute, b&w
motion picture Nigeria: Giant In Africa

tells us about Africa's most populous

country. Going back into history and
then forward through the achievement

of independence, this comprehensive

film is solidly packed with information

and insights. We learn about Nigeria's

three-region geography and her crops

and industry; we learn about her four

predominant peoples: the Yoniba, Ibo,

Hausa, and Fulani.

In this fine film ancient greatness

is related to the splendid achievements

of the present. Yet the weak spots are

not overlooked. Here is a fine film for

your men's dinner dub, for college

and university classes, for seminaries,

and for just about anyone who wants

to be UD on this great African country.

McGraw Hill Text Films, 330 West
42nd St., N.Y. 36.

Stage For Tragedy

Many people think South Africa is

fast becoming a stage for tragedy on a

vast scale as the show-down between
White and Black draws closer. Pro-

duced with scholarly objectivity by
experts and the National Film Board

of Canada (and distributed by Mc-
Graw-Hill), the 27-minute b&w film.

Black and White In South Africa

helps the viewer to understand how
things have come to the pass they

have, but at the same time does not

open very wide a door of hope for the

if SPECIAL SALE j^

RCA 400
PROJECTOR-SPEAKERS

Brand-New Factory-Packed

10" Speaker, 25 ft. Cable,

1600 ft. Toke-up Reel

Regular price $85.00

Our Price

Can be used as ouxliiary speaker with any

moke sound projector.

FLORMAN & BABB, Inc.

68 West 4Slh St., New York 36, N.Y.

»37.5"

averting of tragic racial rebellion

against ruling Whites by the Blacks.

An insurance executive sat in with me
for this preview and remarked, "Why
can't we see more films like this in

our churches? That certainly was a

gowl film. I didn't know I knew so

little about South Africa." There you
have it! Let's use this film for the

fine educational package that it is.

Symphonic Carillon

As I write this my hi-fi music system

is bringing into my study the beauti-

ful music of J. S. Bach, "Sleepers

.\wake," the first band on Side H of

an LP record made at the Mountain
\'iew Presbyterian Church, Denver,

Colorado. In this magnificient record

we hear the fine organ of this church
and the 64-bell Symphonic Carillon,

played by masters of these two instru-

ments: James M. Bratton (organ) and
Everett J. Hilty (carillonneur). The
Maas-Rowe people, who produced
this delightful record, .say it is not for

use on automatic tower music systems.

It's for enjoyment in the home. It can

certainly give that to any music lover.

On Side I the Carillon is heard in

five bands: Purcell's "Fanfare"; Hay-
dn's "The Musical Clocks"; "Fantasia

For Bells," a composition by Everett

J. Hilty specifically for the Maas-Rowe
Symphonic Carillon; S. Wesley's
"Gavotte"; and the Jacobs-Bond bal-

lad, "A Perfect Day." Side II brings

the organ and carillon together in

Kreb's arrangement of Bach's "Sleep-

ers Awake"; an arrangement of Ru-
dolf Ahle's tune "Blessed Jesu"; Mar-
cello's "Psalm 18"; the Irish folk-tune,

"Londonderry Air"; and the well-

known English ballad, "Greensleeves."

I can see uses for this record around
the church: for pupil listening (of

which we have too little!), to provide

a special selection in worship services,

and as preludes for all kinds of special

meetings. (From Maas-Rowe Caril-

lons, 3015 Casitas Ave., Los Angeles
39, Calif.)

Not A Lost Week-End

When a mature college student goes

to spend a week-end as a guest in the

home of a rather typical minister, his

weekend is far from lost. Having had
some serious thoughts about the Chris-

tian ministry as a vocation, he comes
up against a worm's eye view of what
it means in human terms as he ac-

companies this clergyman on some
pastoral errands. All the while he is

asking. Is This For Me? The miming
time is 45 minutes, and the rental

(b&w only) is $13.50.

It is recommended for use with

Comments and materials for review

should be sent to the department edi-

tor—William S. Hockman, 27 Prospect

Drive. Glens Falls, N.Y.

yoimg people in church, camp, con-

ference, and college. Parents, too,

should see it. More youth are kept out

of Christian vocations by parents than

From (lutlifdral Kihiis' prodiKtion "Is

Tliis For Me?"

most people think jxissible. Just one
little sour note: We wish the wife and
the daughter had been shown as hav-

ing a life of their own and not quite so

stickily devoted to Pop. Too, this film

could use some shortening, perhaps
back to 30 miruites, without much loss

except where the film-fat is a little

too thick. But, with all, recommended
and a highly useful film.

Saga of Sense and Courage

The award-winning film An Act of

Faith, which tells the dramatic story

of how the Danish people rescued

virtually their entire Jewish popula-

tion from the Nazis during WW II, is

now available for church, community
and school showing from Carousel
Films, Inc., 1501 Broadway, New York
36. Here is a saga of sense and cour-

age beautifully documented. Here is a

story of man's humanity to man which
is worth looking at in these days of

mass indifference to the rights of

others. The Danish people, to their

everlasting glory, did not look the

other way so that the insane Nazis

could destroy men, women and chil-

dren. .Modest people that they are, we
cannot but salute the Danes when this

film ends, mindful, at the same time,

that it was another magnificient peo-
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pie, the Swedes, who gave haven to

lier neighbor's citizens in time of great

t I a g e d y. Fine film; recommended

liiiihly.

Two Films; One Useful

Care was taken in the productioti of

the 28-minute film In God We Trust.

It shows up in the way the story is

stiiictnred, in the fine casting, cos-

tuming and acting. It tells of a minis-

ter, who suggested at the outbreak of

the Civil War that there be a motto

on our coinage and our public build-

ings and even on the Great Seal of tlie

U.S. His idea cost him his friends, his

position, but at last the Secretary of

the Treasury was won. He directed

the use of this motto on a two-cent

piece then being mintetl. After a lapse

of many years, Eisenhower signed a

bill in 1956 giving this clerical sug-

i gestion the status of a national motto.

Good and useful film for service clubs,

family nights, adult classes, and all

kinds of youth groups and clubs.

Our First Christmas Tree is a sloppy

job of film making. lit shows up in the

texture of the story, in the casting, in

the acting (most of it overdone), and
in the general tone of the production.

Zion Lutheran church in Cleveland is

the scene of ston,'. The minister gets

into hot water. The children of the

parish (all seven of them!) are for

him. When all looks lost an older

brother, a clergyman also, arrives from

Canada, tell the indignant parents a

story and all ends well. Corn all the

way, and un-popped at that!

Audio Resource

As know-how .spreads through the

church, imaginative and creative lead-

j
ers will construct worship services,

instructional and inspirational pro-

grams out of material they have at

hand. If they have it at hand! We
don't use what we don't have. Too, we
don't send for things we don't know
about. That's why we are recommend-
ing an LP recording of readings from
Folkway Records (117 West 46th St.,

New York) : Christian Prose and Poet-

ry, narrated by Alec Guiness. The ma-
terial is useful; the narration excellent.

Write to them for lists and prices

Information, Please?

In March we wrote a piece about a

film without giving you its title. We
told you what it was about, how good
it was, how Margaret Mead helped

make it, but failed to say the title

was Four Families, a National Film
Board of Canada production, available

through McGraw-Hill Text Films, 330
West 42nd St., N.Y. 36.

NEW SYLVANIA "DIRECT WIRE" TV...

SO LOW IN COST ANY SCHOOL CAN AFFORD IT

(yet so high in quality, even fine details show
up clearly) Now you can have a complete
private TV system for less than you real-

ize. New Sylvania "Direct Wire" TV is the

lowest-cost, easiest-to-use educational TV
system. So practical and economical, any
school can use it effectively in dozens of
different ways ... to monitor classrooms,
teach more students, make better use of
gifted instructors. Sylvania "Direct Wire"

New low-cost Sylvania

V-400 camera has
extra-fine, 400-

line resolution.

Produces crisp,

clear pictures.

Captures fine

details with

utmost clarity

and fidelity.

SYLVANIA
fifiiwM/ TELEPHONE tELECTRONICS^

TV is easy to operate, too. Just switch it

on. It adjusts automatically to varying light

conditions. No operating personnel re-

quired. No special lighting either. Sylvania
"Direct Wire" TV gives pictures as sharp
and clear as a top-quality home TV set

. . . with ordinary room light.

For more facts, and a jree visual commu-
nications survey of your school, mail cou-
pon today!

Robert E. Brockway
SYLVANIA COMMERCIAL ELECTRONICS

730 Third Avenue (Dept. ES), New York 17, N. Y.

n Please send more information on Sylvania

"Direct Wire" TV and how to arrange a free vis-

ual communications survey.

D Please send leasing information on Sylvanii

"Direct W/ire" TV.

Name

Company-

Address—

City -Zone State-
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FOR SCHOOLS:
COMMON-SENSE DESIGN
This is the ATC 400VR/8, a 12-watt variable-speed transcription player and PA

system of unadorned simplicity, devoid of consumer frills, distinguished by honest

capability. It is typically ATC—intended solely for school use, and showing in every

common-sense detail a basic virtue. CONVENIENCE: Simple, easy-to-grasp

controls, clearly identified by a permanent deep-etched aluminum panel; variable-

speed control with lighted strobe for language or dance instruction; automatic

45-rpm adapter built into the turntable, always in position but never in the way;

brightly illuminated post-type pilot light visible from any place in the room; 8

standard phone jacks for group listening; 22-lb portability, light enough for any

school child to carry. DURABILITY: Metal pickup arm with built-in shock moiuit;

positive limit stops to prevent needle from hitting motorboard, case, or knobs;

rattle-free die-formed metal speaker grill; pre-stressed metal motorboard; %"

plywood scuff-proof case reinforced with metal comers and knees. FIDELITY:

High-quality plug-in ceramic cartridge; dual-cone wide-range 12" speaker; feed-

back-controlled amplifier; separate bass and treble tone controls; precision wound

Triad transformers. These common-sense features are available in other ATC
transcription players from 20 to 45 watts, classroom-designed by the only manu-

facturer of audio equipment Send now for a complete

for teaching exclusively. ^.
catalog of ATC audio

ATC 400VR/8
^tp i |\_J»^vl equipment for schools,

(less headphones) X\J J^ NET°°^ 400VR/8 $164.40 list

ALL PRODUCTS ARE TRANSFORMER POWERED FOR COMPLETE SAFETY

AUDIOTRONICS
11057 WEDDINGTON STREET, NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA

AUDIO

hy Max U. Bildersee

Something Old ....

"Age cannot wither her, nor custom

stale Her infinite variety."

Thus spoke Enobarbus of Cleopatra

in Shakespeare's play, Antony and
Cleopatra. And it seems that, with due
apologies, "Age cannot wither nor

custom stale his endless popularity."

For Shakespeare must again be con-

sidered as the most prolific writer for

recordings, the most prolific creator

of material which is suited to and
popular in the record field. Someone
should offer the man a "Golden Rec-

ord" symbolic of his accomplishments!

In recent months more than a half-

dozen Shakespeare records have ap-

peared on the market!

In the 'unabridged' department—or

at least full length for all practical

purposes—there are two offered by

London Records (New York).

Jimior high school students, senior

high school students and all their eld-

ers can enjoy Shakespeare's "A Mid-

summer Night's Dream" (London A
4349) as it is performed by the Mar-

lowe Society with the support of se-

lected professional players. Members
of the cast are not identified, but we
are told that the performance was

directed by George Rylands under the

auspices of The British Council, and

that the musical director is Thurston

Dart.

This is a complete and uncut per-

formance in the text of The New
Shakespeare edited by John Dover

Wilson.

Suffice it to say that the characters

are as we know them and as the au-

thor intended that they be presented.

Suffice it to say, too, that the music

adds to the presentation, serving the

functions of botli backdrop and diaph-

anous curtain as the mood of the play

requires.

Shakespeare's "Timon Of Athens"

(London A 43.50) offers the same
virtues. It, too, is complete and uncut

in the text of The New Shakespeare

edited by John Dover Wilson. The

Marlowe Society supplies most of the

players and they are supported by

professional actors. George Ryland

directs.

The performance can be used by

mature students studying the pla>' in
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school or by individuals listening for

sheer pleasure. Just as A Midsummer
Night's Dream has service to render

through library collections, so has

Timon of Athens. The audience may
he somewhat more limited by age and
maturity, still the enjoyment of hear-

ing this performance should be no less.

Troyhis And Cressida (Shakespeare

According Society, New York; SRS
I'^A) is similarly intended for group

ii](l individual hstening. This play,

ii)o, is presented in complete form.

The text employed is the Penguin

Shakespeare and each album is ac-

companied by a complete text of the

pi-rformancc for the edification of the

listener.

The tale of Troylus and Cressida

\\ hich tells how Troylus won the love

III Cressida through the intervention

ol her uncle, Pandaras, was not one
(it the original Greek legends about

the city of Troy. It is a medieval in-

vention, and was very popular. Per-

liaps the popularity stems from the

appearance of such well known char-

acters as Priam (played by John
Bennett), Hector (played by Edward
De Souza), Paris (Alan Howard),
Achilles (Derek Godfrey), Ajax
i Peter Bayliss) and Ulysses (Eric Por-

I (I ) . The title roles are played by
Jeremy Brett and Di;ine Cilento. Cyril

Cusack is heard as Thersites and Max
Adrian as Pandarus.

The Shakespeare Recording Society

also offers "King Richard II" with

John Gielgud appearing in the title

role.

The Life and Death of King Richard

II (Shakespeare Recording Society,

New York; SRS 216) is a poet's play.

The performance is replete with great

1 speeches and the writing is that of the

poet rather than the dramatist. Rich-

ard H is always posing, and only an

accomplished performer capable of

realizing the poetic beauty of the

lines can play the part successfully.

College students—some high school
' students—and many adults will find

both pleasure and satisfaction in hear-

ing this performance. Because the au-

thor faced an appreciative but largely

illiterate audience, he prepared ma-
terial designed as much to be heard
,[s read; to be seen in the imagination

lather than through contrived sets and
lighting set-ups totally unknown to

his time. Accordingly it is entirely ap-

propriate that we, as we study the

work of Shakespeare, read and listen-

creating in our imagination the scenes

and conditions of the performance.

Students, for the first time, can hear
the trilog>' of King Henry IV, Part 1,

King Henry TV, Part 2, and King
Henry V in consistent portrayal. These

three plays are, in reality, one very

long presentation and it is significant

that Spoken Arts ( New Rochelle, New
York) elected to offer these simultane-

ously with the same persons playing

the major roles. For instance, Colin

Jeavons is the young and irrepressible

Henry, Prince of Wales, in Henry IV,

Part 1 . In the second play he has pro-

gressed to the beloved "Prince Hal,"

companion to Sir John Falstaff and
lover of merriment. But in King Henry
V the same actor portrays the serious,

intent King who was able to unite his

countrymen behind him.

Similarly John Blatchley is heard as

Sir John Falstaff in both Part 1 and
Part 2 of Henry IV. Such consistency

of casting reflects the integrity and
high purpose of the producer. Similar-

ly, Marriott Longman is heard as Mis-

tress Quickly, Jonas Forti as Bardolph,

Peter Bourne as Poins and Murray
Gilmore as King Henry IV wherever

these characters appear in the trilogy.

Each of these is a shortened version

of the play in which the major scenes

are reproduced. In King Henry IV,

Part 1 we hear Act I, Scenes 2 and 3;

Act II, Scene 3; Act III, Scene 3; Act

IV, Scenes 3 and 4; and. Act V, Scenes

1, 2 and 5. In "Part 2" we hear Act I,

Scene 2; Act II, Scenes 2 and 4; Act
III, Scenes 1 and 2; Act IV, Scene 5;

and. Act V, Scenes 3 and 5. In Henry
V we hear Act I, Scene I; Act II,

Scenes 3 and 4; Act III, Prologue and
Scenes 1, 4, 6 and 7; Act IV, Prologue
and Scenes 1 and 3; and. Act V, Scene
2.

Libraries and schools have here an
imusual opportunity to offer these

plays in sequence at regular intervals.

It Nvill be possible to offer a "Shake-

All Overhead Projector

is only as Valuable as its

TOTAL USEFULNESS
in the Classroom

Available with your Key-
stone Overhead Projector

—

at reasonable cost—are these
prepared materials:

1. Science Transparencies
—a splendid series of stand-
ard (3% X 4 in.) slides on
Biology, Physics, General
Science, Health, Elementary
Science.

2. Social Studies Transpar-
encies, standard size,3y4x4".

3. Map Slides, 2Vt x 4 in.

4. Polaroid Transparen-
cies, SVi X 4 in.

5. Tachlstoslides for teach-
ing Reading, Music, Type-
writing, Shorthand, Arith-
metic, Foreign Lsmguages.

6. PRACTICAL USABLE
Handmade Slides and

Transparency Materials.
Etched Glass Slides used
with ordinary lead pencil.

7. And Other Uses—pro-
jection of 2 in. and 2% in.

Slides, Strip Film, Micro-
scopic Slides, Tachistoscop-
ic Slides.

The KEYSTONE
Overhead Projector
and many of the
items listed are
available for pur-
chase in many state.'

under TIUE III, NDEA
Dttmonstratlon In Your
Classroom on roqiMst

KEYSTONE VIEW
CO., Meadville, Pa.
Since 1892, Produc-
ers of Superior Vis-

ual Aids.

/7«^ CARDALOG® Record Reviews on Card
— A WORLD OF SOUND ON FILE

—

INDIVIDUAL CROSS-INDEXED 3 x 5 CARDS ALREADY
ISSUED! PLUS the Audio CARDALOG DIRECTORY of

Record Producers

SUBSCRIBE NOW — $25.00 a year

Audio CARDALOG—Box 1771, Albany 1, New York
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speare season" featuring Richard II,

followed by both parts of Ilenrij IV

and Henry V to both information on

Elizabethan drama, English history

( as seen through the eves of the play-

right) and data on the deviees used

by the author to appeal to his particu-

lar audiences.

In such circumstances we would

anticipate that the listening periods

would elicit considerable discussion

and cultivate considerable reading.

Not the least important, particularly

to libraries, is the traffic which such a

series might encourage.

Something New ....

The name of Eleanor Steber is well

known in musical circles. With her

husband, Gordon Andrews, she has

organized a new record company
which plans to produce albums for

school purposes. If you want more

data about Stand Records, write to

them at 105 West .5.5th Street, New
York 19.

Stand Records plan to produce a

record a month. They are dealing in

the area of current events, and are

making their discs available to schools

on a subscription basis. The first

issue. Volume I Number 1, if typical of

their product, augurs well.

The subject matter is news. The
commentator is Douglas Edwards, and

he exhibits in the first recording a

dispassionate and explanatory presen-

tation which can make these recent

events real and meaningful to young
listeners. In the first recording he deals

with one domestic matter, and one

foreign problem. On the domestic

scene Stand Records has chosen to re-

port on President Kennedy's "State

of the Union" message to Congress as

delivered by the President in January.

The recording summarizes the Presi-

dent's presentation and is illustrated

with recorded excerpts from the mes-

sage. The excerpts are carefully chosen

to lend dramatic emphasis to various

proposals put forward by the chief

executive. Mr. Edwards rej)orts about

key events and problems of the first

year of the current administration, and
the closing is a direct quotation from

the president of his own appraisal ol

this first year in office.

The reverse recording deals with

the subject of Berlin. Edwards traces

the historical events leading up to the

erection of the Berlin Wall, beginning

with the closing of World War II. He
emphasizes the disagreements and con-

troversy which has surrounded this

area.

The recordings are carefully re-

searched and presented with lucidity

and clarity. They can be profitably

used in junior and senior high school

classes.

Something Borrowed ....

Spoken Word (New York) borrows

from our national leaders to bring

some desirable recordings into being.

First, on January 20, 1961 John Fitz-

gerald Kennedy delivered one of the

briefest Inaugural Addresses of recent

history. This has been faithfully re-

corded and is available for schools

and libraries as documentation which

cannot otherwise be had. This record-

ing in the Footnotes to History series,

"Inauguration Address of John Fitz-

gerald Kennedy" (Spoken Word SW-
1.30), is an excellent documentation of

the changing administrations in the

White House—documentation which

goes back to 19.33, the first Roosevelt

Inaugural — and is continuous from

there.

Schools and libraries constantly face

the problem of making current history

Comments and materials for review

should be sent to the department edi-

tor—Max U. Bildersee, 36 Holmes
Dale, Albany 3, N. Y.

/ludio CARDAIOO® Record Reviews on Cards
Box 1771— Albany 1. New York

D Please enter_ .1 year subscription (s) to Audio

CARDALOG, 400 cards—10 issues—$25.00

D Please send us full information about Audio CARDALOG.

Name

Organization or School

Address

City and State

live again, and these recordings are

far more potent than the written word
and newspaper accounts can ever be
in accomplishing this desirable end.

(Certainly this .series of recordings be-

longs in every library which deals with

modern living.

The 'flip' side of this record marks
the end of an administration—featuring

the Farewell Broadcast of Dwight
David Eisenhower as it was offered to

the nation on the 17th of January. In

it General Eisenhower cautioned the

nation to be vigilant against dangers to

its liberties—dangers implicit in a vast

military establishment and a perma-
nent arms industiy unparalleled in

peacetime. The retiring president also

pointed to the vastness of the federal

establishment and warned that "the

prospect of domination of the nation's

scholars by Federal employment " was
a real danger which we, as a nation,

must understand and control.

Spoken Word also offers, as a con-

tribution to both history and educa-

tion, "The Great Debates of the 1960
Presidential Campaign" (Spoken
Word, SW A-26) in a three-record al-

bum devoted to the debates of Ken-
nedy and Nixon on September 26,

October 7 and October 13, 1960. This

renewal of the great American custom
of open political debating is thus pre-

served for tomorrow's scholars, ready

for use by today's students. How bet-

ter to summarize the basic issues of

the most recent Presidential campaign
that to have students hear these

records?

The subjects touched in these de-

bates include farm problems, taxes,

schools, politics, subversion, American
prestige overseas, Cuba, Castro, espio-

nage, problems in Asia, bigotry, labor

and internal economic problems. These
records can be used in a variety of

ways in schools and libraries, as well

as in homes, and their multiplication

of value is limited only by the imagi-

native application of their content to

immediate interests and needs.

Something Blue ....

Blue—for our regret that we cannot

yet report fully on a magnificent al-

bum. Democracy In America (Spoken

Word SW A-30 ) , designed to bring to

life the America of the thirties—the

eighteen-thirties! We have heard much
but not all of it and can offer only

this advice, but no critical apprais-

al .. . "Buv!"
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FILM EVALUATIONS
bif L. C. Larson and Carolyn Guss

Sweden

I.McGraw-Hill Book Company, Text-

i'ilin Department, 330 West 42nd
Street, New York 36, New York)

Adapted from a program in the

"Twentieth Century" series produced

htj CBS-TV News. 24 minutes, 16mm,
sound, black and white, 1961. $135.

Description

This filmic report highlights the

n Aults of Sweden's economic, political,

,111(1 social interaction, the bases for its

1)1 iiig a country of curiosity. Using a

backdrop of commuters' eye views of

Stockholm and a selected suburb,

Walter Cronkite tells us about the

many government-sponsored social
l)inefits of seven and one-half million

povertyless people with Europe's high-

est living standard. Through demo-
(latic governmental processes (85 per-

( lilt of the citizens vote), the people

liave obtained pensions, hospitaliza-

tion, prenatal and maternal care, un-

employment compensation for illness,

monetary allowances for children,

school lunches and books, college

loans, and family vacations. These
saiiie people are willing to pay for

cradle to grave security with a high

income tax.

Here man seems to live in relative

harmony with the machine. There is

full employment, complete unioniza-

tion of workers, no strikes or lockouts.

There are no slums. There are factory

and consumer cooperatives. Cost of

living is reasonable. Prime Minister

lalanger tells us that the aim of

Swedish government is the "happiness

of its citizens," that nationalization

is only a means to that end. Even ,so,

111' tells us that ownership is 90 per-

cent private. He also emphasizes his

country's tremendous economic ad-

vantage in not having suffered from
w ars during modem times.

The quest for national and personal

security is not without problems,

problems which they attack in realistic

ways. Altliough Sweden's policy may
be the avoidance of war involvement,

there is an acute awareness that a

future war could be damaging. There-
fore, the country maintains the world's

fourth largest air force. The entire

country is prepared to go under-
ground. Civil defense forces are large

and highly organized.

The film points out the problems of

isolation of the individual and shows

how the state is assuming responsibili-

ty for meeting individual needs that

in less-industrialized societies are

usually associated with the family. Sex

education is provided in all the pubUc
schtxjls. Broken homes and working

parents have contributed to the prob-

lem of juvenile delinquency. Juvenile

offenders are not punished, but are

rehabilitated by the state's provision

of home-like living conditions and
foster homes. Although a state church

and crowned heads are retained, they

influence the humanistic Swedes very

little.

Appraisal

Sweden is an abridgment of a long-

er television presentation by CBS
News that emphasized "Trouble in

Paradise" in its very title. In this

shorter version, just enough trouble

seems to be presented to keep the

viewer from assuming a Utopia.

The film should promote an under-

standing of the Swedi.sh nation and its

ability to survive as a democratic state.

It should help to clarify and modify
previously-held ideas about Sweden.
However the potential value of this

INVALUABLE
TEACHING
AIDS!

Historical Short Subjects

Featuring Famous Scenes and

Personalities of American History!

. THE BILL OF RIGHTS

. THE DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE

. GIVE ME LIBERTY

. LINCOLN IN THE WHITE HOUSE

. THE MAN WITHOUT A COUNTRY

. OLD HICKORY

. TEDDY, THE ROUGH RIDER

. MONROE DOCTRINE

. ADDITIONAL TITLES AVAILABLE ON REQUEST

ALL IN COLOR AND 16 MM SOUND

ONLY ^250 EACH FOR LIFE OF REEL

WRITE TODAY!
STANLEY STARK
247 PARK AVENUE
NEW YORK 17, NY.
Murray HIM 7-7800 UNITED ARTISTS ASSOCIATED, INC.

FORSE ™E '^l^l'T DARKENING

DRAPES AND SHADES

for Classrooms and Auditoriums

Fofse Drapes and Shades meet every

requirement for light control and room

darkening. Choice of decorative colors.

DETACH AND MAIL. THIS COUPON

Intipenslve . . . Guaranteed tor

)0 years . . . Used throu(liout

tlie United SUtes since 1917.

^̂ff^^^J* MANUFACTURIMQ COMPANY
2347 Sullivan Ave. • St. Louis 7, Mo.

Send free samples and literature.

INAME

INSTITUTION

[ADDRESS

CITY ?ONE STATE
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film may be more in the follow-up

activities than in the immediate learn-

ings. High school social studies classes

shoiJd find many springboards for

discussion. "What are the functions

of governments?" "What are the dis-

tinctions between democracy, social-

ism and communism?" "Does Sweden
offer a preview of the kind of society

toward which certain other countries

are moving?" "What conditions exj^lain

the premium that the Swedish people
place on security?" "Must the attain-

ment of security be accompanied by
'middle class enslavement by con-

formity'?" "What are a nation's alter-

natives to being 'red or dead'?"

—Ledford Carter

Venezuela

(McGraw-Hill Text-Films, 330 West
42nd Street, New York 36, New York.)

Produced by Centron Corporation. 16
minutes, 16mm, sound, color and
black and white, 1961. $190 and $95.

Description

Venezuela is one of seven films in

the series "Our Latin American Neigh-

bors." The theme which it develops

is one of contrast between divergent

standards of living of the wealthy
and the poor and between geographi-

cal and climatic extremes, with scenes

in the great altitudes of the Andes
Mountains area on the one hand and
in the tropical lowland on the other.

The economic contrast is evident in

the city of Caracas itself where im-

pressive new architecture clashes in

appearance with the extensive slum
areas in the hills surrounding the city.

Although the film emphasizes eco-

nomic and geographical factors, its

survey includes numerous aspects of

Venezuelan life.

Some insights into the lives of the

professional people are afforded
through the family of a Caracas archi-

tect. Identification is provided for

junior high school pupils by the

architect's son, who is about their

age. Orientation to the nation's rela-

tive location on the continent of South
America and to its major geographical

features is provided by animated
maps.

Most of Venezuela's agriculture and
industry thrives in the central high-

lands in which Caracas is located.

The Llanos of the Orinoco is shown
to be located in the central region of

the nation. Cattle hides and beef are

primary items of that region. The
Guiana Highlands in the south com-
prise about one-half the area of

Venezuela and are rich in iron ore.

One source of contrast in the econ-

omy of Venezuela is to be found in

the Maracaibo Lowland and in Lake
Maracaibo itself. Since oil was dis-

covered there in 1917, Venezuela has

become the second largest oil producer
in the world. The city of Maracaibo
is a port for the region's oil and is

the nation's second largest city.

The major port in Venezuela is

LaGuaira through which passes more
than one million tons of airgo each
year. Significant imports include
wheat flour, chemicals, machinery,

and automobiles. LaGuaira is oiJy a

few miles from Caracas and the two
cities are connected by a multi-lane

superhighway.

The Orinoco River is described as

an important commercial route which
carries, among many products, iron

ore en route to steel mills in the

United States. The viewer is returned

to Caracas, where spring-like weather
prevails throughout the year. Short

scenes depict sports and recreational

activity, architecture, religious tradi-

tion, occupations, national heritage,

and night life in the capital.

Comments and materials for review

should be sent to Audio-Visiuil Center,

Indiana University, Bloomington, Ind.

The film closes optimistically with

shots of low-cost housing units being

built for farm families, new farm
equipment being introduced, and
apartment buildings under construc-

tion for factory workers.

Appraisal

Especially at the junior high level,

this film would serve excellently as

an introduction or summary to the

geography or history of Northern
South America. A siu-vey type film, it

devotes little time to any one part of

Venezuelan culture but it does bring

out well the theme of contrast, can-

didly presenting economic and social

problems as well as the accomplish-

ments and prosperity of the country.

Venezuela is generally a good tech-

nical production. The color is satis-

factory, usually contributing to the

visual message. The background music
seems very well selected and adapted
to both the subject and the medium.
The burden of the commentary is

necessarily heavy because of the na-

ture of the film, but it does not ap-

pear excessive. The narration is well-

synchronized with the visualization

and is reinforced at points with sub-

titles. As a minor adverse criticism.

the subtitle technique might have
been enhanced in effectiveness if it

had been utilized more frequently and
the words retained on the screen for

a longer time.

—James Pigg

Time Of Wonder

(Weston Woods Studios, Weston,
Connecticut) 14 minutes, 16mm,
sound, color, 1 961 . Ba.wd on the book
hij Robert McCloskey. Teacher's guide

available.

Description

Time of Wonder tells the story of

a family's summer on an island off

the Maine coast, using pictures from

the book of the same title by Robert

McCloskey to provide the illustrative

material. This production represents

one of the latest additions to Weston
Woods Studios' filmic treatment of

prizewinning children's books.

The story begins with clouds rising

and turning dark over Penobscott

Bay—an indication that rain is moving
in. As the rain comes down children

delightfully play in a new-found ad-

venture amidst the splashing drops.

The next morning is foggy and the\

explore the island listening to the

sounds of a porpoise family, a neigh-

bor's motorboat, and the splashes of

the boat's wake on the nearby rocks.

Venturing into the misty woods they

are stunned by its silence. It is so

quiet that they hear the insects in a

dead tree trunk and nearby fiddle-

heads unfurling. But then the sky

turns yellow, a hummingbird appears

and the fog lifts majestically.

At the height of the summer season

the bay is filled with bright sailboats

while children swim and dive off the

rocks. When the tide is out their at-

tention turns to building castles in the

sand. An evening boat ride around

the bay climaxes a day's activities.

Summer is nearing its close and only

the fishing boats are left. The winds
begin to change and the trees reflect

the coming autumn. Along with the

changes comes anxiety for the safety

of life and property. Excitement is

heightened by the threatening danger

of a hurricane. Boat moorings are

checked, food and gasoline supplies

are brought in to prepare for the

coming storm. Then comes the pause
of the sea at low water followed by a

gentle wind and rain. Suddenly the

wind and rain sharpen into gale force

bringing the season's first hurricane.

Safely inside their cabin the family

reads, listens and watches. Suddenly

a latch gives way and the wind and
water are inside. After the water is
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dried up and the door securely closed

tlie family joins together in singing

"Mine eyes have seen the glory . .
."

Finally the moon comes out, the

storm lessens and the children retire

for tlie night listening to the ocean
swells saying sh . . . sh.

The morning after the storm finds

the family exploring the fallen and
broken trees and holes left by the

roots of the trees. There in one
gigantic tree hole is discovered an

ancient Indian shell heap—a reminder

of long ago.

With the end of summer comes the

last chores of hauling seaweed to

lilize the garden and a last glimpse

j! tlie sunflowers and hummingbirds.
It is time to leave the island for home
and school. An intriguing ending
leaves the viewer wondering about
nature as he is asked, "Where do
hummingbirds go in a hurricane?"

Appraisal

In 1957 Robert McCloskey became
the first person to receive the Calde-

cott Medal twice. This medal has been
awarded annually since 1938 to the

illustrator of the most distinguished

picture book for American children.

McCloskey won the coveted medal in

1941 for his picture-story book Make
Way for Duckling which has since

become a children's classic. (Also

available in the "Pictuure Book Parade"
series.) This book's illustrations, his

first attempts in using color, took three

M ars of painting to produce.

As McCloskey has succeeded in

I

tiiuisferring his love for the island to a

picture-story so has Morton Schindel,

tin producer, transferred his love for

tavorite picture books to an artistical-

|ly created film. The lovely soft full-

page water colors are brought to life

through a photographic process called

"iconographic motion picture photog-

t
raphy"— the putting together of in-

dividual drawings with camera motion.

I
Schindel uses closeups or long shots

1 and by moving the drawings creates

the illusion of motion.

I'liroughout the film Schindel has

retained the integrity of the original

I artwork. This picture-story is narrated

by Tod Hoskins with warmth and a

!
beautiful feeling for the story. Back-

i

ground sounds familier to the locale of

the story and soft musical interludes

add to make this film a "time of

wonder."

This production is the 22nd title

lof the "Picture Book Parade" series

iwhich is based on outstanding con-
temporary children's books. It is ideal-

ly suited for schools, church groups,

iclubs and especially for library or
[story-telling activities.

—Jack L. Middendorf

AO's New Opaque Delineascope

T3Hgiiteh... Lighten...
...more convenient

BRIGHTER AO's New High-Speed Opaque Delineascope projects a
brighter image than any other opaque projector you can buy... a full

145 lumen output. Screen illumination is uniform from edge to edge
and definition is sharp from corner to corner.

Only American Optical uses all-glass reflecting surfaces to provide
maximum illumination intensity. Glass reflectors will not tarnish or
deteriorate . . .will not scratch with cleaning. Your AO Opaque will

still produce the brightest screen image, even after years of service.

LIGHTER AO's New Opaque Delineascope is easily portable... weighs
just 29 pounds. Copy platform is extra deep . . . plenty of room for

material up to 21/2 inches thick. Elevation locking device positions
platform instantly at any desired level.

MORE CONVENIENT Adjustments for focus, optical pointer, switch
and roll feed are all controlled quickly and conveniently from the
right side of instrument . . . where they belong.

Ask your AO Sales Representative for a convincing demonstration
or write . . .

American ^ Optical

Dept. E241
G Please send full information on AO's New

Opaque Delineascope.
Please have my AO Sales Representative
set up a demonstration.COMPANY

Nnmo
INITRUMINT DIVISION, tXttf/KlO M, NIW YORK

Titv 7nno Af^t^

IN CANADA write American Optical Company Canxda Ltd., Box 40. Terminal A, Toronto. Ontario
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FILMSTRIPS

ieviflex

SIGHT & SOUND
TEACHING
STATION

Unusual versatility -it may be used for

small group instruction or for private in-*
struction of one to four students — has

made for rapid, enthusiastic acceptance
of the Viewlex Sight and Sound Teaching
Station.

Take the teaching of foreign languages,

for example. Here, the large, readily avail-

able libraries of filmstrip-record combina-
tions may be utilized to enrich the program.
Students "see" the meaning of words as

they are spoken in their authentic manner
... or watch the customs and landmarks of

the country of origin, of the language they

are studying, come to "life".

And, through the utilization of the ear

phones, one to four students, who need or

seek further study may obtain it without
disturbing the rest of the class.

In science, literature, mathematics and
many other subject areas these same tech-

niques have made the Viewlex Sight &
Sound Teaching Station an invaluable audio-

visual aid.

Model #TT-1
(Complete with 4 sets of earphones)

$149.95

/lewlex INC.

6 BROADWAY, HOLBROOK, L.I.,N.Y.

Re: SIGHT & SOUND TEACHING STATION
D Please send complete information.

D Please arrange for demonstration (no

obligation).

Name

School

Address

City State
IJ^CANAOA^— Anolophotoltd^j^Monlreal

by Irene F. Cypher

Livelier Response

This reviewer is on sabbatical leave,

and, in the course of human events,

doing a bit of seeing the world. Of
course, like all other postmen, bus-

men and people with a specific job

interest, this means she cannot pass by

a schoolhouse or educational center

without wanting to stop and find out

what they are doing. It gets into the

blood, so why be unnatural and re-

sist it!

In the interests of this column one

thing stands out at the moment:
teachers and pupils alike, anywhere in

this great land of ours, want material

and they want good material. They
want something that has eye appeal,

that relates to life in today's world,

that pertains to people and places and
that gives a story that has honesty and
sincerity in the way it is presented.

The day of the Elsie Dinsmore tech-

nique is gone, and the soonr we real-

ize it the better. Children of any age

realize preachiness and insincerity so

quickly it is like watching instan-

taneous combustion go into operation!

Both producers and teachers should

realize this fact at all times. Educa-

tion will "take and stick " more quick-

ly and for a much longer period if

the one being educated is convinced

of the validity and importance to him
of what he is learning. Children re-

spond to beauty; they love humor;
they respond to rhythm; they love a

chance to question and argue just a

bit; they respond to questions that

have a slightly two-sidish or debatable

element; they enjoy being intrigued.

They do not respond to dull "this is

the way to do it" sermonizing; they

do not like to be given information in

such a way that it sounds like a recipe

for unpalatable pudding; they do not

enjoy looking at pictures that are

poorly reproduced.

We put beauty and humor into

phases of work and living, why do
we not give a bit more attention to

the importance of these two factors

in education? Our children and pupils

of all ages will respond to the true

value of education when they see that

it has personal value to them in their

own living. It is so essential today that

pupils realize for themselves that what

they are learning has personal mean-
ing; that everything they learn has

some bearing on a way of life we want
to continue in this country. This will

only come about if the materials we
use in the classroom are of as good
quality as we can possibly achieve.

It has been interesting to note the

increase in production of flat pictures

—one of the earliest forms of visual

aids to become popular. As we were
in San Diego, we naturally visited the

San Diego Zoo—a trip we wish ever\

school child could take, for the place

is a "top attraction and deservedK

so." Failing this, one can bring many
of the zoo animals to the classroom

by means of a new set of pictures.

(Continued on next page)

Exceptional Projector Value . .

Costs no more than a viewer

^'^^^ EXAMINER
Portable Filmstrip PREVIEWER

Complete theater with built-

in screen and projector in a

compact, handy carrycase.

Dramatic visual presentations

in classrooms, for group or

home study of 35mm flim-

strips (in fully lighted rooms)

now only

Used by

leading schools

universities,

Institutions.

4950

Request

illustrated literature

QUUirXD FOR P

UNOER HATMNAL
[OUCIIION UT

C*G'K 3^-^ 9 23ril Avenue,

INDUSTRIAl '''"8 's'^"'' "^'^V 5, N. Y.'
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Reviews

Zoo Animal Study Prints (23 black

and white study prints; produced by
Community Educational Resources,

Dcpt. of Educ, San Diego County,

and available through Arts and Crafts

Press, Box 609, San Diego 21, Calif.;

$5.75 per set plus shipping charges).

The prints are on 18" x 22" heavy

stock, and large enough for good study

l^urposes. Of course the perennial

favorites, the bears, monkeys, tigers,

Iienguins and elephants, are all in-

iliided. We see them as they are in

tlio zoo itself, and this means that

there is a "habitat" quality to the

pictures which adds reality. Size,

shape and details are clearly shown,
and the set is one which will appeal

to both pupils and teachers.

Alaska Filmstrips (5 strips, color;

produced by John W. Gunter, 1027
South Claremont St., San Mateo,
Calif; §27 per set, $6 single strip).

There is much to learn about this

new state of ours, and this series

takes us on a trip to Eskimo villages

and to towns along the coastal and in-

land areas. The scenes in the villages

show us something of the community
houses, mills, canneries, homes and
schools. Other views give us close-

ups of costumes and home life of the

Eskimos today. There is a good back-
ground of geographical information

and one strip gives us a glimpse into

village life in the past. This is a good
series to buUd up a background of

information about an area and a group
of people very important to our na-

tional development. Good for social

studies in the middle and upper
grades.

Angel Of The Battlefields - Clara

Barton (Color series; produced as

unit of Filmstrip-of-the-Month Clubs,

355 Lexington Ave., New York 17,

N.Y.; annual membership fee $33 per

club, see catalog for details of .special

groupings.) Biographical information

1 is always important if an individual is

to be understood in relation to the

period and field in which their work
was ciirried. This series gives us an
insight into the life and character of

Clara Barton, and then goes on to

outline the major facets of her work
and contribution to society. It is good
for social studies and also for con-
sideration of people and their place
in world events. Designed for primary
grades.

Electronics (4 strips, color; pro-
duced by Filmstrip House, 432 Park
Avenue South, New York 16, N.Y.;
$20 per set, or $15 if purchased with
other Science Adventure Series ma-

terial). Radio waves, transistors and
electronic tubes are very much a part

of the life of today's student. We hve
in a world of electronic devices, and
the filmstrips in this series give us

basic information as to the nature of

electronics, and the application of

electronic forces. The diagrams and
explanations are clear and well plan-

ned for use at the junior high school

level.

(Continued on next page)

Vite-a-lize
your film

We restore brittle, curled, cupped
film to nearly new first run quality

with Vlte-a-lize. Our Vite-a-lize

treatment preshrinks new film uni-

formly, sealing in proper humidity.

Guaranteed. Call or write now.
Exclusive with Leonard Film Service,

1700B E. Walnut, Pasadena, Calif.

Phone SYcomore 2-6682.

r

;

MAPPING A
TREASURE HUNT

An exciting new

educational supplement from

Cenco Educational Films

The first of a three film series, "Elementary

Geography", simply, dramatically and delight-

fully explains the concepts of directions to

grammar school students.

This interesting and timely 16mm film uses

children for actors and was made in collabora-

tion with Dr. John R. Lee of Northwestern

University.

Plot of the 12-minute film centers around a

treasure hunt in a public park, explaining how
to determine and use elementary directions to

find natural and man-made objects with a map.

Two other films in the series are "Billy

and South", depicting cardinal directions, and

"Jimmy and His Shadow", explaining inter-

mediate directions.

The Elementary Geography 16mm films are

available on a preview to purchase basis at a

cost of $110 for color and $55 for black and

white. For further information contact your

nearest Cenco branch office or write directly

to Cenco Educational Films.

CENCO EDUCATIONAL FILMS
A division of Cenco Imlruments Corporation
1700 Irving Pork Road • Chicago 13, Illinois

Mountainside, N. J. Montreaf Sonta Clara
Somerviile, Man. Toronto toi Angtht
Birmingham, Ala. Ottawa Vancouver Edmonton
Houston Cenco Z.A., Breda, The Netherlands Tulsa
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Comments and materials for review

should be sent to the department edi-

tor-Irene F. Cypher, New York Uni-

versity, 26 Washington Square, New
York 3, N.Y.

Foundations For Occiipatioital Plan-

ning (5 strips, color; produced by
Society for Visual Education, 1345
Diversey Parkway, Chicago 14, 111.;

$22.50 per set, $5 single strips).

Every student will sooner or later

face the problems included in the

material of this set—what does he

want to do, what does he like to do,

what sort of job does he wish to pre-

pare for, and how does school help

to prepare him for a job? Major intent

of the series is to stimulate students

to think through to their own personal

answers to such questions, and the

material is well designed for guidance

discussion work in the upper grades

and in junior high school.

!
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slurp

Remember when the most delicious part of an
ice cream soda was that last resounding sip? The
magic years of youth are sprinkled with a thousand
and one such noisy delights—accepted simply, ap-

preciated instinctively and forgotten quickly.

These transient pleasures and simple sounds
soon give way to more enduring enthusiasms, to

richer and more meaningful sounds. Such as re-

cordings on Audiotape. This tape gives you superb
clarity and range, minimum distortion and back-

ground noise. Because of its remarkable quality.

Audiotape has the timeless gift of offering pleasure

to everyone from juvenile soda slurpers to mature
twisters. Try Audiotape today.

ftiiftnytftp^
"it speaks for itself" 1^*°^ "*•"*

For language classes and

wherever the spoken

word must be reproduced

clearly and realistically,

try economical Language

Arts Recording Tape . ,

.

developed to meet the

special needs of today's

educators.

AUDIO DEVICES INC.. 444 Madison Ave . N. Y. 22. N. Y.

Offices m Los Angeles • Cliicago • Washinfton, 0. C.

Japan (book, record and filmstrip

in color; produced by international

Communications Foundation, 913.3

Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills, Calif.;

$5.95 for book and record, $15 with

filmstrip). Japan today is very dif-

ferent from the Japan of Commodore
Perry's time. The book in this kit of

materials gives us many photographs
of life and people in Japan from the

early days down to the present. Nar-
ration to explain pictorial content is

provided by the record, and the film-

strip carries on the story. The film-

strip is long, and should be used in

parts for best results. Altogether there

is a well of information in the kit and
it is good for social studies in the

middle and upper grades.

Space And Space Travel (6 strips,

color; produced by Jam Handy Organ-
ization, 2821 East Grand Blvd.,

Detroit 11, Michigan; $31. .50 per set,

$5.75 single strips). Space travel is

no longer a matter of speculation, it

is part of present reahty. Students to-

day need to have information about
basic principles of man's preparation

for space travel, details of rocket

propulsion, details about space stations

and possible exploratory trips to other

planets. One strip of this series gives

a good description of atmospheric
pressure, light, sound and temperature,
and atomic forces encountered in

space travel. The material is well co-

ordinated to science units and will

help in gaining familiarity with the

terms and problems to be handled.
The strips can be used in many class

sessions, and need not necessarily be
used as a series. This is good, for it

provides material to be referred to

when it is needed, rather than neces-

sitating rigid viewing patterns. Film-
strips are a flexible type of material,

and it is good to keep them that way;
then a teacher can use them when
they serve the best purposes in the
classroom.

Teaching Science (4 strips color,

with two records; produced by Bailey
Films, Inc., 6509 De Longpre Ave.,
Hollywood 28, Calif.; $29 per set).

Teachers need to refresh their think-

ing about methods occasionally and
this series is in the nature of a series

of field trips to observe teaching
procedures in the area of science. In-

cluded is presentation of units with
young children as they first start to

explore in the world of science; we
are then given an opportunity to see

how children are guided through an
actual science lesson. It is good
material for seminars and workshops,
and is a good addition to the pro-

fessional material which shoidd be on
hand as resource for teachers when
planning their work.
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AV industry news

3M—Revere—WoIIensak
Revere Camera Co., now a 3M sub-

sidiary, has launched an expanded
merchandising program on a whole
line of cameras, projectors, recorders

iind accessories under its own trade-

mark as well as one of continued pro-

motion of the WoUensak recorder and
other items. The Revere dealer net-

work will henceforth sell the WoIIen-

sak items also and, subject to Chicago
approval, WoIIensak dealers will han-

dle Revere. The 3M overhead projec-

tor will continue to be marketed
through the 3M Graphic Products Di-

vision, in connection with Thermofax
^transparency production equipment
and supplies.

Argus—Mansfield

—

Columbia Pix

EflFective April 29, the merchandis-

ing organizations of Argus Camera,

Inc., and Mansfield Industries went
under one management. The Mans-
field line is at present definitely

oriented to the home market. The
Argus still line continues as a mainly

camera store item but increasing em-
phasis will be placed on professional,

educational and industrial applications.

Report on DAVI Show
Exhibits of audiovisual equipment

and materials at the Department of

Audiovisual Instruction (NEA) meet-

ing in Kansas City were the largest

and most varied in the history of the

organization. The 218 booths showed
everything from felt-nibbed pens to

computer-type film library booking
machinery.

One of the strongest impressions

of this show on one who has attended

many like it in the past was that this

year there did not seem to be any one
dominant "new" item. Last year it

was the teaching machine, the year

before the language lab, the one be-

fore that CCTV, and so on back. This

year these newcomers seem pretty

well shaken down into their relation-

ship to longer established media. On
the main programs, too, the cross-

media approach was both preached

and applied.

Programmed learning was again
well represented but seemed to speak

its piece in less demanding tones than

last year. There was more of it, ma-
chined and unmachined, printed and/
or projected, but there seemed closer

assimilation, of method and media. Ma-
chines were more generally offered in

conjunction with projector, microfilm

viewer and other equipment exhibits,

unmachined printed forms tended to

find a home with textbook, textfilm

and blankbook producers.

"Quality in Education" Bill

Executive vice president I>on White
of the National Audio-Visual Associa-

tion appeared before the House Se-

lect Sub-committee on Education in

support of the "Quality in Education"
bill introduced by Rep. Thompson
( D, N.J. ) . White urged more specific

emphasis on AV materials and tech-

niques in the $50 million of year,

four-year program.

Snun Sound Film Libraries

Three sources of 8mm magnetic
sound movies were exhibitors at the

recent Master Photo Finishers and

Dealers Association show. CasUe
Films and United Artists Associates

offered sizable lists in the standard

24-frames-per-second speed and sound

scanned 56 frames in advance of pro-

jection aperture. Mansfield's big list

of Columbia products eyes mainly the

home market, so offers its product at

silent sjieed. Technicolor's extensive

new library of cartridged films thus

far are all silent.

Koncept-O-Graph Goes Graflex

Graflex, Inc. reports taking over the

Koncept-O-Graph teaching machine,

said to be one of the simplest now in

distribution. Raymond J. Hartjen, Kon-
cept-O-Graph president, joins the Gra-

flex staff as manager of the Auto-In-

structional Materials Department.

DAVI exhibit area.
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At left, G. C. Whitaker, Graflex presi-

dent, with Raymond H. Hartjen, who will

head the company's Department of Auto-

Instruetional Materials.

PEOPLE
RCA announces formation of a new
Educational Services Department
headed by division vice president

Harold Metz. Included are RCA Insti-

tutes, Inc., G. F. Maedel, president;

RCA Educational Operations, Ernest

W. Lareau, manager; RCA Education-

al Advisory Services, John W. Went-
worth, manager; and RCA Education-

al Programs, James S. Winston, man-
ager.

Radiant Manufacturing Co. claims a

"first" for the screen industry in its

estabhshment of a complete in-plant

chemical laboratory. It is headed by
chief chemist Robert E. Jacobson.

H. S. Morris has been named vice-

president of marketing at Altec-Lans-

ing. Initially an engineer with ERPI,
he has held a rising succession of tech-

nical and merchandising posts. Comp-
troller C. R. Rininsland has been
named vice^jresident, finance.

Zeus Soucek has been elected presi-

dent and chairman of the board of

Electronic Teaching Laboratories,

Washington, D. C.
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TRADE DIRECTORY FOR THE AUDIOVISUAL FIELD

KEVi (P) producsrs, Importari. (Ml^-nifmirfaclurws. (D)—^•olars, distributor!, fllm rontol llbrorlos, proioctien sorvlc*

Whoro a primary sourco also oHors diroct rantol sorvlcos, tho doublo symbol (PD) oppoon.

Association rllms. Inc. (PD)

Distributor of Freo-Loan and Rontol Fllmi.

H«adquartorsi

347 Modiion Ay«., N. Y. 17, N. Y.

Roglonat LIbrarlos:

trood at Elm, Kidgollold, N. J.

S«1 Hlllgrov* Avo., Lo Grango, III.

799 Stovonion St., Son Fronclico. Col.

1108 Jackson St.. Dollai 2, Tox.

Australian Mows and Information Bureau (PDI

636 Fifth Av... Now York 20, N. Y.

troy Studios, Inc. IPD)

729 SoYonth Avo., Now York 19, N. Y.

ftroadmon Films (PD)

127 Ninth Avo., North, Noshvlllo 3, Tonn.

Coronat Instructional Films

Coronot BIdg., Chicogo 1, III.

(P)

family Films, Inc. (PD)

5823 Sonto Monica Blvd.. Hollywood 3B, Collf.

tdoal Picturas, inc. (D)

Homo Offlco:

38 E. South Wotor St., Chicago 1, III.

Branch Exchangost
2114 Eighth Ave., N., Birmingham 1, Ala.

1840 Alcotroi Avo., Borkolay 3, Col.

2221 S. Oliva St., Lot Angoioi 7, Col.

714—18th Stroot, Donvor 2, Colo.

5S NE 13th St., Miami 32, Flo.

71 Walton St., N.W., Atianto 3, Go.

1370 S. Borotanio St., Honolulu 14, H.

98 E. South Wotor St., Chicago 1, III.

15 E. Maryland St., Indionopolis 4, Ind.

416 S. 5th St., louiivilla 2, Ky.

1303 Prytonio Stroot, Now Orleans 13, lo.

102 W. 25th St., Baltimoro 18, Lo.

42 Molroso St., Boston 16, Moss.

15924 Grand Rivor Avo., Ootroit 27, Mich.

3400 Nicollal Avo., Minnoopollt 8, Minn.

1402 locust St., Kansas City 6, Mo.
4028 N. Kingshighway, St. Louis 15, Mo.

4529 Spring St., Omaha 6, Neb.

1558 Main St., Buffalo 9, N. Y.

321 W. 44th St., New York 36, N. Y.

2110 Payne Ave., Cleveland 14, Ohio.

1201 S. W. Morrison, Portland 5, Ore.

14 Wood St., Pittsburgh 22, Po.

18 S. Third St., Memphis 3, Tonn.

2434 S. Norwood, Dallas 15, Tex.

Brlghom Young Univ., Prove, Utoh.

1 E. Main St., Richmond 19, Vo.

4431 W. North Ave., Milwaukee 8, Wit.

Intarnatlonal Film Buroou (PO)
332 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 4, III.

Knowlodg* Bulidors (Classroom Films)

Visual Education Center Bldg.,

Floral fork, N. Y.

I PDI

For information about Trade Di-

rectory advertising rates, write

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN & AUDIO-
VISUAL GUIDE, 2000 Lincoln Park

West Bldg., Chicago 14, IH.

sterling Movies U.S.A., Inc. (D)
Free Film Distributor
Executive Officet
375 Pork Avenue, Now York 22, N. Y.

Area Librariei & Shipping Centers
100 West Monroe St., Chicogo 3, III.

1469 N. Vine St., Los Angeies 28, Cat.
43 West 61st.. New York 23, N.Y.
519 Pennsylvania Ave., Fort Worth 4, Texas.

FILMSTRIPS

Broadman Flimstrips (PD)
127 Ninth Ave., North, Nashville 3. Tenn

Christian Education Pross Flimstrips
Religious Subiects
1505 Roce St., Phiiodelphla 2, Pa.

(PD)

Family Flimstrips, Inc. (PDI
S823 Sonto Monico Blvd., Hollywood 38, Colli

Enrichment Matarlais inc. (PDI
246 Fifth Ave., New York 1, N. Y

Society for Visual Education
1345 DIversey Parkway, Chicago 14

(PDI

Teaching Aids Service, Inc. (PD)
lowed Ave. & Cherry Lone, Florot Pork, N, Y

31 Union Souore West, New York 3

Visual Education Consultants, Inc. (PDI
VEC Weekly News Flimstrips

2066 Heleno St., Madison, Wis.

FIIMSTRIP, SLIDE « OPAQUE PROJECTORS

DuKone Corporation
St. Charles, lllinoii

(M)

ELECTRONIC TRAINING KITS

Aliiod Radio Corporation (MD)
100 N Wetiern Ave.. Chicogo 80, III.

FLAGS, BANNERS, BUTTONS, TROPHIES

Ac* Flag & Pennant Company (M)
224 Haddon Rd., Woodmere, L.I., N. Y.
Ail sizes—U.S., U.N., State, Foreign, immed. del.

Pennants, decois, auto-bumper labels, etc.

GLOBES — Gaogrophical

Oanoyer-Geppert Company (PDI
5235 Rovenswood Ave., Chicago 40, III

BIOLOGICAL MODELS & CHARTS

Oenoyer-Goopert Comoanv
S235 Rovenswood Ave., Chicogo 40, III.

MOTION PICTURE PROJECTORS « SUPPLIES

Boll ft Howell Co. (M)
7117 McCormick Road, Chicago 45, III.

Eastmon Kodak Company (Ml
Rocheiler 4, New York

Victor Division, Kaiart Co. (Ml
Piainvillo, Conn.

MAPS — Geographical, Historical

Denoyer-Geppert Company
5235 Roveniwooo A,e., Chicago 40, III.

MICROSCOPES ft SLIDES

Oenoyer-Geppert Company
5235 Roventwooo Ave., Chicago 40, III

PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT

Camera Equipment Co., Inc. (MD)
315 W. 43rd St., New York 36, N. Y.
6510 Santa Monico Blvd., Hollywood, Col.

Ccunara Equipment Co., inc., of Florida (MO)
1335 E. Tenth Ave., Hioleah, Flo.

READING IMPROVEMENT

Psychotechnics, inc.

105 W. Adomi St., Chicago 3, Ml

Mfgri. of SHADOWSCOPE Reoding Poce

Academic Recording Instltut* (ARI)
IB E. 50th St., New York 22, N. Y.
(Noted Scholars on Records of Topes)

Broadman Films (PO)
127 Ninth Ave., North, Nashville 3, Tenn.

Curriculum Materials Center (PD)
51 28 Venice Blvd., Los Angeles 19, Col.
Records, Tape Recordings, Fllmstripi, Books

Enrichment Materials inc. IPO)
246 Fifth Ave., New York 1, N. Y.

folkways Records ft Service Corp.
117 W. 46th St., New York. N. Y

Heirloom Records (PO)
Brookhaven. N. Y.

(History through Ballads & Folksongs)
Monitor Recordings, Inc. (PO)

413 W. 50th St., Now York 19, N. Y.
Rusiion, French, Spanish Language Moterlols

Music Education Record Corp. IP)
P O. Box 445. Englewood, N I

(The Complete Orcheitro demonstrated)

Spanish Music Center, Inc. (PO)
127 W. 48th St., New York 36, N. Y.

(SMC Longuoge Records Center)

RECORDERS — PLAYERS

Allied Radio Corporation
100 N W.iiern Ave., Chicago 80. III.

(MO)

SCREENS

Rodiont Manufacturing Co.
3220 No. Auslir Ave., Morton Grove Ill

Key: Kod
SLIDES

ochrome 3 X 2. SVs X 4 V'^ or loraO'

Keystone
Meodvii

View Co.
• . Po

IPO-4 1

SOUND SYSTEMS

Allied Radio Corporation (MOi
100 N. Western Ave.. Chicaso 30 III
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New Equipment

For addresses of the sources supplying

information on wiiicli these listings are

based, refer to Directory of Sources,

page 290. For more information about

any of the equipment and materials

announced here, use the enclosed

reader service postcard.

CAMERAS, Movie

Bolex H-8 Professional Camera offers

same features on the more advanced
16s. Loads 100' rolls, one-fourth as

many film changes as in regular 8s.

Btam-splitler reflex viewing through
taking lens while filming. No paral-

Smm Zoom Sound camera, with
through-the-lens focus; built-in light

meter mechanically coupled to di-

Bolex H-8 Camera

lax. 12-64 fps. Motor drive available.

Variable shutter, wind-back, single-

frame. Microscopic and under-water
adaptations readily made. With Swit-
ar 12.5mm f/1.3 lens $450; with three
lenses (5.5mm, 12.5mm, 36mm) $650.

PAILLARD,

For more Information circle
No. 101 on retarn postal card.

Bolex Zoom Reflex 8mm Camera has
8 to 40mm zoom range; through-the-
lens reflex viewing and focusing; ex-
posure measurement of exact area
covered; variable shutter and wind-
back; 12-64 fps. With built-in Pan
Cinor f/1.9 lens $330; carrying case
$29.50; trigger handle $16. PAILLARD

For more Information circle
No. lOS on return postal card.

Camex 8mm Single Reflex Camera pro-
vides full view of image (without
parallax, for wide range of lenses
and macro- and micro-cinemato-
graphy); behind-lens electric eye ex-
posure meter (ASA 10-400); dia-

phragm fading; zoom and anamorphic
lenses available; governor control
8-32 fps; frame counter. $239 to $499
depending on lens. Without exposure
meter $179 to $439. HEITZ.

For more Information circle
No. 103 on return postal card.

Fairchild 8mm

aphragm; Chinon f/1.8 zoom lens

10mm to 30mm range; improved
sound system. $359. FAIRCHILD

For more Information circle

No. 104 on return postal card.

Power Zoom 8mm electric-eye camera
with a power driven zoom lens, that

takes pictures while changing its

field. Model C/78 spool load $199.50;

C/79 magazine load $219.50. Wollen-
sak. REVERE.

For more Information circle
No. 106 on return postal card.

CAMERAS, Still

Kodak Motoramlc SSmm Camera fea-

tures built-in pop-up flash; power-
drive film advance; electric eye ex-
posure with provision for selective

area control; hinged back for easy
loading; wt 22 z. Motormatic 35F
—$120; without self-powered film ad-
vance—$100. KODAK.

See local dealer

Polaroid 4x5 "Industrial" View Camera
has many educational applications.
Finished prints, transparencies, even
negatives are produced in seconds.

Polaroid Industrial Camera

Eye-level reflex viewer, with ground
glass etched various slide sizes. Cam-
era head rotates 90° for photograph-
ing large areas against wall. Copying
stand has built-in illumination. Five
interchangeable lens and shutter
combinations. Camera head and stand
$410; lenses, lights, shutter, film hold-
er extra, POLAROID.

For more information circle
No. 106 on return postal card.

CAMERA ACCESSORIES
Eye-Level Prism Viewfinder for Has-

selblad offers 2%x magnification; up-
right, non-reversed image. $142.50.

PAILLARD
For more Information circle
No. 101 on return postal card.

Microscope Shutter for Hasselblad. 1 sec
to l/500th and Bulb; synch flash at

all shutter speeds. $179.50. PAIL-
LARD

For more Information circle
No. 108 on return postal card.

Professional lOOOwatt Photo Light. "Sun
Gun" reportedly equals 5x the power
of conventional lighting at l/5th the
current cost. 3400 Kelvin, modifiable
by filters. Rated life at full voltage
12 hours, at half-voltage approx 300
hrs. Reflector housing measures 6x-

4%x6", bulb 3", wt 3 lb. Output at full

voltage, bare lamp 30,000 rated lu-
mens; in reflector 65,000 center beam
candle power, same half-voltage
23,000. Complete with portrait lens,

beam spreader, and set of barn-doors
$79. Numerous accessories available.
SYLVANIA.

For more information circle
No. 109 on return postal card.

Superflood SSOwatt new light for movie
making, may be used in any house
outlet (two on any ordinary circuit
without overloading). $3. SYLVANIA

2-on-l Polaroid Snaps. Adaptor gives
16 pix per roll instead of 8 and pro-
vides means for amusing trick photos.
$4.95—$5.95. VOSS.

For more Information circle
No. 110 on return postal card.

PROJECTORS, Movie, TV
Smm Projector, self-threading; zoom

lens; one-knob control for forward
reverse, still, rewind, and off. Exclu-
sive "Projecta - Viewer" attachment
provides good-sized image for power
editing and previewing. Model K-
98ZV $124.95. Without viewer $110.

KEYSTONE.

For more Information oirele
No. Ill on return postal Cftrd.
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8nun Sound Projector with microphone,
amplifier and separate speaker; re-

movable magnetic head permits re-

cording and sound-on-sound super-

imposing on both new and Id 8mm
silent film; priced under $200. An-
other model provides for playback
only through hi-fi, TV or other exist-

ing amplifier and speaker systems;

priced—$100. MANSFIELD.
For more Information cirele
No. 118 on return postal card.

8nun Sound Projector now has 15-25mm
zoom lens as standard equipment,
and a redesigned swing-out film gate.

$279. FAIRCHILD.
For more Information ctrele
No. 113 on return postal card.

8mm Zoom Projector, automatic self-

threading, f/1.5 lens 15 to 25mm zoom;
forward, reverse and still projection;

750watt; room lamp accommodation;
400'; rheostat speed control. Wollen-
sak AZ-715 REVERE.

For more Information circle

No. 114 on return postal card.

MAKE YOURHHi23l!lJBS9MU^H
B3| TALI ***m v.« tCailM

9 TTrfWIITTiN MCSSAGfS

OWN SLIDU

on your own

^^ RA0IO44AT SLIDiS TYPEWRITEK

l:J Acctri MO Mmtirwit
by uiing

RADIO-MATS

Rogular ilz* 31Ax4 or tho

Sold by Audio - Viiuol,

Supply Ooalort. For FREE

New Duplex 2x2.
Photo & Theatre
SAMPLE write

—

ftAOIO-MAT SLIDE CO., Dapt. V,

Mobile Projector Stands

Save Carrying

Here is the safe and convenient way of

fiandling and transporting your valuable

projection equipment . . . make it all in

one trip ... no damaging of equipment
. . . moves quietly through corridors.

Models range in height from 2V to 50"

. . . specially designed for A-V and T-V

... all with two shelves . . . with 2",

3" or 4" casters, or no casters. Sturdy

steel construction. Silver-gray finish. 1

1

Models from $26.80 to $56.60.
Write jOT complete Audio-Viiual Equipment

Catalog just off the press

JACK C. COFFEY CO., Inc.

710 Seventeenth St. NORTH Chicago, III.

TV Projector delivers 8 foot lamberts
to 12-loot wide screen for either
closed circuit or off-the-air pickup.
Main chassis 22xl6%xl2", wt 751b;

projection head 2Sxl8 diam, wt 40 lb.

Schmidt optical system uses 14" mir-
ror, 11" corrector plate, and has rela-

tive aperture of f/0.7; alternate cor-
rector lenses available for image
widths from 30 inches to 18 feet.

Price (exclusive of TV tuner) $2,850.

TELEPROM.

For more Information circle
No. 115 on return postal card.

Ultra-Matic Zoom 8mm Projector.
Threads film automatically through
sprockets and film gate; f/1.5 zoom
lens; forward-reverse-still; Tru-Flec-
tor lamp 500 w equivalent; 400ft;

blower cooled; lifetime lubrication;
self-contained carrying case. Model
311, $94.95; without zoom $84.95. Man-
ual threading with zoom. Model 307,

$84,95; with regular lens $74.95.

MANSFIELD.

For more Information circle
No. lift on return postal card.

PROJECTORS, Still

Electromatic Zoom 2x2 Projector fea-
tures long-play 60-sIide trays, single-
slide editor; zoom lens; 500watt Syl-
vania Tru-Focus lamp; remote con-
trol; pointer light; lighted control
panel; sliding doors to protect lens.

Mdel 572—$150.95; 30 ft remote con-
trol extension cord $7.50. ARGUS.

For more Information circle
No. 117 on return postal card.

Porta-LIte Overhead Projectors feature
unit construction, laways ready to

show without any assembly operation
built-in carrying handle; low silhou-
ette; tilting projection head permits
stage to remain horizontal for easier
operation; tripod base with locking
elevator screw; spiral locus 'ens; ac-
cessory outlet; 500w or lOOOw; 10x10
stage. 15%" lens, wt 351b, $315; 7x7
stage, 12" lens, wt 25 lb, $275. OZA-
LID.

For more Information circle
No. 118 on return postal card.

Readymatlc-SOO Slide Projector, self-

cased, features an ejection button to
simpUfy editing. No slide trays or
magazines needed; changes take up to

36 cardboard mounts. 500w; 4" f/3.5

lens; blower-cooled. Focus and tilt

controls on top. Wt 13% lb. Under
$70. KODAK.

See local dealer

2x2 Projector with electric eye thatau-
tomatically balances illumination ac-
cording to density of each slide; full

remote control of focus and move-
ment. SOOwatt; 5" f/3.5 lens. Model
.500 EE $149.95. Model 500 T, without
electric eye control, $112.50. SAWY-
ERS.

For more Information circle
No. 119 on return postal card.

2'/ix2»4 Balomatic Projector, fully aut<^
matic; SOOwatt; 7" f/3.5 coated lens
(5" also available); automatic cycle
4 to 30 sec intervals; pushbutton re-
mote control; fast change; pop-up
editing slot; rugged die-cast alumi-
num construction; compact 6%xl2%3c.
12%". Model 755, $179.50. B&L

For more Information circle
No. 120 on return postal card. I

Kodak Ready-matic—500
Slide Projector

Two New B&H 8's feature "instant slow-

motion." The normal variable speed
(15-20 fps) can be halved instantly
with no interruption while running
forward or reverse. Both offer auto-
matic threading, still pojection, "cool"
lamp. "Lumina" Model 383A, $185;
with zoom lens—$210. "Autoload"
Model 266A—$140 or $160. B&H

For more information circle
No. 181 on return postal card.

Ultrasonic Remote Control in 2x2 proj-
ector triggers slide change and focus,

"Telesonic Wireless 947",—$150. B&H
For more Information circle
No. 132 on return postal card.

Visualcast Overhead Projector 10x10"^

stage; 500 watt (750w or lOOOw op-
tional); 3V4x4 and 2x2 slide attach-
ments available; screen image eleva-
tion adjustable 26° above and 15°

below horizontal; built-in roll holder;
20y4xl3xl4"; wt 41 lb. AC operation
$294; AC/DC $309. VICTORLITE.

For more Information circle
No. 123 on return postal card.

PROJECTION
ACCESSORIES

Add 16mm Mag;netic Sound to B&H.
Jan, EK, TSI, Devrylite, Victor Ani-
matograph, RCA, Devry 16mm optical

sound projectors. Playback-only con-
version unit and manual $99.50; rec-

ord-playback conversion unit $185.

GREG.

For more Information circle
No. 124 on return postal card.

Colored leader—blue, white, gold, red.

16mm 400' $6.30: nVzmm 1000' $15.75;

35mm 1000' $30. REEVES.

For more Information circle
No. 125 on return postal card.
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Combination Table Viewer shows 6

slides (or 12 fUmstrip frames) under
large swing-out magnifying glass that

slides freely across entire viewing
area; tubular 25watt lamp, internal

reflector, opal glass viewing surface.

6V4xl0-3/4x5y4". Wt 5 lb. $49.50. Spare
lamp $1.95. HEITZ.

For more Information circle

No. 1S6 on return postal card.

Do-It-Yourself Magnetic Striper ap-
plies oxide track to 8mm film by
means of disposable plastic cartridge
dispenser. Cost approx l/2c per foot.

Mansfield Striper

"Syntronic Soundstrlper" 24x9x5", in

self-contained carrying case stripes

up to 200 ft in less than 10 minutes.

$59.95. Oxide cartridge refill $2.49.

MANSFIELD.
For more information circle

No. 137 on retnrn postal card.

Metal-bound glass mounts hold trans-

parency and mask between two thin

cover glasses. Slide binder frames
three sides and holds copy firmly
without tape or fastener. Box of 50

mounts $1.95. KODAK.
See local dealer

Quicii-L.oad Reel for 8mm film is de-
signed to load automatically by
means of pick-up fins built into the

reel core; plastic, colored to reduce
film fade; slack take-up; footage and
running time scales; 7", 400' capacity,

ea $1.49. Six pack ring-stand makes
self-contained storage unit, $9.98.

HPI.
For more Information circle
No. 128 on retnrn postal card.

Slide File Folio. 9x10-3/4" binder-
punched clecir plastic sheets with
pockets for 20 2x2 slides. 50 cents
each. Similar sheets holding six

2*4x2V'4" slides in cardboard, metal or
plastic mounts 35 cents. Easy, visual,

group filing and viewing. PLASEAL.
For more Information circle
No. 139 on retnrn postal card.

Slide Mounts Eliminate Newton Rings
Plastic snap holders, with eiir space
that prevents accumulation of mois-
ture between cover glasses and re-

duces need for refocusing during
shows. Box of 20, $2.25. AGFA

For more Information circle
No. 130 on return postal card.

Slide Scriber punches a writing frame
into bottom of cardboard 2x2 mounts
for personalized hand-written titles

that project on screen, below the
picture. Kit and materials for 50
slides $54.50; extra materials for 100
slides $2.35. Handy lettering guide
available. VIEWLEX.

For more information circle
No. 131 on return postal card.

Snap-in Mounts for 2x2s. Extra-thin

glass. Positive snap-in lock. Re-us-
able. Box of 20, with regular glass,

$2.55; with Newton ring-free glass

$2.95. "Economy" binders, 20 for 95c;

100 for $4.50. HEITZ
For more Information circle

No. iSZ on return postal card.

Tripod Projector Table, self-leveling,

with power cord input and 3 outlets

in panel; service light; switch con-

trolled; viewer window for checking
slides; all steel; folds for storage.

$21.95. ACUTE
For more Information circle
No. 133 on retnrn postal card.

Wide Angle Lenses reduce slide proj-

ecting distances by approximately
half without loss of sharpness and
detail. Two matched lenses and
adapter rings for B&H Tandematic
$99.50. BUHL.

For more information circle

No. 134 on return postal card.

SOUND, Equipment &
Accessories

Balsync puts slide sets into synchronism
with taped narration. $29.95; adapters

for other makes of projectors $1.50.

B&L.
For more information circle

No. 135 on retnrn postal card.

FM Stereo radio reception accomplish-
ed by "multiplexor" receiver-speaker

used in conjuction with existing FM
receiver, without extra wiring. $99.50.

ZENITH.
For more Information circle

No. 136 on retnrn postal card.

Modular Tapeplayer (cartridge) has
only a track selector with two posi-

tions and on-off switch, but circuits

include an oscillator (within maxi-
mum of 300 feet) that makes this a
miniature broadcasting unit to AM
radios, set on some unused 550-1500

KC spot usually 900KC. Player $139-
50. Recorder-player $285. Cartridges
(blank) $5.50, pre-recorded $6.50.

ORR.
For more Information circle
No. 137 on return postal card.

New Tape on New Type Reel. Thread-
ing is made easier by pulling loose

end through slot (upper left), then
turning reel to snug excess length
around the hub. Built-in splicing slot

(lower right). KODAK
See local dealer

Record Player — PA System. 4-speed,
variable; 10-watt peak amplifier; 12"

speaker; separate tone and volume
controls; 15i^xl4xll%", wt 22% lb.,

$129.10. Matching lectern with mike,
light, and paper rest, can be stored
inside player case, $49.80. BOGEN.

For more Information circle
No. 188 on return postal card.

OUTSTANDING SCIENCE FILMS

AVAIUBLE UNDER TITLE III NDEA

Between the Tides

Beaver Dam

Journey into Spring

Internationai Atom

Cells and their

Functions

Human Digestion

Send For Our Free Detailed Catolog

of 16mm Films

Contemporary films

Dept. ES 267 W. 25th St.

New York 1, N. Y.— ORegon 5-7220

midwest office: 614 Davis St.

Evonston, III. DAvis 8-2411

"FIBERBILT" CASES
•THEY LAST INDEFINITELY"

Equipped with itaai cornsrs, (t««l card

holdar and heavy wab *trap(.

Only original FIbarblll Cases bear this

Trade Mark

Your Assurance

of "flnmMt Quality"

For 16min Flln

400' to 3000' Reels

Sold by All Leading Dealers
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stereo Phonographs. 4-speed; all-rec-

ord changer; automatic shut-off; dual
speakers, channels; "Festival" $69.95;

"Holiday" (hinged separate speaker)

$79.95 and $89.95. WEBCOR.

For more Information circle

No. V<i) on return postal card.

Stereo Recorder—2 and 4-track stereo

operation; 3-speed; "synchro-track"

permits recording one track while
listening to another; two-sectionport-

able speaker system. $299.95. "Regent
Cronet." WEBCOR.

For more Information circle
No. 140 on return potsal card.

m fILM DOClOftS"

SPECIALISTS
in the science of

FILM

REJUVENATION.
RAPIDWELO Process lor

• Scratch-Removal

• Abrasions • Dirt • "Rain'

Send for

rapid
FILM TECHNIQUE

Founded 1940

37-02C 27th St., Long Island City 1, N.Y.

NewECCO Improved

Model D For

16mm & 35mm
Cleans — Lubricofes — <§

Prevents Dust Static

Speedroll

Applicolor Model D

Crean ond inspect your film in one eosy opero-

tion. Operates effectively ot several hundred

feet per minute. Save time, fluid, labor, and
money. Lifetime balcelite construction. Eliminates

waxing. Absolutely safe and NON TOXIC . . .

NON-INFLAMMABLE. Widely used by schools,

colleges ond film libraries. ^^^ OO
Ecco No. 1500 cleaning fluid, quart $2.50

Golton $9.00
Ecco No. 2000 cleaning fluid for

NEGATIVES quort. $1 .95
Gillon, $7,00

ALL FILfM HANDLING SUPPLIES
IN STOCK

Acetone, per quart $1 .40
Per gallon, $4.50

Ethyloid Film Cement, oint $2.00
Film Hondling gloves, per dozen $1.95
Gaico Filmeter stop watch, Swiss iewelled move-
ment. Measures equivalent footage for 16miii

ond 35r«m film $24.50

Send For !\pw 1962 Catalog

THE CAMERA MART
1845 Broadway (at 60th St.)

New York 23, N. Y. PLoza 7-6977

Stereo Tape Recorder Model 880. Separ-
ate record, play, and erase heads:

soimd-on-sound recording; 3-speed
with automatic equalization; four
tracks can be recorded stereo or mon-
phonically; recording level meters;
7" speakers; automatic reel end stop.

$399. Monaural Model 220, $179.95.

CONELEC

For more information circle
No. 141 on return postal card.

Synchronizer for interlocking any tape
recorder with any automatic slide (or

filmstrip) remote-contolled projector;

positioned adjacent to recorder when
inserting metal foil triggers. $12.95;

foil tape $1.25. MESTON.

For more Information circle
No. 143 on return postal card.

Tape Recorder, dual channel, 2-speed.

5watt; side-mounted 5Vi" speaker; 5

push button controls; pause lever;

channel switch permits operator to

listen to student and teacher channels
separately or simultaneously; Model
777 $340. B&H.

For more information circle
No. 14.S on return postal card.

Tape Recorder—PA—12 volt, full size,

dual speed, lOwatt push-pull output,

operates from either car or boat bat-

tery or AC line current; with micro-
phone, reels (one with tape), battery

clip and connector, lighter plug. 12-

volt power cord $259.50. Wollensack
T-1700. REVERE.

For more Information circle
No. 144 on return postal card.

Taping Accessories. Conductive cueing
tape, metalized one side, adhesive on
the other, will adhere to either side
of magnetic tape; corrosion resistant;

removable; non-oozing adhesive;
7/32"x90", $2. Labellcwik pressure
sensitive labels, 9%"x%", package of

50, $1.25. Mag:na-See solution and kit

for making magnetic track visible,

half-pint and accessories, $12.

REEVES.

For more information circle
No. 145 on return postal card.

Two New Record/Transcription Play-
ers. Increased power (now 18 watts'
and other changes update two popu-
lar models. Variable speed 16-84 rpm.
Model "Director 11" $146.50. Same
with multiple outlets for 8 sets of
earphones, "Listening Corner II."

$1.52.00 (earphones extra). RHECAL.

For more Information circle
No. 146 on return postal card.

Unidirectional Microplione, cardioid
dynamic, all-purpose; controls feed-
back, unwanted background noises;
impedance easily changed (50-150-

40.000 ohms); on-off switch optional;
matched stereo pairs available AM-
MIKE.

For more Information circle
No. 147 on return postal card.

LANGUAGE LAB.

"Dialog" Lang-Lab limits equipment at
the student position to headphone-
mike, volume control, ;;nd telephne
type dial used to bring in cartridged

lesson tape by remote control. Teach-
er's console has individual listen-

speak switches and signal lights for

each student position. Student may
record, listen back and repeat on own
remote cartridge. CHESLAB

For more Information circle

No. 148 on return postal card.

Lang-Lab Service Kit includes bulk
tape eraser, head demagnetizer, tape

splicer, clips, labels, strobe for chek-
ing drive system speed, cleaner and
lubricant. $64.75. ROBINS

For more information circle

No. Hit on return postal card.

"Reflection" Lang-Lab, single-station or

chain installation, cartridge load, 2-

speed, volume and tone controls,

headphone and microphone jacks, 3-

way selector switch for play, inter-

com, and reflection. Portable unit

$346 plus accssories; student station

including accssories and furniture

$465. REFLEC.

For more Information circle

No. 150 on return postal card.

Self-contained Amplified Headpliones
expand any tape recorder into a
lang-lab by addition of a DC power
supply and a monitor-intercom and
connecting cables. Installion may be
either mobile or semi-permanent to

leave classrooms arranged for con-
ventional use. All controls are munt-
ed on the student's headset (program
and voice volume, call button and
microphone!. Both type furniture also

available. FLEETWOOD.

For more information circle
No. 151 on return postal card.

AUTOMATED
INSTRUCTION

Grade-O-Mat Tester involves punch
cards on which student indicates 2-

to-5-multiple-choice response; his
card is stacked with master in test

machine and automatically scored at

rate of 200 an hour, by non-profes-
sional staff if desired. Designed to

score quickly any 1-5 variant in-

formation that is recordable on punch
cards. $595. BURGESS.

For more Information circle
No. ISZ on return postal card.

Cost of TV Tape Recorders is coming
down. Last year the RCA "basic"
recorder Model TRT-IB was an-
nounced at $46,900. A new compact,
simplified version, the TR-11, is now
offered at $32,900. Tapes made on the
two models may be played on either.

Tape speed may be changed to halve
the present 15ips; modification cost

$3,500. RCA
For more Information circle
No. 153 on return postal card.
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The WHO-WIUT-WHeRE of 1960-1961 Audiovisual Releases

ANNUAL BLUE BOOK
of Audiovisual Materials

With leading audiovisual education administrators—the BLUE BOOK
is the most authoritative, accurate source of information in handy, con-

venient form.

No matter your field of interest, the BLUE BOOK has what you're

looking for. For instance—16mm films, filmstrips, sUde sets and educa-
tional recordings—are classified by subject area for quick reference. You
get title, type of material, length, silent and sound, color or black and
white, television clearance, sale and/or rental price, primary source of dis-

tribution, release date, content desciption, and recommended age level.

Subjects cover everything from education to entertain .lent . . . from
the sciences to social problems . . . from human or anjnal medicine to

home economics . . . civics to agriculture . . . mathematics to the arts—

to mental health.

You'll find it all—and more for use all year—in the new 35th edition

of the Annual BLUE BOOK . . . listed, classified, indexed . . . the new
offerings released during the past academic year.

Fill Out and Mail Coupon TODAY

the ONE source book
that covers ALL the

major materials and
teaching aids, grouped
under appropriate

subject headings

only $]00

The Ideal Combination
Every subscriber to Educational

Screen and Audiovisual Guide gets

the BLUE BOOK. To keep your

BLUE BOOK up to date, each
monthly issue of the magazine
carries a special section of listings

of new audiovisual materials in the

same helpful format as in the

BLUE BOOK.
Each Annual BLUE BOOK costs

only $1.00 each. However, as a
subscriber we are making you a

low priced combination offer de-

tailed in the following coupon:

OTHER

SPECIAL

OFFERS

TO HELP!

YOU

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN & AUDIOVISUAL GUIDE
2052 N. Lincoln Park West,
Chicago 14, III.

Please send the BLUE BOOK OF AUDIOVISUAL MATERIALS as checked below:

.copies, 1961 issue at $1

.copies, 1960 issue at $1

.copies, 1959 issue at $1

.copies, 1957 issue at $1

.copies, 1956 issue at $1

.copies, 1955 issue at $1

Address .

City & Zone State

.

n Check here if you wish to be billed, for

payment later. (We prepay postage if

remittance accompanies order.)
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Stik*a •letter
PROFESSIONAL

LETTERING

TECHNIQUE

Write for literature

Stik-a-letter Co. m. 2,~boi imo, EtctudKeTcaiif.

WLING Pictures

4 Q Excellent Science

I
If Films for Elemen-

tary and Second-

ary Grades
—ALL ELIGIBLE FOR PURCHASE

UNDER N.D.E.A TITLE III

WRITE TO
509 S. Bavarly Dr., Bavarly Hills, Calif.

(Previews Available Now)

ADD INEXPENSIVE SOUND
TO SILENT AV FILM

EXCLUSIVE LAMNATRACK, Laminated
Magnetic Film Striping for 8 and 16nim

Film
* permanently bonded lamination outlives the
film Itself I • improve! sound quality of any
magnetic sound projector • It's o professional

sound track which odds a new dimension te

AV programming
Im^mift shout our high spt0d sound trsmsftr-

mg from 16 tmd 35mm to 8mm film in sny
^usntiti0s.

Write for literature and FREE sample.
Precision Ljunoatrack for "Sound" Qiulity

AMERICAN MAGNETIC FILM STRIPING CORP.
156 FIFTH AVE.« NEW YORK 10, N. Y.

S.O.S. MOVr Mylar

•^f MOVI' Mylart polyester tape hat

tear strength 6x Iri-ocetote film, yet is

thinner.

^ MOVI' Mylart needs no messy

glues, cements or solvents.

-ff Any film bose can be spliced with

MOVI* Mylart tope.

•^ Adhesives will not ooze or bleed ot

edges.

'^ Conventional film cleaning agents

will not loosen MOVI' Mylart splices.

-k MOVI* Mylart con be applied by
hand with simple splicer.

•k COMES IN CLEAR OR WHITE, 16mm
single or double pert, I7V2 or 35mm.

66 ft. Rolls 16nini . . . .$ 6
66 ft. Rolls 3Snim ....$11

*S.O.S. Trademark tOuPonf Trademark

S.O.S. PHOTO-CINE-OPTICS, Inc.

formarly S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
602 West 52nd St., New York 19—PLazo 7-0440
Western Branch: 6331 Holly'd Blvd., Holly'd, Calif.

New Materials
KEY TO ABBREVIATIONS

mp—motion picture
fs—filmstrip
»i—slide
rec—^-ecording
L—33-1/3 r.p.m. mlcrogroove record
min—minutes (running rime)
fr—ftomes (filmstrip pictures)
si—silent

s<^—sound
R—rent
bAw—block & white
col^-color
PrI—'Primary
tnt—Intermedlote
JH—Junior High
SH—Senior High
C<^-College
A—Adult
prog~—programmed tecrnlng moterlels

ARTS & CRAFTS
What Is a Painting? mp BOOKMO 22-

col $200. Principles; how different

techniques are used and why. Pro-
duced in cooperation with the Metro-
politan Museum of Art; home study
program in art appreciation. SH C A
TT

For more Information circle
No. 154 on return postal card.

BUSINESS EDUCATION
Pay Dirt in Print sfs ABP col LP $15
also loan. How the development of

better reading skills contributes to

development of more valuable em-
ployees, and thus to the success of

the company. SH C A TT

For more information circle
No. 166 on return postal card.

EDUCATION
Community Educational Resources 2sfs

COMART col $4.95 per set (strip,

tape and guide). Produced by San
Diego Dept. of Education in coopera-
tion with General Dynamics/Astro-
nautics, and March Air Force Base.

Eval ESAVG 4/62 p210. TT SH A
For more Information circle

No. tS6 on retarn postal card.

Fundamentais of Thinking 9fs EYE-
GATE col $30 ea $4. Thought process
broken down into nine separate but
integrated skills. TT

For more Information circle
No. 157 on retarn postal card.

FEATURE FILMS
Cartoons 8mm mag sound b&w UWF

$12.95. Standard 24 fps, 56 fr advance.
Titles; Boy Meets Dog; Playful Peli-

can; Hansel & Gretel; and 8 more.
Pri-A

For more Information circle
No. 158 on return postal card.

Color Cartoons mp 8mm mag sd UAA
col $14.95. Standard 24 fps, 56 fr ad-
vance. Titles: Booby Hatched, All
This and Rabbit Stew; My Favorite
Duck, and 10 more. Pri-A

For more information circle
No. 159 on retarn postal card.

HEALTH, SAFETY
Beargrass Creek mp FINLEY 20min col

$200. Study of stream pollution,

causes, effects, remedies. Ohio River
Valley Water Sanitation Commis-
sion's 8-state program. SH A

For more Information circle
No. 160 on retarn postal card.

Safety in the Chemical Laboratory mp
MCAI lOmin col $100 (r $10 wk).
Handling, storage and use require
knowledge of chemical and physical
properties; cultivation of safe prac-
tices in school and industry. SH C A

For more information circle
No. 161 on retvm postal card.

The Sixth Wheel mp ORLEANS ."^Omin

col $250 (with sponsor or owner name
on main title). Positive approach to

safe driving. Three drivers, a sales-

man, a houswife, and a teen-age boy
are followed through a driving day,
their mistakes analyzed, corrections

indicated. SH A
For more Infonnatlon circle
No. 16S on retnrn postal card.

HOME ECONOMICS
Adventures in Home Decor mp MOD-
ERN 15min col loan. Tour of modern
idea rooms which feature Formica.
SH A

For more information circle
No. 16S on retnrn postal card.

Meat on the Move mp STERLING 29-

min loan. How meat is brought to the
table with the aid of a legion of
specialists. SH A

For more information circle
No. 164 on retnrn postal card.

LANGUAGES
Global Language Courses rec EDSERV
2 12" LPs $5. Basic courses originally

produced for Dept. of Defense. 30
languages—Amharic, Arabic, Bengali,
Cambodian, Chinese (Mandarin)

,

Danish, Dutch, French, German,
Greek, Hausa, Hebrew (Modern),
Hindi. lindonesian, Italian, Japanese,
Korean, Kurdish, Lao, Norwegian,
Persian. Portuguese (Brazilian), Rus-
sian, Serbo-Croatian, Spanish, Swa-
hili, Tagalog, Thai, Turkish, Vietnam-
eese. SH C A

For more information circle
No. 165 on return postal card.

LITERATURE, DRAMA
Fundamntals of Poetry T-M/c prog
GPTC $4.25. Programmd text—Tradi-
tional Scansion Patterns, Figures of

Speech, Sound Devices. Verse Struc-
tures. Student masks the confirma-
tion frame as he enters a given
response. SH C

For more information circle
No. 166 on retarn postal card.
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MEDICAL & ALLIED
SCIENCES

Eaton Agent Pneumonia mp UWF 17-

min col $130.76. Signs and symploms;
treatment by demethychlortetracyc-

line. Public Health Service film. C

For more Informstlon etrcle

No. 167 on retarn poital card.

PUgue In Sylvatlc Areas mp CDCPHS
mp 25%min col loan. Historical back-

ground; modem surveillance and
control; isolation of the plague bacil-

lus. C A

I

For more Infomutlon elrele

No. im on retam postal e»rd.

MENTAL HEALTH
Comeback mp ASSOCIATION 27min

col loan. Crippled child brought out

of self-withdrawal through rehabilita-

I
tion center. Out-dated methods com-
pared with present techniques.

For more InformaUon circle

No. 169 on retnrn postal card.

MUSIC
tlnsic of Williamsburg mp COLWIL 29-

min or 40min col apply. Important
segments pf America's musical past

from the pure rhythmic roots of jazz

to sedate 18th-century chamber music,

played against a dramatized back-
ground of colonial times in Williams-
burg. JH-A

For more Information circle
No, 170 on return postal card.

PHYSICAL ED, SPORTS
Scouting Report mp UWF 20min b&w

loan. Sensational plays in National
Football League, narrated by Chris
Schenkel. Offensive and defensive
strategy; the passing game. For
coaching and general interest. SH C
A

For more Information circle
No. 171 on return postal card.

Sports mp UWF 8mm magnetic sound
(also 16mm sd and 8 and 16mm si).

9 min b&w $12.95. Titles: This Is

Baseball; Let's Go Skiing; Surf Rid-
ers; Famous Lightweight Fights; Fa-
mous Heavyweight Fights; Harlem
Globetrotters; Fishing Thrills. Some
40 films in 8mm sound are avail-

able also in other subject areas. JH-A

For more Information circle
No. 172 on retnrn postal card.

PRIMARY GRADE
MATERIALS

Once Upon a Time rec AUDAID LP
$4.75. Fairy tales for dramatization,
with guide. Side 1: Three Little Pigs;

The Old Woman and Her Pig; Side 2:

The Golden Goose; Tattercoats. Pri
TT

For more information circle
No. 17S on return postal card.

RELIGION, ETHICS
Hunger mp BFC 29min b&w $40 r$8

Church World Service film showing

efforts to replace hunger with hope

in India, Korea, Hong Kong, Pakistan

and the Congo. JH SH A

For more Information circle

No. 174 on return postal card.

Learning from the Stories of Jesus

(Part II) 8fs EYEGATE col. Titles:

The Twelve; Sons of Thunder; Busy
Martha; The Rich Young Ruler; The
Wanderer; Jesus Was Tempted; Ride

On In Majesty; Around Two Fires.

Eval ESAVG 4/62 p 214. JH SH A

For more Information circle

No. 175 on return postal card.

Teahouse by an Indian Road sfs ABS
63fr col LP $5, (with printed script

instead of record $3.50). Former
Muslim priest now runs roadside tea

house and distributes Christian Gos-

pel portions. JH SH

For more Information circle

No. 176 on retnrn postal card.

Paul J. TlUlch 4 mp ChC kinescopes

ea 30min series r$20, ea r$5. Titles:

Philosophy of Religion; Philosophy of

Life; Religion and Psychotherapy;
Philosophy of Art. Eval ESAVG 4/62.

A TT

For more Information circle

No. 177 on retnrn postal card.

SCIENCE, BIOLOGY
Cells and Their Functions mp CON-
TEMPORARY 14min b&w $75. Dif-

ferent kinds of cells. Mitosis. Phago-
cytic leucocytes engulfing invading
bacteria. Macrophages. Tissue growth.

Dynamic nature of cell activities.

SH C

For more Information circle

No. 178 on retnrn postal card.

Human Digestion mp CONTEMPORA-
RY lOmin b&w $50 r $5. Step by step

presentation of digestive process

shows how food we eat is made avail-

able for the growth, energy and re-

pair of body cells. SH C

For more Information circle

No. 179 on return postal card.

Hie Measure of Success mp MBMIS
33min b&w r $8. Self-examination of

church "success" in terms of services

to persons with special needs, Ihe

inner city, and church extension.

Eval ESAVG 4/62 p214. SH A
For more Information circle
No. 180 on retnrn postal card.

Moment to Act mp BFC 30min b&w
r$8. Young woman returns to her
church after a mental breakdown.
1962-3 home theme to motivate church
members to assume responsibility for

persons with special needs in their

community. SH A

For more Information circle
No. 181 on retnrn postal card.

16mm. Sound Projectors

New and Used

Film Subjects—Accessorie*

Wrft* For Free Littt

NATIONAL CINEMA SERVICE

71 Day St., N. Y. C. 7, N. Y.

Teaching Production Courses?

Use

these "How To Do It" Filmsl

CONTROLLED PHOTOORAPHIC
LIGHTING

9 min, sd. color, $100; bftw, $50

EXPOSURE
12 min, td, color, {100; b&w, SSO

EXPOSURE METER: THEORY AND USE

9 min, sd, color, SlOO; btw. $50

Please writ* for brochures

a
INDIANA UNIVERSITY FILMS

AUDIO-VISUAL CENTER

BLOOMINGTON, INDIANA

vK^^W^T letteAifU
instant Lettering is an incredibly simple
method of lettering—anyone can do it. Self-
adhesive letters, printed on a special plastic
sheet, are just rubbed down into position on
any art or drawing, wood, paper, glass, acetate,
even crackle finished metal and rough textured
papers. The finished result is superb—no back-
ground film to letters, clean definition and
sharp color. Letter sizes range from 8 point to
IVa inch display letters in a wide selection of
type faces. 10" x IS" sheet only $1.50

Send for lampfe and complete typ« chart

ARTHUR BROWN & BRO., Inc.

2 W. 46th St.. New York 36. N. Y.
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Nature's Way—The Inland Pond mp
WILMAR 15min col $140, b&w $70.

Struggle for survival of many living

forms in and about a pond. Plant
life. Microscopic organisms. Aquatic
insects. Scavengers. Animal life, jh sli

For more Information circle
No. 182 on retorn postal card.

SCIENCE, General

Energy and Power mp JOURNAL 10-

min col $110 b&w $55. "A first look"
at how man harnesses energy and
increases his capacity to work. Pri.

Int.

For more information circle
No. 183 on retnrn postal card.

Egrypt, A Country in Transition mp
IFB lOmin col $110. A country at once
one of the world's oldest and yet
among the youngest. Modernized
agriculture and schools. Conglomer-
ate racial structure. Emerging equal
status for women. SH C A

For more Information circle
No. 192 on return postal card.

Wilie Depi. C to.

FREE
Type Chart

PROMPT
COAST TO COAST

SERVICE

Shiee l*).iS

KNIGHT TITLE SERVICE • 145 W.45th St.NXC.

Hot-press

TITLES

ASTIR"
Hector Acebes
Production

Aiilhentic, unusual

ond informoh've

study of

Wtsi AfrUtt

DAKAR (Senegal),

BANDIAGARA,MOPTI,

DJENNE, TIMBUKTU,

GAO (Moll), FIANGA (Cameroons)

23 min., 16ffliii., sound, COLOR FILM

i^BB^^iH Contact i^^^^i^^^^^
MRS. MARCO SHEARER, Audio-Visual Dopt.

GERTRUDE PURPLE GORHAM, Agency

8564 Wilshire Blvd., Bsverly Hills, California

P-H Books
An Introduction to

Programed Instruction

by William A. Deterline, American Institute

for Research

An introductory presentation of the principles

and potentialities of outo-instructionot meth.

odology. The machine is pointed up os one
of the teacher's most effective methods of

instruction. The author offers historical devel-

opment, experimental findings, and charac-

teristics of various programs.

April, *62—App. 1 60pp.——Paperbound-^
Text price: $2.25

Manual of

Audio-Visual

Techniques, 2nd
by Robert de Kieffer, University of Colo-

rado, and Lee W. Cochran, State University

of lov»fa

Completely covering all phases of audio-

visual training, this revised edition develops
skills and techniques through a problems
and projects approach. The book may be
used for short courses, v/orkshops, or refresh-

er courses—at virtually every grade level

and in every teacher-training area. Jan.,

1 962—254pp.—Poperbound-Text
price: $4.50

For approval copies, write:
BOX 903

PRENTICE-HALL INC.
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey

Reaching Into Space mp IFB Hrnin col

$150. Chronological record of previ-
ous attempts; current launchings;
Newton's Third Law as it applies to

rocket flight; orbit speed; escape
speed; weather surveys, JH SH

For more information circle
No. 184 on return postal card.

Space and Space Travel 4fs SVE col

$21.60. Revised to include space
flights of Glenn and Shepard. JH SH

For more Information circle
No. 185 on return postal card.

SCIENCE, Physics,

Chemistry

Catalysis mp SUTHERLAND 17min col

$130. 1961. Types of chemical re-

actions. Role of the catalyst. Eval
ESAVG 4/62. SH C

For more Information circle
No. 186 on retorn postal card.

SOCIAL STUDIES, General

Our Community 6fs AUDAID col set

$30. Titles; Learning . . . About In-

ventions; About the Growth of
Towns; About Local Government;
About Community Services; About
the Milk We Drink; To Read Maps.
Pri El

For nnore Information circle
No. 187 on return postal card.

Our Homes and Our Scliool 6fs AUD-
AID col set $30. Titles: Learning . . .

About Health and Safety; To Help
One Another; About Our Flag; To
Be Good Citizens; To Use Money;
About Maps. Fri El

For more Information circle
No. 188 on return postal card.

Our Neighborliood 6fs AXTOAID col set

$30. Titles: Learning . . . About Keep-
ing Healthy; About Kinds of Work-
ers; About Communication and Trans-
portation; About the Library; To Use
Maps. El Pri

For more Information circle
No. 189 on return postal card.

SOCIAL STUDIES,
Geography, Travel

Aniiara and Central Turkey mp IFB
llmin col $120. Old and new con-
trasted. Agriculture, folk customs,
children's programs. Produced by
Thomas E. Benner, Univ. of Illinois.

Int JH
For more information circle
No. 190 on return postal card.

China and Her Neighbors 6fs MH col
set $36 ea $6.50. Evaluated ESAVG
4/62 p209.

For more Information circle
No. 191 on retnrn postal card.

Travel mp UWF 8mm mag sd, also
16mm sd, 8 & 16mm si. 9min. b&cw)
$12.95. Titles: The Road to Rome;
Hawaii State of Paradise: London
Landmarks; Bermuda Holiday Isle;

Southern Italy; Grand Canyon Splen-
dor; Florida Highspots. JH-A

For more Information circle
No. 193 on retnm postal card.

Turkish Cities: Istanbul and Izmir mp
IFB llmin col $120. Mixture of an-
cient modem. JH SH

For more Information circle
No. 194 on return postal card.

World Travel Slides, reduction-printed
from large color negatives; plastic
mounts; large image (84% bigger
than 35mm double-frame); hundreds
of sets; catalog 25c; sleeve of 4 slides

$1. Also Viewmaster 16mm color
stereo wheels 45c ea; 3 for $1.25

(packet). Also 16 sec. 8mm movie
footage of national parks, etc. and
8mm titles, ea 79c. SAWYERS.

For more information circle
No. 195 on return postal card.

SOCIAL STUDIES,
Government

Appointment With Tomorrow mp ILL-
BEL 33min col loan (Illinois only).
An interview with the governor at

the Capitol and a tour of New Salem
and various Lincoln sites in Spring-
field bring home to a high school
senior that "politician" is no dirty
word, but rather that democracy is

based on the active "politicianship"

of every good citizen. JH SH A
For more information circle
No. 196 on return postal card.

The Water Famine mp CAROUSEL
54min b&w $250. Role of water in

birth and decay of civilizations; de-
pletion of resources; pollution; popu-
lation explosion. Desalinization, by
Israel's "flash freezing" process, and
by the electro-dialysis process used
in the United States. "CBS Reports"
production. JH SH C A

For more Information circle
No. 197 on return postal card.

SOCIAL STUDIES,
History, Anthropology

The American in Orbit mp UWF 9min
b&w $23.95. Epic story of Lt. Col.
John H. Glenn's conquest of space.

Complete coverage of preparations
and remarkable pictures taken inside
the capsule. Recovery; honors at Cape
Canaveral and at Washington. El-A

For more information circle
No. 198 on retnrn postal card.
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New Publications

American Film Review. Catalog of

films recommended by educator

evaluation committee "not only for

technical skill, but accuracy of con-

tent, and freedom from subversive

bias." Headings include: America at

War, Government, Historic Shrines

;ind Sites, etc. 32p. Free. Write direct

to Eastern Baptist College. St. Davids.

l\udio-Visual Equipment Directory

1962. Bigger and better than ever—

a

"must" book for every A-V "pro."

Includes extensive sections on lan-

guage labs, ETV-CCTV, teaching ma-
chines. 331pp (8%xll), more than

850 pictures of individual units. $5.

($4..50 if cash with order). NAVA.

Write direct

bookshelf of Technical Boolcs. Titles,

contents description, prices. 16pp
free S.O.S.

For more information circle

No. 199 on return postal card.

Built-in Hi-Fl Music Systems. 16 pages

of instructions on wiring and design,

and 21x32" working drawings. Price

10c. Write direct to Allied Radio,

100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, 111.

Cartograms 1962. Annual catalog of

maps, globes and charts for school

use. Free. School requests before

June 1 get a bonus of a school-year

calendar featuring a new 50-state

USA map DENOYER.

For more information circle

So. 200 on return postal card.

Castle Films 1962. Hundred of titles,

including about 50 in 8mm magnetic
sound, standard 24 fps and 54 fr ad-

vance. 24pp, Free. UWF.

For more Information circle

No. 201 on return postal card.

Coronet Films 1961-1962 Catalog lists,

describes, illustrates, correlates 1097

instructional motion pictures (76 en-

tirely new and cataloged for the first

time). Pages are now in new 3-col

format. Fine 4-color illustrations and
cover. 116pp free CORONET.

For more Information circle
No. 302 on return postal card.

Educational Films for Rental and Pur-

chase. 1962 catalog. 19 films by Uni-

versity of Colorado biologist; 3 are

on art, 3 on conservation. THORNE.

For more Information circle

No. 203 on return postal card.

Electronic Experiments and Projects;

Len Buckwalter. Nature and purpose

of basic components and their com-
bination into usable devices. 128pp

$2.50. SAMS.

Write direct

Electronic Tables and Formulas; new
enlarged edition, includes 6-page full

color foldout chart of FCC alloca-

tions covering entire frequency spec-

trum. 192pp $3.95. SAMS.

Write direct

Has It Made Any Difference? A re-

ligious education equivalent of the

well-known "Gateway To Learning"
tells in few words and big pictures

the contribution AV resources to ef-

fective communication. 16pp 8V4xll".

Single copies free. Write direct to

AVCOPI, 1212 Spring St., Fairfax, Va.

Leica-Leicina Catalog 36. Comprehen-
sive, illustrated, extensive line of

photo equipment and accessories.

107pp free LEITZ.

For more information circle

No. 204 on return postal card.

Manual of Audio-visual Techniques:
R. E. deKiefer and Lee W. Cochran.

(Second edition). Practical, well-il-

lustrated, workbook with step-by-

step review-test questions and accent

on learning-by-doing. 254pp $4.25.

PRENHALL.

Write direct

National Film Board of Canada 1962-63

catalog of films available for rental

and purchase in the U.S. 52pp free.

NFBC

For more information circle

No. 206 on return postal card.

Tape Recording Ideas for Fun and
Profit. 32pp WEBCOR.

For more information circle
No. 206 on return postal card.

Advertisement

HELPFUL BOOKS

THE AV INDEX A guide to Initruction-

a\ material Information covering the

use of Audio-Visual materials and
equipment. Single <opy, $2.95. Quan-

tity prices: 2-9 copies, 10% discount;

10-20 copies, 20% discount. Postage

added if payment does not accom-

pany order. Audio-Visual Research

Institute, 1346 Broadway, Detroit 26,

Michigan.

AUDIOVISUAL MATERIALS: THEIR

NATURE AND USE. Third Edition by
Walter Arno Wittich and Charles F.

Schuller. 500 pp. 416 ilustrations 14

Color Plates. Harper & Brothers 49
E. 33rd St., New York 16, N. Y. 1962.

$8.75.

EDUCATORS GUIDE TO FREE FILM-

STRIPS. Complied and Edited by Mary
Foley Horkheimer and John W. Differ.

Thirteenth Annual Edition, 1961. Edu-

cators Progress Service, Dept. AVO,
llondolph. Wis. $6.00.

EDUCATORS GUIDE TO FREE TAPES.

SCRIPTS, AND TRANSCRIPTIONS. Com-
piled and Edited by Walter A. Wittich,

Ph.D., and Gertie Hanson Hoisted,

M. A. Seventh Annual Edition. 1961.

Educators Progress Service, Dept.

AVG, Randolph, Wis. $5.75.

EDUCATORS GUIDE TO FREE FILMS.

Complied and Edited by Mary Foley

Horkheimer and John W. Diffor. Edu-

cational Consultant, John Guy Fowl-

kes. 21st Annual Edition, 1961. Edu-

cators Progress Service, Dept. AVG,
Randolph, Wis. $9.00.

STANDARDS OF PHOTOPLAY AP-
PRECIATION. A Course of Study In

Photoplay Appreciation. By William

Lawin and Alexander Frailer, tlhjs-

troted. Educational & Recreational

Guides, Inc., 10 Bralnerd Read, Sum-
mit, New Jersey. $3.95.
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Directory of Equipment and Materials

pages
ABP—Associated Business Publications,

205 E. 42nd St., New York 17, N.Y.
ABS—American Bible Society, AV

Dept.. 440 Fourth Ave., New York 16
N.Y.

ACUTE—Acme-Lite Mfg. Co., 4646 W.
Fulton St., Chicago 44. 111.

AGFA, AGFA, Inc., 516 W. 34th St., New
York 1, N.Y.

AMMIKE—American Microphone Mfg.
Co.. Division of GC—Textron, 412 S
Wyman St., Rockford, lU.

ARGUS—Argus Cameras, Inc., div. of
Sylvania Electric Products, Inc., 405
Fourth St., Ann Arbor, Mich.

ASSOCIATION Films, Inc., 347 Madison
Ave.. New York 17, N.Y.

AUDAID — Audio Educational Aids.
Dept. 54, Box 250, Butler, Mo.

BFC—Broadcasting and Film Commis-
sion, National Council of Churches of
Christ in the USA, 475 Riverside Dr.
New York 27, N.Y.

B&H Bell & Howell Co., 7100 McCor-
mick Rd., Chicago 45.

B&L—Bausch & Lomb Optical Co.,
Rochester 2, N.Y.

BOGEN—Bogen-Presto Co., Div. of
The Siegler Corporation, Paramus,
N.J.

BOOKMO—Book of the Month Club.
fMetropolitan Seminars in Art) 345
Hudson St., New Yoric 14, N.Y.

BUHL Optical Co., 1009 Beech Ave,
Pittsburgh 33, Pa.

BURGESS—B u r g e s s Cellulose Co.,
Freeport, 111.

CAR—Carousel Films, Inc., 1501 Broad-
way, Suite 1503, New York 36, N.Y.

CDCPHS — Communicable Disease
Center, Public Health Service, P.O.
Box 185, Chamblee, Ga.

ChC—Church of Christ, 1501 Race St.,

Philadelphia 2, Pa. or 1720 Chouteau
Ave., St. Louis 3, Mo.

CHESLAB—Chester Electronics Labo-
ratories Inc., Chester, Conn.

COLWIL—Colonial Williamsburg, Film
Distr. Office, Williamsburg, Va.

COMART—Communicative Arts, Box
11017. San Diego 11, Calif.

CONELEC—Concord Electronics Corp..
823 Cahuenga Blvd.. Los Angeles 38.
Calif.

CONTEMPORARY Films, Inc.. 267 W
25th St.. New York 1. N.Y.

CORONET Films. 65 E. South Water St..

Chicago 1, III.

DENOYER-Geppert Co.. 5235 Ravens-
wood Ave.. Chicago 40, HI.

EDL—Educational Developmental Lab-
oratories. Inc.. 75 Prospect St., Hunt-
ington. N.Y.

EDSERV—Educational Services. 1730
Eye St.. N.W., Washington 6. D.C.

EYEGATE House, Inc., 146-01 Archer
Ave.. Jamaica 35, N.Y.

FAIRCHILD Camera and Instrument
Corp., Industrial Products Division, 5
Aerial Way, Syosset, Long Island, N.Y.

FINLEY—Stuart Finley. 6926 Mansfield
Road. Falls Church, Va

FLEETWOOD Furniture Co., Zeeland,
Mich.

FOTOTYPE, Inc. 1414 Roscoe St., Chi-
cago 13, 111.

GPTC—General Programmed Teching
Coro.. 1719 Girard, NE, Albuquerque.
N. Mex.

GREG—Gregory Magnetif Industries.
Inc.. 1167 NE 24th St.. Fort Lauder-
dale. Fla.

HEITZ, Karl. Inc.. 480 Lexington Ave .

New York 17, N.Y.
HPI: Hudson Photographic Industries,

290

281-290
Inc., So. Buckhout & Station Rd.
Irvington-on-Hudson, N.Y.

IDEAS, Inc., Warren M. Mallory, 214
Ivinson Ave., Laramie, Wyo.

IFB—International Film Bureau, Inc.,

332 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 4, 111.

ILLBELI^-Illinois Bell Telephone Co.,
I Phone your service representative
for bookings).

JOURNAL Films, 909 W Diversey
Blvd., Chicago 14, 111.

K&E—Keufel & Esser Co., Hoboken,
N.J.

KEYSTONE Camera Co., Hallett
Square, Boston 24, Mass.

KODAK—See Local Dealer.
LEITZ—E, Leltz, Inc., 468 Park Ave.,

So., New York 16, N.Y.
MANSFIELD — Mansfield Industries,

Inc., 1227 W. Loyola St., Chicago, HI.
MBMIS—The Methodist Church, Board

of Missions, 475 Riverside Drive, New
York 27, N.Y.

MCAI — Manufacturing Chemists As-
sociation, Inc., 1825 Conn. Ave., Wash-
ington 9, D.C.

MESTON'S Travels Inc., 3801 N.
Piedras, El Paso, Texas.

MH-McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 330
W. 42nd St., New York 36, N.Y.

MODERN Talking Picture Service, Inc.,

3 E. 54th St., New York 22, N.Y.
NAVA—National Audio-Visual Associa-

tion. 1201 Spring Street, Fairfax, Va.
NFBC—National Film Board of Canada,
Canada House—Suite 819, 680 Fifth
Ave.. New York 19, N.Y.

ORLEANS—Sam Orleans & Assoc, 211
W. Cumberland Ave., Knoxville 15.

Tenn.
ORR—J. Herbert Orr Enterprises, Inc.,

Opelika, Ala.
OZALID Division, General Aniline and
Film Corp., 17 Corliss Lane, Johnson
City, N.Y.

PAILLARD—BOLEX, Inc.. 100 Sixth
Ave.. New York 13, N.Y.

PLASEAI^Plastic Sealing Corp., 1507
N. Gardner St.. Los Angeles 46. Calif.

POLAROID Corp., Cambridge 39, Mass
PRENHALL-^rentice-Hall, Inc., Engle-
wood Cliffs, N.J.

RCA Communications Products, Ad-
vertising Manager, Building 15-1,

Camden. N.J.

REEVES — Soundcraft Corp., Great
Pasture Road, Danbury, Conn.

REFLEC — Reflection Educational
Products. Inc.. 735 Stierlin Rd., Moun-
tain View. Calif.

REVERE Camera Co., 320 E, 21st St.,

Chicago. III.

RHECAL—Rheem-Califone Corp., 5922
Boweroft St.. P.O. Box 78567, Los
Angeles 16, Calif

ROBINS Industries Corp., 36-27 Prince
St.. Flushing ,54. N.Y

SAMS—Howard W. Sams Co., Inc.,

Indianapolis 6, Ind.
Sawyer's, Inc., P.O.B. 490, Portland 7,

Ore.
S.OS—S.O.S. Photo-Cine-Ootics. Inc..

602 W. 52nd St., New York 19, N.Y.
SYLVANIA Electric Products Inc., 730
Third Ave. New York 17.

SPEEDRY Chemical Products, Inc., P.O.
Box 97. Richmond Hill. Jamaice 18.

LI. NY.
STERLING Movies U.S.A.. Inc.. 43 W

f*Ist St. New York 23, N.Y.
SUTHERLAND Educational Films Inc..

21 1 N. Occidental Blvd., Los Angeles
26. Calif.

SVE—Society for Visual Education, Inc..

1345 Diversey Pkwy., Chicago 14, III.

Teaching: Macbines and Lanruage Lab-
oratories, Vol. I No. 1, "Theory Into
Practice," published by Ohio State
Univ., Bureau of Educational Re-
search, Columbus 10, Ohio. 60pp.
Price $1. Order direct.

Technical Books on audio, TV, radio,
etc for students, engineers, teachers.
32pp free SAMS.

For more Information circle
No. 207 on retnrn postal card.

This is Airborne . . . Report on the
Midwest Program on Airborne Tele-
vision Instruction. Fine presentation.
16pp free. Write direct to MPATI,
Memorial Center, Purdue University,
Lafayette, Ind.

300 Type Styles and Sizes are shown in
64-page free catalog designed to cut
typesetting costs on transparency,
poster, and offset printing. FOTO-
TYPE.

For more Information circle
No. 208 on retarn postal card.

TALK — Talk-A-Phone Co., 5013 N.
Kedzie Ave., Chicago 25, 111.

TELEPROM — TelePrompter Corpora-
tion, 50 W. 44th St., New York 36,
N.Y.

THORNE Films, Inc., 1229 University
Ave., Boulder, Colo.

UAA—United Artists Associates, Inc.,
247 Park Ave., New York, N.Y

UWF—United World Films, 1445 Park
Ave., New York 29, N.Y.

VICTORLITE Industries, Inc., 4117 W.
Jefferson Blvd., Los Angeles 18, Calif.

VIEWLEX, Inc., Veterans Memorial
Highway and Broadway, Holbrook,
Long Island. New York.

VOSS—Voss Photo Corp., 28 School St.,

Yonkers, N.Y.
WEBCOR, Inc., 5610 W. Bloomingdale

Ave., Chicago 39, III.

WILMAR — Wilmar Films, Lebanon,'
Conn.

ZENITH Radio Corp., 6001 W. Dicken^''
Ave., Chicago 39, 111

CLASSIFIED

FOR GRADE SCHOOLS—45rpm RECORD:
Pledge Of Allegiance—Mole Voice

—

Female
Voice. Trumpet Colls: To The Colors (flog
raising) Taps (flog lowering) $1. prepaid.
ART RECORDS, P.O. Box 50-66, Miami, Flo.

35MM. Color Slides-Filmstrips dupli-
cated from your original slides or mas-
ter filmstrips. Individual slide copies as
low as 9M>c each, filmstrips as low as 5c
a frame. Send for free sample slides,

free filmstrip sample and full informa-
tion to World In Color, Box 392-AV.
Elmira, N. Y.

Wanted—Kodaslide Master projectors,
preferably with 7% inch-F2.3 lens.
Also interested in F2.3 lens separate.
American Medical Association. Attn:
George B. Larson, 535 N. Dearborn
Street. Chicago 10, Illinois.
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TEACHING MACHINES GIVE THE
TEACHER MORE TIME FOR TEACHING!
The Koncept-O-Graph teaching machine has now become
another fine Graflex product—backed by the entire Graflex
organization. Designed by professional educators and school
psychologists the KONCEPT-O-GRAPH fills the current
need for an inexpensive classroom machine.

KONCEPT-O-GRAPH now joins the famous Graflex trade
names: S.V.E., GALAXY, SPEED GRAPHIC, SCHOOL
MASTER and AMPRO; innovators in superior photographic,
audiovisual and instruction equipment for education and in-

dustry.

GRAFLEX KONCEPT-O-GRAPH
Use with printed or mimeographed programs on standard
8'/4 X 11 sheets. Large 4" x 8" clear plastic window gives

the teacher complete flexibility in program layout. Response
unit may be adapted for either right or left handed students.

ES-62

« SUBSIDIARY Of OtNEHAl PWCISIOK EQUIPMiNT COHTOBAIION

ROCHESTER 3, New York
FREE SAMPLE PROGRAM
Please send specially prepared, 69-item program about
teaching machines and information on equipment in-
dicated below.

D 16mm projectors filmstrip projectors

n teaching machines
n List of new programs available through Graflex

AV dealers.

Name

Title.. ..

Address .

City ..State..
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Lalime, Gerald R. Rising
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308 The Verb Teacher Edith Brockwaij
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309 Escape From Classroom Boredom Louis Nesbitt
This teacher prescribes films for foreign language classes.
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Audio-Visual Association, Foirfox, VIrginIo
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Ne\vs
Indiana U. To Offer New
Ph.D. Degree Involving AV
Indiana Unversity announces that an
interdepartmental program involving

Audiovisual Commimication and lead-

ing to the Ph.D. degree in Mass Com-
munications will be available begin-
ning in September, 1962.

Administering the new program will

be: Dr. Reuben Mehling, Joumahsm,
chairman; Dr. Henry A. Bern, Audio-
visual; Dr. Melvin L. DeFleur, Soci-

ology; Dr. Sidney Kraus, radio and
television; and Dr. Raymond G. Smith,
Speech and Theatre.

According to Dr. John W. Ashton,
vice president of graduate develop-
ment and dean of the graduate school,

"This is another of the graduate inter-

departmental programs of the type
Indiana University has developed in

such areas as folklore, linguistics, com-
parative literatiue, Russian, and East
European Studies. We think of this as

an imaginative and valuable addition
to the opportunities for training and
research in a field of very great im-
portance."

Inquiries should be addressed to Dr.

Reuben Mehhng, Chairman, Mass
Communication, 216 Ernie Pyle Hall,

Indiana University, Bloomington,
Indiana.

Await New Directory Of

Instructional Materials

Educational Media Council will pub-
lish a comprehensive directory of

"non-book" instructional materials
early in 1963. The entire files and
records of educational film and film-

strip guides formerly published by
H. W. Wilson Company have been
turned over to the technical writing

service staff of McGraw-Hill to aid in

the compilation of this new media in-

dex, which is expected to total more
than 3,000 pages. In addition to tlie

master index, from ten to fifteen sub-

indexes are planned, each concentrat-

ing on the educational media for a
specific grade level or subject matter
field.

Advise Teaching "Film" As
Well as "With Film"

High school teachers in Cincinnati

were advised recently by Archbishop
Karl J. Alter to teach their students
how to evaluate motion pictures. "Per-

haps no other agency is as effective in

creating attitudes, whether in the

theatre or on TV^" the prelate said,

stressing highly significant results in

later life as an outgrowth of movie-
molded education.

Father Herman H. Kenning, assist-

ant superintendent of archdiocesan

schools, said that "Helping students

make a Christian approach to movies
and TV shows is a responsibility

shared by all Catholic high school

teachers. Unless a student leams to

exercise discriminating judgment in

his use of modern visual arts, he may
ultimately lose his Christian ideals and
even the very name of Christian."

Closed circuit television, now used to

teach biology at Palo Verde High School
in Los Angeles, allows total class partici-

pation in experiments performed at the

teacher's desk. An aiiloniatic, completely
transistorized, high resolution camera
is shown here focused on an experiment.
A small monitor and controls are located

on instructor's desk, and a large 24-inch

monitor allows easy viewing by students

from any part of classroom.

The system was designed and installed

by Packard Bell Electronics.

ETV Science Series Grant
By Science Foundation

A nationwide educational television

science film program has been made
possible by a $30,300 grant from the

National Science Foundation, Henry
Chauncey, president of Educational
Testing Service, has announced. The
two-year showing of the 10 Horizons
of Science films will be on the 58
non-commercial stations of the Na-
tional Educational TV^ Network and
will reach an estimated 17 million

(Continued on Page 298)
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My new voice

commands attention even

when I whisper!

t

I

I

I

/

New KODAK PAGEANT 16mm Sound Projector, AV-126-TR

To keep student attention from wan-
dering, to open the mind to under-

standing, and to increase the reten-

tion of information, motion pictures

must be intelligible. And the more
intelligibly the sound track is repro-

duced, the better the chance of reach-

ing this goal. This new Kodak Pageant
Projector, transistorized to be trouble-

free, incorporates major electronic

improvements in the science of re-

creating sound—improvements which
eliminate background hissing, crack-

ling, and popping that can be so dis-

tracting to the concentrating student.

Improvements, too, which mean this

sound has the realism and clarity to

reach every student ear with presence,

even at low-level classroom volume
settings. Yet this same sound system
has the power built into it to become
a booming clear voice, comfortably

audible for even larger audiences.

A teacher never need worry about
classroom interruptions from this new
Kodak Pageant Projector sound sys-

tem. The sound is instant—never a

wait for warm-up. And the entire sound
system, including even the exciter

lamp, is rated by Kodak engineers to

outlast conventional sound systems.

Have we put the sound before the pic-

ture? Kodak Pageant Movie Projectors

have won approval from the teaching

profession because of: 1) their extra

picture brilliance in hard-to-darken

rooms; 2) their ease of operation (a

teacher doesn't have to be a mechanic
to run a movie on a Pageant Projec-

tor); 3) their quiet operation. To these
benefits we have now added a sound

system with a new high-clarity quality,

plus complete reliability. And, inciden-

tally, this new Kodak Pageant is even

more quiet and easier than usual to

set up and operate from the teacher's

point of view. This you will discover

immediately upon demonstration.

To witness a demonstration, or to

obtain descriptive literature about this

new Kodak Pageant Projector, check
the appropriate block on the coupon
below and mail it to us. No obligation,

of course.

r 1

Please have the Kodak AV dealer nearest me call for an appointment to demonstrate |

your new Kodak Pageant 16mm Sound Projector, AV-126-TR.
o-lll

Please send me, without obligation, your brochure V3-65.

NAME SCHOOL

street

city ZONE

L.

Kodak Pageant Projector

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Dept. 8-V, Rochester 4, N. Y.

. STATE

TRADE MARK
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News.
(Continued from Page 296)

students and adults from Maine to

Hawaii.

The series consists of ten films, each

of which takes the audience on "field

trips" with prominent scientists. In

his own words, each scientist explains

and relates his work to today's world.

The films take the viewer from

100,000 feet in space with an Air

Force balloonist to the bottom of tlie

Atlantic with an expedition, Project

"Mohole," seeking a place to bore a

hole through the earth's crust. Explo-

rations range from the microscopic

world to the macrocosm of space as

seen from the Mount Palomar ob-

servatoiy.

Among scientists conducting these

"tours" beyond normal horizons are

anthropologist Margaret Mead, nuclear

physicist Donald Hughes, micro-biolo-

gist Roman Vishniac, and psychologist

Hadley Cantrill.

Photo School Installs CCTV
For Lectures, Demonstrations

Brooks Institute of Photography, Santa

Barbara, California, has initiated

closed circuit television coverage of

special lecture-demonstrations at the

school.

Its use will not be limited to the

projection of programs featuring guest

speakers, seminars, or print judging,

it is said. It is already envisioned that

the system may be utilized as a "class-

room enlarger" during demonstrations

relative to the use of small objects,

such as exposure meters, etching tools,

and the like..

Of equal importance will be the use

of the TV camera in lighting demon-

strations, presenting—in graphic form

—the problems and solutions of human
sions in their responses to light values,

sions in their responses to light values.

The camera also will be utilized at

Brooks to demonstrate the translation

of colored objects into a monochro-

matic rendering, enabling the students

to grasp, immediately, the principles

underlying the successful presentation

of their subject matter.

Illinois AV Group Boosts

Forum Meeting In July
The Illinois Audiovisual Education As-

sociation at a three-day meeting at

Carbondale April 26-28, urged maxi-

mum educator attendance at the Na-

tional Audiovisual Education Forum
in Chicago, July 21-23. By formal re-

solution the association congratulated

the Minnesota AV Association which
is serving as program committee this

year, and renewed the invitation to

other midwest AV affiliates to join

actively in the planning and conduct

of this annual event which is held dur-

ing the National Audiovisual Conven-
tion.

Pointing out that the single $3 regis-

tration fee gives unmatched access to

the world's biggest and broadest ex-

hibit of AV equipment and materials

(the NAVA trade show) and personal

contact with top level representatives

of the AV industry," the Illinois meet-

ing emphasized the annual forum's

"unique and broad opportiniity to dis-

cuss controversial educational issues

and to share experiences and plans

with one's peers not only in formal

public school education but also those

engaged in medical, industrial, com-
mercial, religious, government, founda-

Calendar.

KU.--M II 1 11ISI-. iiistriKloi in iiiution pictiiir ijiodin liDii at the Brooks Institute of

Photography, discusses the proper use of the exposure meter to a class in motion pic-

ture and television production. Other students are watching through the closed circuit

TV system recently installed at the Institute.

June 4-5-NVPA (National Visual

Presentation Association) 9th Day
of Visuals, Hotel Roosevelt, New
York City.

June 14-1 6—National Conference and

Film Festival, Industry Film Pro-

ducers Association, UCLA, Los An-

geles.

June 1 7-23—American Library Asso-

ciation annual conference, Miami
Beach.

July 15-19-The National A-V Insti-

tute (one-week business seminar on

A-V sales and management), jointly

sponsored by NAVA and the A-V
Center, Indiana University, Bloom-

ington, Ind. Indiana University

campus.

July 21-25-NAVA-National Audio-

Visual Association, Inc. — Conven-

tion at the Morrison Hotel, Chicago.

August 1 4-1 8—International Con-

vention Photographic Society of|

America (PSA) at San Francisco.

Aug. 20-24—Biological Photographic

Association and University of Cali-

fornia Extension Conference, Berke-

ley 4, Calif.

Aug. 20-Sept. 15-30th Venice In-

ternational Exhibition of Cinema-

tographic Art, the VII International

Exhibition of the Film Book and

Periodical.

August-September, 1962 — African

Seminar and Field Study in Com-
parative Education held by the

International Comm. of Phi Delta

Kappa and the Comparative Edu-

cation Society.

tion and community agencies and

associations."

The fact that this mid-year meeting

comes at a time that permits attend-

ance by school people who cannot get

away from their jobs during the school

year helps swell the attendance. Ad-

vance registrations are being taken

by Dr. Neville Pearson, Universit>'

of Minnesota, Minneapolis, and by
Wm. F. Kruse, 724 Ingleside Shore,

Ingleside, 111.

lAVA president, John Griffith, ap-

pointed the following Chicago area

members to serve as the local arrange-

ments committee: Samuel Dolnick,

chairman; Bill Kruse, retired, co-chair-

man emeritus; Phihp Lewis, James P.

Fitzwater, Man,' Mainwaring, Norma
Bartz, Charles Miller, Reynolds Hun-'

gerford, and EmUie Lepthien.

Dr. Lewis is director of instruction-

al materials for the Chicago Board ofj

(Continued on Page 300)
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LADDER TAPE WAS MADE

Jn ^m\t ©Id ^nglantl

Yes, ladder tape was being made in England (and also

France) many years ago. It is called ladder tape

because it takes the name ladder from the rung-like

cross-pieces that support the slats.

vas also a string: laddii

A Early laducr tape was made of cotton and each runj^

alternated from one side to another to allow the

cord to pass to the bottom rail throuRh the tape.

B Th

c and then came a twin ladder tape to keep the slats

from rattlinn. With the introduHiott of the Audio
Visual Vinctiaii Blinds I.EVOLOR developed

a a/itcial A. V. Tape.

A
nA A /k A

V V 4^ V 4^ 1

>^^^^\y

1. LEVOLOR Plastic Tape itt

reinforced BOTH ways for

Htrength and stability.

2. And given ari additional

fabric-like coating for appear-
ance. {It bundles perfectly).

3. The ladders are electronically

welded.

4. In LEVOLOR A. V. Tape,
the ladders are in alignment

and the extra lift from the

twin-T shape gives the

full closure.

4JI EVOLOR Plastic Tape is made in a LEVOLOR factory,

on LEVOLOR equipment under LEVOLOR quality controlled

supervision. The process is more expensive because it utilizes

a proven plastic fabric for a core and then impregnates it

with plastic until it is integrated with these plastic fibres. This
gives two-way strength. Crossways and lengthwise. Stick it

full of holes if you wish, it can't be ripped in either direction.

Levolor Plastic tape has an additional overall finish to match
the popular Linen Fresh, it really looks like a fabric — not
oil cloth.

The finest of all Venetian Blinds ... the LEVOLOR Audio
Visual ... is installed in the nation's finest schools. So tight
is the closure — so accurate the adjustment — that the in-

structor or director can choose the ambient light best suited
to projector, subject or student activity. For mure informa-
tion tvrite to us at Levolor Lorentzen, Inc., 720 Monroe St.,

Hoboken, N. J.

VENETIAN
BLINDS

Over 100 patents and refinements make Levolor- Venetian Blinds better
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(Continued from Page 298)

Education; Dr. Fitzwater has for

many years headed the Bureau of

Visual Instruction there. Hungerford

and Miss Lepthien, like Dolnick, are

principals with strong AV background

and interests; Dr. Mainwaring teaches

AV on the college level; Miss Bartz,

who has returned to classroom teach-

ing, was a high school AV director;

Miller is chairman of the local Subur-

ban High School Council of AV
Directors.

Harbin Named To Florida

Dept. Of Education Post

Jim Harbin, director of instructional

materials for the past 14 years in the

Leon County Schools, Tallahassee,

Florida, has been appointed consultant

in audiovisual education for the Flori-

da State Depart-

ment of Educa-
tion. He replaces

Barry Morris who
resigned to ac-

cept the position

of assistant super-

intendent of

schools in Fairfax

County, Virginia.

Harbin has

been active vdth the Florida Audio-

visual Association for a number of

years, serving two terms as president.

He is currently editor of the AV
State Newsletter, editor of the Instruc-

tional Materials page in Florida Edu-
cation, ofiBcial publication of the Flor-

ida Education Association. He has

been a member of DAVI since 1946
and. has served as a member of the edi-

torial advisory board and as chairman

of the County and Cooperative Sec-

tion in 1960-1961.

He attended the Okoboji Leader-

ship Conference in 1960 and 1961

and has been invited to attend the '62

conference this svmimer.

Photo Society Announces
Landscape Competition

The third annual Firth Pictorial Land-
scape Contest has been aimounced by
the Pictorial Division of the Photo-

graphic Society of America. Prints

must be submitted by August 3, 1962,

and will be judged during PSA's in-

ternational convention in San Fran-

cisco, August 14-18.

Entry forms and complete contest

rules are available from Mrs. Gertrude

L. Pool, 1628 Mariposa Ave., Palo

Alto, Calif., or from Kenneth Rapalee,

150 S. Alfred St., Elgin, 111.

Screen i^eflecttons!

40 Years Ago

Editor and publisher Nelson Greene
said as Educational Screen, reached the

halfway mark toward its first birth-

day: "We believe that this sort of

magazine, seeking to prove some-

thing rather than to sell something,

will afford the finest service to read-

ers, contributors and advertisers. More
and more readers, contributors and ad-

vertisers are believing the same thing."

And they still are forty years later!

"It seems improbable that the film

can ever equal in range the genuine

educational values of the slide."

Nelson Greene

e o o

"Every picture is specific. A general

truth may be illustrated by a picture:

it is never expressed by one. To make
known a judgment, to state a conclus-

ion, to express a general notion, a pic-

ture is useless; knguage alone is

adequate."

Alfred W. Abrams

o « «

One hundred twenty of 1,592 high

schools replying to a questionnaire re-

ported they had both a stereoptican

and a motion picture projector. That
was 7.5 percent. An additional 41

schools (2.6 percent) reported a mo-
tion picture projector only. The ques-

tionnaire had been sent to 5000

schools.

2S Years Ago

Among the principal speakers at the

Detroit meeting of the Department of

Visual Instruction were Dean Mc-
Clusky, Ford Lemler (speaking on

"State Wide Visual Work in Indiana"),

Edgar Dale, William F. Kruse and

Esther L. Berg of New York City's

Public School 91. Nelson Greene was
president of the Department.

In a feature article, Alvin B. Rob-

erts, principal of the Haw Creek
Township High School in Gilson, Illi-

nois, summarized the main points to

be considered in introducing a visual

aid program : ( 1 ) selection of a pro-

jector, (2) interesting teachers in the

project, (3) the time schedule, (4)

rating and apportioning film, (5)

preparation of teachers, (6) prepara-

tion of pupils, and (7) holding pupils

accountable for visual material used.

Wesley Greene was departmental

editor for a regular section of Educa-
tional Screen titled "Foreign Films for

Educational Institutions."

"A Sound Kodascope" was demon-
strated at the spring convention of the

Society of Motion Picture Engineers

in Hollywood. ".
. . research and de-

velopment of motion picture equip-

ment and techniques show greater ac-

celeration in the last year than at any

time since the first several years after

the introduction of sound."

"With the endorsement of the P.T.A.

and other local civic bodies, the Na-

tional Educational Film Foundation,

Inc., a non-profit organization, has

just been launched to produce a large

number of educational films each

year."

What ever happened to that idea? So

far as we can remember, they pro-

duced no films.

10 Years Ago

Foy Cross retvimed to home base to

consult vvdth Mutual Security Adminis-

tration ofiBcials on the program of

audiovisual education he is carrying

on in the Philippines.

In an article telling about the new Li-

brary of Congress film catalog cards.

Dr. Seerley Reid of the U. S. Office of

Education concluded, "To me, with

my bias, the value of the cards seems

indisputable. The test will come ten

years from now when we say, 'How
did we ever get along without LC's

film catalog cards?'

"

» » o

Educational Screen editor Paid C.

Reed, chief consultant for visual and

radio education in the Rochester, New
York, Public Schools, has been granted

a one-year leave of absence from his

Rochester position to serve as assistant

director and chief of field services for

the Joint Comittee on Educational

Television in Washington.
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How the Bell System has found

low-cost ways to put Educational Television in the classroom

Much of the success of closed-circuit Educational Television depends on de-

livering and maintaining a high-quality, trouble-free signal in every classroom.

This requires skilled engineering of transmission equipment and technical

knovi/-hov\/ to keep the network operating in top condition.

The Bell System has been doing this work for the nation's commercial

broadcasters since the early days of radio and TV. That's one reason why we

were called on to help pioneer the first county-wide ETV network and the first

state-wide system in the country.

Now we can offer a low-cost transmission service for Educational Television

systemsof every size through the facilities of your local Bell Telephone Company.

The same skilled technicians who give your community the best telephone

service in the world and highest quality commercial television can help you

put ETV into your classrooms-at less cost than you think.

For full information, just call the Manager of your local Bell Telephone

Business Office. There's no obligation, of course.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM



1962 Film Festival Awards
Record attendance sees Blue Ribbons awarded

to 40 filmS/ 18 strips at fourth annual show

Forty motion pictures and 18 film-

strips from the hundreds submitted

were awarded blue ribbons April 27

at the fourth American Film Festival

sponsored by the Educational Film

Library Association. Announcements

of awards were made at the banquet

held at the Hotel Biltmore in New
York City following three days of in-

tensive final judging at the festival.

Frederick A. Krahn, president of

EFLA, presided at the award cere-

monies. The presentations were made

by Paul C. Reed, editor of Education-

al Screen and Audiovisual Guide; Vir-

ginia Beard, film librarian of the

Cleveland Public Library; the Rev.

Theodore E. Miller of the Emanuel

Baptist Church in Brooklyn and film

reviewer for Film News magazine;

and Robert Konikow, managing editor

of Advertising and Sales Promotion

magazine.

The number of registrants for the

1962 Festival numbered more than

1,500, which more than doubled the

previous year's attendance. Billed in

advance as "the largest annual 16mm
screen asembly in the world" the event

more than lived up to its reputation.

It has clearly established itself as one

of the most significant annual meet-

ings in the audiovisual field, bringing

together film producers, distributors,

writers and film users, to see, review,

and recognize the best that have been

produced.

Educatiomd Screen and Audiovisual

Cuide plans this year to bring to its

readers in the August Blue Book issue

a complete review and summary of all

of the Blue Ribbon Award winners

from the 1962 American Film Festi-

val. Not only will every winner be
accurately listed with complete data,

but there will also be more complete

description than is now available at

any one source. It is planned also that

supporting articles in the August 1962

Blue Book issue will provide readers

with greater understanding of the

methods, procedures and significance

of the Festivals. Listed here and brief-

ly described is a selection of the Blue

Ribbon films that will be of most in-

terest to film libraries serving schools:

#2 Citizenship, Government, Inter-

national Relations

HAVE LITTER, WILL TRAVEL

15 min., color. Produced and dis-

tributed by Dynamic Films, 405

Park Avenue, New York 22, New
York for New York City Depart-

ment of Sanitation.

Purpose: To interest the young citizen

in his individual responsibility for a

better and cleaner community.

Audience: Primary and secondary

school children—community organiza-

tions.

Content: Roger Price's hobby is pick-

ing up after people, but he gets some
help from the Department of Sanita-

tion since it's a big job.

#3 Classroom Films for Lower Grades

WHAT'S ALIVE

II min., color. Produced and dis-

tributed by Film Associates of Cali-

fornia, 11014 Santa Monica Blvd.,

Los Angeles 25, California.

Purpose: Show the student the main
differences between hving and non-
living things.

Audience: Elementary life science na-

ture study classes.

Content: Illustrates that only a thing

Dr. F. A. White. I lliM'r>il\ mT W i-. ..n-in. -|ir.ik> at tin- fininal

production tccliniques. Other incinljers of the panel, left to right:

Lee Bobker, Elliott Kone (chairman), Carl Lenz, Robert Bell.

-t ->i'tn on rrealivo

I'ranris llionipson,

that can move, respond, change fuel

into energy, reproduce, and grow can

be said to be "alive."

#7 Geography and Anthropology

THE AGED LAND
25 min., color. Produced by Harry

T. Atwood, 4456 E. Lee, Tucson,

Arizona.

Purpose: Stimulate interest in present

day Greece.

Audience: High school, college, and
general adult.

Content: Presents an impression rather

than a survey of Greece.

#9 History Double Award

DEBT TO THE PAST
21 min., color. Produced and dis-

tributed by Moody Institute of Sci-

ence, 11428 Santa Monica Blvd.,

Los Angeles 25, California.

Purpose: Generate a sense of personid

appreciation for our heritage from the

past, and to see our present multiform

progress in perspective as part of the

continuing stream of history.

Audience: Grades 7 to 12.

Content: Gives the student an over-

view of himself as recipient of a rich

legacy from many races and civiliza-

tions. Examples of gifts from the past

are shown.

THE REAL WEST
54 min., b&w. Produced and direct-

ed by National Broadcasting Co.,

Project 20, 30 Rockefeller Plaza,

New York 20, New York.

Purpose: To inform and entertain.

Audience: General public.

Content: Narrated by Gary Cooper
with music by Richard Russell Ben-

nett tells the story of the authentic

West through photographs and film.

#11 Language Training, Literature

LA GALLINITA ROJA
13 min., color. Produced and dis-

tributed by Film Associates of Cali-

fornia, 11014 Santa Monica Bvd.,

Los Angeles 25, California.

Purpose: To teach beginning foreign

language students Spanish.

Audience: Elementary, junior high

.school beginning Spani.sh classes.

Content: The story of little Red Rid-

ing Hood is narrated in Spani.sh.

#13 Biology, Chemistry, and Physics

NUCLEAR RADIATION:
DETECTORS

15 min., color. Produced by Ceno"
Educational Films. Distributed '

Central Scientific Co., 1700 Irvinu

Park Road, Chicago 13, Illinois.
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TIk- registration desk at the American Film Festival. Registrants, left to right: \ irginia

Beard, Cleveland Public Library; Julien Bryan, International Film Foundation;
Oiympia Cutino of International Press Service; Kenneth Axthelm of the Brooklyn
Public Library.

Purpose: Demonstrate anr'. explain the

basic types of nuclear radiation de-

tectors.

Audience: High School.

Content: The basic principle of most
radiation detectors, from the gold-leaf

electroscope to the Geiger-Mueller

lube is explained. The scintillation

counter and new solid-state detector

«Dik on a different principle which is

then illustrated.

#14 Science: Mathematics,

Astronomy, Geology

MAGNETIC FORCE
Produced by National Academy of

Sciences. Distributed by McGraw-

P;uil Keed editor of "Ed.Sereen & AV
f.uide," presents a Blue Ribbon award to

Morton Schindcl, Weston Woods Studios.

Hill Text Films, 330 West 42 Street,

New York 36, New York.

27 min., color.

Purpose: Explain the modem scien-

tific approach to the study of the

eartli's magnetic force and reveal how
comprehension of tills invisible force

can create a better understanding of
the Universe.

Audience: Junior and senior high sci-

ence and physics classes.

Content: The nature of the earth's

magnetic field is explained. Shows
how the magnetic field controls the

path of cosmic ray particles and other

charged particles that make up the

aurora.

# 19 Graphic Arts and Architecture

Double Award

A MASTERPIECE OF SPANISH
PAINTING

25Vi min., color. Produced and dis-

tributed by Radio-TV Bureau, Uni-

versity of Arizona, Tucson.
Purpose: Increase awareness of avail-

ability of masterpiece of Spanish art.

Audience: College and general adult.

Content: An iconographic exposition

of the most important example of a

Hispano-Flemish Retablo, The Re-
tablo of Ciudad Rogrigo by Fernando
Gallego.

WHALER OUT OF
NEW BEDFORD

24 min., color. Produced by Francis
Thompson for Old Dartmouth His-

torical Society and Whaling Muse-
um, Johnny Cake Hill, New Bed-
ford, Massachusetts.

Purpose: Tell the lives of the 19th
century Yankee whalemen as seen in

a 1300 foot long painting.

Audience: All ages except very young
children.

Content: A whaleship is seen in New
Bedford harbor preparing for a four

year whaling voyage. TTie successes

and violent failures of whaling in the
Atlantic and Pacific are illustrated.

#21 Stories for Children

BEAVER DAM
16 min., color. Produced by Craw-

ley Fihns. Distributed by Contem-

porary Films, 267 25 St., New York

1, New York.

Purpose: Inform and entertain chil-

dren.

Audience: Children, natural science

classes.

Content: A farmer is about to shoot

a beaver whose dam has flooded the

farmer's field, when his two sons find

a way of saving the beaver and drain-

the field.

#33 Health for General Audiences

UNSEEN ENEMIES
.32 min., color. Produced and dis-

tributed by Shell Oil Company, 50
\Vest 50 Street, New York 20.

Purpose: Create an awareness of prob-

lems of disease, and show efforts be-

ing made to eradicate disease and the

conditions in which it flourishes.

Audience: All interested in medicine
and public health.

Content: Illustrates how medical sci-

ence wages war against infectious dis-

ease.

coMpqo
professional <iii(itity reels and cans

(ire preferred by...

the customers

of...

OEO.W. COI.BURN
LABORATORY, Ino.

Only Compco offers "a new dimension in .

i)uality" recognized and accepted by leaders

In the movie making Industry, compcos su- -

periority is attributed to a new. major,
advance in film reel construction—result-
ing in truly professional reels that run
truer, smoother, providing lifetime protec-
tion to valuable film. Compco reels and
cans are finished in a scratch-resistant
baked-on enamel, and are available in all/
16 mm. sizes—400 ft.thru 2300 ft. For details'

and prices write to:

CO WlPCO corporati
1600 N. SpAurdlng Av«., Chieaoo i

on
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No wonder teachers are singing the praises of the

Tecnifax Transpaque projector. It not only provides

them with a versatile tool for improved instruction, but

also offers a combination of odvantages not available

with any other overhead projector:

NO "STAGE-GLARE" ... the Transpaque's unique

optical system concentrates light on the screen, not in

the teacher's eyes.

HIGH LIGHT-OUTPUT . . . projected images are

bright and sharp ... no need to pull down shades, or

dim the lights.

LOW SILHOUETTE ... no high projection head to

interfere with pupils' view of the screen.

STABILITY . . . thp Transpaque's broad base and low

center of gravity insure trouble-free performance
under all conditions.

Furthermore, Tecnifax provides,

without charge or obligation, training

in the utilization of the overhead pro-

jector. This enhances its effectiveness in

the classroom. For additional informa-

tion on the Transpaque projector and
the Tecnifax training programs, please

write to Tecnifax Corporation, Holyoke,

Massachusetts.

TECNIFAXCORPORATION
Manufacturers of

Viftuol Communication

Materials

and

Equipment

HOLYOKE, MASSACHUSETTS
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THE TECNIFAX TRANSPAQUE PROJECTOR
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Reveal

The

Facts

Paul C. Reed

E thought we were joking when we told the representative

of one of the leading film producers it was the fault of his com-
pany that school systems had inadequate budgets for the purchase

of films. You can imagine the height to which his eyebrows raised

on that one! But as we discussed the idea, there seemed to be some
truth in it. Now after much further thought, we're incUned to

believe the idea is also worthy of your consideration.

The point is this. By the standards that are applied to textbooks,

most of our educational fihn library collections are filled with
out-of-date and obsolete materials. A principal cause of this woe-
ful situation is that film producers have insisted—and still insist—

upon conceahng the copyright facts of the films they produce.

They use the smallest size, most illegible letters available, and
conceal the dates in deceptive Roman numerals, hoping that no-

body will ever discover when the film was made. Consequently
we go on using our educational films until they disintegrate, or

at least until they no longer will run through a machine.

Let me be more specific. Here's a school system that prides

itself on quality education. It beheves it has a fairly good audio-

visual program. Yet if you were to examine the films in their film

library, we'd wager you would find (if you could discover the

copyright) more than half were produced from ten to thirty years

ago. This same school system insists upon up-to-date textbooks

with copyright dates of not more than five years ago. It provides

sufficient funds for an up-to-date textbook program but seems
satisfied with an obsolete instructional film program. The fihn

copyright facts are concealed.

So what's the excuse for hiding the facts? The concealment
seems based upon the assumption that people cannot be trusted,

especially teachers. It is implied and sometimes even said that

people who buy and use films don't know enough to use a copy-
right fact intelligendy. It is feared that people who use films

would think that newer films are always better. With a choice of

two films with different copyright dates, they couldn't be trusted

to pick up the one that was really better for their purposes. They
would blindly rely upon a revealed copyright date. Mind you,

these are our teachers they are talking about. These are the teach-

ers we trust with the education of our kids, but they can't be
trusted with the copyright fact of a film! How do you like that?

We believe that everyone who sees a film, uses one, rents one,

or buys it, is as much entitled to the copyright facts of that pro-

duction as he is for a book. For films they see, students should
be taught to inquire when they were produced just as they are

taught to know the facts about the books they read. Teachers
should demand to know the production date of a film before they
make the decision to use it. Purchasers of films should have all the

facts about the films they buy and distribute, including the facts

of when they were made.

We urge that our assumptions about copyright dates on audio-

visual productions be completely re-examined. We must assume
that people using these materials are knowledgeable and intelli-

gent. They can be trusted with facts. All of us dealing in any way
with films, filmstrips, records and other audiovisual materials

should do whatever we can to develop the standard practice of

hsting copyright dates along with titles and other pertinent facts

about a production.

If such a program of revealment supersedes concealment, we
won't guarantee automatic increases in appropriations for audio-

visual materials. But we're pretty confident it will do no harm.
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Franco Romaznoli, NET Film cameraman, at left, with 10th grade math students

NET Films New Math Methods

In Norwalk Public Schools

by James M. Burke
Arthur M. Lalime
Gerald R. Rising

X N Norwalk, Connecticut, a film-making team from

the National Educational Television and Radio Center

of Ann Arbor, Michigan, recently shot dozens of scenes

of classroom lessons, staff discussions, demonstrations

and other activities in several Norwalk public schools.

These depict Norwalk's mathematics programs and ef-

forts to improve education in this subject.

The film is being produced under a grant from the

United States Office of Education for release over na-

tional commercial and educational television channels.

Over 100 prints will be made and circulated through-

out the United States and its possessions.

Why the film? And why Norwalk? Dr. Merrill Mc-
Clatchey, producer of the film, made a tape recording

some months ago while preliminary negotiations were
stiU in progress. The tape was addressed to Supt. of

Schools Harry A. Becker, and it was played at a meet-

ing of the Board of Education. Let Dr. McClatchey

answer these questions:

"The intention of this film, is to show how new
facilities and new methods are improving the quality

of our teaching, and certainly Norwalk has an enviable

record in this regard. Here in Norwalk, many of the

theories have been put to work and been made opera-

tional in the schools. It's this story which is particular-

ly important to tell.
"

"There has been a considerable amount of time

spent surveying work in the various schools in the

United States to find those places where a knowledge

of what is being done will be of most use to other edu-

cators. In our survey, we of course contacted you here

in Norwalk about the work that you're doing in mathe-

matics education. Following our appraisal of the vari-

ous facts that we foimd in our trips to schools around

the country, we felt that we would like to come back

to you and ask you if you would cooperate with us in

reporting on the work that you are doing for the

United States Office of Education."

There are two reasons for the filming: Norwalk has
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tlie "wanted" kind of mathematics program and the

materials for putting them over. Furthermore, the ap-

proaches used are not "flash-in-the-pan"—for the most
jiart they have stood the test of time, and have been
subject to adjustment in the light of experience.

Four math teaching programs were of special in-

terest, each of which is shown in the film.

At the first grade level, 22 teachers are using a new
approach to the teaching of arithmetic. Workbooks,
entitled "Sets and Nimibers," by Patrick Suppes, are

designed to give a better understanding of what num-
bei-s are and how they are used. Instead of the tradi-

tional approach to the study of arithmetic, Suppes'

method introduces sets or collections of objects. This

project is being carried out in cooperation with Stan-

ford University, in California.

A fifth and sixth grade enrichment program, so far

involving about 300 students in twelve schools, is a

cooperative venture on the part of the classroom teach-

er and Mr. Rising. Each teaches special classes using

materials new to the youngsters. The aim of these

classes is to give children a broader concept of what
mathematics is.

At the secondary level. School Mathematics Study
Group texts are being piloted in 17 class sections.

Radically new texts are designed to give better pur-

pose and structure to secondary mathematics and at

the same time to make mathematics more interesting

to student and teacher alike. Teachers meet regularly

in seminars allowing discussion of the book's subject

matter and the problems of classroom presentation.

The work of SMSG is sponsored by the National
Science Foundation.

For senior high students weak in mathematical back-

ground experimentation with new interest-gaining ma-
terials and techniques has been undertaken. Avoiding
the same ground which these youngsters have covered

many times, the students are encouraged to think in

new patterns and by this means to become sucessful

and even interested in mathematics.

Norwalk is using a variety of techniques and meth-
ods to improve instruction in mathematics at many
grade levels. The use of newer audiovisual equipment
is well established in the school system. Some of this

equipment was demonstrated in the film to show how
they are used as mathematics teaching tools. Actually,

of course, this equipment is used for a variety of sub-

jects, mathematics being but one of many.

One of the most important of these audiovisual tools

is the overhead projector. At the present time Norwalk
schools are leaders in the successful classroom use of

this particular device—a projection unit designed to

help the teacher "get his ideas across' to his students.

The overhead projector, often called an electric

chalkboard, is used by the teacher at the front of the
classroom and is visible to every student at all times.

In a well lighted classroom the students can watch the
instmctor as he completes problems or emphasizes the
key points of his presentation. The teacher always

All three authors are members of the staff of the
Norwalk Public Schools. Dr. Burke is director of
research and information, Mr. Lalime is director

of curriculum materials, and Mr. Rising is head of
the mathematics department.

Richard Wolfe, cameraman for the National Television and

Radio Center film crew, sets up the 16mm sound camera in the

Norwalk Curriculum Materials Center to take a film sequence

on teacher training.

faces his students, avoiding the tendency to talk to tiie

chalkboard as he teaches.

In the hands of a skilled teacher, the overhead pro-

jector is a much more versatile and useful teaching

aid than these few words suggest. Norwalk has

pioneered in the use of low cost, teacher-made teach-

ing materials for use with this projector. Teachers

receive extensive training in the production and use of

new instructional materials at summer and after-school

workshops.

Also highlighted in the film was the teachers' use of

magnetic tape and the audio laboratory equipment.
Preparations of lessons on recording tape, script writ-

ing, and best methods of recording the teacher's voice

were demonstrated just as they are done at workshops
conducted periodically in Norwalk. Tape teaching

multiplies the effectiveness of the classroom teacher.

In a typical situation, a teacher can work one class-

room group while a second group of pupils receive

special instruction via magnetic tape. This could in-

clude drill mathematics, makeup mathematics, or

background information. These students, provided
with individual earphones, work at specially designed
audio teaching tables where instruction is carried on
in a quiet, relaxed atmosphere.

Norwalk also participates in the educational tele-

vision broadcasts available over Charmel 11 from New
York City. Sixth grade students at several elementary

schools use this medium regularly to supplement class-

room instruction in mathematics. This program, too, is

included in the United States Office of Education film.

Most of the Norwalk schools have television receiv-

ing equipment and many schools have master antenna
systems which make of Educational television pro-

grams available in any classroom in the school build-

ing. These instruction programs are prepared and
taught by the New York Regents teaching staff afford

students the valuable opportunity to watch explain

mathematical concepts from a different point of view.

The New York Regents Board TV Project offers special

teacher guides to help prepare the students for TV
instruction.
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The Verb Teacher

by Edith Brockway

/X N ingenuous device called the "verb teacher" has

been introduced to the teaching machine field this past

year at Lakeview High School in the Decatur, Illinois,

public school system. An invention of Karl Pansch, a

native of Germany and now an engineer for the A. E.

Staley Mfg. Co. of Decatur, it was created to fill a

need for a visual aid in teaching the irregular verb to

a night school class of foreign bom students taught by
Mr. Pansch. Since the conjugation of irregular verbs

is one of the hardest parts of English grammar to

remember, this device was of considerable help to him
in his class.

Mr. Pansch lent the verb teacher to Lakeview High
School last September for experimental work in the

English courses. It proved most effective in visuahzing

verbs for freshman and sophomore classes, particularly

with the slower English groups.

Out of the 200 categoried irregular verbs, 150 of

the most commonly used were placed in the machine.

The words were lettered on a long role of paper in

three columns, one for each of the verb forms—present,

past and past participle. The roll was then mounted in

a case having three windows, one for each column.

In classroom demonstration the students are first

shown the present tense of a verb. The other two
tenses are not visible because the windows for these

two columns are at a higher level.

After the students tell what they think the next

tense is, the roll is turned up one notch, revealing the

past tense, then on through the same procedure for

the past participle as it makes its appearance.

The machine stimulates anticipation, also competi-

tion in being able to guess what the correct verb form
will be.

Instructors have used the machine in various forms

of learning. Miss Edna Mae Christian of the Lakeview
English department used it to stimulate her students

to use the correct verb forms in writing compositions

and in spelling. If a student used the wrong verb or

was uncertain which was correct they could go to the

machine and quickly find the right answer. It was also

used in grammar drills, working to perfect the student's

comprehension of and memorization of the correct

forms. It was also helpful in building bigger vocabu-

laries by adding new verb forms to the students' every-

day word usage.

Students were allowed to manipulate the machine
for drilling and correcting their own work whenever
they felt a need, thus correcting quickly what they

might not have been willing to look up in a text.

The English teachers who used the machine agreed

that its worth was invaluable in putting across this

difficult phase of English grammar, particularly with

students who jyere slow to grasp new concepts and
whose retention span was short. They also suggested

it could be used effectively in the junior high school

grades as well as the fifth and sixth for teaching verb

forms.

Although the machine has been patented it has not

as yet been duplicated for widespread distribution.
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The foreign language

teaching film —

An Escape From

Classroom Boredom

by Louis Nesbitt

1 ROFESSOR Kaulfers long ago pointed out that

"the best way in which to learn a language is to learn

something of significance in and through the language

—something beyond vocabulary or grammatical termi-

nology."

Full recognition of this concept has led to the intro-

duction of numerous devices, all designed as a short

cut to the acquisition of anotlier language while pre-

venting the student from becoming listless and bored

in the learning process. While the experienced teach-

er may be fully conversant with the use of tapes, re-

corders, filmstrips and the language laboratory, many
have as yet hesitated to integrate the teaching film

into the FL program.

Significant are the commentaries of pupils exposed

to the foreign language film:

"I think the films we have seen in class help a lot.

The reason for this is that you acquire a good vocabu-

lary. Also the films give you an idea of how the peo-

ple live in foreign countries. In my opinion these films

offer various advantages in vocabulary, verb usage,

culture of a nation, and you acquire a better under-

standing of the people whose language is being stud-

ied."

"The films have given us a better understanding of

the Spanish language. We have learned to understand

the way a Spanish person talks. When we learn from
a book, we know the grammar, but when it comes to

listening to a Spaniard speak we are at a loss. They
have also helped to increase our vocabularies. It is

much easier to learn words by associating them with

pictures than by studying them from a book."

"My opinion of the films I have seen so far is a

very good one. I have learned many, many new words.

Also the guide sheets which accompany the films are

an excellent help in learning Spanish. The films pro-

vide a new and easy way of learning Spanish. Pre-

viously we never had any films. Another good attrac-

tion of the films is that while you are learning to

speak the language you are also learning about the

Spanish speaking countries. I think the films should

be definitely continued each year."

"In my opinion, I think that the films which we
have seen thus far in the course have been very helpful

to us in that we are able to train our ear to the words
of other people. We are used to our teacher's voice

and this becomes habitual to our ear. I also beUeve
that the films better express the thought or meaning
of the subject."

About 25 years ago, Edward B. Ginsburg,^ reporting

on the rapid expansion of sound film as an audiovisual

adjunct in the study of the languages, literatures and
cultures of foreign countries, envisioned a kind of film

yet to be developed. "The film of the near future will

be so constructed as to combine with utmost efficiency

the various methods of language instruction. The visu-

al background, which will convey a vivid actual pic-

ture of the country studied, will be accompanied by a

spoken description which will make the former serve

as a visual illustration of the language and grammar."
A glance at the list of foreign language teaching

films in Huebener's^ latest work, Audio-Visual Tech-

Louis Nesbitt is a member of the modem lan-

guage department. West Islip High School, West
Islip, New York. He has held many teaching
posts in this country as well as in Europe and
Latin America. He has studied and taught abroad
under both Fulbright and U.S. State Depart-
ment grants.
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niques in Teaching, Foreign Languages, confirms the

vitality of this device and constitutes proof that the

development in this direction, foreseen by Ginsburg,

is now an established fact.

Thanks to a number of pioneers in the field of FL
instruction, the teacher of French, Spanish and Ger-

man today is confronted with ample material, care-

fully graded, most of which is available, on a purchase

or rental basis, through the audiovisual departments of

our leading colleges and universities. Whether in

black and white or color," these films are adding a

new dimension to foreign language teaching by taking

the student—on a field trip as it were—far beyond the

classroom walls directly in to the foreign country' and

giving him the opportunity to see and hear the world

about him.

According to George Borglum,* the foreign language

teaching film is "more educational, more entertaining,

more efficient and more motivating than written ma-

terials alone. It brings the learner into direct contact

with the object, activity, situation or concept whose
linguistic symbol is being learned. This becomes a

part of the student's own experience and serves as an

indestructible frame of reference in the use of the lan-

guage." As Elton Hocking' puts it, "The motion pic-

ture film with foreign language sound track can be a

more authentic foreign experience than the average

tourist trip. This experience of the foreign culture is,

when well planned, no less valuable educationally

than the linguistic aspect of the course. However, both

aspects should be combined, thus reinforcing and

completing each other. Even if the language alone is

sought and taught, the visual context is uniquely valu-

able for it identifies the referent without recourse to

English; moreover, the identification is culturally

authentic, which the printed word often is not."

Three or four repetitions of a film suffice to fix the

association between the object and the sound which

represents it, and helps the student feel that he is a

part of the larger world. When considered in this light,

the foreign language film, graded in difficulty, con-

stitutes the educational fixative par excellence. "Cer-

tainly," says Gilbert Highet,* referring to the need of

making subjects relevant, "every teacher of a modem
foreign language ought to use the newspapers and

films produced in that language."

If we grant that the teaching film is invaluable in

foreign langauge instruction, the vital question be-

comes: what are the conditions for optimum utiliza-

tion of this audiovisual device? Under what circum-

stances will it best serve the student of foreign lan-

guages?

Experience with foreign language teaching films,

both at Syracuse University at the Plainview and
East Islip High Schools, confirms the fact that prior

teacher-student preparation constitutes the sine qua
non for the establishment of optimum communica-
tion conditions. For the teacher who is disposed to go
to the trouble involved and for the student who is pre-

pared and willing to make a wholehearted effort, such

preparation should yield gratifying results. As Louis

Forsdale'' suggests, ".
. . film is not an automatic form

of communication in which meanings are transferred

without effort from screen to the viewer's awareness.

Effort and skill are involved, as in reading, although

the skills are different. We may even learn, some day,

that skills of film 'literacy' should be taught systemati-

cally in schools."

Here, too, the fine art of listening, until recently

largely disregarded in foreign language teaching, is

given free play through the foreign language film.

Every new film is a new adventure through foreign

lands. The student is keyed up, tout oreilles. Further-

more, good listening habits, fostered and developed

during the early stages of foreign language instruction

will make the later unlearning of poor listening habits

unnecessary. According to Olwyn O'Connor,' "Audio-

visual equipment and materials are 'naturals' for teach-

ing effective listening skills The classroom orientation

prior to listening to records, viewing films, filmstrips,

etc., established a favorable frame of reference for

listening and seeing. Such materials also illustrate the

interrelationships of visual stimuli in conjunction with

audio. Listening is thus demonstrated as not just hear-

ing but as a composite awareness and interpretation

of all stimuli present."

The study guides issued by most film distributors

usually offer a complete text of the film narrative, a

simplified vocabulary, information on grammatical

forms, verb conjugations, idiomatic and syntactical

structures together with pertinent suggestions for pro-

ductive post-screening activity. Language Arts, Inc.,

permits us to hear several voices in "Taxco de mis
amores"—a new Spanish language film designed for

elementary and intermediate groups. The overall ef-

fect would, however, be much more striking were the

student permitted to see as well as hear the narrators.

The drill tape of the sound track available on a 7-inch

reel, considerably augments the usefulness of this

film.

The most comprehensive of these study guides are

those pubhshed by Carlos Castillo, University of Chi-

cago, and that of George Borglum, Wayne State Uni-
versity, whose workbook admirably covers a series of

five delightful one reel 16mm graded French lan-

guage teaching films. The supplementary use of color

slides and tape recorded exercises based on this film

series considerably augment the scope and potentiali-

ties of the audiovisual presentation. The advantage of

tliis supplementary material lies in the possibility of

its application for post-screening review and for in-

tensive study by the slow or retarded student.

To John O. Fritz," who looks upon this 'supplemen-
tary' instructional device as "an additional resource to

assist liis direct teaching efforts," we might add that in

our experience no audiovisual medium has proved as

resourceful as the foreign language teaching film,

virtually projecting the student into and saturating

him with the foreign language ambient. The foreign

language teaching film, preferably with workbook
and guide, judiciously spaced and integrated into the

curriculum, aboimds in potential ways and means
readily available to advance the teacher's task. These
constitute new weapons in his armamentarium for

breaking down hnguistic and cultural barriers thereby
facilitating the student's mastery of foreign language
skills. Eventually we shall see further refinements in-

corjiorated either on the film or on tape or disk to

facilitate optimum utilization of the foreign language
teaching film.
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In striving for optimum results it is suggested that,

if possible, the teacher:

1. Preview the film several clays prior to class showing.

2. Summarize briefly the film narrative—in English,

for beginning students and in the foreign language,

for intermediate and advanced.

"x Prepare a list of all difficult words, phrases and

idioms.

(. Clarify all difficult grammatical and syntactical

structures.

"), Suggest topics for conversation or dramatization

centered around persons, places or events por-

trayed in the film.

6. Make sure that all physical conditions of the class-

room and of projection equipment are as nearly

ideal as possible.

At least three periods should be allowed for the

following:

1. Aural-Oral drills through

a. True-false statements.

b. Questions to be answered in a word or two, or

in complete statements, as in normal communica-

tion

c. Vocabulary and idiom test.

d. Discussion of content in general.

e. Multiple choice completion exercise.

2. Dictation of selected passages from the narrative.

3. Dramatization of selected scenes or sequences.

4. Re-screening of film (one showing is often a com-

plete loss), and stopping film at the conclusion of

each sequence, for conversational practice.

5. Brief compositions in the foreign language based on

topics suggested by the film.

6. Conversations based on new words and idioms.

! or part of the post-screening activity, the author pre-

pares in advance dittoed sheets on which is repro-

duced 15 or 20 lines of the motion picture commen-
tarv. Also included are questions related to the nar-

rative and carefully designed for easy assimilation

and for intensive study.

With an average class we have been able to cover

two or three pages (about 60-75 lines) of a fiilm nar-

rative in a 50-minute period, with gratifying, measur-

able results. Not only does this method improve and
accelerate aural comprehension; it can greatly increase

the average pupil's ability to express himself correctly

in the foreign language.

Summary
The foreign language film, if it can be screened sev-

eral times in succession, with prior study of the script:

1. Furnishes a desirable milieu for the establishment

of g(X)d listening habits.

2. Fosters the development of "sprachgefuhl."

3. Promotes facility and self-confidence in oral ex-

pression.

4. Focuses the student's attention on the current of

thought rather than the cold mechanics of lan-

guage.

5. Offers abundant opportunities for audio-lingual

practice in the manipulation of meaningful speech
patterns.

6. Meets the practical language needs of all students
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Sudy," TC TOPICS, Teachers

CoUege, Columbia University,

Winter 1960-61. Vol. 9 No. 2

"The Art of Listening," EDU-
CATIONAL SCREEN AND
AUDIOVISUAL GUIDE, Octo-

ber 1959

"What Does The Newer Tech-

nology Promise the Teacher?"

New York State EDUCATION,
March 1961

AUDIO-VISUAL MATERIALS,
Harper & Bros. New York 1957.

Chap. 13. The 16 mm. Sound
Motion-Picture Film.

LANGUAGE OF VISION, Paul

Theobald, Chicago 1944

Modern Languages for Modern
Schools, McGraw-Hill Inc. New
York 1942

Modern Language Teaching in

School and College, Northeast

Conference on the Teaching of

Foreign Languages, 1961 (Re-

ports of the Working Commit-
tees)

includmg those of under-achievers and slow learn-

ers who may experience difficulties in reading a

basic text. There is something tangible in a foreign

language film even for the slowest and dullest

pupils.

Furnishes an effective means of accelerating both

audio and visual comprehension.

Meets the cultural and social objectives of foreign

language teaching through presentation of native

folkways, customs, traditions, attitudes and inter-

ests, the appreciation of which makes for greater

tolerance and international amity.
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For A Successful AV Workshop:

Let The Teachers Have Their Say

by Milton Grassell

WiIIENEVER the topic of audiovisual workshops

comes up, certain questions always are heard. And
rightly so.

Will it help teachers utilize the equipment and ma-

terials they already have?

Will it cover new media?

What can the teacher use in her classroom tomor-

row? Next week? Next month?
These were the questions that arose in advance of a

recent workshop conducted in Tillamook, Oregon, by

the Office of Audiovisual Instruction of the Oregon

State System of Higher Education. When the work-

shop's steering committee met with representatives of

the General Extension division, other questions were

heard:

What will happen after the workshop?

Will the information disappear with the consultants?

These were stoppers, and they changed the whole

workshop approach. The following paragraphs and

the accompanying photos illustrate how this workshop

was planned to guarantee that Tillamook county

would have some experts of their own to draw from

long after the workshop was over.

The key was local participation. This included

everything from planning the workshop to carrying

it out, and that meant making the presentations and

demonstrations as well as leading the discussion

groups that followed. This may sound like a big as-

signment for classroom teachers—and it was—but it

didn't begin and stop there. There was one more item.

Milton Grassell is school specialist in AV in the

office of audiovisual instruction. Department of

Educational Media, in the Oregon State System of

Higher Education. He has authored a number of

contributions to EdScreen & AVGuide in recent

years.

Help from outside AV specialists . . . but with restric-

tions. First, the teachers had to determine what they

wanted to do, and second, the teachers had to make
the presentations and demonstrations themselves. In

this way, the specialists could serve best the role of

consultant. They were not permitted, for example, to

carry out the work assigned to local teachers.

The local workshop leaders had ample time to get

well organized and prepared before the workshop took

place. Each leader of a subject-area group had an

audiovisual specialist from the Oregon State System
of Higher Education assigned to him.

How did the work,shop turn out? Witness these testi-

monies :

A local leader: "At first I was against this. I felt we
should let the consultants do the work, like in the past.

But I changed my mind. I learned more by carrying

out a section myself, and I'll remember it longer this

way."

A consultant : We are often asked to "entertain" and

"pour out" information. This workshop was a pleasant

change because we were able to perform the real role

of consultant.

Classroom teachers: This group liked the idea that

after the workshop was over and outside consultants

gone, the city and county schools had a nucleous of

teachers that could be called upon as resource persons.

This is important, particularly in their locale, in which
neither the city schools or the county office has AV
specialists.

Administrators: Mr. John Jensen, superintendent of

Tillamook City Schools, and Mr. Lee Roy Hansen,

county superintendent of schools, agree that the way in

which this workshop was set up gave them a better

way to identify additional key people on their staffs

with special interests and abilities in educational

media.

No workshop can cover a large area—and cover it

well. This workshop was no exception. For that reason,

the teachers elected to take a follow-up extension di-

vision audiovisual course.

3!2

.AV 8periali8te were assigned to help the local teachers, hut the program helonged to the latter.
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AV Workshop
In Oregon

Local teachers not only

look notes, but actually

participated in the presen-

tations (above and right,

above.

And since no workshop
can give adequate cover-

age to a subject as vast

as AV, Mr. Grassell was
asked to give a follow-up

audiovisual course for
teachers in the state
school system's General
Extension division (riglit,

below).
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The Art

Of Listening

by
Clayton L. Bennett

Carmen Dixon

I JSTENING may be regarded as a dynamic proc-

ess in the communicative act. When hstening is in

some respect and to some degree inefficient, we may
assume that communication will be correspondingly

impaired! Listening may be modified and evaluated

at the several stages in its process from the speaker

through symbol and medium to receptors, central

perception, interpretation, and response. The essence

of listening implies a response, although this facet may
be obscure or overt.

Wilt states that, "Since the invention of the printing

press no generation has so consistently depended upon
the power of the spoken word for mass communication

as ours . . . television has increased the amount of

time devoted to it . . . most of our waking hours in-

volve some type of communication and an inordinately

large proportion of it is in speaking or listening."

Statements supporting the importance of listening in

the learning process occur increasingly in the litera-

ture.

It is apparent that a greater share of objective at-

tention needs to be directed toward listening by the

people in education. We should be prepared to go far

beyond listening, as auditory awareness, to study the

process from every aspect which will yield to observa-

tion. It will be necessary to consider not just listening,

but more importantly, the listener, and how his effi-

ciency is affected by thoughts, feelings, and attitudes

present within him, and impinging on him from with-

out.

There are many factors related to listening. Some of

these would include the listener's general health, hear-

ing attitude, life experiences, his maturity level, his

interests, his own motivations, his preparatory set, his

emotional stability, his listening vocabulary, the rel-

evance of the material listened to, and the listening

environment. There are of course other factors, but

the above listing is given to show that more is involved

in the listening act than the sound stimulus of the

speaker and the ear of the listener.

The nwteridl for this article came out of a sectional

meeting on "listening" held as part of a recent Pro-

fessional Growth Day in the Chula Vista (California)

City School District. Dr. Bennett served as leader con-

sultant and Mr. Dixon as selective recorder.

Following are some guidelines that may be helpful in

the improvement of listening.

1. Obviously we need to know if the child is capable

of listening by having an adequate hearing test

evaluation.

2. We need to know the listening potential of each

child in the class. This may be done by such simple

testing devices as reading a story aloud and then

questioning for factual material.

3. We must be aware that we can teach children not

to listen. For example, teacher repeats child's oral

response to group. Other children wait for teacher

rather than listen to the speaker.

4. We must set an example of good listening. When a

child speaks he should be confident that we are

attending.

5. We should, early in the child's school experience,

provide a variety of listening opportunities. These
may vai-y from the home experiences. For example,

a child may come from a home in which no one
has listened to him. The teacher may provide the

child with an "unloading" situation.

6. We must set the goals of listening to correspond

with reasonable expectations.

7. In addition to casual listening experiences we
should use organized listening activities; for ex-

ample, stories followed by questions, directions

and so on, as appropriate.

8. We should try to make listening activities reward-

ing to the children.

9. We should look to our verbal output—is all we say

worth listening to?

10. We need to see that the listener is "comfortable";

for example, if he is hungry or embarrassed he
may not listen.

11. We need to remember that our voices, our person-

alities and our attitudes influence the listener.

12. We need to remember that maturity plays a major
part in the listening act and that expectation must
be based on this.

13. We must keep in mind that a child's expressive

needs may be dominant and make for poor list-

ening.

This then illustrates the productive efforts of a group
of classroom teachers thinking together on one aspect

of communication.

We may well be able to facilitate learning by improv-
ing the listening habits of our children.
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Bacon Urged

Greater

Use Of

Senses In

Education

by Robert Fisher

Jf RANCIS Bacon was the father of modern science.

In his Novum Organum he attempted the categoriza-

tion of all of science. In his New Atlantis he posited a

perfect society based upon the principles of science.

As did all the utopists Bacon made the schools the

most important agency within the state. And no

utopist, no other single educational writer in the his-

tory of educational ideas has ever made audiovisual

methods and materials so important in his school sys-

tem. It might also be added to Bacon's credit that no

other writer has ever posited more original materials

and found a wider range t)f application than he did.

Bacon was committed to the proposition that educa-

tion must utilize all the senses. He believed that if he

were to produce the high level of creativity which he

had proposed for his scholars, then opportunities

would have to be present for direct sense-experiences,

for example—manipulation of materials. He attempted

to utilize laboratories and field trips in the teaching of

every subject in the science curricuhun.

Laboratories were essential in the teaching of

This is the fourth in a series prepared by Dr. Fisher

for EdScrcen 6- AVCuide on the interest of famous
utopists in things audiovisual. Dr. Fisher is professor

of pliUosophy at California State College, California,

Pa.

science, declared Bacon, because they permitted the

study of data maintained under controlled conditions.

Bacon conceived for example, laboratories that uti-

lized wind tunnels, acoustical chambers, ovens, re-

frigerators and telescopes in his study of physics.

Caves and artificial mines were proposed in the

study of geology, and soil and rock specimens were

present in each geological classroom. The buildings

were to be surrounded by lakes which contained both

fresh and salt water which were used by students of

geology as well as by students of ichthyology.

Extensive gardens abounded in New Atlantis. Every

known variety of tree, herb, bush, and grass was

grown in orchards next to the botanical gardens. The
gardens and orchards served as a place for experimen-

tation in speeding up the growth of plants and trees as

well as means for the students to experiment in culti-

vating new types.

Zoos were propounded by Bacon not only as locali-

ties which housed unusual and rare types of animals

but also where breeds could undergo experimentation

for improvement. Animals anatomically similar to

man, as for example apes, were raised in zoos which

insured a ready source of these animals for use in dis-

section in the medical school.

Bacon felt that rooms should be provided wherein

artificial storms, including hail, rain and snow could

be reproduced for the advancement of the study of

meterorology.

Bacon, though unacquainted with the germ theory,

had some insight into the cause of diseases; he stated

that the study of medicine should include a laboratory

where animals could be studied in a germ-free en-

vironment. The germ-free laboratory should be used

to carry on experimentation in the cure and prevention

of disease. Bacon was convinced that refrigeration

would preserve certain materials. Thus laboratories

that contained facilities for refrigeration were also

part of the medical schools.

The school of home economics and mechanical arts

in the New Atlantis also used laboratories and work-

An English printing office in the year 1619.

shops for experimentation and for means of improving

diets, construction of home, etc. Large botanical gar-

dens and enclosures were to be used by the school of

(Continued on page 317)
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Integration-(AV and Library)

by Chase Dane

J_ HE idea of bringing audiovisual and libran- materials

together is not new. University and public libraries have

been doing it for years. Many school districts now have

an instructional materials center which combines all types

of materials, regardless of form.

But few school libraries have welcomed this trend, and

there are several reasons why they have resisted it. One is

that school librarians are usually not familiar with audio-

visual materials and frequently have little interest in them.

Besides this, school librarians are already so overworked,

in most cases, that they do not see how they could take

on the extra work of bringing the two tyjies of materials

together.

Knowing all this, we recently began looking for ways in

which we could combine audiovisual and library materials

without overburdening our librarians and without frighten-

ing them with something too new and different. Aware
that we might encounter resistance, we decided that the

most sensible thing was to make a very modest beginning.

We limited ourselves to a plan which we could handle

with available personnel and equipment. One of the first

things we decided to do was establish an audiovisual

bulletin board in the library. A bulletin board would not

require any elaborate equipment or much extra time on

the part of the librarian, yet would serve as a tangible

beginning of our desire to bring the two types of materials

together.

In the beginning we simply posted the TV and radio

program schedules provided by the county superintendent.

Later we selected, from a copy of TV Ctiide, and listed

these on our AV bulletin board in the hbrary. Then we in-

formed teachers that this information was available in the

library and encouraged them to look for it there.

This small beginning turned out to be more successful

than we had expected. Soon both teachers and students

began using the board for news about worthwhile TV and

radio programs. Before long they were bringing us informa-

tion about programs to add to our meagre supply. They
brought clippings from newspapers and magazines about

forthcoming programs.

After the bulletin board was a going thing, we turned

to films. For many years films have been delivered daily

from the instructional materials center in the central

made to relate them to materials in the library. Something,

we felt, should be done about this. A meeting with the

audiovisual coordinator and the librarian in one of our

junior high schools soon brought forth several worthwhile

suggestions. The most promising one was this: It was

agreed that the audiovisual coordinator would go over

the films scheduled for use in the school by social studies

teachers and select three or four whicli would be used

office to the schools in the district but no attempt was

by several teachers. He gave this list of films to the

librarians who then compiled a list of books in the library

which could be used to supplement the information cover-

ed in each film.

After checking the card catalog to discover what books

the library had that would be helpful, the librarian pre-

pared an annotated bibliography. This list of books was

duplicated, and enough copies were given to each teacher

who planned to use the film to hand out to all the students

in his class. A copy of the list was also placed in the film

can. Then the librarian placed the Ixwks listed on a special

shelf in the library and labeled them with the name of

the unit for which the film had been selected.

This material, which often includes periodical articles

and pamphlets as well as books, is used in several ways.

Sometimes a teacher calls attention to it before the film

is shown. This may be done during a visit to the library

or in the classroom. Frequently students volunteer to read

books on tlie list before the film is shown, and then report

on them in class. Often students become interested in the

books after they have seen the film. They want to learn

more about the subject covered by the film. Either way
is good; the important thing is that they are learning to

use both books and films as sources of information. They
are discovering that information can be presented in many
different wavs.

Cluise Dane, district Librarian,

Santa Monica Unified School

District, is in charge of both the

audiovisual and the library pro-

grams in his district. Before
coming to Santa Monica in thL'i

capacity, he was assistant pro-

fessor. School of Library Science,

University of Southern Cali-

fornia.
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AV tips in the Santa Monica high school lihrary.

Recently, going a step further, we have begun to

integrate information about audiovisual materials in the

card catalogs in our Hbraries. We have a collection of over

1.100 films in our instructional materials center. When
new films are added to this collection we purchase Library

of Congress catalog cards in sets for them. A set of cards

is prepared for each school and sent out when the film is

ready for circulation.

In the past these cards have been filed separately,

sometimes in the teachers' workroom and sometimes in

the principal's office, and have formed an independent

index to the films in our central collection. In addition, of

course, we issue a catalog of all audiovisual materials,

including films and filmstrips and recordings. But the card

file is always up to date—as the catalog can rarely be.

Now we have begun to file these film cards in the card

catalog in the library. That is, cards for books and films

are filed together in one alphabet. In some of our schools

we have flagged the film cards and in others we have

stamped them, to show that these materials are in the

central office rather than the school library. So now when

students or teachers go to the catalog to look up material

on chemistry or the Renaissance, they will find films

listed as well as books.

The next step will be to do the same thing with record-

ings and filmstrips. In our high schools the music de-

partment has a collection of records which could be used

in history and social studies classes or even in foreign

language and English classes. We have obtained permis-

sion from the music coordinator to list these materials in

the card catalog in the library. He has also agreed to let

us list the recordings which he has in his office—and it

is a rather large collection—in the library catalog.

In the future. Library of Congress catalog cards will be

purchased for records in the instructional materials center

and supplied to schools, just as we now supply them with

cards for films. Again, colored flags or a location stamp

will be used to show that these materials are housed out-

side the library.

Our library of recordings, even' when all three colleotions

are combined, is small. If we are to meet the demands

which we hope will be made on it, we must enlarge it,

but within the hmits of our present budget. So one of our

high school librarians, who has had some commercial

broadcasting experience, has offered to ask some of the

local stations if they would give us their recordings after

they are through with them. If he is successful we will be

able to enrich our collection, adding tape as well as disc

recordings to it, both of which will be listed in the library

catalog.

Bacon Urged Greater Use Of Senses . .

(Contimted from page 315)

home economics as sources of experimentation with

new types of grains and new strains of wheat.

Bacon was very much interested in the study of

psychology and proposed that psychology be taught as

a laboratory subject. Laboratories utilizing instruments

related to the senses, for example sound, sight, and
smell, were included by Bacon to delude human
senses in order to understand how persons get sense

impressions.

Bacon's concern for the utilization of audiovisual

materials in his proposed school system was reflected

in the placement of the audiovisual department under

the direction of the highest autliority in the school

administration. The function of this office was not only

to supervise audiovisual materials but also to develop

new materials and methods.

Bacon has enlarged upon a Utopian theme in the

New Atlantis. This theme states in effect that the ears

are not the only means or the best means of learning.

He felt that the other senses of sight, taste and touch

must be utilized to make instruction effective, and in

the New Atlantis—his position was emphasized that

learning must itilize laboratories, field trips, and other

sources of audiovisual materials and methods.
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NEW FROM AUDIOTRONICS

GROUP LISTENING
WITH INDIVIDUAL HEARING

The new ATC HB-4 Listening System solves the problem of indi-

vidual hearing differences with separate volume controls for each
student. Its eight listening stations not only provide the means
for a group of students to listen without interfering with other

activities, but also assure that each student will hear comfortably.

The rugged %" plywood carrying case, covered with durable
silver-brown vinyl, contains eight lightweight U.S.-made double
headsets in separate compartments. Jack strips built into opposite

sides of the case incorporate standard phone jacks and individual

volume controls for eight students. An extra jack is provided for

connecting additional units. Headsets are durable, self-adjusting

models with Alnico magnets and vinyl-covered headbands. The
10-ft. input cable and the headsets have standard phone plugs
to fit ATC audio equipment, as well as most other classroom
record players, radios, and tape recorders. Solid full-grip handle
and sturdy latch make for safe portability, and rubber feet

protect desks and table tops. Weight is only 10 lbs.

Size: 12i/>" X 81/2" X 8".

w.95

SEE YOUR DEALER OR WRITE FOR COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS

AUDIOTRONICS
11057 VVEDDINGTON STREET, NORTH HOLLYWOOD 2 , CALIFORNIA
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AUDIO
by Max U. Bildersee

Passive Listening?

Have you ever heard of 'passive read-

ing' or 'passive tasting' or any other

activity of the senses labeled thusly?

Why do we continue to demean listen-

ing by referring to listening alone as

'passive listening?' It seems to us that

the listener who hears cannot help

but be active—and to react—to the

language or the music heard.

The reaction may be negative, of

course. The individual may be im-
moved by the expierience insofar as

a positive reaction is concerned. But
certainly the listening has not been
'passive' in that there has been no
reaction.

To read 'passively' would imply see-

ing nothing, just as though it were
possible to read without seeing! To
hear 'passively' or to indulge in 'pas-

sive listening' would infer that no
sound was heard. In which case there

is no hearing, no listening.

It is unlikely, but possible, that the

student can sit through the playing

of a record or the projection of a film

totally blind and deaf although these

faculties are not impaired. But if the

student has seen and/or heard, and
has not seemed to in any way, there

is a negative reaction.

'Passive listening?' Bosh! Too fre-

quently the phrase is used as a bald

and untenable excuse for not offering

adequate audio experiences in instruc-

tion.

Democracy In America

Alexis Charles de Tocqueville visit-

ed the United States more than 130

years ago and was so impressed with

democracy as it was practiced here

that he returned to France and de-

voted his life to introducing democracy
to the French people. De Tocqueville's

mission was to study American prisons

and penal reform. He accomplished

this, and in so doing recognized the

advanced political philosophy repre-

sented by the United States of

America.

De Tocqueville was accompanied
by Giistave de Beaumont. They jour-

neyed through the United States for

almost a year. They met professional

people and merchants, society repre-

sentatives and. prisoners, governors and
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other politicians as well as innkeepers

and teachers. In short, they met a

cross-section of the American people.

Ill their diaries, and in the book

Ihnwcracy In America which was
published after their return to France,

these two yoimg Frenchmen recorded

their observations about our fore-

lathers. The book was hailed as a clas-

sic analysis of the young republic.

Now the Fund for Adult Educa-
tion has commissioned 14 recordings

based on the book and titled "Where
Could I Be Better Off?" (a study in

Jacksonian America), "The Governor

in the Boarding Hous~e" (a study in

American equality), "The Fourth of

July in Albany, 1831" (a study in

.American independence), "The Ark of

'Civilization" (a study in American
(character) , "Any Woman is a Lady"
(a study in American manners), "The
Cement of Democracy" (a study in

American religion), "The Cold Water
Army" (a study in American prog-

ress), "The Heavenly Prison" (a study

ill American reform), "The Tyranny

of the Majority" (a study in American
Freedom, "Common Sense and Moon-
shine" (a study in American educa-

tion), "The Chief Instrument of Free-

dom" (a study of the American press),

"The Aristocrats of Democracy" (a

study in American law and lawyers )

,

"The Happy Republic" (a study in

American values ) and "These Precious

Premises" (a study in political opti-

mism).

We have not yet heard (at this

writing) all of these recordings—but

those that we have heard indicate an

xciHng experience (hardly passivel)

ihead. And from what we have al-

ready heard we can rec-ommend these

recordings without reservation to the

variety of listeners and users, students

and educators, librarians and patrons—

erybody!—who wants to know more
•bout the backgrounds of American
lemocracy and to understand the re-

dactions of those who want our privi-

leges and rights as they see us in

K tion.

And surely this has an application

t(i modern history!

According to the album frontis-

piece, "These recordings have been
created as part of a general course of

study on the nature of American socie-

ty." Additional data is available from
the American Foundation for Con-

j(
tinning Education, 19 S. LaSalle

Street, Chicago 3, Illinois, and we
urge you to write for it.

The recordings themselves are. avail-

able in album SW-A30 which is avail-

able from The Spoken Word, 10 East

39th Street, New York 16. We urge

you to order it!

Comments and materials for review

should be sent to the department edi-

tor—Max U. Bildersee, 36 Holmes
Dale, Albany 3, N. Y.

A Look Ahead

It suddenly struck us that today's

newborn infant will be a candidate for

a B.A. or a B.S. degree in 1984! That,

coupled with the explosion in knowl-

edge we are experiencing indicates

that it is now time to do something

drastic!

The fallout pattern from the explos-

ion in the numbers of students who
seek admittance to our institutions of

higher learning will touch each of us

and will undoubtedly alter the pat-

tern of education within the next

decade.

Does audiovisual education face this

too? Of course! Curriculum planners

are toda>' studying their problems with

totally different orientation. Yesterday's

curriculum was based on what a given

teacher should be able to teach a given

number of children in a given number
of hours. Tomorrow's course of study

will be more highly personalized. It

will involve only what a given child

can learn from a great many sources

and through a great many avenues in

a given period of time. It is not im-

probable that some children in the

junior high school may be studying

advanced forms of mathematics while

others are still struggling with multi-

plication and division or decimals or

even addition and subtraction.

It is not unlikely that some will be
reading and profiting from de Toc-
queville's Democracy In America

y you'll prefer the

Keystone COMPACT
Overhead Projector

does FAR MORE
-in LESS SPACE

for the

Classroom

Light . . . Easily Portable . . .

Noiseless . . . and Reliable
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/ludio CARDALOG® Record Reviews on Card
— A WORLD OF SOUND ON FILE —

INDIVIDUAL CROSS-INDEXED 3x5 CARDS ALREADY
ISSUED! PLUS the Audio CARDALOG DIRECTORY of

Record Producers

SUBSCRIBE NOW — $25.00 a year

Audio CARDALOG—Box 1771, Albany 1, New York
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while.others are still struggling throiigli

more elementary history books. Per-

haps much of tomorrow's learning

time will be spent with headphones

and programmed instructional ma-

terials of a sophistication imdreamed
of today. Records and tapes combined
with films and filmstrips and accom-

panied by te.xt and magazine data will

he the common instructional devices

for individual attention.

It is not impossible to create the

course of study which can (and will)

be tailored to fit the individvial needs

of a great many children rather than

averaged off to meet the needs of a

few, and a few of the needs of many.
Tomorrow's education from the pri-

mary grades upward will be vastK

different, and it is high time that we,

as instructional materials enthusiasts,

prepared for the day when our simple

duties will be changed many ways.

Data Retrieval

One of the things we hear about in

many places today is computer con-

trolled data retrieval systems for class-

room application. Silly? Not at all. To-

moiTow's teachers will have a variety

of functions which today's teacher

does not imagine.

The student who leaves a teaching

training institution this month can only

look forward to a changing profession,

increased responsibility and multi-

plied opportunities to serve. Drill will

continue, but drill will involve each

child observing each question and
answering each. Drill will mean learn-

ing more rapidly, because we can
confidently predict imrelenting partici-

pation in the learning process.

Tomorrow's teacher must face up to

a problem of knowing where materials

are available to meet the needs of

each child. In major communities it

is likely that she will feed data about

a child's interests and accomplish-

ments to a machine and receive in re-

turn suggestions for the advancement

of that child's tiaining. Does this mean
that teaching will be automated?

If that is your belief we respectfully

refer you to this column in the issue

of May, 1959—the final lines of which
were:

"Thus be it ever—the teacher's

supreme.

True teaching will never be done by

machine!"

We stand by that belief. Teaching

cannot be automated to the extent that

personal contact between teacher and

student is in any way abridged. In-

deed, it is to be magnified.

In tomorrow's school the teacher

will have a great opportunity to use

her highy specialized training in deal-

ing with the individual problems and

needs of individual children through

what may amount to a tutorial system.

Tomorrow's teacher will have a dif-

ferent functional approach to the same
objectives we hold dear and profes-

sionally attainable todav.

Shakespeare

This man seems to pop up all the

time. We have previously indicated

our high regard for his ability to write

to be heard, and now we can bring to

your attention more recordings which
have been released comparatively re-

cently. Let's start with the full length

presentations. Let's add parenthetical-

ly that, for libraries and college

groups, each is worthy of purchase.

Audio^ C4RD>|[06® Record Reviews on Cards
Box 1771— Albany 1, New York

D Please enter. .1 year subscription (s) to Audio

CARDALOG, 400 cards—10 issues—$25.00

D Please send us full information about Audio CARDALOG.

Name

Organization or School

Address __^

Cty and State

And for secondary school groups most

are also worthy. If they are to be used

solely for class instruction, the record-

ings chosen should be equated with

the course of study. But if the high

school library lends books and records

to the student for his home listening

there is no limit to the Shakespearean

recordings which can be added to your

collections. And you will need elastic

shelves, for more are bound to come.

The newer full length recordings in-

clude Twelfth Night (London A
4354) presented on three 12-inch

di.scs. The performance is by members
of the Marlowe Society aided by pro-

fessional players. Other records in this

series include Tirnon of Athens (Lon-

don A 4350), King Lear (London A
4423), and A Midsummer Night's

Dream (London A 4349).

The Shakespeare Recording Society

has released two more titles in their

repertoire of complete plays by the

bard. These are King Richard II ( SRS
216) and Trotjhis and Cressida (SRS
234).

Spoken Arts, too, is constantly offer-

ing new recordings in the area. Most

recently they have released Henry IV,

Part I (Spoken Arts 815), Henry IV,

Part H (Spoken Arts 816), Henry V
(Spoken Arts 817), The Merchant of

Venice (Spoken Arts 810) and Romeo
and Jidiet (Spoken Arts 812).

The Spoken Arts recordings are per-

haps better suited to sec-ondary school

purposes because they are abbreviated

(single disc) performances featuring

the highlight speeches and situations

of each play. In the class these may be

readily separated and offered to stu-

dents as need and interest indicate.

For home listening or for assigned

listening they may be employed for a

variety of purposes, not the least of

which is motivating reading of the

works of the period and encouraging

the study of English history as a back-

ground to our own.

Write

You owe it to yourself and to those

you sei-ve through your instructional

materials center, library or audiovisual

center to have lists of these records

on hand. Write today to Shakespeare

Recording Society at 481 Eighth Ave-

nue, New York; to Spoken Arts, 95

Valley Road, New Rochelle, New
York; to London Records at 539 West
25th Street, New York, and to The
Spoken Word at 10 East 39th Street,

New York, and ask for infonnation

about their Shakespeare recordings.

Or, if vou prefer, drop me a line at

P O Bo.\ 1771, Albany 1, N.Y., and
ni forward your request to these

companies. But do it—now!
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Wouldn't you know it,

the Jack Benny School counted
pennies on Venetian blinds.

This is a typical classroom in the
new Jack Benny Junior High School
in Waukegan, Illinois. Just completed,
this school was meant to be a show-
place— one of the best-planned, best-
equipped of its kind.

So what happened? Well you know
Jack Benny. Catch his namesake
throwing money around. When they
bought Venetians, they got the best
at a bargain — then made them do an
extra job

!

What did they buy? Flexalum Twi-
Nighters-the only blinds where all the
components were engineered to make
an integrated whole. This makes Twi-

Nighters last much longer, because
they operate with so much less strain.

The Board also liked the way the
spring-tempered aluminum slats, with

their two-coat baked enamel finish, the
wipe-clean plastic tapes, and self-

lubricating tilter, cut down on main-
tenance costs. (And the patented,
crash-proof cord lock that prevents
injuries and property loss.)

But what really clinched it was the
Twi-Nighter's light control. The Board
found they could make Twi-Nighters
double for audio-visual blinds. How?
By pulling them down and closing
them. With these blinds that's all you

have to do to make a room dark
enough for unstreaked projection of
all but the most light-critical audio-
visual aids.

(For fine-line detail, microscopic
slide or very subtle color projection,

specify our Audio-Visuals with light

trap side-channels. They make any
room absolutely light-tight.)

Both Flexalum Twi-Nighters and
Audio-Visuals carry a 5-year guarantee
bonded by the Continental Casualty
Company and backed by Bridgeport
Brass. Write for specifications to
Bridgeport Brass Co. (Hunter Douglas
Div.), 30 Grand St., Bridgeport 2, Conn.

TWI-NIGHTER & AUDIO-VISUAL BLINDS
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FILM EVALUATIONS
bij L. C. Larson and Carolyn Guss

Music Of Williamsburg

(Colonial WilUamshurg,, Incorporated,

Box 516. WiUiamshiirp., Virf:,wia) 29

mUuitea, Iftmm, .wiind, color, 1961.

$260.

Description

Mtisic of WiUiam.shurg is an attempt

to show that music was a leguhir part

of the everyday life of the 18th-

centiiry capital of Virginia. Using re-

stored 18th-century Williamsburg as a

setting for the vocal and instrumental

performance of hundreds of adults

and children, the film tells of the

budding romance between a young
sailor and the miller's pretty daughter.

For 29 minutes the audience is treated

to beautiful music that ranges from
the simplest folk songs to that per-

formed by a semi-professional instru-

mental ensemble and a professional

opera company.

Opening scenes show a young
British sailor alternately singing and

whistling a chantey as he trudges

along a path from the James River to

William.sburg. Before he reaches the

market square he meets some Negro
field workers and fishermen singing

folk music—and the miller's daughter

whom he ask.s. for directions. He passes

by Wren Building Chapel and listens

appreciatively as the students and
faculty of the College of William and
Mary sing "Psalm 150" from the Tate

and Brady Psalm Book. He also hears

a harpsichord teacher showing his

pupil how to play Scarlatti's Sonata

in D Major.

Later in the market square, he sees

the miller's daughter again. Together

they watch the Fife and Drum Corps

of Williamsburg Regiment parade
down the street and look on at a group

of children playing the Ring Game un-

til the rain forces them to seek shelter.

That night they attend a performance

of The Beggar's Opera at the theatre.

The film ends with the miller's daugh-

ter singing and humming to herself

"When My Hero in Court Appears"

from The Beggar's Opera and the

chantey Johnny Todd as she dreams of

her sailor's return to Williamsburg.

Appraisal

Technically, Music of Williamsburg

is excellent. The color photography is

beautiful and the acting seems almost

professional. The .sound track, which

is entirely music with no narration,

also comes off very well. This film

could be used in a core curriculum on

the upper elementary and junior high

school level since it very successfully

ties in social studies with music. It

could also be used as a convocation

film to give viewers an idea of the

place music occupied in the life of the

Virginia colonists, and to develop in

them an appreciation of America's

musical and theatrical heritage.

There aie several sequences in the

film that merit attention. The harpsi-

chord scene for one is interesting be-

cause it illustrates pedagogy probably

typical of that time. Another interest-

ing sequence is the demonstration of

Benjamin Franklin's Glass Armonica,

a musical instrument that probably

very few people ever heard of. The
evaluators were disappointed that

there were not more close-ups of the

instrument. The sequence of the Negro
servants and field workers performing

the Rooster-Hen, Dance was of particu-

lar interest because it is so remini.scent

of the modern Carribean dances that

are so popular today. A few of the

evaluators thought that the love story

was superficial.

Music of Williamsburg is also avail-

able in a 40-minute version for $320.

There are four more musical numbers,

and five others are presented more

completely than in the shorter version.

—Herminia Barcelona

Heredity And Adaptive
Change: Mitosis

(Encyclojiaedia Britannica Films, Inc.,

1150 Wilmette Avenue, Wilmette,

Illinois) 22 minutes, 16mm, sound,

black and white and color, 1961. $130
and $260.

Description

Mitosis utilizes live-action photogra-

phy, animation, cinephotomicrography

and time lapse to record the highly

organized cell division process called

mitosis.

The film begins with a time lapse

sequence of growing plants and points

out that growth, though basically the

same in all plants and animals, is no-

where more dramatically portrayed

than in the development of an embryo.

A chicken is used to illustrate the

grow th of an embryo from fertilization

until the time of hatching on the 21st

da\-. The analogy of this development
to that of the human being is referred

to.

Rabbit cells developing from a sin-

gle fertilized egg are seen by cine-

photomicrography as they divide, em-

phasizing that cells, the basic units

of all life, are responsible for growth

and development through their repro-

duction by this cell division.

Through animation the film explains

that as the embryo continues its de-

velopment the newly formed cells

then begin to grow until they reach

matmit) . Throughout this growth and

From luiriipipr lo Kanilcl. t)ic sdiinils liiid music cil i oloriKil \ ir);iiiia arc in il

mailf in the IRlh-cpiUiiry surroundings of W illiainsburg, Virginia.

I ill
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cell division there is a high degree of

organizational control which insures

the desired outcomes.

While emphasizing the basic parts

of the cell, the cytoplasm and the

nucleus, the film highlights the chrom-

osomes and the genes. The genes are

the molds which determine the organ-

ism's characteristics, i.e., will the cells

become a hen or a rabbit and will it

liave blue eyes or brown eyes, etc.

Each chromosome carries many, many
genes and in the process of cell divi-

sion replicates itself so that a double

set of chromosomes and genes are

formed. At the completion of mitosis

one complete set of chromosomes has

become a part of each newK formed
cell.

Andrezej Bajer has used the large

t hromosomes of the blood lily in order

to observe mitosis taking place. To
present his work an animation se-

quence of each phase of mitosis is

folowed by time lapse sequences using

his cinephotographic techniques show-
ing the phase just described through

animation.

Tlie cells of a newt embryo illus-

trate mitosis in animals as the differ-

ences between plant and animal mi-

tosis are pointed out. Tissue culture

methods are utilized in growing these

cells of a newt heart so they are quite

easily seen.

Cell division aids in the growth of

an organism, as pointed out, but it has

other functions too. Cells of our skin

are constantly being sloughed off as

they die and new ones are formed

beneath them. Mitosis acts in the

capacity of a repair service and in case

of a wound, forms a scab and then

Comments and materials for review

should be sent to Audio-Visual Center,

Indiana University, Bloomington, Ind.

works to replace the cells underneath.

When this repair service seems to lose

control, cells may be replaced much
more readily than they die and are dis-

carded— tliis is then termed a cancer-

ous growth.

Rather intense research now being

done is adding bit by bit, to our
knowledge concerning this important

growth process. The effects of radia-

tion, the fear of modem man, are seen

close up as cell division in the blood
lily is disarranged. Chromosomes are

broken and cell processes disoriented

to the point wherein death results to

the cell. Chemical treatment with

colchicine results in the interruption

of mitotic events by preventing the

chromo.somes from separating.

In the end, however, the marvelous

process of normal mitosis is u.sually

begun, continued and completed with-

out a hitch in the millions of cells that

make up our body as instructions for

growth and development are passed

on from one cell to the next. This

building and maintenance of both

plant and animal, cells and tissues

make it possible for the continuity of

life itself.

Appraisal

Mitosis may either be used at its

intended high sch(x>l level or might

well be used as an effective review in a

basic college biology program. In

either place it should add greatly to

the completeness of the imderstanding

of this rather complicated process.

It holds the attention of the viewer

from the opening dramatic chick de-

velopment sequence through to the

time lapse opening of a flower at the

end. In support of the excellent live

action visuals are both the diagramatic

sequences and, a clear, uncluttered nar-

ration. There are only 15 to 20 key

words used in this fihn that attest to

its structured simplicit>' in organiza-

tion, yet it is in keeping with the latest

findings of biological research in de-

fining terms such as DNA and
duplication.

This film may be viewed several

times as an introduction to a more in-

tense or concentrated study of mitosis

from microscopic slides of actual cells

in the various stages of division. It

certainly should engender an appreci-

ation of the complexities of growth
and development upon the part of any
viewer with but even a casual interest

in the biological processes.

This is one of a series of films which
presents the fundamental concepts

and principles of an entire biology

course. Included in this program with

the film series is a supporting list of

filmstrips and printed materials that

add strength and broaden the scope

of the film presentation

Mitosis is an excellent film explain-

ing the mitotic process. Its fine organi-

zation and demonstration techniques

are surpassed only by its downright

excellent photography.

-Ron Uhl

16mm. Sound Projectors
New and Used

Film Subjects—Accessorie*

Write For Free LisU

NATIONAL CINEMA SERVICE
71 Day S»., N. Y. C. 7, N. Y.

HE Shows
Educational Films

in a Lighted

Classroom
with the Wilson
Movie-Mover RP

Patent Pending

Blocked by a tight budget, concerned
about teachers who shied away from
time-consuming, complex techniques,

he tried the rear projection concept.

Working with his administrator, they
purchased a Wilson Movie-Mover
RP—a rear projection unit that used
their present projector— guaranteed
to show motion pictures and film-

strips in undarkened rooms to their

complete satisfaction.

Cost.' Less than darkening one room
—only $149.50 plus a few dollars
more for a wide angle lens. That's
all.

The RP unit rolled effortlessly on 4"

casters, brought brilliant, sharp pic-

tures to every room on his school's
floor.

Teachers loved showing films. And
so easy. Film utilization went up,
teacher resistance went down. The
RP unit was wheeled into their class-

rooms completely set up, ready to
run. They merely flicked a switch.
That's all.

Today, hundreds of Audiovisualists
have purchased, used and re-ordered
additional RP units. If you haven't,
we'd like to demonstrate so you can
decide if and where the RP fits

into your AV program.

H. WILSON CORPORATION
546 W. 119th St. Chicago 28, III.

Please send brochures on Wilson
rear projection unit. ESG

Name

School . . . .

Address . . .

City & State
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FILMSTRIPS

by Irene F. Cypher

The Forgotten Slide

To change slightly the wording of a

very well-worn saying, "There is noth-

ing like seeing how the other half

works" to give yon greater appreeia-

tion of your own work and work tools.

Those of us \vho are familiar with

audiovisual materials of instruction

and who have been close to them for

a goodly number of years sometimes

wonder why all teachers do not share

our enthusiasm for the effectiveness of

these materials. If we ciiuld only take

some of the.se teachers out into the

great industrial plants and laboratories

it might be of some help in stirring up

some enthusiasm. For industry today

is making full use of many of the

same type of materials we use in

classrooms. If our pupils are to be

prepared to use these materials when
they go into industry, it would be a

wise move on the part of teachers to

see that such materials are already

familiar to these same pupils.

The thing that brought this to our

consideration is an article published

recently in an industry journal, the

General Dynamics News, (San Diego

Edition) and published by the Gen-

eral Dynamics Corporation. Among
the articles was one devoted to an

account of how audiovisual job sta-

tions were operating at the Pomona,
California unit of this company. As
the article stated:

"Audiovisual production of elec-

tronic missile components is in full

swing at General Dynamics/Pomona.
"Introduced on a limited scale last

year, audiovisual has been so success-

Comments and materials for review

should be sent to the department edi-

tor—Irene F. Cypher, New York Uni-

versity, 26 Washington Square, New
York 3, N.Y.

Visual
letters

DIE-CUT

CONSTRUCTION PAPER

ALPHABETS

10 COLORS
2, 3 & 4 INCH SIZES

Write for information

Stik-a-letter Co. ot. 2, bm 1400. Esconditfe, cam.

ful that some 29 AV work stations

have been activated and are now in

use in the electronic assembly de-

partment.

"Use of the .system has resulted in

more imiformly-built components, a

somewhat higlier rate production rate,

and a reduction in assembly errors.

"Heart of the audiovisual work
station is the AV unit, a combination
recorded tape playback unit and color

photographic slide projector. The tape

gives a step-by-step narrative of the

assembly procedure while a series of

slides, coordinated with the tape,

shows each step visually.

"Although the time sequence is

carefully controlled during the prep-

aration of each set of aids, the opera-

tor can start and stop the AV' ma-
chine at any time, thereby setting her

own pace. This also prevents arbitrary

speedups."

The article goes on to report that

the same type of unit is also working
successful])' at the Fort Worth, T(>xas,

plant of the same organization. The
article ends by stating, "Performance
to date indicates a 'strong potential'

for use of audiovisual technicjues. A
guidance committee composed of

representatives from the major potenti-

al u.sers in plant is looking further

into its potentialities."

To the audiovisual supervisor or

director in schools there is nothing

radically new in the idea of coordinat-

ed tape recorders and colored slides.

But how often do we hear of some
good projects and results from the

use of such units? Colored slides can

be a marvelous device; tape record-

ings can provide both the narration

needed to make such slides useful

and the type of information needed
for a specific purpose and for the

particular pupils in the group. Why
don't more teachers use this combina-
tion? Any one can take his own slides

today (certainly photography has be-

come almost foolproof if \<)u read the

directions on labels and boxes of

film).

Slides and a tape recording are, in

essence, an individual teaching ma-
chine-type device. They can be used
in any subject area; they can be used
by individuals and by groups. Why,
oh why, don't we u.se more slides?

This reviewer is honestly puzzled and
would just as honestly like to remind
teachers that the s a m e projector

which projects filnistrips also pro-

jects 2x2 slides. Such a projector is

therefore a double-barreled source of

usefulness in the classroom. Why
don't we give some thought to the

use of slides and do the same thing

industry is doing—provide another
type or way of allowing the worker
(pupil) to do better work (study)?

Colar Slidcsets (2.5 slides to a set;

produced by Society for N'isual Educa-
tion, 1345 Diversey Parkway, Chicago
14, 111.; $10 per set, with Teachers

Guide. ) These slide sets give us a

glimpse into the land and people of

Vrance. \V c s t Ccntiamj, Mexico,

Spain. Tlie producers state that such

slides provide a background for study

of the language of the countries. This

statement is certainly true, for they

show us famous places, typical rural

and city scenes, people in action and
geographic locations.

If the study of languages is to be
meaningful, it is time language teach-

ers had material of this type for

discussion, study and analysis by the

pupils who are learning to speak the

language of these countries. How can

we expect pupils of any grade to be-

come familiar with foreign words un-

less they can use them in a framework

of realistic scenes and "atmosphere."

These particular slides sets would be

excellent for language work, and there

is no reason why they would not also

be equally effective for social science

and geography studies; the same slides

would also be interesting to use as

background material for a study of

literature. In other words, slides can

be very effective for many reasons!

Building Self-confidence (color film-

strip series; produced by Filmstrip-of-

the-Month Clubs, 3-55 Lexington Ave.,

New York City 17; $33 per club, see

catalog for details of special group-

ings.) Every pupil needs to be given

self-confidence if he is to be the kind

of adult who can stand on his own
feet, lead a healthy, sane and happy
life. In this series we are provided

with an opportunity to consider and

discuss the significance of individual

responsibilities in s(«:iety, need for

training for job skills, and the need

for building up self-respect. The
strips do not provide trite answers to

these problems; they pose the prob-

lems, and by means of leading ques-

tions direct the thought of the viewer

to i^ossible answers that have mean-
ing for him as an individual. The
arrangement of material is good, and
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PHOTOPLAY FILMSTRIPS
In full color

$7.50
each

ANY THREE TITLES

$19.75

Ulyuaf—In full color, 64 frames, o pic-

torial guide to the new Paramount screen
version of Homer's Odyssey, produced in

Italy. An invaluable aid to the study of

the classic. $7.50.

Th« Vikings—In full color, 47 frames,
based on the Kirk Douglas production.
$7.50. With guide, $7.80.

A Lassen In Mythology—Explains Andro-
meda, the Minotaur, Iphigenia, etc., based
on M-G-M's The Living Idol. 25 frames,
color. $7.50.

Knights of ths Round Tabia—A set of

two filmstrips. Part One, black-and-white,
25 frames, explains the background of the
story, its theme, its significance as on early

attempt to organize a league of nations.

Port Two, full color, 28 frames, tells the
story of the great legend, based on the
M-G-M photoplay. $7.50.

Adventures of Robinson Crusoe—In full

color, 50 frames, a clear pictorial guide to
the Defoe classic, based on the United
Artists screen version. $7.50.

the Glass Slipper—The charming fairy

lole of Cinderella, told in a new way,
bosed on the M-G-M photoplay. 36 frames
in full color, $7.50. With guide, $7.80.

Romeo and Juliet—Shakespeare's great
love story illustrated in color from the
I. Arthur Rank production filmed on loca-
tion in Verona and other Italian cities.

44 frames. $7.50. With guide, $7.80.

Hansel and Gretel—In full color, 42
frames, the highlights of the beloved fairy

tale OS performed by the charming Kine-
mins of Michael Myerberg's screen version,
releosed by RKO Radio Pictures. $7.50.

Greatest Show on Earth—In full color, a
lively pictorial guide to the circus, based on
Cecil B. DeMille's Technicolor Academy
Award- winning photoplay. 40 fromes.
$7.50.

/Money-Back Guarantee!

Alexander the Great—Biography of the first mon to conquer the civilized world,
based on the photoplay. Shows Alexander's effort to unite Europe and Asia, o
fosk with which the U.N. is still faced. 55 frames. $7.50. With guide, $7.80.

Richard III—Based on Laurence Olivier's colorful screen version of Shakespeare's
fomous play. 48 frames. $7.50. With guide, $7.80.

In Black and White:

Julius Caesar, set of 2 filmstrips in black-
and-white, presenting 97 scenes in the
M-G-M screen version of the ploy. $7.00.
With guide, $7.30.

Columbus—Black-and-white, based on the
J. Arthur Rank production starring Fredric
March. 55 Frames. $3.00.

EDUCATIONAL & RECREATIONAL GUIDES, Inc. • 10 Brainerd Road, Summit, New Jersey
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Perfect
teaclxing:
partner
Your creative teaching skills find a perfect

partner in the unsurpassed flexibility and
convenience of the AO Spencer Overhead
Delineascope.

A 10" X 10" transparency will project up
to a big 177 square foot screen image.

You can add drama or emphasis at any
point with overlays . . . write directly on
transparent cellophane or acetate roll.

Project in the bright of day . . . face your

class for absolute control and ideal rapport.

You communicate your ideas and subject

matter more forcibly, more surely . . . your

teaching efforts become more efficient.

Many additional exclusive operating ad-

vantages and famous AO Spencer quality

make the Overhead Delineascope your best

buy today. For complete information, write

to Dept. F241.

American ^ Optical
COMPANY

INSTRUMINT DIVISION. BUFFALO IS, N[W YORK

the problems posed are down-to-earth,

practical situations. Excellent for guid-

ance work at the high school level.

Clu'iiiistry For Today, Croup I (6

filmstrips, color; produced by Society

for N'isual Education, 1.345 Diversev

Parkway, Chicago 14, III.; $32.40 per

set, $6 single strips.) So much of

the activity of modern life depends
on chemistry today that it is im-

portant for all pupils to have some
knowledge and appreciation of the

contribution of chemistry. The strips

of this series provide basic informa-

tion about atoms, molecules, molecular

weights, symbols, formulas and equa-

tions, hydrogen, oxygen and water,

.solutions and simple experiments. The
diagrams are well outlined and the

explanations are clear. The pupil is

encouraged to do his own thinking,

and is given clues to further experi-

ments and study. Subject content is

planned for high school chemistry

units,

Frontcnac (single strip, color; pro-

duced by National Film Board of
Canada and available from Stanley

Bowmar Co., Valhalla, New York;

$5 single strip). The name of

Frontenac is a familiar one to those

who study about explorations and
settlements of the French in the New
World. All too often, however, we
concentrate attention upon these

activities in the area which came to

be known as the United States, little

realizing how imiJortant this particular

Frenchman was to life in Canada. In

this strip Frontenac is seen as govenor
of New France. We follow his activi-

ties in the founding of Fort Frontenac,

during the exploration of the Missis-

sippi River, and during the siege of

Quebec. There were quarrels with
colonists, with the French and with
the English. His was a colorful life,

filled with events of great importance
to the development of the New World,
and this strip emphasizes and high-

lights these activities. Good for social

science work in both upper elementary
and high school grades.

Fundamentals Of Thinking Series

(9 strips, color; produced by Eye
Gate House, Inc., Jamaica 35, New
York.) Everyone needs to think—
and it is important for our pupils to

understand something about the think-

ing process. There are basic thinking

skills, which include assumption, mak-
ing comparisons, classifying, critical

thinking, interpreting, and problem
solving. The attention of the user of

these strips is directed to gaining an
understanding of what underlies these
skills and then how to apply them in

daily activities. The material is w^ell

organized and will be helpful in guid-

ing pupils to an understanding of

how they can think "through" to the

handling of everyday problems; good
for both group and individual study

purposes.

New Frontiers In Space (single strip,

black and white; produced by New
York Times Filmstrips, Educational

Division, Times Stpiare, New York

36, N. Y.; $2.50 .single strip.) As
frontiers are pushed back farther and
farther we need to understand just

what is involved in this expansion of

our known world. Our attention is

focused in this filmstrip on just how
and to what extent man has already

penetrated into outer .space, and what
we may reasonably expect in the very

near future. Known knowledge about

satellites is indicated and we are also

given opportunity to consider what
.scientists may possibly encounter in

the way of new di.scoveries as space

barriers extend. The material is timely

and useful for study of current re-

search and space projects.

Teaching Arithmetic (10 strips, color,

with 6 records, 33 1/3 rpm; produced
by Bailey Films, Inc., 6549 Dc Long-
pre Ave., Hollywood 28, Calif.; $68
per set.) Many new ideas as to

methods of teaching arithmetic have
been formulated during the past few-

years. The strips of this series bring

us up to date with respect to methods
of teaching concepts and skills. We
also see examples of specific lesson

units; considerable attention is given

to ways and means of developing

understanding of number concepts.

The material is intended for teacher

training and is well suited to methods
courses and for review study seminars.

The Sea (4 strips, color; produced by
Filmstrip House, 432 Park Avenue
South, New York 16, N.Y.; $2 per set,

$15 if purchased with other sets in

the Whys of Elementary Science

series.) The sea is all around us, but

what do we know about life in the

sea? The sea is water; it is also an

enormous area in which are to be

found many forms of plant and animal

life. This series points out basic facts

about life in the sea, and illustrates

with examples just how plants and
animals live. One strip indicates how
the sea helps man and why water is

so important to tiansportation, daily

living and to the development of all

forms of activities on our planet. Well
planned for science units, but also

good for social science units in w^hich^

attention is focused on how man's >

enviornment has helped to form the-

pattern of living in various parts ofl

the world.
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AV in the

Church

Field

by William S. Hockman

Presbyterian Viewstrips

Let the publisher tell it. West-

minster Press, Witherspoon Building,

Philadelphia 7, Pa., speaking: "Here

is a fascinating and unique self-teach-

ing and self-learning device designed

to enable \'Oung people to learn facts

about the church and its historical

background in a new and very excit-

ing way."

The Press has a kit to sell. It will

contain one "hand viewer" and six

"viewstrips" of 1.3 frames each en-

closed in plastic envelopes so that

pupils can view them through the

hand viewer without handling the

strip itself. (As a concession to projec-

tion, we are told that the viewstrips

may also be removed from the en-

ivelopes for use in a filmstrip pro-

jector. )

The kit also contains six 24-pagc

booklets presenting the historical situa-

tions depicfted by the viewstrips,

illustrated with reproductions of six of

the frames and suggesting things to

talk over and find out for the use of

the teacher and pupil.

The whole shebag comes "packed

n a sturdy and attractive pasteboard

30X inserted in a heavy slipcover for

protection in shipping and handling."

One kit should be provided for every

iclass of ten junior or junior high

Ipupils. The price of each complete
kit is only $8.9.5, and extra viewers

are available at $1.25 each.

Let's see how this will work for

me: my 130 junior highers will need
13 kits, and the juniors will need
about 15, giving a total of 28 for our
church school, and requiring an
expenditure of $250.60. The jiroducer

of this "fascinating and unique" self-

teaching device does not give me a

formula for arriving at the number
of extra viewers I will need. Let's be
conservative and put it at 2 per class.

Now I must add $70 more to the

NEW SYLVANIA "DIRECT WIRE" TV. .

.

SO LOW IN COST ANY SCHOOL CAN AFFORD IT

(yet so high in quality, even fine details show
up clearly) Now you can have a complete
private TV system for less than you real-

ize. New Sylvania "Direct Wire" TV is the
lowest-cost, easiest-to-use educational TV
system. So practical and economical, any
school can use it effectively in dozens of
different ways ... to monitor classrooms,
teach more students, make better use of
gifted instructors. Sylvania "Direct Wire"

New low-cost Sylvania

V-400 camera has

extra-fine, 400-

line resolution.

Produces crisp,

clear pictures.

Captures fine

details with

utmost clarity

and fidelity.

SYLVANIA
GENEflAL TELEPHONE iELECTRONICS^

TV is easy to operate, too. Just switch it

on. It adjusts automatically to varying light

conditions. No operating personnel re-
quired. No special lighting either. Sylvania
"Direct Wire" TV gives pictures as sharp
and clear as a top-quality home TV set
. . . with ordinary room light.

For more facts, and a jree visual commu-
nications survey of your school, mail cou-
pon today!

Robert E. Brocltway

SYLVANIA COIWMERCIAL ELECTRONICS
730 Third Avenue (Dept. ES), New York 17, N. Y.

n Please send more information on Sylvania
"Direct Wire" TV and how to arrange a free vis-

ual communications survey.

D Please send leasing information on Sylvania
'Direct Wire" TV.

Name

Company-

Address—

City -Zone State-
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above, which brings the total outlay

to $320.60.

As a Director of Christian Educa-

tion in a local church I am eager to

preview this new material. I shall

show it to the Board of Christian

Education and ask it two questions:

Shall we use it? How shall we pay for

it? I can hear some one ask—"That

amount of mone\' would buy up to 30

new filmstrips for our AV library,

would it not?" Since the Board sets

educational policy, I shall let them
simmer a while in the juice of their

own questions.

More on this "fascinating and

unique self-teaching" device in July,

if I get a chance to see it.

Tapes for Church Use

"Christianity and Communism" was

a part of the ABC network "Pilgrim-

age" series moderated by Quincy

Howe and produced in cooperation

with the BFC of the National Council

of Churches. There are eight titles:

The Present conflict; Man and Society;

Literature and the Arts; Economics;

War and Peace; Diplomatic Relations;

Education; and Communist China.

The format is dialogic discussion

between two 'experts' on the subject.

Running time close to 30 minutes.

I assume the quality in the others

is up to that of the first—which I

listened to (pre-audited?). Informa-

tion, prices, etc. from Reigner Record-

ing Library, Union Theological Semi-

nary, Richmond, Va. This is, it seems

to me, high-potential program material

for youth groups, men's clubs, family

nights and service clubs—all sorts of

off-the-air use where informed opinion

on a subject is needed to motivate

the discussion of a local group about

some pretty important themes.

Marriage Filmstrips

Suppose you have a couple in your

study who need to face up to the fact

that marriage makes a difference in

the way living is or is going to be; or

you want to spell out nice and clear

that marriage requires adjustments;

or you want to talk about the inti-

macies of marriage; or you want to

get over that marriages ought to last

and can last . . . how would you get

a bracket of ideas before the couple?

Talk? Ask and probe, and coax? Yes.

Bum up an hour going around Robin-

hood's bam?
After seeing Family Filmstrip's

"Marriage Counseling Kit" I know
what I would do: Show the couple the

filmstrip dealing most closely with the

Comments and materials for review

should be sent to the department edi-

tor-WUliam S. Hockman, 27 Prospect

Drive, Glens Falls, NY.

problem before me. I'd have four

titles to choose from: Marriage Makes
A Difference—you can't go on acting

like you're single after you're married;

Marriage Requires Adjustments—most-

ly in yourself, and leave the dear

spouse to make his or her own under

the motivation of love; Intimacies of

Marriage — the unwritten law of

mutuality can lead to satisfying and

satisfactory sexiuil life; and. Making
Marriage Last—how marriage can be

so satisfying a way of life that the

partners will want it to last.

You may know all of this if you

do much marriage counseling. So do

a lot of us! But can you wrap it up in

such a compact, precise, compressed

edition as these filmstrips? Besides,

they are objective. There it is, the

pictures before both you and the

couple. There is the commentary,

coming off the record. It, too, is ob-

jective. Here is an inanimate third

party saying things for counselor and

counselee to hear and think about.

Here then is the substance of what
you will talk about. It is not what
you said, or the couple said (or could

not say) but what the filmstrip .said.

You will interpret and add to this.

And since it was Wayne Oates (well-

known authority on counseling) and

Samuel Southard speaking via the

filmstrip, you can be sure that it was
distilled common sense and science

generously sprinkled with Christian

insights. Joan Lemmo has done an

ingratiating job on the art. Mildly

diverting, it keeps the subject from

being too soggy. Vic Perrin gets the

commentary onto LP records with

both charm and effectiveness.

There are 40 frames in each title

and the ruiming time is 8 minutes-
just right! The kit (4 filmstrips, 2
records, and printed scripts) sells for

$25.50. A real bargain. Just think, you
can be an expert—with two nationally

famous marriage counsellors as your

assistants! Available through your local

dealer.

What The Bible Tells

Family Filmstrips, Inc., has pro-

d>iced four filmstrips which attempt
to give an overview of the story the

Bible tells. If you are looking for film-

strips which creep across the land-

scape of biblical history on their hands
and knees, don't get these. These don't

even run; they fly. They let you see

some of the peaks of Israel's history;

view some of her tallest leaders. Here
are the titles: Storis of the Early Old
Testament (13 minutes); Stories of

the Later Old Testament (8 minutes);

Stories About ]esus (9 minutes); Stor-

ies of the Early Church (8 minutes).

Written by Doris Clore Demaree, nar-

rated by William Woodson, the art

work of the first two is by G. W. Bur-

nett. In the last two the art work is by
Earl and Carol Marshall.

It is fresh and different; and don't

worry. It communicates, and that's the

acid test. This series is for juniors and
junior hi and right on up—since most
adults need this view of bibhcal times

and leaders, also. These four form a

great visual time-Une to hang detailed

learnings on. The price complete is

$25 through your usual dealer.

For the Primary

Family Filmstrips has produced a

two-unit set of filmstrips in color and
with recorded dommentary for the

primary department. They are: ]esus

Is Not Afraid, and Jesus Lives. The
running time is 8 minutes for the first,

seven for the other. Margaret Red-
field's writing is straightforward nar-

rative in a suitable vocabulary. The
art—a bit hard to categorize—is by
Video Crafts, Inc., and passable. Wen-
dell Noble's narration is good, but the

background and ending music is abom-
inable. How long, how much longer,

indeed, must we suffer this theatrical

carryover! Even if the ignorant cus-

tomer yammers for it, can't he be

denied in the name of comon sense

and a respect for the nature of the ma-
terial under treatment and psychologi-

cal necessities of good comunication?

Missionaries Interviewed

Within minutes after tliree mission-

aries got off their plane at Idlewild on
December 3, 1961, one of the top AV
men of the Methodist Missions Board

was interviewing them on how and
why they were 'tlirown' out of Portu-

gal's African colony, Angola. Within

days this LP recorded interview was
out in the hands of alert leaders get-

ting its information-giving job done.

We hope several thousand folks sent

in right away for one of these discs—

$1.00 each from A-V Service, Method-
ist Board of Missions, 475 Riverside

Drive, New York 27, N.Y. We found it

interesting; we will find uses for it

So will you. Congratulations, Bill F.

Fore, Herbert Lowe, and J. A. Engle,

on your alertness and grumption and

get-up! Would that some other Boards

were less "boardy" and more awake to

possibilities!
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AV industry news

Half-Billion $ Market

riie Society of Motion Picture and
Television Engineers reports that an
Eastman Kodak survey shows an ex-

penditure of $415 million for non-

theatrical motion pictures, etc., in the

U.S.A. in 1961, as compared with

$.388 million in 1960, an increase of

7 percent. Another $60 million was
spent in the audio portion of the field

Mid for capital investment.

Sales of 16mm sound projectors

((Hitinued at the high 1960 level;

11 Highly 42,000 were sold domestical-

l\ last year. No figures are given on
sales of 8 mm sound projectors but it

is believed that as many were .sold

during the first two years this item

was on the market as were put out

during the first four or five years,

after 1933, of 16mm sound.

Now available are 57 entertain-

ment subjects, 90 educational titles,

and about 50 business films. (The
Mansfield-Columbia list is presumably
not included in this count) . There was
a slight rise in 1961 in the number
of non-theatrical films produced—
8,500 titles as compared with 8,320 in

1920. Schools are reportedly buying
more color prints. Major developments
of the year are technological improve-
ments and the entry of several book
publishers into the AV field.

Never the Same.

Biggest mistake anyone could make is

to assume that when you've seen one
trade show or convention exhibit

you've seen 'em all. Not only are there
always new developments but the very
roster changes from year to year.

I Comparing the hst of exhibitors at

DAVA shows only two years apart
(Cincinnati, 1936, and Kansas City,

;1962) the count shows 65 exhibitors

I

in lK)th, and 47 non-repeaters-offset
by more than double that number
(96) of new names in 1962!

Due to mergers and name changes
this count is somewhat approximate,
but it does show the trend. In two
years time there were 17 changes of
address among the repeaters alone.
Only way to keep up with the times
is to keep coming!

Daggett Ups Prices

All 12'/2-min Avalon Daggett produc-
tions have been raised to $125 for

color, $62.50 for black-and-white.

Meredith Programs to Rheem
Teaching machine programs produced
by Basic Systems, Inc. for the Meredi-

th Publishing Company will be sold

by Rheem Manufacturing Company
for use in its "Didak 501" and other

Rheem-Califone models to come. Pro-

grams for teaching high school
chemisti-y, math, and physics, and
college psychology and logic are

planned or in production.

Learning, Inc., to Coronet
Programmed learning materials design-

ed by Learning, Incorporated, Tempe,
Arizona, will be published and dis-

tributed by Coronet Instructional

Films. Dr. Willard Abraham, chair-

man of the department of educational

services at Arizona State University is

educational director of the project.

Eight initial units are now undergo-
ing tests and are expected to be in

distribution this fall. Subject areas

include general science, geography,
astronomy, arithmetic, English and
chemistry.

Cousino Champion Spark Plug
Controlling interest in Cousino Elec-

tronics Corp., Toledo, has been
acquired by Champion Spark Plug
Co., headquartered in the same city.

Cousino Electronics will operate
autonomously with its present manage-
ment and personnel.

Welcome, K & E!

Keufel and Esser, 95-year-old veteran

in the manufacture of photo and diazo

reproduction, optics and optical met
rology, drafting and creative graphic

arts sparked its entry into the AV
market with one of the largest and
most attractive of the exhibits at

DAVI. Initial emphasis will be placed

on overhead protection materials.

Eric G. Burtis heads the new K&E
division, and the product is to be
marketed through selected AV dealers.

AV at Seattle Fair

A "Learning Resource Center" has

been assembled by Electronic Teach-
ing Lab<}ratories of Washington, D.C.,

for the American Library Association

exhibit at the Seattle World's Fair.

It includes various types of teaching

machines operating on self-instruc-

tional principles, as well as program-
med course materials, for the Century
21 display. Included are four "Q"
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spaces (Q-for "quest"), booths for

individual student "quests" and re-

search projects. Visitors will be able

to operate a number of devices in the

exhibit.

Kodak at N.Y. Fair

A tower of photography surrounded
by an elevated plateau with walkways
and photosenic vistas will highlight

the Eastman Kodak exhibit at the

1964-65 New York City International

Fair. The circular tower will be 80
feet high and nearly 80 feet in diam-
eter. A 280-seat film theatre is de-
signed to permit tlie use of unusual
projection techniques. A history of

photography display will draw on the
matchless resources of George East-
man House. Kodak has been a con-
sistent exhibitor at world's fairs, dating
back to Chicago's Columbian Exposi-
tion in 1893.

Visuals in the White House
According to a house organ put out

by Oravisual Co., "President Kennedy
recently called Democratic senators

in for a lecture on the need for a new
trade program. Wielding a pointer

and armed with a set of charts he
made, according to reports, a first-

rate oral-visual presentation." There's

no question about acceptance of AV
for communication at highest levels.

PEOPLE

Dr. Ralph Buchshaum of the Univer-

sity of Pittsburgh has been named
director of tlie Britannica Center for

Studies in Learning at Palo Alto. Dr.

Buchsbaum began his association with

EBF many years ago when he col-

laborated with Dr. Antori J. Carlson,

world-famed physiologist and political

liberal, in a human biology film series.

Russell V. Thompson has been ap-

pointed marketing manager for Elec-

tronic Futures, Inc., New Haven.

Jack H. Freeman replaces Herschel

Y. Feldman as vice president in charge

of sales at Radiant Manufacturing Co.

Mr. Freeman had been Chicago
Branch manager for Arel, Inc., one of

Radiant's largest distributors.

Philip R. Dunne, active in the pro-

motion and advertising of Cenco Films
since the enby of Central Scientific

Company into the educational film

field, has been upped to director of

market planning in both the parent

company and its film subsidiary.

C. Robert Love, formerly vice-presi-

dent of Corrigan Communications,
Inc., has been named vice president

and director of development at Edex
Corporation, manufacturers of teach-

ing and training systems.
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TRADE DIRECTORY FOR THE AUDIOVISUAL FIELD

KEY: (P) produ<*r>, ImporMrs. (M)—flianufocturart. (D)^Ml«r>, distrlbuteri, fllm rantal librorlai, pra|*ctlen htvIc*

Whar* a primary tourc* also offars diract rontal torvlcas, Hm doubla symbal (PO)

(POIAstoclotlon Pllms, Inc.

Olttribulof of Fr»*-Loon ond Rantat Fllmi

Haadquorrart:

U7 Modiiofl A.»., N. Y. 17. N. T

Baglonal Librarian

troad al Elm. tldsallcld, N. J.

i61 Hlllgrov* Av*., La Granga, III.

'99 St*v*nsan Si., Son Fronclico, Cal.

1108 lockion St., Dolloi 7, Tu.

*u>trallan N«w> and InfarnMtlon Buraau (I

«36 FIHh Av«.. Naw York 20. N. Y.

tray Studlot, Inc. (H>)
rj9 S«y«nlh Av... N»w Votk 19, N. Y.

ftroadman Films (PO)
1?7 Ninth Av*., Norttl. I^oihvlll* 3. Twin.

Caronat Instrwctional Films

Coronat BIdg. Chicoge 1, III.

IP)

family Films, Inc. (PDI

S833 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38, Colli.

Chicago 1. III.

Birmingham 1, Ala.

Idoal Picturas, Inc.

Homo Offica:

58 E. South Wator St.,

Branch Exchangasi
2114 Eighth Ave., N.,

1840 Alcotroi Avo.. Barkoley 3, Col.

2221 S. Olivo St., lot Angoloi 7, Col.

714—18th Straot. Donvor 2, Colo.

55 NE 13lh SI., MIomi 32, Flo.

71 Walton St., N.W., Atlanta 3, Go.

1370 S. Bsratonio St., Honolulu 14, H.

58 E. South Water St., Chicago 1, III.

15 E. Maryland St.. Indianopolif 4, Ind.

f[6 S. 5th St., louiivilla 2. Ky.

1303 Prytonio Stmt. Naw Orlaoni 13. Lo

102 W. 25th St., Baltimore 18, lo.

42 Melroie St., Boston 16, Mall.

15924 Grand Rlvar Ave., Detroit 27, Mich.

3400 Nicollet Ave., Minneopolii 8. Minn.

1402 Locust St., Konios City 6, Mo.
4028 N. Kingshighwoy, St. Louis 15. Me.

4529 Spring St., Omaha i, Neb.

1558 Main St., BuHolo 9, N. Y

321 W. 44th St., New York 36, N. Y.

2110 Payne Ave., Cleveland 14. Ohio

1201 S. W. Morrison, Portland 5, Ore.

U Wood St., Pittsburgh 22, Po.

18 S. Third St., Memphis 3, Tenn.

2434 S. Harwood, Dallas 15, Tex.

Brigham Young Univ., Prove, Utah.

1 E. Moin St., Richmond 19, Vo.

4431 W. North Ave., Milwaukee 8, Wis.

rntornotlonal Film Buraau
332 S. Michigon Ave.. Chicago 4. III.

Th« Jam Hondy Organization
2821 E. Grand Blvd., Detroit 11, Mich.

Distributor of Free-Loon Films

(nowlodga Buildori (Clossroam Films)

Visual Education Center BIdg..

Floral Pork. N. Y.

(D)

IPO)

(POI

For information about Trade Di-

rectory advertising rates, write

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN & AUDIO-
VISUAL GUIDE, 2000 Lincoln Park

West BIdg., Chicago 14, III.

Starling Movlas U.S.A., inc.

Free Film Distributor

Executive Offices
375 Pork Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.

Areo Librories & Shipping Centers
too West Monroe St., Chicago 3, 111.

1469 N. Vine St., Los Angeles 28, Col.
43 West 61st.. New York 23, N.Y.
519 Pennsylvania Ave., Fort Worth 4, Texas

(D)

Broadman Flimstripi (PD)
127 Ninth Ave., North. Nashville 3. Ten*

Cliristian Education Prass Flimstrips
Religious Subiects
1505 Race St., Philodelphio 2, Pa.

(PD)

Family Flimstrips, Inc. |PD|
S823 Santo Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38. Calif.

Enrieiimanl Motariais Inc. (PD)
246 Fifth Ave., New York 1, N Y.

&ociaty for Visual Education
1345 Diversey Parkway. Chicago 14

(PD)

Teoclilng Aids Sarvica, Inc. IPO)
Lowell Ave. & Cherry Lone. Floral Pork, N. Y

31 Union Sauor* Wait, New York 3

Visual Education Consultants, Inc. IPO)
VEC Weekly News Flimstrips

;0d6 Helano St.. Modiion. Wli

FILMSTRIP, SLIDE A OPAQUE PROJECTORS

OuKana Corporation
St. Chorlai. Illinoit

(Ml

ELECTRONIC TRAINING KITS

Alliad Radio Corporation I MO I

too N Western Ave.. Chicoge SO. IN

FLAGS, BANNERS, BITTTONS, TROPHIES

(M)Aca Flag & Pennant Company
224 Hoddon Rd., Woodmare, 1. 1., N. Y.
All lizai—U.S., U.N., State, Foreign, immed. del
Pennants, decols, auto-bumper lobels, etc.

GLOBES — Gaographical

Denoyar-Gappart Compcmy (PO)
5235 Rovaniwood Ave.. Chicogo 40. ItL

BIOLOGICAL MODELS * CHARTS

Oanoyar-Gappart Company
5235 Covanswood Ave., Chicago 40, III.

MOTION PICTURE PROJECTORS • SUPPLIES

Ball ft Howali Co. (M)
7117 McCormick Road. Chicago 45. III.

Eastman Kodok Company (Ml
Rochester 4. New York

Victor Division, Kalart Co. IM)
Ploinville, Conn.

MAPS — Gaographical, Hittorical

Oanoyar-Gappart Company
5235 Raveniwooo Ave., Chicogo 40, III.

MICROSCOPES ft SLIDES

Oenoyar-Geppart Company
5235 Raveniwooo Ave., Chicago 40, III.

PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT

Camera Equipment Co., Inc. (MO)
315 W. 43rd St., New York 36, N. Y.

6510 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood, Col.
Camera Equipment Co., Inc., of Florido (MO

I

1335 E. Tenth Ave., Hiolooh. Flo.

PROJECTION TABLES

Advance Products Company (PD)
2300 E. Douglas Ave., Wichita, Koni.
Complete Line of Projection Tobiei

READING IMPROVEMENT

Ptychotachnlcs, Inc.

105 W. Adams St., Chicago 3, III.

Mfgri. of SHADOWSCOPE Reoding Pacer

Academic Recording Instituta (ARI)
18 E. JOIh St., Now York 22, N. Y.
(Noted Scholars on Recordi or Topes)

Broadman Films
127 Ninth Ave., North, Nashville 3, Tenn

Curriculum Materials Center
5128 Venice Blvd., Los Angeles 19, Col.
Records, Tape Recordings, Filmitrlpi, Bookl

(PO)

(POI

Enrichment Materials Inc. (P
246 Fifth Ave., New York 1, N. Y.

Folkways Records ft Sarvica Corp.
117 W. 46th St., New York, N. Y.

Hairloom Records (F
Brookhovan, N. Y.
(History through Ballads & Folksongi)

Monitor Recordings, Inc. (PO)
413 W. 50th St., New York 19, N. Y.
Russian, French, Spanish Language Moterloli

Music Education Record Corp. IP1
P.O. Box 445. Englewood, N. I.

(The Complete Orchaitro demonitroted)
Spanish Music Cantar, Inc. (PD)

127 W. 48th St., New York 36, N. Y.

(SMC Language Records Center)

RECORDERS — PLAYERS

Alilad
100

Radio Corporation
N. Western Ave., Chicago 80. II.

(MDI

SCREENS

Radiant Manufacturing Co.
8220 No. Austin Ave.. Morton Grove, Ill

SLIDES

Key: Kodachroma 2 x 2. 3% x *V» or larae<

Kaystona View Ce.
Meadville, Po.

(PO-41

SOUND SYSTEMS

Alliad Radio Corporation I MO I

100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, III
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New Equipment

For addresses of the sources supplying
Information on which these listings are
based, refer to Directory of Sources,
page 342. For more information about
any of the equipment and materials
announced here, use the enclosed
reader service postcard.

CAMERA ACCESSORIES
3-D TV. The "Stereo-Captor" modifies

a CCTV system to show 3-dimension-
al pictures. Now "Miniaturized" to
an 11-ounce package containing a
split-screen replacement for TV cam-

"Stereo-Captor"

era lens, a stereo screen replacement
for the monitor glass plate, and stereo
glasses for group viewing. Change-
over from 2-D to 3-D in seconds; no
electronic alterations. $1,600 Remote
Control $400. STRONICS.

For more information circle
. No. 101 on return postal card.

Interchangeable Baclis permit ready
switching of films on Zeiss Contarex
and Contaflex camera systems. Elim-
inates rewinding and loss of ex-
posures. Each back has its own frame
counter and pressure plate. Rewind
crank is in the camera housing. Con-
taflex back $49; Contarex $55. ZEISS.

For more Information circle
No. 102 on return postal card.

SOUND, Equipment &
Accessories

Amplifier spealcer, 8-watt, with 8" and
3%" speakers, designed as auxiliary
or stereo speaker, and, with crystal
microphone, as PA system. Compact,
18x9x814", wt 11 lb. $59.95. ORR.

For more Information circle
No. 103 on return postal card.

Column Speaker 48x7%x8y4", contains
six elliptical speakers plus two tweet-
ers; power handling capacity 25 watts
IPM; impedance 16 ohoms; cabinets
tapered to facilitate use in clusters.
$89.75. UNIVERSITY.

For more information circle
No. 104 on return postal card.

"Mirandette" portable, battery-powered,
transistorized tape recorder, features
a built-in synchro disc "that readily
synchronizes the recorder with 8mm

"Mirandette"

projectors?" 3% and 1% ips. Four
flashlight battery power or AC. Stop-
go control built into microphone
handle. Wider range of accessories
available. $159.95. ALIMPEX.

For more Information circle
No. 105 on return postal card.

Multiple Output Transcription Player
provides for individual listening by
up to 8 students by means of 8 stand-
ard phonojacks; 12-watt, 4-speed,
plays all sizes from 7" to 17%"; fully
transformer powered 12-watt Model
400 VR/8 $109.50. A 20-watt model is

available. AUDIOTRONICS.

For more information circle
No. 106 on return postal card.

LANGUAGE LAB.
Plxmobile Accessories. Earphone brack-

ets $2.10 per student position. Book-
shelf, 13x14x5", for installation under
electronic panel, $7. ADVANCE.

For more information circle
No. 107 on return postal card.

Vertical Mounts are now available for
Pixmobile steel language lab furni-
ture. $16.75, plus cutout charge $3.05 or
$3.55. ADVANCE.

For more information circle
No. 108 on return postal card.

CCTV—ETV
Classroom TV-Audio Center, 23" receiv-
er with 9" front-mounted oval speak-
er; tamperproof controls; anti-glare
hood shades screen from overhead
light; removable safety window;
simple adaptation to both 72- and
300-oiim antenna input; provision for
two extension speakers; jacks for
phono, mike, tape input with video
circuit cut-off; 31x21xl6y4"; priced
-$225 GERTV.

For more information circle
No. 109 on return postal card.

VHF Translator "Miracle Automatic
Control" retransmits signal where
blocked by terrain obstruction. De-
signed for unattended, outdoor in-

stallations. Accepts any VHF signal of
50 microvolts or more and retransmits
one full watt of output. Wt 145 lb.

$700 complete in weather housing.
MIRATEL

For more information circle
No. 110 on return postal card.

MISCELLANEOUS EQUIP.
Desk-top Photocopier for materials up

to 9" wide and any length, wt 10%
lb. Used in daylight or lighted room,
makes copies on white or choice of
six colored stocks, translucent or
transparent film. Developer comes
pre-mixed in disposable plastic cart-
ridges, solution automatically fills

and drains from processing tray.
"Compact" $99.50; "DeLuxe" $139.50.
ANKEN.

For more Information circle
No. Ill on return postal card.

Do-It-Yourself Magnetic Striper, manu-
ally operated on desktop, wt 5 lb.,

applies laminated pressure-sensitive
adhesive magnetic tape to any desired
section of film. Dunning Animatic
Striper $198. Tape 100') 30mil $1.50;
50mil $1.60; lOOmil $1.75. S.O.S.

For more information circle
No. 113 on return postal card.

Fireball Reflector, made of lenticulated
sheet aluminum, plastic-bonded into
an inflatable envelope; the degree of
inflation controls the lighting. $250.
FLORBABB

For more information circle
No. 113 on return postal card.

BLUE RIBBON AWARD WINNER
1962 American Film Festivalmm DAH
IN 16mm

SOUND ft COLOR

Fine color, un-

usual close-ups of

the beaver at
work make this an
Informative, enter-

tolning film for

children. Valuable
In Natural Science
daises.

AVAILABLE UNDER
TITLE III NDEA SEND FOR FREE CATALOG

Dept. ES, 267 W. 25 St., N.Y. 1, N.Y. OR 5-7220
Midwest Office

014 Davis St., Evanston. 111. DAvls 8-2411
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Multi-Mike Dictation by means of

"StenOtape" recorder facilitates use
in remote interview, courtroom, and
panel use. Two separate extension
microphones eliminate passing back
and forth. Battery powered, transis-

torized recorder, amplified micro-
phone and two extension mikes, steth-

oscopic dual earphone, in leatherette

attache case $249.95. AMER GELOSO
For more Information circle

No. 114 on return postal card.

Hot-press

TITLES
(ot Motion Pi^luiei Slid* hlmi - Pceianioii

KNIGHT TITLE SERVICE

Write D«pt. C (Of

FREE
Type Chart

PROMPT
COASI TO COAST

SEKVICE

Since I93S

145 W.45thSt..N.Y.C.

SCIENCE FILMSTRIPS 1
SINCE 1931 SINCE 1931

MADE BY TEACHERS FOR TEACHERS
•lOlOGY ATOMIC ENERGY
PHYSICS GENERAL SCIENCE

CHEMISTRY MICROBIOLOOT
BIKE SAFETY BUS SAFETY

Scionco filmstripi availobla
undar NDEA—Till* III.

VISUAL
Bsx S99E

SCIENCES 1
Suffcrn, New York |

"FfBERBfLT" CASES
"THEY lAST INDEFINITELY"

Equipped with steal cornart, itaal card

heldar and haavy wab itropi.

Only original FIbarbllt Caias baar thU

Tradu Mark

Your AM*aranf

at "FInast Quality"

For 16min Flln

400' to 3000' Roalt

Sold by All Laading Daalert

"Lilliput Twin" liglitingr unit equals

5kw Fresnel without requiring a

booster transformer. Uses the new GE
sealed-beam quartz-iodine Uniflood

lamp ($9.95). With dim-bright device
and barn door but less lamps $115.

FLORBABB.

For more Information circle

No. 115 on retarn postal card.

New Movie Flood Lamp offers 600-watt
in no more bulk than previous 375-

watt, and improved beam pattern.

3400° Kelvin. Rated life 10 hours.

Built-in aluminized reflector. Expect-
ed price $3.50. WECLD.

For more Information circle
No. 116 on return postal card.

Pliotocopier delivers black-on-white
facsimiles regardless of kind or color
of markings on original. Model 103

$99.50. DICK.

For more Information circle
No. 117 on retarn postal card.

Solid-color transparency film, with pro-
tective self-adhesive backing, in 68
colors and broad range of blacks,
matte surface takes writing, comes off
clean with no color transfer. Per
sheet 20x25" $2.50; 12^x20" $1.30;

10x12^4" 70c. BOURGES.

For more Information circle
No. 118 on return postal card.

Stereo-4 Tape Splicer carries built-in
tape dispenser and incorporates a
"look-thru" window for visual check
on blade position as well as safety
lock to protect fingers and blades
when splicer is not in use. Splices
reportedly pass recording head with-
out noise. $11.50. ROBINS

For more Information circle
No. 119 on retarn postal card.

Transparency Processor. Combination
dry diazo/photocopy machine for
making b&w or color transparencies
from all types of originals, including

K & E Processor

books and wall-mounted. Rotary pro-
cessing simplifies and speeds opera-
tion. Dual light source; continuous
vapor developer replenisher; about
the size of an overnight bag. $337.50.
K & E.

For more Information circle
No. 130 on retorn postal card.

Tri-Simplex Microprojector features
improved internal condensing system,
heat absorbing glass. High power
(43x objective) $185. Standard model
(12x objective) $105. Optional equip-
ment includes Polarizing accessories,

5x and 2.7x achromatic objectives,

body tube, 3x and 5x eyepieces. B&L.

For more Information circle
No. 121 on return postal card.

Eartli-Space Models. Planetarium shows
Sun-Earth-Moon changing relation-

ships, 12"x8"xl8" $29.95; Solar System
3-D shows relationships and move-
ments of nine planets, 22"xl2"x8''
$24.95; Transparent Celestial Globe
16"xl4"xl4" $49.90, HUBSCI.

For more information circle
No. 122 on retarn postal card.

Folding Magnetic Clialkboard, alumi-
num frame, self-locking hinges, green
chalk surface, easel brackets for
table-top use, each panel 24x36". 2-

panel $38; 3-panel $56. Folding flannel
boards up to 48x72" unfolded, $17.50
to $24. ORVIS.

For more Information circle
No. 123 on retarn postal card.

Magne-GIo Lettering Kit. 261 magnet-
ized letters, in 2 sizes and 3 colors,
with 3 black metal panels. Letters
raised V4" above base. Re-usable, Free
trial offer. WHOLES

For more Information circle
No, 124 on return postal card.

Presentation Easels, folding, aluminum,
70" ht, 14 lb, has storage shelf, clamp
strip, chart holders, rubber feet. $49.75
to $66. Rotary magnetic model $79.50;
carrying case $22. Other special mod-
els and accessories. Roller flannel
board $14.50. ORVIS.

For more information circle
No. 125 on retarn postal card.

Mobile Projection Stand, all metal, two
12" and two 5" casters, 20x24" top and
2 shelves, lock cabinet, 42" high $69.80;
36" $61.80; 24" $49.80. COFFEY.

For more information circle
No. 126 on retarn postal card.

Openings and Endings for film and TV
productions, recorded by 42-piece
orchestra, all dubbing rights included.
Also other music. HRPROD

For more Information circle
No. 127 on retarn postal card.

Portable Science Lab for elementary
school science classes, features formica
top, stainless steel sink, duplex elec-
trical outlet, upright rods, caster-
mounted, $195. Optional extras: tote

boxes; overhead mirror; water pump
supply $20; sound equipment (install-

ed amplifier, speaker, microphone)
$99. CONBERE.

For more information circle
No. 128 on return postal card.
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New Materials
KEY TO ABBREVIATIONS

mp—-motion plcturo
f»—filmstrip
g|—slid*
fc rocording
L ' 33-1/3 r.p.m. mlcrogroovo rocord
mJn—-minutos (running tlmo)
fr—framoi (flimstrlp plctwros)
si—silont

sii—sound
R—rent
bAw—block A whlt«
col—color
Prl—Primary
lnt~lnt«rmodiot«
JH—Junior High
SH—Sonior High
C—Col logo
A—Adult
prog—progrommod looming motorlals

ARMED FORCES-
CIVIL DEFENSE

The DEW Line Story mp ILBEL 27min
col loan. Development and construc-
tion of the Defense Early Warning
radar lines in the Arctic by the Bell
System. JH SH C A

For more Information circle
No. 129 on return postal card.

In Your Defense mp ILBEL 25min col

25min loan. Information from picket
planes, ships, interceptors, Texas
Towers, radar colsoles is fed into
complex electronic computers. Pro-
duced by the Bell System for the U.S.
Air Force. JH SH C A
planes, ships, interceptors, Texas

For more Information circle
No. 130 on retnrn postal card.

The Nike-Hercules Story mp ILBEL
27min col loan. Anti-aircraft defense
missile, from drawing board to firing.

JHSHC A
For more Information circle
No. LSI on return postal card.

Precision Command Guidance mo
ILBEL 6min col loan. Workings of
the guidance system responsible for
recovery of the first Thor-Able nose
cone. JH SH C A

For more information circle
No. 132 on return postal card.

Seconds for Survival mp ILBEL 28min
col loan. Our continent's over-all
defense system. Raymond Massey
narrates dramatic treatment of simu-
lated enemy air attack, interception
and retaliation. JH SH C A

For more Information circle
No. 133 on retnrn postal card.

ARTS & CRAFTS
Antonio and Rosario mp JAITOS 18min
b&w $125 r$15. Spanish and flamenco
dances, including the Battle Espag-
nole. SH C A

For more information circle
No. 134 on return postal card.

Arts and Crafts of Mexico n (Revised)
mp EBF llmin col $150 b&w $75.

Basketry, stone, wood and metals.
Int JH SH

For more Information circle
No. 13S on retnrn postal card.

Bernard Buffet mp JANUS 18min col

$175 r$15. Noted painter shows crea-
tion of still-life from original sketch
to the finished painting. Review of

some of his principal works. SH C A
For more information circle
No. 136 on retnrn postal card.

m fiiM oociofls*

SPECIALISTS
in the science of

FILM

REJUVENATION hk >^.
RAPIDWELO Proceit for
• Scr(tch-Reni««al

• AbrMlont • Dirt • "RMn

rapid
Send for Free Brochure

FILM TECHNIQUE .c

37-02C 27th St., Long Island City 1, N.Y.

Compare! . . .

see for yourself

why READING
RATEOMETER

has led all

reading aids

since 1953

1 . so DURABLE its useful life is not yet known
Most of the original 1953 Rateometers are

still in daily use, because of their functional

design and built-in lasting qualities, includ-

ing the lifetime electric motor and only two
other working parts. And the 1961 Rateo-
HBTER is even more durable.

Through constant research and develop-
ment, 11 important improvements have been

introduced without noticeable model change.
Motor is twice as powerful. Wear points

have been minimized through the use of

nylon, hardened steel and berylium copper.

Face is now coated with matt finish clear

plastic to provide a non-glare and scuff-

resistant protection for instructions and
speed scales.

2. ACCURATE AND NOISELESS as an electric clock

No spring or air-driven reading pacer can approach
the quiet accuracy of the rugged electric motor-driven
Rateometer. Silicone lubrication provides lifetime
protection. Its speed can never vary, because its
rotation is controlled by the constant impulses in
the electric current. This proven accuracy and de-
pendability has resulted in nationwide use of the
Rateometer in reading research programs.

Only the Rateometer

has a heavy duty

electric motor

equal to those used

in industry for

heavy-duty timing

devices.

3 MODELS MEET ALL NEEDS

MODEL A
Standard range

70-2500 words/min.

MODEL B
Slower range

20-500 words/min.

1-4 units $39.95

5-9 units 35.95

10 or more 33.95

1-4 units 39.95

5-9 units 35.95

10 or more 33.95

MODEL C 1-4 units 42.95

Faster range 5-9 units 38.65

140-5000 words/min. 10 or more 36.50

Wtien in doubt on model choice,

order ttie Model A

10% Discount on School Orders

Educational Screen and Audiovisual Guide—June, 1962

3. UNEQUALLED SIMPLICITY OF USE
No separate tables or slide rules for the Rateometer!
Reading speed readings and settings are made right
on the plastic face of the unit in a manner so simple
that a grade school child can use the Rateometer un-
aided after a few minutes of instruction.

4. UNEQUALLED EFFECTIVENESS
AND VERSATILITY

The Rateometer is at home in classroom, library or
home study—with required or elective reading. Users
find enjoyment, challenge, encouragement and motiva-
tion which assure improvement in reading speed and
comprehension. Reading speed doubles in 10 to 20
half-hour practice sessions. Many reach much higher
speeds- Only the Rateometer has three models with
three speed ranges to meet every need.

SATISfACTION OUARAHTUD. OR YOUR MONIY RlfUHDlD

Mail orders to

AUDIO VISUAL RESEARCH
523 S. Plymouth Court Dept. U26 Chicago 5, Ul.

Write for illustrated folder on
AVR Dagmar Microfilm Reader and Camera
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A Bowl of Cherries mp CONTEMPO-
RARY 24 min. b&w with a color

sequence $135 r$15. Greenwich Village

swallows a cowboy-artist. C A
For more Information circle

No. 137 on return postal card.

Collage—Exploring Texture mp IFB
13min col $135. Young children given
free rein to express their ideas with
materials, textures and colors of their

own choice. TT

For more Information circle

No. 138 on retnrn postal card.

Encaustic by Karl Zerbe mp IFB ISmin
col G175. Rediscovery of ancient
painting technique, the use of hot
wax as a binder for pigment. C A

For more Information circle

No. 139 on return postal card.

Pottery Techniques 3mp (series) NEU-
BACHER ea 9'^min col $100. Titles:

Closed Forms, three types of bottles,

coil and slab methods; Handles, a
pitcher and a mug are thrown on
the wheel and fitted with handles of
various form; Open Forms, tech-

niques, historical and contemporary
forms. SH C A

For more information circle
No. 140 on return postal card.

The Purple Turtle mp ASSOCIATION
13%min col loan. Kindergarten child-

ren expressing themselves through the
art medium. Sponsored by American
Crayon Co. TT A

For more information circle
No. 141 on return postal card.

A Manner of Speaking mp ILBEL 25-

min col loan. Loss of business through
poor phone usage is corrected by con-
sultant. SH A

For more Information circle
No, 146 on return postal card.

The Voice of Your Business mp ILBEL
13min loan. Csuloon treatment ot
right and wrong telephone behavior.
JH SH C A

For more Information cirele
No. 147 on return postal card.

What Makes a Woman mp RMCBEE
20min col loan. Demonstration of the
Royal typewriter as related to class-

room learning situations. SH C A
For more Information circle
No. 148 on return postal card.

RELIGION, ETHICS
As the Nightingale Walts for the Sum-
mer mp CWS 13%min b&w $22.50

r$6. The migration of adherents of

the Old Believers in the Russian
Orthodox Church from Siberia, to

Manchuria, and finally to Brazil. SH
A

For more Information circle
No. 149 on return postal card.

The Juggler of Our Lady mp CAROU-
SEL 9min col $50. Story of the humble
monk whose Christmas gift to the
Virgin Mary was his only skill. El-A

For more information circle
No. 150 on return postal card.

Stories from the Old Testament 6sfs
CATHEDRAL col LP set (6fs 3rec)
$40.50. Titles: A Spiritual Pilgrim I &
II (Job); The Reluctant Missionary
(Jonah); Jotham and the Bramble
Bush; Daniel, Man of Courage I & IL

For more Information circle
No. 155 on return postal card.

The Story of Christian Science 29min
ASSOCIATION col loan. Major ten-
ets, teaching, and organizational
structure. SH C A

For more Information circle
No. 166 on return postal card.

Teaching in the Nursery fs MUHLEN-
BURG col $5.50 script. Thorough dis-
cussion. Eval ESAVG l/62/p39. TT

For more information circle
No. 15t on return postal card.

EDUCATION
Books for All mp CONTEMPORARY
112min b&w $45 r$3. UNESCO film
on the public library in Delhi, India.
Activities include children's center,
adult discussion groups. SH C A

For more information clrcli;

No. 158 on return postal card.

Focus on Change sfs NEA 23min col LP
script $5. NASSP commission report
on changes in function and priorities
in secondary education. Suggestions
for the schools of the future. A TT

For more information circle
No. 159 on return postal card.

CINEMA ARTS
The Movies Learn to Talk mp MH 27-

min b&w $135. Excerpts from 12 silent

and sound movies trace the develop-
ment of sound pictures. SH C A

For more Information circle
No. 142 on return postal card.

BUSINESS EDUCATION
Behind Your Telephone Bill mp ILBEL
15min col loan. Cartoon treatment
of the electronic equipment involved
in sending out monthly telephone
bills. JH SH A

For more Information circle
No. 143 on return postal card.

Businessmen's Records rec BRC 12"LP
6 records $35.70 incl scripts. Arthur H.
"Red" Motley and other business
leaders tell how to motivate and train

sales personnel. C A
For more information circle
No. 144 on return postal card.

Greedy Hands sfs HARTUCH 13min
vol apply. Preventive steps, principal
courtesy, possible in the battle
aginst shoplifting. In same series:

Check and Double Check, on safe-

guards to be observed In cashing
checks. Distributive education. SH
C A

For more Information circle
No. 145 on return postal card.

Look Up and Live (series) 6mp CAR-
OUSEL ea 29min b&w $135. Titles:

No Man Is an Island; The Delinquent,
Hipster and the Square: The Square;
The Four of Us Are Strangers; The
Protest; The Sandpile Death. Tele-
vision discussion films on family and
social problems primarily of youth.
JH SH A

For more information circle
No. 151 on return postal card.

South American Missions (series) 3sfs

MSMIS col LP. Foundations of Faith
73 fr (Brazil) ; A Choice for Rosa (64
fr), impact of an educationally super-
ior mission school; Missionary to
Chile 71 fr. Eval. ESAVG 3/62. JH A

For more Information circle
No. 1.53 on return postal card.

Stewart the Steward sfs CATHEDRAL
74fr col $6. LP 17min rec $3, flip side
carries 12 Hymns of Praise by Witten-
berg Choir. Magic offering plate cau'-

ries Stewart and his friends over
many lands distributing gifts and
supplies. Shows children what the
church does with the money they put
in their envelopes. Pri El

For more information circle
No. 153 on return postal card.

Trip to BrasilU fs FRIENDSHIP 60fr
col $7. Church-going family visit
Brazil's new capital. JH-A

For more information circle
No. 154 on return postal card.

The Influential Americans mp CAROU-
SEl 52min b&w $250. Bold new ex-
periments in the utilization of "mas-
ter" schoolteachers; team teaching;
classes five times conventional size;

airborne TV. CBS News production
TT C A

For more Information circle
No. 160 on return postal card.

Learning and Behavior (The Teaching
Machine) mp CAROUSEL 26min
B&W $135. The work of Drs. B. F.
Skinner and R. J Hermtein, filmed
at Harvard University, to prove that
all learning is dependent upon re-
ward as a means of reinforcing a
learned response; relationship to
Pavlov's conditioned reflex demon-
strations. TT C A

For more information circle
No. 161 on return postal card.

Memory Devices mp BELTEL 28min
col loan. The information storage
devices used in modern computing
machines and how binary informa-
tion is stored in them. C

For more information circle
No. 162 on return postal card.

Oaktree 7 sfs EYEGATE col 2LP set
(4) $30. Story about a rabbit, designed
for the trainable mentally retarded
child. K-Pr

For more Information circle
No. 163 on return postal card.
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A Probing Mind mp UWF 28min b&w
$67.53 available on loan from most
State Departments of Education.
New patterns, methods and aims of
teaching high school science. TT C A

For more information circle

No. 164 on return postal card.

Short Term Visual Memory mp BEL-
TEL 18min b&w loan. Study of stor-

age of visual memory, how it is

scanned and how erased. Storage,

decay, readout, and erasure. C.

For more information circle
No, 165 on return postal card.

The Tape Recorder: An Effective Teach-

^ ing Instrument mp TEXAS lOmin
b&w $50 r$1.75. Use in conventional
classroom situations. TI A

For more information circle
No. 166 on return postal card.

Television Comes to the Land mp CON-
TEMPORARY 24 min b&w $100 r$7.

UNESCO's work in bringing rural
adult ETV to 'teleclubs" in France,
Italy and Japan. TT C A

For more Information circle

No. 167 on return postal card.

The Thinliing: Machine mp CAROUSEL
54min b&w $250. A television play is

"written" by a TX-O Digital Com-
puter, which seems to learn as a
child learns and is able to win at

checkers against human opponents.
CBS 'Tomorrow" production. TT C A

For more information circle
No. 16S on retnrn postal card.

Three R's in the Sand mp CONTEMPO-
RARY 20min b&w $100 r$5. Education
of Srab refugee children living in
desert encampments outside Israel.

SH C A
For more information circle
No. 169 on retam postal card.

When the Mountains Move mp CON-
TEMPORARY lOmin b&w $45 r$3.

Educational radio for adult land child
education in the mountains of Colum-
bia. TT C A

For more information circle
No. 170 on return postal card.

FEATURE FILMS
Broadway Express mp CONTEMPO-
RARY 18min b&w $125 r$10. Docu-
mentary on ride in the New York
City subway. SH-A

For more information circle
No. 171 on retnrn postal card.

Bullfight mil JANUS 76min r apply.
Documentary made in Spain shows
history and fully detailed techniques
employed, by the most famed mata-
dors. C A

For more information circle
No. 173 on return postal card.

A Divided World mp JANUS lOmin
b&w $75 r $7.50 Arne Sucksdorff con-
trasts the kill-or-be-killed law of the
animal world with the "perfect order"
of a church lit for winter worship.
SH C A

For more information circle
No. 173 on retnrn postal card.

Embezzled Heaven mp LdR 91min b&w
r$50-$100. Pious woman slaves to put
her nephew into priesthood, thinking
thereby to assure herself a place in
heaven; disillusioned she journeys to

Rome to seek forgiveness and renew-
ed faith. The Vatican scenes are in
color.

For more Information circle

No. 174 on retnrn postal card.

French Feature Films JANUS apply.
Jean Renoir's Rule of the Game (86-

min>; and Fernandel in "3 Feet in a
Bed." C A

For more information circle
No. 175 on return postal card.

Garden Notebook mp EK 25min col

loan. Notable floral centers from vari-

ous sections of the U.S., time-lapse
shows opening of buds, narration
throughout, especially suited to cam-
era and garden clubs. SH A

For more information circle

No. 176 on return postal card.

Greenwich Village Sunday mp CON-
TEMPORARY 13min col $135 r$10.

New York City's "Left Bank": out-

door art show; Festival of San Gen-
naro. SH-A

For more information circle

No. 177 on return postal card.

Ingmar Bergman Features mp JANUS
apply. Titles: The Seventh Seal (96-

nun);Summer Night (lOSmin); Illicit

Interlude (95min); Three Strange
Loves (84min); A Lesson in Love
(95min); The Magician (102min); Tor-
ment (90min); Wild Strawberries (90-

min); Dreams (96min); Secrets of
Women (96mjn); The Virgin Spring
(future release). C A

For more information circle
No. 178 on retnrn postal card.

Italian Features JANUS apply. Federico
(La Dolce Vita) Fellini's The Young
and the Passionate, and his first film,
The White Sheik. C A

For more information circle
No. 179 on retnrn postal card.

The King and the Lion mp CONTEM-
PORARY 13min col $100 r$5. Andro-
cles with variations. Moral is that
power does not guarantee happiness
and security. Pri-A

For more Information circle
No. 180 on return postal card.

Marcel Marceau—In the Park mp
CORONET 14min b&w $110 r$12.50. A
dozen or more parts played with
superb artistry. SH-A

For more Information circle
No. 181 on return postal card.

Once Upon a Honeymoon mp ILBEL
14min col loan. Young wife gets help
from guardian angel to get hard-
working hubby on oft-postponed
honeymoon.

For more Information circle
No. 182 on return postal card.

PROJECT
science

demonstrations

IN COLOR
WITH MOTION

LIVE
AS THEY

HAPPEN

patents pending

The ACTOMATIC projector features exclusive

"dual-position" operation. When used in the

horizontal position, it operates as a standard

overhead projector. Simple Isecond conversion

to its vertical position enables you to project

actual test tubes, electrolysis cells, meters and
other science apparatus. As the demonstration

is performed, it is projected LIVE on the screen

in large, vivid detail. Tested demonstrations and

prepared transparencies are available in chem-
istry, physics and biology.

TEST TUBES
Used in demonstrations of

color reactions, crystalliza-

tions, titrations, precipita-

tions, etc.

ELECTROLYSIS CELLS
Vivid demonstrations of

electrolysis and electro-

plating allow students to

study every detail.

ELECTROSCOPE
Its magnified action can

be observed by even the

farthest student.

Milli-ammeter/voltmeter

can be projected on the

screen while in operation.

WRITING ATTACHMENT
Notes, diagrams, etc. are

projected as you write

them. 100 ft. roll of reuse-

able film is supplied.

Write for Catalog No. AOM62

METERS

^
DUAL-POSITION PROJECTOR

LABORATORY
FURNITURE CO., INC.

Old Country Road, Mineola, N.Y.
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Swedish Feature Films JANUS apply.
Strindberg's Miss Julie (Grand Prix
at Cannes) Alf Sjoberg director. The
Time of Desire (96min). C A

For more information circle
No. 183 on return postal card.

Toccata for Toy Trains mp CONTEM-
POrary llmin col $165 r$12.50. Toys
constitute the entire "cast." Pri-A

For more Information circle
No. 184 on retarn postal card.

Tom, Dick, and Harriet, mp ILBEL 15-

min col loan. Music and fun as mother
helps daughter bring around old-
fashioned dad to unblock the road to
romance. Hollywood cast. SH-A

For more Information circle
No. 185 on return postal card.

WLiNG Pictures
Excellent Science

Films for Elemen-
tary and Second-

ary Grades
—ALl ELIGIBLE FOR PURCHASE

UNDER N.D.E.A TITLE III

WRITE TO
509 S. Bavorly Dr., Bavorly Hills, Calif.

(Previews Avoiloble Now)

• Selected RONALD books . .

.

Television and
Our Schools

DONALD G. TARBET,
University of North Carolina

This timely book provides information
essential to the proper utilization of tele-

vision for in-school viewing. It discusses
the development of educational television

and its growing role in the educational
process; describes the techniques necessary
for direa teaching by television. Praaical
guidance is included on programming,
facilities and equipment, and administra-
tive problems. 1961. 268 pp., illus. $5.00

Instructional Materials
An Introduction for Teachers

LOUIS SHORES,
Florida State University

A unique guide to all major types and
subtypes of instruaional materials—the
whole range of media through which
teacher and pupil communicate to advance
learning. For each type of instructional

material there is a definition, some his-

torical background, criteria for selection,

examples and suggestions for use, etc.

Book devotes separate chapters to each
major class of material and concludes
with details on materials center manage-
ment. I960. 408 pp., illus. S6.50

THE RONALD PRESS COMPANY
15 East 26th Street, New York 10

GUIDANCE, Personal

Grooming for Boys 4fs MH col set $24
ea $6.50 Titles: Clean as a Whistle; Fit

as a Fiddle; Time to Attire; Strictly

Business. JH SH

For more Information circle
No. 186 on retarn postal card.

Grooming for Girls (revised) 6fs MH
col set $35.50 indiv $6.50. Titles: You
and Your Grooming; Your Face; Your
Hair; Your Clothing; Your Figure;
Your Hands and Feet. JH SH

For more Information circle
No. 187 on retarn postal card.

Guidance Tapes BURKE 3% ips. set of

6 $25, indiv $5.50. Titles: Thinking It

Through (13min) discusses complex-
ity of career choice and role of
counselor; Get the Facts (13min); I

Should Have Studied (24min); Taking
Teacher-Made Tests (15min); Tech-
niques of Study (12min); Choosing a
College (17min). Sh TT

For more information circle
No. 188 on return postal card.

GUIDANCE, Vocational

Fashion Is Everybody's Business mp
STERLING Hmin col loan. Careers
open in the fashion industry. SH C A

For more Information circle
No. 189 on retarn postal card.

Private Pilot Ground School Course sfs

SANFILM col 12" LP $495. Covers pre-
flight. Meteorology, Flight Computer,
Navigation, Radio Navigation, FAA
Regulations, manuals, tests. Ad-
vanced Commercial and Refresher
Course $315; Audio-Visual Instru-
ment Course $540. C A

For more information circle
No. 190 on retarn postal card.

You Can Go a Long Way! mp EBF 21-
min b&w $120. Points up the need to
finish high school and get as much
additional education as possible to be
able to compete for better living in
modern society. NFBC production.
SH A

For more information circle
No. 191 on return postal card.

HEALTH, SAFETY
The Antidote mp ILBEL 14min b&w

loan. Role of experienced telephone
operator in tracing doctor who knows
the antidote for the rare poison a
little girl has swallowed. JH SHA

For more information circle
No. 199 on retarn postal card.

Charley's Haunt mp ILBEL 28min col
loan: Ventriloquist Edgar Bergen
and his "friends" haunt a town grown
careless into new respect for safety
regulations on the job and at home.
Highly entertaining safety message.
JH SH A

For more information circle
No. 193 on return postal card.

The Fat American mp CAROUSEL 51-
min b&w $250 Causes, cures, and
consequences of excess weight. CBS
production. A C SH

For more Information circle
No. 194 on retarn postal card.

Fire in Town mp IFB 26min col $250
b&w $135. Causes of fires; function
and training of fire department
NFBC production. SH

For more Information circle
No. 195 on retarn postal card.

Fire Lookont mp IFB 13min col $135.
Role of the lookout—and what hap-
pens when boys are careless with
fire at a wiener roast. El-A

For more Information circle
No. 196 on retarn postal card.

First Impressions mp ASSOCIATION
ll%min col loan. Airline pilot and
stewardess describe some of the things
they have seen in Australia, Thailand,
India, Iran and Greece. A

For more information circle
No. 197 on retarn postal card.

Freeway Driving mp IFB llmin col
$125. "High speed, no stop" driving
calls for alertness and for planning
and thinking ahead. Fass-Levy prod.
HS A

For more Information olrcle
No. 198 on retarn postal card.

Invisible Guardian mp IFB 18min col

$185 b&w $95. Ingraining habit of
stopping at curb before crossing
street. Target is training of elementa-
ry school child. Chicago Motor Club
sponsor. A TT

For more Information circle
No. 199 on retarn postal card.

It Didn't Have To Happen mp IE3
13min b&w $75. Careless worker on
machinery endangers not only his
own life but that of fellow workers.
Importance of constant use of safety
guards. Crawley prod. SH

For more Information circle
No. 200 on return postal card

It's in the Cards mp IFB 18min b&w
$85. Importance of putting danger
cards on power switches when ma-
chinery is undergoing repairs. Craw-
ley prod. SH A

For more Information circle
No. 201 on return postal card.

A Matter of Life and Death ov-tramp
TECNIFAX 20 projectuals and
script $97.50. Detailed analysis of a
traffic accident is vehicle for teach-
ing basic driver skills. Multicolor, for
use in overhead projector. SH C A TT

For more information circle
No. 202 on retarn postal card.

Punch Press Guarding mp IFB llmin
col $115. Shocking accidents are
shown, followed by examples of
guards available, and the set-up man's
responsibility for making their opera-
tion certain. A

For more information circle
No. 203 on retarn postal card.
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Saga of Safety Sam mp IFB ISmin b&w
$85. Folk song carries message of

safety shoes, gloves, goggles, hat,

jacket, etc. SH A
For more Information circle

No. 304 on rrtarn postal card.

To Keep Them Well mp ORLEANS IS-

min col $200 b&w $100 r $6. Young
mother discovers, almost accidentally,

that her child's study and behavior
problems are due largely to poor
hearing. A TT

For more Information circle

No. 205 on return postal card.

Muscle Injuries—Their Prevention and
Care mp 22min col loan. Sponsored
by Bike Web Division of the Kendall
Co. SH C A

For more Information circle

No. 306 on return postal card.

The Price of Fire mp CONTEMPO-
RARY 23min b&w $100 r$5. Causes
and prevention, daily routine of the
Montreal Fire Department. NFBC
production. Int JH SH

For more information circle

No. 307 on return postal card.

Ulcer at Work mp IFB 26min b&w $155.

How the peptic ulcer creates unhap-
piness and failure in a man's work-
ing and personal life. C

For more information circle
No. 308 on return postal card.

You're Driving 90 Horses mp ILBEL
26min col loan. Results of a split-sec-

ond of carelessness in causing auto-
mobile accidents. Simple set of rules
for safe driving. SH C A

For more information circle
No. 309 on return postal card.

HOME ECONOMICS
Cooking 8fs MH 1 col 7 b&w set (8)

$32.50. Titles: Understanding Cooking
Terms; Buying Food Wisely; Safety
in the Kitchen; Organizing and Pre-
paring Meals; Planning Meals for
Nutrition; Storing Foods; Measuring
Accurately; Serving Meals Attractive-
ly (col). SH A

For more information circle
No. 310 on return postal card.

Our Mrs. Fix-It (series) 7mp UWF ea
14min col loan. Series on selection,

cooking, storage and value of meat in

family diet. SH C A

For more information circle
No. 311 on return postal card.

Plan for Pleasant Living mp ILBEL
15min col loan. Model home shows
how color, furnishings and telephone
service combine to enhance home
life. SH C A

For more information circle
No. 31t on return postal card.

Sewing (revised) 8fs MH col set $47
indiv $6.50. Titles: Tools for Sewing;
Pattern Choice and Use; Sleeves and
Neckline Treatments; Buttonhole
Types; Cutting and Construction; Ma-
chine Stitching and Seams; Selection
and Treatment of Fabrics; Placket
Fasteners and Waist Bands. SH A

For more information circle

No. 313 on return postal card.

INDUSTRIAL ARTS
(incl graphics)

Dialing the Nation mp ILBEL lOmin
b&w loan. Evolution of the telephone,
culminating in direct distance dialing.

SH A

For more information circle

No. 314 on return postal card.

INDUSTRY,
TRANSPORTATION

Before Your Telephone Rings mp IL-

BEL 17min b&w loan. The many jobs

and the number of people involved in
bringing a telephone into a home.
JH SH A

For more information circle

No. 215 on return postal card.

Boats and Ships mp EBF llmin col $120
b&w $60. Film shows there is a dif-

ference and explains a number of
nautical terms. Function of light-

house and breakwater. Visit to a liner

and a sailboat ride. JH SH

For more information circle
No. 316 on return postal card.

crunch
Apples taste better when you're six years old. What's

more they sound better. Those crunching noises re-

verberating through your head are exciting. You keep
wondering if they can be heard on the "outside."

Naturally, you'll never hear an apple like that again.

But if you've retained even a little sonic sensitivity, we
can offer you an experience almost as pleasant. Re-
cordings on Audiotape.
Try Audiotape in your music classes. You'll find that

the wonderful quality of this tape provides more clar-

ity, more range, eliminates noise and distortion prob-
lems. And only Audiotape comes on the easy-threading
C-slot reel. There are eight types . . . one exactly suited
to the next recording you make.

For language c/asses and

wherever the spoken

word must be reproduced

clearly and realistically,

try economical Language

Arts Recording Tape . .

.

developed to meet the

special needs of today's

educators.

AUDIO DEVICES INC.. 444 Madison Ave . N. V. n. N. Y
Offices in Us Angeles • Cfiicago • Wasfiington, D. C.

it speaks for itself"
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Making Conversation mp ILBEL ISmin
col loan. Production of a telephone
from its nearly 500 basic raw ma-
terials to the final precision product.

Manufacturing assembly lines. SH
C A

For more Information eircle

No. 317 on return postal card.

More Than Meets the Eye mp ILBEL
13min col loan. Manufacture of tele-

phone cable. JH A
For more information circle

No. 218 on return postal card.

Refinery at Work mp MODERN 21min
col loan. Chemical and mechanical
processes used in refining petroleum.
Humble Oil sponsored. SH A

For more Information elrole

No. 219 on retnrn postal card.

FREE
Allied
444-PAGE 19G2

ELECTRONICS

CATALOG

SAVE MOST on language
labs. Stereo hi-fi, record-

ingand phonoequipment,
school sound systems,
training kits, electronic
parts. Write for Catalog.

ALLIED RADIO
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, III.

Vite-a-lize
your film

We restore brittle, curled, cupped
film to nearly new first run quality

with Vite-a-lize. Our Vite-a-lire

treatment preshrinks new film uni-

formly, sealing in proper humidity.

Guaranteed. Call or write now.
Exclusive with Leonard Film Service,

1700B E. Walnut, Pasadena, Calif.

Phone SYcamore 2-6682.

Offer TEACHERS a

Motion Picture Production

"refresher course"

EDITING SYNCHRONOUS SOUND
10 min, td, color, JlOO; bSw, $50

FILM PROBLEMS
8 min, sd, b&w, JSO

SOUND RECORDING FOR
MOTION PICTURES

9 min, >d, color, $100; b&w, $50

PItOM writ* for brochures

a
INDIANA UNIVERSITY FILMS

AUDIO-VISUAL CENTER

BLOOMINGTON, INDIANA

Seaport mp EBF 15min col $180 b&w
$90. Role and operations of a large
modern port; the many workers re-

quired. Pri El Int

For more Information circle

No. ZZQ on retnrn postal card,

Tli« Steam Engine: How It Works mp
EBF 11 min b&w $60. The film also

touches on the changes brought about
in manufacturing and transportation.

Int. JH

For more Information circle

No. 221 on return postal card.

The Voice Beneath the Sun mp ILBEL
27min col loan. Laying of the first

trans-Atlantic telephone cable; the

struggle of science to conquer the sea.

JH SH A
For more information circle

No. 222 on retnrn postal card.

LANGUAGES
Learning Spanish the Modem Way

kits MH 43 tapes, lOmp.fs. and 320p
manual col $785 b&w $535 text $4.85.

The tapes run 12-30min ® 7%ips sin-

gle channel. Each film, of live action

taken in Mexico, runs about 5min.
Also Learning French the Modern
Way 50 tapes, 14 motion pictures,

etc, col $925 b&w $650 tax $4.85

For more information circle
No. 223 on return postal card.

Mexico—Tierra de Color y Contraste
mp NEUBACHER 16min col $155.

For 2nd-4th semester Spanish.

For more Information circle
No. 224 on retnrn postal card.

Russian Phonetic Tables charts CROSS-
WORLD col 21x27" set (28) $6. Photo-
graphs show lip and teeth positions.

Russian Grammar Tables 21x27" set

(64) $8. "New Visual Aids for Teach-
ing Russian to English-Speaking
Students."

For more information circle
No. 225 on return postal card.

Saludos Amigos (series) mp PACIFIC
35 films ea 15min set $3,500. As used
for three successive school years in
the San Francisco schools, over sta-

tion KQED.

For more information circle
No. 226 on retnrn postal card.

LANGUAGE ARTS
Information Sources for High School
Students fs FH col captioned set (4)

$20. Titles: Discovering the Diction-
ary; Finding Facts and Figures; Peri-
odicals, Biol raphies and Quotations;
and Pinpointing What You Want.
JH SH

For more information circle
No. 227 on return postal card.

Library Adventure mp ^fEUBACHER 13
min col $115 b&w $60. Two children
find the library a friendly and inter-
esting place, and discover how to use
its facilities. Int JH

For more information circle
No. 228 on retnrn postal card.

Our Mexican Neighbors 6mp (series)

NEUBACHER ea llmin col $595 indiv

@ $110. English language version of
the Juan y Maria Series. Int JH

For more information circle
No, 229 on return postal card.

Party Lines mp ILBEL 15min col loan.
Marionettes show how neighborly
cooperation is important in many
everyday situations— including spe-
cifically use of the party line. JH SH
A

For more information circle
No. 230 on return postal card.

Punctuation fs FH col captioned set (4)

$20. Titles: Period, Question Mark,
Exclamation Point; Comma and Semi-
colon; Colon, Dash, Parenthesis, and
Quotation Marks; Examples and Ex-
ercises in Punctuation. Int JH

For more information circle
No. 231 on return postal card.

Story of a Book mp CHURCHILL ll-

min col $110 b&w $60. Functions of
the author, editor, publisher, printer,
in bringing out a science book for
children. Int.

For more information circle
No. 232 on retnrn postal card.

LITERATURE, DRAMA
A Christinas Carol mp CAROUSEL 52-

min b&w $275. A musical version of

the Dickens' classic, starring Frederic
March, Basil Rathbone. CBS-TV pro-
duction. El-A

For more information circle

No. 233 on return postal card.

Complete Plays of Shakespeare rec
SPOKEN 12" Ip $5.95. Three new re-
leases bring total available to twelve.
Highlights are connected with narra-
tion and musical bridges. Swan Thea-
ter Players of London. Titles: Henry
IV, Part I and Part U; Henry V. SH
C A

For more Information circle
No. 234 on retnrn postal card.

The Forum Scene (Julius Caesar) mp
IFB 15min b&w $95. Charlton Heston
and Jeffrey Hunter lend added pres-
tige to this presentation of Act 3,

Scene 2, with its speeches by Brutus
and Antony. SH C

For more Information circle
No. 235 on retnrn postal card.

Golden Treasury of Children's Verse
rec SPOKEN 12" LP $5.95. Shakes-
peare, Milton, Keats, Coleridge, Ten-
nyson, Wordsworth, and Lewis Car-
roll represented in this introduction
to the wonders of poetry. El

For more information circle
No. 236 on retnrn postal card.

MATHEMATICS
Big Numbers . . . Little Numbers mp
FA lOmin col $120. Our number sys-
tem—base of ten. Other systems.
Scientific notation, exponents. Int
JH SH

For more information circle
No. 237 on return postal card.
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Geometric Constructions transp TECNI-
FAX 36 overhead projectuals col $175.

Each consists of a static introductory

transparency plus a progression of

liinged overlays that develop the
problem and demonstrate the solu-

tion. SH C

For more information circle

No. 238 on return postal card.

MEDICAL & ALLIED
SCIENCES

Handwashing in Patient Care mp UWF
1.5min col $118.50. Importance of con-
scientious vi^ashing to avoid transmis-

1 sion of pathogens. C A
For more Information circle
No. 339 on retnrn postal card.

Illustrated Medical Lectures 36 kits FDI
col fs (60 to 90 fr) plus recorded tape
lecture. One year subscription one a
month $155; three a month $395. Pro-
duced at Loma Linda University, Cal-
ifornia, "by doctors for doctors as
postgraduate instruction courses."

For more information circle
No. 240 on return postal card.

Laboratory Diag:nosis of Rabies In Ani-
mals mp UWF 30min col $220.68.
Shows preparation of brain impres-
sions, animal inoculation, serum neu-
tralization test, and fluorescent anti-

body test. C A
For more information circle
No. 241 on retnrn postal card.

Use of Anticoagulants in Rodent Control
mp UWF llmin col $82.42. Advan-
tages over other poisons; preparation
and placements of baits, safety meas-
ures when using these materials. A C

For more information circle
No. 242 on retnrn postal card.

MENTAL HEALTH
Therapeutic Camping mp DEVFOUND
28min col loan. Multidisciplinary ap-
proach in summer program for dis-

turbed children; how they learn to
develop better personal relations,

overcome fears and develop confi-
dence and ego strength. TT C A

For more information circle
No. 243 on return postal card.

You Are Not Alone mp ASSOCIATION
30min loan. Young executive becomes
depressed when passed over on the
promotion ladder. SH C A

For more Information circle
No. 244 on return postal card.

MUSIC
Ballads for the Age of Science 6rec
SCIMAT LP ea $3.95. 84 songs. Titles:

Science Activity Songs; Nature Songs;
More Nature Songs; Weather Songs;
Space Songs; and Energy and Mo-
tion Songs. K-6

For more Information circle
No, 245 on return postal card.

Festival in Puerto Rico mp CONTEM-
PORARY SOmin b&w $1340 r$7.

Fourth annual Casals Festival; Maw-
reen Forrester; Alexander Schneider,
SH C A

For more information circle
No. 24<> on relarn postal card.

Music In Motion mp ILBEL ISmin col

loan. Violinist Zino Francescatti and
the Bell Telephone Orchestra demon-
strate the sound wave patterns of dif-

ferent instruments and ensembles. SH
C A

For more Information circle
No. 247 on return postal card.

Music in the Schools mp CONTEMPO-
RARY 24min b&w $100 r$7. The
teaching of music in the Swedish
schools UNESCO. Int JH SH C A

For more Information circle
No. 248 on return postal card.

Music of Williamsburg mp COLWIL col

40min $320 r$10; also 29min version
$260 r$8. Horn, drum, banjo, jaw-
bone, bagpipe, flute and guitar play
and accompany a fine selection of

18th century music in historic Colo-
nial Williamsburg. JH SH C A

For more information circle
No. 249 on retnrn postal card.

^r^tfl^TTB^

Your Libra

The safe, convenient, low cost method of

filing valuable records. Simple, unit design

fits any convenient storage space . . . easily

bolts into multiple-unit library, single row
or stacked multiple row arrangement as your

library grows. Each unit accommodates 36
records (up to 12'') in individual, specially

key-numbered, cut-away record filing en-

velopes. Electronically welded, steel con-

struction. Size (individual unit) ISVs'' high,

5" wide, 13 3A" deep. Wt. 9 lbs. Each unit

individually packed-

No. 16R Standard "Add-a-Unit"

complete $15.80 ca.

Without envelopes (empty
cabinet) $12.80 ea.

Library Plan . . .

Suggestions for organizing
ond administering
a record library and
"how to care for your
valuable records" furnished
with each library.

Wrife for Catalog for more information about
No. 16R and other A-V Materials Library Plan.

JACK C. COFFEY CO., INC.

710 Seventeenth Si. NORTH Chicago, IllinoU

^ PIXMOBILE® AUDIO-ED
LANGUAGE LABORATORY FURNITURE

Designed
to Accommo-

date All Types of

Electronic Equipment
of Any Manufacturer

Combining strength and beauty, Pixmobile!* Audio-Ed Language Lab-

oratory Furniture is now more attractive than ever. New gracefully

curved lines provide an appearance that enriches any classroom. All-

steel construction gives the strength and durability to withstand years

of classroom use.

Any type of electronics equipment may be used in this furniture,

allowing the school maximum flexibility in its planning. And it is

available with a glass or plexiglass front, an acoustical front or a

convertible top. The outstanding quality built into Pixmobile® is the

basis for its widespread acceptance throughout the United States

and Canada.
P/easa wrife for information and literafure

ADVANCE PRODUCTS COMPANY
2300 East Douglas Avenue / V^^ichita, Kansas
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Songs of the Auvergne mp JANUS 17-

min b&w 1$25 r$15. Rural village life

and song. Boston Symphony Orches-
tra; Phyllis Curtin soloist. SH C A

For more information circle
No. 2S0 on return postal card.

New Publications

PHYSICAL ED, SPORTS
Batting with Ted Williams mp MOD-
ERN 21min col loan. Fine points of

consistent hitting. Sponsored by Sears
Roebuck. JH A SH C

For more Information elrcle
No. 251 on return postal card.

Focus on Fitness mp EK 19min col

loan. Physical fitness tests, remedial
exercises; and a suggested long-term
program of physical education in the
nation's schools. Produced in co-oper-
ation with the President's Council on
Physical Fitness. TT A SH C

For more Information circle
No. 'ir>'i on return postal card.

Learn to Swim (series) 3mp IFB ea
b&w $50. Children are taught The
Crawl (llmin); The Breast Stroke
(11 min); and The Baclc Stroke (9

min.)

For more information circle
No. 258 on return postal card.

Ready . . . Wrestle! mp ILBEL 20min
b&w loan. Fundamentals of amateur
wrestling are demonstrated by high
school boy, narrated by sportscaster
Jack Drees. SH C A

For more Information circle
No, 354 on return postal card.

Shotgun Shooting and How! mp IFB ll-

min col $120 r$6. Action and gunning
techniques with emphasis on safety.

SH-A

For more information circle
No. gX on return postal eard.

PRIMARY GRADE
MATERIALS

Woody Woodchuck's Adventure mp
EBF llmin col $120 b&w $60. Young
woodchuck is caught by boy but in
time escapes and digs himself in for
the winter. Pri.

For more information circle
No. 2.56 on return postal card.

1

51 TALK (r«a y^m, SCtllM

BH TTKWirTTEN MESSAGES

^M RADIO-MAT SUDES

^^M MCtn mo wnntvi*

MAKE YOUR

OWN SLIDES

on your own

TYPEWRITER

by using

RADIO-MATS

R«oular size 3V4x4 or tha New Duplex 2x2.
Sold by Audio - Visual, Photo & Thootro
Supply Dealers. For FREE SAMPLE write

—

RADIO-MAT SLIDE CO., D«pt. V,
777 Oakridg* Blvd., Doytona BMch, fte.

Checklist for Better Production Plan-
ning suggests methods and need for
audience analysis, target, utilization.

12pp free. EK

For more information circle
No. 257 on return postal card.

Complete Filing Systems for All Film
Negatives and Slides. More than 200
items pictured and described, include
files for scripts, tapes, etc.; retouch-
ing desks. 20p free NEGA.

For more Information circle
No. 258 on return postal card.

Conservation Educational Movies. Cata-
log of over 150 films on various kinds
of conservation activities available on
loan (in Illinois only). Write direct
to Film Loan Servcie, Dept. of Con-
servation, 400 S. Spring St., Spring-
field, 111.

Ediola Action Viewer and Sound Read-
er; various combinations for editing
and synchronizing 16mm motion pic-

ture film. 6p free S.O.S.

For more Information elrcle
No. S59 on return postal card.

Educational Television—The Next Ten
Years. Comprehensive study of prob-
lems of programming, finance, facili-

ties, and role. Prepared on USOE
contract by the Institute for Commu-
nication Research, Stamford Univer-
sity. 375 pp. Write direct.

Film Guide for Music Educators Over
500 motion pictures and nearly a hun-
dred filmstrips evaluated. 120pp $2.50.

Order direct from Music Educators
National Conference, NEA, 1201 16th
St. NW, Washington 6, D.C.

From Tinfoil to Stereo: Oliver Read
and Walter L. Welch. The evolution
of the phonograph is traced from pre-
Edisonian experiments to hi-fi stereo.

Two reference-packed chapters deal
with motion picture aspects. Exten-
sive bibliography and indexes. Many
photographs, diagrams, patent draw-
ings. 1959 524pp $9.95. SAMS.

For more Information circle
No. 260 on return postal card.

Free and Inexpensive Pictures, Pam-
phlets and Packets for Air/Space
Age Education. Source list. 36pp free
Write direct to National Aviation
Education Council, 1025 Connecticut
Ave., NW, Washington 6, D.C.

Great Art Reproductions. Free brochure
illustrates 100 prints. March 1 price
$2.95, up from $1.95. Minimum order
3. 18 23" or 21x26". SVE

Write direct

High Schools 1962. Subt: "A status re-
port on educational change and archi-
tectural consequence." 88p. Free.
EFLAB

For more information circle
No. 261 on return postal card.

How to Make Visual Aids Pay Bigger
Dividends. Over 100 illustrations.

Cloth $2.50, paper $1. ORVIS.

Write direct

How To Use a Language Laboratory,
booklet, free. UNELAB.

For more Infonnatlon elrele
No. 203 on return postal card.

The Influence of Teaching Machine
Technology on Electronic Systems
Maintenance Training. Leonard C.
Silvern. Reprint of IRE paper, Sept.
1961. Reference list of 47 articles.

6pp free HUGHES.

For more Information elrele
No. 363 on return postal card.

Instructional Films. 1962 catalog. 24p
free. UWF.

For more information circle
No. 364 on return postal card.

"Instructives" 1962 catalog of equipment
for math, science instruction. 96pp
free EDMUND.

For more Information circle
No. 205 on return postal card.

The Jewish Audiovisual Review. 12th
Edition. Composite catalog and evalu-
ation of films and filmstrips by 41-

member National Council of Jewish
Audiovisual Materials. (Closely paral-
lels the format of the Protestant
NCCC A-V Resources Guide). 62p
$2.25. AAJE.

Write direct

Magnetic Sound Recording for Motion
Pictures. Newly revised, includes in-

formation on 8mm recording. 64p $1.

Purchase locally. EK
For more Information elrcle
No. 266 on return postal card.
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A Mass Communications Dictionary:

Howard Boone Jacobson, ed. Very
useful workbook with definitions

ranging from a few words to several

pages, and from AAAA to Zoom. 377pp
and xxvi Introduction. $6 PHILIB.

Write direct

Materials and Techniques (or tlie Lan-
guage Laboratory: Edward W. Najam,
ed. Report of Second Language Lab-
oratory Conference held at Purdue
University March 23-25, 1961. Int'l

Jour, of Amer. Linguistics, Jan. '62.

218p $2.50. Order direct from Indiana
University, Bloomington, Ind.

Matli Workshop for Children. General
guide to arithmetic teaching in the

first six grades. Involves individual-

ized pupil work texts; preprinted
mastery tests; progress record chart;

teachers' manuals. 56p. EIBD.

For more luformallon olrele
No. 267 on retorn postal card.

Pat Dowling Pictures, 1962 catalog of 34
independently produced classroom in-

structional films in science, social

studies. DOWLING.

For more Information circle
No. 268 on return postal card.

Pictures, Pamphlet and Packets for

Air/Space Education. Fourth Edition.

36pp free. NAEC.

For more information circle
No. 26!) on retorn postal card.

Practical Storage and Use of Maps and
Posters Detailed working drawings
for construction of storage cabinet;
cataloging techniques. 7pp 75c Order
direct from Library Education Dept.,

Oklahoma State University Library,
Stillwater, Okla.

Preparing a Lesson for a Man-Machine
Environment to Elicit Learning of
Manipulative Taslis by Exceptional
Young Adults. Silvern-Salman. As-
sembly of toy airplane taught by pic-

ture and narration to mentally-re-
tarded (IQ 50-70) students. Pictures
and gab given in detail. HUGHES.

For more Information eircle
No. 270 on return postal card.

Preparing Objectives for Programmed
Instruction: Robert F. Mager. "Pro-
gram" format is used to unscramble
wrong choices from right in sharpen-
ing terminal behavior objective and
criterion. Occasional lefthand page
commentary proves not so unimpor-
tant as author suggests it may be.
Trick? Good self-test. 62p paper $1.75.

FEARON.

Write direct

Printing Color Negatives. Several new
chapters and a re-written introduc-
tion. 72p $1. Purchase locally. EK.

Write direct

Programmed Instruction. One each of

13 articles reprinted. Portfolio $3.

CPI
Write direct

Report on Meeting of Directors of Na-
tional Audio-Visual Services and
Documentary Film Unit in South and
East Asia. Meeting at Kuala Lumpur,
August 1961; 15 member states and
staff represented. 17pp UNESCO.

For more information clrele
No. 271 on return postal card.

Russian Language Catalog—^Books from
the USSR. Transliterated! Russian
titles of hundreds of books, record-
ings, and filmstrips. Special emphasis
on language teaching materials. Cor-
related filmstrip titles are repeated
in book sections. 64pp free CROSS-
WORLD

For more information eircle
No. 272 on return postal card.

Sales Service Policies of Educational
Film Producers. Compilation of poli-

cies of 160 producer-distributors, in-

tended as a handbook for the film
buyer. $1.50. EFLA.

Write direct

Science Equipment and Materials for
the Elementary School. Planning pro-
gram, selecting equipment, orienting
teachers, budgetary and procurement
methods. 30 cents. Order direct from
SUPDOC, Government Printing Of-
fice, Washington, D.C.

Selected Audiovisual Source and Refer-
ence List of 52 references. 7pp free.

Write Direct to DAVI-NEA, 1201 Six-
teenth St. NW, Washington 6, D.C.

Storage and Care of Kodak Color Films.

8pp free. EK.

For more Information circle
No. 273 on return postal card.

Summer School Around the wWorld
Brochures on many educational tours,

for college credit if desired. Included
is a 36-day tour "The Story of the
Civil War Through Travel." WESILL.

For more Information circle
No. 274 on return postal card.

Tape Recorder Service Manual. Thor-
ough but simply written, for the re-
corder owner who isn't an engineer.
52 common symptoms and suggested
remedies. 128pp $2.95, paper $1.95.

CHILTON.
Write direct

Advertisement

HELPFUL BOOKS

THE AV INDEX A guide to Instruction-

al material information covering the

use of Audio-Visual materials and
equipment. Single copy, $3.9S. Quan-
tity prices: 3-9 copies, 10% discount;

10-20 copies, 20% discount. Postage
added If payment does not accom-
pany order. Audio-Visual Research
Institute, 1346 Broadway, Detroit 16,
Michigan.

AUDIOVISUAL MATERIALS: THEIR
NATURE AND USE. Third Edition by
Walter Arno WIttich and Charles F.

Schuller. 500 pp. 416 llustratlons 14
Color Plates. Harper & Row, Pub-
lishers, 49 E. 33rd St., New York 16,

N. Y. 1963. $8.75.

EDUCATORS GUIDE TO FREE FILM-
STRIPS. Compiled and Edited by Mary
Foley Horkhelmer and John W. Differ.

Thirteenth Annual Edition, 1961. Edu-
cators Progress Service, Dept. AVO,
Randolph, Wis. $6.00.

EDUCATORS GUIDE TO FREE TAPES,
SCRIPTS, AND TRANSCRIPTIONS. Com-
piled and Edited by Walter A. WIttldi,

Ph.D., and Gertie Hansen Halsted,
M. A. Seventh Annual Edition. T961.
Educators Progress Service, Dept.
AV6, Randolph, Wis. $5.75.

EDUCATORS GUIDE TO FREE FILMS.
Complied and Edited by Mary Foley
Horkhelmer and John W. Differ. Edu-
cational Consultant, John Guy Fowl-
kes. 21st Annual Edition, 1961. Edu-
cators Progress Service, Dept. AVO,
Randolph, Wis. $9.00.

STANDARDS OF PHOTOPLAY AP-
PRECIATION. A Course of Study In

Photoplay Appreciation. By William
Lewin and Alexander Frazler. illus-

trated. Educational A Recreational

Guides, Inc., 10 Bralnerd Road, Sum-
mit, New Jersey. $2.95.
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Directory of Sources

Pages 331-341

AAJE—American Association for Jew-
ish Education, 101—5th Ave., New
York 3. N. Y.

ADVANCE Products Co., 2300 E. Doug-
las Blvd., Wichita, Kansas

ALEWPEX—Allied Impex Corp., 300
Pai-k Ave., South, New York 10, N. Y.

AMERICAN GELOSO Elect., Inc., 251
Fourth Ave., New York 10, N. Y.

ANKEN Film Co., Inc., Transcopy Div.,
Hix Ave., Newton, N. J.

ASSOCIATION Films, Inc., 347 Madison
Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

AUDIOTRONICS Corporation, 11057
Weddington St., North Hollywood,
Calif.

BELTEL—Bell Telephone Laboratories,
Consult local telephone company.

B&Lr—Bausch & Lomb Optical Co.,
Rochester 2, N. Y.

BOURGES—Bourges Color Corp., 80
Fifth Ave., New York 11, N. Y.

BRC—Businessmen's Record Club, 415
N. Dearborn St., Chicago 10, 111.

BURKE—Charles Burke, Box 494, West-
port, Conn.

CAR—Carousel Films, Inc., 1501 Broad-
way, Suite 1503, New York 36, N. Y.

CATHEDRAL Films Inc., 2921 West
Alameda Ave., Burbank, Calif.

CHILTON Co., Book Div., 56th and
Chestnut Sts., Philadelphia 39, Pa.

CHURCHILL Films, 6671 Sunset Blvd.,

Los Angeles 28, Calif.

COFFEY, Jack C, Co., Inc., 710—17th
St., North Chicago, 111.

COLWIL—Colonial Williamsburg, Film
Distr. Office, Williamsburg, Va.

CONBERE—John P. Conbere, Country
Manor, Paxinos, Pa.

CONTEMPORARY Films, Inc., 267 W.
25th St., New York 1, N. Y.

CORONET Films, 65 E. South Water
St., Chicago 1, 111.

CPI—Center for Programmed Instruc-
tion, Inc., 365 West Edn Ave., New
York 24, N. Y.

CLASSIFIED

FOR GRADE SCHOOLS—45rpni RECORD:
Pledge Of Allegionce—Male Voice—Femola
Voice. Trumpet Colls: To The Colors (flog

raising) Tops (flag lowering) $1. prepaid.
ART RECORDS, P.O. Box 50-66, Miami, Flo.

35MM. Color Slides-Filmstrlps dupli-
cated from your original slides or mas-
ter filmstrips. Individual slide copies as
low as 9^4 c each, filmstrips as low as 5c
a frame. Send for free sample slides,
free filmstiip sample and full informa-
tion to World In Color, Box 392-AV,
Elmira, N. Y.

Wanted—Kodaslide Master projectors,
preferably with 7% inch-F2.3 lens.
Also interested in F2.3 lens separate.
American Medical Association, Attn:
George B. Larson, 535 N. Dearborn
Street, Chicago 10, Illinois.

CROSSWORLD—Cross World Books
and Periodicals, Inc., 333 S. Wacker
Drive, Chicago 6, 111.

CWS—Church World Service, 475 River-
side Drive, New York 17, N. Y.

DEVFOUND—The Devereaux Founda-
tion, Devon, Pa.

DICK— A. B. Dick Company, 5700 W.
Touhy Ave., Chicago 48, 111.

DOWLING, Pat, Pictures, 509 S. Bever-
ly Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.

EBF—Encyclopaedia Britannica Films,
Inc., 1150 Wilmette Ave., Wilmette,
111.

EDMUND Scientific Co., 101 E. Glou-
cester Pike, Barrington, N. J.

EFLA—Educational Film Library Ass'n,,
2.50 West 57th Street, New York 19,
N.Y.

EFLAB—Educational Facilities Labora-
tories, Inc., 477 Madison Ave., New
York 22, N.Y.

EK—Eastman Kodak Company—See
local dealer

EYEGATE House Inc., 146-01 Archer
Ave., Jamaica 35, N.Y.

FA—Film Associates of California, 11014
Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles 25,

Calif.

FDI—Film Distributors International
2223 S. Olive St., Los Angeles 7, Calif.

FEARON Publishers, Inc., 828 Valencia
St., San Francisco 10, Calif.

FH—Filmstrip House, 432 Park Ave., S.,

New York 16, N.Y.

FLORMAN & BABB, Inc., 68 W 45th
St.. New York 36, N.Y.

FRIENDSHIP Press, 475 Riverside
Drive, New York 27, N.Y.

GERTV—General Electric Company,
Radio-TV Div., Electronics Park,
Bldg. 5, Syracuse, N.Y.

HARTUCH—Harrison—Tuchman P r o-
ductions, Inc. 751 N. Highland Ave.,
Hollywood 38, Calif.

HRPROD—H-R Productions Inc., 17-D
East 45th St., New York 17, N.Y.

HUBSCI—T. N. Hubbard Scientific Co.,
P. O. Box 105, Northbrook, 111.

HUGHES Aircraft Company, Public Re-
lations and Advertising. C. W. Short,
Bldg. 6, Room D1005E, Culver City,
Calif.

IFB—International Film Bureau, Inc.,

332 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 4, 111.

ILBEI^Illinois Bell Telephone Co.,
Consult nearest phone company busi-
ness office. Many, though not all films
listed under this source are available
also from Bell Telephone affiliates in
other states.

JANUS—Janus Films, Inc., 267 W. 25th
Street, New York 1, N.Y.

K&E—Keufel & Esser Co., Hoboken,
N.J.

LdR—Louis de Rochemont Associates,
267 W. 25th St., New York 1, N.Y.

MH—McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 330
W. 42nd St., New York 36, N.Y.

MIRATEL, Inc., 1080 Dionne St., St.

Paul 13, Minn.

MODERN Talking Picture Service, Inc.,

3 E. 54th St., New York 22, N.Y.

MUHLENBURG Production, 2900
Queen Lane, Philadelphia 29, Pa.

NAEC—National Aviation Education
Council 1025 Connecticut Ave., N.W.,
Washington 6, D.C.

NEA: National Education Association,
National Commission on Safety Edu-
cation, 1201 16th St., N.W., Washing-
ton 6, D.C.

NEGA—Nega-File Company, Box 405,
Doylestown, Pa.

NEUBACHER Productions, 10609 Brad-
bury Road, Los Angeles 64, Calif.

ORLEANS—Sam Orleans Film Pro-
ductions. 211 W. Cumberland Ave.,
Knoxville, Tenn.

ORR—J. Herbert Orr Enterprises, Inc.,

Opelika, Ala.

ORVIS—Oravisual Co., Inc., Box 11150
St. Petersburg 33, Fla.

PACIFIC Productions, Inc., 414 Mason,
San Francisco 2, Calif.

PHILIB—Philosophical Library, Inc., 15

E. 40th St., New York 16, N.Y.

RMCBEE—Royal McBee Corporation,
850 Third Ave., New York 22, N.Y.

ROBINS Industries Corp., 36-27 Prince
St., Flushing 54, N.Y.

SAMS—Howard W. Sams Co.. Inc.,

Indianapolis 6. Ind.

SCEWAT—Science Materials Center, 59
Fourth Ave., New York 3, N.Y.

S.O.S.—S.O.S. Photo-Cine-Optics. Inc.,

602 W. 52nd St., New York 19, N.Y.

SPOKEN Arts, 95 Valley Road, New
Rochelle, N.Y.

STERLING Movies U.S.A., Inc., 43 W.
61st St., New York 23, N.Y.

STRONICS—Stereotronics Corporation,
1717 N. Highland Ave., Hollywood 28,

Calif.

SUPDOC—Superintendent of Docu-
ments, Government Printing Office,

Washington 25, D.C.

SVE—Society for Visual Education, Inc.,

1345 W. Diversey Pkwy., Chicago 14,

111.

TECNIFAX Corporation, 195 Appleton
St., Holyoke, Mass.

TEXAS. University of, Visual Instruc-

tion Bureau, Austin 12, Texas.

UNELAB—Universal Electronics Labo-
ratories Corp., 510 Hudson St., Hack-
ensack, N.J.

UNESCO Publication Center, 801 Thiid
Ave., New York, N.Y.

UNIVERSITY Loudspeakers, Inc., 80 S.

Kensico Ave., White Plains, N.Y.

UWF—United World Films, 1445 Park
Ave., New York 29, N.Y.

WECLD—Westinghouse Electric Corp.,
Lamp Division, Bloomfield, N.J.

WESILL—Western Illinois University,
Audiovisual Education Center, Ma-
comb, 111.

WHOLES — W. W. Holes Mfg. Co.,

St. Cloud, Minn.

ZEISS—Carl Zeiss, Inc., 485 Fifth Ave.,
New York 17, N.Y.
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Wanted—Kodaslide Master projectors,
preferably with 7% inch-F2.3 lens.
Also interested in F2.3 lens separate.
American Medical Association, Attn:
George B. Larson, 535 N. Dearborn
Street, Chicago 10, Illinois.

JANUS-Janus Films. Inc., 267 W. 25th
Street, New Yorlc 1, N.Y.

K&E—Keufel & Esser Co., Hoboken,
N.J.

LdR—Louis de Rochemont Associates,
267 W. 25th St., New Yorlt 1, N.Y.

(345) Radio-Mat Slide Co., Dept. V-
p. 340

(346) Rapid Film Technique, Inc.-—
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(352) Visual Sciences—p. 332

(353) Wilson, H., Corporation—p. 323

(354) World In Color—p. 342

WESILI^Western Illinois University,
Audiovisual Education Center, Ma-
comb, III.

WHOLES — W. W. Holes Mfg. Co.,
St. Cloud, Minn.

ZEISS—Carl Zeiss, Inc., 485 Fifth Ave.,
New York 17, N.Y.
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K&E offers everything you need

a complete production center for

low-cost overhead transparencies

K&E Audiovisual solves the problems of space and cost

for educators who want quality transparencies for over-

head projection . . . want them quickly and easily from

practically any source material. Designed to work to-

gether as a low-cost transparency production center are

Mercury UHS Films . . . Copaque Diffusion Transfer

Film . . . new sandwich-type Gemini Mounts . . . and the

new Saturn Transparency Processor.

K&E also offers a full line of acces-

sory equipment . . . including Piano-

type Lettering Kits.

Write for literature on the full K&E
line of audiovisual aids for educators.

Audiovisual Division

KEUFFEL & ESSER CO.
Hobolcen, N. J.

Visit K&E Booths
F71, 72 & 73
NAVA Convention
Cliicogo, illinois

JULY 21 - 25, 1962

The Saturn combines the quick rotary operation of costly

office machines with budget price and anyone-can-do-it

handling ease. It reproduces opaque or translucent originals

. . . photos, clippings, drawings (loose, bound in books, or

wall-mounted) ... in black or diazo color. Lighting and
timing are fully automatic, with fine-tune controls. The
Saturn is self-contained — all equipment and chemicals

needed in a compact portable case.

^ THE FILMS
MERCURY^ ^'^ UHS... the first and only high-speed
diazo film expressly designed for the audiovisual field. Up
to five times faster than standard diazo films. Pancake-flat

when developed. Crystal-clear emulsions for sharp projec-

tion, even with a number of overlays. In black and nine

warm colors, vivid but never harsh. Packed in K&E's new
easy-access protective box.

COPAQUE''" DIFFUSION TRANSFER FILM pro-

duces positive black line photographic duplicates from
originals in any color. Image is transferred in about
10 seconds. Nothing else to do but peel two sheets apart!

^ THE MOUNTS
GEMINF" TRANSPARENCY MOUNTS. Exclusive

sandwich construction. Place transparencies in mount . .

.

fold over . . . press down. Pressure-sensitive adhesive grips

instantly, holds permanently. No sticky tape, no snagging

staples. Registration marks inside and out assure precise

alignment of overlays.
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Although the professional audio-visual dealer may

I

not exactly be a hon vivant, lunchtime often finds

him dining out. It's all part of a job that takes him

to schools large and small, rural and urban, far and

near. To all of them he brings expert advice about

the complex tools of audio-visual instruction. Being

a dedicated audio-visual specialist, he is able to

supply detailed information on the selection, use

and maintenance of A-V equipment — information

that is based on his day-to-day experience with the

problems of many audio-visual users in both schools

and industry.

Of course, he does much more than simply offer

advice. He also sells A-V equipment. He provides

complete maintenance for all types of A-\' devices,

often keeping them operating well past their normal

life expectancy. And he represents a primary source

of rental equipment and film library service.

In short, he is the vital link between the A-V user

and the A-\' manufacturer. It is only natural that we

rely solely on his ability and experience in market-

ing our products, and in maintaining the close

relationship that we enjoy with schools across the

nation.

If your professional A-V dealer doesn't carry our

ecjuipment already, why not suggest that he talk

to us at the NAVA Convention, July 21-25, Booth

A4-A5, or suite 505.

AUDIOTRONICS
11057 VVEDUINGTON STREET, NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
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PORTABLE REAR PROJECTION
Patent Pending

Why are A-V Directors

with sophisticated programs

now using Movie Mover RP units?

How you con evaluate them . . .

Wilson RP unit uses any projeclor you
own—shows sharp, clear pictures in un-

dorkened classrooms.

* Trode Mark

Many A-V Directors now use hundreds
of portable rear screen projection units

so their teachers can show motion pic-

tures in thousands of undarkened class-

rooms.

As an audiovisualist, you know some-

thing new must have entered the pic-

ture because up until a year ago, mass
use of rear projection was unheard of.

So what's happening? Two things.

First, the A-V Director is moving closer

towards one of his goals—the use of

educational films and filmstrips by the

teacher in each and every classroom as

part of the lesson plan.

Second, a rear projection unit, the Wil-

son Movie-Mover RP, (Patents Pend-

ing) was developed to help the A-V
Director reach his goal. The Wilson RP
unit is portable, practical, simple to use

and very low in cost. It enables the A-V
Director to bring films into every class-

room . . . even those without any dark-

ening facilities. They can do this im-

mediately . . . without waiting for

budget increases . . . without wating for

that time in the "problematical future"

when the system can afford darkening

facilities for each room.

The economy factor is simple, obvious

and in the long run of secondary im-

portance, so let's get that out of the way
at once. Estimate the cost of darkening

one of your classrooms. Then multiply

that figure by the total number of class-

rooms to be darkened.

Compare that result (usually several

thousand dollars) with the cost of pur-

chasing Wilson RP units. They run

$149.50 plus a few dollars more for a

wide angle lens.

Since RP units are portable, and one
can bring films to an entire floor, the

investment is comparatively small.

Every A-V Director who looked into the

cost faaors stated they could afford

RP units. But they would not make
purchases until they had evaluated it

as a teaching tool . . . and this was the

criterion of primary importance.

These evaluations were surprisingly

easy. Wilson distributors delivered RP
units to the schools designated by the

A-V Directors. (No charge for this).

Then under a variety of circumstances,

the A-V Directors observed the quality

of the picture, the receptiveness of the

students, the willingness of the teacher

to use the RP unit, ease of getting ready

for film showings, it effect on rate of

film circulation, plus the place of the

RP units in the total A-V program
(which also included darkened rooms).

Some A-V Directors knew in a few day*

that the RP unit had a definite place in

their program. Others evaluated the RP
units for several weeks before making a'

recommendation for purchase.

Can rear projection fulfill your need?

To answer that, you need to evaluate it.

We'll supply the Wilson RP unit. Our
distributor will deliver one to the school

you designate. Use it, evaluate it and

then give us your comments when you're

finished. There will be no charge what-

soever.

If you adamantly refuse to part with

your RP unit, we'll, of course, sell it.

And we'll happily sell you as many ad-

ditional RP units as you require.

These are some of the many leading school systems that have evaluated, ordered, used and'
then re-ordered mony Wilton RP units:

Et Poso Milwaukee Oklahoma City Sovannah Sioux City

Fort Lauderdale Norfolk Palm Springs Shreveport Youngstown

H. WILSON CORPORATION,
546 W. 1 1 9th St., CHICAGO 28, ILL.

"World't leading manufacturer of A-V tables and rear projettlon equipment"

H. Wilson Corporation, 546 W. 119th St., Chicago 28, III.

Please send information and prices on Wilson RP units.

Yes, I'll talk to a dealer about evaluating an RP unit.

Send RP unit immediately for an evaluation. (No obligation).

It will use our 16 mm projector.

(Moke and Model)

Nome

School

Address

-Title

I
City & Stale
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There Were ^

VENETIAN BLINDS
in

INDEPENDENCE HALL ,
*

It's true, when the founders of this country were signing

the Declaration of Independence, Venetian Blinds hung at

the window. They were real fancy affairs for appearance

but for mechanical oporatinn— prrtty clumsy.

Thii fir^t advance away from the old

fashion molhod of operating Venetian

Blinds was the introduction of

a tilt bar.

Later '". K. Lorentzcn came out with the first

enclosed head. Still made, of wnod. it was the

foreiunner of today's fine metal head and bottom rail.

Shown below.

- flcavv guage
metal, full)/

enclosed tilter

vith cord guides

and short cord

trai'el. Securely
clinched in }ifad.

. Special finger on
tape drums ivill

not cut tape.

3« No weight on the

tilter.

"D" rod, easily

adjusted and
centered.

, Tape cradles

securely inachined

clinched in head.

6* Cord lock securely

clitiched in head.

*B.>ut this development did not come over night. Special equip-
ment had to be designed to rollform these heads and bottom rail

and special equipment had to be designed and manufactured for
the cutting, lancing and punching of the metal head and — a
special machine designed to CLINCH the hardware into the head.
And therein lies the superiority of a LEVOLOR Venetian

Blind over all others because the hardware is MACHINE
CLINCHED — it is in there to stay and no weight or accidental
dropping can make it pop out — only a special tool can remove
the hardware in a LEVOLOR Venetian Blind.

The finest of all Venetian Blinds ... the LEVOLOR Audio
Visual ... is installed in the nation's finest schools. So tight is

the closure — so accurate the adjustment— that the instructor or
director can choose the ambient light best suited to pro.iector,

subject or student activity. For more information -write to us at
Levolor Lorentzen, Inc., 720 Monroe St., Hoboken, N. J.

VENETIAN
BLINDS

Over 100 patents and refinements make Levolor Venetian Blinds better
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NEW CLEviTE brush headphone sets...

unmatched for service economy and durability
Designed exclusively for the modern language training center, CLEVITE brush ED-300 headphones have
an unmatched ability to withstand the tough tests of student use and abuse. In spite of dropping and
dirtying . . . twisting and tinkering . . . pulling and pounding . . . you can count on these rugged, attractive
headphones to provide dependable service, and real savings on maintenance cost and time. Today,
tomorrow and years to come— here is economy that's meaningful.

Check these structural design advantages and see why:
quality components for long-life, trouble-free performance
shock-resistant, moisture-proof materials

functional, simple design to withstand rough handling
phone and cord assembly discourages student tampering yet permits
ready servicing by trained personnel.

But durability is just part of the reason CLEVITE brush ED-300 headphones have become the accepted
standard for electronic teaching. You'll also find them unmatched for comfort, convenience, appearance
and acoustic performance. Call your nearby audio-visual dealer or electronic distributor for a demonstra-
tion. Or, write direct for new full-color booklet and representative nearest you.

CLEVITE ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
DIVISION OF ICLEVITEl 232 FORBES ROAD, BEDFORD, OHIO
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How the Bell System is helping to develop

Educational Television Systems across the nation.

I The Bell System has long been providing trans-

mission facilities for commercial broadcasting. Now
this technical know-how is being applied to the job

of setting up educational television systems for

schools throughout the nation.

The Bell Telephone System has already aided in

the development of the largest ETV network—
South Carolina's state-wide system—and the largest

school district system— in Hagerstown, Maryland.

More important, the Bell System now has a newly
designed low-cost service to meet the specific needs

of educational television in school areas of every size.

If you have plans for ETV in your schools, talk

them over with the Manager of your local Bell

Telephone Company. He'll be happy to show you
how you can have high-quality transmission and
reliable full-time service for your ETV—and have
it in your classrooms at the earliest date.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
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News.
Film Societies Federation

Elects James Limbacher
The American Federation of Film

Soeietie.s has elected James L. Lim-
bacher of Dearborn, Mich., as its new-

president for 1962-6.3.

Also elected were Philip Chamber-
lin, Monterey, Calif., western vice

president; Evan Jenkins, Chicago, mid-

western vice president; Dr. H. H. Ben-

nett, Burlington, N. C, southeastern

vice-president, and Blair Watson, Han-

over, N. H., eastern vice-president.

Three New Yorkers—Gideon Bach-

maiui, William Starr and William

Sloan—were elected international vice

president, secretary and treasurer, re-

spectively.

The federation was formed in 1955

and represents both film societies and

individual members in the United

States, as well as publishing its own
quarterly magazine, For Film.

Science At Seattle Fair Is

Seen On CCTV By Visitors

The U. S. Science Pavilion at Seattle's

"Century 21 Exposition" offers an in-

vitation to the average layman to see

science in action.

The Hamilton Manufacturing Com-
pany of Two Rivers, Wisconsin, has

furnished and installed a complete re-

search laboratory where trained tech-

nicians carry on actual experimental

projects in various scientific fields.

According to Mr. Ronald Smallman,

director of the laboratory, actual re-

search projects will be accomplished

in the fields of electro-physiology,

radio chemistry, bacteriology and his-

tology. Spectators have a technician's-

eye view of the experiments from

closed circuit, high resolution tele-

vision cameras through monitors

mounted directly above the work
area. One camera, specifically, pro-

jects tissues and bacterial colonies un-

der micro.scopic conditions. Other TV
cameras are focused on intricate and

precise manipulations carried out by

laboratory personnel.

Sheats, U. of Calif., Heads
Extension Association

Dr. Paul H. Sheats, dean of the Uni-

versity of California's statewide Ex-

tension Division, has been named
president of the National University

Extension Association. New vice presi-

dent and president-elect is Dr. Howard
R. Neville, assistant provost and direc-

tor of the Continuing Education Ser-

vice, Michigan State University.

Dr. Sheats, who succeeds Dean D.

Mack Easton, Extension Division, Uni-

versity of Colorado, in the NUEA
presidency, holds degrees from Heidel-

berg College, Columbia University,

and Yale University. Before joining the

University of California faculty in

1946, he was on the faculties of the

New York State College for Teachers,

Albany, and of Columbia University,

and served as head, adult education

section, Office of War Information,

Lalioralory facilities for several siimillaiieoi.s projects ul the Scieiiee Pavilion. Here

technicians are working in four scientific areas; radio chemistry, bacteriology, electro-

physiology and histology.
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The new North Park Elementary School, Roy, Utah, selected by A.A.S.A. for its exhibit of outstanding school designs.

"This motion-picture projector operates

more than 400 hours a year. . . and takes it'

Says Mr. John Larsen, Director of Audio-
Visual Education and Television for the

Weber County, Utah, School System,
shown here with Principal Wheatley J.

Taylor and Instructor Don Clarke.

"Our new 500-pupil school has an ex-

tensive audio-visual program—and our
single Kodak Pageant Sound Projector

is moved from classroom to classroom
around the court, to bring motion
pictures to our students.

"As a result, our Pageant Projector is

busy three to four hours a day, three to

four days a week during school hours.

It even works after school, since we fre-

quently lend it to civic groups.

"Evidently this projector was built to

work hard, because we've had no prob-
lems with it. It's also one machine our
teachers feel they can operate easily."

If you're responsible for an audio-
visual program, don't you want a pro-

jector which can take hard treatment by

inexperienced operators? A projector

which they can operate without em-
barrassment? The Kodak Pageant 16mm
Sound Projector was built to answer
such problems. It shows a brilliant pic-

ture even in hard-to-darken rooms, and
its sound system is suited either to small

room or auditorium presentation.

Call your Kodak audio-visual dealer

for a demonstration arranged at your
convenience. Or write for Bulletin V3-65.

No obligation, of course.

Kodak Rigeant Projector ) EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Dept. 8-V, Rochester 4, N. Y.
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News.

vK^^lWtZ lettcAihjC

Instant Lettering is an incredibly simple
method of lettering—anyone can do it. Self-
adhesive letters, printed on a special plastic
sheet, are just rubbed down into position on
any art or drawing, wood, paper, glass, acetate,
even crackle finished metal and rough textured
papers. The finished result is superb—no back-
ground film to letters, clean definition and
sharp color. Letter sizes range from 8 point to
IVi inch display letters in a wide selection of
type faces. 10" x IS" sheet only $1.50

Stnd lor sample and complete type chart

ARTHUR BROWN & BRO., inc.

2 W. 46th St.. New York 36. N. Y.

(Continued from Page 354)

and education director of Town Hall.

New York. He has been a State De-
partment representative to internation-

al conferences on adult education in

Denmark and in Paris.

The new president-elect. Dr. Nevil-

le, at 36 is one of the younj^est educa-

tors ever to hold top office in the

NUEA.
A native of Kankakee, 111., he took

his undergraduate work at the Uni-

versity of Illinois and holds the ad-

vanced degrees from Louisiana State

and Michigan State Universities. Be-

fore going to MSU, he was in sales

and advertising with Proctor and Gam-
ble in St. Louis, Mo.

Council On Jewish AV Gives
Awards At Recent Meeting
Representatives of 41 major national

Jewish commimal and education agen-

cies attended a conference of the Na-
tional Council on Jewish Audio-Visual
Materials on May 10th, .sponsored by
the American Association for Jewish
Education.

Citations were presented to "Judg-
ment at Nurenberg" for its "eloquent

Da-Lite
projection

screens . . .

preferred in

schools from

coast to coast

The great variety of models and
methods of installation, plus
proven performance dependability,

make Da-Lite projection screens

the popular choice In schools

throughout the nation. Now all

Da-Lite beaded screens have the

remarkable new White Magic 1 1®
Chemi-Cote glass-beaded surface

affording unique brilliance to wider

seating areas with greater sharp-

ness and clarity.

Write for information on screens to

suit your needs and the name of

your nearest Da-Lite Franchised
Audio-Visual Dealer.

Da-lite 16' x 16' Elecirol in the beau-
tiful auditorium of tiie Mainland Reg-
ional High School, linwood. New Jersey.

DfflE

SINCt 1909

DA-LITE Screen Co., Inc.

WARSAW, INDIANA Do-Lite 24' x 30' mechanized Scenic
Roller in the ultra modern gymnosium
of the Westminster High School, West-
minster, California.

and dramatic presentation of the re-

lationship of law to man's moral obli-

gations"; antl to WABC-TV, ABC
News in New York City, and Louis J.

Clickman, a real estate firm, for their

respective participation in the presen-

tation of the Eichmann trial.

Other awards went to a 16mm"non-
theatrical film producer, Keren Haye-
sod—Jerusalem for the film Years of
Destimj to the Commi.ssion on Jewish
Education, Union of American He-
brew Congregations, for Rav ami
Samuel: Teachers of Talmud, and to

the Bureau of Jewish Education of the

Jewish Federation-Council of Los
Angeles for outstanding audiovisual

services.

Colorado AV Group Elects
Heinich New President
Bob Heinich, audiovisual director at

Colorado Springs (Colo. ) Public
Schools, was elected to head the Colo-

rado Audio-Visual Association for

1962-63. He succeeds Bill Grimes of

the University of Colorado as head of

the as.sociation.

Other officers elected were: Harold
Bowman, director of the instructional

materials center, Colorado State Col-

lege, vice president; and Gene Wald-
mann, instructional materials counse-

lor, Cherry Creek Public Schools,

secretary-treasurer.

Other members of the Board of

Directors will be: John Payne, direc-

tor, Pueblo College and Pueblo Public
Schools Audio-Visual Center; John
Martin, director of audiovisual ser-

vices, Mesa County Valley Public

Schools; and Bernard McGowan, au-

diovisual director, Mapleton Public
Schools.

The major project for the Colorado
state group will be hosting the na-

tional DAM convention which will be
held in Denver in April, 1963. Local
chairman for the convention is Ralph
Sellinghausen, director of special ser-

vices of the Denver Public Schools;

state chairman is Bob de Keiffer, di-

rector of the Bureau of Audio-N'isual

Instruction at the University of Colo-

rado.

m fILM DOCIORS*

SPECIALISTS
in the science of

FILM

REJUVENATION
RAPIDWELD Process for:

• Scratch-Removal

• Abrasions • Dirt • "Rain"

Send for free Brochure

rap lit
FILM TECHNIQUE

Founded 19'^)

37-02C 27th St., Long Island City 1, N.Y.
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ED-lOV four-speed,

variable-speed. 10 watts
transformer-powered

EO-XO four-speed, fixed speed
a remarkable value.

R-12C4 R series

economy model, 10 watts.

AV-7 high performance
witK low weight and cost.

Why does Newcomb make so manyphonographs^

Yes, Newcomb does make a lot of different models— perhaps more than any other manu-
facturer in the world. Why? Requirements vary from school to school and from system to

system. This leads us to the heart of Newcomb's philosophy. Each Newcomb model is built

'to match a purpose ... to meet a need, not a price. In classroom phonographs alone Newcomb
'makes seventeen different models ranging from the basic, inexpensive ED-10 to the super-
deluxe AV-lOV monophonic, and the AVS-24 stereophonic. The common denominator of all

is quality- Newcomb quality, frequently imitated in part, never totally duplicated. Please
write for free catalogs of the series and types of equipment in which you are most interested
— phonographs, radios, portable transcription player/public address systems.

ISiEWCO
Newcomb Audio Products Company. Dept. C-7, 6824 Lexington Ave., Hollywood 38, Caiif.

THESE ARE THE 3 SERIES:
AV SERIES models have every ad-
vanced feature to provide the ut-

mostsatisfaction on any assignment.
A small premium buys the very best
in every respect.

R SERIES models are the year-in-
year-out favorites of more school
systems than any other line of audio
equipment. They provide time-
proven reliability, fine features,
high performance, modest price,
high value.

ED SERIES models are budget
stretchers, supplying all of the
basic essentials at the lowest cost
possible without any sacrifices of

Newcomb reliability.
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PHOTOPLAY FILMSTRIPS
In full color

$7.50
each

ANY THREE TITLES

$19.75

Ulysses—In full color, 64 frames, o pic-

foria) guide to the new Paramount screen

version of Homer's Odyssey, produced in

Italy. An invaluable aid to tlie study of

the classic. $7.50.

Th* Vikings—In full color, 47 frames,

based on the Kirk Douglas production.

$7.S0. With guide, $7.80.

A Lesson in Mythology—Explains Andro-

meda, the Minotaur, Iphigenia, etc., based
on M-G-M's The Living Idol. 25 frames,

color. $7.50.

Knights of the Round Table—A set of

two filmstrips. Part One, black-and-white,

25 frames, explains the background of the

story, its theme, its significance as on early

attempt to organize a league of nations.

Part Two, full color, 28 frames, tells the

story of the great legend, based on the

M-G-M photoploy. $7.50.

Adventure* of Robinson Crusoe—In full

color, 50 frames, a clear pictorial guide to

the Defoe classic, based on the United

Artists screen version. $7.50.

The Glass Slipper—The charming fairy

tale of Cinderella, told in a new way,
based on the M-G-M photoplay. 36 frames

in full color. $7.50. With guide, $7.80.

Romeo and Juliet—Shakespeare's great

love story illustrated in color from th*

J. Arthur Rank production filmed on loca-

tion in Verona and other Italian cities.

44 frames. $7.50. With guide, $7.80.

Hansel and Gretei—In full color, 42
frames, the highlights of the beloved fairy

tale OS performed by the charming Kine*

mins of Michael Myerberg's screen version,

released by RKO Radio Pictures. $7.50.

Greatest Show on Earth—In full color, a

lively pictorial guide to the circus, based on
Cecil B. DeMille's Technicolor Academy
Award -winning photoplay. 40 frames.

$7.50.

Money-Back Guarantee!

Alexander the Great—Biography of the first man to conquer the civilized world,

based on the photoplay. Shows Alexonder's effort to unite Europe ond Asio, o

tosk with which the U.N. is still faced. 55 frames. $7.50. With guide, $7.80.

Richard 111—Based on Laurence Olivier's colorful screen version of Shakespeore's

famous play. 48 frames. $7.50. With guide, $7.80.

In Black and White:

Julius Caesar, set of 2 filmstrips in black-

and-white, presenting 97 scenes in the

M-G-M screen version of the ploy. $7.00.
With guide, $7.30.

Columbus—Black-and-white, based on the

J. Arthur Rank production starring Fredric

March. 55 Frames. $3.00.

EDUCATIONAL & RECREATIONAL GlJIDES, Inc. • 105 New England Avenue, Suminit, New Jersey
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editorial

Space

Age

Perspective

Paul C. Reed

Probably the biggest challenge that we face these days is the need
to try to adjust thinking and actions to a world and universe that is

daily becoming more unlike anything ever known before. And the

worst of it is, the more adult a person is, the more difficult it is to do.

Somebody said that an adult is a person who goes around with
his memories. His thoughts are anchored in the past, and his judg-

ments and planning are based upon his experience. Conventionally

we've thought of this as wisdom. But maybe it isn't. Maybe if we
are to gain perspective that will fit the space age, and that will

enable us to meet the accelerating challenges of tomorrow, we
will have to concentrate our thoughts and plans on the future.

This takes mighty effort. It isn't easy to forget the past in favor

of the future. But that's what space age perspective is.

Let me try to be quite specific to our problems. Our constant

task is to help people who have information and ideas to com-
municate these to other people effectively. In your approach, and
in your planning are you anchored to the past or do you have

space age perspective? How limited are your horizons?

Do you assure that a school is pretty well equipped audiovisually

if it has a couple motion picture and filmstrip projectors, an over-

head, two radios, and a tv set? Or do you have the kind of spaace

age perspective that makes you nervously unsatisfied until there

is sufficient equipment so that every teacher can make use of

whatever audiovisuals he needs whenever he needs them? This

might even mean an inventory in the order of an overhead pro-

jector and a television receiver for every single classroom.

Past experience is no good as a base for planning audiovisual

programs for the space age. Appropriations and goals have been
woefully inadequate. We must plan on appropriations for educa-

tion and communication hardly dreamed of in the past. We can

no longer be restrained to last year's budget to meet today's chal-

lenge. Two tenths of one per cent of the nation's total school

budget for audiovisual equipment and materials is so ridiculously

low it is a national shame.

A nation that proudly affords the astronomical costs of continu-

ous communication with one great man orbiting the earth at sev-

enteen thousand miles per hour surely can willingly afford what-

ever it costs to help its teachers communicate effectively with all

the kids in our classrooms.

The editor of another journal' has said it better than I can, so

I endorse and quote with our italics his words: "An exploding

population, technology, and culture indicate that the time has

come for a degree of boldness not hitherto a part of our approach."

'H. Walter Shaw, in

Technical Education News.

Post Script; Just in case you noticed that the initial letters in the title

of this editorial spell a common word, you should know
that we too noticed it. But don't forget, there's more than

one meaning for the word "sap." Sap is "a vital juice; essen-

tial to life, healtli, or vigor." "Space Age Perspective" may
also be essential to our futures in the audiovisual business

and profession.

PCR
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National Audiovisual Convention

and Exhibit

National

Audio-Visual

Association

Friday, July 20

9 to 11 a. m. NAVA Executive Committee

meeting, Room 530.

9 a. m. to eve. Educational Developmental Lab
Sales meeting and dinner, Cotillion Room.

1 to 6:30 p. m. Bell & Howell meeting, Terrace

Casino.

3 to 5:30 p. m. Victor Animatograph Corp. Sales

Meeting, Embassy Room.

Saturday, July 21

8 to 10:45 a. in. NAVA First General Session;

Buffet breakfast to be served. Terrace

Casino.

9 a. m. to 6 p. m. A-V Education Forum, Holly-

wood Room.
Viewlex Sales Meeting,

Cousino Sales Meeting,

10:45 a. m. to 1:30 p. in.

Venetian Room.
10:45 a. m. to 1 p. m.

Promenade Room.
1 to 6 p. m. Exhibits open, 1st and 3rd floors.

1:30 to 5:30 p. in. Eastman Kodak setup, Vene-

tian Room.
2 to 5 p. m. NAVA Board of Directors Meeting

Parlor G.

5:30 to 8:30 p. m. Eastman Kodak Sales Meet-

ing and Buffet Dinner, Venetian & Walnut
Rooms, Parlor F.

9:30 p. m. to 2 a. m. NAVA Dance Party

Sunday, July 22
8 to 11 a. in. NAVA Religious Dealers Meeting,

Walnut Room.
8:30 to 10:30 a. in. Charles Beseler Company

Sales Meeting, Venetian Room.
9 to 11 a. in. Projection Optics Company Sales

Meeting, Parlor G.

9 to 11 a. m. Rheem Califone Sales Meeting,

Parlor F.

9 to 10:45 a. m. NAVA Canadian Members
Meeting, Room 528.

9 to 10:30 a. in. Electronic Teaching Labs Sales

Meeting, Promenade Room.
8:45 to 10:45 a. m. American Optical Co. Sales

Meeting, Embassy Room.
11 to 12 a. m. Audio-Visual Church Service,

Terrace Casino.

12 to 6 p. in. Exhibits open, 1st and 3rd floors.

12:30 to 2:30 p. in. National Institute of A-V
Selling Board of Governors Meeting, Prome-
nade Room.

2 to 4 p. in. NAVA Resolutions Committee
Meeting, Room 434.

•3 to 5 p. in. NAVA Industry and Business Coun-
cil Meeting, Room 432.

5 to 6 p. m. Rheem Califone Meeting, Venetian
Room.

6 to 7 p. m. NAVA Religious Council Meeting,

Room 532.

(Continued on page 362)

In prominent roles at the National Audio-Visual Convention

are the following (from left) : Mahlon Martin, Massillon, Ohio,

NAVA president; Harold Fischer, Orlando, Florida, convention

chairman: H. L. Wilson, president of Communications Incorpo-

rated and convention Keynote speaker; Dr. Carl S. Winters,

humorist and philosopher, second session headliner.
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Why Does Everybody
Call Overhead Proieotorsi—

VU-GRAPHS ?
Because 90% of all overhead projectors in use today are Beseler Vu-Graphs . . .

and, because the quality standards for all overhead projectors are established by Beseler Vu-Graphs.

Let's prove this with a quick "nuts and bolts" examination of the overhead projector

used in more schools than all others combined-the BESELER MASTER VU-GRAPH Overhead Projector .

First, there's a superb optical system-special

plastic Beseler Fresnel lens ... 4" diameter 14"

focal length f3.5 projection anastigmat objec-

tive (with low reflectance loss coating) . . .

optically ground and polished 5" diameter con-

denser ... and 1000 watt pre-focus lamp with

41/2" reflector. Result-From a 10" x 10" trans-

parency the Vu-Graph projects a sparkling crisp

image, as large as 13' x 13', even in fully lighted

rooms! And with the Beseler "100% pure light"

Fresnel this image is uniformly brilliant from

edge to edge ... no "dirty" corners or "brown"

pictures.

Next, there's the extra-short, offset projection

head post with simple collet fitting. Result-

Maximum lens rigidity providing vibration-free

images . . . oversized transparencies can be

used . . . assembling and disassembling Is a

snap.

Focusing is rack and pinion operated, and a

hinged rear view focusing mirror is part of the

projection head. Result-Extremely fast, precise

focusing ... no need to turn head to check

focus on screen.

The heavy acetate writing roll is built-in.

Result-The Vu-Graph "Electric Blackboard" is

always ready for use . . . no time-consuming

changes or adjustments to make ... and rolls

may be removed at any time without going to

the end.

Cooled by a motor operated, shock-mounted
centrifugal double blower. Result- Unlimited

projection time without overheating . . . cooling

is quiet and ultra efficient ... hot air is ex-

hausted away from, rather than into, face of

operator.

Hinged access door and lamphouse. Result

—Easy, instant servicing and lamp changing , . .

no tools necessary ... no panels to lose.

And the Vu-Graph has the most complete line

of accessories available. Result—Versatility plus

... use 31/2 X 4, 2 x 2, 35MM filmstrips,

tachistoscope, polarizing spinner, etc. with your
Vu-Graph.

There are many, many more features we
could point out on the Beseler Master

Vu-Graph . . . but, we said this would be

a "quick" examination, so we'd best stop

here, if, however, you really want to know
"Why Everybody Calls Overhead Projectors-

Vu-Graphs". ..write for complete informa-

tion. Or, better yet, have a Beseler A-V Con-

sultant bring a Vu-Graph to you for a real

"nuts and bolts" examination. *

r«z -
1 PROJECTION

DIVISION

CHARL.ES BESELER COMPANY
212L S. 18th SI. East Oronge, New Jersey

* Or visit booths J-99-100-101 NAVA Convention, Chicago
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Monday, July 23

8 to 10:45 a. m. NAVA Second General Session

Terrace Casino.

9 a. m. to 5 p. m. A-V Education Forum, Holly-

wood Room.

9 a. m. to 1 p. m. A-V Workshop for Industrial

Training Directors, Embassy Room.

9 a. m. all day A-V Conference of Medical and
Allied Sciences, Rooms 429, 432.

9:30 to 12 a. m. National Visual Presentations

Assn., Parlor G.

10:45 a. m. to 1 p. m. H. Wilson Corp. Sales

Meeting, Venetian Room.

10:45 a. m. to 1 p. m. Keuffel & Esser Sales

Meeting, Walnut Room.

10:4,5 a. in. to 1 p. m. Cathedral Films, Inc.

Sales Meeting, Parlor F.

10:45 a. m. to 3 p. m. Industrial A-V Associa-

tion Meeting, Promenade Room.

12:30 to 2:30 p. m. NAVA Luncheon for Past

Presidents, Room 605.

4:45 to 7 p. in. Craig Corp. Sales Meeting,

Venetian Room.

5 p. m. Modern Talking Picture Service Meet-
ing, Outside.

5 to 7:30 p. m. Elgeet Optical Co. Meeting,

Parlor F.

5 to 7:30 p. m. Broadman Films Sales Meeting,

Room 434.

12 to 6 p. m. Exhibits open, 1st and 3rd floors.

7:30 to 9:30 p. in. Film Showing, Terrace

Casino.

Tuesday, July 24
8 to 9:30 a. m. NAVA Western Dealers Meet-

ing, Walnut Room.

9 a. m. — all day A-V Conference of Medical
and Allied Sciences, Rooms 429, 432.

10:45 a. m. to 1 p. m. Electronics for Education
Meeting, Promenade Room.

12 to 6 p. m. Exhibits open, 1st and 3rd floors.

9 to 6 p. m. NAVA Film Council Meeting,
Parlor F.

6:30 to 10 p. m. Moody Institute of Science

Meeting, Moody Bible Institute, Chicago.

6:30 to 7:30 p. m. Morrison Cocktail Party for

NAVA members. Terrace Casino.

Wednesday, July 25

8 to 9 a. m. NAVA Exhibitors' Meeting, Parlor

F.

8 to 12 a. m. NAVA Film Council Meeting,

Hollywood Room.

9 a. m. to 1 p. m. Exhibits open, 1st and 3rd

floors.

1 to 2 p. 171. NAVA Board of Directors Lunch-
eon, Walnut Room.

2 to 5 p. m. NAVA Board of Directors Meet-
ing, Parlor F.

National Visual

Presentation Assn.
The Midwest chapter of the National Visual Presenta-

tion Association will conduct a Day of Visuals pro-

gram in conjunction with the 1962 National Audio-
Visual Convention in Chicago, July 21 thru the 24th.

W. J.
Connelly, President of the New York chapter of

N.V.P.A., will be the principal speaker.

The feature of the meeting will be a showing of

award-winning visuals in the following classifications:

motion pictures; fiimstrips, slides and overhead pro-

jection transparencies; flannel boards, flip charts and
other non-projected visuals.

Officers of the Midwest Chapter are: president, Don
Smith, International Harvester Co.; vice president,

Joseph C. McDonagh, Young & Rubicam, Inc.; vice

president, Howard Turner, DuKane Corp.; secretary,

Norman C. Lindquist, Fred A. Niles, Communication
Center; treasurer, Blair Adams, McKinsey & Co., Inc.

The Audiovisual Conference of Medical and Allied

Sciences will hold its tenth annual meeting under aus-

pices of NAVA on July 23-24.

Industrial Audio-
Visual Association
lAVA is a professional association of men employed
by business and industrial organizations to improve
industry communication with customers, employees,

(Continued on page 364)

New officers of lAVA for the 1962-63 term. Seated, left to right;

vice president, Illinois, John T. Hawkinson, Illinois Central

Railroad Company; president, James Craig, (General Motors
Corporation; 2nd vice president, Roliert C. McCaslin, Cater-

pillar Tractor Co.; Standing, left to right: southern regional

director, Joseph B. Stanaland, Jr., Southern Bell Tel. & Tel.

Company; secretary, Harold W. Daffer, Minneapolis-Honeywell

Regulator Company; assistant secretary, Donald G. Peterson,

(Caterpillar Tractor Co.; 1st vice president, William J. Connel-

ly, Union Carhide Plastics Company; treasurer, Frederick J.

Woldt, Illinois Bell Telephone Company; western regional

director, Ira Thatcher, United Air Lines, Inc.
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MOVE A-V Equipment to where

you want to use it! Safely. . . Qokkly!
Now you can move all kinds of audio-visual equipment anywhere . . . from
room to room . . . from building to building with a LUXOR Mobile combi-
nation transportation and projector stand. Always ready to move ... to use.

You are in full control. The LUXOR travels in a
straight line. Swinging and swaying eliminated.

Large rubber<lired wheels moke it easy to move
over door sitis, rough and uneven floors.

Precision built with V4-inch square tubular steel

frame legs, welded construction.

Ball-bearing wheels with MB hand-lock brakes to

eliminate "swivel swing" when projector is oper-
ating. Large free-rolling front swivel casters.

Mobility! .... projector, screen,

films transported all at one time,

quickly and easily. No. 88E Equip-

metit Storage cabinet In LUXOR
Mobile Stand.

No. 3610 LUXOR

%6W
with 10' Wheels
and two 4'

swivel casters

Top covered with sound-obsorbing rubber mot an-
chors projector. Dampens unwanted noise and vi-

brotion.

Top and 2 shelves hove guard rails to prevent equip-
ment and material from slipping off when being
moved.

Center shelf adjustoble to desired position.

Corners are rounded.

Finished in hammerloid silver-grey, baked-on.

Convenient height for record player, opaque
ond overhead projectors, tape recorders and
other AV equipment. Big top and 2 shelves

20''W X 24"D. Height 36". Handles detach-

able. Two 10" semipneumatic, ball-bearing
wheels with MB hand- lock brakes, holding

stand rigid, eliminating "creeping." Two 4"

roll-easy rubber wheel swivel casters. Approx.
shpg. wt. 50 lbs. Shipped ASSEMBLED.
The models below same as No. 3610 except
each one is equipped with 4 casters:

No. 3605 Height 37". Equipped with four 5"

swivel casters, 2 with brakes $59.60

No. 3604 Height 36". Has four 4" swivel cast-

ers, 2 with brakes $58.60

No. 3603 Height 35". Has four 3" swivel cast-

ers, 2 with brakes $57.60

No. 3602 Height 34". Has four 2" swivel

casters 2 with brakes $56.60
(Nos. 400E, 400, 24, 4E (See p. 5), 38T (page 4), 88E,
88R and 88T (p. 8) moy be placed on the center shelf
when at its lowest position. Or, on the lower shelf of
models equipped with 4 casters.)

This is a page front

our catalog No. 2.

A complete copy will

be sent upon request.

Popular 3-Shelf LUXOR Mobile Projection Stand

k.1 An,n fAUOU with 12' wheals and
No. 'iZlZ '{J J two 5' swivel casters

Here's the practical LUXOR
Mobile Projector Stand for most
schools. It's versatile! Ample
room for all types of projectors,

other audio-visual equipment
and material. Guard rails on top
and shelves assui'e safe move-
ment. No straps needed. Ma-
neuvers quickly into place.

BIG top and 2 shelves 20"W x 24"D.
42" High. Two 1

2" semi-pneumatic,

ball-bearing wheels with MB hand-lock

brakes, holding stand rigid, eliminating

"creeping." Two 5" roll-easy rubber
wheel swivel casters. High and low
position for detachable handles. Shipped
ASSEMBLED. Shpg. wt. approx. 55 lbs.

Models below same as No. 4212 ex- "^^^ '"^^''h'
cept each equipped with 4 casters:

No. 4205 Height 42". Has four 5"

casters, 2 with brakes $64.80

No. 4204 Height 41". Has four A" ,m ... , = , .:, m ««j' ^ (No. 88E for Equipment Storage, No. 88k or
casters, 2 with brakes $63.80 No. 88T and Not. 400E, 400, 24, 4E or 38T
fcj >in/\o u • Lx Ar\" u c '\ii "loy be placed in the No. 4212 on center shelf
No. 4203 Height 40 . Has four 3' ^he„ it is at lowest position. Or, these cabi-

Casters, 2 with brakes $62.80 nets may be placed on the lower shelf of the

models equipped with 4 casters.) See Catolog.

Lowboy No. 2608 LUXOR

WITHOUT HANDLES
with 8" Wheels ond
two 3' swivel costers

JACK C. COFFEY CO., i,

NORTH Chicago, Illinois

You can sit when using A-V equipment on this Low-
boy LUXOR. For overhead and opaque projectors,

record players, tape recorders and other equipment.
BIG top and shelves 20"W x 24"D. Height 26'.

Handles detachable. Two 8" semi-pneumatic, ball-

bearing wheels with MB hand-lock brakes, holding
stand rigid, eliminating "creeping." Two 3" roll-

easy rubber wheel casters. Shpg. wt. approx. 44 lbs.

Shipped ASSEMBLED. Handles extra $6.40
The following models are the same as the No. 2608
(without handles) except each one equipped with

4 costers:

No. 2603 Height 26". Has four 3" swivel casters, 2
with brakes (instead of 8" wheels) $47.80

No. 2604 Height 27". Has four 4" swivel casters,

2 with brakes $48.80

No. 2605 Height 28". Has four 5" swivel casters,

2 with brakes $49.80

No. 2602 Height 25". Hos four 2' swivel casters,

2 with brakes $46.80
(No. 3BT (page 4), Nos. 4E and 24 (page 5] may be placed
on the lower shelf on models equipped with 4 casters.)

Order from your nearby
Audio • Visual education

or school supply dealer.
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owners and the general public through better produc-

tion and use of audio-visual devices and methods. It

will hold its Central Regional meeting at the Morrison

Hotel on Monday, July 23. The meeting will concen-

trate on bringing together the Central Region lAVA
members primarily for the purpose of visiting the

NAVA Exhibits. In addition, we will have an oppor-

tunity to view and discuss A-V materials produced

by members and used in their particular responsi-

bilities

Audiovisual
Education Forum
When EFLA decided to hold

its usual annual-summer meet-

ing at the time of the Ameri-

can Film Festival in Decem-
ber, the NAVA meeting was

left without any 'educational'

program. To fill that gap the

Illinois AV Association organ-

ized a program two years ago

and asked neighboring states

to assist by taking turns in

completing the job. Wisconsin was in charge of

the program last year, Minnesota (Audio Visual

Coordinators Association of Minnesota) is in

charge this year. Robert Shager, St. Paul Public

Schools; Tom Tripet, Robbinsdale Public Schools,

and Willard Philipson and Neville Pearson of

the University of Minnesota have collaborated

on the program.

July 21

July 22

July 23

Registration

Screening of American Film Festi-

val Blue Ribbon Award Filnas

NAVA Interfaith Service Exhibits

9:30 Title VII Research Reports

To Date
Dr. James McPherson, U. S.

Office of Education

The Cross Media Approach
Mr. Alan Fiers, Minneapolis

Public Schools

DAVI Luncheon
"The Technological Devel-

opment Project"

Dr. James Finn, University

of Southern California

"Our Debt To The Past"

Mr. William Kruse, Audio-

visual Education leader for

the past 40 years.

"Combining Tlie Past And
The Present Changes We
Would Like to See In AV
Equipment"
A chance for the Audience
to Participate

10:30

12:00

2:00

3:00

3:45

AV Conference of

Medical and Allied

Sciences
The 1962 Conference, for the first time a two-day

session, will feature workshops on a number of prob-

lems which have been of growing concern to the

medical and health professions. A workshop on spon-

sored medical films and television will be held on

Monday afternoon, July 23rd, with representatives

from the professional organizations, financial sponsors,

national advertising agencies, film producers and dis-

tributors. The role of "Audiovisual techniques in med-
ical research centers" will be presented in the Tuesday
morning session, July 24th, and a workshop on prob-

lems in "Professional Film Making" will be held in

the Tuesday afternoon session.

A featiue program on Monday evening, July 23rd,

will present Commander Edward Bird speaking on

"Medical Television." Other speakers who have already

accepted invitations to the Conference will include

David S. Ruhe, M.D., Director of the Audiovisual

Medical Center at Kansas University; Ralph Creer,

Director of Medical Motion Pictures and Television of

the American Medical Association; Edwin J. Foster,

Ph.D., Director of the Educational Media Council;

Lee Bobker, President of Vision Associates, and Cyrus

Wexler of Wexler Film Productions, representing film

producers; James O'Neill of Becton-Dickinson, and

Jack Borland of the Smith, Kline & French Medical

Film Center, representing financial sponsors.

Present officers of the Conference are Kathryn Lin-

den, director of the American Nurses' Association and
National League for Nursing Film Service, chairman;

Darryl Miller, director. Bureau of Audiovisual Service

of the American Dental Association, co-chairman; Dr.

Marvin W. Shapiro, former president of the American
Association of Podiatry, secretary.

See pages 366, 370

for special

Ed-Screen features

on

"AV in the

Space Age ff
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Mr.Europe and The Common Market
A 16mm Sound B/W Film as presemed on the CBS Television Network
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Throughout the world, teachers and students of economics, history and social studies, industrialists,

statesmen, trade unionists, agriculturists and philosophers are studying the growth of a new center

of strength for western civilization—The Common Market.

Carousel Films, Inc., therefore, is proud to present "Mr. Europe and The Common Market," the

"CBS Reports" film first presented on the CBS Television Network.

This timely and informative film examines one of the

great revolutions of history, the establishment of a

union of European countries— France, Italy, West Ger-

many, Belgium, the Netherlands and Luxembourg— in

The Common Market. It further explores the economic

relationship between a United States of Europe and the

United States of America.

The past two centuries of European history are depicted

through interesting animated scenes. We see how an-

cient boundaries emphasized the differences between

the countries of Western Europe, hindered their eco-

nomic growth, and added frustration, red tape and

higher duties. The film points out that such duties would

be eliminated in a United States of Europe.

CBS News correspondent David Schoenbrun interviews

university students, merchants, and the chief architect

of The Common Market— Jean Monnet, known as "Mr.

Europe."

Winston Churchill has said, "The United Europe move-

ment is the sole means of preventing another hideous

war." President John F. Kennedy has called it "one

of the greatest challenges to the American people."

FOR INFORMATION WRITE OR CALL
DAVID B. DASH OF CAROUSEL FILMS,
INC., 1501 BROADWAY, N.Y.C. 36, N.Y.
BRYANT 9-6734... OR ORDER NOW.

16MM SOUND FILM B/W
RUNNING TIME: 51 MIN.

SALE
PRICE

NO. OF
PRINTS

Mail to: Carousel Films, Inc., 1501 Broadway, N.Y.C. 36, N.Y.

NAMF

nRr:ANi7ATinN

"MR. EUROPE AND
THE COMMON MARKET"

$250 AnnpFSC!

CITY 70NF STATF



The Space Age And
Audiovisual Materials

by Kenneth B. Hobbs

JL HE National Aeronautics and Space Administra-

tion is responsive to the National Aeronautics and

Space Act of July 29, 1958, which charged NASA with

providing for the widest practicable and appropriate

dissemination of information concerning space explo-

ration activities and results. NASA carries out this

charge by ensuring that educators, students, and the

general public are provided with suitable and ade-

quate educational information and services in the

realm of the peaceful utilization of space.

As the pre-eminent public scientific and technical

agency in this area, NASA must make certain that

from its unique resources there will be a constant and

useful flow of information which will help non-scien-

tific citizens to understand the results of the Agency's

space-oriented activities and to cope effectively with

the problems of the Space Age. At the same time,

NASA also must assist educational institutions and
professional organizations to keep pace with fast mov-
ing space developments and to assist in the adequate

preparation of scientists and technicians to satisfy the

growing demands for such talent in order to meet the

needs of the nation in its program of space explora-

tion.

According to Dr. Hugh L. Dryden, deputy adminis-

trator of the Agency, "The impact of space explora-

Kenneth B. Hobbs is a specialist in educational

television and radio in the Office of Educational

Programs and Services of the National Aeronautics

and Space Administration.
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The first Saturn C-1 launch vehicle, fully assembled in the Fabrication

and Assembly Engineering building at NASA's Marshall Space Flight

Center, Huntsville, Ala. This first Saturn research and development

vehicle stands 162 ft. high.

tion on education may be summarized as: (1) a

demand for the training of more scientists and engi-

neers to meet the needs of the expanding role of

science and technology in the modern world; (2) a

demand to recognize the presence of various levels of

intellectual ability by adapting the content of the cur-

riculum, teaching method, and the rate of progress to

the needs of the several groups; (3) a demand for re-

vision of the course material by scientists and educa-

tors working in collaboration; (4) a deinand for better

trained teachers qualified in the subject matter as

well as in educational techniques and (5) the wider
teaching of general courses in science as a part of the

cultural heritage of every educated person."

The responsibilities and activities of the Office of

Educational Programs and Services (OEPS) encom-
pass programs for the development, production and
distribution of publications, reports, exhibits, historical

documents, motion pictures and other visual aids that

communicate the desired infonnation to teachers, stu-

dents and the lay public.

NASA educational services attempt not only to ex-

plain the scientific aspects of space activity but to

give some insight as well into the social, economic and
political implications of man's peaceful utilization of

space. Basic to this program is the belief that space
exploration, with its many ramifications, is a societal

force having a profound effect upon all mankind.

One of the earliest devices used by NASA was the
"Spacemobile," now in its second active summer.

The Spacemobile is a travehng space science dem-
onstration unit. It consists of a specially designed
vehicle embodying several AV devices which carries

the necessary personnel and equipment to various as-

signments. The personnel serve as lecturers and

drivers. The equipment includes models of the major

NASA satellites, launch vehicles and manned space-

craft configurations. Demonstration materials such as

motion pictures, slides and illustrated publications

are utilized along with science experiments to illus-

trate basic concepts essential to comprehending knowl-

edge of space science and exploration.

Nasa makes available in useful form much of the

exciting motion picture footage on our rocket launches,

the work on our scientific satellites, experimentation

with high speed aircraft and on many other unusual

and intriguing technological developments. As a sole

source for much of this information, NASA is working

diligently to make it available as fully as possible to

classroom teachers and adult groups across the nation

and around the world in all types of direct projection

situations.

At the present time, two of NASA's 16mm, color

documentary films, The Mastery of Space and Friend-

ship Seven are being distributed on contract with com-
mercial film distributors. The Mastery of Space is be-

ing handled by Association Films, Inc., while Friend-

ship Seven is under contract to United World Films,

Inc. The remainder of NASA's completed films are

handled on an in-house distribution system. All films,

regardless of method of distribution, are free loan

films. In addition to completed productions, the NASA
Motion Picture Depository is available to individuals

and production organizations desiring to obtain stock

footage. NASA regulations require submission of a
script or outline to the depository and film is avail-

able on a cost basis.

In addition to producing motion picture films, 2x2,

3V4x4 and overhead projector slides, charts and film
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strips, NASA operates, through a contractor, a motion
picture depository and distribution program. Hun-
dreds of thousands of feet of films are catalogued in

16mm and 35mm. Likewise, magnetic tapes are cata-

logued, stored and made available to meet public re-

quests. Thousands of feet of silent motion picture foot-

age is developed and organized in files with con-
tinuity for use for technical, scientific and briefing

purposes.

NASA has made and will make on an increasing

scale presentations on many TV programs—on educa-
tional television channels and on commercial channels
as well. NASA works not only with commercial tele-

vision and film producers and units but also with uni-
versity film and television units, individual educational
TV stations, and non-profit organizations and institu-

tions. Quite naturally, a great many of NASA's mo-
tion picture films are utilized by television stations

throughout the world.

It is obvious, even to the casual observer, that NASA
wishes to utilize the most effective and efficient means
of disseminating the vast amount of information that
is produced by the Agency and its programs. It is only
natural that the customary media are used to the full-

est, but it is also worth noting that increasing reliance
is made upon the several audiovisual aids in order to
obtain the most efficient presentations with maximum
clarity.

NASA 16mm Motion Pictures
(Subject to Periodic Revision)

The following selected 16mm motion pictures are
available to the public on a free loan basis. There is

no charge for film rental, but the requestor must pay
modest return transportation and insurance costs.

Requests for films should be addressed to:

National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Code AFEE-3
Washington 25, D. C.

General Interest Film
1. The Mastery of Space—1962-58 minutes, sound,

color. Traces the development of Project Mercury,
U.S. man-in-space program and documents the
flight of Freedom Seven as well as the orbital

flight of Friendship Seven on February 20, 1962.

Project Gemini, Apollo and the Saturn booster are
also briefly discussed. HQ-9
This film should be ordered from:

Association Films, Inc.

347 Madison Avenue
New York 17, N. Y.

2. Friendship Seoen—1962—58 minutes, sound, col-

or. Depicts the day of Astronaut John Glenn—the
day when he orbited the earth three times. Limited
to the documentation of Project Mercury, with a
close look at the several international tracking sta-

tions around the world.

This film should be ordered from :

United World Films, Inc.

1445 Park Avenue
New York 29, N. Y.
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Top: the NASA Spacemobile lecturcr-demonslration includes

these and many other srale model spacecraft and scientific

demonstrations as well as slides and motion picture film.

Below: Three NASA personnel suited in spaceflight restraining

gear prepare to climb aboard the Apollo spacecraft, the most

complete manned flight device ever designed and built for

earth orbit and lunar landing.

3. Beating the Heat—1958—19 min., sound, color.

Depicts some of the NASA facilities for studying

problems of aerodynamic heating and decelera-

tion. HQ-1 (L-215)

4. Celestial Mechanics and the Lunar Probe—1958—

12 min., sound, color (animated film). Describes

mechanics of guiding Lunar Probes. HQa-26

5. NASA Roundtable—Scientists Discuss the Moon—
1960—18 min., sound, black & white; R. Jastrow, G.

de Vaucouleurs, T. Gold, H. Urey and N. Christo-

filos. HQ-16

6. Research Newsreel—1958—2S min., sound, color.

(Lewis Research Center). Describes research at

Lewis Laboratory during 1957.
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7. Time and Space-1959—27 min., sound, color. De-

scribes the construction and launching of Juno II,

Pioneer IV space probe. HQa-27

8. United States Space Explorations, J958-1959-19

min., sound, color, U. S. space efforts beginning

with Explorer I and ending with Pioneer III. HQ-8

9. Tiros, Experimental Weather Satellite-1960-l3V2

min., sound, color. HQa-25

10. Tiros 77—1960—6 min., sound, color; portrays the

recent advances in meteorological satellites since

j
the launch of Tiros I. HQa-31

11. Project Mercury, Congressional Report—1960—33
min., sound color; technical and limited general

audience.

12. Project Mercury Report No. 2-1960-30'/2 min.,

sound, color; photographic report; shows the prog-

ress of Project Mercury to the Summer of 1960.

13. X-IS-Documentorj/—1960—27 min., sound, color.

(Produced by North American Aviation, Inc.,

under contract for X-15, a joint Air Force/Navy/

NASA project.) HQa-28

14. Next 100 Years-1959-27 min., sound, black &
white, kinescope. Dr. Hibbs discusses the flight of

Pioneer III, also the past history and future prom-
ise of rocket power. HQ-14

15. Project Echo—1960—27 min., sound, color. Tells

the story of Thor-Delta I and Thor-Delta II. Thor-

Delta II place Echo I, a 100' sphere, in orbit as a

passive communications satelUte, August 12, 1960.

HQ-24

16. Saturn—Giant Thrust into Space—1961—10 min.,

sound, color. This film shows the work and plans

of the NASA concerning the Saturn booster. HQ-36

XI. Echo in Space—1961—14 min., sound, color. (A

;
short version of "Project Echo" HQ-24). HQ-37

18. Unmanned Spacecraft—1961—14y2 min., sound,

color. Dr. Hugh L. Dryden introduces on camera

the subject of the aims of the U. S. space program.

The successful launches of the scientific program
of 1959 and 1960 are shown. Dr. Homer E. Newell

shows models of the Ranger, Surveyor, Mariner,

future spacecraft. HQ-38

19. Flight of Freedom Secen—1961—10 min., sound,

color. Newsreel of Astronaut Shepard's fhght.

HQ-47

20. Freedom Seuen—1961—28Vi min., sound, color.

Produced by the NASA Space Task Group. This

film is about Astronaut Shepard's sub-orbital

launch. It describes part of the training he re-

ceived for this launch; takes him through the last

few days before the launch and shows liis recovery

and his reception aboard the carrier. Lake Champ-
lain. HQ-51

21. Astronaut Shepard Reports on Spoce—1961—20
min., sound, color. This film shows Astronaut Alan

B. Shepard receiving the NASA Distinguished Serv-

ice Medal from President Kennedy at the White

House, May 8, 1961. Shepard's press conference

later that day is shown illustrated by film of his

fli^t.

22. Father of the Space Age-1961-18 min., sound,

black and white. Traces the development of Dr.

Goddard's "moon rocket" research from his early

manhood through his final efforts in development

of liquid fueled guided rockets; includes commen-
taries by Mrs. Goddard, original motion picture

coverage of Dr. Goddard's rocket tests, scenes of

the dedication of Goddard Space Fhght Center

and the posthumous presentation of the coveted

Langley Medal awarded in 1959.

Technical Film
These technical motion pictures would be of inter-

est to scientists and engineers in government and
industry; science and engineering teachers; and, senior

and graduate, university, science and engineering

students.

1. Aerodynamic Heating and Deceleration During

Entry into Planetary Atmospheres—1958—29 min.,

sound, black and white. HQ-5

2. Chemistry of Meteor Vaporization—19&)—29 min.,

sound, color. HQ-6

3. High Temperature Materials—1958—27 min., sound,

color. Tests of various materials at elevated tem-

peratures to determine their suitability for high

temperature applications. HQ-4

4. Perfortnance of Long Range Hypervelocity Ve-

hicles—1958—SO min., sound, black and white.

HQ-2

The following four films comprise the Space Biology

Series.

5. How Did Life Begin?—1961—20 min., sound, color.

Dr. Sidney Fox of Florida State University dis-

cusses the evolutionary relationships of various

protein molecules. He traces his synthesis of arti-

ficial protein. HQ-32

6. The Chemistry of Life—1961—19 min., sound, col-

or. Dr. Melvin Calvin of University of California,

Berkeley, describes the chemical building blocks

of life, and discusses his experiments with meteor-

ites as a possible environment for the production

of life. HQ-33

7. Life on Other Planets—1961—21 min., sound, color.

Dr. Joshua Lederberg of Stanford University dis-

cusses the possibility of life existing on other

planets. He tells of the various ways that life could

have been introduced, and he describes the meth-

ods for detecting and investigating this problem.

HQ-34

8. Decontamination of Space Ve^tcies—1961—18 min.,

sound, color. Dr. Charles Phillips and Mr. Robert

K. Hoffman of Fort Detrick, Maryland, discuss the

biological problems and the need for the decon-

tamination of space vehicles. They show different

methods of achieving this decontamination. HQ-35
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Photography

Man's

"Eye"

In

Space

by William F, Swaiin

JLN the hundred years before the present era of

rocket astronomy began, the human race had observed
the sun's corona for a total span of perhaps one hour.

The reason: the corona—the sun's turbulent outer

atmosphere—is so drowned by the greater brilliance

of the disc that scientists had to wait for the rare and
precious moments when the sun was eclipsed by the

moon. An astronomer might travel thousands of miles

to observe such an echpse, only to have a cloud pass

over the sun at a vital moment.
Today, however, scientists can peer at the corona at

will through the sharp eye of a camera lens caried

above the earth's atmosphere by rockets. An orbiting

solar observatory was launched by the United States

in March. A second, more sophisticed version sched-

uled for late this year will "see" parts of the corona,

extending 20 million miles outward, that never could

be observed from earth, even during a total eclipse.

Continuous observation of the solar corona is just

one of the ways in which scientists have been able to

expand our knowledge of the universe since the ad-
vent of the space age. Now that we can leave the con-
cealing blanket of the earth's atmosphere behind us,

an astronomical revolution is underway. And photog-
raphy will rank as one of its major tools.

At Cape Canaveral, where up to 100 still and movie
cameras record every major launching, some $500,000

worth of film is used each year, providing valuable

infonnation on everything from the rocket's path to

the way the fuel is burning through color analysis

of the exhaust.

In space, film makes a record of information gath-

ered by the telescope and the spectroscope, two in-

struments which continue to be the astronomer's most
valuable tools. More faithfully than the inattentive

and often inaccurate human eye, the camera can turn

its superior hght-gathering faculties toward the faint-

est stars, perceiving color that the unaided eye cannot

see. The high-resolution capabilities of modern photo-

graphic emulsions could actually record finer images
than present-day lenses can transmit. This ultra-sharp

vision is particularly important to the rocket astrono-

mer. Among the pictures that have been brought back
from outer space:

—Never-before-seen white dots floating in sun spots.

The dots, less than 200 miles across, are thought to be
concentrations of hot gases compressed by the mag-
netic field of sun spots. Knowing that they exist, scien-

tists can draw advanced theoretical conclusions about
the nature of the mysterious sun spots themselves.

—Giant swirls of clouds, more than a thousand
miles in diameter, with clear eyes in the center. First

seen from the weather satellite Tiros I, the huge cloud

vortexes dramatically demonstrate the world-wide con-

ditions that affect local weather, and offer a key to

how weather is formed.

—Spectroscopic breakdowns of ultraviolet hght
from the sun which reveal the Lyman-alpha hne: a
hydrogen emission line which is impossible to capture
from earth because of atmospheric absorption. Such
rocket spectrograms furnish valuable information

about the composition of the sun's chromosphere, the

10,000 mile deep transition area between the photo-
sphere and the 1,000,000 degree solar corona.

Even more spectacular achievements are expected
in the near future, from close-up pictures of the sur-

faces of Mars, Venus and Jupiter, to the discovery of

stars never before seen.

Because recovery of the film package is not always
possible, a large portion of pictures from outer space
come to us via the coarser, low-resolution images of

television. Even in this kind of system, photography
plays a vital role in producing a convenient and per-

manent record for detailed analysis.

Visible light is not the only form of radiant energy
utilized by space astronomers. In gathering informa-
tion about the universe, they explore the entire electro-

magnetic spectrum, from the longest radio waves to

the short emissions below the ultraviolet—including

As manager of Eastman Kodak Company's Spe-

cial Sensitized Products Sales division, WiUiam F.

Swann is intimately acquainted ivith photogra-

phy's role in space research.
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Visible ill this shot from .-piK i- iirc the Rocky Mountains ami ihc (.ulf of California.

X-rays, gamma rays and cosmic rays. Specially-engi-

neered photographic emulsions take "pictures" by
virtually every wave length below and including infra-

red. An example of this kind of photographic wizardry
is the portrait gallery of the sun now in existence, in-

cluding pictures taken by ultraviolet, Lyman-alpha
radiation, and even by x-ray. Each of these varied
portraits reveals new facts about the way the nuclear
furnace in the sky works.

When John Glenn rocketed into outer space Febru-
ary 20, NASA scientists knew in advance that he
would not have to worry about lethal radiation. The
reason: he had been preceded in space by film

"badges" similar to those protecting atomic research
workers. A satellite last year brought back the first

photographic dosimetry records of radiation in the
Van Allen belt surrounding the earth at altitudes

higher than Glenn's orbit.

Among Glenn's chores, as he whirled around the
earth, were some photographic ones. Included in his

equipment was a small spectrograph carrying spectro-

scopic film, ultraviolet sensitized. Glenn himself was
continuously photographed on Ekta-chrome film by a
pilot observer camera which produced a record show-
ing man's reactions in the strange environment of
orbital flight.

I
One of photography's most esoteric tasks in space-

age research is tracing the tracks or "footprints" of

high-energy nuclear particles—a project of intense in-

terest to nuclear physicists. In this area photographic
pellicles are expected to make a significant contribu-
tion.

Hundreds of these "pellicles"—sheets of unsupported
highly-sensitive emulsion—are stacked in layers to

make cubes as much as a foot and a half thick. Theii-

purpose: to record tracks of high-energy nuclear par-
ticles from man-made atom smashing machines such
as the cyclotron as well as nuclear particles from
outer space.

Photographic nuclear track plates can record tracks

of low energy particles which stop within the emul-
sion. However the high energy types travel so fast

that the relatively thin emulsion cannot even slow
them down. They can be tracked however, by the
thicker emulsion of the pellicles. The result is a new
science of high energy particle astronomy, painting a
picture of the universe through the shortest wave
lengths of the electromagnetic spectrum.

As man continues his epic journey into the unknown,
there is at least one sure bet: no matter how far he
vaults into space, the wide-ranging eyes of photo-
graphic cameras and film will surround him like a
cluster of stars, pointing the way to the farthest

reaches of the universe.

John Glenn, as photographed during the course of his orbital
flight.
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The Case For Upgrading Of

Equipment Standards

by Robert E. Browning

A HE equipment standards recommendation spelled

out later in this article has been in effect now for

approximately a year and a half. Its definite influence

may never be calculated; however, certain trends are

most evident even to the casual observer. These trends

are influencing the educational pattern in Southern
California to a marked degree. School districts are

thinking in positive terms as to upgrading their pres-

ent equipment inventories as well as devoting specific

portions of their budgets toward the replacement of

older pieces of equipment.

The aforementioned equipment standards recom-
mendation developed early in 1961 as a project of the

Audio-Visual Education Association of California,

Southern Section, has provided ammunition for de-

cided change in those districts financially able to

help meet the increasing demands for a better edu-

cational program.

If the reader will forgive the use of approximate

District A.D.A.

Schools per district

Classrooms per district

Classrooms with Light Control

Mounted Screens

Motion Picture Projectors

Shde and Filmstrip Projectors

Transparency Projectors

Opaque Projectors

Tachistoscope Attachments
Phonographs
Radios

Tape Recorders

Television Receivers

Public Address Systems

372

( Average per clistrict

)

Janl Mayl in-

1961 1962 crease

9516 9775 3%
12 12 —

309 315 2%
168 156 (-)7%
83 85 2%
34 38 11%
31 35 12%
6 7 17%
7 9 29%
5 6 20%

90 108 20%
35 36 3%
22 26 19%
13 23 77%
13 16 23%

figures, perhaps he will find additional information of

interest in this breakdown ( column 1 ) as to growth of

equipment inventories in certain schools of Los An-
geles County. One-third of the districts in the county

were polled (time was the limiting factor) and these

are the results. They show the approximate increase in

specific requested areas of the audiovisual equipment
inventory within 19 districts in Los Angeles County
(10 unified districts, 3 secondary districts, 6 elemen-
tary districts, 50 secondary schools, 182 elementary
schools )

.

Needless to say, in nearly every case mentioned
above, the percentage figure is in no way indicative

of what each of the districts polled had to report. A
district with 536 classrooms, 499 of which have light

control, is bound to skew the over-all results obtained.

The above results do show, however, a substantial

gain over and above the normal growth factor of

about 3 percent as indicated by gain in A.D.A. and
the average number of new classrooms per district.

The equipment standards recommendation which
follows was the result of committee action involving

12 audiovisual personnel with varied backgrounds of

state, county, city and building experience.

Pierce E. Patterson, director of audiovisual services

from the Orange County Schools was chairman of the

committee, on which this writer was privileged to

serve.

The previous Equipment Standards Recommenda-
tion of the Audio-Visual Education Association of

California-Southern Section, made in 1955, included

two categories: basic and recommended. Realizing

the pressures upon the superintendent and the busi-

ness manager, the present committee felt that in the

great majority of cases where the recommendation
was looked upon as a guide, the "basic" category
would be followed more readily than the much more
effective, "recommended." For this reason one of the

first decisions made by the 1961 committee was that

of establishing a single category only, a recommenda-
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^ ^We assume that some person will be adequately-

trained and informed concerning the function,

usage and availahility of materials for

the various items of equipment and that such

person will he in or available to the school^ ^

tion that all school personnel, audiovisual-oriented

or not, could be proud of.

Separate recommendations were developed for ele-

mentary and secondary grades because of the differ-

ent needs of these levels. The teacher was used as the

individual unit at the elementary level; however the

secondary recommendation was made in reference to

a specified number of students.

These recommendations were made with the full

realization of budgetary Hmitations. They are not min-

imum standards nor do tliey represent equipment
that would not be utilized to the full degree in the

effectiveness of the educational program. An outstand-

ing opportunity for learning is not possible unless the

instructional materials are made available to the

teacher.

Administrators concerned with equipment piuchase

and utilization should familiarize themselves with the

figures that follow. These recommendations were not

arrived at lightly. Much thought and the results of

the experience gained through many years of audio-

visual service by the various committee members
went into the formulation of these recommendations.

It is the sincere hope of the committee that these

recommendations will serve the purpose for which
they were established: to help in the upgrading of

equipment, both quantity and quality, available to

the teachers at the local level.

Audio Visual Equipment Standards

Recommended By AVEAC-SS, 1961

Basic Assumptions

Any suggested set of standards must have certain

underlying basic assumptions. The following impor-
tant assumptions make our standards more logical and
reasonable.

1. We assume that each school will have or provide
strategically located storage facilities for equipment.

2. We assume that some person will be responsible for

the orderly storage and usage of equipment at the
school.

3. We assume that some person will be responsible for

the flow of materials within, or in and out of, a
school, or both.

4. We assume that some person will be adequately

trained and informed concerning the function, usage

and availability of materials for the various items

of equipment and that such person will be in the

school or available to the school.

5. We assume some plan for maintenance of equip-

ment, and the obtaining of supplies and materials

for the equipment.

(Standards listed on following two pages)
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Equipment Standards For Elementary Schools K-6

EQUIPMENT
1. Classroom Light Control

2. Motion Picture Projector

With Mobile Stand and Spare Reels

3. Combination 2x2 Slide and
Filmstrip Projector

4. Low Power Filmstrip Projector

5. Screens

A. Classroom Wall Type

B. Tripod, Portable

C. Auditorium, Multi-Purpose Room,
Cafeteria

6. Playbacks

A. Record Plaver, 12" Turntable with

Output Jack for Headphones
B. Record Player with External Speaker

and Microphone Input. Suitable for

Portable P.A.

7. Tape Recorder, 2 speed, Dual Track

8. Junction Box and 6 Headphones

9. Overhead Projector with Mobile Stand

10. Public Address System with turntable

11. Microphone

A. Standard with Floor and Table
Stand

B. Lavalier for Outside Use
C. Additional Mikes and Mixer

12. Power Megaphone, Portable

13. Camera
A. 35mm.
B. Polaroid

14. Radio

A. AM-FM, 6" Speaker

B. Radio for Conelrad
15. Television with Mobile Stand

16. Opaque Projector with Mobile Stand

17. Microprojector

18. Dry Mount Press

19. 3V4" X 4" overhead Slide with

Mobile Stand

20. Tachistoscope and/or Tachistoscopic At-

tachments, Special Reading Equipment,

etc.

RECOMMENDED STANDARDS
All Classrooms. (For new construction, consult AVEAC
publication "Room Darkening for Audio-Visual In-

struction," 1960.)

1 per 6 Teachers with Special Provision made for 1

Projector for Each Separate Teaching Area and

Building Level. (Additional Equipment should be

Added as Detennined by Teaching Demand.)

1 per 3 Teachers with Special Provision made for Sep-

arate Teaching Areas and Building Levels. (Addition-

al Equipment Should be Added as Determined by

Teaching Demand.

)

1 per Classroom (For Special Instructional Purposes

in Small Groups.)

All Classrooms. Minimum Size 70" x 70" with Metal

Roller.

1 per School for Utility Purposes with Metal Roller.

1 per Area, Size to be Determined by Seating Area

with Minimum of 70" x 70".

1 per Teacher in Grades K, 1 , 2, and 3.

1 per 2 Teachers in Grades 4, 5, and 6.

1 per School

1 per Teacher Where Instructional Use Demands.

Number to be Determined by Number of Listening

Centers and Number of Children Using Them.
1 per School, 10" x 10" Stage, Portable Type. (Addi-

tional Equipment Should be Added as Determined

by Teacher Demand.)
Where Auditorium, Gymnasium, and/or Cafeteria is

Used Extensively by Virtue of the Civic Center Act, a

Permanent P.A. System Should Be Installed.

1 per School

1 per School

Should be Available from Center

1 per School for Field Trip Use

1 per School.

Should be Available from Center

1 per Classroom Where Instructional Use Justified

1 per Principal's Office.

Depends on Availability of Instructional Programs,

and Numbers of Classes of Each Grade Level Using

Television. (Where Use Justifies, Permanent Fixed

Installation is Desired.)

1 per School.

Should be Available from Center. (Additional Equip-

ment Should be Added as Determined by Teaching

Demand.

)

Should be Available from Center. (Additional Equip-
ment Should be Added as Determined by Teaching
Demand.

)

Should be Available from Center

As Needed for Special Instruction
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Equipment Standards For Junior And Senior High Schools

EQUIPMENT

1. Classroom Light Control

2. 16mm Motion Picture Projector with

Mobile Stand ahd Reels

3. Combination 2x2 Slide and Filmstrip

Projector

4. Screens

A. Classroom Wall Type

B. Tripod Portable Type

C. Auditorium, Cafeteria, Gymnasium
and Multiple Classrooms

5. 3V4 X 4 Projector (Overhead or Slide)

with Mobile Stand

6. Tachistoscope and/or Tachistoscopic At-

tachments, or Other Special Instruction

Device

7. Opaque Projector with Mobile Stand

8. Overhead Projector with stand

9. Microprojector

10. Playbacks

A. Record Player with 12 to 20 Watt
Output, Mike Input, Speed Control,

3 Speeds, Detachable Speaker. (With

appropriate microphone when need-

ed, e.g., Lavalier type.)

B. Record Player with 4 Speeds

C. Hi-Fidelity System

11. Radio
A. Radio for Conelrad

B. AM-FM

12. Tape Recorder, Dual Speed Dual Track

A. Classroom Model

B. Broadcast Quality Model

13. Television

14. Language Laboratory (Level 2 minimum)

15. Public Address System (Multi-Channel)

RECOMMENDED STANDARDS

All Instructional Areas. ( For new construction, consult

AVEAC publication "Room Darkening for Audio-Vis-

ual Instruction," (1960).

1 per 200 Students. Plus Additional Projectors for Spe-

cial Situation (e.g., film courses, team teaching rooms
etc.).

1 per 200 Students. Plus Low Powered Filmstrip Pro-

jectors for all Small Group Situations.

1 per Instructional Area. Minimum Size 70" x 70"

with Metal Roller.

2 per School for Mobile or Multiple need. Minimum
Size, 70" X 70" with Metal Roller.

1 per Area. (Motor Driven is Desirable.) Minimum
Size 10' X 10'

1 per School Plus Additional Projectors as needed.

As Needed for Special Instruction.

1 per School Plus Additional Projectors as needed.

1 per Teaching Station as Desired, Plus 1 per 500 Stu-

dents for Mobile Use. Minimum Size Stage 10" x 10".

1 per Science Department Plus Additional as Need is

Shown.

1 per School Plus Additional Players for Music, P.E.,

etc., as Needed.

As Needed for Special Situations Plus 1 per 1000 Stu-

dents.

1 per Music Department Plus Permanent Speakers at

each Music Teaching Station.

1 per Principal's Office.

1 or More Radios for Classroom Use as Indicated by
Instructional Need.

1 per 200 Students Plus Extra Recorders as Need is

Shown.
1 per Music Department Plus Additional Recorders

as Needed.

1 per Room where Telecasts Are to be Used Plus One
Mobile TV Receiver Per School.

1 per School ( or more ) Depending Upon the Number
of Language Classes.

Permanent Installation for Each Large Assembly Area,

(e.g., Auditorium, Stadium, Gymnasium, etc.), Plus 1

Portable Reserve Unit.

16. Microphone with Stand (High Quality
Low Impedance type)

1 per Channel for Each Public Address System.
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Abbe Films and Equipment Co. Booth X-223
417 W. 44th St., New Yoik 36, N. Y., PL 7-2219

Eyhihiting: Abbe Used A-V Equipment Exchange

Program
Personnel: Bill Abbe

Admaster Sales Corp. Booth U-199
425 Park Ave., So., New York 16, N. Y., OR 9-1134

Exhibiting: Duchart charting system; Admaster Viewer

for overhead sUdes

Personnel: Charles Corn, Meyer Gordon, David Weller,

Jean Weller

The Advance Products Company Booths F54-55-56

2300 E. Douglas Av., Wichita, Kansas, FO 3-4232

Exhibiting: Pixmobile Projection and Television Tables,

Rear Projection Systems, Audio-Ed Language Labo-

ratory Furniture, Bookcases and Booktrucks, and

Optivox Easels

Personnel: William D. DeVore, A. Howard Melander,

Garvin Latta, C. E. Stephenson

Aero Service Corporation Booth F-57

210 E. Courtland, Philadelphia 20, Pa., GL 7-3000

Exhibiting: New Mobile-Tronics Portable Language

Laboratory and Learning Center

Personnel: Charles B. Houghton, George Koch and Jack

O'Hara

American Optical Company Booth A-1
Instrument Division, Eggert & Sugar Rds., Buffalo 15,

N. Y., TX 5-4000 Area Code 716

Exhibiting: Overhead Delineascope; Opaque Delinea-

scope; Slide Projector; Hand Made Transparency

Materials

Personnel: Ed V. Finnegan, Ralph K. Remmer, Jack

Britton, Bill Williams, Phil Mayo

Americom Corp. Booth W-208
12 E. 41st St., New York 17, N. Y., Mu 4-0615

Exhibiting: Thin vinyl recordings

Personnel: Stewart A. Zuckerman, Larry Schwartz, Fred

Hyman, Herman Zuckerman

Arel, Inc. Booth H-92
4916 Shaw Ave., St. Louis 10, Mo., PR 3-0600

Ex'hibiting:

Personnel: A Lipsitz, R. Weil, A. Korbel, I. Romain

Artype Incorporated Booth U-196
127 S. Northwest Highway, Barrington, Illinois, Du

1-2210

Exhibiting: Modulart—new custom illustration aid for

TV and print advertising film strips, commercial art

Artype—transparent, self-adhering, printed acetate

sheets of alphabets, arrows, numbers, symbols, borders,

and shading mediums
Personnel: Fred H. Yonkers, J. William Hunt

Audio-Master Corp. Booth Q-143
17 East 45th St., New York 17, N. Y., OX 7-0725
Exhibiting:

Personnel: Herbert Rosen

Audio Teaching Center Booth F-60-6I

137 Hamilton St., New Haven 11, Conn., UN 5-0121

Exhibiting: Language Laboratory Equipment and Ma-
terial; headphones; microphones; permanent labo-

ratory programs; portable laboratory programs; and
mobile laboratory programs

Personnel: Donald C. Hawthorne, Mackey Barron

Audiotronics Corporation Booths A-4-5
11057 Weddington St., North Hollywood, Calif., TR

7-0567

Exhibiting: #100M Classroom Tape Recorder; "TU-
TORETTE" Portable Language Lab; Civilian defense

Alarm Radio; AM-FM Classroom Radios; Record
Players; Transcription Players/PA systems; Headsets,

Listening systems and related Accessories

Personnel: Don E. Warner, Bill Williams, Buddye La
Salle, George Koch and Verne Schultz

Bell and Howell Company Booths G-77-78
7100 McCormick Rd., Chicago 45, 111., AM 2-1600

Exhibiting: I6mm Optical and Magnetic Sound Pro-

jectors; Tape Recorders; Slide Projectors; Cameras
Personnel: George E. Foster, Joan Stein

Berlant Automonitor Corp. Booth R-153
8525 Steller Dr., Culver City, Calif., UP-05791
Exhibiting: Language Laboratories and Electronic Teach-

ing Aids

Personnel: Emmanuel (Bert) Berlant, Julian Black,

Anthony Aveni

Charles Beseler Co. Booths J-99-100-101
219 S. 18th St., East Orange, N. J.,

OR 6-6500

Exhibiting: Opaque, Overhead Slide Projectors; Auto-

matic Sound Filmstrip Projectors; Transparency Pro-

duction Materials and Equipment
Personnel: M. F. Myers, A. Eccles, R. Campbell, J.

Stine, E. Zarro, R. Shoemaker

Better Selling Bureau
(Div. of Rocket Pictures, Inc.) Booth F-66

6108 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38, Calif., HO
7-7131

Exhibiting: Filmstrips and records for insurance selling,

sales training, and recruiting use; filmstrips and rec-

ords for BUSINESS & INDUSTRY, including super-

visory training

Personnel: Dick Westen

Billerett Company Booth S-163

1559 Embassy St., Anaheim, Calif., 776-2670
Exhibiting: Teaching Machines, Programmed Learning

Material and Visual Aids

Personnel: Everett Boynton, Frank Moakley

Birad Corp.; Productions Unlimited Inc. Booth R-152
1564 Broadway, New York 36, N. Y., PL 7-7498

Exhibiting: New line of l6mm educational films

Personnel: Milton Salzburg
,
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^; O-N

C-2I M

C-22 W

CO M

C-24 M

025 B-10

C-2« B-II

C-27 B-12

C-21 B-U

Exhibit Areas
Above: Third Floor

Below: First Floor
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Bradford Products Co. Booth C-32
8106 Ridgeway, Skokie, 111., OR 6-1121

Exhibiting: Audio-visual storage equipment (steel) and
Photographic Binders

Personnel: E. J. McGookin, C. Krueger, R. Dirr

Robert J. Brady Co., Booths N-118-119
3227 M St., N.W., Washington 7, D. C, FE 3-4414

Exhibiting: Visual Cast Overhead projectors, transpar-

encies, packaged training courses

Personnel: Robert J. Brady, J. J. Fitzsimmons, George
D. Post, Jos. T. Haslinger

Bridgeport Brass Co., Hunter Douglas Div., Booth
S-170

30 Grand St., Bridgeport, Conn., ED 4-1182

Exhibiting: Flexalum Window Treatments; Flexalum
Method of Sun Control

Personnel: W. O. Spiess, J. Costello, W. Jelinek, D. Craig

Broadcasting and Film Commission Booth C-31
National Council of Churches, 475 Riverside Dr., New
York 27, N. Y., RI 9-2200

Exhibiting: Religious Motion Films

Personnel: Miss
J. Margaret Carter, Arthur W. Rhinow

Broadman Films Booth F-74
127 Ninth Ave., North, NashvHle 3, Tenn., AL 4-1631

Exhibiting: Motion Pictures, Filmstrips, Recordings,

Maps and Books
Personnel: Joe M. Brantley, James W. Clark, H. S. Simp-

son, J. David Gibson, Joe N. Holmes, James T. Johns,

Wallace Greene, Al Crawford, Charles Garrett

Brumberger Sales Corp. Booth Q-148
68-34di St., Brooklyn, N. Y., SO 8-5221

Exhibiting: Continuous run and automatic projectors;

35mm to 2^4" Projectors; Projection Screens; Slide

Binding Equip., Film & Slide Storage Equip.; Dark-
room Equip.

Personnel: Stanley F. Natke, E. Harry Grant

Buhl Optical Co., Booths C-21-22
1009 Beech Ave., Pittsburgh 33, Pa., FA 1-0076

Exhibiting: Overhead Projectors; Super Wide Pro-

jection Lenses

Personnel: Irving S. Stapsy, Betty Stapsy

Burgess Battery Company
Freeport, lU., AD 2-2161

Exhibiting: Magnetic Recording Tape
Personnel: Ralph Wright, Harry Chabot

Booth Q-138

Burgess Cellulose Co. Booth R-151
Box 560, Freeport, 111., AD 2-7175
Exhibiting: Grade-O-Mat Test Scoring Machine
Personnel: John B. Pursley, N. Kent Modglin, Lloyd

Giessel

Busch Film and Equipment Co. Booth K-106
214 S. Hamilton, Saginaw, Mich., PL 4-4806
Exhibiting: Cine-Educator Daylight Projector; Cine-

salesman Self-Contained Continuous Projector

Personnel: Edwin Busch, Robert Bassil, H. Jack Phillips

Cathedral Films, Inc. Booth 0-127
2921 W. Alameda St., Burbank, Calif., TH 8-6637
Exhibiting: Films and Sound Filmstrip Materials

Personnel: A. L. La Com, Sylva Montague, Dr. James

J. Friedrich, Mrs. Grace Colson, Mrs. Margaret Ander-
sen, Robert Zulch, Clifford Howcroft

Ceco Industries (Camera Equipment Corp.) Booth
S-165

315 W. 43rd Street, New York 13, New York, Ju 6-1420
Exhibiting: GBC Language-Master and Audio-Visual

Equipment
Personnel: Harry Lefkowitz, Burton Grodin, Allan
Green

Church-Craft Pictures, Inc. Booth H-89
4222 Utah St., St. Louis 16, Mo., PR 2-1050
Exhibiting: Slides, Filmstrips and Motion Pictures

Personnel: Paul G. Kiehl, Erich H. Kiehl, Jackson P.

Thursby

Clevite Electronic Components Booth S-168
232 Forbes Rd., Bedford Heights, Ohio, BE 2-8600
Exhibiting: Clevite "Brush" Headphones
Personnel: R. J. Wolfe

C. O. C. Industrial, Div. of Camera
Optics Mfg. Corp. Booth S-171

37-19 23rd Ave., Long Island City 5, N. Y.
Exhibiting: C.O.C audio-visual sales aids and educational

aids

Personnel: John Rosenthal, Carl Zweidinger, Eric Rosen.
thai, Nick Yanity

Jack C. Coffey Co. Booth M112-113
710 Seventeenth St., NORTH Chicago, Illinois

Exhibiting: Filing Systems and Cabinets for Filmstrips,

2x2" slides, Sound slidefilms and Records, Filmstrip

Wall-files, Filmstrip Table-files, Mobile Projector
Stands, Mobile Projector Stands and Cabinets

Personnel: Jack C. Coffey, John M. Kroll, Jack Beres,

Roderick W. Parker, T. N. Hubbard

Colonial Films Booth F-63
71 Walton St., N. W., Adanta 3, Ga., 525-5377
Exhibiting: Mathematics Filmstrips; Science Filmstrips

Personnel: Taylor E. Hoynes, Ray V. Neal, George E.

Dean

Colonial Plastics, Inc. Booth F-64
108 S. Foushee St., Richmond 20, Va., Ml 8-1996
Exhibiting: Light control draperies

Personnel: C. E. Lindenmayer, Glenmore Miller

Concordia Films Booths E-45-46
3558 S. Jefferson Ave., St. Louis 18, Mo., MO 4-7000
Exhibiting: Religious films and filmstrips—Biblical and

modern subjects

Personnel: Victor B. Growcock, Jim Thompson, Ken
Webster, Bob Hinz, Lowell Hake, Gary Klammer,
Will Trueblood, Ted Sophie

Coronet Films Booth N-116
65 E. South Water St., Chicago 1, 111., DE 2-7676
Exhibiting: l6mm educational motion pictures in color

and black-and-white; sound filmstrips in color; pro-

grammed learning materials

Personnel: E. N. Nelsen, E. C. Dent, J. E. LeMay,
J. P.

Field

Cousino Electronics Corp. Booths G-87-88
1941 Franklin Ave., Toledo 1, Ohio, 243-4208
Exhibiting: Audio Vendor Tape Magazines, Message

Repeaters; Cartridge Recorders; Language Laboratory

Equipment; Gregg Shorthand Equipment and Ma-
terial; Sale-o-Matic Projectors; Tape Splicers

Personnel: Richard C. Gearhart, Bernard A. Cousino,

Ralph Cousino, Joseph Meidt, NeLl Webner, Bob
Kunkle
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Craig Corporation Booths B-6-7

3410 S. La Cienega Blvd., Los Angeles 16, Calif., WE
6-6171

Exhibiting: CRAIG READER—fully automatic reading

improvement Program

Personnel: Leo Ferko, Robert Craig, Durward Carson,

Louis Stoyanoff, Bob Koschnick, Hal Sander

Frank M. Curtin Booth U-200

1706 Grove Way, Hayward, California, JE 8-0888

Exhibiting: Multiple reel magnetic tape duplicating

equipment

Personnel: Frank M. Curtin, L. B. Curtin

Da-Lite Screen Co., Inc. Booths B-14-15; C-29-30

Warsaw, Ind., AM 7-8101

Exhibiting: Projection Screens for Audio-Visual use

Personnel: C. C. Cooley, C. J. Cerny, G. H. Lenke, H. E.

Christensen, C. N. Oakley, W. E. Borden, R. H.

Bickley, J. S. Carson, L. E. Berrent, Jake Howell, Steve

Casey, Robert H. Maybrier

The Distributor's Group, Inc. Booth B-16

204-l4th St., N. W., Atlanta 13, Ga., TR 4-1661

Exhibiting: FilMagic silicone film and tape maintenance

materials; FilMagic Septi-Bar sanitizing equipment

for listening equipment

Personnel: W. Wells Alexander, Russell M. Magee

Draper Shade and Screen Co. Booth B-8

Spiceland, Ind., YU 7-3605

Exhibiting: Projection Screens; Light Control Window
Shades

Personnel: Luther A. Pidgeon, Howard E. Newkirk,

John D. Pidgeon

Dukane Corporation Booth H-91

St. Charles, lU., JU 4-2300

Exhibiting: Sound Slidefilm Projectors; filmstrip view-

ers; combination filmstrip and slide projectors; record

players; teaching machines

Personnel: Howard V. Turner, Al Hunecke, Stewart De-

Lacey, Ed Schoenfeld, Robert T. Larson, Hal Holm,

John Lord

Eastman Kodak Company Booths B-12-13; C-27-28

400 Plymouth Ave., North, Rochester 4, N. Y., LO
2-6000

Exhibiting: Projectors and cameras (8, 16, and 35 mm);
materials and techniques for effective audio-visual

presentations

Personnel: E. W. Austin, W. L. Bent, J. B. DeWitt, R. J.

Dwyer, M. P. Hodges, W. B. Hudson, A. M. Jacobs,

H. T. Jernigan, J.
L. Robertson, R. O. Sanders, L. E.

Weber, J. W. Welch

Booths N- 118-119
Educational Developmental
Laboratories, Inc.

Huntington, N. ¥., HA 7-8948

Exhibiting: Instruments, filmstrips, and related pub-

lished material for instruction in reading and business

education

Personnel: Stanford E. Taylor, Helen Frackenpohl,

Robert Ruegg, Eugene Matthews, Robert Mcllroy,

Erwin Gross, Audrey Ward, Richard Polhamer

Educational Screen, Inc. Booth F-62

415 N. Dearborn, Chicago 10, Illinois, 644-1863
Exhibiting: Educational Screen and Audiovisual Guide

monthly magazine, and Blue Book of Audiovisual

Materials (annual directory)

Personnel: H. S. Gillette, Paul C. Reed, WilHam F. Kruse,

Sue Moore, Olive Tracy, Wilma Widdicombe, Marga-

ret A. Kruse

Edu-Tronics, Inc. Booths R-157-158
459 Broadway, HicksviUe, L I., N. Y., OV 1-1412

Exhibiting: M-30 Mobile Language Laboratory

Personnel: S. Alter, Charles Glassberg

Edwards Co., Inc. Booth W-205
90 Connecticut Ave., Norwalk, Conn., TE 8-8441

Exhibiting: Language Laboratory

Personnel: E. P. Leonard, III,
J. S. Petrolino, L. T.

Chandler, P. D. Sweeney, V. Dougherty

Electro Educational Developments, Inc. Booth Q-I44
1033 Soo Line Bldg., Minneapolis 2, Minn. 225-5269

Exhibiting: Linguist electronic classroom; Experimetner

science teaching kits

Personnel: James C. Dunlap, Kingsley H. Murphy, Jr.

Electronic Aids, Inc. Booth S-166
2615 Windsor Ave., Baltimore 16, Md., 233-4848
Exhibiting: Electronic Training Blocks; Electronic Cir-

cuit Protector

Personnel: L. Lawrence Dixon

Electronics for Education, Inc.

4940 St. Elmo St., Bethesda, Md.,

Exhibiting: Test Grading Machine
Personnel: Nat Welch

Booth F-65

Electronic Teaching Laboratories Booths D-38; E-39
5034 Wisconsin Ave., N.W., Washington 16, D.C.,

EM 2-9722

Exhibiting: Monitor Language Laboratories; Monitor
Electronics Trainers

Personnel: James Pettee, Ansel Kleiman, Paul Newman

Elgeet Optical Co.; Vicom, Inc. Booth 0-126
838 Smith St., Rochester 6, N. Y., BE 5-8080

Exhibiting: 8 mm Sound Rear Projectors and Micro-

scopes

Personnel: Fred E. Aufhauser, Robert Lowater

Evans Industries, Inc. Booth T-182
9756 Wilshire Boulevard, Beverly Hills, Calif., Crest-

view 4-5913

Exhibiting: Pictures on Allstate "Good Driver" Trainer

Personnel: Allan E. Evans, Ralph Jackson

Eye Gate House Inc. Booths 0-122-123
146-01 Archer Ave., Jamaica 35, N. Y., AX 1-9100

Exhibiting: Educational, Religious and Custommade
Filmstrips and Records

Personnel: Alfred E. Devereaux, Robert F. Newman,
Milton Heitzman, Henry C. Gipson

Family Films Booth A-2
5823 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38, Calif., HO

2-2243

Exhibiting: Religious Motion Picture Films and Film-

strips

Personnel: Sam Hersh, Melvin Hersh, Stanley Hersh,

Donald R. Lantz, Paul R. Kidd, (Miss) George Allen,

Leonard Skibitzke, Robert Smith, Wm. Kruse, Gussie
Kruse, Chas. Wayne
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Film Services Booth R-159

3805 W. Magnolia Blvd., Burbank, Calif., TH 6-9751

Exhibiting: New series of Motion Pictures and Film

Strips

Personnel: Jan Sadlo, David Van Meter, Robley Evans

Genarco Inc. Booth Q-137
97-04 Sutphin Blvd., Jamaica 35, N. Y., OL 8-5850

Exhibiting: Genarco 3,000 Watt Slide Projectors; Electric

Slide Changers for 3i4 x A" Slides

Personnel: Mr. J. P. Latil, Mrs.
J.

Latil, O. Millie

General Electric Co. Booth W-210
Nela Park, Cleveland 12, Ohio, 451-6600

Exhibiting: Lamps for Audio-Visual Equipment
Personnel: R. E. Birr

Graflex, Inc. Booths B- 18- 19-20

3750 Monroe Ave., Rochester 3, N. Y., LU 6-2020

Exhibiting: School Master Projectors; New Galaxy 16-

mm Sound Projectors; Koncept-0-Graph Teaching

Machine
Personnel: T. A. Hanna, W. A. Taylor, D. R. Calver,

R. J.
Hartjen. T. T. Holden, J. C. Hart, J. W. Wise-

man, T. A. Hanna

Gruber Products Company Booths 1-97-98

2223 Albion St., Toledo 6, Ohio, 243-2481

Exhibiting: WHEELIT—folding and non-folding trans-

portation/projection tables

Personnel: George H. Gruber, C. P. Gruber

Hamilton Electronics Corp. Booth M-111
2726 W. Pratt Ave., Chicago 45, 111., 274-6373

Exhibiting: Transistor amplifiers; record players (tran-

sistor & conventional)

Personnel: C. Helgren, W. A. Hamilton, L. B. Parsons,

E. Helgren, L. Hamilton

The Harwald Company Booths W-206-207
1245 Chicago Ave., Evanston, 111., DA 8-7070

Exhibiting: Mark IV Automatic Film Inspection ma-
chine featuring "slot threading" and electronic auto-

matic scratch detection; Splice-O-Film automatic film

splicer; Model "U" Mark II I-O-F; Junior Model 100
Conselette I-O-F; other film handling equipment

Personnel: Ray L. Short, Bob Grunwald, Sam Caldwell,

Dick Wallace, Howard Bowen, Fred Harper, Phil

Baron, Dick SamajoJa

Hudson Photographic Industries, Inc. Booth S-160
2 South Buckhout Street, Irvington-on-Hudson, New

York, Lyric 1-8700

Exhibiting: Film repair and speaking equipment, rear

projection equipment, still and cine viewing equip-

ment
Personnel: R. Reibel, R. Martinez

Industrial Photography Booth F-67
200 Madison Ave., New York 16, N. Y., MU 6-3100
Exhibiting: Industrial Photography; Photographic Trade

News; Industrial Film and Audio-Visual Annual
Personnel: James S. Watkins, Rodd Exelbert, Aaron

Lafer, Woody Shulman

Instructomatic, Inc. Booth T-174
8310 Fenkell, Detroit 38, Michigan, UN 1-0733
Exhibiting: Language Lab equipment
Personnel: Sidney Knight, Walter Moon, Don Caras,

Robert Timko, Edward Knight

The Jam Handy Organization Booth J-102
2821 E. Grand Blvd., Detroit 11, Mich., TR 5-2450

Exhibiting: Educational Filmstrips, records and films

Personnel: V. C. "Pete" Doering, Ed Dix, Max Klein,

Bill Caswell, Dick Hammond, Fred England

Jay Electronics, Inc. Booth T-179
65-37 Fresh Meadow Lane, Flushing, N.Y., HI 5-5800

Exhibiting: Background music and Point-of-Purchase

equipment including "Record-and-Playback" equip-

ment employing both of the above

Personnel: M. Rabin, S. Jay, M. Sebban, J. Ehrenzweig

Jentzen-Miller Company Booth Q-149
585 Stephenson Highway, Troy, Mich., JO 4-5660

Exhibiting: Language Laboratory Student Stations and

Reading Laboratory Student Stations

Personnel: Samuel W. Burnley, Jr., Roy L. Stephens, Jr.,

Max Miller, Sydney W. Jentzen

Joanna Western Mills Co. Booth T-176
2141 S. Jefferson, Chicago 16, 111., CA 6-3232

Exhibiting: Window Shades

Personnel: W. B. Berry

Kaufman and Spanier Booth W-213
3166 N. Lincoln Ave., Chicago 25, Illinois

Exhibiting: Ampli-Vox Portable Rostrum
Personnel: M. Kaufman & W. Spanier

Ken-A-Vision Mfg. Co., Inc. Booth F-69

5615 Raytown Rd., Raytown 33, Mo., FL 3-4787

Exhibiting: Micro-Projectors; Microscopes; Planetarium

Personnel: Don Massonette

Keuffel and Esser Co. Booths F-71-72-73

300 Adams St., Hoboken, N.
J.,

OL 9-1100

Exhibiting: Equipment and materials for the local

preparation of overhead transparencies, including

education transparency course books

Personnel: Eric F. Burtis

Kidde Machine Corporation Booth N-I17
35 Farrand St., Bloomfield, N. J.,

PI 8-8100

Exhibiting: Automatic Film Splicer and Rewinder;

Film Cement
Personnel: Stanley H. Brown, Carl H. SoUmann, E.

Faletto, Vera Falconer

Knox Manufacturing Company Booths C-23-24

9715 Soreng Ave., Schiller Park, III., 678-1666

Exhibiting: New 1962 Audio Visual Screen Line

Personnel: Frank C. Vydra, Doug Phillips, Alan Linquist,

Ed Petrick, Russ Petrick, Hillard Bieschke, George
Koch, Vern Schultz

KRS Electronics Booth S-173

4035 Transport St., Palo Alto, Calif, DA 6-5372

Exhibiting: KRS STACT EDUCATOR, a stacked cart-

ridge tape transport for use in language laboratory

Personnel: Jerry D. Denbo, K. Rey Smith, II

Laboratory Furniture Co., Inc. Booths F-75, G-76
Old Country Rd., Mineola, N. Y., PI 2-3600

Exhibiting: ACT-O-MATIC Dual-Position Projector

for science demonstration work in chemistry, physics,

and biology

Personnel: James P. Flaherty, Robert E. Massa, Rush H.
Elmore
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TV squint

Take the squint out of ETV viewing. Every seat is front row cenfer with this remarkable new
TelePrompTer TV Projector. With room lights on, this unit projects (front screen or rear) a brilliant picture

up to 12 feet wide. Yet it operates as simply and safely as a home TV set— can be wheeled and used any-

where, and weighs under 70 lbs. Miniaturized remote control panel permits operation up to 50 feet away

from the projector. Can be ceiling-mounted. Remarkable low price is less than half that of other TV pro-

jectors. Designed specifically for practical every-day usage requirements, the

Amphicon 790 incorporates the meticulous engineering standards that have

made TelePrompTer a prime supplier to industry, government and educa-

tional institutions. Why not get the full picture? Write to: TelePrompTer

Corporation, Dept. AV2,50 West 44th St., New York 36, N. Y.

TtllPro 6000 av*" i 4"
Slid* Projector

MS
RA'IOO Random Accist

Slidt Projector
RA-60 Random Access

Slide Projector
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Lakeside Mfg., Inc. Booth X-224

1977 S. Allis St., Milwaukee, Wise, HU 1-3900

Exhibiting: Stainless Steel Projector Carts

Personnel: John Parker, Robert Moon, Ray Donovan

Linguaphone Institute Booth G-80

30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N. Y., CI 7-0829

Exhibiting: Linguaphone tapes, records and manuals for

school use

Personnel: Chas. M. Sherover, Erik Mortensen

Manhattan Color Laboratory, Inc. Booth S-161

210 W. 65th St., New York 23, N. Y., TR 3-1919

Exhibiting: Slides and Filmstrips

Personnel: B. Barnett, M. Glikin, S. Robbins, C. Fair

McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc. Booth L-110

Text Film Div., 330 W. 42nd St., New York 36, N. Y.,

LO 4-3000

Exhibiting: Educational filmstrips, motion pictures and
transparencies; Business and Industry training film-

strips and motion pictures

Personnel: Fred T. Powney, Robert E. Slaughter, A. J.

Rosenberg, Godfrey Elliott, Julius Lee, Ed Skipper,

Alan Evans

Miller Manufacturing Company Booth E-41

3310 E. Roxboro Rd., N. E., Atlanta 5, Ga., CE 7-6073

Exhibiting: TV Stands; Projector Stands; Mobile Listen-

ing Table

Personnel: Lee W. Miller, Mrs. Lee W. Miller, Leon W.
Miller, Jr.

Minnesota Mining and Mfg. Co. Booth T-188
Bldg. 42-5W, 900 Bush St., St. Paul Minnesota, PR

6-8511

Exhibiting: "Thermo-Fax" Visual Communications Prod-

ucts, "Thermo-Fax" Copying Products

Personnel: E. L. Garrity, James Higgins, Bert, Auger,

Robert King

Minnesota Mining and Mfg. Co. Booths C-25-26

Magnetic Products Div., 900 Bush Ave., St. Paul 1,

Minn.
Exhibiting: "SCOTCH" Brand Magnetic Tapes and Ac-

cessories for Audio-Visual and Language Laboratory

use, featuring special tape storage unit offer.

Personnel: C. L. Alden, W. H. Madden, P. B. Van Deven-

ter, F. T.
J.

Madden, W. Herriott, S. D. Smith, R. J.

Ferderer

Moody Institute of Science Booth G-82
11428 Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles 25, Calif.,

GR 8-8287

Exhibiting:

Personnel: Hedley
J.

Parker, Eva Parker and Percy Bagge

Movie-Mite Corporation Booth Q-147
8811 Puritan, Detroit 38, Mich., 342-2527

Exhibiting: Movie-Mite (Conventional) and Movie-

Mate (repeater) I6mm sound motion picture pro-

jectors

Personnel: Paul Ruedemann, Paul Browder

M.P.O. Videotronics, Inc. Booth U-197
185 N. Wabash, Chicago 1, Illinois, 372-2355

Exhibiting: MPO Videotronic sound motion picture re-

peater projector

Personnel: W. R. Bailey

Neumade Products Corp. Booth E-47

250 W. 57th St, New York 19, N. Y., JU 6-5810

Exhibiting: Language Laboratory tape storage units,

film, filmstrips and slide storage; editing and clean-

ing equipment; projection and library facilities

Personnel: Lee E. Jones, Robert E. Hempel, Lew Grof-

sik, Warren W. Clements, Richard K. Riehn

Newcomb Audio Products Co. Booths C-33-34-35

6824 Lexington Ave, Hollywood 38, Calif., HO 9-5381

Exhibiting: Radios; Transcription Players/P.A. Systems;

Recorders; Phonographs; Language Study Equipment
Personnel: Robert Newcomb, Frank Haggerty, Hilton

Brown

Henk Newenhouse, Inc. Booth U-195
614 Davis St, Evanston, 111, UN 9-0091

Exhibiting: New l6mm film releases of Churchill Films,

Contemporary Films, Educational Horizons, Weston

Woods Studios, Adantis Productions, E. C. Brown
Trust; Foster Rewind; new Foster 8/16

Personnel: Henk Newenhouse, Mrs. Marjorie Foster,

Phil Tobin, Mrs. Lucille M. Kaster

North American Philips

Company, Inc. Booths T-185-186

230 Duffy Ave., HicksviUe, N. Y., WE 1-6200

Exhibiting: Tape Recorders & Dictating Machines; Stu-

dent Listening Stations

Personnel: J. F. Gerrity, C. F. Talsma, D. Smith

Ozalid Audio-Visual Products Booths 0-124-125

Ansco Rd., Johnson City, N. Y., SW 7-2301

Exhibiting: "Porta-Lite" Overhead Projectors; "Piano-

type" adhesive lettering; "Projecto-Printer 40" Reflex

Printer; "Jr. Ozamatic" diazo whiteprinter

Personnel: Jim Gillespie, Guy Lam

Paillard Incorporated Booth R-156
100 Sixth Ave., New York 13, N. Y, CA 6-8420

Exhibiting: Bolex Motion Picture Equipment; Hassel-

blad Still Cameras
Personnel: E. Wildi, G. Schectman

Paromel Electronics Corporation Booth T-187
3956" W. Belmont Ave., Chicago 18, 111., AV 3-4422

Exhibiting: De Vry Electronics Trainer

Personnel: H. H. Hanlon, W. C. De Vry, H. M. Fisher,

M. W. Paarmann

Paulmar, Inc. Booths Q-145-146

4444 W. Chicago Ave., Chicago 51, III, CA 7-5400

Exhibiting: Automatic film Inspection Machines; "Mod-

ern Duplex" & Model 75 Automatic Splicers; Misc.

Film Library Equipment
Personnel: R. F. Menary, Mrs. R. F. Menary, George

Hauck,
J.

Fyrsch, J. Klinkey, George Beer

Pentron Electronics Booth E-40

777 S. Tripp Ave., Chicago 24, 111., SA 2-3201

Exhibiting: Tape Recorders; Continuous Tape Record-

er; Playbacks; Transistorized Preamplifiers; Tape
Transports; Accessories

Personnel: Howard Vierow, Marshall Peiros, George
Royster, Robert Lipsky, Mary Berndt, Arthur Weiss

Phillips Catalogs, P.M.I. Booth M-114
33 W. 60th St., New York 23, N. Y., PL 7-3700

Exhihitng: A-V Catalog; P.M.I. Magazine
Personnel: Dan Katz, Art Silverstadt, Ed Phillips, Jules

Wartell, MUt Astroff
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Photo Animation Inc. Booth U-192
34 W. Street S., Mount Vernon, N. Y., MO 4-6069

Exhibiting: Portman Titling Column Animation Stand;

New Projector System for Slides, Filmstrips, 10 x 10"

transparencies

Personnel: Warren C. Portman, Bill Hernstadt, Nancy
Portman

Pictronics Corp. Booth W-212
236 E. 46th St, New York 17, N. Y., YU 6-3713

Exhibiting: l6mm filmstrip projector; Tele-Cine l6mm
projector; Nova-Twin lights; Language Labs; Lec-

turn w/sound; Closed circuit TV; 35mm Tele-Cine

projector; Multi-track projector

Personnel: Lou Perlmutter, Marty Bahn, Qiff Van Praag,

Bernard Thalrose, Harry Berman

Plastic Mold and Engineering Co. Booth S-172

East Providence, R. L, GE 8-2424

Exhibiting: Electro acoustical equipment for language

laboratories; Boomarm microphone headsets; Listen

and Learn accessories

Personnel: Tom Scanlon, William Beaver, Art Stack

Plastic Products, Inc. Booth E-53

1822 E. Franklin St., Richmond 23, Va., 644-2355

Exhibiting: Room darkening and light control draperies

Personnel: R. L. Withers, Sr.

Polacoat Incorporated Booth S-167

9750 Conklin Rd, Blue Ash 42, Ohio, SY 1-1300

Exhibiting: LENSCREEN Rear Projection Screens and
LENSCREEN Rear Screen materials

Personnel: L .M. Heath

Projection Optics Co. Booth G-79
271-llth Ave, East Orange, N. J., OR 6-6509
Exhibiting: Transpaque & Projex Overhead Projectors;

Opa Scope Opaque Projectors

Personnel: Philip M. Berman, L. Sullivan, G. Koch, Vern
Schultz, H. Pollock

Projector Belt Co. Booth T-175
Route 2W, Whitewater, Wis., TU 3-2920
Exhibiting: Bulk Spring Wire Belting for Projectors

Personnel: W. G. DwineJl, Helen Dwinell

Psychotechnics, Inc. Booth S-169
105 W. Adams St, Chicago 3, lU., DE 2-6277
Exhibiting: Shadowscope Reading Pacer
Personnel: Samuel N. Stevens, Jr., William Pruyn, Ade-

line S. Pruyn

Radiant Manufacturing Corp. Booths
K-103-104-105; L-I07-108-109

8220 N. Austin Ave., Morton Grove, 111, YO 6-4200
Exhibiting: A /ull line of portable tripod, wall, wall

and ceiling, and electrically operated projection

screens, engineered exclusively for audio-visual use

Personnel: William R. Reder, Seymour Jacob, A. M.
Wertheimer, Jack Freeman, Chuck Sachs, B. Polsky,

B. J. Pilchen, John Mozzone

Radio Corporation of America Booths E-48-49-50-51
Telecommunication Center, Meadowlands, Pa, BA 2-

1100, Ext. 272
Exhibiting: l6mm Projectors; Tape Recorders; Lan-

guage Laboratory; Overhead Projector; Electronic

Training Equipment
Personnel: A.

J.
Piatt,

J. P. Conroy, J. F. Devereaux,
R. Taylor

Rayoscope Company Booth X-226
358 N. Sandusky St, Delaware, Ohio
Exhibiting: Complete line of Micro-projectors to fit ev-

ery type of user or prospective customer

Personnel: Raymond D. Gross, John R. Gross

Reeves Soundcraft Corp. Booth R-155
Great Pasture Rd, Danbury, Conn, PI 3-7601

Exhibiting: Magnetic Tapes and Accessories

Personnel: Thomas J. Dempsey, George P. Bassett, Ar-

thur Hoffman, H. Woodruff

Reflection Educational Products, Inc. Booth S-162

735 Stierlin Rd, Mountain View, Calif., YO 7-8961

Exhibiting: Reflection Language Center Equipment:
Stationary, Mobile, and Portable

Personnel: Allan Finstad, Gleim Horwege, George
Rosato

Rheem Califone Corporation Booths B-9-10-11

5922 Bowcroft St., Los Angeles 16, Calif., UP 0-9631
Exhibiting: Tape Recorders; Transcription Players; Lan-

guage Laboratories; Teaching Machines and AM/FM
Radios

Personnel: James S. Brown, Charles E. Phillips, R. M.
Thomas, Geri Langsner, O. X. Pitney, W. R. E. Sales,

Gordon Mallatratt, William Spaulding

Richard Manufacturing Co. Booth Q-139
P. O. Box 2041, 5914 Noble Ave., Van Nuys, Calif.,

ST 5-0326

Exhibiting: POLY-VUE filmstrip projector and record

player

Personnel: Brunson Motley

Rutherford Duplicator Company Booth U-198
P. O. Box 13087, Houston 19, Texas, Ma. 3-8159

Exhibiting: RUDCO Projection Tables

Personnel: Mrs. Gus (Carolyn) Rutherford, Mr. Aldo
Baronti

Sandak, Incorporated Booths P-131-132
39 W. 53rd St, New York 19, N. Y, MU 8-2460

Exhibiting: Multi-Purpose Visual Slide for Various

Grade Levels and Curricula Areas

Personnel: Harold Sandak

Seal, Incorporated Booth M-115
Brook St., Shelton, Conn., RE 4-1643

Exhibiting: Seal dry mounting presses, tissues and ac-

cessories, laminating film; Transpara-film; Chartex
backing cloth

Personnel: Herbert W. Janzer, Paul J. Burns

Showcard Machine Company Booth T-180
320 West Ohio Street, Chicago 10, Illinois, WH 4-3830
Exhibiting: Sign Writing Machines
Personnel: R. H. Tellefsen, C. B. Land, M. D. Vogel,

G. A. Mockemeyer, A. J. Mantelos

Allan E. Shubert Company Booth F-70
3818 Chestnut St, Philadelphia 4, Pa, EV 6-2979
Exhibiting: YOUR CHURCH magazine and INTER-
NATIONAL JOURNAL of RELIGIOUS EDUCA-
TION

Personnel: William B. Shubert, Robert Lunn, Wm. S.

Clark, Paul Bowman, Chas. W. Carrigan, Jr.
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Society for Visual Education, Inc. Booth B-17
1345 Diversey Parkway, Chicago 14, III., LA 5-1500

Exhibiting: Filmstrips, color slides, great art reproduc-

tions, appropriate catalogs and other descriptive lit-

erature

Personnel: J. C. Kennan, Walter Johnson, Gene Bur-

roughs, Elgin Wollman, Keith Elliot, Don Parson,

John Burkey, Paul Rosenau, Peter Anderson, Roger
Jacques, Mrs. Sali Sierra, Bill Heitz

Southern School Service, Inc. Booth P-I30
P. O. Box 867, Canton, N. C, MI 8-6400
Exhibiting: Tables, Projection, Steel welded set up and
aluminum leg with plastic top set up; Teaching aids

for overhead projectors; Filmstrip filing cabinets;

Tape Storage cabinets; 16MM film storage cabinets,

etc.

Personnel: Kin McNeil, John M. Rigdon

Spindler and Sauppe, Inc. Booth G-81
2201 Beverly Blvd., Los Angeles 57, Calif, DU 9-1288

Exhibiting: SelectrosJide automated slide projectors for

instruction and selling, featuring the new 48 and 96
slide Random Access Selectroslide models

Personnel: Norman A. Sauppe, William Reid, Albert

Schnurpfeil

Squibb-Taylor, Inc. Booth H-90
1213 S. Akard St., Dallas 2, Texas, RI 7-3595

Exhibiting: Taylor Spotlight Opaque Projector and ac-

cessories

Personnel: Clif Squibb, Jody Damron

Standard Projector and
Equipment Co., Inc. Booths O-120-121

7433 N, Harlem Ave., Chicago 48, III., NI 7-8928

Exhibiting: Combination Filmstrip and Slide Projectors;

Filmstrip Projectors; Filmstrip iVewers; Screens;

Teaching Machines; Projector Accessories

Personnel: Pat J. Kilday, Jim Revord

Storytoons, Inc. Booth T-178
59 W. 46th Street, New York 36, N. Y., PL 7-7445

Exhibiting: I6mm sound films in color

Personnel: William T. demons, Marg. demons, Prent-

ice C. Ford

Teleprompter Corporation Booths G-85-86
50 W. 44th St., New York 36, N. Y., JU 2-3800

Exhibiting: Amphicon large screen television projection;

TelePro 3!4 x 4" slide projection; Random Access

3!4 X 4" and 2 x 2" slide projection; integrated

audio-visual systems

Personnel: Nat C. Myers, Jr., George Andros, Ted
Boisumeau, George Snell, Hubert Wilke

Telex, Inc. Booth P-133
1633 Eustis St., St. Paul 8, Minn., MI 6-7211

Exhibiting: Language laboratory headsets and micro-

phones and educational electro-acoustic devices

Personnel: Peter T. Millunzi, R. L. Sell, Dean Flygstad,

Gene Nordby, J. R. Dow

Thompson Ramo Woolridge Booth E-42
Educational Electronics Div., 6325 Hundey Rd., Colum-

bus 24, Ohio, 885-4081

Exhibiting: Language Teaching Equipment
Personnel: Richard Hodgdon, George D. Mason

Transvision Electronics, Inc. Booth E-52
460 North Ave., New Rochelle, N. Y., ME 6-6000

Exhibiting: CCTV Systems; TV Classroom Receivers;

TV Mobile Stands

Personnel: Alvin Reinberg, Stanley Marks

The Turner Company Booth R-154
909 17th St., N. E., Cedar Rapids, Iowa, EM 3-8144

Exhibiting: Microphones and headsets for Language
Laboratory

Personnel: R. R. Smith, Thomas H. Moss, Douglas Bat-

tin, Leon Davis, William Linz, Bob Beckstein

United World Films, Inc. Booth W-2 11

1445 Park Avenue, New York 29, New York, TR 6-

5200
Exhibiting: Feature Films, Educational Films, Castle

FiJms, Sonsored Films, Motion Picture "Friendship 7"

Personnel: John D. Desmond, James M. Franey, Murray
Goodman, L. B. Guelpa, Jr., Donald Kushnick, Charles

McGretty, Mark Else

Sylvania Commercial Electronics Booth Q-140
730 Third Ave., New York 17, N. Y., JU 6-2424

Exhibiting: Closed Circuit Television Equipment
Personnel: Richard B. Hackenberger, Robert E. Brock-

way, William T. Blackwell

Sylvania Electric Products Inc. Booths E-43-44

1740 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y., JU 6-2424

Exhibiting: Projection lamps and other A-V lamps

Personnel: Richard Hodges, John Williams, Bill Rob-

bins, Clem Baxter, James Early

Synchro-Mat Equipment Corp. Booth S-164

619 E. Libeny St., Jackson, Mich., ST 4-3721

Exhibiting:

Personnel:

Vega Electronics Corp. Booth T-I77
10781 N. Hi-Way 9, Cupertino, Calif., AL 2-8704;

968-8886
Exhibiting: Vega Wireless Microphone System

Personnel: C. Art Foy, John Larson, Art Peterson

Victor Animatograph Corp. Booths D-36-37
A Division of Kalart, Hultenius St., Plainville, Conn.,

SH 7-1663

Exhibiting: KALART/VICTOR Series 70 Projectors;

KALART/VICTOR Duolite 2-Way Projector; Victor

Soundview Projectors; KALART/VICTOR Movie-
matic Repeater Projector

Personnel: H. C. Koverman, Jr., Hy Schwartz, J. J. Har-

nett, M. Goldberg, George G. Collins

Technicolor Corp. Booth T-183
123 S. Hollywood Way, Burbank, Calif., VI 9-6141

Exhibiting: 8mm Automatic Projectors

Personnel: Robert Kreiman, Lee Montgomery, Jack

Baigelman

Videomaster Booth U-193
1308 S. Pulaski, Chicago 23, Illinois, LA 1-7766

Exhibiting: Videomaster 8mm Visual Aid Repeater

Projector

Personnel: Mr. Shore, Mr. Schwarzberger
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Viewlex Inc. Booths H-93-94

Holbrook, N. Y., LT 9-6600

Exhibiting: Slide & Filmstrip Equipment; Sound Film-

strip Equipment; Teaching Machines

Personnel: M. R. Abrams, Ben Peirez, Jack Stine, Fran

Welsh, Jim McNulty, Rudy Schmidt, Bill Weltman,

Don Langer

V-M Corporation Booths P-134-135

305 Territorial Rd, Benton Harbor, Mich., WA 5-8841

Exhibiting: Tape Recorders; Language Lab applications;

Phonographs; Tape Recorder; Slide Projector Syn-

chronizer

Personnel: C. J. Stevens, M. B. Cain, Joel Rowley

Wallach and Associates, Inc. Booth A-3
1589 Addison Rd., Cleveland 3, Ohio, SW 1-5580

Exhibiting: Cabinets for storage of records, tapes, films

and filmstrips; mobile units and Mobile Audio-Visual
Center

Personnel: Charles D. Wallach, Mrs. Charles Wallach,

Larry Oliver

Westinghouse Electric Corporation,

Lamp Division Booths 1-95-96

1 MacArthur Ave., Bloomfield, N. J.,
HU 4-3000, Blfd.

Ext. 476-Exhibits Section, Adv. Dept.—Photographic

Lamps, Commercial Engineering Dept.—Ext. 362

Exhibiting: Light Sources for Audio-Vistial Equipment,

including new types

Personnel: G. G. Paragamian, A. Frankel, R. D. Reyn-

olds, R. L. Allen

William Research Corp. Booth W-209
2280 W. Maple Rd., Box 95, WaUed Lake, Mich., MA

4-4591

Exhibiting: Williams Science Desk, automatic teaching

device

Personnel: Robert A. Harmon, Jerome Horger, S. B.

Williams

H. Wilson Corporation Booths G-83-84

546 W. 119th St., Chicago 28, lU., CO 4-4412

Exhibiting: Daylight projection unit and complete line

of TV and audio visual mobile tables

Personnel: Howard Wilson, George Luscombe, Lee

Spade, Russ Parker, Ruthann Gaddy, Doris DeBias

Third Annual Meeting of the Film Council

National Audiovisual Association
Tuesday, July 24, 1962, at the Morrison Hotel, Chicago, 111.

A: 16mm-35mm RELATIONS

1: History of 16mm Film Distribution—Bill

Kruse

2: The 35mm Viewpoint—What is an "Infringe-

ment"?—Speaker from 35mm Field.

3: The 16mm Viewpoint—Harold Baumstone

4: What Can Be Done To Improve 16:35 Rela-

tions. Frank Gilhaus

4: Cataloging—Toby Chandler

5: How Do You Handle???-
a: Late Returns

b: Legitimate rentals which customers call

"previews"

c: Non-use

d: Film Embezzlers

6: 8mm and Other Technological Developments
—Tom Hope

B: COPYRIGHT LAWS

1: NAVA's Position on Proposed Copyright Law
Revision—Don White

2: Enforcement of 16mm Copyrights—Hy Frank

C: FILM LIBRARY OPERATIONS

1: The Film Library Course at Bloomington
Sales Training Institute—Alan Twyman, Jr.

2: Film Insurance—Wally Dauler

3: Depreciation of Films—Ken Lilley

D. TRADE PROBLEMS

1: Necessary Operating Margin for the Film Li-

brary—Paul Foght

2: The Producers' Viewpoint—Sam Hersh-

3: Distribution Patterns and their Effect on
Profit-Roa Bu-ch

E: DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY REPORTS

The use of the 6x6 Small Group Discussion and
Report Technique to enable every participant

opportunity to register his personal reaction to

the matters presented.
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AV
in the Church Field

by William S. Hockman

Sound-Column Public Address

Our church has a fair reverberation

interval. This is good for music. It is

bad for speaking. The pulpit is more
tlian 35 pews from the back. It takes

voice-push to get it back to the last

customer. There are dead spots, too.

Bouncing off the hard pillars, and
other surfaces, the sound waves often

cancel out. What to do? We put 8-

inch speakers in the top round of

wrought-iron chandeliers from which
hang individual fixtures. We skipped

the front pair. The natural voice

would cover this area. We put them in

the remaining three pairs. We 'pulled'

them with a good amplifier and fed it

from a mike on the lectern, pulpit,

and near the altar-table. How does it

work? Good, after we tinkered it as

to base-treble, volume on mikes vs

volume on the speakers, and the re-

lation of mikes to the ministers.

This is distributed sound. No speak-

er needs to be loud. Echo is cut to

zero from the speakers. It's hard for

the minister to depend upon the sys-

tem. He still forgets and puts push into

his delivery. But, it's working, the

congregation is pleased.

Central-sound would have not done
the job. Same old echo the minute

you push the volume up. What about

sound-absorbent material to reduce

echo? Fine for voice, but think of

what dead music we would have had.

Both organ and choirs would have
lost their liveness. But, we might have
installed two sound-columns up front.

A sound-column is a series of speakers

moimted in a colunni and having

PORTABLE REAR PROJECTION
^^ PIXMOBILE'

* Use all your present projectors * Built-in light control when pro-
band Pixmoblle projection tables, jecting from either side of

* Big 19V4" X 25V4" Polacoat screen cabinet.

Lenscreen.® H: Famous Pixmobile strength and
quality.

If you have a budget problem, take a look at Rear Projection by
Pixmobile. Completely flexible, it permits use of your present equip-
ment with the purchase of only the screen cabinet at $79.95 in

many cases. Let your Pixmobile dealer demonstrate the high-quality
performance of this effective and reasonably priced teaching aid.

ADVANCE PRODUCTS COMPANY
2300 East Douglas Avenue / ^Vichita, Kansas

unique characteristics in the way it

delivers sound. The pattern is just

right for long and narrow churches.

Medium volume reaches far. Installed

in many European churches, the

sound-column is little past its debut
here. Three companies will be pleased

to tell you all about the merits is their

sound-coumns: North American Phil-

lips, 230 Duffy Ave., Hicksville, N.Y.;

DuKane Corporation, St. Charles, 111.;

American Sound Columns, Bronx 38,

N.Y.

Had we known about columns earli-

er, we might have used them. Now
you are alerted, at least.

Lit-Lit Filmstrip

In the 60-frame color filmstrip with

printed commentary we have a useful

documentation of the delight and
power of reading. Ti-Ti is a 12-year-

old boy in Hong Kong. His grand-

father has two loves: Ti-Ti and learn-

ing itself. At last Ti-Ti has a book of

his own, with Lit-Lit (shorthand for

the Committee on World Literacy and
Christian Literature, 475 Riverside

Dr., N.Y. 27, N.Y.) doing its part.

For grades three trhu six. Has excel-

lent photography by Berkeley Studios,

Toronto. Highly recommended. From
Lit-Kit; $5.00 complete.

For Occupational Thinking

She was a seventh grader, leaving

church school. "What are you going to

do with your life?" I asked as I met
her in the hallway. "Either a nurse or

a teacher; I am undecided." No hesi-

tation; the answer was right there.

Why? Already this girl was doing

hard thinking about her vocation. So
are many fifth, sixth, and seventh

graders. Is the church helping? Can
it? Ought it to help? How? After this

touch-and-go encounter (and there

will be others with her), I wondered
about the new series, "Foundations
For Occupational Planning" by SVE.
Could they help? Now after looking

these five titles over, I am certain

they can. They were designed to help

young people do some of the thinking

basic to understanding themselves, the

work of the world, the skills required,

and the personality bents implied.

Here are tlie titles: Who Are You?,

What Do You Like To Do?, What Is

A Job?, M^hat Are Job Families?,

What Good Is School?

"But, this is for the school,' you
will say. So what! Many schools don't

do much along these lines. Besides, the

school can't give the religious empha-
sis which the church can, and should,

and must do. The 'art' is excellent; the

color good; the captions provocative
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of thought; and the whole set sells for

$22.50-from SVE, 1345 Diversey

Pkwy., Chicago 14, 111.

Teenage Spiritual Life

Family Filmstrips has produced a

four-unit filmstrip series, "Christian

Teenager's Spiritual Life Kit," to be
used with young people in church

school, fellowship meetings, in camps
and conferences. The four titles are:

Teenagers and the Bible, Teenagers

and Witnessing, Teenagers and Prayer,

Teenagers and Christian Resiwnsibili-

ty. They are visuahzed with live ac-

tion photographs posed by teenagers

in real life settings and situations from
which the commentary, often dialogue,

is derived. There is narration, where
needed, and background music (most-

ly not needed!) They are intended to

be supplemental and motivational.

Complete with 2 records, $25.50. Ac-

ceptable quality; recommended.

Another Script, Please!

Dear Mr. Fay (of Whittemore As-

sociates, Inc., Boston 8, Mass.) won't

you please give us a second commen-
tary on your fine filmstrip. The Life

of Christ In Stained Class Windoivs?

We know the life of Christ pretty

well, but here is a fresh way to pre-

sent it to groups both within and with-

out the church. These 40 frames are

good; and they were certainly not

easy to get.

Now, using these same pictures,

give us art appreciation. Help us to

know Gothic from Modern Gothic;

Colonial from Renaissance; Pictorial

from Contemporary. Put us in posses-

sion of these fine windows as stained

glass masterpieces. It is not enough
to tell us what churches the windows
are in. With two commentaries—one
carrying the Life of Christ forward

(which we now have, and it is very

good, indeed), and the other enlarg-

ing our understanding of stained glass

as both art and technology. While we
wait for the second, let us use the
fiist. It's a mighty good job.

My Apologies!

In this Department in the May is-

sue we commented upon two films:

In God We Tnist, and Our First

Chrisimas Tree. We regret that we
omitted the name of the distributor.

Productions Unlimited, Inc., 1564
Broadway, New York 36, and we
apologize to our friend—I hope he still

is^Mr. Milton J. Salzburg.

OF LEADING AUDIO-

VISUAL EDUCATORS,

SPEECH THERAPISTS,

MUSIC DIRECTORS
ON THEIR NORELCO
TAPE RECORDERS:

".
. . on impressive tone quality in its reproduction of sound . .

." Mrs. Mary

Lou Plugge, Chairman, Dept. ol Speech and Dramatic Arts, Adelphi College,

New York.

".
. . faithful, undistorted reproduction of vocal and instrumental timbres . .

."

John Brownlee, Director, Manhattan School of Music.

".
. . ruggedness, versatility and high fidelity . .

." Norman Singer, Director,

Aspen Music Festival and Dean of the Aspen School of Music.

".
. . reproduces sustained notes without pitch variation . .

." Peter Mennin,

Director, Peabody Conservatory of Music.

".
. . most useful in the evaluation of performance and progress . .

." Dr.

Arved Kurtz, Director, New York College of Music.

. . . and Dr. Irene Cypher, Associate Professor, School of Education, New
York University, cited these qualities: fidelity, reliability, versatility and
functional simplicity.

The Continental '300', designed specifically for classroom use, provides these

obvious advantages for voice and music teachers, audio-visual and all spe-

cialized teaching applications in school, church and music studiO:

4-track monophonic recording end playback • 4-track stereo playback • 3 speeds
• Up to 16 hours playing time on a single 7" reel • Simple, push-button operation

• Headphone monitoring for "auditioning" student as he records • Mixing and

sound-on-sound facilities • Accidental erasure prevention • Rugged construction

for constant classroom and portable P.A. use • Comes complete with preamp-

omplifier, wide range NORELCO speaker and dynamic microphone.

for more (octs, investigote the comp/ete line of NORELCO Confinenfo/s' 0/ your dealer's

-or write to Depl.S-7 lor free brochure with voluoble "Tope Recorder Buyer's Guide."

^ore/c
NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS COMPANY, INC., HIgti Fidelity Products Division, 230 Duffy Avenue, HIcksville, LI.,N.Y.
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AUDIO

by Max U. Bildersee

Thirteen Hundred Miles
Of Tape!

Happily, it is not 'red tape' but

rather magnetic tape—pre-recorded
magnetic tape—available to the schools

of Georgia! It is coincidental—and for

this purpose providential—that the

reels of tape in the library at the

Georgia Tapes For Teaching Center

represent the miles between Atlanta

ad Boulder, Colorado where the Na-
tional Tape Repository now is located.

These libraries, separated by miles,

work closely together to achieve ser-

vices for both the schools of a single

state and the schools of the nation.

Tapes of special value and instruc-

tional importance which are prepared

and produced in the schools of Georgia

are offered to the National Repository,

and there they are made available to

schools of the nation. Thus, an ex-

ceptional presentation coming from
Atlanta, or Athens or the smallest of

Georgia schools can be used in schools

in Illinois, California, Texas, Minne-

sota and elsewhere through the ever

expanding facilities and services of

the National Tape RejKJsitory.

Similarly, the exceptional material

produced in all comers of the country

which comes to the attention of the

National Repository reaches the
schools of Georgia through this ex-

change.

We have before us the catalog.

Tapes For Teaching, which lists ma-
terials available to Georgia schools

through the State Department of

Education in Georgia. We had the

good fortune of visiting and talking

with Garland C. Bagley, director of

audiovisual service for the Georgia

State Education Department, in At-

lanta and seeing the operation of this

tape library.

Inside the Catalog

Tapes For Teaching, published in

Atlanta in 1960, has been supplement-

ed with additional data. But the origi-

nal catalog lists more than 6,000 pre-

recorded tapes available to teachers in

Georgia. The collection represents the

best that state and national profession-

al teacher and audiovisual expert com-
mittees have been able to compile.

Certainly this tremendous availabili-

ty offers the schools of Georgia a well-

balanceS audiovisual program—giving
adequate stress to tlic audio as well

as the visual.

The catalog offers a great many
tapes that have been recorded in

Georgia, as well as many that have
been recorded elsewhere. The Georgia

group includes stories about Georgia,

statements by important Georgians,

'on-the-spot' descriptions of important

events of particular state interest and
so forth. Not satisfied with a static

collection, the State Department of

Education continually seeks worth-

while recordings of interesting events

and programs produced in the many
schools and communities which are

Georgia.

In presenting this catalog to the

schools of the State of Georgia Claude
Purcell, State Superintendent of

Schools said, "Audio-Visual materials

have proved a powerful source of more
effective education in Georgia school-

rooms." He called for careful study of

the programs offered through the

catalog and efiFective utilization in the

local instructional programs.

In each state emphasis is placed on
local problems and experiences as

students travel through the schools.

Georgia is no exception, and the Tapes
For Teaching program offers a variety

of essentially local interest materials

for the use of the schools. Institutions

within the state have prepared special

materials on such subjects as the cul-

ture of sweet potatoes, the problems
of peanut production, irrigation and
poultry disease prevention. These pro-

grams are in a series designed for

presentation to agriculture classes,

and other titles include "Adapting
Farming to Irrigation in South Geor-
gia," "Irrigating Tobacco, Corn, Sweet
Potatoes and Peas" and "Cotton
Chemical Weed Control." Many of

the programs in this series, ostensibly

Georgia oriented, can be used in other

areas. Such titles are "Roughage for

Dairy Cattle," "Planning A Farm Ir-

rigation System," "Cutting Planted

Stands for Regular Income" and "De-
pendable Pasture Plants."

Georgia history is available in tapes

from this source for use in Georgia

schools. There is a program on the

"Dahlonega Gold Rush" narrated by

Jackson Bennett, a local amateur his-

torian and numismatist. There is a

special tape recording devoted to

the world famous "Okefenokee
Swamp." This is an informative, nar-

rative tape recording about Georgia's

great swamp, illustrated with special

recordings made at the Swamp Park
near Waycross.

Outstanding Georgians may be
studied through tapes on the contribu-

tions of "Joel Chandler Harris," "Mar-
tha Berry," "Bobby Jones," "Lem
Griffis," "Graham Jackson" and "By-
ron Herbert Reece."

State and local public officials have
contributed their time, effort and in-

formation to the improvement of edu-
cation in Georgia through a series

of recordings designed specifically for

in-school use and devoted to descrip-

tion of the functions of pubUc offices.

The Attorney General discusses the

work of his office and stresses the im-

portance of the exercise of franchise.

The Secretary of State gives a full

picture of his many duties, and the

State Auditor, known as the "watch
dog" of state government, describes

the steps taken by his office to pre-
vent corruption of government.

Similarly, there are carefully devel-

oped presentations describing the
work of such state officers as the

Comptroller General, the Chief Justice

of the Georgia Supreme Court who
explains Georgia's judicial system, the

Lieutenant Governor, the House
Speaker, the State Treasurer, the Com-
missioner of Agriculture, the State

Geologist, the Director of the Georgia
Department of Public Health, the

Commissioner of Labor and many
others including featured presentations

by past and present State School

Superintendents.

Van Joyner, a teacher in the Fulton
County School System at the time
these following recordings were made,
created a series to tie in closely with
textbooks on Georgia history. His ef-

fort was to awaken interest in the

history of Georgia and thereby develop

a sense of pride in local history. Some
of the topics covered include "DeSoto
Seeks Gold," "Indians in Georgia,"

"Oglethorpe Chooses Settlers," "Ogle-

thorpe Makes Setdement," 'Oglethorpe

the General: The Battle of the Bloody
Marsh," "No Stamps for Georgia,"

"Nancy Hart, Heroine," "Revolution

and Statehood," "Georgia G o 1 d,"

"Riverboats in Georgia," "From Ter-

minus to Atlanta," "War Clouds Gath-
er" and "The Locomotive Race."

Other tape recordings in this series

enter into the broader field of Georgia
as she is known and understood today.

In this area there are recordings on

the "Warm Springs Foundation,"

"Government of Georgia" and "The
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Story of Georgia." In addition to a

presentation on modern educational

advancement as mirrored in the "Uni-

versity of Georgia" there is attention

focussed on Georgian industry in the

recording, "Dr. Charles Herty," which
is planned around Dr. Herty's contri-

butions to the development of the

paper industry within the state.

Committee On Scientific Aids
Almost a generation ago the Com-

mittee on Scientific Aids to Learning

approved a state-wide project calling

for the production and evaluation of

non-musical phonograph recordings as

teaching aids. Walter S. Bell past

president of the Department of Audio-
visual Instruction of the NEA served
as producer of the series which were
intended to improve the instruction of

children in the State. These recordings

have been preserved on tape, and are

available to the schools for continued
use, although they were originally pro-

duced on less durable shellac re-

cordings.

Among the 72 titles in this series

are such pertinent subjects as Agri-

culture and Industry, Citizenship,

Communication, Conservation of Nat-
ural Resom-ces, Education, Georgia
History, Georgia Leaders, Stories for

Young Children, Transportation and
Vocational Guidance.

National Interests

Georgia's education is not insular.

Georgian children have broad national

interests and understanding. Some of
this comes from the variety of in-

fluences brought to bear through the
Tapes For Teaching project.

Many industrial and educational in-

stitutions are represented in the Tapes
For Teaching catalog. Among the

former are General Electric, Westing-
house, National Broadcasting Compa-
ny, Columbia Broadcasting System,
Canadian Broadcasting Company and
many others.

Educational institutions run the

gamut of the states. Minnesota and
Texas, Ohio and New York, Rhode
Island and Connecticut are all repre-

sented. So are many others. There are
private institutions and public institu-

tions. There are schools of the air, and
local broadcasting stations.

The number of these, and their

variety is tremendous. They are taken,

largely, from the catalog that is offered

by the National Tape Repository. The
Minnesota Department of Education
is represented, as are KUOM ( Univer-

sity of Minnesota), Texas Education
Agency, North Texas State College,

WSUI (State University of Iowa),
WHA (University of Wisconsin, Kent
State University, Ohio State Universi-

ty, University of Kansas, University of

Michigan, Toledo Museum of Art, Na-

tional Association of Educational

Broadcasters, University of Illinois

and many too many others to list here.

It is significant to look, too, at the

subject areas covered in this tape

catalog, and collection of taped data.

These include Mathematics, Art, Mu-
sic, Drama, Languages, History, Agri-

culture, Conversation, Health, Home
Economics, Literature, Poetry, Busi-

ness Education and many others, all

borrowed from the national sources.

The particular Georgia interests are

taken into account through local pres-

entations, but the bulk of the list is

taken from these national sources and
run through all aspects of the modern
course of study in the sciences and the

lunnanities.

People are important, too. In ad-

dition to the state figures already

mentioned there are many national

authorities made available for in-

structional use in schools of Georgia

through the TAPES FOR TEACH-
ING project. The list is most impres-

sive and includes outstanding drama-

tists, poets, philosophers, scientists and

educators.

Facilities

All this is carried on in one room!

The room contains the tape racks and
the tape reproduction machinery.

Tapes secured by the schools of Geor-

gia through this service are not avail-

able but once, or for a short period of

time, but are retained by the school

for reuse many times over. Technical-

ly there are two copying units—one de-

signed for a 'one to one' copying as-

signment, and the other for multiple

duplications using a master unit and
five slaves.

In addition, the TAPES FOR

TEACHING laboratory in Atlanta

boasts facilities for making remote or

'nemo' recordings, and staff to under-

take special assignments. So—the li-

brary is bound to grow in terms of ma-
terials available and in terms of use

by the .schools of the State.

1,300 Miles Of Tape
Yes—1,300 miles of tape connect

Atlanta with the National Tape Re-
pository in Boulder—but 1 ,.300 miles of

tape also connect Atlanta with all the

schools of Georgia—and at the same
time connect the schools of Georgia
with some of the finest audio and
audiovisual materials available to

schools anywhere. These 'thirteen hun-
dred miles of tape' make the schools

of Georgia part of the national audio-
visual scene—make Georgia a contrib-

uting member to the national audio-
visual community, and help Georgia
and Georgians make effective use of

national resources in local instruction.

Thirteen hundred miles of tape in

one place! How many times thirteen

hundred miles of tape are available in

individual Georgia schools, we may
never know. But this much we can be
sure about—that this is state service to

local schools at maximum efficiency

and minimum cost. We can be sure,

too, that Georgians have reason to be
proud of this service they offer their

schools—and of the uses made of the

service by schools throughout this

state.

The.se accomplishments are a trib-

ute to the keen understanding of state

and local needs exhibited by State

Department officials in Atlanta, and
of the tireless efforts of Garlan Bagley
and his colleagues to meet individual,

local school demands.

/Judio CARDALOel^ Record Reviews on Card
— A WORLD OF SOUND ON FILE —

MORE THAN

INDIVIDUAL CROSS-INDEXED 3x5 CARDS ALREADY
ISSUED! PLUS the Audio CARDALOG DIRECTORY of

Record Producers

SUBSCRIBE NOW — $25.00 a year

Audio CARDALOG—Box 1771, Albany 1, New York

Educationai, Screen and Audiovisuai, GuroE
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FILMSTRIPS

by Irene F. Cypher

There is a lot of activity in the world

today. There is a lot of information to

be secured if we are to learn how to

live in this world—and the solution

seems to be to contact all possible

sources in order to secure adequate

information. Education is a matter of

concern to many people and many
organizations. That peculiar phenome-
non known as the "curriculum" needs

a lot of interpreting if it is indeed to

be meaningful for the pupils it serves.

This means that we need accurate

information, details based on correct

statistics, careful research and just as

careful planning in the preparation for

presentation. The educational pro-

ducers realized this years ago, and
now other organizations wishing to

prepare material for educational pur-

poses are coming to realize it. There
is no place in our schools for incor-

rect or one-sided material; there is no
time to waste with shallow, hastily

whipped up, amateurish materials that

are neither stimulating to the intellect

nor valuable in terms of pupil interests.

A majority of those who are teach-

ing today went through the period of

what was so poorly termed "progres-

sive" methods. We need to be progres-

sive and forward looking in education,

but this does not mean that "any-

thing goes." The truly progressive

teacher today wants materials that per-

tain to the most modern of methods,

but this does not mean that there will

he no planning, no system, no foim,

no discipline. We have noted frequent

use of the word "creativity" when re-

ferring to materials and activities.

Now this is a very nice word when
used properly, but we do hope it does

not go through the same mis-use that

"progressive" suffered. We are all in

favor of allowing pupils to create ma-
terials; we are heartily in favor of any-

thing that stimulates pupils to look

about them and to really see things for

themselves. But we are not in favor of

hit-or-miss activities.

Some of the danger signs we per-

sonally hate to see are to be found in

the well-meaning but not always well-

trained efforts to produce films, film-

strips and other materials. The camera
is a wonderful instrument—but behind

the camera should be a planned shoot-

ing script; a definite outhne of shots

or scenes to be included; a good ses-

sion of editing; an opportunity to re-

shoot if necessary or at least to get

other originals if the first ones are in-

adequate.

Many communities have unique re-

sources that should be made available

for use in the schools. We need films,

filmstrips and slides based on such

original and regional resources, but
they should be photographed or pro-

duced by those who know something
about production and who devote
careful efforts to making these re-

sources available in a format worthy

/ludic CARDALOG® Record Reviews on Cards
Box 1771— Albany 1, New York

D Please enter_ .1 year subscription(s) to Audio

CARDALOG, 400 cards—10 issues—$25.00

n Please -send us full information about Audio CARDALOG.

Name

Organization or School .

Address .

Gty and State

of viewing and study. If anyone read-

ing this column has dreams of setting

about a program of creative produc-
tion of local or regional materials, we
beseech them to hold a first session to

think through all facets of such a pro-

gram, and then to organize steps so

that the end product justifies the time
spent in creating the material.

Study Prints—li you are looking for

prints to illustrate units dealing with
Oceanography and Moon Exploration,

let us direct you to the new series pro-

duced by the Communitij Education-

al Resources Dept. of the Dept. of

Education, San Diego County, San
Diego, California. There are four sets

of prints—"What Is Oceanography?"
"The Oceanographic Tower"; "Moon
Exploration (Part I)" and "Moon Ex-
ploration (Part 11)"; and a wall chart

"Exploration of Inner Space." The
picture sets have from 14 to 16 prints,

and are well photographed.

San Diego is an area where many
scientific, educational and govern-

mental groups are engaged in oceano-
graphic research. It is in the labora-

tories and production rooms that many
of the missiles and materials of mod-
ern exploration are being created.

Therefore the diagrams and pictures

included in these study print sets bring

us the latest information from such
groups.

The set devoted to moon explora-

tion shows us present equipment to be
used and also designs for future man-
ned vehicles. It is interesting to see

what has been planned for the pro-

duction of space stations and lunar
bases. And it is equally interesting to

see how man proposes to continue

plumbing the depths of the ocean to

continue research first instituted with
the Beebe Bathysphere.

There is no questioning the fact

that the subject content of these prints

will be of interest to today's pupils;

it is equally true that the prints are

well organized for study purposes and
well reproduced. (For prices write to

Community Educational Resources,

San Diego County Educational Cen-
ter, San Diego, California.)

Ancient Rome and Modem Rome (2
filmstrips, color; produced by Knowl-
edge Builders, Visual Education Build-

ing, Floral Park, Long Island; $6.00
each with script; $7.50 for additional

3314 L.P. record). We understand

many of today's problems if we have a

concept of the historical foundation

provided by Rome, both ancient and
modern. These strips take us to this

historic city and show us how the

Eternal City has influenced the course

of development through the ages. The
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ELECTRONICS

CATALOG

SAVE MOST on language
labs, Stereo hi-fi, record-

ing and phono equipment,
school sound systems,
training kits, electronic

parts. Write for Catalog.

ALLIED RADIO
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, III.

sUip.s are intended for use in both so-

cial science classes and language class-

e.s. Therefore the presentation is two-

fold in value. We see famous land-

marks (as originally constructed and

as restored). Each filmstrip is com-

plete as a unit, but the iwo u.sed to-

gether provide a continuity of infor-

mation that takes the viewer from

ancient days to the modem period.

Good for middle and upper grades.

Cairo To Capetoicn (single strip, black

and white; produced by Office of Ed-

ucational Activities, New York Times,

Times Square, New York 36, N.Y.;

$2.50 single strip, $15 for year's series

of 8 monthly filmstrips). In keeping

abreast of world affairs we need to

know what the press can tell us of

events in all parts of the globe. This

strip takes us from one tip of tlie con-

tinent of Africa to the other and focus-

es attention on the local problems in

each region or country. Intended for

social science and world affairs at the

middle and upper grade levels.

Elementary School Science Filmstrips

(9 strips, color; produced by Film-

strip-of-the-Month Clubs, Inc., 355

Lexington Ave., New York 17, N.Y.;

$33 per club, see catalog for details

of special groupings). The strips in this

series, which appear monthly, provide

very good visuals for use at the high

school level. We particularly like the

ones entitled "Indoor Weather"; "The
Ocean Of Air We Live In"; "The Ani-

mal Kingdom"; and "The Seas About
Us." In each instance the producers

have tried to provide a basis for

understanding the visuals pictorial

content that wiU direct the viewers to

([uestion, di.scuss and then experiment

for themselves. The material is well

organized and can be used with many
class session projects and units of

work in the elementary classroom.

Iran (single filmstrip, color, book and
record; produced by International

Communications Foundation, 933
Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills, Calif.;

$4.95 single strip, $8 complete unit).

We have always liked units of mate-

rials which provide variety—and this

set gives us folklore, folk music, pic-

tures and descriptions which help to

make Iran take shape as a country

with an interesting heritage and an

important place in the world today.

There are many times when pictures

alone do not give us a "whole" pic-

ture of people and places. The addi-

tion of sound as background helps to

make information more realistic, as in

this instance. The color is good, and
the pictures selected give us the feel- F %^RSE
ing that both the country and the peo-
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New and Used

Film Subjects—Accessories

Write For Free LUU
NATIONAL CINEMA SERVICE

71 Dey St., N. Y. C. 7, N. '

"FIBERBILT" CASES
"THEY LAST INDEFINITflY"

Equipped with (teal cornars, steal card

holder and heavy wab straps.

Only original FIberbllt Cases bear this

Trade Mark

Your Assurance

of "Finest Quality"

For 16mm Film

—

400' to 3000' Reels

Sold by All Leading Dealers
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AFE
UPPORT

for schoolroom TV

The MILLER self-leveling TV stand

is the only table of its kind, where
you write your own specificatiotts

for

• Height (40 to 62")

e Sloped or level top

e Table size (20x24 or 20x30")

e Wheel size (3" or 4")

e Weighted lower shelf (22 or

35 lb)

e Leg diameter (
1" or 1 V4")

e Grounded cord.

MILLER tables are good for a life-

time of trouble-free service. Rust-
proof construction throughout. Burn-
proof plastic top with raised safety

holding lip. Large silent rubber-
tired ball-bearing wheels, two with
brakes. Self-leveling.

For full d«tail$ write

Miller Manufacturing Co.
3310 E. Roxboro Road NE, Allanlo 5, Go.

vyiTH

while

presenting

Audio-

Visaed

programs

DARKENING

2 & SHADES
Finest materials—decorative colors

Made to fit any size windows
Guaranteed for 10 years

Used throughout the United States

since 1917

Write for literature and fabric samples.
They're free.

MANUFACTURING COMPANY
2347 Sullivan Ave. • St. Louis 7, Mo.
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pie have much to contribute to our

own world. Good for social science in

the middle and upper grades.

Look It Up: Information Sources For

High School Students (4 strips, color;

produced by Filmstrip House, 432
Park Ave. South, New York 16, N.Y.;

$20 per set, $15 if purchased with

other in Language Arts series). Pupils

always need to know where to go for

information and what types of re-

sources they may exfject to find. In

this series they are introduced to dic-

tionaries, periodicals, how to find facts

and figures, and how to identify what
it is they are seeking. The strips are

intended to help the pupils identify

Why you'll prefer the

Keystone COMPACT

does FAR MORE
--in LESS SPACE

Overhead Projector

for the

Classroom

Light . . . Easily Portable . . .

Noiseless . . . and Reliable

— and projects ALL of these

1. Thousands of 3%" x 4" Prepared
Transparencies on Science, Social
Studies, Music, Art and Reading
Readiness.

2. Map Transparencies.

3. Polaroid Transparencies.

4. Tachistoslides for teaching Read-
ing, Music, Shorthand, Arithmetic,
Typewriting, Foreign Languages.

5. Practical, Usable Handmade
Slides and Transparency Materi-

als. Etched Glass Slides used with
ordinary lead pencil.

6. Also Projects 2", 2%" Slides,
Strip Film, Microscopic Slides.

The Keystone COMPACT Overhead
Projector and many of the items list-

ed are purchasable in many states
under Title III of the NDEA.

In Your Own Classroom, have a
demonstration of all these uses.

Write to KEYSTONE VIEW CO.,
Meadville, Pa. Since 1892, Producers
of Superior Visual Aids.

Wheelit's First 7 Years
—have been a period of rapid growth
thanks to our dealers and customers

So we have good reason to celebrate

. . . albeit just seven years as compared
with Educational Screen and A-V Guide's
40.

WHEELIT offers the most complete line in

the industry . . . the right model for you
. . . ready to use . . . ready to move ANY-
WHERE! Folding Wheelits, Semi-folding and
Non-Folding Wheelits fit every possible
transportation need.

WHEELITS are designed for professionals,

by professionals. In the last seven years, we
have built a rep-

a utation for the

^^^^^^^^^K' ^. best in perform-

i^^^^^^^^Sl^^^'''^ construe-

Wheelit Highlights ^W^ ^'"a'it;"'""

"""

Large ball-bearing rear wheels. 1^^^ ^^^
Ball-bearing costers in fronJ. ,,, . I ^ ^fl> WHEELITS OOt-
All-steel frames. alltflB I 1 ^Bk mnnanuA* «..»

,, . . I^^lw I 1 ^HPfc maneuver, out*
Lifetime finish. BHHi I I ^K\
Strong, welt-reinforced ^ I ^ ^ W\ perform and out-

'Well-balanced when loaded L^ , _^̂ ^ .^tBc^ '°*' °" Others.
Large sound-obsorbing platforms JtS^^T^J^ ^b And there's more

with Formica tops ^Dll *^ '^-^ «^ •

Good brakes, easily occessible UM-^^^ J^ £ exciting news to

Loods well secured in transit ^^^^^^ . m 1 ^ come ... at the
ACCESSORIES: Holders for screens ^H^^ '/ NAVA Show . . .

Electrical outlets with 20 ft. wK^m mgs/ space 1-97-98
automatic retrcKting cord. SBSS* ^B^

New literature describing the WHEELIT line is yours for the asking

GRUBER PRODUCTS CO. ZZoTl^-,.

their needs and then how to go to

find the answers. Good for both group
and individual study as part of U-

brary work and language arts units,

also good for reference resource work.

Oceanography Filmslrips (4 film-
strips, color; produced by Community
Educational Resources, Dept. of Edu-
cation, San Diego County, Calif.; see

catalog for price details). Individual

titles in this set are "Turn To The
Ocean: Oceanographic Power"; "Proj-

ect Mohole"; and "Underwater Acous-
tics."

As with the study prints offered by
this same producer, regional resources

have been made available for our
study. In each instance diagrams and
photographs take us to places where
vital research is helping modern ex-

ploration. Project Mohole takes us to

an area where drilling beneath the
earth's crust takes place. The two
strips dealing with oceanography in

particular show us many of the under-
sea forms of life and the equipment
which man is using in his study of

deep sea resources. Underwater acous-
tics gives an interesting account of the
sonar ability of some animals.

Each strip is so planned that we
feel as though we had taken a field

trip and were present to observe the

research and to participate in the ac-

tivities. Very well suited to science

work in the junior and senior school.

There are few areas where similar re-

search is going on, and the strips are a
valuable contribution for all science

classes. We need the information pro-

vided and this is an instance of how
local or regional organizations can
help provide schools with valuable

learning resources.

Wildlife Of The West (5 strips, c-olor;

produced by John W. Gunter, 125
North B Street, San Mateo, Calif.;

$27.00 per set, $6 single strips). An-
other instance of regional resources

made available for us—the story of

"Life In The Wild," "Mammals of the

Mountains," "M a m m a 1 s Of The
Plains," "Birds Of The Forests And
Fields," "Water Birds."

These strips take us to see animals

and birds in their natural habitats;

they include diagrams and pictures

showing physical adaptations for meet-

ing needs; and how these animals

help to maintain a balance of nature.

Rodents, deer, gulls, pelicans, mag-
pies, larks, cranes, cormorants and
many others are shown, and the photo-

graphs are good. The information

opens the natural resources of the

western area for us to study and is

excellent for any consideration of our

national wildlife resources.
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FILM EVALUATIONS
# by L. C. Larson and Carolyn Guss

The Housefly And Its Control

(Coronet Films, Coronet Building,

Chicago 1, Illinois) 11 minutes, 16mm,
sound, color and black and white,

1962. $120 and $60. Teachers' guide

available.

Description

When summer extends its pleasan-

tries from the south to embrace the

entire United States in its out-of-doors

activities, its leisure, its water sports,

its picnicking, its languorous living, it

is accompanied inevitably by its hordes

of "bugs." One insect of this group,

which is probably more destructive

than we imagine it to be, is the pesky

housefly.

The Housefly and Its Control pic-

tures the menacing aspects of this

common insect pest. Through photo-

macrography, photomicrography, live-

action and close-up photography, the

film records aspects seldom viewed
with the naked eye that are important

in a study of this animal. Laboratory

experiments and a large-scale model
aid in completing the picture of this

insect and its dangers to man.
The film begins by showing a fly,

in a clean kitchen of a home, walking

about upon food that the housewife is

preparing. Its harmful activities are

then seen in detail as the bacteria,

carried by the fly, are cultured on an

agar plate and shown to have grown
many colonies in just 24 hours. Flies

carry bacteria which may produce
typhoid fever, dysentery, cholera, and
tuberculosis. These are transmitted

nearly all over the world wherever
humans live.

In order to control the housefly, its

life-cycle must be understood. Most
flies begin their lives in decaying ma-
terials such as those found on the farm

in manure piles and in the city in

open garbage cans. A female fly, lay-

ing her eggs in filth, shows the begin-

nings of the life-cycle which continues

through the maggot, pupal, and adult

stages.

The large-scale model of a fly is

used to illustrate how it conforms to

insect specifications and how it is

capable, through its short bristly

hairs, foot pads, and lapping mouth
parts, of transporting many kinds of

bacteria. By these organs, the bac-

teria are carried as the fly when feed-

ing may regurgitate microorganisms,

may clean his legs, or may excrete

"flyspecks" upon man's food. Any of

these may contain harmful deposits

which can produce diseases in man.

Either on the farm or in the city

there are measures that must be taken

for the regulation and control of the

housefly. The local public health serv-

ices, when functioning to check po-

tential breeding grounds and making
recommendation for more sanitary

conditions, may aid considerably in

the control and regulation of this in-

sect.

Appraisal

From a seventh grade group of

girls in a food preparation class to a

sophisticated high school biology

class, this film presents the message of

the unwholesome characteristics and
the need for control of this all-present

insect, the housefly. This film should

initiate a change in the behavior of

those who see it as it presents the

housefly closeup, thereby magnifying

not only its organs but also its abili-

ties as a conveyor of disease organ-

isms. Since diseases the effects of

which are well known are carried by
the housefly, the bond of involve-

ment between the audience and the

film are strengthened.

The more inquiring pupils in the

class, after having viewed the film,

may very well be motivated to catch

a fly, cool it in Mom's refrigerator,

and examine it with a hand lens, or

with the aid of laboratory resources

at their school may wish to perform

the bacterial culturing experiment

shown in the film. The teacher may
want to bring into the classroom the

local public health official to tell the

class of the measures being taken in

the community to control the growth

and reproduction of the housefly. It

has a companion film entitled The
Mosquito and Its Control which fol-

lows a similar format and which will

serve well as a complementary film

in a study of health education.

This film has some rather outstand-

ing scenes which serve well to empha-
size, through the grotesque appear-

ance of the fly, its potential danger

as a carrier of di.sease-causing filth.

The photography of a female laying

her eggs on a refuse pile, the maggots
hatching from these, and the adult

breaking from its pupal case evi-

dences the skill and patience of the

photographers who filmed the live-

action footage of this film. On the

other hand, although one gets an ex-

cellent look at the housefly as a car-

rier of diseases, the film presents the

viewer with but little information re-

lated to the latter part of its title,

i.e. the control of the housefly. Too
few scenes showing the procedures for

regulating and controlling flies both

in the city and on the farm are seen.

The film, however, is a worthwhile

addition to any classroom for the

many exceptional scenes showing the

housefly in its daily activities through

its life cycle.

-Ron UM

East Germany:
Beyond The Wall
(Carousel Films, 1501 Broadway, New
York 36, New York) Produced by
Columbia Broadcasting System—Tele-

vision. 53 minutes, 16mm, sound,

black and white, 1961. $250.

Description

East Germany: Beyond the Wall is

a Columbia Broadcasting System tele-

vision news-documentary film, includ-

ing on-the-screen narration and inter-

views, which reports on numerous as-

pects of life in the principal nation

forming Communism's western front.

Moving at a high angle through the

Friedrichstrasse check-point, a CBS
camera conveys the Western viewer

beyond the Berlin Wall, erected "to

make East Germany safe for Com-
munism." Most of what is seen of

East Germany is confined to the Bal-

tic port city of Rostock. But the se-

quences of various phases of life in

that city are arrestingly revealing,

especially when it is borne in mind
that the residents of Rostock are more
fortunate materially than most other

East Germans and that East Germany
has the highest standard of living of

any Iron Curtain nation, with the pos-

sible exception of Czechoslovakia.

Here, in this favored city, the arrival

of a shipment of bananas for Christ-

mas is such a special event that women
volunteer to help unload the cargo.

As in other Communist countries, food

is a problem in East Germany. When
the food supply fails, propaganda is

di.spen.sed as a palliative. A shortage
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OUTSTANDING
FOR 1962-63

NEW
CHRISTIAN FAMILY LIFE SERIES

(1 6mm—30 minutes each)

"OUR SENIOR YEARS"

"SHOULD I MARRY
OUTSIDE MY FAITH"

"PROBLEMS OF THE
YOUNG MARRIED"

"CHRISTIAN FAITH IN A
CONFUSED WORLD"

(Rental of above $10.00 B&W)

plus

"BUYERS' CHOICE"(From "Our Senior Years")

NENA^

Faithful to new curriculum

studies . . . covering

all age levels

^fWm
MARRYING OUTSIDE YOUR FAITH
(horn kit "Facing Problems of Modern
Marriage)

VISIT US AT THE NAVA CONVENTION
AND VIEW OUR NEW RELEASES July
21-25, Morrison Hotel, Chicago, III.

•JESUS, THE TEACHER"
(Primary)

"CHRISTIAN FRIENDS IN

OTHER LANDS"
(Primary-Jr.)

"LEARNING TO LOVE OUR
NEIGHBORS" (Junior)

"ATTITUDES-A LOOK
AND A LISTEN"
(Jr.Hi-Sr.Hi)

"PLANNING BETTER
YOUTH MEETINGS"
(Jr.Hi-Sr.Hi)

"GREAT WORDS FOR THE
CHRISTIAN LIFE"
(Sr.Hi-Adull)

GREAT QUESTIONS JESUS
ANSWERED" (Adult)

"FACING PROBLEMS OF
MODERN MARRIAGE"
(Adult)

'CHRISTIANS FACE THE
SENIOR YEARS" (Adult)

"CHRISTMAS TREASURE
CHEST" (Jr.-Adult)

of salt was attributed to a pernicious

Western broadcast (which was never
made), advising the people that they
could counteract fallout by sprinkling

salt upon their heads!

School subjects are saturated with
Communist propaganda. "Story time"

for a group of Young Pioneers is a

pep-talk on Communism, in which the

children are urged to go home and
indoctrinate their parents.

Narrator Daniel Schorr discusses

East-West problems with a class in

Marxism-Leninism at Rostock Univer-

sity. Conformity to the Communist
"line" is also evidenced by an art

class which voted for its choice be-

tween an abstract nude and a "more
acceptable" socialist art form.

A sampling of East German enter-

tainment contains a high degree of

anti-Western propaganda. Included in

the sample is a night club comedian

(?), a Cuban trio singing "Cuba Si,

Yankees No," and a Communist dra-

matic version of An American Trag-

edy.

The state is described as not being
at war with religion; it only seeks

"cooperation" from the churches. This
policy is exemplified in the film by a

contrast between a sparsely-attended

Evangelical Lutheran church and a
well-filled Evangelical United Brether-

an church, only two blocks apart. The
minister in the latter church has adapt-

ed himself to the Communist regime,

just as he did to the Nazi government
preceding it. The Lutherans are not in

such favor because their denomination
affords a link with West Germany and
because their clergy have not cooper-

ated with the Communist government.
Insights into the life of a seemingly

well-satisfied factory worker are pro-

vided as he is shown at work, at a

periodic meeting for his work group,

and at his family apartment. He pro-

fesses not to feel repres.sed and dis-

plays apparent naivete when he attrib-

utes Communist jamming of the Amer-
ican radio station in West Berlin to

poor reception by his receiver.

A memorable interview with a small

manufacturer illustrates the helpless-

ness of private enterprise imder a dic-

tatorial socialist regime. One accepts

the government as a partner, or one
becomes an Enemy of the State.

An exchange between Schorr and
Walter Ulbriclit, the East German
"Chief of State," yields little informa-

tion about the topics discussed but re-

veals much about the East German
leader, as he unimaginatively responds

to Schorr's calculated queries.

Appraisal

Opinions concerning the technical

attributes of this film range from good
to excellent. Overall, it merits a rating
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of very good, despite the restrictive

conditions under which it was made.
East Germany should have a wide
scope of interest for audiences at the

. junior high, senior high, college, and

I

adult levels. Social studies classes,

I such as those in history, government,
and political science, should find this

film informative and provocative, as

it explores numerous segments of East
German life—educational, religious,

recreational, artistic, and political.

Students of propaganda may wish to

study the film content and even the

film itself as a Western propaganda
instrument. -James Pigg

The Westward Movement II

—Settlement Of The
Mississippi Valley
(Eticyclopedia Britannica Films, 1150
Wilmette Avenue, Wilmette, Illinois)

16 minutes, 16mm, sound, color and
black and white, 1962. $180 and $90.
Teachers' guide available.

Description

This film describes the mass move-
ment of people into the region ex-

tending from Ohio to Iowa and from
the Great Lakes to the Gulf. It illus-

trates through Ben Striker and other
fictional characters the several reasons

for the land rushes occurring between
1800 and the early 1840's, and indi-

cates the importance of river transpor-

tation in a frontier economy.
The million-square-mile Mississippi

Valley, irregularly shaped and a thou-
sand miles away from the Thirteen
Colom'es, sprang to life with the
Louisiana Purchase and the North-
west Ordinance. Despite a lack of
fertilizer and crop rotation, the area
north of the Ohio soon became a ma-
jor source of grain and lumber. Land
claims seemed to be no serious prob-
lem here. Most of the Indians already
had been moved west by the govern-
ment. Squatters had staked their

claims even before the public land
was up for auction, and then formed
associations to protect their interests

when bidding opened officially. Any
newcomer who outbid an association
member was thrown in some nearby
stream.

Others from the worn-out lands of
New England and Virginia settled

south of the Ohio and soon doubled
their investment in land and .slaves by
producing cotton for Europe. In time
small farmers were forced northward
and westward to Arkansas, Iowa, and
Missouri. But they too prospered as
the steamboat replaced three thousand
flatboats, poled a thousand miles on
the Mississippi by men who were
"half horse and half alligator."

By 1830 many communities appear-

ed up and down the Mississippi. Shops
bulged with toys and other imports

from England and France and local

industries and hucksters brought to

the housewife and farmer relief from
their more arduous tasks. True, the

big wheel which provided power for

the lathe and other machinery was
still turned by an apprentice, but
steam was not too far off. In the early

1840's not only individual communi-
ties but the Mississippi Valley itself

had become self-sufficient, and the

great mass migration stopped at the

eastern edge of "The Great American
Desert."

Of course there were individuals

like Bill Striker who still had Cali-

fornia or Oregon in their eyes and
whose every lick of the axe let in an
acre of sunshine. While his friends in

the Mississippi Valley were content in

their new homes with board floors and
glazed windows, his quest for adven-

ture, his love of land, and his pioneer

ideals drove him still westward. But
all had taken part in the most rapid

development of virgin territory the

world has ever known.

Appraisal

Settlement of the Mississippi Valley

certainly must be included in the

growing list of excellent films on one
or more phases of our nation's west-
ward movement. It provides for junior

high school pupils, especially, a gen-
eral but useful chronology of the mid-
west frontier and some synthesis of
the human and physical factors con-
tributing to its rapid population
growth. Although the film lacks signi-

ficant details of the 1785 survey law,

its information on claims associations

as well as on river transportation il-

lustrates the cooperative and practical

attitudes associated with frontier life.

Emphasis on the evolving economy of

the Valley up to 1840, with attention

to both self-sufficiency and interde-

pendence, provides some background
for understanding the eventual part-
ing of North and South.

Maps are lacking in both number
and detail and exterior sequences,
photographed in restored villages, are
disappointingly brief. E.xcept for a few
under-exposed shots, however, color
photography is excellent and the pic-
torial material carries its share of the
film story. Understandably, it is not as

successful in centering its story around
a personality as is a companion titled

Frontier Boy of the Midwe.^, a film

of smaller scope intended for inter-

mediate grades. Nevertheless, Bill

Striker in Settling the Mississippi Val-
ley is sure to appeal to the imagina-
tions of many pre-teeners and some
teen-agers too.

—Kenneth B. Thurston

NE^V from VIDEOI
a unique self-contained

CLOSED-CIRCUIT
TELEVISION STUDIO

VIDEO CNGINEERtNG CO. INC.

'ducator
TM PEND1NS

a magnification, microscopy and

gross television system that's

an audiovisual studio in itself!

DISPLAYS . .

.

• SOLID OBJECTS
• MICROSCOPIC SPECIMENS
• PRINTED MATTER

in an opaque or transparent form
• LIVE TELEVISION
• MOTION PICTURES
• FILMSTRIPS
• SLIDES

Write for
descriptive

literature.

NAVA

CONVENTION

Booth No. P-132

Priced from $1465.90 up.

• mobile, compact console contains a
TV camera, built-in monitor, flexible

lighting units, built-in AC utility out-
lets, output jack for connecting other
monitors plus all other necessary com-
ponents.

• decorator designed in handsome for-
mica wood finish to blend with today's
classrooms, laboratories and confer-
ence rooms.

• simple to operate . . . just plug in . . .

no technical skills needed!
• handy working space on top and large
storage space within console cabinet.

• get only the components you require
. . . add-a-function as you need it

—

everything from a built-in public ad-
dress system to a built-in film or slide
chain.

• a basic audio-visual tool for every
institution.

• will feed into any existing Iv monitors,
receivers and distribution systems.

VIDEO
ENGINEERING CO., INC.

'f-'^Kie RIggs Rd. & First PI., N.E.

WASHINGTON, D. C.
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This annual equipment round-up is present-

ed as a special service to our readers. Its

purpose is two-fold: (1) to identify major
sources of equipment, supplies and services;

(2) to provide a quick-reference alphabeti-

cal roster of names and latest available

addresses of firms serving this field.

This 1962 Directory is concerned primarily
with equipment. For 7naterials available to

audiovisual specialists, see the forthcoming
August, 1962, issue of Educational Screen
and Audiovisual Guide for the annual Blue
Book of Audiovisual Materials.

The equipment listing runs to the right of
the alphabetical directory. The numbers in

parentheses following each item refer to the
respective manufacturers and suppliers car-

ried in the alphabetical list.

These numbers are interrelated, but have no refer-
ence whatever to the "Request for Information"
postcard just inside our back cover. For further in-

formation on items listed on this and immediately
following pages, WRITE DIRECT to the respective
sources listed below.

(1) Academic Recording Inst.

3060 Locke Lane, Houston 19, Texas

(2) Academy Films
1145 N. Las Palmas Ave., Hollywood

38, Cal.

(3) ACI Prodnctlons
21 West 46th St., New York 36, N.Y.

(4) Acme-Lite Mfg. Co.
4646 W. Fulton St., Chicago 44, lU.

(5) Admaster Sales, Inc.

425 Park Ave South, New York 16,

N.Y.

(6) Advance Products Co.
2300 E. Douglas Blvd., Wichita,
Kansas

(7) The Aeroshade Co., Inc.

611 W. 22 St.. Houston 8, Tex.

(8) Agfa, Inc.

516 W. 34th St., New York 1, N.Y.

(9)^Airequipt Mfg. Co.
20 Jones St., New Rochelle, N.Y.

(10) Alexark & Norslm
156 N. Arden Blvd., Los Angeles 4,

Cal.

(11) Allied Impex Corp.
300 Fourth Ave., New York 10, N.Y.

(12) Allied Radio Corporation
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, 111.

(13) Alonge Products, Inc.

163 W. 23rd St., New York 11, N.Y.

(14) Aitec-Lansing Corp.
1515 N. Manchester, Anaheim, Calif.

(15) AMCO, Inc.

P.O. Box 218, Port Richey, Fla.

(16) American Concertone, Inc.

9449 W. Jefferson Blvd., Culver City,
Calif.

(17) American Forest Products Indus-
tries, Inc.

1816 "N" St., N.W., Washington 6,

D.C.

(18) American Geloso Electronics, Inc.

251 Fourth Ave., New York 10, N.Y.

(19) American Library Color Slide Co.
222 W. 23rd St., New York 11, N.Y.

(20) American Magnetic Film Striping
Co.
156 Fifth Ave., New York 10, N.Y.

(21) American Microphone Co.
400 S. Wyman, Rockford, 111.

(22) American Molded Products Co.
2727 W. Chicago Ave., Chicago 22,

111.

(23) American Optical, Co., Instrument
Div.
Box A, Buffalo 15, N.Y.

(24) American Photocopy Equipment
Co.
2100 W. Dempster St., Evanston, 111.

(25) Amercian Seating Company
901 Broadway, Grand Rapids 2,

Mich.

(26) American Systems, Inc. Instruc-
tron Div.
1625 E. 126th St., Hawthorne, Calif.

(27) American Teaching Systems, Inc.
12902 S. Broadway, Los Angeles 61,

Calif.

(28) American Television & Radio Co.
300 E. Fourth St., St. Paul, Minn.

(29) American Trunk and Case Co.
811 W. Evergreen Ave., Chicago 22,

111.

(30) Ampex Corporation, Sales De-
partment
934 Charter St., Redwood City, Calif.

(31) Ampex Magnetic Tape Products
P.O. Box 190, Opelika, Ala.

(32) Amplifier Corporation of Amer-
ica

398 Broadway, New York 13, N.Y.

(33) Ampto, Inc.

Hix Ave., Newton, N.J.

(34) Anchor Dough
Box 2056, Riverside, Calif.

(35) Animation Equipment Corp.
38 Hudson St., New Rochelle, N.Y.

(36) Anken Film Co., Transcopy Div.

Hix Ave., Newton, N.J.

(37) Ansco Division, GAF
40 Charles St., Binghamton, N.Y.

(38) Antrex Corp.
2001 W. Willow St., Chicago 47, 111.

(39) Arco Publishing Co.
480 Lexington Ave., New York,
N.Y.

(40) Art Record Sales Co.
1224 N.W. 119th St., P.O. Box 66,

Gratigny, Miami 50, Fla.

(41) Argus Cameras, Inc.

405 4th St., Ann Arbor, Mich.

(42) Arlington Aluminum Co.
19015 W. Davison, Detroit 23, Mich.

(43) Arriflex Corporation of America
257 Park Ave., South, New York 10,

N.Y.

(44) Art-O-Graph
529 S. Seventh, Minneapolis 15,

Minn.

(45) Art Records
P.O. Box 50-66, Miami, Fla.
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(46) Artype, Inc.

127 S. Northwest Highway, Barring-
ton, HI.

(47) Association Films, Inc.

347 Madison Ave., New York 17,

N.Y.

(48) Astatic Corp.
Jackson & Harbor Sts., Coneaut,
Ohio.

(49) Astra Corporation
31 Church St., New London, Conn.

(50) Audio Boole Co.
501 Main St., St. Joseph, Mich.

(51) Audio Cardalog
Box 1771, Albany 1, N.Y.

(52) Audio Devices, Inc.

444 Madison Ave., New York 22,
N.Y.

(53) Audio Education, Inc.

55 Fifth Ave., New York 3, N.Y.

(54) Audio Equipment Co., Inc.
75 Harbor Road, Port Washington,
N.Y.

(55) Audio Fidelity, Inc.
770 Eleventh Ave., New York 19,

N.Y.

(56) The Audio-Master Co.
17 E. 45th St., New York 17, N.Y.

(57) Audio Teaching Center, Inc.

Audio Lane, New Haven, Conn.

(58) Audiotronics Corp., Inc.
11057 Weddington St., P.O. Box

505, North Hollywood, Cal.

(59) Audio-Visual Enterprises
P.O. Box 8686, Los Angeles 8, Cal.

(60) Audio-Visual Research
523 S. Plymouth Ct., Chicago 5, 111.

(61) Audivision Language Teaching
Service
15 Church St., Suite 1852, New York

6, N.Y.

(62) Australian News & Information
Bureau
636 Fifth Ave., New York 20, N.Y.

(63) Automatic Tripod Co.
2337 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 16,

lU.

(64) AV-ED Films
7934 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood

46, Cal.

(65) A-V Sales Corp
2456 Fourteenth Ave., Oakland 6,

Calif.

(66) Avis Films
Box 643, Burbank, Cal.

(67) Bach Auricon, Inc.

6930 Romaine St., Hollywood 38,

Calif.

(68) Bailey Films, Inc.

6509 De Longpre Ave., Hollywood
28, Cal.

(69) Bantam Books, Inc.

271 Madison Ave., New York, N.Y.

(70) Barbre, Thos. J., Productions
2130 S. Bellaire St., Denver 22, Colo.

(71) Barnett & Jaffe
6100 N. 21st St., Philadelphia 6, Pa.

(72) Bausch & Lomb, Incorporated
68862 Bausch St., Rochester 2, N.Y.

A CAMERAS
1. motion picture, 16mm, silent (35)

(43) (67) (76) (98) (112) (113)
(122) (202) (233) (290) (356) (360)
(440) (489) (548) (579) (641) (650)
(657)

2. motion picture, 16mm, soimd (67)
(112) (113) (192) (202) (233) (245)
(290) (391) (579) (641)

3. motion picture, 8mm (8) (11) (12)
(41) (76) (100) (106) (202) (241)
(290) (308) (340) (360) (380) (381)
(408) (489) (548)

4. television (12) (41) (86) (112)
(195) (230) (233) (275) (281) (290)
(339) (364) (381) (408) (487) (498)
(527) (559) (620) (633)

S.still, amateur (8) (11) (12) (37)
(41) (76) (82) (202) (292) (308)
340) (372) (380) (381) (390) (435)

(548) (591) (650) (657) (693)

6. still, professional (8) (11) (82)
(202) (290) (292) (308) (340) (356)
(372) (390) (435) (503) (591)

7. special purpose (8) (35) (38) (112)
(194) (233) (245) (290) (308) (328
(372) (499) (579) (641) (650) (657)

8. picture - in - a - minute ( 12 ) ( 292

)

(361) (380) (381) (511) (579) (631)

9. stereo (292) (536) (548)

10. motion picture, 35mm (440)

B CAMERA ACCESSORIES
l.film (8) (37) (98) (107) (202)

(233) (287) (290) (380) (381) (391)
(511) (591)

2. lenses (8) (11) (43) (72) (76) (82)
(86) (100) (106) (107) (113) (195)
(202) (205) (226) (233) (245) (258)
(290) (292) (308) (340) (356) (364)
(380) (381) (391) (435) (440) (489)
(511) (548) (579) (591) (650) (657)
(693) (719)

3. tripod (11) (41) (43) (63) (67)
(86) (98) (112) (113) (173) (195)
(205) (245) (258) (290) (292) (308
(340) (364) (380) (381) (391) (440
(524) (579) (641) (693)

4. dolly (41) (63) (67) (86) (112)
(113) (195) (245) (258) (290) (364)
(391) (524) (579) (641)

5. lights (11) (67) (112) (113) (245)
(258) (290) (312) (364) (366) (380)
(381) (391) (398) (408) (435) (444)
(461) (525) (534) (579) (641)

e.flash equipment (8) (11) (41) (63)
(98) (100) (106) (107) (113) (202)
(290) (292) (312) (340) (380) (381)
(391) (435) (511) (536) (548) (591)
(693)

7. exposure meter (8) (11) (41) (98)
(113) (122) (176) (290) (308) (340)
(380) (381) (391) (435) (511) (579)
(591) (693) (705) (719)

8. filters, shades (8) (11) (98) (113)
(202) (205) (206) (308) (340) (380)
(381) (391) (435) (489) (511) (536)
(579) (591)

9. self-timer (11) (340) (380) (381)
(579) (693)

10. copying stand (292) (308) (361)
(511) (579) (631)
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11. title stand (35) (113) (226) (290)
(308) (499) (579) (693)

12. paper, transparencies (8) (37) (202)
(245) (359) (511) (631)

13. processing equipment (82) (100)
(106) (113) (202) (245) (290) (308)
(380) (447) (579) (631) (641)

14. animation stand (35) (258) (290)
(499) (579)

15. enlarger (8) (82) (98) (202) (245)
(290) (292) (308) (391) (641) (693)

16. dark room equipment (8) (82) (98)
(100) (106) (202) (205) (233) (245)
(290) (308) (323) (391) (479) (550)
(579) (641)

17. mounting materials (8) (100) (107)
(202) (308) (359) (536) (579) (631)

18. coloring materials (319) (359) (361)
(631)

19. motors (35) (43) (76) (112) (113)
(205) (258) (290) (308) (379) (380)
(391) (499) (548) (579) (-591) (650)

20.maga2ines (8) (41) (43) (76) (112)
(113) (290) (308) (380) (391) (548)
(579) (591) (650)

21. booms, cranes (production) (63)
(113) (233) (258) (290) (579)

22. electronic printer

C LABORATORY SERVICES
1. complete film or filmstrip produc-

tion (5) (38) (70) (73) (75) (102)
(115) (139) (141) (153) (192) (209)
(233) (238) (240) (243) (250) (251)
(254) (342) (369) (389) (397) (415)
(417) (427) (430) (483) (536) (541)
(577) (579) (580) (627) (631) (634)
(636) (640) (657) (685) (690)

2. sounding, synchronizing ( 5

)

( 38

)

(70) (110) (115) (138) (233) (250)
(251) (254) (342) (369) (375) (417)
(420) (430) (449) (451) (539) (577)
(579) (580) (627) (634) (636)

3.titles (5) (70) (102) (115) (138)
(153) (233) (238) (250) (251) (254)
(342) (368) (375) (417) (427) (430)
(449) (451) (460) (572) (577) (579)
(580) (627) (634) (636) (696)

4. editing (70) (110) (115) (138) (233)
(250) (251) (254) (327) (342) (375)
(417) (420) (430) (449) (451) (515)
(539) (579) (580) (627) (634) (636
(657) (696) (707)

5. processing, printing (8) (37) (70)
(73) (75) (102) (110) (115) (138)
(153) (202) (250) (254) (278) (342)

(375) (417) (430) (449) (451) (536)
(577) (579) (631) (636) (690)

6. cleaning, protecting (70) (110)
(115) (153) (190) (327) (375) (392)
(417) (449) (451) (492) (530) (541)
(577) (579) (580) (636) (675)

7. rehabilitation (278) (375) (392)
(417) (449) (492) (530) (634) (675)

8. magnetic striping (20) (110) (202)
(278) (417) (430) (451) (579) (627)
(636)

9. preserving new prints (115) (153)
(190) (392) (417) (449) (451) (492)
(530) (577) (580) (675)
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(73) Bebell & Bebell Color Labora-
tories

108 W. 24th St., New York, N.Y.

(74) Beckley-Cardy Co.

1900 N. Narragansett Ave., Chicago
39, 111.

(75) Bebell & Bebell Color Labora-
tories

108 W. 24th St., New York, N.Y.

(76) Bell & Howell Company
7100 McCormick Rd., Chicago 45,

111.

(77) Bell Sound Systems, Inc.

555 Marion Rd., Columbus 7, Ohio

(78) Bell Telephone System
Consult local telephone company

office.

(79) Beltone Hearing Aid Co.
2900 W. 36th St., Chicago 32, ni.

(80) Berlant Automonitor Corp.
8525 Steller Drive, Culver City,

Calif.

(81) Bernard Mfg. Co., Inc.

21 Saw Mill River Road, Yonkers,
New York

(82) Beseler, Charles, Company
219 S. 18th St., East Orange, N.J.

(83) Billerett Company
1544 Embassy St., Anaheim, Cal.

(84) Bioscope Manufacturing Co.

220 W. Archer St., Tulsa, Okla.

(85) Black Light Corp. of America
5403 Santa Monica Blvd., Los
Angeles 29, Calif.

(86) Blonder-Tongue Laboratories
9 Ailing St., Newark 2, N.J.

(87) Bogen-Presto Co., Div. Siegler

Corp.
Box 500, Paramus, N.J.

(88) Bourges Color Corp.
80 Fifth Ave., New York 11, N.Y.

(89) Bradford Products Co.
8016 N. Ridgeway, Skokie, 111.

(90) Brady, Robert J., Co.
3227 M St., N.W., Washington 7,

D.C.

(91) Brand Products
Westbury, Conn.

(92) Brandon Films, Inc.

200 W. 57th St., New York 19, N.Y.

(93) Bray Studios, Inc.

719 Seventh Ave., New York 19,

N.Y.

(94) Col. Arthur T. Brice
656 Austin Ave., Sonoma, Calif.

(95) Broadcast Equipment Specialties

Corp.
P.O. Box 149, Beacon, N.Y.

(96) Broadcasting & Film Commis-
sion, National Council of Churches
475 Riverside Drive, New York 27,

N.Y.

(97) Broadman Press
127 9th Ave., N., Nashville 3, Tenn.

(98) Brown, Arthur, & Bro., Inc.

2 W. 46th St., New York 36, N.Y.

(99) Brown, Wm. C, Company
135 S. Locust, Dubuque, Iowa

(100) Brumberger Sales Corp.
34—34th St., Brooklyn 32, N.Y.

(101) Bruning, Charles, Co., Inc.

1800 W. Central, Mount Prospect,
111.

(102) Budek, Herbert E., Co., Inc.

324 Union St., Hackensack, N.J.

(103) Buhl Optical Co.
1009 Beech Ave., Pittsburgh 33, Pa.

(104) Burgess Battery Co., Magnetic
Tape Div.
Freeport, 111.

(105) Burgess Cellulose Co., Grade-
O-Mat Div.
Freeport, 111.

(106) Burke & James, Inc.

321 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago 4, 111.

(107) Burleigh Brooks, Inc.

10 W. 46th St., New York 36, N.Y.

(108) Busch Film & Equip. Co.
214 S. Hamilton, Saginaw, Mich.

(109) Business Education Films
5113 16th Ave., Brooklyn 4, N.Y.

(110) Byron Motion Pictures
1226 Wisconsin Ave., N.W., Wash-
ington 7, D.C.

(111) C-B Educational Films
12 Geary St., San Francisco 8, Calif.

(112) Camera Equipment Co.
315 W. 43rd St., New York 36, N.Y.

(113) Camera Mart, Inc., The
1845 Broadway, New York 23, N.Y.

(114) Camera Optics Manufacturing
Co.
37-19 23rd Ave., Long Island City

5, N.Y.

(115) Capital Films Service
224 Abbott Rd., East Lansing, Mich.

(116) Capitol Records, Inc.

1750 Vine, Hollywood 28, Cal.

(117) Carousel Films, Inc.

1501 Broadway, New York 36, N.Y.

(118) Carr Plastics Corp., 3030 Euclid
Ave., Cleveland 15, Ohio.

(119) Carter Products Co.
P.O. Box 1924, Columbus 16, Ohio

(120) Cathedral Films
2921 W. Alameda, Burbank, Calif.

(121) Cenco Educational Films
1700 Irving Park Rd., Chicago 13, 111.

(122) Central Scientific Co., Cenco
Educational Films
1700 Irving Park Rd., Chicago 13, 111.

(123) Chapel Films
Div. of McMurray Audio Electronics,

Inc. Box 179, Culver City, Calif.

(124) Chartmasters, Inc.

1020 N. Rush St., Chicago 11, III.

(125) Chart-Pak, Inc.

1 River Road, Leeds, Mass.

(126) Chester Electronic Labs
Chester, Conn.

(127) Chilton Company, Book Div.
56th and Chestnut Sts., Philadelphia

39, Pa.

(128) Christian Board of Publication
Beaumont and Pine Blvd., St. Louis

66, Mo.

(129) Christian Education Press, The
Schaff Building, 1505 Race St.,

Philadelphia 2, Pa.

(130) Church of the Brethren
Audio-Visual Education Dept., Elgin,

111.

(131) Church of Christ
1720 Choteau Ave., St. Louis, 3 Mo.

(132) Churchill Instructional Films
6671 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles 28,

Calif.

(133) Circuit Structures Lab
P.O. Box 36, Laguna Beach, Calif.

(134) Clevite Electronic Components
232 Forbes Road, Bedford, Ohio

(135) Clingtlte Letters
1533 Hyde Park Blvd., Chicago 15,

111.

(136) C.O.C. Industrial
37-19 23rd Ave., Long Island City 5,

N.Y.

(137) Coffey, Jack C, Co., Inc.

710 17th St., North Chicago, 111.

(138) George W. Colburn Laboratory,
Inc.

164 North Wacker Drive, Chicago
6, 111.

(139) John Colburn Associates

1122 Central Ave., Wilmette, 111.

(140) Collins Radio Co.
Cedar Rapids, Iowa

(141) Colonial Film & Equipment Co.

71 Walton St., N.W., Atlanta 3, Ga.

(142) Colonial Plastics

W. Grace St., Richmond, Va.

(143) Colonial Williamsburg, Inc.

Box 516, Williamsburg, Va.

(144) Colosseum Records, Inc.

Oakwood Dr., R.R. 3, Norwalk,
Conn.

(145) Columbia Records, Inc.

799 7th Ave., New York, N.Y.

(146) Columbia University Press,
Center for Mass Communication
1125 Amsterdam Ave., New York

25, N.Y.

(147) Commercial Picture Equipment,
Inc.

5137 N. Broadway, Chicago 40, 111.

(148) Community Engineering Corp.

P.O. Box 824, State College, Pa.

(149) Compco Corp., The
1800 N. Spaulding Ave., Chicago 47,

111.

(150) Concord Electronics Corp., 809

Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.

(151) Concordia Publishing House
3558 S. Jefferson Ave., St. Louis,

Mo.

(152) Conley Electronic Corp.

1527 Lyon St., Evanston, 111.

(153) Consolidated Film Industries

959 Seward St., Hollywood 38, Cal.

(154) Contemporary Films, Inc.

267 W. 25th St., New York 1, N.Y.

(155) Cook Laboratories, Inc.

101 Second St., Stamford, Conn.
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(156) Cooper, Hal
North American Studio, P.O. Box

3201. Erie, Pa.

(157) Cooperative League of the
U.S.A.
343 S. Dearborn St., Chicago 4, 111.

(158) Cormac Photocopy Corp.

80 Fifth Ave.. New York 11, N.Y.

(159) Coronet Films, Inc.

65 E. South Water St., Chicago 1,

111.

(160) Corrigan Communications
2450 El Camino Real, Stanford In-

dustrial Park. Palo Alto, Calif.

(161) Cousino Electronics Corp.
1941 Franklin Ave.

(162) Craftint Manufacturing Co.
1615 CoUemer Ave., Cleveland 10,

Ohio

(163) Craig Research, Inc.

3410 S. La Cienega Blvd., Los
Angeles, Calif.

(164) Creative Associates, Inc.

690 Dudley St., Boston 25, Mass.

(165) Creative Playthings, Inc.

Edinburg Road, Cranbury, N.J.

(166) Crowell, Thomas Y., Company
432 Park Ave. South, New York 16,

N.Y.

1167) Cultural History Research, Inc.

Harrison 1, N.Y.

(168) Current Affairs Films
527 Madison Ave., New York 22,

N.Y.

(169) Curriculum Materials Center
3128 Venice Blvd.. Los Angeles 19.

Cal.

(170) Curriculum Materials Corp.
14 Glenwood Ave., Raleigh, N.C.

(171) Cushman & Dennison Mfg. Co.,

Inc.

730 Garden St.. Carlstadt, N.J.

(172) Custom Fabricators, Inc.

7400 Carnegie Ave., Cleveland 3,

Ohio

(173) Da-Lite Screen Co., Audio
Visual Dlv.
Warsaw, Ind.

(174) Dalto Electronics Corp.
38 Oak St., Norwood, N.J,

(175) Davis Productions
Cary, 111.

(176) Daystrom, Incorporated, Weston
Instruments Div.
614 Frelinghuvsen Ave., Newark,

N.J.

(177) Davis Scientific Instruments
12137 Centura St., Studio City, Calif.

(178) Decca Distributing Corp.
445 Park Ave., New York 22, NY.

(179) Demco Library Supplies
P.O. Box 1488, Madison, Wise.

(180) Denoyer-Geppert Co.
5235 Ravenswood Ave., Chicago 40,

111.

(181) Desks of America, Inc.

P.O. Box 6185, Bridgeport 6, Conn.

(182) Devereaux Teaching Aids
Box 717, Devon. Pa.

10. mounting (70) (73) (75) (115)

(138) (153) (202) (327) (417) (449)

(451) (530) (536) (577) (580) (627)

(634)

11. booking and shipping (47) (70)
(141) (233) (251) (327) (342) (417)

(430) (449) (492) (530) (577) (580)

(627) (634) (675)

12. stock footage (70) (73) (75) (115)
(233) (251) (627) (634) (696)

13. duplicating slides, strips, stereo (5)
(73) (75) (102) (115) (138) (202)
(254) (278) (361) (369) (407) (415)
(417) (427) (430) (536) (577) (580)
(627) (630) (634) (690) (696) (716)

14. record manufacture (115) (155)
(233) (346) (369) (417) (430) (539)
(627)

15. optical effects, animation (153)
(342) (449)

16. tape to film or record ( 539 ) ( 649

)

D PROJECTORS—Motion
Pictures

1. sound, 16mm, optical (67) (76) (92)
(108) (112) (113) (122) (130) (202)
(233) (290) (291) (292) (334) (356)
(375) (391) (413) (430) (451) (466)
(527) (548) (579) (637) (657) (684)

2. sound, 16mm ( magnetic, stop-mo-
tion, speed, football, etc., analysis)

(32) (67) (76) (98) (112) (113)
(202) (233) (290) (291) (294) (334)
(356) (375) (430) (466) (489) (527)
(579) (637)

3. television (112) (113) (174) (195)
(275) (281) (290) (356) (637) (684)

4. sound, 35mm (38) (112) (113) (290)
(430) (548) (579) (707)

5. silent, 16mm (76) (112) (113) (202)
(233) (290) (360) (430) (466) (495
(548) (579) (684)

6.silent, 8mm (12) (37) (41) (76)
(98) (100) (106) (113) (202) (360)
(380) (381) (408) (466) (548) (630)
(684)

7. carbon arc, 16mm (112) (113) (202)
(290) (356) (466) (527) (579) (684)

8. special purpose (35) (38) (100)
(106) (108) (112) (113) (177) (258)
(290) (305) (379) (413) (495) (579)
(637) (650) (657) (684)

9. self-contained cabinet proj ector ( 38

)

(108) (112) (113) (290) (305) (318
(356) (413) (455) (595) (657) (684)
(689)

10.8mm, sound (65) (202) (241) (267)
(350) (408) (455) (489) (623) (659)
(683)

E PROJECTORS—Automatic
repetitive

1. motion picture, sound (5) (108)
(112) (113) (233) (241) (281) (290)
(305) (356) (452) (579) (639) (684)

2. motion picture, silent ( 5 ) ( 56 ) ( 108

)

(112) (113) (233) (290) (305) (356)
(381) (630) (639) (684)

3. filmstrip, silent ( 5 ) ( 82 ) ( 98

)

( 100

)

(106) (112) (113) (194) (233) (238)
(330) (417) (.580) (657) (666) (686)
(701)

4. filmstrip, sound (5) (27) (82) (100)

(106) (112) (113) (170) (194) (233)

(238) (376) (580) (657) (686)

5. slides, silent (4) (9) (41) (72)
(82) (100) (106) (112) (113) (161)
(205) (245) (271) (305) (360) (380)
(381) (413) (417) (481) (504) (536)
(584) (632) (637) (641) (686) (701)

6. slides, sound (5) (27) (32) (100)
(106) (108) (112) (113) (161) (305)
(389) (413) (584) (621) (632) (686)

7. magazines, mandrel

F SPECIAL DEVICES
1. tachistoscopic (60) (82) (112) (208)

(290) (292) (330) (361) (379) (387)
(495) (535) (562) (685) (686)

2. reading training devices (60) (163)
(170) (207) (208) (245) (290) (353)
(361) (379) (433) (495) (518) (521)
(535) (562) (689)

3. audiometers (79)

4. sight test equipment (72) (261)
(361)

5. lie detectors ( 379

)

6. voice devices (126) (161) (224)
(433) (438)

7. timers, testers, meters (32) (160)
(183) (547) (711)

G PROJECTORS—Still

1. filmstrip, silent (5) (11) (73) (75)
(76) (100) (106) (112) (114) (122)
(130) (136) (170) (180) (194) (202)
(205) (233) (238) (267) (290) (308)
(318) (330) (340) (361) (390) (435)
(439) (466) (499) (536) (550) (562)
(580) (592) (657) (684) (686) (701)

2. filmstrip, sound (5) (27) (56) (73)
(75) (82) (100) (106) (112) (122)
(136) (137) (139) (170) (194) (233)
(238) (290) (356) (376) (466) (550)
(580) (606) (657) (684) (686)

3. slides, silent (5) (8) (9) (11) (12)
(32) (37) (41) (72) (76) (100)
(106) (112) (114) (122) (130) (136)
(170) (180) (202) (233) (267) (271)
(290) (292) (305) (308) (330) (334)
(340) (360) (361) (363) (376) (390)
(408) (435) (439) (461) (466) (499)
(504) (511) (536) (548 (559) (560)
(580) (584) (592) (608) (637) (684)
(686) (693) (701)

4. slides, sound (5) (27) (56) (72)
(100) (106) (112) (136) (233) (290)
(293) (305) (324) (356) (376) (466)
(499) (504) (548) (621) (637) (686)

5. slides, 3y4x4 (5) (23) (72) (82)
(112) (122) (271) (290) (356) (361)
(366) (435) (511) (580) (608) (637)
(638) (701)

6. overhead transparencies ( 5

)

( 23

)

(37) (73) (75) (82) (90) (102)
(112) (122) (184) (290) (359) (361)
(378) (390) (436) (486) (499) (519)
(572) (580) (631) (701)

7. opaque (5) (23) (44) (72) (82)
(98) (112) (122) (205) (233) (290)
(499) (588) (631) (701)

8. micro (5) (72) (84) (112) (122)
(226) (290) (311) (357) (361) (390)
(466) (527) (533) (641) (701)
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(183) Diamond Power Specialty Co.
Electronics Div., P.O. Box 415 Lan-

caster, Ohio

(184) A. B. Dick Co., Educational
Sales Prom.
."JVOO W Tuohy Ave., Chicago 48,

111.

(185) Dictaphone Corporation
7,30 Third Ave. New York 17, N.Y.

(18G) Dimensional Researcii Corp.
149 Starlight St., South San Fran-

cisco, Calif.

(187) Disciples of Christ United Chris-
tain Missionary Soc.

222 S. Downey, Indianapolis 7, Ind.

(188) Disney. Walt, Productions—
16mm Film Division
500 South Buena Vista, Burbank,

Cal.

(189) Robert Disraeli Films
P.O. Box 343. Cooper Sta., New
York 3, N.Y.

(190) Distributor's Group, Inc., Hie
204 14th St., N.W., Atlanta 13, Ga.

(191) Documentary Photo Aids
P.O. Box 2237, Phoenix, Ariz.

(192) Dowling, Pat, Pictures
,509 S. Beverly Drive, Beverly Hills,

Calif.

(193) Draper Shade & Screen Co.
Spiceland, Ind.

(194) Du Kane Corporation
St. Charles, 111.

(195) Du Mont, Allen B., Laboratories
Indust. TV Sales Dept., 750 Bloom-

field Ave., Clifton, N.J.

(196) Du Qualne Lectern Mfg. Co.
Kewaunee, Wise.

(197) E. I. duPont de Nemours & Co.,

Inc. Fabrics Div.
Wilmington 98, Del.

(198) Durable Fibre Sample Case Co.
42 E. 20th St., New York 3, N.Y.

(199) Duracote Corp.
350 N. Diamond St., Ravenna, Ohio

(200) Dymo Industries, Inc.

2950 Seventh St., Berkeley 10,

Calif.

(201) Eastern Products Corp.
1601 Wicomico St., Baltimore 30, Md.

(202) Eastman Kodak Company
343 State St., Rochester 4, N. Y.

(203) Eaton Scientific Corp.
119 S. Rosemead Blvd., Pasadena,

Cal.

(204) Edex Corporation
809 San Antonio Road, Palo Alto,

Cal.

(205) Edmund Scientific Co.
101 E. Gloucester Pike, Barrington,
N. J.

(206) Ednalite Optical Co.
200 N. Water St., Peekskill, N. Y.

(207) Education Engineering, Inc.

3810 Pacific Coast Highway, Tor-
rance, Calif.

(208) Educational Developmental Lab-
oratories, Inc.

Huntington, N. Y.

(209) Educational Film Enterprises,

Inc.

500 N. Wilcox Ave., Los Angeles 4,

Calif.

(210) Educational Film Library Ass'n
250 W. 57th St., R. 2230, New York

19, N. Y.

(211) Educational Record Sales
153 Chambers St., New York 7, N. Y.

(212) Educational & Recreational
Guides
10 Brainerd Road, Summit, N. J.

(213) Educational Television Aids
111 Hampton Rd., Williamsport, Md.

(214) Educators Progress Service
Randolph, Wise.

(215) Educo, Inc.

Box 86. Ojai. Calif.

(216) Edutronics Inc.

459 Broadway, Hicksville, N. Y.

(217) Edwal Scientific Products Corp.
470 W. 111th St., Chicago 28, 111.

(218) Edwards Co., Inc., Educational
Equipment Div.
90 Conn Ave., Norwalk, Conn.

(219) EFI Wireless Language Learn-
ing Systems
244 Church St., New Haven, Conn.

(220) Electro-Chemical Products Corp.

89 Walnut St., Montclair, N. J.

(221) Electro - Educational Develop-
ments, Inc.

1033 Soo Line Bldg., Minneapolis
2, Minn.

(222) Electro-Voice, Inc.

425 Carroll St., Buchanan, Mich.

(223) Electronic Aids, Inc.

2615 Windsor Ave., Baltimore 16,

Md.

(224) Electronic Futures, Inc.

244 Church St., New Haven 10,

Conn.

(225) Electronic Teaching Labs
5034 Wisconsin Ave., N.W. Wash-

ington 6, D.C.

(226) Elgeet Optical Co.
309 Child St., Rochester 11, N, Y.

(227) Ellisco, Inc.

American and Luzerne Sts., Phila-
delphia 40, Pa.

(228) Emde Products, Inc.

2040 Stoner Ave., Los Angeles 25,

Calif.

(229) Emerson Radio, Inc.

680 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.

(230) EMI-US
1750 N. Vine St., Los Angeles 28,

Calif.

(231) Encyclopaedia Brittanica Films,

Inc.

1150 Wilmette Ave., Wilmette, 111.

(232) Enrichment Teaching Materials
20 East 8th St., New York 1, N. Y.

(233) ERA International Film & Rec-
ord Enterprises

P.O. Box 3361, St. Petersburg 31,

Fla.

(234) Esterbrook Pen Co.
Delaware Ave. & Cooper, Camden

1, N. J.

(235) Evangelical Foundation, Inc.

1716 Spruce St., Philadelphia 3, Pa.

(236) Evinrude Motors
4143 N. 27th St., Milwaukee, Wise.

(237) Excelsior Fibre Case Co., Inc.

134 W. 14th St., New York 11, N. Y.

(238) Execugraf Corp.
113 N. San Vincente Blvd., Beverly

Hills, Calif.

(239) Executone, Inc., Special Educa-
tion Div.
415 Lexington Ave., New York 17,

N. Y.

(240) Eye Gate House, Inc.

146-01 Archer Ave., Jamaica 35, N.Y.

(241) Fairchild Camera and Instru-
ment Co., Industrial Products Divi-
sion
5 Aerial Way, Syosset, L. I., N. Y.

(242) Fairchild Recording Equipment
Co.
10-40 45th Ave., Long Island City 1,

N. Y.

(243) Family Films
.5823 Santa Monica Blvd., Holly-
wood 38, Calif.

(244) Fearon Publishers, Inc.

828 Valencia St.. San Francisco 10,

Calif,

(245) Federal Mfg. & Engineering
Corp., Television Specialty Co., Inc.

Division
1055 Stewart Ave., Garden City,

N. Y.

(246) Fiberbilt Case Co.
40 W. 17th St.. New York 11, N. Y.

(247) Film Associates of California

11014 Santa Monica Blvd., Los Ange-
les 25, Cal.

(248) Film Classics Exchange
1926 S. Vermont Ave., Los Angeles
7, Calif.

(249) Film Research Company
Star Route. Onamia, Minn.

(250) Filmack Studios
1327 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago 5, 111.

(251) Films of the Nations
62 West 45th St., New York 36, N.Y.

(252) Filmscope, Inc.

Box 397, Sierra Madre, Calif.

(253) Filmstrip House
432 Park Ave., S., New York 16, N.Y.

(254) Filmstrip & Slide Laboratory
292 Merton St., Toronto 7, Ont., Can.

(255) Filmstrip-of-the-Month Clubs
355 Lexington Ave., New York 17.

N. Y.

(256) Fish, Marjorie E.

1723 Oak St.. Orange Gardens, Kis-

simmee, Fla.

(257) Fleetwood Furniture Co.

Zeeland, Mich.

(258) Florman & Babb, Inc.

68 W. 45th St., New York 36, N. Y.

(259) Focus Films, Inc.

1385 Westwood Blvd., West Los An-
geles 24, Calif.

(260) Foley Electronics Co.
2020 Eye St., NW, Washington, D. C.
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(261) Foringer & Co., Inc.

312 Maple Dr., Rockville, Md.

(262) Forse Mfg. Co.
2347 Sullivan Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

(263) Fotofield, Inc.

9232 Waukegan Rd., Morton Grove,
111.

(264) Fotorite, Inc.

6424 N. Western Ave., Chicago 45,

111.

(265) Fototype, Inc.

1416 W. Roscoe St., Chicago 13, 111.

(266) Frendal Productions
741 N. Heliotrope Dr., Hollywood

29, Calif.

(267) Fuji Photo Optical Products, Inc.

Ill Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.

(268) Funk & Wagnalls Co., Inc., Au-
dlovisuals

360 Lexington Ave., New York 17,

N. Y.

(269) Gamma Scientific

257 Grant Ave., Cliffside Park, N. J.

(270) Geiss-America, Inc.

6424 N. Western Ave., Chicago 25,

111.

(271) Genarco, Inc.

9704 Sutphin Blvd., Jamaica 35, N.Y.

(272) General Atronics Corp.
Baia Cynwood, Pa.

(273) General Dynamics/Electronics,
Commercial Products Div.
1400 N. Goodman St., Rochester 3,

N. Y.

(274) General Electric Co., G.M. Audio
Prods. Sec.

2200 N. 22nd St., Decatur, 111.

(275) General Electric Co., Comm. &
Prod. Dept.
Mountain View Rd., Lynchburg, Va.

(276) General Electric Co., Photo
Lamp Dept.
Nela Park, Cleveland 12, Ohio

(277) General Electronic Control, Inc.

8001 Bloomington Freeway, Minne-
apolis 20, Minn.

(278) General Film Laboratories
1546 W. Argyle Ave.. Hollywood 28,

Calif.

(279) General Fireprooflng Co.
Youngstown 1, Ohio

(280) General Magnetics & Electron-

ics luc
134-09 36th Rd., Flushing, L. I., N. Y.

(281) General Precision, Inc., GPL Di-
vision

63 Bedford Rd., PleasantviUe, N. Y.

(282) General Programed Teaching
Corp.
1719 Girard, NK, Albuquerque, N. M.

(283) General Techniques, Inc.

1270 Broadway, New York 1, N. Y.

(284) Goldberg Bros.
Box 5345, 3535 Larimer St., Denver,

Colo.

(285) Gertrude Purple Gorham
8.564 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills,

Calif.

(286) Gestetner Corporation
216 Lake Ave., Yonkers, N. Y.

9.stereo (5) (27) (149) (584)

10. microfilm, readers, copiers ( 5 ) ( 60

)

(112) (136) (194) (245) (290) (308)

(436) (486) (518) (538) (641) (657)

ll.filmdisc (123) (560)

12. previewers (114) (308)

13. battery powered

14. metei' projectors

H PROJECTION
ACCESSORIES

1. lamps (11) (76) (84) (98) (100)
(112) (202) (205) (276) (290) (305)
(340) (356) (380) (408) (436) (448)
(466) (486) (525) (579) (608) (631)
(638) (684) (685) (686) (693) (701)
(703)

2. carbons (112) (356) (366) (444)
(448) (465) (466) (486) (579) (608)
(684)

3.1enses (11) (76) (100) (102) (112)
(202) (205) (226) (290) (305) (340
(356) (448) (466) (579) (588) (631)
(638) (684) (686) (701) (713)

4. pointers (90) (112) (122) (205)
(206) (290) (380) (579) (583) (588
(685)

5. oil (100) (112) (466) (684)

6. voltage regulators, invertors (28)
(112) (684)

7. polarized glasses for 3D (112) (186)

8. slide changers, trays (271)

9. slide editors (413) (686)

10. belts (520)

I PROJECTION STANDS, etc.

l.folding (4) (5) (63) (98) (112)
(113) (258) (295) (305) (334) (336)
(358) (448) (466) (479) (513) (524)
(556) (684) (693)

2. wheeled (5) (6) (63) (82) (90)
(112) (113) (137) (147) (161) (181)
(257) (295) (305) (330) (336) (358)
(361) (426) (434) (448) (466) (470)
(513) (524) (556) (576) (577) (588)
(631) (637) (684) (695( (701) (713)

3. including storage cabinet (5) (112)

(137) (181) (257) (279) (305) (336)
(378) (400) (434) (448) (466) (470)
(576) (577) (579) (695)

4. equipment transport carts ( 5 ) ( 6

)

(84) (112) (137) (257) (305) (336)
(358) (400) (434) (448) (466) (576)
(577) (695) (713)

J FILM CARE
1. reels (76) (98) (100) (106) (112)

(113) (115) (122) (149) (202) (258)

(284) (290) (305) (316) (323) (336)

(375) (380) (381) (448) (449) (451)

(466) (470) (492) (543) (548) (579)

(580) (625) (675) (684) (685)

2.cans (76) (98) (100) (106) (112)

(113) (115) (122) (149) (202) (227)

(258) (284) (290) (305) (316) (323)

(336) (375) (380) (381) (448) (449)
(451) (466) (470) (492) (543) (548)

(579) (580) (625) (675) (684) (685)

3. shipping cases (29) (98) (112) (113)

(115) (198) (246) (258) (284) (290)

(316) (336) (375) (417) (448) (449)

(451) (466) (470) (492) (543) (561)

(580) (625) (634) (675) (684) (685)

4. inspection machines (112) (113)

(290) (305) (309) (316) (336) (362)

(448) (451) (470) (491) (641)

5. inspection tables (112) (113) (290)

(305) (316) (336) (362) (448) (451)

(470) (579) (663)

6. cleaning machines (112) (113) (220)
(258) (290) (305) (316) (336) (394)

(448) (451) (466) (470) (541) (579)

7. cleaning materials (76) (112) (113)
(190) (197) (200) (202) (217) (220)
(302) (305) (316) (336) (425) (448)
(466) (470) (476) (579) (675)

8. ink, crayon (112) (113) (316) (448)
(470) (579)

9. storage cabinets (89) (100) (106)
(112) (113) (169) (290) (305) (316)
(336) (381) (400) (448) (451) (468)
(470) (579) (634) (695)

10. booking forms, files, record systems

(336) (582) (690)

11. film editor (98) (112) (113) (149)

(226) (258) (290) (305) (316) (323)

(336) (356) (448) (451) (453) (466)

(579) (684) (685) (707)

12. splicers (8) (112) (113) (149) (202)

(258) (290) (305) (316) (323) (336)

(356) (362) (381) (448) (451) (466)

(470) (515) (579) (650) (684)

13. film cement (37) (98) (112) (113)

(115) (149) (202) (258) (305) (316)

(336) (356) (362) (381) (425) (451)

(466) (470) (579) (580) (684)

14. labels (149) (316) (336) (377) (429)

(448) (470) (550) (579) (675)

15.cleaning cloth (113) (169) (170)

(190) (316) (336) (425) (451) (470)

(579)

16. racks (98) (113) (305) (316) (336)
(400) (448) (470) (579)

17. gloves (112) (113) (258) (316) (336)
(448) (451) (470) (579) (675)

18. rewinds, flanges (356)

19. distribution and inspection services

(327)
20. printed leader (153)

K STILL AND POSTER
Accessories

l.filmstrip containers (5) (73) (75)

(100) (106) (227) (240) (334) (336)

(417) (448) (468) (548) (580) (675)

(690)

2. previewers ( slide, strips, stereo

)

(5) (100) (106) (114) (233) (328)

(334) (408) (536) (577) (592) (686)

3. slide editor, assembler (323) (328)

(334) (479) (508) (693)

4. slide making materials ( 5 ) ( 82

)

(90) (107) (202) (228) (308) (334)

(359) (361) (363) (511) (528) (631)
(693)

5. transparency materials (5) (8) (23)

(82) (88) (90) (118) (308) (359)

(361) (436) (486) (511) (566) (631)
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(287) Gevaert Co. of America, Inc.

321 W. 54 St., New York 19, N. Y.

(288) Giantview Television Network
901 Livernois St., Ferndale 20, Mich.

(289) Golden Records
630 ,5th Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

(290) Gordon Enterprises, Inc.

5362 N. Cahuenga Blvd.. North Hol-
lywood, Calif.

(291) Gospel Films, Inc.

Box 455. Muskegon, Mich.

(292) Graflex, Inc.

3750 Monroe Ave., Rochester 3, N.Y.

(293) Gray Manufacturing Co.
16 Arbor St., Hartford 1, Conn.

(294) Gregory Magnetic Industries,

Inc.

1167 NE 24th St., Fort Lauderdale,
Fal.

(295) Grolier, Inc., Teaching Materials
Corp.
575 Lexington Ave., New York 22,

N. Y.

(295) Gruber Products Co.
2665 Albion St., Toledo 6, Ohio

(296) M. Grumbacher, Inc.

460 West 34th St., New York 1, N.Y.

(297) Halber Corp.
4151 Montrose Ave., Chicago 41. 111.

(298) Hamilton Electronics Corp.
2726 W. Pratt Ave., Chicago 45, 111.

(299) Hamilton Mfg. Co.
Two Rivers, Wise.

(300) Hamilton Research Associates,
Inc.

4 Genesee St., New Hartford, N.Y.

(301) Handel Film Corporation
6926 Melrose Ave., Hollywood 38,

Calif.

(302) R. D. Hanish Co.
93 E. Longview Ave., Columbus 2,

Ohio

(303) Harper & Brothers
49 E. 33rd St., New York 16, N. Y.

(304) Harvest Films
90 Riverside Drive, New York 24,

N. Y.

(305) Harwald Co., Inc., The
1245 Chicago Ave., Evanston. Ill,

(306) Heath-deRochemont Corporation
16 Arlington St., Boston 16, Mass.

(307) Heirloom Records
Brookhaven, N. Y.

(308) Karl Heitz, Inc.

480 Lexington Ave., New York 17,

N. Y.

(309) Henk Newenhouse, Inc.

614 Davis St., Evanston, 111.

(311) Herrick Microprojector
2426 Holmes St., Kansas City 8, Mo.

(312) Hershey Mfg. Co.
4309 W. Lake St., Chicago 24, 111,

(313) Higgins Ink Co.
271 Ninth St., Brooklyn 15, N. Y.

(314) Hoffman Electronics Corp.
3761 S. Hill St.. Los Angeles 54,

Calif.

(315) Holes-Webway Co., The
St. Cloud, Minn.

(316) Hollywood Film Company
956 N. Seward St., Hollywood 38,

Calif.

(317) Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc.

383 Madison Ave., New York 17,

N. Y.

(318) Hoover Bros., Inc.

1305 N. 14th St., Temple, Texas

(319) Horders Stationery Stores, Inc.

231 S. Jefferson St., Chicago 6, 111.

(320) Horizons of Science
20 Nassau St.. Princeton, N, J.

(321) HBR Singer, Inc.

Science Park, State University, Pa.

(322) T. N. Hubbard Co., Inc.

P.O. Box 105, Northbrook, 111.

(323) Hudson Photographic Industries,

Inc.

Irvington-on-Hudson, N. Y.

(324) Hughes Aircraft Co., Videosonlc
Systems
Culver City, Calif.

(325) Hunter Douglas Division,

Bridgeport Brass Co.
30 Grand St.. Bridgeport. Conn.

(326) ICR Corp., Vision, Inc.

635 Madison Ave., New York 22,

N. Y.

(327) Ideal Pictures Corp.
58 E. South Water St., Chicago 1, 111.

(328) Ideax Corporation
150 Fifth Ave., New York 11, N. Y.

(329) Impco, Inc.

10.50 Boulevard, New Milford, N. J.

(330) Imperial Film Co.
834 Crestview Ave., Lakeland, Fla.

(331) Indiana University
Audio Visual Center, Bloomington,

Ind,

(332) Instructo Products Co.
1635 N. 55. Philadelphia 31, Pa.

(333) Instructomatlc, Inc.

8300 Fenkell Ave., Detroit 38, Mich.

(334) Interphoto Corporation, Interna-
tional Marketing Div.
45-17 Pearson St., Long Island City

1, N. Y.

(335) International Communications
Foundation
9033 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills,

Calif.

(336) International Film Bureau, Inc.

332 S. Michigan Ave.. Chicago 4, HI.

(337) International Film Foundation
1 E. 42nd St.. New York 17, N. Y.

(338) International Radio & Electrs.

Corp.
1718 W. Mishawaka Rd.. Elkhart,

Ind.

(339) International Tel. & Tel. Corp.
Industrial Prod. Div.
15191 Bledsoe St., San Fernando,

Calif.

(340) Interstate Photo Supply Corp.
300 Park Ave.. South. New York

10, N. Y.

(341) J aeon da Mfg. Co., Instructo
Products Co. Div.
1635 N. 55th St., Philadelphia 31, Pa.

(342) The Jam Handy Organization
2821 E. Grand Blvd., Detroit 11, Mich.

(343) Janson Industries, The
2802 Harrison Ave., N.W., Box 985,

Canton 9, Ohio

(344) Jensen Manufacturign Co., Div.
of The Muter Co.
6601 S. Laramie Ave., Chicago 38.

III.

(345) Jentzen-Miller Company
585. Stephenson. Highway,. Troy,
Mich.

(346) Jeri Productions
3212 Glendale Blvd.. Los Angeles

39, Calif.

(347) Jerrold Electronics Corp.
15th and Lehigh Ave,, Philadelphia

32, Pa.

(348) Johnson-Hunt Productions
Film Center, La Canada, Calif.

(349) Johnson & Johnson
New Brunswick. N. J.

(350) J-M Developments, Inc.

116 W. 29th St., New York, N. Y,

(351) Joanna Western Mills
22nd & Jefferson, Chicago 16, HI.

(352) Johns-Manville Corp.
22 E. 40th St., New York 16, N. Y.

(353) A. B. Jordan
5811 Riverview Blvd., St. Louis 15,

Mo.

(354) Journal Films
909 W. Diversey Pkwy., Chicago 14.

111.

(355) Judy Company
310 N. 2nd St.. Minneapolis 1, Minn.

(356) The Kalart Company, Victor
Animatograph Div.
Plainville, Conn.

(357) Ken -A- Vision Manufacturing
Co.
6250 Raytown Rd., Raytown, Mo.

(358) Ken-Rol-It Products
810 Madison Ave., Toledo 2, Ohio

(359) KeU;ffel and Esser Co.
300 Adams Street, Hoboken. N, J.

(360) Keystone Camera Co.
151 Halelt St.. Boston 24, Mass.

(361) Keystone View Co.
Meadville, Pa.

(362) Kidde Machine Company, Inc.

35 Farrand St., Bloomfield, N, J.

(363 KIMAC

(363) Kimac
Old Greenwich, Con.

(364) Kin-Tel Div., Cohn Electronics,

Inc.

5712 Kearny Villa Rd.. San Diego
12, Calif.

(365) Kleen-Stik Products, Inc.

7300 W. Wilson Ave.. Chicago, 111.

(366) Kliegl Bros.

321 W. 50th St.. New York 19, N. Y.

(367) Knickerbocker Case Co.

501 W. Huron St., Chicago 10, 111.
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(368) Knight Title Service
145 W. 45 St., New York, N. Y.

(369) Knowledge Builders
Visual Education Bldg., Floral Park,

N. Y,

(370) Knox Mfg. Co.
9715 Soreng Ave.. Schiller Park, 111.

(371) Ken-I-Noor Pencil Co., Inc.

North Street. Bloomsbury, N. J.

(372) Konica Camera Co.
76 W. Chelten Ave., Philadelphia

44, Pa.

(373) Korting Recorder Sales Co.
156 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.

(374) KRS Electronics

4035 Transport St.. Palo Alto, Calif.

(375) Labcraft International Corp.
4019 Prospect Ave., Cleveland, Ohio

(376) LaBelle Industries
510 S. Worthington St., Oconomo-
woc. Wise.

(377) Labelon Tape Co., Inc.

450 Atlantic Ave., Rochester 9, N.Y.

(378) Laboratory Furniture Co.
Old Country Rd.. P.O. Box 590,
Mineola, L. I., N. Y.

(379) Lafayette Instrument Co.
N. 26th St. and 52 By-Pass, Lafay-

ette, Ind.

(380) Lafayette Radio Corp.
100 Sixth Ave., New York 13, N. Y.

(381) Lafayette Radio Elect. Co.
165-08 Liberty Ave., Jamaica 33,
N. Y.

(382) Laguna Scientific Industries,
Circuit Structures Lab. Div.
775 Broadway, P.O.B. 36, Laguna
Beach, Calif.

(383) La Pine Scientific Company
6001 S. Knox Ave., Chicago 29, 111.

(384) Language Training Aids
Language Center, Boyds, Md.

(385) Langua-Lab, Inc.

167 Chestnut St., Albany 2, N. Y.

(386) Learning Incorporated
1317 W. 8th St.. Tempe, Ariz.

(387) Learning Through Seeing
P.O. Box 368, Sunland, Calif.

(388) Lectro-Stik Co.
4155 Montrose Ave.. Chicago 41, 111.

(389) Lectron Corp. of America
9929 W. Silver Spring Ave., Mil-
waukee 18. Wise.

(390) E. Leitz, Inc.

468 Park Ave. South, New York 16
N. Y.

(391) Le-Mont Films
17622 Willard St., Northridge, Calif.

(392) Leonard Film Service
1700-B E. Walnut St.. Pasadena, Cal.

(393) Levolor Lorentzen, Inc.

391 W. Broadway, New York 12,

N. Y.

(394) Lindau Film Cleaner Company
P.O. Box 483. Lake Forest, 111.

(395) Ling - Altec Electronics, Inc.,

Electron Corp.
P.O. Box 5570, Dallas, Texas

6. opaque mounting materials ( 5 ) ( 359

)

(436) (566)

7. "lifting" materials (98) (436) (566)
(631)

8. colors, shading (5) (88) (296) (631)

9. lettering (5) (98) (200) (233) (265)
(296) (315) (356) (460) (486) (505)
(542) (572) (580) (603) (631)

10. storage cabinets (stills) (5) (71)
(89) (100) (106) (137) (169) (257)
(279) (305) (334) (458) (468) (570)

L SCREENS
1. portable roller (5) (98) (100) (106)

(112) (113) (122) (173) (180) (193)
(245) (334) (361) (370) (381) (448)
(466) (526) (532) (550) (579 (602)
(631) (684) (701)

2. permanently mounted, large (5)
(100) (106) (112) (113) (173) (193)
(245) (334) (448) (466) (526) (602)
(631) (637) (638) (684)

3. electric roller (5) (112) (173) (334)
(466) (526)

4. solid sheet (5) (100) (112) (173)
(417) (510) (526) (602)

5. rear projection (5) (6) (112) (113)
(122) (147) (173) (205) (245) (290)
(323) (359) (417) (430) (510) (595)
(602) (606) (631) (637) (638) (639)
(641) (651) (701) (713)

6. beaded (5) (90) (98) (100) (106)
(112) (113) (122) (130) (170) (173)
(180) (202) (205) (290) (291) (330)
(334) (360) (380) (417) (466) (526)
(532) (577) (579) (592) (701)

7.matte (5) (90) (98) (100) (106)
(112) (113) (147) (173) (180) (193)
(290) (330) (334) (361) (417) (466)
(526) (532) (579) (602) (631) (701)

8. lenticular (5) (98) (100) (106)
(112) (113) (147) (173) (180) (290)
(330) (334) (417) (466) (526) (577
(579) (592) (637) (701)

9. wide-screen portable (5) (100)
(106) (112) (113) (147) (173) (466)
(526) (602)

10. shadowboxed (5) (100) (106) (112)

11. perforated (5) (112) (173) (290)
(602) (637)

12. shipping cases (5) (237) (246)
(417) (448) (561) (602)

M BUILDING CONDITIONING
1. blinds (201) (325) (393) (682)

2.shades (7) (193) (262) (351)

3. drapes (142) (197) (199) (262)
(343) (351) (475) (507) (710)

4. skylight control (193) (199) (262)
(351) (393)

5. acoustical treatment ( 199 ) ( 656

)

6. ventilation (325) (393)

7. seating, furniture (25) (181) (579)

8. stage lighting (245) (343) (366)
(475) (579)

9. dimmers (245) (258) (343) (366)
(475) (579) (615) (637)

10. spotlights (245) (258) (343) (366)
(475) (579) (608)

11. stage curtains, sets (38) (142) (199)
(262) (343) (351) (430) (475) (579)
(710)

12. wiring

N NON-PROJECTED VISUALS
1. chalk board (5) (6) (74) (85) (97)

(98) (122) (125) (329) (332) (340)
(352) (417) (583) (593) (656) (697)

2. tack and perforated, etc., board (74)
(181) (329) (340) (412) (417) (482)
(656)

3. flannel, felt board (5) (6) (98)
(124) (165) (329) (332) (340) (355)
(417) (442) (480) (583) (593) (692)

4. flat pictures (59) (180) (186) (191)
(252) (317) (335) (430) (477) (496)
(537) (593) (627) (696)

5. maps, globes (97) (122) (137) (180)
(477) (529) (593) (668) (697) (701)
(704)

1^1
6. models (38) (122) (165) (180) (221)

(383) (430) (442) (477) (604) (616)
(701)

V
/

V
/

7. realia, specimens (122) (180) (335)
(701)

8. educational games (97) (165) (205)
(340) (480) (583) (690)

9. flocked letters, paper, etc. ( 98 ) ( 124

)

(329) (332) (340) (355) (417) (460)
(480) (593) (603) (692)

10. magnetic boards (119) (482)

11. projection equipment

12. flags, trophies (692)

13. cutters

14. adhesives (34) (388) (501)

15. slide rules, charts ( 414

)

16. telescopes, planetariums (585)

17. microscopes

O PRESENTATION
MATERIALS

1. easels (6) (38) (42) (74) (83) (85)
(98) (124) (125) (165) (213) (296)
(326) (329) (332) (417) (482) (593)
(609) (692) (697)

2. paper for easels (6) (42) (98) (165)

(213) (296) (332) (417)

S.lectern (25) (38) (122) (147) (196)
(257) (417) (482) (578) (609) (631)
(637)

4. crayon, chalk, erasers (6) (74) (85)
(98) (213) (329) (332) (417) (593)
(697)

5. felt-tipped pens (82) (98) (171)
(409) (631) (647) (714)

6. inks, transparent, opaque (5) (82)
(90) (98) (162) (171) (296) (313)
(371) (409) (631) (647)

7. lettering aids (5) (23) (46) (98)
(122) (125) (135) (162) (200) (234)
(264) (265) (297) (315) (319) (355)
(359) (371) (417) (460) (486) (505)
(542) (570) (572) (603) (631) (677)
(678) (714)
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(396) Linguaphone, Institute of Amer-
ica

30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20,

N. Y.

(397) Long Fitmslide Service
7505 Fairmount Ave.. El Cerrito,

Calif.

(398) Lowell Light Photo Engineering
429 W. .54«i St., New York 19, N. Y.

(399) F. G. Ludwig, Inc.

Old Saybrook, Conn.

(400) Lyon Metal Products Co., Inc.

54 Railroad Ave., Aurora, 111.

(401) M. P. Engineering Co.
Fairfield 1, Conn.

(402) Macmillan Company
60 Fifth Ave.. New York 11. N, Y.

(403) The Madison Project
Webster College, St. Louis 19, Mo.

(404) Magnasync Corporation
5546 Satsuma, North Hollywood,

Calif.

(405) Magnetic Tape Duplicators
7925 Santa Monica Blvd.. Hollywood

46, Calif.

(406) Carl F. Mahnke Productions
215 East Third St., Des Moines, Iowa

(407) Manhattan Color Laboratory
210 W. 65th St., New York 23, N. Y.

(408) Mansfield Industries, Inc.

1227 W, Loyola Ave., Chicago 26, 111.

(409) The Marsh Co., Felt Point Pen
DIv.
96 Marsh Bldg., BeUeville, 111.

(410) Martel Electronic Sales, Inc.,

Uher Div.
7400 Melrose Ave., Los Angeles,

Calif.

(411) M. H. Martin Co.
1118 Lincoln Way East, Massilon,
Ohio

(412) Masonlte Corp.
Ill W. Washington St., Chicago 2,

ni.

(413) Mast Development Co., Inc.,

Pictar DIv.
2212 East 12th St., Davenport, Iowa

(414) Master Addresser Company
6500 W. Lake St., Minneapolis 26,

Minn.

(415) Master Film Service
6741 Drexel Ave., Los Angeles 48,

Calif.

(416) Materials for Learning, Inc.

1376 Coney Island Ave., Brooklyn
30, N. Y.

(417) Charles Mayer Studios, Inc.

776 Commins St., Akron 7. Ohio

(418) McGraw-Hill Book Co., Text
Film Div.
330 W. 42nd St., New York 36, N. Y.

(419) David McKay Co., Inc.

119 West 40th St., New York 18.

N. Y.

(420) McMurray Audio Electronics,

Inc.

Box 179, Culver City, Calif.

(421) Mecotape Teaching Systems
2000 Broadway, San Antonio, Texas

(422) Melamine Council
75 West St.. New York 6. N. Y.

(423) Merchant, Robert C.
426 Columbia St., Lafayette. Ind.

(424) Mercury Record Corp.
35 E. Wacker Drive, Chicago 1. 111.

(425) Merix Chemical Co.
2234 E. 75th St., Chicago 49. 111.

(426) Merrill Lee Company
3049 East Grand Blvd., Detroit 2,

Mich.

(427) Meston's Travels, Inc.

3801 N. Pedras, El Paso, Texas

(428) Methodist Church, The—General
Board of Christian Social Concerns
100 Maryland Ave.. N. E., Washing-
ton 2, D. C.

(429) Meyercord Company
5235 W. Lake St.. Chicago 44, 111.

(430) Michigan Electronics, Inc.

1744 N. Damen Ave.. Chicago 47, 111.

(431) Midwestern Instruments, Inc.

Magnecord Div.
P.O. Box 7186, Tulsa 18. Okla.

(432) Ken Middleham Productions
P.O. Box 1065. Riverside, Calif.

(433) Miles Reproducer Co.
812 Broadway, New York 3, N. Y.

(434) Miller Manufacturing Company
3310 East Roxboro Road. N.E., At-

lanta 5, Ga.

(4.^5) Minneapolis - Honeywell, Heil-

land Division
4820 E. Dry Creek Road. P.O. Box

8776, Denver 10, Colo.

(436) Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Corp.,
Duplicating Products Div.
900 Bush St., St. Paul 6, Minn.

(437) Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co.,

Magnetic Products Div.
900 Bush Ave., St. Paul 6, Minn.

(438) Miratel, Inc.

1st St. S. E. and Richardson, New
Brighton, St. Paul 12, Minn.

(439) Mitchell Art Productions
P.O. Box 2505, W. Los Angeles 25.

Calif.

(440) Mitchell Camera Corp.
666 W. Harvard St., Glendale, Calif.

(441) Mobiletronics Div., Aero Service
Corp.
210 Courtland St., .Philadelphia 20,

Pa.

(442) Models of Industry
2100 Fifth St., Berkeley 10. Calif.

(443) Modem Learning Aids, Div.
Modern Talking Pictures, Inc.

3 E. 54th St.. New York 22. N. Y.

(44314) Modern Talking Picture Serv-

3 E. 54 St.. New York 22, N. Y.

(444) Mole-Richardson Co.
937 N. Sycamore Ave., Hollywood

38, Calif.

(445) Monitor Language Laboratories,
Inc.

1818 M St. N.W., Washington 6, D.C.

(446) Moody Institute of Science
11428 Santa Monica Blvd., West Los
Angeles 25. Calif.

(447) Morse Instrument Co.
Hudson, Ohio

(448) Motion Picture Enterprises, Inc.
Tarrytown 83. N. Y.

(449) Motion Picture Laboratories, Inc.

781 S. Main, Memphis, Tenn.

(450) Motoroal, Inc.

4501 W. Augusta Blvd., Chicago 51,

III.

(451) Movielab, Inc.

619 W. 54th St., New York 19, N. Y.

(452) Movie-Mite Corp.
8811 Puritan Ave., Detroit 38, Mich.

(453) Moviola Mfg. Co.
1451 Gordon St., Hollywood 28, Cal.

(454) Movievox Co.
806 Lexington Ave., San Antonio 2,

Texas

(455) MPO-Videotronics, Inc.
15 E. 53rd St.. New York, N. Y.

(456) Muhlenburg Productions
2900 Queen Lane, Philadelphia 29,

Pa.

(457) MultlMatic Machines, Inc.

6782 La Jolla Blvd., La Jolla, Calif.

(458) Multiplex Display Fixture Co.
910 N. 10th St., St. Louis 1, Mo.

(459) Music Education Record Corpo-
ration

P.O. Box 445, Englewood, N. J.

(460) Mutual Aids
1946 Hillhurst Ave., Los Angeles

27, Calif.

(461) Naren Industries, Inc.

2104-06 N. Orchard St., Chicago 14,

111.

(462) NATEC Publications. Inc.
214 West 23rd St., New York U, N.Y.

(463) National Blank Book Co.
Holyoke, Mass.

(464) National Board of Fire Under-
writers
85 John Street, New York 38, N.Y.

(465) National Carbon Co., Div. of
Union Carbide Corp.
270 Park Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

(466) National Cinema Service
71 Dey St.. New York 7. N. Y.

(467) National Film Board of Canada
Canada House. 680 Fifth Ave., New-
York 19, N. Y.

(468) Nega-Flle Co.
Edison-Furlong Rd., Doylestown, Pa.

(469) Neubacher Productions
1750 Westwood Blvd., Los Angeles

24, Calif.

(470) Neumade Products Corporation
250 W. 57th St., New York 19, N. Y.

(471) New York University Press
32 Washington Place, New York 3.

N. Y.

(472) Newcomb Audio Products Co.
6824 Lexington Ave., Hollywood 38.

Calif.

(473) North American Philips Co.
230 Duffy Ave., Hicksville, N. Y.
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(474) Norwood Studios, Inc.

924 New Jersey Ave., Washington,
D. C.

(4751 Novelty Scenic Studios, Inc.

432 East 91st St., New York 28, N.Y.

(476) Nuclear Products Co.
10173 E. Rush St., P.O. Box 649, El
Monte, Calif.

(477) A. J. Nystrom & Co.
3333 Elston Ave., Chicago 18, 111.

(478) Oberline, Inc., Vltr Audio Prod-
ucts Div.

P.O. Box 921, Beverly Hills, Calif.

(479) OCTO Products, Inc.

48 Miles Ave., Fairport, New York

(480) Otiio Flocli-Cote Co .

5713 Euclid Ave., Cleveland 3, Ohio

(481) Optitronics Corporation

(481) OPTItronics Corporation
1001 N. Orange Drive, Los Angeles

38. Calif.

(482) Oravisual Co., Inc.

Box 11150, St. Petersburg 33, Fla.

(483) Sam Orleans Film Productions
211 W. Cumberland Ave., Knoxville

2. Tenn.

(484) J. Herbert Orr Enterprises, Inc.

714 Wesley St., Opelika, Ala.

(485) Ottenhelmer Publishers, Inc.

4805 Nelson Ave.. Baltimore 15, Md.

(486) Ozalid Division, G. A. F.

Johnson City. N. Y.

(487) Packard-Bell Electronics Corp.
1920 S. Figueroa St., Los Angeles 7,

Calif.

(488) Paco Electronics Co.
70-31 84th St., Glendale 27, L.I., N.Y.

(489) Paillard, Inc.

100 Sixth Ave., New York 13, N. Y.

(490) Pathescope Educational Films,
Inc.

71 Weyman Ave., New Rochelle,
N. Y.

(491) Paulmar, Inc.

4444 W. Chicago Ave., Chicago 51, III.

(492) Peerless Film Processing- Corp.
165 W. 46th St., New York 36, N. Y.

(493) Pennsylvania State V., Psycho-
logical Cinema Register
Pattee Library, University Park, Pa.

(494) Pentron Corporation
777 S. Tripp Ave., Chicago 24, 111.

(495) Perceptual Development Labo-
ratories

6767 Southwest Ave.. St. Louis 17,

Mo.

(496) Perry Pictures
42 Dartmouth St., Maiden 48, Mass.

(497) Personal Products Co.
Milltown. N. J.

(498) Phiico Corporation, Government
and Industrial Div.
4702 Wissahickon Ave., Philadelphia

44, Pa.

(499) Photo Animation, Inc.

34 West St.. South, Mt. Vernon, N.Y.

(500) Pickering & Co., Inc.

Sunnyside Blvd., Plainview, L. I.,

N. Y.

8. tapes, logos for charts (5) (46) (98)
(125) (162) (179) (319) (365) (377)

(505) (631) (681)

9. mounting materials (19) (24) (88)
(98) (119) (162) (297) (323) (359)
(365) (417) (566) (593) (681)

10. copy process materials ( 46 ) ( 162

)

(264) (359) (399) (436) (486) (638)

ll.fluorescents (85)

P COPYING PROCESSES
1. facsimile, verifax, etc. (8) (24) (33)

(36) (101) (158) (202) (254) (286)

(359) (399) (486) (623) (641) (686)
(696)

2. transparency making (5) (24) (33)
(36) (101) (102) (254) (286) (359)
(399) (427) (435) (436) (486) (566)
(580) (623) (631) (657) (686) (696)

3. microfilm (8) (73) (75) (254) (290)
(328) (359) (436) (486) (580) (641)

4. microcard ( 359

)

5.diazo (37) (73) (75) (101) (254)

(359) (486) (572) (631) (686)

Q DEMONSTRATION
EQUIPMENT

1. physics lab (72) (122) (165) (172)

(180) (181) (205) (223) (226) (378)

(381) (383) (527) (631) (648) (668)

(701) (705)

2. chemistry lab (122) (165) (172)

(180) (181) (205) (226) (378) (381)

(383) (631) (668) (701)

3. biological science lab and museum
(17) (72) (122) (165) (172) (180)
(181) (205) (226) (378) (381) (383)
(616) (631) (701)

4. general science room ( 72 ) ( 122

)

(172) (180) (181) (226) (257) (378)

(381) (383) (442) (616) (631) (648)
(668) (701)

R RECORD-
RECORD PLAYERS

1. record and transcription player (12)
(38) (56) (58) (87) (130) (139)
(169) (233) (242) (273) (293) (298)
(380) (381) (401) (421) (430) (472)
(494) (500) (527) (546) (549) (550)
(607) (637) (674) (684) (698) (699)
(715)

2. disc recorder (12) (87) (116) (233)
(242) (381) (395) (421) (546) (M4)

3. tape

(12)

(58)
(113)
(219)

(269)
(340)
(410)

(472)
(548)
(635)
(698)

recorder-player (reel)
(16) (27) (30) (32) (38)

(77) (87) (95) (98)
(122) (130) (150) (152)

(224) (229) (230) (233)
(280) (290) (308) (334)
(373) (380) (381) (384)
(421) (423) (430) (431)
(473) (494) (503) (527)
(549) (590) (610) (617)
(644) (657) (674) (686)
(699)

(11)

(56)
(112)

(169)
(257)
(338)
(404)

(445)
(540)

(623)

(687)

4. same, magazine, repeater ( 38 ) ( 56

)

(77) (87) (104) (126) (161) (233)
(260) (277) (374) (381) (421) (423)
(430) (527) (548) (574) (621) (639)
(644) (657) (665) (686) (687)

5. language lab equipment (12) (16)
(27) (30) (31) (38) (57) (77) (92)

(122) (126) (161) (218) (219) (221)-

(224) (225) (233) (257) (269) (273)
(298) (333) (345) (373) (374) (381)
(384) (385) (396) (421) (423) (430)
(433) (445) (472) (494) (506) (527)
(545) (548) (549) (576) (578) (590)
(610) (617) (635) (644) (674) (698)

6. listening center (earphones) (16)
(38) (58) (122) (126) (161) (169)
(218) (219) (224) (225) (257) (298)
(308) (344) (373) (381) (401) (421)
(423) (430) (472) (506) (548) (549)
(610) (619) (642) (674) (686)

7.tape (8) (12) (18) (30) (31) (52)
(56) (91) (98) (113) (116) (127)
(130) (161) (169) (202) (215) (219)
(224) (230) (233) (290) (308) (334)
(373) (380) (381) (421) (423) (424)
(430) (437) (527) (544) (559) (610)
(635) (644) (653)

8. tape index (12) (56) (219) (224)
(308) (380) (381) (421) (430)

9. tape and record storage (12) (89)
(100) (106) (137) (161) (169) (219)
(224) (233) (257) (305) (380) (381)
(421) (430) (548) (552) (576) (695)

10. lightweight, battery-powered record-
er players (11) (12) (16) (32) (38)
(95) (112) (219) (224) (233) (269)
(270) (290) (298) (308) (334) (340)

(373) (380) (381) (410) (430) (433)
(473) (590) (610) (698)

11. dictating machines (16) (18) (38)
(150) (269) (270) (293) (308) (373)
(381) (410) (430) (433) (473) (548)
(610)

12. message repeaters (12) (32) (38)
(161) (305) (381) (421) (430) (548)

13. hi-fi components (12) (14) (38)
(77) (87) (242) (273) (373) (380)
(381) (401) (421) (423) (472) (488)
(500) (527) (546) (578) (579) (598)
(610) (657) (674)

14.stereo (12) (16) (56) (77) (87)
(116) (145) (150) (169) (242) (273)
(274) (380) (381) (401) (410) (421)
(423) (424) (431) (472) (488) (500)
(546) (548) (578) (607) (617) (635)
(674) (715)

15. turntables, arms, cartridges ( 12) (87)

(242) (273) (380) (381) (421) (423)

(472) (500) (546) (578) (637)

16.speakers (12) (14) (30) (38) (58)

(122) (140) (150) (169) (273) (280)
(308) (344) (373) (380) (381) (421)

(423) (430) (472) (488) (500) (527)

(531) (546) (548) (574) (578) (598)

(610) (637) (669) (674) (684) (685)

17. microphones (12) (14) (16) (18)

(21) (38) (48) (112) (113) (122)

(140) (150) (169) (222) (245) (273)

(308) (373) (380) (381) (421) (423)
(430) (472) (478) (506) (527) (571)
(574) (578) (579) (598) (610) (617)
(669) (674) (679) (684) (685)

18. amplifiers (12) (14) (16) (30) (32)
(38) (67) (77) (87) (113) (122)
(169) (230) (242) (245) (258) (273)
(298) (308) (380) (381) (401) (421)
(423) (430) (472) (527) (531) (546^

(548) (579) (619) (674) (685)

19. tuners (12) (14) (38) (58) (77)
(87) (245) (273) (380) (381) (421)
(423) (430) (472) (527) (531) (579)
(637) (674) (698)
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(501) Pickett & Eckel, Inc.

542 S. Dearborn St.. Chicago, 111.

(502) Pictorial Events
220 Central Park South, New York

19, N. Y.

(503) Pictronics Corporation
236 E. 46th St.. New York 17. N. Y.

(504) Picture Recording Co.
1395 W. Wisconsin Ave., Oconomo-
woc. Wise.

(505) Planoscope Corp.
551 Fifth Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

(506) Plastic Mold & Eng. Co.
Box 4255. East Providence, R. I.

(507) Plastic Products, Inc.

1822 E. Franklin St., Richmond 23,
Va.

(508) Plastic Sealing Corporation
1507 N. Gardner St., Los Angeles

46, Calif.

(509) Poetry Records
475 Fifth Ave., New York 17. N. Y.

(510) Polacoat, Inc.

9750 Conklin Rd., Blue Ash, Ohio

(511) Polaroid Corp.
119 Windsor St., Cambridge 39, Mass.

(512) Post Pictures Corp.
171 East Post Rd.. White Plains, N.Y.

(513) Premier Materials Co.
3717 N. Halsted St., Chicago 13, 111.

(514) Prentice-Hall, Inc., College Dept.
Englewood Cliffs, N. J.

(515) Prestoseal Corp.
37-27 33rd St., Long Island City 1,

N. Y.

516) Productions Unlimited, Inc.

1564 Broadway, New York 36, N.Y.

(517) Programed Teaching Aids, Inc.
3810 So. Four Mile Run Drive,
Arlington, Va.

(518) Projected Books, Inc.

313 N. 1st St., Ann Arbor, Mich.

(519) Projection Optics Co,, Inc.
271 11th Ave., East Orange, N. J.

(520) Projector Belt Co.
Whitewater, Wise.

(521) Psychotechnics, Inc.

105 W. Adams St., Chicago 3, 111.

(522) Public Affairs Film Committee
22 East 38th St., New York 16, N.Y.

(523) Publishers Company, Inc.

1106 Conn Ave. N.W., Washington,
D.C.

(524) Quik-Set, Inc.

8121 N. Central Ave.. Skokie, 111.

(525) Radiant Lamp Corp.
300 Jeliff Ave.. Newark 8, N. J.

(526) Radiant Mfg. Corp.
8220 N. Austin, Morton Grove, 111.

(527) Radio Corp. of America
Bldg. 15-5, Front and Cooper Sts.,

Camden 2, N. J.

(528) Radio-Mat Slide Co.
222 Oakridge Blvd., Daytona Beach,

Fla.

(529) Rand-McNally & Co.
8255 N. Central Park, Skokie, HI.

(530) Rapid Film Technique, Inc.

37-02 27th St., Long Island City, N.J.

(531) Rauland-Borg Corp.
3535 W. Addison St., Chicago 18, 111.

(532) Raven Screen Corp.
124 E. 124th St.. New York 35, N. Y.

(533) Rayoscope, The
358 N. Sandusky St., Delaware, Ohio

(534) Ray-O-Vac Co.
212 E. Washington Ave., Madison 10,

Wise.

(535) The Reading Lab, Inc.

500 Fifth Ave.. New York 36, N. Y.

(536) Realist, Inc.

N93 W16288 Mecal Dr., Menomnee
Falls, Wise.

(537) Realistic Visual Aids
P.O. Box 278, Highland, Calif.

(538) Recordak Corp.
415 Madison Ave., New York 17,

N. Y.

(539) Recorded Publications Labora-
tories

1558-1570 Pierce Ave., Camden 5,

N. J.

(540) Recordio Corp.
721 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.

(541) Robert H. Redfield, Inc.

1020 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago 5, 111.

(542) Redikut Letter Co., The
185 N. Prairie Ave., Hawthorne, Cal.

(543) Reelane Co.
573 Newbridge Ave.. East Meadow,

N. Y.

(544) Reeves Soundcraft Corp.
Great Pasture Hoad. Danbury, Conn.

(545) Reflection Educational Products
735 Stierlin Road, Mountain View,

Calif.

(546) Rek-O-Kut Co., Inc.

3819 108th St.. Corona 68. N. Y.

(547) Rex Metal Craft Instrument Di-
vision

1717 Gent Ave.. Indianapolis 2, Ind.

(548) Revere Camera Co.
320 E. 21st St., Chicago 16, III.

(549) Rheem-Callfone Corp.
5922 Bowcroft St., Los Angeles 16.

Calif.

(550) Richard Mfg. Co.
P.O. Box 2041. 5914 Noble Ave.,
Van Nuys, Calif.

(551) Riviera Productions
6610 Selma Ave.. Hollywood, Calif.

(552) Robins Industries Corp.
36-27 Prince St.. Flushing 54, N. Y.

(553) Ronald Press
15 E. 26th St., New York, N. Y.

(554) Rothschild Film Corp.
1046 East 18th Street, Brooklyn 30,

N. Y.

(555) Roundtable Productions
275 S. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills,

Calif.

(556) Safe-Lock Project-O-SUnd
870 W. 25th St., Hialeah, Fla.

(557) Howard W. Sams Co., Inc.

1720 E. 38th St., Indianapolis 6, Ind.

(558) Sandak, Inc.

4 E. 48th St., New York 17, N. Y.

(559) Sarkes Tarzian, Inc.

East Hillside Drive, Bloomington,
Ind.

(560) Sawyers, Inc.

Box 490. Portland 7, Ore.

(561) William Schuessler
361 W. Superior St., Chicago 10, 111.

(562) Science Research Associates,
Inc.

259 East Erie Street, Chicago 11, 111.

(563) Scientific Development Corpo-
ration

372 Main St.. Watertown, Mass.

(564) Screen News Digest
450 W. 56th St., New York 19, N. Y.

(565) Scripture Press
1825 College Ave., Wheaton, 111.

(566) Seal, Inc.

Shelton, Conn.

(567) Servo Systems Co.
14 Carmer Ave., Belleville 9, N. J.

(568) Shakespeare Recording Society
461 Eighth Ave., New York 1, N. Y.

(569) E. J. Sharpe Instruments, Inc.

965 Maryvale Drive, Buffalo, N. Y.

(570) Showcard Machine Company
320 W. Ohio St., Chicago 10, 111.

(571) Shure Brothers, Inc.

222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, 111.

(572) Showcard Machine Co.
320 W. Ohio St., Chicago 10, 111.

(573) Sigma Electric Co., Inc., Educa-
tional Div.
23 East 16th St., New York 3, N. Y.

(574) Sleep Learning Research Asso-
ciation

Box 24S, Olympia, Wash.

(575) Smith-Harrison, Inc.

Devon, Pa.

(576) Smith System Mfg. Co.
212 Ontario S.E., Minneapolis 14,

Minn.

(577) Society for Visual Education
1345 W. Diversey Pkwy.. Chicago 14,

111.

(578) Sonotone Corporation, E 1 e c -

tronic Applic. Div.
Elmsford, N. Y,

(579) S.O.S. Photo Cine Optics, Inc.

602 W. 52nd, New York 19. N. Y.

(580) Southeastern Films
179 Spring St., N.W., Atlanta 3, Ga.

(581) Spencer International Press,
Inc., School and Library Division
155 N. Wacker Drive. Chicago 6, 111.

(582) Sperry Rand Corp., Remln^n
Rand Univac Div.
315 Park Ave. South. New York 10,

N. Y.

(583) Spin-a-Test Co.
P.O. Box 38311. Los Angeles, CaUf.

(584) Spindler & Sauppe, Inc.

2201 Beverly Blvd., Los Angeles 57,

Calif.

(585) Spitz Laboratories, Inc.

Yorklyn. Del.
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(586) Spoken Arts, Inc.

95 Valley Rd.. New Rochelle. N. Y.

(587) Spoken Word, Inc., The
10 E. 39th St., New York 16, N. Y.

(588) Squibb-Taylor, Inc.

1213 S. Akard, Dallas 2, Texas

(589) Stanbow Productions, Inc.

12 Cleveland St., Valhalla, N. Y.

(590) Stancil-Hoffman Corp.
921 N. Highland Ave., Hollywood 38,

Calif.

(591) Standard Camera Corporation
319 5th Ave., New York 16, N. Y.

(592) Standard Projector & Equip-
ment Co.

7106 Touhy Ave., Chicago 48, 111.

(593) Standard Publishing
8100 Hamilton Ave., Cincinnati 31,

Ohio

(594) Stanton Films
7934 Santa Monica Blvd., Los An-

geles 4, Calif.

(595) Staples-Hoppmann, Inc.
3240 Duke St., Alexandria, Va.

(596) J. B. Staten
Box 44, Bay City, Texas

(597) Steelcraft, Inc.

1296 E. Keating, Muskegon. Mich.

(598) Stephens Tru-Sonic, Inc.

8538 Warner Dr., Culver City, Calif,

(599) Stereotronics Corp.
1717 N, Highland Ave., Hollywood

28, Calif,

(600) Sterling Educational Films
6 E. 39th St,, New York, N. Y.

(601) Sterling Movies U.S.A.. Inc.
375 Park Ave,, New York 22, N, Y.

(602) Stewart-Trans-Lux Corp.
1111 W, Sepulveda Blvd., Torrance,

Calif,

(603) Stik-a-letter Co.
R, 2, Box 1400, Escondido, Calif,

(604) Stratco Audiovisuals, Ltd.
P. O, Box 1883. Grand Central Sta-

tion, New York 17, N, Y.

(605) Henry Strauss & Co.
31West 53rd St., New York 19, N, Y.

(606) Strobel Vision
917 E, Meadow PI,. Milwaukee 17,
Wise,

(607) Stromberg - Carlson, Special
Products Div.
1400 N, Goodman St., Rochester 3,

N. Y,

(608) Strong Electric Corp,, The
87 City Park Ave., Toledo 2, Ohio

(609) Struc-Tube, Inc.

260 West St., New York 13, N. Y,

(610) Matthew Stuart & Co., Inc.

353 W, 54th St„ New York 19, N. Y,

(611) Stuart Reynolds Productions
195 S. Beverly Dr.. Beverly Hills,

Cal,

(612) Studyscopes Productions
7556 Santa Monica Blvd,, Holly-
wood 46, Calif.

(613) Sunkist Growers, Consumer
Service Div.
Los Angeles 54, Calif.

20. multiple tape copying (16) (30)
(116) (126) (152) (219) (224) (338)
(405) (423) (430) (431) (539) (548)
(624)

21. bulk erase units (12) (30) (32)
(112) (113) (169) (219) (224) (233)
(290) (380) (381) (404) (423) (552)

22. shipping containers (12) (246) (308)
(381) (417) (634)

23. tape splicers (12) (13) (21) (30)
(31) (112) (113) (161) (169) (233)
(258) (290) (305) (334) (380) (381)
(421) (423) (548) (552) (579)

24. record cleaner (12) (21) (161) (169)
(190) (220) (233) (380) (381) (421
(423) (425) (476) (552) (579)

25. synchronizers (113) (150) (233)
(283) (290) (373) (410) (421) (423)
(427) (430) (448) (453) (454) (548
(579) (610) (621) (698)

26, recorder, 16mm film (112) (113)
(290) (350) (404) (579) (684)

27, empty reels (12) (22) (30) (31)
(52) (100) (104) (112) (113) (233)
(334) (373) (380) (381) (421) (423)
(437) (448) (548) (552) (579) (610)

28, editing, splicing tape (12) (30) (31)
(52) (112) (113) (258) (334) (380)
(381) (421) (423) (437) (448) (539)
(548) (579) (674)

29, record filing systems ( 169 ) ( 305

)

(421) (634) (695) (717)

30, records (12) (40) (45) (50) (53)
(55) (97) (116) (128) (144) (145)
(169) (178) (211) (215) (232) (233)
(252) (268) (289) (306) (307) (342)
(346) (380) (381) (416) (419) (421)
(424) (456) (459) (485) (527) (568)
(581) (586) (587) (589) (604) (649)
(694) (700) (704) (706) (708) (712)
(715)

31, pre-recorded tapes (52) (55) (77)
(164) (552) (574) (628) (712)

32, tape cartridges (22) (77) (374)
(484) (574)

33, recording discs (52)

34, stylii, needles

35, mixer ( 674

)

S RADIO
1

,

classroom receivers ( 38 ) ( 58 ) ( 86

)

(150) (169) (381) (421) (430) (472)
(527) (607)

2, broadcast equipment (12) (38) (230)
(242) (298) (380) (421) (430) (478)
(527)

3, public address (12) (38) (54) (87)
(122) (150) (196) (245) (273) (298)
(380) (401) (421) (430) (472) (478
(527) (531) (669)

4, intercom, sound distribution systems
(12) (32) (38) (87) (230) (239)
(245) (273) (298) (373) (380) (401)
(421) (430) (478) (527) (531)

5, electronic warning devices ( 32

)

(38) (87) (161) (380) (421) (430)
(527)

6, teaching kits (12) (122) (169) (221)
(223) (380) (421) (488) (567) (614)
(668) (701)

7,tubes, supplies (12) (245) (380)
(421) (527) (534) (668)

8, mock-ups (183) (430)
9, power megaphones (12) (38) (54)

(112) (298) (380) (421) (430) (669)

T TELEVISION
1, classroom receivers (41) (273)

(275) (281) (314) (339) (395) (421)
(438) (450) (487) (498) (527) (559)
(620) (652)

2, large s:reen receivers (86) (195)
(288) (438) (637) (652)

3, closed circuit radio ( 183 ) ( 275 ) ( 281

)

(290) (314) (339) (347) (384) (421)
(450) (527)

4, antennas, antennaplex systems (12)
(86) (148) (347) (421) (527)

5, camera and accessories ( 12 ) ( 30

)

(41) (67) (86) (226) (230) (275)
(281) (290) (339) (364) (395) (421)
(527) (599) (719)

6, multiplexors ( 87 ) ( 148 ) ( 275 ) ( 281

)

(527)

7, titles, lettering (73) (81) (233)
(265) (326) (334) (417) (460) (542)
(572) (603)

8, videotape (30) (31) (290) (403)
(470) (527)

9, TV production services (73) (112)
(209) (233) (288) (417) (483) (634)
(640)

10. TV background screens (417) (510)
(602) (634) (637) (638) (641)

11. TV projection screens

12. tape cabinets

13. TV production aids (213) (395)
(633) (638)

14. receiver stands (213) (434)

15. telecast equipment, general (395)
(559) (633) (638)

16. tape reels (448)

17. distribution and inspection services

(78) (109) (327)

18. accessories, jacks, talk-back ( 148

)

(347)

U INSTRUCTIONAL
MATERIALS

1, armed forces (38) (47) (90) (120)

(143) (169) (207) (309) (327) (430)

(467) (474) (483) (577) (583) (618)

(664) (690)

2, arts and crafts (3) (15) (47) (62)
(64) (68) (90) (92) (93) (102)

(143) (154) (156) (159) (164) (165)
(170) (192) (210) (231) (233) (248)
(249) (252) (268) (296) (309) (327)
(330) (331) (336) (418) (467) (469)
(558) (589) (593) (618) (622) (645)
(664) (670) (671) (690) (696)

3.cinema arts (3) (62) (68) (92)
(109) (154) (170) (209) (226) (231)
(233) (248) (309) (327) (336) (467)
(485) (618) (670)

4. business education (38) (47) (68)
(109) (159) (164) (169) (181) (207)
(208) (231) (233) (304) (309) (327)
(330) (336) (342) (361) (418) (430)
(467) (551) (555) (577) (605) (618)
(631) (664) (670) (690) (696)
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<614) Superex Electronics Corp.
4-6 Radford Place, Yonkers, N. Y.

<615) Superior Electric Co., The
383 Middle St., Bristol, Conn.

(616) Superior Plastics, Inc.

426 N, Oakley Blvd., Chicago, 111.

(817) Superscope, Inc.

8150 Vineland Ave., Sun Valley, Cal.

(618) Sutherland Educational Films
201 N. Occidental Blvd., Los Ange-

les 26, Calif.

(619) Switchcraft, Inc., Language Lab
Division
5555 N. Elston Ave., Chicago 30, 111.

(620) Sylvania Electric Products, Inc.

1740 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.

(621) Synchromat Equipment Corp.
619 Liberty St., Jackson, Mich.

(622) Tabletopper Productions
P.O. Box 706, Carson City, Nev.

(623) Tanberg of America
8 Third Ave., Pelham, N. Y.

(624) Tapes for Teaching
A-V Center, Kent State Univ., Kent,
Ohio

(625) Tayloreel Corp.
185 Murray St., Rochester 6, N. Y.

(626) Teacher's Record Catalog, The
274 Madison Ave., New York 16,

N. Y.

(627) Teaching Aids Service
31 Union Square, West, New York

3, N. Y.

(628) Teaching Audials and Visuals
250 W. 57 St., New York 19, N. Y.

(629) Teaching Machines, Inc.

235 San Pedro Drive, N.E., Albu-
querque. N. M.

(630) Technicolor Corp.
123 S. Hollywood Way, Burbank,

Calif.

(631) Tecnifax Corporation
195 Appleton St., Holyoke, Mass.

(632) Tel-A-Story, Inc.

523 Main St., Davenport, Iowa

(633) Telechrome Mfg. Corp.
28 Ranick Dr., Amityville, N. Y.

(634) Telecine Film Studios
100 S. Northwest Hwy., Park Ridge,

111.

(635) Telectro Industries Corp.
35-16 37th St., Long Island City 1,

N. Y.

(636) Telefilm, Inc.

6039 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood
28, Calif.

1637) Teleprompter Corp.
,50 W. 44 St., New York 36, N. Y.

(6."?8) Telescript-C.S.P., Inc.

155 W. 72nd St.. New York 23, N. Y.

(639) Television Associates of Indi-
ana, Inc.

E. Michigan St., Michigan City, Ind.

(640) Television, Radio & Film Co.,

The Methodist Church
1.525 McGavock St., Nashville 3,

Tenn.

(641) Television Specialty Co., Inc.,

a division of Federal Mfg. & Engi-
neering Corp.
1055 Stewart Ave., Garden City, N.Y.

(642) Telex, Inc., Communications Ac-
cessories Div.
1712 First National Bank Bldg., Min-
neapolis 15, Minn.

(643) Testa Manufacturing Co.
10126 Bush St.. El Monte, Calif.

(644) Thompson R a m o Wooldridge,
Inc., Educational Electronics Divi-
sion
6525 Huntley Rd., Columbus 13,

Ohio

(645) Thome Films, Inc.

1229 University Ave.. Boulder, Colo.

(646) Time, Incorporated, Education
Department
9 Rockerfeller Plaza, New York 20,

N. Y.

(647) Time-Saving Specialties
2922 Bryant Ave., South, Minneapo-

lis, Minn.

(648) Torsion Balance Co., Education-
al Aids Div.
Clifton, N. J.

(649) Tradition Records
Box 72, Village Sta.. New York 14,

N. Y.

(650) Triad Corporation
P.O. Box 648. Encino, Calif.

(651) Trans-Lux Corp.
625 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.

(652) Transvision Electronics Inc.

21 Grey Oaks Ave.. Yonkers, N. Y.

(653) Triton Electronics, Inc.
62-05 30th Ave., Woodside 77, L. I.,

New York

(654) Turner Microphone Co.
929 17th St., E., Cedar Rapids, Iowa

(655) V. S. Industries, Inc., Education-
al Science Div.
250 Park Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

(656) U. S. Plywood Corp.
55 W. 44th St., New York, N. Y.

(657) V. S. Pro,iector Corp.
Delaware Bldg.. Federal Way,
Washington, D. C.

(658) Unesco Publcatlons Center
801 Third Ave.. New York 22, N. Y.

(659) Unimark Photo Inc.

132 W. 31st St., New York 1, N. Y.

(660) United Air Lines. School and
College Serv.
O'Hare International Airport, Chi-
cago 66, 111.

(661) United Artists Associated
247 Park Ave.. New York 17. N. Y.

(662) United Catalog Publishers, Inc.

60 Madison Ave.. Hempstead, N. Y.

(663) United Cooperative Industries
11251 S. New Hampshire Ave., Los
Angeles 44, Calif.

(664) United World Films, Inc.

1445 Park Ave., New York 29, N. Y.

(665) Universal Data Systems, Inc.

100 Rockaway Ave., Valley Stream,
L. I„ N. Y.

(666) Universal Electronics Labora-
tories

(667) Universal Language Labs Corp.
200 W. 57th St., New York, N. Y.

(668) Universal Scientific Co., Inc.

1312 S. 13th St., Vincennes, Ind.

(669) University Loudspeakers, Inc.

80 S. Kensico Ave., White Plains,

N. Y.

(670) University of California, Edu-
cational Film Dept.
Berkeley 4, Calif.

(671) University of Oklahoma, Educa-
tional Materials Service
Norman, Okla.

(672) University of Texas, Visual
Instr. Bureau
Austin 12, Texas

(673) University of Wisconsin, Bur.
A-V Instruction

1312 W. Johnson St., Madison, Wise.

(674) V-M Corporation
305 Territorial, Benton Harbor, Mich.

(675) Vacuumate Corp.
446 W. 43rd St., New York 36, N. Y.

(676) Van Valkenburgh, Nooger &
Neville, Inc.

15 Maiden Lane, New York 38, N. Y.

(677) Varigraph Co.
1480 Martin St., Madison 1, Wise.

(678) Varityper Corporation
720 Freilinghuysen Ave., Newark

12, N. J.

(679) Vega Electronics Corp.
10781 Saratoga-Sunnyvale Hiway 9,

Cupertino, Calif.

(680) Vedo Films
962 Salisbury Ct., Lancaster, Pa.

(681) Velvet Touch Corporation
Bellingham, Wash.

(682) Vertical Blinds Corp. of Amer-
ica

1936 Pontius Ave., Los Angeles 36,

Calif.

(683) Vicom, Inc. Div., Elgeet Optical

Co.
309 Child St., Rochester 11, N. Y.

(684) Victor Animatograph Corp., Div.
of Kalart Corp.
Plainville, Conn.

(685) Victorlite Industries, Inc.

4117 W. Jefferson Blvd., Los Ange-
les 16, Calif.

(686) Viewlex, Inc.

Veterans Hiway & Broadway. Hol-
brook, L. I., N. Y.

(687) Viking of Minneapolis, Inc.

9600 Aldrich Ave. S.. Minneapolis
20, Minn.

(688) Vistacom
Box 2406. Sepulveda. Calif.

(689) Visual Dynamics Corporation
505 Park Ave., New York 22. N. Y.

(690) Visual Education Consultants,
Inc.

2066 Helena St., Madison 4, Wise.

(691) Visual Sciences
Suffern. N. Y.
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(692) Visual Specialties Co.

203 N, Saginaw St.. Byron, Mich.

(693) Voss Photo Corp.
28 School St., Yonkeis. N. Y.

(694) Henry Z. Walcli, Inc.

101 Fifth Ave.. New York 3, N. Y.

(693) Wallacii & Associates, Inc.

1589 Addison Rd., Cleveland 3, O.

(696) Wayne State University, Audio-
Visual Prod. Center
680 Putnam, Detroit 2, Michigan

<697) Weber Costello Co.
12th and McKinley, Chicago Heights,

III.

(698) Webcor, Inc.

5610 W. Bloomingdale Ave., Chi-
cago 39, 111.

(699) Webster Electric Co.
1900 Clark St., Racine, Wise.

(700) Webster Publishing Co.
1154 Reco Ave., St. Louis 26, Mo.

(701) Welch Scientific Co., The
1515 N. Sedgwick St., Chicago. 111.

(702) Western Design Div., U. S. In-
dustries, Inc.

Santa Barbara Airport, Goleta, Cal.

(703) Westinghouse Electric Corp.,
Lamp Div.
1 MacArthur Ave., Bloomington,
N. J.

(704) Westminister Press, The—M.P.
Dept.
Witherspoon Bldg.. Juniper & Wal-

nut, Philadelphia 7, Pa.

(705) Weston Electrical Instr. Corp.
614 Freylinghauser Ave.. Newark 5,

N. J.

(706) Weston Woods Studio
Weston, Conn.

(707) Westrex Corp.
Ill 8th Ave.. New York 11, N. Y.

(708) Whitney's
150 Powell St.,

Calif.

San Francisco 2,

(709) Williams Research Corp.
2280 W. Maple Rd., Waled Lake. Mich.

(710) Williamsburg Drapery Co., Inc.

819 W. Chicago Ave.. Chicago 22.

111.

(711) Williamson Development Co.,

Inc.

317 Main St., West Concord, Mass.

(712) Wilmac Recorders
921 E. Green St.. Pasadena. Calif.

(713) H. Wilson Corporation
546 W. 119th St.. Chicago 28. 111.

(714) Wood-Regan Instrument Co.
184 Franklin Ave., Nutley 10, N. J.

(715) Word Records, Inc.

P.O. Box 1790, Waco. Tex.

(716) World In Color
Box 392-AV, Elmira. N. Y.

(717) Yale Series of Recorded Poets
Box 1616, New Haven, Conn,

(718) Yale University Press Film
Service
386 Fourth Ave., New York 16, N.Y.

(719) Zoomar, Inc.

Glen Cove. New York

5. education, teacher training ( 1 ) (3

;15) (17) (68) (69) (70) (90) (92

111) (117) (121) (154) (159) (165
;i69) (170) (180) (207) (210) (226

(231) (233) (240) (243) (247) (266

(304) (309) (327) (330) (331) (336

(342) (346) (387) (397) (406) (418

(467) (493) (562) (577) (589) (593

(611) (622) (627) (638) (658) (664

(670) (671) (672) (690) (696)

6. feature films (47) (92) (109) (HI
117) (122) (151) (154) (170) (209
231) (233) (248) (309) (327) (512
516) (551) (601) (613) (661) (664
696)

guidance, personal (68) (109) (120
132) (151) (154) (159) (207) (231
240) (243) (268) (309) (327) (330
336) (342) (418) (419) (428) (467
493) (555) (577) (589) (627) (640
664) (670) (690)

8. guidance, vocational ( 17 ) ( 47 ) (68
109) (120) (132) (154) (159) (207

(210) (223) (231) (233) (240) (243

(309) (327) (330) (331) (342) (406

(418) (467) (483) (562) (577) (601

(605) (618) (627) (660) (664) (690
(696)

9. health, safety (47) (53) (62) (66
(68) (93) (111) (117) (122) (132
1.54) (159) (164) (170) (180) (188
;i89) (231) (236) (240) (247) (268
(304) (309) (327) (330) (331) (336
(342) (346) (348) (349) (361) (369
(397) (417) (418) (428) (464) (467
(474) (483) (495) (497) (522) (554
(577) (589) (600) (601) (605) (618
(640) (664) (670) (690) (696)

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

home economics (47) (66) (68

109) (143) (154) (159) (231) (268

309) (327) (330) (342) (418) (419

422) (467) (490) (551) (589) (601

611) (613) (615) (618) (664) (670
690) (696)

industrial arts (47) (64) (68) (93
102) (109) (143) (154) (159) (170
223) (226) (231) (233) (266) (309
327) (342) (418) (467) (474) (551
622) (627) (631) (664) (670) (676
690)

industry, transportation (2) (47

62) (109) (159) (170) (192) (231

240) (247) (304) (309) (327) (342

361) (467) (551) (564) (577) (660

664) (670) (688) (690) (696)

anguages (61) (66) (68) (69) (92
126) (127) (132) (145) (146) (154

159) (167) (169) (170) (180) (215

231) (233) (240) (247) (248) (259

306) (309) (327) (330) (336) (342

361) (396) (418) (419) (467) (469
485) (490) (554) (577) (583) (589
612) (627) (628) (664) (670) (673

676) (696) (712)

language arts, study and communi
cation skills (1) (2) (47) (64) (68
92) (116) (126) (127) (132) (145

154) (159) (167) (169) (170) (188

189) (208) (231) (240) (247) (248

251) (252) (253) (255) (268) (309

327) (330) (331) (336) (342) (346

354) (387) (418) (467) (495) (554

,562) (577) (583) (589) (594) (600

604) (605) (618) (627) (631) (658

664) (700) (706)

iterature and drama (1) (47) (53
64) (68) (92) (111) (116) (117
145) (154) (159) (164) (169) (180
212) (231) (233) (247) (248) (268
307) (309) (327) (336) (342) (418

16. mathematics,

66) (90) (

141) (154)
180) (188)
240) (247)
330) (331)
369) (383)
443) (467)
577) (583)
700)

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

419) (467) (509) (535) (554) (577)

587) (618) (658) (664) (670) (673)

696) (717)

geometry
109) (121)

(159) (165)

(205) (207)
(253) (255)
336) (342)

(387) (403)
(501) (554)

(627) (631)

(15)
(122)

(169)

(208)
(309)
(359)
(418)
(562)

(664)

(47)
(139)

(170)
(231)
(327)
(361)
(442)
(575)

(690)

Medical and allied sciences (47)

90) (93) (121) (132) (145) (159)

180) (223) (231) (268) (304) (309)

327) (330) (467) (474) (483) (551)

605) (616) (664) (670)

mental health, psychology ( 47 ) ( 68

)

69) (111) (117) (154) (159) (231)

304) (309) (327) (330) (331) (336)
418) (428) (467) (483) (493) (522)
555) (583) (611) (640) (658) (664)
673)

music (40) (45) (47) (53) (66) (68)

92) (97) (116) (143) (145) (154)

159) (169) (178) (188) (215) (231)
233) (240) (248) (307) (309) (327)

330) (331) (336) (342) (346) (361)

406) (417) (418) (419) (459) (467)

551) (554) (577) (581) (583) (589)

604) (618) (631) (658) (664) (670)

671) (673) (690) (694) (696) (700)
717)

physical, education, sports (47) (53)
62) (64) (66) (68) (93) (111)
117) (139) (145) (159) (l69) (231)
236) (248) (256) (309) (327) (330)
331) (346) (369) (397) (418) (419)
467) (474) (577) (627) (631) (664)
670) (696) (708)

primary grade materials ( 2

)

( 15

)

17) (47) (53) (62) (64) (66) (68)

92) (121) (122) (132) (143) (159)

169) (170) (180) (189) (192) (231)

240) (243) (247) (255) (266) (309)
327) (330) (331) (336) (342) (348)

354) (361) (397) (418) (427) (446)
464) (467) (554) (560) (562) (577)

584) (589) (604) (613) (618) (622)

627) (658) (664) (690) (696) (706)

708)

religion, ethics (1) (10) (15) (47)
69) (90) (96) (97) (HI) (117)
120) (121) (123) (128) (129) (131)

143) (151) (l59) (180) (187) (231)

233) (235) (240) (243) (248) (268)
291) (309) (327) (330) (342) (420)
428) (446) (467) (516) (551) (565)
577) (584) (593) (627) (640) (664)
704)

biological sciences (17) (47) (62)

64) (90) (93) (94) (HI) (117)

121) (122) (132) (139) (1,59) (165)

170) (l80) (188) (192) (210) (231)

247) (252) (309) (327) (330) (331)

336) (342) (361) (383) (397) (418)

446) (467) (529) (554) (577) (.594)

616) (618) (627) (631) (645) (6,58)

664) (670) (690) (691)

general science (2) (3) (15) (47)

62) (64) (66) (68) (78) (90) (93)
94) (102) (109) (111) (117) (121)

122) (132) (139) (141) (159) (165)
169) (170) (l80) (l88) (203) (205)
210) (231) (240) (247) (249) (253)
309) (320) (322) (327) (330) (331)
336) (342) (348) (354) (361) (369)
383) (397) (418) (432) (446) (464)
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(467) (502) (529) (554) (564) (577)

(583) (589) (594) (616) (618) (627)

(631) (638) (658) (664) (670) (676)

(690) (691)

25. physics, chemistry (3) (47) (66)

(90) (93) (102) (109) (121) (122)

(159) (165) (170) (180) (189) (205)

(223) (231) (247) (301) (309) (320)

(327) (330) (331) (336) (342) (354)

(361) (383) (397) (418) (443)

(443%) (467) (502) (554) (577)

(583) (618) (627) (631) (638) (664)
(676) (690)

26. so ial studies, economics (1) (2)

(3) (15) (17) (47) (53) (59) (62)

(64) (66) (68) (69) (92) (102)
(111) (117) (132) (143) (157) (159)

Stik*a* letter
PROFESSIONAL

LETTERINe

TECHNIQUE

Write for literature

Stik-a-letter Co. Rt. 2, box uoo, Escenntdo, cam.

Vite-a-lize
your film

We restore brittle, curled, cupped
film to nearly new first run quality

with Vite-a-lize. Our Vite-a-lize

treatment preshrinks new film uni-

formly, sealing in proper humidity.

Guaranteed. Call or write now.
Exclusive with Leonard Film Service,

1700B E. Walnut, Pasadena, Calif.

Phone SYcamore 2-6682.

BOLIVIAN BOY
This beautifully photo-

graphed film traces the dai-

ly customs and activities of

a 10-year-old Aymoro In-

dian boy and indicotes the

pride and wonder he feels

for the ancient civilization

of his ancestor's and the

dreams he
holds for his

own life.

Rental: $7.50

Sale $150.00

Running Time: 15 min.

IN 16mm
SOUND & COLOR

SEND FOR FREE CATAIOS

Contemporary films

Dept. ES, 267 W. 25 St., N.Y. 1, N.Y. OR 5-7220

Midwest Office
614 Davis St., Evanston. HI. DAvis 8-2411

(168)
(191)
(247)
(304)
(335)
(418)
(474)

(587)
(664)

(690)

(169)
(192)

(248)

(307)
(336)
(427)

(483)
(589)
(670)

(696)

(170) (180)

(210) (231)
(249) (252)

(309) (327)

(342) (354)

(428) (446)
(529) (554)

(611) (627)

(671) (673)

(700)

(188)
(232)
(268)
(330)
(361)
(467)

( 564

)

(631)

(680)

(189)
(240)
(285)
(331)
(397)
(469)
(577)
(658)
(688)

27. geog
(62)
(121

(170
(231

(251

(322

(337
(418
(474

(560
(630
(696

raphy,

(64)

) (123

) (175

) (233

) (252

) (327

) (342

) (419

) (512

) (564

) (658

)

travel

(68)

) (132)

) (180)

) (240)

) (255)

) (330)

) (348)

) (422)

) (516)

) (577)

) (664)

(2) (3)

(70) (

(143) (

(188) (

(247) (

(268) (

(331) (

(361) (

(427) (

(529) (

(589) (

(670) (

(15) (47)
90) (102)
159) (165)
192) (210)
248) (249)
285) (309)
335) (336)
369) (397)
467) (469)
,551) (554)
605) (627)
673) (690)

28. government, politics (1) (2) (47)

(53) (69) (109) (111) (117) (143)
(159) (167) (170) (180) (209) (231)
(240) (248) (253) (268) (285) (309)
(327) (330) (331) (336) (342) (397)
(418) (428) (467) (474) (564) (.577)

(587) (627) (664) (690) (700)

29. history, anthropology (1) (3) (45)
(47) (53) (59) (62) (64) (68) (69)

(70) (90) (102) (111) (117) (143)
(159) (164) (167) (169) (170) (180)
(191) (209) (210) (212) (231) (232)
(240) (247) (248) (249) (252) (255)
(268) (285) (307) (309) (327) (330)
(.331) (336) (342) (361) (418) (467)
(474) (529) (554) (558) (564) (577)
(587) (,589) (600) (627) (646) (658)
(661) (664) (670) (671) (673) (680)
(690) (696) (718)

,30. social problems (1) (2) (47) (69)
(92) (97) (HI) (117) (120) (159)
(169) (170) (180) (231) (240) (243)
(285) (309) (327) (330) (336) (418)
(428) (467) (493) (529) (564) (605)
(640) (658) (664) (670) (680) (690)
(696)

31. photography (170) (233) (309)
(327) (331) (336) (418) (618) (664)
(670) (690)

V BOOKS
l.on AV education (53) (82) (99)

(113) (120) (146) (166) (210) (212)

(244) (303) (317) (402) (418) (419)
(471) (486) (514) (553) (557) (658)
(672) (704)

2. communication arts (98) (99) (113)

(120) (210) (233) (268) (317) (471)

(486) (553) (557) (605) (631) (658)
(662)

3. sources of teaching materials (17)

(51) (210) (214) (359) (462) (471)
(626) (658) (676)

4. pictorial histories (268) (317)

5.art (19) (98) (296) (308) (317)

(471) (5.53) (658)

6. recorded booths (50) (126) (169)

(215) (233) (416) (568) (581) (587)

(706)

7. AV technology (12) (39) (244)

(486) (514) (557) (662)

W LANGUAGE
LABORATORIES

1. consoles (12) (14) (16) (25) (27)
(c8) (57) (80) (126) (160) (161)

(185) (194) (218) (219) (221) (224)
(257) (277) (299) (333) (384) (385)

(404) (411) (423) (430) (445) (527)
(545) (549) (573) (619) (644) (666)

(667) (687) (699)

2. student recorders (12) (16) (25)
(27) (38) (57) (58) (76) (80) (126)

(161) (185) (194) (218) (219) (221)
(224) (257) (277) (299) (333) (373)
(384) (385) (423) (430) (445) (527)
(545) (548) (549) (573) (617) (635)
(644) (665) (666) (667) (687) (699)

3. spealter-microphones (12) (14) (16)
(21) (27) (38) (57) (58) (80) (185)
(194) (218) (257) (277) (299) (373)
(384) (411) (423) (430) (445) (506)
(527) (548) (549) (569) (573) (598)

(644) (665) (666) (667) (699)

4. mobile centers (27) (38) (122)
(161) (216) (218) (219) (224) (257)
(298) (423) (430) (434) (441) (527)
(541) (545) (573) (619) (667)

5. headphones (12) (16) (21) (27)
(57) (58) (80) (122) (126) (134)
(150) (194) (218) (219) (221) (224)
(257) (277) (299) (318) (333) (373)
(381) (384) (423) (430) (445) (506)
(.527) (545) (549) (569) (573) (614)
(642) (644) (654) (665) (666) (667)
(687) (699)

6. furniture (6) (25) (27) (38) (57)
(126) (194) (218) (219) (257) (277)
(299) (345) (411) (423) (430) (470)
(527) (545) (549) (573) (644) (666
(667)

7. wiring (27) (38) (126) (194) (218)
(257) (299) (423) (430) (527) (573)
(619) (667)

X TEACHING MACHINES
1. manual, mechanical (27) (49) (83)

(122) (182) (207) (208) (233) (238)
(252) (261) (272) (295) (300) (413)
(462) (463) (517) (521) (548) (549)
(563) (574) (575) (583) (592) (596)
(629) (666) (686) (702) (709)

2. electronic (26) (27) (126) (150)

(160) (182) (185) (204) (207) (223)

(238) (257) (261) (295) (321) (324)

(376) (382) (389) (423) (457) (495)

(517) (523) (541) (545) (563) (575)

(592) (629) (637) (655) (666) (667)

(686) (702)

3. programming (27) (83) (122) (159)

(177) (204) (207) (208) (231) (244)

(252) (261) (282) (295) (300) (306)

(386) (413) (457) (462) (463) (495)

(527) (549) (666)

4. electronic trainers (223) (361) (567)

Y ANYTHING
OVERLOOKED

1. carrying cases, general (71) (246)

(367) (417) (561)

2. shipping cases, general (29) (71)

(75) (246) (367) (448) (561)

3. storage cabinets, general (89) (137)

(263) (367) (400) (597) (695)

4. performance test equipment
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Now available for the classroom

THE BIGGEST, CLEAREST PICTURE
IJN AL/L/ IV... fully automatic

400 sq. in. picture— half again as big as 23"
screens . . . increases practical audience size

50% and they all see better

The Magnavox Visual Master 27 adapts to your class-

room conditions . . . provides best picture quality re-

gardless of light conditions because critical tuning and
picture adjustments are made electronically, perfectly,

automatically. It also features a Chromatic Optical

Filter which is a combination safety glass and optical

MAGNAVOX EXCELLENCE THROUGHOUT All

Magnavox education receivers incorporate full trans-

former powered chassis, and are designed to withstand

the rigors of moving and carrying. Other features include

automatic picture and sound stabilizers for better fringe

area reception. Controls and speaker are up front where
they belong. VHF or UHF operation. Acoustical wood
cabinets for safety and better sound. Matching stand

available.

the magnificent^^^ ^^. ine magniT

IVIcian

The 27" picture will accommodate half-again the
number of students of ordinary 21"-23" receivers

filter. Gives pictures more clarity and depth, eliminates
glare and reflections that cause eye strain. Operational
ease is unmatched. Two simple controls: a channel selec-

tor and an on-oflf volume control. Any student can
operate. Optimum viewing always assured.

stereophonic high fidelity • television
CLIP AND MAILTHIS COUPON FOR
FULL INFORMATION AND PRICES

Mr. D. L. Russell, Contract Sales Manager, Dept. 76072

The Magnavox Company-Fort Wayne, Indiana

n Send latest product information

a Have salesman/dealer contact us

We are interested in using Magnavox TV for:

D New Construction n Expansion a Replacements

D Closed Circuit TV a Master Antenna D Receiver Maintenance

We are particularly interested in:

a The Visual Master 27 d Other models

ADDRESS.

CITY
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TRADE DIRECTORY FOR THE AUDIOVISUAL FIELD
KtY: (P)—produnrt, Importari. (M)—mmufacturars. (D)—dealers, distributors, fllm ranlol llbrorlas, pro|*<tlon iWvlcM.

Whar* a primary sourc* also oHors diroct ronlol sorvicos, Iho doubl* symbol (PD) appwn-s.

Association Films, Inc. (P

Diltributor of Fr«a-loan and Rantol Fllmi.

Hoadquartors:

347 Madison Avo.. N. Y. 17. N. T

ftoglonal Llbrarlasi

Brood 01 Elm, Rldgoflold, N. J.

661 Hillgrov* Av«., Lo Grones, III.

799 Stavonion St., San Francisco, Col-

li 08 Jockion St., Dolloi 2, Tox.

Starling Movios U.S.A., Inc.
Free Film Diltributor
Executive Offices
375 Pork Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.
Areo Libraries & Shipping Centers
100 West Monroe St., Chicogo 3, III.

1469 N. Vine St., los Angelas 28, Col.
43 Weil 6lit., New York 23, N.Y.
519 Pennsylvania Ave., Fort Worth 4, Texas.

FILMSTRIPS

(D)

MOTION PICTURE PROJECTORS « SUPPLIES

tall a Hawaii Co.
7117 McCormick Rood, Chicago 45, III

Eastman Kodak Company
Rochester 4, New York

Victor Division, Kalarl Co.
Plainville, Conn.

(M)

(IM)

(Ml)

MAPS — Gaograpllical, Historicat

Oanoyar-Gopport Company
5235 Raventwooo Ave., Chicago 40, ill.

Australian Naws and Information Buraou
634 Fifth Ave., New York 20, N. Y.

(PD)
Broadman Piimstrips (PD)

127 Ninth Ave.. North. Nashville 3. lenn

•ray Studios, inc. (PD)
729 Seventh Ave., New York 19, N. Y.

ftroodman Films (PD)
127 Ninth Ave., North, Noshvllla 3, Tann.

Coronat Instructional Films
Coronet BIdg., Chicago 1, III.

Family Films, inc
5823 Sonio Monica Blvd.. Hollywood 38,

(P)

(PD)
Colli.

Ideal Pictures, Inc. (D)

Home Office:

58 E. South Wotar St., Chicago 1, III.

Branch Exciionges:
2114 Eighth Ave., N., Birmingham 1, Alo.

1840 Alcotroz Ave., Berkeley 3, Col.

2221 S. Olive St., Los Angeles 7, Col.

714—18th Street, Denver 3, Colo.

55 NE 13th St., Miami 32, Flo.

71 Walton St., N.W., Atlanta 3, Go.
1370 S. Beretonio St., Honolulu 14, H.

58 E. South Water St., Chicago 1, III.

15 E. Morylond St., Indianapolis 4, Ind.

616 S. SIh St., Louisville 2, Ky.

1303 Prylonio Street, New Orleons 13, lo.

102 W. 25th St., Bollimore 18, lo.

42 Melrose St., Boston 16, Moss.

15924 Grand River Ave., Detroit 27, Mich.

3400 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis 8, Minn.

1402 Locust St., Kansas City 6, Mo
4028 N. Kingshighway, St. Louis 15, Mo.
4529 Spring St., Omoha 6, Nob.
1558 Moin St., Buffalo 9, N. Y.

321 W. 44th St., New York 36, N. Y.

2110 Poyna Ave., Clevelond 14, Ohio
1201 S. W. Morrison, Portland 5, Ore
14 Wood St., Pitliburgh 22, Pa.

18 S. Third St., Memphis 3, Tenn.

2434 S. Norwood, Dallas 15, Tex.

Brighom Young Univ., Prove, Utah.

) E. Main St., Richmond 19, Vo.

4431 W. North Ave., Mllwoukeo 8, Wis.

Intarnatlonal Film Bureau IPO)
332 S. Michigan Ave., Chicogo 4, III.

The Jam Handy Orgonization
2821 E. Grand Blvd., Detroit 11, Mich.
Distributor of Free. loan Films

Knowledge Builders (Classroom Films I IPDI
VIsuol Educotion Center BIdg..

florol Pork. N Y

For information about Trade Di-

rectory advertising rates, write

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN & AUDIO-
VISUAL GUIDE, 415 North Dear-
born, Chicago 10, Illinois.

Christian Education Press Filmstrlps
Religious Subjects
1505 Roce St., Philadelphia 2, Pa.

(PD)

Family Filmstrlps, Inc. (PD)
5823 Sanio Monico Blvd., Hollywood 38, Colli.

Enrichment Moterials Inc. (PD)
246 Fifth A..

, New York 1. N. Y.

Society for Visual Education
1345 Diveriey Parkway, Chicogo 14

(PD)

Tooching Aids Service, Inc. (PD)
Lowell Ave & Cherry Lone. Floral Pork. N. Y
31 Union Souore West, New York 3

Visual Educotion Consultants, Inc. IPD)
VEC Weekly Naws Filmstrlps

2066 Helena St.. Madiion. Wit

FIIMSTRIP, SLIDE > OPAQUE PROJECTORS

OuKona Corporation
St. Chorlei, Illinois

ELECTRONIC TRAINING ICITS

Allied Radio Corporation
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80. III.

IMDI

FLAGS, BANNERS, BUTTONS, TROPHIES

Ace Flag & Pennant Company (M)
224 Haddon Rd.. Woodmer* 1. 1. N. v
All sizes—U.S., U.N., Stole, Foreign, Immed. del.
Pennants, decols, outo-bumper labels, etc.

GLOBES — Gaoorophlcol

Denoyer-Qeppert Company (PDI
5235 Roveniwood Ave., Chicogo 40, III.

BIOLOGICAL MODELS » CHARTS

Danovor-Gaopert Company
5235 kavaniwood Ave.. Chicogo 40, III.

MICROSCOPES & SLIDES

Oenoyer-Geppert Company
5235 Rovenswooo Ave., Chicago 40. Ill

PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT

Camera Equipment Co., inc. (MD>
315 W. 43rd St., New York 36, N. Y.
6510 Santa Monico Blvd., Hollywood, Col.

Camera Equipment Co., inc., of Florida (MD)
1335 E. Tenth Ave.. Hioleah, Flo.

(PD)

PROJECTION TABLES

Advance Products Company
2300 E. Douglas Ave., Wichita, Kans.
Complete line of Projection Tables

READING IMPROVEMENT

Psychotechnics, Inc.

105 W. Adams St., Chicago 3, III.

Mfgrs. of SHADOWSCOPE Reading Pocer

RECORDS

Academic Recording Institute (ARI)
18 E. 50th St., New York 22, N. Y.
(Noted Scholars on Records or Topas)

Broadmon Films
127 Ninth Ave., North, Nashville 3, Tann.

Curriculum Materials Center (PD)
5128 Venice Blvd., Los Angelas 19, Col.
Records, Tape Recordings, Filmstrlpi, Books

Enrichment Materials inc. (PDI
246 Filth Ave., New York 1, N. Y.

Foiicwoys Records & Service Corp.
117 W. 46th St.. New York, N. Y.

Heirloom Records
Brookhoven, N. Y
(History through Ballads & Folksongs)

Monitor Recordings, Inc.

413 W. 50th St.. New York 19, N. Y.
Russion, French, Spanish Languoga Motarloll

Music Education Record Corp. iP}
P.O. Box 445. Englewood, N. J.

(The Complete Orchestra demonstrotad)
Spanish Music Center, Inc. (PO)

127 W. 48lh St., New York 36, N. Y.
(SMC language Records Center)

(PD)

(PO)

(PO)

RECORDERS — PLAYERS

Allied Radio Corporation
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80. III.

(MO)

SCREENS

Radiant Manufacturing
8220 No. Austin Ave.,

Co.
Morton Grove, Ill

SLIDES

Key: Kodochrome 2 x J. 3'A x 4V. or laroer

Keystone View Co.
Meadvllla. Fo

(PD.4)

SOUND SYSTEMS

Allied Radio Corporation IMDI
100 N. Western Ave.. Chicogo 80. Ill
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New Equipment

For addresses of the sources supplying

information on which these listings are

based, refer to Directory of Sources,

page 418. For more information about

any of the equipment and materials an-

nounced here, use the enclosed reader

service postcard.

CAMERAS—Movie & TV
Microfilm Camera, high speed, (low

type, puts materials up to 12%" wide
on 16mm microfilm, as fast as un-
skilled office personnel can feed
sheets into opening. Illumination in-

tensity control, remaining footage in-

dicator, audible warning, automatic 60

second film advance at beginning and
end. 71^x151/4x26", 21 lb, 450 watts.

115 V AC. requires no warm up time.

FEDMEC
For more information circle
No. 101 on retarn postal card.

Reflex 8's. One-finger power-zoom, f/-

1.8, automatic electric eye with manu-
al over-ride; parallax-free viewing
field includes f/stop; built-in "A"
conversion filter: zooming range 10

to 28mm equivalent to wide-angle.

PROJECTORS—Movie
Moviematic 16mm Projector, TV type

screen. 20C0' reel arms. 3-watt ampli-
fier, 6" attached oval speaker; 2"

( l.G and '->" f'2 lenses with swing-
away mirror for straight projection;

Reflex 8

normal and telephoto; single frame
and continuous (with automatic run-
down stop); self-setting footage met-
er. $210, spool loading. Same, for
magazine load, $230. REVERE

For more information circle
No. 1U2 on return postal card.

CAMERA—Accessories

Kodachrome II is now available in

"Professional Type A" emulsion (135

36-exposure only for the present). Ex-
posure index with 3400K photofloods
is ASA 40; with corrective filter in

daylight or 3200K tungsten illumina-
tion ASA 25. Essential difference from
regular Kodachrome II is reduced
contrast and increased brightness
range. KODAK

Moviematic Projector

800' continuous repeater magazine in-

stalled with film protection cut-off
switch. AC-DC operation. $649. Other
adaptations of this versatile model
available. KALART.

For more information circle
No. 103 on return postal card.

VIdeotronic 8mm Sound Motion Picture
Projector, with rear projection screen,
was demonstrated in the Churchill
Films booth at Kansas City, with a
considerable library of 8mm sound
educational films. Price reportedly
$375. MPO-VID.

For more information circle
No. 104 on return postal card.

PROJECTORS—Still

Rear View Slide Projector combines
B&L "Balomatic"' with special short
focal length lens and folding mirror
to give a 16x25" picture on Polacoat
rear-view screen in a cabinet 26"

deep. Model P-2, less projector $195.
STAPHOP

For more information circle
No. 105 on return postal card.

Luxor FUmstrip Projectors, self-con-
tained. 150watt, 3" f/3.0 lens. Model
444 handles sound filmstrips and
automatic 2x2 slide projection, wt
181/2 lb 5" speaker, 21/2 watt ampli-
fier, 3-speed turntable handles all

records up to 12", price $172.60. Model
135 handles sound filmstrips only;
4" speaker; interruption switch per-
mits stopping sound at any point
without loss of narration or pictures,

$135. COFFEY

For more information circle
No. lOfi on return postal card.

PROJECTION
ACCESSORIES

Rear Projection Table, all-steel; 19y4X-
2514" screen; built-in light control;

accommodates any make or type oit

projector. Screen cabinet with light

hood and connecting bar $79.95, less

tables. ADVANCE.

For more Information circle
No. 107 on return postal card.

SOUND EQUIPMENT
& Accessories

Dictating Recorder-Playback, transis-

tored. 4-cell battery operation, 44min
playing time on dual track. 3-3/4 ips,

AC and auto battery adapters avail-

able, also for typewriter, telephone,
and foot control; tape length and bat-

tery replacement indicators; roughly
13x4^x3" aVz lb; $179.50. accessories
run $10.95-$24.50 GAMMA

For more information circle
No. 108 on return postal card.

Paglng-Talkback Speaker. LL-8 "Dec-
orator"' model overcomes the "indus-
trial" look. ISwatt, 8 ohms, 110° dis-

persion; sensitivity as microphone
-27dbm; roughly 16x7". $24.95.

UNSPEAK
For more information circle
No. 109 on return postal card.

Stereo Recorder-Playback, 4 - 1 r a c k ,

belt-free idler wheel drive, individual
channel selector switches and vol-
ume controls, sound-on-sound, two
high level line inputs, stereo out-
puts to external units, complete with
two Sony F-7 microphones. $299.50.

SUPSCOP

For more information circle
No. 110 on return postal card.

Automatic Record Changer, "De-Luxe
Stere-O-Matic" 4-speed, plays all size
records; stereo cartridge and diamond
needle (magnetic cartridge optional);
5-gram needle pressure; finger-lift

tone arm for precise; placement; auto-
matic shut-off after playing last rec-
ord; transcription type turntable;
easy loading; model 1571, $40; less

changer $27.95; plastic base $4.75.

Standard model changer-player $27.95.

V-M
For more Information circle
No. Ill on return postal card.

Column Speaker mounts four elliptical

speakers one above the other to "liter-

ally wrap the audience in sound."
Produces superior directioning. with
"practically no reverberation or feed-
back to microphones." $83.75.

DUKANE.

For more Information circle
No. IVl on return postal card.
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""AFRICA

ASTtR"
Hector Acebes
Production

4v>/ienf/(, unusual

and inlormative

itudy of

West Africa

DAKAR (Senegal),

BANDIAGARA,MOPTI,

DJENNE, TIMBUKTU,

GAO (Moli), FIANGA (Comeroons)

23 min., 16mtn., sound, COLOR FILM

^i^^m^^^ Contact ^^^H^HMH
MRS. MARGO SHEARER, Audio-Visual Dept.

GERTRUDE PURPLE GORHAM, Agency

8564 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills, California

Pa^owling Pictures

4 A Excellent Science

I Q Films for Elemen-

tary and Second-

ary Grades
—ALL ELIGIBLE FOR PURCHASE

UNDER N.D.E.A TITLE III

WRITE TO
S09 S. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif.

(Previews Available Now)

LP ALBUM DISCABINET

WITH DOOR

MODEL LP-12D

All metal Sectional Discabinet

with a COMPLETE CATALOGING
SYSTEM. Capacity 60 LP Albums
7", 10" & 12". 18 other models.

WRfT£ FOR FREE BROCHURE A PRICES
CABINETS FOR RECORDS, TAPES,

FILMS & FILMSTRIPS

SU iXHIBIT BOOTH A-3 NAVA

Wallach & Associates, Inc.

1589 ADDISON ROAD
CLEVELAND 3, OHIO

Hi-Fi System Components. Stereo Amp-
lifier, 30 watts per channel output, 10

inputs, 4 outputs, model 1428, $103.95.

AM-FM Tuner, Model 1416, wih pro-

vision for FM multiplex stereo recep-

tion with adapter, $96; also AC Stereo
Amplifier, 14 watts per channel out-

put, Model 1404, $71.95 ; Monaural
Amplifier, 10 watts. Model 8810, $28.

V-M.

For more Information circle
No, 113 on return postal card.

Microcorder—transistorized, self-power-
ed, wt 4% lb, easily carried in a brief

case. Latest model has a fast-forward
button, remote control microphone,
and improved power supply. Micro-
corder II $149.95. WEBCOR.

For more Information circle
No. 114 on return postal card.

Portable Tape Recorder—3 speed, push-
button controls, professional type ed-
iting key, calibrated cathode-ray re-

cording level indicator, monitor
switch, digital counter, dual track.

Regent II $169.95. WEBCOR.

For more Information circle
No. 115 on return postal card.

Ekotape with built-in slide clianger.

Model 310-1 permits teacher to dictate

commentary on one track and register

his desired slide changes on the other.

Unit has an additional built-in ampli-
fier and push-button control center.

WEBSTER.

For more Information circle
No. 116 on return postal card.

"Electronic Educator" combines cart-

ridge tape recorder with "Slumber
Speaker" that repeats message to be
memorized, continuously, while stu-

dent sleeps. When used as a lang/lab
the dual track enables student to hear
both his own and the master pronun-
ciation (at the same time). SLEEP.

For more information circle

No. IIT on return postal card.

Six-Cartridge Staclced Tape Playback
allows up to six separate programs to

be channeled to different groups
simultaneously, each stopped and
started independently of the others.

Replaces six separate tape playbacks
in approximately one cubic foot of

desk space. Push-button operation
either at unit or by remote control,

a compact, self-contained lang-lab

center. $916. Recording unit available.

KRS
For more Information circle

No. 118 on return postal card.

Language Stations. New models feature
separate speakers and remote control
projection added to the "Sight-and-
Sound" unit announced in our Octo-
ber issue. These meet needs of entire

classroom and large group instruc-

tion. Model WR-A $184.50; Model
WHD-A $219,50. The original Model
TT-1 with four sets of earphones
$149.95. VIEWLEX.

For more information circle
No. 119 on return postal card.

Teaching NYC
student Tutor, 5x8", plastic. Five "ma-
chines" free with given number of
programs; 30 are promised by Sept.,

Student Tutor

50 by end of year, for grades 4

through 9, in study skills, general
science, math, language, and social

science. GENED
For more Information circle
No. 130 on return postal card.

Visual Educator combines filmstrip

viewer with 4-choice answer buttons
that register response by punching
an answer tape. Filmstrip advances,
automatically, only if the correct

button is pushed. Model 555, $200,

carrying case $15. STANPROJ

For more Information circle

No. 121 on return postal card.

Reading Pacer adjustable to thickness

of book and speed desired, $35. De-
velopmental Reading Program, 175

timed reading exercises, 175 supple-

mentary exercises, guide and sample
student manual $62.50; Student Manu-
als 64pp ea $1. REDLAB.

For more information circle

No. 122 on return postal card.

Teacliing Machine In Paperback. "Uni-
V o X Auto-Mated Speed-Learning
Teaching Machine" at 99 cents per 32-

page course, will be sold at major
supermarts. Courses now ready: Spell-

ing, Arithmetic (Elem); Algebra,
Spanish (HS); Grammar, General
Science, U.S. History, U.S. Geography
(El or HS). Dr. J. Foy Cross is educa-
tional head. UNIVOX.

For more information circle

No. 123 on return postal card.

CCTV—ETV
TV Tape at Half-Speed. A conversion

kit to permit RCA TV tape recorders

to operate at 7% as well as 15ips will

cut tape costs and storage space in

half. Delivery will start in May. Cost
approximately $3,500. RCA

For more Information circle

No. 124 on return postal card.

Portable TV Tape Recorder-Player
reportedly can record in excess of an
hour's program on 1-inch tape on a

10%" reel. Solid state electronic cir-

cuitry and unique transport mechan-
ism; wt under 100 lb. Self-contained
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recorder occupies only 2.3 cu.ft., in-

cluding a built-in 8" video monitor
with integrated audio channel. CCTV
application makes possible storage of
programs for later presentation.

MACHTRON
For more information circle

No. 1S5 on return postal card.

MISC. ITEMS
Adjustable Lectern, with telescoping

10" height range; walnut grain Texto-
lite finish; two wheels for mobility,

two 40-watt reading lights, speaker's
timer, microphone mount, prop shelf,

water glass holder. Motor operated
$485; hand cranked $345; with built-

in 16 watt battery-powered PA ade-
quate for 500-audience $795, non-ad-
justable models $139-$165; table mod-
els $59 - $85. GRAVIS

For more information circle

No. 126 on return postal card.

Bioloifical Microscopes, monocular, Col-
legiate model $189.50; Professional
medical model $299.50; binocular Re-
search model $399.50 - $529.75. Many
Wetzlar accessories. GAMMA

For more information circle
No. 1*27 on return postal card.

Heigrht-adjustable mobile projector
stand; 26 ^i to 42" range eliminates
need for tables of different heights;

three (18x24") 3 shelves, middle shelf

adjustable; rubber mat top, rounded
corners; all metal; 4" rubber casters

2 with brakes. COFFEY.

For more information circle
No. 128 on retnrn postal card.

Microfilm Reader Unit, angled 14x14"
green polacoat viewing screen, for
use with horizontal projection equip-
ment. 17x17x17". FEDMEC

For more Information circle
No. 129 on return postal card.

Classroom TV Receiver Stand, rust-

proof, ballasted lower shelf, top 20x24
or 20x30, self-leveling. 42" high
but may be ordered other heights,

choice of slant or level top, grounded
cord optional, large ball-bearing rub-
ber-tired wheels, two with brakes.
$34.95 to $74.95. MILLER

For more information circle
No. 130 on retnrn postal card.

Photocopy Work Station, all metal
work table, 24x34" top, adjustable
center shelf, 20x18x30^4" storage
space with door. $69.50. ANKEN

For more information circle
No. 131 on return postal card.

Acmade Professional Splicer, Table
model hot splicer, both sets of pins
retractable to facilitate A & B roll
splicing; pre-set hand scraper; tung-
sten steel cutting edges; thermo-
statically controlled heater. Choice of
16 or 35mm model $299; combination
both $399. FLORBABB

For more information circle
No. 132 on return postal card.

Easel Extension Kit raises flip charts
to a height better suited to the size
and seaing of audience. 18" aluminum
extension, 2 chart covers, 12 stiffen-

ers, a set of wood clamp strips, and
a special pointer $24.50. Designed to

fit the Oravisual All-Purpose and
Dual-Purpose easels. ORVIS

For more information circle
No. 13.S on return postal card.

Heated Coated for Adhesive, rolls on a
non-tacky solid substitute for rubber
cement, eliminates drying time, can
be peeled and re-adhered without
recoating. Heater takes less than 10-

watts. New design coater, with 24

stocks of solid adhesive, $9.95. LEC-
TRO.

For more Information circle
No. 184 on return postal card.

Humidity Indicator—Free. Register re-

lative humidity by changing color

as moisture content changes. De-
signed to safeguard diazol storage

areas and other moisture-sensitive
materials. Free. K&E

For more information circle
No. 135 on retnrn postal card.

Mag-netic Film Stripping Machine for
full coat or single- or multi-track
oxide application to all widths, any
stock. Coating head assembly may be
bought separately. 2000 to 3500 ft per
hr depending on film size. S.O.S.

For more Information circle
No. 136 on return postal card.

Microfilm Reader-Projector for critical

examination and reading of 2x2
slides, 35 mm standard film and un-
perforated microfilm. 9x magnifica-
tion. 8M!x8%" screen. Capacity 30
feet. Swing-out plate with 2 film
spools. 50mm focusing lens. Light
intensity adjustment. Removable mir-
ror for dark room projection. $399.

Spare bulb $5. HEITZ.

For more information circle
No. 137 on return postal card.

Molded Rubber Wiring for lang-lab and
other classroom on-the-floor connec-
tions. "Electriduct." IDEAS.

For more information circle
No. 138 on return postal card.

New Diazo Film, reportedly 3x faster,

will be available in 6 transparent
colors (red, blue, black, orange, yel-
low and sepia). Free samples. K&E.

For more Information circle
No. 139 on return postal card.

Quartz Lamp, vacuum sealed, replaces
4 fotofloods; 16 hr life; hinged camera
mount folds inside handle. $23, shoul-
der carrying case $7. ACLITE.

For more information circle
No. 140 on return postal card.

Signal Generator, transistorized, for
testing and teaching, 6v battery-
powered, 18" leads, 5x5x2", wt 16oz.

AMMIKE.

For more Information circle
No. 141 on return postal card.

10-power Telescope Solid 10 y4" tube;
focus by rotating eyepiece; 6-lens
optical system; wt 9 oz. $9.95; holster
with belt loop, 98c. B&L

For more information circle
No. 143 on return postal card.

Transparency Inks developed for Ther-
mofax processing, in new felt-nib

applicators, (red, blue, green, black)

ea 99 cents. SPEEDRY.
For more information circle

No. 143 on return postal card.

Wireless Intercom allows as many as

6 separate 2-way conversations simul-
taneous without cross-talk. Also
available is a 12-station unit for

selective communication and confer-
ence calls. "Sonic gate" reportedly
suppresses line noises and hum both
while system is operating or in stand-
by position. Prices depend on units
selected. TALK

For more Information circle
No. 144 on retnrn postal card.

MAKE YOUR

OWN SLIDES

on your own

TYPEWRITER

by using

RADIG-MATS

Kl TTrtwaiTTIN MfSSAGES

Ba RADIO-MAT GLIDES

^^^ ACCtn MO w««»twrt

1 • iMiSiM»«tnMnik«ii»
i

looulor six* 3iAx4 or tho New Duplex 2x2.
Sold by Audio - Visual, Photo i, Theatra
Supply Doolori. For FREE SAMPLE writ*—

RADIO-MAT SLIDE CO., Dapl. V.

SEE IT!

improved

Poly-Vue
at NAVA booth Q-139

NEW eye-appealing colors!

NEW portfolio Screen and
Case!

NEW profit-making Access-

ories!

NEW sales aids!

PRESENTATION PAIR -$79.50

Record Player and Projector for

sound-filnistrips . . . the unbeatable
low-cost combination!

A tew dealerships still open
See Branson Motley for details

RICHARD MANUFACTURING CO.
5914 N. NOBLE AVENUE
VAN NUYS. CALIFORNIA
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NewECCO Improved

Model D For

16mm & 35mm
Cleans— Lubricates

Prevents Dust Static

Speedroll

Applicator Model

f

Clean ond impact your film in one easy opera-
tion. Operates effectively at severol hundred
feet per minute. Save time, fluid, lobor, and
money. Lifetime bakelite construction. Eliminotet
waxing. Absolutely safe and NON-TOXIC . . .

NON-INFLAMMABLE. Widely used by schools,
colleges and film libraries. 4lQ^ OO
Ecco No. 1500 cleoning fluid, quart $2.50

Gallon $9.00
Ecco No. 2000 cleoning fluid for

NEGATIVES quort, $1.95
Gallon, $7.00

AIL riLM HANDLING SUPPLIES
IN STOCK

Acetone, per quart $1 .40
Per gallon, $4.50

Ethyloid Film Cement, pint $2.00
Film tHondling gloves, per dozen $1.95
Goico Filmeter stop watch, Swiss jewelled move-
ment. Measures equivalent footage for 16mm
and 35mm film $24.50

Send For New 1962 Catalog

THE CAMERA MART
1845 Broodwoy (at 60lh St.)

Now York 23, N. Y. PLozo 7-4977

SCIENCE FILMSTRIPS
1

SINCE 1931 SINCE 1931 1

MADE BY TEACHERS FOR TEACHERS |

lOLOGY ATOMIC ENERGY
PHYSICS GENERAL SCIENCE
CHEMISTRY MICROBIOLOGY
IKE SAFETY BUS SAFETY

Science filmstrlpt avallobl* 1
under NDEA—Title III. |

VISUAL SCIENCES 1
Bon S99[ Suffern, Naw York

|

Offer TEACHERS a

Motion Picture Production

"refresher course"

EDITING SYNCHRONOUS SOUND
10 min, sd, color, S100; btw, $50

FILM PROBLEMS
8 min, sd, b&w, $50

SOUND RECORDING FOR
MOTION PICTURES

9 min, sd, color, $100; b&w, $50

Pleose write for brochures

B
INDIANA UNIVERSITY FILMS

AUDIOVISUAL CENTER

BLOOMINGTON. INDIANA

New Materials
KEY TO AB8RCVIATION&

mp-~-motion pictur*
fs—filmstrlp
tl—slide
rnc—recording
L—33-1/3 r.p.m. microgroove record
min—minutes (running time)
fr—frames (filmstrip pictures)
si—silent

sd—sound
R—rent
b&w—black & white
col^-color
Pri—Primary
Int-^lntermediate
JH—Junior High
SH—Senior High
C—College
A—Adult
prog—programmed learning moteriols

ARMED FORCES-
CIVIL DEFENSE

Tunnels to Tomorrow mp UWF col

$78.70. USAF production shows tests

in wind tunnels that simulate con-
ditions of outer space. SH C

For more Information circle
No. 145 on return postal card.

The Ultimate Weapon—The Minds of
Free Men mp MODERN 27min b&w
loan. Methods used by Chinese Com-
munists to brain-wash POWs. SH C A

For more information circle
No. 146 on return postal card.

RELIGION, ETHICS

What You Ought To Want, mp MB-
TEMP 14min b&w $80 r$5. Methodist
Bishop G. Bromley Oxnam addresses
youth on how to tell right from wrong
in the light of history and faith.

SH C

For more Information circle
No. 147 on return postal card.

Why Do People Drink (or Abstain)?
sfs MBTEMP 55fr col LP $10. Two-
part filmstrip designed to set stage
for lively discussion. SH C A

For more information circle
No. 148 on return postal card.

HEALTH, SAFETY
Discovery mp American Red Cross

(loan from local chapter, apply di-
rect). 22mn col. Recruitment film
for Red Cross workers. Youth volun-
teers are shown at work in military
and community hospitals, blood cen-
ters, disaster areas. SH C A

For more information circle
No. 140 on return postal card.

Fallout mp CENCO 15min col $150 b&w
$75. Alpha. Beta, and Gamma radia-
tion; Carbon-14 and Strontium-90;
genetic effects. SH C

For more information circle
No. liiO on retarn postal card.

La Famille Travaille Ensemble mp
CORONET lOmin col $110 b&w $60.
Simple French. Mother and two
children prepare a surprise party for
their dad.

For more information circle
No. 1,51 on return postal card.

Vsitemos a Puerto Rico mp IFB 17min
col $175. Short Spanish sentences
spoken at moderate tempo. School
children reciting and singing in
Spanish. Intermediate courses.

For more information circle
No. 15% on return postal card.

LANGUAGE ARTS
Spelling for Beginners mp CORONET
lOmin col $110 b&w $60. Look-Listen-
Say-Write steps reviewed and llus-

trated. Pri.

For more information circle
No. 153 on return postal card.

Understanding the Sentence Sfs EBF
col set $48 ea $6. Titles: The Verb
and the Sentence; Recognizing
Phrases; Recognizing Clauses; Kinds
of Sentences; Parts of Sentence or
Clause; Using Personal Pronouns;
Reflexive, Relative, and Interroga-
tive Pronouns; Making Words Agree.
JH SH C

For more information circle
No. 154 on return postal card.

LITERATURE, DRAMA
Great Classics of Literature 9fs EBF

col set $54 ea $6. Titles: Iliad; Odys-
sey; Aenid; Oedipus the King; Faust;
Paradise Lost; Don Quixote; Prologue
to the Canterbury Tales; and The
Pardoner's Tale. SH C

For more information circle
No. 155 on return postal card.

Robert Frost mp UWF 29min col $167.58

(USIS production). The poet is shown
at one with his world of nature. Eval
ESAVG 2/62 p94. JH SH C

For more information circle
No. 156 on return postal card.

The True Story of Robinson Crusoe mp
PRODUN 16min col $135 b&w $75.
Alexander Selkirk at home on the
wild, picturesque island of Juan Fer-
nandez. Lobster fishing. Suggested
for reading motivation based on real
life background of favorite stories.

El JH

For more information circle
No. 157 on return postal card.

Ratio and Proportion in Mathematics
lOmin CORONET col $110 b&w $60,

Expression of relationship between
two numbers; equal ratios form a
proportion usable in solving problems.
SH

For more information circle
No. 158 on return postal card.
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SOCIAL STUDIES,
History, Anthropology

Carl Sandburg at Gettysburg mp CA-
ROUSEL b&w. Two parts ea $135,
both together $250. Part I. (26min)
Facts About the Civil War, concen-
trates mainly on the Battle of Gettys-
burg, its meaning to the nation; the
film re-lives some of the major en-
gagements of the campaign. In Part
II: The Gettysburg Address and Lin-
coln the Man (24min) Sandburg ana-
lyzes the address and Lincoln's his-
toric role; debunks the myth that the
classic speech was written casually
on the baclt of an envelope. "CBS
Reports" production. JH SH C A

For more Information circle
No. 159 on return postal card.

East Germany: Land Beyond the Wall
mp CAROUSEL 53min b&w $250.
"CBS Reports" filmed entirely be-
yond the Iron Curtain, shows the
pervasive influence of the Communist
Party in every facet of daily exist-
ence. Includes views of a capitalistic
businessman, a pastor, a university
administrator, and Walter Ulbricht,
chairman of East Germany's Council
of State. JH SH C A

For more Information circle
No. 160 on return postal card.

A History of the United States 10 fs
AUDAID col $55. Titles: The Nation
Grows; Expands and Divides; Test
of a Nation; An Era of Industry;
New Stature in a New Century;
World War I and its Effects; Depres-
sion, Recovery, and World War II;

The United States Faces the Future.

For more Information circle
No. 161 on return postal card.

A History of the World 6 fs AUDAID
col $36. Titles: The Middle East—
Wellspring of Progress; Creativity
and Change in the Middle Ages; The
Renaissance; Milestones on the Road
to Democracy; Nationalism and the
World's Balance of Power. SH

For more information circle
No. 163 on return postal card.

Music of Williamsburg mp COLWIL col
40min version $320; 29minute version
$260 r $8. An interpretation of 18th
century musical life, dramatized in
the reconstructed historical site. Colo-
nial Williamsburg. There are 21 selec-
tions in the long version, 17 in the
shorter. JH SH C A

For more information circle
No. 163 on return postal card.

Of Many Voices mp ILBEL 35min b&w
loan. Man retiring after 50 years in
the telephone industry recalls many
exciting historic happenings in the
growth of his industry as part of
growth of the country. JH SH A

For more Information circle
No. 164 on return postal card.

Old Glory mp UWF 28min col apply.
The evolution of the American flag
from the Cross of St. George to the 50-
starred banner of today. Released by
the U.S. Dept. of Defense for educa-
tional use. El-A

For more information circle
No. 165 on return postal card.
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The French and Indian War mp EBF
16min col $180 b&w $90. The culmi-
nation of the "Seven Years' War in
America" in the capture of Quebec
by the British. Large collection of
paintings drawn on to assure authen-
tic presentation. JH SH

For more information circle
No. 166 on return postal card.

NEW PUBLICATIONS
MLA selective list of materials for use
by teachers of modern languages in
elementary and secondary schools.
Ed: Mary J. OUmann. There are sec-
tions and bibliographies on ten areas
—French, German, Italian, Modern
Hebrew, Norwegian, Polish, Portu-
guese, Russian, Spanish, and Swedish
162 pp $1. Order direct from Modern
Language Association of America, 70
Fifth Ave., New York 11, N. Y

Motion Pictures from Maine. Catalog of
free films. Write direct to Maine Dept.
of Agriculture, State Office Bldg.,
Augusta, Me.

Structured Sound, specifications for 14
types of sound distribution systems,
including newly developed "disaster
panel" connecting a network of spe-
cial red telephones—the lifting of a
red phone from its cradle anywhere
in the building automatically cuts off
any other programming and turns on
full power for the emergency an-
nouncement. Free. RCA.

For more information circle
No. 167 on return postal card.

The Ten Year Report of the Fund for
Adult Education. Final narrative re-
port on assignment now taken over
by the Education Division of the Ford
Foundation. Inspiring account of
stewardship over $48 million, of
which more than $11 million went
into ETV. 127pp, free FORDFOUND.

For more information circle
No. 168 on return postal card.

Tube Substitution Handbook lists over
1,400 new substitutions. New section
on sub-miniature tubes. 112p 5%x8%"
$1.50. SAMS

For more Information circle
No. 169 on return postal card.

use Film Catalog 1962. Second "auto-
mated" edition, printed from IBM
cards entirely in sans-serif typewrit-
er caps. Publisher writes: "Although
we do not consider it the most artis-
tic manner of publishing a catalog,
we think you will find it useful and
easy to read. The machine will not
print semicolons, question marks or
apostropes . .

." Approximately 100
titles are identified as for sale. Write
direct to University of Southern Cali-
fornia; Film Distribution; Dept. of
Cinema; University Park, Los An-
geles 7, Calif.

Adterthement

HELPFUL BOOKS

THE AV INDEX A guide to Instruction-

al material Information covering the
use of Audio-Visual materials and
equipment. Single copy, $2.95. Quan-
tity prices: 2-9 copies, 10% discount;
10-20 copies, 20% discount. Postage
added If payment does not accom-
pany order. Audio-Visual Research
Institute, 1346 Broadway, Detroit 26,
Michigan.

AUDIOVISUAL MATERIALS: THEIR
NATURE AND USE. Third Edition by
Walter Arno Wittich and Charles F.

Schuller. 500 pp. 416 ilustrotions 14
Color Plates. Harper & Row, Pub-
lishers, 49 E. 33rd St., New York 16,
N. Y. 1962. $8.75.

EDUCATORS GUIDE TO FREE FILM-
STRIPS. Compiled and Edited by Mary
Foley Horlchelmer and John W. Differ.

Thirteenth Annual Edition, 1961. Edu-
cators Progress Service, Dept. AVO.
Randolph, Wis. $6.00.

EDUCATORS GUIDE TO FREE TAPES,
SCRIPTS, ANO TRANSCRIPTIONS. Com-
plied and Edited by V/alter A. Wittich,

Ph.D., and Gertie Hanson Hoisted,
M. A. Seventh Annual Edition. 1961.
Educators Progress Service, Dept.
AVG, Randolph, Wis. $5.73.

EDUCATORS GUIDE TO FREE FILMS.
Compiled and Edited by Mary Foley
Horkhelmer and John W. Differ. Edu-
cational Consultant, John Guy Fowi-
kes. 21st Annual Edition, 1961. Edu-
cators Progress Service, Dept. AVO,
Randolph, Wis. S9.00.

STANDARDS OF PHOTOPLAY AP-
PRECIATION. A Course of Study in

Photoplay Appreciation. By William
Lewin and Alexander Frazier. Illus-

trated. Educational & Recreational
Guides, Inc., 105 New England Ave.,
Summit, New Jersey. $2.95.
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Wtile Dopt. C lor

FREE
Type Chart

PROMPT
COAST TO COAST

SERVICE

S/me I'XiS

KNIGHT TITLE SERVICE • 145 W. 45th St., N.Y.C.

Hot-press

TITLES

EFLA

1962

Moody Institute of Science Film

DEBT TO THE PAST
Dramatizes the development of jet

propulsion, modern rockets, language

and communications, navigation,

commerce, government, law and many

other social developments from

experiments and inventions of the past.

Stimulates the desire to make a significant

contribution to tomorrow's world.

GRADES-7-12 • 21 Minutes-Color

Write for Teachers Guide

and preview information

lOODY
INSTITUTE

OF SCIENCE
Box 25575''^^* Los Angeles 25, California

CLASSIFIED

35MM. Color Slides-Filmstrips dupli-

cated from your original slides or mas-
ter filmstrips. Individual slide copies as

low as 9%c each, filmstrips as low as 5c
a frame. Send for free sample slides,

free filmstrip sample and full informa-
tion to World In Coloi', Box 392-AV,
Elmira, N. Y.

Wanted—Kodaslide Master projectors,
preferably with 7% inch-F2.3 lens.

Also interested in F2.3 lens separate.
American Medical Association, Attn:
George B. Larson, 535 N. Dearborn
Street, Chicago 10, Illinois.

FOR GRADE SCHOOLS—45rpm RECORD:
Pledge Of Allegiance—Male Voice—Female
Voice. Trumpet Calls: To The Colors (flag

raising) Taps (flag lowering) $1. prepaid.

ART RECORDS, P.O. Box 50-66, Miami, Fla.

Directory of Sources

Pages 413-417

ACLITE—Acme-Lite Mfg. Co., 4646 W.
Fulton St., Chicago 44, 111.

ADVANCE Products Co., 2300 E. Doug-
las Blvd., Wichita, Kansas

AMMIKE—American Microphone Mfg.
Co., Division of GC—Textron, 412 S.

Wyman St., Rockford, 111.

ANKEN Film Co., Inc., Transcopy Div.,

Hix Ave., Newton, N. J.

AUDAID — Audio Educational Aids,
Dept. 54, Box 250, Butler, Mo.

B&L—Bausch & Lomb Optical Co.,

Rochester 2, N. Y.

CAR—Carousel Films, Inc., 1501 Broad-
way, Suite 1503, New York 36, N. Y.

CENCO—Central Scientific Co., 1700 W.
Irving Park Road, Chicago 13, 111.

COFFEY, Jack C, Co., Inc., 710—17th
St., North Chicago, 111.

COLWIL—Colonial Williamsburg, Film
Distr. Office, Williamsburg, Va.

CORONET Films, 65 E. South Water
St., Chicago 1, III.

DUKANE Corp., St. Charles, 111.

EBF—Encyclopaedia Britannica Films,
Inc., 1150 Wilmette Ave., Wilmette,
111.

FLORMAN & BABB, Inc., 68 W. 45th
St., New York 36, N. Y.

FORDFOUND — Ford Foundation, Of-
fice of Reports, 477 Madison Ave.,

New York 22, N. Y.

HEITZ, Karl, Inc., 480 Lexington Ave.,
New York 17, N. Y.

IDEAS, Inc., Warren M. Mallory, 214

Ivinson Ave., Laramie, Wyo.

IFB—International Film Bureau, Inc.,

332 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 4, 111.

ILBEL— Illinois Bell Telephone Co.,

Consult nearest phone company busi-

ness office. Many, though not all films
listed under this source are available

also from Bell Telephone affiliates in
other states.

KALART/VICTOR— Victor Animato-
graph Corp.. div. of The Kalart Co.,

Inc., Plainville, Conn,

K&E—Keufel & Esser Co., Hoboken,
N. J.

KODAK—See Local Dealer.

KRS—KRS Electronics, 4035 Transport
St.. Palo Alto, Calif.

LECTRO—Lectro-Stik Co., 4155 Mont-
rose Ave., Chicago 41, 111.

MODERN Talking Picture Service,
Inc., 3 E. 54th St., New York 22, N. Y.

MPO-VID—MPO Videotronics, Inc., 15

E. 53rd St., New York, N, Y.

ORVIS—Oravisual Co., Inc.. Box 11150,

St. Petersburg 33, Fla.

PRODUN—Productions Unlimited, Inc,
1564 Broadway, Suite 702, New York
36, N. Y.

RCA Educational Services, Camden,
N. J.

REDLAB — The Reading Laboratory
Inc., 500 Fifth Ave.. Suite 22, New
York 36, N. Y.

REVERE Camera Co., 320 E. 21st St.,

Chicago, 111.

SAMS—Howard W. Sams Co., Inc.,

Indianapolis 6, Ind.

SLEEP—Sleep-Learning Research Asso-
ciation, Box 24-S, Olympia, Wash.

S.O.S.—S.O.S. Photo-Cine-Optics, Inc.,

602 W. 52nd St., New York 19, N. Y.

STANPROJ—Standard Projector &.

Equipment Co., 7106 W. Touhy Ave.,

Chicago 48. 111. ,

TALK—Talk-A-Phone Co., 5013 N. Ked-
zie Ave., Chicago 25, 111.

UNIVOX—Univox Institute, Div. Uni-
versal Electronics, 521 Fifth Ave.,

New York, N. Y.

UNSPEA — Universal Loudspeakers,
Inc.. 80 S. Kensico Ave., White
Plains, N. Y.

UWF—United World Films, 1445 Park
Ave., New York 29, N. Y.

VIEWLEX, Inc., Veterans Memorial
Highway and Broadway, Holbrook,
Long Island, New York

V-M Corporation, 305 Territorial Road.
Benton Harbor, Mich.

WEBCOR, Inc., 5610 W. Bloomingdah
Ave.. Chicago 39, 111.

WEBSTER Electric Co., Racine, Wise.
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FOR GRADE SCHOOLS—4Srpm RECORD:

Pledge Of Allegiance—^Male Voice

—

Female

Voice. Trumpet Colls: To The Colors (flog

raising) Tops (flog lowering) $1. prepaid.

ART RECORDS, P.O. Box 50-66, Miami, Flo.
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Ave., Chicago 39, 111.

WEBSTER Electric Co., Racine, Wise.
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NEW (ZLEviTE brush headphone sets...

unmatched for service economy and durability
Designed exclusively for the modern language training center, CLEVITE Arus/? ED-300 headphones have
an unmatched ability to withstand the tough tests of student use and abuse. In spite of dropping and
dirtying . . . twisting and tinkering . . . pulling and pounding . . . you can count on these rugged, attractive

headphones to provide dependable service, and real savings on maintenance cost and time. Today,
tomorrow and years to come— here is economy that's meaningful.

Check these structural design advantages and see why:

quality components for long-life, trouble-free performance
shock-resistant, moisture-proof materials

functional, simple design to withstand rough handling

phone and cord assembly discourages student tampering yet permits
ready servicing by trained personnel.

But durability is just part of the reason CLEVITE brush ED-300 headphones have become the accepted
standard for electronic teaching. You'll also find them unmatched for comfort, convenience, appearance
and acoustic performance. Call your nearby audio-visual dealer or electronic distributor for a demonstra-
tion. Or, write direct for new full-color booklet and representative nearest you.

CLEVITE ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
DIVISION OF ICI-EVITEI 232 FORBES ROAD, BEDFORD, OHIO
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No wonder teachers are singing the praises of the

Tecnifax Transpaque projector, it not only provides

them with a versatile tool for improved instruction, but

also offers a combination of advantages not available

with any other overhead projector:

NO "STAGE-GLARE" ... the Transpaque's unique

optical system concentrates light on the screen, not in

the teacher's eyes.

HIGH LIGHT-OUTPUT . . . projected images are

bright and sharp ... no need to pull down shades, or

dim the lights.

LOW SILHOUETTE ... no high projection head to

interfere with pupils' view of the screen.

STABILITY ... the Transpaque's broad base and low

center of gravity insure trouble-free performance

under all conditions.

Furthermore, Tecnifax provides,

without charge or obligation, training

in the utilization of the overhead pro-

jector. This enhances its effectiveness in

the classroom. For additional informa-

tion on the Transpaque projector and

the Tecnifax training programs, please

write to Tecnifax Corporation, Holyoke,

Massachusetts.

TECNIFAXCORPORATION
Manufactur«ri of

Vitual Communication

Motarialt

and
Equipment

HOLYOKE, MASSACHUSETTS
V J

426

THE TECNIFAX TRANSPAQUE PROJECTOR

Tti EoA^ do 'Bwmjm uHtkTeonxfaw
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V^M TAPE RECORDERS
make advanced teaching

techniques easier!

V-M 'tape-o-matic'® Stereophonic Tape Re-

corder with "ADD +A+TRACK"!- Model
722—$259.95* List. Records Stereophon-
ically; plays-back 2 or 4-Track stereo tapes.

Twin Microphones. Dual Tuning Eye and Vol-

ume Controls. Also Available V-M Stereo-Play-

back Model 720 with "ADD+A+TRACK"*-
$225.00* List.

V-M 'tape-o-matic'® Tape Recorder—Model
730-$169.95* List. Monaural Record and
Playback of all three popular tape speeds—
7'/2, 3%, V/s ips. Compact, Lightweight (Only

21 lbs.) New 3-position Microphone.

^^ADD+A+TRACIC®
Any Instructor's Most Valuable Teaching Tool!

Versatile V-M "Add+A+Track"® offers unlim-

ited opportunities for powerfully effective

teaching methods! A teacher records lessons;

then, or at any later time, the student records

on another track while listening to the teacher's

recording. On play-back, both recordings are

heard simultaneously! Student track may be

re-recorded any number of times without af-

fecting the teacher''s or master track.

ALL V-M TAPE RECORDERS INCORPORATE THESE
QUALITY FEATURES:

• Push-Button Controls afford

simplified operation.

• High-Frequency Response and

Fidelity to detect complete voice

range differences. Highly beneficial

to speech and speech therapy
students!

• Input and Output Jacks permit

recorder to be used in sound treat-

ed rooms from a control booth.

• Shut-Off Switch automatically

shuts-off power supply . . . teacher

concentrates on students, not

recorder!

• Monitor switch for use of re-

corder as an Ear-trainer with ear-

phones, as a P.A. system, or to

utilize amplifier in the recorder

with a second sound source, such

as a phonograph!

Unite Sight and Sound for More Efficient Instruction!

V-M Slide-Projector Synchronizer—Model 1412—
$49.95* List. V-M Synchronizer adds inaudible

slide-change cues to tape recorded commentary.
On play-back, cues actuate remote-control projector,

automatically advancing slides at times selected!

V-M OFFERS A COMPLETE "AUDIO LEARNING CENTER" PROPOSAL from one unit to as many as your language laboratory requires. Write for information

'Institutional Prices Available Upon Request.
V-M CORPORATION, Dept. ES-862
305 Territorial Road, Benton Harbor, Michigan

Please send me additional information, without obligation, on V-M
Tape Recorders and * 'Audio Learning Center" proposal.

USIC

V-M CORPORATION . BENTON HARBOR, MICHIGAN
KNOWN FOR THE FINEST IN RECORD CHANGERS, PHONOGRAPHS AND TAPE RECORDERS

NAME.

ADDRESS.

CITY .ZONE. . STATE-
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News.

Michigan State U. Obtains
Historical 'Voice Library'

A major record collection, to be

housed in the Michigan State Univer-

sity library, will make it possible for

students to liear as well as read the

words of great historical figures.

The voices of Theodore Roosevelt,

Woodrovv Wilson, Emperor Franz

Joseph, King George V of England,

VViUiam McKinley, Warren G. Hard-

ing and Florence Nightingale are

among more than 8,000 in the Vin-

cent collection.

The voice library, which has an

estimated value of $100,000 to

$150,000, is a gift from G. Robert

Vincent, a free-lance sound recording

engineer who worked for Thomas A.

Edison, Inc., in the 1920s. Mr. Vin-

cent, who spent a half century collect-

ing the famous voices, now lives in

Los Angeles.

Records, tapes and cylinders make
up the Vincent holdings, which Ed-
ward R. Murrow called "one of the

finest historical record collections in

the world."

Dr. Herbert Bergman, assistant pro-

fessor of American Thought and Lan-
guage, brought the unusual collection

to the attention of library officials last

year. Negotiations to bring the collec-

tion to East Lansing began immediate-

ly. Special library facilities are now
being prepared and materials will be-

gin arriving later in April. The orig-

inal recordings will be taped for use

by students and faculty.

"The Vincent collection is a very

significant acquisition because the

voices are important library materials

and will be useful to students and
faculty just as books are," said Dr.

Richard E. Chapin, director of li-

braries. "No value caa really be placed

on the collection because it would be
impossible to duplicate the oral his-

tory the records and tapes represent."

California Education Dept.
Plans A Computer Center
The California Department of Edu-

cation has announced plans for a

unique computer center that will pro-

vide the nation's largest public school

system with solutions to education
problems previously unans\\erable be-
cause of the mountains of paperwork
involved.

"Heart of the center is an RCA 301
electronic data processing system

which will enable California to pio-

neer a statewide attack on the shackles

of paperwork," Roy E. Simpson, state

superintendent of public instruction,

said.

The computer will be installed in

the State Education building at Sac-

ramento and will be used day and
night on such problems as forecasting

educational trends, school program-
ming and registration, and decision

making functions involving the com-
pilation of vast quantities of admin-
istrative data.

Stephens College Reports On
Grants Recently Received
A grant of $15,000 from Education-

al Facilities Laboratories, Inc., of New
York City and the signing of a con-

tract with the U. S. Office of Educa-
tion, Washington, D. C, for $16,270,

have been announced for Stephens

College by Dr. Seymour A. Smith,

president of the independent residen-

tial college for women.
Both the grant and the contract

will be for projects in connection with

the $2,700,000 Learning Center com-
plex of buildings on which construc-

tion is under way at the college.

The grant from Educational Facili-

ties Laboratories, a branch of the Ford
Foundation, wall enable the college's

facidty to pursue special studies for

maximum use of the new Learning

Center. Summer workshops will re-

view content and teaching methods in

several present courses so that they

can be further developed within the

framework of new aids to education

to be available within the Learning
Center.

Dr. Walter Wittich To Build
Up AV at U. of Hawaii

Dr. Hubert Everly, Dean of the

College of Education, University of

Hawaii, reports that Dr. Walter A.

Wittich, professor of Education, has

become associated with the faculty.

The development of a program of

Audiovisual education, educational

television and telemation communica-
tion will be Dr. Wittich's chief re-

sponsibility during the coming two
years. In addition to teaching in these

areas, he will concern himself with

planning for the installation of a closed

circuit television facility which will

permit the College of Education to

experiment with this medium of teach-

ing and learning.
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Instructor Wendell Perry about to stiow a film to his science class at Mossena Senior High School

"Motion pictures become more important
with our 'schools within a school' concept"

Says Mr. Harry Butler, Audio-Visual
Director, Massena Central Schools,

Mossena, New York
"When we built our big, new high

school, we wanted to retain the effi-

ciency of our small-class, teacher-stu-

dent working relationship. So we set

up a 'schools within a school' idea by
dividing the big school into four smaller

ones, each complete within itself.

"Science labs, guidance offices, cur-

riculum planning, and general educa-
tion facilities are all part of each school.

"By using motion pictures efficiently.

our teachers can gain even more time
to spend working closely with their

classes. The teacher does this by taking
advantage of movies' power to effi-

ciently demonstrate basic knowledge in

ways quickly grasped by the student.

"To maintain efficiency, it is essen-

tial to have equipment we can depend
on. We let the teachers who use it

choose the equipment they thought they
would like to work with."

Massena's teachers tested practically

all of the current available 16mm pro-
jectors, looking for things like ease of

threading, quality of sound, and pic-

ture brilliance.

They decided they liked the Kodak
Pageant sound projector best, so it is

now the standard machine for the

school system.

Mr. Butler especially liked the serv-

ice the local Kodak dealer offered.

When the time comes to buy projec-
tors for your audio-visual program, call

your Kodak audio-visual dealer for a

demonstration arranged at your con-
venience. Or write for Bulletin V3-65.
No obligation, of course.

KODAKPAGEANTPm/edory EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Dept. 8-V. Rochester 4. N. Y.
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The WHO WIIIT-WHERE of 1961-1962 Audiovisual Releases

ANNUAL BLUE BOUK
of Audiovisual Materials

With leading audiovisual education administrators-the BLUE BOOK
is the most authoritative, accurate source of information in handy, con-
venient form.

No matter your field of interest, the BLUE BOOK has what you're
looking for. For instance—16mm films, filmstrips, slide sets and educa-
tional recordings—are classified by subject area for quick reference. You
get title, type of material, length, silent and sound, color or black and
white, television clearance, sale and/or rental price, primary source of dis-

tribution, release date, content desciption, and recommended age level.

Subjects cover everything from education to entertain nent . . . from
the sciences to social problems . . . from human or ananal medicine to

home economics . . . civics to agriculture . . . mathematics to the arts—
to mental health.

You'll find it all—and r7wre for use all year—in the new 37th edition

of the Annua! BLUE BOOK . . . listed, classified, indexed . . . the new
offerings released during the past academic year.

fhe ONE source book
that covers ALL fhe

major materials and
teaching aids, grouped
under appropriate

subject headings

only $]00

The Ideal Combination
Every subscriber to Educational

Screen and Audiovisual Guide gets

the BLUE BOOK. To keep your

BLUE BOOK up to dale, each

monthly issue of the magazine

carries a special section of listings

of new audiovisual materials in the

same helpful format as in the

BLUE BOOK.
Each Annual BLUE BOOK costs

only $1.00 each. However, as a

subscriber we are making you a

low priced combination offer de-

tailed in the following coupon:

Fill Out and Mail Coupon TODAY

415 North Dearborn

OTHER
SPECIAL

OFFERS '

TO HELPf

YOU

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN & AUDIOVISUAL GUIDE Chicago io, illinoi.

Please send the BLUE BOOK OF AUDIOVISUAL MATERIALS as checked below:

copies, 1962 issue at $1

copies, 1961 issue at $1 copies, 1959 issue at $1 copies, 1956 issue at $1

copies, 1960 issue at $1 copies, 1957 issue at $1 copies, 1955 issue at $1

Copies of all seven—Special Combination Offer—at $5 ($7 value)

Name.

Address

.

City t Zone State

.

D Checic here if you wish to be billed, for

payment later. (We prepay postage If

remittance accompanies order.)
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PHOTOPLAY FILMSTRIPS
In full color

$7.50
each

ANY THREE TITLES

$19.75

Ulyisas—In full color, 64 framei, a pic-

torial guide to the new Paramount screen
version of Homer's Odyssey, produced in

Holy. An invaluable aid to the study of

the classic. $7.50.

Th« Vikings—In full color, 47 frames,
based on the Kirk Douglas production.
$7.50. With guide, $7.80.

A Lasson In Mythology—Exploins Andro-
meda, the Minotaur, Iphigenio, etc., based
on M-G-M's The Living Idol. 25 frames,
color. $7.50.

Knights of the Round Table—A set of

two filmstrips. Port One, black-and-white,

25 frames, explains the background of the
story, its theme, its significance as an early

attempt to organize a league of natrons.

Port Two, full color, 28 frames, tells the
story of the great legend, based on the
M-G-M photoplay. $7.50.

Adventures of Robinson Crusoe—In full

color, 50 frames, a clear pictorial guide to

the Defoe classic, based on the United
Artists screen version. $7.50.

Hie Glass Slipper—The charming fairy

tale of Cinderella, told in a new way,
based on the M-G-M photoplay. 36 frames
in full color. $7.50. With guide, $7.80.

Romeo and Juliet—Shakespeare's great
love story illustrated in color from the
J. Arthur Rank production filmed on loca-
tion in Verona and other Italian cities.

44 frames. $7.50. With guide, $7.80.

Hansel ond Gretel—In full color, 42
fromes, the highlights of the beloved foiry

tale OS performed by the charming Kine-
mins of Michael Myerberg's screen version,

released by RKO Radio Pictures. $7.50.

Greatest Show on Earth—In full color, a
lively pictorial guide to the circus, bosed on
Cecil B. DeMille's Technicolor Academy
Award -winning photoplay. 40 frames.

$7.50.

Money-Back Guaranteel

Alexander the Great—Biography of the first man to conquer the civilized world,
based on the photoplay. Shows Alexander's effort to unite Europe and Asia, o
task with which the U.N. is still faced. 55 frames. $7.50. With guide, $7.80.

Richard III—Based on Laurence Olivier's colorful screen version of Shakespeare's
famous play. 48 frames. $7.50. With guide, $7.80.

In Black and White:

Julius Ca»sar, set of 2 filmstrips in black-
and-white, presenting 97 scenes in the

M-G-M screen version of the ploy. $7.00.
With guide, $7.30.

Columbus—Black-and-white, based on the
J. Arthur Rank production starring Fredric

March. 55 Frames. $3.00.

EDUCATIONAL & RECREATIONAL GUIDES, Inc. • 105 New England Avenue, Summit, New Jersey
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There are some that say he found them in Persia and that's

why they are still known as Persians in some European

countries. Could be, but if he did it would be interesting

to know what kind of a bottom bar they had.

The first Venetian Blinds usfd a wood rail

for a bottom bar. It was turned over and
the tape tacked to the bottom.

Some of the eailier attempts in metal
still adhered to this shape and sys-rtem

but the LEVOLOR bottom bar of today has deviated

entirelii from the old prhicijyle,

\, Triple *'U" gives added rigiditn.

7. You ran'l dent a LEVOLOR bottom rail.

3. Tapes just disappear.

4. No clips or obstruetion on the bottom to mar sills.

5. NO LIGHT SEEP.UJE IN .WDIO VISUAL
Venetian Blinds at bottom. The rail rests squarely

^ on the sill. No bottom light shield or improvision
is necessary.

4 he first problem faced in designing a metal bottom rail was
to get sufficient weight to lower the blind. Levolor accomplished

this with the triple "U" prepainted to prevent corrosion. The
next problem was to eliminate metal clips that would mar the

sill and prevent the rail from sitting flat on the sill. Levolor did

it with SLIDE-IN, Clips. And last, but not least, LEVOLOR'S
inner rib construction assures a dent-proof top.

The finest of all Venetian Blinds ... the LEVOLOR Audio
Visual ... is installed in the nation's finest schools. So tight

IS the closure— so accurate the adjustment— that the instructor

or director can choose the ambient light best suited to projector,

subject or student activity. For more information ivrite to us at

Levolor Lorentzerii Inc., 720 Monroe St., Hoboken, N. J.

VENETIAN
BLINDS

Over 100 patents and refinements make Levolor Venetian Blinds better
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CONSIDER-
the following 76 new titles from among

more than 1,000 other films designed to

provide the finest in visual teaching, and

become acquainted with Coronet's tradi-

tional leadership in educational film pro-

gramming.

Consider, also, that the new Coronet

films are: planned to correlate with cur-

rent concepts in teaching; extensively re-

searched in authentic treatment of a sub-

ject; guided in production by educational

experts, assuring genuine teaching values;

imaginative in script to develop interest

in the basic teaching points; and virtually

always produced in color, to present the

nearest approach to reality.

Full descriptions of 1,097 16mm mo-

tion pictures can be found in the latest

Coronet catalogue. A free copy is avail-

able to you upon request.

If you are interested in making selec-

tions for purchase, use this sheet as a

;heck list to request preview prints. Simply

ndicate the films which interest you and

send the list to Coronet Films. Preview

Drints will be shipped promptly at no

abligation or charge, except for return

postage.

NEW
CORONET

FILmS
RELEASEI

during the school year 1961-1962

help teachers visualize

key educational concepts

often not presented on film

I8P ARITHMETIC

D Arithmetic: Estimating and Checlcing Answers
(11 min.) Shows the application of rounding off
numbers and emphasizes the importance of checking
answers accurately. Gr. 4-9.

a Brusliing Up on Division (II min.) A step-by-
step working review of terms used and the meaning
of place value. Gr. 4-9.

D Brushing Up on Multiplication (II min.) A re-

view and clarification of the operational principles
of multiplication essential to continued progress in

arithmetic. Gr. 4-9.

a Place Value: Ones, Tens, Hundreds (11 min.)
Clearly explains the basic concept of place value and
presents the numerals and words for the numbers
we use. Gr. 1-3.

BUSINESS (r^li

* a Accounting: Basic Procedures (11 min.) Illus-

trates, through examples and definitions, the stand-
ard methods of keeping ledgers and journals. Gr.
10-12.

D Competition in Business {l3'/i min.) Explains
the principles underlying business competition, in-

cluding free enterprise and the development of new
and improved products. Gr. 7-12.

FOREIGN LANGUAGES

D El Angelito

D Le Plus Petit Ange (The Littlest Angel) (1 3
1/2

min., each) The Spanish and French versions, re-

spectively, of the animated story of a lonely little

angel and his gift to the Infant Christ. B&W only.
Gr. 4-12.

a El Gaillto que Hace Sallr el Sol

D Le Petit Coq qui Reveille le Soleil (The Little
Rooster Who Mode the Sun Rise) (II min., each)
Spanish and French versions, respectively, of the
delightful animated cartoon about a rooster who
discovers that his crowing does not really make the
sun rise, but who acquires an even greater pride in

waking his farmyard friends. B&W only. Gr. 4-12.

D La Famine Trovalile Ensemble (Our Family
Works Together) (11 min.) A story with simple,
clear French narration about preparations for a
family birthday party. B&W only. Gr. 4-12.

a Le Printemps est une Aventure (Spring Is an
Adventure) (1 1 min.) Flowers bud and bloom, and
robins' eggs hatch in this French description of the
many changes which come with spring. B&W only.
Gr. 4-12.

D Paris: La Ville et Ses Habitants (Paris: The
City and the People) (II min.) Clearly enunciated
French narration provides the background for a
visual tour of France's capital city. B&W only.
Gr. 4-12.

D Una Estancia en las Pampas Argentinas (Life
in Grasslands—Argentine Pampas) (II min.)
Spanish narration guides us on a visit to the family
of Senor Molinos and its life on a cattle ranch.
B&W only. Gr. 4-12.

^^ GUIDANCE

D Know Your Library (Second Edition) (1 1 min.)
In all new photography and sound, this popular film
illustrates use of the card catalog, Dewey Decimal
System, and reference materials. Gr. 7-12.

G Learning from Disappointments (II min.)
Pupils learn—through good sportsmanship, by
choosing another goal, and by trying again in a
different way—that disappointments can be worth-
while experiences. Gr. 4-6.

HEALTH AND SAFETY

' D Foods from Grains (11 min.) Shows the steps

involved in the making of bakery bread; that bread
is only one food made from grains; and where the
most important grains are grown. Gr. 1-3.

O Why Eat Our Vegetables? (1 1 min.) Dramatic
story ol" a shipwrecked family and how they learned
that vegetables are vital to well-being. Gr. 1-3.

LANGUAGE ARTS

Enrichment
n The Ant and the Dove (An Aesop Fable) (8

min.) "One good turn deserves another" is the moral
of this charming animated tale. Gr. 1-3.

D Bertrond Russell Discusses Happiness

D Bertrond Russell Discusses Mankind's Future

D Bertrond Russell Discusses Philosophy

D Bertrond Russell Discusses Power



Bsrtrand Russell Discusses the Role of the

ndlvldual (l3'/2 min., each) These five filmed inler-

.-iews present with insight and wit some of Bertrand

Russell's provocative views on important problems

3f the modern world. B&W only. G>. lO-ailiilt.

a Billy's Helicopter Ride (II min.) The film per-

Tiits the whole class the sensation of experiencing a

irst helicopter ride, and provides stimulus for read-

ng and story-telling. Gr. 1-3.

D The Country Mouse ond the City Mouse (An

IKesop Fable) (8 min.) The age-old maxim that

^•travel may be fun, but home is best" is retold in

exciting animation. Gr. /-.'.

P The Little Rooster Who Mode the Sun Rise

ril min.) Animated cartoon of a rooster who dis-

bovers his crowing does not make the sun rise, but

Who acquires even greater pride in waking his farm

iriends. Gr. 1-3.

Id The Muticions In the Woods {MVi min.) Ani-

mated puppets enact the Grimm fairy tale about the

(brsaken animals who outwit a band of thieves and

tain a fortune. Gr. 1-3.

D The North Wind and the Sun (An Aesop Fable)

rs min.) "You can sometimes do more by being

gentle than you can by using force" is the useful

lesson of this colorful animation. Gr. 1-3.

D Our Pet Show (1 1 min.) Showing birds, am-

phibians, reptiles and mammals, pupils are intro-

duced to the idea of grouping animals and to

beginning science concepts. Gr. 1-3.

D Paul Bunyon: Lumber Camp Tales (II min.)

Ishows the "popcorn blizzard," the bunkhouse with

beds stacked 137 high, and other animated tall tales

of America's famous folk-hero. Gr. 1-6.

a The Shoemalcer and the Elves (l3>/i min.)

Based on the charming Grimm fairy tale, this film

itells what happens when the shoemaker and his wife

ileave food and new clothes for the elves one night.

Gr. 1-3.

SkUls
n Letter Writing for Beginners (11 min.) Shows

form, punctuation and addressing, and stresses

throughout the fun of getting and writing letters.

Gr. 1-6.

D The Parts of Speech (13% min.) A fun-filled

afternoon at the beach provides the setting for the

use and explanation of the eight parts of speech.

Gr. 4-9.

D Punctuation for Beginners (1 1 min.) Points out

the relationship between punctuation and the natural

inflections we use when speaking, through the use of

cards in "game activity." Gr. 1-3.

D Sentences That Ask and Tell (11 min.) Shows

children learning sentence construction in communi-

cating ideas about situations familiar to them. Gr.

1-3.

D Spelling for Beginners (II min.) Shows practice

with the four spelling helpers, "Look," "Listen,"

"Say" and "Write"—stimulating interest in better

spelling. Gr. 1-3.

' a Writing a Report (1 1 min.) Stresses the impor-

tance of careful preparation for writing a report:

sources of information, taking notes, outlining, and

organizing facts. Gr. 4-6.

a» MATHEMATICS

D Graphing Linear Equations (II min.) Step-by-

step illustration of the construction of graphs, what

relationships they represent, and how constant or

varying terms affect them. Gr. 7-12.

U The Number System and its Structure (II

min.) Shows the history of mathematical concepts,

including the binary system used in electronic com-

puters. Gr. 7-12.

n Ratio and Proportion In Mathematics (1 1 min.)

Details number relationships and the importance of

units in finding ratios. Gr. 7-9.

SCIENCE

General Science
* P Causes of the Seasons (II min.) Animation

techniques clearly illustrate the tilt of the earth's

axis, and its rotation and revolution about the sun.

Gr. 4-9.

* hiflirnt^v mlanva nfter June 1. 1962

' D Conserving Our Water Resources Today (II

min.) Surveys major uses and sources of water,

diagrams the water cycle, and shows methods of

water reclamation and purification. Gr. 4-9.

D Electrons and Electronics (1 1 min.) Clearly ex-

plains how transistors and vacuum tubes work, and

their application in the fields of communication,

transportation and medicine. Gr. 7-12.

D Fish and Their Characteristics (1 1 min.) Under-

water photography shows how this group of verte-

brates is fitted for its environment through variety of

form, protective devices, and reproductive methods.

Gr. 4-9.

' a Let's Learn to Predict the Weather (II min.)

Presents pupil-observation of basic weather facts;

the significance of barometer readings, wind direc-

tion, and cloud formation. Gr. 4-9.

a Lot's Watch Plants Grow (11 min.) Planned

experiments demonstrate what plants need for

growth, and time-lapse photography shows exactly

how they grow. Gr. 1-6.

D Simple Demonstrations with Air (1 1 min.)

Demonstrates the basic concepts of air: that it

occupies space, has weight, and exerts pressure.

Gr. 4-9.

a Simple Demonstrations with Magnetism (I I

min.) Experiments illustrate and explain that the

earth is a magnet, and that magnets produce a force,

have poles, and can make other magnets. Gr. 4-9.

D Simple Demonstrations with Water (l3>/2 m>n.)

Demonstrations clearly illustrate water pressure,

surface tension, and buoyant force as basic prin-

ciples in learning how water behaves. Gr. 4-9.

a Weather: Understanding Precipitation (II

min.) Shows the characteristic cloud formations

precluding various types of weather, and explains

the terms relative humidity and dew point. Gr. 4-9.

a Weather: Understanding Storms (II min.)

Illustrates the interaction of temperature, pressure

and moisture in bringing about the various types of

storms. B&W only. Gr. 4-9.

D Weather: Why It Changes (11 min.) Shows

the locations and movements of the air masses which

govern continental weather changes, and explains

the changes in terms of cold, warm and occluded

fronts. Gr. 4-9.

Biology
D Biology in Today's World (II min.) Demon-
strates man's dependence upon the work of pro-

fessional biologists in areas of food production,

processing and preservation, and in the maintenance

of health. Gr. 7-12.

D Earthworm: Anatomy and Dissection (1 1 min.)

Illustrates the systems of the earthworm by extreme

close-ups and photomicrography, and stresses cor-

rect laboratory techniques for dissection. Gr. 7-

College.

a Genetics: Mendel's Laws (l3>/z min.) Dupli-

cates some of Mendel's experiments illustrating his

laws of Dominance, Segregation, and Independent

Assortment. Gr. 7-Cotlege.

a The Housefly and Its Control (II min.) Shows

close-up views of the housefly's complete life cycle,

how it contaminates food and spreads disease, and

methods for combating it. Gr. 4-12.

a The Human Body: Muscular System (13<yi min.)

Laboratory experiments show the structure and

function of the three types of muscle tissue, and the

role of nerve impulses in muscular contraction.

Gr. 7-College.

a The Human Body: Nutrition and Metabolism

(13'/2 min.) Explains the five classes of chemical

substances which comprise all natural foods and

shows how they are essential to body growth and

repair. Gr. 7-12.

D The Mosquito and Its Control (II min.) Illus-

trates in detail the mosquito's life cycle and habits,

and man's efi'orts in controlling mosquito-borne

diseases. Gr. 4-12.

D Radiation in Biology: An Introduction (l3>/2

min.) Demonstrates natural and artificially produced

radiation, and its use in studying growth, nutrition

and reproduction in living things. Gr. 7-12.

Chemistry
• D Silicon and Its Compounds (13Vi min.) Presents

the structure and analysis of silicon, and shows how
its compounds provide an increasing source of ma-
terials, such as lubricants, paints and rubber. Gr.

10-12.
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Physics
* D Centripetal Force and Satellite Orbits ( 1

1

min.) A series of specially designed experiments

leads to an equation which solves such problems as

the velocity needed to hold a satellite in orbit.

Gr. 10-12.

* D Forces: Composition and Resolution (II min.)

Defines forces as vector quantities, and illustrates

how components and resultants may be determined

graphically. Gr. 10-12.

a Light: illumination and Its Measurement (l3</2

min.) Illustrates such terms as candlepower, lumen,

foot-candle, intensity and flux, and shows sources of

artificial light and demonstrates their operation-

Gr. 7-12.

D Light: Reflection (1 31/2 min.) Demonstrates the

laws of reflection and the formation of images in

plane, convex, concave and parabolic mirrors. Gr.

7-12.

D Light: Refraction (l3'/2 min.) Shows why light

changes direction passing from one substance into

another, how refraction laws apply to lenses, and
explains Snell's law for finding the index of refrac-

tion. Gr. 7-12.

D Light: Wove and Quantum Theories (1 31/2

min.) Depicts light theory in laboratory demonstra-

tions, including Young's experiment showing wave

character and photoelectric effect indicating energy

quanta. Gr. 7-12.

SOCIAL STUBIES

Geography
D Life in on Oasis (North Africa) (II min.) Pre-

sents the constant fight against wind and sand in an

actual oasis environment, including the building of

mud-brick houses and irrigation farming. Gr. 4-9.

* Rocky Mountains: A Geographic Region (U
min.) An overview of one of the most spectacular

geographic features of North America and its sig-

nificant role in the development of the continent.

Gr. 4-9.

History
D Ancient World Inheritance (Second Edition)

(II min.) Depicts the history of our present-day

alphabet, money, industry, science and law in scenes

recreating the past, and a museum tour. Gr. 4-12.

D Bolivar: South American Liberator (II min.)

Presents, in the authentic locales, the biography of

the liberator of five South American countries and

his dream of a united continent. Gr. 4-12.

D The Boyhood of Abraham Lincoln (1 1 min.)

Shows how Lincoln, encouraged in his desire for

learning, early developed desirable personal qual-

ities and a capacity for hard work which were to

make him great. Gr. 1-6.

a Canada's History: Colony to Commonwealth
(16 min.) Illustrates the history of this nation of two

strong cultural traditions and its growing importance

as a world power. Gr. 4-12.

U The Holy Roman Empire (13Vi min.) Portrays

major events in the thousand-year history of the

Holy Roman Empire, through costumed reenact-

ments in authentic locales. Gr. 10-12.

How to obtain Coronet Films
Preview: Prints of all Coronet films ore available

for preview by those wishing to make selections for

purchase. There is no obligation except for return

postage. Simply indicate the films you would like

to evaluate and send to CORONET FILMS at the

address below. Prints will be shipped immediately.

Purchase: Prints of the films listed on these pages

are available at $60 per reel (II min.) in black-and-

white; $120 in full color. Proportional prices apply

to more or less than one reel.

Rental-Purchase: Prints of the films shown on

these pages may also be obtained through the

Coronet Rental-Purchase Plan. See page 2 of the

general catalogue for details.

Preview requests or purchase order should be sent to:-

CORONET
T?TT HfTC Coronet Building
r 11j1U.O Chicago 1, Illinois

Prices subject fo chongo without notice



editorial

Best?

VV E wish we had the answer to that question. There just isn't a
simple formula for finding the best film. So far as we know, there

isn't anyone or any group that can pick out the best film for you to

use. This is something that everyone using a film has to do for

himself. The most that we and others can do is to try to help.

The reason that everyone who uses films has to be a part of the
selection process is that there is no "best" in an absolute sense.

"Best" is relative. "Best" can only be found in terms of what you
want or expect the film to do, and to whom you want it to be
done. A film titled, "Fish", for instance, might be the best one for

^
you to use if you were trying to get people to go to Maine to do

^L/'|-i|^|-| their fishing, but that same film would likely be of little or no
" ^ A-li.V-'Xl value for teaching fish anatomy to a ninth grade biology class.

Purpose is of prime importance,—not only the purpose for which

T^|1.^Y^ a film was produced, but more important, the purpose for which
-T IIXXJ. it is to be used.

Intelligent selection of films (and all other audiovisual materials

Tq used for a purpose) is a complex process. Purposes of the user
Ao must be known, and then judgments must be made about the

effectiveness of particular films in fulfilling those purposes. Some-
times tentative evaluation can be made on the basis of written
descriptions, upon the recommendations of others, or upon the
reputation of the producer. But experience has pretty well shown
that "best" films are found only by preview or by trial and error
use. There is no simple procedure, no short cut, to finding best fihns.

But we can help. A first step is knowing what materials are avail-

able from which a selection can be made. This has been the im-
portant helping function of the previous thirty six editions of The
Blue Book; and this 37th Edition continues the tradition and
extends it.

What an abundance of excellent new materials are being pro-
duced each year! We are reminded that in the first twenty or so
editions of the Blue Book there was room to list each year all the
existing non-theatrical films. It was an annual cumulative listing.

Now just the listing of new materials fills the complete book. Listing
all materials available has become the task of the Educational Media
Council, an organization of thirteen national groups and associa-
tions. The undertaking is now so extensive it requires substantial
subsidization from the United States Government.

So the 37th Edition of the Blue Book lists only recently produced
materials. But the aim is the same as for the first edition: to help
you select the best materials for your purposes. This year, for your
comments and reactions, we are for the first time giving special

r» 1 ^ n 7
attention to the Blue Ribbon Award Winners from the recent

I^aUl C Keea fourth American film festival of the Educational Film
Library Association. These winners were judged "best" by com-
petent juries,-"best" on the basis of the stated objectives of the
producers. They may or may not be 'Tjest" for you in terms of your
purposes; but these are films and filmstrips deserving your and our
special attention."

"// you could use a complete listing of all the productions shown
at the American Film Festival, send a dollar to cover costs to the
Educational Film Library Association, Inc., 250 West 57 Street
New York 19.
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Behind The Screens

At The American Film Festival

by Harriet Lundgaard

IN these days when every village, hamlet and town
from Vancouver eastward to Vladivostok seems to be
lowering the lights for its own film fete and for yet

another gilded token of some kind of cinematic super-

iority, the Blue Ribbon Award of the American Film
Festival has unique status as substantial evidence of

genuinely meritorious production in 16mm film or

35mm filmstrip. While other awards are challenged
—and in one recently publicized case, even refused

—as based on "mere popularity contests," rendered
meaningless by trade politics — the American Film
Festival Blue Ribbon is proudly displayed and adver-

tised by producers, sponsors and distributors of films

and filmstrips which have won it. And if there is

sometimes honest difference of opinion about excel-

lent entries passed over by the Blue Ribbon juries,

the handsome certificate of merit which is accorded
each film and filmstrip nominated for the American
Film Festival competitions has come to have its own
status as a mark of special distinction. There is good
reason for all this.

The American Film Festival is the largest and most
comprehensive event of its kind anywhere in the
world. More films are submitted, more films are shown
in competition and available for seeing than at any
other film festival anywhere. The American Film
Festival features more kinds of films than any other
festival-309 of th-m in 1962, with EFLA president
Fred Krahn presiding over the presentation of 42 Blue
Ribbon Awards in 36 competition categories ranging
from "Film as Ar^" through Industrial and Technical
Processes" and "Classroom Films for the Lower

Grades" all the way to "Medical Sciences for Pro-

fessional Audiences." In addition, the American Film
Festival is the only major film event which features

and honors 35mm filmstrips, with 70 filmstrips shown
and 19 accorded Blue Ribbons in 1962.

But the sturdy basis for the integrity of the Blue
Ribbon Award is the judging system developed by the

Educational Film Library Association, which has spon-

sored the American Film Festival annually since 1959.

Popular or unpopular as people entering their work
may be, their entries are rated in accordance with

stringently defined and rigidly enforced standards by
experts whose qualifications are carefully established

and checked. As the official Festival regulations stipu-

late: "All entries are examined by EFLA Pre-Screen-

ing Committees in each category. Each of the Com-
mittees includes at least six persons: two from the

fields of audiovisual production, distribution or ad-

ministration; two who are specialists in the subject

area; and two who are experienced in using films

with the audiences for which that category is intend-

ed .. . All members of the Pre-Screening Committees
and all Festival Jurors must file applications stating

their qualifications, which will be examined and ap-

proved by a special EFLA Festival Committee." And
it is perhaps almost unnecessary to add that "No per-

son who has any personal interest in the production

distribution or sponsorship of a film entered in the

Festival may act as a Pre-Screener or Juror in the cate

gory in which his film is entered."

These PreScreening Committees, then—36 of them
each composed of as many as 38 specialists, meetint
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in cities all over the country—are the people who
evaluate all Festival entries, and nominate those

judged outstanding enough for the Blue Ribbon com-
petitions. Typical of the Pre-Screening Committees

are such 1962 Committee chairmen as Dr. Leo Leve-

ridge, co-ordinator of the Medical TV unit of the

New York University Medical Center, who super-

vised Pre-Screening of the "Medical Sciences" cate-

gory; John C. Gibbs, director of the Audiovisual

Department of the Conservation Foundation, chair-

man in the "Nature and Wildlife" category; Richard
Gilkey, director of the AV Center of Indiana Univer-

sity, in charge of the group that nominated entries

for the "Language Training and Literature" competi-
tion; Masha R. Porte, head of the AV Department of

the Dallas Public Library, chief Pre-Screener for

"Citizenship, Government, and International Rela-

tions"; and Robert B. Konikow, Managing Editor of

Advertising, and Sale Promotion, who was in charge
of the Pre-Screening of films and filmstrips in "Sales

and Promotions." These hardy souls and hundreds
more expended hours, eyesight and e.xpertise enough
to rate nearly 600 entries last February. Each Com-
mittee member evaluated every film he saw on an
official rating sheet with regard to such painstaking

standards as (for a utilization specialist) "appropri-

ateness of vocabulary for specified audience" and ( for

a subject-area expert) "freedom from imdue bias,

prejudice, or misleading emphasis." In addition to an
objective rating based on 15 such criteria, each Pre-

Screener gave each entry an overall subjective rating,

stated whether or not he believed the entry belonged
in the category in which it had been Pre-Screened, and
made general comments—which are available to the
persons who submitted the film concerned.

The composition of Festival Blue Ribbon Juries is

similar to that of the Pre-Screening Committees, and
Jury voting is similarly detailed and precise. The Blue
Ribbon Award is determined by a total rating in which
a Pre-Screening tally and a Festival Jury vote are
each responsible for a possible 50 out of a potentially

perfect score of 100. Thus the different conditions of

the two judging situations complement each other—
the suspense and finality of the Festival screening
balanced with the more leisurely atmosphere of the
sessions where all entries in a category, including those
not judged of Festival calibre, are Pre-Screened. Both
Pre-Screeners and Festival Jurors do hours of eye-
straining service for no compensation except the inter-

est and satisfaction which make almost all of them
volunteer for duty again "next year." Members of the
EFLA Festival Committee who have reviewed the
rating sheets frankly state that there is considerable
diversity of opinion in some of the judging groups,
but the applause which salutes the announcement of
the Blue Ribbons at the annual Festival Award Ban-
quet can almost invariably be taken as a solid endorse-
ment of the averaged-out judgment of the hard-work-
ing Committees and Juries.

But the American Film Festival is much more than
bunch of Blue Ribbons. It is many things to many

people-in 1962, more than 1,200 who attended the
screenings and discussion programs. For a producer
ike Hans Moller, who is responsible for several of

Nearly 600 film and filmstrip (iitii< o ij\. <1 the; Festival Pre-

Screening Committees this year, which rated each film on 15

ohjective criteria, as well as over-all snhjcclive effect.

William F. Gottlieh (left) receives award from Paul C Reed,
Editor of Educational Screen and Audiovisual Guide, for the

filmstrip, "Understanding Number Bases." See page 441 for
further details.

the Canadian National Film Board's Blue Ribbon
filmstrips, it is "the only opportunity of the year to

meet with my colleagues, see their current work and
discuss mutual problems." Film librarians, film pro-

gram administrators, and educators also benefit from
the opportunity to meet and talk with people in their

fields; but for them the great value of the Festival is

the chance to see a really large, really comprehensive
group of good new films. As EFLA's Emily Jones re-

ports, "The record at the moment is held by a man
who claims he saw 44 films at the 1961 Festival. The
EFLA statistician estimates that by careful planning
and split-second timing, a hardy soul could see about
100 films. Any Festival registrant who would like to

challenge the title-holder is welcome to do so. All

statements must be signed and notarized. The prize
will be a de luxe bottle of aspirin, and a free pass to
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EFLA's Emily Jones: Administrative

Director of the Film Festival and

one of the "Stout Hearts and Strong

Backs" behind its success.

next year's Festival." Formal debates, coffee-break

encounters and panel discussions led by nationally

known AV authorities offer plenty of opportunities

for the exchange of ideas and information, and for

constructive airing of opinions. There is, moreover,

a rumor that some Festival registrants show up just

to enjoy seeing good films and to have a good time.

The EFLA Board has officially decreed that this is

not prohibited by any Festival regulation. And even

for people who are not able to attend, the Festival

makes possible an immensely useful source of film in-

formation in the 54-page descriptive catalogue of

Festival films and filmstrips, which is available

through the EFLA office in New York.

With plans for 1963 already in the works—larger
screening rooms and more of them, a different kind

of Award Banquet, a full-scale debate on the decision

between "Film—or Filmstrip?"—the American Film

Festival would seem to be an automatically self-

perpetuating phenomenon. But only four years ago

this summer it was a pap>er project that might well

have been called "EFLA's Folly"—by anyone who
didn't know Emily Jones. The decision to undertake

sponsorship of an annual Film Festival was a hard-to-

conceive addition to the heavy work load of the regu-

lar EFLA program of evaluations, publications, re-

gional meetings, informational services, and special

projects. But EFLA's inspired foolhardiness in the

summer of 1958 was based on the stout hearts, strong

backs, boundless energy, and notable professional

competence of people like administrative director

Jones; like Erwin Welke, who was president of the

Association when the Festival was momentously voted
onto its schedule; and like Elliott Kone, the succeeding

EFLA President, who not only presided over the

preliminary planning and the actual events and cere-

monies of the first Festival, but also developed the

truly marvelous high-speed system by which the Blue
Ribbon trophies are produced and ready for presenta-

tion just three hours after the last Jury casts its votes.

For EFLA's welcome to registrants at that first Festi-

val in 1959, Emily Jones wrote: "The idea of running

a film festival is not a new one to the EFLA Board
of Directors. It had been discussed as a possible proj-

ect on several occasions as far back as 1952, since

EFLA was already well established as a film evalu-

ating organization, and the giving of awards would
simply carry further the two major purposes of im-

proving the standards of film criticism, and of giving

recognition to good work by film makers."

If EFLA makes it look easy, consider that the

success of a comprehensive national film festival de-

pends on the participation of hundreds of producers

and sponsors making and using films in close to 40
different fields of interest; upon establishment of a

system of standards by which an ultimate variety of

films can be fairly rated; upon recruitment, accredit-

ing and supervision of over 70 groups of highly quali-

fied volunteer judges. With generous counsel and
support from EFLA Board members on the Festival

Committee and from Gus Giordano, who had worked
on the discontinued Golden Reel Festivals, Emily
Jones mustered her full staff—one assistant and one
clerk—and tackled the job.

For her, it was literally a do-it-yourself festival.

Adequate screening facihties had to be found—three
times, so far, as the Festival has successively outgrown
the Statler and the Barbizon-Plaza and overflowed
into the corridors of the Biltmore. Invitations to enter

films and how-to-do-it rules and regulations had to

be formulated and homed into layouts for the printer.

Competent chairmen for Pre-Screening Committees
and Juries had to be enlisted, and helped to recruit

their judging groups. An efficient system must be
devised for shipping hundreds of prints to Pre-Screen-

ers all over the country, and reshipping them into in-

sured and checked-out safekeeping before delivery to

Festival headquarters. Rating sheets for the judges

had to be developed and detailed instructions com-
posed for chairmen of the judging groups. A program
must be planned and outstanding speakers secured.

Invitations must be issued to related film organizations

who might be interested in sponsoring special events

at the Festival, and help on their programs and an-

nouncements provided. Appropriate trophies and cer-

tificates, a banquet for several hundred people, a big

catalog listing and describing hundreds of Festival

films, hotel accommodations for registrants, advertise-

ments for the Festival program, provision for display

materials, signing on of volunteers to man the hospi-

tality desk, reminders to tardy producers forgetful

of deadlines, announcements for the press—the list of

Festival chores is as long as a bad film.

But as the New York Times' 16mm critic, Howard
Thompson, said in reporting on "the best-organized

film festival in the world," Emily Jones is a "thought-

ful dynamo who knows how to get things done." Solid-

ly backed by the members of EFLA and other Festi-

val volunteers, Emily Jones got it done—and again,

and again, and again. "It helps," she says, "if you can
talk on the telephone while you are writing letters."

That is what she will be doing again this year as plans

develop for the fifth annual American Film Festival!

in April of 1963.
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Blue Ribbon Award Winners
American Film Festival, 1962

EDUCATION AND INFORMATION
1. Agriculture, Conservation, and Natural Resources

DURUM: STANDARD OF QUALITY
38% min., color. Bill Synder Films. Dist. by
Sterling Movies, U.S.A., 375 Park Avenue, New
York 22, New York.

Tells about durum wheat from farm to table.

Emphasis is upon research in developing new
and improved strains of grain to make better

products available to consumer.

2. Citizenship, Government, International Relations

HAVE LITTER, WILL TRAVEL
15 min., color. Dynamic Films, 405 Park Avenue,
New York 22, New York for New York City De-
partment of Sanitation.

Illustrates the "do's and don'ts" required to keep
New York clean. Includes both statistics and
other facts as well as many illustrations.

3. Classroom Films for Lower Grades
WHATS ALIVE
11 min., color. Film Associates of California,

11014 Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles 25, Cali-

fornia.

Shows the student the differences between living

and non-living things by illustrating that only a

thing that can move, respond, change fuel into

energy, reproduce, and grow can be said to be
alive.

PICTURE BOOK PARADE
Four color sound filmstrips. Weston Woods
Studios, Weston, Connecticut.

Each filmstrip contains all of the illustrations

and text from the original Caldecott Award
winning book and entices children to broaden
their world through worthwhile books.

CLAS.S 3: Madelinv's Rescue, from Picture Book Parade, color
loiiiul filnislrip by Tcslon Woods Studios.

4. Current Events

THE BURMA SURGEON TODAY
26% min., black and white. Twentieth Century
for CBS News. Dist. by Association Films, 347
Madison Avenue, New York 17, N.Y.

Tells the story of Dr. Gordon Seagrave who
went to Burma in the late 1920's and since has

been laboring among these people to improve
their health and teach them to take over from
him.

5. Economics
SIXTY SEVEN SOUTH
25 min., color. Produced and dist. by The Port

of New York Authority, 111 Eighth Avenue,
New York 11, New York.

Gives a step-by-step account of the movement
of export freight from its origin to loading

aboard vessel at the Port of New York. Depicts

typical shipments by rail, truck, and air.

6. Education and Child Development
CHILDREN OF THE SILENT NIGHT
27 min., color. Produced and dist. by Campbell
Films, Saxtons River, Vermont, for the Perkins

School for the Blind.

Through following one little deaf-blind girl over

a two-year period, the film shows the techniques

used to educate such handicapped children.

MAKING THE LIBRARY A LEARNING CEN-
TER
Three color filmstrips, 42 frames avg. Produced
and dist. by Essential Education, Box 968,

Huntsville, Texas.

Presents the school library, its resources and its

services with a particular emphasis on the proper
care and use of library materials.

7. Geography and Anthropology
THE AGED LAND
25 min., color. Harry T. Atwood, 4456 E. Lee,

Tucson, Arizona.

Presents an impression rather than a survey of

Greece in order to stimulate interest in contem-
porary Greece.

INTRODUCTION TO IRAN: PART I

Color sound filmstrip. 57 frames. Produced and
dist. by International Communication Founda-
tion, 9033 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills, Cali-

fornia.

Designed as a factual summary, the filmstrip

explores Iran's cities and villages; the farmers
and nomads; its historical and artistic wonders
and the rapid strides toward modernization.
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8. Guidance: Persorwl and Vocational

NEW LIFE FOR LISA
28% mill., black and white. F.C.I. Productions.

Dist. by Ethicon, Inc., Somerville, N.J.

Depicts the childhood and high school years

of a young woman and her motivations leading

to a choice of nursing as a career. EXesigned to

interest the qualified student in this vocation.

COLLEGE ENTRANCE EXAMINATIONS
Three color filmstrips. Produced and dist. by
Educational Filmstrips, Box 289, Huntsville,

Texas.

Guides the student who is planning to take col-

lege entrance examinations by giving i>ertinent

information about the tests and hints on how
to prepare for these examinations.

9. Historij

DEBT TO THE PAST
21 min. color. Produced and dist. by Moody
Institute of Science, 11428 Santa Monica Blvd.,

Los Angeles 25, Calif.

Gives the student an overview of himself as

recipient of a rich legacy from many races and
civilizations and thus generates a sense of per-

sonal appreciation for our heritage from the past.

THE REAL WEST
54 min., black and white. Produced and dist. by
National Broadcasting Co., Project 20, 30 Rock-
efeller Plaza, New York, New York.

Tells the story of the authentic West through

photographs and film.

PATHFINDERS WESTWARD
Six color sound filmstrips. 54 frames each. Pro-

duced and dist. by Society for Visual Education,

1345 Diversey Parkway, Chicago 14, Illinois.

Presents the hardships, vision, and courage of

the American pioneers. Maps are used along

with slides, which recreate historical events.

10. Home Economics
TWO STEAKS
13% min., color. Produced and dist. by Iowa
State University, Film Production Unit, Ames,
Iowa for the Iowa Beef Producers Association.

Explains the interdependence of the cattle range

and the feedlot in producing top quality beef.

Also included are pointers on how to identify

top quality beef.

LET'S SERVE FRESHWATER FISH
Color sound filmstrip. 42 frames. National Film
Board of Canada for Ontario Department of

Fisheries. Dist. by Stanley Bowmar, Valhalla,

New York.

Tells how to handle the catch, how to keep and
prepare freshwater fish, and a number of ways
to cook it.

11. Language Training, Literature

LA GALLINITA ROJA
13 min., color. Produced and dist. by Film As-

sociates of California, 11014 Santa Monica Blvd.,

Los Angeles 25, Calif.

Narrates the story of Little Red Riding Hood in

Spanish for use in teaching beginning foreign

language students.

12. TSlature and Wildlife

1959-60 ERUPTION OF KILAUEA
27V2 min., color. Produced and dist. by U.S.

Geological Survey, Washington 25, D.C.
Shows scenes of the 3 month eruption, which
began in November 1959. Depicts how volcanos

grow and actual recording of fountain noises are

included in the sound track.

""^^POLLINATION

Homt

CLASS 12: Lije In A Pasture, a color filmstrip by Moody
Institute of Science.

LIFE IN A PASTURE
Color fihnstrip. 34 frames. Produced and dist.

by Moody Institute of Science, 11428 Santa

Monica Blvd., Los Angeles 25, California.

Discusses the contributions of clover and other

plants, cloverroot bacteria, earthworms and
honey bees to each other, to cows and ultimately

to human beings.

13. Science: Biology, Chemistry, Physics

NUCLEAR RADIATION: DETECTORS
15 min., color. Cenco Educational Film. Dist. by
by Central Scientific Co., 1700 Irving Park Road,

"•'"•x >.«, „ „
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CLASS 13 : iSiiclear Radiation Detectors, Film in color by
Cenco Educational Film.
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Chicago 13, Illinois.

Explains the basic principle of most radiation

detectors, from the gold-leaf electroscope to the

Geiger-Mueller tube.

MARIE CURIE AND THE STORY OF RADIUM
18 min., color sound filmstrip. Transfilm Caravel,

dist. by Metropolitan Life Insurance Company,
1 Madison Avenue, New York 10, New York.

Shows and tells about highlights from the life

of this great scientist. Explains personal quali-

ties and work of Marie and Pierre Curie, and

to present day implication of their work.

14. Science: Mathematics, Astronomy, Geology
MAGNETIC FORCE
27 min., color. National Academy of Sciences.

Dist. by McGraw-Hill Text Fikns, 330 West 42

Street, New York 36, New York.

The nature of the earth's magnetic field is ex-

plained. Shows how the magnetic field controls

the path of cosmic ray particles and other

charged particles that make up the aurora.

THE STARS
Six color filmstrips. 50 frames average. Produced
and dist. by Films for Education, 21 Audio Lane,

New Haven 11, Connecticut.

Authoritative material on astronomy which treats

the appearance, distance, nature, workings, his-

tory, and future of stars.

UNDERSTANDING NUMBER BASES
Color filmstrip, 55 frames. William F. Gottlieb.

Dist. by Webster Publishing Co., 1154 Reco
Avenue, St. Louis, Missouri.

Develops the meaning to the base concept in

number systems and shows that a number sys-

tem can use almost any number as a base. Thus,
the understanding of our decimal system is deep-
ened.

16. Sociology and Intercultural Relations

HARVEST
28 min., color. Willard Van Dyke. Dist. by Rock-
efeller Foundation, 111 West 50 Street, New
York, New York
Reviews the relative development of agricul-

tural production in Latin America, and the in-

creasing prospects of ehminating hunger there.

COMMUNTY DEVELOPMENT IN ASIA
Black and white filmstrip, 31 frames. United
Nations. Dist, by Stanbow Productions, Val-
halla, New York.

Describes how, through community projects,

many villagers of Asia are making use of the
new opportunities to build better lives.

.7. Sports, Recreation, Physical Education
WRESTLING
28 min., black and white. Produced and dist. by
National Film Board of Canada, 680 Fifth Ave.,

NYC.
Montreal's backstreet wrestling parlors are
toured before a match at the Montreal Forum
is viewed. Focus is divided between the grap-
pling, acrobatics, the ring, and the crowd.

CLASS 17: Wrestling, black and white film prodiiieil and
distributed by National Film Board of Canada.

THE TROOP GOES CAMPING
12 min., color sound filmstrip. Produced and
dist. by Boy Scouts of America, National Coun-
cil, Visual Education Service, New Brunswick,

New Jersey.

Tells the story of a boy, a troop and its leaders

at camp and how the camp program benefits

all of them.

ART AND CULTURE

18. Film As Art

FOOTBALL AS IT IS PLAYED TODAY
5% min., color. Produced and dist. by Ohio State

University, Dept. of Photography, Motion Pic-

ture Division, 1885 Neil Avenue, Columbus 10,

Ohio.

Condenses full day of football into BVz minutes

and entertains through satiric comment.

THE VIOLINIST
7 min., color. Pintoff Production. Dist. by Bran-

don Films, 200 W. 57 Street, New York 19, New
York.

Hapless Harry scrip-scrapes on his violin in the

streets making terrible music. He takes the ad-

vice of a well meaning sewer-digger who tells

him to suffer.

19. Graphic Arts and Architecture

A MASTER PIECE OF SPANISH PAINTING
251/2 min., color. Produced and dist. by Radio-
TV Bureau, University of Arizona, Tucson.

Details the series of religious panels painted in

the 15th century as an altarpiece for the ca-

thedral in Giudad Rodrigo, Spain. The 26 panels

extend from the Creation to the Last Judgment.

WHALER OUT OF NEW BEDFORD
24 min., color. Francis Thompson for Old Dart-

mouth Historical Society and Whaling Museum,
Johnny Cake Hill, New Bedford, Mass.

Tells about the lives of the 19th century Yankee
whalemen as seen in a 1,300 foot long painting.
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CLASS 19: A Masterpiece of Spanish Painting, color film by

Radio-TV Bureau, University of Arizona.

Illustrates the successes and violent failures of

whaling in the Atlantic and Pacific.

20. Music, Dance, and Drarnatic Art

CASALS MASTER CLASS: PROGRAM #17,
DVORAK
30 min., black and white. Nathan Kroll. Dist. by
National Educational Television and Radio Cen-

ter, 10 Columbus Circle, New York 19, New York
Shows the idea, teaching methods, and artistry

of one of the world's greatest musicians. Casals

comments, interrupts and demonstrates how cer-

tain passages should be played for one of his

students.

CLASS 20: from Casals Master Class,

by Nathan Knoll.

Black and White film

21. Stories for Children

BEAVER DAM
16 min., color. Crawley Films, Dist. by Con-
temporary Films, 267 West 25 St., New York 1,

New York.

Shows how a beaver builds his dam and the

danger it can cause to people. When a farmer

is about to shoot the beaver, his two sons find

a way of saving both the beaver and the farmer's

fields.

RELIGION AND ETHICS

22. Church At Work
THROUGH THESE HANDS
29 min., color. Wilson Davis Productions for

United Presbyterian Church, Office of Steward-

ship & Promotion, 475 Riverside Drive, New
York 27, New York.

Describes medical service in Korea and Pakistan

and demonstrates the healing of the body and

the spirit in the best tradition of Christian aid.

PHIL M. STRIP
Color sound filmstrip. 122 frames. Produced and
dist. bv the United Church of Canada, Audio-

CLASS 22: Phil M. Strip, color sound film strip by United

Church of Canada, Audio-Visual Centre.

Visual Centre, 85 St. Clair Ave. East, Toronto 8,

Canada.

A cartoon character tells his own story, clarify-

ing his identity, establishing his purpose, out-

lining the various steps in the production process,

and his presentation in order to better define

what a filmstrip is.

23. Doctrinal and Denominational

THE CHRISTIAN LIFE
Color filmstrip. 52 frames. Produced and dist. by
Broadman Films, Baptist Sunday School Board,

127 Ninth Avenue North, Nashville, Tennessee.

Traces the Christian life through Cod's eternal

purpose, man's encounter with God, the mean-
ing of spiritual growth, the importance of the

church, and other areas of spiritual develop

ment.

24. Ethical Problems

THE LANGUAGE OF FACES
17 min., black and white. American Friends Serv-

ice Committee. Dist. by Contemporary Films,

267 West 25 Street, New York 1, New York.
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Portrayal of the "balance of terror" in American
life—children singing during H-bomb drills,

businessmen inspecting a civil defense shelter,

people watching military displays-but also ex-

amples of the growing renunciation of violence,

concluding with scenes of a Quaker vigil.

THE TEST
28 min., color. National Film Board of Canada,
Dist. by McGraw-Hill Text Fihns, 330 West 42
Street, New York, New York.

The story of an idealistic teacher who prefers to
resign her position rather than continue to con-
done cheating in the classroom. The confusion
that may result when parents fail to work with
the teacher toward the ultimate goal of educa-
tion is portrayed.

BUSINESS, INDUSTRIAL
& PUBLIC RELATIONS

25. Industrial and Technical Processes
LITHO
9 min., color. Electra Films for Amalgamated
Lithographers of America, Local 1, 113 Univer-
sity Place, New York, New York.

Illustrates fully the technical process of lithogra-

phy, from preparation of artwork to camera
through platemaking and final press run.

26. Personnel Training and Relations

PROFITS IN THE BAG
23 min., color. Electra Film Productions for In-

ternational Paper Co., 220 East 42 Street, New
York, New York.

Covers the various physical problems relating to

the packing of foodstuffs and groceries, demon-
strates the proper methods, and shows how good
packing contributes to consumer patronage.

WELCOME
13 min., color sound filmstrip. Lane-Cole Dietz
Corp. for IBM, Electronic Data Processing, 55
Church Street, White Plains, New York.
Gives basic information and attitudes required
for orienting and indoctrinating new employees.
Reassures new employees while impressing them
with opportunities and responsibilities.

27. Public Relations: Commercial Organizations
PROJECT HOPE
281/^ min., color. MacManus, John & Adams for

Ex-Cell-O Corp. Dist. by Modem Talking Pic-
ture Service, 3 East 54 St., New York, New York.
Describes the mission of the gleaming white 230-
bed hospital ship, the SS Hope. It is the first

among a proposed fleet of such ships which will

carry a message of peace as well as new medical
skills to all nations of the world.

MEET CITIZEN ATOM
Color sound filmstrip. 84 frames. Produced and
dist. by General Electric Co., Schenectady 5,

New York.

Tells of the number of useful tasks atomic energy
is being used for in order to educate the public
in peacetime uses of such energy.

28. Public Relations: Non-Profit Organizations, Edu-
cational and Youth Serving Agencies
DEBBIE
271/4 min., black and wlnte. Victor Weingarten
for New Hampshire Children's Aid Society. Dist.

by Health and Welfare Materials Center, 10
East 44 St., New York 17, New York.

Describes the work of a state-wide welfare or-

ganization especially in the kind of trained in-

tensive work necessary by skilled staff to help a
disturbed adolescent girl.

29. Public Relations: Non-Profit Organizations, AduU
and Community Services

FLIGHT
28i/i min., color. Vision Associates. Dist. by Fed-
eral Aviation Agency, 1711 New York Avenue,
Washington, D.C.
Tells the story of one flight from Los Angeles to
New York and the complex and varied functions
of the Federal Aviation Agency, that assure
safety and comfort for that flight.

HIDDEN CITY
10 min., black and white. Wilding, Inc. Dist. by
the Greater New York Fund, 384 East 149
Street, New York, New York.

Shows the hidden city—the city none of us know
until we are hurt, or in trouble, or in need—hos-
pitals, foundling homes, rehabilitation clinics,

and schools for the blind.

30. Sales and Promotion
MR. MOORE'S DREAM WASHER
7 min., color. Vogue Film Productions for Home
Laundry Dept., General Electric Co., Appliance
Park, Louisville, Kentucky.

Introduces a new GE automatic washer by illus-

trating Mr. Moore's daydreams of a washer that
has all the best features, plus one that gets the
laundry out of the bathroom.

PART OF THE ART OF EVE
16 mm., color sound filmstrip. Pace Production,
137 East 57 St., New York, New York, for Cata-
lina Swimwear.

CLASS M): I'art of The Art of Eve, color sound filmstrip by
Pace Production.
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Introduces the 19S2 line of Catalina swimwear;
describes material and stvling; and shows sales

and fitting methods.

31. Sales and Technical Training: Business Education
HELP WANTED
23 min., color. Centron Corp. for Phillips Petro-

leum Co., Bartlesville, Oklahoma.
Illustrates the need for continuous training of

service station personnel and emphasizes that

employees must be infonned, including an
understanding of what they are really trying to

do.

COUNTER POINTS ON CRESLAN IN CAR-
PETS
II min., color sound filmstrip. University Films
for American Cyanamind Co., Fibers Division,

III West 40 Street, New York, New York.

Tells of the scientific development of Creslan
fiber, its superiority over other fibers, and notes

the wide range of colors and styles of carpets

and rugs offered.

32. Travel

JAMAICA: NO PLACE LIKE HOME
271/2 min., color. Soundmagic Productions for

Jamaica Tourist Board. Dist. by Sterling Movies,

43 West 61 Street, New York 23, New York.

To generate tourism to Jamaica, the pink and
white beaches, the blue Caribbean, mountains
and valleys, and the tropical plants of island

are depicted.

HEALTH AND SAFETY
33. Health for General Audiences

UNSEEN ENEMIES
32 min., color. Produced and dist. by Shell Oil

Company, 50 West 50 Street, New York 20, New
York.

This film gives frank and sometimes shocking

views of the threats to health—the causes and
effects of infectious disease that maim and de-

stroy the people of the earth.

CLASS i'i : Unseen Enemies, color film produced and dis-

tributed by Shell Oil Conipany.

34. Medical Science for Professional Audiences
DISINFECTION OF THE SKIN
28 min., color. Surgical Film Unit of the Ameri-
can Cyanamid Co. Dist. by ANA-NLN Film
Library, 267 West 25 Street, New York 1, N. Y.

Provides scientific facts on the anatomical, mic-

robiological, and chemical nature of skin and
infecting organism, and demonstrates applica-

tions of principles in preoperative skin care.

EXTERNAL CARDIAC MASSAGE
22 min., color. Visual Projects for Smith, KUne
and French Laboratories, Medical Film Center,

Philadelphia 1, Pa.

Demonstrates the new technique for reviving

the victim of cardiac arrest, first on a laboratory

animal and then on the adult human.

35. Mental Health

THE MENTAL HEALTH YEAR
59 min., black and white. Affiliated Films. Dist.

by the Mental Health Film Board, 164 East 38

Street, New York 16, New York.

Reviews in detail all aspects of mental health

activities. Work therapy, group therapy, new
techniques, out-of-hospital care, post-hospital

care, and other means of aid are shown as ad-

ministered in various parts of the world.

CLASS 36: The Science of Fire, color film by MPO Produc-
tions for National Board of Fire Underwriters.

36. Safety and First Aid
THE SCIENCE OF FIRE
20 min., color. MPO Productions for National

Board of Fire Underwriters. Dist. by Bureau of

Communication Research, 267 West 25 Street,

New York 1, New York.

Tells the story of fire, illustrating the principles

of combustion, flash points, ignition tempera-
tures, vapor travel, and methods of extinguish-

ment, as well as, ways to prevent fires.

STORY OF ARTIFICIAL RESPIRATION
Color filmstrip, 40 frames. Produced and dist. by
Pyramid Film Producers, P. O. Box 1048, Santa
Monica, California.

Gives an introduction to direct artificial respira-

tion by showing its development tlirough his

tory and method of application.
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When you get the go-ahead for educational television

who will deliver the picture?

"In the Hagerstown experiment, we found we could rely on the local Bell

Telephone Company's facilities and know-how to put the highest quality

picture in our classrooms. ' ''°''ert F. Lesher-Coordinator of Washington County, Maryland,

Closed-Circuit Educational Television Project

In June, 1956, the Washington County. Maryland,
School Board gave the go-ahead for the first county-
wide educational television system in the nation.

"We were prepared to handle the construction and
operation of the studio and classroom facilities," said
ETV Coordinator Bob Lesher, "but not to set up and
maintain a multi-channel, closed-circuit transmission
system that would connect them. This required equip-
ment and technical know-how we didn't have on hand
or have time to develop.

Servicing by Bell Telephone engineers assures trouble-free signal

in Hagerstown schools at all times.

"The Bell Telephone people right here in Hagers-
town had both. By securing television channels and
equipment from them and using their trained per-

sonnel, we avoided construction, engineering and right-

of-way problems. And we knew we could rely on the

telephone company's service and maintenance and be
assured of highest quality signal transmission."

The Hagerstown experiment, with Bell System en-
gineers continuing to deliver the picture, has grown
to a permanent network of six channels reaching 18,900
students in 44 schools.

Out of their experience with this and several other
educational TV systems, the Bell Telephone System
has developed a new. low-cost transmission service

that meets the specific needs of educational television

in school areas of every size. It's available through
the Bell Telephone Company in your community. Call
the Manager of the local office. He'll give you full

information on this service and show you how it can
be adapted to your ETV plans.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
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AUDIO

by Max U. Bildersee

The following address was prepared

for delivery by Dr. Ima Pelican and

was offered at the annual joirit winter

meeting of the Southern Antarctica

Psychological and Audiovisual Associa-

tions July, 1962.

Educators are facing a grave crisis.

The ultra-specialization of individuals

forced upon us by intensive training

to serve in a single given area—to the

exclusion of other areas; and the

practice of non-intertalent-communica-

tion will shortly lead to a disastrous

compartmentalization of services.
There can be but one cure . . . inter-

disciphne understanding based upon
mutual respect.

The curriculum expert cannot claim

to know all instructional materials,

nor can he be expected to jjerform ef-

fectively in the broad range this sug-

gests. Similarly, the methodologist can-

not be expected to know all materials

and the psychology of learning. This

can be extrapolated to boring lengths.

It is important to recognize that

our respective groups—the audioviscal

experts and the school psychologists-

are guilty or innocent as are our col-

leagues. That is—we may be guilty

of fostering the high specialization

which leads to overcompartmentaliza-

tion, and we may be innocent of the

needs and interests of other educators

seeking to serve the child to our best

abilities—to his best advantage.

And as we stress our innocence so

we deprive the child of our best efforts

because we tend to see our specialties

in exaggerated focus of importance

forgetting that the ultimate goal of

education is service to both child and
community'.

Consulting psychologists, viewing

this development with considerable

alarm, have given it a name—they call

this an edifice complex.

The Edifice Complex—By Definition

This grave educational ailment
draws its name from the symptoms of

the disease as expressed in dictionaries.

An edifice is a stronghold, a building,

a structure of imposing grandeur. It is

a large and massive building and can

well be associated with allegedly im-

pregnable medieval castles and
palaces. An edifice is to be admired

and respected. It is to be enjoyed for

its size and beauty. It is a man-made
creation of imposing strength and

dimension.

We, as educators, tend to build an

edifice of specialty, making entrance

difficult and through the dual paths

involving adoption of professional

mumbo-jumbo and continued intel-

lectual inbreeding or talking to our-

selves give limited special information

an aura of brightness wholK' out-of-

keeping with fact.

And the word complex is used in

the psychological sense. Thus it refers

to a complicated system of desires and
memories. Frequently it infers repres-

sion and may therefore mean an un-

conscious system which in disguised

form exerts a dominating influence.

Obviously this is serious.

But the edifice complex goes be-

yond this, and also embodies the

meaning of fear. The fear may be
based in unreasoning sensitivity and
therefore be exaggerated and uncon-

trolled fear with regard to some sub-

ject or situation.

This two-bladed sword can only

cut the holder!

The Edifice Complex—Symptoms

It should be noted that in clinical

examination we have observed that

both forms of edifice complex are

frequently found in one individual.

But it is encouraging to note that

success in treatment of one form
predisposes the patient to rapid re-

covery from the second form. The
clinicians note, however, that this

particular intellectual ailment spreads

rapidly to infect a whole faculty and
indeed a whole community unlr.'s it is

checked by alert administrators.

When the edifice complex is caused

by desires, particularly those of ac-

claim, which go unrequited the patient

exhibits tendencies to demand undue
attention and to look down upon the

constructive efforts of others and be-

little them.

In advanced stages the edifice com-
plex based on this expression of per-

sonal need resembles the creation and
building of an area control fence in

the field of specialization. Thus the
curriculum specialist suffering from
this form of illness not onlv fails to

recognize and accept the potential

contributions of others to the field of

curricuKim study and creation, but

uses the title of specialist to stop any

and all otlier colleagues from partici-

pating in this phase of educational de-

velopment.

The edifice complex is readily rec-

ognized and defined in such specialists

as audiovisual consultants, librarians,

guidance counselors, school psychol-

ogists and others whose areas are

either relatively new in education, or

easily isolated from the normal flow

of pedagogical correspondence and

study. These individuals sometimes

develop unseen but nevertheless real

walls around their domains and areas

of service. This may involve the selec-

tion and supervision of physical prop-

erties, the selection and ordering of

particular instructional materials such

as films, filmstrips, recordings and the

preparation of materials involving

bulletin boards, overhead projectors

and the other machines of today's in-

structional program.

Demand insularity—create your own
edifice in these many and varied ser-

vice areas and you may indeed create,

as many of our confreres have, a super-

junkyard over which you rule without

question—and without challenge!

Permit me, for the convenience of a

label, to call this form of edifice com-
plex the "you can't play with my toys"

type.

The second type, involving excessive

and unwarranted fear for status loss,

can be equally simply labeled. Let's

call it, for the sake of convenience and

description tlie "I'm afraid of my
shadow" type.

Regrettably, this is somewhat more
difficult to describe, but is easily rec-

ognized. The sufferer from this insists

on small baubles of recognition. It

may be the simple "Sir" from students

to pompous insistence on perfection in

title recognition. This individual runs

forward backwards, constantly watch-

ing behind him to be sure that no one

discovers his inadequacies.

This can take form of demand that

all staff members write for publica-

tion under two names—theirs and his.

This can take the form of severe jeal-

ousy evidenced in many ways we all

recognize and which hardly warrant

mention here.

Obviously both forms of edifice

complex can be complimentary to each

other, and occur simultaneously in one

individual.

The Edifice Complex Treatment

The individual suffering from this

ailment hardly ever recognizes his

own difficulties until such time that

professional assistance is required to
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effect any measure of cure.

The individual must be assisted in

determining his own level of compe-

tence and his level of contribution in

the educational sphere. Usually group

therapy which enables several such in-

dividuals to undertake self-discovery

of mutual areas of service is most ef-

fective.

Perhaps the most dramatic cure yet

achieved is that which involves the

audiovisual specialist and the librarian

in a school which, for obvious reasons,

we cannot identify from this podium.

In this instance three individuals—

tlie two already mentioned, and the

curriculum supervisor were brought to-

gether not only to discuss mutual ser-

vices each could render the other, but

also services which, as a group, they

could render colleagues on the school

staff.

It is reasonable that you should

know that, prior to the beginning of

treatment, not one of the three will-

ingly discussed school problems with

the other two. Each sought, through

outright and devious means, to lower

the status of he others and to thereby

develop personal status.

Perhaps the key person in the pro-

gram of rehabilitation was a language

teacher who had unsuccessfully sought

cooperation from all three.

But tlie story must be told in se-

quence. It was the language teacher

who brought the difficulties to my at-

tention. I interviewed each of the in-

dividuals involved in private, and each
exhibited symptoms heretofore de-

scribed in general terms. In each case

I began private therapeutical discuss-

ions to elicit data which each would
recognize as personal, and yet typical

of others. I was most fortunate in this

regard as I borrowed a tape recorder

from the audiovisual specialist for dis-

cussions I had with him and retained

it for discussions with the others.

Through replaying tapes to each of

his own conversations each undertook

essential and valuable self-diagnosis.

At this point I encouraged the

school administrator to undertake a

conference involving all these people,

and the French teacher, to determine
what steps should be taken to imple-

ment certain programs in great favor

with our territorial government. As
you know, the curriculum specialist

developed ideas which, at great ex-

pense, could have been instituted

without the services of the others. But
the audiovisual specialist suggested
particularly valuable shortcuts involv-

ing the use of his office and talents,

and the librarian not only offered to

house the resulting home-made in-

structional materials, but to arrange

for the circulation of the matter and

the necessary equipment.

Because certain long periods of time

v\'ere involved, arrangements were
even made for the use of school-made

instructional materials in the homes of

some students. It was a great triun.ph

for cooperation.

The experiment in cooperation has

led to a reconstruction of school cur-

riculum and involves the entire pro-

fessional staff. The curriculum super-

visor is offering professional leadership

which is most heartening.

The audiovisual consultant has

taken the lock of his storage cabinet,

and is using all manner of professional

literature to find new insti-uctional ma-
terials to suggest for inclusion in the

proposals made to classroom teachers.

And the librarian has created space

in her domain for a truly professional

library involving materials for special

use, textbooks, films, recordings and all

manner of instructional data. She has

developed a special bulletin board and

added special display racks to demon-
strate these materials. Last week the

audiovisual consultant used the racks

in the library to show some new re-

cordings recently acquired by the

school upon the request of the cur-

riculum supervisor.

This has been a most rewarding ex-

perience for us. Certainly I trust that

each of you will find means to open
the storehouse of your knowledge and
skills for the ultimate benefit of all the

l)()ys and girls in the schools you
lepresent.

W'c arc indebted to Dr. R. Grace for

calling our attention to this address,

and to Dr. Pelican for so graciously

^.ranting us permission to report it to

ijoii in this form.

Comments and materials for review

should be sent to the departmerit edi-

tor—Max U. Bidersee, 36 Holmes
Dak, Albany 3, N. Y.

AiM)
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/Judio CARDALOG® Record Reviews on Card
— A WORLD OF SOUND ON FILE—

INDIVIDUAL CROSS-INDEXED 3x5 CARDS ALREADY
ISSUED! PLUS the Audio CARDALOG DIRECTORY of

Record Producers

SUBSCRIBE NOW — $25.00 a year

Audio CARDALOG—Box 1771, Albany 1, New York
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FILM EVALUATIONS
by L. C. Larson and Carolyn Guss

Story of a Book
(Churchill Films, 6671 Sunset Boule-

vard, Los Atigeles 28, California) 11

minutes, 16mm, sound, color, no date.

$110.

Description

The Story of a Book reconstructs

episodes in the formation of a book by

following its author. Rolling C. Holl-

ing, through the processes of creating

Pagoo, the story of a hermit crab.

Highly visual sequences show the

steps of this process. First, getting the

idea, with Mr. Rolling and his wife,

Lucille, finding the hermit crab while

exploring the wonders of the sea shore.

Second, doing research in the library,

back along the seashore, and at home
in a constructed "tide pool' with the

Rollings gaining infonnation concern-

ing the "hero" crab and the other shore

creatures who became additional book

characters. Third, writing and rewrit-

ing, and following the book from man-
uscript to galley sheets to plans for

the completed book. These last se-

quences also include the editing, illus-

trating, and the final publishing and

distributing of Pagoo.

Appraisal
The Stony of a Book is an exciting

and intriguing behind-the-scenes por-

trayal of the creation of a book. Told

in first person, the warm personality

of the relater, Mr. H. C. Rolling, and
of his wife, Lucille, help to empha-
size the individual creative element

at work in the writing of a book as

well as in the more impersonal proc-

esses of book publishing. The author's

enthusiasm for his work and his simply

stated directives for research and re-

writing should help to inspire children

toward creativity. The sequences

showing the Rollings sketching and

painting the wonderfully detailed

marginal drawings and the glowing

full color, full page illustrations for the

book add a dramatic feature which

shoud help, as well, to win young

readers to the book.

Like the book, the film also pro-

vides a happy blend of science and

literature. The sequences showing the

Rollings' research regarding the her-

mit crab and the other shore creatures

give vital and colorful basic informa-

tion concerning types of shore life.

The use of simple and fairly short

sentence structure in the narration of

the film, coupled with tlie general age

interest of the book (grades 3-6) would
tend to make the film most usable

with elementary grade children.

—Margardt Sheviak

Cattle Ranch
(Contemporary Films Inc., 267 West
25th Street, Netv York 1, New York)

Produced by the National Film Board

of Canada, 22 minutes, 16mm, sound,

color, 1961. Price not available.

Description
Cattle Ranch combines classic views

of landscapes, men and animals; a

minimum of narration, and a subtle,

closely integrated musical score to

show the life in all seasons of the year

on a cattle ranch in British Columbia,

/J«Jia CARDALOG® Record Reviews on Cards
Box 1771 —Albany 1. New York

D Please enter_ .1 year subscription(s) to Audio

CARDALOG, 400 cards— 10 issues—$25.00

n Please send us full information about Audio CARDALOG.

Name

Organization or School

Address

City and State

Canada. Neither the cowboys nor the

white-faced cattle play the leading

role, but both are shown to have inter-

connected lives.

The camera pans past close-ups of

tufts of dry glass blowing in the wind,

then over a panorama of grassy hills

just emerging from their winter snow
cover, a calf being born and licked

dry by its mother, before taking its

first uncertain steps. With this open-

ing the viewer is introduced to a world

removed from automation, concrete,

and crowds of people into a realm in

which man, animals, and nature inter-

act in a rhythmic cycle that has

changed little since the first primitive

man became a "herder" rather than a

'hunter."

The seasons are traced in their suc-

cession from the flowers and new grass

of spring, the summer ranges in the

lush uplands used after the lower

spring grasses have turned brown, the

yellow aspen leaves and the fall cattle

drive, and concluding in the dormant,

snow covered winter during which
spring is awaited.

Activities of the cattle ranch are

followed from the branding of new-
born calves; the reuniting of calves

and mothers helpfully assisted by the

cowboys and their skillful horses; the

nursing of the calves; the grazing of

the cattle in one range and their being

driven to a fresh range; the bellowing

of a bull as he stands backlighted in a

yellow leafed aspen grove as several

cows graze in the background; and the

climaxing drive of yearling cows to the

railroad where 30 cows are crowded
into each hot, dusty car and are

thought of now only as sirloins, por-

terhouse steaks, and standing rib

roasts.

Cowboys themselves are seen as a

part of this changing but still stable

scene as they break horses to tlie sad-

dle, rope calves, brand them, innocu-

late them against infections, rest at

the range cabins, participate in im-

provised Sunday rodeos, act as "anx-

ious guardians" of their charges on the

trail and in pastures, and before win-

ter sets in gather in all those cattle

who lost because they are "lazy, stub-

born, or stupid" have failed to return

to the ranch after snows have covered

the ground. The cowboy is said to

think of the miniature city of the

ranch as only a winter home and
"glowing, stove"; therefore seldom does
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he mix with the temporary simimer

help that is seen growing forage crops

in the valley during the summer.
Throughout, the film emphasizes

with visuals and music the opening

narration ".
. . the land belongs to the

cowboy ..."

Appraisal
Seldom has this evaluator or those

other persons who saw this film with

him experienced a motion picture that

was so rich visually and in which the

visuals carried such weight as to al-

most defy verbal description. Cattle

Ranch is such a film and as such

would be a worthy contribution to

film literature if it had not other at-

tributes.

However, this strength is not its

most significant value. Its greatest po-

tential rests with its warm, sensitive

portrayal of man and nature interact-

ing in a day in which these inter-

actions are all too infrequent, espe-

cially in the day-to-day process of

making a living and serving others.

The appreciation that one develops for

the rugged and individualistic cowboy
who strives to live with an unchanged
nature and vvTcst a profit from the ex-

perience is indeed one clearly drawn
by this fOm—not in so many words but

within the entire complex of pictures,

music, narration and even the lyrics

of Git A-Long, Little Doggies.

This interaction is not without con-

flict, for the cowboy and the summer
farmhand who tills the forage crops

have nothing in coiimion although they

are working toward the same commer-
cial purpose—"fattened cattle." The
conflict is again evidenced when after

the almost sympathetic treatment

given the cattle on the range—they be-

come only cuts of beef once in the

loading pens.

If a single weakness is to be found,

it might be the possible objection

some person would feel to the close-

ups of the branding scenes. This is,

however, short and for most persons

only another contrast between the care

given the animals and the ultimate

purpose of their existence.

The film would be useful in sixth

grade through junior high school class-

es to develop appreciation of life on
a cattle ranch and of man's role in re-

lationship to nature. Older groups

might use the film as a springboard to

a discussion of the interrelationships

of man and nature as observed in this

fundamental setting—one that finds

man shaping other forms of life to his

own purposes.

—Richard Gilkeij

Comments and materials for review
should be sent to Audio-Visiial Center,

Indiana University, Bloomington, Ind.

OF LEADING AUDIO-

VISUAL EDUCATORS,

SPEECH THERAPISTS,

MUSIC DIRECTORS
ON THEIR NORELCO
TAPE RECORDERS:

".
. . on \mpres$We tone quality in its reproduction of sound . .

" Mrs. Mary

Lou Plugge, Chairman, Dept. of Speech and Dramatic Arts, Adelphi College,

New York.

".
. . faithful, undistorted reproduction of vocal and instrumental timbres .

.

."

John 6rown/ee, Director, Manhattan School of Music.

"... ruggedness, versatility and high fidelity . .
." Norman Singer, Director,

Aspen Music Festival and Dean of the Aspen School of Music.

".
. . reproduces sustained notes without pitch variation . .

." Peter Mennin,

Director, Peabody Conservatory of Music.

".
. . most useful in the evaluation of performance and progress . .

." Dr.

Arved Kurtz, Director, New York College of Music.

. . . and Dr. Irene Cypher, Associate Professor, School of Education, New
York University, cited these qualities-, fidelity, reliability, versatility and

functional simplicity.

The Continental '300', designed specifically for classroom use, provides these

obvious advantages for voice and music teachers, audio-visual and all spe-

cialized teaching applications in school, church and music studiO:

4-frack monophonic recording and playback • 4-track stereo playback • 3 speeds

• Up to 16 hours playing time on a single 7" reel • Simple, push-button operation

• Headphone monitoring for "auditioning" student as he records • Mixing and

sound-on-sound facilities " Accidental erasure prevention • Rugged construction

for constant classroom and portable P. A. use • Comes complete with preomp-

amplifier, wide range NORELCO speaker and dynamic microphone.

For more lads, inveitigale the complete tine of NORELCO 'Continentals' ol your dealer's

— Of write to Oept.S-8 /or tree brocliufe with valuable 'Tape Recorder Buyer's Guide."

/Vore/c
k®

NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS COMPANY, INC., Higli Fidelity Products Division, 230 Duffy Avenue, Hicksviile, LI.,N.Y.
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FILMSTRIPS

by Irene F. Cypher

We have said many words about the

necessity for maintaining standards for

all materials used with pupils of all

ages. Some of our travels in the past

few months have convinced us all over

again of the necessity of keeping this

in our minds, for children of all ages

respond to the beautiful and the sin-

cere. It is also important to remember

that the so-called audiovisual instruc-

tional materials do include the items

that children make as a result of

watching and observing the world

aroimd them.

We visited the Kalanianaole School

in Papaikou, Hawaii. The principal,

Mr. Henry Gouveia, is thoroughly

aware of the many types of films,

filmstrips and other materials avail-

able from all the good sources. And
he encourages the use of these mate-

rials. But we noticed that he kept

edging us towards the third grade

classroom whenever we started to ask

him about how teachers were using

materials. Ten minutes in that class-

room revealed why he was sending

us there—for the pupils of Miss Grace

Miura had made mosaics. Now there

is nothing new or unique in so doing

-but the faces of those third graders

when they showed us their work in-

dicated why it was important for this

class to use such visuals. The work
was the result of a very healthy and

enthusiastic love for such work. We
went along to the 4th grade class

of Mrs. Umiko Fuji and discovered

the same enthusiasm for mosaics, and

the same high quaUty of work pro-

duced by the pupils.

The children of these classes were

accu.stomed to seeing beauty and color

around them, and when they produced

material of their own, they did so in

terms of beauty, exactness of outline

and sincerity of representation.

Nothing less than the beautiful satis-

fied them. As we watched the faces

intent over the materials we thought

of the many times we had seen other

children respond to wonderful colors,

beauty of tone and sound, sincerity of

story and voice quality. And we
thought of some of the professionally

produced materials which fell short of

reproducing top quality; we thought

also of educators who have used ma-
terials which are "adequate" but not

the very best that can be secured. If

pupils are to respond to instruction

we should never dare to use less than

the best that can possibly be secured,

the best that can be made and the

most beautiful we can secure as back-

ground against which to project all

learning experiences.

Clouds and Meteors (single film-

strip, color; produced by UNESCO
Publications Center, 801 Third Ave.,

New York 22, N.Y.; $4.50 with script).

The subject matter of this filmstrip

is of importance to all peoples every-

where in the world. The information

included has been prepared with as-

sistance from scientists of many coun-

tries and is helpful in any study of

weather observation and clouds. Much
of the original data was prepared for

international meteorological use and

has not been included in other film-

strips. This is an example of how
scientific data can be shared by the

countries of the world, and is well

suited for science units in the upper

grades and high school.

Elementary Social Studies Filmstrips

(9 strips, color; produced by Filmstrip-

of-the-Month Clubs, Inc., 355 Lexing-

ton Ave., New York 17, N.Y.; $33 per

club, see catalog for details of special

price groupings). This series has been

planned for specific social science

work in the elementary grades. Par-

ticularly good in the series are the

strips Kitty Hawk to Canaveral; The
United Nations; South America; The
Top of the World.

In these strips the viewer senses

that there has been a pattern of con-

tinuity and development in man's ex-

plorations and wanderings. He also

senses that there have been forces at

work in all parts of the world and in

all activities that have helped to pro-

vide inter-communication and trans-

poration. In each instance we see the

original starting point for develop-

ment, and then steps are traced

through the years. In dealing with the

development of flying, we are intro-

duced to early flying machines and
early flyers. The airplane becomes
something of an international am-
bassador when we see how people in

many countries have contributed to

its development.

The same is true when we turn to

the study of the Far North and the

problems encountered in building

roads and railroads in the northern

regions. The problems of Lapps,

Eskimos and all residents of arctic

regions are similar and we need to

understand them if these areas are to

be opened up in the years to come.

Each strip is a unit in itself, and the

complete series gives very good re-

source help for use in the elemen-

tary grades.

Human Communication (single

strip, color; produced by Community
Educational Resources, Dept. of Edu-
cation, San Diego County, Calif.; see

catalog for price). If only we under-

stood how an idea is communicated

from one individual to another we
might be better prepared to work
with people. In this strip schematic

picures show us how an idea is pre-

sented, and how the communicator

may reasonably expect his listener to

receive and interpret the message.

Students will be faced with this prob-

lem in all their activities, and it is an

interesting strip to recommend for use

with any grade level group. The ma-
terial is particularly well suited for use

in communications seminars and with

teacher-training courses. This does not

mean that it would not be effective

with students in the grade level classes

—for the diagrams are simple, the mes-

sage presented is clear, and the story

is an interesting one. A study guide

provides good suggestions to use in

testing the effectiveness of the film-

strip.

Industries (4 filmstrips, color; pro-

duced by John W. Gunter, 126 North

B Street, San Mateo, Calif.; $21.50

per set, $6 single strips). Another ex-

ample of material which is regional in

nature, but national in importance.

The industries studied are Lettuce,

Lumber, Olives and Salt. These com-

modities are of value to everyone in

our country and we need to know
sometliing about them. The producer

in each instance tells us what is in-

volved in providing the commodities,

and then shows how they are trans-

ported from die place of origin to

the places where used. It is interest-

ing to see how lettuce is grown and

packed, and how olives are canned as

"green" or "ripe." Very often we do

not stop to think of what such terms

mean—yet purchases are made on this

basis. Salt is so much a part of life

that we seldom stop to think of how
it gets to our tables. In the film-

strip we see exactly how salt is har-

vested, stored, sterilized and process-

ed for table use. The series is good

for social science work in the middle

and upper grades.
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Nature's Storehouse Series (4 film-

strips, color; produced by Moody In-

stitute of Science, P.O. Box 22575, Los
.\ngeles, California; S22.50 per set, $6
single strips). The specific titles of this

set are "Solar Storehouse: Light, Heat
and Power." "Solar Storehouse: Food
from the Sun," "Our Desert Treasure"

and "Wealth in the Ocean." As with

other productions of this group, the

photographic quality is excellent.

Moreover, in presenting subject mat-

ter, attention has been given to the

value of close-ups, long shots, and de-

tailed diagrams. In this instance our

attention is always directed to the

great wealth stored up in the forces

of nature that can be turned to use

in providing food, motive power and
energy. The two strips dealing with

solar power give excellent accounts of

the way man has learned to use

sources which produce electrical

energy. And in the strip dealing u-ith

wealth in the ocean we see what great

resources still remain to be utilized

in modem scientific and industrial pro-

ductions. The strips are very good to

recommend for upper elementary and
high school science work.

Teaching Language Skills (11 film-

strips, color and 8 long playing rec-

ords; produced by Bailey Films, Inc.,

659 DeLongpre Ave., Hollywood 28,

Calif.; $78.75 per set). The teacher

who is training for work in language

skills will find this series useful. It

brings to us examples of how to work
with young children in their first ex-

periences with oral language. We then

go on to first experiences with written

expression, and the spelling problems
of the first grades. Filmstrips such as

these are intended to be used as guides

in training, and should be viewed over

and over. The information is well pre-

sented and deals with an area where
assistance is needed today. Recom-
mended for teacher training classes

and for seminar study groups in in-

service courses.

Visit To A Wheat Farm and The
Westerii Plains: Wheat Farming (2

single strips, color; produced by Na-
tional Film Board of Canada and avail-

able from Stanley Bowmar, Valhalla,

New York; $5 per strip). The first

strip is intended for use in the lower

grades, and the second for the middle
and upper grades. Essentialh' the

stories are simple—they show us how
wheat is grown, harvested and stored

until sold. It is somewhat like taking

a trip to view the familiar scenes on
a great wheat farm, and to see the

reapers bring the wheat back for stor-

age in huge bins. The story is an old

one, but the scenes give us modern
j

farm life and modem farm equipment.

Both Canada and the United States

provide great wheat harvests for na-

tional and international u.se. These
strips provide an interesting basis for

study of how Canada farms—and a

means for directing attention to the

importance of knowing how our great

neighbor to the north shares common
industrial and economic problems of

importance to all the world.

West Coa.st Lumber (single strip,

color; produced by Society for Visual

Education, 1345 Diversey Parkway.

Chicago 14, 111., in cooperation with

the West Coast Lumberman's Associa-

tion; available without charge). Lum-
bering is one of the most important

industries in our country. The story

of how logs get from forest to mill

and then to finished lumber is a long

one. Scenes were photographed in real

forest areas of the west coast and
show us exactly how the logging indus-

try- operates. Some of the scenes take

lis to mills, some to manufacturing

plants. The material is useful for social

science in the middle and upper
grades.

Slide Sets: UNESCO Art Slides (8

sets of 30 slides each; available from
UNESCO Publications Center, 801

Third Ave.. New York 22, N.Y.; $1

per set). The countries represented in

these sets are IRAN, INDIA, EGYPT.
SPAIN, YUGOSLAVIA, AUSTRALIA.
NORWAY, CEYLON. In each set the

slides give us reproductions of famous
art works, paintings and examples of

native sculptures. A booklet provides

information about the materials and
gives details of history. Examples in-

clude famous miniatures of Persia,

paintings from the Stave churches in

Norway, frescoes from the Ajanta

Caves of India and romanesque paint-

ings of Spain. Color quality of the

slides is good, and the examples se-

lected are important in any study of

the countries included. Slides are so

flexible a medium, and so good for

detailed study that it is g<x)d to note

availability of material such as this.

The sets can be recommended for

many groups, but particularly for

social science and art classes. They
would also be good for programs of

international affairs clubs and study

seminars.

Comments and materials for review

should be sent to the department edi-

tor—Irene F. Cypher, New York Uni-

versity, 26 Washington Square, New
York 3, N.Y.

Change your mind anytime

any height from
26W to 42"

on a moment's notice

LUXOR
Multi-height

PROJECTOR STAND

- -J61A"

No. 55>^ Model

No need to invest in two, three or more
projector stands merely to meet most

height requirements—the LUXOR Multi-

height Mobile Projector Stond adjusts to

varying heights. A twist of the wrist

changes the height to meet almost all

your requirements. Just right for school

aisles and doors; yet wide enough to

provide a strong, safe base (18" x 2

feet). Properly engineered, eosily ma-
neuveroble with 4-inch swivel, free-rolling

rubber casters. Extra strong all-steel,

WELDED construction, ready-to-use when
you get it. Non-slip, sound-absorbing
rubber mat on top shelf with guard roil.

Center shelf is adjustable; also has guard
rail. Lower shelf accommodates projector

storage, filmstrip, sound filmstrip, disc

record and film filing cabinets.

Finished in beautiful silver-grey hammer-
loid. Size 1 8" W x 24" D and adjusts

to any point between Idyt" to 42"
high. Shipping wf. 41 pounds. Sturdy,

corners ond legs rounded, all-steel con-

struction. Fully guaranteed.

No. 55 Shippecf assembled, ready to

use $34.80

With our exclusive 4" LUXOR Floor-lock

bronze casters to stop "creeping" and
"swivel-swing" $37.80

With 3 inch casters $33.80

Ask your A-V or School Supply
Dealer to mail to you our catalog
of the complete line of mobile pro-
jector stands, filing systems for film-
strips, disc records, recording tapes,
sound filmstrips, 16mm and 8mm
film, 2" X 2" slides and equipment
storage.

JACK C. COFFEY CO., INC.

710 Seventeenth St.

NORTH Chicago, III.
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How to Save Time
—Money in Your

Audio-Visual

Program

Rear Projection Unit sboum it the portable
Wilson Movie-Mover

Today, hundreds of schools have turned

to rear projection units that utilize

their present projectors— and guaran-

tee to produce sharp, clear images in

fully lighted rooms. Because these units

are easily moved (they roll on 4" ball-

bearing casters), every classroom can

become an audio-visual room.

Thus audiovisualists are able to realize

one of their primary goals—the utiliza-

tion of films and filmstrips in each and

every classroom.

The cost of an excellent rear projection

unit— equipped with a Lenscreen by

Polacoat— is usually less than the cost

of darkening a single room!

Lenscreen gives sharp, clear pictures in

black and white or in full fidelity color

—all in lighted rooms.

To get complete information on how to

save time and money on your audio-

visual program — plus being able to

achieve an effective method of showing

films— fill out and mail this coupon

today.

POLACOAT, INCORPORATED
9700 Conklin Rd., Blue Ash, Ohio

Please send the Lenscreen informa-

tion kit.

Name

School

Address

City Zone. . . .

State

AV
in the Church Field

by William S. Hockman

Kitchen Testing

Yes, there are gifts from liglitning!

Some 35 business women were deeply

attentive to the fine filmstrips which
was showing and telhng them about
these gifts. Here was science being

mediated audiovisually to a receptive

group. But something began to happen
which bothered me: MemlxMs of the

group began to be disturbed by the

musical background of the commen-
tary.

One asked what the musical 'noise'

was, thinking that .some one in the

l)uilding was banging on a piano. An-
other asked if the music could be turn-

ed down. After the filmstrip had been
presented, I was asked: "Why music
on such a filmstrip? It was such a

bother and interference!"

I responded to the question to the

effect that this producer thought he
was making the filmstrip better by
putting the music in there with the

commentary. To this I got a consider-

able chorus of 'We don't think so!'

Then I got a point blank question:

"Did you like the music?"

"No," I replied, "it has no place

in such a filmstrip. This material was
inherently interesting. It was new to

most of us. We were trying to compre-
hend the pictures and understand the

fine c-omnientary, and there was that

music banging along. This filmstrip

was beamed at our brains and not our
emotions, and music in such instances

makes no sense at all."

Now I got a command: "Will you
write the producer and tell him that,

and add our Amen to it?" That I prom-
ised to do; and did, writing to Eye
Cate Productions, Inc., 146 Archer
Ave., Jamaica 35, N.Y., producers ol

that excellent eight-unit series, "Won-
ders of Science That Point To God."
Back came a letter explaining that they

thought the music would dramatize
the filmstrip and cre;ite a mood of in-

terest which would enhance their edu-
cational value.

I was told, also, that the music was
added on the advice of some educators
whose judgment was respected, and
that some purchasers of the set like

the music very much and had said so.

This does not shako me a bit. Music

on such filmstrips is like sand in your
honey. My guess is that the educators
who advised our producer knew next

to nothing about filmstrips and the
locus of the essence of their power
over the mind. Those purcha.sers, in

my judgment, were non-critical be-
cause they lacked the empirical bases
for being otherwise.

I have kitchen-tested a lot of AV
tnaterial. I have studied filmstrips in

depth. I think I know what makes
them tick. Until some one comes along
with the common .sense and the sci-

ence to wash out this experience and
insight, I .s-hall stubbornly hold to the
opinion that music, whatever its kind,

does not belong in commentary of a

filmstrip which is beamed at the cere-

brum and not the hypothalmus.

This messing up good filmstrips

with bad music is a fall-out from the

theatrical world; a vestigial remain
carried along from the lowly origins of

Tuany of our audiovisual media; a

hang-over from the entertainment

world which sloppy thinking has not

excised.

I am not against all music. Far from
it! All I want is for us to have wit

(Miough to know when to use it. In

films and filmstrips of a certain con-

lent, format, and purpose, music may
be integrated into the flow of visual

and auditory stimuli in such a way as

to enhance the medium's inherent

power and secure a more adequate
response. Music uncritically used is a

costly work of futility.

"Green Lake" At Rochester

The A\' movement in the church

has traveled from the workshop cxjn-

cept in 1944 to the seminar concept

in 1962. That's not bad if it shows a

shift from activity to thinking, from a

jireoccupation with e(iuipmcnt to edu-

cational process. What bothers me is

the shift from education to communi-
cation. And not only that, it is this

'communication of the Gospel' accent

that disturbs. We have people talk-

ing about communication as if it were
far above plodding education. We
have people talking about the Gospel

as if the church suddenly came across

a new concern.
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Take Green Lake at Rochester: It

will soon be coming off. It is a 'com-

munication seminar,' but what is that?

It will study the "nature of the com-
munication process and its implica-

tions." That's the main theme. Now for

the implications. They are for "pro-

gram design," but what is this? They
are for the "creation of materials"—

but what materials? They are for "ad-

ministrative organization"—but admin-
istration where and by whom? And
there are implications for "staff oper-

ation." Very good, indeed, if you know
what you are talking about!

This Communication Seminar and
all these implications are for "key de-

nominational and interdenominational

executives in all program areas" and
all this bother has been gone to so

that there may be "an increase in their

skills in and understanding of the com-
munication theories and processes by
active participation in the seminar."

What do you make of that?

We venture two things: First, this

big game of church executives won't

venture out into the open in any num-
bers; and second, if they do come this

whole effort in the realm of high-level

theory and process will evaporate and
leave mighty few grains of meaning
behind. Many will be called but few
wall change their minds, and fewer still

will change their ways!

Rim of Asia Study Film

In this film to .stimulate the study

by the churches this coming year of

the Rim of Asia, the "Rim" is Okin-

awa, Korea, Taiwan, and Hong Kong.
Berkeley Studios, film and filmstrip

producing arm of the United Church
of Canada, sent out a team to shoot

this film. Being experienced—India,

Africa, China—this team, headed by
Rev. Anson Moorhouse, brought back
the 'bacon'. And the bacon is good—
in content and technically. Doing a

'hub' kind of film is easy compared
with a 'rim' type. Yes, the church is

there on the Rim. How to show it, was
the problem. Shoot a lot of church

buildings; photograph a lot of mis-

sionaries; show a lot going on by way
of program? Hardly! Instead we get

something more useful.

We are given in Rim of Tomorrow
a film picturing some of the people

who vidll determine and shape that

tomorrow out there on the Rim of

Asia. These people are mostly young,

dynamic, committed to the future,

looking ahead, casehardened by recent

blows, they think more of strategy

than tactics. They have sharp minds,

deep spirits, up-reaching hope. They
are not many, of course, but they are

there and we see them. This film,

running 28 V2 minutes, will make trac-

tion with all kinds of groups—youth,
young adults, older adults; with men,
with women; with sophisticated and
humble folks. Color rents for $12.00;

B&W for $6.00. From your film li-

brary; or, write your denominational

headquarters.

Comments and materials for review

should he sent to the department edi-

tor—William S. Hockrnan, 27 Prospect

Drive, Glens Falls, N.Y.

Hot-press

TITLES
For Motion Pittutci - Slid* F.lmi Pii

KNIGHT TITLE SERVICE

Writa Dcpl.C f*r

FREE
Type Chart

PIOMPT
COAST TO COAST

SERVICE

Siurt 19J»

• 145 W.45thSt.,N.Y.C.

KM fMC k«B w*mt SCaifH

^g rvnwWTTIN MfStAfrCS

PS KAMfrMAT SUMS

MAKE YOUR
OWN SLIDES

on your own

TYPEWRITER

by using

RADIO-MATS

Regular size 3Vix4 or the New Duplex 2x2.
Sold by Audio - Viiuol, Photo & Theatre
Supply Dealers, for FREE SAMPLE write

—

RADIO-MAT SLIDE CO., Dept. V,
222 Ookridge Blvd., Dnytona Beach, Flo.

A scene troiii the tilm Rim of Tomorrow, where Teruko Taguchi puurs tea for her
father and the bridegroom he has picked for her with the help of the sorceress. Con-
sidering herself a (Christian, shall she obey her parents or rebel and marry Masao a

Christian with whom she is really in love?

It's Happened
Before . . .

Outwardly, our social,

economic, and political prob-

lems are unique to our time.

Historically, their causes—
and their solutions—are as

old as history, as these two
Broadman Films demon-
strate.

Prophet from Tekoa
Utilizing the flashup tech-

nique, this film dramatizes the

unchanging truth and relevance

of the prophet Amos' call to re-

pentance. 30 min., color.

Rental, $10.50

Road to En-Dor
Like King Saul, we face a

modern En-dor when we

"knuckle under" to corrupt in-

fluences and harmful social
pressures. 30 min., color.

Rental, $10.50

Ask for these

Broadman films

at your . . .

Audio-Visual

Supplies Dealer

^D^.
01

^TTV^
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HE Shows
Educational Films

in a Lighted

Classroom
with the Wilson
Movie-Mover RP

Patent Pending

Blocked by a tight budget, concerned
about teachers who shied away from
time-consuming, complex techniques,
he tried the rear projection concept.

Working with his administrator, they
purchased a Wilson Movie-Mover
RP—a rear projection unit that used
their present projector— guaranteed
to show motion pictures and film-

strips in undarkened rooms to their
complete satisfaction.

Cost? Less than darkening one room—only $149.50 plus a few dollars
more for a wide angle lens. That's
all.

The RP unit rolled effortlessly on 4"
casters, brought brilliant, sharp pic-
tures to every room on his school's
floor.

Teachers loved showing films. And
so easy. Film utilization went up,
teacher resistance went down. The
RP unit was wheeled into their class-

rooms completely set up, ready to
run. They merely flicked a switch.
That's all.

Today, hundreds of Audiovisualists
have purchased, used and re-ordered
additional RP units. If you haven't,
we'd like to demonstrate so you can
decide if and where the RP fits

into your AV program.

H. WILSON CORPORATION
546 W. 119th St. Chicago 28, III.

Please send brochures on Wilson
rear projection unit. ESG

Name

School . . . .

Address . . .

City & State

AV industry ne>vs

Kodak Charges Infringement

Eastman Kodak Company has filed

a suit against Perfect Photo, Inc.,

Philadelphia, charging trade mark in-

fringement by use of advertising, lab-

eling and packaging so similar to that

of "Kodacolor" and "Kodachrome"
that the public allegedly would be
misled.

Laser Developments
Demonstrations and discussions at

the recent SMPTE meeting forecast

practical applications soon of the laser,

a new type of coherent light source,

for such jobs a telephonography at

night, single-circuit communication
coast-to-coast, localized heating and
drilling operations, and microsurgery

and localized cauterization. An Army
project (BEM) is reportedly experi-

menting with the laser principle as

basis for a guided death ray "which
could destroy any given target 10,000
times faster and more accurately than
most effective intercontinental ballis-

tic missiles."

"Univox" in Dept. Stores

The Univox Auto-Mated Teaching
Machine Model 12, with a complete
Board of Education-approved Speed
Learning Course," is now a depart-

ment store item, price $14.9.5. Each
course has approximately 400 "speed-

learning sheets, in 12 sections, con-
taining over 2,000 steps of knowl-
edge" in eight elementary and high
school subject areas. A paperback
"machine" from the same source has
been announced as sold through super-

marts.

Movietone News in 16mm
Forty selected shorts, originally

shown theatrically by 20th Century-
Fox "Movietone News," are offered on
a lease basis to educational film cen-
ters for rental where no admission is

charged. New distributor, Star Film
Company, is EFLA member. Subjects
include 12i/2-minute black and white
film, profiles of outstanding person-
alities in politics, sports, industry,

armed forces.

Do-It-YourseI£ Programming
RCA Educational Services an-

nounces readiness to train teachers

right in their own school systems "the

art and science of programmed in-

struction." In these workshops, rec-

ommended for at least a 30-hour
schedule in classes of not more than

25, "the teacher will learn how to

write self-instructional programs, and
then be in a position to use them as an
instructional aid when and where he
decides it is to the students' advan-

tage."

Jerrold Profits, Sales Up
Jerrold Electronics Corporation re-

f)orts a 137 percent increase in earn-

ings over the previous fiscal year on a

51 percent increase in sales. Reasons
for this improvement include the ex-

pansion of the company's consumer
line and of its Industrial Products Di-

vision (which also serves the educa-

tional market)

.

PEOPLE

Jerome P. Lysaught, authority on
programmed learning, has been re-

tained as a consultant by Graflex. He
will assist the Graflex Department of

Auto-Instructional Materials in devel-

oping teaching machines and locating

and evaluating programs designed for

their use.

Bell & Howell announces the ap-

pointment of two new divisional of-

ficers—Arf/iur Cox as vice president in

charge of photo products division, and
Newton Heimbach, vice president in

charge of the business machines divi-

sion and general manager of the

Rochester film plant.

Dr. John R. Everett, chancellor of

the City University of New York, has

been named senior vice president of

EBF's programmed learning and
teaching machine division, and mem-
ber of the board of editors of Ency-
clopaedia Britannica.
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TRADE DIRECTORY FOR THE AUDIOVISUAL FIELD

KEY: (P)—producers. Importers. (M)—^nonufacturort. (D)—doalort, dlstrlbwtor*, film ronfol librorlot, proio«tlon torvici

Whoro o primary sourco also offart direct rental services, tfie double symbol (PD) appears.

Association Films, Inc. ( PO \

Distributor of Free- loan and Rental Fllmi

Headquarters:

347 Modiion Ave., N. Y. 17. N. Y.

Regional Ubrorles:

Brood at Elm. Jtldsefield, N. J.

561 Hillgrovo Ave.. La Grange, III.

799 Stovenion St., Son Fronclieo, Ca>.

1108 Jockton St.. Dollas 2, Tax.

Australian News and Information Bureau ( PD

)

636 Fiftti Av*.. New York 20, N. Y.

•ray Studios, Inc. I PO )

729 S*v«nth Av« , N*w York 19. N T

•roadmon Films IPD)
127 Ninth Av«.. North. Nafhv)ll« 3, T*nn

Coronet Instructional Films

Coronal BIdg.. Chicogo I, It!

(P)

Sterling Movies U.S.A., Inc.

Free Film Distributor

Executive Offices
375 Pork Avenue, New York 22, N. V.

Area Libraries & Shipping Centers
100 West Monroe St., Chicago 3, III.

1469 N. Vine St., Los Angeles 28, Cal.
43 West 61st.. New York 33, N.Y.
519 Pennsylvania Ave., Fort Worth 4, Texas

FILMSTRIPS

Broodman Fllmstrlpa (

P

127 Ninth Ave.. North. Noshville 3, Tentt.

(D)

christian Education Press Filmstrips
Retigious Subjects
1503 Race St., Philadelphia 2. Pa.

(PO)

tanily rilmi. Inc. (PD)
3833 Santo Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38, Colli.

romily Filmstrips, Inc. (PO)
5823 Santo Monica Blvd., ttollywood 38, Calif.

Soci.ty (or Visual Education IPD)
1343 Div.ney Parkway, Chicago 14

T.aching Aids Sorvlca, Inc. (PO)
Lowell Ave. & Cherry Lane. Florol Park, N Y

31 Union Souor. West, New York 3

Visual Education Consultants, Inc. (PD)
VEC Wmkly News Fllmitrlpi

2066 Heleno St.. Madison. Wis

MOTION PICTURE PROJECTORS A SUPPIIU

Mil t Howall Co. (M)
7117 McCormick Rood, Chicago 43. Ill

Eastman Kodak Company (M)
Rochester 4, New York

Victor Division, Kalart Co. (Ml
Ploinvllle, Conn.

MAPS — Gaographical, Historical

Danoyor-Goppart Company
3233 Ravenswooa Ave., Chicago 40, III

MICROSCOPES A SLIDES

Danoyor-Goppert Company
3233 Ravenswooo Ave., Chicogo 40. III.

PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT

Camera Equipment Co., Inc. (MO)
315 W. 43rd St., New York 36, N. Y.

6310 Santo Monica Blvd., Hollywood, Col.

Camera Equipment Co., Inc., of Florldo (MD)
1333 E. Tenth Ave., Hialeah, Flo.

PROJECTION TABLES

Advance Products Company (PD)
2300 E. Douglas Ave., Wichito, Kons.
Complete Line of Projection Tables

Ideal Pictures, Inc. (D)

Home Office:

58 E. South Water St., Chicago 1, III

Rranch Exchanges;
2114 Eighth Ave., N., Birmingham 1, Alo.

1840 Alcotroz Ave., Berkeley 3, Cal.

2221 S Olive St., Los Angeles 7, Col.

714—18lh Street, Denver 2. Colo.

33 NE 13th St., Miami 32, Flo.

71 Wolton St., N.W., Atlonlo 3, Go.

1370 S. Berelanio St., Honolulu 14, H.

38 E. South Water St., Chicago 1. III.

13 E. Mo'ylond St., Indionopolis 4, Ind.

616 S. 5lh St., Louisville 2, Ky.

1303 p.vtonia Street. New Orleans 13, Lo.

102 W. 25th St., Baltimore 18, Md.
42 Melrose St., Boston 16, Moss.

13924 Grand River Ave., Detroit 27, Mich.

3400 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis 8, Minn.

1402 locust St., Kansas City 6, Mo.
4028 N. Kingshighwoy, St. Louis 15, Mo.
4329 Spring St., Omaha 6, Neb.

1338 Moin St., Buffalo 9. N. Y.

321 W. 44th St., New York 36, N. Y.

3110 Porne Ave., Cleveland 14, Ohio.

1201 S W. Morrison, Pertlond 3, Ore
14 Wood St., Pittsburgh 22, Po.

18 S. Third St., Memphis 3, Tenn.

2434 S. Horwood, Dollas 13, Tex.

ftrlghom Young Univ., Prove, Utah.

1 E. Main St., Richmond 19, Vo.

443) W. North Ave., Milwaukee 8, Wis.

International Film Bureau I PO I

332 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 4, III

The Jam Handy Organization
2821 E. Grand Blvd., Detroit 11, Mich.
Distributor of Free. Loan Films

Knowledge Builders (Classroom Films) (PO)
VIsuol Educotion Center BIdg.,

Floral Pork. N. Y

For information about Trade Di-

rectory advertising rates, write

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN & AUDIO-
VISUAL GUIDE, 415 North Dear-
born, Chicago 10, Illinois.

FILMSTRIP, SLIDE « OPAQUE PROJECTORS

DuKane Corporation
St. Chorles. Illinois

CLECTRONIC TRAINING KITS

Allied Radio Corporation
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80. Ill

FLAGS, BANNERS, BUTTONS, TROPHIES

(M)Ace Flag & Pennant Company
324 Hoddon Rd.. Woodmere, 1. 1., N. Y.

All sizes—U.S., U.N., State, Foreign, Immed. del
Pennonts, decols, outo-bumper lobels, etc.

GLOBES — Geographical

Denoyer-Geppert Compcmy IF

3233 Rovensweod Ave., Chicago 40, III

BIOLOGICAL MODELS » CHARTS

Denoyer-Geppert Company
3233 Rovenswood Ave., Otlcogo 40, lit.

READING IMPROVEMENT

Psychotechnics, Inc.

103 W Adcms St., Chicogo 3, III.

Mfgn of SHAOOWSCOPE Reading Pacer

Academic Recording Institute (ARI)
18 E. 50lh St., New York 22, N. Y.
(Noted Scholars on Records or Topes)

Broodman Films
127 Ninth Ave., North, Nashville 3, lenn

Curriculum Materials Center
3128 Venice Blvd., Los Angeles 19, Cal.
Records. Tope Recordings, Filmstrips, Books

(PO)

(PO)

1

IPD)Enrichment Materials Inc.

240 Filth Ave., New York 1, N. Y.
Folkways Records & Service Corp.

t17 W. 46th St., New York, N. Y.
Heirloom Records (PO)

Brookhaven, N. Y.

(History through Ballads & Folksongs)
Monitor Recordings, Inc. (PO)

413 W. 30th St., New York 19, N. Y.
Russian, French, Spanish Language Motoflols

Music Educotion Record Corp. (P)
» O Box 443. Englewood, N. )

'The Complete Orchestra demonstroted)
Spanish Music Center, Inc. (PD)

127 W. 48th St., New York 36, N. Y
(SMC Longuoge Records Center)

RECORDERS — PLATERS

Allied Radio Corporation
100 N. Western Ave., Chicogo 80. II.

(MOI

SCREENS

Radiant Manufacturing
8220 No Austin Ave..

Co.
Morfon Grove, Ill

SLIDES

Key: Kodachrome 7 x 3. 3V4 x 41/4 or loi-aer

Keystone View Co.
Meadville, Pc

IPO-41

SOUND SYSTEMS

Allied Radio Corporatlen (MOI
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80. IH.
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Blue Book of

AV Materials

ALPHABETICAL TITLE INDEX Pages 503-505

DIRECTORY OF LISTED SOURCES Pages 507-510

# If you wish further Information about any of the following materials, use the
Reader's Service coupons on page 500 or write EDUCATIONAL SCREEN & AUDIOVISUAL
CUIDE, 415 North Dearborn, Chicago 10, Illinois. We shall be happy to forward your
requests to the sources of these materials.

Prices given for audiovisual materials are subject to change. Checic with the pro-
ducer or distributor of a particular title for the sale or rental price.

* The producer or primary distributer of each item is indicated by name or cod-
ing appearing in CAPS following the title and classification of material. You should
contact such sources for purchase or rental, or any additional information desired.
Addresses will be found in the Directory of Listed Sources at the end of this BLUE
BOOK.

KEY TO ABBREVIATIONS

mp—motion picturo

fs—flimsfrip

$f$—sound fllmstrip

si—slid*

roc—rocording

tp—mognotlc topo

LP—33-1/3 r.p.m. mlcrogroov* rocord

min—mlnut«s (running ttnte)

fr—fromos (fllmstrip pictures)

si—silont

ctt^—comblnotlon of motoriois.

ovhd—tronsporoncy for ovorhood pro[octfon

Pro9—progrommod material for solf-tutoring

r—ront

bAw—block A whit*

col—color

Prl—Primary

Int—Informodloto

JH—Junior High '

SH—Sanlor High

C—CoUogo
A—Adult

CLASSIFICATIONS

Agrkuttur* 456

Armed Forc«« 457

Arta and CraHs 457

CiiMfno Arts ond CommunlcoHon Arts 459

ftu$in«ss Education 459

Education 460

F*aturo« 462

Guidonee—forsonol 464

Guidance—Voeotlofwl 464

Health—Safety 465

Home Economic* 467

Industrlol Arti 468

Industry—TronsportoHon 466

Languages 469

Lcnguage Arts 471

Literature and Dromo 472

Mathematics 473
Medical and Allied Sciences 474
Mentol Health cwid Psychology 475
Music 475

New Publlcotions 502

Physical Education and Sports 476
Primory Grade Materlcrl 477

Religion and Ethics 479

ScierKe—Aiology and Physiology 483
Science—General 467
Science—Physics ond Chemistry 490
Sociol Studies—General 492
Social Studies^-Geogrophy, Travel 496
Social Studies—Government 492
Social Studies—History ond Anthropology . . . .493
Sociol Problems 500

AGRICULTURE
The Cotton Belt: Yesterday and Today
mp INDIANA 17min col $150 r$5.50;

b&w $75 r$3.75 Cotton as a money
crop. Diversification. Industrial ex-
pansion and urbanization. Historical
significance. Mechanization. Cotton
no longer "King." Int JH

Country Threshing mp NFBC 30min
apply. Harvesting in eastern Quebec
as done in a fast receding recent past.
SH A

Durham — Standard of Quality mp
NDSWC col loan. Crop cycle from
planting to manufacture into spa-
ghetti. The state's specialty wheat
crop. EL-A

The Dust Is Dying mp USDA 13%min
col b&w. Six farmers and ranchers
tell what they are doing to prevent
recurrence of the depression years'
"Dust Bowl." JH SH A

Farm Tractor Safety—A Family Affair.

mp AMPET 22min col loan. Safe
tractoring both on farm and highway.
Tractor maintenance. For organized
rural groups. A

Handling Fruits and Vegetables mp
USDA 25min col apply. Materials
handling systems and warehouse de-
sign for wholesale distributors. C A

The Harvesters mp STANTON llmin
col $120. Operation of the modem
harvesting combine; principal crops
on which these machines are used.
Int JH

Let's Look at Weeds mp NFBC 19min
col $180 b&w $90. Resources for
survival of noxious species and de-
velopment of counter-measures by
agricultural technology. SH C A

Miracles from Agriculture mp USDA
13V4min col. b&w apply. A report on
today's farming and ranching, market-
ing, processing, storing, transporting,
and merchandising food and other
agricultural products. Role of re-

search. JH SH A

Planting Isn't Enough mp USDA 13^
min col apply. Importance of proper
protection and management in tree

plantations. A

Space Sprayig of Insecticides mp NWd
llmin col $70.39. Techniques for con-
trolling large areas, using various
types of modern spraying equipment.
Replaces 1954 film. C A
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Correction Two films listed in 1961 Blue
Book, Fence Building the Modem
Way and Modem Trends in Swine
Production should be obtained from
United States Steel Corporation, 525

William Penn Place, Pittsburgh 30,

Pa. We regret the confusion in code
designations that caused this error.

ARMED FORCES
Ace In the Hole mp APCS 15mln col

1961 loan Air Force film SFP-1094.
Sale XJWF. "The Minuteman" ground-
to-air missile, launched from under-
ground silos or mobile rail cars, offers

enemy virtually impossible target

area. SH C A

Alnminnm in Defense mp ASSOCIA-
TION 10 min col loan. Contribution
of aluminum to modem military
equipment. JH SH A

Cheechalco mp APCS 34%min col loan
Air Force film AFIF-100. Bob Hope
conducts tour of armed forces instal-

lations in Alaska. JH SH A

Tariret Jindlvik r.p ANIB 20min col

$170 r$5. Pilotless aircraft in operation
at Australia's Woomera Rocket Range.
C A

Tunnels to Tomorrow mp NWd col

$78.70. USAF production shows tests

in wind timnels that simulate con-
ditions of outer space. SH C

The Ultimate Weapon—The Minds of
Free Men mp MODERN 27min b&w
loan. Methods used by Chinese Com-
munists to brain-wash POWs. SH C A

Vandenberg-Aerospace Air Force Base
mp APCS 14min col 1961 loan. Air
Force film SFP 1067. Sale UWF.
Training of missile base crews at

USAF First Ballistic Missile Divi-
sion base. JH SH C

Arts and Crafts of Mexico 11 (Revised)
mp EBF llmin col $150 b&w $75.

Basketry, stone, wood and metals.

Int JH SH

The Arts of the United States si

SANDAK apply. A large collection

of slides produced with the aid of a
Carnegie Corporation grant. Series
thus far announced include: Metro-
politan Museum of Art; Whitney
Museum of American Art; Mono-
graph Series; Flemish Art; Contem-
porary Church Architecture; Euro-
pean Art. SH C A

Art Treasures of Prehistoric Man si

CULTHIST 480 slides. Per unit (12

slides) $15.50. Paintings, engravings,
modelings from 35 Franco-Hispanic
caves. Evaluated ESACG 3/62. SH C

Bernard Buffet mp JANUS 18min col

$175 r$15. Noted painter shows crea-
tion of stiU-Ufe from original sketch
to the finished painting. Review of
some of his principal works. SH C A

The DEW Line Story mp ILBEL 27mln
col loan. Development and construc-
tion of the Defense Early Warning
radar lines in the Arctic by the Bell
System. JH SH C A

ARTS & CRAFTS
AUred Pellen fs STANBOW col $5.

Work of the Quebec artist. Evaluated
ESAVG 9/61. NFBC production. SH
C A

A Bowl of Cherries mp CONTEMPO-
RARY 24 min. b&w with a color
sequence $135 r$15. Greenwich Village
swallows a cowboy-artist. C A

Fallout and Agriculture mp USDA 23
min col apply. Means of protection
against radiation and of minimizing
contamination of soil and crops. SH
C A

Movietone News—War mp STARFILM
12%min ea b&w lease $60. Film pro-
files of wartime leaders, individual
films on Pershing, Patton, Nimitz,
Montgomery, Marshall, MacArthur,
Doolittle. JH-A

The Nike-Hercules Story mp ILBEL
27min col loan. Anti-aircraft defense
missile, from drawing board to firing.

JH SH C A

The Alphabet of Color (series) 2 mp
CFD ea llmin col $110. The Five
Steps deals with pattern, caligraphy,
overlay, detail and texture. Balance
emphasizes what to look for in a

subject and how to select, arrange and
modify the elements into a balanced
and co-ordinated watercolor painting.

A Caldwell-Halls production featuring
Noel Quinn. SH C A TT

Antonio and Rosario mp JANUS 18min
b&w $125 r$15. Spanish and flamenco
dances, including the Battle Espag-
nole. SH C A

Bronze Casting of Sculpture mp IFB
30min col $250 r$15. Detailed presenta-
tion of all steps from preparation of
the flexible mold, casting the wax
pattern, sprueing, investing the actual
pour of bronze, various operations of
cleanup and patina, and the sculptor's

examination of the casting in com-
parison with the subject. SH C A

Collage—Exploring Texture mp IFB
13min col $135. Young children given
free rein to express their ideas with
materials, textures and colors of their
own choice. TT

SAC Combat Competition mp APCS
24min col 1960 loan Air Force film
FR 139. SAC demonstration of bomb-
ing, navigation, air refueling, and
electronic countermeasures. The B-58
Hustler is flown in competition for
the first time. JH SH C A

The Supply Manager's Dilemma mp
PLRC 20min col apply. Scientific in-
ventory management based on mathe
matically derived policies and inven-
tory rules. EFLA wirmer. Made on
Navy contract. C A

Approach to Art Teaching mp ANIB
20min col $170 r$5. Art teaching in

Australian schools on various grade
levels and the children's reaction to

painting. El-A TT

Arts and Crafts of Mexico (revised) 14-

min EBF col $150 b&W $75. Part I,

Pottery and Weaving. Puebla and
Tonala. Elem. SH JH

30,000 Color Slides ALCSL 2x2, glass
mounted, ea $1.40; 3y4x4 glass mount-
ed, ea $4; 2x2 paper mounted, ea 90c;

35mm frame, precision cut for self

mounting, ea 65c. Series: World His-
tory of Painting, 12,000 historically

classified slides, 156p catalog. World
Architecture, 3,000 slides, 40p catcdog;
World History of Minor Arts, over
5,000 slides, 76p catalog; World His-
tory of Sculpture, over 5,000 slides,

68p catalog; A Survey of World Art
with Lectures, 274 selected slides with
15 sections of text, 24p catalog; Inte-
grated Sets, 900 sets containing 18,000

entries. 144p catalog; Basic Libraries
of World Art, 58p catalog. C A SH
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NEW
CATALOGUE OF

U. S. GOVERNMENT

FILMS
2,289 SUBJECT AREAS

3A78 TITLES

from

U.S. AGENCY FOR INT'L

DEVELOPMENT

U.S. AGRICULTURE DEPARTMENT

U.S. AIR FORCE

U.S. ARMY

U.S. COAST GUARD

U.S. DEFENSE DEPARTMENT

U.S. OFFICE OF EDUCATION

U.S. NAVY

U.S. PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE

U.S. INFORMATION AGENCY

U.S. VETERANS ADMINISTRATION

and others

EXClUSfVf
SAUS-DISTRIBUTOK

NB

NORWOOD FILMS
a division of

NORWOOD STUDIOS, Inc.
WASHINGTON, D. C.

PLEASE SEND FREE NEW CATALOGUE TO:

Name

Organization

Address

City and State

Mail to: NORWOOD FILMS
962 New Jersey Ave., N. W.
Washington I , D. C.

Colt 1958. mp BALL IVmin col $95
r$4.50. Instruction in painting by John
Colt includes mounting and sizing of
canvas, and production of his "Indiana
Landscape." SH C A

Danish Design mp BRANDON 15min
col $165 r$12.50. Ancient craft tradi-

tions endure in industrialization of
rural simplicity. Making of a chair

shown in closeup. SH C A

Day of the Painter mp BRANDON 14

min col $175 r$12.50. Sly spoof of

abstract-expressionist painting. Acad-
emy Award 1961. C A SH

Discovering Sculpture mp BAILEY 10
min b&w $60 r$4. Small boys enjoy
creating things out of mud, stones,

sticks, etc. Uninhibited creativity. TT
Pri

Discovering Texture mp FA 17min col

$170. Sensing differences in texture,
changing and creating texture, el jh sh

Encaustic by Karl Zerbe mp IFB ISmin
col G175. Rediscovery of ancient
painting technique, the use of hot
wax as a binder for pigment. C A

The Golden Age—Amsterdam Engrav-
ings si set AMCO 72sl b&w $8. Archi-
tecture, map making, engraving ca.

1663. JH SH TT C A

Franz Hals: Civic Guard Portrait
Groups 25 si AMCO col $7.50. Analy-
sis of detail in five mastei-pieces. C A

Heritage from Tula mp BRANDON 14-

min col $165 r$12.50. Ancient glory of
Mexican art and architecture dis-

closed in excavations at Tula, capital
of the Toltec Nation, destroyed by
the Aztecs 1250 A.D. C SH A

How To Make a Stencil Print mp BAIL-
EY Umin col $120 r$6. Cutting and
printing of original stencils as an
approach to creative design. Printing
on paper and cloth. 3-color registra-
tion. TT

A New Light for the Silk Screen mp
BALL lOmin col $60 r$2.50. Use of the
carbon arc-light in exposing photo
stencil film. The whole silk screen
process is shown from chemicals to
finished work. SH C TT A

Oakwood Carvings 1440-1540 fs-sl
AMCO 33 fr $5 same on slides $6,
incl guides. Medieval wood carvings
of Biblical subjects, found in north-
western Europe. C SH Ch.

Pictorial Drawing ovhd MH 8x10" col
set (11) $82,50 indiv transparencies
$7.50. Sequential overlays for over-
head projection. Isometric, oblique,
and cabinet drawing development.
Additional titles in this Mechanical
Drawing Transparency Series: Graphic
Solutions (19 transp); Orthographic
Projection (5); Dimensioning (10);

Sectional Views (6); Auxiliary Views
and Revolutions (6); Sheet Metal
Layout (11); Bolts and Screws (11).

SH C

Pottery Techniques 3mp (series) NEU-
BACHER ea 9%min col $100. Titles:

Closed Forms, three types of bottles,

coil and slab methods; Handles, a

pitcher and a mug are thrown on
the wheel and fitted with handles of
various form; Open Forms, tech-

niques, historical and contemporary
forms. SH C A

The Purple Turtle mp ASSOCIATION
13%min col loan. Kindergarten child-

ren expressing themselves through the
art medium. Sponsored by American
Crayon Co. TT A

The Seven Arts mp FLEET llmin col

$110. A spoofing account of man's de-
velopment of culture in Roumanian-
made cartoon. A cave man frightened
at his own shadow, attacks it with
an axe and creates the first work of

art, with critics not far behind.
Similarly he develops the first archi-

tecture, drama, literature, and music.
Winner at Cannes, Brussels and
Venice Festivals. El-A

Seven Roman Artists at Work mp
CONTEMPORARY 21 min col $175.

Vignettes of contemporary Roman
artists. SH C A

A Stained Glass Repository si AMCO
28 in set col $7.50; guide. Study of the
art in Holland from Hapsburg period
to present. C A

Surrealism mp BAILEY 7min col $70

r$3. Natural settings translated into

unnatural and often weird concepts
in mind of the artist; symbols of

mystery and intrigue. Wayne Thie-
baud. C SH A

Taste and Genius in the Arts lOrec

ACREC 12" LP or 3y4 ips tape. Set

(10) $50, ea $5.95. Discussions by
John Mason Brown, Serrell Hillman.
Titles: The World of the Theatre:
What is Greatness; The Artists and
his Times; Laughter; Development of

Style; The Revelation of Character;
Biography and Autobiography; What
Is a Classic; What Determines Taste;
Men and Ideas. C A SH
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A Trip to the Moon mp BRANDON
14min col $165 r$12.50. Composite re-

production of paintings on this theme
by children (6-15) of seven countries.

"The fastest fuel in the world is a
child's imagination." Austria's entry
at Tokyo and BerUn festivals. El -A

Uklyo-E (Prints of Japan) mp BRAN-
DON 27min col $325 r$37.50. Twelve
artists of the period represented in

detailed study at Art Institute, Chi-
cago. Prints reflect transition period
from feudal to merchant-dominated
culture. C A SH

What Is a Painting? mp BOOKMO 22-

min col $200. Principles; how different

techniques are used and why. Pro-
duced in cooperation with the Metro-
politan Museum of Art; home study
program in art appreciation. SH C A
TT

Wiley Works mp BALL 22min col $110
r$5. Hugh Wiley's one-man show; hla
methols of working with powdered
pigment, latex emulsion and cement
to create a painting studded with
nails, rocks, etc. TT SH C

Cinema and
Communication Arts

Film Splicing with the Griswold and
Harwald Splicers mp BAILEY 8min
col $85 b&w $45.

Film Splicing with the Traid, B&H,
and HFC Splicers mp BAILEY 8min
col $85 b&w $45.

How to Make Better Travel Pictures.

150 slides. Loan. EK. With tape re-
corded commentary and script. Takes
about 50 min. SH-A

How to Plan Your Travel Show. Slides
and script. Loan. EK History of pic-
torial communication from cave
paintings to Kodachrome II. Aims at
improving slide showmanship. SH-A

Lines Horizontal mp NFBC 6min col
$75. Completely abstract, lines gyrat-
ing, in accord with music. Norman
McLaren-Evelyn L a m b a r t. Also,
similar, Lines Vertical. If shown to-
gether it is suggested the latter be
shown first. C A

The Movies Learn to Talk mp MH 27-

min b&w $135. Excerpts from 12 silent

and sound movies trace the develop-
ment of sound pictures. SH C A

Orient-Occident: Aspects of an Exhibi-
tion mp US-UNESCO 21min b&w
loan. Exhibit at Cemuschi Museum,
Paris, 1958-9, of art from many parts
of the world. The theme—time and
distance do not void the artistic con-
tributions of widely different periods.

SJ C A

Roumanian Cartoons—winners at Can-
nes, Venice and Brussels Festivals.

See A Short History and The Seven
Arts. FLEET

A Salute to the Amerivnn Theatre mp
ADL 45min b&w r apply. The CBS
program of excerpts from 8 famous
plays dealing with prejudice in many
forms: The Octoroon; Waiting for

Lefty; The Male Animal; Call Me
Mister; Home of the Brave; South
Pacific; The Crucible; Raisin in the
Sim. Franchot Tone narrator. SH C A

Serena] mp NFBC col 4min $35. Ab-
stract images drawn by Norman Mc-
Laren directly on 16mm film C A

Shakespeare's Theatre 4fs EBF col $24
ea $6. Titles: Prologue to the Globe
Theatre; The Playhouse Comes to

London; The Globe Theatre; Its De-
sign and Construction; A Day at the
Globe Theatre. SH C

Story of a Book mp CHURCHILL 11-

min col $110 b&w $60. Functions of
the author, editor, publisher, printer,

in bringing out a science laook for

children. Int.

BUSINESS EDUCATION
Accounting: Basic Procedures mp
CORONET llmin col $120 b&w $60.

The sale of a lawnmower rental busi-
ness is shown to involve drawing up
financial statements; definition of
commonly used accounting terms. SH

Better Sales Meetings 6sfs WILDING
col LP set $245 ea $49.80. Titles: Who's
Your Customer; What Did You Say
You Were Selling, You Gotta Know
the Territory; How to Sell Yourself:
By the Book; Ask for the Order. A C

llie Brief Case of Modern Business sfs

DUKANE 5min col loan. Advantages
of audiovisual selling by using a desk-
top rear-projection story. C A

Business Letters (series) 3 sfs AVAS
Lp col loan. Titles: The Clay Ball
(23min) analyses most common mia-
takes and gives four basic principles
of good business letter writing; Dear
Mrs. Calvin (18min) and The Langu-
age of Letters (15min) follow in same
vein. Sponsor: NYLife.

Businessmen's Records rec BRC 12"LP
6 records $35.70 incl scripts. Arthur H.
"Red" Motley and other business
leaders tell how to motivate and train

sales personnel. C A

The Business of Keeping Promises sfs

AVAS col Lp 15min. loan. How an in-

surance policy is sold and serviced.

Sponsor: NYLife. SH A

Greedy Hands sfs HARTUCH 13niin

vol apply. Preventive steps, principal
courtesy, possible in the battle

aginst shoplifting. In same series:

Check and Double Check, on safe-

guards to be observed in cashing
checks. Distributive education. SH
C A

The Hidden Side of Selling mp ROUND-
TABLE 34min col $350 b&w $250.

Three salesmen in search of an order,
encounter three different types of
sales resistance. The setting is a sales

meeting. C A.

How's It Going? mp STRAUSS designed
for use in four 1-hr training sessions

b&w $125. General principles of man-
agement-employee interviews; ap-
praisal interviewing; job performance
evaluation. A

A Manner of Speaking mp ILBEL 25-

min col loan. Loss of business through
poor phone usage is corrected by con-
sultant. SH A

Movietone News—Business mp STAR-
FILM 12min ea b&w lease $60. Film
profiles of outstanding leaders in in-

dustry and business include: Thomas
Alva Edison, Henry Ford, Bernard
Baruch. SH C A

Overcoming Resistance to Change mp
ROUNDTABLE 34min col $315 r$45
wk, b&w $185 r $25 (credit if pur-
chase within 30 days). Supervisor is

shown how to put himself into the
place of subordinates who seem re-

sistant to new methods. Employees
must understand a proposed change
and get a chance to contribute to it.

C A

Pay Dirt in Print sfs ABP col LP $15
also loan. How the development of

better reading skills contributes to

development of more valuable em-
ployees, and thus to the success of

the company. SH C A TT

Steno Speed 4rec ARCO with guide
book for home study at gradually in-

creasing speed 50-130 words per min-
ute. $5.95. SH C A

Stenospeed progr GROLIER 8M>xll
sheets $12.50. Combines ABC with
accepted symbol systems for 70-80

words per minute speed. Includes 7%"
LP drill and test records. SH
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10 steps To Increased Reading Capacity
sfs 20min col LP lEFL $35. Record
usable on both manual and automatic
advance projectors. Target audience
workers in business and industry. A

The Voice of Your Business mp ILBEL
13min loein. Cartoon treatment of
right and wrong telephone behavior.
JH SH C A

What Makes a Woman mp RMCBEE
20min col loan. Demonstration of the
Royal typewriter.

EDUCATION
The Big Classroom mp NEA 30min col

$135 b&w $35. Teachers tour Europe
under NEA sponsorship. Learn as
they go; bring back better under-
standing of other peoples and their

schools. TT A C

of the school curriculum. Shows 8th

graders completing second year with
same core teacher, and evaluation by
parents, pupils and the teacher. TT A

Developmental Reading prog CPI Con-
textual Clues (1 section 80c); Phonet-
ic Analysis (6 sections $3); Struc-

tural Analysis (6 sections $3): Com-
prehension Skills (2 sections). Vocab-
ulary Building (2,000 frames $7.50).

IT

The Dropout mp IFB 29min b&w $150.

An example of the thousands of

youngsters who quit high school with-

out graduating. Remedial reading and
work experience programs counter-

act. Sponsored by NEA and state af-

filiated bodies. Sh C A

Educational Problems tapes OPINST 7

units ea 30min $7.50. Lectures by Dr.

Benjamin Fine. TT C A

Guidelines for Decision sfs NEA 134fr

28min. Lp col. $8. The realities of
learning and society, in reference to
the contemporary issues in elemen-
tary education. Order from Dept. of

Elementary School Principals. NEA.
A PTA

The Hickory Stick mp IFB 30min b&w
$150. Maintaining discipline in a 5th
grade classroom. Produced in cooper-
ation with the Mental Health Film
Board. TT A C

If These Were Your Children mp MET-
LIFE b&w loan. Part I (28min)
shows a mixed group of children and
their Second Grade teacher during
an ordinary school day in spring,

emphasizing clues which the language
of behavior provides to possible future

emotional difficulties. Part II (21min,
showing optional), titled Partners In

the Search, presents a 4-man panel
discussion of these possible diffi-

culties. C A

Blueprint for Better Schools mp
STERLING 30min col loan. Review
of latest ideas in school design with
examples from various sections of

the country. TT C A

Boolts for All mp CONTEMPORARY
112min b&w $45 i^3. UNESCO film

on the public library in Delhi, India.

Activities include children's center,

adult discussion groups. SH C A

The Changing Voice mp IFB 45min col

$325. Research findings by Dr. Irvin
Cooper on nature and use of the voice
by children at Junior High level;

techniques for identifying and classi-

fying voices, and their application in

choral potential. TT C A

Eternal Children mp IFB 30min b&w
$135. Intimate study of the special

problems of retarded children, and
care and training methods evolving in

Canadian schools. TT CA

An Experiment in Social Education fs

UNESCO b&w $3.50. Sub-title:
Adult Education in the City of Bom-
bay. 30,000 adults taught annually to

read and write. C TT A

Focus on Change sfs NEA 23min col LP
script $5. NASSP commission report
on changes in function and priorities

in secondary education. Suggestions
for the schools of the future. A TT

The Influential Americans mp CAROU-
SEl 52min b&w $250. Bold new ex-
periments in the utilization of "mas-
ter" schoolteachers; team teaching;

classes five times conventional size;

airborne TV. CBS News production
TT C A

The Intelligence Testing of Tom mp
SYRACUSE 52min b&w $240 r$8.75.

Reactions of an exceptionally gifted

child (who previously scored 196 on
the Stanford-Binet) to the Wechsler
Intelligence Scale for Children. TT C

Into the Known mp STERLING 30min
loan. Importance of textbooks in

education. A

Charts for Creative Learning mp BAIL-
EY llmin col $120. How to make and
various kinds of charts; student par-
ticipation. TT.

Community Educational Resources 2sfs

COMART col $4.95 per set (strip,

tape and guide). Produced by San
Diego Dept. of Education in coopera-
tion with General Dynamics/Astro-
nautics, and March Air Force Base.
Eval ESAVG 4/62 p210. TT SH A

The Conference mp OHSTATE ISmin
b&w $55 r$4. How two quarrelsome
language teachers are not brought in-

to harmony by well-meaning princi-

pal. Illustrates discussion techniques.

TT

A Core Class Tells Its Story fs BALL
72fr $4. How problems of adolescent

youth can be made an integral part

Four Teachers mp NFBC 60min b&w
$250. Student-teacher relationships in

Japan, Poland, Puerto Rico and
Canada shown in classroom situations.

TT C A

Fundamentals of Thinking 9fs EYE-
GATE col $30 ea $4. Thought process
broken down into nine separate but
integrated skills. TT

The Galaxy 16mm Projector mp GRAF-
LEX 15min col loan. Audio-visual
director gives classroom instruction
in use and operation of the motion
picture projector. JH TT

The Good Day (in the Classroom) sfs
LONG col 12" LP ea $15. Series of 9
sound filmstrips (one for each grade
K-8) provides overviews of develop-
mental activities under able teacher
guidance. TT A

Know Your Library (Second Edition)

mp CORONET llmin col $120 b&w
$60. Librarian shows girl student how
to use the card catalog, find books
under Dewey classification, and use
reference works. JH SH

Learning and Behavior (The Teaching
Machine) mp CAROUSEL 26min
B&W $135. The work of Drs. B. F.

Skinner and R. J Herrntein, filmed
at Harvard University, to prove that

all learning is dependent upon re-

ward as a means of reinforcing a
learned response; relationship to

Pavlov's conditioned reflex demon-
strations. TT C A

Learning for Life mp NEA 30min col

$135 b&w $35. Adult education pro-
grams in Baltimore, Md.; Columbia,
S. Car., Niagara Falls, N. Y.; and
Amherst Central Adult Education
School, Snyder, N. Y. TT A C
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Learning from Pets in the Classroom
mp 15 min JOURNAL col b&w. Cre-
ation of a good classroom environ-
ment for the study of science in pri-

mary and elementary grades. TT Pri

El

Memory Devices mp BELTEL 28min
col loan. The information storage

devices used in modern computing
machines and how binary informa-
tion is stored in them. C

The Next Voice You Hear mp ETL
13min col loan. Demonstration of
dual-track recorder for speech
clinicians and teachers of speech
training and correction by means of

intensive drill on pre-recorded exer-
cise materials. TT

Oaktree 7 4sfs EYEGATE col 4fs &
2 LP, $30. Four animal stories de-
signed to teach proper habits of
health, cleanliness, courtesy, coopera-
tion and safety to the trainable men-
tally retarded and early primary
grades. TTmPri

1,000 Hours mp PROPTICS lOmin loan.

The school year of "one thousand
hours" is served by the overhead pro-
jector in many time-saving and ex-
perience-deepening ways. TT

Parents Ask About School (series) 8 mp
NEA 30min b&w $35, while supply of
extra prints made for TV use holds
out. Titles: How Does My Child Learn
to Read?; What Are Teaching Ma-
chines?; Are Our Schools Up-To-
Date?; Will We Have Year 'Round
Schools?; Can We Help the Slow
Learner?; Should I Know My Child's

IQ?; How Good Are Our Schools? TT
A C

Phonovisual in Action mp PRIDS 29min
col $150 r$10. A method of teaclung
beginning readers by means of word
attack through sound and picture
clues. TT A

Picture Stories for Reading; Readiness
9fs EYEGATE co set $30 indiv $4.

Experiential situations keyed to young
child's knowledge, to develop oral

vocabulary and word recognition
skills. Pri

Play Materials for tbe Elementary
School mp BALL 22mln col $110 r$5.

School-made materials for younger
chUdren; origin of some of older
games; educational principles for pri-

mary grade physical education and
recreational programs. TT A

A Probing Mind mp NWd 28min b&w
$67.53 available on loan from most
State Departments of Education.
New patterns, methods and aims of
teaching high school science. TT C A

CLASSROOM
AM-FM RADIO

Designed exclusively for teaching, the ATC 250 is a rugged, com-

pact AM-FM classroom radio packed with solid value features,

free from consumer frills. • 8-watt hi-fi amplifier, frequency response

within ± 2 db from 40 to 20,000 cycles. • Heavy-duty 6" round

speaker with coaxial tweeter cone. • Automatic frequency control

for positive, drift-free tuning. • Accurate, 'Tdd-prooF planetary

tuning drive. • High-gain ferrite rod AM antenna, built-in FM
antenna with external connections. • Jack for speaker, headset, or

ATC Listening System. • High-impedance tape recorder output

unaffected by volume control. 'Output for multiplex adapter.

• Sturdy %" plywood case covered with scuff-resistant silver brown

vinyl material. • Matching molded plastic carrying handle. • Perfor-

ated metal speaker grill and strong, securely fastened back panel.

• Weight, 10 lbs.; size: 13" x 71/2" x 6%"

ALL

$89.50
ATC 250

$89.50 School net

$134.25 List

PRODUCTS ARE TRANSFORMER POWERED FOR COMPLETE SAFETY

AUDIOTRONICS
11057 WEDDINGTON STREET, NORTH HOLLYWOOD 2, CALIFORNIA
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A Question of Chairs mp ADL 45niin

b&w $100 r apply. America's progress
toward freedom and equality in ed-
ucation. Contributions of Rousseau,
Pestalozzi, Horace Mann, John Dewey.
CBS production documents 300 years
of public education, from the inade-
quacies of the early Colonial period
to the occasional excesses of Ultra-
progressive schools. TT SH C A

Reading Improvement (series) 5mp
CORONET ea llmin col $110 b&w
$60. Titles: Defining the Good Reader;
Word Recognition Skills; Vocabulary
Skills; Comprehension Skills; Read-
ing Improvement, Visual demonstra-
tions to benefit all readers, not simply
those requiring corrective worlc.

Comprehension is emphasized. El-A

The Second Classroom mp DAVI 28min
b&w $75 r$5. What educational tele-

vision brings into the school, shown
by seven ETV stations. TT C A

Selecting an Achievement Test mp ETS
b&w loan. For school administrators
and guidance directors to use with in-

service training programs. Three
other titles in same series: Adminis-
tering a Testing Program; Interpret-

ing Test Results; Using Test Results.

TT C

Short Term Visual Memory mp BEL-
TEL 18min b&w loan. Study of stor-

age of visual memory, how it is

scanned and how erased. Storage,

decay, readout, and erasure. C.

The 16mm Projector fs STANBOW col.

Training film for teacher-operators.

NFBC production. Evaluated ESAVG
9/61. TT JH SH

The Thinking Machine mp CAROUSEL
54min b&w $250. A television play is

"written" by a TX-O Digital Com-
puter, which seems to learn as a
child learns and is able to win at

checkers against human opponents.
CBS 'Tomorrow" production. TT C A

Three R's in the Sand mp CONTEMPO-
RARY 20min b&w $100 r$5. Education
of Arab refugee children living in
desert encampments outside Israel.

SH C A

Texas in New York mp POST 27min
b&w $125. How teacher from Texas
wins loyalty in her class of young
New York City toughs, and her in-
fluence on their later lives. SH C A

A Time for Talent mp NEA 30min col
$135 b&w $35. Identification of and
special programs for bright children
in three school systems: Denver,
Colo.; Marshall, Mich.; and St. Louis
Park, Mo. How men from industry
share their time and knowledge with
the gifted students. IT A C

Understanding Growth and Change sfs

LONG col LP 60 fr teacher's guide
$16.50. First grade teacher capitalizes

on children's curiosity to focus at-

tention on science concepts. Pri TT

UNESCO and Education (series) 5mp
NEA 15min b&w @ $3C. Titles:
UNESCO and Educatl3n; FAO and
Education for Freedom from Hunger;
The UN Special Fund and Education;
UNICEF and Health Education;
Strengthening the United Nations
Through Education. SH C A

The Archer-Shee Case mp POST 27n3in
b&w $125. Long hard fight to vindi-
cate young cadet wrongfully dis-
missed from Royal Naval Academy.
JH-A

British Feature Films 5mp IDEAL ap-
ply. RKO International Film Festival
for Television, Titles: The Bridal
Path; Happy is the Bride; The Man
Upstairs; The Truth About Women
(Laurence Harvey, Eva Gabor); The
Smallest Show on Earth. A.

Broadway Express mp CONTEMPO-
RARY 18min b&w $125 r$10. Docu-
mentary on ride in the New York
City subway. SH-A

Bullfight mil JANUS 76min r apply.
Documentary made in Spain shows
history and fully detailed techniques
employed, by the most famed mata-
dors. C A

Cartoons 8mmm mag-sound b&w UWF
$12.95. Standard 24 fps, 56 fr advance.
Titles: Boy Meets Dog; Playful Peli-

can; Hansel & Gretel; and 8 more.
Pri-A

Charlie Chaplin Comedies 4mp BRAN-
DON 8min ea b&w $40 r$3. Synchro-
nized sound effects. Titles: Between
Showers; The Ham Artist (Face on
the Barroom Floor); Laughing Gas
(The Dentist) ; Oh, What a Night (The
Rounders).

Color Cartoons mp 8mm mag sd UAA
col $14.95. Standard 24 fps, 56 fr ad-
vance. Titles: Booby Hatched, AU
This and Rabbit Stew; My Favorite
Duck, and 10 more. Pri-A

Spanish Enriches the Elementary Ci..-

riculum mp BAILEY 14min col $140

r$7.50 b&w $75. Produced by the Los
Angeles City Schools to show the pro-

gram actually at work, coordinated
with class activities in social studies,

music, dramatic plays, and other

fields. TT A

The Tape Recorder: An Effective Teach-
ing Instrument mp TEXAS lOmin
b&w $50 r$1.75. Use in conventional
classroom situations. TT A

Teaching Time Relationships in the
Elementary Schools mp BAILEY 12-

min col $130 b&w $70. Conveying to

young children such concepts as "how
long is a minute" and when was "a

long time ago." TT

University mp MH 60min b&w $250.
Current issues on function, purpose,
and problems of universities discussed
by students, scholars, professors.
NFBC production. SH C C

Wattsie mp OHSTATE 10 min b&w $45
r$4. Tribulations of conscientious as-
sistant principal working under a
likable but inefficient adminstrator.
Open end discussion case-Wstory film,
no solution. TT

When the Mountains Move mp CON-
TEMPORARY lOmin b&w $45 r$3.
Educational radio for adult land child
education in the mountains of Colum-
bia. TT C A

The Days Before Christmas mp NFBC
30min b&w $130. Candid Eye Camera
view of a city's preparations for its

most festive season. Pri-A

A Divided World mp JANUS lOmin
b&w $75 r $7.50 Ame Sucksdorif con-
trasts the kill-or-be-killed law of the
animal world with the "perfect order"
of a church lit for winter worship.
SH C A

Embezzled Heaven mp LdR 91min b&w
r$50-$100. Pious woman slaves to put
her nephew into priesthood, thinking
thereby to assure herself a place in
heaven; disillusioned she journeys to
Rome to seek forgiveness and renew-
ed faith. The Vatican scenes are in
color.

Television Comes to the Land mp CON-
TEMPORARY 24 min b&w $100 r$7.

UNESCO's work in bringing nu-al
adult ETV to 'teleclubs" in France,
Italy and Japan. TT C A

ENTERTAINMENT
Adventure in Space mp PRODUN 19
min col $200 b&w $99. A "space
rocket" takes two boys on an imagi-
nary journey. Pri. Elem.

Feature Films from India 3mp IDEAL
apply. English dubbed over original
Bengalese track. Titles: Aparajito

—

the Unvanquished; Father Pancliali
(5 festival wirmer); The World of
Apu. C A
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French Feature Films 6mp IDEAL ap-

ply. RKO International Film Festival

for Television. Titles: Folies Bergere
(Technicolor): Riff-Raff; The Schem-
er; The Slave; Typhoon Over Naga-
saki; Woman of Evil; definitely adult

themes and treatment. A

French Feature Films JANUS apply.

Jean Renoir's Rule of the Game (86-

min); and Fernandel in "3 Feet In a

Bed." C A

Garden Notebook mp EK 25min col

loan. Notable floral displays from
various sections of the U.S., time-

lapse shows opening of buds, narra-

tion throughout, especially suited to

camera and garden clubs. SH A

Greenwich Village Sunday mp CON-
TEMPORARY 13min col $135 r$10.

New York City's "Left Bank"; out-

door art show; Festival of San Gen-
naro. SH-A

Ingmar Bergman Features mp JANUS
apply. Titles: The Seventh Seal (96-

min);Summer Night (108min); Illicit

Interlude (95min); Three Strange
Loves (84min); A Lesson in Love
(95min); The Magician (102mm); Tor-
ment (90min); Wild Strawberries (90-

min); Dreams (96min); Secrets of

Women (96min); The Virgin Spring
(future release). C A

International Film Classics FLEET.
Catalog supplement lists: The 400
Blows; The Lovers; The Devil Strikes
at Night; 1984; Song Without End;
The Cow and I; Wee Geordie; Carry
On Admiral; Lovers and Thieves;
The Doctors; I'm All Right Jack; The
Goddess; Torero!; Twentieth Century;
A Girl in Black; Hiroshima, Mon
Amour; Eve Wants To Sleep;
Anatomy of a Murder; Mein Kampf
(Swedish); Girl With a Suitcase;
Make Mine a Double; The Key; A
Raisin in the Sun. C A

Italian Feature Films 14mp IDEAL
English sound tracks. Apply. RKO's
"International Film Festival for Tele-
vision." Generally adult themes and
treatment. Titles: Andrea Chenier;
Bread, Love and Dreams, The City
Stands Trial; Green Magic; Love in
the City; Lure of the Sila; The Path
of Hope; The Red Cloak; Too Young
For Love; Venice, the Moon, and You;
The Voice of Silence; The Wayward
Wife; The Wide Blue Road; Without
Pity. A C

Italian Features JANUS apply. Federico
(La Dolce Vita) Fellini's The Young
and the Passionate, and his first film,
The White Sheik. C A

Japanese Feature Films 5mp IDEAL
apply. RKO International Film Festi-
val for Television. English sound

track. Titles: Gate of Hell (2 Acad-
emy Awards); Golden Demon; The
Mistress; The Phantom Horse; Ugetsu
(Venice Grand Prize).

The King and the Uon mp CONTEM-
PORARY 13min col $100 r$5. Andro-
cles with variations. Moral is that

power does not guarantee happiness
and security. Pri-A

The Little Train mp PRODUN lOmin
col $125 b&w $50. Little train tires of
its menial job in the switchyard and
boldly invades the main line where
nothing can stop it. Pri-A

The Magic Table mp PRODUN 27min
col $250 b&w $125. Three brothers
seek their fortune along divergent
roads. Many special effects. El JH A

Major Features. PRODUN. Titles (in

color): Duel in the Sun; Adventures
of Tom Sawyer; The Wild Heart-,

Since You Went Away. In b&w

—

Portrait of Jenny; Made For Each
Other; Rebecca; Spellbound; Notori-
ous; The Paradine Case; Little Lord
Fauntleroy; Intermezzo; I'll Be Seeing
You; The Garden of Allah; Farmer's
Daughter; The Spiral Staircase; Bill

of Divorcement, Topaze; Indiscretion

of an American Wife.

Marcel Marcean—In the Park mp
CORONET 14min b&w $110 r$12.50. A
dozen or more parts played with
superb artistry. SH-A

The Pied Piper of Hamelln mp PRO-
DUN 90min col lease $750. Exceptional
Hollywood production of classic tale.

Legion of Decency recommends it

(A-1) "to the patronage of the entire
family as superior, wholesome enter-
tainment." Van Johnson, Lori Nelson,
Jim Backus, Kay Starr. Grieg Music
adds fine background.

The Roots mp IDEAL 96min apply.
Four passionate and earthy stories of
Mexican Indian life. Titles: The Cows;
Our Lady; The One-Eyed Boy; The
Filly. English sound track. C A

Six Brave Men mp PRODUN 19min col

$200 b&w $90. Cartoon fairy tale of
the soldier, the hunter, the woods-
man and three friends who outwit
a king and all his men. Pri-A

SAVE TAPE,

TIME

AND MONEY

T
EDITALL*
TAPE EDITING BLOCKS

B Patented curved groove holds tape
without clips for fastest, safest splicing,

Spliced tape can be used

thousands of times and splices

never separate.

For single-track, 2-track and 4-track.

Only in the ediTall can shattered

bits of tape be put together

good as new.

Splices require no trimming,

NO GouaiNG; do not stick or "wow."

ediTall remains accurate for over

1,000.000 splices.

NEW S-2 and KS-2 ediTacl have

adhesive-mounting, no hole drilling!

VJ-inch to 1-inch sizes, $6.50 up.

THE TAU COMPANY • 27 EAST 37TH ST. • NEW YORK 16

In Canada, Alex L.Clark Ltd., 3751 Bloor St, West. Islington.Ont. i

(Dealer inquiries invited) 'tb>dem<rk

BRANDON FILMS
Presents

Feature films for a lively review
of the:

RECENT AMERICAN PAST
1930"5 & 1940$

THE PUBLIC ENEMY
1931 by William Wellman

LinLE CAESAR
1930 by Mervyn LeRoy

GOLD DIGGERS
1933 by Mervyn leRoy

BABBin
1934 by Wm. Kelghley

I AM A FUGITIVE
1932 by Mervyn LeRoy

THEY WON'T FORGET
1937 by Mervyn LeRoy

THE MALE ANIMAL
1942 by Elliot Nugent

THE CORN IS GREEN
1945 by Irving Rapper

WATCH ON THE RHINE
1943 by Herman Shumlin

CASABLANCA
with Humphrey Bogart

16 mm, Rental & Lease
Write Dept. E.S. for free catalog

BRANDON FILMSJNC.
200 W. 57th St., N. Y. 19, N. Y.
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Swedish Feature Films JANUS apply.

Strindberg's Miss Julie (Grand Prix
at Cannes) Alf Sjoberg director. The
Time of Desire (96min). C A

Toccata for Toy Trains mp CONTEM-
POrary llmin col $165 r$12.50. Toys
constitute the entire "cast." Pri-A

Tom, Dick, and Harriet, mp ILBEL 15-

min col loan. Music and fun as mother
helps daughter bring around old-

fashioned dad to unblock the road to

romance. Hollywood cast. SH-A

Ways to Learn mp XJWF 13% min col

$135. How young students learn by
observation and reasoning from basis

of their own past experiences. TT El

Wrestling mp NFBC 29min b&w $130.

"A sport where the tricks are known,
where the onlooker shares the decep-
tion, and where the fever of the ring

is quickly caught by the crowd"— in

the Montreal Forum professional

exhibitions. A

Xmas Journey mp PRODUN lOmin col

$125 b&w $50. Boy trades his station

wagon for Santa's jet plane and
searches all over Europe and Africa

for just the right Christmas tree as a

gift for his father. Animated cartoon.

Pri-A

GUIDANCE—Personal
The Broken Bike sfs MBMIS 75fr llmin

col LP New bike broken, boy learns

role of father's love and of his church
school. Evaluated ESAVG 3/62 p 147.

Strip arranged in three sections, in

the first the teacher sets the context

and reads the commentary, in the

second the tale is visualized, and in

the third the story is talked about.

El JH

Buyer's Choice mp FAMILY 28min col

r$13; b&w r$9. A family faces up to

choices involved in a job transfer

to a new neighborhood. Snob appeal,

prejudice, finances, status, and a

hard-sell realtor all play their part.

Completely open-ended film raises

and illustrates the questions for the

audience to answer. SH A

Child Pioneer mp POST 27min b&w
$125. Inspirational story of responsi-

bility assumed by 13-year-old boy
who, on death of his parents, shep-

herded his six younger brothers and
sisters, one a new-bom babe, to

their new home in the West. El-A

Choice and Decision mp CATHEDRAL
28min col r$13. A father and son dis-

cover the importance of making the

right college choice. SH C A

The Comeback mp PRODUN 27min
b&w $125. True-life drama of re-

covery of a great baseball pitcher
from a serious leg injury; the role of

his wife and chaplain in restoring

spiritual strength. Starring Chuck
(Rifleman) Connors. JH-A

Family Relationships 8sfs SVE col set

of 4 fs with 2 LP $22.50. Titles: Learn-
ing to Understand Parents; Living
With Brothers, Sisters; Helping at

Home; Teenage Allowances (.IH).

How to Get Along with Parents; Us-
ing the Family Car; You're Part of a
Family; Learning to Manage Your
Money. (SH). Public school version

of Family Films' series for church
school teenagers.

Grooming for Boys 4fs MH col set $24

ea $6.50 Titles: Clean as a Whistle; Fit

as a Fiddle; Time to Attire; Strictly

Business. JH SH

Grooming for Girls (revised) 6fs MH
col set $35.50 indiv $6.50. Titles: You
and Your Grooming; Your Face; Your
Hair; Your Clothing; Your Figure;

Your Hands and Feet. JH SH

Guidance Tapes BURKE 3% ips. set of

6 $25, indiv $5.50. Titles: Thinking It

Through (13min) discusses complex-
ity of career choice and role of

counselor; Get the Facts (13min); I

Should Have Studied (24min) ; Taking
Teacher-Made Tests (15min); Tech-
niques of Study (12min); Choosing a
College (17min). Sh TT

A Happy Family mp CFD 13min ' I

$135 b&w $75. Family relationship
between 7-year-old girl, her younger
brother and older sister and their
parents. Elem

Helpful Stories for ChUdren n Sfs

LONG captioned col set (3) $14.50

indiv $5. Science aspects of animal
life blended with morals for happy
living. Each filmstrip includes vocab-
ulary and suggested question frames.
Titles: Reddy Robin (family loyalty);

Specky Spider (persistence) ; Elsie the
Elephant 'happiness lies in making
others happy). P;"

High School Guidance (series) fs FOMC
col captioned. $33 for 9 titles as re-
leased, one a month on "Filmstrip-
of-the-month Club" basis. Members
may also purchase additional titles

at same rate from extensive backlog
catalog. Similar club rates apply on
high school science and mathematics.

Learning from Disappointments mp
CORONET lOmin col $110 b&w $60.
Three children who lose out in their
ambition to win certain roles in the
class play, prove good sports and try
again in a different way. El.

Learning to Live Together I & H. Ssfs

SVE col set (4fs & 2 LP) $25.50. indiv
fs $6.50; rec $3.50. Titles: I: Working
Together in the Family; Learning to
Use Money Wisely; Learning to be
Forgiving; Learning to be Unselfish;
11: Getting Along with the Family;
Chuck Learns About Sharing; Learn-
ing How to be Liked; Learning to
Make Friends. Pri.

Nothing To Do mp JOURNAL lOmin
col b&w. Four summertime episodes
illustrate positive ways for children
to spend leisure time by using readily
available resources. Pri El TT

Party Lines mp ILBEL 15min col loan.
Marionettes show how neighborly
cooperation is important in many
everyday situations— including spe-
cifically use of the party line. JH SH
A

Popularity Problems 8sfs SVE col Set of
4 with 2 LP $25.50. Titles: The Smok-
ing Problem; How To Make and Keep
Friends; Learning About Popularity;
Making the Most of Yourself (JH).
Ways We Influence Others; Facts
About Smoking, Drinking; Belonging
to a Crowd; Learning about Loyalty.
(SH). Public school versions of Fami-
ly Filmstrips series originally made
for church school use.

The Prom—It's a Pleasure COCOLA
llmin col loan. Etiquette of invita-
tions to and conduct at and after a
high school prom "America's Junior
Miss" contestants are in the cast.

1961. SH A

GUIDANCE—Vocational
Agricultural Engineering mp USDA 14

min col apply. Informative presen-
tation of training, and function of im-
portant career. SH C

Career Guidance 18 tapes OPINCT 30-

min @ $7.50. Aeronautics, Agriculture,
Dentistry, Dramatics, Foriegn Service,
Journalism, Law, Medicine, Pharmacy,
Secretary, Teacher, Accountant,
Library Science, Nursing, Printing In-

dustry, Public Relations, Rehabilita-
tion. TT C A SH

Careers in Engineering, fs STANBOW
52fr col captioned $5. The major engi-
neering fields are distinguished, and
their respective roles described. Type
of education required. Some data on
earnings. Replaces earlier b&w ver-

sion. UFBCanada production. SH

Career Reports mp MODERN loan.

Sponsored by the Department of the

Axmy, with the cooperation of voca-
tional guidance authorities. Subjects

now available include Motor Mechan-
ics, Electronics, Metal Working, Con-
struction, (Law Enforcement). SH C A
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Fashion Is Everybody's Basiness mp
STERLING 14min col loan. Careers
open in the fashion industry. SH C A

Foundations for Occupational Planning
5fs SVE 32-41fr col set (5) $22.50 ea
$5. Titles: Who Are You? What Do
You Like To Do?; What Is a Job?;
What Are Job Families?; What Good
Is School? SH A

New Life for Lisa mp ETHICON 28
min b&w loan. Motivation and train-
ing of girl who piclts nursing as her
life worlc. Blue Ribbon American Film
Festival 1962. SH C

The Nurse Combats Disease sfs NWd
col 12" LP $9.10. Role of the nurse
in fighting and treating communicable
disease. SH C A

Private Pilot Ground School Course sfs

SANFILM col 12" LP $495. Covers pre-
flight, Meteorology, Flight Computer,
Navigation, Radio Navigation, FAA
Regulations, manuals, tests. Ad-
vanced Commercial and Refresher
Course $315; Audio-Visual Instru-
ment Course $540. C A

You Can Go a Long Way! mp EBF 21-
min b&w $120. Points up the need to
finish high school and get as much
additional education as possible to be
able to compete for better living in
modem society. NFBC production.
SH A

Your Career In . . . 13mp MLA 27min
col $250. Vocations — Aeronautical
Engineering; Architecture; Electron-
ics Technician; Elementary Teaching;
Forestry; Hotel Management; Journal-
ism; Law Meteorology; Nursing;
Pharmacy, Printing; Secretary. SH

HEALTH, SAFETY

Air Tanker Attack mp USDA 20min
col apply. Training film on handling
of the air tanker in forest fight-
ing. A C

Beargrass Creek mp FINLEY 20min col
$200. Study of stream pollution,
causes, effects, remedies. Ohio River
Valley Water Sanitation Commis-
sion's 8-state program. SH A

Be Water Wise—Boating mp APCS 20-

min col loan. Safe methods for canoe-
ing, outboards, sailing, water skiing.
JH SH C A

Changing of the Guard mp BRANDON
Smin col $120 r$7.50. Polish anima-
tion film that won first prize at
Cannes. Matchboxes on parade; fairy-
tale guardsman's love for matchbox
princess gets so hot it consumes him
and all who have not learned not to
play with fire. Pri-A

Charley's Haunt mp ILBEL 28min col
loan: Ventriloquist Edgar Bergen
and his "friends" haunt a town grown
careless into new respect for safety
regulations on the job and at home.
Highly entertaining safety message.
JH SH A

The Child You Save May Be Your Own
(series) rec EDAUREC 7" 33-l/3rpm
$1 ea (with quantity discounts to fos-

ter home distribution.) Introduction
by Art Linkletter. Titles: Walking
With Safety; Bicycle Safety. Others
to follow. Pri El TT A

Crisis on the Kanawha mp FINLEY
23min col $200. Effect of industrial
pollution of a big river; 75% of 1700
industries discharging wastes provide
adequate pre-treatment as does near-
ly 85% of the population. Various
means of reclaiming wastes are
shown. "Taste-and-Odor" project. The
Ohio River Valley Water Sanitation
Compact. SH C A

Diabetics Unknown mp PUBAFF 22%-
min plus optional 6%min of filmed
discussion b&w $75 r$7.50 Free loan
from most state health depts. Purpose
of this film is to find the 1% million
persons who have diabetes cind don't
know it. Explains the disease, early
symptoms and positive treatment.
Three cases are dramatized—a child,

a matron, and £in old lady. JH SH C A

Discovery mp American Red Ooss
(loan from local chapter, apply di-
rect). 22mn col. Recruitment film
for Red Cross workers. Youth volun-
teers are shown at work in military
and community hospitals, blood cen-
ters, disaster areas. SH C A

Facts About Figures mp NYSDH 15min
col loan. Case history of effect of
overweight on general health and
how weight may be safely and com-
fortably reduced and controlled SH
A

Fallout mp CENCO 15min col $150 b&w
$75. Alpha, Beta, and Gamma radia-
tion; Carbon-14 and Strontium-90;
genetic effects. SH C

The Fat American mp CAROUSEL 51-

min b&w $250 Causes, cures, and
consequences of excess weight. CBS
production. A C SH

American
Film

Festival winncks

BEAVER DAM (Color)

LANGUAGE OF FACES (b&w)

WHALER OUT OF
NEW BEDFORD (Color)

WRESTLING (LA lUTTE) (b&w)

ACADEMY
AWARD
WINNERS

SEAWARDS
THE GREAT SHIPS (Color)

TIME OUT OF WAR (b&w)

Send for free catalog

Contemporary films

Dept. ES 267 W. asth St. New York 1, N. T.
OR S-7220—midwest office: 614 Davia Si.

Evanston III. DAtIs 8-2411

"FIBERB/LT" CASES
"THEY LAST INDEFINITELY"

equipped with staal corners, steel card

holder and heavy web straps.

Only original FIberbilt Coses bear this

Trade Mark

Vowr Assurance

ef "Fines* Quality"

For 16min Film—
400' fo iOOO' Reels

Sold by All Leading Dealers
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The Fight to End Malaria fs ASSOCIA-
TION 36fr b&w $1. UNICEF and WHO
aid Mexican government war against
the malaria-bearing mosquito. SH C

It Didn't Have To Happen mp IFB
13min b&w $75. Careless worker on
machinery endangers not only his

own life but that of fellow workers.
Importance of constant use of safety

guards. Crawley prod. SH

Radiation mp NFBC 27min col $220 b&w
$110. Effect of sunlight, heat, radio
waves, x-rays, and gamma rays.
Canada's research center at Chalk
Haven; and the "gamma garden" at

Brookhaven National Laboratory. SH
C A

Fire In Town mp IFB 26min col $250
b&w $135. Causes of fires; function
and training of fire department.
NFBC production. SH

Fire Lookout mp IFB 13min col $135.

Role of the lookout—and what hap-
pens when boys are careless with
fire at a wiener roast. El-A

First Impressions mp ASSOCIATION
lH^min col loan. Airline pilot and
stewardess describe some of the things
they have seen in Australia, Thailand,
India, Iran and Greece. A

Foods from Grains mp CORONET
llmin col $120 b&w $60. Boy visits

bakery, learns bread comes from
flour which comes from grain. Trip
to supermarket shows him many
other foods from this source. He
learns where the more important
grains are grown. Pri

Four Food Groups mp AVIS llmin col
$110. Milk, meat, vegetable and fruit,

and bread-cereal groups, and the
vitamins, minerals, proteins etc they
provide for the family diet. Int JH SH

Freeway Driving mp IFB llmin col
$125. "High speed, no stop" driving
calls for alertness and for plaiming
aad thinking ahead. Fass-Levy prod.
HS A

Helicopters in Fire Control mp USDA
13%min col apply. Training film on
uses of the small helicopter and its

coordination with other fire fighting
resources. JH SH A

The Hook fs ChC 64fr b&w script $6.

Drug addiction, its causes, effects.

The challenge of social scourge to the
church. SH C A

It's in the Cards mp IFB 18min b&w
$85. Importance of putting danger
cards on power switches when ma-
chinery is undergoing repairs. Craw-
ley prod. SH A

Jet Liner Captain mp CFD llmin col

$115 b&w $65. Experienced piolt re-
turns to school to learn how to fly

the latest jets. El

The Law and Tragedy of School Bus
Accidents mp BARBRE 30min col

$290 r$35. A leading authority on
school law describes a number of

graphically portrayed accidents, their
causes and legal consequences. See
also The Legal Control and Discipline
of Public School Pupils. C A TT

A Matter of Life and Death ov-tramp
TECNIFAX 20 projectuals and
script $97.50. Detailed analysis of a
traffic accident is vehicle for teach-
ing basic driver skills. Multicolor, for
use in overhead projector. SH C A TT

Muscle Injuries—Their Prevention and
Care mp 22min col loan. Sponsored
by Bike Web Division of the Kendall
Co. SH C A

The New American kinescope AS-
SOCIATION 58min b&w r$10. A group
of carefree teenagers are shocked into
a sense of responsibility and purpose
when one of their members dies in an
auto accident. Moral Re-Armament.
SH C A

One Chance mp AGAS 25min col loan.
Sanitation in the commercial and in-
stitutional kitchen. Public health in-
spection. SH A

On Prescription Only mp NFBC cOmin
b&w $130. How the pills and potions
of modern medical magic are con-
cocted; testing on animals and finally
use with humans. Success in combat-
ting TB, progress on mental disorders.
JH SH A

Safety in the Chemical Laboratory mp
MCAI lOmin col $100 (r $10 wk).
Handling, storage and use require
knowledge of chemical and physical
properties; cultivation of safe prac-
tices in school and industry. SH C A

Saga of Safety Sam mp IFB 15min b&w
$85. Folk song carries message of
safety shoes, gloves, goggles, hat,

jacket, etc. SH A

The SUent Witness mp MERRELL 28-

min b&w loan. How law and medicine
have joined to use the new scientific

methods to expose drinking drivers.
SH C A

The Sixth Wheel mp ORLEANS .''Omin

col $250 (with sponsor or owner name
on main title). Positive approach to
safe driving. Three drivers, a sales-
man, a houswife, and a teen-age boy
are followed through a driving day,
their mistakes analyzed, corrections
indicated. SH A

Smoke in the Hollow mp USDA 13min
col. Work of volunteer firemen in
rural area in preventing and com-
batting fires. Serious effect of bad
fires on local economy. SH A

Spanner in the Works mp ANIB 15r..in

col $127 r$3.75. How "good housekeep-
ing" helps prevent accidents in
Australian factories. SH-A

Survival Stresses mp APCS 30min col
loan. Sale UWF. Methods of detect-
ing, understanding and combating
such stresses as hunger, thirst, cold,
fatigue and fear in survival situa-
tions in Arctic, desert, tropics, and
on water. Air Force film TF-1-5375.
C A

How to Drive on Snow and Ice mp
SEIB 12min col loan. Driver training
in the Watertown, N.Y. high schools.
New edition. Sponsor: Seiberling. SH
C A

The Price of Fire mp CONTEMPO-
RARY 23min b&w $100 r$5. Causes
and prevention, daily routine of the
Montreal Fire Department. NFBC
production. Int JH SH

Take Time for Your Teeth mp ASSOCI-
ATION 13 min col loan. Dental care.
Stars Alexander Scourby. Johnson
and Johnson sponsor. JH SH A

Invisible Guardian mp IFB 18min col

$185 b&w $95. Ingraining habit of
stopping at curb before crossing
street. Target is training of elementa-
ry school child. Chicago Motor Club
sponsor. A TT

466

Ptmch Press Guarding mp IFB llmin
col $115. Shocking accidents are
shown, followed by examples of
guards available, and the set-up man's
responsibility for making their opera-
tion certain. A

Three of Our Children mp ASSOCIA-
TION 30min b&w $75 r$4.50. James
Mason narrates three stories—a young
polio victim, a leprous child, and a
better trained midwife—to illustrate

three phases of UNICEF help to needy
peoples. JH SH A
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To Keep Them Well mp ORLEANS 15-

min col $200 b&w $100 r $6. Young
mother discovers, almost accidentally,

that her child's study and behavior
problems are due largely to poor
hearing. A TT

Fashions U.S.A.—Fall and Winter 1961-

1962. mp MODERN 28min col loan.

Sponsored by ILGWU as a consumer
service to provide fundamental in-

formation and guidance on fashion
and good taste. SH C A

Let's Serve Freshwater Fish fs STAN-
BOW 42 fr col $5 with 14-min record
$7.95. Visualized recipes for prepar-
ing pike, trout, whitefish, etc., in-
doors and out. SH A

Ulcer at Work mp IFB 26min b&w $155.

How the peptic ulcer creates unhap-
piness and failure in a man's work-
ing and personal life. C

Use of Fire in Slash Disposal mp USDA
16min col apply. Man-made debris as
a fire hazard; precautions to use when
burning. Fire fighting training film.

SH C A

Why Eat Our Vegetables? mp CORO-
NET llmin col $120 b&w $60. How
a shipwrecked family learned that
vegetables are essential to well being.
Major types of vegetables, their
source and proper preparation. Pri

You Are What You Eat mp UCEFS
27min b&w $120 r$2. Role of nutrition
to the individual, basic nutrient re-
quirements, the science of nutrition.

SH A

HOME ECONOMICS
Adventures in Home Decor mp MOD-
ERN 15min col loan. Tour of modem
idea rooms which feature Formica.
SH A

The Beef We Eat sfs AMINST 15min
col LP $5. Identification of cuts, best
use, methods of preparation. SH A

Cooking Sfs MH 1 col 7 b&w set (8)

$32.50. Titles: Understanding Cooking
Terms; Buying Food Wisely; Safety
in the Kitchen; Organizing and Pre-
paring Meals; Planning Meals for
Nutrition; Storing Foods; Measuring
Accurately; Serving Meals Attractive-
ly (col). SH A

Cotton—From Fibre to Fabric mp MH
23min col $250 b&w $125. SH-A

Crackers by the Billion mp NABIS 27-
min col loan. Present-day cracker and
cookie production. JH SH A

The Effect of Heat on Milk mp AS-
SOCIATION 12min col loan. Pasteur-
ization. Digestive and blending quali-
ti. Sponsor: Evaporated Milk Associ-
ation. JH SH A

Frostings fs DOWLING 40fr col $3
captioned. 12p guide shows each
frame with commentary. Cooked,
partically cooked and uncooked; prep-
aration and application; toppings.

SH A

HeriUge of Flavor mp ASSOCIATION
25min col loan. History, culture, and
serving of cranberries. SH A

The Magic Ingredient mp ASSOCIA-
TION 17min col loan. Cheese. Sponsor:
Kraft Foods. A SH

Meals for Everyone UC EFS 27min b&w
$120 r$2. Requirements for various
age and activity levels; planning
meals which satisfy individual re-
quirements and family tastes. SH A

"Nuclear Radiation-Detectors"

BLUE RIBBON AWARD WINNER
AT THE 1962

AMERICAN FILM FESTIVAL

Best Biology, Chemistry

and Physics film

of the year

This award winning series, "Nucle-

ar Radiation" is now available on a

preview-to-purchase basis to bonaflde

educational and business institutions.

The six quarter hour, 16 mm sound
color films in the series each treat an

Important aspect of this vitally impor-

tant subject of radioactivity, its effects

and uses.

Detectors: For measuring x-rays and
nuclear radiation from the simple ioni-

zation chamber to new solid-state

devices.

Uses in IVIedicine: Howcobalt
sources and linear accelerators pro-

duce radiation fully controllable and
free of harmful side effects. X-rays

and radio fluoroscope techniques are

featured.

Uses in Earth Studies: How remain-

ing radioactivity is measured to deter-

mine the age of relics and fossils using

Carbon-14 and Potassium Argon dat-

ing techniques.

Uses in Space Studies: Explains the

many kinds of radiation man will en-

counter in his ever-widening explora-

tion of outer space.

Uses in Industry: How inexpensive

and completely portable radio isotope

sources are used for on-line control of

physical dimensions, density and
hydro-carbon content supplementing

X-ray methods.

Fallout: Graphically reviews the three

basic types of nuclear radiation pro-

duced by atomic explosions, how they

distribute these over the earth's sur-

face, and their effects.

Check films below you would like

to preview. Prices: $150, for color.

$75 for black/white print. Tear out this

ad, attach to your letterhead and return

to:

CENCO EDUCATIONAL FILMS
a diviiion of Cenco Msfrumenrs Corp. 1700 Irving Pork Road • Chicago 13, Illinois

Detectors Medicine Q Earth n Space Industry Fallout
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Meat on the Move mp STERLING 29-

mjn loan. How meat Is brought to the

table with the aid of a legion of

specialists. SH A

Our Mrs. Fix-It (series) 7mp UWF ea
14min col loan. Series on selection,

cooking, storage and value of meat in

family diet. SH C A

The Pork We Eat sfs AMINST 15min
col LP $5. Identification of cuts as
sold; suggested best uses, methols of

preparation. SH A

From Drawing Board to Launching Pad
sfs COMART 9min col tape $4.95.

Building and testing of a missile, its

transportation to launching site by
truck and plane, testing, deployment
at "hard" and "soft" sites, and a
launching at cape Canavereil. JH SH
C A

Mechanical Drafting ovhd RCASERV 69
transparencies for use or overhead
projectors (10x10") col set $450. Basic
cells plus whatever overlays are need-
ed to develop the concept under study.
SH C

The Cars In Your Life mp NFBC 30-
min b&w $130. Cartoon treatment of
automobile traffic congestion and
other hazards. El-A

The Constant Quest mp ASSOCIATION
28min col loan. The role of science In
America's oil industry. SH C A

Cycoiac Pipe mp MARBON 20niin col
loan. One-,man installation of plastic

pipe for urban and rural water sys-
tems. Four situations are shown. C A

A Rose for Ton mp MODERN 14min
col loan. How to have your own rose
garden; how new varieties are de-
veloped and tested. SH A

On Solder mp CFD 25min col $225. De-
tailed instructional film on soldering
techniques. Scope Film Assoc. SH A

Design for Beauty mp ASSiXIIATION
28min col loan. Background, heritage
and current use of silver. JH A

Sewing (revised) Sfs MH col set $47
indlv $6.50. Titles: Tools for Sewing;
Pattern Choice and Use; Sleeves and
Neckline Treatments; Buttonhole
Types; Cutting and Construction; Ma-
chine Stitching and Seams; Selection
and Treatment of Fabrics; Placket
Fasteners and Waist Bands. SH A

Tliis Is Coffee mp IVT 13%min col
loan. Steps in preparing good bever-
age coffee. SH A

Tlirough the Looking Glan fs AVAS
48fr col captioned manual and teacher
evaluation card free. Many kinds of
surfaces in modem home require vari-

ous types of cleaning agents. Special
requirements for glass. Sponsored by
makers of "Windex." Four types of
glass cleaner are discussed. JH A

Toward a Clear Complexion fs AVAS
48fr col manual free. The skin, its

structure, function and care. Sponsor:
Lehn & Fink. JH SH

What's In Food mp UCEFS 27min b&w
$120 r$2. How to plan the day's meals
to include the four food groups. SH A

The Printed Circuit Story mp BRAY
25min col $200. r$20. Manufacture is

traced from base laminate through
component installation on etched and
plated circuit bosu-ds. Recommended
tools and techniques for servicing
and repair. SH C A

What You Should Know Before You
Buy a Home mp MODERN 28min col

loan. Location, zoning, plot site and
grading, comfort £ind convenience are
some of the factors treated. Spon-
sored by the US Savings and Loan
League. SH C A

INDUSTRY
An Airplane Trip by Jet (Third Edition)
mp EBF llmin col $120 b&w $60. P
El

Beyond the Speed of Sound mp SHELL
19min col loan 1960. How problems of
supersonic flight are being overcome.
Models of tomorrow's aircraft. SH C A

Fishermen mp IFB 22min b&w $95.
Two neighboring fishing villages in
eastern Canada show contrast between
sport and commercial fishing. A
people and an industry in transition.

NFBC award-winning production. JH
SH C A

Log Drive mp NFBC 30min b&w $130.
How a winter's cut of pulp logs is

herded downstream a hundred miles
to the mills. Musical treatment in-

cludes lumberman's ballads. El-A

The Magic Mineral mp NFBC 13min
$75. Asbestos, from mine to mill.

Modem commercial uses of asbestos.
An "asbestos town." JH SH C A

Man Against the Sea mp STARFILM
12%min b&w lease $60. Heroism of
Capt. Kurt Carlsen, struggling to save
his ship, the "Flying Enterprise," for
its American owners. Movietone News
production. JH-A

INDUSTRIAL ARTS,
GRAPHICS

Construction Blueprint Reading
Through Sight and Sound 12 rec LP
and manual NATEC $9.90 additional
manuals ea $1.50. Designed for build-
ing tradesmen, contractors and staff,

buyers, home owners and executives.
Foreign language versions in prep-
aration. A

Boats and Ships mp EBF llmin col $120
b&w $60. Film shows there is a dif-
ference and explains a number of
nautical terms. Function of light-
house and breakwater. Visit to a liner
and a sailboat ride. JH SH

Building a Jet Plane mp FA lOmin col
$115 b&w $60. Original planning, parts
and sub-assembly manufacture, final
assembly and ground and flight test-
ing, pri el

The Modem Prospector mp IFB 15min
b&w $85. The scientific detective work
that goes into Canada's present-day
mineral discoveries. JH SH C A

More Oil for America mp STERLING
14min col loan 1961. Need for wider
spacing and better utilization of oil

fields for greater efficiency and
maximum recovery. SH C A
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Movietone News—Aviation mp STAR-
FILM 12Hmin a b&w $60 lease. Film
profiles of great names in the de-
velopment of aviation: Igor Sikorsky,
Rear Admiral Charles E. Rosendahl,
The Wright Brothers, Will Rogers
and Wiley Post, PIddie Rickenbacker.
JH-A

Refinery at Worli mp MODERN 21min
col loan. Chemical and mechanical
processes used in refining petroleum.
Humble Oil sponsored. SH A

Roughneclis mp CONTEMPORARY 22-

min b&w $100 r$5. The oil drillers—
"heroes by chance, pioneers by pro-
fession, and drifters by choice." NFBC
production showing the oil industry in
Alberta. JH SH A

Seaport mp EBF 15min col $180 b&w
$90. Role and operations of a large
modem port; the many workers re-

quired. Pri El Int

Tilt Steam Engine: How It Works mp
EBF llmin b&w $60. The film also
touches on the changes brought about
in manufacturing and transportation.
Int. JH

Transonic Flight mp SHELL 20min col
loan 1959. Technical problems in the
transonic range. SH C

Tugboats and Harbors mp CHURCHILL
llmin col $110, b&w $60. Visualizes
the great effort involved in getting
goods from place to place and the
need for cooperation among many
people to get the job done. Trucks
and Trains is a similrr companion
subject. Pri.

Uranium fs STANBOW 52fr col
captioned $5. Canadian mining and
processing. Atomic science. Peacetime
uses. NFBC. JH SH C

The Voice Beneath the Sea mp ILBEL
27min col loan. Laying of the first

trans-Atlantic telephone cable; the
struggle of science to conquer the sea.
JH SH A

LANGUAGES
Aural Comprehension and Dictation

Exercises in Spanish TEAV 3sfs col
choice of LP $18.80 or 7%ips tape
$27.50 per unit. Titles: La Ciudad, La
Fiesta, La Vida En La Isla De
Janitzio. Reviewed ESAVG 9/61. Pre-
pared with Regents and College
Board tests in mind. SH C

Basic German Reading progr 8%xll
sheets designed to develop reading
and writing (not speaKing) skills; $15.
In same series: Basic Spanish Reading
$12.50. Basic Russian Reading $10.
Modern Hebrew, Basic Reading
$7.50. GROLIER

PORTABLE REAR PROJECTION
°^ PIXMOBILE'

Use all your present projectors
and Pixmobile projection tables.

Big 19V4" X 251/4" Polacoat
Lenscreen.® *

Built-in light control when pro-
jecting from either side of
screen cabinet

Famous Pixmobile strength and
quality.

If you have a budget problem, take a look at Rear Projection by
Pixmobile. Completely flexible, it permits use of your present equip-
ment with the purchase of only the screen cabinet at $79.95 in
many cases. Let your Pixmobile dealer demonstrate the high-quality
performance of this effective and reasonably priced teaching aid.

ADVANCE PRODUCTS COMPANY
2300 East Douglas Avenue / >VichMa, Kansas

Da-Lite
projection

screens . . .

preferred in

schools from
coast to coast

The great variety of models and
methods of installation, plus
proven performance dependability,

make Da-Lite projection screens
the popular choice in schools
throughout the nation. Now all

Da-Lite beaded screens have the
remarkable new White Magic 11®
Chemi-Cote glass-beaded surface
affording unique brilliance to wider
seating areas with greater sharp-
ness and clarity.

Write for information on screens to

suit your needs and the name of

your nearest Da-Lite Franchised
Audio-Visual Dealer.

5(NCE T909

DA-LITE Screen Co., Inc.

iT'^ WARSAW, INDIANA

Da-lite 16' x 16' Electrol In the beau-
tiful auditorium of the Mainland Reg-
ionol High School, Linwood, New Jersey,

Da-Lite 24' x 30' mechanized Scenic
Roller in the ultra modern gymnasium
of the Westminster High School, West-
minster, California.
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Berlin—Insel der Frelheit mp ALE-
MANN llmin col $115. German
language teaching film with con-
temporary theme. SH C

Die Bezaubernde Schweiz mp IFB 15-

min col $150. Infermediate Garman,
almost entirely in the present tense.

Scenic Switzerland. SH C

EI Anselito (The Littlest Angel) mp
CORONET 13%min b&w $75. Spanish
language teaching version of popu-
lar Christmas story. JH SH Int. A
similar French language teaching
version is available.

El Gallito Que Hace Salir EI Sol mp
CORONET llmin b&w $60. Spanish
language teaching version of the
fable of The Little Rooster Who
Made the Sun Rise. Int JH SH. A
similar French language teaching
version is available.

Elementary Spanish for Toung Ameri-
cans sfs SVE 6fs 3 rec $35.10. Sub-
jects: Classroom; After School; Fami-
ly; At Home; In the Morning; Birth-
day Party. The Scime subject sequence
at same price available in German
and French as well. Grades 3-8.

First Year Course in French 14 tapes ea
30min plus 36 10-minute drills anc'. 4

15-minute syntheses, set $120. OPINST.

French for Elementary Grades 6sfs

JAM col LP set $49.50. Conversational
French recording accompanies un-
captioned pictures of child and adult

life, with adequate pause left for

student comprehension and repeti-

tion. El JH

French Listening Comprehension Tests

tape PATHESCOPE 7" reels, twin-
track, 3-3/4ips. Reel I (lOVmin) covers

Lessons 1-10; Reel II (113min) Les-

sons 11-20, each reel $18.75, each test

approx 5 min. For either classroom or

lang-lab use with the Pathescope-
Berlitz filmstrip course. Similarly:

Spanish Listening Comprehension
Tests, Reel I (79min) covers Lessons

1-15; Reel II (83min) Lessons 16-30;

$16.75 ea.

Global Language Courses rec EDSERV
2 12" LPs $5. Basic courses originally

produced for Dept. of Defense. 30

languages—Amharic, Arabic, Bengali,

Cambodian, Chinese (Mandarin)

,

Danish, Dutch, French, German,
Greek, Hausa, Hebrew (Modern),
Hindi, lindonesian, Italian, Japanese,

Korean, Kurdish, Lao, Norwegian,

Persian, Portuguese (Brazilian), Rus-
sian, Serbo-Croatian, Spanish, Swa-
hili, Tagalog, Thai, Turkish, Vietnam-
eese. SH C A

Im Herzen Europas mp CHURCHILL
llmin col $115 b&w $65 (with taped
narration for reinforcement). Simple
village life in German Switzerland
contrasted with the complex culture

of industrial areas. SH-A

Im Lande Wilhelm Tells mp CHURCH-
ILL llmin col $115 b&w $65 (with
taped narration for reinforcement).
American family in the William Tell
country. German commentary in

present tense, selected vocabulary,
planned repetition of common words.
SH C

Integrated "Pause" Tapes (Series) IFB
$7.50 ea. Based on sound tracks of 22

Spanish, French and German instruc-

tional motion pictures; dual track for

direct comparison of student and les-

son pronunciation of important
phrases; student handbook contains
printed equivalent to provide com-
plete "contextual" coverage. The mo-
tion pictures may be bought with
magnetic half-stripe plus optical track
to permit teacher to substitute own
voice, or sounding by class.

Je Parle Francalse mp-tape EBF apply
120 units (film, tape and text). Life
situation episodes; French locale.

La Famille TravaiUe Ensemble mp
CORONET lOmin col $110 b&w $60.

Simple French. Mother and two
children prepare a surprise party for
their dad.

Language Teaching Films CHURCHILL
llmin col $115, b&w $65. Each is

narrated by a native voice, slowly
paced and with planned repetition of
common words. Packaged with its

own tape recording. Titles: Los
Pastores (Spanish), shepherd life in

Sapain's high sierras; Nous Voyageons
en France, two French girls travel
on a river barge; Im Herzen Europas,
village life in German Switzerland,
Im Lande Wilhelm Tells, an Ameri-
can family in Switzerland. The first

three are for beginning language
study, the fourth for second semester
high school or first college.

Languages: Basic Reading Tm/c prgr
TMI-GROLIER Modern Hebrew
$7.50; Russian $10; Spanish $12.50;
German $15.

Languages Unlimited sfs EYEGATE col

LP. Spanish, French, German, Italian.

First year, 7fs Srec. Second year 16fs

14rec. Third year 24fs 12rec.

Latin Teenagers 4sfs STSCOP col 3.75

tape (four narrations on one tape)

$31.50. The life and interests of Mexi-
can youth narrated by the young peo-
ple themselves. School, home, fiesta,

sports. JH SH Evaluated ESAVG
9/61.

Learning Spanish the Modem Way
kits MH 43 tapes, lOmp.fs. and 320p
manual col $785 b&w $535 text $4.85.

The tapes run 12-30min @ 7%ips sin-

gle channel. Each film, of live action

taken in Mexico, runs about 5min.
Also Learning French the Modern
Way 50 tapes, 14 motion pictures,

etc, col $925 b&w $650 tax $4.85

Le Petit Chaperon Rouge mp FA 13min
col S140. The Red Riding Hood story

in beginning French. The same in

Spanish: Caperucita Roja.

Le Printemps Est Une Aventure mp
CORONET llmin b&w $60. French
language teaching version of Spring
Is an Adventure. Int JH SH

Los Pastores mp CHURCHILL llmin col

$115 b&w $65 (with tape of narration

for reinforcement). Daily life describ-

ed by Spanish shepherd. SH C

Mexico—Tierra de Color y Contraste

mp NEUBACHER 16min col $155.

For 2nd-4th semester Spanish.

Nous Voyageons En France mp
CHURCHILL llmin col $115 b&w C65
with tape of narration for reinforce-

ment. Two French girls on a barge
trip from Marseille to Strasburg. SH
C

Paris: La Ville et Ses Habitants mp
CORONET llmin b&w $60. French
language teaching version of Paris:

The City and Its People. SH JH Int.

P'tit Jean s'en Va aux Chantiers mp
IFB 16min col $165 1962. Legendary
super-lumberjack tales in fluent con-

versational French for intermediate
students. English language version

also available. SH C

Russian Phonetic Tables charts CROSS-
WORLD col 21x27" set (28) $6. Photo-
graphs show lip and teeth positions.

Russian Grammar Tables 21x27" set

(64) $8. "New Visual Aids for Teach-
ing Russian to English-Speaking
Students."

Saludos Amigos (series) mp PACIFIC
35 films ea 15min set $3,500. As used
for three successive school years in

the San Francisco schools, over sta-

tion KQED.
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School Language Programs LINGUA-
PHONE include instructional t't>es

(3-% ips) of conversational lessons

with pauses for student repetition

drill; records (45 or 78 rpm) present-
ing same material in connected dis-

course for comprehension practice;

manuals (3 for students, 2 for teach-
er); workbooks (1 for home, 1 for

class). Complete tape set $240; records
$57.50; student manuals (set) $5;

workbooks $1- $1.25. Spanish, French,
German, Russian, English (as a second
language). JH SH C A

Self-Study Courses—Russian. CROSS-
WORLD. Textbooks and two 12"

Monitor rec. University level text,

workbook, key and records $16.80.

High School level, same but different

texts $15.15.

Seven Fables of La Fontaine tape
OPINST 30min $10. Includes questions
and answers. SH C A

Spanish Language Editions of five social

studies films; simplified vocabulary
in colloquial Spanish narration. IFB.
Titles, previously listed, are Mexican
Olla Makers; Spanish Community
Life; Mexican Village Coppermakers;
Mexican Fishing Village; Natives of

Guatemala. JH SH C

Una Estancia en las Pampas Argentinas
mp CORONET llmin b&w $60. Span-
ish language teaching version of Life
in Grasslands— Argentine Pampas.
SH JH Int

Un Pueblo De Espana mp CHURCHILL
llmin col $115 b&w $65 (with taped
narration for reinforcement). Spanish
schoolmaster tells of life in the town
of Mijas. SH C

Veselaya Azbuka fs CROSSWORLD
37fr col $3. The Russian (Cyrilic)

alphabet, one letter per frame pictur-

ing an animal the name of which be-
gins with the letter shown. This is

one of more than 100 Russian educa-
tional filmstrips on a wide range of
subjects, all with Russian captions.

Free catalog available. SH-C

Visitemos a Puerto Rico mp IFB 17min
col $175. Short Spanish sentences
spoken at moderate tempo. School
children reciting and singing in

Spanish. Intermediate courses.

We Learn to Speak French and Spanish
in Elementary School 24sfs YLP. 20-

30min LP, col. 6 per unit $48. The
reverse side of the record carries

songs, games and further extension of
the lesson. Two units of 6fs each now

ready in French and the same in

Spanish. Four other units in each of
the languages in preparation. El-SH.

LANGUAGE ARTS
Basic Primary Phonics m 6fs SVE col

Set (6) $21.60; complete series (18)

$61.20; ea $4. Picture of object is

shown beside its prjited word. Pri

Beginning Grammar 8fs EBF col set

$48 ea $6. Titles: Words That Name
Things; Words That Show Action;
What Is a Sentence?; Words Used In-

stead of Names, Words That Describe
Things, Words Telling How, When,
Where; Using Punctuation Marks;
Writing Conversation. Int

Fundamentals of Vocabulary Building
9fs EYEGATE col set $30 indiv $4.

Titles: Name the Right Word; Words
that Rhyme; Synonyms; Homonyms;
Find Another Word; Prefixes and
Suffixes; Singular and Plural; Seeing
Words Clearly; The Dictionary and
Other Reference Works. JH

How to Cut Tour Reading Time mp
REDLAB 15min b&w. Seven basic

techniques illustrated—Pre-Reading;
Phrase Reading; Key Word Reading;
Skipping and Skimming; Summariz-
ing; Indenting; Space Reading. SH
C A

AUDIO FILM CLASSICS
New 16mm Releases

HIROSHIMA MON AMOUR (France)

THE 400 BLOWS (France)

THE DEVIL STRIKES AT NIGHT (Germany)

THE LOVERS (France)

THE GODDESS (U.S.)

TWENTIETH CENTURY (U.S.)

I'M ALL RIGHT JACK (Great Britain)

EVE WANTS TO SLEEP (Poland)

TORERO! (Mexico)

THE GIRL IN BLACK (Greece)

LOVERS AND THIEVES (France)

WEE GEORDIE (Great Britain)THE COW AND I (France)

New 16mm Releases for Fall 1962
A SUMMER TO REMEMBER (Russia) THE KEY (Great Britain)

TWO WOMEN (Italy) ANATOMY OF A MURDER (U.S.)

GASLIGHT FOLLIES (U. S.) KANAL (Poland)
A RAISIN IN THE SUN (U. S.)

New 16mm Releases for Winter 1963
LA DOLCE VITA (Italy) ROCCO AND HIS BROTHERS (Italy)

VIRIDIANA (Spain) TOMORROW IS MY TURN (France)
BELL' ANTONIO (Italy)

Write for free catalog of complete listing

AUDIO FILM CENTER LIBRARIES
• 2138 E. 75th Street, Chicago 49, IIL

• 406 Clement Street, San Francisco 18, Calif.

• 10 Fiske Place, Mt. Vernon, N. Y.
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Information Sources for High Scliool

Students fs FH col captioned set (4)

$20. Titles: Discovering the Diction-

ary; Finding Facts and Figures; Peri-

odicals, Biol raphies and Quotations;

and Pinpointing What You Want.
JH SH

Keys to Reading 3mp-fs CBEF b&w
Set 3 films and manual $225 3fs C15.

Titles: Words; Phrases and Sentences;

Paragraphs. An adjunct to the

producer's Phrase Reading Series.

Letter Writing for Beginners mp
CORONET llmin col $110 b&w $60.

Grammar for the primary grades il-

lustrated by means of animation

photography. Pri.

Library Adventure mp NEXJBACHER 13

min col $115 b&w $60. Two children

find the library a friendly and inter-

esting place, and discover how to use

its facilities. Int JH

Modern English Tm/c program TMI-
GROLIER Spelling $12.50; Punctua-
tion $5.

The Paragraph 4fs FH col captioned set

$20. Titles: The Paragraph Sense; De-
veloping a Topic; Unity and Coher-

ence; Transitions and Connectives.

JH SH

ately in any desired combination).
General Introductory reel. Th-ee
films for 6th grade reader level,

simpler text, larger type, easier

vocabulary, starts at 100 words per
minute, increases to 160-240. Second
series of 6 films, intermediate, starts

at 180. Third, advanced set, of 6

practice films allows students to work
with reading rates up to 536 words
per minute.

Punctuation fs FH col captioned set (4)

$20. Titles: Period, Question Mark,
Exclamation Point; Comma and Semi-
colon; Colon, Dash, Parenthesis, and
Quotation Marks; Examples and Ex-
ercises in Punctuation. Int JH

Punctuation for Beginners mp CORO-
NET llmin col $110 b&w $60. Con-
structing sentences and punctuating
shown to have room for fun. Period,
question mark, and comma. Pri.

Sentences That Ask and Tell mp COR-
ONET llmin col $110 b&w $60. Chil-

dren in film play a game using large
cards to construct sentences about
familiar situations. Pri.

Spelling progr GROLIER 8%xll sheets

teach 440 words and basic spelling

rules. $12.50, El. Punctuations, in writ-
ing and proofreading $7.50, JH.

Spelling for Beginners mp CORONET
lOmin col $110 b&w $60. Look-Listen-
Say-Write steps reviewed and llus-

trated. Pri.

favorites by Longfellow, Whittier,
Kilmer, Whitman, Benet, Sandburg,
etc.

Audio Book Records ALLIED 16-2/3
rpm 7" discount prices from 99c for
singles to $23.30 for 30-record New
Testament—Catholic Edition. An
adapter to cut 33-1/3 rpm speed to

16-2/3, without wiring change, $1.40.

Shapespeare, Emerson, T h o r e a u,

Franklin, Twain, RusKin, Irving, Lin-
coln, Conrad and many more. 29
titles.

Chekhov Stories rec SPOKEN LP.
Read by Sir Michael Redgrave. SH-C

A Christmas Carol mp CAROUSEL 52-

min b&w $275. A musical version of

the Dickens' classic, starring Frederic
March, Basil Rathbone, CBS-TV pro-
duction. El-A

Enoch Arden rec COLREC 12" LP
$4.98. Claude Rains reads the Ten-
nysone classic; Glenn Gould, pianist,

plays the, Richard Strauss composition.
JH-A

The Forum Scene (Julius Caesar) mp
IFB 15min b&w $95. Charlton Heston
and Jeffrey Hunter lend added pres-
tige to this presentation of Act 3,

Scene 2, with its speeches by Brutus
and Antony. SH C

Robert Frost mp NWd 29min col $167.58
(USIS production) . The poet is shown
at one with his world of nature. Eval
ESAVG 2/62 p94. JH SH C

The Parts of Speech mp CORONET
13%min col $150 b&w $75. Words clas-

sified in a setting of youngsters' fun.

Int JH

Parts of Speech 4fs FH col captioned

set $20. Titles. Fight Jobs—Eight
Kinds of Words; Nouns and Pro-

nouns; Verbs; Modifiers. Int JH

The Parts of Speech rec TESYS 12" LP
$5.25 also available on 7% tape

$10.95. Part of the "Sing and Learn"
series; teacher sings the catchy learn-

ing tune at first with the answers,

then without—leaving the children

to fUl in. Elem JH

Pathways to Reading 5mp CBEF b&w
with manual $350. For 4-8th grade
school students. Titles: Why Read?;
How to Read; What Did You Read?;
Was It Worth Reading?; What's in a
Book? El JH

Phrase Reading Series 16mp CBEF set

$375 (units may be purchased separ-

Vnderstanding the Sentence 8fs EBF
col set $48 ea $6. Titles: The Verb
and the Sentence; Recognizing
Phrases; Recognizing Clauses; Kinds
of Sentences; Parts of Sentence or
Clause; Using Personal Pronouns;
Reflexive, Relative, and Interroga-
tive Pronouns; Making Words Agree.
JHSHC

Writing a Report mp CORONET llmin
col $120 b&w $60. Student chooses
subject, gathers information, organ-
izes his material, and writes the re-
port. Int.

You and Your Library mp CBEF 10-
min col $125. High school boy and girl
make fuU use of modern library's
facilities for research project on
Africa. Arcadia, California, library.
JH SH

LITERATURE, DRAMA,
POETRY

America the Beautiful rec COLREC 12"
Lp $4.98. Readings of 18 selections, by
Vincent Price. Included sire old time

Fundamentals of Poetry T-M/c prog
GPTC $4.25. Programmd text—Tradi-
tional Scansion Patterns, Figures of

Speech, Sound Devices, Verse Struc-

tures. Student masks the confirma-
tion frame as he enters a given
response. SH C

Golden Treasury of Children's Verse
rec SPOKEN 12" LP $5.95. Shakes-
peare, Milton, Keats, Coleridge, Ten-
nyson, Wordsworth, jmd Lewis Car-
roll represented in this introduction
to the wonders of poetry. El

Golden Treasury of French Literature
rec SPOKEN LP. Classical anthology,
grouped around topics such as "Love,"
"Night," "Grief" etc. SH C

Golden Treasury of Spanish Verse rec
SPOKEN LP Selections from 14th-

19th Century. Similarly: Golden
Treasury of Spanish Prose. SH-C

Great Classics of Literature 9fs EBF
col set $54 ea $6. Titles: lUad; Odys-
sey; Aenid; Oedipus the King; Faust;
Paradise Lost; Don Quixote; Prologue
to the Canterbury Tales; and The
Pardoner's Tale. SH C
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^n Introduction to the Humanities
Based on Great Dramatic Literature

12mp (series) EBF col ea 28min sold

only in sets $2,880. Clifton Fadiman
on The Humanities, What They Are
and What They Do; The Theatre, One
of the Humanities; Our Town and Our
Universe; Our Town and Ourselves.
Maynard Mack on The Age of Eliza-

beth; What Happens in Hamlet; The
Poisoned Kingdom; "The Readiness
ia All." Bernard M. W. Knox on The
Age of Sophocles; The Character of

Oedipus; Man and God; The Recovery
of Oedipus. SH

Kipling's "Just So" Stories 2rec
SPOKEN LP. Read by Jill Balcon
and Robert Speaight of BBC. El-C

Leo Tolstoy mp BRANDON 48min b&w
$225 r$22.50. Comprehensive biog-

raphy on film, English narration, ex-

cerpts from plays (in Russian) by
Moscow Art Theatre and Leningrad
Academic Theatre. SH C A

lUarli Twain's America mp MH 54inin

b&w $250. Based on 1,000 pictures

picked from collection of 3,500 peri-

od photos and engravings. JH SH

The Nelgliboring Shore mp BRANDON
15min col $175 r$12.50. Walt Whit-
man's words and 100 woodcuts by
Antonia Frasconi show the U.S.A.
through the eyes of the artist. Grand
Prix, Venice, 1960, SH C A

Night Journey mp CONTEMPORARY
29min b&w $175 r $17.50. "Oedipus
Rex" in Martha Graham ballet. Ber-
lin award 1161. SH C A

The Novel 4mp series EBF ea Stalin

col b&w. Four filmed lessons by
Clifton Fadiman. I: The Novel: What
It Is, What It's About, What It Does.
II: Early Victorial England and Char-
les Dickens. Ill & IV: Great Expec-
tations I and II. SH C

Paul Bunyan: Limiber Camp Tales mp
CORONET llmin col $120 b&w $60.

Amusing animated telling of some of
the best known fables. Int Pri

Poems of William Blake and Gerard
Manley Hopkins rec SPOKEN 12" LP
$5.95. Read by Robert Speaight. SH
C A

Carl Sandburg Discusses His Work mp
CORONET IS'/zmin b&w $75. High-
lights from Edward R. Murrow's CBS
interview. The poet reads from a
numter of his works, and adds lines
as he goes along to The People, Yes!
SH C

Complete Plays of Shakespeare rec

SPOKEN 12" Ip $5.95. Three new re-

leases bring total available to twelve.
Highlights are connected with narra-
tion and musical bridges. Swan Thea-
ter Players of London. Titles: Henry
IV, Part I and Part II; Henry V. SH
C A

The True Story of Robinson Crusoe mp
PRODUN 16min col $135 b&w $75.

Alexander Selkirk at home on the
wild, picturesque island of Juan Fer-
nandez. Lobster fishing. Suggested
for reading motivation based on real
life background of favorite stories.

El JH

Tale Series of Recorded Poets rec
YSRP. Nine new titles in series; John
Crowe Ransom, Louise Began, Louis
Simpson, R. P. Blackmur, Lee Ander-
son, Conrad Aiken, Richard Eberhart,
Robert Penn Warren and Marianne
Moore read their own. SH C

MATHEMATICS,
GEOMETRY

Addition & Subtraction progr
GROLIER 8%xll sheets $10, Pri El.

Time Telling $7.50 Pri. Multiplication
and Division $10, El. Decimal Num-
bers $12.50, El. Fundamentals of
Algebra I (Basics through quadratic
equation) $10 JH SH. . . . U (advanc-
ed) $15 SH C. Introductory Statistics

$10 C.

Algebra—An Introduction mp J-H 13-

min col. The place of symbols in
mathematics, how algebra differs from
arithmetic. JH SH

Arithmetic progr DEVFOUND "some
100 automated workbooks" mostly in

arithmetic grades K-6. For use in
multiple-choice "Teaching Aid" (8

questions to page). Each approx 20pp,
not straight-line programs." K-Int

Aritlimetic: Estimating and Checking
Answers mp CORONET llmin col

$120 b&w $60. Rounding off numbers
as help in estimating answers and
placing the decimal point. Ing JH

Arithmetic: Understanding the Problem
mp CORONET llmin col $110 b&w
$60. Word problems translated into
numbers, mathematical statements,
and operations. Int JH

Big Numbers . . . Little Numbers mp
FA lOmin col $120. Our number sys-

tem—base of ten. Other systems.
Scientific notation, exponents. Int
JH SH

Brushing Up on Division mp CORO-
NET lOmin col $110 b&w $60. Review,
examples, exercises, checking. El.

Brushing Up On Multiplication mp
CORONET lOmin col $110 b&w $60.

Reviews place value, indenting of

partial products, how to check an-
swer. El.

Building Concepts in Mathematics
ovhd COLFILM 43 cell packs 8x10"
(128 cells) col $250 (also sold separate-
ly), correlated with 6mp 15-18min col

set $810 indiv $150 ea b&w set $405
indiv $75. Titles: Meaning of Frac-
tions; Factors and Primes; Adding
Fractions; Subtracting Fractions;
Multiplying Fractions; Dividing Frac-
tions.

College Preparatory Mathematics prog
CPI 15 sections apply. Experimental
programmed texts; standardized re-

porting forms. IT C

Cone, Sphere and Cylinder models
MODELS set $7.95. 3 forms and 6

material density indicators, with
handbook, for demonstrating volume
and weight relationships, density

through computations and experi-

ments. JH SH

Discovering Solids (series) 5 mp
CENCO 15min col $150 b&w $75. This
series begun in three productions an-
nounced in 1959 (Delta) has been
completed and expanded by the pres-

ent exclusive source. JH SH

Electronic Computers and Applied
Mathematics mp COLFILM 23nun col

$220 b&w $110. Principles and opera-
tion of computers; Binary Arithmetic;

Place Value Concept; unusual uses of

the computer in math and science.

JH SH C A

General or Business Mathematics Course
25fs for use with EDL Controlled
Reader. Each fs carries 40 number
problems and 20 application prob-
lems, exposed 5 words per frame,
thus adjustable to reading proficiency

of the specific student group. Oral-

aural as well as written response
techniques are detailed in excellent

teachers' manual. EDL

Geometric Constructions transp TECNI-
FAX 36 overhead projectuals col $175.

Each consists of a static introductory
transparency plus a progression of

hinged overlays that develop the
problem and demonstrate the solu-

tion. SH C

Geometry Models LaPINE. Additions
to extensive line: Cone with Circular
Section, 5" diam, 5" high, $6. Square
Pyramid With Square Section, 4"

edges, 4" high, $6.
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Geometry Master Book ovhd K&E,
More than 300 masters to produce
(with overlays) 80 diazo projectable
transparencies; ring-bound in hard-
cover; theorem proofs, discussion
questions, teacher references are
printed on reproducible cov^r sheets
attached to each transparency. Plane
and solid geometry materials integrat-
ed. SH C

Graphing Linear Equations mp CORO-
NET 10 min col $110 b&w $60. Line
graphs represent relationship between
variables. How the values of constant
terms and varying coefficients affect

graphs. SH C

High School Mathematics (series) fs

FOMC col captioned. $33 for 9 titles

as released, one a month on Film-
strip-of-the-Month Club basis. Mem-
bers may also purchase additional
titles at same rate from exensive
backlog collection. Similar "club"
rates on high school science and
guidance.

How to Use a Slide Rule pro-fs CPI
600 fr $2.50. Experimental program-
med standardized reporting forms.
TT.

Junior High School Mathematics prog
CPI 3 units ea $2. Experimental pro-
grammed text. Standardized report-

ing forms. TT JH

Mathematics prog TMI-GROLIER Sub-
jects—Elementary Arithmetic, Multi-
plication and Division Facts $10;

Elem. Arith. Decimal Numbers $12.50;

Fundamentals of Algebra $10; Intro-

ductory Statistics $10.

Ratio and Proportion in Mathematics
mp CORONET llmin col $110 b&w
$60. Ratio as a relationship between
two numbers; proportion relationship
used in solving problems. JH

Sing and Learn (series) rec TESYS 12"

LP ea $5.25 also 7% ips tapes $10.95
Classroom teacher uses catchy tunes
to ease learning and improve reten-
tion in arithmetic and other subject
areas. Titles: Let's Add; Let's Sub-
tract; Let's Multiply, and Let's Divide.
The teacher first sings the jingle with
the answer, then without—leaving
the children to fill in. K-4

Tachist-O-Filmstrips. LEARNING.
Arithmetic Practice Set I, 12 fs on
addition-subtraction combinations $36;
Set II, 12 fs on multiplication com-
binations $36; Set III Division com-
binations and review. Flasher $10
usable with any filmstrip projector.
El

Transparent Geometric Solids ED-
MUND (Set of 19) $39.50 Plastic,
edges outlined in red, largest is 4fi"
high, sturdy well-finished box.

Eaton Agent Pneumonia mp NWd 17-

min col $130.76. Signs and symptoms;
treatment by demethychlortetracyc-
line. Public Health Service film. C

The Filiariasis Story in India fs NWd
276 fr in 4 parts, col $5.10 ea part. I:

Entomological and Parisitological As-
pects. II: Elephantiasis. Ill: Training,
Research. IV: Facts about Control. C
A

Handwashing in Patient Care mp NWd
15min col $118.50. Importance of con-
scientious washing to avoid transmis-
sion of pathogens. C A

Illustrated Medical Lectures 36 kits FDI
col fs (60 to 90 fr) plus recorded tape
lecture. One year subscription one a
month $155; three a month $395. Pro-
duced at Loma Linda University, Cal-
ifornia, "by doctors for doctors as

postgraduate instruction courses."

Laboratory Diagnosis of Rabies in Ani-
mals mp NWd aOmin col $220.68.

Shows preparation of brain impres-
sions, animal inoculation, serum neu-
tralization test, and fluorescent anti-

body test. C A

Man in Flight mp NWd 18min col

$119.15. USAF School of Medicine re-
search in biological and emotional
stress. Intensive training methods. C
A

Motion and Time mp STERLED llmin
col $120 b&w $60. Introduction to

Einstein Theory of Relativity. SH C

Number System and Its Structure mp
CORONET lOmin col $110 b&w $60.

Place of integers, fractions and nega-
tive numbers; commutative, associa-

tive, and distributive laws and clo-

sure principles. Introduction to the
binary system used in electronic com-
puters. SH C

Plane Geometry ovhd RCASERV 77

transparencies for use on 10x10" over-
head projectors. Col set $320. Basic
cell plus whatever overlays are need-
ed to develop the concept under study.

SH C Also Trigonometry 56 trans-

parencies set $335.

Plane Geometry and Tenth Year Math
ovhd BRADY 166 (10x10") trans-

parencies and 141 overlays. $630. May
be bought in smaller units: First

semester $318; second semester $243;
coordinate geometry $108. SH

Place Value: Ones, Tens, Hundreds mp
CORONET lOmin col $110 b&w $60.

Girl learns from her brother that

counting in groups is easier than
counting by ones. Pri.

Trigonometry ovhd BRADY 56 trans-
parencies (10x10") and 68 overlays
take student from the Greek alphabet
to damped oscillations. $240. SH C

Trigonometry at Work fs-sl AMCO 21-
fr col $6; same on slides $7.50. Empha-
sis is on application of Case I in civil
engineering astronomy, forestry. SH
C

Understanding Fractions 8fs SVE col
set $43.20. Titles: Origin and Meaning;
Uses; Language Of; Different Names
for the Same Fractional Number; Ad-
dition; Subtraction; Multiplication,
Division

MEDICAL &
ALLIED SCIENCES

Classes for Expectant Parents mp
COLAB 14min col $90. Planning,
organization, and conduct of classes;
a joint civic concern. Kent LEme
production for Kentucky State Dept.
of Health. A

Medical Aspects of Space Flight sfs

COMART lOmin col tape $4.95. Prob-
lems faced by astronaut on 250-mile
flight into space. Oxygen, accelera-

tion, radiation, space particles, weight-
lessness, temperatvure range. C SH A

No Man Is a Stranger mp SCHERING
29min col loan (to professional schools

and groups only). Drug therapy in
treatment of the mentally ill in Haiti.

C A

PKU—Preventable Mental Retardation
mp IFB 15min col $165. Phenylke-
tonuria (PKU), one of the new forms
of preventable mental retardation,

can now be detected with a simple
chemical test. The disease, a liver

enzyme deficiency, can be treated

successfully with careful diet therapy.
Diagnosis effective only in early In-

fancy.

Plague in Sylvatic Areas mp CDCPHS
mp 25%min col loan. Historical back-
ground; modem surveillance and
control; isolation of the plague bacil-

lus. C A
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The Scouler Case mp NFBC 13min b&w
$75. Treatment and recovery of a 63-

year-old cancer patient in Canadian
hospital. Influence of volunteer aides

in overcoming mental depression. SH
A C

Use of Anticoagulants in Rodent Control

mp NWd llmin col $82.42. Advan-
tages over other poisons; preparation

and placements of baits, safety meas-
ures when using these materials. A C

MENTAL HEALTH
Comeback mp ASSOCIATION 27min

col loan. Crippled child brought out

of self-withdrawal through rehabilita-

tion center. Out-dated methods com-
pared with present techniques.

A Day in the Life of Jonatuan Mole
mp MH 33min b&w $135. A little

man with a big ego and strong
"master race" bias dreams his pre-

judices are on trial. NFBC produc-
tion.

Everybody's Prejudiced mp MH 22min
b&w $135. A wide range of different

kinds of prejudice is found ready-to-

hand in a six-unit apartment building.

NFBC production. SH A

The Nature of Human Nature 10 rec

ACREC 12" LP or 3%" tape set (10)

$50 ea $5.95. Ashley Montagu, Virgilia

Peterson discuss "Time for Ideas."

Titles: The Nature of Human Nature;

Life Begins at Conception; The Birth

Situation; The Need for Love; The
Meaning of Education; Morality and
Religion; The Causes of Aggression;
Evolution; The Development of Cul-
ture; American Technological Civili-

zation. C A

The New Look Is the Anxious Look mp
BRANDON llmin b&w $60 r$10. Day
in the life of patient constantly ap-
prehensive of defeat. Analyst is of

little help to this joker. SH C A

Therapeutic Camping mp DEVFOUND
28min col loan. Multidisciplinary ap-
proach in summer program for dis-

turbed children; how they learn to

develop better personal relations,

overcome fears and develop confi-

dence and ego strength. TT C A

The UmbreUa mp NAMH 28min b&w
Dutch language with English subtitles

$150 r$10. The umbrella carried by a
stem authoritarian father becomes a

recognition symbol for neglected boy
and the key to his minor delinquency,
which is shown to be a home-made
product with roots in emotional de-
privation. C A TT

You Are Not Alone mp ASSOCIATION
30min b&w loan. Passed over in job
advancement, a young executive in-

dulges in resentment to the extent
that his marriage, health and work
are jeopardized. The family doctor
is able to set him straight. SH A C

MUSIC
African Musicians mp BRANDON 14%-
min b&w $90 r$10. Native playing of

instruments of equatorial Africa

demonstrates important part played
by music in life of the individual and
of his tribe. C A SH

Bahamian Ballads rec ARTREC LP 12"

$5.95. As sung by Colin Kelly. A
series of 15 similar albums of Ba-
hamian calypsos and dances is avail-

able from the same source, including
Royal Victoria Hotel Calypsos, Per-
centie Brothers, Dirty Dick's, Lad
Richard's, Leslie Scott Junkanoo
Club Blackbeard's Tavern and other

Nassau highlights. C A

Ballads for the Age of Science 6rec

SCIMAT LP ea $3.95. 84 songs. Titles:

Science Activity Songs; Nature Songs;
More Nature Songs; Weather Songs;
Space Songs; and Energy and Mo-
tion Songs. K-6

Coros del Tolima de Columbia S^.
rec ARTREC 12" LP $5.95. Famed
chorus, directed by Guiseppe GagU-
ano. 11 selections, including the Co-
lumbian national hymn. SH C A

Dear Friends and Gentle People mp
POST 27min b&w $125. Life of

Stephen Foster. JH-A

Developing SkUls in Music 4sfs SVE,
col set (4fs 2LP) $27. Titles: Rhythm;
The Quarter Note and the Half Note;
Measures, the Whole Note and the
Eighth Note; Dotted Notes and Rests;

Accents and Time Signatures.

Festival in Puerto Rico mp CONTEM-
PORARY 30min b&w $1340 r$7.

Fourth annual Casals Festival; Maw-
reen Forrester; Alexander Schneider.
SH C A

Fundamentals of Music progr GROLIER
8%xll sheets. Note names and their

relation to piano keyboard, major
scales, time and key signatures, dyna-
mics. Beginners.

Golden Treasury rec ALLIED 12" LP
ea $1.58. A total of 53 titles including
such series as Golden Treasury of

Fairy Tales . . . Train Songs . . Songs
About Heroes . . . Dog Songs . . . Bed-
time Story Songs. Also A Child's In-

troduction (series)—Orchestra; Great
Composers; Gilbert & Sullivan; Jazz;

French; The Symphony. Ding Dong
and Nursery School. Yogi Bear; Bugs
Bunny; Dennis the Menace; Popeye
etc. Pri El

16mm. Sound Projectors
New and Used

Film Subjects—Accessories

Write For Free Lists

NATIONAL CINEMA SERVICE
71 0«y Sf., N. Y. C. 7, N. Y.

m fILM OOCIORS*

SPECIALISTS

in the science of

FILM

REJUVENATION.
RAPIDWEIO Process for:'

• Scratch-Removal

• Abrasions 'Dirt •"Rain"

Sand for Free Brochure

rapid
FILM TECHNIQUE

37-02C 27fh St., Long Island City 1, N.Y.

FREE
Allied
444PAGE 1962

ELECTRONICS

CATALOG

SAVE MOST on language
labs, Stereo hi-fi, record-

ing and phonoequipment,
school sound systems,
training kits, electronic

parts. Write for Catalog.

ALLIED RADIO
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, III.

for
MUSIC APPRECIATION

CLASSES

Native Folk Music of the Carib-

bean area recorded in the islands

and in Central & South America

on High-Fidelity LP records.

For LIBRARIANS

—

A new, easy-to-teach method, on

a 45rpm record, endorsed by

leading educators:

"The DEWEY DECIMAL DOWN-
BEAT"

For GRADE SCHOOLS—
A 45rpm RECORD: Pledge of Al-

legiance — male voice - female

voice. Trumpet calls: To the Col-

ors, Taps.

FOR FREE CATALOG, WRITE TO:

ART RECORDS SALES CO.
p. O. BOX 50-66, MIAMI, FLORIDA
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Grand Opera on Film (series) mp
IDEAL apply. World renown casts,

finest Old World settings and cos-

tumes. Don Juan; Lohenjfrin; Cener-
entola, Faust and the Devil, La Favor-
ita; La Sonnambula, The Medium.
This and a companion Music Mastera
series is offered for music instruction

and as a fine arts community pro-

gram. SH C A

Gypsy Dance mp PRODUN 19min col

$200 b&w $90. Authentic Hungarian
gypsy dances, presented in traditional

setting. JH-A

Hit Musicals tape CAPITOL 4-track

stereo recordings of Broadway casts

or motion picture sound tracks: Okla-
homa!; Carousel; Can-Can; The King
and I; The Music Man; Fiorello; West
Side Story.

Instruments of the Orchestra 2rec RCA
LP $9.98 stereo $11.98, National Sym-
phony Orchestra, conducted by How-
ard Mitchell, demonstrates 36 instru-

ments in 64 concert works. Guide
gives pictures of each instrument.

EL-A

Jose Greco and his Dance Company rec

COLREC 12" LP $4.98 stereo $5.98. 10

dance selections. Orquesta de Con-
cierto de Madrid.

Lucho Azcarraga rec ARTREC LP al-

bums ea $5.95. World-famed orgjin

virtuoso in seven albums of Pana-
manian music: Carnival de Oro;
Dancing in Panama; Christmas in

Panama; Carnaval en Panama; Mi
Panama; Lindo Panama; and Remem-
ber Panama. Excellent band back-
grounds.

Music in Motion mp ILBEL 18min col

loan. Violinist Zino Francescatti and
the Bell Telephone Orchestra demon-
strate the sound wave patterns of dif-

ferent instruments sind ensembles. SH
C A

Music In the Schools mp CONTEMPO-
RARY 24min b&w $100 r$7. The
teaching of music in the Swedish
schools UNESCO. Int JH SH C A

Music of Williamsburg mp COLWIL 29-

min or 40min col apply. Important
segments pf America's musical past

from the pure rhythmic roots of jazz

to sedate 18th-century chamber music,

played against a dramatized back-
ground of colonial times in Williams-
burg. JH-A

Music Master Life Story (series) mp
IDEAL apply. Dramatized highlights

from the lives of great composers,
with many fine musical passages sung
be top operatic stars. LUe and Love*
of Mozart; Eternal Waltz (Johann
Strauss) ; Casta Diva (Belini) ; Inferno

Degll Amantl (Donizetti); Casa
Ricordi (the influence of the Milan
music publishing hotise) SH C A

Nutcracker Sulte-Between Birthdays
rec COLREC 12" LP. New "Lyrics"

by Ogden Nash, recited by Peter
Ustinov, give unique charm to Andze
Kostelanetz' arrangement of two
Tchaikovsky classics. K-A

Richard Strauss: Ein Heldenleben rec

COLREC LP $4.98 stereo $5.98. VioUn
solo: Anshel Brusilov. Eugene Or-
mondy and the Philadelphia Orches-
tra.

Sing a Song With Guin and All America
rec CBPUB 12" LP $3.98. Ice-breaker

folk songs, spirituals, hymns, 16 in all,

led by Guin Tuckett, editor of teen-

age magazine Vision, and The Col-

legians. El-A

Songs of the Auvergne mp JANUS 17-

min b&w 1$25 r$15. Rural village life

and song. Boston Symphony Orches-
tra; Phyllis Curtin soloist. SH C A

Songs of the North and South rec

COLREC 12" LP $4.98 stereo $5.98.

The Mormon Tabernacle Choir.

"Aura Lee" to "When Johnny Comes
Marching Home."

Student Companion Records rec
STUREC 2 LP ea $4.95. Designed as
audio aid to piano teachers for the
inspiration, encouragement jind in-

struction of their pupils. Each record
carries a dozen or more selections

from classic composers; played by
Seymour Bernstein.

Symphonic Suites rec LP $4.98 stereo

$5.98. Leonard Bernstein conducts se-

lections from "West Side Story" and
"On the Waterfront."

Tournament of Roses 1961 rec MP-TV
12" LP $4.98 stereo $5.98. Spot record-
ing of the "Ballads in Blossoms"
parade music and sounds.

University Glee Clubs rec CARILLON
ea album $4.98. Separate albums on
Columbia, Brown, Harvard, and Yale
Glee Clubs— (also Yale 100th Anniver-
sary album cind 3 Whiffenpoofs
albums). Yale University Band. A SH
C

A Visit with Dairus Milhaud mp BRAN-
DON 31min col $325 r$17.50. Com-
poser's background in France; work
at Mills College and at Aspen with
students; reunion in Paris. C A SH

You Can Make Music sfs AVAS col 15-

min, loan. For Grades 2-5 to show how
good music is made and to develop a
desire to make it themselves. Similar-
ly: Music in our School for Grades
6-9. Sponsor: NYLife.

PHYSICAL ED. & SPORTS
Posture in Motion mp EDZONS 9min

col $100. Relationship of body co-
ordination to well being, beauty and
self-confidence. Importance of good
posture for women and girls. Walking,
standing, sitting, stairs. JH SH TT A

Batting with Ted Williams mp MOD-
ERN 21min col loan. Fine points of
consistent hitting. Sponsored by Sears
Roebuck. JH A SH C

Catching a Football mp COCOLA 11-

min b&w loan (through local bot-
tlers). Narrated by Johnny Vaught,
University of Mississippi coach. JH-A

Family Trail Camping mp PETITE 11-

min col $110. A typical mountain trail

trip, as differentiated from automobile
camping. Equipment. Proper forest

manners. JH SH A

Fitness for Leadership mp ASSOCIA-
TION 14min col loan. The PE program
at West Point. An inspiration for
greater interest in fitness training
in schools. Sponsor—Gillette. JH SH

Focus on Fitness mp EK 19min col

loan. Physical fitness tests, remedial
exercises; and a suggested long-term
program of physical education in the
nation's schools. Produced in co-oper-
ation with the President's Council on
Physical Fitness. TT A SH C

Fundamentals of Creative Swimming
2mp COLFILM Part I 12min col $140
b&w $70. Part II 16min col $180 b&w
$90. JH-C

I Was a Ninety-Pound Weakling mp
NFBC 30min b&w $130. Wide variety
of weight-reducing methods and
media. JH-A

Learn to Swim (series) 3mp IFB ea
b&w $50. Children are taught The
Crawl (llmin); The Breast Stroke
(11 min); and The Back Stroke (9

min.)

The Man Who Beat Death mp POST
27min b&w $125. Inspirational story

of battle against diabetes from child-

hood on by tennis champion Billy

Talbert. Climax is his match with
Pancho Gonzales. El-A

Movietone News — Sports (series)

STARFILM 12%min ea b&w lease

$60. Film profiles of careers of out-
standing stars in sports and athletics.

Titles include Babe Ruth, Knute
Rockne, Connie Mack, Bobby Jones,
Lou Gehrig, Florence Chadwick, Sir
Malcolm Campbell, Patty Berg, Gar
Wood, Helen Wills, Wilbur Shaw.
SH-A
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Pitching mp COCOLA llmin b&w loan
(through local bottlers). Ethan Allen,

head baseball coach at Yale, teaches
three basic pitches—fast, slow, and
curve. JH-A

Ready . . . Wrestle! mp IT .RET. SOmin
b&w loan. Fundcimentals of amateur
wrestling are demonstrated by high
school boy, narrated by sportscaster

Jack Drees. SH C A

Scouting Report mp UWF 20min b&w
loan. Sensational plays in National
Football League, narrated by Chris
Schenkel. Offensive and defensive
strategy; the passing game. For
coaching and general interest. SH C

Shotgun Shooting and How! mp IFB ll-

min col $120 r$6. Action and gunning
techniques with emphasis on safety.

SH-A

Ski School mp BRANDON (series 4

films) ea 12%min b&w $85 series

$295. Photographed at Banff and Lake
Louise, features Lucille Wheeler and
Real Charette. Blue Ribbon, Ameri-
can Film Festival 1961. SH C A

Sports mp UWF 8mm magnetic sound
(also 16mm sd and 8 and 16mm si).

9 min b&w $12.95. Titles: This Is

Baseball; Let's Go Skiing; Surf Rid-
ers; Famous Lightweight Fights; Fa-
mous Heavyweight Fights; Harlem
Globetrotters; Fishing Thrills. Some
40 films in 8mm sound are avail-

able also in other subject areas. JH-A

Tennis by Contrast mp AVED mp 10-

min col $100. Serve, backhand, fore-

hand drive, etc., as done by Don
Budge, Bobby Riggs, Fred Perry, Bill

Tilden. JH-A

Wally Wins His Wings mp MODERN
14min col loan. Father and son fly

model airplanes as hobby. JH-A

Wilderness Encampment mp USDA 27%
min col apply. Senior Girl Scouts
camp in National Forest. The All-

State Encampment in Oregon's Three
Sisters Wilderness Area. JH HS C A

Winter Olympics mp USDA 2-imin col

apply. US Forest Service cooperation
in staging the VHI Winter Games at

Squaw Valley. Lowell Thomas nar-
rates. HS C A

PRIMARY GRADES
Materials

The Ant and the Dove (An Aesop
Fable) mp CORONET Bmin col $90
b&w $45. Animated tale of the tiny
ant who is able to save the life of

his much larger neighbor. Japanese
production. Pri.

The Astronaut and Space Travel 4fs FH
col captioned set $20. Astronaut visits

the school. Titles: How an Astronaut
Lives in Space; How a Rocket Works;
How Gravity Works; How Space
Science Helps Us. Gr 1-4.

Billy's Hellc(«>ter Ride mp CORONET
lOmin col $110 b&w $60. Boy gets to

ride over town with ilia uncle, the
pilot. Pri.

The Chairmaker and the Boys mp IFB
21min col $195. Aged craftsman forced

by boys' mischief into role of dis-

ciplinarian. Award-winning NFBC
production. Pri

Children's Animated Story Films mp
STERLED lOmin col $48.50, Titles:

The Magic Feather; Scruffy; The
Challenge; The Gold Tooth. Pri

Children's Stories sfs WESTON col LP
set $25 (4fs and 1 rec). Continuation of

series based on most popular chil-

dren's story books. New titles—Set 7:

Time of Wonder; A Tree Is Nice;

Chanticleer and the Fox; Finders
Keepers. Set 8: Madeline's Rescue;
The Little Island; Frog Went A-
Cortin'; The Big Snow. The records,

each carrying four of the stories, may
be purchased separately, $4.95 ea. Pri.

Clumsy Little Elepliant mp PRUN
lOmin col $125 b&w $50. Cartoon
story of the baby elephant who just
couldn't seem to get things right. Pri.

Community Hospital mp SUTHERLAND
llmin col $120. Young cMldren get
understanding of function of hosp'tal

as their playmate has his tonsils out.

Pri El

The Country Mouse and the City
Mouse (An Aesop Fable) mp CORO-
NET 8min col $90 b&w $45. Charm-
ing cartoon treatment proves there's

no place like home. In same series.

North Wind and the Sun. Pri.

Dance Your Own Way mp BAILEY lO-

min col $120. Each child developes its

own forms of expression in dancing
to phonograph music. Pri TT

8mm Cartoons mp UAA 6min col $14.95.

For magnetic 8mm projection on
SMPTE standard (24fr per second,
with the sound advanced 56fr on the
magnetic track). Well-known Warner
cartoon characters—Bugs Bunny,
Daffy Duck, Junior Pig, Sniffles the

Mouse, Little Duckling. Pri.

Elephants of India Sfs EBF col $18 ea $6.

Titles: This is an Elephant; An
Elephant Goes to School; An Elephant
Grows Up. PrL

Elf Book Stories 6fs SVE captioned, set

$24.30, ea $4.50. The Rand-McNally
animal stories. Titles: Lucinda, the
Little Donkey; Puss-in-Boots; The
Goat that Went to School; Scamper;
Three Bears Visit Goldilocks; Tubby
Turtle. K-3.

Elf Book n 6fs SVE col set $24.30 ea
$4.50. Rand-McNally books visualized.

Titles: Lucinda, the Little Donkey;
Puss-In-Boots; The Goat That Went to

School; Scamper; The Three Bears
Visit Goldilocks; Tubby Turtle. Pri.

Farm Fathers (Series II) 5fs LONG
captioned col set (5) $23.50 indiv $5.

Titles: My Dad is a Hay Farmer . . .

Cattle Rancher; . . . Sheep Rancher;
. . . Poultry Farmer; . . . Veterinarian.
Pri.

Fasla Filmstrips 27 filmslips COPP-
CLARK col 25 @ $2.95, 2 @ $4.95.

Short strips of pictures, one set

captioned, the other not, to permit
young children to view them with
and without adult verbalization.
Stories, poems. Evaluated ESAVG
9/61. Pri.

Globi's Good Heart mp BRANDON 3%-
min col $35 r$5. Swiss animation tells

of the cat who forgave the mice who
stole his food. Pri.

Golden Book Filmstrips 6fs FSCAM col

with 6 Golden Beginning Readers
$28.50. Titles: The King Who Learned
To Smile; The Little Black Puppy;
The Wonderful House; Pear-Shaped
Hill; Where's Willie; Just for Fim. Pri.

Good Citizens mp EDZONS llmin col

$110. Young children as well as ..dults

have good citizenship responsibilities,

in class, at home and in their com-
munity. K Pri

Happy Times in the Home and Family
4sfs SVE col set 4 fs & 2 LP $19.50

ea $7.25. Public school version of

Family Films' productions for church
schools. Titles: Susan's Big Brother;
Tommy and Daddy; Visit from Grand-
father; Planning a Birthday Surprise.

Pri.

Learning About Bears mp EBF llmin
col $120; b&w $60. Takes a mother
bear and her two cubs through their

first year. Warns that bean are dan-
gerous. Pri.

Learning About the Seasons 4sfs SVE
col LP set (incl 2 records) $19.50. A
Walk in the Rain; Going on a Picnic;

When Autumn Comes; Getting Ready
for Winter. Family Filmstrips produc-
tion. K Pri
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Write

for free catalog on films

on cooperatives.

# The Cooperative League of fhe USA

343 South Dearborn Street

Chicago 4, Illinois

Visual
letters

DIE-CUT

CONSTRUCTION PAPER

ALPHABETS

10 COLORS
2, 3 « 4 INCH SIZES

Write for informolion

Stik-a-letter Co. Rt. 2, bsi hoo, Escondido. caiii.

fllkl-PLAYING
I Ull VOLLEYBALL

P.E. majors demonstrate skills, techniques

and team strategy of new official 6-girl

team sport 1960 release 1 1 min sound
Color $100 r$5 B&W $60 r$3.50

MARJORIE E. FISH
1723 Oak St., Orange Gardens,

Kissimmee, Fla.

OUR COMMUNITY HELPERS
Simple, true-to-life filmstrips. in full color photo-
graphs show the services performed by community
helpers . . . how we depend upon them. Con-
forms to primary level curriculum—interesting to
children.

Series One Series Two
The Fireman . . .$4.80 The Dentist . . .14.80

The Postman . . 4.80 The Doctor .... 4.80

The Policeman . 4.80 The Librarian . . 4.80

The Grocer .... 4.80 The Milkman . . 4.80
The Baker 4.80 City Helpers . . . 4.80

Set of 5 $22.50 Set of 5 $22.50

Write now for new catalog!

^<Mf iFILAASUDE SERVICE
7505 FairmounI hit . El Cerrito 8. Cm'

Vite-a-lize
your film

We restore brittle, curled, cupped
film to nearly new first run quality

with Vite-a-iize. Our Vite-a-lize

treatment preshrinks new film uni-

formly, sealing in proper humidity.

Guaranteed. Call or write now.
Exclusive with Leonard Film Service,

1700B E. Walnut, Pasadena, Calif.

Phone SYcamore 2-6682.

Let's Build a House mp CHURCHILL
llmin col $110 b&w $60. Two children
help their father build a playhouse,
learning meanwhile the uses of con-
crete, lumber, glass and other build-
ing materials. Pri

Little Kitten mp PRODUN lOmin col

$125 b&w $50. A kitten explores her
world—fish in a tank, a tjird in its

cage, and a lively puppet are seen in

a kitten-eye view for lively juvenile
entertainment. Pri.

Little Rooster WIio Made the Sun Rise
mp CORONET lOmin col $110 b&w
$60. Cartoon. Rooster learns truth

about the independent sun, and set-

tles for his alarm clock role. Pri.

Th Lost DoU mp PRODUN lOmin col

$125 b&w $50. Combination of anima-
tion and live action tells story of toys
that come to life after a storm and
happily find their owners. Pri.

Meet the Actors mp AVED lOmin col

$100. Humpy the talking camel and
Tamba the funny chimp tour Holly-
wood's Jungle Compound. Pri.

Mr. and Mrs. Robin and Their Spring-
time Family fs SVE 31fr captioned
col $5. Pri.

Mr. Chimp goes to the Circus mp AVED
lOmin col $100. Jungle compound
show has chimpanzees not only as

performers but also as part of the
audience. Dubbed human voices add
comic effect. Pri.

Mrs. Cottontail and Her Springtime
Family fe SVE col 29fr $5. Mother
rabbit guards and teaches her young
brood. Pri. El

The Musicians in the Woods mp CORO-
NET 13%min col $150 b&w $75. The
Grimm Brothers' fairy tale told by
animated puppets. In the same series,

The Shoemaker and the Elves. Pri

Night Before Christmas sfs SVE col

col 34fr, guide and LP $8. Less record
$5. Clement Clarke Moore's story,

with jingling sound effects and Christ-
mas melodies. Pri up.

Once Upon a Time rec AUDAID LP
$4.75. Fairy tales for dramatization,
with guide. Side 1: Three Little Pigs;

The Old Woman and Her Pig; Side 2:

The Golden Goose; Tattercoats. Pri
TT

Our Pet Show mp CORONET llmin
col $120 b&w $60. Boy enters dog
in school pet show—and learns a
lot about classification of animals.
Pri.

Our UNICEF Halloween fs ASSOCIA-
TION 32fr col $2. A Trick-or-Treat
Halloween is arranged by a PTA;
step by step presentation up to pro-
gram's happy climax. Pri A

Paddy's Christmas sfs SVE 43fr LP col
$8.50. Helen Monsell story. The beisis

holiday fun is giving and making
others happy.

Picture Book Parade (series) 4mp
BRANDON ea 5mln col $75 r$5 b&w
$45. Weston; Woods filmographs,
titles: Caps for Sale; Magic Micliaael;
Pancho; and (b&w only) In the For-
est $45 r$3. Pri El

Primary Filmstrip Club fs FOMC col
captioned $33 for 9 titles as released,
one a month, on "Filmstrip-of-the-
Month Club" plan. Members may also
purchase additional titles at same rate
from extensive backlog catalog. Simi-
lar club plans apply to Elementary
Science and Elementary Social
Studies.

The Scribbling Kitten mp BRANDON
ISmin b&w $75 r$5. Japanese anima-
tion story of the kitten whose draw-
ings of mice came to life to torment
her. Pri.

See It and Believe It mp AVED lOmin
b&w $50. All the animals in Holly-
wood's Jungle Compound want to he
"King"; chimpanzees are the audi-
ence. Pri.

Thanksgiving for King fs SVE 37tr
captioned col $5. A baby turkey grows
up royally to keep his date with din-
ner table destiny. Pri el

Walt Disney's "Famous Stories Retold"
6fs EBF col $36 ea $6. Titles: 20,000

Leagues Under the Sea; Kidnapped;
The Sword and the Rose; Pollyanna;
Toby Tyler and the Circus; Old
Yeller. Int JH

We Use Power mp CHURCHILL llmin
col $110 b&w $60. Two children learn
about various sources of power by
means of their own experiments. El

Woody Woodchuck's Future mp EBF
llmin col $120 b&w $60. Boy cares for
pet young chuck but as colder
weather approaches the animal slips

back into the forest. Pri.

Zoo Adventure 4fs EBF col set $24 ea
$6. Titles: Large Zoo Animals; Mon-
keys and Other Small Zoo Animals;
Birds of the Zoo; Zoo Snakes and
Their Relatives. Pri.
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RELIGION & ETHICS
Africa and Schweitzer mp CATHE-
DRAL 28min b&w r$10. The famous
mission and its selfless service. JH
SH A

Alf Goes to Work mp ChC 45min
b&w. Documentary treatment of

house-church idea and George Mac-
Leod's lona Community in Scotland.

Eval ESAVG 1/62 p37.

Angry Jungle mp GOSFILMS 35min
b&w r$15. 1960. Work of missionaries

and rubber planters in Malaya. Chi-

nese boy, mission-educated, brings

gospel to planter's son. JH SH A

Bible Adventure Films (series) 20mp
MOODY 13min b&w r$6. Titles: Ahab,
the Pouting King; Baby Moses; Call

of Samuel; Daniel in the Lion's Den;
David and Saul; Elijah and the
Prophets of Baal; EUisha and the

Syrian Army; Fiery Furnace; Gideon;
Jonah and the Big Fish; Joseph in

Egypt. Naamah, the Leper; Noah and
the Ark; Red Sea; Samson; Serpent
of Brass; Ten Commandments; Walls

of Jericho; Wisdom of Solomon. Each
of these Old Testament stories is

shown in direct application to pres-

ent-day experiences of boys and girls.

Pri-A

The Bible and Diego Thompson fs ABC
$7. Life and influence of a 19th cen-

tury Scotsman pioneer educator and
colporteur in Latin America. SH-A

Relations; Education; Communist
China. Eval ESAVG 6/62 p 328. BFC-
NCCC production, discussions moder-
ated by Quincy Howe. SH-A

Christmas Again sfs TRAFCO 40fr LP
col $10. Approach to the Christmas
season with fresh purpose and mean-
ing. The story is told by means of

wood-carvings and includes words to

several carols for group singing. Flip

side of record carries music only, by
the Southeast Missouri State College
Concert Choir. JH-A

Christmas Carols Around the World
rec COLREC 12" LP $4.98; stereo

$5.98. By the Mormon Tabernacle
Choir.

Anniversary mp BROADMAN 28min
b&w r$9. The need for having Christ

at the center of family life is revealed

in story of indifference between hus-
band and wife. SH A

Appointment mp GOSFILMS 30min
b&w r$13. The warden and the prison

chaplain wonder if even the man
himself, on Death Row, knew his own
identity. The film's message: "Mid-
night" comes to all men. SH A

As the Nightingale Walts for the Sum-
mer mp CWS 13%min b&w $22.50

r$6. The migration of adherents of

the Old Believers in the Russian
Orthodox Church from Siberia, to

Manchuria, and finally to Brazil. SH
A

Attitudes—A Looli and a Listen (series)

4sfs FAMILY 48-50fr LP col kit (4fs

2LP) $29.70; indiv fs $6.50 rec $3.50.

Titles: Our Eyes Piay Triclis (Prej-

udice); Seeing Red in a Green
World (Resisting Authority); Music
for the Right Foot (Resolving Con-
flicts); What Do You Expect? (Ex-
pecting the Best). JH SH

The Awakening Village mp UCMS
34min col r$12. Influence of mission
school on village of Madhya Pradesh,
India. A newly converted Christian is

elected mayor. JH SH A

The Baby King fs CBPUB 22fr col art

$5. A little boy, of first-grader age, is

among the shepherds who come to the
Manger; the Wise Men bring gilts.

Pri.

Behold! Three Wise Men Came Out of
the East rec COLREC 12" Lp $4.98
stereo $5.98. Music from The Epipliany
Office and Mass of the Christmas
Season sung by the Trappist Monks
of the Abbey of Gethsemani.

Beyond City Limits sfs CBPUB b&w
78rpm $10 r$2.50. Suggests adaptation
in program of rural churches to meet
changed conditions. SH-A

Boomtime fs FRIENDSHIP 60fr col $7.

Population growth and mobility inter-

preted in terms of their meaning to

the church. A

Boy in the Dark mp BROADMAN
28min b&w r$9. Effect of neglect of

children by parents who become too

preoccupied with their own interests.

SH A

The Brainwashing of John Hayes mp
POST 27min b&w $125. Missionary in

China stands up to his captors and
makes his trial a sounding board for

truth. SH C A

Catholic Inquiry and Convert Course
ovhd BRADY 25 lessons complete
with 126 (10 X 10") transparencies,

105 overlays, $240. Prepared for use

with the Baltimore Catechism under
guidance of Rev. Father William A.

Winchester of the Cleveland Diocese.

Choice and Decision mp CATHEDRAL
28min col r$13. Father and son dis-

cover the importance of making the

right college choice. SH C A

Christian Faith in a Confused World
mp FAMILY 30min b&w r$10. Young
business man, disheartened by greed
and dishonesty he sees in the world
about him, discovers power of God's
guidance. SH A

Christian Friends in Other Lands
(series) 4sfs FAMILY 41-50fr LP col

kit (4fs 2 LP) $29.70 Indiv fs $6.50

rec $3.50. Titles: Juanito Finds a
Friend; Kalu, the Singing Sweeper;
Kumbi Makes a Prayer; Soo-Chin
and the Red Crayon. (Mexico, India,

Congo, Korea). Elem.

Christianity and Communism tapes
REIGNER 30min 7%ips. $3.20 ea on
top-grade acetate tape, $2 on utility.

Loan $1 service charge. Eight titles:

The Present Conflict; Man and So-
ciety; Literature and the Arts; Eco-
nomics; War and Peace; Diplomatic

Christmas Treasure Chest 4sfs FAMILY
48-71fr col kit $29.70, indiv fs $6.50

rec LP $3.50. A variety of AV re-

source materials, songs, carols, games,
stories, worship service all on the

screen. Titles: Christmas Party Fun;
Christmas Songs and Carols; Christ-

mas Devotionals; The Little Donkey
(who was saved from cruel trail boss
to carry Mary to Bethlehem). Elem-A

Church Administration Kit 3fs BFC
b&w 2 with LP, 1 si with reading
script. Set $21 ea sfs $10 si $4. Titles:

A Mirror To Myself (Supervision);
Together We Grow (Worker's Con-
ference); Plan for Christian Educa-
tion (silent). TT A

The Constant Witness mp BROADMAN
15min col r$10.50. A faithful, witness-
ing Christian helps a husband to ac-

cept Christ, a wife to rededicate her
life, and a marriage to be saved. SH
C A

Daily Christian Living for Boys and
Girls 4sfs FAMILY col LP (2rec

guide) $25.50. Indiv fs $6.50 indiv rec
.'53.50. Titles: Learning to Help at

Home; Learning About Money;
Learning to Forgive; Learning to

Overcome Selfishness. A similar kit

has as titles: Learning to Get Along
Together; Learning About Sharing;
Getting Others to Lik^ You; Learning
About Friendship. Elem.

Dark Valley mp GOSFILMS 40mln
b&w r$16 1961. Three men face death
together in mine cave-in. Dramatic
clash of personalities and test of their

faith. SH A

Defenders of the Faith 6sfs CATHE-
DRAL col set 6fs 3 rec $40.50. Titles:

Joshua; Gideon; Samson; Elijah I &
U; Elisha.

Discovering Hidden Treasures fs BFC
40fr col with reading script in paral-

lel columns, one for caption equiva-
lents, the other full explanatory
notes. $6.50. Color photographs of dis-

covery of Dead Sea Scrolls. JH SH
C A
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Early History of the Church 8fs EBF
col Set $48 ea $6. Titles: The Church
in Jesus' Time; Growth of the Church
in Jerusalem; Stephen, First Martyr;
The Church Spreads to the Gentiles;
Paul, Apostle of Nations; Paul
Preaches in Europe and Asia; Im-
prisonment of Paul in Palestine;
Paul, the Prisoner of Christ. (Catho-
lic Religious Education).

The Genius of Anglicanism fs RECPUB
26fr col lOp script $5.50. Visualizes
the "unique nature of the Episcopal-
ian Church." SH A

The Glory of the Lord sfs CONCORDIA
40fr col LP guide $10. Tells the
traditional Christmas story as ap-
plicable to life today. El-A

Humble Heart mp HACK 25min col
b&w. Poor boy is helped to find the
true meaning of going to Sunday
School. El-A

Hunger mp BFC 29min b&w $40 r$8.

Church World Service film showing
efforts to replace hunger with hope
in India, Korea, Hong Kong, Pakistan
and the Congo. JH SH A

The Easter Story in Scripture and Song
sfs SVE 40fr LP col $9. When hymns
are sung the words appear on the
screen.

Effective Christian Communication sfs

CATHEDRAL col LP textbook &
guide Kit (4fs) $30.60, indiv fs $7 rec
$3. Titles: What Is Communication?;
The Communicators; The Religious
Communication; Tools for Communi-
cation. A

Ephphata Missions 2sfs CATHEDRAL
col LP ea $6 rec $3 set $15. Difficulties

faced by the blind and/or deaf in
worship in congregations of their own
kind. Titles: Faith—By the Grace of

God (about the deaf); and The Mark
of Christian Love (about the blind).

Facing Problems of Modem Marriage
(series) 4sfs FAMILY 40-48fr col kit

(4fs 2LP) $29.70; indiv fs $6.50 LP
$3.50. Problems of Early Marriage;
Marrying Outside Your Faith; Chris-
tians and Divorce; Problems of the
Modem Mother. A

FamUy Life Kit 4sfs BFC b&w 78rpm
or LP set $35 indiv unit $10. Family
situations involving CHiristian edu-
cation. Titles; No Easy Answer; Built
Upon the Rock; For the Record; A
Harvest from the Holidays. A TT

The First Noel mp CATHEDRAL 13min
col r$10. Filmographic treatment
blends 85 original paintings. Pri-A

A Flame of the Lord's Kindling sfs

UCMS 70 fr LP col $15 r$2.50. The
work of the Christian Women's Fel-
lowship, Disciples of Christ. A

Four Religions mp MH Parts I & II ea
SOmin b&w ea $135 ($250 for both).
Precepts of Hinduism, Buddhism, Is-

lam, and Christianity. With historian
Arnold Toynbee. NFBC production.
C A

Freedom mp ASS(X;iATION lOOmin
col r$25. Influence of Moral Re-Arma-
ment movement toward reconciliation
and unification of tribal factions in

Africa. SH C A

God's Animals mp HACK 20min col

b&w. A group of children is shown
a number of animals helpful to man.
El

God's Wonders in Tiny Things mp
CONCORDIA lOmin col r$5. Sticker
taken from child's finger and other
small and wonderful experiences. Pri

Gothic Cathedrals of Europe sfs KB
b&w LP $7 without record $6. SH C A

The Great Challenge mp CATHEDRAL
28min col r$12. The important in-

fluence of the Sunday School teacher.

Recruitment, inspiration, motivation.

SH A

Great Questions Jesus Answered 4sfs

(series) FAMILY 45-52fr col kit (4fs

2 LP) $29.70; indiv fs $6.50 rec $4.50.

Titles: What Sign Have You to Show
Us?; AVhere Are We to Get Bread?;
What Do I Still Lack?; Do You Not
Care If We Perish? A

Great Words for the Christian Life
(series) 4sfs FAMILY 47-53fr col kit

(4fs 2LP) $29.70 indiv fs $6.50 rec
$3.50. Titles: The Beatitudes; The
Lord's Prayer; The Golden Rule;
Two Great Commandments. SH A

Greek New Testament Manuscripts:
Sources of New Translations si

TEEPLE 22 col si with 9p commen-
tary show manuscripts and their
meaning. $10.50. For adult bible study,
seminaries, colleges. Eval ESAVG
12/61, 3/62.

Highest Mountain mp GOSFILMS
33min col r$15. 1961. Three young
people find the true path to Christ
in youth camp high in California
mountains. SH A

Household of Faith mp ChC 28min col
r$12. Work of American mission
boards with those of other lands.

India, Thailand, Africa. SH A

How to Witness, mp BROADMAN
15min col r$7.50. Practical, adaptable
demonstration, emphasizing use of the
Bible, in soul-winning interview.
SH C A

Hymn Stories 2 sfs FAMILY col LP set
$16.50. One carries "Holy, Holy, Holy,"
"What a Friend We Have in Jesus."
"My Faith Looks Up To Thee," and
"Dear Lord and Lover of Mankind."
The second—"Stand Up Stand Up
For Jesus," "Just As I Am," "I Love
Thy Kingdom Lord," and "Blest Be
The Tie That Binds." Evaluated
ESAVG 3/62.

I Am Missions Building sfs UCMS
79fr LP col $15 r$1.50. The building
tells its own story and that of the
nine agencies it houses. (Disciples

of Christ). A SH

Ingila of the Congo mp UC^S 17min
col r$6. Boy overcomes training of
the witch doctor, builds upon his
native culture, attends Mission
schools, becomes leader of his peo-
ple. JH SH A

In the Year of Our Lord mp LdR
80min col $500 r$45. The Rev. Eric
Weymeersch travels the Holy Land
with his camera and finds many
similarities between conditions today
and during biblical times. SH C A

Is This For Me? mp CATHEDRAL 45
min b&w r$13. Youth considering
vocational choice spends a week in
clergyman's home for personal ob-
servation of the calling's challenges
and satisfactions. SH C A

Jesus, the Teacher (series) 4sfs FAM-
ILY 39-42fr LP col kit (4fs 2rec)

$29.70. Indiv fs ea $6.50, rec $3.50.

Titles: Jesus Teaches How To For-
give; Jesus Teaches About God's
Love; Jesus Teaches About Great-
ness; Jesus Teaches How To Pray.
Pri

The Juggler of Our Lady mp CAROU-
SEL 9min col $50. Story of the humble
monk whose Christmas gift to the
Virgin Mary was his only skill. El-A

Kathy Meets Some Church Helpers fs

CBPtlB 23fr col $4.50. Youngsters
meet the minister, organist, church
secretary, ushers, choir members and
others. Pri

King of Kings fs SVE 55fr captioned
col free while inventory lasts. Based
on new MGM feature film. el-A
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The Lamp of Father Cataldo mp PRUN
27min b&w $125. The rugged ad-

ventures of a Jesuit priest and a gold

prospector in early Idaho. Brian
Aherne, as the pioneer Catholic

missionary. JH-A

of the Pharaohs; Babylon. Set II:

Tombs of the Pharaos; Wisdom of

Egypt; Rome; Byblos. Set III: Egypt
and the Bible; Baalbek; Glory of

Greece. Set IV: Jordan; Greek Gods
and the Gospel; Palmyra; Pompeii.
Utilization manual $2.

Patriots for Christ sfs SCRIPTURE
30min LP s $3.50 free loan. Boy,
orphaned in East German uprising,

comes to live with American family,

and is surprised to see apathy in

which political freedom and religion

are held by many people here. El-A

Latin American Highlights fs ABC col

$5. Baptist mission schools, hospitals,

churches in Mexico, El Salvador,

Nicaragua, Cuba, Haiti and Puerto

Rico. JH-A

Learning from the Stories of Jesus

(Part II) Sfs EYEGATE col. Titles:

The Twelve; Sons of Thunder; Busy
Martha; The Rich Young Ruler; The
Wanderer; Jesus Was Tempted; Ride
On In Majesty; Around Two Fires.

Eval ESAVG 4/62 p 214. JH SH A

Look Up and Live (series) 6mp CAR-
OUSEL ea 29min b&w $135. Titles:

No Man Is an Island; The Delinquent,

Hipster and the Square; The Square;

The Four of Us Are Strangers; The
Protest; The SandpUe Death. Tele-

vision discussion films on family and
social problems primarily of youth.

JH SH A

Making the Lord's Prayer Our Own sfs

SVE 40fr lOmin LP col $9. Interpreta-

tion in terms of Biblical events and
contemporary situations. JH-A

The Patton Prayer mp PRODUN 27min
b&w $125. World War H story of

power of prayer in keeping up the

spirts of General George S. Patton's

Third Army, bogged down by dis-

astrous rains and the enemy fire.

Stephen McNally and C^arl Benton
Reid are starred. JH-A

Pedro and Juanita fs ABC col $5.

Brother and sister in Baptist school

in El Salvador. Pri-A

Learning to Love Our Neighbors (ser-

ies) 4sfs FAMILY 38-43fr LP col kit

(4fs 2LP) $29.70; indiv fs $6.50 rec

$3.50. Titles: How It Feels To Be a
Stranger; Different—^Yet Alike; See-
ing Persons in People; Helping One
Another to Belong. Int.

A Lesson in Learning mp CEP 45min
b&w 16p guide $200 r$10. The dis-

cussion technique as a teaching meth-
od for a teen-age class in church
school. Spontaneous, unrehearsed.
TT SH A

Let's Sing (new series) 3rec BROAD-
MAN 12" LP ea $3.95. Titles: Let's

Sing Songs for Early Childhood; . . .

for Primary Children; . . . for Junior
Worship. Jacket carries chart of
bands. EL SH

Hie Measure of Success mp MBMIS
33min b&w r $8. Self-examination of

church "success" in terms of services

to persons with special needs, the

inner city, and diurch extension.

Eval ESAVG 4/62 p214. SH A

Moment to Act mp BFC 30min b&w
r$8. Young woman returns to her

church after a mental breakdown.
1962-3 home theme to motivate church

members to assume responsibility for

persons with special needs in their

community. SH A

No Previous Experience sfs CBPUB
80fr LP col $9.25 loan. Discouraged
teacher of fourth-graders improves
her results and recovers her en-
thusiasm by using Bethany Graded
Lessons. TT A

The Philosophical Perspective 10 rec

ACREC 12" LP or 3%ips tape set (10)

$50 ea $5.95. Charles Frankel, John
Fischer discuss "Time for Ideas."

Titles: Philosophers and Ordinary
Men; What Is Philosophy; Philosophy
as a Scientific Discipline; Classical

Moral Philosophy; Contemporary
Moral Philosophy; Philosophy and
Science; Science and Human Values;
Philosophy, Politics and Society; The
Future of Free Society in Philosophi-

cal Perspective. C A

Planning Better Youth Meetings 4sfs

FAMILY 45-50fr col kit (4fs 2LP)
$29.70 indiv $6.50 rec $3.50. Titles:

Planning for Worship; Planning for

Study and Discussion; Planning for

Recreation; Planning for Youth Proj-
ects. JH SH

Lit-Lit Makes Wishes Come True fs

LITLIT 55fr col $5 r$2.50. Shows im-
portance of literacy. Christian litera-

ture as common bond that unites

parents and teachers and children the
world over. A JH SH

LitUe Citizens (series) 6sfs CATHE-
DRAL col LP set (6fs 3 rec) $36. De-
signed to stimulate child's sense of
responsibility. Titles: Game of Might-
Have-Been; The Little Cloud; Rag-
gedy Elf; The Mighty Hunters; The
Boy (Lincoln); Bike Behavior. Pri El

Little Man Stand Tall mp UCMS 30min
b&w r$6. Poor river pilot finds in-

spiration in contact with Protestant
missionaries in Paraguay. SH A

Live and Help Live sfs CBPUB col LP
$15 r$3. Work of Disciples of Christ
in relationship to minority groups.
SH-A

Living Backgrounds to the Living Bible
16sfs MOODY ea64fr col LP per set

(4) $28.30. Set I: Tyre; Petra; Temples

Our First Christmas Tree mp PRODUN
27min b&w $125. At the Zion Church,
Cleveland, 1851, the Rev. Henry
Schawn newly arrived from Europe
to take over the pastorate, finds his

introduction of the tree and is shiny
start stirs up a storm of controversy.
Don Taylor stars. JH-A

Our Senior Years mp FAMILY 30min
b&w r$10. Man retired at 65 becomes
bored and bewildered. His faithful

wife, grandson and Christian friends

help him find new purpose in life

in serving the Lord. A

Out of the Dust mp ABC 45min b&w
r$10. A Protestant pastor in rural

Latin America, and a boy who be-

came a doctor. Parallel filmstrip

(b&w $2.50) has title My Name Is

Pablo. El-A

Parables of Jesus rec CBPUB 12" LP
$3.98. Dramatic singing interpretation

of 8 parables and sayings of Jesus,

by Edwin Bolton, soloist at Trinity

Presbyterian Church, St. Louis. El-A

Problems of the Young Married mp
FAMILY 30min b&w r$10. Struggles

during first year of marriage cause
young couple to give up the church,

but the marriage is saved when
Christ is brought back into their

home. SH A

Project: Brother's Keeper mp BROAD-
MAN 28min r$9. Six doctors band
together in a imique 45,000-mile

"Christianity in Action" adventure.
Documentary, narrated by Paul
Harvey. SH A

The Pumpkin Coach mp ChC 20min
col r$10. Musical animated cartoon
on reasons for seeking a Christian
college life rather than attend just

any college. A discussion base. SH C
A

The Rebel mp PRODUN 27min b&w
$125. The heroic fight for freedom by
Rabbi Sixas against British tyranny.

Vincent Price and Lloyd Corrigan
star. JH-A
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Religions In India 7fs AUDINDIA col

set $45, indiv $7. Titles: Buddhism
(37fr); Christianity (40fr); Hinduism
(57fr); Islam (30fr); Jainism (43fr)

;

Sikhism (36fr); Zoroastrianism (35fr).

C A

berg Choir. Magic offering plate car-

ries Stewart and his friends over
many lands distributing gifts and
supplies. Shows children what the
church does with the money they put
in their envelopes. Pri El

Paul J. Tillich 4 mp ChC kinescopes
ea 30min series r$20, ea r$5. Titles:

Philosophy of Religion; Philosophy of
Life; Religion and Psychotherapy;
Philosophy of Art. Eval ESAVG 4/62.

A TT

Reverence mp ChC lOmin col r$5. Wor-
ship service blended of music, words,
pictures; based on Book of Psalms.
Pri-A

Rome Eternal (series) 4mp NCCMFC
30min b&w lease $175 r$45 (series)

indiv $12.50. Titles: The City of Peter;

The City of Faith; Renaissance Rome;
Our Moment in Time. JH SH C

Stories from the Old Testament 6sfs

CATHEDRAL col LP set (6fs Srec)

$40.50. Titles: A Spiritual Pilgrim I &
n (Job); The Reluctant Missionary
(Jonah); Jotham and the Bramble
Bush; Daniel, Man of Courage I & II.

The Story of Christian Science 29min
ASSOCIATION col loan. Major ten-
ets, teaching, and organizational
structure. SH C A

Town and Country Cousins fs ABC col

$6. Country children prepare a
harvest festival in their church as
gift to share with their cousins from
town, El-A

Trails for Tomorrow fs ABC col $5.

Bacone College for Indians trains
Baptist missionaries. SH C A

The Sacramente sfs FEARON col 12"

LP series (7) $79.50 indiv $12.50.

Titles: The Rite of Baptism; Holy
Eucharist; Penance; Holy Orders;

Matrimony; Extreme Unction. Pro-
duced by Holy Family Church, San
Francisco. JH

Salvage Job mp BROADMAN 28min
b&w r$9. The problem of the 19-year-

old who is more interested in "hot

rods" than in anything else. SH A

The Story of Handel's Messiah sfs SVE
col 58fr LP $12.50. Meaning of scrip-

tural and musical texts; selected
music from 15 choruses.

The Story of Moses 6sfs CATHEDRAL
col 3LP set $43.20. Titles: Rise of
Moses; Chosen Leader; Story of the
Plagues; Exodus; Tablets of Stone;
Promised Land. Contemporary Art
drawings.

Trip to Brasilia fs FRIENDSHIP 60fr
col $7. Church-going family visit
Brazil's new capital. JH-A

Vocational Guidance 4sfs CATHEDRAL
col 2LP kit $30.60. indiv fs $7; rec $3.

Religious approach to youth's choice
of life work. Titles: Youth and the
Meaning of Vocation; Youth and the
World of Work; Youth and Church
Vocations; Youth and the Family in
Vocational Guidance. SH A

Saw Thu Finds the Lost Book fs ABC
col $5. Thai legend realized when
searcher finds the Bible. El-A

Shadows of Doubt mp BROADMAN
mp 28min b&w r$9. A woman's
jealousy becomes uncontrollable. SH
A

Should I Marry Outside My Faith? mp
FAMILY 30min b&w r$10. Protes-

tant boy and Catholic girl consider

marriage. "After all, we worship the

same God." Their contact with results

of a Jewish-Gentile marriage raises

doubts and leaves the film open-
ended for good discussion base. SH A

Son of a Stranger mp BROADMAN
28min b&w r$9. Released convict

blocked from reclaiming his young
son by relatives who had been caring

for him; family reunited by boy's

prayer. El-A

Source of the Light fs ABC col $5.

Hinomoto Girls School and its princi-

pal. SH A

South American Missions (series) 3sfs

MSMIS col LP. Foundations of Faith
73 fr (Brazil) ; A Choice for Rosa (64

fr), impact of an educationally super-
ior mission school; Missionary to

Chile 71 fr. Eval. ESAVG 3/62. JH A

Teaching in the Nursery fs MUHLEN-
BURG col $5.50 script. Thorough dis-

cussion. Eval ESAVG l/62/p39. TT

Teahouse by an Indian Road sfs ABS
63fr col LP $5, (with printed script

instead of record $3.50). Former
Muslim priest now runs roadside tea
house and distributes Christian Gos-
pel portions. JH SH

Teenage Christmas mp FAMILY 30min
col r$15; b&w r$9; During the month
of December: col r$22.50; b&w r$13.50.

Price correction of film described in

Blue Book issue, Aug. 1961.

Teen-Age Crusade of Films mp FAM-
ILY 16min co b&w loan from religi-

ous film libraries and A-V dealers.
Don Lantz, Director of Religious Edu-
cation, presents a number of teenage
problems (parents, cheating, witness-
ing) with excerpts from Family
Films' teenage films. JH SH A

Teenage Marriage mp CATHEDRAL
28min col r$14. After two years of
"going steady" teenage pair are de-
termined to marry. They cancel their
plans to elope when they see the un-
happy results of friends' hasty mar-
riage. SH A

We've a Story to Tell fs ABC col $5.

A seminary student receives letters

from American Baptist missionaries
in India, Thailand, Hong Kong etc.

SH C A

Voice of the Deep mp MOODY 30min
col r$10. To hear fish talk we must
tune in on their special frequency

—

heart must be in tune with God if He
is to be heard. A SH C

What Direction? mp BROADMAN 12

min b&w r$5. Music salesman feels

Call to music ministry. Discusses

vocational choice with his pastor.

SH C A

What First? mp BROADMAN 12min
b&w r$5. Tithing comes first in a

car salesman's life, and his influence

spreads to his customers. SH A

What's Important? mp BROADMAN
12min b&w r$5. Influence of grounds-
keeper's faith and stewardship on life

of successful alumnus convinces stu-

dents of the correctness of his testi-

mony. SH C A

Stewart the Steward sfs CATHEDRAL
74fr col $6. LP 17min rec $3, flip side

carries 12 Hymns of Praise by Witten-

Thls is my Heritage sfs ABC col LP
$12. History and heritage of the
American Baptist Convention. El-A

What's Left? mp BROADMAN 12min
b&w $5. Is a person free to do as he
pleases with the 9/lOths of his in-

come left after tithing? JH SH A
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What You Ought To Want, mp MB-
TEMP 14min b&w $80 r$5. Methodist
Bishop G. Bromley Oxnjim addresses
youth on how to tell right from wrong
in the light of history and faith.

SH C

SCIENCE—Biology
Above the Timberline mp MH 16min

col $175 b&w $90. Plant and animal
life in the Alpine Tundra Zone.

Beaver Dam mp CONTEMPORARY 16-

min b&w $150 r$7.50. Beaver builds

dam, floods farmland, escapes with
his life thanks to two boys who en-

joyed watching him. Pri-Int.

When the Wise Man Appeared mp
POST 27min b&w $125. Boy, cast as
one of the Wise Men in school play,

walks across countryside in costume
when his father's car won't start, with
near-miraculous effect on those who
see him, thinking one of the original

Kings of the East have returned to

find the Savior. Pri-A

Why Do People Drink (or Abstain)?
sfs MBTEMP 55fr col LP $10. Two-
part filmstrip designed to set stage
for lively discussion. SH C A

The Will of Augusta Nash mp ChC 34
min b&w r$8. A teacher's legacy
stipulates that he tithe. JH SH A

Windows of the Soul mp MOODY 2

parts ea 30min col r$17.50 ea both $30.

The wonder and mystery of the hu-
man senses and their limitations. A
SH C

Adaptations of Insects mp STANFILM
13min col $135. Environmental adapta-
tion, using several common species as

examples. Structural, numerical, and
seasonal adaptation, and mimicry.
JH SH

Adaptive Radiation—The Mollusks. mp
EBF 18min col $180 b&w $90. How
typical characteristics are modified
in each of the six classes. JH SH C

AIBS Film Course in Modern Biology
120mp MH col b&w. Apply. Ten
groups of 12 (30min) films 10 (64p)

student study guides, 10 (32p) teach-

er's manuals, 10 student tests. Spon-
sored by American Institute of Bio-
logical Sciences. Series titles: Cell

Biology; Microbilogy; Multicellular

Plants; The Multicellular Animal;
Reproduction, Growth and Develop-
ment; Genetics; Plant Diversity; Ani-
mal Diversity; Ecology; Life, Time
and Change. SH.

The Big Green Caterpillar mp STAN-
TON llmin col $120. Small boy in-

troduced to caterpillar, learns its life

cycle. Pri El.

Biolab Techniques Sfs LONG col set (3)

$14.50 indiv $5. Teaches correct and
safe ways of using lab apparatus and
techniques. Titles: Using the Micro-
scope; Collecting Insects; Dissect!. >g

the Frog. SH

Biology ovhd BRADY 64 transparencies
(10x10") and 132 overlays $350. Units
bought separately: Introduction

—

Evolution (8-$37.50); Botany (ll-$75);

Zoology (28-$187.50); Man (16-$109).

SH C

Biology In Today's World, mp CORO-
NET llmin col $120 b&w $60. Stresses

the growing importance of biological

science especially in the areas of

food and health. JH SH

Wings to the Word mp ABC 30min
b&w r$8. Missionary graduates from
muleback to airplane. El-A

The Woman WTio Played God mp
BROADMAN 28min b&w r$9.

Mother's selfish love tries to thwart
her son's response to his own con-
science. SH A

A World on Fire mp CATHEDRAL
30min col r$14 b&w r$10. Racial ten-
sions, immorality, population explo-
sion and other acute social problems
are discussed in typical Church Coun-
cil. SH A

Animals of East Africa mp CBEF 13min
col $125. Elephant, ostrich, rhino,

giraffe, antelope, zebra, gazelle, im-
pala, eland, gnu, lion, kongoni, water-
buck, buffalo, hippo, warthog, wild
dog, hyena, topi, vulture. Int. JH

Animals of the Ice Age mp NORTHERN
15',4min b&w $80. Reconstruction of

early species from bone findings. JH

Animals See in Many Ways mp FA 13-

min col $130 b&w $70. Three basic

kinds of animal eyes, el JH

From ".4 World on Fire," a Cathedral film.
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Biology Program EBF 30mp 8fs col

$5,584 b&w $2,884. I: Ecology—The
World of Lite About Us (9mp). U:
Plant Life (5mp). Ill: Animal Life

(12mp 8fs). IV: Physiology (2mp).
V: Heredity and Adaptive Change
(2mp). JH SH C

The Bird Community mp MOODY 12

min col $105 b&w $50. Free habitat
life in Midway Islands contrasted
with that in captivity. Birds include
Fairy Nern, Frigate Bird, Boskn Bird,

Gannet, and Albatross. JH SH

Birds and their Babies mp A'VED 10

min col $110. Four types shown, male
and female, nesting, teaching the

young to fly or swim, bird songs. El.

The Blood mp EBF 16min col $180 b&w
$90. Composition, circulation, func-

tions; typing and testing for the Rh
factor. JH SH C

Boy to Man mp CHURCHILL 16min col

$165 b&w $90. Physiological manifes-
tations of maturation. Physical rather

than emotional stresses treated so that

improved understanding may lessen

tensions and fears. JH

The Bumblebee mp IFB llmin col $120.

Queen emerges from hibernation,

hunts nesting site, observation hive,

kidnapped queen, eggs, larvae, work-
ers emerge, store honey and pollen.

Importance in pollination of red clo-

ver. Murl Deusing production. JH SH
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Butterfly Mystery mp BOODY llmin
col $100 b&w $100 b&w $50. Egg,
larva, pupa, butterfly. El

Eastern White Pine mp USDA 19%imn
col apply. Significance of blister rust
and pine weevil control in saving our
forest resources. SH C A

Introduction (6 cells). Evolution (2);
II: Botany (11); III: Zoology (28); DC:
Man (16). SH C

Care of Pets (second edition) mp EBF
16min col $180 b&w $90. Shows pets

are fun—but also a serious responsi-
bility. Pri

Carpenters of the Forest mp NFBC
20min b&w $90. Woodpeckers in Ger-
man forest mate, build home, eject

would-be intruders, hatch and rear
their brood. El-A

The Cave Community mp EBF 13min
col $150 b&w $75. Influence of rela-

tively constant temperature and hu-
midity and absence of light; a field

trip to the Cumberland Caverns of

Tennessee. JH SH

Cells and Their Functions mp CON-
TEMPORARY 14min b&w $75. Dif-
ferent kinds of cells. Mitosis. Phago-
cytic leucocytes engulfing invading
bacteria. Macrophages. Tissue growth.
Dynamic nature of cell activities.

SH C

The Chick Embryo—From Primitive
Streak to Hatching mp EBF 13min col

$150 b&w $75. JH SH C

Cicado—The Insect Methuselah mp
MOODY 12min col $105 b&w $50.

Nature's precisely timed cycle. JH
SH C

Circulation and the Human Body mp
CHURCHILL lOmin col $110 b&w
$60. Animation shows path of the

blood and tells what it accomplishes.
JH

The Community mp EBF llmin col

$120 b&w $60. Biologists' concept, a
congenial group of plants and ani-

mals, adapted to a common environ-
ment. JH SH C

The Desert mp EBF 22min col $240 b&w
$120. A wide variety of plant and
animal life in the desert areas of the

world. JH SH C

DNA: Molecule of Heredity mp EBF
IBmin col $180 b&w $90. Why DNA
(deoxyribonucleic acid) , a giant mole-
cule in the cell's chromosomes, is the

basis of growth and reproduction,
and the basis for transmitting heredi-
tary characteristics. SH C

Echinoderns—Sea Stars and Their Rel-
atives mp EBF 16min col $180 b&w
$90. Distinctive body plan; adaptation
for locomotion, respiration, digestion,

and reproduction. Larva as clue to
relationship to other groups. SH C

The Electric Eel mp MOODY 12min col

$105 b&w $50. Dissection and demon-
stration reveal close relationship be-
tween biological and physical sci-

ences. JH SH C

The Embryonic Development of Fish
mp NFBC 28min col $260 b&w $130.

What happens in the egg of a fish

from fertilization to hatching. C

Fetal Pig Anatomy mp INDIANA 17min
col $150 r$5.50; b&w $75 r$3.75. Fea-
tures internal anatomy of fresh fetal

pig specimens, by systems. Dissection
techniques. Male and female repro-
ductive systems. Arterial and venous
systems traced. Brain, spinal cord,

spinal nerves. SH C

Fbh and Their Characteristics mp
CORONET llmin col $110 b&w $60.

The freshwater perch is studied as
typical, and variant forms of protec-
tive devices, reproductive methods,
and environmental adaptation are
shown. True fish are distinguished
from other marine life. Int JH

A Fish Family mp MOODY llmin col

$100 b&w $50. Complete reproduction
cycle of the Blue Aeara fish. El

The First Many-Celled Animals—Spon-
ges, mp EBF 16min col $180 b&w $90.

JH SH C

The Fresh Water Pond mp EBF 13min
col $150 b&w $75. Essential interde-
pendence of the many forms of lite in

and around the pond. Int JH

Fundamentals of Human Physiology
progr GROLIER 8%xll sheets $10.

The body and how it works. Int JH

Fundamentals of the Nervous System
mp EBF 16min col $180 b&w $90.

Specific divisions and their major
tasks. JH SH C

Genetic Investigations mp INDIANA
12min col $100 b&w $50. Techniques
in conducting controlled breeding ex-
periments; animated diagrams of
Mendilian Laws of Heredity; three
important lines of genetic research.

SH C

Genetics: Mendel's Laws mp CORO-
NET 13%min col $150 b&w $75 Men-
del's experiments are recreated in
authentic settings; explain the laws
of Dominance, Segregation, and Inde-
pendent Assortment. Later work by
De Vries, Correns, Morgan, and
MuUer is described. SH JH C

The Grasslands mp EBF 17min col $180
b&w $90. Perennial grasses character-
ize this biome and its plant and ani-

mal life. JH SH C

Gray Squirrel (Second Edition) mp
EBF lOmin col $120; b&w $60. Remake
of long-time favorite. One-year Ufe
cycle. Pri Elem

Hawks fs STANBOW 35fr captioned
col $5. The Marsh Hawk and the
Sparrow Hawk. NFBC production,
el jh sh

Hemo, the Magnificent mp IL6EL 60-

min col loan. The story of blood and
its circulation amusingly and highly
instructingly told by cartoon charac-
ters and fine dialog. JH SH C A

Hibernation and Other Forms of Dor-
mancy mp EBF llmin col $120 b&w
$60. How various animals adjust to

the hardships of winter climate.

Hibernation, estivation. Int JH

The High Arctic Biome mp EBF 22-

min col $240 b&w $120. NFBC pro-
duction in bleak arctic coastal lands
of Canada. JH SH C

High School Biology (series) fs FOMC
col captioned $33 for 9 titles as re-

leased, and one a month on "club"
basis, plus right to purchase others
also at same rate from extensive back-
log. Similar high school level series

are offered in Mathematics and
Guidance. SH JH

Earthworm: Anatomy and Dissection

mp CORONET llmin col $110 b&w
$60. A close look at the digestive,

circulatory, excretory, nervous, and
reproductive systems. SH JH C

General Biology (series) ovhd
RCASERV 63 transparencies for lOx
10" overhead projectors. Basic cell

plus whatever overlays are needed to

develop the concept under study. I:

The Housefly and Its Control mp COR-
ONET lOmin col $110 b&w $60. Egg,
hatching, adult. AJiatomy, life cycle,

feeding habits, contamination of food,

spread of disease. Methods of com-
batting. SH C
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The Human Body: The Muscular Sys-
tem mp CORONET 13'/4min col $150
b&w $75. The three types of muscle.
Voluntary muscle tissue. Role o£ the
nerve impulse. Role of ATP. SH JH C

The Human Body: Nutrition and Metab-
olism mp Coronet 13VimJn col

S150 b&w $75. Basal and active metab-
olism distinguished. Basic chemistry
by which carbohydrates, fats, pro-
teins, vitamins, and minerals supply
our bodies with energy and materials
for growth and repair. SH JH

Human Digestion mp CONTEMPORA-
RY lOmin b&w $50 r $5. Step by step
presentation of digestive process
shows how food we eat is made avail-

able for the growth, energy and re-

pair of body cells. SH C

The Human Machine mp MOODY 15

min col $125 b&w $60. The body is

compered to well known machines,
but its superiority to anything man
invented is emphasized. JH SH C

Human Physiology 7f3 SVE col set

$37.80 ea $6. Captioned. Based on
Denoyer-Geppert a n at o m y charts.

Titles: The Human Digestive System
(39fr); Respiratory (22fr); Circulatory
(50fr); Glandular (43fr); Nervous
(47fr) ; Body Framework (51fr) ; Sense
Organs (59fr). JH SH

Insects: How They Live and Grow 5fs

EBF col set $30 indiv $6. Titles: In-

sects, What They Are; Insects; Insects.

Their Life Cycles; Helpful and Harm-
ful Insects; Social Insects; Some Dif-
ferent Kinds of Insects. Int

Introducing Insects mp EBF 17min col

$180; b&w $90. Classifes the seven
orders and examines representatives
species. Int JH SH

The Joint-Legged Animals—Arthopods
mp EBF 26min $230 b&w $115. Cru-
taceans, centipedes, millipedes, arach-
nids, and insects are shown. JH SH C

Learning About Animals 12 shortstrips
(14fr) EBF col $19.90 incl a plastic
viewer. Dog, kitten, cow, goat, pig,

sheep, horse, duck, chicken, squirrel,

rabbit, birds. Pri.

Learning About Insects 6fs EBF col
set $36 indiv $6. Titles: Plant Needs;
How Plants Live; The Parts of a
Plant; How Seeds Sprout and Grow
into Plants; How Seeds Are Scattered:
Plants We Use. Pri.

Life History of a Bean Plant fs FOLK-
WAYS 74fr captioned b&w $6.75. Day
by day development, from seed to
reproduction. EL JH SH

Life in a Cell mp COLFILM 14min col

$135 b&w $67.50. The ameoba is

studied as example of basic life func-
tions: locomotion, digestion, assilima-
tion, respiration, excretion, irritabilty

and reproduction. JH SH

Life in the Woodlot mp MH 17min col

$180. Struggle for supremacy and
.survival in the underbrush world.

The Living Mammal mp IFB 17min col

$180 Biological definitions. Adapta-
tion. Defense. Escape. Hibernation.
Armadillo, opposum porcupine,
skunk, buffalo, mouse. Int.

The Marvels of the Five Senses 5 kits

EDMUND plastic realia each kit, box-
ed including an anatomy chart, $2.

Titles. Sight; Smell; Touch; Taste;

Hearing.

Microscopic Fungi mp MH 17min col

$180. Yeast, pinmold, canker fungus,

ergot, penicillium. NFBC production.

Migrants of the Marshlands mp MOD-
ERN Bmin col loan. How wild geese

become semi-domesticated. Humble
Oil sponsored. SH A

Mitosis mp EBF 22min col $260 b&w
$130. Fundamental life process of

cell division; effect of chemicals and
radiation. SH C

The Mosquito and Its Control mp COR-
ONET lOmin col $110 b&w $60. Anat-
omy, feeding and breeding habits.

How man's knowledge of the insect's

life cycle has led to control of mos-
quito-bome diseases. SH C

Nature's Way—The Inland Pond mp
WILMAR 15min col $140, b&w $70.

struggle for survival of many living
forms in and about a pond. Plant
life. Microscopic organisms. Aquatic
insects. Scavengers. Animal life, jh sh

A Night Out with Mr. Toad mp MID-
DLEHEM llmin col $110. Through
the eyes of Mr. Toad are seen the
cricket, cockroach, pill bug, snail,

sow bug, millepede, katydid, weevil,
moth, mouse and tomato worm. Time
lapse photography shows closing of
flowers and formation of dew, then
mist and reopening of flowers, growth
of mushrooms. El JH

The Northern Elephant Seal mp UCEFS
16min col apply Social and reproduc-
tive behavior in determing the str'ic-

ture of the colony; role of vocalization

in social communication. C A

Orders of Insects 8fs EBF col set $48
ea $6. "Titles; Some Primitive Insects;

Grasshoppers and Their Relatives;

Ants, Bees, and Wasps; Bugs and
Their Relatives; Moths and Butter-
flies; Beetles; Flies and Mosquitoes:
Termites and Some Minor Orders of
Insects. SH

Plant Life series 5mp EBF 14-16min col

$180 b&w $90. Titles: Fungi; Seed
Germination; Gymnosperms; Anglo-
sperms—The Flowering Plants; Sim-
ple Plants—The Algae. JH SH C

Film Strip off-the-Montii Clubs*
Announces its new

High School Physical Sciences Club

High School Biology Club
These two new FOM Clubs will provide Filmstrlps and fully illustrated Teaching Guides

to enrich Junior and Senior High School Science Programs. All Filmstrips are curriculum

correlated, full-color and full-length.

The High School Biology Club will deal with both conventional topics and new and

exciting developments in the field of Biology. The High School Physical Sciences Club will

cover basic and new subject matter in chemistry, physics, earth science and general

science.

Membership fee $33 per Club for nine Filmstrips and nine Teaching Guides, plus the

privilege to purchase prior releases at the same rate from Members' Cofalog.

First titles to be released In September, 1962
Enroll now on a no-obligation trial membership basis

Film Strip of-the-Month Clubs
355 Lexington Avenue. No\a/ York 17. N. Y.

Write for tiferafure and catalog describing all FOM Clubs
High School Mathematics • High School Guidance • Elementary Science

• Elementary Social Studies • Primary
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Plant Life at Work mp MOODY llmin
col $100 b&w $30. Time-lapse photog-
raphy. JH SH

Plants: How They Live and Grow 6fs

EBF col set $36 ea $6. Titles: The
Structure of Plants; Plants Are Liv-
ing Things; Work of Flowers; Seeds
and How They Travel; How Plants
Start Growing; How Plants Help Us.
Int.

The Pond mp IFB 20min col $195. Plant
life provides food and shelter for
wide variety of invertebrates, fish,

amphibians, reptiles, birds and mam-
mals, observed under water as well
as above. El-C

Prairie World of the Kit Fox mp
BARBRE 21min col $200 1962. Yearly
cycle in life of this almost extinct
species. Growth from puppy to adult-
hood. Other species also seen include
Rabbit, Pronghorn Antelope, Prairie
Dog. Bobcat, Coyote, Salamander,
Rattlesnake, Skunk, Bison, Mouse,
Grasshopper, and many prairie birds.

JH

Radiation in Biology: Introduction mp
CORONET 13%min col $150 b&w
$75. Research lab experiments dem-
onstrate how high energy radiations
affect living plants and animals.
How radioactive materials are used
in treating cancer and in studying
life processes. SH JH

Roundup mp USRA 18%min col apply.
Eradication of screw\ orm pest by
using atomic energy to sterilize mil-
lions of male flies which, mated to
females, failed to fertilize their eggs.
SH C A

SCIENCE FILMSTRIPS
SINCE 1931 SINCE 1931
MADE BY TEACHERS FOR TEACHERS
BIOLOGY ATOMIC ENERGY
PHYSICS GENERAL SCIENCE
CHEMISTRY MICROBIOLOGY
BIKE SAFETY BUS SAFETY

Sc!«nca filmstrips availabi*
under NDEA—Title III.

VISUAL SCIENCES
Box 599E Suffern, New York

Pa^wling Pictures
'A^'-'V^ SCIENCE LEARNING

**" Vljl Can begin in the Primary

y^»—of?/' Grades with this excellent

<^i5^ colof film—

LITTLE

ANIMALS
$110.00—Sale Only
Previews Available.

509 S. Beverly Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.

Science on Records, rec FOLKWAYS
12" LP ea $5.95. Recordings of soimds
of animals, sea dwellers, frogs, in-
sects, birds; sound patterns, science
of sound, sounds of a wide vsiriety of
locations such as tropical rain forest,
sea, homesteads, locomotives, etc.

Segmentation—The Annelid Worms mp
EBF 16min col $180 b&w $90. Four
classes are shown. Life cycle of the
earthworm. JH SH C

The Single-Celled Animals—Protozoa
mp EBF 16min col $180 b&w $90. JH
SH C

Slow as in Sloth mp MOODY 19min col
$165 b&w $80. Unusual anatomy and
physiology. Different species com-
pared in terms of environment JH
SH C

Social Insects—The Honeybee, mp EBF
24min col $270 b&w $135. Comparisons
are suggested between the honeybees'
social life and human society. JH
Sh C

Stinging-Celled Animals—Coeienterates
mp EBF 16min col $180 b&w $90

Succession—From Sand Dune to Forest
mp EBF 16min col $180 b&w $90. Lake
Michigan duneland provides classic

example of gradual change to a stable
community. JH SH C

The Temperate Deciduous Forest mp
EBF 16min col $180 b&w $90. Effect
of changing seasons; worldwide dis-

tribution. JH SH C

The Thin Man. Life-size paintings with
four transparent (Mylar) overlays
illustrate the human body layer by
layer as would be shown by dis-
section. More than 200 anat-mical
parts are numbered in the overlays
and keyed to the index. Markable
and washable. Plastic mounting, glider
base. 65" high. CRAM.

Tide Pool Life mp CFD llmin col.

Mussels, barnacles, whelks, anemones,
sea-urchins, starfish, limpets, serpulid,
chitons, abalone, crab. Int JH

Trees—Our Plant Giants mp ACADEMY
I4min col $140 r$7.90 b&w $75 r$4.90.

How a tree grows from the top; kinds
of trees; layers in cross section; rings
tell age of tree; many uses of wood
products; role in conservation of

moisture and wildlife. Pri El

The Tropical Rain Forest mp EBF 16-

min col G180 b&w $90. Ecological re-

lationships of wide variety of plant
and animal life; characteristic layer-
ed structure shown by antimated
drawings. JH SH C

"The Thill Man."

Vacant Lot mp IFB 21min col $195.
Interrelationships of wildflowers and
common weeds, plant-eating insects
and their predators, amphibians,
reptiles, song birds and mammals.
Ecology Series. JH SH

What Is an Amphibian? mp EBF llmin
col $120 b&w $60. JH SH C

What Is a Bird? mp EBF 16min $180
b&w $90.

What Is a Reptile? mp EBF 18min col

$240 b&w $120. JH SH C

What is Ecology? mp EBF llmin col
$120 b&w $60. Definitional film on
interrelationships between living or-
ganisms and environment; "biome."
SH JH

What's AUve? mp FA lOmn col $115
b&w $60. That which can move, re-
spond, change fuel into energy, re-
produce, and grow is alive, el

Wildflowers of California 8fs LONG
col set (8) $45 indiv $6. Whole plant
and close-up of 238 specimens; 55
plant families in alphabetical order.
Titles: Flowering Trees and Shrubs:
(2); Annuals; Perennials (2); Weeds;
Flowering Plants Which Produce
Food. JH SH C A

The World of Micro-Life mp UWF 13%
min col $135. Cell division; benefits
and hazards to human life; body pro-
tection; advances of science. Int JH

"Worms" to Wings mp MOODY 13min
col $110 b&w $55. Metamorphosis of

the Anise Swallowtail butterfly. JH
SH

Zoo Animals Study Prints ARTPRES
18x22" on heavy 6-ply coated stock.

Set (23) $5.75. Birds, reptiles, mam-
mals photographed at the San Diego
zoo. El
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SCIENCE—General
Nature Study

Animal Tracks and Signs mp EBF 11-

min col $120 b&w $60. Johnny and
Sue identify animals by the tracks
left in their mud trap. How dinosaur
tracks enable scientists to reconstruct
the past. P El

Beach Hike mp NORTHERN 17min col

$177. U.S. Supreme Court Justice
William O. Douglas leads a party of

70 on a 20-mile hike along primeval
trails in northwestern Washington. A
conservation film. JH-A

Benl-Abbes, Science in the Desert mp
CONTEMPORARY 18min col $150
1^7. UNESCO film on the Saharan Re-
search Center in Algeria. Int A

Galapogos Islands, variation, nattiral

selection, Iguanas—land and marine,
origin of species and change, int jh

The Development of Power mp AVED
lOmin col $110. From muscle power of
old to the atomic power of today.
El-C

The Earth in Change—The Earth's
Crust, mp EBF 16min col $180 b&w
$90. Ice, wind, water, sedimentation,
earthquakes and volcanic action
change the face of the earth. Int JH
SH

The Earth In Evolution mp AVED 10

min col $110. Formation and change,
wind, rain, volcanoes, earthquakes,
overview of billions of years. El-C

color; velour-backed. Titles: Earth
in Space; Magnetism and Electricity;

Sound and Light in Conununication;
Weather; Earth and Its Resources.
Pri El

Flowing Solids mp MODERN 15min
col loan. Scientific principles by
which solids may be made to behave
like liquids. How oils and gasoline are
separated from crude petroleum by
means of the fluid catalytic cracking
process. Humble Oil sponsored. SH A

Forces: Composition and Resolution mp
CORONET llmin col $120 b&w $60.
Forces defined as vector quantities;
how components and resultants may
be determined graphically. Problems
involve two or more forces acting at
angles. SH

The Birth and Death of Mountains mp
FA 12min col $130 b&w $70. Erosive
effect of ice, wind, and water. Folded,
fault-block, dome, and volcanic moun-
tains, el jh

Causes of the Seasons mp CORONET
llmin col $120 b&w $60. Axis tilt,

rotation of earth, revolution around
sun. Int JH

Caverns and Geysers mp FA 13min col

$140 b&w $75. Illustrates how under-
ground water is continually changing
our earth. Carlsbad Caverna National
Park. Int JH

Centripel Force and Satellite Orbits
mp CORONET llmin col $120 b&w
$60. How mass, velocity, and radius
affect the magnitude of centripetal
force. SH

Conserving Our Water Resources To-
day mp CORONET llmin col $120
b&w $60. Domestic, agricultural, and
industrial needs. The water cycle.
Methods for conserving surface and
grovmd water, and reclaiming and
purifying. JH Int.

Constellations, Guide to the Night Sky
mp INDIANA llmin col $100 b&w
$50. Principal constellations are iden-
tified; overprints relate their mytho-
logical name origin; stars and other
celestial objects. Int JH

CORRECTION. The 1961 Blue Book
(August) lists the Colonial Films Ele-
mentary Science Filmstrips incorrect-
ly. Copy should have read "Each of
the 8 series has 11 color filmstrips
and teachers guide."

Darwin's Finches mp FA lOmin col

$115 b&w $60. Voyage of the Beagle,

Elementary Machines kit MISCO in-
cludes such realia as pulleys, leavers,
fulcrum bar, wheel and axle, weights,
rope and spring scale. Also suggested
uses. $54.64. Other units: Plants $17;
Electricity $63. el jh

Elementary Science fs FOMC col cap-
tioned $33 for 9 titles as released, one
a month, on "Filmstrip-of-the-Month
Club" basis. Members may also pur-
chase additional titles at same rate
from extensive backlog catalog.
Similar "club" plans apply to Ele-
mentary Social Studies and to Pri-
mary Grade Materials.

Elementary Science Charts EATON
11x14" study print size, glossy front
surface, data printed on back, com-
plete set (44) $24. Separate units:

Magnetism (10-$5.50); Sound (10-

$5.50); Earth and Sun (8-$4.50); Sight
(8-$4.50); moon (8-$4.50). EL

Energy and Power mp JOURNAL lO-

min col $110 b&w $55. "A first look"
at how man harnesses energy and
increases his capacity to work. Pri.

Int.

First Adventures in Space 6fs JAM 28-

30fr col set $31.50 indiv fs $5.75. Titles:

What Is in Space?, Rockets to pace;
Getting Ready for a Space Trip; What
Are Satellites?; What Are Space
Stations? A Space Trip to the Moon.
Pri El

First Men Into Space mp EBF 15min
col $180 b&w $90. Scientific study of
space problems in advance of first

American orbital flight, and its con-
tribution to solutions of further prob-
lems. Elem JH

Flannel Board Cutouts MILTBRAD
with teacher guide, ea set $4. Full

For Eyes to See mp B&L 28min col
loan. Basic optical principles and
typical manufacturing operations; op-
tical products and scientific instru-
ments at work. SH C A

Fundamentak of Science 9fs EYEGATE
col set $30 indiv $4. Earth and Soil;
various means of transportation Int.

Gravity, the Mighty Pull mp UWF 13%-
min col $135. Meaning and effect of
gravitational attraction; interacting
forces; role of energy. Int JH SH

Horizons Beyond mp ILBEL 12niin col
loan. A visit to the Bell Telephone
Laboratories; important recent dis-
coveries include the transistor and
the over-the-horizon microwave sys-
tem for TV and for defense communi-
cations. JH SH C A

How Many Stars? mp MOODY llmin
col $100 b&w $50. History of the ele-
scope and discoveries that followed.
Meaning of light year." Our solar
system, the Milky Way, distant
galaxies. JH SH C

How Strong Can You Be? mp JOUR-
NAL lOmin col b&w Energy sources;
how man uses them to make work
easier and to better his standard of
living. Pri El

How Vast Is Space? mp ATLANTIS 18-

min col $200. Relative size and dis-
tances iu our universe, jh

Introduction to Fire Behavior mp
Usda 16min col apply. Shows basic
fundamentals of combustion and the
influences of fuel, weather and topog-
raphy in forest fire fighting. Training
film to show how strategy can be
plotted on basis of this knowledge.
C A
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It's the Humidity mp CENCO 13min col

$130 b&w $65. Explains relative

humidity, dew point, vapor pressure,
effects of sudden temperature changes,
and the different instruments used to

measure these phenomena. El JH SH

Measuring and Testing Tilings mp UWF
13%min col $135. Application of "sci-

entific attitude" toward problems of
daily life. Importance of accurate
measurement, checked against "con-
trols." Int JH SH

Waves: The Flaming Sky; The Hidden
Earth; Science in Space; Secrets of
the Ice; The Inconstant Air; Research
by Rockets; The Force of Gravity;
The Shape of the Earth; Challenge
of the Oceans. SH C

Let's Leam To Predict the Weather.
mp CORONET llmin col $120 b&w
$60. Significance of barometer read-
ings, wind direction, types of clouds.

Int JH

The Milky Way mp XTWF 13V4min col

$135. Origin and behavior of an ex-
panding universe. Int JH SH

Portrait of the Sun mp ACADEMY 16-

min col $190 r$10.40. Characteristics
and importance to all living things on
earth. Int JH

Let's Watch Plants Grow mp CORO-
NET llmin col $120 b&w $60. Class-
room project, plant seeds, watch
growth. Pri Int

A Light In Nature mp SHELL 33min
col loan. Some of the world's leading
scientists interviewed at the 300th
Anniversary of the Royal Society. The
nature and progress of science. Cur-
rent research in heredity-controlling
chromosomes—and a look toward the
secrets of outer space with radio tele-

scope and satellites. JH SH C \

Living Things (series) 4fs MOODY col

Captioned set (4) $22.50 indiv $6.

Titles: Life in a Pasture; How Does
a Garden Grow?; Life Story of a
Butterfly; Miniature Plants of the
Desert. El

Luminous Star Finder, may be set to

show positions for any hour and date;

printed in luminous ink on heavy
plastic-faced cardboard. Instructions

and location tables are printed on the
back. HUBSCI

Man on the Threshold of Space fs-sl

AMCO 29fr b&w $6 same on slides

$7.50; guide Topography of the Moon.
First of a series. JH SH C

Mastery of Space mp ASSOCIATION
60min col loan. Astronauts' training
program, wind tunnel tests, highlights
of the Shepard and Glenn flights,

views show curvature of earth and
continental outlines, Glenn's Wash-
ington welcome, forecast of things to

come. El-A

KICIil/ film releases for

science and social studies

• THE HARVESTERS
Help Provide Our Food

• ADAPTATIONS OF INSECTS

• THE BIG GREEN CATERPILLAR

SF
for catalog and prevf«ws, wr/fe:

STANTON FILMS

7934 Santa Monica Blvd.

Los Angelos 46, Caltfornia

Moon Globe CHITTICK 12" diam et

3/4 lb. formations scaled to size, un-
seen cide left blank for recording
future information as obtained. $12.50.

Mysteries of Science 8sfs EYEGATE col

LP set 8fs & 4 rec $50. 2 fs & 1 rec
$13.50. 1 fs & 1 rec $8.50. Covers chal-
lenge of science and "mystery" of

water, termitex life, bird migration,
gravity, salt, light, lightning, Int JH
SH

Nature's Storehouse (series) 4fs

MOODY col Captioned set (4) $22.50
indiv $6. Titles: Solar Storehouse

—

Light, Heat, Power; Food From the
Sun; Our Desert Treasure; Wealth in
the Ocean. El

Nuclear Radiation—Outer Space mp
CENCO 17min col $150 b&w $75 Van
Allen belts, radiation range, types of

rays, planetary radiation conditions,

summary. JH SH C A

Oceanography: Science of the Sea mp
FA lOmin col $120 b&w $60, How sci-

entists explore the ocean waters, the
sea floor, and the earth's interior be-
neath the floor. Int JH

Our Changing Earth mp FA 14min col

$140 b&w $70. Study of fossils and
what they teU us about changes in

our earth and its life, el jh

Our Mr. Sun mp ILBEL 60min col loan.

Eddie Albert, Dr. Frank Baxter and
a host of cartoon friends tell the
story of the great star upon which
life on earth depends. JH SH A

The Petrified River mp MODERN 28-

min col loan. Peaceful uses of urani-
um found under the mesa of the
Colorado Plateau. Union Carbide
Corp. sponsor. A

Planets Around Our Sun mp UWF 13%-
min col $135. The Solar System and
the tools used by astronomers. Int

JH SH

Planet Earth (series) 13mp MH col $150
b&w $80. Titles: The Nearest Star;
Magnetic Force; Cosmic Rays; Radio

Project Echo mp APCS 27min col loan.
1960. Air Force film SEP 1088. Re-
search, development, and successful
launching of "Echo I," a passive
communications test satellite. Theory
of boimcing signals off satellite. SH
C A

Reaching for the Stars mp ASSOCIA-
TION 14min col loan. Tells how
glass has served man's quest for in-
formation about the universe about
him. Sponsored by Corning Glass
Works. SH A C

Reaching Into Space mp IFB 14min col

$150. Chronological record of previ-
ous attempts; current launchings;
Newton's Third Law as it applies to
rocket flight; orbit speed; escape
speed; weather surveys, JH SH

Scanning the Universe 7fs EBF 6 b&w,
1 col. Series $21; indiv fs $3. The
heavens as viewed through giant tele-

scopes. Evaluated ESAVG 9/61. JH
SH C

Science Demonstration Kits MODELS
materials for making classroom equip-
ment. New additions to line include:
Volume (cone, sphere, cylinder)
S7.95; Prism-Tank $7.95; Telescope Kit
$7.95; Astronomical Telescope Kit
$19.95. JH

Science for Elementary Grades (series)

8fs MOODY set $44 indiv @ $6. Cap-
tioned, col. Titles: How Does a Gar-
den Grow?; How We See and Hear;
Life Story of a Butterfly; Miniature
Plants of the Desert; Our Desert
Treasure; Health in the Ocean; The
Wonder of Crystals; The Wonders of

Snow. El

Science for the Space Age (series)

15mp EBF col $1,917 b&w $1,026.

Titles: (Ir col $120 b&w $60) What
Is Space?; How To Measure Time;
Energy and Work; Waves and Energy;
How to Bend Light; How to Produce
Electric Current with Magnets; Mag-
netic, Electric, and Gravitational

Fields. Titles: (iy4r col $150 b&w
$75) Forces; What is Uniform Mo-
tion?; Vibrations; Light and Color
(col only); What Is Electric Current?;
Electrons at Work; Atomic Energy-
Inside the Atom. Also (l%r col $240
b&w $120) Evidence for Molecules
and Atoms. Gr. 5-9.
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Science of Light mp CHURCHILL 11-

min col $110 b&w $60. Boy seeks

answers to his questions about light

and sight by making his own experi-

ments. Int JH

The Science of the Universe 12 charts

DENOYER ea 54x44", col set $40.75 in

stand. Titles: Space; Our Moon; The
Solar System; Meteors and Comets;
The Sun and Other Stars; Constella-

tions I & 11; Depths of Space; Astron-

omers at Work; Rockets and Satel-

lites; Space Travel; Life in Other
Worlds. JH SH

The Sea fs FH col captioned set (4) $20.

Titles: Water, Water Everywhere;
Plant Life in the Sea; Animal Life

in the Sea; and How the Sea Helps

Us. Pri.

A Short History mp llmin col $110.

Cartoon treatment (from Roumania)
of origin of earth and man. The sun

sneezes and the solar system is creat-

ed, a dinasour s'.ambles and knocks
prehistoric man out of the tree, the

earth becomes crowded and space

exploration follows. Winner at Can-
nes, Brussels, Venice Festivals. El-A

Silicon and its Compounds mp CORO-
NET ISi/^min col $150 b&w $75.

Atomic structure, place in periodic

table. A wide variety of properties

lead to use in lubricants, paints,

polishes, plastics, and rubber. SH

Simple Demonstrations With Air mp
CORONET llmin col $120 b&w $60.

Experiments demonstrate space,
weight, pressure. Int JH

Simple Demonstrations With Water mp
CORONET 13% min col $150 b&w
$75. Demonstrations show surface
tension, pressure, and buoyant force.

Int JH

Simple Demonstrations with Magnetism
mp CORONET llmin col $120 b&w
$60. Attractive force, magnets make
magnets, polarity, the Earth as a

magnet. Improved techniques are sug-
gested for traditional classroom
experiments. Similarly — Simple
Demonstrations with Water and Sim-
ple Demonstrations with Air. Int.

Simple Demonstrations with Static

Electricity mp CORONET llmin col

$120 b&w $60. Positive and negative
charges, attraction and repulsion.
Demonstrations are presented in
spirit of inquiry to encourage ex-
perimentation. Int JH

The Sky mp IFB lOmin col $110. Sky,
sun, moon, stars, clouds; how a sun
dial works, what makes wind, why is

Why you'll prefer the

Keystone COMPACT

does FAR MORE
-in LESS SPACE

Lisht

Overhead Projector

for the

Classroom

. . Easily Portable . . .

Noiseless . . . and Reliable

and projects all of these

1. Transparencies prepared by authorities—Reading, Read-
ing Readiness, General Science, Physics, Atomic Physics,

Maps, etc.

2. Tachistoslides for teaching Reading, Music, Shorthand,
Arithmetic, Typewriting, Foreign Languages.

3. Teacher's writing and drawing clearly projected.

4. Polaroid transparencies.

5. 2" and 21/4" Slides, Strip Film, Microscopic Slides.

Write for a Demonstration

KEYSTONE VIEW CO., Meadville, Pa.

There's a WA&dii? for You

!

Ready to Use ! !

Ready to Move ! !

AN YWH ERE!
The QUALITY LINE of combination trans-

portation and projection tables . . . fold-

ing, semi-folding and non-folding models

that will transport equipment and supplies

easily and safely. . . the most complete

line in the industry.

Wheelits Sell Themselves

Once seen ond handled, Wheelit

makes firm friends and customers. Life-

time satin chrome finish will not chip

or peel. All-steel construction. Sound-

absorbing plywood platforms, with For-

mica tops, easily cleaned. Swivel, ball-

bearing casters, anti-shtmmy, and solid

stem. Folding models fit into car trunk

with room to spare . . . carry loads over

curbs, up or down steps and around
sharp turns.

Your dealer will arrange a demonstra-

tion at your convenience . . . write for

literature or coll 419-243-2481.

GRUBER PRODUCTS CO.
Toledo 6, Ohio
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The Soil and Life mp tTWF 13'/4min

$135. A day on the farm in spring-

time brings understanding about the

conservation and wise use of soil.

Pri El

Space and Space Travel 6fs JAM col

captioned set (6) $31.50 indiv $5.75.

Titles: Conditions in Space; Space
Rockets; Man's Preparation for Space
Travel; Space Satellites; Space Sta-

tions; Exploring the Moon. JH SH

Space and Space Travel 4fs SVE col

$21.60. Revised to include space
flights of Glenn and Shepard. JH SH

Tlie Sun's Energy mp ACADEMY 16%
min col $165 r$7.50 b&w $90 r$4.90.

The basis of all life and energy,
human and industrial, some direct ap-
plications of solar power and many
more to come. Int JH

Treasures in Snow mp MOODY 7min
col $65 b&w $30. Perfection of form.

Role in recreation, water conserva-
tion, power source. JH SH

The Unchained Goddess mp ILBEL 60-

min col loan. Legendary weather gods
debate with present day weather sci-

entists. The film separates fact from
fiction by showing development of

clouds, wind, lightning and storms.

JH SH A

meteorology, including weather satel-
lites, in accurate forecasting of
storms. Int JH

Weather: Why It Changes mp CORO-
NET llmin col $120 b&w$60. Locates
the air masses which govern major
weather changes; how they interact,
forming cold, warm, and occluded
fronts. Int JH

Wliat Are the Stars Made Of? mp IFB
16min col $165. Astronomer at Mt.
Wilson and Palomar Observatories
analyzes chemistry, star spectra. JH
SH

Space Orbits mp NWd 18min col $89.19.

Orbital patterns and the factors that

produce them. Missiles, artifical

earth satellites, space travel, possible

lunar landings. U.S. Air Force film.

JH SH C

Space Vehicles—Today and Tomorrow
prints COMART b&w 8%xll" set

(27) $1. Building, testing, and launch-

ing of an intercontinental ballistic

missile, space environment research,

future space vehicles, glossary of

space terms and definitions. Break-
through to Space teacher's guide, 35pp
60c. JH-C

Universe (mobile) MODAID 9 sq ft

plastic-coated fibreboard printed both
sides in full color; shows relationship

of the planets to the Sun, etc; kit in-

cludes strong nylon thread and
sponger rubber adhesive hangers,

supervised by Dr. Donald Rogers of

Chicago's Adler Planetarium. $2 post-

paid.

Velocity and Acceleration mp CORO-
NET 13%min col $150 b&w $75. Dif-

ference between speed and velocity,

effect of gravity on positive and
negative acceleration. Importance of

these concepts in describing action of

bodies in motion. SH

What Makes It Go? mp MODERN 14-

min col loan. Principles by which an
automobile engine runs. Humble Oil
sponsored. SH A

Why the Sky is Blue mp FILPHAR 13-

min col $120. Relationship of color to
light, blue the most sharply bent in
spectrum, time lapse camera shows
color change during an afternoon. JH
SH

Work, Time and Power mp UWF 13%-
min b&w $135. Relationship of these
aspects of the Power Age to man's
standard of living. Int JH

Spring Brings Changes mp dTORCH-
ILL llmin col $110; b&w $60. Two
children plant a vegetable garden as

farmers plough their fields and other

signs of spring are seen. A similar

companion reel is Fall Brings
Changes. Pri.

Walt Disney True Life Adventures 8fs

EBF col set $48 ea $6. Titles: Seal
Island; In Beaver Valley; Nature's
Half Acre; Bear Country; Water
Birds; Plants and Their Seeds; The
Honeybee; Ants at Work and at War.
HG SH

X-15 mp APCS 27min col 1961 loan Air
Force film SFP-1074. Half airplane
and half spacecraft designed to take
man to the edge of space, the "X-15"
is airborne by a B-52, then released
for its maiden powered flight and
glide return to earth. JH SH C A

Stars mp IFB 12min col $120. Move-
ments explained, constellations identi-

fied, our sun and solar system, galax-

ies, nebulae. Int

Star Charts printed in two colors on
durable chalk-markable cloth to with-
stand erasure and changes, shows
constellations, stars to 5th magnitude,
nebulae. Milky Way, scales. 44"x44".

Northern Skies $7; Southern $7; both
$12.95. HUBSCI.

The Steam Engine: How it Works m.)
EBF llmin b&w $60. Historical de-
velopment principles and operation;

effect on industry and transportation.

Int JH

The Strange Case of the Cosmic Rays
mp ILBEL 60mui col loan. Basic facts

on invisible rays atomic energy told

by marionettes in exciting detective-

fiction form. JH SH A

Wanted: Plant Pest Detectives mp
UDA 27%min col apply. Role of

public in assisting government agen-
cies in spotting pest outbreaks. Boll
weevil, spotted alfalfa aphid, Euro-
pean corn borer, white pine blister

rust, stem rust of grain, and golden
nematode of potato are among the
examples shown. JH SH C A

Water in the Weather mp ACADEMY
16%min col $165 r$7.90 b&w $90 $4.90.

The water cycle, types of clouds, how
rain, hail and snow are formed. El JH

Weather: Understanding Precipitation

llmin col $120 b&w $60. Evaporation
of water from the earth and its re-

turn as rain or in other forms. Rela-
tive humidity, dew point. Basic cloud
types. Conditions that result in rain,

snow, hail, dew, and frost. Int JH

Weather: Understanding Storms mp
CORONET llmin b&w $60. Inter-

action of temperature, pressure, and
moisture. Increasing importance of

You and Machines mp UWF 13%min col

$135. Underlying principles and opera-
tion of lever, inclined plane, screw,
wedge, wheel, axle, and pulley. Int JH

SCIENCE—Physics
Chemistry, Electronics

Atomic and Molecular Models 7fs EBF
col set $42 ea $6. Clarify size, shape
and structure of molecules, formation
of crystals, comparative size of atoms
and ions. Eval ESAVG 1/62 p33. JH
SH C

Atom Models. LaPINE. Colored balls

and binders of new Dupont plastic

with metallic properties permit true-

to-scale demonstration of spatial ar-

rangements of chemical compounds.
School set contains 44 pieces of 9

types of atom models, 20 quick fast-

eners, 14 spring metal wedges and
an ejector tool. $58.30.
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Atoms and their Energy 4fs FH col

captioned set $20. Titles: Mist of Mov-
ing Particles; What Is an Element;

Radioactive Isotopes; Putting Atoms
to Work. Int JH

Atoms for Space mp AEC 28min col

loan. Sale GFLAB $100. Development
and use of compact nuclear power
sources for space projects. Electricity

generated directly by the energy of

decay from radio-active isotopes, or

by a nuclear-powered turbo-genera-

tor system. Powered for satellite net-

work for world-wide communication,
weather observation and navigation.

SH A

Basic Communication Kits, "Starter'

unit includes 2 microphones and parts

for 2 power supplies, 2 control boxes,

2 transistorized speech amplifiers and

a transistorized voltmeter (nine units

for a variety of experiments and de-

monstrations). $34.95. Two Add-On
Kits available $15 ea. SDC

Bell Solar Battery mp ILBEL 12min

col loan. How the battery was devel-

oped; how it converts the sun's rays

into electricity and some of the bat-

tery's practical applications. SH C

Catalysis mp SUTHERLAND 17min col

$130. 1961. Types of chemical re-

actions. Role of the catalyst. Eval

ESAVG 4/62. SH C

Cliemistry prog CPI 3 units $1.75. Ex-
perimental programmed texts; stand-

ardized reporting forms. Also Phy-
sics (8 units $2). TT

Chemistry Course 160 film lessons EBF.
The John F. Baxter lecture and film

demonstration series may now be
purchased in subject area groups and
23 are sold Individually if desired.

SH C

Chemistry tor Today I 6fs SVE col set

$32.40 ea $6. Captioned, 48-53 fr.

Titles: Atoms, Molecules, Ions; Ele-

ments, Compounds, Mixtures; Sym-
bols, Formulas, Equations; Atomic
and Molecular Weights; Hydrogen,
Oxygen, Water; Solutions, Suspen-
sions, Colloids. SH

The Chemistry of a Petroleum Fire mp
AMPET 32min col $140 loan 1961.

Nature, causes, and methods of pre-
vention. SH C A

Controlling Atomic Energy mp UWF
13Vi!min col $135. Complexities of the
release and control of atomic power.
Int JH SH

Crystal* Lattice Construction Kits. La-
PINE. Do-it-yourself 3-d models for
demonstrating crystal structure. Basic

kit includes 18 red and 18 white
spheres (the size of table tennis balls),

18 steel needles, 50 rubber washers,

a 30x30" base plate, and an adjusting

rod. $53.40. Supplementary kit of 18

white and 10 green spheres, etc, $34.

Domains and Hysteresis in Ferromag-
netic Materials mp BELTEL 36m in

col loan. A follow-up on the sound
filmstrip The Formation of Ferro-

magnetic Domains. C

Electricity ovhd RCASERV 104 trans-

parencies for use on 10x10" overhead
projectors col set $699.50 indiv $6.50

to $10. Basic cell plus whatever over-

lays are needed to develop the con-

cept under study. SH C

Electricity: Distribution mp INDIANA
16min col $150 b&w $75. Cross-coun-

try and inside home distributive sys-

tems, wiring, fuses, parallel and series

circuits. Others in same series: Elec-

tricity—Measurement; Electricity

—

Production; Static Electricity. JH SH

Electronics fs FH col captioned set (4)

$20. Titles: Electronics—What Is It?;

Radio Waves; Electronic Tubes; Tran-
sistors. JH

Electrons and Electronics: An Introduc-
tion mp CORONET lOmin col $110
b&w $60. How devices such as vacu-
um tubes and transistors work; their

role in radio, TV, and industry. JH
SH

Fundamentals of Electricity: Direct Cur-
rent progr GROLIER. 8%xll" sheets

$7.50. Theory and applications. SH C

The Hanscom Complex mp APCA 14

min b&w loan. Electronics research
center where science and industry
work as a team on aerospace devices.

Air Force film SFP1061. SH C A

Heat ovhd RCASERV 28 transparencies
for use on 10x10" overhead projector
col set $199.50 indiv $6.50 to $13. Basic
cell plus overlays sufficient to develop
the concept studied. SH C

An Introduction to Jet Engines mp MH
14min col $175 b&w $90. Royal
Canadian Air Force award-winning
production. SH C A

Light (series) 5mp CORONET ea 13 V4

min col $137.50 b&w $75. Titles: Illu-

mination and Its Measurement; Re-
flection; Refraction; Lenses and Opti-
cal Instruments; Wave and Quantum
Theories. SH

From "Light" Series by Coronet—"Re-
flection."

Light ovhd RCASERV 56 transparencies
for use of 10x10" overhead projectors

col set $399.50 indiv $7 to $14. Basic
cell plus overlays to develop fully the
concept under study. SH C

Light and Color sl-tp EK 8min col loan.

Slide set with accompanying recorded
tape explciins complexity of white
light, prinicples subtractive primaries;

application of these principles in

color photography, lithography, paint-

ing. SH

Mechanics ovhd RCASERV 79 trans-

parencies for use on 10x10" overhead
projector col set $599.50; indiv $6.50

to $14. Basic cell plus whatever num-
ber of overlays are needed to develop
the concept being taught. SH C

The Modem Chemist—Diamond Syn-
thesis mp SUTHERLAND 12min col

$130. The work of Dr. H. Tracy HaO
on atomic structure of carbon, grap-
hite and diamond. Role of modern
chemistry. JH SH C A

Nitric Acid mp SUTHERLAND 16min
col $165. Basic chemical principles;

descriptive chemistry; molecular
structure related to behavior and ap-
plications. Manufacture of nitric acid.

SH C

Nuclear Radiation (series) 6mp CENCO
15min col $150 b&w $75. Basic prin-
ciples and specific applications. Titles:

Detectors; Uses in Medicine; Uses in
Earth Studies; Uses in Space Studies;

Uses in Industry; Fallout. SH C

Particles of Matter mp UWF 13^4min
col $135 Principles of atoms and
atomic energy. Int JH SH

Physical Principles of Electron Tubes
9fs PVENTS col set (9) $75. Titles:

The Family of Electronic Valves i.nd

Tubes; The Diode; The Triode; The
Cathode-Ray Tube; Photo Electric

Emission; The Television Picture
Tube; Luminescence of Gases and
Solids; Popular Introduction to Nu-
clear Physics; The Tetrode and the
Pentode. SH C
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Physical Science (Series) fs FOMC col
captioned $33 for 9 titles as released,
one a month, on "club" basis, plus
right to purchase others also at same
rate from extensive backlog. Similar
high school level series are offered on
Biology, Mathematics, and Guidance.
SH

Science Demonstration Kits (equipment
and materials) TORBAL. Electronic

$190; Solar Energy $147.50; Gravity
$32; Action-Reaction $12.50; Resonance
$13; Optical and Color Mixing $45.

jh sh

Semi-Conductors I & n. 2mp BRAY ea
21min b&w $100 r $10. Part I covers
basic physics and theory of electron
and hole flow, shows why a transistor

is an amplifying device. Part II re-

views and extends study of transis-

tors, develops low frequency circuits.

SHC

Sound ovhd RCASERV 32 transpar-
encies for use on 10x10" overhead
projector col set $199.50 indiv $6.50

to $8. SH C

Space Communications mp NWd 19min
col $79.53. USAF production. Anima-
tion is used to show basic communi-
cation principles and techniques. Be-
havior and attenuation rate of electro-

magnetic waves. Logistics. SH C A

Space Scientist mp NEUBACHER 11-

min col $110 b&w $60. Experiments
in a high vacuum chamber illustrate

principles of physics. JH SH

SOCIAL STUDIES General,

Economics

Autopsy on Operation Abolition mp
IMPUB 61min (in two half-hour sec-

tions) b&w $100. A penetrating "sec-

ond look" at the controversial ultra-

rightist film version of the San Fran-
cisco student demonstrations against
the House Un-American Activities

Committee. Father Louis J. Twomey,
S.J., Loyola University (La.), is

moderator in filmed interviews with
12 experts (pro and con), interspersed
with factual and objective action.

Produced by Impact Films, a depart-
ment of the Catechetical Guild,

Roman Catholic publishing firm, a

long time source of constructive anti-

Communist filmstrips and other ma-
terials. SH C A

Community Helpers GUNTER 10 sets

of 10 ea study prints col 11x14 per
set $9.50. Photographed from life; 4-

color prints. Titles: School Helpers;
Helpers Who Come to the Home;
Shopping Center; Food; Appearance;
Safety; Transportation; Commtmica-
tion; Shelter; Health (Helpers). Pri

Competition in Business mp CORONET
13%min col $137,50 b&w $75. Pro-
duced in cooperation with the Cham-
ber of Commerce of the U.S.A. SH
C A

Conserving Our i'«atural Resources 7fs

EBF col $42 ea $6. Titles: What is

Conservation?; Saving Our Soil;

Enough Water for Every one; Im-
proving Our Grasslands; Using Our
Forests Wisely; Giving Our Wildlife
a Chance; Using Our Minerals Wise-
ly. Int JH

Courtship mp MH Parts I & II ea 30min
b&w ea $135. Customs in Sicily, India,

Iran, and Canada. NFBC production.

Debt to the Past: Language and Com-
munication mp MOODY IBmin col

$145. Second in series. Our heritage

of spoken and written language and
its vital role in the communication of

ideas. Pictographic, ideographic,
phonetic stages. JH SH

Down Payment on Tomorrow mp AS-
SOCIATION 18 min col loan. Invest-

ment in common stocks by the com-
mon man. C A

Elementary Social Studies (series) fs

FOMC col captioned $33 for 9 titles

as released, one a month, on "Film-
strip-of-the-Month Club" plan. Mem-
bers may also purchase additional

titles at same rate from extensive
backlog catalog. Similar club plans
apply to Elementary Science and to

Primary Grade Materials.

Families Around the World Sfs EBF col

set $48 indiv $6. Represented—Mexico,
Guatemala, Brazil, Scotland, Yugo-
slavia, Israel, Jordan, Eskimo. Int

The Forest mp USDA 28min col b&w
apply. Multiple use benefits from our
National Forests—water conservation,
timber, wildlife, human recreation,

grazing. JH SH A

Four Families mp MH Parts I & II ea
30min b&w ea $115. Comparison of
family life in India, France, Japan,
and (Canada. NFBC production.

Man and His Environment kit ICF sfs

in 6 15-min presentations, 42 study
prints (9x12"), and scrambled text
programmed learning script, $66. A
combination of tools to teach how man
has developed varying patterns of
life in response to his environmental
conditions. JH SH

Our American Heritage sfs CFEA col.

$15. Fall of Rome and building of the
American republic are cited in con-
servative presentation of "sound eco-
nomics, capitalism, socialism and com-
munism." SH S A

Our Community 6fs AUDAID col set

$30. Titles: Learning . . . About In-
ventions; About the Growth of
Towns; About Local Government;
About Community Services; About
the Milk We Drink; To Read Maps.
Pri El

Our Homes and Our School 6fs AUD-
AID col set $30. Titles: Learning . . .

About Health and Safety; To Help
One Another; About Our Flag; To
Be Good Citizens; To Use Money;
About Maps. Fri El

Our Neighborhood 6fs AUDAID col set

$30. Titles: Learning . . . About Keep-
ing Healthy; About Kinds of Work-
ers; About Communication and Trans-
portation; About the Library; To Use
Maps. El Pri

SOCIAL STUDIES
Government, Politics

Appointment With Tomorrow mp ILL-
BEL 33min col loan (Illinois only).

An interview with the governor at

the Capitol and a tour of New Salem
and various Lincoln sites in Spring-
field bring home to a high school
senior that "politician" is no dirty

word, but rather that democracy is

based on the active "politicianship"

of every good citizen. JH SH A

Arid Lands mp US-unesco 27min b&w
loan. Research centers in arid zones
of Morocco, Israel and Pakistan.
(UNESCO). JH SH

Books for Beaver Valley mp NFBC 20
b&w $90. Operation of regional li-

braries in North Central Saskatche-
wan, where a library service may
operate from the back shelves of a

general store. C A
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The Charter mp CONTEMPORARY 15-

min b&w $65 r$5. Backgrounds traced
through Congress of Vienna and
League of Nations, finally the United
Nations. Pictorial analysis of inter-

national machinery. EU JH SH C A

The Citizen's Agencies: Federal Regula-
tory Agencies fs NYTIMES b&w $2.50.

Informative, good discussion basis.

Eval ESAVG 3/62. JH-A

Communist Accent on Touth mp PEP-
PERDINE 30min b&w $140. How
students and youth are exploited in

various countries in the furtherance
of Communist aims. SH C A

The Congress (second edition) mp EBF
20min b&w $120. An issue is traced
from demand by constituents, through
debate in committee and on the House
floor, and final action in the Senate.
JH SH

Fable for Friendship mp CONTEMPO-
RARY llmin col $100 r$5. Czech-made
modern art animation tells the story
of the aims and ideals of UNESCO.
SH C A

France's Greatest Detective mp POST
27min b&w $125. Origin and workings
of the Bertillon system of crime de-
tection. JH-A

Government and Public Affairs (series)
15mp MLA 20min b&w $125 r$10 wk.
Titles: Why FoUtics? (Raymond
Moley); The Meaning of Democracy;
Our Federal Constitutional System;
The Role of the Supreme Court; An
Introduction to Public Administra-
tion; Citizen Responsibility for Good
Government; The Web of Taxes;
Characteristics of the Electorate; The
Electorate Tides of the Future; How
Our Two Party System Operates;
Waging and Winning an Election
Campaign; Pressure Groups in Action;
A Look at Local Government; State
Political Organization and Legislative
Procedures; Getting Into Local
Politics. Protagonists include W. B.
Boyer, Republic Steel Corp.; Robert
Humphreys, former campaign director
for the Republican National Commit-
tee; Samuel Lubell, reporter; Herbert
Miller, former executive director Tax
Foundation, and political science pro-
fessors in various universities. C A

Inaugural Addresses rec SPOKEN 12"

LP ea $5.95. I: F. D. Roosevelt; II:

Roosevelt—Truman; III: Eisenhower
—Kennedy.

The Jungle and the Flew mp US-
UNESCO 28min col loan. Fundamen-
tal education center in Ceylon. Mod-
em farming methods, sanitation, basic
education. JH SH C A

The Legal Control and Discipline of

Public School Pupils mp BARBRE
30min col $290 r$35. Suspensions and
expulsions; automobiles; the neighbor-
hood "bully;" withholding of diplomas;
barring co-curricular participation;

parental responsibility, etc. See also
The Law and Tragedy of School Bus
Accidents. C A TT

Man in the Blue Helmet mp CORONET
25min b&w $75 r$7.50. The United
Nations soldiers on guard in the Gaza
Strip and the Congo. JH-A

Men of Brazil mp ASSOCIATION 70-

min col r$25. Dockers overcome cor-
ruption and Communist infiltration on
Rio de Janeiro waterfront, paving
the way for free union elections.

Moral Re-Armament. SH C A

Mr. Europe and the Common Market
mp CAROUSEL 51min b&w $250.

David Schoenbrun (CBS Reports)
interviews Mr. Europe (Jean Monnet)
on what the Common Market will
mean on the Continent and to the
United States. Prevailing trade barrier
and customs delay is dramatized. JH
SH C A

Philippines: Social Progress mp US-
UNESCO lOmin b&w loan. Malaria
control (WHO); Science Teaching
Demonstration (UNESCO); Declara-
tion of the Rights of the Child. SH C
A

Pledge of Allegiance rec ARTREC 45
and 33-1/3 rpm. $1 postpaid. Recited
by both male and female voices, plus
trumpet calls

—"To the Colors" for
flag raising and "Taps" for lowering.
Suggested for P.A. use.

Politics: The Folklore of Government
lOrec ACREC 12" U or 3% ips tapes.

Set (10) $50 ea $5.95. C. Northcote
Parkinson, Julian H. Franklin discuss
"Time for Ideas." Titles: Parkinson
and Parkinson's Law; The Political

Climate of the Far East; The Theory
of Political Cycles; Monarchy; Olig-
archy; Democracy; Dictatorship, The
Russian Communist Theocracy; The
Phenomenon of War; The Bureau-
cratic Malignancy. C A

The REA Story mp USDA 27%min col
apply. Reviews the 25-year history
of the Rural Electrification Adminis-
tration, stressing importance of bring-
ing electricity to farms and ranches
in remote areas. Shows farm life be-
fore and after current is brought in.

Modern poultry and dairy farming;
workings of a rural electrical co-
operative. JH SH C A

Runways in the Wild mp APCS 14min
col b&w loan 1961. How military and
civilian conservationists cooperate in
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land management program in Air
Force base areas, and the rewards in

better hunting, fishing and camping
facilities. Air Force fibn SFP 1083.

JH-A

State Opening of Parliament mp CON-
TEMPORARY 20min col $175 r$7.50.

Ceremony inside the House of Lords,
extracts from Queen's address. Arn-
hem Award winner. JH-A

A Trip With UNICEF fs ASSOCIATION
34fr col $2. Work in international aid
is shown in Greece, Nigeria, Chile,
Thailand and Ethiopia. Ties in with
"Hi, Neighbor, Book III." JH-A

The Truman Years mp TFC b&w apply.
Edited from newsreel footage in col-

laboration with the A-V Subcommit-
tee of the National Council for the
Social Studies. JH-C

United Nations—1961 6fs STANBOW
5 b&w ea $3, 1 col $5. Titles: The
U.N. and the Refugees; The Inter-
national Court of Justice; Economic
Development in Central America;
The Security CouncU of the U.N.;
The International Trusteeship System.
And, in color, ($5), The General As-
sembly of the U.N. JH SH C

The Water Famine mp CAROUSEL
54min b&w $250. Role of water in
birth and decay of civilizations; de-
pletion of resources; pollution; popu-
lation explosion. Desalinization, by
Israel's "flash freezing" process, and
by the electro-dialysis process used
in the United States. "CBS Reports"
production. JH SH C A

SOCIAL STUDIES
History & Anthropology

The American in Orbit mp UWF 9min
b&w $23.95. Epic story of Lt. Col.
John H. Glenn's conquest of space.
Complete coverage of preparations
and remarkable pictures taken inside
the capsule. Recovery; honors at Cape
Canaveral and at Washington. El-A

American Military History ovhd
BRADY 10x10 transparencies. Titles:

Westward Expansion (2-$8.50); Colon-
ial North America (3-$11.50); Revolu-
tionary War (2-$26); Civil War (10-

$38); Mexican War (5-$19); Spanish-
American War (5-$19); War of 1812
(3-$11.50); World War I (7-$26);
World Wor II (31-$110); Korea &
Far East (10-$38). C A

America's First Great Lady mp POST
27min b&w $125. The story of Poca-
hontas, Captain John Smith, and
planter John Rolfe. El-JH
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The Ancient Maya fs FOLKWAYS 63fr

col $10. Excavations, cities, temples,
artcraft, calendar, writings, from the
H. DeTerra collection. Also in same
series, Pueblo Indian Pre-Hlstory 58

fr col $10; Sioux and Navajo 63fr

b&w $10 photos from American Indi-
an Bureau. SH C

Ancient World Inheritance mp CORO-
NET llmin col $120 b&w $60. (Sec-
ond edition). Artifacts, relics and re-

created scenes of the past disclose

the sources of many of today's ad-
vances. Int JH SH

Balboa of Darien mp CFD llmin col

$120. Portraits of explorers come to

life and tell their story to boy in His-
torical Museum. First European to see
the Pacific Ocean. Effect of discovery
on Spanish power. Helen Cardan
production. Elem

Mr. Bell mp ILBEL 30min b&w loan.

Film biography shows many contri-

butions in addition to invention of

the telephone. JH SH A

Communist Imperialism mp PEPPER-
DINE 30m in b&w $140. Contrasts
Communist subjugation of 28 terri-

tories and countries while 42 at-

tained independence outside the Com-
munist orbit. SH C A

The Country Store mp FA 12min col

$130 b&w $70. Unique contribution to
history during the second half of the
19th century. General store, phar-
macy, post office, and social-political

headquarters for the rural population.
Int. JH SH

Documentary Photos (flat pix) DOC-
PHOT a collection of 181 photographs
and other pictures of important
American historical events from
Columbus to Eisenhower. 50 cents
each. Title list and sample free. Pri-A

Documentary Records rec ENRICH-
MENT 2 LP 12" $5.29. New titles, 2

per record: Articles of Confederation
—Lincoln's Second Inaugural Ad-
dress; Alaska—Hawaii, Act for State-
hood. JH SH C

Friendship 7 mp UWF 58min col loan.

The full story of Astronaut John H.
Glenn's orbital flight. El-A

Frontier Boy of the Early Midwest mp
EBF 14min col $180 b&w $90. Pio-
neer life shown from the child's view-
point—home, school, community. Int

Ge-Mon—The Birch Canoe mp FILM-
ERS 18min col $200. Construction and
use of the birch canoe among our
northern woodland Indians; its social,

economic and military significance.

El JH

Ghost Towns of the West 13mp
PRODUN 13%min col $135 b&w $75.

Educational treatment of relics of

once booming towns—in California's

"Mother Lode"; Virginia City; High
Sierras; Nortliern Frontier; Arizona
Desert; Death Valley; Pilce's Peak;
the Dakotas; Colorado River; The
Rockies; The Great Basin; Great
Divide; The Gold Road. Applicable to

study of regional and economic his-

tory. JH-A

The Big Bounce mp ILBEL ISmin col

loan. The historic first telephone call

relayed by the Project Echo satellite;

potentialities of an around-the-world
satellite communication system. JH
SH C A

Bolivar, South American Liberator mp
CORONET lOmin col $110 b&w $60.

Authentic locales in Venzuela, Ecua-
dor, Peru and Columbia lend vivid-

ness and immediacy to film biogra-
phy; factors which led Simon Bolivar
to abandon fortune and position to

fight for democratic freedom. El

East Germany: Land Beyond the Wall
mp CAROUSEL 53min b&w $250.

"CBS Reports" filmed entirely be-
yond the Iron Curtain, shows the
pervasive influence of the Communist
Party in every facet of daily exist-

ence. Includes views of a capitalistic

businessman, a pastor, a university
administrator, and Walter Ulbricht,
chairman of East Germany's Council
of State. JH SH C A

Focus on Berlin fs NYTIMES 53fr b&w
$2.50. Includes manual the reproduces
each frame and adds comment. JH SH
C

Greatest Headlines of the Century mp
FLEET more than 100 films, ea 3%-
min @ $25, Ranges all the way from
"Auto Age Here" to "Russia Lofts

Sputnik."

Historic Newspaper Headlines NEWSPR
Set of 20 SOcents. Reproduction full-

size of front page of newspapers an-

nouncing the Fall of Fort Sumpter,
Assassination of Lincoln, Surrender
of Robt. E. Lee, Chicago Fire, Titanic,

etc. Also complete reprint of this

country's first two newspapers 1690

and 1704.

Buckeyes mp UCEFS 13min col $125

r$7. A Nisenan Indian demonstrates
an ancient method, unique to the In-

dians of California, for making the
poisonous horse chestnut an edible

staple food. JH SH C A

California Indians 2fs 16 pix GUNTER
col fs ea $6 study prints set $11.95.

Titles: Early California Indians; Cali-

fornia Mission Indians, Eval ESAVG
2/62 p85. El.

Canada's History: Colony to Common-
wealth mp CORONET 13%min col

$150 b&w $75. Settling and expansion,
development of resources. Costumed
re-enactments and authentic locales;

two strong cultural traditions. Int JH
SH

The Civil War—Through Its Songs and
Ballads, rec HEIRLOOM 12" LP $4.95.

Flows in historical sequence; indigen-
ous singers and narrators, authentic
backgrounds. Eval 12/61 p656. JH SH

Food—A Way of Life mp UCEFS 27min
b&w $120 r$2. Influence of cultural
traditions and personal attitudes in
choice of foods and methods of prepa-
ration; aside from nourishment, how
food affects our lives. SH A

Founders of American Freedom study
prints AVE col litho 11x14" set of 8
$15. Biography and other text on back
of each. Franklin, Washington, Jeffer-

son, Madison, Hamilton, Marshall,
Samuel Adams, John Adams. El

The French and Indian War mp EBF
16min col $180 b&w $90. The culmi-
nation of the "Seven Years' War in

America" in the capture of Quebec
by the British. Large collection of
paintings drawn on to assure authen-
tic presentation. JH SH

French Explorers of the New World
4fs EBF col $24, ea $6. Titles: Cartier;

LaSalle; Joliet; Champlain. Int JH

A History of the United States 10 fs

AUDAID col $55. Titles: The Nation

Grows; Expands and Divides; Test

of a Nation; An Era of Industry;

New Stature in a New Century;

World War I and its Effects; Depres-

sion, Recovery, and World War H;
The United States Faces the Future.

A History of the World 6 fs AUDAID
col $36. Titles: The Middle East—
Wellspring of Progress; Creativity

and Change in the Middle Ages; The
Renaissance; Milestones on the Road
to Democracy; Nationalism pnd the

World's Balance of Power. SH

The Holy Roman Empire, mp CORO-
NET mp 13min col $137.50 b&w $75.

Photographed in Europe in authentic

locales. Costumed re-enactments
dramatize relations of Popes and
Emperors. Eventual decay. SH C

Hope mp ASSOCIATION 58min b&w
r$15. Group of West German coal
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miners, fighting Communism, on a
Moral Re-Armament tour of London,
France, Japan, Wasliington and New
York.

How Chance Made Lincoln President
mp POST 27min b&w $125. Five
events point up potential effect .of

chance or coincidence in finding a
national leader. JH-SH

The Industrial Revolution in England
mp EBF 25min col b&w. Transition
from cottage to factory industry. Role
of the machine. Int JH SH C

"In God We Trust" mp PRODUN 27min
b&w $125. The U.S. motto is ascribed
to an obscure preacher who, believing
the Union's defeat at Bull Run was
God-sent, makes his way to Wash-
ington and persuades the Lincoln
administration to adopt it. Stars Jeff
Morrow. JH-A

Landmark Records rec ENRICHMENT
10" LP $4.29; 12" $5.29 present total

44, based on the historical series

(Random House) of Landmark books.
Latest four titles: Clara Barton

—

Founder of the American Red Cross;
The First Transatlantic Cable; The
Alaska Gold Rush; Guadalcanal Diary.
Guide with each record. Two subjects
on each record. JH SH

Man in Space rec COLREC 12" LP
$3.98. The sounds of Alan B. Shep-
ard's historic flight into space May 5,

1961. Others in the "I Can Hear It

Now" series $4.98-$5.98. JH SH C A

The Miracle Builders mp PRODUN
16min col $135 b&w $75. Modem en-
gineering feats and resources con-
trasted with great works of former
days—Lebanese temples, Istanbul's
Saint Sophia, Sacsaliuaman in the
Andes. SH C A

Morison by Land and Sea 10 rec
ACREC 12" LP or 3% ips tape. Set
(10) $50 ea $5.95. Samuel Eliot Mori-
son. Wm. F. Suchman discuss "Time
for Ideas." Titles: The Faith of a
Historian; In the Wake of Columbus;
The Founding of Virginia; The Pil-
grim Fathers; The Tradition of John
Paul Jones; Jacksonian Democracy;
The Causes of the Civil War; Harvard
University and American Education;
Pearl Harbor; Allied Strategy on
World War II. C A

Movietone News—History mp STAR-
FILM 12%min ea b&w lease $60. Film
profiles of outstanding political
figures include Franklin D. Roosevelt,
Wendell Wilkie, Cordell Hull, Alfred
E. Smith, Fiorello LaGuardia, Robert
A. Taft, Grover Whalen, The Duke of
Windsor. JH-A

Music of Williamsburg mp COLWIL col

40min version $320; 29mjnute version
$260 r $8. An interpretation of 18th
century musical life, dramatized in
the reconstructed historical site, Colo-
nial Williamsburg. There are 21 selec-
tions in the long version, 17 in the
shorter. JH SH C A

The Mystery of Easter Island mp
PRODUN 16min col $135 b&w $75.

Hundreds of huge stone images
carved by an unknown, vanished
race. Ancient quarries, tools, burial
grounds. SH C A

National Landmarks, Memorials, and
Historic Shrines 9fs EYEGATE col

set $30 indiv $4. Titles: Washington
Monument and Mt. Vernon; Jefferson
Memorials; Lincoln Memorials; Fede-
ral Hall (New York City) and Mt.
Rushmore; Independence National
Historical Park, Philadelphia; Wright
Brothers; Colonial National Historical
Park, Virginia; Salem Maritime Na-
tional Historical Site; Robt. E. Lee
Memorial and Arlington National
Cemetery. Int JH

Northwest Mounted Police fs STAN-
BOW col $5. Development and role of
this force since 1873. JH

Of Many Voices mp ILBEL 35min b&w
loan. Man retiring after 50 years in
the telephone industry recalls many
exciting historic happenings in the
growth of his industry as part of
growth of the country. JH SH A

Old Glory mp NWd 28min col apply.
The evolution of the American flag
from the Cross of St. George to the 50-
starred banner of today. Released by
the U.S. Dept. of Defense for educa-
tional use. El-A

Pathfinders Westward 6sfs SVE col 6fs

3 LP set $40.50; indiv $9. 'ntles:
Daniel Boone's Wilderness Trail; Riv-
ers and Roads to the Mssissippi; Lew-
is & Clark Expedition I & II; First
Trails to the West; Mountain Men. el

jh

Path to Space mp ASSOCIATION 28%-
min b&w loan. Astronaut Alan Shep-
ard's flight; pre-flight training that
was later called on to save his life;

views inside the capsule. Sponsor:
Gulf OU Corp. JH SH A

Pine Nuts mp UCEFS 13min col $125
r $7. Paiute Indians make staple food
of the nuts obtained from the pinon
tree. JH SH C A

The Pioneer Blacksmith mp INDIANA
llmin col $100 b&w $50. Importance
in pioneer village; skills, products.
El JH

The Pirogue Maker mp MODERN mp
13min col loan. How Louisiana's Ca-
jun craftsmen build a dugout canoe
from a solid cypress log, using hand-
made tools. Festival winner. Humble
Oil sponsored. SH A

Prehistoric Man in Northern Europe mp
EBF 14min B&W $75. Significant
developments of man's way of life

from the beginning of the New Stone
Age through the Ages of Bronze and
Iron to the end of pre-history. Re-
enactment of living conditions in

northern Europe. Int JH SH C A

The Quality of a Nation mp CFI loan.

Canada's Centenary is theme of this

overview of the country and its cul-

ture. El-A

The Real West mp MH 54min b&w $250.

Filmograph treatment of still pictures

of the West of 1849-1900. Narrated by
Gary Cooper for Project 20 TV. JH
SH A

Rebellion in Upper Canada 2fs STAN-
BOW col captioned ea $5. Part I

depicts the MacKenzie revolt; Part
II that led by Papineau on behaU
of the French-speaking population of
Quebec. JH SH C

Carl Sandburg Discusses Lincoln mp
CORONET llmin b&w $60. The na-
tion's foremost authority on Lincoln
tells of the Great Emancipator's con-
tributions to his times and ours. The
Lincoln country, which was also

Sandburg's, is woven into the pictori-

al background of this Edw. R. Mur-
row CBS interview. SH C A

Carl Sandburg at Gettysburg mp CA-
ROUSEL b&w. Two parts ea $135,
both together $250. Part I. (26min)
Facts About the Civil War, concen-
trates mainly on the Battle of Gettys-
burg, its meaning to the nation; the
film re-lives some of the major en-
gagements of the campaign. In Part
II: The Gettysburg Address and Lin-
coln the Man (24min) Sandburg ana-
lyzes the address and Lincoln's his-

toric role; debunks the myth that the
classic speech was written casually
on the back of an envelope. "CBS
Reports" production. JH SH C A

Sierra Leone Story mp CONTEMPO-
RAY 14min b&w $80 r$5. People cele-

brate their new independence (April
1961). JH SH A

The Sinew-Backed Bow and its Arrows
mp UCEFS 24min col $225 r$12.50.

Almost lost art of the Yurok Indians
of Northwestern California. JH SH C
A
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Spain in tlie New World: Colonial Life
in Mexico, mp EBF 13min col $150
b&w $75. Ing JH SH

Jean Talon fs STANBOW 52fr col cap-
tioned $5. French governor under
Louis XIV develops Canada (1665-

1672). SH C

A Tour of the White House with Mrs.
John F. Kennedy mp MH 50min b&w
$275. CBS News production, with
Charles CoUingwood as guide. El-A

SOCIAL STUDIES,
Geography, Travel

Across the Frontiers mp ASSOCIA-
TION 33min col loan. Rail trip on the
Trans-Europa-Express. Stops at Ham-
burg, Munich, Zurich, and Paris.
Adult groups only.

An Act of Faith mp CAROUSEL SOmin
b&w $135. Award-winning documen-
tary tells how the Danish people
rescued virtually their entire Jewish
population from the Nazis during
World War II. Telecast twice by
CBS. JH SH C A

trasted. Agriculture, folk customs,
children's programs. Produced by
Thomas E. Benner, Univ. of Illinois.
Int JH

The Arab World—A Bridge of Centuries
fs AVAS 85fr col manual. Loan.
Emergence of the modem Arab from
traditions of centuries, rising status
of women, agriculture, industry.
Sponsored. JH SH C

Arctic Outpost mp IFB 21min col $195.
Tiny white settlement at Pangnirtung,
in the eastern Arctic—store, hospital,
school, and police center. JH

Arnold Toynbee 28mp EBF "approx 18

hrs on film" $3,750. 15 lectures and 13

discussions at Lee Chapel in 1958, on
"A changing world in the light of

history." SH C A

Under the Black Mask mp BRANDON
50min col $595 r$45 apply. Central
African culture examined in detail

with collaboration of several major
European museums. Offered also in

3 parts $225 each: Birth of the World
and of Man; Styles and Influences in
African Art; The Power of Royalty
and of Sorcery. C A

Viva! The Gallant Fort mp MH 22min
col $200 b&w $110. Two boys visit the
old Spanish Fort in St. Augustine and
learn war was never a picnic. El

War for Independence 8fs EBF col set

$48 ea $6. Titles: Taxation Without
Representation; The Boston Tea Par-
ty; The Shot Heard Round the World;
Bunker Hill; Crossing the Delaware;
Valley Forge; Saratoga; Yorktown.
JH

Afghanistan, Pakistan, Turkey, Iran,
Yugoslavia, etc audiovisual kits and
their components are subject to a
modest price increase. Contact Inter-
national Communications Foundation,
9033 Wilshire Blvs., Beverly Hills,

Calf.

Africa Astir mp GPGOR 25min col $260.

Photography by Hector Acebes in-

cludes little known areas. SH C A

Africa: Sahara to Capetown 6fs EBF
col $36 ea $6. Titles: Life Along the
Nile; Oases in Libya; Contrasts in

Nigeria; Life Along the Congo; High-
lands of Kenya; The Bantu in South
Africa. Int.

Alaska 5fs GUNTER col set $27 indiv
$6. Captioned. Titles: Geography of
Alaska; Memories of the Past; South-
eastern Alaska; Eskimo Village Life;

Eskimo Village Children. Pri El JH

Alaska: Frontier State 4fs EBF col set
(4) $24 indiv $6. Titles: Discovery
and Development; Land and Its Re-
sources; The People and Their Ways
of Life; Commerce and Industry. Int

Australia Today mp IFB 22min col $225.
History, geography, people, occupa-
tions, cities, communication. JH

Bakuba—People of the Congo mp
BRANDON 19min b&w $90 r$10. Rich
cultural tradition of the Bakuba
tribe, "men of the lightning," in
Africa's Kasai Province. Sculpture,
carvings, tattooing, textiles, ritual
tools. Royal court, mourning, dancing.
SH C A

Bananas? Si, Senor! mp ASSOCLfVTlON
13%min col loan. Tuneful visit to
bananaland; how the fruit is raised
and shipped, weather hazards. Spon-
sor: United Fruit Co. JH SH A

Berber Country mp CHURCHILL 16-

min b&w $90. Primitive culture,
division of labor, economy. Harsh
Algerian environment. Indigenous
music. JH-A

Brasilia mp IFB 13min col. $135. The
new capital of Brazil, carved out of
jungle 600 miles from the old metrop-
olis. Ultra-modern architecture. SH C
C

Westward Migration 4sfs SVE col set

4fs and 2 LP $27. ea $9. Titles: Into
the Southwest; The Oregon Country;
The Gold Rush; Three Routes to El
Dorado. JH SH

The Westward Movement n mp EBF 16

min col $180 b&w $90. Sub-title: Set-
tlement of the Mississippi Valley. Int
JH SH

Wisdom Series H ISmp EBF 28min b&w
$150. NBC interviews with world
leaders, including Van Wyck Brooks;
Pearl S. Buck; Grenville Clark; James
B. Conant; Harry Emerson Fosdick;
Edith Hamilton; Father John La
Farge; Margaret Mead; Karl Men-
ninger; Robert Moses; Eleanor Roose-
velt; Harlow Shapley; Daisetz
Suzuki. SH C A

Amazon Family mp IFF 19min col $195
r$10. 1962. Filmed at Cabaceras Mati,
Bolivia. Primitive production of rub-
ber basis of village economy. Except
for a brief written prologue the film
tells its whole story in pictures, with-
out one word of spoken narration.
JH SH C A

The Amazon—Life Along the River in
Peru mp ACADEMY 16%min col
$165 r$7.90. The only "highway" across
the northern part of South America.
Mountain people, river boat people.
The Andes from the air. Rain forest
near city of Iquitos. The Amazon

—

Life Along the River in Brazil follows
similar content and price structure.
Int JH

Ankara and Central Turkey mp IFB
llmin col $120. Old and new con-

Brazil: People of the Highlands (re-

vised second edition) mp EBF 17min
col $180 b&w $90. Owner and tenant
on large plantation, small farmer,
urban factory worker. Int JH SH

Beyond the Valley mp MODERN 28min
col loan. Puerto Rico—tourism, in-

dustry, commerce. Humble Oil spon-
sor. SH A

Broad Land, Narrow Water mp ILBEL
20min col loan. Illinois landscape as
seen from canals and rivers, by a

young boatman. EL -A

Calling Sydney Harbor mp ANIB 18-

min col $170 r$5. Day in the life of a
tugboat skipper in busy Australian
port. JH-A
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Children of Southeast Asia and the

Soviet Union 9fs EYEGATE col set

$30 indiv $4. Titles: Children of

Russia in Europe; . . . Burma; India;

Indonesia; Milaya; Urban Philippines;

Rural Philippines; Urban Thailand;

Rural Thailand. Int JH

China and Her Neigrhbors 6fs MH col

set $36 ea $6.50. Evaluated ESAVG
4/62 p209.

A City Called Copenhagen mp BRAN-
DON 15min col $165 r$12.50. Self-

portrait answers question: "What is

a city?" Fishermen, artists, enterprise,

community recreation. El-A

Ciose-up on Kuwait mp ASSOCIATION
28min col loan. Modernization of me-
dieval Sheikdom through the magic
of (Gulf) oil. JH SH C A

Columbia and Venezuela mp EBF 19min
col $240 b&w $120. Second edition-
rebate on exchange of earlier version.
Relics of Spanish colonialism, region-
al land use, history of unrest, new
class strata, resources to be devel-
oped. Int JH SH

The Continent of Africa 73fs EYEGATE
col set (73) $240. The series (1962) is

divided into 9 units of 8 fs each, along
political sub-divisions. El JH SH

Eskimo River Village mp NORTHERN
15%min col $125. Home, school,
church, social and economic activi-

ties in village of Sleetmute, Alaska.
Int JH

Expedition South mp ANIB 22min col

$170 r$5. Film lecord of a year at

Mawson, Australian Antarctic station.

JH-A

The Face of the High Arctic mp EBF
14min col $150 b&w $75. Seasonal se-

quence, resources, glaciers, icebergs,

frost-split mountains and evidence of

a quite different earlier climate.

NFBC production. JH SH

Farmer of Austria mp CHURCHILL 16-

min col $165 b&w $90. Family farm-
ing with little help from modern
machinery, yields a good life with
modest prosperity. JH

The Fifty United States, Their Geo-
graphical Extent. DENOYER. Map
WA37, 44x39", emphasizes historical

information; SHsx 64"x44", in Begin-
ners Series, shows profile of physical
features. Price depends on mounting.

The Finger Lakes mp EK 28min col

loan. Four-season review of scenic
gems of up-state New York. SH A

and Brasilia; Santiago; Bogota; Quito;
Anuncion; Lima; Montevideo; Caracas
and LaGuaira. Int JH

Hong Kong: Free Port mp LEMONT
2Imin col $205. Importance to world
trade; the refugee problem. SH C A

Hydrographic Relief Globe HUBSCI
$39.50. Ocean floor in 3-D relief

shown in relation to exposed land
areas, also in relief. Designed for
earth-science teaching. 12"xl2"xl3".

niinois Holiday mp ILBEL 28min col
loan. The state's scenic and historic

attractions as seen through the eyes
of a young boy who helps his family
re-discover their state. El-A

India mp IFB 22min col $195. Documen-
tary treatment of geography, climate,

agriculture, racial and social struc-

ture, religions, culture. Gateway pro-
duction. SH C A

Istala Mashi—^May You Never Be Tired
mp ASSOCIATION 10 min b&w $35
r$4. As nomadic tribes cross the
Kyyber Pass to winter in Pakistan
they are dusted with DDT to prevent
spread of typhus. Border guards do
the job, with international assistance
from UNICEF and WHO. JH SH C A

The Corn Beit mp INDIANA 17min col

$150 r$5.50; b&w $75 r$3.75. Wide va-
riety of operations, dairying, cash
grain, feeder farming. Mechanization.
Hybrid seed. Rising standard of farm
living. Importance to U.S. economy.
Int JH

Countries of Eastern Europe 9fs EYE-
GATE col set $30 indiv $9. Titles:

Bulgaria; Czechoslovakia (3); Hun-
gary; Poland (3); Romania. Int. JH

Denmarli fs-sl AMCO 27fr col $6, same
on si $7.50. Culture occupations archi-
tecture. JH Sh

East Africa: Land of Safaris 9fs EYE-
GATE col set $30 indiv $4. Titles:

Organizing a Museum Expedition;
Safari to East Africa; . . . Land of
Contrasts; Museum Collecting (Birds);
. . . (Insects, Plants, Reptiles); All
About Ostriches; Nairobi to Lake Na-
kuru; Murchison Falls; "Treetop" Ad-
venture; A Lion Hunt (Tanganyika).
Int JH

Egypt, A Country in Transition mp
IFB lOmin col $110. A at once
one of the world's oldest and yet
among the youngest. Modernized
agriculture and schools. Conglomer-
ate racial structure. Emerging equal
status for women. SH C A

The Flute and the Arrow mp JANUS
78min apply. Arne Sucksdorff docu-
mentary of the Murja people in In-
dia; symbols that follow a man
through life in his search for food.
Narrated in English. SH C A

The Glacier Priest mp STARFILM 12%-
min b&w lease $60. Alaskan explora-
tions by Father Bernard Hubbard,
S.J. JH-A

Green Magic mp IDEAL col apply.
Italian-made, English sound track.
Documentary coverage of remote
South American jungle life. A wed-
ding ceremony blends Catholic ritual
with ancient Inca rites. SH C A

Hawaii Bfs GUNTER col captioned
set $42.50 indiv $6. Titles: Historic
Sites; Geography; Vulcanism; Agri-
culture; Tourism; Culture of the
Islands; Trees and Flowers; Children
of Hawaii. Pri El JH SH

Highway Holiday mp DuPONT 28min
col loan 1961. Motoring pleasures on
the open road throughout America,
Canada, Mexico. JH SH A

Historic Cities of Sojth America 9fs

EYEGATE col set $30 indiv $4. Titles:

Buenos Aires; La Paz; Rio de Janero

The Jackeroo mp ANIB 20min col $170
r$5. Life on an Australian sheep
ranch, in the "remote outback." JH-A

Japan kit ICF Phono-book with 7" LP
and 108fr col fs. $15. Hardbound book,
12M word text, 108 pictures. Relation-
ship to American history. JH SH

Japan, its Culture and its People mp
AVED lOmin col $110. Old prints
showing Perry's landing supply his-

torical background to modern footage
on art, tea ceremony, and flower ar-

rangement. JH SH C

Journey in France mp CHURCHILL
16min col $165 b&w $90. Barge trip

from Marseille to Strasburg. French
language teaching version also avail-

able. JH

The Korean People mp IFB Umin col

$120. Pusan—fish market, rice grow-
ing. Seoul—university, family life,

children, unique combination of an-
cient and modern cultures. Int JH

The Land of the Swiss mp NEUBACH-
ER 21min col $200. Geography, peo-
ple, works. JH SH
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Land of White Alice mp ILBEL 27min
col loan. Alaska, its people and re-
sources, with special emphasis on
"White Alice" sector of our nation's
communications bulwark against en-
emy attacks. JH SH A

Lands of the Far East (series) 5fs EBF
col set $30 ea $6. Titles: Hong Kong;
Rivers and Rice in Thailand; Farm
Village in Japan; Japanese Fisher-
men; Japanese Workshops and Fac-
tories. JH

The Mediterranean World mp EBF 22
min col $240 b&w $120. History, en-
vironment, rising Arab revolt against
European colonial rule, roots of
Western culture. JH SH

Men Against the Ice mp NFBC 25min
b&w $110. Exploration of the North
Polar Seas and a forecast of the role
of the atomic submarine as means
of normal transportation in that area.
Int JH SH

Village Bewitched; Mission Mercy;^
Life in Ghana. JH-A

Our Latin American Neighbors (series)
7mp MH set col $1150 b&w $595.
Titles: Argentina (ISmin $190); Brazil
(20min $240); Chile (15min $180);
Colombia (18min $210); Peru (17mln
$200); Venezuela (16min $190); South
America (20min $240). These prices
are for color; b&w cost half as much.
Int JH

Legend of the Raven mp MODERN 13-
min col loan. Stone carvings tell how
the Eskimos banished the raven for
his greed in time of famine. Festival
winner. Humble Oil sponsored. SH A

Mexico, the Land and the People mp
EBF 20min col $240; b&w $120. Second
edition of People of Mexico. The land,
its resources and uses. Indian and
Spanish contributions to culture. Int
JH SH A

Our Mexican Neighbors 6mp (series)
NEUBACHER ea llmin col $595 indlv
@ $110. English language version of
the Juan y Maria Series. Int JH

Letter From Indonesia mp CHURCHILL
16min col $165 b&w $90. Geography,
economy, recent history in independ-
ence after 300 years as a colony. JH
SH C

Michigan 7fs JAM col set $36.75 ea $5.75.
Many aspects are shown. Eval ES-
AVG 2/62 p86. El JH

The Panama Canal: Gateway to the
World mp EBF History; passage
through; ten thousand trips a year.
Int JH SH

Life at Arctic Outpost mp IFB 21min col
$195. Year's cycle at Pangnirtung, a
wind-swept fjord of the Eastern
Arctic. Trading and communications
center for Eskimo and white. Int JH
SH

Life in an Oasis mp CORONET llmin
col $120 b&w $60. Irrigation farming,
houses built of mud brick, constant
fight against wind smd sand. Natural
versus man-made oases. Int JH

The Living Circle mp ASSOCIATION
13%min col loan. The trade cycle,
exchanging Central American raw
materials for dollars to support their
economy. Mayan historical b a c k-
ground. Completely new culture
superimposed. Sponsor, United Fruit
Co. SH C A

Living in the Iron Curtain Countries
Today 7fs SVE col captioned set (7)

$39.75; ea $6.50. Murray Lincoln Miller
1960-61 production. Titles: Bulgaria
Today; Czechoslovakia; East Germany;
Hungary; Poland; Romania; Yugo-
slavia. JH SH C A

The Living North mp ANIB 31min col
$255 r$7.50. Northern Australia, from
its tropical coastline to the arid
central plains. JH-A

Living Wilderness mp NORTHERN 11
min col $95. Wonders of Olympic
National Park, "a segment of original
America where the woodsman's axe
is never heard." El-A

Marsh Treasures mp DAGGETT 12V4
min col $120 b&w $60. Natural re-
sources disclosed along the river and
gulf marshes of Louisiana. JH SH

Musical Geography rec TESYS 12" LP
$5.25 also tape 7% ips $10.95. Catchy
tunes are used to ease learning and
enhance retention. Similarly: U.S.
States and Capitals, pri elem

Natives of East Africa mp CBEF 13min
col $125. Major tribe cultures with
special emphasis on Masai, Galla, and
Secuma tribes. Cities— Mombasa and
Nairobi. History and current econom-
ic-political status of Kenya, Tan-
ganyika, and Uganda. JH SH C A

The Navajos Look Ahead mp MODERN
13min col loan. Life today on the
Paradox Basin, Utah, reservation.
Humble Oil sponsored. SH A

Nepal kit ICF Phono-book with two 7"

LP narrated by Lew Ayres, sind col Is.

$9. Modem view of fabled moimtain
kingdom. JH SH

New York State Profile—Farm and
Forest mp NYSDCOM col 30min loan.
Importance of food production and
processing: milk, cheese, com, mush-
rooms, apples, grapes, sauer kraut

—

and even oysters. Wealth of forest
land and its conservation. JH SH C A

New York World's Fair Progress Report
No. 1 mp MODERN col loan. Narrated
by H. V. Kaltenbom.

North of the Center mp ANIB 21min
col $175 r$5. The Northern Territory
of Australia; way of life and points
of interest. JH-A

Off to Adventure in Africa 5TV films
ChC 15min col r$5. Titles: Gold City:

Panorama Guided Tours sfs MIA col
LP and hard cover guidebook. Mini-
mum order 6 @ $7.50 ea (12 @ $6.50).
Prominent narrators—France (CSiarles
Boyer) ; Japan, England (Edward
R. Murrow); Hawaii (Arthur God-
frey); The Holy Land (David Wayne);
Thailand (Lowell Thomas); India
(Basil Rathbone); Russia (Harrison
Salisbury); Greece, Italy (Vincent
Price); Philippines (Carlos Romulo);
Holland (Hans Conreid).

Port City fs STANBOW 43fr captioned
col $5. Story of Halifax, Nova Scotia.
JH SH

Portugal, The Village of Nazare mp
FRITH 16min col $136. Colorful fish-

ing village, a study in community
cooperation. EL JH.

Primary Geography (series) mp GATE-
WAY lOmin col r $5.50. Titles: Rivers;
Forests; Valleys; Cities; Minerals;
Bridges; Dams; Shelter; Communica-
tion; Transportation; Food. Also

—

b&w r$4.50: Titles: Deserts; Glaciers;
Mountains. Pri.

Raised Relief Maps. AERO col ea $45.

Titles: U.S. 50 States (65x43); World
(62x43); Europe (48x42); Africa (44x
49); North America (41x54); South
America (41x54); Northeast USA
(38x38); Geographical Terms (42x46);

U.S.G.S. Quads (17x22) (set of 12).

Markable, washable.

Rendezvous 90° South mp APCS 28min
col loan Air Force film SFP-1087.
Sale UWF. Research at the South
Pole. How food and supplies are
flown in via the C-130 Hercules. JH
SH C A
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The Republic of Indonesia 9fs EYE-
GATE col set $30 Indiv $4. The "Spice
Islands," the largest country in south-
east Asia; historic background, land,

people, unique culture, education, in-

dustries, cities. JH SH C A

Return to the River mp BRANDON
20min col $240 r$12.50. The Missouri
River Basin as viewed by sirtist in

canoe and on foot, with cooperation
of U.S. Corps of Engineers. El-A

The Rock of Gibraltar mp FRITH 13min
col $100. Historical importance, es-

pecially in war time. SH C A

Rocky Mountains: A Geographic Re-
gion mp CORONET llmin col $120
b&w $60. Geographic overview. Re-
sources. Role in development of the
continent. Int JH

Russia in Europe mp IFB 19min col

$195. Geography, including White
Russia, Ukraine, Crimea. Agriculture,
inland waterways, cities. One-party
government, propaganda. SH C

Set of 100 United Nations Flags
EDMUND ea 2 X 2-5/8" printed in

color on heavy silk-like fabric, with
identified staff and removable base.

Includes such little known flags as
those of Mali, Togo, Chad, etc.

Show and Tell World Travel kit
SAWYER 21 stereo color views (16nim
frames on Viewmaster reel), plus
guidebook keyed to pictures, maps,
flag, song, and sample coin and post-
age stamp. Designed for individual or
group report by primary and elemen-
tary grade pupils. Titles available:
Austria, Belgium, Canada, England,
France, Germany, Holland, Hong
Kong, India, Mexico, Spain, Sweden,
Switzerland, Scenic U.S.A.; Vatican
City.

Silk Makers of Japan mp BAILEY 16-

min col $170. Silk farming methods;
caterpillar life cycle; processing co-
coons into raw silk thread; weaving
silk fabrics. El JH A

The Soviet Union Today 6sfs JAM col

LP set $46.50 indiv fs $6 rec $5. Titles:

Development . . . ; Geography . . . ;

Farming and Rural Life; City Life;

European Russia and the Ukraine;
The Caucasus and Central Asia. JH
SH

Stories of Yesterday's World—America
8 mp PRODUN 16min col $135 b&w
$75. Titles: The Path of Columbus;
Haunts of the Pirates (Caribbean Is-

lands); The Mystery of Tlahuanacu

(11,000-year-old city in Bolivia); The
Amazon Boomtown (Manaos, rubber
capital); The Lost City in the Andes
(Machu Picchu); Christophe's Castle
(Haiti); Upside Down Island (SABA);
Devil's Island U.S.A. (Fort Jefferson,

Fla.). Ten other titles in same series

deal with other lands. JH SH A

Stories of Yesterday's World—Europe
4mp PRODUN 16min col $135 b&w
$75. Titles: The Land Without Women
(Mt. Athos Monastery); The Mystic
Alhambra; The Tragedy of Mt. Pelee
(1902 eruption) ; Theseus and the Min-
otaur (Crete). 14 other titles in the
series cover points in other lands.
JH SH A

Story in Sand mp ANIB llmin col $85
r$2.50. How Australia's beaches are
used for sport and industry. JH-A

The Story of Malaya and Natural Rub-
ber sfs AVAS 30min col Lp. Loan.
Sponsored. JH SH C A

This is Louisiana mp MODERN SOmin
col loan. New industries, big harvests

—and a visit to New Orleans' French
Quarter and Mardi Gras. Humble
Oil sponsored. SH A

This is Tanganyika mp CONTEMPO-
RARY 131^min b&w $80 r$5. BIS
production. Industry, agriculture, ed-
ucation and health in a country pre-
paring for its independence. JH SH
C A

To the Ends of the Earth mp STAR-
FILM 12%min b&w lease $:60. Admiral
Byrd's flight over the South Pole;

hardships of life in "I-ittle America."
Movietone News production. JH-A

Transparent Celestial Globe HUBSCI
$49.90. 16"xl4"xl4". May be set for

any date and hour to show the posi-

tion of the stars as seen from Earth.

A 4" diameter world globe is mount-
ed within a 12' diameter start globe;

each rotates independently. Illustrat-

ed manual.

Travel mp UWF 8mm mag sd, also
16mm sd, 8 & 16mm si. 9min. b&cw)
$12.95. Titles: The Road to Rome;
Hawaii State of Paradise; London
Landmarks; Bermuda Holiday Isle;

Southern Italy; Grand Canyon Splen-
dor; Florida Highspots. JH-A

Trip Through the Black Forest mp AS-
SOCIATION 30min col loan. Includes
also Baden-Baden, Badenweiler, and
Wildbad. Sponsored by The German
Federal Railroad. Adult groups.

The Tropical Rain Forest mp EBF 16-

min col $180 b&w $90. Physical fac-
tors; plant and animal lite. SH C

"UNIQUE PETITE

BELGIQUE"
Another unusual educational 16mm
sound color film from Davis Produc-
tions featuring the culture, economy
and customs of an important "low
country." 15 min.

ALSO:
"Cyprus, The New Republic" 19 min.
Its ancient history in contrast to the
current life of the people.
"Puerto Rico" 15 min. Our progres-
sive Caribbean possession.

"Iceland, Capri of the North" 15 min.
Our important North Atlantic ally.

"Our Texas Heritage" 15 min. His-
tory of Texas from 1500 to 1900.

"SicUy, Island of the Sun" 15 min.
Greek & Roman antiquities & the
colorful life of the Sicilian today.
"The Virgin Islands." 12 min. Our
Paradise Isles in the Caribbean.
"A Ballet" 5 min. Rent or sale. Ca-
nary Island Ballerina. For music or
dance students.
"Apostolic Church of Cyprus" 14
min. Rent or sale. For students of
comparative religions.

All .subjects are documentary

BROCHURE FROM:

ROBERT DAVIS

Box 512 Cary, Illinois

For Teachers of

SOCIAL STUDIES,

GEOGRAPHY.

SCIENCES, HISTORY

and others

FILMS FROM

FOR RENTAL OR PURCHASE

A wide choice of sound films in color and

black & white, about the fascinating land

"Down Under." Free illustrated catalog

AUSTRALIAN NEWS & INFORMATION BUREAU
630 Fifth Ave, Suita 414 • New York 30, N. Y.

UhistiiiltJ pjmphliti ivid hroihiiifi itlsa aintl.iblc

CLASSIFIED

TIMELESS SCIENCE FILMS—"Alpine
Wildflowers"—Yearly cycle of moun-
tain meadows. "Olympic Rain Forest"
—Best film on this unique area. Both
11 min., Sound-Color. Free catalog.

Petite Film Company, 914 33rd Ave.,
So., Seattle 44, Wash.

35MM. Color Siides-Filmstrips dupli-

cated from your original slides or mas-
ter filmstrips. Individual slide copies as
low as 9V4c each, filmstrips as low as 5c
a frame. Send for free sample slides,

free filmstrip sample and full informa-
tion to World In Color, Box 392-AV,
Elmira, N. Y.
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Tninanu's People mp ANIB 29min col

$255 r$7.50. Australian government's
welfare work among the aboriginal
people of Northern Territory. SH C A

Turkey Builds for the Future fs AS-
SOCIATION 39fr b&w $1. Health and
nutrition projects promoted by
UNICEF. JH SH A

Turkey: Istanbul and Vicinity fs-sl

AMCO 27fr col $6 same on si $7.50;

guide. Ancient and modern cultures

of Turkey in Europe. EL-A

rence; Gothic Cathedrals of Europe;
The Rhine Valley. Also Paris Parts I

and II $10, without record $8.50.

Evaluated ESAVG 9/61. SH C

West Germany Moves Forward mp
FRITH 16min col $136. Available also

with German narration, study guide
and tape. SH C A

Which Way Is North? mp EBF 14min
col $150 b&w $75. The compass; true
north and magnetic north. Int

SOCIAL PROBLEMS
Antl-Semltlsm In America mp ADL
25min b&w $75 r apply. Study in
depth of prejudice and discrimination
by Dr. Melvin M. Tumin, Princeton.
SH C A

Big City—1980 mp CAROUSEL 54min
b&w $250. The uncertain future of
population centers. Architectural in-
novations as in Brasilia and in the
Philadelphia revitalization program.
CBS News production in cooperation
with the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology. SH C A

Turkish Cities: Istanbul and Izmir mp
IFB llmin col $120. Mixture of an-
cient modem. JH SH

Turn the Wheel West mp MODERN 32-

min col loan. Motoring to six Na-
tional Parks—Rocky Mountain, Grand
Teton, Yellowstone, Glacier, Olym-
pic, and Crater Lake. Humble Oil

sponsor. SH A

Variations on an Italian Theme mp AS-
SOCIATION 28min col loan. Series
of vignettes depicting charm, beauty
and warmth of Italy and its people. A

Village of Spain mp CHURCHILL
Family life in a village contrasted
with that in the cities. Spanish
language teaching version also avail-

able. El JH

Western Europe 7sfs KB b&w LP ea
$7.50, without record $6. Titles:
Ancient Rome; Modern Rome; Flor-

The Wind and the River mp JANUS
lOmin b&w $75 r $7.50. Sucksdorff
presentation of the Vale of Kashmir.
SH C A

World Travel Slides, reduction-printed
from large color negatives; plastic

mounts; large image (84% bigger
than 35mm double-frame); hundreds
of sets; catalog 25c; sleeve of 4 slides

$1. Also Viewmaster I6mm color
stereo wheels 45c ea; 3 for $1.25

(packet). Also 16 sec. 8mm movie
footage of national parks, etc. and
8mm titles, ea 79c. SAWYERS.

Yugoslavia mp IFF 27min col $275 r$10.

1962. Julien Bryan's comprehensive
coverage of this enigmatic land teeter-
ing between Communism and the
western world. Animation gives quick
geohistorical background. Politics, in-

dustry, agriculture, religion, educa-
tion are some of the phases covered.
JH SH C A

A Big Day in Bogo mp ASSOCIATION
15min b&w $$0 r$3.50. Battle against
malaria and African witch doctor in-

fluence centers on the "miracle
powder" brought in by UNICEF. JH
SH A

Boomtime fs ABC col $7. Population
grown and increased mobility; cul-

tural changes; role of the church.
SH C A

Challenge to America: The Role of Edu-
cation in Intergroup Relations mp
ADL 25min b&w $75 r apply. Nine
approaches toward overcoming four
decades of prejudice and discrimi-
nation. SH C A

A Child Across the Sea mp ASSOCIA-
TION 27%min b&w loan. Overseas
adoption of refugee child in Hong
Kong, what it means to the adoptee
and to his foster parents. A
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A Child Is Bom in Asia fs ASSOCIA-
TION 32fr b&w $1. With UNICEF
help infant mortality is being fought

in Korea by Health centers, newly
trained midwives, and modern
hygiene. SH C A

Children of the Sun mp ASSOCIATION
lOmin col $120 r$10. Contrast between
life of happy, well cared for children

and those less fortunate. Animated
cartoon, with music by Pablo Casals

and the Budapest String Quartet.

Elem—

A

Dust Bowl mp MH 27min b&w $135.

Exploitation, speculation and com-
placency wind up in destruction of

great natural resource, and human
tragedy in mass migrations from
farmlands. SH C A

Earth and Mankind (series) 6mp MH
b&w $725. Titles: People by the Bil-

lions; Man and his Resources; To
Each a Rightful Share; The Global
Struggle for Food; Can the Earth
Provide?; Challenge to Mankind.
NFBC production.

Harvest of Shame mp ChC 54min b&w
r$12. Edward R. Murrow's searing
CBS production on the deplorable
plight of migratory harvest workers.
JH SH A

A Gift to Grow On mp ASSOCIATION
13%min col $55 r$4.50. Malaria eradi-
cation and UNICEF child care pro-
gram in remote village in Mexico.
JH SH C A

The House of Decision sfs ChC 180fr

LP 25min $20 r$l. A Negro couple
search for a house in an unsegregated
neighborhood. JH SH A

Hungry Angels mp ASSOCIATION 22-

min col r$5. Battle against malnutri-
tion and superstition to cut infant

mortality rate in Guatemala. UNICEF
production, SH C A

The Language of Faces mp CONTEM-
PORARY ITmin b&w $75 r$5. Ameri-
can Friends Service Committee peace
education presentation of prevailing
"balance of terror." "If the seeds
of war exist in each man, so must
the seeds of peace. The question is

which we shall nurture." SH C A

Mass Media in the Developing Coun-
tries. UNESCO report to UN. No. 33.

1961. 45pp 50c Order direct from
COLUPRESS.

19 Trees mp ADL 13%min col r apply.
The people of a New York City
block band together to bring some
trees to 88th Street and learn much
about better understanding among
people of different background. JH
SH A

Property Values and Race mp CCUSF
24min b&w $100. Visualized docu-
mentation of surveys establishing that

effect of non-white family moving in-

to a neighborhood makes no differ-

ence in 40% of the comparisons, in-

creases values in 45%, decreases them
in only 15%, and where panic selling

causes a drop it is generally only
temporary. SH C A

The Restless Plains mp UCOIX) SOmln
col apply. Transition from early pio-

neer days to the present; current
problems and possible solutions. Col
A SH

Shop Town mp BRANDON 5%min b&w
$50 r$5. Mordant verse (F. L.

McConkey) and sharp drawings
(Joseph Servello) show town at work,
play, and depression. C A

Suburban Living: Six Solut!ons mp IFB
60min b&w $250. Town planner and
an architect discuss variety of solu-

tions in London, Marseille, Rotterdam,
Stockholm and Toronto. SH C A

This Town Sure Has Changed mp
STERLING 29min loan. The physical

face lifting currently under way in

most U.S.A. communities. JH SH A

To Be As One mp NJWB 30min b&w
$200 r$25. The work of the L«s An-
geles Jewish Community Center and
how it touches the lives of the peo-
ple who come to it. SH C A

Unseen Enemies mp SHELL 33min col

loan. Contribution of medical research
and the World Health Organization
in fighting mass diseases still pre-
valent in many of the world's under-
developed areas; effect of health im-
provement on economic progress and
better living conditions. SH C A
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Advertisement

HELPFUL BOOKS

THE AV INDEX A guide to Instruction-
al material information covering the
use of Audio-Visual materials and
equipment. Single copy, $3.95. Quan-
tity prices: 3-9 copies, 10% discount;
10-30 copies, 30% discount. Postage
added if payment does not accom-
pany order. Audio-Visual Research
Institute, 1346 Broadway, Detroit 36,
Michigan.

AUDIOVISUAL MATERIALS: THEIR
NATURE AND USE. Third Edition by
Walter Arno Wittlch and Charles F.

Schuller. 500 pp. 416 ilustrations 14
Color Plates. Harper & Row, Pub-
lishers, 49 E. 33rd St., New Yoric 16,
N. Y. 1963. $8.75.

EDUCATORS GUIDE TO FREE FILM-
STRIPS. Compiled and Edited by Mary
Foley Horkhelmer and John W. Differ.
Revised each August. Educators Prog-
ress Service, Dept. AVG, Randolph,
Wis. $6.00.

EDUCATORS GUIDE TO FREE TAPES,
SCRIPTS, AND TRANSCRIPTIONS. Com-
plied and Edited by Walter A. WIttlch,
Ph.D., and Gertie Hanson Hoisted,
M. A. Revised each August. Educators
Progress Service, Dept. AVG, Ran-
dolph, Wis. $5.75

EDUCATORS GUIDE TO FREE FILMS.
Complied and Edited by Mary Foley
Herlcheimer and John W. Differ. Edu-
cational Consultant, John Guy Fowl-
Ices. Revised each August. Educators
Progress Service, Dept. AVG, Ran-
dolph, Wis. $9.00.

STANDARDS OF PHOTOPLAY AP-
PRECIATION. A Course of Study In

Photoplay Appreciation. By William
Lewin and Alexander Frazier. illus-
trated. Educational A Recreational
Guides, Inc., 105 New England Ave.,
Summit, New Jersey. $3.95.

New Publications

Business Education Films and Film-
strips. New catalog of 350 rental titles.

BEF

For more tnformatloii circle
No. 101 on return postal card.

Tlie Catholic Film Directory 1962
interim edition. Free. CATHFD.

For more Information circle
No. 102 on return postal card.

Electronic Musical Instrument Hand-
book. Principles, applications, servic-
ing. Paperback. 128pp $2.50 SAMS

For more information circle
No. 103 on return postal card.

Electronics for the Beginner. Well il-

lustrated learn-by-doing book that
should fit well into the science or
shop classroom library. Each chapter
covers a specific piece of electronic
equipment and illustrates the prin-
ciples involved in its design and
operation. 190pp, $3.95. SAMS.

For more information circle
No. 104 on return postal card.

Elementary Social Studies. Filmstrip
catalog for Grades K-6. 40pp Free
EBF

For more information circle
No, 105 on return postal card.

Language Arts and Literature, catalog
of films for JH and SH. 1962. 52pp.
Free. INDIANA.

For more Information circle
No. 106 on return postal card.

Language Laboratory Systems, seven
custom designed installations are
pictured and described in detail. 20pp
free. AUDCRAFT

For more information clrele
No. 107 on return postal card.

Tlie Leadership Role of State Super-
visors of Mathematics, Report of June
1961 conference held under auspices
U.S. Dept. HEW. Many of the find-
ings are applicable to A-V supervisors
and theorists. 1962. 107pp 35c Order
direct from SUPDOC.

For more Information circle
No. 108 on return postal card.

Livestock and Meat Films, catalog,
alphabetical, with subject index and
source list. 28pp free AMINST

For more information circle
No. 109 on return postal card.

Mercury Ultra-High Speed Diazo Film
is described in a new booklet that
tells how to make transparencies for
overhead projection 5 times faster
than with standard diazo materials.

For more Information clrele
No. 110 on return postal card.

Free. Also brochure on Answer-VAC,
push-button responder to 110 repro
questions. K&E

For more Information circle
No. Ill on return postal card.

Movies About Oil, Revised 8th edition,
gives address of source directly under
each listing. Roughly 175 titles are
classified and indexed. AMPET

For more Information circle
No. 112 on return postal card.

Photographic Equipment and Instru-
mentation. 65th annual catalog stresses
equipment of all kinds for AV educa-
tion. 148pp free. B&J

For more Information circle
No. 113 on return postal card.

Records for the Classroom 1962-1963.
Bpp free BOWMAR.

For more information circle
No. 114 on return postal card.

State Films on Agriculture lists mere
than 500 films from 30 states and
Puerto Rico. Write direct—U.S. Dept.
of Agriculture, Motion Picture Serv-
ice, Washington 25, D.C.

Teaching Machines, Benjamin Fine.
"Embedding of facts in young minds
is what the machine does supremely
well." Majority of 300 superintendents
surveyed "cautiously optimisti c."

Problems "outweighed massively" by
contributions. 176pp $3.95 1962.

STERPUB

For more information circle
No. 116 on return postal card.
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ALPHABETICAL TITLE INDEX

This is a listing by title, of all the materials appearing in this edition of the BLUE BOOK

Above the Timberline 483

Accounting: Bask Procedurat . .459

Ace in the Hole 457

Across the Frontiers 496

An Act of Faith 496

Adaptotions of Insects 496

Adaptive Radiation—
The Mollusks 483

Addition & Subtraction 473

Adventure in Space 462

Adventures in Home Decor ....467

Afghanistan, Pakistan, Turkey,
Iran, Yugoslavia 496

Africa ond Schweitzer 479*

Africa Astir 496
Africa: Sahara to Capetown . .496

African Musicians 475

Agricultural Engineering 464
AIBS Film Course in Modern

Biology 483

Air Tonker Attack 465
An Airplane Trip by Jet 468

Alaska 496

Alaska: Frontier State 496
Alf Goes to Work 479
Algebra-An Introduction 473

The Alphobet of Color 457
Aluminum in Defense 4'57

Amozon Fomily 496
The Amazon—Life Along the

River in Peru 496
America the Beautiful 472

The American in Orbit 493
American Military History . . . ,493

America's First Great Lady ....493

The Ancient Maya 494

Ancient World Inheritance ....494

Angry Jungle 479
Animals of East Africa 483
Animals of the Ice Group ....483
Animals See in Many Ways . .483

Animal Tracks ond Signs 487
Ankara and Central Turkey . . . .496

Anniversary 479
The Ant and the Dove (An
Aesop Fable) 477

Anti-Semitism in America 500
Antonio and Rosario 457
Appointment 479

Appointment With Tomorrow ..492
Approach to Art Teaching 457
The Ar<^ Worici—A Bridge of

Centuries 496
The Arch«r-She« Case 462
Arctic Outpost 49<6

Arid Lands 492
Arithmetic 473
Arithmetic: Estimating and

Checking Answers 473
Arithmetic: Understanding the

Problem 473
Art Treasures of Prehistoric
Man 457

Arts and Crafts of Mexico . . . .457

Arts ond Crafts of Mexico II . . .457

The Arts of the United States ..457

As the Nightingale Woits for

the Summer 479
The Astronout and SpcKe Travel 477

Atom Models 490

Atomic and Moleculor Models .490

Atoms and their Energy 491

Atoms for Space 491

Attitudes—A Look and a
Listen 479

Audio Book Records 472

Aural Comprehension and
Dictation Exercises in

Sponish 469

Aural Comprehension and DIctoflon

Exercises in Spanish 469

Australia Today 496

Autopsy on Operation Abolition 492

The Awakening Village 479

B

The Baby King 479

Bohemian Ballods 475

Bokuba—People of th« Congo . .496

Bolboa of Darien 494

Ballads for the Age of Science .475

Bananas? Si, Senorl 496

Bosic Communicotion Kits 491

Basic German Reading 469

Basic Primory Phonics III 471

Botting with Ted Williams ....476

Be Water Wise—Boating 465
Beach Hike 487

Beargross Creek 465

Beaver Dam 463
The Beef We Eat 467

Beginning Grammar 471

Behold! Three Wise Men Came
Out of the East 479

Mr. Bell 494

Bell Solar Battery 491

Beni-Abbes, Science in tho
Desert 487

Berber Country 496
Ingmar Bergman Features 463

Berlin—Insel der Freiheit 470

Better Soles Meetings 459

Beyond City Limits 479

Beyond the Speed of Sound . .466

Beyond the Volley 496
The Bible and Diego Thompson .479

Bible Adventure Films 479

The Big Bounce 494
Big City—1980 500

The Big Classroom 460
A Big Day in Bogo 500

The Big Green Caterpillar 483

Big Numbers . . . Little

Numbers 473
Billy's Helicopter Ride 477

Biolab Techniques 483
Biology 483
Biology in Today's World ....483

Biology Program 483
The Bird Community 483
Birds and their Babies 483
The Birth and Death of

Mountains 487

The Blood 483
Blueprint for Better Schools . . . .460

Boots and Ships 468

Bolivar, South Amerlcfsi
Liberator 494

Books for All 460

Books for Beovor VcriUy 492

Boomtimo 500

Boomtime 479

A Bowl of Cherries 457

Boy in the Dark 479

Boy to Man 463
The Brainwashing ol John Hoyos 479

Brasilia 496
Brazil: People of the Highlands 496

The Brief Case of Modern
Business 459

British Feature Films 462

Broad Land, Narrow Woter ...496

Broadway Express 462

The Broken Bike 464

Bronze Casting of Sculpture ...457

Brushing Up on Division 473

Brushing Up On Multiplication .473

Buckeyes 494

Berncird Buffet 457

Building a Jet Plane 468

Building Concepts in

Mathematics 473

Bullfight 462

The Bumblebee 463

Poul Bunyon: Lumber Camp
Tales 473

Business Letters 4159

The Business of Keeping
Promises 459

Businessmen's Records 459

Butterfly Mystery 464
Buyer's Choice 464

California Indians 494
Calling Sydney Harbor 496
Conado's History: Colony to

Commonwealth 494

Core of Pets 484

Career Guidance 464

Career Reports 464

Coreers in Engineering 464
Carpenters of the Forest 484
The Cors In Your Life 466

Cartoons 462

Catolysis 491

Catching o Footboll 476

Cotholic Inquiry and Convert
Course 479

Couses of the Seasons 487

The Cove Community 464
Caverns cmd Geysers 487

Celts and Their Functions 464

Centripel Force ond Satellite

Orbits 467

The Chairmoker and the Boys . .477

Chollenge to America: The Role
of Education in Intergroup
Relations 501

Changing of the Guevd 465

The Chonging Voice 460
Charlie Chaplin Comedies 462
Charley's Haunt 465
The Chorter 493

Charts for Creotive Learning . .460

Cheechoko 457

Chekhov Stories 472
Chemistry 491

Chemistry Course 491

Chemistry for Today I 491

The Chemistry of o Petroleum
Fire 491

The Chick Embryo—From
Primitive Streak to Hatching .484

A Child Across the Sea 500
A Child Is Born in Asia 501

Child Pioneer 464
The Child You Save May

Be Your Own 465

Children of Southeast Asia oid
the Soviet Union 497

Children of the Sun 501

Children's Animated Story
Films 477

Children's Stories 477

China and Her Neighbors 497
Choice and Decision 479

Choice and Decision 464

Christian Faith In a Confused
World 479

Christian Friends in Other
Lands 479

Christianity and Communism . . .479

Christmas Again 479

A Christmas Corol 472
Christmas Carols Around the

World 479

Christmas Treasure Chest 479

Church Administration Kit 479

Cicodo—The Insect Methuselah 464

Circulation and the Human Body 464

The Citizen's Agencies:
Federal Regulatory Agencies .493

A City Called Copenhagen ....497

The Civil War—Through Its

Songs ond Bollads 494

Classes for Expectant Parents . .474

Close-up on Kuwait 497

Clumsy Little Elephant 477

Collage—Exploring Texture . . . .457

Col lege Preporatory
Mathematics 473

Color Cortoons 462

Colt 1956 458

Columbia cmd Venexuela 497

Comeback 475

The Comebock 464

Communist Accent on Youth . .493

Communist Imperialism 494

The Community 484

Community Educotionol
Resources 460

Community Helpers 492

Community Hospital 477

Competition in Business 492

Cone, Sphere and Cylinder . . . .473

The Conference 460

The Congress 493

Conserving Our Natural
Resources 492

Conserving Our Water Resources
Today 467

The Constant Quest 468

The Constcmt Witness 479

Constellations, Guide to the

Night Sky 467
Construction Blueprint Reoding

Through Sight and Sound ...466

The Continent of Africa 497

Controlling Atomic Energy 491

Cooking 467

A Core CIcas Tells Its Story . .460

The Corn Belt 497

Cores del Telima de Columbia
S.A 47*

Correction 257
CORRECTION 467
The Cotton Belt: Yesterdoy and
Today 456

Cotton—From Fibre to Fe6ric ..467
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Countri*! of Eostftm Europe . .497

The Country Mous* and the City
Mouso (An Aesop Fable) . . . .477

The Country Store 494

Country Threshing 456

Courtship 492
Crockers by the Billion 467
Crisis on the Konowha 465

Crystal Lattice Construction
Kit* 491

Cycolac Pipe 468

Ooily Christian Living for Boys
cmd Girls 479

Dance Your Own Way 477

Danish Design 458

Dark Valley 479
Darwin's Finches 487

A Day in the Life of Jonothon
Mole 475

Dcry of the Painter 458

The Days Before Christmas .... 462

Dear Friends and Gentle People 475

Debt to the Post: Language and
Communication . 492

Defenders of the Faith 479
Denmork 497

The Desert 484
Design for Beauty 468

Developing Skills in Music . . . .475

The Development of Power ....487

Developmental Reading 460
The DEW Line Story 457

Diobetics Unknown 465

Die Bezoubernde Schweiz 470

Discovering Hidden Treasures . .479

Discovering Sculpture 458

Discovering Solids 473

Discovering Texture 458

Discovery 465

Wolt Disney True Life

Adventures 487

Walt Disney's "Fcmious Stories
Retold" 478

A Divided World 462

DNA: Molecule of Heredity ...484

Documentary Records 494

Documentary Photos 494
Domains and Hysteresis in

Ferromagnetic Materials 491

Down Payment on Tomorrow . . 492

The Dropout 460

Durham—Standard of Quality . .456

Dust Bowl 501

The Dust is Dying 456

Early History of the Church . . . .480

Earth and Mankind 501

The Eorth in Change—The
Earth's Crust 487

The Earth in Evolution 487

Earthworm: Anatomy and
Dissection 484

East Africa: Land of Saforis . .497

East Germany Land Beyond
the Wall 494

The Foster Story in Scripture

and Song 480
Eastern White Pine 484

Eaton Agent Pneumonia 474

Echinoderns—Sea Stars and Their
Relatives 484

Educational Problems 460

The Effect of Heat on Milk 467

Effective Christian

Communication 480

Egypt, A Country in Transition .497

8mm Cartoons 477

El Angelito (The LIttest Angel) 470

El Gallito Que Hoce Solir El Sol 470

The Electric Eel 484
Electricity 491

Electricity: Distribution 491

Electronic Computers and Applied
Mathematics 473

Electronics 491

Electrons ond Electronics: An
Introduction 491

Elementary Machines 487

Elementary Science 487
Elementary Science Charts . . . .487

Elementary Social Studies 492
Elementary Spanish for Young

Americans 470
Elephants of India 477
Elf Book Stories 477
Etf Book II 477
Embezzled Heaven 462
The Embryonic Development of

Fish 484
Encaustic by Karl Zerbe 458
Energy and Power 487
Enoch Arden 472
Ephphata Missions 460
Eskimo River Villoge 497
Eternal Children 4^
Everybody's Prejudiced 475
Expedition South 497
An Experiment in Social

Education . 460

Fable for Friendship 493
The Face of the High Arctic ..497
Facing Problems of Modern

Marriage 480
Facts About Figures 465
Fallout 465

Fallout and Agriculture 457
Families Around the World ...492

Family Life Kit 480
Family Relationships 464
Family Trail Camping 476
Farm Fathers 477
Farm of Austria 497

Form Tractor Safety—^A Family
Affair 456

Foshion Is Everybody's Business 465

Foshions U.S.A.—Fall and
Winter 1961-1962 467

Fasia Filmstrips 477

The Fat American 465

Feature Films from India 462

Festival in Puerto Rico 475

Fetal Pig Anatomy 484

The Fifty United States, Their
Geogrophical Extent 497

The Fight to End Malaria 466

The Filiariasis Story in India . .474

Film Splicing with the Griswold
and Harwold Splicers 459

Film Splicing with the Traid,
B&H, and HFC Splicers 459

The Finger Lakes 497

Fire in Town 466

Fire Lookout 466

First Adventures in Space ....487

First Impressions 466

The First Many-Celled Animals

—

Sponges 484

First Men Into Space 487

The First Noel 480

First Year Course in French . . . .470

Fish and Their ChorcKterlstlcs .484

A Fish Family 484

Fishermen 468

Fitness for Leodership 476

A Flame of the Lord's Kindling 480

Flannel Board Cutouts 487

Flowing Solids 487

The Flute and the Arrow 497

Focus on Berlin 494

Focus on Change 460
Focus on Fitness 476
Food—A Way of Life 494
Foods from Groins 466
For Eyes to See 487

Forces: Composition and
Resolution 487

The Forest 492

The Forum Scene (Julius

Coesar) 472

Foundotions for Occupational
Planning 465

Founders of American Freedom .494

Four Families 492

Four Food Groups 466
Four Religions 480
Four Teachers 460
France's Greatest Detective . . . .493

Freedom 480

Freewoy Driving 466

The French and Indian War . .494

French Explorers of the New
World 494

French Feature Films 463

French Feature Films 463

French for Elementory Grades .470

French Listening Comprehension
Tests 470

The Fresh Water Pond 484

Friendship 494

From Drawing Board to

Launching Pad 468

Frontier Boy of the Early
Midwest 494

Robert Frost 472

Frostings 467

Fundamentals of Creative
Swimming 476

Fundamentals of Electricity:

Direct Current 491

Fundamentals of Human
Physiology 484

Fundamentals of Music 475

Fundamentals of Poetry 472

Fundamentals of Science 487

Fundamentals of the Nervous
System 484

Fundcmentats of Thinking 460

Fundamentals of Vocabulary
Building 471

The Golaxy 16mm Projector . . .460

Gorden Notebook 463
Ge-Mon—The Birch Canoe ...494
General Biology 484

General or Business Mathematics
Course 473

Genetic Investigations 484

Genetics: Mendel's Lcfws 484

The Genius of Anglicanism . . . .480

Geometric Constructions 473

Geometry Master Book 474

Geometry Models 473

Ghost Towns of the West . .. .494

A Gift to Grow On 501

The Glacier Priest 497

Global Language Courses 470

Globi's Good Heart 477

The Glory of the Lord 480

God's Animals 480

God's Wonders in Tiny Things . .480

The Golden Age—Amsterdcnn
Engravings 458

Golden Book Filmstrips 477

Golden Treasury 475

Golden Treasury of Children's

Verse 472

Golden Treasury of French
Literature 472

Golden Treasury of Sponish
Verse 472

Good Citizens 477

The Good Day (in the

Clossroom 460

Gothic Cothedrals of Europe . .480

Government and Public Affairs .494

Government ond Public Affairs .493

Grand Opera on Film 476
Graphing Linear Equations . . . .474

The Grasslands 484

Gravity, the Mighty Pull 487

Gray Squirrel 484

The Great Challenge 480

Great Clossics of llteroture ...472

Great Questions Jesus Answered 480

Great Words for the Christian

Life 480

Greatest Headlines of the
Century 494

Jose Greco ond his Dance
Company 476

Greedy Homds 459

Greek New Testament Manu-
scripts: Sources of New
Translations 480

Green Magic 497

Greenwich Village Sunday 463

Grooming for Boys 464

Grooming for Girls 464
Guidance Tapes 464

Guidelines for Decision 460

Gypsy Donee .476

H
Franz Hals: Civic Guard

Portrait Groups 458

Hondling Fruits and Vegetables .456

Handwashing in Patient Care . .474

The Honscom Complex 491

A Happy Family 464

Happy Times in the Home and
Fomily 477

Harvest of Shame 501

The Harvesters 456

Hawaii 497
Hawks 484
Heat 491
Helicopters tn Fire Control ....466

Helpful Stories for Children II .464

Hemo, the Magnificent 484

Heritage from Tula 458

Heritoge of Flavor 467

Hibernation ond Other Fomfis of

Dormoncy 484

The Hickory Stick 460

The Hidden Side of Selling ...459

The High Arctic Biome 484

High School Biology 484

High School Guidance 464

High School Mathematics 474

Highest Mountain 480

Highway Holiday 497

Historic Cities of South America 497

Historic Newspaper Headlines . 494

A History of the United States .494

A History of the World 494

Hit Musicals 476

Hong Kong: Free Port 497

The Holy Roman Empire 494

The Hook 466

Hope 494

Horizons Beyond 487

The House of Decision 501

The Housefly and Its Control .484
Household of Faith 480

How Chance Mode Lincoln

President 495

How's It Going? 459

How Many Stors? 487

How Strong Can You Be? 487

How to Cut Your Reoding Time 471

How to Drive on Snow and Ice 466

How To Make a Stencil Print. . .458

How to Make Better Travel

Pictures 459

How to Plan Your Travel Show .459

How to Use a Slide Rule 474

How to Witness 480

How Vest Is Space? 487

The Humon Body: Nutrition and
Metobolism 485

The Human Body: The Muscular
System 485

Human Digestion 485

The Human Machine 485

Human Physiology 485

Humble Heart 480

Hunger 480

Hungry Angels 501

Hydrographic Relief Globe ....497

Hymn Stories 480
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1 Am Miitloni Building 480
I Wos a Ninety-Pound Weakling 476
If These Were Your Children . .460
Illinois Holiday 497
lllustroled Medical Lectures ...474
Im Herzen Europas 470
Im Londe Wilh«lm Tells 470
"In God We Trust" 495
In the Year of Our Lord 480
Inougurol Addresses 493
India 497
The Industrial Revolution in

England 495
The Influential Amertccms . . . .460
Information Sources for High

School Students 472
Ingila of the Congo 480
Insects: How They Live and
Grow 485

Instruments of the Orchestro . .476
Integroted "Pause"* Tapes 470
The Intelligence Testing of Tom 460
International Film Classics . . . .463
Into the Known 460
Introducing Insects 485
Introduction to Fire Behavior ..487
An Introduction to Jet Engines .491

An Introduction to the Humanities
Bosed on Great Dramatic
Literature 473

Invisible Guardian 466
Is This For Me? 480
Istolc Moshi—May You Never

Be Tired 497
It Didn't Hove To Happen . . . .466
It's in the Cords 466
It's the Humidity 488
Italian Feature Films 463
Italian Features 463

The Jorkeroo 497
Japan 497
Jopon, its Culture and its

People 497
Japanese Feature Films 463
Je Parle Francatse 470
Jesus, the Teacher 480
Jet Liner Captain 466
The Joint-Legged Animals

—

Afthopods 485
Journey in France 497
The Juggler of Our Lady 480
The Jungle and the Plow 493
Junior High School Mcrthematics 474

K
Kothy Meets Some Church

Helpers 480
Keys to Reoding 472
The King and the Lion 463
King of Kings 480
Kipling's "Just So" Stories ...473
Know Your Library 460
The Korean People 497

La Familte Travaille Ensemble .470
Laboratory Diognosis of Rabies

in Animals 474
The Lamp of Fother Cataldo . . .461
The Land of the Swiss 497
Lond of White Alice 398
Londmark Records 495
Lands of the Far East 498
The Language of Faces 501
Language Teaching Films ....470
Languoges: Basic Reoding 470
Longuages Unlimited 470
Latin Americon Highlights ....461
Latin Teenagers 470
The Law and Tragedy of School

Bus Accidents 466
L« Petit Chaperon Rouge 470
Le Pfintemps E'st Une Aventure .470
Learn to Swim 476
Learning About Animals ..... .

46'5

Learning About Bears 477
Learning About Insects 485
Learning About the Seasons . . . .477

Learning and Behavior (The
Teaching Machine) 460

Learning for Life 460
Learning from Disappointments 464
Leorning from Pets in the

Classroom 461
Learning from the Stories of

Jesus 481
Leorning Spanish the Modern
Way 470

Learning to Live Together
I & II 464

Leorning to Love Our
Neighbors 481

The Legal Control and Discipline

of Public School Pupils 493
Legend of the Raven 498
A Lesson in Learning 481
Let's Build a House 478
Let's Learn To Predict the

Weather 488
Let's Look at Weeds 456
Let's Serve Freshwater Fish . . .467
Let's Sing 481
Let's Watch Plants Grow 488
Letter From Indonesia 498
Letter Writing for Beginners . .472
Library Adventure 472
Life Qt Arctic Outpost 496
Life History of a Bean PIcmt ..485
Life in a Cell 465
Life in an Oasis 498
Life in the Woodlot 485
Light 491
Light (series) 491
Light and Color 491
A Light In Nature 488
Lines Horizontal 459
Lit-Lit Makes Wishes Come True 461
LiHie Citizens 481
Little Kitten 478
Little Man Stand Toll 481
Little Rooster Who Made the Sun

Rise 478
The Little Train 463
Live and Help Live 481
Living Bockgrounds to the Living

Bible 481
The Living Circle 496
Living in the Iron Curtain

Countries Today 496
The Living Mammal 485
The Living North 498
Living Things 468
Living Wilderness 498
Log Drive 468
Look Up ond Live 481
Los Pcfstores 470
The Lost Doll 478
Lucho Azcorraga 476
Luminous Star Finder 488

M
The Magic Ingredient 467
The Magic Mineral 468
The Magic Table 463
Major Features 463
Making the Lord's Prayer Our
Own 461

Mon Against the Sea 466
Mon and His Environment 492
Man in Flight 474
Man in Space 495
Man in the Blue Helmet 493
Man on the Threshold of

Space 488
The Man Who Beat Death 476
A Manner of Speaking 459
Marcel Morceau—In the Park .463
Marsh Treasures 498
The Marvels of the Five Senses .485
Mass Media in the Developing

Countries 501
Mastery of Space .4m8
Mathematics 474
A Matter of Life and Death ...466
Meals for Everyone 467
The Measure of Success 481
Measuring ond Testing Things . .488
Meat on the Move 468
Mechanicol Drafting 468
Mechanics .491
Medicol Aspects of Space Flight 474
The Mediterranean World 496
Meet the Actors 478
Memory Devices 461
Men Against the Ice 498
Men of Brazil 493
Mexico, the Land and the

People 498
Mexico—Tierra de Color y

Contraste 470
Michigan 498
Microscopic Fungi 485
Migrants of the Marshlands ...485
The Milky Way 488
The Miracle Builders 495
Miracles from Agriculture 456

Mitosis 485
The Modern Chemist—Diamond

Synthesis 491
Modern English 472
The Modern Prospector 468
Moment to Act 481
Moon Globe . • .488
More Oil for America 466
Morison by Land and Sea 495
The Mosquito and Its Control . .485
Motion ond Time 474
The Movies Learn to Talk 459
Movietone News—Aviation . . . .469
Movietone News^-Business . . . .459
Movietone News—History .... .495
Movietone News—Sports ..... .476
Movietone News—War 457
Mr. and Mrs. Robin and Their

Springtime Family 478
Mr. Chimp goes to the Circus . .478
Mr. Europe and the Common

Market 493
Mrs. Cottontoil ond Her Spring-

time Family 478
Muscle Injuries—Their Prevention

and Core 466
Music in Motion 476
Music in the Schools 476
Music Master Life Story 476
Music of Williamsburg 476
Music of Williomsburg 495
Musical Geography 498
The Musicians in the Woods . .478
Mysteries of Science 495
The Mystery of Eoster Island ..495

N
Notional Landmarks, Memorials,

and Historic Shrines 495
Natives of East Africa 498
The Nature of Human Nature . .4/5
Nature's Storehouse 488
Nature's Way—The Inland

Pond 485
The Novojos Look Ahead . . . .498
The Neighboring Shore 473
Nepal 498
The New American 466
New Life for Lisa 465
A New Light for the Silk

Screen 458
The New Look Is the Anxious

Look 475
New York State Profile—Farm

and Forest 498
New York World's Fair Progress

Report No. 1 498
The Next Voice You Hear 461
Night Before Christmas 476
Night Journey 473
A Night Out with Mr. Toad .485
The Nike-Hercules Story 457
19 Trees 501
Nitric Acid 491
No Man Is a Stronger 474
No Previous Experience 481
North of the Center 496
The Northern Elephant Seal ..485
Northwest Mounted Police 495
Nothing To Do 464
Nous Voyageons En France . . . .470
The Novel 473
Nuclear Radiation 491
Nuclear Rodiotion—Outer

Space 488
Number System and Its

Structure 474
The Nurse Combats Disease . . .465
Nutcrocker Suite-Between

Birthdays 476

Oaktree 7 461
Ookwood Carvings 1440-1540 . .458
Oceonogrophy: Science of the

Seo 488
Of Mony Voices 495
Off to Adventure in Africa 498
Old Glory 495
On Prescription Only 466
On Solder 468
Once Upon a Time 478
One Chance 466
1,000 Hours mp 461
Orders of Insects 485
Orient-Occident: Aspects of an

Exhibition 459

Our Americon Heritage 492
Our Changing Earth 488
Our Community 492
Our First Christmas Tree 481
Our Homes and Our School ...492
Our Lotin Americon Neighbors .498
Our Mexican Neighbors 492
Our Mr. Sun 495
Our Mrs. Fix-It 466
Our Neighborhood 492
Our Pet Show 478
Our Senior Years 481
Our UNICEF Halloween 478
Out of the Dust 481
Overcoming Resistance to

Chonge 459

Poddy's Christmos 478
The Ponoma Ccmal: Gateway to

the World 498
Ponoramo Guided Tours 498
Parables of Jesus 481
The Poragoph 472
Parents Ask About School . . . .461
Poris: La Ville et Ses Habitants 470
Particles of Matter 488
Parts of Speech 472
The Ports of Speech 472
The Parts of Speech 472
Porty Lines 464
Path to Space 495
Pathfinders Weshward 495
Pathways to Reading 472
Patriots for Christ 481
The Potton Prayer 481
Poy Dirt In Print 459
Pedro and Juonlto 481
Alfred Pellen 457
The Petrified River 488
Philippines: Social Progress . . .493
The Phitosophicol Perspective . .481
Phonovisuot in Action 461
Phrase Reading Series 472
Physicol Principles of Electron

Tubes 491
Physicol Science 492
Pictorial Drawing 458
Picture Book Porade 478
Picture Stories for Reading

Readiness 461
The Pied Piper of Hamelin ...463
Pine Nuts 495
The Pioneer Blacksmith 495
The Pirogue Maker 495
Pitching 477
PKU—Preventoble Mental

Retardation 474
Place Value: Ones, Tens,

Hundreds 474
Plague in Sylvotic Areas 474
Planet Eorth 488
Planets Around Our Sun 488
Plane Geometry 474
Plane Geometry ond Tenth

Year Math 474
Planning Better Youth Meetings 481
Plant Life 485
Plant Life at Work 486
Planting Isn't Enough 456
Plants: How They Live and
Grow 486

Ploy Moteriols for the Elementary
School 461

Pledge of Allegiance 493
Poems of Wilicmi Blake and

Gerard Mcmley Hopkins . . . .473
Politics: The Folklore of

Government 493
The Pond 496
Popularity Problems 464
The Pork We Eat 468
Port City 498
Portroit of the Sun 488
Portugol, The Village of Nozare 498
Posture in Motion 476
Pottery Techniques 458
Prairie World of the Kit Fox .486
Prehistoric Man in Northern

Europe 495
The Price of Fire 466
Primary Filmstrip Club 478
Primary Geogrophy 498
The Printed Circuit Story 468
Private Pilot Ground School

Course 465
A Probing Mind 461
Problems of the Young Married 461
Project: Brother's Keeper 481
Project Echo 488
The Prom—It's o Pleasure 464
Property Values and Race . . . .501
P'tit Jean s'en Vo aux Chontiers 470
The Pumpkin CocKh 481
Punch Press Guarding 466
Punctuation 472
Punctuotion for Beginners 472
The Purple Turtle 458
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The Quality of a Notion 495
A Question of Choirs 462

Radiation 466
Radiation in Biology: Intro-

duction 486
Roised Reli«f Maps 498
Ratio and Proportion In

Mathematics 474
The REA Story 493
Reaching for the Stors 488
Reaching Into Space 488
Reading Improvement 462
Ready . . . Wrestle! 477
The Real West 495
The Rebel 487
The Rebel 481
Rebellion In Upper Canada . .495
Refinery ot Work 469
Religions in India 462
Rendezvous 90° South 498
The Republic of Indonesia ....499
The Restless Plains 501
Return to the River 499
Reverence 482
The Rock of Gibraltar 499
Rocky Mountains: A Geographic

Region 499
Rome Eternal 482
The Roots 463
A Rose for You 468
Roughnecks 469
Roumanian Cartoons 459
Roundup 486
Runways in the Wild 493
Russia in Europe 499
Russian Phonetic Tables 470

SAC Combot Competition 457
The Sacrc»nents 482
Safety in the Chemical

Loborcrtory 466
Sago of Safety Semi 466
Saludos Amigos 470
A Salute to the American

Theotre 459
Solvage Job 482
Carl Sandburg at Gettysburg . .495
Carl Sandburg Discusses His
Work 473

Carl Sondburg Discusses Lincoln 495
Saw Thu Finds the Lost Book . .482
Scanning the Universe 488
School Language Programs . . . .471
Science Demonstration Kits . . . .492
Science Demonstration Kits . . . .488
Science for Elementory Grades -488
Science for the Space Age 488
Science of Light 489
The Science of the Universe . . .489
Science on Records 486
The Scouler Ccue 475
Scouting Report 477
The Scribbling Kitten 478
The Sea 489
Seoport 469
The Second Clossroom 462
See It and Believe It 478
Segmentation—The Annelid
Worms 486

Selecting on Achievement Test 462
Self-Study Courses—Russian ..471
Semi-Conductors I A II 492
Sentences That Ask and Tell ..472
Serenol 459
Set of 100 United Notions Flogs 499
The Seven Arts 458
Seven Fables of Lo Fontaine . .471
Seven Roman Artists ot Work 458
Sewing 468
Shadows of Doubt 482
Complete Ploys of Shokespeare 473
Shakespeare's Theotre 459
Shop Town 501
A Short History 489
Short Term Visuol Memory ..462
Shotgun Shooting cmd How . . . .477
Should I Marry Outside My

Faith? 482
Show and Tell World Travel . .499
Sierra Leone Story .495
The Silent Witness 466
Silicon ond its Compounds . . .489

Silk Makers of Jopon 499
Simple Demonstrations With Air 489
Simple Demonstrations with

Magnetism 489
Simple Demonstrotions

with Static Electricity 489
Simple Demonstrotions With
Water 489

The Sinew-Backed Bow and
its Arrows 495

Sing a Song With Guin and
All America 476

Sing ond Learn 474
The Single-Celled Animals
—Protoioo 486

Six Brave Men 463
The 16mm Projector 462
The Sixth Wheel 466
Ski School 477
The Sky 489
Slow OS in Sloth 486
Smoke In the Hollow 466
Sociol Insects—The Honey-
bee 486

The Soil and Life 490
Son of a Stronger 482
Songs of the Auvergne 476
Songs of the North and South 476
Sound 492
Sounds Fomilior 492
Source of the Light 482
South Americon Missions 482
The Soviet Union Todoy 499
Space and Space Travel ..... .490
Space and Space Travel 490
Spoce Orbits 490
Space Scientist 492
Space Spraying of Insecticides 456
Space Vehicles—Today and
Tomorrow 490

Spain in the New World:
Colonial Life in Mexico ....496

Sponish Enriches the Elemen-
tary Curriculum 462

Spanish Language Editions . . . .471
Spanner in the Works 466
Spelling 472
Spelling for Beginners ....... .472
Sports 477
Spring Brings Changes 490
A Stained Gloss Repository ....458
Star Charts 490
Stors 490
State Opening of Parliament . . .493
The Steam Engine: How

It Works 469
The Stecvn Engine: How

it Works 490
Steno Speed 459
Stenospeed 459
Stewart the Steword 482
Stinging-Celled Animals—

Coelenterotes .486
Stories from the Old Testoment 482
Stories of Yesterdoy's World—America 499
Stories of Yesterday's World—Europe 499
Story in Sand 499
Story of o Book 459
The Story of Christian

Science 482
The Story of Handel's Messiah ,482
The Story of Maloya ond

Notural Rubber 499
The Story of Moses 482
The Strange Case of the

Cosmic Roys 490
Richard Strauss: Ein Helden-

leben 476
Student Companion Records . . . .476
Suburbon Living: Six Solutions 501
Succession—From Sand Dune

to Forest 486
The Sun's Energy 490
The Supply Manager's Dilemma 457
Surrealism 458
Survival Stresses 466
Swedish Feature Films 464
Symphonic Suites 476

Tochist-O-Filmstrips 474
Take Time for Your Teeth . . . .466
Jecm Talon 496
The Tope Recorder: An ef-

fective TecKhing Instru-

ment 463
Target Jindivik 457
Taste ond Genius in the Arts .458
Teaching in the Nursery 482
Teaching time Relationships

in the Elementary Schools . . .462
Teahouse by on Indian Rood . .482
Teenage Christmas 482
Teen-Age Cruscrde of Films ...482
Teenage Marrioge 482
Television Comet lo the Land .462

The Temperote Deciduous
Forest 486

10 Steps To Increosed Read-
ing Copocity 460

Tennis by Controst 477
Texas in New York 462
Thanksgiving for King 478
Therapeutic Comping 475
The Thin Mem 486
The Thinking Machine 462
30,000 Color Slides 457
This Is Coffee 468
This is my Heritage 482
This is Louisiono 499
This is Tanganyika 499
This Town Sure Has Changed 501
Three of Our Childrsn 466
Three R's in the Sand 462
Through the Looking Gloss . . .468
Tide Pool Life 486
Paul J. Tillich 482
A Time for Talent 462
To Be As One 501
To Keep Them Well 467
To the Ends of the Earth 499
Toccota for Top Trains 464
Leo Tolstoy 473
Tom, Dick, ond Horriet 464
A Tour of the White House

with Mrs. John F. Kennedy ..496
Tournament of Roses 1961 ...476
Toword a Cleor Complexion . .468
Town ond Country Cousins ....482
Arnold Toynbee 496
Trails for Tomorrow 482
Transonic Flight 469
Transparent Celestial Globe . .499
Transparent Geometric Solids . .474
frovel 499
Treasures in Snow 490
Trees—Our Plant Giants 486
Trigonometry 474
Trigonometry ot Work 474
Trip Through the Black Forest .499
Trip to Brasilio 482
A Trip to the Moon 459
A Trip With UNICEF 493
The Tropicol Roin Forest ....499
The Tropical Rain Forest 486
The True Story of Robinson

Crusoe 473
The Truman Years 493
Tugboats ond Horfoors 469
Tumonu's People 500
Tunnels to Tomorrow 45/
Turkey Builds for the Future ..500
Turkey: Istonbul and Vicinity ..500
Turkish Cities: Istanbul and

Izmir 500
Turn the Wheel West 500
Mark Twoin's America 473

Visitemos a Puerto Rico 471
Vivo! The Gollont Fort 49<
Vocational Guidance 483
The Voice Beneath the Sun . . . .469
Voice of the Deep 482
The Voice of Your Business . . . .46C

U
Ukiyo-E (Prints of Japan) ...459
Ulcer ot Work 467
The Ultimate Weapon—The

Minds of Free Men 457
The Umbrella 475
Un Pueblo De Espanc 471
Uno Estoncio en los Pompos

Argentinos 471
The Unchained Goddess 490
Under the Block Mask 496
Understanding Fractions 474
Understanding Growth cmd

Change 462
Understanding the Sentence . . .472
UNESCO and Education 462
United Nations—1961 493
Universe 490
University 462
University Glee Clubs 476
Unseen Enemies 501
Jronium 469
Use of Anticoagulants in Rodent

Control 475
Use of Fire in Slosh Disposol . .467

Vocont Lot 466
Vondenberg-AerosptK* Air

Force Bose 457
Variations on on Itolion
Theme 500

Velocity ond Acceleration ....490
Veseloyo Azbuko 471
Village of Spoln 500
A Visit with Doirus Milhaud . .476

V/

Wally Wins His Wings 477
Wanted: Ptont Pest Detectives 49(]

War for Independence 496
The Water Fomine 493
Water in the Weather 49C
Wottsie 462
Ways to Leorn 464
We Leorn to Speak French

and Sponish in Elementary
School 471

We Use Power 478
We've o Story to Tell 482
Weolher: Understanding Preci-

pitation 490
Weother: Understonding Storms 490
Weather: Why It Chonges .. .490
West Germony Moves Forward 500
Western Europe 500
Westward Migration 496
The Westwcrrd Movement fl .496
Whot Are the Stors Mode Of? . . 490
What Direction? 482
What First? 482
What Is o Bird? 486
What Is a Pointing? 459
Whot Is a Reptile? 486
What's Alive? 486
What Is on Amphibion? 486
What is Ecology? 486
Whert's Important? 482
What's In Food 468
Whot's Left? 482
Whot Mokes o Woman 460
Whot Mokes It Go? 490
What You Ought To Wont ... 483
Whot You Should Know Be-

fore You Buy o Home 468
When the Mountains Move ... 462
When the Wise Man Appeored 483
Which Way Is North? 5OO
Why Do People Drink (or

Abstain)? ^.483
Why Eat Our Vegetables? 467
Why the Sky Is Blue 490
Wilderness Encampment 477
Wildflowers of California . . . 486
Wiley Works 459
The Will of Augusta Nosh . ...483
The Wind ond the River 500
Windows of the Soul 483
Wings to the Word 483
Winter Olympics 477
Wisdom Series II 496
The Woman Who Played God 483
Woody Woodchuck's Future . . 478
Work, Time ond Power 490
The World of Micro-Life 486
A World on Fire 483
World Travel Slides 500
"Worms" to Wings 486
Wrestling 464
Writing a Report 472

X-15
Xmas Journey

.490

Yole Series of Recorded Poets .473
You ond Mochines 490
You and Your LIbrory ........ 472
You Are Not Alone 475
You Are Whot You Eot 467
You Con Go o Long WoyI ... 465
You Con Moke Music 476
Your Coreer In 465
Yugoslavia 500

Zoo Adventure 478
Zoo Animals Study Prints . . . .486<
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Index to Producers and Primary Distributors

ABC—American Baptist Convention,
Audio-Visual Department, 152 Madi-
son Ave., New York 16, N.Y.

ABP—Associated Business Publications,
205 E. 42nd St., New Yoric 17, N.Y.

ABS—American Bible Society, AV
Dept., 440 Fourth Ave., New York 16,

N.Y.

ACADEMY—Films, 1145 N. Los Palmes
Ave., Hollywood 38, Cal.

ACREC—Academic Recording Institute,

18 E. 50th St., New York 22, N.Y.

ADL—Anti-Defamation League of B'nai
B'rith, 515 Madison Ave., New York
22.

AEC—^Atomic Energy Commission, Box
30, Ansonia Station, New York 23.

AERO Service Corp., 210 E. Courtland
St., Philadelphia 20, Pa.

AGAS—American Gass Association, 420
Lexington Ave., New York 17, N.Y.

ALEMANN—Johaan Alemann Films,
705 N. Vine St., Hollywood 38, Cal.

ALCSL—American Library Color Slide
Co., Inc., 222 W. 23rd St., New York
11, N. Y.

ALLIED Radio Corp., 100 N. Western
Ave., Chicago 80, 111.

AMCO—Amco, Inc., P.O. Box 218, Port
Richey, Fla.

AMINST—American Meat Institute, 59
E. Van Buren St., Chicago 5, 111.

AMPET—^American Petroleum Institute,

1271 Avenue of the Americas, New
York 20, N.Y.

ANIB—Australian News and Informa-
tion Bureau, 636 Fifth Ave., New York
20, N.Y.

APCS—Air Photographic and Charting
Service, USAF Film Library Center,
8900 So. Broadway, St. Louis 25, Mo.

ARCO Publishing Co., 480 Lexington
Ave., New York, N.Y.

ARTPRES—Arts & Crafts Press, Box
609, San Diego 12, Calif.

ARTREC—Art Records, P.O. Box 50-66,

Miami, Fla.

ASSOCIATION Films, Inc., 347 Madison
Ave., New York 17, N.Y.

ATLANTIS Productions, Inc., 7967 Sun-
set Blvd., Hollywood 46, Calif.

AUDCRAFT—Audio Craft Company,
2915 Prospect Ave., Cleveland 15,

Ohio.

AUDIN»1A—Audiovisual Service, 18,

Military Square Lane, Fort, Bombay
1, India.

AUDAID — Audio Educational Aids,
Dept. 54, Box 250, Butler, Mo.

AVAS — Audiovisual Associates, P.O.
Box 243, Bronxville, N.Y.

AVE—Audio-Visual Enterprises, Box
8686, Los Angeles 8, Calif.

AVED — AV-ED Films, 7934 Santa
Monica Blvd., Hollywood 46, Calif.

AVIS Films, Box 643, Burbank, Calif.

B&L—Bausch & Lomb Optical Co.,

Rochester 2, N.Y.

BAILEY Films, Inc., 6509 De Longpre
Ave., Hollywood 28, Calif.

BALL—Ball State Teachers College,
Library Film Service, Muncie, Ind.

BARBRE, Thos. J., Productions, 2130 S.

Bellaire St., Denver 22, Colo.

BEF—Business Education Films, 4607—
16th Ave., Brooklyn 4, N.Y.

BELTEL—Bell Telephone Laboratories,
Consult local telephone company.

BFC—Broadcasting and Film Commis-
sion, National Council of Churches of
Christ in the USA, 475 Riverside Dr.,

New York 27, N.Y.

BOOKMO—Book of the Month Club,
(Metropolitan Seminars in Art), 345
Hudson St., New York 14, N.Y.

Bowmar, Stanley, & Co.—See SBCO

BRADY—Robert J. Brady, 3227 M. St.

NW, Washington 7, D.C.

BRANDON Films Inc., 200 W. 57th St.,

New York 19, N.Y.

BRAY Studios, Inc., 729 Seventh Ave.,
New York 19, N.Y.

BRC—Businessmen's Record Club, 415
N. Dearborn St., Chicago 10, 111.

BBOADMAN Press, 127 Ninth Ave., N.,

Nashville 3, Tenn.

BURKE—Charles Burke, Box 494, West-
port, Conn.

CAPITOL Records, Capitol Tower, Hol-
lywood 28, Calif.

CAR—Carousel Films, Inc., 1501 Broad-
way, Suite 1503, New York 36, N.Y.

CARILLON Records, Subscription
Dept., 202 Davenport Ave., New
Haven, Conn.

CATHEDRAL Films Inc., 2921 West
Alameda Ave. Burbank, Calif.

CBEF—C-B Educational Films, Inc., 12
Geary St., San Francisco 8, Calif.

CBPUB—Christian Bd. of PubUcation,
P.O. Box 179, Beaumont & Pine Blvd.,
St. Louis 66, Mo.

CCUSF—Council for Civic Unity of San
Francisco, 437 Market St., San Fran-
cisco 5, Calif.

CDCPHS — Communicable Disease
Center, Public Health Service, P.O.
Box 185, Chamblee, Ga.

CENCO—Central Scientific Co., 1700
W. Irving Park Road, Chicago 13, 111.

CEP—Christian Education Press, 1505
Race St., Philadelphia 2, Pa.

CFD—Classroom Film Distributors, Inc.,

5620 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28,

Calif.

CFEA—California Free Enterprise
Asso., Knott's Berry Farm, Buena
Park, Calif.

ChC—Church of Christ, 1501 Race St.,

Philadelphia 2, Pa. or 1720 Chouteau
Ave., St. Louis 3, Mo.

CHITTICK—Walter S. Chittick Com-
pany, 1212 Chestnut St., Philadelphia
7, Pa.

CHURCHILL Films, 6671 Sunset Blvd.,
Los Angeles 28, Calif.

COCOLA—Coca-Cola Company, (Con-
sult local bottler or distributor for
film loan).

COLAB—George W. Colbum, Inc., 164
N. Wacker Drive, Chicago 6, 111.

COLFILM—Colburn Film Distributors,
Inc., 668 N. Western Ave., Lake Forest,
111.

COLFILMS—Colonial Films, 71 Walton
St., Atlanta, Ga.

COLREC — Columbia Records, 799
Seventh Ave., New York 19, N. Y.

COLWIL—Colonial Williamsburg, Fihn
Distr. Office, Williamsburg, Va.

COMART—Communicative Arts, Box
11017, San Diego 11, Calif.

CONCORDIA Films, 3558 S. Jefferson
Ave., St. Louis 18.

CONTEMPORARY Films, Inc., 267 W.
25th St., New York 1, N.Y.
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COPPCLARK Publishing Co., Ltd., 517
Wellington St., West, Toronto 28.

Ontario, Canada.

CORONET Films, 65 E. South Water
St., Chicago 1, 111.

CPI—Center for Programmed Instruc-
tion, Inc., 365 West Edn Ave., New
York 24, N.Y.

CRAM — George F. Cram Company,
Indianapolis 6, Ind. P.O.B, 426.

CROSSWORLD—Cross World Books
and Periodicals, Inc., 333 S. Wacker
Drive, Chicago 6, 111.

CULTHIST—Cultural History Research,
Inc., 275 Halstead Ave., Harrison 1,

N.Y.

CWS—Church World Service, National
Council of Churches of Christ, 475
Riverside Drive, New York 27, N.Y.

DAGGETT, Avalon. Productions, 441 N.
Orange Drive, Los Angeles 36, Calif.

EDZONS—Educational Horizons Films,
3015 Dolores St., Los Angeles 65, Calif.

EK—Eastman Kodak Company, Audio-
visual Service, Rochester 4, N.Y.

ENRICHMENT Teaching Materials, 246
Fifth Ave., New York 1, N.Y.

ETHICON—Ethicon, Inc., Somerville,
N.J.

ETL—Electronic Teaching Laboratories,
5034 Wisconsin Ave., NW, Washing-
ton 16, D.C.

ETS—Educational Testing Service, 20
Nassau St., Princeton, N.J.

EYEGATE House, Inc., 146-01 Archer
Ave., Jamaica 35, N.Y.

FA—Film Associates of California, 11014
Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles 25,

Calif.

FAMILY Films, Inc., 5823 Santa Monica
Blvd., Hollywood 38, Calif.

FDI—Film Distributors International,
2223 S. Olive St., Los Angeles 7,

Calif.

GPGOR—Gertrude Purpose Gorham
Agency 8564 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly
Hills, Calif.

GPTC—General Programmed Teching
Corp., 1719 Girard, NE, Albuquerque,
N. Mex.

GRAFLEX, Inc., Dept. ES-11 3750 Mon-
roe Ave., Rochester 3, N.Y.

GROLIER—The Grolier Society, Inc.
575 Lexington Ave., New York 22,
N.Y.

GUNTER—John W. Gunter, 1027 S.
Claremont St., San Mateo, Calif.

HACK—Herman Hack Productions, 571
N. Arden Blvd., Los Angeles 4, Calif.

HARTUCH—Harrison—Tuchman Pro-
duction, Inc., 751 N. Highland Ave.,
Hollywood 38, Calif.

HEntLOOM Records, Brookhaven, N.Y.

HUBSCI—T. N. Hubbard Scientific Co.,
P.O. Box 105, Northbrook, 111.

DAVI—Dept. of Audio-Visual Instruc-
tion, NEA, 1201 16th St., NW, Wash-
ington 6, D.C.

DENOYER-Geppert Co., 5235 Ravens-
wood Ave., Chicago 40, 111.

DEVFOUND — Devereaux Teaching
Aids, Box 717, Devon, Pa.

DOCPHOT—Documentary Photo Aids,
P.O. Box 2237, Phoenix, Ariz.

DOWLING, Pat, Pictures, 509 S. Bever-
ly Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.

DUKANE Corp., St. Charles, 111.

DuPONT—E. I. DuPont de Nemours &
Co., Advertising Dept., Motion Picture
Div., Wilmington 98, Dela.

EATON Scientific Corporation, 119 S.

Rosemead Blvd., Pasadena, Calif.

EBF—Encyclopaedia Britannica Films,
Inc., 1150 Wilmette Ave., Wilmette,
111.

EDAUREC—Educational Audio Records,
7000 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood
38, Calif.

FEARON Publishers, Inc., 828 Valencia
St., San Francisco 10, Calif.

FH—Filmstrip House, 432 Park Ave., S.,

New York 16, N.Y.

FILMRES—Film Research Company,
Box 1015, Minneapolis 40, Minn.

FILPHAR— Film Pharos, Inc., 701 W.
Willow St., Chicago 14, 111.

FINLEY—Stuart Finley, 6926 Mansfield
Road, Falls Church, Va.

FLEET—Fleetwood Furniture Co., Zee-
land, Mich.

FOLKWAYS Records and Service
Corp., 117 W. 46th St., New York 36.

N.Y.

FOMC—Filmstrip of the Month Club,
355 Lexington Ave., New York 17,

N.Y.

FRIENDSHIP Press, 475 Riverside
Drive, New York 27, N.Y.

FRITH Films, 1816 N. Highland Ave.,
Hollywood 28, Calif.

FSCAM—Filmstrip Corp of America,
Golden Book Div., 386 Park Ave.,
So., New York 16, N.Y.

ICF ^ International Communications
Foundation, 9033 Wilshire Blvd.,
Beverly Hills, Calif.

IDEAL Pictures, Inc., 58 E. South Water
St., Chicago 1, 111.

lEFL — Industrial Educational Film
Library, 3 Palmer Square, Princeton,
N.J.

IFB—International Film Bureau, Inc.,

332 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 4, 111.

IFF: International Film Foundation, 1

E. 42nd St., New York 17, N.Y.

ILBEL—Illinois Bell Telephone Co.,
Consult nearest phone company busi-
ness office. Many, though not all

films listed under this source are
available also from Bell Telephone
affiliates in other states.

IMPUB — Impact Films, Catechtical
Guild, 260 Summit Ave., St. Paul 2,

Minn.

INDIANA University, Audio-Visual
Center, Bloomington, Ind.

IVT (Institute for Visual Training) has
changed its name, but not its address
(40 East 49th Street, New York 17,

N.Y.)

EDL — Educational Developmental
Laboratories, Inc., 75 Prospect St.,

Huntington, N.Y.
JAM Hanly Organization. 2821 E. Grand
Blvd., Detroit 11, Mich.

EDMUND Scientific Co., 101 E. Glou-
cester Pike, Barrington, N.J.

GATEWAY Productions, Inc., 1859
Powell St., San Francisco 11, Calif.

JANUS—Janus Films, Inc., 267 W. 25th
Street, New York 1, N.Y.

EDSERV—Educational Services, 1730
Eye St., N.W., Washington 6, D.C.

GOSFILMS—Gospel Films, Inc., Box J-H—Johnson Hunt Productions, Film
455, Muskegon, Mich. Center, La Canada, Calif.
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JOURNAL Films, 909 W. Diversey
Blvd., Chicago 14, 111.

MODERN Talking Picture Service, Inc.,

3 E. 54th St., New York 22, N.Y.
OPINST—Opinion Institute, P.O. Box

1048, Omaha 1, Nebr.

K&E—Keufel & Esser Co., Hoboken,
N.J.

KB—Knowledge Builders, 31 Union
Square West, New York, N.Y.

MOODY Institute of Science, 11428

Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles 25,

Calif.

MP-TV—MP-TV Services, Inc., 7000
Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38,

Calif.

ORLEANS—Sam Orleans Film Produc-
tions, 211 W. Cumberland Ave., Knox-
ville, Tenn.

LaPINE—6001 S. Knox Ave., Chicago
29, 111.

MUHLENBURG Proluctions, 2900
Queen Lane, Philadelphia 29, Pa.

PACIFIC Productions, Inc., 414 Mason,
San Francisco 2, Calif.

LdR—Louis de Rochemont Associates,

267 W. 25th St., New York 1, N.Y.

LEARNING—Inc., 1317 W. 8th St.,

Tempe, Ariz.

LEMONT— Films, 17622 Willard St.,

Northridge, Cal.

LINGUAPHONE Institute, 30 Rocke-
feller Plaza, New York 20, N.Y.

LIT-LIT—Committee on World Literacy
and Christain Literature, 475 River-
side Drive, (NCC), New York 27, N.Y.

LONG—Long Filmslide Service, 7505

Fairmount Ave., El Cerrito, Calif.

MARBON Chemical Div., Borg-Wamer
Corp., Washington, W.Va.

MBMIS—The Methodist Church, Board
of Missions, 475 Riverside Drive, New
York 27, N.Y.

MBTEMP Methodist Board of Temper-
ance, 100 Maryland Ave., N.E., Wash-
ington 2, D.C.

MCAt— Manufacturing Chemists As-
sociation, Inc., 1825 Conn. Ave., Wash-
ington 9, D.C.

MERRELl^Wm. S. Merrell Co., Film
Library, Cincinnati, 15, Ohio.

METLIFE—-Metropolitan Life Insurance
Company, School Health Bureau, 1

Madison Ave., New York 10, N.Y.

MH—McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc.. 330
W. 42nd St., New York 36, N.Y.

MIDDLEHAM—Ken Middleham Pro-
ductions, P.O. Box 1065, Riverside,

Calif.

MILTBRAD—Milton Bradley Company,
Springfield 2, Mass.

MISCO — Misco-Clinton Corp., 6780
Jackson Road, Ann Arbor, Mich.

MLA—Modern Learning Aid, 3 E. 54th

St., New York 22, N.Y.

NABIS—National Biscuit Co., 425 Park
Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

NAMH—National Association for Men-
tal Health, 276 W. 25th St., New York,
N.Y.

NATEC Publications, Inc., 214 W. 23rd
St., New York 11, N.Y.

NCCMFC—National Council of Catholic
Men Film Center, 50 E. 42nd St., New
York 17, N.Y.

NDSWC—North Dakota State Wheat
Commission, 201 E. Front Ave., Bis-

marck, No. Dak.

NEA: National Education Association,

National Commission on Safety Edu-
cation, 1201 16th St., N.W., Washington
6, D.C.

NEUBACHER Productions, 10609 Brad-
bury Road, Los Angeles 64, Calif.

NEWSPR—Newsprints, P.O. Box 7271,

Phoenix 11, Ariz.

NFBC—National Film Board of Canada,
Canada House—Suite 819, 680 Fifth

Ave., New York 19, N.Y.

NJWB—National Jewish Welfare
Board, 145 E. 32nd St., New York 16,

N.Y.

NORTHERN—Northern Films, Box 98,

Main Office Station, Seattle 11, Wash.

"Nwd"—Norwood Films, Inc., 926 New
Jersey Ave., N.W., Washington 1,

D.C.

NYSDCOM-New York State Dept. of

Commerce, 28 Howard St., Albany 7,

N.Y.

NYSDH—New York State Department
of Health, Film Library, 84 Holland
Ave., Albany 6, N.Y.

NYTIMES, Office of Educational Ac-
tivities, 229 West 43rd St., New York
36, N.Y.

PATHESCOPE Educational Fihns, Inc.,

71 Weyman Ave., New Rochelle, N.Y.

PEPPERDINE College, P.O. Box 876,

Los Angeles 44, Calif.

PETITE Film Co., 914-33rd Ave., S.

Seattle 44, Wash.

PLRC—Planning Research Corp., 1333

Westwood Blvd., West Los Angeles,
Calif.

POST—Post Pictures Corp., 171 E. Post
Road, White Plains, N.Y.

PRODUN—Productions Unlimited, Inc.,

1564 Broadway, Suite 702, New York
36, N.Y.

See also PRUN (obsolete)

PROPTICS—Projection Optics Co., Inc.,

271-85 Eleventh Ave., East Orange,
N.J.

PRUN—Productions Unlimited, Inc.,

1534 Broadway, Room 702, New York
Formerly and now replacing BIRAD.

PUBAFF—Public Affairs Committee,
Inc., 22 E. 38th St., New York 16, N.Y.

PVENTS—Pictorial Events Filmstrips
USA, American Inst, for Visual In-

struction, 220 Central Park South,

New York 19, N.Y.

RCA Educational Services, Camden,
N.J.

RCASERV—RCA Service Company,
Cherry Hill, Camden 8, N.J.

RECPUB—Rectory Publications, 1008

Sixth St., Menomonie, Wise.

REDLAB—The Reading Laboratory,
Inc., 500 Fifth Ave., Suite 22, New
York 36, N.Y.

REIGNER—Reigner Recording Library,
Union Theological Seminary, 3401
Brook Road, Richmond 27, Va.

MODAID—Modern Educational Aids,
Box 209, Wilmette, 111.

MODELS of Industry, Inc., 2100 Fifth
St., Berkeley 10, Calif.

OHSTATE—Ohio State University,
Teaching Aids Laboratory, Columbus
10, Ohio.

RMCBEE—Royal McBee Corporation.
850 Third Ave., New York 22, N.Y.

ROUNDTABLE Productions, 275 S.

Beverly Drive, Beverly HiUs, Calif.
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SAMS—Howard W. Sams Co., 4300 W.
62nd St., Indianapolis 6, Ind.

Inc., 419 Fourth Ave., New York 16,

N.Y.
UCLA—University of California, Edu-

cational Film Sales Dept., Los An-
geles 24.

SANDAK—Harold Sandak, Inc., 39 W.
53rd St., New York 19, N.Y.

SANFILM—Sanderson Films, Inc.,

Aviation Visual Aids, P.O. Box 2544,
Hillside Sta., Wichita, Kans.

Sawyer's, Inc., P.O.B. 490, Portland 7,

Ore.

STRAUSS—Henry Strauss Productions,
31 W. 53rd St., New York 19, N.Y.

Stscop—Studyscopes Productions, 7556
Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood 46,

Calif.

STUREC—Student Companion Records,
111 W. 57th St., New York 19, N.Y.

UCEFS—University of California Edu-
cational Film Sales Extension Div.,
Berkeley 4, Calif.

UCOLO—University of Colorado Tape
Duplicating Service, Bureau of

Audio - Visual Instruction, Stadium
Bldg., Room 348, Boulder, Colo.

SBCo—Stanley Bowmar Co., Inc., 12
Cleveland St., Valhalla, N.Y.

SCHERING Corporation, Bloomf: Id
and Union, N.J.

SCEWAT—Science Materials Center, 59
Fourth Ave., New York 3, N.Y.

SCRIPTUE Press, 1825 College Ave.,
Wheaton, lU.

SDC—Scientific Development Corpora-
tion, 372 Main Street, Watertown,
Mass.

SEIB—Seiberling Rubber Co., Public
Relations Dept., Akron 9, Ohio.

SEIBERLING Rubber Co., Public Rela-
tions Dept., Akron 9, Ohio

SHELL Oil Company, Film Dept., 50
W. 50 St., New York 20, N.Y.

SPOKEN Arts, 95 Valley Road, New
Rochelle, N.Y.

STANBOW—Stanbow Productions, Inc.,

Valhalla, N.Y.

STANFILMS—Stanton Films, 7934
Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles 46,

Calif.

STANTON—Stanton Films, 7934 Santa
Monica Blvd., Los Angeles 46, Calif.

SUPDOC — Superintendent of Docu-
ments, Government Printing Office,

Washington 25, D.C.

SUTHERLAND Educational Films Inc.,

201 N. Occidental Blvd., Los Angeles
26, Calif.

SVE—Society for Visual Education, Inc.,

1345 W. Diversey Pkwy., Chicago 14,

111.

SYRACUSE University, Audio-Visual
Center, Collendale at Lancaster, Syra-
cuse, N.Y.

TEAV—Teaching Audials and Visuals,
250 W. 57th St., New York 19, N.Y.

TECNIFAX Corporation, 195 Appleton
St., Holyoke, Mass.

TEEPLE—Dr. Howard M. Teeple, P O.
Box 4459, Chicago 80, 111.

TESYS—Teaching Systems. Inc., 1650
Broadway, New York 19, N.Y.

TEXAS, University of. Visual Instruc-
tion Bureau, Austin 12, Texas.

TFC—Teaching Film Custodians, Inc.,

25 W. 43rd St., New York 36, N.Y.

TMI-GROLIER—Teaching Machine
div. of Grolier, Inc., 575 Lexington
Ave., New York 22, N.Y.
Commission, The Methodist Church,

UCMS—United Christian Missionary
Society, Audiovisual Services, 222 S.

Downey Ave., Indianapolis 7, Ind.

UNESCO Publication Center, 801 Third
Ave., New York, N.Y.

USDA—U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, Mo-
tion Picture Section, Washington 25,

D. C.

US-UNESCO—United States Commis-
sion for UNESCO, Dept. of State,

Washington 25, D. C.

UWF—United World Films, 1445 Park
Ave., New York 29, N.Y.

WESTON Woods Studios, Inc., Weston,

Conn.

WILDING, Inc., Public Relations Dept.,

1345 Argyle St., Chicago 40, 111.

WILMAB—Wilmar Films, Lebanon,
Conn.

STARFILM—Star Film Co., 79 Bobolink TORBAL—Torsion Balance Co., Educa-
Lane, Levittown, N.Y. tional Aids Div., Clifton, N.J.

STERLED—Sterling Educational Films,
6 E. 39th St., New York 16, N.Y.

STERLING Movies U.S.A., Inc., 43 W.
61st St., New York 23, N.Y.

STERPUB—Sterling Publishing Co.,

510

TRAFCO—Television, Radio and Film
McGavock St., Nashville 3, Tenn.

UAA—United Artists Associates, Inc.,

247 Park Ave., New York, N.Y.

YLP—Your Lesson Plan Filmstrips,
Inc., Lock Box 2090. Raleigh, N. Car.

YSRP—Yale Series of Recorded Poets
202 Davenport Ave., New Haven,
Conn.
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HAD AN IDEA

Records indicate that Nero had some stone louvers put in

a wall so he could look out, but his populace couldn't look

in. He had an idea, but he should have carried it further.

<rM
<^

The crudest attempt at tiltinK a Venetian Blind

utilized the old principle of wrapping a cord

around a dowel and nailing the tape to the dowel.

An t'arly refinement by Lorentzen utilized the
pulley and worm gear which operated a tilt bar.

H

Today's titter by LEVOLOR is greatly advanced
over any other system on the market.

'• Tilter is fully enclosed and dual free.

2. Tilt rod meshes into self-hlhricating tilter,

3. Design of pulley affords better cord grip,

4. Steel guides give free running cord.

5. Tilt cords never ride out of reach.

6. Special Tape drum gives longer n-ear to tape,

7. All the weight of the blind rests on the tape
cradle — NONE ON THE TILTER.

A metal tilt i-od is suspended on the bearings of the tape
cradles so the weight of the blind does not rest on the

tilter. This is the reason for the easy tilting of the

heaviest blind. The highly improved, self-lubricating

tilter has contrasting metals between the worm and a
special wide gear that gives free operation with a short

cord travel. Tape drum of special design replaces the

dowel or tilt bar. Compare a LEVOLOR head with any
other and you will immediately see the difference.

The finest of all. Venetian Blinds . . . the LEVOLOR
Audio Visual . . .is installed , in the nation's finest

schools. So tight is the closure— so accurate the adjust-

ment — that the instructor or director can choose the

ambient light best suited to projector, subject or student

activity. For more information write to us at Levolor
Lorentzen, Inc., 720 Monroe Street, Hoboken, N. J.

VENETIAN
BLINDS

Over 100 patents and refinements make Levolor Venetian Blinds better
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NAVA CONVENTION REPORT

^^Audiovisuals in The Space Age^^ j

Keynote speaker at tlie opening business session of the National Audio-Visual

Association convention, H. L. "Larry" Wihon, president. Communications, Inc.

at the Morrison Hotel, July 21-25 in Chicago.

New president of National Audio-Visual Association, Harold A. Fischer, Photo-

sound of Orlando, Florida, presenting plaque to retiring president, Mahlon

Martin, M. H. Martin Company, Massillon, Ohio at NAVA convention.

This timely theme dominated not

only the general sessions of the Na-
tional Sudio Visual Association con-

vention in Chicago July 21-25, but

pervaded the programs of its con-

stituent councils and committees and
those of the six concurrent meetings of

A-V user groups as well.

"Space Age: Opportunity Unlimit-

ed" was the general session message
of Dr. Carl S. Winters, of the Lecture

Staff of General Motors Corporation,

and "The Science of Space Age Sell-

ing" was outlined and visualized by
keynote H. L. "Larry" Wilson. An-

other general session team from the

Texas Education Agency, Lee Wil-

born, William Kinniell and Royce
King, made a multi-screen presenta-

tion of their nationally significant

teacher training program in new
media, under the title: "Orbiting A-V
Teacher Training."

"The Word of God in the Space

Age" was the theme of a non-de-

nominational worship service con-

ducted by a four-man Family Films'

staff, headed by the Rev. Donald R.

Lantz. Color slides projected on a

large background screen simulated

stained glass windows and an altar

setting, and provided the words for

several hymns and visuals.

The urgent need for better training

on all levels of the A-V field was

stressed in the separate meetings of

NAVA's three "Councils" (Industrial,

Religious, Film Distribution), as well

as by its Long Range Planning Com-
mittee which met prior to the con-

vention proper.

Newly elected NAVA president is

Harold A. Fischer, Orlando Fla. Past

President Mahlon Martin, Massilon,

Oliio, becomes board chairman. Other

officers are Robert P. Abrams, Phila-

delphia, vice-president; Harold E.

Newman, Kalamazoo, Mich., second

vice-president; Mrs. Eloise Keefe, Dal-

las, Texas, secretary; and Joseph C.

Meidt, Toledo, Ohio, treasurer. At-

tendance was reported as over 3,200,

up better than four per cent over the

previous record. Some 175 exhibitors

demonstrated all the types of equip-

ment and materials heretofore known,

and some that were making their

NAVA debut. More than a score of

nationally known manufacturers and

suppliers held sales meetings for their

dealers in a tightly packed schedule
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that limited such meetings to periods

not assigned to general sessions or

exhibits.

NA\A exhibits have at times been

dominated by some one new develop-

ment or other—such as language labs,

television, or teaching machines. This

was not the case this time. All these

and man\ more were well represented

but it was as components of a broad

educational technology in whicli each

has its own useful role.

While eepiipment has tended to

become more complex in its functions,

a strong counter-trend was observable

toward greater simplification of opera-

tion.

Exhibitors generally were well

pleased with the show, although at

their meeting strong preference was

expressed for a location at which all

exhibits could be accomodated on one

floor, instead of the current split al-

most evenly between two. An invita-

tion by Dr. James McPherson to loan

equipment for an impressive A-V cen-

ter in the new USOE office building

in Washington was taken under ad-

visement.

Greatly increased consumer group

interest was reflected in the excellent

attendance at six concurrent meetings

of A-V users. These included the

A-V Education Forum, programmed
this year by the Minnesota AV Associ-

ation, the A-V Workshop for Indus-

trial Training Directors, the Industrial

Audio-\'isual Association, the National

Visual Presentation Association, the

A-V Conference of Medical and Allied

Sciences, and the NEA Department

of Audio-Visual Instruction. The last

name held meetings of its Executive

Committee and its 1963 Convention

Planning Committee, as well as a

Workshop for presidents and presi-

dents-elect of state and local A-V as-

sociations. Another "first" of major

promise was a joint luncheon of the

DAVI and NAVA Executive Commit-

tees.

There was a commendable overlap-

ping of program personnel between

these meetings and a growing con-

sensus as to the interlocking roles,

functions and common interests of all

these special interest groups. A recog-

nition of need for better training in

presentation techniques and communi-

cation skills, for broader knowledge

and utilization of existing resources,

was prominent in virtually all the

meetings that concurrently make this

annual event truly A-V"s "greatest

show on earth." The 1963 convention

and trade show will be at the Sherman

Hotel, Chicago, from July -20 to either

the 23rd or 24th. The Mid-Winter

NAVA Conference will be held Janu-

ary 24-26, at the Americana Hotel,

Atlanta, Georgia.

-W.P.F. KRUSE

New ufficen of the National Audio-Visual Association: (Left to right) hack rotv,

Mahlon Martin, M. H. Martin Company, Massillon, Ohio; Joseph C. Meidt,
Cousino Visual Education Service, Toledo, Ohio; Harold E. Neivman, Newman
Visual Education Company, Kalamazoo, Michigan. Front row—Mrs. Eloi.se

Keefe, T.E.A. Film Library, Dallas, Texas; Robert P. Abrams, Williams, Rrown
ir Earle, Inc., PhiUidelphia, Pa.; Harold A. Fischer, Photosound of Orlando,
Florida.
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NEWS
NVPA Reflects A-V Growth
Attendance at the National Visual
Presentation Association "Ninth Day
of Visuals'-actually a tightly packed
two-day A-V pu-ogram—set a new high
record (over 2,500). Exhibits were
doubled over 1961.

In his professionally visualized pres-

idential address at the Awards Dinner,
William J. Connelly (Union Carbide
Plastics Company) pointed out that
the visual presentations industry rep-
resents an annual expenditure of al-

most half a billion dollars, practically

doubled since 1957. He suggested
that adding the word "audio" to the
organization's name, and substituting

"tool" for the commonly used "aid,"

would create a truer, more dynamic
image of what audiovisualized presen-
tation really accomplishes.

The NVPA was started in 1952, he
said, as a "heterogenous producers'
group" little resembling the present
"well balanced organization of Trade
Members and User Members," that
occupies a rightful, recognized, and
non-competitive place beside other
AV industry associations (NAVA,
Film Producers, and Industrial AV
Association) that are specialists in

their respective fields. Amusing draw-
ings visualized his concept of the
scope and role of NVPA.
The final session took on a decided

international flavor with, with visuals

from abroad introduced by diplomatic
and consular representative from four
countries of origin—France, Italy, Ja-
pan, and West Germany.

A-V Education Forum
The third annual Audiovisual Educa-
tion Forum, held concurrently with
the NAVA trade show and five other
national A-V meetings, drew a record
attendance and made preparations for

an even greater success next year. The
first two years programs were ar-

ranged by the Illinois Audiovisual As-
sociation, under the direction of Verne
Stockman and Tom Boardman. This
year's program was arranged by
Neville Pearson and a committee rep-

resenting the Minnesota A-V Associa-
tion. Responsibihty for arrangements
for the 1963 program, which will be
somewhat less "structured" than this

year's, has been accepted by Don
Smith, AV director of the Kansas City,

Mo. schools.

As in previous years, the first day's

program consisted of screening and
discussing the Blue Ribbon winners
at EFLA's American Film Festival.

520

Each film was assigned two "discuss-

ants" prior to its showing, one "pro"
the other "con," charged with kicking-

off the general audience discussion

that followed. The technique, borrow-
ed from the screening meetings of the
University Film Producers Associa-
tion, proved popular, productive and
provocative. The second day's program
proceeded along more conventional
lines, with formal presentations by
James McPherson, Alan Fiers, James
Finn, and William F. Kruse. The
Fiers' demonstration of cross-media re-

sources was especially effective, as
were the visuals used by Dr. Finn.
Only a few "industry" representatives
availed themselves of the invitation to

"talk back" to educator suggestions in

a final session.

CCTV at Seattle
A Dumont closed-circuit television

camera hookup with microscope and
similar subject matter is a popular dis-

play at the United States Science pa-
vilion at the Seattle World's Fair. A
chicken hatching experiment in the
Behavioral Sciences area was shown
over the CCTV installation to enable
a mass audience to observe details

that ordinarily could be watched close
up only by very few.

Prize-Winning Overlays
A series of tinted plastic overlays trac-

ing the growth of the United States
from colonial times to the present
won first prize for its publishers,
World Book Encyclopedia, in the an-
nual competition sponsored by the Na-
tional Visual Presentation Association.

Protestant Cinema Critics
Guild
Film reviewers from more than 25
denominational and interdenomina-
tional church periodicals reaching a
combined readership of approximate-
ly 10 millions, have banded together
in order that church members may
become better informed about "the
many good productions of the motion
picture industry." The Rev. Donald

J. Kliphardt, Room 7k4, 475 River-
side Drive, New York 27, is the
Guild's Convenor.

Photography in the Fine Arts
This fourth annual exhibit, through
chaimels arranged by the Photograph-

ic Society of America (2005 Walnut
St., Philadelphia 3), is open to serious

amateurs who desire to have their

photographs or color slides evaluated
as art. Entries close Oct. 12. Informa-
tion from PSA. Send self-addressed

stamped envelope.

CAVE Elects
Recently elected officers of the Catho-
lic Audio-Visual Educators Associi-
tion are: president. Rev. Michael F.
Mullen, CM., St. John's University,

Jamaica, N.Y.; vice-president. Rev.
Joseph A. Coyle, O.S.A., Cascia Hall,

Tulsa, Okla.; treasurer. Rev. Bernard

J. Butcher, St. Mary's Rectory, Meri-
dan. Conn.; secretary. Sister Agnes
Virginia, C.S.J., Brentwood College,
Brentwood, N.Y.

Three c-ommittees ( Buffalo, Chicago
and New York) evaluate films. This
immber is to be increased. Last year
a total of 69 units were evaluated and
publicized; approximately the same
number are being worked on by the
committees.

A one-day regional meeting, held at

St. Mary's Hall, Meriden, Conn., short-

ly after the convention was conducted
by Miss Leonie Brandon, A-V director

for the New Haven Public Schools.

Of the 100 participants, 67 were
teaching Sisters from nearby schools.

Farm Film Awards
Preston Davis, audiovisual specialist

at Colorado State University, was
awarded the Farm Film Foundation's
1 962 Professional Improvement
Award, with its accompanying cash
prize of $500. His latest 16mm pro-

duction, "Summit of a Century," cele-

brates the centennial of the nation's

land grant colleges. Honorable men-
tion certificates and prizes of $50 each
went to D. Frederick Cook, Iowa
State University; S. D. Bateman,
North Dakota State University; and
John L. Woods, University of Illinois.

Airborne for Detroit Schools
Detroit's public schools have been
brought within range of the Midwest
Airborne TV Program by means of a

100-watt UHF "translator" atop the

Maccabees Building. The translator

picks up signal from the plane, 23,000
feet up and 165 miles away, and con-

verts these to a new UHF channel
beamed into the area where most of

Detroit's schools are located.

continued on page 548
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Small object photographs in an instant 4x5 prints and negatives in an instant Photomicrographs in an instant

Copies in an instant X- ray copies in an instant Conventional 4x5 photographs
in black and white or color

The new Polaroid MP-3 Industrial View Camera
With eye-level ground-glass viewing and focusing.

Send for 6 page brochure, Polaroid Corporation, Cambridge, Massachusetts.
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Where's the Short Circuit?

Editor:

I read with interest Mr. R. Verle
Johnson's article, "The Sophisticated

World of Mr. Matton." {Educational
Screen & Audiovisual Guide, May,
1962, issue) I believe that Mr. John-
son himself has blown a fuse or has a
short circuit somewhere in his think-

ing. A man associated with education-
al films and television should have a
greater understanding of electronic

equipment and should be more aware
of the place this equipment has in the
field of education. I was glad to see
this kind of article in a magazine like

Educational Screen & Audiovisual
Guide, whose readers are generally ed-
ucated enough to recognize nonsense
when they read it. This kind of article,

appearing in the Ladies Home Jour-
nal, Better Homes & Gardens, or some
other household magazine, would
create an improper image of electronic

equipment in education, and would
likely stimulate violent action on the
part of parents.

Mr. Jdhnson should be aware of the
fact that the teacher, the human teach-
er is no better than the machine, then
any classroom, whether it be electron-
ically equipped or not. There is no
machine made yet that can take the
place of the teacher-and if the teach-
er is no better than the machine, hten
the teacher should be replaced either

by a machine or, more logically, by a
better teacher.

Certainly, the devices mentioned by
Mr. Johnson are of great value in the
classroom. However, no responsible
teacher would ever attempt to handle
the situation in the way that Mr. O.
Tom Matton has in the article.

If the purpose of such devices in

the classroom is to povide for individ-
ual instruction, then it is up to the
teacher to select that material which
is most necessary for each student.
Certainly the method outlined in the
article does not satisfy the desire to

teach the individual, since each mem-
ber of the class receives the same in-

formation. The only provision for in-

dividualization is the manner in which
they respond. It is sounder to assume
that each student would be given
somewhat different information, from
which he would draw conclusions and
respond, and depending on his re-

sponse, he would then be channeled

to further individualized instruction.

Where is the provision in Mr. John-
son's satirical article for such a con-

tingency?

If a school were constructed with
the use of electronic equipment in

mind, the electrical lines would not be
overloaded by such equipment. Nat-
urally, it is always possible that a fuse

might blow or that a circuit might be
shorted, but this is not a problem lim-

ited to the use of electronic educa-
tional equipment. Are we expected to

halt the use of educational films or

filmstrips, or even electric lights, be-

cause of the possibility of a blown
fuse or a short circuit? If Mr. John-
son's arguments were carried to a
logical conclusion, we might find our-

selves in the position of destroying all

electronic equipment, and relying

upon human ability, because of the

chance of a blown fuse or a short cir-

cuit. May I remind Mr. Johnson that

while a blown fuse can be replaced

and a short-circuited wire rewired,

there is, as of now, no surefire cure

for a teacher who blows an emotional

fuse or for a teacher whose thinking

is short circuited.

Albert K. Solomon
Coordinator—
Audiovisual Instruction

Jersey City State College

Jersey City 5, !\. J.

We sent Mr. Solomon's peppery letter

to R. Verle Johnson, author of the

article in question. His reaction? Not
even a sneeze, and we quote: "I en-

joyed Mr. Solomon's letter immensely.
I rarely succeed in writinp, anything
which is so emotionally stimulatiw^ to

the audience. Mr. Solomon's analysis

would he my first choice for in.tertion

in your letters column."—Ed.

Copyright Dates:

Prescription for the Future
Editor:

Congratulations on your editorial "Re-
veal the Facts." (Educational Screen

& Audiovisual Guide, June, 1962 is-

sue) Once again you have brought to

attention a matter that long has need-
ed correction.

Let's hope that soon copyright dates

on audiovisual materials will be as

commonplace as on printed matter.

Max li. Brunsletter

Provost

Teachers College,

Columbia University

New York 27, 1\. Y.

Copyright Violation

And "The Man in the Middle"

Editor:

Congratulations to both Educational
Screen & Audiovisual Guide and Dr.
Ruth Cornfield for your courage in

bringing forth the editorial in the

April issue concerning the unethical

practice of duplicating copyrighted

audiovisual materials. I feel that you
have done a great service to both the

professional and the commerical audio-

visual people.

Every group of people will have an
unethical element, who will stoop to

any level to serve themselves. I have
in mind the person who "creates" an
abundance of AV materials on a lim-

ited budget for the purpose of show-
ing off his ability to produce.

But I do feel that many honest,

sincere, new people in AV positions

are unaware of this violation of copy-
right laws. You have now informed
them, and I'm confident that the situ-

ation will change. In this vein, might
it not be a worthwhile project for

DAVI and NAVA to produce a small

informative leaflet on the subject to

be sent to all members?
I would also like to defend, to some

slight degree, the AV person who is

almost coerced by an unethical ad-

ministrator or Board of Education
member who dictates this violation of

copyright. It takes a strong, secure,

AV person to defy such authority,

especially when this authority also

controls the salary and position of

the man in the middle.

By copying AV materials and there-

by eliminating the funds necessary for

compensation of the author and the

producer, we will indeed, in the words
of Dr. Cornfield, "very quickly dry up
the source of supply."

Stephen J. Feit

Audio-Visual Consultant

Union Free School District No. 30

Valley Stream, New York

Editor:

In \onr April issue, you have an edi-

torial written by Ruth Cornfield. This

article states the problem so concisely

and so well that I would like permis-

sion to reproduce it for distribution to

our field force.

Darwin L. Hagan,

Vice President

Silver Burdett Company
Morristown, New Jersey

Mr. Hagan icas granted permission to

reproduce and use in its entirety Dr.

Cornfield's editorial. Obviously, we
too believe that Dr. Cornfield .stated

the problem .so concisely and well

that it should be shared with as large

a number of peaple as possible—Ed.
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How the Bell System has found

low-cost ways to put Educational Television in the classroom

Much of the success of closed-circuit Educational Television depends on de-

livering and maintaining a high-quality, trouble-free signal in every classroom.

This requires skilled engineering of transmission equipment and technical

know-how to keep the network operating in top condition.

The Bell System has been doing this work for the nation's commercial

broadcasters since the early days of radio and TV. That's one reason why we

were called on to help pioneer the first county-wide ETV network and the first

state-wide system in the country.

Now we can offer a low-cost transmission service for Educational Television

systems of every size through the facilities of your local Bell Telephone Company.

The same skilled technicians who give your community the best telephone

service in the world and highest quality commercial television can help you

put ETV into your classrooms-at less cost than you think.

For full information, just call the Manager of your local Bell Telephone

Business Office. There's no obligation, of course.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM



To the teacher who wants more effective teaching aids

Capture their attention . . . Assure greater retention

Your students will comprehend information faster ... re-

tain it longer . . . when you not only tell them, but show

them, too. No matter how complicated the concept, the

new THERMO-FAX Brand Visual Communication System [-

will help you demonstrate ideas visually, dramatically.

Now you can make and project drawings, class papers,

diagrams, even full-color magazine illustrations for all the

class to see . . . in seconds, for pennies. And you face the

class in normal room light all the while!

WV/ Thermo-Fax
\ \(J BRAND
^^'^ VISUAL PRODUCTS
THE TERM "THERMO'FAX" IS A R EC I ST E RE D TR ADEM A RK OF 3M COHFANT.

FREE — For more information about

this new approach to teaching, write for

our Teaching Techniques booklet.

Dept. DFS-92,

St. Paul 1, Minnesota

Please send me a free "Teaching Techniques" booklet.

NAML

SCHOOL -TITLE-

ADDRESS-

CITY -ZONE STATE-
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Regardless of what textbook series your school may be
using—in either unified social studies or in geography—
the films in this program correlate to a high degree with

most units of classroom instruction. This is shown in a

handsome wall chart which specifies by actual page
numbers the exact point at which the films can be shown
most profitably to illuminate basic concepts.

These world geography and history films represent

CORONET FILMS
leads again by offering the most

extensive group of motion pictures

currently available to help teach

& HISTORY in the intermediate grades

1^^ A sweeping program of 158 films,

almost all in color

IS?" Covers most important phases

of geography and history

1^^ Illuminates basic instructional units

|^= Correlates films to 13 textbook series

in colorful chart available free

Presents wide selection of new
and about-to-be released titles

an important step forward in Coronet's long-range pro-

gram of developing full coverage of curriculum areas
with coordinated films. And, in accordance with Coronet's
high standards of production, these films have been care-

fully researched and painstakingly filmed under the
supervision of famous educators and textbook authors.

They may be used with complete assurance that they
reflect latest developments and curriculum trends.

INSTRUCTIONAL UNITS

Type Regions of the World

The United States: Geography

The United States: History

Canada: Geography

Canada: History

Latin America: Geography

Latin America: History

Europe: Geography

Europe: History

Africa: Geography

Asia: Geography

Asia: History

Australia & New Zealand:

Geography

CORRELATED TEXT SERIES

Unified Social Studies

ABC SOCIAL STUDIES
American Book Co.

FOLLETT NEW UNIFIED

SOCIAL STUDIES
Follett Publishing Co.

TIEG-ADAMS SOCIAL STUDIES
Ginn and Co.

MACMILLAN SOCIAL STUDIES
The Macmillan Co.

RAND McNALLY SOCIAL STUDIES
Rand McNally & Co.

BASIC SOCIAL STUDIES PROGRAM:

CURRICULUM FOUNDATION
Scott, Foresman & Co.

MANKIND IN TIME AND PLACE
Silver Burdett Co.

Geography
OUR WORLD TODAY

Allyn and Bacon, Inc.

LANDS AND PEOPLES
OF THE WORLD

Ginn and Co.

HOMELANDS
Iroquois Publishing Co.

BORCHERTMcGUIGAN GEOGRAPHY
Rand McNally & Co.

GEOGRAPHY FOR TODAY'S WORLD
Silver Burdett Co.

OUR NEIGHBORS
The John C. Winston Co.

Request a handsome color chart FREE . . .

Simply use the coupon below to request a colorful chart,
25" X 35", which presents all aspects of this unique social

studies program . . . including the exact correlation of the
158 films to 13 geography and social studies text series.

CORONET FILMS
ES-962

Coronet Building

Chicago 1, Illinois

D Please send, without charge, the handsome chart which fully

describes 158 Coronet films for social studies instruction, corre-

lated to basic units in 13 social studies textbook series for the

intermediate grades.

Nome. Position-

CORONET FILMS
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No Filmstrip

Sticking!

Doubles

Effective Light!

V-25-P
student interest perks again and

again—frame after frame—as you

teach easier, faster with the

brighter, sharper virtually "Auto-

mated" Viewlex V-25-P. It's the

simplest to use, most advanced

combination 35mm filmstrip and

2"x2" slide projector made. And—
revolutionary new "Anti-Hesive®"

aperture plates eliminate filmstrip

sticking forever

!

Write for FREE Booklet of

Award Winning Essays on "How

Audio Visual Aids Make Teach-

ing and Learning Easier" and

Viewlex Catalog.

Write for

illustrated Catalog

levirlex INC.

6 BROADWAY, HOLBROOK, L. I., N. Y.

In Conodo—Anglophoto, Ltd., Montreal

Screen Reflections

Forty Years Ago
At the beginning of the new school

year in September 1922, Nelson L.

Greene editorialized, "In the complex

double process of handing on the

intellectual heritage of the world to

the oncoming generation, and of train-

ing that generation to react upon and

amplify that heritage, the teacher is

inevitably the supreme factor.

"For it is fundamentally a human
process, this mighty transfer of in-

tangible property from adult to adoles-

cent mind, and must be achieved pri-

marily through human agency. Yet

this human process enlists all other

processes and aids. The innumerable

aids developed through centuries of

educational advance—the books and

buildings, the museum and laboratory,

the gymnasium and playground—are

all but devices to extend and magnify

the power of the teacher. Far from

supplanting the teacher, the multipli-

cation of these devices merely inten-

sifies the need for great teachers who
can bring forth ever finer results from

the finer facilities.

"The first quarter of the twentieth

century promises to be marked in edu-

cational history as the time when edu-

cators more or less suddenly awoke
to the broad field of visual aids in in-

struction. Hundreds of teachers know
now, from personal experience, the

tremendous educational value of the

screen."
« o o o o

"Nanook of the North," a new theatri-

cal motion picture, was hailed as a

great educational picture. Comment-
ing on the fact that Nanook had been

produced by a certain fur company on

Hudson's Bay, and that people were
su.specting the publicity motive of the

production. Editor Greene said, "We
get a real smile out of that. We wish

that a thousand other commercial com-
panies would follow this example im-

mediately. More power to such mo-
tives!"

Tiwnty-Five Years Ago
"For a while visual education offered

only one avenue of approach, viz.,

through seeing. With the advent of

talking pictures in school use, hearing

has been added, and two senses can

be used. . . A few years ago, some

promoters believed that the movie and
other visual aids would replace the

teacher. You and I know that the real

value of education which comes from
the intimate contact of pupils with

teachers cannot be replaced by any
mechanical instrument which has yet

been devised. Yet, it is true that some
teachers have been disturbed. Such
teachers are still afraid that they may
be replaced by radio, television, talk-

ies, or motion pictures. . . However,
the teacher who is the real artist and
professional worker may rest assured

that the general public would not be

content to have motion pictures or

even the radio take the place of the

teacher in the classroom." Thus spoke

Manley E. Erwin, Director of Instruc-

tion of the Detroit Public Schools at

the summer meeting of the Depart-

ment of Visual Instruction in Detroit.

Some teachers have apparently always

needed such words of reassurance.

F. Dean McClusky, Director of Scar-

borough School, said in an address at

the same Detroit meeting, "The pro-

duction of motion pictures for schools

can be successfully accomplished only

by independent companies working in

conjunction with the educators—not

by theatrical producers, or by any

others with whom the production and
distribution of motion pictures is a

side line or a medium for propaganda,

or purely a commercial enterprise."

Dean McClusky also said, "Teachers

want guidance as to best methods of

using visual materials in the classroom.

A number of demonstration schools or

centers should be created in the public

and private schools of the country in

which a thorough-going continuous

demonstration of visual instruction in

daily classroom use would be exhib-

ited. Each of these demonstration

schools should be fully equipped in

every classroom with projection equip-

ment and with the necessary visual

materials such as bulletin boards, dia-

grams, models, etc., necessary for a

systematic instructional program."

Now, twenty-five years later, in 1962,

people are still pointing up this need

for audiovisual demonstration school

centers.

Continued on Page 528'
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THREE NEW
OZALID
TRANSPARENCY

MASTERS SETS
FLOWER to FRUIT

IIIII[|[D S!»1S
SIlllEaS III PEDIS

mil Fim
IICIPIAIU

AMPHIBIA (Frog)

riiiiKd--

NERVOUS SYSTEM

BIOLOGY 1 (Botany) BIOLOGY 2 (Zoology) BIOLOGY 3 (Human Biology)

Professional Teaching Transparencies at a new low cost

from Ozalid ready-to-prepare materials

Create your own brilliant, attention-holding pro-

jection transparencies for high school science

iourees in minutes at M the cost of purchased

transparencies.

Each Ozalid® Transparency Masters Set pro-

,^ides everj^hing you need: preprinted art masters,

3zalid diazo transparency films, transparency

nounts, protective file, mounting tape, and simple

nstructions.

Three new subjects help you increase your class-

oom effectiveness: Botany, Zoology, and Human
Biology. Two others already in extensive use are

hemistry and General Science.

Do-it-yourself economy means not only can your

purchase be readily justified but you triple the

scope of your budget.

For information on Ozalid Transparency Masters

Sets and the special reduced-price package plan

covering the complete Ozalid Overhead Projection

System, write Ozalid,

Dept. 392, Binghamton,

N.Y. Or call your Ozalid

Audio Visual Dealer

listed intheYellowPages

or your local Ozalid Dis-

trict Office.
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•^wascsiss!

$199
ALL

50
School

Net

ATC lOOM $299.25 List

SEE THE INSTRUCTIONS?
THEY'RE BUILT RIGHT IN
Not a major advance, perhaps—just one of many details that make

the ATC lOOM Tape Recorder the best one for classroom use.

Actually, you'll seldom need the instructions; the lOOM is remarkably

easy to operate, and needs little servicing. But, if you do, you'll know

where they are: permanently mounted in the cover, protected by a

plastic coating that can't come off. This 100% American-made

recorder has a 10-watt high-fidelity amplifier and 9
" oval dual-cone

speaker for markedly superior reproduction. Standard NAB record

and playback compensation make tapes recorded on the lOOM cor-

rect for playback on any professional-quaUty recorder. The simpli-

fied, self-compensating mechanism and the sturdy cast aluminum

deck are designed to keep operating longer under classroom condi-

tions without servicing. It's all contained in a rugged Vinyl-covered

%" plywood case with metal corners and knees. Ask your profes-

sional A-V dealer for a demonstration, or write for specifications.

PRODUCTS ABE TRANSFORMER POWERED FOR COMPLETE SAFETY

AUDIOTRONICS
11057 WEDDINGTON STREET, NORTH HOLLYWOOD 2 . CALIFORNIA

continued from page 526

Among the nineteen recently com-

pleted educational sound films an-

nounced by ERPI, picture consultants,

was "Adventures of Bunny Rabbit."

Ten Years Ago

Announcing the decision to undertake

a new audiovisual publication titled

"Audio - Visual Communications Re-

view," J. J. MacPherson, Executive

Secretary of DAVI, pointed out, "The

new publication will not replace Edu-

cational Screen as a service publica-

tion for aU DAVI members, but is be-

ing planned to fill a need that is not

being met by any of the existing jour-

nals in the field."

Floyd Brooker, Visual Education Chief I

for the Mutual Security Administra-

tion, was off to Edinburgh to take

part in the Edinburgh International

Film Festival as a representative of the

United States.

e o e o «

Charles Hoban had accepted an ap-

pointment to the staff of the Univer-

sity of Pennsylvania to head up a re-

search project.

O O o

Amo deBernardis of the Portland Pub-

lic Schools was on a year's leave of

absence, doing special work on in-

structional materials for Hill and

Knowlton, a research company for in-

dustry. Amo was in New York City.

O O O O

At the EFLA summer meeting in Chi-

cago, Paul C. Reed, Assistant Director

of the Joint Committee on Educational

Television, emphasized, "TV is AV,'

Audiovisual educators must assume

active responsibility for whatever part

they are to play in the development of

educational television.

Ford Lemler of the University ol

Michigan was then EFLA President

and this was the ninth annual EFLA
Conference.

In his review of the 1952 Conventior

and Trade Show, William F. Krust

said, "Among the new development'

was the reappearance of the Movie-

Mite projector on the educational mar-

ket—running magnetic sound stripec

8mm film, striped by Reeves Sounc

CRraft." Also, "something relativel)

new in projection was 3-dimensiona

motion picture in color and with mag-

netic sound—made with an attach-

ment to the Bolex 16mm motion pic

ture camera."
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We have recently had two classrooms fitted out
with Flexalim audio-visual Venetian blinds,,.,they
have excellent darkening quality,,,in our particu-
lar case, we also had a sun-control problem which
these blinds have solved in very fine fashion
we can heartily recommend them to any school need-
ing them either for sian-oontrol or room daricening.

ily yours

%9h
yours,

Ilarrs

District Superintendent
Ocean View School District
Qxnard, California

<3^^^<«^^<^^® Audio-Visor information on <_^^<XX-W6C*t/i'C/® Audio-Visual & Twi-Nighter® Venetians write: Bridgeport Brass Co., Hunter Douglas Div., 30 Grand St., Bridgeport 2, Conn.
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OUR NATION'S LIVING HISTORY

GUIDES AMERICA INTO THE FUTURE
THE YALE 4-POINT PROGRAM of widely acclaimed books and award-winning filmstrips sweeps the

dust from the centuries—and plunges every student into living history. People and places take on shape

and substance—ideas and events blaze into reality throughout this authoritative, brilliantly-conceived

program. Here is an exhilarating approach to learning that lifts American History into its true per-

spective as a living guide to the future!

LOOKING AHEAD . . .

The rise of nationalism in various countries—struggles for self-government

LIVING HISTORY . . .

"The Declaration of Independence"—the emergence of a new American nation

(Unit 9 of the Chronicles Filmstrips)

LOOKING AHEAD . . .

The problems of world leadership

—the Cold War.

LIVING HISTORY . . .

"The Rise of America as a World Power"
(Unit 30 of the Pageant Filmstrips)

LOOKING AHEAD . . .

America explores the unknown

LIVING HISTORY . . .

"The Morning of America"—
explorations into the New World
(Volumes 1-10 of the Chronicles)

LOOKING AHEAD . . .

American industry—
the challenge of the Common Market

LIVING HISTORY . . .

"The Epic of Industry"—triumphs of
American industry—history of organ-
ized labor (Vol. 5 of the Pageant)

THE CHRONICLES OF AMERICA FILMSTRIPS

15 units

—

Comprehensive Teacher's Guide Free

An inspiring opportunity for students to actually see democracy come
alive in dramatic life-and-death episodes from "Columbus" through
"Dixie." Far superior to ordinary filmstrips, much of the rare source

material was derived from the famous Chronicles photoplays.

$97.50 complete or $7.00 each

THE PAGEANT OF AMERICA FILMSTRIPS

30 units

—

Teacher's Guide free with each unit.

The splendid spectacle of America's growth from days of the aboriginal

Indian to Atomic Age. As vast and diversified in scope as the PAGEANT
vfrfumes, this creative teaching tool has been adopted or listed by lead-

ing Boards of Education.
$195.00 complete or $7.00 each

The two series of filmstrips were created under the
editorial direction of RALPH H. GABRIEL, Sterling

Professor of History, Emeritus, Yale University.

THE CHRONICLES OF AMERICA, 56 volumes

Edited by Allen Johnson and Allan Kevins

Every exciting moment in America's development—from earliest dis-

covery of "The Red Man's Continent" to the aftermath of World War
II. Each volume historically accurate, vividly written by an author
whose narrative style is a sheer delight to read.

$199.00 complete or $3.95 per volume

THE PAGEANT OF AMERICA, 15 Volumes

Edited by Ralph H. Gabriel

No aspect of American life has been overlooked in this magnificent
pictorial history. Excellent source material on art. politics, religion,

science, sports, every subject. Scholarly text runs through 11,500 au-
thentic pictures, maps, old charts.

$147.75 complete or $10.75 per volume

ORDER THIS TIMELY PROGRAM NOWi

THE YALE CHRONICLES AND PAGEANT PROGRAM
Sofe disfributors: United States Publishers Association

Dept. G, 386 Fourth Avenue, New York 16, N. Y.
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editorial

Convention

Afterthoughts

Paul C Reed

XhE forbidding sign on the door read, "FOR DEALERS ONLY."

But fortunately, attempts to draw discriminating lines between ed-

ucators and dealers and manufacturers and journalists just don't

seem to work out. That's the one big important thing about the

National Audiovisual Conference in Chicago in the summertime;

that's the one place where all who are interested in the develop-

ment and use of audiovisual media can get together, talk together,

learn together, and even have fun together.

So this particular educator-consumer-reporter was permitted to

walk through the door with the forbidding sign that said, "FOR
DEALERS ONLY." We saw a unique "classroom"; and in the next

twenty minutes experienced unusual audiovisual learning. Bell and

Howell was introducing a new motion picture projector, with a

completely new threading system. In this small hotel room, during

the brief hours of the convention, hundreds of people were taught

audiovisually the skills of operating the projector and an apprecia-

tion for its unique mechanism.

Here was a remarkable demonstration to inspire any teacher who
must teach skills. Twenty compact learning stations, each with its

carefully thought-through tape recorded instructions, along with the

machine to practice on. "If you don't understand, stop the tape and
raise your hand." The live teacher was there and ready to help, to

answer questions, to re-teach if necessary. This was audiovisual

teaching of the highest order.

We were reminded of earlier visits to the Kodak conference

rooms in Rochester where learning was virtually inescapable be-

cause of the near-perfect control of the environment and the superb

use of audiovisual tools. There, too, was industry wdth a teaching

job of its own to do, making masterful use of newer methods and

materials, and incidentally pointing out new horizons to alert

educators.

Those who attended the first general session at the conference

know for sure that some of the most alert educators in the country

come from Texas. Not only do they have the biggest and the best

and the most original audiovisual training program for teachers

imderway down there, but they also know how to tell about it in a

big audiovisual way. Three slide projectors and an overhead pro-

jector used simultaneously with tape recorded plus live reinforced

sound told the story in an unforgettable way. This was not gadgets

for gadgets' sake; this was effective telling. In this convention

event, the educators showed the industry. (See Page 534)

There were unanswered questions, too, at NAVA. Always new
devices challenge the imagination. Educators are challenged to

match the ingenuity of inventive engineers and find ways to use

these new tools. One such was a device for individual learning. The
audiovisual information is on a seven by five and a half inch card.

The visual is on the card face, the audio on the reverse side. The
device for reading the cards is so simple a three year old could use

it. Now, how can this wonder be put to work to solve tough etluca-

tional problems?

Challenge, inspiration, education, information, entertainment! All

these were there. No matter who you are or where you are, if you

haven't been to a National Audiovisual Convention and Exhibit in

Chicago in the summertime, you had better start planning and sav-

ing for 1963. There are only eleven short months to wait.
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V^M TAPE RECORDERS
make advanced teaching

techniques easier!

V-NI 'tape-o-matic'® Stereophonic Tape Re-

corder with "ADD+A+TRACK"«-Model
722—$259.95* List. Records Stereophon-
ically; plays-back 2 or 4Track stereo tapes.

Twin Microphones. Dual Tuning Eye and Vol-

ume Controls. Also Available V-M Stereo-Play-

back Model 720 with "ADD+A+TRACK"*-
$225.00* List.

V-M 'tape-o-matic'* Tape Recorder—Model
730-$169.95* List. Monaural Record and
Play-back of all three popular tape speeds—
7'/2, 3%, 1% ips. Compact, Lightweight (Only

21 lbs.) New 3-position Microphone,

^^ADD+A+TRACK"®
Any Instructor's Most Valuable Teaching Tool!

Versatile V-M ''Add+A+Track"^ offers unlim-

ited opportunities for powerfully effective

teaching methods! A teacher records lessons;

then, or at any later time, the student records

on another track while listening to the teacher's

recording. On play-back, both recordings are

heard simultaneously! Student track may be

re-recorded any number of times without af-

fecting the teacher's or master track.

ALL V-M TAPE RECORDERS INCORPORATE THESE

QUALITY FEATURES:

• Push-Button Controls afford

simplified operation.

• High-Frequency Response and

Fidelity to detect complete voice

range differences. Highly beneficial

to speech and speech therapy

students! ^

• Input and Output Jacks permit

recorder to be used in sound treat-

ed rooms from a control booth.

• Shut-Oflf Switch automatically

shuts-ofT power supply . . . teacher

concentrates on students, not

recorder!

• Monitor switch for use of re-

corder as an Ear-trainer with ear-

phones, as a P.A. system, or to

utilize amplifier in the recorder

with a second sound source, such

as a phonograph!

^J
, 'sS

Unite Sight and Sound for More Efficient Instruction!

V-M Slide-Projector Synchronizer—Model 1412—
$49.95* List. V-M Synchronizer adds Inaudible

slide-change cues to tape recorded commentary.
On play-back, cues actuate remote-control projector,

automatically advancing slides at times selected!

V-M OFFERS A COMPLETE "AUDIO LEARNING CENTER" PROPOSAL from one unit to as many as your language laboratory requires. Write for information

•Institutional Prices Available Upon Request.

the\^ice ^^§ of K^

V-M CORPORATION, Dept. ES-962
305 Territorial Road, Benton Harbor, Michigan

Please send me additional information, without obligation^ on V-M
Tape Recorders and ' 'Audio Learning Center" proposal.

USIC NAME.

V-tM CORPORATION • BENTON HARBOR, MICHIGAN

KNOWN FOR THE FINEST IN RECORD CHANGERS, PHONOGRAPHS AND TAPE RECORDERS

ADDRESS.

CITY .ZONE. . STATE-
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Your classes

need never be

interrupted

by sound

breakdowns again.

New Kodak Pageant 16mm Sound Projector, AV-126-TR, with transistorized sound!

No sudden silence when showing
sound motion pictures. No demoraliz-

ing loss of sound quality. No loss of

projector usage due to audio tube
burn-outs. No costly sound-system
maintenance and repairs.

So carefully have Kodak sound en-

gineers developed and designed this

new Kodak Pageant Projector sound
system that they estimate the entire

system, including even the exciter

lamp, should be virtually maintenance
free for the life of the projector.

To show motion pictures at their

best, switch on this projector; instantly

the sound comes to life, full and clear.

No fidgety waits for tubes to warm up.

There are no tubes. We replaced them
with trouble-free transistors. You hear
no distracting hums, hissing, or crack-

ling noises either. You hear only the

sounds of the movie, and with clarity

and presence that reach the ears of

every student, keep attention from
flagging, help convey more under-
standing, help accomplish a higher
degree of learning.

This is sound powerful enough to

reach every student in a large audi-

ence, and yet it's comfortably clear

when played at low-volume classroom
levels.

New operating simplicity • Kodak
Pageant Projectors have won the favor

of teachers because they always have
been so easy to set up, thread, and
operate. This new Pageant Projector is

even easier. Sets up anywhere. Thread-
ing path is red-line printed right on
the projector. Elevates easily with a

twist of a hand-size knob. Throw one
lever, push one amplifier button, and
the show is on, sound and all. A stu-

dent operator can do it perfectly at

the first try.

To see a demonstration of this

quietly operating, brilliant-picture

movie projector, to hear its new sound—or to receive descriptive literature

about it—check the appropriate box
and mail the coupon below. No obliga-

tion, of course.

n I should like to have a demonstration of the new KODAK PAGEANT 16mm Sound
Projector. AV-126TR. Please have a Kodak AV dealer call for appointment.

n Please send me your brochure V3-65 about this new KODAK PAGEANT Projector.

NAME SCHOOL..

ST CITY ZONE

Kodak Pageant Projector

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Dept. 8-V, Rochester 4, N. Y.
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ORBITING

AUDIOVISUAL

TEACHER

TRAINING

Special

NAVA
Convention

Presentation

by

Royce King

William Kinniel

Lee Wilborn

"Orbiting A-V Teacher Training" was the principal

presentation at the general session of the National

Audio-Visual Convention. Three members of the Tex-

as Education Agency, Austin, Texas, made a team
presentation of the Lone Star State's nationally signifi-

cant teacher training program in new media. Pic-

tured above are: (left to right) Royce King, William
Kinniel and Lee Wilborn, all of Texas' team.

T

534

HE idea a space-age project for better teaching
in Texas began with a formula which has troubled
most Americans (more children + more information
-)- fewer teachers = need for more efficient instruc-

tional media).

Available for use in meeting the needs of educa-
tion are many devices and techniques with which we
here are all familiar; team teaching, speed-reading,
rear projection, the overhead projector, multi-screen

projection, filmstrips, slides, films, the electronic labo-

ratory, programmed instruction and teaching ma-
chines, and educational television. But we feel that

many of our lay people and educators were not
aware of the tremendous potentialities which existed

in these devices and techniques.

Thus in Texas, a state whose symbols have long
been blue bonnets and oil and cattle ranges, educators
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and laymen met to choose a new symbol; the symbol

of effecti\'e teaching during the space age.

Six groups formed a team to laimch the project: the

Texas Education Agency, the U. S. Office of Educa-

tion, the public schools, the colleges and universities,

manufacturers and distributors, and professional or-

ganizations. Serving as a counsel for the team was the

advisory and developmental committees.

The count-down on the project began:

1. In January, 1961, a new division, the Division of

Instructional Media, was set up in the Department of

Instruction of the Texas Education Agency. Four pro-

fessional people together with clerical and graphics

specialists were chosen for the staff.

2. Approximately 850,000 worth of equipment and

materials were placed in a deuKjnstration center in

Austin by manufacturers and distributors of instruc-

tional media.

3. Also established was a professional library of

research data, technical reports, professional writings,

and other materials related to instructional media.

4. In May, 1961, educators and laymen were invited

to an atmouncement conference of the project. 1200

attended.

5. Twenty-four outstanding classroom teachers were

selected to form demonstration teams in the curricu-

liun areas of science, mathematics, language arts,

modern foreign languages, history, government, and

geography.

6. The demonstration teachers were brought to

Austin in July for a four-week training and production

workshop. Appearing on the workshop program were
outstanding university professors, commercial repre-

sentatives, and consultants from the U. S. Office of

Education and the Texas Education Agency.

The teachers heard speakers, were involved in group

plannuig, and learned how to produce materials and

how to handle equipment effectively. As teachers

learned how new instructional media could make
their teaching more effective, they became enthusiastic

and creative. They planned lessons in which they uti-

lized speed-reading equipment, overhead transpar-

encies, the electronic laboratory and educational tele-

vision. One teacher invented a winding fimction ma-

chine to explain a mathematical concept. Others learn-

ed new uses for traditional media.

The project was off the launching pad. Throughout

the state these twenty-four teachers went—not telling

teachers how to use new media, but showing them
how in classroom situations. At five regional con-

ferences on public school and college campuses, these

teachers repeated the formida

(more children + more information -f- fewer teach-

ers = need for more efficient instructional media)
and introduced the sound (

)of space-age educa-

tion. And the teachers came—in long lines—ready to

hear. The demonstration teachers presented 366 dem-
onstrations at regional conferences, 58 demonstration

lessons at Classroom Teacher Association meetings,

and approximately 200 other lessons and lectures to

local faculty clubs, PTA's school boards, civic clubs,

and state associations. Over 17,000 Texans came to

hear and to see.

Stage one of the space-age project was reflected in

newspapers and television publicity throughout the

state, articles in professional journals, and—most im-

portant—in schools. One school in Austin, the home-
base of one of the twent>'-four demonstration teachers,

became a new school in attitude, instruction, and
physical appearance. Every one of the eighteen teach-

ers to utilize effectively new teaching tools; and the

pupils learned to use media devices for use in their

oral reports.

Other schools scheduled in-service workshops for

their teachers; and school systems began to purchase

the equipment that space-age teaching demands.
With the project off the launching pad the Division

of Instructional Media initiated the second stage: an

expanded program supported by additional funds from

the U. S. Office of Education, as well as aid from

schools and colleges, manufacturers and distributors,

and professional groups.

1. Special services became available. Texas educa-

tors can now secure from the Division infonnation on

new instructional equipment and techniques, a bibli-

ography of research reports and professional writings,

and a list of sources of new tools and materials.

2. Continuing study and research on various media
are being conducted, with much emphasis on educa-

tional television, programed instruction, and teaching

machines.

3. A second summer workshop has been conducted

for three groups of people. Six teachers trained at the

first workshop were selected to attend. They develop-

ed additional demonstrations and aided the regular

staff in a consultative capacity. Twenty classroom

teachers from the area of science, mathematics,

modem foreign languages, language arts, history,

government, and geography were selected to form

demonstration teams for 1962-6;3.

In addition, twenty-five teachers and administrators

nominated by school systems throughout the state

wera selected for training. These educators developed

plans for instructional materials centers and for in-

service workshops in their own local schools.

The workshop for these three groups was held in

Austin from June 13 to July 13, again providing train-

ing with equipment and materials, production facili-

ties, and consultative services.

The resulting demonstrations were forceful and

dynamic.

The Texas space-age project for better teaching is

in full orbit.

This year it will involve these activities:

1. two additional week-long regional conferences in

areas not yet served

2. a demonstration conference for college depart-

ments of education

3. a series of small follow-up conferences in the

regions served formerly by conferences.

In addition, there will be available for national

conventions a special demonstration team, and a

special filmed report of the entire project.

But the outstanding effect toward which we look is

a new formula

( many children -j- much infonnation -j- teachers

-|- new instructional media = most effective

teaching ever done in Texas).

Space-age education is in full orbit in Texas.
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AEROSPACE
MEETING ITS INSTRUCTIONAL CHALLENGE

THROUGH USE OF AUDIOVISUAL MATERIALS

by
Richard W. Gilkey
Indiana University

M AN has always looked to the heavens and won-
dered what secrets they contained. Early man invented

myths to explain his observations but scientists over

the past several hundred years have developed a

whole array of instruments to probe the secrets of

the vast expanse of space which surrounds us. Today,

man can foresee the time when he will venture into

the frontiers of space for first-hand exploration. His

first hesitant steps, in fact, are already a matter of

record.

Children now in school will live their entire lives in

a world, or more correctly a universe, vastly different

from that which today's teachers have experienced.

These children must have the knowledge, skills, and at-

titudes to cope with the social, economic, political,-and

scientific problems the aerospace age will present.

Solution of some of these problems will require a

knowledge of space and man's relationship to space.

How can teachers provide the learning environ-

ment to enable the students to develop the requisite

understandings and attitudes? Certainly most students

have a degree of interest in this subject, though vary-

ing in intensity. The teacher's role is one of channel-

ing these varied interests—expressed or latent—into

avenues that will lead to understandings of significant

aspects of space and its attendant problems. Implied,

is a stressing of fundamental knowledge of aerospace

phenomena rather than emphasis upon rapidly chang-

ing technology or on the exotic aspects of this subject.

Audiovisual materials can offer especially signifi-

cant contributions to aerospace studies, in that they

visualize and demonstrate concepts and theories not

directly observable by students and sometimes impos-

sible to recreate in the classroom through demonstra-

tions or exhibits.

The materials suggested neither are intended to

represent all materials available on this subject nor is

omission from this list intended to indicate that the

omitted material is necessarily inferior to the included

items. Most of the materials included are those which

the writer has personally previewed and for which he

has received evaluations by teachers and subject-mat-

ter specialists concerned \\'ith this area of content.

Since the technology in this field changes so rapid-

ly, emphasis has been placed on those materials deal-

ing with basic scientific principles of aerospace. Ma-
terials are arranged into three aspects of the total

aerospace field—space research, space characteristics,

and space flight.

The list includes only motion pictures and film-

strips. Other materials are available in the form of

models of rockets, satellites, and space stations sold

in hobby supply stores; a record of "Space Songs"

distributed bv the Science Materials Center; and
books, pamphlets, charts, and related printed ma-
terials explaining space and space flight for all levels

of the curriculum.

Related to printed materials the U. S. Government
Printing Office has a variety of publications available

for sale describing our space program. Latest among
them is one entitled Astronaut John Glenn Orbits the

Earth for America, price fifteen cents. The National

Science Teachers Association and the National Aero-

nautics and Space Administration has published an

illustrated, paperbacked book titled Spacecraft which
surveys the various aspects of space exploration. It is

available at fifty cents per copy from Scholastic Book
Services.

Guide to Free Science Materials, published by the

Educators' Progress Service, and two bibliographies

prepared by the American Association for the Ad-
vancement of Science—AAAS Science Book List and
Inexpensive Science Library—are sources of informa-

tion on books and other printed material with the first

oi the three also listing free films and filmstrips on

space.

In the listing here abbreviations used are the same
as those employed in the "New Materials" section of

this magazine and the organization given in paren-

thesis following the description is the one which will

gladly provide information to those interested in

using the material.
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\AEROSPACE MATERIALS

Biography of a Missile, mp, 54 min, b&w. Follows the

construction, assembly, testing, and firing of a bal-

listic missile, one of the CBS Reports series. (Carou-

sel Films) gr. 7-12.

Earth Satellite, fs, 50 fr, color. Uses drawings to show
the operation of earth satellites and how they are

put into space. (Basic Skill Films) gr. 4-9.

Eyes in Outer Space, mp, 27 min, color. Explores the

possibilities of using weather satellites to predict and
control weather and documents one possible ex-

ample of such use. (Walt Disney) gr. 7-12, col.

First Adventures in Space. 6 fs, 28 frs each, color.

Points out differences between outer space and life

on earth, and shows how man is exploring space.

Titles: What Is in Space?, Rockets to Space, Getting

Ready for a Space Trip, What Are Satellites?, What
Are Space Stations?, and A Space Trip to the Moon.
(Jam Handy) gr. 1-3.

First Men into Space, mp, 15 min, color and b&w.
Uses models, animation and live-action photography
to illustrate the problems attending to man's survival

in space; and how these problems have been worked
out for America's first orbital space flights. (EBF)
gr. 4-12.

Jet and Rocket Engines, mp, 10 min, color and b&w.
Traces the history of jet and rocket engines and
diagrams the principles on which they operate.

(Indiana U A-V Center) gr. 4-12.

Jet Propulsion, mp, 12 min, color and b&w. Explains

the principles of jet propulsion and Newton's third

law of motion. (EBF) gr. 7-12, col.

Man and the Moon, mp, 20 min, color. Presents Dr.

VVemher von Braun as he describes conditions pre-

vailing on the moon, the design of space ships

for hiuuan trips, and what a roundtrip to the moon
and back would be like. (Walt Disney) gr. 7-12.

Man in Space, mp, 35 min, color. Depicts the develop-

ment of rockets from the ancient Chinese weapons
to modern missiles. (Walt Disney) gr. 7-12.

Natural and Man-Made Moons, fs, 25 fr, color. Dis-

cusses the forces that keep moons and planets in

orbit and applies these findings to the orbiting of a

man-made satellite. (Scribner's and Sons) gr. 4-6.

Race for Space, fs, 59 fr, b&w. Identifies the signifi-

cance of mankind's first steps into outer space, both
to nations and to men. (N. Y. Times Filmstrips)

gr. 7-12, col.

The Race for Space, mp, 53 min, b&w. Documents
the history of missile and rocket development from
1913 to the launching of the Russian Sputnik I and
II, and the launching of United States' Explorer I.

(McGraw-Hill) gr. 7-12, col.

Rocket Power for Space Travel, fs, 40 fr, color. Ex-
plains the operation of rocket engines, multistage

rockets, rocket planes, space stations, and satellites.

(Jam Handy) gr. 4-9.

Rocket to the Moon, fs, 41 fr, color. Presents the phy-
sical characteristics of the moon and the problems
involved in travel to the moon and back. ( McGraw-
Hill) gr. 7-12.

Rockets: How They Work, mp, 16 min, color and b&w.
Shows how rockets achieve motion and compares
rocket power to other types of motive power. ( EBF)
gr. 4-9.

Rockets: Principles and Safety, mp, 11 min, color and
b&w. Explains the principles governing rocket flight

and operation; and emphasizes that rockets are

dangerous and should not be built and fired by
amateurs. (Film Assoc, of Calif.) gr. 4-9.

The Space Age. 9 fs, approx. 35 fr each, color. Offers

insights into the history of space flight, its hazards,

and achievements. Titles: Pioneers of Space, Ex-
ploration of Space, Atoms in Space, Aviation in the

Space Age, The Conquest of Space, Man Travels in

Space, Hazards in Space Travel, Destination in

Space, and Stations on the Moon. (Eye Gate) gr.

4-9.

Space atid Space Travel. 6 fs, 35 frs each, color. Pre-

sents an overview of man's relationship to outer

space and the problems associated with space travel.

Titles: Conditions in Space, Space Rockets, Man's
Preparation for Space Travel, Space Satellites, Space
Stations, and Exploring the Moon. (Jam Handy)
gr. 5-9.

Space and Space Travel. 4 fs, approx. 45 frs each, color.

Illustrates the problems of getting a man into space
and maintaining him there. Titles: Leaving the

World, Current Events in Space, Man in Space, and
Space Travel A. D. 2000. (SVE) gr. 7-9.

Space and the Atom. 10 fs, approx. 49 frs each, color.

Provides a survey of man's exploration of the modern
frontiers of science. Titles: Man Becomes an Astron-
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omer, Man and the Moon, Man Learns to Fly, Man
in Flight, Man in Space, Flight info Space, Flight

Around Mars, Flight to Mars, Man Discovers the

Atotn, and Our Friend the Atom. ( Walt Disney and
EBF) gr. 4-9.

This Is the Moon, mp, 11 min, b&w. Pictures a boy

looking through a window at the night sky and

poses questions about the moon and answers them
with views of the moon as seen through telescopes.

(McGraw-Hill) gr. 4-9.

Trip to the Moon, mp, 16 min, color and b&w. Uses

animation, models, and special photographic tech-

niques to take an imaginary trip to the moon. (EBF)
gr. 4-12.

Way Stations in Space, mp, 13 min, color. Demon-
strates, through animation, the construction, place-

ment, and operation of a large manned satelhte

in orbit a thousand miles from the earth's surface.

(United World) gr. 4-9.

Whys of Elementary Science. 4 fs, approx. 32 fr each,

color. Presents explanations of the nature of space

and the ways being used to explore it. Titles: How
an Astronaut Lives in Space, How a Rocket Works,

How Gravity Works, and How Space Science Helps

Us. (Fimstrip House) gr. 4-6.

Space Characteristics
Asteriods, Comets, and Meteorites, mp, 11 min, color

and b&w. Surveys the size, composition, and location

of asteriods, comets, and meteorites; and the means

used to investigate them. (Film Assoc, of Calif.)

gr. 4-12.

Basic Physical Science: What Is Space? mp, 10 min,

color and b&w. Defines the elusive concept "space"

in simple tenns, and indicates some of the current

theories about space. (EBF) gr. 4-6.

Beyoml Our Solar System, mp, 10 min, color and b&w.

Explains some basic concept concerning constella-

tions, galaxies, nebulae, and star clusters found

beyond our solar system. (Coronet) gr. 4-9.

Constellations, Gtddes to the Night Sky. mp, 11 min,

color and b&w. Uses animation and actual photo-

graphy to show the easily recognized constellations

used for locating other constellations and celestial

objects in northern and southern skies; and through

use of overprints relates constellations to their

mythological origins. (Indiana U A-V Center) gr.

7-9.

Exploring Space, mp, 10 min, color and b&w. Takes

a trip through space with close ups of the moon,

Venus, the sun. Mars, and the Milky Way. (Louis de
Rochemont Assoc.) gr. 4-12.

Exploring tlie Moon, mp, 17 min, color. Uses special

photographic techniques to stimulate a trip to the

moon, and discusses the physical characteristics of

the moon. ( McGraw-Hill
)

gr. 4-6.

Gravity and How It Effects Us. mp, 14 min, color and
b&w. Uses animation and live photography to show
the importance of gravity, the effects of gravity on

various bodies on earth, and the laws of gravity as

formulated by Isaac Newton. (EBF) gr. 4-9.

Gravity: The Mighty Pull, mp, 13 min, color. Explains

the basic principles of gravitational attraction that

relate to the earth, the other planets, and the sun.

(United World) gr. 4-9.

How Mamj Stars, mp, 17 min, color. Emphasizes the

vastness of space and the large number of stars in

known galaxies. (Moody Inst, of Science) gr. 7-12,

col.

How Vast Is Space? mp, 18 min, color. Presents an

overview of the geography of space with emphasis

upon concepts concerning the relative sizes and
distances in the universe—from atoms to stars.

( Atlantis Films
) gr. 7-12, col.

How We Know the Earth Moves, mp, 12 min, color

and b&w. Uses models and animation to demon-
strate proof that the earth rotates on its axis and
revolves about the sun. (Film Assoc, of Calif.) gr.

4-9.

How We Know the Earth's Shape, mp, 10 min, color

and b&w. Reviews the past and present theories

about the earth's shape, and describes the means of

gathering scientific evidence, including use of earth

satellites, to test present theories relating to the

earth's shape. (Film Assoc, of Calif.) gr. 4-9.
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Mystery of the Sun. mp, 26 min, b&w. Presents re-

search findings to 1959 relative to the influence of

the activity of the sun's corona on radio trans-

mission on earth. (Carousel Films) gr. 7-12, col.

Mystery of Time, mp, 40 min, color. Presents Dr. Irwin

Moon using examples from astronomy and sequences

of high speed and time-lapse photography to show

that time and space are relative standards of

reference. (Moody Inst, of Science) gr. 7-12, col.

Nuclear Radiation in Outer Space, mp, 17 min, color

and b&w. Stresses that radiation in outer space is a

major hazard to manned space exploration. (Cenco

Films) gr. 10-12, col.

Our Neighbors in Space. 2 fs, Part A: 29 fr. Part B:

38 fr, color. Part A, Pathways to the Planets shows

the orbits of the planets in the solar system and the

distance of each from earth. Part B, Space Ship to

the Planets reviews the various physical problems

resulting from space travel. (Scribner's and Sons)

gr. 4-12";

Planet Earth: Force of Gravity, mp, 28 min, color.

Portrays the historical development of concepts

relating to gravity and modern theories which ex-

plain the phenomenon; shows techniques used to

study gravity; and describes the interacting forces

among the various bodies in space. ( McGraw-Hill

)

gr. 7-12, col.

Planet Earth: Radio Waves, mp, 27 min, color. Uses

animation and live-action photography to review

the development of man's knowledge of radio

waves to depict the use of man-made radio waves

in communications and research, and to present a

number of studies of the natural radio waves which
originate in space. (McGraw-Hill) gr. 7-12, col.

Planet Earth: Shape of the Earth, mp, 28 min, color.

Employs animation and live-action photography to

describe early concepts of the earth's shape; to trace

the development of latitude and longitude as meas-

ures of positions on the earth; and to show the con-

stant refinement in means of enabling man to de-

termine the earth's shape more exactly. (McGraw-
Hill) gr. 7-12, col.

Planet Earth: The Nearest Star, mp, 28 min, color.

Develops through animation, time-lapse, and live-

action photography the early concepts of the inter-

relation of the sun and man, the development of

the modern concepts of the place of the sun in the

universe, the modem methods of studying the sun,

and the ways events on the sun influence the earth

and life on it. (McGraw-Hill) gr. 7-12, col.

Portrait of the Sun. mp, 19 min, color. Describes, using

live-action photography and animation, the sun's

physical characteristics and how these are investi-

gated; and, additionally stresses the sun's importance

to all living things. ( Academy Films ) gr. 4-9.

Solar System, mp, 11 min, color and b&w. Names the

planets, gives their relative sizes, and distances from

the sun, and presents the forces working within the

solar system. (Coronet) gr. 4-12.

The Sun's Energy, mp, 16 min, color. Explains why
the sun's energy is the basis of all life on earth and

the source of all the earth's energy. (Academy
Films

)
gr. 4-9.

Understanding Our Universe, mp, 11 min, color and

b&w. Presents an historical overview of man's dis-

covery and knowledge of the universe. (Coronet)

gr. 4-12.

Universe, mp, 28 min, b&w. Shows Dr. Donald Mac-

Rae, professor of astronomy at the University of

Toronto, in a night-long vigil at David Dunlap Ob-

scrvator\', as he explores the solar system, the Milky

Way, and other galaxies. (Contemporary Films) gr.

7-12, col.

What Do We See in the Sky? mp, 11 min, color and

b&w. Depicts Freddy drawing pictures of things he

sees in the sky and learning about the sun, moon,

planets, and constellations from his father. (Coro-

net) gr. 1-6.

Space Research
The Astronomer, mp, 16 min, color. Introduces the

variety of work done by an astronomer and briefly

surveys the instruments and techniques he employs.

(IFB) gr. 7-12.

The Big Bounce, mp, 15 min, color. Uses animation and

live-action photography to describe Project Echo,

a joint experiment of the Bell Telephone Company
and NASA. (Bell Telephone System) gr. 4-12.
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Down to Earth, mp, 13 min, color. Explains how the

re-entiy problem of space vehicles was solved to

prevent them from burning up upon return to the

earth's atmosphere. (Modern Talking Pictures) gr.

10-12, col.

Exploring the Edge of Space, mp, 19 min, color. Pre-

sents the work being done in space exploration by
manned and unmanned balloons. (Educ. Testing

Service) gr. 7-12.

Galileo, mp, 14 min, color and b&w. Presents Galileo

as the father of modern observational astronomy;

portrays his break with Aristotelian tradition; and
indicates the resulting conflicts with authority.

(Coronet) gr. 7-12.

How We Explore Space, mp, 17 min, color. Shows how
the reflecting telescope and its camera, spectra-

scope, and photocell attachments are used to ex-

plore the land forms, temperature, and atmosphere

of space bodies. ( Film Assoc, of Calif.
)
gr. 7-12, col.

Inquisitive Giant, mp, 28 min, b&w. Describes the

operation of the radio telescope at Jodrell Bank,

England, designed to reveal new information about

the heavens and clarify existing concepts of space.

(Contemporary Films) gr. 10-12, col.

Measuring Large Distances, mp, 30 min, b&w. Portrays

methods of determining the distance across a river,

of a satellite above the earth, between points on the

earth, from earth to the moon, from earth to the sun,

and from the earth to a star. (PSSC and Modern
Learning Aids

)
gr. 10-12, col.

Outer Space—The Newest Frontier, is, 46 fr, color.

Shows the activity currently underway to explore

man's latest frontier and projects possibilities for

future exploration. (Eye Gate) gr. 4-9.

Planet Earth: Research by Rockets, mp, 29 min, color.

Employs animation and live-action photography to

describe ways rockets are used in geophysical re-

search in the upper atmosphere and indicates some
of the recent findings from rocket research. (Mc-
Graw-Hill) gr. 7-12, col.

Planet Earth: Science in Space, mp, 28 min, color. In-

dicates through animation and live-action photo-

graphy the techniques employing satellites in re-

search, the types of data collected, and potential

future uses of the satellite as a research tool. (Mc-
Graw-Hill) gr. 7-12, col.

Radio Astronomy in Australia, mp, 18 min, color. Il-

lustrates the radio telescopy experiments in Austra-

lia in locating radio wave generating regions of the

sun, predicting magnetic storms, charting of radio

stars by the Mills Cross technique, and in identify-

ing and completing the pattern of the Milky Way
spiral nebula. (Australian Net Film Bd.

) gr. col.

Reaching into Space, mp, 14 min, color. Surveys, using

animation and live-action photography, the history

of man's attempts at flight with emphasis on rockets;

and discusses some of the uses of rockets in modem
space research. (IFB) gr. 7-12.

Reahn of the Galaxies, mp, 18 min, color. Presents the

work of Dr. Allan Sandage, Professor of Astronomy
at California Institute of Technology, in his efforts

to determine the distance to the galaxy M33 in the

constellation of Triangulum; and briefy discusses

the nature of the stars, sun, nebulae, and galaxies.

(Educ. Testing Service) gr. 7-12.

Space Scientist, mp, 11 min, color. Presents a demon-
stration of the uses of an inhabited space research

laboratory chamber and the research carried on in

the chamber. (Neubacher Films) gr. 4-9.

Stars and Star Systems, mp, 15 min, b&w. Describes

the universe and locates the Solar System in the

Milky Way Galaxy; other galaxies are briefly de-

scribed and located; several variable stars are shown;

and the theory of the expanding universe is high-

lighted. (EBF) gr. 7-12, col.

Story of Palomar. mp, 39 min, color. Records the build-

ing and operation of the 200-inch Hale telescope at

the Palomar Observatorv in California. (EBF) gr.

10-12, col.

Tommy Looks at Space, mp, 19 min, b&w. Sui-veys the

development of space suits from Wiley Post's suit

to that of the U. S. Astronauts in 1960. (Sterling

Movies) gr. 10-12.

Wliat Are Stars Made Of? mp, 15 min, color. Explores,

using live-action photography, the kind of questions

astronomers seek to solve, their methods and tools

for finding solutions, and the new questions each
investigation raises. (IFB) gr. 7-12.
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Technological

Piracy

Raymond Wyman

School of Education

University of Michigan

THE advertisements and directions that go with

modem educational tools such as recorders, duplica-

tors, cameras and projectors are very intriguing. Para-

phrased, they might read like this:

"Place the record to be copied on the turntable,

connect the plug from the turntable to the jack on
the recorder viarked "phono" and make an exact

copy that can he played countless times."

"To record a radio program for any subsequent use,

connect the special cable supplied with the recorder

to the loud-speaker terminals and record as usual."

"To copy a page of print for posting, testing, passing

around a class or for any other purpose, simply put
the original face up with a piece of the caiyy paper
over it and feed the two into the machine . .

."

"To project an enlarged picture on the screen, insert

the magazine in the machine and . .

."

"To make a transparency for overhead projection

from any opaque printed material simply . .

."

"To make a colored slide from a picture in a maga-
zine or book, attach the camera to the stand . .

."

"To make a lantern slide from a map . .

."

Now wait a minute! We are preparing our students

not only for a world of technology but also for a world

of mortality, law, ethics and creativity. Deliberate

piracy of the creative work of others without per-

mission even for so worthy a cause as education, may
be stifling creativity, doing financial harm to those

who have created valuable things, and inadvertantly

setting a poor example for our students.

There is also a legal aspect that should be consider-

ed although it has not been common to prosecute

teachers for infractions of the copyright law.

Many things worth copying and using for education-

al purposes in classrooms are protected by the Copy-

right Law.

Most teachers feel that as long as they do not sell

copies, that their copying is legal. Probably the selling

of copies would be a sure way to get prosecuted as an

infringer, but law breaking without getting caught is

hardly one of the seven cardinal principles.

What does the Copyright Law say? Few teachers

who make constant use of copyrighted material have

ever read it. A complete copy can be obtained from the

Register of Copyrights or the Superintendent of Docu-

ments for twenty-five cents. Some parts of it apply

directly to teachers.

Copyright holders are given the exclusive right to

"print, reprint, publish, copy, and vend the copy-

righted work." They also have all rights to translate

it. They also have exclusive right to, "deliver, authorize

the delivery of, read, or present the copyrighted work
in public for profit if it be a lecture, sermon, address

or similar production . .
." This might indicate that

profit or selling coupled with reproduction was neces-

sary for violation, and most teachers seem to have this

idea. However, there is another section which gives

exclusive right to the copyright owner to, "make or

procure the inaking of any transcription or record

thereof by or from which, in whole or in part, it may
in any manner or by any method be exhibited, deliver-

ed, presented, produced, or reproduced." This would
seem to make infringers of the many teachers who
reproduce material without selling it.

One characteristic of good teachers is the wise use

of illustrative material in their classrooms. The use of

such material should be encouraged to promote good

education. Copyrighted material is easily identified

by the copyright notice including the date and name
of the proprietor. Some guidelines for using copy-

righted material should help teachers avoid possible

conflicts with the law or their conscience.

Copyrighted books, pamphlets, periodicals, docu-

ments, maps, slides, recordings, music, plays, tests,

etc. should not be duplicated in any way for any pur-

pose, other than reviews, without express permission

from the copyright owner. A possible form for this

permission is attached.

Most proprietors, when asked, seem to be willing

and pleased to have their works reproduced for class-

room instructional purposes, when credit is given.

continued on page 544
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tapes specially designed

for hard classroom use!

New idea for language labs . .

.

TAPED FOREIGN BROADCASTS HELP

SYRACUSE STUDENTS IMPROVE ORAL SKILLS!

Broadcasts from foreign countries

enable students to hear many
voices speak their native language

on current-interest topics. These

broadcasts, included in language

lab programming at Syracuse

University, spark student inter-

est, add classroom variety and aid

in developing oral skills.

SjTacuse is believed first to in-

clude a short wave radio receiver

in its lab facilities and to tape

foreign broadcasts regularly for

convenient use in laboratory

classwork, according to William

P. Hillgartner, supervisor of re-

cording for the university's Audio-

visual Center.

In evaluating the over-all Syra-

cuse lab program, new this year,

Mr. Hillgartner reports: "Lan-

guage laboratories seem to be the

optimum method for teaching

oral skills. They are a radical im-

provement over traditional meth-

ods of improving students' abil-

ities to speak a foreign language.
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Class interest and retention have

improved significantly."

TEACH 14 LANGUAGES
The Syracuse labs, installed in

January, 1962, are operated by

the Audiovisual Center and are

utilized by all six of the univer-

sity's language departments. The
departments include Classics

(Greek and Latin), German,
Hindi, Japanese, Romance
(French, Italian, Portuguese and

Spanish) and Slavic (Polish, Rus-

sian, Serbo-Croatian, Slavic and

Ukrainian). In addition, the Eng-

lish Department is considering

use of the labs for foreign student

courses.

Each foreign language depart-

ment, in programming its courses,

records most of the structured

drills and tests used in course

work. Already, since lab use

began, 75 hours of teaching ma-
terials have been put on tape.

Instructors hold regular classes in

the lab rooms. Listening and prac-

tice periods apart from scheduled

classes are also required in most

courses.

FIVE LAB CLASSROOMS
The new Syracuse language labs

include five classrooms plus a

control room and soundproof

studio. Two of the rooms have

24 positions, two have 30 posi-

tions, and the largest lab accom-

modates 87 students. These labs

are housed in a new building

especially designed for them.

In the lab classrooms, students

control their individual practice

tapes by remote control from

their booths. The reels of tape

themselves are in record-playback

equipment mounted in wall racks.

The type of recording tape for

these constantly used practice

tapes is new Scotch® brand
No. 282 Sandwich Tape.

SANDWICH CONSTRUCTION
EXTENDS WEAR LIFE UP
TO 30 TIMES

New "Scotch" No. 282 Sandwich

Tape outwears ordinary tapes by

up to 30 times because of a micro-

thin plastic shield over the record-

ing surface.

This protective coating keeps

the recording oxides from touch-

ing recorder heads, prevents rub-

off and drastically reduces ma-
chine maintenance.

High-potency oxides in the new
sandwich tape assure fuU-fidelity

recording. Close-tolerance manu-
facturing makes consistent uni-

formity a certainty inch after

inch, reel after reel, year after

year.

The strong polyester backing

withstands rough handling, re-

sists tearing even when nicked or

scratched, and is unaffected by
temperature and humidity ex-

tremes sometimes encountered in

storage and shipment.

NEW AUDIO-LINGUAL GUIDE
FOR LANGUAGE INSTRUCTORS
"A Measure of Language: The
Testing Phase," third in a series

of taped programs on language

teaching, describes the audio-

lingual testing and grading pro-

cedures ofmany language teachers

WlBSt^^L""^- interviewed in

WwwMmdB'i--- their schools.

This 45-min-

ute taped re-

port, plus a 10-

page booklet,

"Beginning
Audio-Lingual Testing Guide,"

is yours for only $2.25. Just send

check or money order to Mag-
netic Products Division, Dept.

MCG-92, Box 3300, 3M Company,
St. Paul 19, Minn.

"SCOTCM" AND THE PIAIO DESIGN ABE REOISTERED TRADEMARKS OF
MINNESOTA MINING AND MANUFACTURING CO., ST, PAUL 19, MINN, EXfORTt

99 PARK AVE.. NtM VORK. CANAOAi LONDON, ONTARIO. Q L96r, 3M CO.

New language iab facilities at Syracuse University were installed early

this year. Included are five clossrooms with a total of 195 student positions.

nriBgnetic Products Division
3m
HCOmPANY
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continued from page 541

Teachers should feel free and encouraged to quote
copyrighted material in lectures or read such material

in class in any quantity for any prupose with onl\- oral

reference to the source.

Teachers should feel free to cut out material (tear

sheets) from copyrighted magazines and newspapers
to mount in any way to pass around a class, use on a

study table or post on a bulletin board. Although
projection of such material by an opaque projector or

reflectoscope is apparently making a copy, even though

it is a fleeting one on a screen, it seems doubtful

that permission is necessary for this common activity.

Teachers may assign student reading of copyrighted

material in the original copyrighted form that is avail-

able in sufficient numbers and in convenient locations.

But, copies should not be made on school duplicators

to avoid the purchase of sufficient copies from school

funds.

Even though material has never been copyrighted,

common law seems to guarantee the creator of it

with all rights to reproduce it for profit. Apparently

material not copyrighted can be copied or reproduced

for the various uses of a teacher other than making a

profit. It would however seem appropriate and only

a matter of ethics to indicate the source whenever it is

exhibited or used.

Some material is in the public domain and it may be

reproduced without pemnission from anyone. (A
teacher would still want to give credit to the origi-

nator. ) Any material not bearing a complete copyright

notice is probably in the public domain. (Common
law provisions may prevent another from making a

profit on it. ) Some items with a copyright notice have

not actually been copyrighted. This would require

a search at the Register of Copyrights. Works on which

the copyright has expired are in the public domain.

Copyrights expire in twenty-eight years if not renewed

for an additional twenty-eight years. It would seem

safe to use any material copyrighted more than fifty-six

years ago. Some newspapers are not copyrighted. The
official publications of the United States and most

States are in the public domain, although this may not

apply to some of their agencies. Works also go into

the public domain when the originator allows his work

to be infringed repeatedly without protest. Authors

may also dedicate their work to the public. Material

once in the public domain may never be copyTighted.

The outlines of land bodies are now so well known
that they are considered in the public domain even

though all the rest of a map may not be copied. U. S.

Government maps are all in the public domain.

The whole purpose of the Copyright Law is to pro-

mote the creation of good literature, music, drama,

art, etc. by guaranteeing the creator of it recognition,

prestige and a reasonable profit from its sale or dis-

tribution. With all of our concern about creativity

among students at this time, teachers would do well to

concern themselves with promoting and rewarding

creativity among educators and others whose work is

used in their classrooms.

©
Fhonodlscs

Cross-Media Kits

Educational Med

,-v/

/"

Charts, Graphs
Programmed
Instruction

Materials

J\ LL materials in the forthcoming Educational

Media Index will be described directly under the ap-

propriate subjects, arranged alphabetically. And all

the types of material (exclusive of standard printed

materials) available on any given subject will be

described in alphabetical order of title, regardless of

the type of material. Tlius the user has all items to-

gether for cross-media reference, comparison, and

selection.

To readily identify the types of media, the series of

symbols shown on this page has been developed.

Every title will be preceded by the appropriate sym-

bol and the type of material further spelled out in the

description.

The Educational Media Council considers the

cross-media approach one means of making this com-

prehensive Index or directory of materials most help-

ful to the user.

The Educational Media Index is a project of the U.S.

Office of Education and the Educational Media Coun-

cil. Its objective is to satisfy an ever increasing need

for a comprehensive source of information on the new-

er media. In planning the Index, which will be uni-

versally used, the Council has sought the help of all

major organizations having a prime concern with

the use of educational media. Basic specifications and

procedures have been devised and a sub-contract for

the first compilatit)n given to the Technical Writing

Service Division of the McGraw-Hill Book Company.

Unexpected Quantity of Materials

Over 100,000 items from over 800 main sources

have been identified. It is estimated that there are

800 additional potential sources of educational media.

The final format of the published Index must await

more complete information on the total volume of

items as well as the number in each classification.
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Films and Kinescopes

Models and Mockups

Phonotapes

Flat Pictures

idex to Use X-Media Approach

Slides and
Transparencies Video Tapes

By J. Edwin Foster

Executive Directen-

Educational Media Council

Filmstrips

However, basic plans for the first series of publications

have been made.

A Series of Sub-Indexes for 1963

The first publication will be available for use in the

Fall of 1963. It will be a series of sub-indexes on sub-

ject areas and/or educational levels. Each sub-index

may be purchased indi\idually. For users requiring the

complete series there will be a Master Title and Index
Guide.

Although the exact number of sub-indexes cannot

yet be determined, it is expected that there will be
approximately twenty. Materials suitable for kinder-

garten through grade 6 will be included in "grade

level" indexes. Those suitable for educational levels

above grade 6 will be included in "subject area" in-

dexes. In addition, provision will be made for special

indexes for professional specialties. Teacher Educa-
tion, for example, will be the subject of a volume for

1963. Engineering Education, on the other hand, may
not be published in 1963 but provision will be made
for possible rapid publication at a later date.

Flexibility of System
Electromechanical methods of storing, retrieving,

and printing the information on media will be employ-
ed to the limits of present knowledge and economic
prudence to enable rapid publication and to meet
changing user demands. Continual maintenance of the

system will provide for publication of needed supple-

ments, revisions, and new sub-indexes.

Convenience of Use

—

a Must
Each sub-index will have three parts or sections.

The first and largest one will contain the descriptions

of materials according to subject. It will be used in

the manner of a dictionary or encyclopedia to find

the material available on specific subjects and will

be fully cross referenced.

The section second will be a title index for those

seeking infonnation on specific titles. It will refer the

user to the descriptions in the main body. The last

part will provide the full addresses of the prime

sources of all materials described.

All major classification systems will be utilized in

selecting subject headings and cross references, and
emphasis will be given to current curriculum usage and
terminology.

Inclusive but Non-Selective

Two general criteria are being used to detennine

the eligibility of materials for inclusion: 1) Are they

"educational in nature?" 2) Are they readily available

for use in the United States? No attempt will be made
to be selective or evaluative in regard to material

content or production quality.

The H. W. Wilson Company Cooperates

The H. W. Wilson Company had forewarned the

Educational Media Council that it would be discon-

tinuing the Edttcatiomd Film Guide and Filmstrip

Guide with the 1962 Supplements. The Company is

turning over its files to the EMC and helping in every

possible way. The Library of Congress Card Catalog

Division also has offered full cooperation.

Dependence on Producers, Manufacturers,
and Distributors

The response from the prime sources of educational

materials indicates that they share the feeling of need

and responsibility for a truly comprehensive index

which adequately describes all available educational

materials. The Educational Media Index is being de-

signed to fill a common national educational need. In-

((uiries from abroad reveal that it will attain inter-

national usefulness.
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An Electronic Classroom In Use:

Redwood City, California

by

Dr. Helen Burke

Director, Burke's Reading Clinic

Palto, Alto, California

JT ERHAPS the greatest controversy in education

today is the ability or lack of ability of our students to

read their own native language. The report made by
the Commission on National Goals during the Eisen-

hower administration pointed this up when it called

for recognition of reading as the most important sub-

ject taught in the schools. To the educator, reading is

not only important, but it requires tremendous teach-

ing skills because of the complex nature of the reading

process itself.

Most educators today support in varying degrees the

phonics method—a system of reducing all letters to

combinations of sounds. Although phonetics are once

again taught in almost every school in the nation,

the methotls, the content and the time given to it at

different grade levels varies from teacher to teacher,

from school to school and from one district to another.

There is little imiformity in procedures and often a

great inadeciuacy of material and lack of training for

the teaching of it.

In addition, new teaching techniques and machinery

have been developed in recent years which might

have an application to this problem. One such tech-

nique is an adaptation of the electronic classroom

method which has been so successful in the teaching

of foreign languages. Why, we reasoned, should not a

recorded system of sound work equally well for the

student learning the language skills of his native

tongue.

We finally developed a program especially adapted

for use with an electronic classroom and used it to

teach reading in the elementary grades at the Red-

wood City, California school system. The program

\\as unique in that it divorced phonetics from the

direct teaching of reading and instead combined it

with the teaching of writing and spelling and oral



language skills. Under this new system, phonetics,

along with spelhng and writing, were then to become
a foundation for the development of reading skills.

Working closely with Mrs. Anne Loushin, a first

grade teacher at the Benjamin Franklin Elementary
School in Redwood City, and engineers of the Dicta-

phone Corporation who installed an 18 place "elec-

tronic classroom," the program began in October of

1960 and ran to the end of the school year in June.

Mrs. Loushin's first grade classroom was wired with

18 receiving positions and a standard office dictating

machine. Fifteen minute lessons were prepared at my
Reading Clinic on plastic belts and simply placed in

the machine and received by the pupils through their

individual headsets. The students are aided by special-

ly developed instructional chalk books "Phono-Phonic
Fun."

The first two months were devoted to mastery of the

consonant sounds. From February to June, 19 different

vowel sounds were taught with special emphasis
on mastery of the long and short vowels in words
ranging in difficulty from 1st through 3rd grade. By
May, the majority of the class were so fluent in the

sounding, spelling and writing of monosyllable words
that the last few weeks were devoted to the syllabica-

tion of words.

The advantages of the electronic system of teaching

phonics were noted by Mrs. Loushin. Said Mrs. Lou-
shin: "The teaching of reading gained great speed in a

child's ability to unlock imknown words (juickly. Also,

comprehension grew swiftly. This method of teaching

phonics allows a pupil, who has mastered a less(m,

to supervise groups of children while the teacher is

free to conduct and help another group." And in the

final analysis, Mrs. Loushin noted: "The results of

tliis program, based on several different tests, showed

a high level of achievement in reading, spelling, writ-

ing and language."

One of the most dramatic illustrations of the value

of this electronic phonic system is the type of words
which these Redwood City first graders can read and
spell with ease. For example:

salamander buffalo astronaut

cavity engineer appetite

magazine omitted decorate

catalog refreshments barbecue

rectangle continue porcupine

peppermint daffodils cucumbers
passengers octopus tornado

exhibit permanent organize

spaghetti umbrella microphone

As Mr. Francis Watson, the principal of the school,

comments: "Few first graders anywhere could match
this accomplishment."

Our findings can be simimed up as follows: The
real benefits of this program became apparent as time

passed and the pupils showed sptK"tacular gains in

their power to sound out, write, spell and use words

in sentences. For instance, during the last half of the

year, less time had to be spent in developing new
words for each reading lesson. The pupils either knew
these words already or thev were able to sound them
out quickly and easily by themselves. Also, this facility

ill writing and spelling freed pupils for more creative

writing activities wherein their thinking processes

were less inhibited by writing and si^elling difficulties.

Futhermore, the time formerly devoted to the teaching

of spelling and writing was greatly reduc-ed due to

this program.
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Your BEST BUY in classroom projectors...

AO Spencer Delineascopes!

AO Spencer

OVERHEAD DELINEASCOPE
Superior optical system and 1000-watt
bulb make it possible for the AO
Overhead Delineascope to project
more light on the screen than any
other overhead in its class and price

range. Vou project a 10" x 10" trans-

parency up to a big 177 square foot

screen image . . . clearly and crisply.

Rotating (360°) projection head,
transparency roll attachment vk-ith

convenient tension adjustment and
many more exclusive performance
advantages make it your best buy in

Overhead projectors.

AO Spencer

OPAQUE DELINEASCOPE
The AO High-speed Opaque Delinea-

scope sets the performance standards

for all opaque projectors. Improved
large-diameter coated projection ob-

jective delivers a full 145 lumens to

the screen. Projected image has clear

definition from edge to edge and from
corner to corner of the screen. All-

glass reflecting mirrors won't tarnish

or discolor. Weighs only 29 lbs. —
easily portable. Don't buy any opaque
projector until you have had a demon-
stration of the AO Spencer Opaque
Delineascope.

AO Spencer

6K DELINEASCOPE

The AO GK has been imitated, but
never equalled. An audio-visual work-
horse . . . projects any size slide, from
3'/4" X 4" to 2" X 2", in any size room
or auditorium. Scientific alignment of
entire optical system provides uniform
screen illumination ... no hot spots,

no corner color fringes.

Send for literature describing these three outstanding AO Delineascopes!

American ^ Optical
COMPANY

INSTKUMfNT DIVISION. BUFFALO 15, NEW YORK

Dept. 1241
Gentlemen:
Please send literature onr

AO Spencer Overhead Delineascope
AO Spencer Opaque Delineascope
AO Spencer GK Delineascope

Name
|

Address
|

Ciry Zone State |

._J

1

XEnS
continued from page 520

H. Wilson Awards
AV Scholarships
Four summer school scholarsliips liave

been awarded by the H. Wilson Com-
pany, "not to the professional audio-
visualist, but rather to the classroom
teacher who has a sincere audiovisual
interest." Two of the winners are John
Schopbach and Gary Bennett, teachers

in the Park Forest, Illinois schools.

Two additional winners, selected by
the DAVI scholarship committee
headed by Margaret Divizia, are

Grant R. Gary, Sherman Oaks, Cali-

fornia, and Milton G. Van Vlack, West
Hartford, Conn. Gary is chairman of

a Junior High School science depart-
ment, \'an Vlack a social studies

teacher and AV coordinator for the
Sedwich Junior High School.

Winners must enroll in two A-V
courses in a school of their choice and
must use the funds during the summer
in which they are awarded. The two
Illinois winners enrolled in summer
school at Colorado State College in

Greeley. Wilson announced that the
firm intends to continue these A-V
summer school grants for at least five

years.

Picture Shooters vs
Bullet Shooters
The Photographic Society of America
has sent a resolution to the National

Park Service and other government
agencies protesting a proposal to open
the National Parks for public hunting
of wild games. The resolution reads:

"Because the wildlife in our Na-
tional Parks and Monuments provides

unexcelled opportunities for picture-

taking to millions of visitors from all

over the world, and

"Because these pictures and the

very act of taking such pictures con-

tribute substantially to a better imder-
standing and enjoyment of National

Parks and Monuments, and

"Because opening such lands to pub-
lic hunting would tend to drive wild-

life away from the roads and camp-
sites and into remote and relatively

inaccessible areas,

"Therefore, the Board of Directors

of the Photographic Societ)' of Amer-
ica opposes public hunting in the Na-
tional Parks and Monuments."
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SOUND LEARNING LIVING SOUND H^^BDB
CALIFONE
TAPE

Now, a complete

line to meet every

requirement for Education,

D|"i^i^DP\r"DC Industry and

l\Lv/V/r\L/LF\0 the Professions.

IN SCHOOLS—for drama, public speak-

ing, orchestra, glee club, and for

classroom programming.

IN INDUSTRY— for in-plant audio-visual

training, automation processes, back-

ground music and company dances.

IN THE PROFESSIONS— broadcasting,

advertising agencies, dance studios.

* COMET 70-TA. A versatile monaural recorder at a modest price. $199.50

* LEXICON 71-TA. Superbly engineered instrument for classroom, audi-

torium and athletic field $279.50.

+ STEREO 73-T. Topmost performance in monaural to 4-track stereo
recording and playback $329.50. (tVlicr. extra).

* MASTER 75-TC. Has 73-T features PLUS stereo/monaural headphone
listening for up to 10 students $349.50. (Headphones extra).

* QUADRECORDER 74-T. 4-track, 4-channel special purpose recorder
with simultaneous 4-track record or playback. (IVIicr. extra). $695.00.

)f:QUADRECORDER 74-TT. ALL TRANSISTORIZED. 4-track, 4-channel
special purpose recorder, with minimal size and weight. (IVIicr. extra).

Price available upon request.

ALL PRICES QUOTED ARE SCHOOL/ PROFESSIONAL NET COSTS.

* ASK FOR RHEEM CALIFONE PROFESSIONAL QUALITY MAGNETIC RECORDING TAPE.

EXCLUSIVE MANUFACTURER OF SELECTIVE AUDIO PRODUCTS FOR EDUCATION

leenO o ^ 1 i fo r^ CORPORATION

5922 BOWCROFT STREET, LOS ANGELES 16, CALIFORNIA / DEPT. ES-9
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FILMSTRIPS

by Irene F. Cypher

Filmstrips To Use
What good are materials until they

are used? The only reason producers

make materials is in the fond hope
that these same materials will find

their way into the hands of some
teacher who is trying to convey in-

formation to pupils. Now teachers

and pupils are usually foimd function-

ing in that peculiar entity called a

"school." This means that instructional

materials must find a way into a

school—and thereon hangs our lament.

We have covered a good many
miles, met many people and observed

many schools in action. We regret to

say that we are NOT pleased with all

that we have seen. It would not be
fair to place the blame on any one

group of educators; it would not be

fair to make a blanket statement to

the effect that teachers are at fault;

it would not be fair to state that

school boards and communities are

entirely at fault. BUT—something is

wrong somewhere! There is a lot of

good, useful, instructional material

that is not in the hands of teachers,

that is not being used with pupils

who need it and who would benefit

by having it to study, read and ob-

serve.

Some of the trouble may perhaps be

due to the fact that information about

material does not get to the people

who need it. What happens to some
catalogs is a mystery. They go into

wastebaskets, file drawers and refer-

ence shelves and that is the last you

hear of it! Something is drastically

needed in the way of better resource

files and systems of circulating cur-

rent catalogs to the ones who can best

use them.

Some of the trouble may perhaps be

due to the fact that there is still much
to be done before we can say that

schools have functioning instructional

materials centers. There are many
who still seem to think that teachers

know what is available by means of

osmosis communication. The teacher

needs a place to which she can go for

help and a system by means of which

materials can be brought to her when

.she needs them.

Some of the trouble may perhaps

be due to the fact that materials are

actually purchased, but repose on nice

shelves, in orderly arrangement. They
stay there because teachers do not

really know where these same ma-
terials can be fitted into new curricu-

lum plans; do not know about new
techniques of presenting information

by means of new devices.

This may sound like a recapitulation

of blocks to better teaching methods.

That is what it is intended to be—for

we have not reached the millenium

and there is need to do a lot of good

plain teacher training. There is need

for better understanding of the way
different types of materials can be co-

ordinated and made effective. The
problem is not one that affects one

area or one level of work. It applies in

all subject areas and at all grade

levels. Learning today is not a matter

of mere reading; it is a matter of

reading the printed word and the

visualized image; it is a matter of

sounds and action as well. Much as it

distresses us to say this, we are of the

opinion tliat there is need for a lot

of educators to get busy and help

classroom teachers find out how to use

the materials that can be secured from

a wide variety of sources.

Consonant Sounds (8 filmstrips,

color; produced b\ Jam Handy Org.,

2821 East Grand' Blvd., Deb'oit 11,

Mich.; $45 per set, $5.75 single

strips). The young child in grades

kindergarten to first grade always

faces the major problem of learning

to identify letters and the sounds that

represent letters. In this series he is

introduced to consonants (both initial

and final), to ending sounds and to

plural, possessive and compound word
sounds. The eye of this young learner

will be attracted b\- Chip, the delight-

ful little animal, who introduces him
to the soimds; he will then be led to

see how .sounds are made and what
these different sounds represent. Of
course all this is to show him how he
uses sounds in his daily conversation,

and why it is important to be able to

use sounds to build words. The ma-
terial is well keyed to the age level

for which it is planned and can be
used in a normal way to help young
pupils find their way to lietter langu-

age skills.

Countries Of Eastern Europe (9

filmstrips, color; produced by Eye
Gate House, Inc., Jamaica .35, New
York). All too little information has

come to us recently about the c<jun-

tries of this area, and the material will

be found u.seful. The countries in-

cluded are Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia,

Poland, Hungary and Rumania. In

each instance the plan is to indicate

how the resources of these countries

are contributing to modern world

economy; also to shov\' hou- land and
people are interrelated and how people

toda\ are working to Ijuild up a bet-

ter means of earning their livelihood.

Important trade and cultural centers

are indicated and some indication is

given of how governments are organ-

ized. The material is planned for mid-

dle and upper grade social science

units and is timely.

H/g/i School Mathematics Club (9

filmstrips, color; produced by Film-

strip-of-the-Month Clubs, Inc.; 3.55

Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y.;

S33 per club, see catalog for details

of special price groupings). Good
visuals are important in the presenta-

tion of algebra and geometry. In this

series the visuals are well organized

and helpful. Triangles, equations, log-

arithms and the laws of probability

fall into place and explanatoins are

simple. Because the pupil is encour-

aged to think about the facts he is

viewing, the subject matter of each

unit takes on meaning and practicality

for him. Titles include 'Common Solu-

tion to Two Linear Equations, "Paral-

lelograms and Their Properties," "The
Slope of A Line," "E,\ponents and
Logarithms," and "An Introduction

to Probability." These are not film*

strips to be used one time and then

put on a shelf; they are' the type of

filmstrips that will be most effective

if used continually as lessons progress,

and should be made available to

teachers for the period during which
pupils are actually learning to use the

information. Well planned for junior

and senior high levels.

'Sepal (Sound color filmstrip and
58 color photographs with text on two
7-in. 33 1/3 rpm. records; produced

bv International Comunications Foun-

dation, 90.33 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly

Hills, Calif; $9.00 per unit with film-

strip, S4.95 for picture unit). Again

we have an example of a kit or set

of materials which present an op-

portunity for teacher and pupils to

study about a countr\'. The fact that

there is a variety of materials makes
it possible to use this kit in a variety

of v\'ays. The pictures give us a good
insight into the geography and types

of peoples living in this area of the

world. The fact that there is a eo-
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ordinated narration means that ac-

curate information is supplied about

their pictures. The fihnstrip of course

gives a sequential story about the land

and the people. Few travelers have

been to this land high in the Hima-

layas and there is much of interest to

be learned from the material. Very

good for social studies in the middle

and upper grades.

Punctuation (4 filmstrips, color;

produced by Filmstrip House, 432

Park Avenue South, New York 16,

N. Y.; $20 per set, $15 if purchased

with others in Language Arts Series).

Without correct punctuation, com-

munication can be a matter of great

concern. We need to know how to

use all forms of punctuation if we are

to read and write correctly. Here the

producer has prepared very clear and

simple directions for the use of the

period, question mark, comma, semi-

color, etc. The pupil is given an op-

portunity to see and consider these

different forms of punctuation. He is

then directed to exercises using these

forms, and encouraged to think of

ways of becoming more familiar with

them in his own writing. Again we
have an instance of material that is

intended for use during lessons in

the classroom, and which should be

made available to the teacher for daily

work. Good for middle and upper

grades.

The Passing Series Package (5

filmstrips, with teachers guides and

drivers' guides; developed by Traffic

Safety and Highway Improvement
Dept. of Ford Motor Co., and avail-

able from National Mailing Corp.,

6201 Grand River, Detroit 8, Michi-

gan; $9.75 per set, additional guides

at quantity prices ) . The problem of

driver education is important in mod-
ern day life, and these strips have

been prepared in an attempt to give

basic information needed by all

drivers. The material is good for any

group and the facts arc well presented.

Titles include "Basic Passing," "Haz-

ard On The Side," "Being Passed,"

"Oncoming Car," and "Urban Pass-

ing." As the producer states, in each

instance there is material for student

orientation, actual teaching, and then

review of what has been taught. Prob-

lems are presented and the student

driver is encouraged to think about

about how he would .solve the prob-

lem in his own driving. At all times

the situation is seen from the eye posi-

tion of the driver and the series is a

very practical, well organized teach-

ing unit.

New Sylvania Electronic Viewfinder cam-
era—with built-in monitor— permits per-

fect picture composition. Lets you control

precisely the quality of the picture your

students will see on remote classroom
monitors.

Never before has a Viewfinder camera for

private TV systems been available at a

price schools can really afford. It's the

newest addition to Sylvania Direct Wire
TV. . . one of the lowest-cost, easiest-to-use

private TV systems.

Sylvania Direct Wire TV helps overcome
the teacher and classroom shortage.

Makes it easy to teach large groups. Effec-

tive in showing lab experiments, micro-

scope slides, and complex demonstrations.

Write for free Educational TV Manual

This manual has been carefully planned and

written for school administrators and other

interested personnel.lt is

a thorough, up-to-date

^1 -^-
•,
ijiM study of the value of

__4^^j«^^^^J television m education
/ ^^^^^^^^^1 today. Discusses how TV

can solve vital problems

of today's overcrowded

S^aVANIA
CENEfiAL TELEPHONE iELECTRONICS ^

schools. Answers many common questions

about TV in education. Tells whatTV can bring

to the classroom. Explains how schools can

plan for TV. Describes equipment, and gives

basic information on how TV is transmitted

and received— all in nontechnical language.

This 32-page manual is the result of exten-

sive research, and is the most complete and

concise study ever

offered. It should

serve as a valuable

guide and introduc-

tion to one of the

most significant

technological devel-

opments in educa-

tion since the in-

vention of print-

ing. Write today!

Sylvania Home & Commercial Electronics Corp.

Marketing Subsidiary of

Sylvania Electric Products Inc.

730 Third Ave., Dept. K New York 17, N. Y.

Please send more information on

Sylvania's new low-cost Electronic

Viewfinder camera.

Please send Sylvania's new Educational

TV l^anual and more information on

how to arrange a free visual commu-
nication survey for my school.

Name -

I
School

I Address-

I City _Zone State-
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PHOTOPLAY FILMSTRIPS
In full color

$7.50
each

ANY THREE TITLES

$19.75

Ulyssas—In full color, 64 frames, a pic-

torial guide to the new Paramount screen

version of Homer's Odyssey, produced in

Italy. An invaluable aid to the study of

the classic. $7.50.

Th* Viklngi—In full color, A7 frames,

based on the Kirk Douglas production,

$7.50. With guide, $7.80.

A Lassen in Mythology—Explains Andro-
meda, the Minotaur, Iphigenia, etc., based
on M-G-M's The living Idol. 25 frames,

color. $7.50.

Knights of tha Round Tabia—A set of

two filmttrips. Part One, black-and-white,

25 frames, explains the background of the

story, its theme, its significance as on early

ottempt to organize a league of nations.

Part Two, full color, 28 frames, tells the

ilory of the great legend, based on the

M-G-M photoplay. $7.50.

Advanturas of Robinson Crusoe—In full

color, 50 frames, a clear pictorial guide to

the Defoe classic, based on the United

Artists screen version. $7.50.

Tha Gloss Slipper—The charming fairy

tale of Cinderella, told in a new way,

based on the M-G-M photoplay. 36 frames

in full color. $7.50. With guide, $7.80.

Romeo and Juliet—Shakespeare's great

love story illustrated in color from the

J. Arthur Rank production filmed on loca-

tion in Verona and other Italian cities.

44 frames. $7.50. With guide, $7.80.

Hansel and Gratal—In full color, 42

frames, the highlights of the beloved fairy

tale as performed by the charming Kine-

mins of Michael Myerberg's screen version,

released by RKO Radio Pictures. $7.50.

Greatest Show en Earth—In full color, a

lively pictorial guide to the circus, based on

Cecil B. DeMille's Technicolor Academy
Award -winning photoplay. 40 frames.

$7.50.

Money-Back Guaranfeef

Alexander the Great—Biography of the first man to conquer the civilized world,

based on the photoplay. Shows Alexander's effort to unite Europe and Asia, o

task with which the U.N. is still faced. 55 frames. $7.50. With guide, $7.80.

Richard III—Based on Laurence Olivier's colorful screen version of Shokespeore's

famous play. 48 frames. $7.50. With guide, $7.80.

In Black and White:

Julius Caesar, set of 2 filmstrips in black-

and-white, presenting 97 scenes in the

M-G-M screen version of the play. $7.00.
With guide, $7.30.

Columbus—Black-and-white, based on the

J. Arthur Rank production starring Fredric

March. 55 Frames. $3.00.

EDUCATIONAL & RECREATIONAL GUIDES, Inc. • 105 New England Avenue, Summit, New Jersey
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AV
in the Church Field

by William S. Hockman

Vocation Series Released

Cathedral Films has produced for

the Vocational Guidance Committee
of the Department of The Ministry

of the National Council of Churches
(NCC), 475 Riverside Drive, N.Y.

27, a four-unit filmstrip series entitled,

"Christian Vocation: A Vocational

Guidance Series." The individual titles

are: Youth and The Meaning of Voca-
tion, Youth And The World of Work,
Youth and Church Vocations, Youth
and The Family in Vocational Deci-

sion. Each has 60 some frames, and a

running time of 9 minutes, which in-

eludes several question-discussion

bands. The narration is excellent; the

art in the first and third is by Robert

L. Allen interesting and communica-
tive. In title two Caspar Vaccaro
adopts a stylized cartoon style with

a little flair for humor. In title four

Shirley Johnson's semi-representation-

al art is both pleasing and effective. In

content the style is direct, concise, and
challenging. Youth will sit up and pay
attention to this .series. This series is

not a one-dose deal. They need to be
give a context. Time needs to be taken

for discussion. The Junior Hi years

are not too early to begin—in church

school, in fellowship, in summer con-

ferences, in retreats, and youth ral-

lies. For further information and price,

write to the NCC above.

Missing The Moment To Act
Some 12 denominations teamed up

to make the Roger Tilton Films, Inc.,

produce the 281/2 minute B&W film.

Moment To Act. Miss Elizabeth Mar-
chant acted as church consultant and
Alex Ferguson of BFC, was Produc-
tion Supervisor. The rental is $8.00
and the distribution will be very wide
since this is one of the Study Films of

the churches for this year.

The church is NOT doing a very

good job with and for persons of 'spe-

cial needs.' Certainly Milly, who came
back to her community and church
after a .sojourn in a mental hospital,

found her church to be about like

mine and even yoiu-s! But in this

film the church misses its moment to

act, and so do a lot of others, also.

We think the film missed its 'mo-

ment,' too. It could have shown us

some constructive action. At least one
or two people could have clicked

when their opportunity came. We
suppose the script just got into this

negative and downward spiral and
had to run its course.

As a churchman I want a film now
and then that accents the positive,

that gets beyond analysis, that shows
someone doing the right thing the

right way. With a lot of film compet-
ing for the rental dollars of the

churches, and a lot of other program
material trying to get used, some of

these films that show everyone strik-

ing out are going to sit on the shelves.

And don't tell us that's the way the

church is! If it's true, we in the

churches will know it better than you!

What will help us is to be shown
plainly what to do. Let us see some-

one bring off the delicate trick of

using their moment to act.

However, this film is highly usable.

It will get and hold attention. It ought

to kick loose a lot of discussion, and
let's hope there is some there who will

know his moment when it comes.

Natural Discussion Starters

The housewife that would like for

her husband to tell her what she can

serve for supper has small problems

compared with the minister who gets

asked about films for his "Men's

Club," his "Young Adult Group," or

that "Senior Hi Fellowship." Not hav-

ing seen the films, we cannot vouch
for their content and technical quali-

ty, but we can say (as a practicing

program consultant in a church) that

here are five films by Concordia

Films, 3558 S. Jefferson Ave., St.

Louis, Mo., which have the 'right'

titles: Race Relations, ChrLitian Hon-
esty, Chri.ttian Stewardship, Christian

Concern In Politics, and Responsibili-

ty—Work or Home. Each is open-end-

ed and designed to get discussion on
the rails and rolling. Each runs about

15 minutes. They are in B&W, and
rent for $6.00. In each a moderator

defines the subject, alerts the audi-

ence to think, and prepares for the

true-to-life dramatic sequence. After

that a panel (on the film) kicks the

ball around a bit, and then the live

audience takes over. There's even a

discussion guide to help the user get

the juice out of them. Let's hope they

are good; they sound useful and ex-

citing.

Mobile Projector Stands

Save Carrying

Here is the sofe and convenient way of

handling and transporting your valuable

projection equipment . . . make it all in

one trip ... no damaging of equipment

. . . moves quietly through corridors.

Models range in height from 23" to 50"

. . . specially designed for A-V and T-V

... oil with two shelves . . . with 2",

3" or 4" casters, or no casters. Sturdy

steel construction. Silver-gray finish. 1

1

Models from $26.80 to $56.60.
Write for complete Audio-Visual Equipment

Catalog just oft the press

JACK C. COFFEY CO., inc.

710 Seventeenth S». NORTH Chicago, III.

J*:.-

'xyyjt/iyX lettCAMx^
Instant Lettering is an incredibly simple
mettiod of lettering—anyone can do it. Self-

adtiesive letters, printed on a special plastic
sheet, are just rubbed down into position on
any art or drawing, wood, paper, glass, acetate,
even crackle finistied metal and rough textured
papers. The finished result is superb—no back-
ground film to letters, clean definition and
sharp color. Letter sizes range from 8 point to
iV2 inch display letters in a wide selection of
type faces. I0"x15" sheet only $1.50

%tnii for sample ond comp/efe type chart

ARTHUR BROWN & BRO., Inc.

2 W. 46th St., New York 36, N. Y.
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AUDIO
by Max U. Bildersee

School Bell Award
A Niitional School Bell Award for dis-

tinguished interpretive reporting on
education has been presented to the

National Broadcasting Company for

its network radio broadcast, "Com-
monsense and Moonshine," an episode

in the "Democracy in America" series

based on de Tocqueville's "Democracy
in America."

The text of the citation grants the

award for "the half-hour documentary
program "Common Sense and Moon-
shine" (from the "Democracy in Amer-
ica" series dramatizing Alexis de Toc-

queville's study of America around

1830), produced in cooperation with

the Fund for Adult Education and the

Division of General Education of New
York University, and broadcast, 8:30-

9:00 p.m. EST, March 21, 1962.

" 'Common Sense and Moonshine'
tells of the discovery by de Tocque-
ville of the universal and sincere faith

in education which has characterized

the American people. The French his-

torian is overheard telling his traveling

companion: 'All the people you see,

to whatever rank of society they be-

long, seem incapable of conceiving

that the advantage of education might

be doubted.'
"

This broadcast is NOT forever lost

to schools! This performance, and the

series of which it is a part, "Democ-
racy in America" was produced in the

studios of the Canadian Broadcasting

Corporation by Andrew Allan. The
programs were written by Lister Sin-

clair and George E. Probst. Professor

Perry Miller sei-ved as consultant to

the project. The lead role, Ale.xis de

Tocqueville, was played by Barry

Morse. Alan King portrays Gustave de
Beaumont.

Schools and libraries can and should

acquire copies of the particular broad-

cast thus cited and the entire .series

for the insight into life in American
and France in the third decade of the

nineteenth century thus offered. The
entire series is published imder the

title "Democracy in America" by

Spoken Word Records of 10 East 39th

Street, New York 16. The fourteen

.sides (seven 12 inch .33.3 rpm discs)

are also available from The American

Foundation of Continuing Education,

19 South La Salle Street, Chicago 3

and from the Audio-Visual Center of

Indiana University at Bloomington,
Indiana.

This recording, like all in the series,

is delicately and superbly performed.
The actors have taken to their roles

the consummate skill of their artistry.

The writing is largely acceptable, al-

though it is occasionally given to long-

ish speeches which are out of keeping
with normal conversation.

The intent is not to present the

niceties of conversation but rather to

depict a period as it was seen through
the eyes of one student and critic,

one observer from another land.

Frequently, explanation of the

standards and attitudes of the period

are put into the mouths of lesser char-

acters. In "Common Sense and Moon-
shine," for instance, it is the New
Yorker talking with de Tocqueville

who pridefully reports "that 97% of

children between the ages of five and
sixteen are receiving instruction in

.school." Perhaps it was de Tocque-
ville's observation or conclusion, but
the same New Yorker says, "a people
that is to govern itself must first edu-

cate itself."

In discussing the need for teachers

and the respect enjoyed by the profes-

sion it is Beaumont, not de Tocque-
ville, who observes, "Education needs
schools; and schools need teachers.

But even in those parts of America
where custom exalts education and the

schools, you will not find a similar re-

spect for the teachers."

It is the Old Teaclier who observes,

"That is why so many teaching in our
schools are men whose mind is set on
something else." Amplifying this in

response to a question from Beau-
mont, the Old Teacher says, "Why,
sir, in that they (the teachers) intend

to become lawyers, ministers, or phy-
sicians. They have been obliged (so to

speak) to resort to teaching, either to

finish their college education or to

earn the means to study what they
consider their real professions."

Benjamin Franklin's statement, "If a

man empties his purse into his head,

no one can take it from him" is used
in support of that section of the

broadcast in which the mechanic do-

nates a thousand dollars toward the

erection of a Normal School, saying,

"How can I help my children better

than by seeing they get decent teach-

ers. If I want to educate my children.

I've got to educate the community
they're living in."

An Old Dilemma

The essence of the broadcast, it

seems, is as applicable today as it

was more tlian a century ago; it de-
picts public respect for education in

the broad sense, the demand for ed-

ucation for all men, and the usual and
contradictory refusal to grant educa-
tion the support it needs. Or have
educators for all this time been unable
to substantiate their requests for sup-

port in a democracy? The latter point

is not discussed in the broadcast and
recording as it is available for distri-

bution to schools today.

"More Than America"
The entire series of recordings—

fourteen in all—are designed to depict

life in the United States more than a

century ago as it was observed through
alien eyes and interpreted through a

friendly alien mind. The first of these

is titled "Where Could I Be Better

Off?" and depicts the arrival of the

French visitors aboard the steamship

"The President" in New York's harbor.

The visitors are entranced with these

picturesque shores as de Tocqueville

sets the pattern for the series saying

that he sees "more than America,"

that he is "trying to make out the

image of democracy itself with its in-

clinations, its prejudices and its pas-

sions."

Through this first script in the

series the authors, George Probst and
Lister Sinclair, set the pattern of sim-

plicity. Our visitors sit through a de-

scription of the several guests at the

boarding house they choose as a tem-

porary domicile and discover the va-

riety of occupations repre.sented in

such an establishment from the day
laborer to the retired Major General,

from the honeymooning couple to the

traveler from the Carolinas.

As they wander through the streets

of New York they are introduced to

this 'land of opportunity' as a man of

property and position describes his

rise from a laborer and fruit peddler

to the owner of a hotel.

Simplicity and Equality

"The Governor in the Boarding

House" is a study of American equali-

ty. De Tocqueville and Beaumont vis-

ited the Governor of New York, in-

troduced through the kind offices of

Judge James Otis Morse. Governor
Enos T. Throop, succes.sor to and
friend of Martin Van Buren, greets

the distinguished visitors most infor-

mally, and discusses a variety of sub-

jects with them from Laffayette to

American simplicity and casual be-

havior as Beaumont and dcTocque-
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ville see yet another aspect of Amer-
ican democracy.

Independence Day, 1831

Listening students will find fascina-

tion and pleasure in the description of

the celebration of "The Fourth of

July In Albany, 1831" as seen through

the eyes of foreign visitors. Honored

by being asked to take part in the

procession and the festivities which

followed, Beaumont and de Tocque-

ville interview the variety of cele-

brants. They talk with the printer who
pridefuUy pointed out that Benjamin

Franklin, known to the visitors as a

diplomat, was by trade a printer. The
printer pointed out, "Old Ben became
a great man, but he was still a printer

trained." In addition, the visitors speak

with a veteran of the Revolutionary

War and others participating in the

parade and learn of the pride with

which each regards and guards Amer-
ican independence.

Further studies include one of

American manners titled "Any Woman
is a Lady" and a study of American

religion titled "The Cement of Democ-
racy." In the former equality is stress-

ed and in the latter religious under-

s-tanding is underscored as it was prac-

tised both within and without prison

walls. The prison warden, having dem-
onstrated the religious rights of each

of the prisoners, underscores the idea

saying, "You'll find a lot of toleration

over here; a lot of toleration!"

Cooperation and Progress

Just as the visitors from France

were impressed with the independent

spirit of Americans, so they were im-

pressed with their ability to work to-

gether towards a common goal. "The
Cold Water Army," is a study in

American progress. The number and
power of voluntary associations in

America astonished the two young vis-

itors from France. Horace Mann is

portrayed as saying, "Be ashamed to

die until you have won some victory

for humanity," in this recording de-

voted to depicting tlie strength and
impetus of American progress.

The recordings continue with "The
Heavenly Pri.son" which details Amer-
ican penal reform as an example of

American reform, "The Tyranny of

the Majority" in which the authors

study American freedom through de
Tocqueville's eyes and .sensitive re-

porting and point out that equality

and liberty, hard-won though they

may be, are not always synonomous
with democratic action for the greatest

benefit of the greatest number of

people.

Education, Press and Law
American education is subjected to

close scrutinv in "Comon Sense and

'
'Nuclear Radiation-Detectors '

'

BLUE RIBBON AWARD WINNER
AT THE 1962

AMERICAN FILM FESTIVAL

Best Biology, Chemistry

and Physics film

of the year

This award winning series, "Nucle-

ar Radiation" is now available on a

preview-to-purchase basis to bonafide

educational and business institutions.

The six quarter hour, 16 mm sound
color films in the series each treat an

Important aspect of this vitally impor-

tant subject of radioactivity, its effects

and uses.

Defectors: For measuring x-rays and
nuclear radiation from the simple ioni-

zation chamber to new solid-state

devices.

Uses in Medicine: Howcobalt
sources and linear accelerators pro-

duce radiation fully controllable and

free of harmful side effects. X-rays

and radio fluoroscope techniques are

featured.

Uses in Earth Studies: How remain-

ing radioactivity is measured to deter-

mine the age of relics and fossils using

Carbon-14 and Potassium Argon dat-

ing techniques.

Uses in Space Studies: Explains the

many kinds of radiation man will en-

counter In his ever-widening explora-

tion of outer space.

Uses in Industry: How inexpensive

and completely portable radio isotope

sources are used for on-line control of

physical dimensions, density and
hydro-carbon content supplementing

X-ray methods.

Fallout: Graphically reviews the three

basic types of nuclear radiation pro-

duced by atomic explosions, how they

distribute these over the earth's sur-

face, and their effects.

Check films below you would like

to preview. Prices: $150, for color.

$75 for black/white print. Tear out this

ad, attach to your letterhead and return

to:

CENCO EDUCATIONAL FILMS
o diviiion of Cenco /nsfrumenrs Corp. 1700 Irving Park Road • Chicago 13, Illinois

n Detectors D Medicine Earth Space D Industry Fallout

/J^uUo CARDALOG® Record Reviews on Card
— A WORLD OF SOUND ON FILE—

INDIVIDUAL CROSS-INDEXED 3x5 CARDS ALREADY
ISSUED! PLUS the Audio CARDALOG DIRECTORY of

Record Producers

SUBSCRIBE NOW — $25.00 a year

Audio CARDALOG—Box 1771, Albany 1, New York
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crunch
Apples taste better when you're six years old. What's

more they sound better. Those crunching noises re-

verberating through your head are exciting. You keep
wondering if they can be heard on the "outside."

Naturally, you'll never hear an apple like that again.

But if you've retained even a little sonic sensitivity, we
can offer you an experience almost as pleasant. Re-
cordings on Audiotape.
Try Audiotape in your music classes. You'll find that

the wonderful quality of this tape provides more clar-

ity, more range, eliminates noise and distortion prob-
lems. And only Audiotape comes on the easy-threading
C-slot reel. There are eight types . . . one exactly suited

to the next recording you make.

For language classes and

wherever the spoken

word must be reproduced

clearly and realistically,

try economical Language

Arts Recording Tape . .

.

developed to meet the

special needs of today's

educators.

AUDIO DEVICES INC., 444 Madison Av«.. N. Y. 22, N. Y
Oftices in Los Angeles • Chicago • Washington, D. C*

it speaks for itself"

Audia CARDALOG® Record Reviews on Cards
Box 1771 — Albany 1, New York

D Please enter. .1 year subscription(s) to Audio

CARDALOG, 400 cards—10 issues—$25.00

D Please send us full information about Audio CARDALOG.

Name

Organization or School

Address

Cty and State

Moonshine" and the American press is

credited with being a most potent in-

strument for the preservation of the
American way in "The Chief Instru-

ment of Freedom," a study of the

American press. Studies of American
laws and lawyers, and the American
sense of values complete the fourteen

recordings in this remarkable album.
These are titled, "The Aristocrats of

Democracy" and "The Happy Repub-
lic."

Much is magnificent in this series-

there is little fault to find. Picayune
matters may be exploded to undue
prominence, but we believe that tliese

recordings should be available to

every secondary school student, and
to every adult, for lx)th study and
pleasure listening. The award is well

merited—and the acclaim thus detailed

merits the support of school men and
librarians who have it in their power
to acquire this tremendously signifi-

cant collection of recordings.

Diverse Applications of Series

Utilization of these audio presenta-

tions should present absolutely no dif-

ficulty. Libraries may schedule these

as they might schedule a recorded
series of concerts—or poetry readings—
or interview-discussions. They will

lead to further reading, to exploration

of attitudes and to the development
of firm convictions. These fourteen

twenty-nine minute audio presenta-

tions can be sponsored for broadcast
delivery as a library contribution to

community well being and intellectual

growth.

Schools, too, may use these in all

the ways already indicated. Cential

sound systems may become the medi-
um for area audio coverage. They may
be applied to study in such areas as

American history—the obvious appli-

cation—or to sociology and the devel-

opment of Americanism as a national

trait. Here, too, the applications are

far too numerous to be more than

presented in generalization and broad
suggestion.

Are these recordings worthy addi-

tions to home listening? Of course.

They belong! They belong in hbraries,

in schools and colleges, and in homes.
But—a word of warning-in the more
formal situation they cannot, or should

not, be haphazardly offered without

provision being made for pre-presen-

tation preparation for listening and
post-listening exchange of impressions

and ideas. For through these steps the

schoolman and the librarian can assist

the listener in developing habits of

good hstening, pointed and planned
listening, in short, intelligent listening.

And is this not a major function of

each of our public educational insti-

tutions?
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FILM EVALUATIONS
by L. C. Larson and Carolyn Guss

The Family Of N'Gumba
(Sterling Educational Films, 6 East

39th Street, New York 16, New York)

11 minutes, 16mm, sound, $110, color

only, 1962.

Description

In the opening sequences of this

story, N'Gumba, a small African boy,

awaits the birth of a new member of

his family. Since N'Gumba's father is

a tribal chief, the whole village

watches the ritual dance of the medi-

cine men as they seek to keep the

evil spirits from the chieftain's home
during this important event.

Following the birth of a new son,

the story develops a second exciting

event as N'Gumba finds the track of

Tonga, the panther. The village gates

are closed and a safari of warriors

stalks the beas-t leaving a disappointed,

would-be hunter, N'Gumba, behind.

The boy, however, manages to sneak

away from the village, and after

several jungle adventures catches up
with the hunters and helps them lo-

cate the cave of the animal. On the

verge of the killing, the hunt is called

off as a baby panther comes from the

cave to join its mother, for the war-

riors know "how precious babies are"

and consider the killing of mother ani-

mals to be "taboo."

Appraisal

The Family of N'Gumba is an excit-

story for lower elementary' grade chil-

dren. The emphasis of the film is not

that of a picture of Africa though

some tribal rites and customs are pre-

sented, but is a well told, suspense

filled story of the adventures of a

small African boy. The use of appeal-

ing animated puppets helps to place

it in the realm of imagination rather

than of reality.

Excellent filming techniques are

employed in carrying the drama and

excitement of the tale. Group and
closeup shots of the weird masks of the

witch doctors and of the highly color-

ed shields of the warriors help set the

atmosphere, yet the camera moves
quickly from one of these bizarre

creations to another so no sense of

fright should develop in the young
viewer. Also, the witch doctors finally

remove their masks to reveal their true

identity after the baby's birth. There

is an unusual filming of quickly

changing patterns of shadow and of

colored objects to give an effect of the

chase as the warriors close in on the

panther. Additional moments of adven-

ture are provided during N'Gumba's

departure from the village to join the

hunt as he meets with various jungle

creatures, yet the puppet creatures

are always appealing rather than

terrifying.

The narrative of The Family of

N'Cumba is a well told adventure tale

employing excellent filming techniques

to aid a Wise use of excitement and

suspense to entrance young viewers.

Margaret Sheviak

The Social Security Story

(U. S. Department of Health, Educa-

tion, and Welfare, Social Security

Administration, Washington, D. C.)

Produced by Mihier-Fenwick Inc.,

14 minutes, 16mm, sound, color, no

date. Free loan.

Description

As the film opens, Nancy Carroll

and her grandfather, Timothy Miller

are preparing to visit the new offices

of the Bureau of Old Age and Sur-

vivors Insurance in Woodlawn, Mary-

land, where Nancy is to gather ma-
terial for a feature story for her paper.

At the bureau, a guide gives an over-

view of the social .security concept

before conducting them on a tour of

the entire building. Specific questions

answered for Nancy and her grand-

father are: (1) What happens when
a person loses his or her social security

card? (2) What happens to the re-

ports of earnings which are sent in?

(3) How are records of earnings kept?

and (4) Just why is a social security

account number necessary?

In the department which takes care

of apphcations, the guide asks Mr.

Miller for his social security member-
ship. The same thing is done for

Nancy. When Nancy receives her ap-

plication she is surprised to find that

it is made out for Miss Nancy Miller;

she had forgotten to change her card

after being married. The importance of

making such changes to avoid con-

fusion in record keeping is discussed.

Nancy then asks to see the original ap-

plication of her husband but is unable

to remember his social security num-
ber. She learns that the original appli-

cation of her husband could be found

using only his name and birth date,

however, she is not allowed to see the

application since all social security

From The Social Security Story, a Miliier-I'enwick production.
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"Teacher - Convenience"

is one reason why

film usage increases with

Movie-Mover RP*
Patent Pending

When she shows films with the

Movie-Mover RP, she spends her

time teaching, not "getting ready to

teach." It removes teacher A-V re-

sistance.

The RP unit is rolled into her un-

darkened classroom with the project-

or threaded, ready for a film showing
at the flick of a switch. She does not

have to move students to special

darkened viewing rooms. She is not

faced with discipline problems.

The natural learning environment is

not altered. There is no feeling of

"going to the movies." There is no
break between learning from text-

books and learning from filmed ma-
terials.

The answers to the questions, "Is the

Movie-Mover RP an effective in-

structional tool" and "Is it en-

thusiastically used by teachers," can

be found in the thousands of schools

that use RP units to show films in

every classroom. And the frequency

of showings generally exceeds the

expectations of those who recom-
mended the purchase.

Besides, the RP unit shows films and
filmstrips in rooms "sunshine bright"

so every one of your present rooms
automatically becomes a viewing

Cost: only $149.50 plus a wide angle

lens. That's all.

H. WILSON CORPORATION
546 W. 119th Street Chicago 28, 111.

Please send lilerafure and "Report on

Learning via rear projection" from Uni-

versity of Kansas. ES 9

Noine

School

Address

City & State

information is treated as strictly con-

fidential.

The film then traces the reports of

earnings which come through the In-

ternal Revenue Service and are for-

warded to the social security office.

The information which goes into the

records is indicated and the modern
electronic system of bookkeeping

where punch cards, magnetic tape,

and electronic computers are used

to keep track of earnings is shown.

The means whereby applications for

benefits reach Baltimore from the

many areas of the country is described,

and a sample of the large number of

mail requests which come in from

individuals seeking information on

earnings is pictured. The narrator

points out that each person under

social security should write for a

statement of his earnings at intervals

of approximately three years so that

he might keep up to date concerning

the amount paid into the social securi-

ty system.

Mr. Miller asks whether one must

retire in order to receive social security

payments and is told that it is possible

to earn a good deal of money and still

qualify for social security benefits.

Mr. Miller takes a cue from this and
indicates to Nancy that when his boat

business falls off he intends to apply

for social security. Later he is shown
applying for old age and survivors

insurance and the film traces the proc-

essing of his application from that

moment through the receipt of his

first check which is picked up and
delivered by his neighbor. Grandfather

Miller then proudly displays the story

written by Nancy as the narrator

points out that Nancy's story is only

one chapter in a continuing story

which all Americans should know; the

story of old-age, survivors, and dis-

ability insurance protection under the

social security law.

Appraisal

The Social Security Story is a very

effectively paced overview of social

security from the standpoint of the

person who is a member of the system.

While the film does not answer a great

number of specific information as to

the ways the provisions of social

security might affect them directly.

The narration and photography are

(juite good. The story moves rapidly

enough to hold attention, yet the story

line is such that the filmed tour seems

quite leisurely. Not a great deal of the

inside of the social security head-

quarters building is shown, but the

visuals are sufficient to carry the

audience from one place to the next

and adequately reinforce the points

made verbally.

Although the film will be of most

interest to audiences of a general

nature, it will also be of great value in

introducing the study of the social

security system to boys and girls in

senior high school. While it is difficult

to get boys and girls to envision the

time when they might apply for .social

security benefits. The Social Sectirity

Story should elicit much discussion in

the cla.ssroom situation as well as to

motivate many to apply for member-
ship in the social security system.

Donald Nicholas

You And Your Library

(C-B Films, Inc. 12 Geary Street, San

Francisco, California) 10 minutes, 16-

mm, sound, color. $125.

Description

Explains the various resources and
services available to patrons of public

libraries by outlining the procedures

used by a high schol boy and girl in

locating and selecting information to

be used in a social studies research

project on Africa.

Photographed at the new, modern,
Arcadia, California, Public Library,

the film begins by pointing out the

responsibility each generation has of

preserving its knowledge and trans-

mitting it to the next. Points out that

the public library is a vital unit in

this process and in the use each gene-

ration makes of its inherited and de-

veloping information.

Two high school students with a

research project assignment on Africa

come to the hbrary for help. The
reference librarian shows them the

ready reference shelf with atlases and
encyclopedias and explains its ar-

rangement and the special markings

on the book spines. She explains how
the card catalog is arranged and how
to use it in locating both fiction and
non-fiction books. She also explains

the Dewey Decimal system of classi-

fying so that books on the same sub-

ject can be easily located on the

shelves.

The film follows the research ac-

tivities of these two students as they

consult the Reader's Guide for recent,

pertinent articles and the dictionary

to check on correct spelhngs; listen to

recordings of African chants at a list-

ening table equipped with earphones;

refer to a subject-classified picture file

for pictures; view a film on East

Africa; and consult diaries and bio-

graphies of Livingston to document
and verify their data.

The film concludes with the state-

ment that libraries foUow the same

general arrangement and that

thorough acquaintance with and de-
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velopment of effective techniques of

using one particular library will facili-

tate one's use of other libraries.

Appraisal

Recommended for use by jimior and
senior high school students, the film

should prove useful in (1) acquaint-

ing students with the resources and
services of an ultra-modern library,

(2) helping them develop an intelli-

gent and effective method of using a

library, and (3) suggesting to stu-

dents concerned with a research pro-

ject methods of collecting information

and the various media which can serve

as sources of information. The film is

well photographed and the acting is

good. Even though teachers and
school librarians might wish the set-

ting were in a school library, they

should experience no difficulty in mak-
ing the transfer with their students.

They may experience more difficulty

in preparing their students for the

disappointment of not finding this

library's wealth of resources available

in their own local library whether it

be public or school.

Carolyn Cuss

Boy To Man
(Churchill Films, 6671 Siimet Blvd.,

Los Angeles 28, California) 16 min-
utes, 16mm, sound, color, $165.00.

Teachers' Guide available.

Description

Boy to Man utilizes live-action and
animation photography to present the

changes which occur in a boy during
adolescence. These changes are intro-

duced in order, from the simplest

to the more complex; from changes
occurring in the skin, voice, and hair

to those of a glandular and sexual

nature. Care is taken to present these

physical happenings as normal.

Tom, a teen-age boy, discovers sev-

eral signs that lead him to conclude
that he is physically becoming a man.
Although Andy, his friend, is older

than he, Tom's voice is changing to a
deeper register while Andy's remains
high pitched. Although Tom has al-

ways perspired he now has a new
kind of sweat gland that produces
perspiration with a distinctive odor;

one which is much in evidence as

Tom nervously phones a girl for a

date. The cause of acne and black-

heads is shown through animation as

the film stresses the need for special

cleansing of the skin.

The changes which Tom is under-
going are controlled by the pituitary

gland located at the base of the brain

which secrets chemicals causing the

development of the reproductive or-

gans. These organs in man, the testi-

cles, produce testosterone which in

turn produces the deeper voice, and
other secondary characteristics of the
male. Through animation the structure

of the testicles and penis and their

connecting ducts and passage ways
are shown as their functions are ex-

plained. The production of sperm from
special cells in the testicles and the

preparations for passing sperm from
the body of the male to the reproduc-
tive organs of the female are seen in

animation. The female reproductive
organs are shown in animation as the

uterus becomes prepared to receive a

fertilized egg. The menstrual cycle
is explained as a normal process which
the female organs undergo as a result

of the ovum not being fertilized. When
sexual intercourse occurs soon after

the release of an ovum a sperm may
fertilize it giving to it the beginnings
of life. Sperm are constantly being
produced in great quantities in the

boy after puberty and some may be
ejaculated at night during a nocturnal
emission.

The film concludes that adolescence
is a changing, exciting period of life

which takes time to get used to and
which is not always an easy one.

Appraisal

Boy to Man is a clean treatment
of subject matter that is still, in our
culture, considered to be of a very
delicate nature. Designed with the
primary purpose of explaining the out-

standing aspects of male pyhsiological

maturation this film evolves a frame-
work which treats its topic with ex-

treme sensitivity and care. To boys
who are just entering adolescence

with perhaps a bit of misgiving it

should prove helpful both in providing

useful information and opportunities

for a question-answer session.

Some educators would recommend
the use of this film with teen-age

boys only, while others feel that since

it treats, in some degree, both sexes

that perhaps it should be used with
mixed groups. Still others would feel

that parents should probably see this

film before either sex is allowed to

view it. Regardless of the way it is

viewed, however, there is no denying
the true, simply told beauty of this

film. Its live action portrayals are

quite believable and its animation se-

quences superbly executed.

PS: (Since the above evaluation

was written we have learned that Boy
to Man has won a .special prize in the

children's festival at Venice.'

Ron Uhl

The First Truly

COMPACT
Opaque
Pro|ector

The Mew BESELER
VU-LYTE in

LONA/E R
V4 smaller than earlier models,
its new streamlined silhouette
dates other opaque projectors.

Projects a brilliant full color
image from pictures ( 10" x 10"

in size), or objects even in par-
tially lighted rooms!

Easier
to operate . . . has built-in feed-
o-matic continuous copy con-
veyor, optical pointer, ultra-
efficient cooling system and
many other versatile features.

If you use an opaque projector,
or plan to purchase one, you
must see the new Beseler
Vu-Lyte III ... A note on your
letterhead will bring you a de-
scriptive brochure ... or, If you
request, a free demonstration.

:^ PIIOJKTIOK

CHARI.KS BESBLER COMPANY
212 IP) So. 18lh SI.

East Orange, N. J.
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How to Save Time
—^Money in Your

Audio-Visual

Program

Rear Projection Unit shown is the portable
Wilson Motfie'Mover

Today, hundreds of schools have turned

to rear projection units that utilize

their present projectors— and guaran-

tee to produce sharp, clear images in

fully lighted rooms. Because these units

are easily moved (they roll on 4" ball-

bearing casters), every classroom can

become an audio-visual room.

Thus audiovisualists are able to realize

one of their primary goals—the utiliza-

tion of films and filmstrips in each and

every classroom.

The cost of an excellent rear projection

unit— equipped with a Lenscreen by

Polacoat— is usually less than the cost

of darkening a single room!

Lenscreen gives sharp, clear pictures in

black and white or in full fidelity color

—all in lighted rooms.

To get complete information on how to

save time and money on your audio-

visual program — plus being able to

achieve an effective method of showing

films— fill out and mail this coupon

today.

POLACOAT, INCORPORATED
9700 Conklin Rd., Blue Ash, Ohio

Please send the Lenscreen informa-

tion kit.

Name

School

Address

City Zone. . . .

State

AV Industry News

NAVA Councils Meet
The Religious A-V Council of the Na-
tional Audio - Visual Association at

NAVA was attended by an almost
equal representation of dealers, sup-
pliers, and denominational leaders

(who are both users and sellers).

Chief topics of discussion were tlie

council's role in NAVA, its relations

to the Religious A-V Council on Pub-
lic Information, and the programming
of meetings of NAVA-members who
are primarily religious dealers. The
dealer meeting held the same evening
was featured by Wayne Buchanan's
presentation of the services and re-

sources of the A-V Department at the
Moody Bible Institute.

The NAVA Induvtry and Business

Council, chaired by Robert Abrams,
was addressed by William Connelly,

outgoing president of the National
Visual Presentation Association, which
was meeting concurrently at the same
hotel. The Council is working for in-

clusion of a college-level course on
audiovisual communication in schools

of business administration, and on a
speakers directory to make A-V speak-

ers and demonstrators available to any
kind of organization, anywhere and
at any time.

The NAVA Film Council had an all-

day program so well attended that it

had to move its second session into

the large hall that had been used for

the NAVA Dance Party. The program
included presentation of "nuts and
bolts" subjects such as insurance, de-

preciation tax deductions, cataloging,

and booking, as well as management
issues and theatrical vs. non-theatrical

relations. Nelson C. White, Ideal Pic-

tures, Baltimore, was elected chair-

man, succeeding Harold Baumsont,
New York.

NAVA's Long Range Planning Com-
mission met two days in advance of

the first general session and developed
the consensus that to serve the ever
broader and increasingly complex A-V
market dealers, salesmen, and every-
body else in the industry would have
to become much better informed and
much more qualified to provide ex-

pert advice and service. "Training"
was the key word applied to four dis-

tinct but interrelatide fields—training

tinct but interrelated fields—training

in utilization, in technology, in sales-

manship, and in business manage-
ment and public relations. The day is

long past, it was observed, when a

salesman could "serve" merely be-
cause he could thread a projector and
his customer-prospect could not. Users
today read the same trade publications

as do the dealers and know as much,
and sometimes more, about "what's
good for what and who sells it."

The NAVA Exhibitors Committee,
chaired by Robert Maybrier, discussed
reports on research-promotional activ-

ities in various part of the country
the program of the 1963 winter meet-
ing and the next trade show, and the
possibilities of an A-V representation

at the New York World's Fair.

Fiftieth Anniversary
The Jam Handy Organization is cele-

brating its 50th Anniversary with a
fine new .30-page catalog of filmstrips,

records, and films. Congratulations

and best wishes for the next fifty.

EFE Expands
Electronics for Education, Inc., has
moved into "substantially larger quart-
ers" at 10582 Metropolitan Avenue,
Kensington, Md., ten miles from
downtown Washington, D.C. Presi-

dent John Dostal states that the new
location has 12,000 feet of space and
that details concerning the new com-
pany's product will be made public
some time this month.

The Learning Center, Inc.

Joint venture by American Book Com-
pany and Creative Playthings, Inc.,

will promote use of three-dimensional
learning laboratories" for desk top use
in grades K-6, others to come.

SPIE Exhiborama
The 1962 Technical Symposium of the

Society of Photographic Instrumenta-
tion Engineers in New York City was
featured by an "Exhiborama" contain-

ing more than 50 exhibits of photo-
instrumentation equipment, and staflF-

ed by professional personnel qualified

to demonstrate and discuss the de-

vices with the more than 2,500 scien-

tists, engineers and technicians attend-

ing.

On-Air CCTV
Adler Electronics, Inc., backed by
school superintendent. Dr. John Rine-

hart and AV director Dalton Levy,
demonstrated the advantages of on-

air closed circuit telecasting from a
10-watt centrally located high school

transmitter to seven other schools in
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the Plainedge, Nassau County, New
York, district. The transmitter, meas-
uring 20" X 20" X 40" high, draws
only 800 watts of AC jx)wer and oper-

ates unattended.

Pui-pose of the Adler installation is

to help persuade the FCC to permit

local school districts to originate on-

air clo.sed circuit telecasting on the

2,000 megacycle band now used main-
ly for intramural communication by
TV stations.

Ampex Growth
Ampe.x Corporation expects to intro-

duce more than 25 new products dur-

ing fiscal 1962, according to its presi-

dent, William E. Roberts. Two new
buildings totaling 150,000 square feet

are expected to be ready for occu-

pancy by mid-196.3. A 10 jjer cent

increase in sales and an even larger

increase in net earnings are antici-

pated. International sales accounted
for 16 per cent of last year's total.

NDEA
The National Defense Education Act
has made available nearly $300,000,-
000 to the public elementary and high
schools during the past four years for

strengthening instruction in science,

math, and modern languages. This has
been on a 50-50 matching basis, ear-

marked for new laboratory and other

teaching tools and for minor remodel-
ing of more than 15,000 classrooms

teaching these subjects. More than 90
per cent of all local school districts

have received funds for equipment to

teach .science.

Well over half of these projects

have been in small schools with less

than 1,000 students. More than 4000
new electronic language labs have
been installed.

Over $2.7 million has been loaned
to beef up the science teaching pro-

gram in private elementary and sec-

ondary schools; many of them teaching

science or modern languages for the
first time thanks to this Federal mon-
ey.

Nearly $10 million has been allo-

cated to support 169 research projects

to determine the most effective way
of using ETV, radio, films, teaching

machines, tape and other modern com-
munication devices. Nearly 60 of these

research projects have been com-
pleted. Over $4,000,000 has been as-

signed for communicating the infor-

mation developed by research to the

schools.

U.S.I.A. Ups Movie Program
The United States Information Agen-
cy proposes to budget $7,163,400 for

motion pictures in the fiscal year

1963, higher by $1,168,000 from the

1962 figure. Among the increases

asked are $2,252,920 for domestic

INDUSTRIAL

The Ath Annual6

EXH I B ITI ON
An exhibition of current audio-visual equi]oment, techniques and
services in industry and education for conducting sales meetings,

visual presentations, training sessions, advertising promotions, etc. . .

.

An extensive lecture program as well as continuous showings of out-

standing films presented daily for

SALES EXECUTIVES

TRAINING DIRECTORS

PRODUCTION MANAGERS
FILM PRODUCERS

ADVERTISING MANAGERS
AUDIO-VISUAL DIRECTORS

combined with the

2nd INTERNATIONAL

FILM FESTIVAL
OF NEW YORK

to be held at the

BARBIZON PLAZA HOTEL
106 Central Park South & 6th Avenue—New York City

September 25-27, 1962

presented by:

INDUSTRIAL EXHIBITIONS, Inc.

17 East 45th Street * New York 17, N.Y. * OXford 7-4978
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The ACT-0-MATIC Dual-Position Projector enables you to

project actual test tubes, electrolysis cells, meters and
other science apparatus. As the demonstration is per-

formed, it is projected LIVE on the screen in large, vivid

detail. Also projects class notes, diagrams, etc. as they are

written. Tested demonstrations and prepared transpar-

encies are available in chemistry, physics and biology.

patents pending'

for additional

information
write to:

AO^ LABORATORY
FURNITURE CO., INC.

Old Country Road, Mineola, N.Y.

W 'IMCJi.'XTxo;
DUAL-POSITION PROJECTOR

PORTABLE REAR PROJECTION
BY PIXMOBILE

*

Use all your present projectors

and Pixmobile projection tables.

Big 19V4" X 25V4" Polacoat
Lenscreen.®

Built-in light control when pro-

jecting from either side of
screen cabinet

Famous Pixmobile strength and
quality.

if you have a budget problem, take a look at Rear Projectiori by
Pixmobile. Completely flexible, it permits use of your present equip-
ment with the purchase of only the screen cabinet at $79.95 in

many cases. Let your Pixmobile dealer demonstrate the high-quality
performance of this effective and reasonably priced teaching aid.

ADVANCE PRODUCTS COMPANY
2300 East Douglas Avenue / >Vichita, Kansas

film production and acquisition (up

$141,350); $1,178,869 for printing

release prints (up $221,460); and
$370,700 for purchase of projectors

(up $281,100).

Of the 924 new projectors to be
bought with these funds, 672 are re-

placements, and of 93 new mobile

units (cost $353,400) 54 are replace-

ments.

In a Washington date-lined story.

The Film Daily reports that after only

an opening crack about the total asked

the "usually crusty" House Appropria-

tions Sub-Committee chairman John

J. Rooney (D., N.Y.) took none of

his usual digs at the USIA. Edward
R. Murrow assured the committee

that media subsidies would be paid

"only when materials make a positive

contribution to U.S. foreign policy or

reflect favorably on the U.S." He did

concede that, contrary to a statement

by Nathan Golden of the U.S. Dept.

of Commerce, a study two years ago

had shown that while U.S. films did

"help us abroad more than they hurt"

it was "but by a narrow margin."

PEOPLE

Stephen A. Keller, formerly execu-

tive vice-president, moves up to presi-

dent at Telex, Inc., Minneapolis-based

electronics firm. Predecessor, Artwld

J. Ryden, becomes chairman of the

board.

Robert M. Verbiirg has been ap-

pointed general manager of the Photo

and Repro Division (Ansco and Oza-

lid), Binghampton, succeeding Dr.

Leopold F. Eckler, who will reach re-

tirement age next March after having

served approximately 28 years with

the company. Dr. Eckler becomes a

member of president's staff at parent

General Aniline and Film Corporation,

New York City.

Robert L. Rice is the new president

of Graflex, Inc., subsidiary of General

Precision Equipment Corporation,

where he had been vice president and

Director of Industrial Marketing. G.

C. Whitaker remains as board chair-

man at Graflex.

George D. Margolin has been ap-

ponted to the newly created post of

Marketing Manager at Karl Heitz, Inc.

He was formerly Technical Editor and

feature writer on Popular Photography

Magazine, and an ad agency executive

handling a number of big photo in-

dustry and AV accounts.

Rolland W. Jones, Ed. D., has been

ai^pointed by the EDEX Corporation,

Palo Alto, to develop training and

educational programs to be used in

the electronic teaching systems manu-

factured by that compan\-.
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New Equipment
For addresses of the sources supplying information on
which these listings are based, refer to Directory of Sources,

page 570. For more information about any of the equip-

ment and materials announced here, use the enclosed

reader service postcard.

Bell & Howell "Fumble Proof" Sound Projector Unveiled

where older, obsolescent projectors

are donated to the Peace Corps or

similar worthy purposes, they are fully

tax-deductible.

The new projector is offered only

after two years of field and laboratory

tests proved it could cope with all the

defects sound films can develop in the

course of use, abuse, and storage. Its

biggest contribution is the elimination

of the "fumble barrier," the bother-

some job of getting a film threaded

correctly around the soimd drum.
Now the film is simply inserted into

a slot at the top and like the old

song about the music, it "goes 'round

and 'roimd and comes out here"—ready
to put on the take-up reel. Audio-
visual dealers will be able to demon-
strate and make delivery immediately.

CAMERAS—Movie & TV
Kodak Reflex Special IGmin Camera,

a truly professional instrument, 400'

and 1200' film chambers with internal
gear drive; 8-62 fps and single expo-
sures; 3-lens turret; reflex viewing
system in loading door; numerous
lenses and accessories. Camera, mo-
tor, 400' chamber, matte box and

Another major milestone in the de-

velopment of 16mm motion picture

projection has been passed with Bell

& Howell's development of the first

self-threading "fumble-proof" sound

projector, the "Specialist Autoload."

Board chairman Charles H. Percy

introduced the machine at a press con-

ference and, subsequently to the B&H
dealers at the NAVA meeting in

Chicago. "The addition of automatic

threading to 16mm sound projection

will be as important in its field as

was the development of the dial sys-

tem to the telephone or the advent of

automatic transmission to the auto-

mobile," he said. He suggested that

finder brackets $1,895; 1200' chamber
$395; Compartment Case $39.50; Mag-
netic sound system Model 1 (without
installation) $900. EK.

Contact Local Dealer

PROJECTORS—Movie
Technicolor 8nun Cartridge Projector,

radically new design resembles latest

flat slide projector. Cooling fan for
150w (500 watt claimed equivalent)
lamp, cordomatic line cord, framer,
tilt, roomlite, zoom lens, die cast alu-

minum, 50' (4min 20 sec) cartridge

film loop. Price, incl 50' demonstra-
tion cartridge, plus 50' unexposed film
and postpaid processing and cartridge

$99.50. Custom processing $1.85. Cart-
ridging customer film (50') $1. Dup-
ing and reduction printing services.

More than 500 home entertainment-
education cartridges, available in col-

or, $5.70. TECHCOL
For more information circle
No. 101 on return postal card.

SPINNlNi
AND
WEAVING
A ten min. id. FILM; color $100; Bfc W $50.
One In the PIONEER COMMUNITY SERIES.

\ fItate writs *or brothuret

INDIANA UNIVERSITY FILMS

AUDIO-VISUAL CENTER

BLOOMINCTON. INDIANA

TV squint

Jake the squint out of E7V viewing. Every seat is front row center with this remark-
able new TelePrompTer TV Projector. With room lights on, this unit projects (front

screen or rear) a brilliant picture up to ?2 feet wide. Yet it

operates as simply and safely as a home TV set—can be
wheeled and used anywhere, and weighs under 70 lbs. Mini-

aturized remote control panel permits operation up to 50
feet away from the projector. Can he ceiling-mounted. Re-

markable low price is less than half that of other TV pro-
jectors. Designed specifically for practical everyday usage
requirements, the Amphicon 190 mcorporofes the meticulous
engineering standards that have made TelePrompTer a prime
supplier to industry, government and educational institutions.

o
Dept. AV ES-9, 50 Weil 44lh SI., New Yorlt 36, New York

T-8A
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FULL-COLOR FILMSTRIPS

For teachers

TEACHING IN
THE NURSERY
An excellent 70-frame filmstrip with

reading script, showing methods of
teaching nursery children under vary-

ing conditions. Highly recommended
for teachers, leadership training and
parents-teachers meetings. (VSU660)

$5.50

For children

LIFE WITH LUTHER
^^ ^^ ^^_ A 60-frameWW _ ^?<1^^ filmstrip in-

> ^^^t^Hl^v ]
t reducing

* wr^^W^^" I children to

Luther, as

the head of
' •'''*• the Christian

family. Historic events of the Refor-

mation handled so well that even
small children will understand. 33'/j

rpm record. {VSU662-5) $8.75

DEPT. AV

LUTHERAN CHURCH
SUPPLY STORES

3900 OUEEN LANE, PHILADELPHIA 29, PENNSYLVANIA

''flBlRUlV CASES
"THEY LAST INDEFINITELY"

Equlppad with steal cornart, staal card

heldar and hacvy wab itrapt.

Only original FIbarbllt Casas baar thi*

Troda Mark

Your Auuranca

ot "flnut QuoIHy"

for 16min Film

400' fo 3000' Raal*

Sold by All Leading Oaalari

Tele-Beam Projector for large-screen
TV has "standard" 12" channel tuner,
channel selections 2 to 84; dual video
input, 10-watt audio input with treble
and bass controls; mechanical focus
and tilt controls; may be remoted
from control unit up to 75 feet. TEL-
BEM

For more Information circle
No. 103 on return po<(tal card.

PROJECTORS—Still

Visucom Overhead features low-sil-
houette "tilting head" adjustable up
to 25" from the horizontal to raise the
picture while leaving the stage flat.

7%xl0" stage aperture, high yoke per-
mits hinging overlays on all four
sides, thermostat-controlled cooling,
Y50watt. 14" objective, wt 34 lb, fibre-
glass light box 17x21x12". $395. TEC-
NIFAX.

For more Information circle
No. 103 on return postal card.

PROJECTOR—Accessories
Dual Purpose Screen may be readily re-
moved from tripod housing and used
as a wall screen. Lenticular surface
for wide-angle projection in 50x50
size; beaded 50x.50, 60x60, and 70x70.
DALITE.

For more information circle
No. 104 on return postal card.

Multi-height Mobile Projector Stand,
adustable to any height 26%" to 42";

all-welded; 3 shelves, with center ad-
justable: 18x24" top and center have
guard rails; top rubber covered: 4"

casters, 2 with brakes. $34.80. COF-
FEY.

For more information circle
No. 105 on return postal card.

"Projecto-Board" combines a silver len-
ticular projection surface back-to-
back with V4" thick green or black
slate. Stands six feet tall, on four
lock-equipped 3" wheels, frame and
base is welded iy4" square tubular
steel; board revolves on center swiv-
els and instantly locks the selected
surface into place. 36x48" $84.50.

42x60" $99.50. RADIANT.
For more information circle
No. 106 on return postal card.

SOUND EQUIPMENT
& Accessories

Column Speaker, recently added to

RCA line, mounts five 8" speakers
vertically in line to give dispersion
pattern wide horizontally and narrow
vertically. Other newly announced
items include four new amplifiers
ranging from 10 to 200 watts output,

a sound-desk console and consolette,

and six new microphones. RCA.
For more information circle
No. 107 on return postal card.

8-Channel Preamplifier, 2 high level
and 6 low level operating channels
feed any number of master or booster

amplifiers, remote or in central bank.
600 ohm output, balanced-unbalanced.
AC power supply. Tone & volume
control, and monitoring headset plug
in front panel. $162.!50. Amplifiers
range from $224.95 (40 watt) to $350
(150 watt); boosters from $137.50 to
$237.50. HARKAR

For more information circle
No. 108 on return postal card.

Flex-Pak P.A. New "Challenger" line
includes many Flex-Pak features at
lower prices. A remote volume con-
trol operates up to 2,000 feet from the
amplifier; new locking plate prevents
tampering. 10-watt $64.75; 14-watt $75;
35-watt $119.90; 50-watt $137.40; 100-
watt $187.40. BOGEN.

For more Information circle
No. 109 on return postal card.

FM Multiplex Tuner includes a new
"Sonic Monitor" that audibly signals
when stereo is on the air. Tape out-
put has been added on front panel.
$219.95. SCOTT.

For more information circle
No. 110 on return postal card.

"Sonarex," a 6-channel simultaneous
tape recorder, completely transistor-
ized, can record and playback any or
all six at once or separately. Each
has its own volume control and neon
monitoring light. Outgrowth of a de-
velopment for air flight recording, it

has been adapted for courtroom and
assembly recording. Rewind and "fast

forward" 120 ips. 19x10x7%" wt 30
lb. $1,180. FAIRCHILD

For more Information circle
No. Ill on return postal card.

LANGUAGE LABS
Learning Center includes console for

listen-respond-learn lang lab and 10

student stations with indiv mikes and
colume controls. Vinyl-clad 16 gauge
steel. Outlets for tape recorder, rec-

ord player, slide projector. 29x26x30"
high, rolls on 4" wheels, wt 60 lb,

llOv, all transistorized. $985.00 MOB-
TRON

For more Information circle

No. lis on return postal card.

Listening Center combines three units,

a stereo and a monaural turntable,

and a record-playback tape deck, with
36 earphone jacks. PERRY

For more information circle
No. 113 on return postal card. I

Microphone-Headset Series M micro-
phones combined with Series 95 head-
sets, by means of an anodized alumi-
num boom that can swing up out of

the way when microphone is not in

use. Prices depend on user's choice of

ceramic, crystal, dynamic, or magnet-
ic elements. COLFAR

For more information circle

No. 114 on return postal card.
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New Materials

KEY TO ABBREVIATIONS
nip—motion picture
fs-fjlmstr!p
si—slide
rec-^-recording
L—33-1 13 r.p.m. microgroove record
min—minutes (running time)
fr—fromes (filmstrip pictures)
5*—silent

sd—sound

—

R—rent
b&w—black & white
co!—color
Pri—Primary
Int—Intermediate
JH—Junior High
SH—Senior High
C—College
A—Adult
prog—programmed learning materials

ARTS & CRAFTS
Looking at Modem Painting si INDI-
ANA col set (44 slides) $60. Header's
guide. Cubists to Surrealists. C A

For more information circle
No. 115 on return postal card.

BUSINESS EDUC.
An American Legend mp ASSOCIA-
TION. 22 min col loan. The Fuller
Brush Story. C A

For more information circle
No. 116 on return postal card.

LITERATURE & DRAMA
Discovering Modem Poetry rec INDI-
ANA 12" LP Album of 2—$7.50. Mod-
ern verse readings from T. S. Eliot,

Robert Frost, W. G. Auden, Dylan
Thomas, W. B. Yeats and others. SH
C A

For more information circle
No. 117 on return postal card.

The Pit and the Pendulum rec SPOKEN
LP $5.95 Ready by Alexander Scour-
by. Poe's classic horror story.

For more Information circle
No. 118 on return postal card.

MATHEMATICS
tandards and Measurement sfs AD-
MASTER col LP $55 including Part
II

—

Measurements Systems and The-
ory. Both stress the economic selec-
tion of instruments in control systems.
SH C A

For more information circle
No. 119 on return postal card.

tlodem Elementary Algebra lOsfs SVE
col $49.75 Series I or II separately $27,
indiv fs $6. Help teachers dramatize
numbers. JH SH

For more Information circle
No. 130 on return postal card.

THIS UNION CAl'SK
A History of the American Labor Moveman
from Colonial timet to the Present.

22 min. Rental $7.50 Sale: $143.00
SEND FOR FREE CATALOG

Contemporary films

Dept. ES Hi'i W. :25th St. New Vork 1, N. Y.
OR 5-7220—midwest office: 614 Davti St.

Evanston. ILL. DAvLs 8-2411

The Carrier de Luxe

For Projectors and Supplies
Folding, semi -folding and non -folding Wheelits that

will transport heavy loads easily and safely, anywhere,
any time. Also serve as stationary projection tables,

locking securely in position.

Models Adaptable

To Many Purposes

Medium, high and low Wheelits

with sound-absorbing plywood,

Formica-top platforms for eosy

cleaning. Platform size may be

varied to fit special equipment.

All-steel construction. Swivel,

bail-bearing casters for easy

steering. Folding models fit in-

to car trunk, with room to spare

(or supplies. Wheelit moves

loads over curbs, up or down
stairways, around sharp corners

and along narrow corridors.Non-folding Wheelit #4102
shown with screen-holder and
20-ft. automatic retracting cord
in reel case. (Accessories extro)

Folding Wheelit C 402 shipped
fully assembled.

Ask about our new Wheelit
Electro-Car, soon reody for de-
livery. Carries two persons or
driver and pockoge lood up to
600 lbs.

Ask your dealer for demonstra-
tion or write for brochure. Phone
collect, 243-2481 to expedite
delivery.

GRUBER PRODUCTS CO. 2223 Albion,
Toledo 6, Ohio

HOT-SELLING HOT SPLICER
(WE'VE JUST DELIVERED THE IG.OOOTH!)

The first* of these portable hot splicers (made in 1946) is

still in daily use at a major Hollywood studio. Since then, 9,999
TV stations, movie studios, schools, and ad agencies

have bought this reliable splicer. One reason is that it's the
only one with a built-in carbide scraper blade

(patent no. 2544082). Blade guaranteed for life.**

Model 135 (for 35 or 16mm film), $339.00
Model 116 (for 16 or 8mm film), $239.00

See your dealer or write to Traid for Specification Sheet No. 7.

17136 Ventura Blvd., Encino, Calif. • Telephone TR 3-3373 or ST 8-2210
* Traid splicers are manufactured by Maier-Hancock

"Guarantee: Should blade ever need sharpening, Traid will sharpen it

for nominal handling charge of $1.

4- TRAIO CORPORATIONw 17136 Ventura Boulevard, Encino, California
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TRADE DIRECTORY FOR THE AUDIOVISUAL FIELD

KEY: (P)—producers, ImporMri. (M)—monufocturttft. (D)^-doal«rs, distributors, flltn rontoi librarios, projoctlon sorvlo

Whoro o primary sourc* also offors diroct rantol sarvicos, ttl« doubU symbol { PO ) oppoors.

Auoclotlon Films, Inc. IPDI

Distributor of Froo-Loan and Rental Films.

Hpadquortpfsi

347 Madison Av.., N. T. 17, N. Y

Rsaionol llbroriosi

troad ol Elm, Hldgoflold, N. J.

361 Hlllarovo Ava., Lo Grango, III.

799 Stovonson St., San Francisco. Col.

1108 Jackson St., Oollos 2, Toi.

Australian Naws and Information Suraou IPD)

63« Fifth Ava., Now York JO, N. Y

tray Studios, Inc. (POI

729 Sovonlll Av... N.- York 19. N Y.

Films IW»1
127 Ninth Avo.. North, Nothvlllo 3. tonn

(D|

Ceronot Instruclionol Films

Coronot ftldg., Chicago 1. III.

(Pi

Family Films. Inc. IfD)

5823 Santo Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38. Colli.

Starling Movias U.S.A., Inc.

Freo Film Distributor

Executive Offices
375 Parlr Avenue, Navr York 22, N. Y.

Area Libraries & Shipping Centers
100 WesI Monroe St., Chicogo 3, 111.

1469 N. Vine St., Lot Angeles 28. Cal.

43 West 61tt.. New York 23. N.Y.
519 Pennsylvonio Ave., Fort Worth 4, Texas

FILMSTRIPS

Broadman Filmstrlps (PD)
127 Ninth Ave., North. Noshvllle 3, Tarta.

Ci.^istlan Education Prass Filmstrlps
Religious Subjects
1505 Race St., Philadelphia 2, Po.

(PO)

Family Filmstrlps. Inc. IPO I

5823 Santo Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38. Colli

Society for Visual Education
1345 DIversey Parkway, Chicago 14

(PO)

Taoching Aids Sarvlca. Inc. (POl
Lowell Ave. & Cherry Lone, Floral Pork, N. Y.

31 Union Sauare Weil. New York 3

VIsuol Education Consultants, Inc. (PD)
VEC Weakly Newt FllmMript

2066 Helena St., Madison. Wli

MOTION PICTURE PROJECTORS k SUPPLIES

(M)

(Ml

Ball It Howall Co.
7117 McCormick Rood, Chicogo 45, ill.

Eastman Kodaic Company
Rochester 4, New York

Victor Division, Koiart Co. (Ml
Plainvillt. Conn.

MAPS — Gaogrophical, Historical

Danoyar-Gappart Company
5235 Rovenswooo Ave., Chicago 40, III.

MICROSCOPES « SLIDES

Danoyar>Gappart Company
5235 Raveniwooa Ave., Chicogo 40, III.

PRODUCTION EQUIPIMEFrr

Comaro Equipment Co., Inc.

315 W. 43rd St., New York 36, N. Y.

6510 Santo Monica Blvd., Hollywood, Col.
Camera Equipment Co., Inc., of Florida (

1335 E. Tenth Ave.. Hioleah, Flo.

(MD)

PROJECTION TABLES

Advance Products Company
2300 E. Douglas Ave., Wichita, Kont.
Complete Lino of Projeclion Tables

(PD)

Ideal Pictsn-es, Inc. (B|

Home Office:

58 E. South Water St., Chicago I, III.

Branch Exchanges:
2114 Eighth Ave.. N.. Birmingham 1. Alo.

1840 Akotros Ave., Berkeley 3. Col.

2221 S. OlWa St., Los Angelas 7, Col.

714—18th Street, Denver 2, Colo.

55 NE 13th St., Miami 32, Flo.

71 Wolton St., N.W., Atlanta 3, Go.

1370 S. Beretonio St., Honolulu 14, H.

58 E. South Water St.. Chicago 1. III.

15 E. Maryland St., Indianapolis 4, Ind.

616 S. 5th St., Louisville 2, Ky.

1303 Prytonlo Street, New Orleans 13, lo.

102 W. 25th St.. Baltimore 18, Md.

42 Melrose St.. Boston 16, Moss.

15924 Grond River Ave., Detroit 27, MIcii.

3400 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis 8, Minn.

1402 Locust St., Kansas City 6. Mo
4028 N. Kingshighwoy, St. Louis 15, Mo.

4529 Spring St.. Omaha 6. Neb.

1558 Main St., Buffalo 9, N. Y.

321 W. 44th St.. New York 36. N. Y.

2110 Payne Ave.. Cleveland 14, Ohio.

1201 S. W. Morrison, Portland 5, Ore.

14 Wood St., Pittsburgh 22. Pa.

18 S. Third St.. Memphis 3. Tenn.

2434 S. Harwood. Dallas 13. Tex.

Brighom Young Univ.. Prove. Utah.

1 E. Main St., Richmond 19, Vo.

4431 W. North Ave., Milwoukee 8, Wis.

international Film Bureau IPO)

332 S. Michigan Ave., Chicogo 4, III.

The Jam Handy OrganizaHon
3821 E. Grand Blvd., Detroit 11, Mich.

Distributor of Free-Loon Films

Knowledge Bullders (Classroom Films) (POl

VIsuol Education Center BIdg.,

Florol Pork, N. Y

For information about Trade Di-

rectory advertising rates, write

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN & AUDIO-
VISUAL GUIDE, 415 North Dear-

born, Chicago 10, Illinois.

FILMSTRIP. SLIDE ft OPAQUE PROJECTORS

DuKane Corporation
St. Charles. Illinois

ELECTRONIC TRAINING KITS

Allied Radio Corporation
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago SO. III.

FLAGS. BANNERS. BUTTONS. TROPHIES

(M)Ace Flag & Pennant Company
224 Hoddon Rd.. Woodmere, LINY
All sizes—U.S.. U.N., State, Foreign, Immed. del

Pennants, dacols. outo-bumpar labels, etc.

GLOBES — Geographical

Oenoyer-Oeppert Company (POl
5235 Rovenswood Ave., Chicogo 40. III.

BIOLOGICAL MODELS « CHARTS

Oanoyar-Oeppert Cempony
5235 Rovenswood Ave., Chicago 40, ill.

READING IMPROVEMENT

"sychotechnics. Inc.

105 W. Adams St., Chicago 3. Ill

Mfgrt. of SHADOWSCOPE Reading Pocer

RECORDS

Academic Recording Institute (ARI)
18 E. 50th St., Now York 22, N. Y.
(Noted Scholars on Records or Topes)

Broadman Films
127 Ninth Ave., North, Nashville 3, Tenn.

Curriculum Moteriols Center
5128 Venice Blvd., Los Angeles 19, Col.
Records, Tape Recordings, Filmstrlps, Books

(POl

iPOl

(POl

Enrichment Materials
246 Fifth Ave., New York 1, N Y.

Folkways Records A Service Corp.
117 W 46lh St., New York. N Y

Heirloom Records
Brookhoven, N. Y.

(History through Bolladt & Folksongs)
Monitor Recordings, Inc.

413 W, 50lh St., New York 19, N. Y.

Russian, French, Spanish Language Materials
Music Education Record Corp. (P)

P O. Box 445, Englewood. N I

(The Complete Orchestro demonstrated)
Spanish Music Center, Inc. (P0|

127 W. 48th St., New York 34, N. Y.

(SMC Language Records Center)

RECORDERS — PLAYERS

Allied Radio Corporation
100 N Western Ave. Chicago 80. III.

(MOI

Radiant Manufacttiring Co.
8220 No. Austin Ave., Morton G'ova, III.

SLIDES

Kay: Kodachrome 3x2. 3V« x 4V4 er l<

Keystone View Co.
Meodvllle, Pa

(PD-41

SOUND SYSTEMS

Allied Radio Corporatian (*WI 1

100 N. Western Ave. Chicogo 80, III
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[For further information, circle

(advertiser number on enclosed

reply card.

(318) Advance Prodncto Co.—p.562

(319) AlUed Radio Corp.—p. 570

(330) American Optical Co.—p. 548

(321) American Telephone & Tele-

graph Co.—p. 523

(322) Audio Cardalog—p. 555, 556

(323) Audio Devices—p. 556

(324) Andiotronics Corp.-p. 528

(325) Charles Beseler Co.—p. 559

(326) Bridgeport Brass Co., Hunter
Douglas Dlv.—p. 529

(327) Arthur Brown & Bro., Inc.—p.
553

(328) Cenco Educational Films, a dlv. of

Cenco Instruments Corp.—p. 555

(329) Coffey, Jack C, Co., Inc.—p. 553

(330) Contemporary Films, Inc.—p. 565

(331) Coronet Films—p. 525

(333) Dowllng, Pat, Pictures—p. 570

(334) Eastman Kodak—p. 533
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al Guides, Inc.—p. 552

(336) Fiberbilt Case Company—p. 564
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—p. 527
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Back
Cover
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(340) Indiana University, A-V Center—
p. 563

(341) Industrial Exhibitions—p. 561

12" LP $3. Six dialogs between Peter
H. Odegard and Victor G. Rosenblum
on nature of our Federal government.
SH C A (Discussion groups)

For more Information circle
No, 1*^8 on return postal card.

YCS! • • • i want to receive EDUCATIONAL SCREEN and AUDIO-
VISUAL GUIDE every month.

D On* year $4.00

D Thre* years $8.00
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Nam* or Title

Imporlant

Addrett
a Home .

Q Businatt

Crty

Company or School

Zone. Stat*

.

Q Payment It ancleied Q BUI me

Get your personal subscription started today. All subscriptions Include the

BLUE BOOK, in August, at no extra charge. The BLUE BOOK list* all AV
materials produced the previous year. Indexed, with a synopsis of every film,

fUmstrip, or recording listed—youll keep the BLUE BOOK handy the year

'round. And you'll look forward to every monthly personal issue!

Subscribe to EDUCATIONAL SCREEN
NOW

When you see a "Circle No." under an Item or an ad, it mea
that there is more information available.

Send for FREE INFORMATION

...

1 Educational Screen and Audiovisual Guide CIRCLE THE NUMBERS
1 *" North Dearborn Chicago 10 , Illinois AND MAIL NOW!

Please tend me further Information on products and materials mentioned In

Hm September Educational Screen and Audlovl sual Guide as circled below.
< About New Equipmant and Uteroture: 101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 110

111 112 113 114 115 116 117 118 119 130 131 122 123 124 125 126 127

12* 129 130 131 132 133 134 135 136 137 138 139 140 141 142 143 144

145 146 147 148 149 150 151 152 153 154 155 156 157 158 159 160 161
• 162 163 164 165 166 167 168 169 170 171 173 173 174 175 176 177 171

179 180 181 182 183 184 1S5 186 187 188 189 190 191 192 193 194 195
1M 197 198 199 300 301 203 203 204 305 306 207 208 209 210 211 212
313 214 215 216 217 318 219 220 231 332 233 224 225 226 227 228 229
330 331 232 233 234 335 336 237 238 239 340 241 242 243 244 245 246

' 347 248 249 250 251 352 253 254 355 356 257 258 259 260 261 262 263
3M 265 266 267 368 369 270 271 373 373 274 275 276 277 278 279 280
381 282 283 284 285 286 287 388 389 390 291 292 293 294 295 296 297

' aw 299 300 301 302 303 304 305 306 307 308 309 310 311 312 313 314
' 315 316 317

Advertlied Producfi : 318 319 320 321 322 323 324 325 326
' 327 328 329 330 331 333 333 334 335 336 337 338 339 340 341 342 343

344 345 346 347 348 349 350 351 353 353 354 355 356 357 358 359 360
' 361 362 363 364 365 366 367 368 369 370 371 372 373 374 375 376 377

J
378 379 380 381 382 383 384 385 386 387 388

Title

Firm

f Str«»*

I
City State .9-6a

NOT GOOD AFTER NOVEMBER 1, 1962

and indicates facilities offered by 487

A-V dealers and 203 manufacturers
and producers. Single copies free.

NAVA.

For more Information circle
No. 134 on return postal card.

Lewin and Alexander Frazier. Illus-

trated. Educational & Recreational

Guides, Inc., IDS New England Ave.,

Summit, New Jersey. $2.95.
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Subscribe! Don't put up with a second-hand, pass-along copy.

Cse this card to get a fresh, uncut, undipped copy each month.

Subscribe to EDUCATIONAL SCREEN

(347) Muhlenberg Press—p. 564

(348) National Cinema Service—p. 570

(349) Polacoat, Inc.—p. 560

(350) Polaroid-p. 521

(351) Radio-Mat SUde Co.—p. 570

When you see a "Circle No." under an item or an zA, it me
that there Is more information available.

Send for FREE INFORMATION

(352) Rapid Film Technique, Inc.—p.
570

(353) Rheem-Callfone Corp.—P. 549
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V-M Corporation—p. 532
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(364) World in Color Motion Picture
Productions—p. 570
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EDUCATIONAL SCREEN & AUDIO-
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C»0.4|

SOUND SYSTEMS

Alllod Radio Corporation
100 N. Wotlarn Avo. Chicago 80. Ill
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MEDICAL & ALLIED
SCIENCE

Working Together mp CDCPHS 20min
col loan. How hospitals and nursing
liomes work together to improve their

services. SH A

For more information circle

No. 131 on return postal card.

MUSIC—General
An Introduction to tile Humanities rec
INDIANA 12" LP set (3) $6. Sampler
of selected works of Bach, Haydn, Mo-
zart. Mussorgsky, Prokofiev, Rimsky-
Korsakov, Schumann, Tschaikovsky.
SH C A

For more information circle
No. 13:^ on return postal card.

The story of the Nutcraclcer sfs SVE
col LP. Tschaikovsky classic, with
narration and artwork frames. 40min.
$12.50. Music appreciation. Christmas
story.

For more Information circle
No. 12'^ on return postal card.

SCIENCE—Biology
The Flower and the Hive mp IFB 15min

col $150. Relationship of bees to crops.

Role of queen, drone, and worker.
JH SH A

For more Information circle
No. 124 on return postal card.

SOCIAL STUDIES
Economics

Pioneers of the Early American Fron-
tier 4fs SVE col captioned $18. El

For more Information circle
No. 125 on return postal card.

SOCIAL STUDIES
Government

Democracy in America rec INDIANA
12" LP set (7 records) with scripts $30
Based on classic work of Alexis de
Tocqueville. SH C A

For more information circle
No. 126 on return postal card.

Jefferson and Our Times rec INDIANA
12" LP .set (5) $12.50. Claude Rains in

title role, today's problems discussed
in terms of Jefferson's thinking. To
be used in discussion groups with
book of same title by Dr. Duman
Malone. SH C A

For more information circle
No. 127 on return postal card.

The Power to Govern rec INDIANA
12" LP $3. Six dialogs between Peter
H. Odegard and Victor G. Rosenblum
on nature of our Federal government.
SH C A (Discussion groups)

For more information circle
No. 128 on return postal card.

NEW PUBLICATIONS
-Education for AVorld Understanding
Report of the working committees of

the Conference on the Ideals of

American Freedom and the Inter-

national Dimensions of Education.
(March 1962 Washington, D. C.) Three
addresses and report of committee
findings. U.S. Dept. H.E.W. 62pp. 30c
Order direct from SUPDOC.

For more Information circle
No. 129 on return postal card.

Educational Television Equipment. Il-

lustrated catalog. 16pp free. TRANS-
VISION.

For more information circle

No. 130 on return postal card.

Film—the Versatile Medium. Many ap-
plications of photography to educa-
tional purposes. 12pp free EK

Contact Local Dealer

Free Educational Materials from Con-
necticut State Agencies. Catalog and
description of resources of 50 state

centers; includes films, maps, books
and other materials. Edited by David
M. Silverstone, Ed.D.; financed by
H.B. Motion Picture Service, audio-
visual dealer, Audio Lane, New
Haven, Conn., May 1962, 80pp 8%xll,
single copies free from Audio-Visual
Section, State Dept. of Education,
Hartford, Conn., more than one avail-

able at $1 per copy from above dealer.

Having Fun with Transistors. Instruc-

tions for building 13 "fun gadgets,"

including telephones, oscillators,

clocks, speaker mike, etc. 128pp $2.50.

SAMS.

For more information circle
No. 131 on return postal card.

How to Read Schematic Diagrams. The
value and use of "electronic short-

hand" is made clear to layman or stu-

dent in step by step association of
symbols ofincreasing complexity with
pictures of the units they represent
and description of their nature and
case. 128pp $1.50 1962. SAMS.

For more information circle
No. 132 on return postal card.

Instructional Materials 1962-1963. Cata-
log, 30pp, 8%xll, 50th Anniversary
Edition, free JAM.

For more information circle
No. 133 on return postal card.

NAVA Membership List 1963-1963 Lists

and indicates facilities offered by 487
A-V dealers and 203 manufacturers
and producers. Single copies free.

NAVA.

For more information circle
No. 134 on return postal card.

Advertisement

HELPFUL BOOKS

THE AV INDEX A guide to Inftructlon-

al material Information covering the

use of Audio-Visual materials and
equipment. Single copy, $3.95. Quan-
tity prices: 2-9 copies, 10% discount;

10-30 copies, 30% discount. Postage
added If payment does not accom-
pany order. Audio-Visual Research
Institute, 1346 Broadway, Detroit 36,

Michigan.

AUDIOVISUAL MATERIALS: THEIR
NATURE AND USE. Third Edition by
Walter Arno WIttlch and Charles F.

Schuller. 500 pp. 416 llustratlons 14
Color Plates. Harper & Row, Pub-
lishers, 49 E. 33rd St., New York 16,

N. Y. 1963. $8.75.

EDUCATORS GUIDE TO FREE FILM-

STRIPS. Compiled and Edited by Mary
Foley Horkhelmer and John W. Differ.

Revised each August. Educators Prog-

ress Service, Dept. AVG, Randolph,
Wis. $6.00.

EDUCATORS GUIDE TO FREE TAPES.

SCRIPTS, AND TRANSCRIPTIONS. Com-
piled and Edited by Walter A. WIttlch,

Ph.D., and Gertie Hanson Hoisted.

M. A. Revised each August. Educators

Progress Service, Dept. AVG, Ran-
dolph, Wis. $5.75

EDUCATORS GUIDE TO FREE FILMS.

Compiled and Edited by Mary Foley

Horkhelmer and John W. Differ. Edu-

cational Consultant, John Guy Fowl-

kes. Revised each August. Educators

Progress Service, Dept. AVG, Ran-
dolph, Wis. $9.00.

STANDARDS OF PHOTOPLAY AP-
PRECiATION. A Course of Study In

Photoplay Appreciation. By William
Lewin and Alexander Frailer. Illus-

trated. Educational & Recreational

Guides, Inc., 105 New England Ave.,

Summit, New Jersey. $3.95.
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Pa^owling Pictures/^^^\ THE INSECT THAT
1 X *'"' M

1

EVERYBODY LIKES—

THE LADYBIRD BEETLE

Seen in the Film

THE LADYBIRD STORY"—
Not
A

509 So. Beverly

a Fairy Tale but
Science Film for
Middle Grades

Drive Beverly Hills, Calif.

FREE
Alliep
464PAGE 1963

ELECTRONICS

CATALOG

SAVE MOST on language
labs, Stereo hi-fi, record-

ing and phono equipment,
school sound systems,
training kits, electronic
parts. Write for Catalog.

ALLIED RADIO
1 00 K. Western Ave., Chicago 80, III.

l«f fILM OOCIORS^
SPECIALISTS
in the science of

FILM

REJUVENATION
RAPIDWELO Procets for:*

• Scrttch-Removal

• Abrnlons • Oirt • "Rain"

Send lor Free Brochure

rapid
FILM TECHNIQUE n.c

Founded 19W
37-02C 27fh St., Long Island City 1, N.Y.

MAKE YOUR
OWN SLIDES

on your own

TYPEWRITER

by using

RADIO-MATS

Regular size 31/4x4 or the Nevtr Duplex 2x2.
Sold bv Audio - Visual, Photo & Theatre
Supply Dealers. For FREE SAMPLE write

—

RADIO-MAT SLIDE CO., Dept. V,
222 Oafcridge Blvd., Daylona Beach, Flo.

16mm. Sound Projectors
New and Used

Film Subjects—Accessories

Write For Free Lists

NATIONAL CINEMA SERVICE
71 Dey St., N. Y. C. 7, N. V.

SCIENCE FILMSTRIPS 1

SINCE 1931 SINCE 1931 1
MADE BY TEACHERS FOR TEACHERS |

BIOLOGY ATOMIC ENERGY
PHYSICS GENERAL SCIENCE
CHEMISTRY MICROBIOLOGY
IKE SAFETY BUS SAFETY

Science filmstripi available 1
under NDEA—Title III. |

VISUAL SCIENCES 1
Box S99t Suffern I4ew York 1

Directory of Sources

ADMASTER Prints, Inc., 425 Park Ave.,

So., New York 36, N. Y.

ASSOCIATION Films, Inc.. 347 Madison
Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

BOGEN—Boger—Presto Co., Div. of

The Siegler Corporation, Paramus,

N.J.

CDCPHS—Communicable Disease Cen-
ter, Public Health Service, P. O. Box
185, Chamblee. Ga.

COFFEY, Jack C, Co., Inc., 710-17th

St., North Chicago, 111.

COLFAR—ColUins Farley Corporation,

606 W. Washington Blvd., Venice,

Calif.

DA-LITE Screen Co., Warsaw, Ind.

EK—Eastman Kodak Company—See
local dealer

FAIRCHILD Camera and Instrument

Corp., Industrial Products Division, 5

Aerial Way, Syosset, Long Island,

N. Y.

HARKAR — H a r m a n-Kardon, Inc.,

Plainview, N. Y.

IFB—International Film Bureau, Inc.,

332 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 4, HI.

INDIANA University, Audio - Visual

Center, Bloomington, Ind.

JAM Handy Organization, 2821 E.

Grand Blvd., Detroit 11, Mich.

MOBTRON Div., Aero Service Corp..

210 Courtland St., Philadelphia 20, Pa.

NAVA—National Audio-Visual Associa-

tion, 1201 Spring Street, Fairfax, Va.

PERRY—The Perry Company, P. O.

Box 7187, Waco, Texas

RADIANT Mfg. Corp., P. O. Box 5640.

Chicago 80, 111.

RCA, Audio-Visual

Lands, Pa.

Sales, Meadow

SAMS—Howard W. Sams Co., 4300 W.
62nd St., Indianapolis 6, Ind.

SCOTT—H. H. Scott, Inc., Dept. P, 111

Powdermill Rd., Maynard, Mass.

SPOKEN Arts, 95 Valley Road, New
Rochelle, N. Y.

SUPDOC—Superintendent of Docu-

ments, Government Printing Office,

Washington 25, D. C.

SVE—Society for Visual Education,

Inc., 1345 W. Diversey Pkwy., Chicago

14, 111.

TECHNICOLOR, 533 W. 57th St., New
York 19, N. Y. Mr. Fenne Jacobs.

TECHNIFAX Corporation, 195 Apple-

ton St., Holyoke, Mass.

TELBEM—Tele-Beam Div., Waltham
Precision Instrument Co., Brookfield,

Conn.

TRANSVISION
N. Y.

Inc.. New Rochelle,

Stik'O* letter.
PROFESSIONAL

lEHERING

TECHNIQUE

Write for literature

Stlk-a-letter Co. Rt. 2, box i4oo, EsconditfoTcaiif.

35MM. Color Slldes-Filmstrips dupli-
cated from your original slides or mas-
ter filmstrips. Individual slide copies as

low as 9%c each, filmstrips as low as 5c

a frame. Send for free sample slides,

free filmstrip sample and full informa-
tion to World In Color, Box 392-AV,
Elmira, N. Y.
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New felt-tip marker by Speedry adds color to visual-aid presentations. Now add your own pertinent

comments-in dramatic color-to visual aid materials. Made by the makers of famous Magic Marker* the

new Speedry® Pro-Jek felt-nib applicator lets you draw, mark or highlight-in color-directly on films,

transparencies, slides, acetate overlays and plastic map and chart shields used in visual-aid projects.

Talks, presentations and demonstrations take on new meaning, new clarity, new excitement because
they're in color. And, color coding makes the preparation and editing of visual aid materials easier, faster

and more economical too. Pro-Jek is available in eight transparent colors: black, red, blue, green, yellow,

orange, purple and brown. All are brilliant in tone, dry instantly and project sharp, clear images. And
they're washable. Markings clean off easily and completely with a water-moistened cloth. Put more
sparkle and pu nch into your visual aid presentations. Order Pro-Jek today by name. Call vour sud-

WpL^P^^'^^^mJ^ ^^^—pher or write for full details to Dept. E,vS "LfIPJlt. ^^^BP Speedry Chemical Products, Inc.,

-...^•'trnrrr-^11 i^^^^4.00 73rd Ave., Glendale 27, N. Y.



lOUCATIONAl SCREEN AND

AUDIOVISUAL October, 1962

Volume 41, Number 10, Number 414

GUIDE

EDITORIAL
587 Reed's First Law

45 Students Peer Over The
Shoulder of a biology in-

structor via closed circuit

television in the University

of Chicago's Department of

Education. The TV system
enables the Department's
K-12 Laboratory School to

reach several classrooms
with single demonstrations,
like the cat dissection

above. Primary uses of the

55-room TV network are to

develop ways of applying
TV In elementary and high
schools and to train future

teachers.

ARTICLES

590 Preview Showcase
An exclusive report of the Rochester "Parlous Francais" demonstration

594 San Diego: Treasure Chest of Audiovisuals Ben L. Gumm
The use of a wide variety of audiovisual materials in San Diego

597 Indi-Visualized Projection for Independent Learning Art Lalime
Rear projection comes of age in Norwalk, Conn.

598 Eight MilHmeter: The Eighth Lively Art Mark Slade
A creative opportunity for business and education

600 Language Laboratory Performance—A Quick Glance

Joseph Silva
Electronic snags discovered in the language laboratory

601 An Opaque Demonstration Robert Fite and Margaret Wihon
Long Island teacher developes new use for popular teaching tool

DEPARTMENTS AND FEATURES

578 News
580 Screen Reflections

602 AV Industry News
606 AV in the Church Field William S. Hockman

608 Film Evaluations L. C. Larson, Carolyn Guss

611 Audio Max U. Bildersee

614 Filmstrips Irene F. Cypher

616 New Equipment

619 New Materials

624 Trade Directory

625 Advertisers' Index

627 New Publications

628 Directory of Sources

IDUCATIONAL
IRESS

iOCI ATION
OF

lERICA
founded In 1937 by Nelson L. Greene

BUSINESS & EDITORIAL ADDRESS: EDU-
CATIONAL SCREEN & AtmiOVISUAL
GUIDE. 415 North Dearborn, Chicago 10,

Dlinofs. Contents indexed in the Wilson Edu-
cational Index. For microfilm volumes, write
University Microfilms, Ann Arbor, Michigan.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE (U. S. currency or
equivalent): Domestic—$4 one year, $6.50 two

HATIONAll

years, $8 three years. Canadian and Pan-
American—50 cents extra per year. Other
foreign—$1 extra per year. Single copy—45

cents. Special August Blue Book issue—$1.00.

CHANGE OF ADDRESS should be sent im-
mediately to insure uninterrupted delivery of

your magazine. Allow five weeks for change
to become effective.

ENTIRE ISSUE COPTRIGH'I 196Z BT

THE EDUCATIONAL SCREEN, INC.

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN & AUDIOVISUAL
GUIDE is published monthly by Educational
Screen, Inc. Publication office, Louisville,

Kentucky. Business and Editorial Office, 415

North Dearborn, Chicago 10, Illinois. Printed
in the U. S. A.

ADDRESS ALL MAIL (Subscriptions, Change
of Address, Forms 3579) to: 415 North Dear-
bom, Chicago 10, Illinois. Second-class post-
age paid at Louisville, Kentucky.
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VIVE LA SMILING SALES MANAGER

!

The smiling gentleman above is Tim Evans,

new sales manager of Turner's Audio-Visual

Products Division. He's smiling because the

Turner 275 Dynamic is a sales manager's

dream. No wonder he's saying . . .

'Long live the Turner 275 DynamicI" Long

life is just one of the many benefits built into

this handsome, new microphone/headset

combination. Some of the others are:

performance—traditional Turner perform-

ance to deliver true sound repro-

duction.

versatility—\he headset and microphone

are available in your choice of high,

medium or low impedance.

THE [TURNER

style—modern styling for new wearing com-

fort and convenience. Double head-

band fits away from the head for

maximum comfort, minimum hair

mussing.

durability—ruggedness characteristic of

a dynamic microphone. Vive.

576

Write or call Tim, today, for complete

details on the new Turner Model 275

Dynamic microphone/headset combi-

nation, and your copy of Turner's new
Audio Visual Products catalog.

MICROPHONE COMPANY
962 17th Street N. E., Cedar Rapidi, Iowa

IN CANADA: Tri-Tel Associates, ltd.

81 Sheppord Avenue West, Willowdale, Ontario
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(T- "POLAftOlD" AND "POLALINE"*
|

$1.50

24 Hours

Film Processor

554

90 Seconds

Yourself

(with a Polaroid Land Camera)

To make your own black-and-white

slides — quickly and economically —
here's all you have to do: snap a picture

with a Polaroid Land Camera loaded

with special transparency film. Then
pull a tab. wait a moment and open the

rear of the camera.

There's your transparency.

After a quick hardening and mount-

ing in a snap-together frame, the slide

is ready to be dropped into a projector.

Total time: about 90 seconds. Total

cost: about V3 the price of the average

black-and-white slide.

A new type of transparency film,

PolaLine film, is now available. It's

been designed especially for line-copy

slides and it produces crisp, black lines

and clear, transparent backgrounds.
These are 314 x 4 transparencies for

standard lantern slide projectors.

There are also continuous tone films

for both standard lantern slide projec-

tors and for use in a complete Polaroid

Land system that employs 2'/4 x IVi

slides in a Polaroid projector. (Develop-

ment time for continuous-tone slides is

two minutes.) All three projection film

types can be used in any Polaroid Land
Camera that uses 40-series films (except

the J-66).

Sound good? It is. There's no better

way to make transparencies. Send in

the coupon for more information.

Polaroid Corporation

Technical Sales Dept. ES-\0

Cambridge 39, Mass.

Please send me detailed information about
Polaroid Land transparencies.

Name

Address-

City_

Zone. -State.
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NEWS

TOLEDO WORKSHOPS

The University of Toledo's first work
shop in programmed learning and
teaching machines attracted twenty-

eight school administrators, principals,

curriculum directors and teachers July

23 through August 3. Emphasis in the

two-week workshop, conducted by Dr.

James Beaird and Dr. Homer Salley of

the TU faculty, was on four points:

the theoretical basis of programmed
instruction, the contributions of learn-

ing theorists in the field, the practical

use of the common types of teaching

machines and published programs,
and the use of published material and
machines with children.

SMPTE FALL CONVENTION

A technical program of 11 sessions of

engineering papers will make up the

Society of Motion Picture and Televi-

sion Engineers Convention on October
21-26 at The Drake, in Chicago. .At a

recent SMPTE Board of Governors
Meeting, the Society's Editorial Vice-

President Glenn E. .Matthews, of East-

man Kodak Company, and Convention
Vice-President Harry Teitelbaum, of

Hollywood Film Company, also re-

ported convention attractions which
will include an equipment exhibit, a

tour of the Argonne National Labora-
tory, a special evening session for

awards a.id honors, and a banquet and
(lance.

Theme of the Convention is "Com-
munication Progress — Television and
Motion Pictures in Industry and Edu-
cation." The Papers program is being

directed by Chairman Jack Behrend,

Behrend Cine Corp., Chicago.

WANTED: ETV LESSON FILMS

The Instructional Television Commit-
tee of the National Association of

Educational Broadcasters is seeking

good televised instructional material

available on 16mm film. The commit-

tee is particularly interested in excerpts

from televised lessons which illustrate

the use of various teaching techniques

and in particular the effective use of

visuals and demonstrations. Possible

contributors of such materials are in-

vited to contact Leslie P. Greenhill,

Division of Academic Research and
Services, Pennsylvania State Univer-

sity, University Park, Pa.

NEW AVCAM HANDBOOK

A new (second) edition of "Your

Audio Visual Handbook" will soon be
issued by the Audio-Visual Coordina-

tors Association of Minnesota. The first

edition, 31 pp, spiral bound, has been

sold out.

SPEAKERS KIT ON ETV

Two kits, one on public relations and

the other a speakers' guide, are avil-

able from the National Association of

Educational Broadcasters, 119 Gregory

Hall, Urbaua, 111.

STAMP HONORS EDUCATION

The Post Office Department an-

nounced recentK' it will issue a special

stamp pointing to the role higher ed-

ucation has played in the cultural and

industrial development of the United

States.

The new 4-cent Higher Education

stamp comes as part of the centennial

observance of the law creating land-

grant colleges and universities. It first

goes on sale November 14 in Wa.sh-

ington, D. C, in conjunction with a

dinner meeting marking the 75th an-

niversary of The Association of State

Universities and Land-Grant Colleges.

APPOINTS ETV MANAGER

Appointment of James J. Badaracco

as Manager of Educational TV Re-

ceivers and Distribution Systems
Sales, RCA Service Company, was an-

nounced recently by R. W. Redecker,

Manager, Sales and .Merchandising,

Consumer Products Service.

"The increased importance of edu-

cational television has led to the need

for specialized marketing attention,"

.Mr. Redecker said. "Mr. Badaracco

has been very active in ETV sales

throughout the New England area and

is well suited to direct RCA's nation-

wide sales efforts in the educational

television field."
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what Kodak has done

for people who fear movie projectors

This may be the first movie projector

you've ever liked.

It is thoroughly tame. Now you can

put on your show without becoming

awkward or embarrassed.

Simon-simple, it sets up anywhere.

You don't have to assemble anything.

Threading the film is as easy as fol-

lowing a red line.

One lever and one push button do

everything else. Throw the lever for-

ward, you have a picture. Bright and

clear, so easy to look at.

Push the button, you have sound.

Instantlyl No warm-up. No waiting.

This projector gives you complete

obedience. You'll never have to im-

provise or beg pardon for it.

When your presentation is over,

pull back on the lever. Everything

shuts olT. That's all there is to it.

This machine may have the first

sound system you never have to fix.

Until now. a projector's sound sys-

tem has not been without shortcom-

ings. Tubes could burn out. Exciter

lamps could burn out. Background

noise could interfere, distract audi-

ences into inattcntiveness.

No more of this kind of thing.

This new Kodak projector has a re-

markable new sound system.

Transistors end tube burn-outs for-

ever. Our exciter lamp is rated to last

for the life of the projector, (we

haven't even allowed access to it for

replacement ) . And a space-age gadget

we call a solar cell ends various dis-

tracting background noises and is also

rated for the life of the projector.

Beautiful sound. Clean, command-

ing, steady sound. It never interrupts

itself or embarrasses you.

This new projector— like all Kodak

projectors—pampers film. Kissing it

with only IVi ounces of pressure. The

lightest touch of all. No rub, no drag,

no scrape, no film breakage, or

sprocket hole tearing. Films last

longer in a projector like this.

This projector even operates so

quietly it never calls attention to itself.

Its name is the Kodak Pageant

16mm Sound Projector, Model AV-
I26-TR.

If you'd like to see one work, or

read illustrated literature about it,

write your name and address here:

Then send it back to us at the ad-

dress below.

Check this box and we'll have

a Kodak dealer call you to arrange

for a convenient demonstration. No
obligation, of course. lo-ni

Kodak Pageant Projector

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Dcpt. 8-'V, Rochester 4, N. Y.
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Screen Reflections

AO Opaque
Delineascope

• . . audio-visual

workhorse
The AO Spencer Opaque Delinea-

scope is the most useful, most con-

venient of all audio visual devices

. . . truly an indispensable class-

room workhorse. You can project an
unlimited variety of inexpensive
material . . . maps, texts, photo-
graphs, magazines, charts, news-
papers, coins, any opaque material

up to 21/2 inches in thickness . . . and
no special preparation of material

is needed.
The High Speed Opaque Delinea-

scope projects a full 145 lumens to

screen . . . more light than any
other opaque projector in its class.

Assures clear image definition from
edge to edge and corner to corner of

the screen. It's rugged and depend-
able, yet more compact and lighter

than any other opaque projector
. . . only 29 lbs. All the operating
controls . . . switch, focusing knob,
optical pointer . . . are on the right

hand side for your convenience.
Get the complete story, send for
brochure.

American ^ Optical
COMPANY

INSTRUMENT DIVISION, BUFFALO 15, NEW YORK

Forty Years Ago
Nelson Green's lead editorial in the
October 1922 issue began, "Fully
80% of schools now having motion
picture projectors use them more or
less-usually more-for entertainment
rather than for instruction.

"A large majority of other schools,

which have decided to install 'visual

equipment,' plan as their first pur-
chase a motion picture projector—not
a stereoptican.

"Conclusion—the chief purpose
sought and served by a motion pic-

ture projector in schools today is en-

tertainment rather than instruction."

In an article discussing the race be-
tween the radio and the movie, J. E.
McAfee of the University of Oklahoma
pointed up the advantages that radio
brought to "the lone farmer on his

dirt road miles from town." But he
added, "There is, we believe, little

danger that he will desert the movie
once he has built his hard surfaced
highway and has felt the appeal of
the screen. The 'unscreened' may find

a temporary satisfaction in listening in

on the radio current. Transmitters
may, indeed, become almost as preva-
lent as receivers, and the lone farmer
may learn to talk back. Thus the so-

cial current will be vastly widened
and deepened; social bounds will be
enormously strengthened; the most iso-

lated in space may cultivate a certain

luxuriance of social soul. But the radio

currents will have to enable those at

the ends of the 'wires' to see, before

social culture will be complete."

« o

Dr. Rowland Rogers, instructor of mo-
tion picture production at Columbia
University, pointed up the need for

research in an article titled, "Can the

Movies Teach." He said, "Before
school authorities, including Boards of

Education, superintendents, principals

and teachers adopt the movies as an
invaluable aid to visual instruction,

there must be scientific proof furnish-

ed of their utiUty. Some investigations

have been made and some measure of

proof furnished. The complete evalu-

ation of the movie is still to be made."

Twenty-Five Years Ago
It appeared that much had been done
in the wav of research in the visual

field in the 15-year period between
1922 and 1937. Dr. Wilham M. Greg-
ory, then Director of the Educational
Museum of the Cleveland Public
Schools, in a public talk stated, "The
extensive experiments of Freeman,
McClusky, Davis, Clark, Knowlton
and Wood prove that the film is an
aid to learning. While these proofs
have been known for some time, com-
paratively little of their essential find-
ing has been applied in the use of
films in schools."

In another talk. Villa B. Smith of
Western Reserve University comment-
ed on the need for lantern slide maps
for geography instruction. "A large,

clear projection is, perhaps, nowhere
more needed than in map study. All

too frequently the maps in elementary
texts are small. On that account, they
are ineffective tools. Wall maps, like-

wise, are ineffective, particularly when
used in the study of individual coun-
tries. The map problem is a serious

one. In many instances, it may be
easily and cheaply solved by using

the map shde."
e o o

The activities of WPA—Works Prog-
ress Administration—in the visual field

were pointed up by two news items.

"More than 3,300,000 children have
been given safety instruction in New
York City through a Safety Education
project of the Works Progress Admin-
istration and the New York Board of

Education. . . Pupils in more than
26,700 classes in 1,446 schools have
received instruction and some 48,323
stereoptican slides have been exhib-

ited, 12,948 poster talks have been
given, and 951 motion pictures on
safety subjects have been shown."
The second item told about a Mo-

tion Picture Production Division of the

WPA Federal Art Project, which was
staffed and equipped to "make films

for any public, tax-supported institu-

tion or government agency on any
subject relative to the activities of the

co-sponsor."

Ten Years Ago
Among the prominent audiovisual peo-

ple who participated in a workshop on

the planning and production of edu-

cational television programs were Ed-
win Carmony, Director of Audiovisual

Education for Gary Public Schools;

Elizabeth Golterman, Director of the

continued on page 584
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10:00 AM-SIX CHANNELS, SIX SUBJECTS, SIX GRADES

//otr the Bell System can help you reach

more students with more c{>urses at lower cost

Closed-circuit Educational Television networks
installed by the Bell System are currently trans-

mitting on as many as six channels at once. This is

in contrast to single-channel broadcast systems.

Six different courses at six different gi-ade levels

can be televised in the same time period. Think
what great flexibility this gives you.

But flexibility doesn't stop there. Closed-circuit

ETV facilities are available 12 months a year. They
can be used for teachers' meetings and conventions,

summer courses, evening adult-education classes.

They can even be used to show commercial programs

of special interest.

When you lease Bell System ETV facilities, you
simply provide the sending and receiving equipment.

Your local Bell Telephone Company does the rest.

This includes full-time maintenance by telephone

men with Bell System training and experience.

To learn how this flexible, low-cost Educational

Television system can be of advantage to you, just

call the Manager of your local Bell Telephone
Business Office. No obligation, of course.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM



HOW Did

Pm REVERE HMG
VENETIRN BimS?
Well, Paul being quite a smithy probably designed and
foi'ged his own contraption because in those days there

were no stock installation brackets and every maker
of Venetian Blinds invented his own way.

Thf first method oC

instaUinjj a Vt-nctiftn blind

was probably a wood block
with a hole in it.

With the advent of the
tilt bar. I.ORENTZEN
desicrncd and manufactured
the ONOFF bracket.

Still latei- came the

LEVOLOR VALOK bracket
for ii fascia board.

THE LEVOLOR TWO-WAY SAFETY BRACKET

Stroyiy, rigid ~- extra hravu uanije metal.

Even ifhen ttitloeked, a hiind ra7tnot be pulled out.

Never an accident. Then cannot he opened

ivith the hand.

These extra heavy gauge steel installation brackets cannot
be opened accidentally becau.se of the interlock and because
they are held by powerful spring tension and the weight
of the blind. To open the locking cover, a screw driver or
similar instrument must be inserted at point "A" shown'
above and the cover released by a twist.

Even though, through the carelessness of an installer,

the installation bracket is not locked, it is impossible to

pull the blind from the brackets accidentally. The more
you pull the tighter it holds.

The finest of all Venetian Blinds ... the LEVOLOR
Audio Visual ... is installed in the nation's finest schools.

So tight is the closure — so accurate the adjustment —
that the instructor or director can choose the ambient light

best suited to projector, subject or student activity. For
more information write to us at Levolor Lorentzen, Inc.,

720 Monroe St., Hoboken, N. J.

L VENETIAN
BLINDS

Over 100 patents and refinements make Levolor Venetian Blinds better
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What can do for tapes what Dewey's decimals don't? AMPEX Color Coding.

Your school tape library can be easier to use with

Ampex Color Coding. (No more tangling with tapes

or reeling with reels.) Special easy-to-apply bind-

ings tor the tape boxes come in six different colors.

And so do color coded reels. And matching lead-

ers for the tape. You simply assign a color for

each department in a central library. Or, in a de-

partmental library, a color for each course. Color-

ful. Simple. And you can always tell at a glance

Educational Screen and Audiovisual Guide—October, 1962
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®
which tape goes where. All this is yours at no extra

cost. (Naturally Ampex- Irish tape is perfect for

the heavy wear expected in an active school tape

library.) For more details see your local Ampex
audio visual dealer. Or write: Ampex Corporation,

MagneticTapeDivision,934 Charter St., Redwood

City, California. The only company providing tape

and recorders for every application. Sales and

service engineers in cities throughout the world.
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Reflection-free because it has a special finish on the tube face that reduces mirrorlike reflec-

tions from lights and windows. It's designed especially for the educational field. The picture

tube is the famous Sylvania implosion-proof Bonded Shield type for maximum safety. It has

complete front controls behind tamper-proof, |i>>i_i_.i>m_>_^_>^^_^.a___ii^
locked doors... tamper-proof rear panel for

safety, too. ..output jacks for two auxiliary

speakers . . . provision for tie-in to Sylvania's ex-

clusive new question-answer intercom between

televised teacher and a network of classrooms.

And look at all these other outstanding fea-

tures; Input jack record player. ..tape recorder,

or microphone. ..acoustically balanced v/ood

cabinet. .. high-power amplifier and big 6" x 9"

front-mounted speaker. Available m vhf ana vhf uhf:

SYLVANIA
GENERAL TELEPHONE tELECTRONICS '^)

Sylvania Home & Commercial Electronics

a division of

Sylvania Electric Products Inc.

730 Third Ave., Oept. E, New York 17, N. Y.

Please send more information on
Sylvania's nev« Educational TV receiver.

Please send Sylvania's new Educational

TV Manual.

SchooL

Address_

City _Zone_

Screen
Refiections

continued

Division of Audiovisual Education for

St. Louis; and A. King Trenholme of

the Portland, Oregon, schools. Paul
Reed, representing the Joint Commit-
tee for Educational Television, was
one of the consultants for the vvork-

.shop.

o o o

Among well-known audiovisual per-

sonnel who were "on the move" in

19.52 were Jim Brown, back at the
University of Washington after an as-

signment with the Mutual Security

Agency in Paris; Bill Allen from San
Diego State College, to the Bureau of

Visual Instruction at the University of

VVi.sconsin; Foy Cross back at N.Y.U.
after leave to the Philippines, serving

the Mutual Security Agency; Bob de-

Kieffer from Assistant to the Dean of

Instruction at Stephens College to

Associate Professor of Education at

the University of Oklahoma; Tom
Hope from the General Mills Corpora-

tion to special service as Films Officer

for the French Mission of MSA in

Paris; Glen Binch from Chicago to

Pasadena as Director of the Fund for

Adult Education's experimental disT

cussion project.

In a feature article, Howard S. Kresge
reported on the "story of the EGA film

project—the largest mass evaluation of

films ever attempted in the United
States." EGA was the abbreviation for

Economic Cooperation Administration.

In the editorial note accompanying
the article, it stated that Mr. Kresge

"followed the chosen films to Europe
in August. Headquartered in Paris, he
will be a key man in the distribution

of the films throughout Europe. His

official title is Deputy Head, Audio-
visual Section, Mutual Security Agen-
cy, Field Utility Division."

o o e

In reviewing Wesley C. Meierhenry's

report of the Nebraska Program of

Educational Enrichment Through the

Use of Motion Pictures, titled "En-

riching the Curriculum Through Mo-
tion Pictmes," Fred Harcleroad told

readers of EDUCATIONAL SCREEN
that they could not afford to skip or

skim this final report. He .said, "With-

out a doubt, the Nebraska Program is

one of the major research contribu-

tions of the post-war period. Every

person interested in communication or

instructional materials will find valu-

able ideas and information in this

book."
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This Radiant Screen
inras opened and closed

6,477 times
and it still works as good as new!

At our Testing Laboratories in Chicago, this Radiant Model

EDB Screen was opened and closed by hand, then moved

and the operation repeated a total of 6,477 times. This is

conservatively equivalent to 9'/2 years' usage! And accord-

ing to the laboratory report at the end of this usage test,

the screen worked practically as good as new!

What is the secret?
Radiant engineers appreciate fully the extremely rough usage

to which A-V screens are subjected. That is why every

Radiant screen is especially constructed for extra heavy duty

in every part— including the tripod, screen case, roller

bar, opening and closing mechanism, screen leveler and the

screen fabric. The new tripod model here illustrated, for

example, has 12 basic new improvements that make for

longer efficient service. And this is typical of features in

Radiant A-V Screens that enable them to triumph over

rough handling and severe usage.

The world's most complete A-V line with a

screen for every need whatever type of screen

you need — Tripod, Wall, Wall and Ceiling, Electric—

Radiant has it. Whatever size of screen you need— from

40"x40" to 15'x20'— Radiant has it. Whatever kind of

screen fabric you prefer— the new whiter, chemically

treated glass beaded VynaFlect® Plus; brilliant silver lenticu-

lar OptiGlow®— or, white lenticular Super UniGlow®

—

Radiant has it.

Send For This FREE Book- and the full Radiant story

RADIANT MANUFACTURING CORP.
8220 North Auslin Avenue • Morton Grove, Illinois ES-1062
Subsidiary of United Stales Hof/man Machinery Corp.

Please send me free copy of the 40-page "Audio Visual Guide"—
and full details and prices on the complete Radiant line of A-V
projection screens.

NAME

ORGANIZATION_

YOUR POSITION.

ADDRESS

CITY _ZONE_ _STATE_
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SOUND LEARNING IVING SOUND KII^^SDa
CALIFONE Now, a complete

line to meet every

I
Apt requirement for Education,

DCI^I^OnCDC Industry and

|\LVi/V/l\L/Ll\0 the Professions.

IN SCHOOLS—for drama, public speak-

ing, orchestra, glee club, and for

classroom programming.

IN INDUSTRY— for in-plant audio-visual

training, automation processes, back-

ground music and company dances.

IN THE PROFESSIONS— broadcasting,

advertising agencies, dance studios.

+ COMET70-TA. A versatile monaural recorder at a modest price. $199.50

* LEXICON 71-TA. Superbly engineered instrument for classroom, audi-

torium and athletic field $279.50.

* STEREO 73-T. Topmost performance in monaural to 4-track stereo

recording and playback $329.50. (Micr. extra).

if: MASTER 75-TC. Has 73-T features PLUS stereo/monaural headphone
listeningfor up to 10 students $349.50. (Headphones extra).

-)fQUADRECORDER 74-T. 4-track, 4-channel special purpose recorder

with simultaneous 4-track record or playback. (Micr. extra). $695.00.

*QUADRECORDER 74-TT. ALL TRANSISTORIZED. 4-track, 4-channel

special purpose recorder, with minimal size and weight. (Micr. extra).

Price available upon request.

ALL PRICES QUOTED ARE SCHOOL /PROFESSIONAL NET COSTS.

* ASK FOR RHEEM CALIFONE PROFESSIONAL QUALITY MAGNETIC RECORDING TAPE.

EXCLUSIVE MANUFACTURER OF SELECTIVE AUDIO PRODUCTS FOR EDUCATION

leem) c^lifora^ CORPORATION

5922 BOWCROFT STREET, LOS ANGELES 16, CALI FORN I A / DEPT. ES-10
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editorial

Reed's

First

Law

Paul C. Reed

J[f C. Northcote Parkinson can identify and give his name to as

many as three laws, and if Dr. Jim Finn can stump the country

expounding Finn's Laws while lecturing on the development of in-

structional technology, we can't see but what Reed has a right to

make a law, too. So here's our first:

Every teacher has the right to teach

as well as he knows how to teach.

This is obviously such a good law it should be universalh ac-

ceptable. Who could oppose it? Who could object? Yet are teachers

now teaching as well as they know how? Are they free to exercise

this right? Are there discrepancies in what we believe and in what

we practice?

Examine the area in which we are primarily interested: the use of

modern technological tools for teaching. We believe that teachers

want to use these newer methods and materials; they know about

motion pictures, overhead projection, educational television, pro-

gramed learning; they know how or can readily learn how to make

effective use of these newer media. But their rights are being

denied. They are prevented from teaching as well as they know how

to teach.

We're not going to try to identify here all the people and their

excuses that are preventing teachers from using the materials and

equipment they want to use. We won't even mention the decision

making educators who claim that research has not yet proved the

value of audiovisual methods. We'll not say a word about the

school builders who continue to plan and construct "modern"

school buildings in which it is virtually impossible to make use of

modern audiovisual tools. Such people probably couldn't or

wouldn't comprehend "Reed's First Law."

There are some audiovisual directors and other educators, how-

ever, who by shifting their sights but slightly can do much to help

teachers achieve their right to teach as well as they know how.

Instead of trying to adjust the teachers' requests for equipment to

the amount of equipment that is available, their drive and effort

should be toward providing enough materials and equipment to

meet teacher needs. Amounts of materials and equipment should

not be fixed. Teacher needs should control availability.

If teachers are to be granted their right to teach as well as they

know how to teach, they are entitled to the use of whatever instruc-

tional materials and equipment they need, whenever they need

them. School administrators have the responsibility to meet these

needs.

This responsibility cannot be cast aside with a "who can afford

that?" rhetorical question. Just try these figures on your new light-

weight, low cost, overhead projector! A recent national surve>' of

school construction costs yielded these facts: in 1962, elementary'

classrooms cost $36,000 average; secondary classrooms, $54,000.

For less than $1,000 more you could provide each of these class-

rooms with all the audiovisual equipment a teacher might need:—
audiovisual blinds, projection screen, radio and television, projec-

tors for filmstrips, 2x2 slides, motion pictures, and 10 x 10 trans-

parencies, a tape recorder and a record player.

Think of this, too! In this day, when we are paying teachers

almost as much as skilled factory workers, how can we possibly

justify not providing them also with the tools that the>- need for

their jobs?
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means

NEWCOMB
Quality is an ideal. It is pursued by some manufacturers,

simulated by many, ignored by others. For a quarter of a

century Newcomb has endeavored to establish leadership

in the manufacture of top quality audio equipment spe-

cifically engineered for schools. Newcomb's attainment of

this goal has been tacitly acknowledged by the many imi-

tations which have been introduced — some by large cor-

porations whose resources are generally assumed to be

far greater. Quality has many parts. It is the sum of

purposeful design, proper materials, conscientious work-
manship—as much care given to the unseen as to the

visible. Striking a balance between durability, fidelity,

reliability, economy, and the features desired by teachers
• becomes as much an art as a science... an art which can

only be refined by experience. Quality pays off in many
ways. Quality audio equipment provides better sound for

more effective teaching and more enthusiastic learning.

It lasts longer, costs less to maintain. A thoughtful look

at your own service records will show why it is wise to

standardize with Newcomb. Schools who do their own
servicing have found an additional benefit : many New-
comb parts are interchangeable; spare parts inventory is

thereby reduced. You easily can standardize with New-
comb because of the wide variety of models in the New-
comb line— probably the most extensive in the world.

Manufacturing eflnciencies learned over a twenty-five-

year period make Newcomb little, if any, more costly than
lesser brands. Remember, nobody can give you a machine
"just as good, but cheaper" without sacrificing some ele-

ment of quality. Always insist on Newcomb for maximum
value. Write for a free catalog of the type of equipment
in which you are most interested— classroom phonographs,

table model radios, portable combination transcription

player/public address systems.

NEWCOMB AUDIO PRODUCTS COMPANY, DEPARTMENT C-10, 6824 LEXINGTON AVENUE, HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIF.
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ImchisVd
If

No wonder teachers ore singing the praises of the

Tecnifax Transpaque projector. It not only provides

them with a versatile tool for improved instruction, but

also offers a combination of advantages not available

with any other overhead projector:

NO "STAGE-GLARE" ... the Transpaque's unique

optical system concentrates light on the screen, not in

the teacher's eyes.

HIGH LIGHT-OUTPUT . . . projected images are

bright and sharp ... no need to pull down shades, or

dim the lights.

LOW SILHOUETTE ... no high projection head to

interfere with pupils' view of the screen,

STABILITY ... the Transpaque's broad base and low

center of gravity insure trouble-free performance

under all conditions.

Furthermore, Tecnifax provides,

without charge or obligation, training

in the utilization of the overhead pro-

jector. This enhances its effectiveness in

the classroom. For additional informa-

tion on the Transpaque projector and

the Tecnifax training programs, please

write to Tecnifax Corporation, Holyoke,

Massachusetts.

TECNIFAXCORPORATION
Manufactureri of

Visual Communication

Materials

and

Equipment

HOLYOKE, MASSACHUSETTS
V J

THE TECNIFAX TRANSPAQUE PROJECTOR

Tti EoA^ do'BuAuiGAA uKtkTemifow
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PREVIEW

SHOWCASE

FOR

PARLONS

FRANCAIS

an exclusive report

Here's a general view of hall where battery uf 11

sound projectors were set up to demonstrate the

"Parlons Francais" sound film lessons to Rochester

area school administrators and language teachers.

W HEN a group of educators entered the Chamber
of Commerce Building in Rochester, New York, on

March 20, they were greeted by a battery of 11 sound

projectors ... all projecting simultaneously on sepa-

rate screens.

Yet there was not the slightest trace of confusion or

distraction in the spacious hall which housed the

busy projectors.

As the visiting educators soon discovered, the im-

pressive array of equipment represented a novel, well-

organized and dramatic demonstration of one of the

newest and most exciting foreign language teaching

techniques.

Set up at well-spaced intervals throughout the hall

and projecting color images on the screens were six

8mm and five 16mm projectors. Earphones were at-

tached to each projector so that visitors could pick up
the audio from any one of the machines.

The occasion was "Preview Showcase," a special

program arranged by the Rochester Audiovisual Asso-

ciation to introduce to Western New York State the

new film version of "Parlons Francais," a French lan-

guage course of instruction for elementary grades.

As the description of the setting indicates, imagina-

tion played a major role in the highly successful dem-
onstration. So did cooperation.

Three separate groups pooled their talents and ener-

gies to arrange the program. The Rochester Audio-

visual Association invited the educators and was host

at the affair; Heath del^ochemont Corporation of Bos-

ton, producers of "Parlons Francais," provided the

films and conducted the demonstration with its own
personnel; and audiovisual dealers and manufacturers

in the Rochester area made the necessary equipment

available on a loan basis.

Equipment included three Kodak Sound 8 Projec-

tors, three Vicaudio Sound 8 Carryall Projectors (rear

screen), two 16mm Bell & Howell Specialist Projectors,

one 16mm Kodak Pageant Sound Projector, a 16mm
RCA Model 400 Projector and a 16mm Graflex Galaxy

Fifteen Projector.

School administrators and language teachers from

six Western New York counties—Monroe, Livingston,

Wayne, Ontario, Genesee, Orleans and Erie—attended

the demonstration which ran continuously from 11

a.m. to 5 p.m., except for a brief interruption for lunch.

The educators saw and listened to several of the

student lesson and teacher preparation films in the

"Parlons Francais" course. What intrigued most of

them was the 8mm sound film lessons, a new teaching

concept that could lead to a revolutionary change in

classroom instruction.

"Parlons Francais" itself is not new. It has been

available on videotape to school systems since 1959

through the mediiun of educational television.
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F. Borden Mace (left), president of Heath deRoche-

mont Corporation, and Frederick E. Viken, president

of the Rochester Audio Visual Association, stand

before projector and easel poster at the

"Parlous Francois" demonstration.

But the film version of this complete, basic course

of conversational French is new. The filmed lessons

open the program to thousands of school systems

which either do not have access to educational tele-

vision or are unable to secure ETV time from com-

mercial outlets. In addition, the filmed version, unlike

the TV presentation, gives the teacher almost com-

plete control over scheduling.

By putting the lessons on 8mm sound film, as well

as 16mm, the producers have made the course of in-

struction available to a potentially huge student audi-

ence.

From the standpoint of the classroom teacher, ready

a\ailability of 8mm sound films looms as one of the

most practical and appealing prospects. The day is

foreseen by some when the price of 8mm sound will

drop to a point where it will be economically feasible

for a school to maintain its own film library.

in an address to the Rochester area educators, F.

Borden Mace stressed the importance of continuity

and enthusiasm in the "Parlous Francais" program.

Mr. Mace, president of Heath deRochcmont, explained

the teaching program combines both the audio lingual

and visual techniques.

Mr. Mace and two other representatives of Heath
deRochemont—Charles G. Chase and E. Jerry Poulson

—conducted the demonstration program, witli the

cooperation of Frederick E. Viken, president of the

Rochester Audio Visual Association.

Educators who witnessed the demonstration were

from public, parochial and private schools, and in-

cluded three members of the Rochester Board of Edu-

cation—Mrs. Frances Cooke, president, and Jacob

Gitehnan and Robert R. Bickal.

The concept of "Parlous Francais" is a far-reaching

extension of the language laboratory. As a visual tool,

however, "Parlous Francais" goes a step further. It

provides close-up views of the film teacher's mouth

as she demonstrates the proper formation of vowels

and consonants with her teeth, lips and tongue. Thus,

by both hearing and seeing the lesson, the child de-

velops an authentic French accent much as he learned

English from his mother.

At present, "Parlous Francais" is a three-\ear course

of study, designed to teach French to third or fourth

graders and succeeding grades. Each year's course

consists of 60 filmed student lessons, two of which

are presented weekly.

The filmed version of "Parlous Francais" is avail-

able in a complete one-year teaching package. Besides

the filmed lessons, the package includes teacher prep-

aration films, a Kodak Sound 8 Projector (with the

8mm version only), a high fidelity record player,

long-playing records, teachers' guides, student activity

books, and teachers' activity books. All items are pack-

aged in an attractive, portable bookcase, suitable for

classroom storage.
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!•*•
Teachers Richard Batzin^, and Mrs. Marjorie
Brown (left) of the Webster (Neic York) Central
School District and Miss Flora J. Rizzo, head
of the foreign language department at

Rochester's East High School watch French
language films being shown on two
Kodak Sound 8 Projectors.

These three foreign language teachers focus their attention
on the screen as tliey view one of the "Parlons Francois"
film lessons. Separate lessons were projected simultaneously
by 11 projectors at the demonstration.

592

Sister Mary Gratia, professor of
languages at Catherine McAuley

College, Rochester, was among
the more than 100 Rochester

area educators who witnessed

the demonstration.
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Two Brighton, New York, school

principals—Lawrence Root of the

Council Rock School and Mrs.

Elsie Robinson of the Twelve Corners

School—listen to long-playing

French language record on
high-fidelity record player. The
record is part of the "Parlons

Francais" language program available

on 8inm and 16mm sound film.

Language film is seen xoith interest

by, from left, Mrs. Frances Cooke,

Tom Hope and Robert R. Bickal.

Mrs. Cooke is president, Mr. Bickal

is a member of the Rochester Board
of Education, and Mr. Hope,
secretary of the Rochester Audio
Visual Society, is employed
by Eastman Kodak Company.
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Ben L. Giimm, Assistant Supervisor

of Audiovisual Services for

San Diego City Sclwols, summarizes the

wide variety of educational tools

available to San Diego teachers.

Here San Diego children participate

in a "listening corner" and study

South American countries

through fUmstrips.

SAN DIEG<

X HE availability of instructional materials in the

San Diego City Schools makes teaching more effective,

more pleasant, and we believe, helps retain good

teachers in this City. New teachers are oriented to the

Audiovisual Department early in the year and all

teachers are encouraged to visit and "shop" for in-

structional materials.

As members of the Audiovisual Department staff,

one of the rewarding aspects of our job is to hear the

comments of teachers who come to San Diego from

all over the United States regarding the availability

of teaching materials in our district.

"Isn't this wonderfull"

"You mean I can take materials with me today?"

"Look at these art prints."

"I never had such a department back in . .

."

"Did I hear you say that you are open on Saturday

mornings?"

Our teachers hold the key which unlocks a rich

treasure chest of teaching materials.

As a supervisor of audiovisual services, one often

wonders how these materials are used by different

teachers. The visits to several elementary classrooms

described below are typical of the utilization these

materials receive.

Kindergarten Uses Study Prints

When we visited the room of Miss F. S., a kinder-

garten teacher, she was using locally produced large

study prints (16" x 20") on "Machines and Pligh-

ways." Questions and answers were of a great variety

because everyone could "see" what they were talking

about.

"What good is a clover leaf?"

"A clover leaf is necessary to get where you are

going."

"Why are forms used?"

"Forms are to shape the cement."

"What do white broken lines mean to the driver?"

"To stay in the lanes."

"Why is the highway patrol stopping the cars?"

"When the road is under construction, he has to."

"What is concrete made of?" These questions and
answers revealed that these kindergarteners had a real

understanding of the things shown in the study prints.

Various pieces of machinery, such as cranes, road

graders, and bulldozers, working on the freeways were
identified in the study prints and a discussion was held

regarding the uses of each.

Using the knowledge gained from the study prints

to construct freeways, overpasses, and highway signs,
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reasure Chest of Audiovisuals
by Ben L. Gumm

the children then began their block play. If questions

arose, Miss F.S. guided them to the study prints to

help answer their questions and further their blcx-k

construction.

Throughout the lesson, many additional learnings

occurred. The teacher and the children had discussed

the standards for getting the blocks off the shelf,

how to proceed in their work, getting along with each

other and, finally, putting things away. Thus, these

study prints which helped visualize freeways and
machines encouraged free discussion, built vocabulary,

and led to the teaching of human relationships for

these five-year-olds. <

Small Group Use of Filmstrips

The sixth grade class of Mr. W.W. was studying

South America. The class was divided into various

work groups, including committees on climate, ani-

mals, maps, rainfall, and people.

The committee on people was selected to preview
the filmstrip, "People of South America." Mr. W.W.,
who had already previewed the filmstrip, motivated

and directed one of the groups by a series of questions:

1. How do most of the people of South America
earn a living?

2. What type of homes do they have in the large

cities?

3. What is the chief food eaten by the natives?

4. What is the major sport of South America?
5. What is a serape?

With some definite things to look for, and using a

lilmstrip as their resource, a small group of students

met eagerly at the back of the classroom where they
projected the filmstrip on a small white tagboard
screen. As the group read the captions and discussed

the filmstrip, notes were taken to answer the specific

(Questions which had been asked. A littler later, the

committee reported to the entire class some of the

answers to questions asked in the prepared guide.

The teacher asked, "Did you complete your preview-
ing and would you like to show this filmstrip to the

whole class?"

The committee joined in a loud, enthusiastic "Yes."

"Perhaps, we can make a comparison between
North and South America by seeing a filmstrip about
each," added the teacher, and the class agreed that

this would be a good thing to do.

Listening and Viewing Corners

Mrs. K.D., fifth grade teacher, explained to us the
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use of the earphones or "listening corner" in her class-

room.

"I first heard about listening posts in connection

with the gifted program. I wanted to do something in

music enrichment. This seemed to be the means to

give groups of children an increased opportunity to

listen to fine music. I feel the listening post extended

the knowledge of music for many of my children while

I was able to carry on the regular teaching program
with the rest of the class. Now the children are start-

ing to use the earphones also with the social studies

recordings on Colonial Life."

Mrs. K.D. told us about using a number of sound-

strips, such as "Peer Gynt," "The Firebird," and "Peter

and the Wolf." Not only were the children able to hear

the music, but they were also able to see the accom-

panying filmstrip by projecting it on a small screen

at the end of the table.

The children expressed the value of their experience

as follows:

"Seeing the filmstrip and listening to the music help-

ed us learn more about certain composers and their

music."

"I think it is good because some of the children don't

get to go to the Children's Concerts."

Using a Variety of Materials

Good teachers, realizing that learning takes place in

different ways with individuals, try to select the meth-

od and the materials which they think will bring the

best results.

Let us look in on a sixth grade class where the

pupils of Mr. R.J.K. are studying a unit called "Work,

Energy, and Power."

"I introduced the unit by using a film which gave

an overview of the subject of power to my class," said

Mr. R.J.K.

"We also built many simple machines which demon-

strated the inclined plane, the pulley, the wheel, the

wedge, the screw, and the lever. We carried on a

variety of experiments with electricity and all types of

energy, but one of our problems was securing certain

materials to do our own experimentation, such as, a

rubber comb and glass rods."

Mr. R.J.K. continued, "Of course, we used filmstrips

such as, 'Reducing Friction on Land.' I really like film-

strips because you can stop, discuss, and explain as

long as is necessary."

Looking around the classroom, we could see that

Mr. R.J.K. was a very ingenious teacher and did not

rely solely on materials from the A-V Department, but

made a number of charts of his own to emphasize

points and ideas. Several boys were working on pro-

jects of their own which involved magnets, batteries,

and their own speakers. Mr. R.J.K. told us that films

and filmstrips often demonstrated experiments for

which he did have the equipment.

"Films and filmstrips help me to convey ideas in

this science unit which would have taken me, as a

teacher, much longer to do, and by means of anima-

tion the films did a job which I never would have been

able to do."

At the same school, Mrs. F.H. was teaching a unit

on "Friction," and told us of a variety of approaches

she used in her classroom—including experiments,

filmstrips, films, and reading. She pulled a little red
wagon over to our chairs. It contained such common
items as a can, sand paper, wheels, roller skates, board,

bricks, and marbels for use in experiments with fric-

tion. Before performing any experiment, the children

would predict what was going to happen and if it

didn't go as predicted, they would then be most in-

terested in discovering the reasons. Using some of the

common objects mentioned above, Mrs. F.H. tried to

visualize her teaching as much as possible. The board
was used as an inclined plane; they soaped half of it

and learned how much easier it was to pull a brick over

liiis area than over the dry board itself.

"These children learned a great deal from these ex-

periments," commented Mrs. F.H. "We would do
the experiments first and then it meant much more
when they read about it in the book."

Mrs. F.H. also used such A-V materials as the film-

strip, "Reducing Friction," the film, "Moving Things
on Land," and the exhibit, "The Pulley."

We also observed that learnings are not confined to

the classroom. One fourth grade student remarked to

his friend, who slid into home plate, "It's a good thing

you had friction or you would have gone into the

fence."

Thus, we have seen how two teachers selected a

variety of materials to provide interest in learning, to

make ideas understood, and to help students retain

them longer.

Film Serves in Many Ways
Some things are too large or too small to be seen or

else move so rapidly or so slowly one cannot see them.

Microphotography and time-lapse photography are the

means of overcoming difficult to see objects and ex-

tremely rapid or slowly moving things. Hard to explain

things can be shown on film by means of animation.

If things happened long ago, educational film pro-

ducers can recreate historical events to bring them
alive to their viewers. These are but a few of the ad-

vantages of the film.

Mr. H.C., a sixth grade teacher, was certainly aware

of the many advantages of the motion pictiu-e film

when introtlucing the unit on Latin America.

When we visited Mr. H.C., he used the film, "Age
of Discovery: Spanish and Portuguese Exploration" in

order to give his students a brief historical preview

of the men who explored South America and its coast

line. He carefully motivated the class to prepare them
for the film by suggesting points to look for, discuss-

ing new words (astrolabe, conquistadors, caravel)

and using a world map to briefly acquaint them with

places each explorer visited.

As a follow-up to the film and to reveal their know-

ledge of the explorers, the children worked on individ-

ual desk maps marking the routes of each explorer.

Even though the subject matter by itself was not

entertainment, learning by film was an enjoyable

process. We know that this was true in Mr. H. C.'s

classroom because we observed the interest of each

individual in the class.

Only the highlights of these classroom visits have

been reported, but we feel, that our teachers are mak-

ing good use of the instructional materials available to

them here in San Diego.
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Situation: Broad River Elementary School-Joseph Espanol Team Leader

Grade 5-6. Teacher Aide, Dina Kenez uses the projector in class-

room equipped with audio tables.

The small group of students gathered around the projector can hear only the

program on the sound track and are not disturbed by the other activities in the

classroom. The teacher aide set the volume level and was able to permit these

students to view and listen on their own while she set up pre-recorded taped

programs in Spanish instruction for a second group in another part of the same

(well lighted) classroom.

INDI-
VISUALIZED
PROJECTION

FOR
INDEPENDENT

LEARNING

by

Art Lalime

Director of

Curriculum Materiah

Norwalk (Conn.)

Public Schools

ili XCITING new dimensions have been added recently to individual and

small group instruction. Independent listening centers such as "audio

tables" already provide valuable learning experiences for students in many

subjects in the Norwalk Public School. Recent addition of rear projection

units ( Kalart/Victor's "Duolite" Model) greatly extends learning oppor-

tunities for small group instruction. Now thousands of 16mm sound

motion pictures-traditionally used for large group instruction-can be

made available also for independent study in small groups.

This system of projection, with individual student headsets, permits

teachers to provide a variety of educative experiences in a single class-

room. Thus, greater attention is given to meeting the "individual differ-

ence" needs of each pupil. Even second graders in the school library con-

centrated on "Duolite" film lessons. Six students, thus provided with head-

sets, and arranged with the projection unit in a quiet area of the library

do not disturb others.

Quality of the picture using this equipment is excellent even in a nonnal-

ly lighted classroom. The headsets not only increased intensity of con-

centration for each participating learner but they also isolate the sound

so that others are not distracted. In a test of the "attention power" of the

self-contained unit four students from a 5th grade class were assigned to

view a science film in a classroom being used for large group instruction.

During an English lesson presented to fifty 6th grade students with an

overhead projector in oix-ration and with dismissal of the 6th graders for

lunch the 5th grade students were so absorbed that they were not dis-

tracted from their film lesson.

Now teachers can be provided with instructional tools required for the

full scope of modern educational needs from television receivers and over-

head projectors for large group pesentations with "mass media" techniques

to dynamic new eciuipment programmed for independent "indi-visualized"

study.
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EIGHT MILLIMETER:

X HERE IS A striking parallel between narrow-

gauge eight millimeter sound film and the new, mass-

transit monorail of the Seattle's World Fair. From
the monorail, people stepped down into a familiar

world of popcorn and candyfloss. Anyone who wants

to leave the somewhat nostalgic avenues of the Mid-

way and proceed into the fantastic regions of Century

21, must go on foot. Some effort is needed to get

across the threshold of familiar knowledge to the

challenges of the unknown.
Most experts are convinced that eight millimeter, a

mass-transit system of the senses, will also be used

initially and primarily, not to inform or disturb, but to

convey amusement; not to explore new frontiers, open

fresh avenues of communication, or unravel the mys-

teries of the seen and unseen world, but to add a

coating of exquisite sweetness which will subdue, at

least temporarily, man's restless questioning. Enter-

tainment unlimited: wild west sagas, the animated

joke, dramas of offended chastity—but nothing exces-

sively wicked or sublime, nothing that will purge the

hardening arteries or challenge the spirit of adventure.

As a matter of fact, thousands of titles, including a

good deal of archival comedy, have already been

resurrected in eight millimeter and given sound tracks.

On the equipment side of things, competent progress

is also being made. True, the industry is having a cat

and mouse game with standards. This results in some
confusion, but is not likely to engage the interest of

the customer. Anyone who can resign himself to the

expensive obsolescence he purchases each year with

his car, will soon accept the vagaries of the home
movies' market.

The point to be made is that the cornerstone of

eight millimeter communication has been unobtru-

sively laid; and heaven alone knows what assort-

ment of trinkets and contemporary bric-a-brac has

been buried under it for posterity. Certainly genera-

tions to come may question our wisdom in planning

the great communication boon of this century.

Of even more interest to us, however, is that a wide

selection of home movies readih' obtainable from
supermarkets and public libraries, introduces for the

first time in visual media, a remarkable element of

choice, equal to, and possibh- surpassing before too

long, the vast range of printed material. It may even

release many of us from our enchanting enslavement

to television. Moreover, unprecedented freedom to

select a more highly individual form of entertainment,

leads, sooner or later, no matter how pedestrian the

approach may be, to the educational potential of

eight millimeter.

But while a personal library of films, like collec-

tions of records or paperbacks, is almost certain to

exhibit signs of discriminating taste, elevating intrinsic

qualities of film appreciation in the process, we have

to admit that this is a particularly lean area for the

eight millimeter trade to exploit. Important as it is to

education, it is unlikely to brighten their operations

with much profit. Nevertheless, eight millimeter sound
film provides us with the potentiality of a visual lab-

oratory of our own evolving culture. The best in enter-

tainment should no longer have to mellow for cen-

turies before its educational value is acknowledge.

But before educators are permitted to stake a claim

in this new communication medium, transforming it

into a magic carpet to learning, business and industry

have a prior claim. Since business and industry are

spending more on their own education programs than

all organized education combined, the formal educa-

tor may soon wake astonished to find these enterpris-

ing bedfellows stirring beside him. With the need to

re-educate an employee several times in the course of

his working career, it is not suqjrising that corpora-

tions, large and small, represent a major market for

the eight millimeter sound film. And this is only one

factor among many. But it would be a pity if, as a

result of the overwhelming appetite of industry for

self-improvement, the educator forfeited his influ-

ence, and eventually his prominence, in the educa-

tional process. In former times, if an analogy is need-

ed, priests unwillingly relinquished their hold on
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The Eighth Lively Art
by Mark Slade

Education Liaison Officer

National Film Board of Canada

formal education; and, for good or ill, in the secular

exchange that took place, certain spiritual values were
somehow bartered away. The educator today cannot

afford to be a sleeping partner: to let education be-

come the prerogatiN'e of well-meaning foundations

and corporations would surely bankrupt the learning

complex, perhaps irreparably.

The most important contribution eight millimeter

sound film can make to education is to excite specula-

tive thought. It can be a thoroughly creative medium.
Not so much presenting information as exploring a

single facet of information in a multiple context, eight

milh'meter complements and transforms existing me-
dia, new and old. It represents an extension of the

mainstream of communication. It is a necessary and
compelling extension because the massive, shapeless

sprawl of increasing knowledge makes an imaginative

treatment of facts inescapable. If eight millimeter

were not being de\-eIoped with such rapidity and
effectiveness, there would be cause for alarm.

For the mass of facts abounding in any single dis-

cipline, increasing a thousandfold over a single gene-

ration, and likely to accelerate even more rapidly, can

no longer be hoarded in a man's head. Nor can facts

be catalogued in print: they need to be coded, stored

and transmitted electronically. A minimum core of

facts must be grasped in careful, brief sequences,

artfully programmed. Only a bold, imaginative, visual

treatment can add the dimension of reason which un-

locks the fancy so that information can be decom-
posed, reassembled and orchestrated in fresh patterns

of understanding, posing new problems, new solu-

tions, new satisfaction. The alternative might well be
an assembly line of endless data endlessly manipulated

for merely useful purposes. Already, instruction en-

joys the same status as education; information and
knowledge are becoming synonymous, interchange-

able terms. Eight millimeter is certainly no open-se-

same, but the moving image is, uniquely, the langu-

age of imagination.

Imagination is needed, too, if teachers are not to

miss the creative opportunity that eight millimeter

provides. Experts have asked a lot of questions about
this new medium, but it would be safe to guess that

no one yet has knocked on many classroom doors and
invited the classroom teacher to participate. To go
further and suggest that no one will seek out the

classroom teacher would be going too far. Yet the

success of eight millimeter depends on nothing less

than all out co-operation with the teacher—not some
audiovisual specialist, not film-makers, but the people
who communicate with the child at his desk; they

must control this medium.

Let the teachers be the ones who start asking ques-

tions about eight millimeter film; let them state the

specifications. They can say, for example, we want a

sound projector as portable as a typewriter, the price

of which is to be under a hundred dollars; we want
foolproof cartridge loading which will allow for indi-

vidual operation, unaided, by a five-year old child;

we want thousands of single concept films, silent and
sound, in three to ten minute continuous loops, and we
will personally supervise the visual treatment in ac-

cordance with our own professional experience and
objectives, these clips to cost no less than cheaper
text books, no more than the best reference books.

Give us this and the imaginative moving image will

begin to take on a dynamic intensity in the learning

and teaching continuum which underlies the living

environment in every classroom. Give us a library of

films in every class; at least one projector in every
class; facilities for our own creative use of this in-

novation in communication. Above all, give us con-

trolled mobility and illumination, whether classes are

old or new, large or small, and we will readilv cross

the threshold of famiiar knowledge to meet the new
challenge of communication fall out.

Then let the experts—the technicians, the specialists,

the audiovisual consultants and supervisors, the school

administrators— come up with the answer.

There is no doubt that they will.
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Language

Laboratory

Performance

A Quick Glance

by

Joseph Silva

Language Laboratory Director

Thornton Township High Schools

Harvey, Illinois

M,UCH has been written about how to set up the

ideal language laboratory but comparatively little has

been said about the electronic performance of the ma-
chinery after it has been installed. To gather informa-

tion concerning how language laboratories are per-

forming, a short questionnaire was sent to thirty-one

schools in Illinois, excluding Chicago. Twenty-three

questionnaires were completed and returned. Two an-

swers were eliminated because the laboratories were
so new that no conclusions could be made.
The questionnaire was sent to the laboratory direc-

tors of high schools chosen at random from a list ob-

tained from the state language coordinator. The ob-

ject of the inquiry was not only to find out how lan-

guage laboratories are doing, but also to determine

whether or not better language laboratories are being

made and what companies are manufacturing them.

The investigation was meant to be exploratory rather

than exhaustive and there is still much to be investi-

gated.

There were ten different makes of equipment repre-

sented in the twenty-one high schools reporting. The
instructional facilities ranged in size from a ten to a

thirty-six booth laboratory, with ten schools reporting

thirty booths. The two oldest laboratories became
operational in 1959; nine in 1960; ten in 1961.

An attempt was made to ascertain the extent of use

to which the equipment was being subjected. A
schedule of daily use would put greater stress on the

equipment than would a library schedule. Therefore,

under the heading of Scheduling, the laboratory di-

rectors were asked if they were on a Ubrary or a

weekly class schedule. In this same category, eleven

directors thought that their laboratories were not

operating at full capacity. One reason given was that

not enough students used the laboratory after the

regular school day. In the eyes of some this is not

using the facilities to the fullest extent. In any case,

ten directors thought their laboratories were being

used to capacity and eleven did not concur.

Asked if the equipment had been able to withstand

rugged daily treatment, sixteen directors answered
aflSrmatively while five answered in the negative. The
table below shows what the language laboratory di-

rectors have found to be the most troublesome part

of the etjuipment. The very nature of the language
laboratory's operation makes each component equally

important so that when one part fails, no matter how
small, some booth or booths become inoperative.

Extent of Difficulty Experienced with Equipment

Equipment
Most

trouble

Moderate

trouble

Least

trouble

No
answer

Earphones 9 7 1 4

Amplifiers 2 1 9 9

Tape Recorders 4 4 9 4

Phonograph 2 11 8

Wiring 4 3 6 8

Control Panel 1 4 8 8

TOTAL 20 21 44 40

In replying to the question concerning satisfaction

of service by the installing company, nine reported

that it was good, six said it was fair, five indicated

that it was poor and one did not answer. Eleven lan-

guage laboratory directors thought that within a peri-

od of from one to five years they would have to re-

place most of their electronic equipment, such as

earphones, recorders, amplifiers and wiring. The broad

span of time might be accounted for by the fact that

much of this equipment can be replaced piece by
piece over a span of months or years. Most directors

evidently do not know what to expect so far as future

replacements are concerned.

The answers broken down are as follows:

Estimated Equipment Replacement by Years

1

Year

2

Years

3

Years

4

Years

5

Years

6
Years

No
Answer Total

1 3 2 5 10 21

A question about improving the equipment was in-

cluded in the questionnaire with the idea of getting

reaction from laboratorv directors as to how they

viewed their major problems. The fact that nineteen

directors said that their equipment could be im-

proved indicates that it is not operating according to

their best desires in light of what liad been written

about it. The earphones are an example of this. They
are an important component in the language labora-

tory and a troublesome one. For each set that went
bad, a booth became inoperative if a replacement was
not readily available. Where a laboratory is operating

on a narrow margin of extra booths and where there

are no reserve earphones, the situation can become
rather annoying. As indicated in Table 1, there were
many complaints about earphones.

In conclusion, it seems that most schools with a

language laboratory had an electronic problem of one

kind or another. Having a language laboratory is evi-

dently not as easy as it appears to be. There are many
problems both curricidar and electrical. The question

of who is manufacturing the best laboratory today

was not indicated in this studv. One company's equip-

ment may be recommended by one laboratory director

and condemned by another. It appears that there is

much work and worry for whomever is designated or

takes upon himself the responsibility of language lab-

oratorv director.
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An Opaque
Demonstration

!

by

Robert Fite

and

Margaret Wilson

I .. AST semester approximately twenty teachers were

actively engaged in a graduate level in-service course

at Central High School District No. 3 in Merrick,

Long Island. These teachers ranged in experience

from first year teachers to those with over twenty-five

years of teaching experience. Each teacher was en-

couraged to produce a training device or develop a

new method that would make his regular teaching

more effective.

Emphasis was placed upon the concept that faculty

members should be educational pioneers and attempt

new things with conventional teaching tools. One of

our faculty and course member, Margaret Wilson, a

senior high school biology teacher had a problem as

to how to disect a cow's eye and still permit a class of

thirtv-five students to see the entire process. I've asked

her to tell this to you in her own words:

"The opaque projector has many uses in the class-

room in the projection of text book pages, maps,

graphs and many other flat or 3 dimensional objects.

To this list we have now added still another use—that

of projecting a disection demonstration in such a way
that the whole class may benefit.

"The problem of how to show a complete disec-

tion of a frog, worm, cow's eye or any other specimen

to a whole class at one time is something that has

plagued the science teacher for many years. The opa-

que projector may not be the complete or only answer

to this problem, but it is a very satisfactory one.

"The "how to do" of this type of projection is not

difficult, but some forethought must be used. Some of

the things to consider are these:

1. You will be looking into the very bright light of

a 1,000 watt bulb. Sun glasses reduce this light

very satisfactorily.

2. The area in which you will be working is going

to become uncomfortably warm over a period of

time; therefore, work with the sp>ecimen as close

to you as you can and still be able to project it

on the screen. A fairly heavy coating of vaseline

on the backs of your hands or perhaps gloves

(not rubber) will help te) relieve the heat. Of
course, while you are discussing some phase of

the disection, you can remove your hands from

the warm area.

3. The disection should be done on a pad of paper

toweling rather than in a disecting pan as the

rubber or wax base in the pans may become soft

after a i>eriod of time.

4. It is a great help to the teacher if a student can

sit near the projector's focus knob in order to

keep the picture in focus while the teacher ma-

nipulates the specimen. Because of the bright

light, it is very difficult for the teacher to see

the screen."

Let us not be ready to put out to pasture any audio-

visual tool. Remember our yardstick of successful utili-

zation must measure the end product in the light of

teacher-student interest and learning.

The opaque projector and its 140 lumens of light

output is still one of the most popular teaching tools

in our school district that services over 7,200 students

in grades 7 through 12. Students, teachers, administra-

tors, board of education members and local citizens

have all used the opaque projector this year and have

achieved effective results with this "work horse of

long ago."

Editorial note: The Charles Beseler Company, East Orange,

New Jersey, which was asked to comment on the appli-

cation of the opaque projector in this demonstration had

the following to say: "We believe there is no hazard to

an individual using the opaque projector as did Margaret

Wilson. There are several things that might be done in

order to make the project a little bit easier, safer and with

a lot less heat than might ordinarily be expected. First,

we would very definitely use a heat filter in this applica-

tion. This will con.sidcrably reduce the temperature effects

on the specimen. Secondly, as an experiinent, we would

also contemplate the original use of a 500 waft lamp and

the heat filter to determine whether or not sufficient illumi-

nation can be achieved using the 500 watt lamp. If this

is done there will be again a great change in the tempera-

tures on the specimen."
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"FIBERBILT" CASES
"THEY LAST INDEFINITELY"

Equlppad with itaal cornars, staal card

holdar and haavy wab straps.

Only original Fibarbllt Casas baar this

Trada Mark

your Atturantm %S^^^^i
of ••flnutt Qualify'

For 16inni Flln

400' to 3000' Raals

Sold by All Loading Oaoiars

can be saved

.

broken sprocket

holes can be re

rr quik splice,
• Repair torn film and broken

sprockets with no frame loss

• Splices will not shrink or dry out

— has archival quality

• Splices are made of optically clear

Dupont Mylar precut and pre-

sprocketed with peel -off paper

backing for ease in use

• Film plane remains constant for

perfect focus in splice area

#253-FILM STRIP SPLICER-$14.50

#T35-DP QUIK SPLICE TAPES for use
with #253 Splicer. PER DISPENSER
PACK-$5.00.
At your A/V dealer or write Dept. ES

HUDSON PHOTOGRAPHIC INDUSTRIES, INC.

A/V Industrial Division

irvinglon-on-Hudson, New York

AV Industry News

THREE WAY TIE-UP

Graflex, Inc., University Microfilms,

and McGraw-Hill announce an ar-

rangement whereby M-H gets sales

rights to the Graflex Koncept-O-Graph
and Micro-Aid teaching machines, and
Grafle.\'s Department of Auto-Instruc-

tional Materials gets rights to M-H
programs photographed by University

Microfilms. The latter has become a

subsidiary of Xerox Corporation. A
number of M-H programs are becom-
ing currently available for use in the

Graflex machines, starting with "Anal-

ysis of Behavior" bv Holland Skinner.

DEALER-ADVISORS

Newly elected members of the Bell &
Howell Audio-Visual Advisory Board
are Charles F. Appel, Sr., Pittsburgh;

Malcolm P. Ewing, Jackson, Miss.;

Mahlon H. Martin, Massilon, Ohio;

Lawrence E. Logsdon, Dallas; and Jer-

ome W. Kinter, San Francisco. Five

dealers are elected annually by their

fellow dealers in their respective areas.

Meetings of this advisory council "have
produced ideas that have changed the

company's policies and have helped

shape marketing strategy," according

to B&H educational sales manager
George P. Myles, who expects soon to

change his post in favor of a connec-

tion with Pittsburgh dealer Appel.

LARGE-SCREEN COLOR-TV

"TNT Colorvision," offering closed-

circuit color TV on 400 square foot

screens, is announced as immediately
available in a network of 51 cities,

"for business, industry, government
and other groups." "TNT' stands for

the source, Theatre Network Televi-

sion, not the explosive.

THINGS TO COME?

A "laser" light source, a six-inch ruby
rod no thicker than a lead pencil,

enabled M.I.T. scientists, on May 9 of

this \ear, to flash a light to the moon
in three seconds. The name "laser"

comes from a description of the de-

vice's function: Light Amplification by
Stimulated Emission of Radiation.

RCA's Electronic Age (Summer 1962)
comments that while the development
of its newest laser had involved count-
less frustrations and setbacks, its reali-

zation is "a milestone in a new tech-

nology which may one day revolu-

tionize our lives."

Norelco's shutterless motion picture

projector has been installed in the
Victoria Theatre, Ossining, N. Y.,

"after three years of experiment in

hundreds of the world's leading show-
houses." The heart of the new device

is the SPP-800 pulsed gas discharge

lamp.

FILM FRAUDER JAILED

A plea of guilty to the charge of using
the mails to defraud brought Monroe
Hodroff, Bloomington, Minn., a 3-year

jail sentence. He was originally in-

dicted for renting 16mm films under
a string of more than 30 aliases and
then using them to stock his own
rental library. His choice of titles

showed good taste, they included

"Hamlet," "Caine Mutiny," "Magnifi-

cent Ob.session," "Giant" and similar

top Product. {Film Daily)

COMMUNICATIONS CONGRESS

More than 100 exhibitors are listed

for the Visual Communication Con-
gress at Philadelphia's Trade and Con-
vention Center, Dec. 7-11. Many AV
names among them, including B&H,
Beseler, EK, 3M, Ozalid, Technifax.

Joint sponsorship—Society of Repro-
duction Engineers, American Institute

for Design and Drafting, and Ameri-
can Records Management Association.

John E. Sedan is manager. 18465
James Couzens Highway, Detroit 35.

THE AUDIO-VISUAL MARKET

The audio-visual market, according to

a report from Bell & Howell, repre-

sents one-third of a billion dollars in

annual expenditures by education, in-

dustry, the government, the medical

profession, churches and welfare or-
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PUT YOUR A-V PROGRAM ON WHEELS

WILSON TABLES provide ''educational automation
ir

All busy executives aren't in industry.

Outstanding A-V executives (AVecu-
tives, to coin a word) are also con-

cerned with automation to achieve com-
plete utilization of equipment and mate-

rials from the staff of classroom teachers.

When an "AVecutive" is appointed

to energize an A-V program, one of the

first things he does is to put all equip-

ment on the proper mobile tables. Be-

fore he spends a penny on additional

equipment, he makes sure the present

inventory gets maximum use.

Why tables.' Because this seemingly

insignificant item is an integral part of

each piece of A-V equipment and moti-

vates teachers to take advantage of the

equipment investment. Every audiovisu-

alist knows from experience how equip-

ment without wheels tends to become
rooted to the spot. Women teachers dis-

like carrying equipment—are hesitant

about asking others to carry it for them.

The table makes equipment safe, con-

venient, accessible and easy to use.

Teacher resistance melts away.

Manufacturers have worked miracles

making their equipment lighter and
more compact. Yet this same equipment
weighs nothing —absolutely nothing

when it is on a table.

Mobility is a major contribution of-

fered by a table. But there are so many
other features that your Wilson A-V
Table Representative will be in to talk

with you about them during "Think
about Tables" month.

With the fact established that tables

are components of all equipment and
affect every segment of your program,
he won't discusss tables in generalities.

He'll get specific.

For example, he'll point out that when
you invest $600 for a projector, you're

wise to spend an additional 6% for a

table to get full return on your invest-

ment.

He'll discuss the advantages of Wilson
Tables—the exclusive 5 year uncondi-

tional guarantee that protects you and
your school's budget; how the extra

heavy steel construction carries ten times

normal load; why edge rolled safety

steel provides smoothness to the touch,

never a possibility of a sharp corner or

edge.

Wilson Tables are electrically welded,

delivered set-up, ready for immediate

use. Never need maintenance. The chip,

mar and rust resistant sandtone finish

lasts and lasts and blends with decor.

Wilson Tables are available with a

double receptacle built into the leg, plus

a 20 foot cord so equipment can be

operated anywhere in the classroom

without the need for extension cords.

The finest ball bearing, swivel casters

are used. Tables move effortlessly in any
direction, can be locked on an incline

with toe touch brakes. Anti-shimmy
springs eliminate wheel flutter, provide
quiet roll.

The thick 1/4" sponge rubber pad on
Wilson Tables has its special purpose

—

to absorb vibration, noise and prevent

equipment from slipping. The shelves,

too, are designed to prevent equipment
from sliding off—three sides are turned
up, the fourth is turned down so equip-

ment can be easily positioned.

Your A-V distributor could spend
hours discussing why Wilson Tables are

made in varying heights and sizes in

order to get maximum use out of equip-

ment. But to save your time, he'll give

you a copy of "Put your A-V program
on wheels."

Yes, during "Think about Tables"

month, explore the possibilities how
Wilson Tables provide "educational

automation." If you do, you're well

on your way to giving your A-V pro-

gram maximum lift at the smallest possi-

ble investment. And you will also come
to the conclusion that Wilson Tables
are the finest dollar value available

today.

For immediate information, write for

your free 6 page brochure on Wilson
Tables, accessories and the Movie-Mover
RP.

H. WILSON CORPORATION
546 W. 119th Street Chicago 28, Illinois

World's leading manufacturer of A-V Tables and Rear Projection Equipment.
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WHAT CAN YOU EXPECT
FOR LESS THAN $55.00?
Quite a lot, when you consider the ATC 300A 4-speed record player.

It has all the essential capabilities for quality sound reproduction,

plus classroom simplicity and durability. Its 10-watt, transformer-

powered, high-fidelity amplifier, big 9" oval dual-cone speaker, full-

range tone control, and plug-in ceramic cartridge give overall

response conforming to RIAA high fidelity standards. Its automatic

turntable starts when the pickup is removed from its rest and stops

when it is returned and secured. Flat spots cannot form on the idler

wheel: it only contacts the motor shaft when the turntable is rotating.

The '%" plywood case is covered with a new silver-brown vinyl

material to withstand constant classroom use. These are only a few of

the features that make the 300A an outstanding bargain for schools.

If you would like to know the rest, we suggest that you ask your

professional Audio-Visual dealer for a demonstration, or w rite us for

further information.

J2..50 List

ALL

$5495
School Net

PRODUCTS ARE TRANSFORMER POWERED FOR COMPLETE SAFETY

AUDIOTRONICS
11057 WEDDINGTON STREET, NORTH HOLLYWOOD 2 , CALIFORNIA

ganizations, among others.

According to the 1 96 1 Annual Sta-

tistical Report on the Photographic
Industry in the United States, pub-
lished by Modern Photography and
Photo Dealer magazines, a total of

$388,000,000 was spent on audiovis-

ual equipment and films in 1960, the

latest year for which figures are avail-

able.

Of this amount, the biggest share—

$184,000,000—came from business and
industry, followed by federal, state

and local governments, which spent

$103,000,000. Next (in descending

order of expenditures) were educa-

tion, $59,000,000; religion, $18,000,-

000; civic, social, welfare and other

similar organizations, $16,000,000,

and medicine and healdi, $8,000,000.

Expenditures of $36,000,000 were
for 16mm motion picture equipment.

Another $80,000,000 was spent on
other AV equipment and materials;

$115,000,000 on production of films;

$64,000,000 on release prints, and

$93,000,000 on film distribution.

Of the 49,000 16mm sound projec-

tors sold in 1960, 58 per cent were
used in education, 22 per cent in busi-

ness and industry, 5 per cent in re-

ligion, 8 per cent in government, 3

per cent in civic, welfare and recrea-

tion and 4 per cent in medicine and
health.

There are an estimated 727,000

16mm sound projectors in use. Of
these, 220,000 are in education;

179,000 in business and industry;

127,000 in religion; 75,000 in govern-

ment; 50,000 in civic, social, welfare

and related organizations; 11,000 in

medicine, and 65,000 in the home.

TEACHING AAACHINES FREE

Five teaching machines free with a

"given number of programs," is the

"present thinking" of a program pro-

ducer who forecasts 50 new programs

by the end of the year. The "ma-

chines," 5x8-in. and plastic, are ex-

pected to sell for no more than the

cost of an average text-book.

Safety razor and blades?

OFFER DISCONTINUED

Florman & Babb, New York, announce

that response to their offer of free

surplus miscellaneous motion picture

equipment must be terminated. They
request that all applicant organizations

"restrict their communication to re-

turning the request form and patiently

await actual shipment of the equip-

ment. Due to the overwhelming re-

.sponse, processing of shipments will

take longer than originally expected."
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FOUR LANGUAGE FILM

A Fairchikl 8mm sound movie repeat-

er projector, demonstrated recently to

the SMPTE, showed a choice of four

different languages, dialects or vocab-

ulary levels, delivered by an 8mm 4-

track magnetic tape magazine thread-

ed synchronously with the 8mm film

magazine with the tape bypassing the

film gate. Not yet commercially avail-

able.

GETS $100,000 LOAN

The Billerett Company of Anaheim,

Calif., has made a $100,000 loan

agreement with the Spring Street Cap-

ital Co. Billerett makes the Discoverer

TM-3 auto instructional aid, marketed

nationally through the American Seat-

ing Company.

MERGER ANNOUNCED

The merger of Ditto, Incorporated,

with the Bell and Howell Company
was approved by shareholders meet-

ings of the two companies. B&H board

chairman Charles Percy stated that

after the merger his firm's combined

1962 sales objective is approximately

$150,000,000, with about 26 percent

in the business machines field, 38 per-

cent in photographic products, and 36

percent in electronic instrumentation

and high-vacuum equipment. The
combined company will employ about

9,000 people. B&H president Peter G.

Peterson announced the forthcoming

Dupont/B&H film and the B&H/Can-
on 35mm still camera line will appear

late this year.

SOUND SELLS FORDS

Fairchild 8mm sound in a rear-projec-

tion "talking box," shows six sales

films made by Wilding, to help boost

Ford dealer sales.

PEOPLE
Marie C. Greene (Mrs. Nelson L.

Greene), associate publisher of Edu-
cational Screen b- Audiovisual Guide,

has been honored by the French gov-

ernment with the Medal of the Aca-

demic Palms in recognition of her life-

long interest in French culture and her

activities in various French societies

in the Chicago area.

George L. Carrini^ton, Jr. has been
appointed general manager of the

Altec Service Company. He has been
with Atlec-Lansing for 19 years.

Ralph E. (Red) Pierce, appointed op-

erations manager at the same time, has

had 24 years service there.

Bernie Barnett, newly appointed mar-

keting manager at Manhattan Color

Labs, will have charge of all sales,

promotion, advertising and customer

relations. He is vice president of the

National \'isual Presentation Associa-

tion.

Archibald W . Dunn was recently ap-

pointed sales manager at Chester Elec-

tronic Laboratories, makers of remote

controlled, dial-operated "learning lab-

oratories" for schools and colleges.

John Dostal, president of Elech-on-

ics for Education, Inc., announces the

appointment of Nat Welch as vice-

president for marketing.

Lloyd Seidrnan, president, Educa-

tional Science Division of U.S. Indus-

tries, Inc., announces the appoint-

ment, as his assistant, of Mrs. Grace

Martin. Mrs. Martin co-authored three

of the USI TutorText books, and has

served as the firm's production man-
ager and editor.

Don Andersson has been named di-

rector of information for the National

Community Television Association,

Washington, D.C.; he has an extensive

trade association P.R. background.

Harrison E. Frohock, duPont execu-

tive, was elected president of the So-

ciety of Reproduction Engineers. The
Society has 37 chapters, with 4,000

members.

Walter A. Stickney has joined Eye-

gate House as Educational Director.

His extensive professional education

background includes important AV
positions in the New York City and

other public schools, and in the armed

forces.

Leon A. Wortman is the new sales

manager for commercial electronic

products at Sylvania Electric Prod-

ucts, Inc. His responsibility includes

educational and hospital and similar

closed-circuit TV systems and related

equipment. Edward A. Gilchrist has

been named marketing manager for

photolamp professional products;
background includes Polaroid and

Ansco.

Samuel (Chick) Hyman after 16

years as general manager, has become
president of Camera Mart, Inc., New
York, upon the retirement of Mrs.

Hester V. Browning, widow of the

founder of the 24-year-old company.

Louis J. Stoyanoff has been named
president of Craig Research, Inc.

THE NEW BESELER

VU GRAPH 7750TH
OVERHEAD

MM^t^ Tilt-a-Matic Lens

PROBLEM SOLVED! New VU-GRAPH 7750-TH

with "Tilt-A-Matic" Lens raises picture with-

out raising projector . .

.

Up to now teachers who preferred "low

silhouette" overhead projectors had to tilt the

projector to raise the picture - writing was

difficult, experiments spilled . .

.

With the new VuGiapli 7/L)0-TH the full 10"xlO"
projection stage is used in normal manner . . .

teacher writes, draws, performs experiments on

level stage.

f ^^^ ^^ WRITE FOR MORE INFORMATIONi < OR FREE

^^J J "NO OBLIGATION" OEMONSTRATION

CHARLES BESELER COMPANY
212(TI So. 18th St. East Oianga, New Jersey
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AV in the Church Field by William S. Hockman

Editorial Comment
On This and That . . .

Two letters took me to task for my
views on the Greeii-Lake-At-Rochester

piece; one letter and a phone call

offered praise. Even score, I'd say.

Since the program looked little like

the original planning, and the actual

program not too much like the an-

nouncement, even less in line with the

vast and serious needs of the church

AV-wise, eventual evaluation ought to

come from the 'customers' who at-

tended this feast of abstractions, non-

specifics, and far-out groupings. Send
your appraisals, both pro and con,

right along. We promise, for the good
of the cause, to print what you send—
as far as space limits permits.

» « o o

On a 2-months 9,000-mile vacation

trip across the country this summer
we visited many churches, talked with

quite a few church folks, looked in on
some AV library people, and supped
with producers in and around Holly-

wood. We found little cause for re-

joicing at the state of AV economics

or AV usage by the churches. Never
have we had such a storehouse of fine

and usable material in both films and
filmstrips, and never have we had so

much ignorance of this material, and
such appalling indifference to it in

circles when its presence is known,
and here I refer to the larger penta-

gons of Protestantism.

9

One of the superstitions in the field

of church architecture is that when a

big-name architect is engaged the

church can sit back and relax in the

assurance that it will get the best of

everything. Just visit the next ten

newly consti-ucted churches you come
across and see how that works out!

A $600,000 edifice with acoustics so

poor the preacher can't be heard; a

fine church with not one storage room;

churches without any P.A. facilities

built in, and no way to get services out

to local radio stations; churches with

acres of plate glass which need to be

draped immediately and which make
light-control for AV projection all but

impossible. One church (in the round

with sharp corners, as it were) had
few decent classrooms and out front on

the lawn a $2,000 bow-legged pylon

planted firmly in close to $5,000

worth of concrete. In another, a high-

ceilinged room for the 'sewing ladies'

had at least 2.5 foot-candles of light

at the work-level, all planned by 'one

of the finest architects.' Question to all

AV people: How can we overtake the

architects and tell them about the

audiovisual era?

o o o o

We ' commend the insight and
energy of Mr. Renwick Garypie of

the AV Department of the Wayne
County (Mich.) Public Library in

working with two other libraries to list

the film titles of the Audio-Visual

Resourses Guide (AVRG) found in all

three of their libraries. Compiled,
these titles made a nice booklet which
was then distributed to the churches,

and the response, while not over-

whelming, has been good, he reports.

« o o o

The Catholic Audio Visual Educa-
tors Association (box 618, Church St.

P.O., New York 8, N.Y.) knows where
it's coming from, going to, and how to

get there. For evidence we cite the

11th Annual National Convention held

this past April in Detroit. No "raining

in the skies" here but plenty of good
know-what and know-how water get-

ting all the way down to the needy
earth of local folks—because it didn't

start so far up as the clouds that

gathered over Rochester, N.Y. in late

August. The CAVE is making traction

with reality. How mimdane!

Four-Unit Christmas Kit

The producer. Family Filmstrips, Inc.,

calls this high-utility kit a 'treasure

chest,' and, indeed it is. In Christmas

Devotions we have four complete and
short services, including hymns, scrip-

ture, and excellent comments on

several art masterpieces. (Just the

thing for my Junior Hi Dept. the Sun-

days of Advent! ) Christmas Songs and
Carols gives us ten old favorites, beau-

tifully delivered to the screen and our

ears. In Christmas Party Fun we are

given stunts, games, contests, etc. to

get that church or home party off the

runway in a hurry. The Little Donkey
tells how the donkey that carried Mary
to Bethlehem got the task. A good
party-resource, but let's keep the don-

key anonymous, as Luke does, in in-

structional and worship contexts. Fine

kit; complete with two 12-inch records,

$29.70 from your AV dealer or de-

nominational bookstore.

Helpful Indian Youth
Squanto went aboard a British trad-

ing vessel to barter when Indians were
captured and sold as slaves. Squanto
was lucky. He got back to America
after a sojourn in England. During his

absence his tribe was wiped out, and
the chief of another took him in. As
things turned out he aided the Colo-
nists splendidly and was on hand for

that first great Thanksgiving Day.
With a little squeezing you can get a

good deal of moral juice out of this

engaging little story, certain to be en-

joyed by Primary and Junior children.

Mary E. Curtiss cooked up the story

which Janet Smalley illustrates nicely.

Maurice D. Copeland expertly narrates

while Adele Scott gives organ back-

ground at the right time and at the

right level. Order Squanto and The
First Thanksgiving from SVE, 1.345

Diversey Parkway, Chicago 14, 111.

$9.00 complete.

Both Good and Useful

SVE has just released two good and
useful filmstrips for the Christmas sea-

son: Advent-A Season of Hope and
The Friendly Beasts at Jesus' Manger.
The utilization time of the first is lOV^

minutes and the second runs 14Vi.

Advent can be used to enrich worship

and inspirational programs, to indicate

the place of Advent in the church year,

and outline the Advent theme as it

appears in the Bible, coming down ;n

the last frames to us and our prepara-

tion for Christ's coming.

The Friendly Beasts takes us to the

Bethlehem Stable where we hear the

animals speak of their roles in the

nativity drama. The age level is Pri-

mary and Junior, and just the thing

for that church school or home Christ-

mas party. (1 don't think I'd use it in

the context of religious instruction or

worship). It is ideal for the family

night; and just the thing for grand-

parents to give their grandchildren if

they have (as they ought), one of the

compact filmstrip projectors. Each one

is $9.00 complete; direct from SVE,
1345 Diversey Pkwy, Chicago. 14, 111.

Film Notes

Produced by the National Film
Board of Canada, the 54-minute two

part film. Four Religious, features the

famous historian, Arnold Toynbee, as

the commentator. Hinduism, Bud-

dhism, Christianitv and Islam are
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presented in terms of root-ideas,

ethical principles, art and customs.

Tovnbee's comments on these 'high'

religions are all but lost to the hearer

because of his mumbling diction. How-
ever, the narration of the film is clear

and concise and informative. Good for

use at the college and university level,

this film can mislead the average lay-

men by undue weight being attached

to Toynbee's observations about the

inherent equality of the high religions.

Unfortunately the film implies that a

religion is to be judged b\ its declara-

tions and not by what it does for

people. What a religion does to the

structure and dynanics of a culture is of

vast human importance, and presenta-

tions which do not touch this basic

fact are inadequate. If the user can

get the prestige of Toynbee to start

rather than stop thought, then this re-

viewer recommends this film as one to

motivate reading and guided discus-

sion. Released in USA bv McGraw Hill

Film Texts, .330 West 42nd Street,

N.Y. 36.

Should I Marrij Outside My Faith

is the best film to date on this im-

portant subject. Young people should

see it. Parents should study and di.scuss

it. I'd droj) as low as the Junior Hi
age-bracket on this one. It demolishes

most of the cliche's of both young
people and adults whose minds are

open at both ends. Try as I would, I

could find nothing wrong with this

film—in either content areas, in treat-

ment, or technically. It goes beyond
Protestant-Roman Catholic marriages,

presenting realistic glimpses of Protes-

tant-Jewish troubles. By Family Films;

30 minutes; from most film libraries.

The Friendhj Beasts, a 1.5-minute

sound and color film by Grover-Jen-
nings Productions, Bo.x 303 Monterey,
Calif., is probably a better film than
I think it is. I am very allergic to any
type of 'constructionism' in films.

Editing-in drama, and giving animals

human motivations and ideas, and the

phony natural actions of animals,

simply 'get my goat.' While this very
un-wild wild goat in the film is as cute

as a bug's ear, and does her part with
grace and charm, her general cavort-

ing before she reaches the Bethlehem
Stable on that Holy Night, gives me
mental cramps. All this is as phony as

a three-dollar bill and I just can't take

it. For those who like it, here is your
dish, done up to a turn by a cinematic

chef with the patience to get .some

exqui.sitely charming shots of the

prettiest little brown-red goat you have
ever seen. As for church use, don't! It

was a Mysterious Night (when Christ

was born ) so why can't we let it go at

that? School use? That's another mat-

ter. Now I'm not against imaginative

and fanciful literature. Never! It is the

objectification and the concretizing,

and the freezing of it into specific

images that bothers me. Even in the

strongest literary descriptions one still

creates his own images. Flora and
fauna can do just about anything in

the text and it doesn't bother me, but

on the movie screen the\''d better be
themselves!

The Soviet Union (An Introduction)

is an 18-minute color film by Grover-

Jennings Production, Monterey, Calif.,

and we are assured that all the scenes

(and they are good) are current.

There are some B&W scenes of pre-

communist days. All music and sounds

were recorded in Russia. Tliis film

describes topography, climate, agricul-

ture, village life, with some glimpses

of modern cities, culture and customs.

It leans toward honest appreciation

of Russians as human beings without

ranting at the political system under
which they hve. Interesting, informa-

tive, and useful to motivate reading

and discussion by young people and
adults in church, school, and com-
munity. Concerning availability, write

to the producer.

Savage Flame concerns itself with

'missionary work' in the vast untamed
interior of South America. Good photo-

graphy takes you among strange

tribes and their even stranger ways.

The missionary and his family heals,

teaches, and preaches. Can have many
uses in the church. A Cathedral Films
Inc. release; 30 minutes; color; sound;
rental $14,00; available from many
local rental libraries.

Nutcracker Filmstrip

Children and adults alike will enjoy

SVEs version of the Nutcracker
material. Samuel Allen adapted the

legend and Tschaikovsky's music in the

78-frame 35-minute color filmstrip.

The Stonj of the Nutcracker. The
original art work is by John M. Cadel,

staff member of the Art Institute of

Chicago. The music is beautifully in-

tegrated, a real accomphshment. The
LP record carrying it has fine hi fi

qualities. The commentary is clear and
engaging. While not for the church
school, it can bring great enjoyment at

party time whether in the home of

the church or school. Highly recom-
mended. Complete $15.00, and direct

from SVE, 1345 Diversev Pkwy,
Chicago 14, 111.

// They Did, You Can
In Cleveland last winter the Cleve-

land Area Church Federation put on a

preview of current high-quality audio-

visual materials which got almost 400
key-workers out from approximately

70 local churches. With most of the

A-V efforts of the National Council of

Churches evaporating, before it gets

down to the local churches, like rain

high over the hot Nevada desert, it is

encouraging to see Councils doing
something to keep a few green patches
on the landscape. This fine program
was initiated and directed by Miss

Jennie M. Doige of the Federation's

CE Department. Two previews were
held—one on the East Side, one on the

West. The evening was blocked off

into four periods, and materials shown
were in ten categories. Planning was
careful and began in October. With
inter-denominational AV efforts wilt-

ing all along the line, it is good to see

some of the mainline churches and
local councils taking up the task of

spreading know-what and know-how.

Bible To People of Special Need
I found the 80-frame color filmstrip.

Unto The Least of These, extremely
interesting, informative, and of high
quality in both photography and com-
mentary-narration. The story and
photography are by The Reverend
Richard E. West. In this filmstrip a

regional distribution secretary of the
American Bible Society shows us the
Bible being taken to people in hos-
pitals, jails, and correctional institu-

tions; to migrant workers; to reserva-

tion Indians; to the Wind and other
handicapped folks. For Juniors and up
in the church. Running time 21
minutes; complete with record, $5.00;
without record, $3.50. From ABS, 440
Park Ave., South, N.Y. 16, N.Y.

Do Write in. But!
Naturally, I like approving letters.

But, I don't mind criticism and some-
times it does me good! I am sure I can
stand a little improvement! So, please

vvrite in—to commend, to disapprove,

and for information. But please read
the ads. I am asked for the names of
filmstrip producers which have their

ads in this magazine; for the names of
filmstrip and movie projectors when
the ads are right there. Often I just

clip the ads and send them along for

my reply, The same for projection

screens, and right down the line. I was
about to say that you'll find the makers
of the best equipment and materials

using our pages—to inform vou, if you
will but READ! (WSH)

Comments and materials for review
should be sent to the department edi-

tor—William S. Hockman, 27 Prospect
Drive, Glens Falls, N.Y.
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FILM EVALUATIONS
by L. C. Larson and Carolyn Guss

Adaptations Of Insects

{Stanton Films, 7934 Santa Monica
Blvd., Los Angeles 46, California) 14
minutes, 16mm, sound, color, 1962,
$135.

Description

Children, as well as adults, may
have the naive concept that insects

are insignificant little things, having
no particular form or function, and
certainly not worthy of the human's
interest or study. The fact is that in-

sects are more numerous and varied

than all other forms of animal life

combined. Furthermore, each variety

of insect has adapted, and is contin-

ually adapting, to a particular en-

vironment. These are the thoughts
which are stimulated at the begin-

ning of Adaptations of Insects. Insects

are used in the film as examples to

develop a broader concept—that of the

environmental adaptation of all living

things.

There are many ways by which an
insect can become adapted to meet
the unfavorable conditions of an en-

vironment in its struggle for life;

Adaptations of Insects deals specifical-

ly with four: structural adaptations,

mimicry, numerical adaptation (in-

troducing a relatively new term), and
seasonal adaptation. Through the film,

close-up photography is used to show
the living insects in their natural

habitat as well as cinephotomacrogra-
phy to show pertinent body parts and
their functions.

Structural Adaptation:

Basic body parts of insects are

shown to be essentially alike but they
are greatly modified among different

species and among the stages of devel-

opment of a particular variety. For
example, the leg of the beetle is well

adapted for digging, the water boat-

man's legs for swimming, grasshopper
legs for jumping, and the legs of the

praying mantis for grasping. The
mouth of the sphinx moth changes as

the moth matures; it is adapted for

eating leaves in the caterpillar stage

but for nectar feeding in the adult

stage.

Mimicry:

One must look closely to see the

examples of insects which blend into
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their surroundings to escape detection

by their enemies. The katydid re-

sembles a leaf, certain caterpillars

change their color to match their food
plant, nocturnal moths spend their

days on rocks which the insects have
grown to resemble. A caterpillar or

pupa may look so much like a part of
a plant or flower that it is indistin-

guishable until it moves.

Numerical Adaptation:

Only a very small percentage of
eggs laid by insects develop into

adults. Many eggs and young are de-
voured; some young insects die from
lack of food; others are killed by poi-
sons devised by man. Insects have
adapted to this condition by producing
many more offspring than could pos-
sibly survive. They continue to multi-

ply by sheer weight of numbers.

Seasonal Adaptation:

Cold weather may kill the adult
moth and freeze her eggs, but the
frozen eggs hatch in the spring. This

phenomenon is illustrated as the tiny

larva are shown breaking from their

eggs after being frozen and thawed in

a laboratory. Some insects spin co-

coons while others burrow into the
ground to become dormant until they
can withstand the temperature of their

habitat.

This film finally summarizes these

methods of adaptation as it empha-
sizes the concept that these are pri-

mary keys to survival of the insect as

well as of other living things.

Evaluation

The excellent close-up color photog-
raphy in the film does more than add
interest and beauty to the many in-

sects used for examples. It provides
"views," good long looks, of situations

which are seldom seen, although they
are so close to us all. It is clear that

the number and variety of examples
could be increased, but those used in

this film are sufficient to illustrate the
concepts without the confusion of
overemphasis. Techniques of redun-
dancy and summarization are well
used. The organization of the subject
matter into four types of adaptations
is helpful in grasping the varieties

of applications and in stimulating the
viewer to look for other examples of

adaptations in nature. This latter fea-

ture of the film, that of stimulating
the student to look at nature, is per-
haps the most important. Here the
film fulfills its purpose in creating the
concept that living things exist and
develop because they are able to

adapt to conditions of their environ-
ment. The film is highly recommend-
ed for junior and senior high school
biology units on adaptation and can
be used equally well in intermediate
grades for more general study.

—Thomas E. Miller

Life In An Oasis

(Coronet Films, Coronet Building,

Chicago 1, Illinois) 11 minutes,
16mm, sound, black and white or

color, 1962. $60 or $120.

Description

Life In An Oasis depicts the life of

the inhabitants of the "Great Oasis"
along the Nile in North Africa. The
Nile River is pictured as the chief

source of water for thousands of acres

of land on either side of the valley

through which this ancient river
flows. Some of the water from the
Nile is carried by hand to irrigate the

land and some is raised from the river

by water wheels powered by camels.

The irrigated land produces cotton,

sugar cane, rice and wheat. These
harvests are carried to nearby collect-

ing centers by camel caravans.

The section of Egypt which is

called the Nile River X^alley is bound-
ed on the west by the great Sahara
Desert. Here, water is very scarce and
is more often seen in a mirage than in

reality. A mirage, such as that seen
by many desert travelers, is photo-
graphed and appears as a large lake.

A more reliable sign of an oasis is

generally the sight of large date palms
which grow near water sources. The
fruit of the date palm serves as a

major crop for the oasis people, and
the oasis, though very small compared
to those of the Nile River Valley, are

able to sustain life.

Everything depends upon the prec-
ious water of the oasis for life. The
water that is used for household pur-

poses is carried by the women and
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children of the village in large jugs

made of baked clay. The village

buildings are constructed of mud
bricks composed of a mixture of dirt

and water. The bricks dry rapidly in

the desert sun after they are shaped in

wooden molds. When the children are

not helping with the work they at-

tend an open-air school where they

are taught Arabic, the official lan-

guage of the country.

The people struggle incessantly to

keep the hot, blowing sands from cov-

vering their oasis. Brick and straw

fences are built to hold back the

drifts. In some cases the fences can

only delay the sand and later the

whole village may be abandoned and

the entire populace forced to go in

.search of another natural oasis. For

many centuries people have moved
about the desert in search of new
water sources to support their simple

way of life. Unfortunately, in the past

there were few places where natural

water sources could be found.

Today the desert people are being

helped in their search. Teams of engi-

neers are being sent from Cairo to

survey the desert in search of water.

If water is found and proves to be

pure, a well is then dug which may
provide a new center of life for many

people. The new settlers move in and

start the hard work of digging irriga-

tion ditches and lifting water from the

well. In many cases these wells pro-

duce an abundant supply of water;

however, the well is only the first step

in building the oasis. Heavy govern-

ment equipment is next used to break

up the ground which has become ex-

tremely hard and dry from thousands

of years of idleness. After the ground

has been broken the fields are flooded

for approximately one year, allowed to

dry out once again, and then turned

and smoothed for the .second time.

To supplement this work the gov-

ernment is building large fertilizer

factories near the Nile. In addition, a

new dam is being constructed that will

irrigate thousands of acres of desert

land. The desert is slowly being push-

ed back. Fields of green may soon

appear where once only dunes of sand

existed. Thanks to modem technology,

the people of the oasis may look for-

ward to a better life in the future.

Appraisal

Life In An Oasis could be utilized

effectively at the junior high school

level as well as in certain areas in

senior high. It is well paced consider-

ing the amount of material covered in

such a short time. Student interest

should be held as new modes of life

are contrasted with ancient systems

employed by these distal people. Col-

or definitely adds to the overall effect

in showing the various elements of the

desert. The film could easily be asso-

ciated with current events concerning

the building of the Aswan Dam and

the tremendous effect this massive

project will have on the people of

Egypt. An unusual feature, and one

that is equally interesting, is the show-

ing of a mirage. Minor criticism might

be offered concerning the lack of ter-

minology relevant to the setting of the

film. Many terms might have been in-

troduced to augment the student's

vocabulary. However, the film does

answer basic questions concerning the

lives and activities of the oasis people

and should stimulate further questions

regarding geographical locations and

people of other arid zones.

—Paul Cain

Comments and materials for review

should be sent to Audio-Vistml Center,

Indiana University, Bloomington, Ind.

new up-to-date

CORONET

& BIOLOGY

Produced to meet exacting curriculum requirements, the.se films cor-

relate with basic teaching concepts. Each uses the rich motion picture

medium to its fullest advantage to concentrate attention ... for

special effects ... to break away from routine classroom presentations.

PHYSICS
CENTRIPETAL FORCE AND SATELLITE ORBITS (11 min.) Specially designed
experiments show how mass, velocity, and radius afTect the magnitude of centri{)etal force.

FORCES: COMPOSITION AND RESOLUTION (11 min.) Defines forces as vector
quantities and illustrates how components and resultants may be determined graphically.

VELOCITY AND ACCELERATION (13' 4 min.) Defines motion; demonstrates con-
cepts of velocity and acceleration: illustrates positive and negative acceleration due to
force of gravity.

BIOLOGY
BIOLOGY IN TODAY'S WORLD (11 min.) Introduces the many kinds of work done
by professional biologists in bacteriology, horticulture, animal husbandry, entomology
and immunology.

GENETICS: MENDEL'S LAWS (13' i min.) Duplicates some of Mendel's experi-
ments and explains the laws of Dominance. Segregation, and Independent Assortment.

RADIATION IN BIOLOGY: AN INTRODUCTION (13' i min) Explains both
artificial and natural radiation and shows how these affect living plants and animals.

Preview these films or request further information . . .

Use the coupon to make your selections for purchase consideration

.

CORONET FILMS, Dap> es-ic62

Coronvt Building, Chicogo 1, IINnoit

Ploaie lend further information on high ichool jcience films. Ploaie lend preview
print of n Centripetal Force ond Satellite Orbitt Forces: CompoiJIion end Rejolution

Q Velocity and Acceleration Biology in Today's World Q Genelics: Mendel's laws
Q Radiation in Biology.
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Colorful Photoplay Filmstrips

ELEMENTARY SERIES

Prepared and produced by educa-

tors. Based on popular screen ver-

sions of beloved children's stories.

In full color

$7.50
each

ANY THREE TITLES

$19.75

In Black and White:

COLUMBUS, $3.50

55 frames.

(Starring Frederic March)

HANSEL AND GRETEL. In full color, 42 frames. Highlights of the fairy tale as performe<

by the Kinemins of the RKO Radio photoplay version. $7.50. With guide, $7.80

THE GUSS SUPPER, $7.50

Money-Back Guarantee! GREATEST SHOW ON EARTH, $7.50 THE VIKINGS, $7.50

Write for Complete Illustrated Catalog!

EDUCATIONAL & RECREATIONAL GUIDES, Inc. • 105 New England Avenue, Summit, New Jersey
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AUDIO
by Max U. Bildersee

Mass Communication

—

What is it?

Recordings—as well as other media of

communication—cannot be considered

true mass communication.

Mass communication calls for mass

reaction—and can contribute to mass

action. The elements of mass com-
munication include inter-action be-

tween source and audience. Instan-

taneous interaction is essential, as

well as audience reaction and inter-

action in which elements of the listen-

ing and viewing audience react to

each other.

True mass communication involves

face to face communication and re-

action. Therefore the mass reaction is

a reaction to a variety of stimuli—not

solely the stimulus of the presentation.

Mass communication has not

changed in generations. The orator on

the 'soap-box' in Union Square, New
York or in Trafalgar Square, London,

is participating in true mass commun-
ication—if he has an audience, and if

the audience can react to the speaker,

and then react to itself as well.

What other examples of mass com-
munication exist? Probably the great-

est ma.ss communicator of them all is

the classroom teacher. In the presenta-

tion of instructional data the teacher

reacts instantaneously to the moods
and understandings of the audience,

and in turn the audience reacts with

equal rapidity to the teacher. The
presentation of data is controlled at

least in part by the audience. The
wise teacher does not proceed from

one point to another imtil the first

point is understood—otherwise, the ef-

fectiveness of the instructional (com-

munication) situation is lost.

The lecture hall affords many as-

pects of true mass communication—
exce])t that the reaction to tlie speaker

is somewhat more difficult to recog-

nize and evaluate. As the material

offered becomes more nearK' re-

hearsed—and as members of an audi-

ence become more .sophisticated and
thus able to isolate themselves from

neighliors and mask their reactions,

the vital elements of true mass com-
munication diminish. Theater, then,

has some elements of mass commum'-
cation including many examples of

mass reaction—both positive and nega-

tive. Yet, theater does not have the

flexibility of the classroom situation,

nor of tlie lecture platform, and many
of the advantages of mass communi-
cation are lost to some extent.

What, then, about mass communi-
cation as the term is so widely used in

modern discussions? If the funda-

mental aspect of mass communication
is feedback—where do communication

media involving many audiences fit

into the picture?

The Feedback Factor

Perhaps they are not to be con-

sidered as mass media! If the essential

feature of mass communication is re-

action and potential mass action—true

feedback—then perhaps the fact or

legend that "everybody reads the

Bulletin" is meaningless from a mass

standpoint. It, in effect, establishes

multiple point-to-point relationships

without feedback .... and without

group inter-reaction.

Motion pictures, projected for an

audience, fare somewhat better. This

is not a true mass communication
medium because the aspect of feed-

back is lacking.

But the film presented for a gather-

ed audience does have the advantage

of group inter-action and reaction. The
pace of presentation and language em-
ployed cannot be changed—the per-

former cannot react to the audience,

but the members of the audience can

react to each other and to the pro-

jected image.

The gathered audience, then, seems

to be an essential element of mass
communication.
How does this effect television? Cer-

tainly home reception of telecasts can-

not be considered mass communica-
tion. Feedback, again, is 'box-oflBce'

reaction in terms of measurement in-

dex and in terms of sales. Radio faces

many of the same problems, and with

the decline of set programing, serial

presentation and the consequent em-
phasis on 'news and music' as a total

broadcast policy, loses more of the

mass definition.

Printed media can hardly be called

'mass media' in view of the attributes

of books, programed instructional ma-
terials, magazines and newspapers.

Whereas the performance and presen-

tation in all other media are in-paced

(that is, paced in the original produc-

tion) printed media are paced by the

individual reader.

Records, too, are in this classifica-

tion which includes performance-

paced media of communication.

All communications which are

viewed by many individuals simulta-

neously in widely separated places,

with divergent interests and objec-

tives, lacking mass interaction, must
be considered point-to-point commu-
nication media. It is true that simul-

taneous point-to-many-points commu-

/lu<La CARDALOG® Record Reviews on Card
— A WORLD OF SOUND ON FILE

—

INDIVIDUAL CROSS-INDEXED 3x5 CARDS ALREADY
ISSUED! PLUS the Audio CARDALOG DIRECTORY of

Record Producers

SUBSCRIBE NOW — $25.00 a year

Audio CARDALOG—Box 1771, Albany 1, New York
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nicatioH lias been called mass commu-
nication, but the essential features of

such presentation are point-to-point.

Implications For Audio

In the audio field, there is the fur-

ther consideration that audio commu-
nications are non-directional, con-

trasted to highly directional visual

images. Visual communication requires

listening participation, whereas audio

presentations free the listener to do

other things. The audio presentation,

then, must compete with divided at-

tention and with listener distractions.

It appeals to only one receptor sense,

and cannot commit the listener to any
degree of attention focus.

Broadcasts and recorded presenta-

tions, then, must be of superior quality

to achieve minimum acceptance, and
producers must recognize that point-

to-point presentation without the ad-

vantages of instant feedback is the

essence of audio presentation.

FOR ^'LIGHTS ON" PROJECTION

H.P.I. TELESCREEN instantly converts any motion picture film strip or slide

projector to rear-screen operation — without modification • provides
sharp, brilliant images • grain-free and absolutely no hot spots • 120°
angle of view — easily accommodates groups up to 10 • unique built-in

"black" screen will not wash but regardless of room-light level • not

necessary to darken room.

H.P.I. TELESCREEN -priced at less than $17.00 • light-weight (2 lbs.)

portable •handsome two-tone styling. At your A/V dealer or write Dept. ES.

HUDSON PHOTOGRAPHIC INDUSTRIES, INC.
A/V Industrial Division • IrwIngton-on-Hudson, New York

AtcdiA CARD4I06® Record Reviews on Cards
Box 1771— Albany 1, New York

D Please enter. .1 year subscription(s) to Audio

CARDALOG, 400 cards—10 issues—$25.00

D Please send us full information about Audio CARDALOG.

Nam*

Organizarion or School

Address

Gty and State

Two New Anthologies

Focus Listener Attention

Two new anthologies are available

to schools and libraries—as well as to

interested individuals—and both are

highly recommended. The producers

of these anthologies have attempted to

take advantage of the particular point-

to-point aspects of the recorded pres-

entation, and have achieved a measure
of success using parallel devices.

All too frequently such presenta-

tions are no more tlian organized read-

ings without adequate hstener presen-

tation. Both Libraphone and Prose

And Poetry Enrichment use the tech-

nique of introducing each presentation

through biographical data concerning

the author, or particular listening

points concerning the material to be
heard. The effort is to focus listener

attention—and more will be done along

these lines. The Libraphone recording,

"A Treasury of Great Poetry" (Libra-

phone A 1626) offers almost six

hours of recorded data. There are

three twelve-inch 16.67 rpm record-

ings. A list of the authors represented

could be a "Who's Who" of poetry. It

includes Chaucer, Wyatt, Marlowe,
Spenser, Shakespeare, Jonson, Donne,
Herrick, Milton, Lovelace, Dryden,

Pope, Gray, Goldsmith, Blake, Bums,
Wordsworth, Coleridge, Byron, Shel-

ley, Keats, Bryant, Emerson, Whittier,

Hardy, Stevenson, Markham and
Housman. The poems include "Man-
dalay," "When I Was One and Twen-
ty," "The Ballad of Reading Gaol,"

"The Man With The Hoe," "Invictus,"

"Dover Beach," "O Captain! My Cap-
tain!," "My Last Duchess," "Annabel
Lee," "Concord Hymn," "Thanatop-

sis," "Ode To the West Wind," "To
Lucasta," to name only a few.

Libraphone (Long Branch, New
Jersey) secured the services of Alex-

ander Scourby, Bramwell Fletcher and
Nancy Wiclcwire as readers. These
performers are equal to the task in

reading and interpretation. Louis

Untermeyer, who has won consider-

able recognition as a poet, anthologist,

essayist, lecturer and humorist, offers

an introduction to this volume.

This tremendous presentation be-

longs in every secondary school audio

librar\-, in college libraries and in

public libraries. The multiple uses

which can be made of the record, be-

yond loan and private listening, beg-

gar the imagination. Special programs
involving and featuring the readers

can be offered. Similarly, programs
can be arranged featuring particular

periods, and particular poets, using

this recording and others similarly

available as the backbone of the pres-

entation.

Educators should not neglect the
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opportunity to offer such material

through existing closed circuit public

address systems, such as school open-

ing listening periods, special recorded

presentations during free periods and
noon. Certainly educators thus have a

better opportunity to use such material

as vital mass communication, since

student or listener reaction can be ob-

served, and measures taken to insure

best reception.

Prose And Poetry Enrichment is a

new record label, a joint undertaking

involving the L. W. Singer Company
of Syracuse and Enrichment Records

of New York. Enrichment (246 Fifth

Avenue, New York 1) produced the

recordings in a pattern designed to

accompany particular textbooks pro-

duced by the Syracuse publisher. The
fact that this integration is deliberate

does not necessarily mean that stu-

dents using other texts should be de-

prived of the opportunity to hear out-

standing 'name' performers like Ray
Heatherton, Court Benson, Jason
Robards, Jr., Dorothy Stickney, Ray-

mond M a s s e y, Edward Mulhare,

Ralph Bellamy, Howard Lindsay, Ar-

lene Francis and Martin Gabel read

carefully selected examples of litera-

ture.

The Prose and Poetry record is di-

vided into units involving Short Stor-

ies, Poetry, Biography and Nonfiction,

Drama, Epic and Novel. Among the

authors represented are Richard Con-

nell, Heywood Broun, Edgar Allan

Poe, John Masefield, Ogden Nash,

Elinor Wylie, Edwin Arlington Rob-

inson, Robert Frost, James Russell

Lowell, James Thurber, Alfred Tenny-

son and, of course, William Shakes-

peare. Among the titles offered teach-

ers will find such old stand-bys as

"Silas Marner," "Gareth and Lynette,"

"Julius Caesar,' "Sea Fever," "Velvet

Shoes," "The Tell-Tale Heart," 'The

Fifty-First Dragon" and "The Most
Dangerous Game."
The producers have used two inter-

esting techniques which may add to

the instructional value of this album
(two twleve-inch 33.3 rpm records).

Bennet Cerf serves as Master of Cere-

monies—and the commentary preced-

ing each presentation is designed to

focus listener attention. Second, in-

complete presentations — cliff - hanger
performance—is used to heighten list-

ener interest in the subject and to

point the way to more reading.

In contrast, the Libraphone presen-

tation is complete—not designed spe-

cifically for school use or to increase

listener attention to the printed word.

Conversely, the Prose and Poetry En-
richment Record is produced with the

classroom in mind, and every effort is

made to lead the listener to the book
for further instruction.

New Sylvania Electronic Viewfinder cam-
era—with built-in monitor — permits per-

fect picture composition. Lets you control

precisely the quality of the picture your

students will see on remote classroom
monitors.

Never before has a Viewfinder camera for

private TV systems been available at a

price schools can really afford. It's the

newest addition to Sylvania Direct Wire
TV . . . one of the lowest-cost, easiest-to-use

private TV systems.

Sylvania Direct Wire TV helps overcome
the teacher and classroom shortage.

Makes it easy to teach large groups. Effec-

tive in showing lab experiments, micro-

scope slides, and complex demonstrations.

Write for free Educational TV Manual

This manual has been carefully planned and

written for school administrators and other

interested personnel.il is

a thorough, up-to-date

r*jl "^" ^^Sfjk study of the value of

television in education

today. Discusses howTV
can solve vital problems

of today's overcrowded

SYIVANIA
GENERAL TELEPHONE iELECTRONICS ^

schools. Answers many common questions

aboutTV in education. Tells whatTV can bring

to the classroom. Explains how schools can

plan for TV. Describes equipment, and gives

basic information on how TV is transmitted

and received— all in nontechnical language.

This 32-page manual is the result of exten-

sive research, and is the most complete and
concise study ever

offered. It should
serve as a valuable

guide and introduc-

ion to one of the

most significant

echnological devel-

opments in educa-

ion since the in-

vention of print-

ng. Write today!

Sylvania Home & Commercial ElectronicsCorp. •

Marketing Subsidiary of '

Sylvania Electric Products Inc. |
730 Third Ave., Dept. E New York 17, N. Y. •

Please send more information on
Sylvania's nev» low-cost Electronic P

Viewfinder camera. |

Please send Sylvania's new Educational
|

TV Manual and more information on
how to arrange a free visual commu- '

nication survey for my school. |
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FILMSTRIPS
by Irene F. Cypher

Filmstrips To Use

As we have wandered around various

parts of this globe during the past few
months we have been impressed with
one obvious fact—that teachers show
an increasing desire to have units of

materials. They want several types of

instructional materials, correlated or

planned around a central theme, but
describing and showing different fac-

ets and aspects of this theme. Now
.
we think this is both sensible and
healthy, as an indication of an aware-
ness that various materials can con-

tribute visuals that help to present a
total picture; an awareness that sight

and sound can be combined to give a
complete account of a story; an aware-
ness that all the sounds and sights of

this world must be presented if the

pupil is to gain a total concept of any
subject.

Some years ago there used to be a
term that applied somewhat to what
we are discussing—it was "kit." The
term seemed to fall into slight disre-

pute (as have so many academic
terms) and it was considered old

fashioned to mention the term. The
present trend towards correlated ma-
terials might seem to indicate a return

to respectability of this term "kit."

Personally we always thought it a

^ood term to describe the bringing to-

gether of a number of articles useful

to the study of one subject, and corre-

lated in such a way as to enable a

teacher to present a well rounded ac-

count of the area mider consideration.

It has made us happy to see teachers

in Hawaii, Canada and the west coast

states doing much the same thing—
without prodding from any august

group of experts, but as a matter of

common sense. This was true in both

elementar\' and secondary schools, and
seemed to us to be an indication that

these teachers were aware of the need
to provide materials for today's chil-

dren in such a way as to give an

opportunity for "total consideration of

subject content." Science, language,

social sciences, all aspects of any par-

ticular topic, may share of the materi-

als included in a "kit" or group of in-

structional materials. This is not to

make a plea for core curriculum, team

teaching or any particular method—
but it is a statement that isolationism

Tias no place in education. Tlierefore

we need materials that can be grouped

together to provide a whole story, so

that our pupils will begin to see things

in a truer perspective.

The teacher who is to use many
types of materials will, of course, need
equipment of different kinds. When
we were in Salem, Oregon, we had a

chance to visit with Dr. Jack V. Ed-
ling, Director of the Teacher Research
Center of the Oregon State System of

Higher Education. He, together with
Dr. Allen Lee of the Oregon State

Dept. of Education and Dr. Harry
Becker of Norwalk, Conn., were par-

ticipating in a special seminar for edu-

cators in Oregon. Dr. Edling was
demonstrating a desk-console which
he has devised. It is intended to serve

as a multi-media teaching aid, and
enables a teacher to combine most of

the currently used audiovisual devices

in one desk or console. It is, what for

lack of a better word we must still

call a "desk," a piece of equipment
which allows the teacher to utilize 16

mm. motion pictures, filmstrips and
slides, tape recordings, overhead trans-

parencies, tape recordings and other

audiovisual materials. Pictures from
any projector are shown on its self-

contained screen, and all projectors are

pre-focused and aligned to assure

sharp focus pictures, free of imdesir-

able distortion. The audio system of-

fers sound transmission from the

equipment and also provides for au-

dio recording on dual track equipment.

This desk-console is in its initial

stages of testing and production. It

can only be made available if it

proves useful and helpful to classroom

teachers. To us it was an example of

the work of an educator who has

tried to see what is needed to use in-

structional media and then tried to

provide the answer. Certainly equip-

ment of this tj^pe makes it possible to

pass easily from one kind of material

to another without the fuss and bother

of changing projectors and setting up
new equipment in the middle of a

lesson. We hope that it can be made
available soon for testing in class-

rooms, and for work in audiovisual

centers.

Units Of Materials

Song Game Lessons (4 units, each
consisting of a color filmstrip, a sound
tape, 7Vi rps., and an illustrated man-
ual; produced by Teaching Audials

and \'isuals, 250 West 57 St., New

York 19, N.Y.; $24 each unit). This is

a unique new .series of units, each of

which is intended to teach a basic les-

son in language—in this instance,

French. First the filmstrip is to be
used for purposes of actually teaching
the lesson, with narrative directions

provided in the first section of the
tape. Section two of the tape continues

by developing words and phrases in a
song format; the filmstrip may again
be used to refresh the student's lin-

guistic ability by providing visual

sequences of the song. In section three

of the tape, the material is used with
the manual, which provides game no-

tation visuals for the development of

games which may be played either

in the classroom or playground. Such
material gives a teacher practical as-

sistance for developing language skill

and familiarity with comon usage of

the language. Separate game - unit

titles are "Je Vais a Paris (a lesson

revolving around modes of transpor-

tation); "Les Animaux" (A lesson on
animals); "Les Amis" (A lesson on
numbers); "Bonjour Mademoiselle"
(A lesson on parts of the body ) . These
units may be used at both the elemen-

tary and junior high school levels.

« o o

Filmstrips
Alaska Filmstrips (filmstrips, color;

produced by John W. Gunter, 1027
South Claremont St., San Mateo,

Calif.; $27 per set, $6 single strips).

In this series we are given material

pertaining to the geography of Alas-

ka, Eskimo village life and children,

the town and cities of Alaska and
"memories of the past." It has been
the plan of the producer to give us an

insight into the customs and habits of

the native peoples of Eskimo villages,

and to show us something of the his-

tory involved in the development of

this new state. There are many photo-

graphs of geographic places of inter-

est and importance, as well as shots of

animals and flowers. Scenes of village

life are interesting and the material

is well suited to the learning level in

the middle grades.

o o o

Human Biology Series, Set No. 3

(6 filmstrips, 5 color and 1 black and
white; produced by McCraw - Hill

Filmstrips, 330 We.st 42 St., New York

36, N.Y.; $34 per set, $6.50 single col-

or strips, $4.00 black and white strip).

In this series we are given a complete

description of antibiotics, hormones

and their relation to the body, the Salk

vaccine, the work of Louis Pasteur,

and the relation of the human eye to

the lens of the camera. The presenta-

tions are well worked out, and will be

of interest to modern pupils. Scientific

facts are given in plain language, and
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shown in relation of life situations.

The material is timely and well plan-

ned for science imits in today's cur-

riculum.

High School Science Club (9 film-

strips, color; produced by Filmstrip-

of-the-Month Clubs, Inc., 355 Lexing-

ton Ave., New York 17, N.Y.; $33 per

club, see catalog for details of special

price groupings). The student of to-

day is deeply interested in science as

it affects life in this world. In this

series he is given help in visualizing

such topics as "Catalysts at work"
"Our Heart and Circulation," "Devel-

opment of Embryos," "Electromag-

netic Radiations," "How Transistors

Work" and "Nature's Cycles." In each

instance questions are asked, and an-

swers given, so that the student may
see how tlie facts have been studied,

how they are related and how they

apply to the problem. There is ample
room for suggestions for individual

pupil experimentation and research.

The material is planned for high

school students and is well suited to

this level.

Oaktree 7 (4 filmstrips, color, with co-

ordinated records; produced by Eye
Gate House, Inc., 146-01 Archer Ave.,

Jamaica 33, N.Y. Separate titles in

this set are "Winter," "Summer,"
"Spring" and "Fall" at "Oaktree 7."

In general v\e should say that the

aims of this series are to help chil-

dren acquire desirable habits, acquire

habits of observation, and to gain

improved vocabularies, as well as

to learn more about plants and ani-

mals. Attention is directed to the color

of the sky, to the way animals pre-

pare for winter, to the reasons why
towns and cities have names, and to

the ways we react when we are in-

troduced to a person. Children are

encouraged to listen to the narration

included in the records, and then to

sing along with the character. Hop-
pity. The material is designed to aid

children who liave a speech difficulty,

and for those who need to be en-

couraged to express themselves. The
arbvork will appeal to young pupils

and can be used for many purposes in

the primary grades.

The Classification of Animals (7 film-

strips, color; i^roduced by Jam Handy
Org., 2821 East Grand Blvd., Detroit

11, Michigan; $36.73 per set, $5.75

single strips). Any study of animal

life requires an tmderstanding of how
animals have been classified and how
the various groups differ in structure,

habits and general characteristics. This

series gives us "How Animals Are

Classified," "Simple Animals,"

"Worms, MoUusks and Spiny-skinned

Animals," "The Joint-legged Animals,"

"Fish and Amphibians," "Reptiles and
Birds," and "Mammals." In each in-

stance we are given general, over-all

characteristics of each group, and then

we are shown how the various groups

are inter-related. We are shown how
to identify specific species, how to

differentiate between animals and how
to describe specimens. There is very

clear and detailed listing of structural

features of the various groups. The
material is interesting and very well

organized for study at the high school

level. It will also be of interest for

members of science and natural his-

tory clubs.

The Western Flains- Manufacturing
and Wheat Fanning (2 filmstrips, col-

or; produced by National Film Board
of Canada and available from Stanley

Bowmar Co., Valhalla, New York; $5
each strip). Canada, our northern

neighbor, is in many ways a country

with problems and resources similar to

the U.S. Geographic features resem-

ble our own, and the economic prob-

lems they face are similar to those

facing our own government. It is in-

teresting to note in these filmstrips

how the farmer and industrial worker
of the great plains area has handled

meat packing, wheat farming, dairy-

ing and petroleum refining. These
strips have good material for social

science units in the upper grades and
high school.

The Wonder of Crystals (single strip,

color; produced by Moody Institute of

Science, P.O. Box 22575, Los Angeles,

Calif.; $6). There is keen interest to-

day in the nature of molecular struc-

ture. In this strip we see the charac-

teristics of crystal .specimens, and how
the characteristic shape of a crystal is

determined. The diagrams are excel-

lent and explanations are very well

worded. Emphasis is placed on the

orderliness of molecular structure as

evidenced in crystal forms; we are

also shown how molecules exert forces

on each other to determine such

shapes. Material of this type is excel-

lent in quality, and of a type that is

highly recommended. Planned for up-

per grades and high school science

work.

Comments and materials for review

should be sent to the department edi-

tor—Irene F. Cijpcr, New York Uni-

versity, 26 Washington Square, New
York 3, N.Y.
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New Equipment
For addresses of the sources supplying information on
which these listings are based, refer to Directory of Sources,

page 628. For more infor7nation about any of the equip-

ment and materials announced here, use the enclosed

reader service postcard.

CAMERAS AND
ACCESSORIES

Clearer CCTV Image is credited to the
800-line resolution of "Precision 800"

Camera, and to its improved lin-

earity and geometry. Features are
automatic light compensation, single-

knob control, and push-button mag-
nification (2x) without extra lenses.

Operates with minimum lighting

equipment and needs no expert oper-

ators. GPL
For more information circle

No. 101 on return postal card.

Automatic 35F Camera provides electric

eye exposure control for flash as well

as daylight picture making. Self-con-

tained pop-up flash uses new midget
bulbs, f/2.8. — $100. "Motormatic" —
(With power drive) $120. KODAK.

Contact local dealer

Conversion to Use the New Faster
Kodachrome II in electric-eye cam-
eras (B&H. DeJur, Keystone; single-

lens Revere and Wollensak $16.95;

turret models $18.95; zooms $22.95.

INTCAM.
For more information circle

No. 102 on return postal card.

Foto-Meter, calibrated for use with high-

speed movie cameras, permits camera-
man to take readings of only small

portions of scene desired, from cam-
era position. Model HSZ-5 is cali-

brated 12-100,000 Ft-Lamberts; up to

20,000 frames per second; f/1 to f/32;

and 2.5—20,000 ASA Index. 6x3x2".

Shockproof meter movement. With
leather carrying case $187. FOTO-
MATIC.

For more information circle

No. 103 on return postal card.

Kodak Reflex Accessories — blimp
$1,950; Sunshade matte box $225; Var-
iable speed motor llOv AC-DA $500;

Single-speed stop-motion motor $650;

Interchangeable single-speed motors
$150. CECO.

For more Information circle

No. 104 on return postal card.

PROJECTORS
Carousel Projector feeds slides by sim-
ple gravity from circular magazine
(capacity 80 slides) on top of flat

projector housing. Offers complete
freedom in slide editing, continuous
automatic operation, focus and change
remote controllable. With 5" lens

$149..50; zoom lens $179.50. EK
For more information circle

No. lO.'S on return postal card.

PROJECTORS (MOVIE, TV)
"Galaxy" threads own sound drum
when projector is set for forward
operation. The film is laid loose into

threading slot; when the clutch lever
is moved to "Forward" two rollers

lower into film path to adjust the
film automatically to the sound drum.
GRAFLEX.

For more information circle
No. 104) on return postal card.

Portable Large-Screen TV Projector
provides pictures up to 12' wide; wt
70 lb; 20 X 21". Amphicon 190. $1,655.

TELPROM.
For more information circl«»

No. 107 on return postal card

Rear-projection for 2x2s; 24 x 16" screen;
Liesegang Model 500 projector shows
drum containing 48 slides; 500-watt
lamp; remote, manual or automatic
(7%, 10, 15 or 30 second interval)
change control. Complete cabinet and
mirror system available separately,
wt 19 lb. STAPHOPP.

For more information circle
No. 108 on return postal card.

"Luxor" Sound Filmstrip Projector, 150

watt proximity-reflector lamp, 3" f/3
lens, 2V4 watt amplifier, 4" speaker;
cover holds 12" records and provides
shadow box for built-in screen, also

projects to large screen; $135. Com-
bination slide-filmstrip model 444
with Airequipt changer, magazine
and extra lamp $172.60 (3 for $444).

Model 444B, for filmstrips only, 300
watt fan-cooled lamp, 5" speaker,
$196.60. COFFEY

For more information circle
No. 109 on return postal card.

PROJECTION
Rear Projection Carrier, 22 x 28" screen,

with Eastman 16mm projector, 5"

casters, $998. EK
For more information circle
No. 110 on return postal card.

Telscreen provides compact rear-pro-
jection unit, with TV size screen and
front-surface mirror, height-adjust-

able for any movie or slide projector.

$16.95. HPI
For more Information circle
No. Ill on return postal card.

DeLuxe A-V Center model includes
also 25-watt amplifier, dual 8" speak-
ers, remote control automatic film-

strip and slide projector, 4-speed
turntable, tape deck with pre-amp,
microphone and control panel for
mixing the entire system. BI-FI.

For more information circle
No. 11? on return postal card.

AUDIO
Deluxe Spealier Unit, 12", 6 ohms, with
phone jack connectors to Pageant
projector, 75' speaker cable, case has
room for storing a 2000' reel and
other equipment, wt 21% lb. $102. EK

For more Information circle
No. 113 on return postal card.

Audio Robot attached to 2-wire speaker
connection of any extension speaker
anywhere to turn the program on or
off. Control capacity up to 500 watts.

5% X 2% X 3%". Anyone can connect.
Robot-Remote Control $32.95. Addi-
tional remotes $5.49. ROYCE

For more information circle
No. 114 on return postal card.

"Institutional" Phonograph offers shock
mounted turntable, large rubber turn-
table mat, heavy duty motor; jacks
for speaker, earphone and stereo

output, 4-speed, 9" oval speaker, plug-
in ceramic cartridge with dual sap-
phire stylii, monaural/stereo switch,

10 watts. $69.95. WEBCOR
For more information circle

No. 115 on return postal card.

"Institutional" Tape Recorder offers

single lever control, record safety in-

terlock, public address switch, mike
and phono input jacks, earphone and
external speaker jacks, plus monitor-
projector-synch or external amplifier

jack. $99.95. WEBCOR.

For more information circle

No. 116 on return postal card.

Magnetic Film Recorder in Portable

Cases Model S-6 available in 16mm
@ 36 fpm; 17.5mm @ 45 fpm; 17.5mm
®90 fpm. Designed for rough han-

dling in portable professional use.

Single motor drive, 1000' reel capaci-

ty, track width 0.200", li'k x 10%
X 8", wt 35 lb. $1,895. Optional acces-

sories include 4-channel 6-input

mixer in carrying case $900; 2-chan-

nel 2-input mixer $355; 50-ohm dy-

namic microphone $185; hanger boom
$30; headphones. STANCIL

For more information circle

No. 117 on return postal card.

Phono Adapter plug makes possible the

playing of phonograph recorcls

through the Pageant sound system.

$8.95. EK

For more information circle

No. 118 on return postal card.
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Magnetic Film Recorder/Reproducer
Model S-7, heavy duty professional,

completely transistorized, automatic
operation, magnetic clutch drive, re-

mote control without relays, accepts

either A or B wind. 16mm @ 36 fpm
$2,750; 17.5mm (» 45 & 90 fpm $2,875;

accessories: interlock motor installed

$160; 200' loop rack $325; optical sound
reproducer kit choice 16 or 35 $295;

rack cabinet $150; cases $85 and $67.

STANCIL.
For more information circle

No. 119 on return postal card.

Mobile Transcription Player, on 10" air

wheels, mounts two 12" extended-
range speakers in detachable cases;

15 watts out-put; microphone on desk
stand; plays up to 17" records; all

steel chassis; 21 x 23 x 33" high; wt
85 lb. $512.50. HAMILTON.

For more Information circle

No. 120 on return postal card.

Multiple Reel Tape Duplicator makes
one or two duplicates at twice the

IVi ips playing speed, 4x that of the

3%. Each added slave unit makes 3

more. Master (monophonic) $850,

slave $865. CURTIN
For more Information circle

No. 1?1 on return postal card.

School Phonographs, four models.
"Freshman" ($113.50) and "Collegiate"

($105) play up to 12" records, 4 watts
power output; "Sophomore" (8"

speaker, 8 watts output $140) and
"Senior" (12" speaker, 15 watts, $222)

take up to 17" records. HAMILTON.
For more Information circle

No. 12.S on return postal card.

Ultra-Thin Speakers with stand or for

wall hanging; 23 x 29" and only 4"

deep, in walnut-finish art frame. 8"

woofer, 6%" mid-range and subsidi-

ary tweeter-radiator; 40-20,000 cps;

handles 30 watts (min 10 watt); inter-

changeable fronts. $99.95. UNISPEAK
For more information circle

No. 124 en return postal card.

LANGUAGE LABS
Ekotape Recorder-reproducer Models

500 and 510 offer a number of fea-

tures particularly suited to lang-lab
use. There is a third head, separate
from master and response channels,
to enable student to monitor his re-

sponse. Separate volume controls for

recording and playback. WEBSTER.
For more information circle
No. 125 on return postal card.

New Boom Microphone for use with
the Clevite-Brush ED-300 headphones.
Ceramic cartridge, compatible with
most existing packages, pre-set con-
stant interval from student's lips

keeps voice levels uniform, easily

swung out of way. $18 in single or-

ders. CLEVITE.
For more information circle
No. 126 on return postal card.

Vocalab Furniture for language labs
features concealed wiring in legs,

multiple student positions without
doubling legs, individual drop-in
electronic panels. McNEFF.

TEACHING MACHINES
Audio Response Teaching Machine pro-

vides means for recording student

response to material presented sound
and sight. Visuals are on 150 35mm
double-frame filmstrip shown on an
11 X 7%" rear projection screen; 100

watt lamp, blower cooled; frames are

advanced by tape signal or student-

paced. Audio is on either cartridge or

reels, 1-7/8 ips; 3-3/4 optional as are

numerous other features. Basic unit

$550; audio and write-in response add
$150. ATSI.

For more Information circle

No. 127 on return postal card.

MISCELLANEOUS
EQUIPMENT

Chart-Making Kit includes manual,
ready-ruled back boards, black &
white bars scaled on back and in 4

tones, color (4) bars, pies, alpha-tabs,

dots, letters and figures, spacing
guide, conversion table, line tape.

$49.50. ADMASTER.
For more Information circle

No. 128 on return postal card.

Image Control Keyboard for Automatic
Information Retrieval combined with
the Recordak Lodestar Reader en-

ables the operator to locate any
microfilmed document with pushbut-
ton ease, in average time of 5 sec-

onds per 100' reel. RECORDAK
For more information circle

No. 12!) on return postal card.

"ModulArt" Cut-out, on adhesive-back-
ed acetate, provides artwork in color

or gray, in readily assembled modu-
lar form. Characters, animals, build-

ings etc. Free sample. ARTYPE.
For more Information circle

No. 130 on return postal card.

New 3'/i" Tape Reel for the compact
battery-powered type of recorders,

loaded with %-mil mylar base tape

doubles the recording time of the

conventional 3" reel and tape. The
new thin tape is available on stand-

ard 3", 5" and 7" reels, containing

300, 1200 and 2400 feet. SARTARZ
For more information circle

No. 131 on return postal card.

Old Blackboards Made "New," Green,
Magnetic with adhesive-backed mag-
netized plastic that provides new
chalkboard surface. 54" wide, any
length. 50c per square foot. Can also

be furnished as paint for brush or

sprayer application. Non-toxic, fire-

proof, will not oxidize. Holding mag-
nets in varying sizes and power, and
visual cut-outs available. MAGDEC.

For more Information circle

No. 1.33 on return postal card.

Record Storage Cabinets, Model RS-612
holds 600 12" discs, 60 x 30 x 15%",
door has latch and lock; complete
with sleeves; heavy gauge welded
steel. $285; Model RS-312, for 300 12"

and 300 10" records. $277.50; Model
RS-610, for 600 10" $270; other models
for 100 $36-$39; all complete with visi-

ble index and cataloging forms. NEU-
MADE.

For more information circle

No. 1.33 on return postal card.

How to Save Time
—Money in Your

Audio-Visual

Program

Rear Projtction Vnil shown is the portable
Wilson Movie-Mover

Today, hundreds of schools have turned

to rear projection units that utilize

their present projectors— and guaran-

tee to produce sharp, clear images in

fully lighted rooms. Because these units

are easily moved (they roll on 4" ball-

bearing casters), every classroom can

become an audio-visual room.

Thus audiovisualists are able to realize

one of their primary goals—the utiliza-

tion of films and filmstrips in each and

every classroom.

The cost of an excellent rear projection

unit— equipped with a Lenscreen by

Polacoat— is usually less than the cost

of darkening a single room!

Lenscreen gives sharp, clear pictures in

black and white or in full fidelity color

—all in lighted rooms.

To get complete information on how to

save time and money on your audio-

visual program— plus being able to

achieve an effective method of showing

films— fill out and mail this coupon

today.

POLACOAT, INCORPORATED
9710 Conklin Rd., Blue Ash, Ohio

Please send the Lenscreen informa-

tion kit.

Name

School

Address

City Zone. . . .

State
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Film Executives

PROFESSIONALIZE
YOUR FILM ROOM

and Save Money

Harwald's precision automatic fi/m impection
equipment is the accepted world standard for

modern film libraries—7.V. stations—or wher-
ever motion picture film is handled, Inspect-O-
Film automatically finds breaks, torn sprocket
holes, scotch tape "splices", any cause of film

failure. Even those defects that are virtually
impossible to fnd by hand. Also provides for

film cleaning, conditioning, timing and editing.

Seven models available.
See catalog for complete listing.

SPLICE-0-FILM
For ttie easiest, stronoest
splices ever—in just 9 sec-
onds! Accurate to 1/ 10.000
of an inch. Complete with
electric heat and automatic
scraper. Used by profes-
sionals everywhere. Money
back guarantee. $175.00.

Get the full story. Talk lo our engineeriryg rep-
resentatives and write for our catalog contain-
ing a complete line of film room equipment.

THE HARWALD COMPANY
1245 CHICAGO AVE. • EVANSTON, ILL.

DAvis 8-7070

M. . lUtc^uihl

ub

\a^M^^ ieXteAA4^
Instant Lettering is an incredibly simple
method of lettering—anyone can do it. Self-
adhesive letters, printed on a special plastic
sheet, are just rubbed down into position on
any art or drawing, wood, paper, glass, acetate,
even crackle finished metal and rough textured
papers. The finished result is superb—no back-
ground film to letters, clean definition and
sharp color. Letter sizes range from 8 point to
IV2 inch display letters in a wide selection of
type faces. 10" x 15" sheet only J1.50

Stfid for sample and comptttt type chart

ARTHUR BROWN & BRO., Inc.

2 W. 46th St., New York 36. N. Y.

Solar Energy Demonstrator turns small
ball-bearing motor by power from
four selenium photo cells. No bat-
teries or other power source. $8.95.
EDMUND.

For more information circle
No. 134 on retnrn postal card.

Tabletop Lectern, formed steel, baked
enamel finish, wt 12 lb., folds to

14'/4x20xl%", folding legs raise this to
14" height: shipping container doubles
as carrying case. $12. SMITH.

For more information circle
No. 135 on return postal card.

TEL-Animaprint hot press for making
titles from regular printer's type. 9"

self-centering typeholder, graduated
rheostat, calibrated linefinder, $495;
with automatic Thermistor head con-
trol $595. S.O.S.

For more information circle
No. 136 on return postal card.

Transparent Removable Plastic Inks for
writing and drawing in color on
overhead transparencies. Black, red,

blue, green and yellow. 1 oz. bottle

$1. Fountain pens for acetate ink
choice of 4 point widths, $5. BRADY.

For more information circle
No. 137 on return postal card.

Trlgonometer, for demonstrating any
type of triangle via the overhead
projector, consists of 7" slotted base
mounting two protractor-based arms
printed in black and red respective-
ly. $1.98 prepaid. DATAG

For more information circle
No. 138 on return postal card.

Triple-action lever gets a simultaneous
action to put tripod screen into in-

stant-use position. Turn the lever and
1) the legs extend 2) the extension
rod raises, and 3) the screen case

swings into horizontal position. In
the "Glowmaster" (for partly lighted
rooms) prices start at $29.95. RADI-
ANT.

For more information circle
No. 139 on retnrn postal card.

Wider 2-side Adhesive Tapes. In addi-
tion to the "Kleen-Stik" tape an-
nounced last month, this material
may also be had in %" width mount-
ed on %" carrier strip, 108-ft roll

$2.35; and %" width mounted on 1"

carrier strip $2.85. This material is

available in widths up to 54 inches.

Attractive free folders picture scores
of applications. KLEEN

For more information circle
No. 140 on return postal card.

White Inic for Blackboard Work re-
quires no surface preparation, may
be marked over with chalk, easily
removable but only with solvent. Set
($4.95) includes felt marking pen, 2

oz. blackboard white ink, 2 oz. No.
100 solvent. (Carbon tet or most other
dry cleaning solvents will work).
TSPEC.

For more information circle
No. 141 on retnrn postal card.

Whiteliglit - Blacklight Fluorescent for
presentation easel permits startling
visualization effects, color and brilli-

ance contrast. $48.,50. Whitelight only
(2 lamos) $38.50. ORVIS.

For more information circle
No. 143 on return postal card.

"Wheelit" Equipment Table-Carts come
in 6 models, ranging in price from
$29.95 to $79.50. Large wheels negoti-
ate stairs. Two models fold for easy
storage. Ball bearing wheels, seckre
brakes. GRUBER.

For more information circle
No. 143 on return postal card.

EdiTall Block for cutting and editing
magnetic recording tape (quarter-inch
to inch width) features a unique
curved groove that holds the tape
without clips. $6.50. TALL

For more information circle
No. 144 on return postal card.

Electronic Demonstration Kit includes
volt- ohm - milliameter combination
specially designed as a classroom
teaching tool. Assembly easy and in-

structional. RCA
For more information circle
No. 145 on return postal card.

File Case for Tapes holds 15 seven-inch
reels between slot separators; wooden
case safeguards against demagnetiza-
tion. Lock corner construction, leath-
er handle, snap lock; come-apart
hinges permit stacking. $14.95. NEGA.

For more information circle
No. 146 on return postal card.

Galvanometer-Projector shows readings
large enough for entire class to see.

Usable as demonstration millivolt-

meter, microammeter, and demonstra-
tion instrument for many types of lab
experiments. Interchangeable move-
ments, built-in damping, six circuits.

Accessories available. $125. COLE-
MAN

For more information circle
No. 147 on return postal card.

Gemini Transparency Mounts, 7%x9%"
opening. 10V'2xl2" overall, rigid card
stock edges, self-registration marks on
both sides of mount, self-adhesive,

sandwich construction, 50 to the box.
K&E

For more information circle
No. 148 on retnrn postal card.

Illuminated "Sho-Case" displays a sheet
of 20 2x2 slides before 40-watt bulb.

Case has storage room for 120 slides

(6 pages). Wt 3V4 lb. $14.95. OCTO
For more Information circle
No. 149 on return postal card.

Sectional Discabinets With Doors avail-

able in wide variety of new models

—

album, single record, record-film-
strip, tape-filmstrip. WALLACH.

For more information circle
No. 150 on return postal card.
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New Materials
KEY TO ABBREVIATIONS

mp—motion picture

fs—filmstrip

sfs—sound filmstrip

si—slide

rec—recording

LP—33-1/3 r.p.m. microgroove record

min—minutes (running time)

prog—progrommed learning materials

fr—frames { filmstrip pictures

)

AGRICULTURE
Ohio Maple Syrup mp OSUPHOT 7 min
b&w $35 r$3. Production in Ohio. Int.

For more information circle
No. 151 on return postal card.

We Share This Land USDA 14%-
min col apply. The farm as a wildlife

refuge. JH SH

For more information circle
No. 152 on return postal card.

COMMUNCATION ARTS-
CINEMA—GRAPHICS

Action of Lenses and Shutters mp
OSUPHOT 13 min b&w $45 r$4. Ac-
tion of various types of camera shut-
ters; purpose and function of lecif-

type aperture in controlling depth
of field. AH C A

For more information circle
No. 153 on return postal card.

Color Collage mp EK 20 min col loan
(to college art classes only). Suggests
role of color photography in interpret-
ing the world.

For more information circle
No. 154 on return postal card.

Festival in Flash—At Central City sd
si EK 150 2 X 2 col with sound-on-
tape recording. Thorough exposition
of the techniques of flash photogra-
phy. SH-A

For more information circle
No. 155 on return postal card.

How to Develop Your Film si EK 50
2x2 col loan. With printed commen-
tary. Essential steps in self-process-
ing a b&w film roll. Starts from very
beginning, El-A

For more information circle
No. 156 on return postal card.

Let's Make an Enlargement si EK 50
2x2 col loan. Making the solutions,
exposure determination, paper for
normal and for difficult negatives.
Drying, dry mounting. For basic pho-
tography courses. Printed narrative.
JH-A

For more information circle
No. 157 on return postal card.

Let's Make Movies mp EK 17 min col
loan. Filming at home and away.
SH-A

For more Information circle
No. 158 on return postal card.

si—silent

R—rent

b&w—black & whiM
col—.color
Pri—Primary

Int—Intermediate

JH—Junior High

SH—Senior High

C—College

A—Adult

Photographic Duplication mp OSU-
PHOT 21 min b&w $60 r$4. Tech-
niques and equipment used in the
commercial production of blue prints,

ammonia prints and photostats. CA
For more information circle

No. 159 on return postal card.

Photography at Work mp EK 45 min
col loan. Many diverse and amazing
applications of photography in re-

search and industry. Chet Huntley
narrator. SH A

For more information circle

No. 160 on return postal card.

Pictures Clear and Sharp mp EK 12

min col loan. Tells especially young
people how to avoid the most com-
mon errors in amateur photography.
El-SH

For more information circle

No. 161 on return postal card.

EDUCATION
The Elementary School Library sfs

ATLANTIS 67fr col LP script $16.

Operation in four representative Cali-

fornia School Districts. TT A
For more information circle
No. 163 on return postal card.

Factors in Visual Depth Perception mp
OSUPHOT 15 min b&w is $43.50 ri?4.

How interception, light and shade,
linear and angular perspective, verti-

cal position, accommodation, conver-
gence and other visual clues operate
in human perception of depth and
distance. C

For more information circle
No. 163 on return postal card.

First Steps in Clay Modeling AF-
BLIND 18min col loan. A 9-year old,

totally blind from birth, learns to

express himself by means of this art.

TT C A
For more Information circle
No. 164 on return postal card.

A Small Triumph mp NCJW 28% min
b&w $90 rSlO special educational rate
r$3. How blind children are integrat-

ed into classes with the sighted in

Cincinnati schools, with the aid of

dedicated volunteers. SH C A
For more information circle
No. 165 on return postal card.

HEALTH—SAFETY
Safety With Animals mp GJF 12 min

col $130. Knowledge and skill are
shown to be required in dealing with
animals; dangers of teasing. Pri El

For more Information circle
No. 166 on return postal card.

Change your mind anytime

any height from
26 V2 to 42

on a moment's notice

LUXOR
Multi-height

PROJECTOR STAND

No need to invest in two, three or more

projector stands merely to meet most

height requirements—the LUXOR Multi-

height Mobile Projector Stand adjusts to

varying heights. A twist of the wrist

changes the height to meet almost all

your requirements. Just right for school

aisles and doors; yet wide enough to

provide a strong, safe base (18" x 2

feet). Properly engineered, easily ma-
neuverable with 4-inch swivel, free-rolling

rubber casters. Extra strong oll-sleel,

WELDED construction, reody-to-use when
you get it. Non-slip, sound-absorbing

rubber mat on top shelf with guard roil.

Center shelf is adjustable; also has guard

rail, lower shelf accommodates projector

storage, filmstrip, sound filmstrip, disc

record and film filing cabinets.

Finished in beautiful silver-grey hommer-
loid. Size 1

8" W x 24" D and adjusts

to any point between 26 Vi" to 42"
high. Shipping wt. 41 pounds. Sturdy,

corners and legs rounded, all-steel con-

struction. Fully guaranteed.

No. 55 ShippecT assembled, ready to

use $34.80

With our exclusive 4" LUXOR Floor-lock

brake casters to stop "creeping" and
"swivel-swing" $37.80

With 3 inch casters $33.80

Ask your A-V or School Supply
Dealer to mail to you our catalog
of the complete line of mobile pro-
jector stands, filing systems for film-

strips, disc records, recording tapes,

sound filmstrips, 16mm and 8mm
film, 2" X 2" slides and equipment
storage.

JACK C. COFFEY CO., inc.

710 Seventeenth St.

NORTH Chicago, III.
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Tractor Tragedy mp OSUPHOT 9% mln
col $75 r$4. Hazards and safety pre-
cautions in operating a farm tractor.
SH C A

For more Information circle
No, 167 on retarn postal card.

HOME ECONOMICS
Pre-preparatlon of Vegetables mp OS-
UPHOT 13 min col $90 r$5. Salads,
particularly lettuce, in institutional
cooking. SH C A

For more infortnation circle
No. 168 on retarn postal card.

PORTABLE REAR PROJECTION
^" PIXMOBILE'

Use all your present projectors
and Pixmoblle projection tables.

Big 191/4" X 251/4" Polacoat
Lenscreen.®

* Built-in light control when pro-
jecting from either side of
screen cabinet

Famous Pixmobiie strength and
quality.

I:^.

you have a budget problem, take a look at Rear Projection by
Pixmoblle. Completely flexible, it permits use of your present equip-ment with the purchase of only the screen cabinet at $79 95 inmany cases. Let your Pixmobiie dealer demonstrate the high-quality
performance of this effective and reasonably priced teaching aid

ADVANCE PRODUCTS COMPANY
2300 East Douglas Avenue / AVichita, Kansas

r«wMi»W:(lil*»S^.i*j*'.(Cr'i««»M»v*K-iM*j^,

;;^,ect«« Of W Size ^/m'o*^^

FORSE DARKENING
SHADES & DRAPERIES

Made of finest fabrics

Custom-made, any size

Complete, ready for installation

Guaranteed for ten years

Used by schools everywhere

Draperies in decorative colors

U-.y^-K.s'^---'-'-"-"-

FRCe
Fabric Samples; Complete Information;

Price Schedules . . . Write for "Shade"
or "Dropery" Literature OR BOTH.

o4[A^ MANUFACTURING COMPANY
2349 SULLIVAN AVE. ST. LOUIS 7, MISSOURI

INDUSTRY-
TRANSPORTATION

How Kodalith Film Is Made mp EK
20 min col loan. A tour of produc-
tion facilities, of primary interest to
those engaged in the graphic arts.
A companion film is A Look at Pho-
to-lithography 18 min col loan, which
takes the viewer all through the
process from first choice of color
originals to the final press sheets.
AC

For mare information circle
No. 169 on return postal card.

Airport in the Jet Age CHURCHILL
llmin col $110. A helicopter trip and
the many workers who stand back of
the apparently effortless takeoff. Pri
Int

For more information circle
No. 170 on retarn postal card.

LANGUAGE ARTS—Skills

Paul Bunyan—Lumber Camp Tales
CORONET 11 min col,. $120 b&w
$60. Animated interpretation of some
of America's best folklore. El Int

For more information circle
No. 171 on retnrn postal card.

A Research Paper On Shakespeare
FH col set (4) $20. Titles: Determining
Sources; Gathering Facts; Writing a
Draft; The Final Copy. SH

For more information circle
No. 172 on retarn postal card.

Sentence Parts FH col set (4) $20.
Titles: Subjects, Simple and Com-
plete; Predicates with Complements
and Objects; How to Use Phrases;
Clauses. Int JH

For more information circle
No. 17.3 on return postal card.

MATH.—Geometry
Learning to Measure FH col set (4)

$20 indiv ea $6. Titles: Linear Meas-
ure; Weight Measure; Liquid Meas-
ure; Time. El. Int

For more information circle
No. 174 on retnrn postal card.

The Nature of Geometry FH col set
(4) $20, indiv ea $6. Titles: Points,
Lines and Triangles; Parallels and
Perpendiculars; Rectangles and
Squares; Compasses and Circles, el

For more information circle
No. 175 on return postal card.

MEDICAL & ALLIED
SCIENCES

Physical Diagnosis of the Ear, Nose and
Throat mp OSUPHOT 28 min col
$240 r$6. For the medical student, in-
tern and general practitioner. C A

For more information circle
No. 176 on retnrn postal card.

MENTAL HEALTH
The Center Way mp OSUPHOT 35 min

col $295 r$6. The work of the Ohio
Rehabilitation Center in promoting
self-realization as a first step in the
rehabilitation process. C A

For more Information circle
No. 177 on return postal card.
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A Light for John mp USC 22 min b&w
r$3.50. Two days in the life of a re-

tarded man are described by his wor-
ried mother. Open end discussion

film. SH C A
For more Information circle

No. 178 on return postal card.

Answering Objections to Witnessing
2 mp BROADMAN ea 14 min col

r$7.50. Part I and Part II. Common
objections to Christianity are dealt

with in live dialog situations. SH A

For more Information circle
No. 187 on retorn postal card.

The Bible Around the World k
FRIENDSHIP 52 fr col $6. The use of

the Bible in various countries and di-

verse conditions, EL JH

For more Information circle
No. 188 on return postal card.

MUSIC
The Cowboy, His Songs, Ballads, and
Brag Talk, rec FOLKWAYS LP
$5.95. Harry Jackson sings and talks,

without musical accompaniment, as

if while riding his horse. VI-A
For more Information circle

No. 179 on return postal card.

Grand Canyon Suite DISNEY 28 min
col $300. Ferde Grofe's great work
backed by inspirational color cinema.
The track is available also without
picture at $3.98 (LP). JH SH C A

For more Information circle

No. 180 on return postal card.

It's a Grand Old Flag mp OSUPHOT
15 min col r$4 (Free in Ohio). The
Ohio State University band traces the

development of the U. S. flag in a
spectacular display of marching,
music, and color. SH C A

For more information circle

No. 181 on return postal card.

Marching Band (series) 6 mp OSXJP-
HOT 15-30 min col r$4 (Free in Ohio).

Year-by-year record (1953-1959) of

O.S.U. Marching Band in big game.
Rose Bowl, etc.

For more information circle

No. 183 on retnrn postal card.

120 to Show mp OSUPHOT 19 min col

r$4 (Free in Ohio). An Ohio State

University band show is traced
through all its stages, from try-outs

to show. SH C
For more information circle

No. 18.3 on return postal card.

World of Song mp OSUPHOT 13 min
col r$5 (Free in Ohio). The O.S.U.
Symphonic Choir at the 1955 Inter-

national Musical Eisteddfod, in Llan-
gollen, Wales. Colorful costumes, folk

dances. Also Music on Tour 20 min
col r$5; includes excerpts from con-
certs given in several cities en route.

For more Information circle
No. 184 on retnrn postal card.

RELIGION—ETHICS-
PHILOSOPHY

Adult Discussion Series 5 mp CON-
CORDIA 15-18 min b&w ea $120 r ea
$6 series (5) $27.50. Open-end, dis-

cussion provoking, these films de-
signedly do not give the "answers."
Titles: Christian Stewardship; Chris-
tian Honesty, Christian Concern In
Politics; Responsibility — Work or
Home; Race Relations. Leaders Guide.
A SH

For more Information circle
No. 185 on return postal card.

And the World Endures mp BROAD-
MAN 30 min b&w r$9. How an evan-
geli<;^l Christian group worships in

communist Russia. JH-A
For more information circle
No. 186 on retnrn postal card.

Da-Lite Electro!

projection screen

A Da-Lite 10' x 10' Electrol Projection Screen

adds interest and impression to the audio-

visual program at Dann C. Byck School,

Louisville, Ky.

Operates electrically at the touch of a switch;

stops automatically in up and down positions.

In sizes to 20' x 20' with new White Magic®
II Chenii-Cote glass beaded surface for

sharper, brighter pictures and wider viewing
angles. Write for full information and name
of your nearest Da-Lite Franchised Dealer.

Da-Lite Screen Co., Inc., Warsaw, Indiana.

Siner IIOI

DAiLTE

The only inojection
screen listed by Under-
writers' Laboratories,
Inc., and Canadian Stand-

ards Association Testing
Laboratories.

offers the industry's

most complete line of

PROJECTION and TRANSPORTATION TABLES
Wheelits are made in fold-

ing, semi-folding and non-

folding models that will

transport heavy loads easily

and safely, or serve as sta-

tionary projection tables,
locked securely in position.

Sound-absorbing Formica-

top tables make cleaning

easy. Swivel, ball-bearing

casters simplify steering.

Folding models fit into cor

trunk with room to spare for

projectors, etc. Rubber-tired

wheels move Wheelits over

curbs and up or down stair-

ways without difficulty.
Non-folding Wheellt #4102
shown with screenholder ond
20-ft. retracting cord in roel

cose. (Accessories extra)

Folding V^heelit C-402 slilppftd

fully ossembled.

Ask your deoler for demonstration or write for brochure
Phone collect 243-2481 to expidite delivery

2223 Albion St.

Toledo 6, OhioGRUBER PRODUCTS CO.
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NewECCO Improved

Model D For

16mm & 35mm
Cleans— Lubricates — ^

Prevents Dust Static

Speedroll

Applicator Model D

$1.95
$7.00

Clean and inspect your film tn one easy opera-
lion. Operates effectively at several hundred
feet per minute. Save time, fluid, labor, ond
money. Lifetime bokelite construction. Eliminates
woxing. Absolutely safe and NON-TOXIC . . .

NON-INFLAMMABIE. Widely used by schools,
colleges and film libraries. ^Q^ f\f\

Ecco No. 1500 cleaning fluid, quart, .,..$2.50
Gallon $9.00

Ecco No. 2000 cleaning fluid for
NEGATIVES quart.

Gallon,
ALL FILM HANDLING SUPPLIES

IN STOCK
Acetone, per quart Jl .40

Per gallon, $4.50
Ethyloid Film Cement, pint $2.00
Film Handling gloves, per dozen $1.95
Gatco Filmeter stop watch, Swiss jewelled move-
ment. Measures equivalent footage for 16mm
ond 35mm film $24.50

Send For New 1962 Catalog

THE CAMERA MART
11845 Broadway (ol 60lh St.)
New York 23, N. Y. Plaza 7-6977

School Library Association of California

announces

THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
LIBRARY IN EVERY SCHOOL

FOR EVERY CHILD
A 67 frame Filmslrip in color, ac-

companied by a record and script

SHOWS
Elementary School Libraries in
four representative California
School Districts

FEATURES
Good library practices

Responsibility of ailniinistration,

board, and faculty for the library
program

Relationship of library program to
the school curriculum

PRODUCED BY
School Library Association of Cali-
fornia in cooperation with the
California State Department of
Education, Bureau of Elementary
Education, Bureau of Audio-Visual
and School Library Education.

PRICE: $16.00

FOR SALE FROM:
Atlantis Productions, Inc.

1505 N. Gardner

Hollywood 46, California

SCIENCE—BIOLOGICAL
The Classification of Animals 7fs JAM

col set $36.75 ea $.5.75. Titles: How
Animals Are Classified; Simple Ani-
mals; Worms, Mollusks and Spiny-
skinned Animals; The Joint-legged
Animals; Fish and Amphibians; Rep-
tiles and Birds, Mammals. JH SH

For more information circle
No 189 on return postal card.

Forest in a Museum USDA 10%min
col apply. Museum exhibit uses scale
models to tell the "multiple use"
story; live animals are also shown. EL
JH

For more information circle
No. 190 on return postal card.

Heriditary Variations in Coleus mp
OSUPHOT 11% min col. $90 r$4. Var-
iations in offspring. Genetics study. C

For more information circle
No. 191 on return postal card.

Outer Space Imp CENCO 13min col
$130 b&w $65. Introduction to astron-
omy, star, constellation, nebulae,
galaxies. Int JH

For more information circle
No. 193 on return postal card.

SCIENCE, GENERAL
Earth Science Teaching Aids 3D Models
and Charts COFFEY. Planetariums
$29.50-$69.50; Pocket Planetarium 50c;
Solar System $24.95. Transparent Cel-
estial Globe $49.90. Hydrographic Re-
lief Globe $39.50. Star Charts $7-
$12.50. Luminous Star Finder $1.50.
JH SH

For more Information circle
No. 193 on return postal card.

Erosion Control in Engineering Works
mp OSUPHOT 16 min col $100 r$5.
Effect of rainfall on soils, application
of scientific control methods. High
speed photography. C A

For more information circle
No. 194 on retarn postal card.

Fundamentals of Science—Grade 6 9fs
EYEGATE col set (9) $30 indiv $4.
Titles: Our Senses—Seeing; Hearing;
Touch, Taste, Smell; From Power-
house to Home; Communication Knits
Our World Together; Inventions That
Helped Communication; Inventions
That Speed Communication; Record-
ing for the Future By Photography;
Your Body and Its Care. Int

For more information circle
No. 195 on return postal card.

Heat Treatment of Steel mp OSUPHOT
331^ min b&w $95 r$5. Animated
charts and photomicrographs clarify
some of the more abstract concepts
and processes involved. C A

For more information circle
No. 196 on return postal card.

The Nearest Star mp MH 29 min col
$150. The Sun and how and why it is
studied. El-A

For more information circle
No. 197 on return postal card.

Shape of the Earth mp MH 29 min col
$150. Development of geodetic ideas
from pre-scientific guesses to the pres-

ent. Shape, size, rotation, latitude,
longitude and numerous other con-
cepts are illustrated. El-JH

For more information circle
No. 198 on return postal card.

Secrets of the Ice mp MH 29 min col
$150. Glaciers and ice sheets. How
they are studied. Properties and
structure of ice. El-SH A

For more Information circle
No. 199 on return postal card.

SCIENCE, PHYSICS
How Materials Are Changed mp UWF

13 >^ min col $135. Physical and chem-
ical changes, how and why they are
studied in never-ending search for
new applications and knowledge. JH
SH

For more information circle
No. 200 on return postal card.

Principles of Ionization mp CORONET
131/2 min col $125 b&w $62.50. The
effect of different kinds of solutes on
the boiling point of distilled water;
differences in electrical conductivity;
differing action of acids on zinc; ion
migration during electrolysis. SH

For more Information circle
No. 301 on return postal card.

Stress Corrosion of Stainless Steel mp
OSUPHOT 14 min b&w $90 r$4. Also
Stress Corrosion of Mg Base Alloys
17% min b&w si $50 r$4. C

For more Information circle
No. 202 on return postal card.

SOCIAL STUDIES,
GEOGRAPHY, TRAVEL

Adaq, King of the Alaskan Seas
MODERN 28min col loan. The story
of giant Alaskan king crab, how it is

caught, frozen, packed, shipped. JH
SH A

For more information circle
No. 203 on return postal card.

Balloons and Spinifex mp ANIB 39 min
col $255 r$10. Operation of Australia's
Giles Metrological Observatory (In-
ternational Weather Station 461) 500
miles from nearest railhead. SH C A

For more information circle
No. 204 on return postal card.

The Continent of Africa 72 fs EYE-
GATE col arranged in sets of 9 $30
indiv $4, Set titles: South Africa; The
Countries of . . .) East Africa; The
Congo Basin; Central Africa; West
Africa; North Africa; Children of
Africa; Historic Cities of Africa. Int
JH SH

For more information circle
No. 205 on return postal card.

Ever New, New York mp MODERN 27
min col loan. The myriad changes
that are transforming the face of the
city. Growth of buildings, art. theatre,
music and fashion. Sponsor: Equitable
Life. SH C A

For more Information circle
No. 206 on return postal card.

The Korean People mp IBF U min col

$120. Rice growing. Seoul social ac-
tivities, education. SH A

For more information circle
No. 207 on return postal card.
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Germany—The Southern Uplands mp
UWF 18 min col $195. Rebuilt and
restored Western Germany; Frank-
furt, Stuttgart; a young German fami-

ly takes a holiday tour along the

Rhine and to the Black Forest. JH SH
For more information circle

No. 208 on return postal card.

Mansions, Magnolias & Memories SL
EK 150 2 X 2 col loan. Trip from Get-
tysburg to the Deep South. SH-A

For more Information circle

No. 209 on return postal card.

New Yorlt mp MODERN 30 min col

loan. Niagara Falls to Manhattan.
Sponsor: Humble Oil.

For more information circle

No. 210 on return postal card.

Our Changing Shores mp OSUPHOT 21

min col $170 r$5. The effect of wind,
water, ice and other natural phenom-
ena in changing the shore line of the

Great Lakes regions. SH C
For more Information circle

No. 211 on return postal card.

This Is America In Pictures mp EK 14

min col loan. The title tells. El-A

For more information circle

No. 212 on return postal card.

SOCIAL STUDIES,
GOVERNMENT—CIVICS

Congressional Hearings—The Drug De-
bate mp MODERN 32 min b&w loan.

Deals with proposed Federal regula-

tion of the Drug Industry. Sponsor:
Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Asso-
ciation. SH C A

For more Information circle

No. 213 on return postal card.

The Electoral College mp HAMFILM 25

min b&w $15. Explores how well the

present system reflects the will of the

people in presidential elections. SH
C A

For more information circle

No. 214 on return postal card.

180,000,000 Americans fs NYTIMES b&w
$2.50. The 1960 Census visualized. SH
C A

For more Information circle

No. 215 on return postal card.

Fire Boss USDA 35min col apply.

Fire Control Training film dramatizes
the role of the crew boss. SH C A

For more Information circle
No. 216 on return postal card.

The Lady and The Stock Exchange mp
MODERN 27 min col loan. Janet Blair
and Eddie Bracken as a family mak-
ing its first purchase of stock. Spon-
sor: N. Y. Stock Exchange. SH A

For more information circle
No. 217 on return postal card.

More Precious Than Gold mp MODERN
27 min col loan. Earth-fill dam to

conserve water built by giant ma-
chines working day and night. Gen-
eral Motors. JH SH C A

For more Information circle
No. 218 on return postal card.

Our Federal Government FH col set

(6) boxed $32.40 indiv ea $6. Titles:

The Constitution; The House of

Representatives; The Senate; The
Presidency; The Judicial Branch; You
and Self-Government. JH SH

For more Information circle
No. 219 on return postal card.

Representation and Gerrymandering mp
HAMFILM 29 min b&w $15. The
problem of "unfair" representation in
state legislatures. SH C A

For more Information circle
No. 220 on return postal card.

SOCIAL STUDIES—
History, Anthropology

The Boyhood of Abraham Lincoln
CORONET 11 min col $120 b&w $60.

Filmed at Lincoln Pioneer Village at

Rockport, Ind. Incidents tell of his

patriotism, honesty, humor, desire to

learn, sense of right and wrong. Pri.

For more Information circle
No. 222 on return postal card.

The 5,000-year History of Mankind
chart CRPUB col $1. History, cos-

tumes, weapons, tools, utensils, sci-

ence, and inventions each have a
column which, in turn, is divided into

nine time intervals or "ages" ending
in 1900. El-SH

For more information circle
No. 223 on return postal card.

Quetzalcoatl mp UCLA 20 min col r$15.

The legend of the Aztec god told by
means of masks and artifacts. SH C A

For more Information circle
No. 224 on return postal card.

The Story of a Pueblo mp WAHL 15

min b&w $75. Shows history and de-
velopment of the City of Los Angeles
by dissolving old still photo into same
scene as it is today. Int JH SH A

For more information circle

No. 225 on return postal card.

The Ultimate Weapon

—

The Minds of

Free Men mp MODERN 27 min b&w
loan. How American prisoners of war
reacted to Communist brain-washing
in Korea. SH A C

For more Information circle
No. 220 on return postal card.

Ways to Mankind rec INDIANA 12" LP
set (5) $12.50. Dramatic recordings
illustrating the basic universality of

all mankind. SH C A
For more information circle
No. 227 on return postal card.

Ways to Justice 3rec INDIANA 12" LP
set (3) $7..50. Dramatizations of "case
histories" taken from primitive cul-

tures on how people have tried to

arrive at fair and workable solutions

to personal and group disputes. SH
C A (Discussion groups).

For more information circle
No. 228 on return postal card.

For Teachers of

SOCIAL STUDIES.

GEOGRAPHY.
SCIENCES, HISTORY
and others

FILMS FROM

FOR RENTAL OR PURCHASE

A wide choice of sound films in color and

black & white , about the fascinating land

"Down Under." Free illustrated catalog

AUSTRALIAN NEWS & INFORMATION BUREAU
630 Filth Ave., Suit* 414 • New York 20, N. Y.

IlhiyliilUj {'.implii!' .mj A-»'../;,n ./.''
. ..unl.lUc'

SCIENCE FILMSTRIPS
SINCE 1931 SINCE 1931

MADE BY TEACHERS FOR TEACHERS |

BIOLOGY ATOMIC ENERGY
PHYSICS GENERAL SCIENCf

CHEMISTRY MICROBIOLOGY
BIKE SAFETY BUS SAFETY

Sciance filn strjpi Qvailabi*
undei NDEA—Tills III. |

VISUAL SCIENCES 1
Box S99E Suffern, New Yorli |

-C>!l.'-^

of
(^

Michelangelo .

(THE TITAN)

Academy Award Oscar

"None can come away from this

film without having been pro-
foundly moved by the dramatic
story of Michelanselo's life, or
without deep understanding of his

genius. Art-lovers are left limp
with rapturous nostalgia."

Emily Genauer. art critic.

N. Y, Herald Tribune

V '

*'The most impressive art

film I have ever seen!"
Howard Devivc.

N. Y. TIMES

Narrated by Fredric March

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG

16mni sound
black and white
Running time
67 minutes
Available for

rental and sale

Contemporary Films, Inc.

Dept. ES 267 W, 25th St., N. Y. 1, N. Y.

OR 5-7220

midwest office: 614 Davis St., Evanston, III.

DAvis 8-2411

NEW FILMS
FROAill

NEUBACHER-VETTER
FILM PRODUCTIONS
1750 WESTWOOD BOULEVARD
lOS ANGELES 24, CALIFORNIA

THE LAND of the SWISS
New insights into this amazing
country, with special emphasis on
her modern cities ond busy indus-

try. A 1962 Chris Certificate Win-
ner. 2 1 minutes color, $200.00.

POTTERY TECHNIQUES
OPEN FORMS * HANDLES • CLOSED FORMS

Three color films by Frank Bach to

demonstrate techniques and stimu-

late interest in wheel-thrown ond
hand-built pottery.

Special price for series—$250.00.
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TRADE DIRECTORY FOR THE AUDIOVISUAL FIELD
KEY: (P)—produe»ri, Importsrt. (M)—fnanu<achir«r». (D)—dwilari, dlsfrlbutsrt, film rental llbrorlM, pre|«»loii tanrk*

Whar* a primary tourc* alto offori diract rontol MrvlcM, Km deubia irmbal (PD) appom.

rilMS

Association Plfani, Inc. fp
Distributor of Fr*«-Loan and Rontal Fllmi.

Hoodquortors:

347 Modiion Ax., N. Y. 17, N. Y

tofllonal llbrarlosi

trood at Elm, HldgofUld, N. J.

541 HlHarovo Avo., La Grango. III.

799 St«v«nion St., San Franclico, Coi.

1108 Jockton St., Dollai 2, T*x.

Auilrollan Nowi and Information Bureau (POI
636 Fifth Avo., Now York 20, N. Y

ray Studios, Inc
729 Sovontli Avo., Nov. York 19. N. Y.

•roadman Films
127 Ninth Avo.. North. Naihvlllo 3, Tonn

Coronot Instructional Films
Coronot BIdg.. Chicago 1, III.

tPO)

IP>

Family Films, Inc IPO)
5823 Sonio Monica Blvd.. Hollywood 38. Colli

Idoal Picturas, Inc. (01
Homo Offlcat

38 E. South Wator St., Chicago 1, III.

Branch Exchongas:
2114 Eighth Avo., N., Birmingham 1, Alo.

1840 Alcatraz Avo., Borkolay 3, Col.

?22l S Oliva SI . los Angalos 7. Col.

853 Filth Ave., Son Diogo 1, Cai.

1011 Eoit Colfax, Denver 18, Colo.

55 NE 13lh St., Miami 32, Fla.

71 Walton St., N.W., Atlanta 3, Go.
1370 S. Berotanio St., Honolulu 14, H.

58 E. South Water St., Chicago 1, III.

15 E. Maryland St., Indianapolis 4, Ind.

tU S. 5th St., Louisville 2, Ky.

1303 Prytania Street, New Orleans 13, lo

102 W. 25th St., Baltimore 18, Md.
42 Moliosa St., Boston M, Moss.

15924 Grand River Ave., Detroit 27, Mich.

3400 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis 8, Minn.
1322 Main St., Kansas City 8, Mo.
4028 N. Kingshighway, St. Louis IS, Mo.
1558 Main St., Buffalo 9, N. Y.

321 W. 44th St., Now York 34, N. Y.

41 N. 11th St., Philadelphia 7. Pa.

2110 Payne Ave., Cleveland 14, Ohio.
1201 S. W. Morrison, Portland 5, Ore.

2547 Woodburn Ave., Cincinnati 6, Ohio
14 Wood St., Pittsburgh 22, Pa.

18 S. Third St., Momphls 3, Tenn.

2434 S. Horwood, Dallas 15, Tex.

Brighoro Young Univ., Provo, Utah.

1 E. Main St., Richmond 19, Va.
4431 W. North Ave., Milwaukee 8, Wis.

xitornotional Film Bureau ( PD

)

332 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 4, III.

The Jam Handy Organization
2821 E. Grand Blvd., Detroit 11, Mich.
Distributor of Free-Loan Films

(nowledga Builders (Classroom Films) IPOI
Visuol Educotion Center BIdg.,
florol Fork, N. Y.

For information about Trade Di-

rectory advertising rates, write

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN & AUDIO-
VISUAL GUIDE, 415 North Dear-

born, Chicago 10, Illinois.

sterling Movlas U.S.A., Inc |»)
Free Film Distributor
Executive Offices
375 Park Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.
Area Libraries & Shipping Centers
100 West Monroe St., Chicago 3, III.

1469 N. Vine St., Los Angeles 28, Cal.
43 West 61st.. New York 23, N.Y.
SI9 Pennsylvania Ave., Fort Worth 4, Texos.

FIlMSntlPS

BreadfSHm Fllmstrlps (PO)
127 Ninth Ave., North, Nashville 3, Tenn.

MICROSCOPES A SLIDES

CUIstian Education Press Fllmstrips
Religious Subjects
1505 Race St., Philadelphio 2, Po.

(ro)

Family Fllmstrips, Inc. (PD)
5823 Santo Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38, Colli.

Society for Visual Education (PD)
1345 Diversey Parkwoy, Chicago 14

Teaching Aids Service, Inc. (PD)
Lowell Ave. & Cherry Lone, Floral Pork. H. Y
31 Union Sauore West, New York 3

Visual Education Consultants, Inc. (PD)
VEC Weekly News Fllm/itrlps

2066 Helena St.. Madison, Wis.

FIIMSTRIP, SLIDE t. OVERHEAD PROJECTORS

OuKane Corporation
St. Charles, lllinoii

ELECTRONIC TRAINING KITS

Allied Radio Corporation (MDI
100 N. Western Ave.. Chicago 80. III.

GLOBES — Geographical

Oenoyer-Goppert Company i PD i

5235 Rovenswood Ave.. Chicago 40. Ill

BIOLOGICAL MODELS A CHARTS

Denoyer-Geppert Company
5235 Rovenswood Ave., Chicago 40. III.

MOTION PICTURE PROJECTORS A SUPPLIES

(MlBell A Howell Co.
7117 McCormick Road, Chicago 45. III.

Eastman Kodak Company (M)
tocheiter 4, Now York

Victor Division, Kalart Co. (Ml
Flainville, Conn.

MAPS — Geographical, Historical

Oenoyer-Goppert Company
5233 Ravenswooo Ave., Chicogo 40, ill.

Denoyer-Geppert Company
5235 Ravenswooo Ave., Chicago 40, III.

PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT

Camera Equipment Co., Inc. (MDJ
315 W. 43rd St., New York 36, N. Y.
6510 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood, Col.

Camera Equipment Co., Inc, of Florida (MD|
1333 E. Tenth Ave., Hioieah, Fla.

PROJECTION TABLES

Advance Products Company
2300 E. Douglas Ave., Wichita, Kans.
Complete Line of Projection Tables

(PD)

READING IMPROVEMENT

^sychotechnics. Inc.

103 W. Adorns St., Chicogo 3, III.

Mfgri. of SHADOWSCOPE Reading Poce>

RECORDS

(PDI

(PD)

II

(PDI

Academic Recording Institute (ARI)
18 E. 50th St., New York 22, N. Y.
(Noted Scholars on Records or Topes)

Broadman Films
127 Ninth Ave., North, Nashville 3, Tenn

Curriculum Materials Center
5128 Venice Blvd., Los Angeles 19, Col.
Records, Tape Recordings, Fllmstrips, Books

Enrichment Materials Inc. (pgi
246 Fifth Ave., New York 1, N. Y.

Folkways Records & Service Corp.
117 W. 46th St., New York, N. Y.

Heirloom Records
Brookhaven, N. Y.

(History through Bollods & Folksongs)
Monitor Recordings, Inc.

413 W. 50th St., New York 19, N. Y.
Russian, French, Spanish Language Moterlols

Music Education Record Corp. (Pi
P.O. Box 445, Englewood, N. J

(The Comoleto Orchestra demonstrated)
Spanish Music Center, Inc. (POI

127 W. 48th St., New York 34, N. V.
(SMC Language Records Center)

RECORDERS — PLAYERS

Allied Radio Corporotlon (I
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, III.

Radiant Manufacturing Co.
8220 No. Austin Ave., Morton Grove, III.

SLIDES
Key; Kodochrome 2 x S. 3Vd x 4V4 or I

Keystone View Co. LPO-41
Meaaville, Po

SOUND SYSTEMS

Allied Radio Corporation (MO

I

100 N. Western Ave.. Chicogo 80. Ill
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U)VERTISED IN THIS ISSUE

For farther information, circle

advertiser number on enclosed

reply card.

(318) Hector Acebes Productions—p. 627

(319) Advance Products Co.—p. 620

(320) R. E. Aitken—p. 628

(321) Allied Radio Corp.—p. 628

(322) American Optical Co.—p. 580

(323) American Telephone & Telegrraph
Co.—p. 581.

(324) Ampex Corp.—p. 583

(325) Audio Cardalog—p. 611, 612

(326) Audlotronlcs Corp.—p. 604

(327) Australian News & Information
Bureau-p. 623

(328) Charles Beseler Co.—p. 605

(329) Arthur T. Brice—p. 628

(330) Arthur Brown & Bro., Inc.—^p.

618

(331) Camera Mart, Inc.—p. 622

(332) Coffey, Jacit C, Co., Inc.—p. 619

(333) Contemporary Films, Inc.—p. 623

(334) Coronet Films—p. 609

(335) Da-Lite Screen Co., Inc.—p. 621

(336) Dowling, Pat, Pictures—p. 627

(337) Eastman Kodak—p. 579
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Guides, Inc.—p. 610

(339) Fiberbilt Case Company—p. 602

(340) Forse Manufacturing Company

—

p. 620

(341) Graflex, a sub. of General Pre-
cision Equipment Corp.—Inside

Back Cover

(342) Gruber Products Co.—p. 621

(343) Harwald Company—p. 618

Lawin and Alexander Frazler. Illus-
trated. Educational & Recreational
Guides, Inc., 10S New England Ave.,
Summit, New Jersey. $2.95.

Ycb! • e • I want to receive EDUCATIONAL SCREEN and AUDIO-
VISUAL GUIDE every month.

D On* year $4.C0

D Throe yoars $8.00

Position

Namo or Titio

Important

a Home
Addross

Butinats

City Zen* Slat*

.

Company or School

Q Poymonl It anclotad D Bill me

Get your personal subscription started today. Ail subscriptions Include the

BLUE BOOK, in August, at no extra charge. The BLUE BOOK lists all AV
materials produced the previous year. Indexed, with a synopsis of every film,

fllmstrlp, or recording listed—you'll keep the BLUE BOOK handy the year

'round. And youll look forward to every monthly personal issue!

Subscribe to EDUCATIONAL SCREEN
NOW

IVhen you see a "Circle No." under an item or an ad, it mea:

that there is more information available.

Send for FREE INFORMATION

_• — ••> — •>•**•>•>••-- — — — — — — *>^ M*«-*« mtjm** «« m»»^ *.i^«r.

Educational Screen and Audiovisual Guide CIRCLE THE NUMBERS
1 41 S North Dearborn, Chicago 10, Illinois AND MAIL NOW!

Pleas* s*nd m* further Informotlan on products and materials mentionad la

Hm Octolier Educational Screen and Audiovisual Guide as circled Iselow
101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 110

111 112 113 114 115 116 117 118 119 120 121 122 123 124 125 126 127

1 IM 129 130 131 132 133 134 135 136 137 138 139 140 141 142 143 144
1 145 14« 147 148 149 150 151 152 153 154 155 156 157 158 159 160 161

, U2 163 164 165 166 167 168 169 170 171 172 173 174 175 176 177 17»
1 179 lao 181 182 183 184 185 186 187 188 189 190 191 192 193 194 195
, t96 197 198 199 200 201 202 203 204 205 206 207 208 209 210 211 212

213 214 215 216 217 218 219 220 221 222 223 224 225 226 227 228 229
1 230 J31 232 233 234 235 236 237 238 239 240 241 242 243 244 245 246
1 247 24« 249 250 251 252 253 254 255 256 257 258 259 260 261 262 263
1 264 265 266 267 26* 269 270 271 272 273 274 275 276 277 278 279 280
1 2«1 2(2 283 284 285 286 287 288 289 290 291 292 293 294 295 296 297

tn 299 300 301 302 303 304 305 306 307 308 309 310 311 312 313 314
1 31S 316 317

furthmr Informtitlon on Advrthli Products; 318 319
327 328 329 330 331 332 333 334 335 336
344 345 346 347 348 349 350 351 352 353
361 362 363 364 365 366 367 368 369 370
S7I 379 380 381 382 383 384 385 386 387

320 321 322 323 324 325 326
337 338 339 340 341 342 343
354 355 356 357 358 359 360
371 372 373 374 375 376 377
388

Nam* Tin*-

Firm or Gov't. D*pt.

Str**t

City Slot*- -10-62

NOT GOOD AFTER DECEMBER 1, 1962

yiuBiaiiiiiiiiig 11 lilt; suggestions in THIS
15 p mimeo illustrated paper were
applied universally. Produced jointly
by T. A. Johnson, AV Dept., and
Lorayne Palarine. ETV supervisor,
for the St. Paul, Minn., Public
Schools. Write Direct.

TTv^v/inmui^ii I
A 15 min. sd. FILM; color $150; BliW $75.
One in the PIONEER COMMUNITY SERIES.
PIcoM writ* fof bro<hwr«,

INDIANA UNIVERSITr FILMS

AUDIO-VISUAL CENTER

BLOOMINCTON. INDIANA
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BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
FIRST CUSS PERMIT NO. 17427 SEC. 34.9, P.LAR. CHICAGO, ILL

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN
415 NORTH DEARBORN

CHICAGO 10, ILLINOIS

Subscribe! Don't put np with » second-hand, pass-slonc copy.

Use this card to gret a fresh, nneut, undipped copy each month.

Subscribe to EDUCATIONAL SCREEN

When you see a "Circle No." under an Item or an zA, It means
that there is more Information available.

Send for FREE INFORMATION

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
FIRST CLASS PERMIT NO. 17427 SEC. 34.9, P.LftR. CHICAGO, ILL.

ADVERTISED IN THIS ISSUE

For further information, circle

advertiser number on enclosed

reply card.

(344) Hudson Photographic Industries,
Inc.—p. 602, 612

(345) Indiana University, A-V Center—
p. 627

(346) Keystone View Co.—p. 615

(347) Levolor Lorentzen, Inc.—p. 582

(348) National Cinema Service—p. 627

(349) Neubacher Productions—p. 623

(350) Newcomb Audio Products Com-
pany—p. 588

(351) Polacoat, Inc.—p. 617

(352) Polaroid Corporation—p. 577

(353) Radiant Manufacturing Co.—p.

585

(354) Radio-Mat Slide Co.—p. 628

(355) Rapid Film Technique, Inc.—p.
628

(356) Rheem Califone Corp.—p. 586

(357) Riverside City Schools—p. 622
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(359) Stik-a-letter Co.—p. 627

(360) Sylvania Electric Products, Inc.—
p. 584, 613

(361) Tecnlfax Corporation—p. 589
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(366) World in Color Motion Picture
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EDUCATIONAL SCREEN

415 NORTH DEARBORN

CHICAGO 10, ILLINOIS

ror inTormnTiBri uuuu i iiuue u i
-

rectory advertising rates, write

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN & AUDIO-
VISUAL GUIDE, 415 North Dear-

bom, Chicago 10, Illinois.

rinlnvlll*, Conn.

MAPS — Gaogrophlcal, Historical

D«noy*r-G«ppert Company
5235 Raventwooo Av«., Chicago 40, III.

SOUND SYSTEMS

Alllod Rodio Corporotion (MO

I

100 N. WaiKrn Ava.. Chicago 80. Ill
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Advertisement

HELPFUL BOOKS

THE AV INDEX A guide to instruction-

al material information covering the

use of Audio-Visual materials and
equipment. Single copy, $2.95. Quan-
tity prices: 2-9 copies, 10% discount;

10-20 copies, 20% discount. Postage

added if payment does not accom-

pany order. Audio-Visual Research

Institute, 1346 Broadway, Detroit 36,

Michigan.

AUDIOVISUAL MATERIALS: THEIR
NATURE AND USE. Third Edition by
Walter Arno Wittich and Charles F.

Schuller. 500 pp. 416 ilustrations 14

Color Plates. Harper & Row, Pub-
lishers, 49 E. 33rd St., New York 16,

N. Y. 1962. $8.75.

EDUCATORS GUIDE TO FREE FILM-

STRIPS. Compiled and Edited by Mary
Foley Horlcheimer and John W. Differ.

Revised each August. Educators Prog-

ress Service, Dept. AVG, Randolph,

Wis. $6.00.

EDUCATORS GUIDE TO FREE TAPES,

SCRIPTS, AND TRANSCRIPTIONS. Com-
piled and Edited by Walter A. Wittich.

Ph.D., and Gertie Hanson Hoisted,

M. A. Revised each August. Educators

Progress Service, Dept. AVG, Ran-
dolph, Wis. $5.75

EDUCATORS GUIDE TO FREE FILMS.

Complied and Edited by Mary Foley

Horkhelmer and John W. DIHor. Edu-

cational Consultant, John Guy Fowl-

kes. Revised each August. Educators

Progress Service, Dept. AVG, Ran-
dolph, Wis. $9.00.

STANDARDS OF PHOTOPLAY AP-
PRECIATION. A Course of Study In

Photoplay Appreciation, By William
Lewin and Alexander Frailer. Illus-

trated. Educational & Recreational
Guides, Inc., 105 New England Ave.,
Summit, New Jersey. $2.95.

NEW PUBLICATIONS
ABC's of Citizens Band Radio. 96 pp

$1.95. SAMS.
For more information circle

No. 230 on retnrn posUI mrd.

Allied Electronics for Industry. 1963 ed-

ition, 672pp lists 70,000 types of com-
ponents, etc. Free. ALLIED.

For more Inrormation circle

No. 231 on retorn postal card.

Annotated List of Plionograpli Records,
Filmstrips, and Rhythm Band Instru-

ments, 25c, free on official letter-

head request. Gives content, grade
level, subject area, etc. Formerly
Children's Reading Service, now
Materials for Learning, 1376 Coney
Island Ave., Brooklyn, 30, N.Y. Write
direct.

Audiovisual Catalog, neat binder, de-

scribes equipment, transparency kits

for science, chemistry, botany, diazo

materials, do-it-yourself aids. OZA-
LID.

For more information circle

No. 232 on return postal card.

Better Mounting. Dry mounting equip-

ment and techniques. 24pp free SEAL.

For more information circle

No. 233 on return postal card.

Broadman Films Catalog 1962-1963; also

New A V Aids From Broadman. Free.

Extensive list of Southern Baptist ma
terials, well described. BROADMAN.

For more information circle

No. 234 on return postal card.

Catalog of Maps, Globes, Charts, At-
lasses and Models, 1962. 84pp lUus.

Free. DENOYER
For more information circle
No. 235 on return postal card.

Catalog of Visual Presentation Equip-
ment. 32pp free ORVIS.

For more information circle
No. 236 on retnrn postal card.

Christ Centered Motion Pictures (and
Filmstrips) 1962 catalog. CONCOR-
DIA.

For more information circle
No. 237 on return postal card.

Compendium and Index of World Art
collates 60,000 listings derived from
30,000 works of art available in 2x2
or 3y4x4 slide form. 512pp 7x10" $35.

Pre-publication price $30. ALCSL
For more information circle
No. 238 on retnrn postal card.

Creating Visuals for TV—A Guide for

Educators. 48pp $1.25. DAVI.

For more information circle
No. 239 on return postal card.

ETV Handbook (or ETV Teachers.
There would be much better ETV
programming if the suggestions in this

15 p mimeo illustrated paper were
applied universally. Produced jointly

by T. A. Johnson, AV Dept., and
Lorayne Palarine, ETV supervisor,

for the St. Paul, Minn., Public
Schools. Write Direct.

Visual
letters

DIE-CUT

CONSTRUCTION PAPER

ALPHABETS

10 COLORS

2, 3 a 4 INCH SIZES
Write for information

Stika-letter Co. itt. 2, box i4oo. Escondido, caiif.

WLiNG Pictures
FILMSTRIPS

-^^^^ FOR SCIENCE—
^i^

—

- ŷ^
(Eligible for Purchose

on N.D.E.A. Title III)

And subjects in other

current study areas.

Writa tor our Fllmsfrip
catalog to:

509 So. Beverly Drive Beverly Hills, Colil.

'AFRICA

ASTIR"
Hector Acebes
Production

'm »̂*^^0^^^*0t0—

Attthnik, unusual

and inhmaiive

study of

Wist Afriia

DAKAR (Senegal),

BANDIAGARA,MOPn,

DJENNE, TIMBUKTU,

GAO (Mali), FIANGA (Comeroons)

23 min., 16inm., sound, COLOR FILM

^^^^a^^m Contact ^^^^^^^^
MRS. MARGO SHEARER, Audio-Visual Dept.

GERTRUDE PURPLE GORHAM, Agency

8S64 Wilshire Blvd., Bevorly Hills, California

16mm. Sound Projectors
New and Used

Film Subjects—Accessories

Write For Free Lists

NATIONAL CINEMA SERVICE
71 Dey St., N. Y. C. 7, N. Y.

M
NORTHEAST
FARM
COMMUNITY
A 15 min. id. FILM; color $150; BI>W $7S.
One in the PIONEER COMMUNITY SERIES.
PIffaM writ* lor brechwrvt

INDIANA UNIVERSITY FILMS

AUDIO-VISUAL CENTER

BLOOMINCTON. INDIANA
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MAKE YOUR
OWN SLIDES

on your own

TYPEWRITER

by using

RADIO-MATS

Baf TALK IfMB r*w ICIilM

Hgl TrrEWtlTTCN MESSAGES

^Bl RADIO-MAT SLIDES

1 • IHl SlAIIOmilOFUlSclitM i

Regular size 3V4x4 or the New Duplex 2x2.
Sold by Audio - Visual, Photo & Theatre
Supply Dealers. For FREE SAMPLE write—

RADIO-MAT SLIDE CO., Dept. V,
222 Oakridge Blvd., Daylono Beach, Flo.

MICROBIOLOGY
Source Data Information on all phenomena.
Mature single-purpose films presenting the
most significant microbiological phenomena
disclosed in living organisms by the Nobel
winning Phase-Contrast method.

Write for descriptive folders

ARTHUR T. BRICE
Phase Films Sonoma, California

FREE
Allied
464-PAGE 1963

ELECTRONICS

CATALOG

SAVE MOST on language
labs, Stereo hi-fi, record-

ingand phonoequipment,
school sound systems,
training kits, electronic

parts. Write for Catalog.

ALLIED RADIO
100 N.Western Ave.. Chicago 80, III.

BIRTH of a NATION
Greatest Civil War Picture

ever made

available for rental in
35 & 16mm sound

R. E. AITKEN
World Wide Distributors

Hartwell Ave., Waukesha. Wis.

W fILM DOCIORS^

SPECIALISTS
in the science of

FILM

REJUVENATION.
RAPIOWELD Process lor:

• Scritch-Reinoval

• Abrasions • Dirt • "Rain

Send for Free Brochure

rapid
Foundad 19W
37-02C 27th St., Long Island City 1, N.Y.

FILM TECHNIQUE

CLASSIFIED

35MM. Color SUdes-FlImstrips dupli-

cated from your original slides or mas-
ter filmstrips. Individual slide copies as

low as 9%c each, filmstrips as low as 5c

a frame. Send for free sample slides,

free filmstrip sample and full informa-
tion to World In Color, Box 392-AV,
Elmira, N. Y.

Directory of Sources
ADMASTER Prints, Inc., 425 Park Ave, So..

New York 36, N. Y.

ALLIED Radio Corp.. 100 N. Western Ave.,
Chicago 80, 111.

AFBI.IND—American Foundation for the
Blind, 15 W. 16th St., New York 11, N. Y.

ALCSL—American Library Color Slide Co.,
Inc., 222 W. 23rd St., New York 11, N. Y.

ANIB—Australian News and Information
Bureau, 636 Fifth Ave., New York 20, N. Y.

ARTYPE, Incorporated, 127 S. Northwest
Highway, Harrington, 111.

ATLANTIS Productions, Inc., 7967 Sunset
Blvd., Hollywood 46, Calif.

ATSI—American Teaching Systems Inc.,

12902 S. Broadway, Los Angeles 61, Cal.

BI-FI—Bi-Fi Sales, Inc., 101 N. College, P. O.
B, 270, Edmund, Okla.

BRADY—Robert J. Brady Co., 3227 M Street,
N.W., Washington 7, D, C.

BROADMAN Press, 127 Ninth Ave., N.. Nash-
ville 3, Tenn.

CECO—Camera Equipment Co., Inc., 43rd St.,

New York 36, N. Y.

CENCO—Central Scientific Co., 1700 W.
Irving Park Road, Chicago 13, 111.

CHURCHILL Films, 6671 Sunset Blvd., Los
Angeles 28, Calif.

CLEVITE Electronic Components, Div. of
Clevite, 232 Forbes Road, Bedford, Ohio

COFFEY, Jack C„ Co., Inc., 710—17th St.,

North Chicago, 111.

COLEMAN—Coleman Instruments, Inc., 42
IWadison St., Maywood, 111.

CONCORDIA Films, 3558 S. Jefferson Ave.,
St. Louis 18, Mo.

CORONET Films, 65 E. South Water, St.

Chicago 1, 111.

CRPUB—Crown Publishers, Inc., 419 Park
Ave., So., New York 16, N. Y.

CUBTIN—Frank M. Curtin, 1706 Grove Way,
Hayward, California.

DATAG Co., 6415 N. LeMai, Chicago 46, 111.

DAVI—Dept. of Audio-Visual Instruction,
NEA, 1201 16th St. NW, Washington 6, D.C.

DENOYEB Geppert Co.. 5235 Ravenswood
Ave., Chicago 40, 111.

DISNEY, Walt, Productions, 16mm Division,
2400 W. Alameda Ave., Burbank, Calif.

EDMUND Scientific Co., 101 E. Gloucester
Pike, Barrington, N. J.

EK—Eastman Kodak Co., Audiovisual Serv-
ice, Rochester 4, N. Y.

EYEGATE House, Inc., 146-01 Archer Ave.,
Jamaica 35, N. Y.

FH—Filmstrip House, 432 Park Ave., S., New
York 16, N. Y,

FOLKWAYS Records and Service Corp., 117
W. 46th St.. New York 36, N. Y.

FOTOMATIC Corporation, 3141 W. 10th St.,

Indianapolis 22. Ind.

FRIENDSHIP Press, 475 Riverside Drive,
New York 27, N. Y.

GPL—General Precision Laboratory, Inc.,

Pleasantville, N, Y.

GRAFLEX, Inc., Dept. ES-11, 3750 Monroe
Ave., Rochester 3, N. Y.

GRUBER Products Co., 2223 Albion St.,

Toledo 6, Ohio

HAMFILMS—Hamilton Films Service, 245 W.
55th St., New York 19, N. Y.

HAMILTON Electronics Corp., 2726 W. Pratt
Ave., Chicago 45, 111.

HPI; Hudson Photographic Industries, Inc.,

So. Buckhout & Station Rd., Irvington-on-
Hudson, N, Y,

IFB—International Film Bureau, Inc., 332 S.

Michigan Ave., Chicago 4, III.

INTCAM—International Camera Corp., 844 W.
Adams St.. Chicago 7, lU.

INDIANA University, Audio-Visual Center,
Bloomington, Ind.

JAM Handy Organization, 2821 E. Grand
Blvd., Detroit 11, Mich.

iK & E—Keufel & Esser Co., Hoboken, N. J.

KLEEN—Kleen-Stik Products, Inc., 7300 W. *

Wilson Ave., Chicago, 111.

KODAK—Sec Local Dealer

MAGDEC—Magic Decorator Co., 1750 N.
Lindbergh, St. Louis 32, Mo.

MH—McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 330 W
42nd St., New York 36, N. Y.

McNEFF—McNeff Industries, Inc., 2414 Vin-
son St., Dallas 7, Texas

MODERN Talking Picture Service, Inc., 3 E
54th St.. New York 22. N. Y.

NCJW—National Council of Jewish Women.
1 W. 47th St., New York 36, N. Y.

NEGA—Nega-File Company, Box 405, Doyles-
town. Pa.

NEUMADE Products Corp.. 250 W. 57th St..

New York 19, N. Y.

NYTIMES Office of Educational Activities,

229 West 43rd St., New York 36. N. Y.

OCTO Products, Inc., 48 Miles Ave., Fair-

port, N. Y.

ORVIS—Oravisual Co., Inc., Box 11150, St.

Petersburg 33, Fla.

OSUPHOT—Ohio State University, Depart-
ment of Photography, Columbus 10. Ohio

OZALID Division, General Aniline and Film
Corp., 17 Corliss Lane, Johnson City, N. Y

RADIANT Mfg. Corp., P. O. Box 5640, Chi-
cago 80. 111.

RCA Audio-Visual Sales, Meadow Lands, Pa,

RECORDAK Div., 415 Madison Ave., New
York 17, N. Y.

ROYCE Electronic Developments, Inc.. 50
Hancock PI., Valley Stream L. I., N. Y

SAMS—-Howard W. Sams Co., 4300 W. 62nd
St., Indianapolis 6, Ind.

SARTARZ—Saris Tarzian Inc., Hillside Dr.,

Bloomington, Ind.

SEAL, Inc., Shelton, Conn,

SMITH System Mfg. Co., 212 Ontario St..

Minneapolis 14, Minn.

S.O.S.—S.O.S. Photo-Cine-Optics, Inc., 602
W. 52nd St., New York 19, N. Y.

STANCIL-Hoffman Corp., 921 N. Highland
Ave., Hollywood 38, Calif.

STAPHOPP-Staples-Hoffman, Inc., 500 E.
Monroe Ave., Alexandria, Va.

TALI^The Tall Company, 27 E. 37th St.,

New York 36, N. Y.

TELEPROM—TelePrompter Corporation, 50
W. 44th St., New York 36, N. Y.

TSPEC—Time Saving Specialties. 2922 Bryant
Ave., So., Minneapolis 8, Minn.

UCEFS—University of California, Educational
Film Sales, Extension Div., Berkeley 4.

Calif.

UNISPEAK—University Loudspeakers, Inc.,

80 S. Kenslco Ave., White Plains. N. Y.

use—University of Southern California, Dept.
of Cinema, University Park, Los Angeles 7,

Calif.

USDA—U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, Motion
Picture Section, Washington 25, D. C.

UWF—United World Films, 1445 Park Ave..
New York 29, N. Y,

WAHL, Herman, Productions, 1820 N. Edge-
mont St., Los Angeles 27, Cal.

WALLACH & Associates, Inc., 1532 Hillcrest
Rd., Oeveland 18, Ohio

WEBCOR, Inc., Audio Teaching Aids Dept.,
5610 W, Bloomingdale Ave., Chicago 39, 111.

WEBSTER Electric Co., Racine, Wise.
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VIVEU
TURNER 275

DYNAMIC!

VIVE LA SMILING SALES MANAGER!

The smiling gentleman above is Tim Evans,

new sales manager of Turner's Audio-Visual

Products Division. He's smiling because the

Turner 275 Dynamic is a sales manager's

dream. No wonder he's saying . . .

'Long live the Turner 275 Dynamic!" Long

life is just one of the many benefits built into

this handsome, new microphone/headset

combination. Some of the others are:

performance—traditional Turner perform-

ance to deliver true sound repro-

duction.

versatility—the headset and microphone

are available in your choice of high,

medium or low impedance.

Sfy/e—modern styling for new wearing com-

fort and convenience. Double head-

band fits away from the head for

maximum comfort, minimum hair

mussing.

durability—ruggedness characteristic of

a dynamic microphone. Vive.

Write or call Tim, today, for complete

details on the new Turner Model 275

Dynamic microphone/headset combi-

nation, and your copy of Turner's new

Audio Visual Products catalog.

MICROPHONE COMPANY
912 17th Street N. E., Cedar Rapidi, Iowa

IN CANADA: Tri-Tel AitociatM, Ltd.

81 Sheppard Avenue West, Willowdale, Ontario
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645 Tooling Up For Take-Off

Plymouth Colony: The First

1 ear, is a Coronet film, pho-
tographed in the authentical-

ly reconstructed Plymouth
Plantation and on hoard the
Mayflower II. The struggle

for survival, as well as the
struggle for the establish-

ment of principles of free-

dom and democracy in the
new world are depicted.
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Modern teaching tools help to launch international understanding
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XEWS

USC-SMPTE CINEMA COURSE

An omnibus course in motion picture

production for persons who use or

make films in educational and indus-

trial fields, has gone successfully

through its first year and will be re-

peated in 1963 at the University of

Southern California. The course is

sponsored jointly by the university

and by the Society of Motion Picture

and Television Engineers, through

whose good offices a staffs of top-level

resource experts was recruited from
the professional studios. The entire

process of film making and use, from
scripting to audience tests, was cov-

ered in a full semester of weekly eve-

ning sessions. Originally designed for

a class of possibly 50, response was
so great that a cut-off had to be set at

100 students. The lessons were taped

as given and will be used late next

spring as the basis for a concentrated

one-week full-time course, to serve

students in the Los Angeles area who
cannot conveniently attend weekly
evening sessions.

"DOCUMENTARIES" ARCHIVE

Established just this year for the pres-

ervation and permanent storage of sig-

nificant radio and television produc-

tions the Ohio University Radio and
Television Repository and Research

Center, has aheady accumulated a

sizable collection. Radio and TV tapes,

kinescopes, director's scripts, rehear-

sal and shooting schedules, scene de-

signers' plans and similar examples of

good programming resources are be-

ing collected to provide future stu-

dents with original material of tech-

nical and historical interest. Plans for

the future call for the addition of en-

tertainment and news programs.

MUSEUM IN MUNICH

A unique collection of 3,000 pieces of

photographic equipment and a 4,000-

volume photographic library, donated

by Dr. Rudolf Lohers, forms the heart

of the collections now being started at

the new "Photo and Film Museum,"
in Munich, West Germany.

NATIONAL ETV LIBRARY

Three instructional television libraries

have been established under USOE-
NDEA grants in New York, Nebraska,
and Massachusetts, as a non-profit

pilot project expected to become self-

sustaining by the end of three years.

A total of 169 recorded TV courses

are available for broadcast in the

United States. Of these 65 are for use

in elementary schools, 57 for college-

level instruction, 5 for in-service teach-

er education, and 7 for adult educa-
tion. ETV stations may obtain sam-
pler programs, consisting of a 16mm
film of one representative lesson from
a specific course listed in the recently

published NITL guide, and two sets

of related printed guides. "Samplers"

may be obtained from the National

In.structional Television Library, 10

Columbus Circle, New York 19, or

from the regional centers.

FILM AS ART FORM

"A Friday night at the movies can be

as much a form of true art ai^precia-

tion as a visit to a Van Gogh exhibit,

orchestra seats for 'My Fair Lady,' oi

an evening at the Pops" according tc

Boston University's Dr. Robert Steele,

director of the film sector of last sum-

mer's Boston Arts Festival. Some 25C

films were shown free to the public

during the 19-day festival, the llth

of this annual series. Offerings ranged

all the way from school-made produc-

tions to major Hollywood features.

EFLA ELECTS

Three new members were elected re-

cently for a 3-year term on the board

of directors of the Educational Film

Library Association. F. A. White,

University of Wisconsin, will repre-

sent the colleges and universities:

Galon R. Miller, School City of South

Bend, the schools; and lloa B. Tryon,

Russell Library, Middletown, Conn.,

general and adult education.
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Small object photographs in an instant 4x5 prints and negatives in an Instant Photomicrographs in an instant

Macrophotographs in an instant

Copies in an instant X- ray copies in an instant Conventional 4x5 photographs
in black and white or color

The new Polaroid MP-3 Industrial View Camera
With eye-level ground-glass viewing and focusing.

Send for 6 page brochure, Polaroid Corporation, Cambridge, Massachusetts.



We have recently had two classrooms fitted out
with Flexaliim audio-visual Venetian blinds,,,,they
have excellent darkening quality,,,in our particu-
lar case, we also had a sun-control problem which
these blinds have solved in very fine fashion
we can heartily recommend them to any school need-
ing them either for sun-control or room darkening.

Sincerer

R^.

;iy yours.

For information on

636

C^/eoca^mny

RoVvli, Ilarrs

District Superintendent
Ocean View School District
Oxnard, California

® Audio-Visual & TwiNlghter® Venetians write: Bridgeport Brass Co., Hunter Douglas Oiv., 30 Grand St., Bridgeport 2, Conn.
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Dm mmco poto

There are some that say he found them in Persia and that's

why they are still known as Persians in some European
countries. Could be, but if he did it would be interesting

to know what kind of a bottom bar they had.

The first Venetian Blinds used a wood rail

for a bottom bar. It was turned over and
the tape tacked to the bottom.

Some of the earlier attempts in metal
still adhered to this shape and .system

but the LEVOLOR bottom bay of todaf/ has deviated
entirely from the old principle,

1. Triple "[/•' aiven added rigiditn.

2. you ean't dent a I.F.VOLOR bottom rail.

3. Tapes just disappear.

4. No clips or obstruction on the bottom to mar sills,

5. NO LIGHT SEKP,IUK IN .AUDIO VISUAL
Venetian Blinds at bottom. The rail rests squarely

^ on the sill. No bottom light shield or improvision
is necessary.

# he first problem faced in designing a metal bottom rail was
to get sufficient weight to lower the blind. Levolor accomplished
this with the triple "U" prepainted to i)revent corrosion. The
next problem was to eliminate metal clips that would mar the

sill and prevent the rail from sitting flat on the sill. Levolor did

it with SLIDE-IN, Clips. And last, but not least, LEVOLOR'S
inner rib construction assures a dent-])roof top.

The finest of all Venetian Blinds ... the LEVOLOR Audio
Visual ... is installed in the nation's finest schools. So tight

IS the closure— so accurate the adjustment— that the instructor
or director can choose the ambient light best suited to projector,

subject or student activity. For more information write to us at
Levolor Lorentzen, Inc., 720 Monroe St., Hoboken, N. J.

VENETIAN
BLINDS

Over 100 patents and repiements make Levolor Venetian Blinds better
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Who brings a recording studio into your school? AMPEX

Ampex tape recorders are used by professional

recording studios througlnout tlie world. And now:

Ampex brings a complete line of recorders to the

school— wherever faithful reproduction in sound
is needed. For example, the Ampex Fine Line

1200: 4-track stereo recorder/player with the

same frequency response and low noise rating

as Ampex professional models. Or there's the

Ampex 601: a fully professional portable used
by professionals for recording and playing mono-
phonic sound. And the Ampex PR-10: it gives

you the capabilities of a studio console — in a

suitcase. Ampex also offers you the 3200 du-

plicator, a master, slave combination for high

quality tape duplicating at low cost. Each is

dependable, flexible, easy to operate. And each
offers the new "Four Star" one-year warranty.

For more data write the only company provid-

ing recorders, tapes and memory devices for

every application: Ampex Corp., 934 Charter St.,

Redwood City, California. Sales, serv-

ice engineers throughout the world
AMPEX
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THREE NEW
OZALID
TRAHSPARENCY

MASTERS SETS

Professional Teaching Transparencies at a new low cost

from Ozalid ready-to-prepare materials

Create your own brilliant, attention-holding pro-

jection transparencies for high school science

courses in minutes at H the cost of purchased

transparencies.

Each Ozalid® Transparency Masters Set pro-

vides everything you need : preprinted art masters,

Ozalid diazo transparency films, transparency

mounts, protective file, mounting tape, and simple

instructions.

Three new subjects help you increase your class-

room effectiveness: Botany, Zoology, and Human
Biology. Two others already in extensive use are

Chemistry and General Science.

Do-it-yourself economy means not only can your

purchase be readily justified but you triple the

scope of your budget.

For information on Ozalid Transparency Masters

Sets and the special reduced-price package plan

covering the complete Ozalid Overhead Projection

System, write Ozalid,

Dept. 393 Binghamton,

N.Y. Or call your Ozalid

Audio Visual Dealer

listed intheYellow Pages

or your local Ozalid Dis-

trict Office.
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NewECCO Improved

Model D For

16mm & 35mm
Cleans— Lubricates

Prevents Dust Static

Speedroll

Applicator Model D

— i

Cleon and inspect your film in one eaiy opara-
lion Operotfls effectively at several hundred
feet oer minute. Save lime, fluid, labor, and
money. Lifetime bakeltte construction. Eliminates
waxing. Absolutely safe and NONTOXIC . . .

NON-INFLAMMABLE. Widely used by schools,

colleges and film libraries. ^'^'^ OO
Ecco No. 1500 cleaning fluid, quart $2.50

Gallon $9.00
Ecco No. 2000 cleaning fluid for

NEGATIVES quart, $1 .95
Gallon, $7.00

ALL FILM HANDLING SUPPLIES
IN STOCK

Acetone, per quort $1 .40
Per gollon, $4.50

Ethyloid Film Cement, pint $2.00
Film Handling gloves, per dozen $1.95
Gaico Filmeter stop watch, Swiss lewelled move-
ment. Measures equivalent footage for 16mm
and 35mm film $24.50

THE CAMERA MART
1845 Broadway (at 60th St.)

New York 23, N. Y. PLaza 7-6977

"FIBERBILT" CASES
"THEY LAST INDEFINITELY"

Equipped with steal corners, steel card

holder and heavy web straps.

Only original FIberbilt Cases bear this

Trade Mark

Your Assurance

of "Finest Qualify"

For 16mm Film

—

400' fo 3000' Reel*

Sold by All Leading Dsolors

THE READER'S RIGHT

Producing AV Materials on
A Limited Audiovisual Budget

Editor:

As a teacher and former part-time

audiovisual coordinator, I look at the

copyright controversy with mixed feel-

ings. I am in accord with your views
regarding the copyright laws, and the

illegality of reproducing copyrighted
materials for profit. But I have known
teachers who have reproduced ma-
terials for their own class use without
any idea of profit. This act may be il-

legal, and if so, should not be con-

doned—unless, of course, we condone
the Boston Tea Party too.

It does not take too much observa-

tion to see that many audiovisual ma-
terials manufacturers are pricing them-
selves out of the school market. I

know of more than one school in

which rental films are "forbidden

fruit" because of the high rental

charges. I know too that it is possible

to process a 35 mm film for $3.00 to

$4.00, while the companies producing

these films by the hundreds and thou-

sands cannot or will not sell these

filmstrips under $5.00 to $7.00. When
you have a limited audiovisual budget,

you can buy only so many filmstrips,

and the price of 16 mm films is pro-

hibitive. Nor am I speaking of back-

woods schools. I wonder if this has

any bearing on why people are il-

legally reproducing audiovisual ma-
terials for their own use?

As a solution, perhaps more schools

will run do-it-yourself workshops, and
hopefully, more teachers will turn out

their own materials for their own use.

For example, I am sure that radio pro-

grams are public domain, since they

are broadcast. I would suggest that

teachers record these on tape, write

and adapt their own materials, pro-

duce their own films (probably 8mm)
and filmstrips, write and ditto their

own materials. Not only would this

provide a source of tailor-made ma-
terials, it would save money in the

process.

As Raymond Wyman pointed out

(September, 1962 issue) most people

"seem willing and pleased to have
their works reproduced for classroom

instructional purposes, when credit is

given." I feel that authorship should

always be recognized—every teacher

should give credit for material used,

in fact, ask permission. But I also think

every teacher should develop materi-

als for his own use, which could be
shared with fellow teachers. Beyond
personal school use, I feel that these

materials are entitled to royalties.

Furthermore I think writers and pro-

ducers should try to get their materials

produced and marketed as reasonably

as possible. It seems obvious to me
that teachers who produce materials

which others find valuable are making
as significant a contribution to edu-
cation as those who write a thesis or

dissertation which is filed away in a

library. I hope that eventually, some
university will recognize this.

John Kriebel
2895 Carter Road
Trevose, Penna.

Concerning Copyright Law
Editor:

The excellent article entitled "Tech-
nological Piracy" (September, 1962
issue) is greatly appreciated. I am
convinced that there is only a small

percentage of teachers who break the

copyright laws and that most of these

do it through ignorance.

Mr. Wyman's article gives explicit

information which will help all teach-

ers avoid unintentional illegal use of

copyrighted material.

However, he is in error on one very

important point, when he states that

"some items bearing a copyright no-

tice have not actually been copy-

righted. This would require a search

at the Register of Copyrights."

I personally learned the fallacy of

this statement when I tried to ascer-

tain who had the copyright to several

publications in filmstrip form. At the

Copyright office in the Library of

Congress I was given a copy of their

circular #35 entitled: General Infor-

mation on Copyright. 1 quote from

page 5: "It is the act of publication

with notice that secures copyright pro-

tection in a published work; the copy-

right office registers claims but does

not grant copyrights."

What Mr. Wyman probably meant
is that many copyrighted publications

are not registered at the Copyright

Office. This is true. However, they

still carry the full protection of the

copyright law if published with prop-

er copyright notice.

Herbert M. Elkins
Herbert M. Elkins Co.
1013 Commerce
Titjunga, California
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SOUND LEARNING ^Mj/j^IVING SOUND MTj^ fJXSfmwML. il

^A
I IC^MC '^°^' 3 complete jf:COMET70-TA.Aversatile monaural recorderata modest price.$199.50

2£C*irLr^'^^ ""^ *° "^^^* ^^^''y * LEXICON 71-TA. Superbly engineered instrument for classroom, audi-

I /\Pt requirement for Education, ^0^1^^ and athletic field $279.50.

Drr^OPnrPQ .u
'"•^"/^''^.^"^ *STERE0 73-T. Topmost performance in monaural to 4-track stereot\LUUt\UtKD the Profess.ons.

^^^^^^-^^^ ^^^ p,3y£3,k . $329.50. (Micr. extra).

IN SCHOOLS—for drama, public speak-
j^^/ysTER 75-TC. Has 73-T features PLUS stereo/monaural headphone

ing, orchestra, glee club, and for
listening for up to lOstudents $349.50. (Headphones extra).

classroom programming.
^QUADRECGRDER 74-T. 4-track, 4-channel special purpose recorder

IN INDUSTRY— for inplant audio-visual wjth simultaneous 4-track record or playback. (Micr. extra). $695.00.
training, automation processes, back-

^quadrECORDER 74-TT. ALL TRANSISTORIZED. 4-track, 4-channel
ground music and company dances. ^

. , . -^u • . j u* /a«- » s° "^ ' special purpose recorder, with minimal size and weight. (Micr. extra).

IN THE PROFESSIONS— broadcasting Price available upon request.

advertising agencies, dance studios, all prices quoted are school /professional net costs.

* ASK FOR RHEEM CALIFONE PROFESSIONAL QUALITY MAGNETIC RECORDING TAPE.

m
EXCLUSIVE MANUFACTURER OF SELECTIVE AUDIO PRODUCTS FOR EDUCATION

leem) c^^lifor^L^ CORPORATION

5922 BOWCROFT STREET, LOS ANGELES 16, CALIFORNIA / DEPT. ES-ll
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FILMSTRIP

Screen Reflections

FASTER
EASIER

Perfect in

Portability!

Seconds to

Set Up!

ieviriex
IPre-v^ieiwer Si».
Fastest, most convenient

method yet-for desktop preview-
ing of 35mm filmstrips. Large 7"

X 9" screen also provides ideal

direct viewing for individuals or

small groups and for home study
or use as filmstrip "textbook."
Threads itself instantly. Focuses
with single knob. ^ ,

Only

$59.50

For On-The-Spot hand-held or

desk-top previewing of filmstrip.

Operates on A.C. current or bat-

teries. Simple to thread ; sprocket
advance. Extra-brilliant optical

screen.

Model I-For operation

on A.C. Current only

Model H-For operation

on A.C. Current and batteries..

.$15.95

$17.95

Write for

• illustrated Catalog

6 BROADWAY, HOLBROOK, L. I., N. Y.

In Canoda—Anglophoto, Ltd., Montreal

Forty Years Ago
Nelson Greene had an enviable way
with words. In the November 1922

issue, editorially he commented on the

first twenty years of the motion pic-

ture industry which had become "the

fifth indu.stry of tlic world." He said,

"It was this avalanche of money that

demoralized the movies. The men at

the top of the business were not big

enough to stand it. Doubtless, never

before in commercial history was so

much money handled by such little

men. They are now reaping what they

sowed, and do not understand the

crop." At another point he said, "One
does not judge a silver trumpet by its

results in the hands of a small boy, nor

the quality of a grand piano under

the touch of a prize-fighter."

Two prominent visual educators were
named to the Editorial Advisory Board
of EDUCATIONAL SCREEN: Dud-
ley Grant Hayes, Assistant Superinten-

dent and Head of Visual Instruction in

the Chicago schools; and H. B. Wil-

son, Superintendent of Schools in

Berkeley, California, whose position

among leaders in the visual movement
had been "established beyond ques-

tion by the .splendid development of

visual instruction throughout the Berk-

eley school system."

o o o

The Fire Marshall's As.sociation of

North America, in convention assem-

bled, resolved, "That the National

Congre.ss be requested to enact a law
prohibiting the transportation of in-

flammable films in interstate com-
merce, effective January 1, 1925."

Twenty-Five Years Ago
In an article titled, "The Use of Film

Dialogue in Language Teaching,"

Marie Zoe Mcrcier, French instructor

from the Girls Latin School, Chicago,

said, "Demonstration of the value of

using foreign film for Modern Lan-

guage classes has been imdertaken by
many schools and colleges recently,

and has proved, on the whole, so suc-

cessful that discussion of the is.sue in-

volved can now be limited to particu-

lar techniques of presentation. Even
here, these are governed necessarily

by the purpose for v\hich a foreign

film is shown to a language class, and
three major distinctions are apparent:

( 1 ) the use of film dialogue for prac-

tice in conversational skills, (2) the

presentation of film material for build-

ing up backgioimd and association,

and (3) the use of film for teaching a

foreign literature."

tt « o

Edgar Dale, first vice-president of the

Department of V'i.sual Instruction, as-

sumed the responsibilities of the Pres-

idency when Rupert Peters could not

accept the office to which he had been
elected at the previous annual DVT
meeting. The department's paid-up

membership total 41.5.

o o t»

The International Library of Visual

Aids announced a new film series,

"The Story of Civilization—eighteen

units, comprising seventy-two reels in

sound for auditorium use, depicting

Man's progress from the most primi-

tive forms of nomadic society to the

present complex social order."

« o o

The Ampro Corporation of Chicago

announced their new Model L 16min
sound on film projector with "perma-

nently attached arms capable of tak-

ing reels up to 1600 feet and a 750-

watt lamp."

Ten Years Ago
Commenting about the development

of non-commercial educational televi-

sion, Paul Reed wrote editorially, "But

now, as we approach the reafit>' (of

educational television) we believe the

audiovisual educator can and should

find his place in educational tv. Those

who know the most about using audio-

visual media should put their under-

standings and skills to work in using

this newest audiovisual medium to

serve all the people of the commun-
ity."

o o

An article by Ivan G. Hosack told

about "a 1953 high school with built-

in av." The North Allegheny Junior-

Senior High School, Allegheny Coun-

ty, Pennsylvania, was one of the first

large high schools in the country to

have provision built in for the use of

audiovisual materials in every class-

room."
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The yiew Frank Ackerman School for Handicapped Children, St. Louis, Missouri

*We bring the world in to handicapped children

. . . through motion pictures"

Says Dr. M. A. Wirtz, Superintendent,
Special School District for Handicapped
Children, St. Louis County, Missouri

"We've tried to supply all the con-

veniences possible to make our three

new schools for handicapped children

as effective as possible—including spe-

cial blackboards which swing out into

the laps of children who are required to

remain in wheel chairs.

'Yet, even with such devices, it's not
simple for a child who cannot get up
and walk around to witness all of life's

sights and sounds—experiences text-

books only tell about. So we bring many
experiences to them by motion pictures.

Movies—invaluable in anv school—are

priceless learning aids to our pupils.

"Our special school district serves all

the handicapped children in St. Louis
County, which includes 96 incorpo-

rated communities. In addition to three

special schools for the handicapped, we
operate classes in other schools, hos-

pitals and institutions. To do it, we
have 17 KODAK Pageant Projectors.

Every one is in constant use. That
means we can't afford to have any of

them out for repairs very long."

Ask a Kodak audiovisual dealer for

a no-obligation demonstration of why
Pageant Projectors provide reliable

service with little maintenance. He will

gladly arrange one at your convenience.

If you'd like product literature with

details on all Kodak Pageant models,
write for Bulletin V3-65. No obligation,

of course.

Kodak Pageant Projector \ EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Dept. 8-V, Rochester 4, N. Y.
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10:00 AM-SIX CHANNELS, SIX SUBJECTS, SIX GRADES!

Hoiv the Bell System can help you reach

more students with more courses at lower cost

Closed-circuit Educational Television networks

installed by the Bell System are currently trans-

mitting on as many as six channels at once. This is

in contrast to single-channel broadcast systems.

Six different courses at six different grade levels

can be televised in the same time period. Think

what great flexibility this gives you.

But flexibility doesn't stop there. Closed-circuit

ETV facilities are available 12 months a year. They

can be used for teachers' meetings and conventions,

summer courses, evening adult-education classes.

They can even be used to show commercial programs

of special interest.

When you lease Bell System ETV facilities, you

simply provide the sending and receiving equipment.

Your local Bell Telephone Company does the rest.

This includes full-time maintenance by telephone

men with Bell System training and experience.

To learn how this flexible, low-cost Educational

Television system can be of advantage to you, just

call the Manager of your local Bell Telephone

Business Office. No obligation, of course.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM



Tooling Up

For

Take-Off

editorial

X HESE will be controversial words. They propose a revolutionary
solution to a problem facing all concerned with the use of newer
means for communication. How can teachers get the tools they
need for teaching? These thoughts for solving this problem are

carefully, considered, — but nevertheless, controversial. Read them
carefully, and react.

A teacher's primary task is communication. He knows both sub-

ject and learner. He is a guide and leader. He works with groups
of learners; and to teach them, his task is to communicate ideas,

inspiration, motivation, the desire to want to know, and knowledge
itself.

Technology has potentially provided teachers with electronic and
audiovisual tools that could revolutionize their teaching by mak-
ing communication efficient and sure. Those who control the costs

of education and who should provide essential tools for teaching
have so far failed to provide teachers with the tools they need.

The immense dimensions of their failure are graphically and irrefu-

tably spelled out in Occasional Paper No. 6 just released by Dr.

James Finn's Technological Development Project. The full title

of this extremely valuable document is "Studies in the Growth of

Instructional Technology, I: Audio-Visual Instrumentation for In-

struction in the Public Schools, 1930-1960 A Basis for Take-Off."

(And only the Project's Principal Investigator could have dreamed
up a title like that!)

The cost for achieving essential goals of one overhead projector,

one record player, one filmstrip projector, one tape projector, and
one of other kinds of equipment for every five teachers in American
schools is staggeringly great. Yet the Project concludes these are

goals that must be achieved.

Now then, our solution : If those who are charged with the respon-

sibility cannot or will not provide and pay for the essential tools

of communication, then teachers themselves may have to buy their

own communications tools. And why not? Doctors buy their own
tools. So do dentists, and surveyors, and draftsmen. And so do auto-

mobile mechanics, carpenters, and plumbers. A teacher's primary

task and skill and function is to communicate and it must be his

business and concern, too, to make sure he has the best and most
efficient tools for his task. If Boards of Education and Boards of

Trustees will not supply tools for teachers, then teachers may have
to do it themselves.

Teachers could not be expected to buy a full complement of

communications tools. But they might be ready and more than
willing to buy one or more of the lower cost units if they were
encouraged and helped. Many teachers already own and use their

own tape recorders and record players. Filmstrip and overhead
projectors should also be considered.

Teacher associations and unions, and teacher credit organizations

JP^ul C Reed could aid in this tooling up process. They could accumulate orders,

get minimum prices for quantity purchases, arrange for lowest

interest charges, and even make it possible for teachers to pay
through payroll deductions. Ten dollars a month for fourteen

months would be no burden at all for a teacher who knows the

value of an overhead projector, and who also knows he'd have to

wait years for the administration to get one for him.

Are teachers ready and willing to spend their money to aid in

this gigantic tooling up process? Should they? Would you help and
encourage them to do this? What do you believe? How far would
you compromise your principles? Do you have printable thoughts?

p.s. Even though these words were written within an hour or so

after Schirra completed his six orbits, the "take-off" of the title

is not a take-off into outer space. We mean the kind of "take-

off" that Dr. Finn refers to in his Occasional Paper No. 6. You
should read this, too. You can get a copy for $2.50 from the

Project at 1201 Sixteenth Street, N. W. Washington 6, D. C.
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Valley Stream (Long Island) school children

watch an 8mm sound lesson of "PARLONS
FRANCAIS." Each course consists of 60 lessons,

two of which are presented weekly. The dynamic

language instructor on film is Mme. Anne Slack, who

has been teaching French by the audio-

lingual method since 1953.

VIVE
LA

TECHNOLOGIE!

Mc

An Audiovisual Approach to Teaching Foreign

Languages in the Elementary Grades

by Stephen }. Feit

Audiovisual Consultant

Union Free School District Thirty

Valley Stream, New York

LODERN technology has created many problems

in education today. With the ease of transportation

and almost effortless world-wide communication, all

nations and people have come closer together. This

interplay of cultures and languages has forced edu-

cators to reexamine the concept of educating today's

child for tomorrow's world.

But, with limited time and resources, how are we
to teach all children all things? Can we provide learn-

ing experiences in every phase of life in all parts of

the world? And where are we to find the properly

equipped, competently trained instructors for such a

task?

In the Valley Stream (District 30, Long Island)

elementary schools, we concluded that we must make
a start in this monumental project of preparing young
children for a better understanding of the world com-

munity-

What better way than to introduce them to a

foreign culture and laguage before they have formed

stereotyped opinions of other people in other lands?

We therefore planned to offer an enrichment course

of instruction in a foreign language.

In our initial study of the problem, we faced the

problems of limited funds and lack of trained person-

nel. How could we, then, introduce foreign language
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Following the filmed lessons, the classroom teacher drills and reviews the material pre-

sented by Mme. Anne Slack. Within the films, music is used to introduce vocabulanj

in songs, maintain the child's interest. "PARLO^iS FRANCAIS" goes a step beyond

the language laboratory. The films provide close-up views of the teachers mouth so she

demonstrates proper formation of vowels and consonants with her teeth, lips, and

tongue. Thus, as this girl is doing, an authentic French accent is developed.

instruction in three buildings, using our regular class-

room teachers who lacked sufficient background in a

language, without the services of a qualified FLES
consultant?

It was at this point that we turned to the very basis

of our need for such a program—modem technology.

Through a system of modem audiovisual techniques,

we sought the possible solution to our problem. After

investigating the various audiovisual approaches to

teaching a foreign language, we decided to use the

filmed course in conversational French, "Parlous Fran-

gais.

This system of instruction, using a multi-sensory

approach, produced by the Heath de Rochemont Cor-

poration of Boston, was an outgrowth of a most suc-

cessful ETV program of the same name, created by the

Modern Language Project of Boston and first televised

in 1959 on the "21 Inch Classroom" at WGBH-TV in

Boston. After the videotapes of this program had been

used successfully in classrooms in the Boston area for

two years, the "feed-back" from users of the course

was studied, revisions were made in the instruction

where indicated, and the entire series of 60 lessons was
then filmed so it would be available for classroom

projection as well as TV showings. Thus, by using

"Parlous Fran^ais," we availed ourselves of a new

course, but one that had been completely tested and
proven before it was placed on film.

This system of instruction is a complete course in

conversational French. The basic instruction, provided

by native French teacher Mme Anne Slack, is con-

tained in 60 fifteen minute films, two of which are

presented each week during a school year.

Follow-up materials for the classroom teacher's use

consist of 40 records for student practice and drill,

student activities books, and an excellent teachers

guide. Other materials available are a series of 8 teach-

er training films for pronunciation and technique and
10 teacher practice and drill recordings. To further

assist the classroom teacher and administrator in this

operation, a qualified FLES consultant is made avail-

able to any school using the program.

Because we were experimenting in this new area, we
hesitated to invest the sum of money necessary to

purchase the complete film package.

Fortunately other people in education were not so

skeptical. The directors of the New York State Regents'

Educational Television Project felt that "Parlons Fran-

fais" met a need in education and decided to televise

the films over their open circuit broadcast (through

the facilities of WPIX-TV, Channel 11 ) for the schools

of the metropolitan area of New York City, which
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includes some schools in New Jersey and Connecticut.

Here was our opportunity to investigate the value

of the course and practice using it with only a very

small investment of money. Our school buildings were

already sufficiently equipped with television receivers.

But this educational tool—television—only provided

a means of showing the filmed lessons. What about

the necessary follow-up materials and the teacher

training aspects of this program?

For follow-up materials, each of our ten 4th grade

classrooms were provided with a teachers guide, the

teacher training records, and the set of 40 recordings

for student practice and drill. In addition we pur-

chased the 8 teacher training films for use in in-service

workshops and for extra practice and drill.

The school, therefore, had provided the materials.

But what of the teachers' fears and misgivings in this

bold venture into an unknown field?

Here we utUized the extremely competent consulta-

tion services of Mrs. France Brodey, a FLES specialist

and a native of France. Upon her shoulders fell the

task of reassuring the classroom teachers that they

could carry on the program, assisting them when
needed.

In order to insure the initial teacher enthusiasm

which is so important in this program, Mrs. Brodey

organized an in-service workshop of 8 two-hour ses-

sions. Nine of our ten 4th grade teachers were able

to enroll, as well as ten other teachers who might be-

come involved in the program if it were to be con-

tinued in successive grades the following years. Our
Board of Education granted in-service credits for this

course.

Mrs. Brodey's workshop proved to be a most stimu-

lating and rewarding project which provided the

security and confidence our teachers needed to carry

on a successful program. Proof of the effectiveness

of this in-service workshop came in later evaluation

when we found that the best results were shown by

the classes whose teachers had taken the course.

Audiovisual materials notwithstanding, the quali-

fied FLES consultant and the enthusiatsic teacher are

the backbone of the program. The FLES consultant,

Mrs. Brodey, was provided by the Heath de Boche-

mont organization to assist in our teacher training.

The classroom teacher's enthusiasm was bolstered by

the filmed lessons, the teachers guides, and the rec-

ords. As the teachers viewed the program and partici-

pated with their students in a most completely planned

series of lessons, their enthusiasm grew. The success

and interest of the students in the first few weeks,

plus their own success in learning or releaming of the

foreign language, influenced the teachers in a desire

to continue the program.

Basically, the program proved successful in our first

year. It would be inaccurate to say that we have not

incurred some problems with the course, as we would

with any new curriculum area, but none of these

problems were serious and with the able assistance of

our FLES consultant, the problems were resolved.

As a result of our findings the first year, we committed

ourselves—without hesitation—to continue the course

in our fifth grades and to repeat the first level in up-

coming fourth grades.

With the help of modem technology in the audio-

visual field, we had successfully launched an enrich-

ment program in foreign language instruction. But
were it not for such devices as television, motion pic-

ture projectors, record players, tape recorders, and
pictures, this undertaking would not have been possi-

ble.

These audiovisual materials have helped us—and
other educators—overcome one serious problem they
would otherwise face in initiating a FLES program—
the lack of adequately trained personnel.

Educators all over the United States are realizing

the importance of an early start in foreign language
training; this is creating a personnel supply and de-
mand situation for which our colleges are only now
preparing solutions. Time is an important factor.

Our current elementary school students will have
progressed on into high school or college before

enough teachers of foreign languages on the elemen-

tary level can be trained. We cannot wait that long.

Simple arithmetic shows that our present fourth grad-

ers will be our college graduates in 1975 and our
country's governing society in a few additional years.

Can we hold back on this important training in world
understanding for many more years? If we continue

to advance in technology of communications and trans-

portation at our present rate, what will the world
society be in 1975?

We must utilize these technological advances in

teaching. We must use modem audiovisual methods
to meet this challenge.

Let's look more specifically at these AV devices,

particularly in this area of teaching of foreign lan-

guage.

Educational television and films have and will con-

tinue to provide instruction in many areas where a

local school district has neither personnel nor suffi-

cient funds for providing newer curriculum areas. The
per-pupil cost can be pooled to provide for the prepa-

ration time, personnel, and materials which make up
outstanding and productive teaching.

This is true of 'Tarlons Fraeais"; the producers of

this system of instruction have created a superb teach-

ing tool that could not be matched by the average

individual school.

By using 'Tarlons Fran?ais" on television rather than

film, we lost one of the realities involved in the

program, that being the naturalness of color. We also

had to schedule our classes to meet the TV broadcast

time. Owning our own films would have permitted

greater freedom in scheduling and allowed for re-

scheduling lessons interrupted by holidays or snow
days.

"Parlons Fran?ais" is available in either 8mm or

16mm sound and in color or in black and white. We
have been fortimate in obtaining the 8mm color films

for experimentation in one of our buildings. While no
definite results have been realized as yet, we have
come to some technical conclusions.

The 8mm film produces a picture that is, for our

purposes, equal to that of 16mm film. The threading

of the projector is equally as easy and in some ways
less cumbersome than the 16mm projectors. This

limited use has also indicated that there is less physical

and mechanical stress on the film resulting in less

film damage. The sound quality of the magnetic strip
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Besides the film teacher, other visual methods are

used to present the programmed instruction. Sen-

tences are presented by the film teacher, repeated

by live French children, and then repeated by

puppets. With this age-level, the puppets are great

favorites. Here the children are watching their

own classroom puppet act. Continued repetition

of the filmed material is enacted in "French-

speaking" puppets, created by the children in

class after viewing others on-screen.

is excellent. Since this program consists of 60 fifteen

minute films, the 8mm size has great advantage in

storage and transportation.

Critics of film propose that only a teacher, in person,

can provide total and competent instruction. I will

agree, but only in part. No one teacher or local dis-

trict can provide the following: intimate scenes of

Parisian children using their native language in their

native environment, plus the famous Baird puppets

enacting dialogue situations, and the vivacious and

infectious personality and teaching ability of Mme
Anne Slack, twice a week during the whole school

year. This can only be provided by film.

Since "Parlons Fran?ais" is an approved FLES pro-

gram using the audio-lingual approach, the use of

visual and auditory instructional devices is almost

mandated. The elimination of the printed word does

away with texts and other written materials and meth-

ods. If the classroom teacher lacks competent fluency

in the language, she may use the record player and
the tape recorder to provide correct listening skills

and oral production materials for her students.

The unique records provided in this program are

of excellent quality and durability. The great number
of records involved would present a problem of stor-

age, handling, and, of coiu-se, cost if they were of the

standard type. To solve this problem, the discs are

pressed on extremely thin plastic material and are

bound in a fold-back booklet which is completely

placed on the turntable. Illustrations of the course

material are inter-leafed on the paper between each

recording. The 40 records for student drill are com-
parable in size to a 7" by 7" notebook. The "play-the-

book" format is appealing to children and encourages

their participation.

The tape recorder plays an important role in this

program, as in any spoken word subject area. While
used basically for pronunciation drill and correction,

it has another valuable function-evaluation.

Testing has been carried on in one phase of our
evaluation in the following manner. The FLES con-
sultant records, on tape, a series of three French
phrases, of which only one correctly describes a pic-

ture or scene on each child's paper. The child is asked
to select the correct phrase. A, B, or C, and circle the

selected letter on his paper. This use of tape, which
can be sent to all classes, allows for more accurate

evaluation by providing test materials which are stand-

ard throughout all classes.

Still pictures, realia, and other static visual materials

provide a security and point of departure for student

participation in dialogue sequences. In our 4th grade

rooms the identifying names of many of the normal
classroom physical materials have changed to their

French counterpart.

Other areas or resources provided by this district's

audiovisual department, such as human resources and
field trips, are being studied for future utilization in

this study of the culture of France, its people, and
their language. Local community native speakers and

adult students of the French language, plus the nu-

merous French organizations of nearby New York

city offer great potential for motivation and enrich-

ment in the program.

Our experience with 'Tarlons Frangais" has proven

the point that mechanical devices, audiovisuals, when
properly programmed, can join hands with human
beings, the competent professional classroom teacher,

to provide a program almost undreamed of.

I, therefore, repeat, "Vive la technologie."
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CLASSROO]

Time-lapse photofiraphy is one of the new tools used
to stiidtj the living classroom situation. Here arc
three stills from a time-lapse film, giving an ab-
breviated, but accurate picture of classroom event.

° This study was aided substantially by the advice
and support of Professor Robert S. Jones, Industrial

Engineering Department, and the personnel of the
Audio-Visual Department, Wayne State University.

JL HE term "memomotion" is not intended to be a

new addition to the imposing list of pedagogic jargon.

This word refers to a technique used by industrial

engineers in time and motion studies. Specifically,

memomotion is the study of a particular task by means
of time-lapse photography and the careful analysis of

that event.^

The educational researcher as well as the engineer is

particularly concerned with obtaining an accurate
record of the events which occur in a given location.

For the engineer the site may be an assembly line

or a retail store. For the educator, it may be the class-

room or the principal's office.

Trained observers, films, tape recordings, and the
TV camera have been used extensively by educators.
However, the literature reveals that only one brief

study has ever been conducted by using time-lapse
photography to scrutinize classroom instruction.^ This
paper is intended to report the results of a further
inquiry into this technique.

In January, 1962, the writer met with a class of
fifth grade pupils to carry out a unit of instruction.

Most of the basic elements present in a typical teach-
ing-learning situation occurred during this time, i.e.

discussion between teacher and pupils, group activi-

ties, reports by children of projects they had com-
pleted outside of school, teacher demonstrations and
chalkboard illustrations.

In order to maintain a precise record of the instruc-

tion, two cameras were placed in the classroom. One
camera focused upon the children and one camera was

directed at the instructor. Kodak Tri-X film was used
so that the normal classroom lighting conditions would
be adequate. A tape recorder provided a sound record
to accompany the film.

The class met three times each week for 35 minutes.
The kind of activity which was to take place on a
particular day would determine the time lapse be-
tween pictures. Sometimes a picture would be taken
every five seconds. Some days a picture would be
taken once in every 15 seconds.

This study provides support for the technique in-

troduced by Whithall. When the series of still pictures
was viewed with the tape recordings, the result was
a reasonably good approximation of the classroom
situation as it existed during the original instruction.

In addition to providing an accurate record, the
time-lapse film had certain attributes which made it

suitable for analysis of a given situation. For example,
it was possible to review several days or weeks of
instruction in a few minutes. This overview was not
readily obtained when the film was made with stand-
ard speed photography". This is because a standard
motion picture camera will make 16 separate pictures
every second. In 30 minutes 28,800 frames (about 700
feet of film) have been exposed. However, in time-
lapse photography, the same events may be com-
pressed into 120 frames (about three feet of film)

'The analysis of a classroom situation which is record-
ed on video tape has similar disadvantages.
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-*
by Gary R. Smith

TEACHING IN MEMOMOTION ^="»m=„.
Wayne State University

without losing the continuity of the teaching-learning

situation.

As a research technique this was relatively inexpen-

sive. A roll of 100 feet of 16 mm film cost approxi-

mately $9.00 including the processing. This provided

ten samples (30 minutes duration) of classroom in-

struction when the time lapse between frames was
five seconds. As many as 30 samples could be obtained

with time lapses of 15 seconds between exposures.

Except for the time and motion projector, the equip-

ment necessary for this photography (camera, tape

recorder) was readily available.

Although this appears to be a promising approach,

it is important to call attention to some of its limita-

tions. Certainly there are excellent learning situations

when it appears that nothing is happening in the class-

room. A film and tape recording on these occasions

might give the impression of a dull and lifeless class-

room, when the contrary is true. This technique is sub-

ject to the same hazards which characterize all ob-

servations of teachers, i.e. one must have enough in-

formation about the parties and circumstances in order

to make an intelligent interpretation of what one
observes.

Excellent teaching involves judgment, consideration

and several other elusive qualities. The insight and
understanding of the classroom teacher cannot be
photographed or recorded on tape. The "essence" of

teaching may not be exposed on celluloid.

At its best, this procedure may be serviceable to

record the gross effects of the teaching situation. It

can provide the consistent and reliable record of what
actually occurs in the classroom. The film record can
be examined again and again. This, alone, is a sub-

stantial contribution.

In conclusion, it is the vmter's opinion that this

technique has considerable promise as a research to

measure certain facets of teaching effectiveness. How-
ever, a great deal of additional film must be taken

of classroom situations before this opinion may be ac-

cepted as reasonable or whimsical. At this time the

writer is preparing to record other classroom scenes.

A significant contribution in this area would be
the development of critical standards or techniques

of film analysis, similar to the "therbligs" developed by
Frank G. and Lillian M. Gilbreth.^ Such a scale or

frame of reference could be used to make precise

estimates of teaching effectiveness in a given situation.

It should permit independent observers to arrive at

the same estimates, if they consider the same footage

of film. When we have reached this stage in our re-

search, classroom teaching in memomotion wall be well

underway.

FOOTNOTES

'Marvin E. Mttndel, Motion and Time Study. Englewood

Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc. 1960, pp. 255-316.

'John G. Whithall, "An Objective Measurement of a Teach-

er's Classroom Interactions," journal of Educational Psy-

chology. March, 1956, pp. 203-212.

'Marvin E. Mundel, ibid., p. 276.
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A Formula For

The Conference Room

htj Joseph }. Potjer, Jr.

Lansing, Michigan

z^J-^ A

X RACTICALLY every organization, from school

boards to large corporations holds board of director,

staff, policy or general discussion meetings. Often,

after the meetings, a question on some point of discus-

sion arises. Someone wants to know what was said

about a particular point, or even what went on during

the entire meeting if they were absent.

This was the problem our organization faced. Even
though a secretary had always been present at our

meetings to take short-hand notes, many times a speci-

fic point was missed or the notes were questioned.

Recently it was decided to look into the possibilities

of recording our meetings on tape. I tried many ar-

rangements, including so-called conference recorders

supposedly designed for this type of operation. All of

them proved unsatisfactory until I hit upon the idea

we consider the solution to our problem.

Our requirements are that a satisfactory tape record-

ing system must be capable of recording meetings held

in a variety of rooms under many different acoustical

conditions. One meeting may be held in a medium size

room with no particular acoustical problem, another

in a large room or hall with an air-conditioner or heat-

ing system producing low-level background noise that

interferes and competes with the voices on the tape.

Sitting in the room you may not hear these noises, be-

cause you are accustomed to them and your brain com-
pensates. These low-level background noises, however,

can produce rumbles and roars on the tape that will

make high level sounds nearly inaudible. Finally, the

meeting may be held in a long narrow room. Ordi-

narily this would mean that each individual would
need a neck microphone. The cost of supplying forty

people with microphones would be quite prohibitive.

The best moderate cost system we have found
consists of a WoUensak T-1500 tape recorder, a Har-

mon Kardon DPR-7 Mixer and Preamplifier, two
Electrovoice Model 644 microphones, and assorted

accessories, i. e. two microphone stands, extra cables,

steno-graphic earphones, and the Wollensak foot con-

trol pedal for the recorder.

The beauty of this system is its versatility. It can be
arranged to meet almost any variety of conditions, yet

it is completely stored and transported in a 4' x 3' x 10'

case. The entire system can easily be set up by one

person in less than fifteen minutes. The microphones

can be placed as far as forty-five feet apart with no
appreciable loss in audio quality. The heart of this

system is the microphones. The microphones used are

highly directional and extremely sensitive, yet they re-

duce a large part of the low frequency background
noise that is the bane of most conference recorders.

By using two Model 644 "mikes" through a Harmon
Kardon mixer to the tape recorder, you are able to

record a full Board meeting in a large room at a

moderate volume level and still have the "mikes" un-

obtrusive. This mixer allows the simultaneous use of

up to four microphones as well as providing a master

control panel for the microphones and recorder.

As an example, at a recent Board of Trastees meet-

ing held in a long, narrow, sixty by twenty foot con-

ference room, the board members were seated around
a table nearly forty feet long. This was a new build-

ing. The acoustics were slightly better for speaking

than I had expected, but paradoxically they were quite

poor for recording. Soft, thick carpets and acoustical

tile tended to minimize and soften voices. Ordinarily

this room would give a sound engineer nightmares,

unless he resorted to neck "mikes" for each member.

With our system, I placed one "mike" about ten feet

from each end of the table and back against the wall.

By aiming them to slant diagonally across the table, I

was able to utilize the directional characteristics of the

microphones to record the entire discussion.

The "mikes" were plugged into the first two mixer

channels, and by quick experimentation—walking
around the table slowly, counting in a normal voice—
I was able to determine the best audio level.

The results were phenomenal. Conversation and
discussion, carried on in normal voices, were as under-

standable as if you were in the room. In fact, the

secretary taking short-hand notes, reported that she

was unable to hear certain people because of their low
voices and by referring to the tape, was able to com-
plete her notes. We have decided to discontinue hav-
ing a secretary take short-hand notes at the majority of

our meetings. Instead she will operate and supplement
the recording system, taking down the names of those

people who speak and recording their position on the

tai>e by means of the built-in footage counter. This
will enable those who missed part or the entire meet-
ing to hear what went on and will eliminate the errors

of short-hand notes.

This system is truly one that can be used under a

variety of conditions. It has proved itself "underfire."
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*'Topsy-Like—It Growed . . .

"

THE MILWAUKEE PUBLIC MUSEUM
fet/ Mrs. Ellen H. McComb
Milwaukee Public Museum

When the Milwaukee Public Museum made its

first specimen loans to schools in 1886, it is

reported that the larger and heavier specimens

were delivered to the schools by local horse

and buggy.

X ARENTS and educators had their problems in the

year 1845 too! At that time a mass meeting of Milwau-

kee parents was called by General Rufus King; the

conclusions of that meeting were, that only one third

of the children in the city were receiving an educa-

tion, and that, totally inadequate. As a result, a group

of German settlers founded the Milwaukee A.ssociation

of Education and in 1851 established the German Eng-

lish Academy (the present University School). Pro-

fessor Peter Engleman, an exile from the Prussian

Revolution (1848) and a renovraed German educator

was chosen as the principal. He was imbued with the

value of visual education and used many specimens,

objects and models to illustrate his class lectures. As a

result of his enthusiasm, the students became interest-

ed in collecting visual materials. Thus was the start

of a tiny Natural History Museum, that was to be

the nucleus of the Milwaukee Public Museum. By 1857

interest in the school museum had developed to such

an extent that the Natural History Society (Der Natur-

historishe Verein Von Wisconsin) was organized.

Through donations from the Society and Private citi-

zens, the school exhibits grew until the Academy could

no longer house them.

A decision was made by the Natural History Society

and the Academy to present the collection to the City

with the stipulation that it be used to start a City Pub-

lic Museum. By Legislative action in 1882, this was
done and a Museum Board of Trustees was appointed

in 1883 and Mr. Charles DoerfUnger, was elected, as

the first custodian. Immediate action was taken to

rent rooms on the ground floor of the Exposition Hall

on the site of the present Auditorium, (above)

The official opening of the Milwaukee Public Mu-
seum was in May of 1884. Then, as now, the Museum
worked very closely with the schools. It is interesting

to note that, at the official opening, the invitations

read : "among the visitors, none will be more welcome
than the teachers and their pupils" and that Dr. W.
Andersen, Superintendent of Schools, read a paper

on "the educational value of a museum."
The first loans of specimens to schools was made in

September, 1886. The Musemn's educational philoso-

phy in the use of visual aids can best be understood

by quoting from the records and a brochure written by
the Museum Custodian and accompanying the loans,

"these specimens are to be used as an incentive for

teachers to introduce a simple scheme of objective

teaching in Natural History, in all grades, and for

illustrating the contents of reading lessons and to

awaken a sense of the world around us." It is reported

that the larger and heavier specimens were delivered

to the schools by a local livery stable service.

It was also in this year that the first school lectures

A German Professor's enthusia.sm for visual

education brought about the birth of a tiny Natural

History Museum, that was to be the nucleus of

the Milwaukee Public Museum. Peter Englemen's

.small museum of natural specimens was housed
in the German-English Academy, founded in

1851 by The Milwaukee Association of Education.
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were scheduled; the annual report of 1886 indicated

that "25 school classes visited the Museum for special

lectures"—the custodians proposed to the Board of

Trustees "that as soon as a sufficient duplicate num-
ber of carefully selected objects and specimens can

be prepared that they be deposited in the schools as

permanent loans." The following year (1887) collec-

tions of minerals, mounts of mammals, birds, butter-

flies, moths, and archeological specimens were placed

in the schools. The request for organized school lec-

tures increased and "a close relationship was estab-

lished between the school curricula needs and the

Museum lectures." A system was inaugurated by the

Superintendent of Schools which enabled all grades

in all the schools to attend Museum classes. The most

popular illustrated lectures were on; rocks, the geologi-

cal ages of the earth, formations of coral islands, and
common animals of Wisconsin. These lectures were

illustrated by the use of objects, specimens, charts and

blackboard drawings.

Due to the continuing growth of exhibits and col-

lections, it was again evident that larger quarters

were needed, and by 1890 a move was underway to

build a new library-Museum building for which con-

struction was started in 1894. It was completed in

1898 and formally opened to the public in 1899.

The custodian could no longer devote his time to

the educational programs and, in 1900, at the request

of the Museum, a full time School Board lecturer was
appointed. The recommendation for employing this

lecturer stated; "a lady-equally versed in the English

and German languages and of good natural history

training." However, Professor Lindsay Webb received

the appointment, and it is recorded that he gave a

total of 4 lectures a day to 200 students.

In the year 1910, hand colored 3%"x4" slides were
added to the school loan service. The start of a 35 mm
motion picture library for loan was established in 1920.

The collection consisted of 45 films ".
. . of an educa-

tional nature." These were made available to the

schools and organizations of Milwaukee. At that time

the Society of Visual Education, Inc., published its

conclusions on the experimental introduction and the

use of educational motion pictures; "believing that

every child learns up to his capacity; great educational

benefits are derived from seeing films." These films

were sent out to the schools on a weekly circuit,

the last school to use the film was responsible for its

return. This was accomplished by a student bringing

the film into the Museum and receiving, as compensa-
tion, a return street car ticket. The year 1925 is

memorable for the first Museum truck delivery to the

schools.

As the use of films increased, so did the film li-

By 1890, the Museum had grown enough to

warrant larger quarters, and construction began

on the new library-museum building in 1894.

This building was completed in 1898.
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Milwaukee's grandiose Exposition Hall, (Left)

on the site of the present Milwaukee Auditorium,

oiKe housed the City Public Museum before the

new library-museum was opened in 1899. Action

was taken by the Board of Trustees to rent the

ground floor of the Exposition Hall, when
the Academy presented its collection to the city.

Over the years, the horse and buggy delivery

system gave way to more modern means of

distribution. Extended city-wide service for the

loan of films to schools and organizations, and a

complete cooperative service between the

Museum and Milwaukee Public Schools, kept

audiovisuals "on the move."

brary, until in 1931 there was a total of 332, 35 mm
films. The first twenty (20), 16 mm (silent) films

were added in 1931; these were black and white East-

man Science and Geography films. Acting upon a

suggested plan made in the May, 1935, issue of Edu-
cational Screen Magazine: a method by which edu-

cational motion pictures could be made available for

distribution at a minimum cost and providing that

any school wishing to participate, deposit one 16

mm film, they would then have the privilege of bor-

rowing one film per week for two years. A coopera-

tive plan to purchase films was presented to the Mil-

waukee Public Schools and funds were allocated by
the Milwaukee Public Museum and Milwaukee Public

Schools for the purchase of prints. This resulted in ex-

tended city wide service (at that time there was a

total of 26 films projectors in the City; these were
loaned to schools and organizations who were brave

enough to use the "moving pictures"). The "magic"
of "talking" or "sound-on" 16 mm films was brought
to the schools in 1937, 15 sound motion pictures were
purchased with funds set up by the Milwaukee Com-
mon Council.

As a result of the expanded curriculum-coordinated

programs, the increasing number of school visitor pro-

grams, and the increased use of Audio-Visual ma-
terials, a complete cooperative service between the

Milwaukee Public Museum and the Milwaukee Pubhc
Schools was instituted in 1951. This service has been

of mutual benefit; in that it enables us to better serve

the needs of all the schools: public, parochial, private,

colleges, groups and organizations, and to provide a

Materials Center for the City.

The school services of the Milwaukee Public Mu-
seum have continued to increase, so that to-day the

Milwaukee Public Museum Audio-Visual Center

makes available approximately 14,000 films, 5,000

filmstrips, 3,000 objects, models, specimens, and col-

lections; plus recordings, tapes and shdes, to: 308

schools and 6,400 registered groups within the City

of Milwaukee. A total of 100,634 Audio-Visual units

were booked and used during 1961. As the use of

Audio-Visual materials continues to increase, so also

does the request for scheduled school visitation pro-

grams; in the year 1961 over 27,827 Milwaukee school

children participated in the school curriculum pro-

grams at the Museum. As of a survey done in 1961,

the Center is one of the largest in the country, and
the only one operated as a City tax supported service.

And, as with the same spirit of 1851, we shall continue

to "pioneer" in better methods of use and provision in

the Audio-Visual teaching media, and to better meet
the needs of the new Museum, the schools and the

community in this—The space Age!

Now Milwaukee's Public Museum Audio-

visual Center iruikes thousands of films,

filmstrips, objects, models and sj)ccimens, plus

recordings, tapes arid slides, available to 308
schools and 6,400 registered groups within

the City of Milwaukee. It is operated as a

City tax-supported service.
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Launching A Successful

Audiovisual Program

by Loren H. Allen, Director

Instructional Materials

Richwoods Community High School

Peoria Heights, Illinois

Mr. Allen, audiovisual director of the

Richwood Schools, gives Richwood
teachers instructions on how to

operate a 16mm projector.

Loren H. Allen

JL HE degree of success or failure of an audiovisual

program in a school system depends upon teacher

participation or lack of teacher participation.

For the past few years teacher training institutions

in the State of Illinois have been offering some audio-

visual training for prospective teachers; however, for

the most part it has been on a voluntary basis or a

part of methods courses. Recent changes for teacher

certification by the Illinois State Teachers Certification

Board, for secondary School Certificate, to go into

effect July 1, 1963, will require that all teachers ap-

plying for certification must have a course in instruc-

tional materials. The requirement makes sure that all

beginning teachers have some training in the uses

of audiovisual material and equipment.

In the meantime, however, what have we, as audio-

visual directors, done about training teachers who
are now employed in our systems and who have not

had any training in the uses of audiovisual materials

and equipment? What have we, as audiovisual direc-

tors, done about encouraging teacher participation in

the audiovisual program? Audiovisual directors, for

the most part, have had academic training and ex-

perience in the use of materials and equipment. We
attend audiovisual meetings, trade shows, and read

professional literat\u-e to keep up with the rapid

changes and adaptations of the uses of audiovisual

materials in the teaching program. Can we expect

the teacher who has not had academic audiovisual

training, who has five classes to teach each day, who
has tests to give and papers to grade, and who has

supervisory duties and extra curricular activities, to

devote additional time to the study and preparation

of audiovisual materials?

It is the writer's opinion that it is responsibility of

the audiovisual director to bring to the attention of

the teachers new equipment and materials and to pur-

chase or produce for them all the materials they wish
to use in classroom instructions. We shall demonstrate

the uses of overlays and how field trips can become a

reality with the use of the camera, 2x2 slide projector,

and the tape recorder. We should also demonstrate
how the coach can do a better job of explaining the

football and basketball plays with the use of the

overhead or opaque projector and how the Industrial

Arts department or the Science department, by use

of closed circuit television, can show all the class at

the same time how to use a shop lathe or a slide in the

science laboratory. In short, we should demonstrate

and re-demonstrate to every teacher the many ways
in which audiovisual materials and equipment can

help them to better present information to students.

We v^^ll not get 100%, 90%, nor even 80% teacher

participation, but it has been the writer's experience

that use of materials and equipment increases after

teachers know what is available and how to operate

the equipment.

In September, 1957, Richwoods Community High
School, Peoria Heights, Illinois a newly-created High
School district, opened its doors for the first time with

an enrollment of 1,063 students. For the most part, the

new staff consisted of experienced teachers, from all

sizes of schools. Most of the staff however, had had
little or no training in the use of audiovisual equip-

ment or materials. They would be working with new
students, new books, and new furniture in new class-

rooms that could be darkened. One of the problems
facing the Superintendent, Mr. Fred McDavid, was
relative to the operation of the audiovisual program.

Many plans were discussed, and a decision was made.
There would be an audiovisual director who would

be in charge of the audiovisual budget, clearing all

purchases, housing all equipment and materials, and
in general be responsible for all audiovisual activities
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with the exception of the actual operation of equip-

ment and use of materials in the classroom. The teach-

er involved would be responsible for the actual opera-

tion of equipment and use of materials within his

classroom.

How was the audiovisual director to successfully

organize and operate the program? An experimental

program was started the first year; and after six years

with minor changes, the same program is in operation.

Before school opens each year, teachers report for a

tliree day workshop. Administrative and teacher meet-

ings are held. A period of two or three hours is set

aside for instructions to teachers in the use of audio-

visual equipment. The equipment is "set up" in the

library, and the audiovisual director provides instruc-

tion. Then each teacher must actually operate each
piece of equipment. The audiovisual director and stu-

dent assistants are available to help teachers having

difficulties. To follow up these instructions, tliroughout

the year, trained audiovisual student assistants are

available every school hour to provide teachers with

additional help if they come to the audiovisual equip-

ment room during their planning periods or before or

after school. Student assistants are trained by the

audiovisual director. Two hours of classroom work,

in addition to practical work, is given to each audio-

visual student each month. One-fourth unit of credit

is given for each year of work. Two audiovisual assist-

ants report 30 minutes before school begins and de-

liver all requested materials and equipment to teach-

ers' classrooms. One audiovisual assistant is assigned

to the audiovisual room for each class hour of the day
to provide information to teachers, to splice film, or

to take care of emergency requests. Three audiovisu-

al assistants are assigned after school to return to the

audiovisual room all equipment used during the day
and to deliver and "set up" equipment that has been

Photos courtesy of Tichenon Studio

requested for night activities.

How do teachers get the materials and equipment
they need? Teachers are provided with three request

forms, that require processing and approval by de-

partment chairman for materials and equipment. Rich-

woods has a chairman for each department; who, in

addition to regular classroom teaching, is responsible

for the coordination of the teaching program in his

department; therefore, all requests for audiovisual

materials and equipment must be approved by the

chairman.

The first form for film rental must be submitted in

ample time for the audiovisual director to obtain the

film for the date desired. Teachers are urged when
possible to complete this form in May for films to be
used the following year. Early request usually assures

the availability of film on desired date. The second

form goes from the audiovisual director to the teacher

after the film requests have been confirmed by rental

agencies. Form #3 is the equipment form used by
teachers to request any audiovisual equipment that is

needed, and a fourth form requests tapes and records

if they are needed.

Does the audiovisual program work at Richwoods?
Of total of 75 academic teachers only five have not

used any equipment or materials from the audiovisual

department during the past year. Twelve use only oc-

casionally (four or five times a year). The remainder

of staff (58) use equipment and materials regularly

as a part of their teaching. Yes, the Business Education

department. Mathematics department. Industrial Arts

department. Athletic department. Art department,

Home Economics, Foreign Language, Guidance de-

partment, English department. Science department.

Physical Education department — in fact all depart-

ments use audiovisual materials and equipment as a

part of their programs.
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The Filmstrip Projector

For Science Experiments

hij Ralph S. Vrona, Teacher of Science

New Lincoln School,

New York 26, New York

J.T IS tempting to consider "other" uses for the film-

strip projector, an intense Hght source, which can
magnify. What else besides 2x2 transparencies and
filmstrips can be projected? How intense can the light

beam be kept? In most projectors, experiments are

limited by the fact that materials must be small and
flat to fit into the instrument for focusing. Thicker ob-

jects can be projected however, if the focusing lens is

removed from its barrel and placed in front of the

instrument while the object to be focused is held be-

hind the lens, as shown in Figure 1. Here are several

ways we use projector for class-viewing objects which
ordinarily can only be seen individually.

J. Dental X-rat/s—Dental x-rays fit neatly into 35

mm slide holders. If the filmstrip projector has a slide

attachment, these x-rays can be shown to the class,

and their quality is good enough for observation of

roots, nerves, pulp, dentine, fillings, as well as the

original use in detecting dental troubles. Dentists

usually have old x-rays which they will gladly donate

and it is a good idea to get as much information about

the particular set as possible. If the projector has no

slide attachment, it is still possible to project these

x-rays by removing the lens from the barrel, placing

the x-ray to be viewed at the open end of the barrel

and focusing the lens while held in the hand or (for

steadiness) while held by a clamp and ring stand. (As

in Figure 1. ) These x-rays can be printed onto direct-

positive film, or onto fine-grain positive film for ordi-

nary viewing, if the facilities of a dark-room are avail-

able. When the x-ray is placed on the film and exposed

to light, other portions of the film will also be exposed.

Therefore it is advisable to mask off imused parts of

the film with dark paper. In this way several x-rays

can be put on a filmstrip. Fine-grain positive film will

reverse the x-ray.

2. A vibrating filament—Aitei the filament of a

transparent electric light bulb burns out, there is often

a V4 inch or Vz inch stub of the tungsten remaining on

one of the suports. When the bulb is rapped gently on

a table top, this section of the filament vibrates, and

since there is a high vacuum in the bulb, vibration

will continue for some time. This vibration can be pro-

jected, as an example of harmonic motion, using the

technique pictured in figure 1. There is ample time,

before the vibrations die down, to "stop" them with a

stroboscope such as the one used in the PSSC Physics

course. There is an advantage here in that the pro-

jected image is large enough for study by the whole

group. The bulb should be held securely (by a clamp

and ring stand) or the vibrating filament will go in

and out of focus. Long narrow bulbs used to light

aquaria are most easily projected.

If the bulb is clamped so that it is in contact with

the projector barrel, it will pick up sufficient vibration

from the projector motor to keep the filament stub

vibrating continually.

3. Projecting tuning fork vibrations—An interesting

project in General Science or Physics is to smoke a

piece of glass and move a tuning fork across it rapidly

and gently. The timing fork leaves a wavy line where
it rubbed the smoke from the glass. (A small nail

should be attached at right angles to one of the arms

of the fork with a rubber band and the point of the

nail allowed to scratch on the smoked plate). The
vibrations of tuning fork on smoked glass are small in

amplitude, not easily seen with the unaided eye. If

the smoked glass is held in front of the projector bar-

rel using the technique in figure 1, these vibrations

appear gigantic when projected. Differences in fre-

quency can be compared by making streaks with

several tuning forks close together on the smoked
plate.

4. Testing pin-hole carneras—Pin-hole cameras are

easily constructed from small milk cartons. A pin hole

is punched in the middle of the bottom of the carton;

the top is removed and replaced with wax paper.

Usually however, there is so much light in the room
that it is hard to detect an image on the waxed jiaper.

If the room is darkened and a filmstrip projector is

used to throw a picture (preferably in color and with

good contrast ) on the wall, its image can easily be de-

tected with the camera. In order to make the picture

as bright as possible, the distance of projection should

be limited. Incidentally, if the pin-hole is too small

there won't be sufficient light to form a detectable

image on the waxed paper. The inside of the milk

carton should be painted black with tempera paint,

mixed with a little soap flakes to make it stick to the

waxed surface of the carton. My students' first obser-

vation is always that the image they see on the waxed
paper is upside down.

5. Convection ci/rrcn/s—Although we do not often

see hot air rising, indirect methods can be used to

determine convection currents. If we project the beam
of a filmstrip projector onto a wall, and place a lighted

candle in the beam about two feet from the wall,

convection currents can be seen rising like wavy
shadows, from the candle. It is interesting to raise the

beam of the projector to see how far above the candle
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(Fif^tire 1) A Science student taps a hurned-out light

bulb that has been inserted between the filmstrip

projector barrel and lens. Tim simple demonstration

affords the whole class an example of harmonic motion,

from the projected image of the bulb's vibrating filament.

these shadows can be observed. Using a bunsen

burner they can be detected right up to the ceihng of

the rcx)m. It is interesting to note that the candle

flame actually casts a shadow against the wall, so

bright is the projector beam in comparison to it.

6. Projecting constellation.^—Making constellations

for projection is an interesting project for younger

groups. Aluminum foil is first pressed around the bar-

rel of the projector (with lens removed), determining

the size of the field. The foil is flattened out (with a

circular mark left on it from the rim of the barrel ) and

a portion of a star chart with the desired constellation

placed over the foil. Pins stuck through the chart and

foil are used to mark the stars. The foil is carefully

folded back over the barrel exactly as before and the

lens projects the constellation. In order to take full ad-

vantage of the field of light issuing from the projector,

we found that two 4" hand lenses work better than

the regular projection lens, because they gather and

project even the light issuing from pin-holes very close

to the rim of the barrel. The loss in quality of the

image is not apparent, since only points of light are

projected. A ring stand and clamp to hold the lenses

are helpful for long showings.

7. Detail in topographical nuips—In the absence of

an opaque projector, detail in a topographical map can

be projected in much the same way. The desired por-

tion of the topographical map is placed over the open

barrel of the projector and the lens held before it.

Projection in this manner can be used for wall tracings.

If the area is that which immediately surrounds the

school, or the locale of a planned field trip, it might

be a good idea to duplicate such detail by transfering

the tracing to a master sheet and dittoing copies for

students. (Maps of just about any area in the United

States can be obtained from the Geological Survey in

Washington, D. C. for 30 cents per map.

)

8. Source for concentrated light-bea7n—The film-

strip projector emits a beam of light which gradually

spreads out. Without doctoring, this is not particularly

useful in showing the refraction of light as it passes

through a lens or prism. To get a concentrated beam
of light for use in smoke box experiments on refraction,

we set a one liter flask filled with water in front of

the projector beam. The beam of light can be seen to

narrow as it passes through the flask. This arrange-

ment has also proven useful in concentrating the light

from the projector in order to study tracks of radiated

particles in a cloud chamber.

While the filmstrip projector can be used in micro-

projection without concentrating the light, better re-

sults can be obtained if the projector lens is removed

and the light projected through a water-filled flask.

The light is then reflected by the microscope mirror,

(using the flat side of the mirror) up through the

specimen to be viewed, and through the microscope

lens system. A sheet of paper held over the microscope

and about a foot from the top, will show a fair-sized

image of the specimen. A still stronger light beam can

be obtained by removing the eye-piece of the micro-

scope. This beam can then be projected onto a screen

by placing a right-angle prism over the top of the

microscope. (Figure 2)

9. 35m77i material—Home-made filmstrips can be

made with direct-positive film or by printing the

negatives onto 35mm fine-grain positive film. Such

filmstrips are particularly good when a field trip is

planned to some local point of interest. Close-ups of

pot-holes in the rocks at the New York Botanical Gar-

dens were made and students then were asked to

locate these on the field trip. Tiros satellite film is

available and can be projected directly also. When or-

dering such film it is necessary to request film with

sprocket holes. It can be ordered from the National

Weather Records Center in Asheville, N. C. for $4 per

100 foot reel.

In most of the uses described above, more light can

be obtained if the plates which serve to frame the

filmstrip pictures are removed from the projector.

(Figure 2) When a one liter flask of water is

placed in front of the filmstrip projector beam,

a .source of concentrated light is made possible,

useful in demonstrating the refraction of light.

This same method can be used to project

concentrated light upward through

a microscopic specimen.



AUDIO
by Max U. Bildersee

Point VI Program

The National Tape Repository Re-

cording Service, reports that its sixth

function is "To evaluate, periodically,

the organization and operation of the

service, and the tapes in the master

collection."

And this is under way at the pres-

ent time.

Dr. Robert E. de Kieffer, Director

of the Bureau of Audio-Visual Instruc-

tion at the University of Colorado and
Chairman of the National Tape Repos-

itory Committee, has circulated an ex-

tensive, searching questionnaire to

more than forty tape libraries in the

United States. More than thirty states

are represented in the mailing list de-

veloped for this project.

IF you operate a tape duplicating

service for schools and/ or libraries,

and if you have not received a ques-

tionnaire, please communicate with

Dr. de Kieffer and participate in this

survey.

The survey seeks to discover the na-

ture and extent of library service to

schools and libraries; the extent of

collections and the changes in policy

and practice which may be necessary

to make the National Tape Repository

services most valuable to users.

The National Tape Repository,

through its questionnaire, seeks spe-

cific information on whether existing

tape libraries serving localities and
regions duplicate tapes for educational

users. It is hoped that, gaining this

data, the NTR will widely disseminate

the information to the advantage of

both schools as well as libraries, and
the duplicating/ distributing agencies.

Service available and unused becomes
a monument to the desire to serve—

and nothing more. The potential user

is injured because opportunities to en-

rich instruction are lost, and the in-

tended server literally wastes valuable

time and energy, accomplishing little

or nothing.

Assuming that most tape libraries

do serve other than immediate local

users, the NTR further asks about

charges, the number of titles in the

master tape collection, and the avail-

ability of a descriptive catalogue pre-

sumably designed to assist schoolmen

and librarians in making good deci-

sions concerning duplicated tapes to

be secured for immediate local appli-

cation and detail concerning service.

It is becoming increasingly apparent

that biJd lists of materials—titles and
technical information only—are wholly

inadequate to the needs of modern
schools and librarians. Increasing stu-

dent maturity, and heightened teacher

sophistication require that evaluation

data, application information and utili-

zation suggestions must be included if

wise selections are to be made at the

local level. We are not impressed with

numbers. We would rather know that

there are ten valuable tapes available

upon demand—and know the worth of

these—than know that there are hun-
dreds of tapes at hand of unknown
quality. Teachers cannot be called

upon to evaluate the tremendous

quantities of audio, visual and textual

materials now ofiFered for schoolroom

applications; they must rely upon es-

tablished services and other reliable

.sources of data and information in

making selections.

It is no longer adequate to close

one's eyes and use a pin to select such
materials! Indeed, it never was, but
today the need for quick reference in-

formation and opinion is greater than

ever before.

We regret that this questionnaire at

no point asks respondents to detail

evaluative procedures employed.
We discern a trend—a tide—which

we wholeheartedly approve toward
the publication of shorter, more con-

cise, lists of useful instructional mate-
rials. Our policy in "AUDIO" has

been to bring to your attention useful,

worthwhile recordings and specifically

to state potential instructional applica-

tions.

This becomes evident in the nature

of the suggestions sought concerning
National Tape Repository policy and
activities. Dr. de Kieffer and his com-
mittee invites respondents to state

which of three NTR services would be
of greatest service to local and region-

al tape libraries. The options offered

are:

1. That NTR contain a permanent
master collection of all taped ma-
terials suitable for classroom use
regardless of taped age, source or

sponsorship.

2. That NTR contain a limited col-

lection of highly selected tape
materials which may be revised

periodically.

3. That NTR contain a limited col-

lection of highly selected tape

materials which would be dis-

carded yearly and restocked with

a completely new collection.

It seems to us that a compromise
involving all three plans must be
worked out.

The idea of collecting all taped ma-
terials suitable for classroom use, and
retaining these on a permanent basis

is fraught with perils—and has led to

current NTR problems. The original

plan for the National Tape Repository

called for tapes to be submitted to

state officials for immediate evaluation

before being forwarded to the national

library. But state officials, with justi-

fication, were unwilfing to act as crit-

ics in this regard. Further, there was
the great danger that already over-

worked state officials would and could

only superficially examine materials,

and might therefore be prone to ap-

proving everything—rejecting nothing

—and rely on others to imdertake final

appraisals. Dangerous—and the result

has been a collection of 'titles,' largely

or totally unevaluated—and probably

moving from the shelves at a disap-

pointingly slow rate. And surely there

are many useful recordings being an-

nually rewound to protect the tape-
but serving no useful purpose other

than an archive which may someday
be studied.

The second alternative shows great

promise. The NTR must continue to

serve the schools of the nation. The
shelves should contain highly selected

materials. These should be placed

there only after evaluation — and
should be re-evaluated against chang-

ing standards at regular intervals.

Such audition and evaluation can-

not be the responsibihty of one indi-

vidual. The audition reports and rec-

ommendations of several individuals

are required if this service is to be
useful. The reviewer should wilfingly

state negative and/ or positive opinions

with or without anonymity as the

price of frank appraisal. A responsibili-

ty of the reviewer is to set a date for

later re-review.

It seems obvious that, on the one

hand, the poet reading his own work
need not be annually restudied in

terms of classroom appfications.

On the other hand, much material

may be timely in nature and require

annual restudy. Who is to say that a

recording devoted to space exploration

made today will be accurate and ade-

quate as little as a year hence? The
policy of re-evaluation must be fluid

rather than static if it is to be useful.

It is obvious that no recording

should be permitted merely to sit on
the shelf—unused—requiring mainte-

nance. Re-review is in order and can

take more than one form. It can be
undertaken by a panel of critics. But
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the most effective gauge of value is

use. If a recording is originally favor-

ably regarded, and is so reported and

thereby recommended in 'thumb-nail'

critique—and it is then largely disre-

garded by potential users, it should be

the NTR policy to accept this broad

judgment without hesitation and deem
the recording relatively useless for in-

structional purposes. It may then be

erased and the raw tape reused.

This action policy is not original

with us. At one time a school princi-

pal circulated a list of upcoming
school-of-the-air broadcasts. Teachers

could request—were encouraged to re-

quest—that particular data be recorded

off the air.' This done, the tape was
immediately listed as available in the

school audio library. The teaching

staff then had a specific period of

time—actually three months—to audit

the tape and make recommendations.

Slowly, but surely, a sizable collection

of useful materials was developed.

After two years teachers were called

upon to re-evaluate materials. Chang-

ing staff, changing standards and
heightened sophistication resulted in a

changing, ever-modern, always useful

audio library. It works locally—can it

be made to work on the larger region-

al and national scales?

It is immediately obvious that the

basic weakness of plan three—that the

NTR contain a limited collection of

highly selected tape materials which

would be discarded yearly and re-

stocked with a completely new collec-

tion—must mean that some very fine

materials will be automatically dis-

carded because the policy is too rigid.

The compromise position, it seems

to us, involves appraisal of material

and circulation of such data to inter-

ested personnel, and .^tudy of value

based upon the request for copies of a

given recording. Further, each month
—or at other suitable periods—the

NTR should circulate a list of record-

ings which may no longer be available,

and invite selected regional and local

repositories to request copies before

the master tape is erased.

We believe that the NTR is serving

a vital function, that its scope of po-

tential service is unlimited, but that

appropriately policy and activity are

subject to periodic review. We believe

that the review now taking place will

[X)int the way to expanded instruction-

al opportimities in schools throughout

the nation. But unless opinion and
proposals are expressed by those di-

rectly involved—and those served by
the NTR—it is not unlikely that such

may be interpreted as total disinterest

and that policy change—and conse-

quent service improvement—may not

be forthcoming for a long time. Any
and all comments received bv us will

be forwarded to Dr. de Kieffer, or

you may write direcdy to him at the

Bureau of Audio-Visual Instruction,

Extension Division, University of

Colorado, Boulder, Colorado.

American History

Enrichment Materials (246 Fifth Ave-

nue, New York 1) continues its con-

tributions to instruction in American

History with four new titles in the

documentary series. The documents

under examination in the current re-

leases include Bryan's "Cross of Gold"

speech, Hoover's "Philosophy of Rug-

ged Individualism," Jefferson's "In-

augural Address" and "Constitutional

Amendments XIII, XIV and XV."
Each of these is worthy of instruction-

al use, all can be applied successfully

in classroom situations in classes in

American History in the upper ele-

mentary school and the junior high

school.

It is interesting to note that the

four periods of American history rep-

resented are times of dynamic change

when statements involving national

policy were of the utmost importance.

The antagonism between Hamilton

and Jefferson, a vital aspect of early

nineteenth century history, is quickly

summarized and Hamilton's patriotic

decision favoring Jefferson over Burr

is reported. Following this, parts of

Jefferson's inaugural address are re-

peated verbatim, and other portions

are siunmarized. This useful statement

of American policy can be readily un-

derstood by students permitted to par-

ticipate in the events through the

auditory experience.

The crisis following the Civil War

and the introduction and adoption of

three basic amendments is summarized

on the reverse side. The amendments
themselves are summarized, and every

effort is made to indicate their sepa-

rate functions in the script.

The rise of labor as an economic

antl political factor in America is per-

haps identified with William Jennings

Bryan's futile pursuit of the Presi-

dency, despite his multiple nomina-

tions, and his famous "Cross of Gold

Speech." The scene of presentation is

replicated, and the results of the pres-

entation reported. The speech itself is

summarized, and in part quoted, and

Bryan is heard in the presentation of

the most famous quotation from the

oration.

Herbert Hoover's declaration on

"Rugged Individualism" preceded his

election as President. The speech was
delivered in the closing stages of the

campaign of 1928 approximately one

year before the debacle of 1929 and

the depression which then swept the

country. The policies herein expressed

were then central to both government

and personal attitudes—and the strik-

ing changes as reflected in current

philosophies of social relationship can

lead to interesting and important class-

room discussions. The ideas expressed

by then candidate Hoover have been

largely abandoned by both major

political parties and yet may be con-

sidered basic in personal activity and
deportment even in a modern society.

Comments aiid materials for review

should be sent to the department edi-

tor—Max U. Bildersee, 36 Holmes
Dale, Albany 3, N. Y.

/JucLo CARDALOG® Record Reviews on Card
— A WORLD OF SOUND ON FILE—

INDIVIDUAL CROSS-INDEXED 3x3 CARDS ALREADY
ISSUED! PLUS the Audio CARDALOG DIRECTORY of

Record Producers

SUBSCRIBE NOW — $25.00 a year

Audio CARDALOG—Box 1771, Albany 1, New York
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"Nuclear Radiation-Detectors"

BLUE RIBBON AWARD WINNER
AT THE 1962

AMERICAN FILM FESTIVAL

Best Biology, Chemistry

and Physics film

of the year

This award winning series, "Nucle-

ar Radiation" is now available on a

preview-to-purchase basis to bonafide

educational and business institutions.

The six quarter hour, 16 mm sound

color films in the series each treat an

important aspect of this vitally impor-

tant subject of radioactivity, its effects

and uses.

Detectors: For measuring x-rays and

nuclear radiation from the simple ioni-

zation chamber to new solid-state

devices.

Uses in IVIedicine: Howcobalt
sources and linear accelerators pro-

duce radiation fully controllable and

free of harmful side effects. X-rays

and radio fluoroscope techniques are

featured.

Uses in Earth Studies: How remain-

ing radioactivity is measured to deter-

mine the age of relics and fossils using

Carbon-14 and Potassium Argon dat-

ing techniques.

Uses in Space Studies: Explains the

many kinds of radiation man will en-

counter in his ever-widening explora-

tion of outer space.

Uses in Industry: How inexpensive

and completely portable radio isotope

sources are used for on-line control of

physical dimensions, density and
hydro-carbon content supplementing

X-ray methods.

Fallout: Graphically reviews the three

basic types of nuclear radiation pro-

duced by atomic explosions, how they

distribute these over the earth's sur-

face, and their effects.

Check films below you would like

to preview. Prices; $150, for color.

$75 for black/white print. Tear out this

ad, attach to your letterhead and return

to:

CENCO EDUCATIONAL FILMS
o divisioft of Cenco /nstri/ments Corp. 1700 Irving Park Road • Chicago 13, llllnots

Detectors D Medicine [J Earth Space Q Industry Fallout

/JuJio CARDALOG® Record Reviews on Cards
Box 1771— Albany 1. New York

D Please enter_ .1 year subscription(s) to Audio

CARDALOG, 400 cards—10 issues—$25.00

D Please send us full information about Audio CARDALOG.

Name

Organization or School

Address

aty and State

FIL1\

Scandinavian Arts and Crafts

(Arthur Ban Productions, 1265 Bresee

Avenue, Pasadena, California) 11 min-
utes, 16mm, sound, color, no date.

Price $120.

Description

Scandinavian Arts and Crafts pre-

sents a survey of Scandinavian applied

arts, depicts the importance of handi-

craft in satisfying the fundamental
need for beauty, and describes the

value of the apprenticeship program in

the development of the area.

Norwegian wood carving methods
are demonstrated and the art is de-

veloped historically from the days of

the Vikings to the present. The styles

from early mythology and animal

ornamentation, through the use of the

tendril motif, to use of the acanthus

style are presented. The woodcarver
is described as being highly respected

because of his ability to interpret to

others the beauty of nature through

his artistry.

Skills of the craftsman and artisan

are brought together in the creation of

Norwegian enamelware. The artist

chooses the materials, patterns, and
colors, while the craftsman forms the

material to the desired shape, scribes

the patterns, and prepares the de-

sired colors. A four-year apprentice-

ship prepares the artisan for the job of

applying the color to the prepared ob-

ject. Baking in an oven and the polish-

ing of the piece are the final steps in

the enamelware process.

A visit to the Georg Jensen work-

shop in Copenhagen offers a view of

the working conditions and examples

of the fine workmanship being prac-

ticed by Danish silversmiths. A strong

apprenticeship training program in

which entering workers spend five

years is credited as an influencing fac-

tor in the survival of the art of silver-

smithing. Some of the methods used

are described and the development of

new methods through experimentation

and utilization of proven methods are

reviewed.

The Royal Copenhagen Porcelain

Manufactory is depicted as being fa-

mous for the production of fine porce-

lain ware. Hand crafting of items from

the artistic forming of the clay, selec-

tion and applying color, controlled fir-

ing, and decorating the edges with

gold are presented. A close relationship

exists between the pattern and the
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EVALUATIONS
by L. C. Larson and Carolyn Guss

world of nature as illustrated by the

"Floridanika," or "Flower of Den-

mark" pattern.

The Swedish glassware industry,

established to develop international

trade, utilizes relatively inexpensive

raw materials in the production of

high quality products. White sand, red

lead, and potash, when mixed, melted,

and formed are crafted into glassware

with little relationship to the original

materials.

In each of the Scandinavian coun-

tries the applied arts are depicted as

relying upon the contributions of many

workers. Each individual has an im-

portant part and is proud of the con-

tribution he makes.

Appraisal

Art classes at the high school, col-

lege, and adult levels in the areas of

decorative art, arts and crafts, art in-

dustries and trade, and general art will

find this an excellent but limited sur-

vey of Scandinavian arts and crafts.

An appreciation for fine quality handi-

craft items can be developed in home

economics classes at the liigh school

and college levels through the use of

this film. Upper elementary and jun-

ior high school teachers will find it

useful in the area of social studies as

it presents the production methods and

products of the Scandinavian coun-

tries. The production methods used

in the various applied arts and the

development of the concept of recog-

nizing individual worth are of value in

teaching industrial arts and vocational

education courses.

Aside from the fact that some

scenes, particularly the one showing

the wooden mold forming the molten

glass were underexposed, the overall

technical quality of this film is very

good.

—Wayne Dralle

The Purple Turtle

(ACI Productions, 21 We.st 46 Street,

New York 36, New York) 131/2 rnin-

utes, 16mm, sound, color, n.d. $135.

Description

Presented by the National Kinder-

garten Association and the American

Crayon Company, The Purple Turtle

illustrates the quahty of the young

child's engagement with art activities.

The purpose of the film is to "capture

the excitement art activities offer to

the kindergarten child" rather than to

suggest a method of teaching. Photo-

graphed in a kindergarten, the film

presents situations and moments in

which the child works with a variety

of art materials and techniques. Often

these vignettes are accompanied by

the dialogue of the child or by an

adult interpretation of what the child

might be thinking as he works. The

sound track consists of an original

musical theme composed by Richard

Wemick and integrated with children

singing and a rhythm band.

Appraisal

It is rare to find a film sponsored by

a commercial firm and an educational

association. The dual sponsorship, in

this case, has resulted in a fine film,

which is a credit to both organizations

and particularly to the editorial staff.

It is important to recognize the edi-

torial hmitation which introduces the

film. The puri^ose is rwt to present a

method of teaching art in kindergarten

but to capture the quality of response

children have to art materials. The

film succeeds in meeting this purpose

not only through skiUful photography

but also through the selective eye of

the camera man.

Insight into the quality of childhood

is revealed by the film-maker's careful

use of the sounds children make as

they work, and in the poetic interpre-

tation of what a child's stream of

thought might be. The wide variety of

materials used by the children, while

not evaluated for educational worth,

offer the viewer an opportunity to see

children exploring and discovering the

visual and tactile world through many

media and subjects.

The film cuts showing moments of

encounter between child and art ma-

terial are given continuity through a

delightful musical composition. It is

regrettable that the mood of charm

and direct response is interrupted at

the close of the film by the intruding

voice of an adult making an effort to

summarize the import of the film.

The Purple Turtle will be useful in

Parent-Teacher groups, teacher educa-

tion in art and early childhood educa-

tion to indicate tlie poetry in child-

hood. It may, in addition, qualify as a

work of art in film making.

—Laura Chapman

The most convenient and safest

way to transport and use your

A-V equipment is a sturdy

Standard or LUXOR Mobile

Projection Stand. Here is tlie

widest selection in style, lieight

and price range with the right

stand for almost oil types of

A-V equipment. All are elec-

trically welded construction, at-

tractively finished in silver-

grey hammerloid to compli-

ment any surroundings. De-

signed for time-saving and

safe handling of your A-V

equipment. Prices range from

$26.80 to $69.80. Most mod-

els hove multiple uses.

New Catalog iust published

describes and illustrates these

sturdy, mobile projector stands.

Catalog also includes a com-

plete line of proved-in-use low

budget library systems for film-

strips, disc records, recording

tapes, sound filmstrips, 16mm
and 8mm film, 2x2 slides

and other A-V equipment.

Write tor your copy

or

Ask your A-V

or School Supply Dealer

fo see this equipment.

Be Sure it's Standard

or LUXOR Equipment

for Safety and Satisfaction.

Fully guaranteed.

JACK C. COFFEY CO., ,nc

710 Seventeenth Street

NORTH Chicago, Illinois
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FILMSTRIPS
by Irene F. Cypher

With so much discussion on the ne-

cessity for krge group instruction, for

small group instruction, for individual

learning opportunities, for paced learn-

ing, would it be naive to ask why so

little attention is focused on the film-

strip as the instructional medium
adapted for use in all these situations?

Of course we fully realize the glamor

of new devices, of space-age designed

devices, of up-to-the-minute (so-called)

media which some claim to be the

panacea for today's instructional prob-

lems. But during the past months we
saw very modem pupils, with very

modern hkes and dislikes, looking with

deep interest at filmstrips. Some of

these pupils studied in small groups,

some worked in large classes, and
some were by themselves in front of a

table viewer. In each instance they

evidenced deep interest in the ma-
terial being viewed; deep interest in

the fact that the pupil himself could

advance the filmstrip when he so de-

sired (in instances where he was seat-

ed in front of an individual viewer).

In each and every instance when the

content of the filmstrip was well pre-

pared, interesting in terms of appeal,

color and attractiveness, the pupil
learned by a process which many seem
to think was introduced by some of

the newest teaching devices. Yet the

filmstrip is a venerable medium; it has

endured the growing pains which ac-

company the trial and testing of years

of use; it has been part of our instruc-

tional front for a goodly number of

years.

Admittedly, some deadly lessons

have been peipetrated with filmstrips.

At times, the deadliness of the film-

strip itself is at fault—too many frames

for anyone to sit through; stuffy and
unappealing pictures; captions that

insult the viewing inteUigence of the

pupil. But, this can be said of any de-

vice: there are dull books, unattractive

pictures and terrible records. What we
wish to emphasize is that, given a

filmstrip produced with the needs and
interests of pupils actually and honest-

ly in mind, there is a tremendous po-

tential in the filmstrip for all types of

modern instructional situations. Cer-

tainly the projector is a device which
can (and should) be paced to meet
both group and individual needs. Cer-

tainly individuals, committees and
small groups can cluster around and
view material, and so can large groups.

It might be a good idea for anyone
concerned with education to reex-

amine the filmstrip as an instructional

medium, to consider the many ways in

which this device lends itself to the

most advanced methods of imparting

information to pupils of all ages.

« o «

Art prints—It has been very evident

that there is a renewed interest in

prints and flat pictures. Reproductions

of the works of great masters are use-

ful in numerous classroom situations,

and this collection is an addition to

available materials. The prints are

available from the Society for Visual

Education, 1345 Diversey Parkway,
Chicago 14, Illinois. Priced at $2.95,

they fall within the budget range of

the average school, and provide a

wealth of study material. They are

available in two sizes, 18" x 23" and
21" X 26" and include works of Degas,

DeHooch, Cezanne, Cassatt and many
others. This type of material is good
for display purposes, and for individ-

ual study as well. It is good to see

material of this quality, for the color

is excellent and the range of subjects

very extensive.

o o o

Animals—Helpful and Harmful (6
filmstrips, color, produced by Jam
Handy Organization, 2861 E. Grand
Boulevard, Detroit 11, Michigan;

$31.50 per set, $5.75 single strips).

Spiders, bats, insects and birds are in-

cluded in the range of tliis series. The
intent is to indicate clearly how ani-

mals help man, and how they are

harmful. One of the strips shows a

good example of how harmfij insects

are controlled and another gives a

clear picture of the characteristics of

all insects. The strip showing how to

identify and recognize various snakes

is well done. Correct and well authen-

ticated data makes the series good for

junior high school science as well as

for scout nature work and camp
grounds, and especially useful as prep-

aration for field trips to museums and
nature trails. It is an example of the

type of visual data that pupils will

turn to for individual study and re-

search.

Congress And The Voters (single

strip, black and white, one of a month-
ly series; produced by Educational

Activities OflBce, New York Times,

Times Square, New York 36, N.Y.; $3
single strip, $18 for series). There is

need today for enlightened apprecia-

tion of what the right to vote means

for people of a democracy. Therefore,

it is important to understand the re-

lation of Congress to the Executive
and judicial branches of the govern-
ment, and to see how the work of

individual congressmen and of con-
gressional committees is carried out.

The presentation is up-to-date and
explanations are given in terms of cur-

rent events. The strip is of course
timely at this period, but can be used
whenever the role of congress is being
studied.

« « o

Our Growing Cities and Reviewing
Our Cities (2 strips, color, with rec-

ord and manual; produced by Nation-
al Film Board of Canada and avail-

able from Stanley Bowmar Co., Val-

halla, New York; $12 per set). Urban
development and the problems en-

countered in making improvements of

aU types in our cities is an important
phase of modem life. The cities shown
in these strips are, of course, Canadi-
an—Montreal, Quebec, Ottowa and
Toronto, but the problems are the

same as those of our own great cities.

Traffic snarls, cluttered tenement
areas, transportation difficulties and
redistricting to meet changing activi-

ties are all considered here. The com-
mentary is well paced and adds to

the value of the pictures. It is inter-

esting to note that when plans for a
proposed city centre are shown, they
are those for Fort Worth, Texas—in-

dicating that the problems described

are shared by both Canada and the

United States, and that both coun-

tries have a need to study the subject.

Good material for social science class-

es and for community development
committees.

o o o

Squanto And The First Thanksgiv-

ing (single filmstrip, color, with 33 V^
rpm narrative record; produced by
Society for Visual Education, 1345
Diversey Parkway, Chicago 14, 111.;

$9 per unit). The story of Squanto
and how he helped the Pilgrims in

their struggle to establish their colony

in Plymouth is part of our heritage.

The pictures of this strip are colorful

and the narration interesting. The
story is valuable for both upper ele-

mentary and junior high school classes

and also for church school groups.

The details of the story are well told

and the material is of course of time-

ly importance at this period of the

year.
o e o

The Nutcracker (single strip, color,

with 33 VS rpm two-sided record; pro-

duced by Society for Visual Educa-
tion, 1345 Diversey Parkway, Chi-

cago 14, 111.; $15 per unit). Again we
have an example of a familiar story

presented in a way that makes it seem
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fresh and delightful. The music of

Tschaikovsky is always popular, but

in this instance the pictures really

seem to catch the spirit of the music

and the result is excellent. Material

such as this indicates why the sound

filmstrip is a good instructional medi-

um. The strip is recommended for

music work, for literature and lan-

guage arts. The story seems to come
alive and certainly provides a means

for making ballet interesting. Suitable

for use at any grade level and for

church and club and social group

activities and programs.

Time Of Wonder (single strip, color,

and record; produced by Weston
Woods, Weston, Conn.; strip $6.50,

record $4.95). This is a delightful

story about how a family sets about

closing their summer home, and how
the weather too seems to be getting

ready for the winter season. The
drawings are soft and seem to create

an atmosphere that serves as back-

ground for the story; the narrator's

voice blends into this softness. The
activities could take place anywhere,

and the story is one which all who
have ever closed a home or camp after

a summer of busy activities will appre-

ciate. The material is well suited to

language arts work, to story hours and
also to a study of hterary form and
creative writing.

Living Things Series (4 filmstrips,

color; produced by Moody Institute of

Science, P. O. Box 22575, Los An-
geles, 25 California; $22.50 per set,

$6 single strips). The titles included

in this set are "Life In A Pasture,"

"How Does A Garden Grow," "Life

Story of A Butterfly," and "Miniature

Plants of The Desert." The series is an

excellent one, and each individual

strip is good. The photography in

each instance is of high quality, and
it is very evident that careful thought

has gone into the preparation of sub-

ject content. The material, is such that

it would be difficult for pupils to see

many of the items included unless

they could spend hours in the field

and laboratory. The strips bring the

world of basic, simple scientific facts

to the eye of the pupil and enable

him to see and study interesting and
important details. This is good quality

material, to be recommended for ele-

entary science.

Comments and materials for review

should be sent to the department edi-

tor—Irene F. Cyper, New York Uni-

versity, 26 Washington Square, New
York 3, N.Y.

What good is a TV picture students can't see?

This Educational TV set is reflection-free

Reflection-free because it has a special finish on the tube face that reduces mirrorlike reflec-

tions from lights and windows. It's designed especially for the educational field. The picture

tube is the famous Sylvania implosion-proof Bonded Shield type for maximum safety. It has

complete front controls behind tamper-proor, ^^^^a>a>^_>^^^^^^^>-^^
locked doors... tamper-proof rear panel for

safety, too... output jacks for two auxiliary

speakers.. . provision for tie-in to Sylvania's ex-

clusive new question-answer intercom between

televised teacher and a network of classrooms.

And look at all these other outstanding fea-

tures: Input jack record player. . .tape recorder,

or microphone., .acoustically balanced wood
cabinet. ..high-power amplifier and big 6" x 9"

front-mounted speaker. Ava.iabie m vhf »nd vhf uhf

SYI.VANIA
ei/iifff/ll TELEPHONE iELECTRONICS^

Sylvanio Home & Commercial
Electro'iici Corp.

a division of

Sylvania Electric Products Inc.

730 Third Ave., Dept. E, New York 17, N. Y.

Please send more information on
Sylvania's new Educational TV receiver.

Please send Sylvania's new Educational

TV Manual.

School-

Address.

City .Zone State-
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AV in the Church Field by William S. Hockman

Presbyterian A-V Gadget
In the June issue we commented on
the Presbyterian Viewstrip. At that

time, all we had to go on was the

promotional claims of Westminster
Press, publisher of the Faith and Life

Curriculum used by United Presby-

terian Churches (USA) and others.

Now, after examining the Viewstrip

and the hand-viewer involved in its

use, we would like to report that it is

a snare and delusion as a visual aid to

education. With the sales promotion of

the Westminster Press, and the pres-

tige which will rub off on it by associ-

ation with the church school curricu-

lum of this large denomination, many
churches will buy this gadget, only

to find that Junior and Junior Hi boys
and girls accept it for the humbug
visual that it is, and then their leaders

will be vaccinated against the authen-

tic visual media.

A fuU page ad in a unit of the cur

riculum, obviously beamed at teachers

and parents, declares "The new Fact
Finders make church history fun to

learn, and easy to remember." When
this "wonderful new teaching tool for

juniors and junior highers" is closely

examined we find the visual portion of

the package consisting of the follow-

ing: six viewstrips of 13 frames each;

a plastic hand-viewer to be peeked
through with one eye; and a booklet

with text bearing on the pictures, and
in which five frames of the viewstrip

are reproduced.

When viewing the pictures in the

hand-viewer both hands are occupied,

since this $1.25 gadget won't hold the

viewstrip in position. We are not told

what the other eye is supposed to be
doing while one is occupied with a

study of these very meaningful pic-

tures—unless it is supposed to be scan-

ning the text of the booklets.

Can you see young people, familiar

in many schools with legitimate audio-

visual media, coming to our church
schools early just in order to use seri-

ously this "fascinating and unique self-

teaching and self-learning device?"

Suppose they do try to take this phony
visual seriously—what conclusions will

they reach about it? Suppose they

take it seriously, and suppose thou-

sands of churches order thousands of

the packages, what will that prove?

The visual integrity and educational

utility of a visual medium is not estab-

lished in that manner, and we will

venture here that the acid test of time

and use will consign this peek-a-boo

visual to the scrap heap.

With the church educational land-

scape fuU of good audiovisual material

in the authentic and tested media, we
wonder deeply why this phony gadget

was dreamed up in die first place.

Can it be that the educational leaders

of a great denomination were so un-

familiar with the vahdated achieve-

ments of the audiovisual movement
that they felt compelled to invent

something? Perhaps we will never

know. If it comes to light, we shall

be pleased to print it here—but, don't

hold your breath! WSH

A Poetry Version

Mo.st talks and sermons on steward-

ship are at best prose versions of the

subject. They have the grace of an

octogenarian elephant with arthritis.

Now comes a poetry treatment of the

subject in the medium of the film. Not
just film, either, but the top of the

top-drawer animation in this country.

Produced by the Broadcasting and
Film Commission of the National

Council of Churches, here is what one
denomination has to say about it: "The
beautiful, imaginative, moving film.

The Gift, speaks of Christ as God's
unique gift for the heahng of the divi-

sions between men and within man.
This film helps state the biblical basis

of stewardship in the perspective of a

personal Christian faith." It accents

the stewardship of the whole life, and
leaves its viewers to spell this whole-
ness out for themselves. Being only
20 minutes in length, and like good
poetry which can stand several read-

ings, this film shoiJd be seen twice

by the same audience—and, of course,

the excellent guide for the user, by
Art Byers, will assist you in making the

most effective use of this fine film.

Available from some rental libraries;

from denominational film sources; and,
if you need help, write to the steward-
ship department of your denomination.

Notes On Two Films
The 44-minute color film. The Chinese
In Dispersion, gives two thirds of the
footage to excellent visual and ver-

bal description of the Chinese on the
rim of Asia—in Taiwan, Hong Kong,
Malaya, Singapore, Thailand, and
Burma. After .30 minutes we know
who they are, what they do, how they
think of themselves, what their neigh-
bors think of them, how they make a
living and get on in general. This is

splendidly informative footage. In the
last 15 minutes of the film we go back
to some of these same cities and coun-
tries. Now we are given information

on what the Christian churches (most-

ly working together) are doing
through medical work, social work,
education and evangelism for and
with Chinese Christians. This, too, is

excellent dascription.

In the film. Walk With Me, handi-

capped persons tell us what being
handicapped means to them, how they
would like us to regard them and as-

sist them, in such a way as to open
our eyes, inform our minds, and ener-

gize our wills. In the rehabilitation

department of the Ohio Valley Good-
will Industries in Cincinnati we see

these handicapped people turning in a

remarkable performance of living and
working. Fine film; B&W; and rents

for $8.00.

Like the one above, which rents for

$12.00, it is available from the Cokes-
bury Film Libraries (Retail Division

of the Methodist Publishing House)
located in many cities. Inquire, also,

of your local film rental library, or

write to Cokesbury, Nashville 3, Tenn.
(Both films were produced by the

Board of Missions, Methodist Church,
475 Riverside Dr., N.Y. 27)

The Accent Falls on Archaeology
The filmstrip series, "Great Personali-

ties of The Bible," attempts to "make
use of archaeology, geography, history,

art and architecture, and other avail-

able materials, to help us understand

the personalities of the Bible." After

looking this 12-unit .series over I

would lessen the accent on 'personali-

ties' and increase it on life and times.

Four filmstrips deal with Jesus: Birth

and Boyhood, The Beginning of His
Ministry, The Closing Ministry, and
The Sitffering and Death. One on
Feter and one on Paul complete the

N.T. section. For the O.T. the series

presents Abraham, Jacob, Joseph,

Moses, David and Solomon. The run-

ning time on each is 9-10 minutes.

Both on the filmstrip and on the rec-

ords, these titles are paired— 1 and 2,

3 and 4, and so on, giving us six fs

cans and six discs. The photography is

good to excellent. The recording is

good LP. The printed commentaries
carry additional notes, comments, and
facts in a parallel column. This is ma-
terial for youth and adults; for the

enrichment of reading and study; and,

for its own sake alone. From Film Ser-

vices, 3805 W. Magnolia Blvd., Bur-

bank, Calif.

Teacher of the Good Word
To this very day the gulf stream of

Hasidic piety, joy, praise, and wisdom
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flows on in the ocean of Jewish cul-

ture, warming as of old many a cold

theological shoreline. The life and

work of the great Rabbi of Eastern

Europe who revived the hopes and
humanity of his people is beautifully

and movingly told in the color and

sound filmstrip, Baal Shcm Toe—The
Teacher of the Good Word. Here is

information and inspiration for those

of every faith. The age level is young
people and up. A real bargain at $7.50

from Union of American Hebrew Con-

gregations, 838 Fifth Ave., N.Y. 21.

The art is in the modem vein, and the

LP record technically excellent.

A Program Piece

Can you hear the whisper-sound of

human need? Can you respond to the

wordless-call of a human heart? As a

churcli-goer would you like to become
a church-doer? Well, surrounding you
are opportunities to serve people with

special needs. How can you? What
does it take? For one thing it takes

sensitivity. For another, motivation;

and lastly a bit of know-how. But, I

can't go on; space here is limited!

You'll simply have to get the 18-

minute filmstrip. Six Ways To Spell

Love, subtitled. The Church's Mission

to Persons of Special Need. Study it;

use it. You'll like the flute musical

background. You'll like the voice of

the woman narrator. You'll like what
the filmstrip pictures nicely and pene-

tratingly says and calls on you to do.

There are 94 frames. Produced by and
available from Presbyterian and other

denominational bookstores; or, write

to A-V Dept., Board of National Mis-

sions, United Presbyterian Church,

47.5 Riverside Dr., NT. 27.

Correction-Apology
While the motion picture, Rim of To-

morrow, is a good and useful film, I

neglected to say that the Broadcasting

and Film Commission of the National

Council of Churches had an important

finger in this pie. They did, especially

the skillful 'fingers' of Alex Ferguson,

et al. My apologies, gentlemen, and
this correction. By the way, this film

is getting a lot of praise and usage.

Better set it into your mission study

program for this year before all the

prints become heavily booked.

The Fourth R
Religion, is it? What is the form and
substance of this religion? If a little

boy—about 4th or 5th grade—got his

religious legs knocked out from under
him, how would you go about getting

him on his feet again? Is it a job for

the home—alone? Where does the

church school come in? How about the

public school? The community? Just

how many shock-waves does a little

boy's crisis have; and, how many
waves of kindness, faith, healing, and

love will put him back together again?

Well, just get the film Skipptj and The
Fourth R, and see what happened in

one instance. There's a lot of gold in

this hill, and there is an excellent

guide to help you get it out—when
used with teachers, parents, students

and others. Available from Cokesbury

Regional Film Centers (150 Fifth

Ave., N.Y.; 740 Rush St., Chicago;

85 McAlister St., San Francisco; and,

from NashviDe 3 Tenn.) Rentals are

$11.00 and $7.00. Recommended.

Beloved Hymns Recorded
Guided by a 1961 poll The Mennonite
Hour and The Way To Life brought

out a record carrying 18 of the favorite

hymns of the people reached by their

broadcasts. This record has excellent

technical qualities, and many of the

'old favorites' are here, recorded by
the Mennonite Hour choral groups.

The mood is devotional, yet joyous,

giving us material both for listening

and for worship programs. From Men-
nonite Records, Harrisonburg, Va.;

price $3.98.

Three-Way Filmstrips

Film Services, 3805 West Magnolia
Blvd., Burbank, CaUf., has released

four filmstrips which it calls "Chil-

dren's Participation Series." They deal

with biblical material: David, Joseph.

Jonathan, and The Servant Maid. They
are three-way in that the story, with

pictures, is told once the right or bibli-

cal way. Then Uncle Foxy takes over

along about frame 20 and tells it with

some sly mistakes slipped in (which
the children are to look out for). Now
in the last two frames, the first nar-

rator tells the children their teacher

will take over and "project on the

screen the pictures showing all the

mistakes made by Uncle Foxy. Well,

what have we got here: education, in-

struction, or entertainment? It seems
to me that the ultimate outcomes will

be more in the realm of the latter than

the former. Besides, why show the

wrong version at all? Why write it on
the paper of the mind only to erase it

a little later on? Almost deeper than
these considerations of format and
educational gumption is that of how
the biblical material gets treated. This
material is not penetrated. Meanings
are not dealt with. Neither the history,

the religion, the theology, or the

literary qualities of the material touch-

ed is appreciated and understood
when these tricked-up filmstrips were
slapped together. Not recommended.

Volume Does It

Can four 70-frame color and sound

"I like the

eighteen pounds

it DOESN'T weish''
(weighs only HALF as much

ds a bulky overhead)

4nd

Compare

how much
MORE

you can project

Keystone

COMPACT
Overhead

ANY other

overhead
projector

WHILE ^0^,
£1^

TRANSPARENCIES

H^M PREPARED BY

J^^H AUTHORITIES

TACHISTOSCOPIC

.^pMH SLIDES

JS] MICROSCOPIC
•^ SLIDES

Jbj^^ POLAROID
' TRANSPARENCIES

flJM STRIP FILM trJ^'

JH 2-INCH SLIDES '-'^

For a demonstration of the

COMPACT Overhead Projector

that weighs SO MUCH LESS,

and does SO MUCH MORE,
write

KEYSTONE VIEW CO.

Meadville, Pa.
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filmstrips, which needed to be photo-

graphed overseas, be sold for $15.00?

No, if you don't have volume sales;

Yes, if you do. But which comes first:

Low price or volume? Now this is not

that chicken-and-egg deal. Here faith,

courage, and know-how came first be-

cause the price for this package from

the A-V Services of the Methodist

Board of Missions (475 Riverside Dr.,

N.Y. 27) was kept low from the start.

Thus, thousands of sets went out in-

stead of hundreds. Of course, the

quality had to be in the package, and
it was. It tells of the outreach of the

Methodist church in Southeast Asia.

The individual titles are: Adventure

In Hong Kong, Taiwan Mission, The
Church At Work In Okinawa, and
Time For School. In some quarters of

the church A-V field wishful thinking

and economic illusion have persisted

and it is encouraging to see realism

and common sense receive their re-

wards.

Outreach To First American
Frank Baer (script) and Edmund

C. Shaw (photos) teamed up to pro-

duce Trails for Tomorrow, a film-

strip designed to interest readers and
study groups in the American Indian

as he is today. In 86 frames and 20

minutes time we learn a lot, what

hzzzz
When a very small boy has his hair cut, the clippers

make a harsh buzz—a nervous, exciting sound. Yet the

same machine gives off only a dull hum when it's used
on a man.
The unfortunate part is that once you've heard the

dull hum, you never get to hear that exciting buzz
again. No matter what. Even Audiotape can't record it.

Audiotape can (and does) take care of everything

else that adds to listening enjoyment. You'll discover

this for yourself when you try Audiotape in your music
classes. It gives you clarity and range, freedom from
noise and distortion and unequaled uniformity, reel

after reel. And only Audiotape comes on the easy-
threading C-slot reel. There are eight types . . . one ex-

actly suited to the next recording you make.

For language classes and

wherever the spoken

word must be reproduced

clearly and realistically,

try economical Language

Arts Recording Tape . .

.

developed to meet the

special needs of today's

educators.

AUDIO DEVICES INC.. 4<4 Msdison Ave., N. V. 22, N. Y
Offices in Los Angeles • Cfiicago • Washington, D. C.

it speaks for itself
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Bacone College is and does, for in-

stance. Here we see Richard West
(Indian artist) at work telling the

story of his people. Good and useful

job. From Baptist Film Library, 152
Madison Ave., New York 16. Write for

price.

Bible Tape Recordings
The Bible is in the public domain.

No one can be kept from doing things

with, and to, this great literature. Now
and then someone sees various Idnds

of possibilities in this well-known (?)

hterature. Now comes EMC Record-

ings Corp., 806 East 7th Street, St.

Paul 6, Minn., with a library of dra-

matic tape recordings based on the

great stories of the Old Testament."
Eleven tapes are announced, covering

22 stories. We can only speak for the

one we heard—Rebecca at The Well
(Track I) and Jacob Sells Esau's

Birthright (Track II). A narrator car-

ries the continuity and the dialogue

of the text is spoken as such and with

fair dramatic effect. Set out in this

manner, these stories tend to reveal

their true nature as Semitic religious

stories geared to a philosophy and ex-

plication of Hebrew history. Available

in two speeds—3% and IV2 ips; in-

formation and prices from the pro-

ducer.

U.N. Filmstrips

Stanbow Productions, Valhalla,

N.Y., will send a list of good and use-

ful filmstrips. I liked Structure for

Peace. In good pictures and with

captions, it tells of the U.N. at work.

The price is $3.00 to religious and
educational institutions. Write to

Stanbow for fuller descriptions.

Martin Luther Filmstrip

The 15-minute color filmstrip with

recorder commentary, Martin Luther:

Great Reformer, can do a fine job

helping Juniors, young j)eople and
adults better understand the life he
led as a boy, the courage with which
he faced danger as a man, and the

effects on the church of his life and
teachings. The art is by Janet SmaUey
—and good; the commentary by Paul

Kidd—and satisfactory; and the narra-

tion by William Woodson—it is clip-

ped and clear. Good and useful film-

strip; recommended. Available from

your AV dealer and priced at $10.00

complete.

They Said . . .

"I learned more from that ten-

minute filmstrip (he had just seen
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Geography of Palestine, by Family

Filmstrips) than I ever thought possi-

ble. Those maps-I can see them now.

Nicely organized for comprehension,

too." That from Hugh A. Wilson, out-

standing organist and choirmaster, au-

thority on Bach's music, and concert

artist on the harpsicord—and totally

ignorant of the fine points of film-

strips. Or, is he? Pretty perceptive

critic, I'd say!

"Why didn't they give us more of

the Messiah music? That's what I

wanted. But then I realized that their

aim was to tell the story of the writ-

ing of the oratorio, and not to present

a concert." Name unknown, but sharp

critic who saw filmstrip at assembly

period of an institute on classroom

skills for church school teachers. Let

me add; fine job, good art, story ac-

cents just right, musical illustrations

just long enough; just the filmstiip

(20 minutes) for church school, choir

schools, all kinds of groups in the

church, school and community. Fine

piece of work, SVE; who is next? Price

$12.50.

"I knew about most of those factors

but I never put them together that

way before or saw thier significance

for the present outreach of the church.

Just what we need to wake us up."

Thus spoke a member of the audience

after seeing the Methodist-produced

color filmstrip Factors that Confront

Us. They not only confront us; they

just about stop us in our tracks. Which
is good, of course, if we will start

thinking about our world as it really

is in terms of these seven new factors.

Written and produced by William

Fore. Highly recommended. Write to

AV Department, Board of Missions of

Methodist Church, 475 Riverside

Drive, N.Y. 27. Of use to any and all

denominations.

Listen To The Presbyterians

If you would know them, listen to

them talk! Well, you can hsten to the

United Presbyterians as they talked,

objected, recommended, resolved, etc.,

at one of their General Assemblies

(Buffalo, 1961). This is Side I of an

LP record available from Division of

Radio and T\', United Presbyterian

Church, 475 Riverside Drive, N.Y.

27. On Side II you will get the fine

music of the Lafayette College Choir

as it sings seven religious selections

under the direction of Dr. John Ray-

mond. Side I is a perceptive job of se-

lecting and editing and, taken as a

whole, this record is good resource

material. Exact price unknown, but

reasonable.

What Is A Meal?
Can you eat for 3 cents per meal?

Why not? Many people would be glad

to do it. Ask the Meals-For-Millions

organization if it's not so. The 20-min-

ute color filmstrip, Cable of Love, tells

the story of the high-concentrated

multi-purpose food developed by
MFM, 215 West 7th St., Los Angeles

14, Calif. We get the whole story—

from idea to a world-wide use of these

3 cent meals which are now helping

hold the line against malnutrition and

hunger in many parts of the world. In-

teresting, challenging, and just the

thing for church, college, club, and
community group. Non-denomina-

tional, free to interested groups, and
there should be many.

Comments and materials for review

should be sent to the department edi-

tor—William S. Hockman, 27 Prospect

Drive, Glens Falls, N.Y.

Help your students avoid

a bitter disappointment . . .

Use new Coronet film to

explain the complexities of

INTO
Vy VJ -Lj J-^ Jtlj VX th

Focuses on admission requirements
Shows how to choose and when to start planning

Tells where to seek counsel
Outlines the individual's responsibilities

Considers college finances realistically

Recommends visiting at least one college campus

Here is a new IGmm Coronet film which considers all the

angles involved with getting into college in these days of

steadily increasing enrollments. Teachers and counselors

will find it an excellent tool for making two important
points: plan early and get expert counsel.

We follow Bob Anderson through the various steps he
takes to get into college, beginning in his junior year,

and contrast these with the problems of his friend. Ken,
who started late and did not seek the advice of his high

school counselor.

The film is recommended for showings in the sopho-

more and junior years of high school. Length: V/t reels,

13'/4 minutes.

Educational collaborator for this film is Joe Jefferson,

Executive Secretary, Association of College Admissions
Counselors and Director of the College Admissions Center.

To preview this film

Simply use the coupon to request a preview print for

purchase consideration. There is no obligation except for

return postage. Or, if you prefer, send us your request

on school letterhead.

I

Coronet Films, Depf. ES-1 1 2

Coronet Building, Chicago 1, Illinois

n Please send preview print of GETTING INTO COLLEGE

for purchase consideration.

Name_ Position

School

Addr«ss_

City -Zone-
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AV Industry News

GENERAL FILM LAB EXPANDS

A quarter-million dollar expansion

program lias added a new wing to the

Hollywood plant of General Film Lab-

oratories. The new wing contains thir-

teen negati\'e cutting rooms and a

new reception area. A fifth projection

room is under construction.

AV AT SALES MEETINGS

"Research indicates that over 80%
of the 146.000 sales meetings staged

in the U.S. this year will use one or

more audiovisual aids," according to

Philip Harrison, ijublisher of the mag-
azine Sales Meetings, bi-montlily com-

plement to Sales Management Maga-
zine.

FILM INDUSTRY GROWS

The U.S. motion picture industry is at

an all-time high, according to a Gen-

eral Film Lab report, due to the

growth of TV and other non-theatrical

film use. Filmed programs, according

to the report, dominated last season's

prime-time offerings of the three net-

works, to the extent of 35% of the

national TV day. Live programs are

gradually being supplanted by tape.

The estimated 8,500 non-theatrical

fihns produced in 1961 represent a

cost increase of 7 per cent over 1960.

Although theater attendance and

grosses are up, "runaway" film pro-

duction abroad contributed to the con-

tinued 10-year decline in theatrical

film lab volume.

is announced by the Hamilton Manu-
facturing Co., Two Rivers, Wise,

manufacturers of mobile science teach-

ing equipment and kindred lines.

SFS STANDARDIZATION ?

Cenco Educational Films announce

that all its filmstrips will incorporate

the 30/50 cps change signal devel-

oped by DuKane's audiovisual divi-

sion.

FILMSTRIP SOCIAL

The old honey - versus - vinegar ap-

proach has a new twist. It's a "film-

strip social," not a "workshop," or an

"evaluation," or a "demonstration,"

when EBF brings its filmstrip line to

a teachers' meeting.

16MM PRINT CRACKDOWN

According to The Film Daily two

additional court actions have been

brought to stop unauthorized circula-

tion of 16mm prints. Leon Duquette

of Fitchburg, Mass., is reportedly

charged by 35 producing companies

with selling and offering for sale 16mm
prints of more than 135 copyrighted

features. In another suit, filed by Uni-

versal in Utica, N.Y., Karl Martens

and Clayton Hawkcs, operating as

Martens' Film Service, are charged

with imauthorized rental of 49 fea-

tures and 44 cartoons.

tremes of heat and cold ranging from

almost 260° above to 300° below zero

Fahrenheit, the temperature of the 14-

day-long "lunar night." The National

Aeronautics and Space Administration

reportedly expects to send seven Sur-

veyors to the moon during 1964-66.

NEW MANUFACTURER

A new manufacturing firm. Electron-

ics for Education, Inc., has been form-

ed by a group well known in the edu-

cational equipment industry. The new
company will manufacture specialized

electronic products for the educational

market. Their first new product, which
has been under development for 18

months, will be announced shortly.

The Board of Directors for Elec-

tronics for Education, Inc. includes

John J. Dostal, Garden City, New
York, former Marketing Manager
Audio-Visual Products, RCA; Clif

Squibb, Dallas, Texas, partner in the

firm of Squibb-Taylor, Inc.; William
W. Birchfield, Montgomery, Ala.,

former President of the National Audio
Visual Association; Nat Welch, Au-
burn, Ala,, former Vice President of

Orradio Industries, Inc.; and Robert

L. Loeb, New York, of L. F. Roths-

child & Co., members of the New York
Stock Exchange.

Other founders active in the edu-
cational equipment industry are: P. H.
Jaffarian, Audio-Visual Center, Seattle,

Wash.; W. T. Kirtley, Central States

School Supply, Louisville, Ky.; Mrs.

Eloise Keefe, T.E.A. Fihn Library,

Dallas, Texas; Howard Holt, Audio-
Visual Film Service, Birmingham,
Ala.; and Norman L. Lucas, Bloom-
field, N. J.

Electronics for Education, Inc., is

located at 4940 St. Elmo Avenue,
Bethesda, Maryland.

MACH-TRONICS VS. AMPEX

Mach-Tronics, Inc. has filed formal

denial of trade secrets piracy charges

by Ampex Corporation, and has coun-

tered with a $3,375,000 anti-trust suit

and has protested a lower court order

authorizing inspection of its equip-

ment, by means of which Ampex
sought to prove infringement.

HAMILTON EXPANDS PLANT

A 132,000 square foot expansion of

manufacturing area in a new building

ZOOM-LENSES FOR MOON

Hughes Aircraft, acting for the Jet

Propulsion Laboratory, has awarded a

$375,000 sub-subcontract to Bell &
Howell for 39 zoom lenses to equip

the "Surveyor" rockets that are to be

sent to the moon. By means of revolv-

ing mirrors they will televise back to

earth, in color, everything that can be
seen from three sides of the space ve-

hicles. Zoom range is from 25 to 100
millimeters and focal range is from six

feet to infinity. Slave motors will ad-

just iris, focus and zoom. The lens as-

semblies are designed to withstand

shock, vibration, radiation and ex-

KEYSTONE SANS HAMILTON

The death of president George E.

Hamilton, was a sad loss to Keystone
View Company, but fortunately he
had brought in able people well qual-

ified to carry on. E. C. Stewart has

been elected president, R. E. Carlson

vice-president, and Dr. H. C. Wins-
low, member of the board for more
than twenty years, is now its chair-

man. The company, reportedly in ex-

cellent condition financially, expects

to continue active promotion and re-

search programs with unabated vigor.
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GOVERNMENT FILMS

United World Films confirms the

termination of its long-standing con-

tract for sole distribution of U. S.

government films and requests that

further communication concerning

such materials be with Dr. Seerley

Reid, Office of Education, Depart-

ment of Health, Education and Safety,

Washington 25, D. C.

STATE AGENCY CATALOG

Donald Hawthorne and Mackey Bar-

ron, New Haven dealers (H. B. Mo-

tion Picture Service) picked up the

ful tab for the production of a fine 80-

page catalog of "Free Educational

Materials from (50) Connecticut

State Agencies." It was edited by Dr.

David M. Silverstone, director of the

AV Center at the University of Bridge-

port. Sinn^le copies free from State

Dept. of Ed., quantities at $1 each

from H.B.

ANIMATION SEMINAR

The Second Annual Portman Anima-

tion Seminar and Workshop drew an

attendance of 80 key motion picture

specialists. The 3-day meeting, held

at Grossingers' Country Club, Liberty,

N.Y., provided so full a program that

a fourth day will be added to next

year's meeting set for April 22-25,

1963. Attendance will be limited to

100. The $10 registration fee applies

against accommodations.

SCRIPTURE PRESS TAXABLE

The U.S. Supreme Court declined

to review a decision by the Court of

Claims sustaining Bureau of Internal

Revenue ruling that Press' income was

taxable notwithstanding its religious

end use.

RCA—GINN

Ginn and Company, Boston educa-

tional publishers, have been appointed

exclusive sales agents to schools and

colleges for RCA records. The current

"Adventures in Music" series is to be

followed soon by an "Instriunents of

the Orchestra" album presenting the

36 instruments and sections perform-

ing concert excerpts. Ginn's tie-in with

the Jam Handy Organization on film-

strips was announced previously.

RADIANT LANDS BIG ONE

Not a fish this time or even a big

Radiant screen order but a 3-page

article illustrated with two 4-color pix

and four very helpful image- and

audience-size tables.

The article, in a widely read house

organ of First Federal Savings and

Loan Association of Chicago, does a

beautiful job of showing the joy and

ease of running home movies. Radiant

gets a man-size plug in the kick-off and

then lets the story tell itself in a way
that impartially benefits the whole

home and educational film industry.

NEW "MOVIE-MITE" CORP.

The "Moviemite" 16mm sound-on-

film projector, and its automatic-repe-

titive model, the "Movie-Mate," will

henceforth be manufactured, serviced

and sold by the newly formed Movie-

mite Corporation, 8811 Puritan, De-

troit 38, Mich. Paul Ruedemann,

formerly sales manager of the TSI

projectors, recently taken over by Ka-

lart, heads the new venture. Manufac-

turing and service center will be at

1939 Central Ave., Evanston, III, in

charge of Paul Browder, formerly with

the Harwald Company while it was
handling this projector.

CROWELL-COLLIER AIDS

The Crowell-CoUier Publishing Co.,

one of the nation's largest publishers

(over $28 million in 1958, over $71

million in 1961) has announced the

formation of a special division to de-

velop new instructional materials, in-

cluding "ways to coordinate the use of

textbooks, films, records, programmed
materials, instruction kits and other

educational materials to provide effec-

tive systems of instruction." Aim of

the new division, according to presi-

dent R. C. Hagel, is "to produce tools

which will make teaching at all levels

more effective, more rapid and more
economical for the instructor; more
rewarding and more enjoyable for the

learner."

"MAYFLOWER'S" VIEWING

The Mayflower Story, a sponsored

film telling the saga of the good ship

"Mayflower 11" has reportedly been

seen by 50 million people in the past

41/2 years. Of these, three million were
reached in 29,643 group showings, the

other 47 million via 1,209 TV show-

ings

PUT YOUR
A-V PROGRAM

ON WHEELS!
with

WILSON TABLES

Special : custom tobtes

for projectors with low

take-up reels.

• Mobile A-V equipment gets maximum

use . . . easy-to-roH advantage reduces

teacher resistance.

• Full utilization of your A-V materials is

assured. Helps teachers teach . . . helps

students leorn.

• Wilson's complete line offers a model for

every need; all unconditionally guaranteed

for 5 years, yet economically priced from

$27.95 to $55.95

Write today for free brochures!

H. WILSON CORP.
546 W. 119lh St. Chicago 28, III.

World's leading manufacturer of A-V Tables

and Rear Projection Equipment.
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GROUP LISTENING
WITH INDIVIDUAL HEARING

The new ATC HB-4 Listening System solves the problem of indi-

vidual hearing difiEerences with separate volume controls for each

student. Its eight listening stations not only provide the means

for a group of students to listen without interfering with other

activities, but also assure that each student will hear comfortably.

The rugged %" plywood carrying case, covered with durable

silver-brown vinyl, contains eight lightweight U.S.-made double

headsets in separate compartments. Jack strips built into opposite

sides of the case incorporate standard phone jacks and individual

volume controls for eight students. An extra jack is provided for

connecting additional units. Headsets are durable, self-adjusting

models with Alnico magnets and vinyl-covered headbands. The
10-ft. input cable and the headsets have standard phone plugs

to fit ATC audio equipment, as well as most other classroom

record players, radios, and tape recorders. SoHd full-grip handle

and sturdy latch make for safe portability, and rubber feet

protect desks and table tops. Weight is only 10 lbs.

Size: 121/." x 8V2" x 8".

w.95 ATC HB-4
$59.95 School Net

$89.95 List

SEE YOUR DEALER OR WRITE FOR COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS

AUDIOTRONICS
11057 VVEDDINGTON STREET, NORTH HOLLYWOOD 2, CALIFORNIA

PEOPLE

Carl C. Schreyer, vice-president for

photo products marketing at Bell &
Howell, has been named president of

a new B&H subsidiary called "Bell &
Howell Photo Sales Ck)mpany." Com-
menting on this move Schreyer said

that its purpose was "to give our mar-
keting organization more autonomy
and sales flexibility ... to meet more
effectively the changing needs of the

marketplace."

Irving Rossman has resigned as presi-

dent of Pentron Electronics Corp.; his

place is taken by Osborn Andreas,

who is continuing also as board chair-

man. Marshall Peiros has been ap-

pointed to the post of executive vice

president of the Pentron Tape Record-

er Division.

William A. Taylor, Graflex vice presi-

dent, announces the appointment of

Thomas A. Hanna as advertising man-
ager.

Donald E. Hyndman was elected an
assistant vice-president by the East-

man Kodak Company. Manager of the

comjiany's professional motion picture

film department, he has been with

Kodak since 1926, when he began his

employment in the research labora-

tories. He is a fellow and past-presi-

dent of the SMPTE, and has served in

many prominent posts in professional

and governmental activity.

R. L. {"Boh") Shoevuiker has become
vice-president of Double Sixteen Co.,

Wheaton, 111., film producers special-

izing in automated selling and partici-

pational learning materials.

Dr. Herman H. Duerr, technical di-

rector of ANSCO, Binghampton, N.Y.,

was awarded the Progress Medal,

highest award of the Photographic

Society of America, for his technical

and scientific achievements and for his

long service to PSA.

The late Lloyd Thompson was named
posthumously to the Honor Roll of the

Society of Motion Picture and Tele-

vision Engineers, the 27th in the

SMPTE's 46 years to be so honored.

His place among such "greats" as Edi-

son, Eastman, Lumiere, Warner and
other pioneers is based on his contri-

butions to the use and processing of

16mm film.
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TRADE DIRECTORY FOR THE AUDIOVISUAL FIELD

ItlY: (P)—producer., Imporfw*. ( «l )—moniiloctur»r». (O)—d«al«ri, dlstributort, film rantal iibrorlct, pralKtIwi >

WlMT* a primary sourc* alto off«-» dlrprt rmfol Mrvl<«>, Mm doubl* lymlwl (M)) oppMn.

Auaclotlaii Films, Inc. (Ml
Distributor of Froo-loon and Rentol Fllmt.

HpodqiKirMri:

S47 Modlton Avo., N. Y. 17. H. Y

Icglenol llbrarl*s:

Irood at Elm, (Idgoflold, N. J.

Ml HlllBrov* Ava., lo Grange, III.

7W Slovonion St., Son Franclico. Cot

1108 Jackion St., OoMai 2. T«.

Auflrallon N»w< and Information Bureau (PDI

634 fifth Av... Now York 20, N. Y.

Starllns Movlos U.S.A., Inc.

Froo Film DUtrlbutor

Exocutivo Offlcot

375 Park Avonuo, Now York 22, N. Y.

Aroa Libraries & Shipping Centers

200 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 4, III.

W«9 N. Vine St., Los Angeles 28, Cal.

43 West «1st.. New York 23, N.Y.

100 University Ave., Fort Worth 7, Texas

riLMSTRIPS

•roodman Fllmstrlps

127 Ninth Ave., North, Nashville 3, Tenn.

(»)
MICROSCOPES A SLIDIS

(PO)

Donoyor-Geppart Company
5235 Rovenswooo Ave., Chicago 40, III.

PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT

Comoro Equipment Co., Inc. (A

315 W. 43rd St., New York 34, N. Y.

6510 Soma Monica Blvd., Hollywood, Col.

Comoro Equipment Co., Inc., of Florldo (•

1335 E. Tenth Ave., Hialeoh, Flo.

PROJECTION TABLES

•ray Stvdioe, Inc. (M)
729 Seventh Ave.. New York 19. N. Y.

•roodsnon Films <M>
127 Ninth Ave., Nortli, Noshvllle 3. Tenn

Coronet Instructional Films

Coronet BIdg., Chicago 1. Ill

IP!

Family Films, Inc. ('>)

5833 Sonto Monico Blvd . Hollywood 38, Colli.

Idool Pictures, Inc. CO)

Homo Office:

58 E. South Water St., Chicago 1. III.

Branch Exchangoi:
2114 Eighth Ave., N., Birmingham 1, Alo.

1840 Alcatrai Ave., Berkeley 3, Cat.

2221 S. Olive St.. Los Angeles 7, Col.

853 Fifth Ave., San Diego 1, Col.

1011 East Colfax, Denver 18, Colo.

55 NE 13th St., Miami 32, Flo.

71 Walton St., N.W., Atlanta 3, Go.

1370 S. Beretonio St., Honolulu 14, H.

58 E. South Water St., Chicago 1, III.

15 E. Maryland St., Indianapolis 4, Ind.

t16 S. 5th St., Louisville 2, Ky.

1303 Prytonia Street. New Orleans 13, lo.

102 W. 25th St., Boltlmore 18, Md.

42 Melrose St., Boston 16, Mass.

15924 Grand River Ave., Detroit 27, Mich.

3400 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis 8, Minn.

1822 Main St., Kanios City 8, Mo.

4028 N. KIngshlghway, St. Louis 15, Mo.

1558 Main St., Buflolo 9, N. Y.

321 W. 44th St., New York 34, N. Y.

41 N. nth St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.

2110 Payne Ave., Clevelond 14, Ohio.

1201 S. W. Morrison, Portland 5, Ore.

2547 Woodbum Ave., Cincinnati 6, Ohio

14 Wood St., Pittsburgh 22, Pa.

18 S. Third St., Memphis 3, Tenn.

2434 S. Horwood, Dallas IS, Tex.

Brighora Young Univ., Prove, Utah.

1 E. Moln St., Richmond 19, Va.

4431 W. North Ave., Milwaukee 8, Wis.

Sntornatlonol Film Bureau (PDI

332 S. MIchigon Ave., Chicago 4, III.

Tho Jam Handy Organization
2821 E. Grand Blvd., Detroit 11, Mich.

Distributor of Free-Loon Films

For information about Trade Di-

rectory advertising rates, write

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN & AUDIO-
VISUAL GUIDE, 415 North Dear-

bom, Chicago 10, Illinois.

Family Fllmstripi, Inc. (PD)
5823 Santo Monico Blvd., Hollywood 38. Colli.

Society for VIsuol Education IPO)
1345 DIversey Parkway, Chicago 14

United Church Press (PD)

(Formerly Christian Education Press)

Religious Fllmstrtps and Films

1505 Race St., Philadelphia 2, Pa.

FILMSTRIP, SHOE & OVERHEAD PROJECTORS

DuKono Corporation
St. Chorles, lllinoii

(M)

ELECTRONIC TRAINING KITS

Allied Radio Corporation (MD)
too N. Western Ave., Chicago 80. III.

GLOBES ^ Geographical

Oonovor-Gopport Company (PO)
5235 Rovenswood Ave., Chicago 40. III.

BIOLOGICAL MODELS A CHARTS

Donoyer-Gepport Company
5235 Rovenswood Ave.. Chicago 40, III.

MOTION PICTURE PROJECTORS A SUPPLIES

Boll A Howell Co. (M)
7117 McCormIck Road, Chicago 45, III

Eastman Kodak Company IM1
Rocheiter 4, New York

Victor Division, Kolort Co. (Ml
Plainville, Conn.

MAPS— Geographical, Historical, Language

Donoyer-Gepport Company
5235 Rovenswooo Ave., Chicago 40, III.

Advance Products Company (PO)
2300 E. Douglos Ave., Wichlto, Kons.
Complole Line of Projection Tables

READING IMPROVEMENT

Educational Developmental Laboratories Inc. (P)
Huntington, New York
Controlled Reading devices, vocabulary. Study

Skills, listening materials
Psychotechnics, Inc.

105 W. Adams St., Chicago 3, 111.

Mfgrs. of SHADOWSCOPE Reading Pacor

RECORDS

Acadomlc Recording Instltuta (ARI)
18 E. 50th St., New York 22, N. Y.

(Noted Scholars on Records or Tapes)
Broodman Films (PO)

127 Ninth Ave., North, Nashville 3, Tenn.
Curriculum Materials Center (PO)

5128 Venice Blvd., Los Angeles 19. Col.

Records, Tops Recordings, Fllmstrips, Books
Enrichment Materials Inc. (PO)

246 Fifth Ave., New York 1, N. Y.

Folicways Records A Service Corp.
117 W. 44th St., New York, N. Y

Heirloom Records (PO)
Brookhaven, N. Y.

(History through Ballads & Folksongs)
Monitor Recordings, Inc. (PO)

413 W. 50th St., Now York 19, N. Y.

Russian, French, Spanish Language Moterlols

Music Education Record Corp. (PI
P.O. Box 445, Englewood, N. J.

(The Complete Orchestra demonstrated)
Spanish Music Center, Inc. (PO)

127 W. 48th St., New York 34, N. Y.

(SMC Language Records Center)

RECORDERS — PLAYERS

Allied Radio Corporotlon
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80. III.

SCREENS

Radlont Manufacturing
8220 No. Austin Ave.

Co.
Morton Grove, III

SLIDES

Key: Kodochrome 2x3. 3</e X *V, or loraos

Keystone View Co.
Moaaville, Po.

(PD-4)

SOUND SYSTEMS

Allied Rodio Corporatloa (MOI
100 N. Western Ave.. Chicago 80. Ill
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NEW EQUIPMENT
For addresses of the sources supplying information on
which these listings are ha^ed, refer to Directory of Sources,
page 686. For more information about any of the equip-
ment and materials announced here, use the enclosed
reader service postcard.

CAMERAS—MOVIE & TV
Image DIverter Reflex adaptation for
B&H and Mitchell 35mm cameras de-
livers lOx magnified visual image for
focus and follow, reportedly optically
perfect, and without need for light
compensation except when below 125'

candles. Reduces present camera
weight as much as 11 lb. Eliminates
parallax. Simplifies operation by
semi-skilled staff. CECO

For more information circle
No. 101 on return postal card.

Motor-drive, Zoom "8" at less than $90.
Model 8-UG. Universal focus type lens
with 2:1 zoom ratio (9.5 to 19mm);
electric eye sets exposure; electric

micro-motor powered with 4 penlight
batteries; battery strength visible

warning indicator; pistol grip $8
extra. YASHICA.

For more information circle
No. 102 on retnrn postal card.

CAMERA—Accessories

Sealed-Beam Camera Light, powerful
600-watt single light does the work of
the former photoflood bar; reflector
and spreader lens incorporated in the
bulb. Black plastic grip handle. Easy
replacement. $21.95. Replacement bulb
$5.45. WECLD

For more information circle
No. 103 on return postal card.

Tel-Amatic Bolex Magazine Conversion
adapts Bolex motion picture camera
to use 400' and 1200' Mitchell type
magazines; easily dismounted; with
115 volt synchronous 24 fps motor,
one 400' magazine, permanent saddle
block mounting on camera, cover
plate (for use without magazine), 12'

cable and fibre case for complete unit
$495.00. Footage counter add $10. Mo-
tor drive separately, with bellows
coupling and base, $195. S.O.S.

For more information circle
No. 104 on return postal card.

PROJECTORS-^TILL
Slide Carrier for Thermofax Overliead

Slips easily onto light stage and takes
both 3 ¥4X4 and 2x2 slides. $24.50.

MMM
For more information circle
No. 105 on return postal card.

Random Access Projectors. Model RA-
60 accomodates 60 standard (3 '74x4)

slides, or smaller (in metal holders),
has a selection time of 0.083 second,
plus 1.5 dousing and ejection cycle.

Model RA-100 carries 100 2x2 slides.

delivers almost 2000 lumens to double-
frame 35mm slide, almost 3000 to
superslide. Model RA-500 mounts five
100-slide drums. Another selector can
instantly pick recordings to accompa-
ny any chosen slide. Telprom.

For more information circle
No. 106 on return postal card.

Superba Slide Projector, packed with
three 36-slide magazines, hand viewer,
and dust cover. Model 662 automatic

—

$117; Model 44a semi-automatic—$87.
AIREQUIPT

For more information circle
No. 107 on retnrn postal card.

Thermofax Overheads. New Portable
wt. 30 lb; 14x22x10" in case (operat-
ing ht 22"); 500w; 14" f/3.5 triplet lens,

$329, 'Standard" model wt 38 lb, 26x-
13x20", lOOOw same lens, $395. Audio
Kit adds speaker, mike, and lOw
amplifier, mike input jack may Eilso

be used for tape recorder or phono-
graph, $110 installed. MMM

For more information circle
No. 108 on return postal card.

PROJECTORS—MOVIE
Amphicon 190 projects a TV image up

to 8 feet wide, weighs less than 60 lb,

sells below $1,500. TELPROM.
For more information circle
No. 109 on return postal card.

"Classic" Slide Projector accomodates
up to 125-slide magazine with unique
vertical feed; split-second change; 500-
watt prefocus lamp; 5" f/3.5 lens;
with 75-slide carriers (2) $94.95;
matching case $13.85. LABELLE

For more information circle
No. 110 on return postal card.

CORRECTION of inaccuracies in Sep-
tember listing: Tele-Veam Projector
for large-screen TV has "standard"
12" channel tuner, channel selections
2 to 83; dual video input, 10-watt
audio output with treble and bass
controls; mechanical focus and tilt
controls; may be remoted from con-
trol unit up to 75 feet. TELVEAM

For more information circle
No. Ill on return postal card.

Master AV Lab mobile rear-projection
combination includes—Eastman 16mm
sound projector; Victor Animatograph
Soundview filmstrip projector with
remote control and Airequit changer;
wide angle lenses; 25-watt amplifier
with twin 8" speakers; 4-speed turn-
table; Viking tape deck with pre-amp;
microphone; mixing panel for entire
system; 22x28 Polacoat screen; 65x-

32x24", on 5" heavy duty casters.
$1,895. BI-FI.

For more information circle
No. lis on return postal card.

School-Owned EK or B&H Projectors
may be built into new BI-FI rear
projection units, at cost of $395 for
Model 300; $195 model 200. BI-FI.

For more information circle
No. 113 on return postal card.

PROJECTOR
ACCESSORIES

Filmo Editor, 8mm, offers 14X enlarge-
ment on 50x70mm viewing screen;
f/3.5fi 18.7mm lens; 6-lOv lamp; frame
centering knob, frame marker, run-
ning time rule on base; built-in
splicer. -$35. B&H

For more information circle
No. 114 on return postal card.

Instructograph, self-contained, compo-
site, rear-projection unit for sound
motion pictures and filmstrips, slides,

overhead visuals and opaques, plus
P.A. Model 34. screen 34x25", $3645.
Model 48, 48x35" screen, $4495. Among
accessories now available are a tachis-
toscopic shutter, lens systems for
3%x4 and 4x5 transparencies, roll at-

tachment for overhead variable speed
polarizing spinner to simulate motion
on still transparencies. STAPHOP

For more information circle
No. 11.') on return postal card.

Retract 3-outlet Line Cord and Screen
Tote Brackets, readily attached to
projector table-carts. Automatic cord
reel $9.95; screen brackets (set) $4.50.

GRUBER.
For more information circle
No. 116 on retnrn postal card.

Synchro-Mite offers rear-projected, syn-
chronized, slide and tape in a com-
pact totally-enclosed unit measuring
10x10x15" and weighing only 20 lb.

$325. SYNMAT.
For more information circle
No. 117 on return postal card.

Table-top Screen, 11x8%, matte white,
flaps protect screen when closed,
shield from light when in use; in plas-
tic zipper case, $5.95. RICHARD

For more Information circle
No. 118 on return postal card.

2x2 Adapter for Carbon Arc Projector,
usable with the 3x4 Strong Auto-
matic Changer, also usable manually.
STRONG.

For more information circle
No. 119 on return postal card.

SOUND EQUIPMENT
AND ACCESSORIES

Commander II Player-Amplifier. 62-
watt output, selenium powered; vari-
able speed 16 to 84 rpm; with 2 (12")

speakers $251.50; with 4 speakers
$300.50. RHECAL

For more Information circle
No. 120 on return postal card.

"Commentator" Transcription Player 4-

speed, variable, 12-watt transformer-
powered; 12" speaker; mike-phono
mixer; push-button pickup; wt 20 lb.

$109.50. RHECAL
For more information circle
No. 121 on return postal card.
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Mike-Headset combination designed to

take rough handling. Turner 275 com-
bines a boom microphone with a
dynamic headset, one cable serves
both, choice of three impedances. The
headset (Model 270) and the micro-
phone (Model 265) are sold separate-
also. TURNER.

For more Information circle
No. 123 on return postal card.

Mobile Lang-Lab. Model M-30 wheels
complete assembly 4-track tape re-

corder, transistorized amplifier (muff-

ed to exclude ambient noise)

—

into

any classroom for instant langlab or

similar uses. All controls (color coded)
are teacher-centered. Unit locks, no
parts exposed. Simultaneous accept-
ance of three different instruction

levels. 26x48x30". Typical 30-station

unit $3,800. 12p monograph free.

KDUTRON.
For more information circle
No. 12.S on return postal card.

Phonopac combines a record player and
a cartridge tape recorder in a single

unit. Live and disc-recorded sound
can be combined on tape, for language
lab, music, etc., study. 4-speed, man-
ual record player has own internal

speaker, also hookup for outside units.

22"xl434"x7". With microphone and
three tape cartridges $310. SPAK.

For more Information circle
No. 124 on return postal card.

Sanitizer for Lang'Lab Headsets,

"Zephiran," spray solution reportedly
like that used on surgical and medical
instruments, is offered in pints $1

and larger sizes. Jet-Pak spray with
1 qt. aerosol propellant $3.95; addition-

al 15 oz propellant $1.95 DG.

For more information circle
No. 125 on return postal card.

"Ten-Pound Language Lab." Two-chan-
nel tape recorder (one non-eraseable)
playable simultaneously; 3% ips; ear-

phone or built-in speaker; listen-rec-

ord and directional controls on mike.
About size and wt of portable type-
writer. $219. CECO.

For more information circle
No. 126 on return postal card.

ETV
Color TV Receivers. 10 models range
from Lindsey Consolette ($549.95) to

the de-luxe Chancellor TV-Stereo-
Radio combination $1750). Black-and-
white receivers range from the 19"

portable Beachwood ($149.95), to the
23" Chanbourn Space Command re-

mote controlled TV-stereo-radio con-
sole combination $925). ZENITH.

For more information circle
No. 127 on return postal card.

TEACHING MACHINES
Graflex Micro-Aid Reader, requiring no

electricity, constitutes sole "hard-
ware" for programmed filmstrips pro-
duced by University Microfilms, Ann
Arbor, Mich. Workbook for recording
responses completes the unit. GRA-
FLEX

For more Information circle
No. 128 on return postal card.

Min-Max II offers a separate Answer
Mate unit on which student records
his responses, permitting program
sheets to be used over and over again.

Program holder, plastic, wt 4 lb, $25;

Answer-Mate $6 additional; school
discounts. 27 programs now available.

GROLIER
For more information circle
No. 129 on return postal card.

Pliototutor a training "program" on
black-and-white printing for photo
finishing employees. 104 printed
cards, 88 prints, 42 negatives, all inter-

keyed. Transilluminated stand, easel

for written work. $250. "Black-and-
White Inspection," "Color Printing,"

and "Color Inspection" programs are
in work.

For more information circle
No. 130 on return postal card.

"Teacliall" autotutor offers five-key re-

sponse range to questions posed on
sequenced 3x5 cards exposed one at a
time. When correct answer button is

pushed green light shows and buzzer
sounds. 16 programs in physics, math,
religion, history, etc. Direct-to-home
selling is contemplated. Producer an-
nounces that "Greater emphasis is be-
ing placed on 'tailored' education for

the individual rather than old-fash-

ioned 'production line' education."

PUBINC.
For more information circle

No. 131 on return postal card.

MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS
Conversion Filter facilitates outdoor fill

lighting with tungsten; light loss 30%
as against 50-60% with filters used
heretofore. COLTRAN

For more information circle
No. 132 on return postal card.

Electronics Lab Trainer System includes
circuit panels, power supply and sig-

nal generator, parts storage, and sche-
matic templates and workbooks, for

transistor or tube circuits or both.

Components plug in on built-in pre-
wiring; keying notches assure correct
insertion. Costs depend on kind and
quantity of items needed, e.g., work-
books $3; schematic templates $1.25;

voltmeters $65; oscilloscopes $137.50;

generator-power supply $395; mount-
ed components $62.50; circuit panels
$37.,50, easels $15. PAROMEL.

For more information circle
No. 133 on return postal card.

CORRECTION. The carrying case for
the compact lighting kit shown above
measures 14%x22%x6'/4 inches, and
the kit includes lighting units and
barndoors for R-40 lamps, not the
lamps. We regret the error in our
January listing. LOLITE.

For more information circle
No. 134 on return postal card.

Foster 8/16 Rewind, new slant-front

model is made of formed styrene, sup-
ported by steel table in hammertone
enamel. 'Takes up to 2000' reels (16mm
or 8mm film or tape, and, with adap-
ter, also 35mm). 37x24'/4xl5%, 54 lb.

Foot or hand positive control at any
speed up to 2000 fpm. Automatic dou-
ble brake action on both spindles,

will not tear film. Silent. May be used
for portable operation, off table. $250;

with table and foot pedal $285. FOS-
WIND

For more Information circle
No. 135 on return postal card.

SEE IT!

at NAVA booth Q-139

NEW eye-appealing colors!

NEW portfolio Screen and
Case!

NEW profit-making Access-

ories!

NEW sales aids!

PRESENTATION PAIR -$79.50

Record Player and Projector for

sound-filmstrips . . . the unbeatable
low-cost combination!

A few dealerships still op*n
See Brunson Mofley lor details

RICHARD MANUFACTURING CO.

5914 N. NOBLE AVENUE
VAN NUYS, CALIFORNIA

PpJlowLiNG Pictures
^\v«fiJ\ FILMSTRIPS

\^^ FOR SCIENCE—
^>—ry^ (Eligible for Purchase

on N.D.E.A. Title III)

And subjects in other

current study areas.

IVrlfo for our FIfmsfrIp
cafalog to:

509 So. Beverly Drive Beverly Hills, Calif.

m fILM DOCIOftS*

SPECIALISTS
in the science of

FILM

REJUVENATION.
RikPIDWElO Process for:'

• Scritch-Removal

• tbratlons • Dirt • "RMn"
Send for Free Brochure

raptil
FILM TECHNIQUE

Founded 1940

37-02C 27lh St., Long Island City 1, N.Y.
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Portable Recorder, 1% and 3% ips;

operates on 6 penlight batteries; 3"

recessed tape reel plays up to 64 min.;
separate record-play and erase heads;
rewinds in 40 sec; Model Cipher III,

with dynamic microphone, crystal ear-
phone, tape and rewind reel, radio
patchcord, $119.95. Foot control and
AC adapter available. INMARK

For more information circle
No. 136 on return postal card.

Stenomaster Mark II offers dictator
complete remote microphone control
of all eight basic operations without
touching the recorder. Speeds 1% and
3% ips. Up to 3 hours on 3%" reel of
tape. Built in speaker, plus accessory
earset. $179.50. GBCA

For more information circle
No. 137 on return postal card.

Stereo Tape Recorders "Regent" rec-
ords monaural, plays stereo, $179.95;
"Music Man" records and plays
stereo, $209.95; "Regent-Coronet" in-

cludes two mikes for recording stereo
and professional features. $299.95.

WEBCOR.
For more Information circle
No. 138 on return postal card.

Weather Synchromatic 66 Turntable
features direct drive by two hysteresis
synch motors mounted on opposite
sides of the deck. Neoprene mount
suspension isolates from floor vibra-
tion 500 to 1. Reaches 33-% speed im-
mediately and remains accurate to
within 1 revolution in 60 min. Flutter
0.04%, wow 0.02%. 117v AC. $66.

With integrated viscous damped arm
$89.50. TELPROM.

For more Information circle
No- 139 on return postal card.

LANGUAGE LABS
Aero-Tronic Learning Center, mobile

electronic teaching unit, keeps com-
plete control in hands of teacher at

all times, easy to operate as any tape
recorder. Basic unit, with 10 student
stations, $985. Readily expandable to

20 or 30 stations. AERO.
For more information circle
No. 140 on return postal card.

"Electronic Educational Aid" combines
dictation-transcribing machine with
10-15 student listening stations. The
machine uses 20-min-per-side tape
cartridges, wt 8 lb; 3-button controls;

and accomodates many accessories

(Model 81-R $189.50); listening sta-

tions with individual volume controls

each $10.50; headsets $15.50; main
cable from teacher's machine to list-

ener No. 1 $6.50; interconnecting ca-

bles for additional stations ea $2.60.

NAPHILLIPS
For more Information circle
No. 141 on return postal card.

Langlab Tape Recorder, twin channel,
4-track, simultaneous sound (may be
recorded separately and played back
simultaneously); VU meters, function
on both record and playback on each
channel; 10-watt output per channel:
2 built-in 4" monitor speakers; 36 lb;

"Master" Model 75TC; $349.50. RHE-
CAL.

For more information circle

No. 142 on return postal card.

NEW MATERIALS
KEY TO ABBREVIATIONS

mp—motion picture

Is—fllmstrip

sfs—sound filmstrlp

si—slide

rec—4-ecording
LP—33-1/3 r.p.m. mlcrogroove record

min—minutes (running time)

prog—programmed learning moteriols

fr—frames (filmsh-ip pictures

)

CINEMA ARTS &
COMMUNICATION ARTS

story of a Book mp CHURCHILL 11

min col $120 b&w $60. Example of a
real-life author—how he gets the idea,

does library research, observation,
writing and rewriting, illustrating,

dummying and printing. EL
For more information circle
No. 143 on return postal card.

We Use Word Power mp CHURCHILL
9 min col $90. Four narration styles,

travelogue, industrial, talk - packed
"educational," and the original track
of the film We Use Word Power.
Satirical approach. SH C A

For more information circle
No, 144 on return postal card.

GUIDANCE—PERSONAL
Co-Ed Courtesy mp OSUPHOT 12 min
b&w $45 r$4. Etiquette and general
standards of college behavior dis-

cussed between upperclasswomen and
a grup of fresh. (Not distributed in
Ohio) SH C

For more information circle
No. 145 on return postal card.

GUIDANCE
VOCATIONAL

How to Get Where You Want to Go
mp JAM 25 min col loan. Automobile
selling as a career. SH C A

For more Information circle
No. 146 on return postal card.

Police Reporter mp OSUPHOT 18%
min b&w $50 r$4. Problems and tech-
niques involved in this phase o£ jour-
nalism. SH C

For more information circle
No. 147 on return postal card.

LANGUAGE ARTS &
STUDY SKILL

Basic English Usage 7fs SVE col cap-
tioned $37.80 indiv $6. One strip each
on principal parts of speech. Gr 6-9

For more information circle
No. 148 on return postal card.

Facing the Test mp ETS 30 min b&w
$95 r$10. Told from the point-of-view
of average teenager, film provides
useful information to students about

si—silent

R—rant

b&w—black & white

col—color

Pri—Primory

Int—Intermediate

JH—Junior High

SH—Senior High

C—Coilese

A—Adult

to take standardized tests (e.g. SCAT
or STEP). SH C TT

For more information circle
No. 149 on return postal card.

Let's Write a Story mp CHURCHILL 11

min col $120 b&w $60. Class sees film
of antics of dog. Projector is turned
off and they are motivated to describe
the scene, using own imaginative
words and phrases. A second incident
sets them to writing whole sentences.
A third, a complete story. Pri

For more information circle
No. 160 on return postal card.

Step By Step Handwriting 2fs SVE col
captioned ea $5. Lower Case Cursive
Letters and Niunbers. Upper Case
Cursive Letters. Gr 3-8

For more information circle
No. 151 on return postal card.

LITERATURE & DRAMA
The Wonderful World of the Brothers
Grimm fs SVE col free while supply
lasts. Life of the authors and dra-
matic forces that influenced their
work. Based on the MGM-Cinerama
film. Pri-C

For more information circle
No. 153 on return postal card.

MATHEMATICS
Discovering Solids 4sfs CENCO col LP

series (4fs 2 rec) $27. Titles; Surface
Areas of Solids (I & II); Volumes of
Cubes, Prisms and Cylinders (102 fr);

Volumes of Pyramids, Cones and
Spheres (96 fr). SH C

For more Information circle
No. 153 on return postal card.

Modern Elementary Algebra I & II. 10
fs SVE col captioned $49.75 indiv $6.

Gr 8-10
For more information circle
No. 154 on return postal card.

MUSIC—GENERAL
Adventures in Music rec RCA 10 albums

present 78 composers in 117 selections.

The series, now completed, is aimed
at specified grade levels. The series

will be sold monaural, stereo, and 45
rpm, as single albums, in six-record
series, and as a whole. This is an ex-
tension of an earlier "Basic Record
Library for Elementary Schools" but
there is no duplication between the
two series. El

For more information circle
No. 155 on return postal card.
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Developing Skills in Music 4sfs SVE col

LP 14 min ea side. Set (41s 4 rec)

$27. Gr 3-6

For more Information circle

No. 156 on return postal card.

Instruments of tlie Orchestra rec RCA
Two 12" LP stereo records feature

performances by 36 instruments and
sections, in 64 concert excerpts and
in full orchestral context. 56p teach-
ing guide. Records contain only
music; teachers are free to make their

own communication to their pupils.

SH C A
For more Information circle
No. 157 on return postal card

Jean Barnett Dances and Rhytlims 4 rec
STANLEY 78rpm ea $3.50. Titles: Easy
and Simplified Square Dances; Rhy-
thms and Simple Follt Dances; Na-
tional Folk Dances; Excellent Num-
bers for Programs. K Pri TT

For more Information circle
No. 158 on return postal card.

Music Writer mp THORNE lOmin col
$100. Pictures a typewriterlike in-

strument that types musical notes and
symbols. SH C

For more Information circle
No. 159 on return postal card.

Sacred Music (series) 6 mp FILMSERV
col r$7.50. Blackwood Brothers Quar-
tette; Alfred Garr—Paul Mickelson;
John Webb, bass; Carl Olivebring

—

Goran Stenlund; Mary Jayne; the
McKinney Sisters. Each film carries
five selections.

For more information circle
No. 160 on return postal card.

Story of the Nutcracker (with Tscbai-
kovsky's Ballet Music) sfs SVE col LP
(35 min) 75fr $15.

For more Information circle
No. 161 on return postal card.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION-
SPORTS

Bay at the Moon mp MODERN 29 min
col loan. Hunting story of the year's
four seasons. Sponsor: Remington
Arms. SH A

For more information circle
No. 162 on return postal card.

The Kodak All-America Football Team
mp EK 26% min b&w loan. How mo-
tion pictures of football games figure
in picking the nation's top players
for "All-American" honors. C A

For more information circle
No. 16:^ on return postal card.

1961 St. Louis Cardinals Highlights mp
29 min b&w loan. Sponsor: Falstaff
Brewing Co. A

For more Information circle
No. 164 on return postal card.

Soccer for Girls (Revised) CORONET
llmin col $120 b&w $50. New track
and art work brings in the new 1962-

64 rules. SH C TT

For more Information circle
No. 165 on return postal card.

New Sylvania Electronic Viewfinder cam-
era—with hullt-in monitor — permits per-

fect picture composition. Lets you control

precisely the quality of the picture your

students will see on remote classroom
monitors.

Never before has a Viewfinder camera for

private TV systems been available at a

price schools can really afford. It's the

newest addition to Sylvania Direct Wire
TV... one of the lowest-cost, eiisiest-to-use

private TV systems.

Sylvania Direct Wire TV helps overcome
the teacher and classroom shortage.

Makes it easy to teach large groups. Effec-

tive in showing lab experiments, micro-

scope slides, and complex demonstrations.

Write for free Educational TV Manual

This maniiiil has been carefully planned and

written for school administrators and olher

^^^^^^___ interested personnel. It is

J^^jl^^^^SS a thorough, up-to-date

~jj J^~. "IJ^^S study of the value of

~"
' ffliliiiiihiM i^m •sl'^v'sion in education

/
^^^^^^HBB today. Discusses how TV

'—«<«|ii||andH| can solve vital problems

of today's overcrowded

SYLVANIA
'deneral telephone ^electronics '^

schools. Answers many common questions

aboutTV in education. Tells whatTV can bring

to the classroom. Explains how schools can

plan for TV. Describes equipment, and gives

basic information on how TV is transmitted

and received— all in nontechnical language.

This 32-page manual is the result of exten-

sive research, and is the most complete and
concise study ever

offered. It should
serve as a valuable

guide and introduc-

ion to one of the

most significant

echnological devel-

opments in educa-

ion since the in-

vention of print-

'ng. Write today!

Sylvania Homes Commercial Electronics Corp.

Marketing Subsidiary of

Sylvania Electric Products Inc.

730 Third Ave., Oept. E New York 17, N. Y.

Please send more information on
Sylvania's new low-cost Electronic
Viewfinder camera.

Please send Sylvania's new Educational

TV Manual and more information on
how to arrange a free visual commu-
nication survey for my school.

Name .—
School.

Address_

City Jone State-
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PRIMARY GRADE
MATERIALS

Storytoons (series) (Imp) STOONS
Length ranges from 4% to lO^niin
col b&w. Original art, drawn in
Mexico, subsequently published in

small color books. Titles include:

The Tortoise and the Hare 4%min
col $55 b&w $27.50; The Magic Pot
6%min $80/40; The Musicians of
Bremen 10%min $125/$62.50; Three
Billy Goats Gruff 4min $50/$25; Rip
Van Winkle lOmin $125/$62.50; The
Owl and the Pussycat 4V4min $55/
$27.50; Casey at the Bat 5min $60/$30;
The Elves and the Shoemaker 6min
$75/$37.50; The Sugar Plum Tree
3%min $45/$22.50; The Three Pigs
lO^min $125/$62,50; Lazy Jack 6min
$75/$37.50; The Princess and the Pea
4min $50/$25; The Gingerbread Boy
7%min $90/$45; The Little Black-Eyed
Rebel 4%min $55/$27.50; Little Red
Riding Hood 6min $80/$40; Silly Joe
6min $75/$37.50. Filmstrips: 12 of the

titles are available as sound film-

strips, set $75; indiv fs ea $6, rec $3.

Pri
For more Information circle
No. l(iti on return postal card.

Frill Family: About Fancy Pigeons mp
UMINN 8 min col $75. Story about
pigeons, plain and fancy, written and
narrated by a 9-year-old girl; music
arranged and played by her teen-age
brother. Pri.

For more information circle

No. 167 on return postal card.

Let's Have a Parade mp BARE 10 min
col $115. After watching a patriotic

parade, children get up one of their

own. Respect for the flag. Pri.

For more Information circle
No. 168 on return postal card.

RELIGION & ETHICS
Animated Bible Stories 4 mp FILM-
SERV 12 min col r$7. Jonah; Gideon;
David and Goliath; The Lions and
Daniel. Narrated by Marvin Miller,

El-A

For more information circle

No. 169 on return postal card.

Archeology and a Living Faith mp
FILMSERV col 25min r$12. Also in

same series, same price: Archeology
and the Living Old Testament and
Archeology and the Living New
Testament. Authored and narrated by
William Sanford La Sor, Ph.D.. Th.D.
A 15-min promotional preview film
available on free loan through
dealers. JH SH A

For more information circle
No. 170 on return postal card.

Breakthru (series) 13 mp TRAFCO 19

min b&w $110 r$7. TV productions to

encourage discussion and develop-
ment of deeper religious insights by 9-

11-year-oIds. Topics include use of
talents; God as Creator; basic hon-
esty; personal injustice; guilt; hostili-

ty; self-evaluation; value of persons;
value of possessions; responsibility

for one's own actions; fears in new
situations; prejudice; and the place of

death in God's plan. El.

For more information circle
No. 171 on return postal card.

A Christian in Communist China mp
FILMSERV r$10 ($15 during Lent).
Clergyman on point of escape returns
to his charge. In same series and at

same price: Christmas in Hong Kong
and Three Mothers and Four Fathers,
orphan refugee boy finds his "Fourth
Father"—"The Heavenly Father." JH-
A

For more Information circle
No. 173 on return postal card.

The Church Council Views the Work of
Evangelism In the Parish. (IMP)
GOTWALD 65fr col $6 r$2. Discussion
filmstrip, locally produced, by Ev
Luth church. Eight emphases are in-

troduced with pause between for
small group discussion.

For more Information circle
No. 173 on return postal card.

The Friendly Beasts at Jesus' Manger
sfs SVE 48fr col LP 15min $9. Christ-
mas tale based on legend that beasts
could speak at the moment Jesus
was born. K-5

For more Information circle
No. 174 on return postal card.

Great Is the Lord sfs CONCORDIA col

LP $10. fs only $6.50 rec only $3.50.

Christmas story told in three parts: I:

The Fortelling of Christ's Coming; II:

The Birth of Christ; III: The Celebra-
tion of His Birthday Throughout the
Ages. Pri-A

For more Information circle
No. 175 on return postal card.

Great Personalities of the Bible 12 sfs

6 rec FILMSERV col LP fs ea $6.50,

rec ea $3 (2 sides i. Titles: Abraham;
Jacob; Joseph; Moses; David; Solo-
mon; Jesus i4); Peter; Paul. El JH
SH A

For more information circle
No. 176 on return postal card.

House of te Wicked mp BROADMAN
30 min b&w r$9. Young district attor-

ney stands almost alone in his fight

against local vice. He almost loses his

wife and his job. SH A
For more information circle
No. 177 on return postal card.

In Your Hands sfs ChC 74fr LP $5
r$l. How to keep better church rec-

ords. SHA
For more Information circle
No. 178 on return postal card.

Just a Stranger mp FILMSERV 36min
col r$13.50. Professing Christian neg-
lects an opportunity to witness for

Christ when a writer, assigned to

prepare an article on the importance
of the church in today's world, visits

his family. JH SH A
For more Information circle
No. 179 on return postal card.

Mission to Kedirl mp BROADMAN 30
min b&w r$9. Baptist medical work in

Indonesia. JH-A
For more information circle
No. 180 on return postal card.

Moment to Act BFC 28%min b&w r$8.

Released from a mental hospital,

girl finds difficulties in readjusting
with members of her own church

—

and they with her. SH A
For more information circle
No. 181 on return postal card.

On the Rim of Tomorrow BFC 28^-
min col r$12 b&w $8. Christian mis-
sions in South Korea, Taiwan, Okin-
awa, Hong Kong. Interdenominational
mission study theme. JH SH A

For more Information circle
No. 182 on return postal card.

Participation Bible Stories 4sfs FILM-
SERV 55fr col LP set $27.45 indiv fs

$6.75 rec $3/.50. Each filmstrip is in

three parts a) the teacher shows and
tells the story correctly, b) "Uncle
Foxy" repeats the story but delib-
erately tells it incorrectly, after which
the teacher asks the students to cor-
rect his version, finally, c) the right
and wrong pictures are alternated to
correct and review the story. Titles:

David; Jonathan; Joseph; The Servant
Maid. Pri El

For more information circle
No. 18:i on return postal card.

Peace on Earth sfs DISCIPLES $4.95.

Nativity scenes are shown applicable
to present day issues—bombs, missiles,

refugees. SH A
For more information circle
No. 184 on return postal card.

Prophet from Tekoa mp BROADMAN
30 min col r$10.50. Amos' trumpet
call to repentance. JH-A

For more information circle
No. 185 on return postal card.

The Step Sitters mp TRAFCO 25 min
b&w r$5. A gang of potential juvenile
delinquents becomes a force for good
through the efforts of a settlement
house leader who sits in with them on
their steps and wins their confidence.

JH SH A
For more information circle
No. 186 on return postal card.

Survival Shelter mp BROADMAN 30

min b&w r$9. A wise and cautious

Christian couple are prepared for the

atom attack alert; their worldly, non-
Christian neighbors are not. JH-A

For more Information circle

No. 187 on return postal card.

Talking Hands mp TRAFCO 19 min
b&w $110 r$7. Adolescent girl learns

to talk with her hands in order to

communicate with her great-aunt, af-

flicted with deafness. Lead role is

played by the young star of the

Broadway play "The Miracle 'Work-

er." El JH

For more Information circle

No. 188 on return postal card.

Tomorrow? mp CEP 27%min b&w $160.

What should be the church's role in

the automation world? What its con-

cern for the persons involved in the

predicted changes? Guide and back-

ground material. SH C A

For more Information circle

No. 189 on return postal card.

You're Never Alone mp FILMSERV
33min b&w r$10. Personal evangelism
in wartime South Pacific by native
boy strengthens faith of Army cou-
ple. JH-A

For more information circle
No. 190 on return postal card.
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SCIENCE—BIOLOGY
& PHYSIOLOGY

Tissues of the Human Body mp
CHURCHILL 16min col $180 b&w
$90. Compares life processes of single-

celled organism with human. Details

organization and specialization of dif-

ferent types of human body cells. JH
SH

For more information circle

No. 191 on return postal card.

The World of Micro-Life mp UWF
13»^min col $135. Boy studies bread
mold. Helpful and harmful micro-
organisms. Int JH SH

For more information circle

No. 19S on return postal card.

SCIENCE—GENERAL
Basic Primary Science (series) 19fs SVE

col captioned. $72.50. Each title begins

with "Finding Out About . . .
." Pri.

For more information circle

No. 19.t on return postal card.

Familiar Animals and Their Families

6fs SVE col $27 indiv $5. Stories about

cottontail, robin, beaver, bear, mal-
lard, and squirrel. Gr 2-5

For more information circle

No. 194 on return postal card.

Life in a Deciduous Forest mp IFB
19min col $195. How forests manu-
facture basic food to sustain the life

of a woodland community. El JH SH
For more information circle

No. 195 on retnrn postal card.

Tbe Microscope and Its Use 4fs SVE
col captioned $18 indiv $5. Introduc-
tion to a) the microscope, b) algae, c)

protozoa, d) stem sectioning and
staining. Gr 7-12.

For more information circle
No. 196 on return postal card.

Rocks and Minerals 4fs SVE col cap-
tioned $21.60 indiv $6. Titles: Tlie

Eartli's Crust; Common Minerals;
Earth a Great Storehouse; The Earth's
Diary. Gr 5-9

For more information circle
No. 197 on return postal card.

A Space Flight Around the Earth mp
CHURCHILL llmin col $120 b&w $60.

Film "accompanies" the Glenn flight,

shows roundness of earth, what causes
night and day. Pri.

For more Information circle
No. 198 on return postal card.

Why Explore Space? mp CHURCHILL
16min col $180 b&w $90. Thought-
provoking theme triggered by John
Glenn's orbital flight. El JH

For more Information circle
No. 199 on return postal card.

SCIENCE—PHYSICS
& CHEMISTRY

Chemistry for Today II 6fs SVE col

captions $32..50 indiv $6. Titles: Acids,

Bases and Salts; The Periodic System;
Metals and Their Ores; The Halogens;
The Carbon Compounds; Nitrogen
and Sulphur. Gr 9-12

For more Information circle
No. 200 on return postal card.

16mm. Sound Projectors
New and Used

Film Subjects—Accessories

Write For Free Lists

NATIONAL CINEMA SERVICE

71 Dey St., N. Y. C. 7, N. Y.

SCIENCE FILMSTRIPS
SINCE 1931 SINCE 1931

MADE BY TEACHERS FOR TEACHERS |

BIOLOGY ATOMIC ENERGY
PHYSICS GENERAL SCIENCE

CHEMISTRY MICROBIOLOGY
BIKE SAFETY BUS SAFETY

Scionce filmstrlpi avoiiobl* 1
under NOEA—Title III. |

VISUAL SCIENCES 1
Boi 599E Suffern. New York |

Brittle, curled
cupped film?

We restore to

nearly new first

run quality with

Vite-alize (Gage). Vite-alize pre-

shrinks new film uniformly, seal-

ing in proper humidity. A must

for new stock with soft emulsion.

Guaranteed. Leonard Film Service,

1700 E. Walnut, Pasadena, Calif.

Murray 1-9950.

%^
log©

TAPE RECORDERS
make advanced teacliing

tecliniqiaes easier!

EVERY V-M TAPE RECORDER MODEL INCORPORATES THESE QUALITY FEATURES:

• Convenient Posh-BuHon Controls.

• High-Frequency Response and Fi-

delity to detect complete voice range

differences. Highly beneficial to

speech and speech therapy students!

• Input and Output Jocks permit re-

corders to be used in sound treated

rooms from a control booth.

• Shut-Off Switch automatically cuts

power supply . . . teacher concen-

trates on students, not recorder!

• Monitor Switch for use of recorders

as an Ear-trainer with earphones, as

a P.A. system, or to utilize amplifier in

the recorder with a second sound

source, such as a phonograph!

V-M 'tape-o-matie'*' Tape Re-

corder—Model 735. Monaural

Record and Stereo-Play-back in all

three popular tape speeds. Com-
pact, Lightweight (Only 21 lbs.)

New 3-position Microphone. Also

available—Model 722—Stereo re-

cord and play-back with 'ADD-A-
TRACK'", and Model 730—mon-
aural record and play-back.

VM 'ADD+A+TRACK'^' Any Instructor's Most Valu-

able Teaching Tool! Versatile VM 'ADD+A+TRACK'*
permits teacher to record lessons; then, student records re-

sponses on the same tapye while listening to the teacher's re-

cording. On play-back, both recordings are heard simultane-

ously! Re-record student track any number of times without

affecting the teacher's or master recording.

V-M OFFERS A COMPLETE "AUDIO
LEARNING CENTER" PROPOSAL from one
unit to OS many as your language laboratory

requires. Write for information!

THE VOICE ^ OF MUSIC

VM CORPORATION • BENTON HARBOR, MICHIGAN

KNOWN FOR THE FINEST IN RECORD CHANGERS, PHONOGRAPHS AND TAPE RECORDERS
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FREE
Allied
464-PAGE 1963

ELECTRONICS

CATALOG

SAVE MOST on language
labs, Stereo hi-fi, record-
ing and phono equipment,
school sound systems,
training kits, electronic
parts. Write for Catalog.

ALLIED RADIO
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, III.

NORTHEAST
FARM
COMMUNITY
A 15 min. ad. FILM: color $150; BliW $7S.
One in the PIONEER COMMUNITY SERIES.
M.o»« writ, fof bre<hwr«f

INDItN/l UNIVERSITY FILMS

AUDIOVISUAL CENTER

BLOOMINCTON. INDIANA

LP ALBUM DISCABINET

WITH DOOR

MODEL LP-12D

All metal Sectional DIscablnet

with a COMPLETE CATALOGING
SYSTEM. Capacity 60 LP Albums
7", 10" & 12". 18 other models.

WR/Tf fOR fRtl BROCHURE & PRICES
CABINETS FOR RECORDS, TAPES,

FILMS & FILMSTRIPS

Wallach & Associates, Inc.

1589 ADDISON ROAD
CLEVELAND 3, OHIO

SOCIAL STUDIES, General
—Human Relations

Science Adventure—Automation FH
col set (4) $20. Titles: Automation:
Wliat Is It?; Science and Automation;
Automation and Society; How Auto-
mation Affects Careers, jh sh

For more inrormation circle
No. 301 on return postal card.

SOCIAL STUDIES-
GEOGRAPHY, TRAVEL

People of the Waters mp EK 13%min
col loan. Life and customs of the Thai
people, with emphasis on the coun-
try's waterways. Companion film,
People of Buddha, same length, deals
with their religion, SH C A

For more Information circle
No. 202 on return postal card.

SOCIAL STUDIES-
GOVERNMENT

Congress and the Voters fs NYTIMES
57fr b&w manual $3. Conflict between
President and Congress, voting blocs,
how Congress operates. JH SH

For more Information circle
No. 203 on return postal card.

SOCIAL STUDIES-
HISTORY &

ANTHROPOLOGY
Christopher Columbus mp CHURCHILL

16min b&w $100. Animated illustra-

tions and maps. El

For more Information circle
No. 204 on return postal card.

Discovery, Exploration, and Coloniza-
tion of America 6sfs SVE col LP set
(6fs Srec) $40.50. Indiv fs and 1 rec
$9. Int JH

For more Information circle
No. 206 on return postal card.

Pioneers of the Early American
Frontier 4fs SVE col captioned $18
indiv $5. Titles: The Trip Westward;
The New Home; Life In the Wilder-
ness; New Neighbors and a New
Town. Gr 3-5

For more Information circle
No. 206 on return postal card.

Squanto and the First Thanksgiving
sfs SVE 50fr col LP 15min $9. Gr 4
up.

For more information circle
No. 207 on return postal card.

CORRECTION—five filmstrip series in
the 1962 BLUE BOOK OF AUDIO-
VISUAL MATERIALS — Our Com-
munity; Our Homes and Schools; Our
Neighborhood (p492), and A History
of the United States; A History of the
World (p494)—should have given as
source Audio Education, Inc.. 55 Fifth
Ave., New York 3, N. Y., instead of
the Missouri firm of somewhat similar
name.

For more information circle
No. 208 on return postal card.

SOCIAL PROBLEMS
The Changing City mp CHURCHILL
16min col $180 b&w $90. Core city and
suburban problems; metropolitan con-
centration; historical pattern of
growth and its implications. JH SH

For more Information circle
No. 209 on return postal card.

Our Community (series) xd INDIANA
Sioux Falls Story 82fr si col script
$5. Lost Along the Way 78fr col 10"
LP $6. Unfinished Business 75fr b&w
LP 10" script $4. Unlimited Resources
60fr si b&w script $2. SH C A

For more Information circle
No. 210 on return postal card.

The Population Explosion mp HAM-
FILM 43 min b&w r$20. Nehru and
others on the problem in India. SH
C A

For more Information circle
No. 211 on return postal card.

7/ie Story r

of i\

Michelangelo i-

(THE TITAN) )

Academy Award Oscar

"None can come away from this

film without having been pro-
foundly moved by the dramatit
story of Michelangelo's life, or
without deep understanding of his
genius. Art-lovers are left timp
with rapturous nostalgia."

Emily Genauer, an critic.

N. Y. Herald Tribune

"The most impressive art
film 1 have ever seen!"

Howard Devt^ec.
N. Y. TIMES

-3

16mm sound
black and white
Running lime
67 minutes
Available for

rental and sale

Narrated by Fredric March

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG

Contemporary Films, Inc.
Dept. ES 267 W. 25th St., N. Y. 1, N. Y.

OR 5-7220
midwest office: 614 Davis St., Evanston, III.

DAvis 8-2411

Avlhentic, unusual

end infoTmaiiv$

study ef

Wesi Afrita

DAKAR (Senegol),

BANDIAGARA.MOPTI,

DJENNE, TIMBUKTU,

GAO (Moli), HANGA (Cgmeroonsj

23 mln., 16mni., sound, COIOR FILM

^"^^^^^ Contact i^^^H^^i^^^^

Asm
Hector Acebes
Production

MRS. MARGO SHEARER, Audio-Visual Dept
GERTRUDE PURPLE GORHAM, Agency
291 S. La Cienega Blvd., Suite 707

Beverly Hills, California

BIRTH of a NATION
Greatest Civil War Picture

ever made
available for rental in

35 & 16mm sound

R. E. AITKEN
World Wide Distributors

406 N. Hartwell Ave., Waulcesha, Wig.
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Arriflex 16, detailed description of

camera, with many excellent engi-

neering drawings of complex optical

system; extensive accessory line. 16pp
free. ARRIFLEX

For more information circle

No. 213 on retnrn postal card.

Condensed Catalog of audio equipment
for schools gives detailed description

and pictures of 17 units. Free. NEW-
COMB.

For more Information circle

No. 313 on return postal card.

Conquest of Outer Space—^The Phila-

telic History of Space Achievements.
Compiled and edited by Herbert
Rosen. History of space theory and
exploration from Pythagoras to

Glenn, told in facsimile reproduction
of more than 200 pictorial postage
stamps from many countries. Facing
page in each case tells the story of

the event honored. 40pp $1.50. H-R

For more information circle
No. Sll on retnrn postal card.

Educators Guide To Free Science Ma-
terials. CORRECTION. Price is $7.25,

not $6.25 as stated in October issue.

EDPROG.

For more information circle
No, /315 on return postal card.

Eyegate Filmstrip Catalog 1963. 41pp
free. Offers 15-day no-obligation pre-
view. Available also is the 1963 Cath-
olic Religious Filmstrip Supplement
8pp free. EYEGATE.

For more information circle
No. 316 on return postal card.

Films in the Behavioral Sciences 1963-
1965 catalog. Write Direct. 133pp, Psy-
chological Cinema Register, A-V Aids
Library, Penn State University, Uni-
versity Park, Pa.

Film—The Versatile Medium. Recordak,
Verifax, and Eastman Kodak equip-
ment applied to a wide variety of
school purposes. 12p free. EK

For more information circle
No. 217 on return postal card.

Filmstrip Catalog. Revised Fall 1962.

56p. Free. Also special Holiday Pro-
grams 16p. SVE.

For more information circle
No. 318 on return postal card.

Filmstrip Catalog, revised 7/62. Free,

72pp EBF

For more information circle
No. 319 on return postal card.

For the Language Laboratory describes
numerous available microphones,
headsets, and combinations. Free.
TURNER.

For more information circle
No. 220 on return postal card.

Free Materials. New editions of four

very valuable source books have just

become available. Educators Guide to

Free Films ($9.00 and well worth it)

has an interesting foreword by Dr.

John Guy Fowlkes $6.00); Educators

Guide to Free Tapes, Scripts, and
Transcriptions ($5.75); and Educators

Guide to Free Science Materials

($6.25) are worthy newer members
of the same family of useful publica-

tions. EDPROG.

For more information circle

No. 221 on return postal card.

Guide to Custom Stereo. New, 1963 edi-

tion, 20pp free. SCOTT.

For more information circle

No. 223 on return postal card.

Handbook for Production of FUmstrips

and Records. Specifications and tech-

nical data useful to all professionally

or commercially interested. 60pp
$2.50. DUKANE.

Handbook on Programs of the V. S, De-
partment of Health, Education, and
Welfare. Third ed. 1962. 226pp $1.75.

SUPDOC. Order direct.

Hi-Fi Catalog. Describes phono car-

tridges, tone arms, pre-amps, etc.

Free. SHURE.

For more information circle

No. 224 on retnrn postal card.

How to be a Smooth Operator. Tips and
hints on running an offset duplicator.

Engagingly illustrated. 16p free.

MMM
For more information circle
No. 225 on return postal card.

Is There a Future Scientist or Engineer
in Your Home? Guidebook for coun-
sellors and parents. Free. SCIAPP

For more Information circle

No. 236 on return postal card.

The Jewish Audio-Visual Review (12th

edition 1962) 62pp $2.25. Hundreds of

religious and cultural AVs evaluated
and costs and sources indicated. An
excellent reference guide that paral-

lels the AVRG of the National Coun-
cil of Churches. Write direct to Na-
tional Council on Jewish Audio-
Visual Materials, 101 Fifth Ave., New
York 3, N. Y.

Kodak AV Handbook (W-27) combines
18 pamphlets, etc. in a washable
binder. $6.95. KODAK

Contact Your Local Dealer

Advertisement

HELPFUL BOOKS

SOURCES OF FREE AND INEXPENSIVE

EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS. Second Edi-

tion, 1962, Compiled and edited by

Esther Dever. Contents include sources

for: Films, Filmstrips, Slides, Tapes,

Books, Booklets, Posters, Pamphlets,

Fund Raising Projects and others. In-

cluded are 20 free filmstrips that can

be retained in the school library.

Book is $3.00 plus 25c for postage

and fax to; Esther Dever, P. O. Box
186, Grafton, W. V.

THE AV INDEX A guide to Instruction-

al material information covering the

use of Audio-Visual materials and
equipment. Single copy, $2.95. Quan-
tity prices: 2-9 copies, 10% discount;

10-20 copies, 20% discount. Postage

added if payment does not accom-

pany order. Audio-Visual Research

Institute, 1346 Broadway, Detroit 26,

Michigan.

AUDIOVISUAL MATERIALS: THEIR

NATURE AND USE. Third Edition by
Waiter Arno Wittich and Charles F.

Schuller. 500 pp. 416 llustratlons 14

Color Plates. Harper & Rov», Pub-
lishers, 49 E. 33rd St., Nev» York 16,

N. Y. 1962. $8.75.

EDUCATORS GUIDE TO FRE£ fllM-

STRIPS. Compiled and Edited by Mary
Foley Horklislmer and John W. OKior.

Revised each August. Educators Prog-

ress Service, Dept. AVG, Randolph,

Wis. $6.00.

EDUCATORS GUIDE TO FREE TAPES.

SCRIPTS. AND TRANSCRIPTIONS. Com-
piled and Edited by Walter A. Wittich,

Ph.D., and Gertie Hanson Hoisted,

M. A. Revised each August. Educators

Progress Service, Dept. AVG, Ran-

dolph, Wis. $5.75

EDUCATORS GUIDE TO FREE FILMS.

Complied and Edited by Mary Foley

Horkheimer and John W. Differ, Edu-

cational Consultant, John Guy Fowl-

kes. Revised each August. Educators

Progress Service, Dept. AVG, Ran-
dolph, Wis. $9.00.

STANDARDS OF PHOTOPLAY AP-
PRECIATION. A Course of Study in

Photoplay Appreciation. By William
Lewin and Alexander Frazier. Illus-

trated. Educational & Recreational

Guides, Inc., 105 New England Ave.,

Summit, New Jersey. $2.95.
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Your BEST BUY in classroom projectors...

AO Spencer Delineascopes!

AO Spencer

OVERHEAD DELINEASCOPE
Superior optical system and 1000-watt

bulb make it possible for the AO
Overhead Delineascope to project

more light on the screen than any

other overhead in its class and price

range. You project a 10" x 10" trans-

parency up to a big 177 square foot

screen image . . . clearly and crisply.

Rotating (360°) projection head,

transparency roll attachment with

convenient tension adjustment and
many more exclusive performance
advantages make it your best buy in

overhead projectors.

AO Spencer

OPAQUE DELINEASCOPE

The AO High-speed Opaque Delinea-

scope sets the performance standards

for all opaque projectors. Improved
large-diameter coated projection ob-

jective delivers a full 145 lumens to

the screen. Projected image has clear

definition from edge to edge and from
corner to corner of the screen. All-

glass reflecting mirrors won't tarnish

or discolor. Weighs only 29 lbs. —
easily portable. Don't buy any opaque
projector until you have had a demon-
stration of the AO Spencer Opaque
Delineascope.

AG Spencer

GK DELINEASCOPE

The AO GK has been imitated, but

never equalled. An audio-visual work-

horse . . . projects any size slide, from
3'/4" X 4" to 2" X 2", in any size room
or auditorium. Scientific alignment of

entire optical system provides uniform

.screen illumination ... no hot spots,

no corner color fringes.

Send for literature describing tliese tliree outstanding AO Delineascopes!

American ^ Optical
COMPANY

INSTRUMfNT DIVISION, BUFFALO IS, NEW YORK

Dept. K24l
Gentlemen;
Please send literature on;

AO Spencer Overhead Delineascope
AO Spencer Opaque Delineascope
AO Spencer GK Delineascope

Name
Address

City . Zone . State .

Langlab Specifications, brochure treats
four approaches to student learning:
audio-passive, audio-active, audio-
active - comparative; listen - respond-
record. Free. RHECAL

For more information circle
No. 327 on return postal card.

NDEA Color Fllmstrips for science,
math, Guidance, foreign Languages.
Free. CM

For more information circle
No. :!28 on return postal card.

The Needs of Education for Television
Channel Allocations. NAEB survey
prepared under contract with USOE,
under Title VII, NDEA. 181pp and 6
maps. $9.25. Order direct. SUPDOC

The New World of Communitronics tells
the story of the TelePrompTer Cor-
poration and its products' unique ap-
plications. 12pp free TELPROM

For more information circle
No. 'Z'ZH on return postal card.

Overhead Projection Tips on prepara-
tion of transparencies, stresses sim-
plicity, image size, variety, 8pp and
template. Free. MMM

For more information circle
No. 'i'io on return postal card.

The Principals Loolc at Schools: A
Status Study of Selected Instructional
Practices. Survey of nearly 1,500 ele-
mentary and high school adminis-
trators' views on recent innovations
in methods, materials and equipment.
Write direct, NEA, 1201 Sixteenth St.,

NW, Washington 6, D. C.

Professional Production Equipment.
104pp. Free. BEHREND.

For more information circle
No. 2.S1 on return postal card.

Programed Instruction, bi-monthly 8-

page bulletin issued by The Center
for Programed Instruction, 365 'West
End Ave., New York 24, N.Y., is an
excellent, authoritative, constructively
ciritical review. Originally a free ser-

vice publication by this non-profit
educational organzation; demand now
exceeds budget so it has gone to $2
a year subscription and well worth it.

Programed Learning in the Schools:
Tasks for 1962 Summary of a confer-
ence at Albuquerque, N. Mex., Jan.

1962. Several projects described and
evaluated, research suggested. 24pp
free EDFOUND.

For more information circle
No. 232 on return postal card.

Programs '62. A guide to programmed
instructional materials available to

educators by Sept. 1962. Sample pages
are reproduced from a wide range
of programs and subject areas. Com-
piled by The Center for Programmed
Instruction, Inc., in cooperation with
the USDHEW Office of Education.
332p. $1.50. Order direct from SUP-
DOC.
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YES ! • • • I want to receive EDUCATIONAL SCREEN and AUDIO-

VISUAL GUIDE every month.

D On* year $4X0

D The»t y»or« J 8.00

Position

Nam* Of Title

Important

Addrau
a HoiiM

Q Butinoit

CIfy

Compony or $<h««l ....

Zeno. Stat*

.

D Poymonl i« •ncletod D Bill m*

Get your personal subscription started today. All subacriptions Inrlude the

BLirE BOOK, in August, at no extra charge. The BUTE BOOK MnU all AV
materials produced the previous year. Indexed, with a synopsis of every film,

fllmstrip, or recording listed—youll keep the BLUE BOOK handy the year

'round. And youll look forward to every monthly personal issue!

Subscribe to EDUCATIONAL SCREEN
NOW

When you see a "Circle No." imder an Item or an ad, it meai

that there Is more Information available.

Send for FREE INFORMATION

helpful study for TV pros, teachers
and parents. 55pp $1.50. Order direct
(enclose payment) from Ralph Garry,
Professor of Education, Boston Uni-
versity, Charles River Campus, Bos-
ton 15. Mass.

Educational Screen and Audiovisual Guide CIRCLE THE NUMBERS
41 S NorMi Daorliorn Chicago 1( , lillnoU AND MAIL NOW!

Ploa$o sond m« cmd materials mentionec in

Mm November Educational Screen and Audiovisual Guide m circled below.
Abewf Now tqolpmant ond llforofvro: 101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 HO
111 iia t13 114 115 116 117 118 119 120 121 122 123 124 125 126 127

1M 1W 130 131 132 133 134 135 136 137 138 139 140 141 142 143 144

I4S 14« 147 148 149 150 151 152 153 154 155 156 157 158 159 160 161

IM 163 164 165 166 167 168 169 170 171 172 173 174 175 176 177 ITS

I7« ISO Itl 182 183 184 185 186 187 188 189 190 191 192 193 194 195

IM 197 19* 199 200 201 202 203 304 205 206 307 208 209 210 311 112
2«3 214 215 216 217 218 219 220 221 222 223 324 225 226 227 338 229
230 231 232 233 234 235 236 237 238 239 240 241 242 243 244 245 246
247 24* 249 250 251 252 253 254 255 156 3S7 258 259 360 261 362 263
2M Mi 266 267 268 269 270 271 272 373 274 275 276 277 278 279 280
2tl 2*2 283 2S4 385 286 287 288 289 390 391 292 293 294 295 296 297
SW M9 soo XI 302 303 304 305 306 307 308 309 310 311 312 313 314
31S 316 317
Fvrfhv Intormatloa on AdYtrttfil Pro<luff< ; 318 319 320 321 322 323 324 325 326
117 32S 329 330 331 332 333 334 335 336 337 338 339 340 341 342 343
344 345 346 347 348 349 350 351 352 353 354 355 356 357 358 359 360
J6I 162 J63 364 365 366 367 368 369 370 371 372 373 374 375 376 377
sn tr9 380 381 382 383 384 385 386 387 388

Hrn^ Till*

Rnii or G«v'l. D

Sirool

Bl.

CWy State 11-62
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many cases. Let your Pixmobile dealer demonstrate the high-quality
performance of this effective and reasonably priced teaching aid.

ADVANCE PRODUCTS COMPANY
2300 East Douglas Avenue / Wichita, Kansas
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Teaching by Machine: Lawrence M.
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trated (106 photos) 48p 81/2x11 book
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For more information circle
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ing out of a two-year series of
seminars sponsored by the Foundation
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lustrated and clearly reasoned. A
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and parents. 55pp $1.50. Order direct

(enclose payment) from Ralph Garry,
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ton 15. Mass.

To Learn a Language. Arresting presen-

tation of the why and how of the

language lab. 24pp, of which half are
photographic and differ in color and
size from rest of book. Free. 3M

For more information circle

No. 'iSl on return postal card.

World Film Directory. Agencies con-
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and cultural films, listed by continent
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dicated. Bulletin 35, revsion of Bulle-

tin No. 2, long out of print. 50 cents.

UNESCO. Order direct.
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415 N. Dearborn St., Chicago 10, III.
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PORTABLE REAR PROJECTION
°^ PIXMOBILE"

Use all your present projectors

and Pixmobile projection tables.

Big 19V4" X 25V4" Polacoat
Lenscreen.®

*

*

Built-in light control when pro-

jecting from either side of
screen cabinet

Famous Pixmobile strength and
quality.

If you have a bu(dget problem, take a look at Rear Projection by
Pixmobile. Completely flexible, It permits use of your present equip-
ment with the purchase of only the screen cabinet at $79.95 in

many cases. Let your Pixmobile (dealer demonstrate the high-quality
performance of this effective and reasonably priced teaching aid.

ADVANCE PRODUCTS COMPANY
2300 East Douglas Avenue / ^Vichita, Kansas
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Stik*a 'letter
PROFESSIONAL

LETTERING

TECHNiaUE

Write for literature

Stik-a-letter Co. Rt. 2, box 1400, Eseenuido, Callf.

IMPORTANT

NOTICE

TO USERS OF
31/4x4 SLIDE PROJECTORS

If you use a Slide King, a Golde,

Delineascope or a Strong Arc

slide proiector, you con now adopt

to it:

THE GENARCO ELECTRIC SLIDE

CHANGER FOR 70 SLIDES

Illustrated Literature Fromi

GENARCO INC.
97-03 Sutphin Blvd. Jamaica, N. Y.

t 1

i

i

JMM *rM> v*M iCRfIN

rrrcwRirrfN messages

AMO-MAT SUMS

ACCVT M> t«««»TlTHt|

i

5

J

MAKE YOUR
OWN SLIDES

on your own

TYPEWRITER

by using

RADIO-MATS• iKf VaUOSEITWTNF StIlHN
':

Kc^uiar size 31/4x4 or the
Sold by Audio - Visuol,
Supply Dealers. For FRE

RADIO-MAT SLIDE
222 Ookrldge Blvd., Do

Now Duplex 2x2.
Photo & Theatre

E SAMPLE write—

CO., Dept. V,
ytona Beach, Flo.

CLASSIFIED

Meston SSmni color slides. 100 coun-
tries. Special Groupings. A.V. games.
Listings free to educators. "Get Ac-
quainted" Offer: 10 timeless slides in-
cluding U.S. Flag, Lincoln, Jefferson
memorials, White House, Statue of Lib-
erty, Independence Hall, Rushmore, Ni-
agara, Golden Gate. Only $2.00. Bryant,
Dept. E., Box 10364, El Paso, Texas.

35MM. Color Slides-Filmstrips dupli-
cated from your original slides or mas-
ter filmstrips. Individual slide copies as
low as 9V4c each, filmstrips as low as 5c
a frame. Send for free sample slides,

free filmstrip sample and full informa-
tion to World In Color, Box 392-AV,
Elmira. N. Y.

Directory of Sources
AERO Service Corp., 210 E. Courtland St.,

Ptliladelptlia 20, Pa.

AIREQUIPT Mfg. Co., Inc.. 20 Jones St., New
Rochelle, N. Y. .

ARRIFLEX Corp. of America, 257 Park Ave.,
Soutli, New York 10, N. Y.

BARR—Arthur Barr Productions, 1265 Breese
Ave.. Pasadena 7. Calif.

B&H Bell & Howell Co., 7100 McCormick
Rd.. Ctiicago 45.

BEHREND Cine Corp.. 161 E. Grand Ave.,
Chicago 11. 111.

BFC — Broadcasting and Film Commission,
National Council of Churches of Christ in
the USA, 475 Riverside Dr., New York 27,
N. Y.

BI-FI—Bi-Fi Sales, Inc., 101 N. College,
P.O.B. 270, Edmund, Okla.

BROADMAN Press, 127 Ninth Ave., N., Nash-
ville 3. Tenn.

CECO—Camera Equipment Co.. Inc.. 315 W.
43rd St., New York 36, N. Y.

CENCO—Central Scientific Co., 1700 W. Irving
Park Road. Chicago 13. 111.

CEP—Christian Education Press, 1505 Race
St., Philadelphia 2. Pa.

ChC—Church of Christ, 1501 Race St., Phila-
delphia 2. Pa. or 1720 Chouteau Ave., St.
Louis 3, Mo.

CHURCHILL Films. 6671 Sunset Blvd. Los
Angeles 28, Calif.

CM—Curriculum Materials Corp., 14 Glen-
wood Ave., Raleigh, N. Car.

COLORTRAN—Colortran Industries, 630 S.
Flower St., Burbank, Calif.

CONCORDIA Films, 3558 S. Jefferson Ave.,
St. Louis 18. Mo.

CORONET Films, 65 E. South Water St
Chicago 1, 111.

DISCIPLES of Christ lUnited Christian Mis-
sionar.v Society), 222 S. Downey, Indian-
apolis 7. Ind.

DO—Distributor's Group, Inc., 204—14th St
N.W., Atlanta 13, Ga.

DUKANE Corp., St. Charles. 111.

EBF—Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, Inc
1150 Wilmette Ave., Wilmette, 111.

EDFOUND—Thomas Alva Edison Foundation
Inc., 8 W. 40th St.. New York 18, N. Y.

EDUTRON—Edutronies, Inc., 459 Broadway
Hicksville. N, Y.

EDPROG—Educators Progress Service, Ran-
dolph. Wise.

EK—Eastman Kodak Company, Audiovisual
Service, Rochester 4, N. Y.

ETS—Educational Testing Service, 20 Nassau
St., Princeton, N. J.

EYEGATE House, Inc., 146-01 Archer Ave
Jamaica 35, N. Y.

FH—Filmstrip House, 432 Park Ave., S., New
York 16, N. y.

FILMSERV—Film Services, 3805 W. Magnolia
Blvd.. Burbank, Calif.

FOSWIND — Foster Rewind, 4 Windemere
Road, Verona, N. J.

GBCA—G B C America Corp., New York 13,
N. Y.

GOTWALD—The Rev. Luther A. Gotwald,
Jr., St. Marks Ev Luth Church, P.O. Box
91. Emigsville, Pa.

GRAFLEX, Inc., Dept. ES-11, 3750 Monroe
Ave.. Rochester 3, N. Y.

GROLIER—The Grolier Society, Inc., 575
Lexington Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

GRUBER Products Co., 2223 Albion St. To-
ledo 6, Ohio

HAMFILM—Hamilton Films Service, 245 W
55th St., New York 19, N. Y.

H-R—H-R Productions. Inc., 17-D East 45th
St.. New York 17, N. Y.

INDIANA University, Audio-Visual Center,
Bloomington, Ind.

INMARK — Inter - Mark Corporation, 80-00
Cooper Ave., Brooklyn 27, N. Y.

IFB—International Film Bureau, Inc., 332 S.
Michigan Ave., Chicago 4, 111.

JAM Handy Organization, 2821 E. Grand
Blvd., Detroit 11, Mich.

KODAK—See Local Dealer.

LaBELIE Industries, Inc., Oconomowoc, Wise.
LOLITE—Lowel-Light Photo Engineering, 429
W. 54th St., New York 19, N. Y.

MH—McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 330 W
42nd St., New York 36, N. Y.

MMM—Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing
Co., 900 Bu.sh St., St. Paul 6, Minn.

MODERN Talking Picture Service, Inc. 3 E
54th St., New York 22, N. Y.

NAPHILIPS—North American Philips Co.
230 Duffy Ave., Hicksville. L. I., N. Y.

NEA: National Education Association, Na-
tional Commission on Safety Education
1201 16th St., N.W., Washington 6. D.C.

NTTIMES Office of Educational Activities,
229 West 43rd St., New York 36, N. Y.

OSUPHOT—Ohio State University. Dept. of
Photography, 113 Townshend Hall, 1885
Neil Ave., Columbus 10, Ohio

PAROMEL Electronics Corp., 3956 W. Bel-
mont Ave., Chicago 18, 111.

PUBINC—Publishers Co., Inc., 1106 Conn
Ave., N.W., Washington. D.C.

RCA Educational Services, Camden. N. J.

RHECAL—Rheem-Califone Corp., 5922 Bow-
eroft St., P.O. Box 78567, Los Angeles 16,
Calif.

RICHARD Mfg. Co., P.O. Box 2041. Van
Nuys, Calif.

SCIAPP—Scientific Apparatus Makers Asso..
40 N. Wacker Drive, Chicago 6, 111.

SCIMAT—Science Materials Center, 59 Fourth
Ave., New York 3, N. Y.

SCOTT—H. H. Scott, Inc., Ill Powdermill
Road, Maynard, Mass.

SHURE Brothers, Inc.. 222 Hartrey Ave.,
Evanston, 111.

S.O.S.—S.O.S. Photo-Cine-Optlcs, Inc., 602
W. 52nd St., New York 19. N. Y.

SPAK — Soundpac Electronics Corporation,
13401 Mt. Elliott Ave., Detroit 12, Mich.

STANLEY Tools. Educational Dept., The
Stanley Works, 111 Elm St., New Britain.
Conn.

STAPLES-Hoffman, Inc., 500 E. Monroe Ave.,
Alexandria, Va.

STOONS—Storytoons, Inc., 59 W. 46th St.,
New York 36, N. Y.

STRONG Electric Corp., Toledo, Ohio
SUPDOC — Superintendent of Documents.
Government Printing Office, Washington
25, D.C.

SVE—Society for Visual Education, Inc., 1345
W. Diversey Pkwy., Chicago 14, 111.

SYNMAT — Synchro-Mat Equipment Corp.,
619 Liberty, Jackson, Mich.

TELEPROM—TelePrompter Corporation, 50
W. 44th St., New York 36, N. Y.

TELVEAM—Tele-Veam Div., Waltham Preci-
sion Instrument Co., Brookfield, Conn.

THORNE Films, Inc., 1229 University Ave.,
Boulder, Colo.

TRAFCO—Television, Radio and Film Com-
mission, The Methodist Church, 1525 Mc-
Gavock St., Nashville 3, Tenn.

TURNER Microphone Co., 912 17th St., NE,
Cedar Ptapids, Iowa

UMINN — University of Minnesota, Audio-
Visual Education Service, Wesbrook Hall,
Minneapolis 14, Minn.

UNESCO Publication Center, 801 Third Ave.,
New York, N. Y.

UWF—United World Films, 1445 Park Ave.,
New York 29, N. Y.

WEBCOR, Inc., Audio Teaching Aids Dept.,
5610 W. Bloomingdale Ave., Ctiicago 39, 111.

WECLD—Westinghouse Electric Corp., Lamp
Division, Bloomfield, N. J.

YASHICA, 50-17 Queens Blvd.. Woodside 77,
N. Y.

ZENITH Radio Corp., 6001 W. Dickens Ave.,
Chicago 39, 111.
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What is it? A vacuum .um
in the spotlight—See pages 691, 715.

Sixty-Two Skidoo!—page 706

New Media and Textbooks—page 710



"POLAROFD" AND "POIALU

polaroTd' polaroid
Land Projection Film ^"'^ Projection Film

PolaUne/Type

Two kinds of film

A
yy^.

Hp .— V"

make two kinds of slides
with a Polaroid Land Camera
Two special transparency films turn a

Polaroid Land Camera into an easy, instant

slide maker. And the cost is about Vs of the

average conventional black and w/hite slide.

For line copy work such as charts and
printed material, Polaroid PolaLine Land film

gives you a fully developed transparency in

just ten seconds. It's a very high contrast

material specifically designed to make slides

from line originals. The blacks are really

black, the clear areas really clear.

For continuous tone work, another Polaroid

Land transparency film (Type 46-L) produces

slides unsurpassed in sharpness, brilliance

and full tonal range. It develops in 2 minutes.

You load and shoot the transparency films

the same way as standard Polaroid Land
film. Push a button, pull a tab, wait a moment
and remove the transparency. After a quick
hardening you put it in asnap-togetherframe
and it's ready to project with a standard
3V< X 4 lantern slide projector. You can use
both films in any Land Camera that takes
40-series film except the J-66.

Doesn't this make other kinds of slide

making kind of old-fashioned?
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GUIDE

EDITORIAL
705 This Field Of Ours

M(>inl)ors of tlif CllEM -IihU

project described on page 715,

watch the filming of a chemical

reaction in a vacuum line. From
left to right are J. L. HoUen-
berg : a technician ; cameraman
Jacli Davidson, and C. L.

Finance. Turn to 715 for the

full story.

ARTICLES

706 Sixty-Two Skidoo! Henry C. Ruark, Jr.

A long look at the second year of a decisive decade

710 New Media and Textbooks William E. Spaulding
Excerpts from an address by the President of Houghton, Mifflin Co.

715 CHEM Study Films-A Project for Curriculum Improvement

David W. Ridgwatj
Top scientists star in these films

718 Footnote To An Editorial James D. Finn
Teachers should not subsidize American education

DEPARTMENTS AND FEATURES

692 News
698 The Reader's Right

700 Screen Reflections

723 Film Evaluations L. C. Larson, Carolyn Guss

726 Filmstrips Irene F. Cypher

728 Audio Max U. Bildersee

731 AV In The Church Field William S. Hockman

735 AV Industry News

736 Trade Directory

737 1962 Editorial Index

740 New Equipment

744 New Materials

745 Advertisers' Index

747 New Publications

748 Directory of Sources

ATIONAL
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Pounded In 1922 by Nelson I. Greene
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XEWS
EBF FUND FOR PROGRESS

'I'lie Encyclopaedia Britannica Films
Fund for Studies of Teaching and
Learning has been created at The
University of Chicago with a gift of

$62,500 from Wilham Benton, Chair-
man of the Board of Encyclopaedia
Britannica and a Trustee of the Uni-
versity.

"Education is America's biggest
'industry'," Mr. Benton said. Technol-
ogy-including developments of great
potential value for education-grows
at an ever-accelerating pace. But many
school systems seem unaware of this;

they caiTy on much as they did half a
century ago.

"I am delighted that the University's
scholars are eager to study and ap-
praise these new developments, and
thus to help close the gap."

In a joint statement announcing the
Fund, Warren Everote, President of
Encyclopaedia Britannica Films Inc.,

Wilmette, Ilhnois, and George Wells
Beadle, President of the University of
Chicago, said: "We hope the Fund
will stimulate broad and imaginative
inquiry into the uses of modern scienti-

fic advances in helping both student
and teacher in the nation's classrooms
meet the complex challenges of the
times."

Awards from the Fund will be made
by a committee appointed by Francis
S. Chase, Dean of the Graduate School
of Education and Chairman of the
Department of Education.

"Consideration will be given to
providing support for the training of
as well as research by young persons
of exceptional ability who show
promise of making important contribu-
tions to the advancement of learning,"
Dean Chase said. "Special attention
will be given to research on learning
involving the use of modem technol-
ogical resources."

ETV IN CHICAGO

Elementary schools throughout the
Chicago area have the opportunity to
utilize eleven courses of instruction
presented over WTTW-Channel 11
as a supplement to regular classroom
work, which began September 24,
1962.

The instructional materials, selected
from the best available courses record-

ed on film and videotape all over the
United States, were chosen by an ex-
pert curriculum committee of the Tri-
County Educational Television Coun-
cil which is sponsoring the telecasts.

In this way, the Council will continue
for a second year its sponsorship of in-

school use of television instructional
materials via WTTW.
The courses presented are: Arith-

metic (Grade 4-5), Spanish (Grades
4-6 and 5-7), Social Studies (Kinder-
garten to Grade 3), French (Grades
3-4 and 4-5), Science (Grades 4-6
and 6-8), Art (Grades 4-6) and Con-
temporary Crafts (Grades 6-8).

The Tri-County Educational Tele-
vision Council is an organization of

educators, school Ijoard members and
television educators associated with
the Tri-County Division of the Illinois

Association of Sch(X)l Boards specifical-

ly to supply information about and
plan for the use of educational tele-

vision in the schools of the Chicago
area.

LOOKING AHEAD

Dr. William H. Allen, (left) Editor

of AV Communication Review and
president-elect of the Department of

Audiovisual Insti-uction, confers with

James Meacher, Audiovisual Director

of the Penfield, New York, schools,

and Paul C. Reed, Director of Instruc-

tional Materials for the City School

District of Rochester, concerning plans

for the 1964 DAVI Conference to be
held in Rochester.

EFLA'S FIFTH FESTIVAL

Top-rated 16mm films from among
approximately 8,000 non-theatrical

Continued cm Page 694
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How do you "wire" a state for education?
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"By using closed circuit television installed by Bell Telephone, we can put

three channels of instruction into every high school in South Carolina . . .

at a cost of only $12.67 per pupil per year.

In 1959, South Carolina educators were planning a state-

wide classroom television system to raise the level of in-

struction in every school in the state.

But which kind of transmission would provide a more

reliable signal and reach more students with more courses

at less cost— broadcast or closed circuit?

Four broadcast channels had been set aside for educa-

tional purposes in South Carolina by the Federal Com-

munications Commission. Together these stations would

cover only one third of the state. And each one would

provide only one channel of instruction to schools within

reach of its signal.

A closed circuit system, on the other hand, can be de-

sis^ned to connect every school in the slate by cable or

microivave facilities. And, most important, each school

can teceive more than one channel of televised instruction

at the same time.

South Carolina authorities turned to Southern Bell Tele-

])hone and Telegraph Company and Independent Telephone

Companies for estimates on (^ost. Drawing on Bell System

-R. Lynn Kalmbach, General Manager

South Carolina Educational Television Center

experience in commercial network transmission and the

ETV experiment in Hagerstown, Maryland, telephone com-

pany engineers were able to propose a network that would

transmit three channels of instruction in 36 subjects daily

to all high schools in the state. And at a cast of only $12.67

per pupil including production and transmission!

And leasing transmission facilities and service from

the telephone company rather than having the state pur-

chase, install and maintain its own equipment would reduce

the capital funds needed.

This closed circuit television network is now serving

140 schools in all 46 counties in the state. Eventually, it

will cover all 413 high schools and 1200 elementary schools

in South Carolina.

Why not call your local Bell Telephone Company?
They will be happy to arrange for a Communications Con-

sultant to meet with you at your convenience. He'll show

you how multi-channel closed circuit television can help

meet the educational needs of your growing community —
at a cost you can afford. There's no obligation, of course.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM



IS THERE A SHORTCUT TO
LEARNING PRONUNCIATION?
No, there really isn't. Most students find it requires great concentra-

tion simply to hear new sounds correctly. But with the ATC 300L
Tutorette® the student is assured of hearing accurately, and can

readily compare the sound of the recorded voice with her own as

she listens through the headset and repeats into the microphone.

When she needs more repetition, she can stop the record by depress-

ing the exclusive ATC Automatic Turntable pause control. (The
Automatic Turntable starts the record when the pickup is removed
from its rest, and stops it when the pickup is returned; the rubber

idler wheel is completely disengaged when the pickup is secured

to its rest.) The 300L has separate bass and treble controls, a

standard phone jack for mike, and an input for tape recorder, or

radio. With its 12-watt transformer-powered ampUfier and big 9"

oval dual-cone speaker, it can even be used as a P.A. system. Like

other ATC sets, it has a rugged Vinyl-covered metal-protected %"
plywood case with ample storage space for the AC cord. Your
professional A-V dealer would be pleased to arrange a demonstra-
tion, or we will send complete specifications.

ATC 300L $104.25 List

$6950
School Net

ALL

Variable-speed model with illuminated strobe,

300VL: $84.50 School Net

PRODUCTS ARE TRANSFORMER POWERED FOR COMPLETE SAFETY

AUDIOTRONICS
11057 WEDDINGTON STREET, NORTH HOLLYWOOD 2, CALIFORNIA

NEWS
continued

motion pictures released in the United
States in 1962 will be screened and
judged by Blue Ribbon Juries of film

experts of the fifth annual Aniorican

Film Festival, May 1-4, 1963, .at the

Hotel Biltmore in New York City. The
Educational Film Library Association,

whicli lias sponsored the event annual-

ly since 1959, will supply entry forms

to any interested producer of 16mm
films or 35mm filmstrips in 33 sub-

ject-area competition categories.

Information alwut the Festival, en-

try blanks for submitting films and

filmstrips, and applications for Festival

Jury assignments may be obtained

from EFLA at the Association's head-

quarters in New York City. Entries for

the Festival campetitions must be filed

with EFLA by midnight, January 25,

1 963.

"DOCUMENTARY" DEFINED

The Fourth International Festival of

Ethnographic and Sociological Docu-

mentary Films (Florence, Italy, Dec.

10-16, 1962) defines "documentary"

"to mean a film in which the taking

and editing of the scenes faithfully re-

produce reality, without the addition

of any artificial reconstruction, or with

the reconstruction reduced to an in-

dispensible minimum, and furthermore

without the addition of any non-factu-

al material whatever." The festival

authorities, according to the announce-

ment, "will tend to favor serious scien-

tific studies of human life, and of the

social reactions of the individual to his

environment in any part of the world

whatsoever; and by so doing to im-

prove the quality of those documen-
tary films that may be considered the

expression of such scientific study."

NEW FILM BOARD

Governor Terry Sanford has an-

nounced the appointment of James

Beveridge (National Film Board of

Canada) and Ben Mast (ABC com-

mentator) to the staff of the newly

formed North Carolina Film Board.

Its function—to tell the state's story in

film both within its borders and be-

yon<l. Costs are covered by a grant

from the Richardson Foundation. The
governor also appointed three advisory

board members—John Grierson, per-

haps the world's leading authority on

the documentary film; Borden Mace,

president of Louis deRoohemont As-

sociates; and George Stoney, of Win-
ston-Salem, film writer-producer.
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LADDER TAPE WAS MADE

^n ^errie ©Id England

Yes, ladder tape was being made in England (and also

France) many years ago. It is called ladder tape

because it takes the name ladder from the rung-like

cross-pieces that support the slats.

A Early laaaer tape was made of cotton and each rung
alternated from one side to anothtr to allow the

cord to pass to the bottom rail througch the tape.

B There was also a -strinj? ladder tape

C and tht n camt- a twin ladder tape to keep the slats

from rattlinR. With the introductio7t of the Audio
I'i.^ual Venetian Blinds LEVOLOR developed

a special A. V. Tape.

A tlA A >^ A

V^ r ^ ^ 1.

yyv

1. LKVOLOR Plastic Tape in

rt in forced BOTH ways for

xtrenyth and stability.

2* And given an additional

fabric-like coating for appear-
ance. {It bundles perfectly).

3. The ladders are electronically

ivelded.

4. In LEVOLOR A. V. Tape,
the ladders are in alignment
and the extra lift from the

tivin-T shape gives the

full closure.

21'EVOLOR Plastic Tape is made in a LEVOLOR factory,
on LEVOLOR equipment under LEVOLOR quality controlled
supervision. The process is more expensive because it utilizes

a proven plastic fabric for a core and then impregnates it

with plastic until it is integrated with these plastic fibres. This
gives two-way strength. Crossways and lengthwise. Stick it

full of holes if you wish, it can't be ripped in either direction.
Levolor Plastic tape has an additional overall finish to match
the popular Linen Fresh, it really looks like a fabric — not
oil cloth.

The finest of all Venetian Blinds ... the LEVOLOR Audio
Visual ... is installed in the nation's finest schools. So tight
is the closure — so accurate the adjustment — that the in-
structor or director can choose the ambient light best suited
to projector, subject or student activity. For more informa-
tion ivrite to us at Levolor Lorentzen, Inc., 720 Monroe St.,
Hoboken, N. J.

VENETIAN
BLINDS

Over 100 patents and refinements make Levolor Venetian Blinds better
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Now. . . save $109 on this
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fully stocked "tape library"!

6-way choice of SCOTCH' BRAND Recording Tapes

plus file cabinet, accessories kit, everything needed

for easy handling, proper storage of school tapes!

Your school can now have this complete "tape library," with

a plentiful supply of top-quality "Scotch" brand Recording

Tapes, for $109.42 below regular audio-visual net prices.

File cabinet is valued at SI 55, accessories kit at $18.92 for

a total value of $173.92 at regular audio-visual net prices.

You get the cabinet and kit for only $64.50 when you purchase

one of a variety o/ "Scotch" Recording Tape assortments at

maximiiiti quantity discounts.

You choose from tapes created especially for heavy school

use as well as from professionally-proved standard tapes.

And only "Scotch" Recording Tapes have exclusive Silicone

lubrication that protects against head wear, extends tape life.

The assortment you specify must be made up of any one

of these 6 tape types . . .

No. 282 SANDWICH TAPE (240 rolls) — This exclusive

new "Scotch" Recording Tape outwears conventional tapes

by up to 30 times! Micro-thin protective plastic shield over

the recording surface eliminates oxide rub-off, drastically

reduces machine maintenance and head wear. Tough poly-

ester backing withstands even rough, inexperienced handling.

Assortment may include tapes on 5" or 7" reels, clear or

color-coded in red, blue, green or yellow.

No. 175 TAPE WITH TENZAR- BACKING (240 rolls)

—This "Scotch" Recording Tape (formerly No. 311) is

priced only slightly higher than acetate-backed tape, yet is

16 times more tear resistant. Won't break when edges are

nicked, resists humidity and temperature extremes. With-

stands continuous play, fast starts and stops. Assortment

may include 5 " or 7 " reels—clear or color-coded.

SCOTCH." TENZAB- AND THE PLAID DESIGN ARE REGISTERED

TRADEMARKS OF MINNESOTA MINING i MANUFACTURING CO..

ST. PAUL 1. MINN. EXPORT: 99 PARK AVE.. NEW YORK.

CANADA: LONDON. ONTARIO 0'962 3MC0.

magnetic Products Division
3m
kHCOmPANY

No. 102 TAPE (240 rolls) — All-purpose No. 102 has a

1 1/2-mil polyester backing which affords greater strength and

added stability despite extreme changes in temperature and

humidity. No. 102, with its weather-balanced backing, is

especially useful for long-term storage of valuable recordings.

Offered on 5 "or 7 "clear reels only.

No. 120 HIGH OUTPUT TAPE (288 rolls)— Made with

special high-output oxides, this tape permits greater latitude

in setting recording volume level, records distortion-free, both

softer and louder sounds than other tapes. This added latitude

gives the inexperienced recordist additional insurance against

mistakes in recording. Available on 5 "or 7 "clear reels only.

No. Ill TAPE (432 rolls) — Regarded as the performance

standard of the recording industry, this tape is made with

economical acetate backing. It is recommended for all general

recording needs, provides flawless sound reproduction at low

cost. Assortable on 5 "and 7 "clear reels only.

CARTRIDGES (240)—Your choice of No. 8000 Quick-Load

Cartridges in opaque or transparent cases with 560' lengths

of tape on strong 1-mil polyester backing. Or you can have

transparent cartridges No. 8003, made with 320' lengths of

No. 282 Sandwich Tape, described above.

With any of these "Scotch" Recording Tapes, in the assort-

ment you specify, you save $109.42 on a complete "tape

library." For full details on assortment privileges and tape

prices, return the coupon.

I

Magnetic Products Division, Dept. MCG-122,

I

3M Company, St. Paul 1, Minn.

[

TELL ME MORE ABOUT... "Tape Library" Offer CAB-1

I Name_

School or company_

i Title

I

I

Address_

I

City & State.
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OF LEADING AUDIO-

VISUAL EDUCATORS,

SPEECH THERAPISTS,

MUSIC DIRECTORS
ON THEIR NORELCO
TAPE RECORDERS:

".
. . an impressive tone quality in its reproduction ol sound . .

." Mrs. Mary

Lou Plugge, Cfio/rmon, Dept. ol Speech and Dramatic Arts, Adelplii College,

New York.

".
. . laithlul, undistorted reproduction of vocal and instruir)ental timbres . .

."

John Brown/ee, Director, Manhattan School ol Music.

".
. . ruggedness, versatility and high fidelity . .

." Norman Singer, Director,

Aspen Music Festival and Dean ol the Aspen School ol Music.

".
. . reproduces sustained notes without pilch variation . .

." Peter Mennin,

Director, Peobody Conservatory ol Music.

".
. . most useful in the evaluation ol perlormance and progress . .

." Dr.

Arved Kurtz, Director, New York College ol A/lusic.

. . . and Dr. Irene Cypher, Associate Professor, School ol Education, New
York University, cited these qualities: fidelity, reliability, versatility and
functional simplicity.

The Continental '300', designed specifically for classroom use, provides these

obvious advantages for voice and music teachers, audio-visual and all spe-

cialized teaching applications in school, church and music studio:

4-track monophonic recording and playback • 4-track stereo playback • 3 speeds
• Up to 16 hours playing time on a single 7" reel • Simple, push-button operation

• Headphone monitoring for "auditioning" student as he records • Mixing and

sound-on-sound facilities • Accidental erasure prevention • Rugged construction

for constant classroom and portable P.A. use • Comes complete with preamp-

amplifler, wide ronge NORELCO speaker and dynamic microphone.

For more facts, investigate t/ie comp/ete tine of NORELCO 'Continentals' at your dealer's

— or write to Dept.S-B for free brochure with valuable 'Tope Recorder Buyer's Guide."

filorelcvrelcot
NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS COMPANY, INC., Higli Fidelity Products Division, 230 Duffy Avenue, Nicktville. LI., N. V.

READER'S

RIGHT
Reed's Law Revisited

Editor;

May I be one of the first to subscribe
to "Reed's First Law." Not only do
you have a right to make a law but,

in your position, you have a responsi-

bility to help crystalize tlie truth for

\our readers.

Borden Mace
Heath deRorheiiiont Corporation
Huston 16, Mas.s.

Information, Please!

Editor:

Harry Webb, now doing a disserta-

tion on early developments in AV in

Minnesota, sent me a photostat from
University of Minnesota, College of
Education, Bulletin, 1921, p 43, of
earliest printed record he has been
able to find of an official visual in-

struction course. It reads:

"74su. Visual Presentation." To ac-

quaint students with the various visual

aids their preparation, source, and use
in the teaching process. Actual labo-

ratory practice is given in the prepara-
tion and operation of various mediums
. . . "176su. Advanced Visual Presen-
tation."

He writes, "My discussions with
other old timers indicate that some of
the visual instruction during this peri-

od was more informal and did not get

into the catalogs as official courses."

My question: Can anybody top this?

What was the earliest officially-cata-

loged course on the university level?

Wm. F. Kruse, Archivist.

No Mug Shot?

Editor:

I noticed a considerable number of

pictures in the Annual Blue Book Edi-

tion, August, 1962, including yours

which shows up very well.

Perhaps it would be logical and ap-

propriate for yours to appear regular-

ly on the Educational Screen and
Audiovisual Guide editorial page.

Stanley Mcintosh
Executive Director
Teaching Film Custodians, Inc.

25 ff est 43rd Street

Neiv York 36, A'. Y.

PerJiaps, but most pictures of the

editor seem unprintable.—Paul C.
Reed.
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this may be the first

movie projector sound system

you never need to fix

!

Its sound system can be trusted.

It has no electronic tubes to

burn out; transistors replace the

old tubes.

It has no photocell to go hay-

wire; a space-age solar cell takes

the place of the old photocell. Its

exciter lamp is rated to last the

life of the machine. You'll never

have to carry spares.

This projector won't embarrass

you or harass you.

It even takes good care of your

film.

Kodak equips all Pageant Pro-

jectors with a spring-loaded film

sprocket. These are like shock ab-

sorbers, so when you start the pro-

jector the film isn't jerked. Sprock-

et holes and film itself stay new

longer that way.

These are the only projectors

with a reversing sound drum. This

means the film rolls with the sound

drum when in "reverse," instead of

being dragged over it, hazarding

scratches.

Another thing you can safely do

with this projector is reverse it

from full speed forward to full

speed the other way, in one whack!

Kids can't hurt it either, but a

child can set it up and operate it.

Anyone who can follow a red

line can thread film into it.

Move one lever forward. Push

one button. And you have a sound

movie. Brilliant picture. Beauti-

ful, clear, noise-free sound.

Incidentally, this sound is in-

stant sound. That means it comes

with no warm-up. No empty si-

lence. No awkward waiting. And

the speaker doesn't hiss, or crackle,

or pop, either.

This projector doesn't do any-

thing to distract an audience.

Its machinery consists of so few

moving parts that it never speaks

above a whisper while the show

is on.

And the show always goes on.

You're not left suddenly in a fix.

With this projector, there's so

little that could possibly ever need

fixing.

Its name is the Kodak Pageant

16mm Sound Projector, Model

AV-126-TR.

If you'd like to see and hear one

work, or read illustrated literature

about it, write your name and ad-

dress here:

Then send it back to us at the

address below.

Check this box and we'll

have a Kodak dealer call you to

arrange for a convenient demon-

stration. No obligation, of course.
12-111

Kodak Pageant Projector

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Dept. 8-V, Rochester 4, N. Y.
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Sereen Reflections

GK
Delineascope
projects any size

slide

in any size room

Vorsutility is tlic key feature of the

AO Spencer GK Delineascope. You
can use it to project any size slide

from 31^" X 4" to 2" x 2"
. . . even

the new 10 second Polaroid® trans-

l>arency slides. And you can jirojcct

in any size room from the smallest

classroom to the larfjest auditorium.

Traditional American Optical
quality construction and oj)tics as-

sure hrilliant performance under
even the most adverse conditions . . .

no "corner cut-off" and no fuzzy
color aherrations even when you
change to different focal length
objectives.

The AO Spencer GK Delineascope
is truly the standard for conij)arison

— often imitated hut never equalled.
Send for complete information.

(9 By Polaroid Corporation

American ^ Optical
COMPANY

INSTRUMCNT DIVISION, BUFFALO 15, NEW YORK
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Forty Years Ago
Educational Screen made the "special

announcement" that it had taken over
Moving Picture Age, "thus combining
the only two magazines in the visual

field which have been devoted ex-

clusively to the educational cause and
free from embarrassing connections
w ith the commercial field." The maga-
zine. The Moving Picture Age, was
described as "the oldest and by far the
most widely known publication that
has ever appeared in the field. For
five years—first under the name of
Reel and Slide, and since October
1918, under its present name—that
magazine has steadily maintained high
ideals of service to the non-theatrical

cause. It has always put the cause
above its profits." Educational Screen
promised that the new combined
magazine would be bigger and better,

and more generally attiactive to its

readers.

In an article titled "Movies and the
Library," Louise Prouty of the Cleve-
land Public Library said, "So much
has been said and written of the
people who go to the movies instead
of reading, that it is cheering to find
a little brightness on the dark side of
the picture. Some people read because
they do go to the movies."

A new department appeared in the
magazine devoted to the activities of
the Visual Instruction Association of
America, which had been organized
at the NEA meeting the previous July.
In an introductory article titled "What
Is the Visual Instruction Association of
America," Ernest L. Crandall, first

President of the Association, and Di-
rector of Lectures and Visual Instruc-
tion in the New York City Public
Schools, told how the Association had
grown out of their experiences with
the use of visual aids in the New York
schools. He said, "The real moving
cause of the inaugm-ation of this As-
sociation was the deep rooted con-
viction of those who had watched the
organized growth of visual instruction
under the fostering care of our local
association here, that this idea was
well worth transplanting to other sec-
tions of the country."

The film service of the U. S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture announced that

prints of its motion pictures (35mn-
of course) could be purchased at
nominal cost by other film libraries.

Twenty-Five Years Ago
VV. Gayle Starnes of the University oi

Kentucky reported on "The Present
Status of Teacher Training in the Use
of Visual Aids." His survey di.sclosecl

that some eighty institutions were
offering separate courses in visual

aids; the very first such course had
been offered sixteen years earUer,

and "the number of institutions offer-

ing such courses has increased at the
rate of an average of about four each
year." By June 1936 a total of some
27,000 students had completed coursesj
in visual aids.

In a report titled "Enriching Child
Learning," F. Gerrit Hoek, Supervising
Principal of the Haledon, New Jersey
Public Schools, stated, "The Hbrary of
good educational sound films is grow-
ing rapidly and the 16mm sound pro-
jectors have been so perfected and
simplified that there need be no diflFi-

culty in their operation, whether in

classroom or auditorium. The research
which has been done on the values
of the sound film in education, I be-
lieve, has conclusively demonstrated
its effectiveness and efficiency as a
teaching aid. Recent experiments by
Arnspiger, Rulon, Westfall, and Uni-
versity of Chicago seem to have shown
that there is a very definite place in

classroom procedure for sound film."

In a later paragraph in his report, Mr.
Hoek said, "In our system, no child is

permitted to operate the projector. It

is felt that this is teaching equipment
and as such to be used by the
teacher."

o « e

In his first letter to members of the
Department of Visual Instruction

written by the new President, Edgar
Dale, he said, "We have a department
that stands at the forefront in the field

of educational progress. Perhaps more
than any other department in the Na-
tional Education Association, we have
the problem of interpreting the impact
of new technological instruments upon
school policy and school material.*

In commenting about the need for
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better utilization of visual materials,

he stated, "We must attack and solve

the problem of gearing visual instruc-

tion into progressive methods of teach-

ing. There has been too much use of

such materials as instruments to do

better what ought not to be done at

all. . . There has been a corresponding

failure to see visual materials as de-

vices for raising problems, stimulating

interest, awakening curiosity, sensitiz-

ing students to major social problems."

Ten Years Ago
Editorially, Educational Screen con-

gratulated the Department of Audio-

visual Instruction upon the forthcom-

ing Volume I, Number 1 Issue of

Audiovisual Conmiunication Review,

"Frankly, we're delighted that a maga-

zine so complementary to Ed Screen's

content and purposes is about to be

bom into the audiovisual world. We
have long recognized the need; we
helped to develop the idea; and we've

been waiting expectantly these many
months!"

o o o

Harold E. Wigren, Audiovisual Direc-

tor of Houston, Texas, provided a

comprehensive analysis titled "What is

an Educational TV Program." Defin-

ing an educational television program

broadly as "any program on television

which causes the individual to respond

in such a way as to bring about a de-

sirable change in his behavior," he

proceeded to hst and comment en-

lighteningly on ten essential qualities

of an educational TV program.

e o o

The Charles Beseler Company was

advertising that "you take the shortest

distance between two minds when you

use a Master Vu-Graph Overhead

Transparency Projector."

« o o

These audiovisual people were "in the

news": Amo de Bemardis was on

leave from the Portland, Oregon

schools and serving as Acting Director

of Educational Research for Hill,

Knowlton, Inc. in New York City;

Charles F. Milner of the University of

North Carolina was teaching an audio-

visual course at Teheran University in

Iran; Miss Virginia Kelly was Presi-

dent of the West Virginia Audiovisual

Association; Andy Bradac had just

completed his term as President of

the Penn-Avid Organization; Dave
Strom of the Film Council of America

was in Washington working on the

problem of securing favorable parcel

post rates for films; Hank Durr, Di-

rector of Virginia State Bureau of

Teaching Materials, called a meeting

of audiovisual directors in an effort to

set up a state organization.

New Sylvania Electronic Viewfinder cam-

era—with built-in monitor — permits per-

fect picture composition. Lets you control

precisely the quality of the picture your

students will sec on remote classroom

monitors.

Never before has a Viewfinder camera for

private TV systems been available at a

price schools can really afford. It's the

newest addition to Sylvania Direct Wire

TV... one of the lowest-cost, easiest-to-use

private TV systems.

Sylvania Direct Wire TV helps overcome

the teacher and classroom shortage.

Makes it easy to teach large groups. Effec-

tive in showing lab experiments, micro-

scope slides, and complex demonstrations.

Write for free Educational TV Manual

This manual has been carefully planned and

written for school administrators and other

interested personnel. It is

a thorough, up-to-date

-*jj ™™. ^^SM study of the value of
""""

television in education

today. Discusses howTV
can solve vital problems

of today's overcrowded

SYLVANIA
GENERAL TELEPHONE iELECTRONICS ®

schools. Answers many common questions

about TV in education.Tells whatTVcan bring

to the classroom. Explains how schools can

plan for TV Describes equipment, and gives

basic information on how TV is transmitted

and received— all in nontechnical language.

This 32-page manual is the result of exten-

sive research, and is the most complete and

concise study ever

offered. It should

serve as a valuable

guide and introduc-

ion to one of the

most significant

ectmological devel-

opments in educa-

on since the in-

vention of print-

ng. Write today!

Sylvania Home & Commercial Electronics Corp.

Marketing Subsidiary of

Sylvania Electric Products Inc.

730 Third Ave., Oept,E-6Nev» York 17, N. Y.

Please send more information on

Sylvania's new low-cost Electronic

Viewfinder camera.

Please send Sylvania's new Educational

TV Manual and more information on

how to arrange a free visual commu-
nication survey for my school.

n

n

Name-

School.

Address-

City -Zone State-
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VIVEU
TURNER 275

DYNAMIC!

VIVE LA SMILING SALES MANAGER

!

The smiling gentleman above is Tim Evans,

new soles manager of Turner's Audio-Visual

Products Division. He's smiling because the

Turner 275 Dynamic is a sales manager's

dream. No wonder he's saying . . .

"Long live the Turner 275 Dynamic!" Long

life is just one of the many benefits built into

this handsome, new microphone/headset

combination. Some of the others are:

per/ormance—traditional Turner perform-

ance to deliver true sound repro-

duction.

versatility—ihe headset and microphone

are available in your choice of high,

medium or low impedance.

style—modern styling for new wearing com-

fort and convenience. Double head-

band fits away from the head for

maximum comfort, minimum hair

mussing.

durability—ruggedness characteristic of

a dynamic microphone. Vive.

Write or call Tim, today, for complete

details on the r)ew Turner Model 275

Dynamic microphone/headset combi-

nation, and your copy of Turner's new
Audio Visual Products catalog.

MICROPHONE COMPANY
''^'2 17th Street N. E., Cedar Rapids, Iowa

IN CANADA: Tri-Tel Aisocioles, Ltd.

81 Sheppard Avenue West, Willowdole, Ontario
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SOUND LEAENING « LIVING SOUND

CALIFONE Now, a complete

ine to meet every

j APF requirement for Education,

DCr^nDnCDC '^dustryand

f\LvrV/l\ULl\0 the Professions.

IN SCHOOLS—for drama, public speak-

ing, orchestra, glee club, and for

classroom programming.

IN INDUSTRY— for in-plant audio-visual

training, automation processes, back-

ground music and company dances.

IN THE PROFESSIONS— broadcasting,

advertising agencies, dance studios.

*C0MET70-TA. A versatile monaural recorder at a modest price. $199.50

* LEXICON 71-TA. Superbly engineered instrument for classroom, audi-

torium and athletic field $279.50.

* STEREO 73-T. Topmost performance in monaural to 4track stereo

recording and playback $329.50. (Micr. extra).

* MASTER 75-TC. Has 73-T features PLUS stereo/monaural headphone

listening for up to 10 students $349.50. (Headphones extra).

-)fQUADRECORDER 74-T. 4-track, 4-channel special purpose recorder

with simultaneous 4-track record or playback. (Micr. extra). $695.00.

*QUADRECORDER 74-TT. ALL TRANSISTORIZED. 4-track, 4-channel

special purpose recorder, with minimal size and weight. (Micr. extra).

Price available upon request.

ALL PRICES QUOTED ARE SCHOOL /PROFESSIONAL NET COSTS.

* ASK FOR RHEEM CALIFONE PROFESSIONAL QUALITY MAGNETIC RECORDING TAPE.

EXCLUSIVE MANUFACTURER OF SELECTIVE AUDIO PRODUCTS FOR EDUCATION

leem) c::^lifor^^ CORPORATION

5922 BOWCROFT STREET, LOS ANGELES 16, CALIFORNIA / DEPT. ES-12
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Teadk&tVd
1/

No wonder teachers are singing the praises of the

Tecnifax Transpaque projector. It not only provides

them with a versatile tool for improved instruction, but

also offers a combination of advantages not available

with any other overhead projector:

NO "STAGE-GLARE" ... the Transpaque's unique

optical system concentrates light on the screen, not in

the teacher's eyes.

HIGH LIGHT-OUTPUT . . . projected images are

bright and sharp ... no need to pull down shades, or

dim the lights.

LOW SILHOUETTE ... no high projection head to

interfere with pupils' view of the screen.

STABILITY ... the Transpaque's broad base and low

center of gravity insure trouble-free performance

under all conditions.

Furthermore, Tecnifax provides,

without charge or obligation, training

in the utilization of the overhead pro-

jector. This enhances its effectiveness in

the classroom. For additional informa-

tion on the Transpaque projector and

the Tecnifax training programs, please

write to Tecnifax Corporation, Holyoke,

Massachusetts.

V.

TECNIFAXCORPORATION
Manufacturers of

Visual Communication

Materials

and

Equipment

HOLYOKE, MASSACHUSETTS
V J

704

THE TECNIFAX TRANSPAQUE PROJECTOR

Iti EoAtjto do 'BuAuiGAA w^kJomiojio
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editorial

This

Ours

X F YOUR reading time is limited this month, turn first to page
706. Henry Ruark's incisive report of the happenings of Year Two of

this Decisive Decade is "command" reading. You'll see that at year's

end there's more confusion than resolution about the problems of

the audiovisual field—or is it the "communications" field, or "instruc-

tional materials," or "new media?" Is "technology" the new magic

word? Or doesn't it make any difference what you call "this field

of ours?"

Certainly this confused and unresolved problem of names will

persist throughout the coming year. Our national associations con-

T^irf^lri tinue efforts to define scope and interest. Phrase makers struggle

^ It/lvl with definitions, and people makers still try to carve the single mold

f to fit the specialist of "this field."

QJ Why don't we face the reality that people in "this field" are differ-

ent—every one from the other? They have difiFerent interests, dif-

ferent training, and di£Ferent competencies. Likewise the difiFerlng

purposes and concepts of their institutions dictate different roles for

specialists in "this field." What belongs in? What's out?

Take educational broadcasting for a specific. Is this an integral

part of the instructional materials-audiovisual-communications field?

No matter what your theory is, or what the book says, consider this

fact: At the recent 38th Conference of the National Association of

Educational Broadcasters more than /tue hundred people concerned

with educational communications were registered. Of these, only

seven—count them—onlij seven have the word "audiovisual" in their

titles. I saw at NAEB not more than a dozen people who likely will

also attend the DAVI meeting in Denver.

Is this bad? Good? We don't know and cannot say. But we hope

that knowing this fact can lead to better understandings of where

we are and where we're going.

We think there should be much less concern for finding the uni-

versal all-inclusive title for our groups and the people in them. We
should encourage diversity rather than unity in what we call our-

selves. Our titles for positions and departments should reflect as

precisely as possible our responsibilities, our interests, and maybe

our aspirations. If broadcasting is part of the job description and

responsibility, the title should show or imply this. A manager of an

educational television station should not be called a Director of

Educational Communications. Nor should a manager of a film

library be called a Director of Instructional Messages. Prestige and

honor should be sought through performance rather than titles!

jj J /^ jy J Speaking of communications—and who isn't these days—I attempt-
Jr'aUl C J\eea ^j ^^^ ^^^^ ^.^^ ^^^-^.^ j^^^^g ^f ^ ^^^ magazine titled MODERN COM-

MUNICATIONS. Obviously "modern communications" seemed a

part of "this field" of ours, or we a part of it. But the words and

phrases were strange and blocked understandings: sound columns,

sequential message processor, internal stored program, communica-

tions network, messages of all lengths and widths! Is this us? Is this

a part of our field? Am I supposed to know the meanings of tliese

things?

But one message did come through. Maybe what we need most in

the coming Year Three of the Decisive Decade, to resolve confvisions,

is a "squelch circuit!" MODERN COMMUNICATIONS says "the

squelch circuit prevents an objectional burst of noise operation."

Sounds like a mighty useful device. We'll investigate.
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The Second Year a Decisive Decade

SIXTY-TWO
SKIDOO!

By Henry C. Ruark, Jr.

Cotisultant On
Instructional Materials

Oregon State

Department of Education

Henry Ruark, in this exclusive survey of audiovisual hap-
penings in 1962, describes how the strong main current of
audiovisual purpose which began an optimistic decade has
been diverted in a variety of directions.

A HERE is a queer somewhat ominous "sense of

waiting and watching" abroad in the AV instructional

materials world as the end of 1962 approaches. And
there is something about this Second Year of the Deci-
sive Decade, reminiscent of the ebullient and youthful
spirit of the Middle 1920s, with its offhand greeting of

23-Skidoo and its sophomoric feeling of nearing ma-
turity.

For those twenty persons chosen for demonstrated
AV leadership who pondered over the second annual
Educational Screen Year-End Survey, there are more
problems and more potentials to be wondered about
than progress to report.

Conducted of necessity early in October, the Survey
represents something less than the complete Second
Year record; consensus on emerging trends and on the
significance of events is much less clear this year.

But there is no question about the continuance of

the massive movement toward integration described
last year; nearly every survey response throws both
direct and incidental light on many events and actions

of 1962 furthering this trend.

But last year's sense of purposeful direction, of surg-

ing progress but manageable momentum, of inevitable

forward movement, is not so strongly apparent. In its

place, there seems to be a growing diversity of direc-

tion, a somewhat random routing of several main
streams of activity and emphasis.
Many sub-trends showed significant blending last

year; in 1962, some promised to become more than just

tributary streams. Last year, "galloping integration"
was the major theme of continuity and even of concen-
tration; this year a beginning divergence can be de-
tected for the "Systems Approach". Meanwhile, "back
at the schoolhouse," the integrationists and the teach-
ers are hard at work in their continuous in-service

meeting, building minor miracles of AV logistics to

meet the evergrowing demands, fighting liard to main-
tain a status quo already threatened by greater num-

bers of hungry media-materials customers.
While "Programed Learning" last year deserved the

designation "Under Test-Use With Caution," this year
the stream of "programed instniotion" requires a most
agile-footed devotee to skip nimbly from newly-floated
machine to still-floating (although somewhat water-
logged) complete course books, to nonchalantly-bob-
bing bits and pieces ("unitized materials") . . . and
perhaps thus reach a beachhead on the other shore,

somewhere.

Educational Television is now a full-fledged river

("from Dullsville at the start to Robertsville at the
mouth") with the majority of the flo(Klwaters coming
from the impact of the pent-up product of ten years
and $72 million in foundation funds, now to be bolster-

ed by U. S. government grants of another $32 million.

What about the teacher and the AV-Man? Last year
"the AV Specialist" was seen as "a chief catalyst for

change"; this year "the Instructional Media Speciahst"
is becoming recognized as "one leader in a broadly-
conceived teaching team"; as "a mediator of learning
experiences," skillfully guiding the teacher's hand and
thus helping to weave the warp and woof of instruc-

tional materials into the colorful fabric of education;
and as "the pandemic individual"—he who gets the
general drift of frontier ideas and translates and
mediates them for practical communications purposes.
The pandemic AV-Man must be what was once called

"the generalizing specialist or the specializing general-

ist"—a strange breed, indeed, but not so strange as

some of the broadening areas of concern that he finds

himself and his profession being pressed into probing
and pioneering.

The teacher, ever sensitive to pressures for change
in the classroom, now seems to feel less threat from
the advancing monsters of technology, rather, a begin-
ning confidence that these are tools of major import-
ance, from which she can derive great personal and
professional advantage, given help in understanding
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them and learning to use them well. Perhaps part of

this new confidence, replacing apathy and confusion

with nt'vv willingness to leani and to be informed, is

derived from a sense of change taking place in educa-

tional structure, organization, staff, curriculum and

even finance. Change in education is in the air; teach-

ers do sense it, are becoming greatly interested in its

many manifestations, and are beginning to ready them-

selves for it. But they seek practical and understanding

aid wherever they can find it. They remain confused

about the role of the "instructional media specialist";

and they are concerned over new demands to use new

I
instnunents and to "integrate" new experiences—all in

the same crowded schoolday.

Year 1961 recorded an impatient and driving for-

ward surge in the AV instructional materials field;

Year 1962 shows much evidence that this forward

wave is breaking and curling among adamant reefs,

not ready yet to succumb to the erosion of events.

Role Of The Media Specialist

Among the roughest of the reefs, perhaps a factor

in slowing last year's surging development of the "one-

stop service center" idea, is the continuing need to

clearly define and plan for the role of the instructional

media specialist, and the need to train people to meet

this requirement, on which the success of such system

must finally depend. All evidence indicates that IMC
will continue to develop even more broadly and more

rapidly. The danger is not that this trend will change

and curve away into a less meaningful direction but

that the person oriented to a broad-spectrum approach

("pandemic man") will become merely the "general

of the interior," in charge of push-buttons, purchase,

pools of equipment and operators, and problems left

o\er from AV logistics.

Two pieces of evidence can be cited: one, the DAVI-
NEA sponsored Task Force meeting on defining the

role of the media specialist, from which significant

materials will emerge by the time this sees print; and

the survey responses, which generally emphasize the

"continual pressure ... to hybridize or fragment" the

AV job without the additional manpower and brain-

power needed to move ahead. This is coupled with

widespread warnings that AV-oriented persons are not

generally playing the planning role which will be the

level of decision today for developments tomorrow.

Most survey respondents mentioned these two points

as among the most disturbing developments of Year

1962. This is how three people said it: "Decisions and

plans are moving ahead with the AV person on the

sidelines and later trying to nm hard to catch up with

change"; "Poorly-trained AV coordinators are unable

to satisfy new demands requiring new skills"; "Falter-

ing hesitation to commit ourselves, although what we
do must be the right action at the right time."

Certification of the media specialist, with all its

problems of professional pressures, of preparation and

philosophy, and forward direction of the field, is seen

as one sandbar (not a reef, we hope) that we must

sail directly over, and soon. Since most states have

certification of school librarians or at least special

requirements still based too specifically on printed

media for the broad foundation intended today, the

effort must be, some leaders feel, not only to improve

and broaden present requirements to include the

whole field of new media, but to create a new class

of certification, combining the old rivals of AV and

library interest and also the new creations of program-

ed instruction, ETV, and other burgeoning areas.

Another reef, ruffling the surface a little farther

ahead, is the much-talked-about need for tremendous

change in teacher education, not only to provide new
media experiences and skills for the teachers of to-

morrow but also to utilize new media as an integral

part of the instructional and learning experiences these

new teachers are now receiving. "The time has come
when the single survey course must go," giving vsray

to adequate adaptation of machines, methods and ma-

terials throughout the leaming-to-teach experience.

And, the surveyed said, teacher certification should

carry provisions for professional competence.

One surveyee reports "a clearer version of our func-

tion in the educational complex," referring to the

growing concern of the A-V specialist "vdth the presen-

tation of ideas; he is concerned primarily with the

design and use of messages which control the learn-

ing process." He points out that "we are beginning to

realize that storage and retrieval of materials is a pure-

ly secondary function of this process." Others stressed

the idea that curricular goals are not the sole province

of the audiovisualist, but will continue to involve the

teacher, the curriculum specialist, the building de-

signer, and other key persons in the educational enter-

prise.

Media, Materials And Equipment
The outstanding development in the area of media,

materials and equipment is probably "the continual

and intensive upswing of interest in the entire instruc-

tional field." Many persons report divisions and areas

"in schools, which used to use little AV material, now
literally catching on fire." Others point out the heavily

increasing demand for materials of all sorts, not only

prepared, ready-to-use, commercial or rental materials,

but also locally produced items, wherever any of the

new flexible organizations of staff and schedule such

as team teaching or portions of the Trump Plan, have

been utilized.

' Continued development of the overhead projector

and its inevitable corollary, local production of ma-

terials, is leading the field, with new types of ma-

terials for the familiar "instant transparency" processes

and new equipment (exemplified by the low-priced

lightweight projector just announced by ThermoFax)

adding momentum. Although the deficiencies of over-

simplified production are recognized ("just because

it is easy to copy one-to-one is no reason to use it in-

discriminately") and the values of well-planned and

truly-visualized (as against simply copied) materials

are still more highly appreciated, the impact of the

simplified processes and the lowered cost of the in-

struments involved, especially the projector, is expect-

ed to have a very large effect in a growing number of

classrooms.

The further development of packaged "pre-pro-

duced" masters for overhead transparencies, the spread

of simple facilities for local production at the school
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district and regional level, the growing demand for

specialized instruction in basic local production tech-

niques and the smaller but equally insistent demand
for re-training facilities for persons with special-area

skills lacking the broad approach demanded in edu-
cation, all are seen as significant indicators of the
large importance this area will assume in years to

come.

The Moldstad-Faris-Frye study of local preparation
(Title VII) reflects the kind of activities and equip-
ment found in schools at present; but it seems to

surveyees that there has been a definite movement
forward since the early months of 1962. I sense a be-
ginning break-through in the acceptance of individual
local production as a tremendous tool when ideas of
competent teachers are coupled with the creative pro-
duction capabilities of the audiovisualist. When it is

understood that these materials are designed solely

for unique and localized needs, and when the pro-
duction process itself is used as a learning and com-
munications experience for the teacher, the results at

all levels will be broad, indeed.

Many other technical and technological develop-
ments should be included here; space allows only
mention of a few: The self-threading I6mm projector
from Bell and Howell, which may move manufacturers
towards simplified, easier-to-use designs, contribute to

easier use of basic film materials; the FCC study of

TV channel assignments which can open up new
frequency assignments for ETV; the development of

"open" closed-circuit, broadcast programs to reach
limited receivers on special frequencies; the further

development of 8mm film toward small-group and
individualized uses, add toward lower-cost local pro-
duction; diverse but significant advances in the "learn-

ing laboratory" area, away from simple audio use
toward the individualized student "quest-space" com-
plete with receivers for a variety of learning experi-

ences. (This is an area worth much exploration right

now by AV planners).

Many responses indicated evidence that the trend
toward packaged and integrated sets of materials was
gaining further momentum. Examples cited included
reference to kits and sets developed in Los Angeles,
in San Diego, and by major producers.

In programed instmction, the beginning of what
might become major trend has been noted: program-
ing small units of materials, in a modular or build-
ing block concept, with each unit complete for its

own smaller objective but in planned relation to other
units. The attempt is toward further flexibility in ap-
phcation, lower cost per student, (since the number
of units needed will vary with varying groups of stu-

dents working at different speeds, making interchange
possible) toward a simpler and less overwhelming ap-
proach to the learner.

The experience with programed materials is having
a real effect, too, on other forms of media materials.

Not only are film producers learning and adapting, but
ETV is also toying with new concepts, using the re-

ceiver to present programed materials directly instead
of teacher-using-materials.

In television, despite the "start from Dullsville"

mentioned earlier, we seem to be "finding a higher

level of program quality . . . than in the past." Th.
beginnings of a regional approach to regional program
ing problems are apparent. It is hoped that New Eng
land's lead in planning for regional needs will be fol

lowed by programing through cooperative resources t<

meet the problems identified. Movement toward state

and region-wide networking is picking up the pace
with the advent of Federal funds to provide local anc

state facihties. One interesting trend is the growing
involvement of State Department of Education person
nel in programing for direct instruction, as well as ii

coordination and technical broadcast functions. Mary
land is considering a state-wide network; Virginia

has appropriated $250,000 for a pilot program; Nortl
Carolina has a state-wide operation underway, center-

ed on WUNC at Chapel Hill and operating to extend
its coverage by agreement with commercial stations

from one end of the state to the other. In North Caro-
lina four state-employed teachers are involved in di-

rect instruction via TV and a fifth state employee co-

ordinates efforts. South Carolina expects to extend
closed-circuit into every county this year, and Florida
has a statewide videotape network, six stations on the
air and a seventh under construction. Similar activities

are taking place in many other regions, notably in

Washington, home of Sen. Warren Magnuson, co-spon-
sor of the recent Federal-funds legislation, and
throughout the Midwest, served already by the noted
Midwest Program of Airborne Television Instruction.

Oregon is moving ahead with more public-school time
on the two-station network which covers most of the
school population.

Another significant happening in the world of ETV
is the establishment of the Great Plains, New England,
and National ETV Libraries of program materials on
tape, at (respectively) Lincoln, Nebraska; Boston,
Massachusetts; and in the NETRC headquarters in

New York City. In the process, much material has
been identified as useful for local apphcation only,

on the basis of content or quality. Thus a first-level

screening of product has already been accomplished.
A "sampler" library is now being established.

Under NAEB contract with the U. S. Office of Edu-
cation (Title VII) an inventory of ETV personnel and
of background experience adaptable to ETV positions

is underway, a new attempt to answer the growing
need for personnel. "More stations, faster; more pro-
grams, better; and more good people, desperately"
seems to sum up the ETV pictiu-e. Increased Federal
interest is evident, not only through the new funds
available but also through the recent establishment
of an Education Branch in the FCC.

Unity and Diversity

It is among these diverse developments that some
of those surveyed foresee a succession of reefs and
sandbars across the sailing path of any unified develop-
ment in the field. In tlie division of effort implied by
the broadening list of audiovisual events, there is more
room to ask how they can all be brought into sharp
focus; who will be qualified to make the command
decisions on priority, capital outlay, pre-and in-service
training, expenditure of funds; and finally the most
important question of all-how they will best be used
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in the classroom to improve and strengthen instruction.

How can we put it all together to mean the most to

the learner? Survey comments pointed up this most

intriguing problem in many ways:

"We are coming to realize the magnificent contri-

butions to learning which could come about from

adctjuate and enlightened uses of instructional ma-
terials at all school levels . . . but . . . we still continue

to talk a good program and accept an inferior one . . .

(despite) a growing realization that we could work
vast improvements in our teaching if we were to fi-

nance the program with the funds it deserves."

"AV people are being side-stepped . . . maybe we
are not qualified for the new demands of working

with curriculum people or helping to consider ( educa-

tional adaptation) of the newer media develop-

ments . .
."

"The IMC concept is being clouded by new terms

. . . we have the problem of always changing labels,

but not ever changing the same old contents . . . we
must develop terminology which can be understood

not only by the professional but by the lay public

which must in the long run pay the bill."

"For nearly ten years educators have been asking

"Why" about ETV. Now, the question applied not

only to ETV but to multi-media use generally is not

"Why" but "How" and "When". Are we ready to

answer?"

"Providing school plant facilities is still a great prob-

lem; buildings are still being planned and built every

day which will be osolete before they are finished, in

terms of adequate provision for media use . . . What
are we doing about this?"

"The new media are now definitely affecting ad-

ministrative logistics, but we don't have enough infor-

mation on how and to what extent."

Most heartening were the many indications of pro-

fessional growrth and maturity in the AV field general-

ly. Broad evidence here refers to the "growing role of

DAVI as it works with many related professional or-

ganizations," "the forthcoming Alameda Conference

(intended to explore needs and problems in the

teacher education field)," "the new role of DAVI
committee structure and the Delegate Assembly," and

the attention paid to "further clear definition of the

role of the media specialist" and his relationships to

others in education. The truly tremendous happenings

inder Title VII NDEA sponsorship, include not only

ongoing research in many media areas but also such

landmark publications as the NEA Technological Proj-

ect Occasional Papers, (particularly Occasional Paper

No. 6 with its thorough exploration of the case for

very large capital outlay for new media applications);

and the SAVES Project ( States AudioVisual Education

Study) being conducted by Dr. Francis Noel and Dr.

Sid Eboch. This project, begun in April of 1959, is the

first research study to examine in depth what each of

the fifty state departments of education are doing in

the new educational media field; the preliminary draft

of the final report runs some 550 pages. The final re-

port, to be submitted in January 1963, should be a

monument in the field.

One of the most significant happenings under Title

\'II sponsorship is the National Media Demonstration

Project, under the leadersliip of Dr. Jerrold Kemp and

Dr. Richard Lewis of San Jose State College. This

project will make available through seven regional

teams a carefully constructed presentation designed

to stimulate many audience groups to improve educa-

tional uses of new media.

A final unifying factor is seen in further uses of

Title III NDEA funds to expand the acquisition of

many types of instructional materials and equipment.

The proposed extension of Title III, and the apparently

imminent broadening of the controlling definition of

acquisitions (under consideration by House and Sen-

ate Conference Committee) would do much to advance

the field by providing a small part of the needed funds..

Another potentially significant activity merits men-

tion; the forthcoming policy statement on "State De-

partment of Education Responsibilities for New
Media," under preparation by the Study Commission

of the Association of Chief State School Officers. The
Noel and Eboch SAVES study will serve as founda-

tion in fact and present activity for the final draft of

the Study Commission booklet, now in rough draft

form and under editorial change following an October

workshop of the Commission in Columbus, Ohio. The
statement of policy \vill contain a review of new media

developments, a discussion of their meaning and impli-

cations for state departments of education, and sug-

gested steps and activities to guide state-level policy

in the new media area. It must still be considered by

the full Conference of Cliief State School Officers, to

whom it should be submitted during the coming year.

Year 1962, it can be said, continued the great transi-

tion in American education, moving from the policies

of the past toward the framing of the future . . . but

the pace was broken, the action was occasionally anti-

climatic, and many implications remain slurred and

uncertain.

This movement is something like a brand-new atom-

ic power reactor: the chain reaction has begun, some
controls are not yet indicating properly, and one must

contain curiosity (and fears) until it becomes ap-

parent that the critical condition has been reached—

and power begins to flow as it should. If it does not,.

we may never hear the explosion.

Apologia and Footnotes

To the twenty respondents whose willingness to re-

act on very short notice with their views of Year '62,

thanks and great appreciation for your indispensable

participation. No individual respondent is responsible

for statements in the text, even though direct quotation

is used at times. For editorial purposes, the direct

quotations often represent combinations of viewpoint,

expressed as nearly as possible in the words of the

original speakers involved. The interpretations thus

placed on statements are entirely mine, and I alone am
responsible for errors, omissions, or misinformation

direct or implied.

Perhaps I may be permitted one editorial note: Any
suggestions as to replacement for my crystal ball, used

now for two years, will be considered. This one seems

to be suffering from a stuck shutter leaf, which kept

blurring the whole picture. Is there an AV man in

the house?
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How Shall We Judge Them ?

NEW MEDIA
AND TEXTBOOKS

EXCERPTS FROM AN ADDRESS BY THE
PRESIDENT OF HOUGHTON MIFFLIN COMPANY

William E. Spaulding

X HE NUMBER and variety of educational experi-

ences we can offer school children today are not

limitless but they seem to be approaching that state.

Since the nature of the experience is determined by

the medium we use, we must know our media and

the role that each can best play in the educational

process.

While we must await the results of further research

before we can make precise judgments regarding the

unique and most effective role of different media, we
can reach a number of useful tentative conclusions

by analyzing the characteristics of the media. But

first, what can be said for or against the language of

the printed page as a means of communication in

contrast to oral language? By contrasting the two, we
get at the most basic characteristics of a vWde variety

of instructional materials from books to television

since most of them use predominantly one form of

communication or the other.

What is to be said for printed language? First on

the plus side:

Because it has relatively permanent physical being,

you can do a lot of things with it that you cannot do

with oral language. You can study it whenever you

please, wherever you please, as fast or as slowly as

you please, as many times as you please. There is no

other form of communication which is so imiversally

available. There is no other which so readily invites

the analysis, comparison, and thoughful criticism of

the ideas of another, or of one man's ideas in immedi-

ate juxtaposition with the ideas of other men.

Written or printed language is usually a far more

precise and refined form of communication than oral.

The writer has plenty of time to consider what he

wants to say and just how he wants to say it. He can

check himself as he goes, rewrite, edit, revise as mucl
as he pleases.

Now what about its disadvantages? They are fairl)

obvious. Printed language has to be read and for mosi

people reading is a conscious effort. It calls for

higher degree of concentration than most listening

There is nothing inherently compelling in a page oi

type. In fact, it is often described as cold and un-

inviting.

Printed language offers none of the clues to mean-

ing which we get from oral language. The speaker's

emphasis, his infections, his pauses, the volume ol

his voice all help us understand what he is trying tc

say. So do his facial expressions and the use he makes
of his hands. With the possible exception of marks of

punctuation, type has none of these aids to meaning.

The advantages and disadvantages of oral language

as a means of communication are at least implied in

any analysis of printed language. The bright side of

the coin for one is in general the dull side for the

other. So, to state the advantages of speech we can

parallel the disadvantages of print.

It is easier to listen than to read and a great deal

can be heard and understood with no very conscious

effort or great amount of concentration. Meaning is

reinforced by facial expression, gestures, intonation,

emphasis, etc. The live teacher, talking to a group of

live students whom he can see before him, can, to

some extent, measure the effectiveness of his com-

munication by their behavior, bv their facial expres-

sions, and by their oral responses if they are in\'ited

to respond. And he can revise his commimication on

the spot when he feels it needs revision. This advan-

tage, however, is denied to the teacher on television,

radio, disk, or tape.
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Perhaps the greatest weakness of oral communica-
tion is that it has no physical permanence. It is a

stream of sound waves which vanish instantly. Un-
less it is written down, it can't readily be studied.

Another of its basic weaknesses is that its pace or

rate is completely controlled by the speaker and may
or may not be adapted to the rate at which any par-

ticular listener can comprehend. Oral communication,

unless it is merely the reading of something that has

been written, usually lacks the precision and refine-

ment of written communication.

I don't pretend that this analysis of written vs. oral

communication is by any means exhaustive. It seems

to me essential, however, that we keep some such

analysis clearly in mind when we are trying to figure

out the specific role which instructional materials are

best equipped to play.

The Role of The Text Book Team

However dangerous it is to make generalizations

about textbooks, for instance (and in my opinion it

is very dangerous ) , we are quite safe in attributing to

all of them both the advantages and the disadvantages

of printetl communication. But we can't go much
further than that. Textbooks simply don't conform

to any standard pattern.

To estabUsh some kind of common ground for dis-

cussion, let's limit ourselves to the 'Tjasal textbook."

We can make the classification still sharper by includ-

ing only books which were designed and prepared

for use as basal textbooks.

A basal texlbook is a teacher talking to the student

and teaching him through the medium of printed lan-

guage. Most basal textbooks today are the product of

a teaching team made up of a collaborating group of

authors who are experienced teachers and subject

matter specialists. They work closely with a team of

textbook editors, many of whom are themselves sub-

ject matter specialists and former teachers.

Even in the best regulated of textbook teams there

has to be plenty of strenuous give-and-take and a free

;]iaring of ideas. The team must plan together from

the beginning, answering in detail those basic ques-

tions—What are we teaching, to whom, why, and how
can we best teach it? The last question—how can we
best teach it?—is probably the one that was answered

first—in part at least—because the publisher cannot

afford to set up his team and make the capital invest-

ment that the publication of a textbook requires unless

he is convinced that his book is going to make a con-

tribution to teaching and learning that has not been
made by textbooks already published. The day has

passed when "just another book" or a book simply
made to sell can find enough sale to pay back its

initial cost.

In answering the other questions the team has to

assume a certain role for their textbook. How much of

the total teaching job is it going to try to do? What
can the textbook teacher expect of the live teacher on
the job? What supplementary teaching materials will

that teacher have or want supplied with the textbook?

These are among the hardest questions that any
textbook teaching team has to answer. They can only

guess what to expect of the teacher on the job—how
she will use this thing called a textbook, how com-
petent she is, how much she may need and use such
textbook adjuncts as workbooks, teacher's manuals,

tests. But the questions must be answered and the

answers must consider, before anything else, the inter-

ests and educational welfare of boys and girls in school

who are the ultimate consumers of the product.

There is no denying the fact that in making a basal

textbook the textbook team must be aware" of the

prejudices and preferences of the majority of teachers

and, to a lesser degree, of the criteria teachers use

in selecting their textbooks.

There is pressure on the publisher to produce books

for the largest number. Fortimately this does not

necessarily result in inferior textbooks, but it may
force too much of a pattern on the textbook and its

role, and patterns in the field of education are to be
avoided if they inhibit change and experiment.

The role that the basal textbook has been asked to

play is one of what might be called "total teaching"

The textbook team teachers have been obliged to

concern themselves with fundamentals of learning,

with the background, the skills, and capacity of a very

specific audience, with techniques of motivation, with

the relation between what is being said by the text-

book teacher and what he is asking the learner to look

at in the way of illustrations, maps, diagrams and

other so-called visual aids, with teaching by telling

vs. teaching by discovery, with the use of other media

of learning and other learning experiences—group dis-

cussion, the field trip, collateral reading, testing, prac-

tice, drill, even radio, television, filmstrips, recordings.

I cannot resist remarking that the term textbook
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has become an almost complete misnomer for the
product that we are now talking about. The modem
basal textbook is really not a textbook at all in the
old sense. It could far better be described as a "guide
to learning." Perhaps with the adoption of such a title

children could be more readily led to discover that
what we now call a te.vtbook is in reality a teacher in

print, a human personality who is interested in them
and is trying to help them learn by themselves and
to help their teacher help them to learn.

What Affects Textbook Patterns?
Two major elements in tlie educational world today

support the hand of the pubhsher who would avoid
textbook patterns and who wants to make progress
faster than tradition and the usual educational lag

would permit. First, as a result of the national shock
occasioned by Sputnik I, we have turned the spotlight

on education. In the fields of science, mathematics,
and foreign languages we have drafted distinguished

scientists and scholars from universities and com-
missioned them to go back to the public schools, to

reacquaint themselves with boys and girls and to

figure out what kind of reorganization of subject
matter in their various disciplines and what new teach-
ing procedures may result in learning break-throughs.
We should not be surprised if the teaching of reading,
the teaching of the humanities in general, and of the
social sciences get similar drastic shock treatment in

the very near future. Whatever may eventually come
of it, this massive stirring of the educational pot has
aheady resulted in a wholesome re-examination of
traditional practice.

The second element that can affect textbook patterns
is the present rapid multiplication of other media of
instruction. Audiovisual devices have come upon us
so fast that few of us have been able to assimilate or
to assess them. From all sides we hear extravagant
claims for each of the new devices. Each has its en-
thusiastic proponents who see in the particular instru-

ment to which they are committed the panacea that
will solve all educational ills. The harassed school
superintendent discovers that his community is begin-
ning to judge his progressiveness and his fitness for

office by the amount of electronic hardware with
which he equips his schools. He must be able to point
with pride not only at the hues of his erstwhile black-
boards and the variety of beautiful pastel shades on

the walls of his classrooms, but at electronically con-
trolled language laboratories, all kinds of projectors
of visual aids, elaborate public address and television
systems—and now teaching machines. People seldom
ask what he is going to do with all this equipment,
what kind of teaching it is capable of, just how it fits

the learning needs of the boys and girls in his school.
We are going through the gadget age of education.
Electronics is king; technology is at last pulling educa-
tion out of the horse and buggy era.

New Media and "Systems" Approach
Like the school superintendent, the publisher is

under pressure from the public to join the stampede.
Not long ago I was told by a stockbroker who had
made a specialty of the publishing industry that one
of the criteria that was being used to measure stock
value was the extent to which the publisher was pro-
moting machine teaching and programmed learning. It

was implied that if we were not already in the business
in a big way we'd better get in—and fast.

If by now you have concluded that I am opposed
to the use of the new media in education, you could
not be more wrong. On the contrary, I see in them op-
portunities for the improvement of teaching and learn-
ing such as we have never had before. The danger is

that emotion and hysteria will result in our letting the
machines run us instead of our running the machines.
If that happens, we may find that new media educa-
tion turns out to be just another educational fad and
is soon gone with the wind.

I think it will not happen because I beheve that
we are recognizing more and more the importance of
finding out how we can use to best advantage each
new device that is put before us. The new media are
already forcing us to go back to fundamentals and to
ask ourselves again those simple questions—What am
I trying to teach, why am I trying to teach it, and how
can I best teach it? If, at the same time, we analyze
and understand the teaching capacity of each of the
many instruments at the teacher's disposal, if we know
where each one best fits into any sound scheme of

teaching and learning, then when we have answered
that last question—How can I best teach it?—we wUl
know which of the new media to use to help us to
do the job.

This is perhaps what is being called the "systems"
approach to teaching and learning. Whatever its

proper name, I am certain that any combination of
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"The danger is that emotion and hysteria will result

in our letting machines run us instead of our

running the machines"

teaching devices will inevitably include a generous

share of printed materials and that the role of the

textbook, how^ever much it may be modified, will con-

tinue to be second in importance only to the most

important role of ail-that of the live teacher on the

job.

In any proposed learning systems the two media

which are pretty sure to be recommended along with

textbooks and other printed materials of instruction

are teaching machines, or devices for programmed

learning, and school television. Both have many ardent

advocates. How are we going to judge them and what

are the roles that they are likely to assume in the total

learning process?

Is programmed learning a good or a bad thing

educationally? I am sure that no honest and objective

judge could possibly call it either all good or all bad,

and he would have to point out that the case for

programming inevitably rests on the ingenuity and

resourcefulness of programmers. Programming is in

its infancv. We don't yet know just what we can do

with it. At present it seems to be fairly limited and

incapable of affording students more than one rather

rigid and somewhat sterile form of learning experience.

But there seems to be plenty of evidence that pro-

grammed teaching is effective. We know that boys

and girls learn when they take a good program. Until

we have further information based on reliable re-

search, we have a good deal of uncertainty as to the

nature of their learning. The programs that have thus

far been produced seem to be better suited to the

transmission of facts and principles than to the stimula-

tion of creative learning or learning by discovery,

insight, intuition, and mature reasoning. I personally

doubt that we shall ever be able to look to pro-

grammed instruction for this type of learning, but one

cannot safely make predictions about a device or tech-

nique which is relatively so young and untried. The
programmers may surprise us.

The Future of Television

There seems to be much less uncertainty about

television as a medium of instruction and yet its future

is by no means assured.

If we permit and encourage indiscriminate and

faulty use of the medium for teaching purposes, its

future is threatened. The road of American education

is littered with discarded enthusiasms. When we are

disappointed with the results we get from a highly

touted innovation, we turn against it quickly and

usually with a vehemence and thoroughness that is

in direct proportion to the enthusiasm with which it

was introduced. The baby goes out with the bath.

This could happen to the school use of television.

We are using it now with no clear recognition of its

limitations nor of the unique teaching opportunities

it affords. We have certainly not sufficiently demon-

strated the precise and significant role of television

in the spectrum of teaching implements.

What is television teaching today? For the most

part it is limited to the talking that a teacher does

when she is addressing her entire class. She may use

a blackboard to illustrate points and a few still visuals

and other equipment. It is seldom that she takes ad-

vantage of the fact that the medium permits her to

show movement, action, and life of almost any sort,

anywhere. Through pictures in motion it can let the

student see what thousands of words could not de-

scribe for him. The news commentators do a better

job than the usual television teacher in taking advan-

tage of this unique feature of the medium. They are

prepared to introduce appropriate video tapes or film

into every program. They capitalize on the fact that

television can let the audience see the news as well

as hear it. A newscast without this feature has nothing

to offer (except speed) that is not more effectively

offered by the printed report in the newspaper. If you

doubt this, consider again the advantages of written

or printed, as contrasted vdth oral, communication.

I think the same point can be made with respect

to the talking the television teacher does. If there

were a book available in which her audience could

read what she has to say, they would usually be better

off to do the reading and then to talk it over after-

wards v*ath a hve teacher to guide and participate

in the discussion.

The lecture method is upon us and it is apparently

getting great encouragement from television. The tele-

vision teacher seems to be under compulsion to talk

and to keep right on talking until the hour, or the

half hour, or the twenty minutes is up.

Television can bring the world in movement to the

classroom. There is almost nothing that cannot be

effectively demonstrated on the television screen.

It can introduce personalities from almost anywhere

to the classroom audience. It offers infinite resources

for motivation. It can provide great impetus to the
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"What is television teaching today? For the most

part it is limited to the talking that a teachei

does when she is addressing her entire class."

reading of books. It is the only medium we have
which enables us to be spectators of events as they
are happening. And these are only a few of its more
obvious imique advantages.

I am not urging that television be used for enrich-

ment purposes only. I don't know just what that ex-

pression means and no one has been able to give me
a clear definition of it. I do want to urge that we
figure out far better than we have in just what ways
television can be best used in the teaching of boys
and girls and that we then use it for all it is worth
in those ways.

I doubt that we will get the most out of television

unless we are prepared to organize teams for the
development of teaching programs for school televi-

sion. They would not be unlike the teams I have
mentioned in connection with textbooks, but, in addi-
tion to teachers and subject matter specialists, they
would include imaginative and creative technical ex-
perts who know how to get the most out of the
medium. These people would have to ask the usual
questions - What are we trying to teach, to whom.
why, and how shall we teach it? They would then
undertake to produce television programs only for
those parts of the total teaching job which could be
entrusted to television better than to any other teach-
ing medium. They would, in other words, use tele-

vision as an important element in a systems approach
to the teaching of the subject.

Like textbook or programmed material, television

sequences would be tried out, edited, revised, tried out
again, and revised again before they were finally

released for use vidth a mass audience. This means that
a great many of our school television programs would
be produced on film. They would then be available
for use both on TV and on film projectors.

This brings up another question worth pondering.
Have we become so excited about television that we
have written off the motion picture teaching film and
the film projector? Or has some of the glamor of T\'
rubbed off on teaching films and given them a new
lease of life? The movie film can do everything that
television can do as far as what you see on the screen
is concerned, except to show you events as they are
happening. We used to say that teaching films were
not more widely used because teachers couldn't get
the films they wanted when they wanted them. I am
sure that this was tnie at least in part. But it was also
true that we never figured out just what role teaching
films could most effectively play in a system of teach-

ing media. As a result, the films the teacher could gel

when she didn't want them never quite fitted the
teaching situation. They were injected into her teach
ing program without much reference to immediatt
learning needs or to other materials of instruction.

A film projector in the classroom provides a fai

more flexible instrument for showing film program;
than the television receiver. A television program ha<
to "come on" at a set hour on a particular day and all

classes must see it at that time whether they are ready
to see it or not. The number of classes that can see a

film is limited only by the number of projectors and
prints available. Each class can see the film when they
are ready to see it. It can be shown and reshown. Il

can be viewed by small groups. It can be stopped al

any point. None of this can be done easily by television
if it can be done at all. I know that television is a

more economical way to show films, but I am assuming
that we can well afford the cost of film prints in oui
present affluent society and that the quality of educa-
tion we are offering our school children comes ahead
of considerations of economy.
Although the educational potential of the screen has

not yet been fully realized, the nature of the medium
is such that one would hardly expect it to contribute
directly to the attainment of any of three major ob-
jectives of education. It does not of itself afford experi-
ence in independent learning; it is not a medium we
would choose for the development of reading skills;

and it offers little opportimity for learning by dis-

covery, insight, and intuition. Yet there is probably
no other medium which could be used to better effect
in support of situations and materials that do directly
contribute to the realization of all these basic aims.
And now I make a final point:

We must realize that all materials of instruction
have one common limitation. They cannot treat Johnnv
Jones and Susie Smith as individuals. They cannot get
acfjuainted with Johnny and Susie as human beings,
listen to their problems, watch their reactions, enjoy
with them their discoveries and successes. Only an-
other human being can do that, and in the classroom
that human being is the teacher. Materials of instruc-
tion can go far toward making the work of the teacher
more effective. They can give her the opportunity to
assume the most challenging and exciting role of all

— that of knowing, guiding, encouraging, and inspiring
individual boys and girls. For this reason, if we want
the best in American education we must recognize the
indispensability of the good classroom teacher.
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C.lcni] T. Seaborg, Chairman of the Atomic Energy Com-
mission, stars in the CHEM Study Film, "Transuranium

Elements" filmed in the Cyclotron Control Room of the

LaiLicnce Radiation Lah at Berkeley. California.

V>URRICULUM improvement sometimes requires

the impact of a massive nationally financed project.

Siicli a project is especially vital in the sciences where

expansion of knowledge has been meteoric and where

national survival may be dependent upon how both

citizens and our future scientists are trained and in-

spired.

The massive Chemical Education Material Study

(usually called "CHEM Study")-more than 700 high

school teachers, college chemistry professors and pro-

fessional staff participating—is financed by the Nation-

al Science Foundation.

CHEM Study is producing a completely new text,

laboratory manual, teacher's guide, and a series of 25

to 30 motion pictures closely integrated with the

printed materials.

Since both direction and inspiration for careers often

develop at the high school level, and since the need

was apparent at this level, CHEM Study was organ-

ized for the purpose of improving the curriculum in

chemistry in the secondary schools.

CHEM Study is one of a series of National Science

Foundation supported projects which include the

Physical Science Study Committee (PSSC) in physics,

The School Mathematics Study Group, the Biological

Sciences Curriculum Study, the Teaching Resources

Development in Geology Study, and the Chemical

Bond Approach project.

CHEM Study's leadership is impressive and compe-

tent. Glenn Seaborg, now Chairman of the Atomic

Energy Commission (Chancellor of the University of

California, Berkeley when the project was under-

taken) is Chairman of the Study. The Director is

CHEM Study Films

PROJECT FOR
CURRICULUM
IMPROVEMENT
By David W. Ridgway

Film Producer

Chemical Education Material Study

(Left to Right) Principles in the discovery of tlie "Transur-

anium Elements" are chemists Seaborg, Burris Cunningham

and Stanley G. Thomp.wn of Berkeley.
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CHEM Study Films . . .

Atomic Energy Commission Chairman Seaborg,

is filmed in the target area of an atom
smasher at the Lawrence Radiation

Laboratory, University of California, Berkeley.

J. Arthur Campbell, Chairman of the Chemistry De-

partment at Harvey Mudd College, Claremont, Cali-

fornia. The Executive Director is Dr. Richard
J.

Mer-

rill. The Principal Investigator and Editor of the text

is George C. Pimentel, Professor of Chemistry at the

University of California, Berkeley. Professor Lloyd E.

Malm of the University of Utah edits the Laboratory

Manual, and the films are being produced under the

supervision of David W. Ridgway, who is on leave

from Encyclopaedia Britannica Films.

A unique opportunity was available in the produc-

tion of the films. The audience—high school students

of chemistry—was clearly defined. One could as-

sume that the students would be familiar with certain

specific concepts and vocabulary. Because the films

were to be an integral part of the course one could

consciously say, "Well do on film those things that film

can do best—and leave to the teacher, the text, and the

laboratory the things the teacher, the text, and the lab

can do best." The films can concentrate, therefore, on

doing the things the teacher would find difficult or

imp)ossible to do.

The opportimity was available to have, not only

high school teachers, but also scientists and professors

intimately involved in the film making process. A
typical example of this occurred in the fall of 1962,

when CHEM Study took advantage of a "one-week

vacation" when Dr. Glenn Seaborg was to be in

Berkeley to make a film on the transuranium elements.

Three individuals who were among the principals in

the discovery of most of the transuranium elements

are included in the cast. In the film Dr. Seaborg intro-

duces Dr. Burris Cunningham of the "Rad Lab" as:

"the first man in the world ever to see plutonium." Dr.

Stanley G. Thompson and Mr. Albert Ghiorso, Rad
Lab scientists, ciirrently at work on research which

may isolate additional new elements are shown in the

film doing experiments directly related to the dis-

covery of new elements.

Dr. Seaborg was photographed in the control room
of the cyclotron at the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory

and is shown in the target area of a giant atom-

smasher. Only moments before Dr. Seaborg and the

camera crew entered the target area, bombardment
experiments with radioactive elements had been in

progress. All experimentation done in the film involves

radioactive elements, some valued at tens of thousands

of dollars per gram. Tliis film, then, will provide an

opportunity for high school students to meet person-

alities they othenvise could never see, and to observe

experiments impossible to perform in any classroom.

There has been opportimity to use experimental

techniques in the films. An example: in one film,

GASES AND HOW THEY COMBINE, the teacher is

asked to stop the projector after a problem has been
presented in the film. The students are given an oppor-

tunity, while the projector is stopped, to discuss and to

propose answers to the question. The projector is then

started and the scientist who has posed the question

presents a solution. This has proved to be a good
teaching device. Both teacher and students participate

directly.

Animation is used only as a last resort. As it turns

out, however, a majority of the films do have anima-

tion in them. An anomaly? No. It is felt that animation

should be used only for those abstractions which are

so difficult to portray that they cannot be presented

effectively any otlier way, and there are many such

situations. The staff always seeks first for good experi-

ments, good physical analogs, to get the ideas over.

The final criterion must be, "Does the film teach?''

If animation is the best method of getting the idea

across, animation is used.

The CHEM Study staff members go into the class-

room and observe students at work. Reactions to the

films have been obtained, both directly from students

and teachers, and indirectly through questionnaires

completed by participating teachers. Reactions are
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' Tlic ten CHEM Study films produced so far

arc being used htj experimenltd schooli,

in which the students use quantitative

terJiniiiues observed in flie fibns.

used, both to revise the films, and teacher's guides.

Attitudes of teaeliers using the fihns are as impor-

tant as the content of the films. A recent statistical

.study was made of results of film usage with another

series of science films. When the study was completed,

it was noted—by chance—that those teachers who were
enthusiasitic about the films before they started

achieved outstanding results with their students.

Those who were apathetic and negative as they

started, ended with poor results.

In order to use as collaborators, professors of chem-
istry in various parts of the countr\', and also in order

to use the specialized talents of already organized

production organizations, it was decided to contract

individually for the films with commercial producers.

Producers are being used in San Francisco; St. Paul,

Minnesota; Lawrence, Kansas; and Hollywood. In ad-

dition, two films are in production using the facilities

and studio established by the Physical Sciences Study

Committee and Educational Services, Inc. at Water-

town, Massachusetts.

Production of good films in chemistry demands that

not only a competent chemist and teacher participate

in writing the script, but also to be with the camera
crew when the shooting is done. Every scene must
have a teaching objective and an incisive point of

view. To aid in achieving these ends CHEM Study is

fortimate in having on its film producing staff, as

chemistry consultants, a young Ph.D. and former high

school and junior college teacher, J. Leland HoUen-
berg and a fonuer teaching assistant in the Chemistry

Department of the University of California, June S.

Ewing. In addition, there is on the staff a cum laude

graduate of the University of Southern California De-
partment of the Cinema and recipient of the Samuel
Warner Award, Charles L. Finance. The film produc-

ing team is backed up with the professional talents of

the long-time Hollywood film man, Hal Geer.

Ten films have been produced so far and are being

(ised by the experimental schools. They are:

GASES AND HOW THEY COMBINE
CHEMICAL FAMILIES
EQUILIBRIUM
ACID-BASE INDICATORS
MOLECULAR SPECTROSCOPY
IONIZATION ENERGY
SYNTHESIS OF AN ORGANIC COMPOUND
REACTION KINETICS
CATALYSIS
NITRIC ACID

There will be a total of between 25 and 30 films.

Length is being held to about 20 minutes in order to

give the teacher an opportimity to introduce the film

at the beginning of the usual 35 to 55 minute period

and then discuss the fihn afterward. Originally, it was
planned to have some shorter films. However, once

work is started on any topic it usually turns out that

there is more to show and to say about the subject

than can possibly be told in 20 minutes. The real

problem, then, becomes one of keeping the film down
to length.

During the experimental period ending in June,

1963, prints of films are being furnished without

charge to schools piuticipating as official trial schools

in the experimental program. During this exi>erimental

l^eriod only, in order to get as widespread feedback as

possible, prints are being made available to other

schools at $130.00 each, or at $100.00 each in lots of

five or more. Prints may he obtained directly from

CHEM Study in Claremont, California. No rentals

will be available during the experimental period. In the

fall of 1963 a contract will be made with a commer-
cial distribution organization for the distribution of

the films tluough commercial channels.
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FOOTNOTE TO AN EDITORIAl
By James D. Finn

Principle Investigator

NEA Technological Development Project

A AM pleased that the editor of Educational Screen
had so many nice things to say about the work of the

Technological Development Project. Further, I ap-

Ijreciate more than I can say his desire to somehow
solve the problem of inadequate capital investment in

tools for American education. The solution he pro-

poses, that teachers buy some of their own tools, is as

he suggested controversial. You have to admit it is a

solution, and Paul Reed is to be commended for pre-
senting it to the educational public.

At this point 1 would hke to enter a demur. I hap-
pen to think that this is the wrong solution—or perhaps
a last ditch solution which admits failure. There is no
question in my mind that great segments of the Ameri-
can public and the educational profession are ready
to make this capital investment." There is even less

doubt as to our capacity to afford it.

The American school teacher has already subsidized
150 years of progress in this country by accepting low
salaries and questionable status. The Profession should
not be asked further to subsidize the education of

future generations of taxpayers who will in turn ex-

pect an educational something for nothing.

Rather, the Profession tlirough the state education
associations, the NEA, and other professional groups
such as AASA, ASCD, etc. should provide the impetus
for this capital investment by beginning to push for

better professional facilities. Collective bargaining and
sanctions are now becoming approved methods of ac-

tion for professional groups. There is no reason why
collective bargaining cannot be extended to include
provision of the proper tools and materials for teach-

ers. If the Profession would organize on this basis the

American school teacher would not have to subsidize
the education of American children by providing the

necessary tools with her own sweat.

° Footnote to a footnote: There are many exceptions of
course, including the editor of a newspaper in New York
who is trying to get horses to replace locomotives on the
Netv Haven Railroad and keep audiovisual equipment
out of schools so that the three R's may properly he en-
graved on slates.

•TAKING OFF

ON
TOOLING UP

must be achieved.

Now then, our solution: If those who are charged with the respon-^
sibility cannot or will not provide and pay for the essential tools

of communication, then teachers themselves may have to buy their
own communications tools. And why not? Doctors buy their own
tools. So do dentists, and surveyors, and draftsmen. And so do auto-
mobile mechanics, carpenters, and plumbers. A teacher's primary
task and skill and function is to communicate and it must be his

business and concern, too, tomake sure he has the bcs^and most^
efficient tools {or^^g^gjjL^f^^ards of Education
Trii^^will 2«i^ ^»4chers, then tea

Dr. Finn refers to the editorial appearing in the November issue of
Ed Screen. If the amount of controversy aroused is any measure of
an editorial's success, then Paul C. Reed's piece "Tooling Up For
Take-Off" deserves a medal. Based on information included in Dr.
Finn's Occasional Paper No. 6, Mr. Reed proposed a radical solution
to the tooling-up lag which confronts educators today—that teachers
buy their own audiovisual equipment. It is a proposal designed to
incite comment and criticism, and perhaps from the smoke of con-
troversy and cross-fire touched off, a working solution will even-
tually emerge. Other comments follow.
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"It is not tvise or justified to assume that the American

public cannot afford to provide audiovisual equipment

and the inaterials to use with it."

We Must Consider AV Equipment
Part of the School Operation

Editor;

You have said something worth saying

even if it ma\- ruffle the feathers of

many of your readers. I tried the idea

out on my evening A\' class of some
35-40 teachers—found some of them

receptive others aghast, and the bulk

of them at neither extreme. The most

common reaction, of course, was that

if teachers were paid on a somewhat

commensurate scale with physicians

in terms of the relative time and cost

of their respective educations, the idea

would perhaps not be too far afield.

For my own part, I question the

analogy as l>eing valid—not because I

think this too much to e.xpect from

teachers, but rather because it is in-

consistent with the responsibility of

American communities for their
schools. If this equipment and the ma-

terials are legitimate parts of the edu-

cational process, then, like science

equipment, maps and globes, and the

enc\clopaedias in the library it is im-

portant that they be provided as in-

tegral parts of the school operation. To
do less is to brand them as not essen-

tial.

It is not wise or justified to assume

that the American public cannot afford

to provide audiovisual equipment and

the materials to use with it. Develop-

ments in television and the 10,000

language laboratories installed in oiu-

schools in recent years attest to the

fact that if people feel such things to

be imiwrtant, they find ways of get-

ting and paying for them.

Compared to construction costs, cur-

rent e.vpenses (including teachers'

salaries ) , maintenance, operation, fixed

charges, and other capital outlay—al-

read\ accepted parts of the school

budget, the cost of necessary equip-

ment for a good audiovisual program

is a minuscule part of the school dol-

lar.

I think our problem is still one of

convincing the decision makers.

Charles F. SchuUer, Director

Audiovisual Center
Michigan State University

A Cultural Lag, Maybe?

Editor:

It may be a valid judgment to state

that as a rule Education generally lags

behind Industry in its adoption of new
tools and technology. However, is this

always due only to monetary limits set

by school boards, etc.? What percent-

age of the teachers will put out effort

conceming the adoption of these new
aids when it really gets past the point

of lip service?

The underlying assumption suggest-

ed in your editorial seems to be that

most teachers want these tools and

have been refused them. Could it be

possible that many teachers, Kke the

carpenter continuing to use his hand

saw after power saws became avail-

able, are satisfied with their present

available tools? Are they successfully

communicating among themselves in a

unified effort regarding the acquisition

of these tools? If this step is first

achieved, would there not be a more
open door for this "tooling up"

process?

Paul J. Cain
Graduate Student
Indiana University

One Way to Avoid
The Bother of Borrowing

Editor:

My reaction to your echtorial is some-

what embarrassing. For myself, I agree

with the point of view, but it is not

good for the "cause" to espouse this

point of view for everyone.

Over the years, I have personally

acquired and use regularly such com-

munications tools as a camera, my
own 2x2 slide projector, a photo copy-

ing device, and a tape recorder. The

recorder turned out to be probably my
most useful personal tool investment.

Having to depend upon borrowed

etjuipment, equipment which is used

b\- just about everybody and which

frequently is "out of kQter" is not too

satisfactory. Worse yet, having to de-
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pend upon someone to bring it to you,

and perhaps to hand around and oper-

ate it before you are ready (because

he has another schedule to make down
the hall!) causes .strains on one's teach-

ing enthusiasms.

I guess my reaction boils down to

agreeing with the principle that teach-

ers ought to be free to use equipment

the\' need when they want to use it.

If the onl\- way to achieve this is to

buy it themselves, then maybe this

should be promoted.

James W. Brown
San lose State College

Let's Get Down To Business!

Editor:

You choose to compare teachers with

doctors, dentists, caipenters, mechan-

ics, plumbers, surveyors, and drafts-

men in the matter of obligatory pur-

chase of the tools of trade. You fail to

consider that practically all these ex-

cept the teacher are self-employed.

The investment in equipment can be

expected to yield a substantial return

in increased earnings because of resiilt-

ing efficiency, improved competitive

position, etc. What of value might the

teacher realize from such capital in-

vestments? Self satisfaction? Knowl-

edge of a job well done? Ridiculous!

It is high time the public as well as

school administrators Ijegan to con-

sider the task of educating our chil-

dren as a business—a very serious one.

It is time for the public, school ad-

ministrators, A-V persons, and teachers

themselves to begin looking upon

teachers as intelligent professionals

rather than as soft-hearte<l altnii.sts

who will sacrifice anytliing to see

that Mrs. Smith's little Johnny gets

the best possible education. It is time

the school system, not the teacher, be-

gan providing the tools needed to get

the job done. To believe otherwise is

to put oneself in the position of urging

the teacher to provide better text

books, better laboratoiy equipment,

more modern buildings—all from his

own pocket.
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"It is high time the public as well as school (ulministrators

began to consider the task of educating our children as

a business—a very serious one."

If we really wish to bring aliout a

substantial growth in the C}nantity and
quality of commnnication.s equipment
and materials available to teachers, let

us begin with the resolution adopted
by the NEA at the annual convention

in Atlantic City on June 30, 1961
which states in part: "The National

Education Association . . . recognizes

the educational potential of instruc-

tional films, radio, television, program-
med mechanisms, and related means
of communiciition. The Association

urges vigorous experimentation and
research in the development and adop-
tion of these technological resources

for use in the classroom . .
."

Let us, however, get beyond the

mere adoption of resolutions, let us

( the NEA and/or DAVI ) lu-ge teach-

er training institutions to develop in

teachers competency in the use of

modern communications devices; let

us urge teachers who are convinced of

the importance of such devices to pre-

vail upon their administrators to pro-

vide such equipment and the materials

needed for their most effective utiliza-

tion; let us inform teachers of the
existence of school systems where ade-

quate equipment and materials are

provided and let us urge mass migra-
tions of teachers to such localities; let

us stand up and be counted when we
have an opportunity to influence the

establishment of criteria for the ac-

creditation of schools, and let us insist

on adequate instructional materials

and equipment as one criterion for ac-

creditation.

I have heard it said that teiichers

are often shy and mouse-like. If teach-
ers accept the long hours, the relative-

ly low pay, and on top of that (at our
urging) begin to pay for their own
equipment; then mice they are. If we
in the A-V field are insti-umental in

bringing about such a condition, then
we will have done a great disservice

to our profession and to our fellow-
men.

Donald I\icholus

Graduate Studenl
Indiana Universitv

Bring Your Own Locomotive!

Editor:

The answer to your provocative edi-

torial was printed in a little text book-
let published by Row, Peterson &
Company in 1953. It was titled, THE
AMERICAN ECONOMIC SYSTEM.
To illustrate that most workers do not

furnish their own tools, they used
these hypothetical ads:

HELP WANTED

STENOGRAPHER
Fine opportunity for smart girl.

Good .salary. 5-(iay week. I'leas-

ant working conditions. I'cnsion,

in.suranoc, hospitalization. Must
have your own desk, typewriter
and filing cabinet. Prefer girl

with new typewriter. Phone HX
2-9045.

STEEL WORKER
Good opening for open hearth
furnace operator. Top wages.
Short hours. Good welfare bene-
fits. Production bonus. Paid
holidays. Must have your own
furnace in good condition. AT-
LAS STKEL COMPANY

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEER
Fine opening for qualified man.
Excellent working conditions,
top wages and good benefits. We
furnish the tracks. IJring your
own locomotive. XIJQ Uailway.

TRUCK DRIVER

Good opening for young men.
client working condi-

velfare benefits
perience nec-

loads.

Arthur Coudery
East High School, Rochester

Neither Fair Nor Realistic

Editor:

You raise an important issue. Teachers
do need tools with which to do the

job. They want these tools. I have
seen this in my church. .Nothing much
when I came nine years ago: Now a

great deal. What do I get thanked for

by the teaching staff? Not for my
educational philo.sophy, not for my
administrative finesse, but for MA-
TERIALS AND EQUIPMENT. Why?
First, their work is recognized as im-

portant. Second, they want tools to

work with. Third, with adequate ma-
terials and gcx)d equipment they can

get results which motivate and en-

courage them.

But, I don't endorse your solution—

that teachers buy their own equip-

ment. This I have always frowned
upon, and finally eliminated in every

church I have served. The educational

program of any church is a charge

again.st the whole supporting c-ongre-

gation, and not just the few people
who have taken up the work of teach-

ing in any one year or decade. Why
allow the others to get by free? This

certainly indulges their indifference.

Where their money goes at least a

modicum of their interest will go.

Again, why .should the cost of tool-

ing up a school to do a decent job of

education fall upon those w^ho happen
to teach? It should not. It is not fair,

nor realistic, or sensible.

. Bill Hockman
Minister of Education
First Presbyterian Church
Glens Fallsi y.y.

Instructional Resources:
A Community Responsibility

Editor:

My immediate reactions to your No-
vember editorial were unprintable.

However, after thinking it over, I

would like to ask a question: Since

you suggest that teachers, like doctors,

dentists, carpenters, etc. might buy
their teaching tools for use in instruc-

tion, my question is why stop with

merely projectors? Why don't they

also buy the tapes, the globes, the text-
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"We have failed to develop in our principals and teachers

a conviction that instructional technology is compatible

icith the security of the teaching profession."

books, the transparencies, etc. that are

also tools of the trade?

The cost of the materials used by
teachers should be borne by those she

serves—the public.

fV. Henry Ditrr, Director
Division of Instructional Materials

Department of Education
State of Hawaii

Conviction In Technology
Through In-Service Education

Editor:

Your analogy to the medical and den-

tal professions is not valid! They have

a profit motive. They are reimbursed

for the use of their equipment.

It is the responsibility of the com-
munity to provide instructional re-

sources for teachers.

We have failed to develop in our

principals and teachers a conviction

that instructional technology is com-
patible with the security of the teach-

ing profession. This can only be done
through in-service education.

Ernest Tiemann
University of Texas

The Welcome Spark of

Individual Effort

Editor:

I know an AV gal who bought her

own overhead projector some 17 years

ago to use in teaching chemistry. This

same gal opened her own purse and
paid off needy students who did the

clerical work of collating statistics she

needed to convince the powers that

be that certain permanent clerical help

was needed.

I know an AV boy who literally

built and equipped a good darkroom,

so that the expensive photographic

equipment he ovvTied could become
functional in his job assignments.

Their only returns? Satisfaction in

the thought that education going on

around them was better than it had

been. And this recital is only a part

of their total contribution. The world

of education sparkles with such be-

havior.

F. E. Lane, Supervisor
Instructional Materials

Dade County Public Schools

Miami, Florida

Bolstering the Tooling Up
With Instructional Rethinking

Editor:

Congratulations on your editorial in

the November issue of Screen! It is

time to work out some means and de-

signs to overcome the lag in the im-

plementation of instructional technol-

ogy in our Nation's schools.

As a member of the Advisory Com-
mittee for the Technological Develop-

ment Project, I have had the benefit

of hearing Dr. Finn discuss many of

the ideas presented in Occasional

Paper No. 6.

I believe there is another concept

that should be stressed. The tooling

up process is not just a matter of sup-

plying the teacher with an assortment

of equipment items. The parallel activ-

ity that must accompany such action

is the development of the philosophy

that we should be dealing with in-

structional systems. Equipment units

are, therefore, no longer to be con-

sidered as "aids," but rather as integral

parts of a thoroughly planned method
of instruction.

For example, in planning a unit

presentation in any subject area, the

role of the teacher must be analyzed

to determine her major and specific

functions. Similarly, the role of media

alone or in combination with the

teacher or with other media must be
spelled out. When all of this has been

clarified, then every component in the

system, whether human or machine,

becomes of paramount importance in

the teaching and learning process at

the particular moment each is called

into play.

Traditionally, teachers have pur-

chased materials and equipment, de-

signed and built devices not previously

available, and have contributed mar-

kedly to the advancement of their pro-

fession over and above ordinary re-

quirements. I do not see anything

wrong with this trend continuing.

However, the intent of the tooling up
that is suggested is of a magnitude

never before attempted and will need
other resources beyond the capabili-

ties of the teacher. Perhaps an ex-

tension of NDEA or some other gov-

ernmental legislation could be used to

abet this movement.

Philip Lewis, Director
Bureau of Instructional Materials

Chicago Board of Education

Evaluating Equipment For
Overall Effectiveness

Editor:

The fact that a doctor, dentist and
surveyor can deduct his cost of doing

business from income and the teacher

may not will be used heavily against

your argument. But most certainly a

positive result will be that many teach-

ers and systems will evaluate and con-

sider equipment in the light of its

overall effectiveness and total use.

Such a shake out is always good.

Some teachers are already buying

equipment out of their own pocket.

Should they? They have that personal

choice themselves.

Dr. E. K'. Grieshaber
Laboratory Manager, Visual Products
Minnesota Mining And Manufacturing Co.

Editorial Note: Further reaction

from audiovisual men and educa-

tors xvill appear in Educational

Screen's "The Readers Right' col-

umn. Watch for it in next month's

issue.
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Colorful Photoplay Filmstrips

ELEMENTARY SERIES

Prepared and produced by educa-

tors. Based on popular screen ver-

sions of beloved children's stories.

In full color

$7.50
each

ANY THREE TITLES

$19.75

In Black and White:

COLUMBUS, $3.50

55 frames.

(Starring Frederic March)

HANSEL AND GRETEL. In full color, 42 frames. Highlights of the fairy tale as performed

by the KInemins of the RKO Radio photoplay version. $7.50. With guide, $7.80.

THE GLASS SLIPPER, $7.50

t . r/
ROBINSON CRUSOE, $7.50

Money-Back Guaranfeel GREATEST SHOW ON EARTH, $7.50 THE VIKINGS, $7.50

Write for Complete Illustrated Catalog!
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FILM EVALUATIONS
by L. C. Larson and Carolyn Guss

The Test
(McGrmc-Hill Company, 330 West
42nd Street, New York 36, New York)

Produced by National Film Board of

Canada. 29 minutes, 16mm, sound,

color or black and white, 1961, $300
or $150.

Description

Tlie Test portrays the conflict creat-

ed bet\veen parents and school when
a sincere and conscientious teacher

dramatically calls attention to wide-

spread cheating by failing her entire

class on a term examination. A series

of vignettes reveals the emotional re-

actions of both parent groups and

school personnel, and the action quick-

ly builds toward a climatic meeting

at the school, where both sides air

their differences, then work out a

compromise solution.

The film begins as Miss Fisher, her

back to the class, silently gazes out

the window overlooking the hockey

game below. Behind her, children

work on a term examination; a few

whisper back and forth, some peek

across aisles at neighbors' desks, and
one boy slips a note in his shoe and
passes it forward. Suddenly, Miss

Fisher turns, stops the test, and re-

(jiiests that all papers be passed to the

front. In quiet words she states that

some are cheating; and, when the

guilty ones fail to come forward, tells

her class, "You have all failed!"

As word of Miss Fisher's action

spreads, parents react, and the back-

ground of many of the children is pic-

tined. A series of short scenes shows

a father misrepresenting prices of

items supposedly on "sale" in his drug-

store, and a mother failing to return

an extra dollar change to the grocer,

while their sons watcli. Other mothers

brag that their children would not lie

or cheat, while at the same time their

children brag that they didn't "squeal"

under questioning.

The story builds rapidly toward a

climax as irate parents arrive at the

school for a meeting with the faculty.

The various community reactions are

again shown, as each faction blames

the other, but the meeting ends on a

hope, as all conclude that they have a

common problem. They finally arrive

at a compromise solution to let parents

talk to their children about cheating,

and let the teacher re-test the class.

The last scene pictures Miss Fisher

ready to hand out the test papers

once again. In her final words to the

children she illustrates the lesson,
which the film is designed to teach,

that no one can really cheat on the

important tests that each faces in

daily life.

A Scene from "The Test," Produced by
The National Film Board of Canada

Appraisal

Although some of the characters in

this film occasionally border on stereo-

types, they are generally pictured as

real people, neither all good nor all

bad. Miss Fisher is an idealistic, dedi-

cated teacher who does the right thing

in the wrong way. The parents in the

community are typical—some are opin-

ionated, some misrepresent informa-

tion, some insist on all the facts, and

are genuinely concerned with the total

problem.

The Test should stimulate parent-

teacher groups to think about cheating

in school as a community problem

which, like many others, they must

solve through cooperative effort. The
film accurately presents cheating in

school as a problem that has no clear-

cut beginnings, and no simple cure-all

solutions. This is most clearly pointed

out by the principal when he tells his

audience of parents that they are aU

teachers of the children in that school.

In effect, The Test presents a cut-

away of a community and its people

that could be true of any group. It

should be valuable in helping future

teachers understand the kinds of com-

munities in which they may later

teach. It may also stimulate both par-

ents and teachers to ask themselves

if they are really working cooperative-

ly to solve these difficult problems in

which they all have a common concern

and a need for a joint plan of action.

-Robert H. MiUer

Twilight Forest

(Contemporary Films, Inc., 13 East

37th., New York 16, New York) 28
minutes, 16mm, sound color, no date,

$175.

Description

Twilight Forest depicts the chang-

ing technological and economic
growth that has been and is taking

place along the Ivory Coast and in

Nigeria as a result of harvesting the

timber in these areas.

Approximately three thousand miles

of tropical rain forest extend from the

Ivory Coast westward through Ghana
and Nigeria. These forests are so thick

that only an occasional sunbeam sifts

down through the high branches

above. For centuries past these twi-

light forest lands have produced giant

hardwood trees such as mahogany and
walnut that have matured, died, fallen,
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and decayed where they lay. The only

utilization of the timber by the na-

tives had been for dug-out canoes and
in the construction of their village

huts. In recent years, however, the

United Africa Company has started

forestry operations on a vast scale.

In many countries timber lands
have been devastated by malpractices

in harvesting which have resulted in

the wholesale slaughter of the forests.

This film empha.sizes the utilization of

better conservation procedures. Twi-

light Forest systematicidly describes

how an idea was worked out and car-

ried through whereby the patriarchs

of the rain forest could be located,

cut, and harvested. The point is

stressed that as these large 100-year-

old trees are located and cut it will be
the axeman's great, great grandson

who will cut in those same forest areas

again. The statement is made that for-

ests should be for the use of all gener-

ations of man and not just one; thus,

these forest areas will be cut only on

the 100-year cycle.

A tree in the forest is worth noth-

ing for it has monetary value only

when it can be marketed. Many hun-

dreds of miles of trails and roads

have had to be made in order to facili-

tate the movement of the logs to col-

lection yards and then on to the rivers.

Many workers are constantly employ-

ed in the construction and mainte-

nance of these roads and bridges.

In the rivers the ten-ton logs are

tied together into a 200-ton raft sec-

tion, then five of these sections are

bound together into a huge raft a half

mile long. It now takes a tug less than

a week to pull the thousand tons of

logs down-river to the large, modem
saw mill. Here the logs are cut into

millions of feet of top-grade hard-

wood. After curing, the lumber is

loadetl into ships and sent to waiting,

world markets.

In summation the film emphasizes

how yesterday this project was a risk,

but today it is a reality providing the

Ivory Coast-Nigeriix area with educa-

tion, experience, new skills, tools, ma-
chinery, trucks, ships, and roads. The
undertaking means money for these

African tribes and governments and

needed lumber for tlie world.

Appraisal

Twilight Forest is a wide audience

film and can be utilized by elementary

through adult grou^js. It can be effec-

tively correlated with study units in

the areas of forestry lumbering, con-

servation, African area studies, eco-

nomics, and world geography.

The dynamic editing of the initial

sequences seems to transport the view-

er to Africa. Dress, color, and rhyth-

mic chanting blend together to set an

eflFective tone for the film. The syn-

A Scene from "TwiligJu Forettt" by
Contemporary Films, Inc.

chronized sound is outstanding, espe-

cially in the scenes showing the cut-

ting down of the enormous mahogany.
The blows of the multiple axemen
and the quavering and falling of tlie

old tree are very impressive. The nar-

ration seems especially fitting through-

out the film, for example, "so died the

old tree so that a new seed might
grow in its place."

The evaluators were impressed with

the timely message, organization, vo-

cabulary and terms used, the detailed

animation, and the close-up shots. The
film stimulates the viewer to want to

learn, see, and know more about
emerging nations.

—Thomas Keith Midgley

The Dropout

(Sid Davis Productions, 1418 North
Highland Avenue, Hollywood 28, Cal-

ifornia) 10 minutes, 16mm, sound,

color or black and white, no date,

$120 or $60.

Description

The Dropout follows the experi-

ences of one high school senior who
leaves school prior to graduation by
dramatizing the problems he faces in

finding employment and adjusting to

his new social jjosition.

The film centers around a confident

dropout who feels his escape from ed-

ucational control to new found free-

doms will justify his leaving school.

As time passes he discovers that the

jobs hoped for are imavaHable. The
contact which he had with the high

school is lost, he becomes an outsider,

and he has less in common with his

girl friend.

The pressure from his girl friend,

her parents, and his own parents
makes finding a job a necessity. Re-

sults of a battery of tests given by the

employment bureau classify him as a

common laborer, further damaging his

self-image. Following harrassment by
his parents for an apparent lack of in-

terest in finding employment he

lowers himself to take a job as a bus

boy.

The relationship with his girl friend

seems to improve temporarily but vi-

sions of the future are lost. Following

bickering and quarreling, an inconse-

quential disagreement leads to a break-

up. The job becomes hard work and a

feeling of inferiority results from wait-

ing on friends. He quits his job the

evening his former girl friend comes in

wth another fellow.
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The dropout's parents cannot under-

stand why he quit, and the situation

at home becomes worse. He makes

one last efiFort to find a job but with

failure he loses initiative. He begins to

drift and soon adopts an "I don't care"

attitude. More of his time is spent

wandering aimlessly in the poorer sec-

tion of town where he makes friends

of those who, like himself, have no

drive, no ambition, and don't seem to

care. When one of his new friends is

picked up by the police, the drojxjut

wonders how different he is from his

friend, and how long he can continue

to stay out of trouble.

Appraisal

Teachers in secondary schools can

effectively use this film to influence

students to complete their high school

education. College students taking

courses in secondary education, as

well as interested adult groups, will

find the film beneficial in understand-

ing some of the problems of the drop-

out. The evaluators feel that The
Dropout can help to reduce the num-
ber of students leaving high school

before graduation and at the same
time develop a more sympathetic at-

titude toward those students who do
drop out.

The overall technical quality of the

film is very good. The subject matter

and presentation seem to call for some
synchronous sound but the film is en-

tirely narrated. However, the back-

ground music is appropriate and will

help the student to identify with the

film. The film content is of an instruc-

tive and informative nature; it clearly

depicts situations experienced by the

dropout which would be rather difiB-

cult to relate to the secondary school

student by other methods.

One of the strengths of the film lies

in its ability to show the gradual

social, physical, and psychological de-

terioration of the dropout. The oi)en-

ended technique used in completing

the film is ideal for leading into discus-

sion of problems related to the drop-

out.

—Wayne Dralle

Comments and materials for review

should be sent to Audio-Visual Center,

Indiana University, Bloomington, Ind.

PORTABLE REAR PROJECTION
^^ PIXMOBILE*

:^ Use all your present projectors ^ Built-in light control when pro-

andPixmobile projection tables. jecting from either side of

* Big 19V4" X 25V4" Polacoat screen cabinet

Lenscreen.® ^ Famous Pixmobile strength and
quality.

If you have a budget problem, take a look at Rear Projection by
Pixmobile. Completely flexible, it permits use of your present equip-
ment with the purchase of only the screen cabinet at $79.95 in

many cases. Let your Pixmobile dealer demonstrate the high-quality
performance of this effective and reasonably priced teaching aid.

ADVANCE PRODUCTS COMPANY
2300 East Douglas Avenue / >Vlchlta, Kansas

HAVE YOU SEEN DRAPBR'S

"V" PROJECTION SCREEN?

// ^ I* This 52"X52
PROJECTION SCREEN

for $14.40
6 Other sizes up to

84" X 84". Priced Proportionally

Let us demonstrate WHY this

Screen is a REAL BUY
Patented

5
Send today for complete information and prices

DRAPiR SHADE and SCREEN CO.
p. O. BOX 526 SPICELAND, IND.
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FILMSTRIPS
by Irene F. Cypher

Filmstrips To Use

People always ask us to indicate the

grade level for which certain materials

are appropriate. At this moment we
wish we could make a "blanket" reply,

namely "this is appropriate for all

grades." Now, please let us explain

such an apparently rash and thought-

less statement. It is tnie that there are

very real and specific learning prob-

lems which make it necessary to pre-

pare materials for use with pupils at

definite points in their learning

careers. First graders cannot cope with

the words and terms that high school

seniors glibly toss about. On tlie other

hand, high school seniors would be in-

sulted if a teacher presented material

couched in the simple one syllable

words that primary graders can handle

at their reading level. But why must

all material be labeled as intended for

and useful at, only certain grades?

Much material can be visuahzed in

such a way as to be "gradeless," and
potentially useful with any group, de-

pending on how the teacher introduces

it and how the pupils are led to use

it. This is why we have always liked

filmstrips without captions. If some
filmstrips didn't run captions, they

could be used with great success any-

where from kindergarten to college.

( But teachers consistently ask for cap-

tions to help the viewer read the cor-

rect "message" from the pictures").

Of course, this means extra thought

on the part of the teacher in preparing

to talk and teach "to" such filmstrips;

but it also means the teacher can use

film material in many, many different

situations and suit it to her owti pres-

entations and plans. Gilbert and Sulli-

van wrote "Make the punishment fit

the crime." Why can't the teacher

make the presentation fit the lesson?

It is our feehng that many times,

if the teacher coi^ild be free to make
her own comments, if pupils could be

free to look at the screen and draw
their own conclusions, that the result-

ing learning and enjoyment of the

learning experience would be immeas-

ureably increased.

Once you put captions on a picture,

you have more or less delimited the

grade or grades with which it will be

most effective. Even here, however,

there is opportimity for more expan-

sive use of material. If the words are

not too great a "conditioner," why
don't we try to see how simple mate-

rial can be used for review at some
levels? Why don't we give pupils an

opportunity to "see" some visualiza-

tions that may stimulate them to do
more advanced work?

What we plead here is the case for

wider use of materials that are good
for a wider range of grade levels, and
for less restrictions in grade labeling.

There are many possibilities for ex-

tending the usefulness of filmstrips if

we take time to recognize material

which is potentially suited to indivi-

dual pupil "paced learning." Pupils

should be encouraged to turn to film-

strips for review and research as they

would turn to a book. Then we might
begin to achieve a breakthrough in

learning. It can be done—but first we
need to do some re-thinking about the

binding, and blinding, effect of labels

indicating usefulness.

Biolab Techniques (3 filmstrips,

color; produced by Long Filmslide

service, 7505 Fairmount Ave., El

Cerrito Calif.; $14.50 per set, $5 sin-

gle strips). This is a series definitely

designed to help a teacher encourage

his students to do their own research.

The individual titles of the strips are

"Using the Microscope," "Collecting,

Insects" and "Dissecting the Frog."

There are both photographic shots

and drawings; emphasis is on the way
to do things, and the how of doing

these things. At the same time, the

filmstrips teach the iirip>ortance of

careful, detailed study and research,

and the value of research findings in

science study. The subject material is

interesting, and feeling of dignity is

given to the techniques of scientific

study as a part of meaningful learning.

Very good for both junior "and senior

high school science work.

Childreri Of Southeast Asia And
The Soviet Union (9 strips, color; pro-

duced by Eye Gate House, Inc., Ja-

maica 35, New York; $30 per set, $4
single strips). We really know so

little about how the children of this

particular area of the world live, that

the details presented in this series are

extremely important. The intent is to

illustrate that children (and people)

in all parts of the world have the

same basic needs, and this study in-

cludes the coimtries of Thailand, the

Philippines, Indonesia, Malaya, India,

Burma and Russia in Europe. We are

.shown something of the games played,

the food eaten, and the little things

enjoyed, such as going to a circus,

fishing, and holiday pastimes. We are.

of course, shown how the children in

each country are affected by differ-

ences in climate, family customs and
national customs. The material is good
for study of international affairs and
understanding people in other parts of

the world. Good for social studies.

Elementary Mathematics, Series I

And II (color filmstrips; produced by
Colonial Films, 71 Walton St., N.W.,
Atlanta 3, Ga.; series I, 8 strips and
teaching guides, $50.50; series LL 8
strips and guides, $48 ) . A good, clear

understanding of numbers and the

basic concepts underlying the use of

numbers in actual situations is needed
by all pupils. In this series the young
viewer is taken through the steps es-

sential to addition and subtraction

through nine. In series II this is re-

viewed and the student learns about
the key number ten. Plus and minus
become concrete terms to him, and he
is encouraged, by seeing both how to

work and to play with numbers, to

make numbers a part of his daily ac-

tivities. The material is well presented

for a sequential study as part of class-

room work; at all times the viewer is

helped to find answers for him.self.

Well designed for beginning work in

mathematics.

Grain From Farm To Table (single

strip, color; produced by Cereal Insti-

tute, Inc., 135 South LaSalle St.,

Chicago 3, 111.; available without

charge from Educational Director of

the Institute). Filmstrip, wall chart

and booklet have been combined to

indicate what grains contribute to our

food resources, and how they get from

farms to our tables. The story indi-

cates where we might expect to find

cereal grains growing, and what steps

are taken to harvest and process them.

We learn what kinds of cereals are

available in retail stores and the pro-

tective facts supplied by correct label-

ing. The pictures are schematic and

diagrammatic and could be used in

connection with projects in social

studies, science and home economics

classes.
o o «

Parts Of Speech (8 filmstrips, color;

produced by Encyclopedia Britannica

Films, 1150 Wilmette Ave., Wibnette,

111.; $48 per set, $6 single strips).

This series begins with a very good

question — "Why Study Grammar?"
The student is then taken on a view-

ing experience which introduces him
to a consideration of the importance

of nouns, pronouns, prepositions and

other parts of speech in the fomration

of phrases and clauses. If we, as indi-

viduals, are to communicate properly

with others, then this material should
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be of great value to us. It places

constant emphasis on parts of speech

as parts of the individual's personal

equipment for living today. The ap-

proach to subject material is good,

and the viewer is encouraged to dis-

cuss and consider the content of the

fihnstrip details. Good for all work

with speech from grades in the upper

elementary through college.

Picture Book Parade, Series 5 (8

filmstrips, color; produced by Weston

Woods Studios, Weston, Conn.; $42

per set, $6.50 single strips). These are

good stories, using good production

techniques. Titles in the series are

not dependent on each other, for each

strip is an individual story visualized.

Included are such stories as "Angus

and the Ducks," "The Old Woman
and Her Pig," "The House That Jack

Built," "The Tale of Pater Rabbit,"

and other delightful tales. This is a

lovely way to a better understanding

of books, and to the enjoyment of pic-

tures which make the stories come
alive. The spirit of each story has been

retained in the type of picture selected

for that particular story, and the result

is a happy one for the viewer. Excel-

lent for work in language arts, reading

enjoyment and creative literature.

Science Series (color filmstrips, pro-

duced by Bailey Films, Inc., 6509

De Longpre Ave., Hollywood 28,

Calif.; "Seed Plants"-6 strips, $30 per

set, $5 single strips; "Introducing Air"

—single strip $6; "Great Moments in

Conquest of Disease," $36 per set, $6

single strips). With this series the

science teacher has material appropri-

ate for many grades. In "Seed Plants,"

the middle grades pupil is given an

opportunity to observe and study plant

structure and the parts of plants. The
strip "Introducing Air" guides the

priman.' grades to simple experiments

which will help him understand the

nature of air. "Great Moments in the

Conquest of Disease," shows the high

school student how some of the lead-

ing personalities in scientific research

have worked to give mankind the con-

trol of diseases that have plagued us

for centuries. Although it is by no
means necessary to regard these sets

as connected, the range of assistance

available to all grades is illustrated in

this presentation of material helpful

at various grade levels. They are a

good addition to the list of resources

to make science units meaningful.

The Frierully Beasts At Jesus' Man-
ger (single .strip, color, with 3.31/3

rpm record and guide; produced by

Society for Visual Education, 1345

Diversey Parkway, Chicago 14, 111.;

$9 per unit). At this time of year we
tend to turn to the old legends and

familiar stories appropriate to the

celebration of the season. In this strip

we see the visuahzation of the old

legend that tells how all the animak

were permitted to talk on the night

that Jesus was bom. The color quality

of the pictures is dehghtful and the

narration adds to the value of the

story. It is a very welcome strip to

recommend to those who will be cele-

brating Christmas and using materials

as part of their activities.

e o a

The Wonderful World Of The

Brothers Grimm (single strip, color;

produced by Society for Visual Edu-

cation, 1345 Diversey Parkway, Chi-

cago 14, 111.; available for a hmited

time only, without charge). We have

all been entertained recently by the

motion picture of this same title, and

now the filmstrip brings us a recapitu-

lation of material and information

based on the film production. We
think that such filmstrips are helpful

to the teacher who wishes to correlate

reading and books with film, theater

and possible television programs. The
filmstrip enables us to turn to visu-

alizations of a kind conducive to study,

discusssion, and criticism. In this in-

stance there is biographical data that

will be useful whenever Grimm's fairy

tales are read or studied; the pupil is

helped to see the writers as hving

people who produced something that

has given pleasure to many people the

world over. A good filmstrip for cre-

ative study of book material, and for

language arts.

« • •

Walt Disney True-Life Adventures

(8 strips, color; produced by Ency-

clopedia Britannica Films, 1150 Wil-

mette Ave., Wilmette, III.; $48 per

set, $6 single strips). Sequences in

this series are taken from films and

include such titles as "In Beaver Val-

ley," "Seal Island," "Nature's Half

Acre," "Ants at Work and At War"
and "Bear Country." The photographic

quahty and composition are excellent

and do much to enhven the stories. It

is hard sometimes with material of

this type to determine whether it is

the actual story content or photogra-

phy which is of paramoimt impor-

tance. Certainly there is eye appeal,

and this will hold pupil interest.

Comments and materials for review

should he sent to the department edi-

tor—Irene F. Cyper, New York Uni-

versity, 26 Washington Square, New
York 3, N.Y.

With a Standard Filmstrip

Library Plan in your school

you will find it easy to

organize and administer

your filmstrips for maximum
utilization. Here is attrac-

tive, safe, compact, space-

saving, storage that elimi-

nates loss, or mislaying of

your filmstrips— they can

be filed by title, subject

matter and grade level;

indexed so any filmstrip can

be quickly located whether

in use or filed. As you ac-

quire more filmstrips add
to as your library grows.

Continue with your exist-

ing library plan.

Whatever your filmstrip

filing needs may be now
or later, there is a Standard
Filmstrip Library to meet
your requirements. There's

a wide range of Filmstrip

Libraries from which to

choose . . . from $12.80 to

$164.40. All units are steel

construction, attractively fin-

ished, designed for starting

small, large and growing
filmstrip libraries. Thousands
upon thousands in use.

New Catalog Number 3
gives full details on Stand-
ard Filmstrip Libraries, Disc

Record Libraries, Recording
Tape Filing and Mobile
Projection Stands.

Write
for your copy.

See your A-V
or

School Supply
Dealer.

710 Seventeenth Street

NORTH Chicago, Illinois

Filmstrip
Wall
File
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PUT YOUR
A-V PROGRAM

ON WHEELS!
with

WILSON TABLES

AUDIO
by Max U. Bildersee

Special : custom tabUt

for proiectori with

taka-up reels.

• Mobile A-V equipment gets moximum
use . . . easy-to-roll advantage reduces

feactier resistance.

• Full utilization of your A-V materioli is

assured. Helps teachers teach . . . helps

students team.

• Wilson's complete line offers a model for

every need; otl unconditionotly guaranteed

for 5 years, yet economically priced from

$27.95 to $55.95

Write today for fro* brochuresi

H. WILSON CORP.
546 W. 119lh St. Chicago 28, III.

World's leading manufacturer of A-V Tables

and Rear Projection Equipment.

Merry Christinas

It is again "that time of the year"

when students forget that they are in

school, or try so to do, and teachers

look ahead hopefully to that ten day
respite from the daily pressures of

classroom performance. And it is "that

time of the year," too, when teachers

begin the annual search for something

appropriate, something seasonal, some-
thing to add a little spirit to the class-

room exercises in the days just before

recess.

Of course there are always many
Christmas songs which can be offered.

And of course, too, these songs can be
used in a 'sing-along' fashion, making
each classroom a place of unrestrained

group singing and of happiness.

In past years we have called your

attention to many recordings of the

Dickens' classic, "A Christmas Carol."

And we still enjoy sitting down to the

Eustace Wyatt recording produced so

many years ago. I believe we reported

on that recording when RCA-Victor
offered almost two decades past—and
then it was available on 12 inch, 78
rpm shellac recordings!

In recent years it has been available

for $1.98 on a single twelve inch 33.3

rpm record—and we con.sider it on our

list of "best buy" records. If you
chance upon a copy—don't hesitate—

splurge!

A more recent recording recently

came to our attention, and we hasten

to call it to yours. This was made a

few years ago, but we hadn't heard it!

Audio Book (St. Joseph, Michigan)

produces a reading of the complete

story. It is worthy of your attention,

and of presentation to sdhool-children.

Dan O'Herlihy lends his talents to the

reading, and his pleasing voice is well

employed. He runs the gamut of vocal

expression, and the several characters

come to life under his expert per-

formance.

O'Herlihy uses his skills in such

manner that Ebenezer Scrooge is truly

the mean, grasping egocentric indi-

vidual who has successfully buried his

finer characteristics under the veneer

of .sneering disbelief expressed effec-

tively through his oft repeated "Bah!

Humbug!!!"
A very good reading—and a fitting

lecording to use as part of the seasonal

celebration. What to do with it—how to

use it? It can be used in many ways.

In classrooms—particularly your in-

termediate grades, the recording can

be presented as a continuing listening

experience. The four seven inch 16.67

rpm records can be presented sequen-
tially—and students will listen. Librar-

ies can undertake the same program.

But the school boasting a central

sound system—a central sound system
for instruction, not merely as the

message-master, can offer this se-

quence on the last four days of school,

a side at a time, and carry the story

of Ebenezer Scrooge's trial and intel-

lectual rebirth through into the Christ-

mas season. Here is an opportunity

for pleasure, and for instruction that

schools cannot afford to miss!

Adventure, Mystery and Whimsy
While we are talking about Audio

Book products, we should call other

recordings to your attention, too. In

the area of adventure all young people
enjoy Jack London's "The Call of the

Wild." Even we somewhat older

'young people' can be thrilled by
Buck's adventures from the time he is

kidnapped (or dognapped if you pre-

fer) and taken to the Klondike. Buck
submits—but he is never beaten com-
pletely. Buck is observant, and learns

not only from his own errors, but
those of other animals, including men.
And Buck fights for survival, perhaps

he even survives to fight. He responds

to kindness, resents and rejects brutal-

ity. The reading is by Jeff Chandler,

and the recording can be used in a

variety of school and library situations.

Audio Book also offers mystery from

the pen of Edgar Allen Poe—mystery,
pathos and faith as well. Marvin Miller

affords the listener an exceptional ex-

perience as he reads "The Tell-Tale

Heart," "The Black Cat," "The Cask of

Amontillado," "The Oval Portrait,"

"The Facts in the Case of M. Valde-

mar" "The Fall of the House of Usher,"

"The Masque of the Red Death,"

"Shadow—A Parable," "The Raven,"

"Annabel Lee" and "The Bells."

Library applications of this audio

material are immediately obvious. Is

there reason—substantial reason—that

these same functions cannot be served

by school libraries? Is there adequate

reason that school libraries cannot be-

come li.stening centers as well as read-

ing centers? Is there reason and regula-

tion depriving hbraries—school librar-

ies—from the privilege of planning a

.series of audio presentations for in-

terested students on a voluntary basis?

Recordings like tho.se already men-
tioned, and more to be mentioned,

can surely appeal to young people if
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presented with the teacher's flair for

showmanship in both classroom and

library.

Rudyard Kipling continues to be a

favorite of ours. His "Just So Stories"

provide endless hours of entertainment

—and superior instruction in both the

arts of listening and writing.

All of these stories are now available

in one album—Audio Book's reading of

these wonderful stories by Gene Lock-

hart. They are all there: "The Butter-

flv that Stamped," "The Cat That

Walked by Himself," "The Crab That

Played with the Sea," "How the Whale
Got His Throat," "How the Camel Got

His Hump," How the Rhinocerous Got

His Skin," "How the Leopard Got

His Spots," "The Elephant's Child"

and all the others. Good listening—and

an easy way to introduce superior

writing in the lower grades.

Reading Aloud
Readers have produced many fine

records lately. Many influences have

been brought to bear—not the least of

which is better education—and public

tastes are changing. Not too many
years ago there were many popular

magazines emphasizing the short story

as the main sales appeal. More than

ever today those that are left are pro-

ducing serious reading matter, articles

surveying the current scene, and in-

teresting their audiences.

Similarly, the spoken record emer-

ges from its hiding place to take, each

year, a more important place in our

lives. Reading aloud is coming into its

own again! True—there is no "Johnny

Mathis" or "Bing Crosby" of the print-

ed word—but that day may come.

At the kiddy-car level, Boris Karloff

is emerging as a leading entertainer.

Caedmon has offered recordings by

him, not the least attractive being

"The Three Little Pigs." In this record

ing the creator of Frankenstein uses

his reading skills to charm the children

into literature. Perhaps he will yet be

the Pied Piper of the kiddy-car set!

In "The Three Little Pigs" (Caedmon
TC-I129) Karloff reads not only the

title story but also "Jack and the Bean-

stalk," "The Three Sillies," "Hereafter

this," "The Old Woman and Her Pig,"

"Henny Penny," "King of the Cats"

and "The Three Bears." Here is fun

listening for all the little children—and

their willing parents and teachers-

willing, that is, to permit the delights

of childhood to re-enter their lives.

This is one for schools, for libraries,

and for that home collection.

Doix>thy Parker is known for her

witty and sometimes acid writing.

Was it she who wrote the 'profile' of

Alexander Woolcott for "The New
Yorker" and later called it something

of a 'dirty thumb-nail sketch?' Certain-

Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc.

in cooperation with

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Inc.

Present

THE

WORLD
CHANGES
a 16mm film series

about the world's nations

— in color—
— with sound—

for schools everywhere

Four Films

on

JAPAN
Ready Now

#1—JAPAN'S GEOGRAPHY-
HUMAN AND ECONOMIC
Highlights of the country's age-old

topography and current, changing
economy. 13 minutes

#2—JAPAN'S FOOD FROM LAND
AND SEA
A survey of Japan's farming and
fishing industries, and the ancient

methods and new machinery that

help to feed the nation. 12 minutes

#3—JAPAN'S NEW FAMILY
PATTERNS
The new social structure of Ja-

pan, seen in the fascinating profile

of a typical middle-class family.

15 minutes

#4—JAPAN'S ART—FROM THE
LAND
A visual tone-poem, demonstrating
the direct relationship between
Japan's art forms and land con-

tours. 10 minutes

HOLT, RINEHART AND WINSTON, INC.

383 Madison Avenue

New York 17, N. Y.

Atlanta 12, Chicago 11, Dallas 1,

San Francisco 24, Toronto 18

Audio CilRDAIOG® Record Reviews on Card
—A WORLD OF SOUND ON FILE—

INDIVIDUAL CROSS-INDEXED 3x5 CARDS ALREADY
ISSUED! PLUS the Audio CARDALOG DIRECTORY of

Record Producers

SUBSCRIBE NOW — $25.00 a year

Audio CARDALOG—Box 1771, Albany I, New York
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ly her admiration for Woolcott knew
no bounds—and her characterization

of him in her writings was entirely

complimentary.

But Dorothy Parker was not always

as kind to lesser mortals. And some-

times she directed her scorn at those

of us who, with alleged innocence, set

out to hurt others. And who has better

voice to express Dorothy Parker's sen-

timents than Shirley Booth? Caedmon
combines these superior talents in one

recording, "Dorothy Parker Stories,"

Caedmon TC 1136, and we are privi-

leged to hear relish and hear again

Dorothy Parker's "Lady With a

Lamp," "The Waltz," "Cousin Larry"

and "A Telephone Call."

This is not for the younger set. This

aduk material draws upon the experi-

ences and reactions of each of us for

full appreciation. High school students

can hear these and enjoy them, college

students can hear them act wisely,

but adults can fully appreciate them.

Libraries might schedule a "Dorothy
Parker Evening" and rely on this one
recording to bring in many interested

listeners, admirers of Miss Parker and
potential borrowers. There is an op-

portunity for service here that is yet

to be fully explored.

Celia Johnson is another reader who
can take the author's words and give

them vitality. She reads two Katherine

Mansfield short stories on Caedmon's
recording, catalogue number TC 1133.

The stories are "Bliss" and "The Gar-

den Party." Again—adult material for

fuU understanding and appreciation—

but material which can be effectively

used in secondary schools and in col-

leges, particularly in classes studying

the short story. Miss Manfield was a

great and respected practitioner—a per-

fectionist—in this area and we do well

to introduce her writings to students

though the audio medium.

Happy New Year

It is that season of the year, too!

But more important to each of us—
it is that sea,son of the year when
teachers have their best opportunity

to participate in that annual scramble

called budget making. Now is the time

to make our instructional wants and
needs known—and we must be specific

in requesting instructional materials

-
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which can be used effectively in our

classrooms.

From every standpoint it is much
easier to delete an item which calls for

"audiovisual materials" than to treat

similarly a detailed request for specific

sums to secure named instruments and
materials! How much easier it is to

deny a request for "Recordings" than

to deny the same request if specific

titles are listed. How simple to 'red-

pencil' generalized items—how far sim-

pler to accede to demands for the spe-

cific!

This is the season for budget mak-
ing.

It behooves each of us to comb
every source and to discover materials

—and to list these discoveries on a

line-by-line basis—materials which can

be effectively added to the storehou.se

of instructional materials in classroom

and library. Storerooms should be

locked, and the keys thrown away!

It is our responsibility, as effective

teachers to be sure that we do request

materials that we can use effectively;

and then it is our equivalent responsi-

bility to use effectively those materials

that we request.

It is the season for this job! It is the

season for looking ahead to the new
year—the new calendar year and the

new school year. It is the season for

making our needs known—and for

helping school administrators develop

an atmosphere of acceptance which in

turn helps us to be more effective

teachers.

This is not a burdensome cycle—it is

an expression of the cylic nature of

pressiues within a democracy, an ex-

pression which gives us each the op-

portimity and the responsibility to take

every possible step to assure that

children next year will have greater

opportunities to learn than did the

children this year! Yes—growth can be
steady!

It is time to comb the back issues

of EDUCATIONAL SCREEN AND
AUDIOVISUAL GUIDE as well as

other publications and .sources of in-

formation to select carefully those ma-
terials which, in our professional opin-

ion, can contribute to education. We
can request them.

And— if we are specific—we can get

them!

And as we get them and use them
effectively in instruction—.so wc assure

for ourselves, for the communities we
serve and the children who look to

us for leadership and training, A Hap-

py Neto Year!

Comments and materials for review

should be sent to the Department
Editor. Mr. Max U. Bildersee, 65
Palmer Avenue Larchmont, New York.
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AV in the

C^hUrCll Jr IGIQ by WUHam S. Hockman

A Reader Observes . . .

. . . that "in spite of technical im-

provements each year in projection

equipment, the damage of film prints

is still a concern of the A-V librarian,

with dirt in the gate as the chief of-

fender. Fixing up a scratched film

costs money. Keep your gate clean to

treat both your film and the viewers

right. Who wants to look at an image

ringed about with fuzz? Recently I

took a film to a church and had to

clean up the projector before I could

go ahead, so gummed up was the gate

with crud. The staff here at the

American Bible Society think I am a

nut when it comes to cleanliness, but

I know that a clean machine gives the

film a better chance, and the audience,

too." —Archie Piper

A Teacher Observes

"One of the finest filmstrips I have

ever previewed," said the Superinten-

dent of the 9:30 session of the Pri-

mary Department as she came from

the preview room. In her hand was
Making The Lord's Prayer Our Own,
a production by SVE. "This I must
use; it is just the thing for all three

grades. I would recommend it for

yoimg people and adults, also." Then
I took another look. It is excellent in

content and format, a fine and useful

addition to your A-V library. Its use-

spectrum is wide—children, youth,

adults. Order direct from SVE, 1.345

Diversey Parkway, Chicago 14, 111.

Gets By With Applause
It takes a mighty good film on the

subject of gambling to get by with me.

"Where Fortune Smiles," produced in

Hollywood by the Methodists, not only

meets .stiff content and form require-

ments, but wins my applause as well.

\fter extensive reading of the scholar-

l\ literature on the subject of gambling

while doing post-graduate 'sabbatical

.study' in a leading seminarv' in 1953-

'54, after conversation with several

varieties of gamblers, and after observ-

ing the activities of slot machine ad-

dicts, I wrote an extensive mono-
graph on '"The Ethical Status of the

Act of Gambling." In it I arrived at a

definition of the act which was really

definitive; discovered and described

the six basic and essential phases of

the classical or typical act of gambling;

and, located the center of the moral

problem. Since then I have written

many articles on the subject, including

a highly condensed tract, available

upon request, "Bingo As A Form of

Theft." In content treatment, this film

is sound; in technical qualities, excel-

lent. It is not a tract, not an argument;

just a slice of life itself. Pam and Biff

are engaged. They go one evening to

a slot-joint. It was for kicks, and it

was fun. Pam goes back, but neglects

to tell Biff. She fibs; then lies. She
uses her own money, then that of

others as she borrows. Biff sees what
gambling is doing to her. She, too,

knows. He faces it; she does not. As
our film ends, they seem to be parting

for good as she returns to the "Where
Fortune Smiles" joint, and he drives

away—their engagement broken? We
don't know. This we do know, parents,

youth, church boards, women's meet-

ings, Bible classes etc., will certainly

be motivated for some profitable dis-

cussion by this fine film. From Cokes-

bury B<wk Stores: Boston 16; Teanek,

N. J.; Nashville 3; San Francisco 2;

and other film sources. Color $13.00

B&W $9.00.

Dociunent On Japan Seacoast

There is a satisfaction in documen-
tary films which they alone can im-

part. What is it? The vei-y human-ness

of them? Their essential look-see-and-

luiderstand nature? Their ingratiating

immediacy? Perhaps all of these and

more. It seems that the eye of the

camera when directed by the skill of

a man sees more and deeper than the

human eyes alone. All this is precipi-

tated in my mind as I recall the color

film, Seacoast Villages of Japan, avail-

able from Atlantis Productions, 7967

Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 46, Calif.

Here in some 30 minutes we see these

fine people living and making a living,

with the accent faMing on the latter,

of coiu'se. What charming scenes;

what fine shots! There is great beauty

in the film. There is much to start the

mind going: Why this; why that; how
different they are! A good film for

church and school to inform the mind
and to cultivate and improve the at-

titudes.

Teaching Tool On Stewardship

Let me tell you, all too briefly,

about a kit of three filmstrips which

you can use as a teaching tool on

stewardship and missions.

Why We Cive helps Primary and

The Beseler Franchised Audio-Visual Special-

ist in your area has a special "see-how"

presentation (notice we said "see-how", and

not sales, presentation) he would like to show

you and other members of the faculty of your

school.

It visually demonstrates, subject by subject,

just how the Vu-Graph Overhead Projector can

become your "right hand of teaching".

You can see it soon

- if you return this

coupon now!

CHARLES BESELER CO.

212D South 18th Street

East Orange, N. J.

Please have Beseler Franchised A-V

Specialist call to arrange for special

"see-how" Vu-Graph presentation.

Send complete information on Vu-Graph.

Name .

School _

Address

City

Title

state .

Phone
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news from Da-Lite'

<^
\

for regular

or overhead

projection!

Vuiio'A"
SCREEN

with KEYSTONE ELIMINATOR
America's finest heavy duty portable tripod

screen. New Keystone Eliminator holds top

of screen 2" to 18" out from vertical for

optically correct overhead projection. Sturdy,

simple, easy to use. Only tripod screen that

will extend to full square size with case in

top position without bowing.
Your choice of screen surfaces . . . flame and
mildew resistant V-3 Mat White, V-4 White
Magic Glass Beaded, or Do-lite's silver lenti-

cular surfaces in 50" x 50", 60" x 60" and
70" x 70" screen sizes. Top quality, heavy
duty construction throughout.

New

Da-Lite

Keystone

Eliminator

Brackets

sturdy, inexpensive brackets turn your Da-
Lite wall mounted screen into an overhead
projection screen. Brackets hold screen case
15" to 24" (adjustable) from wall to provide
correctly slanting o erhead projection sur-
face.

Writ* for complete information and
noma of nearest Franchise Dealer!

QUOTE FOR THE MONTH
"A projector is only good when you have motion pictvire

films to run on it; and, the motion picture film is only good
when it gives proper support to your program."

-H. S. Van Deren, Jr.

Since 1909

Da-Lite Screen Co., Inc.

Warsaw, Indiana l!®ll

Junior children take the first steps in

understanding the basic concepts of

stewardship, touching time, abilities,

and money in the work of the whole
church. There are 50 photographs and
9 minutes of recorded c-ommentary. I

would have liked tliis better in straight

narration rather than as dialogue.

There is an assumption here about the

superiority of dialogue which has

wobbly psychological legs to stand on,

if indeed, it can stand at all.

Ml Over The World seeks to show
Ck)d at work thru his church in many
parts of the world; and, to show the

church as the Christian's agency out

across the world. Again, dialogue and
recorded, and running 8 minutes. Good
and useful.

A Guide To Developing Steward-

ship In Children is a how-to-do-it

piece for Primary and Junior boys and
girls. There are 37 frames and 10

minutes of recorded narration. There

are references to specific items of cur-

riculum materials. While Presbyterian,

these references could easily be gener-

alized by the user.

Produced by the Dept. of Steward-

ship and Promotion, United Presby-

terian Church, 475 Riverside Dr., New
York 27, this kit is available from the

above address for $12.00 complete.

Christian Adults

What are they like in today's world?

Can they live and work under pres-

sure? Can a Christian get on in the

business world? What happens to

faith in God in the space age? How
can a person find his place in the

church?

If you think there is an easy an-

swer to all these questions, then you
need to see and jx)nder the four-unit

filmstrip series "Christian Adults In

Tcxlay's World," produced by Family
Filmstrips, Inc. This series is designed

to start, not end, discussion. They are

designed each one of them, to sharpen-

up the issues rather than give solu-

tions. After all the solutions will vary
v\'ith person, places, and time. The art

is good; the recordings technically

fine; but I would put a litde more
vim and vigor in the commentaries.

For adults they need more bite—to

best set the mood for discussion. Here
are the titles:

Being A Christian In Business

Living and Working Under Pressure

Faith For the Space Age
Finding Your Place In The Church
Available from your A-V dealer.

Price complete (2 LP records and four

narrations) plus guides, $25.50. Rec-

ommended.

Good and Useful Catalogue

A good catalogue costs money. A
good catalogue is no good if it doesn't

get out to the customers. And even

then it's not much good if you can't

find your way around in it. Besides, a

clutter of pictures is no substitute for

useful information. Furthermore, a

catalogue that's organized to death,

can be the death of sales. All this is

especially true of audiovisual cata-

logues. I liked the Sept. 1962 to Jan.

196.3 Cokesbury PROJECTOR. It has

a topical set-up, and that's good. The
church runs that way, and leaders

work that way. They ask; What's on

Stewardship; on The Family; on Na-
tional Missions; The Church and Race;

and, right on through to New Titles.

Mr. H. S. VanDeren, Jr., Manager of

the A-V Department of Cokesbury

(Methodist) is commended for keep-

ing right down to essentials in turning

out an excellent publication.

Audio Resources

The LP record. Music From the

Rim of East Asia, is available solely

from A-V Services, Methodist Board

of Missions, 475 Riverside Drive, N.Y.

27, and the price is only $3.00. Here

is useful material in a usable package,

with the finest notes on what is what.

Side One of this technically excellent

record has 8 recordings of folk music

from Japan, Korea, Okinawa, Taiwan,

and Hong Kong. Then comes 4 bands

giving us Oriental music in the West-

em style—not too happy a hybrid!

When we turn the record over we
come to Christian, or 'church' music.

Here is music by orientals. First is a

selection. The Shepherd's Song, from

"A Christmas Cantata," one of very

few pieces in the Korean idiom. How
beautiful! Then we are given on Band
Two "The Song of the Prodigal Son,"

#245 from the hymnal of the United

Church of Christ of Japan, wedding

with happy result, an old Japanese
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melody with Christian text. Band
Three: Psalm V in Mandarin Chinese,

but with music which reflects Western

culture. Then comes "May The Holy

Spirit's Sword," sung by the North

Point Methodist Chiu-ch (Hong Kong)

choir—sacred text written to an old

Chinese folk-tune. Lastly we have

"Tliree Carols" from several places in

India. Right now this record goes on

my list as a Christmas gift to my mu-
sic-loving grandchildren. How about

yours? What a youth fellowship, or

conference, or retreat program could

be built on such a record! Get this

kind of material into your church

school at the youth level, and relate it

to this year's study at all levels.

Effective Format
Concordia Films (3558 South Jef-

ferson Ave., St. Louis 3, Mo.) has

created five discussion-format motion

pictures on as many great themes.

These films get discussion started, stir

out the questions, sharpen up the is-

sues, and turn the finding of answers

to the audience. The focus of the cen-

tral issue is a little sharper in Respon-

sibility-Work or Home and Christian

Stewardship than in Race Relations

and Christian Concern In Politics.

Christian Honesty is not fuzzy but it

is complicated by legal as well as

moral considerations. But, come to

think of it, that's the way life is. Of
course, these are for young people and

adults. As each of these fast-moving

films begins a moderator leaves his

group, comes forward, and tells us

what is under discussion. After these

orienting remarks, he says in effect.

"Well, here you look at the film we've

been discussing and see what answers

you can find to its questions." Now we
see a short film. It is dramatic, well

acted, and real. Film over, we listen

to the panel react, and then the Mod-
erator comes forward again and says,

in effect, "Now you've seen the film,

and heard my friends' ideas about it;

You take it from here." And, we will;

any group will. These films dig; they

get under the skin. Women appear on

some panels. That's good. The modera-

tor is never the same; nor the panels.

That's doubly good in case you run

these films in a series; as, indeed, I'd

like to; and as you should. In the old

days (late Thirties and early Forties)

we called this type of utilization tech-

niques, "The Film Forum." But then

we didn't have films cut-out and made
to fit that format. B&W; $6.00 rental

each; $27.00 for the series.

Comments and materials for review

should be sent to the department edi-

tor—William S. Hockman, 27 Prospect

Drive, Glens Falls, N.Y.

Reflection-free because it has a special finish on the tube face that reduces mirrorlike reflec-

tions from lights and windows. It's designed especially for the educational field. The picture

tube is the famous Sylvania implosion-proof Bonded Shield type for maximum safety. It has

complete front controls behind tamper-prooi, rr— ^^-—-^— —-•—•^^"•^^— —i"|

locked doors... tamper-proof rear panel for -
<:"i— :- "— «- r .„i„i

safety, too... output jacks for two auxiliary

speakers . . . provision for tie-in to Sylvania's ex-

clusive new question-answer intercom between

televised teacher and a network of classrooms.

And look at all these other outstanding fea-

tures: Input jack record player. . .tape recorder,

or microphone. . .acoustically balanced wood
cabinet. .. high-power amplifier and big 6" x 9"

front-mounted speaker. Available m vhf and vhf uhf

SYLVANIA
Gf/im/l TELEPHONE IELECTRONICS

Sylvania Home & Commftrcial

Electronics Corp.

a division of

Sylvonio Electric Products Inc.

730 Third Ave., Dept. E-7, New York 17, N. Y.

Please send more Information on

Sylvania's new Educational TV receiver.

Please send Sylvania's nev< Educational

TV Manual.

D
D
Name-

SctiooL

Address-

City -Zone State-
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"I like the

eighteen pounds

it DOESN'T weish''
(weighs only HALF as much

as a bulky overhead)

and

Compare

how much
MORE

you can project

WRITING
WHILE

PROJECTING

^<^,
M-^

I KfiTRANSPARENCIES

PREPARED BY

AUTHORITIES
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SLIDES

Jg^ /MICROSCOPIC
SLIDES^ POLAROID

TRANSPARENCIES

#. STRIP FILM

2-INCH SLIDES

Keystone

COMPACT
Overhead
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^
to

^Az
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ANY other

overhead
projector

For a demonstration of the

COMPACT Overhead Projector

that weighs SO MUCH LESS,

and does SO MUCH MORE,
write

1^
Meadville, Pa.

KEYSTONE VIEW CO.

A\ lit^dustry News

Teaching Machine 99c

A "Univox" teaching machine is be-

ing sold through more than 20 super-

market chains at 99c. Maker an-

noimces newspaper, radio and TV
promotion, as well as personal appear-

ances in schools, etc., by leading

educators who serve on Univox Board

of Education.

S.O.S. Takes Over Paramount
News
A half-mil'lion dollars worth of pro-

fessional motion picture equipment

inventory of "Paramount News," now
inactive, will be sold and rented

through S.O.S. Photo-Cine Optics, Inc.

Educational "Juke Box"
Dr. Warren P. Everote, EBF presi-

dent, at the recent Columbus Film

Festival, predicted electronic trans-

mission of educational films "in a

system resembling a juke box," under

which "the ortly equipment needed

would be an electronic screen and a

book of numbers indicating the avail-

able subjects." "One would dial a film

when be wanted to see it," he con-

tinued, "it would be conveyed auto-

matically to the screen of his class-

room." The teacher, he said, would

he "freed of the inconveniences of

wrestling with equipment, darkening

the room, and ordering a film weeks

in advance of need." Today, bv way
of contrast, he said, educational films

are shown either on television or on

"archaic, hot, wheezing projectors."

Service Managers on
Advisory Board
Xot presidents nor marketing special-

ists make up the Radiant Manufactur-

ing Corp. "Product Advisory Commit-
tee," but eleven service managers from

the staffs of leading AV dealers,
coa.st to coast. Seymour Jacob, vice-

liresident for A-V sales stated this

selection was made 'Tsecause they

are the ones who work closest witli

equipment and are in best position to

make constructive comments based on

actual experience."

16mm Projector Operator
License?

NAVA is sounding tlie alarm over a

proposal revived, this time in Colum-
bus, Ohio, to require a licensetl opera-

tor on any projector using a 1000
watt bulb. As has been the case in

other cities where, over the years, this

attempt came up, there is strong op-

position from schools, churches and
civic groups. Under the proposed
columbus ordinance the mandatory
license would involve a $25 fee and
a 6-month "apprenticeship."

Projector Subject to Excise

Internal Revenue Service has ruled'

that the Kalart/Victor "Soundview"
Model PB portable 3-speed phono-

graph is subject to 10% excise tax,

the only item in the firm's extensive

A\' line so subject. Price has been

.

raised on this item.

Flying Repair School

The National Camera Repair School

is offering a novel extension service in

the form of a repair clinic to towns

where six or more earner a-repair,

dealeis or photo shops will be re-

presented. A one to four-man staff is

sent by light plane from the school's

headquarters at Englewood, Colo.

NAVA Equipment Directory

National Audio-Visual AsscK'iation,

Fairfax, Va., has mailed its initial

check list to all known manufacturers

of audio-visual equipment, as the first

step toward the 196.3 revision of its

big annual "Audio-Visual Equipment
Directory." Editor "Jim" Hulfish re-

ports that "surprisingly, the most time-

consuming step in editing this direc-

tor\' has always Ix-en simply obtain-

ing current information from manu-
facturers." These listings are free. The
Directory is truly in a class by itself,

a really definitive work, of which
more than 8,000 copies (at roughly

$5 each) have been distributed in the

past two years alone.

Argus Price Reductions

Reductions of from $10 to $20 have

been announced on the entire Argus

line of automatic slide projectors.

PEOPLE
Dorothy Helen Johnson has l>een ap-

pointed senior editor of the materials

produced by the Society for Visual

Education, Chicago.

Dr. Ruth R. Cornfield has become as-

sociated with Teaching Audials and
Visuals, Inc., as director of its Educa-
tional Services Division.
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John Dostal, president of Electronics

for Education, announces the appoint-

ment to its board of directors of Clifj

Squibb, partner in Dallas overhead

projector manufacturing firm.

Peter M. Dean, Ed. D., is the new
program director at Edex Coqjoration,

Palo Alto pioneer in electronic teach-

ing systems.

Frank S. Johnson, Jr. replaces Cene R.

Ilawes as director of information at

Science Research Associates, Inc.

Hudson Photographic Industries an-

noimce establishment of a new "Audio-

Visual and Industrial Division," head-

ed by Harold Levitt.

Richard D. Levin replaces Tom Saffen

as ccjrporate advertising manager at

Argus, Incorporated.

Lee Davis moves up from general

manager to vice-president in charge of

newly created Marketing Division at

Calvin Productions; he had been in

charge of the firm's educational film

production unit.

Valentine Hechler takes over as vice

president and general manager of

VVehcor's recorder division.

Charles Benton replaces Wilbur F.d-

unrds as vice-president in charge of

sales at Encyclopaedia Britannica

Films. While in charge of downstate

Illinois sales he had been an active

member in the Illinois Audiovisual As-

sociation.

Obituaries

Carroll Hadden, 61, treasurer of Ideal

Pictures, Inc., and past-president of

NAVA, died October 10 from the side

effects of an automobile accident.

Active for more than 20 years in the

Ideal organization, Hadden got his

start in the promotion of non-theatri-

cal "roadshow" entertainment films,

and developed into one of the nation's

best qualified AV dealers. He is sur-

vived by his widow, and a son, a

paratrooper in the U.S. Army.

Clarence H. Bradfield, Jr., 61, chair-

man of the board of Wilding, Inc.,

died September 1.3 at his home in

Glencoe, 111. He joined the then Wild-

ing Picture Productions, Inc., in 19.39

and served as the firm's treasurer ini-

til upon the death of "Norm" Wilding,

he became president and general man-
ager, holding that post until three

vears ago.

i5«M»*iHS:*j^*<'i*»w*r.iw*iMi r^
for perfect darkening of any size mdowl y

<r>cin<<''«>t^.---'^»cr^.'*/ t.'T^'*;''*'*^'
^i^s-lcS'--'"^*'*^'^"

FORSE DARKENING
SHADES & DRAPERIES

Made of finest fabrics

Custom-made, any size

Complete, ready for installation

Guaranteed for ten years

Used by schools everywhere

Draperies in decorative colors

fR6S
Fabric Samples; Complete Information;

Price Schedules . . . Write for "Shade"

or "Drapery" Literature OR BOTH.

S*Afi_MANUFACTURING COMPANY
2349 SUlllVAN AVE. ST. lOUIS 7, MISSOURI

FOR ''LIGHTS ON'' PROJECTION

H.P.I. TELESCREEN instantly converts any motion picture film strip or slide

projector to rear-screen operation — without modification • provides

sharp, brilliant images • grain-free and absolutely no hot spots • 120°

angle of view — easily accommodates groups up to 10 • unique built-in

"black" screen will not wash out regardless of room-light level • not

necessary to darken room.

H.P.I. TELESCREEN -priced at less than $17.00 • light-weight (2 lbs.)

portable •handsome two-tone styling. At your A/V dealer or write Dept. ES.

HUDSON PHOTOGRAPHIC INDUSTRIES, INC.
A/V Industrial Division • Irvington-on-Hudson, New York
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TRADE DIRECTORY FOR THE AUDIOVISUAL FIELD

KEY: (P)—producers, Importars. (M)—monufocturvrs. (D)—d«al«rs, distributors, film rental llbrarlas, pra|*ctlon sarvlc*

Wh«r« a primary sourc* also oHors dlroct rontol sarvUos* th* doubl* symbol (PD)

(D)

AMo<laH«« Films, Inc.

Dlitrlbutor of Free-Loan ond Rental Filmi.

H«adc|vcrt«rs:

347 Moditon Ave., N. Y. 17. N. Y.

Rvglonal Librarian

rood at Elm, Rldgefteld, N. J.

541 Hlllgrove Ave., La Grange, III.

799 Stevenson St., San Franclico, Col.

1108 Jackton St., Dollai 2, T«.

*u>trallan N«w> imd InfarmaHon Bwrwou
636 Filth Ave., New York 30, N. Y.

(PO)

ray Studios, Inc
739 Seventh Ave., New York 19. N. T.

•roodman Films
127 Ninth Ave., North, Nothvllle 3, Tenn.

(PDI

IPO]

(PD)

Starling Movlas U.S.A., Inc
Free Film Dlitrlbutor

Executive Offices

375 Park Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.

Area Librarlet & Shipping Centers

200 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 4, III.

1469 N. Vine St., lot AnQoles 28, Cal.

43 West 61st., New York 23, N.Y.
100 University Ave., Fort Worth 7, Texas

FILMSTRIPS

Broadman Fllmstrlps (PD)
127 Ninth Ave., North, Nashville 3, Tone.

Family Fllmstrlps, Inc. (PDI
5823 Santa Monico Blvd., Hollywood 38, CalH.

Soclaty tor Visual Education
134S DIversey Parkway, Chicago 14

IPO)

MICROSCOPES A SLIDES

Danoyar-Goppart Company
5235 Raveniwooa Ave., Chicago 40, III.

PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT

Camara Equlpmant Co., Inc.

315 W. 43rd St., New York 36, N. Y.
6510 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood, Col.

Camara Equlpmant Co., Inc., of Florida (

1335 E. Tenth Ave., Hloleah, Flo.

(MD)

PROJECTION TABLES

Advanca Products Compcmy
2300 E. Douglos Ave., Wichita, Kans.
Complete Line of Projection Tables

(PD)

Coronat Instructional Films

Coronet BIdg., Chicago 1, II).

(PI

Family Films, Inc. (PDI
J823 Sonto Monica Blvd.. Hollywood 38. Colli.

Idoal Plcturas, Inc. (D|

Hama Offlca:

58 E. South Water St., Chlcogo 1, III.

Branch Exchcmgasi
2114 Eighth Ave., N., Blrmlnghom 1, Ala.

1840 Alcotroz Ave., Berkalay 3, Col.

2221 S. Olive St.. Los Angeles 7. Col.

853 Fifth Ave., Son Diego 1, Col.

1011 East Colfax, Denver 18, Colo.

55 NE 13lh St., Miami 32, Fla.

71 Walton St., N.W., Atlanta 3, Go.

1370 S. Beretonlo St., Honolulu 14, H.

58 E. South Woter St., Chicago 1, III.

15 E. Maryland St., Indianapolis 4, Ind.

616 S. 5th St., Louisville 2, Ky.

1303 Prytonio Street, New Orleans 13, lo.

102 W. 25th St., toltlmora 18, Md.
42 Melrose St., Boston 16, Moss.

15924 Grand River Ave., Detroit 27, Mich.

3400 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis 8, Minn.

1822 Main St., Kansas City 8, Me.

4028 N. KIngshlghway, St. Louis 15, Mo.

1558 Main St., Buffolo 9, N. Y.

321 W. 44th St., New York 36, N. Y.

41 N. 11th St., Philadelphia 7, Po.

2110 Foyne Ave., Cleveland 14, Ohio.

1201 S. W. Morrison, Portland 5, Ore

2547 Woodbum Ave., Cincinnati 6, Ohio

14 Wood St., Pittsburgh 22, Po.

18 S. Third St., Memphis 3, Tenn.

2434 S. Horwood, Dallas 15, Tex.

Brlghom Young Univ., Prove, Utah.

I E. Main St., Richmond 19, Vo.

4431 W. North Ave., Milwaukee 8, Wis.

Intarnatlonoi Film Buraau (PO)
332 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 4, III.

TIm Jam Handy Organlxatlon
2821 E. Grand Blvd., Detroit 11, Mich.

Dlitrlbutor of Free-Loan Films

For information about Trade Di-

rectory advertising rates, write

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN & AUDIO-
VISUAL GUIDE, 415 North Dear-

bom, Chicago 10, Illinois.

Unltad Church Prass

(Formerly Christian Education Press)
Religious Filmstrlps ond Films
1505 Race St., Philadelphia 2, Pa.

(PD)
READING IMPROVEMENT

FILMSTRIP, SLIDE « OVERHEAD PROJECTORS

DuKana Corporation
St. Chorles, Illinois

(Ml

ELECTRONIC mAiNiNO KITS

AlUad Radla Carporotlon (MDI
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80. III.

GLOBES — Gaographical

Oanoyar-Gappart Company (PD)
3235 Roveniwood Ave., Chicago 40, IN.

BIOLOGICAL MODELS « CHARTS

Danoyar-Gappart Company
5235 Rovenswood Ave., Chicago 40, III.

MOTION PICTURE PROJECTORS & SUPPLIU

•all « Howall Co. (M)
7117 McCormIck Rood, Chicago 45, III

Eastman Kodak Company ( M t

Rochester 4, New York

Victor Division, Kalart Co. (M)
Plainvllte. Conn.

MAPS— Gaographical, Historical, Language

Danoyar-Gappart Company
5235 Rovenswooa Ave., Chlcogo 40, III.

Educational Davalopmantal Laboratorias inc (P)
Huntington, New York
Controlled Reading devices, vocabulory. Study

Skills, listening materials
Psychotachnics, inc.

105 W. Adams St., Chicago 3, III.

Mfgrs. of SHADOWSCOPE Reading Pocer

RECORDS

Acadamic RacordIng institut* (ARI)
18 E. 50th St., New York 22, N. Y.
(Noted Scholars on Records or Topes)

Broadman Films
127 Ninth Ave., North, Nashville 3, Tenn

Curriculum Motarials Cantar
5128 Venice Blvd., los Angeles 19, Col.
Records, Tope Recordings, Fllmstrlps, Books

(PD)

(P»l

IPO)

(PO)

(PO)

Enrlchmant Motarials Inc
246 Fifth Ave., New York 1, N. Y.

Folkways Racords • Sarvica Carp.
117 W. 46th St., New York, N. Y.

Halrloom Racords
Brookhaven, N. Y.
(History through Ballads k Folksongs)

Monitor Racordings, inc.

413 W. 50th St., New York 19, N. Y.
Russian, French, Spanish Longuoge Motarials

Music Education Racord Corp. (PI
P.O. Box 445, Englewood, N. J.

(The Complete Orchestra demonstrated)
Spanish Music Cantar, Inc. (PO)

127 W. 48lh St., New York 36, N. Y.
(SMC Language Racords Cantar)

RECORDERS — PLAYERS

Alliad Radla Corporation (•
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, III.

SCREENS

Radiant Manufacturing Co.
8220 No. Austin Ave., Morton Grove, III.

SLIDES

Kay: Kodachroma 2x2. SVs x 4V* or

Kaystona Vlaw Co,
Meodvllle, Po.

IPD^)

SOUND SYSTEMS

Alliad Radio Corporation
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80. III.

(MO)
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1962 EDITORIAL INDEX

Editorials

The "A" Ltne—This symbol explains a
simple but important truth about use

of audiovisual materials Feb. 69
Away With Oldfangled Chalkboards—An

Anachronistic but comfortable teach-

ing tool crowds out modem de-
vices March 135

Convention Afterthoughts — Challenge,
education and entertainment in a

single package at the NAVA con-
vention Sept. 531

Sot Onlij Unethical But StHpid—Viola-
tion of copyright quickly dries up the
source of supply April 195

The Psychological Dropout—\n the class-

room and at audiovisual meet-
ings May 253

Reed's First Law—Every teacher has the
right to teach a.s well as he knows how
to teiich Oct. 587

Reveal the Facte—Film producers might
be hurting themselves by concealing
copyright dates June 305

Space Age Perspective—Urging a boldne.ss
in approach to audiovisuals which will

match the challenge of our times

July 359
77iis Field of Ours—A problem of defini-

tion Dec. 705
Tooling Up For Take-Off-Vroposes that

professional teachers purcliase their
own equipment Nov. 645

The Visual Movement—Its aim was to
broaden and deepen national educa-
tion Jan. 17

Which Film is Be**.!^—Purpose is of prime
importance in choosing the "best" films
to use Aug. 435

Articks
Allen, Lorcn H.; Launching A Succe.tsfid

Audiovisual Program—How they did it

in Richwoods Community High School
Nov. 656

Audiovisual College Counseling—A panel
report on a new technique for counsel-
ing high schoolers April 204

.Bennett, Clayton L.; Dixon, Carmen; The
Art of Listening—Is the ear forgotten
as a major avenue of learning?

June 314
Bliven, Owen R.; The "A" Line and the
"E" Line—It isn't only the availability

of AV that counts May 256
Brockway, Edith: The Verb Teacher-

This original device is helping students
on their grammar June 308

Browning, Robert E.; The Case For Up-
grading of Equipment Standards—

A

set of audiovisual equipment standards
recommended by California AV As-
sociation July 372

Burke, Dr. Helen; An Electronic Class-
room In l/ig—Redwood, Cahfomia
children learn to read electronically

Sept. 546
Burke, James M.; Lalime, Arthur M.;

Rising, Gerald R.; NET Films New
Math Me</iO(is—Educational film net-
work goes into Norwalk, Conn.,
schools June 306

Church, John C; Your Class Has a Learn-
ing Pro/iZe—Equipment measures re-

ceptivity in the classroom . .March 142

Dane, Chase; Integration (AV and the

Library)—A librarian makes AV a wel-

come visitor in the school library

June 316
Dent, Ellsworth C; What Are The

Chances For Success? — Concerning
8mm sound, this producer is inquisitive

and flexible Feb. 78
Diamond, Robert M.; Schussman, Myron

H.; The Shortest Half Hour On Tele-

vision—Televised in-service for elemen-
tary teachers April 196

Far-Gate Over Against Eye-gate .Jan. 27
Feit, Stephen J.; Vive I-M Technologic!-
Modern teaching tooLs help to launch
international understanding . Nov. 646

Finn, J&mes D.; Footnote To An Edi-
torial-Teachers should not have to

subsidize American education
Dec. 718

Fisher, Robert; Bacon Urged Greater Use
of Senses—Another in Ed Screen's
series on AV in Utopia Jime 315

Fisher, Robert T.; Rousseau—A Proponent
of AV—This Utopian's educational pro-
gram highbghted Feb. 84

Fite, Robert; Wilson, Margaret; An
Opaque Demonstration—hong Island
teacher develops new u.se for popular
teaching tool Oot. 601

Forsdale, Louis; The Dream About 8mm
Sound Film—It can help us democratize
motion pictures Feb. 70

Foster, J. Edwin; Educational Media
Index To Use X-Media Approach—

A

new classification system for audio-
visual materials Sept. 544

Gaffney, Matthew; Local School Produc-
tion Opportunities—A prime objective:
simplification of the movie-maldng
art Feb. 73

Gilkey, Richard W.; Aerospace—Meeting
Its Instructional Challenge Through
Use of Audiovisual Materials—A com-
prehensive list of aerospace materials

Sept. 536
Gra.ssell, Milton; For A Successful AV
Workshop—The teachers carried the
ball on this Oregon project . .Jime 312

Gumm, Ben L.; San Diego: Treastire
Chest of Audiovisuals—The use of a
wide variety of AV materials in San
Diego Oct. 594

Hammersmith, George; How To Budget
Your AV Program—Suggested break-
downs of expenses for an AV depart-
ment April 207

Hobbs, Kenneth B.; The Space Age and
Audiovisual Materials — NASA educa-
tional services keep the public apace
of space age developments . .July 366

Johnson, R. Verle; The Sophisticated
World of Mr. Matton-lt happened
when he pushed a button . . . May 258

King, Royce; Kinniel, WilUain; Wilbom,
Lee; Orbiting Audiovisual Teacher
Training-A special NAVA convention
presentation Sept. 534

Krusc, William F.; When Ed-Screen Was
Born Jan. 21

Lalime, Art; Indi-Visualized Projection

for Independent Learning—IKeai pro-
jection comes of age in Norwalk,
Conn Oct. 597

Levy, Dalton; Don't Make The Mistakes

We Did—A candid appraisal of a school

experiment with CCTV April 201

Lungaard, Harriet; Behind the Screens—
At The American Film Festival—How
EFLA chooses Blue Ribbon award
wirmers Aug. 436

Mars, Walter; What Happened To AV in

Seattle? We wondered, and got this

from the man in charge . . . March 145

Mereen, Donald K.; The Case For Rear
Projection—Better light for notes, les-

sened discipline problems, more con-
venience March 136

Mingoia, Edwin; Mary Sontag, Teledent
—A housewife-student of 1965 who
studies via television April 199

McClusky, F. Dean; What was AV Jour-

nalism in 1922? Jan. 18

McComb, EUen H.; Like Topsy—It Crow-
ed—A brief history of the Milwaukee
Public Museum Nov. 653

Nesbitt, Louis; Escape From Classroom
Boredom—A teacher prescribes films

for foreign language classes . .June .309

Ness, Robert E.; Producing Your Own
Materials—And detailing the many
benefits to teachers May 254

Nissman, Albert; World Justice: A Multi-
Sensory Approach — Students make
their own entree to a study of the
U. N Feb. 82

Nutt, Virgil; Let The Students Handle
The Worfe—These high schoolers got
extra benefits from their project

May 260

O'Donnell, Eugene J.; Keeping The
Bright Ones Busy—A solution to a

problem plaguing many teachers ....

May 264

Olivero, Janrjes L.; The Multimedia: Their
Value In Instruction—Each sense is a

special avenue for instruction

May 262
Poyer, Joseph J. Jr.; A Formula For the
Conference Room—A versatile record-
ing system replaces the stenographer

Nov. 652
Preview Showcase—An exclusive report

of the Rochester "Parlous Francais"
demonstration Oct. 590

Ridgway, David W.; CHEM Study Films
—A Project For Curriculum Improve-
ment-Top Scientists »tar in these
films Dec. 715

Ruark, Henry C, Jr.; Sixty-Two Skidoo
—A long look at the second year of a
decisive decade Dec. 706

Saettler, Paul; 2922-Year of First in

Visual Education Jan. 24

Sanborn, William B.; Some Practical
Pointers on Programming—Observations
on the planned usage of instructional
materials March 139

Schofield, Edward; Vandermeer, A. W.;
The Meaning of 8mm Sound Film
For Education—Its relation to the school
system, to teacher training .... Feb. 75

Silva, Joseph; Language Laboratory Per-
formance—A Quick GZance—Electronic
snags discovered in the language labo-
ratory Oct. 600
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Slade, Mark; Eight Millimeter: The
Eighth Lively Art—A creative op-
portunity for business and education

Oct. 598

Smith, Gary R.; Claisroiim Teaching in

Mevwmotion—Tht; classiooin situation

captured with time-lapse photo^rophy
Nov. 650

Spaulding, Wilham E.; New Media and
Textbooks—Excerpts from an address

by the president of Houghton, Miffhn
O) Dec. 710

Swann, Wilham F.; Photogrciphy—Man's
"Eye" /n Space—How photography is

used in space research July 370

Thorson, Irene; The Advertisers Ussd
Ca])itah Jan. 26

Von Vlack, Milt; Save That Guest Speak-
er—A new way to retain the contribu-

tions of guest speakers April 203

Vrana, Ralph S.; The Filmstrip Projector

For Science Experiments—S e i e n c e
te;u.'her discovers unexpectcid uses for

the projector Nov. 658

Wynian, Raymond; Technological Piracy
—The harm done by deliberate piracy
of AV materials .Sept. .541

Young, Mary Phillis; "Secular" AV
Materials Can he "Religious." too—
Materials ttxi often overlooked bv the
Christian educator Feb. 80

Special Issties

SPECIAL 40TH ANNIVERSARY ISSUE
Jan. 1962

SPECIAL REPORT ON 8nun SOUND
FILM Feb. 70

SPECIAL REPORT: Annual DAVI
MeeHng March 25-30 March 131

SPECIAL REPORT ON EDUCATION-
AL TV Apr. 196

SPECIAL REPORT: 1962 American Film
Festival—Exclusive report and pictures

plus winner descriptions. . . .June 302

SPECIAL CONVENTION SECTION:
National Audiovisual Association ( 360

)

National Visual Presentation A.ssocia-

tion (362) Industrial Audiovisual As-
.sociation (362) Audiovisual Educa-
tion Forum (364) AV Conference of

Medical and Allied Sciences (364)
Listing of Exhibitors (376) . .July 360

DIRECTORY OF AV EQUIPMENT
AND SERVICES: Listing of Annual
Directory July 396

Blue Ribbon Award Winners, American
Film Festival, 1962 Aug. 439

BLUE BOOK: Ed Screen's Annual Pres-

entation of Audiovisual Materials ....

Aug. 456
SPECIAL REPORT ON THE NAVA
CONVENTION-'Audiovisuals In The
Space Age" Sept. 518

Departments
FILM EVALUATIONS

About Time March 155
Adaptations of Insects Oct. 608
Boy to Man Sept. 558
Catalysis April 218
Catrie Ranch Aug. 448
The Dropout Dec. 724
East Germany: Bevond the Wall July 393
The Family Of N'Gumba Sept. 557
Growth of a Language March 157
Heredity And Adaptive Change: Mitosis

June 322
The Housefly and Its Control . . July 393
Learning From Pets in the Classroom . .

April 220

Life In An Oasis Oct. 608
Music of Williamsbiirg lune 322
Nature's Way: The Inland Pond April 218
Plymouth Colony: The First Year ....

Jan. 28
The Purple Turde Nov. 663
Robert Frost Feb. 94
Scandanavian Arts and Crafts . . Nov. 662
Silk Makers of Japan Jan. 29
The Social Security Story .... Sept. 557
Story of a Book Aug. 448
Sweden May 273
The Test Dec. 723
Time of Wonder May 274
Tropical Africa Feb. 96
Twilight Forest Dec. 723
Venezuela May 274
The Westward Movement II—Settlement

of the Mississippi Valle\ .... July 395
You and Your Library Sept. 558

AUDIO

American History In Sound . . March 154
An Audio Review Jan. 40
Bryan: "Cro.ss of Gold" Nov. 661
Christmas Recordings Dec. 728
Common Sense and Moonshine Sept. 554
Constitutional Amendments XII, XIV

and XV Nov. 661
Datii Retrieval June 320
Democracy in America

May 272, June .318, Sept. 554
The Edifice Complex Aug. 446
Footnotes to History (series) . .May 272
ITie Great Debates of the 1960 Presi-
dential Campaign May 272

Hoover: "Philosophy of Rugged Indi-
vidualism" Nov. 661

How to Br Little-And Big . .March 151
Jefferson: "Inaugural Address" Nov. 661
Many Voicas: Cardinal Newman Re-

vised Edition March 152
Mass Conmnuiication Oct. 611
No Audio Stimulation? April 215
Passive Listening June 318
Point VI Program Nov. 660
Prose and Poetry Enrichment . .Oct. 612
School Bell Award Sept. 554
Shakespeare Recordings

May 270, June 320
Specifications for "Audio" Labs

^ • •
• Feb. 91

Stand Records May 272
Tapes For Teaching July 388
A Trea.sury of Great Poetrj' . . . .Oct. 612

FIIMSTRIPS

Alaska Filmstrips May 277
Alaska Filmstrips Oct. 614
Ancient Rome and Modem Rome

July 390
Angle of the Battlefield: Clara Barton. .

May 277
Animals—Helpfid and Harmful Nov. 664
.\rt Prints Nov. 664
Art Treasures From Medieval Manu-

•scripts Feb. 85
.Art Treasures of Prehistoric Man ....

March 160
The Astronaut and Space Travel Jan. 35
Atomic .And Molecular Models . .Jan. 33
Atoms and Their Energy Jan. .33

Biolab Techniques (series) . . . .Dec. 726
Using the Microscope; Collecting In-

s'-cts; Dissecting the Frog.
Building Self-Confidence ....June 325
Cairo to Cajx-town July 391
California Indian Series Feb. 8.5

Chemistry For Today, Group I (une 326
Children of Southeast Asia And The

Soviet Union Dec. 726
China And Her Neighbors .... April 209

The Citizen's Agencies: Federal Regula-
tory Agencies March 161

The Classification of Animals ( series )

:

How Animals Are Classified; Simple
Animals; Worms, Mollusks and Spiny-
skinned AnimaLs; The Joint-Legged
Animals; Fish and Amphibians; Reptiles

and Birds; Mammals Oct. 615
Clouds and Meteors Aug. 4.50

Color Slides sets: France, West Ger-
many, Mexico, Spain June 325

The Commonwealth: Focus On Australia

and Nigeria March 162
Congress And The Voters .... Nov. 664
Consonant Sounds Sept. 550
Ct)untries of Eastern Europe . .Sept. 550
Developing Skills In Music, Group 1 . .

March 161

Easter Materials April 210
Electronics May 277
Elementary Mathematics Series. I & II

Dec. 726
Elementary School Science Filmstrips

(.series) Indoor We;ither; Tlie Ocean
of Air We Live In; The Animal King-

dom; The SciLS About Us July 391

Exploration of Inni-r Space . . . .July 390

1

Famous Elf Book Filmstrips . . . .Feb. 85

j

The Friendl>- Beasts At Jesus Manger
Dec. 727

From Drawing Board to Launching Pad
April 210

Frontenac June 326
I'oundations For Occupational Planning

May 278
Fundamentals of Thinking Series June 326
Grain From Farm To Table Dec. 726
Helping People To See Jan. 35
High School Mathematics Club Series:

Conmion Solution to Two Linear

Equations; Parallograms and Their

Properties; The Slope of a Line;

Exponents and Logarithms; And In-

troduction to Probability Sept. 550
High School Science Club Series:

Catalyst.s at Work; Our Heart and
Circulation; Development of Em-
bryos; Electromagnetic Radiations;

How Transistors Work; Nature's

Cycles Oct. 615
Human Biology Series Oct. 614
Human Conununication Aug. 4.50

Industries ( .series )

:

Lettuce; Lumber; Olive; Salt Aug. 4.50

Iran July 391

Japan May 278

Jean Talon Jan. -35

Kennedy Charts His Course .... Feb. 86
Kitty Hawk to Canaveral .... Aug. 450
Living Things Series:

Life in a Pasture; How Does a Garden
Grow; Life Story of a Butterfly;

Miniature Plants of the Desert . .

Nov. 665
Look It Up: Information Sources For

High School Students July 392
Making Of Motion Pictures Series Feb. 86
Medical Aspects of Space Flight April 210

Mexico March 160

Michigan Feb. 86

Moon Exploration July 390

Nature's Storehouse Series:

Solar Storehouse, Light, Heat and
Power; Solar Storehouse, Food From
The Sun; Our Desert Treasure;

Wealth In The Ocean. ..Aug. 451

Nepal Sept. .550

New Frontiers In Space June 326
The North Wast Mounted Police: The
Long March West March 162

The Nutcracker Nov. 664
Oaktree 7 .Oct. 615
Oceanography Filmstrips (series)

Turn To the Ocean; Oceanographic
Power; Project Mohole; Underwater
Acou.stics Julv 392

The Oceanographic Tower . . . .Julv 390
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<Jiu Growing Cities .' Nov. 664
11 le Paragraph Feb. 86
Piirts of Speech Feb. 86, Dec. 726
Tlic Passing Series Package:

Basic Passing; Hazard On the Side;

Being Passed; Oncoming Car ....
Sept. 551

Parts Of Speech Dec. 726
Picture Book Parade, Series 5 . .Dec. 727
Punctuation Sept. 551
Reviewing Our Cities Nov. 664
Science Series Dec. 727
The Sea June 326
Shakespeare's Theater April 210
Song Game Lessons Oct. 614
South America Aug. 450
The Soviet Union Today .... March 162
The Soviet Union Today .... April 210
Space and Jipace TraveJ May 278
Squanto and the First Thanksgiving . .

Nov. 664
Teaching Arithmetic June 326
Teaching Language Skills .... Aug. 451
Teaeliing Science May 278
Time of Wonder Nov. 665
The Top of The World Aug. 450
UNESCO Art SUdes (series)

Iran; India; Egypt; Spain; Yugoslavia;
Austrailia; Norway; Ceylon Aug. 451

The United Nations Aug. 450
Visit To a Wheat Fann Aug. 451
Walt Disney True-Life Adventures . .

.

Dec. 727
The Western Plains: Wheat Farminj; . .

Aug. 451
We.st Coast Liunber Aug. 451
The Western Plains: Manufacturing and

Wheiit Fiurming Oct. 615
What Is Oceanography? July 390
\\ ildlife of the West (series);

Life In Tlie Wild; Mammals of the
Mountains; Mammals of the Plains;

Birds of the Forests and Fields;

Water Birds July 392
The Wonderful World Of The Brothers

Grimm Dec. 727
The Wonder of Crystals Oct. 615
Zoo Animal Study Prints May 277

AV IN THE CHURCH
All Over The World Dec. 732
An Act of Faith May 268
Advent—A Season of Hope Oct. 606
Alf Goes To Work January 37

Baal Shem Tov Nov. 667
A Basic Dimension January 37
Bible Tape Recordings Nov. 668
Black and White in South Africa May 268
Tlie Broken Bike March 147

Buyers' Choice April 214

Cable of Love Nov. 669

The Challenge of Change May 267

Children's Participation Series:

David; Joseph; Jonathan; The Servant

Maid Nov. 667

The Chinese In EMspersion .... Nov. 666

A Choice For Rosa March 147

Christian Adults In Today's World
(series) Dec. 732
Being A Christian in Business; Living

and Working Under Pr&ssure; Faith

For the Space Age; Finding Yoiu" Place

In The Church.

Christian Concern in Politics . .Sept. 553,
Dec. 733

Christdan Honesty . . Sept. 553, Dec. 733
Christian in Communist China January 39
Christianity and Communism ( Series

)

The Present Conflict; Man and Society;

Literature and the Arts; Economics;
War and Peace; Diplomatic Rela-

tions; Education; Communist China
July 328

Christian Prose and Poetry . . . .May 269
Christian Stewardship . .September 553,

Dec. 733

Christian Teenager's Spiritual Life Kit

(series):

'Fecnagers and the Bible; Teenagers
and Witnessing; Teenagers and
Prayer; Teenagers and Christian

Responsibility July 387
Cliristian Vocation—A Vocational Guid-

ance Series

Youth and The Meaning of Vocation;

Youth and The World of Work;
Youth and Church V<Kations; You
and The Family in VtK-ational

Decision September 553
Cliristmas Devotions October 606
Christmas Party Fun October 606
Christmas Songs and Ciuols October 606
Daylight Projection April 212
The Easter Story in Scripture and Song

March 148
Factors That Comfort Us Nov. 669
Foundations For Occupational Planning

( series )

:

Who Are You? What Do You Like To
Do? What Is a Job? What are Job
Families? What Good is School?

Julv 386
Foundations of Faith March 147
Four Fanulies May 269
Four ReUgions October 606
The Friendly Beasts October 607
The Friendly Beasts at Jesu.s' Manger . .

October 606
Geography of Palestine Nov. 668
The Gift Nov. 666
Great Personalities of the Bible (Series)

Nov. 666
"Green Lake" At Rochester . .August 452
A Guide to Developing Stewardship In

Children Dec. 732
History of Educational Screen's Church
Department Februarv 88

Hymn Stories I and H\'nin Stories II . .

' March 148
The Improper Opinion March 147
In Face of Jeopardv January 39
In Go<l We Tnist .' '.

. Mav 269
Is This For Me? May 268
Jesus is Not Afraid lulv 328
Jesus Lives July 328
Learning About Our Bible ( series )

:

Four Books About Tesus; Bible Stories

of Long Ago: Bible Sonps Of Long
Ago; Bible Rules for Everv Da\'
Living Mav 267

Learning From the Stories of Jesus

( Series )

:

The Twelve; Sons of Thvmder; Busy
Martha; The Rich Y'ounc Ruler:
TTie Wanderer: Jesus Was Tempted:
Ride On In Majesty; Around Two
Fires Anril 214

A Lesson In Learning March 147
The Life of Christ in Stained Glass
Windows Julv 387

Lit-Lit Filmstrip July 386
Tlie Little Donkey October 606
Making the Lord's Pnyer Our Ovitj . .

Dec. 731
Mark Twain Gives an Interview ....

January 38
Marriage Counseling Kit ( Series )

:

Marriage Makes a Difference; Marriage
Requires Adjustments; Intimacies of

Marriage: Making Marriage Last . .

.July 328
Martin Luther January 39

Martin Luther: Great Reformer
Nov. 668

Measure of Success April 214
A Meditation for Holy Week and Easter

January .39

Mennonite Hour Nov. 667
Methodist Southeast Asia Series:

Ailventure in Hong Kong; Taiwan Mis-
.sion; The Church at Work In

Okinawa; Time For School Nov. 668

Missionaries Interviewed July 328

Missionary to Chile March 148

Moment to Act September 553

Music From the Rim of East Asia ....

Dec. 732

Nigeria: Giant in Africa May 268

Our First Christmas Tree May 269

Paul Tilhch "Heritage" Series:

Philosophy of Religion; Philosophy of

Life; Religion and Psychotherapy;

Philosophy of Art April 214

Presbyterian AV Gadget Nov. 666

The Procession January 38

Question 7 January 38

Race Relations September 553

Responsibility—Work or Home
Sept. 553, Dec. 733

Rim of Tomorrow August 453
River: An Allegory March 148

River: An Allegory May 267

Savage Flame October 607

Seacoast Village of Japan Dec. 731

Should I Marry Outside My Faith? . .

October 607

Six Ways to Spell Love Nov. 667

Skippy and The Foiuth R Nov. 667

Sound-Column Public Address . .July 386

The Sound of a Stone January 38

The Soviet Union October 607

Squanto and The First Thanksgiving. . .

October 606

Stories About Jesus July 328

Stories of the Early Church July 328

Stories of the Early Old Testament . .

July 328

Stories of the Later Old Testament . .

July 328

The Story of Handel's Messiah March 150

The Story of the Nutcracker October 607

Structure For Peace Nov. 668

Symphonic Carillon May 268

Teaching in the Nursery Janiuiry 39

Teahouse By an Indian Road . .April 212

Three Mothers and Four Fathers . .

January 39

Trails For Tomorrow Nov. 668

United Presbyterian General Assembly

Recording Nov. 669

Unto Tlie Least of These . . October 607

Walk With Me Nov. 666

What Price Freedom January 38

Where Fortune Smiles Dec. 731

Why We Give Dec. 731

Wonders of Science That Point To God
August 452

Brittle, curled
cupped film?

We restore to

nearly new first

run quality with

Vite-a-lize (Gage). Vite-a-lize pre-

shrinks new film uniformly, seal-

ing in proper iiumidity. A must

for new stock with soft emulsion.

Guaranteed. Leonard Film Service,

1700 E. Walnut, Pasadena, Calif.

Murray 1-9950.

%^
\°m
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Thermofax Overhead (111)

NEW EQUIPMENT
For addresses of the sources supplying information on

which these listings are based, refer to Directory of Sources,

page 748. For more information about any of the equip-

ment and materials announced here, use the enclosed

reader service postcard.

Min/Max II (124)

CAMERAS AND
ACCESSORIES

Professional Accessories for tlie Kodak
Reflex now include a 400' blimp, an
AC-DC variable speed motor; a 115-

volt AC single speed stop-motion
motor, and a sunshade matte box.
CECO.

For more Information circle
No. 101 on return postal card.

Reflex Power-Zoom 8, offers a thru-the-
lens viewfinder, reflex focusing, and
electric eye exposure setting. Focus
remains sharp through entire zoom
range. Unique back-light stop auto-
matically corrects exposure setting
when a back-lighted scene would
otherwise "mislead" the photo cell.

Uniform speed throughout run. Built-

in Type-A filter. Roll-film model

—

$210; magazine model—$230; pistol

grip—$12.50. MMM-REVERE

For more Information circle
No. 102 on return postal card.

Stereo-Zoom Microscopy — A Graflex
Stereo Graphic camera mounted on
the B&L StereoZoom microscope,
with prisms correcting the conver-
gence angle of the microscope, makes
it easy to take 3-D record pictures.

Camera with viewer $165. B&L

For more Information circle
No. 103 on return postal card.

3-D Polaroid Pictures, or two separate
pictures, are offered in the "1-2-3D"
stereo converter. With stereo viewer
for Models J-33 and J-66 $12.95; for
all other Polaroid models $9.95.

ROBINS.

For more Information circle
No. 104 on return postal card.

Zoom Lens with 12mm to 120mm range,
field angles from 56° to 6°, hand-
crank gear drive for the Arriflex 16

camera. $820. ARRIFLEX

For more Information circle
No. 105 on return postal card.

PROJECTORS—(Still, Slide,

Filmstrip, Overhead, Opaque,
Micro)

Koolite 7000 Overhead Projector,, fea-
tures "lowboy" design, wt 40 lb. 20%x
12y4x26", full 10x10" projection area.

convenience outlet, 3-wire power
cord, 1000-watt, silent twin-turbine
blower, 14" f/3.5 lens. Numerous ac-

cessories. BUHL

For more information circle
No. 100 on return postal card.

Low Silhouette VuGraph features tilt-

ing lens head that enables user to

raise the projected image up to 19"

without raising the projector head or
tilting the base. 1000 watt, acetate

writing roll, right hand support shelf.

$360. BESELER

For more Information circle
No. 107 on return postal card.

Price Cut on Argns Slide Projectors.

Electromatic 572 with 60-slide tray,

zoom lens, timer and pointer light,

remote control $139.95 (down $20);

Model 570 with 500 watt lamp, reverse
slide changer, remote control $119.95;

Model 560 now $104.95; Model 550 now
$84.95; Automatic 540 now $59.95.

ARGUS.

For more information circle
No. 108 on return postal card.

Pro-Microtar offers zoom optics (f/1.5)

to fill screen or give continuously
varying magnification in constant
focus. Quiet blower cooling permits
projection of live specimens. Projects

to large screen or (optional) to 10"

rear projection screen used vertically

or horizontally (for tracing). In

carrying case 12xl3%x8", silhouette

height under 13", wt 16 lb. $129.50;

with rear projection screen $149.50.

ELGEET

For more information circle

No. 109 on return postal card.

Small Group Slide Projector weighs
only 2 lb; SOwatt BLR lamp; 4x5x9%":
shows 40x40" image at 9%'; takes

35mm, Bantam and Super slides;

"Balmite 50", priced under $15. B&L.

For more information circle
No. 110 on return postal card.

Thermofax 66, new compact design, 14x

14x9" yet accommodates full 10x10

transparencies, wt 14% lb. Single

standard carries 27" high tilting pro-

jection head; bed stays level for writ-

ing or manipulating overlays. $159 in

single units, quantity $135.15. MMM.

For more Information circle
No. Ill on return postal card.

Two Opaque Projectors. "High Speed"
features 18" projection objective 5"

diameter (145 lumens) $321.85, with
roll feed attachment $345.85; "Stand-
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ard" is same but with 22" lens (70

lumens) $303.15—$327.15. 10x10" pro-
jection aperture, 1000 watt, perma-
nently attached 3-wire line cord,
pointer. Carrying case $45; glass pres-
sure plate $12; dust cover $9.75.

AMERICAN OPTICAL
For more Informmtlon circle
.N'o. 11^ on reinrn post»l card.

PROJECTION—( Screens,

Room Darkening, Lenses,
Rear-View Units)

Autoelectric Screens, motor operated,
beaded "Vyna-Flect" surface, with
brackets for either wall or ceiling
mounting. "Compact" 50x50 to 70x70
$139.50-179.50. "Standard" 6x8' to
12x12' $245 to $318. "Senior" (wooden
housing, metal braces) 10%xl4' to

13%xl8' $515 to $695. RADIANT
For more information circle
No. 113 on retarn postal card.

Classroom Screens, choice same price of
lenticular, beaded or matte-surfaced
DuPont Mylar fabric; steel tension
strap takes out wrinkles; keystone
eliminator; roller locks; magnetic leg
lock; tension handle; "Holiday"
(tripodt seamless in sizes 40x40
$26.95 to 70x70 $56.95; "Mercury"
(wall type) from 30x40 $13.95 $13.95
to 70x70 $42.95. Numerous other
models. KNOX.

For more Information circle
No. 114 on return postal card.

"Copaque" Transparency Film produces
projectables from opaque originals.
A positive film transparency is pro-
cessed with a paper negative in a
single photo developer solution; can
be used immediately on overhead
projector or employed as a diazo in-
termediate to make duplicate copies.

K & E
For more information circle
No. 115 on return postal card.

"Da-Master" Rear Projection Unit for
filmstrips. slides, or motion pictures;
30" screen; 1-piece molded Fiberglass
enclosure protects mirror, screen and
projector; tilts into castered stand
so as to wheel through any door, com-
pletely set up ready to run. Prices
depend on projection unit chosen.
HOOVER.

For more information circle
No. llfi on return postal card.

Micro-Projector Attachment for "Stand-
ard" slide projector, lOx lens magni-
fies image 150x at 7'; takes standard
and cavity microscope slides. $49,50.
STANPROJ.

For more information circle
No. in on return postal card.

"Rolleramic" Screens matte white, in
redwood case, ceiling or wall sus-
pension, wireless remote control
raises and lowers screen. Sizes 6x8'
to 18x18', $420 to $720. DRAPER.

For more information circle
No. 118 on return postal card.

Silver Lenticulated Screen is now avail-
able in 70x70 size, on rugged quick-
lock tensioning tripod. 70x70 $!>7.95-

WX60 $44.95. DALITE
For more information circle
No. 119 on return postal card.

TEACHING MACHINES
Audio Response Teacliing Machine pro-
vides means for recording student
response to material presented sound
and sight. Visuals are on 150 35mm
double-frame filmstrip shown on an
11x7%" rear projection screen; 100

watt lamp, blower cooled; frames are
advanced by tape signal or student-
paced. Audio is on either cartridge or
reels, 1-7/8 ips; 3-3/4 optional as are
numerous other features. Basic unit
$550; audio and write-in response add
$150. ATSI.

For more Information circle
No. 1*^0 on return postal card.

AV Tutor, combination slide projector
and tape player, slides are advanced
by inaudible tape signal, 3-3/4 ips,

dual track, choice of cartridge or reel
type, $269.50. wt 28 lb. 5" speaker.
300 watt light 3" f/3.0 lens standard,
other lengths available. Case cover
has self-contained screen. LABELLE.

For more Information circle
No. 121 on return postal card.

Redi-Tutor, self-pacing filmstrip rear-
projector, frame advance regulated
with student's entry on separate re-
sponse unit. The "AV-Matic," adds a
12" LP record which may be auto-
matically stopped while frame re-
mains projected on the screen $198.50,
earphones $17, protective slip cover
$3.50. The Response Unit may be add-
ed as an accessory, as may also a 6-

jack distribution box where multiple
listening is applicable. DUKANE.

For more Information circle
No. 122 on return postal card.

Improved Koncept-O-Graph is now
housed in Royalite plastic and has
easier to use paper feed, better rubber
feet, and metal paper stop to permit
use on slant surfaces. GRAFLEX.

For more Information circle
No. 123 on return postal card.

Min Max U ($25) uses 8%xll sheets
which are reusable when answered
on 3" adding machine tape in attached
Answer Mate device ($5 extra). Initial
announcement listed 17 courses ready,
ranging in price from $7.50 to $15.
GROLIER.

For more information clrele
No. 124 on return postal card.

TELEVISION
CCTV Mobile Console provides camera
on geared post, integral lighting,
transillumined stage, monitor, micro-
scope adapter, all wiring self-contain-
ed, storage space, caster-mounted,
movie or slide chain, pan-tilt head,
"TV-Educator" variety of models, de-
pending on equipment selected, $1,-
465.90 to $11,890, numerous accessories
may be bought separately. VIDENG.

For more Information circle
No. 125 on return postal card.

MTI Video Monitor, plus-BOO-line reso-
lution, modular construction, epoxy
fibreglass etched circuits, easily re-
paired in place, 18KV power supply,
baked enamel steel cabinets. 8", 14"

or 17" $285. 21" $325. 24" $385. 27"

$425. MDTEL
For more information circle
No. 126 on return postal card.

The Story (

of t\

Michelangelo ,.

(THE TITAN)

Academy Award Oscar

'None can come away from this

film without having been pro-
foundly moved by the dramatic
story of Michelangelo's life, or
without deep understanding of his

genius. Art-lovers are left limp
with rapturous nostalgia."

Emily Genauer, art critic,

N. Y. Herald Tribune

"The most impressive art

film I have ever seen!"
Howard Devpee.

N. Y. TIMES

Narrated by Fredric March

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG

v-.-^^

16mm sound
black and white
Running time
67 minutes
Available for

rental and sale

Contemporary Films, Inc.

Dept, ES 267 W. 25th St., N. Y. 1, N. Y.

OR 5-7220
midwest office: 614 Davis St., Evonston, III.

DAvii 8-2411
West Coast Office: 121 1 Polk St., San Fran-

cisco 9, Col. PRospect 5-6285

COMPCO
professional quality reels and cans

are preferred by. .

.

the customers

of...

GEO. W. COLBURN
LABORATORY, Inc.

Only Compco offers "a new dimension in >

quality" recognized and accepted by leaders J

in the movie making industry, compco's su-'

periority is attributed to a new. major]
advance in film reel construction—result-
ing in truly pro/essional reels that nin
truer, smoother, providing lifetime protec-
tion to valuable film. Compco reels and
cans are finished in a scratch-resistantl
baked-on enamel, and are available in all/
16 mm. sizes—400 ft.thru 2300 ft. For details
and prices write to:

i

COMPCO corpQiatlon
1800 N. Spaulding Ave.. Chicago 47^ Dt, ^V
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BIRTH of a NATION
Greatest Civil War Picture

ever made

available for rental in

35 & 16mm sound

R. E. AITKEN
World Wide Distributors

406 N Hartwell Ave., Waukesha, Wis.

16mm. Sound Projectors
New and Used

Film Subjects—Accessories

Write For Free Lists

NATIONAL CINEMA SERVICE
71 Dey St., N. Y. C. 7, N. Y.

m fILM DOCTORS

SPECIALISTS
in the science of

FILM

REJUVENATIO
MPIDWELD Process lor:

• Scratch-Removal

• Abrasions • Dirt • "Rain

®

rapid
Send for Free Brochure

FILM TECHNIQUE .c
founded 19W
37-02C 27th St., Long Island City 1, N.Y.

MARK-Q-MATIC®
TAPE-TO-SLIDE SYNCHRONIZER

WRITE FOR

FREE
COPY OF:

"SOUND-TO-SLIDE" STORY

SNYDER ELECTRONIC DISTRIBUTORS, INC.

39-25 BELL BLVD., BAYSIOE 61, L.I., N.Y. ^^g.SS

^ ADDS SOUND

TO YOUR SLIDES AS EASY AS
-^

USING A PENCIL!

SCIENCE FILMSTRIPS
SINCE 1931 SINCE 1931
MADE BY TEACHERS FOR TEACHERS |
I0L06Y ATOMIC ENERGY
PHYSICS GENERAL SCIENCE
CHEMISTRY MICROBIOIOOV
IKE SAFETY BUS SAFETY

Sct«nc« fllmttript avoilabl* 1
undtr NDEA—Tills III |

VISUAL SCIENCES 1
8o> 599t Suffcrn. N*w York |

FREE
Allied
464-PAGE 1963

ELECTRONICS

CATALOG

SAVE MOST on language
labs. Stereo hi-fi, record-

ing and phono equipment,
school sound systems,
training kits, electronic
parts. Write for Catalog.

ALLIED RADIO
100 N. Western tve..CKIc>go 80. IIL

AUDIO—(Tape Recorders,
Record Players, PA,
Microphones, Radio)

Cipher I Tape Recorder 3-speed, piano
key controls, footage counter, instant-
stop switch, earphones, 6x4" built-in
spealter, also jack for external
speaker; approx 7x14x13", 26 lb.,

leatherette covered wooden case
$129.95. INMARK

For more Information circle
No. 1:27 on return postal card.

Compact Tape Playback, continuous
cartridge load, wt 9 lb, 7y2x6x7"; 2

watts output, 4" speaker, with elec-
tronic silence-sensing trigger for
automatic stop after each message
$99.95; with manual shut-off $87.95.

PENTRON.

For more Information circle
No. 12ft on return postal card.

"Campanion" Tape Recorder ,5x8x9i^";

wt 10 lb; 3M>" reel plays 3 hrs with
LP tape; 2-speed; push button con-
trol, 2.5 watt output; magic-eye vol-
ume indicator; clock type tape coun-
ter; built-in conference speaker;
microphone; $99.50. Accessories:
Phone pickup $7.95: voltage inverter
for car battery use $29.95; dual ear-
phone headset $14.95; carrying case
$5.95. GBCA

For more information circle
No. 139 on return postal card.

Jetstar Tape Player, 8-watt output, 4x5"
speaker, jacks for external speaker
and external pre-amp. 5y4x7%xll",
wt 93/4 lb. 2-channel, monaural, 3.75
ips, snap-in cartridge load. Model
P-200 $209.95. ORR

For more information circle
No. 130 on return postal card.

Lexicon II Tape Recorder supersedes
earlier counterpart, now offers 20-
watt output, detachable 12" speaker;
used either upright or horizontal,
2-speed, 2 monaural channels permit
running commentary together with
taped material being played back;
incl high - impedance microphone
$279.50. RHECAL

For more information circle
No. LSI on return postal card.

Maestro III Tape Recorder 2-speed
<3% and 7% ips>. dual track, designed
for triggering slide advance; 2.5 watt
output; 8" speaker with 20' extension;
28 lb.; built-in mixer allows blending
voice with background music and
sound effects. $375. LABELLE.

For more Information circle
No. 1.S2 on return postal card.

Mus-O-Matic Tape Recorder, with auto-
matic self-reverse that can play 1-mil
tape 6 hours at 3.75 ips without repeti-
tion; 3-motors (hysteresis synch cap-
stan); 10%" reels; designed for stand-
ard rack mounting but can be furnish-
ed for horizontal operation at extra
charge; Model ASH half-track mon-
aural $495; Model A324 4-track stereo
$.520; Model 324C 2-&-4-track stereo
$595. CROWN

For more Information circle
No. 13.S on return postal card.

P.A. Amplifiers Model TR-1 15-watt in-
cludes a microphone and a music
channel, operable simultaneously,
uses AC or 6, 12, 14 volt DC $109.75.

Model TR-2, 30-watt, 4 channel, in-

sures uninterrupted operation even \i

AC source fails. $175. HARKAR.

For more information circle
No. 134 on return postal card.

Pla-Matic Tape Player, dual track to
trigger slide projector or other de-
vices; 9x11x13"; 22 lb; 5" speaker;
choice of 7.5 or 3.75 ips speeds and
reel or cartridge load. $189..50.

LABELLE.

For more information circle
No. l;{5 on return postal card.

Stereo Amplifier 30 watts, 15%x5y4X
I3V4"; in walnut, mahogany or
leatherette covered metal; separate
bass-treble controls on each channel,
headphone and tape jacks. Model 200
$139.95. SCOTT.

For more information circle
No. l:i6 on return postal card.

Stereo Multiplex Recording. A 7" plastic
record demonstrates an FM broad-
cast and explains technical operation.
Free. SCOTT

For more information circle
No. 137 on return postal card.

"Sandwicli" Tape now available also
in long-play, 1-mil polyester base,
only on 1800 ft (7") reels. $6.80. (The
1.5 mil No. 282 7" reel is priced at
$4.95 1 Coating of both types is a 50
micro-inch plastic layer. MMM

For more information circle
No. 138 on return postal card.

Tape Recorder, 3-speed. 3-motor drive,
10-watt. push-button control with
oversized "stop," "pause" control, 7"

reels, detachable lid, 2 speakers. $200.

RCA

For more Information circle
No. 139 on return postal card.

LANGUAGE LAB
Audio Learning Center design and price
changes since our last listing: 4-track
stereo recorder-playback with mike
and 5" reel of tape $180; Tape record-
er deck $150; All-call switch $10; Jack
Panel $5.95; Student Control Plate

$7.15; Amplifier $32; Phono VU Meter
$34.50; Tape VU Meter $33; Master
Control $55; Earphones $5.20. Working
drawings for installations free. New
Model 1445 is a portable design paral-
leling the fixed installation. V-M

For more Information circle
No. 140 on return postal card.

"Dictalab" includes teacher console able
to serve up to 55 stations (30 are
recommended), each with own stu-

dent station, 4-track (2 non-erasable
masters) console roughly $2,000, stu-

dent positions $350 each. DICTA-
PHONE.

For more information circle
No. 141 on return postal card.

Folding-Top Tables. Student partitions

and front panel fold down to provide
seamless flat-top study table. 3-stu-

dent unit ($150) measures 19%x72"
and stands 29" high; tables fold com-
pletely to 3'/i" deep for storage. Front
panel carries wired raceway with 6

electronic outlets. All steel welded
chassis, finished in beige enamel.
HOWE.

For more information circle
No. 142 on return postal card.
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MISCELLANEOUS
EQUIPMENT

"Add-a-UnIt" Tape Storage, steel cabi-

net holds 150 tapes (5" or 7") in car-

tons; shelf height adjustable to "eye-
view" angle, if all are 5" an extra
shelf increases capacity to 200 reels.

36x32x11" plus toe-room base 3". Ad-
ditional units may be lock-stacked as

library grows. Model 702, with base,

$146.80. COFFEY

For more Information circle
No. 143 on return postal card.

Visual Aid Center comprises flannel

board and materials, graded K-6 and
NDEA, housed in plywood cabinet on
casters 38x24x16", wt 55 lb, with in-

tegral 36x24" flannel board, $51.77 to

$68. INSTRUCTO.

For more Information circle
No. 144 on return postal card.

Electro-Tacli provides tachistoscopic
training with exposure periods adjust-

able from 1 second to 1/lOOth. 400
training targets are supplied on 5x-

5'/i" cards, including numbers,
squares, phrases, and jumbled letters.

Blank cards available. 10-3/4x5x8"

—

wt 6 lb. $94. LAFINST

For more information circle
No. 145 on return postal card.

Electro-Marlier grades 5-choice test

papers, 25 questions to the sheet, an-
swers marked with soft pencil are
checked electronically and results reg-
ister on small neon lights. Wt 12 lb;

6x13x12-3/4" $259.50; answer sheets

95C/C; marking pencils $2.95/C
(Sheets may be school-made on ordi-

nary paper, any soft pencil will do).

ELECTNET.

For more Information circle
No. 146 on return postal card.

Felt-Tip Pen Markers feature new type
of valve that permits use of all

types of ink viscosity. Range of 3 ink
capacities and 5 point styles. $2.95 to

$3.95. Also Color Slide Rule, visualizes

color relationships and harmonies
$4.98. FLASH

For more information circle
No. 147 on return postal card.

Filmstrip Rewinder, manual powered
flywheel drive spindle, speeds work
and avoids scratching and cinching.

$14.95. STANPROJ

For more Information circle
No. 148 on return postal card.

Filmstrip Storage Cabinets. New space-
saver models (10y4xl7%") 50 fs per
drawer, 8-drawer $59.50; 6-drawer
$42.90; 4-drawer $32.90; 2-drawer
$22.50. Also 4-drawer with suspension
rail support 19%xl7V4" 400 fs capac-
ity $58.50. BRADFORD.

For more Information circle
No. 149 on return postal card.

Fourteen New Type Styles bring the
total set-it-yourself styles and sizes to

over 300. FOTOTYPE
For more Information circle
No. 150 on return postal card.

Illuminated Planetarium demonstrates
simultaneously the movements of

Earth and Moon. Sun is illuminated
and casts shadow on Earth and Moon
to show day and night, changing
length of day, moon phases. 13x9x20".

wt. 8 lb. $69.50. HUBSCI.

For more information circle
No. 151 on return postal card.

"Kleenstik" in School Size. Va" tape,

sticky both sides, on a 3/8" carrier

strip, simplifies mounting of photos
and displa.y materials. Now comes in

new school-size dispenser package
containing 18 ft. $0.49. KLEEN

For more information circle
No. l^'i on return postal card.

Microfilm Reader-Projector. Reader
(14x14" green polacoat screen) $99.50;

designed for use with Micromate Pro-
jector Printer, (enlargements up to

18x24" $745, 81/2x14" $445); and with
Microfilm Projector (150 watt $160;
,500 watt $210). FEDMEC

For more Information circle
No. 1.5:^ on return postal card.

Micro-Screen provides 4-inch image of

material under microscope; attaches
easily to exit-optic housing of any
monocular or trinocular microscope
using a high-intensity point-source
sub-stage light. May be rotated
through full 360° for viewing by large
groups. $40. HPI

For more Information circle
No. 1IS4 on return postal card.

Nine %" Recording Tapes. A full-range
choice is offered of 1.5 mil in three
grades in plastic and two in Mylar;
of 1.0 mil in two grades in plastic and
one in Mylar; one in 0.5 mil double
length tensilized polyester Mylar.
BURGESS

For more information circle
No. IRH on return postal card.

Projector Cart, stainless steel, vinyl
bumpers, push-pull handle, sound-
deadened shelves; double-race swivel
casters, double-folded shelf edges,
brakes Model 370 for AV items 15%x-
24". 40" high $44.50; Model 311, Gene-
ral Purpose, 200 lb capacity, 31-3/4"
high, $35.75. Numerous special purpose
models, also custom production.
LAKESIDE

For more Information circle
No. 15(> on return postal card.

Projection Tables, steel, 3-shelves (mid-
dle height adjustable), 4" ball-bearing
casters, 2 braked, table 18x24", choice
of 34" or 42" height, $29.95. Lowboy,
2-shelves, 26" high, $26.95. RUDCO

For more Information circle
No. 1.57 on return postal card.

Ventilated Housing for 1000 watt lights,

built-in flare shield, wt 7 lb without
lamp, 9x15", when used with an R-60
it produces 490 f.c, 7' in diameter, 10'

away, at 3450" Kelvin. $39.90. COL-
ORTRAN

For more Information circle
No. 158 on return postal card.

ART
SLIDES
From the world's largest color
slide library devoted exclu-

I

sively to Art History and Re-
lated Studies, Education and

I

Teachers' Aids.

I

40,000 works including major
monuments from Paleolithic

I

times to the present day.

• ARCHITECTURE
• PAINTING
• SCULPTURE
• MINOR ARTS

I

Art history surveys, basic
libraries and lectures (text
and tapes) compiled by art
historians and archeologists.

A vast archive of world art
available. Acquired by thou-
sands of universities, colleges,
schools and museums.

Art history department avail-
able for special compilations.

7 Catalogs totalling 515 pages
of historically classified

I

objects of art available.

AMERICAN LIBRARY COLOR
SLIDE CO. INC.

DEPT. G, 222 W. 23 STREET
New York 11, N. Y.

(New rental service also

available).

"What resplendent equipment for pro-

jecting the moving image! What a

dazzling tribute to technological
advances in the audio visual field!"

rejoiced Ambrose, only to follow with

a mournful sigh: "If only the adminis-

tration would relax its customary pen-

ury and permit me to order more of

those splendid, nay, unparalleled
Churchill Films"
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NORTHEAST
FARM
COMMUNITY
A 15 min. Id. FILM; color $150; BliW $75.

One in the PIONEER COMMUNITY SERIES.
Pleat* writ* for brochure*

INOIANil UNIVERSITY FILMS

AUDIO VISUAL CENTER

BLOOMINCTON. INDIANA ^___

NEW MATERIALS

FUJV
-PLAYING
VOLLEYBALL

P.E. majors demonstrate skills, techniques

and team strategy of new official 6-girl

team sport 1 1 min sound

Color $100 r$5 B&W $60 r$3.50

MARJORIE E. FISH

1723 Oak St., Orange Gardens,

Kissimmee, Fla.

Visual
letters

DIE-CUT

CONSTRUCTION PAPER

ALPHABETS

10 COLORS
2, 3 & 4 INCH SIZES

Write for informoticn

Stik-a-letter Co. Rt. 2, bo« moo, Escondido, cint.

CLASSIFIED

35MM. Color Slides-Filmstrips dupli-

cated from your original slides or mas-
ter filmstrips. Individual slide copies as

low as 9%c each, filmstrips as low as 5c

a frame. Send for free sample slides,

free filmstrip sample and full informa-
tion to World In Color, Box 392-AV,
Elmira, N. Y.

Meston 35min color slides. 100 coun-
tries. Special Groupings. A.V. games.
Listings free to educators. "Get Ac-
quainted" Offer: 10 timeless slides in-

cluding U.S. Flag, Lincoln, Jefferson

memorials, White House, Statue of Lib-
erty, Independence Hall, Rushmore, Ni-

agara, Golden Gate. Only $2.00. Bryant,
Dept. E., Box 10364, El Paso, Texas.

KEY TO ABBREVIATIONS
mp—motion picture

fs—tilmstrip

sfs—sound filmstrip

si—slid*

roc—recording

LP—33-1/3 r.p.m. microgroove record

min—minutes (running time)

prog^programmed learning materials

>r—frames (filmstrip pictures)

BUSINESS EDUCATION-
PROMOTION

Effective Executive Practices (short

course) prog. USI $95. Program for

teaching machine use. Also Everyday
Contract Law. C A

For more information circle

No. 159 on return postal card.

EDUCATION — TEACHER
TRAINING

The Elementary School Library sfs

ATLANTIS 67fr col LP script $16.

Operation in four representative Cali-

fornia School Districts. TT A
For more information circle
No. 160 on return postal card.

Making the Most of Filmstrips sfs YLP
150fr ea with 20-min LP. Set (4) r

$18. Col. Titles: Solving a Critical

School Problem; Helping the Curricu-

lum Expand; Helping Education Ful-
fill Its Role in a Democracy; A sam-
ple Lesson—preparation, new learn-

ing, consolidation, extension. TT

For more Information circle

No. 161 on return postal card.

LANGUAGES
Discovery Patterns in Arithmetic Se-
quence prog BILLERETT for use in

"Discoverer TM-3" teaching machine.
8 programs. Pri TT

For more information circle

No. 162 on return postal card.

Marquerite a la Ferme mp IFB 15min
col $150. Young girl spends happy day
on relatives' farm in French Canada.
Basic vocabulary. English version, The
Story of Peggy at the Farm available

at same price. El Int

For more Information circle
No. 163 on return postal card.

Quick Change Audio Drills tapes TRW
set $98.50. Emphasis is on structure
and grammar as well as good native
teacher pronunciation. Problem sen-

tences are delivered by male and fe-

male teachers alternating. SH C

For more Information circle
No. 164 on return postal card.

See and Hear—Learn and Speak French
kit V-M Four 30-minute tapes design-
ed for use on "Add-A-Track" tape re-

corders, plus flip-over booklet that re-

lates spoken words to actual scenes,

si—silent

R—rent

b&w—biacii & white

col—color
Pri—Primary

Int—Intermediate

JH—Junior High

SH—Senior High

C—College

A—Adult

plus a glossary and an instruction

book. Available also for Spanish. JH
SH C A

For more information circle

No. 165 on return postal card.

LANGUAGE,
ARTS—SKILLS

English Punctuation prog USI $90. For
teaching machine use. Int JH SH

For more information circle

No. 166 on return postal card.

Figures of Speech prog CORONET $30
for 25 books with self-contained an-

swer-occluding slide for individual

student use. Simile, metaphor, hyper-
bole, personification; uses in everyday
and literary language. SH

For more information circle

No. 167 on return postal card.

Vocabulary Growth: Divide and Con-
quer Words prog CORONET $30 for

25 student books with self-contained

answer-occluding slides. Relationship

of roots and prefixes as key to under-
standing of unfamiliar words. SH

For more Information circle

No. 168 on return postal card.

Your Study Skills prog CORONET $30

for 25 student books with self-con-

tained answer-occluding slides. Basic

skills of searching, scanning, sum-
marizing; associations as aid to re-

membering; good practice when writ-

ing a report or taking an exam. JH
SH

For more information circle

No. ltit> on return postal card.

MATHEMATICS
Number Bases and Binary Arithmetic
prog CORONET $30 for 25 student

books with self-contained answer-oc-
cluding slides. Fundamental opera-

tions of the binary system and how it

differs from other number systems.

JH SH

For more information circle

No. 17U on return postal card.

Tutorfilm prog USI Titles now ready
include: Introduction to Algebra $40;

Use of the Slide Rule (3 volumes);
Foundations of Trigonometry (re-

vised); Introduction to Computet
Mathematics ($100); Computer Pro-

gramming (4 parts ea $90). SH C

For more information circle

No. 171 on return postal card.
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Advance Products Co.—^p. 725

R. E. Altken—p. 742

Allied Radio Corp.—p. 742

American Library Color SUde Co.,

Inc.—p. 743

American Optical Co.—p. 700

American Telephone & Telegraph
Co.—p. 693

Andio Cardaloff-p. 729, 730

Audiotronics—p. 694

Charles Beseler Company—^p. 731

E. M. Bryant—p. 744

ChurchUI Films—p. 743

Coffey, Jack C. Co., Inc.—p. 727

Compco Corporation—p. 741

Contemporary Films, Inc.-p. 741

Da-Ute Screen Company, Inc.—^p.

732

Dowling:. Pat, Plctares—p. 730

Draper Shade & Screen Co.—p.

725
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Educational & Recreational
Guides, Inc.—p. 722

Fiberbilt Case Company—p. 748
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—

p. 735

Graflex, a sub. of General Pre-
cision Equipment Corp. — Inside
Back Cover

Harwald Company, Inc.—^p. 748

(over)

YE5! • • • I want to receive EDUCATIONAL SCREEN and AUDIO-
VISUAL GUIDE every month.

D On* y*ar $4.00

D Thraa yaan $8.00

Position

Name or Title

Important

D Home
Address

Business

City Zone Slate

.

Company or School

D Payment is enclosed D Bill me

Get your personal subscription started today. All subscriptions include the

BLUE BOOK, in August, at no extra charge. The BLUE BOOK Ilsto all AV
materials produced the previous year. Indexed, with a synopsis of every fllm,

fllmstrip, or recording listed—you'll keep the BLUE BOOK handy the year

'round. And yonll look forward to every monthly personal issue!

Subscribe to EDUCATIONAL SCREEN
NOW

When you see a "Circle No." under an item or an ad, it meani

that there is more information available.

Send for FREE INFORMATION

Educational Screen and Audiovisual Guide CIRCLE THE NUMBERS
1 413 North Oacffborn , Chicago 10, Illinois AND MAIL NOW!

Please send me turther information on products and moterials mentioned in

the December Educational Screen and Audiovisual Guide as circled b*low.
1 Abeul N«w taulpmt,„t e ntt Lltmraturn: 101 103 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 110

I '" 112 113 114 115 116 117 118 119 120 121 122 123 124 125 126 127
121 129 130 131 132 133 134 135 136 137 138 139 140 141 142 143 144
14S 146 147 148 149 150 151 152 153 154 155 156 157 158 159 160 161

. 1*3 163 164 16S 166 167 168 169 170 171 172 173 174 175 176 177 17i
17» 180 181 182 183 184 185 186 187 188 189 190 191 192 193 194 195
196 197 198 199 200 201 202 203 204 205 206 207 208 209 210 211 212
213 214 215 216 2)7 218 219 220 221 222 223 224 225 226 227 228 229
230 231 232 233 234 235 236 237 238 239 240 341 242 243 244 245 246

. i*' 248 249 250 251 252 253 254 255 256 257 258 259 260 261 262 263
1 264 265 266 267 268 269 270 271 272 273 J74 275 276 277 278 279 280

281 282 283 284 285 286 287 288 289 290 J91 292 393 294 295 296 297
2*1 299 300 301 302 303 304 305 306 307 308 309 310 311 312 313 314

1 3" 316 317
, Further fntormoflon on Advertised Products 318 319 320 321 322 323 324 325 326
1 s^ 328 329 330 331 332 333 334 335 336 337 338 339 340 341 342 343

344 345 346 347 348 349 350 351 352 353 354 355 356 357 358 359 360
Ml 362 363 364 365 366 367 368 369 370 371 372 373 374 375 376 377

; 37« 379 380 381 382 383 384 385 386 387 388

1 Nam* . Tiri*

' Firm or Gov't. D*pl. _

1 Str**t

1 Cify Stole 12-62

NOT GOOD AFTER FEBRUARY 1, 1963
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BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
FIRST CLASS PERMIT NO. 17427 SEC. 34.9, P.L.&R. CHICAGO. Ill

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN
415 NORTH DEARBORN

CHICAGO 1 0, ILLINOIS

Subscribe! Don't put np with a second-hand, pass-along: copy.

Use this card to get a fresh, uncut, unrltpped copy each month.

Subscribe to EDUCATIONAL SCREEN

When yon see a "Circle No." under an item or an ad. It means

that there is more information available.

Send for FREE INFORMATION

Postage

WiUbePaid
by

.Addressee,

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
FIRST ClASS PERMI" NO. 17427 SEC. 34.9, P.L.4R. CHICAGO,

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN

415 NORTH DEARBORN

CHICAGO 10, ILLINOIS

ADVERTISED IN THIS ISSUI

For further information, circl

advertiser number on encloset

reply card.

(341)

(342)

(343)

(344)

(345)

(346)
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(350)

(351)
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(353)

(354)

(355)

(356)

(357)

(358)

(359)

(360)

(361)

(362)

Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc-
p. 729

Hudson Photographic Industries,

Inc.—p. 735

Indiana University, A-V Center

—

p. 744

Kalart/Vlctor—Back Cover

Keystone View Co.—p. 734

Leonard Film Service—p. 739

Levolor Lorentzen, Inc.—p. 695

Minnesota Mining & Manufactur-
ing Co.—p. 696, 697

National Cinema Service—p. 742

North American Philips Co., Inc.

—p. 698

Polaroid Corporation
Front Cover

Inside

Radio-Mat Slide Co.—p. 730

Rapid Film Technique, Inc.—p.

742

Rheem Califone Corp.—^p. 703

Snyder Electronic Distributora,

Inc.—p. 742

Stlk-a-Letter Co.—p. 744

Sylvania Electric Products, Inc.

—

p. 701, 733

Tecnlfax Corporation—^p. 704

Turner Co.—p. 702

Visual Sciences—p. 742

H. Wilson Corp.—p. 728

World in Color Motion Picture
Productions—p. 744
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NEW PUBLICATIONS

Audio Visual Materials Catalog of films,

TV spots, filmstrips and recordings,

dealing with prejudice, anti-Semi-
tism, 31pp free. ADL

For more information circle
No. 172 on return postal card.

Catalog 356 lists new AV equipment, a
line of 3000 watt slide projectors for

front and rear use. GENARCO

For more information circle
No. 178 on return postal card.

Directory of College Courses in Radio
and Television. USOE Circular 669;

OE-34014. 65pp. Write direct. USOE.

Write Direct

Educational TV—A Primer. Informative,
well illustrated, general coverage,
good glossary. 22pp free DAGE

For more information circle
No. 174 on return postal card.

lETV Distribution Systems (How to Get
the Most Out of MPATI), and binder-
punched catalog of many useful fit-

tings and accessories. Free. JERROLD
For more information circle
No. 17.5 on return postal card.

Movies and Censorship: Bosley Crow-
ther. Opposes both censorship and
classification; points out changing
nature of movie theatre audience in

step with changing world, existence
of widely varied publics for different
types of film; emphasizes role of fami-
ly and peer group judgements in

film selection, but overlooks possibili-

ties of target audience designation by
producer, or of raising standards of
film appreciation through education.
28p 25 cents Order Direct from Pub-
lic Affairs Pamphlets, 22 E 38th St,

NY 16, NY

Write Direct

Photolamp and Lighting Data. 42pp 10
cents. Very useful suggestions on just
what lighting to use (including flash)
and why and how. GErLAMP

Write Direct

Product Orientation Manual outlines the
functions and uses of various types
of language laboratory units, and de-
scribes in detail the many items pro-
duced by the publisher. 12pp Free.
TRW

For more information circle
No. 176 on return postal card.

Professional Film Reviews, helpful to
buyers and previewers. Write Direct
—Landers Film Reviews, 4930 Colos-
seum St., Los Angeles 16, Calif.

Write Direct

Screens, Symbols, Numbers, Alphabets
artwork on transparent plastic, self-

adhesive for posters, repro work etc.

80 page catalog, free. Also new
Modulart transparency makers for
constructing figures for illustrations.

free ARTYPE
For more information circle
No. 177 on return postal card.

Studies in Educational Technology
Teaching Machines and Programed
Learning James D. Finn and Donald
G. Perrin. Occasional paper #3. 85pp
$1.50. Write direct NEA

Write Direct

Studies in the Growth of Instructional
Technology. No 6 in series of papers
developed under the NDEA "Techno-
logical Development Project," gives
impressive data on status and needs
of AV equipment installations. A
"must" in every AV center and excel-
lent ammunition for dealer and sales-
man. 108pp $2.50 NEA Write direct

Write Direct

Television in iDducation, Informative,
excellently illustrated book (28pp
8%xll) tells its story well—without
"commercials." Free. SYLVANIA.

For more information circle
No. 178 on return postal card.

Telling the Good News. "Public rela-
tions handbook for churches ... a
do-it-yourself kit that will help the
church reach the community." Aside
from some practical suggestions on
local use of radio, TV and still pho-
tography the audiovisual communica-
tion tools are ignored. 202pp $2.50.

1962. CONCORDIA.

Write Direct

Tiffen Filter Manual, new eaition, en-
larged, 24pp, 18 chart-tables. At photo
dealers. TIFFEN.

Write Direct

Visual Presentation Handbook for Busi-
ness and Industry describes many
techniques and resources applicable
also to education. 105p cloth $2.50,

paper $1. ORVIS.

Write Direct

Visucom Equipment and Materials. Ex-
cellently illustrated, informative cata-
log of methods and materials for
transparency production and projec-
tion. 48pp free. TECNIFAX

For more Information circle
No. 179 on return postal card.

Your Lesson Plan catalog and presenta-
tion of extensive correlated list of
color filmstrips and new "question"
filmstrips for use in "Visual Educa-
tor" machine. YLP

For more Information circle
No. 180 on return postal card.

Advertisement

HELPFUL BOOKS

SOURCES OF FREE AND INEXPENSIVE
EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS. Second Edi-

tion, 1962. Compiled and edited by
Esther Dever. Contents include sources

for: Films, Filmstrips, Slides, Tapes,

Books, Booklets, Posters, Pamphlets,
Fund Raising Projects and others. In-

cluded are 20 free filmstrips that can
be retained in the school library.

Book is $3.00 plus 25c for postage
and tax to: Esther Dever, P. O. Box
1 86, Grafton, W. V.

THE AV INDEX A guide to instruction-

al material information covering the

use of Audio-Visual materials and
equipment. Single copy, $2.95. Quan-
tity prices: 2-9 copies, 10% discount;

10-20 copies, 20% discount. Postage
added if payment does not accom-
pany order. Audio-Visual Research
Institute, 1346 Broadway, Detroit 26,
Michigan.

AUDIOVISUAL MATERIALS: THEIR
NATURE AND USE. Third Edition by
Walter Arno Wittich and Charles F.

Schuller. 500 pp. 416 ilustratlons 14
Color Plates. Harper & Row, Pub-
lishers, 49 E. 33rd St., New York 16,

N. Y. 1962. $8.75.

EDUCATORS GUIDE TO FREE FILM
STRIPS. Compiled and Edited by Mary
Foley Horkheimer and John W. Dtffor.

Revised each August. Educators Prog-
ress Service, Dept. AVG, Randolph,
Wis. $6.00.

EDUCATORS GUIDE TO FREE TAPES,
SCRIPTS, AND TRANSCRIPTIONS. Com-
piled and Edited by Walter A. WlHIch.
Ph.D., and Gertie Hanson Hoisted,

M. A. Revised each August. Educators
Progress Service, Dept. AVG, Ran-
dolph, Wis. $5.75

EDUCATORS GUIDE TO FREE FILMS.
Complied and Edited by Mary Foley
Horkheimer and John W. Differ. Edu-
cational Consultant, John Guy Fowl-
kes. Revised each August, Educators
Progress Service, Dept. AVG, Ran-
dolph, Wis. $9.00.

STANDARDS OF PHOTOPLAY AP-
PRECIATION. A Course of Study In

Photoplay Appreciation. By William
Lewin and Alexander Frazler. Illus-

trated. Educational & Recreational
Guides, Inc., 105 New England Ave.,
Summit, New Jersey. $2.95.
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"FIBERBILT" CASES
"THEY lAST INDEFINITELY"

Equipped with itaal cornars, staal card

heldar and haavy wab itrops.

Only original FIberbllt Casas baar thlt

Trada Mark

Your Assuranca

of "FInasf Quality"

For 16mm Film

400' «o aOOO' Raala

Sold by All loading Daalart

Film Executives

PROFESSIONALIZE
YOUR FILM ROOM

and Save Money

Harwald's precision automatic film inspection
equipment is the accepted world standard for
modern film libraries—T.V. stations—or wher-
ever motion picture film is hondled. Inspect-O-
Film ao*omo*ica//y finds breaks, torn sprocket
holes, scotch tape "splices", any cause of film
failure. Even those defects that are virtually
impossible to find by hand. Also provides for
film cleaning, conditioning, timing and editing.

Seven models available.
See catalog for complete listing.

SPLICE-0-FILM
For the easiest, strongest
splices ever—in just 9 sec-
onds! Accurate to l/lO.OOO
of an inch. Complete with
electric heat and automatic
scraper. Used by profes-
sionals evcrywtiere. Money
back guarantee. $175.00.

Gef the full story. Talk to our engineering rep-
reseniatives and write for our catalog contain-
ing a complete line of film room equipment.

Directory of Sources

ADL—Anti-Defamation League of B;nai
B;rith, 515 Madison Ave.. New York 22

AMERICAN OPTICAL CO., Instrument Div.,
Box A. Buffalo 15, N. Y.

ARGUS—Argus Cameras. Inc., div. of Syl-
vania Electric Products, Inc., 405 Fourth
St.. Ann Arbor. Mich.

ARRIFLEX Corp. of America, 257 Park Ave.,
South. New York 10. N. Y.

ARTVPE, Incorporated. 127 S. Northwest
Highway. Barrington. 111.

ATLANTIS Productions. Inc.. 7967 Sunset
Blvd., Hollywood 46, Calif.

ATSI—American Teaching System, Inc., 12902
S. Broadway, Los Angeles 61, Calif.

BAIISCH & Lomb. Incorporated, 68861 Bausch
St.. Rochester 2. N. Y.

BESELER Co.. Charles, 211 S. 18th St., East
Orange, N. J.

BILLERETT Company. 1544 Embassy St.,
Anaheim, Calif.

BRADFORD Products Co.. 8106 N. Ridgeway,
Skokie. 111.

BUHL Optical Co.. 1009 Beech Ave., Pitts-
burgh 33, Pa.

BURGESS—Burgess Cellulose Co., Freeport.
lU.

CECO—Camera Equipment Co., Inc., 315 W.
43rd St.. New York 36, N. Y.

COFFEY. Jack C. Co.. Inc.. 710—17th St.,
North Chicago, 111.

C'GLORTRAN—Colortran Industries, 630 S.
Flower St.. Burbank. Calif.

CONCORDIA Films, 3558 S. Jerrerson Ave.,
St. Louis 18

CORONET Films,
Chicago 1, 111.

65 E. South Water St.,

DAGE Television, Div. Thompson Products,
Inc.. West 10th St.. Michigan City. Ind.

DA-LITE Screen Co., Inc.. Warsaw, Ind.
DICTAPHONE Corporation. 420 Lexington
Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

DRAPER. Luther O.. Shade Co.. P.O " ,

108. Spiceland. Ind.

DUKANE Corp.. St. Charles, III.

EI.ECTNET—Electro Networks, Inc Cale-
donia, N. Y.

ELGEET-VICOM—Vicom. Inc.. div. Elgeet
Optical Co.. 838 Smith St., Rochester. N. Y.

FEDMEC—Federal Manufacturing and Engi-
neering Corp., 1055 Stewart Ave., Garden
City, N. Y.

FLASH—Flash Manufacturing Co., 305 Plane
St., Newark 2, N. J.

FOTOTYPE, Inc., 1414 Roscoe St., Chicago 13,

GBCA—G B C America Corp., 89 Franklin
St.. New York 13. N. Y.

GE:LAMP—General Electric Co.. Photo
Lamp Dept., Nela Park, Cleveland 12, Ohio

GENARCO Inc.. 9704 Sutphin Blvd., Jamaica
35. N. Y.

GRAFLEX. Inc.. Dept. ES-11, 3750 Monroe
Ave.. Rochester 3, N. Y.

GROLIER—The Grolier Society, Inc., 575
Lexington Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

HARKAR—Harman-Kardon,
N. Y.

Inc., Plainview,

1245 CHICAGO AVE. • EVANSTOIiAjJ.1'.;

THE HARWALD COMPANY -sJ'"" '
"°iM^'vX-

"
DAvIs 8-7070

HOOVER Brothers, 1511 Baltimore, Kansas
City, Mo.

HOWE Folding Furniture Co., 360 Lexington
Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

HPI: Hudson Photographic Industries. Inc.,
So. Buckhout & Station Rd., Irvington-on-
Hudson, N. Y.

UBSCI—T. N. Hubbard Scientific Co.. P.O.
105. Northbrook. 111.

.^auBsc

-International Film Bureau, Inc.. 332 S.
(fichigan Ave.. Chicago 4. 111.

INMARK—Inter-Mark Corporation. 8(

Cooper Ave.. Brooklyn 27, N. Y.
INSTRUCTO Products Co., Div. of Jacroi
Mfg. Co.. 1635 N. 55th St., Philadelphia
Pa.

JERROLD Electronics Corporation, Jerr
Bldg., Philadelphia 32, Pa.

K & K—Keufel & Esser Co.. Hoboken. N.
KLEEN—Kleen-Stik Products, Inc., 7300
Wilson Ave., Chicago, 111.

KNOX Manufacturing Co..
Shiller Park, 111.

9715 Soreng A>

LaBELIE Industries, Inc.. Oconomowoc, W
LAFINST—Lafayette Instrument Co.,
26th & 52-Bypass, Lafayette. Ind.

LAKESIDE Manufacturing Co.. 1996 S. A
St.. Milwaukee 7. Wise.

MDTEl,—Maryland Telecommunications, Ii

10 B Winters Lane, Baltimore 28, Md.
MMM—Minnesota Mining and Manufactur

Co., 9D0 Bush St.. St. Paul 6, Minn.

NEA: National Education Association, I

tional Commission on Safety Educati
1201 16th St.. N. W., Washington 6

ORB—J. Herbert Orr Enterprises, It

Opelika, Ala.

ORVIS—Oravisual Co., Inc., Box 11150,
Petersburg 33, Fla.

PENTRON, Inc., 788 S. Tripp Ave., Chlce
24, 111.

RADIANT Mfg. Corp., P.O. Box 5640, Chica
80, 111.

RCA, Audio-Visual Sales, Meadow Lands, 1

RCA, Broadcast and TV Equipment Det
Industrial Electronic Products, Mead<
Lands, Pa.

RIIECAL—Rheem-Califone Corp., 5922 Bow
roft St., P.O. Box 78567, Los Angeles
Calif.

ROBINS Industries Corp., 36-27 Prince E
Flushing 54, N. Y.

RUDCO—Rutherford Duplicator Co., P.
Box 13087, Houston 19, Texas.

SCOTT—H. H. Scott, Inc., Ill Powderm
Road, Maynard, Mass.

STANPROJ—Standard Projector & Equi
ment Co.. 7433 N. Harlem. Chicago 48, J

SYLVANIA Electric Products Inc., 730 Thi
Ave.. New York 17

TECNIFAX Corporation. 195 Appleton S
Holyoke. Mass.

TRW. Thompson Ramo Wooldridge Inc.. Ed
cational Electronics Div.. 6325 Huntley R'
Columbus 24, Ohio.

DAGE Division, Thompson Ramo Wooldridj
Inc., 455 Sheridan Ave., Michigan City, In

TIFFEN Optical Co.. 71 Jane St., Rosl-
Heights. L. I.. N. Y.

USI—U. S. Industries, Inc.. 250 Park Av.
New York 17, N. Y.

USOE—United States Office of Educatiol
Dept. of Health. Education & Welfar|
Washington 25. D. C.

VIDENG—Video Engineering Co., Inc.. Rig»
Road at First Place. NE, Washington 1

D. C.

V-M Corporation, 305 Territorial Road, Bei|
ton Harbor, Mich.

YLP—Your Lesson Plan Filmstrips. In<.

Lock Box 2090. Raleigh, N. Car.
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